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INTRODUCTION

e British StudyEdition of eUrantia Papers is a translation of the
Fi h Epochal Revelation from American to British English as de ned
by theOxfordDictionary of English. It has the followingmain features:

• e very latest version of the Standard Reference Text (SRT) has
been used as a base of this translation.

• All signi cant changes to the text (present also in SRT) are docu-
mented in the critical apparatus, togetherwith a brief explanation
of the reason for the change. To signify the presence of a textual
variant, a circle is printed at the end of the affected word or para-
graph, like this˚.

• Studynotes have been added and aremarkedwith an asterisk, like
this*.

• e symbol ¶marks the rst paragraph in the group as in the 1955
rst printing, where such groups were delimited by blank lines.

• All distance and temperature measures have been converted to
metric units, except where there was even the slightest potential
for error, such as in the use of “Jerusem miles”, which was le in-
tact. e idiomatic expressions like “carry his pack for a mile”
were also le intact, obviously.

• Long and hard to memorise phrases like “three hundred and
forty- ve thousand” have been converted to a compact form
“345,000”. Likewise, for phrases like “seventy- ve per cent”, a
more compact form of “75%” was chosen. Likewise, the time
designations like “ een minutes past four o’clock” now read
“16:15”.

• e designation of the author of each paper (and Foreword) is
printed in italics on a line by itself just before the text.

• SRTparagraphnumbering is used throughout: both in the super-
script and in the paragraph ranges printed in the header of every
page.

• Possible textual corruptions are indicated in the footnotes.
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For deriving etymology of the words coined by the revelators, I ac-
knowledge the use of the notes by Dr Chris Halvorson. Many thanks
to my friend Mitch Austin for helpful suggestions and comments,
some of which have been incorporated into the study notes of the pre-
sent edition.

Tigran Aivazian
London, England
13 July 2011.



PART I. THE CENTRAL AND SUPERUNIVERSES

Sponsored by a Uversa Corps of Superuniverse Personalities acting by
authority of the Orvonton Ancients of Days.

FOREWORD

Divine Counsellor

IN THE MINDS of the mortals of Urantia* — that being the
name of your world — there exists great confusion respecting
the meaning of such terms as God, divinity, and deity. Hu-

man beings are still more confused and uncertain about the rela-
tionships of the divine personalities designated by these numerous
appellations. Because of this conceptual poverty associated with
so much ideational confusion, I have been directed to formulate
this introductory statement in explanation of the meanings which
should be attached to certain word symbols as they may be here-
ina er used in those papers which the Orvonton* corps of truth
revealers have been authorized* to translate into the English lan-
guage of Urantia.

2 It is exceedingly difficult to present enlarged concepts and ad-
vanced truth, in our endeavour to expand cosmic consciousness
and enhance spiritual perception, when we are restricted to the use
of a circumscribed language of the realm. But ourmandate admon-
ishes us to make every effort to convey our meanings by using the
word symbols of the English tongue. We have been instructed to
introduce new terms only when the concept to be portrayed nds

0.1. Urantia, pronounced oorántia (or, somewhat more pedantically, oorántsiya), is a
coined word from the Greek οὐρανός “heavens” and the Latin suffix -tia, probably signi-
fying “[y]our place in the heavens”. e Urantia Papers being didactic, the celestial be-
ings coined many words to stir up our desire to learn by active exploration, rather than
by mere passive assimilation of meanings and values.
1.Orvonton, is a coined word from theOld English pre x or- “out”, theMiddle English
wone (> von) “dwelling place” and the Old English tun “town”, resulting in the total
meaning of “the out-dwelling town”.
1. Orvonton … authorized, Only the papers 1–31 (i.e. Part I) were authorized at the
superuniverse level. e papers 32–196 (Parts II, III and IV) were revealed under the
local universe and system level authorization.
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no terminology inEnglishwhich can be employed to convey such a
new concept partially or evenwithmore or less distortion ofmean-
ing.

3 In the hope of facilitating comprehension and of preventing
confusion on the part of every mortal who may peruse* these pa-
pers, we deem it wise to present in this initial statement an outline
of the meanings to be attached to numerous English words which
are to be employed in designation of Deity and certain associated
concepts of the things, meanings, and values of universal reality.

4 But in order to formulate this Foreword of de nitions and lim-
itations of terminology, it is necessary to anticipate the usage of
these terms in the subsequent presentations. is Foreword is not,
therefore, a nished statement within itself; it is only a de nitive
guide designed to assist those who shall read the accompanying pa-
pers dealing with Deity and the universe of universes* which have
been formulated by an Orvonton commission sent to Urantia for
this purpose.

5 ¶ Yourworld,Urantia, is one ofmany similar inhabited planets
which comprise the local universe of Nebadon*. is universe, to-
getherwith similar creations,makes up the superuniverse ofOrvon-

3. peruse, Note, not merely read, but peruse, i.e. study very thoroughly and carefully.
4. papers dealing with Deity and the universe of universes, As already noted at 0:0.1
these are limited to papers 1–31 only. erefore, this Foreword is properly “Foreword
to Part I of Urantia Papers” and that is where it should properly be printed. Curiously,
this is where the Foreword is located in “ e Titles of the Papers” and “Contents of
the Book” as printed in the original 1955 edition, although the text of the Foreword is
printed just before the Part I title page preceding paper 1 of that edition. Moving the
Foreword outside Part I (as is done in all other editions) shows an attempt to fossilize into
a singlemonolithic “UrantiaBook” what should remain a living and constantly growing
set of “Urantia Papers” — an epochal revelation of the living God to growing evolving
mortals. If this trend is allowed toproceedwemay eventually endupwith something like
the current shameful disaster known as “HOLYBIBLE” (“HOLYURANTIABOOK”
or “GOD’S BIBLE”?). Although the writings that constitute the Bible were originally
based on the visions of true prophets and thewords of sincere teachers of truth, they have
subsequently been corrupted and turned into a monolithic idolized body by the wicked
priests of Organized Religion.
5.Nebadon, is a coined word from the Old English adune (> dune > dun > don) “off the
hill”, resulting in the probable total meaning of “the nebular hill”. Indeed, the Nebadon
(local universe) level of our ascension is a relative ‘hill’, compared to the system-level
mansion world experience.
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ton, fromwhose capital, Uversa*, our commission hails. Orvonton
is one of the seven evolutionary superuniverses of time and space
which circle the never-beginning, never-ending creation of divine
perfection — the central universe of Havona. At the heart of this
eternal and central universe is the stationary Isle of Paradise, the
geographic centre of in nity and the dwelling place of the eternal
God.

6 e seven evolving superuniverses in association with the cen-
tral and divine universe, we commonly refer to as the grand uni-
verse; these are the now organized and inhabited creations. ey
are all a part of the master universe, which also embraces the unin-
habited but mobilizing* universes of outer space.

1. DEITY AND DIVINITY
1 e universe of universes presents phenomena of deity activi-

ties on diverse levels of cosmic realities, mind meanings, and spirit
values, but all of these ministrations — personal or otherwise —
are divinely co-ordinated.

2 ¶ DEITY is personalizable as God, is prepersonal and super-
personal in ways not altogether comprehensible by man. Deity is
characterized by the quality of unity — actual or potential — on
all supermaterial levels of reality; and this unifying quality is best
comprehended by creatures as divinity.

3 ¶ Deity functions on personal, prepersonal, and superpersonal
levels. Total Deity is functional on the following seven levels:

4 1. Static — self-contained and self-existent Deity.
5 2. Potential — self-willed and self-purposive Deity.
6 3. Associative — self-personalized and divinely fraternal De-

ity.
7 4. Creative — self-distributive and divinely revealed Deity.
8 5. Evolutional — self-expansive and creature-identi ed De-

ity.
5. Uversa, is a coined word from the Latin versatilis “capable of turning or being turned
around”, signifying the centre of the superuniverse expressing the 7 expression of the
Father-Son-Spirit pattern: ‘U’ being the 21 letter of English alphabet: 21 = 3×7. e
“name” of the rst evolutionary superuniverse, under this scheme, would be “Cversa”, of
the second — “Fversa”, and so on.
6. mobilizing, i.e. being prepared for the future inhabitation.
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9 6. Supreme — self-experiential and creature-Creator-unify-
ing Deity. Deity functioning on the rst creature-identi cational
level as time-space overcontrollers of the grand universe, some-
times designated the Supremacy of Deity.

10 7. Ultimate — self-projected and time-space-transcending
Deity. Deity omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent. Deity
functioning on the second level of unifying divinity expression as
effective overcontrollers and absonite upholders of the master uni-
verse. As compared with the ministry of the Deities to the grand
universe, this absonite function in the master universe is tanta-
mount to universal overcontrol and supersustenance, sometimes
called the Ultimacy of Deity.

11 ¶ e nite level of reality is characterized by creature life and
time-space limitations. Finite realities may not have endings, but
they always have beginnings — they are created. e Deity level
of Supremacy may be conceived as a function in relation to nite
existences.

12 ¶ e absonite level of reality is characterized by things and be-
ings without beginnings or endings and by the transcendence of
time and space. Absoniters are not created; they are eventuated
— they simply are. e Deity level of Ultimacy connotes a func-
tion in relation to absonite realities. No matter in what part of the
master universe, whenever time and space are transcended, such an
absonite phenomenon is an act of the Ultimacy of Deity.

13 ¶ e absolute level is beginningless, endless, timeless, and
spaceless. For example: On Paradise, time and space are nonex-
istent; the time-space status of Paradise is absolute. is level is
Trinity attained, existentially, by the ParadiseDeities, but this third
level of unifyingDeity expression is not fully uni ed experientially.
Whenever, wherever, and however the absolute level ofDeity func-
tions, Paradise-absolute values and meanings are manifest.

14 ¶ Deity may be existential*, as in the Eternal Son; experien-
tial*, as in the SupremeBeing; associative, as inGod the Sevenfold;
1.14. existential, De ned at 0:7.3 as “beings of eternal existence, past, present, and fu-
ture”.
14. experiential, De ned at 0:7.4 as “beings actualizing in the post-Havona present but
of unending existence throughout all future eternity”.
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undivided, as in the Paradise Trinity.
15 Deity is the source of all that which is divine. Deity is char-

acteristically and invariably divine, but all that which is divine is
not necessarily Deity, though it will be co-ordinated with Deity
and will tend towards some phase of unity with Deity — spiritual,
mindal, or personal.

16 ¶ DIVINITY is the characteristic, unifying, and co-ordinat-
ing quality of Deity.

17 Divinity is creature comprehensible as truth, beauty, and
goodness; correlated in personality as love, mercy, and ministry;
disclosed on impersonal levels as justice, power, and sovereignty.

18 Divinity may be perfect — complete — as on existential and
creator levels of Paradise perfection; it may be imperfect, as on ex-
periential and creature levels of time-space evolution; or it may be
relative, neither perfect nor imperfect, as on certain Havona levels
of existential-experiential relationships.

19 ¶ Whenwe attempt to conceive of perfection in all phases and
forms of relativity, we encounter seven conceivable types*:

20 1. Absolute perfection in all aspects.
21 2. Absolute perfection in some phases and relative perfec-

tion in all other aspects.
22 3. Absolute, relative, and imperfect aspects in varied associ-

ation.
23 4. Absolute perfection in some respects, imperfection in all

others.
24 5. Absolute perfection in no direction, relative perfection in

all manifestations.˚
19. seven conceivable types, e following list of seven elements contains all non-empty
subsets (23−1 = 7) of the set {Absolute, Relative, Imperfection}, listed in this particular
order to re ect the inherent ordering of the three basic elements as follows: Absolute >
Relative > Imperfection.
24. 5. Absolute perfection in no direction, relative perfection in all othermanifestations.
other removed. e original phraseology is incorrect because the reference to other manifes-
tations requires the existence of one ormore additional manifestations to which this other is
being contrasted. As this particular phase of perfection exists in only one manifestation —
relative perfection— there are no additional types which require or permit the use of other
in this context. ere error occurred when “other” was inserted into the 1955 text during
one of the pre-publication transcriptions by accidentally repeating the pattern of use found
immediately before and a er this sentence.
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25 6. Absolute perfection in no phase, relative in some, imper-
fect in others.

26 7. Absolute perfection in no attribute, imperfection in all.

2. GOD
1 Evolving mortal creatures experience an irresistible urge to

symbolize their nite concepts of God. Man’s consciousness of
moral duty and his spiritual idealism represent a value level — an
experiential reality — which is difficult of symbolization.

2 Cosmic consciousness implies the recognition of a FirstCause,
the one and only uncaused reality. God, theUniversal Father, func-
tions on three Deity-personality levels of subin nite value and rel-
ative divinity expression:

3 1. Prepersonal — as in the ministry of the Father fragments,
such as the ought Adjusters.

4 2. Personal — as in the evolutionary experience of created
and procreated beings.

5 3. Superpersonal— as in the eventuated existences of certain
absonite and associated beings.

6 GOD is a word symbol designating all personalizations of De-
ity. e term requires a different de nition on each personal level
of Deity function and must be still further rede ned within each
of these levels, as this termmay be used to designate the diverse co-
ordinate and subordinate personalizations of Deity; for example:
the Paradise Creator Sons — the local universe fathers.

7 ¶ e term God, as we make use of it, may be understood:
8 By designation — as God the Father.
9 By context— as when used in the discussion of some one deity

level or association. When in doubt as to the exact interpretation
of the word God, it would be advisable to refer it to the person of
the Universal Father.

10 ¶ e termGod always denotes personality. Deitymay, ormay
not, refer to divinity personalities.
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11 ¶ e word GOD is used, in these papers*, with the following
meanings:

12 1. God the Father—Creator, Controller, andUpholder. e
Universal Father, the First Person of Deity.

13 2. God the Son — Co-ordinate Creator, Spirit Controller,
and Spiritual Administrator. e Eternal Son, the Second Person
of Deity.

14 3. God the Spirit — Conjoint Actor, Universal Integrator,
and Mind Bestower. e In nite Spirit, the ird Person of Deity.

15 4. God the Supreme — the actualizing or evolving God of
time and space. Personal Deity associatively realizing the time-
space experiential achievement of creature-Creator identity. e
Supreme Being is personally experiencing the achievement of De-
ity unity as the evolving and experiential God of the evolutionary
creatures of time and space.

16 5. God the Sevenfold — Deity personality anywhere actually
functioning in time and space. e personal Paradise Deities and
their creative associates functioning in and beyond the borders of
the central universe and power-personalizing as the SupremeBeing
on the rst creature level of unifying Deity revelation in time and
space. is level, the grand universe, is the sphere of the time-space
descension of Paradise personalities in reciprocal association with
the time-space ascension of evolutionary creatures.

17 6. God the Ultimate — the eventuating God of supertime
and transcended space. e second experiential level of unify-
ing Deity manifestation. God the Ultimate implies the attained
realization of the synthesized absonite-superpersonal, time-space-
transcended, and eventuated-experiential values, co-ordinated on
nal creative levels of Deity reality.
18 7. God theAbsolute— the experientializingGodof transcen-

ded superpersonal values and divinity meanings, now existential as
the Deity Absolute. is is the third level of unifying Deity expres-
sion and expansion. On this supercreative level, Deity experiences
2.11. e word GOD is used, in these papers, e following list of seven uses of the
word “God” con rms that the Foreword is related to papers 1–31 only, because in the
later papers dealing with the local universe affairs, a Creator Son is also referred to as
“God”.
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exhaustion of personalizable potential, encounters completion of
divinity, and undergoes depletion of capacity for self-revelation to
successive and progressive levels of other-personalization. Deity
now encounters, impinges upon, and experiences identitywith, the
Unquali ed Absolute.

3. THE FIRST SOURCE AND CENTRE
1 Total, in nite reality is existential in seven phases and as seven

co-ordinate Absolutes:
2 1. e First Source and Centre.
3 2. e Second Source and Centre.
4 3. e ird Source and Centre.
5 4. e Isle of Paradise.
6 5. e Deity Absolute.
7 6. e Universal Absolute.
8 7. e Unquali ed Absolute.
9 ¶ God, as the First Source and Centre, is primal in relation to

total reality — unquali edly. e First Source and Centre is in -
nite as well as eternal and is therefore limited or conditioned only
by volition.

10 God — the Universal Father — is the personality of the First
Source andCentre and as suchmaintains personal relations of in -
nite control over all co-ordinate and subordinate sources and cen-
tres. Such control is personal and in nite in potential, even though
it may never actually function owing to the perfection of the func-
tion of such co-ordinate and subordinate sources and centres and
personalities.

11 e First Source and Centre is, therefore, primal in all do-
mains: dei ed or undei ed, personal or impersonal, actual or po-
tential, nite or in nite. No thing or being, no relativity or nality,
exists except in direct or indirect relation to, and dependence on,
the primacy of the First Source and Centre.

12 ¶ e First Source and Centre is related to the universe as:
13 1. e gravity forces of thematerial universes are convergent

in the gravity centre of nether Paradise. at is just why the geo-
graphic location of his person is eternally xed in absolute relation
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to the force-energy centre of the nether or material plane of Para-
dise. But the absolute personality of Deity exists on the upper or
spiritual plane of Paradise.

14 2. e mind forces are convergent in the In nite Spirit; the
differential and divergent cosmicmind in the SevenMaster Spirits;
the factualizing mind of the Supreme as a time-space experience in
Majeston.

15 3. e universe spirit forces are convergent in the Eternal
Son.

16 4. e unlimited capacity for deity action resides in the De-
ity Absolute.

17 5. e unlimited capacity for in nity response exists in the
Unquali ed Absolute.

18 6. e two Absolutes — Quali ed and Unquali ed — are
co-ordinated and uni ed in and by the Universal Absolute.

19 7. e potential personality of an evolutionary moral being
or of any othermoral being is centred in the personality of theUni-
versal Father.

20 ¶ REALITY, as comprehended by nite beings, is partial, rel-
ative, and shadowy. e maximum Deity reality fully comprehen-
sible by evolutionary nite creatures is embraced within the Su-
preme Being. Nevertheless there are antecedent and eternal reali-
ties, super nite realities, which are ancestral to this SupremeDeity
of evolutionary time-space creatures. In attempting to portray the
origin and nature of universal reality, we are forced to employ the
technique of time-space reasoning in order to reach the level of the
nite mind. erefore must many of the simultaneous events of

eternity be presented as sequential transactions.
21 As a time-space creature would view the origin and differentia-

tion of Reality, the eternal and in nite IAMachievedDeity libera-
tion from the fetters of unquali ed in nity through the exercise of
inherent and eternal free will, and this divorcement from unqual-
i ed in nity produced the rst absolute divinity-tension. is ten-
sion of in nity differential is resolved by the Universal Absolute,
which functions to unify and co-ordinate the dynamic in nity of
Total Deity and the static in nity of the Unquali ed Absolute.
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22 In this original transaction the theoretical I AM achieved the
realization of personality by becoming the Eternal Father of the
Original Son simultaneously with becoming the Eternal Source of
the Isle of Paradise. Coexistent with the differentiation of the Son
from the Father, and in the presence of Paradise, there appeared
the person of the In nite Spirit and the central universe ofHavona.
With the appearance of coexistent personal Deity, the Eternal Son
and the In nite Spirit, the Father escaped, as a personality, from
otherwise inevitable diffusion throughout the potential of Total
Deity. enceforth it is only in Trinity association with his two
Deity equals that the Father lls all Deity potential, while increas-
ingly experiential Deity is being actualized on the divinity levels of
Supremacy, Ultimacy, and Absoluteness.

23 ¶ e concept of the I AM is a philosophic concessionwhichwe
make to the time-bound, space-fettered, nite mind of man, to the
impossibility of creature comprehension of eternity existences —
nonbeginning, nonending realities and relationships. To the time-
space creature, all things must have a beginning save only theONE
UNCAUSED — the primeval cause of causes. erefore do we
conceptualize this philosophic value-level as the I AM, at the same
time instructing all creatures that the Eternal Son and the In nite
Spirit are coeternal with the I AM; in other words, that there never
was a time when the I AM was not the Father of the Son and, with
him, of the Spirit.

24 ¶ e In nite is used to denote the fullness — the nality —
implied by the primacy of the First Source and Centre. e theo-
retical I AM is a creature-philosophic extension of the “in nity of
will,” but the In nite is an actual value-level representing the eter-
nity-intension of the true in nity of the absolute and unfettered
free will of the Universal Father. is concept is sometimes desig-
nated the Father-In nite.

25 Much of the confusion of all orders of beings, high and low, in
their efforts to discover the Father-In nite, is inherent in their lim-
itations of comprehension. e absolute primacy of the Universal
Father is not apparent on subin nite levels; therefore is it proba-
ble that only the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit truly know the
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Father as an in nity; to all other personalities such a concept rep-
resents the exercise of faith.

4. UNIVERSE REALITY
1 Reality differentially actualizes on diverse universe levels; real-

ity originates in and by the in nite volition of theUniversal Father
and is realizable in three primal phases on many different levels of
universe actualization:

2 1. Undei ed reality ranges from the energy domains of the
nonpersonal to the reality realms of the nonpersonalizable values
of universal existence, even to the presence of the Unquali ed Ab-
solute.

3 2. Dei ed reality embraces all in nite Deity potentials rang-
ing upward through all realms of personality from the lowest nite
to the highest in nite, thus encompassing the domain of all that
which is personalizable and more — even to the presence of the
Deity Absolute.˚

4 3. Interassociated reality. Universe reality is supposedly ei-
ther dei ed or undei ed, but to subdei ed beings there exists a vast
domain of interassociated reality, potential and actualizing, which
is difficult of identi cation. Much of this co-ordinate reality is em-
braced within the realms of the Universal Absolute.

5 is is the primal concept of original reality: e Father ini-
tiates and maintains Reality. e primal differentials of reality are
the dei ed and the undei ed — the Deity Absolute and the Un-
quali ed Absolute. e primal relationship is the tension between
them. is Father-initiated divinity-tension is perfectly resolved
by, and eternalizes as, the Universal Absolute.

6 ¶ From the viewpoint of time and space, reality is further di-
visible as:

7 1. Actual and Potential. Realities existing in fullness of ex-
pression in contrast to those which carry undisclosed capacity for
growth. e Eternal Son is an absolute spiritual actuality; mortal
man is very largely an unrealized spiritual potentiality.

4.3. 2. Dei ed reality embraces all of in nite Deity potentials… e committee decided
that this revised phraseology is all-inclusive without implying any limitations and without
requiring a change of tone.
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8 2. Absolute and Subabsolute. Absolute realities are eternity
existences. Subabsolute realities are projected on two levels: Ab-
sonites— realities which are relative with respect to both time and
eternity. Finites — realities which are projected in space and are
actualized in time.

9 3. Existential and Experiential. Paradise Deity is existential,
but the emerging Supreme and Ultimate are experiential.

10 4. Personal and Impersonal. Deity expansion, personality ex-
pression, and universe evolution are forever conditioned by the Fa-
ther’s freewill act which forever separated themind-spirit-personal
meanings and values of actuality and potentiality centring in the
Eternal Son from those things which centre and inhere in the eter-
nal Isle of Paradise.

11 ¶ PARADISE is a term inclusive of the personal and the non-
personal focal Absolutes of all phases of universe reality. Paradise,
properly quali ed, may connote any and all forms of reality, Deity,
divinity, personality, and energy — spiritual, mindal, or material.
All share Paradise as the place of origin, function, and destiny, as
regards values, meanings, and factual existence.

12 ¶ e Isle of Paradise — Paradise not otherwise quali ed — is
theAbsolute of thematerial-gravity control of the First Source and
Centre. Paradise is motionless, being the only stationary thing in
the universe of universes. e Isle of Paradise has a universe loca-
tion but no position in space. is eternal Isle is the actual source
of the physical universes — past, present, and future. e nuclear
Isle of Light is a Deity derivative, but it is hardly Deity; neither are
the material creations a part of Deity; they are a consequence.

13 Paradise is not a creator; it is a unique controller of many uni-
verse activities, far more of a controller than a reactor. roughout
the material universes Paradise in uences the reactions and con-
duct of all beings having to do with force, energy, and power, but
Paradise itself is unique, exclusive, and isolated in the universes.
Paradise represents nothing and nothing represents Paradise. It is
neither a force nor a presence; it is just Paradise.

5. PERSONALITY REALITIES
1 Personality is a level of dei ed reality and ranges from themor-
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tal and midwayer level of the higher mind activation of worship
and wisdom up through the morontial and spiritual to the attain-
ment of nality of personality status. at is the evolutionary as-
cent of mortal- and kindred-creature personality, but there are nu-
merous other orders of universe personalities.

2 Reality is subject to universal expansion, personality to in nite
diversi cation, and both are capable of well-nigh unlimited Deity
co-ordination and eternal stabilization. While the metamorphic
range of nonpersonal reality is de nitely limited, we know of no
limitations to the progressive evolution of personality realities.

3 On attained experiential levels all personality orders or values
are associable and even cocreational. Even God and man can coex-
ist in a uni ed personality, as is so exquisitely demonstrated in the
present status of Christ Michael — Son of Man and Son of God.

4 All subin nite orders and phases of personality are associative
attainables and are potentially cocreational. e prepersonal, the
personal, and the superpersonal are all linked together by mutual
potential of co-ordinate attainment, progressive achievement, and
cocreational capacity. But never does the impersonal directly trans-
mute to the personal. Personality is never spontaneous; it is the gi
of the Paradise Father. Personality is superimposed upon energy,
and it is associated only with living energy systems; identity can be
associated with nonliving energy patterns.

5 ¶ e Universal Father is the secret of the reality of personal-
ity, the bestowal of personality, and the destiny of personality. e
Eternal Son is the absolute personality, the secret of spiritual en-
ergy, morontia spirits, and perfected spirits. e Conjoint Actor is
the spirit-mind personality, the source of intelligence, reason, and
the universal mind. But the Isle of Paradise is nonpersonal and ex-
traspiritual, being the essence of the universal body, the source and
centre of physical matter, and the absolute master pattern of uni-
versal material reality.

6 ¶ ese qualities of universal reality are manifest in Urantian
human experience on the following levels:

7 1. Body. e material or physical organism of man. e liv-
ing electrochemical mechanism of animal nature and origin.
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8 2. Mind. e thinking, perceiving, and feeling mechanism
of the human organism. e total conscious and unconscious ex-
perience. e intelligence associated with the emotional life reach-
ing upward through worship and wisdom to the spirit level.

9 3. Spirit. e divine spirit that indwells the mind of man —
the ought Adjuster. is immortal spirit is prepersonal — not a
personality, though destined to become a part of the personality of
the surviving mortal creature.

10 4. Soul. e soul of man is an experiential acquirement. As a
mortal creature chooses to “do the will of the Father in heaven,” so
the indwelling spirit becomes the father of a new reality in human
experience. e mortal and material mind is the mother* of this
same emerging reality. e substance of this new reality is neither
material nor spiritual — it is morontial. is is the emerging and
immortal soul which is destined to survive mortal death and begin
the Paradise ascension.

11 ¶ Personality. e personality of mortal man is neither body,
mind, nor spirit; neither is it the soul. Personality is the one
changeless reality in an otherwise ever-changing creature experi-
ence; and it uni es all other associated factors of individuality.

e personality is the unique bestowal which the Universal Father
makes upon the living and associated energies ofmatter, mind, and
spirit, and which survives with the survival of the morontial soul.

12 ¶ Morontia is a term designating a vast level intervening be-
tween the material and the spiritual. It may designate personal or
impersonal realities, living or nonliving energies. e warp of mo-
rontia is spiritual; its woof is physical.

6. ENERGY AND PATTERN
1 Any and all things responding to the personality circuit of the

Father, we call personal. Any and all things responding to the spirit
circuit of the Son, we call spirit. Any and all that responds to the

5.10. material mind is themother, It is curious to note that both English words matter
and mother have the same origin, namely from the Latin mater and Greek μήτηρ mean-
ing ‘mother’. Indeed, the maternal instinct and the materialistic tendency have much in
common and this was the probable cause ofmuch con ict between Jesus and hismother.
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mind circuit of the Conjoint Actor, we call mind, mind as an attri-
bute of the In nite Spirit—mind in all its phases. Any and all that
responds to thematerial-gravity circuit centring in nether Paradise,
we call matter — energy-matter in all its metamorphic states.

2 ¶ ENERGY we use as an all-inclusive term applied to spiri-
tual, mindal, and material realms. Force is also thus broadly used.
Power is ordinarily limited to the designation of the electronic level
of material or linear-gravity-responsive matter in the grand uni-
verse. Power is also employed to designate sovereignty. We can-
not follow your generally accepted de nitions of force, energy, and
power. ere is such paucity of language that we must assign mul-
tiple meanings to these terms.

3 ¶ Physical energy is a term denoting all phases and forms of
phenomenal motion, action, and potential.

4 In discussing physical-energy manifestations, we generally use
the terms cosmic force, emergent energy, and universe power.

ese are o en employed as follows:
5 1. Cosmic force embraces all energies deriving from the Un-

quali ed Absolute but which are as yet unresponsive to Paradise
gravity.

6 2. Emergent energy embraces those energies which are re-
sponsive to Paradise gravity but are as yet unresponsive to local or
linear gravity. is is the pre-electronic level of energy-matter.

7 3. Universe power includes all forms of energy which, while
still responding to Paradise gravity, are directly responsive to linear
gravity. is is the electronic level of energy-matter and all subse-
quent evolutions thereof.

8 ¶ Mind is a phenomenon connoting the presence-activity of
livingministry in addition to varied energy systems; and this is true
on all levels of intelligence. In personality, mind ever intervenes
between spirit and matter; therefore is the universe illuminated by
three kinds of light: material light, intellectual insight, and spirit
luminosity.

9 ¶ Light — spirit luminosity — is a word symbol, a gure of
speech, which connotes the personality manifestation characteris-
tic of spirit beings of diverse orders. is luminous emanation is in
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no respect related either to intellectual insight or to physical-light
manifestations.

10 ¶ PATTERNcanbe projected asmaterial, spiritual, ormindal,
or any combination of these energies. It can pervade personalities,
identities, entities, or nonliving matter. But pattern is pattern and
remains pattern; only copies are multiplied.

11 Pattern may con gure energy, but it does not control it. Grav-
ity is the sole control of energy-matter. Neither space nor pattern
are gravity responsive, but there is no relationship between space
and pattern; space is neither pattern nor potential pattern. Pattern
is a con guration of reality which has already paid all gravity debt;
the reality of any pattern consists of its energies, its mind, spirit, or
material components.

12 In contrast to the aspect of the total, pattern discloses the in-
dividual aspect of energy and of personality. Personality or iden-
tity forms are patterns resultant from energy (physical, spiritual, or
mindal) but are not inherent therein. at quality of energy or of
personality by virtue of which pattern is caused to appear may be
attributed toGod—Deity— to Paradise force endowment, to the
coexistence of personality and power.

13 Pattern is amaster design fromwhich copies aremade. Eternal
Paradise is the absolute of patterns; the Eternal Son is the pattern
personality; the Universal Father is the direct ancestor-source of
both. But Paradise does not bestow pattern, and the Son cannot
bestow personality.

7. THE SUPREME BEING
1 eDeitymechanism of themaster universe is twofold as con-

cerns eternity relationships. God the Father, God the Son, and
God the Spirit are eternal — are existential beings — while God
the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and God the Absolute are actu-
alizing Deity personalities of the post-Havona epochs in the time-
space and the time-space-transcended spheres of master universe
evolutionary expansion. ese actualizing Deity personalities are
future eternals from the timewhen, and as, they power-personalize
in the growing universes by the technique of the experiential actu-
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alization of the associative-creative potentials of the eternal Para-
dise Deities.

2 Deity is, therefore, dual in presence:
3 1. Existential — beings of eternal existence, past, present,

and future.
4 2. Experiential — beings actualizing in the post-Havona

present but of unending existence throughout all future eternity.
5 ¶ e Father, Son, and Spirit are existential — existential in

actuality (though all potentials are supposedly experiential). e
Supreme and the Ultimate are wholly experiential. e Deity Ab-
solute is experiential in actualization but existential in potentiality.

e essence of Deity is eternal, but only the three original persons
of Deity are unquali edly eternal. All other Deity personalities
have an origin, but they are eternal in destiny.

6 Having achieved existential Deity expression of himself in the
Son and the Spirit, the Father is now achieving experiential expres-
sion on hitherto impersonal and unrevealed deity levels as God the
Supreme, God the Ultimate, and God the Absolute; but these ex-
periential Deities are not now fully existent; they are in process of
actualization.

7 ¶ God the Supreme in Havona is the personal spirit re ection
of the triune Paradise Deity. is associative Deity relationship
is now creatively expanding outward in God the Sevenfold and is
synthesizing in the experiential power of the Almighty Supreme
in the grand universe. Paradise Deity, existential as three persons,
is thus experientially evolving in two phases of Supremacy, while
these dual phases are power-personality unifying as one Lord, the
Supreme Being.

8 e Universal Father achieves freewill liberation from the
bonds of in nity and the fetters of eternity by the technique of
trinitization, threefold Deity personalization. e Supreme Being
is even now evolving as a subeternal personality uni cation of the
sevenfoldmanifestation of Deity in the time-space segments of the
grand universe.

9 ¶ e SupremeBeing is not a direct creator, except that he is the
father ofMajeston, but he is a synthetic co-ordinator of all creature-
Creator universe activities. e Supreme Being, now actualizing in
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the evolutionary universes, is the Deity correlator and synthesizer
of time-space divinity, of triune Paradise Deity in experiential as-
sociation with the Supreme Creators of time and space. When -
nally actualized, this evolutionary Deity will constitute the eternal
fusion of the nite and the in nite — the everlasting and indissol-
uble union of experiential power and spirit personality.

10 All time-space nite reality, under the directive urge of the
evolving SupremeBeing, is engaged in an ever-ascendingmobiliza-
tion and perfecting uni cation (power-personality synthesis) of all
phases and values of nite reality, in association with varied phases
of Paradise reality, to the end and for the purpose of subsequently
embarking upon the attempt to reach absonite levels of supercrea-
ture attainment.

8. GOD THE SEVENFOLD
1 Toatone for nity of status and to compensate for creature lim-

itations of concept, the Universal Father has established the evolu-
tionary creature’s sevenfold approach to Deity:

2 1. e Paradise Creator Sons.
3 2. e Ancients of Days.
4 3. e Seven Master Spirits.
5 4. e Supreme Being.
6 5. God the Spirit.
7 6. God the Son.
8 7. God the Father.
9 ¶ is sevenfold Deity personalization in time and space and

to the seven superuniverses enables mortal man to attain the pres-
ence of God, who is spirit. is sevenfold Deity, to nite time-
space creatures sometime power-personalizing in the Supreme Be-
ing, is the functional Deity of the mortal evolutionary creatures of
the Paradise-ascension career. Such an experiential discovery-ca-
reer of the realization ofGod begins with the recognition of the di-
vinity of theCreator Son of the local universe and ascends through
the superuniverse Ancients of Days and by way of the person of
one of the Seven Master Spirits to the attainment of the discovery
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and recognition of the divine personality of the Universal Father
on Paradise.

10 ¶ e granduniverse is the threefoldDeity domainof theTrin-
ity of Supremacy, God the Sevenfold, and the SupremeBeing. God
the Supreme is potential in the Paradise Trinity, fromwhomhe de-
rives his personality and spirit attributes; but he is now actualizing
in theCreator Sons, Ancients ofDays, and theMaster Spirits, from
whom he derives his power as Almighty to the superuniverses of
time and space. is powermanifestation of the immediateGod of
evolutionary creatures actually time-space evolves concomitantly
with them. e Almighty Supreme, evolving on the value-level of
nonpersonal activities, and the spirit person of God the Supreme
are one reality — the Supreme Being.

11 e Creator Sons in the Deity association of God the Seven-
fold provide the mechanism whereby the mortal becomes immor-
tal and the nite attains the embrace of the in nite. e Supreme
Being provides the technique for the power-personality mobiliza-
tion, the divine synthesis, of all these manifold transactions, thus
enabling the nite to attain the absonite and, through other pos-
sible future actualizations, to attempt the attainment of the Ulti-
mate. e Creator Sons and their associated Divine Ministers are
participants in this suprememobilization, but theAncients ofDays
and the Seven Master Spirits are probably eternally xed as perma-
nent administrators in the grand universe.

12 e function of God the Sevenfold dates from the organi-
zation of the seven superuniverses, and it will probably expand
in connection with the future evolution of the creations of outer
space. e organization of these future universes of the primary,
secondary, tertiary, and quartan space levels of progressive evolu-
tion will undoubtedly witness the inauguration of the transcen-
dent and absonite approach to Deity.

9. GOD THE ULTIMATE
1 Just as the Supreme Being progressively evolves from the ante-

cedent divinity endowment of the encompassed granduniverse po-
tential of energy and personality, so does God the Ultimate even-
tuate from the potentials of divinity residing in the transcended
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time-space domains of the master universe. e actualization of
UltimateDeity signalizes absonite uni cation of the rst experien-
tial Trinity and signi es unifying Deity expansion on the second
level of creative self-realization. is constitutes the personality-
power equivalent of the universe experiential-Deity actualization
of Paradise absonite realities on the eventuating levels of transcen-
ded time-space values. e completion of such an experiential un-
foldment is designed to afford ultimate service-destiny for all time-
space creatures who have attained absonite levels through the com-
pleted realization of the SupremeBeing and by theministry ofGod
the Sevenfold.

2 ¶ God the Ultimate is designative of personal Deity function-
ing on the divinity levels of the absonite and on the universe sphe-
res of supertime and transcended space. e Ultimate is a super-
supreme eventuation of Deity. e Supreme is the Trinity uni ca-
tion comprehended by nite beings; theUltimate is the uni cation
of the Paradise Trinity comprehended by absonite beings.

3 e Universal Father, through the mechanism of evolutionary
Deity, is actually engaged in the stupendous and amazing act of
personality focalization and power mobilization, on their respec-
tive universe meaning-levels, of the divine reality values of the -
nite, the absonite, and even of the absolute.

4 e rst three and past-eternal Deities of Paradise — the Uni-
versal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit — are, in the
eternal future, to be personality-complemented by the experien-
tial actualization of associate evolutionary Deities — God the Su-
preme, God the Ultimate, and possibly God the Absolute.

5 ¶ God theSupreme andGod theUltimate, nowevolving in the
experiential universes, are not existential — not past eternals, only
future eternals, time-space-conditioned and transcendental-condi-
tioned eternals. ey areDeities of supreme, ultimate, and possibly
supreme-ultimate endowments, but they have experienced historic
universe origins. ey will never have an end, but they do have per-
sonality beginnings. ey are indeed actualizations of eternal and
in nite Deity potentials, but they themselves are neither unquali-
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edly eternal nor in nite.

10. GOD THE ABSOLUTE
1 ere aremany features of the eternal reality of theDeity Abso-

lute which cannot be fully explained to the time-space nite mind,
but the actualization of God the Absolute would be in consequence
of the uni cation of the second experiential Trinity, the Absolute
Trinity. is would constitute the experiential realization of ab-
solute divinity, the uni cation of absolute meanings on absolute
levels; but we are not certain regarding the encompassment of all
absolute values since we have at no time been informed that the
Quali ed Absolute is the equivalent of the In nite. Superultimate
destinies are involved in absolute meanings and in nite spiritual-
ity, and without both of these unachieved realities we cannot es-
tablish absolute values.

2 God the Absolute is the realization-attainment goal of all su-
perabsonite beings, but the power and personality potential of the
Deity Absolute transcends our concept, and we hesitate to discuss
those realities which are so far removed from experiential actual-
ization.

11. THE THREE ABSOLUTES
1 When the combined thought of the Universal Father and the

Eternal Son, functioning in theGod ofAction, constituted the cre-
ation of the divine and central universe, the Father followed the ex-
pression of his thought into theword of his Son and the act of their
Conjoint Executive by differentiating his Havona presence from
the potentials of in nity. And these undisclosed in nity potentials
remain space concealed in the Unquali ed Absolute and divinely
enshrouded in the Deity Absolute, while these two become one in
the functioning of theUniversal Absolute, the unrevealed in nity-
unity of the Paradise Father.

2 Both potency of cosmic force and potency of spirit force are in
process of progressive revelation-realization as the enrichment of
all reality is effected by experiential growth and through the cor-
relation of the experiential with the existential by the Universal
Absolute. By virtue of the equipoising presence of the Universal
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Absolute, the First Source and Centre realizes extension of experi-
ential power, enjoys identi cation with his evolutionary creatures,
and achieves expansion of experiential Deity on the levels of Su-
premacy, Ultimacy, and Absoluteness.

3 ¶ When it is not possible fully to distinguish the Deity Ab-
solute from the Unquali ed Absolute, their supposedly combined
function or co-ordinated presence is designated the action of the
Universal Absolute.

4 1. e Deity Absolute seems to be the all-powerful activa-
tor, while the Unquali ed Absolute appears to be the all-efficient
mechanizer of the supremely uni ed and ultimately co-ordinated
universe of universes, even universes upon universes, made, mak-
ing, and yet to be made.

5 e Deity Absolute cannot, or at least does not, react to any
universe situation in a subabsolute manner. Every response of this
Absolute to any given situation appears to be made in terms of the
welfare of the whole creation of things and beings, not only in its
present state of existence, but also in view of the in nite possibili-
ties of all future eternity.

6 e Deity Absolute is that potential which was segregated
from total, in nite reality by the freewill choice of the Universal
Father, and within which all divinity activities — existential and
experiential — take place. is is the Quali ed Absolute in con-
tradistinction to the Unquali ed Absolute; but the Universal Ab-
solute is superadditive toboth in the encompassment of all absolute
potential.

7 2. e Unquali ed Absolute is nonpersonal, extradivine, and
undei ed. eUnquali edAbsolute is therefore devoid of person-
ality, divinity, and all creator prerogatives. Neither fact nor truth,
experience nor revelation, philosophy nor absonity are able to pen-
etrate the nature and character of this Absolute without universe
quali cation.

8 Let it be made clear that the Unquali ed Absolute is a posi-
tive reality pervading the grand universe and, apparently, extend-
ing with equal space presence on out into the force activities and
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prematerial evolutions of the staggering stretches of the space re-
gions beyond the seven superuniverses. e Unquali ed Absolute
is not a mere negativism of philosophic concept predicated on the
assumptions of metaphysical sophistries concerning the universal-
ity, dominance, and primacy of the unconditioned and the unqual-
i ed. e Unquali ed Absolute is a positive universe overcontrol
in in nity; this overcontrol is space-force unlimited but is de -
nitely conditioned by the presence of life, mind, spirit, and per-
sonality, and is further conditioned by the will-reactions and pur-
poseful mandates of the Paradise Trinity.

9 We are convinced that the Unquali ed Absolute is not an un-
differentiated and all-pervading in uence comparable either to the
pantheistic concepts of metaphysics or to the sometime ether hy-
pothesis of science. e Unquali ed Absolute is force unlimited
andDeity conditioned, but we do not fully perceive the relation of
this Absolute to the spirit realities of the universes.

10 3. e Universal Absolute, we logically deduce, was inevita-
ble in the Universal Father’s absolute freewill act of differentiating
universe realities into dei ed and undei ed — personalizable and
nonpersonalizable — values. e Universal Absolute is the Deity
phenomenon indicative of the resolution of the tension created by
the freewill act of thus differentiating universe reality, and func-
tions as the associative co-ordinator of these sum totals of existen-
tial potentialities.

11 ¶ e tension-presence of the Universal Absolute signi es the
adjustment of differential between deity reality and undei ed re-
ality inherent in the separation of the dynamics of freewill divinity
from the statics of unquali ed in nity.

12 ¶ Always remember: Potential in nity is absolute and insepa-
rable from eternity. Actual in nity in time can never be anything
but partial andmust therefore be nonabsolute; neither can in nity
of actual personality be absolute except in unquali ed Deity. And
it is the differential of in nity potential in the Unquali ed Abso-
lute and the Deity Absolute that eternalizes the Universal Abso-
lute, thereby making it cosmically possible to have material univer-
ses in space and spiritually possible to have nite personalities in
time.
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13 e nite can coexist in the cosmos along with the In nite
only because the associative presence of the Universal Absolute so
perfectly equalizes the tensions between time and eternity, nity
and in nity, reality potential and reality actuality, Paradise and
space, man and God. Associatively the Universal Absolute consti-
tutes the identi cation of the zone of progressing evolutional real-
ity existent in the time-space, and in the transcended time-space,
universes of subin nite Deity manifestation.

14 e Universal Absolute is the potential of the static-dynamic
Deity functionally realizable on time-eternity levels as nite-ab-
solute values and as possible of experiential-existential approach.

is incomprehensible aspect ofDeitymay be static, potential, and
associative but is not experientially creative or evolutional as con-
cerns the intelligent personalities now functioning in the master
universe.

15 ¶ e Absolute. e two Absolutes — quali ed and unquali-
ed — while so apparently divergent in function as they may be

observed by mind creatures, are perfectly and divinely uni ed in
and by the Universal Absolute. In the last analysis and in the nal
comprehension all three are one Absolute. On subin nite levels
they are functionally differentiated, but in in nity they are ONE.

16 ¶ We never use the term the Absolute as a negation of aught
or as a denial of anything. Neither do we regard the Universal Ab-
solute as self-determinative, a sort of pantheistic and impersonal
Deity. e Absolute, in all that pertains to universe personality, is
strictly Trinity limited and Deity dominated.

12. THE TRINITIES
1 e original and eternal Paradise Trinity is existential and was

inevitable. is never-beginningTrinity was inherent in the fact of
the differentiation of the personal and the nonpersonal by the Fa-
ther’s unfettered will and factualized when his personal will co-or-
dinated these dual realities bymind. e post-HavonaTrinities are
experiential — are inherent in the creation of two subabsolute and
evolutional levels of power-personalitymanifestation in themaster
universe.
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2 ¶ e Paradise Trinity — the eternal Deity union of the Uni-
versal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit — is existen-
tial in actuality, but all potentials are experiential. erefore does
this Trinity constitute the only Deity reality embracing in nity,
and therefore do there occur the universe phenomena of the ac-
tualization of God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and God the
Absolute.

3 ¶ e rst and second experiential Trinities, the post-Havona
Trinities, cannot be in nite because they embrace derived Deities,
Deities evolved by the experiential actualization of realities created
or eventuated by the existential Paradise Trinity. In nity of divin-
ity is being ever enriched, if not enlarged, by nity and absonity of
creature and Creator experience.

4 Trinities are truths of relationship and facts of co-ordinateDe-
itymanifestation. Trinity functions encompassDeity realities, and
Deity realities always seek realization andmanifestation in person-
alization. God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and even God the
Absolute are therefore divine inevitabilities. ese three experi-
ential Deities were potential in the existential Trinity, the Para-
dise Trinity, but their universe emergence as personalities of power
is dependent in part on their own experiential functioning in the
universes of power and personality and in part on the experiential
achievements of the post-Havona Creators and Trinities.

5 ¶ e two post-Havona Trinities, the Ultimate and the Abso-
lute experiential Trinities, are not now fully manifest; they are in
process of universe realization. ese Deity associations may be
described as follows:

6 1. e Ultimate Trinity, now evolving, will eventually con-
sist of the Supreme Being, the Supreme Creator Personalities, and
the absonite Architects of the Master Universe, those unique uni-
verse planners who are neither creators nor creatures. God the Ul-
timate will eventually and inevitably powerize and personalize as
the Deity consequence of the uni cation of this experiential Ulti-
mate Trinity in the expanding arena of the well-nigh limitless mas-
ter universe.

7 2. e Absolute Trinity — the second experiential Trinity —
now in process of actualization, will consist of God the Supreme,
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God the Ultimate, and the unrevealed Consummator of Universe
Destiny. is Trinity functions on both personal and superper-
sonal levels, even to the borders of the nonpersonal, and its uni-
cation in universality would experientialize Absolute Deity.
8 ¶ e Ultimate Trinity is experientially unifying in comple-

tion, but we truly doubt the possibility of such full uni cation of
the Absolute Trinity. Our concept, however, of the eternal Par-
adise Trinity is an ever-present reminder that Deity trinitization
may accomplishwhat is otherwise nonattainable; hence dowe pos-
tulate the sometime appearance of the Supreme-Ultimate and the
possible trinitization-factualization of God the Absolute.

9 ¶ e philosophers of the universes postulate aTrinity of Trin-
ities, an existential-experiential Trinity In nite, but they are not
able to envisage its personalization; possibly it would equivalate to
the person of the Universal Father on the conceptual level of the
I AM. But irrespective of all this, the original Paradise Trinity is
potentially in nite since the Universal Father actually is in nite.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
11 In formulating the succeeding presentations having to do with

the portrayal of the character of the Universal Father and the na-
ture of his Paradise associates, together with an attempted descrip-
tion of the perfect central universe and the encircling seven superu-
niverses*, we are to be guided by the mandate of the superuniverse
rulers which directs that we shall, in all our efforts to reveal truth
and co-ordinate essential knowledge, give preference to the highest
existing human concepts pertaining to the subjects to be presented.
We may resort to pure revelation only when the concept of pre-
sentation has had no adequate previous expression by the human
mind.

12 Successive planetary revelations of divine truth invariably em-
brace the highest existing concepts of spiritual values as a part of
the new and enhanced co-ordination of planetary knowledge. Ac-
cordingly, in making these presentations about God and his uni-

12.11. succeeding presentations … seven superuniverses, Another con rmation (cf.
0:0.1, 0:0.4 and 0:2.11), that this Foreword is intended for papers 1–31 only and not
the entire so-called “Urantia Book”.
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verse associates, we have selected as the basis of these papers more
than 1,000 human concepts representing the highest and most ad-
vanced planetary knowledge of spiritual values and universemean-
ings. Wherein these human concepts, assembled from the God-
knowingmortals of the past and the present, are inadequate to por-
tray the truth as we are directed to reveal it, we will unhesitatingly
supplement them, for this purpose drawing upon our own supe-
rior knowledge of the reality and divinity of the Paradise Deities
and their transcendent residential universe.

13 We are fully cognizant of the difficulties of our assignment; we
recognize the impossibility of fully translating the language of the
concepts of divinity and eternity into the symbols of the language
of the nite concepts of the mortal mind. But we know that there
dwells within the human mind a fragment of God, and that there
sojourns with the human soul the Spirit of Truth; and we further
know that these spirit forces conspire to enable material man to
grasp the reality of spiritual values and to comprehend the philo-
sophy of universemeanings. But evenmore certainly we know that
these spirits of theDivine Presence are able to assistman in the spir-
itual appropriation of all truth contributory to the enhancement
of the ever-progressing reality of personal religious experience —
God-consciousness.

ahb

14 [Indited by an Orvonton Divine Counsellor, Chief of the
Corps of Superuniverse Personalities assigned to portray on Uran-
tia the truth concerning the Paradise Deities and the universe of
universes.]



PAPER №1
THE UNIVERSAL FATHER

Divine Counsellor

THE Universal Father is the God of all creation, the First
Source and Centre of all things and beings. First think
of God as a creator, then as a controller, and lastly as an

in nite upholder. e truth about the Universal Father had be-
gun to dawn upon mankind when the prophet said: “You, God,
are alone; there is none beside you. You have created the heaven
and the heaven of heavens, with all their hosts; you preserve and
control them. By the Sons of God were the universes made. e
Creator covers himself with light as with a garment and stretches
out the heavens as a curtain.”* Only the concept of the Universal
Father — one God in the place of many gods — enabled mortal
man to comprehend the Father as divine creator and in nite con-
troller.

2 e myriads of planetary systems were all made to be eventu-
ally inhabited by many different types of intelligent creatures, be-
ings who could know God, receive the divine affection, and love
him in return. e universe of universes is the work of God and
the dwelling place of his diverse creatures. “God created the heav-
ens and formed the earth; he established the universe and created
this world not in vain; he formed it to be inhabited.”*

3 e enlightened worlds all recognize and worship the Univer-
sal Father, the eternal maker and in nite upholder of all creation.

e will creatures of universe upon universe have embarked upon
the long, long Paradise journey, the fascinating struggle of the eter-
nal adventure of attaining God the Father. e transcendent goal

0.1. e Creator… curtain, cf. Psalms 104:1–2: “Bless the L, Omy soul. O L
my God, thou art very great; thou art clothed with honour and majesty. Who coverest
thyself with light as with a garment: who stretchest out the heavens like a curtain.”
2. “God created … inhabited.”, cf. Isaiah 45:18: “For thus saith the L that created
the heavens; God himself that formed the earth and made it; he hath established it, he
created it not in vain, he formed it to be inhabited: I am the L; and there is none
else.”
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of the children of time is to nd the eternal God, to comprehend
the divine nature, to recognize the Universal Father. God-know-
ing creatures have only one supreme ambition, just one consuming
desire, and that is to become, as they are in their spheres, like him
as he is in his Paradise perfection of personality and in his universal
sphere of righteous supremacy. From the Universal Father who in-
habits eternity there has gone forth the supreme mandate, “Be you
perfect, even as I am perfect.”* In love and mercy the messengers
of Paradise have carried this divine exhortation down through the
ages and out through the universes, even to such lowly animal-ori-
gin creatures as the human races of Urantia.

4 is magni cent and universal injunction to strive for the at-
tainment of the perfection of divinity is the rst duty, and should
be the highest ambition, of all the struggling creature creation of
the God of perfection. is possibility of the attainment of divine
perfection is the nal and certain destiny of all man’s eternal spiri-
tual progress.

5 Urantia mortals can hardly hope to be perfect in the in nite
sense, but it is entirely possible for human beings, starting out as
they do on this planet, to attain the supernal and divine goal which
the in nite God has set for mortal man; and when they do achieve
this destiny, they will, in all that pertains to self-realization and
mind attainment, be just as replete in their sphere of divine perfec-
tion as God himself is in his sphere of in nity and eternity. Such
perfection may not be universal in the material sense, unlimited in
intellectual grasp, or nal in spiritual experience, but it is nal and
complete in all nite aspects of divinity of will, perfection of per-
sonality motivation, and God-consciousness.

6 is is the truemeaning of that divine command, “Be you per-
fect, even as I am perfect,” which ever urges mortal man onward
and beckons him inward in that long and fascinating struggle for
the attainment of higher and higher levels of spiritual values and
true universe meanings. is sublime search for the God of uni-
verses is the supreme adventure of the inhabitants of all the worlds

3. “Be you perfect, even as I am perfect.”, cf. Matthew 5:48: “Be ye therefore perfect,
even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.”
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of time and space.

1. THE FATHER’S NAME
1 Of all the names by which God the Father is known through-

out theuniverses, thosewhichdesignatehimas theFirst Source and
the Universe Centre are most o en encountered. e First Father
is known by various names in different universes and in different
sectors of the same universe. e names which the creature assigns
to theCreator aremuch dependent on the creature’s concept of the
Creator. e First Source and Universe Centre has never revealed
himself by name*, only by nature. If we believe that we are the chil-
dren of thisCreator, it is only natural that we should eventually call
him Father. But this is the name of our own choosing, and it grows
out of the recognition of our personal relationship with the First
Source and Centre.

2 e Universal Father never imposes any form of arbitrary rec-
ognition, formal worship, or slavish service upon the intelligent
will creatures of the universes. e evolutionary inhabitants of the
worlds of time and spacemust of themselves— in their own hearts
— recognize, love, and voluntarily worship him. e Creator re-
fuses to coerce or compel the submission of the spiritual free wills
of his material creatures. e affectionate dedication of the human
will to the doing of the Father’s will is man’s choicest gi to God;
in fact, such a consecration of creature will constitutes man’s only
possible gi of true value to the Paradise Father. InGod, man lives,
moves, and has his being; there is nothing which man can give to
God except this choosing to abide by the Father’s will, and such
decisions, effected by the intelligent will creatures of the universes,
constitute the reality of that true worship which is so satisfying to
the love-dominated nature of the Creator Father.

3 When you have once become truly God-conscious, a er you
really discover the majestic Creator and begin to experience the re-
alization of the indwelling presence of the divine controller, then,
in accordancewith your enlightenment and in accordancewith the

1.1. has never revealed himself by name, erefore, it is utter folly to wage war (or
even as much as argue) about the various names of God as some do in their superstitious
blindness.
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manner andmethod by which the divine Sons reveal God, you will
nd a name for the Universal Father which will be adequately ex-

pressive of your concept of the First Great Source andCentre. And
so, on different worlds and in various universes, the Creator be-
comes known by numerous appellations, in spirit of relationship
all meaning the same but, in words and symbols, each name stand-
ing for the degree, the depth, of his enthronement in the hearts of
his creatures of any given realm.

4 ¶ Near the centre of the universe of universes, theUniversal Fa-
ther is generally known by names which may be regarded as mean-
ing the First Source. Farther out in the universes of space, the
terms employed to designate theUniversal Fathermore o enmean
the Universal Centre. Still farther out in the starry creation, he is
known, as on the headquarters world of your local universe, as the
First Creative Source andDivine Centre. In one near-by constella-
tion God is called the Father of Universes. In another, the In nite
Upholder, and to the east, the Divine Controller. He has also been
designated the Father of Lights, the Gi of Life, and the All-pow-
erful One.

5 On those worlds where a Paradise Son has lived a bestowal life,
God is generally known by some name indicative of personal re-
lationship, tender affection, and fatherly devotion. On your con-
stellation headquarters God is referred to as the Universal Father,
and on different planets in your local system of inhabited worlds
he is variously known as the Father of Fathers, the Paradise Fa-
ther, the Havona Father, and the Spirit Father. ose who know
God through the revelations of the bestowals of the Paradise Sons,
eventually yield to the sentimental appeal of the touching relation-
ship of the creature-Creator association and refer to God as “our
Father.”

6 On a planet of sex creatures, in a world where the impulses of
parental emotion are inherent in the hearts of its intelligent beings,
the term Father becomes a very expressive and appropriate name
for the eternal God. He is best known, most universally acknowl-
edged, on your planet, Urantia, by the name God. e name he is
given is of little importance; the signi cant thing is that you should
know him and aspire to be like him. Your prophets of old truly
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called him “the everlasting God”* and referred to him as the one
who “inhabits eternity.”*

2. THE REALITY OF GOD
1 God is primal reality in the spirit world; God is the source of

truth in the mind spheres; God overshadows all throughout the
material realms. To all created intelligences God is a personality,
and to the universe of universes he is the First Source andCentre of
eternal reality. God is neither manlike nor machinelike. e First
Father is universal spirit, eternal truth, in nite reality, and father
personality.

2 ¶ e eternal God is in nitely more than reality idealized or
the universe personalized. God is not simply the supreme desire of
man, the mortal quest objecti ed. Neither is God merely a con-
cept, the power-potential of righteousness. e Universal Father
is not a synonym for nature, neither is he natural law personi ed.
God is a transcendent reality, not merely man’s traditional concept
of supreme values. God is not a psychological focalization of spiri-
tual meanings, neither is he “the noblest work of man.”* God may
be any or all of these concepts in the minds of men, but he is more.
He is a saving person and a loving Father to all who enjoy spiritual
peace on earth, and who crave to experience personality survival in
death.

3 ¶ e actuality of the existence of God is demonstrated in hu-
man experience by the indwelling of the divine presence, the spirit
Monitor sent from Paradise to live in the mortal mind of man and
there to assist in evolving the immortal soul of eternal survival. e
presence of this divine Adjuster in the human mind is disclosed by
three experiential phenomena:

4 1. e intellectual capacity for knowing God — God-con-
sciousness.

5 2. e spiritual urge to nd God — God-seeking.

6. “the everlasting God”, cf. Isaiah 40:28: לָם ע =אֱ˄הֵי “God of eternity”.
6. one who “inhabits eternity.”, cf. Isaiah 57:15: עַד שֹׁכֵן = “dwelling eternally” or
“inhabiting eternity”.
2.2. “thenoblestworkofman.”, ewords “AnhonestGod is thenoblestworkofman.”
belong to an American lawyer Robert Green Ingersoll (1833–1899).
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6 3. e personality craving to be like God — the whole-
hearted desire to do the Father’s will.

7 ¶ e existence of God can never be proved by scienti c ex-
periment or by the pure reason of logical deduction. God can be
realized only in the realms of human experience; nevertheless, the
true concept of the reality of God is reasonable to logic, plausible
to philosophy, essential to religion, and indispensable to any hope
of personality survival.

8 ose who know God have experienced the fact of his pres-
ence; suchGod-knowingmortals hold in their personal experience
the only positive proof of the existence of the living God which
one human being can offer to another. e existence of God is ut-
terly beyond all possibility of demonstration except for the contact
between the God-consciousness of the human mind and the God-
presence of the oughtAdjuster that indwells themortal intellect
and is bestowed upon man as the free gi of the Universal Father.

9 ¶ In theory you may think of God as the Creator, and he is the
personal creator of Paradise and the central universe of perfection,
but the universes of time and space are all created and organized by
the Paradise corps of the Creator Sons. e Universal Father is not
the personal creator of the local universe of Nebadon; the universe
inwhich you live is the creation of his SonMichael. ough the Fa-
ther does not personally create the evolutionary universes, he does
control them inmany of their universal relationships and in certain
of their manifestations of physical, mindal, and spiritual energies.
God the Father is the personal creator of the Paradise universe and,
in associationwith the Eternal Son, the creator of all other personal
universe Creators.

10 ¶ As a physical controller in the material universe of universes,
the First Source andCentre functions in the patterns of the eternal
Isle of Paradise, and through this absolute gravity centre the eter-
nalGod exercises cosmic overcontrol of the physical level equally in
the central universe and throughout the universe of universes. As
mind, God functions in the Deity of the In nite Spirit; as spirit,
God is manifest in the person of the Eternal Son and in the per-
sons of the divine children of the Eternal Son. is interrelation
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of the First Source and Centre with the co-ordinate Persons and
Absolutes of Paradise does not in the least preclude the direct per-
sonal action of theUniversal Father throughout all creation and on
all levels thereof. rough the presence of his fragmentized spirit
the Creator Father maintains immediate contact with his creature
children and his created universes.

3. GOD IS A UNIVERSAL SPIRIT
1 “God is spirit.”* He is a universal spiritual presence. e Uni-

versal Father is an in nite spiritual reality; he is “the sovereign, eter-
nal, immortal, invisible, and only true God.”* Even though you are
“the offspring ofGod,” youought not to think that theFather is like
yourselves in form and physique because you are said to be created
“in his image” — indwelt by Mystery Monitors dispatched from
the central abode of his eternal presence. Spirit beings are real, not-
withstanding they are invisible to human eyes; even though they
have not esh and blood.

2 Said the seer of old: “Lo, he goes by me, and I see him not; he
passes on also, but I perceive himnot.”*Wemay constantly observe
the works of God, we may be highly conscious of the material ev-
idences of his majestic conduct, but rarely may we gaze upon the
visible manifestation of his divinity, not even to behold the pres-
ence of his delegated spirit of human indwelling.

3 e Universal Father is not invisible because he is hiding him-
self away from the lowly creatures of materialistic handicaps and
limited spiritual endowments. e situation rather is: “You cannot
see my face, for no mortal can see me and live.”* No material man
could behold the spirit God and preserve his mortal existence. e
glory and the spiritual brilliance of the divine personality presence
is impossible of approach by the lower groups of spirit beings or
by any order of material personalities. e spiritual luminosity of

3.1. “God is spirit.”, cf. John 4:24: “God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must
worship him in spirit and in truth.”
1. “the sovereign, … only true God.”, cf. 1 Timothy 1:17: “Now unto the King eternal,
immortal, invisible, the only wise God, be honour and glory for ever and ever. Amen.”
2. “Lo, he goes … perceive him not.”, is is a direct quote of Job 9:11.
3. “You cannot … and live.”, cf. Exodus 33:20: “And he said, ou canst not see my
face: for there shall no man see me, and live.”
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the Father’s personal presence is a “light which no mortal man can
approach; which no material creature has seen or can see.”* But it
is not necessary to see God with the eyes of the esh in order to
discern him by the faith-vision of the spiritualized mind.

4 ¶ e spirit nature of the Universal Father is shared fully with
his coexistent self, the Eternal Son of Paradise. Both the Father and
the Son in like manner share the universal and eternal spirit fully
and unreservedly with their conjoint personality co-ordinate, the
In nite Spirit. God’s spirit is, in and of himself, absolute; in the
Son it is unquali ed, in the Spirit, universal, and in and by all of
them, in nite.

5 ¶ God is a universal spirit; God is the universal person. e
supreme personal reality of the nite creation is spirit; the ultimate
reality of the personal cosmos is absonite spirit. Only the levels
of in nity are absolute, and only on such levels is there nality of
oneness between matter, mind, and spirit.

6 ¶ In the universes God the Father is, in potential, the overcon-
troller of matter, mind, and spirit. Only by means of his far- ung
personality circuit does God deal directly with the personalities of
his vast creation of will creatures, but he is contactable (outside of
Paradise) only in the presences of his fragmented entities, the will
of God abroad in the universes. is Paradise spirit that indwells
the minds of the mortals of time and there fosters the evolution of
the immortal soul of the surviving creature is of the nature and di-
vinity of the Universal Father. But the minds of such evolutionary
creatures originate in the local universes and must gain divine per-
fection by achieving those experiential transformations of spiritual
attainment which are the inevitable result of a creature’s choosing
to do the will of the Father in heaven.

7 ¶ In the inner experience of man, mind is joined to matter.
Suchmaterial-linkedminds cannot survivemortal death. e tech-
nique of survival is embraced in those adjustments of the human
will and those transformations in the mortal mind whereby such a

3. “light which… can see.”, cf. 1 Timothy 6:16: “Who only hath immortality, dwelling
in the light which no man can approach unto; whom no man hath seen, nor can see: to
whom be honour and power everlasting. Amen.”
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God-conscious intellect gradually becomes spirit taught and even-
tually spirit led. is evolution of the human mind from matter
association to spirit union results in the transmutation of the po-
tentially spirit phases of themortalmind into themorontia realities
of the immortal soul. Mortal mind subservient to matter is des-
tined to become increasingly material and consequently to suffer
eventual personality extinction; mind yielded to spirit is destined
to become increasingly spiritual and ultimately to achieve oneness
with the surviving and guidingdivine spirit and in thisway to attain
survival and eternity of personality existence.

8 I come forth from the Eternal, and I have repeatedly returned
to the presence of theUniversal Father. I know of the actuality and
personality of the First Source andCentre, the Eternal andUniver-
sal Father. I know that, while the greatGod is absolute, eternal, and
in nite, he is also good, divine, and gracious. I know the truth of
the great declarations: “God is spirit” and “God is love,” and these
two attributes are most completely revealed to the universe in the
Eternal Son.

4. THE MYSTERY OF GOD
1 e in nity of the perfection of God is such that it eternally

constitutes him mystery. And the greatest of all the unfathomable
mysteries of God is the phenomenon of the divine indwelling of
mortal minds. e manner in which the Universal Father sojourns
with the creatures of time is themost profound of all universe mys-
teries; the divine presence in the mind of man is the mystery of
mysteries.

2 e physical bodies of mortals are “the temples of God.”* Not-
withstanding that the Sovereign Creator Sons come near the crea-
tures of their inhabited worlds and “draw all men to themselves”;
though they “stand at the door” of consciousness “and knock”
and delight to come in to all who will “open the doors of their
hearts”; although there does exist this intimate personal commu-
nion between the Creator Sons and their mortal creatures, never-

4.2. “the temples of God.”, cf. 1 Corinthians 3:16: “Know ye not that ye are the temple
of God, and that the Spirit of God dwelleth in you?”
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theless, mortal men have something fromGod himself which actu-
ally dwells within them; their bodies are the temples thereof.

3 When you are through down here, when your course has been
run in temporary form on earth, when your trial trip in the esh is
nished, when the dust that composes the mortal tabernacle “re-

turns to the earth whence it came”; then, it is revealed, the in-
dwelling “Spirit shall return to God who gave it.”* ere sojourns
within each moral being of this planet a fragment of God, a part
and parcel of divinity. It is not yet yours by right of possession,
but it is designedly intended to be one with you if you survive the
mortal existence.

4 ¶ We are constantly confronted with this mystery of God; we
are nonplussed by the increasing unfolding of the endless pano-
rama of the truth of his in nite goodness, endless mercy, matchless
wisdom, and superb character.

5 ¶ e divine mystery consists in the inherent difference which
exists between the nite and the in nite, the temporal and the eter-
nal, the time-space creature and the Universal Creator, the mate-
rial and the spiritual, the imperfection of man and the perfection
of Paradise Deity. e God of universal love unfailingly mani-
fests himself to every one of his creatures up to the fullness of that
creature’s capacity to spiritually grasp the qualities of divine truth,
beauty, and goodness.

6 To every spirit being and to every mortal creature in every
sphere and on every world of the universe of universes, the Univer-
sal Father reveals all of his gracious and divine self that can be dis-
cerned or comprehended by such spirit beings and by such mortal
creatures. God is no respecter of persons, either spiritual or mate-
rial. e divine presence which any child of the universe enjoys at
any givenmoment is limited only by the capacity of such a creature
to receive and to discern the spirit actualities of the supermaterial
world.
3. when the dust … to God who gave it.”, cf. Ecclesiastes 12:7: “ en shall the dust
return to the earth as it was: and the spirit shall return unto God who gave it.” Note,
that “as it was” is a more accurate rendering of both the Hebrew (MT)כְּשֶׁהָיָה and the
Greek (LXX) ὡς ἦν.
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7 As a reality in human spiritual experience God is not a mys-
tery. But when an attempt ismade tomake plain the realities of the
spirit world to the physicalminds of thematerial order,mystery ap-
pears: mysteries so subtle and so profound that only the faith-grasp
of theGod-knowingmortal can achieve the philosophicmiracle of
the recognition of the In nite by the nite, the discernment of the
eternal God by the evolving mortals of the material worlds of time
and space.

5. PERSONALITY OF THE UNIVERSAL FATHER
1 Do not permit the magnitude of God, his in nity, either to

obscure or eclipse his personality. “He who planned the ear, shall
he not hear? He who formed the eye, shall he not see?”* e Uni-
versal Father is the acme of divine personality; he is the origin and
destiny of personality throughout all creation. God is both in -
nite and personal; he is an in nite personality. e Father is truly
a personality, notwithstanding that the in nity of his person places
him forever beyond the full comprehension of material and nite
beings.

2 God is much more than a personality as personality is under-
stood by the human mind; he is even far more than any possi-
ble concept of a superpersonality. But it is utterly futile to dis-
cuss such incomprehensible concepts of divine personalitywith the
minds of material creatures whosemaximum concept of the reality
of being consists in the idea and ideal of personality. e mate-
rial creature’s highest possible concept of the Universal Creator is
embraced within the spiritual ideals of the exalted idea of divine
personality. erefore, although you may know that God must be
muchmore than the human conception of personality, you equally
well know that the Universal Father cannot possibly be anything
less than an eternal, in nite, true, good, and beautiful personality.

5.1. “He who planned … not see?”, cf. Psalms 94:9: “He that planted the ear, shall he
not hear? he that formed the eye, shall he not see?” Note, that “he that planted” is amore
accurate translation of theHebrewהֲנֹטַע andGreek ὁ φυτεύσας, than “he who planned”
given in the text. is is probably intentional to differentiate between God as the First
Source andCentre from theCreator Son or even from the ultimate actual agencies (Life
Carriers) who directly “planted” the ear and all other organs. But if so, then why isיֹצֵר
correctly given as “he who formed” in the second part of this verse?
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3 God is not hiding from any of his creatures. He is unap-
proachable to so many orders of beings only because he “dwells in
a light which no material creature can approach.” e immensity
and grandeur of the divine personality is beyond the grasp of the
unperfected mind of evolutionary mortals. He “measures the wa-
ters in the hollow of his hand, measures a universe with the span of
his hand. It is he who sits on the circle of the earth, who stretches
out the heavens as a curtain and spreads them out as a universe to
dwell in.” “Li up your eyes on high and behold who has created
all these things, who brings out their worlds by number and calls
them all by their names”; and so it is true that “the invisible things
ofGodarepartially understoodby the thingswhich aremade.”*To-
day, and as you are, you must discern the invisible Maker through
his manifold and diverse creation, as well as through the revelation
and ministration of his Sons and their numerous subordinates.

4 Even though material mortals cannot see the person of God,
they should rejoice in the assurance that he is a person; by faith
accept the truth which portrays that the Universal Father so loved
the world as to provide for the eternal spiritual progression of its
lowly inhabitants; that he “delights in his children.” God is lacking
in none of those superhuman and divine attributes which consti-
tute a perfect, eternal, loving, and in nite Creator personality.

5 ¶ In the local creations (excepting the personnel of the super-
universes) God has no personal or residential manifestation aside
from theParadiseCreator Sonswho are the fathers of the inhabited
worlds and the sovereigns of the local universes. If the faith of the
creature were perfect, he would assuredly know that when he had
seen a Creator Son he had seen theUniversal Father; in seeking for
the Father, he would not ask nor expect to see other than the Son.
Mortal man simply cannot see God until he achieves completed
spirit transformation and actually attains Paradise.

6 e natures of the Paradise Creator Sons do not encompass all
the unquali ed potentials of the universal absoluteness of the in -
nite nature of the First Great Source andCentre, but theUniversal
3. “the invisible … are made.”, cf. Romans 1:20: “For the invisible things of him from
the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made,
even his eternal power and Godhead; so that they are without excuse.”
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Father is in every way divinely present in the Creator Sons. e
Father and his Sons are one. ese Paradise Sons of the order of
Michael are perfect personalities, even the pattern for all local uni-
verse personality from that of the Bright and Morning Star down
to the lowest human creature of progressing animal evolution.

7 ¶ Without God and except for his great and central person,
there would be no personality throughout all the vast universe of
universes. God is personality.

8 ¶ Notwithstanding that God is an eternal power, a majestic
presence, a transcendent ideal, and a glorious spirit, though he is
all these and in nitely more, nonetheless, he is truly and everlast-
ingly a perfect Creator personality, a person who can “know and
be known,” who can “love and be loved,” and one who can befriend
us; while you can be known, as other humans have been known, as
the friend of God. He is a real spirit and a spiritual reality.

9 As we see the Universal Father revealed throughout his uni-
verse; as we discern him indwelling his myriads of creatures; as we
behold him in the persons of his Sovereign Sons; as we continue to
sense his divine presence here and there, near and afar, let us not
doubt nor question his personality primacy. Notwithstanding all
these far- ung distributions, he remains a true person and everlast-
inglymaintains personal connectionwith the countless hosts of his
creatures scattered throughout the universe of universes.

10 ¶ e idea of the personality of the Universal Father is an
enlarged and truer concept of God which has come to mankind
chie y through revelation. Reason, wisdom, and religious experi-
ence all infer and imply the personality of God, but they do not
altogether validate it. Even the indwelling ought Adjuster is
prepersonal. e truth and maturity of any religion is directly pro-
portional to its concept of the in nite personality ofGod and to its
grasp of the absolute unity of Deity. e idea of a personal Deity
becomes, then, the measure of religious maturity a er religion has
rst formulated the concept of the unity of God.
11 Primitive religion hadmany personal gods, and theywere fash-

ioned in the image of man. Revelation affirms the validity of the
personality concept of God which is merely possible in the scien-
ti c postulate of a First Cause and is only provisionally suggested
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in the philosophic idea of Universal Unity. Only by personality
approach can any person begin to comprehend the unity of God.
To deny the personality of the First Source and Centre leaves one
only the choice of two philosophic dilemmas: materialism or pan-
theism.

12 In the contemplation ofDeity, the concept of personalitymust
be divested of the idea of corporeality. A material body is not in-
dispensable to personality in either man or God. e corporeality
error is shown in both extremes of human philosophy. In material-
ism, sinceman loses his body at death, he ceases to exist as a person-
ality; in pantheism, since God has no body, he is not, therefore, a
person. e superhuman type of progressing personality functions
in a union of mind and spirit.

13 ¶ Personality is not simply an attribute ofGod; it rather stands
for the totality of the co-ordinated in nite nature and the uni ed
divinewill which is exhibited in eternity and universality of perfect
expression. Personality, in the supreme sense, is the revelation of
God to the universe of universes.

14 ¶ God, being eternal, universal, absolute, and in nite, does not
grow in knowledge nor increase in wisdom. God does not acquire
experience, as nite man might conjecture or comprehend, but he
does, within the realms of his own eternal personality, enjoy those
continuous expansions of self-realization which are in certain ways
comparable to, and analogous with, the acquirement of new expe-
rience by the nite creatures of the evolutionary worlds.

15 e absolute perfection of the in nite God would cause him
to suffer the awful limitations of unquali ed nality of perfectness
were it not a fact that the Universal Father directly participates in
the personality struggle of every imperfect soul in thewide universe
who seeks, by divine aid, to ascend to the spiritually perfect worlds
on high. is progressive experience of every spirit being and every
mortal creature throughout the universe of universes is a part of the
Father’s ever-expanding Deity-consciousness of the never-ending
divine circle of ceaseless self-realization.

16 It is literally true: “In all your afflictions he is afflicted.”* “In all
your triumphs he triumphs in and with you.” His prepersonal di-
16. “In all … afflicted.”, cf. Isaiah 63:9: “In all their affliction he was afflicted, and the
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vine spirit is a real part of you. e Isle of Paradise responds to all
the physical metamorphoses of the universe of universes; the Eter-
nal Son includes all the spirit impulses of all creation; theConjoint
Actor encompasses all the mind expression of the expanding cos-
mos. eUniversal Father realizes in the fullness of the divine con-
sciousness all the individual experience of the progressive struggles
of the expanding minds and the ascending spirits of every entity,
being, and personality of the whole evolutionary creation of time
and space. And all this is literally true, for “in Him we all live and
move and have our being.”*

6. PERSONALITY IN THE UNIVERSE
1 Human personality is the time-space image-shadow cast by the

divineCreator personality. Andnoactuality can ever be adequately
comprehended by an examination of its shadow. Shadows should
be interpreted in terms of the true substance.

2 ¶ God is to science a cause, to philosophy an idea, to religion
a person, even the loving heavenly Father. God is to the scientist a
primal force, to the philosopher a hypothesis of unity, to the reli-
gionist a living spiritual experience. Man’s inadequate concept of
the personality of the Universal Father can be improved only by
man’s spiritual progress in the universe and will become truly ad-
equate only when the pilgrims of time and space nally attain the
divine embrace of the living God on Paradise.

3 Never lose sight of the antipodal viewpoints of personality as
it is conceived byGod andman. Man views and comprehends per-
sonality, looking from the nite to the in nite; God looks from the
in nite to the nite. Man possesses the lowest type of personality;
God, the highest, even supreme, ultimate, and absolute. erefore
did the better concepts of the divine personality have patiently to
await the appearance of improved ideas of human personality, es-

angel of his presence saved them: in his love and in his pity he redeemed them; and he
bare them, and carried them all the days of old.”
16. “in Him we all live and move and have our being.”, cf. Acts 17:28: “For in him we
live, andmove, and have our being; as certain also of your ownpoets have said, Forwe are
also his offspring.” Here, by “certain also of your own poets” Paul is probably referring to
Aratus (315–240 B.C.) whowrote inΦαινόμενα 4–5: “Everywhere everyone is indebted
to Zeus. For we are indeed his offspring.”
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pecially the enhanced revelation of both human and divine person-
ality in the Urantian bestowal life of Michael, the Creator Son.

4 ¶ e prepersonal divine spirit which indwells the mortal
mind carries, in its very presence, the valid proof of its actual exis-
tence, but the concept of the divine personality can be grasped only
by the spiritual insight of genuine personal religious experience.
Any person, human or divine, may be known and comprehended
quite apart from the external reactions or the material presence of
that person.*

5 Some degree of moral affinity and spiritual harmony is essen-
tial to friendship between two persons; a loving personality can
hardly reveal himself to a loveless person. Even to approach the
knowing of a divine personality, all of man’s personality endow-
ments must be wholly consecrated to the effort; half-hearted, par-
tial devotion will be unavailing.

6 e more completely man understands himself and appreci-
ates the personality values of his fellows, the more he will crave
to know the Original Personality, and the more earnestly such a
God-knowing human will strive to become like the Original Per-
sonality. You can argue over opinions about God, but experience
with him and in him exists above and beyond all human contro-
versy andmere intellectual logic. e God-knowingman describes
his spiritual experiences, not to convince unbelievers, but for the
edi cation and mutual satisfaction of believers.

7 ¶ To assume that the universe can be known, that it is intelli-
gible, is to assume that the universe is mind made and personality
managed. Man’s mind can only perceive the mind phenomena of
other minds, be they human or superhuman. If man’s personality
can experience the universe, there is a divine mind and an actual
personality somewhere concealed in that universe.

8 ¶ God is spirit — spirit personality; man is also a spirit — po-
tential spirit personality. Jesus of Nazareth attained the full real-
ization of this potential of spirit personality in human experience;

6.4. Any person … may be known … quite apart from … material presence of that
person., How can this be possible? By virtue of the direct link to the Father’s personality
circuit perhaps?
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therefore his life of achieving the Father’s will becomes man’s most
real and ideal revelation of the personality of God. Even though
the personality of the Universal Father can be grasped only in ac-
tual religious experience, in Jesus’ earth life we are inspired by the
perfect demonstration of such a realization and revelation of the
personality of God in a truly human experience.

7. SPIRITUAL VALUE OF THE PERSONALITY
CONCEPT

1 When Jesus talked about “the living God,” he referred to a per-
sonal Deity — the Father in heaven. e concept of the personal-
ity of Deity facilitates fellowship; it favours intelligent worship; it
promotes refreshing trustfulness. Interactions can be had between
nonpersonal things, but not fellowship. e fellowship relation of
father and son, as between God and man, cannot be enjoyed un-
less both are persons. Only personalities can commune with each
other, albeit this personal communion may be greatly facilitated
by the presence of just such an impersonal entity as the ought
Adjuster.

2 Man does not achieve union with God as a drop of water
might nd unity with the ocean. Man attains divine union by
progressive reciprocal spiritual communion, by personality inter-
course with the personal God, by increasingly attaining the divine
nature through wholehearted and intelligent conformity to the di-
vine will. Such a sublime relationship can exist only between per-
sonalities.

3 ¶ e concept of truth might possibly be entertained apart
from personality, the concept of beauty may exist without person-
ality, but the concept of divine goodness is understandable only in
relation to personality. Only a person can love and be loved. Even
beauty and truthwould be divorced from survival hope if theywere
not attributes of a personal God, a loving Father.

4 ¶ Wecannot fully understandhowGod canbe primal, change-
less, all-powerful, and perfect, and at the same time be surrounded
by an ever-changing and apparently law-limited universe, an evolv-
ing universe of relative imperfections. Butwe can know such a truth
in our own personal experience since we all maintain identity of
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personality and unity of will in spite of the constant changing of
both ourselves and our environment.

5 Ultimate universe reality cannot be grasped by mathematics,
logic, or philosophy, only by personal experience in progressive
conformity to the divine will of a personal God. Neither sci-
ence, philosophy, nor theology can validate the personality ofGod.
Only the personal experience of the faith sons of the heavenly Fa-
ther can effect the actual spiritual realization of the personality of
God.

6 ¶ e higher concepts of universe personality imply: identity,
self-consciousness, self-will, andpossibility for self-revelation. And
these characteristics further imply fellowship with other and equal
personalities, such as exists in the personality associations of the
Paradise Deities. And the absolute unity of these associations is so
perfect that divinity becomes known by indivisibility, by oneness.
“ e LordGod is one.”* Indivisibility of personality does not inter-
fere with God’s bestowing his spirit to live in the hearts of mortal
men. Indivisibility of a human father’s personality does not prevent
the reproduction of mortal sons and daughters.

7 is concept of indivisibility in association with the concept
of unity implies transcendence of both time and space by the Ulti-
macy of Deity; therefore neither space nor time can be absolute or
in nite. e First Source and Centre is that in nity who unquali-
edly transcends all mind, all matter, and all spirit.
8 e fact of the Paradise Trinity in nomanner violates the truth

of the divine unity. e three personalities of Paradise Deity are,
in all universe reality reactions and in all creature relations, as one.
Neither does the existence of these three eternal persons violate the
truth of the indivisibility of Deity. I am fully aware that I have at
my command no language adequate to make clear to the mortal
mind how these universe problems appear to us. But you should
not become discouraged; not all of these things are wholly clear
to even the high personalities belonging to my group of Paradise
7.6. “ e Lord God is one.”, e Hebrew text of Deteronomy 6:4 reads: אֶחָד יְהוָה
אֱ˄הֵינוּ יְהוָה יִשְׂרָאֵל שְׁמַע “Hear, O Israel! Yahweh our God, Yahweh is One.” is
formula is literally quoted in the Greek text of Mark 12:29: Ἄκουε, Ἰσραήλ, κύριος ὁ θεὸς
ἡμῶν κύριος εἷς ἐστιν.
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beings. Ever bear in mind that these profound truths pertaining to
Deity will increasingly clarify as your minds become progressively
spiritualized during the successive epochs of the longmortal ascent
to Paradise.

ahb

9 [Presented by a Divine Counsellor, a member of a group of ce-
lestial personalities assigned by theAncients ofDays onUversa, the
headquarters of the seventh superuniverse, to supervise those por-
tions of this forthcoming revelation which have to do with affairs
beyond the borders of the local universe ofNebadon. I amcommis-
sioned to sponsor those papers portraying the nature and attributes
of God because I represent the highest source of information avail-
able for such a purpose on any inhabited world. I have served as a
Divine Counsellor in all seven of the superuniverses and have long
resided at the Paradise centre of all things. Many times have I en-
joyed the supreme pleasure of a sojourn in the immediate personal
presence of the Universal Father. I portray the reality and truth of
the Father’s nature and attributes with unchallengeable authority;
I know whereof I speak.]



PAPER №2
THE NATURE OF GOD

Divine Counsellor

INASMUCH as man’s highest possible concept of God is em-
braced within the human idea and ideal of a primal and in -
nite personality, it is permissible, and may prove helpful, to

study certain characteristics of the divine nature which constitute
the character of Deity. e nature of God can best be understood
by the revelation of the Father which Michael of Nebadon un-
folded in his manifold teachings and in his superb mortal life in
the esh. e divine nature can also be better understood by man
if he regards himself as a child of God and looks up to the Paradise
Creator as a true spiritual Father.

2 e nature of God can be studied in a revelation of supreme
ideas, the divine character can be envisaged as a portrayal of super-
nal ideals, but the most enlightening and spiritually edifying of all
revelations of the divine nature is to be found in the comprehen-
sion of the religious life of Jesus of Nazareth, both before and a er
his attainment of full consciousness of divinity. If the incarnated
life of Michael is taken as the background of the revelation of God
to man, we may attempt to put in human word symbols certain
ideas and ideals concerning the divine nature which may possibly
contribute to a further illumination and uni cation of the human
concept of the nature and the character of the personality of the
Universal Father.

3 In all our efforts to enlarge and spiritualize the human concept
of God, we are tremendously handicapped by the limited capacity
of the mortal mind. We are also seriously handicapped in the exe-
cution of our assignment by the limitations of language and by the
poverty of material which can be utilized for purposes of illustra-
tion or comparison in our efforts to portray divine values and to
present spiritual meanings to the nite, mortal mind of man. All
our efforts to enlarge the human concept of God would be well-
nigh futile except for the fact that themortalmind is indwelt by the
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bestowed Adjuster of the Universal Father and is pervaded by the
TruthSpirit of theCreator Son. Depending, therefore, on the pres-
ence of these divine spirits within the heart ofman for assistance in
the enlargement of the concept of God, I cheerfully undertake the
execution of my mandate to attempt the further portrayal of the
nature of God to the mind of man.

1. THE INFINITY OF GOD
1 “Touching the In nite*, we cannot nd him out. e divine

footsteps are not known.” “His understanding is in nite and his
greatness is unsearchable.” e blinding light of the Father’s pres-
ence is such that to his lowly creatures he apparently “dwells in the
thick darkness.” Not only are his thoughts and plans unsearchable,
but “he does great and marvellous things without number.” “God
is great; we comprehend him not, neither can the number of his
years be searched out.” “Will God indeed dwell on the earth? Be-
hold, the heaven (universe) and the heaven of heavens (universe of
universes) cannot contain him.” “How unsearchable are his judg-
ments and his ways past nding out!”

2 “ ere is but one God, the in nite Father, who is also a faith-
ful Creator.” “ e divine Creator is also the Universal Disposer,
the source and destiny of souls. He is the Supreme Soul, the Pri-
mal Mind, and the Unlimited Spirit of all creation.” “ e great
Controller makes no mistakes. He is resplendent in majesty and
glory.” “ eCreatorGod iswholly devoid of fear and enmity. He is
immortal, eternal, self-existent, divine, and bountiful.” “How pure
and beautiful, how deep and unfathomable is the supernal Ances-
tor of all things!” “ e In nite is most excellent in that he imparts
himself to men. He is the beginning and the end, the Father of ev-
ery good and perfect purpose.” “With God all things are possible;
the eternal Creator is the cause of causes.”

3 ¶ Notwithstanding the in nity of the stupendous manifesta-
tions of the Father’s eternal and universal personality, he is unqual-
i edly self-conscious of both his in nity and eternity; likewise he

1.1. Touching the In nite, Here, as well as in all 30 occurrences of “touching” in the
KJV, where this quote comes from, viz. Job 37:23, is of course used as a preposition
meaning “regarding”, “concerning”. e same applies to the usage in 96:6.4.
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knows fully his perfection and power. He is the only being in the
universe, aside fromhis divine co-ordinates, who experiences a per-
fect, proper, and complete appraisal of himself.

4 e Father constantly and unfailingly meets the need of the
differential of demand for himself as it changes from time to time
in various sections of hismaster universe. e greatGodknows and
understands himself; he is in nitely self-conscious of all his primal
attributes of perfection. God is not a cosmic accident; neither is
he a universe experimenter. e Universe Sovereigns may engage
in adventure; the Constellation Fathers may experiment; the sys-
tem headsmay practise; but theUniversal Father sees the end from
the beginning, and his divine plan and eternal purpose actually em-
brace and comprehend all the experiments and all the adventures
of all his subordinates in every world, system, and constellation in
every universe of his vast domains.

5 No thing is new to God, and no cosmic event ever comes as a
surprise; he inhabits the circle of eternity. He is without beginning
or end of days. To God there is no past, present, or future; all time
is present at any given moment. He is the great and only I AM.

6 ¶ e Universal Father is absolutely and without quali cation
in nite in all his attributes; and this fact, in and of itself, automat-
ically shuts him off from all direct personal communication with
nite material beings and other lowly created intelligences.
7 And all this necessitates such arrangements for contact and

communicationwith hismanifold creatures as have been ordained,
rst, in the personalities of the Paradise Sons of God, who, al-

though perfect in divinity, also o en partake of the nature of the
very esh and blood of the planetary races, becoming one of you
and one with you; thus, as it were, God becomes man, as occurred
in the bestowal ofMichael, whowas called interchangeably the Son
ofGodand theSonofMan. And second, there are thepersonalities
of the In nite Spirit, the various orders of the seraphic hosts and
other celestial intelligences who drawnear to thematerial beings of
lowly origin and in somany ways minister to them and serve them.
And third, there are the impersonal Mystery Monitors, ought
Adjusters, the actual gi of the great God himself sent to indwell
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such as the humans of Urantia, sent without announcement and
without explanation. In endless profusion they descend from the
heights of glory to grace and indwell the humble minds of those
mortals who possess the capacity for God-consciousness or the po-
tential therefor.

8 In these ways and inmany others, in ways unknown to you and
utterly beyond nite comprehension, does the Paradise Father lov-
ingly and willingly downstep and otherwise modify, dilute, and at-
tenuate his in nity in order that he may be able to draw nearer the
nite minds of his creature children. And so, through a series of

personality distributions which are diminishingly absolute, the in-
nite Father is enabled to enjoy close contact with the diverse in-

telligences of the many realms of his far- ung universe.
9 All this he has done and now does, and evermore will continue

to do, without in the least detracting from the fact and reality of
his in nity, eternity, and primacy. And these things are absolutely
true, notwithstanding the difficulty of their comprehension, the
mystery in which they are enshrouded, or the impossibility of their
being fully understood by creatures such as dwell on Urantia.

10 ¶ Because the First Father is in nite in his plans and eternal
in his purposes, it is inherently impossible for any nite being ever
to grasp or comprehend these divine plans and purposes in their
fullness. Mortal man can glimpse the Father’s purposes only now
and then, here and there, as they are revealed in relation to the out-
working of the plan of creature ascension on its successive levels
of universe progression. ough man cannot encompass the sig-
ni cance of in nity, the in nite Father does most certainly fully
comprehend and lovingly embrace all the nity of all his children
in all universes.

11 Divinity and eternity the Father shares with large numbers of
the higher Paradise beings, but we question whether in nity and
consequent universal primacy is fully shared with any save his co-
ordinate associates of the Paradise Trinity. In nity of personality
must, perforce, embrace all nitude of personality; hence the truth
— literal truth — of the teaching which declares that “In Him we
live andmove and have our being.” at fragment of the pureDeity
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of the Universal Father which indwells mortal man is a part of the
in nity of theFirstGreat Source andCentre, theFather of Fathers.

2. THE FATHER’S ETERNAL PERFECTION
1 Even your oldenprophets understood the eternal, never-begin-

ning, never-ending, circular nature of the Universal Father. God is
literally and eternally present in his universe of universes. He in-
habits the present moment with all his absolute majesty and eter-
nal greatness. “ e Father has life in himself, and this life is eternal
life.” roughout the eternal ages it has been the Father who “gives
to all life.” ere is in nite perfection in the divine integrity. “I am
theLord; I changenot.”Ourknowledgeof theuniverse of universes
discloses not only that he is the Father of lights, but also that in his
conduct of interplanetary affairs there “is no variableness neither
shadowof changing.”He “declares the end from the beginning.”He
says: “My counsel shall stand; I will do all my pleasures” “accord-
ing to the eternal purpose which I purposed in my Son.” us are
the plans and purposes of the First Source andCentre like himself:
eternal, perfect, and forever changeless.

2 ere is nality of completeness and perfection of repleteness
in the mandates of the Father. “Whatsoever God does, it shall be
forever; nothing can be added to it nor anything taken from it.”

e Universal Father does not repent of his original purposes of
wisdom and perfection. His plans are steadfast, his counsel im-
mutable, while his acts are divine and infallible. “A thousand years
in his sight are but as yesterday when it is past and as a watch in the
night.” e perfection of divinity and themagnitude of eternity are
forever beyond the full grasp of the circumscribed mind of mortal
man.

3 ¶ e reactions of a changeless God, in the execution of his
eternal purpose, may seem to vary in accordance with the changing
attitude and the shi ing minds of his created intelligences; that is,
theymay apparently and super cially vary; but underneath the sur-
face and beneath all outward manifestations, there is still present
the changeless purpose, the everlasting plan, of the eternal God.

4 Out in the universes, perfection must necessarily be a relative
term, but in the central universe and especially on Paradise, per-
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fection is undiluted; in certain phases it is even absolute. Trinity
manifestations vary the exhibition of the divine perfection but do
not attenuate it.

5 ¶ God’s primal perfection consists not in an assumed righ-
teousness but rather in the inherent perfection of the goodness of
his divine nature. He is nal, complete, and perfect. ere is no
thing lacking in the beauty and perfection of his righteous char-
acter. And the whole scheme of living existences on the worlds of
space is centred in the divine purpose of elevating all will creatures
to the high destiny of the experience of sharing the Father’s Para-
dise perfection. God is neither self-centred nor self-contained; he
never ceases to bestow himself upon all self-conscious creatures of
the vast universe of universes.

6 God is eternally and in nitely perfect, he cannot personally
know imperfection as his own experience, but he does share the
consciousness of all the experience of imperfectness of all the strug-
gling creatures of the evolutionary universes of all the ParadiseCre-
ator Sons. e personal and liberating touch of the God of perfec-
tion overshadows the hearts and encircuits the natures of all those
mortal creatures who have ascended to the universe level of moral
discernment. In this manner, as well as through the contacts of the
divine presence, theUniversal Father actually participates in the ex-
perience with immaturity and imperfection in the evolving career
of every moral being of the entire universe.

7 Human limitations, potential evil, are not a part of the di-
vine nature, but mortal experience with evil and all man’s relations
thereto are most certainly a part of God’s ever-expanding self-real-
ization in the children of time — creatures of moral responsibility
who have been created or evolved by every Creator Son going out
from Paradise.

3. JUSTICE AND RIGHTEOUSNESS
1 God is righteous; therefore is he just. “ e Lord is righteous in

all his ways.” “‘I have not done without cause all that I have done,’
says the Lord.” “ e judgments of the Lord are true and righteous
altogether.” e justice of the Universal Father cannot be in u-
enced by the acts and performances of his creatures, “for there is
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no iniquity with the Lord our God, no respect of persons, no tak-
ing of gi s.”

2 ¶ How futile to make puerile appeals to such a God to modify
his changeless decrees so that we can avoid the just consequences of
the operation of his wise natural laws and righteous spiritual man-
dates! “Be not deceived; God is notmocked, for whatsoever aman
sows that shall he also reap.” True, even in the justice of reaping the
harvest of wrongdoing, this divine justice is always tempered with
mercy. In nite wisdom is the eternal arbiter which determines the
proportions of justice and mercy which shall be meted out in any
given circumstance. e greatest punishment (in reality an inevita-
ble consequence) for wrongdoing and deliberate rebellion against
the government of God is loss of existence as an individual subject
of that government. e nal result of wholehearted sin is anni-
hilation. In the last analysis, such sin-identi ed individuals have
destroyed themselves by becomingwholly unreal through their em-
brace of iniquity. e factual disappearance of such a creature is,
however, always delayed until the ordained order of justice current
in that universe has been fully complied with.

3 Cessation of existence is usually decreed at the dispensational
or epochal adjudication of the realm or realms. On a world such as
Urantia it comes at the end of a planetary dispensation. Cessation
of existence canbedecreed at such times by co-ordinate actionof all
tribunals of jurisdiction, extending from the planetary council up
through the courts of theCreator Son to the judgment tribunals of
the Ancients of Days. e mandate of dissolution originates in the
higher courts of the superuniverse following an unbroken con r-
mation of the indictment originating on the sphere of the wrong-
doer’s residence; and then, when sentence of extinction has been
con rmed onhigh, the execution is by the direct act of those judges
residential on, and operating from, the headquarters of the super-
universe.

4 When this sentence is nally con rmed, the sin-identi ed be-
ing instantly becomes as though he had not been. ere is no res-
urrection from such a fate; it is everlasting and eternal. e living
energy factors of identity are resolved by the transformations of
time and the metamorphoses of space into the cosmic potentials
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whence they once emerged. As for the personality of the iniqui-
tous one, it is deprived of a continuing life vehicle by the creature’s
failure tomake those choices and nal decisions which would have
assured eternal life. When the continued embrace of sin by the as-
sociatedmind culminates in complete self-identi cationwith iniq-
uity, then upon the cessation of life, upon cosmic dissolution, such
an isolated personality is absorbed into the oversoul of creation,
becoming a part of the evolving experience of the Supreme Being.
Never again does it appear as a personality; its identity becomes as
though it had never been. In the case of an Adjuster-indwelt per-
sonality, the experiential spirit values survive in the reality of the
continuing Adjuster.

5 ¶ In any universe contest between actual levels of reality, the
personality of the higher level will ultimately triumph over the per-
sonality of the lower level. is inevitable outcomeof universe con-
troversy is inherent in the fact that divinity of quality equals the
degree of reality or actuality of any will creature. Undiluted evil,
complete error, wilful sin, and unmitigated iniquity are inherently
and automatically suicidal. Such attitudes of cosmic unreality can
survive in the universe only because of transient mercy-tolerance
pending the action of the justice-determining and fairness- nding
mechanisms of the universe tribunals of righteous adjudication.

6 e rule of the Creator Sons in the local universes is one of
creation and spiritualization. ese Sons devote themselves to the
effective execution of the Paradise plan of progressivemortal ascen-
sion, to the rehabilitation of rebels and wrong thinkers, but when
all such loving efforts are nally and forever rejected, the nal de-
cree of dissolution is executed by forces acting under the jurisdic-
tion of the Ancients of Days.

4. THE DIVINE MERCY
1 Mercy is simply justice tempered by that wisdom which grows

out of perfection of knowledge and the full recognition of the nat-
ural weaknesses and environmental handicaps of nite creatures.
“OurGod is full of compassion, gracious, long-suffering, and plen-
teous in mercy.” erefore “whosoever calls upon the Lord shall be
saved,” “for he will abundantly pardon.” “ e mercy of the Lord is
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from everlasting to everlasting”; yes, “his mercy endures forever.”
“I am the Lord who executes loving-kindness, judgment, and righ-
teousness in the earth, for in these things I delight.” “I do not afflict
willingly nor grieve the children of men,” for I am “the Father of
mercies and the God of all comfort.”

2 God is inherently kind, naturally compassionate, and everlast-
ingly merciful. And never is it necessary that any in uence be
brought to bear upon the Father to call forth his loving-kindness.

e creature’s need is wholly sufficient to ensure the full ow of the
Father’s tender mercies and his saving grace. Since God knows all
about his children, it is easy for him to forgive. e better man un-
derstands his neighbour, the easier it will be to forgive him, even to
love him.

3 ¶ Only the discernment of in nite wisdom enables a righteous
God tominister justice andmercy at the same time and in any given
universe situation. e heavenly Father is never torn by con icting
attitudes towards his universe children; God is never a victim of at-
titudinal antagonisms. God’s all-knowingness unfailingly directs
his free will in the choosing of that universe conduct which per-
fectly, simultaneously, and equally satis es the demands of all his
divine attributes and the in nite qualities of his eternal nature.

4 Mercy is the natural and inevitable offspring of goodness and
love. e good nature of a loving Father could not possibly with-
hold the wise ministry of mercy to each member of every group
of his universe children. Eternal justice and divine mercy together
constitute what in human experience would be called fairness.

5 Divinemercy represents a fairness technique of adjustment be-
tween the universe levels of perfection and imperfection. Mercy
is the justice of Supremacy adapted to the situations of the evolv-
ing nite, the righteousness of eternity modi ed to meet the high-
est interests and universe welfare of the children of time. Mercy is
not a contravention of justice but rather an understanding inter-
pretation of the demands of supreme justice as it is fairly applied
to the subordinate spiritual beings and to the material creatures of
the evolving universes. Mercy is the justice of the Paradise Trinity
wisely and lovingly visited upon the manifold intelligences of the
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creations of time and space as it is formulated bydivinewisdomand
determined by the all-knowing mind and the sovereign free will of
the Universal Father and all his associated Creators.

5. THE LOVE OF GOD
1 “God is love”; therefore his only personal attitude towards the

affairs of the universe is always a reaction of divine affection. e
Father loves us sufficiently to bestow his life upon us. “He makes
his sun to rise on the evil and on the good and sends rain on the
just and on the unjust.”

2 ¶ It is wrong to think of God as being coaxed into loving his
children because of the sacri ces of his Sons or the intercession of
his subordinate creatures, “for the Father himself loves you.” It is
in response to this paternal affection that God sends the marvel-
lous Adjusters to indwell the minds of men. God’s love is univer-
sal; “whosoever will may come.” He would “have all men be saved
by coming into the knowledge of the truth.”He is “not willing that
any should perish.”

3 e Creators are the very rst to attempt to save man from
the disastrous results of his foolish transgression of the divine laws.
God’s love is by nature a fatherly affection; therefore does he some-
times “chasten us for our own pro t, that we may be partakers of
his holiness.” Even during your ery trials remember that “in all our
afflictions he is afflicted with us.”

4 God is divinely kind to sinners. When rebels return to righ-
teousness, they are mercifully received, “for our God will abun-
dantly pardon.” “I am he who blots out your transgressions for my
own sake, and I will not remember your sins.” “Behold what man-
ner of love the Father has bestowed upon us that we should be
called the sons of God.”

5 A er all, the greatest evidence of the goodness of God and the
supreme reason for lovinghim is the indwelling gi of theFather—
the Adjuster who so patiently awaits the hour when you both shall
be eternally made one. ough you cannot nd God by searching,
if youwill submit to the leading of the indwelling spirit, youwill be
unerringly guided, step by step, life by life, through universe upon
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universe, and age by age, until you nally stand in the presence of
the Paradise personality of the Universal Father.

6 ¶ How unreasonable that you should not worship God be-
cause the limitations of human nature and the handicaps of your
material creation make it impossible for you to see him. Between
you and God there is a tremendous distance (physical space) to be
traversed. ere likewise exists a great gulf of spiritual differen-
tial whichmust be bridged; but notwithstanding all that physically
and spiritually separates you from theParadise personal presence of
God, stop and ponder the solemn fact that God lives within you;
he has in his ownway already bridged the gulf. He has sent of him-
self, his spirit, to live in you and to toil with you as you pursue your
eternal universe career.

7 I nd it easy and pleasant to worship one who is so great and
at the same time so affectionately devoted to the upli ing ministry
of his lowly creatures. I naturally love one who is so powerful in
creation and in the control thereof, and yet who is so perfect in
goodness and so faithful in the loving-kindness which constantly
overshadows us. I think I would love God just as much if he were
not so great and powerful, as long as he is so good andmerciful. We
all love the Father more because of his nature than in recognition
of his amazing attributes.

8 When I observe the Creator Sons and their subordinate ad-
ministrators struggling so valiantly with the manifold difficulties
of time inherent in the evolution of the universes of space, I dis-
cover that I bear these lesser rulers of the universes a great and pro-
found affection. A er all, I think we all, including the mortals of
the realms, love the Universal Father and all other beings, divine
or human, because we discern that these personalities truly love us.

e experience of loving is verymuch a direct response to the expe-
rience of being loved. Knowing that God loves me, I should con-
tinue to love him supremely, even though he were divested of all
his attributes of supremacy, ultimacy, and absoluteness.

9 e Father’s love follows us now and throughout the endless
circle of the eternal ages. As you ponder the loving nature of
God, there is only one reasonable and natural personality reaction
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thereto: You will increasingly love your Maker; you will yield to
God an affection analogous to that given by a child to an earthly
parent; for, as a father, a real father, a true father, loves his chil-
dren, so the Universal Father loves and forever seeks the welfare of
his created sons and daughters.

10 But the love of God is an intelligent and farseeing parental af-
fection. e divine love functions in uni ed association with di-
vine wisdom and all other in nite characteristics of the perfect na-
ture of the Universal Father. God is love, but love is not God. e
greatest manifestation of the divine love for mortal beings is ob-
served in the bestowal of the ought Adjusters, but your great-
est revelation of the Father’s love is seen in the bestowal life of his
Son Michael as he lived on earth the ideal spiritual life. It is the in-
dwelling Adjuster who individualizes the love of God to each hu-
man soul.

11 ¶ At times I am almost pained to be compelled to portray the
divine affection of the heavenly Father for his universe children
by the employment of the human word symbol love. is term,
even though it does connote man’s highest concept of the mortal
relations of respect and devotion, is so frequently designative of so
muchof human relationship that iswholly ignoble andutterly un t
to be known by any word which is also used to indicate the match-
less affection of the living God for his universe creatures! How un-
fortunate that I cannot make use of some supernal and exclusive
term which would convey to the mind of man the true nature and
exquisitely beautiful signi cance of the divine affection of the Par-
adise Father.

12 ¶ Whenman loses sight of the love of a personalGod, the king-
domofGod becomesmerely the kingdomof good. Notwithstand-
ing the in nite unity of the divine nature, love is the dominant
characteristic of all God’s personal dealings with his creatures.

6. THE GOODNESS OF GOD
1 In the physical universe wemay see the divine beauty, in the in-

tellectual world we may discern eternal truth, but the goodness of
God is found only in the spiritual world of personal religious expe-
rience. In its true essence, religion is a faith-trust in the goodness
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of God. God could be great and absolute, somehow even intelli-
gent and personal, in philosophy, but in religion God must also be
moral; hemust be good. Manmight fear a great God, but he trusts
and loves only a good God. is goodness of God is a part of the
personality of God, and its full revelation appears only in the per-
sonal religious experience of the believing sons of God.

2 Religion implies that the superworld of spirit nature is cog-
nizant of, and responsive to, the fundamental needs of the hu-
man world. Evolutionary religion may become ethical, but only
revealed religion becomes truly and spiritually moral. e olden
concept that God is a Deity dominated by kingly morality was up-
stepped by Jesus to that affectionately touching level of intimate
family morality of the parent-child relationship, than which there
is none more tender and beautiful in mortal experience.

3 ¶ e “richness of the goodness of God leads erring man to re-
pentance.” “Every good gi and every perfect gi comes down from
the Father of lights.” “God is good; he is the eternal refuge of the
souls of men.” “ e LordGod is merciful and gracious. He is long-
suffering and abundant in goodness and truth.” “Taste and see that
the Lord is good! Blessed is the man who trusts him.” “ e Lord is
gracious and full of compassion. He is the God of salvation.” “He
heals the brokenhearted and binds up the wounds of the soul. He
is man’s all-powerful benefactor.”

4 ¶ e concept of God as a king-judge, although it fostered a
highmoral standard and created a law-respecting people as a group,
le the individual believer in a sad position of insecurity respect-
ing his status in time and in eternity. e later Hebrew prophets
proclaimed God to be a Father to Israel; Jesus revealed God as the
Father of each human being. e entire mortal concept of God is
transcendently illuminated by the life of Jesus. Sel essness is inher-
ent in parental love. God loves not like a father, but as a father. He
is the Paradise Father of every universe personality.

5 ¶ Righteousness implies that God is the source of the moral
law of the universe. Truth exhibits God as a revealer, as a teacher.
But love gives and craves affection, seeks understanding fellowship
such as exists between parent and child. Righteousness may be the
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divine thought, but love is a father’s attitude. e erroneous sup-
position that the righteousness of God was irreconcilable with the
sel ess love of the heavenly Father, presupposed absence of unity in
the nature ofDeity and led directly to the elaboration of the atone-
ment doctrine, which is a philosophic assault upon both the unity
and the free-willness of God.

6 e affectionate heavenly Father, whose spirit indwells his
children on earth, is not a divided personality— one of justice and
one of mercy — neither does it require a mediator to secure the
Father’s favour or forgiveness. Divine righteousness is not domi-
nated by strict retributive justice; God as a father transcends God
as a judge.

7 ¶ God is never wrathful, vengeful, or angry. It is true that wis-
dom does o en restrain his love, while justice conditions his re-
jected mercy. His love of righteousness cannot help being exhib-
ited as equal hatred for sin. e Father is not an inconsistent per-
sonality; the divine unity is perfect. In the Paradise Trinity there is
absolute unity despite the eternal identities of the co-ordinates of
God.

8 ¶ God loves the sinner and hates the sin: such a statement is
true philosophically, but God is a transcendent personality, and
persons can only love and hate other persons. Sin is not a person.
God loves the sinner because he is a personality reality (potentially
eternal), while towards sinGod strikes no personal attitude, for sin
is not a spiritual reality; it is not personal; therefore does only the
justice of God take cognizance of its existence. e love of God
saves the sinner; the law of God destroys the sin. is attitude
of the divine nature would apparently change if the sinner nally
identi ed himselfwhollywith sin just as the samemortalmindmay
also fully identify itself with the indwelling spirit Adjuster. Such a
sin-identi ed mortal would then become wholly unspiritual in na-
ture (and therefore personally unreal) and would experience even-
tual extinction of being. Unreality, even incompleteness of crea-
ture nature, cannot exist forever in a progressingly real and increas-
ingly spiritual universe.

9 ¶ Facing the world of personality, God is discovered to be a
loving person; facing the spiritual world, he is a personal love; in
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religious experience he is both. Love identi es the volitional will of
God. e goodness of God rests at the bottom of the divine free-
willness — the universal tendency to love, show mercy, manifest
patience, and minister forgiveness.

7. DIVINE TRUTH AND BEAUTY
1 All nite knowledge and creature understanding are relative.

Information and intelligence, gleaned from even high sources, is
only relatively complete, locally accurate, and personally true.

2 Physical facts are fairly uniform, but truth is a living and exi-
ble factor in the philosophy of the universe. Evolving personalities
are only partially wise and relatively true in their communications.

ey can be certain only as far as their personal experience extends.
at which apparentlymay bewholly true in one placemay be only

relatively true in another segment of creation.
3 Divine truth, nal truth, is uniform and universal, but the

story of things spiritual, as it is told by numerous individuals hail-
ing from various spheres, may sometimes vary in details owing to
this relativity in the completeness of knowledge and in the replete-
ness of personal experience as well as in the length and extent of
that experience. While the laws and decrees, the thoughts and atti-
tudes, of the First Great Source and Centre are eternally, in nitely,
and universally true; at the same time, their application to, and
adjustment for, every universe, system, world, and created intelli-
gence, are in accordance with the plans and technique of the Cre-
ator Sons as they function in their respective universes, as well as in
harmony with the local plans and procedures of the In nite Spirit
and of all other associated celestial personalities.

4 ¶ e false science of materialism would sentence mortal man
to become an outcast in the universe. Such partial knowledge is
potentially evil; it is knowledge composed of both good and evil.
Truth is beautiful because it is both replete and symmetrical. When
man searches for truth, he pursues the divinely real.

5 Philosophers commit their gravest error when they are misled
into the fallacy of abstraction, the practice of focusing the atten-
tion upon one aspect of reality and then of pronouncing such an
isolated aspect to be the whole truth. e wise philosopher will
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always look for the creative design which is behind, and pre-exis-
tent to, all universe phenomena. e creator thought invariably
precedes creative action.

6 Intellectual self-consciousness candiscover the beauty of truth,
its spiritual quality, not only by the philosophic consistency of its
concepts, butmore certainly and surely by the unerring response of
the ever-present Spirit of Truth. Happiness ensues from the recog-
nition of truth because it can be acted out; it can be lived. Disap-
pointment and sorrow attend upon error because, not being a real-
ity, it cannot be realized in experience. Divine truth is best known
by its spiritual avour.

7 ¶ e eternal quest is for uni cation, for divine coherence. e
far- ung physical universe coheres in the Isle of Paradise; the in-
tellectual universe coheres in the God of mind, the Conjoint Ac-
tor; the spiritual universe is coherent in the personality of the Eter-
nal Son. But the isolated mortal of time and space coheres in God
the Father through the direct relationship between the indwelling

ought Adjuster and the Universal Father. Man’s Adjuster is a
fragment of God and everlastingly seeks for divine uni cation; it
coheres with, and in, the Paradise Deity of the First Source and
Centre.

8 ¶ e discernment of supreme beauty is the discovery and in-
tegration of reality: e discernment of the divine goodness in the
eternal truth, that is ultimate beauty. Even the charm of human art
consists in the harmony of its unity.

9 e great mistake of the Hebrew religion was its failure to as-
sociate the goodness of God with the factual truths of science and
the appealing beauty of art. As civilization progressed, and since
religion continued to pursue the same unwise course of overem-
phasizing the goodness of God to the relative exclusion of truth
and neglect of beauty, there developed an increasing tendency for
certain types ofmen to turn away from the abstract and dissociated
concept of isolated goodness. e overstressed and isolated moral-
ity ofmodern religion, which fails to hold the devotion and loyalty
ofmanyXXcenturymen, would rehabilitate itself if, in addition to
its moral mandates, it would give equal consideration to the truths
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of science, philosophy, and spiritual experience, and to the beau-
ties of the physical creation, the charm of intellectual art, and the
grandeur of genuine character achievement.

10 e religious challenge of this age is to those farseeing and for-
ward-looking men and women of spiritual insight who will dare to
construct a new and appealing philosophy of living out of the en-
larged and exquisitely integratedmodern concepts of cosmic truth,
universe beauty, and divine goodness. Such a new and righteous
vision of morality will attract all that is good in the mind of man
and challenge that which is best in the human soul. Truth, beauty,
and goodness are divine realities, and as man ascends the scale of
spiritual living, these supreme qualities of the Eternal become in-
creasingly co-ordinated and uni ed in God, who is love.

11 ¶ All truth — material, philosophic, or spiritual — is both
beautiful and good. All real beauty—material art or spiritual sym-
metry — is both true and good. All genuine goodness — whether
personal morality, social equity, or divine ministry — is equally
true and beautiful. Health, sanity, and happiness are integrations
of truth, beauty, and goodness as they are blended in human ex-
perience. Such levels of efficient living come about through the
uni cation of energy systems, idea systems, and spirit systems.

12 Truth is coherent, beauty attractive, goodness stabilizing. And
when these values of thatwhich is real are co-ordinated in personal-
ity experience, the result is a high order of love conditioned by wis-
dom and quali ed by loyalty. e real purpose of all universe edu-
cation is to effect the better co-ordination of the isolated child of
theworldswith the larger realities of his expanding experience. Re-
ality is nite on the human level, in nite and eternal on the higher
and divine levels.

ahb

13 [Presented by a Divine Counsellor acting by authority of the
Ancients of Days on Uversa.]



PAPER №3
THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD

Divine Counsellor

GOD is everywhere present; the Universal Father rules the
circle of eternity. But he rules in the local universes in
the persons of his Paradise Creator Sons, even as he be-

stows life through these Sons. “God has given us eternal life, and
this life is in his Sons.” ese Creator Sons of God are the personal
expression of himself in the sectors of time and to the children of
the whirling planets of the evolving universes of space.

2 e highly personalized Sons of God are clearly discernible by
the lower orders of created intelligences, and so do they compen-
sate for the invisibility of the in nite and therefore less discernible
Father. e Paradise Creator Sons of the Universal Father are a
revelation of an otherwise invisible being, invisible because of the
absoluteness and in nity inherent in the circle of eternity and in
the personalities of the Paradise Deities.

3 ¶ Creatorship is hardly an attribute of God; it is rather the ag-
gregate of his acting nature. And this universal function of creator-
ship is eternally manifested as it is conditioned and controlled by
all the co-ordinated attributes of the in nite and divine reality of
the First Source and Centre. We sincerely doubt whether any one
characteristic of the divine nature can be regarded as being antece-
dent to the others, but if such were the case, then the creatorship
nature of Deity would take precedence over all other natures, ac-
tivities, and attributes. And the creatorship of Deity culminates in
the universal truth of the Fatherhood of God.

1. GOD’S EVERYWHERENESS
1 e ability of the Universal Father to be everywhere present,

and at the same time, constitutes his omnipresence. God alone can
be in two places, in numberless places, at the same time. God is si-
multaneously present “in heaven above and on the earth beneath”;
as the Psalmist exclaimed: “Whither shall I go from your spirit? or
whither shall I ee from your presence?”
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2 “‘I am aGod at hand aswell as afar off,’ says the Lord. ‘Do not I
ll heaven and earth?’” e Universal Father is all the time present

in all parts and in all hearts of his far- ung creation. He is “the full-
ness of him who lls all and in all,” and “who works all in all,” and
further, the concept of his personality is such that “the heaven (uni-
verse) andheavenof heavens (universe of universes) cannot contain
him.” It is literally true that God is all and in all. But even that is
not all of God. e In nite can be nally revealed only in in n-
ity; the cause can never be fully comprehended by an analysis of
effects; the living God is immeasurably greater than the sum total
of creation that has come into being as a result of the creative acts
of his unfettered free will. God is revealed throughout the cosmos,
but the cosmos can never contain or encompass the entirety of the
in nity of God.

3 e Father’s presence unceasingly patrols the master universe.
“His going forth is from the end of the heaven, and his circuit to
the ends of it; and there is nothing hidden from the light thereof.”

4 ¶ e creature not only exists in God, but God also lives in
the creature. “We know we dwell in him because he lives in us; he
has given us his spirit. is gi from the Paradise Father is man’s
inseparable companion.” “He is the ever-present and all-pervading
God.” “ e spirit of the everlasting Father is concealed in themind
of everymortal child.” “Man goes forth searching for a friendwhile
that very friend lives within his own heart.” “ e true God is not
afar off; he is a part of us; his spirit speaks from within us.” “ e
Father lives in the child. God is always with us. He is the guiding
spirit of eternal destiny.”

5 Truly of the human race has it been said, “You are of God”
because “he who dwells in love dwells in God, and God in him.”
Even in wrongdoing you torment the indwelling gi of God, for
the ought Adjuster must needs go through the consequences of
evil thinking with the human mind of its incarceration.

6 ¶ e omnipresence of God is in reality a part of his in nite
nature; space constitutes no barrier to Deity. God is, in perfection
andwithout limitation, discernibly present only onParadise and in
the central universe. He is not thus observably present in the cre-
ations encirclingHavona, for God has limited his direct and actual
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presence in recognition of the sovereignty and the divine preroga-
tives of the co-ordinate creators and rulers of the universes of time
and space. Hence must the concept of the divine presence allow
for a wide range of both mode and channel of manifestation em-
bracing the presence circuits of the Eternal Son, the In nite Spirit,
and the Isle of Paradise. Nor is it always possible to distinguish be-
tween the presence of the Universal Father and the actions of his
eternal co-ordinates and agencies, so perfectly do they ful l all the
in nite requirements of his unchanging purpose. But not so with
the personality circuit and the Adjusters; here God acts uniquely,
directly, and exclusively.

7 ¶ e Universal Controller is potentially present in the grav-
ity circuits of the Isle of Paradise in all parts of the universe at all
times and in the same degree, in accordance with the mass, in re-
sponse to the physical demands for this presence, and because of
the inherent nature of all creation which causes all things to ad-
here and consist in him. Likewise is the First Source and Centre
potentially present in the Unquali ed Absolute, the repository of
the uncreated universes of the eternal future. God thus potentially
pervades the physical universes of the past, present, and future. He
is the primordial foundation of the coherence of the so-called ma-
terial creation. is nonspiritual Deity potential becomes actual
here and there throughout the level of physical existences by the
inexplicable intrusion of some one of his exclusive agencies upon
the stage of universe action.

8 emindpresence ofGod is correlatedwith the absolutemind
of theConjoint Actor, the In nite Spirit, but in the nite creations
it is better discerned in the everywhere functioning of the cosmic
mind of the Paradise Master Spirits. Just as the First Source and
Centre is potentially present in the mind circuits of the Conjoint
Actor, so is he potentially present in the tensions of the Universal
Absolute. Butmindof the humanorder is a bestowal of theDaugh-
ters of the Conjoint Actor, the Divine Ministers of the evolving
universes.

9 e everywhere-present spirit of the Universal Father is co-or-
dinated with the function of the universal spirit presence of the
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Eternal Son and the everlasting divine potential of the Deity Ab-
solute. But neither the spiritual activity of the Eternal Son and his
Paradise Sons nor themind bestowals of the In nite Spirit seem to
exclude the direct action of the ought Adjusters, the indwelling
fragments of God, in the hearts of his creature children.

10 Concerning God’s presence in a planet, system, constellation,
or a universe, the degree of such presence in any creational unit is a
measure of the degree of the evolving presence of the Supreme Be-
ing: It is determined by the en masse recognition of God and loy-
alty to him on the part of the vast universe organization, running
down to the systems and planets themselves. erefore it is some-
times with the hope of conserving and safeguarding these phases of
God’s precious presence that, when some planets (or even systems)
have plunged far into spiritual darkness, they are in a certain sense
quarantined, or partially isolated from intercourse with the larger
units of creation. And all this, as it operates onUrantia, is a spiritu-
ally defensive reaction of the majority of the worlds to save them-
selves, as far as possible, from suffering the isolating consequences
of the alienating acts of a headstrong, wicked, and rebellious mi-
nority.

11 ¶ While the Father parentally encircuits all his sons — all per-
sonalities — his in uence in them is limited by the remoteness of
their origin from the Second and the ird Persons of Deity and
augmented as their destiny attainment nears such levels. e fact of
God’s presence in creature minds is determined by whether or not
they are indwelt by Father fragments, such as the Mystery Moni-
tors, but his effective presence is determined by the degree of co-op-
eration accorded these indwelling Adjusters by the minds of their
sojourn.

12 e uctuations of the Father’s presence are not due to the
changeableness of God. e Father does not retire in seclusion be-
cause he has been slighted; his affections are not alienated because
of the creature’s wrongdoing. Rather, having been endowed with
the power of choice (concerning Himself ), his children, in the ex-
ercise of that choice, directly determine the degree and limitations
of the Father’s divine in uence in their own hearts and souls. e
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Father has freely bestowed himself upon uswithout limit andwith-
out favour. He is no respecter of persons, planets, systems, or uni-
verses. In the sectors of time he confers differential honour only
on the Paradise personalities ofGod the Sevenfold, the co-ordinate
creators of the nite universes.

2. GOD’S INFINITE POWER
1 All the universes know that “theLordGodomnipotent reigns.”
e affairs of this world and other worlds are divinely supervised.

“He does according to his will in the army of heaven and among
the inhabitants of the earth.” It is eternally true, “there is no power
but of God.”

2 Within the bounds of that which is consistent with the di-
vine nature, it is literally true that “with God all things are possi-
ble.” e long-drawn-out evolutionary processes of peoples, plan-
ets, and universes are under the perfect control of the universe cre-
ators and administrators and unfold in accordance with the eternal
purpose of the Universal Father, proceeding in harmony and order
and in keeping with the all-wise plan of God. ere is only one
lawgiver. He upholds the worlds in space and swings the universes
around the endless circle of the eternal circuit.

3 Of all the divine attributes, his omnipotence, especially as it
prevails in the material universe, is the best understood. Viewed
as an unspiritual phenomenon, God is energy. is declaration of
physical fact is predicated on the incomprehensible truth that the
First Source andCentre is the primal cause of the universal physical
phenomena of all space. From this divine activity all physical en-
ergy and other material manifestations are derived. Light, that is,
light without heat, is another of the nonspiritual manifestations of
the Deities. And there is still another form of nonspiritual energy
which is virtually unknown on Urantia; it is as yet unrecognized.

4 God controls all power; he has made “a way for the lightning”;
he has ordained the circuits of all energy. He has decreed the time
and manner of the manifestation of all forms of energy-matter.
And all these things are held forever in his everlasting grasp — in
the gravitational control centring onnether Paradise. e light and
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energy of the eternal God thus swing on forever around his ma-
jestic circuit, the endless but orderly procession of the starry hosts
composing the universe of universes. All creation circles eternally
around the Paradise-Personality centre of all things and beings.

5 e omnipotence of the Father pertains to the everywhere
dominance of the absolute level, whereon the three energies, mate-
rial, mindal, and spiritual, are indistinguishable in close proximity
to him — the Source of all things. Creature mind, being neither
Paradise monota nor Paradise spirit, is not directly responsive to
the Universal Father. God adjusts with the mind of imperfection
— with Urantia mortals through the ought Adjusters.

6 ¶ eUniversal Father is not a transient force, a shi ing power,
or a uctuating energy. e power and wisdom of the Father are
wholly adequate to cope with any and all universe exigencies. As
the emergencies of human experience arise, he has foreseen them
all, and therefore he does not react to the affairs of the universe in
a detached way but rather in accordance with the dictates of eter-
nal wisdom and in consonance with the mandates of in nite judg-
ment. Regardless of appearances, the power of God is not func-
tioning in the universe as a blind force.

7 Situations do arise in which it appears that emergency rulings
have been made, that natural laws have been suspended, that mis-
adaptations have been recognized, and that an effort is being made
to rectify the situation; but such is not the case. Such concepts of
God have their origin in the limited range of your viewpoint, in the
niteness of your comprehension, and in the circumscribed scope

of your survey; such misunderstanding of God is due to the pro-
found ignorance you enjoy regarding the existence of the higher
laws of the realm, the magnitude of the Father’s character, the in-
nity of his attributes, and the fact of his free-willness.
8 e planetary creatures of God’s spirit indwelling, scattered

hither and yon throughout the universes of space, are so nearly in -
nite in number and order, their intellects are so diverse, theirminds
are so limited and sometimes so gross, their vision is so curtailed
and localized, that it is almost impossible to formulate generaliza-
tions of law adequately expressive of the Father’s in nite attributes
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and at the same time to any degree comprehensible to these created
intelligences. erefore, to you the creature, many of the acts of the
all-powerful Creator seem to be arbitrary, detached, and not infre-
quently heartless and cruel. But again I assure you that this is not
true. God’s doings are all purposeful, intelligent, wise, kind, and
eternally considerate of the best good, not always of an individual
being, an individual race, an individual planet, or even an individ-
ual universe; but they are for the welfare and best good of all con-
cerned, from the lowest to the highest. In the epochs of time the
welfare of the partmay sometimes appear to differ from thewelfare
of the whole; in the circle of eternity such apparent differences are
nonexistent.

9 We are all a part of the family of God, and we must therefore
sometimes share in the family discipline. Many of the acts of God
which so disturb and confuse us are the result of the decisions and
nal rulings of all-wisdom, empowering the Conjoint Actor to ex-

ecute the choosing of the infallible will of the in nite mind, to en-
force the decisions of the personality of perfection, whose survey,
vision, and solicitude embrace the highest and eternal welfare of all
his vast and far- ung creation.

10 us it is that your detached, sectional, nite, gross, and highly
materialistic viewpoint and the limitations inherent in the nature
of your being constitute such a handicap that you are unable to see,
comprehend, or know the wisdom and kindness of many of the di-
vine actswhich to you seem fraughtwith such crushing cruelty, and
which seem to be characterized by such utter indifference to the
comfort andwelfare, to the planetary happiness and personal pros-
perity, of your fellow creatures. It is because of the limits of human
vision, it is because of your circumscribed understanding and nite
comprehension, that you misunderstand the motives, and pervert
the purposes, of God. But many things occur on the evolutionary
worlds which are not the personal doings of the Universal Father.

11 ¶ e divine omnipotence is perfectly co-ordinated with the
other attributes of the personality of God. e power of God is,
ordinarily, only limited in its universe spiritual manifestation by
three conditions or situations:
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12 1. By the nature of God, especially by his in nite love, by
truth, beauty, and goodness.

13 2. By the will of God, by his mercy ministry and fatherly re-
lationship with the personalities of the universe.

14 3. By the law of God, by the righteousness and justice of the
eternal Paradise Trinity.

15 ¶ God is unlimited in power, divine in nature, nal in will, in-
nite in attributes, eternal in wisdom, and absolute in reality. But

all these characteristics of the Universal Father are uni ed inDeity
and universally expressed in the Paradise Trinity and in the divine
Sons of the Trinity. Otherwise, outside of Paradise and the central
universe ofHavona, everything pertaining toGod is limited by the
evolutionary presence of the Supreme, conditioned by the eventu-
ating presence of the Ultimate, and co-ordinated by the three exis-
tential Absolutes—Deity, Universal, andUnquali ed. AndGod’s
presence is thus limited because such is the will of God.

3. GOD’S UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGE
1 “God knows all things.” e divine mind is conscious of, and

conversant with, the thought of all creation. His knowledge of
events is universal and perfect. e divine entities going out from
him are a part of him; he who “balances the clouds” is also “perfect
in knowledge.” “ e eyes of the Lord are in every place.” Said your
great teacher of the insigni cant sparrow, “One of them shall not
fall to the ground without my Father’s knowledge,” and also, “ e
very hairs of your head are numbered.” “He tells the number of the
stars; he calls them all by their names.”

2 e Universal Father is the only personality in all the universe
who does actually know the number of the stars and planets of
space. All the worlds of every universe are constantly within the
consciousness of God. He also says: “I have surely seen the afflic-
tion ofmy people, I have heard their cry, and I know their sorrows.”
For “the Lord looks from heaven; he beholds all the sons of men;
from the place of his habitation he looks upon all the inhabitants
of the earth.” Every creature child may truly say: “He knows the
way I take, and when he has tried me, I shall come forth as gold.”
“God knows our downsittings and our uprisings; he understands
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our thoughts afar off and is acquainted with all our ways.” “All
things are naked and open to the eyes of him with whom we have
to do.” And it should be a real comfort to every human being to
understand that “he knows your frame; he remembers that you are
dust.” Jesus, speaking of the living God, said, “Your Father knows
what you have need of even before you ask him.”

3 God is possessed of unlimited power to know all things; his
consciousness is universal. His personal circuit encompasses all
personalities, and his knowledge of even the lowly creatures is sup-
plemented indirectly through the descending series of divine Sons
and directly through the indwelling ought Adjusters. And fur-
thermore, the In nite Spirit is all the time everywhere present.

4 We are not wholly certain as to whether or not God chooses
to foreknow events of sin. But even if God should foreknow the
freewill acts of his children, such foreknowledge does not in the
least abrogate their freedom. One thing is certain: God is never
subjected to surprise.

5 ¶ Omnipotence does not imply the power to do the non-
doable, the ungodlike act. Neither does omniscience imply the
knowing of the unknowable. But such statements can hardly be
made comprehensible to the nite mind. e creature can hardly
understand the range and limitations of the will of the Creator.

4. GOD’S LIMITLESSNESS
1 e successive bestowal of himself upon the universes as they

are brought into being in no wise lessens the potential of power or
the store ofwisdomas they continue to reside and repose in the cen-
tral personality of Deity. In potential of force, wisdom, and love,
the Father has never lessened aught of his possession nor become
divested of any attribute of his glorious personality as the result of
the unstinted bestowal of himself upon the Paradise Sons, upon his
subordinate creations, and upon the manifold creatures thereof.

2 e creation of every new universe calls for a new adjust-
ment of gravity; but even if creation should continue inde nitely,
eternally, even to in nity, so that eventually the material creation
would exist without limitations, still the power of control and co-
ordination reposing in the Isle of Paradise would be found equal
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to, and adequate for, the mastery, control, and co-ordination of
such an in nite universe. And subsequent to this bestowal of limit-
less force and power upon a boundless universe, the In nite would
still be surcharged with the same degree of force and energy; the
Unquali ed Absolute would still be undiminished; God would
still possess the same in nite potential, just as if force, energy, and
power had never been poured forth for the endowment of universe
upon universe.

3 And sowithwisdom: e fact thatmind is so freely distributed
to the thinking of the realms in no wise impoverishes the central
source of divine wisdom. As the universes multiply, and beings of
the realms increase in number to the limits of comprehension, if
mind continues without end to be bestowed upon these beings of
high and low estate, still will God’s central personality continue to
embrace the same eternal, in nite, and all-wise mind.

4 e fact that he sends forth spirit messengers from himself to
indwell the men and women of your world and other worlds in no
wise lessens his ability to function as a divine and all-powerful spirit
personality; and there is absolutelyno limit to the extent ornumber
of such spiritMonitors which he can andmay send out. is giving
of himself to his creatures creates a boundless, almost inconceivable
future possibility of progressive and successive existences for these
divinely endowed mortals. And this prodigal distribution of him-
self as these ministering spirit entities in nomanner diminishes the
wisdomandperfectionof truth andknowledgewhich repose in the
person of the all-wise, all-knowing, and all-powerful Father.

5 ¶ To the mortals of time there is a future, but God inhabits
eternity. Even though I hail from near the very abiding place of
Deity, I cannot presume to speakwith perfection of understanding
concerning the in nity of many of the divine attributes. In nity of
mind alone can fully comprehend in nity of existence and eternity
of action.

6 ¶ Mortalman cannot possibly know the in nitude of the heav-
enly Father. Finite mind cannot think through such an absolute
truth or fact. But this same nite human being can actually feel —
literally experience — the full and undiminished impact of such
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an in nite Father’s LOVE. Such a love can be truly experienced,
albeit while quality of experience is unlimited, quantity of such an
experience is strictly limited by the human capacity for spiritual re-
ceptivity and by the associated capacity to love the Father in return.

7 Finite appreciation of in nite qualities far transcends the logi-
cally limited capacities of the creature because of the fact that mor-
tal man is made in the image of God — there lives within him a
fragment of in nity. erefore man’s nearest and dearest approach
to God is by and through love, for God is love. And all of such a
unique relationship is an actual experience in cosmic sociology, the
Creator-creature relationship — the Father-child affection.

5. THE FATHER’S SUPREME RULE
1 In his contact with the post-Havona creations, the Universal

Father does not exercise his in nite power and nal authority by
direct transmittal but rather through his Sons and their subordi-
nate personalities. And God does all this of his own free will. Any
and all powers delegated, if occasion should arise, if it should be-
come the choice of the divine mind, could be exercised direct; but,
as a rule, such action only takes place as a result of the failure of the
delegated personality to ful l the divine trust. At such times and
in the face of such default and within the limits of the reservation
of divine power and potential, the Father does act independently
and in accordance with the mandates of his own choice; and that
choice is always one of unfailing perfection and in nite wisdom.

2 e Father rules through his Sons; on down through the uni-
verse organization there is an unbroken chain of rulers ending with
the Planetary Princes, who direct the destinies of the evolutionary
spheres of the Father’s vast domains. It is nomere poetic expression
that exclaims: “ e earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof.”
“He removes kings and sets up kings.” “ eMostHighs rule in the
kingdoms of men.”

3 In the affairs of men’s hearts the Universal Father may not al-
ways have his way; but in the conduct and destiny of a planet the
divine plan prevails; the eternal purpose of wisdom and love tri-
umphs.
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4 Said Jesus: “My Father, who gave them to me, is greater than
all; and no one is able to pluck them out of my Father’s hand.” As
you glimpse the manifold workings and view the staggering im-
mensity ofGod’swell-nigh limitless creation, youmay falter in your
concept of his primacy, but you should not fail to accept him as
securely and everlastingly enthroned at the Paradise centre of all
things and as the bene cent Father of all intelligent beings. ere
is but “one God and Father of all, who is above all and in all,” “and
he is before all things, and in him all things consist.”

5 ¶ e uncertainties of life and the vicissitudes of existence do
not in any manner contradict the concept of the universal sover-
eignty of God. All evolutionary creature life is beset by certain in-
evitabilities. Consider the following:

6 1. Is courage — strength of character — desirable? en
must man be reared in an environment which necessitates grap-
pling with hardships and reacting to disappointments.

7 2. Is altruism — service of one’s fellows — desirable? en
must life experience provide for encountering situations of social
inequality.

8 3. Is hope— the grandeur of trust—desirable? en human
existence must constantly be confronted with insecurities and re-
current uncertainties.

9 4. Is faith— the supreme assertion of human thought—de-
sirable? enmust themind ofman nd itself in that troublesome
predicament where it ever knows less than it can believe.

10 5. Is the love of truth and the willingness to go wherever it
leads, desirable? en must man grow up in a world where error is
present and falsehood always possible.

11 6. Is idealism — the approaching concept of the divine —
desirable? en must man struggle in an environment of relative
goodness and beauty, surroundings stimulative of the irrepressible
reach for better things.

12 7. Is loyalty — devotion to highest duty — desirable? en
must man carry on amid the possibilities of betrayal and desertion.

e valour of devotion to duty consists in the implied danger of
default.
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13 8. Is unsel shness — the spirit of self-forgetfulness — desir-
able? en must mortal man live face to face with the incessant
clamouring of an inescapable self for recognition and honour. Man
could not dynamically choose the divine life if there were no self-
life to forsake. Man could never lay saving hold on righteousness if
there were no potential evil to exalt and differentiate the good by
contrast.

14 9. Is pleasure — the satisfaction of happiness — desirable?
enmustman live in aworldwhere the alternative of pain and the

likelihood of suffering are ever-present experiential possibilities.
15 ¶ roughout the universe, every unit is regarded as a part of

the whole. Survival of the part is dependent on co-operation with
the plan and purpose of the whole, the wholehearted desire and
perfect willingness to do the Father’s divine will. e only evolu-
tionary world without error (the possibility of unwise judgment)
would be a world without ee intelligence. In theHavona universe
there are a billion perfect worlds with their perfect inhabitants, but
evolving man must be fallible if he is to be free. Free and inexperi-
enced intelligence cannot possibly at rst be uniformly wise. e
possibility of mistaken judgment (evil) becomes sin only when the
human will consciously endorses and knowingly embraces a delib-
erate immoral judgment.

16 ¶ e full appreciation of truth, beauty, and goodness is inher-
ent in the perfection of the divine universe. e inhabitants of the
Havona worlds do not require the potential of relative value lev-
els as a choice stimulus; such perfect beings are able to identify and
choose the good in the absence of all contrastive and thought-com-
pelling moral situations. But all such perfect beings are, in moral
nature and spiritual status, what they are by virtue of the fact of ex-
istence. ey have experientially earned advancement only within
their inherent status. Mortal man earns even his status as an as-
cension candidate by his own faith and hope. Everything divine
which the human mind grasps and the human soul acquires is an
experiential attainment; it is a reality of personal experience and is
therefore a unique possession in contrast to the inherent goodness
and righteousness of the inerrant personalities of Havona.
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17 ¶ e creatures of Havona are naturally brave, but they are not
courageous in the human sense. ey are innately kind and consid-
erate, but hardly altruistic in the human way. ey are expectant
of a pleasant future, but not hopeful in the exquisite manner of the
trusting mortal of the uncertain evolutionary spheres. ey have
faith in the stability of the universe, but they are utter strangers
to that saving faith whereby mortal man climbs from the status of
an animal up to the portals of Paradise. ey love the truth, but
they know nothing of its soul-saving qualities. ey are idealists,
but they were born that way; they are wholly ignorant of the ec-
stasy of becoming such by exhilarating choice. ey are loyal, but
they have never experienced the thrill of wholehearted and intel-
ligent devotion to duty in the face of temptation to default. ey
are unsel sh, but they never gained such levels of experience by the
magni cent conquest of a belligerent self. ey enjoy pleasure, but
they do not comprehend the sweetness of the pleasure escape from
the pain potential.

6. THE FATHER’S PRIMACY
1 With divine sel essness, consummate generosity, the Univer-

sal Father relinquishes authority and delegates power, but he is still
primal; his hand is on the mighty lever of the circumstances of the
universal realms; he has reserved all nal decisions and unerringly
wields the all-powerful veto scepter of his eternal purpose with un-
challengeable authority over the welfare and destiny of the out-
stretched, whirling, and ever-circling creation.

2 e sovereignty ofGod is unlimited; it is the fundamental fact
of all creation. e universe was not inevitable. e universe is not
an accident, neither is it self-existent. e universe is a work of cre-
ation and is therefore wholly subject to the will of the Creator. e
will of God is divine truth, living love; therefore are the perfecting
creations of the evolutionary universes characterized by goodness
—nearness to divinity; by potential evil— remoteness fromdivin-
ity.

3 ¶ All religious philosophy, sooner or later, arrives at the con-
cept of uni ed universe rule, of one God. Universe causes cannot
be lower than universe effects. e source of the streams of uni-
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verse life and of the cosmic mind must be above the levels of their
manifestation. e human mind cannot be consistently explained
in terms of the lower orders of existence. Man’s mind can be truly
comprehended only by recognizing the reality of higher orders of
thought and purposive will. Man as a moral being is inexplicable
unless the reality of the Universal Father is acknowledged.

4 e mechanistic philosopher professes to reject the idea of a
universal and sovereign will, the very sovereign will whose activity
in the elaboration of universe laws he so deeply reverences. What
unintended homage the mechanist pays the law-Creator when he
conceives such laws to be self-acting and self-explanatory!

5 It is a great blunder to humanize God, except in the concept
of the indwelling ought Adjuster, but even that is not so stupid
as completely to mechanize the idea of the First Great Source and
Centre.

6 ¶ Does the Paradise Father suffer? I do not know. e Cre-
ator Sons most certainly can and sometimes do, even as do mor-
tals. e Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit suffer in a modi ed
sense. I think the Universal Father does, but I cannot understand
how; perhaps through the personality circuit or through the indi-
viduality of the ought Adjusters and other bestowals of his eter-
nal nature. He has said of the mortal races, “In all your afflictions I
am afflicted.”He unquestionably experiences a fatherly and sympa-
thetic understanding; hemay truly suffer, but I donot comprehend
the nature thereof.

7 ¶ e in nite and eternal Ruler of the universe of universes is
power, form, energy, process, pattern, principle, presence, and ide-
alized reality. But he ismore; he is personal; he exercises a sovereign
will, experiences self-consciousness of divinity, executes the man-
dates of a creative mind, pursues the satisfaction of the realization
of an eternal purpose, and manifests a Father’s love and affection
for his universe children. And all these more personal traits of the
Father can be better understood by observing them as they were re-
vealed in the bestowal life of Michael, your Creator Son, while he
was incarnated on Urantia.

8 ¶ God the Father loves men; God the Son serves men; God
the Spirit inspires the children of the universe to the ever-ascending
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adventure of nding God the Father by the ways ordained by God
the Sons through the ministry of the grace of God the Spirit.

ahb

9 [Being the Divine Counsellor assigned to the presentation of
the revelation of the Universal Father, I have continued with this
statement of the attributes of Deity.]



PAPER №4
GOD’S RELATION TO THE UNIVERSE

Divine Counsellor

THE Universal Father has an eternal purpose pertaining to
the material, intellectual, and spiritual phenomena of the
universe of universes, which he is executing throughout all

time. God created the universes of his own free and sovereign will,
and he created them in accordance with his all-wise and eternal
purpose. It is doubtful whether anyone except the Paradise Dei-
ties and their highest associates really knows very much about the
eternal purpose of God. Even the exalted citizens of Paradise hold
very diverse opinions about the nature of the eternal purpose of the
Deities.

2 It is easy to deduce that the purpose in creating the perfect cen-
tral universe of Havona was purely the satisfaction of the divine
nature. Havona may serve as the pattern creation for all other uni-
verses and as the nishing school for the pilgrims of time on their
way to Paradise; however, such a supernal creation must exist pri-
marily for the pleasure and satisfaction of the perfect and in nite
Creators.

3 e amazing plan for perfecting evolutionary mortals and, af-
ter their attainment of Paradise and the Corps of the Finality,
providing further training for some undisclosed future work, does
seem to be, at present, one of the chief concerns of the seven super-
universes and their many subdivisions; but this ascension scheme
for spiritualizing and training themortals of time and space is by no
means the exclusive occupation of the universe intelligences. ere
are, indeed, many other fascinating pursuits which occupy the time
and enlist the energies of the celestial hosts.

1. THE UNIVERSE ATTITUDE OF THE FATHER
1 For ages the inhabitants of Urantia have misunderstood the

providence of God. ere is a providence of divine outworking
on your world, but it is not the childish, arbitrary, and material
ministry many mortals have conceived it to be. e providence of
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Godconsists in the interlocking activities of the celestial beings and
the divine spirits who, in accordance with cosmic law, unceasingly
labour for the honour of God and for the spiritual advancement of
his universe children.

2 Can you not advance in your concept of God’s dealing with
man to that level where you recognize that the watchword of the
universe is progress? rough long ages the human race has strug-
gled to reach its present position. roughout all these millenni-
ums Providence has been working out the plan of progressive evo-
lution. e two thoughts are not opposed in practice, only inman’s
mistaken concepts. Divine providence is never arrayed in opposi-
tion to true human progress, either temporal or spiritual. Provi-
dence is always consistent with the unchanging and perfect nature
of the supreme Lawmaker.

3 “God is faithful” and “all his commandments are just.” “His
faithfulness is established in the very skies.” “Forever, O Lord, your
word is settled in heaven. Your faithfulness is to all generations;
you have established the earth and it abides.” “He is a faithful Cre-
ator.”

4 ere is no limitation of the forces and personalities which the
Father may use to uphold his purpose and sustain his creatures.
“ e eternal God is our refuge, and underneath are the everlasting
arms.” “He who dwells in the secret place of the Most High shall
abide under the shadow of the Almighty.” “Behold, he who keeps
us shall neither slumber nor sleep.” “We know that all things work
together for good to those who loveGod,” “for the eyes of the Lord
are over the righteous, and his ears are open to their prayers.”

5 God upholds “all things by the word of his power.” And when
newworlds are born, he “sends forth his Sons and they are created.”
God not only creates, but he “preserves them all.” God constantly
upholds all things material and all beings spiritual. e universes
are eternally stable. ere is stability in themidst of apparent insta-
bility. ere is an underlying order and security in the midst of the
energy upheavals and the physical cataclysms of the starry realms.

6 e Universal Father has not withdrawn from the manage-
ment of the universes; he is not an inactive Deity. If God should
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retire as the present upholder of all creation, there would immedi-
ately occur a universal collapse. Except for God, there would be no
such thing as reality. At this very moment, as during the remote
ages of the past and in the eternal future, God continues to up-
hold. e divine reach extends around the circle of eternity. e
universe is not wound up like a clock to run just so long and then
cease to function; all things are constantly being renewed. e Fa-
ther unceasingly pours forth energy, light, and life. e work of
God is literal as well as spiritual. “He stretches out the north over
the empty space and hangs the earth upon nothing.”

7 ¶ Abeing ofmy order is able to discover ultimate harmony and
to detect far-reaching and profound co-ordination in the routine
affairs of universe administration. Much that seems disjointed and
haphazard to the mortal mind appears orderly and constructive to
my understanding. But there is very much going on in the univer-
ses that I do not fully comprehend. I have long been a student of,
and am more or less conversant with, the recognized forces, ener-
gies, minds, morontias, spirits, and personalities of the local uni-
verses and the superuniverses. I have a general understanding of
how these agencies and personalities operate, and I am intimately
familiar with the workings of the accredited spirit intelligences of
the grand universe. Notwithstanding my knowledge of the phe-
nomena of the universes, I am constantly confronted with cosmic
reactions which I cannot fully fathom. I am continually encoun-
tering apparently fortuitous conspiracies of the interassociation of
forces, energies, intellects, and spirits, which I cannot satisfactorily
explain.

8 I am entirely competent to trace out and to analyse the work-
ing of all phenomena directly resulting from the functioning of
the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, the In nite Spirit, and, to
a large extent, the Isle of Paradise. My perplexity is occasioned by
encountering what appears to be the performance of their myste-
rious co-ordinates, the three Absolutes of potentiality. ese Ab-
solutes seem to supersede matter, to transcend mind, and to super-
vene spirit. I am constantly confused and o en perplexed by my
inability to comprehend these complex transactions which I attri-
bute to the presences and performances of the Unquali ed Abso-
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lute, the Deity Absolute, and the Universal Absolute.
9 ese Absolutes must be the not-fully-revealed presences

abroad in the universe which, in the phenomena of space potency
and in the function of other superultimates, render it impossible
for physicists, philosophers, or even religionists to predict with cer-
tainty as to just how the primordials of force, concept, or spirit will
respond to demands made in a complex reality situation involving
supreme adjustments and ultimate values.

10 ¶ ere is also an organic unity in the universes of time and
space which seems to underlie the whole fabric of cosmic events.

is living presence of the evolving Supreme Being, this Imma-
nence of the Projected Incomplete, is inexplicably manifested ever
and anon by what appears to be an amazingly fortuitous co-ordi-
nation of apparently unrelated universe happenings. is must be
the function of Providence — the realm of the Supreme Being and
the Conjoint Actor.

11 I am inclined to believe that it is this far- ung and generally
unrecognizable control of the co-ordination and interassociation
of all phases and forms of universe activity that causes such a varie-
gated and apparently hopelessly confusedmedley of physical, men-
tal, moral, and spiritual phenomena so unerringly to work out to
the glory of God and for the good of men and angels.

12 But in the larger sense the apparent “accidents” of the cosmos
are undoubtedly a part of the nite drama of the time-space adven-
ture of the In nite in his eternal manipulation of the Absolutes.

2. GOD AND NATURE
1 Nature is in a limited sense the physical habit of God. e

conduct, or action, of God is quali ed and provisionally modi ed
by the experimental plans and the evolutionary patterns of a local
universe, a constellation, a system, or a planet. God acts in accor-
dancewith awell-de ned, unchanging, immutable law throughout
thewide-spreadingmaster universe; but hemodi es the patterns of
his action so as to contribute to the co-ordinate and balanced con-
duct of each universe, constellation, system, planet, and personal-
ity in accordancewith the local objects, aims, and plans of the nite
projects of evolutionary unfolding.
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2 erefore, nature, as mortal man understands it, presents the
underlying foundation and fundamental background of a change-
lessDeity and his immutable laws, modi ed by, uctuating because
of, and experiencing upheavals through, the working of the local
plans, purposes, patterns, and conditions which have been inaugu-
rated and are being carried out by the local universe, constellation,
system, and planetary forces and personalities. For example: As
God’s laws have been ordained in Nebadon, they are modi ed by
the plans established by the Creator Son andCreative Spirit of this
local universe; and in addition to all this the operation of these laws
has been further in uenced by the errors, defaults, and insurrec-
tions of certain beings resident upon your planet and belonging to
your immediate planetary system of Satania*.

3 ¶ Nature is a time-space resultant of two cosmic factors: rst,
the immutability, perfection, and rectitude of Paradise Deity,
and second, the experimental plans, executive blunders, insurrec-
tionary errors, incompleteness of development, and imperfection
of wisdom of the extra-Paradise creatures, from the highest to the
lowest. Nature therefore carries a uniform, unchanging, majestic,
andmarvellous thread of perfection from the circle of eternity; but
in each universe, on each planet, and in each individual life, this
nature is modi ed, quali ed, and perchance marred by the acts,
the mistakes, and the disloyalties of the creatures of the evolution-
ary systems and universes; and therefore must nature ever be of a
changing mood, whimsical withal, though stable underneath, and
varied in accordance with the operating procedures of a local uni-
verse.

4 Nature is the perfection of Paradise divided by the incomple-
tion, evil, and sin of the un nished universes. is quotient is thus
expressive of both the perfect and the partial, of both the eternal
and the temporal. Continuing evolution modi es nature by aug-
menting the content of Paradise perfection and by diminishing the
content of the evil, error, and disharmony of relative reality.

5 ¶ God is not personally present in nature or in any of the forces
of nature, for the phenomenon of nature is the superimposition
2.2. Satania, is a coined word from the Hebrew שָׂטָן satan “adversary”, resulting in the
probable meaning of “the hostile system”.
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of the imperfections of progressive evolution and, sometimes, the
consequences of insurrectionary rebellion, upon the Paradise foun-
dations of God’s universal law. As it appears on such a world as
Urantia, nature can never be the adequate expression, the true rep-
resentation, the faithful portrayal, of an all-wise and in nite God.

6 Nature, on your world, is a quali cation of the laws of perfec-
tionby the evolutionary plans of the local universe. What a travesty
toworshipnature because it is in a limited, quali ed sense pervaded
by God; because it is a phase of the universal and, therefore, divine
power! Nature also is amanifestation of the un nished, the incom-
plete, the imperfect outworkings of the development, growth, and
progress of a universe experiment in cosmic evolution.

7 e apparent defects of the natural world are not indicative of
any such corresponding defects in the character ofGod. Rather are
such observed imperfections merely the inevitable stop-moments
in the exhibition of the ever-moving reel of in nity picturization.
It is these very defect-interruptions of perfection-continuity which
make it possible for the nitemind ofmaterialman to catch a eet-
ing glimpse of divine reality in time and space. e material mani-
festations of divinity appear defective to the evolutionary mind of
man only because mortal man persists in viewing the phenomena
of nature through natural eyes, human vision unaided bymorontia
mota* or by revelation, its compensatory substitute on the worlds
of time.

8 And nature is marred, her beautiful face is scarred, her features
are seared, by the rebellion, themisconduct, themisthinking of the
myriads of creatures who are a part of nature, but who have con-
tributed to her dis gurement in time. No, nature is not God. Na-
ture is not an object of worship.

3. GOD’S UNCHANGING CHARACTER
1 All too long has man thought of God as one like himself. God

is not, never was, and never will be jealous of man or any other be-
ing in the universe of universes. Knowing that the Creator Son in-
7. mota, is a coined word from the Latin motus “movement”, because the super-knowl-
edge corresponding to the true harmony of science, philosophy and religion is inherently
active and moving.
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tended man to be the masterpiece of the planetary creation, to be
the ruler of all the earth, the sight of his being dominated by his
own baser passions, the spectacle of his bowing down before idols
of wood, stone, gold, and sel sh ambition — these sordid scenes
stir God and his Sons to be jealous for man, but never of him.

2 e eternal God is incapable of wrath and anger in the sense
of these human emotions and as man understands such reactions.

ese sentiments are mean and despicable; they are hardly wor-
thy of being called human, much less divine; and such attitudes are
utterly foreign to the perfect nature and gracious character of the
Universal Father.

3 ¶ Much, very much, of the difficulty which Urantia mortals
have in understandingGod is due to the far-reaching consequences
of the Lucifer* rebellion and the Caligastia* betrayal. On worlds
not segregated by sin, the evolutionary races are able to formulate
far better ideas of the Universal Father; they suffer less from con-
fusion, distortion, and perversion of concept.

4 ¶ God repents of nothing he has ever done, now does, or ever
will do. He is all-wise as well as all-powerful. Man’s wisdom grows
out of the trials and errors of human experience; God’s wisdom
consists in the unquali ed perfection of his in nite universe in-
sight, and this divine foreknowledge effectively directs the creative
free will.

5 e Universal Father never does anything that causes subse-
quent sorrow or regret, but the will creatures of the planning and
making of his Creator personalities in the outlying universes, by
their unfortunate choosing, sometimes occasion emotions of di-
vine sorrow in the personalities of their Creator parents. But
though the Father neither makes mistakes, harbours regrets, nor
experiences sorrows, he is a being with a father’s affection, and
his heart is undoubtedly grieved when his children fail to attain
3.3.Lucifer,Normally, theUrantiaPapers coinnewwords todesignate somepersonality
(such as Caligastia below), unless the personality is already accurately identi ed in the
existing human records, e.g. the Bible. is is the case here, i.e. this Lucifer is none other
than the “son of themorning” who is “fallen fromheaven” and “cut down to the ground”
of Isaiah 14:12.
3.Caligastia, is a coined word from the Latin verb caligo “to be in darkness, waste away”,
resulting in the total meaning of “the one who is in total darkness”.
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the spiritual levels they are capable of reaching with the assistance
which has been so freely provided by the spiritual-attainment plans
and the mortal-ascension policies of the universes.

6 e in nite goodness of the Father is beyond the comprehen-
sion of the nitemind of time; hencemust there always be afforded
a contrast with comparative evil (not sin) for the effective exhibi-
tion of all phases of relative goodness. Perfection of divine good-
ness can be discerned by mortal imperfection of insight only be-
cause it stands in contrastive association with relative imperfection
in the relationships of time and matter in the motions of space.

7 e character of God is in nitely superhuman; thereforemust
such a nature of divinity be personalized, as in the divine Sons, be-
fore it can even be faith-grasped by the nite mind of man.

4. THE REALIZATION OF GOD
1 God is the only stationary, self-contained, and changeless being

in the whole universe of universes, having no outside, no beyond,
no past, and no future. God is purposive energy (creative spirit)
and absolute will, and these are self-existent and universal.

2 Since God is self-existent, he is absolutely independent. e
very identity of God is inimical to change. “I, the Lord, change
not.” God is immutable; but not until you achieve Paradise status
can you even begin to understand howGod can pass from simplic-
ity to complexity, from identity to variation, from quiescence to
motion, from in nity to nitude, from the divine to the human,
and from unity to duality and triunity. And God can thus modify
themanifestations of his absoluteness because divine immutability
does not imply immobility; God has will — he is will.

3 God is the being of absolute self-determination; there are no
limits to his universe reactions save those which are self-imposed,
and his freewill acts are conditioned only by those divine qualities
and perfect attributes which inherently characterize his eternal na-
ture. erefore is God related to the universe as the being of nal
goodness plus a free will of creative in nity.

4 e Father-Absolute is the creator of the central and perfect
universe and the Father of all other Creators. Personality, good-
ness, and numerous other characteristics, God shareswithman and
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other beings, but in nity of will is his alone. God is limited in his
creative acts only by the sentiments of his eternal nature and by the
dictates of his in nite wisdom. God personally chooses only that
which is in nitely perfect, hence the supernal perfectionof the cen-
tral universe; and while the Creator Sons fully share his divinity,
even phases of his absoluteness, they are not altogether limited by
that nality of wisdom which directs the Father’s in nity of will.
Hence, in the Michael order of sonship, creative free will becomes
even more active, wholly divine and well-nigh ultimate, if not ab-
solute. e Father is in nite and eternal, but to deny the possibil-
ity of his volitional self-limitation amounts to a denial of this very
concept of his volitional absoluteness.

5 ¶ God’s absoluteness pervades all seven levels of universe real-
ity. And the whole of this absolute nature is subject to the relation-
ship of the Creator to his universe creature family. Precision may
characterize trinitarian justice in the universe of universes, but in
all his vast family relationship with the creatures of time the God
of universes is governed by divine sentiment. First and last — eter-
nally — the in nite God is a Father. Of all the possible titles by
which he might appropriately be known, I have been instructed to
portray the God of all creation as the Universal Father.

6 In God the Father freewill performances are not ruled by
power, nor are they guided by intellect alone; the divine personal-
ity is de ned as consisting in spirit and manifesting himself to the
universes as love. erefore, in all his personal relations with the
creature personalities of the universes, the First Source and Centre
is always and consistently a loving Father. God is a Father in the
highest sense of the term. He is eternally motivated by the perfect
idealism of divine love, and that tender nature nds its strongest
expression and greatest satisfaction in loving and being loved.

7 ¶ In science, God is the First Cause; in religion, the univer-
sal and loving Father; in philosophy, the one being who exists by
himself, not dependent on any other being for existence but benef-
icently conferring reality of existence on all things and upon all
other beings. But it requires revelation to show that the FirstCause
of science and the self-existent Unity of philosophy are the God of
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religion, full of mercy and goodness and pledged to effect the eter-
nal survival of his children on earth.

8 We crave the concept of the In nite, but we worship the expe-
rience-idea of God, our anywhere and any-time capacity to grasp
the personality and divinity factors of our highest concept of De-
ity.

9 e consciousness of a victorious human life on earth is bornof
that creature faith which dares to challenge each recurring episode
of existence when confronted with the awful spectacle of human
limitations, by the unfailing declaration: Even if I cannot do this,
there lives inmeonewho can andwill do it, a part of theFather-Ab-
solute of the universe of universes. And that is “the victory which
overcomes the world, even your faith.”

5. ERRONEOUS IDEAS OF GOD
1 Religious tradition is the imperfectly preserved record of the

experiences of theGod-knowingmen of past ages, but such records
are untrustworthy as guides for religious living or as the source of
true information about the Universal Father. Such ancient beliefs
have been invariably altered by the fact that primitive man was a
mythmaker.

2 One of the greatest sources of confusion on Urantia concern-
ing the nature of God grows out of the failure of your sacred books
clearly to distinguish between the personalities of the Paradise
Trinity and between Paradise Deity and the local universe creators
and administrators. During the past dispensations of partial un-
derstanding, your priests andprophets failed clearly to differentiate
between Planetary Princes, System Sovereigns, Constellation Fa-
thers, Creator Sons, Superuniverse Rulers, the Supreme Being, and
theUniversal Father. Many of themessages of subordinate person-
alities, such as Life Carriers and various orders of angels, have been,
in your records, presented as coming from God himself. Urantian
religious thought still confuses the associate personalities of Deity
with the Universal Father himself, so that all are included under
one appellation.

3 ¶ e people of Urantia continue to suffer from the in uence
of primitive concepts ofGod. e godswho go on a rampage in the
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storm; who shake the earth in their wrath and strike down men in
their anger; who in ict their judgments of displeasure in times of
famine and ood — these are the gods of primitive religion; they
are not the Gods who live and rule the universes. Such concepts
are a relic of the times when men supposed that the universe was
under the guidance and domination of the whims of such imag-
inary gods. But mortal man is beginning to realize that he lives
in a realm of comparative law and order as far as concerns the ad-
ministrative policies and conduct of the SupremeCreators and the
Supreme Controllers.

4 ¶ e barbarous idea of appeasing an angry God, of propitiat-
ing an offended Lord, of winning the favour of Deity through sac-
ri ces and penance and even by the shedding of blood, represents
a religion wholly puerile and primitive, a philosophy unworthy of
an enlightened age of science and truth. Such beliefs are utterly re-
pulsive to the celestial beings and the divine rulers who serve and
reign in the universes. It is an affront to God to believe, hold, or
teach that innocent blood must be shed in order to win his favour
or to divert the ctitious divine wrath.

5 e Hebrews believed that “without the shedding of blood
there could be no remission of sin.”* ey had not found deliv-
erance from the old and pagan idea that the Gods could not be
appeased except by the sight of blood, though Moses did make a
distinct advance when he forbade human sacri ces and substituted
therefor, in the primitive minds of his childlike Bedouin followers,
the ceremonial sacri ce of animals.

6 e bestowal of a Paradise Son on your world was inherent in
the situation of closing a planetary age; it was inescapable, and it
was not made necessary for the purpose of winning the favour of
God. is bestowal also happened to be the nal personal act of a
Creator Son in the long adventure of earning the experiential sover-
eignty of his universe. What a travesty upon the in nite character
of God! this teaching that his fatherly heart in all its austere cold-
ness and hardness was so untouched by the misfortunes and sor-
rows of his creatures that his tender mercies were not forthcoming

5.5. “without … sin.”, Hebrews 9:22.
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until he saw his blameless Son bleeding and dying upon the cross
of Calvary!

7 But the inhabitants of Urantia are to nd deliverance from
these ancient errors and pagan superstitions respecting the nature
of the Universal Father. e revelation of the truth about God is
appearing, and the human race is destined to know the Universal
Father in all that beauty of character and loveliness of attributes
so magni cently portrayed by the Creator Son who sojourned on
Urantia as the Son of Man and the Son of God.

ahb

8 [Presented by a Divine Counsellor of Uversa.]



PAPER №5
GOD’S RELATION TO THE INDIVIDUAL

Divine Counsellor

IF THE nite mind of man is unable to comprehend how so
great and so majestic a God as the Universal Father can de-
scend from his eternal abode in in nite perfection to frater-

nize with the individual human creature, then must such a nite
intellect rest assurance of divine fellowship upon the truth of the
fact that an actual fragment of the living God resides within the
intellect of every normal-minded and morally conscious Urantia
mortal. e indwelling ought Adjusters are a part of the eternal
Deity of the Paradise Father. Man does not have to go farther than
his own inner experience of the soul’s contemplation of this spir-
itual-reality presence to nd God and attempt communion with
him.

2 God has distributed the in nity of his eternal nature through-
out the existential realities of his six absolute co-ordinates, but he
may, at any time, make direct personal contact with any part or
phase or kind of creation through the agency of his prepersonal
fragments. And the eternal God has also reserved to himself the
prerogative of bestowing personality upon the divine Creators and
the living creatures of the universe of universes, while he has further
reserved the prerogative ofmaintaining direct and parental contact
with all these personal beings through the personality circuit.

1. THE APPROACH TO GOD
1 e inability of the nite creature to approach the in nite Fa-

ther is inherent, not in the Father’s aloofness, but in the niteness
and material limitations of created beings. e magnitude of the
spiritual difference between the highest personality of universe ex-
istence and the lower groups of created intelligences is inconceiv-
able. Were it possible for the lower orders of intelligence to be
transported instantly into the presence of the Father himself, they
would not know theywere there. ey would there be just as obliv-
ious of the presence of the Universal Father as where they now are.
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ere is a long, long road ahead of mortal man before he can con-
sistently and within the realms of possibility ask for safe conduct
into the Paradise presence of theUniversal Father. Spiritually, man
must be translatedmany times before he can attain a plane that will
yield the spiritual vision which will enable him to see even any one
of the Seven Master Spirits.

2 Our Father is not in hiding; he is not in arbitrary seclusion.
He has mobilized the resources of divine wisdom in a never-end-
ing effort to reveal himself to the children of his universal domains.

ere is an in nite grandeur and an inexpressible generosity con-
nected with the majesty of his love which causes him to yearn
for the association of every created being who can comprehend,
love, or approach him; and it is, therefore, the limitations inher-
ent in you, inseparable from your nite personality and material
existence, that determine the time and place and circumstances in
which you may achieve the goal of the journey of mortal ascension
and stand in the presence of the Father at the centre of all things.

3 ¶ Although the approach to the Paradise presence of the Fa-
thermust await your attainment of the highest nite levels of spirit
progression, you should rejoice in the recognition of the ever-pre-
sent possibility of immediate communion with the bestowal spirit
of the Father so intimately associatedwith your inner soul and your
spiritualizing self.

4 e mortals of the realms of time and space may differ greatly
in innate abilities and intellectual endowment, they may enjoy en-
vironments exceptionally favourable to social advancement and
moral progress, or they may suffer from the lack of almost every
human aid to culture and supposed advancement in the arts of civ-
ilization; but the possibilities for spiritual progress in the ascen-
sion career are equal to all; increasing levels of spiritual insight and
cosmic meanings are attained quite independently of all such so-
ciomoral differentials of the diversi ed material environments on
the evolutionary worlds.

5 However Urantia mortals may differ in their intellectual, so-
cial, economic, and even moral opportunities and endowments,
forget not that their spiritual endowment is uniform and unique.
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ey all enjoy the same divine presence of the gi from the Father,
and they are all equally privileged to seek intimate personal com-
munionwith this indwelling spirit of divine origin, while theymay
all equally choose to accept the uniform spiritual leading of these
Mystery Monitors.

6 ¶ If mortal man is wholeheartedly spiritually motivated, unre-
servedly consecrated to the doing of the Father’s will, then, since
he is so certainly and so effectively spiritually endowed by the in-
dwelling and divine Adjuster, there cannot fail to materialize in
that individual’s experience the sublime consciousness of know-
ing God and the supernal assurance of surviving for the purpose of
nding God by the progressive experience of becoming more and

more like him.
7 Man is spiritually indwelt by a surviving ought Adjuster. If

such a human mind is sincerely and spiritually motivated, if such
a human soul desires to know God and become like him, hon-
estly wants to do the Father’s will, there exists no negative in uence
of mortal deprivation nor positive power of possible interference
which can prevent such a divinely motivated soul from securely as-
cending to the portals of Paradise.

8 e Father desires all his creatures to be in personal commu-
nionwithhim. Hehas onParadise a place to receive all thosewhose
survival status and spiritual nature make possible such attainment.

erefore settle in your philosophy now and forever: To each of
you and to all of us, God is approachable, the Father is attainable,
the way is open; the forces of divine love and the ways and means
of divine administration are all interlocked in an effort to facilitate
the advancement of every worthy intelligence of every universe to
the Paradise presence of the Universal Father.

9 e fact that vast time is involved in the attainment of God
makes the presence and personality of the In nite none the less
real. Your ascension is a part of the circuit of the seven superuniver-
ses, and though you swing around it countless times, you may ex-
pect, in spirit and in status, to be ever swinging inward. You can de-
pend upon being translated from sphere to sphere, from the outer
circuits ever nearer the inner centre, and some day, doubt not, you
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shall stand in the divine and central presence and see him, gura-
tively speaking, face to face. It is a question of the attainment of
actual and literal spiritual levels; and these spiritual levels are at-
tainable by any being who has been indwelt by a Mystery Monitor,
and who has subsequently eternally fused with that ought Ad-
juster.

10 ¶ e Father is not in spiritual hiding, but so many of his crea-
tures have hidden themselves away in the mists of their own wilful
decisions and for the timebeinghave separated themselves fromthe
communion of his spirit and the spirit of his Son by the choosing of
their own perverse ways and by the indulgence of the self-assertive-
ness of their intolerant minds and unspiritual natures.

11 Mortal man may draw near God and may repeatedly forsake
the divine will so long as the power of choice remains. Man’s nal
doom is not sealed until he has lost the power to choose the Father’s
will. ere is never a closure of the Father’s heart to the need and
the petition of his children. Only do his offspring close their hearts
forever to the Father’s drawing powerwhen they nally and forever
lose the desire to do his divine will — to know him and to be like
him. Likewise is man’s eternal destiny assured when Adjuster fu-
sion proclaims to the universe that such an ascender has made the
nal and irrevocable choice to live the Father’s will.
12 e greatGodmakes direct contactwithmortalman and gives

a part of his in nite and eternal and incomprehensible self to live
and dwell within him. God has embarked upon the eternal adven-
ture with man. If you yield to the leadings of the spiritual forces
in you and around you, you cannot fail to attain the high destiny
established by a loving God as the universe goal of his ascendant
creatures from the evolutionary worlds of space.

2. THE PRESENCE OF GOD
1 e physical presence of the In nite is the reality of the ma-

terial universe. e mind presence of Deity must be determined
by the depth of individual intellectual experience and by the evo-
lutionary personality level. e spiritual presence of Divinitymust
of necessity be differential in the universe. It is determined by the
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spiritual capacity of receptivity and by the degree of the consecra-
tion of the creature’s will to the doing of the divine will.

2 God lives in every one of his spirit-born sons. e Paradise
Sons always have access to the presence of God, “the right hand of
the Father,” and all of his creature personalities have access to the
“bosom of the Father.” is refers to the personality circuit, when-
ever, wherever, and however contacted, or otherwise entails per-
sonal, self-conscious contact and communion with the Universal
Father, whether at the central abode or at some other designated
place, as on one of the seven sacred spheres of Paradise.

3 e divine presence cannot, however, be discovered anywhere
in nature or even in the lives of God-knowing mortals so fully and
so certainly as in your attempted communion with the indwelling
Mystery Monitor, the Paradise ought Adjuster. What a mistake
to dream ofGod far off in the skies when the spirit of theUniversal
Father lives within your own mind!

4 ¶ It is because of this God fragment that indwells you that you
can hope, as you progress in harmonizing with the Adjuster’s spir-
itual leadings, more fully to discern the presence and transforming
power of those other spiritual in uences that surround you and im-
pinge upon you but do not function as an integral part of you. e
fact that you are not intellectually conscious of close and intimate
contact with the indwelling Adjuster does not in the least disprove
such an exalted experience. e proof of fraternity with the divine
Adjuster consists wholly in the nature and extent of the fruits of
the spirit which are yielded in the life experience of the individual
believer. “By their fruits you shall know them.”

5 It is exceedingly difficult for the meagrely spiritualized, ma-
terial mind of mortal man to experience marked consciousness of
the spirit activities of such divine entities as the Paradise Adjusters.
As the soul of joint mind and Adjuster creation becomes increas-
ingly existent, there also evolves a new phase of soul consciousness
which is capable of experiencing the presence, and of recognizing
the spirit leadings andother supermaterial activities, of theMystery
Monitors.

6 e entire experience of Adjuster communion is one involv-
ing moral status, mental motivation, and spiritual experience. e
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self-realization of such an achievement ismainly, though not exclu-
sively, limited to the realms of soul consciousness, but the proofs
are forthcoming and abundant in themanifestation of the fruits of
the spirit in the lives of all such inner-spirit contactors.

3. TRUE WORSHIP
1 ough the ParadiseDeities, from the universe standpoint, are

as one, in their spiritual relations with such beings as inhabit Uran-
tia they are also three distinct and separate persons. ere is a dif-
ference between the Godheads in the matter of personal appeals,
communion, and other intimate relations. In the highest sense, we
worship the Universal Father and him only. True, we can and do
worship the Father as he is manifested in his Creator Sons, but it is
the Father, directly or indirectly, who is worshipped and adored.

2 Supplications of all kinds belong to the realm of the Eternal
Son and the Son’s spiritual organization. Prayers, all formal com-
munications, everything except adoration and worship of the Uni-
versal Father, are matters that concern a local universe; they do not
ordinarily proceed out of the realm of the jurisdiction of a Creator
Son. But worship is undoubtedly encircuited and dispatched to
the person of the Creator by the function of the Father’s person-
ality circuit. We further believe that such registry of the homage
of an Adjuster-indwelt creature is facilitated by the Father’s spirit
presence. ere exists a tremendous amount of evidence to sub-
stantiate such a belief, and I know that all orders of Father frag-
ments are empowered to register the bona de adoration of their
subjects acceptably in the presence of the Universal Father. e
Adjusters undoubtedly also utilize direct prepersonal channels of
communication with God, and they are likewise able to utilize the
spirit-gravity circuits of the Eternal Son.

3 Worship is for its own sake; prayer embodies a self- or creature-
interest element; that is the great difference between worship and
prayer. ere is absolutely no self-request or other element of per-
sonal interest in true worship; we simply worship God for what we
comprehend him to be. Worship asks nothing and expects noth-
ing for the worshipper. We do not worship the Father because of
anything we may derive from such veneration; we render such de-
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votion and engage in suchworship as a natural and spontaneous re-
action to the recognition of the Father’s matchless personality and
because of his lovable nature and adorable attributes.

4 e moment the element of self-interest intrudes upon wor-
ship, that instant devotion translates from worship to prayer and
more appropriately should be directed to the person of the Eternal
Son or the Creator Son. But in practical religious experience there
exists no reason why prayer should not be addressed to God the
Father as a part of true worship.

5 When you deal with the practical affairs of your daily life, you
are in the hands of the spirit personalities having origin in the ird
Source and Centre; you are co-operating with the agencies of the
Conjoint Actor. And so it is: You worship God; pray to, and com-
mune with, the Son; and work out the details of your earthly so-
journ in connection with the intelligences of the In nite Spirit op-
erating on your world and throughout your universe.

6 ¶ eCreator or Sovereign Sonswhopreside over the destinies
of the local universes stand in the place of both the Universal Fa-
ther and the Eternal Son of Paradise. ese Universe Sons receive,
in the name of the Father, the adoration of worship and give ear
to the pleas of their petitioning subjects throughout their respec-
tive creations. To the children of a local universe a Michael Son
is, to all practical intents and purposes, God. He is the local uni-
verse personi cation of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son.

e In nite Spirit maintains personal contact with the children of
these realms through the Universe Spirits, the administrative and
creative associates of the Paradise Creator Sons.

7 ¶ Sincere worship connotes the mobilization of all the pow-
ers of the human personality under the dominance of the evolv-
ing soul and subject to the divine directionization of the associ-
ated ought Adjuster. emind ofmaterial limitations can never
become highly conscious of the real signi cance of true worship.
Man’s realization of the reality of the worship experience is chie y
determined by the developmental status of his evolving immortal
soul. e spiritual growth of the soul takes place wholly indepen-
dently of the intellectual self-consciousness.
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8 e worship experience consists in the sublime attempt of the
betrothed Adjuster to communicate to the divine Father the in-
expressible longings and the unutterable aspirations of the human
soul — the conjoint creation of the God-seeking mortal mind and
the God-revealing immortal Adjuster. Worship is, therefore, the
act of the material mind’s assenting to the attempt of its spiritual-
izing self, under the guidance of the associated spirit, to commu-
nicate with God as a faith son of the Universal Father. e mortal
mind consents to worship; the immortal soul craves and initiates
worship; the divine Adjuster presence conducts such worship in
behalf of the mortal mind and the evolving immortal soul. True
worship, in the last analysis, becomes an experience realizedon four
cosmic levels: the intellectual, the morontial, the spiritual, and the
personal — the consciousness of mind, soul, and spirit, and their
uni cation in personality.

4. GOD IN RELIGION
1 e morality of the religions of evolution drives men forward

in the God quest by the motive power of fear. e religions of rev-
elation allure men to seek for a God of love because they crave to
become like him. But religion is notmerely a passive feeling of “ab-
solute dependence” and “surety of survival”; it is a living and dy-
namic experience of divinity attainment predicated on humanity
service.

2 e great and immediate service of true religion is the estab-
lishment of an enduring unity in human experience, a lasting peace
and a profound assurance. With primitiveman, even polytheism is
a relative uni cation of the evolving concept of Deity; polytheism
is monotheism in the making. Sooner or later, God is destined to
be comprehended as the reality of values, the substance of mean-
ings, and the life of truth.

3 God is not only the determiner of destiny; he is man’s eter-
nal destination. All nonreligious human activities seek to bend the
universe to the distorting service of self; the truly religious individ-
ual seeks to identify the self with the universe and then to dedicate
the activities of this uni ed self to the service of the universe family
of fellow beings, human and superhuman.
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4 ¶ e domains of philosophy and art intervene between the
nonreligious and the religious activities of the human self. rough
art and philosophy the material-minded man is inveigled into the
contemplation of the spiritual realities and universe values of eter-
nal meanings.

5 ¶ All religions teach the worship of Deity and some doctrine
of human salvation. e Buddhist religion promises salvation
from suffering, unending peace; the Jewish religion promises salva-
tion from difficulties, prosperity predicated on righteousness; the
Greek religion promised salvation from disharmony, ugliness, by
the realization of beauty; Christianity promises salvation from sin,
sanctity;Mohammedanismprovides deliverance from the rigorous
moral standards of Judaism and Christianity. e religion of Jesus
is salvation from self, deliverance from the evils of creature isolation
in time and in eternity.

6 e Hebrews based their religion on goodness; the Greeks on
beauty; both religions sought truth. Jesus revealed a God of love,
and love is all-embracing of truth, beauty, and goodness.

7 e Zoroastrians had a religion of morals; the Hindus a reli-
gion of metaphysics; the Confucianists a religion of ethics. Jesus
lived a religion of service. All these religions are of value in that
they are valid approaches to the religion of Jesus. Religion is des-
tined to become the reality of the spiritual uni cation of all that is
good, beautiful, and true in human experience.

8 eGreek religionhad awatchword “Knowyourself ”; theHe-
brews centred their teaching on “Know your God”; the Christians
preach a gospel aimed at a “knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ”;
Jesus proclaimed the goodnews of “knowingGod, and yourself as a
son ofGod.” ese differing concepts of the purpose of religion de-
termine the individual’s attitude in various life situations and fore-
shadow the depth of worship and the nature of his personal habits
of prayer. e spiritual status of any religionmay be determined by
the nature of its prayers.

9 ¶ e concept of a semihuman and jealousGod is an inevitable
transition between polytheism and sublime monotheism. An ex-
alted anthropomorphism is the highest attainment level of purely
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evolutionary religion. Christianity has elevated the concept of an-
thropomorphism from the ideal of the human to the transcendent
and divine concept of the person of the glori ed Christ. And this
is the highest anthropomorphism that man can ever conceive.

10 ¶ eChristian concept ofGod is an attempt to combine three
separate teachings:

11 1. eHebrew concept—Godas a vindicator ofmoral values,
a righteous God.

12 2. e Greek concept — God as a uni er, a God of wisdom.
13 3. Jesus’ concept— God as a living friend, a loving Father, the

divine presence.
14 ¶ It must therefore be evident that composite Christian theol-

ogy encounters great difficulty in attaining consistency. is dif-
culty is further aggravated by the fact that the doctrines of early

Christianity were generally based on the personal religious experi-
ence of three different persons: Philo of Alexandria, Jesus of Naza-
reth, and Paul of Tarsus.

15 ¶ In the study of the religious life of Jesus, view him positively.
ink not so much of his sinlessness as of his righteousness, his

loving service. Jesus upstepped the passive love disclosed in theHe-
brew concept of the heavenly Father to the higher active and crea-
ture-loving affection of aGodwho is the Father of every individual,
even of the wrongdoer.

5. THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF GOD
1 Morality has its origin in the reason of self-consciousness; it is

superanimal but wholly evolutionary. Human evolution embraces
in its unfolding all endowments antecedent to the bestowal of the
Adjusters and to the pouring out of the Spirit of Truth. But the
attainment of levels of morality does not deliver man from the real
struggles of mortal living. Man’s physical environment entails the
battle for existence; the social surroundings necessitate ethical ad-
justments; the moral situations require the making of choices in
the highest realms of reason; the spiritual experience (having real-
ized God) demands that man nd him and sincerely strive to be
like him.
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2 Religion is not grounded in the facts of science, the obligations
of society, the assumptions of philosophy, or the implied duties of
morality. Religion is an independent realm of human response to
life situations and is unfailingly exhibited at all stages of human
development which are postmoral. Religionmay permeate all four
levels of the realization of values and the enjoyment of universe fel-
lowship: the physical or material level of self-preservation; the so-
cial or emotional level of fellowship; the moral or duty level of rea-
son; the spiritual level of the consciousness of universe fellowship
through divine worship.

3 e fact-seeking scientist conceives ofGod as the FirstCause, a
God of force. e emotional artist sees God as the ideal of beauty,
a God of aesthetics. e reasoning philosopher is sometimes in-
clined to posit a God of universal unity, even a pantheistic Deity.

e religionist of faith believes in a God who fosters survival, the
Father in heaven, the God of love.

4 ¶ Moral conduct is always an antecedent of evolved religion
and apart of even revealed religion, but never thewhole of religious
experience. Social service is the result of moral thinking and reli-
gious living. Morality does not biologically lead to the higher spir-
itual levels of religious experience. e adoration of the abstract
beautiful is not the worship of God; neither is exaltation of nature
nor the reverence of unity the worship of God.

5 Evolutionary religion is themother of the science, art, and phi-
losophy which elevated man to the level of receptivity to revealed
religion, including the bestowal of Adjusters and the coming of the
Spirit of Truth. e evolutionary picture of human existence be-
gins and ends with religion, albeit very different qualities of reli-
gion, one evolutional and biological, the other revelational and pe-
riodical. And so, while religion is normal and natural to man, it is
also optional. Man does not have to be religious against his will.

6 ¶ Religious experience, being essentially spiritual, can never be
fully understood by the material mind; hence the function of the-
ology, the psychology of religion. e essential doctrine of the hu-
man realization of God creates a paradox in nite comprehension.
It is well-nigh impossible for human logic and nite reason to har-
monize the concept of divine immanence,Godwithin and a part of
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every individual, with the idea of God’s transcendence, the divine
domination of the universe of universes. ese two essential con-
cepts of Deity must be uni ed in the faith-grasp of the concept of
the transcendence of a personal God and in the realization of the
indwelling presence of a fragment of that God in order to justify
intelligent worship and validate the hope of personality survival.

e difficulties and paradoxes of religion are inherent in the fact
that the realities of religion are utterly beyond the mortal capacity
for intellectual comprehension.

7 ¶ Mortal man secures three great satisfactions from religious
experience, even in the days of his temporal sojourn on earth:

8 1. Intellectually he acquires the satisfactions of a more uni-
ed human consciousness.
9 2. Philosophically he enjoys the substantiation of his ideals of

moral values.
10 3. Spiritually he thrives in the experience of divine compan-

ionship, in the spiritual satisfactions of true worship.
11 ¶ God-consciousness, as it is experienced by an evolving mor-

tal of the realms, must consist of three varying factors, three dif-
ferential levels of reality realization. ere is rst the mind con-
sciousness — the comprehension of the idea of God. en follows
the soul consciousness — the realization of the ideal of God. Last,
dawns the spirit consciousness— the realization of the spirit reality
ofGod. By the uni cation of these factors of the divine realization,
nomatter how incomplete, themortal personality at all times over-
spreads all conscious levels with a realization of the personality of
God. In those mortals who have attained the Corps of the Final-
ity all this will in time lead to the realization of the supremacy of
God and may subsequently eventuate in the realization of the ul-
timacy of God, some phase of the absonite superconsciousness of
the Paradise Father.

12 e experience of God-consciousness remains the same from
generation to generation, butwith each advancing epoch in human
knowledge the philosophic concept and the theologic de nitions
of God must change. God-knowingness, religious consciousness,
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is a universe reality, but no matter how valid (real) religious expe-
rience is, it must be willing to subject itself to intelligent criticism
and reasonable philosophic interpretation; it must not seek to be a
thing apart in the totality of human experience.

13 ¶ Eternal survival of personality is wholly dependent on the
choosing of the mortal mind, whose decisions determine the sur-
vival potential of the immortal soul. When the mind believes God
and the soul knows God, and when, with the fostering Adjuster,
they all desire God, then is survival assured. Limitations of intel-
lect, curtailment of education, deprivation of culture, impoverish-
ment of social status, even inferiority of the human standards of
morality resulting from the unfortunate lack of educational, cul-
tural, and social advantages, cannot invalidate the presence of the
divine spirit in suchunfortunate andhumanly handicappedbut be-
lieving individuals. e indwelling of theMysteryMonitor consti-
tutes the inception and ensures the possibility of the potential of
growth and survival of the immortal soul.

14 e ability of mortal parents to procreate is not predicated on
their educational, cultural, social, or economic status. e union of
the parental factors under natural conditions is quite sufficient to
initiate offspring. A human mind discerning right and wrong and
possessing the capacity to worshipGod, in unionwith a divine Ad-
juster, is all that is required in that mortal to initiate and foster the
production of his immortal soul of survival qualities if such a spirit-
endowed individual seeks God and sincerely desires to become like
him, honestly elects to do the will of the Father in heaven.

6. THE GOD OF PERSONALITY
1 e Universal Father is the God of personalities. e domain

of universe personality, from the lowest mortal and material crea-
ture of personality status to the highest persons of creator dignity
and divine status, has its centre and circumference in the Universal
Father. God the Father is the bestower and the conservator of ev-
ery personality. And the Paradise Father is likewise the destiny of
all those nite personalities who wholeheartedly choose to do the
divine will, those who love God and long to be like him.

2 ¶ Personality is one of the unsolved mysteries of the universes.
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We are able to form adequate concepts of the factors entering into
the make-up of various orders and levels of personality, but we do
not fully comprehend the real nature of the personality itself. We
clearly perceive the numerous factors which, when put together,
constitute the vehicle for human personality, but we do not fully
comprehend thenature and signi cance of such a nite personality.

3 Personality is potential in all creatures who possess a mind en-
dowment ranging from the minimum of self-consciousness to the
maximum of God-consciousness. But mind endowment alone is
not personality, neither is spirit nor physical energy. Personality
is that quality and value in cosmic reality which is exclusively be-
stowed by God the Father upon these living systems of the associ-
ated and co-ordinated energies of matter, mind, and spirit. Nei-
ther is personality a progressive achievement. Personality may be
material or spiritual, but there either is personality or there is no
personality. e other-than-personal never attains the level of the
personal except by the direct act of the Paradise Father.

4 e bestowal of personality is the exclusive function of the
Universal Father, the personalization of the living energy systems
which he endows with the attributes of relative creative conscious-
ness and the freewill control thereof. ere is no personality apart
from God the Father, and no personality exists except for God the
Father. e fundamental attributes of human sel ood, as well as
the absolute Adjuster nucleus of the human personality, are the be-
stowals of the Universal Father, acting in his exclusively personal
domain of cosmic ministry.

5 ¶ e Adjusters of prepersonal status indwell numerous types
of mortal creatures, thus ensuring that these same beings may sur-
vivemortal death to personalize asmorontia creatures with the po-
tential of ultimate spirit attainment. For, when such a creature
mind of personality endowment is indwelt by a fragment of the
spirit of the eternal God, the prepersonal bestowal of the personal
Father, then does this nite personality possess the potential of the
divine and the eternal and aspire to a destiny akin to the Ultimate,
even reaching out for a realization of the Absolute.

6 Capacity for divine personality is inherent in the prepersonal
Adjuster; capacity for human personality is potential in the cos-
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mic-mind endowment of the human being. But the experiential
personality of mortal man is not observable as an active and func-
tional reality until a er the material life vehicle of the mortal crea-
ture has been touched by the liberating divinity of the Universal
Father, being thus launched upon the seas of experience as a self-
conscious and a (relatively) self-determinative and self-creative per-
sonality. e material self is truly and unquali edly personal.

7 ¶ ematerial self has personality and identity, temporal iden-
tity; the prepersonal spirit Adjuster also has identity, eternal iden-
tity. is material personality and this spirit prepersonality are ca-
pable of so uniting their creative attributes as to bring into existence
the surviving identity of the immortal soul.

8 Having thus provided for the growth of the immortal soul and
having liberatedman’s inner self from the fetters of absolute depen-
dence on antecedent causation, the Father stands aside. Now, man
having thus been liberated from the fetters of causation response,
at least as pertains to eternal destiny, and provision having been
made for the growth of the immortal self, the soul, it remains for
man himself to will the creation or to inhibit the creation of this
surviving and eternal self which is his for the choosing. No other
being, force, creator, or agency in all the wide universe of univer-
ses can interfere to any degree with the absolute sovereignty of the
mortal free will, as it operates within the realms of choice, regard-
ing the eternal destiny of the personality of the choosing mortal.
As pertains to eternal survival, God has decreed the sovereignty of
the material and mortal will, and that decree is absolute.

9 ¶ e bestowal of creature personality confers relative libera-
tion from slavish response to antecedent causation, and the per-
sonalities of all such moral beings, evolutionary or otherwise, are
centred in the personality of the Universal Father. ey are ever
drawn towards his Paradise presence by that kinship of beingwhich
constitutes the vast and universal family circle and fraternal circuit
of the eternal God. ere is a kinship of divine spontaneity in all
personality.

10 ¶ e personality circuit of the universe of universes is centred
in the person of the Universal Father, and the Paradise Father is
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personally conscious of, and in personal touch with, all personal-
ities of all levels of self-conscious existence. And this personality
consciousness of all creation exists independently of the mission of
the ought Adjusters.

11 ¶ As all gravity is circuited in the Isle of Paradise, as all mind is
circuited in the Conjoint Actor and all spirit in the Eternal Son, so
is all personality circuited in the personal presence of the Univer-
sal Father, and this circuit unerringly transmits the worship of all
personalities to the Original and Eternal Personality.

12 ¶ Concerning those personalities who are not Adjuster in-
dwelt: e attribute of choice-liberty is also bestowed by the Uni-
versal Father, and such persons are likewise embraced in the great
circuit of divine love, the personality circuit of the Universal Fa-
ther. Godprovides for the sovereign choice of all true personalities.
No personal creature can be coerced into the eternal adventure; the
portal of eternity opens only in response to the freewill choice of
the freewill sons of the God of free will.

13 ¶ And this represents my efforts to present the relation of the
living God to the children of time. And when all is said and done,
I can do nothing more helpful than to reiterate that God is your
universe Father, and that you are all his planetary children.

ahb

14 [ is is the h and last of the series presenting the narrative
of the Universal Father by a Divine Counsellor of Uversa.]



PAPER №6
THE ETERNAL SON

Divine Counsellor

THE Eternal Son is the perfect and nal expression of the
“ rst” personal and absolute concept of the Universal Fa-
ther. Accordingly, whenever and however the Father per-

sonally and absolutely expresses himself, he does so through his
Eternal Son, who ever has been, now is, and ever will be, the living
and divine Word. And this Eternal Son is residential at the centre
of all things, in association with, and immediately enshrouding the
personal presence of, the Eternal and Universal Father.

2 We speak of God’s “ rst” thought and allude to an impossible
time origin of the Eternal Son for the purpose of gaining access to
the thought channels of the human intellect. Such distortions of
language represent our best efforts at contact-compromisewith the
time-bound minds of mortal creatures. In the sequential sense the
Universal Father never could have had a rst thought, nor could
the Eternal Son ever have had a beginning. But I was instructed to
portray the realities of eternity to the time-limited minds of mor-
tals by such symbols of thought and to designate the relationships
of eternity by such time concepts of sequentiality.

3 e Eternal Son is the spiritual personalization of the Paradise
Father’s universal and in nite concept of divine reality, unquali ed
spirit, and absolute personality. And thereby does the Son consti-
tute the divine revelation of the creator identity of the Universal
Father. e perfect personality of the Son discloses that the Father
is actually the eternal and universal source of all the meanings and
values of the spiritual, the volitional, the purposeful, and the per-
sonal.

4 In an effort to enable the nite mind of time to form some
sequential concept of the relationships of the eternal and in nite
beings of the Paradise Trinity, we utilize such license of concep-
tion as to refer to the “Father’s rst personal, universal, and in nite
concept.” It is impossible for me to convey to the human mind any
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adequate idea of the eternal relations of the Deities; therefore do I
employ such terms as will afford the nite mind something of an
idea of the relationship of these eternal beings in the subsequent
eras of time. We believe the Son sprang from the Father; we are
taught that both are unquali edly eternal. It is apparent, therefore,
that no time creature can ever fully comprehend this mystery of a
Son who is derived from the Father, and yet who is co-ordinately
eternal with the Father himself.

1. IDENTITY OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 e Eternal Son is the original and only-begotten Son of God.

He is God the Son, the Second Person of Deity and the associate
creator of all things. As the Father is the First Great Source and
Centre, so the Eternal Son is the Second Great Source and Centre.

2 e Eternal Son is the spiritual centre and the divine adminis-
trator of the spiritual government of the universe of universes. e
Universal Father is rst a creator and then a controller; the Eternal
Son is rst a cocreator and then a spiritual administrator. “God is
spirit,” and the Son is a personal revelation of that spirit. e First
Source and Centre is the Volitional Absolute; the Second Source
and Centre is the Personality Absolute.

3 e Universal Father never personally functions as a creator
except in conjunction with the Son or with the co-ordinate action
of the Son. Had the New Testament writer referred to the Eternal
Son, he would have uttered the truth when he wrote: “In the be-
ginning was theWord, and theWord was with God, and theWord
was God. All things were made by him, and without him was not
anything made that was made.”

4 When a Son of the Eternal Son appeared on Urantia, those
who fraternized with this divine being in human form alluded to
him as “He who was from the beginning, whom we have heard,
whomwehave seenwith our eyes, whomwehave looked upon, and
our hands have handled, even the Word of life.” And this bestowal
Son came forth from the Father just as truly as did the Original
Son, as is suggested in one of his earthly prayers: “And now, O my
Father, glorify me with your own self, with the glory which I had
with you before this world was.”
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5 ¶ e Eternal Son is known by different names in various uni-
verses. In the central universe he is known as the Co-ordinate
Source, theCocreator, and theAssociate Absolute. OnUversa, the
headquarters of the superuniverse, we designate the Son as the Co-
ordinate Spirit Centre and as the Eternal Spirit Administrator. On
Salvington, the headquarters of your local universe, this Son is of
record as the Second Eternal Source and Centre. e Melchize-
deks speak of him as the Son of Sons. On your world, but not in
your system of inhabited spheres, this Original Son has been con-
fused with a co-ordinate Creator Son, Michael of Nebadon, who
bestowed himself upon the mortal races of Urantia.

6 Although any of the Paradise Sonsmay ttingly be called Sons
ofGod, we are in the habit of reserving the designation “the Eternal
Son” for this Original Son, the Second Source and Centre, cocre-
ator with theUniversal Father of the central universe of power and
perfection and cocreator of all other divine Sons who spring from
the in nite Deities.

2. NATURE OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 e Eternal Son is just as changeless and in nitely dependable

as the Universal Father. He is also just as spiritual as the Father,
just as truly an unlimited spirit. To you of lowly origin the Son
would appear to be more personal since he is one step nearer you
in approachability than is the Universal Father.

2 e Eternal Son is the eternal Word of God. He is wholly like
the Father; in fact, the Eternal Son is God the Father personally
manifest to the universe of universes. And thus it was and is and
forever will be true of the Eternal Son and of all the co-ordinate
Creator Sons: “He who has seen the Son has seen the Father.”

3 In nature the Son is wholly like the spirit Father. When we
worship theUniversal Father, actually we at the same timeworship
God the Son and God the Spirit. God the Son is just as divinely
real and eternal in nature as God the Father.

4 e Son not only possesses all the Father’s in nite and tran-
scendent righteousness, but the Son is also re ective of all the Fa-
ther’s holiness of character. e Son shares the Father’s perfection
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and jointly shares the responsibility of aiding all creatures of imper-
fection in their spiritual efforts to attain divine perfection.

5 e Eternal Son possesses all the Father’s character of divin-
ity and attributes of spirituality. e Son is the fullness of God’s
absoluteness in personality and spirit, and these qualities the Son
reveals in his personal management of the spiritual government of
the universe of universes.

6 God is, indeed, a universal spirit; God is spirit; and this spirit
nature of the Father is focalized and personalized in the Deity of
the Eternal Son. In the Son all spiritual characteristics are appar-
ently greatly enhanced by differentiation from the universality of
the First Source and Centre. And as the Father shares his spirit na-
turewith the Son, so do they together just as fully and unreservedly
share the divine spirit with the Conjoint Actor, the In nite Spirit.

7 In the love of truth and in the creation of beauty the Father
and the Son are equal except that the Son appears to devote himself
more to the realization of the exclusively spiritual beauty of univer-
sal values.

8 In divine goodness I discern no difference between the Father
and the Son. e Father loves his universe children as a father; the
Eternal Son looks upon all creatures both as father and as brother.

3. MINISTRY OF THE FATHER’S LOVE
1 e Son shares the justice and righteousness of the Trinity but

overshadows these divinity traits by the in nite personalization of
the Father’s love andmercy; the Son is the revelation of divine love
to the universes. As God is love, so the Son is mercy. e Son can-
not love more than the Father, but he can show mercy to creatures
in one additional way, for he not only is a primal creator like the
Father, but he is also the Eternal Son of that same Father, thereby
sharing in the sonship experience of all other sons of the Universal
Father.

2 e Eternal Son is the great mercy minister to all creation.
Mercy is the essence of the Son’s spiritual character. e mandates
of the Eternal Son, as they go forth over the spirit circuits of the
Second Source and Centre, are keyed in tones of mercy.
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3 To comprehend the love of the Eternal Son, youmust rst per-
ceive its divine source, the Father, who is love, and then behold the
unfolding of this in nite affection in the far- ung ministry of the
In nite Spirit and his almost limitless host of ministering person-
alities.

4 e ministry of the Eternal Son is devoted to the revelation
of the God of love to the universe of universes. is divine Son is
not engaged in the ignoble task of trying to persuade his gracious
Father to love his lowly creatures and to show mercy to the wrong-
doers of time. Howwrong to envisage the Eternal Son as appealing
to the Universal Father to show mercy to his lowly creatures on
the material worlds of space! Such concepts of God are crude and
grotesque. Rather should you realize that all themerciful ministra-
tions of the Sons of God are a direct revelation of the Father’s heart
of universal love and in nite compassion. e Father’s love is the
real and eternal source of the Son’s mercy.

5 God is love, the Son is mercy. Mercy is applied love, the Fa-
ther’s love in action in the person of his Eternal Son. e love of
this universal Son is likewise universal. As love is comprehended
on a sex planet, the love of God is more comparable to the love of a
father, while the love of the Eternal Son ismore like the affection of
a mother. Crude, indeed, are such illustrations, but I employ them
in the hope of conveying to the humanmind the thought that there
is a difference, not in divine content but in quality and technique
of expression, between the love of the Father and the love of the
Son.

4. ATTRIBUTES OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 e Eternal Sonmotivates the spirit level of cosmic reality; the

spiritual power of the Son is absolute in relation to all universe ac-
tualities. He exercises perfect control over the interassociation of
all undifferentiated spirit energy and over all actualized spirit re-
ality through his absolute grasp of spirit gravity. All pure unfrag-
mented spirit and all spiritual beings and values are responsive to
the in nite drawing power of the primal Son of Paradise. And if
the eternal future should witness the appearance of an unlimited
universe, the spirit gravity and the spirit power of theOriginal Son
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will be foundwholly adequate for the spiritual control and effective
administration of such a boundless creation.

2 ¶ e Son is omnipotent only in the spiritual realm. In the
eternal economy of universe administration, wasteful and need-
less repetition of function is never encountered; theDeities are not
given to useless duplication of universe ministry.

3 ¶ e omnipresence of the Original Son constitutes the spir-
itual unity of the universe of universes. e spiritual cohesion of
all creation rests upon the everywhere active presence of the divine
spirit of the Eternal Son. When we conceive of the Father’s spiri-
tual presence, we nd it difficult to differentiate it in our thinking
from the spiritual presence of the Eternal Son. e spirit of the
Father is eternally resident in the spirit of the Son.

4 e Father must be spiritually omnipresent, but such om-
nipresence appears to be inseparable from the everywhere spirit ac-
tivities of the Eternal Son. We do, however, believe that in all sit-
uations of Father-Son presence of a dual spiritual nature the spirit
of the Son is co-ordinate with the spirit of the Father.

5 In his contact with personality, the Father acts in the person-
ality circuit. In his personal and detectable contact with spiritual
creation, he appears in the fragments of the totality of his Deity,
and these Father fragments have a solitary, unique, and exclusive
function wherever and whenever they appear in the universes. In
all such situations the spirit of the Son is co-ordinate with the spir-
itual function of the fragmented presence of the Universal Father.

6 Spiritually the Eternal Son is omnipresent. e spirit of the
Eternal Son is most certainly with you and around you, but not
within you and a part of you like the Mystery Monitor. e in-
dwelling Father fragment adjusts the human mind to progressively
divine attitudes, whereupon such an ascending mind becomes in-
creasingly responsive to the spiritual drawing power of the all-pow-
erful spirit-gravity circuit of the Second Source and Centre.

7 ¶ eOriginal Son is universally and spiritually self-conscious.
In wisdom the Son is the full equal of the Father. In the realms of
knowledge, omniscience, we cannot distinguish between the First
and Second Sources; like the Father, the Son knows all; he is never
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surprised by any universe event; he comprehends the end from the
beginning.

8 ¶ e Father and the Son really know the number and where-
abouts of all the spirits and spiritualized beings in the universe of
universes. Not only does the Son know all things by virtue of his
own omnipresent spirit, but the Son, equally with the Father and
the Conjoint Actor, is fully cognizant of the vast re ectivity in-
telligence of the Supreme Being, which intelligence is at all times
aware of all things that transpire on all the worlds of the seven su-
peruniverses. And there are other ways in which the Paradise Son
is omniscient.

9 ¶ e Eternal Son, as a loving, merciful, and ministering spir-
itual personality, is wholly and in nitely equal with the Universal
Father, while in all those merciful and affectionate personal con-
tacts with the ascendant beings of the lower realms the Eternal Son
is just as kind and considerate, just as patient and long-suffering, as
are his Paradise Sons in the local universes who so frequently be-
stow themselves upon the evolutionary worlds of time.

10 It is needless further to expatiate on the attributes of the Eter-
nal Son. With the exceptions noted, it is only necessary to study
the spiritual attributes of God the Father to understand and cor-
rectly evaluate the attributes of God the Son.

5. LIMITATIONS OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 e Eternal Son does not personally function in the physical

domains, nor does he function, except through the Conjoint Ac-
tor, in the levels of mind ministry to creature beings. But these
quali cations donot in anymanner otherwise limit theEternal Son
in the full and free exercise of all the divine attributes of spiritual
omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence.

2 e Eternal Son does not personally pervade the potentials of
spirit inherent in the in nity of the Deity Absolute, but as these
potentials become actual, they come within the all-powerful grasp
of the spirit-gravity circuit of the Son.

3 Personality is the exclusive gi of the Universal Father. e
Eternal Son derives personality from the Father, but he does not,
without the Father, bestow personality. e Son gives origin to a
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vast spirit host, but such derivations are not personalities. When
the Son creates personality, he does so in conjunction with the Fa-
ther or with the Conjoint Creator, who may act for the Father in
such relationships. e Eternal Son is thus a cocreator of person-
alities, but he bestows personality upon no being and of himself,
alone, never creates personal beings. is limitation of action does
not, however, deprive the Sonof the ability to create any or all types
of other-than-personal reality.

4 e Eternal Son is limited in transmittal of creator preroga-
tives. e Father, in eternalizing the Original Son, bestowed upon
him the power and privilege of subsequently joining with the Fa-
ther in the divine act of producing additional Sons possessing cre-
ative attributes, and this they have done and now do. But when
these co-ordinate Sons have been produced, the prerogatives of cre-
atorship are apparently not further transmissible. e Eternal Son
transmits creatorship powers only to the rst or direct personaliza-
tion. erefore, when the Father and the Son unite to personal-
ize a Creator Son, they achieve their purpose; but the Creator Son
thus brought into existence is never able to transmit or delegate the
prerogatives of creatorship to the various orders of Sons which he
may subsequently create, notwithstanding that, in the highest lo-
cal universe Sons, there does appear a very limited re ection of the
creative attributes of a Creator Son.

5 e Eternal Son, as an in nite and exclusively personal being,
cannot fragmentize his nature, cannot distribute and bestow indi-
vidualized portions of his sel ood upon other entities or persons
as do the Universal Father and the In nite Spirit. But the Son can
and does bestow himself as an unlimited spirit to bathe all creation
and unceasingly draw all spirit personalities and spiritual realities
to himself.

6 Ever remember, the Eternal Son is the personal portrayal of the
spirit Father to all creation. e Son is personal and nothing but
personal in the Deity sense; such a divine and absolute personal-
ity cannot be disintegrated or fragmentized. God the Father and
God the Spirit are truly personal, but they are also everything else
in addition to being such Deity personalities.
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7 ough the Eternal Son cannot personally participate in the
bestowal of the ought Adjusters, he did sit in council with the
Universal Father in the eternal past, approving the plan and pledg-
ing endless co-operation, when the Father, in projecting the be-
stowal of the oughtAdjusters, proposed to the Son, “Let usmake
mortal man in our own image.” And as the spirit fragment of the
Father dwells within you, so does the spirit presence of the Son en-
velop you, while these two forever work as one for your spiritual
advancement.

6. THE SPIRIT MIND
1 e Eternal Son is spirit and has mind, but not a mind or a

spirit which mortal mind can comprehend. Mortal man perceives
mind on the nite, cosmic, material, and personal levels. Man also
observes mind phenomena in living organisms functioning on the
subpersonal (animal) level, but it is difficult for him to grasp the
nature of mind when associated with supermaterial beings and as a
part of exclusive spirit personalities. Mind must, however, be dif-
ferently de ned when it refers to the spirit level of existence, and
when it is used to denote spirit functions of intelligence. at kind
ofmindwhich is directly allied with spirit is comparable neither to
that mind which co-ordinates spirit and matter nor to that mind
which is allied only with matter.

2 Spirit is ever conscious,minded, andpossessed of varied phases
of identity. Without mind in some phase there would be no spiri-
tual consciousness in the fraternity of spirit beings. e equivalent
of mind, the ability to know and be known, is indigenous toDeity.
Deity may be personal, prepersonal, superpersonal, or impersonal,
butDeity is nevermindless, that is, neverwithout the ability at least
to communicate with similar entities, beings, or personalities.

3 emindof theEternal Son is like that of the Father but unlike
any other mind in the universe, and with the mind of the Father
it is ancestor to the diverse and far- ung minds of the Conjoint
Creator. e mind of the Father and the Son, that intellect which
is ancestral to the absolute mind of the ird Source and Centre,
is perhaps best illustrated in the premind of a ought Adjuster,
for, though these Father fragments are entirely outside of the mind
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circuits of the Conjoint Actor, they have some form of premind;
they know as they are known; they enjoy the equivalent of human
thinking.

4 e Eternal Son is wholly spiritual; man is very nearly entirely
material; therefore much pertaining to the spirit personality of the
Eternal Son, to his seven spiritual spheres encircling Paradise and
to the nature of the impersonal creations of the Paradise Son, will
have to await your attainment of spirit status following your com-
pletion of themorontia ascension of the local universe ofNebadon.
And then, as youpass through the superuniverse andon toHavona,
many of these spirit-concealedmysteries will clarify as you begin to
be endowed with the “mind of the spirit” — spiritual insight.

7. PERSONALITY OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 e Eternal Son is that in nite personality from whose un-

quali ed personality fetters the Universal Father escaped by the
technique of trinitization, and by virtue of which he has ever since
continued to bestow himself in endless profusion upon his ever-
expanding universe of Creators and creatures. e Son is absolute
personality; God is father personality — the source of personality,
the bestower of personality, the cause of personality. Every per-
sonal being derives personality from the Universal Father just as
theOriginal Son eternally derives his personality from the Paradise
Father.

2 e personality of the Paradise Son is absolute and purely spir-
itual, and this absolute personality is also the divine and eternal
pattern, rst, of the Father’s bestowal of personality upon theCon-
joint Actor and, subsequently, of his bestowal of personality upon
the myriads of his creatures throughout a far- ung universe.

3 e Eternal Son is truly a merciful minister, a divine spirit, a
spiritual power, and a real personality. e Son is the spiritual and
personal nature of God made manifest to the universes — the sum
and substance of the First Source and Centre, divested of all that
which is nonpersonal, extradivine, nonspiritual, and pure poten-
tial. But it is impossible to convey to the human mind a word pic-
ture of the beauty and grandeur of the supernal personality of the
Eternal Son. Everything that tends to obscure theUniversal Father
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operateswith almost equal in uence to prevent the conceptual rec-
ognition of the Eternal Son. You must await your attainment of
Paradise, and then you will understand why I was unable to por-
tray the character of this absolute personality to the understanding
of the nite mind.

8. REALIZATION OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 Concerning identity, nature, and other attributes of personal-

ity, the Eternal Son is the full equal, the perfect complement, and
the eternal counterpart of the Universal Father. In the same sense
that God is the Universal Father, the Son is the Universal Mother.
And all of us, high and low, constitute their universal family.

2 To appreciate the character of the Son, you should study the
revelation of the divine character of the Father; they are forever
and inseparably one. As divine personalities they are virtually in-
distinguishable by the lower orders of intelligence. ey are not so
difficult of separate recognition by those whose origin is in the cre-
ative acts of theDeities themselves. Beings of nativity in the central
universe and on Paradise discern the Father and the Son not only
as one personal unity of universal control but also as two separate
personalities functioning in de nite domains of universe adminis-
tration.

3 As persons you may conceive of the Universal Father and the
Eternal Son as separate individuals, for they indeed are; but in the
administration of the universes they are so intertwined and inter-
related that it is not always possible to distinguish between them.
When, in the affairs of the universes, the Father and the Son are en-
countered in confusing interassociations, it is not always pro table
to attempt to segregate their operations; merely recall that God is
the initiating thought and the Son is the expressionful word. In
each local universe this inseparability is personalized in the divin-
ity of the Creator Son, who stands for both Father and Son to the
creatures of 10,000,000 inhabited worlds.

4 e Eternal Son is in nite, but he is approachable through the
persons of his Paradise Sons and through the patient ministry of
the In nite Spirit. Without the bestowal service of the Paradise
Sons and the loving ministry of the creatures of the In nite Spirit,
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beings of material origin could hardly hope to attain the Eternal
Son. And it is equally true: With the help and guidance of these ce-
lestial agencies the God-conscious mortal will certainly attain Par-
adise and sometime stand in the personal presence of this majestic
Son of Sons.

5 ¶ Even though the Eternal Son is the pattern of mortal per-
sonality attainment, you nd it easier to grasp the reality of both
the Father and the Spirit because the Father is the actual bestower
of your human personality and the In nite Spirit is the absolute
source of yourmortal mind. But as you ascend in the Paradise path
of spiritual progression, the personality of the Eternal Son will be-
come increasingly real to you, and the reality of his in nitely spiri-
tual mind will become more discernible to your progressively spir-
itualizing mind.

6 Never can the concept of theEternal Son shine brightly in your
material or subsequentmorontial mind; not until you spiritize and
commence your spirit ascensionwill the comprehension of the per-
sonality of the Eternal Son begin to equal the vividness of your con-
cept of the personality of the Creator Son of Paradise origin who,
in person and as a person, onetime incarnated and lived onUrantia
as a man among men.

7 roughout your local universe experience the Creator Son,
whose personality is comprehensible byman, must compensate for
your inability to grasp the full signi cance of the more exclusively
spiritual, but none the less personal, Eternal Son of Paradise. As
you progress through Orvonton and Havona, as you leave behind
you the vivid picture anddeepmemories of theCreator Sonof your
local universe, the passing of thismaterial andmorontia experience
will be compensated by ever-enlarging concepts and intensifying
comprehension of the Eternal Son of Paradise, whose reality and
nearness will ever augment as you progress Paradiseward.

8 ¶ e Eternal Son is a grand and glorious personality. Al-
though it is beyond the powers of the mortal and material mind
to grasp the actuality of the personality of such an in nite being,
doubt not, he is a person. I know whereof I speak. Times almost
without number I have stood in the divine presence of this Eternal
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Son and then journeyed forth in the universe to execute his gra-
cious bidding.

ahb

9 [Indited by a Divine Counsellor assigned to formulate this
statement depicting the Eternal Son of Paradise.]



PAPER №7
RELATION OF THE ETERNAL SON TO THE

UNIVERSE

Divine Counsellor

THE Original Son is ever concerned with the execution of
the spiritual aspects of the Father’s eternal purpose as it
progressively unfolds in the phenomena of the evolving

universes with their manifold groups of living beings. We do not
fully comprehend this eternal plan, but the Paradise Son undoubt-
edly does.

2 e Son is like the Father in that he seeks to bestow everything
possible of himself upon his co-ordinate Sons and upon their sub-
ordinate Sons. And the Son shares the Father’s self-distributive na-
ture in the unstinted bestowal of himself upon the In nite Spirit,
their conjoint executive.

3 ¶ As the upholder of spirit realities, the Second Source and
Centre is the eternal counterpoise of the Isle of Paradise, which so
magni cently upholds all things material. us is the First Source
and Centre forever revealed in the material beauty of the exquisite
patterns of the central Isle and in the spiritual values of the supernal
personality of the Eternal Son.

4 ¶ e Eternal Son is the actual upholder of the vast creation of
spirit realities and spiritual beings. e spirit world is the habit, the
personal conduct, of the Son, and the impersonal realities of spirit
nature are always responsive to the will and purpose of the perfect
personality of the Absolute Son.

5 e Son is not, however, personally responsible for the con-
duct of all spirit personalities. e will of the personal creature is
relatively free and hence determines the actions of such volitional
beings. erefore the freewill spirit world is not always truly rep-
resentative of the character of the Eternal Son, even as nature on
Urantia is not truly revelatory of the perfection and immutability
of Paradise and Deity. But no matter what may characterize the
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freewill action of man or angel, the Son’s eternal grasp of the uni-
versal gravity control of all spirit realities continues as absolute.

1. THE SPIRITGRAVITY CIRCUIT
1 Everything taught concerning the immanence of God, his om-

nipresence, omnipotence, and omniscience, is equally true of the
Son in the spiritual domains. e pure and universal spirit gravity
of all creation, this exclusively spiritual circuit, leads directly back
to the person of the Second Source and Centre on Paradise. He
presides over the control and operation of that ever-present and
unerring spiritual grasp of all true spirit values. us does the Eter-
nal Son exercise absolute spiritual sovereignty. He literally holds all
spirit realities and all spiritualized values, as it were, in the hollow
of his hand. e control of universal spiritual gravity is universal
spiritual sovereignty.

2 is gravity control of spiritual things operates independently
of time and space; therefore is spirit energy undiminished in trans-
mission. Spirit gravity never suffers time delays, nor does it un-
dergo space diminution. It does not decrease in accordance with
the square of the distance of its transmission; the circuits of pure
spirit power are not retarded by the mass of the material creation.
And this transcendence of time and space by pure spirit energies is
inherent in the absoluteness of the Son; it is not due to the inter-
position of the antigravity forces of the ird Source and Centre.

3 Spirit realities respond to the drawing power of the centre of
spiritual gravity in accordance with their qualitative value, their ac-
tual degree of spirit nature. Spirit substance (quality) is just as re-
sponsive to spirit gravity as the organized energy of physical mat-
ter (quantity) is responsive to physical gravity. Spiritual values and
spirit forces are real. From the viewpoint of personality, spirit is
the soul of creation; matter is the shadowy physical body.

4 e reactions and uctuations of spirit gravity are ever true to
the content of spiritual values, the qualitative spiritual status of an
individual or a world. is drawing power is instantly responsive
to the inter- and intraspirit values of any universe situation or plan-
etary condition. Every time a spiritual reality actualizes in the uni-
verses, this change necessitates the immediate and instantaneous
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readjustment of spirit gravity. Such a new spirit is actually a part of
the Second Source and Centre; and just as certainly as mortal man
becomes a spiritized being, he will attain the spiritual Son, the cen-
tre and source of spirit gravity.

5 ¶ e Son’s spiritual drawing power is inherent to a lesser de-
gree in many Paradise orders of sonship. For there do exist within
the absolute spirit-gravity circuit those local systems of spiritual at-
traction that function in the lesser units of creation. Such subab-
solute focalizations of spirit gravity are a part of the divinity of the
Creator personalities of time and space and are correlated with the
emerging experiential overcontrol of the Supreme Being.

6 Spirit-gravity pull and response thereto operate not only on
the universe as a whole but also even between individuals and
groups of individuals. ere is a spiritual cohesiveness among the
spiritual and spiritized personalities of any world, race, nation, or
believing group of individuals. ere is a direct attractiveness of a
spirit nature between spiritually minded persons of like tastes and
longings. e term kindred spirits is not wholly a gure of speech.

7 ¶ Like the material gravity of Paradise, the spiritual gravity of
the Eternal Son is absolute. Sin and rebellion may interfere with
the operation of local universe circuits, but nothing can suspend
the spirit gravity of the Eternal Son. e Lucifer rebellion pro-
duced many changes in your system of inhabited worlds and on
Urantia, but we do not observe that the resultant spiritual quaran-
tine of your planet in the least affected the presence and function
of either the omnipresent spirit of the Eternal Son or the associated
spirit-gravity circuit.

8 ¶ All reactions of the spirit-gravity circuit of the granduniverse
are predictable. We recognize all actions and reactions of the om-
nipresent spirit of the Eternal Son and nd them to be dependable.
In accordance with well-known laws, we can and do measure spiri-
tual gravity just as man attempts to compute the workings of nite
physical gravity. ere is an unvarying response of the Son’s spirit
to all spirit things, beings, and persons, and this response is always
in accordance with the degree of actuality (the qualitative degree
of reality) of all such spiritual values.
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9 But alongside this very dependable and predictable function
of the spiritual presence of the Eternal Son, there are encountered
phenomena which are not so predictable in their reactions. Such
phenomena probably indicate the co-ordinate action of the Deity
Absolute in the realms of emerging spiritual potentials. We know
that the spirit presence of the Eternal Son is the in uence of a ma-
jestic and in nite personality, but we hardly regard the reactions
associated with the conjectured performances of the Deity Abso-
lute as personal.

10 ¶ Viewed from the personality standpoint and by persons, the
Eternal Son and the Deity Absolute appear to be related in the fol-
lowing way: e Eternal Son dominates the realm of actual spiri-
tual values, whereas the Deity Absolute seems to pervade the vast
domain of potential spirit values. All actual value of spirit nature
nds lodgement in the gravity grasp of the Eternal Son but, if po-

tential, then apparently in the presence of the Deity Absolute.
11 Spirit seems to emerge from the potentials of the Deity Ab-

solute; evolving spirit nds correlation in the experiential and in-
complete grasps of the Supreme and theUltimate; spirit eventually
nds nal destiny in the absolute grasp of the spiritual gravity of

the Eternal Son. is appears to be the cycle of experiential spirit,
but existential spirit is inherent in the in nity of the Second Source
and Centre.

2. THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 On Paradise the presence and personal activity of the Original

Son is profound, absolute in the spiritual sense. Aswepass outward
fromParadise throughHavona and into the realms of the seven su-
peruniverses, we detect less and less of the personal activity of the
Eternal Son. In the post-Havona universes the presence of the Eter-
nal Son is personalized in the Paradise Sons, conditioned by the
experiential realities of the Supreme and the Ultimate, and co-or-
dinated with the unlimited spirit potential of the Deity Absolute.

2 In the central universe the personal activity of theOriginal Son
is discernible in the exquisite spiritual harmony of the eternal cre-
ation. Havona is so marvellously perfect that the spiritual status
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and the energy states of this pattern universe are in perfect and per-
petual balance.

3 In the superuniverses the Son is not personally present or resi-
dent; in these creations hemaintains only a superpersonal represen-
tation. ese spiritmanifestations of the Son are not personal; they
are not in the personality circuit of the Universal Father. We know
of no better term to use than to designate them superpersonalities;
and they are nite beings; they are neither absonite nor absolute.

4 e administration of the Eternal Son in the superuniverses,
being exclusively spiritual and superpersonal, is not discernible by
creature personalities. Nonetheless, the all-pervading spiritual urge
of the Son’s personal in uence is encountered in every phase of the
activities of all sectors of the domains of the Ancients of Days. In
the local universes, however, we observe the Eternal Son personally
present in the persons of the Paradise Sons. Here the in nite Son
spiritually and creatively functions in the persons of the majestic
corps of the co-ordinate Creator Sons.

3. RELATION OF THE ETERNAL SON TO THE
INDIVIDUAL

1 In the local universe ascent themortals of time look to theCre-
ator Son as the personal representative of the Eternal Son. But
when they begin the ascent of the superuniverse training regime,
the pilgrims of time increasingly detect the supernal presence of
the inspiring spirit of the Eternal Son, and they are able to pro t
by the intake of this ministry of spiritual energization. In Havona
the ascenders become still more conscious of the loving embrace of
the all-pervading spirit of the Original Son. At no stage of the en-
tire mortal ascension does the spirit of the Eternal Son indwell the
mind or soul of the pilgrim of time, but his bene cence is ever near
and always concerned with the welfare and spiritual security of the
advancing children of time.

2 e spiritual-gravity pull of the Eternal Son constitutes the in-
herent secret of the Paradise ascension of surviving human souls.
All genuine spirit values and all bona de spiritualized individuals
are held within the unfailing grasp of the spiritual gravity of the
Eternal Son. e mortal mind, for example, initiates its career as
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a material mechanism and is eventually mustered into the Corps
of the Finality as a well-nigh perfected spirit existence, becoming
progressively less subject to material gravity and correspondingly
more responsive to the inward pulling urge of spirit gravity during
this entire experience. e spirit-gravity circuit literally pulls the
soul of man Paradiseward.

3 ¶ e spirit-gravity circuit is the basic channel for transmitting
the genuine prayers of the believing human heart from the level of
human consciousness to the actual consciousness of Deity. at
which represents true spiritual value in your petitions will be seized
by the universal circuit of spirit gravity and will pass immediately
and simultaneously to all divine personalities concerned. Eachwill
occupy himself with that which belongs to his personal province.

erefore, in your practical religious experience, it is immaterial
whether, in addressing your supplications, you visualize the Cre-
ator Son of your local universe or the Eternal Son at the centre of
all things.

4 ¶ e discriminative operation of the spirit-gravity circuit
might possibly be compared to the functions of the neural circuits
in thematerial humanbody: Sensations travel inward over the neu-
ral paths; some are detained and responded to by the lower auto-
matic spinal centres; others pass on to the less automatic but habit-
trained centres of the lower brain, while the most important and
vital incoming messages ash by these subordinate centres and are
immediately registered in the highest levels of human conscious-
ness.

5 But how much more perfect is the superb technique of the
spiritual world! If anything originates in your consciousness that
is fraught with supreme spiritual value, when once you give it ex-
pression, no power in the universe can prevent its ashing directly
to the Absolute Spirit Personality of all creation.

6 Conversely, if your supplications are purely material and
wholly self-centred, there exists no plan whereby such unworthy
prayers can nd lodgement in the spirit circuit of the Eternal Son.

e content of any petition which is not “spirit indited” can nd
no place in the universal spiritual circuit; such purely sel sh and
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material requests fall dead; they do not ascend in the circuits of
true spirit values. Such words are as “sounding brass and a tinkling
cymbal.”

7 It is the motivating thought, the spiritual content, that vali-
dates the mortal supplication. Words are valueless.

4. THE DIVINE PERFECTION PLANS
1 e Eternal Son is in everlasting liaison with the Father in the

successful prosecution of the divine plan of progress: the universal
plan for the creation, evolution, ascension, and perfection of will
creatures. And, in divine faithfulness, the Son is the eternal equal
of the Father.

2 e Father and his Son are as one in the formulation and pros-
ecution of this gigantic attainment plan for advancing the material
beings of time to the perfection of eternity. is project for the
spiritual elevation of the ascendant souls of space is a joint creation
of the Father and the Son, and they are, with the co-operation of
the In nite Spirit, engaged in associative execution of their divine
purpose.

3 ¶ is divine plan of perfection attainment embraces three
unique, though marvellously correlated, enterprises of universal
adventure:

4 1. e Plan of Progressive Attainment. is is the Universal
Father’s plan of evolutionary ascension, a programunreservedly ac-
cepted by the Eternal Son when he concurred in the Father’s pro-
posal, “Let us make mortal creatures in our own image.” is pro-
vision for upstepping the creatures of time involves the Father’s be-
stowal of the oughtAdjusters and the endowing ofmaterial crea-
tures with the prerogatives of personality.

5 2. e Bestowal Plan. e next universal plan is the great Fa-
ther-revelation enterprise of the Eternal Son and his co-ordinate
Sons. is is the proposal of the Eternal Son and consists of his be-
stowal of the Sons of God upon the evolutionary creations, there
to personalize and factualize, to incarnate and make real, the love
of the Father and the mercy of the Son to the creatures of all uni-
verses. Inherent in the bestowal plan, and as a provisional feature
of this ministration of love, the Paradise Sons act as rehabilitators
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of that which misguided creature will has placed in spiritual jeop-
ardy. Whenever and wherever there occurs a delay in the func-
tioning of the attainment plan, if rebellion, perchance, should mar
or complicate this enterprise, then do the emergency provisions
of the bestowal plan become active forthwith. e Paradise Sons
stand pledged and ready to function as retrievers, to go into the
very realms of rebellion and there restore the spiritual status of the
spheres. And such a heroic service a co-ordinate Creator Son did
perform on Urantia in connection with his experiential bestowal
career of sovereignty acquirement.

6 3. e Plan of Mercy Ministry. When the attainment plan
and the bestowal plan had been formulated and proclaimed, alone
and of himself, the In nite Spirit projected and put in operation
the tremendous and universal enterprise of mercy ministry. is
is the service so essential to the practical and effective operation of
both the attainment and the bestowal undertakings, and the spiri-
tual personalities of the ird Source and Centre all partake of the
spirit ofmercyministry which is somuch a part of the nature of the

ird Person of Deity. Not only in creation but also in administra-
tion, the In nite Spirit functions truly and literally as the conjoint
executive of the Father and the Son.

7 ¶ e Eternal Son is the personal trustee, the divine custodian,
of the Father’s universal plan of creature ascension. Having pro-
mulgated the universal mandate, “Be you perfect, even as I am per-
fect,” the Father intrusted the execution of this tremendous under-
taking to the Eternal Son; and the Eternal Son shares the fostering
of this supernal enterprise with his divine co-ordinate, the In nite
Spirit. us do the Deities effectively co-operate in the work of
creation, control, evolution, revelation, and ministration — and if
required, in restoration and rehabilitation.

5. THE SPIRIT OF BESTOWAL
1 e Eternal Sonwithout reservation joined with theUniversal

Father in broadcasting that tremendous injunction to all creation:
“Be you perfect, even as your Father inHavona is perfect.”And ever
since, that invitation-commandhasmotivated all the survival plans
and the bestowal projects of the Eternal Son and his vast family of
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co-ordinate and associated Sons. And in these very bestowals the
Sons of God have become to all evolutionary creatures “the way,
the truth, and the life.”

2 ¶ e Eternal Son cannot contact directly with human beings
as does the Father through the gi of the prepersonal ought Ad-
justers, but the Eternal Son does draw near to created personalities
by a series of downstepping gradations of divine sonship until he is
enabled to stand in man’s presence and, at times, as man himself.

3 e purely personal nature of the Eternal Son is incapable of
fragmentation. e Eternal Son ministers as a spiritual in uence
or as a person, never otherwise. e Son nds it impossible to be-
come a part of creature experience in the sense that the Father-Ad-
juster participates therein, but the Eternal Son compensates this
limitation by the technique of bestowal. What the experience of
fragmented entities means to the Universal Father, the incarnation
experiences of the Paradise Sons mean to the Eternal Son.

4 e Eternal Son comes not to mortal man as the divine will,
the ought Adjuster indwelling the human mind, but the Eter-
nal Son did come to mortal man on Urantia when the divine per-
sonality of his Son, Michael of Nebadon, incarnated in the human
nature of Jesus of Nazareth. To share the experience of created per-
sonalities, the Paradise Sons of God must assume the very natures
of such creatures and incarnate their divine personalities as the ac-
tual creatures themselves. Incarnation, the secret of Sonarington,
is the technique of the Son’s escape from the otherwise all-encom-
passing fetters of personality absolutism.

5 ¶ Long, long ago the Eternal Son bestowed himself upon each
of the circuits of the central creation for the enlightenment and ad-
vancement of all the inhabitants and pilgrims ofHavona, including
the ascending pilgrims of time. On none of these seven bestowals
did he function as either an ascender or a Havoner. He existed as
himself. His experience was unique; it was not with or as a human
or other pilgrim but in some way associative in the superpersonal
sense.

6 Neither did he pass through the rest that intervenes between
the inner Havona circuit and the shores of Paradise. It is not possi-
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ble for him, an absolute being, to suspend consciousness of person-
ality, for in him centre all lines of spiritual gravity. And during the
times of these bestowals the central Paradise lodgement of spiritual
luminosity was undimmed, and the Son’s grasp of universal spirit
gravity was undiminished.

7 ¶ e bestowals of the Eternal Son in Havona are not within
the scope of human imagination; they were transcendental. He
added to the experience of all Havona then and subsequently, but
we do not knowwhether he added to the supposed experiential ca-
pacity of his existential nature. at would fall within the bestowal
mystery of the Paradise Sons. We do, however, believe that what-
ever the Eternal Son acquired on these bestowal missions, he has
ever since retained; but we do not know what it is.

8 ¶ Whatever our difficulty in comprehending the bestowals of
the Second Person of Deity, we do comprehend the Havona be-
stowal of a Son of the Eternal Son, who literally passed through
the circuits of the central universe and actually shared those experi-
ences which constitute an ascender’s preparation for Deity attain-
ment. is was the original Michael, the rst-born Creator Son,
and he passed through the life experiences of the ascending pil-
grims from circuit to circuit, personally journeying a stage of each
circle with them in the days of Grandfanda, the rst of all mortals
to attain Havona.

9 Whatever else this originalMichael revealed, hemade the tran-
scendent bestowal of theOriginalMother Son real to the creatures
of Havona. So real, that forevermore each pilgrim of time who
labours in the adventure of making the Havona circuits is cheered
and strengthened by the certain knowledge that the Eternal Son of
God seven times abdicated the power and glory of Paradise to par-
ticipate in the experiences of the time-space pilgrims on the seven
circuits of progressive Havona attainment.

10 ¶ e Eternal Son is the exemplary inspiration for all the Sons
of God in their ministrations of bestowal throughout the univer-
ses of time and space. e co-ordinate Creator Sons and the as-
sociate Magisterial Sons, together with other unrevealed orders of
sonship, all partake of this wonderful willingness to bestow them-
selves upon the varied orders of creature life and as the creatures
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themselves. erefore, in spirit and because of kinship of nature as
well as fact of origin, it becomes true that in the bestowal of each
Son of God upon the worlds of space, in and through and by these
bestowals, the Eternal Son has bestowed himself upon the intelli-
gent will creatures of the universes.

11 In spirit and nature, if not in all attributes, each Paradise Son
is a divinely perfect portraiture of the Original Son. It is literally
true, whosoever has seen a Paradise Son has seen the Eternal Son
of God.

6. THE PARADISE SONS OF GOD
1 e lack of a knowledge of themultiple Sons ofGod is a source

of great confusion on Urantia. And this ignorance persists in the
face of such statements as the record of a conclave of these divine
personalities: “When the Sons of God proclaimed joy, and all of
theMorning Stars sang together.” Everymillennium of sector stan-
dard time the various orders of the divine Sons forgather for their
periodic conclaves.

2 e Eternal Son is the personal source of the adorable at-
tributes of mercy and service which so abundantly characterize all
orders of the descending Sons of God as they function throughout
creation. All the divine nature, if not all the in nity of attributes,
the Eternal Son unfailingly transmits to the Paradise Sons who go
out from the eternal Isle to reveal his divine character to the uni-
verse of universes.

3 ¶ e Original and Eternal Son is the offspring-person of the
“ rst” completed and in nite thought of the Universal Father. Ev-
ery time the Universal Father and the Eternal Son jointly project
a new, original, identical, unique, and absolute personal thought,
that very instant this creative idea is perfectly and nally personal-
ized in the being and personality of a new and originalCreator Son.
In spirit nature, divine wisdom, and co-ordinate creative power,
these Creator Sons are potentially equal with God the Father and
God the Son.

4 e Creator Sons go out from Paradise into the universes of
time and, with the co-operation of the controlling and creative
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agencies of the ird Source and Centre, complete the organiza-
tion of the local universes of progressive evolution. ese Sons are
not attached to, nor are they concerned with, the central and uni-
versal controls of matter, mind, and spirit. Hence are they limited
in their creative acts by the pre-existence, priority, and primacy of
the First Source and Centre and his co-ordinate Absolutes. ese
Sons are able to administer only that which they bring into exis-
tence. Absolute administration is inherent in priority of existence
and is inseparable from eternity of presence. e Father remains
primal in the universes.

5 ¶ Much as theCreator Sons are personalized by the Father and
the Son, so are the Magisterial Sons personalized by the Son and
the Spirit. ese are the Sons who, in the experiences of creature
incarnation, earn the right to serve as the judges of survival in the
creations of time and space.

6 ¶ e Father, Son, and Spirit also unite to personalize the ver-
satile Trinity Teacher Sons, who range the grand universe as the su-
pernal teachers of all personalities, human and divine. And there
are numerous other orders of Paradise sonship that have not been
brought to the attention of Urantia mortals.

7 ¶ Between the Original Mother Son and these hosts of Para-
dise Sons scattered throughout all creation, there is a direct and
exclusive channel of communication, a channel whose function is
inherent in the quality of spiritual kinship which unites them in
bonds of near-absolute spiritual association. is intersonship cir-
cuit is entirely different from the universal circuit of spirit gravity,
which also centres in the person of the Second Source and Cen-
tre. All Sons of God who take origin in the persons of the Paradise
Deities are in direct and constant communication with the Eter-
nal Mother Son. And such communication is instantaneous; it is
independent of time though sometimes conditioned by space.

8 e Eternal Son not only has at all times perfect knowledge
concerning the status, thoughts, and manifold activities of all or-
ders of Paradise sonship, but he also has perfection of knowledge
at all times regarding everything of spiritual value which exists in
the hearts of all creatures in the primary central creation of eter-
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nity and in the secondary time creations of the co-ordinateCreator
Sons.

7. THE SUPREME REVELATION OF THE FATHER
1 e Eternal Son is a complete, exclusive, universal, and nal

revelation of the spirit and the personality of the Universal Father.
All knowledge of, and information concerning, the Father must
come from the Eternal Son and his Paradise Sons. e Eternal Son
is from eternity and is wholly and without spiritual quali cation
one with the Father. In divine personality they are co-ordinate; in
spiritual nature they are equal; in divinity they are identical.

2 e character of God could not possibly be intrinsically im-
proved upon in the person of the Son, for the divine Father is in-
nitely perfect, but that character and personality are ampli ed, by

divestment of the nonpersonal and nonspiritual, for revelation to
creature beings. e First Source and Centre is much more than a
personality, but all of the spirit qualities of the father personality of
the First Source and Centre are spiritually present in the absolute
personality of the Eternal Son.

3 e primal Son and his Sons are engaged in making a univer-
sal revelation of the spiritual and personal nature of the Father to
all creation. In the central universe, the superuniverses, the local
universes, or on the inhabited planets, it is a Paradise Son who re-
veals the Universal Father to men and angels. e Eternal Son and
his Sons reveal the avenue of creature approach to theUniversal Fa-
ther. And evenwe of high origin understand the Fathermuchmore
fully as we study the revelation of his character and personality in
the Eternal Son and in the Sons of the Eternal Son.

4 e Father comes down to you as a personality only through
the divine Sons of the Eternal Son. And you attain the Father by
this same living way; you ascend to the Father by the guidance of
this group of divine Sons. And this remains true notwithstanding
that your very personality is a direct bestowal of the Universal Fa-
ther.

5 ¶ In all these widespread activities of the far- ung spiritual ad-
ministration of the Eternal Son, do not forget that the Son is a per-
son just as truly and actually as the Father is a person. Indeed, to
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beings of the onetime human order the Eternal Son will be more
easy to approach than the Universal Father. In the progress of the
pilgrims of time through the circuits of Havona, you will be com-
petent to attain the Son long before you are prepared to discern the
Father.

6 More of the character and merciful nature of the Eternal Son
ofmercy you should comprehend as youmeditate on the revelation
of these divine attributes which was made in loving service by your
own Creator Son, onetime Son of Man on earth, now the exalted
sovereign of your local universe — the Son of Man and the Son of
God.

ahb

7 [Indited by a Divine Counsellor assigned to formulate this
statement depicting the Eternal Son of Paradise.]



PAPER №8
THE INFINITE SPIRIT

Divine Counsellor

BACK in eternity, when theUniversal Father’s “ rst” in nite
and absolute thought nds in the Eternal Son such a per-
fect and adequate word for its divine expression, there en-

sues the supreme desire of both the ought-God and the Word-
God for a universal and in nite agent of mutual expression and
combined action.

2 In the dawn of eternity both the Father and the Son become
in nitely cognizant of their mutual interdependence, their eter-
nal and absolute oneness; and therefore do they enter into an in-
nite and everlasting covenant of divine partnership. is never-

ending compact is made for the execution of their united concepts
throughout all of the circle of eternity; and ever since this eternity
event the Father and the Son continue in this divine union.

3 We are now face to face with the eternity origin of the In nite
Spirit, the ird Person ofDeity. e very instant thatGod the Fa-
ther and God the Son conjointly conceive an identical and in nite
action — the execution of an absolute thought-plan — that very
moment, the In nite Spirit springs full- edgedly into existence.

4 ¶ In thus reciting the order of the origin of the Deities, I do
so merely to enable you to think of their relationship. In reality
they are all three existent from eternity; they are existential. ey
are without beginning or ending of days; they are co-ordinate, su-
preme, ultimate, absolute, and in nite. ey are and always have
been and ever shall be. And they are three distinctly individualized
but eternally associated persons, God the Father, God the Son, and
God the Spirit.

1. THE GOD OF ACTION
1 In the eternity of the past, upon the personalization of the In-

nite Spirit the divine personality cycle becomes perfect and com-
plete. e God of Action is existent, and the vast stage of space is
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set for the stupendous drama of creation—the universal adventure
— the divine panorama of the eternal ages.

2 e rst act of the In nite Spirit is the inspection and recogni-
tion of his divine parents, the Father-Father and the Mother-Son.
He, the Spirit, unquali edly identi es both of them. He is fully
cognizant of their separate personalities and in nite attributes as
well as of their combined nature and united function. Next, vol-
untarily, with transcendent willingness and inspiring spontaneity,
the ird Person of Deity, notwithstanding his equality with the
First and Second Persons, pledges eternal loyalty to God the Fa-
ther and acknowledges everlasting dependence uponGod the Son.

3 Inherent in the nature of this transaction and inmutual recog-
nition of the personality independence of each and the executive
union of all three, the cycle of eternity is established. e Para-
dise Trinity is existent. e stage of universal space is set for the
manifold and never-ending panorama of the creative unfolding of
the purpose of the Universal Father through the personality of the
Eternal Son and by the execution of the God of Action, the execu-
tive agency for the reality performances of the Father-Son creator
partnership.

4 ¶ e God of Action functions and the dead vaults of space
are astir. One billion perfect spheres ash into existence. Prior to
this hypothetical eternity moment the space-energies inherent in
Paradise are existent and potentially operative, but they have no
actuality of being; neither can physical gravity be measured except
by the reaction of material realities to its incessant pull. ere is
no material universe at this (assumed) eternally distant moment,
but the very instant that one billion worlds materialize, there is in
evidence gravity sufficient and adequate to hold them in the ever-
lasting grasp of Paradise.

5 ere now ashes through the creation of the Gods the sec-
ond form of energy, and this out owing spirit is instantly grasped
by the spiritual gravity of the Eternal Son. us the twofold grav-
ity-embraced universe is touched with the energy of in nity and
immersed in the spirit of divinity. In this way is the soil of life pre-
pared for the consciousness of mind made manifest in the associ-
ated intelligence circuits of the In nite Spirit.
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6 Upon these seeds of potential existence, diffused throughout
the central creation of the Gods, the Father acts, and creature per-
sonality appears. en does the presence of the Paradise Deities
ll all organized space and begin effectively to draw all things and

beings Paradiseward.
7 ¶ e In nite Spirit eternalizes concurrently with the birth of

the Havona worlds, this central universe being created by him and
with him and in him in obedience to the combined concepts and
united wills of the Father and the Son. e ird Person deitizes
by this very act of conjoint creation, and he thus forever becomes
the Conjoint Creator.

8 ¶ ese are the grand and awful times of the creative expansion
of the Father and the Son by, and in, the action of their conjoint as-
sociate and exclusive executive, the ird Source andCentre. ere
exists no record of these stirring times. We have only the meagre
disclosures of the In nite Spirit to substantiate these mighty trans-
actions, and hemerely veri es the fact that the central universe and
all that pertains thereto eternalized simultaneously with his attain-
ment of personality and conscious existence.

9 In brief, the In nite Spirit testi es that, since he is eternal, so
also is the central universe eternal. And this is the traditional start-
ing point of the history of the universe of universes. Absolutely
nothing is known, and no records are in existence, regarding any
event or transaction prior to this stupendous eruption of creative
energy and administrative wisdom that crystallized the vast uni-
verse which exists, and so exquisitely functions, at the centre of all
things. Beyond this event lie the unsearchable transactions of eter-
nity and the depths of in nity — absolute mystery.

10 ¶ And we thus portray the sequential origin of the ird
Source and Centre as an interpretative condescension to the time-
bound and space-conditionedmind ofmortal creatures. e mind
of man must have a starting point for the visualization of universe
history, and I have been directed to provide this technique of ap-
proach to the historic concept of eternity. In the material mind,
consistency demands a First Cause; therefore do we postulate the
Universal Father as the First Source and the Absolute Centre of all
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creation, at the same time instructing all creature minds that the
Son and the Spirit are coeternal with the Father in all phases of uni-
verse history and in all realms of creative activity. And we do this
without in any sense being disregardful of the reality and eternity
of the Isle of Paradise and of the Unquali ed, Universal, andDeity
Absolutes.

11 It is enough of a reach of the material mind of the children of
time to conceive of the Father in eternity. We know that any child
can best relate himself to reality by rst mastering the relationships
of the child-parent situation and then by enlarging this concept to
embrace the family as a whole. Subsequently the growing mind of
the child will be able to adjust to the concept of family relations,
to relationships of the community, the race, and the world, and
then to those of the universe, the superuniverse, even the universe
of universes.

2. NATURE OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT
1 e Conjoint Creator is from eternity and is wholly and with-

out quali cation one with the Universal Father and the Eternal
Son. e In nite Spirit re ects in perfection not only the nature
of the Paradise Father but also the nature of the Original Son.

2 ¶ e ird Source and Centre is known by numerous titles:
the Universal Spirit, the Supreme Guide, the Conjoint Creator,
the Divine Executive, the In nite Mind, the Spirit of Spirits, the
Paradise Mother Spirit, the Conjoint Actor, the Final Co-ordina-
tor, the Omnipresent Spirit, the Absolute Intelligence, the Divine
Action; and on Urantia he is sometimes confused with the cosmic
mind.

3 It is altogether proper to denominate the ird Person of De-
ity the In nite Spirit, for God is spirit. But material creatures who
tend towards the error of viewing matter as basic reality and mind,
together with spirit, as postulates rooted in matter, would better
comprehend the ird Source and Centre if he were called the In-
nite Reality, the Universal Organizer, or the Personality Co-or-

dinator.
4 ¶ e In nite Spirit, as a universe revelation of divinity, is un-

searchable andutterly beyondhuman comprehension. To sense the
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absoluteness of the Spirit, you need only contemplate the in nity
of theUniversal Father and stand in awe of the eternity of theOrig-
inal Son.

5 ¶ ere is mystery indeed in the person of the In nite Spirit
but not so much as in the Father and the Son. Of all aspects of the
Father’s nature, the Conjoint Creator most strikingly discloses his
in nity. Even if the master universe eventually expands to in nity,
the spirit presence, energy control, andmind potential of theCon-
joint Actor will be found adequate to meet the demands of such a
limitless creation.

6 ough in every way sharing the perfection, the righteousness,
and the love of the Universal Father, the In nite Spirit inclines to-
wards the mercy attributes of the Eternal Son, thus becoming the
mercy minister of the Paradise Deities to the grand universe. Ever
and always—universally and eternally— the Spirit is amercymin-
ister, for, as the divine Sons reveal the love of God, so the divine
Spirit depicts the mercy of God.

7 It is not possible that the Spirit could have more of goodness
than the Father since all goodness takes origin in the Father, but
in the acts of the Spirit we can the better comprehend such good-
ness. e Father’s faithfulness and the Son’s constancy are made
very real to the spirit beings and the material creatures of the sphe-
res by the loving ministry and ceaseless service of the personalities
of the In nite Spirit.

8 e Conjoint Creator inherits all the Father’s beauty of
thought and character of truth. And these sublime traits of divin-
ity are co-ordinated in the near-supreme levels of the cosmic mind
in subordination to the in nite and eternal wisdom of the uncon-
ditioned and limitless mind of the ird Source and Centre.

3. RELATION OF THE SPIRIT TO THE FATHER
AND THE SON

1 As the Eternal Son is theword expression of the “ rst” absolute
and in nite thought of theUniversal Father, so theConjointActor
is the perfect execution of the “ rst” completed creative concept or
plan for combined action by the Father-Son personality partner-
ship of absolute thought-word union. e ird Source and Cen-
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tre eternalizes concurrently with the central or at creation, and
only this central creation is eternal in existence among universes.

2 Since the personalization of the ird Source, the First Source
no more personally participates in universe creation. e Univer-
sal Father delegates everything possible to his Eternal Son; likewise
does the Eternal Son bestow all possible authority and power upon
the Conjoint Creator.

3 e Eternal Son and the Conjoint Creator have, as partners
and through their co-ordinate personalities, planned and fash-
ioned every post-Havona universe which has been brought into ex-
istence. e Spirit sustains the same personal relation to the Son
in all subsequent creation that the Son sustains to the Father in the
rst and central creation.
4 A Creator Son of the Eternal Son and a Creative Spirit of the

In nite Spirit created you and your universe; and while the Father
in faithfulness upholds that which they have organized, it devolves
upon this Universe Son and this Universe Spirit to foster and sus-
tain their work as well as to minister to the creatures of their own
making.

5 ¶ e In nite Spirit is the effective agent of the all-loving Fa-
ther and the all-merciful Son for the execution of their conjoint
project of drawing to themselves all truth-loving souls on all the
worlds of time and space. e very instant theEternal Son accepted
his Father’s plan of perfection attainment for the creatures of the
universes, the moment the ascension project became a Father-Son
plan, that instant the In nite Spirit became the conjoint adminis-
trator of the Father and the Son for the execution of their united
and eternal purpose. And in so doing the In nite Spirit pledged
all his resources of divine presence and of spirit personalities to the
Father and the Son; he has dedicated all to the stupendous plan
of exalting surviving will creatures to the divine heights of Paradise
perfection.

6 e In nite Spirit is a complete, exclusive, and universal rev-
elation of the Universal Father and his Eternal Son. All knowl-
edge of the Father-Son partnership must be had through the In -
nite Spirit, the conjoint representative of the divine thought-word
union.
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7 e Eternal Son is the only avenue of approach to the Univer-
sal Father, and the In nite Spirit is the only means of attaining the
Eternal Son. Only by the patient ministry of the Spirit are the as-
cendant beings of time able to discover the Son.

8 At the centre of all things the In nite Spirit is the rst of the
Paradise Deities to be attained by the ascending pilgrims. e

ird Person enshrouds the Second and the First Persons and
therefore must always be rst recognized by all who are candidates
for presentation to the Son and his Father.

9 And in many other ways does the Spirit equally represent and
similarly serve the Father and the Son.

4. THE SPIRIT OF DIVINE MINISTRY
1 Paralleling the physical universewhereinParadise gravity holds

all things together is the spiritual universe wherein the word of the
Son interprets the thought ofGod and, when “made esh,” demon-
strates the loving mercy of the combined nature of the associated
Creators. But in and through all this material and spiritual cre-
ation there is a vast stage whereon the In nite Spirit and his spirit
offspring show forth the combined mercy, patience, and everlast-
ing affection of the divine parents towards the intelligent children
of their co-operative devising and making. Everlasting ministry to
mind is the essence of the Spirit’s divine character. And all the spirit
offspring of the Conjoint Actor partake of this desire to minister,
this divine urge to service.

2 God is love, the Son ismercy, the Spirit is ministry— themin-
istry of divine love and endlessmercy to all intelligent creation. e
Spirit is the personi cationof theFather’s love and the Son’smercy;
in him are they eternally united for universal service. e Spirit is
love applied to the creature creation, the combined love of the Fa-
ther and the Son.

3 On Urantia the In nite Spirit is known as an omnipresent in-
uence, a universal presence, but in Havona you shall know him

as a personal presence of actual ministry. Here the ministry of the
Paradise Spirit is the exemplary and inspiring pattern for each of
his co-ordinate Spirits and subordinate personalities ministering
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to the created beings on the worlds of time and space. In this di-
vine universe the In nite Spirit fully participated in the seven tran-
scendental appearances of the Eternal Son; likewise did he partic-
ipate with the original Michael Son in the seven bestowals upon
the circuits of Havona, thereby becoming the sympathetic and un-
derstanding spiritminister to every pilgrim of time traversing these
perfect circles on high.

4 ¶ When a Creator Son of God accepts the creatorship charge
of responsibility for a projected local universe, the personalities of
the In nite Spirit pledge themselves as the tireless ministers of this
Michael Son when he goes forth on his mission of creative adven-
ture. Especially in the persons of the Creative Daughters, the lo-
cal universe Mother Spirits, do we nd the In nite Spirit devoted
to the task of fostering the ascension of the material creatures to
higher and higher levels of spiritual attainment. And all this work
of creature ministry is done in perfect harmony with the purposes,
and in close association with the personalities, of the Creator Sons
of these local universes.

5 As the Sons ofGod are engaged in the gigantic task of revealing
the Father’s personality of love to a universe, so is the In nite Spirit
dedicated to the unendingministry of revealing the combined love
of the Father and the Son to the individualminds of all the children
of each universe. In these local creations the Spirit does not come
down to the material races in the likeness of mortal esh as do cer-
tain of the Sons of God, but the In nite Spirit and his co-ordinate
Spirits do downstep themselves, do joyfully undergo an amazing
series of divinity attenuations, until they appear as angels to stand
by your side and guide you through the lowly paths of earthly exis-
tence.

6 By this very diminishing series the In nite Spirit does actually,
and as a person, draw very near to every being of the animal-origin
spheres. And all this the Spirit does without in the least invalidat-
ing his existence as the ird Person of Deity at the centre of all
things.

7 ¶ e Conjoint Creator is truly and forever the great minis-
tering personality, the universal mercy minister. To comprehend
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the ministry of the Spirit, ponder the truth that he is the com-
bined portrayal of the Father’s unending love and of the Son’s eter-
nal mercy. e Spirit’s ministry is not, however, restricted solely
to the representation of the Eternal Son and the Universal Father.

e In nite Spirit also possesses the power to minister to the crea-
tures of the realm in his own name and right; the ird Person is
of divine dignity and also bestows the universal ministry of mercy
in his own behalf.

8 As man learns more of the loving and tireless ministry of the
lower orders of the creature family of this In nite Spirit, he will all
the more admire and adore the transcendent nature and matchless
character of this combined Action of the Universal Father and the
Eternal Son. Indeed is this Spirit “the eyes of the Lord which are
ever over the righteous” and “the divine ears which are ever open
to their prayers.”

5. THE PRESENCE OF GOD
1 e outstanding attribute of the In nite Spirit is omnipres-

ence. roughout all the universe of universes there is everywhere
present this all-pervading spirit, which is so akin to the presence of
a universal anddivinemind. Both the SecondPerson and the ird
Person of Deity are represented on all worlds by their ever-present
spirits.

2 e Father is in nite and is therefore limited only by volition.
In the bestowal of Adjusters and in the encircuitment of personal-
ity, the Father acts alone, but in the contact of spirit forces with
intelligent beings, he utilizes the spirits and personalities of the
Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit. He is at will spiritually present
equally with the Son orwith theConjointActor; he is presentwith
the Son and in the Spirit. e Father is most certainly everywhere
present, and we discern his presence by and through any and all of
these diverse but associated forces, in uences, and presences.

3 ¶ In your sacred writings the term Spirit of God seems to be
used interchangeably to designate both the In nite Spirit on Para-
dise and the Creative Spirit of your local universe. e Holy Spirit
is the spiritual circuit of this Creative Daughter of the Paradise In-
nite Spirit. e Holy Spirit is a circuit indigenous to each local
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universe and is con ned to the spiritual realm of that creation; but
the In nite Spirit is omnipresent.

4 ¶ ere are many spiritual in uences, and they are all as one.
Even the work of the ought Adjusters, though independent of
all other in uences, unvaryingly coincides with the spirit ministry
of the combined in uences of the In nite Spirit and a local uni-
verse Mother Spirit. As these spiritual presences operate in the
lives of Urantians, they cannot be segregated. In your minds and
upon your souls they function as one spirit, notwithstanding their
diverse origins. And as this united spiritual ministration is experi-
enced, it becomes to you the in uence of the Supreme, “who is ever
able to keep you from failing and to present you blameless before
your Father on high.”

5 Ever remember that the In nite Spirit is the Conjoint Actor;
both the Father and the Son are functioning in and through him;
he is present not only as himself but also as the Father and as the
Son and as the Father-Son. In recognition of this and for many
additional reasons the spirit presence of the In nite Spirit is o en
referred to as “the spirit of God.”

6 It would also be consistent to refer to the liaison of all spiritual
ministry as the spirit of God, for such a liaison is truly the union
of the spirits of God the Father, God the Son, God the Spirit, and
God the Sevenfold — even the spirit of God the Supreme.

6. PERSONALITY OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT
1 Do not allow the widespread bestowal and the far- ung dis-

tribution of the ird Source and Centre to obscure or otherwise
detract from the fact of his personality. e In nite Spirit is a uni-
verse presence, an eternal action, a cosmic power, a holy in uence,
and a universal mind; he is all of these and in nitely more, but he
is also a true and divine personality.

2 e In nite Spirit is a complete and perfect personality, the di-
vine equal and co-ordinate of the Universal Father and the Eternal
Son. e Conjoint Creator is just as real and visible to the higher
intelligences of the universes as are the Father and the Son; indeed
more so, for it is the Spirit whom all ascenders must attain before
they may approach the Father through the Son.
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3 e In nite Spirit, the ird Person of Deity, is possessed of
all the attributes which you associate with personality. e Spirit is
endowed with absolute mind: “ e Spirit searches all things, even
the deep things of God.” e Spirit is endowed not only withmind
but also with will. In the bestowal of his gi s it is recorded: “But
all these works that one and the selfsame Spirit, dividing to every
man severally and as he wills.”

4 “ e love of the Spirit” is real, as also are his sorrows; therefore
“Grieve not the Spirit of God.” Whether we observe the In nite
Spirit as Paradise Deity or as a local universe Creative Spirit, we
nd that the Conjoint Creator is not only the ird Source and

Centre but also a divine person. is divine personality also reacts
to the universe as a person. e Spirit speaks to you, “He who has
an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says.” “ e Spirit himself makes
intercession for you.” e Spirit exerts a direct and personal in u-
ence upon created beings, “For as many as are led by the Spirit of
God, they are the sons of God.”

5 Even though we behold the phenomenon of the ministry of
the In nite Spirit to the remote worlds of the universe of universes,
even though we envisage this same co-ordinating Deity acting in
and through the untold legions of the manifold beings who take
origin in the ird Source and Centre, even though we recognize
the omnipresence of the Spirit, nonetheless, we still affirm that this
same ird Source andCentre is a person, theConjoint Creator of
all things and all beings and all universes.

6 ¶ In the administration of universes the Father, Son, and Spirit
are perfectly and eternally interassociated. ough each is engaged
in a personalministry to all creation, all three are divinely and abso-
lutely interlocked in a service of creation and control which forever
makes them one.

7 In the person of the In nite Spirit the Father and the Son
are mutually present, always and in unquali ed perfection, for the
Spirit is like the Father and like the Son, and also like the Father
and the Son as they two are forever one.

ahb
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8 [Presented on Urantia by a Divine Counsellor of Uversa com-
missioned by the Ancients of Days to portray the nature and work
of the In nite Spirit.]



PAPER №9
RELATION OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT TO

THE UNIVERSE

Divine Counsellor

A STRANGE thing occurred when, in the presence of Par-
adise, the Universal Father and the Eternal Son unite to
personalize themselves. Nothing in this eternity situation

foreshadows that the Conjoint Actor would personalize as an un-
limited spirituality co-ordinated with absolutemind and endowed
with unique prerogatives of energymanipulation. His coming into
being completes the Father’s liberation from the bonds of central-
ized perfection and from the fetters of personality absolutism. And
this liberation is disclosed in the amazing power of the Conjoint
Creator to create beings well adapted to serve as ministering spirits
even to the material creatures of the subsequently evolving univer-
ses.

2 ¶ e Father is in nite in love and volition, in spiritual
thought and purpose; he is the universal upholder. e Son is in-
nite in wisdom and truth, in spiritual expression and interpreta-

tion; he is the universal revealer. Paradise is in nite in potential
for force endowment and in capacity for energy dominance; it is
the universal stabilizer. e Conjoint Actor possesses unique pre-
rogatives of synthesis, in nite capacity to co-ordinate all existing
universe energies, all actual universe spirits, and all real universe
intellects; the ird Source and Centre is the universal uni er of
the manifold energies and diverse creations which have appeared
in consequence of the divine plan and the eternal purpose of the
Universal Father.

3 e In nite Spirit, the Conjoint Creator, is a universal and di-
vineminister. e Spirit unceasinglyministers the Son’smercy and
the Father’s love, even in harmony with the stable, unvarying, and
righteous justice of the Paradise Trinity. His in uence and person-
alities are ever near you; they really knowand truly understand you.

4 roughout the universes the agencies of the Conjoint Actor
ceaselessly manipulate the forces and energies of all space. Like the
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First Source and Centre, the ird is responsive to both the spiri-
tual and the material. e Conjoint Actor is the revelation of the
unity of God, in whom all things consist — things, meanings, and
values; energies, minds, and spirits.

5 ¶ e In nite Spirit pervades all space; he indwells the circle
of eternity; and the Spirit, like the Father and the Son, is perfect
and changeless — absolute.

1. ATTRIBUTES OF THE THIRD SOURCE AND
CENTRE

1 e ird Source andCentre is known bymany names, all des-
ignative of relationship and in recognition of function: AsGod the
Spirit, he is the personality co-ordinate anddivine equal ofGod the
Son and God the Father. As the In nite Spirit, he is an omnipres-
ent spiritual in uence. As the Universal Manipulator, he is the an-
cestor of the power-control creatures and the activator of the cos-
mic forces of space. As theConjoint Actor, he is the joint represen-
tative and partnership executive of the Father-Son. As the Abso-
lute Mind, he is the source of the endowment of intellect through-
out the universes. As theGodofAction, he is the apparent ancestor
of motion, change, and relationship.

2 Some of the attributes of the ird Source and Centre are de-
rived from the Father, some from the Son, while still others are
not observed to be actively and personally present in either the
Father or the Son — attributes that can hardly be explained ex-
cept by assuming that theFather-Sonpartnershipwhich eternalizes
the ird Source and Centre consistently functions in consonance
with, and in recognition of, the eternal fact of the absoluteness of
Paradise. e Conjoint Creator embodies the fullness of the com-
bined and in nite concepts of the First and Second Persons of De-
ity.

3 ¶ While you envisage the Father as an original creator and the
Son as a spiritual administrator, you should think of the ird
Source and Centre as a universal co-ordinator, a minister of un-
limited co-operation. e Conjoint Actor is the correlator of all
actual reality; he is theDeity repository of the Father’s thought and
the Son’s word and in action is eternally regardful of the material
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absoluteness of the central Isle. e Paradise Trinity has ordained
the universal order of progress, and the providence ofGod is the do-
main of theConjointCreator and the evolving SupremeBeing. No
actual or actualizing reality can escape eventual relationship with
the ird Source and Centre.

4 ¶ e Universal Father presides over the realms of pre-energy,
prespirit, and personality; the Eternal Son dominates the spheres
of spiritual activities; the presence of the Isle of Paradise uni es the
domain of physical energy and materializing power; the Conjoint
Actor operates not only as an in nite spirit representing the Son
but also as a universal manipulator of the forces and energies of
Paradise, thus bringing into existence the universal and absolute
mind. e Conjoint Actor functions throughout the grand uni-
verse as a positive and distinct personality, especially in the higher
spheres of spiritual values, physical-energy relationships, and true
mind meanings. He functions speci cally wherever and whenever
energy and spirit associate and interact; he dominates all reactions
with mind, wields great power in the spiritual world, and exerts a
mighty in uence over energy and matter. At all times the ird
Source is expressive of the nature of the First Source and Centre.

5 ¶ e ird Source and Centre perfectly and without quali-
cation shares the omnipresence of the First Source and Centre,

sometimes being called the Omnipresent Spirit. In a peculiar and
very personal manner the God of mind shares the omniscience of
the Universal Father and his Eternal Son; the knowledge of the
Spirit is profound and complete. e Conjoint Creator manifests
certain phases of the omnipotence of theUniversal Father but is ac-
tually omnipotent only in the domain of mind. e ird Person
of Deity is the intellectual centre and the universal administrator
of the mind realms; herein is he absolute — his sovereignty is un-
quali ed.

6 e Conjoint Actor seems to be motivated by the Father-Son
partnership, but all his actions appear to recognize the Father-Par-
adise relationship. At times and in certain functions he seems to
compensate for the incompleteness of the development of the ex-
periential Deities — God the Supreme and God the Ultimate.
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7 ¶ And herein is an in nite mystery: at the In nite simulta-
neously revealed his in nity in the Son and as Paradise, and then
there springs into existence a being equal to God in divinity, re ec-
tive of the Son’s spiritual nature, and capable of activating the Par-
adise pattern, a being provisionally subordinate in sovereignty but
in many ways apparently the most versatile in action. And such ap-
parent superiority in action is disclosed in an attribute of the ird
Source andCentre which is superior even to physical gravity— the
universal manifestation of the Isle of Paradise.

8 In addition to this supercontrol of energy and things physi-
cal, the In nite Spirit is superbly endowed with those attributes of
patience, mercy, and love which are so exquisitely revealed in his
spiritual ministry. e Spirit is supremely competent to minister
love and to overshadow justice with mercy. God the Spirit pos-
sesses all the supernal kindness and merciful affection of the Orig-
inal and Eternal Son. e universe of your origin is being forged
out between the anvil of justice and the hammer of suffering; but
those who wield the hammer are the children of mercy, the spirit
offspring of the In nite Spirit.

2. THE OMNIPRESENT SPIRIT
1 God is spirit in a threefold sense: Hehimself is spirit; in his Son

he appears as spirit without quali cation; in theConjointActor, as
spirit allied with mind. And in addition to these spiritual realities,
we think we discern levels of experiential spirit phenomena — the
spirits of the Supreme Being, Ultimate Deity, and Deity Absolute.

2 e In nite Spirit is just as much a complement of the Eternal
Son as the Son is a complement of the Universal Father. e Eter-
nal Son is a spiritualized personalization of the Father; the In nite
Spirit is a personalized spiritualization of the Eternal Son and the
Universal Father.

3 ere are many untrammelled lines of spiritual force and
sources of supermaterial power linking the people of Urantia di-
rectly with the Deities of Paradise. ere exist the connection of
the ought Adjusters direct with the Universal Father, the wide-
spread in uence of the spiritual-gravity urge of the Eternal Son,
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and the spiritual presence of the Conjoint Creator. ere is a dif-
ference in function between the spirit of the Son and the spirit of
the Spirit. e ird Person in his spiritual ministry may function
as mind plus spirit or as spirit alone.

4 In addition to these Paradise presences, Urantians bene t by
the spiritual in uences and activities of the local and the superu-
niverse, with their almost endless array of loving personalities who
ever lead the true of purpose and the honest of heart upward and
inward towards the ideals of divinity and the goal of supreme per-
fection.

5 e presence of the universal spirit of the Eternal Sonwe know
— we can unmistakably recognize it. e presence of the In nite
Spirit, the ird Person of Deity, even mortal man may know, for
material creatures can actually experience the bene cence of this
divine in uence which functions as the Holy Spirit of local uni-
verse bestowal upon the races of mankind. Human beings can also
in some degree become conscious of the Adjuster, the impersonal
presence of the Universal Father. ese divine spirits which work
for man’s upli ing and spiritualization all act in unison and in per-
fect co-operation. ey are as one in the spiritual operation of the
plans of mortal ascension and perfection attainment.

3. THE UNIVERSAL MANIPULATOR
1 e Isle of Paradise is the source and substance of physical grav-

ity; and that should be sufficient to informyou that gravity is one of
themost real and eternally dependable things in thewhole physical
universe of universes. Gravity cannot be modi ed or annulled ex-
cept by the forces and energies conjointly sponsored by the Father
and the Son, which have been intrusted to, and are functionally
associated with, the person of the ird Source and Centre.

2 ¶ e In nite Spirit possesses a unique and amazing power —
antigravity. is power is not functionally (observably) present in
either the Father or the Son. is ability to withstand the pull of
material gravity, inherent in the ird Source, is revealed in the per-
sonal reactions of the Conjoint Actor to certain phases of universe
relationships. And this unique attribute is transmissible to certain
of the higher personalities of the In nite Spirit.
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3 ¶ Antigravity can annul gravity within a local frame; it does so
by the exercise of equal force presence. It operates only with ref-
erence to material gravity, and it is not the action of mind. e
gravity-resistant phenomenon of a gyroscope is a fair illustration
of the effect of antigravity but of no value to illustrate the cause of
antigravity.

4 Still further does the Conjoint Actor display powers which
can transcend force and neutralize energy. Such powers operate by
slowing down energy to the point of materialization and by other
techniques unknown to you.

5 ¶ e Conjoint Creator is not energy nor the source of energy
nor the destiny of energy; he is the manipulator of energy. e
Conjoint Creator is action — motion, change, modi cation, co-
ordination, stabilization, and equilibrium. e energies subject to
the direct or indirect control of Paradise are by nature responsive to
the acts of the ird Source and Centre and his manifold agencies.

6 e universe of universes is permeated by the power-control
creatures of the ird Source and Centre: physical controllers,
power directors, power centres, and other representatives of the
God of Action who have to do with the regulation and stabiliza-
tion of physical energies. ese unique creatures of physical func-
tion all possess varying attributes of power control, such as anti-
gravity, which they utilize in their efforts to establish the physical
equilibrium of the matter and energies of the grand universe.

7 All these material activities of the God of Action appear to re-
late his function to the Isle of Paradise, and indeed the agencies
of power are all regardful of, even dependent on, the absoluteness
of the eternal Isle. But the Conjoint Actor does not act for, or in
response to, Paradise. He acts, personally, for the Father and the
Son. Paradise is not a person. e nonpersonal, impersonal, and
otherwise not personal doings of the ird Source and Centre are
all volitional acts of the Conjoint Actor himself; they are not re-
ections, derivations, or repercussions of anything or anybody.
8 Paradise is the pattern of in nity; the God of Action is the ac-

tivator of that pattern. Paradise is the material fulcrum of in nity;
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the agencies of the ird Source and Centre are the levers of in-
telligence which motivate the material level and inject spontaneity
into the mechanism of the physical creation.

4. THE ABSOLUTE MIND
1 ere is an intellectual nature of the ird Source and Cen-

tre that is distinct from his physical and spiritual attributes. Such
a nature is hardly contactable, but it is associable — intellectually
though not personally. It is distinguishable from the physical at-
tributes and the spiritual character of the ird Person on mind
levels of function, but to the discernment of personalities this na-
ture never functions independently of physical or spiritual mani-
festations.

2 e absolute mind is the mind of the ird Person; it is insep-
arable from the personality of God the Spirit. Mind, in function-
ing beings, is not separated from energy or spirit, or both. Mind is
not inherent in energy; energy is receptive and responsive tomind;
mind can be superimposed upon energy, but consciousness is not
inherent in the purely material level. Mind does not have to be
added to pure spirit, for spirit is innately conscious and identify-
ing. Spirit is always intelligent, minded in some way. It may be this
mind or that mind, it may be premind or supermind, even spirit
mind, but it does the equivalent of thinking and knowing. e in-
sight of spirit transcends, supervenes, and theoretically antedates
the consciousness of mind.

3 ¶ e Conjoint Creator is absolute only in the domain of
mind, in the realms of universal intelligence. emindof the ird
Source and Centre is in nite; it utterly transcends the active and
functioning mind circuits of the universe of universes. e mind
endowment of the seven superuniverses is derived from the Seven
Master Spirits, the primary personalities of the Conjoint Creator.

ese Master Spirits distribute mind to the grand universe as the
cosmic mind, and your local universe is pervaded by the Nebadon
variant of the Orvonton type of cosmic mind.

4 In nite mind ignores time, ultimate mind transcends time,
cosmic mind is conditioned by time. And so with space: e In -
niteMind is independent of space, but as descent is made from the
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in nite to the adjutant levels of mind, intellect must increasingly
reckon with the fact and limitations of space.

5 ¶ Cosmic force responds to mind even as cosmic mind re-
sponds to spirit. Spirit is divine purpose, and spirit mind is di-
vine purpose in action. Energy is thing, mind is meaning, spirit is
value. Even in time and space, mind establishes those relative rela-
tionships between energy and spirit which are suggestive ofmutual
kinship in eternity.

6 Mind transmutes the values of spirit into the meanings of in-
tellect; volition has power to bring the meanings of mind to fruit
in both the material and spiritual domains. e Paradise ascent in-
volves a relative and differential growth in spirit, mind, and energy.

e personality is the uni er of these components of experiential
individuality.

5. THE MINISTRY OF MIND
1 e ird Source andCentre is in nite inmind. If the universe

should grow to in nity, still his mind potential would be adequate
to endow limitless numbers of creatures with suitable minds and
other prerequisites of intellect.

2 In the domain of created mind the ird Person, with his co-
ordinate and subordinate associates, rules supreme. e realms of
creature mind are of exclusive origin in the ird Source and Cen-
tre; he is the bestower of mind. Even the Father fragments nd
it impossible to indwell the minds of men until the way has been
properly prepared for them by the mind action and spiritual func-
tion of the In nite Spirit.

3 e unique feature of mind is that it can be bestowed upon
such a wide range of life. rough his creative and creature asso-
ciates the ird Source and Centre ministers to all minds on all
spheres. He ministers to human and subhuman intellect through
the adjutants of the local universes and, through the agency of the
physical controllers, ministers even to the lowest nonexperiencing
entities of the most primitive types of living things. And always
is the direction of mind a ministry of mind-spirit or mind-energy
personalities.
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4 ¶ Since the ird Person of Deity is the source of mind, it is
quite natural that the evolutionary will creatures nd it easier to
form comprehensible concepts of the In nite Spirit than they do
of either the Eternal Son or the Universal Father. e reality of the
Conjoint Creator is disclosed imperfectly in the very existence of
human mind. e Conjoint Creator is the ancestor of the cosmic
mind, and the mind of man is an individualized circuit, an imper-
sonal portion, of that cosmic mind as it is bestowed in a local uni-
verse by a Creative Daughter of the ird Source and Centre.

5 ¶ Because the ird Person is the source of mind, do not pre-
sume to reckon that all phenomena of mind are divine. Human
intellect is rooted in the material origin of the animal races. Uni-
verse intelligence is no more a true revelation of God who is mind
than is physical nature a true revelation of the beauty and harmony
of Paradise. Perfection is in nature, but nature is not perfect. e
Conjoint Creator is the source of mind, but mind is not the Con-
joint Creator.

6 Mind, on Urantia, is a compromise between the essence of
thought perfection and the evolving mentality of your immature
human nature. e plan for your intellectual evolution is, indeed,
one of sublime perfection, but you are far short of that divine goal
as you function in the tabernacles of the esh. Mind is truly of di-
vine origin, and it does have a divine destiny, but yourmortalminds
are not yet of divine dignity.

7 Too o en, all too o en, youmar yourminds by insincerity and
sear them with unrighteousness; you subject them to animal fear
and distort them by useless anxiety. erefore, though the source
of mind is divine, mind as you know it on your world of ascen-
sion can hardly become the object of great admiration, much less
of adoration or worship. e contemplation of the immature and
inactive human intellect should lead only to reactions of humility.

6. THE MINDGRAVITY CIRCUIT
1 e ird Source andCentre, the universal intelligence, is per-

sonally conscious of everymind, every intellect, in all creation, and
he maintains a personal and perfect contact with all these physi-
cal, morontial, and spiritual creatures of mind endowment in the
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far- ung universes. All these activities of mind are grasped in the
absolute mind-gravity circuit which focalizes in the ird Source
and Centre and is a part of the personal consciousness of the In -
nite Spirit.

2 Much as the Father draws all personality to himself, and as the
Son attracts all spiritual reality, so does theConjointActor exercise
a drawing power on allminds; he unquali edly dominates and con-
trols the universal mind circuit. All true and genuine intellectual
values, all divine thoughts and perfect ideas, are unerringly drawn
into this absolute circuit of mind.

3 ¶ Mind gravity can operate independently ofmaterial and spir-
itual gravity, but wherever and whenever the latter two impinge,
mind gravity always functions. When all three are associated, per-
sonality gravity may embrace the material creature — physical or
morontial, nite or absonite. But irrespective of this, the endow-
ment of mind even in impersonal beings quali es them to think
and endows them with consciousness despite the total absence of
personality.

4 ¶ Sel ood of personality dignity, human or divine, immortal
or potentially immortal, does not however originate in either spirit,
mind, or matter; it is the bestowal of the Universal Father. Neither
is the interaction of spirit, mind, and material gravity a prerequi-
site to the appearance of personality gravity. e Father’s circuit
may embrace a mind-material being who is unresponsive to spirit
gravity, or it may include a mind-spirit being who is unresponsive
to material gravity. e operation of personality gravity is always a
volitional act of the Universal Father.

5 While mind is energy associated in purely material beings and
spirit associated in purely spiritual personalities, innumerable or-
ders of personality, including the human, possess minds that are
associatedwithboth energy and spirit. e spiritual aspects of crea-
ture mind unfailingly respond to the spirit-gravity pull of the Eter-
nal Son; the material features respond to the gravity urge of the
material universe.

6 ¶ Cosmic mind, when not associated with either energy or
spirit, is subject to the gravity demands of neithermaterial nor spir-
itual circuits. Pure mind is subject only to the universal gravity
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grasp of the Conjoint Actor. Pure mind is close of kin to in nite
mind, and in nite mind (the theoretical co-ordinate of the abso-
lutes of spirit and energy) is apparently a law in itself.

7 e greater the spirit-energy divergence, the greater the ob-
servable function of mind; the lesser the diversity of energy and
spirit, the lesser the observable function of mind. Apparently, the
maximum function of the cosmic mind is in the time universes of
space. Heremind seems to function in amid-zone between energy
and spirit, but this is not true of the higher levels of mind; on Par-
adise, energy and spirit are essentially one.

8 ¶ e mind-gravity circuit is dependable; it emanates from
the ird Person of Deity on Paradise, but not all the observable
function of mind is predictable. roughout all known creation
there parallels this circuit of mind some little-understood presence
whose function is not predictable. We believe that this unpre-
dictability is partly attributable to the function of the Universal
Absolute. What this function is, we do not know; what actuates
it, we can only conjecture; concerning its relation to creatures, we
can only speculate.

9 ¶ Certain phases of the unpredictability of nite mind may be
due to the incompleteness of the Supreme Being, and there is a vast
zone of activities wherein the Conjoint Actor and the Universal
Absolute may possibly be tangent. ere is much about mind that
is unknown, but of thiswe are sure: e In nite Spirit is the perfect
expression of themind of the Creator to all creatures; the Supreme
Being is the evolving expressionof theminds of all creatures to their
Creator.

7. UNIVERSE REFLECTIVITY
1 e Conjoint Actor is able to co-ordinate all levels of universe

actuality in such manner as to make possible the simultaneous rec-
ognition of the mental, the material, and the spiritual. is is the
phenomenon of universe re ectivity, that unique and inexplicable
power to see, hear, sense, and know all things as they transpire
throughout a superuniverse, and to focalize, by re ectivity, all this
information and knowledge at any desired point. e action of re-
ectivity is shown in perfection on each of the headquarters worlds
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of the seven superuniverses. It is also operative throughout all sec-
tors of the superuniverses and within the boundaries of the local
universes. Re ectivity nally focalizes on Paradise.

2 e phenomenon of re ectivity, as it is disclosed on the super-
universe headquarters worlds in the amazing performances of the
re ective personalities there stationed, represents the most com-
plex interassociation of all phases of existence to be found in all
creation. Lines of spirit can be traced back to the Son, physical en-
ergy to Paradise, and mind to the ird Source; but in the extraor-
dinary phenomenon of universe re ectivity there is a unique and
exceptional uni cation of all three, so associated as to enable the
universe rulers to know about remote conditions instantaneously,
simultaneously with their occurrence.

3 Much of the technique of re ectivity we comprehend, but
there aremanyphaseswhich truly baffleus. Weknow that theCon-
joint Actor is the universe centre of the mind circuit, that he is the
ancestor of the cosmicmind, and that cosmicmind operates under
the dominance of the absolute mind gravity of the ird Source
and Centre. We know further that the circuits of the cosmic mind
in uence the intellectual levels of all knownexistence; they contain
the universal space reports, and just as certainly they focus in the
Seven Master Spirits and converge in the ird Source and Cen-
tre.

4 ¶ e relationship between the nite cosmic mind and the di-
vine absolute mind appears to be evolving in the experiential mind
of the Supreme. We are taught that, in the dawn of time, this ex-
periential mind was bestowed upon the Supreme by the In nite
Spirit, and we conjecture that certain features of the phenomenon
of re ectivity can be accounted for only by postulating the activity
of the SupremeMind. If the Supreme is not concerned in re ectiv-
ity, we are at a loss to explain the intricate transactions and unerring
operations of this consciousness of the cosmos.

5 Re ectivity appears to be omniscience within the limits of the
experiential nite and may represent the emergence of the pres-
ence-consciousness of the Supreme Being. If this assumption is
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true, then the utilization of re ectivity in any of its phases is equiv-
alent to partial contact with the consciousness of the Supreme.

8. PERSONALITIES OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT
1 e In nite Spirit possesses full power to transmit many of his

powers and prerogatives to his co-ordinate and subordinate per-
sonalities and agencies.

2 e rst Deity-creating act of the In nite Spirit, functioning
apart from the Trinity but in some unrevealed association with the
Father and the Son, personalized in the existence of the SevenMas-
ter Spirits of Paradise, the distributors of the In nite Spirit to the
universes.

3 ere is no direct representative of the ird Source and Cen-
tre on the headquarters of a superuniverse. Each of these seven cre-
ations is dependent on one of the Master Spirits of Paradise, who
acts through the seven Re ective Spirits situated at the capital of
the superuniverse.

4 e next and continuing creative act of the In nite Spirit is dis-
closed, from time to time, in the production of theCreative Spirits.
Every time the Universal Father and the Eternal Son become par-
ent to a Creator Son, the In nite Spirit becomes ancestor to a lo-
cal universe Creative Spirit who becomes the close associate of that
Creator Son in all subsequent universe experience.

5 Just as it is necessary to distinguish between the Eternal Son
and the Creator Sons, so it is necessary to differentiate between
the In nite Spirit and theCreative Spirits, the local universe co-or-
dinates of the Creator Sons. What the In nite Spirit is to the total
creation, a Creative Spirit is to a local universe.

6 ¶ e ird Source andCentre is represented in the grand uni-
verse by a vast array of ministering spirits, messengers, teachers, ad-
judicators, helpers, and advisers, together with supervisors of cer-
tain circuits of physical, morontial, and spiritual nature. Not all
of these beings are personalities in the strict meaning of the term.
Personality of the nite-creature variety is characterized by:

7 1. Subjective self-consciousness.
8 2. Objective response to the Father’s personality circuit.
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9 ¶ ere are creator personalities and creature personalities,
and in addition to these two fundamental types there are person-
alities of the ird Source and Centre, beings who are personal to
the In nite Spirit, but who are not unquali edly personal to crea-
ture beings. ese ird Source personalities are not a part of
the Father’s personality circuit. First Source personality and ird
Source personality are mutually contactable; all personality is con-
tactable.

10 ¶ e Father bestows personality by his personal free will.
Why he does so we can only conjecture; how he does so we do not
know. Neither do we know why the ird Source bestows non-Fa-
ther personality, but this the In nite Spirit does in his own behalf,
in creative conjunctionwith the Eternal Son and in numerousways
unknown to you. e In nite Spirit can also act for the Father in
the bestowal of First Source personality.

11 ¶ ere are numerous types of ird Source personalities. e
In nite Spirit bestows ird Source personality upon numerous
groups who are not included in the Father’s personality circuit,
such as certain of the power directors. Likewise does the In nite
Spirit treat as personalities numerous groups of beings, such as the
Creative Spirits, who are in a class by themselves in their relations
to encircuited creatures of the Father.

12 Both First Source and ird Source personalities are endowed
with all and more than man associates with the concept of person-
ality; they have minds embracing memory, reason, judgment, cre-
ative imagination, idea association, decision, choice, and numerous
additional powers of intellect wholly unknown to mortals. With
few exceptions the orders revealed to you possess form and distinct
individuality; they are real beings. A majority of them are visible
to all orders of spirit existence.

13 Even you will be able to see your spiritual associates of the
lower orders as soon as you are delivered from the limited vision
of your present material eyes and have been endowed with a mo-
rontia form with its enlarged sensitivity to the reality of spiritual
things.

14 ¶ e functional family of the ird Source and Centre, as it is
revealed in these narratives, falls into three great groups:
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15 I. e Supreme Spirits. Agroup of composite origin that em-
braces, among others, the following orders:

16 1. e Seven Master Spirits of Paradise.
17 2. e Re ective Spirits of the Superuniverses.
18 3. e Creative Spirits of the Local Universes.
19 II. e Power Directors. A group of control creatures and

agencies that function throughout all organized space.
20 III. e Personalities of the In nite Spirit. is designation

does not necessarily imply that these beings are ird Source per-
sonalities though some of them are unique as will creatures. ey
are usually grouped in three major classi cations:

21 1. e Higher Personalities of the In nite Spirit.
22 2. e Messenger Hosts of Space.
23 3. e Ministering Spirits of Time.
24 ese groups serve on Paradise, in the central or residential

universe, in the superuniverses, and they embrace orders that func-
tion in the local universes, even to the constellations, systems, and
planets.

25 e spirit personalities of the vast family of the Divine and In-
nite Spirit are forever dedicated to the service of the ministry of

the love of God and themercy of the Son to all the intelligent crea-
tures of the evolutionary worlds of time and space. ese spirit be-
ings constitute the living ladder whereby mortal man climbs from
chaos to glory.

ahb

26 [Revealed on Urantia by a Divine Counsellor of Uversa com-
missioned by the Ancients of Days to portray the nature and work
of the In nite Spirit.]



PAPER №10
THE PARADISE TRINITY

Universal Censor

THE Paradise Trinity of eternal Deities facilitates the Fa-
ther’s escape from personality absolutism. e Trinity per-
fectly associates the limitless expression of God’s in nite

personal will with the absoluteness of Deity. e Eternal Son and
the various Sons of divine origin, together with the Conjoint Ac-
tor and his universe children, effectively provide for the Father’s
liberation from the limitations otherwise inherent in primacy, per-
fection, changelessness, eternity, universality, absoluteness, and in-
nity.
2 e Paradise Trinity effectively provides for the full expression

and perfect revelation of the eternal nature of Deity. e Station-
ary Sons of the Trinity likewise afford a full and perfect revela-
tion of divine justice. e Trinity is Deity unity, and this unity
rests eternally upon the absolute foundations of the divine oneness
of the three original and co-ordinate and coexistent personalities,
God the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit.

3 ¶ From the present situation on the circle of eternity, looking
backward into the endless past, we can discover only one inescap-
able inevitability in universe affairs, and that is the Paradise Trin-
ity. I deem the Trinity to have been inevitable. As I view the past,
present, and future of time, I consider nothing else in all the uni-
verse of universes to have been inevitable. e present master uni-
verse, viewed in retrospect or in prospect, is unthinkable without
the Trinity. Given the Paradise Trinity, we can postulate alternate
or even multiple ways of doing all things, but without the Trinity
of Father, Son, and Spirit we are unable to conceive how the In-
nite could achieve threefold and co-ordinate personalization in

the face of the absolute oneness of Deity. No other concept of cre-
ation measures up to the Trinity standards of the completeness of
the absoluteness inherent in Deity unity coupled with the replete-
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ness of volitional liberation inherent in the threefold personaliza-
tion of Deity.

1. SELFDISTRIBUTION OF THE FIRST SOURCE
AND CENTRE

1 It would seem that the Father, back in eternity, inaugurated a
policy of profound self-distribution. ere is inherent in the self-
less, loving, and lovable nature of the Universal Father something
which causes him to reserve to himself the exercise of only those
powers and that authority which he apparently nds it impossible
to delegate or to bestow.

2 e Universal Father all along has divested himself of every
part of himself that was bestowable on any other Creator or crea-
ture. He has delegated to his divine Sons and their associated intel-
ligences every power and all authority that could be delegated. He
has actually transferred to his Sovereign Sons, in their respective
universes, every prerogative of administrative authority that was
transferable. In the affairs of a local universe, he hasmade each Sov-
ereign Creator Son just as perfect, competent, and authoritative as
is the Eternal Son in the original and central universe. He has given
away, actually bestowed, with the dignity and sanctity of personal-
ity possession, all of himself and all of his attributes, everything he
possibly could divest himself of, in every way, in every age, in every
place, and to every person, and in every universe except that of his
central indwelling.

3 ¶ Divine personality is not self-centred; self-distribution and
sharing of personality characterize divine freewill sel ood. Crea-
tures crave association with other personal creatures; Creators are
moved to share divinity with their universe children; the personal-
ity of the In nite is disclosed as the Universal Father, who shares
reality of being and equality of self with two co-ordinate personal-
ities, the Eternal Son and the Conjoint Actor.

4 ¶ For knowledge concerning the Father’s personality and di-
vine attributes we will always be dependent on the revelations of
the Eternal Son, for when the conjoint act of creation was effected,
when the ird Person of Deity sprang into personality existence
and executed the combined concepts of his divine parents, the Fa-
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ther ceased to exist as the unquali ed personality. With the com-
ing into being of theConjoint Actor and thematerialization of the
central core of creation, certain eternal changes took place. God
gave himself as an absolute personality to his Eternal Son. us
does the Father bestow the “personality of in nity” upon his only-
begotten Son, while they both bestow the “conjoint personality”
of their eternal union upon the In nite Spirit.

5 For these and other reasons beyond the concept of the nite
mind, it is exceedingly difficult for the human creature to compre-
hend God’s in nite father-personality except as it is universally re-
vealed in the Eternal Son and, with the Son, is universally active in
the In nite Spirit.

6 Since the Paradise Sons of God visit the evolutionary worlds
and sometimes even there dwell in the likeness of mortal esh, and
since these bestowals make it possible for mortal man actually to
know something of the nature and character of divine personality,
therefore must the creatures of the planetary spheres look to the
bestowals of these Paradise Sons for reliable and trustworthy in-
formation regarding the Father, the Son, and the Spirit.

2. DEITY PERSONALIZATION
1 By the technique of trinitization the Father divests himself of

that unquali ed spirit personality which is the Son, but in so do-
ing he constitutes himself the Father of this very Son and thereby
possesses himself of unlimited capacity to become the divine Fa-
ther of all subsequently created, eventuated, or other personalized
types of intelligent will creatures. As the absolute and unquali ed
personality the Father can function only as and with the Son, but
as a personal Father he continues to bestow personality upon the
diverse hosts of the differing levels of intelligent will creatures, and
he forever maintains personal relations of loving association with
this vast family of universe children.

2 A er the Father has bestowed upon the personality of his Son
the fullness of himself, and when this act of self-bestowal is com-
plete and perfect, of the in nite power and nature which are thus
existent in the Father-Son union, the eternal partners conjointly
bestow those qualities and attributes which constitute still another
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being like themselves; and this conjoint personality, the In nite
Spirit, completes the existential personalization of Deity.

3 e Son is indispensable to the fatherhood of God. e Spirit
is indispensable to the fraternity of the Second and ird Persons.

ree persons are a minimum social group, but this is least of all
the many reasons for believing in the inevitability of the Conjoint
Actor.

4 ¶ e First Source andCentre is the in nite father-personality,
the unlimited source personality. e Eternal Son is the unquali-
ed personality-absolute, that divine being who stands throughout

all time and eternity as the perfect revelation of the personal nature
of God. e In nite Spirit is the conjoint personality, the unique
personal consequence of the everlasting Father-Son union.

5 ¶ e personality of the First Source andCentre is the person-
ality of in nity minus the absolute personality of the Eternal Son.

e personality of the ird Source and Centre is the superaddi-
tive consequence of the union of the liberated Father-personality
and the absolute Son-personality.

6 ¶ eUniversal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit
are unique persons; none is a duplicate; each is original; all are
united.

7 ¶ e Eternal Son alone experiences the fullness of divine per-
sonality relationship, consciousness of both sonship with the Fa-
ther and paternity to the Spirit and of divine equality with both
Father-ancestor and Spirit-associate. e Father knows the expe-
rience of having a Son who is his equal, but the Father knows no
ancestral antecedents. e Eternal Son has the experience of son-
ship, recognition of personality ancestry, and at the same time the
Son is conscious of being joint parent to the In nite Spirit. e In-
nite Spirit is conscious of twofold personality ancestry but is not

parental to a co-ordinate Deity personality. With the Spirit the
existential cycle of Deity personalization attains completion; the
primary personalities of the ird Source andCentre are experien-
tial and are seven in number.

8 I am of origin in the Paradise Trinity. I know the Trinity as
uni edDeity; I also know that the Father, Son, and Spirit exist and
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act in their de nite personal capacities. I positively know that they
not only act personally and collectively, but that they also co-or-
dinate their performances in various groupings, so that in the end
they function in seven different singular and plural capacities. And
since these seven associations exhaust the possibilities for such di-
vinity combination, it is inevitable that the realities of the universe
shall appear in seven variations of values, meanings, and personal-
ity.

3. THE THREE PERSONS OF DEITY
1 Notwithstanding there is only one Deity, there are three pos-

itive and divine personalizations of Deity. Regarding the endow-
ment of man with the divine Adjusters, the Father said: “Let us
make mortal man in our own image.” Repeatedly throughout the
Urantian writings there occurs this reference to the acts and do-
ings of plural Deity, clearly showing recognition of the existence
and working of the three Sources and Centres.

2 ¶ We are taught that the Son and the Spirit sustain the same
and equal relations to the Father in the Trinity association. In eter-
nity and asDeities they undoubtedly do, but in time and as person-
alities they certainly disclose relationships of a very diverse nature.
Looking from Paradise out on the universes, these relationships
do seem to be very similar, but when viewed from the domains of
space, they appear to be quite different.

3 e divine Sons are indeed the “Word of God,” but the chil-
dren of the Spirit are truly the “Act of God.” God speaks through
the Son and, with the Son, acts through the In nite Spirit, while
in all universe activities the Son and the Spirit are exquisitely fra-
ternal, working as two equal brothers with admiration and love for
an honoured and divinely respected common Father.

4 e Father, Son, and Spirit are certainly equal in nature, co-
ordinate in being, but there are unmistakable differences in their
universe performances, and when acting alone, each person of De-
ity is apparently limited in absoluteness.

5 ¶ e Universal Father, prior to his self-willed divestment of
the personality, powers, and attributes which constitute the Son
and the Spirit, seems to have been (philosophically considered) an
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unquali ed, absolute, and in nite Deity. But such a theoretical
First Source and Centre without a Son could not in any sense of
the word be considered the Universal Father; fatherhood is not
real without sonship. Furthermore, the Father, to have been ab-
solute in a total sense, must have existed at some eternally distant
moment alone. But he never had such a solitary existence; the Son
and the Spirit are both coeternal with the Father. e First Source
and Centre has always been, and will forever be, the eternal Father
of theOriginal Son and, with the Son, the eternal progenitor of the
In nite Spirit.

6 We observe that the Father has divested himself of all direct
manifestations of absoluteness except absolute fatherhood and ab-
solute volition. We do not know whether volition is an inalienable
attribute of the Father; we can only observe that he did not divest
himself of volition. Such in nity of will must have been eternally
inherent in the First Source and Centre.

7 In bestowing absoluteness of personality upon theEternal Son,
the Universal Father escapes from the fetters of personality abso-
lutism, but in so doing he takes a step which makes it forever im-
possible for him to act alone as the personality-absolute. And with
the nal personalization of coexistentDeity— theConjointActor
— there ensues the critical trinitarian interdependence of the three
divine personalities with regard to the totality of Deity function in
absolute.

8 God is the Father-Absolute of all personalities in the universe
of universes. e Father is personally absolute in liberty of action,
but in the universes of time and space, made, in the making, and
yet to be made, the Father is not discernibly absolute as total Deity
except in the Paradise Trinity.

9 ¶ e First Source and Centre functions outside of Havona in
the phenomenal universes as follows:

10 1. As creator, through the Creator Sons, his grandsons.
11 2. As controller, through the gravity centre of Paradise.
12 3. As spirit, through the Eternal Son.
13 4. As mind, through the Conjoint Creator.
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14 5. As a Father, he maintains parental contact with all crea-
tures through his personality circuit.

15 6. As a person, he acts directly throughout creation by his ex-
clusive fragments — in mortal man by the ought Adjusters.

16 7. As total Deity, he functions only in the Paradise Trinity.
17 ¶ All these relinquishments and delegations of jurisdiction by

the Universal Father are wholly voluntary and self-imposed. e
all-powerful Father purposefully assumes these limitations of uni-
verse authority.

18 ¶ e Eternal Son seems to function as one with the Father in
all spiritual respects except in the bestowals of the God fragments
and in other prepersonal activities. Neither is the Son closely iden-
ti ed with the intellectual activities of material creatures nor with
the energy activities of the material universes. As absolute the Son
functions as a person and only in the domain of the spiritual uni-
verse.

19 ¶ e In nite Spirit is amazingly universal and unbelievably
versatile in all his operations. He performs in the spheres of mind,
matter, and spirit. e Conjoint Actor represents the Father-Son
association, but he also functions as himself. He is not directly con-
cerned with physical gravity, with spiritual gravity, or with the per-
sonality circuit, but he more or less participates in all other uni-
verse activities. While apparently dependent on three existential
and absolute gravity controls, the In nite Spirit appears to exer-
cise three supercontrols. is threefold endowment is employed
in many ways to transcend and seemingly to neutralize even the
manifestations of primary forces and energies, right up to the su-
perultimate borders of absoluteness. In certain situations these su-
percontrols absolutely transcend even the primal manifestations of
cosmic reality.

4. THE TRINITY UNION OF DEITY
1 Of all absolute associations, the Paradise Trinity (the rst triu-

nity) is unique as an exclusive association of personal Deity. God
functions as God only in relation to God and to those who can
know God, but as absolute Deity only in the Paradise Trinity and
in relation to universe totality.
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2 ¶ EternalDeity is perfectly uni ed; nevertheless there are three
perfectly individualized persons of Deity. e Paradise Trinity
makes possible the simultaneous expression of all the diversity of
the character traits and in nite powers of the First Source andCen-
tre and his eternal co-ordinates and of all the divine unity of the
universe functions of undivided Deity.

3 e Trinity is an association of in nite persons functioning
in a nonpersonal capacity but not in contravention of personal-
ity. e illustration is crude, but a father, son, and grandson could
form a corporate entity which would be nonpersonal but nonethe-
less subject to their personal wills.

4 e Paradise Trinity is real. It exists as the Deity union of Fa-
ther, Son, and Spirit; yet the Father, the Son, or the Spirit, or any
twoof them, can function in relation to this selfsameParadiseTrin-
ity. e Father, Son, and Spirit can collaborate in a non-Trinity
manner, but not as three Deities. As persons they can collaborate
as they choose, but that is not the Trinity.

5 ¶ Ever remember that what the In nite Spirit does is the func-
tion of the Conjoint Actor. Both the Father and the Son are func-
tioning in and through and as him. But it would be futile to at-
tempt to elucidate the Trinity mystery: three as one and in one,
and one as two and acting for two.

6 ¶ e Trinity is so related to total universe affairs that it must
be reckoned with in our attempts to explain the totality of any iso-
lated cosmic event or personality relationship. e Trinity func-
tions on all levels of the cosmos, and mortal man is limited to the
nite level; therefore must man be content with a nite concept of

the Trinity as the Trinity.
7 As a mortal in the esh you should view the Trinity in accor-

dance with your individual enlightenment and in harmony with
the reactions of your mind and soul. You can know very little of
the absoluteness of theTrinity, but as you ascendParadiseward, you
will many times experience astonishment at successive revelations
and unexpected discoveries of Trinity supremacy and ultimacy, if
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not of absoluteness.

5. FUNCTIONS OF THE TRINITY
1 e personal Deities have attributes, but it is hardly consistent

to speak of the Trinity as having attributes. is association of
divine beings may more properly be regarded as having functions,
such as justice administration, totality attitudes, co-ordinate ac-
tion, and cosmic overcontrol. ese functions are actively supreme,
ultimate, and (within the limits ofDeity) absolute as far as all living
realities of personality value are concerned.

2 e functions of the Paradise Trinity are not simply the sum
of the Father’s apparent endowment of divinity plus those special-
ized attributes that are unique in the personal existence of the Son
and the Spirit. e Trinity association of the three Paradise De-
ities results in the evolution, eventuation, and deitization of new
meanings, values, powers, and capacities for universal revelation,
action, and administration. Living associations, human families,
social groups, or the Paradise Trinity are not augmented by mere
arithmetical summation. e group potential is always far in excess
of the simple sum of the attributes of the component individuals.

3 ¶ e Trinity maintains a unique attitude as the Trinity to-
wards the entire universe of the past, present, and future. And the
functions of the Trinity can best be considered in relation to the
universe attitudes of the Trinity. Such attitudes are simultaneous
and may be multiple concerning any isolated situation or event:

4 1. Attitude toward the Finite. e maximum self-limitation
of the Trinity is its attitude toward the nite. e Trinity is not a
person, nor is the Supreme Being an exclusive personalization of
the Trinity, but the Supreme is the nearest approach to a power-
personality focalization of theTrinitywhich can be comprehended
by nite creatures. Hence the Trinity in relation to the nite is
sometimes spoken of as the Trinity of Supremacy.

5 2. Attitude toward the Absonite. e Paradise Trinity has re-
gard for those levels of existence which are more than nite but
less than absolute, and this relationship is sometimes denominated
the Trinity of Ultimacy. Neither the Ultimate nor the Supreme
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are wholly representative of the Paradise Trinity, but in a quali-
ed sense and to their respective levels, each seems to represent the

Trinity during the prepersonal eras of experiential-power develop-
ment.

6 3. e Absolute Attitude of the Paradise Trinity is in relation
to absolute existences and culminates in the action of total Deity.

7 ¶ e Trinity In nite involves the co-ordinate action of all tri-
unity relationships of the First Source and Centre — undei ed as
well as dei ed — and hence is very difficult for personalities to
grasp. In the contemplation of theTrinity as in nite, do not ignore
the seven triunities*; thereby certain difficulties of understanding
may be avoided, and certain paradoxes may be partially resolved.

8 ¶ But I do not command language which would enable me to
convey to the limited human mind the full truth and the eternal
signi cance of theParadiseTrinity and thenature of the never-end-
ing interassociation of the three beings of in nite perfection.

6. THE STATIONARY SONS OF THE TRINITY
1 All law takes origin in the First Source and Centre; he is law.
e administration of spiritual law inheres in the Second Source

and Centre. e revelation of law, the promulgation and interpre-
tation of the divine statutes, is the function of the ird Source and
Centre. e application of law, justice, falls within the province of
the Paradise Trinity and is carried out by certain Sons of the Trin-
ity.

2 ¶ Justice is inherent in the universal sovereignty of the Paradise
Trinity, but goodness, mercy, and truth are the universeministry of
the divine personalities, whoseDeity union constitutes theTrinity.
Justice is not the attitude of the Father, the Son, or the Spirit. Jus-
tice is the Trinity attitude of these personalities of love, mercy, and
ministry. No one of the Paradise Deities fosters the administration
of justice. Justice is never a personal attitude; it is always a plural
function.

3 ¶ Evidence, the basis of fairness (justice in harmony with
mercy), is supplied by the personalities of the ird Source and

5.7. seven triunities, de ned at 104:4.
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Centre, the conjoint representative of the Father and the Son to
all realms and to the minds of the intelligent beings of all creation.

4 ¶ Judgment, the nal application of justice in accordance with
the evidence submitted by the personalities of the In nite Spirit, is
the work of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity, beings partaking of
the Trinity nature of the united Father, Son, and Spirit.

5 ¶ is group of Trinity Sons embraces the following personal-
ities:

6 1. Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy.
7 2. Eternals of Days.
8 3. Ancients of Days.
9 4. Perfections of Days.
10 5. Recents of Days.
11 6. Unions of Days.
12 7. Faithfuls of Days.
13 8. Perfectors of Wisdom.
14 9. Divine Counsellors.
15 10. Universal Censors.
16 ¶ We are the children of the three Paradise Deities function-

ing as the Trinity, for I chance to belong to the tenth order of this
group, the Universal Censors. ese orders are not representative
of the attitude of theTrinity in a universal sense; they represent this
collective attitude of Deity only in the domains of executive judg-
ment — justice. ey were speci cally designed by the Trinity for
the precise work to which they are assigned, and they represent the
Trinity only in those functions for which they were personalized.

17 e Ancients of Days and their Trinity-origin associates mete
out the just judgment of supreme fairness to the seven superuni-
verses. In the central universe such functions exist in theory only;
there fairness is self-evident in perfection, and Havona perfection
precludes all possibility of disharmony.

18 Justice is the collective thought of righteousness; mercy is its
personal expression. Mercy is the attitude of love; precision char-
acterizes the operation of law; divine judgment is the soul of fair-
ness, ever conforming to the justice of the Trinity, ever ful lling
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the divine love of God. When fully perceived and completely un-
derstood, the righteous justice of the Trinity and the merciful love
of the Universal Father are coincident. But man has no such full
understanding of divine justice. us in the Trinity, as man would
view it, the personalities of Father, Son, and Spirit are adjusted to
co-ordinate ministry of love and law in the experiential universes
of time.

7. THE OVERCONTROL OF SUPREMACY
1 e First, Second, and ird Persons ofDeity are equal to each

other, and they are one. “ e Lord our God is one God.” ere is
perfection of purpose and oneness of execution in the divine Trin-
ity of eternal Deities. e Father, the Son, and the Conjoint Actor
are truly and divinely one. Of a truth it is written: “I am the rst,
and I am the last, and beside me there is no God.”

2 ¶ As things appear to the mortal on the nite level, the Para-
dise Trinity, like the Supreme Being, is concerned only with the to-
tal — total planet, total universe, total superuniverse, total grand
universe. is totality attitude exists because theTrinity is the total
of Deity and for many other reasons.

3 e Supreme Being is something less and something other
than the Trinity functioning in the nite universes; but within cer-
tain limits and during the present era of incomplete power-person-
alization, this evolutionary Deity does appear to re ect the atti-
tude of the Trinity of Supremacy. e Father, Son, and Spirit do
not personally function with the Supreme Being, but during the
present universe age they collaborate with him as the Trinity. We
understand that they sustain a similar relationship to theUltimate.
We o en conjecture as to what will be the personal relationship
between the Paradise Deities and God the Supreme when he has
nally evolved, but we do not really know.
4 ¶ We do not nd the overcontrol of Supremacy to be wholly

predictable. Furthermore, this unpredictability appears to be char-
acterized by a certain developmental incompleteness, undoubtedly
an earmark of the incompleteness of the Supreme and of the in-
completeness of nite reaction to the Paradise Trinity.
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5 emortalmind can immediately think of a thousand andone
things — catastrophic physical events, appalling accidents, hor-
ri c disasters, painful illnesses, andworld-wide scourges—and ask
whether such visitations are correlated in the unknown maneuver-
ing of this probable functioning of the Supreme Being. Frankly,
we do not know; we are not really sure. But we do observe that,
as time passes, all these difficult and more or less mysterious situa-
tions alwayswork out for the welfare and progress of the universes.
It may be that the circumstances of existence and the inexplicable
vicissitudes of living are all interwoven into a meaningful pattern
of high value by the function of the Supreme and the overcontrol
of the Trinity.

6 As a son of God you can discern the personal attitude of love
in all the acts of God the Father. But you will not always be able to
understand how many of the universe acts of the Paradise Trinity
redound to the good of the individual mortal on the evolutionary
worlds of space. In the progress of eternity the acts of the Trinity
will be revealed as altogethermeaningful and considerate, but they
do not always so appear to the creatures of time.

8. THE TRINITY BEYOND THE FINITE
1 Many truths and facts pertaining to the Paradise Trinity can

only be even partially comprehended by recognizing a function
that transcends the nite.

2 It would be inadvisable to discuss the functions of the Trin-
ity of Ultimacy, but it may be disclosed that God the Ultimate
is the Trinity manifestation comprehended by the Transcenden-
talers. We are inclined to the belief that the uni cation of the mas-
ter universe is the eventuating act of the Ultimate and is probably
re ective of certain, but not all, phases of the absonite overcontrol
of the Paradise Trinity. e Ultimate is a quali ed manifestation
of the Trinity in relation to the absonite only in the sense that the
Supreme thus partially represents the Trinity in relation to the -
nite.

3 ¶ eUniversal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit
are, in a certain sense, the constituent personalities of total Deity.

eir union in theParadiseTrinity and the absolute function of the
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Trinity equivalate to the function of totalDeity. And such comple-
tion of Deity transcends both the nite and the absonite.

4 While no single person of the Paradise Deities actually lls all
Deity potential, collectively all three do. ree in nite persons
seem to be theminimumnumber of beings required to activate the
prepersonal and existential potential of total Deity — the Deity
Absolute.

5 We know the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In -
nite Spirit as persons, but I do not personally know the Deity Ab-
solute. I love and worship God the Father; I respect and honour
the Deity Absolute.

6 ¶ I once sojourned in auniversewhere a certain groupof beings
taught that the naliters, in eternity, were eventually to become the
children of the Deity Absolute. But I am unwilling to accept this
solutionof themysterywhich enshrouds the future of the naliters.

7 e Corps of the Finality embrace, among others, those mor-
tals of time and space who have attained perfection in all that per-
tains to the will of God. As creatures and within the limits of crea-
ture capacity they fully and truly know God. Having thus found
God as the Father of all creatures, these naliters must sometime
begin the quest for the super nite Father. But this quest involves
a grasp of the absonite nature of the ultimate attributes and char-
acter of the Paradise Father. Eternity will disclose whether such an
attainment is possible, but we are convinced, even if the naliters
do grasp this ultimate of divinity, they will probably be unable to
attain the superultimate levels of absolute Deity.

8 Itmay be possible that the naliterswill partially attain theDe-
ity Absolute, but even if they should, still in the eternity of eter-
nities the problem of the Universal Absolute will continue to in-
trigue, mystify, baffle, and challenge the ascending and progressing
naliters, for we perceive that the unfathomability of the cosmic

relationships of the Universal Absolute will tend to grow in pro-
portions as the material universes and their spiritual administra-
tion continue to expand.

9 ¶ Only in nity can disclose the Father-In nite.

ahb
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10 [Sponsored by aUniversalCensor acting by authority from the
Ancients of Days resident on Uversa.]



PAPER №11
THE ETERNAL ISLE OF PARADISE

Perfector of Wisdom

PARADISE is the eternal centre of the universe of universes
and the abiding place of the Universal Father, the Eternal
Son, the In nite Spirit, and their divine co-ordinates and

associates. is central Isle is the most gigantic organized body
of cosmic reality in all the master universe. Paradise is a material
sphere as well as a spiritual abode. All of the intelligent creation of
the Universal Father is domiciled on material abodes; hence must
the absolute controlling centre also bematerial, literal. And again it
should be reiterated that spirit things and spiritual beings are real.

2 ematerial beauty of Paradise consists in themagni cence of
its physical perfection; the grandeur of the Isle of God is exhibited
in the superb intellectual accomplishments andmind development
of its inhabitants; the glory of the central Isle is shown forth in the
in nite endowment of divine spirit personality — the light of life.
But the depths of the spiritual beauty and the wonders of this mag-
ni cent ensemble are utterly beyond the comprehension of the -
nite mind of material creatures. e glory and spiritual splendour
of the divine abode are impossible of mortal comprehension. And
Paradise is from eternity; there are neither records nor traditions
respecting the origin of this nuclear Isle of Light and Life.

1. THE DIVINE RESIDENCE
1 Paradise servesmanypurposes in the administrationof the uni-

versal realms, but to creature beings it exists primarily as the dwell-
ing place of Deity. e personal presence of the Universal Father
is resident at the very centre of the upper surface of this well-nigh
circular, but not spherical, abode of theDeities. is Paradise pres-
ence of theUniversal Father is immediately surrounded by the per-
sonal presence of the Eternal Son, while they are both invested by
the unspeakable glory of the In nite Spirit.

2 God dwells, has dwelt, and everlastingly will dwell in this same
central and eternal abode. We have always found him there and al-
ways will. e Universal Father is cosmically focalized, spiritually
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personalized, and geographically resident at this centre of the uni-
verse of universes.

3 ¶ We all know the direct course to pursue to nd the Univer-
sal Father. You are not able to comprehend much about the divine
residence because of its remoteness from you and the immensity
of the intervening space, but those who are able to comprehend
themeaning of these enormous distances knowGod’s location and
residence just as certainly and literally as you know the location of
New York, London, Rome, or Singapore, cities de nitely and ge-
ographically located on Urantia. If you were an intelligent navi-
gator, equipped with ship, maps, and compass, you could readily
nd these cities. Likewise, if you had the time and means of pas-

sage, were spiritually quali ed, andhad thenecessary guidance, you
could be piloted through universe upon universe and from circuit
to circuit, ever journeying inward through the starry realms, until
at last you would stand before the central shining of the spiritual
glory of the Universal Father. Provided with all the necessities for
the journey, it is just as possible to nd the personal presence of
God at the centre of all things as to nd distant cities on your own
planet. at you have not visited these places in no way disproves
their reality or actual existence. at so few of the universe crea-
tures have found God on Paradise in no way disproves either the
reality of his existence or the actuality of his spiritual person at the
centre of all things.

4 e Father is always to be found at this central location. Did
he move, universal pandemonium would be precipitated, for there
converge in him at this residential centre the universal lines of grav-
ity from the ends of creation. Whether we trace the personality
circuit back through the universes or follow the ascending person-
alities as they journey inward to the Father; whether we trace the
lines of material gravity to nether Paradise or follow the insurging
cycles of cosmic force; whetherwe trace the lines of spiritual gravity
to the Eternal Son or follow the inward processional of the Paradise
Sons of God; whether we trace out the mind circuits or follow the
trillions upon trillions of celestial beings who spring from the In-
nite Spirit — by any of these observations or by all of them we

are led directly back to the Father’s presence, to his central abode.
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Here is God personally, literally, and actually present. And from
his in nite being there ow the ood-streams of life, energy, and
personality to all universes.

2. NATURE OF THE ETERNAL ISLE
1 Since you are beginning to glimpse the enormousness of the

material universe discernible even from your astronomical loca-
tion, your space position in the starry systems, it should become ev-
ident to you that such a tremendousmaterial universemust have an
adequate and worthy capital, a headquarters commensurate with
the dignity and in nitude of the universal Ruler of all this vast and
far- ung creation of material realms and living beings.

2 ¶ In formParadise differs from the inhabited space bodies: it is
not spherical. It is de nitely ellipsoid, being  longer in the north-
south diameter than in the east-west diameter. e central Isle is es-
sentially at, and the distance from the upper surface to the nether
surface is  that of the east-west diameter.

3 ese differences in dimensions, taken in connection with its
stationary status and the greater out-pressure of force-energy at the
north end of the Isle, make it possible to establish absolute direc-
tion in the master universe.

4 ¶ e central Isle is geographically divided into three domains
of activity:

5 1. Upper Paradise.
6 2. Peripheral Paradise.
7 3. Nether Paradise.
8 ¶ We speak of that surface of Paradise which is occupied with

personality activities as the upper side, and the opposite surface as
the nether side. e periphery of Paradise provides for activities
that are not strictly personal or nonpersonal. e Trinity seems to
dominate the personal or upper plane, the Unquali ed Absolute
the nether or impersonal plane. We hardly conceive of theUnqual-
i ed Absolute as a person, but we do think of the functional space
presence of this Absolute as focalized on nether Paradise.

9 ¶ e eternal Isle is composed of a single form of materializa-
tion — stationary systems of reality. is literal substance of Par-
adise is a homogeneous organization of space potency not to be
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found elsewhere in all thewideuniverse of universes. It has received
many names in different universes, and the Melchizedeks of Neba-
don long since named it absolutum. is Paradise source material
is neither dead nor alive; it is the original nonspiritual expression of
the First Source and Centre; it is Paradise, and Paradise is without
duplicate.

10 It appears to us that the First Source and Centre has concen-
trated all absolute potential for cosmic reality in Paradise as a part
of his technique of self-liberation from in nity limitations, as a
means of making possible subin nite, even time-space, creation.
But it does not follow that Paradise is time-space limited just be-
cause the universe of universes discloses these qualities. Paradise
exists without time and has no location in space.

11 Roughly: space seemingly originates just below nether Para-
dise; time just above upper Paradise. Time, as you understand it, is
not a feature of Paradise existence, though the citizens of the cen-
tral Isle are fully conscious of nontime sequence of events. Mo-
tion is not inherent on Paradise; it is volitional. But the concept of
distance, even absolute distance, has very much meaning as it may
be applied to relative locations on Paradise. Paradise is nonspatial;
hence its areas are absolute and therefore serviceable in many ways
beyond the concept of mortal mind.

3. UPPER PARADISE
1 Onupper Paradise there are three grand spheres of activity, the

Deity presence, the Most Holy Sphere, and the Holy Area. e vast
region immediately surrounding the presence of the Deities is set
aside as the Most Holy Sphere and is reserved for the functions of
worship, trinitization, and high spiritual attainment. ere are no
material structures nor purely intellectual creations in this zone;
they could not exist there. It is useless for me to undertake to
portray to the human mind the divine nature and the beauteous
grandeur of theMostHoly Sphere of Paradise. is realm iswholly
spiritual, and you are almost wholly material. A purely spiritual re-
ality is, to a purely material being, apparently nonexistent.

2 While there are no physical materializations in the area of the
Most Holy, there are abundant souvenirs of your material days in
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the Holy Land sectors and still more in the reminiscent historic
areas of peripheral Paradise.

3 e Holy Area, the outlying or residential region, is divided
into seven concentric zones. Paradise is sometimes called “the Fa-
ther’s House” since it is his eternal residence, and these seven zones
are o en designated “the Father’s Paradise mansions.” e inner or
rst zone is occupied by Paradise Citizens and the natives of Ha-

vona who may chance to be dwelling on Paradise. e next or sec-
ond zone is the residential area of the natives of the seven superu-
niverses of time and space. is second zone is in part subdivided
into seven immense divisions, the Paradise home of the spirit be-
ings and ascendant creatures who hail from the universes of evolu-
tionary progression. Each of these sectors is exclusively dedicated
to the welfare and advancement of the personalities of a single su-
peruniverse, but these facilities are almost in nitely beyond the re-
quirements of the present seven superuniverses.

4 Eachof the seven sectors of Paradise is subdivided into residen-
tial units suitable for the lodgement headquarters of 109 glori ed
individual working groups. 103 of these units constitute a division.
105 divisions equal 1 congregation. 107 congregations constitute
an assembly. 109 assembliesmake 1 grand unit. And this ascending
series continues through the 2ⁿ grandunit, the 3, and so on to the
7 grand unit. And 7 of the grand units make up the master units,
and 7 of the master units constitute a superior unit; and thus by
sevens the ascending series expands through the superior, supersu-
perior, celestial, supercelestial, to the supreme units. But even this
does not utilize all the space available. is staggering number of
residential designations on Paradise, a number beyond your con-
cept, occupies considerably less than 1% of the assigned area of the
Holy Land. ere is still plenty of room for those who are on their
way inward, even for those who shall not start the Paradise climb
until the times of the eternal future.

4. PERIPHERAL PARADISE
1 e central Isle ends abruptly at the periphery, but its size is so

enormous that this terminal angle is relatively indiscernible within
any circumscribed area. e peripheral surface of Paradise is oc-
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cupied, in part, by the landing and dispatching elds for various
groups of spirit personalities. Since the nonpervaded-space zones
nearly impinge upon the periphery, all personality transports des-
tined to Paradise land in these regions. Neither upper nor nether
Paradise is approachable by transport supernaphim or other types
of space traversers.

2 e Seven Master Spirits have their personal seats of power
and authority on the seven spheres of the Spirit, which circle about
Paradise in the space between the shining orbs of the Son and the
inner circuit of the Havona worlds, but they maintain force-focal
headquarters on the Paradise periphery. Here the slowly circulat-
ing presences of the Seven Supreme Power Directors indicate the
location of the seven ash stations for certain Paradise energies go-
ing forth to the seven superuniverses.

3 Here on peripheral Paradise are the enormous historic and
prophetic exhibit areas assigned to the Creator Sons, dedicated to
the local universes of time and space. ere are just seven trillion
of these historic reservations now set up or in reserve, but these ar-
rangements all together occupy only about 4% of that portion of
the peripheral area thus assigned. We infer that these vast reserves
belong to creations sometime to be situated beyond the borders of
the present known and inhabited seven superuniverses.

4 at portion of Paradise which has been designated for the use
of the existing universes is occupied only 1%–4%, while the area
assigned to these activities is at least 1,000,000 times that actually
required for such purposes. Paradise is large enough to accommo-
date the activities of an almost in nite creation.

5 But a further attempt to visualize to you the glories of Para-
dise would be futile. Youmust wait, and ascend while you wait, for
truly, “Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, neither has it entered into
themind ofmortal man, the things which theUniversal Father has
prepared for those who survive the life in the esh on the worlds of
time and space.”

5. NETHER PARADISE
1 Concerning nether Paradise, we know only that which is re-

vealed; personalities do not sojourn there. It has nothing whatever
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to do with the affairs of spirit intelligences, nor does the Deity Ab-
solute there function. We are informed that all physical-energy and
cosmic-force circuits have their origin on nether Paradise, and that
it is constituted as follows:

2 1. Directly underneath the location of the Trinity, in the
central portion of nether Paradise, is the unknown and unrevealed
Zone of In nity.

3 2. is Zone is immediately surrounded by an unnamed
area.

4 3. Occupying the outer margins of the under surface is a re-
gion having mainly to do with space potency and force-energy.

e activities of this vast elliptical force centre are not identi able
with the known functions of any triunity, but the primordial force-
charge of space appears to be focalized in this area. is centre con-
sists of three concentric elliptical zones: e innermost is the focal
point of the force-energy activities of Paradise itself; the outermost
may possibly be identi ed with the functions of the Unquali ed
Absolute, but we are not certain concerning the space functions of
the mid-zone.

5 ¶ e inner zone of this force centre seems to act as a gigan-
tic heart whose pulsations direct currents to the outermost borders
of physical space. It directs and modi es force-energies but hardly
drives them. e reality pressure-presence of this primal force is
de nitely greater at the north end of the Paradise centre than in
the southern regions; this is a uniformly registered difference. e
mother force of space seems to ow in at the south and out at the
north through the operation of some unknown circulatory system
which is concerned with the diffusion of this basic form of force-
energy. From time to time there are also noted differences in the
east-west pressures. e forces emanating from this zone are not
responsive to observable physical gravity but are always obedient
to Paradise gravity.

6 ¶ e mid-zone of the force centre immediately surrounds this
area. is mid-zone appears to be static except that it expands and
contracts through three cycles of activity. e least of these pulsa-
tions is in an east-west direction, the next in a north-south direc-
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tion, while the greatest uctuation is in every direction, a general-
ized expansion and contraction. e function of this mid-area has
never been really identi ed, but it must have something to do with
reciprocal adjustment between the inner and the outer zones of the
force centre. It is believed bymany that themid-zone is the control
mechanism of the midspace or quiet zones which separate the suc-
cessive space levels of the master universe, but no evidence or reve-
lation con rms this. is inference is derived from the knowledge
that this mid-area is in some manner related to the functioning of
the nonpervaded-space mechanism of the master universe.

7 ¶ e outer zone is the largest and most active of the three con-
centric and elliptical belts of unidenti ed space potential. is area
is the site of unimagined activities, the central circuit point of em-
anations which proceed spaceward in every direction to the outer-
most borders of the seven superuniverses and on beyond to over-
spread the enormous and incomprehensible domains of all outer
space. is space presence is entirely impersonal notwithstanding
that in some undisclosed manner it seems to be indirectly respon-
sive to the will and mandates of the in nite Deities when acting
as the Trinity. is is believed to be the central focalization, the
Paradise centre, of the space presence of the Unquali ed Absolute.

8 All forms of force and all phases of energy seem to be encir-
cuited; they circulate throughout the universes and return by def-
inite routes. But with the emanations of the activated zone of the
Unquali ed Absolute there appears to be either an outgoing or an
incoming — never both simultaneously. is outer zone pulsates
in agelong cycles of gigantic proportions. For a littlemore than one
billionUrantia years the space-force of this centre is outgoing; then
for a similar length of time it will be incoming. And the space-force
manifestations of this centre are universal; they extend throughout
all pervadable space.

9 ¶ All physical force, energy, and matter are one. All force-en-
ergy originally proceeded from nether Paradise and will eventually
return thereto following the completion of its space circuit. But
the energies and material organizations of the universe of univer-
ses did not all come from nether Paradise in their present phenom-
enal states; space is the womb of several forms of matter and pre-
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matter. ough the outer zone of the Paradise force centre is the
source of space-energies, space does not originate there. Space is
not force, energy, or power. Nor do the pulsations of this zone ac-
count for the respiration of space, but the incoming and outgoing
phases of this zone are synchronized with the two-billion-year ex-
pansion-contraction cycles of space.

6. SPACE RESPIRATION
1 We do not know the actual mechanism of space respiration;

we merely observe that all space alternately contracts and expands.
is respiration affects both the horizontal extension of pervaded

space and the vertical extensions of unpervaded space which exist
in the vast space reservoirs above andbelowParadise. In attempting
to imagine the volume outlines of these space reservoirs, youmight
think of an hourglass.

2 As the universes of the horizontal extension of pervaded space
expand, the reservoirs of the vertical extensionof unpervaded space
contract and vice versa. ere is a con uence of pervaded and
unpervaded space just underneath nether Paradise. Both types
of space there ow through the transmuting regulation channels,
where changes are wrought making pervadable space nonpervad-
able and vice versa in the contraction and expansion cycles of the
cosmos.

3 ¶ “Unpervaded” spacemeans: unpervaded by those forces, en-
ergies, powers, and presences known to exist in pervaded space. We
do not know whether vertical (reservoir) space is destined always
to function as the equipoise of horizontal (universe) space; we do
not knowwhether there is a creative intent concerning unpervaded
space; we really know very little about the space reservoirs, merely
that they exist, and that they seem to counterbalance the space-ex-
pansion-contraction cycles of the universe of universes.

4 ¶ e cycles of space respiration extend in eachphase for a little
more than one billion Urantia years. During one phase the univer-
ses expand; during the next they contract. Pervaded space is now
approaching the mid-point of the expanding phase, while unper-
vaded space nears the mid-point of the contracting phase, and we
are informed that the outermost limits of both space extensions
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are, theoretically, now approximately equidistant from Paradise.
e unpervaded-space reservoirs now extend vertically above up-

per Paradise and below nether Paradise just as far as the pervaded
space of the universe extends horizontally outward fromperipheral
Paradise to and even beyond the fourth outer space level.

5 For a billion years ofUrantia time the space reservoirs contract
while the master universe and the force activities of all horizontal
space expand. It thus requires a little over two billionUrantia years
to complete the entire expansion-contraction cycle.

7. SPACE FUNCTIONS OF PARADISE
1 Space does not exist on any of the surfaces of Paradise. If one

“looked” directly up from the upper surface of Paradise, one would
“see” nothing but unpervaded space going out or coming in, just
now coming in. Space does not touch Paradise; only the quiescent
midspace zones come in contact with the central Isle.

2 Paradise is the actuallymotionless nucleus of the relatively qui-
escent zones existingbetweenpervaded andunpervaded space. Ge-
ographically these zones appear to be a relative extension of Para-
dise, but there probably is some motion in them. We know very
little about them, but we observe that these zones of lessened space
motion separate pervaded and unpervaded space. Similar zones
once existed between the levels of pervaded space, but these are
now less quiescent.

3 e vertical cross section of total space would slightly resem-
ble a Maltese cross, with the horizontal arms representing per-
vaded (universe) space and the vertical arms representing unper-
vaded (reservoir) space. e areas between the four arms would
separate them somewhat as the midspace zones separate pervaded
andunpervaded space. ese quiescentmidspace zones grow larger
and larger at greater and greater distances from Paradise and even-
tually encompass the borders of all space and completely incapsu-
late both the space reservoirs and the entire horizontal extension
of pervaded space.

4 ¶ Space is neither a subabsolute conditionwithin, nor the pres-
ence of, the Unquali ed Absolute, neither is it a function of the
Ultimate. It is a bestowal of Paradise, and the space of the grand
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universe and that of all outer regions is believed to be actually per-
vaded by the ancestral space potency of the Unquali ed Absolute.
From near approach to peripheral Paradise, this pervaded space ex-
tends horizontally outward through the fourth space level and be-
yond the periphery of the master universe, but how far beyond we
do not know.

5 If you imagine a nite, but inconceivably large, V-shaped plane
situated at right angles to both the upper and lower surfaces of Par-
adise, with its point nearly tangent to peripheral Paradise, and then
visualize this plane in elliptical revolution about Paradise, its revo-
lution would roughly outline the volume of pervaded space.

6 ere is anupper and a lower limit tohorizontal spacewith ref-
erence to any given location in the universes. If one couldmove far
enough at right angles to the plane ofOrvonton, either upor down,
eventually the upper or lower limit of pervaded space would be en-
countered. Within the known dimensions of the master universe
these limits draw farther and farther apart at greater and greater
distances from Paradise; space thickens, and it thickens somewhat
faster than does the plane of creation, the universes.

7 ¶ e relatively quiet zones between the space levels, such as
the one separating the seven superuniverses from the rst outer
space level, are enormous elliptical regions of quiescent space ac-
tivities. ese zones separate the vast galaxies which race around
Paradise in orderly procession. You may visualize the rst outer
space level, where untold universes are now inprocess of formation,
as a vast procession of galaxies swinging around Paradise, bounded
above andbelowby themidspace zones of quiescence andbounded
on the inner and outer margins by relatively quiet space zones.˚

8 A space level thus functions as an elliptical region of motion
surrounded on all sides by relative motionlessness. Such relation-
ships of motion and quiescence constitute a curved space path of
lessened resistance to motion which is universally followed by cos-
mic force and emergent energy as they circle forever around the Isle
of Paradise.
7.7. e relatively quiet zone between the space levels,… e plural, found in all editions
a er 1955, agrees with the verb “are” and is otherwise consistent with the general sense of
the paragraph.
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9 is alternate zoning of the master universe, in association
with the alternate clockwise and counterclockwise ow of the
galaxies, is a factor in the stabilization of physical gravity designed
to prevent the accentuation of gravity pressure to the point of dis-
ruptive and dispersive activities. Such an arrangement exerts anti-
gravity in uence and acts as a brake upon otherwise dangerous ve-
locities.

8. PARADISE GRAVITY
1 e inescapable pull of gravity effectively grips all the worlds

of all the universes of all space. Gravity is the all-powerful grasp of
the physical presence of Paradise. Gravity is the omnipotent strand
on which are strung the gleaming stars, blazing suns, and whirling
spheres which constitute the universal physical adornment of the
eternalGod,who is all things, lls all things, and inwhomall things
consist.

2 e centre and focal point of absolute material gravity is the
Isle of Paradise, complemented by the dark gravity bodies encir-
clingHavona and equilibrated by the upper and nether space reser-
voirs. All known emanations of nether Paradise invariably and
unerringly respond to the central gravity pull operating upon the
endless circuits of the elliptical space levels of the master universe.
Every known form of cosmic reality has the bend of the ages, the
trend of the circle, the swing of the great ellipse.

3 Space is nonresponsive to gravity, but it acts as an equilibrant
on gravity. Without the space cushion, explosive action would jerk
surrounding space bodies. Pervaded space also exerts an antigravity
in uence upon physical or linear gravity; space can actually neu-
tralize such gravity action even though it cannot delay it. Absolute
gravity is Paradise gravity. Local or linear gravity pertains to the
electrical stage of energy or matter; it operates within the central,
super-, and outer universes, wherever suitable materialization has
taken place.

4 ¶ e numerous forms of cosmic force, physical energy, uni-
verse power, and various materializations disclose three general,
though not perfectly clear-cut, stages of response to Paradise grav-
ity:
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5 1. Pregravity Stages (Force). is is the rst step in the in-
dividuation of space potency into the pre-energy forms of cosmic
force. is state is analogous to the concept of theprimordial force-
charge of space, sometimes called pure energy or segregata.

6 2. Gravity Stages (Energy). is modi cation of the force-
charge of space is produced by the action of the Paradise force orga-
nizers. It signalizes the appearance of energy systems responsive to
the pull of Paradise gravity. is emergent energy is originally neu-
tral but consequent upon further metamorphosis will exhibit the
so-called negative and positive qualities. We designate these stages
ultimata.

7 3. Postgravity Stages (Universe Power). In this stage, energy-
matter discloses response to the control of linear gravity. In the
central universe these physical systems are threefold organizations
known as triata. ey are the superpower mother systems of the
creations of time and space. e physical systems of the superu-
niverses are mobilized by the Universe Power Directors and their
associates. ese material organizations are dual in constitution
and are known as gravita. e dark gravity bodies encircling Ha-
vona are neither triata nor gravita, and their drawing power dis-
closes both forms of physical gravity, linear and absolute.

8 ¶ Space potency is not subject to the interactions of any form
of gravitation. is primal endowment of Paradise is not an ac-
tual level of reality, but it is ancestral to all relative functional non-
spirit realities — all manifestations of force-energy and the orga-
nization of power and matter. Space potency is a term difficult to
de ne. It does not mean that which is ancestral to space; its mean-
ing should convey the idea of the potencies and potentials existent
within space. It may be roughly conceived to include all those ab-
solute in uences and potentials which emanate from Paradise and
constitute the space presence of the Unquali ed Absolute.

9 Paradise is the absolute source and the eternal focal point of all
energy-matter in the universe of universes. e Unquali ed Abso-
lute is the revealer, regulator, and repository of thatwhich has Para-
dise as its source and origin. e universal presence of the Unqual-
i ed Absolute seems to be equivalent to the concept of a potential
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in nity of gravity extension, an elastic tension of Paradise presence.
is concept aids us in grasping the fact that everything is drawn

inward towards Paradise. e illustration is crude but nonetheless
helpful. It also explains why gravity always acts preferentially in the
plane perpendicular to the mass, a phenomenon indicative of the
differential dimensions of Paradise and the surrounding creations.

9. THE UNIQUENESS OF PARADISE
1 Paradise is unique in that it is the realm of primal origin and

the nal goal of destiny for all spirit personalities. Although it is
true that not all of the lower spirit beings of the local universes are
immediately destined to Paradise, Paradise still remains the goal of
desire for all supermaterial personalities.

2 ¶ Paradise is the geographic centre of in nity; it is not a part
of universal creation, not even a real part of the eternal Havona
universe. We commonly refer to the central Isle as belonging to the
divine universe, but it really does not. Paradise is an eternal and
exclusive existence.

3 ¶ In the eternity of the past, when the Universal Father gave
in nite personality expression of his spirit self in the being of the
Eternal Son, simultaneously he revealed the in nity potential of his
nonpersonal self as Paradise. Nonpersonal and nonspiritual Para-
dise appears to have been the inevitable repercussion to the Father’s
will and act which eternalized the Original Son. us did the Fa-
ther project reality in two actual phases — the personal and the
nonpersonal, the spiritual and the nonspiritual. e tension be-
tween them, in the face of will to action by the Father and the Son,
gave existence to the Conjoint Actor and the central universe of
material worlds and spiritual beings.

4 When reality is differentiated into the personal and the non-
personal (Eternal Son and Paradise), it is hardly proper to call that
which is nonpersonal “Deity” unless somehow quali ed. e en-
ergy and material repercussions of the acts of Deity could hardly
be called Deity. Deity may cause much that is not Deity, and Par-
adise is not Deity; neither is it conscious as mortal man could ever
possibly understand such a term.
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5 ¶ Paradise is not ancestral to any being or living entity; it is
not a creator. Personality and mind-spirit relationships are trans-
missible, but pattern is not. Patterns are never re ections; they are
duplications— reproductions. Paradise is the absolute of patterns;
Havona is an exhibit of these potentials in actuality.

6 ¶ God’s residence is central and eternal, glorious and ideal. His
home is the beauteous pattern for all universe headquarters worlds;
and the central universe of his immediate indwelling is the pattern
for all universes in their ideals, organization, and ultimate destiny.

7 Paradise is the universal headquarters of all personality activi-
ties and the source-centre of all force-space and energy manifesta-
tions. Everything which has been, now is, or is yet to be, has come,
now comes, or will come forth from this central abiding place of
the eternal Gods. Paradise is the centre of all creation, the source
of all energies, and the place of primal origin of all personalities.

8 ¶ A er all, to mortals the most important thing about eternal
Paradise is the fact that this perfect abode of theUniversal Father is
the real and far-distant destiny of the immortal souls of the mortal
andmaterial sons of God, the ascending creatures of the evolution-
ary worlds of time and space. Every God-knowing mortal who has
espoused the career of doing the Father’s will has already embarked
upon the long, longParadise trail of divinity pursuit and perfection
attainment. And when such an animal-origin being does stand, as
countless numbers nowdo, before theGods on Paradise, having as-
cended from the lowly spheres of space, such an achievement rep-
resents the reality of a spiritual transformation bordering on the
limits of supremacy.

ahb

9 [Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom commissioned thus to
function by the Ancients of Days on Uversa.]



PAPER №12
THE UNIVERSE OF UNIVERSES

Perfector of Wisdom

THE immensity of the far- ung creation of theUniversal Fa-
ther is utterly beyond the grasp of nite imagination; the
enormousness of the master universe staggers the concept

of evenmyorder of being. But themortalmind canbe taughtmuch
about the plan and arrangement of the universes; you can know
something of their physical organization and marvellous adminis-
tration; youmay learnmuch about the various groups of intelligent
beingswho inhabit the seven superuniverses of time and the central
universe of eternity.

2 In principle, that is, in eternal potential, we conceive of mate-
rial creation as being in nite because the Universal Father is actu-
ally in nite, but aswe study and observe the totalmaterial creation,
we know that at any givenmoment in time it is limited, although to
your nite minds it is comparatively limitless, virtually boundless.

3 We are convinced, from the study of physical law and from the
observation of the starry realms, that the in nite Creator is not yet
manifest in nality of cosmic expression, that much of the cosmic
potential of the In nite is still self-contained and unrevealed. To
created beings the master universe might appear to be almost in-
nite, but it is far from nished; there are still physical limits to

the material creation, and the experiential revelation of the eternal
purpose is still in progress.

1. SPACE LEVELS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
1 e universe of universes is not an in nite plane, a boundless

cube, nor a limitless circle; it certainly has dimensions. e laws of
physical organization and administration prove conclusively that
thewhole vast aggregation of force-energy andmatter-power func-
tions ultimately as a space unit, as an organized and co-ordinated
whole. e observable behaviour of the material creation consti-
tutes evidence of a physical universe of de nite limits. e nal
proof of both a circular anddelimited universe is afforded by the, to
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us, well-known fact that all forms of basic energy ever swing around
the curved path of the space levels of the master universe in obedi-
ence to the incessant and absolute pull of Paradise gravity.

2 e successive space levels of themaster universe constitute the
major divisions of pervaded space — total creation, organized and
partially inhabited or yet to be organized and inhabited. If themas-
ter universe were not a series of elliptical space levels of lessened
resistance to motion, alternating with zones of relative quiescence,
we conceive that some of the cosmic energies would be observed to
shoot off on an in nite range, off on a straight-line path into track-
less space; but we never nd force, energy, ormatter thus behaving;
ever they whirl, always swinging onward in the tracks of the great
space circuits.

3 ¶ Proceeding outward from Paradise through the horizontal
extension of pervaded space, the master universe is existent in six
concentric ellipses, the space levels encircling the central Isle:

4 1. e Central Universe — Havona.
5 2. e Seven Superuniverses.
6 3. e First Outer Space Level.
7 4. e Second Outer Space Level.
8 5. e ird Outer Space Level.
9 6. e Fourth and Outermost Space Level.
10 ¶ Havona, the central universe, is not a time creation; it is

an eternal existence. is never-beginning, never-ending universe
consists of one billion spheres of sublime perfection and is sur-
rounded by the enormous dark gravity bodies. At the centre of
Havona is the stationary and absolutely stabilized Isle of Paradise,
surrounded by its 21 satellites. Owing to the enormous encircling
masses of the dark gravity bodies about the fringe of the central
universe, the mass content of this central creation is far in excess of
the total known mass of all seven sectors of the grand universe.

11 ¶ e Paradise-Havona System, the eternal universe encircling
the eternal Isle, constitutes the perfect and eternal nucleus of the
master universe; all seven of the superuniverses and all regions of
outer space revolve in established orbits around the gigantic central
aggregation of the Paradise satellites and the Havona spheres.
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12 e Seven Superuniverses are not primary physical organiza-
tions; nowhere do their boundaries divide a nebular family, neither
do they cross a local universe, a prime creative unit. Each superu-
niverse is simply a geographic space clustering of approximately 
of the organized andpartially inhabited post-Havona creation, and
each is about equal in the number of local universes embraced and
in the space encompassed. Nebadon, your local universe, is one of
the newer creations in Orvonton, the seventh superuniverse.

13 eGrandUniverse is the present organized and inhabited cre-
ation. It consists of the seven superuniverses, with an aggregate
evolutionary potential of around seven trillion inhabited planets,
not to mention the eternal spheres of the central creation. But this
tentative estimate takes no account of architectural administrative
spheres, neither does it include the outlying groups of unorganized
universes. e present ragged edge of the grand universe, its un-
even and un nished periphery, together with the tremendously
unsettled condition of thewhole astronomical plot, suggests to our
star students that even the seven superuniverses are, as yet, uncom-
pleted. As we move from within, from the divine centre outward
in any one direction, we do, eventually, come to the outer limits of
the organized and inhabited creation; we come to the outer limits
of the grand universe. And it is near this outer border, in a far-off
corner of such a magni cent creation, that your local universe has
its eventful existence.

14 e Outer Space Levels. Far out in space, at an enormous dis-
tance from the seven inhabited superuniverses, there are assem-
bling vast and unbelievably stupendous circuits of force and ma-
terializing energies. Between the energy circuits of the seven su-
peruniverses and this gigantic outer belt of force activity, there is a
space zone of comparative quiet, which varies inwidth but averages
about 400,000 light-years. ese space zones are free from star dust
— cosmic fog. Our students of these phenomena are in doubt as to
the exact status of the space-forces existing in this zone of relative
quiet which encircles the seven superuniverses. But about 500,000
light-years beyond the periphery of the present grand universe we
observe the beginnings of a zone of an unbelievable energy action
which increases in volume and intensity for over 25,000,000 light-
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years. ese tremendous wheels of energizing forces are situated
in the rst outer space level, a continuous belt of cosmic activity
encircling the whole of the known, organized, and inhabited cre-
ation.

15 Still greater activities are taking place beyond these regions, for
the Uversa physicists have detected early evidence of force mani-
festations more than 50,000,000 light-years beyond the outermost
ranges of the phenomena in the rst outer space level. ese activi-
ties undoubtedly presage the organization of thematerial creations
of the second outer space level of the master universe.

16 e central universe is the creation of eternity; the seven su-
peruniverses are the creations of time; the four outer space levels
are undoubtedly destined to eventuate-evolve the ultimacy of cre-
ation. And there are thosewhomaintain that the In nite can never
attain full expression short of in nity; and therefore do they postu-
late an additional and unrevealed creation beyond the fourth and
outermost space level, a possible ever-expanding, never-endinguni-
verse of in nity. In theory we do not know how to limit either the
in nity of theCreator or the potential in nity of creation, but as it
exists and is administered, we regard the master universe as having
limitations, as being de nitely delimited and bounded on its outer
margins by open space.

2. THE DOMAINS OF THE UNQUALIFIED
ABSOLUTE

1 When Urantia astronomers peer through their increasingly
powerful telescopes into the mysterious stretches of outer space
and there behold the amazing evolution of almost countless phys-
ical universes, they should realize that they are gazing upon the
mighty outworking of the unsearchable plans of the Architects
of the Master Universe. True, we do possess evidences which are
suggestive of the presence of certain Paradise personality in u-
ences here and there throughout the vast energy manifestations
now characteristic of these outer regions, but from the larger view-
point the space regions extending beyond the outer borders of the
seven superuniverses are generally recognized as constituting the
domains of the Unquali ed Absolute.
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2 Although the unaided human eye can see only two or three
nebulae outside the borders of the superuniverse of Orvonton,
your telescopes literally revealmillions uponmillions of these phys-
ical universes in process of formation. Most of the starry realms vi-
sually exposed to the search of your present-day telescopes are in
Orvonton, but with photographic technique the larger telescopes
penetrate far beyond the borders of the grand universe into the do-
mains of outer space, where untold universes are in process of orga-
nization. And there are yet other millions of universes beyond the
range of your present instruments.

3 In thenot-distant future, new telescopeswill reveal to thewon-
dering gaze ofUrantian astronomers no less than 375,000,000 new
galaxies in the remote stretches of outer space. At the same time
these more powerful telescopes will disclose that many island uni-
verses formerly believed to be in outer space are really a part of
the galactic system of Orvonton. e seven superuniverses are still
growing; the periphery of each is gradually expanding; new nebu-
lae are constantly being stabilized and organized; and some of the
nebulae whichUrantian astronomers regard as extragalactic are ac-
tually on the fringe of Orvonton and are travelling along with us.

4 ¶ e Uversa star students observe that the grand universe is
surrounded by the ancestors of a series of starry and planetary
clusters which completely encircle the present inhabited creation
as concentric rings of outer universes upon universes. e physi-
cists of Uversa calculate that the energy and matter of these outer
and uncharted regions already equal many times the total mate-
rial mass and energy charge embraced in all seven superuniverses.
We are informed that the metamorphosis of cosmic force in these
outer space levels is a function of the Paradise force organizers. We
also know that these forces are ancestral to those physical ener-
gies which at present activate the grand universe. e Orvonton
power directors, however, have nothing to do with these far-dis-
tant realms, neither are the energy movements therein discernibly
connected with the power circuits of the organized and inhabited
creations.

5 ¶ We know very little of the signi cance of these tremendous
phenomena of outer space. A greater creation of the future is in
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process of formation. We can observe its immensity, we can discern
its extent and sense itsmajestic dimensions, but otherwisewe know
little more about these realms than do the astronomers of Urantia.
As far as we know, no material beings on the order of humans, no
angels or other spirit creatures, exist in this outer ring of nebulae,
suns, and planets. is distant domain is beyond the jurisdiction
and administration of the superuniverse governments.

6 roughoutOrvonton it is believed that anew typeof creation
is in process, an order of universes destined to become the scene of
the future activities of the assembling Corps of the Finality; and if
our conjectures are correct, then the endless futuremay hold for all
of you the same enthralling spectacles that the endless past has held
for your seniors and predecessors.

3. UNIVERSAL GRAVITY
1 All forms of force-energy — material, mindal, or spiritual —

are alike subject to those grasps, those universal presences, which
we call gravity. Personality also is responsive to gravity — to the
Father’s exclusive circuit; but though this circuit is exclusive to the
Father, he is not excluded from the other circuits; the Universal
Father is in nite and acts over all four absolute-gravity circuits in
the master universe:

2 1. e Personality Gravity of the Universal Father.
3 2. e Spirit Gravity of the Eternal Son.
4 3. e Mind Gravity of the Conjoint Actor.
5 4. e Cosmic Gravity of the Isle of Paradise.
6 ¶ ese four circuits are not related to thenetherParadise force

centre; they are neither force, energy, nor power circuits. ey are
absolute presence circuits and likeGod are independent of time and
space.

7 In this connection it is interesting to record certain observa-
tions made on Uversa during recent millenniums by the corps of
gravity researchers. is expert group of workers has arrived at the
following conclusions regarding the different gravity systems of the
master universe:
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8 1. Physical Gravity. Having formulated an estimate of the
summation of the entire physical-gravity capacity of the grand uni-
verse, they have laboriously effected a comparison of this nding
with the estimated total of absolute gravity presence now opera-
tive. ese calculations indicate that the total gravity action on
the grand universe is a very small part of the estimated gravity pull
of Paradise, computed on the basis of the gravity response of ba-
sic physical units of universe matter. ese investigators reach the
amazing conclusion that the central universe and the surrounding
seven superuniverses are at the present time making use of only
about 5% of the active functioning of the Paradise absolute-grav-
ity grasp. In other words: At the present moment about 95% of
the active cosmic-gravity action of the Isle of Paradise, computed
on this totality theory, is engaged in controlling material systems
beyond the borders of the present organized universes. ese cal-
culations all refer to absolute gravity; linear gravity is an interactive
phenomenon which can be computed only by knowing the actual
Paradise gravity.

9 2. Spiritual Gravity. By the same technique of comparative
estimation and calculation these researchers have explored the pre-
sent reaction capacity of spirit gravity and, with the co-operation
of Solitary Messengers and other spirit personalities, have arrived
at the summation of the active spirit gravity of the Second Source
and Centre. And it is most instructive to note that they nd about
the same value for the actual and functional presence of spirit grav-
ity in the grand universe that they postulate for the present total
of active spirit gravity. In other words: At the present time practi-
cally the entire spirit gravity of the Eternal Son, computed on this
theory of totality, is observable as functioning in the grand uni-
verse. If these ndings are dependable, we may conclude that the
universes now evolving in outer space are at the present timewholly
nonspiritual. And if this is true, it would satisfactorily explain why
spirit-endowed beings are in possession of little or no information
about these vast energymanifestations aside fromknowing the fact
of their physical existence.

10 3. Mind Gravity. By these same principles of comparative
computation these experts have attacked the problem of mind-
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gravity presence and response. e mind unit of estimation was
arrived at by averaging three material and three spiritual types of
mentality, although the type of mind found in the power directors
and their associates proved to be a disturbing factor in the effort
to arrive at a basic unit for mind-gravity estimation. ere was lit-
tle to impede the estimation of the present capacity of the ird
Source and Centre for mind-gravity function in accordance with
this theory of totality. Although the ndings in this instance are
not so conclusive as in the estimates of physical and spirit gravity,
they are, comparatively considered, very instructive, even intrigu-
ing. ese investigators deduce that about 85% of the mind-grav-
ity response to the intellectual drawing of theConjointActor takes
origin in the existing grand universe. is would suggest the possi-
bility that mind activities are involved in connection with the ob-
servable physical activities now in progress throughout the realms
of outer space. While this estimate is probably far from accurate,
it accords, in principle, with our belief that intelligent force orga-
nizers are at present directing universe evolution in the space levels
beyond the present outer limits of the grand universe. Whatever
the nature of this postulated intelligence, it is apparently not spirit-
gravity responsive.

11 But all these computations are at best estimates based on as-
sumed laws. We think they are fairly reliable. Even if a few spirit
beings were located in outer space, their collective presence would
notmarkedly in uence calculations involving such enormousmea-
surements.

12 ¶ Personality Gravity is noncomputable. We recognize the cir-
cuit, but we cannot measure either qualitative or quantitative real-
ities responsive thereto.

4. SPACE AND MOTION
1 All units of cosmic energy are in primary revolution, are en-

gaged in the execution of their mission, while swinging around the
universal orbit. e universes of space and their component sys-
tems andworlds are all revolving spheres, moving along the endless
circuits of the master universe space levels. Absolutely nothing is
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stationary in all the master universe except the very centre of Ha-
vona, the eternal Isle of Paradise, the centre of gravity.

2 e Unquali ed Absolute is functionally limited to space, but
we are not so sure about the relation of this Absolute to motion.
Is motion inherent therein? We do not know. We know that mo-
tion is not inherent in space; even the motions of space are not in-
nate. But we are not so sure about the relation of the Unquali ed
to motion. Who, or what, is really responsible for the gigantic ac-
tivities of force-energy transmutations now in progress out beyond
the borders of the present seven superuniverses? Concerning the
origin of motion we have the following opinions:

3 1. We think the Conjoint Actor initiates motion in space.
4 2. If the Conjoint Actor produces the motions of space, we

cannot prove it.
5 3. e Universal Absolute does not originate initial motion

but does equalize and control all of the tensions originated by mo-
tion.

6 ¶ In outer space the force organizers are apparently responsi-
ble for the production of the gigantic universe wheels which are
now in process of stellar evolution, but their ability so to function
must have been made possible by some modi cation of the space
presence of the Unquali ed Absolute.

7 ¶ Space is, from the human viewpoint, nothing — negative; it
exists only as related to something positive and nonspatial. Space
is, however, real. It contains and conditionsmotion. It evenmoves.
Space motions may be roughly classi ed as follows:

8 1. Primary motion — space respiration, the motion of space
itself.

9 2. Secondary motion — the alternate directional swings of
the successive space levels.

10 3. Relative motions — relative in the sense that they are not
evaluated with Paradise as a base point. Primary and secondary
motions are absolute, motion in relation to unmoving Paradise.

11 4. Compensatory or correlating movement designed to co-
ordinate all other motions.
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12 ¶ e present relationship of your sun and its associated plan-
ets, while disclosing many relative and absolute motions in space,
tends to convey the impression to astronomic observers that you
are comparatively stationary in space, and that the surrounding
starry clusters and streams are engaged in outward ight at ever-in-
creasing velocities as your calculations proceed outward in space.
But such is not the case. You fail to recognize the present out-
ward and uniform expansion of the physical creations of all per-
vaded space. Your own local creation (Nebadon) participates in
this movement of universal outward expansion. e entire seven
superuniverses participate in the two-billion-year cycles of space
respiration along with the outer regions of the master universe.

13 When the universes expand and contract, the material masses
in pervaded space alternatelymove against andwith the pull of Par-
adise gravity. e work that is done in moving the material energy
mass of creation is space work but not power-energy work.

14 ¶ Although your spectroscopic estimations of astronomic ve-
locities are fairly reliable when applied to the starry realms belong-
ing to your superuniverse and its associate superuniverses, such
reckonings with reference to the realms of outer space are wholly
unreliable. Spectral lines are displaced from the normal towards
the violet by an approaching star; likewise these lines are displaced
towards the red by a receding star. Many in uences interpose to
make it appear that the recessional velocity of the external univer-
ses increases at the rate of more than 160 km/s for every 1,000,000
light-years increase in distance. By this method of reckoning, sub-
sequent to the perfection of more powerful telescopes, it will ap-
pear that these far-distant systems are in ight from this part of
the universe at the unbelievable rate of more than 48,000 km/s.
But this apparent speed of recession is not real; it results from nu-
merous factors of error embracing angles of observation and other
time-space distortions.

15 But the greatest of all such distortions arises because the vast
universes of outer space, in the realms next to the domains of the
seven superuniverses, seem to be revolving in a direction opposite
to that of the grand universe. at is, these myriads of nebulae and
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their accompanying suns and spheres are at the present time revolv-
ing clockwise about the central creation. e seven superuniverses
revolve about Paradise in a counterclockwise direction. It appears
that the second outer universe of galaxies, like the seven superuni-
verses, revolves counterclockwise about Paradise. And the astro-
nomic observers of Uversa think they detect evidence of revolu-
tionary movements in a third outer belt of far-distant space which
are beginning to exhibit directional tendencies of a clockwise na-
ture.

16 It is probable that these alternate directions of successive space
processions of the universes have something to do with the intra-
master universe gravity technique of theUniversalAbsolute, which
consists of a co-ordination of forces and an equalization of space
tensions. Motion as well as space is a complement or equilibrant of
gravity.

5. SPACE AND TIME
1 Like space, time is a bestowal of Paradise, but not in the same

sense, only indirectly. Time comes by virtue ofmotion and because
mind is inherently aware of sequentiality. From a practical view-
point,motion is essential to time, but there is nouniversal timeunit
based on motion except in so far as the Paradise-Havona standard
day is arbitrarily so recognized. e totality of space respiration
destroys its local value as a time source.

2 Space is not in nite, even though it takes origin fromParadise;
not absolute, for it is pervaded by the Unquali ed Absolute. We
do not know the absolute limits of space, but we do know that the
absolute of time is eternity.

3 ¶ Time and space are inseparable only in the time-space cre-
ations, the seven superuniverses. Nontemporal space (space with-
out time) theoretically exists, but the only truly nontemporal place
is Paradise area. Nonspatial time (time without space) exists in
mind of the Paradise level of function.

4 e relatively motionless midspace zones impinging on Para-
dise and separating pervaded from unpervaded space are the tran-
sition zones from time to eternity, hence the necessity of Paradise
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pilgrims becomingunconscious during this transitwhen it is to cul-
minate in Paradise citizenship. Time-conscious visitors can go to
Paradise without thus sleeping, but they remain creatures of time.

5 ¶ Relationships to time do not exist without motion in space,
but consciousness of time does. Sequentiality can consciousize
time even in the absence of motion. Man’s mind is less time-bound
than space-bound because of the inherent nature of mind. Even
during the days of the earth life in the esh, though man’s mind is
rigidly space-bound, the creative human imagination is compara-
tively time free. But time itself is not genetically a quality of mind.

6 ¶ ere are three different levels of time cognizance:
7 1. Mind-perceived time — consciousness of sequence, mo-

tion, and a sense of duration.
8 2. Spirit-perceived time — insight into motion Godward

and the awareness of the motion of ascent to levels of increasing
divinity.

9 3. Personality creates a unique time sense out of insight into
Reality plus a consciousness of presence and an awareness of dura-
tion.

10 ¶ Unspiritual animals know only the past and live in the pre-
sent. Spirit-indwelt man has powers of prevision (insight); he may
visualize the future. Only forward-looking and progressive atti-
tudes are personally real. Static ethics and traditional morality are
just slightly superanimal. Nor is stoicism a high order of self-re-
alization. Ethics and morals become truly human when they are
dynamic and progressive, alive with universe reality.

11 e human personality is not merely a concomitant of time-
and-space events; the human personality can also act as the cosmic
cause of such events.

6. UNIVERSAL OVERCONTROL
1 e universe is nonstatic. Stability is not the result of inertia

but rather the product of balanced energies, co-operative minds,
co-ordinated morontias, spirit overcontrol, and personality uni -
cation. Stability is wholly and always proportional to divinity.

2 In the physical control of the master universe the Universal
Father exercises priority and primacy through the Isle of Paradise;
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God is absolute in the spiritual administration of the cosmos in the
person of the Eternal Son. Concerning the domains of mind, the
Father and the Son function co-ordinately in the Conjoint Actor.

3 e ird Source andCentre assists in the maintenance of the
equilibrium and co-ordination of the combined physical and spir-
itual energies and organizations by the absoluteness of his grasp of
the cosmic mind and by the exercise of his inherent and universal
physical- and spiritual-gravity complements. Whenever and wher-
ever there occurs a liaison between the material and the spiritual,
such a mind phenomenon is an act of the In nite Spirit. Mind
alone can interassociate the physical forces and energies of the ma-
terial level with the spiritual powers and beings of the spirit level.

4 In all your contemplation of universal phenomena, make cer-
tain that you take into consideration the interrelation of physi-
cal, intellectual, and spiritual energies, and that due allowance is
made for the unexpected phenomena attendant upon their uni -
cation by personality and for the unpredictable phenomena result-
ing from the actions and reactions of experiential Deity and the
Absolutes.

5 e universe is highly predictable only in the quantitative or
gravity-measurement sense; even the primal physical forces are not
responsive to linear gravity, nor are the higher mind meanings and
true spirit values of ultimate universe realities. Qualitatively, the
universe is not highly predictable as regards new associations of
forces, either physical, mindal, or spiritual, although many such
combinations of energies or forces become partially predictable
when subjected to critical observation. When matter, mind, and
spirit are uni ed by creature personality, we are unable fully to pre-
dict the decisions of such a freewill being.

6 ¶ All phases of primordial force, nascent spirit, and other non-
personal ultimates appear to react in accordance with certain rel-
atively stable but unknown laws and are characterized by a lati-
tude of performance and an elasticity of response which are o en
disconcerting when encountered in the phenomena of a circum-
scribed and isolated situation. What is the explanation of this un-
predictable freedom of reaction disclosed by these emerging uni-
verse actualities? ese unknown, unfathomable unpredictables—
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whether pertaining to the behaviour of a primordial unit of force,
the reaction of an unidenti ed level of mind, or the phenomenon
of a vast preuniverse in the making in the domains of outer space
—probably disclose the activities of theUltimate and thepresence-
performances of the Absolutes, which antedate the function of all
universe Creators.

7 We do not really know, but we surmise that such amazing ver-
satility and such profound co-ordination signify the presence and
performance of the Absolutes, and that such diversity of response
in the face of apparently uniform causation discloses the reaction
of the Absolutes, not only to the immediate and situational causa-
tion, but also to all other related causations throughout the entire
master universe.

8 ¶ Individuals have their guardians of destiny; planets, systems,
constellations, universes, and superuniverses each have their re-
spective rulers who labour for the good of their domains. Havona
and even the grand universe are watched over by those intrusted
with such high responsibilities. But who fosters and cares for the
fundamental needs of themaster universe as awhole, fromParadise
to the fourth andoutermost space level? Existentially suchovercare
is probably attributable to the Paradise Trinity, but from an expe-
riential viewpoint the appearance of the post-Havona universes is
dependent on:

9 1. e Absolutes in potential.
10 2. e Ultimate in direction.
11 3. e Supreme in evolutionary co-ordination.
12 4. e Architects of the Master Universe in administration

prior to the appearance of speci c rulers.
13 ¶ e Unquali ed Absolute pervades all space. We are not al-

together clear as to the exact status of the Deity and Universal Ab-
solutes, but we know the latter functions wherever the Deity and
Unquali ed Absolutes function. e Deity Absolute may be uni-
versally present but hardly space present. e Ultimate is, or some-
time will be, space present to the outer margins of the fourth space
level. We doubt that the Ultimate will ever have a space presence
beyond the periphery of the master universe, but within this limit
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the Ultimate is progressively integrating the creative organization
of the potentials of the three Absolutes.

7. THE PART AND THE WHOLE
1 ere is operative throughout all time and space and with re-

gard to all reality of whatever nature an inexorable and impersonal
law which is equivalent to the function of a cosmic providence.
Mercy characterizes God’s attitude of love for the individual; im-
partiality motivates God’s attitude toward the total. e will of
God does not necessarily prevail in the part— the heart of any one
personality—buthiswill does actually rule thewhole, the universe
of universes.

2 ¶ In all his dealings with all his beings it is true that the laws
of God are not inherently arbitrary. To you, with your limited vi-
sion and nite viewpoint, the acts of God must o en appear to be
dictatorial and arbitrary. e laws of God are merely the habits of
God, his way of repeatedly doing things; and he ever does all things
well. You observe that God does the same thing in the same way,
repeatedly, simply because that is the best way to do that particu-
lar thing in a given circumstance; and the best way is the right way,
and therefore does in nitewisdomalways order it done in that pre-
cise and perfect manner. You should also remember that nature is
not the exclusive act of Deity; other in uences are present in those
phenomena which man calls nature.

3 It is repugnant to the divine nature to suffer any sort of deteri-
oration or ever to permit the execution of any purely personal act
in an inferior way. It should be made clear, however, that, if, in
the divinity of any situation, in the extremity of any circumstance,
in any case where the course of supreme wisdom might indicate
the demand for different conduct — if the demands of perfection
might for any reason dictate another method of reaction, a better
one, then and there would the all-wise God function in that better
and more suitable way. at would be the expression of a higher
law, not the reversal of a lower law.

4 God is not a habit-bound slave to the chronicity of the repe-
tition of his own voluntary acts. ere is no con ict among the
laws of the In nite; they are all perfections of the infallible nature;
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they are all the unquestioned acts expressive of faultless decisions.
Law is the unchanging reaction of an in nite, perfect, and divine
mind. e acts of God are all volitional notwithstanding this ap-
parent sameness. In God there “is no variableness neither shadow
of changing.” But all this which can be truly said of the Universal
Father cannot be said with equal certainty of all his subordinate
intelligences or of his evolutionary creatures.

5 Because God is changeless, therefore can you depend, in all
ordinary circumstances, on his doing the same thing in the same
identical and ordinary way. God is the assurance of stability for all
created things and beings. He is God; therefore he changes not.

6 And all this steadfastness of conduct and uniformity of action
is personal, conscious, and highly volitional, for the great God is
not a helpless slave to his own perfection and in nity. God is not
a self-acting automatic force; he is not a slavish law-bound power.
God is neither a mathematical equation nor a chemical formula.
He is a freewill and primal personality. He is the Universal Father,
a being surcharged with personality and the universal fount of all
creature personality.

7 ¶ ewill ofGoddoes not uniformly prevail in the heart of the
God-seeking material mortal, but if the time frame is enlarged be-
yond the moment to embrace the whole of the rst life, then does
God’swill become increasingly discernible in the spirit fruitswhich
are borne in the lives of the spirit-led children of God. And then,
if human life is further enlarged to include the morontia experi-
ence, the divine will is observed to shine brighter and brighter in
the spiritualizing acts of those creatures of time who have begun
to taste the divine delights of experiencing the relationship of the
personality of man with the personality of the Universal Father.

8 e Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man present
the paradox of the part and the whole on the level of personality.
God loves each individual as an individual child in the heavenly
family. Yet God thus loves every individual; he is no respecter of
persons, and the universality of his love brings into being a rela-
tionship of the whole, the universal brotherhood.

9 e love of the Father absolutely individualizes each personal-
ity as a unique child of the Universal Father, a child without du-
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plicate in in nity, a will creature irreplaceable in all eternity. e
Father’s love glori es each child of God, illuminating each mem-
ber of the celestial family, sharply silhouetting the unique nature
of each personal being against the impersonal levels that lie outside
the fraternal circuit of the Father of all. e love of God strikingly
portrays the transcendent value of each will creature, unmistakably
reveals the high value which the Universal Father has placed upon
each and every one of his children from the highest creator per-
sonality of Paradise status to the lowest personality of will dignity
among the savage tribes of men in the dawn of the human species
on some evolutionary world of time and space.

10 is very love of God for the individual brings into being the
divine family of all individuals, the universal brotherhood of the
freewill children of the Paradise Father. And this brotherhood, be-
ing universal, is a relationship of the whole. Brotherhood, when
universal, discloses not the each relationship, but the all relation-
ship. Brotherhood is a reality of the total and therefore discloses
qualities of the whole in contradistinction to qualities of the part.

11 Brotherhood constitutes a fact of relationship between every
personality in universal existence. No person can escape the ben-
e ts or the penalties that may come as a result of relationship to
other persons. e part pro ts or suffers in measure with the
whole. e good effort of each man bene ts all men; the error or
evil of eachman augments the tribulation of all men. Asmoves the
part, somoves thewhole. As the progress of thewhole, so the prog-
ress of the part. e relative velocities of part and whole determine
whether the part is retarded by the inertia of the whole or is carried
forward by the momentum of the cosmic brotherhood.

12 ¶ It is amystery thatGod is a highly personal self-conscious be-
ing with residential headquarters, and at the same time personally
present in such a vast universe and personally in contact with such
a well-nigh in nite number of beings. at such a phenomenon is
a mystery beyond human comprehension should not in the least
lessen your faith. Do not allow the magnitude of the in nity,
the immensity of the eternity, and the grandeur and glory of the
matchless character of God to overawe, stagger, or discourage you;
for the Father is not very far from any one of you; he dwells within
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you, and in him do we all literally move, actually live, and veritably
have our being.

13 ¶ Even though the Paradise Father functions through his di-
vine creators and his creature children, he also enjoys themost inti-
mate inner contact with you, so sublime, so highly personal, that it
is even beyondmy comprehension— that mysterious communion
of the Father fragment with the human soul and with the mortal
mind of its actual indwelling. Knowing what you do of these gi s
of God, you therefore know that the Father is in intimate touch,
not only with his divine associates, but also with his evolutionary
mortal children of time. e Father indeed abides on Paradise, but
his divine presence also dwells in the minds of men.

14 Even though the spirit of a Son be poured out upon all esh,
even though a Son once dwelt with you in the likeness of mortal
esh, even though the seraphim personally guard and guide you,

howcan anyof these divine beings of the Second and irdCentres
ever hope to come as near to you or to understand you as fully as
the Father, who has given a part of himself to be in you, to be your
real and divine, even your eternal, self ?

8. MATTER, MIND, AND SPIRIT
1 “God is spirit,” but Paradise is not. e material universe is al-

ways the arena wherein take place all spiritual activities; spirit be-
ings and spirit ascenders live and work on physical spheres of ma-
terial reality.

2 ¶ e bestowal of cosmic force, the domain of cosmic gravity,
is the function of the Isle of Paradise. All original force-energy pro-
ceeds from Paradise, and the matter for the making of untold uni-
verses now circulates throughout themaster universe in the formof
a supergravity presence which constitutes the force-charge of per-
vaded space.

3 Whatever the transformations of force in the outlying univer-
ses, having gone out from Paradise, it journeys on subject to the
never-ending, ever-present, unfailing pull of the eternal Isle, obedi-
ently and inherently swinging on forever around the eternal space
paths of the universes. Physical energy is the one reality which is
true and steadfast in its obedience to universal law. Only in the
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realms of creature volition has there been deviation from the divine
paths and the original plans. Power and energy are the universal ev-
idences of the stability, constancy, and eternity of the central Isle
of Paradise.

4 ¶ e bestowal of spirit and the spiritualization of personali-
ties, the domain of spiritual gravity, is the realm of the Eternal Son.
And this spirit gravity of the Son, ever drawing all spiritual realities
to himself, is just as real and absolute as is the all-powerful material
grasp of the Isle of Paradise. But material-minded man is naturally
more familiar with thematerial manifestations of a physical nature
than with the equally real and mighty operations of a spiritual na-
ture which are discerned only by the spiritual insight of the soul.

5 As the mind of any personality in the universe becomes more
spiritual — Godlike — it becomes less responsive to material grav-
ity. Reality, measured by physical-gravity response, is the antithesis
of reality as determined by quality of spirit content. Physical-grav-
ity action is a quantitative determiner of nonspirit energy; spiri-
tual-gravity action is the qualitative measure of the living energy of
divinity.

6 ¶ What Paradise is to the physical creation, and what the Eter-
nal Son is to the spiritual universe, the Conjoint Actor is to the
realms of mind — the intelligent universe of material, morontial,
and spiritual beings and personalities.

7 e Conjoint Actor reacts to both material and spiritual real-
ities and therefore inherently becomes the universal minister to all
intelligent beings, beings who may represent a union of both the
material and spiritual phases of creation. e endowment of intel-
ligence, the ministry to the material and the spiritual in the phe-
nomenon of mind, is the exclusive domain of the Conjoint Actor,
who thus becomes the partner of the spiritual mind, the essence of
the morontia mind, and the substance of the material mind of the
evolutionary creatures of time.

8 Mind is the technique whereby spirit realities become experi-
ential to creature personalities. And in the last analysis the unifying
possibilities of even humanmind, the ability to co-ordinate things,
ideas, and values, is supermaterial.
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9 ¶ ough it is hardly possible for the mortal mind to compre-
hend the seven levels of relative cosmic reality, the human intellect
should be able to grasp much of the meaning of three functioning
levels of nite reality:

10 1. Matter. Organized energy which is subject to linear grav-
ity except as it is modi ed by motion and conditioned by mind.

11 2. Mind. Organized consciousness which is not wholly sub-
ject to material gravity, and which becomes truly liberated when
modi ed by spirit.

12 3. Spirit. e highest personal reality. True spirit is not sub-
ject to physical gravity but eventually becomes the motivating in-
uence of all evolving energy systems of personality dignity.
13 ¶ e goal of existence of all personalities is spirit; material

manifestations are relative, and the cosmic mind intervenes be-
tween these universal opposites. e bestowal of mind and the
ministration of spirit are the work of the associate persons of De-
ity, the In nite Spirit and theEternal Son. TotalDeity reality is not
mind but spirit-mind — mind-spirit uni ed by personality. Nev-
ertheless the absolutes of both the spirit and the thing converge in
the person of the Universal Father.

14 ¶ On Paradise the three energies, physical, mindal, and spiri-
tual, are co-ordinate. In the evolutionary cosmos energy-matter is
dominant except in personality, where spirit, through the media-
tion of mind, is striving for the mastery. Spirit is the fundamental
reality of the personality experience of all creatures because God is
spirit. Spirit is unchanging, and therefore, in all personality rela-
tions, it transcends both mind and matter, which are experiential
variables of progressive attainment.

15 In cosmic evolutionmatter becomes a philosophic shadowcast
by mind in the presence of spirit luminosity of divine enlighten-
ment, but this does not invalidate the reality of matter-energy.
Mind, matter, and spirit are equally real, but they are not of equal
value to personality in the attainment of divinity. Consciousness
of divinity is a progressive spiritual experience.

16 e brighter the shining of the spiritualized personality (the
Father in the universe, the fragment of potential spirit personality
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in the individual creature), the greater the shadow cast by the in-
tervening mind upon its material investment. In time, man’s body
is just as real as mind or spirit, but in death, both mind (identity)
and spirit survive while the body does not. A cosmic reality can
be nonexistent in personality experience. And so your Greek g-
ure of speech — the material as the shadow of the more real spirit
substance — does have a philosophic signi cance.

9. PERSONAL REALITIES
1 Spirit is the basic personal reality in the universes, and per-

sonality is basic to all progressing experience with spiritual reality.
Every phase of personality experience on every successive level of
universe progression swarms with clues to the discovery of alluring
personal realities. Man’s true destiny consists in the creation of new
and spirit goals and then in responding to the cosmic allurements
of such supernal goals of nonmaterial value.

2 ¶ Love is the secret of bene cial association between person-
alities. You cannot really know a person as the result of a single
contact. You cannot appreciatingly know music through mathe-
matical deduction, even though music is a form of mathematical
rhythm. e number assigned to a telephone subscriber does not
in any manner identify the personality of that subscriber or signify
anything concerning his character.

3 Mathematics, material science, is indispensable to the intelli-
gent discussion of the material aspects of the universe, but such
knowledge is not necessarily a part of the higher realizationof truth
or of the personal appreciation of spiritual realities. Not only in the
realms of life but even in the world of physical energy, the sum of
two or more things is very o en something more than, or some-
thing different from, the predictable additive consequences of such
unions. e entire science of mathematics, the whole domain of
philosophy, the highest physics or chemistry, could not predict
or know that the union of two gaseous hydrogen atoms with one
gaseous oxygen atomwould result in a new and qualitatively super-
additive substance — liquid water. e understanding knowledge
of this one physiochemical phenomenon should have prevented
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the development of materialistic philosophy and mechanistic cos-
mology.

4 Technical analysis does not reveal what a person or a thing can
do. For example: Water is used effectively to extinguish re. at
water will put out re is a fact of everyday experience, but no anal-
ysis of water could ever be made to disclose such a property. Anal-
ysis determines that water is composed of hydrogen and oxygen;
a further study of these elements discloses that oxygen is the real
supporter of combustion and that hydrogen will itself freely burn.

5 Your religion is becoming real because it is emerging from the
slavery of fear and the bondage of superstition. Your philosophy
struggles for emancipation fromdogma and tradition. Your science
is engaged in the agelong contest between truth and error while it
ghts for deliverance from the bondage of abstraction, the slavery

of mathematics, and the relative blindness of mechanistic materi-
alism.

6 ¶ Mortal man has a spirit nucleus. e mind is a personal-en-
ergy system existing around a divine spirit nucleus and function-
ing in a material environment. Such a living relationship of per-
sonal mind and spirit constitutes the universe potential of eternal
personality. Real trouble, lasting disappointment, serious defeat,
or inescapable death can come only a er self-concepts presume
fully to displace the governing power of the central spirit nucleus,
thereby disrupting the cosmic scheme of personality identity.

ahb

7 [Presented by a Perfector ofWisdomacting by authority of the
Ancients of Days.]



PAPER №13
THE SACRED SPHERES OF PARADISE

Perfector of Wisdom

BETWEEN the central Isle of Paradise and the innermost of
the Havona planetary circuits there are situated in space
three lesser circuits of special spheres. e innermost cir-

cuit consists of the seven secret spheres of the Universal Father;
the second group is composed of the seven luminous worlds of the
Eternal Son; in the outermost are the seven immense spheres of
the In nite Spirit, the executive-headquarters worlds of the Seven
Master Spirits.

2 ese three seven-world circuits of the Father, the Son, and the
Spirit are spheres of unexcelled grandeur and unimagined glory.
Even their material or physical construction is of an order unre-
vealed to you. Each circuit is diverse in material, and each world
of each circuit is different excepting the seven worlds of the Son,
which are alike in physical constitution. All 21 are enormous sphe-
res, and each group of seven is differently eternalized. As far as we
know they have always been; like Paradise they are eternal. ere
exists neither record nor tradition of their origin.

3 ¶ e seven secret spheres of the Universal Father, circulating
about Paradise in close proximity to the eternal Isle, are highly re-
ective of the spiritual luminosity of the central shining of the eter-

nal Deities, shedding this light of divine glory throughout Paradise
and even upon the seven circuits of Havona.

4 ¶ On the seven sacred worlds of the Eternal Son there appear
to take origin the impersonal energies of spirit luminosity. No per-
sonal beingmay sojournon anyof these seven shining realms. With
spiritual glory they illuminate all Paradise andHavona, and theydi-
rectionize pure spirit luminosity to the seven superuniverses. ese
brilliant spheres of the second circuit likewise emit their light (light
without heat) to Paradise and to the billionworlds of the seven-cir-
cuited central universe.
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5 ¶ e seven worlds of the In nite Spirit are occupied by the
SevenMaster Spirits, whopreside over the destinies of the seven su-
peruniverses, sending forth the spiritual illumination of the ird
Person of Deity to these creations of time and space. And all Ha-
vona, but not the Isle of Paradise, is bathed in these spiritualizing
in uences.

6 ¶ Although the worlds of the Father are ultimate status sphe-
res for all Father-endowed personalities, this is not their exclusive
function. Many beings and entities other than personal sojourn on
these worlds. Each world in the circuit of the Father and the cir-
cuit of the Spirit has a distinct type of permanent citizenship, but
we think the Son’s worlds are inhabited by uniform types of other-
than-personal beings. Father fragments are among the natives of
Divinington; the other orders of permanent citizenship are unre-
vealed to you.

7 e 21 Paradise satellites serve many purposes in both central
and superuniverses not disclosed in these narratives. You are able to
understand so little of the life of these spheres that you cannot hope
to gain anything like a consistent view of them, either as to nature
or function; thousands of activities are there going on which are
unrevealed to you. ese 21 spheres embrace the potentials of the
function of themaster universe. ese papers afford only a eeting
glimpse of certain circumscribed activities pertaining to thepresent
universe age of the granduniverse—rather, oneof the seven sectors
of the grand universe.

1. THE SEVEN SACRED WORLDS OF THE FATHER
1 e Father’s circuit of sacred life spheres contains the only in-

herent personality secrets in the universe of universes. ese satel-
lites of Paradise, the innermost of the three circuits, are the only
forbidden domains concerned with personality in the central uni-
verse. Nether Paradise and theworlds of the Son are likewise closed
to personalities, but neither of those realms is in any way directly
concerned with personality.

2 e Paradise worlds of the Father are directed by the highest
order of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity, the Trinitized Secrets
of Supremacy. Of these worlds I can tell little; of their manifold
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activities I may tell less. Such information concerns only those be-
ings who function thereon and go forth therefrom. And though I
am somewhat familiar with six of these special worlds, never have I
landed on Divinington; that world is wholly forbidden to me.

3 One of the reasons for the secrecy of these worlds is because
each of these sacred spheres enjoys a specialized representation, or
manifestation, of the Deities composing the Paradise Trinity; not
a personality, but a unique presence of Divinity which can only be
appreciated and comprehended by those particular groups of intel-
ligences resident on, or admissible to, that particular sphere. e
Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy are the personal agents of these
specialized and impersonal presences of Divinity. And the Secrets
of Supremacy are highly personal beings, superbly endowed and
marvellously adapted to their exalted and exacting work.

4 1. DIVININGTON. is world is, in a unique sense, the
“bosomof the Father,” the personal-communion sphere of theUni-
versal Father, and thereon is a special manifestation of his divinity.
Divinington is the Paradise rendezvous of the ought Adjusters,
but it is also the home of numerous other entities, personalities,
and other beings taking origin in the Universal Father. Many per-
sonalities besides the Eternal Son are of direct origin by the solitary
acts of the Universal Father. Only the Father fragments and those
personalities and other beings of direct and exclusive origin in the
Universal Father fraternize and function on this abode.

5 ¶ e secrets of Divinington include the secret of the bestowal
and mission of ought Adjusters. eir nature, origin, and the
technique of their contact with the lowly creatures of the evolu-
tionary worlds is a secret of this Paradise sphere. ese amazing
transactions do not personally concern the rest of us, and there-
fore do the Deities deem it proper to withhold certain features of
this great and divine ministry from our full understanding. In so
far as we come in contact with this phase of divine activity, we are
permitted full knowledge of these transactions, but concerning the
intimate details of this great bestowal we are not fully informed.

6 is sphere also holds the secrets of the nature, purpose, and
activities of all other forms of Father fragments, of theGravityMes-
sengers, and of hosts of other beings unrevealed to you. It is highly
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probable that those truths pertaining to Divinington which are
withheld fromme, if revealed, wouldmerely confuse and handicap
me inmy present work, and still again, perhaps they are beyond the
conceptual capacity of my order of being.

7 2. SONARINGTON. is sphere is the “bosom of the
Son,” the personal receiving world of the Eternal Son. It is the Par-
adise headquarters of the descending and ascending Sons of God
when, and a er, they are fully accredited and nally approved. is
world is the Paradise home for all Sons of the Eternal Son and of his
co-ordinate and associate Sons. ere are numerous orders of di-
vine sonship attached to this supernal abode which have not been
revealed to mortals since they are not concerned with the plans of
the ascension scheme of human spiritual progression through the
universes and on to Paradise.

8 ¶ e secrets of Sonarington include the secret of the incarna-
tionof the divine Sons. When a SonofGodbecomes a SonofMan,
is literally born of woman, as occurred on your world 1900 years
ago, it is a universal mystery. It is occurring right along through-
out the universes, and it is a Sonarington secret of divine sonship.

e Adjusters are a mystery of God the Father. e incarnation of
the divine Sons is a mystery of God the Son; it is a secret locked up
in the seventh sector of Sonarington, a realm penetrated by none
save those who have personally passed through this unique expe-
rience. Only those phases of incarnation having to do with your
ascension career have been brought to your notice. ere are many
other phases of the mystery of the incarnation of the Paradise Sons
of unrevealed types onmissions of universe servicewhich areundis-
closed to you. And there are still other Sonarington mysteries.

9 3. SPIRITINGTON. is world is the “bosom of the
Spirit,” the Paradise home of the high beings that exclusively rep-
resent the In nite Spirit. Here forgather the Seven Master Spirits
and certain of their offspring from all universes. At this celestial
abodemay also be found numerous unrevealed orders of spirit per-
sonalities, beings assigned to themanifold activities of the universe
not associated with the plans of upstepping the mortal creatures of
time to the Paradise levels of eternity.
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10 ¶ e secrets of Spiritington involve the impenetrable mysteries
of re ectivity. We tell you of the vast and universal phenomenon
of re ectivity, more particularly as it is operative on the headquar-
ters worlds of the seven superuniverses, but we never fully explain
this phenomenon, for we do not fully understand it. Much, very
much, we do comprehend, but many basic details are still mysteri-
ous to us. Re ectivity is a secret of God the Spirit. You have been
instructed concerning re ectivity functions in relation to the as-
cension scheme of mortal survival, and it does so operate, but re-
ectivity is also an indispensable feature of the normal working of

numerous other phases of universe occupation. is endowment
of the In nite Spirit is also utilized in channels other than those of
intelligence gathering and information dissemination. And there
are other secrets of Spiritington.

11 4. VICEGERINGTON. is planet is the “bosom of the
Father and the Son” and is the secret sphere of certain unrevealed
beings who take origin by the acts of the Father and the Son. is is
also the Paradise home of many glori ed beings of complex ances-
try, those whose origin is complicated because of the many diverse
techniques operative in the seven superuniverses. Many groups of
beings forgather on thisworldwhose identity has not been revealed
to Urantia mortals.

12 ¶ e secrets of Vicegerington include the secrets of trinitization,
and trinitization constitutes the secret of authority to represent the
Trinity, to act as vicegerents of the Gods. Authority to represent
the Trinity attaches only to those beings, revealed and unrevealed,
who are trinitized, created, eventuated, or eternalized by any twoor
all three of the ParadiseTrinity. Personalities brought into being by
the trinitizing acts of certain types of glori ed creatures represent
no more than the conceptual potential mobilized in that trinitiza-
tion, albeit such creatures may ascend the path of Deity embrace
open to all of their kind.

13 Nontrinitized beings do not fully understand the technique
of trinitization by either two or three Creators or by certain crea-
tures. You will never fully understand such a phenomenon unless,
in the far-distant future of your glori ed career, you should essay
and succeed in such an adventure, because otherwise these secrets
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of Vicegerington will always be forbidden you. But to me, a high
Trinity-origin being, all sectors of Vicegerington are open. I fully
understand, and just as fully and sacredly protect, the secret of my
origin and destiny.

14 ere are still other forms and phases of trinitization which
have not been brought to the notice of the Urantia peoples, and
these experiences, in their personal aspects, are duly protected in
the secret sector of Vicegerington.

15 5. SOLITARINGTON. is world is the “bosomof the Fa-
ther and the Spirit” and is the rendezvous of a magni cent host of
unrevealed beings of origin in the conjoint acts of theUniversal Fa-
ther and the In nite Spirit, beings who partake of the traits of the
Father in addition to their Spirit inheritance.

16 is is also the home of the Solitary Messengers and of other
personalities of the superangelic orders. You know of very few of
these beings; there are vast numbers of orders unrevealed onUran-
tia. Because they are domiciled on the h world, it does not nec-
essarily follow that the Father had aught to do with the creation
of Solitary Messengers or their superangelic associates, but in this
universe age he does have to do with their function. During the
present universe age this is also the status sphere of the Universe
Power Directors.

17 ere are numerous additional orders of spirit personalities,
beings unknown to mortal man, who look upon Solitarington as
their Paradise home sphere. It should be remembered that all divi-
sions and levels of universe activities are just as fully provided with
spirit ministers as is the realm concerned with helping mortal man
ascend to his divine Paradise destiny.

18 ¶ e secrets of Solitarington. Besides certain secrets of trinitiza-
tion, this world holds the secrets of the personal relation of the In -
nite Spirit with certain of the higher offspring of the ird Source
and Centre. On Solitarington are held the mysteries of the inti-
mate association of numerous unrevealed orders with the spirits of
the Father, of the Son, and of the Spirit, with the threefold spirit of
the Trinity, and with the spirits of the Supreme, the Ultimate, and
the Supreme-Ultimate.
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19 6. SERAPHINGTON. is sphere is the “bosomof theSon
and the Spirit” and is the home world of the vast hosts of unre-
vealed beings created by the Son and the Spirit. is is also the des-
tiny sphere of all ministering orders of the angelic hosts, including
supernaphim, seconaphim, and seraphim. ere also serve in the
central and outlying universes many orders of superb spirits who
are not “ministering spirits to those who shall be heirs of salvation.”
All these spirit workers in all levels and realms of universe activities
look upon Seraphington as their Paradise home.

20 ¶ e secrets of Seraphington involve a threefold mystery, only
one of which I may mention — the mystery of seraphic transport.

e ability of various orders of seraphim and allied spirit beings to
envelop within their spirit forms all orders of nonmaterial person-
alities and to carry themawayon lengthy interplanetary journeys, is
a secret locked up in the sacred sectors of Seraphington. e trans-
port seraphim comprehend this mystery, but they do not commu-
nicate it to the rest of us, or perhaps they cannot. e other mys-
teries of Seraphington pertain to the personal experiences of types
of spirit servers as yet not revealed tomortals. Andwe refrain from
discussing the secrets of such closely related beings because you can
almost comprehend such near orders of existence, and it would be
akin to betrayal of trust to present even our partial knowledge of
such phenomena.

21 7. ASCENDINGTON. is uniqueworld is the “bosomof
the Father, Son, and Spirit,” the rendezvous of the ascendant crea-
tures of space, the receiving sphere of the pilgrims of time who are
passing through the Havona universe on their way to Paradise. As-
cendington is the actual Paradise home of the ascendant souls of
time and space until they attain Paradise status. You mortals will
spend most of your Havona “vacations” on Ascendington. Dur-
ing your Havona life Ascendington will be to you what the rever-
sion directors were during the local and superuniverse ascension.
Here you will engage in thousands of activities which are beyond
the grasp ofmortal imagination. And as on every previous advance
in the Godward ascent, your human self will here enter into new
relationships with your divine self.

22 ¶ e secrets of Ascendington include themystery of the gradual
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and certain building up in the material and mortal mind of a spir-
itual and potentially immortal counterpart of character and iden-
tity. is phenomenon constitutes one of themost perplexingmys-
teries of the universes — the evolution of an immortal soul within
the mind of a mortal and material creature.

23 Youwill never fully understand thismysterious transactionun-
til you reach Ascendington. And that is just why all Ascendington
will be open to your wondering gaze. One seventh of Ascending-
ton is forbidden to me — that sector concerned with this very se-
cret which is (or will be) the exclusive experience and possession of
your type of being. is experience belongs to your human order
of existence. Myorder of personality is not directly concernedwith
such transactions. It is therefore forbidden tome and eventually re-
vealed to you. But even a er it is revealed to you, for some reason
it forever remains your secret. You do not reveal it to us nor to any
other order of beings. We know about the eternal fusion of a divine
Adjuster and an immortal soul of human origin, but the ascendant
naliters know this very experience as an absolute reality.

2. FATHERWORLD RELATIONSHIPS
1 ese home worlds of the diverse orders of spiritual beings are

tremendous and stupendous spheres, and they are equal to Paradise
in their matchless beauty and superb glory. ey are rendezvous
worlds, reunion spheres, serving as permanent cosmic addresses.
As naliters you will be domiciled on Paradise, but Ascendington
will be your home address at all times, even when you enter service
in outer space. rough all eternity you will regard Ascendington
as your home of sentimental memories and reminiscent recollec-
tions. When you become seventh-stage spirit beings, possibly you
will give up your residential status on Paradise.

2 If outer universes are in the making, if they are to be inhabited
by time creatures of ascension potential, then we infer that these
children of the future will also be destined to look upon Ascend-
ington as their Paradise home world.

3 ¶ Ascendington is the only sacred sphere that will be unre-
servedly open to your inspection as a Paradise arrival. Vicegering-
ton is the only sacred sphere that is wholly and unreservedly open
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to my scrutiny. ough its secrets are concerned in my origin, in
this universe age I do not regard Vicegerington as my home. Trin-
ity-origin beings and trinitized beings are not the same.

4 ¶ e Trinity-origin beings do not fully share the Father’s
worlds; they have their sole homes on the Isle of Paradise in close
proximity to theMostHoly Sphere. ey o en appear onAscend-
ington, the “bosomof the Father-Son-Spirit,” where they fraternize
with their brethren who have come up from the lowly worlds of
space.

5 ¶ You might assume that Creator Sons, being of Father-Son
origin, would regard Vicegerington as their home, but such is not
the case in this universe age of the function of God the Sevenfold.
And there are many similar problems that will perplex you, for you
are sure to encounter many difficulties as you attempt to under-
stand these things which are so near Paradise. Nor can you suc-
cessfully reason out these questions; you know so little. And if you
knewmore about the Father’s worlds, you would simply encounter
more difficulties until you knew all about them. Status on any of
these secret worlds is acquired by service as well as by nature of ori-
gin, and the successive universe ages may and do redistribute cer-
tain of these personality groupings.

6 ¶ e worlds of the inner circuit are really fraternal or status
worlds more than actual residential spheres. Mortals will attain
some status on each of the Father’s worlds save one. For example:
When you mortals attain Havona, you are granted clearance for
Ascendington, where you are most welcome, but you are not per-
mitted to visit the other six sacred worlds. Subsequent to your pas-
sage through the Paradise regime and a er your admission to the
Corps of the Finality, you are granted clearance for Sonarington
since you are sons of God as well as ascenders — and you are even
more. But there will always remain  of Sonarington, the sector of
the incarnation secrets of the divine Sons, which will not be open
to your scrutiny. Never will those secrets be revealed to the ascen-
dant sons of God.

7 Eventually you will have full access to Ascendington and rel-
ative access to the other spheres of the Father except Divinington.
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But even when you are granted permission to land on ve addi-
tional secret spheres, a er you have become a naliter, you will not
be allowed to visit all sectors of such worlds. Nor will you be per-
mitted to land on the shores of Divinington, the “bosom of the
Father,” though you shall surely stand repeatedly at the “right hand
of the Father.” Never throughout all eternity will there arise any
necessity for your presence on the world of the ought Adjusters.

8 ese rendezvous worlds of spirit life are forbidden ground
to the extent that we are asked not to negotiate entrance to those
phases of these spheres which are wholly outside our realms of ex-
perience. You may become creature perfect even as the Universal
Father is deity perfect, but youmaynot knowall the experiential se-
crets of all other orders of universe personalities. When theCreator
has an experiential personality secret with his creature, the Creator
preserves that secret in eternal con dence.

9 ¶ All these secrets are supposedly known to the collective body
of the Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy. ese beings are fully
known only by their special world groups; they are little compre-
hended by other orders. A er you attain Paradise, you will know
and ardently love the ten Secrets of Supremacy who direct Ascend-
ington. Excepting Divinington, you will also achieve a partial un-
derstanding of the Secrets of Supremacy on the other worlds of the
Father, though not so perfectly as on Ascendington.

10 e Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy, as their name might sug-
gest, are related to the Supreme; they are likewise related to theUl-
timate and to the future Supreme-Ultimate. ese Secrets of Su-
premacy are the secrets of the Supreme and also the secrets of the
Ultimate, even the secrets of the Supreme-Ultimate.

3. THE SACRED WORLDS OF THE ETERNAL SON
1 e seven luminous spheres of the Eternal Son are the worlds

of the seven phases of pure-spirit existence. ese shining orbs are
the source of the threefold light of Paradise and Havona, their in-
uence being largely, but not wholly, con ned to the central uni-

verse.
2 Personality is not present on these Paradise satellites; therefore

is there little concerning these pure-spirit abodes which can be pre-
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sented to the mortal and material personality. We are taught that
these worlds teem with the otherwise-than-personal life of the be-
ings of the Eternal Son. We infer that these entities are being as-
sembled forministry in the projected new universes of outer space.

e Paradise philosophersmaintain that each Paradise cycle, about
two billion years of Urantia time, witnesses the creation of addi-
tional reserves of these orders on the secret worlds of the Eternal
Son.

3 ¶ As far as I am informed, no personality has ever been on any
one of these spheres of the Eternal Son. I have never been assigned
to visit one of these worlds in all my long experience in and out of
Paradise. Even the personalities cocreated by the Eternal Son do
not go to these worlds. We infer that all types of impersonal spirits
— regardless of parentage — are admitted to these spirit homes.
As I am a person and have a spirit form, no doubt such a world
would seem empty and deserted even if I were permitted to pay it a
visit. High spirit personalities are not given to the grati cation of
purposeless curiosity, purely useless adventure. ere is at all times
altogether too much intriguing and purposeful adventure to per-
mit the development of any great interest in those projects which
are either futile or unreal.

4. THE WORLDS OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT
1 Between the inner circuit of Havona and the shining spheres

of the Eternal Son there circle the seven orbs of the In nite Spirit,
worlds inhabited by the offspring of the In nite Spirit, by the trini-
tized sons of glori ed created personalities, and by other types of
unrevealed beings concerned with the effective administration of
the many enterprises of the various realms of universe activities.

2 e Seven Master Spirits are the supreme and ultimate repre-
sentatives of the In nite Spirit. ey maintain their personal sta-
tions, their power focuses, on the periphery of Paradise, but all op-
erations concerned with their management and direction of the
grand universe are conducted on and from these seven special exec-
utive spheres of the In nite Spirit. e Seven Master Spirits are, in
reality, the mind-spirit balance wheel of the universe of universes,
an all-embracing, all-encompassing, and all-co-ordinatingpowerof
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central location.
3 From these seven special spheres the Master Spirits operate to

equalize and stabilize the cosmic-mind circuits of the grand uni-
verse. ey also have to do with the differential spiritual attitude
and presence of the Deities throughout the grand universe. Physi-
cal reactions are uniform, unvarying, and always instantaneous and
automatic. But experiential spiritual presence is in accordancewith
the underlying conditions or states of spiritual receptivity inherent
in the individual minds of the realms.

4 ¶ Physical authority, presence, and function are unvarying in
all the universes, small or great. e differing factor in spiritual
presence, or reaction, is the uctuating differential in its recogni-
tion and receptionbywill creatures. Whereas the spiritual presence
of absolute and existential Deity is in no manner whatever in u-
enced by attitudes of loyalty or disloyalty on the part of created be-
ings, at the same time it is true that the functioning presence of sub-
absolute and experientialDeity is de nitely and directly in uenced
by the decisions, choices, and will-attitudes of such nite creature
beings — by the loyalty and devotion of the individual being, pla-
net, system, constellation, or universe. But this spiritual presence
of divinity is not whimsical nor arbitrary; its experiential variance
is inherent in the freewill endowment of personal creatures.

5 e determiner of the differential of spiritual presence exists in
your ownhearts andminds and consists in themanner of your own
choosing, in the decisions of yourminds, and in the determination
of your own wills. is differential is inherent in the freewill re-
actions of intelligent personal beings, beings whom the Universal
Father has ordained shall exercise this liberty of choosing. And the
Deities are ever true to the ebb and ow of their spirits in meeting
and satisfying the conditions and demands of this differential of
creature choice, now bestowing more of their presence in response
to a sincere desire for the same and again withdrawing themselves
from the scene as their creatures decide adversely in the exercise
of their divinely bestowed freedom of choice. And thus does the
spirit of divinity become humbly obedient to the choosing of the
creatures of the realms.
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6 ¶ e executive abodes of the Seven Master Spirits are, in real-
ity, the Paradise headquarters of the seven superuniverses and their
correlated segments in outer space. Each Master Spirit presides
over one superuniverse, and each of these seven worlds is exclu-
sively assigned to one of the Master Spirits. ere is literally no
phase of the sub-Paradise administration of the seven superuniver-
ses which is not provided for on these executive worlds. ey are
not so exclusive as the spheres of the Father or those of the Son, and
though residential status is limited to native beings and those who
work thereon, these seven administrative planets are always open
to all beings who desire to visit them, and who can command the
necessary means of transit.

7 To me, these executive worlds are the most interesting and in-
triguing spots outside of Paradise. In no other place in the wide
universe can one observe such varied activities, involving so many
different orders of living beings, having to do with operations on
so many diverse levels, occupations at once material, intellectual,
and spiritual. When I am accorded a period of release from assign-
ment, if I chance to be on Paradise or in Havona, I usually proceed
to one of these busy worlds of the Seven Master Spirits, there to
inspire my mind with such spectacles of enterprise, devotion, loy-
alty, wisdom, and effectiveness. Nowhere else can I observe such an
amazing interassociation of personality performances on all seven
levels of universe reality. And I am always stimulated by the ac-
tivities of those who well know how to do their work, and who so
thoroughly enjoy doing it.

ahb

8 [Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom commissioned thus to
function by the Ancients of Days on Uversa.]



PAPER №14
THE CENTRAL AND DIVINE UNIVERSE

Perfector of Wisdom

THE perfect and divine universe occupies the centre of all
creation; it is the eternal core around which the vast cre-
ations of time and space revolve. Paradise is the gigantic

nuclear Isle of absolute stability which rests motionless at the very
heart of the magni cent eternal universe. is central planetary
family is called Havona and is far-distant from the local universe
of Nebadon. It is of enormous dimensions and almost unbeliev-
able mass and consists of one billion spheres of unimagined beauty
and superb grandeur, but the true magnitude of this vast creation
is really beyond the understanding grasp of the human mind.

2 is is the one and only settled, perfect, and established aggre-
gation of worlds. is is a wholly created and perfect universe; it is
not an evolutionary development. is is the eternal core of perfec-
tion, about which swirls that endless procession of universes which
constitute the tremendous evolutionary experiment, the audacious
adventure of the Creator Sons of God, who aspire to duplicate in
time and to reproduce in space the pattern universe, the ideal of
divine completeness, supreme nality, ultimate reality, and eternal
perfection.

1. THE PARADISEHAVONA SYSTEM
1 From the periphery of Paradise to the inner borders of the

seven superuniverses there are the following seven space conditions
and motions:

2 1. e quiescent midspace zones impinging on Paradise.
3 2. e clockwise processional of the three Paradise and the

seven Havona circuits.
4 3. e semiquiet space zone separating the Havona circuits

from the dark gravity bodies of the central universe.
5 4. e inner, counterclockwise-moving belt of the dark grav-

ity bodies.
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6 5. e second unique space zone dividing the two space
paths of the dark gravity bodies.

7 6. e outer belt of dark gravity bodies, revolving clockwise
around Paradise.

8 7. A third space zone — a semiquiet zone — separating the
outer belt of dark gravity bodies from the innermost circuits of the
seven superuniverses.

9 ¶ e billion worlds of Havona are arranged in seven concen-
tric circuits immediately surrounding the three circuits of Paradise
satellites. ere are upwards of 35,000,000 worlds in the inner-
most Havona circuit and over 245,000,000 in the outermost, with
proportionate numbers intervening. Each circuit differs, but all
are perfectly balanced and exquisitely organized, and each is per-
vaded by a specialized representation of the In nite Spirit, one of
the Seven Spirits of the Circuits. In addition to other functions
this impersonal Spirit co-ordinates the conduct of celestial affairs
throughout each circuit.

10 e Havona planetary circuits are not superimposed; their
worlds follow each other in an orderly linear procession. e
central universe whirls around the stationary Isle of Paradise in
one vast plane, consisting of ten concentric stabilized units — the
three circuits of Paradise spheres and the seven circuits of Havona
worlds. Physically regarded, the Havona and the Paradise circuits
are all one and the same system; their separation is in recognition
of functional and administrative segregation.

11 ¶ Time is not reckoned onParadise; the sequence of successive
events is inherent in the concept of those who are indigenous to
the central Isle. But time is germane to the Havona circuits and to
numerous beings of both celestial and terrestrial origin sojourning
thereon. Each Havona world has its own local time, determined
by its circuit. All worlds in a given circuit have the same length of
year since they uniformly swing around Paradise, and the length
of these planetary years decreases from the outermost to the inner-
most circuit.

12 Besides Havona-circuit time, there is the Paradise-Havona
standardday andother timedesignationswhich are determinedon,
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and are sent out from, the seven Paradise satellites of the In nite
Spirit. e Paradise-Havona standard day is based on the length
of time required for the planetary abodes of the rst or inner Ha-
vona circuit to complete one revolution around the Isle of Paradise;
and though their velocity is enormous, owing to their situation be-
tween the dark gravity bodies and gigantic Paradise, it requires al-
most 1,000 years for these spheres to complete their circuit. You
have unwittingly read the truth when your eyes rested on the state-
ment “A day is as a thousand years with God, as but a watch in the
night.” One Paradise-Havona day is just 7minutes, 3⅛ seconds less
than 1,000 years of the present Urantia leap-year calendar.

13 is Paradise-Havona day is the standard time measurement
for the seven superuniverses, although each maintains its own in-
ternal time standards.

14 ¶ On the outskirts of this vast central universe, far out beyond
the seventh belt of Havona worlds, there swirl an unbelievable
number of enormous dark gravity bodies. ese multitudinous
dark masses are quite unlike other space bodies in many particu-
lars; even in form they are very different. ese dark gravity bodies
neither re ect nor absorb light; they arenonreactive tophysical-en-
ergy light, and they so completely encircle and enshroud Havona
as to hide it from the view of even near-by inhabited universes of
time and space.

15 e great belt of dark gravity bodies is divided into two equal
elliptical circuits by a unique space intrusion. e inner belt re-
volves counterclockwise; the outer revolves clockwise. ese alter-
nate directions of motion, coupled with the extraordinary mass of
the dark bodies, so effectively equalize the lines of Havona gravity
as to render the central universe a physically balanced and perfectly
stabilized creation.

16 e inner procession of dark gravity bodies is tubular in ar-
rangement, consisting of three circular groupings. A cross section
of this circuit would exhibit three concentric circles of about equal
density. e outer circuit of dark gravity bodies is arranged per-
pendicularly, being 10,000 times higher than the inner circuit. e
up-and-down diameter of the outer circuit is 50,000 times that of
the transverse diameter.
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17 e intervening space which exists between these two circuits
of gravity bodies is unique in that nothing like it is to be found else-
where in all the wide universe. is zone is characterized by enor-
mous wave movements of an up-and-down nature and is perme-
ated by tremendous energy activities of an unknown order.

18 In our opinion, nothing like the dark gravity bodies of the
central universe will characterize the future evolution of the outer
space levels; we regard these alternate processions of stupendous
gravity-balancing bodies as unique in the master universe.

2. CONSTITUTION OF HAVONA
1 Spirit beings do not dwell in nebulous space; they do not in-

habit ethereal worlds; they are domiciled on actual spheres of ama-
terial nature, worlds just as real as those on whichmortals live. e
Havona worlds are actual and literal, albeit their literal substance
differs from the material organization of the planets of the seven
superuniverses.

2 e physical realities of Havona represent an order of energy
organization radically different from any prevailing in the evolu-
tionary universes of space. Havona energies are threefold; super-
universe units of energy-matter contain a twofold energy charge,
although one form of energy exists in negative and positive phases.

e creation of the central universe is threefold (Trinity); the cre-
ation of a local universe (directly) is twofold, by a Creator Son and
a Creative Spirit.

3 e material of Havona consists of the organization of exactly
1,000 basic chemical elements and the balanced function of the
seven forms of Havona energy. Each of these basic energies mani-
fests seven phases of excitation, so that theHavona natives respond
to 49 differing sensation stimuli. In other words, viewed from a
purely physical standpoint, the natives of the central universe pos-
sess 49 specialized forms of sensation. e morontia senses are 70,
and the higher spiritual orders of reaction response vary in differ-
ent types of beings from 70 to 210.

4 None of the physical beings of the central universe would be
visible to Urantians. Neither would any of the physical stimuli of
those faraway worlds excite a reaction in your gross sense organs. If
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a Urantia mortal could be transported to Havona, he would there
be deaf, blind, and utterly lacking in all other sense reactions; he
could only function as a limited self-conscious being deprived of
all environmental stimuli and all reactions thereto.

5 ¶ ere are numerous physical phenomena and spiritual reac-
tions transpiring in the central creation which are unknown on
worlds such as Urantia. e basic organization of a threefold cre-
ation is wholly unlike that of the twofold constitution of the cre-
ated universes of time and space.

6 All natural law is co-ordinated on a basis entirely different than
in thedual-energy systemsof the evolving creations. e entire cen-
tral universe is organized in accordance with the threefold system
of perfect and symmetrical control. roughout the whole Para-
dise-Havona system there is maintained a perfect balance between
all cosmic realities and all spiritual forces. Paradise, with an abso-
lute grasp of material creation, perfectly regulates and maintains
the physical energies of this central universe; the Eternal Son, as
a part of his all-embracing spirit grasp, most perfectly sustains the
spiritual status of all who indwell Havona. On Paradise nothing is
experimental, and the Paradise-Havona system is a unit of creative
perfection.

7 e universal spiritual gravity of the Eternal Son is amazingly
active throughout the central universe. All spirit values and spiri-
tual personalities are unceasingly drawn inward towards the abode
of the Gods. is Godward urge is intense and inescapable. e
ambition to attain God is stronger in the central universe, not be-
cause spirit gravity is stronger than in the outlying universes, but
because those beingswhohave attainedHavona aremore fully spir-
itualized and hence more responsive to the ever-present action of
the universal spirit-gravity pull of the Eternal Son.

8 Likewise does the In nite Spirit draw all intellectual values
Paradiseward. roughout the central universe the mind gravity
of the In nite Spirit functions in liaison with the spirit gravity of
the Eternal Son, and these together constitute the combined urge
of the ascendant souls to nd God, to attain Deity, to achieve Par-
adise, and to know the Father.
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9 ¶ Havona is a spiritually perfect and physically stable universe.
e control and balanced stability of the central universe appear to

be perfect. Everything physical or spiritual is perfectly predictable,
but mind phenomena and personality volition are not. We do in-
fer that sin can be reckoned as impossible of occurrence, but we
do this on the ground that the native freewill creatures of Havona
have never been guilty of transgressing the will of Deity. rough
all eternity these supernal beings have been consistently loyal to the
Eternals of Days. Neither has sin appeared in any creature who has
entered Havona as a pilgrim. ere has never been an instance of
misconduct by any creature of any group of personalities ever cre-
ated in, or admitted to, the centralHavonauniverse. So perfect and
so divine are the methods and means of selection in the universes
of time that never in the records of Havona has an error occurred;
no mistakes have ever been made; no ascendant soul has ever been
prematurely admitted to the central universe.

3. THE HAVONA WORLDS
1 Concerning the government of the central universe, there is

none. Havona is so exquisitely perfect that no intellectual systemof
government is required. ere are no regularly constituted courts,
neither are there legislative assemblies; Havona requires only ad-
ministrative direction. Heremay be observed the height of the ide-
als of true self-government.

2 ere is no need of government among such perfect and near-
perfect intelligences. ey stand in no need of regulation, for they
are beings of native perfection interspersed with evolutionary crea-
tures who have long since passed the scrutiny of the supreme tribu-
nals of the superuniverses.

3 e administration of Havona is not automatic, but it is mar-
vellously perfect and divinely efficient. It is chie y planetary and
is vested in the resident Eternal of Days, each Havona sphere be-
ing directed by one of these Trinity-origin personalities. Eternals
of Days are not creators, but they are perfect administrators. ey
teach with supreme skill and direct their planetary children with a
perfection of wisdom bordering on absoluteness.
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4 e billion spheres of the central universe constitute the train-
ing worlds of the high personalities native to Paradise and Havona
and further serve as the nal proving grounds for ascending crea-
tures from the evolutionary worlds of time. In the execution of the
Universal Father’s great plan of creature ascension the pilgrims of
time are landed on the receiving worlds of the outer or seventh cir-
cuit, and subsequent to increased training and enlarged experience,
they are progressively advanced inward, planet by planet and circle
by circle, until they nally attain the Deities and achieve residence
on Paradise.

5 At present, although the spheres of the seven circuits aremain-
tained in all their supernal glory, only about 1% of all planetary
capacity is utilized in the work of furthering the Father’s universal
plan of mortal ascension. About 0.1% of the area of these enor-
mous worlds is dedicated to the life and activities of the Corps of
the Finality, beings eternally settled in light and life who o en so-
journ and minister on the Havona worlds. ese exalted beings
have their personal residences on Paradise.

6 e planetary construction of the Havona spheres is en-
tirely unlike that of the evolutionary worlds and systems of space.
Nowhere else in all the grand universe is it convenient to utilize
such enormous spheres as inhabited worlds. Triata physical con-
stitution, coupled with the balancing effect of the immense dark
gravity bodies, makes it possible so perfectly to equalize the phys-
ical forces and so exquisitely to balance the various attractions of
this tremendous creation. Antigravity is also employed in the or-
ganization of the material functions and the spiritual activities of
these enormous worlds.

7 e architecture, lighting, and heating, as well as the biologic
and artistic embellishment, of the Havona spheres, are quite be-
yond the greatest possible stretch of human imagination. You can-
not be told much about Havona; to understand its beauty and
grandeur youmust see it. But there are real rivers and lakes on these
perfect worlds.

8 Spiritually theseworlds are ideally appointed; they are ttingly
adapted to their purpose of harbouring the numerous orders of dif-
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fering beings who function in the central universe. Manifold ac-
tivities take place on these beautiful worlds which are far beyond
human comprehension.

4. CREATURES OF THE CENTRAL UNIVERSE
1 ere are seven basic forms of living things and beings on the

Havona worlds, and each of these basic forms exists in three dis-
tinct phases. Each of these three phases is divided into 70 major
divisions, and eachmajor division is composedof 1,000minor divi-
sions, with yet other subdivisions, and so on. ese basic life groups
might be classi ed as:

2 1. Material.
3 2. Morontial.
4 3. Spiritual.
5 4. Absonite.
6 5. Ultimate.
7 6. Coabsolute.
8 7. Absolute.
9 ¶ Decay and death are not a part of the cycle of life on the Ha-

vonaworlds. In the central universe the lower living things undergo
the transmutation of materialization. ey do change form and
manifestation, but they do not resolve by process of decay and cel-
lular death.

10 ¶ eHavona natives are all the offspring of the Paradise Trin-
ity. ey are without creature parents, and they are nonreproduc-
ing beings. We cannot portray the creation of these citizens of the
central universe, beings who neverwere created. e entire story of
the creation of Havona is an attempt to time-space an eternity fact
which has no relation to time or space asmortal man comprehends
them. But we must concede human philosophy a point of origin;
even personalities far above the human level require a concept of
“beginnings.” Nevertheless, the Paradise-Havona system is eternal.

11 e natives ofHavona live on the billion spheres of the central
universe in the same sense that other orders of permanent citizen-
ship dwell on their respective spheres of nativity. As the material
order of sonship carries on the material, intellectual, and spiritual
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economy of a billion local systems in a superuniverse, so, in a larger
sense, do theHavonanatives live and functionon the billionworlds
of the central universe. You might possibly regard these Havoners
as material creatures in the sense that the word “material” could be
expanded to describe the physical realities of the divine universe.

12 ere is a life that is native to Havona and possesses signi -
cance in and of itself. Havoners minister in many ways to Paradise
descenders and to superuniverse ascenders, but they also live lives
that are unique in the central universe and have relative meaning
quite apart from either Paradise or the superuniverses.

13 As the worship of the faith sons of the evolutionary worlds
ministers to the satisfaction of the Universal Father’s love, so the
exalted adoration of the Havona creatures satiates the perfect ide-
als of divine beauty and truth. As mortal man strives to do the will
of God, these beings of the central universe live to gratify the ide-
als of the Paradise Trinity. In their very nature they are the will of
God. Man rejoices in the goodness of God, Havoners exult in the
divine beauty, while you both enjoy the ministry of the liberty of
living truth.

14 Havoners have both optional present and future unrevealed
destinies. And there is a progression of native creatures that is pe-
culiar to the central universe, a progression that involves neither
ascent to Paradise nor penetration of the superuniverses. is pro-
gression to higher Havona status may be suggested as follows:

15 1. Experiential progress outward fromthe rst to the seventh
circuit.

16 2. Progress inward from the seventh to the rst circuit.
17 3. Intracircuit progress — progression within the worlds of

a given circuit.
18 ¶ In addition to theHavona natives, the inhabitants of the cen-

tral universe embrace numerous classes of pattern beings for var-
ious universe groups — advisers, directors, and teachers of their
kind and to their kind throughout creation. All beings in all uni-
verses are fashioned along the lines of some one order of pattern
creature living on some one of the billion worlds of Havona. Even
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the mortals of time have their goal and ideals of creature existence
on the outer circuits of these pattern spheres on high.

19 en there are those beings who have attained the Universal
Father, and who are entitled to go and come, who are assigned here
and there in the universes on missions of special service. And on
everyHavonaworldwill be found the attainment candidates, those
whohave physically attained the central universe, butwhohave not
yet achieved that spiritual development which will enable them to
claim Paradise residence.

20 e In nite Spirit is represented on the Havona worlds by a
host of personalities, beings of grace and glory, who administer the
details of the intricate intellectual and spiritual affairs of the central
universe. On these worlds of divine perfection they perform the
work indigenous to the normal conduct of this vast creation and,
in addition, carry on the manifold tasks of teaching, training, and
ministering to the enormous numbers of ascendant creatures who
have climbed to glory from the dark worlds of space.

21 ere are numerous groups of beings native to the Paradise-
Havona system that are in no way directly associated with the as-
cension scheme of creature perfection attainment; therefore are
they omitted from the personality classi cations presented to the
mortal races. Only the major groups of superhuman beings and
those orders directly connected with your survival experience are
herein presented.

22 Havona teems with the life of all phases of intelligent beings,
who there seek to advance from lower to higher circuits in their
efforts to attain higher levels of divinity realization and enlarged
appreciation of supreme meanings, ultimate values, and absolute
reality.

5. LIFE IN HAVONA
1 On Urantia you pass through a short and intense test during

your initial life of material existence. On the mansion worlds and
up through your system, constellation, and local universe, you tra-
verse the morontia phases of ascension. On the training worlds of
the superuniverse you pass through the true spirit stages of progres-
sion and are prepared for eventual transit toHavona. On the seven
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circuits ofHavona your attainment is intellectual, spiritual, and ex-
periential. And there is a de nite task to be achieved on each of the
worlds of each of these circuits.

2 Life on the divine worlds of the central universe is so rich and
full, so complete and replete, that it wholly transcends the hu-
man concept of anything a created being could possibly experience.

e social and economic activities of this eternal creation are en-
tirely dissimilar to the occupations of material creatures living on
evolutionary worlds like Urantia. Even the technique of Havona
thought is unlike the process of thinking on Urantia.

3 e regulations of the central universe are ttingly and inher-
ently natural; the rules of conduct are not arbitrary. In every re-
quirement ofHavona there is disclosed the reason of righteousness
and the rule of justice. And these two factors, combined, equal
what on Urantia would be denominated fairness. When you ar-
rive in Havona, you will naturally enjoy doing things the way they
should be done.

4 ¶ When intelligent beings rst attain the central universe, they
are received and domiciled on the pilot world of the seventh Ha-
vona circuit. As the new arrivals progress spiritually, attain iden-
tity comprehension of their superuniverse Master Spirit, they are
transferred to the sixth circle. (It is from these arrangements in the
central universe that the circles of progress in the humanmindhave
been designated.) A er ascenders have attained a realization of Su-
premacy and are thereby prepared for theDeity adventure, they are
taken to the h circuit; and a er attaining the In nite Spirit, they
are transferred to the fourth. Following the attainment of the Eter-
nal Son, they are removed to the third; and when they have recog-
nized the Universal Father, they go to sojourn on the second cir-
cuit of worlds, where they become more familiar with the Paradise
hosts. Arrival on the rst circuit ofHavona signi es the acceptance
of the candidates of time into the service of Paradise. Inde nitely,
according to the length and nature of the creature ascension, they
will tarry on the inner circuit of progressive spiritual attainment.
From this inner circuit the ascending pilgrims pass inward to Par-
adise residence and admission to the Corps of the Finality.
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5 During your sojourn inHavona as a pilgrim of ascent, you will
be allowed to visit freely among the worlds of the circuit of your
assignment. You will also be permitted to go back to the planets of
those circuits you have previously traversed. And all this is possible
to those who sojourn on the circles of Havona without the neces-
sity of being ensupernaphimed. e pilgrims of time are able to
equip themselves to traverse “achieved” space but must depend on
the ordained technique to negotiate “unachieved” space; a pilgrim
cannot leave Havona nor go forward beyond his assigned circuit
without the aid of a transport supernaphim.

6 ¶ ere is a refreshing originality about this vast central cre-
ation. Aside from the physical organization of matter and the fun-
damental constitution of the basic orders of intelligent beings and
other living things, there is nothing in commonbetween theworlds
of Havona. Every one of these planets is an original, unique, and
exclusive creation; each planet is a matchless, superb, and perfect
production. And this diversity of individuality extends to all fea-
tures of the physical, intellectual, and spiritual aspects of planetary
existence. Each of these billion perfection spheres has been devel-
oped and embellished in accordance with the plans of the resident
Eternal of Days. And this is just why no two of them are alike.

7 Not until you traverse the last of the Havona circuits and visit
the last of the Havona worlds, will the tonic of adventure and the
stimulus of curiosity disappear from your career. And then will the
urge, the forward impulse of eternity, replace its forerunner, the
adventure lure of time.

8 Monotony is indicative of immaturity of the creative imagina-
tion and inactivity of intellectual co-ordination with the spiritual
endowment. By the time an ascendant mortal begins the explo-
ration of these heavenly worlds, he has already attained emotional,
intellectual, and social, if not spiritual, maturity.

9 Not only will you nd undreamed-of changes confronting you
as you advance from circuit to circuit in Havona, but your aston-
ishment will be inexpressible as you progress from planet to planet
within each circuit. Each of these billion study worlds is a veritable
university of surprises. Continuing astonishment, unending won-
der, is the experience of those who traverse these circuits and tour
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these gigantic spheres. Monotony is not a part of the Havona ca-
reer.

10 Love of adventure, curiosity, and dread of monotony — these
traits inherent in evolving human nature—were not put there just
to aggravate and annoy you during your short sojourn on earth, but
rather to suggest to you that death is only the beginning of an end-
less career of adventure, an everlasting life of anticipation, an eter-
nal voyage of discovery.

11 Curiosity — the spirit of investigation, the urge of discovery,
the drive of exploration—is a part of the inborn anddivine endow-
ment of evolutionary space creatures. ese natural impulses were
not given you merely to be frustrated and repressed. True, these
ambitious urges must frequently be restrained during your short
life on earth, disappointment must be o en experienced, but they
are to be fully realized and gloriously grati ed during the long ages
to come.

6. THE PURPOSE OF THE CENTRAL UNIVERSE
1 e range of the activities of seven-circuited Havona is enor-

mous. In general, they may be described as:
2 1. Havonal.
3 2. Paradisiacal.
4 3. Ascendant- nite — Supreme-Ultimate evolutional.
5 ¶ Many super nite activities take place in the Havona of the

present universe age, involving untold diversities of absonite and
other phases of mind and spirit functions. It is possible that the
central universe serves many purposes which are not revealed to
me, as it functions in numerous ways beyond the comprehension
of the created mind. Nevertheless, I will endeavour to depict how
this perfect creation ministers to the needs and contributes to the
satisfactions of seven orders of universe intelligence.

6 1. e Universal Father— the First Source andCentre. God
the Father derives supreme parental satisfaction from the perfec-
tion of the central creation. He enjoys the experience of love sati-
ety on near-equality levels. e perfect Creator is divinely pleased
with the adoration of the perfect creature.
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7 Havona affords the Father supreme achievement grati cation.
e perfection realization in Havona compensates for the time-

space delay of the eternal urge of in nite expansion.
8 e Father enjoys the Havona reciprocation of the divine

beauty. It satis es the divine mind to afford a perfect pattern of
exquisite harmony for all evolving universes.

9 Our Father beholds the central universe with perfect pleasure
because it is a worthy revelation of spirit reality to all personalities
of the universe of universes.

10 e God of universes has favourable regard for Havona and
Paradise as the eternal power nucleus for all subsequent universe
expansion in time and space.

11 e eternal Father views with never-ending satisfaction the
Havona creation as the worthy and alluring goal for the ascension
candidates of time, his mortal grandchildren of space achieving
theirCreator-Father’s eternal home. AndGod takes pleasure in the
Paradise-Havona universe as the eternal home of Deity and the di-
vine family.

12 2. e Eternal Son— the Second Source andCentre. To the
Eternal Son the superb central creation affords eternal proof of the
partnership effectiveness of the divine family — Father, Son, and
Spirit. It is the spiritual and material basis for absolute con dence
in the Universal Father.

13 Havona affords the Eternal Son an almost unlimited base for
the ever-expanding realization of spirit power. e central universe
afforded the Eternal Son the arena wherein he could safely and se-
curely demonstrate the spirit and technique of the bestowal min-
istry for the instruction of his associate Paradise Sons.

14 Havona is the reality foundation for the Eternal Son’s spirit-
gravity control of the universe of universes. is universe affords
the Son the grati cation of parental craving, spiritual reproduc-
tion.

15 e Havona worlds and their perfect inhabitants are the rst
and the eternally nal demonstration that the Son is the Word of
the Father. ereby is the consciousness of the Son as an in nite
complement of the Father perfectly grati ed.
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16 And this universe affords the opportunity for the realization of
reciprocation of equality fraternity between the Universal Father
and the Eternal Son, and this constitutes the everlasting proof of
the in nite personality of each.

17 3. e In nite Spirit — the ird Source and Centre. e
Havona universe affords the In nite Spirit proof of being theCon-
joint Actor, the in nite representative of the uni ed Father-Son.
In Havona the In nite Spirit derives the combined satisfaction of
functioning as a creative activity while enjoying the satisfaction of
absolute coexistence with this divine achievement.

18 In Havona the In nite Spirit found an arena wherein he could
demonstrate the ability and willingness to serve as a potential
mercy minister. In this perfect creation the Spirit rehearsed for the
adventure of ministry in the evolutionary universes.

19 is perfect creation afforded the In nite Spirit opportunity
to participate in universe administration with both divine parents
— to administer a universe as associate-Creator offspring, thereby
preparing for the joint administration of the local universes as the
Creative Spirit associates of the Creator Sons.

20 e Havona worlds are the mind laboratory of the creators of
the cosmic mind and the ministers to every creature mind in exis-
tence. Mind is different on each Havona world and serves as the
pattern for all spiritual and material creature intellects.

21 ese perfect worlds are the mind graduate schools for all be-
ings destined for Paradise society. ey afforded the Spirit abun-
dant opportunity to test out the technique of mind ministry on
safe and advisory personalities.

22 Havona is a compensation to the In nite Spirit for his wide-
spread and unsel sh work in the universes of space. Havona is the
perfect home and retreat for the untiring Mind Minister of time
and space.

23 4. e Supreme Being — the evolutionary uni cation of ex-
periential Deity. e Havona creation is the eternal and perfect
proof of the spiritual reality of the Supreme Being. is perfect
creation is a revelation of the perfect and symmetrical spirit nature
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of God the Supreme before the beginnings of the power-personal-
ity synthesis of the nite re ections of the Paradise Deities in the
experiential universes of time and space.

24 In Havona the power potentials of the Almighty are uni ed
with the spiritual nature of the Supreme. is central creation is an
exempli cation of the future-eternal unity of the Supreme.

25 Havona is a perfect pattern of the universality potential of the
Supreme. is universe is a nished portrayal of the future perfec-
tion of the Supreme and is suggestive of the potential of the Ulti-
mate.

26 Havona exhibits nality of spirit values existing as living will
creatures of supreme and perfect self-control; mind existing as ul-
timately equivalent to spirit; reality and unity of intelligence with
an unlimited potential.

27 5. e Co-ordinate Creator Sons. Havona is the educational
training groundwhere the ParadiseMichaels are prepared for their
subsequent adventures inuniverse creation. is divine andperfect
creation is a pattern for every Creator Son. He strives to make his
own universe eventually attain to these Paradise-Havona levels of
perfection.

28 ACreator Son uses the creatures ofHavona as personality-pat-
tern possibilities for his ownmortal children and spirit beings. e
Michael and other Paradise Sons view Paradise and Havona as the
divine destiny of the children of time.

29 e Creator Sons know that the central creation is the real
source of that indispensable universe overcontrol which stabilizes
and uni es their local universes. ey know that the personal pres-
ence of the ever-present in uence of the Supreme and of the Ulti-
mate is in Havona.

30 Havona and Paradise are the source of a Michael Son’s creative
power. Here dwell the beings who co-operate with him in uni-
verse creation. From Paradise come the Universe Mother Spirits,
the cocreators of local universes.

31 e Paradise Sons regard the central creation as the home of
their divine parents — their home. It is the place they enjoy re-
turning to ever and anon.
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32 6. e Co-ordinate Ministering Daughters. e Universe
Mother Spirits, cocreators of the local universes, secure their
prepersonal training on the worlds of Havona in close association
with the Spirits of the Circuits. In the central universe the Spirit
Daughters of the local universes were duly trained in the methods
of co-operation with the Sons of Paradise, all the while subject to
the will of the Father.

33 On the worlds of Havona the Spirit and the Daughters of the
Spirit nd the mind patterns for all their groups of spiritual and
material intelligences, and this central universe is the sometime
destiny of those creatures which a Universe Mother Spirit jointly
sponsors with an associated Creator Son.

34 e Universe Mother Creator remembers Paradise and Ha-
vona as the place of her origin and the home of the In niteMother
Spirit, the abode of the personality presence of the In nite Mind.

35 From this central universe also came the bestowal of the per-
sonal prerogatives of creatorshipwhich aUniverseDivineMinister
employs as complemental to a Creator Son in the work of creating
living will creatures.

36 And lastly, since these Daughter Spirits of the In nite Mother
Spirit will not likely ever return to their Paradise home, they de-
rive great satisfaction from the universal re ectivity phenomenon
associated with the Supreme Being in Havona and personalized in
Majeston on Paradise.

37 7. e EvolutionaryMortals of the Ascending Career. Havona
is the home of the pattern personality of every mortal type and the
home of all superhuman personalities of mortal association who
are not native to the creations of time.

38 ese worlds provide the stimulus of all human impulses to-
wards the attainment of true spirit values on the highest conceiv-
able reality levels. Havona is the pre-Paradise training goal of every
ascending mortal. Here mortals attain pre-Paradise Deity — the
Supreme Being. Havona stands before every will creature as the
portal to Paradise and God attainment.

39 Paradise is the home, and Havona the workshop and play-
ground, of the naliters. And every God-knowing mortal craves
to be a naliter.
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40 e central universe is not only man’s established destiny, but
it is also the starting place of the eternal career of the naliters as
they shall sometimebe started out on the undisclosed anduniversal
adventure in the experience of exploring the in nity of theUniver-
sal Father.

41 ¶ Havona will unquestionably continue to function with ab-
sonite signi cance even in future universe ages which may witness
space pilgrims attempting to nd God on super nite levels. Ha-
vona has capacity to serve as a training universe for absonite beings.
It will probably be the nishing school when the seven superuni-
verses are functioning as the intermediate school for the graduates
of the primary schools of outer space. And we incline to the opin-
ion that the potentials of eternal Havona are really unlimited, that
the central universe has eternal capacity to serve as an experiential
training universe for all past, present, or future types of created be-
ings.

ahb

42 [Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom commissioned thus to
function by the Ancients of Days on Uversa.]
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Universal Censor

AS FAR as the Universal Father is concerned — as a Father
— the universes are virtually nonexistent; he deals with
personalities; he is the Father of personalities. As far as

the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit are concerned — as creator
partners — the universes are localized and individual under the
joint rule of theCreator Sons and theCreative Spirits. As far as the
Paradise Trinity is concerned, outside Havona there are just seven
inhabited universes, the seven superuniverses which hold jurisdic-
tion over the circle of the rst post-Havona space level. e Seven
Master Spirits radiate their in uence out from the central Isle, thus
constituting the vast creation one gigantic wheel, the hub being the
eternal Isle of Paradise, the seven spokes the radiations of the Seven
Master Spirits, the rim the outer regions of the grand universe.

2 Early in thematerialization of the universal creation the seven-
fold schemeof the superuniverse organization and governmentwas
formulated. e rst post-Havona creation was divided into seven
stupendous segments, and the headquarters worlds of these super-
universe governments were designed and constructed. e present
scheme of administration has existed from near eternity, and the
rulers of these seven superuniverses are rightly called Ancients of
Days.

3 Of the vast body of knowledge concerning the superuniverses,
I can hope to tell you little, but there is operative throughout these
realms a technique of intelligent control for both physical and spir-
itual forces, and the universal gravity presences there function in
majestic power and perfect harmony. It is important rst to gain
an adequate idea of the physical constitution and material organi-
zation of the superuniverse domains, for then youwill be the better
prepared to grasp the signi cance of the marvellous organization
provided for their spiritual government and for the intellectual ad-
vancement of the will creatures who dwell on the myriads of in-
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habited planets scattered hither and yon throughout these seven
superuniverses.

1. THE SUPERUNIVERSE SPACE LEVEL
1 Within the limited range of the records, observations, and

memories of the generations of a million or a billion of your short
years, to all practical intents and purposes, Urantia and the uni-
verse to which it belongs are experiencing the adventure of one
long and uncharted plunge into new space; but according to the re-
cords ofUversa, in accordancewith older observations, in harmony
with the more extensive experience and calculations of our order,
and as a result of conclusions based on these and other ndings,
we know that the universes are engaged in an orderly, well-under-
stood, and perfectly controlled processional, swinging in majestic
grandeur around the First Great Source and Centre and his resi-
dential universe.

2 We have long since discovered that the seven superuniverses
traverse a great ellipse, a gigantic and elongated circle. Your solar
system and other worlds of time are not plunging headlong, with-
out chart and compass, into unmapped space. e local universe to
which your system belongs is pursuing a de nite and well-under-
stood counterclockwise course around the vast swing that encircles
the central universe. is cosmic path is well charted and is just as
thoroughly known to the superuniverse star observers as the orbits
of the planets constituting your solar system are known to Urantia
astronomers.

3 Urantia is situated in a local universe and a superuniverse not
fully organized, and your local universe is in immediate proximity
to numerous partially completed physical creations. You belong
to one of the relatively recent universes. But you are not, today,
plunging on wildly into uncharted space nor swinging out blindly
into unknown regions. You are following the orderly and predeter-
mined path of the superuniverse space level. You are now passing
through the very same space that your planetary system, or its pre-
decessors, traversed ages ago; and some day in the remote future
your system, or its successors, will again traverse the identical space
through which you are now so swi ly plunging.
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4 ¶ In this age and as direction is regarded onUrantia, superuni-
verse number one swings almost due north, approximately oppo-
site, in an easterly direction, to the Paradise residence of the Great
Sources andCentres and the central universe ofHavona. is posi-
tion, with the corresponding one to thewest, represents the nearest
physical approach of the spheres of time to the eternal Isle. Super-
universe number two is in the north, preparing for the westward
swing, while number three now holds the northernmost segment
of the great space path, having already turned into the bend lead-
ing to the southerly plunge. Number four is on the comparatively
straightaway southerly ight, the advance regions now approach-
ing opposition to the Great Centres. Number ve has about le its
position opposite the Centre of Centres while continuing on the
direct southerly course just preceding the eastward swing; number
six occupies most of the southern curve, the segment from which
your superuniverse has nearly passed.

5 Your local universe of Nebadon belongs to Orvonton, the sev-
enth superuniverse, which swings on between superuniverses one
and six, having not long since (aswe reckon time) turned the south-
eastern bend of the superuniverse space level. Today, the solar sys-
tem to which Urantia belongs is a few billion years past the swing
around the southern curvature so that you are just now advancing
beyond the south-eastern bend and aremoving swi ly through the
long and comparatively straightaway northern path. For untold
ages Orvonton will pursue this almost direct northerly course.

6 Urantia belongs to a system which is well out towards the bor-
derland of your local universe; and your local universe is at present
traversing the periphery of Orvonton. Beyond you there are still
others, but you are far removed in space from those physical sys-
temswhich swing around the great circle in comparative proximity
to the Great Source and Centre.

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE SUPERUNIVERSES
1 Only theUniversal Father knows the location and actual num-

ber of inhabited worlds in space; he calls them all by name and
number. I can give only the approximate number of inhabited or
inhabitable planets, for some local universes havemoreworlds suit-
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able for intelligent life than others. Nor have all projected local
universes been organized. erefore the estimates which I offer are
solely for the purpose of affording some idea of the immensity of
the material creation.

2 ¶ ere are seven superuniverses in the grand universe, and
they are constituted approximately as follows:

3 1. e System. e basic unit of the supergovernment con-
sists of about 1,000 inhabited or inhabitable worlds. Blazing suns,
cold worlds, planets too near the hot suns, and other spheres not
suitable for creature habitation are not included in this group.

ese 1,000 worlds adapted to support life are called a system, but
in the younger systems only a comparatively small number of these
worlds may be inhabited. Each inhabited planet is presided over
by a Planetary Prince, and each local system has an architectural
sphere as its headquarters and is ruled by a System Sovereign.

4 2. e Constellation. 100 systems (about 105 inhabitable
planets) make up a constellation. Each constellation has an archi-
tectural headquarters sphere and is presided over by three Voron-
dadek Sons, theMostHighs. Each constellation also has a Faithful
of Days in observation, an ambassador of the Paradise Trinity.

5 3. e Local Universe. 100 constellations (about 107 inhab-
itable planets) constitute a local universe. Each local universe has
a magni cent architectural headquarters world and is ruled by one
of the co-ordinate Creator Sons of God of the order of Michael.
Each universe is blessed by the presence of a Union of Days, a rep-
resentative of the Paradise Trinity.

6 4. e Minor Sector. 100 local universes (about 109 inhabit-
able planets) constitute aminor sector of the superuniverse govern-
ment; it has a wonderful headquarters world, wherefrom its rulers,
the Recents of Days, administer the affairs of the minor sector.

ere are three Recents of Days, Supreme Trinity Personalities, on
each minor sector headquarters.

7 5. e Major Sector. 100 minor sectors (about 1011 inhabit-
able worlds) make one major sector. Each major sector is provided
with a superb headquarters and is presided over by three Perfec-
tions of Days, Supreme Trinity Personalities.
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8 6. e Superuniverse. 10 major sectors (about 1012 inhab-
itable planets) constitute a superuniverse. Each superuniverse is
provided with an enormous and glorious headquarters world and
is ruled by three Ancients of Days.

9 7. e Grand Universe. Seven superuniverses make up the
present organized grand universe, consisting of approximately
seven trillion inhabitable worlds plus the architectural spheres and
the one billion inhabited spheres of Havona. e superuniverses
are ruled and administered indirectly and re ectively from Para-
dise by the Seven Master Spirits. e billion worlds of Havona are
directly administered by the Eternals of Days, one such Supreme
Trinity Personality presiding over each of these perfect spheres.

10 ¶ Excluding the Paradise-Havona spheres, the plan of universe
organization provides for the following units:

11 Superuniverses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
12 Major sectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
13 Minor sectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 × 103

14 Local universes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 × 105

15 Constellations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 × 107

16 Local systems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 × 109

17 Inhabitable planets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 × 1012

18 Each of the seven superuniverses is constituted, approximately,
as follows:

19 One system embraces, approximately 103 worlds
20 One constellation (100 systems) 105 worlds
21 One universe (100 constellations) 107 worlds
22 One minor sector (100 universes) 109 worlds
23 One major sector (100 minor sectors) 1011 worlds
24 One superuniverse (10 major sectors) 1012 worlds
25 ¶ All such estimates are approximations at best, for new sys-

tems are constantly evolving while other organizations are tem-
porarily passing out of material existence.

3. THE SUPERUNIVERSE OF ORVONTON
1 Practically all of the starry realms visible to the naked eye on

Urantia belong to the seventh section of the grand universe, the
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superuniverse ofOrvonton. e vastMilkyWay starry system rep-
resents the central nucleus of Orvonton, being largely beyond the
borders of your local universe. is great aggregation of suns, dark
islands of space, double stars, globular clusters, star clouds, spiral
and other nebulae, together with myriads of individual planets,
forms a watchlike, elongated-circular grouping of about  of the
inhabited evolutionary universes.

2 From the astronomical position of Urantia, as you look
through the cross section of near-by systems to the great Milky
Way, you observe that the spheres of Orvonton are travelling in a
vast elongated plane, the breadth being far greater than the thick-
ness and the length far greater than the breadth.

3 Observation of the so-called Milky Way discloses the compar-
ative increase in Orvonton stellar density when the heavens are
viewed in one direction, while on either side the density dimin-
ishes; the number of stars and other spheres decreases away from
the chief plane of our material superuniverse. When the angle of
observation is propitious, gazing through the main body of this
realm of maximum density, you are looking toward the residential
universe and the centre of all things.

4 ¶ Of the ten major divisions of Orvonton, eight have been
roughly identi ed byUrantian astronomers. e other two are dif-
cult of separate recognition because you are obliged to view these

phenomena from the inside. If you could look upon the superuni-
verse of Orvonton from a position far-distant in space, you would
immediately recognize the ten major sectors of the seventh galaxy.

5 e rotational centre of your minor sector is situated far away
in the enormous and dense star cloud of Sagittarius, around which
your local universe and its associated creations all move, and from
opposite sides of the vast Sagittarius subgalactic system you may
observe two great streams of star clouds emerging in stupendous
stellar coils.

6 e nucleus of the physical system to which your sun and its
associated planets belong is the centre of the onetime Andronover
nebula. is former spiral nebulawas slightly distorted by the grav-
ity disruptions associated with the events which were attendant
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upon the birth of your solar system, and which were occasioned by
the near approach of a large neighbouring nebula. is near col-
lision changed Andronover into a somewhat globular aggregation
but did not wholly destroy the two-way procession of the suns and
their associated physical groups. Your solar system now occupies
a fairly central position in one of the arms of this distorted spiral,
situated about halfway from the centre out towards the edge of the
star stream.

7 ¶ e Sagittarius sector and all other sectors and divisions of
Orvonton are in rotation around Uversa, and some of the confu-
sion of Urantian star observers arises out of the illusions and rela-
tive distortions produced by the following multiple revolutionary
movements:

8 1. e revolution of Urantia around its sun.
9 2. e circuit of your solar system about the nucleus of the

former Andronover nebula.
10 3. e rotation of the Andronover stellar family and the as-

sociated clusters about the composite rotation-gravity centre of the
star cloud of Nebadon.

11 4. e swing of the local star cloud of Nebadon and its asso-
ciated creations around the Sagittarius centre of theirminor sector.

12 5. e rotation of 100 minor sectors, including Sagittarius,
about their major sector.

13 6. e whirl of 10 major sectors, the so-called star dri s,
about the Uversa headquarters of Orvonton.

14 7. e movement of Orvonton and 6 associated superuni-
verses around Paradise and Havona, the counterclockwise proces-
sional of the superuniverse space level.

15 ¶ esemultiplemotions are of several orders: e space paths
of your planet and your solar system are genetic, inherent in origin.

e absolute counterclockwisemotion ofOrvonton is also genetic,
inherent in the architectural plans of the master universe. But the
intervening motions are of composite origin, being derived in part
from the constitutive segmentation of matter-energy into the su-
peruniverses and in part produced by the intelligent and purpose-
ful action of the Paradise force organizers.
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16 ¶ e local universes are in closer proximity as they approach
Havona; the circuits are greater in number, and there is increased
superimposition, layer upon layer. But farther out from the eter-
nal centre there are fewer and fewer systems, layers, circuits, and
universes.

4. NEBULAE  THE ANCESTORS OF UNIVERSES
1 While creation and universe organization remain forever un-

der the control of the in nite Creators and their associates, the
whole phenomenon proceeds in accordance with an ordained
technique and in conformity to the gravity laws of force, energy,
and matter. But there is something of mystery associated with the
universal force-charge of space; we quite understand the organiza-
tion of the material creations from the ultimatonic stage forward,
but we do not fully comprehend the cosmic ancestry of the ultima-
tons. We are con dent that these ancestral forces have a Paradise
origin because they forever swing through pervaded space in the
exact gigantic outlines of Paradise. ough nonresponsive to Par-
adise gravity, this force-charge of space, the ancestor of all materi-
alization, does always respond to the presence of nether Paradise,
being apparently circuited in and out of the nether Paradise centre.

2 e Paradise force organizers transmute space potency into
primordial force and evolve this prematerial potential into the
primary and secondary energy manifestations of physical reality.
When this energy attains gravity-responding levels, the power di-
rectors and their associates of the superuniverse regime appear
upon the scene and begin their never-ending manipulations de-
signed to establish the manifold power circuits and energy chan-
nels of the universes of time and space. us does physical matter
appear in space, and so is the stage set for the inauguration of uni-
verse organization.

3 is segmentation of energy is a phenomenonwhich has never
been solved by the physicists ofNebadon. eir chief difficulty lies
in the relative inaccessibility of the Paradise force organizers, for
the living power directors, though they are competent to deal with
space-energy, do not have the least conception of the origin of the
energies they so skillfully and intelligently manipulate.
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4 ¶ Paradise force organizers are nebulae originators; they are
able to initiate about their space presence the tremendous cyclones
of force which, when once started, can never be stopped or limited
until the all-pervading forces aremobilized for the eventual appear-
ance of the ultimatonic units of universe matter. us are brought
into being the spiral and other nebulae, the mother wheels of the
direct-origin suns and their varied systems. In outer space there
may be seen ten different forms of nebulae, phases of primary uni-
verse evolution, and these vast energy wheels had the same origin
as did those in the seven superuniverses.

5 ¶ Nebulae vary greatly in size and in the resulting number and
aggregatemass of their stellar and planetary offspring. A sun-form-
ing nebula just north of the borders of Orvonton, but within the
superuniverse space level, has already given origin to approximately
40,000 suns, and themotherwheel is still throwingoff suns, thema-
jority of which are many times the size of yours. Some of the larger
nebulae of outer space are giving origin to as many as 108 suns.

6 Nebulae are not directly related to any of the administrative
units, such as minor sectors or local universes, although some local
universes have been organized from the products of a single neb-
ula. Each local universe embraces exactly 10−5 of the total energy
charge of a superuniverse irrespective of nebular relationship, for
energy is not organized by nebulae — it is universally distributed.

7 Not all spiral nebulae are engaged in sun making. Some have
retained control of many of their segregated stellar offspring, and
their spiral appearance is occasioned by the fact that their suns pass
out of the nebular arm in close formation but return by diverse
routes, thus making it easy to observe them at one point but more
difficult to see them when widely scattered on their different re-
turning routes farther out and away from the arm of the nebula.

ere are notmany sun-forming nebulae active inOrvonton at the
present time, though Andromeda, which is outside the inhabited
superuniverse, is very active. is far-distant nebula is visible to the
naked eye, and when you view it, pause to consider that the light
you behold le those distant suns almost 106 years* ago.

4.7. almost 106 years, e modern (2003) estimate of the distance to the Andromeda
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8 e Milky Way galaxy is composed of vast numbers of former
spiral and other nebulae, and many still retain their original con-
guration. But as the result of internal catastrophes and external

attraction, many have suffered such distortion and rearrangement
as to cause these enormous aggregations to appear as gigantic lumi-
nous masses of blazing suns, like the Magellanic Cloud. e glob-
ular type of star clusters predominates near the outer margins of
Orvonton.

9 e vast star clouds of Orvonton should be regarded as in-
dividual aggregations of matter comparable to the separate neb-
ulae observable in the space regions external to the Milky Way
galaxy. Many of the so-called star clouds of space, however, con-
sist of gaseous material only. e energy potential of these stellar
gas clouds is unbelievably enormous, and some of it is taken up by
near-by suns and redispatched in space as solar emanations.

5. THE ORIGIN OF SPACE BODIES
1 e bulk of the mass contained in the suns and planets of a

superuniverse originates in the nebular wheels; very little of super-
universe mass is organized by the direct action of the power direc-
tors (as in the construction of architectural spheres), although a
constantly varying quantity of matter originates in open space.

2 As to origin, the majority of the suns, planets, and other sphe-
res can be classi ed in one of the following ten groups:

3 1. Concentric Contraction Rings. Not all nebulae are spiral.
Many an immense nebula, instead of splitting into a double star
system or evolving as a spiral, undergoes condensation by multi-
ple-ring formation. For long periods such a nebula appears as an
enormous central sun surrounded by numerous gigantic clouds of
encircling, ring-appearing formations of matter.

4 2. e Whirled Stars embrace those suns which are thrown
off the great mother wheels of highly heated gases. ey are

Galaxy (M31) is 2.54± 0.06× 106 light years. It is possible, however, that here in the
text we have a quotation of Edwin Hubble’s thoughts which may have crossed his mind
when he identi ed the Cepheid variable stars in M31 in 1925, thus forever settling the
debate about the object being extragalactic.
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not thrown off as rings but in right- and le -handed processions.
Whirled stars are also of origin in other-than-spiral nebulae.

5 3. Gravity-explosion Planets. When a sun is born of a spiral
or of a barred nebula, not infrequently it is thrown out a consider-
able distance. Such a sun is highly gaseous, and subsequently, a er
it has somewhat cooled and condensed, itmay chance to swingnear
some enormous mass of matter, a gigantic sun or a dark island of
space. Such an approach may not be near enough to result in col-
lision but still near enough to allow the gravity pull of the greater
body to start tidal convulsions in the lesser, thus initiating a series
of tidal upheavals which occur simultaneously on opposite sides of
the convulsed sun. At their height these explosive eruptions pro-
duce a series of varying-sized aggregations of matter which may
be projected beyond the gravity-reclamation zone of the erupting
sun, thus becoming stabilized in orbits of their own around one of
the two bodies concerned in this episode. Later on the larger col-
lections of matter unite and gradually draw the smaller bodies to
themselves. In this way many of the solid planets of the lesser sys-
tems are brought into existence. Your own solar system had just
such an origin.

6 4. Centrifugal Planetary Daughters. Enormous suns, when
in certain stages of development, and if their revolutionary rate
greatly accelerates, begin to throw off large quantities of matter
which may subsequently be assembled to form small worlds that
continue to encircle the parent sun.

7 5. Gravity-de ciency Spheres. ere is a critical limit to the
size of individual stars. When a sun reaches this limit, unless it
slows down in revolutionary rate, it is doomed to split; sun ssion
occurs, and a new double star of this variety is born. Numerous
small planets may be subsequently formed as a by-product of this
gigantic disruption.

8 6. Contractural Stars. In the smaller systems the largest outer
planet sometimes draws to itself its neighbouring worlds, while
those planets near the sun begin their terminal plunge. With your
solar system, such an end would mean that the four inner planets
would be claimedby the sun, while themajor planet, Jupiter, would
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be greatly enlarged by capturing the remainingworlds. Such an end
of a solar systemwould result in the production of two adjacent but
unequal suns, one type of double star formation. Such catastrophes
are infrequent except out on the fringe of the superuniverse starry
aggregations.

9 7. Cumulative Spheres. From the vast quantity of matter cir-
culating in space, small planets may slowly accumulate. ey grow
by meteoric accretion and by minor collisions. In certain sectors
of space, conditions favour such forms of planetary birth. Many an
inhabited world has had such an origin.

10 Some of the dense dark islands are the direct result of the ac-
cretions of transmuting energy in space. Another group of these
dark islands have come into being by the accumulation of enor-
mous quantities of cold matter, mere fragments and meteors, cir-
culating through space. Such aggregations of matter have never
been hot and, except for density, are in composition very similar
to Urantia.

11 8. Burned-out Suns. Some of the dark islands of space are
burned-out isolated suns, all available space-energy having been
emitted. e organized units of matter approximate full conden-
sation, virtual complete consolidation; and it requires ages upon
ages for such enormous masses of highly condensed matter to be
recharged in the circuits of space and thus to be prepared for new
cycles of universe function following a collision or some equally re-
vivifying cosmic happening.

12 9. Collisional Spheres. In those regions of thicker clustering,
collisions are not uncommon. Such an astronomic readjustment is
accompanied by tremendous energy changes and matter transmu-
tations. Collisions involving dead suns are peculiarly in uential in
creating widespread energy uctuations. Collisional debris o en
constitutes the material nucleuses for the subsequent formation of
planetary bodies adapted to mortal habitation.

13 10. ArchitecturalWorlds. ese are the worlds which are built
according toplans and speci cations for some special purpose, such
as Salvington, the headquarters of your local universe, and Uversa,
the seat of government of our superuniverse.
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14 ¶ ere are numerous other techniques for evolving suns and
segregating planets, but the foregoingprocedures suggest themeth-
ods whereby the vast majority of stellar systems and planetary fam-
ilies are brought into existence. To undertake to describe all the
various techniques involved in stellar metamorphosis and plane-
tary evolution would require the narration of almost 100 differ-
ent modes of sun formation and planetary origin. As your star stu-
dents scan the heavens, they will observe phenomena indicative of
all these modes of stellar evolution, but they will seldom detect ev-
idence of the formation of those small, nonluminous collections of
matter which serve as inhabited planets, themost important of the
vast material creations.

6. THE SPHERES OF SPACE
1 Irrespective of origin, the various spheres of space are classi -

able into the following major divisions:
2 1. e suns — the stars of space.
3 2. e dark islands of space.
4 3. Minor space bodies — comets, meteors, and planetesi-

mals.
5 4. e planets, including the inhabited worlds.
6 5. Architectural spheres — worlds made to order.
7 ¶ With the exception of the architectural spheres, all space

bodies have had an evolutionary origin, evolutionary in the sense
that they have not been brought into being by at of Deity, evolu-
tionary in the sense that the creative acts ofGod have unfolded by a
time-space technique through the operation ofmany of the created
and eventuated intelligences of Deity.

8 ¶ e Suns. ese are the stars of space in all their various stages
of existence. Some are solitary evolving space systems; others are
double stars, contracting or disappearing planetary systems. e
stars of space exist in no less than 1,000 different states and stages.
You are familiarwith suns that emit light accompanied by heat; but
there are also suns which shine without heat.

9 e trillions upon trillions of years that an ordinary sun will
continue to give out heat and light well illustrates the vast store
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of energy which each unit of matter contains. e actual energy
stored in these invisible particles of physical matter is well-nigh
unimaginable. And this energy becomes almost wholly available as
light when subjected to the tremendous heat pressure and the asso-
ciated energy activities which prevail in the interior of the blazing
suns. Still other conditions enable these suns to transform and send
forth much of the energy of space which comes their way in the
established space circuits. Many phases of physical energy and all
forms of matter are attracted to, and subsequently distributed by,
the solar dynamos. In this way the suns serve as local accelerators
of energy circulation, acting as automatic power-control stations.

10 e superuniverse of Orvonton is illuminated and warmed by
more than ten trillion blazing suns. ese suns are the stars of your
observable astronomic system. More than two trillion are too dis-
tant and too small ever to be seen from Urantia. But in the master
universe there are as many suns as there are glasses of water in the
oceans of your world.

11 ¶ e Dark Islands of Space. ese are the dead suns and other
large aggregations of matter devoid of light and heat. e dark is-
lands are sometimes enormous in mass and exert a powerful in u-
ence in universe equilibrium and energy manipulation. e den-
sity of some of these large masses is well-nigh unbelievable. And
this great concentration of mass enables these dark islands to func-
tion as powerful balance wheels, holding large neighbouring sys-
tems in effective leash. ey hold the gravity balance of power in
many constellations; many physical systems which would other-
wise speedily dive to destruction innear-by suns are held securely in
the gravity grasp of these guardian dark islands. It is because of this
function that we can locate them accurately. We have measured
the gravity pull of the luminous bodies, and we can therefore cal-
culate the exact size and location of the dark islands of space which
so effectively function to hold a given system steady in its course.

12 ¶ Minor Space Bodies. e meteors and other small particles
of matter circulating and evolving in space constitute an enormous
aggregate of energy and material substance.

13 Many comets are unestablished wild offspring of the solar
mother wheels, which are being gradually brought under control
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of the central governing sun. Comets also have numerous other
origins. A comet’s tail points away from the attracting body or sun
because of the electrical reaction of its highly expanded gases and
because of the actual pressure of light and other energies emanat-
ing from the sun. is phenomenon constitutes one of the positive
proofs of the reality of light and its associated energies; it demon-
strates that light has weight. Light is a real substance, not simply
waves of hypothetical ether.

14 ¶ e Planets. ese are the larger aggregations of matter
which follow an orbit around a sun or some other space body; they
range in size from planetesimals to enormous gaseous, liquid, or
solid spheres. e cold worlds which have been built up by the
assemblage of oating space material, when they happen to be in
proper relation to a near-by sun, are the more ideal planets to har-
bour intelligent inhabitants. e dead suns are not, as a rule, suited
to life; they are usually too far away from a living, blazing sun, and
further, they are altogether too massive; gravity is tremendous at
the surface.

15 In your superuniverse not one cool planet in 40 is habitable
by beings of your order. And, of course, the superheated suns and
the frigid outlying worlds are un t to harbour higher life. In your
solar system only three planets are at present suited to harbour life.
Urantia, in size, density, and location, is in many respects ideal for
human habitation.

16 e laws of physical-energy behaviour are basically universal,
but local in uences have much to do with the physical conditions
whichprevail on individual planets and in local systems. An almost
endless variety of creature life and other livingmanifestations char-
acterizes the countless worlds of space. ere are, however, certain
points of similarity in a group of worlds associated in a given sys-
tem, while there also is a universe pattern of intelligent life. ere
are physical relationships among those planetary systemswhich be-
long to the same physical circuit, and which closely follow each
other in the endless swing around the circle of universes.

7. THE ARCHITECTURAL SPHERES
1 While each superuniverse government presides near the cen-
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tre of the evolutionary universes of its space segment, it occupies
a world made to order and is peopled by accredited personalities.

ese headquarters worlds are architectural spheres, space bodies
speci cally constructed for their special purpose. While sharing
the light of near-by suns, these spheres are independently lighted
and heated. Each has a sun which gives forth light without heat,
like the satellites of Paradise, while each is supplied with heat by
the circulation of certain energy currents near the surface of the
sphere. ese headquarters worlds belong to one of the greater sys-
tems situated near the astronomical centre of their respective su-
peruniverses.

2 ¶ Time is standardized on the headquarters of the superuni-
verses. e standard day of the superuniverse of Orvonton is equal
to almost 30 days of Urantia time, and the Orvonton year equals
100 standard days. is Uversa year is standard in the 7 superu-
niverse, and it is 22 minutes short of 3,000 days of Urantia time,
about 8.2 of your years.

3 ¶ e headquarters worlds of the seven superuniverses partake
of the nature and grandeur of Paradise, their central pattern of per-
fection. In reality, all headquarters worlds are paradisiacal. ey
are indeed heavenly abodes, and they increase in material size, mo-
rontia beauty, and spirit glory from Jerusem to the central Isle. And
all the satellites of these headquarters worlds are also architectural
spheres.

4 e various headquartersworlds are providedwith every phase
of material and spiritual creation. All kinds of material, morontial,
and spiritual beings are at home on these rendezvous worlds of the
universes. As mortal creatures ascend the universe, passing from
the material to the spiritual realms, they never lose their apprecia-
tion for, and enjoyment of, their former levels of existence.

5 ¶ Jerusem, the headquarters of your local systemof Satania, has
its seven worlds of transition culture, each of which is encircled
by seven satellites, among which are the seven mansion worlds of
morontia detention, man’s rst postmortal residence. As the term
heaven has been used on Urantia, it has sometimes meant these
sevenmansion worlds, the rst mansion world being denominated
the rst heaven, and so on to the seventh.
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6 ¶ Edentia, the headquarters of your constellation of Norlati-
adek, has its 70 satellites of socializing culture and training, on
which ascenders sojourn upon the completion of the Jerusem
regime of personality mobilization, uni cation, and realization.

7 ¶ Salvington, the capital of Nebadon, your local universe, is
surrounded by 10 university clusters of 49 spheres each. Hereon
is man spiritualized following his constellation socialization.

8 ¶ Uminor the third, the headquarters of your minor sector,
Ensa, is surrounded by the seven spheres of the higher physical
studies of the ascendant life.

9 ¶ Umajor the h, the headquarters of your major sector, Sp-
landon, is surrounded by the 70 spheres of the advancing intellec-
tual training of the superuniverse.

10 ¶ Uversa, the headquarters of Orvonton, your superuniverse,
is immediately surrounded by the 7 higher universities of advanced
spiritual training for ascending will creatures. Each of these 7 clus-
ters of wonder spheres consists of 70 specialized worlds contain-
ing thousands upon thousands of replete institutions and organi-
zations devoted to universe training and spirit culture wherein the
pilgrims of time are re-educated and re-examined preparatory to
their long ight to Havona. e arriving pilgrims of time are al-
ways received on these associated worlds, but the departing grad-
uates are always dispatched for Havona direct from the shores of
Uversa.

11 Uversa is the spiritual and administrative headquarters for
approximately one trillion inhabited or inhabitable worlds. e
glory, grandeur, and perfection of theOrvonton capital surpass any
of the wonders of the time-space creations.

12 ¶ If all the projected local universes and their component parts
were established, there would be slightly less than 5 × 1011 archi-
tectural worlds in the seven superuniverses.

8. ENERGY CONTROL AND REGULATION
1 e headquarters spheres of the superuniverses are so con-

structed that they are able to function as efficient power-energy
regulators for their various sectors, serving as focal points for thedi-
rectionization of energy to their component local universes. ey
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exert a powerful in uence over the balance and control of the phys-
ical energies circulating through organized space.

2 Further regulative functions are performed by the superuni-
verse power centres and physical controllers, living and semiliv-
ing intelligent entities constituted for this express purpose. ese
power centres and controllers are difficult of understanding; the
lower orders are not volitional, they do not possess will, they do
not choose, their functions are very intelligent but apparently au-
tomatic and inherent in their highly specialized organization. e
power centres and physical controllers of the superuniverses as-
sume direction and partial control of the 30 energy systems which
comprise the gravita domain. e physical-energy circuits ad-
ministered by the power centres of Uversa require a little over
968,000,000 years to complete the encirclement of the superuni-
verse.

3 ¶ Evolving energy has substance; it has weight, although
weight is always relative, depending on revolutionary velocity,
mass, and antigravity. Mass in matter tends to retard velocity in
energy*; and the anywhere-present velocity of energy represents:
the initial endowment of velocity, minus retardation by mass en-
countered in transit, plus the regulatory function of the living en-
ergy controllers of the superuniverse and the physical in uence of
near-by highly heated or heavily charged bodies.

4 e universal plan for the maintenance of equilibrium be-
tween matter and energy necessitates the everlasting making and
unmaking of the lesser material units. e Universe Power Direc-
tors have the ability to condense and detain, or to expand and lib-
erate, varying quantities of energy.

5 Given a sufficient duration of retarding in uence, gravity
would eventually convert all energy intomatter were it not for two
factors: First, because of the antigravity in uences of the energy
controllers, and second, because organized matter tends to disin-
tegrate under certain conditions found in very hot stars and un-

8.3. Mass in matter tends to retard velocity in energy, Indeed, this is clear from the
geometric nature of proper mass as the momentum p5 = m conjugated to the proper
time x5 = τ , cf. the note on 23:3.2.
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der certain peculiar conditions in space near highly energized cold
bodies of condensed matter.

6 When mass becomes overaggregated and threatens to unbal-
ance energy, to deplete the physical power circuits, the physi-
cal controllers intervene unless gravity’s own further tendency to
overmaterialize energy is defeated by the occurrence of a collision
among the dead giants of space, thus in an instant completely dis-
sipating the cumulative collections of gravity. In these collisional
episodes enormous masses of matter are suddenly converted into
the rarest form of energy, and the struggle for universal equilib-
rium is begun anew. Eventually the larger physical systems become
stabilized, become physically settled, and are swung into the bal-
anced and established circuits of the superuniverses. Subsequent
to this event no more collisions or other devastating catastrophes
will occur in such established systems.

7 During the times of plus energy there are power disturbances
and heat uctuations accompanied by electrical manifestations.
During times of minus energy there are increased tendencies for
matter to aggregate, condense, and to get out of control in themore
delicately balanced circuits, with resultant tidal or collisional ad-
justments which quickly restore the balance between circulating
energy and more literally stabilized matter. To forecast and oth-
erwise to understand such likely behaviour of the blazing suns and
the dark islands of space is one of the tasks of the celestial star ob-
servers.

8 We are able to recognize most of the laws governing universe
equilibrium and to predict much pertaining to universe stability.
Practically, our forecasts are reliable, but we are always confronted
by certain forces which are not wholly amenable to the laws of en-
ergy control and matter behaviour known to us. e predictabil-
ity of all physical phenomena becomes increasingly difficult as we
proceed outward in the universes from Paradise. As we pass be-
yond the borders of the personal administration of the Paradise
Rulers, we are confronted with increasing inability to reckon in
accordance with the standards established and the experience ac-
quired in connection with observations having exclusively to do
with the physical phenomena of the near-by astronomic systems.
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Even in the realms of the seven superuniverses we are living in the
midst of force actions and energy reactions which pervade all our
domains and extend in uni ed equilibrium on through all regions
of outer space.

9 e farther out we go, the more certainly we encounter those
variational and unpredictable phenomena which are so unerringly
characteristic of the unfathomable presence-performances of the
Absolutes and the experiential Deities. And these phenomena
must be indicative of some universal overcontrol of all things.

10 e superuniverse of Orvonton is apparently now running
down; the outer universes seem to be winding up for unparalleled
future activities; the centralHavona universe is eternally stabilized.
Gravity and absence of heat (cold) organize and hold matter to-
gether; heat and antigravity disrupt matter and dissipate energy.

e living power directors and force organizers are the secret of
the special control and intelligent direction of the endless meta-
morphoses of universemaking, unmaking, and remaking. Nebulae
may disperse, suns burn out, systems vanish, and planets perish, but
the universes do not run down.

9. CIRCUITS OF THE SUPERUNIVERSES
1 e universal circuits of Paradise do actually pervade the

realms of the seven superuniverses. ese presence circuits are: the
personality gravity of the Universal Father, the spiritual gravity of
the Eternal Son, the mind gravity of the Conjoint Actor, and the
material gravity of the eternal Isle.

2 In addition to the universal Paradise circuits and in addition to
the presence-performances of the Absolutes and the experiential
Deities, there function within the superuniverse space level only
two energy-circuit divisions or power segregations: the superuni-
verse circuits and the local universe circuits.

3 ¶ e Superuniverse Circuits:
4 1. e unifying intelligence circuit of one of the Seven Mas-

ter Spirits of Paradise. Such a cosmic-mind circuit is limited to a
single superuniverse.

5 2. e re ective-service circuit of the sevenRe ective Spirits
in each superuniverse.
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6 3. e secret circuits of theMysteryMonitors, in someman-
ner interassociated and routed byDivinington to theUniversal Fa-
ther on Paradise.

7 4. e circuit of the intercommunion of the Eternal Son
with his Paradise Sons.

8 5. e ash presence of the In nite Spirit.
9 6. e broadcasts of Paradise, the space reports of Havona.
10 7. e energy circuits of the power centres and the physical

controllers.
11 ¶ e Local Universe Circuits:
12 1. e bestowal spirit of the Paradise Sons, theComforter of

the bestowal worlds. e Spirit of Truth, the spirit of Michael on
Urantia.

13 2. e circuit of the Divine Ministers, the local universe
Mother Spirits, the Holy Spirit of your world.

14 3. e intelligence-ministry circuit of a local universe, in-
cluding the diversely functioning presence of the adjutant mind-
spirits.

15 ¶ When there develops such a spiritual harmony in a local uni-
verse that its individual and combined circuits become indistin-
guishable from those of the superuniverse, when such identity of
function and oneness of ministry actually prevail, then does the lo-
cal universe immediately swing into the settled circuits of light and
life, becoming at once eligible for admission into the spiritual con-
federation of the perfected union of the supercreation. e requi-
sites for admission to the councils of the Ancients of Days, mem-
bership in the superuniverse confederation, are:

16 1. Physical Stability. e stars and planets of a local universe
must be in equilibrium; the periods of immediate stellar metamor-
phosis must be over. e universe must be proceeding on a clear
track; its orbit must be safely and nally settled.

17 2. Spiritual Loyalty. eremust exist a state of universal rec-
ognition of, and loyalty to, the Sovereign Son of Godwho presides
over the affairs of such a local universe. ere must have come into
being a state of harmonious co-operation between the individual
planets, systems, and constellations of the entire local universe.
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18 ¶ Your local universe is not even reckoned as belonging to the
settled physical order of the superuniverse, much less as holding
membership in the recognized spiritual family of the supergovern-
ment. Although Nebadon does not yet have representation on
Uversa, we of the superuniverse government are dispatched to its
worlds on specialmissions fromtime to time, even as I have come to
Urantia directly from Uversa. We lend every possible assistance to
your directors and rulers in the solution of their difficult problems;
we are desirous of seeing your universe quali ed for full admission
into the associated creations of the superuniverse family.

10. RULERS OF THE SUPERUNIVERSES
1 e headquarters of the superuniverses are the seats of the

high spiritual government of the time-space domains. e execu-
tive branch of the supergovernment, taking origin in the Councils
of the Trinity, is immediately directed by one of the Seven Mas-
ter Spirits of supreme supervision, beings who sit upon seats of
Paradise authority and administer the superuniverses through the
Seven Supreme Executives stationed on the seven special worlds of
the In nite Spirit, the outermost satellites of Paradise.

2 e superuniverse headquarters are the abiding places of the
Re ective Spirits and theRe ective ImageAids. From thismidway
position these marvellous beings conduct their tremendous re ec-
tivity operations, thusministering to the central universe above and
to the local universes below.

3 ¶ Each superuniverse is presided over by three Ancients of
Days, the joint chief executives of the supergovernment. In its exec-
utive branch the personnel of the superuniverse government con-
sists of seven different groups:

4 1. Ancients of Days.
5 2. Perfectors of Wisdom.
6 3. Divine Counsellors.
7 4. Universal Censors.
8 5. Mighty Messengers.
9 6. ose High in Authority.
10 7. ose without Name and Number.
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11 ¶ e three Ancients of Days are immediately assisted by a
corps of one billion Perfectors of Wisdom, with whom are associ-
ated three billion Divine Counsellors. One billion Universal Cen-
sors are attached to each superuniverse administration. ese three
groups are Co-ordinate Trinity Personalities, taking origin directly
and divinely in the Paradise Trinity.

12 e remaining three orders, Mighty Messengers, ose High
in Authority, and ose without Name and Number, are glori-
ed ascendant mortals. e rst of these orders came up through

the ascendant regime and passed through Havona in the days of
Grandfanda. Having attained Paradise, they were mustered into
the Corps of the Finality, embraced by the Paradise Trinity, and
subsequently assigned to the supernal service of the Ancients of
Days. As a class, these three orders are known as Trinitized Sons
of Attainment, being of dual origin but now of Trinity service.

us was the executive branch of the superuniverse government
enlarged to include the glori ed and perfected children of the evo-
lutionary worlds.

13 e co-ordinate council of the superuniverse is composed of
the seven executive groups previously named and the following sec-
tor rulers and other regional overseers:

14 1. Perfections of Days— the rulers of the superuniverse ma-
jor sectors.

15 2. Recents of Days — the directors of the superuniverse mi-
nor sectors.

16 3. Unions of Days — the Paradise advisers to the rulers of
the local universes.

17 4. Faithfuls of Days — the Paradise counsellors to the Most
High rulers of the constellation governments.

18 5. Trinity Teacher Sons whomay chance to be on duty at su-
peruniverse headquarters.

19 6. Eternals of Days who may happen to be present at super-
universe headquarters.

20 7. e seven Re ective Image Aids — the spokesmen of the
seven Re ective Spirits and through them representatives of the
Seven Master Spirits of Paradise.
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21 ¶ e Re ective Image Aids also function as the representa-
tives of numerous groups of beings who are in uential in the su-
peruniverse governments, but who are not, at present, for various
reasons, fully active in their individual capacities. Embracedwithin
this group are: the evolving superuniverse personality manifesta-
tion of the Supreme Being, the Unquali ed Supervisors of the Su-
preme, the Quali ed Vicegerents of the Ultimate, the unnamed li-
aison re ectivators of Majeston, and the superpersonal spirit rep-
resentatives of the Eternal Son.

22 ¶ At almost all times it is possible to nd representatives of all
groups of created beings on the headquarters worlds of the super-
universes. e routine ministering work of the superuniverses is
performed by themighty seconaphim and by othermembers of the
vast family of the In nite Spirit. In the work of these marvellous
centres of superuniverse administration, control, ministry, and ex-
ecutive judgment, the intelligences of every sphere of universal life
are mingled in effective service, wise administration, loving min-
istry, and just judgment.

23 e superuniverses do not maintain any sort of ambassadorial
representation; they are completely isolated from each other. ey
know of mutual affairs only through the Paradise clearinghouse
maintained by the Seven Master Spirits. eir rulers work in the
councils of divine wisdom for the welfare of their own superuni-
verses regardless of whatmay be transpiring in other sections of the
universal creation. is isolation of the superuniverses will persist
until such time as their co-ordination is achieved by themore com-
plete factualization of the personality-sovereignty of the evolving
experiential Supreme Being.

11. THE DELIBERATIVE ASSEMBLY
1 It is on such worlds as Uversa that the beings representative of

the autocracy of perfection and the democracy of evolution meet
face to face. e executive branch of the supergovernment origi-
nates in the realmsof perfection; the legislative branch springs from
the owering of the evolutionary universes.

2 e deliberative assembly of the superuniverse is con ned to
the headquarters world. is legislative or advisory council con-
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sists of seven houses, to each ofwhich every local universe admitted
to the superuniverse councils elects a native representative. ese
representatives are chosen by the high councils of such local univer-
ses from among the ascending-pilgrim graduates ofOrvontonwho
are tarrying onUversa, accredited for transport toHavona. e av-
erage term of service is about 100 years of superuniverse standard
time.

3 Never have I known of a disagreement between the Orvonton
executives and theUversa assembly. Never yet, in the history of our
superuniverse, has the deliberative body ever passed a recommen-
dation that the executive division of the supergovernment has even
hesitated to carry out. ere always has prevailed the most perfect
harmony and working agreement, all of which testi es to the fact
that evolutionary beings can really attain the heights of perfected
wisdom which quali es them to consort with the personalities of
perfect origin and divine nature. e presence of the deliberative
assemblies on the superuniverse headquarters reveals the wisdom,
and foreshadows theultimate triumph, of thewhole vast evolution-
ary concept of the Universal Father and his Eternal Son.

12. THE SUPREME TRIBUNALS
1 When we speak of executive and deliberative branches of the

Uversa government, you may, from the analogy of certain forms
of Urantian civil government, reason that we must have a third or
judicial branch, and we do; but it does not have a separate person-
nel. Our courts are constituted as follows: ere presides, in accor-
dance with the nature and gravity of the case, anAncient ofDays, a
Perfector of Wisdom, or a Divine Counsellor. e evidence for or
against an individual, a planet, system, constellation, or universe is
presented and interpreted by the Censors. e defence of the chil-
dren of time and the evolutionary planets is offered by the Mighty
Messengers, the official observers of the superuniverse government
to the local universes and systems. e attitude of the higher gov-
ernment is portrayed by ose High in Authority. And ordinarily
the verdict is formulated by a varying-sized commission consisting
equally of ose without Name and Number and a group of un-
derstanding personalities chosen from the deliberative assembly.
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2 e courts of the Ancients of Days are the high review tribu-
nals for the spiritual adjudication of all component universes. e
Sovereign Sons of the local universes are supreme in their own do-
mains; they are subject to the supergovernment only in so far as
they voluntarily submit matters for counsel or adjudication by the
Ancients of Days except in matters involving the extinction of will
creatures. Mandates of judgment originate in the local universes,
but sentences involving the extinction of will creatures are always
formulated on, and executed from, the headquarters of the super-
universe. e Sons of the local universes can decree the survival
of mortal man, but only the Ancients of Days may sit in executive
judgment on the issues of eternal life and death.

3 In all matters not requiring trial, the submission of evidence,
the Ancients of Days or their associates render decisions, and these
rulings are always unanimous. We are here dealing with the coun-
cils of perfection. ere are no disagreements nor minority opin-
ions in the decrees of these supreme and superlative tribunals.

4 With certain few exceptions the supergovernments exercise ju-
risdiction over all things and all beings in their respective domains.

ere is no appeal from the rulings and decisions of the superu-
niverse authorities since they represent the concurred opinions of
the Ancients of Days and that Master Spirit who, from Paradise,
presides over the destiny of the superuniverse concerned.

13. THE SECTOR GOVERNMENTS
1 A major sector comprises about  of a superuniverse and con-

sists of 100 minor sectors, 104 local universes, about 1011 inhabit-
able worlds. ese major sectors are administered by three Perfec-
tions of Days, Supreme Trinity Personalities.

2 e courts of the Perfections of Days are constituted much as
are those of theAncients ofDays except that they do not sit in spir-
itual judgment upon the realms. e work of these major sector
governments has chie y to do with the intellectual status of a far-
ung creation. e major sectors detain, adjudicate, dispense, and

tabulate, for reporting to the courts of the Ancients of Days, all
matters of superuniverse importance of a routine and administra-
tive nature which are not immediately concernedwith the spiritual
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administration of the realms or with the outworking of themortal-
ascension plans of the Paradise Rulers. e personnel of a major
sector government is no different from that of the superuniverse.

3 As themagni cent satellites ofUversa are concernedwith your
nal spiritual preparation for Havona, so are the 70 satellites of

Umajor the h devoted to your superuniverse intellectual train-
ing and development. From all Orvonton, here are gathered to-
gether the wise beings who labour untiringly to prepare the mor-
tals of time for their further progress towards the career of eternity.
Most of this training of ascending mortals is conducted on the 70
study worlds.

4 ¶ e minor sector governments are presided over by three Re-
cents of Days. eir administration is concerned mainly with the
physical control, uni cation, stabilization, and routine co-ordina-
tion of the administration of the component local universes. Each
minor sector embraces as many as 100 local universes, 104 constel-
lations, 106 systems, or about 109 inhabitable worlds.

5 Minor sector headquarters worlds are the grand rendezvous
of the Master Physical Controllers. ese headquarters worlds are
surrounded by the seven instruction spheres which constitute the
entrance schools of the superuniverse and are the centres of train-
ing for physical and administrative knowledge concerning the uni-
verse of universes.

6 e administrators of the minor sector governments are un-
der the immediate jurisdiction of the major sector rulers. e Re-
cents of Days receive all reports of observations and co-ordinate
all recommendations which come up to a superuniverse from the
Unions of Days who are stationed as Trinity observers and advis-
ers on the headquarters spheres of the local universes and from the
Faithfuls of Days who are similarly attached to the councils of the
Most Highs at the headquarters of the constellations. All such re-
ports are transmitted to the Perfections of Days on the major sec-
tors, subsequently to be passed on to the courts of the Ancients of
Days. us the Trinity regime extends from the constellations of
the local universes up to the headquarters of the superuniverse. e
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local system headquarters do not have Trinity representatives.

14. PURPOSES OF THE SEVEN SUPERUNIVERSES
1 ere are seven major purposes which are being unfolded in

the evolution of the seven superuniverses. Each major purpose in
superuniverse evolution will nd fullest expression in only one of
the seven superuniverses, and therefore does each superuniverse
have a special function and a unique nature.

2 Orvonton, the seventh superuniverse, the one to which your
local universe belongs, is known chie y because of its tremendous
and lavish bestowal of merciful ministry to the mortals of the
realms. It is renowned for the manner in which justice prevails as
tempered by mercy and power rules as conditioned by patience,
while the sacri ces of time are freely made to secure the stabiliza-
tion of eternity. Orvonton is a universe demonstration of love and
mercy.

3 It is, however, very difficult to describe our conception of the
true nature of the evolutionary purpose which is unfolding in Or-
vonton, but it may be suggested by saying that in this supercreation
we feel that the six unique purposes of cosmic evolution as mani-
fested in the six associated supercreations are here being interasso-
ciated into ameaning-of-the-whole; and it is for this reason thatwe
have sometimes conjectured that the evolved and nished person-
alization of God the Supreme will in the remote future and from
Uversa rule the perfected seven superuniverses in all the experien-
tial majesty of his then attained almighty sovereign power.

4 As Orvonton is unique in nature and individual in destiny, so
also is each of its six associated superuniverses. A great deal that is
going on inOrvonton is not, however, revealed to you, and of these
unrevealed features of Orvonton life, many are to nd most com-
plete expression in some other superuniverse. e seven purposes
of superuniverse evolution are operative throughout all seven su-
peruniverses, but each supercreation will give fullest expression to
only one of these purposes. To understandmore about these super-
universe purposes, much that you donot understandwould have to
be revealed, and even then you would comprehend but little. is
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entire narrative presents only a eeting glimpse of the immense cre-
ation of which your world and local system are a part.

5 ¶ Your world is called Urantia, and it is number 606 in the
planetary group, or system, of Satania. is system has at present
619 inhabited worlds, and more than 200 additional planets are
evolving favourably toward becoming inhabitedworlds at some fu-
ture time.

6 Satania has a headquarters world called Jerusem, and it is sys-
temnumber 24 in the constellation ofNorlatiadek. Your constella-
tion,Norlatiadek, consists of 100 local systems and has a headquar-
ters world called Edentia. Norlatiadek is number 70 in the universe
of Nebadon. e local universe of Nebadon consists of 100 con-
stellations and has a capital known as Salvington. e universe of
Nebadon is number 84 in the minor sector of Ensa.

7 e minor sector of Ensa consists of 100 local universes and
has a capital called Uminor the 3. is minor sector is number 3
in the major sector of Splandon. Splandon consists of 100 minor
sectors and has a headquarters world called Umajor the 5. It is
the 5 major sector of the superuniverse of Orvonton, the 7 seg-
ment of the grand universe. us you can locate your planet in the
scheme of the organization and administration of the universe of
universes.

8 e grand universe number of your world, Urantia, is
5,342,482,337,666*. at is the registry number onUversa and on
Paradise, your number in the catalogue of the inhabited worlds. I
know the physical-sphere registry number, but it is of such an ex-
traordinary size that it is of little practical signi cance to themortal
mind.

9 ¶ Your planet is amember of an enormous cosmos; you belong
to a well-nigh in nite family of worlds, but your sphere is just as
precisely administered and just as lovingly fostered as if it were the
only inhabited world in all existence.

14.8. 5,342,482,337,666, How are the 7 celestial coordinates of our planet just given
(7, 5, 3, 84, 70, 24, 606) encoded in the registry number? Note that the digits 1 and
9 are absent from both sets. It is likely that the decimal status is included as well and,
together with the planet’s number 606 it is represented in the nal digits 666, see the
note on 58:1.1.
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10 [Presented by a Universal Censor hailing from Uversa.]



PAPER №16
THE SEVEN MASTER SPIRITS

Universal Censor

THESevenMaster Spirits of Paradise are the primary person-
alities of the In nite Spirit. In this sevenfold creative act of
self-duplication the In nite Spirit exhausted the associa-

tive possibilities mathematically inherent in the factual existence
of the three persons of Deity. Had it been possible to produce a
larger number ofMaster Spirits, they would have been created, but
there are just seven associative possibilities, and only seven, inher-
ent in threeDeities. And this explains why the universe is operated
in seven granddivisions, andwhy thenumber seven is basically fun-
damental in its organization and administration.

2 e Seven Master Spirits thus have their origin in, and de-
rive their individual characteristics from, the following seven like-
nesses:

3 1. e Universal Father.
4 2. e Eternal Son.
5 3. e In nite Spirit.
6 4. e Father and the Son.
7 5. e Father and the Spirit.
8 6. e Son and the Spirit.
9 7. e Father, Son, and Spirit.
10 ¶ We know very little about the action of the Father and the

Son in the creation of the Master Spirits. Apparently they were
brought into existence by the personal acts of the In nite Spirit,
but we have been de nitely instructed that both the Father and the
Son participated in their origin.

11 In spirit character andnature these SevenSpirits of Paradise are
as one, but in all other aspects of identity they are very unlike, and
the results of their functioning in the superuniverses are such that
the individual differences of each are unmistakably discernible. All
the a erplans of the seven segments of the grand universe — and
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even the correlative segments of outer space — have been condi-
tioned by the other-than-spiritual diversity of these Seven Master
Spirits of supreme and ultimate supervision.

12 e Master Spirits have many functions, but at the present
time their particular domain is the central supervision of the seven
superuniverses. Each Master Spirit maintains an enormous force-
focal headquarters, which slowly circulates around the periphery
of Paradise, always maintaining a position opposite the superuni-
verse of immediate supervision and at the Paradise focal point of
its specialized power control and segmental energy distribution.

e radial boundary lines of any one of the superuniverses do actu-
ally converge at theParadise headquarters of the supervisingMaster
Spirit.

1. RELATION TO TRIUNE DEITY
1 e Conjoint Creator, the In nite Spirit, is necessary to the

completion of the triune personalization of undivided Deity. is
threefold Deity personalization is inherently sevenfold in possibil-
ity of individual and associative expression; hence the subsequent
plan to create universes inhabited by intelligent and potentially
spiritual beings, duly expressive of the Father, Son, and Spirit, made
the personalization of the Seven Master Spirits inescapable. We
have come to speak of the threefold personalization of Deity as the
absolute inevitability,while we have come to look upon the appear-
ance of the Seven Master Spirits as the subabsolute inevitability.

2 While the Seven Master Spirits are hardly expressive of three-
fold Deity, they are the eternal portrayal of sevenfold Deity, the ac-
tive and associative functions of the three ever-existent persons of
Deity. By and in and through these Seven Spirits, the Universal
Father, the Eternal Son, or the In nite Spirit, or any dual associa-
tion, is able to function as such. When the Father, the Son, and the
Spirit act together, they can and do function throughMaster Spirit
Number Seven, but not as the Trinity. e Master Spirits singly
and collectively represent any and all possible Deity functions, sin-
gle and several, but not collective, not the Trinity. Master Spirit
Number Seven is personally nonfunctional with regard to the Par-
adise Trinity, and that is just why he can function personally for the
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Supreme Being.
3 But when the Seven Master Spirits vacate their individual

seats of personal power and superuniverse authority and assemble
about the Conjoint Actor in the triune presence of Paradise Deity,
then and there are they collectively representative of the functional
power, wisdom, and authority of undividedDeity—theTrinity—
to and in the evolving universes. Such a Paradise union of the pri-
mal sevenfold expression of Deity does actually embrace, literally
encompass, all of every attribute and attitude of the three eternal
Deities in Supremacy and in Ultimacy. To all practical intents and
purposes the Seven Master Spirits do, then and there, encompass
the functional domain of the Supreme-Ultimate to and in themas-
ter universe.

4 As far as we can discern, these Seven Spirits are associated with
the divine activities of the three eternal persons of Deity; we de-
tect no evidence of direct association with the functioning pres-
ences of the three eternal phases of the Absolute. When associ-
ated, the Master Spirits represent the Paradise Deities in what may
be roughly conceived as the nite domain of action. It might em-
brace much that is ultimate but not absolute.

2. RELATION TO THE INFINITE SPIRIT
1 Just as the Eternal and Original Son is revealed through the

persons of the constantly increasing number of divine Sons, so is
the In nite and Divine Spirit revealed through the channels of the
Seven Master Spirits and their associated spirit groups. At the cen-
tre of centres the In nite Spirit is approachable, but not all who
attain Paradise are immediately able to discern his personality and
differentiated presence; but all who attain the central universe can
and do immediately commune with one of the Seven Master Spir-
its, the one presiding over the superuniverse from which the newly
arrived space pilgrim hails.

2 To the universe of universes the Paradise Father speaks only
through his Son, while he and the Son conjointly act only through
the In nite Spirit. Outside of Paradise and Havona the In nite
Spirit speaks only by the voices of the Seven Master Spirits.
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3 ¶ e In nite Spirit exerts an in uence of personal presence
within the con nes of the Paradise-Havona system; elsewhere his
personal spirit presence is exerted by and through one of the Seven
Master Spirits. erefore is the superuniverse spirit presence of the

ird Source and Centre on any world or in any individual con-
ditioned by the unique nature of the supervisory Master Spirit of
that segment of creation. Conversely, the combined lines of spirit
force and intelligence pass inward to the ird Person of Deity by
way of the Seven Master Spirits.

4 ¶ e Seven Master Spirits are collectively endowed with
the supreme-ultimate attributes of the ird Source and Centre.
While each one individually partakes of this endowment, only col-
lectively do they disclose the attributes of omnipotence, omni-
science, andomnipresence. Nooneof themcan so functionuniver-
sally; as individuals and in the exercise of these powers of suprem-
acy and ultimacy each is personally limited to the superuniverse of
immediate supervision.

5 All of everything which has been told you concerning the di-
vinity and personality of the Conjoint Actor applies equally and
fully to the Seven Master Spirits, who so effectively distribute the
In nite Spirit to the seven segments of the grand universe in ac-
cordance with their divine endowment and in the manner of their
differing and individually unique natures. It would therefore be
proper to apply to the collective group of seven any or all of the
names of the In nite Spirit. Collectively they are one with the
Conjoint Creator on all subabsolute levels.

3. IDENTITY AND DIVERSITY OF THE MASTER
SPIRITS

1 e Seven Master Spirits are indescribable beings, but they are
distinctly and de nitely personal. ey have names, but we elect to
introduce them by number. As primary personalizations of the In-
nite Spirit, they are akin, but as primary expressions of the seven

possible associations of triune Deity, they are essentially diverse
in nature, and this diversity of nature determines their differential
of superuniverse conduct. ese Seven Master Spirits may be de-
scribed as follows:
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2 Master Spirit Number One. In a special manner this Spirit is
the direct representation of the Paradise Father. He is a peculiar
and efficient manifestation of the power, love, and wisdom of the
Universal Father. He is the close associate and supernal adviser of
the chief of Mystery Monitors, that being who presides over the
College of Personalized Adjusters on Divinington. In all associa-
tions of the SevenMaster Spirits, it is alwaysMaster Spirit Number
One who speaks for the Universal Father.

3 is Spirit presides over the rst superuniverse and, while un-
failingly exhibiting the divine nature of a primary personalization
of the In nite Spirit, seems more especially to resemble the Uni-
versal Father in character. He is always in personal liaison with the
seven Re ective Spirits at the headquarters of the rst superuni-
verse.

4 ¶ Master Spirit Number Two. is Spirit adequately portrays
the matchless nature and charming character of the Eternal Son,
the rst-born of all creation. He is always in close association with
all orders of the Sons of God whenever they may happen to be in
the residential universe as individuals or in joyous conclave. In all
the assemblies of the SevenMaster Spirits he always speaks for, and
in behalf of, the Eternal Son.

5 is Spirit directs the destinies of superuniverse number two
and rules this vast domain much as would the Eternal Son. He is
always in liaison with the seven Re ective Spirits situated at the
capital of the second superuniverse.

6 ¶ Master Spirit Number ree. is Spirit personality espe-
cially resembles the In nite Spirit, and he directs the movements
and work of many of the high personalities of the In nite Spirit.
He presides over their assemblies and is closely associated with all
personalities who take exclusive origin in the ird Source and
Centre. When the Seven Master Spirits are in council, it is Mas-
ter Spirit Number ree who always speaks for the In nite Spirit.

7 is Spirit is in charge of superuniverse number three, and he
administers the affairs of this segment much as would the In nite
Spirit. He is always in liaisonwith theRe ective Spirits at the head-
quarters of the third superuniverse.
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8 ¶ Master Spirit Number Four. Partaking of the combined na-
tures of the Father and the Son, this Master Spirit is the determin-
ing in uence regarding Father-Son policies and procedures in the
councils of the SevenMaster Spirits. is Spirit is the chief director
and adviser of those ascendant beings who have attained the In -
nite Spirit and thus have become candidates for seeing the Son and
the Father. He fosters that enormous group of personalities tak-
ing origin in the Father and the Son. When it becomes necessary
to represent the Father and the Son in the association of the Seven
Master Spirits, it is always Master Spirit Number Four who speaks.

9 is Spirit fosters the fourth segment of the grand universe
in accordance with his peculiar association of the attributes of the
Universal Father and the Eternal Son. He is always in personal li-
aison with the Re ective Spirits of the headquarters of the fourth
superuniverse.

10 ¶ Master Spirit Number Five. is divine personality who ex-
quisitely blends the character of the Universal Father and the In -
nite Spirit is the adviser of that enormous group of beings known as
the power directors, power centres, and physical controllers. is
Spirit also fosters all personalities taking origin in the Father and
the Conjoint Actor. In the councils of the Seven Master Spirits,
when the Father-Spirit attitude is in question, it is always Master
Spirit Number Five who speaks.

11 is Spirit directs the welfare of the h superuniverse in such
away as to suggest the combined action of theUniversal Father and
the In nite Spirit. He is always in liaisonwith theRe ective Spirits
at the headquarters of the h superuniverse.

12 ¶ Master SpiritNumber Six. is divine being seems toportray
the combined character of the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit.
Whenever the creatures jointly created by the Son and the Spirit
forgather in the central universe, it is thisMaster Spirit who is their
adviser; and whenever, in the councils of the Seven Master Spirits,
it becomes necessary to speak conjointly for the Eternal Son and
the In nite Spirit, it is Master Spirit Number Six who responds.

13 is Spirit directs the affairs of the sixth superuniverse much
as would the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit. He is always in
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liaison with the Re ective Spirits at the headquarters of the sixth
superuniverse.

14 ¶ Master Spirit Number Seven. e presiding Spirit of the sev-
enth superuniverse is a uniquely equal portrayal of the Universal
Father, the Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit. e Seventh Spirit,
the fostering adviser of all triune-origin beings, is also the adviser
and director of all the ascending pilgrims of Havona, those lowly
beingswhohave attained the courts of glory through the combined
ministry of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit.

15 e Seventh Master Spirit is not organically representative of
the Paradise Trinity; but it is a known fact that his personal and
spiritual nature is theConjointActor’s portraiture in equal propor-
tions of the three in nite persons whose Deity union is the Para-
dise Trinity, and whose function as such is the source of the per-
sonal and spiritual nature of God the Supreme. Hence the Sev-
enth Master Spirit discloses a personal and organic relationship to
the spirit person of the evolving Supreme. erefore in the Mas-
ter Spirit councils on high, when it becomes necessary to cast the
ballot for the combined personal attitude of the Father, Son, and
Spirit or to depict the spiritual attitude of the Supreme Being, it
is Master Spirit Number Seven who functions. He thus inherently
becomes the presiding head of the Paradise council of the Seven
Master Spirits.

16 No one of the Seven Spirits is organically representative of
the Paradise Trinity, but when they unite as sevenfold Deity, this
union in a deity sense — not in a personal sense — equivalates to a
functional level associable with Trinity functions. In this sense the
“Sevenfold Spirit” is functionally associable with the Paradise Trin-
ity. It is also in this sense that Master Spirit Number Seven some-
times speaks in con rmation of Trinity attitudes or, rather, acts as
spokesman for the attitude of the Sevenfold-Spirit-union regard-
ing the attitude of the reefold-Deity-union, the attitude of the
Paradise Trinity.

17 emultiple functions of the SeventhMaster Spirit thus range
from a combined portraiture of the personal natures of the Father,
Son, and Spirit, through a representation of the personal attitude of
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God the Supreme, to a disclosure of the deity attitude of the Para-
diseTrinity. And in certain respects this presiding Spirit is similarly
expressive of the attitudes of the Ultimate and of the Supreme-Ul-
timate.

18 It is Master Spirit Number Seven who, in his multiple capac-
ities, personally sponsors the progress of the ascension candidates
from the worlds of time in their attempts to achieve comprehen-
sion of the undivided Deity of Supremacy. Such comprehension
involves a grasp of the existential sovereignty of the Trinity of Su-
premacy so co-ordinated with a concept of the growing experien-
tial sovereignty of the Supreme Being as to constitute the creature
grasp of the unity of Supremacy. Creature realization of these three
factors equals Havona comprehension of Trinity reality and en-
dows the pilgrims of time with the ability eventually to penetrate
the Trinity, to discover the three in nite persons of Deity.

19 e inability of the Havona pilgrims fully to nd God the Su-
preme is compensated by the Seventh Master Spirit, whose triune
nature in such a peculiar manner is revelatory of the spirit person
of the Supreme. During the present universe age of the noncon-
tactability of the person of the Supreme, Master Spirit Number
Seven functions in the place of the God of ascendant creatures in
thematter of personal relationships. He is the one high spirit being
that all ascenders are certain to recognize and somewhat compre-
hend when they reach the centres of glory.

20 is Master Spirit is always in liaison with the Re ective Spir-
its of Uversa, the headquarters of the seventh superuniverse, our
own segment of creation. His administration of Orvonton dis-
closes the marvellous symmetry of the co-ordinate blending of the
divine natures of Father, Son, and Spirit.

4. ATTRIBUTES AND FUNCTIONS OF THE
MASTER SPIRITS

1 e SevenMaster Spirits are the full representation of the In -
nite Spirit to the evolutionary universes. ey represent the ird
Source and Centre in the relationships of energy, mind, and spirit.
While they function as the co-ordinating heads of the universal
administrative control of the Conjoint Actor, do not forget that
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they have their origin in the creative acts of the Paradise Deities. It
is literally true that these Seven Spirits are the personalized physi-
cal power, cosmic mind, and spiritual presence of the triune Deity,
“the Seven Spirits of God sent forth to all the universe.”

2 e Master Spirits are unique in that they function on all uni-
verse levels of reality excepting the absolute. ey are, therefore, ef-
cient and perfect supervisors of all phases of administrative affairs

on all levels of superuniverse activities. It is difficult for the mortal
mind to understand very much about the Master Spirits because
their work is so highly specialized yet all-embracing, so exception-
ally material and at the same time so exquisitely spiritual. ese
versatile creators of the cosmic mind are the ancestors of the Uni-
verse PowerDirectors and are, themselves, supreme directors of the
vast and far- ung spirit-creature creation.

3 e SevenMaster Spirits are the creators of theUniversePower
Directors and their associates, entities who are indispensable to the
organization, control, and regulation of the physical energies of the
granduniverse. And these sameMaster Spirits verymaterially assist
the Creator Sons in the work of shaping and organizing the local
universes.

4 We are unable to trace any personal connection between the
cosmic-energy work of the Master Spirits and the force functions
of the Unquali ed Absolute. e energy manifestations under the
jurisdictionof theMaster Spirits are all directed from the periphery
of Paradise; they do not appear to be in any direct manner associ-
ated with the force phenomena identi ed with the nether surface
of Paradise.

5 Unquestionably, when we encounter the functional activities
of the variousMorontia Power Supervisors, we are face to face with
certain of the unrevealed activities of the Master Spirits. Who,
aside from these ancestors of both physical controllers and spirit
ministers, could have contrived so to combine and associate ma-
terial and spiritual energies as to produce a hitherto nonexistent
phase of universe reality — morontia substance and morontia
mind?

6 Much of the reality of the spiritual worlds is of the morontia
order, a phase of universe reality wholly unknown on Urantia. e
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goal of personality existence is spiritual, but themorontia creations
always intervene, bridging the gulf between the material realms of
mortal origin and the superuniverse spheres of advancing spiritual
status. It is in this realm that the Master Spirits make their great
contribution to the plan of man’s Paradise ascension.

7 e Seven Master Spirits have personal representatives who
function throughout the grand universe; but since a large major-
ity of these subordinate beings are not directly concerned with the
ascendant schemeofmortal progression in thepathofParadise per-
fection, little or nothing has been revealed about them. Much, very
much, of the activity of the Seven Master Spirits remains hidden
from human understanding because in no way does it directly per-
tain to your problem of Paradise ascent.

8 ¶ It is highly probable, though we cannot offer de nite proof,
that the Master Spirit of Orvonton exerts a decided in uence in
the following spheres of activity:

9 1. e life-initiation procedures of the local universe Life
Carriers.

10 2. e life activations of the adjutant mind-spirits bestowed
upon the worlds by a local universe Creative Spirit.

11 3. e uctuations in energymanifestations exhibited by the
linear-gravity-responding units of organized matter.

12 4. e behaviour of emergent energy when fully liberated
from the grasp of theUnquali edAbsolute, thus becoming respon-
sive to the direct in uence of linear gravity and to the manipula-
tions of the Universe Power Directors and their associates.

13 5. e bestowal of theministry spirit of a local universe Cre-
ative Spirit, known on Urantia as the Holy Spirit.

14 6. e subsequent bestowal of the spirit of the bestowal
Sons, on Urantia called the Comforter or the Spirit of Truth.

15 7. e re ectivity mechanism of the local universes and the
superuniverse. Many features connected with this extraordinary
phenomenon can hardly be reasonably explained or rationally un-
derstood without postulating the activity of the Master Spirits in
association with the Conjoint Actor and the Supreme Being.
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16 ¶ Notwithstanding our failure adequately to comprehend the
manifold workings of the Seven Master Spirits, we are con dent
there are two realms in the vast range of universe activities with
which they have nothing whatever to do: the bestowal and min-
istry of the ought Adjusters and the inscrutable functions of the
Unquali ed Absolute.

5. RELATION TO CREATURES
1 Each segment of the grand universe, each individual universe

andworld, enjoys the bene ts of the united counsel andwisdom of
all Seven Master Spirits but receives the personal touch and tinge
of only one. And the personal nature of each Master Spirit entirely
pervades and uniquely conditions his superuniverse.

2 rough this personal in uence of the SevenMaster Spirits ev-
ery creature of every order of intelligent beings, outside of Paradise
andHavona, must bear the characteristic stamp of individuality in-
dicative of the ancestral nature of some one of these Seven Paradise
Spirits. As concerns the seven superuniverses, each native creature,
man or angel, will forever bear this badge of natal identi cation.

3 e Seven Master Spirits do not directly invade the material
minds of the individual creatures on the evolutionary worlds of
space. e mortals of Urantia do not experience the personal pres-
ence of themind-spirit in uence of theMaster Spirit ofOrvonton.
If this Master Spirit does attain any sort of contact with the indi-
vidual mortal mind during the earlier evolutionary ages of an in-
habited world, it must occur through the ministry of the local uni-
verse Creative Spirit, the consort and associate of the Creator Son
of God who presides over the destinies of each local creation. But
this very Creative Mother Spirit is, in nature and character, quite
like the Master Spirit of Orvonton.

4 e physical stamp of a Master Spirit is a part of man’s mate-
rial origin. e entire morontia career is lived under the contin-
uing in uence of this same Master Spirit. It is hardly strange that
the subsequent spirit career of such an ascendingmortal never fully
eradicates the characteristic stamp of this same supervising Spirit.

e impress of aMaster Spirit is basic to the very existence of every
pre-Havona stage of mortal ascension.
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5 e distinctive personality trends exhibited in the life experi-
ence of evolutionary mortals, which are characteristic in each su-
peruniverse, and which are directly expressive of the nature of the
dominating Master Spirit, are never fully effaced, not even a er
such ascenders are subjected to the long training and unifying dis-
cipline encountered on the one billion educational spheres of Ha-
vona. Even the subsequent intense Paradise culture does not suf-
ce to eradicate the earmarks of superuniverse origin. roughout

all eternity an ascendant mortal will exhibit traits indicative of the
presiding Spirit of his superuniverse of nativity. Even in the Corps
of the Finality, when it is desired to arrive at or to portray a complete
Trinity relationship to the evolutionary creation, always a group of
seven naliters is assembled, one from each superuniverse.

6. THE COSMIC MIND
1 eMaster Spirits are the sevenfold source of the cosmicmind,

the intellectual potential of the grand universe. is cosmic mind
is a subabsolute manifestation of themind of the ird Source and
Centre and, in certain ways, is functionally related to the mind of
the evolving Supreme Being.

2 On a world like Urantia we do not encounter the direct in u-
ence of the Seven Master Spirits in the affairs of the human races.
You live under the immediate in uence of the Creative Spirit of
Nebadon. Nevertheless these sameMaster Spirits dominate the ba-
sic reactions of all creaturemind because they are the actual sources
of the intellectual and spiritual potentials which have been special-
ized in the local universes for function in the lives of those individ-
uals who inhabit the evolutionary worlds of time and space.

3 e fact of the cosmic mind explains the kinship of various
types of human and superhumanminds. Not only are kindred spir-
its attracted to each other, but kindredminds are also very fraternal
and inclined towards co-operation the one with the other. Human
minds are sometimes observed to be running in channels of aston-
ishing similarity and inexplicable agreement.

4 ¶ ere exists in all personality associations of the cosmicmind
a quality which might be denominated the “reality response.” It
is this universal cosmic endowment of will creatures which saves
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them from becoming helpless victims of the implied a priori as-
sumptions of science, philosophy, and religion. is reality sensi-
tivity of the cosmic mind responds to certain phases of reality just
as energy-material responds to gravity. It would be still more cor-
rect to say that these supermaterial realities so respond to themind
of the cosmos.

5 e cosmic mind unfailingly responds (recognizes response)
on three levels of universe reality. ese responses are self-evident
to clear-reasoning and deep-thinkingminds. ese levels of reality
are:

6 1. Causation— the reality domain of the physical senses, the
scienti c realms of logical uniformity, the differentiation of the
factual and the nonfactual, re ective conclusions based on cosmic
response. is is the mathematical form of the cosmic discrimina-
tion.

7 2. Duty — the reality domain of morals in the philosophic
realm, the arena of reason, the recognition of relative right and
wrong. is is the judicial form of the cosmic discrimination.

8 3. Worship — the spiritual domain of the reality of religious
experience, the personal realization of divine fellowship, the recog-
nition of spirit values, the assurance of eternal survival, the ascent
from the status of servants of God to the joy and liberty of the sons
of God. is is the highest insight of the cosmic mind, the rever-
ential and worshipful form of the cosmic discrimination.

9 ¶ ese scienti c, moral, and spiritual insights, these cosmic
responses, are innate in the cosmic mind, which endows all will
creatures. e experience of living never fails to develop these three
cosmic intuitions; they are constitutive in the self-consciousness of
re ective thinking. But it is sad to record that so few persons on
Urantia takedelight in cultivating these qualities of courageous and
independent cosmic thinking.

10 ¶ In the local universe mind bestowals, these three insights
of the cosmic mind constitute the a priori assumptions which
make it possible for man to function as a rational and self-con-
scious personality in the realms of science, philosophy, and reli-
gion. Stated otherwise, the recognition of the reality of these three
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manifestations of the In nite is by a cosmic technique of self-reve-
lation. Matter-energy is recognized by the mathematical logic of
the senses; mind-reason intuitively knows its moral duty; spirit-
faith (worship) is the religion of the reality of spiritual experience.

ese three basic factors in re ective thinking may be uni ed and
co-ordinated in personality development, or theymay become dis-
proportionate and virtually unrelated in their respective functions.
But when they become uni ed, they produce a strong character
consisting in the correlation of a factual science, a moral philoso-
phy, and a genuine religious experience. And it is these three cos-
mic intuitions that give objective validity, reality, to man’s experi-
ence in and with things, meanings, and values.

11 It is the purpose of education to develop and sharpen these in-
nate endowments of the human mind; of civilization to express
them; of life experience to realize them; of religion to ennoble
them; and of personality to unify them.

7. MORALS, VIRTUE, AND PERSONALITY
1 Intelligence alone cannot explain the moral nature. Morality,

virtue, is indigenous to human personality. Moral intuition, the re-
alization of duty, is a component of human mind endowment and
is associatedwith the other inalienables of humannature: scienti c
curiosity and spiritual insight. Man’s mentality far transcends that
of his animal cousins, but it is his moral and religious natures that
especially distinguish him from the animal world.

2 e selective response of an animal is limited to themotor level
of behaviour. e supposed insight of the higher animals is on a
motor level and usually appears only a er the experience of motor
trial and error. Man is able to exercise scienti c,moral, and spiritual
insight prior to all exploration or experimentation.

3 Only a personality can know what it is doing before it does
it; only personalities possess insight in advance of experience. A
personality can look before it leaps and can therefore learn from
looking as well as from leaping. A nonpersonal animal ordinarily
learns only by leaping.

4 As a result of experience an animal becomes able to examine
the different ways of attaining a goal and to select an approach
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based on accumulated experience. But a personality can also ex-
amine the goal itself and pass judgment on its worth-whileness, its
value. Intelligence alone candiscriminate as to the bestmeans of at-
taining indiscriminate ends, but a moral being possesses an insight
which enables him to discriminate between ends aswell as between
means. And a moral being in choosing virtue is nonetheless intel-
ligent. He knows what he is doing, why he is doing it, where he is
going, and how he will get there.

5 Whenman fails to discriminate the ends of hismortal striving,
he nds himself functioning on the animal level of existence. He
has failed to avail himself of the superior advantages of thatmaterial
acumen, moral discrimination, and spiritual insight which are an
integral part of his cosmic-mind endowment as a personal being.

6 ¶ Virtue is righteousness — conformity with the cosmos. To
name virtues is not to de ne them, but to live them is to know
them. Virtue is not mere knowledge nor yet wisdom but rather
the reality of progressive experience in the attainment of ascend-
ing levels of cosmic achievement. In the day-by-day life of mortal
man, virtue is realized by the consistent choosing of good rather
than evil, and such choosing ability is evidence of the possession of
a moral nature.

7 Man’s choosing between good and evil is in uenced, not only
by the keenness of his moral nature, but also by such in uences as
ignorance, immaturity, and delusion. A sense of proportion is also
concerned in the exercise of virtue because evil may be perpetrated
when the lesser is chosen in the place of the greater as a result of dis-
tortion or deception. e art of relative estimation or comparative
measurement enters into the practice of the virtues of the moral
realm.

8 ¶ Man’s moral nature would be impotent without the art of
measurement, the discrimination embodied in his ability to scru-
tinize meanings. Likewise would moral choosing be futile without
that cosmic insight which yields the consciousness of spiritual val-
ues. From the standpoint of intelligence, man ascends to the level
of a moral being because he is endowed with personality.

9 ¶ Morality can never be advanced by law or by force. It is a
personal and freewill matter and must be disseminated by the con-
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tagion of the contact of morally fragrant persons with those who
are less morally responsive, but who are also in some measure de-
sirous of doing the Father’s will.

10 Moral acts are those human performances which are charac-
terized by the highest intelligence, directed by selective discrimi-
nation in the choice of superior ends as well as in the selection of
moral means to attain these ends. Such conduct is virtuous. Su-
preme virtue, then, is wholeheartedly to choose to do the will of
the Father in heaven.

8. URANTIA PERSONALITY
1 e Universal Father bestows personality upon numerous or-

ders of beings as they function on diverse levels of universe actu-
ality. Urantia human beings are endowed with personality of the
nite-mortal type, functioning on the level of the ascending sons

of God.
2 oughwe can hardly undertake to de ne personality, wemay

attempt to narrate our understanding of the known factors which
go to make up the ensemble of material, mental, and spiritual en-
ergies whose interassociation constitutes the mechanism wherein
and whereon and wherewith the Universal Father causes his be-
stowed personality to function.

3 Personality is a unique endowment of original nature whose
existence is independent of, and antecedent to, the bestowal of the

ought Adjuster. Nevertheless, the presence of the Adjuster does
augment the qualitativemanifestation of personality. oughtAd-
justers, when they come forth from the Father, are identical in
nature, but personality is diverse, original, and exclusive; and the
manifestation of personality is further conditioned and quali ed
by the nature and qualities of the associated energies of a material,
mindal, and spiritual nature which constitute the organismal vehi-
cle for personality manifestation.

4 Personalities may be similar, but they are never the same. Per-
sons of a given series, type, order, or pattern may and do resemble
one another, but they are never identical. Personality is that feature
of an individual which we know, and which enables us to identify
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such a being at some future time regardless of the nature and ex-
tent of changes in form, mind, or spirit status. Personality is that
part of any individual which enables us to recognize and positively
identify that person as the one we have previously known, no mat-
ter how much he may have changed because of the modi cation of
the vehicle of expression and manifestation of his personality.

5 ¶ Creature personality is distinguished by two self-manifesting
and characteristic phenomena of mortal reactive behaviour: self-
consciousness and associated relative free will.

6 Self-consciousness consists in intellectual awareness of person-
ality actuality; it includes the ability to recognize the reality of
other personalities. It indicates capacity for individualized expe-
rience in and with cosmic realities, equivalating to the attainment
of identity status in the personality relationships of the universe.
Self-consciousness connotes recognition of the actuality of mind
ministration and the realization of relative independence of cre-
ative and determinative free will.

7 ¶ e relative free will which characterizes the self-conscious-
ness of human personality is involved in:

8 1. Moral decision, highest wisdom.
9 2. Spiritual choice, truth discernment.
10 3. Unsel sh love, brotherhood service.
11 4. Purposeful co-operation, group loyalty.
12 5. Cosmic insight, the grasp of universe meanings.
13 6. Personality dedication, wholehearted devotion to doing

the Father’s will.
14 7. Worship, the sincere pursuit of divine values and the

wholehearted love of the divine Value-Giver.
15 ¶ e Urantia type of human personality may be viewed as

functioning in a physical mechanism consisting of the planetary
modi cation of the Nebadon type of organism belonging to the
electrochemical order of life activation and endowed with the Ne-
badon order of theOrvonton series of the cosmicmind of parental
reproductive pattern. e bestowal of the divine gi of personality
upon such amind-endowedmortalmechanism confers the dignity
of cosmic citizenship and enables such a mortal creature forthwith
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to become reactive to the constitutive recognitionof the three basic
mind realities of the cosmos:

16 1. emathematical or logical recognition of the uniformity
of physical causation.

17 2. e reasoned recognition of the obligation of moral con-
duct.

18 3. e faith-grasp of the fellowship worship of Deity, asso-
ciated with the loving service of humanity.

19 ¶ e full function of such a personality endowment is the be-
ginning realization of Deity kinship. Such a sel ood, indwelt by
a prepersonal fragment of God the Father, is in truth and in fact
a spiritual son of God. Such a creature not only discloses capacity
for the reception of the gi of the divine presence but also exhibits
reactive response to the personality-gravity circuit of the Paradise
Father of all personalities.

9. REALITY OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS
1 e cosmic-mind-endowed, Adjuster-indwelt, personal crea-

ture possesses innate recognition-realization of energy reality,
mind reality, and spirit reality. e will creature is thus equipped
to discern the fact, the law, and the love of God. Aside from these
three inalienables of human consciousness, all human experience is
really subjective except that intuitive realization of validity attaches
to the uni cation of these three universe reality responses of cosmic
recognition.

2 e God-discerning mortal is able to sense the uni cation
value of these three cosmic qualities in the evolution of the sur-
viving soul, man’s supreme undertaking in the physical taberna-
cle where the moral mind collaborates with the indwelling divine
spirit to dualize the immortal soul. From its earliest inception the
soul is real; it has cosmic survival qualities.

3 If mortal man fails to survive natural death, the real spiritual
values of his human experience survive as a part of the continu-
ing experience of the ought Adjuster. e personality values of
such a nonsurvivor persist as a factor in the personality of the ac-
tualizing Supreme Being. Such persisting qualities of personality
are deprived of identity but not of experiential values accumulated
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during the mortal life in the esh. e survival of identity is de-
pendent on the survival of the immortal soul of morontia status
and increasingly divine value. Personality identity survives in and
by the survival of the soul.

4 ¶ Human self-consciousness implies the recognition of the re-
ality of selves other than the conscious self and further implies that
such awareness is mutual; that the self is known as it knows. is is
shown in a purely human manner in man’s social life. But you can-
not become so absolutely certain of a fellow being’s reality as you
can of the reality of the presence of God that lives within you. e
social consciousness is not inalienable like the God-consciousness;
it is a cultural development and is dependent on knowledge, sym-
bols, and the contributions of the constitutive endowments ofman
— science, morality, and religion. And these cosmic gi s, social-
ized, constitute civilization.

5 Civilizations are unstable because they are not cosmic; they are
not innate in the individuals of the races. ey must be nurtured
by the combined contributions of the constitutive factors of man
— science, morality, and religion. Civilizations come and go, but
science, morality, and religion always survive the crash.

6 Jesus not only revealed God to man, but he also made a new
revelation of man to himself and to other men. In the life of Je-
sus you see man at his best. Man thus becomes so beautifully real
because Jesus had so much of God in his life, and the realization
(recognition) of God is inalienable and constitutive in all men.

7 ¶ Unsel shness, aside from parental instinct, is not altogether
natural; other persons are not naturally loved or socially served. It
requires the enlightenment of reason,morality, and the urge of reli-
gion, God-knowingness, to generate an unsel sh and altruistic so-
cial order. Man’s own personality awareness, self-consciousness, is
also directly dependent on this very fact of innate other-awareness,
this innate ability to recognize and grasp the reality of other per-
sonality, ranging from the human to the divine.

8 Unsel sh social consciousness must be, at bottom, a religious
consciousness; that is, if it is objective; otherwise it is a purely sub-
jective philosophic abstraction and therefore devoid of love. Only
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aGod-knowing individual can love another person as he loves him-
self.

9 Self-consciousness is in essence a communal consciousness:
God and man, Father and son, Creator and creature. In human
self-consciousness four universe-reality realizations are latent and
inherent:

10 1. e quest for knowledge, the logic of science.
11 2. e quest for moral values, the sense of duty.
12 3. e quest for spiritual values, the religious experience.
13 4. e quest for personality values, the ability to recognize

the reality of God as a personality and the concurrent realization
of our fraternal relationship with fellow personalities.

14 ¶ You become conscious of man as your creature brother be-
cause you are already conscious of God as your Creator Father. Fa-
therhood is the relationship out of which we reason ourselves into
the recognition of brotherhood. AndFatherhood becomes, ormay
become, a universe reality to all moral creatures because the Father
has himself bestowed personality upon all such beings and has en-
circuited themwithin the grasp of the universal personality circuit.
We worship God, rst, because he is, then, because he is in us, and
last, because we are in him.

15 Is it strange that the cosmic mind should be self-consciously
aware of its own source, the in nitemind of the In nite Spirit, and
at the same time conscious of the physical reality of the far- ung
universes, the spiritual reality of the Eternal Son, and the personal-
ity reality of the Universal Father?

ahb

16 [Sponsored by a Universal Censor from Uversa.]



PAPER №17
THE SEVEN SUPREME SPIRIT GROUPS

Divine Counsellor

THE seven Supreme Spirit groups are the universal co-ordi-
nating directors of the seven-segmented administration of
the grand universe. Although all are classed among the

functional family of the In nite Spirit, the following three groups
are usually classi ed as children of the Paradise Trinity:

2 1. e Seven Master Spirits.
3 2. e Seven Supreme Executives.
4 3. e Re ective Spirits.
5 ¶ e remaining four groups are brought into being by the cre-

ative acts of the In nite Spirit or by his associates of creative status:
6 4. e Re ective Image Aids.
7 5. e Seven Spirits of the Circuits.
8 6. e Local Universe Creative Spirits.
9 7. e Adjutant Mind-Spirits.
10 ¶ ese seven orders are known on Uversa as the seven Su-

preme Spirit groups. eir functional domain extends from the
personal presence of the Seven Master Spirits on the periphery of
the eternal Isle, through the seven Paradise satellites of the Spirit,
the Havona circuits, the governments of the superuniverses, and
the administration and supervision of the local universes, even to
the lowly service of the adjutants bestowed upon the realms of evo-
lutionary mind on the worlds of time and space.

11 e SevenMaster Spirits are the co-ordinating directors of this
far- ung administrative realm. In some matters pertaining to the
administrative regulation of organized physical power, mind en-
ergy, and impersonal spirit ministry, they act personally and di-
rectly, and in others they function through their multifarious asso-
ciates. In all matters of an executive nature — rulings, regulations,
adjustments, and administrative decisions— theMaster Spirits act
in the persons of the Seven Supreme Executives. In the central uni-
verse the Master Spirits may function through the Seven Spirits of
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the Havona Circuits; on the headquarters of the seven superuni-
verses they reveal themselves through the channel of the Re ective
Spirits and act through the persons of the Ancients of Days, with
whom they are in personal communication through the Re ective
Image Aids.

12 e Seven Master Spirits do not directly and personally con-
tact universe administration below the courts of the Ancients of
Days. Your local universe is administered as a part of our superu-
niverse by the Master Spirit of Orvonton, but his function in re-
lation to the native beings of Nebadon is immediately discharged
and personally directed by the Creative Mother Spirit resident on
Salvington, the headquarters of your local universe.

1. THE SEVEN SUPREME EXECUTIVES
1 e executive headquarters of the Master Spirits occupy the

seven Paradise satellites of the In nite Spirit, which swing around
the central Isle between the shining spheres of the Eternal Son and
the innermost Havona circuit. ese executive spheres are under
the direction of the SupremeExecutives, a group of sevenwhowere
trinitized by the Father, Son, and Spirit in accordance with the
speci cations of the Seven Master Spirits for beings of a type that
could function as their universal representatives.

2 eMaster Spirits maintain contact with the various divisions
of the superuniverse governments through these Supreme Execu-
tives. It is they who very largely determine the basic constitutive
trends of the seven superuniverses. ey are uniformly anddivinely
perfect, but they also possess diversity of personality. ey have no
presiding head; each time they meet together, they choose one of
their number to preside over that joint council. Periodically they
journey to Paradise to sit in council with the Seven Master Spirits.

3 ¶ e Seven Supreme Executives function as the administra-
tive co-ordinators of the grand universe; they might be termed the
board ofmanaging directors of the post-Havona creation. ey are
not concerned with the internal affairs of Paradise, and they direct
their limited spheres of Havona activity through the Seven Spirits
of the Circuits. Otherwise there are few limits to the scope of their
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supervision; they engage in the direction of things physical, intel-
lectual, and spiritual; they see all, hear all, feel all, even know all,
that transpires in the seven superuniverses and in Havona.

4 ese Supreme Executives do not originate policies, nor do
they modify universe procedures; they are concerned with the ex-
ecution of the plans of divinity promulgated by the Seven Master
Spirits. Neither do they interfere with the rule of the Ancients of
Days in the superuniverses nor with the sovereignty of the Creator
Sons in the local universes. ey are the co-ordinating executives
whose function it is to carry out the combined policies of all duly
constituted rulers in the grand universe.

5 Each of the executives and the facilities of his sphere are de-
voted to the efficient administration of a single superuniverse. Su-
preme Executive Number One, functioning on executive sphere
number one, is wholly occupied with the affairs of superuniverse
number one, and so on to Supreme Executive Number Seven,
working from the seventh Paradise satellite of the Spirit and devot-
ing his energies to the management of the seventh superuniverse.

e name of this seventh sphere isOrvonton, for the Paradise satel-
lites of the Spirit have the same names as their related superuniver-
ses; in fact, the superuniverses were named a er them.

6 On the executive sphere of the seventh superuniverse the staff
engaged in keeping straight the affairs ofOrvonton runs into num-
bers beyond human comprehension and embraces practically ev-
ery order of celestial intelligence. All superuniverse services of
personality dispatch (except Inspired Trinity Spirits and ought
Adjusters) pass through one of these seven executive worlds on
their universe journeys to and from Paradise, and here are main-
tained the central registries for all personalities created by the ird
Source andCentrewho function in the superuniverses. e system
of material, morontial, and spiritual records on one of these exec-
utive worlds of the Spirit amazes even a being of my order.

7 e immediate subordinates of the Supreme Executives con-
sist for the greater part of the trinitized sons of Paradise-Havona
personalities and of the trinitized offspring of the glori ed mor-
tal graduates from the agelong training of the ascendant scheme of
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time and space. ese trinitized sons are designated for servicewith
the Supreme Executives by the chief of the SupremeCouncil of the
Paradise Corps of the Finality.

8 Each Supreme Executive has two advisory cabinets: e chil-
dren of the In nite Spirit on the headquarters of each superuni-
verse choose representatives from their ranks to serve for one mil-
lennium in the primary advisory cabinet of their Supreme Execu-
tive. In all matters affecting the ascending mortals of time, there is
a secondary cabinet, consisting of mortals of Paradise attainment
and of the trinitized sons of glori ed mortals; this body is chosen
by the perfecting and ascending beings who transiently dwell on
the seven superuniverse headquarters. All other chiefs of affairs are
appointed by the Supreme Executives.

9 ¶ From time to time, great conclaves take place on these Para-
dise satellites of the Spirit. Trinitized sons assigned to these worlds,
together with the ascenders who have attained Paradise, assemble
with the spirit personalities of the ird Source and Centre in the
reunions of the struggles and triumphs of the ascendant career. e
Supreme Executives always preside over such fraternal gatherings.

10 Once in each Paradise millennium the Seven Supreme Execu-
tives vacate their seats of authority and go to Paradise, where they
hold their millennial conclave of universal greeting and well-wish-
ing to the intelligent hosts of creation. is eventful occasion takes
place in the immediate presence ofMajeston, the chief of all re ec-
tive spirit groups. And they are thus able to communicate simulta-
neously with all their associates in the grand universe through the
unique functioning of universal re ectivity.

2. MAJESTON  CHIEF OF REFLECTIVITY
1 e Re ective Spirits are of divine Trinity origin. ere are

50 of these unique and somewhat mysterious beings. 7 of these
extraordinary personalities were created at a time, and each such
creative episodewas effected by a liaison of the ParadiseTrinity and
one of the Seven Master Spirits.

2 is momentous transaction, occurring in the dawn of time,
represents the initial effort of the Supreme Creator Personalities,
represented by the Master Spirits, to function as cocreators with
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the Paradise Trinity. is union of the creative power of the Su-
preme Creators with the creative potentials of the Trinity is the
very source of the actuality of the Supreme Being. erefore, when
the cycle of re ective creation had run its course, when each of the
SevenMaster Spirits had found perfect creative synchronywith the
Paradise Trinity, when the 49 Re ective Spirit had personalized,
then a new and far-reaching reaction occurred in the Deity Abso-
lute which imparted new personality prerogatives to the Supreme
Being and culminated in the personalization of Majeston, the re-
ectivity chief and Paradise centre of all the work of the 49 Re ec-

tive Spirits and their associates throughout the universe of univer-
ses.

3 Majeston is a true person, the personal and infallible centre
of re ectivity phenomena in all seven superuniverses of time and
space. He maintains permanent Paradise headquarters near the
centre of all things at the rendezvous of the Seven Master Spirits.
He is concerned solely with the co-ordination and maintenance of
the re ectivity service in the far- ung creation; he is not otherwise
involved in the administration of universe affairs.

4 Majeston is not included in our catalogue of Paradise person-
alities because he is the only existing personality of divinity created
by the Supreme Being in functional liaison with the Deity Abso-
lute. He is a person, but he is exclusively and apparently automati-
cally concerned with this one phase of universe economy; he does
not now function in any personal capacity with relation to other
(nonre ective) orders of universe personalities.

5 ¶ e creationofMajeston signalized the rst supreme creative
act of the Supreme Being. is will to action was volitional in the
Supreme Being, but the stupendous reaction of the Deity Abso-
lute was not foreknown. Not since the eternity-appearance of Ha-
vona had the universe witnessed such a tremendous factualization
of such a gigantic and far- ung alignment of power and co-ordina-
tion of functional spirit activities. e Deity response to the cre-
ative wills of the Supreme Being and his associates was vastly be-
yond their purposeful intent and greatly in excess of their concep-
tual forecasts.
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6 We stand in awe of the possibility of what the future ages,
wherein the Supreme and the Ultimate may attain new levels of
divinity and ascend to new domains of personality function, may
witness in the realms of the deitization of still other unexpected
and undreamed of beings who will possess unimagined powers of
enhanced universe co-ordination. ere would seem to be no limit
to the Deity Absolute’s potential of response to such uni cation of
relationships between experiential Deity and the existential Para-
dise Trinity.

3. THE REFLECTIVE SPIRITS
1 e 49 Re ective Spirits are of Trinity origin, but each of the

seven creative episodes attendant upon their appearance was pro-
ductive of a type of being in nature resembling the characteristics
of the coancestral Master Spirit. us they variously re ect the na-
tures and characters of the seven possible combinations of the as-
sociation of the divinity characteristics of the Universal Father, the
Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit. For this reason it is necessary
to have seven of these Re ective Spirits on the headquarters of each
superuniverse. One of each of the seven types is required in order
to achieve the perfect re ection of all phases of every possibleman-
ifestation of the three Paradise Deities as such phenomena might
occur in any part of the seven superuniverses. One of each typewas
accordingly assigned to service in each of the superuniverses. ese
groups of seven dissimilar Re ective Spirits maintain headquarters
on the capitals of the superuniverses at the re ective focus of each
realm, and this is not identical with the point of spiritual polarity.

2 e Re ective Spirits have names, but these designations are
not revealed on the worlds of space. ey pertain to the nature and
character of these beings and are a part of one of the seven universal
mysteries of the secret spheres of Paradise.

3 e attribute of re ectivity, the phenomenon of the mind lev-
els of theConjoint Actor, the SupremeBeing, and theMaster Spir-
its, is transmissible to all beings concerned in the working of this
vast scheme of universal intelligence. And herein is a great mys-
tery: Neither the Master Spirits nor the Paradise Deities, singly or
collectively, disclose these powers of co-ordinate universal re ec-
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tivity just as they are manifested in these 49 liaison personalities
of Majeston, and yet they are the creators of all these marvellously
endowed beings. Divine heredity does sometimes disclose in the
creature certain attributes which are not discernible in theCreator.

4 e personnel of the re ectivity service, with the exception of
Majeston and the Re ective Spirits, are all the creatures of the In-
nite Spirit and his immediate associates and subordinates. e

Re ective Spirits of each superuniverse are the creators of their Re-
ective Image Aids, their personal voices to the courts of the An-

cients of Days.
5 ¶ e Re ective Spirits are not merely transmitting agents;

they are retentive personalities as well. eir offspring, the sec-
onaphim, are also retentive or record personalities. Everything of
true spiritual value is registered in duplicate, and one impression is
preserved in the personal equipment of somemember of one of the
numerous orders of secoraphic personalities belonging to the vast
staff of the Re ective Spirits.

6 e formal records of the universes are passed up by and
through the angelic recorders, but the true spiritual records are as-
sembled by re ectivity and are preserved in the minds of suitable
and appropriate personalities belonging to the family of the In -
nite Spirit. ese are the live records in contrast with the formal
anddead records of theuniverse, and they are perfectly preserved in
the livingminds of the recording personalities of the In nite Spirit.

7 e re ectivity organization is also the news-gathering and the
decree-disseminating mechanism of all creation. It is in constant
operation in contrast with the periodic functioning of the various
broadcast services.

8 Everything of import transpiring on a local universe headquar-
ters is inherently re ected to the capital of its superuniverse. And
conversely, everything of local universe signi cance is re ected
outward to the local universe capitals from the headquarters of
their superuniverse. e re ectivity service from the universes of
time up to the superuniverses is apparently automatic or self-oper-
ating, but it is not. It is all very personal and intelligent; its preci-
sion results from perfection of personality co-operation and there-
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fore can hardly be attributed to the impersonal presence-perfor-
mances of the Absolutes.

9 While ought Adjusters do not participate in the operation
of the universal re ectivity system, we have every reason to believe
that all Father fragments are fully cognizant of these transactions
and are able to avail themselves of their content.

10 ¶ During the present universe age the space range of the extra-
Paradise re ectivity service seems to be limited by the periphery of
the seven superuniverses. Otherwise, the function of this service
seems to be independent of time and space. It appears to be inde-
pendent of all known subabsolute universe circuits.

11 On the headquarters of each superuniverse the re ective orga-
nization acts as a segregated unit; but on certain special occasions,
under the direction ofMajeston, all sevenmay and do act in univer-
sal unison, as in the event of the jubilee occasioned by the settling
of an entire local universe in light and life and at the times of the
millennial greetings of the Seven Supreme Executives.

4. THE REFLECTIVE IMAGE AIDS
1 e 49 Re ective Image Aids were created by the Re ective

Spirits, and there are just 7 Aids on the headquarters of each su-
peruniverse. e rst creative act of the seven Re ective Spirits of
Uversa was the production of their seven Image Aids, each Re ec-
tive Spirit creating his own Aid. e Image Aids are, in certain at-
tributes and characteristics, perfect reproductions of their Re ec-
tive Mother Spirits; they are virtual duplications minus the attri-
bute of re ectivity. ey are true images and constantly function
as the channel of communication between the Re ective Spirits
and the superuniverse authorities. e Image Aids are not merely
assistants; they are actual representations of their respective Spirit
ancestors; they are images, and they are true to their name.

2 e Re ective Spirits themselves are true personalities but of
such an order as to be incomprehensible to material beings. Even
on a superuniverse headquarters sphere they require the assistance
of their Image Aids in all personal intercourse with the Ancients
of Days and their associates. In contacts between the Image Aids
and theAncients ofDays, sometimes oneAid functions acceptably,
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while on other occasions two, three, four, or even all seven are re-
quired for the full and proper presentation of the communication
intrusted to their transmission. Likewise, the messages of the Im-
age Aids are variously received by one, two, or all three Ancients of
Days, as the content of the communication may require.

3 e Image Aids serve forever by the sides of their ancestral
Spirits, and they have at their disposal an unbelievable host of
helper seconaphim. e Image Aids do not directly function in
connection with the training worlds of ascending mortals. ey
are closely associated with the intelligence service of the universal
scheme of mortal progression, but you will not personally come in
contact with themwhen you sojourn in theUversa schools because
these seemingly personal beings are devoid of will; they do not ex-
ercise the power of choice. ey are true images, wholly re ective
of the personality and mind of the individual Spirit ancestor. As
a class, ascending mortals do not intimately contact with re ectiv-
ity. Always some being of the re ective nature will be interposed
between you and the actual operation of the service.

5. THE SEVEN SPIRITS OF THE CIRCUITS
1 e Seven Spirits of the Havona Circuits are the joint imper-

sonal representation of the In nite Spirit and the Seven Master
Spirits to the seven circuits of the central universe. ey are the
servants of the Master Spirits, whose collective offspring they are.

eMaster Spirits provide a distinct and diversi ed administrative
individuality in the seven superuniverses. rough these uniform
Spirits of theHavonaCircuits they are enabled to provide a uni ed,
uniform, and co-ordinated spiritual supervision for the central uni-
verse.

2 e Seven Spirits of theCircuits are each limited to the perme-
ation of a single Havona circuit. ey are not directly concerned
with the regimes of theEternals ofDays, the rulers of the individual
Havonaworlds. But they are in liaisonwith the Seven Supreme Ex-
ecutives, and they synchronize with the central universe presence
of the Supreme Being. eir work is wholly con ned to Havona.

3 ese Spirits of the Circuits make contact with those who
sojourn in Havona through their personal offspring, the tertiary
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supernaphim. While the Circuit Spirits are coexistent with the
Seven Master Spirits, their function in the creation of tertiary su-
pernaphim did not attainmajor importance until the rst pilgrims
of time arrived on the outer circuit ofHavona in the days ofGrand-
fanda.

4 As you advance from circuit to circuit in Havona, you will
learn of the Spirits of the Circuits, but you will not be able to hold
personal communion with them, even though you may personally
enjoy, and recognize the impersonal presence of, their spiritual in-
uence.
5 e Circuit Spirits are related to the native inhabitants of Ha-

vonamuch as the ought Adjusters are related to themortal crea-
tures inhabiting the worlds of the evolutionary universes. Like the

ought Adjusters, the Circuit Spirits are impersonal, and they
consort with the perfect minds of Havona beings much as the im-
personal spirits of the Universal Father indwell the nite minds of
mortal men. But the Spirits of the Circuits never become a perma-
nent part of Havona personalities.

6. THE LOCAL UNIVERSE CREATIVE SPIRITS
1 Much that pertains to the nature and function of the local uni-

verseCreative Spirits properly belongs to thenarrative of their asso-
ciationwith theCreator Sons in the organization andmanagement
of the local creations; but there are many features of the prelocal
universe experiences of these marvellous beings which may be nar-
rated as a part of this discussion of the seven Supreme Spirit groups.

2 ¶ We are conversant with six phases of the career of a local uni-
verse Mother Spirit, and we speculate much concerning the prob-
ability of a seventh stage of activity. ese different stages of exis-
tence are:

3 1. Initial Paradise Differentiation. When a Creator Son is
personalized by the joint action of the Universal Father and the
Eternal Son, simultaneously there occurs in the person of the In -
nite Spirit what is known as the “supreme reaction of complement.”
We do not comprehend the nature of this reaction, but we under-
stand that it designates an inherentmodi cation of those personal-
izable possibilities which are embraced within the creative poten-
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tial of the Conjoint Creator. e birth of a co-ordinate Creator
Son signalizes the birth within the person of the In nite Spirit of
the potential of the future local universe consort of this Paradise
Son. We are not cognizant of this new prepersonal identi cation
of entity, but we know that this fact nds place on the Paradise re-
cords of the career of such a Creator Son.

4 2. Preliminary Creatorship Training. During the long period
of the preliminary training of a Michael Son in the organization
and administration of universes, his future consort undergoes fur-
ther development of entity and becomes group conscious of des-
tiny. We do not know, but we suspect that such a group-conscious
entity becomes space cognizant and begins that preliminary train-
ing requisite to the acquirement of spirit skill in her future work of
collaboration with the complemental Michael in universe creation
and administration.

5 3. e Stage of Physical Creation. At the time the creator-
ship charge is administered to a Michael Son by the Eternal Son,
the Master Spirit who directs the superuniverse to which this new
Creator Son is destined gives expression to the “prayer of identi -
cation” in the presence of the In nite Spirit; and for the rst time,
the entity of the subsequent Creative Spirit appears as differenti-
ated from the person of the In nite Spirit. And proceeding di-
rectly to the person of the petitioning Master Spirit, this entity is
immediately lost to our recognition, becoming apparently a part
of the person of this Master Spirit. e newly identi ed Creative
Spirit remains with the Master Spirit until the moment of the de-
parture of the Creator Son for the adventure of space; whereupon
theMaster Spirit commits the new Spirit consort to the keeping of
the Creator Son, at the same time administering to the Spirit con-
sort the charge of eternal delity and unending loyalty. And then
occurs one of the most profoundly touching episodes which ever
take place on Paradise. e Universal Father speaks in acknowl-
edgement of the eternal union of the Creator Son and theCreative
Spirit and in con rmationof the bestowal of certain joint powers of
administration by the Master Spirit of superuniverse jurisdiction.

6 e Father-united Creator Son and Creative Spirit then go
forth on their adventure of universe creation. And they work to-
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gether in this form of association throughout the long and arduous
period of the material organization of their universe.

7 4. e Life-Creation Era. Upon the declaration of intention
to create life by the Creator Son, there ensue on Paradise the “per-
sonalization ceremonies,” participated in by the SevenMaster Spir-
its and personally experienced by the supervising Master Spirit.

is is a Paradise Deity contribution to the individuality of the
Spirit consort of theCreator Son and becomesmanifest to the uni-
verse in the phenomenon of “the primary eruption” in the person
of the In nite Spirit. Simultaneously with this phenomenon on
Paradise, the heretofore impersonal Spirit consort of the Creator
Son becomes, to all practical intents and purposes, a bona de per-
son. Henceforth and forevermore, this same local universeMother
Spirit will be regarded as a person and will maintain personal rela-
tions with all the personality hosts of the ensuing life creation.

8 5. e PostbestowalAges. Another and great change occurs in
the never-ending career of a Creative Spirit when the Creator Son
returns to universe headquarters a er the completion of his sev-
enth bestowal and subsequent to his acquirement of full universe
sovereignty. On that occasion, before the assembled administra-
tors of the universe, the triumphant Creator Son elevates the Uni-
verse Mother Spirit to cosovereignty and acknowledges the Spirit
consort as his equal.

9 6. e Ages of Light and Life. Upon the establishment of the
era of light and life the local universe cosovereign enters upon the
sixth phase of a Creative Spirit’s career. But we may not portray
the nature of this great experience. Such things pertain to a future
stage of evolution in Nebadon.

10 7. e Unrevealed Career. We know of these six phases of
the career of a local universe Mother Spirit. It is inevitable that we
should ask: Is there a seventh career? We are mindful that, when
naliters attain what appears to be their nal destiny of mortal as-

cension, they are of record as entering upon the career of sixth-stage
spirits. We conjecture that there awaits the naliters still another
and unrevealed career in universe assignment. It is only to be ex-
pected that we would likewise regard the Universe Mother Spirits
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as having ahead of them some undisclosed career whichwill consti-
tute their seventh phase of personal experience in universe service
and loyal co-operation with the order of the Creator Michaels.

7. THE ADJUTANT MINDSPIRITS
1 ese adjutant spirits are the sevenfold mind bestowal of a lo-

cal universeMother Spirit upon the living creatures of the conjoint
creation of a Creator Son and such a Creative Spirit. is bestowal
becomes possible at the time of the Spirit’s elevation to the status of
personality prerogatives. e narration of the nature and function-
ing of the seven adjutant mind-spirits belongs more appropriately
to the story of your local universe of Nebadon.

8. FUNCTIONS OF THE SUPREME SPIRITS
1 e seven groups of Supreme Spirits constitute the nucleus of

the functional family of the ird Source and Centre both as the
In nite Spirit and as the Conjoint Actor. e domain of the Su-
preme Spirits extends from the presence of the Trinity on Paradise
to the functioning of mind of the evolutionary-mortal order on
the planets of space. us do they unify the descending admin-
istrative levels and co-ordinate the manifold functions of the per-
sonnel thereof. Whether it is a Re ective Spirit group in liaison
with the Ancients of Days, a Creative Spirit acting in concert with
a Michael Son, or the Seven Master Spirits encircuited around the
Paradise Trinity, the activity of the Supreme Spirits is encountered
everywhere in the central, super-, and local universes. ey func-
tion alike with the Trinity personalities of the order of “Days” and
with the Paradise personalities of the order of “Sons.”

2 ¶ Together with their In nite Mother Spirit, the Supreme
Spirit groups are the immediate creators of the vast creature fam-
ily of the ird Source and Centre. All orders of the ministering
spirits spring from this association. Primary supernaphimoriginate
in the In nite Spirit; secondary beings of this order are created by
theMaster Spirits; tertiary supernaphim by the Seven Spirits of the
Circuits. e Re ective Spirits, collectively, are themother-makers
of a marvellous order of the angelic hosts, the mighty seconaphim
of the superuniverse services. ACreative Spirit is themother of the
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angelic orders of a local creation; such seraphic ministers are origi-
nal in each local universe, though they are fashioned a er the pat-
terns of the central universe. All these creators ofministering spirits
are only indirectly assisted by the central lodgement of the In nite
Spirit, the original and eternal mother of all the angelic ministers.

3 ¶ e seven Supreme Spirit groups are the co-ordinators of the
inhabited creation. e association of their directing heads, the
Seven Master Spirits, appears to co-ordinate the far- ung activities
of God the Sevenfold:

4 1. Collectively the Master Spirits near-equivalate to the di-
vinity level of the Trinity of Paradise Deities.

5 2. Individually they exhaust the primary associable possibil-
ities of triune Deity.

6 3. As diversi ed representatives of the Conjoint Actor they
are the repositories of that spirit-mind-power sovereignty of the
Supreme Being which he does not yet personally exercise.

7 4. rough theRe ective Spirits they synchronize the super-
universe governments of the Ancients of Days with Majeston, the
Paradise centre of universal re ectivity.

8 5. In their participation in the individualization of the local
universe Divine Ministers, the Master Spirits contribute to the last
level of God the Sevenfold, the Creator Son-Creative Spirit union
of the local universes.

9 ¶ Functional unity, inherent in the Conjoint Actor, is dis-
closed to the evolving universes in the Seven Master Spirits, his
primary personalities. But in the perfected superuniverses of the
future this unity will undoubtedly be inseparable from the experi-
ential sovereignty of the Supreme.

ahb
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PAPER №18
THE SUPREME TRINITY PERSONALITIES

Divine Counsellor

SUPREMETrinity Personalities are all created for speci c ser-
vice. ey are designed by the divine Trinity for the ful l-
ment of certain speci c duties, and they are quali ed to serve

with perfection of technique and nality of devotion. ere are
seven orders of the Supreme Trinity Personalities:

2 1. Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy.
3 2. Eternals of Days.
4 3. Ancients of Days.
5 4. Perfections of Days.
6 5. Recents of Days.
7 6. Unions of Days.
8 7. Faithfuls of Days.
9 ¶ ese beings of administrative perfection are of de nite and

nal numbers. eir creation is a past event; no more are being
personalized.

10 roughout the grand universe these SupremeTrinity Person-
alities represent the administrative policies of the Paradise Trinity;
they represent the justice and are the executive judgment of thePar-
adise Trinity. ey form an interrelated line of administrative per-
fection extending from the Paradise spheres of the Father to the
headquarters worlds of the local universes and to the capitals of
their component constellations.

11 All Trinity-origin beings are created in Paradise perfection in
all their divine attributes. Only in the realms of experience has the
passing of time added to their equipment for cosmic service. ere
is never any danger of default or risk of rebellion with Trinity-ori-
gin beings. ey are of divinity essence, and they have never been
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known to depart from the divine and perfect path of personality
conduct.

1. THE TRINITIZED SECRETS OF SUPREMACY
1 ere are seven worlds in the innermost circuit of the Para-

dise satellites, and each of these exalted worlds is presided over by a
corps of tenTrinitized Secrets of Supremacy. ey are not creators,
but they are supreme and ultimate administrators. e conduct of
the affairs of these seven fraternal spheres is wholly committed to
this corps of 70 supreme directors. ough the offspring of the
Trinity supervise these seven sacred spheres nearest Paradise, this
group of worlds is universally known as the personal circuit of the
Universal Father.

2 e Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy function in groups of ten
as co-ordinate and joint directors of their respective spheres, but
they also function individually in particular elds of responsibility.

e work of each of these special worlds is divided into sevenmajor
departments, and one of these co-ordinate rulers presides over each
such division of specialized activities. e remaining three act as
the personal representatives of triuneDeity in relation to the other
seven, one representing the Father, one the Son, and one the Spirit.

3 Although there is a de nite class resemblance which typi es
the Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy, they also disclose seven dis-
tinct group characteristics. e ten supreme directors of Divin-
ington affairs are re ective of the personal character and nature of
the Universal Father; and so it is with each of these seven sphe-
res: Each group of ten resembles that Deity or Deity association
which is characteristic of their domain. e ten directors who rule
Ascendington are re ective of the combined nature of the Father,
Son, and Spirit.

4 ¶ I can reveal very little about the work of these high person-
alities on the seven sacred worlds of the Father, for they are truly
the Secrets of Supremacy. ere are no arbitrary secrets associated
with the approach to the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, or the
In nite Spirit. e Deities are an open book to all who attain di-
vine perfection, but all the Secrets of Supremacy can never be fully
attained. Always will we be unable fully to penetrate the realms
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containing the personality secrets ofDeity associationwith the sev-
enfold grouping of created beings.

5 Since the work of these supreme directors has to do with the
intimate and personal contact of the Deities with these seven basic
groupings of universe beings when domiciled on these seven spe-
cial worlds or while functioning throughout the grand universe, it
is tting that these very personal relations and extraordinary con-
tacts should be held sacredly secret. e Paradise Creators respect
the privacy and sanctity of personality even in their lowly creatures.
And this is true both of individuals and of the various separate or-
ders of personalities.

6 To beings of even high universe attainment these secret worlds
ever remain a test of loyalty. It is given us fully and personally to
know the eternal Gods, freely to know their characters of divinity
and perfection, but it is not granted us fully to penetrate all of the
personal relations of the Paradise Rulers with all of their creature
beings.

2. THE ETERNALS OF DAYS
1 Each of the billion worlds of Havona is directed by a Supreme

Trinity Personality. ese rulers are known as the Eternals of Days,
and they number exactly one billion, one for each of the Havona
spheres. ey are the offspring of the Paradise Trinity, but like
the Secrets of Supremacy there are no records of their origin. For-
ever have these two groups of all-wise fathers ruled their exquisite
worlds of the Paradise-Havona system, and they function without
rotation or reassignment.

2 e Eternals of Days are visible to all will creatures dwelling in
their domains. ey preside over the regular planetary conclaves.
Periodically, and by rotation, they visit the headquarters spheres of
the seven superuniverses. ey are close of kin to, and are the divine
equals of, the Ancients of Days, who preside over the destinies of
the seven supergovernments. When an Eternal of Days is absent
from his sphere, his world is directed by a Trinity Teacher Son.

3 Except for the established orders of life, such as the Havona
natives and other living creatures of the central universe, the resi-
dent Eternals of Days have developed their respective spheres en-
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tirely in accordance with their own personal ideas and ideals. ey
visit each other’s planets, but they do not copy or imitate; they are
always and wholly original.

4 e architecture, natural embellishment, morontia structures,
and spirit creations are exclusive and unique on each sphere. Every
world is a place of everlasting beauty and is wholly unlike any other
world in the central universe. And you will each spend a longer
or shorter time on each of these unique and thrilling spheres on
your way inward throughHavona to Paradise. It is natural, on your
world, to speak of Paradise as upward, but it would bemore correct
to refer to the divine goal of ascension as inward.

3. THE ANCIENTS OF DAYS
1 When mortals of time graduate from the training worlds sur-

rounding the headquarters of a local universe and are advanced
to the educational spheres of their superuniverse, they have pro-
gressed in spiritual development to that point where they are able
to recognize and communicate with the high spiritual rulers and
directors of these advanced realms, including theAncients ofDays.

2 e Ancients of Days are all basically identical; they disclose
the combined character and uni ed nature of the Trinity. ey
possess individuality and are in personality diverse, but they do not
differ from each other as do the SevenMaster Spirits. ey provide
the uniformdirectorship of the otherwise differing seven superuni-
verses, each of which is a distinct, segregated, and unique creation.

e Seven Master Spirits are unlike in nature and attributes, but
the Ancients of Days, the personal rulers of the superuniverses, are
all uniform and superperfect offspring of the Paradise Trinity.

3 e SevenMaster Spirits on high determine the nature of their
respective superuniverses, but the Ancients of Days dictate the ad-
ministration of these same superuniverses. ey superimpose ad-
ministrative uniformity on creative diversity and ensure the har-
mony of the whole in the face of the underlying creational differ-
ences of the seven segmental groupings of the grand universe.

4 ¶ e Ancients of Days were all trinitized at the same time.
ey represent the beginning of the personality records of the uni-

verse of universes, hence their name — Ancients of Days. When
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you reach Paradise and search the written records of the beginning
of things, you will nd that the rst entry appearing in the person-
ality section is the recital of the trinitization of these 21 Ancients
of Days.

5 ¶ ese high beings always govern in groups of three. ere
are many phases of activity in which they work as individuals, still
others in which any two can function, but in the higher spheres
of their administration they must act jointly. ey never person-
ally leave their residential worlds, but then they do not have to, for
these worlds are the superuniverse focal points of the far- ung re-
ectivity system.
6 e personal abodes of each trio of theAncients ofDays are lo-

cated at the point of spiritual polarity on their headquarters sphere.
Such a sphere is divided into 70 administrative sectors and has 70
divisional capitals in which the Ancients of Days reside from time
to time.

7 In power, scope of authority, and extent of jurisdiction theAn-
cients ofDays are themost powerful andmighty of anyof thedirect
rulers of the time-space creations. In all the vast universe of univer-
ses they alone are invested with the high powers of nal executive
judgment concerning the eternal extinction of will creatures. And
all three Ancients of Days must participate in the nal decrees of
the supreme tribunal of a superuniverse.

8 ¶ Aside from the Deities and their Paradise associates, the An-
cients of Days are the most perfect, most versatile, and the most
divinely endowed rulers in all time-space existence. Apparently
they are the supreme rulers of the superuniverses; but they have not
experientially earned this right to rule and are therefore destined
sometime to be superseded by the Supreme Being, an experiential
sovereign, whose vicegerents they will undoubtedly become.

9 e Supreme Being is achieving the sovereignty of the seven
superuniverses by experiential service just as a Creator Son experi-
entially earns the sovereignty of his local universe. But during the
present age of the un nished evolution of the Supreme, the An-
cients of Days provide the co-ordinated and perfect administrative
overcontrol of the evolving universes of time and space. And the
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wisdom of originality and the initiative of individuality character-
ize all the decrees and rulings of the Ancients of Days.

4. THE PERFECTIONS OF DAYS
1 ere are just 210 Perfections of Days, and they preside over

the governments of the ten major sectors of each superuniverse.
ey were trinitized for the special work of assisting the super-

universe directors, and they rule as the immediate and personal
vicegerents of the Ancients of Days.

2 ree Perfections of Days are assigned to each major sector
capital, but unlike the Ancients of Days, it is not necessary that all
three be present at all times. From time to time one of this trio
may absent himself to confer in person with the Ancients of Days
concerning the welfare of his realm.

3 ¶ ese triune rulers of the major sectors are peculiarly per-
fect in the mastery of administrative details, hence their name —
Perfections of Days. In recording the names of these beings of the
spiritual world, we are confronted with the problem of translating
into your tongue, and very o en it is exceedingly difficult to render
a satisfactory translation. We dislike to use arbitrary designations
whichwould bemeaningless to you; hencewe o en nd it difficult
to choose a suitable name, one which will be clear to you and at the
same time be somewhat representative of the original.

4 ¶ e Perfections of Days have a moderate-sized corps of Di-
vine Counsellors, Perfectors of Wisdom, and Universal Censors
attached to their governments. ey have still larger numbers of
Mighty Messengers, ose High in Authority, and ose without
Name and Number. But much of the routine work of major sector
affairs is carried on by the Celestial Guardians and the High Son
Assistants. ese two groups are drawn from among the trinitized
offspring of either Paradise-Havona personalities or glori ed mor-
tal naliters. Certain of these two orders of creature-trinitized be-
ings are retrinitized by the ParadiseDeities and then are dispatched
to assist in the administration of the superuniverse governments.

5 Most of the Celestial Guardians and the High Son Assistants
are assigned to the service of the major and the minor sectors, but
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the Trinitized Custodians (Trinity-embraced seraphim and mid-
wayers) are the officers of the courts of all three divisions, function-
ing in the tribunals of theAncients ofDays, thePerfections ofDays,
and theRecents ofDays. eTrinitizedAmbassadors (Trinity-em-
braced ascendant mortals of Son- or Spirit-fused nature) may be
encountered anywhere in a superuniverse, but the majority are in
the service of the minor sectors.

6 Before the times of the full unfolding of the governmental
schemeof the seven superuniverses, practically all administrators of
the various divisions of these governments, excepting the Ancients
ofDays, served apprenticeships of varying duration under the Eter-
nals of Days on the various worlds of the perfect Havona universe.

e later trinitized beings likewise passed through a seasonof train-
ing under the Eternals of Days before they were attached to the
service of the Ancients of Days, the Perfections of Days, and the
Recents of Days. ey are all seasoned, tried, and experienced ad-
ministrators.

7 ¶ You will early see the Perfections of Days when you advance
to the headquarters of Splandon a er your sojourn on the worlds
of your minor sector, for these exalted rulers are closely associated
with the 70 major sector worlds of higher training for the ascen-
dant creatures of time. e Perfections of Days, in person, admin-
ister the group pledges to the ascending graduates of themajor sec-
tor schools.

8 e work of the pilgrims of time on the worlds surrounding a
major sector headquarters is chie y of an intellectual nature in con-
trast with the more physical and material character of the training
on the seven educational spheres of a minor sector and with the
spiritual undertakings on the 490 university worlds of a superuni-
verse headquarters.

9 Although you are entered only upon the registry of the ma-
jor sector of Splandon, which embraces the local universe of your
origin, you will have to pass through every one of the ten major di-
visions of our superuniverse. You will see all 30 of the Orvonton
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Perfections of Days before you reach Uversa.

5. THE RECENTS OF DAYS
1 e Recents of Days are the youngest of the supreme directors

of the superuniverses; in groups of three they preside over the af-
fairs of the minor sectors. In nature they are co-ordinate with the
Perfections of Days, but in administrative authority they are sub-
ordinate. ere are just 21,000 of these personally glorious and
divinely efficient Trinity personalities. ey were created simul-
taneously, and together they passed through theirHavona training
under the Eternals of Days.

2 e Recents of Days have a corps of associates and assistants
similar to that of the Perfections of Days. In addition they have as-
signed to them enormous numbers of the various subordinate or-
ders of celestial beings. In the administration of the minor sectors
they utilize large numbers of the resident ascending mortals, the
personnel of the various courtesy colonies, and the various groups
originating in the In nite Spirit.

3 e governments of the minor sectors are very largely, though
not exclusively, concerned with the great physical problems of the
superuniverses. e minor sector spheres are the headquarters of
the Master Physical Controllers. On these worlds ascending mor-
tals carry on studies and experiments having to do with an exam-
ination of the activities of the third order of the Supreme Power
Centres and of all seven orders of the Master Physical Controllers.

4 Since the regime of a minor sector is so extensively concerned
with physical problems, its three Recents of Days are seldom to-
gether on the capital sphere. Most of the time one is away in con-
ferencewith thePerfections ofDays of the supervisingmajor sector
or absent while representing the Ancients of Days at the Paradise
conclaves of the highTrinity-origin beings. ey alternatewith the
Perfections of Days in representing the Ancients of Days at the su-
preme councils on Paradise. Meanwhile, another Recent of Days
may be away on a tour of inspection of the headquarters worlds of
the local universes belonging to his jurisdiction. But at least one of
these rulers always remains on duty at the headquarters of a minor
sector.
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5 Youwill all sometimeknowthe threeRecents ofDays in charge
ofEnsa, yourminor sector, since youmust pass through their hands
on your way inward to the training worlds of the major sectors. In
ascending toUversa, youwill pass throughonly one groupofminor
sector training spheres.

6. THE UNIONS OF DAYS
1 e Trinity personalities of the order of “Days” do not func-

tion in an administrative capacity below the level of the superuni-
verse governments. In the evolving local universes they act only as
counsellors and advisers. e Unions of Days are a group of liaison
personalities accredited by the Paradise Trinity to the dual rulers
of the local universes. Each organized and inhabited local universe
has assigned to it one of these Paradise counsellors, who acts as the
representative of the Trinity, and in some respects, of theUniversal
Father, to the local creation.

2 ere are 700,000 of these beings in existence, though they
have not all been commissioned. e reserve corps of the Unions
of Days functions on Paradise as the Supreme Council of Universe
Adjustments.

3 In a special manner these Trinity observers co-ordinate the ad-
ministrative activities of all branches of the universal government,
from those of the local universes up through the sector govern-
ments to those of the superuniverse, hence their name — Unions
of Days. ey make a threefold report to their superiors: ey re-
port pertinent data of a physical and semi-intellectual nature to the
Recents of Days of their minor sector; they report intellectual and
quasi-spiritual happenings to the Perfections of Days of their ma-
jor sector; they report spiritual and semiparadisiacal matters to the
Ancients of Days at the capital of their superuniverse.

4 Since they are Trinity-origin beings, all of the Paradise circuits
are available to them for intercommunication, and thus are they
always in touch with each other and with all other required per-
sonalities up to the supreme councils of Paradise.

5 ¶ A Union of Days is not organically connected with the gov-
ernment of the local universe of his assignment. Aside from his
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duties as an observer, he acts only at the request of the local au-
thorities. He is an ex officiomember of all primary councils and all
important conclaves of the local creation, but he does not partici-
pate in the technical consideration of administrative problems.

6 When a local universe is settled in light and life, its glori ed
beings associate freely with theUnion ofDays, who then functions
in an enlarged capacity in such a realm of evolutionary perfection.
But he is still primarily a Trinity ambassador and Paradise counsel-
lor.

7 A local universe is directly ruled by a divine Son of dual Deity
origin, but he has constantly by his side a Paradise brother, a Trin-
ity-origin personality. In the event of the temporary absence of a
Creator Son from the headquarters of his local universe, the acting
rulers are largely guided in their major decisions by the counsel of
their Union of Days.

7. THE FAITHFULS OF DAYS
1 ese high Trinity-origin personalities are the Paradise advis-

ers to the rulers of the 100 constellations in each local universe.
ere are 70,000,000 Faithfuls of Days, and like the Unions of

Days, not all are in service. eir Paradise reserve corps is the Ad-
visory Commission of Interuniverse Ethics and Self-government.
Faithfuls ofDays rotate in service in accordance with the rulings of
the supreme council of their reserve corps.

2 All that a Union of Days is to a Creator Son of a local uni-
verse, the Faithfuls of Days are to the Vorondadek Sons who rule
the constellations of that local creation. ey are supremely de-
voted and divinely faithful to the welfare of their constellations of
assignment, hence the name — Faithfuls of Days. ey act only as
counsellors; never do they participate in administrative activities
except upon the invitation of the constellation authorities. Neither
are they directly concerned in the educational ministry to the pil-
grims of ascension on the architectural training spheres surround-
ing a constellation headquarters. All such undertakings are under
the supervision of the Vorondadek Sons.

3 All Faithfuls of Days functioning in the constellations of a lo-
cal universe are under the jurisdiction of, and report directly to,
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the Union of Days. ey do not have a far- ung system of inter-
communication, being ordinarily self-limited to an interassocia-
tion within the limits of a local universe. Any Faithful of Days on
duty in Nebadon can and does communicate with all others of his
order on duty in this local universe.

4 Like the Union of Days on a universe headquarters, the Faith-
fuls ofDaysmaintain their personal residences on the constellation
capitals separate from those of the administrative directors of such
realms. eir abodes are indeed modest in comparison with the
homes of the Vorondadek rulers of the constellations.

5 e Faithfuls of Days are the last link in the long administra-
tive-advisory chain which reaches from the sacred spheres of the
Universal Father near the centre of all things to the primary divi-
sions of the local universes. e Trinity-origin regime stops with
the constellations; no such Paradise advisers are permanently situ-
ated on their component systemsor on the inhabitedworlds. ese
latter administrative units are wholly under the jurisdiction of be-
ings native to the local universes.

ahb
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PAPER №19
THE COORDINATE TRINITYORIGIN

BEINGS

Divine Counsellor

THIS Paradise group, designated the Co-ordinate Trinity-
origin Beings, embraces the Trinity Teacher Sons, also
classed among the Paradise Sons of God, three groups of

high superuniverse administrators, and the somewhat impersonal
category of the Inspired Trinity Spirits. Even the Havona natives
may properly be included in this classi cation of Trinity personal-
ities along with numerous groups of beings resident on Paradise.

ose Trinity-origin beings to be considered in this discussion are:
2 1. Trinity Teacher Sons.
3 2. Perfectors of Wisdom.
4 3. Divine Counsellors.
5 4. Universal Censors.
6 5. Inspired Trinity Spirits.
7 6. Havona Natives.
8 7. Paradise Citizens.
9 ¶ Excepting theTrinityTeacher Sons and possibly the Inspired

Trinity Spirits, these groups are of de nite numbers; their creation
is a nished and past event.

1. THE TRINITY TEACHER SONS
1 Of all the high orders of celestial personalities revealed to you,

the Trinity Teacher Sons alone act in a dual capacity. By origin of
Trinity nature, in function they are almost wholly devoted to the
services of divine sonship. ey are the liaison beings who bridge
the universe gulf between Trinity- and dual-origin personalities.

2 While the Stationary Sons of the Trinity are of completed
numbers, the Teacher Sons are constantly increasing. What the -
nal number of Teacher Sons will be I do not know. I can, however,
state that, at the last periodic report toUversa, the Paradise records
indicated 21,001,624,821 of these Sons in service.
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3 ese beings are the only group of the Sons of God revealed to
you whose origin is in the Paradise Trinity. ey range the central
and superuniverses, and an enormous corps is assigned to each lo-
cal universe. ey also serve the individual planets as do the other
Paradise Sons of God. Since the scheme of the grand universe is
not fully developed, large numbers of Teacher Sons are held in the
reserves on Paradise, and they volunteer for emergency duty and
unusual service in all divisions of the grand universe, on the lone
worlds of space, in the local and superuniverses, and on the worlds
ofHavona. ey also functiononParadise, but itwill bemorehelp-
ful to postpone their detailed consideration until we come to the
discussion of the Paradise Sons of God.

4 In this connection, however, itmay be noted thatTeacher Sons
are the supreme co-ordinating personalities of Trinity origin. In
such a far- ung universe of universes there is always great danger of
succumbing to the error of the circumscribed viewpoint, to the evil
inherent in a segmentalized conception of reality and divinity.

5 For example: e human mind would ordinarily crave to ap-
proach the cosmic philosophy portrayed in these revelations by
proceeding from the simple and the nite to the complex and the
in nite, fromhuman origins to divine destinies. But that path does
not lead to spiritual wisdom. Such a procedure is the easiest path to
a certain form of genetic knowledge, but at best it can only reveal
man’s origin; it reveals little or nothing about his divine destiny.

6 Even in the study ofman’s biologic evolution onUrantia, there
are grave objections to the exclusive historic approach to his pre-
sent-day status and his current problems. e true perspective of
any reality problem — human or divine, terrestrial or cosmic —
can be had only by the full and unprejudiced study and correlation
of three phases of universe reality: origin, history, and destiny. e
proper understanding of these three experiential realities affords
the basis for a wise estimate of the current status.

7 ¶ When the human mind undertakes to follow the philo-
sophic technique of starting from the lower to approach the higher,
whether in biology or theology, it is always in danger of commit-
ting four errors of reasoning:
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8 1. It may utterly fail to perceive the nal and completed evo-
lutionary goal of either personal attainment or cosmic destiny.

9 2. It may commit the supreme philosophical blunder by
oversimplifying cosmic evolutionary (experiential) reality, thus
leading to the distortion of facts, to the perversion of truth, and
to the misconception of destinies.

10 3. e study of causation is the perusal of history. But the
knowledge of how a being becomes does not necessarily provide an
intelligent understanding of the present status and true character
of such a being.

11 4. History alone fails adequately to reveal future develop-
ment — destiny. Finite origins are helpful, but only divine causes
reveal nal effects. Eternal ends are not shown in time beginnings.

e present can be truly interpreted only in the light of the corre-
lated past and future.

12 ¶ erefore, because of these and for still other reasons, do we
employ the technique of approachingman and his planetary prob-
lems by embarkation on the time-space journey from the in nite,
eternal, and divine Paradise Source and Centre of all personality
reality and all cosmic existence.

2. THE PERFECTORS OF WISDOM
1 e Perfectors ofWisdom are a specialized creation of the Par-

adise Trinity designed to personify the wisdom of divinity in the
superuniverses. ere are exactly seven billion of these beings in
existence, and one billion are assigned to each of the seven superu-
niverses.

2 In common with their co-ordinates, the Divine Counsel-
lors and the Universal Censors, the Perfectors of Wisdom passed
through the wisdom of Paradise, of Havona, and except for Divin-
ington, of the Father’s Paradise spheres. A er these experiences the
Perfectors of Wisdom were permanently assigned to the service of
the Ancients of Days. ey serve neither on Paradise nor on the
worlds of the Paradise-Havona circuits; they are wholly occupied
with the administration of the superuniverse governments.
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3 ¶ Wherever and whenever a Perfector of Wisdom functions,
there and then divine wisdom functions. ere is actuality of pres-
ence andperfectionofmanifestation in the knowledge andwisdom
represented in the doings of these mighty and majestic personali-
ties. ey do not re ect the wisdom of the Paradise Trinity; they
are that wisdom. ey are the sources of wisdom for all teachers
in the application of universe knowledge; they are the fountains of
discretion and the wellsprings of discrimination to the institutions
of learning and discernment in all universes.

4 Wisdom is twofold in origin, being derived from the perfec-
tion of divine insight inherent in perfect beings and from the per-
sonal experience acquired by evolutionary creatures. e Perfec-
tors of Wisdom are the divine wisdom of the Paradise perfection
of Deity insight. eir administrative associates on Uversa, the
MightyMessengers, ose withoutName andNumber, and ose
High in Authority, when acting together, are the universe wisdom
of experience. A divine being can have perfection of divine knowl-
edge. An evolutionary mortal can sometime attain perfection of
ascendant knowledge, but neither of these beings alone exhausts
the potentials of all possible wisdom. Accordingly, whenever in
the conduct of the superuniverse it is desired to achieve the maxi-
mum of administrative wisdom, these perfectors of the wisdom of
divine insight are always associated with those ascendant person-
alities who have come up to the high responsibilities of superuni-
verse authority through the experiential tribulations of evolution-
ary progression.

5 e Perfectors of Wisdom will always require this comple-
ment of experiential wisdom for the completion of their admin-
istrative sagacity. But it has been postulated that a high and hith-
erto unattained level of wisdom may possibly be achieved by the
Paradise naliters a er they are sometime inducted into the sev-
enth stage of spirit existence. If this inference is correct, thenwould
such perfected beings of evolutionary ascent undoubtedly become
the most effective universe administrators ever to be known in all
creation. I believe that such is the high destiny of naliters.

6 ¶ e versatility of the Perfectors of Wisdom enables them to
participate in practically all of the celestial services of the ascendant
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creatures. e Perfectors of Wisdom and my order of personal-
ity, the Divine Counsellors, together with the Universal Censors,
constitute the highest orders of beings who may and do engage in
the work of revealing truth to the individual planets and systems,
whether in their earlier epochs or when settled in light and life.
From time to time we all make contact with the service of the as-
cending mortals, from an initial-life planet on up through a local
universe and the superuniverse, particularly the latter.

3. THE DIVINE COUNSELLORS
1 ese Trinity-origin beings are the counsel of Deity to the

realms of the seven superuniverses. ey are not re ective of the
divine counsel of the Trinity; they are that counsel. ere are
21,000,000,000 Counsellors in service, and 3,000,000,000 are as-
signed to each superuniverse.

2 Divine Counsellors are the associates and equals of the Uni-
versal Censors and the Perfectors of Wisdom, from one to seven
Counsellors being associatedwith each of these latter personalities.
All three orders participate in the government of the Ancients of
Days, includingmajor andminor sectors, in the local universes and
constellations, and in the councils of the local system sovereigns.

3 We act as individuals, as I do in inditing this statement, but we
also function as a trio whenever the occasion requires. When we
act in an executive capacity, always there are associated together a
Perfector of Wisdom, a Universal Censor, and from one to seven
Divine Counsellors.

4 ¶ One Perfector of Wisdom, seven Divine Counsellors, and
one Universal Censor constitute a tribunal of Trinity divinity, the
highest mobile advisory body in the universes of time and space.
Such a group of nine is known either as a fact- nding or as a truth-
revealing tribunal, and when it sits in judgment upon a problem
and renders a decision, it is just as if an Ancient of Days had adju-
dicated the matter, for in all the annals of the superuniverses such
a verdict has never been reversed by the Ancients of Days.

5 When the three Ancients of Days function, the Paradise Trin-
ity functions. When the tribunal of nine arrives at a decision fol-
lowing its united deliberations, to all intents and purposes the An-
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cients of Days have spoken. And it is in this manner that the Par-
adise Rulers make personal contact, in administrative matters and
governmental regulation, with the individual worlds, systems, and
universes.

6 ¶ Divine Counsellors are the perfection of the divine counsel
of the ParadiseTrinity. We represent, in fact are, the counsel of per-
fection. When we are supplemented by the experiential counsel of
our associates, the perfected and Trinity-embraced beings of evo-
lutionary ascent, our combined conclusions are not only complete
but replete. When our united counsel has been associated, adju-
dicated, con rmed, and promulgated by a Universal Censor, it is
very probable that it approaches the threshold of universal totality.
Such verdicts represent the nearest possible approach to the abso-
lute attitude of Deity within the time-space limits of the situation
involved and the problem concerned.

7 Seven Divine Counsellors in liaison with a trinitized evolu-
tionary trio — a Mighty Messenger, One High in Authority, and
One without Name and Number — represent the nearest superu-
niverse approach to the union of the human viewpoint and the di-
vine attitude on near-paradisiacal levels of spiritual meanings and
reality values. Such close approximation of the united cosmic atti-
tudes of the creature and the Creator is only surpassed in the Par-
adise bestowal Sons, who are, in every phase of personality experi-
ence, God and man.

4. THE UNIVERSAL CENSORS
1 ere are exactly eight billion Universal Censors in existence.
ese unique beings are the judgment of Deity. ey are not

merely re ective of the decisions of perfection; they are the judg-
ment of the Paradise Trinity. Even the Ancients of Days do not sit
in judgment except in association with the Universal Censors.

2 One Censor is commissioned on each of the billion worlds of
the central universe, being attached to the planetary administra-
tion of the resident Eternal ofDays. Neither Perfectors ofWisdom
nor Divine Counsellors are thus permanently attached to the Ha-
vona administrations, nor do we altogether understand why Uni-
versal Censors are stationed in the central universe. eir present
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activities hardly account for their assignment in Havona, and we
therefore suspect that they are there in anticipation of the needs
of some future universe age in which the Havona population may
partially change.

3 OnebillionCensors are assigned to eachof the seven superuni-
verses. Both in an individual capacity and in association with Per-
fectors of Wisdom and Divine Counsellors, they operate through-
out all divisions of the seven superuniverses. us the Censors act
on all levels of the grand universe, from the perfect worlds of Ha-
vona to the councils of the System Sovereigns, and they are an or-
ganic part of all dispensational adjudications of the evolutionary
worlds.

4 ¶ Whenever and wherever a Universal Censor is present, then
and there is the judgment of Deity. And since the Censors al-
ways render their verdicts in liaisonwithPerfectors ofWisdomand
Divine Counsellors, such decisions embrace the united wisdom,
counsel, and judgment of the Paradise Trinity. In this juridical trio
the Perfector of Wisdom would be the “I was,” the Divine Coun-
sellor the “I will be,” but the Universal Censor is always “I am.”

5 ¶ e Censors are universe totalling personalities. When a
thousand witnesses have given testimony — or a million — when
the voice of wisdom has spoken and the counsel of divinity has
recorded, when the testimony of ascendant perfection has been
added, then the Censor functions, and there is immediately re-
vealed an unerring and divine totalling of all that has transpired;
and such a disclosure represents the divine conclusion, the sum and
substance of a nal and perfect decision. erefore, when aCensor
has spoken, no one else may speak, for the Censor has depicted the
true and unmistakable total of all that has gone before. When he
speaks, there is no appeal.

6 Most fully do I understand the operation of the mind of a Per-
fector of Wisdom, but I certainly do not fully comprehend the
working of the adjudicatingmind of aUniversal Censor. It appears
tome that theCensors formulate newmeanings and originate new
values from the association of the facts, truths, and ndings pre-
sented to them in the course of an investigation of universe affairs.
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It seems probable that theUniversal Censors are able to bring forth
original interpretations of the combination of perfect Creator in-
sight and the perfected creature experience. is associationof Par-
adise perfection and universe experience undoubtedly eventuates a
new value in ultimates.

7 But this is not the end of our difficulties regarding the work-
ing of the minds of the Universal Censors. Having made due al-
lowances for all that we know or conjecture about the functioning
of a Censor in any given universe situation, we nd that we are still
unable to predict decisions or to forecast verdicts. We very accu-
rately determine the probable result of the association of Creator
attitude and creature experience, but such conclusions are not al-
ways accurate forecasts of Censor disclosures. It seems likely that
the Censors are in some manner in liaison with the Deity Abso-
lute; we are otherwise unable to explain many of their decisions
and rulings.

8 ¶ Perfectors of Wisdom, Divine Counsellors, and Universal
Censors, together with the seven orders of Supreme Trinity Per-
sonalities, constitute those ten groups which have been sometimes
designated Stationary Sons of the Trinity. Together they comprise
the grand corps of Trinity administrators, rulers, executives, advis-
ers, counsellors, and judges. eir numbers slightly exceed 37 bil-
lion. Two billion and seventy are stationed in the central universe
and just over ve billion in each superuniverse.

9 It is very difficult to portray the functional limits of the Sta-
tionary Sons of the Trinity. It would be incorrect to state that their
acts are nite limited, for there are transactions of superuniverse
record which indicate otherwise. ey act on any level of universe
administration or adjudication that may be required by time-space
conditions and that pertains to the past, present, and future evolu-
tion of the master universe.

5. INSPIRED TRINITY SPIRITS
1 Iwill be able to tell you very little concerning the InspiredTrin-

ity Spirits, for they are one of the fewwholly secret orders of beings
in existence, secret, no doubt, because it is impossible for them fully
to reveal themselves even to those of us whose origin is so near the
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source of their creation. ey come into being by the act of the Par-
adise Trinity and may be utilized by any one or two of the Deities
as well as by all three. We do not know whether these Spirits are of
completed numbers or are constantly increasing, but we incline to
the belief that their number is not xed.

2 We fully understand neither the nature nor the conduct of the
Inspired Spirits. eymay possibly belong to the category of super-
personal spirits. ey seem to operate over all known circuits and
appear to act well-nigh independently of time and space. But we
know little about them except as we deduce their character from
the nature of their activities, the results of which we certainly ob-
serve here and there in the universes.

3 Under certain conditions these Inspired Spirits can individual-
ize themselves sufficiently for recognition by beings of Trinity ori-
gin. I have seen them; but it would never be possible for the lower
orders of celestial beings to recognize one of them. Certain circum-
stances also arise from time to time in the conduct of the evolving
universes in which any being of Trinity origin may directly employ
these Spirits in the furtherance of his assignments. We therefore
know that they exist, and that under certain conditions we may
command and receive their assistance, sometimes recognize their
presence. But they are not a part of the manifest and de nitely re-
vealed organization intrusted with the conduct of the time-space
universes before suchmaterial creations are settled in light and life.

ey have no clearly discernible place in the present economy or
administration of the evolving seven superuniverses. ey are a se-
cret of the Paradise Trinity.

4 e Melchizedeks of Nebadon teach that Inspired Trinity
Spirits are destined, sometime in the eternal future, to function in
the places of the Solitary Messengers, whose ranks are slowly but
certainly being depleted by their assignment as associates of certain
types of trinitized sons.

5 ¶ e Inspired Spirits are the solitary Spirits of the universe
of universes. As Spirits they are very much like the Solitary Mes-
sengers except that the latter are distinct personalities. We ob-
tain much of our knowledge of the Inspired Spirits from the Soli-
taryMessengers, who detect their nearness by virtue of an inherent
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sensitivity to the presence of the Inspired Spirits which functions
just as unfailingly as a magnetic needle points to a magnetic pole.
When a Solitary Messenger is near an Inspired Trinity Spirit, he is
conscious of a qualitative indication of such a divine presence and
also of a very de nite quantitative registration which enables him
actually to know the classi cation or number of the Spirit presence
or presences.

6 I may relate a further interesting fact: When a Solitary Mes-
senger is on a planet whose inhabitants are indwelt by ought
Adjusters, as on Urantia, he is aware of a qualitative excitation in
his detection-sensitivity to spirit presence. In such instances there
is no quantitative excitation, only a qualitative agitation. When on
a planet to which Adjusters do not come, contact with the natives
does not produce any such reaction. is suggests that ought
Adjusters are in some manner related to, or are connected with,
the Inspired Spirits of the Paradise Trinity. In some way they may
possibly be associated in certain phases of theirwork; butwedonot
really know. ey both originate near the centre and source of all
things, but they are not the sameorder of being. oughtAdjusters
spring from the Father alone; Inspired Spirits are the offspring of
the Paradise Trinity.

7 e Inspired Spirits do not apparently belong to the evolution-
ary scheme of the individual planets or universes, and yet they seem
to be almost everywhere. Even as I am engaged in the formulation
of this statement, my associated Solitary Messenger’s personal sen-
sitivity to the presence of this order of Spirit indicates that there
is with us at this very moment, not over 8 m away, a Spirit of the
Inspired order and of the 3 volume of power presence. e third
volume of power presence suggests to us the probability that three
Inspired Spirits are functioning in liaison.

8 ¶ Of more than 12 orders of beings associated with me at this
time, the Solitary Messenger is the only one aware of the presence
of these mysterious entities of the Trinity. And further, while we
are thus apprised of the nearness of these divine Spirits, we are all
equally ignorant of their mission. We really do not know whether
they are merely interested observers of our doings, or whether they
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are, in some manner unknown to us, actually contributing to the
success of our undertaking.

9 Weknow that the Trinity Teacher Sons are devoted to the con-
scious enlightenment of universe creatures. I have arrived at the set-
tled conclusion that the Inspired Trinity Spirits, by superconscious
techniques, are also functioning as teachers of the realms. I am per-
suaded that there is a vast body of essential spiritual knowledge,
truth indispensable to high spiritual attainment, which cannot be
consciously received; self-consciousness would effectively jeopar-
dize the certainty of reception. If we are right in this concept, and
my entire order of being shares it, it may be themission of these In-
spired Spirits to overcome this difficulty, to bridge this gap in the
universal scheme of moral enlightenment and spiritual advance-
ment. We think that these two types of Trinity-origin teachers ef-
fect some kind of liaison in their activities, but we do not really
know.

10 On the superuniverse training worlds and on the eternal cir-
cuits of Havona, I have fraternized with the perfecting mortals —
spiritualized and ascendant souls from the evolutionary realms —
but never have they been aware of the Inspired Spirits, which ever
and anon the powers of detection resident in the Solitary Mes-
sengers would indicate were very near us. I have freely conversed
with all orders of the Sons of God, high and low, and they likewise
are unconscious of the admonitions of the Inspired Trinity Spirits.

ey can and do look back in their experiences and recount hap-
penings which are difficult to explain if the action of such Spirits
is not taken into account. But excepting Solitary Messengers, and
sometimes Trinity-origin beings, none of the celestial family have
ever been conscious of the nearness of the Inspired Spirits.

11 I do not believe the Inspired Trinity Spirits are playing hide
and seek with me. ey are probably trying just as hard to disclose
themselves to me as I am to communicate with them; our difficul-
ties and limitations must be mutual and inherent. I am satis ed
that there are no arbitrary secrets in the universe; therefore will I
never cease in my efforts to solve the mystery of the isolation of
these Spirits belonging to my order of creation.
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12 And from all this, you mortals, just now taking your rst step
on the eternal journey, can well see that you must advance a long
way before you will progress by “sight” and “material” assurance.
You will long use faith and be dependent on revelation if you hope
to progress quickly and safely.

6. HAVONA NATIVES
1 eHavona natives are the direct creation of the ParadiseTrin-

ity, and their number is beyond the concept of your circumscribed
minds. Neither is it possible forUrantians to conceive of the inher-
ent endowments of such divinely perfect creatures as these Trinity-
origin races of the eternal universe. You can never truly envisage
these glorious creatures; you must await your arrival in Havona,
when you can greet them as spirit comrades.

2 During your long sojourn on the billionworlds ofHavona cul-
ture you will develop an eternal friendship for these superb beings.
And how deep is that friendship which grows up between the low-
est personal creature from the worlds of space and these high per-
sonal beings native to the perfect spheres of the central universe!
Ascending mortals, in their long and loving association with the
Havona natives, do much to compensate for the spiritual impov-
erishment of the earlier stages of mortal progression. At the same
time, through their contactswith ascending pilgrims, theHavoners
gain an experience which to no small extent overcomes the expe-
riential handicap of having always lived a life of divine perfection.

e good to both ascendingmortal andHavona native is great and
mutual.

3 ¶ Havonanatives, like all otherTrinity-origin personalities, are
projected indivine perfection, and aswith otherTrinity-origin per-
sonalities, the passing of time may add to their stores of experi-
ential endowments. But unlike the Stationary Sons of the Trin-
ity, Havoners may evolve in status, may have an unrevealed future
eternity-destiny. is is illustrated by those Havoners who service-
factualize capacity for fusion with a non-Adjuster Father fragment
and so qualify for membership in the Mortal Corps of the Final-
ity. And there are other naliter corps open to these natives of the
central universe.
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4 ¶ e status evolution ofHavona natives has occasionedmuch
speculation on Uversa. Since they are constantly ltering into the
several Paradise Corps of the Finality, and since no more are be-
ing created, it is apparent that the number of natives remaining in
Havona is constantly diminishing. e ultimate consequences of
these transactions have never been revealed to us, butwe do not be-
lieve that Havona will ever be entirely depleted of its natives. We
have entertained the theory that Havoners will possibly cease en-
tering the naliter corps sometime during the ages of the succes-
sive creations of the outer space levels. We have also entertained
the thought that in these subsequent universe ages the central uni-
verse may be peopled by a mixed group of resident beings, a citi-
zenship consisting only in part of the original Havona natives. We
do not know what order or type of creature may be thus destined
to residential status in the future Havona, but we have thought of:

5 1. e univitatia, who are at present the permanent citizens
of the local universe constellations.

6 2. Future types ofmortals whomay be born on the inhabited
spheres of the superuniverses in the owering of the ages of light
and life.

7 3. e incoming spiritual aristocracy of the successive outer
universes.

8 We know that the Havona of the previous universe age was
somewhat different from the Havona of the present age. We deem
it no more than reasonable to assume that we are now witnessing
those slow changes in the central universe that are anticipatory of
the ages to come. One thing is certain: e universe is nonstatic;
only God is changeless.

7. PARADISE CITIZENS
1 ere are resident on Paradise numerous groups of superb

beings, the Paradise Citizens. ey are not directly concerned
with the scheme of perfecting ascending will creatures and are not,
therefore, fully revealed to Urantia mortals. ere are more than
3,000 orders of these supernal intelligences, the last group having
been personalized simultaneously with the mandate of the Trinity
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which promulgated the creative plan of the seven superuniverses of
time and space.

2 ¶ Paradise Citizens and Havona natives are sometimes desig-
nated collectively as Paradise-Havona personalities.

3 ¶ is completes the story of those beings who are brought
into existence by the ParadiseTrinity. None of themhave ever gone
astray. And yet, in the highest sense, they are all freewill endowed.

4 Trinity-origin beings possess prerogatives of transit which
make them independent of transport personalities, such as sera-
phim. We all possess the power of moving about freely and quickly
in the universe of universes. Excepting the Inspired Trinity Spirits,
we cannot attain the almost unbelievable velocity of the Solitary
Messengers, but we are able so to utilize the sum total of the trans-
port facilities in space that we can reach any point in a superuni-
verse, from its headquarters, in less than one year of Urantia time.
It required 109 days of your time for me to journey from Uversa to
Urantia.

5 rough these same avenues we are enabled to intercommu-
nicate instantaneously. Our entire order of creation nds itself in
touch with every individual embraced within every division of the
children of the Paradise Trinity save only the Inspired Spirits.

ahb

6 [Presented by a Divine Counsellor of Uversa.]



PAPER №20
THE PARADISE SONS OF GOD

Perfector of Wisdom

AS THEY function in the superuniverse of Orvonton, the
Sons of God are classi ed under three general heads:
2 1. e Descending Sons of God.

3 2. e Ascending Sons of God.
4 3. e Trinitized Sons of God.
5 ¶ Descending orders of sonship include personalities who are

of direct and divine creation. Ascending sons, such as mortal crea-
tures, achieve this status by experiential participation in the cre-
ative technique known as evolution. Trinitized Sons are a group of
composite origin which includes all beings embraced by the Para-
dise Trinity even though not of direct Trinity origin.

1. THE DESCENDING SONS OF GOD
1 All descending Sons ofGodhave high and divine origins. ey

are dedicated to the descending ministry of service on the worlds
and systems of time and space, there to facilitate the progress in
the Paradise climb of the lowly creatures of evolutionary origin —
the ascending sons of God. Of the numerous orders of descending
Sons, seven will be depicted in these narratives. ose Sons who
come forth from the Deities on the central Isle of Light and Life
are called theParadise Sons of God and embrace the following three
orders:

2 1. Creator Sons — the Michaels.
3 2. Magisterial Sons — the Avonals.
4 3. Trinity Teacher Sons — the Daynals.
5 ¶ e remaining four orders of descending sonship are known

as the Local Universe Sons of God:
6 4. Melchizedek Sons.
7 5. Vorondadek Sons.
8 6. Lanonandek Sons.
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9 7. e Life Carriers.
10 ¶ Melchizedeks are the joint offspring of a local universe Cre-

ator Son, Creative Spirit, and Father Melchizedek. Both Voron-
dadeks and Lanonandeks are brought into being by a Creator Son
and his Creative Spirit associate. Vorondadeks are best known as
the Most Highs, the Constellation Fathers; Lanonandeks as Sys-
tem Sovereigns and as Planetary Princes. e threefold order of
Life Carriers is brought into being by a Creator Son and Creative
Spirit associated with one of the three Ancients of Days of the su-
peruniverse of jurisdiction. But the natures and activities of these
Local Universe Sons of God are more properly portrayed in those
papers dealing with the affairs of the local creations.

11 ¶ e Paradise Sons of God are of threefold origin: e pri-
mary or Creator Sons are brought into being by the Universal Fa-
ther and the Eternal Son; the secondary or Magisterial Sons are
children of the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit; the Trinity
Teacher Sons are the offspring of the Father, Son, and Spirit. From
the standpoint of service, worship, and supplication the Paradise
Sons are as one; their spirit is one, and their work is identical in
quality and completeness.

12 As the Paradise orders of Days proved to be divine adminis-
trators, so have the orders of Paradise Sons revealed themselves as
divine ministers — creators, servers, bestowers, judges, teachers,
and truth revealers. ey range the universe of universes from the
shores of the eternal Isle to the inhabited worlds of time and space,
performingmanifold services in the central and superuniverses not
disclosed in these narratives. ey are variously organized, depen-
dent on the nature and whereabouts of their service, but in a local
universe both Magisterial and Teacher Sons serve under the direc-
tion of the Creator Son who presides over that domain.

13 e Creator Sons seem to possess a spiritual endowment cen-
tring in their persons, which they control and which they can be-
stow, as did your own Creator Son when he poured out his spirit
upon all mortal esh on Urantia. Each Creator Son is endowed
with this spiritual drawing power in his own realm; he is person-
ally conscious of every act and emotion of every descending Son of
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God serving in his domain. Here is a divine re ection, a local uni-
verse duplication, of that absolute spiritual drawing power of the
Eternal Son which enables him to reach out to make and maintain
contact with all his Paradise Sons, no matter where they may be in
all the universe of universes.

14 e Paradise Creator Sons serve not only as Sons in their de-
scendingministrations of service and bestowal, butwhen they have
completed their bestowal careers, each functions as a universe Fa-
ther in his own creation, while the other Sons of God continue the
service of bestowal and spiritual upli ing designed towin the plan-
ets, one by one, to the willing recognition of the loving rule of the
Universal Father, culminating in creature consecration to the will
of the Paradise Father and in planetary loyalty to the universe sov-
ereignty of his Creator Son.

15 In a sevenfold Creator Son, Creator and creature are forever
blended in understanding, sympathetic, and merciful association.

e entire order of Michael, the Creator Sons, is so unique that
the consideration of their natures and activities will be reserved
to the next paper in this series, while this narrative will be chie y
concerned with the two remaining orders of Paradise sonship: the
Magisterial Sons and the Trinity Teacher Sons.

2. THE MAGISTERIAL SONS
1 Every time an original and absolute concept of being formu-

lated by the Eternal Son unites with a new and divine ideal of lov-
ing service conceived by the In nite Spirit, a new and original Son
ofGod, a ParadiseMagisterial Son, is produced. ese Sons consti-
tute the order of Avonals in contradistinction to the order of Mi-
chael, theCreator Sons. ough not creators in the personal sense,
they are closely associated with the Michaels in all their work. e
Avonals are planetary ministers and judges, the magistrates of the
time-space realms — of all races, to all worlds, and in all universes.

2 We have reasons for believing that the total number of Mag-
isterial Sons in the grand universe is about one billion. ey are
a self-governing order, being directed by their supreme council on
Paradise, which is made up of experiencedAvonals drawn from the
services of all universes. But when assigned to, and commissioned
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in, a local universe, they serve under the direction of the Creator
Son of that domain.

3 Avonals are the Paradise Sons of service and bestowal to the
individual planets of the local universes. And since each Avonal
Son has an exclusive personality, since no two are alike, their work
is individually unique in the realms of their sojourn, where they are
o en incarnated in the likeness of mortal esh and sometimes are
born of earthly mothers on the evolutionary worlds.

4 ¶ In addition to their services on the higher administrative lev-
els, the Avonals have a threefold function on the inhabited worlds:

5 1. Judicial Actions. ey act at the close of the planetary dis-
pensations. In time, scores—hundreds—of suchmissionsmay be
executed on each individual world, and they may go to the same or
to otherworlds timeswithout number as dispensation terminators,
liberators of the sleeping survivors.

6 2. Magisterial Missions. A planetary visitation of this type
usually occurs prior to the arrival of a bestowal Son. On such a
mission anAvonal appears as an adult of the realmby a techniqueof
incarnationnot involvingmortal birth. Subsequent to this rst and
usualmagisterial visit, Avonalsmay repeatedly serve in amagisterial
capacity on the same planet both before and a er the appearance
of the bestowal Son. On these additional magisterial missions an
Avonal may or may not appear in material and visible form, but on
none of them will he be born into the world as a helpless babe.

7 3. Bestowal Missions. e Avonal Sons do all, at least once,
bestow themselves upon some mortal race on some evolutionary
world. Judicial visits are numerous, magisterial missions may be
plural, but on each planet there appears but one bestowal Son. Be-
stowal Avonals are born of woman as Michael of Nebadon was in-
carnated on Urantia.

8 ¶ ere is no limit to the number of times theAvonal Sonsmay
serve on magisterial and on bestowal missions, but usually, when
the experience has been seven times traversed, there is suspension
in favour of those who have had less of such service. ese Sons
of multiple bestowal experience are then assigned to the high per-
sonal council of a Creator Son, thus becoming participants in the
administration of universe affairs.
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9 In all their work for and on the inhabited worlds, the Mag-
isterial Sons are assisted by two orders of local universe creatures,
the Melchizedeks and the archangels, while on bestowal missions
they are also accompanied by the Brilliant Evening Stars, likewise
of origin in the local creations. In every planetary effort the sec-
ondary Paradise Sons, the Avonals, are supported by the full power
and authority of a primary Paradise Son, the Creator Son of their
local universe of service. To all intents and purposes their work on
the inhabited spheres is just as effective and acceptable as would
have been the service of a Creator Son upon such worlds of mortal
habitation.

3. JUDICIAL ACTIONS
1 eAvonals are knownasMagisterial Sonsbecause they are the

high magistrates of the realms, the adjudicators of the successive
dispensations of the worlds of time. ey preside over the awaken-
ing of the sleeping survivors, sit in judgment on the realm, bring to
an end a dispensation of suspended justice, execute themandates of
an age of probationarymercy, reassign the space creatures of plane-
taryministry to the tasks of the newdispensation, and return to the
headquarters of their local universe upon the completion of their
mission.

2 When they sit in judgment on the destinies of an age, the Avo-
nals decree the fate of the evolutionary races, but though they may
render judgments extinguishing the identity of personal creatures,
they do not execute such sentences. Verdicts of this nature are exe-
cuted by none but the authorities of a superuniverse.

3 e arrival of a Paradise Avonal on an evolutionary world for
the purpose of terminating a dispensation and of inaugurating a
new era of planetary progression is not necessarily either a magis-
terial mission or a bestowal mission. Magisterial missions some-
times, and bestowal missions always, are incarnations; that is, on
such assignments the Avonals serve on a planet inmaterial form—
literally. eir other visits are “technical,” and in this capacity an
Avonal is not incarnated for planetary service. If a Magisterial Son
comes solely as a dispensational adjudicator, he arrives on a planet
as a spiritual being, invisible to the material creatures of the realm.
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Such technical visits occur repeatedly in the long history of an in-
habited world.

4 Avonal Sonsmay act as planetary judges prior to both themag-
isterial andbestowal experiences. On either of thesemissions, how-
ever, the incarnated Son will judge the passing planetary age; like-
wise does a Creator Son when incarnated on a mission of bestowal
in the likeness of mortal esh. When a Paradise Son visits an evo-
lutionary world and becomes like one of its people, his presence
terminates a dispensation and constitutes a judgment of the realm.

4. MAGISTERIAL MISSIONS
1 Prior to the planetary appearance of a bestowal Son, an inhab-

ited world is usually visited by a Paradise Avonal on a magisterial
mission. If it is an initial magisterial visitation, the Avonal is always
incarnated as a material being. He appears on the planet of assign-
ment as a full- edged male of the mortal races, a being fully visible
to, and in physical contact with, themortal creatures of his day and
generation. roughout a magisterial incarnation the connection
of the Avonal Son with the local and the universal spiritual forces
is complete and unbroken.

2 A planet may experience many magisterial visitations both be-
fore and a er the appearance of a bestowal Son. It may be visited
many times by the same or other Avonals, acting as dispensational
adjudicators, but such technical missions of judgment are neither
bestowal nor magisterial, and the Avonals are never incarnated at
such times. Evenwhen a planet is blessedwith repeatedmagisterial
missions, the Avonals do not always submit to mortal incarnation;
and when they do serve in the likeness of mortal esh, they always
appear as adult beings of the realm; they are not born of woman.

3 When incarnated on either bestowal or magisterial missions,
the Paradise Sons have experienced Adjusters, and these Adjusters
are different for each incarnation. e Adjusters that occupy the
minds of the incarnated Sons of God can never hope for person-
ality through fusion with the human-divine beings of their in-
dwelling, but they are o enpersonalizedby at of theUniversal Fa-
ther. Such Adjusters form the supreme Divinington council of di-
rection for the administration, identi cation, and dispatch ofMys-
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tery Monitors to the inhabited realms. ey also receive and ac-
credit Adjusters on their return to the “bosom of the Father” upon
the mortal dissolution of their earthly tabernacles. In this way the
faithful Adjusters of the world judges become the exalted chiefs of
their kind.

4 ¶ Urantia has never been host to an Avonal Son on a magis-
terial mission. Had Urantia followed the general plan of inhab-
ited worlds, it would have been blessed with a magisterial mission
sometime between the days of Adam and the bestowal of Christ
Michael. But the regular sequence of Paradise Sons on your planet
was wholly deranged by the appearance of your Creator Son on his
terminal bestowal 1900 years ago.

5 Urantia may yet be visited by an Avonal commissioned to in-
carnate on a magisterial mission, but regarding the future appear-
ance of Paradise Sons, not even “the angels in heaven know the
time or manner of such visitations,” for a Michael-bestowal world
becomes the individual and personal ward of a Master Son and, as
such, is wholly subject to his own plans and rulings. Andwith your
world, this is further complicated by Michael’s promise to return.
Regardless of themisunderstandings about theUrantian sojournof
Michael of Nebadon, one thing is certainly authentic — his prom-
ise to come back to your world. In view of this prospect, only time
can reveal the future order of the visitations of the Paradise Sons of
God on Urantia.

5. BESTOWAL OF THE PARADISE SONS OF GOD
1 e Eternal Son is the eternal Word of God. e Eternal Son

is the perfect expression of the “ rst” absolute and in nite thought
of his eternal Father. When a personal duplication or divine ex-
tension of this Original Son starts on a bestowal mission of mortal
incarnation, it becomes literally true that the divine “Word ismade
esh,” and that theWord thus dwells among the lowly beings of an-

imal origin.
2 On Urantia there is a widespread belief that the purpose of a

Son’s bestowal is, in some manner, to in uence the attitude of the
Universal Father. But your enlightenment should indicate that this
is not true. e bestowals of the Avonal and the Michael Sons are
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a necessary part of the experiential process designed to make these
Sons safe and sympatheticmagistrates and rulers of the peoples and
planets of time and space. e career of sevenfold bestowal is the
supreme goal of all ParadiseCreator Sons. And allMagisterial Sons
are motivated by this same spirit of service which so abundantly
characterizes the primary Creator Sons and the Eternal Son of Par-
adise.

3 Some order of Paradise Sonmust be bestowed upon eachmor-
tal-inhabited world in order to make it possible for ought Ad-
justers to indwell the minds of all normal human beings on that
sphere, for the Adjusters do not come to all bona de human be-
ings until the Spirit of Truth has been poured out upon all esh;
and the sending of the Spirit of Truth is dependent upon the return
to universe headquarters of a Paradise Son who has successfully ex-
ecuted a mission of mortal bestowal upon an evolving world.

4 During the course of the long history of an inhabited planet,
many dispensational adjudications will take place, and more than
one magisterial mission may occur, but ordinarily only once will
a bestowal Son serve on the sphere. It is only required that each
inhabited world have one bestowal Son come to live the full mor-
tal life from birth to death. Sooner or later, regardless of spiritual
status, every mortal-inhabited world is destined to become host to
a Magisterial Son on a bestowal mission except the one planet in
each local universe whereon a Creator Son elects to make his mor-
tal bestowal.

5 ¶ Understanding more about the bestowal Sons, you discern
why so much interest attaches to Urantia in the history of Neba-
don. Your small and insigni cant planet is of local universe con-
cern simply because it is the mortal home world of Jesus of Naza-
reth. It was the scene of the nal and triumphant bestowal of your
Creator Son, the arena inwhichMichaelwon the supremepersonal
sovereignty of the universe of Nebadon.

6 At the headquarters of his local universe a Creator Son, es-
pecially a er the completion of his own mortal bestowal, spends
much of his time in counselling and instructing the college of asso-
ciate Sons, the Magisterial Sons and others. In love and devotion,
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with tender mercy and affectionate consideration, these Magiste-
rial Sons bestow themselves upon the worlds of space. And in no
way are these planetary services inferior to the mortal bestowals of
theMichaels. It is true that yourCreator Son selected for the realm
of his nal adventure in creature experience one which had had un-
usual misfortunes. But no planet could ever be in such a condi-
tion that it would require the bestowal of a Creator Son to effect
its spiritual rehabilitation. Any Son of the bestowal group would
have equally sufficed, for in all their work on the worlds of a local
universe the Magisterial Sons are just as divinely effective and all
wise as would have been their Paradise brother, the Creator Son.

7 ¶ ough the possibility of disaster always attends these Para-
dise Sons during their bestowal incarnations, I have yet to see the
record of the failure or default of either a Magisterial or a Creator
Son on a mission of bestowal. Both are of origin too close to abso-
lute perfection to fail. ey indeed assume the risk, really become
like the mortal creatures of esh and blood and thereby gain the
unique creature experience, butwithin the range ofmy observation
they always succeed. ey never fail to achieve the goal of the be-
stowal mission. e story of their bestowal and planetary service
throughout Nebadon constitutes the most noble and fascinating
chapter in the history of your local universe.

6. THE MORTALBESTOWAL CAREERS
1 e method whereby a Paradise Son becomes ready for mor-

tal incarnation as a bestowal Son, becomes enmothered on the be-
stowal planet, is a universal mystery; and any effort to detect the
working of this Sonarington technique is doomed to meet with
certain failure. Let the sublime knowledge of the mortal life of Je-
sus of Nazareth sink into your souls, but waste no thought in use-
less speculation as to how this mysterious incarnation of Michael
of Nebadon was effected. Let us all rejoice in the knowledge and
assurance that such achievements are possible to the divine nature
and waste no time on futile conjectures about the technique em-
ployed by divine wisdom to effect such phenomena.

2 ¶ On a mortal-bestowal mission a Paradise Son is always born
of woman and grows up as a male child of the realm, as Jesus did
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on Urantia. ese Sons of supreme service all pass from infancy
through youth to manhood just as does a human being. In every
respect they become like themortals of the race intowhich they are
born. ey make petitions to the Father as do the children of the
realms in which they serve. From a material viewpoint, these hu-
man-divine Sons live ordinary lives with just one exception: ey
do not beget offspring on the worlds of their sojourn; that is a uni-
versal restriction imposed on all orders of the Paradise bestowal
Sons.

3 As Jesus worked on your world as the carpenter’s son, so do
other Paradise Sons labour in various capacities on their bestowal
planets. You could hardly think of a vocation that has not been fol-
lowed by some Paradise Son in the course of his bestowal on some
one of the evolutionary planets of time.

4 When a bestowal Son hasmastered the experience of living the
mortal life, whenhehas achievedperfectionof attunementwithhis
indwelling Adjuster, thereupon he begins that part of his planetary
mission designed to illuminate the minds and to inspire the souls
of his brethren in the esh. As teachers, these Sons are exclusively
devoted to the spiritual enlightenment of the mortal races on the
worlds of their sojourn.

5 ¶ e mortal-bestowal careers of the Michaels and the Avo-
nals, while comparable in most respects, are not identical in all:
Never does a Magisterial Son proclaim, “Whosoever has seen the
Son has seen the Father,” as did your Creator Son when on Uran-
tia and in the esh. But a bestowed Avonal does declare, “Whoso-
ever has seen me has seen the Eternal Son of God.” e Magisterial
Sons are not of immediate descent from the Universal Father, nor
do they incarnate subject to the Father’swill; always do they bestow
themselves as Paradise Sons subject to the will of the Eternal Son of
Paradise.

6 ¶ When the bestowal Sons, Creator or Magisterial, enter the
portals of death, they reappear on the third day. But you should
not entertain the idea that they always meet with the tragic end
encountered by the Creator Son who sojourned on your world
1900 years ago. e extraordinary and unusually cruel experience
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through which Jesus of Nazareth passed has caused Urantia to be-
come locally known as “the world of the cross.” It is not necessary
that such inhuman treatment be accorded a Son of God, and the
vast majority of planets have afforded them a more considerate re-
ception, allowing them to nish their mortal careers, terminate the
age, adjudicate the sleeping survivors, and inaugurate a new dis-
pensation, without imposing a violent death. A bestowal Sonmust
encounter death, must pass through the whole of the actual expe-
rience of mortals of the realms, but it is not a requirement of the
divine plan that this death be either violent or unusual.

7 Whenbestowal Sons are not put to death by violence, they vol-
untarily relinquish their lives and pass through the portals of death,
not to satisfy the demands of “stern justice” or “divine wrath,” but
rather to complete the bestowal, “to drink the cup” of the career of
incarnation and personal experience in all that constitutes a crea-
ture’s life as it is lived on the planets ofmortal existence. Bestowal is
a planetary and a universe necessity, and physical death is nothing
more than a necessary part of a bestowal mission.

8 When themortal incarnation is nished, the Avonal of service
proceeds to Paradise, is accepted by the Universal Father, returns
to the local universe of assignment, and is acknowledged by the
Creator Son. ereupon the bestowal Avonal and theCreator Son
send their conjoint Spirit of Truth to function in the hearts of the
mortal races dwelling on the bestowal world. In the presovereignty
ages of a local universe, this is the joint spirit of both Sons, imple-
mented by the Creative Spirit. It differs somewhat from the Spirit
ofTruthwhich characterizes the local universe ages following aMi-
chael’s seventh bestowal.

9 Upon the completion of a Creator Son’s nal bestowal the
Spirit of Truth previously sent into all Avonal-bestowal worlds of
that local universe changes in nature, becoming more literally the
spirit of the sovereign Michael. is phenomenon takes place con-
currentlywith the liberationof the Spirit ofTruth for service on the
Michael-mortal-bestowal planet. erea er, each world honoured
by a Magisterial bestowal will receive the same spirit Comforter
from the sevenfold Creator Son, in association with that Magiste-
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rial Son, which it would have received had the local universe Sov-
ereign personally incarnated as its bestowal Son.

7. THE TRINITY TEACHER SONS
1 ese highly personal and highly spiritual Paradise Sons are

brought into being by the Paradise Trinity. ey are known in
Havona as the order of Daynals. In Orvonton they are of record
as Trinity Teacher Sons, so named because of their parentage. On
Salvington they are sometimes denominated the Paradise Spiritual
Sons.

2 In numbers the Teacher Sons are constantly increasing. e
last universal census broadcast gave the number of these Trinity
Sons functioning in the central and superuniverses as a little more
than 21,000,000,000, and this is exclusive of the Paradise reserves,
which includemore than⅓of all TrinityTeacher Sons in existence.

3 e Daynal order of sonship is not an organic part of the local
or superuniverse administrations. Its members are neither creators
nor retrievers, neither judges nor rulers. ey are not somuch con-
cerned with universe administration as with moral enlightenment
and spiritual development. ey are the universal educators, be-
ing dedicated to the spiritual awakening and moral guidance of all
realms. eir ministry is intimately interrelated with that of the
personalities of the In nite Spirit and is closely associated with the
Paradise ascension of creature beings.

4 ese Sons of the Trinity partake of the combined natures of
the three ParadiseDeities, but inHavona they seemmore to re ect
the nature of theUniversal Father. In the superuniverses they seem
to portray the nature of the Eternal Son, while in the local creations
they appear to show forth the character of the In nite Spirit. In all
universes they are the embodiment of service and the discretion of
wisdom.

5 Unlike their Paradise brethren, Michaels and Avonals, Trin-
ity Teacher Sons receive no preliminary training in the central uni-
verse. ey are dispatched directly to the headquarters of the su-
peruniverses and from there are commissioned for service in some
local universe. In their ministry to these evolutionary realms they
utilize the combined spiritual in uence of a Creator Son and the
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associated Magisterial Sons, for the Daynals do not possess a spiri-
tual drawing power in and of themselves.

8. LOCAL UNIVERSE MINISTRY OF THE DAYNALS
1 e Paradise Spiritual Sons are unique Trinity-origin beings

and the only Trinity creatures to be so completely associated with
the conduct of the dual-origin universes. ey are affectionately
devoted to the educational ministry to mortal creatures and the
lower orders of spiritual beings. ey begin their labours in the
local systems and, in accordance with experience and achievement,
are advanced inward through the constellation service to the high-
est work of the local creation. Upon certi cation theymay become
spiritual ambassadors representing the local universes of their ser-
vice.

2 e exact number of Teacher Sons inNebadon I do not know;
there are many thousands of them. Many of the heads of depart-
ments in the Melchizedek schools belong to this order, while the
combined staff of the regularly constituted University of Salving-
ton embraces over 100,000 including these Sons. Large numbers
are stationed on the variousmorontia-training worlds, but they are
not wholly occupied with the spiritual and intellectual advance-
ment of mortal creatures; they are equally concerned with the in-
struction of seraphic beings and other natives of the local creations.
Many of their assistants are drawn from the ranks of the creature-
trinitized beings.

3 e Teacher Sons compose the faculties who administer all ex-
aminations and conduct all tests for the quali cation and certi ca-
tion of all subordinate phases of universe service, from the duties
of outpost sentinels to those of star students. ey conduct an age-
long course of training, ranging from the planetary courses up to
the high College of Wisdom located on Salvington. Recognition
indicative of effort and attainment is granted to all, ascendingmor-
tal or ambitious cherubim, who complete these adventures in wis-
dom and truth.

4 In all universes all the Sons of God are beholden to these ever-
faithful and universally efficientTrinity Teacher Sons. ey are the
exalted teachers of all spirit personalities, even the tried and true
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teachers of the Sons of God themselves. But of the endless details
of the duties and functions of the Teacher Sons I can hardly in-
struct you. e vast domain of Daynal-sonship activities will be
better understood on Urantia when you are more advanced in in-
telligence, and a er the spiritual isolation of your planet has been
terminated.

9. PLANETARY SERVICE OF THE DAYNALS
1 When the progress of events on an evolutionary world indi-

cates that the time is ripe to initiate a spiritual age, the Trinity
Teacher Sons always volunteer for this service. You are not fa-
miliar with this order of sonship because Urantia has never ex-
perienced a spiritual age, a millennium of cosmic enlightenment.
But the Teacher Sons even now visit your world for the purpose
of formulating plans concerning their projected sojourn on your
sphere. ey will be due to appear on Urantia a er its inhabitants
have gained comparative deliverance from the shackles of animal-
ism and from the fetters of materialism.

2 Trinity Teacher Sons have nothing to do with terminating
planetary dispensations. ey neither judge the dead nor trans-
late the living, but on each planetarymission they are accompanied
by a Magisterial Son who performs these services. Teacher Sons
are wholly concerned with the initiation of a spiritual age, with
the dawn of the era of spiritual realities on an evolutionary planet.

ey make real the spiritual counterparts of material knowledge
and temporal wisdom.

3 e Teacher Sons usually remain on their visitation planets for
1,000 years of planetary time. One Teacher Son presides over the
planetary millennial reign and is assisted by 70 associates of his
order. e Daynals do not incarnate or otherwise so materialize
themselves as to be visible to mortal beings; therefore is contact
with the world of visitation maintained through the activities of
the Brilliant Evening Stars, local universe personalities who are as-
sociated with the Trinity Teacher Sons.

4 eDaynalsmay returnmany times to an inhabitedworld, and
following their nalmission the planet will be ushered into the set-
tled status of a sphere of light and life, the evolutionary goal of all
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the mortal-inhabited worlds of the present universe age. e Mor-
tal Corps of the Finality has much to do with the spheres settled
in light and life, and their planetary activities touch upon those
of the Teacher Sons. Indeed, the whole order of Daynal sonship
is intimately connected with all phases of naliter activities in the
evolutionary creations of time and space.

5 ¶ eTrinityTeacher Sons seem to be so completely identi ed
with the regime of mortal progression through the earlier stages of
evolutionary ascension that we are o en led to speculate regard-
ing their possible association with the naliters in the undisclosed
career of the future universes. We observe that the administrators
of the superuniverses are part Trinity-origin personalities and part
Trinity-embraced ascendant evolutionary creatures. We rmly be-
lieve that the Teacher Sons and the naliters are now engaged in
acquiring the experience of time-association whichmay be the pre-
liminary training to prepare them for close association in some
unrevealed future destiny. On Uversa it is our belief that, when
the superuniverses are nally settled in light and life, these Para-
dise Teacher Sons, who have become so thoroughly familiar with
the problems of evolutionary worlds and have been so long associ-
atedwith the career of evolutionarymortals, will probably be trans-
ferred to eternal association with the Paradise Corps of the Final-
ity.

10. UNITED MINISTRY OF THE PARADISE SONS
1 All the Paradise Sons of God are divine in origin and in nature.
e work of each Paradise Son in behalf of each world is just as if

the Son of service were the rst and only Son of God.
2 e Paradise Sons are the divine presentation of the acting na-

tures of the threepersons ofDeity to thedomains of time and space.
e Creator,Magisterial, and Teacher Sons are the gi s of the eter-

nalDeities to the childrenofmenand to all other universe creatures
of ascension potential. ese Sons of God are the divine ministers
who are unceasingly devoted to the work of helping the creatures
of time attain the high spiritual goal of eternity.

3 In theCreator Sons the love of theUniversal Father is blended
with the mercy of the Eternal Son and is disclosed to the local uni-
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verses in the creative power, loving ministry, and understanding
sovereignty of the Michaels. In the Magisterial Sons the mercy of
the Eternal Son, united with the ministry of the In nite Spirit, is
revealed to the evolutionary domains in the careers of these Avo-
nals of judgment, service, andbestowal. In theTrinityTeacher Sons
the love, mercy, and ministry of the three Paradise Deities are co-
ordinated on the highest time-space value-levels and are presented
to the universes as living truth, divine goodness, and true spiritual
beauty.

4 In the local universes these orders of sonship collaborate to
effect the revelation of the Deities of Paradise to the creatures of
space: As the Father of a local universe, a Creator Son portrays the
in nite character of the Universal Father. As the bestowal Sons of
mercy, the Avonals reveal the matchless nature of the Eternal Son
of in nite compassion. As the true teachers of ascending person-
alities, the Trinity Daynal Sons disclose the teacher personality of
the In nite Spirit. In their divinely perfect co-operation, Micha-
els, Avonals, and Daynals are contributing to the actualization and
revelation of the personality and sovereignty of God the Supreme
in and to the time-space universes. In the harmony of their triune
activities these Paradise Sons of God ever function in the vanguard
of the personalities ofDeity as they follow the never-ending expan-
sion of the divinity of the First Great Source and Centre from the
everlasting Isle of Paradise into the unknown depths of space.

ahb

5 [Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom from Uversa.]



PAPER №21
THE PARADISE CREATOR SONS

Perfector of Wisdom

THECreator Sons are the makers and rulers of the local uni-
verses of time and space. ese universe creators and sov-
ereigns are of dual origin, embodying the characteristics of

God the Father andGod the Son. But eachCreator Son is different
from every other; each is unique in nature as well as in personality;
each is the “only-begotten Son” of the perfect deity ideal of his ori-
gin.

2 In the vast work of organizing, evolving, and perfecting a local
universe, these high Sons always enjoy the sustaining approval of
the Universal Father. e relationship of the Creator Sons with
their Paradise Father is touching and superlative. No doubt the
profound affection of the Deity parents for their divine progeny
is the wellspring of that beautiful and well-nigh divine love which
even mortal parents bear their children.

3 ese primary Paradise Sons are personalized as Michaels. As
they go forth from Paradise to found their universes, they are
known as Creator Michaels. When settled in supreme authority,
they are called Master Michaels. Sometimes we refer to the sover-
eign of your universe of Nebadon as Christ Michael. Always and
forever do they reign a er the “order of Michael,” that being the
designation of the rst Son of their order and nature.

4 ¶ e original or rst-born Michael has never experienced in-
carnation as a material being, but seven times he passed through
the experience of spiritual creature ascent on the seven circuits of
Havona, advancing from the outer spheres to the innermost circuit
of the central creation. e order of Michael knows the grand uni-
verse from one end to the other; there is no essential experience of
any of the children of time and space in which the Michaels have
not personally participated; they are in fact partakers not only of
the divine nature but also of your nature, meaning all natures, from
the highest to the lowest.
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5 e original Michael is the presiding head of the primary Par-
adise Sons when they assemble for conference at the centre of all
things. Not long since onUversawe recorded a universal broadcast
of a conclave extraordinary on the eternal Isle of 150,000 Creator
Sons assembled in the parental presence and engaged in delibera-
tions having to do with the progress of the uni cation and stabi-
lization of the universe of universes. is was a selected group of
Sovereign Michaels, sevenfold bestowal Sons.

1. ORIGIN AND NATURE OF CREATOR SONS
1 When the fullness of absolute spiritual ideation in the Eternal

Son encounters the fullness of absolute personality concept in the
Universal Father, when such a creative union is nally and fully at-
tained, when such absolute identity of spirit and such in nite one-
ness of personality concept occur, then, right then and there, with-
out the loss of anything of personality or prerogative by either of
the in nite Deities, there ashes into full- edged being a new and
original Creator Son, the only-begotten Son of the perfect ideal
and the powerful idea whose union produces this new creator per-
sonality of power and perfection.

2 Each Creator Son is the only-begotten and only-begettable
offspring of the perfect union of the original concepts of the two
in nite and eternal and perfectminds of the ever-existentCreators
of the universe of universes. ere never can be another such Son
because each Creator Son is the unquali ed, nished, and nal ex-
pression and embodiment of all of every phase of every feature of
every possibility of every divine reality that could, throughout all
eternity, ever be found in, expressed by, or evolved from, those di-
vine creative potentialswhichunited tobring thisMichael Son into
existence. EachCreator Son is the absolute of the united deity con-
cepts which constitute his divine origin.

3 e divine natures of these Creator Sons are, in principle, de-
rived equally from the attributes of both Paradise parents. All par-
take of the fullness of the divine nature of theUniversal Father and
of the creative prerogatives of the Eternal Son, but as we observe
the practical outworking of the Michael functions in the univer-
ses, we discern apparent differences. Some Creator Sons appear to
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be more like God the Father; others more like God the Son. For
example: e trend of administration in the universe of Nebadon
suggests that its Creator and ruling Son is one whose nature and
character more resemble that of the Eternal Mother Son. It should
be further stated that some universes are presided over by Paradise
Michaels who appear equally to resemble God the Father and God
the Son. And these observations are in no sense implied criticisms;
they are simply a recording of fact.

4 I do not know the exact number of Creator Sons in existence,
but I have good reasons for believing that there are more than
700,000. Now, we know that there are exactly 700,000 Unions of
Days and no more are being created. We also observe that the or-
dained plans of the present universe age seem to indicate that one
Union of Days is to be stationed in each local universe as the coun-
selling ambassador of the Trinity. We note further that the con-
stantly increasing number of Creator Sons already exceeds the sta-
tionary number of theUnions of Days. But concerning the destiny
of the Michaels beyond 700,000, we have never been informed.

2. THE CREATORS OF LOCAL UNIVERSES
1 e Paradise Sons of the primary order are the designers, cre-

ators, builders, and administrators of their respective domains, the
local universes of time and space, the basic creative units of the
seven evolutionary superuniverses. A Creator Son is permitted to
choose the space site of his future cosmic activity, but before hemay
begin even the physical organization of his universe, hemust spend
a long period of observation devoted to the study of the efforts of
his older brothers in various creations located in the superuniverse
of his projected action. And prior to all this, the Michael Son will
have completed his long and unique experience of Paradise obser-
vation and Havona training.

2 ¶ When a Creator Son departs from Paradise to embark upon
the adventure of universe making, to become the head — virtu-
ally the God—of the local universe of his own organization, then,
for the rst time, he nds himself in intimate contact with, and in
many respects dependent upon, the ird Source and Centre. e
In nite Spirit, though abiding with the Father and the Son at the
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centre of all things, is destined to function as the actual and effec-
tive helper of each Creator Son. erefore is each Creator Son ac-
companied by aCreativeDaughter of the In nite Spirit, that being
who is destined to become the Divine Minister, the Mother Spirit
of the new local universe.

3 e departure of a Michael Son on this occasion forever liber-
ates his creator prerogatives from theParadise Sources andCentres,
subject only to certain limitations inherent in the pre-existence of
these Sources and Centres and to certain other antecedent powers
and presences. Among these limitations to the otherwise all-pow-
erful creator prerogatives of a local universe Father are the follow-
ing:

4 1. Energy-matter is dominated by the In nite Spirit. Before
any new forms of things, great or small, may be created, before any
new transformations of energy-matter may be attempted, a Cre-
ator Son must secure the consent and working co-operation of the
In nite Spirit.

5 2. Creature designs and types are controlled by the Eternal
Son. Before a Creator Son may engage in the creation of any new
type of being, any new design of creature, he must secure the con-
sent of the Eternal and Original Mother Son.

6 3. Personality is designed and bestowed by the Universal Fa-
ther.

7 ¶ e types and patterns of mind are determined by the
precreature factors of being. A er these have been associated to
constitute a creature (personal or otherwise), mind is the endow-
ment of the ird Source andCentre, the universal source of mind
ministry to all beings below the level of Paradise Creators.

8 ¶ e control of spirit designs and types depends on the level
of their manifestation. In the last analysis, spiritual design is con-
trolled by the Trinity or by the pre-Trinity spirit endowments of
the Trinity personalities — Father, Son, and Spirit.

9 ¶ When such a perfect and divine Son has taken possession
of the space site of his chosen universe; when the initial problems
of universe materialization and of gross equilibrium have been re-
solved; when he has formed an effective and co-operative work-
ing union with the complemental Daughter of the In nite Spirit
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— then do this Universe Son and this Universe Spirit initiate that
liaison which is designed to give origin to the innumerable hosts
of their local universe children. In connection with this event the
Creative Spirit focalization of the Paradise In nite Spirit becomes
changed in nature, taking on the personal qualities of the Mother
Spirit of a local universe.

10 Notwithstanding that all Creator Sons are divinely like their
Paradise parents, none exactly resembles another; each is unique,
diverse, exclusive, and original in nature as well as in personality.
And since they are the architects and makers of the life plans of
their respective realms, this very diversity ensures that their do-
mains will also be diverse in every form and phase of Michael-de-
rived living existencewhichmaybe createdor subsequently evolved
therein. Hence the orders of creatures native to the local universes
are quite varied. No two are administered or inhabited by dual-
origin native beings who are in all respects identical. Within any
superuniverse, ½ of their inherent attributes are quite alike, being
derived from the uniform Creative Spirits; the other half vary, be-
ing derived from the diversi ed Creator Sons. But such diversity
does not characterize those creatures of sole origin in the Creative
Spirit nor those imported beings who are native to the central or
superuniverses.

11 ¶ When a Michael Son is absent from his universe, its gov-
ernment is directed by the rst-born native being, the Bright and
Morning Star, the local universe chief executive. e advice and
counsel of the Union of Days is invaluable at such times. Dur-
ing these absences a Creator Son is able to invest the associated
Mother Spirit with the overcontrol of his spiritual presence on the
inhabited worlds and in the hearts of his mortal children. And the
Mother Spirit of a local universe remains always at its headquarters,
extending her fostering care and spiritualministry to the uttermost
parts of such an evolutionary domain.

12 e personal presence of a Creator Son in his local universe is
not necessary to the smooth running of an establishedmaterial cre-
ation. Such Sons may journey to Paradise, and still their universes
swing on through space. ey may lay down their lines of power to
incarnate as the children of time; still their realms whirl on about
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their respective centres. No material organization is independent
of the absolute-gravity grasp of Paradise or of the cosmic overcon-
trol inherent in the space presence of the Unquali ed Absolute.

3. LOCAL UNIVERSE SOVEREIGNTY
1 ACreator Son is given the range of a universe by the consent of

the Paradise Trinity and with the con rmation of the supervising
Master Spirit of the superuniverse concerned. Such action consti-
tutes title of physical possession, a cosmic leasehold. But the ele-
vation of a Michael Son from this initial and self-limited stage of
rulership to the experiential supremacy of self-earned sovereignty
comes as a result of his own personal experiences in the work of
universe creation and incarnated bestowal. Until the achievement
of bestowal-earned sovereignty, he rules as vicegerent of the Uni-
versal Father.

2 ¶ ACreator Son could assert full sovereignty over his personal
creation at any time, but he wisely chooses not to. If, prior to pass-
ing through the creature bestowals, he assumed an unearned su-
preme sovereignty, the Paradise personalities resident in his local
universe would withdraw. But this has never happened through-
out all the creations of time and space.

3 e fact of creatorship implies the fullness of sovereignty, but
the Michaels choose to experientially earn it, thereby retaining the
full co-operation of all Paradise personalities attached to the local
universe administration. WeknowofnoMichaelwho ever did oth-
erwise; but they all could, they are truly freewill Sons.

4 ¶ e sovereignty of a Creator Son in a local universe passes
through six, perhaps seven, stages of experiential manifestation.

ese appear in the following order:
5 1. Initial vicegerent sovereignty — the solitary provisional

authority exercised by aCreator Sonbefore the acquirement of per-
sonal qualities by the associated Creative Spirit.

6 2. Conjoint vicegerent sovereignty — the joint rule of the
Paradise pair subsequent to the personality achievement of the
Universe Mother Spirit.
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7 3. Augmenting vicegerent sovereignty — the advancing au-
thority of a Creator Son during the period of his seven creature
bestowals.

8 4. Supreme sovereignty — the settled authority following
the completion of the seventh bestowal. InNebadon, supreme sov-
ereignty dates from the completion ofMichael’s bestowal onUran-
tia. It has existed just slightly over 1900 years of your planetary
time.

9 5. Augmenting supreme sovereignty — the advanced rela-
tionship growing out of the settling of a majority of the creature
domains in light and life. is stage pertains to the unachieved fu-
ture of your local universe.

10 6. Trinitarian sovereignty—exercised subsequent to the set-
tling of the entire local universe in light and life.

11 7. Unrevealed sovereignty — the unknown relationships of
a future universe age.

12 ¶ In accepting the initial vicegerent sovereignty of a projected
local universe, aCreatorMichael takes an oath to theTrinity not to
assume supreme sovereignty until the seven creature bestowals have
been completed and certi ed by the superuniverse rulers. But if a
Michael Son could not, at will, assert such unearned sovereignty,
there would be no meaning in taking an oath not to do so.

13 Even in the prebestowal ages a Creator Son rules his domain
well-nigh supremely when there is no dissent in any of its parts.
Limited rulership would hardly be manifest if sovereignty were
never challenged. e sovereignty exercised by a prebestowal Cre-
ator Son in a universe without rebellion is no greater than in a uni-
verse with rebellion; but in the rst instance sovereignty limita-
tions are not apparent; in the second, they are.

14 If ever the authority or administration of a Creator Son is
challenged, attacked, or jeopardized, he is eternally pledged to up-
hold, protect, defend, and if necessary retrieve his personal cre-
ation. Such Sons can be troubled or harassed only by the creatures
of their own making or by higher beings of their own choosing.
It might be inferred that “higher beings,” those of origin on levels
above a local universe, would be unlikely to trouble a Creator Son,
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and this is true. But they could if they chose to. Virtue is voli-
tional with personality; righteousness is not automatic in freewill
creatures.

15 Before the completion of the bestowal career a Creator Son
rules with certain self-imposed limitations of sovereignty, but sub-
sequent to his nished bestowal service he rules by virtue of his ac-
tual experience in the form and likeness of his manifold creatures.
When a Creator has seven times sojourned among his creatures,
when the bestowal career is nished, then is he supremely settled
in universe authority; he has become aMaster Son, a sovereign and
supreme ruler.

16 ¶ e technique of obtaining supreme sovereignty over a local
universe involves the following seven experiential steps:

17 1. Experientially to penetrate seven creature levels of being
through the technique of incarnated bestowal in the very likeness
of the creatures on the level concerned.

18 2. To make an experiential consecration to each phase of the
sevenfold will of Paradise Deity as it is personi ed in the Seven
Master Spirits.

19 3. To traverse each of the seven experiences on the creature
levels simultaneously with the execution of one of the seven conse-
crations to the will of Paradise Deity.

20 4. On each creature level, experientially to portray the acme
of creature life to Paradise Deity and to all universe intelligences.

21 5. On each creature level, experientially to reveal one phase
of the sevenfold will of Deity to the bestowal level and to all the
universe.

22 6. Experientially to unify the sevenfold creature experience
with the sevenfold experience of consecration to the revelation of
the nature and will of Deity.

23 7. To achieve new and higher relationship with the Supreme
Being. e repercussion of the totality of this Creator-creature ex-
perience augments the superuniverse reality of God the Supreme
and the time-space sovereignty of the Almighty Supreme and fac-
tualizes the supreme local universe sovereignty of a Paradise Mi-
chael.
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24 ¶ In settling the question of sovereignty in a local universe, the
Creator Son is not only demonstrating his own tness to rule but
is also revealing the nature and portraying the sevenfold attitude of
the Paradise Deities. e nite understanding and creature appre-
ciation of the Father’s primacy is concerned in the adventure of a
Creator Son when he condescends to take upon himself the form
and experiences of his creatures. ese primary Paradise Sons are
the real revealers of the Father’s loving nature and bene cent au-
thority, the same Father who, in association with the Son and the
Spirit, is the universal head of all power, personality, and govern-
ment throughout all the universal realms.

4. THE MICHAEL BESTOWALS
1 ere are seven groups of bestowal Creator Sons, and they are

so classi ed in accordance with the number of times they have be-
stowed themselves upon the creatures of their realms. ey range
from the initial experience up through ve additional spheres of
progressive bestowal until they attain the seventh and nal episode
of creature-Creator experience.

2 Avonal bestowals are always in the likeness of mortal esh, but
the seven bestowals of aCreator Son involve his appearing on seven
creature levels of being and pertain to the revelation of the seven
primary expressions of the will and nature of Deity. Without ex-
ception, all Creator Sons pass through this seven times giving of
themselves to their created children before they assume settled and
supreme jurisdiction over the universes of their own creation.

3 ough these seven bestowals vary in the different sectors and
universes, they always embrace the mortal-bestowal adventure. In
the nal bestowal a Creator Son appears as a member of one of the
higher mortal races on some inhabited world, usually as a member
of that racial group which contains the largest hereditary legacy of
the Adamic stock which has previously been imported to upstep
the physical status of the animal-origin peoples. Only once in his
sevenfold career as a bestowal Son is a Paradise Michael born of
womanas youhave the recordof the babe ofBethlehem. Only once
does he live and die as amember of the lowest order of evolutionary
will creatures.
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4 A er eachof his bestowals aCreator Sonproceeds to the “right
hand of the Father,” there to gain the Father’s acceptance of the be-
stowal and to receive instruction preparatory to the next episode
of universe service. Following the seventh and nal bestowal aCre-
ator Son receives from theUniversal Father supreme authority and
jurisdiction over his universe.

5 ¶ It is of record that the divine Son of last appearance on your
planet was a ParadiseCreator Sonwho had completed six phases of
his bestowal career; consequently, when he gave up the conscious
grasp of the incarnated life onUrantia, he could, and did, truly say,
“It is nished” — it was literally nished. His death on Urantia
completed his bestowal career; it was the last step in ful lling the
sacred oath of a Paradise Creator Son. And when this experience
has been acquired, such Sons are supreme universe sovereigns; no
longer do they rule as vicegerents of the Father but in their own
right and name as “King of Kings and Lord of Lords.” With cer-
tain stated exceptions these sevenfold bestowal Sons are unquali-
edly supreme in the universes of their abode. Concerning his lo-

cal universe, “all power in heaven and on earth” was relegated to
this triumphant and enthroned Master Son.

6 ¶ Creator Sons, subsequent to the completion of their be-
stowal careers, are reckoned as a separate order, sevenfold Master
Sons. In person the Master Sons are identical with the Creator
Sons, but they have undergone such a unique bestowal experience
that they are commonly regarded as a different order. When aCre-
ator deigns to effect a bestowal, a real and permanent change is
destined to take place. True, the bestowal Son is still and none
the less a Creator, but he has added to his nature the experience
of a creature, which forever removes him from the divine level of
a Creator Son and elevates him to the experiential plane of a Mas-
ter Son, one who has fully earned the right to rule a universe and
administer its worlds. Such beings embody all that can be secured
from divine parentage and embrace everything to be derived from
perfected-creature experience. Why shouldman bemoan his lowly
origin and enforced evolutionary career when the very Gods must
pass through an equivalent experience before they are accounted
experientially worthy and competent nally and fully to rule over
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their universe domains!

5. RELATION OF MASTER SONS TO THE UNIVERSE
1 e power of a Master Michael is unlimited because derived

from experienced association with the Paradise Trinity, is unques-
tioned because derived from actual experience as the very creatures
subject to such authority. e nature of the sovereignty of a seven-
fold Creator Son is supreme because it:

2 1. Embraces the sevenfold viewpoint of Paradise Deity.
3 2. Embodies a sevenfold attitude of time-space creatures.
4 3. Perfectly synthesizes Paradise attitude and creature view-

point.
5 ¶ is experiential sovereignty is thus all-inclusive of the divin-

ity of God the Sevenfold culminating in the Supreme Being. And
the personal sovereignty of a sevenfold Son is like the future sover-
eignty of the sometime-to-be-completed Supreme Being, embrac-
ing as it does the fullest possible content of the power and author-
ity of theParadiseTrinitymanifestablewithin the time-space limits
concerned.

6 ¶ With the achievement of supreme local universe sovereignty,
there passes from aMichael Son the power and opportunity to cre-
ate entirely new types of creature beings during the present universe
age. But a Master Son’s loss of power to originate entirely new or-
ders of beings in no way interferes with the work of life elaboration
already established and inprocess of unfoldment; this vast program
of universe evolution goes on without interruption or curtailment.

e acquirement of supreme sovereignty by a Master Son implies
the responsibility of personal devotion to the fostering and the ad-
ministering of that which has already been designed and created,
and of thatwhichwill subsequently be produced by thosewhohave
been thus designed and created. In time there may develop an al-
most endless evolution of diverse beings, but no entirely new pat-
ternor type of intelligent creaturewill henceforth take direct origin
from a Master Son. is is the rst step, the beginning, of a settled
administration in any local universe.
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7 e elevation of a sevenfold bestowal Son to the unquestioned
sovereignty of his universe means the beginning of the end of age-
long uncertainty and relative confusion. Subsequent to this event,
that which cannot be sometime spiritualized will eventually be dis-
organized; that which cannot be sometime co-ordinated with cos-
mic reality will eventually be destroyed. When the provisions of
endless mercy and nameless patience have been exhausted in an
effort to win the loyalty and devotion of the will creatures of the
realms, justice and righteousness will prevail. at which mercy
cannot rehabilitate justice will eventually annihilate.

8 ¶ e Master Michaels are supreme in their own local univer-
ses when once they have been installed as sovereign rulers. e few
limitations upon their rule are those inherent in the cosmic pre-ex-
istence of certain forces and personalities. Otherwise these Mas-
ter Sons are supreme in authority, responsibility, and administra-
tive power in their respective universes; they are as Creators and
Gods, supreme in virtually all things. ere is no penetration be-
yond their wisdom regarding the functioning of a given universe.

9 A er his elevation to settled sovereignty in a local universe a
Paradise Michael is in full control of all other Sons of God func-
tioning in his domain, and he may freely rule in accordance with
his concept of the needs of his realms. A Master Son may at will
vary the order of the spiritual adjudication and evolutionary ad-
justment of the inhabited planets. And such Sons do make and
carry out the plans of their own choosing in all matters of special
planetary needs, in particular regarding theworlds of their creature
sojourn and still more concerning the realm of terminal bestowal,
the planet of incarnation in the likeness of mortal esh.

10 e Master Sons seem to be in perfect communication with
their bestowal worlds, not only the worlds of their personal so-
journ but all worlds whereon a Magisterial Son has bestowed him-
self. is contact is maintained by their own spiritual presence, the
Spirit of Truth, which they are able to “pour out upon all esh.”

eseMaster Sons alsomaintain an unbroken connectionwith the
Eternal Mother Son at the centre of all things. ey possess a sym-
pathetic reach which extends from theUniversal Father on high to
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the lowly races of planetary life in the realms of time.

6. DESTINY OF THE MASTER MICHAELS
1 Noonemaywith nality of authority presume to discuss either

the natures or the destinies of the sevenfold Master Sovereigns of
the local universes; nevertheless, we all speculate much regarding
thesematters. Weare taught, andwebelieve, that eachParadiseMi-
chael is the absolute of the dual deity concepts of his origin; thus he
embodies actual phases of the in nity of the Universal Father and
the Eternal Son. e Michaels must be partial in relation to total
in nity, but they are probably absolute in relation to that part of
in nity concerned in their origin. But as we observe their work in
the present universe age, we detect no action that is more than -
nite; any conjectured super nite capacities must be self-contained
and as yet unrevealed.

2 e completion of the creature-bestowal careers and the eleva-
tion to supreme universe sovereignty must signify the completed
liberation of a Michael’s nite-action capacities accompanied by
the appearance of capacity for more-than- nite service. For in this
connectionwenote that suchMaster Sons are then restricted in the
production of new types of creature beings, a restriction undoubt-
edlymade necessary by the liberation of their super nite potential-
ities.

3 It is highly probable that these undisclosed creator powers will
remain self-contained throughout the present universe age. But
sometime in the far-distant future, in the now mobilizing univer-
ses of outer space, we believe that the liaison between a sevenfold
Master Son and a seventh-stage Creative Spirit may attain to ab-
sonite levels of service attended by the appearance of new things,
meanings, and values on transcendental levels of ultimate universe
signi cance.

4 Just as the Deity of the Supreme is actualizing by virtue of ex-
periential service, so are the Creator Sons achieving the personal
realizationof theParadise-divinity potentials boundup in their un-
fathomable natures. When on Urantia, Christ Michael once said,
“I am the way, the truth, and the life.” And we believe that in eter-
nity the Michaels are literally destined to be “the way, the truth,
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and the life,” ever blazing the path for all universe personalities as it
leads from supreme divinity through ultimate absonity to eternal
deity nality.

ahb

5 [Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom from Uversa.]



PAPER №22
THE TRINITIZED SONS OF GOD

Mighty Messenger

THERE are three groups of beings who are called Sons of
God. In addition to descending and ascending orders of
sonship there is a third group known as theTrinitized Sons

of God. e trinitized order of sonship is subdivided into three
primary divisions in accordance with the origins of its many types
of personalities, revealed and unrevealed. ese primary divisions
are:

2 1. Deity-trinitized Sons.
3 2. Trinity-embraced Sons.
4 3. Creature-trinitized Sons.
5 Irrespective of origin all Trinitized Sons of God have in com-

mon the experience of trinitization, either as a part of their origin
or as an experience of Trinity embrace subsequently attained. e
Deity-trinitized Sons are unrevealed in these narratives; therefore
will this presentation be con ned to a portrayal of the remaining
two groups, more particularly the Trinity-embraced sons of God.

1. THE TRINITYEMBRACED SONS
1 All Trinity-embraced sons are originally of dual or single ori-

gin, but subsequent to theTrinity embrace they are forever devoted
to Trinity service and assignment. is corps, as revealed and as
organized for superuniverse service, embraces seven orders of per-
sonalities:

2 1. Mighty Messengers.
3 2. ose High in Authority.
4 3. ose without Name and Number.
5 4. Trinitized Custodians.
6 5. Trinitized Ambassadors.
7 6. Celestial Guardians.
8 7. High Son Assistants.
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9 ¶ ese seven groups of personalities are further classi ed, ac-
cording to origin, nature, and function, into three major divisions:
theTrinitized Sons ofAttainment, theTrinitized Sons of Selection,
and the Trinitized Sons of Perfection.

10 ¶ eTrinitized Sons of Attainment— theMightyMessengers,
ose High in Authority, and ose without Name and Number

— are all Adjuster-fused ascendantmortals who have attained Par-
adise and the Corps of the Finality. But they are not naliters;
when they have been Trinity embraced, their names are removed
from the naliter roll call. e new sons of this order pass through
speci c courses of training, for comparatively short periods, on the
circuit headquarters planets of the Havona circuits under the di-
rection of the Eternals of Days. erea er they are assigned to the
services of the Ancients of Days in the seven superuniverses.

11 ¶ e Trinitized Sons of Selection embrace the Trinitized Cus-
todians and the Trinitized Ambassadors. ey are recruited from
certain of the evolutionary seraphim and translated midway crea-
tures who have traversed Havona and have attained Paradise, as
well as from certain of the Spirit-fused and the Son-fused mortals
who have likewise ascended to the central Isle of Light and Life.
Subsequent to their embrace by the Paradise Trinity and a er a
brief training in Havona, the Trinitized Sons of Selection are as-
signed to the courts of the Ancients of Days.

12 ¶ e Trinitized Sons of Perfection. e Celestial Guardians
and their co-ordinates, theHigh SonAssistants, comprise a unique
group of twice-trinitized personalities. ey are the creature-trini-
tized sons of Paradise-Havona personalities or of perfected ascen-
dant mortals who have long distinguished themselves in the Corps
of the Finality. Some of these creature-trinitized sons, a er service
with the Supreme Executives of the Seven Master Spirits and a er
serving under theTrinityTeacher Sons, are retrinitized (embraced)
by the Paradise Trinity and then commissioned to the courts of the
Ancients of Days as Celestial Guardians and as High Son Assis-
tants. Trinitized Sons of Perfection are assigned directly to the su-
peruniverse service without further training.

13 ¶ Our Trinity-origin associates — Perfectors of Wisdom, Di-
vine Counsellors, andUniversal Censors— are of stationary num-
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bers, but the Trinity-embraced sons are constantly increasing. All
seven orders of Trinity-embraced sons are commissioned as mem-
bers of one of the seven superuniverse governments, and the num-
ber in the service of each superuniverse is exactly the same; not one
has ever been lost. Trinity-embraced beings have never gone astray;
they may stumble temporarily, but not one has ever been adjudged
in contempt of the superuniverse governments. e Sons of At-
tainment and the Sons of Selection have never faltered in the ser-
vice ofOrvonton, but the Trinitized Sons of Perfection have some-
times erred in judgment and thereby caused transient confusion.

14 Under the direction of the Ancients of Days all seven orders
function very much as self-governing groups. eir scope of ser-
vice is far- ung; Trinitized Sons of Perfection do not leave the su-
peruniverse of assignment, but their trinitized associates range the
grand universe, journeying from the evolutionary worlds of time
and space to the eternal Isle of Paradise. ey may function in any
of the superuniverses, but they do so always as members of the su-
pergovernment of original designation.

15 Apparently the Trinity-embraced sons have been permanently
assigned to the service of the seven superuniverses; certainly this
assignment is for the duration of the present universe age, but we
have never been informed that it is to be eternal.

2. THE MIGHTY MESSENGERS
1 MightyMessengers belong to the ascendant groupof theTrini-

tized Sons. ey are a class of perfected mortals who have been
rebellion tested or otherwise equally proved as to their personal
loyalty; all have passed through some de nite test of universe al-
legiance. At some time in their Paradise ascent they stood rm and
loyal in the face of the disloyalty of their superiors, and some did
actively and loyally function in the places of such unfaithful lead-
ers.

2 With such personal records of delity and devotion, these as-
cending mortals pass on through Havona with the stream of the
pilgrims of time, attain Paradise, graduate therefrom, and are mus-
tered into the Corps of the Finality. ereupon they are trinitized
in the secret embrace of the Paradise Trinity and subsequently are
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commissioned to become associated with the Ancients of Days in
the administration of the governments of the seven superuniverses.

3 Every ascendant mortal of insurrectionary experience who
functions loyally in the face of rebellion is eventually destined to
become aMightyMessenger of the superuniverse service. Likewise
is any ascendant creaturewho effectively prevents suchupheavals of
error, evil, or sin; for action designed to prevent rebellion or to ef-
fect higher types of loyalty in a universe crisis is regarded as of even
greater value than loyalty in the face of actual rebellion.

4 e senior Mighty Messengers were chosen from those ascen-
dantmortals of time and spacewhowere among the earlier Paradise
arrivals,manyhaving traversedHavona in the times ofGrandfanda.
But the rst trinitizing of Mighty Messengers was not effected un-
til the candidate corps contained representatives from each of the
seven superuniverses. And the last group of this order to qualify
on Paradise embraced ascendant pilgrims from the local universe
of Nebadon.

5 Mighty Messengers are embraced by the Paradise Trinity in
classes of 700,000, 100,000 for assignment to each superuni-
verse. Almost one trillion Mighty Messengers are commissioned
on Uversa, and there is every reason to believe that the number
serving in each of the seven superuniverses is exactly the same.

6 ¶ I am a Mighty Messenger, and it may interest Urantians to
know that the companion and associate of my mortal experience
was also triumphant in the great test, and that, though we were
many times and for longperiods separated in the agelong inward as-
cent toHavona, wewere embraced in the same 700,000 group, and
that we spent our time passing through Vicegerington in close and
loving association. We were nally commissioned and together as-
signed toUversa ofOrvonton, andwe are o en dispatched in com-
pany for the execution of assignments requiring the services of two
Messengers.

7 ¶ Mighty Messengers, in common with all Trinity-embraced
sons, are assigned to all phases of superuniverse activities. ey
maintain constant connectionwith their headquarters through the
superuniverse re ectivity service. Mighty Messengers serve in all
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sectors of a superuniverse and frequently execute missions to the
local universes and even to the individual worlds, as I do on this
occasion.

8 In the superuniverse courts, Mighty Messengers act as defend-
ers of both individuals and planets when they come up for adjudi-
cation; they also assist the Perfections of Days in the direction of
the affairs of the major sectors. As a group, their chief assignment
is that of superuniverse observers. ey are stationed on the vari-
ous headquarters worlds and on individual planets of importance
as the official observers of theAncients ofDays. When so assigned,
they also serve as advisers to the authorities directing the affairs of
the spheres of their sojourn. e Messengers take active part in all
phases of the ascendant scheme of mortal progression. With their
associates ofmortal origin they keep the supergovernments in close
and personal touch with the status and progression of the plans of
the descending Sons of God.

9 Mighty Messengers are fully conscious of their entire ascen-
dant careers, and that is why they are such useful and sympathetic
ministers, understanding messengers, for service on any world of
space and to any creature of time. As soon as you are delivered
from the esh, you will communicate freely and understandingly
with us since we spring from all the races on all the evolutionary
worlds of space, that is, from those mortal races that are indwelt
by, and subsequently fused with, ought Adjusters.

3. THOSE HIGH IN AUTHORITY
1 ose High in Authority, the second group of the Trinitized

Sons of Attainment, are all Adjuster-fused beings of mortal ori-
gin. ese are the perfected mortals who have exhibited superior
administrative ability and have shown extraordinary executive ge-
nius throughout their long ascending careers. ey are the cream
of governing ability derived from the surviving mortals of space.

2 70,000 of ose High in Authority are trinitized at each Trin-
ity liaison. ough the local universe of Nebadon is a compara-
tively young creation, it has representatives among a recently trini-
tized class of this order. ere are now commissioned in Orvon-
ton more than ten billion of these skillful administrators. Like all
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separate orders of celestial beings, they maintain their own head-
quarters onUversa, and like the other Trinity-embraced sons, their
reserves on Uversa act as the central directing body of their order
in Orvonton.

3 ose High in Authority are administrators without limita-
tion. ey are the everywhere-present and always-efficient execu-
tives of the Ancients of Days. ey serve on any sphere, on any
inhabited world, and in any phase of activity in any of the seven
superuniverses.

4 Having superb administrative wisdom and unusual executive
skill, these brilliant beings assume to present the cause of justice in
behalf of the superuniverse tribunals; they foster the execution of
justice and the recti cation of misadaptations in the evolutionary
universes. erefore, if you should ever be cited for errors of judg-
ment while you are ascending the worlds and spheres of your or-
dained cosmic progression, it is hardly likely that you would suffer
injustice since your prosecutors would be onetime ascendant crea-
tures who are personally familiar with every step of the career you
have traversed and are traversing.

4. THOSE WITHOUT NAME AND NUMBER
1 osewithoutName andNumber constitute the third and last

group of the Trinitized Sons of Attainment; they are the ascendant
souls who have developed the ability to worship beyond the skill of
all the sons anddaughters of the evolutionary races from theworlds
of time and space. ey have acquired a spiritual concept of the
eternal purpose of the Universal Father which comparatively tran-
scends the comprehension of the evolutionary creatures of name
or number; therefore are they denominated ose without Name
andNumber. More strictly translated, their namewould be “ ose
above Name and Number.”

2 is order of sons is embracedby theParadiseTrinity in groups
of 7,000. ere are of record on Uversa over 100,000,000 of these
sons commissioned in Orvonton.

3 Since ose withoutName andNumber are the superior spiri-
tualminds of the survival races, they are especially quali ed to sit in
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judgment and to render opinions when a spiritual viewpoint is de-
sirable, and when experience in the ascendant career is essential to
an adequate comprehension of the questions involved in the prob-
lem to be adjudicated. ey are the supreme jurors of Orvonton.
A maladministered jury system may be more or less of a travesty of
justice on some worlds, but on Uversa and its extension tribunals
we employ the highest type of evolved spiritual mentality as juror-
judges. Adjudication is the highest function of any government,
and those who are intrusted with verdict rendering should be cho-
sen from the highest andmost noble types of themost experienced
and understanding individuals.

4 ¶ e selection of candidates for the trinitization classes of
Mighty Messengers, ose High in Authority, and ose without
Name and Number is inherent and automatic. e selective tech-
niques of Paradise are not in any sense arbitrary. Personal expe-
rience and spiritual values determine the personnel of the Trini-
tized Sons of Attainment. Such beings are equal in authority and
uniform in administrative status, but they all possess individuality
and diverse characters; they are not standardized beings. All are
characteristically different, depending on the differentials of their
ascendant careers.

5 In addition to these experiential quali cations, the Trinitized
Sons of Attainment have been trinitized in the divine embrace of
the Paradise Deities. Consequently they function as the co-ordi-
nate associates of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity, for the Trinity
embrace does seem to precipitate out of the stream of future time
many of the unrealized potentials of creature beings. But this is
true concerning only that which pertains to the present universe
age.

6 is group of sons is chie y, but not wholly, concerned with
the services of the ascendant career of the time-spacemortals. If the
viewpoint of a mortal creature is ever in doubt, the question is set-
tled by appeal to an ascendant commission consisting of a Mighty
Messenger, One High in Authority, and One without Name and
Number.

7 You mortals who read this message may yourselves ascend to
Paradise, attain the Trinity embrace, and in remote future ages be
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attached to the service of the Ancients of Days in one of the seven
superuniverses, and sometime be assigned to enlarge the revelation
of truth to some evolving inhabited planet, even as I am now func-
tioning on Urantia.

5. THE TRINITIZED CUSTODIANS
1 e Trinitized Custodians are Trinitized Sons of Selection.

Not only do your races and other mortals of survival value traverse
Havona, attain Paradise, and sometimes nd themselves destined
to superuniverse servicewith the Stationary Sons of theTrinity, but
your faithful seraphic guardians and your equally faithful midway
associates may also become candidates for the same Trinity recog-
nition and superb personality destiny.

2 Trinitized Custodians are ascendant seraphim and translated
midway creatures who have passed through Havona and have at-
tained Paradise and the Corps of the Finality. Subsequently they
were embraced by the ParadiseTrinity andwere assigned to the ser-
vice of the Ancients of Days.

3 e candidates for the Trinity embrace from among the as-
cendant seraphim are accorded this recognition because of their
valiant co-operationwith some ascendantmortal who attained the
Corps of the Finality and was subsequently trinitized. My own se-
raphic guardian of the mortal career went through with me, was
later trinitized, and now is attached to the Uversa government as a
Trinitized Custodian.

4 And so with the midway creatures; many are translated and
achieve Paradise and, alongwith the seraphim and for the same rea-
sons, are Trinity embraced and commissioned as Custodians in the
superuniverses.

5 e Trinitized Custodians are embraced by the Paradise Trin-
ity in groups of 70,000, and  of each group is assigned to a super-
universe. ere are now in the service of Orvonton slightly over
10,000,000 of these trusted and high Custodians. ey serve on
Uversa and on the major and minor headquarters spheres. In their
labours they are assisted by a corps of several billion seconaphim
and other able superuniverse personalities.
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6 eTrinitizedCustodians start out their careers as custodians,
and they continue as such in the affairs of the supergovernments.
In a way, they are officers of their superuniverse governments, but
they do not deal with individuals, as do the Celestial Guardians.

e Trinitized Custodians administer group affairs and foster col-
lective projects. ey are the custodians of records, plans, and
institutions; they act as the trustees of undertakings, personality
groups, ascendant projects, morontia plans, universe projections,
and innumerable other enterprises.

6. THE TRINITIZED AMBASSADORS
1 Trinitized Ambassadors are the second order of the Trinitized

Sons of Selection and like their associates, the Custodians, are re-
cruited from two types of ascendant creatures. Not all ascending
mortals are Adjuster or Father fused; some are Spirit fused, some
are Son fused. Certain of these Spirit- and Son-fusedmortals reach
Havona and attain Paradise. From among these Paradise ascenders,
candidates are selected for the Trinity embrace, and from time to
time they are trinitized in classes of 7,000. ey are then commis-
sioned in the superuniverses as Trinitized Ambassadors of the An-
cients of Days. Almost 500,000,000 are registered on Uversa.

2 Trinitized Ambassadors are selected for the Trinity embrace
upon the advices of their Havona teachers. ey represent the
superior minds of their respective groups and are, therefore, best
quali ed to assist the superuniverse rulers in understanding and in
administering the interests of those worlds from which the Spirit-
fused mortals hail. e Son-fused Ambassadors are of great assis-
tance in our dealings with problems involving the Son-fused order
of personality.

3 Trinitized Ambassadors are the emissaries of the Ancients of
Days for any and all purposes, to any and all worlds or universes
within the superuniverse of their assignment. ey render partic-
ular and important services on the headquarters of the minor sec-
tors, and they perform the numberless miscellaneous assignments
of a superuniverse. ey are the emergency or reserve corps of the
Trinitized Sons of the supergovernments, and they are therefore
available for a great range of duties. ey engage in thousands upon
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thousands of undertakings in superuniverse affairs which it is im-
possible to portray to humanminds since there is nothing transpir-
ing on Urantia that is in any way analogous to these activities.

7. TECHNIQUE OF TRINITIZATION
1 I cannot fully unfold to the material mind the experience of

the supreme creative performance of perfect and perfected spiri-
tual beings — the act of trinitization. e techniques of trinitiza-
tion are among the secrets of Vicegerington and Solitarington and
are revealable to, and understandable by, none save those who have
passed through these unique experiences. erefore is it beyond
the possibility of any being successfully to portray to the human
mind the nature and purport of this extraordinary transaction.

2 Aside from the Deities, only Paradise-Havona personalities
and certainmembers of each of the naliter corps engage in triniti-
zation. Under specialized conditions of Paradise perfection, these
superb beings may embark upon the unique adventure of concept-
identity, and they are many times successful in the production of a
new being, a creature-trinitized son.

3 e glori ed creatures who engage in such adventures of trini-
tization may participate in only one such experience, whereas with
the Paradise Deities there seems to be no limit to the continued
enactment of trinitization episodes. Deity seems to be limited in
just one respect: ere can be only oneOriginal and In nite Spirit,
only one in nite executive of the united will of the Father-Son.

4 e ascendant Adjuster-fused mortal naliters who have at-
tained certain levels of Paradise culture and spiritual development
are among those who can essay to trinitize a creature being. Mor-
tal- naliter companies, when stationed on Paradise, are granted a
recess every millennium of Havona time. ere are seven different
ways such naliters may elect to spend this duty-free period, and
one of these is, in association with some fellow naliter or some
Paradise-Havona personality, to attempt the enactment of creature
trinitization.

5 If two mortal naliters, on going before the Architects of the
Master Universe, demonstrate that they have independently cho-
sen an identical concept for trinitization, the Architects are em-
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powered, on their owndiscretion, to promulgatemandates permit-
ting these glori ed mortal ascenders to extend their recess and to
remove themselves for a time to the trinitizing sector of the Para-
dise Citizens. At the end of this assigned retreat, if they report that
they have singly and jointly elected to make the paradisiacal effort
to spiritualize, idealize, and actualize a selected and original con-
cept which has not theretofore been trinitized, then does Master
Spirit Number Seven issue orders authorizing such an extraordi-
nary undertaking.

6 Unbelievably long periods of time are sometimes consumed in
these adventures; an age seems to pass before these faithful and
determined onetime mortals — and sometimes Paradise-Havona
personalities — nally achieve their goal, really succeed in bring-
ing their chosen concept of universal truth into actual being. And
not always do these devoted couplesmeetwith success; many times
they fail, and that through no discoverable error on their part.
Candidates for trinitization who thus fail are admitted to a special
group of naliters who are designated as beings who havemade the
supreme effort and sustained the supreme disappointment. When
the Paradise Deities unite to trinitize, they always succeed, but not
so with a homogeneous pair of creatures, the attempted union of
two members of the same order of being.

7 ¶ When a new and original being is trinitized by the Gods, the
divine parents are in deity potential unchanged; but when exalted
creature beings enact such a creative episode, one of the contracting
and participating individuals undergoes a unique personalitymod-
i cation. e two ancestors of a creature-trinitized son become in
a certain sense spiritually as one. We believe that this status of bi-
uni cation of certain spiritual phases of personality will probably
prevail until such time as the SupremeBeing shall have attained full
and completed manifestation of personality in the grand universe.

8 Simultaneously with the appearance of a new creature-trini-
tized son, there occurs this functional spiritual union of the two
ancestors; the two trinitizing parents become one on the ultimate
functional level. No created being in the universe can fully explain
this amazing phenomenon; it is a near-divine experience. When
the Father and the Sonunited to eternalize the In nite Spirit, upon
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the accomplishment of their purpose they immediately became as
one and ever since have been one. And while the trinitization
union of two creatures is on the order of the in nite scope of the
perfect Deity union of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son,
the repercussions of creature trinitization are not eternal in nature;
they will terminate upon the completed factualization of the expe-
riential Deities.

9 While these parents of creature-trinitized sons become as one
in their universe assignments, they continue to be reckoned as two
personalities in themake-up and roll calls of theCorps of the Final-
ity and of the Architects of the Master Universe. During the cur-
rent universe age, all trinitization-united parents are inseparable in
assignment and function; where one goes the other goes, what one
does the other does. If parental bi-uni cation involves a mortal (or
other) naliter and a Paradise-Havona personality, the united pa-
rental beings function neither with the Paradisers, Havoners, nor
naliters. Such mixed unions forgather in a special corps made up

of similar beings. And in all trinitization unions, mixed or other-
wise, the parental beings are conscious of, and can communicate
with, each other, and they can perform duties that neither could
have previously discharged.

10 ¶ e SevenMaster Spirits have authority to sanction the trini-
tizing union of naliters and Paradise-Havona personalities, and
such mixed liaisons are always successful. e resultant magnif-
icent creature-trinitized sons are representative of concepts un-
suited to the comprehension of either the eternal creatures of Para-
dise or the time creatures of space; hence they become the wards of
the Architects of theMasterUniverse. ese trinitized sons of des-
tiny embody ideas, ideals, and experience which apparently pertain
to a future universe age and are therefore of no immediate practical
value to either the super- or central universe administrations. ese
unique sons of the children of time and the citizens of eternity are
all held in reserve on Vicegerington, where they are engaged in the
study of the concepts of time and the realities of eternity in a spe-
cial sector of the sphere occupied by the secret colleges of the corps
of the Creator Sons.

11 ¶ e SupremeBeing is the uni cation of three phases ofDeity
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reality: God the Supreme, the spiritual uni cation of certain nite
aspects of the Paradise Trinity; the Almighty Supreme, the power
uni cation of the grand universeCreators; and the SupremeMind,
the individual contribution of the ird Source andCentre and his
co-ordinates to the reality of the Supreme Being. In their triniti-
zation adventures the superb creatures of the central universe and
Paradise are engaged in a threefold exploration of the Deity of the
Supreme which results in the production of three orders of crea-
ture-trinitized sons:

12 1. Ascender-trinitized Sons. In their creative efforts the -
naliters are attempting to trinitize certain conceptual realities of
the Almighty Supreme which they have experientially acquired in
their ascension through time and space to Paradise.

13 2. Paradise-Havona-trinitized Sons. e creative efforts of
the Paradise Citizens and the Havoners result in the trinitization
of certain high spiritual aspects of the Supreme Being which they
have experientially acquired on a supersupreme background bor-
dering on the Ultimate and the Eternal.

14 3. Trinitized Sons of Destiny. But when a naliter and a Par-
adise-Havoner together trinitize a new creature, this conjoint ef-
fort repercusses in certain phases of the Supreme-Ultimate Mind.

e resulting creature-trinitized sons are supercreational; they rep-
resent actualities of Supreme-Ultimate Deity which have not been
otherwise experientially attained, and which, therefore, automati-
cally fall within the province of the Architects of the Master Uni-
verse, custodians of those things which transcend the creational
limits of the present universe age. e trinitized sons of destiny em-
body certain aspects of the unrevealed master universe function of
the Supreme-Ultimate. We do not know a great deal about these
conjoint children of time and eternity, but we know much more
than we are permitted to reveal.

8. THE CREATURETRINITIZED SONS
1 In addition to the creature-trinitized sons considered in this

narrative, there are numerous unrevealed orders of creature-trini-
tized beings— the diverse progeny of themultiple liaisons of seven
naliter corps and Paradise-Havona personalities. But all these
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creature-trinitized beings, revealed and unrevealed, are endowed
with personality by the Universal Father.

2 ¶ When new ascender-trinitized and Paradise-Havona-trini-
tized sons are young and untrained, they are usually dispatched for
long periods of service on the seven Paradise spheres of the In nite
Spirit, where they serve under the tutelage of the Seven Supreme
Executives. Subsequently they may be adopted for further training
in the local universes by the Trinity Teacher Sons.

3 ese adopted sons of high and glori ed creature origin are
the apprentices, student helpers, of theTeacher Sons, and as regards
classi cation they are o en temporarily numberedwith these Sons.

ey may and do execute many noble assignments in self-denial in
behalf of their chosen realms of service.

4 e Teacher Sons in the local universes may nominate their
creature-trinitized wards for embrace by the Paradise Trinity.
Emerging from this embrace as Trinitized Sons of Perfection, they
enter the service of the Ancients of Days in the seven superuniver-
ses, that being the present known destiny of this unique group of
twice-trinitized beings.

5 Not all creature-trinitized sons areTrinity embraced;manybe-
come the associates and ambassadors of the SevenMaster Spirits of
Paradise, of the Re ective Spirits of the superuniverses, and of the
Mother Spirits of the local creations. Others may accept special
assignments on the eternal Isle. Still others may enter the special
services on the secretworlds of the Father andon theParadise sphe-
res of the Spirit. Eventually many nd their way into the conjoint
corps of the Trinitized Sons on the inner circuit of Havona.

6 Excepting the Trinitized Sons of Perfection and those who are
forgathering onVicegerington, the supreme destiny of all creature-
trinitized sons appears to be entrance into the Corps of Trinitized
Finaliters, one of the seven Paradise Corps of the Finality.

9. THE CELESTIAL GUARDIANS
1 Creature-trinitized sons are embraced by the Paradise Trinity

in classes of 7,000. ese trinitized offspring of perfected humans
and of Paradise-Havona personalities are all equally embraced by
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the Deities, but they are assigned to the superuniverses in ac-
cordance with the advice of their former instructors, the Trinity
Teacher Sons. ose of more acceptable service are commissioned
High Son Assistants; those of less distinguished performance are
designated Celestial Guardians.

2 When these unique beings have been Trinity embraced, they
become valuable adjuncts to the superuniverse governments. ey
are versed in the affairs of the ascendant career, not by personal
ascension, but as a result of their service with the Trinity Teacher
Sons on the worlds of space.

3 ¶ Almost one billion Celestial Guardians have been commis-
sioned in Orvonton. ey are chie y assigned to the administra-
tions of the Perfections of Days on the headquarters of the major
sectors and are ably assisted by a corps of ascendant Son-fusedmor-
tals.

4 e Celestial Guardians are the officers of the courts of the
Ancients of Days, functioning as court messengers and as bearers
of the summonses and decisions of the various tribunals of the su-
peruniverse governments. ey are the apprehending agents of the
Ancients of Days; they go forth from Uversa to bring back beings
whose presence is required before the superuniverse judges; they
execute the mandates for the detention of any personality in the
superuniverse. ey also accompany Spirit-fused mortals of the
local universes when, for any reason, their presence is required on
Uversa.

5 ¶ e Celestial Guardians and their associates, the High Son
Assistants, have never been indwelt by Adjusters. Neither are they
Spirit nor Son fused. e embrace of the Paradise Trinity does,
however, compensate for the nonfused status of theTrinitized Sons
of Perfection. e Trinity embrace may act solely upon the idea
which is personi ed in a creature-trinitized son, leaving the em-
braced son otherwise unchanged, but such a limitation occurs only
when so planned.

6 ese twice-trinitized sons are marvellous beings, but they
are neither as versatile nor dependable as their ascendant asso-
ciates; they lack that tremendous and profound personal experi-
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ence which the rest of the sons belonging to this group have ac-
quired by actually climbing up to glory from the dark domains of
space. Weof the ascendant career love themanddo all in our power
to compensate their de ciencies, but theymake us ever grateful for
our lowly origin and our capacity for experience. eir willingness
to recognize and acknowledge their de ciencies in the experienci-
ble realities of universe ascension is transcendently beautiful and
sometimes most touchingly pathetic.

7 Trinitized Sons of Perfection are limited in contrast to other
Trinity-embraced sons because their experiential capacity is time-
space inhibited. ey are experience-de cient, despite long train-
ing with the Supreme Executives and the Teacher Sons, and if this
were not the case, experiential saturation would preclude their be-
ing le in reserve for acquiring experience in a future universe age.

ere is simply nothing in all universal existencewhich can take the
place of actual personal experience, and these creature-trinitized
sons are held in reserve for experiential function in some future
universe epoch.

8 On the mansion worlds I have o en seen these digni ed offi-
cers of the high courts of the superuniverse look so longingly and
appealingly at even the recent arrivals from the evolutionaryworlds
of space that one could not help realizing that these possessors of
nonexperiential trinitization really envied their supposedly less for-
tunate brethrenwho ascend the universal path by steps of bona de
experience and actual living. Notwithstanding their handicaps and
limitations they are a wonderfully useful and ever-willing corps of
workers when it comes to the execution of the complex adminis-
trative plans of the superuniverse governments.

10. HIGH SON ASSISTANTS
1 e High Son Assistants are the superior group of the retrini-

tized trinitized sons of glori ed ascendant beings of the Mortal
Corps of the Finality and of their eternal associates, the Paradise-
Havona personalities. ey are assigned to the superuniverse ser-
vice and function as personal aids to the high sons of the govern-
ments of the Ancients of Days. ey might ttingly be denomi-
nated private secretaries. ey act, from time to time, as clerks for
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special commissions and other group associations of the high sons.
ey serve Perfectors of Wisdom, Divine Counsellors, Universal

Censors, Mighty Messengers, ose High in Authority, and ose
without Name and Number.

2 ¶ If, in discussing theCelestialGuardians, I have seemed to call
attention to the limitations and handicaps of these twice-trinitized
sons, let me now, in all fairness, call attention to their one point
of great strength, the attribute which makes them almost invalu-
able to us. ese beings owe their very existence to the fact that
they are the personi cation of a single and supreme concept. ey
are the personality embodiment of some divine idea, some univer-
sal ideal, as it has never before been conceived, expressed, or trini-
tized. And they have subsequently been Trinity embraced; thus
they show forth and actually embody the verywisdomof the divine
Trinity as concerns the idea-ideal of their personality existence. As
far as that particular concept is revealable to the universes, these
personalities embody all of everything that any creature or Creator
intelligence could possibly conceive, express, or exemplify. ey
are that idea personi ed.

3 Can you not see that such living concentrations of a single su-
preme concept of universe reality would be of untold service to
those who are intrusted with the administration of the superuni-
verses?

4 ¶ Not long since I was directed to head a commission of six
— one of each of the high sons — assigned to the study of three
problems pertaining to a group of new universes in the south parts
of Orvonton. I was made acutely aware of the value of the High
Son Assistants when I made requisition on the chief of their order
onUversa for temporary assignment of such secretaries tomy com-
mission. e rst of our ideas was represented by aHigh SonAssis-
tant onUversa, whowas forthwith attached to our group. Our sec-
ond problemwas embodied in aHigh SonAssistant assigned to su-
peruniverse number three. We securedmuch help from this source
through the central universe clearinghouse for the co-ordination
and dissemination of essential knowledge, but nothing compara-
ble to the assistance afforded by the actual presence of a personality
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who is a concept creature-trinitized in supremacy and Deity-trini-
tized in nality. Concerning our third problem, the records of Par-
adise disclosed that such an idea had never been creature trinitized.

5 ¶ HighSonAssistants are unique andoriginal personalizations
of tremendous concepts and stupendous ideals. And as such they
are able to impart inexpressible illumination to our deliberations
from time to time. When I am acting on some remote assignment
out in the universes of space, think what it means, by way of as-
sistance, if I am so fortunate as to have attached to my mission a
High SonAssistant who is the fullness of divine concept regarding
the very problem I have been sent to attack and solve; and I have
repeatedly had this very experience. e only difficulty with this
plan is that no superuniverse can have a complete edition of these
trinitized ideas; we only get  of these beings; so it is only about
one time in seven that we enjoy the personal association of these
beings even when the records indicate that the idea has been trini-
tized.

6 We could use to great advantagemuch larger numbers of these
beings on Uversa. Because of their value to the superuniverse ad-
ministrations, we, in every way possible, encourage the pilgrims of
space and also the residents of Paradise to attempt trinitization af-
ter they have contributed to one another those experiential realities
which are essential to the enactment of such creative adventures.

7 ¶ We now have in our superuniverse about 1.25 × 106 High
Son Assistants, and they serve on both the major and minor sec-
tors, even as they function on Uversa. ey very o en accompany
us on our assignments to the remote universes. High Son Assis-
tants are not permanently assigned to any Son or to any commis-
sion. ey are in constant circulation, serving where the idea or
ideal which they are can best further the eternal purposes of the
Paradise Trinity, whose sons they have become.

8 ey are touchingly affectionate, superbly loyal, exquisitely in-
telligent, supremely wise — regarding a single idea — and tran-
scendently humble. While they can impart to you the lore of the
universe concerning their one idea or ideal, it is well-nigh pathetic
to observe them seeking knowledge and information on hosts of
other subjects, even from the ascending mortals.
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9 ¶ And this is the narrative of the origin, nature, and function-
ing of certain of those who are called the Trinitized Sons of God,
more particularly of those who have passed through the divine em-
brace of the Paradise Trinity, and who have then been assigned to
the services of the superuniverses, there to give wise and under-
standing co-operation with the administrators of the Ancients of
Days in their untiring efforts to facilitate the inward progress of the
ascendingmortals of time toward their immediateHavona destina-
tion and their eventual Paradise goal.

ahb

10 [Narrated by a Mighty Messenger of the revelatory corps of
Orvonton.]



PAPER №23
THE SOLITARY MESSENGERS

Divine Counsellor

SOLITARY Messengers are the personal and universal corps
of the Conjoint Creator; they are the rst and senior order
of theHigher Personalities of the In nite Spirit. ey repre-

sent the initial creative action of the In nite Spirit in solitary func-
tion for the purpose of bringing into existence solitary personality
spirits. Neither the Father nor the Son directly participated in this
stupendous spiritualization.

2 ese spirit messengers were personalized in a single creative
episode, and their number is stationary. Although I have one of
these extraordinary beings associated with me on this present mis-
sion, I do not know how many such personalities exist in the uni-
verse of universes. I only know, from time to time, howmany are of
registry-record as functioning for the time being within the juris-
diction of our superuniverse. From the last Uversa report I observe
that there were almost 7,690 trillion Solitary Messengers then op-
erating within the boundaries of Orvonton; and I conjecture that
this is considerably less than  of their total number.

1. NATURE AND ORIGIN OF SOLITARY
MESSENGERS

1 Immediately following the creation of the Seven Spirits of the
Havona Circuits the In nite Spirit brought into being the vast
corps of Solitary Messengers. ere is no part of the universal cre-
ation which is pre-existent to the Solitary Messengers except Para-
dise and theHavona circuits; they have functioned throughout the
grand universe from near eternity. ey are fundamental to the di-
vine technique of the In nite Spirit for self-revelation to, and per-
sonal contact with, the far- ung creations of time and space.

2 Notwithstanding that these messengers are existent from the
near times of eternity, they are all aware of a beginning of sel ood.

ey are conscious of time, being the rst of the creation of the
In nite Spirit to possess such a time consciousness. ey are the
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rst-born creatures of the In nite Spirit to be personalized in time
and spiritualized in space.

3 ese solitary spirits came forth in the dawn of time as full-
edged and perfectly endowed spirit beings. ey are all equal, and

there are no classes or subdivisions founded on personal variation.
eir classi cations are based wholly on the type of work to which

they are assigned from time to time.
4 Mortals start out as well-nighmaterial beings on the worlds of

space and ascend inward towards the Great Centres; these solitary
spirits start out at the centre of all things and crave assignment to
the remote creations, even to the individual worlds of the outer-
most local universes and even on beyond.

5 ough denominated Solitary Messengers, they are not lone-
some spirits, for they truly like to work alone. ey are the only be-
ings in all creation who can and do enjoy a solitary existence, albeit
they equally enjoy association with the very few orders of universe
intelligence with whom they can fraternize.

6 ¶ SolitaryMessengers are not isolated in their service; they are
constantly in touchwith thewealth of the intellect of all creation as
they are capable of “listening in” on all the broadcasts of the realms
of their sojourn. ey can also intercommunicate with members
of their own immediate corps, those beings doing the same kind
of work in the same superuniverse. ey could communicate with
others of their number, but they have been directed by the council
of the SevenMaster Spirits not to do so, and they are a loyal group;
they do not disobey or default. ere is no record that a Solitary
Messenger ever stumbled into darkness.

7 e Solitary Messengers, like the Universe Power Directors,
are among the very few types of beings operating throughout the
realms who are exempt from apprehension or detention by the tri-
bunals of time and space. ey could be cited to appear before no
one except the SevenMaster Spirits, but not in all the annals of the
master universe has this Paradise council ever been called upon to
adjudicate the case of a Solitary Messenger.

8 esemessengers of solitary assignment are a dependable, self-
reliant, versatile, thoroughly spiritual, and broadly sympathetic
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group of created beings derived from the ird Source and Cen-
tre; they operate by the authority of the In nite Spirit resident on
the central Isle of Paradise and as personalized on the headquarters
spheres of the local universes. ey are constant partakers of the
direct circuit emanating from the In nite Spirit, even when they
function in the local creations under the immediate in uence of
the local universe Mother Spirits.

9 ¶ ere is a technical reason why these Solitary Messengers
must travel andwork alone. For short periods andwhen stationary,
they can collaborate in a group, but when thus ensembled, they are
altogether cut off from the sustenance and direction of their Par-
adise circuit; they are wholly isolated. When in transit, or when
operating in the circuits of space and the currents of time, if two
or more of this order are in close proximity, both or all are thrown
out of liaison with the higher circulating forces. ey are “short
circuited” as you might describe it in illustrative symbols. ere-
fore they have inherent within them a power of automatic alarm, a
warning signal, which unerringly operates to apprise them of ap-
proaching con icts and unfailingly keeps them sufficiently sepa-
rated as not to interferewith their proper and effective functioning.

ey also possess inherent and automatic powers which detect and
indicate the proximity of both the Inspired Trinity Spirits and the
divine ought Adjusters.

10 ¶ ese messengers possess no power of personality extension
or reproduction, but there is practically no work of the universes
in which they cannot engage, and to which they cannot contribute
something essential and helpful. Especially are they the great time-
savers for those who are concerned in the administration of uni-
verse affairs; and they assist us all, from the highest to the lowest.

2. ASSIGNMENTS OF SOLITARY MESSENGERS
1 Solitary Messengers are not permanently attached to any in-

dividual or group of celestial personalities. ey are on duty, al-
ways by assignment, and during such service they work under the
immediate supervision of those who direct the realms of their at-
tachment. Among themselves they have neither organization nor
government of any kind; they are Solitary Messengers.
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2 ¶ Solitary Messengers are assigned by the In nite Spirit to the
following seven divisions of service:

3 1. Messengers of the Paradise Trinity.
4 2. Messengers of the Havona Circuits.
5 3. Messengers of the Superuniverses.
6 4. Messengers of the Local Universes.
7 5. Explorers of Undirected Assignment.
8 6. Ambassadors and Emissaries of Special Assignment.
9 7. Revelators of Truth.
10 ¶ ese spirit messengers are in every sense interchangeable

from one type of service to another; such transfers are constantly
taking place. ere are no separate orders of Solitary Messengers;
they are spiritually alike and in every sense equal. While they are
generally designated by number, they are known to the In nite
Spirit by personal names. ey are known to the rest of us by the
name or number designative of their current assignment.

11 1. Messengers of the Paradise Trinity. I am not permitted to
reveal much of the work of the group of messengers assigned to
the Trinity. ey are the trusted and secret servants of the Deities,
and when intrusted with special messages which involve the un-
revealed policies and future conduct of the Gods, they have never
been known to divulge a secret or betray the con dence reposed in
their order. And all this is related in this connection, not to appear
boastful of their perfection, but rather to point out that theDeities
can and do create perfect beings.

12 e confusion and turmoil of Urantia do not signify that the
Paradise Rulers lack either interest or ability to manage affairs dif-
ferently. e Creators are possessed of full power to make Uran-
tia a veritable paradise, but such an Eden would not contribute to
thedevelopmentof those strong, noble, and experienced characters
which theGods are so surely forgingout onyourworldbetween the
anvils of necessity and the hammers of anguish. Your anxieties and
sorrows, your trials and disappointments, are just as much a part of
the divine plan on your sphere as are the exquisite perfection and
in nite adaptation of all things to their supreme purpose on the
worlds of the central and perfect universe.
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13 2. Messengers of the Havona Circuits. roughout the ascen-
dant career you will be vaguely, but increasingly, able to detect the
presence of the Solitary Messengers, but not until you reach Ha-
vona will you recognize them unmistakably. e rst of the mes-
sengers youwill see face to face will be those of theHavona circuits.

14 Solitary Messengers enjoy special relations with the natives of
the Havona worlds. ese messengers, who are so functionally
handicappedwhen associating with one another, can and do have a
very close and personal communion with the Havona natives. But
it is quite impossible to convey to human minds the supreme sat-
isfactions consequent upon the contact of the minds of these di-
vinely perfect beingswith the spirits of suchnear-transcendent per-
sonalities.

15 3. Messengers of the Superuniverses. e Ancients of Days,
those personalities of Trinity origin who preside over the destinies
of the seven superuniverses, those trios of divine power and ad-
ministrative wisdom, are bountifully supplied with Solitary Mes-
sengers. It is only through this order of messengers that the triune
rulers of one superuniverse can directly and personally communi-
cate with the rulers of another. Solitary Messengers are the only
available type of spirit intelligence — aside, possibly, from the In-
spiredTrinity Spirits— that can be dispatched from the headquar-
ters of one superuniverse directly to the headquarters of another.
All other personalities must make such excursions by way of Ha-
vona and the executive worlds of the Master Spirits.

16 ere are some kinds of information which cannot be ob-
tained either byGravityMessengers, re ectivity, or broadcast. And
when theAncients ofDayswould certainly know these things, they
must dispatch a Solitary Messenger to the source of knowledge.
Long before the presence of life on Urantia the messenger now as-
sociated with me was assigned on a mission out of Uversa to the
central universe — was absent from the roll calls of Orvonton for
almost 1,000,000 years but returned in due time with the desired
information.

17 ere is no limitation upon the service of Solitary Messen-
gers in the superuniverses; they may function as executioners of
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the high tribunals or as intelligence gatherers for the good of the
realm. Of all the supercreations they most delight to serve in Or-
vonton because here the need is greatest and the opportunities for
heroic effort are greatly multiplied. In the more needy realms we
all enjoy the satisfaction of a more replete function.

18 4. Messengers of the Local Universes. In the services of a lo-
cal universe there is no limit upon the functioning of the Solitary
Messengers. ey are the faithful revealers of the motives and in-
tent of the local universe Mother Spirit, although they are under
the full jurisdiction of the reigning Master Son. And this is true
of all messengers operating in a local universe, whether they are
travelling out directly from universe headquarters, or whether they
are acting temporarily in liaison with Constellation Fathers, Sys-
tem Sovereigns, or Planetary Princes. Before the concentration of
all power in the hands of a Creator Son at the time of his eleva-
tion as sovereign ruler of his universe, these messengers of the local
universes function under the general direction of the Ancients of
Days and are immediately responsible to their resident representa-
tive, the Union of Days.

19 5. Explorers of Undirected Assignment. When the reserve
corps of the Solitary Messengers is overrecruited, there issues from
one of the Seven Supreme Power Directors a call for exploration
volunteers; and there is never a lack of volunteers, for they delight
to be dispatched as free and untrammelled explorers, to experience
the thrill of nding the organizing nucleuses of new worlds and
universes.

20 ey go forth to investigate the clues furnished by the space
contemplators of the realms. Undoubtedly the Paradise Deities
know of the existence of these undiscovered energy systems of
space, but theynever divulge such information. If the SolitaryMes-
sengers did not explore and chart these newly organizing energy
centres, suchphenomenawould long remainunnoticed evenby the
intelligences of adjacent realms. Solitary Messengers, as a class, are
highly sensitive to gravity; accordingly they can sometimes detect
the probable presence of very small dark planets, the very worlds
which are best adapted to life experiments.
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21 ese messenger-explorers of undirected assignment patrol
the master universe. ey are constantly out on exploring expe-
ditions to the uncharted regions of all outer space. Very much of
the information which we possess of transactions in the realms of
outer space, we owe to the explorations of the Solitary Messengers
as they o en work and study with the celestial astronomers.

22 6. Ambassadors and Emissaries of Special Assignment. Local
universes situated within the same superuniverse customarily ex-
change ambassadors selected from their native orders of sonship.
But to avoid delay, Solitary Messengers are frequently asked to go
as ambassadors fromone local creation to another, to represent and
interpret one realm to another. For example: When a newly inhab-
ited realm is discovered, it may prove to be so remote in space that
a long timewill pass before an enseraphimed ambassador can reach
this far-distant universe. An enseraphimed being cannot possibly
exceed the velocity of 899,366 Urantia kilometres in one second
of your time. Massive stars, crosscurrents, and detours, as well as
attraction tangents, will all tend to retard such speed so that on a
long journey the velocity will average about 885,139 km/s.

23 When it develops that it will require hundreds of years for a
native ambassador to reach a far-distant local universe, a Solitary
Messenger is o en asked to proceed there immediately to act as
ambassador ad interim. Solitary Messengers can go in very short
order, not independently of time and space as do the Gravity Mes-
sengers, but nearly so. ey also serve in other circumstances as
emissaries of special assignment.

24 7. Revelators of Truth. e Solitary Messengers regard the
assignment to reveal truth as the highest trust of their order. And
they function ever and anon in this capacity, from the superuniver-
ses to the individual planets of space. ey are frequently attached
to commissions which are sent to enlarge the revelation of truth to
the worlds and systems.

3. TIME AND SPACE SERVICES OF SOLITARY
MESSENGERS

1 e Solitary Messengers are the highest type of perfect and
con dential personality available in all realms for the quick trans-
mission of important and urgent messages when it is inexpedient
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to utilize either the broadcast service or the re ectivitymechanism.
ey serve in an endless variety of assignments, helping out the

spiritual and material beings of the realms, particularly where the
element of time is involved. Of all orders assigned to the services
of the superuniverse domains, they are the highest and most versa-
tile personalized beings who can come so near to defying time and
space.

2 ¶ e universe is well supplied with spirits who utilize gravity
for purposes of transit; they can go anywhere any time — instan-
ter — but they are not persons. Certain other gravity traversers
are personal beings, such as Gravity Messengers and Transcenden-
tal Recorders, but they are not available to the super- and the lo-
cal universe administrators. e worlds teem with angels and men
and other highly personal beings, but they are handicapped by time
and space: e limit of velocity for most nonenseraphimed beings
is 299,789 kilometres of your world per second of your time*; the
midway creatures and certain others can, o en do, attain double
velocity—599,578 km/s—while the seraphimandothers can tra-
verse space at triple velocity, about 899,367 km/s*. ere are, how-

3.2. 299,789 kilometres of your world per second of your time, Note that the speed of
light is 299,792,458 m/s.
2. 899,367 km/s. I have worked out the mathematical details of a possibility of travel-
ling faster than the speed of light by interpreting the h dimension of Kaluza’s “uni-
ed eld theory of gravitation and electromagnetism” as proper time τ and the momen-

tum conjugated to it (the total phase space being the cotangent bundle T ∗M over a
5-dimensional Lorentzian manifold M of signature (−, +, +,+, +)) as rest mass m:
xµ = (t, r, τ), pµ = (E, p,m), thus explicitlymanifesting the geometric nature of rest
mass (as opposed to it being an inherent constant parameter). erefore, the ordinary 4-
dimensionalmass shell constraintE2 = p2+m2, g(p, p)+m2 = 0 appears as nothing
but the restriction on allmatter being supported on the “lightlike cone in 5-dimensions”:
G(p, p) = 0, where g and G are 4d and 5d metric tensors respectively. us, all energy
is “lightlike” in 5 dimensions, but as this “lightlike energy” undergoes slowing down, it
manifests itself (i.e. its projection to a 4-dimensional spacetime submanifold) as a nor-
mal “massive material energy”. In such interpretation of Kaluza’s h dimension there
is no need whatsoever for Klein’s constraint of S1-compacti cation thereof. Moreover,
it is easily seen that the modern offshoots of Kaluza-Klein model (superstring theories,
etc.), which impose such constraints are nothing more than the special cases of mon-
strous situations of energy somehow locked in a loop of time-perception. Our “normal”
perception of time is linear (and has a topology of a closed interval [a, b] ⊂ R1) and no
such compacti cation constraints are demanded. Note, further, that the velocity in the

h dimension (as measured with respect to the coordinate time t) is extremely high
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ever, no transit or messenger personalities who function between
the instantaneous velocities of the gravity traversers and the com-
paratively slow speeds of the seraphim, except the SolitaryMessen-
gers.

3 Solitary Messengers are, therefore, generally used for dispatch
and service in those situations where personality is essential to the
achievement of the assignment, and where it is desired to avoid the
loss of timewhichwould be occasioned by the sending of any other
readily available type of personalmessenger. ey are the only de -
nitely personalized beingswho can synchronizewith the combined
universal currents of the granduniverse. eir velocity in traversing
space is variable, depending on a great variety of interfering in u-
ences, but the record shows that on the journey to ful l thismission
my associatemessenger proceeded at the rate of 1,354,458,739,823
km/s.

4 It is wholly beyondmy ability to explain to thematerial type of
mind how a spirit can be a real person and at the same time traverse
space at such tremendous velocities. But these very Solitary Mes-
sengers actually come to, and go from, Urantia at these incompre-
hensible speeds; indeed, the whole economy of universal adminis-
tration would be largely deprived of its personal element were this
not a fact.

5 ¶ e Solitary Messengers are able to function as emergency
lines of communication throughout remote space regions, realms

for slow movements in purely spatial dimension: dτ
dt =

√
1 − v2. Hence, if we can

imagine a surface capable of re ecting the momentum in τ -dimension (thus causing de-
materialization, i.e. passing through the pointm = 0 in the phase space) into one of the
purely spatial dimensions (just like an ordinary elastic collision at an angle of 45° causes
a re ection of, say px momentum component into py), we would expect by the law of
conservation of 5-momentum the corresponding spatial momentum to be likewise ex-
tremely high, even equal to that of light if the process begins from purely spatial rest
(p = 0). And, having crossed “the light barrier”, there is then nothing peculiar about ac-
celerating to an even higher speed, this being permitted even by such limited treatment
of thematerial reality as Einstein’s Special Relativity theory in four dimensions. e sur-
face itself would have to be immovable in (coordinate) time, such as the Isle of Paradise,
which we are told is reachable from any point in space by moving inward, the Paradise
itself remaining outside space and time. is implies that superluminal travel is possible
from any point in space, but some sort of contact with the Isle of Paradise or other such
“surface immovable in time” (or some other dematerialization technique) is required —
and this is apparently facilitated by the transport seraphim.
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not embraced within the established circuits of the grand universe.
It develops that one messenger, when so functioning, can transmit
a message or send an impulse through space to a fellow messenger
about 100 light-years away as Urantia astronomers estimate stellar
distances.

6 Of the myriads of beings who co-operate with us in the con-
duct of the affairs of the superuniverse, none are more important
in practical helpfulness and timesaving assistance. In the univer-
ses of space we must reckon with the handicaps of time; hence the
great service of the SolitaryMessengers, who, bymeans of their per-
sonal prerogatives of communication, are somewhat independent
of space and, by virtue of their tremendous transit velocities, are so
nearly independent of time.

7 ¶ I am at a loss to explain to Urantia mortals how the Solitary
Messengers can be without form and yet possess real and de nite
personalities. Although they are without that form which would
naturally be associated with personality, they do possess a spirit
presence which is discernible by all higher types of spirit beings.

e Solitary Messengers are the only class of beings who seem to
be possessed of well-nigh all the advantages of a formless spirit cou-
pled with all the prerogatives of a full- edged personality. ey are
true persons, yet endowedwith nearly all of the attributes of imper-
sonal spirit manifestation.

8 In the seven superuniverses, ordinarily — but not always —
everything which tends to increase any creature’s liberation from
the handicaps of time and space proportionately diminishes per-
sonality prerogatives. Solitary Messengers are an exception to this
general law. ey are in their activities all but unrestricted in the
utilization of any and all of the limitless avenues of spiritual expres-
sion, divine service, personalministry, and cosmic communication.
If you could view these extraordinary beings in the light of my ex-
perience in universe administration, you would comprehend how
difficult it would be to co-ordinate superuniverse affairs were it not
for their versatile co-operation.

9 No matter how much the universe may enlarge, no more Soli-
tary Messengers will probably ever be created. As the universes
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grow, the expanded work of administration must be increasingly
borne by other types of spirit ministers and by those beings who
take origin in these new creations, such as the creatures of the Sov-
ereign Sons and the local universe Mother Spirits.

4. SPECIAL MINISTRY OF SOLITARY MESSENGERS
1 e Solitary Messengers seem to be personality co-ordinators

for all types of spirit beings. eir ministry helps to make all the
personalities of the far- ung spiritual world akin. ey contribute
much to the development, in all spirit beings, of a consciousness of
group identity. Every type of spirit being is served by special groups
of Solitary Messengers who foster the ability of such beings to un-
derstand and fraternize with all other types and orders, however
dissimilar.

2 e Solitary Messengers demonstrate such an amazing ability
to co-ordinate all types and orders of nite personality — even to
make contact with the absonite regime of themaster universe over-
controllers — that some of us postulate that the creation of these
messengers by the In nite Spirit is in some manner related to the
Conjoint Actor’s bestowal of Supreme-Ultimate Mind.

3 ¶ When a naliter and a Paradise Citizen co-operate in the
trinitization of a “child of time and eternity” — a transaction
involving the unrevealed mind potentials of the Supreme-Ulti-
mate — and when such an unclassi ed personality is dispatched
to Vicegerington, a Solitary Messenger (a conjectured personal-
ity repercussion of the bestowal of such deity mind) is always as-
signed as guardian-companion to such a creature-trinitized son.

is messenger accompanies the new son of destiny to the world
of his assignment and nevermore leaves Vicegerington. When thus
attached to the destinies of a child of time and eternity, a Solitary
Messenger is forever transferred to the sole supervision of the Ar-
chitects of the Master Universe. What the future of such an ex-
traordinary association may be, we do not know. For ages these
partnerships of unique personalities have continued to forgather
on Vicegerington, but not even a single pair has ever gone forth
therefrom.
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4 Solitary Messengers are of stationary numbers, but the triniti-
zation of the sons of destiny is apparently an unlimited technique.
Since each trinitized son of destiny has assigned to him a Solitary
Messenger, it appears to us that at some time in the remote future
the supply of messengers will become exhausted. Who will take
up their work in the grand universe? Will their service be assumed
by some new development among the Inspired Trinity Spirits? Is
the grand universe at some remote period going to be more nearly
administered by Trinity-origin beings while the single- and dual-
origin creatures move on into the realms of outer space? If the
messengers return to their former service, will these sons of des-
tiny accompany them? Will the trinitizations between naliters
and Paradise-Havoners cease when the supply of Solitary Messen-
gers has been absorbed as guardian-companions of these sons of
destiny? Are all our efficient Solitary Messengers going to be con-
centrated onVicegerington? Are these extraordinary spirit person-
alities going to be eternally associated with these trinitized sons of
unrevealed destiny? What signi cance shouldwe attach to the fact
that these couples forgathering on Vicegerington are under the ex-
clusive direction of those mighty mystery beings, the Architects of
theMasterUniverse? ese andmany similar questionswe askour-
selves, and ask numerous other orders of celestial beings, but we do
not know the answers.

5 ¶ is transaction, together with many similar occurrences in
universe administration, unmistakably indicates that the personnel
of the grand universe, even that of Havona and Paradise, is under-
going a de nite and certain reorganization in co-ordination with,
and with reference to, the vast energy evolutions now taking place
throughout the realms of outer space.

6 We incline to the belief that the eternal futurewill witness phe-
nomena of universe evolution which will far transcend all that the
eternal past has experienced. And we anticipate such tremendous
adventures, even as you should, with keen relish and ever-height-
ening expectation.

ahb

7 [Presented by a Divine Counsellor from Uversa.]
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HIGHER PERSONALITIES OF THE INFINITE

SPIRIT

Divine Counsellor

ONUVERSAwe divide all personalities and entities of the
ConjointCreator into three granddivisions: theHigher
Personalities of the In nite Spirit, the Messenger Hosts

of Space, and the Ministering Spirits of Time, those spirit beings
who are concerned with teaching and ministering to the will crea-
tures of the ascendant scheme of mortal progression.

2 ¶ ose Higher Personalities of the In nite Spirit that nd
mention in these narratives function throughout the grand uni-
verse in seven divisions:

3 1. Solitary Messengers.
4 2. Universe Circuit Supervisors.
5 3. Census Directors.
6 4. Personal Aids of the In nite Spirit.
7 5. Associate Inspectors.
8 6. Assigned Sentinels.
9 7. Graduate Guides.
10 ¶ Solitary Messengers, Circuit Supervisors, Census Directors,

and the Personal Aids are characterized by the possession of
tremendous endowments of antigravity. e Solitary Messengers
are without known general headquarters; they roam the universe
of universes. e Universe Circuit Supervisors and the Census Di-
rectorsmaintainheadquarters on the capitals of the superuniverses.

e Personal Aids of the In nite Spirit are stationed on the central
Isle of Light. e Associate Inspectors and the Assigned Sentinels
are respectively stationed on the capitals of the local universes and
on the capitals of their component systems. e Graduate Guides
are resident in the Havona universe and function on all its billion
worlds. Most of these higher personalities have stations in the local
universes, but they are not organically attached to the administra-
tions of the evolutionary realms.
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11 Of the seven classes composing this group, only the Solitary
Messengers and perhaps the Personal Aids range the universe of
universes. Solitary Messengers are encountered from Paradise out-
ward: through the Havona circuits to the superuniverse capitals
and thence out through the sectors and local universes, with their
subdivisions, and even to the inhabited worlds. Although Solitary
Messengers belong to theHigherPersonalities of the In nite Spirit,
their origin, nature, and service have been discussed in the preced-
ing paper.

1. THE UNIVERSE CIRCUIT SUPERVISORS
1 e vast power currents of space and the circuits of spirit en-

ergy may seem to operate automatically; they may appear to func-
tionwithout let or hindrance, but such is not the case. All these stu-
pendous systems of energy are under control; they are subject to in-
telligent supervision. Universe Circuit Supervisors are concerned,
notwith the realms of purely physical ormaterial energy— the do-
main of the Universe Power Directors — but with the circuits of
relative spiritual energy andwith thosemodi ed circuits which are
essential to themaintenance of both the highly developed spiritual
beings and the morontia or transition type of intelligent creatures.

e supervisors do not give origin to circuits of energy and super-
essence of divinity, but in general they have to do with all higher
spirit circuits of time and eternity and with all relative spirit cir-
cuits concerned in the administration of the component parts of
the grand universe. ey direct and manipulate all such spirit-en-
ergy circuits outside the Isle of Paradise.

2 ¶ UniverseCircuit Supervisors are the exclusive creation of the
In nite Spirit, and they function solely as the agents of the Con-
joint Actor. ey are personalized for service in the following four
orders:

3 1. Supreme Circuit Supervisors.
4 2. Associate Circuit Supervisors.
5 3. Secondary Circuit Supervisors.
6 4. Tertiary Circuit Supervisors.
7 ¶ e supreme supervisors of Havona and the associate super-

visors of the seven superuniverses are of completed numbers; no
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more of these orders are being created. e supreme supervisors
are seven in number and are stationed on the pilot worlds of the
seven Havona circuits. e circuits of the seven superuniverses are
in the charge of a marvellous group of seven associate supervisors,
who maintain headquarters on the seven Paradise spheres of the
In nite Spirit, the worlds of the Seven Supreme Executives. From
here they supervise and direct the circuits of the superuniverses of
space.

8 On these Paradise spheres of the Spirit the seven associate cir-
cuit supervisors and the rst order of the Supreme Power Centres
effect a liaison which, under the direction of the Supreme Execu-
tives, results in the sub-Paradise co-ordination of all material and
spiritual circuits passing out to the seven superuniverses.

9 On the headquarters worlds of each superuniverse are sta-
tioned the secondary supervisors for the local universes of time and
space. e major and minor sectors are administrative divisions
of the supergovernments but are not concerned in these matters
of spirit-energy supervision. I do not know how many secondary
circuit supervisors there are in the grand universe, but on Uversa
there are 84,691 of these beings. Secondary supervisors are being
created right along; from time to time they appear in groups of 70
on the worlds of the Supreme Executives. We obtain them on req-
uisition as we arrange for the establishment of separate circuits of
spirit energy and liaison power to the newly evolving universes of
our jurisdiction.

10 A tertiary circuit supervisor functions on the headquarters
world of every local universe. is order, like the secondary super-
visors, is of continuous creation, being created in groups of 700.

ey are assigned to the local universes by the Ancients of Days.
11 Circuit supervisors are created for their speci c tasks, and they

eternally serve in the groups of their original assignment. ey are
not rotated in service andhencemake an agelong study of the prob-
lems found in the realms of their original assignment. For example:
Tertiary circuit supervisor number 572,842 has functioned on Sal-
vington since the early concept of your local universe, and he is a
member of the personal staff of Michael of Nebadon.
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12 ¶ Whether acting in the local or higher universes, circuit su-
pervisors direct all concerned as to the proper circuits to employ
for the transmission of all spirit messages and for the transit of all
personalities. In their work of circuit supervision these efficient be-
ings utilize all agencies, forces, and personalities in the universe of
universes. ey employ the unrevealed “high spirit personalities of
circuit control” and are ably assisted by numerous staffs composed
of personalities of the In nite Spirit. It is theywhowould isolate an
evolutionary world if its Planetary Prince should rebel against the
Universal Father andhis vicegerent Son. ey are able to throw any
world out of certain universe circuits of the higher spiritual order,
but they cannot annul thematerial currents of the power directors.

13 ¶ e Universe Circuit Supervisors have something of the
same relationship to spirit circuits that the Universe Power Direc-
tors have to material circuits. e two orders are complemental,
together having the oversight of all spirit and all material circuits
that are controllable and manipulatable by creatures.

14 e circuit supervisors exercise certain oversight of thosemind
circuits which are spirit associated much as the power directors
have certain jurisdiction over those phases ofmindwhich are phys-
ical-energy associated — mechanical mind. In general the func-
tions of each order are expanded by liaison with the other, but the
circuits of puremind are subject to the supervision of neither. Nei-
ther are the two orders co-ordinate; in all their manifold labours
the Universe Circuit Supervisors are subject to the Seven Supreme
Power Directors and their subordinates.

15 ¶ While the circuit supervisors are entirely alike within their
respective orders, they are all distinct individuals. ey are truly
personal beings, but they possess a type of other-than-Father-en-
dowed personality not encountered in any other type of creature
in all universal existence.

16 Although you will recognize and know them as you journey
inward towards Paradise, you will have no personal relations with
them. ey are circuit supervisors, and they attend strictly and ef-
ciently to their business. ey deal solely with those personalities
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and entities having the oversight of those activities which are con-
cerned with the circuits subject to their supervision.

2. THE CENSUS DIRECTORS
1 Notwithstanding that the cosmic mind of the Universal Intel-

ligence is cognizant of the presence andwhereabouts of all thinking
creatures, there is operative in the universe of universes an indepen-
dent method of keeping count of all will creatures.

2 e Census Directors are a special and completed creation of
the In nite Spirit, and they exist in numbers unknown to us. ey
are so created as to be able to maintain perfect synchrony with
the re ectivity technique of the superuniverses, while at the same
time they are personally sensitive and responsive to intelligentwill.

ese directors, by a not-fully-understood technique, aremade im-
mediately aware of the birth of will in any part of the grand uni-
verse. ey are, therefore, always competent to give us the num-
ber, nature, and whereabouts of all will creatures in any part of
the central creation and the seven superuniverses. But they do not
function on Paradise; there is no need for them there. On Paradise
knowledge is inherent; the Deities know all things.

3 ¶ Seven Census Directors operate in Havona, one being sta-
tioned on the pilot world of each Havona circuit. Excepting these
seven and the reserves of the order on the Paradise worlds of the
Spirit, all Census Directors function under the jurisdiction of the
Ancients of Days.

4 One Census Director presides at the headquarters of each su-
peruniverse, while subject to such a chief director are thousands
upon thousands, one on the capital of every local universe. All per-
sonalities of this order are equal excepting those on the Havona
pilot worlds and the seven superuniverse chiefs.

5 In the seventh superuniverse there are 100,000 Census Direc-
tors. And this number consists entirely of those assignable to local
universes; it does not include the personal staff of Usatia, the su-
peruniverse chief of all Orvonton directors. Usatia, like the other
superuniverse chiefs, is not directly attuned to the registration of
intelligent will. He is solely attuned to his subordinates stationed
in the Orvonton universes; thus he acts as a magni cent totalling
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personality for their reports coming in from the capitals of the local
creations.

6 From time to time the official recorders of Uversa place on
their records the status of the superuniverse as it is indicated by the
registrations in and upon the personality of Usatia. Such census
data is indigenous to the superuniverses; these reports are trans-
mitted neither to Havona nor to Paradise.

7 ¶ e Census Directors are concerned with human beings —
as with other will creatures — only to the extent of recording the
fact of will function. ey are not concerned with the records of
your life and its doings; they are not in any sense recording person-
alities. e Census Director of Nebadon, number 81,412 of Or-
vonton, now stationed on Salvington, is at this very moment per-
sonally conscious and aware of your living presence here on Uran-
tia; and he will afford the records con rmation of your death the
moment you cease to function as a will creature.

8 Census Directors register the existence of a new will creature
when the rst act of will is performed; they indicate the death of a
will creature when the last act of will takes place. e partial emer-
gence of will observed in the reactions of certain of the higher ani-
mals does not belong to the domain of the Census Directors. ey
keep count of nothing but bona de will creatures, and they are re-
sponsive to nothing butwill function. Exactly how they register the
function of will, we do not know.

9 ese beings always have been, and always will be, Census Di-
rectors. ey would be comparatively useless in any other division
of universe labour. But they are infallible in function; they never
default, neither do they falsify. And notwithstanding theirmarvel-
lous powers and unbelievable prerogatives, they are persons; they
have recognizable spirit presence and form.

3. PERSONAL AIDS OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT
1 We have no authentic knowledge as to the time or manner of

the creation of the Personal Aids. eir number must be legion,
but it is not of record on Uversa. From conservative deductions
based on our knowledge of their work, I venture to estimate that
their number extends high into the trillions. We hold the opinion
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that the In nite Spirit is not limited as to numbers in the creation
of these Personal Aids.

2 e Personal Aids of the In nite Spirit exist for the exclusive
assistance of the Paradise presence of the ird Person of Deity.
Although attached directly to the In nite Spirit and located on
Paradise, they ash to and fro to the uttermost parts of creation.
Wherever the circuits of the Conjoint Creator extend, there these
Personal Aids may appear for the purpose of executing the bidding
of the In nite Spirit. ey traverse space much as do the Solitary
Messengers but are not persons in the sense that themessengers are.

3 e Personal Aids are all equal and identical; they disclose no
differentiation of individuality. ough the Conjoint Actor looks
upon them as true personalities, it is difficult for others to regard
them as real persons; they do notmanifest a spirit presence to other
spirit beings. Paradise-origin beings are always aware of the prox-
imity of theseAids; butwe donot recognize a personality presence.

e lack of such a presence-form undoubtedly renders them all the
more serviceable to the ird Person of Deity.

4 Of all the revealed orders of spirit beings taking origin in the
In nite Spirit, the Personal Aids are about the only ones you will
not encounter on your inward ascent to Paradise.

4. THE ASSOCIATE INSPECTORS
1 e Seven Supreme Executives, on the seven Paradise sphe-

res of the In nite Spirit, collectively function as the administrative
board of supermanagers for the seven superuniverses. e Asso-
ciate Inspectors are the personal embodiment of the authority of
the Supreme Executives to the local universes of time and space.

ese high observers of the affairs of the local creations are the joint
offspring of the In nite Spirit and the Seven Master Spirits of Par-
adise. In the near times of eternity 700,000 were personalized, and
their reserve corps abides on Paradise.

2 Associate Inspectors work under the direct supervision of the
Seven Supreme Executives, being their personal and powerful rep-
resentatives to the local universes of time and space. An inspector
is stationed on the headquarters sphere of each local creation and
is a close associate of the resident Union of Days.
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3 e Associate Inspectors receive reports and recommenda-
tions only from their subordinates, the Assigned Sentinels, sta-
tioned on the capitals of the local systems of inhabited worlds,
while they make reports only to their immediate superior, the Su-
preme Executive of the superuniverse concerned.

5. THE ASSIGNED SENTINELS
1 e Assigned Sentinels are co-ordinating personalities and li-

aison representatives of the Seven Supreme Executives. ey were
personalized on Paradise by the In nite Spirit and were created for
the speci c purposes of their assignment. ey are of stationary
numbers, and there are exactly seven billion in existence.

2 Much as an Associate Inspector represents the Seven Supreme
Executives to a whole local universe, so in each of the 10,000 sys-
tems of that local creation there is an Assigned Sentinel, who acts
as the direct representative of the far-distant and supreme board of
supercontrol for the affairs of all seven superuniverses. e sen-
tinels on duty in the local system governments of Orvonton are
acting under the direct authority of Supreme Executive Number
Seven, the co-ordinator of the seventh superuniverse. But in their
administrative organization all sentinels commissioned in a local
universe are subordinate to the Associate Inspector stationed at
universe headquarters.

3 Within a local creation the Assigned Sentinels serve in rota-
tion, being transferred from system to system. ey are usually
changed every millennium of local universe time. ey are among
the highest ranking personalities stationed on a system capital, but
they never participate in deliberations concerned with system af-
fairs. In the local systems they serve as the ex officio heads of
the four and twenty administrators hailing from the evolutionary
worlds, but otherwise, ascending mortals have little contact with
them. e sentinels are almost exclusively concerned in keeping
the Associate Inspector of their universe fully informed on all mat-
ters relating to the welfare and state of the systems of their assign-
ment.

4 Assigned Sentinels and Associate Inspectors do not report
to the Supreme Executives through a superuniverse headquarters.
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ey are responsible solely to the Supreme Executive of the super-
universe concerned; their activities are distinct from the adminis-
tration of the Ancients of Days.

5 ¶ e Supreme Executives, Associate Inspectors, andAssigned
Sentinels, together with the omniaphim and a host of unrevealed
personalities, constitute an efficient, direct, centralized, but far-
ung systemof advisory and administrative co-ordination of all the

grand universe of things and beings.

6. THE GRADUATE GUIDES
1 e Graduate Guides, as a group, sponsor and conduct the

high university of technical instruction and spiritual training
which is so essential to mortal attainment of the goal of the ages:
God, rest, and then eternity of perfected service. ese highly per-
sonal beings take their name from the nature and purpose of their
work. ey are exclusively devoted to the tasks of guiding themor-
tal graduates from the superuniverses of time through the Havona
course of instruction and training which serves to prepare the as-
cending pilgrims for admission to Paradise and the Corps of the
Finality.

2 I amnot forbidden toundertake to tell youof theworkof these
Graduate Guides, but it is so ultraspiritual that I despair of being
able to adequately portray to the material mind a concept of their
manifold activities. On themansionworlds, a er your vision range
is extended and you are freed from the fetters of material compar-
isons, you can begin to comprehend the meaning of those realities
which “eye cannot see nor ear hear, and which have never entered
the concept of human minds,” even those things which “God has
prepared for those who love such eternal verities.” You are not al-
ways to be so limited in the range of your vision and spiritual com-
prehension.

3 e Graduate Guides are engaged in piloting the pilgrims of
time through the seven circuits of Havona worlds. e guide who
greets you upon your arrival on the receiving world of the outer
Havona circuit will remain with you throughout your entire career
on the heavenly circuits. ough you will associate with countless
other personalities during your sojourn on a billion worlds, your
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Graduate Guide will follow you to the end of your Havona pro-
gression and will witness your entrance into the terminal slumber
of time, the sleep of eternity transit to the Paradise goal, where,
upon awakening, you will be greeted by the Paradise Companion
assigned to welcome you and perhaps to remain with you until you
are initiated as a member of the Mortal Corps of the Finality.

4 ¶ e number of Graduate Guides is beyond the power of hu-
man minds to grasp, and they continue to appear. eir origin is
something of a mystery. ey have not existed from eternity; they
mysteriously appear as they are needed. ere is no record of a
Graduate Guide in all the realms of the central universe until that
far-distant day when the rst mortal pilgrim of all time made his
way to the outer belt of the central creation. e instant he arrived
on the pilot world of the outer circuit, he was met with friendly
greetings by Malvorian, the rst of the Graduate Guides and now
the chief of their supreme council and the director of their vast ed-
ucational organization.

5 On the Paradise records of Havona, in the section denomi-
nated “Graduate Guides,” there appears this initial entry:

6 “And Malvorian, the rst of this order, did greet and instruct
the pilgrim discoverer of Havona and did conduct him from the
outer circuits of initial experience, step by step and circuit by cir-
cuit, until he stood in the very presence of the Source and Destiny
of all personality, subsequently crossing the threshold of eternity
to Paradise.”

7 At that far-distant time I was attached to the service of theAn-
cients of Days on Uversa, and we all rejoiced in the assurance that,
eventually, pilgrims from our superuniverse would reach Havona.
For ages we had been taught that the evolutionary creatures of
spacewould attainParadise, and the thrill of all time swept through
the heavenly courts when the rst pilgrim actually arrived.

8 ¶ e name of this pilgrim discoverer of Havona is Grand-
fanda, and he hailed from planet 341 of system 84 in constellation
62 of local universe 1,131 situated in superuniverse number one.
His arrival was the signal for the establishment of the broadcast
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service of the universe of universes. eretofore only the broad-
casts of the superuniverses and the local universes had been in op-
eration, but the announcement of the arrival of Grandfanda at the
portals ofHavona signalized the inauguration of the “space reports
of glory,” so named because the initial universe broadcast reported
the Havona arrival of the rst of the evolutionary beings to attain
entrance upon the goal of ascendant existence.

9 ¶ Graduate Guides never leave the Havona worlds; they are
dedicated to the service of the graduate pilgrims of time and space.
And you will sometime meet these noble beings face to face if you
do not reject the certain and all-perfected plan designed to effect
your survival and ascension.

7. ORIGIN OF THE GRADUATE GUIDES
1 ough evolution is not the order of the central universe, we

believe that the Graduate Guides are the perfected or more experi-
enced members of another order of central universe creatures, the
Havona Servitals. GraduateGuides show such a breadth of sympa-
thy and such a capacity for understanding the ascendant creatures
that we are convinced they have gained this culture by actual ser-
vice in the superuniverse realms as the Havona Servitals of univer-
salministry. If this view is not correct, how then canwe account for
the continuous disappearance of the senior or more experienced
servitals?

2 A servital will be long absent from Havona on superuniverse
assignment, having been onmany suchmissions previously, will re-
turn home, be granted the privilege of “personal contact” with the
Paradise Central Shining, will be embraced by the Luminous Per-
sons, and disappear from the recognition of his spirit fellows, never
more to reappear among those of his kind.

3 On returning from superuniverse service, a Havona Servi-
tal may enjoy numerous divine embraces and emerge therefrom
merely an exalted servital. Experiencing the luminous embrace
does not necessarily signify that the servital must translate into a
Graduate Guide, but almost ¼ of those who achieve the divine em-
brace never return to the service of the realms.
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4 ¶ ere appears on thehigh records a successionof such entries
as this:

5 “And servital number842,842,682,846,782ofHavona, named
Sudna, came over from the superuniverse service, was received on
Paradise, knew the Father, entered the divine embrace, and is not.”

6 When such an entry appears on the records, the career of such
a servital is closed. But in just threemoments (a little less than three
days of your time) a newbornGraduateGuide “spontaneously” ap-
pears on the outer circuit of theHavona universe. And the number
of Graduate Guides, allowing for a slight difference, due no doubt
to those in transition, exactly equals the number of vanished servi-
tals.

7 ¶ ere is an additional reason for supposing the Graduate
Guides to be evolved Havona Servitals, and that is the unfailing
tendency of these guides and their associated servitals to form such
extraordinary attachments. emanner inwhich these supposedly
separate orders of beings understand and sympathize with one an-
other iswholly inexplicable. It is refreshing and inspiring towitness
their mutual devotion.

8 ¶ e Seven Master Spirits and the associated Seven Supreme
Power Directors, respectively, are the personal repositories of the
mind potential and of the power potential of the Supreme Being
whichhe does not, as yet, operate personally. Andwhen these Para-
dise associates collaborate to create theHavona Servitals, the latter
are inherently involved in certain phases of Supremacy. Havona
Servitals are thus, in actuality, a re ection in the perfect central
universe of certain evolutionary potentialities of the time-space do-
mains, all of which is disclosed when a servital undergoes transfor-
mation and re-creation. We believe that this transformation takes
place in response to the will of the In nite Spirit, undoubtedly act-
ing in behalf of the Supreme. Graduate Guides are not created by
the Supreme Being, but we all conjecture that experiential Deity
is in some way concerned in those transactions which bring these
beings into existence.

9 e Havona now traversed by ascending mortals differs in
many respects from the central universe as it was before the times
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of Grandfanda. e arrival of mortal ascenders on the Havona cir-
cuits inaugurated sweeping modi cations in the organization of
the central and divine creation, modi cations undoubtedly initi-
ated by the Supreme Being — the God of evolutionary creatures
— in response to the arrival of the rst of his experiential children
from the seven superuniverses. e appearance of the Graduate
Guides, together with the creation of the tertiary supernaphim, is
indicative of these performances of God the Supreme.
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PAPER №25
THE MESSENGER HOSTS OF SPACE

One High in Authority

RANKING intermediately in the family of the In nite Spirit
are the Messenger Hosts of Space. ese versatile beings
function as the connecting links between the higher per-

sonalities and the ministering spirits. e messenger hosts include
the following orders of celestial beings:

2 1. Havona Servitals.
3 2. Universal Conciliators.
4 3. Technical Advisers.
5 4. Custodians of Records on Paradise.
6 5. Celestial Recorders.
7 6. Morontia Companions.
8 7. Paradise Companions.
9 ¶ Of the seven groups enumerated, only three—servitals, con-

ciliators, andMorontia Companions— are created as such; the re-
maining four represent attainment levels of the angelic orders. In
accordancewith inherent nature and attained status, themessenger
hosts variously serve in the universe of universes but always subject
to the direction of those who rule the realms of their assignment.

1. THE HAVONA SERVITALS
1 oughdenominated servitals, these “midway creatures” of the

central universe are not servants in anymenial sense of theword. In
the spiritual world there is no such thing asmenial work; all service
is sacred and exhilarating; neither do the higher orders of beings
look down upon the lower orders of existence.

2 ¶ eHavona Servitals are the joint creative work of the Seven
Master Spirits and their associates, the Seven Supreme Power Di-
rectors. is creative collaboration comes the nearest to being the
pattern for the long list of reproductions of the dual order in the
evolutionary universes, extending from the creation of a Bright and
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Morning Star by a Creator Son-Creative Spirit liaison down to sex
procreation on worlds like Urantia.

3 e number of servitals is prodigious, and more are being cre-
ated all the time. ey appear in groups of 1,000 on the 3 mo-
ment following the assembly of theMaster Spirits and the Supreme
PowerDirectors at their joint area in the far northerly sector of Par-
adise. Every 4 servital is more physical in type than the others;
that is, out of each 1,000, 750 are apparently true to spirit type, but
250 are semiphysical in nature. ese 4 creatures are somewhat on
the order of material beings (material in the Havona sense), resem-
bling the physical power directors more than the Master Spirits.

4 ¶ Inpersonality relationships the spiritual is dominantover the
material, even though it does not now so appear on Urantia; and
in the production of Havona Servitals the law of spirit dominance
prevails; the established ratio yields three spiritual beings to one
semiphysical.

5 ¶ e newly created servitals, together with newly appearing
Graduate Guides, all pass through the courses of training which
the senior guides continuously conduct on each of the seven Ha-
vona circuits. Servitals are then assigned to the activities for which
they are best adapted, and since they are of two types — spiritual
and semiphysical — there are few limits to the range of work these
versatile beings can do. e higher or spirit groups are assigned se-
lectively to the services of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, and to
thework of the SevenMaster Spirits. In large numbers they are dis-
patched, from time to time, to serve on the study worlds encircling
the headquarters spheres of the seven superuniverses, the worlds
devoted to the nal training and spiritual culture of the ascending
souls of time who are preparing for advancement to the circuits of
Havona. Both spirit servitals and their more physical fellows are
also designated assistants and associates of the Graduate Guides in
helping and instructing the various orders of ascending creatures
who have attained Havona, and who seek to attain Paradise.

6 e Havona Servitals and the Graduate Guides manifest a
transcendent devotion to their work and a touching affection for
one another, an affection which, while spiritual, you could only
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understand by comparison with the phenomenon of human love.
ere is divine pathos in the separation of the servitals from the

guides, as so o en occurs when the servitals are dispatched onmis-
sions beyond the limits of the central universe; but they gowith joy
and not with sorrow. e satisfying joy of high duty is the eclips-
ing emotion of spiritual beings. Sorrow cannot exist in the face of
the consciousness of divine duty faithfully performed. And when
man’s ascending soul stands before the Supreme Judge, the decision
of eternal import will not be determined by material successes or
quantitative achievements; the verdict reverberating through the
high courts declares: “Well done, good and faithful servant; you
have been faithful over a few essentials; you shall bemade ruler over
universe realities.”

7 On superuniverse service the Havona Servitals are always as-
signed to that domain presided over by the Master Spirit whom
they most resemble in general and special spirit prerogatives. ey
serve only on the educational worlds surrounding the capitals of
the seven superuniverses, and the last report of Uversa indicates
that almost 138 billion servitals were ministering on its 490 satel-
lites. ey engage in an endless variety of activities in connection
with the work of these educational worlds comprising the supe-
runiversities of the superuniverse of Orvonton. Here they are your
companions; they have come down from your next career to study
you and to inspire you with the reality and certainty of your even-
tual graduation from the universes of time to the realms of eternity.
And in these contacts the servitals gain that preliminary experience
of ministering to the ascending creatures of time which is so help-
ful in their subsequent work on the Havona circuits as associates
of the Graduate Guides or— as translated servitals — as Graduate
Guides themselves.

2. THE UNIVERSAL CONCILIATORS
1 For every Havona Servital created, seven Universal Concilia-

tors are brought intobeing, one in each superuniverse. is creative
enactment involves a de nite superuniverse technique of re ective
response to transactions taking place on Paradise.

2 On the headquarters worlds of the seven superuniverses there
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function the seven re ections of the Seven Master Spirits. It is dif-
cult to undertake to portray the natures of these Re ective Spirits

tomaterial minds. ey are true personalities; still eachmember of
a superuniverse group is perfectly re ective of just one of the Seven
Master Spirits. And every time the Master Spirits associate them-
selves with the power directors for the purpose of creating a group
of Havona Servitals, there is a simultaneous focalization upon one
of the Re ective Spirits in each of the superuniverse groups, and
forthwith and full- edgedly an equal number of Universal Con-
ciliators appear on the headquarters worlds of the supercreations.
If, in the creation of servitals, Master Spirit Number Seven should
take the initiative, none but the Re ective Spirits of the seventh
order would become pregnant with conciliators; and concurrently
with the creation of 1,000 Orvontonlike servitals, 1,000 of the
7-order conciliators would appear on each superuniverse capital.
Out of these episodes, re ecting the sevenfold nature of the Mas-
ter Spirits, arise the 7 created orders of conciliators serving in each
superuniverse.

3 Conciliators of pre-Paradise status do not serve interchange-
ably between superuniverses, being restricted to their native seg-
ments of creation. Every superuniverse corps, embracing  of each
created order, therefore spends a very long time under the in u-
ence of one of the Master Spirits to the exclusion of the others, for,
while all seven are re ected on the superuniverse capitals, only one
is dominant in each supercreation.

4 Each of the seven supercreations is actually pervaded by that
one of the Master Spirits who presides over its destinies. Each su-
peruniverse thus becomes like a gigantic mirror re ecting the na-
ture and character of the supervisingMaster Spirit, and all of this is
further continued in every subsidiary local universe by the presence
and function of the Creative Mother Spirits. e effect of such an
environment upon evolutionary growth is so profound that in their
postsuperuniverse careers the conciliators collectively manifest 49
experiential viewpoints, or insights, each angular — hence incom-
plete — but all mutually compensatory and together tending to
encompass the circle of Supremacy.

5 ¶ In each superuniverse the Universal Conciliators nd them-
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selves strangely and innately segregated into groups of four, asso-
ciations in which they continue to serve. In each group, three are
spirit personalities, and one, like the fourth creatures of the servi-
tals, is a semimaterial being. is quartet constitutes a conciliating
commission and is made up as follows:

6 1. e Judge-Arbiter. e one unanimously designated by
the other three as the most competent and best quali ed to act as
judicial head of the group.

7 2. e Spirit-Advocate. e one appointed by the judge-ar-
biter to present evidence and to safeguard the rights of all person-
alities involved in any matter assigned to the adjudication of the
conciliating commission.

8 3. e Divine Executioner. e conciliator quali ed by in-
herent nature to make contact with the material beings of the
realms and to execute the decisions of the commission. Divine ex-
ecutioners, being fourth creatures — quasi-material beings — are
almost, but not quite, visible to the short-range vision of themortal
races.

9 4. e Recorder. e remaining member of the commission
automatically becomes the recorder, the clerk of the tribunal. He
makes certain that all records are properly prepared for the archives
of the superuniverse and for the records of the local universe. If
the commission is serving on an evolutionary world, a third report,
with the assistance of the executioner, is prepared for the physical
records of the system government of jurisdiction.

10 ¶ When in session a commission functions as a group of three
since the advocate is detached during adjudication and participates
in the formulation of the verdict only at the conclusion of the hear-
ing. Hence these commissions are sometimes called referee trios.

11 ¶ e conciliators are of great value in keeping the universe of
universes running smoothly. Traversing space at the seraphic rate
of triple velocity, they serve as the travelling courts of the worlds,
commissions devoted to the quick adjudication of minor difficul-
ties. Were it not for these mobile and eminently fair commissions,
the tribunals of the spheres would be hopelessly overspread with
the minor misunderstandings of the realms.
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12 ese referee trios do not pass uponmatters of eternal import;
the soul, the eternal prospects of a creature of time, is never placed
in jeopardy by their acts. Conciliators do not deal with questions
extending beyond the temporal existence and the cosmicwelfare of
the creatures of time. Butwhen a commissionhas once accepted ju-
risdiction of a problem, its rulings are nal and always unanimous;
there is no appeal from the decision of the judge-arbiter.

3. THE FARREACHING SERVICE OF
CONCILIATORS

1 Conciliators maintain group headquarters on the capital of
their superuniverse, where their primary reserve corps is held.

eir secondary reserves are stationed on the capitals of the local
universes. e younger and less experienced commissioners begin
their service on the lower worlds, worlds like Urantia, and are ad-
vanced to the adjudication of greater problems a er they have ac-
quired riper experience.

2 e order of conciliators is wholly dependable; not one has
ever gone astray. ough not infallible in wisdom and judgment,
they are of unquestioned reliability and unerring in faithfulness.

ey take origin on the headquarters of a superuniverse and even-
tually return thereto, advancing through the following levels of
universe service:

3 1. Conciliators to the Worlds. Whenever the supervising per-
sonalities of the individual worlds become greatly perplexed or ac-
tually deadlocked concerning the proper procedure under existing
circumstances, and if the matter is not of sufficient importance to
be brought before the regularly constituted tribunals of the realm,
then, upon the receipt of a petition of two personalities, one from
each contention, a conciliating commission will begin to function
forthwith.

4 When these administrative and jurisdictional difficulties have
been placed in the hands of the conciliators for study and adjudi-
cation, they are supreme in authority. But they will not formu-
late a decision until all the evidence has been heard, and there is
absolutely no limit to their authority to call witnesses from any-
where and everywhere. And while their decisions may not be ap-
pealed, sometimes matters so develop that the commission closes
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its records at a given point, concludes its opinions, and transfers
the whole question to the higher tribunals of the realm.

5 e commissioners’ decisions are placed on the planetary re-
cords and, if necessary, are put into effect by the divine executioner.
His power is very great, and the range of his activities on an inhab-
ited world is very wide. Divine executioners are masterful manip-
ulators of that which is in the interests of that which ought to be.

eir work is sometimes carried out for the apparent welfare of the
realm, and sometimes their acts on the worlds of time and space
are difficult of explanation. ough executing decrees in de ance
of neither natural law nor the ordained usages of the realm, they
do o times effect their strange doings and enforce themandates of
the conciliators in accordance with the higher laws of the system
administration.

6 2. Conciliators to the System Headquarters. From service on
the evolutionary worlds these commissions of four are advanced to
duty on a system headquarters. Here they have much work to do,
and they prove to be the understanding friends of men, angels, and
other spirit beings. e referee trios are not so much concerned
with personal differences as with group contentions and with mis-
understandings arising between different orders of creatures; and
on a system headquarters there live both spiritual and material be-
ings, as well as the combined types, such as the Material Sons.

7 e moment the Creators bring into existence evolving indi-
viduals with the power of choice, that moment a departure is made
from the smooth working of divine perfection; misunderstand-
ings are certain to arise, and provision for the fair adjustment of
these honest differences of viewpoint must bemade. We should all
remember that the all-wise and all-powerful Creators could have
made the local universes just as perfect as Havona. No conciliating
commissions need function in the central universe. But the Cre-
ators did not choose in their all-wisdom to do this. Andwhile they
have produced universes which abound in differences and teem
with difficulties, they have likewise provided the mechanisms and
themeans for composing all these differences and for harmonizing
all this seeming confusion.
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8 3. eConstellationConciliators. From service in the systems
the conciliators are promoted to the adjudication of the problems
of a constellation, taking up the minor difficulties arising between
its 100 systems of inhabited worlds. Not many problems develop-
ing on the constellation headquarters fall under their jurisdiction,
but they are kept busy going from system to system gathering ev-
idence and preparing preliminary statements. If the contention is
honest, if the difficulties arise out of sincere differences of opinion
andhonest diversity of viewpoints, nomatter how fewpersonsmay
be involved, no matter how apparently trivial the misunderstand-
ing, a conciliating commission can always be had to pass upon the
merits of the controversy.

9 4. Conciliators to the Local Universes. In this larger work of a
universe the commissioners are of great assistance to both theMel-
chizedeks and the Magisterial Sons and to the constellation rulers
and the hosts of personalities concerned with the co-ordination
and administration of the 100 constellations. e different orders
of seraphim and other residents of the headquarters spheres of a
local universe also avail themselves of the help and decisions of the
referee trios.

10 It is almost impossible to explain the nature of those differ-
ences whichmay arise in the detailed affairs of a system, a constella-
tion, or a universe. Difficulties do develop, but they are very unlike
the petty trials and travails of material existence as it is lived on the
evolutionary worlds.

11 5. Conciliators to the Superuniverse Minor Sectors. From the
problems of local universes the commissioners are advanced to the
study of questions arising in the minor sectors of their superuni-
verse. e farther they ascend inward from the individual planets,
the fewer are the material duties of the divine executioner; gradu-
ally he assumes a new role of mercy-justice interpreter, at the same
time—being quasi-material—keeping the commission as a whole
in sympathetic touchwith thematerial aspects of its investigations.

12 6. Conciliators to the Superuniverse Major Sectors. e char-
acter of the work of the commissioners continues to change as they
advance. ere is less and less of misunderstanding to adjudicate
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andmore andmore ofmysterious phenomena to explain and inter-
pret. From stage to stage they are evolving from arbiters of differ-
ences to explainers of mysteries — judges evolving into interpreta-
tive teachers. Arbiters of those who through ignorance permit dif-
culties and misunderstandings to arise, they once were; but they

are now becoming instructors of those who are sufficiently intelli-
gent and tolerant to avoid clashes of mind and wars of opinions.

e higher a creature’s education, the more respect he has for the
knowledge, experience, and opinions of others.

13 7. Conciliators to the Superuniverse. Here the conciliators be-
come co-ordinate— fourmutually understood and perfectly func-
tioning arbiter-teachers. e divine executioner is divested of re-
tributive power and becomes the physical voice of the spirit trio.
By this time these counsellors and teachers have become expertly
familiar with most of the actual problems and difficulties encoun-
tered in the conduct of superuniverse affairs. us they become
wonderful advisers andwise teachers of the ascending pilgrimswho
are in residence on the educational spheres surrounding the head-
quarters worlds of the superuniverses.

14 ¶ All conciliators serve under the general supervision of the
Ancients of Days and under the immediate direction of the Image
Aids until such time as they are advanced to Paradise. During the
Paradise sojourn they report to theMaster Spirit who presides over
the superuniverse of their origin.

15 e superuniverse registries do not enumerate those concilia-
tors who have passed beyond their jurisdiction, and such commis-
sions are widely scattered through the grand universe. e last re-
port of registry onUversa gives the number operating inOrvonton
as almost 18 trillion commissions — over 70 trillion individuals.
But these are only a very small fraction of the multitude of con-
ciliators that have been created in Orvonton; that number is of an
altogether highermagnitude and is the equivalent of the total num-
ber ofHavonaServitals, with allowances for the transmutation into
Graduate Guides.

16 From time to time, as the numbers of the superuniverse concil-
iators increase, they are translated to the council of perfection on
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Paradise, from which they subsequently emerge as the co-ordinat-
ing corps evolved by the In nite Spirit for the universe of univer-
ses, a marvellous group of beings which is constantly increasing in
numbers and efficiency. By experiential ascent and Paradise train-
ing they have acquired a unique grasp of the emerging reality of the
Supreme Being, and they roam the universe of universes on special
assignment.

17 e members of a conciliating commission are never sepa-
rated. A group of four forever serve together just as they were orig-
inally associated. Even in their glori ed service they continue to
function as quartets of accumulated cosmic experience and per-
fected experiential wisdom. ey are eternally associated as the
embodiment of the supreme justice of time and space.

4. TECHNICAL ADVISERS
1 ese legal and technical minds of the spirit world were not

created as such. From the early supernaphim and omniaphim,
1,000,000 of the most orderly minds were chosen by the In nite
Spirit as the nucleus of this vast and versatile group. And ever since
that far-distant time, actual experience in the application of the
laws of perfection to the plans of evolutionary creation has been
required of all who aspire to become Technical Advisers.

2 ¶ e Technical Advisers are recruited from the ranks of the
following personality orders:

3 1. e Supernaphim.
4 2. e Seconaphim.
5 3. e Tertiaphim.
6 4. e Omniaphim.
7 5. e Seraphim.
8 6. Certain Types of Ascending Mortals.
9 7. Certain Types of Ascending Midwayers.
10 ¶ At the present time, not counting themortals andmidwayers

who are all of transient attachment, the number of Technical Ad-
visers registered onUversa and operating inOrvonton is slightly in
excess of 61 trillion.
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11 Technical Advisers frequently function as individuals but are
organized for service and maintain common headquarters on the
spheres of assignment in groups of seven. In each group at least ve
must be of permanent status, while two may be of temporary asso-
ciation. Ascending mortals and ascending midway creatures serve
on these advisory commissions while pursuing the Paradise ascent,
but they do not enter the regular courses of training for Techni-
cal Advisers, nor do they ever become permanent members of the
order.

12 ose mortals and midwayers who serve transiently with the
advisers are chosen for such work because of their expertness in
the concept of universal law and supreme justice. As you journey
toward your Paradise goal, constantly acquiring added knowledge
and enhanced skill, you are continuously afforded the opportunity
to give out to others the wisdom and experience you have already
accumulated; all theway in toHavona you enact the role of a pupil-
teacher. You will work your way through the ascending levels of
this vast experiential university by imparting to those just below
you thenew-foundknowledge of your advancing career. In the uni-
versal regime you are not reckoned as having possessed yourself of
knowledge and truth until you have demonstrated your ability and
your willingness to impart this knowledge and truth to others.

13 A er long training and actual experience, any of the minister-
ing spirits above the status of cherubim are permitted to receive
permanent appointment as Technical Advisers. All candidates vol-
untarily enter this order of service; but having once assumed such
responsibilities, they may not relinquish them. Only the Ancients
of Days can transfer these advisers to other activities.

14 ¶ e training of Technical Advisers, begun in the Melchize-
dek colleges of the local universes, continues to the courts of the
Ancients of Days. From this superuniverse training they proceed
to the “schools of the seven circles” located on the pilot worlds of
the Havona circuits. And from the pilot worlds they are received
into the “college of the ethics of law and the technique of Suprem-
acy,” the Paradise training school for the perfecting of Technical
Advisers.
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15 ese advisers are more than legal experts; they are students
and teachers of applied law, the laws of the universe applied to the
lives and destinies of all who inhabit the vast domains of the far-
ung creation. As time passes, they become the living law libraries

of time and space, preventing endless trouble andneedless delays by
instructing the personalities of time regarding the forms andmodes
of proceduremost acceptable to the rulers of eternity. ey are able
so to counsel the workers of space as to enable them to function in
harmony with the requirements of Paradise; they are the teachers
of all creatures concerning the technique of the Creators.

16 Such a living library of applied law could not be created; such
beings must be evolved by actual experience. e in nite Deities
are existential, hence are compensated for lack of experience; they
know all even before they experience all, but they do not impart
this nonexperiential knowledge to their subordinate creatures.

17 ¶ Technical Advisers are dedicated to the work of preventing
delay, facilitating progress, and counselling achievement. ere is
always a best and right way to do things; there is always the tech-
nique of perfection, a divinemethod, and these advisers know how
to direct us all in the nding of this better way.

18 ese exceedingly wise and practical beings are always closely
associatedwith the service andwork of theUniversal Censors. e
Melchizedeks are provided with an able corps. e rulers of the
systems, constellations, universes, and superuniverse sectors are all
bountifully supplied with these technical or legal reference minds
of the spiritual world. A special group act as law counsellors to the
Life Carriers, advising these Sons concerning the extent of permis-
sible departure from the established order of life propagation and
otherwise instructing them respecting their prerogatives and lati-
tudes of function. ey are the advisers of all classes of beings re-
garding the proper usages and techniques of all spirit-world trans-
actions. But they do not directly and personally deal with the ma-
terial creatures of the realms.

19 Besides counselling regarding legal usages, Technical Advisers
are equally devoted to the efficient interpretation of all laws con-
cerning creature beings—physical, mindal, and spiritual. ey are
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available to the Universal Conciliators and to all others who desire
to know the truth of law; in otherwords, to knowhow the Suprem-
acy of Deity may be depended upon to react in a given situation
having factors of an established physical, mindal, and spiritual or-
der. ey even essay to elucidate the technique of the Ultimate.

20 Technical Advisers are selected and tested beings; I have never
known one of them to go astray. We have no records on Uversa
of their ever having been adjudged in contempt of the divine laws
they so effectively interpret and so eloquently expound. ere is
no known limit to the domain of their service, neither has any been
placed upon their progress. ey continue as advisers even to the
portals of Paradise; the whole universe of law and experience is
open to them.

5. THE CUSTODIANS OF RECORDS ON PARADISE
1 From among the tertiary supernaphim in Havona, certain of

the senior chief recorders are chosen as Custodians of Records, as
keepers of the formal archives of the Isle of Light, those archives
which stand in contrast to the living records of registry in theminds
of the custodians of knowledge, sometimes designated the “living
library of Paradise.”

2 e recording angels of the inhabited planets are the source of
all individual records. roughout the universes other recorders
function regarding both formal records and living records. From
Urantia to Paradise, both recordings are encountered: in a local
universe, more of the written records and less of the living; on Par-
adise, more of the living and less of the formal; onUversa, both are
equally available.

3 Every occurrence of signi cance in the organized and inhab-
ited creation is a matter of record. While events of no more than
local importance nd only a local recording, those of wider signif-
icance are dealt with accordingly. From the planets, systems, and
constellations ofNebadon, everything of universe import is posted
on Salvington; and from such universe capitals those episodes are
advanced tohigher recordingwhichpertain to the affairs of the sec-
tor and supergovernments. Paradise also has a relevant summary of
superuniverse and Havona data; and this historic and cumulative
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story of the universe of universes is in the custody of these exalted
tertiary supernaphim.

4 While certain of these beings have been dispatched to the su-
peruniverses to serve as Chiefs of Records directing the activities
of the Celestial Recorders, not one has ever been transferred from
the permanent roll call of their order.

6. THE CELESTIAL RECORDERS
1 ese are the recorders who execute all records in duplicate,

making an original spirit recording and a semimaterial counterpart
—whatmight be called a carbon copy. is they can do because of
their peculiar ability simultaneously to manipulate both spiritual
and material energy. Celestial Recorders are not created as such;
they are ascendant seraphim from the local universes. ey are re-
ceived, classi ed, and assigned to their spheres ofwork by the coun-
cils of theChiefs ofRecords on theheadquarters of the seven super-
universes. ere also are located the schools for training Celestial
Recorders. e school on Uversa is conducted by the Perfectors of
Wisdom and the Divine Counsellors.

2 As the recorders advance in universe service, they continue
their system of dual recording, thus making their records always
available to all classes of beings, from those of the material order
to the high spirits of light. In your transition experience, as you
ascend from this material world, you will always be able to consult
the records of, and to be otherwise conversantwith, the history and
traditions of your status sphere.

3 e recorders are a tested and tried corps. Never have I known
of the defection of a Celestial Recorder, and never has there been
discovered a falsi cation in their records. ey are subjected to a
dual inspection, their records being scrutinized by their exalted fel-
lows fromUversa andby theMightyMessengers, who certify to the
correctness of the quasi-physical duplicates of the original spirit re-
cords.

4 While the advancing recorders stationed on the subordinate
spheres of record in theOrvonton universes number trillions upon
trillions, those of attained status onUversa are not quite 8,000,000
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in number. ese senior or graduate recorders are the superuni-
verse custodians and forwarders of the sponsored records of time
and space. eir permanent headquarters are in the circular abodes
surrounding the area of records on Uversa. ey never leave the
custody of these records to others; as individuals they may be ab-
sent, but never in large numbers.

5 Like those supernaphim who have become Custodians of Re-
cords, the corps of Celestial Recorders is of permanent assignment.
Once seraphim and supernaphim are mustered into these services,
they will respectively remain Celestial Recorders and Custodians
of Records until the day of the new and modi ed administration
of the full personalization of God the Supreme.

6 On Uversa these senior Celestial Recorders can show the re-
cords of everything of cosmic import in all Orvonton since the far-
distant times of the arrival of the Ancients of Days, while on the
eternal Isle the Custodians of Records guard the archives of that
realm which testify to the transactions of Paradise since the times
of the personi cation of the In nite Spirit.

7. THE MORONTIA COMPANIONS
1 ese children of the local universe Mother Spirits are the

friends and associates of all who live the ascending morontia life.
ey are not indispensable to an ascender’s real work of creature

progression, neither do they in any sense displace the work of the
seraphic guardianswhoo en accompany theirmortal associates on
the Paradise journey. e Morontia Companions are simply gra-
cious hosts to those who are just beginning the long inward ascent.

ey are also skillful play sponsors and are ably assisted in thiswork
by the reversion directors.

2 ough you will have earnest and progressively difficult tasks
to perform on the morontia training worlds of Nebadon, you
will always be provided with regular seasons of rest and reversion.

roughout the journey to Paradise there will always be time for
rest and spirit play; and in the career of light and life there is always
time for worship and new achievement.

3 eseMorontia Companions are such friendly associates that,
when you nally leave the last phase of the morontia experience,
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as you prepare to embark upon the superuniverse spirit adventure,
you will truly regret that these companionable creatures cannot ac-
company you, but they serve exclusively in the local universes. At
every stage of the ascending career all contactable personalities will
be friendly and companionable, but not until you meet the Para-
diseCompanionswill you nd another group so devoted to friend-
ship and companionship.

4 e work of theMorontia Companions is more fully depicted
in those narratives dealing with the affairs of your local universe.

8. THE PARADISE COMPANIONS
1 e Paradise Companions are a composite or assembled group

recruited from the ranks of the seraphim, seconaphim, super-
naphim, and omniaphim. ough serving for what you would re-
gard as an extraordinary length of time, they are not of permanent
status. When this ministry has been completed, as a rule (but not
invariably) they return to those duties they performed when sum-
moned to Paradise service.

2 Members of the angelic hosts are nominated for this service
by the local universe Mother Spirits, by the superuniverse Re ec-
tive Spirits, and by Majeston of Paradise. ey are summoned to
the central Isle and are commissioned as Paradise Companions by
one of the Seven Master Spirits. Aside from permanent status on
Paradise, this temporary service of Paradise companionship is the
highest honour ever conferred upon the ministering spirits.

3 ese selected angels are dedicated to the service of compan-
ionship and are assigned as associates to all classes of beings who
may chance to be alone on Paradise, chie y to the ascendant mor-
tals but also to all others who are alone on the central Isle. Par-
adise Companions have nothing especial to accomplish in behalf
of those with whom they fraternize; they are simply companions.
Almost every other being you mortals will encounter during your
Paradise sojourn — aside from your fellow pilgrims — will have
something de nite to do with you or for you; but these compan-
ions are assigned only to be with you and to commune with you as
personality associates. ey are o en assisted in their ministry by
the gracious and brilliant Paradise Citizens.
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4 Mortals come from races that are very social. eCreatorswell
know that it is “not good for man to be alone,” and provision is
accordingly made for companionship, even on Paradise.

5 ¶ If you, as an ascendant mortal, should reach Paradise in the
company of the companion or close associate of your earthly career,
or if your seraphic guardian of destiny should chance to arrive with
you or were waiting for you, then no permanent companionwould
be assigned you. But if you arrive alone, a companionwill certainly
welcome you as you awaken on the Isle of Light from the terminal
sleep of time. Even if it is known that you will be accompanied by
someone of ascendant association, temporary companions will be
designated to welcome you to the eternal shores and to escort you
to the reservationmade ready for the reception of you and your as-
sociates. You may be certain of being warmly welcomed when you
experience the resurrection into eternity on the everlasting shores
of Paradise.

6 Reception companions are assigned during the terminal days
of the ascenders’ sojourn on the last circuit of Havona, and they
carefully examine the records of mortal origin and eventful ascent
through the worlds of space and the circles of Havona. When they
greet themortals of time, they are already well versed in the careers
of these arriving pilgrims and immediately prove to be sympathetic
and intriguing companions.

7 During your pre naliter sojourn on Paradise, if for any rea-
son you should be temporarily separated from your associate of
the ascending career — mortal or seraphic — a Paradise Compan-
ion would be forthwith assigned for counsel and companionship.
When once assigned to an ascendant mortal of solitary residence
on Paradise, the companion remains with this person until he ei-
ther is rejoined by his ascendant associates or is duly mustered into
the Corps of the Finality.

8 ¶ ParadiseCompanions are assigned in order of waiting except
that an ascender is never placed in the charge of a companionwhose
nature is unlike his superuniverse type. If a Urantia mortal were ar-
riving on Paradise today, there would be assigned to him the rst
waiting companion either of origin in Orvonton or otherwise of
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the nature of the Seventh Master Spirit. Hence the omniaphim
serve not with the ascendant creatures from the seven superuniver-
ses.

9 ¶ Many additional services are performed by the Paradise
Companions: If an ascending mortal should reach the central uni-
verse alone and, while traversingHavona, should fail in some phase
of the Deity adventure, in due course he would be remanded to
the universes of time, and forthwith a call would be made to the
reserves of the Paradise Companions. One of this order would be
assigned to follow the defeated pilgrim, to bewith him and to com-
fort and cheer him, and to remainwith himuntil he returned to the
central universe to resume the Paradise ascent.

10 If an ascendingpilgrimmetdefeat in theDeity adventurewhile
traversing Havona in the company of an ascending seraphim, the
guardian angel of the mortal career, she would elect to accompany
her mortal associate. ese seraphim always volunteer and are per-
mitted to accompany their long-time mortal comrades back to the
service of time and space.

11 But not so with two closely associated mortal ascenders: If
one attains God while the other temporarily fails, the successful
individual invariably chooses to go back to the evolutionary cre-
ations with the disappointed personality, but this is not permit-
ted. Instead, a call is made to the reserves of the Paradise Com-
panions, and one of the volunteers is selected to accompany the
disappointed pilgrim. A volunteer Paradise Citizen then becomes
associated with the successful mortal, who tarries on the central
Isle awaiting the Havona return of the defeated comrade and in
the meantime teaches in certain Paradise schools, presenting the
adventurous story of the evolutionary ascent.

ahb

12 [Sponsored by One High in Authority from Uversa.]



PAPER №26
MINISTERING SPIRITS OF THE CENTRAL

UNIVERSE

Perfector of Wisdom

SUPERNAPHIM are the ministering spirits of Paradise and
the central universe; they are the highest order of the low-
est group of the children of the In nite Spirit — the angelic

hosts. Such ministering spirits are to be encountered from the Isle
of Paradise to the worlds of time and space. No major part of the
organized and inhabited creation is without their services.

1. THE MINISTERING SPIRITS
1 Angels are the ministering-spirit associates of the evolutionary

and ascendingwill creatures of all space; they are also the colleagues
and working associates of the higher hosts of the divine personali-
ties of the spheres. e angels of all orders are distinct personalities
and are highly individualized. ey all have a large capacity for ap-
preciation of theministrations of the reversion directors. Together
with the Messenger Hosts of Space, the ministering spirits enjoy
seasons of rest and change; they possess very social natures andhave
an associative capacity far transcending that of human beings.

2 ¶ e ministering spirits of the grand universe are classi ed as
follows:

3 1. Supernaphim.
4 2. Seconaphim.
5 3. Tertiaphim.
6 4. Omniaphim.
7 5. Seraphim.
8 6. Cherubim and Sanobim.
9 7. Midway Creatures.
10 ¶ e individual members of the angelic orders are not al-

together stationary as to personal status in the universe. Angels
of certain orders may become Paradise Companions for a season;
some become Celestial Recorders; others ascend to the ranks of
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the Technical Advisers. Certain of the cherubim may aspire to se-
raphic status and destiny, while evolutionary seraphim can achieve
the spiritual levels of the ascending Sons of God.

11 ¶ e seven orders of ministering spirits, as revealed, are
grouped for presentation in accordance with their functions of
greatest importance to ascending creatures:

12 1. e Ministering Spirits of the Central Universe. e three
orders of supernaphim serve in the Paradise-Havona system. Pri-
mary or Paradise supernaphim are created by the In nite Spirit.

e secondary and tertiary orders, serving in Havona, are respec-
tively the offspring of the Master Spirits and of the Spirits of the
Circuits.

13 2. e Ministering Spirits of the Superuniverses — the sec-
onaphim, the tertiaphim, and the omniaphim. Seconaphim, the
children of the Re ective Spirits, variously serve in the seven su-
peruniverses. Tertiaphim, of origin in the In nite Spirit, are even-
tually dedicated to the liaison service of the Creator Sons and the
Ancients of Days. Omniaphim are created concertedly by the In-
nite Spirit and the Seven Supreme Executives, and they are the

exclusive servants of the latter. e discussion of these three orders
forms the subject of a succeeding narrative in this series.

14 3. e Ministering Spirits of the Local Universes embrace the
seraphim and their assistants, the cherubim. With these offspring of
aUniverseMother Spiritmortal ascenders have initial contact. e
midway creatures, of nativity on the inhabitedworlds, are not really
of the angelic orders proper, though o en functionally grouped
with the ministering spirits. eir story, with an account of the
seraphim and cherubim, is presented in those papers dealing with
the affairs of your local universe.

15 ¶ All orders of the angelic hosts are devoted to the various uni-
verse services, and theyminister in onewayor another to thehigher
orders of celestial beings; but it is the supernaphim, seconaphim,
and seraphim who, in large numbers, are employed in the further-
ance of the ascending scheme of progressive perfection for the chil-
drenof time. Functioning in the central, super-, and local universes,
they form that unbroken chain of spirit ministers which has been
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provided by the In nite Spirit for the help and guidance of all who
seek to attain the Universal Father through the Eternal Son.

16 Supernaphim are limited in “spirit polarity” regarding only
one phase of action, that with theUniversal Father. ey can work
singly except when directly employing the exclusive circuits of the
Father. When they are in power reception on the Father’s direct
ministry, supernaphimmust voluntarily associate in pairs to be able
to function. Seconaphim are likewise limited and in additionmust
work in pairs in order to synchronize with the circuits of the Eter-
nal Son. Seraphimcanwork singly as discrete and localized person-
alities, but they are able to encircuit only when polarized as liaison
pairs. When such spirit beings are associated as pairs, the one is
spoken of as complemental to the other. Complemental relation-
ships may be transient; they are not necessarily of a permanent na-
ture.

17 ese brilliant creatures of light are sustained directly by the
intake of the spiritual energy of the primary circuits of the universe.
Urantia mortals must obtain light-energy through the vegetative
incarnation, but the angelic hosts are encircuited; they “have food
that you know not.” ey also partake of the circulating teachings
of the marvellous Trinity Teacher Sons; they have a reception of
knowledge and an intake of wisdom much resembling their tech-
nique of assimilating the life energies.

2. THE MIGHTY SUPERNAPHIM
1 e supernaphim are the skilledministers to all types of beings

who sojourn on Paradise and in the central universe. ese high
angels are created in three major orders: primary, secondary, and
tertiary.

2 ¶ Primary supernaphim are the exclusive offspring of the Con-
joint Creator. ey divide their ministry about equally between
certain groups of theParadiseCitizens and the ever-enlarging corps
of ascendant pilgrims. ese angels of the eternal Isle are highly ef-
cacious in furthering the essential training of both groups of Par-

adise dwellers. ey contribute much that is helpful to the mutual
understanding of these two unique orders of universe creatures —
the one being the highest type of divine and perfect will creature,
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and the other, the perfected evolution of the lowest type of will
creature in all the universe of universes.

3 ¶ e work of the primary supernaphim is so unique and dis-
tinctive that it will be separately considered in the succeeding nar-
rative.

4 ¶ Secondary supernaphim are the directors of the affairs of as-
cending beings on the seven circuits of Havona. ey are equally
concerned in ministering to the educational training of numerous
orders of Paradise Citizens who sojourn for long periods on the
world circuits of the central creation, but we may not discuss this
phase of their service.

5 ¶ ere are seven types of these high angels, each of origin in
one of the Seven Master Spirits and in nature patterned accord-
ingly. Collectively, the Seven Master Spirits create many different
groups of unique beings and entities, and the individual members
of each order are comparatively uniform in nature. But when these
same Seven Spirits create individually, the resulting orders are al-
ways sevenfold in nature; the children of each Master Spirit par-
take of the nature of their creator and are accordingly diverse from
the others. Such is the origin of the secondary supernaphim, and
the angels of all seven created types function in all channels of ac-
tivity open to their entire order, chie y on the seven circuits of the
central and divine universe.

6 ¶ Each of the seven planetary circuits of Havona is under the
direct supervision of one of the Seven Spirits of theCircuits, them-
selves the collective — hence uniform — creation of the Seven
Master Spirits. ough partaking of the nature of the ird Source
and Centre, these seven subsidiary Spirits of Havona were not a
part of the original pattern universe. ey were in function a er
the original (eternal) creation but long before the times of Grand-
fanda. ey undoubtedly appeared as a creative response of the
Master Spirits to the emerging purpose of the Supreme Being, and
they were discovered in function upon the organization of the
grand universe. e In nite Spirit and all his creative associates, as
universal co-ordinators, seem abundantly endowed with the abil-
ity to make suitable creative responses to the simultaneous devel-
opments in the experiential Deities and in the evolving universes.
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7 ¶ Tertiary supernaphim take origin in these Seven Spirits of
the Circuits. Each one of them, on the separate Havona circles,
is empowered by the In nite Spirit to create a sufficient number of
high superaphicministers of the tertiary order tomeet the needs of
the central universe. While the Circuit Spirits produced compara-
tively few of these angelic ministers prior to the arrival in Havona
of the pilgrims of time, the SevenMaster Spirits did not even begin
the creation of secondary supernaphim until the landing ofGrand-
fanda. As the older of the two orders, the tertiary supernaphimwill
therefore receive rst consideration.

3. THE TERTIARY SUPERNAPHIM
1 ese servants of the Seven Master Spirits are the angelic spe-

cialists of the various circuits ofHavona, and theirministry extends
to both the ascending pilgrims of time and the descending pilgrims
of eternity. On the billion study worlds of the perfect central cre-
ation, your superaphic associates of all orders will be fully visible
to you. ere you will all be, in the highest sense, fraternal and
understanding beings of mutual contact and sympathy. You will
also fully recognize and exquisitely fraternize with the descending
pilgrims, the Paradise Citizens, who traverse these circuits from
within outward, entering Havona through the pilot world of the
rst circuit and proceeding outward to the seventh.
2 e ascending pilgrims from the seven superuniverses pass

through Havona in the opposite direction, entering by way of the
pilot world of the seventh circuit and proceeding inward. ere is
no time limit set on the progress of the ascending creatures from
world to world and from circuit to circuit, just as no xed span of
time is arbitrarily assigned to residence on the morontia worlds.
But, whereas adequately developed individuals may be exempted
from sojourn on one or more of the local universe training worlds,
no pilgrim may avoid passing through all seven of the Havona cir-
cuits of progressive spiritualization.

3 ¶ at corps of tertiary supernaphim which is chie y assigned
to the service of the pilgrims of time is classi ed as follows:

4 1. e Harmony Supervisors. It must be apparent that some
sort of co-ordinating in uence would be required, even in per-
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fect Havona, to maintain system and to ensure harmony in all the
work of preparing the pilgrims of time for their subsequent Par-
adise achievements. Such is the real mission of the harmony su-
pervisors — to keep everything moving along smoothly and expe-
ditiously. Originating on the rst circuit, they serve throughout
Havona, and their presence on the circuits means that nothing can
possibly go amiss. A great ability to co-ordinate a diversity of ac-
tivities involving personalities of differing orders — even multiple
levels—enables these supernaphim to give assistancewherever and
whenever required. ey contribute enormously to themutual un-
derstanding of the pilgrims of time and the pilgrims of eternity.

5 2. e Chief Recorders. ese angels are created on the sec-
ond circuit but operate everywhere in the central universe. ey re-
cord in triplicate, executing records for the literal les of Havona,
for the spiritual les of their order, and for the formal records of
Paradise. In addition they automatically transmit the transactions
of true-knowledge import to the living libraries of Paradise, the
custodians of knowledge of the primary order of supernaphim.

6 3. e Broadcasters. e children of the third Circuit Spirit
function throughout Havona, although their official station is lo-
cated on planet number 70 in the outermost circle. ese master
technicians are the broadcast receivers and senders of the central
creation and the directors of the space reports of allDeity phenom-
ena on Paradise. ey can operate all of the basic circuits of space.

7 4. e Messengers take origin on circuit number four. ey
range the Paradise-Havona system as bearers of all messages requir-
ing personal transmission. ey serve their fellows, the celestial
personalities, the Paradise pilgrims, and even the ascendant souls
of time.

8 5. e Intelligence Co-ordinators. ese tertiary super-
naphim, the children of the h Circuit Spirit, are always the wise
and sympathetic promoters of fraternal association between the
ascending and the descending pilgrims. ey minister to all the
inhabitants of Havona, and especially to the ascenders, by keep-
ing them currently informed regarding the affairs of the universe
of universes. By virtue of personal contacts with the broadcast-
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ers and the re ectors, these “living newspapers” of Havona are in-
stantly conversant with all information passing over the vast news
circuits of the central universe. ey secure intelligence by the Ha-
vona graph method, which enables them automatically to assim-
ilate as much information in one hour of Urantia time as would
require 1,000 years for your most rapid telegraphic technique to
record.

9 6. e Transport Personalities. ese beings, of origin on cir-
cuit number 6, usually operate fromplanet number 40 in the outer-
most circuit. It is they who take away the disappointed candidates
who transiently fail in the Deity adventure. ey stand ready to
serve all who must come and go in the service of Havona, and who
are not space traversers.

10 7. e Reserve Corps. e uctuations in the work with the
ascendant beings, the Paradise pilgrims, and other orders of beings
sojourning inHavona, make it necessary tomaintain these reserves
of supernaphimon the pilot world of the seventh circle, where they
take origin. ey are created without special design and are com-
petent to take up service in the less exacting phases of any of the
duties of their superaphic associates of the tertiary order.

4. THE SECONDARY SUPERNAPHIM
1 e secondary supernaphim are ministers to the seven plane-

tary circuits of the central universe. Part are devoted to the service
of the pilgrims of time, and ½ of the entire order is assigned to the
training of the Paradise pilgrims of eternity. ese Paradise Citi-
zens, in their pilgrimage through the Havona circuits, are also at-
tended by volunteers from the Mortal Finality Corps, an arrange-
ment that has prevailed since the completion of the rst naliter
group.

2 ¶ According to their periodic assignment to theministry of the
ascending pilgrims, secondary supernaphim work in the following
seven groups:

3 1. Pilgrim Helpers.
4 2. Supremacy Guides.
5 3. Trinity Guides.
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6 4. Son Finders.
7 5. Father Guides.
8 6. Counsellors and Advisers.
9 7. Complements of Rest.
10 ¶ Each of theseworking groups contains angels of all seven cre-

ated types, and a pilgrim of space is always tutored by secondary
supernaphim of origin in the Master Spirit who presides over that
pilgrim’s superuniverse of nativity. When you mortals of Urantia
attainHavona, youwill certainly be piloted by supernaphimwhose
created natures — like your own evolved natures — are derived
from the Master Spirit of Orvonton. And since your tutors spring
from the Master Spirit of your own superuniverse, they are espe-
cially quali ed to understand, comfort, and assist you in all your
efforts to attain Paradise perfection.

11 e pilgrims of time are transported past the dark gravity bod-
ies of Havona to the outer planetary circuit by the transport per-
sonalities of the primary order of seconaphim, operating from the
headquarters of the seven superuniverses. A majority, but not all,
of the seraphim of planetary and local universe service who have
been accredited for the Paradise ascent will part with their mortal
associates before the long ight to Havona and will at once begin
a long and intense training for supernal assignment, expecting to
achieve, as seraphim, perfection of existence and supremacy of ser-
vice. And this they do, hoping to rejoin the pilgrims of time, to
be reckoned among those who forever follow the course of such
mortals as have attained the Universal Father and have received as-
signment to the undisclosed service of the Corps of the Finality.

12 e pilgrim lands on the receiving planet of Havona, the pi-
lot world of the seventh circuit, with only one endowment of per-
fection, perfection of purpose. e Universal Father has decreed:
“Be you perfect, even as I am perfect.” at is the astounding invi-
tation-command broadcast to the nite children of the worlds of
space. e promulgation of that injunction has set all creation astir
in the co-operative effort of the celestial beings to assist in bringing
about the ful lment and realization of that tremendous command
of the First Great Source and Centre.
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13 When, through and by the ministry of all the helper hosts of
the universal scheme of survival, you are nally deposited on the
receiving world ofHavona, you arrive with only one sort of perfec-
tion — perfection of purpose. Your purpose has been thoroughly
proved; your faith has been tested. You are known to be disap-
pointment proof. Not even the failure to discern the Universal Fa-
ther can shake the faith or seriously disturb the trust of an ascen-
dant mortal who has passed through the experience that all must
traverse in order to attain the perfect spheres of Havona. By the
time you reachHavona, your sincerity has become sublime. Perfec-
tion of purpose and divinity of desire, with steadfastness of faith,
have secured your entrance to the settled abodes of eternity; your
deliverance from the uncertainties of time is full and complete; and
now must you come face to face with the problems of Havona and
the immensities of Paradise, to meet which you have so long been
in training in the experiential epochs of time on the world schools
of space.

14 Faith has won for the ascendant pilgrim a perfection of pur-
pose which admits the children of time to the portals of eternity.
Now must the pilgrim helpers begin the work of developing that
perfection of understanding and that technique of comprehension
which are so indispensable to Paradise perfection of personality.

15 Ability to comprehend is the mortal passport to Paradise. Will-
ingness to believe is the key toHavona. e acceptance of sonship,
co-operation with the indwelling Adjuster, is the price of evolu-
tionary survival.

5. THE PILGRIM HELPERS
1 e rst of the seven groups of secondary supernaphim to be

encountered are the pilgrim helpers, those beings of quick under-
standing and broad sympathy whowelcome themuch-travelled as-
cenders of space to the stabilizedworlds and settled economyof the
central universe. Simultaneously these high ministers begin their
work for the Paradise pilgrims of eternity, the rst of whom arrived
on the pilot world of the inner Havona circuit concomitantly with
the landing of Grandfanda on the pilot world of the outer circuit.
Back in those far-distant days the pilgrims from Paradise and the
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pilgrims of time rst met on the receiving world of circuit number
four.

2 ese pilgrim helpers, functioning on the seventh circle of
Havona worlds, conduct their work for the ascending mortals in
three major divisions: rst, the supreme understanding of the Par-
adise Trinity; second, the spiritual comprehension of the Father-
Son partnership; and third, the intellectual recognition of the In-
nite Spirit. Each of these phases of instruction is divided into 7

branches of 12minor divisions of 70 subsidiary groups; and each of
these 70 subsidiary groupings of instruction is presented in 1,000
classi cations. More detailed instruction is provided on subse-
quent circles, but an outline of every Paradise requirement is taught
by the pilgrim helpers.

3 at, then, is the primary or elementary course which con-
fronts the faith-tested and much-travelled pilgrims of space. But
longbefore reachingHavona, these ascendant childrenof timehave
learned to feast upon uncertainty, to fatten upon disappointment,
to enthuse over apparent defeat, to invigorate in the presence of
difficulties, to exhibit indomitable courage in the face of immen-
sity, and to exercise unconquerable faithwhen confrontedwith the
challenge of the inexplicable. Long since, the battle cry of these pil-
grimsbecame: “In liaisonwithGod, nothing—absolutely nothing
— is impossible.”

4 ere is a de nite requirement of the pilgrims of time on each
of theHavona circles; and while every pilgrim continues under the
tutelage of supernaphim by nature adapted to helping that partic-
ular type of ascendant creature, the course thatmust bemastered is
fairly uniform for all ascenderswho reach the central universe. is
course of achievement is quantitative, qualitative, and experiential
— intellectual, spiritual, and supreme.

5 Time is of little consequence on the Havona circles. In a lim-
ited manner it enters into the possibilities of advancement, but
achievement is the nal and supreme test. e very moment your
superaphic associate deems you to be competent to pass inward to
the next circle, you will be taken before the 12 adjutants of the 7
Circuit Spirit. Here you will be required to pass the tests of the
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circle determined by the superuniverse of your origin and by the
system of your nativity. e divinity attainment of this circle takes
place on the pilot world and consists in the spiritual recognition
and realization of the Master Spirit of the ascending pilgrim’s su-
peruniverse.

6 When the work of the outer Havona circle is nished and the
course presented ismastered, the pilgrimhelpers take their subjects
to the pilot world of the next circle and commit them to the care of
the supremacy guides. e pilgrim helpers always tarry for a season
to assist in making the transfer both pleasant and pro table.

6. THE SUPREMACY GUIDES
1 Ascenders of space are designated “spiritual graduates” when

translated from the seventh to the sixth circle and are placed under
the immediate supervision of the supremacy guides. ese guides
should not be confused with the Graduate Guides — belonging to
the Higher Personalities of the In nite Spirit — who, with their
servital associates, minister on all circuits of Havona to both as-
cending and descending pilgrims. e supremacy guides function
only on the sixth circle of the central universe.

2 It is in this circle that the ascenders achieve a new realization
of Supreme Divinity. rough their long careers in the evolution-
ary universes the pilgrims of time have been experiencing a grow-
ing awareness of the reality of an almighty overcontrol of the time-
space creations. Here, on this Havona circuit, they come near to
encountering the central universe source of time-space unity— the
spiritual reality of God the Supreme.

3 I am somewhat at a loss to explain what takes place on this cir-
cle. No personalized presence of Supremacy is perceptible to the
ascenders. In certain respects, new relationships with the Seventh
Master Spirit compensate this noncontactability of the Supreme
Being. But regardless of our inability to grasp the technique, each
ascending creature seems to undergo a transforming growth, a new
integration of consciousness, a new spiritualization of purpose, a
new sensitivity for divinity, which can hardly be satisfactorily ex-
plained without assuming the unrevealed activity of the Supreme
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Being. To those of us who have observed these mysterious transac-
tions, it appears as if God the Supreme were affectionately bestow-
ing upon his experiential children, up to the very limits of their
experiential capacities, those enhancements of intellectual grasp,
of spiritual insight, and of personality outreach which they will so
need, in all their efforts at penetrating the divinity level of theTrin-
ity of Supremacy, to achieve the eternal and existential Deities of
Paradise.

4 When the supremacy guides deem their pupils ripe for ad-
vancement, they bring them before the commission of 70, a mixed
group serving as examiners on the pilot world of circuit number
six. A er satisfying this commission as to their comprehension of
the Supreme Being and of the Trinity of Supremacy, the pilgrims
are certi ed for translation to the h circuit.

7. THE TRINITY GUIDES
1 Trinity guides are the tireless ministers of the h circle of the

Havona training of the advancing pilgrims of time and space. e
spiritual graduates are here designated “candidates for the Deity
adventure” since it is on this circle, under the direction of the Trin-
ity guides, that the pilgrims receive advanced instruction concern-
ing the divine Trinity in preparation for the attempt to achieve the
personality recognition of the In nite Spirit. And here the ascend-
ing pilgrims discover what true study and real mental effort mean
as they begin to discern the nature of the still-more-taxing and far-
more-arduous spiritual exertion that will be required to meet the
demands of the high goal set for their achievement on the worlds
of this circuit.

2 Most faithful and efficient are the Trinity guides; and each pil-
grim receives the undivided attention, and enjoys the whole affec-
tion, of a secondary supernaphim belonging to this order. Never
would a pilgrim of time nd the rst approachable person of the
Paradise Trinity were it not for the help and assistance of these
guides and the host of other spiritual beings engaged in instruct-
ing the ascenders respecting the nature and technique of the forth-
coming Deity adventure.

3 A er the completion of the course of training on this circuit
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the Trinity guides take their pupils to its pilot world and present
thembefore one of themany triune commissions functioning as ex-
aminers and certi ers of candidates for the Deity adventure. ese
commissions consist of one fellow of the naliters, one of the direc-
tors of conduct of the order of primary supernaphim, and either a
Solitary Messenger of space or a Trinitized Son of Paradise.

4 When an ascendant soul actually starts for Paradise, he is ac-
companied only by the transit trio: the superaphic circle associate,
the Graduate Guide, and the ever-present servital associate of the
latter. ese excursions from the Havona circles to Paradise are
trial trips; the ascenders are not yet of Paradise status. ey do
not achieve residential status on Paradise until they have passed
through the terminal rest of time subsequent to the attainment of
theUniversal Father and the nal clearance of theHavona circuits.
Not until a er the divine rest do they partake of the “essence of di-
vinity” and the “spirit of supremacy” and thus really begin to func-
tion in the circle of eternity and in the presence of the Trinity.

5 ¶ e ascender’s companions of the transit trio are not re-
quired to enable him to locate the geographic presence of the spir-
itual luminosity of the Trinity, rather to afford all possible assis-
tance to a pilgrim in his difficult task of recognizing, discerning,
and comprehending the In nite Spirit sufficiently to constitute
personality recognition. Any ascendant pilgrim on Paradise can
discern the geographic or locational presence of the Trinity, the
great majority are able to contact the intellectual reality of the De-
ities, especially the ird Person, but not all can recognize or even
partially comprehend the reality of the spiritual presence of the Fa-
ther and the Son. Still more difficult is even theminimum spiritual
comprehension of the Universal Father.

6 Seldom does the quest for the In nite Spirit fail of consum-
mation, and when their subjects have succeeded in this phase of
the Deity adventure, the Trinity guides prepare to transfer them to
the ministry of the Son nders on the fourth circle of Havona.

8. THE SON FINDERS
1 e fourth Havona circuit is sometimes called the “circuit of

the Sons.” From the worlds of this circuit the ascending pilgrims
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go to Paradise to achieve an understanding contact with the Eter-
nal Son, while on the worlds of this circuit the descending pilgrims
achieve a new comprehension of the nature andmission of theCre-
ator Sons of time and space. ere are seven worlds in this circuit
on which the reserve corps of the Paradise Michaels maintain spe-
cial service schools of mutual ministry to both the ascending and
descending pilgrims; and it is on these worlds of the Michael Sons
that the pilgrims of time and the pilgrims of eternity arrive at their
rst truly mutual understanding of one another. In many respects

the experiences of this circuit are the most intriguing of the entire
Havona sojourn.

2 e Son nders are the superaphic ministers to the ascend-
ing mortals of the fourth circuit. In addition to the general work
of preparing their candidates for a realization of the Trinity rela-
tionships of the Eternal Son, these Son nders must so fully in-
struct their subjects that they will be wholly successful: rst, in
the adequate spiritual comprehension of the Son; second, in the
satisfactory personality recognition of the Son; and third, in the
proper differentiation of the Son from the personality of the In -
nite Spirit.

3 A er the attainment of the In nite Spirit, no more examina-
tions are conducted. e tests of the inner circles are the perfor-
mances of the pilgrim candidates when in the embrace of the en-
shroudment of the Deities. Advancement is determined purely by
the spirituality of the individual, and no one but the Gods pre-
sumes to pass upon this possession. In the event of failure no rea-
sons are ever assigned, neither are the candidates themselves nor
their various tutors and guides ever chided or criticized. On Par-
adise, disappointment is never regarded as defeat; postponement
is never looked upon as disgrace; the apparent failures of time are
never confused with the signi cant delays of eternity.

4 ¶ Notmany pilgrims experience the delay of seeming failure in
the Deity adventure. Nearly all attain the In nite Spirit, though
occasionally a pilgrim from superuniverse number one does not
succeed on the rst attempt. e pilgrims who attain the Spirit
seldom fail in nding the Son; of those who do fail on the rst
adventure, almost all hail from superuniverses three and ve. e
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great majority of those who fail on the rst adventure to attain the
Father, a er nding both the Spirit and the Son, hail from super-
universe number six, though a few from numbers two and three
are likewise unsuccessful. And all this seems clearly to indicate that
there is some good and sufficient reason for these apparent failures;
in reality, simply unescapable delays.

5 e defeated candidates for the Deity adventure are placed
under the jurisdiction of the chiefs of assignment, a group of pri-
mary supernaphim, and are remanded to the work of the realms
of space for a period of not less than one millennium. ey never
return to the superuniverse of their nativity, always to that super-
creation most propitious for their retraining in preparation for the
second Deity adventure. Following this service, on their own mo-
tion, they return to the outer circle of Havona, are immediately es-
corted to the circle of their interrupted career, and at once resume
their preparations for theDeity adventure. Never do the secondary
supernaphim fail to pilot their subjects successfully on the second
attempt, and the same superaphic ministers and other guides al-
ways attend these candidates during this second adventure.

9. THE FATHER GUIDES
1 When the pilgrim soul attains the third circle of Havona, he

comes under the tutelage of the Father guides, the older, highly
skilled, and most experienced of the superaphic ministers. On the
worlds of this circuit the Father guidesmaintain schools of wisdom
and colleges of techniquewherein all the beings inhabiting the cen-
tral universe serve as teachers. Nothing is neglected which would
be of service to a creature of time in this transcendent adventure of
eternity attainment.

2 e attainment of the Universal Father is the passport to eter-
nity, notwithstanding the remaining circuits to be traversed. It is
therefore a momentous occasion on the pilot world of circle num-
ber three when the transit trio announce that the last venture of
time is about to ensue; that another creature of space seeks entry to
Paradise through the portals of eternity.

3 ¶ e test of time is almost over; the race for eternity has been
all but run. e days of uncertainty are ending; the temptation to
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doubt is vanishing; the injunction to be perfect has been obeyed.
From the very bottom of intelligent existence the creature of time
and material personality has ascended the evolutionary spheres of
space, thus proving the feasibility of the ascension plan while for-
ever demonstrating the justice and righteousness of the command
of theUniversal Father to his lowly creatures of theworlds: “Be you
perfect, even as I am perfect.”

4 Step by step, life by life, world by world, the ascendant career
has been mastered, and the goal of Deity has been attained. Sur-
vival is complete in perfection, and perfection is replete in the su-
premacy of divinity. Time is lost in eternity; space is swallowed
up in worshipful identity and harmony with the Universal Father.

e broadcasts ofHavona ash forth the space reports of glory, the
good news that in very truth the conscientious creatures of animal
nature and material origin have, through evolutionary ascension,
become in reality and eternally the perfected sons of God.

10. THE COUNSELLORS AND ADVISERS
1 e superaphic counsellors and advisers of the second circle are

the instructors of the children of time regarding the career of eter-
nity. e attainment of Paradise entails responsibilities of a new
and higher order, and the sojourn on the second circle affords am-
ple opportunity to receive the helpful counsel of these devoted su-
pernaphim.

2 ¶ ose who are unsuccessful in the rst effort at Deity attain-
ment are advanced from the circle of failure directly to the sec-
ond circle before they are returned to superuniverse service. us
the counsellors and advisers also serve as the counsellors and com-
forters of these disappointed pilgrims. ey have just encountered
their greatest disappointment, in no way differing from the long
list of such experiences whereon they climbed, as on a ladder, from
chaos to glory — except in its magnitude. ese are they who have
drained the experiential cup to its dregs; and I have observed that
they temporarily return to the services of the superuniverses as the
highest type of lovingministrators to the children of time and tem-
poral disappointments.
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3 A er a long sojourn on circuit number two the subjects of dis-
appointment are examined by the councils of perfection sitting on
the pilot world of this circle and are certi ed as having passed the
Havona test; and this, so far as nonspiritual status is concerned,
grants them the same standing in the universes of time as if they had
actually succeeded in the Deity adventure. e spirit of such can-
didates was wholly acceptable; their failure was inherent in some
phase of the technique of approach or in some part of their experi-
ential background.

4 ey are then taken by the counsellors of the circle before the
chiefs of assignment onParadise and are remanded to the service of
time on the worlds of space; and they go with joy and gladness to
the tasks of former days and ages. In another day they will return
to the circle of their greatest disappointment and attempt anew the
Deity adventure.

5 For the successful pilgrims on the second circuit the stimulus
of evolutionary uncertainty is over, but the adventure of the eternal
assignment has not yet begun; and while the sojourn on this circle
is wholly pleasurable and highly pro table, it lacks some of the an-
ticipative enthusiasm of the former circles. Many are the pilgrims
who, at such a time, look back upon the long, long struggle with
a joyous envy, really wishing they might somehow go back to the
worlds of time and begin it all over again, just as you mortals, in
approaching advanced age, sometimes look back over the struggles
of youth and early life and truly wish you might live your lives over
once again.

6 But the traversal of the innermost circle lies just ahead, and
soon therea er the last transit sleep will terminate, and the new
adventure of the eternal career will begin. e counsellors and ad-
visers on the second circle begin the preparation of their subjects
for this great and nal rest, the inevitable sleep which ever inter-
venes between the epochal stages of the ascendant career.

7 When those ascendant pilgrimswhohave attained theUniver-
sal Father complete the second-circle experience, their ever-atten-
dant Graduate Guides issue the order admitting them to the nal
circle. ese guides personally pilot their subjects to the inner cir-
cle and there place them in the custody of the complements of rest,
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the last of those orders of secondary supernaphim assigned to the
ministry of the pilgrims of time on the world circuits of Havona.

11. THE COMPLEMENTS OF REST
1 Much of an ascender’s time on the last circuit is devoted to

a continuation of the study of the impending problems of Para-
dise residence. A vast and diverse host of beings, the majority un-
revealed, are permanent and transient residents of this inner ring
of Havona worlds. And the commingling of these manifold types
provides the superaphic complements of rest with a rich situational
environment which they effectively utilize in furthering the educa-
tion of the ascending pilgrims, especially with regard to the prob-
lems of adjustment to the many groups of beings soon to be en-
countered on Paradise.

2 ¶ Among those who dwell on this inner circuit are the crea-
ture-trinitized sons. e primary and the secondary supernaphim
are the general custodians of the conjoint corps of these sons, in-
cluding the trinitized offspring of the mortal naliters and similar
progeny of the Paradise Citizens. Certain of these sons are Trin-
ity embraced and commissioned in the supergovernments, others
are variously assigned, but the greatmajority are being gathered to-
gether in the conjoint corps on the perfect worlds of the inner Ha-
vona circuit. Here, under the supervision of the supernaphim, they
are being prepared for some future work by a special and unnamed
corps of high Paradise Citizens who were, prior to the times of
Grandfanda, rst executive assistants to theEternals ofDays. ere
are many reasons for conjecturing that these two unique groups of
trinitized beings are going to work together in the remote future,
not the least of which is their common destiny in the reserves of
the Paradise Corps of Trinitized Finaliters.

3 On this innermost circuit, both the ascending and the de-
scending pilgrims fraternize with each other andwith the creature-
trinitized sons. Like their parents, these sons derive great bene ts
from interassociation, and it is the special mission of the super-
naphim to facilitate and to ensure the confraternity of the trini-
tized sonsof themortal naliters and the trinitized sonsof thePara-
dise Citizens. e superaphic complements of rest are not somuch
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concerned with their training as with promoting their understand-
ing association with diverse groups.

4 Mortals have received the Paradise command: “Be you perfect,
even as your Paradise Father is perfect.” To these trinitized sons of
the conjoint corps the supervising supernaphimnever cease to pro-
claim: “Be you understanding of your ascendant brethren, even as
the Paradise Creator Sons know and love them.”

5 ¶ e mortal creature must nd God. e Creator Son never
stops until he ndsman— the lowest will creature. Beyond doubt,
the Creator Sons and their mortal children are preparing for some
future and unknown universe service. Both traverse the gamut of
the experiential universe and so are educated and trained for their
eternal mission. roughout the universes there is occurring this
unique blending of the human and the divine, the commingling
of creature and Creator. Unthinking mortals have referred to the
manifestation of divine mercy and tenderness, especially towards
the weak and in behalf of the needy, as indicative of an anthropo-
morphicGod. What amistake! Rather should suchmanifestations
of mercy and forbearance by human beings be taken as evidence
that mortal man is indwelt by the spirit of the living God; that the
creature is, a er all, divinity motivated.

6 ¶ Near the end of the rst-circle sojourn the ascending pil-
grims rst meet the instigators of rest of the primary order of su-
pernaphim. ese are the angels of Paradise coming out to greet
those who stand at the threshold of eternity and to complete their
preparation for the transition slumber of the last resurrection. You
are not really a child of Paradise until you have traversed the inner
circle and have experienced the resurrection of eternity from the
terminal sleep of time. e perfected pilgrims begin this rest, go to
sleep, on the rst circle of Havona, but they awaken on the shores
of Paradise. Of all who ascend to the eternal Isle, only those who
thus arrive are the children of eternity; the others go as visitors, as
guests without residential status.

7 Andnow, at the culmination of theHavona career, as youmor-
tals go to sleep on the pilot world of the inner circuit, you go not
alone to your rest as you did on the worlds of your origin when you
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closed your eyes in the natural sleep of mortal death, nor as you
did when you entered the long transit trance preparatory for the
journey to Havona. Now, as you prepare for the attainment rest,
there moves over by your side your long-time associate of the rst
circle, the majestic complement of rest, who prepares to enter the
rest as one with you, as the pledge ofHavona that your transition is
complete, and that you await only the nal touches of perfection.

8 Your rst transition was indeed death, the second an ideal
sleep, and now the third metamorphosis is the true rest, the relax-
ation of the ages.

ahb

9 [Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom from Uversa.]



PAPER №27
MINISTRY OF THE PRIMARY SUPERNAPHIM

Perfector of Wisdom

PRIMARY supernaphim are the supernal servants of the De-
ities on the eternal Isle of Paradise. Never have they been
known to depart from the paths of light and righteousness.

e roll calls are complete; from eternity not one of this magni -
cent host has been lost. ese high supernaphim are perfect beings,
supreme in perfection, but they are not absonite, neither are they
absolute. Being of the essence of perfection, these children of the
In nite Spiritwork interchangeably and atwill in all phases of their
manifold duties. ey do not function extensively outside Para-
dise, though they do participate in the various millennial gather-
ings and group reunions of the central universe. ey also go forth
as special messengers of the Deities, and in large numbers they as-
cend to become Technical Advisers.

2 Primary supernaphim are also placed in command of the se-
raphic hosts ministering on worlds isolated because of rebellion.
When a Paradise Son is bestowed upon such a world, completes
his mission, ascends to the Universal Father, is accepted, and re-
turns as the accredited deliverer of this isolated world, a primary
supernaphim is always designated by the chiefs of assignment to
assume command of the ministering spirits on duty in the newly
reclaimed sphere. Supernaphim in this special service are period-
ically rotated. On Urantia the present “chief of seraphim” is the
second of this order to be on duty since the times of the bestowal
of Christ Michael.

3 From eternity the primary supernaphim have served on the
Isle of Light and have gone forth on missions of leadership to the
worlds of space, but they have functioned as now classi ed only
since the arrival on Paradise of the Havona pilgrims of time. ese
high angels now minister chie y in the following seven orders of
service:

4 1. Conductors of Worship.
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5 2. Masters of Philosophy.
6 3. Custodians of Knowledge.
7 4. Directors of Conduct.
8 5. Interpreters of Ethics.
9 6. Chiefs of Assignment.
10 7. Instigators of Rest.
11 Not until the ascending pilgrims actually attain Paradise res-

idence do they come under the direct in uence of these super-
naphim, and then they pass through a training experience under
the direction of these angels in the reverse order of their naming.

at is, you enter upon your Paradise career under the tutelage of
the instigators of rest and, a er successive seasons with the inter-
vening orders, nish this training period with the conductors of
worship. ereupon are you ready to begin the endless career of a
naliter.

1. INSTIGATORS OF REST
1 e instigators of rest are the inspectors of Paradise who go

forth from the central Isle to the inner circuit of Havona, there to
collaborate with their colleagues, the complements of rest of the
secondary order of supernaphim. e one essential to the enjoy-
ment of Paradise is rest, divine rest; and these instigators of rest are
the nal instructors who make ready the pilgrims of time for their
introduction to eternity. ey begin their work on the nal attain-
ment circle of the central universe and continue itwhen the pilgrim
awakes from the last transition sleep, the slumber which graduates
a creature of space into the realm of the eternal.

2 ¶ Rest is of a sevenfold nature: ere is the rest of sleep and
of play in the lower life orders, discovery in the higher beings, and
worship in the highest type of spirit personality. ere is also the
normal rest of energy intake, the recharging of beings with physical
or with spiritual energy. And then there is the transit sleep, the un-
conscious slumber when enseraphimed, when in passage from one
sphere to another. Entirely different from all of these is the deep
sleep of metamorphosis, the transition rest from one stage of being
to another, from one life to another, from one state of existence to
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another, the sleep which ever attends transition from actual uni-
verse status in contrast to evolution through various stages of any
one status.

3 But the last metamorphic sleep is something more than those
previous transition slumbers which havemarked the successive sta-
tus attainments of the ascendant career; thereby do the creatures of
time and space traverse the innermost margins of the temporal and
the spatial to attain residential status in the timeless and spaceless
abodes of Paradise. e instigators and the complements of rest
are just as essential to this transcending metamorphosis as are the
seraphim and associated beings to the mortal creature’s survival of
death.

4 ¶ You enter the rest on the nal Havona circuit and are eter-
nally resurrected on Paradise. And as you there spiritually reper-
sonalize, you will immediately recognize the instigator of rest who
welcomes you to the eternal shores as the very primary super-
naphim who produced the nal sleep on the innermost circuit of
Havona; and you will recall the last grand stretch of faith as you
once again made ready to commend the keeping of your identity
into the hands of the Universal Father.

5 e last rest of time has been enjoyed; the last transition sleep
has been experienced; now you awake to life everlasting on the
shores of the eternal abode. “And there shall be no more sleep.

e presence of God and his Son are before you, and you are eter-
nally his servants; youhave seenhis face, andhis name is your spirit.

ere shall be no night there; and they need no light of the sun, for
theGreat Source andCentre gives them light; they shall live forever
and ever. And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; there
shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor crying, neither shall
there be any more pain, for the former things have passed away.”

2. CHIEFS OF ASSIGNMENT
1 is is the group designated from time to time by the chief su-

pernaphim, “the original pattern angel,” to preside over the orga-
nization of all three orders of these angels — primary, secondary,
and tertiary. e supernaphim, as a body, are wholly self-governing
and self-regulatory except for the functions of their mutual chief,
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the rst angel of Paradise, who ever presides over all these spirit
personalities.

2 e angels of assignment have much to do with glori ed mor-
tal residents of Paradise before they are admitted to the Corps of
the Finality. Study and instruction are not the exclusive occupa-
tions of Paradise arrivals; service also plays its essential part in the
pre naliter educational experiences of Paradise. And I have ob-
served that, when the ascendant mortals have periods of leisure,
they evince a predilection to fraternize with the reserve corps of
the superaphic chiefs of assignment.

3 When you mortal ascenders attain Paradise, your societal re-
lationships involve a great deal more than contact with a host of
exalted and divine beings and with a familiar multitude of glori-
ed fellowmortals. Youmust also fraternizewith upwards of 3,000

different orders of Paradise Citizens, with the various groups of the
Transcendentalers, and with numerous other types of Paradise in-
habitants, permanent and transient, who have not been revealed
onUrantia. A er sustained contact with these mighty intellects of
Paradise, it is very restful to visit with the angelic types of mind;
they remind the mortals of time of the seraphim with whom they
have had such long contact and such refreshing association.

3. INTERPRETERS OF ETHICS
1 e higher you ascend in the scale of life, the more attention

must be paid to universe ethics. Ethical awareness is simply the rec-
ognition by any individual of the rights inherent in the existence of
any and all other individuals. But spiritual ethics far transcends the
mortal and even the morontia concept of personal and group rela-
tions.

2 Ethics has been duly taught and adequately learned by the pil-
grims of time in their long ascent to the glories of Paradise. As this
inward-ascending career has unfolded from the nativity worlds of
space, the ascenders have continued to add group a er group to
their ever-widening circle of universe associates. Every new group
of colleagues met with adds one more level of ethics to be rec-
ognized and complied with until, by the time the mortals of as-
cent reach Paradise, they really need someone to provide helpful
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and friendly counsel regarding ethical interpretations. ey do
not need to be taught ethics, but they do need to have what they
have so laboriously learned properly interpreted to them as they are
brought face to face with the extraordinary task of contacting with
so much that is new.

3 e interpreters of ethics are of inestimable assistance to the
Paradise arrivals in helping them to adjust to numerous groups of
majestic beings during that eventful period extending from the at-
tainment of residential status to formal induction into the Corps
of Mortal Finaliters. Many of the numerous types of Paradise Cit-
izens the ascendant pilgrims have already met on the seven circuits
of Havona. e glori ed mortals have also enjoyed intimate con-
tact with the creature-trinitized sons of the conjoint corps on the
inner Havona circuit, where these beings are receiving much of
their education. And on the other circuits the ascending pilgrims
have met numerous unrevealed residents of the Paradise-Havona
system who are there pursuing group training in preparation for
the unrevealed assignments of the future.

4 All these celestial companionships are invariably mutual. As
ascendingmortals younot only derive bene t from these successive
universe companions and such numerous orders of increasingly di-
vine associates, but you also impart to each of these fraternal beings
something from your own personality and experience which for-
ever makes every one of them different and better for having been
associated with an ascending mortal from the evolutionary worlds
of time and space.

4. DIRECTORS OF CONDUCT
1 Having already been fully instructed in the ethics of Paradise

relationships — neither meaningless formalities nor the dictations
of arti cial castes but rather the inherent proprieties — the ascen-
dantmortals nd it helpful to receive the counsel of the superaphic
directors of conduct, who instruct thenewmembers of Paradise so-
ciety in the usages of the perfect conduct of the high beings who
sojourn on the central Isle of Light and Life.

2 Harmony is the keynote of the central universe, and detectable
order prevails on Paradise. Proper conduct is essential to progress
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by way of knowledge, through philosophy, to the spiritual heights
of spontaneous worship. ere is a divine technique in the ap-
proach to Divinity; and the acquirement of this technique must
await the pilgrims’ arrival on Paradise. e spirit of it has been im-
parted on the circles of Havona, but the nal touches of the train-
ing of the pilgrims of time can be applied only a er they actually
attain the Isle of Light.

3 All Paradise conduct is wholly spontaneous, in every sense nat-
ural and free. But there still is a proper and perfect way of doing
things on the eternal Isle, and the directors of conduct are ever by
the side of the “strangers within the gates” to instruct them and
so guide their steps as to put them at perfect ease and at the same
time to enable the pilgrims to avoid that confusion and uncertainty
which would otherwise be inevitable. Only by such an arrange-
ment could endless confusion be avoided; and confusion never ap-
pears on Paradise.

4 ese directors of conduct really serve as glori ed teachers and
guides. ey are chie y concerned with instructing the new mor-
tal residents regarding the almost endless array of new situations
and unfamiliar usages. Notwithstanding all the long preparation
therefor and the long journey thereto, Paradise is still inexpressibly
strange and unexpectedly new to those who nally attain residen-
tial status.

5. THE CUSTODIANS OF KNOWLEDGE
1 e superaphic custodians of knowledge are the higher “liv-

ing epistles” known and read by all who dwell on Paradise. ey
are the divine records of truth, the living books of real knowl-
edge. You have heard about records in the “book of life.” e cus-
todians of knowledge are just such living books, records of perfec-
tion imprinted upon the eternal tablets of divine life and supreme
surety. ey are in reality living, automatic libraries. e facts of
the universes are inherent in these primary supernaphim, actually
recorded in these angels; and it is also inherently impossible for an
untruth to gain lodgement in theminds of these perfect and replete
repositories of the truth of eternity and the intelligence of time.

2 ese custodians conduct informal courses of instruction for
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the residents of the eternal Isle, but their chief function is that of
reference and veri cation. Any sojourner on Paradise may at will
have by his side the living repository of the particular fact or truth
he may wish to know. At the northern extremity of the Isle there
are available the living nders of knowledge, whowill designate the
director of the group holding the information sought, and forth-
with will appear the brilliant beings who are the very thing you
wish to know. No longer must you seek enlightenment from en-
grossed pages; you now commune with living intelligence face to
face. Supreme knowledge you thus obtain from the living beings
who are its nal custodians.

3 When you locate that supernaphim who is exactly what you
desire to verify, you will nd available all the known facts of all
universes, for these custodians of knowledge are the nal and liv-
ing summaries of the vast network of the recording angels, ranging
from the seraphim and seconaphim of the local and superuniverses
to the chief recorders of the tertiary supernaphim in Havona. And
this living accumulation of knowledge is distinct from the formal
records of Paradise, the cumulative summary of universal history.

4 e wisdom of truth takes origin in the divinity of the cen-
tral universe, but knowledge, experiential knowledge, largely has
its beginnings in the domains of time and space — therefore the
necessity for the maintenance of the far- ung superuniverse orga-
nizations of the recording seraphim and supernaphim sponsored
by the Celestial Recorders.

5 ese primary supernaphim who are inherently in possession
of universe knowledge are also responsible for its organization and
classi cation. In constituting themselves the living reference li-
brary of the universe of universes, they have classi ed knowledge
into seven grand orders, each having about 1,000,000 subdivisions.

e facility with which the residents of Paradise can consult this
vast store of knowledge is solely due to the voluntary and wise ef-
forts of the custodians of knowledge. e custodians are also the
exalted teachers of the central universe, freely giving out their liv-
ing treasures to all beings on any of the Havona circuits, and they
are extensively, though indirectly, utilized by the courts of the An-
cients of Days. But this living library, which is available to the
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central and superuniverses, is not accessible to the local creations.
Only by indirection and re ectively are the bene ts of Paradise
knowledge secured in the local universes.

6. MASTERS OF PHILOSOPHY
1 Next to the supreme satisfaction of worship is the exhilaration

of philosophy. Never do you climb so high or advance so far that
there do not remain a thousand mysteries which demand the em-
ployment of philosophy in an attempted solution.

2 e master philosophers of Paradise delight to lead the minds
of its inhabitants, both native and ascendant, in the exhilarating
pursuit of attempting to solve universe problems. ese superaphic
masters of philosophy are the “wise men of heaven,” the beings of
wisdom who make use of the truth of knowledge and the facts of
experience in their efforts to master the unknown. With them
knowledge attains to truth and experience ascends to wisdom. On
Paradise the ascendant personalities of space experience the heights
of being: eyhaveknowledge; theyknowthe truth; theymayphi-
losophize— think the truth; they may even seek to encompass the
concepts of the Ultimate and attempt to grasp the techniques of
the Absolutes.

3 At the southern extremity of the vast Paradise domain themas-
ters of philosophy conduct elaborate courses in the 70 functional
divisions of wisdom. Here they discourse upon the plans and pur-
poses of In nity and seek to co-ordinate the experiences, and to
compose the knowledge, of all who have access to their wisdom.

ey have developed a highly specialized attitude toward various
universe problems, but their nal conclusions are always inuniform
agreement.

4 ese Paradise philosophers teach by every possible method
of instruction, including the higher graph technique of Havona
and certain Paradise methods of communicating information. All
of these higher techniques of imparting knowledge and convey-
ing ideas are utterly beyond the comprehension capacity of even
the most highly developed human mind. One hour’s instruction
on Paradise would be the equivalent of 10,000 years of the word-
memory methods of Urantia. You cannot grasp such communica-
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tion techniques, and there is simply nothing in mortal experience
with which they may be compared, nothing to which they can be
likened.

5 e masters of philosophy take supreme pleasure in imparting
their interpretationof the universe of universes to those beingswho
have ascended from theworlds of space. Andwhile philosophy can
never be as settled in its conclusions as the facts of knowledge and
the truths of experience, yet, when you have listened to these pri-
mary supernaphim discourse upon the unsolved problems of eter-
nity and the performances of the Absolutes, you will feel a certain
and lasting satisfaction concerning these unmastered questions.

6 ese intellectual pursuits of Paradise are not broadcast; the
philosophy of perfection is available only to those who are person-
ally present. e encircling creations know of these teachings only
from thosewho have passed through this experience, andwho have
subsequently carried this wisdom out to the universes of space.

7. CONDUCTORS OF WORSHIP
1 Worship is the highest privilege and the rst duty of all created

intelligences. Worship is the conscious and joyous act of recogniz-
ing and acknowledging the truth and fact of the intimate and per-
sonal relationships of theCreatorswith their creatures. e quality
of worship is determined by the depth of creature perception; and
as the knowledge of the in nite character of the Gods progresses,
the act of worship becomes increasingly all-encompassing until it
eventually attains the glory of the highest experiential delight and
the most exquisite pleasure known to created beings.

2 ¶ While the Isle of Paradise contains certain places of worship,
it ismore nearly one vast sanctuary of divine service. Worship is the
rst and dominant passion of all who climb to its blissful shores—

the spontaneous ebullition of the beings who have learned enough
of God to attain his presence. Circle by circle, during the inward
journey through Havona, worship is a growing passion until on
Paradise it becomes necessary to direct and otherwise control its
expression.

3 e periodic, spontaneous, group, and other special outbursts
of supreme adoration and spiritual praise enjoyed on Paradise are
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conducted under the leadership of a special corps of primary su-
pernaphim. Under the direction of these conductors of worship,
such homage achieves the creature goal of supreme pleasure and
attains the heights of the perfection of sublime self-expression and
personal enjoyment. All primary supernaphim crave to be conduc-
tors of worship; and all ascendant beings would enjoy forever re-
maining in the attitude of worship did not the chiefs of assignment
periodically disperse these assemblages. But no ascendant being is
ever required to enter upon the assignments of eternal service until
he has attained full satisfaction in worship.

4 ¶ It is the task of the conductors of worship so to teach the
ascendant creatures how to worship that they may be enabled to
gain this satisfaction of self-expression and at the same time be able
to give attention to the essential activities of the Paradise regime.
Without improvement in the technique of worship it would re-
quire hundreds of years for the averagemortalwho reachesParadise
to give full and satisfactory expression tohis emotions of intelligent
appreciation and ascendant gratitude. e conductors of worship
open up new and hitherto unknown avenues of expression so that
these wonderful children of the womb of space and the travail of
time are enabled to gain the full satisfactions of worship in much
less time.

5 All the arts of all the beings of the entire universe which are
capable of intensifying and exalting the abilities of self-expression
and the conveyance of appreciation, are employed to their high-
est capacity in the worship of the Paradise Deities. Worship is the
highest joy of Paradise existence; it is the refreshing play of Paradise.
What play does for your jaded minds on earth, worship will do for
your perfected souls on Paradise. emode of worship on Paradise
is utterly beyondmortal comprehension, but the spirit of it you can
begin to appreciate evendownhere onUrantia, for the spirits of the
Gods evennow indwell you, hover over you, and inspire you to true
worship.

6 ere are appointed times and places for worship on Paradise,
but these are not adequate to accommodate the ever-increasing
over ow of the spiritual emotions of the growing intelligence and
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expanding divinity recognition of the brilliant beings of experien-
tial ascension to the eternal Isle. Never since the times of Grand-
fanda have the supernaphim been able fully to accommodate the
spirit of worship on Paradise. Always is there an excess of worship-
fulness as gauged by the preparation therefor. And this is because
personalities of inherent perfection never can fully appreciate the
tremendous reactions of the spiritual emotions of beings who have
slowly and laboriously made their way upward to Paradise glory
from the depths of the spiritual darkness of the lower worlds of
time and space. When such angels and mortals of time attain the
presence of the Powers of Paradise, there occurs the expression of
the accumulated emotions of the ages, a spectacle astounding to
the angels of Paradise and productive of the supreme joy of divine
satisfaction in the Paradise Deities.

7 Sometimes all Paradise becomes engulfed in a dominating tide
of spiritual and worshipful expression. O en the conductors of
worship cannot control such phenomena until the appearance of
the threefold uctuation of the light of theDeity abode, signifying
that the divine heart of theGods has been fully and completely sat-
is ed by the sincere worship of the residents of Paradise, the per-
fect citizens of glory and the ascendant creatures of time. What
a triumph of technique! What a fruition of the eternal plan and
purpose of the Gods that the intelligent love of the creature child
should give full satisfaction to the in nite love of the Creator Fa-
ther!

8 ¶ A er the attainment of the supreme satisfaction of the full-
ness of worship, you are quali ed for admission to theCorps of the
Finality. e ascendant career is well-nigh nished, and the sev-
enth jubilee prepares for celebration. e rst jubilee marked the
mortal agreement with the ought Adjuster when the purpose to
survive was sealed; the second was the awakening in the morontia
life; the thirdwas the fusionwith the oughtAdjuster; the fourth
was the awakening in Havona; the h celebrated the nding of
the Universal Father; and the sixth jubilee was the occasion of the
Paradise awakening from the nal transit slumber of time. e sev-
enth jubilee marks entrance into the mortal naliter corps and the
beginning of the eternity service. e attainment of the seventh
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stage of spirit realization by a naliter will probably signalize the
celebration of the rst of the jubilees of eternity.

9 ¶ And thus ends the story of the Paradise supernaphim, the
highest order of all the ministering spirits, those beings who, as a
universal class, ever attend you from the world of your origin until
you are nally bidden farewell by the conductors of worship as you
take the Trinity oath of eternity and are mustered into the Mortal
Corps of the Finality.

10 e endless service of the Paradise Trinity is about to begin;
and now the naliter is face to face with the challenge of God the
Ultimate.

ahb

11 [Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom from Uversa.]



PAPER №28
MINISTERING SPIRITS OF THE

SUPERUNIVERSES

Mighty Messenger

AS THE supernaphim are the angelic hosts of the central
universe and the seraphimof the local universes, so are the
seconaphim the ministering spirits of the superuniverses.

In degree of divinity and in potential of supremacy, however, these
children of the Re ective Spirits are much more like supernaphim
than seraphim. ey serve not alone in the supercreations, and
both numerous and intriguing are the transactions sponsored by
their unrevealed associates.

2 ¶ Aspresented in these narratives, theministering spirits of the
superuniverses embrace the following three orders:

3 1. e Seconaphim.
4 2. e Tertiaphim.
5 3. e Omniaphim.
6 ¶ Since the latter two orders are not so directly concernedwith

the ascendant schemeofmortal progression, theywill be brie ydis-
cussed prior to the more extended consideration of seconaphim.
Technically, neither tertiaphim nor omniaphim are ministering
spirits of the superuniverses, though both serve as spirit ministers
in these domains.

1. THE TERTIAPHIM
1 ese high angels are of record on the superuniverse headquar-

ters, and despite service in the local creations, technically they are
residents of these superuniverse capitals inasmuch as they are not
native to the local universes. Tertiaphim are children of the In nite
Spirit and are personalized on Paradise in groups of 1,000. ese
supernal beings of divine originality and near-supreme versatility
are the gi of the In nite Spirit to the Creator Sons of God.

2 When a Michael Son is detached from the parental regime of
Paradise and is made ready to go forth on the universe adventure
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of space, the In nite Spirit is delivered of a group of 1,000 of these
companion spirits. And these majestic tertiaphim accompany this
Creator Son when he embarks upon the adventure of universe or-
ganization.

3 roughout the early times of universe building, these 1,000
tertiaphim are the only personal staff of a Creator Son. ey ac-
quire a mighty experience as Son assistants during these stirring
ages of universe assembling and other astronomicalmanipulations.

ey serve by the side of the Creator Son until the day of the per-
sonalization of the Bright and Morning Star, the rst-born of a lo-
cal universe. ereupon the formal resignations of the tertiaphim
are tendered and accepted. And with the appearance of the initial
orders of native angelic life, they retire from active service in the lo-
cal universe and become the liaison ministers between the Creator
Son of former attachment and the Ancients of Days of the superu-
niverse concerned.

2. THE OMNIAPHIM
1 Omniaphim are created by the In nite Spirit in liaison with

the Seven Supreme Executives, and they are the exclusive servants
and messengers of these same Supreme Executives. Omniaphim
are of grand universe assignment, and in Orvonton their corps
maintains headquarters in the northerly parts of Uversa, where
they reside as a special courtesy colony. ey are not of registry
on Uversa, nor are they attached to our administration. Neither
are they directly concerned with the ascendant scheme of mortal
progression.

2 e omniaphim are wholly occupied with the oversight of
the superuniverses in the interests of administrative co-ordination
from the viewpoint of the Seven Supreme Executives. Our colony
of omniaphim on Uversa receives instructions from, and makes re-
ports to, only the Supreme Executive of Orvonton, situated on
conjoint executive sphere number seven in the outer ring of Par-
adise satellites.

3. THE SECONAPHIM
1 e secoraphic hosts are produced by the sevenRe ective Spir-

its assigned to the headquarters of each superuniverse. ere is
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a de nite Paradise-responsive technique associated with the cre-
ation of these angels in groups of seven. In each seven there are al-
ways one primary, three secondary, and three tertiary seconaphim;
they always personalize in this exact proportion. When seven such
seconaphim are created, one, the primary, becomes attached to
the service of the Ancients of Days. e three secondary angels
are associated with three groups of Paradise-origin administrators
in the supergovernments: the Divine Counsellors, the Perfectors
of Wisdom, and the Universal Censors. e three tertiary angels
are attached to the ascendant trinitized associates of the superuni-
verse rulers: theMightyMessengers, oseHigh inAuthority, and

ose without Name and Number.
2 ese seconaphim of the superuniverses are the offspring of

the Re ective Spirits, and therefore re ectivity is inherent in their
nature. ey are re ectively responsive to all of each phase of every
creature of origin in the ird Source and Centre and the Paradise
Creator Sons, but they are not directly re ective of the beings and
entities, personal or otherwise, of sole origin in the First Source and
Centre. We possess many evidences of the actuality of the univer-
sal intelligence circuits of the In nite Spirit, but even if we had no
other proof, the re ective performances of the seconaphim would
be quite sufficient to demonstrate the reality of the universal pres-
ence of the in nite mind of the Conjoint Actor.

4. THE PRIMARY SECONAPHIM
1 e primary seconaphim, of assignment to the Ancients of

Days, are living mirrors in the service of these triune rulers. ink
what it means in the economy of a superuniverse to be able to turn,
as it were, to a living mirror and therein to see and therewith to
hear the certain responses of another being 1,000 or 100,000 light-
years distant and to do all this instantly and unerringly. Records
are essential to the conduct of the universes, broadcasts are service-
able, the work of the Solitary and other messengers is very helpful,
but the Ancients of Days from their position midway between the
inhabited worlds and Paradise — between man and God — can
instantly look both ways, hear both ways, and know both ways.

2 is ability — to hear and see, as it were, all things — can
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be perfectly realized in the superuniverses only by the Ancients
of Days and only on their respective headquarters worlds. Even
there limits are encountered: FromUversa, such communication is
limited to the worlds and universes of Orvonton, and while inop-
erative between the superuniverses, this same re ective technique
keeps each one of them in close touchwith the central universe and
with Paradise. e seven supergovernments, though individually
segregated, are thus perfectly re ective of the authority above and
are wholly sympathetic, as well as perfectly conversant, with the
needs below.

3 ¶ e primary seconaphimare found to incline by inherent na-
ture towards seven types of service, and it is be tting that the rst
serials of this order should be so endowed as inherently to interpret
the mind of the Spirit to the Ancients of Days:

4 1. e Voice of the Conjoint Actor. In each superuniverse the
rst primary seconaphim and every seventh one of that order sub-

sequently created exhibit a high order of adaptability for under-
standing and interpreting themind of the In nite Spirit to the An-
cients of Days and their associates in the supergovernments. is
is of great value on the headquarters of the superuniverses, for, un-
like the local creations with their DivineMinisters, the seat of a su-
pergovernment does not have a specialized personalization of the
In nite Spirit. Hence these secoraphic voices come the nearest to
being the personal representatives of the ird Source and Cen-
tre on such a capital sphere. True, the seven Re ective Spirits are
there, but these mothers of the secoraphic hosts are less truly and
automatically re ective of the Conjoint Actor than of the Seven
Master Spirits.

5 2. e Voice of the Seven Master Spirits. e second primary
seconaphim and every seventh one therea er created incline to-
wards portraying the collective natures and reactions of the Seven
Master Spirits. ough each Master Spirit is already represented
on a superuniverse capital by some one of the sevenRe ective Spir-
its of assignment, such representation is individual, not collective.
Collectively, they are only re ectively present; therefore do the
Master Spirits welcome the services of these highly personal angels,
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the second serials of the primary seconaphim, who are so compe-
tent to represent them before the Ancients of Days.

6 3. e Voice of the Creator Sons. e In nite Spirit must have
had something to do with the creation or training of the Paradise
Sons of the order ofMichael, for the third primary seconaphimand
every seventh serial therea er possess the remarkable gi of being
re ective of the minds of these Creator Sons. If the Ancients of
Days would like to know— really know— the attitude ofMichael
of Nebadon regarding some matter under consideration, they do
not have to call himon the lines of space; they need only call for the
Chief of Nebadon Voices, who, upon request, will present the Mi-
chael seconaphim of record; and right then and there the Ancients
of Days will perceive the voice of the Master Son of Nebadon.

7 No other order of sonship is thus “re ectible,” and no other
order of angel can thus function. We do not fully understand just
how this is accomplished, and I doubt very much that the Creator
Sons themselves fully understand it. But of a certainty we know it
works, and that it unfailingly works acceptably we also know, for
in all the history of Uversa the secoraphic voices have never erred
in their presentations.

8 You are here beginning to see something of the manner in
which divinity encompasses the space of time andmasters the time
of space. You are here obtaining one of your rst eeting glimpses
of the technique of the eternity cycle, divergent for the moment to
assist the children of time in their tasks of mastering the difficult
handicaps of space. And these phenomena are additional to the
established universe technique of the Re ective Spirits.

9 ough apparently deprived of the personal presence of the
Master Spirits above and of the Creator Sons below, the An-
cients of Days have at their command living beings attuned to
cosmic mechanisms of re ective perfection and ultimate precision
whereby they may enjoy the re ective presence of all those exalted
beings whose personal presence is denied them. By and through
these means, and others unknown to you, God is potentially pre-
sent on the headquarters of the superuniverses.

10 e Ancients of Days perfectly deduce the Father’s will by
equating the Spirit voice- ash from above and the Michael voice-
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ashes from below. us may they be unerringly certain in calcu-
lating the Father’s will concerning the administrative affairs of the
local universes. But to deduce the will of one of the Gods from a
knowledge of the other two, the three Ancients of Days must act
together; two would not be able to achieve the answer. And for
this reason, even were there no others, the superuniverses are al-
ways presided over by three Ancients of Days, and not by one or
even two.

11 4. e Voice of the Angelic Hosts. e fourth primary sec-
onaphim and every seventh serial prove to be angels peculiarly re-
sponsive to the sentiments of all orders of angels, including the su-
pernaphim above and the seraphim below. us the attitude of
any commanding or supervising angel is immediately available for
consideration at any council of the Ancients of Days. Never a day
passes on your world that the chief of seraphim on Urantia is not
made conscious of the phenomenon of re ective transference, of
being drawn upon from Uversa for some purpose; but unless fore-
warned by a Solitary Messenger, she remains wholly ignorant of
what is sought and of how it is secured. ese ministering spirits
of time are constantly furnishing this sort of unconscious and cer-
tainly, therefore, unprejudiced testimony concerning the endless
array ofmatters engaging the attention and counsel of theAncients
of Days and their associates.

12 5. Broadcast Receivers. ere is a special class of broadcast
messages which are received only by these primary seconaphim.
While they are not the regular broadcasters of Uversa, they work
in liaison with the angels of the re ective voices for the purpose
of synchronizing the re ective vision of the Ancients of Days with
certain actual messages coming in over the established circuits of
universe communication. Broadcast receivers are the h serials,
the h primary seconaphim to be created and every seventh one
therea er.

13 6. Transport Personalities. ese are the seconaphim who
carry the pilgrims of time from the headquarters worlds of the su-
peruniverses to the outer circle of Havona. ey are the transport
corps of the superuniverses, operating inward to Paradise and out-
ward to the worlds of their respective sectors. is corps is com-
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posed of the sixth primary seconaphim and every seventh one sub-
sequently created.

14 7. e Reserve Corps. A very large group of seconaphim, the
seventh primary serials, are held in reserve for the unclassi ed du-
ties and the emergency assignments of the realms. Not being highly
specialized, they can function fairly well in any of the capacities
of their diverse associates, but such specialized work is undertaken
only in emergencies. eir usual tasks are the performance of those
generalized duties of a superuniverse which do not fall within the
scope of the angels of speci c assignment.

5. THE SECONDARY SECONAPHIM
1 Seconaphim of the secondary order are no less re ective than

their primary fellows. Being classed as primary, secondary, and ter-
tiary does not indicate a differential of status or function in the case
of seconaphim; it merely denotes orders of procedure. Identical
qualities are exhibited by all three groups in their activities.

2 ¶ e seven re ective types of secondary seconaphim are as-
signed to the services of the co-ordinate Trinity-origin associates
of the Ancients of Days as follows:

3 To the Perfectors of Wisdom — the Voices of Wisdom, the
Souls of Philosophy, and the Unions of Souls.

4 To the Divine Counsellors — the Hearts of Counsel, the Joys
of Existence, and the Satisfactions of Service.

5 To the Universal Censors — the Discerners of Spirits.
6 ¶ Like the primary order, this group is created serially; that is,

the rst-born was a Voice of Wisdom, and the seventh therea er
was similar, and sowith the six other types of these re ective angels.

7 1. e Voice of Wisdom. Certain of these seconaphim are in
perpetual liaison with the living libraries of Paradise, the custodi-
ans of knowledge belonging to the primary supernaphim. In spe-
cialized re ective service the Voices of Wisdom are living, current,
replete, and thoroughly reliable concentrations and focalizations
of the co-ordinated wisdom of the universe of universes. To the
well-nigh in nite volume of information circulating on the master
circuits of the superuniverses, these superb beings are so re ective
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and selective, so sensitive, as to be able to segregate and receive the
essence of wisdom and unerringly to transmit these jewels of men-
tation to their superiors, the Perfectors of Wisdom. And they so
function that the Perfectors of Wisdom not only hear the actual
and original expressions of this wisdom but also re ectively see the
very beings, of high or lowly origin, who gave voice to it.

8 It is written, “If anyman lackwisdom, let him ask.”OnUversa,
when it becomes necessary to arrive at the decisions of wisdom
in the perplexing situations of the complex affairs of the superu-
niverse government, when both the wisdom of perfection and of
practicability must be forthcoming, then do the Perfectors ofWis-
dom summon a battery of the Voices of Wisdom and, by the con-
summate skill of their order, so attune and directionize these living
receivers of the enminded and circulating wisdom of the universe
of universes that presently, from these secoraphic voices, there en-
sues a streamof thewisdomof divinity from the universe above and
a ood of the wisdom of practicality from the higher minds of the
universes below.

9 If confusion arises regarding the harmonization of these two
versions of wisdom, immediate appeal ismade to theDivineCoun-
sellors, who forthwith rule as to the proper combination of proce-
dures. If there is anydoubt as to the authenticity of something com-
ing in from realms where rebellion has been rife, appeal is made to
the Censors, who, with their Discerners of Spirits, are able to rule
immediately as to “what manner of spirit” actuated the adviser. So
are the wisdom of the ages and the intellect of the moment ever
present with the Ancients of Days, like an open book before their
bene cent gaze.

10 You can just faintly comprehend what all this means to those
who are responsible for the conduct of the superuniverse govern-
ments. e immensity and the comprehensiveness of these trans-
actions are quite beyond nite conception. When you stand, as I
repeatedly have, in the special receiving chambers of the temple of
wisdom on Uversa and see all this in actual operation, you will be
moved to adoration by the perfection of the complexity, and by the
surety of theworking, of the interplanetary communications of the
universes. Youwill pay homage to the divinewisdom and goodness
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of the Gods, who plan and execute with such superb technique.
And these things actually happen just as I have portrayed them.

11 2. e Soul of Philosophy. ese wonderful teachers are also
attached to the Perfectors of Wisdom and, when not otherwise di-
rectionized, remain in focal synchrony with the masters of philo-
sophy on Paradise. ink of stepping up to a huge living mirror,
as it were, but instead of beholding the likeness of your nite and
material self, of perceiving a re ection of the wisdom of divinity
and the philosophy of Paradise. And if it becomes desirable to “in-
carnate” this philosophy of perfection, so to dilute it as to make it
practical of application to, and assimilation by, the lowly peoples of
the lower worlds, these living mirrors have only to turn their faces
downward to re ect the standards and needs of another world or
universe.

12 By these very techniques do the Perfectors of Wisdom adapt
decisions and recommendations to the real needs and actual status
of the peoples and worlds under consideration, and always do they
act in concert with theDivine Counsellors and theUniversal Cen-
sors. But the sublime repleteness of these transactions is beyond
even my ability to comprehend.

13 3. e Union of Souls. Completing the triune staff of attach-
ment to the Perfectors of Wisdom, are these re ectors of the ide-
als and status of ethical relationships. Of all the problems in the
universe requiring an exercise of the consummate wisdom of expe-
rience and adaptability, none are more important than those aris-
ing out of the relationships and associations of intelligent beings.
Whether in human associations of commerce and trade, friendship
and marriage, or in the liaisons of the angelic hosts, there continue
to arise petty frictions,minormisunderstandings too trivial even to
engage the attention of conciliators but sufficiently irritating and
disturbing to mar the smooth working of the universe if they were
allowed to multiply and continue. erefore do the Perfectors of
Wisdom make available the wise experience of their order as the
“oil of reconciliation” for an entire superuniverse. In all this work
these wise men of the superuniverses are ably seconded by their
re ective associates, the Unions of Souls, who make available cur-
rent information regarding the status of the universe and concur-
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rently portray the Paradise ideal of the best adjustment of these per-
plexing problems. When not speci cally directionized elsewhere,
these seconaphim remain in re ective liaison with the interpreters
of ethics on Paradise.

14 ¶ ese are the angels who foster and promote the teamwork
of all Orvonton. One of the most important lessons to be learned
during your mortal career is teamwork. e spheres of perfection
are manned by those who have mastered this art of working with
other beings. Few are the duties in the universe for the lone ser-
vant. e higher you ascend, the more lonely you become when
temporarily without the association of your fellows.

15 4. e Heart of Counsel. is is the rst group of these re-
ective geniuses to be placed under the supervision of the Divine

Counsellors. Seconaphim of this type are in possession of the facts
of space, being selective for such data in the circuits of time. Es-
pecially are they re ective of the superaphic intelligence co-ordi-
nators, but they are also selectively re ective of the counsel of all
beings, whether of high or low estate. Whenever theDivineCoun-
sellors are called upon for important advice or decisions, they im-
mediately requisition an ensemble of the Hearts of Counsel, and
presently there is handed down a ruling which actually incorpo-
rates the co-ordinated wisdom and advice of the most competent
minds of the entire superuniverse, all of which has been censored
and revised in the light of the counsel of the highminds ofHavona
and even of Paradise.

16 5. e Joy of Existence. By nature these beings are re ectively
attuned to the superaphic harmony supervisors above and to cer-
tain of the seraphimbelow, but it is difficult to explain justwhat the
members of this interesting group really do. eir principal activi-
ties are directed toward promoting reactions of joy among the vari-
ous orders of the angelic hosts and the lower will creatures. eDi-
vine Counsellors, to whom they are attached, seldom use them for
speci c joy nding. In amore general manner and in collaboration
with the reversion directors, they function as joy clearinghouses,
seeking to upstep the pleasure reactions of the realms while trying
to improve the humour taste, to develop a superhumour among
mortals and angels. ey endeavour to demonstrate that there is
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inherent joy in freewill existence, independent of all extraneous in-
uences; and they are right, although they meet with great diffi-

culty in inculcating this truth in the minds of primitive men. e
higher spirit personalities and the angels are more quickly respon-
sive to these educational efforts.

17 6. e Satisfaction of Service. ese angels are highly re ec-
tive of the attitude of the directors of conduct on Paradise, and
functioning much as do the Joys of Existence, they strive to en-
hance the value of service and to augment the satisfactions to be de-
rived therefrom. ey have done much to illuminate the deferred
rewards inherent in unsel sh service, service for the extension of
the kingdom of truth.

18 e Divine Counsellors, to whom this order is attached, uti-
lize them to re ect from one world to another the bene ts to be
derived from spiritual service. And by using the performances of
the best to inspire and encourage the mediocre, these seconaphim
contribute immensely to the quality of devoted service in the super-
universes. Effective use is made of the fraternal competitive spirit
by circulating to any one world information about what the oth-
ers, particularly the best, are doing. A refreshing and wholesome
rivalry is promoted even among the seraphic hosts.

19 7. e Discerner of Spirits. A special liaison exists between
the counsellors and advisers of the second Havona circle and these
re ective angels. ey are the only seconaphim attached to the
Universal Censors but are probably the most uniquely specialized
of all their fellows. Regardless of the source or channel of informa-
tion, no matter how meagre the evidence at hand, when it is sub-
jected to their re ective scrutiny, these discerners will forthwith
inform us as to the truemotive, the actual purpose, and the real na-
ture of its origin. Imarvel at the superb functioning of these angels,
who so unerringly re ect the actualmoral and spiritual character of
any individual concerned in a focal exposure.

20 e Discerners of Spirits carry on these intricate services by
virtue of inherent “spiritual insight,” if I may use such words in an
endeavour to convey to the humanmind the thought that these re-
ective angels thus function intuitively, inherently, and unerringly.
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When the Universal Censors behold these presentations, they are
face to face with the naked soul of the re ected individual; and this
very certainty andperfectionof portraiture inpart explainswhy the
Censors can always function so justly as righteous judges. e dis-
cerners always accompany the Censors on any mission away from
Uversa, and they are just as effective out in the universes as at their
Uversa headquarters.

21 I assure you that all these transactions of the spirit world are
real, that they take place in accordance with established usages and
in harmonywith the immutable laws of the universal domains. e
beings of every newly created order, immediately upon receiving
the breath of life, are instantly re ected on high; a living portrayal
of the creature nature and potential is ashed to the superuniverse
headquarters. us, by means of the discerners, are the Censors
made fully cognizant of exactly “what manner of spirit” has been
born on the worlds of space.

22 So it is with mortal man: e Mother Spirit of Salvington
knows you fully, for the Holy Spirit on your world “searches all
things,” and whatsoever the divine Spirit knows of you is immedi-
ately available whenever the secoraphic discerners re ect with the
Spirit concerning the Spirit’s knowledge of you. It should, how-
ever, be mentioned that the knowledge and plans of the Father
fragments are not re ectible. e discerners can and do re ect the
presence of the Adjusters (and the Censors pronounce them di-
vine), but they cannot decipher the content of the mindedness of
the Mystery Monitors.

6. THE TERTIARY SECONAPHIM
1 In the samemanner as their fellows, these angels are created se-

rially and in seven re ective types, but these types are not assigned
individually to the separate services of the superuniverse admin-
istrators. All tertiary seconaphim are collectively assigned to the
Trinitized Sons of Attainment, and these ascendant sons use them
interchangeably; that is, the Mighty Messengers can and do utilize
any of the tertiary types, and so do their co-ordinates, ose High
in Authority and ose without Name and Number. ese seven
types of tertiary seconaphim are:
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2 1. e Signi cance of Origins. e ascendant Trinitized Sons
of a superuniverse government are charged with the responsibility
of dealingwith all issues growing out of the origin of any individual,
race, orworld; and the signi cance of origin is the paramount ques-
tion in all our plans for the cosmic advancement of the living crea-
tures of the realm. All relationships and the application of ethics
grow out of the fundamental facts of origin. Origin is the basis of
the relational reaction of the Gods. Always does the Conjoint Ac-
tor “take note of the man, in what manner he was born.”

3 With the higher descendant beings, origin is simply a fact to be
ascertained; but with the ascending beings, including the lower or-
ders of angels, the nature and circumstances of origin are not always
so clear, though of equally vital importance at almost every turn of
universe affairs — hence the value of having at our disposal a se-
ries of re ective seconaphim who can instantly portray anything
required respecting the genesis of any being in either the central
universe or throughout the entire realm of a superuniverse.

4 e Signi cances of Origins are the living ready-reference ge-
nealogies of the vast hosts of beings — men, angels, and others —
who inhabit the seven superuniverses. ey are always ready to
supply their superiors with an up-to-date, replete, and trustwor-
thy estimate of the ancestral factors and the current actual status of
any individual on any world of their respective superuniverses; and
their computation of possessed facts is always up to the minute.˚

5 2. e Memory of Mercy. ese are the actual, full and re-
plete, living records of the mercy which has been extended to indi-
viduals and races by the tender ministrations of the instrumental-
ities of the In nite Spirit in the mission of adapting the justice of
righteousness to the status of the realms, as disclosed by the por-
trayals of the Signi cance of Origins. e Memory of Mercy dis-
closes the moral debt of the children of mercy — their spiritual
liabilities — to be set down against their assets of the saving provi-

6.4. e Signi cance of Origins are the living ready-reference genealogies… e plural
is required to agree with the verb “are,” and its construction is paralleled by the formation
of the plural Discerner(s) of Spirits in a similar setting at 28:5.20 in the text. e structure
of the plural as a whole is confused by the plural form of the last word in the singular of the
name.
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sion established by the Sons of God. In revealing the Father’s pre-
existent mercy, the Sons of God establish the necessary credit to
ensure the survival of all. And then, in accordance with the nd-
ings of the Signi cance of Origins, a mercy credit is established for
the survival of each rational creature, a credit of lavish proportions
and one of sufficient grace to ensure the survival of every soul who
really desires divine citizenship.

6 e Memory of Mercy is a living trial balance, a current state-
ment of your account with the supernatural forces of the realms.

ese are the living records of mercy ministration which are read
into the testimony of the courts of Uversa when each individual’s
right to unending life comes up for adjudication, when “thrones
are cast up and the Ancients of Days are seated. e broadcasts of
Uversa issue and come forth from before them; thousands upon
thousands minister to them, and ten thousand times ten thousand
stand before them. e judgment is set, and the books are opened.”
And the books which are opened on such a momentous occasion
are the living records of the tertiary seconaphim of the superuni-
verses. e formal records are on le to corroborate the testimony
of the Memories of Mercy if they are required.

7 e Memory of Mercy must show that the saving credit estab-
lished by the Sons of God has been fully and faithfully paid out in
the loving ministry of the patient personalities of the ird Source
and Centre. But when mercy is exhausted, when the “memory”
thereof testi es to its depletion, then does justice prevail and righ-
teousness decree. For mercy is not to be thrust upon those who
despise it; mercy is not a gi to be trampled under foot by the per-
sistent rebels of time. Nevertheless, though mercy is thus precious
and dearly bestowed, your individual drawing credits are always far
in excess of your ability to exhaust the reserve if you are sincere of
purpose and honest of heart.

8 ¶ e mercy re ectors, with their tertiary associates, engage in
numerous superuniverse ministries, including the teaching of the
ascending creatures. Among many other things the Signi cances
of Origins teach these ascenders how to apply spirit ethics, and fol-
lowing such training, the Memories of Mercy teach them how to
be truly merciful. While the spirit techniques of mercy ministry
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are beyond your concept, you should even now understand that
mercy is a quality of growth. You should realize that there is a great
reward of personal satisfaction in being rst just, next fair, then pa-
tient, then kind. And then, on that foundation, if you choose and
have it in your heart, you can take the next step and really show
mercy; but you cannot exhibit mercy in and of itself. ese steps
must be traversed; otherwise there can be no genuinemercy. ere
may be patronage, condescension, or charity — even pity — but
not mercy. True mercy comes only as the beautiful climax to these
preceding adjuncts to group understanding, mutual appreciation,
fraternal fellowship, spiritual communion, and divine harmony.˚

9 3. e Import of Time. Time is the one universal endowment
of all will creatures; it is the “one talent” intrusted to all intelligent
beings. You all have time inwhich to ensure your survival; and time
is fatally squandered onlywhen it is buried in neglect, when you fail
so to utilize it as to make certain the survival of your soul. Failure
to improve one’s time to the fullest extent possible does not impose
fatal penalties; it merely retards the pilgrim of time in his journey
of ascent. If survival is gained, all other losses can be retrieved.

10 In the assignment of trusts the counsel of the Imports of Time
is invaluable. Time is a vital factor in everything this side ofHavona
and Paradise. In the nal judgment before the Ancients of Days,
time is an element of evidence. e Imports of Time must always
afford testimony to show that every defendant has had ample time
for making decisions, achieving choice.

11 ese time evaluators are also the secret of prophecy; they por-
tray the element of time which will be required in the completion
of any undertaking, and they are just as dependable as indicators
as are the frandalanks and chronoldeks of other living orders. e
Gods foresee, hence foreknow; but the ascendant authorities of the
universes of time must consult the Imports of Time to be able to
forecast events of the future.

12 You will rst encounter these beings on the mansion worlds,
and they will there instruct you in the advantageous use of that

8. …the Signi cance ofOrigins teach these ascenders… Same explanation as 28:6.4 above
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which you call “time,” both in its positive employment, work, and
in its negative utilization, rest. Both uses of time are important.

13 4. e Solemnity of Trust. Trust is the crucial test of will crea-
tures. Trustworthiness is the true measure of self-mastery, charac-
ter. ese seconaphim accomplish a double purpose in the econ-
omy of the superuniverses: ey portray to all will creatures the
sense of the obligation, sacredness, and solemnity of trust. At the
same time they unerringly re ect to the governing authorities the
exact trustworthiness of any candidate for con dence or trust.

14 OnUrantia, you grotesquely essay to read character and to esti-
mate speci c abilities, but on Uversa we actually do these things in
perfection. ese seconaphim weigh trustworthiness in the living
scales of unerring character appraisal, and when they have looked
at you, we have only to look at them to know the limitations of your
ability to discharge responsibility, execute trust, and ful lmissions.
Your assets of trustworthiness are clearly set forth alongside your li-
abilities of possible default or betrayal.

15 ¶ It is the plan of your superiors to advance you by augmented
trusts just as fast as your character is sufficiently developed to grace-
fully bear these added responsibilities, but to overload the individ-
ual only courts disaster and ensures disappointment. And the mis-
take of placing responsibility prematurely upon eithermanor angel
may be avoided by utilizing the ministry of these infallible estima-
tors of the trust capacity of the individuals of time and space. ese
seconaphim ever accompany ose High in Authority, and never
do these executives make assignments until their candidates have
been weighed in the secoraphic balances and pronounced “not
wanting.”

16 5. e Sanctity of Service. e privilege of service immedi-
ately follows the discovery of trustworthiness. Nothing can stand
between you and opportunity for increased service except your
own untrustworthiness, your lack of capacity for appreciation of
the solemnity of trust.

17 Service — purposeful service, not slavery — is productive of
the highest satisfaction and is expressive of the divinest dignity.
Service — more service, increased service, difficult service, adven-
turous service, and at last divine and perfect service — is the goal
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of time and the destination of space. But ever will the play cycles
of time alternate with the service cycles of progress. And a er the
service of time there follows the superservice of eternity. During
the play of time you should envision the work of eternity, even as
you will, during the service of eternity, reminisce the play of time.

18 ¶ e universal economy is based on intake and output;
throughout the eternal career you will never encounter monotony
of inaction or stagnation of personality. Progress is made possible
by inherent motion, advancement grows out of the divine capacity
for action, and achievement is the child of imaginative adventure.
But inherent in this capacity for achievement is the responsibility
of ethics, the necessity for recognizing that the world and the uni-
verse are lled with a multitude of differing types of beings. All of
this magni cent creation, including yourself, was not made just for
you. is is not an egocentric universe. e Gods have decreed, “It
is more blessed to give than to receive,” and said your Master Son,
“He who would be greatest among you let him be server of all.”

19 ¶ e real nature of any service, be it rendered byman or angel,
is fully revealed in the faces of these secoraphic service indicators,
the Sanctities of Service. e full analysis of the true and of the
hidden motives is clearly shown. ese angels are indeed the mind
readers, heart searchers, and soul revealers of the universe. Mortals
may employ words to conceal their thoughts, but these high sec-
onaphim lay bare the deep motives of the human heart and of the
angelic mind.

20 ¶ 6 and 7. e Secret of Greatness and the Soul of Goodness. e
ascending pilgrims having awakened to the import of time, the way
is prepared for the realization of the solemnity of trust and for the
appreciation of the sanctity of service. While these are the moral
elements of greatness, there are also secrets of greatness. When the
spiritual tests of greatness are applied, the moral elements are not
disregarded, but the quality of unsel shness revealed in disinter-
ested labour for the welfare of one’s earthly fellows, particularly
worthy beings in need and in distress, that is the real measure of
planetary greatness. And the manifestation of greatness on a world
like Urantia is the exhibition of self-control. e great man is not
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he who “takes a city” or “overthrows a nation,” but rather “he who
subdues his own tongue.”

21 Greatness is synonymous with divinity. God is supremely
great and good. Greatness and goodness simply cannot be divorced.

ey are forever made one in God. is truth is literally and strik-
ingly illustrated by the re ective interdependence of the Secret of
Greatness and the Soul ofGoodness, for neither can functionwith-
out the other. In re ecting other qualities of divinity, the superuni-
verse seconaphim can and do act alone, but the re ective estimates
of greatness and of goodness appear to be inseparable. Hence, on
any world, in any universe, must these re ectors of greatness and
of goodness work together, always showing a dual and mutually
dependent report of every being upon whom they focalize. Great-
ness cannot be estimated without knowing the content of good-
ness, while goodness cannot be portrayed without exhibiting its
inherent and divine greatness.

22 e estimate of greatness varies from sphere to sphere. To be
great is to be Godlike. And since the quality of greatness is wholly
determinedby the content of goodness, it follows that, even in your
present human estate, if you can through grace become good, you
are thereby becoming great. e more steadfastly you behold, and
the more persistently you pursue, the concepts of divine goodness,
the more certainly will you grow in greatness, in true magnitude of
genuine survival character.

7. MINISTRY OF THE SECONAPHIM
1 e seconaphimhave their origin andheadquarters on the cap-

itals of the superuniverses, but with their liaison fellows they range
from the shores of Paradise to the evolutionary worlds of space.

ey serve as valued assistants to the members of the deliberative
assemblies of the supergovernments and are of great help to the
courtesy colonies of Uversa: the star students, millennial tourists,
celestial observers, and a host of others, including the ascendant
beings in waiting forHavona transport. e Ancients of Days take
pleasure in assigning certain of the primary seconaphim to assist
the ascending creatures domiciled on the 490 study worlds sur-
rounding Uversa, and here also do many of the secondary and ter-
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tiary orders serve as teachers. ese Uversa satellites are the n-
ishing schools of the universes of time, presenting the preparatory
course for the seven-circuited university of Havona.

2 ¶ Of the three orders of seconaphim, the tertiary group, at-
tached to the ascendant authorities, minister most extensively to
the ascending creatures of time. You will on occasion meet them
soon a er your departure from Urantia, though you will not freely
make use of their services until you reach the tarrying worlds of
Orvonton. You will enjoy their companionship when you become
fully acquainted with them during your sojourn on the Uversa
school worlds.

3 ese tertiary seconaphim are the timesavers, space abridgers,
error detectors, faithful teachers, and everlasting guideposts — liv-
ing signs of divine surety — in mercy placed at the crossroads of
time, there to guide the feet of anxious pilgrims in moments of
great perplexity and spiritual uncertainty. Long before attaining
the portals of perfection, you will begin to gain access to the tools
of divinity and to make contact with the techniques of Deity. In-
creasingly, from the time you arrive on the initial mansion world
until you close your eyes in the Havona sleep preparatory to your
Paradise transit, you will avail yourself of the emergency help of
thesemarvellous beings, who are so fully and freely re ective of the
sure knowledge and certain wisdom of those safe and dependable
pilgrims who have preceded you on the long journey to the portals
of perfection.

4 We are denied the full privilege of using these angels of the re-
ective order onUrantia. ey are frequent visitors on your world,

accompanying assigned personalities, but here they cannot freely
function. is sphere is still under partial spiritual quarantine, and
someof the circuits essential to their services arenothere at present.
When your world is once more restored to the re ective circuits
concerned, much of the work of interplanetary and interuniverse
communication will be greatly simpli ed and expedited. Celes-
tial workers on Urantia encounter many difficulties because of this
functional curtailment of their re ective associates. But we go on
joyfully conducting our affairs with the instrumentalities at hand,
notwithstanding our local deprivation of many of the services of
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these marvellous beings, the living mirrors of space and the pres-
ence projectors of time.

ahb

5 [Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger of Uversa.]



PAPER №29
THE UNIVERSE POWER DIRECTORS

Universal Censor

OF ALL the universe personalities concerned in the reg-
ulation of interplanetary and interuniverse affairs, the
power directors and their associates have been the least

understood on Urantia. While your races have long known of the
existence of angels and similar orders of celestial beings, little in-
formation concerning the controllers and regulators of the physical
domain has ever been imparted. Even now I am permitted fully to
disclose only the last of the following three groups of living beings
having to dowith force control and energy regulation in themaster
universe:

2 1. Primary Eventuated Master Force Organizers.
3 2. Associate Transcendental Master Force Organizers.
4 3. Universe Power Directors.
5 ¶ ough I deem it impossible to portray the individuality of

the various groups of directors, centres, and controllers of universe
power, I hope to be able to explain something about the domain
of their activities. ey are a unique group of living beings hav-
ing to do with the intelligent regulation of energy throughout the
grand universe. Including the supreme directors, they embrace the
following major divisions:

6 1. e Seven Supreme Power Directors.
7 2. e Supreme Power Centres.
8 3. e Master Physical Controllers.
9 4. e Morontia Power Supervisors.
10 ¶ e SupremePowerDirectors andCentres have existed from

the near times of eternity, and as far as we know, nomore beings of
these orders have been created. e Seven SupremeDirectors were
personalized by the Seven Master Spirits, and then they collabo-
rated with their parents in the production of more than 1010 as-
sociates. Before the days of the power directors the energy circuits
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of space outside of the central universe were under the intelligent
supervision of the Master Force Organizers of Paradise.

11 Having knowledge aboutmaterial creatures, you have at least a
contrastive conception of spiritual beings; but it is very difficult for
the mortal mind to envisage the power directors. In the scheme of
ascendant progression to higher levels of existence you have noth-
ing directly to do with either the supreme directors or the power
centres. On certain rare occasions you will have dealings with the
physical controllers, and you will work freely with the supervisors
of morontia power upon reaching the mansion worlds. ese Mo-
rontia Power Supervisors function so exclusively in the morontia
regime of the local creations that it is deemed best to narrate their
activities in the section dealing with the local universe.

1. THE SEVEN SUPREME POWER DIRECTORS
1 e Seven Supreme Power Directors are the physical-energy

regulators of the grand universe. eir creation by the Seven Mas-
ter Spirits is the rst recorded instance of the derivation of semi-
material progeny from true spirit ancestry. When the Seven Mas-
ter Spirits create individually, they bring forth highly spiritual per-
sonalities on the angelic order; when they create collectively, they
sometimes produce these high types of semimaterial beings. But
even these quasi-physical beings would be invisible to the short-
range vision of Urantia mortals.

2 e Supreme Power Directors are seven in number, and they
are identical in appearance and function. One cannot be distin-
guished from another except by thatMaster Spirit withwhomeach
is in immediate association, and to whom each is in complete func-
tional subservience. Each of the Master Spirits is thus in eternal
union with one of their collective offspring. e same director is
always in association with the same Spirit, and their working part-
nership results in a unique association of physical and spiritual en-
ergies, of a semiphysical being and a spirit personality.

3 e Seven Supreme Power Directors are stationed on periph-
eral Paradise, where their slowly circulating presences indicate the
whereabouts of the force-focal headquarters of the Master Spirits.
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ese power directors function singly in the power-energy regu-
lation of the superuniverses but collectively in the administration
of the central creation. ey operate from Paradise but maintain
themselves as effective power centres in all divisions of the grand
universe.

4 ese mighty beings are the physical ancestors of the vast host
of the power centres and, through them, of the physical controllers
scattered throughout the seven superuniverses. Such subordinate
physical-control organisms are basically uniform, identical except
for the differential toning of each superuniverse corps. In order to
change in superuniverse service, they would merely have to return
to Paradise for retoning. e physical creation is fundamentally
uniform in administration.

2. THE SUPREME POWER CENTRES
1 e Seven Supreme Power Directors are not able, individu-

ally, to reproduce themselves, but collectively, and in association
with the SevenMaster Spirits, they can and do reproduce— create
— other beings like themselves. Such is the origin of the Supreme
Power Centres of the grand universe, who function in the follow-
ing seven groups:

2 1. Supreme Centre Supervisors.
3 2. Havona Centres.
4 3. Superuniverse Centres.
5 4. Local Universe Centres.
6 5. Constellation Centres.
7 6. System Centres.
8 7. Unclassi ed Centres.
9 ¶ ese power centres together with the Supreme Power Di-

rectors are beings of high will freedom and action. ey are all en-
dowed with ird-Source personality and disclose unquestioned
volitional capacity of a high order. ese directing centres of the
universe power system are the possessors of exquisite intelligence
endowment; they are the intellect of the power system of the grand
universe and the secret of the technique of the mind control of all
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the vast network of the far- ung functions of the Master Physical
Controllers and the Morontia Power Supervisors.

10 1. Supreme Centre Supervisors. ese seven co-ordinates and
associates of the Supreme PowerDirectors are the regulators of the
master energy circuits of the grand universe. Each centre super-
visor is headquartered on one of the special worlds of the Seven
Supreme Executives, and they work in close association with these
co-ordinators of general universe affairs.

11 e Supreme PowerDirectors and the SupremeCentre Super-
visors function both as individuals and conjointlywith regard to all
cosmic phenomena below the levels of “gravity energy.” When act-
ing in liaison, these 14 beings are to universe power what the Seven
Supreme Executives are to general universe affairs, and what the
Seven Master Spirits are to the cosmic mind.

12 2. Havona Centres. Before the creation of the universes of
time and space, power centres were not required in Havona, but
ever since these far-distant times, 1,000,000 have functioned in the
central creation, each centre having the supervision of 1,000 Ha-
vona worlds. Here in the divine universe there is perfection of en-
ergy control, a condition not existing elsewhere. Perfection of en-
ergy regulation is the ultimate goal of all the power centres and the
physical controllers of space.

13 3. Superuniverse Centres. Occupying an enormous area on
the capital sphere of each of the seven superuniverses are 1,000
power centres of the 3 order. ree currents of primary energy
of 10 segregations each come in to these power centres, but 7 spe-
cialized and well-directed, though imperfectly controlled, circuits
of power go forth from their seat of united action. is is the elec-
tronic organization of universe power.

14 All energy is circuited in the Paradise cycle, but the Universe
PowerDirectors direct the force-energies of nether Paradise as they
nd themmodi ed in the space functions of the central and super-

universes, converting and directing these energies into channels of
useful and constructive application. ere is a difference between
Havona energy and the energies of the superuniverses. e power
charge of a superuniverse consists of 3 phases of energy of 10 segre-
gations each. is threefold energy charge spreads throughout the
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space of the grand universe; it is like a vast moving ocean of energy
which engulfs and bathes the whole of each of the seven supercre-
ations.

15 e electronic organization of universe power functions in
seven phases and discloses varying response to local or linear grav-
ity. is sevenfold circuit proceeds from the superuniverse power
centres and pervades each supercreation. Such specialized currents
of time and space are de nite and localized energy movements ini-
tiated and directed for speci c purposes, much as the Gulf Stream
functions as a circumscribed phenomenon in the midst of the At-
lantic Ocean.

16 4. Local Universe Centres. On the headquarters of each local
universe are stationed 100 power centres of the fourth order. ey
function to downstep and otherwise to modify the seven power
circuits emanating from superuniverse headquarters, thus making
them applicable to the services of the constellations and systems.

e local astronomical catastrophes of space are of passing concern
to these power centres; they are engaged in the orderly dispatch of
effective energy to the subsidiary constellations and systems. ey
are of great assistance to the Creator Sons during the later times of
universe organization and energy mobilization. ese centres are
able to provide intensi ed lanes of energy useful for interplanetary
communication between important inhabited points. Such a lane
or line of energy, sometimes also called an energy path, is a direct
circuit of energy from one power centre to another power centre
or from one physical controller to another controller. It is an indi-
vidualized stream of power and stands in contrast to the free space
movements of undifferentiated energy.

17 5. Constellation Centres. 10 of these living power centres are
stationed in each constellation, functioning as energy projectors to
the 100 tributary local systems. From these beings there go forth
the power lines for communication and transport and for the en-
ergizing of those living creatures who are dependent upon certain
forms of physical energy for the maintenance of life. But neither
the power centres nor the subordinate physical controllers are oth-
erwise concerned with life as a functional organization.
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18 6. System Centres. One Supreme Power Centre is perma-
nently assigned to each local system. ese system centres dispatch
the power circuits to the inhabited worlds of time and space. ey
co-ordinate the activities of the subordinate physical controllers
and otherwise function to ensure the satisfactory distribution of
power in the local system. e circuit relay between the planets de-
pends upon the perfect co-ordination of certain material energies
and upon the efficient regulation of physical power.

19 7. Unclassi ed Centres. ese are the centres who function
in special local situations but not on the inhabited planets. e
individual worlds are in the charge of Master Physical Controllers
and receive the encircuited lines of power dispatched by the power
centre of their system. Only those spheres of the most extraordi-
nary energy relationships have power centres of the seventh order
acting as universe balance wheels or energy governors. In every
phase of activity these power centres are the full equals of those
who function on the higher units of control, but not 1 space body
in 1,000,000 harbours such a living power organization.

3. THE DOMAIN OF POWER CENTRES
1 e SupremePowerCentres distributed throughout the super-

universes number, with their associates and subordinates, upward
of 1010. And they are all in perfect synchrony and complete liaison
with their Paradise progenitors, the Seven Supreme Power Direc-
tors. e power control of the grand universe is thus intrusted to
the keeping and direction of the Seven Master Spirits, the creators
of the Seven Supreme Power Directors.

2 e Supreme Power Directors and all their associates, assis-
tants, and subordinates are forever exempt from apprehension or
interference by all the tribunals of all space; neither are they subject
to the administrative direction either of the superuniverse govern-
ment of the Ancients of Days or of the local universe administra-
tion of the Creator Sons.

3 ese power centres and directors are brought into being by
the children of the In nite Spirit. ey are not germane to the ad-
ministration of the Sons ofGod, though they affiliatewith theCre-
ator Sons during the later epochs of universematerial organization.
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But the power centres are in some way closely associated with the
cosmic overcontrol of the Supreme Being.

4 ¶ Power centres and physical controllers undergo no training;
they are all created in perfection and are inherently perfect in ac-
tion. Never do they pass from one function to another; always
do they serve as originally assigned. ere is no evolution in their
ranks, and this is true of all seven divisions of both orders.

5 Having no ascendant past to revert to in memory, power cen-
tres and physical controllers never play; they are thoroughly busi-
nesslike in all their actions. ey are always on duty; there is no
provision in the universal scheme for the interruption of the physi-
cal lines of energy; never for a fraction of a second can these beings
relinquish their direct supervisionof the energy circuits of time and
space.

6 ¶ e directors, centres, and controllers of power have nothing
to do with anything in all creation except power, material or semi-
physical energy; they do not originate it, but they do modify, ma-
nipulate, and directionize it. Neither do they have anything what-
ever to do with physical gravity except to resist its drawing power.

eir relation to gravity is wholly negative.
7 e power centres utilize vast mechanisms and co-ordinations

of amaterial order in liaison with the livingmechanisms of the var-
ious segregated energy concentrations. Each individual power cen-
tre is constituted in exactly 1,000,000 units of functional control,
and these energy-modifying units are not stationary as are the vital
organs ofman’s physical body; these “vital organs” of power regula-
tion are mobile and truly kaleidoscopic in associative possibilities.

8 It is utterly beyond my ability to explain the manner in which
these living beings encompass the manipulation and regulation of
the master circuits of universe energy. To undertake to inform you
further concerning the size and function of these gigantic and al-
most perfectly efficient power centres, would only add to your con-
fusion and consternation. ey are both living and “personal,” but
they are beyond your comprehension.

9 ¶ Outside of Havona the Supreme Power Centres function
only on especially constructed (architectural) spheres or on oth-
erwise suitably constituted space bodies. e architectural worlds
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are so constructed that the living power centres can act as selec-
tive switches to directionize, modify, and concentrate the energies
of space as they pour over these spheres. ey could not so func-
tion on an ordinary evolutionary sun or planet. Certain groups are
also concerned in theheating andothermaterial necessities of these
special headquarters worlds. And though it is beyond the scope of
Urantia knowledge, I may state that these orders of living power
personalities havemuch to dowith the distribution of the light that
shines without heat. ey do not produce this phenomenon, but
they are concerned with its dissemination and directionization.

10 ¶ e power centres and their subordinate controllers are as-
signed to the working of all of the physical energies of organized
space. eyworkwith the3basic currents of 10 energies each. at
is the energy charge of organized space; andorganized space is their
domain. e Universe Power Directors have nothing whatever to
do with those tremendous actions of force which are now taking
place outside the present boundaries of the seven superuniverses.

11 e power centres and controllers exert perfect control over
only 7 of the 10 forms of energy contained in each basic universe
current; those forms which are partly or wholly exempt from their
control must represent the unpredictable realms of energy mani-
festation dominated by the Unquali ed Absolute. If they exert an
in uence upon the primordial forces of this Absolute, we are not
cognizant of such functions, though there is some slight evidence
which would warrant the opinion that certain of the physical con-
trollers are sometimes automatically reactive to certain impulses of
the Universal Absolute.

12 ese living power mechanisms are not consciously related to
the master universe energy overcontrol of the Unquali ed Abso-
lute, but we surmise that their entire and almost perfect scheme of
power direction is in some unknown manner subordinated to this
supergravity presence. In any local energy situation the centres and
controllers exert near-supremacy, but they are always conscious of
the superenergy presence and the unrecognizable performance of
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the Unquali ed Absolute.

4. THE MASTER PHYSICAL CONTROLLERS
1 ese beings are the mobile subordinates of the Supreme

Power Centres. e physical controllers are endowed with capa-
bilities of individuality metamorphosis of such a nature that they
can engage in a remarkable variety of autotransport, being able to
traverse local space at velocities approaching the ight of Solitary
Messengers. But like all other space traversers they require the as-
sistance of both their fellows and certain other types of beings in
overcoming the action of gravity and the resistance of inertia in de-
parting from a material sphere.

2 e Master Physical Controllers serve throughout the grand
universe. ey are directly governed from Paradise by the Seven
Supreme Power Directors as far as the headquarters of the superu-
niverses; from here they are directed and distributed by the Coun-
cil of Equilibrium, the high commissioners of power dispatched by
the Seven Master Spirits from the personnel of the Associate Mas-
ter ForceOrganizers. ese high commissioners are empowered to
interpret the readings and registrations of the master frandalanks,
those living instruments which indicate the power pressure and the
energy charge of an entire superuniverse.

3 While the presence of the Paradise Deities encircles the grand
universe and sweeps around the circle of eternity, the in uence of
any one of the Seven Master Spirits is limited to a single superu-
niverse. ere is a distinct segregation of energy and a separation
of the circuits of power between each of the seven supercreations;
hence individualized control methods must and do prevail.

4 ¶ e Master Physical Controllers are the direct offspring of
the SupremePowerCentres, and their numbers include the follow-
ing:

5 1. Associate Power Directors.
6 2. Mechanical Controllers.
7 3. Energy Transformers.
8 4. Energy Transmitters.
9 5. Primary Associators.
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10 6. Secondary Dissociators.
11 7. e Frandalanks and Chronoldeks.
12 ¶ Not all of these orders are persons in the sense of possessing

individual powers of choice. Especially do the last four seem to be
wholly automatic and mechanical in response to the impulses of
their superiors and in reaction to existing energy conditions. But
though such response appears wholly mechanistic, it is not; they
may seem to be automatons, but all of themdisclose the differential
function of intelligence.

13 Personality is not necessarily a concomitant of mind. Mind
can think even when deprived of all power of choice, as in numer-
ous of the lower types of animals and in certain of these subordi-
nate physical controllers. Many of thesemore automatic regulators
of physical power are not persons in any sense of the term. ey are
not endowedwithwill and independence of decision, beingwholly
subservient to the mechanical perfection of design for the tasks of
their allotment. Nonetheless all of them are highly intelligent be-
ings.

14 e physical controllers are chie y occupied in the adjustment
of basic energies undiscovered on Urantia. ese unknown ener-
gies are very essential to the interplanetary system of transport and
to certain techniques of communication. When we lay lines of en-
ergy for the purpose of conveying sound equivalents or of extend-
ing vision, these undiscovered forms of energy are utilized by the
living physical controllers and their associates. ese same energies
are also, on occasion, used by themidway creatures in their routine
work.

15 1. Associate Power Directors. ese marvellously efficient be-
ings are intrusted with the assignment and dispatch of all orders of
the Master Physical Controllers in accordance with the ever-shi -
ing needs of the constantly changing energy status of the realms.

e vast reserves of the physical controllers are maintained on the
headquarters worlds of the minor sectors, and from these con-
centration points they are periodically dispatched by the associate
power directors to the headquarters of the universes, constella-
tions, and systems, and to the individual planets. When thus as-
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signed, the physical controllers are provisionally subject to the or-
ders of the divine executioners of the conciliating commissions but
are otherwise solely amenable to their associate directors and to the
Supreme Power Centres.

16 3,000,000 associate power directors are assigned to each of the
Orvontonminor sectors, making a total of 3×109 as the superuni-
verse quota of these amazingly versatile beings. eir own reserves
aremaintained on these sameminor sector worlds, where they also
serve as instructors of all who study the sciences of the techniques
of intelligent energy control and transmutation.

17 ese directors alternate periods of executive service in themi-
nor sectors with equal periods of inspection service to the realms of
space. At least one acting inspector is always present in each local
system, maintaining headquarters on its capital sphere. ey keep
the whole vast living energy aggregation in harmonious synchrony.

18 2. Mechanical Controllers. ese are the exceedingly versa-
tile and mobile assistants of the associate power directors. Tril-
lions upon trillions of them are commissioned in Ensa, your mi-
nor sector. ese beings are called mechanical controllers because
they are so completely dominated by their superiors, so fully sub-
servient to the will of the associate power directors. Nevertheless
they are, themselves, very intelligent, and their work, though me-
chanical and matter-of-fact in nature, is skillfully performed.

19 Of all the Master Physical Controllers assigned to the inhab-
ited worlds, the mechanical controllers are by far the most power-
ful. Possessing the living endowment of antigravity in excess of all
other beings, each controller has a gravity resistance equalled only
by enormous spheres revolving at tremendous velocity. 10 of these
controllers are now stationed onUrantia, and one of theirmost im-
portant planetary activities is to facilitate the departure of seraphic
transports. In so functioning, all 10 of the mechanical controllers
act in unison while a battery of 1,000 energy transmitters provides
the initial momentum for the seraphic departure.

20 e mechanical controllers are competent to directionize the
ow of energy and to facilitate its concentration into the special-

ized currents or circuits. esemighty beings havemuch todowith
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the segregation, directionization, and intensi cation of the physi-
cal energies and with the equalization of the pressures of the inter-
planetary circuits. ey are expert in themanipulation of 21 of the
30 physical energies of space, constituting the power charge of a
superuniverse. ey are also able to accomplish much towards the
management and control of six of the nine more subtle forms of
physical energy. By placing these controllers in proper technical re-
lationship to each other and to certain of the power centres, the as-
sociate power directors are enabled to effect unbelievable changes
in power adjustment and energy control.

21 e Master Physical Controllers o en function in batteries of
hundreds, thousands, and even millions and by varying their posi-
tions and formations are able to effect energy control in a collective
as well as an individual capacity. As requirements vary, they can
upstep and accelerate the energy volume and movement or detain,
condense, and retard the energy currents. ey in uence energy
and power transformations somewhat as so-called catalytic agents
augment chemical reactions. ey function by inherent ability and
in co-operation with the Supreme Power Centres.

22 3. Energy Transformers. e number of these beings in a su-
peruniverse is unbelievable. ere are almost 1,000,000 in Satania
alone, and the usual quota is 100 for each inhabited world.

23 e energy transformers are the conjoint creation of the Seven
Supreme PowerDirectors and the SevenCentre Supervisors. ey
are among themore personal orders of physical controllers, and ex-
cept when an associate power director is present on an inhabited
world, the transformers are in command. ey are the planetary
inspectors of all departing seraphic transports. All classes of celes-
tial life can utilize the less personal orders of the physical control-
lers only by liaison with the more personal orders of the associate
directors and the energy transformers.˚

4.23. …the SevenSupremePowerDirectors and the SevenCentral Supervisors… ere is
no other reference to Seven Central Supervisors anywhere in the text but there are multiple
references to Seven Centre Supervisors (primary description at 98:4.1. in the text) who
function closely with the Supreme Power Directors and can be very reasonably substituted
here for the otherwise unknown Central Supervisors.
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24 ese transformers are powerful and effective living switches,
being able to dispose themselves for or against a given power dis-
position or directionization. ey are also skillful in their efforts
to insulate the planets against the powerful energy streams passing
between gigantic planetary and starry neighbours. eir energy-
transmutive attributes render them most serviceable in the impor-
tant task of maintaining universal energy balance, or power equi-
librium. Atone time they seemto consumeor store energy; at other
times they appear to exude or liberate energy. e transformers are
able to increase or to diminish the “storage-battery” potential of
the living and dead energies of their respective realms. But they
deal only with physical and semimaterial energies, they do not di-
rectly function in the domain of life, neither do they change the
forms of living beings.

25 In some respects the energy transformers are the most remark-
able and mysterious of all semimaterial living creatures. ey are
in some unknown manner physically differentiated, and by vary-
ing their liaison relationships, they are able to exert a profound
in uence upon the energy which passes through their associated
presences. e status of the physical realms seems to undergo a
transformation under their skillful manipulation. ey can and do
change the physical form of the energies of space. With the aid of their
fellow controllers they are actually able to change the form and po-
tential of 27 of the 30 physical energies of the superuniverse power
charge. at three of these energies are beyond their control proves
that they are not instrumentalities of the Unquali ed Absolute.

26 ¶ e remaining four groups of the Master Physical Con-
trollers are hardly persons within any acceptable de nition of
that word. ese transmitters, associators, dissociators, and fran-
dalanks are wholly automatic in their reactions; nevertheless they
are in every sense intelligent. We are greatly limited in our knowl-
edge of these wonderful entities because we cannot communicate
with them. ey appear to understand the language of the realm,
but they cannot communicate with us. ey seem fully able to re-
ceive our communications but quite powerless to make response.

27 4. Energy Transmitters. ese beings function chie y, but
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not wholly, in an intraplanetary capacity. ey are marvellous dis-
patchers of energy as it is manifested on the individual worlds.

28 When energy is to be diverted to a new circuit, the transmit-
ters deploy themselves in a line along the desired energy path, and
by virtue of their unique attributes of energy-attraction, they can
actually induce an increased energy ow in the desired direction.

is they do just as literally as certain metallic circuits direction-
ize the ow of certain forms of electric energy; and they are living
superconductors for more than half of the 30 forms of physical en-
ergy.

29 Transmitters form skillful liaisons which are effective in re-
habilitating the weakening currents of specialized energy passing
from planet to planet and from station to station on an individ-
ual planet. ey can detect currents which are much too feeble to
be recognized by any other type of living being, and they can so
augment these energies that the accompanying message becomes
perfectly intelligible. eir services are invaluable to the broadcast
receivers.

30 Energy transmitters can function with regard to all forms of
communicable perception; they can render a distant scene “visible”
as well as a distant sound “audible.” ey provide the emergency
lines of communication in the local systems and on the individ-
ual planets. ese services must be used by practically all creatures
for purposes of communication outside of the regularly established
circuits.

31 ese beings, together with the energy transformers, are indis-
pensable to the maintenance of mortal existence on those worlds
having an impoverished atmosphere, and they are an integral part
of the technique of life on the nonbreathing planets.

32 5. Primary Associators. ese interesting and invaluable en-
tities are masterly energy conservators and custodians. Somewhat
as a plant stores solar light, so do these living organisms store energy
during times of plus manifestations. ey work on a gigantic scale,
converting the energies of space into a physical state not known on
Urantia. ey are also able to carry forward these transformations
to the point of producing some of the primitive units of material
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existence. ese beings simply act by their presence. ey are in
no way exhausted or depleted by this function; they act like living
catalytic agents.

33 During seasons of minus manifestations they are empowered
to release these accumulated energies. But your knowledge of en-
ergy and matter is not sufficiently advanced to make it possible
to explain the technique of this phase of their work. ey always
labour in compliance with universal law, handling and manipulat-
ing atoms, electrons, and ultimatons much as you maneuver ad-
justable type to make the same alphabetical symbols tell vastly dif-
ferent stories.

34 e associators are the rst group of life to appear on an or-
ganizing material sphere, and they can function at physical tem-
peratures which you would regard as utterly incompatible with the
existence of living beings. ey represent an order of life which
is simply beyond the range of human imagination. Together with
their co-workers, the dissociators, they are the most slavish of all
intelligent creatures.

35 6. Secondary Dissociators. Compared with the primary asso-
ciators, these beings of enormous antigravity endowment are the
reverse workers. ere is never any danger that the special or mod-
i ed forms of physical energy on the local worlds or in the local
systems will be exhausted, for these living organizations are en-
dowed with the unique power of evolving limitless supplies of en-
ergy. ey are chie y concerned with the evolution of a form of
energy which is hardly known on Urantia from a form of matter
which is recognized still less. ey are truly the alchemists of space
and the wonder-workers of time. But in all the wonders they work,
they never transgress the mandates of Cosmic Supremacy.

36 7. e Frandalanks. ese beings are the joint creation of all
three orders of energy-control beings: the primary and secondary
force organizers and the power directors. Frandalanks are themost
numerous of all theMaster Physical Controllers; the number func-
tioning in Satania alone is beyond your numerical concept. ey
are stationed on all inhabited worlds and are always attached to the
higher orders of physical controllers. ey function interchange-
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ably in the central and superuniverses and in the domains of outer
space.

37 e frandalanks are created in 30 divisions, one for each form
of basic universe force, and they function exclusively as living and
automatic presence, pressure, and velocity gauges. ese living
barometers are solely concerned with the automatic and unerring
registration of the status of all forms of force-energy. ey are to
the physical universe what the vast re ectivity mechanism is to the
minded universe. e frandalanks that register time in addition to
quantitative and qualitative energy presence are called chronoldeks.

38 I recognize that the frandalanks are intelligent, but I cannot
classify them as other than living machines. About the only way I
can help you to understand these living mechanisms is to compare
them to your own mechanical contrivances which perform with
almost intelligentlike precision and accuracy. en if you would
conceive of these beings, draw upon your imagination to the ex-
tent of recognizing that in the grand universe we actually have in-
telligent and living mechanisms (entities) that can perform more
intricate tasks involving more stupendous computations with even
greater delicacy of accuracy, even with ultimacy of precision.

5. THE MASTER FORCE ORGANIZERS
1 e force organizers are resident onParadise, but they function

throughout the master universe, more particularly in the domains
of unorganized space. ese extraordinary beings are neither cre-
ators nor creatures, and they comprise two grand divisions of ser-
vice:

2 1. Primary Eventuated Master Force Organizers.
3 2. Associate Transcendental Master Force Organizers.
4 ¶ ese two mighty orders of primordial-force manipulators

work exclusively under the supervision of the Architects of the
Master Universe, and at the present time they do not function ex-
tensively within the boundaries of the grand universe.

5 ¶ Primary Master Force Organizers are the manipulators of
the primordial or basic space-forces of the Unquali ed Absolute;
they are nebulae creators. ey are the living instigators of the en-
ergy cyclones of space and the early organizers and directionizers
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of these gigantic manifestations. ese force organizers transmute
primordial force (pre-energy not responsive to direct Paradise grav-
ity) into primary or puissant energy, energy transmuting from the
exclusive grasp of the Unquali ed Absolute to the gravity grasp of
the Isle of Paradise. ey are thereupon succeeded by the asso-
ciate force organizers, who continue the process of energy trans-
mutation from the primary through the secondary or gravity-en-
ergy stage.

6 Upon the completion of the plans for the creation of a local
universe, signalized by the arrival of a Creator Son, the Associate
Master Force Organizers give way to the orders of power directors
acting in the superuniverse of astronomic jurisdiction. But in the
absence of such plans the associate force organizers continue on
inde nitely in charge of these material creations, even as they now
operate in outer space.

7 e Master Force Organizers withstand temperatures and
function under physical conditions which would be intolerable
even to the versatile power centres and physical controllers of Or-
vonton. e only other types of revealed beings capable of func-
tioning in these realms of outer space are the Solitary Messengers
and the Inspired Trinity Spirits.

ahb

8 [Sponsored by a Universal Censor acting by authority of the
Ancients of Days on Uversa.]



PAPER №30
PERSONALITIES OF THE GRAND UNIVERSE

Mighty Messenger

THE personalities and other-than-personal entities now
functioning on Paradise and in the grand universe consti-
tute awell-nigh limitless number of living beings. Even the

number of major orders and types would stagger the human imag-
ination, let alone the countless subtypes and variations. It is, how-
ever, desirable to present something of two basic classi cations of
living beings — a suggestion of the Paradise classi cation and an
abbreviation of the Uversa Personality Register.

2 It is not possible to formulate comprehensive and entirely con-
sistent classi cations of the personalities of the grand universe be-
cause all of the groups are not revealed. It would require numerous
additional papers to cover the further revelation required to sys-
tematically classify all groups. Such conceptual expansion would
hardly be desirable as it would deprive the thinking mortals of
the next 1,000 years of that stimulus to creative speculation which
these partially revealed concepts supply. It is best thatmannot have
an overrevelation; it sti es imagination.
1. THE PARADISE CLASSIFICATION OF LIVING

BEINGS
1 Living beings are classi ed on Paradise in accordance with in-

herent and attained relationship to the Paradise Deities. During
the grand gatherings of the central and superuniverses those pre-
sent are o en grouped in accordance with origin: those of triune
origin, or of Trinity attainment; those of dual origin; and those of
single origin. It is difficult to interpret the Paradise classi cation of
living beings to the mortal mind, but we are authorized to present
the following:

2 I. TRIUNE-ORIGIN BEINGS. Beings created by all three
Paradise Deities, either as such or as the Trinity, together with the
Trinitized Corps, which designation refers to all groups of trini-
tized beings, revealed and unrevealed.
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3 A. e Supreme Spirits.

4 1. e Seven Master Spirits.
5 2. e Seven Supreme Executives.
6 3. e Seven Orders of Re ective Spirits.

7 B. e Stationary Sons of the Trinity.

8 1. Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy.
9 2. Eternals of Days.
10 3. Ancients of Days.
11 4. Perfections of Days.
12 5. Recents of Days.
13 6. Unions of Days.
14 7. Faithfuls of Days.
15 8. Perfectors of Wisdom.
16 9. Divine Counsellors.
17 10. Universal Censors.

18 C. Trinity-origin and Trinitized Beings.

19 1. Trinity Teacher Sons.
20 2. Inspired Trinity Spirits.
21 3. Havona Natives.
22 4. Paradise Citizens.
23 5. Unrevealed Trinity-origin Beings.
24 6. Unrevealed Deity-trinitized Beings.
25 7. Trinitized Sons of Attainment.
26 8. Trinitized Sons of Selection.
27 9. Trinitized Sons of Perfection.
28 10. Creature-trinitized Sons.
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29 II. DUAL-ORIGIN BEINGS. ose of origin in any two of
the Paradise Deities or otherwise created by any two beings of di-
rect or indirect descent from the Paradise Deities.

30 A. e Descending Orders.
31 1. Creator Sons.
32 2. Magisterial Sons.
33 3. Bright and Morning Stars.
34 4. Father Melchizedeks.
35 5. e Melchizedeks.
36 6. e Vorondadeks.
37 7. e Lanonandeks.
38 8. Brilliant Evening Stars.
39 9. e Archangels.
40 10. Life Carriers.
41 11. Unrevealed Universe Aids.
42 12. Unrevealed Sons of God.

43 B. e Stationary Orders.
44 1. Abandonters.
45 2. Susatia.
46 3. Univitatia.
47 4. Spironga.
48 5. Unrevealed Dual-origin Beings.

49 C. e Ascending Orders.
50 1. Adjuster-fused Mortals.
51 2. Son-fused Mortals.
52 3. Spirit-fused Mortals.
53 4. Translated Midwayers.
54 5. Unrevealed Ascenders.
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55 III. SINGLE-ORIGIN BEINGS. ose of origin in any one
of the Paradise Deities or otherwise created by any one being of
direct or indirect descent from the Paradise Deities.

56 A. e Supreme Spirits.
57 1. Gravity Messengers.
58 2. e Seven Spirits of the Havona Circuits.
59 3. e Twelvefold Adjutants of the Havona Circuits.
60 4. e Re ective Image Aids.
61 5. Universe Mother Spirits.
62 6. e Sevenfold Adjutant Mind-Spirits.
63 7. Unrevealed Deity-origin Beings.

64 B. e Ascending Orders.
65 1. Personalized Adjusters.
66 2. Ascending Material Sons.
67 3. Evolutionary Seraphim.
68 4. Evolutionary Cherubim.
69 5. Unrevealed Ascenders.

70 C. e Family of the In nite Spirit.
71 1. Solitary Messengers.
72 2. Universe Circuit Supervisors.
73 3. Census Directors.
74 4. Personal Aids of the In nite Spirit.
75 5. Associate Inspectors.
76 6. Assigned Sentinels.
77 7. Graduate Guides.
78 8. Havona Servitals.
79 9. Universal Conciliators.
80 10. Morontia Companions.
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81 11. Supernaphim.
82 12. Seconaphim.
83 13. Tertiaphim.
84 14. Omniaphim.
85 15. Seraphim.
86 16. Cherubim and Sanobim.
87 17. Unrevealed Spirit-origin Beings.
88 18. e Seven Supreme Power Directors.
89 19. e Supreme Power Centres.
90 20. e Master Physical Controllers.
91 21. e Morontia Power Supervisors.

92 IV. EVENTUATEDTRANSCENDENTALBEINGS. ere
is to be found on Paradise a vast host of transcendental beings
whose origin is not ordinarily disclosed to the universes of time
and space until they are settled in light and life. ese Transcen-
dentalers are neither creators nor creatures; they are the eventuated
children of divinity, ultimacy, and eternity. ese “eventuators”
are neither nite nor in nite — they are absonite; and absonity is
neither in nity nor absoluteness.

93 ese uncreated noncreators are ever loyal to the Paradise
Trinity and obedient to the Ultimate. ey are existent on 4 ul-
timate levels of personality activity and are functional on the 7 lev-
els of the absonite in 12 grand divisions consisting of 1,000 major
working groups of 7 classes each. ese eventuated beings include
the following orders:

94 1. e Architects of the Master Universe.
95 2. Transcendental Recorders.
96 3. Other Transcendentalers.
97 4. Primary Eventuated Master Force Organizers.
98 5. Associate Transcendental Master Force Organizers.
99 ¶ God, as a superperson, eventuates; God, as a person, creates;

God, as a preperson, fragments; and such an Adjuster fragment of
himself evolves the spirit soul upon the material and mortal mind
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in accordance with the freewill choosing of the personality which
has been bestowed upon such a mortal creature by the parental act
of God as a Father.
100 V. FRAGMENTED ENTITIES OF DEITY. is order of

living existence, originating in the Universal Father, is best typ-
i ed by the ought Adjusters, though these entities are by no
means the only fragmentations of the prepersonal reality of the
First Source andCentre. e functions of the other-than-Adjuster
fragments are manifold and little known. Fusion with an Adjuster
or other such fragment constitutes the creature a Father-fused be-
ing.
101 e fragmentations of the premind spirit of the ird Source

and Centre, though hardly comparable to the Father fragments,
should be here recorded. Such entities differ very greatly from
Adjusters; they do not as such dwell on Spiritington, nor do they
as such traverse the mind-gravity circuits; neither do they indwell
mortal creatures during the life in the esh. ey are not preper-
sonal in the sense that the Adjusters are, but such fragments of pre-
mind spirit are bestowedupon certain of the survivingmortals, and
fusion therewith constitutes themSpirit-fusedmortals in contradis-
tinction to Adjuster-fused mortals.
102 Still more difficult of description is the individualized spirit of

a Creator Son, union with which constitutes the creature a Son-
fused mortal. And there are still other fragmentations of Deity.
103 VI. SUPERPERSONAL BEINGS. ere is a vast host of

other-than-personal beings of divine origin andofmanifold service
in the universe of universes. Certain of these beings are resident on
theParadiseworlds of the Son; others, like the superpersonal repre-
sentatives of the Eternal Son, are encountered elsewhere. ey are
for the most part unmentioned in these narratives, and it would be
quite futile to attempt their description to personal creatures.
104 VII. UNCLASSIFIED AND UNREVEALED ORDERS.

During the present universe age it would not be possible to place all
beings, personal or otherwise, within classi cations pertaining to
the present universe age; nor have all such categories been revealed
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in these narratives; hence numerous orders have been omitted from
these lists. Consider the following:

105 e Consummator of Universe Destiny.
106 e Quali ed Vicegerents of the Ultimate.
107 e Unquali ed Supervisors of the Supreme.
108 e Unrevealed Creative Agencies of the Ancients of
Days.

109 Majeston of Paradise.
110 e Unnamed Re ectivator Liaisons of Majeston.
111 e Midsonite Orders of the Local Universes.

112 ¶ No especial signi cance need attach to the listing of these
orders together except that none of them appear in the Paradise
classi cation as revealed herein. ese are the unclassi ed few; you
have yet to learn of the unrevealed many.
113 ere are spirits: spirit entities, spirit presences, personal spir-

its, prepersonal spirits, superpersonal spirits, spirit existences, spirit
personalities — but neither mortal language nor mortal intellect
are adequate. We may however state that there are no personalities
of “puremind”; no entity has personality unless he is endowedwith
it byGodwho is spirit. Anymind entity that is not associated with
either spiritual or physical energy is not a personality. But in the
same sense that there are spirit personalities who have mind there
aremind personalities who have spirit. Majeston and his associates
are fairly good illustrations of mind-dominated beings, but there
are better illustrations of this type of personality unknown to you.

ere are even whole unrevealed orders of such mind personalities,
but they are always spirit associated. Certain other unrevealed crea-
tures are what might be termed mindal- and physical-energy per-
sonalities. is type of being is nonresponsive to spirit gravity but
is nonetheless a true personality — is within the Father’s circuit.
114 ¶ ese papers do not — cannot — even begin to exhaust the

story of the living creatures, creators, eventuators, and still-other-
wise-existent beings who live and worship and serve in the swarm-
ing universes of time and in the central universe of eternity. You
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mortals are persons; hencewe candescribe beingswho are personal-
ized, but how could an absonitized being ever be explained to you?

2. THE UVERSA PERSONALITY REGISTER
1 e divine family of living beings is registered on Uversa in 7

grand divisions:
2 1. e Paradise Deities.
3 2. e Supreme Spirits.
4 3. e Trinity-origin Beings.
5 4. e Sons of God.
6 5. Personalities of the In nite Spirit.
7 6. e Universe Power Directors.
8 7. e Corps of Permanent Citizenship.
9 ¶ ese groups of will creatures are divided into numerous

classes and minor subdivisions. e presentation of this classi -
cation of the personalities of the grand universe is however chie y
concerned in setting forth those orders of intelligent beings who
have been revealed in these narratives, most of whom will be en-
countered in the ascendant experience of the mortals of time on
their progressive climb to Paradise. e following listings make no
mention of vast orders of universe beings who carry forward their
work apart from the mortal ascension scheme.

10 I. THE PARADISE DEITIES.
11 1. e Universal Father.
12 2. e Eternal Son.
13 3. e In nite Spirit.

14 II. THE SUPREME SPIRITS.
15 1. e Seven Master Spirits.
16 2. e Seven Supreme Executives.
17 3. e Seven Groups of Re ective Spirits.
18 4. e Re ective Image Aids.
19 5. e Seven Spirits of the Circuits.
20 6. Local Universe Creative Spirits.
21 7. Adjutant Mind-Spirits.
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22 III. THE TRINITY-ORIGIN BEINGS.

23 1. Trinitized Secrets of Supremacy.
24 2. Eternals of Days.
25 3. Ancients of Days.
26 4. Perfections of Days.
27 5. Recents of Days.
28 6. Unions of Days.
29 7. Faithfuls of Days.
30 8. Trinity Teacher Sons.
31 9. Perfectors of Wisdom.
32 10. Divine Counsellors.
33 11. Universal Censors.
34 12. Inspired Trinity Spirits.
35 13. Havona Natives.
36 14. Paradise Citizens.

37 IV. THE SONS OF GOD.
38 A. Descending Sons.

39 1. Creator Sons — Michaels.
40 2. Magisterial Sons — Avonals.
41 3. Trinity Teacher Sons — Daynals.
42 4. Melchizedek Sons.
43 5. Vorondadek Sons.
44 6. Lanonandek Sons.
45 7. Life Carrier Sons.

46 B. Ascending Sons.
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47 1. Father-fused Mortals.
48 2. Son-fused Mortals.
49 3. Spirit-fused Mortals.
50 4. Evolutionary Seraphim.
51 5. Ascending Material Sons.
52 6. Translated Midwayers.
53 7. Personalized Adjusters.

54 C. Trinitized Sons.
55 1. Mighty Messengers.
56 2. ose High in Authority.
57 3. ose without Name and Number.
58 4. Trinitized Custodians.
59 5. Trinitized Ambassadors.
60 6. Celestial Guardians.
61 7. High Son Assistants.
62 8. Ascender-trinitized Sons.
63 9. Paradise-Havona-trinitized Sons.
64 10. Trinitized Sons of Destiny.

65 V. PERSONALITIES OF THE INFINITE SPIRIT.
66 A. Higher Personalities of the In nite Spirit.

67 1. Solitary Messengers.
68 2. Universe Circuit Supervisors.
69 3. Census Directors.
70 4. Personal Aids of the In nite Spirit.
71 5. Associate Inspectors.
72 6. Assigned Sentinels.
73 7. Graduate Guides.
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74 B. e Messenger Hosts of Space.
75 1. Havona Servitals.
76 2. Universal Conciliators.
77 3. Technical Advisers.
78 4. Custodians of Records on Paradise.
79 5. Celestial Recorders.
80 6. Morontia Companions.
81 7. Paradise Companions.

82 C. e Ministering Spirits.
83 1. Supernaphim.
84 2. Seconaphim.
85 3. Tertiaphim.
86 4. Omniaphim.
87 5. Seraphim.
88 6. Cherubim and Sanobim.
89 7. Midwayers.

90 VI. THE UNIVERSE POWER DIRECTORS.
91 A. e Seven Supreme Power Directors.
92 B. Supreme Power Centres.

93 1. Supreme Centre Supervisors.
94 2. Havona Centres.
95 3. Superuniverse Centres.
96 4. Local Universe Centres.
97 5. Constellation Centres.
98 6. System Centres.
99 7. Unclassi ed Centres.

100 C. Master Physical Controllers.
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101 1. Associate Power Directors.
102 2. Mechanical Controllers.
103 3. Energy Transformers.
104 4. Energy Transmitters.
105 5. Primary Associators.
106 6. Secondary Dissociators.
107 7. Frandalanks and Chronoldeks.

108 D. Morontia Power Supervisors.
109 1. Circuit Regulators.
110 2. System Co-ordinators.
111 3. Planetary Custodians.
112 4. Combined Controllers.
113 5. Liaison Stabilizers.
114 6. Selective Assorters.
115 7. Associate Registrars.

116 VII. THE CORPS OF PERMANENT CITIZENSHIP.
117 1. e Planetary Midwayers.
118 2. e Adamic Sons of the Systems.
119 3. e Constellation Univitatia.
120 4. e Local Universe Susatia.
121 5. Spirit-fused Mortals of the Local Universes.
122 6. e Superuniverse Abandonters.
123 7. Son-fused Mortals of the Superuniverses.
124 8. e Havona Natives.
125 9. Natives of the Paradise Spheres of the Spirit.
126 10. Natives of the Father’s Paradise Spheres.
127 11. e Created Citizens of Paradise.
128 12. Adjuster-fused Mortal Citizens of Paradise.
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129 ¶ is is the working classi cation of the personalities of the
universes as they are of record on the headquartersworld ofUversa.

130 ¶ COMPOSITE PERSONALITY GROUPS. ere are on
Uversa the records of numerous additional groups of intelligent
beings, beings that are also closely related to the organization and
administration of the grand universe. Among such orders are the
following three composite personality groups:
131 A. e Paradise Corps of the Finality.

132 1. e Corps of Mortal Finaliters.
133 2. e Corps of Paradise Finaliters.
134 3. e Corps of Trinitized Finaliters.
135 4. e Corps of Conjoint Trinitized Finaliters.
136 5. e Corps of Havona Finaliters.
137 6. e Corps of Transcendental Finaliters.
138 7. e Corps of Unrevealed Sons of Destiny.

139 ¶ eMortalCorps of the Finality is dealtwith in the next and
nal paper of this series.
140 B. e Universe Aids.

141 1. Bright and Morning Stars.
142 2. Brilliant Evening Stars.
143 3. Archangels.
144 4. Most High Assistants.
145 5. High Commissioners.
146 6. Celestial Overseers.
147 7. Mansion World Teachers.

148 ¶ On all headquarters worlds of both local and superuniver-
ses, provision is made for these beings who are engaged in speci c
missions for the Creator Sons, the local universe rulers. We wel-
come these Universe Aids on Uversa, but we have no jurisdiction
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over them. Such emissaries prosecute their work and carry on their
observations under authority of the Creator Sons. eir activities
are more fully described in the narrative of your local universe.
149 C. e Seven Courtesy Colonies.

150 1. Star Students.
151 2. Celestial Artisans.
152 3. Reversion Directors.
153 4. Extension-school Instructors.
154 5. e Various Reserve Corps.
155 6. Student Visitors.
156 7. Ascending Pilgrims.

157 ¶ ese 7 groups of beings will be found thus organized and
governed on all headquarters worlds from the local systems up to
the capitals of the superuniverses, particularly the latter. e cap-
itals of the 7 superuniverses are the meeting places for almost all
classes and orders of intelligent beings. With the exception of nu-
merous groups of Paradise-Havoners, here the will creatures of ev-
ery phase of existence may be observed and studied.

3. THE COURTESY COLONIES
1 e 7 courtesy colonies sojourn on the architectural spheres

for a longer or shorter time while engaged in the furtherance of
their missions and in the execution of their special assignments.

eir work may be described as follows:
2 1. e Star Students, the celestial astronomers, choose to

work on spheres like Uversa because such specially constructed
worlds are unusually favourable for their observations and calcula-
tions. Uversa is favourably situated for the work of this colony, not
only because of its central location, but also because there are no
gigantic living or dead suns near at hand to disturb the energy cur-
rents. ese students are not in any manner organically connected
with the affairs of the superuniverse; they are merely guests.

3 e astronomical colony of Uversa contains individuals from
many near-by realms, from the central universe, and even from
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Norlatiadek. Any being on any world in any system of any uni-
verse may become a star student, may aspire to join some corps of
celestial astronomers. e only requisites are: continuing life and
sufficient knowledge of the worlds of space, especially their physi-
cal laws of evolution and control. Star students are not required to
serve eternally in this corps, but no one admitted to this groupmay
withdraw under one millennium of Uversa time.

4 e star-observer colony of Uversa now numbers over
1,000,000. ese astronomers come and go, though some remain
for comparatively long periods. ey carry on their work with the
aid of a multitude of mechanical instruments and physical appli-
ances; they are also greatly assisted by the Solitary Messengers and
other spirit explorers. ese celestial astronomers make constant
use of the living energy transformers and transmitters, as well as
of the re ective personalities, in their work of star study and space
survey. ey study all forms and phases of space material and en-
ergy manifestations, and they are just as much interested in force
function as in stellar phenomena; nothing in all space escapes their
scrutiny.

5 Similar astronomer colonies are to be found on the sector
headquarters worlds of the superuniverse as well as on the archi-
tectural capitals of the local universes and their administrative sub-
divisions. Except on Paradise, knowledge is not inherent; under-
standing of the physical universe is largely dependent on observa-
tion and research.

6 2. e Celestial Artisans serve throughout the 7 superuniver-
ses. Ascending mortals have their initial contact with these groups
in the morontia career of the local universe in connection with
which these artisans will be more fully discussed.

7 3. e Reversion Directors are the promoters of relaxation
and humour — reversion to past memories. ey are of great ser-
vice in the practical operation of the ascending scheme of mortal
progression, especially during the earlier phases of morontia tran-
sition and spirit experience. eir story belongs to the narrative of
the mortal career in the local universe.

8 4. Extension-School Instructors. e next higher residential
world of the ascendant career always maintains a strong corps of
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teachers on the world just below, a sort of preparatory school for
the progressing residents of that sphere; this is a phase of the as-
cendant scheme for advancing the pilgrims of time. ese schools,
their methods of instruction and examinations, are wholly unlike
anything which you essay to conduct on Urantia.

9 e entire ascendant plan of mortal progression is character-
ized by the practice of giving out to other beings new truth and ex-
perience just as soon as acquired. You work your way through the
long school of Paradise attainment by serving as teachers to those
pupils just behind you in the scale of progression.

10 5. e Various Reserve Corps. Vast reserves of beings not un-
der our immediate supervision are mobilized on Uversa as the re-
serve-corps colony. ere are 70 primary divisions of this colony
on Uversa, and it is a liberal education to be permitted to spend a
season with these extraordinary personalities. Similar general re-
serves are maintained on Salvington and other universe capitals;
they are dispatched on active service on the requisition of their re-
spective group directors.

11 6. e Student Visitors. From all the universe a constant
stream of celestial visitors pours through the various headquarters
worlds. As individuals and as classes these various types of beings
ock in upon us as observers, exchange pupils, and student helpers.

On Uversa, at present, there are over one billion persons in this
courtesy colony. Some of these visitors may tarry a day, others may
remain a year, all dependent on the nature of their mission. is
colony contains almost every class of universe beings except Cre-
ator personalities and morontia mortals.

12 Morontiamortals are student visitors only within the con nes
of the local universe of their origin. ey may visit in a superuni-
verse capacity only a er they have attained spirit status. Fully ½ of
our visitor colony consists of “stopovers,” beings en route elsewhere
whopause to visit theOrvontoncapital. ese personalitiesmaybe
executing a universe assignment, or they may be enjoying a period
of leisure — freedom from assignment. e privilege of intrauni-
verse travel and observation is a part of the career of all ascending
beings. e human desire to travel and observe new peoples and
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worlds will be fully grati ed during the long and eventful climb to
Paradise through the local, super-, and central universes.

13 7. e Ascending Pilgrims. As the ascending pilgrims are as-
signed to various services in connection with their Paradise pro-
gression, they are domiciled as a courtesy colony on the various
headquarters spheres. While functioning here and there through-
out a superuniverse, such groups are largely self-governing. ey
are an ever-shi ing colony embracing all orders of evolutionary
mortals and their ascending associates.

4. THE ASCENDING MORTALS
1 While themortal survivors of time and space are denominated

ascending pilgrims when accredited for the progressive ascent to
Paradise, these evolutionary creatures occupy such an important
place in these narratives that we here desire to present a synopsis of
the following 7 stages of the ascending universe career:

2 1. Planetary Mortals.
3 2. Sleeping Survivors.
4 3. Mansion World Students.
5 4. Morontia Progressors.
6 5. Superuniverse Wards.
7 6. Havona Pilgrims.
8 7. Paradise Arrivals.
9 ¶ e followingnarrative presents the universe career of anAd-

juster-indweltmortal. e Son- andSpirit-fusedmortals sharepor-
tions of this career, but we have elected to tell this story as it per-
tains to the Adjuster-fused mortals, for such a destiny may be an-
ticipated by all of the human races of Urantia.

10 1. Planetary Mortals. Mortals are all animal-origin evolu-
tionary beings of ascendant potential. In origin, nature, and des-
tiny these various groups and types of human beings are not wholly
unlike the Urantia peoples. e human races of each world receive
the sameministry of the Sons of God and enjoy the presence of the
ministering spirits of time. A er natural death all types of ascen-
ders fraternize as one morontia family on the mansion worlds.
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11 2. Sleeping Survivors. All mortals of survival status, in the
custody of personal guardians of destiny, pass through the por-
tals of natural death and, on the third period, personalize on the
mansion worlds. ose accredited beings who have, for any rea-
son, been unable to attain that level of intelligence mastery and
endowment of spirituality which would entitle them to personal
guardians, cannot thus immediately and directly go to the man-
sion worlds. Such surviving souls must rest in unconscious sleep
until the judgment day of a new epoch, a new dispensation, the
coming of a Son of God to call the rolls of the age and adjudicate
the realm, and this is the general practice throughout all Nebadon.
It was said of ChristMichael that, when he ascended on high at the
conclusion of his work on earth, “He led a great multitude of cap-
tives.” And these captives were the sleeping survivors from the days
of Adam to the day of the Master’s resurrection on Urantia.

12 e passing of time is of no moment to sleeping mortals; they
arewholly unconscious andoblivious to the lengthof their rest. On
reassembly of personality at the end of an age, those who have slept
5,000 years will react no differently than those who have rested 5
days. Aside from this time delay these survivors pass on through
the ascension regime identically with those who avoid the longer
or shorter sleep of death.

13 ese dispensational classes of world pilgrims are utilized for
group morontia activities in the work of the local universes. ere
is a great advantage in the mobilization of such enormous groups;
they are thus kept together for long periods of effective service.

14 3. Mansion World Students. All surviving mortals who
reawaken on the mansion worlds belong to this class.

15 e physical body of mortal esh is not a part of the reassem-
bly of the sleeping survivor; the physical body has returned to dust.

e seraphim of assignment sponsors the new body, the morontia
form, as the new life vehicle for the immortal soul and for the in-
dwelling of the returned Adjuster. e Adjuster is the custodian
of the spirit transcript of the mind of the sleeping survivor. e
assigned seraphim is the keeper of the surviving identity— the im-
mortal soul — as far as it has evolved. And when these two, the
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Adjuster and the seraphim, reunite their personality trusts, the new
individual constitutes the resurrection of the old personality, the
survival of the evolving morontia identity of the soul. Such a re-
association of soul and Adjuster is quite properly called a resurrec-
tion, a reassembly of personality factors; but even this does not en-
tirely explain the reappearance of the surviving personality. ough
youwill probably never understand the fact of such an inexplicable
transaction, you will sometime experientially know the truth of it
if you do not reject the plan of mortal survival.

16 ¶ e plan of initial mortal detention on 7 worlds of progres-
sive training is nearly universal inOrvonton. In each local systemof
approximately 1,000 inhabited planets there are 7mansionworlds,
usually satellites or subsatellites of the system capital. ey are the
receiving worlds for the majority of ascending mortals.

17 Sometimes all training worlds of mortal residence are called
universe “mansions,” and it was to such spheres that Jesus alluded
whenhe said: “InmyFather’s house aremanymansions.” Fromhere
on, within a given group of spheres like themansion worlds, ascen-
derswill progress individually fromone sphere to another and from
one phase of life to another, but they will always advance from one
stage of universe study to another in class formation.

18 4. Morontia Progressors. From the mansion worlds on up
through the spheres of the system, constellation, and the universe,
mortals are classed as morontia progressors; they are traversing the
transition spheres of mortal ascension. As the ascending mortals
progress from the lower to the higher of the morontia worlds, they
serve on countless assignments in association with their teachers
and in company with their more advanced and senior brethren.

19 Morontia progression pertains to continuing advancement of
intellect, spirit, and personality form. Survivors are still three-na-
tured beings. roughout the entire morontia experience they are
wards of the local universe. e regime of the superuniverse does
not function until the spirit career begins.

20 Mortals acquire real spirit identity just before they leave the
local universe headquarters for the receiving worlds of the minor
sectors of the superuniverse. Passing from the nal morontia stage
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to the rst or lowest spirit status is but a slight transition. emind,
personality, and character are unchanged by such an advance; only
does the form undergo modi cation. But the spirit form is just as
real as the morontia body, and it is equally discernible.

21 Before departing from their native local universes for the su-
peruniverse receiving worlds, the mortals of time are recipients of
spirit con rmation from the Creator Son and the local universe
Mother Spirit. From this point on, the status of the ascending
mortal is forever settled. Superuniverse wards have never been
known to go astray. Ascending seraphim are also advanced in an-
gelic standing at the time of their departure from the local univer-
ses.

22 5. Superuniverse Wards. All ascenders arriving on the train-
ing worlds of the superuniverses become the wards of the Ancients
of Days; they have traversed the morontia life of the local universe
and are now accredited spirits. As young spirits they begin the
ascension of the superuniverse system of training and culture, ex-
tending from the receiving spheres of theirminor sector in through
the study worlds of the ten major sectors and on to the higher cul-
tural spheres of the superuniverse headquarters.

23 ere are three orders of student spirits in accordance with
their sojourn upon theminor sector, major sectors, and the superu-
niverse headquarters worlds of spirit progression. As morontia as-
cenders studied and worked on the worlds of the local universe, so
spirit ascenders continue to master new worlds while they practise
at giving out to others that which they have imbibed at the experi-
ential founts of wisdom. But going to school as a spirit being in the
superuniverse career is very unlike anything that has ever entered
the imaginative realms of the material mind of man.

24 Before leaving the superuniverse for Havona, these ascending
spirits receive the same thorough course in superuniverse manage-
ment that they received during their morontia experience in lo-
cal universe supervision. Before spirit mortals reach Havona, their
chief study, but not exclusive occupation, is the mastery of local
and superuniverse administration. e reason for all of this expe-
rience is not now fully apparent, but no doubt such training is wise
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and necessary in view of their possible future destiny as members
of the Corps of the Finality.

25 e superuniverse regime is not the same for all ascending
mortals. ey receive the same general education, but special
groups and classes are carried through special courses of instruc-
tion and are put through speci c courses of training.

26 6. Havona Pilgrims. When spirit development is complete,
even though not replete, then the survivingmortal prepares for the
long ight to Havona, the haven of evolutionary spirits. On earth
you were a creature of esh and blood; through the local universe
youwere amorontia being; through the superuniverse youwere an
evolving spirit; with your arrival on the receivingworlds ofHavona
your spiritual education begins in reality and in earnest; your even-
tual appearance on Paradise will be as a perfected spirit.

27 e journey from the superuniverse headquarters to the Ha-
vona receiving spheres is alwaysmade alone. Fromnowonnomore
class or group instruction will be administered. You are through
with the technical and administrative training of the evolutionary
worlds of time and space. Nowbegins your personal education, your
individual spiritual training. From rst to last, throughout all Ha-
vona, the instruction is personal and threefold in nature: intellec-
tual, spiritual, and experiential.

28 e rst act of your Havona career will be to recognize and
thank your transport seconaphim for the long and safe journey.

en you are presented to those beings whowill sponsor your early
Havona activities. Next you go to register your arrival and pre-
pare your message of thanksgiving and adoration for dispatch to
the Creator Son of your local universe, the universe Father who
made possible your sonship career. is concludes the formalities
of theHavona arrival; whereupon you are accorded a longperiod of
leisure for free observation, and this affords opportunity for look-
ing up your friends, fellows, and associates of the long ascension
experience. You may also consult the broadcasts to ascertain who
of your fellow pilgrims have departed for Havona since the time of
your leaving Uversa.

29 e fact of your arrival on the receiving worlds of Havona will
be duly transmitted to the headquarters of your local universe and
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personally conveyed to your seraphic guardian, wherever that ser-
aphim may chance to be.

30 e ascendant mortals have been thoroughly trained in the
affairs of the evolutionary worlds of space; now they begin their
long and pro table contact with the created spheres of perfection.
What a preparation for some future work is afforded by this com-
bined, unique, and extraordinary experience! But I cannot tell you
about Havona; you must see these worlds to appreciate their glory
or to understand their grandeur.

31 7. Paradise Arrivals. On reaching Paradise with residential
status, you begin the progressive course in divinity and absonity.
Your residence on Paradise signi es that you have found God, and
that you are to be mustered into the Mortal Corps of the Finality.
Of all the creatures of the granduniverse, only thosewho are Father
fused are mustered into the Mortal Corps of the Finality. Only
such individuals take the naliter oath. Other beings of Paradise
perfection or attainmentmay be temporarily attached to this nal-
ity corps, but they are not of eternal assignment to the unknown
and unrevealedmission of this accumulating host of the evolution-
ary and perfected veterans of time and space.

32 Paradise arrivals are accorded a period of freedom, a er which
they begin their associations with the 7 groups of the primary su-
pernaphim. ey are designatedParadise graduateswhen theyhave
nished their course with the conductors of worship and then, as
naliters, are assigned on observational and co-operative service

to the ends of the far- ung creation. As yet there seems to be no
speci c or settled employment for the Mortal Corps of Finaliters,
though they serve inmany capacities on worlds settled in light and
life.

33 If there should be no future or unrevealed destiny for theMor-
tal Corps of the Finality, the present assignment of these ascendant
beings would be altogether adequate and glorious. eir present
destiny wholly justi es the universal plan of evolutionary ascent.
But the future ages of the evolution of the spheres of outer space
will undoubtedly further elaborate, and with more repleteness di-
vinely illuminate, the wisdom and loving-kindness of the Gods in
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the execution of their divine plan of human survival andmortal as-
cension.

34 ¶ is narrative, together with what has been revealed to you
and with what you may acquire in connection with instruction re-
specting your own world, presents an outline of the career of an
ascendingmortal. e story varies considerably in the different su-
peruniverses, but this recital affords a glimpse of the average plan of
mortal progression as it is operative in the local universe of Neba-
don and in the 7 segment of the grand universe, the superuniverse
of Orvonton.

ahb

35 [Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger from Uversa.]



PAPER №31
THE CORPS OF THE FINALITY

Divine Counsellor and One Without Name and Number

THE Corps of Mortal Finaliters represents the present
known destination of the ascending Adjuster-fused mor-
tals of time. But there are other groups who are also as-

signed to this corps. e primary naliter corps is composed of
the following:

2 1. Havona Natives.
3 2. Gravity Messengers.
4 3. Glori ed Mortals.
5 4. Adopted Seraphim.
6 5. Glori ed Material Sons.
7 6. Glori ed Midway Creatures.
8 ¶ ese six groups of glori ed beings compose this unique

body of eternal destiny. We think we know their future work, but
we are not certain. While the Corps of the Mortal Finality is mo-
bilizing on Paradise, and while they now so extensively minister to
the universes of space and administer theworlds settled in light and
life, their future destination must be the now-organizing universes
of outer space. At least that is the conjecture of Uversa.

9 e corps is organized in accordance with the working asso-
ciations of the worlds of space and in keeping with the associative
experience acquired throughout the long and eventful ascendant
career. All the ascendant creatures admitted to this corps are re-
ceived in equality, but this exalted equality in no way abrogates
individuality or destroys personal identity. We can immediately
discern, in communicating with a naliter, whether he is an ascen-
dant mortal, Havona native, adopted seraphim, midway creature,
or Material Son.

10 During the present universe age the naliters return to serve
in the universes of time. ey are assigned to labour successively in
the different superuniverses and never in their native superuniver-
ses until a er they have served in all the other six supercreations.
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us may they acquire the sevenfold concept of the Supreme Be-
ing.

11 One or more companies of the mortal naliters are constantly
in service on Urantia. ere is no domain of universe service to
which they are not assigned; they function universally and with
alternating and equal periods of assigned duty and free service.

12 We have no idea as to the nature of the future organization of
this extraordinary group, but the naliters are now wholly a self-
governing body. ey choose their own permanent, periodic, and
assignment leaders and directors. No outside in uence can ever be
brought to bear upon their policies, and their oath of allegiance is
only to the Paradise Trinity.

13 e naliters maintain their own headquarters on Paradise, in
the superuniverses, in the local universes, and on all the divisional
capitals. ey are a separate order of evolutionary creation. We
do not directly manage them or control them, and yet they are ab-
solutely loyal and always co-operative with all our plans. ey are
indeed the accumulating tried and true souls of time and space —
the evolutionary salt of the universe — and they are forever proof
against evil and secure against sin.

1. THE HAVONA NATIVES
1 Many of the Havona natives who serve as teachers in the pil-

grim-training schools of the central universe become greatly at-
tached to the ascending mortals and still more intrigued with the
future work and destiny of theCorps ofMortal Finaliters. On Par-
adise there is maintained, at the administrative headquarters of the
corps, a registry for Havona volunteers presided over by the asso-
ciate of Grandfanda. Today, you will nd millions upon millions
ofHavona natives upon this waiting list. ese perfect beings of di-
rect and divine creation are of great assistance to theMortal Corps
of Finality, and they will undoubtedly be of even greater service in
the far-distant future. ey provide the viewpoint of one born in
perfection and divine repleteness. e naliters thus embrace both
phases of experiential existence — perfect and perfected.

2 Havona natives must achieve certain experiential develop-
ments in liaison with evolutionary beings which will create recep-
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tion capacity for the bestowal of a fragment of the spirit of theUni-
versal Father. e Mortal Finaliter Corps has as permanent mem-
bers only such beings as have been fused with the spirit of the First
Source and Centre, or who, like the Gravity Messengers, innately
embody this spirit of God the Father.

3 e inhabitants of the central universe are received into the
corps in the ratio of 1 in 1,000 — a naliter company. e corps is
organized for temporary service in companies of 1,000, the ascen-
dant creatures numbering 997 to oneHavona native and oneGrav-
ity Messenger. Finaliters are thus mobilized in companies, but the
nality oath is administered individually. It is an oath of sweeping

implications and eternal import. eHavona native takes the same
oath and becomes forever attached to the corps.

4 e Havona recruits follow the company of their assignment;
wherever the group goes, they go. And you should see their enthu-
siasm in the new work of the naliters. e possibility of attaining
theCorps of the Finality is one of the superb thrills ofHavona; the
possibility of becoming a naliter is one of the supreme adventures
of these perfect races.

5 eHavonanatives are also received, in the same ratio, into the
Corps of Conjoint Trinitized Finaliters onVicegerington and into
the Corps of Transcendental Finaliters on Paradise. e Havona
citizens regard these three destinies as constituting the supreme
goals of their supernal careers, together with their possible admis-
sion to the Corps of Havona Finaliters.

2. GRAVITY MESSENGERS
1 Wherever and whenever Gravity Messengers are functioning,

the naliters are in command. All Gravity Messengers are under
the exclusive jurisdiction of Grandfanda, and they are assigned
only to the primary Corps of the Finality. ey are invaluable
to the naliters even now, and they will be all-serviceable in the
eternal future. No other group of intelligent creatures possesses
such a personalized messenger corps able to transcend time and
space. Similar types of messenger-recorders attached to other -
naliter corps are not personalized; they are absonitized.
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2 ¶ Gravity Messengers hail from Divinington, and they are
modi ed and personalized Adjusters, but no one of our Uversa
group will undertake to explain the nature of one of these messen-
gers. We know they are highly personal beings, divine, intelligent,
and touchingly understanding, but we do not comprehend their
timeless technique of traversing space. ey seem to be competent
to utilize any and all energies, circuits, and even gravity. Finaliters
of the mortal corps cannot defy time and space, but they have as-
sociated with them and subject to their command all but in nite
spirit personalities who can. We presume to call Gravity Messen-
gers personalities, but in reality they are superspirit beings, unlim-
ited and boundless personalities. ey are of an entirely different
order of personality as compared with Solitary Messengers.

3 ¶ Gravity Messengers may be attached to a naliter company
in unlimited numbers, but only one messenger, the chief of his fel-
lows, is mustered into the Mortal Corps of the Finality. is chief
however has assigned to him a permanent staff of 999 fellow mes-
sengers, and as occasion may require, he may call upon the reserves
of the order for assistants in unlimited numbers.

4 Gravity Messengers and glori ed mortal naliters achieve a
touching and profound affection for one another; they have much
in common: One is a direct personalization of a fragment of the
Universal Father, the other a creature personality existent in the
surviving immortal soul fused with a fragment of the sameUniver-
sal Father, the spirit ought Adjuster.

3. GLORIFIED MORTALS
1 Ascendant Adjuster-fused mortals compose the bulk of the

primary Corps of the Finality. Together with the adopted and glo-
ri ed seraphim they usually constitute 990 in each naliter com-
pany. e proportionofmortals and angels in any one group varies,
though the mortals far outnumber the seraphim. e Havona na-
tives, glori edMaterial Sons, glori edmidway creatures, theGrav-
ity Messengers, and the unknown and missing member make up
only 1% of the corps; each company of 1,000 naliters has places
for just 10 of these nonmortal and nonseraphic personalities.
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2 We of Uversa do not know the “ nality destiny” of the ascen-
dant mortals of time. At present they reside on Paradise and tem-
porarily serve in the Corps of Light and Life, but such a tremen-
dous course of ascendant training and such lengthy universe dis-
cipline must be designed to qualify them for even greater tests of
trust and more sublime services of responsibility.

3 ¶ Notwithstanding that these ascendantmortals have attained
Paradise, have been mustered into the Corps of the Finality, and
have been sent back in large numbers to participate in the conduct
of local universes and to assist in the administration of superuni-
verse affairs — in the face of even this apparent destiny, there re-
mains the signi cant fact that they are of record as only sixth-stage
spirits. ere undoubtedly remains one more step in the career of
the Mortal Corps of the Finality. We do not know the nature of
that step, but we have taken cognizance of, and here call attention
to, three facts:

4 1. We know from the records that mortals are spirits of the
rst order during their sojourn in the minor sectors, and that they

advance to the second order when translated to the major sec-
tors, and to the third when they go forward to the central training
worlds of the superuniverse. Mortals become quartan or graduate
spirits a er reaching the sixth circle of Havona and become spirits
of the h order when they nd the Universal Father. ey sub-
sequently attain the sixth stage of spirit existence upon taking the
oath that musters them forever into the eternity assignment of the
Corps of the Mortal Finality.

5 We observe that spirit classi cation, or designation, has been
determined by actual advancement from one realm of universe ser-
vice to another realm of universe service or from one universe to
another universe; and we surmise that the bestowal of 7-spirit
classi cation upon the Mortal Corps of the Finality will be simul-
taneous with their advancement to eternal assignment for service
on hitherto unrecorded and unrevealed spheres and concomitant
with their attainment of God the Supreme. But aside from these
bold conjectures, we really know no more about all this than you
do; our knowledge of themortal career does not go beyond present
Paradise destiny.
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6 2. e mortal naliters have fully complied with the injunc-
tion of the ages, “Be you perfect”; they have ascended the universal
path of mortal attainment; they have found God, and they have
been duly inducted into the Corps of the Finality. Such beings
have attained the present limit of spirit progression but not nal-
ity of ultimate spirit status. ey have achieved the present limit of
creature perfection but not nality of creature service. ey have
experienced the fullness of Deity worship but not nality of expe-
riential Deity attainment.

7 3. e glori edmortals of the Paradise Corps of Finality are
ascendant beings in possession of experiential knowledge of every
step of the actuality and philosophy of the fullest possible life of
intelligent existence, while during the ages of this ascent from the
lowest material worlds to the spiritual heights of Paradise, these
surviving creatures have been trained to the limits of their capac-
ity respecting every detail of every divine principle of the just and
efficient, as well as merciful and patient, administration of all the
universal creation of time and space.

8 ¶ We deem that human beings are entitled to share our opin-
ions, and that you are free to conjecture with us respecting the
mystery of the ultimate destiny of the Paradise Corps of Final-
ity. It seems evident to us that the present assignments of the per-
fected evolutionary creatures partake of the nature of postgraduate
courses in universe understanding and superuniverse administra-
tion; and we all ask, “Why should the Gods be so concerned in so
thoroughly training surviving mortals in the technique of universe
management?”

4. ADOPTED SERAPHIM
1 Many of the faithful seraphic guardians of mortals are permit-

ted to go through the ascendant career with their human wards,
and many of these guardian angels, a er becoming Father fused,
join their subjects in taking the naliter oath of eternity and for-
ever accept the destiny of their mortal associates. Angels who pass
through the ascending experience of mortal beings may share the
destiny of human nature; they may equally and eternally be mus-
tered into this Corps of the Finality. Large numbers of the adopted
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and glori ed seraphim are attached to the various nonmortal -
naliter corps.

5. GLORIFIED MATERIAL SONS
1 ere is provision in the universes of time and space whereby

the Adamic citizens of the local systems, when long delayed in re-
ceiving planetary assignment, may initiate a petition for release
from permanent-citizenship status. And if granted, they join the
ascending pilgrims on the universe capitals and thence proceed on-
ward to Paradise and the Corps of the Finality.

2 When an advanced evolutionary world attains the later eras of
the age of light and life, theMaterial Sons, the PlanetaryAdam and
Eve, may elect to humanize, receive Adjusters, and embark upon
the evolutionary course of universe ascent leading to the Corps of
Mortal Finaliters. Certain of these Material Sons have partially
failed or technically defaulted in their mission as biologic accelera-
tors, as Adam did on Urantia; and then are they compelled to take
the natural course of the peoples of the realm, receive Adjusters,
pass through death, and progress by faith through the ascendant
regime, subsequently attaining Paradise and the Corps of the Fi-
nality.

3 eseMaterial Sons are not to be found inmany naliter com-
panies. eir presence lends great potential to the possibilities of
high service for such a group, and they are invariably chosen as its
leaders. If both of the Edenic pair are attached to the same group,
they are usually permitted to function jointly, as one personality.
Such ascendant pairs are far more successful in the adventure of
trinitizing than are the ascendant mortals.

6. GLORIFIED MIDWAY CREATURES
1 On many planets the midway creatures are produced in large

numbers, but they seldom tarry on their native world subsequent
to its being settled in light and life. en, or soon therea er, they
are released from permanent-citizenship status and start on the as-
cension to Paradise, passing through the morontia worlds, the su-
peruniverse, andHavona in company with themortals of time and
space.
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2 e midway creatures from various universes differ greatly in
origin and nature, but they are all destined to one or another of the
Paradise nality corps. e secondary midwayers are all eventually
Adjuster fused and are mustered into the mortal corps. Many -
naliter companies have one of these glori ed beings in their group.

7. THE EVANGELS OF LIGHT
1 At the present time every naliter company numbers 999 per-

sonalities of oath status, permanent members. e vacant place is
occupied by the chief of attachedEvangels of Light assigned on any
single mission. But these beings are only transient members of the
corps.

2 Any celestial personality assigned to the service of any naliter
corps is denominated anEvangel of Light. ese beings donot take
the naliter oath, and though subject to the corps organization
they are not of permanent attachment. is group may embrace
SolitaryMessengers, supernaphim, seconaphim, Paradise Citizens,
or their trinitized offspring — any being required in the prosecu-
tion of a transient naliter assignment. Whether or not the corps
is to have these beings attached to the eternal mission, we do not
know. At the conclusion of attachment these Evangels of Light re-
sume their former status.

3 ¶ As theMortal Corps of the Finality is at present constituted,
there are just six classes of permanent members. e naliters, as
might be expected, engage in much speculation as to the identity
of their future comrades, but there is little agreement among them.

4 WeofUversa o en conjecture respecting the identity of the 7
groupof naliters. We entertainmany ideas, embracingpossible as-
signment of some of the accumulating corps of the numerous trini-
tized groups on Paradise, Vicegerington, and the innerHavona cir-
cuit. It is even conjectured that the Corps of the Finality may be
permitted to trinitize many of their assistants in the work of uni-
verse administration in the event they are destined to the service of
universes now in the making.

5 One of us holds the opinion that this vacant place in the corps
will be lled by some type of being of origin in the new universe of
their future service; the other inclines to the belief that this place
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will be occupied by some type of Paradise personality not yet cre-
ated, eventuated, or trinitized. But we will most likely await the
entrance of the naliters upon their 7 stage of spirit attainment
before we really know.

8. THE TRANSCENDENTALERS
1 Part of the perfected mortal’s experience on Paradise as a -

naliter consists in the effort to achieve comprehension of the na-
ture and function of more than 1,000 groups of the transcendental
supercitizens of Paradise, eventuated beings of absonite attributes.
In their association with these superpersonalities, the ascendant -
naliters receive great assistance from the helpful guidance of nu-
merous orders of transcendental ministers who are assigned to the
task of introducing the evolved naliters to their new Paradise
brethren. e entire order of the Transcendentalers live in the west
of Paradise in a vast area which they exclusively occupy.

2 In the discussion of Transcendentalers we are restricted, not
only by the limitations of human comprehension, but also by the
terms of the mandate governing these disclosures concerning the
personalities of Paradise. ese beings are in no way connected
with the mortal ascent to Havona. e vast host of the Paradise
Transcendentalers have nothing whatever to do with the affairs of
either Havona or the 7 superuniverses, being concerned only with
the superadministration of the affairs of the master universe.

3 You, being a creature, can conceive of a Creator, but you can
hardly comprehend that there exists an enormous and diversi ed
aggregation of intelligent beingswho are neitherCreators nor crea-
tures. ese Transcendentalers create no beings, neither were they
ever created. In speaking of their origin, in order to avoid using a
new term—an arbitrary andmeaningless designation—we deem
it best to say that Transcendentalers simply eventuate. e Deity
Absolute may well have been concerned in their origin and may be
implicated in their destiny, but these unique beings are not now
dominated by theDeity Absolute. ey are subject to God theUl-
timate, and their present Paradise sojourn is in every way Trinity
supervised and directed.

4 Although all mortals who attain Paradise frequently fraternize
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with the Transcendentalers as they do with the Paradise Citizens,
it develops that man’s rst serious contact with a Transcendentaler
occurs on that eventful occasion when, as a member of a new -
naliter group, the mortal ascender stands in the naliter receiving
circle as the Trinity oath of eternity is administered by the chief
of Transcendentalers, the presiding head of the Architects of the
Master Universe.

9. ARCHITECTS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE
1 e Architects of the Master Universe are the governing corps

of the Paradise Transcendentalers. is governing corps numbers
28,011 personalities possessing master minds, superb spirits, and
supernal absonites. e presiding officer of thismagni cent group,
the senior Master Architect, is the co-ordinating head of all Para-
dise intelligences below the level of Deity.

2 e 16 proscription of the mandate authorizing these nar-
ratives says: “If deemed wise, the existence of the Architects of the
MasterUniverse and their associatesmaybedisclosed, but their ori-
gin, nature, and destiny may not be fully revealed.” We may, how-
ever, inform you that theseMaster Architects exist in 7 levels of the
absonite. ese 7 groups are classi ed as follows:

3 1. e Paradise Level. Only the senior or rst-eventuated
Architect functions on this highest level of the absonite. is ulti-
mate personality — neither Creator nor creature — eventuated in
the dawn of eternity and now functions as the exquisite co-ordina-
tor of Paradise and its 21 worlds of associated activities.

4 2. e Havona Level. e second Architect eventuation
yielded three master planners and absonite administrators, and
they have always been devoted to the co-ordination of 109 perfect
spheres of the central universe. Paradise tradition asserts that these
three Architects, with the counsel of the pre-eventuated senior Ar-
chitect, contributed to the planning of Havona, but we really do
not know.

5 3. e Superuniverse Level. e third absonite level em-
braces the 7 Master Architects of the 7 superuniverses, who now,
as a group, spend about equal time in the company of the Seven
Master Spirits on Paradise and with the Seven Supreme Executives
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on the 7 special worlds of the In nite Spirit. ey are the superco-
ordinators of the grand universe.

6 4. e Primary Space Level. is group numbers 70 Archi-
tects, and we conjecture that they are concerned with the ultimate
plans for the rst universe of outer space, now mobilizing beyond
the borders of the present 7 superuniverses.

7 5. e Secondary Space Level. is h corps of Architects
numbers 490, and againwe conjecture that theymust be concerned
with the second universe of outer space, where already our physi-
cists have detected de nite energy mobilizations.

8 6. e Tertiary Space Level. is sixth group of Master Ar-
chitects numbers 3,430, and we likewise infer that they may be oc-
cupied with the gigantic plans for the third universe of outer space.

9 7. e Quartan Space Level. is, the nal and largest corps,
consists of 24,010Master Architects, and if our former conjectures
are valid, it must be related to the fourth and last of the ever-in-
creasing-sized universes of outer space.

10 ¶ ese 7 groups of Master Architects total 28,011 universe
planners. On Paradise there is a tradition that far back in eternity
there was attempted the eventuation of the 28,012 Master Ar-
chitect, but that this being failed to absonitize, experiencing per-
sonality seizure by the Universal Absolute. It is possible that the
ascending series of the Master Architects attained the limit of ab-
sonity in the 28,011 Architect, and that the 28,012 attempt en-
countered the mathematical level of the presence of the Absolute.
In other words, at the 28,012 eventuation level the quality of ab-
sonity equivalated to the level of the Universal and attained the
value of the Absolute.

11 ¶ In their functional organization the three supervising Archi-
tects of Havona act as associate assistants to the solitary Paradise
Architect. e 7 Architects of the superuniverses act as co-ordi-
nates of the 3 supervisors of Havona. e 70 planners of the uni-
verses of the primary outer space level are at present serving as as-
sociate assistants to the 7 Architects of the 7 superuniverses.

12 e Architects of the Master Universe have at their disposal
numerous groups of assistants and helpers, including two vast or-
ders of force organizers, the primary eventuated and the associate
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transcendental. ese Master Force Organizers are not to be con-
fused with the power directors, who are germane to the grand uni-
verse.

13 All beings produced by the union of the children of time and
eternity, such as the trinitized offspring of the naliters and the
Paradise Citizens, become wards of the Master Architects. But of
all other creatures or entities revealed as functioning in the present
organized universes, only Solitary Messengers and Inspired Trin-
ity Spirits maintain any organic association with the Transcenden-
talers and the Architects of the Master Universe.

14 eMaster Architects contribute technical approval of the as-
signment of the Creator Sons to their space sites for the organi-
zation of the local universes. ere is a very close association be-
tween the Master Architects and the Paradise Creator Sons, and
while this relationship is unrevealed, you have been informed of
the association of the Architects and the grand universe Supreme
Creators in the relationship of the rst experiential Trinity. ese
two groups, together with the evolving and experiential Supreme
Being, constitute theTrinityUltimate of transcendental values and
master universe meanings.

10. THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE
1 e senior Master Architect has the oversight of the 7 Corps

of the Finality, and they are:
2 1. e Corps of Mortal Finaliters.
3 2. e Corps of Paradise Finaliters.
4 3. e Corps of Trinitized Finaliters.
5 4. e Corps of Conjoint Trinitized Finaliters.
6 5. e Corps of Havona Finaliters.
7 6. e Corps of Transcendental Finaliters.
8 7. e Corps of Unrevealed Sons of Destiny.
9 Each of these destiny corps has a presiding head, and the 7 con-

stitute the SupremeCouncil ofDestiny onParadise; andduring the
present universe age Grandfanda is the chief of this supreme body
of universe assignment for the children of ultimate destiny.
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10 e gathering together of these 7 naliter corps signi es reality
mobilization of potentials, personalities, minds, spirits, absonites,
and experiential actualities that probably transcend even the future
master universe functions of the Supreme Being. ese 7 naliter
corps probably signify the present activity of the Ultimate Trin-
ity engaged in mustering the forces of the nite and the absonite
in preparation for inconceivable developments in the universes of
outer space. Nothing like this mobilization has taken place since
the near times of eternity when the Paradise Trinity similarly mo-
bilized the then existing personalities of Paradise and Havona and
commissioned them as administrators and rulers of the projected
7 superuniverses of time and space. e 7 naliter corps represent
the divinity response of the grand universe to the future needs of
the undeveloped potentials in the outer universes of future-eternal
activities.

11 Weventure the forecast of future and greater outer universes of
inhabited worlds, new spheres peopled with new orders of exqui-
site and unique beings, amaterial universe sublime in its ultimacy, a
vast creation lacking inonly one important detail—thepresence of
actual nite experience in the universal life of ascendant existence.
Such a universe will come into being under a tremendous experi-
ential handicap: the deprivation of participation in the evolution
of the Almighty Supreme. ese outer universes will all enjoy the
matchlessministry and supernal overcontrol of the SupremeBeing,
but the very fact of his active presence precludes their participation
in the actualization of the Supreme Deity.

12 During the present universe age the evolving personalities of
the grand universe suffer many difficulties due to the incomplete
actualization of the sovereignty of God the Supreme, but we are
all sharing the unique experience of his evolution. We evolve in
him and he evolves in us. Sometime in the eternal future the evo-
lution of Supreme Deity will become a completed fact of universe
history, and the opportunity to participate in this wonderful expe-
rience will have passed from the stage of cosmic action.

13 But those of us who have acquired this unique experience dur-
ing the youth of the universe will treasure it throughout all future
eternity. And many of us speculate that it may be the mission of
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the gradually accumulating reserves of the ascendant and perfected
mortals of the Corps of the Finality, in association with the other
six similarly recruiting corps, to administer these outer universes in
an effort to compensate their experiential de ciencies in not hav-
ing participated in the time-space evolution of the Supreme Being.

14 ese de ciencies are inevitable on all levels of universe exis-
tence. During the present universe age we of the higher levels of
spiritual existences now come down to administer the evolution-
ary universes and minister to the ascending mortals, thus endeav-
ouring to atone for their de ciencies in the realities of the higher
spiritual experience.

15 But though we really know nothing about the plans of the Ar-
chitects of the Master Universe respecting these outer creations,
nevertheless, of three things we are certain:

16 1. ere actually is a vast and new system of universes gradu-
ally organizing in the domains of outer space. New orders of phys-
ical creations, enormous and gigantic circles of swarming univer-
ses upon universes far out beyond the present bounds of the peo-
pled and organized creations, are actually visible through your tele-
scopes. At present, these outer creations are wholly physical; they
are apparently uninhabited and seem to be devoid of creature ad-
ministration.

17 2. For ages upon ages there continues the unexplained and
wholly mysterious Paradise mobilization of the perfected and as-
cendant beings of time and space, in association with the six other
naliter corps.
18 3. Concomitantly with these transactions the Supreme Per-

son of Deity is powerizing as the almighty sovereign of the super-
creations.

19 ¶ As we view this triune development, embracing creatures,
universes, and Deity, can we be criticized for anticipating that
something new and unrevealed is approaching culmination in the
master universe? Is it not natural that we should associate this age-
longmobilization and organization of physical universes on such a
hitherto unknown scale and the personality emergence of the Su-
preme Being with this stupendous scheme of upstepping the mor-
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tals of time to divine perfection and with their subsequent mo-
bilization on Paradise in the Corps of the Finality — a designa-
tion and destiny enshrouded in universe mystery? It is increas-
ingly the belief of all Uversa that the assembling Corps of the Fi-
nality are destined to some future service in the universes of outer
space, where we already are able to identify the clustering of at least
70,000 aggregations of matter, each of which is greater than any
one of the present superuniverses.

20 ¶ Evolutionary mortals are born on the planets of space, pass
through the morontia worlds, ascend the spirit universes, traverse
the Havona spheres, nd God, attain Paradise, and are mustered
into the primary Corps of the Finality, therein to await the next
assignment of universe service. ere are six other assembling -
nality corps, but Grandfanda, the rst mortal ascender, presides as
Paradise chief of all orders of naliters. And aswe view this sublime
spectacle, we all exclaim: What a glorious destiny for the animal-
origin children of time, the material sons of space!

ahb

21 [ Jointly sponsored by a Divine Counsellor and One without
Name and Number authorized so to function by the Ancients of
Days on Uversa.]

* * * * *

22 ese 31 papers depicting the nature of Deity, the reality of
Paradise, the organization and working of the central and superu-
niverses, the personalities of the grand universe, and the high des-
tiny of evolutionary mortals, were sponsored, formulated, and put
into English by a high commission consisting of 24 Orvonton ad-
ministrators acting in accordance with a mandate issued by the
Ancients of Days of Uversa directing that we should do this on
Urantia, 606 of Satania, in Norlatiadek of Nebadon, in the year
A.D. 1934.



PART II. THE LOCAL UNIVERSE

Sponsored by a Nebadon Corps of Local Universe Personalities acting by
authority of Gabriel of Salvington.

PAPER №32
THE EVOLUTION OF LOCAL UNIVERSES

Mighty Messenger

A LOCAL universe is the handiwork of a Creator Son of
the Paradise order of Michael. It comprises 100 constel-
lations, each embracing 100 systems of inhabited worlds.

Each systemwill eventually contain approximately 1,000 inhabited
spheres.

2 ese universes of time and space are all evolutionary. e cre-
ative plan of the Paradise Michaels always proceeds along the path
of gradual evolvement and progressive development of the physi-
cal, intellectual, and spiritual natures and capacities of the mani-
fold creatures who inhabit the varied orders of spheres comprising
such a local universe.

3 Urantia belongs to a local universewhose sovereign is theGod-
man of Nebadon, Jesus of Nazareth and Michael of Salvington.
And all of Michael’s plans for this local universe were fully ap-
proved by the Paradise Trinity before he ever embarked upon the
supreme adventure of space.

4 e Sons of God may choose the realms of their creator ac-
tivities, but these material creations were originally projected and
planned by the Paradise Architects of the Master Universe.

1. PHYSICAL EMERGENCE OF UNIVERSES
1 e preuniverse manipulations of space-force and the primor-

dial energies are the work of the Paradise Master Force Organiz-
ers; but in the superuniverse domains, when emergent energy be-
comes responsive to local or linear gravity, they retire in favour of
the power directors of the superuniverse concerned.
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2 ese power directors function alone in the prematerial and
postforce phases of a local universe creation. ere is no oppor-
tunity for a Creator Son to begin universe organization until the
power directors have effected the mobilization of the space-ener-
gies sufficiently to provide amaterial foundation— literal suns and
material spheres — for the emerging universe.

3 ¶ e local universes are all approximately of the same energy
potential, though they differ greatly in physical dimensions and
may vary in visible-matter content from time to time. e power
charge and potential-matter endowment of a local universe are de-
termined by the manipulations of the power directors and their
predecessors as well as by theCreator Son’s activities and by the en-
dowment of the inherent physical control possessed by his creative
associate.

4 e energy charge of a local universe is approximately 10−5 of
the force endowment of its superuniverse. In the case of Nebadon,
your local universe, the mass materialization is a tri e less. Phys-
ically speaking, Nebadon possesses all of the physical endowment
of energy andmatter thatmay be found in any of theOrvonton lo-
cal creations. e only physical limitation upon the developmen-
tal expansion of the Nebadon universe consists in the quantitative
charge of space-energy held captive by the gravity control of the as-
sociated powers and personalities of the combined universe mech-
anism.

5 ¶ When energy-matter has attained a certain stage inmassma-
terialization, a Paradise Creator Son appears upon the scene, ac-
companied by a Creative Daughter of the In nite Spirit. Simul-
taneously with the arrival of the Creator Son, work is begun upon
the architectural spherewhich is to become the headquartersworld
of the projected local universe. For long ages such a local creation
evolves, suns become stabilized, planets form and swing into their
orbits, while the work of creating the architectural worlds which
are to serve as constellation headquarters and system capitals con-
tinues.

2. UNIVERSE ORGANIZATION
1 e Creator Sons are preceded in universe organization by the
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power directors and other beings originating in the ird Source
and Centre. From the energies of space, thus previously organized,
Michael, your Creator Son, established the inhabited realms of the
universe ofNebadon and ever since has been painstakingly devoted
to their administration. Frompre-existent energy these divine Sons
materialize visible matter, project living creatures, and with the co-
operation of the universe presence of the In nite Spirit, create a
diverse retinue of spirit personalities.

2 ese power directors and energy controllers who long pre-
ceded the Creator Son in the preliminary physical work of uni-
verse organization later serve in magni cent liaison with this Uni-
verse Son, forever remaining in associated control of those ener-
gies which they originally organized and circuitized. On Salving-
ton there now function the same 100 power centres who co-oper-
ated with your Creator Son in the original formation of this local
universe.

3 ¶ e rst completed act of physical creation inNebadon con-
sisted in the organization of the headquarters world, the architec-
tural sphere of Salvington, with its satellites. From the time of
the initial moves of the power centres and physical controllers to
the arrival of the living staff on the completed spheres of Salving-
ton, there intervened a little over one billion years of your pre-
sent planetary time. e construction of Salvington was immedi-
ately followed by the creation of the 100 headquarters worlds of
the projected constellations and the 10,000 headquarters spheres
of the projected local systems of planetary control and adminis-
tration, together with their architectural satellites. Such architec-
tural worlds are designed to accommodate both physical and spiri-
tual personalities as well as the intervening morontia or transition
stages of being.

4 Salvington, the headquarters of Nebadon, is situated at the ex-
act energy-mass centre of the local universe. But your local universe
is not a single astronomic system, though a large system does exist
at its physical centre.

5 Salvington is the personal headquarters of Michael of Neba-
don, but hewill not always be found there. While the smooth func-
tioning of your local universe no longer requires the xed presence
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of the Creator Son at the capital sphere, this was not true of the
earlier epochs of physical organization. A Creator Son is unable to
leave his headquarters world until such a time as gravity stabiliza-
tion of the realm has been effected through the materialization of
sufficient energy to enable the various circuits and systems to coun-
terbalance one another by mutual material attraction.

6 ¶ Presently, the physical plan of a universe is completed, and
the Creator Son, in association with the Creative Spirit, projects
his plan of life creation; whereupon does this representation of the
In nite Spirit begin her universe function as a distinct creative per-
sonality. When this rst creative act is formulated and executed,
there springs into being the Bright and Morning Star, the personi-
cation of this initial creative concept of identity and ideal of divin-

ity. is is the chief executive of the universe, the personal associate
of the Creator Son, one like him in all aspects of character, though
markedly limited in the attributes of divinity.

7 And now that the right-hand helper and chief executive of
the Creator Son has been provided, there ensues the bringing into
existence of a vast and wonderful array of diverse creatures. e
sons and daughters of the local universe are forthcoming, and soon
therea er the government of such a creation is provided, extend-
ing from the supreme councils of the universe to the fathers of the
constellations and the sovereigns of the local systems — the aggre-
gations of thoseworldswhich are designed subsequently to become
the homes of the varied mortal races of will creatures; and each of
these worlds will be presided over by a Planetary Prince.

8 And then, when such a universe has been so completely orga-
nized and so repletelymanned, does theCreator Son enter into the
Father’s proposal to create mortal man in their divine image.

9 ¶ e organization of planetary abodes is still progressing in
Nebadon, for this universe is, indeed, a young cluster in the starry
and planetary realms of Orvonton. At the last registry there were
3,840,101 inhabited planets inNebadon, andSatania, the local sys-
tem of your world, is fairly typical of other systems.

10 Satania is not a uniform physical system, a single astronomic
unit or organization. Its 619 inhabited worlds are located in over
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500 different physical systems. Only 5 have more than 2 inhabited
worlds, and of these only 1 has 4 peopled planets, while there are
46 having 2 inhabited worlds.*

11 e Satania system of inhabited worlds is far removed from
Uversa and that great sun cluster which functions as the physical
or astronomic centre of the seventh superuniverse. From Jerusem,
the headquarters of Satania, it is over 200,000 light-years to the
physical centre of the superuniverse of Orvonton, far, far away in
the dense diameter of theMilkyWay. Satania is on the periphery of
the local universe, andNebadon is nowwell out towards the edge of
Orvonton. From the outermost system of inhabited worlds to the
centre of the superuniverse is a tri e less than 250,000 light-years.

12 e universe of Nebadon now swings far to the south and east
in the superuniverse circuit of Orvonton. e nearest neighbour-
ing universes are: Avalon, Henselon, Sanselon, Portalon, Wolver-
ing, Fanoving, and Alvoring.

13 ¶ But the evolution of a local universe is a long narrative. Pa-
pers dealing with the superuniverse introduce this subject, those of
this section, treating of the local creations, continue it, while those
to follow, touching upon the history and destiny of Urantia, com-
plete the story. But you can adequately comprehend the destiny of
the mortals of such a local creation only by a perusal of the narra-
tives of the life and teachings of your Creator Son as he once lived
the life of man, in the likeness of mortal esh, on your own evolu-
tionary world.

3. THE EVOLUTIONARY IDEA
1 e only creation that is perfectly settled isHavona, the central

universe, which was made directly by the thought of the Universal
Father and the word of the Eternal Son. Havona is an existential,
perfect, and replete universe, surrounding the home of the eternal
Deities, the centre of all things. e creations of the seven superu-
niverses are nite, evolutionary, and consistently progressive.

2.10. Its 619 … worlds., Assuming that there are no physical systems in Satania with
more than 4 inhabited planets, it is very easy to work out the numbers of systems with
1 and 3 inhabited planets — these turn out to be 511 and 4, respectively. And the total
number of physical systems in Satania turns out to be 562.
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2 e physical systems of time and space are all evolutionary in
origin. ey are not even physically stabilized until they are swung
into the settled circuits of their superuniverses. Neither is a local
universe settled in light and life until its physical possibilities of ex-
pansion and development have been exhausted, and until the spir-
itual status of all its inhabited worlds has been forever settled and
stabilized.

3 Except in the central universe, perfection is a progressive at-
tainment. In the central creation we have a pattern of perfection,
but all other realms must attain that perfection by the methods es-
tablished for the advancement of those particular worlds or uni-
verses. And an almost in nite variety characterizes the plans of
theCreator Sons for organizing, evolving, disciplining, and settling
their respective local universes.

4 ¶ With the exception of the deity presence of the Father, every
local universe is, in a certain sense, a duplication of the administra-
tive organization of the central or pattern creation. Although the
Universal Father is personally present in the residential universe,
he does not indwell theminds of the beings originating in that uni-
verse as he does literally dwell with the souls of the mortals of time
and space. ere seems to be an all-wise compensation in the ad-
justment and regulation of the spiritual affairs of the far- ung cre-
ation. In the central universe the Father is personally present as
such but absent in the minds of the children of that perfect cre-
ation; in the universes of space the Father is absent in person, being
represented by his Sovereign Sons, while he is intimately present
in the minds of his mortal children, being spiritually represented
by the prepersonal presence of theMysteryMonitors that reside in
the minds of these will creatures.

5 On the headquarters of a local universe there reside all those
creator and creative personalities who represent self-contained au-
thority and administrative autonomy except the personal presence
of the Universal Father. In the local universe there are to be found
something of everyone and someone of almost every class of intel-
ligent beings existing in the central universe except the Universal
Father. Although the Universal Father is not personally present
in a local universe, he is personally represented by its Creator Son,
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sometime vicegerent of God and subsequently supreme and sover-
eign ruler in his own right.

6 e farther down the scale of life we go, the more difficult it
becomes to locate, with the eye of faith, the invisible Father. e
lower creatures — and sometimes even the higher personalities —
nd it difficult always to envisage the Universal Father in his Cre-

ator Sons. And so, pending the time of their spiritual exaltation,
when perfection of development will enable them to see God in
person, they grow weary in progression, entertain spiritual doubts,
stumble into confusion, and thus isolate themselves from the pro-
gressive spiritual aims of their time and universe. In this way they
lose the ability to see the Father when beholding the Creator Son.

e surest safeguard for the creature throughout the long strug-
gle to attain the Father, during this time when inherent conditions
make such attainment impossible, is tenaciously to hold on to the
truth-fact of the Father’s presence in his Sons. Literally and gura-
tively, spiritually and personally, the Father and the Sons are one.
It is a fact: He who has seen a Creator Son has seen the Father.

7 ¶ e personalities of a given universe are settled and depend-
able, at the start, only in accordance with their degree of kinship
to Deity. When creature origin departs sufficiently far from the
original and divine Sources, whether we are dealing with the Sons
of God or the creatures of ministry belonging to the In nite Spirit,
there is an increase in the possibility of disharmony, confusion, and
sometimes rebellion — sin.

8 ¶ Excepting perfect beings of Deity origin, all will creatures in
the superuniverses are of evolutionary nature, beginning in lowly
estate and climbing ever upward, in reality inward. Even highly
spiritual personalities continue to ascend the scale of life by pro-
gressive translations from life to life and from sphere to sphere.
And in the case of thosewho entertain theMysteryMonitors, there
is indeed no limit to the possible heights of their spiritual ascent
and universe attainment.

9 e perfection of the creatures of time, when nally achieved,
is wholly an acquirement, a bona de personality possession.
While the elements of grace are freely admixed, nevertheless, the
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creature attainments are the result of individual effort and actual
living, personality reaction to the existing environment.

10 e fact of animal evolutionary origin does not attach stigma
to any personality in the sight of the universe as that is the exclusive
method of producing one of the two basic types of nite intelligent
will creatures. When the heights of perfection and eternity are at-
tained, all the more honour to those who began at the bottom and
joyfully climbed the ladder of life, round by round, and who, when
they do reach the heights of glory, will have gained a personal expe-
rience which embodies an actual knowledge of every phase of life
from the bottom to the top.

11 In all this is shown thewisdomof theCreators. Itwould be just
as easy for the Universal Father to make all mortals perfect beings,
to impart perfection by his divine word. But that would deprive
them of the wonderful experience of the adventure and training
associated with the long and gradual inward climb, an experience
to be had only by those who are so fortunate as to begin at the very
bottom of living existence.

12 In the universes encircling Havona there are provided only a
sufficient number of perfect creatures to meet the need for pattern
teacher guides for those who are ascending the evolutionary scale
of life. e experiential nature of the evolutionary type of person-
ality is the natural cosmic complement of the ever-perfect natures
of the Paradise-Havona creatures. In reality, both perfect and per-
fected creatures are incomplete as regards nite totality. But in the
complemental association of the existentially perfect creatures of
the Paradise-Havona system with the experientially perfected -
naliters ascending from the evolutionary universes, both types nd
release from inherent limitations and thus may conjointly attempt
to reach the sublime heights of the ultimate of creature status.

13 ese creature transactions are the universe repercussions of
actions and reactions within the SevenfoldDeity, wherein the eter-
nal divinity of the Paradise Trinity is conjoined with the evolving
divinity of the SupremeCreators of the time-space universes in, by,
and through the power-actualizing Deity of the Supreme Being.

14 e divinely perfect creature and the evolutionary perfected
creature are equal in degree of divinity potential, but they differ in
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kind. Each must depend on the other to attain supremacy of ser-
vice. e evolutionary superuniverses depend on perfect Havona
to provide the nal training for their ascending citizens, but so does
the perfect central universe require the existence of the perfecting
superuniverses to provide for the full development of its descend-
ing inhabitants.

15 e two prime manifestations of nite reality, innate perfec-
tion and evolved perfection, be they personalities or universes, are
co-ordinate, dependent, and integrated. Each requires the other to
achieve completion of function, service, and destiny.

4. GOD’S RELATION TO A LOCAL UNIVERSE
1 Do not entertain the idea that, since the Universal Father has

delegated so much of himself and his power to others, he is a silent
or inactivemember of theDeity partnership. Aside from personal-
ity domains and Adjuster bestowal, he is apparently the least active
of the Paradise Deities in that he allows his Deity co-ordinates, his
Sons, and numerous created intelligences to perform so much in
the carrying out of his eternal purpose. He is the silent member of
the creative trio only in that he never does aught which any of his
co-ordinate or subordinate associates can do.

2 God has full understanding of the need of every intelligent
creature for function and experience, and therefore, in every situ-
ation, be it concerned with the destiny of a universe or the welfare
of the humblest of his creatures, God retires from activity in favour
of the galaxy of creature and Creator personalities who inherently
intervene between himself and any given universe situation or cre-
ative event. But notwithstanding this retirement, this exhibition
of in nite co-ordination, there is on God’s part an actual, literal,
and personal participation in these events by and through these or-
dained agencies and personalities. e Father is working in and
through all these channels for the welfare of all his far- ung cre-
ation.

3 ¶ As regards the policies, conduct, and administration of a lo-
cal universe, the Universal Father acts in the person of his Creator
Son. In the interrelationships of the Sons of God, in the group
associations of the personalities of origin in the ird Source and
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Centre, or in the relationship between any other creatures, such as
human beings — as concerns such associations the Universal Fa-
ther never intervenes. e law of the Creator Son, the rule of the
Constellation Fathers, the System Sovereigns, and the Planetary
Princes — the ordained policies and procedures for that universe
— always prevail. ere is no division of authority; never is there
a cross working of divine power and purpose. e Deities are in
perfect and eternal unanimity.

4 e Creator Son rules supreme in all matters of ethical associ-
ations, the relations of any division of creatures to any other class
of creatures or of two or more individuals within any given group;
but such a plan does not mean that the Universal Father may not
in his ownway intervene and do aught that pleases the divinemind
with any individual creature throughout all creation, as pertains to
that individual’s present status or future prospects and as concerns
the Father’s eternal plan and in nite purpose.

5 ¶ In the mortal will creatures the Father is actually present in
the indwelling Adjuster, a fragment of his prepersonal spirit; and
the Father is also the source of the personality of such amortal will
creature.

6 ¶ ese ought Adjusters, the bestowals of the Universal Fa-
ther, are comparatively isolated; they indwell human minds but
have no discernible connection with the ethical affairs of a local
creation. ey are not directly co-ordinated with the seraphic ser-
vice nor with the administration of systems, constellations, or a lo-
cal universe, not even with the rule of a Creator Son, whose will is
the supreme law of his universe.

7 e indwelling Adjusters are one of God’s separate but uni ed
modes of contact with the creatures of his all but in nite creation.

us does he who is invisible to mortal man manifest his presence,
and could he do so, he would show himself to us in still other ways,
but such further revelation is not divinely possible.

8 We can see and understand the mechanism whereby the Sons
enjoy intimate and complete knowledge regarding the universes of
their jurisdiction; but we cannot fully comprehend the methods
whereby God is so fully and personally conversant with the details
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of the universe of universes, although we at least can recognize the
avenue whereby the Universal Father can receive information re-
garding, and manifest his presence to, the beings of his immense
creation. rough the personality circuit the Father is cognizant
—has personal knowledge—of all the thoughts and acts of all the
beings in all the systems of all the universes of all creation. ough
we cannot fully grasp this technique of God’s communion with his
children, we can be strengthened in the assurance that the “Lord
knows his children,” and that of each one of us “he takes notewhere
we were born.”

9 ¶ In your universe and in yourheart theUniversal Father is pre-
sent, spiritually speaking, by one of the SevenMaster Spirits of cen-
tral abode and, speci cally, by the divine Adjuster who lives and
works and waits in the depths of the mortal mind.

10 ¶ God is not a self-centred personality; the Father freely dis-
tributes himself to his creation and to his creatures. He lives and
acts, not only in the Deities, but also in his Sons, whom he intrusts
with the doing of everything that it is divinely possible for them to
do. e Universal Father has truly divested himself of every func-
tion which it is possible for another being to perform. And this is
just as true of mortal man as of the Creator Son who rules in God’s
stead at the headquarters of a local universe. us we behold the
outworking of the ideal and in nite love of the Universal Father.

11 In this universal bestowal of himself we have abundant proof
of both the magnitude and the magnanimity of the Father’s divine
nature. If God has withheld aught of himself from the universal
creation, then of that residue he is in lavish generosity bestowing
the oughtAdjusters upon themortals of the realms, theMystery
Monitors of time, who so patiently indwell the mortal candidates
for life everlasting.

12 e Universal Father has poured out himself, as it were, to
make all creation rich in personality possession and potential spir-
itual attainment. God has given us himself that we may be like
him, and he has reserved for himself of power and glory only that
which is necessary for the maintenance of those things for the love
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of which he has thus divested himself of all things else.

5. THE ETERNAL AND DIVINE PURPOSE
1 ere is a great and glorious purpose in the march of the uni-

verses through space. All of your mortal struggling is not in vain.
We are all part of an immense plan, a gigantic enterprise, and it
is the vastness of the undertaking that renders it impossible to see
verymuch of it at any one time and during any one life. We are all a
part of an eternal project which the Gods are supervising and out-
working. e whole marvellous and universal mechanism moves
on majestically through space to the music of the metre of the in -
nite thought and the eternal purpose of the First Great Source and
Centre.

2 e eternal purpose of the eternal God is a high spiritual ideal.
e events of time and the struggles of material existence are but

the transient scaffolding which bridges over to the other side, to
the promised land of spiritual reality and supernal existence. Of
course, you mortals nd it difficult to grasp the idea of an eternal
purpose; you are virtually unable to comprehend the thought of
eternity, something never beginning and never ending. Everything
familiar to you has an end.

3 ¶ As regards an individual life, the duration of a realm, or the
chronology of any connected series of events, it would seem that
we are dealing with an isolated stretch of time; everything seems to
have a beginning and an end. And it would appear that a series of
such experiences, lives, ages, or epochs, when successively arranged,
constitutes a straightaway drive, an isolated event of time ashing
momentarily across the in nite face of eternity. But when we look
at all this from behind the scenes, a more comprehensive view and
a more complete understanding suggest that such an explanation
is inadequate, disconnected, and wholly unsuited properly to ac-
count for, and otherwise to correlate, the transactions of time with
the underlying purposes and basic reactions of eternity.

4 Tome it seemsmore tting, for purposes of explanation to the
mortal mind, to conceive of eternity as a cycle and the eternal pur-
pose as an endless circle, a cycle of eternity in some way synchro-
nized with the transient material cycles of time. As regards the sec-
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tors of time connected with, and forming a part of, the cycle of
eternity, we are forced to recognize that such temporary epochs are
born, live, and die just as the temporary beings of time are born,
live, and die. Most human beings die because, having failed to
achieve the spirit level of Adjuster fusion, the metamorphosis of
death constitutes the only possible procedurewhereby theymay es-
cape the fetters of time and the bonds of material creation, thereby
being enabled to strike spiritual step with the progressive proces-
sion of eternity. Having survived the trial life of time and material
existence, it becomes possible for you to continue on in touchwith,
even as a part of, eternity, swinging on forever with the worlds of
space around the circle of the eternal ages.

5 e sectors of time are like the ashes of personality in tempo-
ral form; they appear for a season, and then they are lost to human
sight, only to reappear as new actors and continuing factors in the
higher life of the endless swing around the eternal circle. Eternity
canhardly be conceived as a straightaway drive, in viewof our belief
in a delimited universe moving over a vast, elongated circle around
the central dwelling place of the Universal Father.

6 Frankly, eternity is incomprehensible to the nite mind of
time. You simply cannot grasp it; you cannot comprehend it. I
do not completely visualize it, and even if I did, it would be impos-
sible for me to convey my concept to the human mind. Neverthe-
less, I have donemy best to portray something of our viewpoint, to
tell you somewhat of our understanding of things eternal. I am en-
deavouring to aid you in the crystallization of your thoughts about
these values which are of in nite nature and eternal import.

7 ¶ ere is in the mind of God a plan which embraces every
creature of all his vast domains, and this plan is an eternal pur-
pose of boundless opportunity, unlimited progress, and endless
life. And the in nite treasures of such a matchless career are yours
for the striving!

8 e goal of eternity is ahead! e adventure of divinity attain-
ment lies before you! e race for perfection is on! whosoever will
may enter, and certain victory will crown the efforts of every hu-
man being who will run the race of faith and trust, depending ev-
ery step of the way on the leading of the indwelling Adjuster and
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on the guidance of that good spirit of the Universe Son, which so
freely has been poured out upon all esh.

ahb

9 [Presented by aMightyMessenger temporarily attached to the
SupremeCouncil ofNebadon and assigned to thismission byGab-
riel of Salvington.]



PAPER №33
ADMINISTRATION OF THE LOCAL

UNIVERSE

Chief of Archangels

WHILE the Universal Father most certainly rules over
his vast creation, he functions in a local universe ad-
ministration through the person of the Creator Son.

e Father does not otherwise personally function in the adminis-
trative affairs of a local universe. ese matters are intrusted to the
Creator Son and to the local universe Mother Spirit and to their
manifold children. e plans, policies, and administrative acts of
the local universe are formed and executed by this Son, who, in
conjunction with his Spirit associate, delegates executive power to
Gabriel and jurisdictional authority to the Constellation Fathers,
System Sovereigns, and Planetary Princes.

1. MICHAEL OF NEBADON
1 Our Creator Son is the personi cation of the 611,121 origi-

nal concept of in nite identity of simultaneous origin in the Uni-
versal Father and the Eternal Son. e Michael of Nebadon is the
“only-begotten Son” personalizing this 611,121 universal con-
cept of divinity and in nity. His headquarters is in the threefold
mansion of light on Salvington. And this dwelling is so ordered be-
cause Michael has experienced the living of all three phases of in-
telligent creature existence: spiritual, morontial, and material. Be-
cause of the name associatedwith his seventh and nal bestowal on
Urantia, he is sometimes spoken of as Christ Michael.

2 Our Creator Son is not the Eternal Son, the existential Para-
dise associate of the Universal Father and the In nite Spirit. Mi-
chael of Nebadon is not a member of the Paradise Trinity. Never-
theless our Master Son possesses in his realm all of the divine at-
tributes and powers that the Eternal Son himself would manifest
were he actually to be present on Salvington and functioning in
Nebadon. Michael possesses even additional power and authority,
for he not only personi es the Eternal Son but also fully represents
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and actually embodies the personality presence of theUniversal Fa-
ther to and in this local universe. He even represents the Father-
Son. ese relationships constitute a Creator Son themost power-
ful, versatile, and in uential of all divine beings who are capable of
direct administration of evolutionary universes and of personality
contact with immature creature beings.

3 Our Creator Son exerts the same spiritual drawing power,
spirit gravity, from the headquarters of the local universe that the
Eternal Son of Paradise would exert if he were personally present
on Salvington, and more; this Universe Son is also the personi ca-
tion of the Universal Father to the universe of Nebadon. Creator
Sons are personality centres for the spiritual forces of the Paradise
Father-Son. Creator Sons are the nal power-personality focaliza-
tions of the mighty time-space attributes of God the Sevenfold.

4 e Creator Son is the vicegerent personalization of the Uni-
versal Father, the divinity co-ordinate of the Eternal Son, and the
creative associate of the In nite Spirit. To our universe and all its
inhabited worlds the Sovereign Son is, to all practical intents and
purposes, God. He personi es all of the Paradise Deities which
evolving mortals can discerningly comprehend. is Son and his
Spirit associate are your creator parents. To you, Michael, the Cre-
ator Son, is the supreme personality; to you, the Eternal Son is su-
persupreme — an in nite Deity personality.

5 ¶ In the person of the Creator Son we have a ruler and divine
parent who is just as mighty, efficient, and bene cent as would be
the Universal Father and the Eternal Son if both were present on
Salvington and engaged in the administration of the affairs of the
universe of Nebadon.

2. THE SOVEREIGN OF NEBADON
1 Observation of Creator Sons discloses that some resemble

more the Father, some the Son, while others are a blend of both
their in nite parents. Our Creator Son very de nitely manifests
traits and attributes which more resemble the Eternal Son.

2 Michael elected to organize this local universe, and herein he
now reigns supreme. His personal power is limited by the pre-ex-
istent gravity circuits centring at Paradise and by the reservation
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on the part of the Ancients of Days of the superuniverse govern-
ment of all nal executive judgments regarding the extinction of
personality. Personality is the sole bestowal of the Father, but the
Creator Sons, with the approval of the Eternal Son, do initiate new
creature designs, and with the working co-operation of their Spirit
associates theymay attempt new transformations of energy-matter.

3 ¶ Michael is the personi cation of the Paradise Father-Son to
and in the local universe of Nebadon; therefore, when the Cre-
ative Mother Spirit, the local universe representation of the In -
nite Spirit, subordinated herself to Christ Michael upon the re-
turn from his nal bestowal on Urantia, the Master Son thereby
acquired jurisdiction over “all power in heaven and on earth.”

4 is subordination of the Divine Ministers to the Creator
Sons of the local universes constitutes these Master Sons the per-
sonal repositories of the nitelymanifestable divinity of the Father,
Son, and Spirit, while the creature-bestowal experiences of the Mi-
chaels qualify them to portray the experiential divinity of the Su-
premeBeing. No other beings in the universes have thus personally
exhausted the potentials of present nite experience, and no other
beings in the universes possess such quali cations for solitary sov-
ereignty.

5 ¶ Although Michael’s headquarters is officially located on Sal-
vington, the capital of Nebadon, he spends much of his time vis-
iting the constellation and system headquarters and even the indi-
vidual planets. Periodically he journeys to Paradise and o en to
Uversa, where he counsels with the Ancients of Days. When he is
away from Salvington, his place is assumed by Gabriel, who then
functions as regent of the universe of Nebadon.

3. THE UNIVERSE SON AND SPIRIT
1 While pervading all the universes of time and space, the In -

nite Spirit functions from the headquarters of each local universe
as a specialized focalization acquiring full personality qualities by
the technique of creative co-operation with the Creator Son. As
concerns a local universe, the administrative authority of a Creator
Son is supreme; the In nite Spirit, as theDivineMinister, is wholly
co-operative though perfectly co-ordinate.
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2 ¶ e Universe Mother Spirit of Salvington, the associate of
Michael in the control and administration of Nebadon, is of the
sixth group of Supreme Spirits, being the 611,121 of that order.
She volunteered to accompanyMichael on theoccasionof his liber-
ation from Paradise obligations and has ever since functioned with
him in creating and governing his universe.

3 ¶ e Master Creator Son is the personal sovereign of his uni-
verse, but in all the details of its management the Universe Spirit is
codirector with the Son. While the Spirit ever acknowledges the
Son as sovereign and ruler, the Son always accords the Spirit a co-
ordinate position and equality of authority in all the affairs of the
realm. In all his work of love and life bestowal the Creator Son is
always and ever perfectly sustained and ably assisted by the all-wise
and ever-faithful Universe Spirit and by all of her diversi ed ret-
inue of angelic personalities. Such a Divine Minister is in reality
the mother of spirits and spirit personalities, the ever-present and
all-wise adviser of the Creator Son, a faithful and true manifesta-
tion of the Paradise In nite Spirit.

4 ¶ e Son functions as a father in his local universe. e Spirit,
as mortal creatures would understand, enacts the role of a mother,
always assisting the Son and being everlastingly indispensable to
the administration of the universe. In the face of insurrection only
the Son and his associated Sons can function as deliverers. Never
can the Spirit undertake to contest rebellion or defend authority,
but ever does the Spirit sustain the Son in all of everything he may
be required to experience in his efforts to stabilize government and
uphold authority on worlds tainted with evil or dominated by sin.
Only a Son can retrieve thework of their joint creation, but no Son
could hope for nal success without the incessant co-operation of
the Divine Minister and her vast assemblage of spirit helpers, the
daughters of God, who so faithfully and valiantly struggle for the
welfare of mortal men and the glory of their divine parents.

5 Upon the completion of the Creator Son’s seventh and nal
creature bestowal, the uncertainties of periodic isolation terminate
for theDivineMinister, and the Son’s universe helper becomes for-
ever settled in surety and control. It is at the enthronement of the
Creator Son as a Master Son, at the jubilee of jubilees, that the
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Universe Spirit, before the assembled hosts, rst makes public and
universal acknowledgement of subordination to the Son, pledg-
ing delity and obedience. is event occurred in Nebadon at the
time ofMichael’s return to Salvington a er the Urantian bestowal.
Never before this momentous occasion did the Universe Spirit ac-
knowledge subordination to the Universe Son, and not until af-
ter this voluntary relinquishment of power and authority by the
Spirit could it be truthfully proclaimed of the Son that “all power
in heaven and on earth has been committed to his hand.”

6 A er this pledge of subordination by the Creative Mother
Spirit, Michael of Nebadon nobly acknowledged his eternal de-
pendence on his Spirit companion, constituting the Spirit coruler
of his universe domains and requiring all their creatures to pledge
themselves in loyalty to the Spirit as they had to the Son; and there
issued andwent forth the nal “Proclamation of Equality.” ough
he was the sovereign of this local universe, the Son published to
the worlds the fact of the Spirit’s equality with him in all endow-
ments of personality and attributes of divine character. And this
becomes the transcendent pattern for the family organization and
government of even the lowly creatures of the worlds of space. is
is, in deed and in truth, the high ideal of the family and the human
institution of voluntary marriage.

7 e Son and the Spirit now preside over the universe much as
a father and mother watch over, and minister to, their family of
sons and daughters. It is not altogether out of place to refer to the
Universe Spirit as the creative companion of the Creator Son and
to regard the creatures of the realms as their sons and daughters —
a grand and glorious family but one of untold responsibilities and
endless watchcare.

8 ¶ e Son initiates the creation of certain of the universe chil-
dren, while the Spirit is solely responsible for bringing into exis-
tence the numerous orders of spirit personalities who minister and
serve under the direction and guidance of this selfsame Mother
Spirit. In the creation of other types of universe personalities, both
the Son and the Spirit function together, and inno creative act does
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the one do aught without the counsel and approval of the other.

4. GABRIEL  THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE
1 e Bright and Morning Star is the personalization of the rst

concept of identity and ideal of personality conceived by the Cre-
ator Son and the local universe manifestation of the In nite Spirit.
Going back to the early days of the local universe, before the union
of the Creator Son and the Mother Spirit in the bonds of creative
association, back to the times before the beginning of the creation
of their versatile family of sons and daughters, the rst conjoint act
of this early and free association of these two divine persons results
in the creation of the highest spirit personality of the Son and the
Spirit, the Bright and Morning Star.

2 Only one suchbeing ofwisdomandmajesty is brought forth in
each local universe. e Universal Father and the Eternal Son can,
in fact do, create an unlimited number of Sons in divinity equal to
themselves; but such Sons, in union with the Daughters of the In-
nite Spirit, can create only one Bright and Morning Star in each

universe, a being like themselves and partaking freely of their com-
bined natures but not of their creative prerogatives. Gabriel of Sal-
vington is like the Universe Son in divinity of nature though con-
siderably limited in the attributes of Deity.

3 is rst-born of the parents of a new universe is a unique
personality possessing many wonderful traits not visibly present in
either ancestor, a being of unprecedented versatility and unimag-
ined brilliance. is supernal personality embraces the divine will
of the Son combined with the creative imagination of the Spirit.

e thoughts and acts of the Bright and Morning Star will ever
be fully representative of both the Creator Son and the Creative
Spirit. Such a being is also capable of a broad understanding of, and
sympathetic contact with, both the spiritual seraphic hosts and the
material evolutionary will creatures.

4 ¶ e Bright andMorning Star is not a creator, but he is amar-
vellous administrator, being the personal administrative represen-
tative of theCreator Son. Aside from creation and life impartation
the Son and the Spirit never confer upon important universe pro-
cedures without Gabriel’s presence.
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5 Gabriel of Salvington is the chief executive of the universe of
Nebadon and the arbiter of all executive appeals respecting its ad-
ministration. is universe executive was created fully endowed
for his work, but he has gained experience with the growth and
evolution of our local creation.

6 Gabriel is the chief officer of execution for superuniverse man-
dates relating to nonpersonal affairs in the local universe. Most
matters pertaining to mass judgment and dispensational resurrec-
tions, adjudicated by the Ancients of Days, are also delegated to
Gabriel and his staff for execution. Gabriel is thus the combined
chief executive of both the super- and the local universe rulers.
He has at his command an able corps of administrative assistants,
created for their special work, who are unrevealed to evolutionary
mortals. In addition to these assistants, Gabriel may employ any
and all of the orders of celestial beings functioning in Nebadon,
and he is also the commander in chief of “the armies of heaven” —
the celestial hosts.

7 ¶ Gabriel and his staff are not teachers; they are administra-
tors. ey were never known to depart from their regular work
except when Michael was incarnated on a creature bestowal. Dur-
ing such bestowals Gabriel was ever attendant on the will of the
incarnated Son, and with the collaboration of the Union of Days,
he became the actual director of universe affairs during the later
bestowals. Gabriel has been closely identi ed with the history and
development ofUrantia ever since themortal bestowal ofMichael.

8 Aside frommeeting Gabriel on the bestowal worlds and at the
times of general- and special-resurrection roll calls, mortals will sel-
dom encounter him as they ascend through the local universe until
they are inducted into the administrativeworkof the local creation.
As administrators, of whatever order or degree, you will come un-
der the direction of Gabriel.

5. THE TRINITY AMBASSADORS
1 e administration of Trinity-origin personalities ends with

the government of the superuniverses. e local universes are char-
acterized by dual supervision, the beginning of the father-mother
concept. e universe father is the Creator Son; the universe
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mother is the Divine Minister, the local universe Creative Spirit.
Every local universe is, however, blessed with the presence of cer-
tain personalities from the central universe and Paradise. At the
head of this Paradise group in Nebadon is the ambassador of the
Paradise Trinity — Immanuel of Salvington — the Union of Days
assigned to the local universe of Nebadon. In a certain sense this
highTrinity Son is also the personal representative of theUniversal
Father to the court of theCreator Son; hence his name, Immanuel.

2 Immanuel of Salvington, number 611,121 of the sixth order
of Supreme Trinity Personalities, is a being of sublime dignity and
of such superb condescension that he refuses the worship and ado-
ration of all living creatures. He bears the distinction of being the
only personality in all Nebadon who has never acknowledged sub-
ordination to his brother Michael. He functions as adviser to the
Sovereign Son but gives counsel only on request. In the absence of
the Creator Son he might preside over any high universe council
but would not otherwise participate in the executive affairs of the
universe except as requested.

3 is ambassador of Paradise to Nebadon is not subject to the
jurisdictionof the local universe government. Neither does he exer-
cise authoritative jurisdiction in the executive affairs of an evolving
local universe except in the supervision of his liaison brethren, the
Faithfuls ofDays, serving on the headquarters of the constellations.

4 e Faithfuls ofDays, like theUnion ofDays, never proffer ad-
vice or offer assistance to the constellation rulers unless it is asked
for. ese Paradise ambassadors to the constellations represent the
nal personal presence of the Stationary Sons of the Trinity func-

tioning in advisory roles in the local universes. Constellations are
more closely related to the superuniverse administration than local
systems, which are administered exclusively by personalities native
to the local universe.

6. GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
1 Gabriel is the chief executive and actual administrator ofNeba-

don. Michael’s absence from Salvington in no way interferes with
the orderly conduct of universe affairs. During the absence of Mi-
chael, as recently on the mission of reunion of Orvonton Master
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Sons on Paradise, Gabriel is the regent of the universe. At such
times Gabriel always seeks the counsel of Immanuel of Salvington
regarding all major problems.

2 e Father Melchizedek is Gabriel’s rst assistant. When the
Bright and Morning Star is absent from Salvington, his responsi-
bilities are assumed by this original Melchizedek Son.

3 ¶ e various subadministrations of the universe have assigned
to them certain special domains of responsibility. While, in gen-
eral, a system government looks a er the welfare of its planets, it is
more particularly concerned with the physical status of living be-
ings, with biologic problems. In turn, the constellation rulers pay
especial attention to the social and governmental conditions pre-
vailing on the different planets and systems. A constellation gov-
ernment is chie y exercised over uni cation and stabilization. Still
higher up, the universe rulers are more occupied with the spiritual
status of the realms.

4 ¶ Ambassadors are appointed by judicial decree and represent
universes to other universes. Consuls are representatives of con-
stellations to one another and to the universe headquarters; they
are appointed by legislative decree and function only within the
con nes of the local universe. Observers are commissioned by ex-
ecutive decree of a System Sovereign to represent that system to
other systems and at the constellation capital, and they, too, func-
tion only within the con nes of the local universe.

5 ¶ From Salvington, broadcasts are simultaneously directed to
the constellation headquarters, the system headquarters, and to in-
dividual planets. All higher orders of celestial beings are able to
utilize this service for communication with their fellows scattered
throughout the universe. e universe broadcast is extended to
all inhabited worlds regardless of their spiritual status. Planetary
intercommunication is denied only those worlds under spiritual
quarantine.

6 Constellation broadcasts are periodically sent out from the
headquarters of the constellation by the chief of the Constellation
Fathers.

7 ¶ Chronology is reckoned, computed, and recti ed by a spe-
cial group of beings on Salvington. e standard day of Nebadon
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is equal to 18 days, 6 hours and 2½ minutes of Urantia time. e
Nebadon year consists of a segment of the time of universe swing in
relation to the Uversa circuit and is equal to 100 days of standard
universe time, about 5 years of Urantia time.

8 Nebadon time, broadcast from Salvington, is the standard for
all constellations and systems in this local universe. Each constella-
tion conducts its affairs byNebadon time, but the systemsmaintain
their own chronology, as do the individual planets.

9 e day in Satania, as reckoned on Jerusem, is a little less (1
hour, 4 minutes, 15 seconds) than three days of Urantia time.

ese times are generally known as Salvington or universe time,
and Satania or system time. Standard time is universe time.

7. THE COURTS OF NEBADON
1 e Master Son, Michael, is supremely concerned with but

three things: creation, sustenance, and ministry. He does not per-
sonally participate in the judicial work of the universe. Creators
never sit in judgment on their creatures; that is the exclusive func-
tion of creatures of high training and actual creature experience.

2 e entire judicial mechanism of Nebadon is under the super-
vision of Gabriel. e high courts, located on Salvington, are oc-
cupied with problems of general universe import and with the ap-
pellate cases coming up from the system tribunals. ere are 70
branches of these universe courts, and they function in 7 divisions
of 10 sections each. In all matters of adjudication there presides a
dual magistracy consisting of one judge of perfection antecedents
and one magistrate of ascendant experience.

3 As regards jurisdiction, the local universe courts are limited in
the following matters:

4 1. e administration of the local universe is concernedwith
creation, evolution, maintenance, and ministry. e universe tri-
bunals are, therefore, denied the right to pass upon those cases in-
volving the question of eternal life and death. is has no refer-
ence to natural death as it obtains on Urantia, but if the question
of the right of continued existence, life eternal, comes up for adju-
dication, it must be referred to the tribunals of Orvonton, and if
decided adversely to the individual, all sentences of extinction are
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carried out upon the orders, and through the agencies, of the rulers
of the supergovernment.

5 2. e default or defection of any of the LocalUniverse Sons
ofGodwhich jeopardizes their status and authority as Sons is never
adjudicated in the tribunals of a Son; such a misunderstanding
would be immediately carried to the superuniverse courts.

6 3. e question of the readmission of any constituent part of
a local universe— such as a local system— to the fellowship of full
spiritual status in the local creation subsequent to spiritual isolation
must be concurred in by the high assembly of the superuniverse.

7 ¶ In all other matters the courts of Salvington are nal and su-
preme. ere is no appeal and no escape from their decisions and
decrees.

8 However unfairly human contentions may sometimes appear
to be adjudicated on Urantia, in the universe justice and divine
equity do prevail. You are living in a well-ordered universe, and
sooner or later you may depend upon being dealt with justly, even
mercifully.

8. THE LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE
FUNCTIONS

1 OnSalvington, the headquarters ofNebadon, there are no true
legislative bodies. e universe headquarters worlds are concerned
largely with adjudication. e legislative assemblies of the local
universe are located on the headquarters of the 100 constellations.

e systems are chie y concerned with the executive and admin-
istrative work of the local creations. e System Sovereigns and
their associates enforce the legislativemandates of the constellation
rulers and execute the judicial decrees of the high courts of the uni-
verse.

2 While true legislation is not enacted at the universe headquar-
ters, there do function on Salvington a variety of advisory and re-
search assemblies, variously constituted and conducted in accor-
dance with their scope and purpose. Some are permanent; others
disband upon the accomplishment of their objective.

3 ¶ e supreme council of the local universe is made up of three
members from each system and seven representatives from each
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constellation. Systems in isolation do not have representation in
this assembly, but they are permitted to send observers who attend
and study all its deliberations.

4 ¶ e 100 councils of supreme sanction are also situated on Sal-
vington. e presidents of these councils constitute the immediate
working cabinet of Gabriel.

5 ¶ All ndings of the high universe advisory councils are re-
ferred either to the Salvington judicial bodies or to the legislative
assemblies of the constellations. ese high councils are without
authority or power to enforce their recommendations. If their ad-
vice is founded on the fundamental laws of the universe, then will
the Nebadon courts issue rulings of execution; but if their recom-
mendations have to do with local or emergency conditions, they
must pass down to the legislative assemblies of the constellation
for deliberative enactment and then to the system authorities for
execution. ese high councils are, in reality, the universe super-
legislatures, but they function without the authority of enactment
and without the power of execution.

6 Whilewe speak of universe administration in terms of “courts”
and “assemblies,” it should be understood that these spiritual trans-
actions are very different from the more primitive and material ac-
tivities of Urantia which bear corresponding names.

ahb

7 [Presented by the Chief of the Archangels of Nebadon.]



PAPER №34
THE LOCAL UNIVERSE MOTHER SPIRIT

Mighty Messenger

WHEN a Creator Son is personalized by the Universal
Father and the Eternal Son, then does the In nite
Spirit individualize a new and unique representation

of himself to accompany this Creator Son to the realms of space,
there to be his companion, rst, in physical organization and, later,
in creation andministry to the creatures of thenewly projecteduni-
verse.

2 ACreative Spirit reacts to both physical and spiritual realities;
so does a Creator Son; and thus are they co-ordinate and associate
in the administration of a local universe of time and space.

3 ese Daughter Spirits are of the essence of the In nite Spirit,
but they cannot function in thework of physical creation and spiri-
tualministry simultaneously. In physical creation theUniverse Son
provides the pattern while the Universe Spirit initiates the materi-
alization of physical realities. e Son operates in the power de-
signs, but the Spirit transforms these energy creations into physical
substances. Although it is somewhat difficult to portray this early
universe presence of the In nite Spirit as a person, nevertheless, to
theCreator Son the Spirit associate is personal andhas always func-
tioned as a distinct individual.

1. PERSONALIZATION OF THE CREATIVE SPIRIT
1 A er the completion of the physical organization of a starry

and planetary cluster and the establishment of the energy circuits
by the superuniverse power centres, subsequent to this prelimi-
nary work of creation by the agencies of the In nite Spirit, oper-
ating through, and under the direction of, his local universe cre-
ative focalization, there goes forth the proclamation of theMichael
Son that life is next to be projected in the newly organized uni-
verse. Upon the Paradise recognition of this declaration of inten-
tion, there occurs a reaction of approval in the Paradise Trinity,
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followed by the disappearance in the spiritual shining of the De-
ities of the Master Spirit in whose superuniverse this new creation
is organizing. Meanwhile the other Master Spirits draw near this
central lodgement of the Paradise Deities, and subsequently, when
theDeity-embracedMaster Spirit emerges to the recognition of his
fellows, there occurs what is known as a “primary eruption.” is is
a tremendous spiritual ash, a phenomenon clearly discernible as
far away as the headquarters of the superuniverse concerned; and
simultaneously with this little-understood Trinity manifestation
there occurs a marked change in the nature of the creative spirit
presence and power of the In nite Spirit resident in the local uni-
verse concerned. In response to these Paradise phenomena there
immediately personalizes, in the very presence of the Creator Son,
a new personal representation of the In nite Spirit. is is the Di-
vineMinister. e individualizedCreative Spirit helper of theCre-
ator Son has become his personal creative associate, the local uni-
verse Mother Spirit.

2 From and through this new personal segregation of the Con-
joint Creator there proceed the established currents and the or-
dained circuits of spirit power and spiritual in uence destined to
pervade all the worlds and beings of that local universe. In reality,
this new and personal presence is but a transformation of the pre-
existent and less personal associate of the Son in his earlier work of
physical universe organization.

3 ¶ is is the relation of a stupendous drama in few words, but
it represents about all that can be told regarding these momentous
transactions. ey are instantaneous, inscrutable, and incompre-
hensible; the secret of the technique and procedure resides in the
bosom of the Paradise Trinity. Of only one thing are we certain:

e Spirit presence in the local universe during the time of purely
physical creation or organization was incompletely differentiated
from the spirit of the Paradise In nite Spirit; whereas, a er the
reappearance of the supervising Master Spirit from the secret em-
brace of theGods and following the ash of spiritual energy, the lo-
cal universe manifestation of the In nite Spirit suddenly and com-
pletely changes to the personal likeness of that Master Spirit who
was in transmuting liaison with the In nite Spirit. e local uni-
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verseMother Spirit thus acquires a personal nature tingedby that of
the Master Spirit of the superuniverse of astronomic jurisdiction.

4 is personalized presence of the In nite Spirit, the Creative
Mother Spirit of the local universe, is known in Satania as the Di-
vine Minister. To all practical intents and spiritual purposes this
manifestation of Deity is a divine individual, a spirit person. And
she is so recognized and regarded by the Creator Son. It is through
this localization and personalization of the ird Source and Cen-
tre in our local universe that the Spirit could subsequently become
so fully subject to theCreator Son that of this Son it was truly said,
“All power in heaven and on earth has been intrusted to him.”

2. NATURE OF THE DIVINE MINISTER
1 Having undergone marked personality metamorphosis at the

time of life creation, the Divine Minister therea er functions as a
person and co-operates in a very personal manner with the Cre-
ator Son in the planning and management of the extensive affairs
of their local creation. To many universe types of being, even this
representation of the In nite Spirit may not appear to be wholly
personal during the ages preceding the nal Michael bestowal; but
subsequent to the elevation of the Creator Son to the sovereign au-
thority of aMaster Son, theCreativeMother Spirit becomes so aug-
mented in personal qualities as to be personally recognized by all
contacting individuals.

2 From the earliest association with the Creator Son the Uni-
verse Spirit possesses all the physical-control attributes of the In-
nite Spirit, including the full endowment of antigravity. Upon

the attainment of personal status the Universe Spirit exerts just as
full and complete control of mind gravity, in the local universe, as
would the In nite Spirit if personally present.

3 ¶ In each local universe theDivineMinister functions in accor-
dance with the nature and inherent characteristics of the In nite
Spirit as embodied in one of the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise.
While there is a basic uniformity of character in all Universe Spir-
its, there is also a diversity of function, determined by their origin
through one of the Seven Master Spirits. is differential of origin
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accounts for the diverse techniques in the function of the local uni-
verseMother Spirits in different superuniverses. But in all essential
spiritual attributes these Spirits are identical, equally spiritual and
wholly divine, irrespective of superuniverse differentiation.

4 ¶ e Creative Spirit is coresponsible with the Creator Son in
producing the creatures of the worlds and never fails the Son in all
efforts to uphold and conserve these creations. Life is ministered
and maintained through the agency of the Creative Spirit. “You
send forth your Spirit, and they are created. You renew the face of
the earth.”

5 In the creation of a universe of intelligent creatures the Cre-
ative Mother Spirit functions rst in the sphere of universe perfec-
tion, collaborating with the Son in the production of the Bright
andMorning Star. Subsequently the offspring of the Spirit increas-
ingly approach the order of created beings on the planets, even as
the Sons grade downward from the Melchizedeks to the Material
Sons, who actually contact with the mortals of the realms. In the
later evolution of mortal creatures the Life Carrier Sons provide
the physical body, fabricated out of the existing organized material
of the realm, while the Universe Spirit contributes the “breath of
life.”

6 ¶ While the 7 segment of the grand universemay, inmany re-
spects, be tardy in development, thoughtful students of our prob-
lems look forward to the evolution of an extraordinarily well-bal-
anced creation in the ages to come. We predict this high degree
of symmetry in Orvonton because the presiding Spirit of this su-
peruniverse is the chief of the Master Spirits on high, being a spirit
intelligence embodying the balanced union and perfect co-ordina-
tion of the traits and character of all three of the eternal Deities.
We are tardy and backward in comparison with other sectors, but
there undoubtedly awaits us a transcendent development and an
unprecedented achievement sometime in the eternal ages of the fu-
ture.

3. THE SON AND SPIRIT IN TIME AND SPACE
1 Neither the Eternal Son nor the In nite Spirit is limited or

conditioned by either time or space, butmost of their offspring are.
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2 e In nite Spirit pervades all space and indwells the circle of
eternity. Still, in their personal contact with the children of time,
the personalities of the In nite Spirit must o en reckon with tem-
poral elements, though not so much with space. Many mind min-
istries ignore space but suffer a time lag in effecting co-ordination
of diverse levels of universe reality. A Solitary Messenger is virtu-
ally independent of space except that time is actually required in
travelling from one location to another; and there are similar enti-
ties unknown to you.

3 ¶ In personal prerogatives a Creative Spirit is wholly and en-
tirely independent of space, but not of time. ere is no specialized
personal presence of such a Universe Spirit on either the constella-
tion or system headquarters. She is equally and diffusely present
throughout her entire local universe and is, therefore, just as liter-
ally and personally present on one world as on any other.

4 Only as regards the element of time is a Creative Spirit ever
limited in her universe ministrations. A Creator Son acts instan-
taneously throughout his universe; but the Creative Spirit must
reckon with time in the ministration of the universal mind except
as she consciously and designedly avails herself of the personal pre-
rogatives of the Universe Son. In pure-spirit function the Creative
Spirit also acts independently of time as well as in her collaboration
with the mysterious function of universe re ectivity.

5 ¶ ough the spirit-gravity circuit of the Eternal Son operates
independently of both time and space, all functions of the Creator
Sons are not exempt from space limitations. If the transactions of
the evolutionary worlds are excepted, these Michael Sons seem to
be able to operate relatively independent of time. A Creator Son is
not handicappedby time, but he is conditionedby space; he cannot
personally be in two places at the same time. Michael of Nebadon
acts timelessly within his own universe and by re ectivity practi-
cally so in the superuniverse. He communicates timelessly with the
Eternal Son directly.

6 e Divine Minister is the understanding helper of the Cre-
ator Son, enabling him to overcome and atone for his inherent lim-
itations regarding space, for when these two function in adminis-
trative union, they are practically independent of time and space
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within the con nes of their local creation. erefore, as practically
observed throughout a local universe, theCreator Son and theCre-
ative Spirit usually function independently of both time and space
since there is always available to each the time and the space liber-
ation of the other.

7 ¶ Only absolute beings are independent of time and space in
the absolute sense. emajority of the subordinate persons of both
the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit are subject to both time and
space.

8 When a Creative Spirit becomes “space conscious,” she is
preparing to recognize a circumscribed “space domain” as hers, a
realm in which to be space free in contradistinction to all other
space by which she would be conditioned. One is free to choose
and act only within the realm of one’s consciousness.

4. THE LOCAL UNIVERSE CIRCUITS
1 ere are three distinct spirit circuits in the local universe of

Nebadon:
2 1. e bestowal spirit of theCreator Son, theComforter, the

Spirit of Truth.
3 2. e spirit circuit of the Divine Minister, the Holy Spirit.
4 3. e intelligence-ministry circuit, including the more or

less uni ed activities but diverse functioning of the 7 adjutant
mind-spirits.

5 ¶ e Creator Sons are endowed with a spirit of universe pres-
ence in many ways analogous to that of the Seven Master Spirits
of Paradise. is is the Spirit of Truth which is poured out upon
a world by a bestowal Son a er he receives spiritual title to such a
sphere. is bestowed Comforter is the spiritual force which ever
draws all truth seekers towards Him who is the personi cation of
truth in the local universe. is spirit is an inherent endowment of
the Creator Son, emerging from his divine nature just as the mas-
ter circuits of the grand universe are derived from the personality
presences of the Paradise Deities.

6 e Creator Son may come and go; his personal presence may
be in the local universe or elsewhere; yet the Spirit of Truth func-
tions undisturbed, for this divine presence, while derived from the
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personality of the Creator Son, is functionally centred in the per-
son of the Divine Minister.

7 e Universe Mother Spirit, however, never leaves the local
universe headquartersworld. e spirit of theCreator Sonmay and
does function independently of the personal presence of the Son,
but not so with her personal spirit. e Holy Spirit of the Divine
Minister would become nonfunctional if her personal presence
should be removed from Salvington. Her spirit presence seems
to be xed on the universe headquarters world, and it is this very
fact that enables the spirit of the Creator Son to function indepen-
dently of the whereabouts of the Son. e Universe Mother Spirit
acts as the universe focus and centre of the Spirit of Truth as well
as of her own personal in uence, the Holy Spirit.

8 ¶ eCreator Father-Son and theCreativeMother Spirit both
contribute variously to themind endowment of their local universe
children. But the Creative Spirit does not bestow mind until she is
endowed with personal prerogatives.

9 e superevolutionary orders of personality in a local universe
are endowed with the local universe type of the superuniverse pat-
tern ofmind. e human and the subhumanorders of evolutionary
life are endowed with the adjutant spirit types of mind ministra-
tion.

10 ¶ e 7 adjutant mind-spirits are the creation of the Divine
Minister of a local universe. ese mind-spirits are similar in char-
acter but diverse in power, and all partake alike of the nature of the
Universe Spirit, although they are hardly regarded as personalities
apart from their Mother Creator. e 7 adjutants have been given
the following names: the spirit ofwisdom, the spirit ofworship, the
spirit of counsel, the spirit of knowledge, the spirit of courage, the
spirit of understanding, the spirit of intuition — of quick percep-
tion.

11 ¶ ese are the “7 spirits of God,” “like lamps burning before
the throne,” which the prophet saw in the symbols of vision. But he
did not see the seats of the four and twenty sentinels about these 7
adjutant mind-spirits. is record represents the confusion of two
presentations, one pertaining to the universe headquarters and the
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other to the system capital. e seats of the four and twenty elders
are on Jerusem, the headquarters of your local system of inhabited
worlds.

12 But it was of Salvington that John wrote: “And out of the
throne proceeded lightnings and thunderings and voices” — the
universe broadcasts to the local systems. He also envisaged the di-
rectional control creatures of the local universe, the living com-
passes of the headquarters world. is directional control in Ne-
badon is maintained by the four control creatures of Salvington,
who operate over the universe currents and are ably assisted by the
rst functioningmind-spirit, the adjutant of intuition, the spirit of

“quick understanding.” But the description of these four creatures
— called beasts — has been sadly marred; they are of unparalleled
beauty and exquisite form.

13 e four points of the compass are universal and inherent in
the life of Nebadon. All living creatures possess bodily units which
are sensitive and responsive to these directional currents. ese
creature creations are duplicated on down through the universe to
the individual planets and, in conjunctionwith themagnetic forces
of theworlds, so activate the hosts ofmicroscopic bodies in the ani-
mal organism that these direction cells ever point north and south.

us is the sense of orientation forever xed in the living beings of
the universe. is sense is not wholly wanting as a conscious pos-
session by mankind. ese bodies were rst observed on Urantia
about the time of this narration.

5. THE MINISTRY OF THE SPIRIT
1 e Divine Minister co-operates with the Creator Son in the

formulation of life and the creation of new orders of beings up to
the time of his 7 bestowal and, subsequently, a er his elevation to
the full sovereignty of the universe, continues to collaborate with
the Son and the Son’s bestowed spirit in the further work of world
ministry and planetary progression.

2 On the inhabited worlds the Spirit begins the work of evolu-
tionary progression, starting with the lifeless material of the realm,
rst endowing vegetable life, then the animal organisms, then the
rst orders of human existence; and each succeeding impartation
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contributes to the further unfolding of the evolutionary potential
of planetary life from the initial and primitive stages to the appear-
ance of will creatures. is labour of the Spirit is largely effected
through the 7 adjutants, the spirits of promise, the unifying and co-
ordinating spirit-mind of the evolving planets, ever and unitedly
leading the races of men towards higher ideas and spiritual ideals.

3 ¶ Mortal man rst experiences the ministry of the Spirit in
conjunctionwithmindwhen the purely animalmind of evolution-
ary creatures develops reception capacity for the adjutants of wor-
ship and of wisdom. is ministry of the 6 and 7 adjutants in-
dicates mind evolution crossing the threshold of spiritual ministry.
And immediately are such minds of worship- and wisdom-func-
tion included in the spiritual circuits of the Divine Minister.

4 When mind is thus endowed with the ministry of the Holy
Spirit, it possesses the capacity for (consciously or unconsciously)
choosing the spiritual presence of the Universal Father — the

ought Adjuster. But it is not until a bestowal Son has liber-
ated the Spirit of Truth for planetary ministry to all mortals that
all normal minds are automatically prepared for the reception of
the ought Adjusters. e Spirit of Truth works as one with the
presence of the spirit of the Divine Minister. is dual spirit liai-
son hovers over the worlds, seeking to teach truth and to spiritually
enlighten the minds of men, to inspire the souls of the creatures of
the ascending races, and to lead the peoples dwelling on the evolu-
tionary planets ever towards their Paradise goal of divine destiny.

5 ough the Spirit of Truth is poured out upon all esh, this
spirit of the Son is almost wholly limited in function and power
by man’s personal reception of that which constitutes the sum and
substance of the mission of the bestowal Son. e Holy Spirit is
partly independent of human attitude and partially conditioned by
thedecisions and co-operationof thewill ofman. Nevertheless, the
ministry of the Holy Spirit becomes increasingly effective in the
sancti cation and spiritualization of the inner life of those mortals
who the more fully obey the divine leadings.

6 ¶ As individuals you do not personally possess a segregated
portion or entity of the spirit of the Creator Father-Son or the
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Creative Mother Spirit; these ministries do not contact with, nor
indwell, the thinking centres of the individual’s mind as do the
Mystery Monitors. ought Adjusters are de nite individualiza-
tions of the prepersonal reality of the Universal Father, actually in-
dwelling themortal mind as a very part of thatmind, and they ever
work in perfect harmony with the combined spirits of the Creator
Son and Creative Spirit.

7 e presence of the Holy Spirit of the Universe Daughter of
the In nite Spirit, of the Spirit of Truth of the Universe Son of the
Eternal Son, and of the Adjuster-spirit of the Paradise Father in
or with an evolutionary mortal, denotes symmetry of spiritual en-
dowment and ministry and quali es such a mortal consciously to
realize the faith-fact of sonship with God.

6. THE SPIRIT IN MAN
1 With the advancing evolution of an inhabited planet and the

further spiritualization of its inhabitants, additional spiritual in-
uences may be received by such mature personalities. As mortals

progress inmind control and spirit perception, thesemultiple spirit
ministries become more and more co-ordinate in function; they
become increasingly blended with the overministry of the Paradise
Trinity.

2 Although Divinity may be plural in manifestation, in human
experience Deity is singular, always one. Neither is spiritual min-
istry plural in human experience. Regardless of plurality of origin,
all spirit in uences are one in function. Indeed they are one, being
the spirit ministry of God the Sevenfold in and to the creatures of
the grand universe; and as creatures grow in appreciation of, and
receptivity for, this unifying ministry of the spirit, it becomes in
their experience the ministry of God the Supreme.

3 ¶ From the heights of eternal glory the divine Spirit descends,
by a long series of steps, to meet you as you are and where you are
and then, in the partnership of faith, lovingly to embrace the soul
ofmortal origin and to embark on the sure and certain retracement
of those steps of condescension, never stopping until the evolution-
ary soul is safely exalted to the very heights of bliss from which the
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divine Spirit originally sallied forth on this mission of mercy and
ministry.

4 Spiritual forces unerringly seek and attain their own original
levels. Having gone out from the Eternal, they are certain to return
thereto, bringing with them all those children of time and space
who have espoused the leading and teaching of the indwelling Ad-
juster, those who have been truly “born of the Spirit,” the faith sons
of God.

5 ¶ e divine Spirit is the source of continual ministry and en-
couragement to the children ofmen. Your power and achievement
is “according to his mercy, through the renewing of the Spirit.”
Spiritual life, like physical energy, is consumed. Spiritual effort re-
sults in relative spiritual exhaustion. e whole ascendant experi-
ence is real as well as spiritual; therefore, it is truly written, “It is the
Spirit that quickens.” “ e Spirit gives life.”

6 e dead theory of even the highest religious doctrines is
powerless to transform human character or to control mortal be-
haviour. What the world of today needs is the truth which your
teacher of old declared: “Not in word only but also in power and
in the Holy Spirit.” e seed of theoretical truth is dead, the high-
estmoral concepts without effect, unless and until the divine Spirit
breathes upon the formsof truth andquickens the formulas of righ-
teousness.

7 ose who have received and recognized the indwelling of
God have been born of the Spirit. “You are the temple of God, and
the spirit of God dwells in you.” It is not enough that this spirit be
poured out upon you; the divine Spirit must dominate and control
every phase of human experience.

8 It is the presence of the divine Spirit, the water of life, that pre-
vents the consuming thirst ofmortal discontent and that indescrib-
able hunger of the unspiritualized human mind. Spirit-motivated
beings “never thirst, for this spiritual water shall be in them a well
of satisfaction springing up into life everlasting.” Such divinely wa-
tered souls are all but independent of material environment as re-
gards the joys of living and the satisfactions of earthly existence.

ey are spiritually illuminated and refreshed, morally strength-
ened and endowed.
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9 ¶ In every mortal there exists a dual nature: the inheritance of
animal tendencies and the high urge of spirit endowment. Dur-
ing the short life you live on Urantia, these two diverse and oppos-
ing urges can seldom be fully reconciled; they can hardly be har-
monized and uni ed; but throughout your lifetime the combined
Spirit ever ministers to assist you in subjecting the esh more and
more to the leading of the Spirit. Even though you must live your
material life through, even though you cannot escape the body and
its necessities, nonetheless, in purpose and ideals you are empow-
ered increasingly to subject the animal nature to themastery of the
Spirit. ere truly exists within you a conspiracy of spiritual forces,
a confederation of divine powers, whose exclusive purpose is to ef-
fect your nal deliverance from material bondage and nite hand-
icaps.

10 e purpose of all this ministration is, “ at you may be
strengthenedwithpower throughHis spirit in the innerman.”And
all this represents but the preliminary steps to the nal attainment
of the perfection of faith and service, that experience wherein you
shall be “ lled with all the fullness of God,” “for all those who are
led by the spirit of God are the sons of God.”

11 ¶ e Spirit never drives, only leads. If you are awilling learner,
if you want to attain spirit levels and reach divine heights, if you
sincerely desire to reach the eternal goal, then the divine Spirit will
gently and lovingly lead you along the pathway of sonship and spir-
itual progress. Every step you take must be one of willingness, in-
telligent and cheerful co-operation. e domination of the Spirit
is never tainted with coercion nor compromised by compulsion.

12 And when such a life of spirit guidance is freely and intelli-
gently accepted, there gradually develops within the human mind
a positive consciousness of divine contact and assurance of spirit
communion; sooner or later “the Spirit bears witness with your
spirit (the Adjuster) that you are a child of God.” Already has your
own ought Adjuster told you of your kinship to God so that the
record testi es that the Spirit bears witness “with your spirit,” not
to your spirit.

13 e consciousness of the spirit domination of a human life is
presently attended by an increasing exhibition of the characteris-
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tics of the Spirit in the life reactions of such a spirit-led mortal,
“for the fruits of the spirit are love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gen-
tleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and temperance.” Such spirit-
guided and divinely illuminated mortals, while they yet tread the
lowly paths of toil and in human faithfulness perform the duties of
their earthly assignments, have already begun to discern the lights
of eternal life as they glimmer on the faraway shores of another
world; already have they begun to comprehend the reality of that
inspiring and comforting truth, “ e kingdom of God is not meat
anddrinkbut righteousness, peace, and joy in theHoly Spirit.”And
throughout every trial and in the presence of every hardship, spirit-
born souls are sustained by that hope which transcends all fear be-
cause the love of God is shed abroad in all hearts by the presence of
the divine Spirit.

7. THE SPIRIT AND THE FLESH
1 e esh, the inherent nature derived from the animal-origin

races, does not naturally bear the fruits of the divine Spirit. When
themortal nature has been upstepped by the addition of the nature
of theMaterial Sons of God, as theUrantia races were in ameasure
advanced by the bestowal of Adam, then is the way better prepared
for the Spirit of Truth to co-operate with the indwelling Adjuster
to bring forth the beautiful harvest of the character fruits of the
spirit. If you do not reject this spirit, even though eternity may be
required to ful l the commission, “he will guide you into all truth.”

2 Evolutionary mortals inhabiting normal worlds of spiritual
progress do not experience the acute con icts between the spirit
and the esh which characterize the present-day Urantia races.
But even on the most ideal planets, pre-Adamic man must put
forth positive efforts to ascend from the purely animalistic plane
of existence up through successive levels of increasingly intellectual
meanings and higher spiritual values.

3 emortals of a normalworld donot experience constantwar-
fare between their physical and spiritual natures. ey are con-
fronted with the necessity of climbing up from the animal levels
of existence to the higher planes of spiritual living, but this ascent
is more like undergoing an educational training when compared
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with the intense con icts of Urantia mortals in this realm of the
divergent material and spiritual natures.

4 ¶ eUrantia peoples are suffering the consequences of a dou-
ble deprivation of help in this task of progressive planetary spiri-
tual attainment. e Caligastia upheaval precipitated world-wide
confusion and robbed all subsequent generations of the moral as-
sistance which a well-ordered society would have provided. But
even more disastrous was the Adamic default in that it deprived
the races of that superior type of physical nature which would have
been more consonant with spiritual aspirations.

5 Urantia mortals are compelled to undergo such marked strug-
gling between the spirit and the esh because their remote ances-
tors were not more fully Adamized by the Edenic bestowal. It was
the divine plan that the mortal races of Urantia should have had
physical natures more naturally spirit responsive.

6 ¶ Notwithstanding this double disaster toman’s nature and his
environment, present-daymortals would experience less of this ap-
parent warfare between the esh and the spirit if they would en-
ter the spirit kingdom, wherein the faith sons of God enjoy com-
parative deliverance from the slave-bondage of the esh in the en-
lightened and liberating service of wholehearted devotion to doing
the will of the Father in heaven. Jesus showed mankind the new
way ofmortal livingwhereby human beingsmay very largely escape
the dire consequences of the Caligastic rebellion and most effec-
tively compensate for the deprivations resulting from the Adamic
default. “ e spirit of the life of Christ Jesus has made us free from
the law of animal living and the temptations of evil and sin.” “ is
is the victory that overcomes the esh, even your faith.”

7 ose God-knowing men and women who have been born
of the Spirit experience no more con ict with their mortal na-
tures than do the inhabitants of themost normal of worlds, planets
which have never been tainted with sin nor touched by rebellion.
Faith sonswork on intellectual levels and live on spiritual planes far
above the con icts produced by unrestrained or unnatural physi-
cal desires. e normal urges of animal beings and the natural ap-
petites and impulses of the physical nature are not in con ict with
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even the highest spiritual attainment except in the minds of igno-
rant, mistaught, or unfortunately overconscientious persons.

8 ¶ Having started out on the way of life everlasting, having ac-
cepted the assignment and received your orders to advance, do not
fear the dangers of human forgetfulness and mortal inconstancy,
do not be troubled with doubts of failure or by perplexing confu-
sion, do not falter and question your status and standing, for in ev-
ery dark hour, at every crossroad in the forward struggle, the Spirit
of Truth will always speak, saying, “ is is the way.”

ahb

9 [Presented by aMightyMessenger temporarily assigned to ser-
vice on Urantia.]



PAPER №35
THE LOCAL UNIVERSE SONS OF GOD

Chief of Archangels

THE Sons of God previously introduced have had a Paradise
origin. ey are the offspring of the divine Rulers of the
universal domains. Of the rst Paradise order of sonship,

the Creator Sons, there is in Nebadon only one, Michael, the uni-
verse father and sovereign. Of the second order of Paradise son-
ship, the Avonal orMagisterial Sons, Nebadon has its full quota—
1,062. And these “lesser Christs” are just as effective and all-pow-
erful in their planetary bestowals as was the Creator and Master
Son on Urantia. e third order, being of Trinity origin, do not
register in a local universe, but I estimate there are in Nebadon be-
tween 15,000 and 20,000 Trinity Teacher Sons exclusive of 9,642
creature-trinitized assistants of record. ese Paradise Daynals are
neither magistrates nor administrators; they are superteachers.

2 e types of Sons about to be considered are of local universe
origin; they are the offspring of a Paradise Creator Son in varied
association with the complemental Universe Mother Spirit. e
following orders of local universe sonship nd mention in these
narratives:

3 1. Melchizedek Sons.
4 2. Vorondadek Sons.
5 3. Lanonandek Sons.
6 4. Life Carrier Sons.
7 ¶ Triune Paradise Deity functions for the creation of three or-

ders of sonship: the Michaels, the Avonals, and the Daynals. Dual
Deity in the local universe, the Son and the Spirit, also functions
in the creation of three high orders of Sons: the Melchizedeks,
the Vorondadeks, and the Lanonandeks; and having achieved this
threefold expression, they collaborate with the next level of God
the Sevenfold in the production of the versatile order of Life Car-
riers. ese beings are classi ed with the descending Sons of God,
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but they are a unique and original form of universe life. eir con-
sideration will occupy the whole of the next paper.

1. THE FATHER MELCHIZEDEK
1 A er bringing into existence the beings of personal aid, such

as the Bright and Morning Star and other administrative personal-
ities, in accordance with the divine purpose and creative plans of a
given universe, there occurs a new form of creative union between
the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit, the local universe Daugh-
ter of the In nite Spirit. e personality offspring resulting from
this creative partnership is the original Melchizedek — the Father
Melchizedek — that unique being who subsequently collaborates
with theCreator Son and theCreative Spirit to bring into existence
the entire group of that name.

2 In the universe of Nebadon the FatherMelchizedek acts as the
rst executive associate of the Bright and Morning Star. Gabriel

is occupied more with universe policies, Melchizedek with prac-
tical procedures. Gabriel presides over the regularly constituted
tribunals and councils of Nebadon, Melchizedek over the special,
extraordinary, and emergency commissions and advisory bodies.
Gabriel and the Father Melchizedek are never away from Salving-
ton at the same time*, for in Gabriel’s absence the Father Melchi-
zedek functions as the chief executive of Nebadon.

3 e Melchizedeks of our universe were all created within one
millennial period of standard time by theCreator Son and theCre-
ative Spirit in liaison with the Father Melchizedek. Being an order
of sonship wherein one of their own number functioned as co-or-
dinate creator, Melchizedeks are in constitution partly of self-ori-
gin and therefore candidates for the realization of a supernal type
of self-government. ey periodically elect their own administra-
tive chief for a term of seven years of standard time and otherwise
function as a self-regulating order, though the original Melchize-
dek does exercise certain inherent coparental prerogatives. From
1.2. Gabriel and the Father Melchizedek are never away from Salvington at the same
time, But they were apparently away at the same time on the Mount of Trans guration,
cf. 158:1.6–8. Either here or in Paper 158 we have an example of deliberate textual
corruption by Caligastia’s agents in order to introduce contradiction and discredit this
great Revelation.
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time to time this Father Melchizedek designates certain individu-
als of his order to function as special Life Carriers to themidsonite
worlds, a type of inhabited planet not heretofore revealed onUran-
tia.

4 e Melchizedeks do not function extensively outside the lo-
cal universe except when they are called as witnesses in matters
pending before the tribunals of the superuniverse, and when desig-
nated special ambassadors, as they sometimes are, representing one
universe to another in the same superuniverse. e original or rst-
bornMelchizedek of each universe is always at liberty to journey to
the neighbouring universes or to Paradise onmissions having to do
with the interests and duties of his order.

2. THE MELCHIZEDEK SONS
1 eMelchizedeks are the rst order of divine Sons to approach

sufficiently near the lower creature life to be able to function di-
rectly in the ministry of mortal upli , to serve the evolutionary
races without the necessity of incarnation. ese Sons are natu-
rally at the mid-point of the great personality descent, by origin
being just aboutmidway between the highestDivinity and the low-
est creature life of will endowment. ey thus become the natural
intermediaries between the higher and divine levels of living exis-
tence and the lower, even the material, forms of life on the evo-
lutionary worlds. e seraphic orders, the angels, delight to work
with the Melchizedeks; in fact, all forms of intelligent life nd in
these Sons understanding friends, sympathetic teachers, and wise
counsellors.

2 eMelchizedeks are a self-governing order. With this unique
group we encounter the rst attempt at self-determination on the
part of local universe beings and observe the highest type of true
self-government. ese Sons organize their own machinery for
their group and home-planet administration, as well as that for the
six associated spheres and their tributary worlds. And it should be
recorded that they have never abused their prerogatives; not once
throughout all the superuniverse of Orvonton have these Melchi-
zedek Sons ever betrayed their trust. ey are the hope of every
universe group which aspires to self-government; they are the pat-
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tern and the teachers of self-government to all the spheres of Ne-
badon. All orders of intelligent beings, superiors from above and
subordinates from below, are wholehearted in their praise of the
government of the Melchizedeks.

3 ¶ eMelchizedek order of sonship occupies the position, and
assumes the responsibility, of the eldest son in a large family. Most
of their work is regular and somewhat routine, but much of it
is voluntary and altogether self-imposed. A majority of the spe-
cial assemblies which, from time to time, convene on Salvington
are called on motion of the Melchizedeks. On their own initia-
tive these Sons patrol their native universe. ey maintain an au-
tonomous organization devoted to universe intelligence, making
periodical reports to the Creator Son independent of all informa-
tion coming up to universe headquarters through the regular agen-
cies concerned with the routine administration of the realm. ey
are by nature unprejudiced observers; they have the full con dence
of all classes of intelligent beings.

4 e Melchizedeks function as mobile and advisory review
courts of the realms; these universe Sons go in small groups to the
worlds to serve as advisory commissions, to take depositions, to re-
ceive suggestions, and to act as counsellors, thus helping to com-
pose the major difficulties and settle the serious differences which
arise from time to time in the affairs of the evolutionary domains.

5 ese eldest Sons of a universe are the chief aids of the Bright
andMorning Star in carrying out themandates of theCreator Son.
When a Melchizedek goes to a remote world in the name of Gab-
riel, he may, for the purposes of that particular mission, be dep-
utized in the name of the sender and in that event will appear
on the planet of assignment with the full authority of the Bright
and Morning Star. Especially is this true on those spheres where a
higher Son has not yet appeared in the likeness of the creatures of
the realm.

6 When a Creator Son enters upon the bestowal career on an
evolutionary world, he goes alone; but when one of his Paradise
brothers, an Avonal Son, enters upon a bestowal, he is accompa-
nied by the Melchizedek supporters, 12 in number, who so effi-
ciently contribute to the success of the bestowal mission. ey also
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support the Paradise Avonals onmagisterial missions to the inhab-
ited worlds, and in these assignments the Melchizedeks are visible
to mortal eyes if the Avonal Son is also thus manifest.

7 ere is no phase of planetary spiritual need to which they do
not minister. ey are the teachers who so o en win whole worlds
of advanced life to the nal and full recognition of theCreator Son
and his Paradise Father.

8 ¶ e Melchizedeks are well-nigh perfect in wisdom, but they
are not infallible in judgment. When detached and alone on plan-
etarymissions, they have sometimes erred inminormatters, that is,
they have elected to do certain things which their supervisors did
not subsequently approve. Such an error of judgment temporarily
disquali es aMelchizedek until he goes to Salvington and, in audi-
ence with the Creator Son, receives that instruction which effectu-
ally purges himof the disharmonywhich caused disagreementwith
his fellows; and then, following the correctional rest, reinstatement
to service ensues on the third day. But these minor misadaptations
in Melchizedek function have rarely occurred in Nebadon.

9 ese Sons are not an increasing order; their number is sta-
tionary, although varying in each local universe. e number of
Melchizedeks of record on their headquarters planet in Nebadon
is upward of 10,000,000.

3. THE MELCHIZEDEK WORLDS
1 e Melchizedeks occupy a world of their own near Salving-

ton, the universe headquarters. is sphere, by nameMelchizedek,
is the pilot world of the Salvington circuit of 70 primary spheres,
each of which is encircled by six tributary spheres devoted to spe-
cialized activities. ese marvellous spheres — 70 primaries and
420 tributaries — are o en spoken of as the Melchizedek Univer-
sity. Ascending mortals from all the constellations of Nebadon
pass through training on all 490 worlds in the acquirement of resi-
dential status on Salvington. But the education of ascenders is only
one phase of the manifold activities taking place on the Salvington
cluster of architectural spheres.

2 e 490 spheres of the Salvington circuit are divided into ten
groups, each containing seven primary and 42 tributary spheres.
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Each of these groups is under the general supervision of some one
of the major orders of universe life. e rst group, embracing
the pilot world and the next six primary spheres in the encircling
planetary procession, is under the supervision of theMelchizedeks.

ese Melchizedek worlds are:
3 1. e pilot world — the home world of the Melchizedek

Sons.
4 2. e world of the physical-life schools and the laboratories

of living energies.
5 3. e world of morontia life.
6 4. e sphere of initial spirit life.
7 5. e world of mid-spirit life.
8 6. e sphere of advancing spirit life.
9 7. e domain of co-ordinate and supreme self-realization.
10 ¶ e six tributary worlds of each of these Melchizedek sphe-

res are devoted to activities germane to the work of the associated
primary sphere.

11 ¶ e pilot world, the sphere Melchizedek, is the common
meeting ground for all beings who are engaged in educating and
spiritualizing the ascending mortals of time and space. To an as-
cender this world is probably the most interesting place in all Ne-
badon. All evolutionary mortals who graduate from their constel-
lation training are destined to land onMelchizedek, where they are
initiated into the regime of the disciplines and spirit progression of
the Salvington educational system. And never will you forget your
reactions to the rst day of life on this unique world, not even a er
you have reached your Paradise destination.

12 Ascending mortals maintain residence on the Melchizedek
world while pursuing their training on the six encircling planets
of specialized education. And this same method is adhered to
throughout their sojourn on the 70 cultural worlds, the primary
spheres of the Salvington circuit.

13 ¶ Many diverse activities occupy the time of the numerous be-
ings who reside on the six tributary worlds of the Melchizedek
sphere, but as concerns the ascending mortals, these satellites are
devoted to the following special phases of study:
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14 1. Sphere number one is occupied with the review of the ini-
tial planetary life of the ascending mortals. is work is carried on
in classes composed of those who hail from a given world of mor-
tal origin. ose from Urantia pursue such an experiential review
together.

15 2. e special work of sphere number two consists in a simi-
lar reviewof the experiences passed throughon themansionworlds
encircling the premier satellite of the local system headquarters.

16 3. e reviews of this sphere pertain to the sojourn on the
capital of the local system and embrace the activities of the remain-
der of the architectural worlds of the system headquarters cluster.

17 4. e fourth sphere is occupied with a review of the expe-
riences of the 70 tributary worlds of the constellation and of their
associated spheres.

18 5. On the h sphere there is conducted the review of the
ascendant sojourn on the constellation headquarters world.

19 6. e time on sphere number six is devoted to an attempt
to correlate these ve epochs and thus achieve co-ordination of ex-
perience preparatory to entering the Melchizedek primary schools
of universe training.

20 ¶ e schools of universe administration and spiritual wisdom
are located on the Melchizedek home world, where also are to be
found those schools devoted to a single line of research, such as
energy, matter, organization, communication, records, ethics, and
comparative creature existence.

21 In the Melchizedek College of Spiritual Endowment all or-
ders — even the Paradise orders — of the Sons of God co-oper-
ate with the Melchizedek and the seraphic teachers in training the
hosts who go forth as evangels of destiny, proclaiming spiritual lib-
erty and divine sonship even to the remote worlds of the universe.

is particular school of theMelchizedekUniversity is an exclusive
universe institution; student visitors are not received from other
realms.

22 e highest course of training in universe administration is
given by the Melchizedeks on their home world. is College of
High Ethics is presided over by the original Father Melchizedek.
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It is to these schools that the various universes send exchange stu-
dents. While the young universe of Nebadon stands low in the
scale of universes as regards spiritual achievement and high ethi-
cal development, nevertheless, our administrative troubles have so
turned the whole universe into a vast clinic for other near-by cre-
ations that theMelchizedek colleges are throngedwith student vis-
itors and observers from other realms. Besides the immense group
of local registrants there are always upward of 100,000 foreign stu-
dents in attendance upon theMelchizedek schools, for the order of
Melchizedeks in Nebadon is renowned throughout all Splandon.

4. SPECIAL WORK OF THE MELCHIZEDEKS
1 Ahighly specialized branch ofMelchizedek activities has to do

with the supervision of the progressive morontia career of the as-
cendingmortals. Much of this training is conducted by the patient
andwise seraphicministers, assisted bymortals who have ascended
to relatively higher levels of universe attainment, but all of this edu-
cational work is under the general supervision of theMelchizedeks
in association with the Trinity Teacher Sons.

2 ¶ While theMelchizedek orders are chie y devoted to the vast
educational system and experiential training regime of the local
universe, they also function in unique assignments and in unusual
circumstances. In an evolving universe eventually embracing ap-
proximately 10,000,000 inhabited worlds, many things out of the
ordinary are destined to happen, and it is in such emergencies that
the Melchizedeks act. On Edentia, your constellation headquar-
ters, they are known as emergency Sons. ey are always ready
to serve in all exigencies — physical, intellectual, or spiritual —
whether on a planet, in a system, in a constellation, or in the uni-
verse. Whenever and wherever special help is needed, there you
will nd one or more of the Melchizedek Sons.

3 When failure of some feature of the Creator Son’s plan is
threatened, forthwith will go a Melchizedek to render assistance.
But not o en are they summoned to function in the presence of
sinful rebellion, such as occurred in Satania.

4 eMelchizedeks are the rst to act in all emergencies ofwhat-
ever nature on all worlds where will creatures dwell. ey some-
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times act as temporary custodians on wayward planets, serving as
receivers of a defaulting planetary government. In a planetary crisis
these Melchizedek Sons serve in many unique capacities. It is eas-
ily possible for such a Son tomake himself visible tomortal beings,
and sometimes one of this order has even incarnated in the like-
ness of mortal esh. Seven times in Nebadon has a Melchizedek
served on an evolutionary world in the similitude of mortal esh,
and on numerous occasions these Sons have appeared in the like-
ness of other orders of universe creatures. ey are indeed the ver-
satile and volunteer emergency ministers to all orders of universe
intelligences and to all the worlds and systems of worlds.

5 ¶ e Melchizedek who lived on Urantia during the time of
Abrahamwas locally known as Prince of Salembecause he presided
over a small colony of truth seekers residing at a place called Salem.
He volunteered to incarnate in the likeness of mortal esh and did
so with the approval of the Melchizedek receivers of the planet,
who feared that the light of life would become extinguished during
that period of increasing spiritual darkness. And he did foster the
truth of his day and safely pass it on toAbraham and his associates.

5. THE VORONDADEK SONS
1 A er the creation of the personal aids and the rst group of

the versatile Melchizedeks, the Creator Son and the local universe
Creative Spirit planned for, and brought into existence, the second
great and diverse order of universe sonship, theVorondadeks. ey
are more generally known as Constellation Fathers because a Son
of this order is uniformly found at the head of each constellation
government in every local universe.

2 ¶ enumberofVorondadeks varies in each local universe, just
1,000,000 being the recorded number in Nebadon. ese Sons,
like their co-ordinates, the Melchizedeks, possess no power of re-
production. ere exists no known method whereby they can in-
crease their numbers.

3 ¶ In many respects these Sons are a self-governing body; as in-
dividuals and as groups, even as a whole, they are largely self-de-
terminative, much as are the Melchizedeks, but Vorondadeks do
not function through such a wide range of activities. ey do not
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equal their Melchizedek brethren in brilliant versatility, but they
are even more reliable and efficient as rulers and farseeing admin-
istrators. Neither are they quite the administrative peers of their
subordinates, the Lanonandek System Sovereigns, but they excel
all orders of universe sonship in stability of purpose and in divinity
of judgment.

4 Although the decisions and rulings of this order of Sons are
always in accordance with the spirit of divine sonship and in har-
monywith the policies of theCreator Son, they have been cited for
error to theCreator Son, and in details of technique their decisions
have sometimes been reversed on appeal to the superior tribunals
of the universe. But these Sons rarely fall into error, and they have
never gone into rebellion; never in all the history ofNebadon has a
Vorondadek been found in contempt of the universe government.

5 e service of the Vorondadeks in the local universes is exten-
sive and varied. ey serve as ambassadors to other universes and
as consuls representing constellations within their native universe.
Of all orders of local universe sonship they are the most o en in-
trusted with the full delegation of sovereign powers to be exercised
in critical universe situations.

6 On those worlds segregated in spiritual darkness, those sphe-
res which have, through rebellion and default, suffered planetary
isolation, an observer Vorondadek is usually present pending the
restoration of normal status. In certain emergencies this Most
High observer could exercise absolute and arbitrary authority over
every celestial being assigned to that planet. It is of record on Sal-
vington that the Vorondadeks have sometimes exercised such au-
thority as Most High regents of such planets. And this has also
been true even of inhabited worlds that were untouched by rebel-
lion.

7 O en a corps of 12 or more Vorondadek Sons sits en banc as
a high court of review and appeal concerning special cases involv-
ing the status of a planet or a system. But their work more largely
pertains to the legislative functions indigenous to the constellation
governments. As a result of all these services, the Vorondadek Sons
have become the historians of the local universes; they are person-
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ally familiar with all the political struggles and the social upheavals
of the inhabited worlds.

6. THE CONSTELLATION FATHERS
1 At least threeVorondadeks are assigned to the rulership of each

of the 100 constellations of a local universe. ese Sons are selected
by the Creator Son and are commissioned by Gabriel as the Most
Highs of the constellations for service during one dekamillennium
— 10,000 standard years, about 50,000 years of Urantia time. e
reigning Most High, the Constellation Father, has two associates,
a senior and a junior. At each change of administration the senior
associate becomes the head of the government, the junior assumes
the duties of the senior, while the unassignedVorondadeks resident
on the Salvington worlds nominate one of their number as candi-
date for selection to assume the responsibilities of junior associate.

us each of theMostHigh rulers, in accordance with present pol-
icy, has a period of service on the headquarters of a constellation of
three dekamillenniums, about 150,000 Urantia years.

2 e 100 Constellation Fathers, the actual presiding heads of
the constellation governments, constitute the supreme advisory
cabinet of the Creator Son. is council is in frequent session at
universe headquarters and is unlimited in the scope and range of
its deliberations but is chie y concerned with the welfare of the
constellations andwith the uni cation of the administration of the
entire local universe.

3 When a Constellation Father is in attendance upon duties at
the universe headquarters, as he frequently is, the senior associate
becomes acting director of constellation affairs. e normal func-
tion of the senior associate is the oversight of spiritual affairs, while
the junior associate is personally occupied with the physical wel-
fare of the constellation. No major policy, however, is ever carried
out in a constellation unless all three of the Most Highs are agreed
upon all the details of its execution.

4 e entire mechanism of spirit intelligence and communica-
tion channels is at the disposal of the constellation Most Highs.

ey are in perfect touch with their superiors on Salvington and
with their direct subordinates, the sovereigns of the local systems.
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ey frequently convene in council with these System Sovereigns
to deliberate upon the state of the constellation.

5 e Most Highs surround themselves with a corps of coun-
sellors, which varies in number and personnel from time to time in
accordance with the presence of the various groups at constellation
headquarters and also as the local requirements vary. During times
of stress they may ask for, and will quickly receive, additional Sons
of the Vorondadek order to assist with the administrative work.
Norlatiadek, your own constellation, is at present administered by
12 Vorondadek Sons.

7. THE VORONDADEK WORLDS
1 e second group of seven worlds in the circuit of 70 primary

spheres surrounding Salvington comprise the Vorondadek planets.
Each of these spheres, with its six encircling satellites, is devoted
to a special phase of Vorondadek activities. On these 49 realms
the ascendingmortals secure the acmeof their education respecting
universe legislation.

2 e ascendingmortals have observed the legislative assemblies
as they functioned on the headquarters worlds of the constella-
tions, but here on these Vorondadek worlds they participate in the
enactment of the actual general legislation of the local universe
under the tutelage of the senior Vorondadeks. Such enactments
are designed to co-ordinate the varied pronouncements of the au-
tonomous legislative assemblies of the 100 constellations. e in-
struction to be had in the Vorondadek schools is unexcelled even
on Uversa. is training is progressive, extending from the rst
sphere, with supplemental work on its six satellites, on up through
the remaining six primary spheres and their associated satellite
groups.

3 e ascending pilgrims will be introduced to numerous new
activities on these worlds of study and practical work. We are
not forbidden to undertake the revelation of these new and un-
dreamed-of pursuits, but we despair of being able to portray these
undertakings to the material mind of mortal beings. We are with-
out words to convey the meanings of these supernal activities, and
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there are no analogous human engagements which might be uti-
lized as illustrations of these new occupations of the ascending
mortals as they pursue their studies on these 49 worlds. And many
other activities, not a part of the ascendant regime, are centred on
these Vorondadek worlds of the Salvington circuit.

8. THE LANONANDEK SONS
1 A er the creation of the Vorondadeks, the Creator Son and

the Universe Mother Spirit unite for the purpose of bringing into
existence the third order of universe sonship, theLanonandeks. Al-
though occupied with varied tasks connected with the system ad-
ministrations, they are best known as System Sovereigns, the rulers
of the local systems, and as Planetary Princes, the administrative
heads of the inhabited worlds.

2 Being a later and lower — as concerns divinity levels — order
of sonship creation, these beings were required to pass through cer-
tain courses of training on the Melchizedek worlds in preparation
for subsequent service. ey were the rst students in the Melchi-
zedek University and were classi ed and certi ed by their Melchi-
zedek teachers and examiners according to ability, personality, and
attainment.

3 e universe of Nebadon began its existence with exactly
12,000,000 Lanonandeks, and when they had passed through the
Melchizedek sphere, they were divided in the nal tests into three
classes:

4 1. Primary Lanonandeks. Of the highest rank there were
709,841. ese are the Sons designated as System Sovereigns and
assistants to the supreme councils of the constellations and as coun-
sellors in the higher administrative work of the universe.

5 2. Secondary Lanonandeks. Of this order emerging from
Melchizedek there were 10,234,601. ey are assigned as Plane-
tary Princes and to the reserves of that order.

6 3. Tertiary Lanonandeks. is group contained 1,055,558.
ese Sons function as subordinate assistants, messengers, custo-

dians, commissioners, observers, and prosecute the miscellaneous
duties of a system and its component worlds.
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7 ¶ It is not possible, as it is with evolutionary beings, for these
Sons toprogress fromone group to another. When subjected to the
Melchizedek training, when once tested and classi ed, they serve
continuously in the rank assigned. Neither do these Sons engage
in reproduction; their number in the universe is stationary.

8 In round numbers the Lanonandek order of Sons is classi ed
on Salvington as follows:

9 ¶ Universe Co-ordinators and Constellation Counsellors
100,000

10 System Sovereigns and Assistants . . . . . . . . . 600,000
11 Planetary Princes and Reserves . . . . . . . . . . 10,000,000
12 Messenger Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400,000
13 Custodians and Recorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000
14 Reserve Corps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800,000
15 ¶ Since Lanonandeks are a somewhat lower order of sonship

than the Melchizedeks and the Vorondadeks, they are of even
greater service in the subordinate units of the universe, for they
are capable of drawing nearer the lower creatures of the intelligent
races. ey also stand in greater danger of going astray, of departing
from the acceptable technique of universe government. But these
Lanonandeks, especially the primary order, are the most able and
versatile of all local universe administrators. In executive ability
they are excelled only by Gabriel and his unrevealed associates.

9. THE LANONANDEK RULERS
1 e Lanonandeks are the continuous rulers of the planets and

the rotating sovereigns of the systems. Such a Son now rules on
Jerusem, the headquarters of your local systemof inhabitedworlds.

2 e System Sovereigns rule in commissions of two or three on
the headquarters of each system of inhabited worlds. e Con-
stellation Father names one of these Lanonandeks as chief every
dekamillennium. Sometimes no change in the head of the trio
is made, the matter being entirely optional with the constellation
rulers. System governments do not suddenly change in personnel
unless a tragedy of some sort occurs.
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3 When System Sovereigns or assistants are recalled, their places
are lled by selections made by the supreme council located on the
constellation headquarters from the reserves of that order, a group
which is larger on Edentia than the average indicated.

4 e supreme Lanonandek councils are stationed on the vari-
ous constellation headquarters. Such a body is presided over by the
senior Most High associate of the Constellation Father, while the
junior associate supervises the reserves of the secondary order.

5 ¶ e System Sovereigns are true to their names; they are well-
nigh sovereign in the local affairs of the inhabited worlds. ey are
almost paternal in their direction of the Planetary Princes, theMa-
terial Sons, and the ministering spirits. e personal grasp of the
sovereign is all but complete. ese rulers are not supervised by
Trinity observers from the central universe. ey are the executive
division of the local universe, and as custodians of the enforcement
of legislativemandates and as executives for the application of judi-
cial verdicts, they present the one place in all universe administra-
tion where personal disloyalty to the will of theMichael Son could
most easily and readily intrench itself and seek to assert itself.

6 Our local universe has been unfortunate in that over 700 Sons
of the Lanonandek order have rebelled against the universe govern-
ment, thus precipitating confusion in several systems and on nu-
merous planets. Of this entire number of failures only three were
SystemSovereigns; practically all of these Sons belonged to the sec-
ond and third orders, Planetary Princes and tertiary Lanonandeks.

7 e large number of these Sonswhohave lapsed from integrity
does not indicate any fault in creatorship. ey could have been
made divinely perfect, but theywere so created that theymight bet-
ter understand, and draw near to, the evolutionary creatures dwell-
ing on the worlds of time and space.

8 Of all the local universes in Orvonton, our universe has, with
the exception of Henselon, lost the largest number of this order
of Sons. On Uversa it is the consensus that we have had so much
administrative trouble in Nebadon because our Sons of the Lano-
nandekorder have been createdwith such a large degree of personal
liberty in choosing and planning. I do not make this observation
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by way of criticism. e Creator of our universe has full authority
and power to do this. It is the contention of our high rulers that,
while such free-choosing Sons make excessive trouble in the earlier
ages of the universe, when things are fully si ed and nally settled,
the gains of higher loyalty and fuller volitional service on the part
of these thoroughly tested Sons will far more than compensate for
the confusion and tribulations of earlier times.

9 ¶ In the event of rebellion on a systemheadquarters, a new sov-
ereign is usually installed within a comparatively short time, but
not so on the individual planets. ey are the component units
of the material creation, and creature free will is a factor in the -
nal adjudication of all such problems. Successor Planetary Princes
are designated for isolatedworlds, planets whose princes of author-
ity may have gone astray, but they do not assume active rulership
of such worlds until the results of insurrection are partially over-
come and removed by the remedial measures adopted by the Mel-
chizedeks and otherministering personalities. Rebellion by a Plan-
etary Prince instantly isolates his planet; the local spiritual circuits
are immediately severed. Only a bestowal Son can re-establish in-
terplanetary lines of communication on such a spiritually isolated
world.

10 ere exists a plan for saving these wayward and unwise Sons,
and many have availed themselves of this merciful provision; but
never again may they function in those positions wherein they de-
faulted. A er rehabilitation they are assigned to custodial duties
and to departments of physical administration.

10. THE LANONANDEK WORLDS
1 e third group of seven worlds in the Salvington circuit of 70

planets, with their respective 42 satellites, constitute the Lanonan-
dek cluster of administrative spheres. On these realms the expe-
rienced Lanonandeks belonging to the ex-System Sovereign corps
officiate as administrative teachers of the ascending pilgrims and
the seraphic hosts. e evolutionary mortals observe the system
administrators at work on the system capitals, but here they partic-
ipate in the actual co-ordination of the administrative pronounce-
ments of the 10,000 local systems.
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2 ese administrative schools of the local universe are super-
vised by a corps of Lanonandek Sons who have had long experi-
ence as System Sovereigns and as constellation counsellors. ese
executive colleges are excelled only by the administrative schools of
Ensa.

3 While serving as training spheres for ascending mortals, the
Lanonandek worlds are the centres for extensive undertakings hav-
ing to do with the normal and routine administrative operations
of the universe. All the way in to Paradise the ascending pilgrims
pursue their studies in the practical schools of applied knowledge
— actual training in really doing the things they are being taught.

e universe educational system sponsored by the Melchizedeks
is practical, progressive, meaningful, and experiential. It embraces
training in things material, intellectual, morontial, and spiritual.

4 ¶ It is in connection with these administrative spheres of the
Lanonandeks that most of the salvaged Sons of that order serve as
custodians and directors of planetary affairs. And these defaulting
Planetary Princes and their associates in rebellion who choose to
accept the proffered rehabilitation will continue to serve in these
routine capacities, at least until the universe of Nebadon is settled
in light and life.

5 ¶ Manyof theLanonandek Sons in the older systems, however,
have established wonderful records of service, administration, and
spiritual achievement. ey are a noble, faithful, and loyal group,
notwithstanding their tendency to fall into error through fallacies
of personal liberty and ctions of self-determination.

ahb

6 [Sponsored by the Chief of Archangels acting by authority of
Gabriel of Salvington.]



PAPER №36
THE LIFE CARRIERS

Vorondadek Son

LIFEdoes not originate spontaneously. Life is constructed ac-
cording to plans formulated by the (unrevealed) Architects
of Being and appears on the inhabited planets either by di-

rect importation or as a result of the operations of the Life Carriers
of the local universes. ese carriers of life are among the most in-
teresting and versatile of the diverse family of universe Sons. ey
are intrusted with designing and carrying creature life to the plan-
etary spheres. And a er planting this life on such newworlds, they
remain there for long periods to foster its development.

1. ORIGIN AND NATURE OF LIFE CARRIERS
1 ough the Life Carriers belong to the family of divine son-

ship, they are a peculiar and distinct type of universe Sons, being
the only group of intelligent life in a local universe in whose cre-
ation the rulers of a superuniverse participate. e Life Carriers
are the offspring of three pre-existent personalities: the Creator
Son, the Universe Mother Spirit, and, by designation, one of the
three Ancients of Days presiding over the destinies of the superu-
niverse concerned. ese Ancients of Days, who alone can decree
the extinction of intelligent life, participate in the creation of the
Life Carriers, who are intrusted with establishing physical life on
the evolving worlds.

2 In the universe of Nebadon we have on record the creation of
100,000,000LifeCarriers. is efficient corps of life disseminators
is not a truly self-governing group. ey are directed by the life-de-
termining trio, consisting of Gabriel, the Father Melchizedek, and
Nambia, the original and rst-born Life Carrier of Nebadon. But
in all phases of their divisional administration they are self-govern-
ing.

3 Life Carriers are graded into three grand divisions: e rst
division is the senior Life Carriers, the second, assistants, and
the third, custodians. e primary division is subdivided into 12
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groups of specialists in the various forms of life manifestation. e
segregation of these three divisions was effected by the Melchize-
deks, who conducted tests for such purposes on the Life Carri-
ers’ headquarters sphere. e Melchizedeks have ever since been
closely associated with the Life Carriers and always accompany
them when they go forth to establish life on a new planet.

4 When an evolutionary planet is nally settled in light and life,
the Life Carriers are organized into the higher deliberative bod-
ies of advisory capacity to assist in the further administration and
development of the world and its glori ed beings. In the later and
settled ages of an evolving universe these LifeCarriers are intrusted
with many new duties.

2. THE LIFE CARRIER WORLDS
1 e Melchizedeks have the general oversight of the 4 group

of 7 primary spheres in the Salvington circuit. ese worlds of the
Life Carriers are designated as follows:

2 1. e Life Carrier headquarters.
3 2. e life-planning sphere.
4 3. e life-conservation sphere.
5 4. e sphere of life evolution.
6 5. e sphere of life associated with mind.
7 6. e sphere of mind and spirit in living beings.
8 7. e sphere of unrevealed life.
9 ¶ Each of these primary spheres is surrounded by six satellites,

on which the special phases of all the Life Carrier activities in the
universe are centred.

10 ¶ World Number One, the headquarters sphere, together with
its 6 tributary satellites, is devoted to the study of universal life, life
in all of its known phases of manifestation. Here is located the col-
lege of life planning, wherein function teachers and advisers from
Uversa and Havona, even from Paradise. And I am permitted to
reveal that the 7 central emplacements of the adjutantmind-spirits
are situated on this world of the Life Carriers.

11 e number 10 — the decimal system — is inherent in the
physical universe but not in the spiritual. e domain of life is char-
acterized by 3, 7, and 12 or bymultiples and combinations of these
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basic numbers. ere are three primal and essentially different life
plans, a er the order of the three Paradise Sources andCentres, and
in the universe of Nebadon these three basic forms of life are seg-
regated on three different types of planets. ere were, originally,
12 distinct and divine concepts of transmissible life. is number
12, with its subdivisions and multiples, runs throughout all basic
life patterns of all 7 superuniverses. ere are also 7 architectural
types of life design, fundamental arrangements of the reproduc-
ing con gurations of living matter. e Orvonton life patterns are
con gured as 12 inheritance carriers. e differing orders of will
creatures are con gured as 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384, and 768. On
Urantia there are 48 units of pattern control — trait determiners
— in the sex cells of human reproduction.

12 ¶ e Second World is the life-designing sphere; here all new
modes of life organization are worked out. While the original life
designs are provided by the Creator Son, the actual outworking
of these plans is intrusted to the Life Carriers and their associates.
When the general life plans for a newworld have been formulated,
they are transmitted to the headquarters sphere, where they are
minutely scrutinized by the supreme council of the senior LifeCar-
riers in collaboration with a corps of consulting Melchizedeks. If
the plans are a departure from previously accepted formulas, they
must be passed upon, and endorsed by, the Creator Son. e chief
of Melchizedeks o en represents the Creator Son in these deliber-
ations.

13 Planetary life, therefore, while similar in some respects, differs
in many ways on each evolutionary world. Even in a uniform life
series in a single family of worlds, life is not exactly the same on any
two planets; there is always a planetary type, for the Life Carriers
work constantly in an effort to improve the vital formulas commit-
ted to their keeping.

14 ere are over 1,000,000 fundamental or cosmic chemical for-
mulaswhich constitute the parent patterns and the numerous basic
functional variations of life manifestations. Satellite number one
of the life-planning sphere is the realm of the universe physicists
and electrochemists who serve as technical assistants to the Life
Carriers in the work of capturing, organizing, and manipulating
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the essential units of energy which are employed in building up the
material vehicles of life transmission, the so-called germ plasm.

15 e planetary life-planning laboratories are situated on the
second satellite of this world number two. In these laboratories the
Life Carriers and all their associates collaborate with theMelchize-
deks in the effort to modify and possibly improve the life designed
for implantation on the decimal planets of Nebadon. e life now
evolving on Urantia was planned and partially worked out on this
very world, forUrantia is a decimal planet, a life-experimentworld.
On1world in each 10 a greater variance in the standard life designs
is permitted than on the other (nonexperimental) worlds.

16 ¶ World Number ree is devoted to the conservation of life.
Here various modes of life protection and preservation are studied
and developed by the assistants and custodians of the Life Carrier
corps. e life plans for every new world always provide for the
early establishment of the life-conservation commission, consisting
of custodian specialists in the expert manipulation of the basic life
patterns. OnUrantia therewere 24 such custodian commissioners,
two for each fundamental or parent pattern of the architectural or-
ganization of the lifematerial. Onplanets such as yours the highest
form of life is reproduced by a life-carrying bundle which possesses
24 pattern units. (And since the intellectual life grows out of, and
upon the foundation of, the physical, there come into existence the
four and twenty basic orders of psychic organization.)

17 ¶ Sphere Number Four and its tributary satellites are devoted
to the study of the evolution of creature life in general and to the
evolutionary antecedents of any one life level in particular. e
original life plasm of an evolutionary world must contain the full
potential for all future developmental variations and for all subse-
quent evolutionary changes and modi cations. e provision for
such far-reaching projects of life metamorphosis may require the
appearance of many apparently useless forms of animal and veg-
etable life. Such by-products of planetary evolution, foreseen or
unforeseen, appear upon the stage of action only to disappear, but
in and through all this long process there runs the thread of the
wise and intelligent formulations of the original designers of the
planetary life plan and species scheme. e manifold by-products
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of biologic evolution are all essential to the nal and full function
of the higher intelligent forms of life, notwithstanding that great
outward disharmonymay prevail from time to time in the long up-
ward struggle of the higher creatures to effect the mastery of the
lower forms of life, many of which are sometimes so antagonistic
to the peace and comfort of the evolving will creatures.

18 ¶ Number Five World is concerned wholly with life associated
with mind. Each of its satellites is devoted to the study of a single
phase of creature mind correlated with creature life. Mind such as
man comprehends is an endowment of the 7 adjutant mind-spirits
superimposed on the nonteachable ormechanical levels ofmind by
the agencies of the In nite Spirit. e life patterns are variously re-
sponsive to these adjutants and to the different spiritministries op-
erating throughout the universes of time and space. e capacity of
material creatures to effect spirit response is entirely dependent on
the associated mind endowment, which, in turn, has directionized
the course of the biologic evolution of these samemortal creatures.

19 ¶ World Number Six is dedicated to the correlation of mind
with spirit as they are associated with living forms and organisms.

is world and its six tributaries embrace the schools of creature
co-ordination, wherein teachers fromboth the central universe and
the superuniverse collaborate with theNebadon instructors in pre-
senting the highest levels of creature attainment in time and space.

20 ¶ e Seventh Sphere of theLifeCarriers is dedicated to the un-
revealed domains of evolutionary creature life as it is related to the
cosmic philosophy of the expanding factualization of the Supreme
Being.

3. LIFE TRANSPLANTATION
1 Life does not spontaneously appear in the universes; the Life

Carriers must initiate it on the barren planets. ey are the carri-
ers, disseminators, and guardians of life as it appears on the evolu-
tionary worlds of space. All life of the order and forms known on
Urantia arises with these Sons, though not all forms of planetary
life are existent on Urantia.

2 e corps of Life Carriers commissioned to plant life upon a
new world usually consists of 100 senior carriers, 100 assistants,
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and 1,000 custodians. e Life Carriers o en carry actual life
plasm to a new world, but not always. ey sometimes organize
the life patterns a er arriving on the planet of assignment in ac-
cordance with formulas previously approved for a new adventure
in life establishment. Such was the origin of the planetary life of
Urantia.

3 When, in accordance with approved formulas, the physical
patterns have been provided, then do the Life Carriers catalyse this
lifeless material, imparting through their persons the vital spirit
spark; and forthwith do the inert patterns become living matter.

4 ¶ e vital spark — the mystery of life — is bestowed through
the Life Carriers, not by them. ey do indeed supervise such
transactions, they formulate the life plasm itself, but it is the Uni-
verse Mother Spirit who supplies the essential factor of the living
plasm. From the Creative Daughter of the In nite Spirit comes
that energy spark which enlivens the body and presages the mind.

5 ¶ In the bestowal of life the Life Carriers transmit nothing of
their personal natures, not even on those spheres where new orders
of life are projected. At such times they simply initiate and transmit
the spark of life, start the required revolutions of matter in accor-
dance with the physical, chemical, and electrical speci cations of
the ordained plans and patterns. Life Carriers are living catalytic
presences which agitate, organize, and vitalize the otherwise inert
elements of the material order of existence.

6 ¶ e Life Carriers of a planetary corps are given a certain
period in which to establish life on a new world, approximately
500,000 years of the time of that planet. At the termination of
this period, indicated by certain developmental attainments of the
planetary life, they cease implantation efforts, and they may not
subsequently add anything new or supplemental to the life of that
planet.˚

7 During the ages intervening between life establishment and
the emergence of human creatures of moral status, the Life Carri-
3.6. …subsequently add any thing new or supplemental… e compound word is the cor-
rect choice in this case. e sentence simply does not read well if, to test an alternative hy-
pothesis, the assumption is made that the two-word format was chosen by the author for
emphasis (which, to this editor, is the only discernible rationale for the two-word form).
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ers are permitted tomanipulate the life environment and otherwise
favourably directionize the course of biologic evolution. And this
they do for long periods of time.

8 When the Life Carriers operating on a new world have once
succeeded in producing a being with will, with the power of moral
decision and spiritual choice, then and there their work terminates
— they are through; they may manipulate the evolving life no fur-
ther. From this point forward the evolution of living things must
proceed in accordance with the endowment of the inherent nature
and tendencies which have already been imparted to, and estab-
lished in, the planetary life formulas and patterns. e Life Carri-
ers are not permitted to experiment or to interfere with will; they
are not allowed to dominate or arbitrarily in uence moral crea-
tures.

9 Upon the arrival of a Planetary Prince they prepare to leave,
though 2 of the senior carriers and 12 custodians may volunteer,
by taking temporary renunciation vows, to remain inde nitely on
the planet as advisers in thematter of the further development and
conservation of the life plasm. Two such Sons and their 12 asso-
ciates are now serving on Urantia.

4. MELCHIZEDEK LIFE CARRIERS
1 In every local systemof inhabitedworlds throughoutNebadon

there is a single sphere whereon the Melchizedeks have functioned
as life carriers. ese abodes are known as the system midsonite
worlds, and on each of them a materially modi ed Melchizedek
Son has mated with a selected Daughter of the material order of
sonship. eMother Eves of suchmidsonite worlds are dispatched
from the system headquarters of jurisdiction, having been chosen
by the designated Melchizedek life carrier from among the numer-
ous volunteers who respond to the call of the System Sovereign ad-
dressed to the Material Daughters of his sphere.

2 e progeny of a Melchizedek life carrier and a Material
Daughter are known as midsoniters. e Melchizedek father of
such a race of supernal creatures eventually leaves the planet of his
unique life function, and the Mother Eve of this special order of
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universe beings also departs upon the appearance of the 7 gen-
eration of planetary offspring. e direction of such a world then
devolves upon her eldest son.

3 e midsonite creatures live and function as reproducing be-
ings on theirmagni centworlds until they are 1,000 standard years
of age; whereupon they are translated by seraphic transport. Mid-
soniters are nonreproducing beings therea er because the tech-
nique of dematerialization which they pass through in preparation
for enseraphiming forever deprives them of reproductive preroga-
tives*.

4 e present status of these beings can hardly be reckoned as ei-
ther mortal or immortal, neither can they be de nitely classi ed as
human or divine. ese creatures are not Adjuster indwelt, hence
hardly immortal. But neither do they seem to be mortal; no mid-
soniter has experienced death. All midsoniters ever born in Neba-
don are alive today, functioning on their native worlds, on some
intervening sphere, or on the Salvington midsonite sphere in the
naliters’ group of worlds.
5 ¶ e SalvingtonWorlds of the Finaliters. eMelchizedek life

carriers, as well as the associated Mother Eves, go from the system
midsonite spheres to the naliters’ worlds of the Salvington circuit,
where their offspring are also destined to forgather.

6 It should be explained in this connection that the h groupof
7 primary worlds in the Salvington circuit are theNebadon worlds

4.3. dematerialization … forever deprives them of reproductive prerogatives, Is this
also true of normal human mortals? If so, then it would appear that the experiences of
Betty Andreasson cannot be explained as a journey in the transport seraphim. Rather,
they were more likely to be the projections of the ought Adjuster of this highly spiri-
tually developed person, permeated by love and unsel sh service. e evidence for Betty
being enseraphimed is based solely on her perception of immersion in the white liquid-
like cloudy substance during the trip, which also formed a part of my own very similar
experiences. However, we know too little about the mechanism of the detachment of

ought Adjuster from the body to conclude that “passing through the white cloud” (as
was witnessed by several other prophets, both ancient and modern) is necessarily an in-
dication of being transport-enseraphimed. For more information I highly recommend
the series of ve books byRaymondE. Fowler which document the propheticmission of
Betty Andreasson and her numerous contacts with the seraphic Planetary Government
in great detail, namely: 1. e Andreasson Affair, 2. e Andreasson Affair: Phase Two,
3. e Watchers, 4. e Watchers II, 5. e Andreasson Legacy.
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of the naliters. e children of the Melchizedek life carriers and
the Material Daughters are domiciled on the 7 world of the -
naliters, the Salvington midsonite sphere.

7 e satellites of the 7 primary worlds of the naliters are the
rendezvous of the personalities of the super- and central universes
whomay be executing assignments inNebadon. While the ascend-
ing mortals go about freely on all of the cultural worlds and train-
ing spheres of the 490 worlds comprising theMelchizedekUniver-
sity, there are certain special schools and numerous restricted zones
which they are not permitted to enter. is is especially true of the
49 spheres under the jurisdiction of the naliters.

8 ¶ e purpose of the midsonite creatures is not at present
known, but it would appear that these personalities are forgather-
ing on the 7 naliter world in preparation for some future even-
tuality in universe evolution. Our inquiries concerning the mid-
sonite races are always referred to the naliters, and always do the
naliters decline to discuss the destiny of their wards. Regardless

of our uncertainty as to the future of the midsoniters, we do know
that every local universe in Orvonton harbours such an accumu-
lating corps of these mysterious beings. It is the belief of the Mel-
chizedek life carriers that theirmidsonite childrenwill some day be
endowed with the transcendental and eternal spirit of absonity by
God the Ultimate.

5. THE SEVEN ADJUTANT MINDSPIRITS
1 It is the presence of the 7 adjutant mind-spirits on the prim-

itive worlds that conditions the course of organic evolution; that
explains why evolution is purposeful and not accidental. ese ad-
jutants represent that function of the mind ministry of the In -
nite Spirit which is extended to the lower orders of intelligent life
through the operations of a local universeMother Spirit. e adju-
tants are the children of the UniverseMother Spirit and constitute
her personal ministry to the material minds of the realms. Wher-
ever andwhenever suchmind ismanifest, these spirits are variously
functioning.

2 e 7 adjutant mind-spirits are called by names which are the
equivalents of the following designations: intuition, understand-
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ing, courage, knowledge, counsel, worship, and wisdom. ese
mind-spirits send forth their in uence into all the inhabitedworlds
as a differential urge, each seeking receptivity capacity for manifes-
tation quite apart from the degree to which its fellows may nd
reception and opportunity for function.

3 e central lodgements of the adjutant spirits on the Life Car-
rier headquarters world indicate to the Life Carrier supervisors the
extent and quality of the mind function of the adjutants on any
world and in any given living organism of intellect status. ese
life-mind emplacements are perfect indicators of livingmind func-
tion for the rst 5 adjutants. But with regard to the 6 and 7 ad-
jutant spirits — worship and wisdom — these central lodgements
record only a qualitative function. e quantitative activity of the
adjutant of worship and the adjutant of wisdom is registered in the
immediate presence of the Divine Minister on Salvington, being a
personal experience of the Universe Mother Spirit.

4 ¶ e 7 adjutant mind-spirits always accompany the Life Car-
riers to a new planet, but they should not be regarded as entities;
they are more like circuits. e spirits of the 7 universe adjutants
do not function as personalities apart from the universe presence
of the Divine Minister; they are in fact a level of consciousness of
the Divine Minister and are always subordinate to the action and
presence of their creative mother.

5 We are handicapped for words adequately to designate these
7 adjutant mind-spirits. ey are ministers of the lower levels of
experiential mind, and they may be described, in the order of evo-
lutionary attainment, as follows:

6 1. e spirit of intuition — quick perception, the primitive
physical and inherent re ex instincts, the directional andother self-
preservative endowments of all mind creations; the only one of the
adjutants to function so largely in the lower orders of animal life
and the only one to make extensive functional contact with the
nonteachable levels of mechanical mind.

7 2. e spirit of understanding — the impulse of co-ordi-
nation, the spontaneous and apparently automatic association of
ideas. is is the gi of the co-ordination of acquired knowledge,
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the phenomenon of quick reasoning, rapid judgment, and prompt
decision.

8 3. e spirit of courage — the delity endowment — in per-
sonal beings, the basis of character acquirement and the intellectual
root of moral stamina and spiritual bravery. When enlightened by
facts and inspired by truth, this becomes the secret of the urge of
evolutionary ascension by the channels of intelligent and consci-
entious self-direction.

9 4. e spirit of knowledge — the curiosity-mother of adven-
ture and discovery, the scienti c spirit; the guide and faithful asso-
ciate of the spirits of courage and counsel; the urge to direct the en-
dowments of courage into useful and progressive paths of growth.

10 5. e spirit of counsel — the social urge, the endowment of
species co-operation; the ability ofwill creatures to harmonizewith
their fellows; the origin of the gregarious instinct among the more
lowly creatures.

11 6. e spirit of worship — the religious impulse, the rst dif-
ferential urge separating mind creatures into the two basic classes
of mortal existence. e spirit of worship forever distinguishes the
animal of its association from the soulless creatures ofmind endow-
ment. Worship is the badge of spiritual-ascension candidacy.

12 7. e spirit of wisdom — the inherent tendency of all moral
creatures towards orderly and progressive evolutionary advance-
ment. is is the highest of the adjutants, the spirit co-ordinator
and articulator of the work of all the others. is spirit is the secret
of that inborn urge of mind creatures which initiates and main-
tains the practical and effective program of the ascending scale of
existence; that gi of living thingswhich accounts for their inexpli-
cable ability to survive and, in survival, to utilize the co-ordination
of all their past experience and present opportunities for the ac-
quisition of all of everything that all of the other six mental minis-
ters canmobilize in themind of the organism concerned. Wisdom
is the acme of intellectual performance. Wisdom is the goal of a
purely mental and moral existence.

13 ¶ e adjutantmind-spirits experientially grow, but they never
become personal. ey evolve in function, and the function of the
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rst 5 in the animal orders is to a certain extent essential to the func-
tion of all 7 as human intellect. is animal relationshipmakes the
adjutants more practically effective as humanmind; hence animals
are to a certain extent indispensable to man’s intellectual as well as
to his physical evolution.

14 ese mind-adjutants of a local universe Mother Spirit are re-
lated to creature life of intelligence status much as the power cen-
tres and physical controllers are related to the nonliving forces of
the universe. ey perform invaluable service in the mind circuits
on the inhabited worlds and are effective collaborators with the
Master Physical Controllers, who also serve as controllers and di-
rectors of the preadjutant mind levels, the levels of nonteachable
or mechanical mind.

15 Living mind, prior to the appearance of capacity to learn from
experience, is theministry domain of theMaster Physical Control-
lers. Creature mind, before acquiring the ability to recognize di-
vinity and worship Deity, is the exclusive domain of the adjutant
spirits. With the appearance of the spiritual response of the crea-
ture intellect, such created minds at once become superminded,
being instantly encircuited in the spirit cycles of the local universe
Mother Spirit.

16 e adjutant mind-spirits are in no manner directly related to
thediverse andhighly spiritual functionof the spirit of the personal
presence of the Divine Minister, the Holy Spirit of the inhabited
worlds; but they are functionally antecedent to, and preparatory
for, the appearance of this very spirit in evolutionary man. e
adjutants afford the Universe Mother Spirit a varied contact with,
and control over, the material living creatures of a local universe,
but they do not repercuss in the Supreme Being when acting on
prepersonality levels.

17 ¶ Nonspiritualmind is either a spirit-energymanifestation or a
physical-energy phenomenon. Even human mind, personal mind,
has no survival qualities apart from spirit identi cation. Mind is a
divinity bestowal, but it is not immortal when it functions without
spirit insight, and when it is devoid of the ability to worship and
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crave survival.

6. LIVING FORCES
1 Life is bothmechanistic and vitalistic—material and spiritual.

Ever will Urantia physicists and chemists progress in their under-
standingof theprotoplasmic formsof vegetable and animal life, but
never will they be able to produce living organisms. Life is some-
thing different from all energy manifestations; even the material
life of physical creatures is not inherent in matter.

2 ings material may enjoy an independent existence, but life
springs only from life. Mind can be derived only from pre-existent
mind. Spirit takes origin only from spirit ancestors. e creature
may produce the forms of life, but only a creator personality or a
creative force can supply the activating living spark.

3 Life Carriers can organize the material forms, or physical pat-
terns, of living beings, but the Spirit provides the initial spark of
life and bestows the endowment of mind. Even the living forms
of experimental life which the Life Carriers organize on their Sal-
vington worlds are always devoid of reproductive powers. When
the life formulas and the vital patterns are correctly assembled and
properly organized, the presence of a Life Carrier is sufficient to
initiate life, but all such living organisms are lacking in two essen-
tial attributes — mind endowment and reproductive powers. An-
imal mind and human mind are gi s of the local universe Mother
Spirit, functioning through the 7 adjutantmind-spirits, while crea-
ture ability to reproduce is the speci c and personal impartation of
the Universe Spirit to the ancestral life plasm inaugurated by the
Life Carriers.

4 ¶ When the Life Carriers have designed the patterns of life, af-
ter they have organized the energy systems, there must occur an
additional phenomenon; the “breath of life” must be imparted to
these lifeless forms. e Sons of God can construct the forms of
life, but it is the Spirit ofGodwho really contributes the vital spark.
And when the life thus imparted is spent, then again the remain-
ing material body becomes dead matter. When the bestowed life is
exhausted, the body returns to the bosom of the material universe
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from which it was borrowed by the Life Carriers to serve as a tran-
sient vehicle for that life endowment which they conveyed to such
a visible association of energy-matter.

5 e life bestowed upon plants and animals by the Life Car-
riers does not return to the Life Carriers upon the death of plant
or animal. e departing life of such a living thing possesses nei-
ther identity norpersonality; it does not individually survive death.
During its existence and the time of its sojourn in the body of mat-
ter, it has undergone a change; it has undergone energy evolution
and survives only as a part of the cosmic forces of the universe; it
does not survive as individual life. e survival of mortal creatures
is wholly predicated on the evolvement of an immortal soul within
the mortal mind.

6 ¶ We speak of life as “energy” and as “force,” but it is really nei-
ther. Force-energy is variously gravity responsive; life is not. Pat-
tern is also nonresponsive to gravity, being a con guration of en-
ergies that have already ful lled all gravity-responsive obligations.
Life, as such, constitutes the animation of some pattern-con gured
or otherwise segregated system of energy — material, mindal, or
spiritual.

7 ¶ ere are some things connected with the elaboration of
life on the evolutionary planets which are not altogether clear to
us. We fully comprehend the physical organization of the electro-
chemical formulas of theLifeCarriers, butwedonotwholly under-
stand the nature and source of the life-activation spark. We know
that life ows from the Father through the Son and by the Spirit.
It is more than possible that the Master Spirits are the sevenfold
channel of the river of life which is poured out upon all creation.
But we do not comprehend the technique whereby the supervising
Master Spirit participates in the initial episode of life bestowal on
a new planet. e Ancients of Days, we are con dent, also have
some part in this inauguration of life on a new world, but we are
wholly ignorant of the nature thereof. We do know that the Uni-
verse Mother Spirit actually vitalizes the lifeless patterns and im-
parts to such activated plasm the prerogatives of organismal repro-
duction. We observe that these three are the levels of God the Sev-
enfold, sometimes designated as the SupremeCreators of time and
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space; but otherwise we know little more than Urantia mortals —
simply that concept is inherent in the Father, expression in the Son,
and life realization in the Spirit.

ahb

8 [Indited by a Vorondadek Son stationed on Urantia as an ob-
server and acting in this capacity by request of the Melchizedek
Chief of the Supervising Revelatory Corps.]



PAPER №37
PERSONALITIES OF THE LOCAL UNIVERSE

Brilliant Evening Star

ATTHEhead of all personality inNebadon stands theCre-
ator and Master Son, Michael, the universe father and
sovereign. Co-ordinate in divinity and complemental in

creative attributes is the local universe Mother Spirit, the Divine
Minister of Salvington. And these creators are in a very literal sense
the Father-Son and the Spirit-Mother of all the native creatures of
Nebadon.

2 Preceding papers have dealtwith the created orders of sonship;
succeeding narratives will portray the ministering spirits and the
ascending orders of sonship. is paper is chie y concerned with
an intervening group, the Universe Aids, but it will also give brief
consideration to certain of the higher spirits stationed inNebadon
and to certain of the orders of permanent citizenship in the local
universe.

1. THE UNIVERSE AIDS
1 Many of the unique orders generally grouped in this category

are unrevealed, but as presented in these papers, the Universe Aids
include the following seven orders:

2 1. Bright and Morning Stars.
3 2. Brilliant Evening Stars.
4 3. Archangels.
5 4. Most High Assistants.
6 5. High Commissioners.
7 6. Celestial Overseers.
8 7. Mansion World Teachers.
9 ¶ Of the rst order of Universe Aids, the Bright and Morning

Stars, there is just one in each local universe, and he is the rst-born
of all creatures native to a local universe. e Bright and Morning
Star of our universe is known as Gabriel of Salvington. He is the
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chief executive of all Nebadon, functioning as the personal repre-
sentative of the Sovereign Son and as spokesman for his creative
consort.

10 During the earlier times of Nebadon, Gabriel worked quite
alone with Michael and the Creative Spirit. As the universe grew
and administrative problems multiplied, he was provided with a
personal staff of unrevealed assistants, and eventually this group
was augmented by the creation of the Nebadon corps of Evening
Stars.

2. THE BRILLIANT EVENING STARS
1 ese brilliant creatureswereplannedby theMelchizedeks and

were then brought into being by the Creator Son and the Creative
Spirit. ey serve in many capacities but chie y as liaison officers
of Gabriel, the local universe chief executive. One or more of these
beings function as his representatives at the capital of every con-
stellation and system in Nebadon.

2 As chief executive of Nebadon, Gabriel is ex officio chairman
of, or observer at, most of the Salvington conclaves, and as many
as 1,000 of these are o en in session simultaneously. e Brilliant
Evening Stars representGabriel on these occasions; he cannot be in
two places at the same time, and these superangels compensate for
this limitation. ey perform an analogous service for the corps of
the Trinity Teacher Sons.

3 ough personally occupied with administrative duties, Gab-
riel maintains contact with all other phases of universe life and af-
fairs through the Brilliant Evening Stars. ey always accompany
him on his planetary tours and frequently go on special missions
to the individual planets as his personal representatives. On such
assignments they have sometimes been known as “the angel of the
Lord.” ey frequently go to Uversa to represent the Bright and
Morning Star before the courts and assemblies of the Ancients of
Days, but they seldom journey beyond the con nes of Orvonton.

4 ¶ e Brilliant Evening Stars are a unique twofold order, em-
bracing some of created dignity and others of attained service. e
Nebadon corps of these superangels now numbers 13,641. ere
are 4,832 of created dignity, while 8,809 are ascendant spirits who
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have attained this goal of exalted service. Many of these ascendant
EveningStars started their universe careers as seraphim; others have
ascended from unrevealed levels of creature life. As an attainment
goal this high corps is never closed to ascension candidates so long
as a universe is not settled in light and life.

5 Both types of Brilliant Evening Stars are easily visible to mo-
rontia personalities and certain types of supermortal material be-
ings. e created beings of this interesting and versatile order pos-
sess a spirit force which can be manifested independently of their
personal presence.

6 ¶ e head of these superangels isGavalia, the rst-born of this
order in Nebadon. Since the return of Christ Michael from his tri-
umphant bestowal onUrantia, Gavalia has been assigned to the as-
cendantmortal ministry, and for the last 1900Urantia years his as-
sociate, Galantia, has maintained headquarters on Jerusem, where
he spends about half of his time. Galantia is the rst of the ascen-
dant superangels to attain this high estate.

7 Nogrouping or company organization of theBrilliant Evening
Stars exists other than their customary association in pairs onmany
assignments. ey are not extensively assigned on missions per-
taining to the ascendant career of mortals, but when thus commis-
sioned, they never function alone. ey always work in pairs —
one a created being, the other an ascendant Evening Star.

8 Oneof the highduties of theEvening Stars is to accompany the
Avonal bestowal Sons on their planetary missions, even as Gabriel
accompanied Michael on his Urantia bestowal. e two attending
superangels are the ranking personalities of such missions, serving
as cocommanders of the archangels and all others assigned to these
undertakings. It is the senior of these superangel commanderswho,
at the signi cant time and age, bids the Avonal bestowal Son, “Be
about your brother’s business.”

9 Similar pairs of these superangels are assigned to the plane-
tary corps of Trinity Teacher Sons that functions to establish the
postbestowal or dawning spiritual age of an inhabited world. On
such assignments the Evening Stars serve as liaisons between the
mortals of the realm and the invisible corps of Teacher Sons.
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10 ¶ eWorlds of the Evening Stars. e sixth group of seven Sal-
vington worlds and their 42 tributary satellites are assigned to the
administration of the Brilliant Evening Stars. e seven primary
worlds are presided over by the created orders of these superangels,
while the tributary satellites are administeredby ascendantEvening
Stars.

11 e satellites of the rst threeworlds are devoted to the schools
of the Teacher Sons and the Evening Stars dedicated to the spirit
personalities of the local universe. e next three groups are oc-
cupied by similar joint schools devoted to the training of ascend-
ing mortals. e seventh-world satellites are reserved for the tri-
une deliberations of the Teacher Sons, the Evening Stars, and the
naliters. During recent times these superangels have been closely

identi ed with the local universe work of the Corps of the Final-
ity, and they have long been associated with the Teacher Sons.

ere exists a liaison of tremendous power and import between
the Evening Stars and the Gravity Messengers attached to the -
naliter working groups. e seventh primary world itself is re-
served for those unrevealed matters which pertain to the future re-
lationship that will obtain between theTeacher Sons, the naliters,
and the Evening Stars consequent upon the completed emergence
of the superuniverse manifestation of the personality of God the
Supreme.

3. THE ARCHANGELS
1 Archangels are the offspring of the Creator Son and the Uni-

verse Mother Spirit. ey are the highest type of high spirit being
produced in large numbers in a local universe, and at the time of
the last registry there were almost 800,000 in Nebadon.

2 Archangels are one of the few groups of local universe per-
sonalities who are not normally under the jurisdiction of Gabriel.

ey are not in any manner concerned with the routine admin-
istration of the universe, being dedicated to the work of creature
survival and to the furtherance of the ascending career of the mor-
tals of time and space. While not ordinarily subject to the direc-
tion of the Bright and Morning Star, the archangels do sometimes
function by his authority. ey also collaborate with others of the
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Universe Aids, such as the Evening Stars, as is illustrated by cer-
tain transactions depicted in the narrative of life transplantation
on your world.

3 ¶ e archangel corps of Nebadon is directed by the rst-born
of this order, and in more recent times a divisional headquarters
of the archangels has been maintained on Urantia. It is this un-
usual fact that soon arrests the attention of extra-Nebadon student
visitors. Among their early observations of intrauniverse transac-
tions is the discovery thatmany ascendant activities of the Brilliant
Evening Stars are directed from the capital of a local system, Sata-
nia. On further examination they discover that certain archangel
activities are directed from a small and apparently insigni cant in-
habited world called Urantia. And then ensues the revelation of
Michael’s bestowal on Urantia and their immediately quickened
interest in you and your lowly sphere.

4 Do you grasp the signi cance of the fact that your lowly and
confused planet has become a divisional headquarters for the uni-
verse administration and direction of certain archangel activities
having to do with the Paradise ascension scheme? is undoubt-
edly presages the future concentration of other ascendant activ-
ities on the bestowal world of Michael and lends a tremendous
and solemn import to the Master’s personal promise, “I will come
again.”

5 ¶ In general, the archangels are assigned to the service andmin-
istry of the Avonal order of sonship, but not until they have passed
through extensive preliminary training in all phases of the work of
the various ministering spirits. A corps of 100 accompanies every
Paradise bestowal Son to an inhabited world, being temporarily as-
signed to him for the duration of such a bestowal. If theMagisterial
Son should become temporary ruler of the planet, these archangels
would act as the directing heads of all celestial life on that sphere.

6 Two senior archangels are always assigned as the personal aids
of a Paradise Avonal on all planetary missions, whether involv-
ing judicial actions, magisterial missions, or bestowal incarnations.
When this Paradise Son has nished the judgment of a realm and
the dead are called to record (the so-called resurrection), it is liter-
ally true that the seraphic guardians of the slumbering personalities
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respond to “the voice of the archangel.” e roll call of a dispensa-
tion termination is promulgated by an attendant archangel. is
is the archangel of the resurrection, sometimes referred to as the
“archangel of Michael.”

7 ¶ eWorlds of the Archangels. e seventh group of the encir-
cling Salvington worlds, with their associated satellites, is assigned
to the archangels. Sphere number one and all of its six tributary
satellites are occupied by the personality record keepers. is enor-
mous corps of recorders busy themselves with keeping straight the
recordof eachmortal of time from themoment of birthup through
the universe career until such an individual either leaves Salvington
for the superuniverse regime or is “blotted out of recorded exis-
tence” by the mandate of the Ancients of Days.

8 It is on these worlds that personality records and identi cation
sureties are classi ed, led, and preserved during that time which
intervenes between mortal death and the hour of repersonaliza-
tion, the resurrection from death.

4. MOST HIGH ASSISTANTS
1 e Most High Assistants are a group of volunteering beings,

of origin outside the local universe, who are temporarily assigned
as central and superuniverse representatives to, or observers of, the
local creations. eir number varies constantly but is always far up
in the millions.

2 From time to time we thus bene t from the ministry and as-
sistance of such Paradise-origin beings as Perfectors of Wisdom,
Divine Counsellors, Universal Censors, Inspired Trinity Spirits,
Trinitized Sons, Solitary Messengers, supernaphim, seconaphim,
tertiaphim, and other gracious ministers, who sojourn with us for
the purpose of helping our native personalities in the effort to bring
all Nebadon into fuller harmony with the ideas of Orvonton and
the ideals of Paradise.

3 Any of these beings may be voluntarily serving in Nebadon
and hence be technically outside our jurisdiction, but when func-
tioning by assignment, such personalities of the super- and central
universes are not wholly exempt from the regulations of the lo-
cal universe of their sojourn, though they continue to function as
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representatives of the higher universes and to work in accordance
with the instructions which constitute their mission in our realm.

eir general headquarters is situated in the Salvington sector of
the Union of Days, and they operate in Nebadon subject to the
oversupervision of this ambassador of the Paradise Trinity. When
serving in unattached groups, these personalities from the higher
realms are usually self-directing, but when serving on request, they
o en voluntarily place themselves wholly under the jurisdiction of
the supervising directors of the realms of assigned function.

4 Most High Assistants serve in local universe and in constella-
tion capacities but are not directly attached to the system or plan-
etary governments. ey may, however, function anywhere in the
local universe and may be assigned to any phase of Nebadon activ-
ity — administrative, executive, educational, and others.

5 Most of this corps is enlisted in assisting theNebadon Paradise
personalities — the Union of Days, the Creator Son, the Faith-
fuls of Days, the Magisterial Sons, and the Trinity Teacher Sons.
Now and then in the transaction of the affairs of a local creation
it becomes wise to withhold certain details, temporarily, from the
knowledge of practically all of the native personalities of that lo-
cal universe. Certain advanced plans and complex rulings are also
better grasped and more fully understood by the more mature and
farseeing corps ofMostHighAssistants, and it is in such situations,
andmany others, that they are so highly serviceable to the universe
rulers and administrators.

5. HIGH COMMISSIONERS
1 e High Commissioners are Spirit-fused ascendant mortals;

they are not Adjuster fused. You quite well understand about the
universe-ascension career of a mortal candidate for Adjuster fu-
sion, that being the high destiny in prospect for all Urantiamortals
since the bestowal of Christ Michael. But this is not the exclusive
destiny of all mortals in the prebestowal ages of worlds like yours,
and there is another type of world whose inhabitants are never per-
manently indwelt by ought Adjusters. Such mortals are never
permanently joined in union with a Mystery Monitor of Paradise
bestowal; nevertheless, the Adjusters do transiently indwell them,
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serving as guides and patterns for the duration of the life in the
esh. During this temporary sojourn they foster the evolution of

an immortal soul just as in those beings with whom they hope to
fuse, but when the mortal race is run, they take eternal leave of the
creatures of temporary association.

2 Surviving souls of this order attain immortality by eternal fu-
sion with an individualized fragment of the spirit of the local uni-
verse Mother Spirit. ey are not a numerous group, at least not
in Nebadon. On the mansion worlds you will meet and fraternize
with these Spirit-fused mortals as they ascend the Paradise path
with you as far as Salvington, where they stop. Some of them may
subsequently ascend to higher universe levels, but themajority will
forever remain in the service of the local universe; as a class they are
not destined to attain Paradise.

3 Not being Adjuster fused, they never become naliters, but
they do eventually become enrolled in the local universe Corps of
Perfection. ey have in spirit obeyed the Father’s command, “Be
you perfect.”

4 ¶ A er attaining the Nebadon Corps of Perfection, Spirit-
fused ascenders may accept assignment as Universe Aids, this be-
ing one of the avenues of continuing experiential growth which is
open to them. us do they become candidates for commissions
to the high service of interpreting the viewpoints of the evolving
creatures of the material worlds to the celestial authorities of the
local universe.

5 eHigh Commissioners begin their service on the planets as
race commissioners. In this capacity they interpret the viewpoints
and portray the needs of the various human races. ey are su-
premely devoted to the welfare of the mortal races whose spokes-
men they are, ever seeking to obtain for them mercy, justice, and
fair treatment in all relationships with other peoples. Race com-
missioners function in an endless series of planetary crises and serve
as the articulate expression of whole groups of struggling mortals.

6 A er long experience in problem solving on the inhabited
worlds, these race commissioners are advanced to the higher levels
of function, eventually attaining the status ofHighCommissioners
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of and in the local universe. e last registration recorded slightly
over 1.5 billion of these High Commissioners in Nebadon. ese
beings are not naliters, but they are ascendant beings of long ex-
perience and of great service to their native realm.

7 We invariably nd these commissioners in all the tribunals of
justice, from the lowest to the highest. Not that they participate in
the proceedings of justice, but they do act as friends of the court,
advising the presiding magistrates respecting the antecedents, en-
vironment, and inherent nature of those concerned in the adjudi-
cation.

8 High Commissioners are attached to the various messenger
hosts of space and always to the ministering spirits of time. ey
are encountered on the programs of various universe assemblies,
and these same mortal-wise commissioners are always attached to
the missions of the Sons of God to the worlds of space.

9 Whenever fairness and justice require an understanding of
how a contemplated policy or procedure would affect the evolu-
tionary races of time, these commissioners are at hand to present
their recommendations; they are always present to speak for those
who cannot be present to speak for themselves.

10 ¶ e Worlds of the Spirit-fused Mortals. e eighth group of
seven primary worlds and tributary satellites in the Salvington cir-
cuit are the exclusive possession of the Spirit-fused mortals of Ne-
badon. Ascending Adjuster-fused mortals are not concerned with
these worlds except to enjoymany pleasant and pro table sojourns
as the invited guests of the Spirit-fused residents.

11 Except for those few who attain Uversa and Paradise, these
worlds are the permanent residence of the Spirit-fused survivors.
Such designed limitation of mortal ascent reacts to the good of the
local universes by ensuring the retention of a permanent evolved
populationwhose augmenting experiencewill continue to enhance
the future stabilization and diversi cation of the local universe
administration. ese beings may not attain Paradise, but they
achieve an experiential wisdom in the mastery of Nebadon prob-
lems that utterly surpasses anything attained by the transient ascen-
ders. And these surviving souls continue as unique combinations
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of the human and the divine, being increasingly able to unite the
viewpoints of these two widely separate levels and to present such
a dual viewpoint with ever-heightening wisdom.

6. CELESTIAL OVERSEERS
1 e Nebadon educational system is jointly administered by

the Trinity Teacher Sons and the Melchizedek teaching corps, but
much of the work designed to effect its maintenance and upbuild-
ing is carried on by the Celestial Overseers. ese beings are a re-
cruited corps embracing all types of individuals connectedwith the
scheme of educating and training the ascending mortals. ere are
upward of 3,000,000 of them in Nebadon, and they are all volun-
teerswhohave quali ed by experience to serve as educational advis-
ers to the entire realm. From their headquarters on the Salvington
worlds of theMelchizedeks, these overseers range the local universe
as inspectors of the Nebadon school technique designed to effect
the mind training and the spirit education of the ascending crea-
tures.

2 is training ofmind and education of spirit is carried on from
the worlds of human origin up through the systemmansionworlds
and the other spheres of progress associated with Jerusem, on the
70 socializing realms attached toEdentia, andon the490 spheres of
spirit progress encircling Salvington. On the universe headquarters
itself are numerous Melchizedek schools, the colleges of the Uni-
verse Sons, the seraphic universities, and the schools of the Teacher
Sons and the Union of Days. Every possible provision is made to
qualify the various personalities of the universe for advancing ser-
vice and improving function. e entire universe is one vast school.

3 ¶ emethods employed inmany of the higher schools are be-
yond the human concept of the art of teaching truth, but this is the
keynote of thewhole educational system: character acquired by en-
lightened experience. e teachers provide the enlightenment; the
universe station and the ascender’s status afford the opportunity for
experience; the wise utilization of these two augments character.

4 Fundamentally, the Nebadon educational system provides for
your assignment to a task and then affords you opportunity to re-
ceive instruction as to the ideal and divinemethod of best perform-
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ing that task. You are given a de nite task to perform, and at the
same time you are provided with teachers who are quali ed to in-
struct you in the best method of executing your assignment. e
divine plan of education provides for the intimate association of
work and instruction. We teach you how best to execute the things
we command you to do.

5 ¶ e purpose of all this training and experience is to prepare
you for admission to the higher andmore spiritual training spheres
of the superuniverse. Progress within a given realm is individual,
but transition from one phase to another is usually by classes.

6 e progression of eternity does not consist solely in spiritual
development. Intellectual acquisition is also a part of universal ed-
ucation. e experience of the mind is broadened equally with the
expansion of the spiritual horizon. Mind and spirit are afforded
like opportunities for training and advancement. But in all this
superb training of mind and spirit you are forever free from the
handicaps of mortal esh. No longer must you constantly referee
the con icting contentions of your divergent spiritual and mate-
rial natures. At last you are quali ed to enjoy the uni ed urge of
a glori ed mind long since divested of primitive animalistic trends
towards things material.

7 ¶ Before leaving the universe of Nebadon, most Urantia mor-
tals will be afforded opportunity to serve for a longer or shorter
time as members of the Nebadon corps of Celestial Overseers.

7. MANSION WORLD TEACHERS
1 eMansionWorldTeachers are recruited andglori ed cheru-

bim. Like most other instructors in Nebadon they are commis-
sioned by the Melchizedeks. ey function in most of the educa-
tional enterprises of the morontia life, and their number is quite
beyond the comprehension of mortal mind.

2 As an attainment level of cherubim and sanobim, theMansion
WorldTeacherswill receive further consideration in thenext paper,
while as teachers playing an important part in the morontia life,
they will be more extensively discussed in the paper of that name.

8. HIGHER SPIRIT ORDERS OF ASSIGNMENT
1 Besides the power centres and the physical controllers, certain
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of the higher-origin spirit beings of the family of the In nite Spirit
are of permanent assignment to the local universe. Of the higher
spirit orders of the family of the In nite Spirit the following are so
assigned:

2 ¶ e Solitary Messengers, when functionally attached to the
local universe administration, render invaluable service to us in our
efforts to overcome the handicaps of time and space. When they
are not thus assigned, we of the local universes have absolutely no
authority over them, but even then these unique beings are always
willing to help us with the solution of our problems and with the
execution of our mandates.

3 Andovontia is the name of the tertiary Universe Circuit Super-
visor stationed in our local universe. He is concerned only with
spirit and morontia circuits, not with those under the jurisdiction
of the power directors. It was he who isolated Urantia at the time
of the Caligastia betrayal of the planet during the testing seasons
of the Lucifer rebellion. In sending greetings to the mortals of
Urantia, he expresses pleasure in the anticipation of your sometime
restoration to the universe circuits of his supervision.˚

4 e Nebadon Census Director, Salsatia, maintains headquar-
ters within the Gabriel sector of Salvington. He is automatically
cognizant of the birth and death of will and currently registers the
exact number ofwill creatures functioning in the local universe. He
works in close associationwith the personality recorders domiciled
on the record worlds of the archangels.

8.3. Andovontia is the name of the secondary Universe Circuit Supervisor stationed in
our local universe. While both a secondary and a tertiary Circuit Supervisor are assigned
to the supervision of a single local universe’s circuits, only the tertiary Circuit Supervisor is
stationed within the local universe— the secondary Circuit Supervisor is located on the su-
peruniverse headquarters (See 24:1.5-7 in the text). erefore, if Andovontia is “stationed
in our local universe” hewould be a tertiaryUniverseCircuit Supervisor. A straightforward
explanation for the origin of the error relies on the inferred use of the somewhat unusual but
nonetheless valid abbreviations 1ry, 2ry, and 3ry in the manuscript. ese abbreviations
are common within several disciplines (e.g., grammar/phonetics, medicine, chemistry) and
when used in close proximity to each other their meanings are clear even to the general
reader, but this instance is not located near similar references, so the likelihood of its use
here remains only a probability based on typographical observation, rather thana certainty.

is explanation, however, makes an impossible typographical error into common one —
a mis-typed character.
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5 An Associate Inspector is resident on Salvington. He is the per-
sonal representative of the Supreme Executive of Orvonton. His
associates, the Assigned Sentinels in the local systems, are also rep-
resentatives of the Supreme Executive of Orvonton.

6 e Universal Conciliators are the travelling courts of the uni-
verses of time and space, functioning from the evolutionary worlds
up through every section of the local universe and on beyond.

ese referees are registered on Uversa; the exact number operat-
ing in Nebadon is not of record, but I estimate that there are in the
neighbourhood of 100,000,000 conciliating commissions in our
local universe.

7 Of theTechnical Advisers, the legalminds of the realm, we have
our quota, about 500,000,000. ese beings are the living and cir-
culating experiential law libraries of all space.

8 Of the Celestial Recorders, the ascendant seraphim, we have in
Nebadon 75. ese are the senior or supervising recorders. e ad-
vancing students of this order in training number almost 4 billion.

9 e ministry of the 70 billion Morontia Companions in Ne-
badon is described in those narratives dealing with the transition
planets of the pilgrims of time.

10 ¶ Each universe has its own native angelic corps; nevertheless,
there are occasions onwhich it is very helpful to have the assistance
of those higher spirits of origin outside the local creation. Super-
naphim perform certain rare and unique services; the present chief
of Urantia seraphim is a primary supernaphim of Paradise. e re-
ective seconaphim are encountered wherever the superuniverse

personnel is functioning, and a great many tertiaphim are of tem-
porary service as Most High Assistants.

9. PERMANENT CITIZENS OF THE LOCAL
UNIVERSE

1 As with the super- and central universes, the local universe has
its orders of permanent citizenship. ese include the following
created types:

2 1. Susatia.
3 2. Univitatia.
4 3. Material Sons.
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5 4. Midway Creatures.
6 ¶ ese natives of the local creation, together with the Spirit-

fused ascenders and the spironga (who are otherwise classi ed),
constitute a relatively permanent citizenship. ese orders of be-
ings are by and large neither ascending nor descending. ey are
all experiential creatures, but their enlarging experience continues
to be available to the universe on their level of origin. While this
is not wholly true of the Adamic Sons and midway creatures, it is
relatively true of these orders.

7 ¶ e Susatia. ese marvellous beings reside and function as
permanent citizens on Salvington, the headquarters of this local
universe. ey are the brilliant offspring of the Creator Son and
Creative Spirit and are closely associated with the ascendant citi-
zens of the local universe, the Spirit-fused mortals of the Nebadon
Corps of Perfection.

8 ¶ e Univitatia. Each of the 100 constellation headquarters
clusters of architectural spheres enjoys the continuous ministry of
a residential order of beings known as the univitatia. ese chil-
dren of the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit constitute the per-
manent population of the constellation headquarters worlds. ey
are nonreproducing beings existing on a plane of life about halfway
between the semimaterial status of theMaterial Sons domiciled on
the system headquarters and the more de nitely spiritual plane of
the Spirit-fused mortals and the susatia of Salvington; but the uni-
vitatia are not morontia beings. ey accomplish for ascending
mortals during the traversal of the constellation spheres what the
Havona natives contribute to the pilgrim spirits passing through
the central creation.

9 ¶ e Material Sons of God. When a creative liaison between
the Creator Son and the universe representative of the In nite
Spirit, the Universe Mother Spirit, has completed its cycle, when
no more offspring of the combined nature are forthcoming, then
does the Creator Son personalize in dual form his last concept of
being, thus nally con rming his own and original dual origin. In
and of himself he then creates the beautiful and superb Sons and
Daughters of thematerial order of universe sonship. is is the ori-
gin of the original Adam and Eve of each local system of Nebadon.
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ey are a reproducing order of sonship, being createdmale and fe-
male. eir progeny function as the relatively permanent citizens
of a system capital, though some are commissioned as Planetary
Adams.

10 On a planetary mission the Material Son and Daughter are
commissioned to found the Adamic race of that world, a race de-
signed eventually to amalgamate with the mortal inhabitants of
that sphere. Planetary Adams are both descending and ascending
Sons, but we ordinarily class them as ascending.

11 ¶ e Midway Creatures. In the early days of most inhab-
ited worlds, certain superhuman but materialized beings are of as-
signment, but they usually retire upon the arrival of the Plane-
tary Adams. e transactions of such beings and the efforts of
the Material Sons to improve the evolutionary races o en result
in the appearance of a limited number of creatures who are dif-
cult to classify. ese unique beings are o en midway between

the Material Sons and the evolutionary creatures; hence their des-
ignation, midway creatures. In a comparative sense these midway-
ers are the permanent citizens of the evolutionary worlds. From
the early days of the arrival of a Planetary Prince to the far-distant
time of the settling of the planet in light and life, they are the only
group of intelligent beings to remain continuously on the sphere.
On Urantia the midway ministers are in reality the actual custo-
dians of the planet; they are, practically speaking, the citizens of
Urantia. Mortals are indeed the physical and material inhabitants
of an evolutionary world, but you are all so short-lived; you tarry
on your nativity planet such a short time. You are born, live, die,
and pass on to other worlds of evolutionary progression. Even the
superhuman beings who serve on the planets as celestial ministers
are of transient assignment; few of them are long attached to a
given sphere. e midway creatures, however, provide continuity
of planetary administration in the face of ever-changing celestial
ministries and constantly shi ing mortal inhabitants. roughout
all of this never-ceasing changing and shi ing, the midway crea-
tures remain on the planet uninterruptedly carrying on their work.

12 ¶ In like manner, all divisions of the administrative organiza-
tion of the local universes and superuniverses have their more or
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less permanent populations, inhabitants of citizenship status. As
Urantia has its midwayers, Jerusem, your system capital, has the
Material Sons and Daughters; Edentia, your constellation head-
quarters, has the univitatia, while the citizens of Salvington are
twofold, the created susatia and the evolved Spirit-fused mortals.

e administrativeworlds of theminor andmajor sectors of the su-
peruniverses do not have permanent citizens. But theUversa head-
quarters spheres are continuously fostered by an amazing group of
beings known as the abandonters, the creation of the unrevealed
agents of the Ancients of Days and the seven Re ective Spirits
resident on the capital of Orvonton. ese residential citizens
on Uversa are at present administering the routine affairs of their
world under the immediate supervision of the Uversa corps of the
Son-fusedmortals. EvenHavona has its native beings, and the cen-
tral Isle of Light and Life is the home of the various groups of Par-
adise Citizens.

10. OTHER LOCAL UNIVERSE GROUPS
1 Besides the seraphic andmortal orders, whowill be considered

in later papers, there are numerous additional beings concerned in
the maintenance and perfecting of such a gigantic organization as
theuniverse ofNebadon,which evennowhasmore than3,000,000
inhabited worlds, with 10,000,000 in prospect. e various Neba-
don types of life are much too numerous to be catalogued in this
paper, but there are two unusual orders that function extensively
on the 647,591 architectural spheres of the local universe, thatmay
be mentioned.

2 ¶ e Spironga are the spirit offspring of the Bright andMorn-
ing Star and the Father Melchizedek. ey are exempt from per-
sonality termination but are not evolutionary or ascending beings.
Neither are they functionally concerned with the evolutionary as-
cension regime. ey are the spirit helpers of the local universe,
executing the routine spirit tasks of Nebadon.

3 ¶ e Spornagia. e architectural headquarters worlds of the
local universe are real worlds — physical creations. ere is much
work connectedwith their physical upkeep, and hereinwe have the
assistance of a group of physical creatures called spornagia. ey
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are devoted to the care and culture of the material phases of these
headquarters worlds, from Jerusem to Salvington. Spornagia are
neither spirits nor persons; they are an animal order of existence,
but if you could see them, you would agree that they seem to be
perfect animals.

4 ¶ e various courtesy colonies are domiciled on Salvington and
elsewhere. We especially pro t from the ministry of the celestial
artisans on the constellations and bene t from the activities of the
reversion directors, who operate chie y on the capitals of the local
systems.

5 Always there is attached to the universe service a corps of as-
cending mortals, including the glori ed midway creatures. ese
ascenders, a er attaining Salvington, are used in an almost endless
variety of activities in the conduct of universe affairs. From each
level of achievement these advancingmortals reach back and down
to extend a helping hand to their fellows who follow them in the
upward climb. Such mortals of temporary sojourn on Salvington
are assigned on requisition to practically all corps of celestial per-
sonalities as helpers, students, observers, and teachers.

6 ere are still other types of intelligent life concerned with
the administration of a local universe, but the plan of this narra-
tive does not provide for the further revelation of these orders of
creation. Enough of the life and administration of this universe
is being herewith portrayed to afford the mortal mind a grasp of
the reality and grandeur of the survival existence. Further experi-
ence in your advancing careers will increasingly reveal these inter-
esting and charming beings. is narrative cannot be more than a
brief outline of the nature and work of the manifold personalities
who throng the universes of space administering these creations as
enormous training schools, schools wherein the pilgrims of time
advance from life to life and fromworld toworld until they are lov-
ingly dispatched from the borders of the universe of their origin to
the higher educational regime of the superuniverse and thence on
to the spirit-training worlds of Havona and eventually to Paradise
and the high destiny of the naliters — the eternal assignment on
missions not yet revealed to the universes of time and space.

ahb
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7 [Dictated by a Brilliant Evening Star of Nebadon, Number
1,146 of the Created Corps.]



PAPER №38
MINISTERING SPIRITS OF THE LOCAL

UNIVERSE

Melchizedek

THERE are three distinct orders of the personalities of the
In nite Spirit. e impetuous apostle understood this
when he wrote respecting Jesus, “who has gone to heaven

and is on the right hand of God, angels and authorities and powers
being made subject to him.” Angels are the ministering spirits of
time; authorities, the messenger hosts of space; powers, the higher
personalities of the In nite Spirit.

2 ¶ As the supernaphim in the central universe and the sec-
onaphim in a superuniverse, so the seraphim, with the associated
cherubim and sanobim, constitute the angelic corps of a local uni-
verse.

3 e seraphim are all fairly uniform in design. From universe
to universe, throughout all seven of the superuniverses, they show
a minimum of variation; they are the most nearly standard of all
spirit types of personal beings. eir various orders constitute the
corps of the skilled and common ministers of the local creations.

1. ORIGIN OF SERAPHIM
1 Seraphim are created by the Universe Mother Spirit and have

been projected in unit formation — 41,472 at a time — ever since
the creation of the “pattern angels” and certain angelic archetypes
in the early times of Nebadon. e Creator Son and the universe
representation of the In nite Spirit collaborate in the creation of a
large number of Sons and other universe personalities. Following
the completion of this united effort, the Son engages in the cre-
ation of the Material Sons, the rst of the sex creatures, while the
Universe Mother Spirit concurrently engages in her initial solitary
effort at spirit reproduction. us begins the creation of the se-
raphic hosts of a local universe.

2 ese angelic orders are projected at the time of planning for
the evolution of mortal will creatures. e creation of seraphim
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dates from the attainment of relative personality by the Universe
Mother Spirit, not as the later co-ordinate of theMaster Son, but as
the early creative helper of the Creator Son. Previous to this event
the seraphim on duty in Nebadon were temporarily loaned by a
neighbouring universe.

3 Seraphim are still being periodically created; the universe of
Nebadon is still in the making. e Universe Mother Spirit never
ceases creative activity in a growing and perfecting universe.

2. ANGELIC NATURES
1 Angels do not have material bodies, but they are de nite and

discrete beings; they are of spirit nature and origin. ough invisi-
ble to mortals, they perceive you as you are in the esh without the
aid of transformers or translators; they intellectually understand
the mode of mortal life, and they share all of man’s nonsensuous
emotions and sentiments. ey appreciate and greatly enjoy your
efforts in music, art, and real humour. ey are fully cognizant of
yourmoral struggles and spiritual difficulties. ey love human be-
ings, and only good can result from your efforts to understand and
love them.

2 ¶ ough seraphim are very affectionate and sympathetic be-
ings, they are not sex-emotion creatures. ey are much as you will
be on the mansion worlds, where you will “neither marry nor be
given in marriage but will be as the angels of heaven.” For all who
“shall be accounted worthy to attain the mansion worlds neither
marry nor are given in marriage; neither do they die any more, for
they are equal to the angels.” Nevertheless, in dealing with sex crea-
tures it is our custom to speak of those beings of more direct de-
scent from the Father and the Son as the sons of God, while refer-
ring to the children of the Spirit as the daughters of God. Angels
are, therefore, commonly designated by feminine pronouns on the
sex planets.

3 e seraphim are so created as to function on both spiritual
and literal levels. ere are few phases of morontia or spirit activ-
ity which are not open to their ministrations. While in personal
status angels are not so far removed from human beings, in cer-
tain functional performances seraphim far transcend them. ey
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possess many powers far beyond human comprehension. For ex-
ample: You have been told that the “very hairs of your head are
numbered,” and it is true they are, but a seraphim does not spend
her time counting them and keeping the number corrected up to
date. Angels possess inherent and automatic (that is, automatic
as far as you could perceive) powers of knowing such things; you
would truly regard a seraphim as a mathematical prodigy. ere-
fore, numerous duties which would be tremendous tasks for mor-
tals are performed with exceeding ease by seraphim.

4 ¶ Angels are superior to you in spiritual status, but they are not
your judges or accusers. No matter what your faults, “the angels,
although greater in power and might, bring no accusation against
you.” Angels do not sit in judgment on mankind, neither should
individual mortals prejudge their fellow creatures.

5 ¶ You do well to love them, but you should not adore them;
angels are not objects of worship. e great seraphim, Loyalatia,
when your seer “fell down to worship before the feet of the angel,”
said: “See that you do it not; I am a fellow servant with you and
with your races, who are all enjoined to worship God.”

6 In nature and personality endowment the seraphim are just a
tri e ahead of mortal races in the scale of creature existence. In-
deed, when you are delivered fromthe esh, youbecomeverymuch
like them. On the mansion worlds you will begin to appreciate the
seraphim, on the constellation spheres to enjoy them, while on Sal-
vington they will share their places of rest and worship with you.

roughout thewholemorontia and subsequent spirit ascent, your
fraternitywith the seraphimwill be ideal; your companionshipwill
be superb.

3. UNREVEALED ANGELS
1 Numerous orders of spirit beings function throughout the do-

mains of the local universe that are unrevealed to mortals because
they are in nomanner connectedwith the evolutionary plan of Par-
adise ascension. In this paper the word “angel” is purposely limited
to the designation of those seraphic and associated offspring of the
Universe Mother Spirit who are so largely concerned with the op-
eration of the plans of mortal survival. ere serve in the local uni-
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verse six other orders of related beings, the unrevealed angels, who
are not in any speci c manner connected with those universe ac-
tivities pertaining to the Paradise ascent of evolutionary mortals.

ese six groups of angelic associates are never called seraphim, nei-
ther are they referred to as ministering spirits. ese personalities
are wholly occupied with the administrative and other affairs of
Nebadon, engagements which are in no way related to man’s pro-
gressive career of spiritual ascent and perfection attainment.

4. THE SERAPHIC WORLDS
1 e 9 group of 7 primary spheres in the Salvington circuit are

the worlds of the seraphim. Each of these worlds has 6 tributary
satellites, whereon are the special schools devoted to all phases of
seraphic training. While the seraphim have access to all 49 worlds
comprising this group of Salvington spheres, they exclusively oc-
cupy only the 1 cluster of 7. e remaining 6 clusters are occu-
pied by the 6 orders of angelic associates unrevealed on Urantia;
each such group maintains headquarters on one of these 6 primary
worlds and carries on specialized activities on the 6 tributary satel-
lites. Each angelic order has free access to all the worlds of these 7
diverse groups.

2 ese headquarters worlds are among the magni cent realms
of Nebadon; the seraphic estates are characterized by both beauty
and vastness. Here each seraphim has a real home, and “home”
means the domicile of two seraphim; they live in pairs.

3 ¶ ough not male and female as are the Material Sons and
the mortal races, seraphim are negative and positive. In the ma-
jority of assignments it requires two angels to accomplish the task.
When they are not encircuited, they can work alone; neither do
they require complements of being when stationary. Ordinarily
they retain their original complements of being, but not necessar-
ily. Such associations are primarily necessitated by function; they
are not characterized by sex emotion, though they are exceedingly
personal and truly affectionate.

4 Besides designated homes, seraphim also have group, com-
pany, battalion, and unit headquarters. ey forgather for re-
unions everymillennium and are all present in accordancewith the
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time of their creation. If a seraphim bears responsibilities which
forbid absence from duty, she alternates attendance with her com-
plement, being relieved by a seraphim of another birth date. Each
seraphic partner is thereby present at least every other reunion.

5. SERAPHIC TRAINING
1 Seraphim spend their rst millennium as noncommissioned

observers on Salvington and its associated world schools. e sec-
ond millennium is spent on the seraphic worlds of the Salvington
circuit. eir central training school is now presided over by the
1 100,000 Nebadon seraphim, and at their head is the original
or rst-born angel of this local universe. e rst created group
of Nebadon seraphim were trained by a corps of 1,000 seraphim
from Avalon; subsequently our angels have been taught by their
own seniors. e Melchizedeks also have a large part in the edu-
cation and training of all local universe angels — seraphim, cheru-
bim, and sanobim.

2 At the termination of this period of training on the seraphic
worlds of Salvington, seraphim are mobilized in the conventional
groups and units of the angelic organization and are assigned to
some one of the constellations. ey are not yet commissioned as
ministering spirits, although they have well entered upon the pre-
commissioned phases of angelic training.

3 Seraphim are initiated as ministering spirits by serving as ob-
servers on the lowest of the evolutionary worlds. A er this ex-
perience they return to the associate worlds of the headquarters
of the assigned constellation to begin their advanced studies and
more de nitely to prepare for service in some particular local sys-
tem. Following this general education they are advanced to the ser-
vice of some one of the local systems. On the architectural worlds
associated with the capital of some Nebadon system our seraphim
complete their training and are commissioned as ministering spir-
its of time.

4 When once seraphim are commissioned, they may range all
Nebadon, even Orvonton, on assignment. eir work in the uni-
verse is without bounds and limitations; they are closely associated
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with the material creatures of the worlds and are ever in the ser-
vice of the lower orders of spiritual personalities, making contact
between these beings of the spirit world and themortals of thema-
terial realms.

6. SERAPHIC ORGANIZATION
1 A er the second millennium of sojourn at seraphic headquar-

ters the seraphim are organized under chiefs into groups of 12 (12
pairs, 24 seraphim), and 12 such groups constitute a company (144
pairs, 288 seraphim), which is commanded by a leader. Twelve
companies under a commander constitute a battalion (1,728 pairs
or 3,456 seraphim), and 12 battalions under a director equal a se-
raphic unit (20,736 pairs or 41,472 individuals), while 12 units,
subject to the command of a supervisor, constitute a legion num-
bering 248,832 pairs or 497,664 individuals. Jesus alluded to such
a group of angels that night in the garden of Gethsemane when he
said: “I can even now ask my Father, and he will presently give me
more than 12 legions of angels.”

2 Twelve legions of angels comprise a host numbering 2,985,984
pairs or 5,971,968 individuals, and 12 suchhosts (35,831,808 pairs
or 71,663,616 individuals)make up the largest operating organiza-
tion of seraphim, an angelic army. A seraphic host is commanded
by an archangel or by some other personality of co-ordinate status,
while the angelic armies are directed by the Brilliant Evening Stars
or by other immediate lieutenants of Gabriel. And Gabriel is the
“supreme commander of the armies of heaven,” the chief executive
of the Sovereign of Nebadon, “the Lord God of hosts.”

3 ough serving under the direct supervision of the In nite
Spirit as personalized on Salvington, since the bestowal ofMichael
on Urantia, seraphim and all other local universe orders have be-
come subject to the sovereignty of theMaster Son. Even whenMi-
chael was born of the esh on Urantia, there issued the superuni-
verse broadcast to all Nebadon which proclaimed, “And let all the
angels worship him.” All ranks of angels are subject to his sover-
eignty; they are a part of that group which has been denominated
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“his mighty angels.”

7. CHERUBIM AND SANOBIM
1 In all essential endowments cherubim and sanobim are similar

to seraphim. ey have the same origin but not always the same
destiny. ey are wonderfully intelligent, marvellously efficient,
touchingly affectionate, and almost human. ey are the lowest
order of angels, hence all the nearer of kin to the more progressive
types of human beings on the evolutionary worlds.

2 Cherubim and sanobim are inherently associated, functionally
united. One is an energy positive personality; the other, energy
negative. e right-hand de ector, or positively charged angel, is
the cherubim — the senior or controlling personality. e le -
hand de ector, or negatively charged angel, is the sanobim — the
complement of being. Each type of angel is very limited in solitary
function; hence they usually serve in pairs. When serving indepen-
dently of their seraphic directors, they are more than ever depen-
dent on mutual contact and always function together.

3 ¶ Cherubim and sanobim are the faithful and efficient aids of
the seraphic ministers, and all 7 orders of seraphim are provided
with these subordinate assistants. Cherubim and sanobim serve
for ages in these capacities, but they do not accompany seraphim
on assignments beyond the con nes of the local universe.

4 e cherubim and sanobim are the routine spirit workers on
the individual worlds of the systems. On a nonpersonal assignment
and in an emergency, they may serve in the place of a seraphic pair,
but they never function, even temporarily, as attending angels to
human beings; that is an exclusive seraphic privilege.

5 ¶ When assigned to a planet, cherubim enter the local courses
of training, including a study of planetary usages and languages.

e ministering spirits of time are all bilingual, speaking the lan-
guage of the local universe of their origin and that of their native
superuniverse. By study in the schools of the realms they acquire
additional tongues. Cherubim and sanobim, like seraphim and
all other orders of spirit beings, are continuously engaged in ef-
forts at self-improvement. Only such as the subordinate beings
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of power control and energy direction are incapable of progres-
sion; all creatures having actual or potential personality volition
seek new achievements.

6 ¶ Cherubim and sanobim are by nature very near themorontia
level of existence, and they prove to bemost efficient in the border-
land work of the physical, morontial, and spiritual domains. ese
children of the local universe Mother Spirit are characterized by
“fourth creatures” much as are the Havona Servitals and the con-
ciliating commissions. Every fourth cherubim and every fourth
sanobim are quasi-material, very de nitely resembling the moron-
tia level of existence.

7 ese angelic fourth creatures are of great assistance to the ser-
aphim in themore literal phases of their universe and planetary ac-
tivities. Suchmorontia cherubim also performmany indispensable
borderline tasks on the morontia training worlds and are assigned
to the service of theMorontiaCompanions in large numbers. ey
are to themorontia spheres about what themidway creatures are to
the evolutionary planets. On the inhabited worlds these moron-
tia cherubim frequently work in liaison with themidway creatures.
Cherubim and midway creatures are distinctly separate orders of
beings; they have dissimilar origins, but they disclose great similar-
ity in nature and function.

8. EVOLUTION OF CHERUBIM AND SANOBIM
1 Numerous avenues of advancing service are open to cherubim

and sanobim leading to an enhancement of status, which may be
still further augmented by the embrace of the Divine Minister.

ere are three great classes of cherubim and sanobim with regard
to evolutionary potential:

2 1. Ascension Candidates. ese beings are by nature candi-
dates for seraphic status. Cherubim and sanobim of this order are
brilliant, though not by inherent endowment equal to the sera-
phim; but by application and experience it is possible for them to
attain full seraphic standing.

3 2. Mid-phase Cherubim. All cherubim and sanobim are not
equal in ascension potential, and these are the inherently limited
beings of the angelic creations. Most of themwill remain cherubim
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and sanobim, although the more gi ed individuals may achieve
limited seraphic service.

4 3. Morontia Cherubim. ese “fourth creatures” of the an-
gelic orders always retain their quasi-material characteristics. ey
will continue on as cherubim and sanobim, together with a major-
ity of their mid-phase brethren, pending the completed factualiza-
tion of the Supreme Being.

5 ¶ While the second and third groups are somewhat limited in
growth potential, the ascension candidates may attain the heights
of universal seraphic service. Many of the more experienced of
these cherubim are attached to the seraphic guardians of destiny
and are thus placed in direct line for advancement to the status
of Mansion World Teachers when deserted by their seraphic se-
niors. Guardians of destiny do not have cherubim and sanobim
as helpers when their mortal wards attain the morontia life. And
when other types of evolutionary seraphim are granted clearance
for Seraphington and Paradise, theymust forsake their former sub-
ordinates when they pass out of the con nes of Nebadon. Such
deserted cherubim and sanobim are usually embraced by the Uni-
verse Mother Spirit, thus achieving a level equivalent to that of a
Mansion World Teacher in the attainment of seraphic status.

6 When, asMansionWorldTeachers, the once-embraced cheru-
bim and sanobim have long served on the morontia spheres, from
the lowest to the highest, and when their corps on Salvington is
overrecruited, the Bright and Morning Star summons these faith-
ful servants of the creatures of time to appear in his presence.

e oath of personality transformation is administered; and there-
upon, in groups of 7,000, these advanced and senior cherubim and
sanobim are re-embraced by theUniverseMother Spirit. From this
second embrace they emerge as full- edged seraphim. Henceforth,
the full and complete career of a seraphim, with all of its Paradise
possibilities, is open to such reborn cherubim and sanobim. Such
angels may be assigned as guardians of destiny to some mortal be-
ing, and if the mortal ward attains survival, then do they become
eligible for advancement to Seraphington and the 7 circles of se-
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raphic attainment, even to Paradise and the Corps of the Finality.

9. THE MIDWAY CREATURES
1 e midway creatures have a threefold classi cation: ey are

properly classi ed with the ascending Sons of God; they are factu-
ally grouped with the orders of permanent citizenship, while they
are functionally reckoned with the ministering spirits of time be-
cause of their intimate and effective association with the angelic
hosts in the work of serving mortal man on the individual worlds
of space.

2 ese unique creatures appear on the majority of the inhab-
ited worlds and are always found on the decimal or life-experiment
planets, such as Urantia. Midwayers are of two types — primary
and secondary — and they appear by the following techniques:

3 1. Primary Midwayers, the more spiritual group, are a some-
what standardized order of beings who are uniformly derived from
the modi ed ascendant-mortal staffs of the Planetary Princes. e
number of primary midway creatures is always 50,000, and no pla-
net enjoying their ministry has a larger group.

4 2. Secondary Midwayers, the more material group of these
creatures, vary greatly in numbers on the different worlds, though
the average is around 50,000. ey are variously derived from the
planetary biologic upli ers, the Adams and Eves, or from their im-
mediate progeny. ere are no less than 24 diverse techniques in-
volved in the production of these secondary midway creatures on
the evolutionaryworlds of space. emode of origin for this group
on Urantia was unusual and extraordinary.

5 ¶ Neither of these groups is an evolutionary accident; both are
essential features in the predetermined plans of the universe archi-
tects, and their appearance on the evolving worlds at the oppor-
tune juncture is in accordance with the original designs and devel-
opmental plans of the supervising Life Carriers.

6 Primary midwayers are energized intellectually and spiritually
by the angelic technique and are uniform in intellectual status. e
7 adjutant mind-spirits make no contact with them; and only the
6 and the 7, the spirit of worship and the spirit of wisdom, are
able to minister to the secondary group.
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7 Secondary midwayers are physically energized by the Adamic
technique, spiritually encircuited by the seraphic, and intellectu-
ally endowed with the morontia transition type of mind. ey are
divided into 4 physical types, 7 orders spiritually, and 12 levels of
intellectual response to the joint ministry of the last two adjutant
spirits and the morontia mind. ese diversities determine their
differential of activity and of planetary assignment.

8 Primary midwayers resemble angels more than mortals; the
secondary orders are much more like human beings. Each renders
invaluable assistance to the other in the execution of their man-
ifold planetary assignments. e primary ministers can achieve
liaison co-operation with both morontia- and spirit-energy con-
trollers and mind circuiters. e secondary group can establish
working connections only with the physical controllers and the
material-circuit manipulators. But since each order of midwayer
can establish perfect synchrony of contact with the other, either
group is thereby able to achieve practical utilization of the entire
energy gamut extending from the gross physical power of the ma-
terial worlds up through the transition phases of universe energies
to the higher spirit-reality forces of the celestial realms.

9 e gap between the material and spiritual worlds is perfectly
bridged by the serial association of mortal man, secondary mid-
wayer, primary midwayer, morontia cherubim, mid-phase cheru-
bim, and seraphim. In the personal experience of an individual
mortal these diverse levels are undoubtedlymore or less uni ed and
made personallymeaningful by the unobserved andmysterious op-
erations of the divine ought Adjuster.

10 ¶ On normal worlds the primary midwayers maintain their
service as the intelligence corps and as celestial entertainers in be-
half of the Planetary Prince, while the secondary ministers con-
tinue their co-operation with the Adamic regime of furthering the
cause of progressive planetary civilization. In case of the defection
of the Planetary Prince and the failure of the Material Son, as oc-
curred on Urantia, the midway creatures become the wards of the
SystemSovereign and serve under the directing guidance of the act-
ing custodian of the planet. But on only three other worlds in Sata-
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nia do these beings function as one group under uni ed leadership
as do the united midway ministers of Urantia.

11 e planetary work of both primary and secondary midway-
ers is varied and diverse on the numerous individual worlds of a
universe, but on the normal and average planets their activities are
very different from the duties which occupy their time on isolated
spheres, such as Urantia.

12 e primarymidwayers are the planetary historians who, from
the time of the arrival of the Planetary Prince to the age of settled
light and life, formulate the pageants and design the portrayals of
planetary history for the exhibits of the planets on the systemhead-
quarters worlds.

13 ¶ Midwayers remain for long periods on an inhabited world,
but if faithful to their trust, they will eventually andmost certainly
be recognized for their agelong service in maintaining the sover-
eignty of the Creator Son; they will be duly rewarded for their pa-
tient ministry to the material mortals on their world of time and
space. Sooner or later all accredited midway creatures will be mus-
tered into the ranks of the ascending Sons of God and will be duly
initiated into the long adventure of the Paradise ascent in com-
panywith those verymortals of animal origin, their earth brethren,
whomthey so jealously guarded and so effectively servedduring the
long planetary sojourn.

ahb

14 [Presented by a Melchizedek acting by request of the Chief of
the Seraphic Hosts of Nebadon.]



PAPER №39
THE SERAPHIC HOSTS

Melchizedek

AS FAR as we are cognizant, the In nite Spirit, as person-
alized on the local universe headquarters, intends to pro-
duce uniformly perfect seraphim, but for some unknown

reason these seraphic offspring are very diverse. is diversity may
be a result of the unknown interposition of evolving experiential
Deity; if so, we cannot prove it. But we do observe that, when ser-
aphim have been subjected to educational tests and training disci-
pline, they unfailingly and distinctly classify into the following 7
groups:

2 1. Supreme Seraphim.
3 2. Superior Seraphim.
4 3. Supervisor Seraphim.
5 4. Administrator Seraphim.
6 5. Planetary Helpers.
7 6. Transition Ministers.
8 7. Seraphim of the Future.
9 ¶ To say that any one seraphim is inferior to an angel of any

other group would hardly be true. Nevertheless every angel is at
rst service-limited to the group of original and inherent classi -

cation. My seraphic associate in the preparation of this statement,
Manotia, is a supreme seraphim and onetime functioned only as a
supreme seraphim. By application and devoted service she has, one
by one, achieved all 7 of the seraphic services, having functioned
in well-nigh every avenue of activity open to a seraphim, and now
holds the commission of associate chief of seraphim on Urantia.

10 Humanbeings sometimes nd it hard to understand that a cre-
ated capacity for higher-level ministry does not necessarily imply
ability to function on relatively lower service levels. Manbegins life
as a helpless infant; hence every mortal attainment must embrace
all experiential prerequisites; seraphim have no such preadult life
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— no childhood. ey are, however, experiential creatures, and
by experience and through additional education they can augment
their divine and inherent endowment of ability by the experiential
acquirement of functional skill in one or more of the seraphic ser-
vices.

11 A er being commissioned, seraphim are assigned to the re-
serves of their inherent group. ose of planetary and administra-
tor status o en serve for long periods as originally classi ed, but
the higher the inherent function level, the more persistently do
the angelic ministers seek assignment to the lower orders of uni-
verse service. Especially do they desire assignment to the reserves
of the planetary helpers, and if successful they enrol in the celes-
tial schools attached to the headquarters of the Planetary Prince
of some evolutionary world. Here they begin the study of the lan-
guages, history, and local habits of the races of mankind. Seraphim
must acquire knowledge and gain experience much as do human
beings. ey are not far removed from you in certain personality
attributes. And they all crave to start at the bottom, on the lowest
possible level of ministry; thus may they hope to achieve the high-
est possible level of experiential destiny.

1. SUPREME SERAPHIM
1 ese seraphim are the highest of the 7 revealed orders of lo-

cal universe angels. ey function in 7 groups, each of which is
closely associated with the angelic ministers of the Seraphic Corps
of Completion.

2 1. Son-Spirit Ministers. e rst group of the supreme sera-
phim are assigned to the service of the high Sons and Spirit-origin
beings resident and functioning in the local universe. is group
of angelic ministers also serve the Universe Son and the Universe
Spirit and are closely affiliated with the intelligence corps of the
Bright andMorning Star, the universe chief executive of the united
wills of the Creator Son and the Creative Spirit.

3 Being of assignment to the high Sons and Spirits, these sera-
phim are naturally associated with the far- ung services of the Par-
adise Avonals, the divine offspring of the Eternal Son and the In -
nite Spirit. e Paradise Avonals are always attended on all magis-
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terial and bestowal missions by this high and experienced order of
seraphim, who are at such times devoted to organizing and admin-
istering the special work connected with the termination of one
planetary dispensation and the inauguration of a new age. But they
are not concerned in the work of adjudication which might be in-
cidental to such a change in dispensations.

4 ¶ Bestowal Attendants. Paradise Avonals, but not Creator
Sons, when on a bestowal mission are always accompanied by a
corps of 144 bestowal attendants. ese 144 angels are the chiefs
of all other Son-Spirit ministers who may be associated with a be-
stowal mission. ere might possibly be legions of angels subject
to the command of an incarnated Son of God on a planetary be-
stowal, but all these seraphim would be organized and directed
by the 144 bestowal attendants. Higher orders of angels, super-
naphim and seconaphim, might also form a part of the attending
host, and though their missions are distinct from those of the ser-
aphim, all these activities would be co-ordinated by the bestowal
attendants.

5 ese bestowal attendants are completion seraphim; they have
all traversed the circles of Seraphington and have attained the Se-
raphic Corps of Completion. And they have been further espe-
cially trained to meet the difficulties and to cope with the emer-
gencies associatedwith the bestowals of the Sons ofGod for the ad-
vancement of the children of time. Such seraphimhave all achieved
Paradise and the personal embrace of the Second Source and Cen-
tre, the Eternal Son.

6 Seraphim equally crave assignment to the missions of the in-
carnated Sons and attachment as destiny guardians to the mortals
of the realms; the latter is the surest seraphic passport to Paradise,
while the bestowal attendants have achieved the highest local uni-
verse service of the completion seraphim of Paradise attainment.

7 2. CourtAdvisers. ese are the seraphic advisers andhelpers
attached to all orders of adjudication, from the conciliators up to
the highest tribunals of the realm. It is not the purpose of such
tribunals to determine punitive sentences but rather to adjudicate
honest differences of opinion and to decree the everlasting survival
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of ascending mortals. Herein lies the duty of the court advisers: to
see that all charges against mortal creatures are stated in justice and
adjudicated in mercy. In this work they are closely associated with
the High Commissioners, Spirit-fused ascendant mortals serving
in the local universe.

8 e seraphic court advisers serve extensively as defenders of
mortals. Not that there ever exists any disposition to be unfair to
the lowly creatures of the realms, but while justice demands the ad-
judication of every default in the climb towards divine perfection,
mercy requires that every such misstep be fairly adjudged in accor-
dance with the creature nature and the divine purpose. ese an-
gels are the exponents and exempli cation of the element of mercy
inherent in divine justice — of fairness based on the knowledge of
the underlying facts of personal motives and racial tendencies.

9 is order of angels serves from the councils of the Planetary
Princes to the highest tribunals of the local universe, while their
associates of the Seraphic Corps of Completion function in the
higher realms of Orvonton, even to the courts of the Ancients of
Days on Uversa.

10 3. Universe Orientators. ese are the true friends and post-
graduate counsellors of all those ascending creatures who are paus-
ing for the last time on Salvington, in their universe of origin, as
they stand on the brink of the spirit adventure stretching out be-
fore them in the vast superuniverse of Orvonton. And at such a
time many an ascender has a feeling which mortals could under-
stand only by comparison with the human emotion of nostalgia.
Behind lie the realms of achievement, realms grown familiar by
long service and morontia attainment; ahead lies the challenging
mystery of a greater and vaster universe.

11 It is the task of the universe orientators to facilitate the passage
of the ascending pilgrims from the attained to the unattained level
of universe service, to help these pilgrims in making those kaleido-
scopic adjustments in the comprehension of meanings and values
inherent in the realization that a rst-stage spirit being stands, not
at the end and climax of the local universe morontia ascent, but
rather at the very bottom of the long ladder of spiritual ascent to
the Universal Father on Paradise.
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12 Many of the Seraphington graduates, members of the Seraphic
Corps of Completion who are associated with these seraphim, en-
gage in extensive teaching in certain Salvington schools concerned
with the preparation of the creatures of Nebadon for the relation-
ships of the next universe age.

13 4. e Teaching Counsellors. ese angels are the invalu-
able assistants of the spiritual teaching corps of the local universe.
Teaching counsellors are secretaries to all orders of teachers, from
the Melchizedeks and the Trinity Teacher Sons down to the mo-
rontia mortals who are assigned as helpers to those of their kind
whoare just behind them in the scale of ascendant life. Youwill rst
see these associate teaching seraphim on some one of the 7mansion
worlds surrounding Jerusem.

14 ese seraphim become associates of the division chiefs of the
numerous educational and training institutions of the local univer-
ses, and they are attached in large numbers to the faculties of the 7
trainingworlds of the local systems and of the 70 educational sphe-
res of the constellations. ese ministrations extend on down to
the individual worlds. Even the true and consecrated teachers of
time are assisted, and o en attended, by these counsellors of the
supreme seraphim.

15 e fourth creature bestowal of the Creator Son was in the
likeness of a teaching counsellor of the supreme seraphim of Ne-
badon.

16 5. Directors of Assignment. Abody of 144 supreme seraphim
is elected from time to time by the angels serving on the evolution-
ary and on the architectural spheres of creature habitation. is is
the highest angelic council on any sphere, and it co-ordinates the
self-directed phases of seraphic service and assignment. ese an-
gels preside over all seraphic assemblies pertaining to the line of
duty or the call to worship.

17 6. e Recorders. ese are the official recorders for the su-
preme seraphim. Many of these high angels were born with their
gi s fully developed; others have quali ed for their positions of
trust and responsibility by diligent application to study and faith-
ful performance of similar duties while attached to lower or less
responsible orders.
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18 7. Unattached Ministers. Large numbers of unattached sera-
phim of the supreme order are self-directed servers on the architec-
tural spheres and on the inhabited planets. Such ministers volun-
tarilymeet the differential of demand for the service of the supreme
seraphim, thus constituting the general reserve of this order.

2. SUPERIOR SERAPHIM
1 Superior seraphim receive their name, not because they are in

any sense qualitatively superior to other orders of angels, but be-
cause they are in charge of the higher activities of a local universe.
Very many of the rst two groups of this seraphic corps are attain-
ment seraphim, angels whohave served in all phases of training and
have returned to a glori ed assignment as directors of their kind in
the spheres of their earlier activities. Being a young universe, Ne-
badon does not have many of this order.

2 e superior seraphim function in the following 7 groups:
3 1. e Intelligence Corps. ese seraphim belong to the per-

sonal staff of Gabriel, the Bright andMorning Star. ey range the
local universe gathering the information of the realms for his guid-
ance in the councils of Nebadon. ey are the intelligence corps of
the mighty hosts over which Gabriel presides as vicegerent of the
Master Son. ese seraphim are not directly affiliated with either
the systems or the constellations, and their information pours in
direct to Salvington upon a continuous, direct, and independent
circuit.

4 e intelligence corps of the various local universes can and
do intercommunicate but only within a given superuniverse. ere
is a differential of energy which effectively segregates the business
and transactions of the various supergovernments. One superuni-
verse can ordinarily communicate with another superuniverse only
through the provisions and facilities of the Paradise clearinghouse.

5 2. eVoice ofMercy. Mercy is thekeynote of seraphic service
and angelic ministry. It is therefore tting that there should be a
corps of angels who, in a special manner, portray mercy. ese ser-
aphim are the real mercy ministers of the local universes. ey are
the inspired leaderswho foster the higher impulses and holier emo-
tions of men and angels. e directors of these legions are now al-
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ways completion seraphimwho are also graduate guardians ofmor-
tal destiny; that is, each angelic pair has guided at least one soul of
animal origin during the life in the esh and has subsequently tra-
versed the circles of Seraphington and has been mustered into the
Seraphic Corps of Completion.

6 3. Spirit Co-ordinators. e third group of superior sera-
phim are based on Salvington but function in the local universe
anywhere they can be of fruitful service. While their tasks are es-
sentially spiritual and therefore beyond the real understanding of
human minds, you will perhaps grasp something of their ministry
to mortals if it is explained that these angels are intrusted with the
task of preparing the ascendant sojourners on Salvington for their
last transition in the local universe — from the highest morontia
level to the status of newborn spirit beings. As the mind planners
on themansion worlds help the surviving creature to adjust to, and
make effective use of, the potentials of morontia mind, so do these
seraphim instruct the morontia graduates on Salvington regarding
the newly attained capacities of the mind of the spirit. And they
serve the ascendant mortals in many other ways.

7 4. Assistant Teachers. e assistant teachers are the helpers
and associates of their fellow seraphim, the teaching counsellors.

ey are also individually connected with the extensive educa-
tional enterprises of the local universe, especially with the seven-
fold scheme of training operative on the mansion worlds of the lo-
cal systems. Amarvellous corps of this order of seraphim functions
on Urantia for the purpose of fostering and furthering the cause of
truth and righteousness.

8 5. e Transporters. All groups of ministering spirits have
their transport corps, angelic orders dedicated to the ministry of
transporting those personalities who are unable, of themselves, to
journey from one sphere to another. e h group of the supe-
rior seraphim are headquartered on Salvington and serve as space
traversers to and from the headquarters of the local universe. Like
other subdivisions of the superior seraphim, some were created as
suchwhile others have risen from the lower or less endowed groups.

9 ¶ e “energy range” of seraphim is wholly adequate for local
universe and even for superuniverse requirements, but they could
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never withstand the energy demands entailed by such a long jour-
ney as that from Uversa to Havona. Such an exhaustive journey
requires the special powers of a primary seconaphim of transport
endowments. Transporters take on energy for ight while in tran-
sit and recuperate personal power at the end of the journey.

10 ¶ Even on Salvington ascending mortals do not possess per-
sonal transit forms. Ascenders must depend upon seraphic trans-
port in advancing from world to world until a er the last rest of
sleep on the inner circle of Havona and the eternal awakening on
Paradise. Subsequently you will not be dependent on angels for
transport from universe to universe.

11 e process of being enseraphimed is not unlike the experience
of death or sleep except that there is an automatic time element
in the transit slumber. You are consciously unconscious during se-
raphic rest. But the oughtAdjuster iswholly and fully conscious,
in fact, exceptionally efficient since you are unable to oppose, resist,
or otherwise hinder creative and transforming work.

12 When enseraphimed, you go to sleep for a speci ed time, and
you will awake at the designated moment. e length of a journey
when in transit sleep is immaterial. You are not directly aware of
the passing of time. It is as if you went to sleep on a transport vehi-
cle in one city and, a er resting in peaceful slumber all night, awak-
ened in another and distant metropolis. You journeyed while you
slumbered. And so you take ight through space, enseraphimed,
while you rest — sleep. e transit sleep is induced by the liaison
between the Adjusters and the seraphic transporters.

13 ¶ e angels cannot transport combustion bodies— esh and
blood — such as you now have, but they can transport all oth-
ers, from the lowest morontia to the higher spirit forms. ey do
not function in the event of natural death. When you nish your
earthly career, your body remains on this planet. Your ought
Adjuster proceeds to the bosom of the Father, and these angels are
not directly concerned in your subsequent personality reassembly
on the identi cationmansionworld. ere your new body is amo-
rontia form, one that can enseraphim. You “sow a mortal body” in
the grave; you “reap a morontia form” on the mansion worlds.
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14 6. e Recorders. ese personalities are especially con-
cerned with the reception, ling, and redispatch of the records of
Salvington and its associated worlds. ey also serve as special re-
corders for resident groups of superuniverse and higher personali-
ties and as clerks of the courts of Salvington and secretaries to the
rulers thereof.

15 ¶ Broadcasters — receivers and dispatchers — are a special-
ized subdivision of the seraphic recorders, being concerned with
the dispatch of records and with the dissemination of essential in-
formation. eir work is of a high order, being so multicircuited
that 144,000 messages can simultaneously traverse the same lines
of energy. ey adapt the higher ideographic techniques of the su-
peraphic chief recorders andwith these common symbolsmaintain
reciprocal contact with both the intelligence co-ordinators of the
tertiary supernaphim and the glori ed intelligence co-ordinators
of the Seraphic Corps of Completion.

16 Seraphic recorders of the superior order thus effect a close liai-
son with the intelligence corps of their own order and with all sub-
ordinate recorders, while the broadcasts enable them to maintain
constant communication with the higher recorders of the super-
universe and, through this channel, with the recorders of Havona
and the custodians of knowledge on Paradise. Many of the supe-
rior order of recorders are seraphim ascended from similar duties
in lower sections of the universe.

17 7. e Reserves. Large reserves of all types of the superior
seraphim are held on Salvington, instantly available for dispatch
to the farthermost worlds of Nebadon as they are requisitioned by
the directors of assignment or upon the request of the universe ad-
ministrators. e reserves of superior seraphim also furnish mes-
senger aids upon requisition by the chief of the Brilliant Evening
Stars, who is intrustedwith the custody anddispatch of all personal
communications. A local universe is fully provided with adequate
means of intercommunication, but there is always a residue ofmes-
sages which requires dispatch by personal messengers.

18 ¶ e basic reserves for the entire local universe are held on the
seraphic worlds of Salvington. is corps includes all types of all
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groups of angels.

3. SUPERVISOR SERAPHIM
1 is versatile order of universe angels is assigned to the exclu-

sive service of the constellations. ese able ministers make their
headquarters on the constellation capitals but function through-
out all Nebadon in the interests of their assigned realms.

2 1. Supervising Assistants. e rst order of the supervising
seraphim are assigned to the collective work of the Constellation
Fathers, and they are the ever-efficient helpers of the Most Highs.

ese seraphim are primarily concerned with the uni cation and
stabilization of a whole constellation.

3 2. Law Forecasters. e intellectual foundation of justice is
law, and in a local universe law originates in the legislative assem-
blies of the constellations. ese deliberative bodies codify and for-
mally promulgate the basic laws of Nebadon, laws designed to af-
ford the greatest possible co-ordination of a whole constellation
consistent with the xed policy of noninfringement of the moral
free will of personal creatures. It is the duty of the second order of
supervisor seraphim to place before the constellation lawmakers a
forecast of how any proposed enactment would affect the lives of
freewill creatures. is service they are well quali ed to perform by
virtue of long experience in the local systems and on the inhabited
worlds. ese seraphim seek no special favours for one group or
another, but they do appear before the celestial lawmakers to speak
for thosewho cannot be present to speak for themselves. Evenmor-
tal man may contribute to the evolution of universe law, for these
very seraphim do faithfully and fully portray, not necessarily man’s
transient and conscious desires, but rather the true longings of the
inner man, the evolving morontia soul of the material mortal on
the worlds of space.

4 3. Social Architects. From the individual planets up through
themorontia training worlds, these seraphim labour to enhance all
sincere social contacts and to further the social evolution of uni-
verse creatures. ese are the angels who seek to divest the asso-
ciations of intelligent beings of all arti ciality while endeavouring
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to facilitate the interassociation of will creatures on a basis of real
self-understanding and genuine mutual appreciation.

5 Social architects do everything within their province and
power to bring together suitable individuals that they may consti-
tute efficient and agreeable working groups on earth; and some-
times such groups have found themselves reassociated on the man-
sion worlds for continued fruitful service. But not always do these
seraphim attain their ends; not always are they able to bring to-
gether those who would form the most ideal group to achieve a
given purpose or to accomplish a certain task; under these condi-
tions they must utilize the best of the material available.

6 ese angels continue their ministry on the mansion and
highermorontia worlds. ey are concernedwith any undertaking
having to do with progress on themorontia worlds and which con-
cerns three or more persons. Two beings are regarded as operating
on themating, complemental, or partnership basis, but when three
or more are grouped for service, they constitute a social problem
and therefore fall within the jurisdiction of the social architects.

ese efficient seraphim are organized in 70 divisions on Edentia,
and these divisions minister on the 70 morontia progress worlds
encircling the headquarters sphere.

7 4. Ethical Sensitizers. It is the mission of these seraphim to
foster and to promote the growth of creature appreciation of the
morality of interpersonal relationships, for such is the seed and se-
cret of the continued and purposeful growth of society and govern-
ment, human or superhuman. ese enhancers of ethical appreci-
ation function anywhere and everywhere they may be of service, as
volunteer counsellors to the planetary rulers and as exchange teach-
ers on the system training worlds. You will not, however, come un-
der their full guidance until you reach the brotherhood schools on
Edentia, where they will quicken your appreciation of those very
truths of fraternity which youwill even then be so earnestly explor-
ing by the actual experience of livingwith theunivitatia in the social
laboratories of Edentia, the 70 satellites of the Norlatiadek capital.

8 5. e Transporters. e h group of supervisor seraphim
operate as personality transporters, carrying beings to and from
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the headquarters of the constellations. Such transport seraphim,
while in ight from one sphere to another, are fully conscious of
their velocity, direction, and astronomic whereabouts. ey are
not traversing space as would an inanimate projectile. ey may
pass near one another during space ight without the least danger
of collision. ey are fully able to vary speed of progression and to
alter direction of ight, even to change destinations if their direc-
tors should so instruct them at any space junction of the universe
intelligence circuits.

9 ese transit personalities are so organized that they can si-
multaneously utilize all three of the universally distributed lines of
energy, each having a clear space velocity of 299,789 km/s. ese
transporters are thus able to superimpose velocity of energy upon
velocity of power until they attain an average speed on their long
journeys varying anywhere from 885,139 to almost 899,623 km/s.

e velocity is affected by the mass and proximity of neighbouring
matter and by the strength and direction of the near-by main cir-
cuits of universe power. ere are numerous types of beings, simi-
lar to the seraphim, who are able to traverse space, andwho also are
able to transport other beings who have been properly prepared.

10 6. e Recorders. e sixth order of supervising seraphim act
as the special recorders of constellation affairs. A large and efficient
corps functions on Edentia, the headquarters of the constellation
of Norlatiadek, to which your system and planet belong.

11 7. e Reserves. General reserves of the supervisor seraphim
are held on the headquarters of the constellations. Such angelic re-
servists are in no sense inactive; many serve as messenger aids to
the constellation rulers; others are attached to the Salvington re-
serves of unassigned Vorondadeks; still others may be attached to
Vorondadek Sons on special assignment, such as the Vorondadek
observer, and sometimes Most High regent, of Urantia.

4. ADMINISTRATOR SERAPHIM
1 e fourth order of seraphimare assigned to the administrative

duties of the local systems. ey are indigenous to the system capi-
tals but are stationed in large numbers on themansion andmoron-
tia spheres and on the inhabitedworlds. Fourth-order seraphimare
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by nature endowed with unusual administrative ability. ey are
the able assistants of the directors of the lower divisions of the uni-
verse government of a Creator Son and are mainly occupied with
the affairs of the local systems and their component worlds. ey
are organized for service as follows:

2 1. Administrative Assistants. ese able seraphim are the im-
mediate assistants of a System Sovereign, a primary Lanonandek
Son. ey are invaluable aids in the execution of the intricate de-
tails of the executive work of the system headquarters. ey also
serve as the personal agents of the system rulers, journeying back
and forth in large numbers to the various transition worlds and to
the inhabited planets, executingmany commissions for the welfare
of the system and in the physical and biologic interests of its inhab-
ited worlds.

3 ese same seraphic administrators are also attached to the
governments of the world rulers, the Planetary Princes. e ma-
jority of planets in a given universe are under the jurisdiction of a
secondary Lanonandek Son, but on certain worlds, such as Uran-
tia, there has been a miscarriage of the divine plan. In the event
of the defection of a Planetary Prince, these seraphim become at-
tached to the Melchizedek receivers and their successors in plane-
tary authority. e present acting ruler of Urantia is assisted by a
corps of 1,000 of this versatile order of seraphim.

4 2. Justice Guides. ese are the angels who present the sum-
mary of evidence concerning the eternal welfare of men and an-
gels when such matters come up for adjudication in the tribunals
of a system or a planet. ey prepare the statements for all pre-
liminary hearings involving mortal survival, statements which are
subsequently carried with the records of such cases to the higher
tribunals of the universe and the superuniverse. e defence of all
cases of doubtful survival is prepared by these seraphim, who have
a perfect understanding of all the details of every feature of every
count in the indictments drawn by the administrators of universe
justice.

5 It is not the mission of these angels to defeat or to delay justice
but rather to ensure that unerring justice is dealt out with generous
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mercy in fairness to all creatures. ese seraphim o en function
on the local worlds, commonly appearing before the referee trios
of the conciliating commissions— the courts for minormisunder-
standings. Many who at one time served as justice guides in the
lower realms later appear as Voices of Mercy in the higher spheres
and on Salvington.

6 In the Lucifer rebellion in Satania very few of the justice guides
were lost, butmore than¼of the other administrator seraphim and
of the lower orders of seraphic ministers were misled and deluded
by the sophistries of unbridled personal liberty.

7 3. Interpreters of Cosmic Citizenship. When ascending mor-
tals have completed the mansion world training, the rst student
apprenticeship in the universe career, they are permitted to enjoy
the transient satisfactions of relativematurity— citizenship on the
system capital. While the attainment of each ascendant goal is a
factual achievement, in the larger sense such goals are simply mile-
stones on the long ascending path to Paradise. But however rela-
tive such successes may be, no evolutionary creature is ever denied
the full though transient satisfaction of goal attainment. Ever and
anon there is a pause in the Paradise ascent, a short breathing spell,
during which universe horizons stand still, creature status is sta-
tionary, and the personality tastes the sweetness of goal ful lment.

8 e rst of such periods in the career of a mortal ascender oc-
curs on the capital of a local system. During this pause you will,
as a citizen of Jerusem, attempt to express in creature life those
things which you have acquired during the eight preceding life ex-
periences — embracing Urantia and the 7 mansion worlds.

9 e seraphic interpreters of cosmic citizenship guide the new
citizens of the system capitals and quicken their appreciation of the
responsibilities of universe government. ese seraphim are also
closely associated with theMaterial Sons in the system administra-
tion, while they portray the responsibility and morality of cosmic
citizenship to the material mortals on the inhabited worlds.

10 4. Quickeners of Morality. On the mansion worlds you be-
gin to learn self-government for the bene t of all concerned. Your
mind learns co-operation, learns how to plan with other and wiser
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beings. On the system headquarters the seraphic teachers will fur-
ther quicken your appreciation of cosmic morality — of the inter-
actions of liberty and loyalty.

11 What is loyalty? It is the fruit of an intelligent appreciation of
universe brotherhood; one could not take so much and give noth-
ing. As you ascend the personality scale, rst you learn to be loyal,
then to love, then to be lial, and then may you be free; but not
until you are a naliter, not until you have attained perfection of
loyalty, can you self-realize nality of liberty.

12 ¶ ese seraphim teach the fruitfulness of patience: at stag-
nation is certain death, but that overrapid growth is equally sui-
cidal; that as a drop of water from a higher level falls to a lower
and, owing onward, passes ever downward through a succession
of short falls, so ever upward is progress in the morontia and spirit
worlds — and just as slowly and by just such gradual stages.

13 To the inhabited worlds the quickeners of morality portray
mortal life as an unbroken chain of many links. Your short sojourn
on Urantia, on this sphere of mortal infancy, is only a single link,
the very rst in the long chain that is to stretch across universes
and through the eternal ages. It is not so much what you learn in
this rst life; it is the experience of living this life that is important.
Even the work of this world, paramount though it is, is not nearly
so important as the way in which you do this work. ere is no
material reward for righteous living, but there is profound satisfac-
tion — consciousness of achievement — and this transcends any
conceivable material reward.

14 e keys of the kingdom of heaven are: sincerity, more sincer-
ity, and more sincerity. All men have these keys. Men use them
— advance in spirit status — by decisions, by more decisions, and
by more decisions. e highest moral choice is the choice of the
highest possible value, and always — in any sphere, in all of them
— this is to choose to do the will of God. If man thus chooses, he
is great, though he be the humblest citizen of Jerusem or even the
least of mortals on Urantia.

15 5. e Transporters. ese are the transport seraphim who
function in the local systems. In Satania, your system, they carry
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passengers back and forth from Jerusem and otherwise serve as in-
terplanetary transporters. Seldom does a day pass in which a trans-
port seraphim of Satania does not deposit some student visitor or
some other traveller of spirit or semispirit nature on the shores of
Urantia. ese very space traversers will sometime carry you to
and from the various worlds of the system headquarters group, and
when you have nished the Jerusem assignment, theywill carry you
forward toEdentia. But underno circumstanceswill they carry you
backward to the world of human origin. A mortal never returns to
his native planet during the dispensation of his temporal existence,
and if he should return during a subsequent dispensation, hewould
be escorted by a transport seraphim of the universe headquarters
group.

16 6. eRecorders. ese seraphimare the keepers of the three-
fold records of the local systems. e temple of records on a system
capital is a unique structure, ⅓ material, constructed of luminous
metals and crystals; ⅓ morontial, fabricated of the liaison of spir-
itual and material energy but beyond the range of mortal vision;
and ⅓ spiritual. e recorders of this order preside over and main-
tain this threefold systemof records. Ascendingmortals will at rst
consult the material archives, Material Sons and the higher transi-
tion beings consult those of themorontia halls, while seraphim and
the higher spirit personalities of the realm peruse the records of the
spirit section.

17 7. e Reserves. e reserve corps of administrator seraphim
on Jerusem spend much of their waiting time in visiting, as spirit
companions, with the newly arrived ascending mortals from the
various worlds of the system — the accredited graduates of the
mansion worlds. One of the delights of your sojourn on Jerusem
will be to talk and visit, during recess periods, with these much-
travelled and many-experienced seraphim of the waiting reserve
corps.

18 It is just such friendly relationships as these that so endear
a system capital to the ascending mortals. On Jerusem you will
nd the rst intermingling of Material Sons, angels, and ascend-

ing pilgrims. Here fraternize beings who are wholly spiritual and
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semispiritual and individuals just emerging from material exis-
tence. Mortal forms are there so modi ed and human ranges of
light reaction so extended that all are able to enjoy mutual recog-
nition and sympathetic personality understanding.

5. PLANETARY HELPERS
1 ese seraphim maintain headquarters on the system capitals

and, though closely associated with the resident Adamic citizens,
are primarily assigned to the service of the Planetary Adams, the
biologic or physical upli ers of thematerial races on the evolution-
ary worlds. e ministering work of angels becomes of increasing
interest as it nears the inhabited worlds, as it nears the actual prob-
lems faced by themen andwomen of timewho are preparing them-
selves for the attempt to attain the goal of eternity.

2 On Urantia the majority of the planetary helpers were re-
moved upon the collapse of the Adamic regime, and the seraphic
supervision of your world devolved to a greater extent upon the ad-
ministrators, the transitionministers, and the guardians of destiny.
But these seraphic aids of your defaulting Material Sons still serve
Urantia in the following groups:

3 1. e Voices of the Garden. When the planetary course of
human evolution is attaining its highest biologic level, there always
appear the Material Sons and Daughters, the Adams and Eves, to
augment the further evolution of the races by an actual contribu-
tion of their superior life plasm. e planetary headquarters of
such anAdam andEve is usually denominated theGarden of Eden,
and their personal seraphim are o en known as the “voices of the
Garden.” ese seraphim are of invaluable service to the Planetary
Adams in all their projects for the physical and intellectual upstep-
ping of the evolutionary races. A er the Adamic default on Uran-
tia, some of these seraphim were le on the planet and were as-
signed to Adam’s successors in authority.

4 2. e Spirits of Brotherhood. It should be apparent that,
when anAdam andEve arrive on an evolutionaryworld, the task of
achieving racial harmony and social co-operation among its diverse
races is one of considerable proportions. Seldom do these races of
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different colours and varied natures take kindly to the plan of hu-
man brotherhood. ese primitive men only come to realize the
wisdom of peaceful interassociation as a result of ripened human
experience and through the faithful ministry of the seraphic spir-
its of brotherhood. Without the work of these seraphim the ef-
forts of the Material Sons to harmonize and advance the races of
an evolving world would be greatly delayed. And had your Adam
adhered to theoriginal plan for the advancement ofUrantia, by this
time these spirits of brotherhood would have worked unbelievable
transformations in the human race. In view of the Adamic default,
it is indeed remarkable that these seraphic orders have been able to
foster and bring to realization even as much of brotherhood as you
now have on Urantia.

5 3. e Souls of Peace. e early millenniums of the upward
strivings of evolutionarymen aremarked bymany a struggle. Peace
is not the natural state of the material realms. e worlds rst real-
ize “peace on earth and good will among men” through the min-
istry of the seraphic souls of peace. Although these angels were
largely thwarted in their early efforts on Urantia, Vevona, chief of
the souls of peace in Adam’s day, was le on Urantia and is now at-
tached to the staff of the resident governor general. And it was this
sameVevonawho, whenMichael was born, heralded to theworlds,
as the leader of the angelic host, “Glory to God in Havona and on
earth peace and good will among men.”

6 In the more advanced epochs of planetary evolution these ser-
aphim are instrumental in supplanting the atonement idea by the
concept of divine attunement as a philosophy of mortal survival.

7 4. e Spirits of Trust. Suspicion is the inherent reaction of
primitive men; the survival struggles of the early ages do not natu-
rally breed trust. Trust is a new human acquisition brought about
by the ministry of these planetary seraphim of the Adamic regime.
It is theirmission to inculcate trust into theminds of evolvingmen.

e Gods are very trustful; the Universal Father is willing freely to
trust himself — the Adjuster — to man’s association.

8 is entire group of seraphim was transferred to the new
regime a er the Adamic miscarriage, and they have ever since con-
tinued their labours on Urantia. And they have not been wholly
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unsuccessful since a civilization is now evolving which embodies
much of their ideals of con dence and trust.

9 In the more advanced planetary ages these seraphim enhance
man’s appreciation of the truth that uncertainty is the secret of con-
tented continuity. ey help the mortal philosophers to realize
that, when ignorance is essential to success, it would be a colossal
blunder for the creature to know the future. ey heighten man’s
taste for the sweetness of uncertainty, for the romance and charm
of the inde nite and unknown future.

10 5. e Transporters. e planetary transporters serve the in-
dividual worlds. e majority of enseraphimed beings brought to
this planet are in transit; they merely stop over; they are in cus-
tody of their own special seraphic transporters; but there are a large
numberof such seraphim stationedonUrantia. ese are the trans-
port personalities operating from the local planets, as fromUrantia
to Jerusem.

11 ¶ Your conventional idea of angels has been derived in the fol-
lowing way: During moments just prior to physical death a re ec-
tive phenomenon sometimes occurs in the human mind, and this
dimming consciousness seems to visualize something of the formof
the attending angel, and this is immediately translated into terms
of the habitual concept of angels held in that individual’s mind.

12 e erroneous idea that angels possess wings is not wholly due
to olden notions that they must have wings to y through the air.
Human beings have sometimes been permitted to observe sera-
phim that were being prepared for transport service, and the tra-
ditions of these experiences have largely determined the Urantian
concept of angels. In observing a transport seraphim being made
ready to receive a passenger for interplanetary transit, there may be
seen what are apparently double sets of wings extending from the
head to the foot of the angel. In reality these wings are energy in-
sulators — friction shields.

13 ¶ When celestial beings are to be enseraphimed for transfer
from one world to another, they are brought to the headquarters
of the sphere and, a er due registry, are inducted into the transit
sleep. Meantime, the transport seraphim moves into a horizontal
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position immediately above the universe energy pole of the planet.
While the energy shields are wide open, the sleeping personality is
skillfully deposited, by the officiating seraphic assistants, directly
on top of the transport angel. en both the upper and lower pairs
of shields are carefully closed and adjusted.

14 And now, under the in uence of the transformers and the
transmitters, a strange metamorphosis begins as the seraphim is
made ready to swing into the energy currents of the universe cir-
cuits. To outward appearance the seraphim grows pointed at both
extremities and becomes so enshrouded in a queer light of amber
hue that very soon it is impossible to distinguish the enseraphimed
personality. When all is in readiness for departure, the chief of
transportmakes the proper inspection of the carriage of life, carries
out the routine tests to ascertain whether or not the angel is prop-
erly encircuited, and then announces that the traveller is properly
enseraphimed, that the energies are adjusted, that the angel is in-
sulated, and that everything is in readiness for the departing ash.

e mechanical controllers, two of them, next take their positions.
By this time the transport seraphim has become an almost trans-
parent, vibrating, torpedo-shaped outline of glistening luminosity.
Now the transport dispatcher of the realm summons the auxiliary
batteries of the living energy transmitters, usually 1,000 innumber;
as he announces the destination of the transport, he reaches out
and touches the near point of the seraphic carriage, which shoots
forward with lightninglike speed, leaving a trail of celestial lumi-
nosity as far as the planetary atmospheric investment extends. In
less than 10 minutes the marvellous spectacle will be lost even to
reinforced seraphic vision.

15 ¶ While planetary space reports are received at noon at the
meridian of the designated spiritual headquarters, the transporters
are dispatched from this same place at midnight. at is the most
favourable time for departure and is the standard hour when not
otherwise speci ed.

16 6. e Recorders. ese are the custodians of the major af-
fairs of the planet as it functions as a part of the system, and as
it is related to, and concerned in, the universe government. ey
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function in the recording of planetary affairs but are not concerned
with matters of individual life and existence.

17 7. e Reserves. e Satania reserve corps of the planetary
seraphim is maintained on Jerusem in close association with the
reserves of the Material Sons. ese abundant reserves repletely
provide for every phase of the manifold activities of this seraphic
order. ese angels are also the personal message bearers of the lo-
cal systems. ey serve transitionmortals, angels, and theMaterial
Sons aswell as others domiciled on the systemheadquarters. While
Urantia is, at present, outside the spiritual circuits of Satania and
Norlatiadek, you are otherwise in intimate touch with interplane-
tary affairs, for these messengers from Jerusem frequently come to
this world as to all the other spheres of the system.

6. TRANSITION MINISTERS
1 As their namemight suggest, seraphim of transitionalministry

serve wherever they can contribute to creature transition from the
material to the spiritual estate. ese angels serve from the inhab-
ited worlds to the system capitals, but those in Satania at present
direct their greatest efforts toward the education of the surviving
mortals on the 7 mansion worlds. is ministry is diversi ed in
accordance with the following 7 orders of assignment:

2 1. Seraphic Evangels.
3 2. Racial Interpreters.
4 3. Mind Planners.
5 4. Morontia Counsellors.
6 5. Technicians.
7 6. Recorder-Teachers.
8 7. Ministering Reserves.
9 ¶ More about these seraphic ministers to transitional ascen-

ders you will learn in connection with the narratives dealing with
the mansion worlds and the morontia life.

7. SERAPHIM OF THE FUTURE
1 ese angels do notminister extensively except in older realms

and on the more advanced planets of Nebadon. Large numbers of
them are held in reserve on the seraphic worlds near Salvington,
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where they are engaged in pursuits relevant to the sometime dawn-
ing of the age of light and life inNebadon. ese seraphimdo func-
tion in connection with the ascendant-mortal career but minister
almost exclusively to those mortals who survive by some one of the
modi ed orders of ascension.

2 Inasmuch as these angels are not now directly concerned with
either Urantia or Urantians, it is deemed best to withhold the de-
scription of their fascinating activities.

8. SERAPHIC DESTINY
1 Seraphim are of origin in the local universes, and in these very

realms of their nativity some achieve service destiny. With the help
and counsel of the senior archangels some seraphim may be ele-
vated to the exalted duties of Brilliant Evening Stars, while others
attain the status and service of the unrevealed co-ordinates of the
Evening Stars. Still other adventures in local universe destiny may
be attempted, but Seraphington ever remains the eternal goal of all
angels. Seraphington is the angelic threshold to Paradise andDeity
attainment, the transition sphere from the ministry of time to the
exalted service of eternity.

2 ¶ Seraphim may attain Paradise in scores — hundreds — of
ways, but the most important as elaborated in these narratives are
the following:

3 1. To gain admission to the Paradise seraphic abode in a per-
sonal capacity by achieving perfection of specialized service as a ce-
lestial artisan, a Technical Adviser, or a Celestial Recorder. To be-
come a Paradise Companion and, having thus attained the centre
of all things, perhaps then to become an eternal minister and ad-
viser to the seraphic orders and others.

4 2. To be summoned to Seraphington. Under certain condi-
tions seraphim are commanded on high; in other circumstances
angels sometimes achieve Paradise in a much shorter time than
mortals. But no matter how tted any seraphic pair may be, they
cannot initiate departure for Seraphington or elsewhere. None but
successful destiny guardians can be sure of proceeding to Paradise
by a progressive path of evolutionary ascent. All others must pa-
tiently await the arrival of the Paradise messengers of the tertiary
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supernaphim who come with the summons commanding them to
appear on high.

5 3. To attain Paradise by the evolutionary mortal technique.
e supreme choice of seraphim in the career of time is the post of

guardian angel in order that they may attain the career of nality
and be quali ed for assignment to the eternal spheres of seraphic
service. Such personal guides of the children of time are called
guardians of destiny, signifying that they guard mortal creatures in
the path of divine destiny, and that in so doing they are determin-
ing their own high destiny.

6 Guardians of destiny are drawn from the ranks of the more ex-
perienced angelic personalities of all orders of seraphim who have
quali ed for this service. All surviving mortals of Adjuster-fusion
destiny have temporary guardians assigned, and these associates
may become permanently attached when mortal survivors attain
the requisite intellectual and spiritual development. Before mortal
ascenders leave the mansion worlds, they all have permanent se-
raphic associates. is group of ministering spirits is discussed in
connection with the Urantia narratives.

7 ¶ It is not possible for angels to attain God from the human
level of origin, for they are created a “little higher than you”; but it
has been wisely arranged that, while they cannot possibly start up
from the very bottom, the spiritual lowlands of mortal existence,
they may go down to those who do start from the bottom and pi-
lot such creatures, step by step, world by world, to the portals of
Havona. When mortal ascenders leave Uversa to begin the circles
of Havona, those guardians of attachment subsequent to the life
in the esh will bid their pilgrim associates a temporary farewell
while they journey to Seraphington, the angelic destination of the
grand universe. Here will these guardians attempt, and undoubt-
edly achieve, the 7 circles of seraphic light.

8 Many, but not all, of those seraphim assigned as destiny
guardians during the material life accompany their mortal asso-
ciates through the Havona circles, and certain other seraphim pass
through the circuits of the central universe in a way that is wholly
different from the mortal ascent. But irrespective of the route of
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ascent, all evolutionary seraphim traverse Seraphington, and the
majority pass through this experience instead of the Havona cir-
cuits.

9 ¶ Seraphington is the destiny sphere for angels, and their at-
tainment of this world is quite different from the experiences of
the mortal pilgrims on Ascendington. Angels are not absolutely
sure of their eternal future until they have attained Seraphington.
No angel attaining Seraphington has ever been known to go astray;
sin will never nd response in the heart of a seraphim of comple-
tion.

10 e graduates of Seraphington are variously assigned: Destiny
guardians of Havona-circle experience usually enter the Mortal Fi-
naliter Corps. Other guardians, having passed their Havona sep-
aration tests, frequently rejoin their mortal associates on Paradise,
and some become the everlasting associates of themortal naliters,
while others enter the various nonmortal naliter corps, and many
are mustered into the Corps of Seraphic Completion.

9. THE CORPS OF SERAPHIC COMPLETION
1 A er attainment of the Father of spirits and admission to the

seraphic service of completion, angels are sometimes assigned to
the ministry of worlds settled in light and life. ey gain attach-
ment to the high trinitized beings of the universes and to the ex-
alted services of Paradise and Havona. ese seraphim of the lo-
cal universes have experientially compensated the differential in di-
vinity potential formerly setting them apart from the ministering
spirits of the central and superuniverses. Angels of the Seraphic
Corps of Completion serve as associates of the superuniverse sec-
onaphim and as assistants to the high Paradise-Havona orders of
supernaphim. For such angels the career of time is nished; hence-
forth and forever they are the servants of God, the consorts of di-
vine personalities, and the peers of the Paradise naliters.

2 Large numbers of the completion seraphim return to their na-
tive universes, there to complement the ministry of divine endow-
ment by the ministry of experiential perfection. Nebadon is, com-
paratively speaking, one of the younger universes and therefore
does not have somany of these returned Seraphington graduates as
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would be found in an older realm; nonetheless our local universe is
adequately supplied with the completion seraphim, for it is signi -
cant that the evolutionary realms disclose increasing need for their
services as they near the status of light and life. Completion sera-
phim now serve more extensively with the supreme orders of sera-
phim, but some serve with each of the other angelic orders. Even
yourworld enjoys the extensiveministry of 12 specialized groups of
the Seraphic Corps of Completion; thesemaster seraphim of plan-
etary supervision accompany each newly commissioned Planetary
Prince to the inhabited worlds.

3 Many fascinating avenues of ministry are open to the com-
pletion seraphim, but just as they all craved assignment as destiny
guardians in the pre-Paradise days, so in the post-Paradise expe-
rience they most desire to serve as bestowal attendants of the in-
carnated Paradise Sons. ey are still supremely devoted to that
universal plan of starting the mortal creatures of the evolutionary
worlds out upon the long and enticing journey towards the Para-
dise goal of divinity and eternity. roughout the whole mortal
adventure of nding God and of achieving divine perfection, these
spirit ministers of seraphic completion, together with the faithful
ministering spirits of time, are always and forever your true friends
and unfailing helpers.

ahb

4 [Presented by a Melchizedek acting by request of the Chief of
the Seraphic Hosts of Nebadon.]



PAPER №40
THE ASCENDING SONS OF GOD

Mighty Messenger

AS IN many of the major groups of universe beings, seven
general classes of the Ascending Sons of God have been
revealed:

2 1. Father-fused Mortals.
3 2. Son-fused Mortals.
4 3. Spirit-fused Mortals.
5 4. Evolutionary Seraphim.
6 5. Ascending Material Sons.
7 6. Translated Midwayers.
8 7. Personalized Adjusters.
9 ¶ e story of these beings, from the lowly animal-originmor-

tals of the evolutionary worlds to the Personalized Adjusters of the
Universal Father, presents a glorious recital of the unstinted be-
stowal of divine love and gracious condescension throughout all
time and in all universes of the far- ung creation of the Paradise
Deities.

10 ese presentations began with a description of the Deities,
and group by group, the narrative has descended the universal scale
of living beings until it has reached the lowest order of life endowed
with the potential of immortality; and now am I dispatched from
Salvington—onetime amortal of origin on an evolutionary world
of space — to elaborate and continue the recital of the eternal pur-
pose of the Gods respecting the ascending orders of sonship, more
particularly with regard to the mortal creatures of time and space.

11 Since the greater part of this narrative will be devoted to a dis-
cussion of the three basic orders of ascending mortals, considera-
tion will rst be given to the nonmortal ascending orders of son-
ship — seraphic, Adamic, midwayer, and Adjuster.

1. EVOLUTIONARY SERAPHIM
1 Mortal creatures of animal origin are not the only beings priv-

ileged to enjoy sonship; the angelic hosts also share the super-
nal opportunity to attain Paradise. Guardian seraphim, through
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experience and service with the ascending mortals of time, also
achieve the status of ascendant sonship. Such angels attain Para-
dise through Seraphington, and many are even mustered into the
Corps of Mortal Finality.

2 To climb to the supernal heights of naliter sonship with God
is amasterly achievement for an angel, an accomplishment far tran-
scending your attainment of eternal survival through the plan of
the Eternal Son and the ever-present help of the indwelling Ad-
juster; but the guardian seraphim, and occasionally others, do ac-
tually effect such ascensions.

2. ASCENDING MATERIAL SONS
1 e Material Sons of God are created in the local universe

along with the Melchizedeks and their associates, who are all clas-
si ed as descending Sons. And indeed, the Planetary Adams —
theMaterial Sons andDaughters of the evolutionary worlds— are
descending Sons, coming down to the inhabited worlds from their
spheres of origin, the capitals of the local systems.

2 When such an Adam and Eve are wholly successful in their
joint planetary mission as biologic upli ers, they share the destiny
of the inhabitants of their world. When such a world is settled in
the advanced stages of light and life, this faithful Material Son and
Daughter are permitted to resign all planetary administrative du-
ties, and a er being thus liberated from the descending adventure,
they are permitted to register themselves as perfectedMaterial Sons
on the records of the local universe. Likewise, when planetary as-
signment is long delayed,may theMaterial Sons of stationary status
— the citizens of the local systems — withdraw from the activities
of their status spheres and similarly register as perfected Material
Sons. A er these formalities such liberated Adams and Eves are ac-
credited as ascending Sons of God and may immediately begin the
long journey to Havona and Paradise, starting at the exact point of
their then present status and spiritual attainment. And they make
this journey in companywith themortal and other ascending Sons,
continuing until they have foundGod andhave achieved theCorps
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of Mortal Finality in the eternal service of the Paradise Deities.

3. TRANSLATED MIDWAYERS
1 Although deprived of the immediate bene ts of the planetary

bestowals of the descending Sons of God, though the Paradise as-
cent is long deferred, nevertheless, soon a er an evolutionary pla-
net has attained the intermediate epochs of light and life (if not
before), both groups of midway creatures are released from plan-
etary duty. Sometimes the majority of them are translated, along
with their human cousins, on the day of the descent of the tem-
ple of light and the elevation of the Planetary Prince to the dignity
of Planetary Sovereign. Upon being relieved of planetary service,
both orders are registered in the local universe as ascending Sons
of God and immediately begin the long Paradise ascent by the very
routes ordained for the progression of the mortal races of the ma-
terial worlds. e primary group are destined to various naliter
corps, but the secondary or Adamic midwayers are all routed for
enrolment in the Mortal Corps of Finality.

4. PERSONALIZED ADJUSTERS
1 When themortals of time fail to achieve the eternal survival of

their souls in planetary association with the spirit gi s of the Uni-
versal Father, such failure is never in anyway due to neglect of duty,
ministry, service, or devotion on the part of the Adjuster. At mor-
tal death, such deserted Monitors return to Divinington, and sub-
sequently, following the adjudication of the nonsurvivor, they may
be reassigned to the worlds of time and space. Sometimes, a er re-
peated services of this sort or following some unusual experience,
such as functioning as the indwelling Adjuster of an incarnated be-
stowal Son, these efficient Adjusters are personalized by the Uni-
versal Father.

2 Personalized Adjusters are beings of a unique and unfath-
omable order. Originally of existential prepersonal status, they
have experientialized by participation in the lives and careers of the
lowly mortals of the material worlds. And since the personality
bestowed upon these experienced ought Adjusters takes origin,
and has its wellspring, in the Universal Father’s personal and con-
tinuing ministry of the bestowals of experiential personality upon
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his creature creation, these Personalized Adjusters are classi ed as
ascending Sons of God, the highest of all such orders of sonship.

5. MORTALS OF TIME AND SPACE
1 Mortals represent the last link in the chain of those beings who

are called sons of God. e personal touch of the Original and
Eternal Son passes on down through a series of decreasingly divine
and increasingly human personalizations until there arrives a being
much like yourselves, one you can see, hear, and touch. And then
you are made spiritually aware of the great truth which your faith
may grasp — sonship with the eternal God!

2 Likewise does the Original and In nite Spirit, by a long series
of decreasingly divine and increasingly human orders, draw nearer
and nearer to the struggling creatures of the realms, reaching the
limit of expression in the angels — than whom you were created
but a little lower — who personally guard and guide you in the life
journey of the mortal career of time.

3 God the Father does not, cannot, thus downstep himself to
make such near personal contact with the almost limitless number
of ascending creatures throughout the universe of universes. But
the Father is not deprived of personal contact with his lowly crea-
tures; you are not without the divine presence. Although God the
Father cannot be with you by direct personality manifestation, he
is in you and of you in the identity of the indwelling ought Ad-
justers, the divine Monitors. us does the Father, who is the far-
thest from you in personality and in spirit, draw the nearest to you
in the personality circuit and in the spirit touch of inner commu-
nion with the very souls of his mortal sons and daughters.

4 ¶ Spirit identi cation constitutes the secret of personal sur-
vival and determines the destiny of spiritual ascension. And since
the ought Adjusters are the only spirits of fusion potential to be
identi ed with man during the life in the esh, the mortals of time
and space are primarily classi ed in accordance with their relation
to these divine gi s, the indwelling Mystery Monitors. is classi-
cation is as follows:
5 1. Mortals of the transient or experiential Adjuster sojourn.
6 2. Mortals of the non-Adjuster-fusion types.
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7 3. Mortals of Adjuster-fusion potential.
8 ¶ Series one — mortals of the transient or experiential Adjuster

sojourn. is series designation is temporary for any evolving pla-
net, beingusedduring the early stages of all inhabitedworlds except
those of the second series.

9 Mortals of series one inhabit the worlds of space during the
earlier epochs of the evolution of mankind and embrace the most
primitive types of humanminds. Onmanyworlds like pre-Adamic
Urantia great numbers of the higher and more advanced types of
primitive men acquire survival capacity but fail to attain Adjuster
fusion. For ages upon ages, before man’s ascent to the level of
higher spiritual volition, the Adjusters occupy the minds of these
struggling creatures during their short lives in the esh, and themo-
ment suchwill creatures are indwelt by Adjusters, the group guard-
ian angels begin to function. While these mortals of the rst series
do not have personal guardians, they do have group custodians.

10 An experiential Adjuster remains with a primitive human be-
ing throughout his entire lifetime in the esh. e Adjusters con-
tribute much to the advancement of primitive men but are unable
to form eternal unions with such mortals. is transient ministry
of the Adjusters accomplishes two things: First, they gain valuable
and actual experience in the nature and working of the evolution-
ary intellect, an experience which will be invaluable in connection
with later contacts on other worlds with beings of higher develop-
ment. Second, the transient sojourn of the Adjusters contributes
much towards preparing their mortal subjects for possible subse-
quent Spirit fusion. AllGod-seeking souls of this type achieve eter-
nal life through the spiritual embrace of the Mother Spirit of the
local universe, thus becoming ascending mortals of the local uni-
verse regime. Many persons from pre-Adamic Urantia were thus
advanced to the mansion worlds of Satania.

11 ¶ e Gods who ordained that mortal man should climb to
higher levels of spiritual intelligence through long ages of evolu-
tionary trials and tribulations, take note of his status and needs at
every stage of the ascent; and always are they divinely fair and just,
even charminglymerciful, in the nal judgments of these struggling
mortals of the early days of the evolving races.
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12 ¶ Series two — mortals of the non-Adjuster-fusion types. ese
are specialized types of human beings who are not able to effect
eternal union with their indwelling Adjusters. Type classi cation
among the one-, two-, and three-brained races is not a factor in
Adjuster fusion; all such mortals are akin, but these non-Adjuster-
fusion types are a wholly different and markedly modi ed order of
will creatures. Many of the nonbreathers belong to this series, and
there are numerous other groups who do not ordinarily fuse with
Adjusters.

13 Like series number one, each member of this group enjoys the
ministry of a single Adjuster during lifetime in the esh. During
temporal life these Adjusters do everything for their subjects of
temporary indwelling that is done on other worlds where the mor-
tals are of fusion potential. e mortals of this second series are
o en indwelt by virgin Adjusters, but the higher human types are
o en in liaison with masterful and experienced Monitors.

14 In the ascendant plan for upstepping the animal-origin crea-
tures, these beings enjoy the same devoted service of the Sons of
God as is extended to theUrantia type of mortals. Seraphic co-op-
eration with Adjusters on the nonfusion planets is just as fully pro-
vided as on the worlds of fusion potential; the guardians of destiny
minister on such spheres just as on Urantia and similarly function
at the time of mortal survival, at which time the surviving soul be-
comes Spirit fused.

15 When you encounter thesemodi edmortal types on theman-
sion worlds, you will nd no difficulty in communicating with
them. ere they speak the same system language but by a mod-
i ed technique. ese beings are identical with your order of crea-
ture life in spirit and personality manifestations, differing only in
certain physical features and in the fact that they are nonfusible
with ought Adjusters.

16 As to just why this type of creature is never able to fuse with
the Adjusters of the Universal Father, I am unable to say. Some
of us incline to the belief that the Life Carriers, in their efforts to
formulate beings capable of maintaining existence in an unusual
planetary environment, are confronted with the necessity of mak-
ing such radical modi cations in the universe plan of intelligent
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will creatures that it becomes inherently impossible to bring about
permanent union with the Adjusters. O en have we asked: Is this
an intended or an unintended part of the ascension plan? but we
have not found the answer.

17 ¶ Series three — mortals of Adjuster-fusion potential. All Fa-
ther-fused mortals are of animal origin, just like the Urantia races.

ey embrace mortals of the one-brained, two-brained, and three-
brained types of Adjuster-fusion potential. Urantians are of the in-
termediate or two-brained type, being inmanyways humanly supe-
rior to the one-brained groups but de nitely limited in comparison
with the three-brained orders. ese three types of physical-brain
endowment are not factors in Adjuster bestowal, in seraphic ser-
vice, or in any other phase of spirit ministry. e intellectual and
spiritual differential between the three brain types characterizes in-
dividuals who are otherwise quite alike in mind endowment and
spiritual potential, being greatest in the temporal life and tending
to diminish as the mansion worlds are traversed one by one. From
the system headquarters on, the progression of these three types is
the same, and their eventual Paradise destiny is identical.

18 ¶ e unnumbered series. ese narratives cannot possibly em-
brace all of the fascinating variations in the evolutionary worlds.
You know that every tenth world is a decimal or experimental pla-
net, but you know nothing of the other variables that punctuate
the processional of the evolutionary spheres. ere are differences
too numerous to narrate even between the revealed orders of living
creatures as between planets of the same group, but this presenta-
tion makes clear the essential differences in relation to the ascen-
sion career. And the ascension career is the most important factor
in any consideration of the mortals of time and space.

19 ¶ As to the chances of mortal survival, let it be made forever
clear: All souls of every possible phase of mortal existence will sur-
vive provided theymanifest willingness to co-operatewith their in-
dwelling Adjusters and exhibit a desire to nd God and to attain
divine perfection, even though these desires be but the rst faint
ickers of the primitive comprehension of that “true light which
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lights every man who comes into the world.”

6. THE FAITH SONS OF GOD
1 e mortal races stand as the representatives of the lowest or-

der of intelligent and personal creation. You mortals are divinely
beloved, and every one of you may choose to accept the certain
destiny of a glorious experience, but you are not yet by nature of
the divine order; you are wholly mortal. You will be reckoned as
ascending sons the instant fusion takes place, but the status of the
mortals of time and space is that of faith sons prior to the event of
the nal amalgamation of the survivingmortal soul with some type
of eternal and immortal spirit.

2 It is a solemn and supernal fact that such lowly and material
creatures as Urantia human beings are the sons of God, faith chil-
dren of the Highest. “Behold, what manner of love the Father has
bestowed upon us that we should be called the sons of God.” “As
many as received him, to them gave he the power to recognize that
they are the sons of God.” While “it does not yet appear what you
shall be,” even now “you are the faith sons of God”; “for you have
not received the spirit of bondage again to fear, but you have re-
ceived the spirit of sonship, whereby you cry, ‘our Father.’” Spoke
the prophet of old in the name of the eternal God: “Even to them
will I give in my house a place and a name better than sons; I will
give them an everlasting name, one that shall not be cut off.” “And
because you are sons, God has sent forth the spirit of his Son into
your hearts.”

3 All evolutionary worlds of mortal habitation harbour these
faith sons of God, sons of grace and mercy, mortal beings belong-
ing to the divine family and accordingly called the sons of God.
Urantia mortals are entitled to regard themselves as being the sons
of God because:

4 1. You are sons of spiritual promise, faith sons; you have ac-
cepted the status of sonship. You believe in the reality of your son-
ship, and thus does your sonship with God become eternally real.

5 2. ACreator Son ofGod became one of you; he is your elder
brother in fact; and if in spirit you become truly related brothers of
Christ, the victorious Michael, then in spirit must you also be sons
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of that Father which you have in common — even the Universal
Father of all.

6 3. You are sons because the spirit of a Son has been poured
out upon you, has been freely and certainly bestowed upon all
Urantia races. is spirit ever draws you toward the divine Son,
who is its source, and toward the Paradise Father, who is the source
of that divine Son.

7 4. Of his divine free-willness, the Universal Father has given
you your creature personalities. You have been endowed with a
measure of that divine spontaneity of freewill action which God
shares with all who may become his sons.

8 5. ere dwells within you a fragment of the Universal Fa-
ther, and you are thus directly related to the divine Father of all the
Sons of God.

7. FATHERFUSED MORTALS
1 e sending of Adjusters, their indwelling, is indeed one of the

unfathomable mysteries of God the Father. ese fragments of the
divine nature of theUniversal Father carry with them the potential
of creature immortality. Adjusters are immortal spirits, and union
with them confers eternal life upon the soul of the fused mortal.

2 Your own races of survivingmortals belong to this group of the
ascending Sons of God. You are now planetary sons, evolutionary
creatures derived from theLifeCarrier implantations andmodi ed
by the Adamic-life infusion, hardly yet ascending sons; but you are
indeed sons of ascension potential— even to the highest heights of
glory and divinity attainment—and this spiritual status of ascend-
ing sonship you may attain by faith and by freewill co-operation
with the spiritualizing activities of the indwelling Adjuster. When
you and your Adjusters are nally and forever fused, when you two
are made one, even as in Christ Michael the Son of God and the
Son of Man are one, then in fact have you become the ascending
sons of God.

3 e details of the Adjuster career of indwelling ministry on a
probationary and evolutionary planet are not a part of my assign-
ment; the elaboration of this great truth embraces your whole ca-
reer. I include thementionof certainAdjuster functions in order to
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make a replete statement regarding Adjuster-fused mortals. ese
indwelling fragments of God are with your order of being from the
early days of physical existence through all of the ascending career
in Nebadon and Orvonton and on through Havona to Paradise it-
self. erea er, in the eternal adventure, this same Adjuster is one
with you and of you.

4 ese are the mortals who have been commanded by the Uni-
versal Father, “Be you perfect, even as I am perfect.” e Father
has bestowed himself upon you, placed his own spirit within you;
therefore does he demand ultimate perfection of you. e narra-
tive of human ascent from the mortal spheres of time to the divine
realms of eternity constitutes an intriguing recital not included in
my assignment, but this supernal adventure should be the supreme
study of mortal man.

5 Fusion with a fragment of the Universal Father is equivalent
to a divine validation of eventual Paradise attainment, and such
Adjuster-fused mortals are the only class of human beings who all
traverse the Havona circuits and nd God on Paradise. To the
Adjuster-fused mortal the career of universal service is wide open.
What dignity of destiny and glory of attainment await every one of
you! Do you fully appreciate what has been done for you? Do you
comprehend the grandeur of the heights of eternal achievement
which are spread out before you? — even you who now trudge
on in the lowly path of life through your so-called “vale of tears”?

8. SONFUSED MORTALS
1 While practically all survivingmortals are fused with their Ad-

justers on one of the mansion worlds or immediately upon their
arrival on the higher morontia spheres, there are certain cases of
delayed fusion, some not experiencing this nal surety of survival
until they reach the last educational worlds of the universe head-
quarters; and a few of thesemortal candidates for never-ending life
utterly fail to attain identity fusion with their faithful Adjusters.

2 Suchmortals have beendeemedworthy of survival by the adju-
dicational authorities, and even their Adjusters, by returning from
Divinington, have concurred in their ascension to the mansion
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worlds. Such beings have ascended through a system, a constel-
lation, and through the educational worlds of the Salvington cir-
cuit; they have enjoyed the “seventy times seven” opportunities for
fusion and still have been unable to attain oneness with their Ad-
justers.

3 When it becomes apparent that some synchronizing difficulty
is inhibiting Father fusion, the survival referees of the Creator Son
are convened. And when this court of inquiry, sanctioned by a
personal representative of the Ancients of Days, nally determines
that the ascending mortal is not guilty of any discoverable cause
for failure to attain fusion, they so certify on the records of the
local universe and duly transmit this nding to the Ancients of
Days. ereupon does the indwelling Adjuster return forthwith to
Divinington for con rmation by the Personalized Monitors, and
upon this leave-taking the morontia mortal is immediately fused
with an individualized gi of the spirit of the Creator Son.

4 ¶ Much as the morontia spheres of Nebadon are shared with
the Spirit-fused mortals, so do these Son-fused creatures share the
services of Orvonton with their Adjuster-fused brethren who are
journeying inward towards the far-distant Isle of Paradise. ey
are truly your brethren, and you will greatly enjoy their association
as you pass through the training worlds of the superuniverse.

5 Son-fused mortals are not a numerous group, there being less
than 1,000,000 of them in the superuniverse of Orvonton. Aside
fromresidential destiny onParadise they are in everyway the equals
of their Adjuster-fused associates. ey frequently journey to Par-
adise on superuniverse assignment but seldom permanently reside
there, being, as a class, con ned to the superuniverse of their nativ-
ity.

9. SPIRITFUSED MORTALS
1 Ascending Spirit-fused mortals are not ird Source person-

alities; they are included in the Father’s personality circuit, but
they have fusedwith individualizations of the premind spirit of the

ird Source and Centre. Such Spirit fusion never occurs during
the span of natural life; it takes place only at the time of mortal
reawakening in the morontia existence on the mansion worlds. In
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the fusion experience there is no overlapping; the will creature is
either Spirit fused, Son fused, or Father fused. ose who are Ad-
juster or Father fused are never Spirit or Son fused.

2 ¶ e fact that these types ofmortal creatures are notAdjuster-
fusion candidates does not prevent the Adjusters from indwelling
them during the life in the esh. Adjusters do work in the minds
of such beings during the span of material life but never become
everlastingly one with their pupil souls. During this temporary so-
journ the Adjusters effectively build up the same spirit counterpart
of mortal nature — the soul — that they do in the candidates for
Adjuster fusion. Up to the time of mortal death the work of the
Adjusters is wholly akin to their function in your own races, but
upon mortal dissolution the Adjusters take eternal leave of these
Spirit-fusion candidates and, proceeding directly to Divinington,
the headquarters of all divineMonitors, there await the new assign-
ments of their order.

3 When such sleeping survivors are repersonalized on the man-
sion worlds, the place of the departed Adjuster is lled by an in-
dividualization of the spirit of the Divine Minister, the representa-
tive of the In nite Spirit in the local universe concerned. is spirit
infusion constitutes these surviving creatures Spirit-fused mortals.
Such beings are in every way your equals in mind and spirit; and
they are indeed your contemporaries, sharing themansion andmo-
rontia spheres in commonwith your order of fusion candidates and
with those who are to be Son fused.

4 ¶ ere is, however, one particular in which Spirit-fused mor-
tals differ from their ascendant brethren: Mortal memory of hu-
man experience on the material worlds of origin survives death in
the eshbecause the indwellingAdjuster has acquired a spirit coun-
terpart, or transcript, of those events of human life which were of
spiritual signi cance. But with Spirit-fused mortals there exists no
such mechanism whereby human memory may persist. e Ad-
juster transcripts of memory are full and intact, but these acqui-
sitions are experiential possessions of the departed Adjusters and
are not available to the creatures of their former indwelling, who
therefore awaken in the resurrection halls of the morontia spheres
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of Nebadon as if they were newly created beings, creatures without
consciousness of former existence.

5 Such children of the local universe are enabled to repossess
themselves of much of their former human memory experience
through having it retold by the associated seraphim and cheru-
bim and by consulting the records of the mortal career led by the
recording angels. is they can do with undoubted assurance be-
cause the surviving soul, of experiential origin in the material and
mortal life, while having no memory of mortal events, does have a
residual experiential-recognition-response to these unremembered
events of past experience.

6 When a Spirit-fused mortal is told about the events of the un-
remembered past experience, there is an immediate response of ex-
periential recognition within the soul (identity) of such a survivor
which instantly invests the narrated event with the emotional tinge
of reality and with the intellectual quality of fact; and this dual re-
sponse constitutes the reconstruction, recognition, and validation
of an unremembered facet of mortal experience.

7 Even with Adjuster-fusion candidates, only those human ex-
periences which were of spiritual value are common possessions of
the surviving mortal and the returning Adjuster and hence are im-
mediately remembered subsequent to mortal survival. Concern-
ing those happenings which were not of spiritual signi cance, even
these Adjuster-fusers must depend upon the attribute of recogni-
tion-response in the surviving soul. And since any one event may
have a spiritual connotation to one mortal but not to another, it
becomes possible for a group of contemporary ascenders from the
same planet to pool their store of Adjuster-remembered events and
thus to reconstruct any experiencewhich they had in common, and
which was of spiritual value in the life of any one of them.

8 ¶ While we understand such techniques of memory recon-
struction fairly well, we do not grasp the technique of personal-
ity recognition. Personalities of onetime association mutually re-
spond quite independently of the operation of memory, albeit,
memory itself and the techniques of its reconstruction are neces-
sary to invest suchmutual personality response with the fullness of
recognition.
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9 ¶ A Spirit-fused survivor is also able to learn much about the
life he lived in the esh by revisiting his nativity world subsequent
to the planetary dispensation in which he lived. Such children of
Spirit fusion are enabled to enjoy these opportunities for investi-
gating their human careers since they are in general con ned to the
service of the local universe. ey do not share your high and ex-
alted destiny in the Paradise Corps of the Finality; only Adjuster-
fused mortals or other especially embraced ascendant beings are
mustered into the ranks of those who await the eternal Deity ad-
venture. Spirit-fused mortals are the permanent citizens of the lo-
cal universes; they may aspire to Paradise destiny, but they cannot
be sure of it. In Nebadon their universe home is the eighth group
of worlds encircling Salvington, a destiny-heaven of nature and lo-
cation much like the one envisioned by the planetary traditions of
Urantia.

10. ASCENDANT DESTINIES
1 Spirit-fusedmortals are, generally speaking, con ned to a local

universe; Son-fused survivors are restricted to a superuniverse; Ad-
juster-fused mortals are destined to penetrate the universe of uni-
verses. e spirits of mortal fusion always ascend to the level of
origin; such spirit entities unfailingly return to the sphere of pri-
mal source.

2 Spirit-fusedmortals are of the local universe; they donot, ordi-
narily, ascendbeyond the con nes of their native realm, beyond the
boundaries of the space range of the spirit that pervades them. Son-
fused ascenders likewise rise to the source of spirit endowment, for
much as the Truth Spirit of a Creator Son focalizes in the associ-
ated Divine Minister, so is his “fusion spirit” implemented in the
Re ective Spirits of the higher universes. Such spirit relationship
between the local and the superuniverse levels of God the Seven-
fold may be difficult of explanation but not of discernment, being
unmistakably revealed in those children of the Re ective Spirits—
the secoraphic Voices of the Creator Sons. e ought Adjuster,
hailing from the Father on Paradise, never stops until the mortal
son stands face to face with the eternal God.

3 ¶ e mysterious variable in associative technique whereby a
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mortal being does not or cannot become eternally fused with the
indwelling ought Adjuster may seem to disclose a aw in the as-
cension scheme; Son and Spirit fusion do, super cially, resemble
compensations of unexplained failures in some detail of the Para-
dise-attainment plan; but all such conclusions stand in error; we
are taught that all these happenings unfold in obedience to the es-
tablished laws of the Supreme Universe Rulers.

4 We have analysed this problem and have reached the un-
doubted conclusion that the consignment of all mortals to an ulti-
mate Paradise destiny would be unfair to the time-space universes
inasmuch as the courts of the Creator Sons and of the Ancients
of Days would then be wholly dependent on the services of those
who were in transit to higher realms. And it does seem to be no
more than tting that the local and the superuniverse governments
should each be provided with a permanent group of ascendant cit-
izenship; that the functions of these administrations should be en-
riched by the efforts of certain groups of glori ed mortals who are
of permanent status, evolutionary complements of the abandon-
ters and of the susatia. Now it is quite obvious that the present as-
cension scheme effectively provides the time-space administrations
with just such groups of ascendant creatures; and we have many
times wondered: Does all this represent an intended part of the
all-wise plans of the Architects of the Master Universe designed to
provide the Creator Sons and the Ancients of Days with a perma-
nent ascendant population? with evolved orders of citizenship that
will become increasingly competent to carry forward the affairs of
these realms in the universe ages to come?

5 ¶ atmortal destinies do thus vary in no wise proves that one
is necessarily greater or lesser than another, merely that they differ.
Adjuster-fused ascenders do indeed have a grand and glorious ca-
reer as naliters spread out before them in the eternal future, but
this does not mean that they are preferred above their ascendant
brethren. ere is no favouritism, nothing arbitrary, in the selec-
tive operation of the divine plan of mortal survival.

6 ¶ While the Adjuster-fused naliters obviously enjoy the
widest service opportunity of all, the attainment of this goal au-
tomatically shuts them off from the chance to participate in the
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agelong struggle of some one universe or superuniverse, from the
earlier and less settled epochs to the later and established eras of
relative perfection attainment. Finaliters acquire a marvellous and
far- ung experience of transient service in all seven segments of
the grand universe, but they do not ordinarily acquire that inti-
mate knowledge of any one universe which even now characterizes
the Spirit-fused veterans of the Nebadon Corps of Completion.

ese individuals enjoy an opportunity to witness the ascending
processional of the planetary ages as they unfold one by one on
10,000,000 inhabited worlds. And in the faithful service of such
local universe citizens, experience superimposes upon experience
until the fullness of time ripens that high quality of wisdom which
is engendered by focalized experience — authoritative wisdom —
and this in itself is a vital factor in the settling of any local universe.

7 As it is with the Spirit fusers, so is it with those Son-fusedmor-
tals who have achieved residential status on Uversa. Some of these
beings hail from the earliest epochs of Orvonton, and they rep-
resent a slowly accumulating body of insight-deepening wisdom
which is making ever-augmenting service contributions to the wel-
fare and eventual settlement of the seventh superuniverse.

8 ¶ What the ultimate destiny of these stationary orders of lo-
cal and of superuniverse citizenship will be we do not know, but
it is quite possible that, when the Paradise naliters are pioneer-
ing the expanding frontiers of divinity in the planetary systems of
the rst outer space level, their Son- and Spirit-fused brethren of
the ascendant evolutionary struggle will be acceptably contribut-
ing to the maintenance of the experiential equilibrium of the per-
fected superuniverses while they stand ready to welcome the in-
coming stream of Paradise pilgrims who may, at that distant day,
pour in through Orvonton and its sister creations as a vast spirit-
questing torrent from these nowuncharted and uninhabited galax-
ies of outer space.

9 ¶ While the majority of Spirit fusers serve permanently as cit-
izens of the local universes, all do not. If some phase of their uni-
verse ministry should require their personal presence in the super-
universe, then would such transformations of being be wrought in
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these citizens as would enable them to ascend to the higher uni-
verse; and upon the arrival of the Celestial Guardians with orders
to present such Spirit-fusedmortals at the courts of theAncients of
Days, theywould so ascend, never to return. ey becomewards of
the superuniverse, serving as assistants to the Celestial Guardians
and permanently, save for those few who are in turn summoned to
the service of Paradise and Havona.

10 Like their Spirit-fused brethren, the Son fusers neither tra-
verse Havona nor attain Paradise unless they have undergone cer-
tain modifying transformations. For good and sufficient reasons,
such changes have been wrought in certain Son-fused survivors,
and these beings are to be encountered ever and anon on the seven
circuits of the central universe. us it is that certain numbers of
both the Son- and the Spirit-fused mortals do actually ascend to
Paradise, do attain a goal in many ways equal to that which awaits
the Father-fused mortals.

11 Father-fused mortals are potential naliters; their destination
is the Universal Father, and him they do attain, but within the
purview of the present universe age, naliters, as such, are not des-
tiny attainers. ey remainun nished creatures—sixth-stage spir-
its—andhence nonactive in the evolutionary domains of prelight-
and-life status.

12 When a mortal naliter is Trinity embraced — becomes a
Trinitized Son, such as a Mighty Messenger — then has that
naliter attained destiny, at least for the present universe age.

Mighty Messengers and their fellows may not in the exact sense
be seventh-stage spirits, but in addition to other things the Trinity
embrace endows themwith everything which a naliter will some-
time achieve as a seventh-stage spirit. A er Spirit-fused or Son-
fused mortals are trinitized, they pass through the Paradise experi-
ence with the Adjuster-fused ascenders, with whom they are then
identical in all matters pertaining to superuniverse administration.

eseTrinitized Sons of Selectionor ofAttainment at least for now
are nished creatures, in contrast to the naliters, who are at pre-
sent un nished creatures.

13 ¶ us, in the nal analysis, it would be hardly proper to use
the words “greater” or “lesser” in contrasting the destinies of the
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ascending orders of sonship. Every such son of God shares the fa-
therhood of God, and God loves each of his creature sons alike;
he is no more a respecter of ascendant destinies than is he of the
creatures who may attain such destinies. e Father loves each of
his sons, and that affection is not less than true, holy, divine, un-
limited, eternal, and unique — a love bestowed upon this son and
upon that son, individually, personally, and exclusively. And such
a love utterly eclipses all other facts. Sonship is the supreme rela-
tionship of the creature to the Creator.

14 As mortals you can now recognize your place in the family of
divine sonship and begin to sense the obligation to avail yourselves
of the advantages so freely provided in and by the Paradise plan for
mortal survival, which plan has been so enhanced and illuminated
by the life experience of a bestowal Son. Every facility and all power
have been provided for ensuring your ultimate attainment of the
Paradise goal of divine perfection.

ahb

15 [Presented by aMightyMessenger temporarily attached to the
staff of Gabriel of Salvington.]



PAPER №41
PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF THE LOCAL

UNIVERSE

Archangel

THEcharacteristic space phenomenonwhich sets off each lo-
cal creation from all others is the presence of the Creative
Spirit. AllNebadon is certainly pervadedby the spacepres-

ence of theDivineMinister of Salvington, and such presence just as
certainly terminates at the outer borders of our local universe. at
which is pervaded by our local universe Mother Spirit is Nebadon;
that which extends beyond her space presence is outside Nebadon,
being the extra-Nebadon space regions of the superuniverse of Or-
vonton — other local universes.

2 ¶ While the administrative organization of the grand universe
discloses a clear-cut division between the governments of the cen-
tral, super-, and local universes, and while these divisions are as-
tronomically paralleled in the space separation of Havona and the
7 superuniverses, no such clear lines of physical demarcation set
off the local creations. Even the major and minor sectors of Or-
vonton are (to us) clearly distinguishable, but it is not so easy to
identify the physical boundaries of the local universes. is is be-
cause these local creations are administratively organized in accor-
dance with certain creative principles governing the segmentation
of the total energy charge of a superuniverse, whereas their physical
components, the spheres of space— suns, dark islands, planets, etc.
— take origin primarily from nebulae, and these make their astro-
nomical appearance in accordance with certain precreative (tran-
scendental) plans of the Architects of the Master Universe.

3 One or more — even many — such nebulae may be encom-
passed within the domain of a single local universe even as Ne-
badon was physically assembled out of the stellar and planetary
progeny of Andronover and other nebulae. e spheres of Neba-
don are of diverse nebular ancestry, but they all had a certain min-
imum commonness of space motion which was so adjusted by the
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intelligent efforts of the power directors as to produce our present
aggregation of space bodies, which travel along together as a con-
tiguous unit over the orbits of the superuniverse.

4 Such is the constitution of the local star cloud of Nebadon,
which today swings in an increasingly settled orbit about the Sagit-
tarius centre of that minor sector of Orvonton to which our local
creation belongs.

1. THE NEBADON POWER CENTRES
1 e spiral and other nebulae, the mother wheels of the spheres

of space, are initiated by Paradise force organizers; and following
nebular evolution of gravity response, they are superseded in su-
peruniverse function by the power centres and physical controllers,
who thereupon assume full responsibility for directing the phys-
ical evolution of the ensuing generations of stellar and planetary
offspring. is physical supervision of the Nebadon preuniverse
was, upon the arrival of ourCreator Son, immediately co-ordinated
with his plan for universe organization. Within the domain of this
Paradise Son of God, the Supreme Power Centres and the Mas-
ter Physical Controllers collaborated with the later appearing Mo-
rontia Power Supervisors and others to produce that vast complex
of communication lines, energy circuits, and power lanes which
rmly bind the manifold space bodies of Nebadon into one inte-

grated administrative unit.
2 100 Supreme Power Centres of the fourth order are perma-

nently assigned to our local universe. ese beings receive the in-
coming lines of power from the third-order centres of Uversa and
relay the down-stepped and modi ed circuits to the power centres
of our constellations and systems. ese power centres, in associ-
ation, function to produce the living system of control and equal-
ization which operates to maintain the balance and distribution
of otherwise uctuating and variable energies. Power centres are
not, however, concernedwith transient and local energy upheavals,
such as sun spots and system electric disturbances; light and elec-
tricity are not the basic energies of space; they are secondary and
subsidiary manifestations.

3 e 100 local universe centres are stationed on Salvington,
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where they function at the exact energy centre of that sphere. Ar-
chitectural spheres, such as Salvington, Edentia, and Jerusem, are
lighted, heated, and energized bymethods whichmake them quite
independent of the suns of space. ese spheres were constructed
— made to order — by the power centres and physical controllers
and were designed to exert a powerful in uence over energy distri-
bution. Basing their activities on such focal points of energy con-
trol, the power centres, by their living presences, directionize and
channelize the physical energies of space. And these energy circuits
are basic to all physical-material and morontia-spiritual phenom-
ena.

4 10 Supreme Power Centres of the h order are assigned to
each of Nebadon’s primary subdivisions, the 100 constellations. In
Norlatiadek, your constellation, they are not stationedon thehead-
quarters sphere but are situated at the centre of the enormous stel-
lar system which constitutes the physical core of the constellation.
On Edentia there are 10 associated mechanical controllers and 10
frandalanks who are in perfect and constant liaison with the near-
by power centres.

5 One Supreme Power Centre of the sixth order is stationed at
the exact gravity focus of each local system. In the systemof Satania
the assigned power centre occupies a dark island of space located
at the astronomic centre of the system. Many of these dark islands
are vast dynamos which mobilize and directionize certain space-
energies, and these natural circumstances are effectively utilized by
the Satania Power Centre, whose living mass functions as a liaison
with the higher centres, directing the streams of more materialized
power to theMaster PhysicalControllers on the evolutionary plan-
ets of space.

2. THE SATANIA PHYSICAL CONTROLLERS
1 While the Master Physical Controllers serve with the power

centres throughout the grand universe, their functions in a local
system, such as Satania, are more easy of comprehension. Satania
is one of 100 local systems whichmake up the administrative orga-
nization of the constellation of Norlatiadek, having as immediate
neighbours the systems of Sandmatia, Assuntia, Porogia, Sortoria,
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Rantulia, and Glantonia. e Norlatiadek systems differ in many
respects, but all are evolutionary and progressive, very much like
Satania.

2 Satania itself is composed of over 7,000 astronomical groups,
or physical systems, few of which had an origin similar to that of
your solar system. e astronomic centre of Satania is an enormous
dark island of space which, with its attendant spheres, is situated
not far from the headquarters of the system government.

3 ¶ Except for the presence of the assigned power centre, the su-
pervision of the entire physical-energy system of Satania is centred
on Jerusem. A Master Physical Controller, stationed on this head-
quarters sphere, works in co-ordinationwith the systempower cen-
tre, serving as liaison chief of the power inspectors headquartered
on Jerusem and functioning throughout the local system.

4 e circuitizing and channelizing of energy is supervised by
the 500,000 living and intelligent energy manipulators scattered
throughout Satania. rough the action of such physical control-
lers the supervising power centres are in complete and perfect con-
trol of a majority of the basic energies of space, including the ema-
nations of highly heated orbs and the dark energy-charged spheres.

is group of living entities can mobilize, transform, transmute,
manipulate, and transmit nearly all of the physical energies of or-
ganized space.

5 Life has inherent capacity for the mobilization and transmu-
tation of universal energy. You are familiar with the action of veg-
etable life in transforming the material energy of light into the
varied manifestations of the vegetable kingdom. You also know
something of the method whereby this vegetative energy can be
converted into the phenomena of animal activities, but you know
practically nothing of the technique of the power directors and
the physical controllers, who are endowed with ability tomobilize,
transform, directionize, and concentrate the manifold energies of
space.

6 ¶ ese beings of the energy realms do not directly concern
themselves with energy as a component factor of living creatures,
not even with the domain of physiological chemistry. ey are
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sometimes concerned with the physical preliminaries of life, with
the elaboration of those energy systems which may serve as the
physical vehicles for the living energies of elementary material or-
ganisms. In a way the physical controllers are related to the preliv-
ing manifestations of material energy as the adjutant mind-spirits
are concerned with the prespiritual functions of material mind.

7 ¶ ese intelligent creatures of power control and energy di-
rection must adjust their technique on each sphere in accordance
with thephysical constitution and architecture of that planet. ey
unfailingly utilize the calculations and deductions of their respec-
tive staffs of physicists andother technical advisers regarding the lo-
cal in uence of highly heated suns and other types of supercharged
stars. Even the enormous cold and dark giants of space and the
swarming clouds of star dust must be reckoned with; all of these
material things are concerned in the practical problems of energy
manipulation.

8 e power-energy supervision of the evolutionary inhabited
worlds is the responsibility of the Master Physical Controllers, but
these beings are not responsible for all energy misbehaviour on
Urantia. ere are a number of reasons for such disturbances, some
of which are beyond the domain and control of the physical custo-
dians. Urantia is in the lines of tremendous energies, a small pla-
net in the circuit of enormous masses, and the local controllers
sometimes employ enormous numbers of their order in an effort
to equalize these lines of energy. ey do fairly well with regard to
the physical circuits of Satania but have trouble insulating against
the powerful Norlatiadek currents.

3. OUR STARRY ASSOCIATES
1 ere are upward of 2,000 brilliant suns pouring forth light

and energy in Satania, and your own sun is an average blazing orb.
Of the 30 suns nearest yours, only three are brighter. e Uni-
verse Power Directors initiate the specialized currents of energy
which play between the individual stars and their respective sys-
tems. ese solar furnaces, together with the dark giants of space,
serve the power centres and physical controllers as way stations for
the effective concentrating anddirectionizing of the energy circuits
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of the material creations.
2 e suns of Nebadon are not unlike those of other universes.
e material composition of all suns, dark islands, planets, and

satellites, even meteors, is quite identical. ese suns have an av-
erage diameter of about 1,600,000 km, that of your own solar orb
being slightly less. e largest star in the universe, the stellar cloud
Antares, is 450 times the diameter of your sun and is 60,000,000
times its volume. But there is abundant space to accommodate all
of these enormous suns. ey have just as much comparative el-
bow room in space as one dozen oranges would have if they were
circulating about throughout the interior of Urantia, and were the
planet a hollow globe.

3 ¶ When suns that are too large are thrownoff anebularmother
wheel, they soon break up or form double stars. All suns are orig-
inally truly gaseous, though they may later transiently exist in a
semiliquid state. When your sun attained this quasi-liquid state of
supergas pressure, it was not sufficiently large to split equatorially,
this being one type of double star formation.

4 When less than 0.1 the size of your sun, these ery spheres
rapidly contract, condense, and cool. When upwards of 30 times
its size — rather 30 times the gross content of actual material —
suns readily split into two separate bodies, either becoming the cen-
tres of new systems or else remaining in each other’s gravity grasp
and revolving about a common centre as one type of double star.

5 ¶ e most recent of the major cosmic eruptions in Orvon-
ton was the extraordinary double star explosion, the light of which
reached Urantia in A.D. 1572. is con agration was so intense
that the explosion was clearly visible in broad daylight.

6 ¶ Not all stars are solid, but many of the older ones are. Some
of the reddish, faintly glimmering stars have acquired a density at
the centre of their enormous masses which would be expressed by
saying that 1 cm of such a star, if on Urantia, would weigh 166 kg.

e enormous pressure, accompanied by loss of heat and circulat-
ing energy, has resulted in bringing the orbits of the basic material
units closer and closer together until they now closely approach the
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status of electronic condensation. is process of cooling and con-
traction may continue to the limiting and critical explosion point
of ultimatonic condensation.

7 Most of the giant suns are relatively young; most of the dwarf
stars are old, but not all. e collisional dwarfs may be very young
and may glow with an intense white light, never having known an
initial red stage of youthful shining. Both very young and very
old suns usually shine with a reddish glow. e yellow tinge in-
dicates moderate youth or approaching old age, but the brilliant
white light signi es robust and extended adult life.

8 ¶ While all adolescent suns do not pass through a pulsating
stage, at least not visibly, when looking out into space you may ob-
servemany of these younger stars whose gigantic respiratory heaves
require from 2 to 7 days to complete a cycle. Your own sun still car-
ries a diminishing legacy of the mighty upswellings of its younger
days, but the period has lengthened from the former 3½ day pulsa-
tions to the present 11½ year sunspot cycles.

9 Stellar variables have numerous origins. In some double stars
the tides caused by rapidly changing distances as the two bodies
swing around their orbits also occasion periodic uctuations of
light. ese gravity variations produce regular and recurrent ares,
just as the capture of meteors by the accretion of energy-material
at the surface would result in a comparatively sudden ash of light
which would speedily recede to normal brightness for that sun.
Sometimes a sun will capture a stream of meteors in a line of less-
ened gravity opposition, and occasionally collisions cause stellar
are-ups, but the majority of such phenomena are wholly due to

internal uctuations.
10 In one group of variable stars the period of light uctuation is

directly dependent on luminosity, and knowledge of this fact en-
ables astronomers to utilize such suns as universe lighthouses or ac-
curate measuring points for the further exploration of distant star
clusters. By this technique it is possible tomeasure stellar distances
most precisely up tomore than 1,000,000 light-years. Bettermeth-
ods of space measurement and improved telescopic technique will
sometime more fully disclose the 10 grand divisions of the superu-
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niverse ofOrvonton; youwill at least recognize 8 of these immense
sectors as enormous and fairly symmetrical star clusters.

4. SUN DENSITY
1 emass of your sun is slightly greater than the estimate of your

physicists, who have reckoned it as about 2 × 1030 kg*. It now
exists about halfway between the most dense and the most diffuse
stars, having about 1.5 times the density of water. But your sun
is neither a liquid nor a solid — it is gaseous — and this is true
notwithstanding the difficulty of explaining how gaseous matter
can attain this and even much greater densities.

2 ¶ Gaseous, liquid, and solid states arematters of atomic-molec-
ular relationships, but density is a relationship of space and mass.
Density varies directly with the quantity of mass in space and in-
versely with the amount of space in mass, the space between the
central cores of matter and the particles which whirl around these
centres as well as the space within such material particles.

3 ¶ Cooling stars can be physically gaseous and tremendously
dense at the same time. You are not familiar with the solar super-
gases, but these andother unusual formsofmatter explainhoweven
nonsolid suns can attain a density equal to iron — about the same
as Urantia — and yet be in a highly heated gaseous state and con-
tinue to function as suns. e atoms in these dense supergases are
exceptionally small; they contain fewelectrons. Such sunshave also
largely lost their free ultimatonic stores of energy.

4 One of your near-by suns, which started life with about the
same mass as yours, has now contracted almost to the size of Uran-
tia, having become 40,000 times as dense as your sun. e density
of this hot-cold gaseous-solid is about 61 kg/cm . And still this
sun shines with a faint reddish glow, the senile glimmer of a dying
monarch of light.˚

4.1.2×1030 kg,Note that the current scienti c estimate of Sun’smass is1.98892×1030

kg.
4. …having become sixty thousand times as dense as your sun… Textual consistency and
current scienti c estimates of our sun’s density both support the change to “40,000.” e rst
paragraph of this section states that our sun is about 1.5 times the density of water 1 g/cm ,
and 40,000 times this is 40 kg/cm ; the current scienti c estimate of the sun’s density is 1.4
times the density of water; 40,000 times that is 56 kg/cm . e likely cause of this error in
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5 Most of the suns, however, are not so dense. One of your
nearer neighbours has a density exactly equal to that of your at-
mosphere at sea level. If you were in the interior of this sun, you
wouldbeunable todiscern anything. And temperature permitting,
you could penetrate the majority of the suns which twinkle in the
night sky and notice nomorematter than you perceive in the air of
your earthly living rooms.

6 e massive sun of Veluntia, one of the largest in Orvonton,
has a density only 0.001 that of Urantia’s atmosphere. Were it in
composition similar to your atmosphere and not superheated, it
would be such a vacuum that human beings would speedily suffo-
cate if they were in or on it.

7 Another of theOrvonton giants nowhas a surface temperature
a tri e under 1,600 degrees. Its diameter is over 482,803,200 km
— ample room to accommodate your sun and the present orbit
of the earth. And yet, for all this enormous size, over 40,000,000
times that of your sun, itsmass is only about 30 times greater. ese
enormous suns have an extending fringe that reaches almost from
one to the other.

5. SOLAR RADIATION
1 at the suns of space are not very dense is proved by the steady

streams of escaping light-energies. Too great a density would retain
light by opacity until the light-energy pressure reached the explo-
sion point. ere is a tremendous light or gas pressure within a
sun to cause it to shoot forth such a stream of energy as to pen-
etrate space for millions upon millions of kilometres to energize,
light, and heat the distant planets. 4.6 m of surface of the density
of Urantia would effectually prevent the escape of all X rays and
light-energies from a sun until the rising internal pressure of ac-

the 1955 text is that the number in question was written as a numeral in the manuscript
(40,000 not forty thousand), and the error was caused by a simple keystroke error in which
6 was mis-keyed for 4, creating 60,000 instead of 40,000. When the text was formatted
for printing, the numerals were changed to words, and an error that formerly consisted of
one digit was transformed into an incorrect word. e formatting of words and numbers
for printing is not a revelatory issue; it is a matter of style, and is covered extensively in
the Chicago Manual of Style. ( e problem at 43:1.6 in the text appears to have had an
identical origin, and 42:5.1 in the text is very closely related.)
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cumulating energies resulting from atomic dismemberment over-
came gravity with a tremendous outward explosion.

2 Light, in the presence of the propulsive gases, is highly explo-
sive when con ned at high temperatures by opaque retainingwalls.
Light is real. As you value energy and power on your world, sun-
light would be economical at a million pounds sterling a kilogram.

3 e interior of your sun is a vast X-ray generator. e suns
are supported from within by the incessant bombardment of these
mighty emanations.

4 It requires more than 500,000 years for an X-ray-stimulated
electron towork itsway from the very centre of an average sunup to
the solar surface, whence it starts out on its space adventure, maybe
to warm an inhabited planet, to be captured by ameteor, to partic-
ipate in the birth of an atom, to be attracted by a highly charged
dark island of space, or to nd its space ight terminated by a nal
plunge into the surface of a sun similar to the one of its origin.

5 e X rays of a sun’s interior charge the highly heated and ag-
itated electrons with sufficient energy to carry them out through
space, past the hosts of detaining in uences of intervening matter
and, in spite of divergent gravity attractions, on to the distant sphe-
res of the remote systems. e great energy of velocity required
to escape the gravity clutch of a sun is sufficient to ensure that the
sunbeam will travel on with unabated velocity until it encounters
considerablemasses ofmatter; whereupon it is quickly transformed
into heat with the liberation of other energies.

6 ¶ Energy, whether as light or in other forms, in its ight
through space moves straight forward. e actual particles of ma-
terial existence traverse space like a fusillade. ey go in a straight
and unbroken line or procession except as they are acted on by su-
perior forces, and except as they ever obey the linear-gravity pull
inherent in material mass and the circular-gravity presence of the
Isle of Paradise.

7 ¶ Solar energy may seem to be propelled in waves, but that is
due to the action of coexistent and diverse in uences. A given form
of organized energy does not proceed in waves but in direct lines.

e presence of a second or a third form of force-energy may cause
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the streamunder observation to appear to travel inwavy formation,
just as, in a blinding rainstorm accompanied by a heavy wind, the
water sometimes appears to fall in sheets or to descend in waves.

e raindrops are coming down in a direct line of unbroken pro-
cession, but the action of the wind is such as to give the visible ap-
pearance of sheets of water and waves of raindrops.

8 e action of certain secondary and other undiscovered ener-
gies present in the space regions of your local universe is such that
solar-light emanations appear to execute certain wavy phenomena
as well as to be chopped up into in nitesimal portions of de nite
length andweight. And, practically considered, that is exactlywhat
happens. You can hardly hope to arrive at a better understanding of
the behaviour of light until such a time as you acquire a clearer con-
cept of the interaction and interrelationship of the various space-
forces and solar energies operating in the space regions ofNebadon.
Your present confusion is also due to your incomplete grasp of this
problem as it involves the interassociated activities of the personal
and nonpersonal control of the master universe — the presences,
the performances, and the co-ordination of the Conjoint Actor
and the Unquali ed Absolute.

6. CALCIUM  THE WANDERER OF SPACE
1 In deciphering spectral phenomena, it should be remembered

that space is not empty; that light, in traversing space, is sometimes
slightly modi ed by the various forms of energy and matter which
circulate in all organized space. Some of the lines indicating un-
known matter which appear in the spectra of your sun are due to
modi cations of well-known elements which are oating through-
out space in shattered form, the atomic casualties of the erce en-
counters of the solar elemental battles. Space is pervaded by these
wandering derelicts, especially sodium and calcium.

2 Calcium is, in fact, the chief element of thematter-permeation
of space throughout Orvonton. Our whole superuniverse is sprin-
kled with minutely pulverized stone. Stone is literally the basic
building matter for the planets and spheres of space. e cosmic
cloud, the great space blanket, consists for the most part of the
modi ed atoms of calcium. e stone atom is one of the most
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prevalent and persistent of the elements. It not only endures so-
lar ionization — splitting — but persists in an associative identity
even a er it has been battered by the destructive X rays and shat-
tered by the high solar temperatures. Calcium possesses an indi-
viduality and a longevity excelling all of the more common forms
of matter.

3 ¶ As your physicists have suspected, these mutilated rem-
nants of solar calcium literally ride the light beams for varied dis-
tances, and thus their widespread dissemination throughout space
is tremendously facilitated. e sodium atom, under certain mod-
i cations, is also capable of light and energy locomotion. e cal-
cium feat is all the more remarkable since this element has almost
twice the mass of sodium. Local space-permeation by calcium is
due to the fact that it escapes from the solar photosphere, in mod-
i ed form, by literally riding the outgoing sunbeams. Of all the
solar elements, calcium, notwithstanding its comparative bulk —
containing as it does 20 revolving electrons — is the most success-
ful in escaping from the solar interior to the realms of space. is
explains why there is a calcium layer, a gaseous stone surface, on
the sun 9,600 km thick; and this despite the fact that 19 lighter
elements, and numerous heavier ones, are underneath.

4 Calcium is an active and versatile element at solar tempera-
tures. e stone atom has two agile and loosely attached electrons
in the two outer electronic circuits, which are very close together.
Early in the atomic struggle it loses its outer electron; whereupon
it engages in a masterful act of juggling the 19 electron back and
forth between the 19 and 20 circuits of electronic revolution.
By tossing this 19 electron back and forth between its own orbit
and that of its lost companion more than 25,000 times a second,
a mutilated stone atom is able partially to defy gravity and thus
successfully to ride the emerging streams of light and energy, the
sunbeams, to liberty and adventure. is calcium atommoves out-
ward by alternate jerks of forward propulsion, grasping and letting
go the sunbeam about 25,000 times each second. And this is why
stone is the chief component of the worlds of space. Calcium is the
most expert solar-prison escaper.

5 e agility of this acrobatic calcium electron is indicated by
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the fact that, when tossed by the temperature-X-ray solar forces
to the circle of the higher orbit, it only remains in that orbit for
about 10−6 seconds; but before the electric-gravity power of the
atomic nucleus pulls it back into its old orbit, it is able to complete
1,000,000 revolutions about the atomic centre.

6 ¶ Your sun has parted with an enormous quantity of its cal-
cium, having lost tremendous amounts during the times of its con-
vulsive eruptions in connectionwith the formation of the solar sys-
tem. Much of the solar calcium is now in the outer crust of the sun.

7 ¶ It should be remembered that spectral analyses show only
sun-surface compositions. For example: Solar spectra exhibitmany
iron lines, but iron is not the chief element in the sun. is phe-
nomenon is almost wholly due to the present temperature of the
sun’s surface, a little less than 3,300 degrees, this temperature being
very favourable to the registry of the iron spectrum.

7. SOURCES OF SOLAR ENERGY
1 e internal temperature of many of the suns, even your own,

is much higher than is commonly believed. In the interior of a sun
practically no whole atoms exist; they are all more or less shattered
by the intensive X-ray bombardment which is indigenous to such
high temperatures. Regardless of what material elements may ap-
pear in the outer layers of a sun, those in the interior are rendered
very similar by the dissociative action of the disruptive X rays. X
ray is the great leveler of atomic existence.

2 e surface temperature of your sun is almost 3,300 degrees,
but it rapidly increases as the interior is penetrated until it attains
the unbelievable height of about 19,500,000 degrees in the central
regions. (All of these temperatures refer to your Celsius scale.)

3 ¶ All of these phenomena are indicative of enormous energy
expenditure, and the sources of solar energy, named in the order of
their importance, are:

4 1. Annihilation of atoms and, eventually, of electrons.
5 2. Transmutation of elements, including the radioactive

group of energies thus liberated.
6 3. e accumulation and transmission of certain universal

space-energies.
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7 4. Space matter and meteors which are incessantly diving
into the blazing suns.

8 5. Solar contraction; the cooling and consequent contrac-
tion of a sun yields energy and heat sometimes greater than that
supplied by space matter.

9 6. Gravity action at high temperatures transforms certain
circuitized power into radiative energies.

10 7. Recaptive light and other matter which are drawn back
into the sun a er having le it, together with other energies having
extrasolar origin.

11 ¶ ere exists a regulating blanket of hot gases (sometimes
millions of degrees in temperature) which envelops the suns, and
which acts to stabilize heat loss and otherwise prevent hazardous
uctuations of heat dissipation. During the active life of a sun

the internal temperature of 19,500,000 degrees remains about the
same quite regardless of the progressive fall of the external temper-
ature.

12 ¶ You might try to visualize 19,500,000 degrees of heat, in as-
sociation with certain gravity pressures, as the electronic boiling
point. Under such pressure and at such temperature all atoms are
degraded and broken up into their electronic and other ancestral
components; even the electrons and other associations of ultima-
tons may be broken up, but the suns are not able to degrade the
ultimatons.

13 ese solar temperatures operate to enormously speed up the
ultimatons and the electrons, at least such of the latter as continue
tomaintain their existence under these conditions. Youwill realize
what high temperaturemeans by way of the acceleration of ultima-
tonic and electronic activities when you pause to consider that one
drop of ordinary water contains over one billion trillions of atoms.

is is the energy of more than 100 horsepower exerted continu-
ously for twoyears. e total heat nowgivenoutby the solar system
sun each second is sufficient to boil all the water in all the oceans
on Urantia in just one second of time.

14 ¶ Only those suns which function in the direct channels of the
main streams of universe energy can shine on forever. Such solar
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furnaces blaze on inde nitely, being able to replenish their mate-
rial losses by the intake of space-force and analogous circulating en-
ergy. But stars far removed from these chief channels of recharging
are destined to undergo energy depletion — gradually cool off and
eventually burn out.

15 Such dead or dying suns can be rejuvenated by collisional im-
pact or can be recharged by certain nonluminous energy islands
of space or through gravity-robbery of near-by smaller suns or sys-
tems. e majority of dead suns will experience revivi cation by
these or other evolutionary techniques. ose which are not thus
eventually recharged are destined to undergo disruption by mass
explosion when the gravity condensation attains the critical level
of ultimatonic condensation of energy pressure. Such disappear-
ing suns thus become energy of the rarest form, admirably adapted
to energize other more favourably situated suns.

8. SOLARENERGY REACTIONS
1 In those suns which are encircuited in the space-energy chan-

nels, solar energy is liberated by various complex nuclear-reaction
chains, themost common ofwhich is the hydrogen-carbon-helium
reaction. In this metamorphosis, carbon acts as an energy catalyst
since it is in no way actually changed by this process of converting
hydrogen into helium. Under certain conditions of high tempera-
ture the hydrogen penetrates the carbon nuclei. Since the carbon
cannot hold more than four such protons, when this saturation
state is attained, it begins to emit protons as fast as new ones ar-
rive. In this reaction the ingoing hydrogen particles come forth as
a helium atom.

2 ¶ Reduction of hydrogen content increases the luminosity of
a sun. In the suns destined to burn out, the height of luminosity is
attained at the point of hydrogen exhaustion. Subsequent to this
point, brilliance is maintained by the resultant process of gravity
contraction. Eventually, such a star will become a so-called white
dwarf, a highly condensed sphere.

3 ¶ In large suns — small circular nebulae — when hydrogen is
exhausted and gravity contraction ensues, if such a body is not suf-
ciently opaque to retain the internal pressure of support for the
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outer gas regions, then a sudden collapse occurs. e gravity-elec-
tric changes give origin to vast quantities of tiny particles devoid of
electric potential, and such particles readily escape from the solar
interior, thus bringing about the collapse of a gigantic sun within
a few days. It was such an emigration of these “runaway particles”
that occasioned the collapse of the giant nova of the Andromeda
nebula about 50 years ago. is vast stellar body collapsed in 40
minutes of Urantia time.

4 As a rule, the vast extrusion of matter continues to exist about
the residual cooling sun as extensive clouds of nebular gases. And
all this explains the origin of many types of irregular nebulae, such
as the Crab nebula, which had its origin about 900 years ago, and
which still exhibits the mother sphere as a lone star near the centre
of this irregular nebular mass.

9. SUN STABILITY
1 e larger suns maintain such a gravity control over their elec-

trons that light escapes only with the aid of the powerful X rays.
ese helper rays penetrate all space and are concerned in themain-

tenance of the basic ultimatonic associations of energy. e great
energy losses in the early days of a sun, subsequent to its attainment
ofmaximum temperature—upwards of 19,500,000 degrees—are
not somuch due to light escape as to ultimatonic leakage. ese ul-
timaton energies escape out into space, to engage in the adventure
of electronic association and energy materialization, as a veritable
energy blast during adolescent solar times.

2 ¶ Atoms and electrons are subject to gravity. e ultimatons
are not subject to local gravity, the interplay of material attraction,
but they are fully obedient to absolute or Paradise gravity, to the
trend, the swing, of the universal and eternal circle of the universe
of universes. Ultimatonic energy does not obey the linear or direct
gravity attraction of near-by or remote material masses, but it does
ever swing true to the circuit of the great ellipse of the far- ung
creation.

3 ¶ Your own solar centre radiates almost 1011 tons of actual
matter annually, while the giant suns lose matter at a prodigious
rate during their earlier growth, the rst billion years. A sun’s
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life becomes stable a er the maximum of internal temperature is
reached, and the subatomic energies begin to be released. And it is
just at this critical point that the larger suns are given to convulsive
pulsations.

4 Sun stability is wholly dependent on the equilibrium between
gravity-heat contention — tremendous pressures counterbalanced
by unimagined temperatures. e interior gas elasticity of the suns
upholds the overlying layers of varied materials, and when gravity
and heat are in equilibrium, the weight of the outer materials ex-
actly equals the temperature pressure of the underlying and inte-
rior gases. In many of the younger stars continued gravity conden-
sation produces ever-heightening internal temperatures, and as in-
ternal heat increases, the interior X-ray pressure of supergas winds
becomes so great that, in connectionwith the centrifugalmotion, a
sun begins to throw its exterior layers off into space, thus redressing
the imbalance between gravity and heat.

5 Your own sun has long since attained relative equilibrium be-
tween its expansion and contraction cycles, those disturbances
whichproduce the gigantic pulsations ofmanyof the younger stars.
Your sun is now passing out of its six billionth year. At the present
time it is functioning through the period of greatest economy. It
will shine on as of present efficiency formore than 2.5×1010 years.
It will probably experience a partially efficient period of decline as
long as the combined periods of its youth and stabilized function.

10. ORIGIN OF INHABITED WORLDS
1 Some of the variable stars, in or near the state ofmaximumpul-

sation, are in process of giving origin to subsidiary systems, many
of which will eventually be much like your own sun and its revolv-
ing planets. Your sun was in just such a state of mighty pulsation
when the massive Angona system swung into near approach, and
the outer surface of the sunbegan to erupt veritable streams—con-
tinuous sheets — of matter. is kept up with ever-increasing vi-
olence until nearest apposition, when the limits of solar cohesion
were reached and a vast pinnacle of matter, the ancestor of the so-
lar system, was disgorged. In similar circumstances the closest ap-
proach of the attracting body sometimes draws off whole planets,
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even a ¼ or ⅓ of a sun. ese major extrusions form certain pe-
culiar cloud-bound types of worlds, spheres much like Jupiter and
Saturn.

2 e majority of solar systems, however, had an origin entirely
different from yours, and this is true even of those which were pro-
duced by gravity-tidal technique. But no matter what technique
of world building obtains, gravity always produces the solar system
type of creation; that is, a central sun or dark island with planets,
satellites, subsatellites, and meteors.

3 ¶ e physical aspects of the individual worlds are largely de-
termined by mode of origin, astronomical situation, and physical
environment. Age, size, rate of revolution, and velocity through
space are also determining factors. Both the gas-contraction and
the solid-accretion worlds are characterized by mountains and,
during their earlier life, when not too small, by water and air. e
molten-split and collisional worlds are sometimes without exten-
sive mountain ranges.

4 During the earlier ages of all these new worlds, earthquakes
are frequent, and they are all characterized by great physical dis-
turbances; especially is this true of the gas-contraction spheres, the
worlds born of the immense nebular rings which are le behind in
the wake of the early condensation and contraction of certain indi-
vidual suns. Planets having a dual origin like Urantia pass through
a less violent and stormy youthful career. Even so, your world expe-
rienced an early phase of mighty upheavals, characterized by volca-
noes, earthquakes, oods, and terri c storms.

5 ¶ Urantia is comparatively isolated on the outskirts of Satania,
your solar system, with one exception, being the farthest removed
from Jerusem, while Satania itself is next to the outermost system
of Norlatiadek, and this constellation is now traversing the outer
fringe of Nebadon. You were truly among the least of all creation
until Michael’s bestowal elevated your planet to a position of hon-
our and great universe interest. Sometimes the last is rst, while
truly the least becomes greatest.

ahb
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6 [Presented by an Archangel in collaboration with the Chief of
Nebadon Power Centres.]



PAPER №42
ENERGY  MIND AND MATTER

Mighty Messenger

THE foundation of the universe is material in the sense that
energy is the basis of all existence, and pure energy is con-
trolled by the Universal Father. Force, energy, is the one

thingwhich stands as an everlastingmonument demonstrating and
proving the existence and presence of the Universal Absolute. is
vast stream of energy proceeding from the Paradise Presences has
never lapsed, never failed; there has never been a break in the in -
nite upholding.

2 emanipulationof universe energy is ever in accordancewith
the personal will and the all-wisemandates of theUniversal Father.

is personal control ofmanifested power and circulating energy is
modi ed by the co-ordinate acts and decisions of the Eternal Son,
aswell as by the united purposes of the Son and the Father executed
by the Conjoint Actor. ese divine beings act personally and as
individuals; they also function in the persons and powers of an al-
most unlimited number of subordinates, each variously expressive
of the eternal and divine purpose in the universe of universes. But
these functional and provisional modi cations or transmutations
of divine power in no way lessen the truth of the statement that all
force-energy is under the ultimate control of a personal God resi-
dent at the centre of all things.

1. PARADISE FORCES AND ENERGIES
1 e foundation of the universe is material, but the essence of

life is spirit. e Father of spirits is also the ancestor of universes;
the eternal Father of the Original Son is also the eternity-source of
the original pattern, the Isle of Paradise.

2 Matter — energy — for they are but diverse manifestations of
the same cosmic reality, as a universe phenomenon is inherent in
theUniversal Father. “Inhimall things consist.”Mattermay appear
to manifest inherent energy and to exhibit self-contained powers,
but the lines of gravity involved in the energies concerned in all
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these physical phenomena are derived from, and are dependent on,
Paradise. e ultimaton, the rst measurable form of energy, has
Paradise as its nucleus.

3 ¶ ere is innate in matter and present in universal space a
form of energy not known on Urantia. When this discovery is -
nally made, then will physicists feel that they have solved, almost
at least, the mystery of matter. And so will they have approached
one step nearer the Creator; so will they have mastered one more
phase of the divine technique; but in no sense will they have found
God, neither will they have established the existence of matter or
the operation of natural laws apart from the cosmic technique of
Paradise and the motivating purpose of the Universal Father.

4 Subsequent to even still greater progress and further discover-
ies, a er Urantia has advanced immeasurably in comparison with
present knowledge, though you should gain control of the energy
revolutions of the electrical units of matter to the extent of mod-
ifying their physical manifestations — even a er all such possible
progress, forever will scientists be powerless to create one atom of
matter or to originate one ash of energy or ever to add to matter
that which we call life.

5 ¶ e creation of energy and the bestowal of life are the pre-
rogatives of the Universal Father and his associate Creator per-
sonalities. e river of energy and life is a continuous outpour-
ing from the Deities, the universal and united stream of Paradise
force going forth to all space. is divine energy pervades all cre-
ation. e force organizers initiate those changes and institute
those modi cations of space-force which eventuate in energy; the
power directors transmute energy into matter; thus the material
worlds are born. e Life Carriers initiate those processes in dead
matter whichwe call life, material life. eMorontia Power Super-
visors likewise perform throughout the transition realms between
the material and the spiritual worlds. e higher spirit Creators
inaugurate similar processes in divine forms of energy, and there
ensue the higher spirit forms of intelligent life.

6 ¶ Energy proceeds from Paradise, fashioned a er the divine
order. Energy — pure energy — partakes of the nature of the di-
vine organization; it is fashioned a er the similitude of the three
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Gods embraced in one, as they function at the headquarters of the
universe of universes. And all force is circuited in Paradise, comes
from the Paradise Presences and returns thereto, and is in essence a
manifestation of the uncaused Cause — the Universal Father; and
without the Father would not anything exist that does exist.

7 Force derived from self-existent Deity is in itself ever existent.
Force-energy is imperishable, indestructible; these manifestations
of the In nite may be subject to unlimited transmutation, endless
transformation, and eternal metamorphosis; but in no sense or de-
gree, not even to the slightest imaginable extent, could they or ever
shall they suffer extinction. But energy, though springing from the
In nite, is not in nitelymanifest; there are outer limits to the pres-
ently conceived master universe.

8 Energy is eternal but not in nite; it ever responds to the all-
embracing grasp of In nity. Forever force and energy go on; having
gone out from Paradise, they must return thereto, even if age upon
age be required for the completion of the ordained circuit. at
which is of Paradise Deity origin can have only a Paradise destina-
tion or a Deity destiny.

9 ¶ And all this con rms our belief in a circular, somewhat lim-
ited, but orderly and far- ung universe of universes. If this were
not true, then evidence of energy depletion at some point would
sooner or later appear. All laws, organizations, administration, and
the testimony of universe explorers — everything points to the ex-
istence of an in nite God but, as yet, a nite universe, a circularity
of endless existence, well-nigh limitless but, nevertheless, nite in
contrast with in nity.

2. UNIVERSAL NONSPIRITUAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
PHYSICAL ENERGIES

1 It is indeed difficult to nd suitable words in the English lan-
guage whereby to designate and wherewith to describe the various
levels of force and energy — physical, mindal, or spiritual. ese
narratives cannot altogether follow your accepted de nitions of
force, energy, and power. ere is such paucity of language that
we must use these terms in multiple meanings. In this paper, for
example, the word energy is used to denote all phases and forms of
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phenomenalmotion, action, and potential, while force is applied to
the pregravity, and power to the postgravity, stages of energy.

2 I will, however, endeavour to lessen conceptual confusion by
suggesting the advisability of adopting the following classi cation
for cosmic force, emergent energy, and universe power — physical
energy:

3 1. Space potency. is is the unquestioned free space pres-
ence of the Unquali ed Absolute. e extension of this concept
connotes the universe force-space potential inherent in the func-
tional totality of the Unquali ed Absolute, while the intension
of this concept implies the totality of cosmic reality — universes
— which emanated eternitywise from the never-beginning, never-
ending, never-moving, never-changing Isle of Paradise.

4 e phenomena indigenous to the nether side of Paradise
probably embrace three zones of absolute force presence and per-
formance: the fulcral zone of the Unquali ed Absolute, the zone
of the Isle of Paradise itself, and the intervening zone of certain
unidenti ed equalizing and compensating agencies or functions.

ese triconcentric zones are the centrum of the Paradise cycle of
cosmic reality.

5 Space potency is a prereality; it is the domain of the Unqual-
i ed Absolute and is responsive only to the personal grasp of the
Universal Father, notwithstanding that it is seemingly modi able
by the presence of the Primary Master Force Organizers.

6 On Uversa, space potency is spoken of as ABSOLUTA.
7 2. Primordial force. is represents the rst basic change in

space potency and may be one of the nether Paradise functions of
the Unquali ed Absolute. We know that the space presence going
out from nether Paradise is modi ed in some manner from that
which is incoming. But regardless of any such possible relation-
ships, the openly recognized transmutation of space potency into
primordial force is the primary differentiating function of the ten-
sion-presence of the living Paradise force organizers.

8 Passive and potential force becomes active and primordial in
response to the resistance afforded by the space presence of the Pri-
mary Eventuated Master Force Organizers. Force is now emerging
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from the exclusive domain of the Unquali ed Absolute into the
realms of multiple response — response to certain primal motions
initiated by the God of Action and thereupon to certain compen-
sating motions emanating from the Universal Absolute. Primor-
dial force is seemingly reactive to transcendental causation in pro-
portion to absoluteness.

9 Primordial force is sometimes spoken of as pure energy; on
Uversa we refer to it as SEGREGATA.

10 3. Emergent energies. e passive presence of the primary
force organizers is sufficient to transform space potency into pri-
mordial force, and it is upon such an activated space eld that these
same force organizers begin their initial and active operations. Pri-
mordial force is destined to pass through two distinct phases of
transmutation in the realms of energymanifestation before appear-
ing as universe power. ese two levels of emerging energy are:

11 a. Puissant energy. is is the powerful-directional, mass-
movemented, mighty-tensioned, and forcible-reacting energy —
gigantic energy systems set in motion by the activities of the pri-
mary force organizers. is primary or puissant energy is not at
rst de nitely responsive to the Paradise-gravity pull though prob-

ably yielding an aggregate-mass or space-directional response to the
collective group of absolute in uences operative from the nether
side of Paradise. When energy emerges to the level of initial re-
sponse to the circular and absolute-gravity grasp of Paradise, the
primary force organizers give way to the functioning of their sec-
ondary associates.

12 b. Gravity energy. e now-appearing gravity-responding
energy carries the potential of universe power and becomes the ac-
tive ancestor of all universe matter. is secondary or gravity en-
ergy is the product of the energy elaboration resulting from the
pressure-presence and the tension-trends set up by the Associate
Transcendental Master Force Organizers. In response to the work
of these force manipulators, space-energy rapidly passes from the
puissant to the gravity stage, thus becoming directly responsive to
the circular grasp of Paradise (absolute) gravity while disclosing a
certain potential for sensitivity to the linear-gravity pull inherent
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in the soon appearing material mass of the electronic and the post-
electronic stages of energy and matter. Upon the appearance of
gravity response, the AssociateMaster ForceOrganizers may retire
from the energy cyclones of space provided theUniverse PowerDi-
rectors are assignable to that eld of action.

13 ¶ Weare quite uncertain regarding the exact causes of the early
stages of force evolution, but we recognize the intelligent action
of the Ultimate in both levels of emergent-energy manifestation.
Puissant and gravity energies, when regarded collectively, are spo-
ken of on Uversa as ULTIMATA.

14 4. Universe power. Space-force has been changed into space-
energy and thence into the energy of gravity control. us has
physical energy been ripened to that point where it can be directed
into channels of power and made to serve the manifold purposes
of the universe Creators. is work is carried on by the versatile
directors, centres, and controllers of physical energy in the grand
universe— the organized and inhabited creations. ese Universe
Power Directors assume the more or less complete control of 21 of
the 30 phases of energy constituting the present energy system of
the 7 superuniverses. is domain of power-energy-matter is the
realm of the intelligent activities of the Sevenfold, functioning un-
der the time-space overcontrol of the Supreme.

15 On Uversa we refer to the realm of universe power as
GRAVITA.

16 5. Havona energy. In concept this narrative has beenmoving
Paradiseward as transmuting space-force has been followed, level
by level, to the working level of the energy-power of the universes
of time and space. Continuing Paradiseward, there is next encoun-
tered a pre-existent phase of energy which is characteristic of the
central universe. Here the evolutionary cycle seems to turn back
upon itself; energy-power now seems to begin to swing back to-
wards force, but force of a nature very unlike that of space potency
and primordial force. Havona energy systems are not dual; they
are triune. is is the existential energy domain of the Conjoint
Actor, functioning in behalf of the Paradise Trinity.

17 On Uversa these energies of Havona are known as TRIATA.
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18 6. Transcendental energy. is energy system operates on
and from the upper level of Paradise and only in connection with
the absonite peoples. On Uversa it is denominated TRANOSTA.

19 7. Monota. Energy is close of kin to divinity when it is Para-
dise energy. We incline to the belief that monota is the living, non-
spirit energy of Paradise — an eternity counterpart of the living,
spirit energy of the Original Son — hence the nonspiritual energy
system of the Universal Father.

20 We cannot differentiate the nature of Paradise spirit and Para-
dise monota; they are apparently alike. ey have different names,
but you canhardly be told verymuch about a realitywhose spiritual
and whose nonspiritual manifestations are distinguishable only by
name.

21 ¶ We know that nite creatures can attain the worship experi-
ence of the Universal Father through the ministry of God the Sev-
enfold and the ought Adjusters, but we doubt that any subabso-
lute personality, even power directors, can comprehend the energy
in nity of the First Great Source and Centre. One thing is cer-
tain: If the power directors are conversant with the technique of
the metamorphosis of space-force, they do not reveal the secret to
the rest of us. It is my opinion that they do not fully comprehend
the function of the force organizers.

22 ese power directors themselves are energy catalysers; that is,
they cause energy to segment, organize, or assemble in unit for-
mation by their presence. And all this implies that there must be
something inherent in energy which causes it thus to function in
the presence of these power entities. e Nebadon Melchizedeks
long since denominated the phenomenon of the transmutation of
cosmic force into universe power as one of the 7 “in nities of di-
vinity.” And that is as far as you will advance on this point during
your local universe ascension.

23 ¶ Notwithstanding our inability fully to comprehend the ori-
gin, nature, and transmutations of cosmic force, we are fully con-
versant with all phases of emergent-energy behaviour from the
times of its direct and unmistakable response to the action of Par-
adise gravity — about the time of the beginning of the function of
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the superuniverse power directors.

3. CLASSIFICATION OF MATTER
1 Matter in all universes, excepting in the central universe, is

identical. Matter in its physical properties depends on the revo-
lutionary rates of its component members, the number and size of
the revolvingmembers, their distance from the nuclear body or the
space content of matter, as well as on the presence of certain forces
as yet undiscovered on Urantia.

2 In the varied suns, planets, and space bodies there are 10 grand
divisions of matter:

3 1. Ultimatonic matter — the prime physical units of mate-
rial existence, the energy particles which go to make up electrons.

4 2. Subelectronic matter — the explosive and repellent stage
of the solar supergases.

5 3. Electronic matter— the electrical stage of material differ-
entiation — electrons, protons, and various other units entering
into the varied constitution of the electronic groups.

6 4. Subatomicmatter—matter existing extensively in the in-
terior of the hot suns.

7 5. Shattered atoms — found in the cooling suns and
throughout space.

8 6. Ionizedmatter— individual atoms stripped of their outer
(chemically active) electrons by electrical, thermal, or X-ray activi-
ties and by solvents.

9 7. Atomic matter — the chemical stage of elemental organi-
zation, the component units of molecular or visible matter.

10 8. e molecular stage of matter — matter as it exists on
Urantia in a state of relatively stablematerialization under ordinary
conditions.

11 9. Radioactivematter— the disorganizing tendency and ac-
tivity of the heavier elements under conditions of moderate heat
and diminished gravity pressure.

12 10. Collapsedmatter—the relatively stationarymatter found
in the interior of the cold or dead suns. is form of matter is not
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really stationary; there is still some ultimatonic even electronic ac-
tivity, but these units are in very close proximity, and their rates of
revolution are greatly diminished.

13 ¶ e foregoing classi cation of matter pertains to its organi-
zation rather than to the forms of its appearance to created beings.
Neither does it take into account the pre-emergent stages of energy
nor the eternal materializations on Paradise and in the central uni-
verse.

4. ENERGY AND MATTER TRANSMUTATIONS
1 Light, heat, electricity, magnetism, chemism, energy, and mat-

ter are — in origin, nature, and destiny — one and the same thing,
together with other material realities as yet undiscovered on Uran-
tia.

2 We do not fully comprehend the almost endless changes to
which physical energy may be subject. In one universe it appears
as light, in another as light plus heat, in another as forms of en-
ergy unknown on Urantia; in untold millions of years it may reap-
pear as some form of restless, surging electrical energy or mag-
netic power; and still later on it may again appear in a subsequent
universe as some form of variable matter going through a series
of metamorphoses, to be followed by its outward physical disap-
pearance in some great cataclysm of the realms. And then, a er
countless ages and almost endless wandering through numberless
universes, again may this same energy re-emerge and many times
change its form and potential; and so do these transformations
continue through successive ages and throughout countless realms.

usmatter sweeps on, undergoing the transmutations of time but
swinging ever true to the circle of eternity; even if long prevented
from returning to its source, it is ever responsive thereto, and it ever
proceeds in the path ordained by the In nite Personality who sent
it forth.

3 e power centres and their associates are much concerned in
thework of transmuting the ultimaton into the circuits and revolu-
tions of the electron. ese unique beings control and compound
power by their skillful manipulation of the basic units of material-
ized energy, the ultimatons. ey are masters of energy as it circu-
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lates in this primitive state. In liaison with the physical controllers
they are able to effectively control and direct energy even a er it
has transmuted to the electrical level, the so-called electronic stage.
But their range of action is enormously curtailed when electroni-
cally organized energy swings into thewhirls of the atomic systems.
Upon such materialization, these energies fall under the complete
grasp of the drawing power of linear gravity.

4 Gravity acts positively on the power lanes and energy channels
of the power centres and the physical controllers, but these beings
have only a negative relation to gravity— the exercise of their anti-
gravity endowments.

5 roughout all space, cold and other in uences are at work
creatively organizing ultimatons into electrons. Heat is the mea-
surement of electronic activity, while cold merely signi es absence
of heat — comparative energy rest — the status of the universal
force-charge of space provided neither emergent energy nor orga-
nized matter were present and responding to gravity.

6 Gravity presence and action is what prevents the appearance of
the theoretical absolute zero, for interstellar space does not have the
temperature of absolute zero. roughout all organized space there
are gravity-responding energy currents, power circuits, and ultima-
tonic activities, as well as organizing electronic energies. Practically
speaking, space is not empty. Even the atmosphere ofUrantia thins
out increasingly until at about 4,800 km it begins to shade off into
the average space matter in this section of the universe. e most
nearly empty space known in Nebadon would yield about 100 ul-
timatons — the equivalent of one electron — in 16.4 cm . Such
scarcity of matter is regarded as practically empty space.

7 Temperature — heat and cold — is secondary only to grav-
ity in the realms of energy and matter evolution. Ultimatons
are humbly obedient to temperature extremes. Low temperatures
favour certain forms of electronic construction and atomic assem-
bly, while high temperatures facilitate all sorts of atomic breakup
and material disintegration.

8 When subjected to the heat and pressure of certain internal
solar states, all but the most primitive associations of matter may
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be broken up. Heat can thus largely overcome gravity stability. But
no known solar heat or pressure can convert ultimatons back into
puissant energy.

9 e blazing suns can transform matter into various forms of
energy, but the dark worlds and all outer space can slow down elec-
tronic and ultimatonic activity to the point of converting these en-
ergies into thematter of the realms. Certain electronic associations
of a close nature, as well asmany of the basic associations of nuclear
matter, are formed in the exceedingly low temperatures of open
space, being later augmented by association with larger accretions
of materializing energy.

10 roughout all of this never-ending metamorphosis of energy
and matter we must reckon with the in uence of gravity pressure
and with the antigravity behaviour of the ultimatonic energies un-
der certain conditions of temperature, velocity, and revolution.
Temperature, energy currents, distance, and the presence of the liv-
ing force organizers and the power directors also have a bearing on
all transmutation phenomena of energy and matter.

11 e increase ofmass inmatter is equal to the increase of energy
divided by the square of the velocity of light. In a dynamic sense
the work which resting matter can perform is equal to the energy
expended in bringing its parts together fromParadiseminus the re-
sistance of the forces overcome in transit and the attraction exerted
by the parts of matter on one another.

12 ¶ e existence of pre-electronic forms of matter is indicated
by the two atomic weights of lead. e lead of original formation
weighs slightly more than that produced through uranium disinte-
gration byway of radium emanations; and this difference in atomic
weight represents the actual loss of energy in the atomic breakup.

13 ¶ e relative integrity of matter is assured by the fact that en-
ergy can be absorbed or released only in those exact amountswhich
Urantia scientists have designated quanta. is wise provision in
the material realms serves to maintain the universes as going con-
cerns.

14 e quantity of energy taken in or given out when electronic
or other positions are shi ed is always a “quantum” or some mul-
tiple thereof, but the vibratory or wavelike behaviour of such units
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of energy is wholly determined by the dimensions of the material
structures concerned. Such wavelike energy ripples are 860 times
the diameters of the ultimatons, electrons, atoms, or other units
thus performing. e never-ending confusion attending the obser-
vation of the wave mechanics of quantum behaviour is due to the
superimposition of energy waves: Two crests can combine tomake
a double-height crest, while a crest and a troughmay combine, thus
producing mutual cancellation.

5. WAVEENERGY MANIFESTATIONS
1 In the superuniverse of Orvonton there are 100 octaves of

wave energy. Of these 100 groups of energy manifestations, 64 are
wholly or partially recognized onUrantia. e sun’s rays constitute
4 octaves in the superuniverse scale, the visible rays embracing a sin-
gle octave, number 46 in this series. e ultraviolet group comes
next, while 10 octaves up are the X rays, followed by the γ-rays of
radium. 32 octaves above the visible light of the sun are the outer-
space energy rays so frequently commingled with their associated
highly energized minute particles of matter. Next downward from
visible sunlight appear the infrared rays, and 30 octaves below are
the radio transmission group.

2 ¶ Wavelike energy manifestations — from the standpoint of
XX century Urantia scienti c enlightenment — may be classi ed
into the following 10 groups:

3 1. In aultimatonic rays — the borderland revolutions of ul-
timatons as they begin to assume de nite form. is is the 1 stage
of emergent energy in which wavelike phenomena can be detected
and measured.

4 2. Ultimatonic rays. e assembly of energy into the minute
spheres of the ultimatons occasions vibrations in the content of
space which are discernible and measurable. And long before
physicists ever discover the ultimaton, they will undoubtedly de-
tect the phenomena of these rays as they shower in upon Urantia.

ese short and powerful rays represent the initial activity of the
ultimatons as they are slowed down to that point where they veer
towards the electronic organization of matter. As the ultimatons
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aggregate into electrons, condensation occurs with a consequent
storage of energy.

5 3. e short space rays. ese are the shortest of all purely
electronic vibrations and represent the preatomic stage of this form
of matter. ese rays require extraordinarily high or low tempera-
tures for their production. ere are two sorts of these space rays:
one attendant upon the birth of atoms and the other indicative of
atomic disruption. ey emanate in the largest quantities from the
densest plane of the superuniverse, the Milky Way, which is also
the densest plane of the outer universes.

6 4. e electronic stage. is stage of energy is the basis of all
materialization in the 7 superuniverses. When electrons pass from
higher to lower energy levels of orbital revolution, quanta are al-
ways given off. Orbital shi ing of electrons results in the ejection
or the absorption of very de nite and uniformmeasurable particles
of light-energy, while the individual electron always gives up a par-
ticle of light-energy when subjected to collision. Wavelike energy
manifestations also attend upon the performances of the positive
bodies and the other members of the electronic stage.

7 5. Gamma rays — those emanations which characterize the
spontaneous dissociation of atomic matter. e best illustration of
this form of electronic activity is in the phenomena associatedwith
radium disintegration.

8 6. e X-ray group. e next step in the slowing down of the
electron yields the various forms of solar X rays together with arti-
cially generated X rays. e electronic charge creates an electric
eld; movement gives rise to an electric current; the current pro-

duces a magnetic eld. When an electron is suddenly stopped, the
resultant electromagnetic commotion produces the X ray; the X
ray is that disturbance. e solar X rays are identical with those
which are mechanically generated for exploring the interior of the
human body except that they are a tri e longer.

9 7. e ultraviolet or chemical rays of sunlight and the various
mechanical productions.

10 8. e white light — the whole visible light of the suns.
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11 9. In ared rays — the slowing down of electronic activity
still nearer the stage of appreciable heat.

12 10. Hertzian waves — those energies utilized on Urantia for
broadcasting.

13 ¶ Of all these 10 phases of wavelike energy activity, the human
eye can react to just one octave, the whole light of ordinary sun-
light.

14 ¶ e so-called ether is merely a collective name to designate a
group of force and energy activities occurring in space. Ultimatons,
electrons, and other mass aggregations of energy are uniform par-
ticles of matter, and in their transit through space they really pro-
ceed in direct lines. Light and all other forms of recognizable en-
ergy manifestations consist of a succession of de nite energy parti-
cles which proceed in direct lines except asmodi ed by gravity and
other intervening forces. at these processions of energy particles
appear as wave phenomena when subjected to certain observations
is due to the resistance of the undifferentiated force blanket of all
space, the hypothetical ether, and to the intergravity tension of the
associated aggregations of matter. e spacing of the particle-in-
tervals of matter, together with the initial velocity of the energy
beams, establishes the undulatory appearance ofmany forms of en-
ergy-matter.

15 e excitation of the content of space produces a wavelike re-
action to the passage of rapidly moving particles of matter, just as
the passage of a ship through water initiates waves of varying am-
plitude and interval.

16 Primordial-force behaviourdoes give rise tophenomenawhich
are in many ways analogous to your postulated ether. Space is not
empty; the spheres of all space whirl and plunge on through a vast
ocean of outspread force-energy; neither is the space content of an
atom empty. Nevertheless there is no ether, and the very absence
of this hypothetical ether enables the inhabited planet to escape
falling into the sun and the encircling electron to resist falling into
the nucleus.

6. ULTIMATONS, ELECTRONS, AND ATOMS
1 While the space charge of universal force is homogeneous and
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undifferentiated, the organization of evolved energy into matter
entails the concentration of energy into discrete masses of de nite
dimensions and established weight — precise gravity reaction.

2 Local or linear gravity becomes fully operativewith the appear-
ance of the atomic organization of matter. Preatomic matter be-
comes slightly gravity responsivewhen activated byX ray and other
similar energies, but nomeasurable linear-gravity pull is exerted on
free, unattached, and uncharged electronic-energy particles or on
unassociated ultimatons.

3 ¶ Ultimatons function by mutual attraction, responding only
to the circular Paradise-gravity pull. Without linear-gravity re-
sponse they are thus held in the universal space dri . Ultima-
tons are capable of accelerating revolutionary velocity to the point
of partial antigravity behaviour, but they cannot, independent of
force organizers or power directors, attain the critical escape veloc-
ity of deindividuation, return to the puissant-energy stage. In na-
ture, ultimatons escape the status of physical existence only when
participating in the terminal disruption of a cooled-off and dying
sun.

4 ¶ e ultimatons, unknown on Urantia, slow down through
many phases of physical activity before they attain the revolution-
ary-energy prerequisites to electronic organization. Ultimatons
have three varieties of motion: mutual resistance to cosmic force,
individual revolutions of antigravity potential, and the intraelec-
tronic positions of the 100 mutually interassociated ultimatons.

5 Mutual attraction holds 100 ultimatons together in the con-
stitution of the electron; and there are never more nor less than
100 ultimatons in a typical electron. e loss of one or more ulti-
matons destroys typical electronic identity, thus bringing into ex-
istence one of the 10 modi ed forms of the electron.

6 Ultimatons do not describe orbits or whirl about in circuits
within the electrons, but they do spread or cluster in accordance
with their axial revolutionary velocities, thus determining the dif-
ferential electronic dimensions. is same ultimatonic velocity of
axial revolution also determines the negative or positive reactions
of the several types of electronic units. e entire segregation and
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grouping of electronic matter, together with the electric differenti-
ation of negative and positive bodies of energy-matter, result from
these various functions of the component ultimatonic interassoci-
ation.

7 ¶ Each atom is a tri e over 2.54× 10−8 cm in diameter, while
an electron weighs a little less than 1/2,000 of the smallest atom,
hydrogen. e positive proton, characteristic of the atomic nu-
cleus, while it may be no larger than a negative electron, weighs
from 2,000 to 3,000 times more.

8 ¶ If the mass of matter should be magni ed until that of an
electron equalled 3g, then were size to be proportionately magni-
ed, the volume of such an electron would become as large as that

of the earth. If the volume of a proton — 1,800 times as heavy as
an electron — should be magni ed to the size of the head of a pin,
then, in comparison, a pin’s head would attain a diameter equal to
that of the earth’s orbit around the sun.

7. ATOMIC MATTER
1 e formation of all matter is on the order of the solar system.
ere is at the centre of everyminute universe of energy a relatively

stable, comparatively stationary, nuclear portion of material exis-
tence. is central unit is endowed with a threefold possibility of
manifestation. Surrounding this energy centre there whirl, in end-
less profusion but in uctuating circuits, the energy units which are
faintly comparable to the planets encircling the sun of some starry
group like your own solar system.

2 ¶ Within the atom the electrons revolve about the central pro-
tonwith about the same comparative room the planets have as they
revolve about the sun in the space of the solar system. ere is the
same relative distance, in comparison with actual size, between the
atomic nucleus and the inner electronic circuit as exists between
the inner planet, Mercury, and your sun.

3 e electronic axial revolutions and their orbital velocities
about the atomic nucleus are both beyond the human imagination,
not to mention the velocities of their component ultimatons. e
positive particles of radium y off into space at the rate of 16,000
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km/s, while the negative particles attain a velocity approximating
that of light.

4 ¶ e local universes are of decimal construction. ere are
just 100 distinguishable atomicmaterializations of space-energy in
a dual universe; that is the maximum possible organization of mat-
ter in Nebadon. ese 100 forms of matter consist of a regular se-
ries in which from 1 to 100 electrons revolve around a central and
relatively compact nucleus. It is this orderly and dependable asso-
ciation of various energies that constitutes matter.

5 Not every world will show 100 recognizable elements at the
surface, but they are somewhere present, have been present, or are
in process of evolution. Conditions surrounding the origin and
subsequent evolution of a planet determine how many of the 100
atomic types will be observable. e heavier atoms are not found
on the surface of many worlds. Even on Urantia the known heav-
ier elements manifest a tendency to y to pieces, as is illustrated by
radium behaviour.

6 Stability of the atom depends on the number of electrically in-
active neutrons in the central body. Chemical behaviour is wholly
dependent on the activity of the freely revolving electrons.

7 ¶ InOrvonton it has never been possible naturally to assemble
over 100 orbital electrons in one atomic system. When 100 and
1 have been arti cially introduced into the orbital eld, the result
has always been the instantaneous disruption of the central proton
with the wild dispersion of the electrons and other liberated ener-
gies.

8 ¶ While atoms may contain from 1 to 100 orbital electrons,
only the outer 10 electrons of the larger atoms revolve about the
central nucleus as distinct and discrete bodies, intactly and com-
pactly swinging around on precise and de nite orbits. e 30 elec-
trons nearest the centre are difficult of observation or detection
as separate and organized bodies. is same comparative ratio of
electronic behaviour in relation to nuclear proximity obtains in all
atoms regardless of the number of electrons embraced. e nearer
the nucleus, the less there is of electronic individuality. e wave-
like energy extension of an electronmay so spread out as to occupy
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the whole of the lesser atomic orbits; especially is this true of the
electrons nearest the atomic nucleus.

9 e 30 innermost orbital electrons have individuality, but
their energy systems tend to intermingle, extending from electron
to electron and well-nigh from orbit to orbit. e next 30 elec-
trons constitute the second family, or energy zone, and are of ad-
vancing individuality, bodies of matter exerting a more complete
control over their attendant energy systems. e next 30 electrons,
the third energy zone, are still more individualized and circulate in
more distinct and de nite orbits. e last 10 electrons, present in
only the 10 heaviest elements, are possessed of the dignity of inde-
pendence and are, therefore, able to escape more or less freely from
the control of the mother nucleus. With a minimum variation in
temperature and pressure, the members of this fourth and outer-
most group of electrons will escape from the grasp of the central
nucleus, as is illustrated by the spontaneous disruption of uranium
and kindred elements.

10 e rst 27 atoms, those containing from 1 to 27 orbital elec-
trons, are more easy of comprehension than the rest. From 28 up-
ward we encounter more and more of the unpredictability of the
supposed presence of the Unquali ed Absolute. But some of this
electronic unpredictability is due to differential ultimatonic axial
revolutionary velocities and to the unexplained “huddling” pro-
clivity of ultimatons. Other in uences— physical, electrical, mag-
netic, and gravitational — also operate to produce variable elec-
tronic behaviour. Atoms therefore are similar to persons as to pre-
dictability. Statisticiansmay announce laws governing a large num-
ber of either atoms or persons but not for a single individual atom
or person.

8. ATOMIC COHESION
1 While gravity is one of several factors concerned in holding

together a tiny atomic energy system, there is also present in and
among these basic physical units a powerful and unknown energy,
the secret of their basic constitution andultimate behaviour, a force
which remains to be discovered on Urantia. is universal in u-
ence permeates all the space embraced within this tiny energy or-
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ganization.
2 e interelectronic space of an atom is not empty. roughout

an atom this interelectronic space is activated by wavelike manifes-
tations which are perfectly synchronized with electronic velocity
and ultimatonic revolutions. is force is not wholly dominated
by your recognized laws of positive and negative attraction; its be-
haviour is therefore sometimes unpredictable. is unnamed in-
uence seems to be a space-force reaction of the Unquali ed Ab-

solute.
3 ¶ e charged protons and the uncharged neutrons of the nu-

cleus of the atom are held together by the reciprocating function of
the mesotron*, a particle of matter 180 times as heavy as the elec-
tron. Without this arrangement the electric charge carried by the
protons would be disruptive of the atomic nucleus.

4 As atoms are constituted, neither electric nor gravitational
forces could hold the nucleus together. e integrity of the nucleus
is maintained by the reciprocal cohering function of themesotron,
which is able to hold charged and uncharged particles together be-
cause of superior force-mass power and by the further function of
causing protons and neutrons constantly to change places. eme-
sotron causes the electric charge of the nuclear particles to be inces-
santly tossed back and forth betweenprotons andneutrons. At one
in nitesimal part of a second a given nuclear particle is a charged
proton and the next an uncharged neutron. And these alternations
of energy status are so unbelievably rapid that the electric charge is
deprived of all opportunity to function as a disruptive in uence.

us does the mesotron function as an “energy-carrier” particle
which mightily contributes to the nuclear stability of the atom*.

5 e presence and function of the mesotron also explains an-
other atomic riddle. When atoms perform radioactively, they emit
far more energy than would be expected. is excess of radiation

8.3. mesotron — usually called meson in the modern physics texts.
4. e mechanism of π+ pion exchange described here was rst suggested by Hideki
Yukawa in 1935 and experimentally con rmed in 1947. However, in 1964 it was su-
perseded by the quark model, according to which the proton-neutron force is a kind of
“residual” force caused by the gluon exchange between the quark constituents of nucle-
ons.
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is derived from the breaking up of the mesotron “energy carrier,”
which thereby becomes a mere electron. e mesotronic disinte-
gration is also accompanied by the emission of certain small un-
charged particles.

6 e mesotron explains certain cohesive properties of the
atomic nucleus, but it does not account for the cohesion of proton
to proton nor for the adhesion of neutron to neutron. e para-
doxical and powerful force of atomic cohesive integrity is a form of
energy as yet undiscovered on Urantia.

7 ese mesotrons are found abundantly in the space rays which
so incessantly impinge upon your planet.

9. NATURAL PHILOSOPHY
1 Religion is not alone dogmatic; natural philosophy equally

tends to dogmatize. When a renowned religious teacher reasoned
that the number 7 was fundamental to nature because there are
7 openings in the human head, if he had known more of chem-
istry, he might have advocated such a belief founded on a true phe-
nomenon of the physical world. ere is in all the physical univer-
ses of time and space, notwithstanding the universal manifestation
of the decimal constitution of energy, the ever-present reminder of
the reality of the sevenfold electronic organization of prematter.

2 e number 7 is basic to the central universe and the spiritual
system of inherent transmissions of character, but the number ten,
the decimal system, is inherent in energy, matter, and the material
creation. Nevertheless the atomic world does display a certain pe-
riodic characterization which recurs in groups of 7 — a birthmark
carried by this material world indicative of its far-distant spiritual
origin.

3 is sevenfold persistence of creative constitution is exhibited
in the chemical domains as a recurrence of similar physical and
chemical properties in segregated periods of 7 when the basic ele-
ments are arranged in the order of their atomic weights. When the
Urantia chemical elements are thus arranged in a row, any given
quality or property tends to recur by sevens. is periodic change
by sevens recurs diminishingly and with variations throughout the
entire chemical table, beingmostmarkedly observable in the earlier
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or lighter atomic groupings. Starting from any one element, a er
noting some one property, such a quality will change for six con-
secutive elements, but on reaching the eighth, it tends to reappear,
that is, the eighth chemically active element resembles the rst, the
ninth the second, and so on. Such a fact of the physical world un-
mistakably points to the sevenfold constitution of ancestral energy
and is indicative of the fundamental reality of the sevenfold diver-
sity of the creations of time and space. Man should also note that
there are 7 colours in the natural spectrum.

4 Butnot all the suppositions of natural philosophy are valid; for
example, the hypothetical ether, which represents an ingenious at-
tempt ofman to unify his ignorance of space phenomena. e phi-
losophy of the universe cannot be predicated on the observations
of so-called science. If such a metamorphosis could not be seen, a
scientist would be inclined to deny the possibility of developing a
butter y out of a caterpillar.

5 Physical stability associated with biologic elasticity is present
in nature only because of the well-nigh in nite wisdom possessed
by the Master Architects of creation. Nothing less than transcen-
dental wisdom could ever design units of matter which are at the
same time so stable and so efficiently exible.

10. UNIVERSAL NONSPIRITUAL ENERGY SYSTEMS
MATERIAL MIND SYSTEMS

1 e endless sweep of relative cosmic reality,˚ from the abso-
luteness of Paradisemonota to the absoluteness of space potency, is
suggestive of certain evolutions of relationship in the nonspiritual
realities of the First Source and Centre — those realities which are
concealed in space potency, revealed in monota, and provisionally
disclosed on intervening cosmic levels. is eternal cycle of energy,
being circuited in the Father of universes, is absolute and, being ab-
solute, is expansile in neither fact nor value; nevertheless thePrimal
Father is even now— as always— self-realizing of an ever-expand-
ing arena of time-space, and of time-space-transcended, meanings,
an arena of changing relationships wherein energy-matter is being

10.1. cosmic reality from … Comma inserted.
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progressively subjected to the overcontrol of living anddivine spirit
through the experiential striving of living and personal mind.

2 e universal nonspiritual energies are reassociated in the liv-
ing systems of non-Creator minds on various levels, certain of
which may be depicted as follows:

3 1. Preadjutant-spirit minds. is level of mind is nonexpe-
riencing and on the inhabited worlds is ministered by the Master
Physical Controllers. is is mechanical mind, the nonteachable
intellect of the most primitive forms of material life, but the non-
teachable mind functions on many levels beside that of primitive
planetary life.

4 2. Adjutant-spirit minds. is is the ministry of a local uni-
verseMother Spirit functioning through her 7 adjutant mind-spir-
its on the teachable (nonmechanical) level of material mind. On
this level material mind is experiencing: as subhuman (animal) in-
tellect in the rst ve adjutants; as human (moral) intellect in the
7 adjutants; as superhuman (midwayer) intellect in the last 2 adju-
tants.

5 3. Evolving morontia minds — the expanding consciousness
of evolving personalities in the local universe ascending careers.

is is the bestowal of the local universe Mother Spirit in liaison
with theCreator Son. ismind level connotes the organizationof
themorontia type of life vehicle, a synthesis of thematerial and the
spiritual which is effected by the Morontia Power Supervisors of a
local universe. Morontia mind functions differentially in response
to the 570 levels of morontia life, disclosing increasing associative
capacity with the cosmic mind on the higher levels of attainment.

is is the evolutionary course of mortal creatures, but mind of a
nonmorontia order is also bestowed by a Universe Son and a Uni-
verse Spirit upon the nonmorontia children of the local creations.

6 ¶ e cosmic mind. is is the sevenfold diversi ed mind of
time and space, one phase of which is ministered by each of the
Seven Master Spirits to one of the 7 superuniverses. e cosmic
mind encompasses all nite-mind levels and co-ordinates experien-
tially with the evolutionary-deity levels of the Supreme Mind and
transcendentally with the existential levels of absolute mind— the
direct circuits of the Conjoint Actor.
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7 OnParadise,mind is absolute; inHavona, absonite; inOrvon-
ton, nite. Mind always connotes the presence-activity of living
ministry plus varied energy systems, and this is true of all levels
and of all kinds of mind. But beyond the cosmic mind it becomes
increasingly difficult to portray the relationships of mind to non-
spiritual energy. Havona mind is subabsolute but superevolution-
ary; being existential-experiential, it is nearer the absonite than any
other concept revealed to you. Paradisemind is beyond human un-
derstanding; it is existential, nonspatial, and nontemporal. Never-
theless, all of these levels ofmind are overshadowedby the universal
presence of theConjoint Actor—by themind-gravity grasp of the
God of mind on Paradise.

11. UNIVERSE MECHANISMS
1 In the evaluation and recognition ofmind it should be remem-

bered that the universe is neither mechanical nor magical; it is a
creation of mind and a mechanism of law. But while in practical
application the laws of nature operate in what seems to be the dual
realms of the physical and the spiritual, in reality they are one. e
First Source and Centre is the primal cause of all materialization
and at the same time the rst and nal Father of all spirits. e
Paradise Father appears personally in the extra-Havona universes
only as pure energy and pure spirit — as the ought Adjusters
and other similar fragmentations.

2 ¶ Mechanisms do not absolutely dominate the total creation;
the universe of universes in toto is mind planned, mind made, and
mind administered. But the divine mechanism of the universe of
universes is altogether too perfect for the scienti c methods of the
nite mind of man to discern even a trace of the dominance of the

in nite mind. For this creating, controlling, and upholding mind
is neither material mind nor creature mind; it is spirit-mind func-
tioning on and from creator levels of divine reality.

3 e ability to discern and discover mind in universe mecha-
nisms depends entirely on the ability, scope, and capacity of the
investigating mind engaged in such a task of observation. Time-
space minds, organized out of the energies of time and space, are
subject to the mechanisms of time and space.
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4 ¶ Motion anduniverse gravitation are twin facets of the imper-
sonal time-spacemechanismof the universe of universes. e levels
of gravity response for spirit, mind, and matter are quite indepen-
dent of time, but only true spirit levels of reality are independent
of space (nonspatial). e higher mind levels of the universe —
the spirit-mind levels — may also be nonspatial, but the levels of
material mind, such as human mind, are responsive to the interac-
tions of universe gravitation, losing this response only in propor-
tion to spirit identi cation. Spirit-reality levels are recognized by
their spirit content, and spirituality in time and space is measured
inversely to the linear-gravity response.

5 Linear-gravity response is a quantitative measure of nonspirit
energy. All mass — organized energy — is subject to this grasp
except as motion and mind act upon it. Linear gravity is the short-
range cohesive force of the macrocosmos somewhat as the forces
of intra-atomic cohesion are the short-range forces of the micro-
cosmos. Physical materialized energy, organized as so-called mat-
ter, cannot traverse space without affecting linear-gravity response.
Although such gravity response is directly proportional to mass, it
is so modi ed by intervening space that the nal result is no more
than roughly approximated when expressed as inversely according
to the square of the distance. Space eventually conquers linear grav-
itation because of the presence therein of the antigravity in uences
of numerous supermaterial forces which operate to neutralize grav-
ity action and all responses thereto.

6 ¶ Extremely complex and highly automatic-appearing cosmic
mechanisms always tend to conceal the presence of the originative
or creative indwelling mind from any and all intelligences very far
below the universe levels of the nature and capacity of the mecha-
nism itself. erefore is it inevitable that the higher universemech-
anismsmust appear to bemindless to the lower orders of creatures.

e only possible exception to such a conclusion would be the im-
plication of mindedness in the amazing phenomenon of an appar-
ently self-maintaining universe— but that is amatter of philosophy
rather than one of actual experience.

7 Since mind co-ordinates the universe, xity of mechanisms is
nonexistent. e phenomenon of progressive evolution associated
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with cosmic self-maintenance is universal. e evolutionary capac-
ity of the universe is inexhaustible in the in nity of spontaneity.
Progress towards harmonious unity, a growing experiential synthe-
sis superimposed on an ever-increasing complexity of relationships,
could be effected only by a purposive and dominant mind.

8 e higher the universe mind associated with any universe
phenomenon, themore difficult it is for the lower types of mind to
discover it. And since the mind of the universe mechanism is cre-
ative spirit-mind (even themindedness of the In nite), it can never
be discovered or discerned by the lower-levelminds of the universe,
much less by the lowest mind of all, the human. e evolving an-
imal mind, while naturally God-seeking, is not alone and of itself
inherently God-knowing.

12. PATTERN AND FORM  MIND DOMINANCE
1 e evolution of mechanisms implies and indicates the con-

cealed presence and dominance of creativemind. e ability of the
mortal intellect to conceive, design, and create automatic mecha-
nisms demonstrates the superior, creative, and purposive qualities
of man’s mind as the dominant in uence on the planet. Mind al-
ways reaches out towards:

2 1. Creation of material mechanisms.
3 2. Discovery of hidden mysteries.
4 3. Exploration of remote situations.
5 4. Formulation of mental systems.
6 5. Attainment of wisdom goals.
7 6. Achievement of spirit levels.
8 7. e accomplishment of divine destinies — supreme, ulti-

mate, and absolute.
9 ¶ Mind is always creative. emind endowment of an individ-

ual animal, mortal, morontian, spirit ascender, or nality attainer
is always competent to produce a suitable and serviceable body for
the living creature identity. But the presence phenomenon of a per-
sonality or the pattern of an identity, as such, is not a manifesta-
tion of energy, either physical, mindal, or spiritual. e personality
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form is the pattern aspect of a living being; it connotes the arrange-
ment of energies, and this, plus life and motion, is the mechanism
of creature existence.

10 Even spirit beings have form, and these spirit forms (patterns)
are real. Even the highest type of spirit personalities have forms
— personality presences in every sense analogous to Urantia mor-
tal bodies. Nearly all beings encountered in the 7 superuniverses
are possessed of forms. But there are a few exceptions to this gen-
eral rule: ought Adjusters appear to be without form until a er
fusion with the surviving souls of their mortal associates. Solitary
Messengers, Inspired Trinity Spirits, Personal Aids of the In nite
Spirit, Gravity Messengers, Transcendental Recorders, and certain
others are also without discoverable form. But these are typical of
the exceptional few; the great majority have bona de personality
forms, forms which are individually characteristic, and which are
recognizable and personally distinguishable.

11 e liaison of the cosmic mind and the ministry of the adju-
tantmind-spirits evolve a suitable physical tabernacle for the evolv-
ing human being. Likewise does the morontia mind individualize
the morontia form for all mortal survivors. As the mortal body is
personal and characteristic for every human being, so will the mo-
rontia form be highly individual and adequately characteristic of
the creative mind which dominates it. No two morontia forms are
any more alike than any two human bodies. e Morontia Power
Supervisors sponsor, and the attending seraphim provide, the un-
differentiated morontia material wherewith the morontia life can
begin to work. And a er the morontia life it will be found that
spirit forms are equally diverse, personal, and characteristic of their
respective spirit-mind indwellers.

12 ¶ On a material world you think of a body as having a spirit,
butwe regard the spirit as having a body. ematerial eyes are truly
the windows of the spirit-born soul. e spirit is the architect, the
mind is the builder, the body is the material building.

13 ¶ Physical, spiritual, and mindal energies, as such and in their
pure states, do not fully interact as actuals of the phenomenal uni-
verses. On Paradise the three energies are co-ordinate, in Havona
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co-ordinated, while in the universe levels of nite activities there
must be encountered all ranges of material, mindal, and spiritual
dominance. In nonpersonal situations of time and space, physi-
cal energy seems to predominate, but it also appears that the more
nearly spirit-mind function approaches divinity of purpose and su-
premacy of action, the more nearly does the spirit phase become
dominant; that on the ultimate level spirit-mind may become all
but completely dominant. On the absolute level spirit certainly
is dominant. And from there on out through the realms of time
and space, wherever a divine spirit reality is present, whenever a
real spirit-mind is functioning, there always tends to be produced
a material or physical counterpart of that spirit reality.

14 e spirit is the creative reality; the physical counterpart is the
time-space re ection of the spirit reality, the physical repercussion
of the creative action of spirit-mind.

15 Minduniversally dominatesmatter, even as it is in turn respon-
sive to the ultimate overcontrol of spirit. And with mortal man,
only that mind which freely submits itself to the spirit direction
can hope to survive themortal time-space existence as an immortal
child of the eternal spirit world of the Supreme, the Ultimate, and
the Absolute: the In nite.

ahb

16 [Presented by aMightyMessenger on duty inNebadon and by
the request of Gabriel.]



PAPER №43
THE CONSTELLATIONS

Malavatia Melchizedek

URANTIA is commonly referred to as 606 of Satania in
Norlatiadek of Nebadon, meaning the 606 inhabited
world in the local system of Satania, situated in the con-

stellation of Norlatiadek, one of the 100 constellations of the local
universe of Nebadon. Constellations being the primary divisions
of a local universe, their rulers link the local systems of inhabited
worlds to the central administration of the local universe on Sal-
vington and by re ectivity to the superadministration of the An-
cients of Days on Uversa.

2 ¶ e government of your constellation is situated in a cluster
of 771 architectural spheres, the centremost and largest of which
is Edentia, the seat of the administration of the Constellation Fa-
thers, the Most Highs of Norlatiadek. Edentia itself is approxi-
mately 100 times as large as your world. e 70 major spheres sur-
rounding Edentia are about 10 times the size of Urantia, while the
10 satelliteswhich revolve around eachof these 70worlds are about
the size of Urantia. ese 771 architectural spheres are quite com-
parable in size to those of other constellations.

3 ¶ Edentia time reckoning and distance measurement are those
of Salvington, and like the spheres of the universe capital, the con-
stellation headquarters worlds are fully supplied with all orders of
celestial intelligences. In general, these personalities are not very
different from those described in connection with the universe ad-
ministration.

4 e supervisor seraphim, the third order of local universe an-
gels, are assigned to the service of the constellations. ey make
their headquarters on the capital spheres and minister extensively
to the encircling morontia-training worlds. In Norlatiadek the 70
major spheres, together with the 700 minor satellites, are inhab-
ited by the univitatia, the permanent citizens of the constellation.
All these architectural worlds are fully administered by the various
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groups of native life, for the greater part unrevealed but including
the efficient spironga and the beautiful spornagia. Being the mid-
point in the morontia-training regime, as you might suspect, the
morontia life of the constellations is both typical and ideal.

1. THE CONSTELLATION HEADQUARTERS
1 Edentia abounds in fascinating highlands, extensive elevations

of physical matter crownedwithmorontia life and overspreadwith
spiritual glory, but there are no ruggedmountain ranges such as ap-
pear onUrantia. ere are tens of thousands of sparkling lakes and
thousands upon thousands of interconnecting streams, but there
are no great oceans nor torrential rivers. Only the highlands are
devoid of these surface streams.

2 e water of Edentia and similar architectural spheres is no
different from thewater of the evolutionary planets. e water sys-
tems of such spheres are both surface and subterranean, and the
moisture is in constant circulation. Edentia can be circumnavi-
gated via these various water routes, though the chief channel of
transportation is the atmosphere. Spirit beings would naturally
travel above the surface of the sphere, while the morontia and ma-
terial beingsmake use ofmaterial and semimaterial means to nego-
tiate atmospheric passage.

3 Edentia and its associated worlds have a true atmosphere, the
usual three-gasmixturewhich is characteristic of such architectural
creations, andwhich embodies the two elements ofUrantian atmo-
sphere plus thatmorontia gas suitable for the respiration ofmoron-
tia creatures. But while this atmosphere is both material and mo-
rontial, there are no storms or hurricanes; neither is there summer
nor winter. is absence of atmospheric disturbances and of sea-
sonal variationmakes it possible to embellish all outdoors on these
especially created worlds.

4 e Edentia highlands are magni cent physical features, and
their beauty is enhanced by the endless profusion of life which
abounds throughout their length and breadth. Excepting a few
rather isolated structures, these highlands contain nowork of crea-
ture hands. Material and morontial ornamentations are limited to
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the dwelling areas. e lesser elevations are the sites of special resi-
dences and are beautifully embellishedwith both biologic andmo-
rontia art.

5 ¶ Situated on the summit of the seventh highland range are the
resurrection halls of Edentia, wherein awaken the ascending mor-
tals of the secondary modi ed order of ascension. ese cham-
bers of creature reassembly are under the supervision of the Mel-
chizedeks. e rst of the receiving spheres of Edentia (like the
planet Melchizedek near Salvington) also has special resurrection
halls, wherein the mortals of the modi ed orders of ascension are
reassembled.

6 eMelchizedeks also maintain two special colleges on Eden-
tia. One, the emergency school, is devoted to the study of prob-
lems growing out of the Satania rebellion. e other, the bestowal
school, is dedicated to the mastery of the new problems arising
out of the fact that Michael made his nal bestowal on one of the
worlds of Norlatiadek. is latter college was established almost
40,000 years ago, immediately a er the announcement byMichael
that Urantia had been selected as the world for his nal bestowal.˚

7 ¶ e sea of glass, the receiving area of Edentia, is near the ad-
ministrative centre and is encircled by the headquarters amphithe-
atre. Surrounding this area are the governing centres for the 70 di-
visions of constellation affairs. ½ of Edentia is divided into 70 tri-
angular sections, whose boundaries converge at the headquarters
buildings of their respective sectors. e remainder of this sphere
is one vast natural park, the gardens of God.

8 During your periodic visits to Edentia, though the entire pla-
net is open to your inspection, most of your time will be spent in
1.6. …established almost four thousand years ago, immediately a er… e second edition
correction appears to be warranted based on a reference at 119:7.2 in the text: “ e public
announcement that Michael had selected Urantia as the theatre for his nal bestowal was
made shortly a er we learned about the default of Adam and Eve. And thus, for more than
thirty- ve thousand years, yourworld occupied a very conspicuous place in the councils of the
entire universe.” e default occurred about 37,800 years ago, so “almost forty thousand”
and “more than thirty- ve thousand” would seem to be equally reasonable descriptions.

e committee concluded that the problem here is identical in origin to that of 41:4.4 in the
text: the number in question was written as a numeral in themanuscript (40,000 not forty
thousand), and the error was caused by the loss of a zero before the number was formatted
into words for printing.
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that administrative triangle whose number corresponds to that of
your current residential world. You will always be welcome as an
observer in the legislative assemblies.

9 e morontia area assigned to ascending mortals resident on
Edentia is located in the mid-zone of the 35 triangle adjoining
the headquarters of the naliters, situated in the 36 triangle. e
general headquarters of the univitatia occupies an enormous area in
the mid-region of the 34 triangle immediately adjoining the res-
idential reservation of the morontia citizens. From these arrange-
ments itmay be seen that provision ismade for the accommodation
of at least 70 major divisions of celestial life, and also that each of
these 70 triangular areas is correlated with some one of the 70 ma-
jor spheres of morontia training.

10 e Edentia sea of glass is one enormous circular crystal about
160 km in circumference and about 48 km in depth. is magnif-
icent crystal serves as the receiving eld for all transport seraphim
and other beings arriving frompoints outside the sphere; such a sea
of glass greatly facilitates the landing of transport seraphim.

11 A crystal eld on this order is found on almost all architec-
tural worlds; and it serves many purposes aside from its decorative
value, being utilized for portraying superuniverse re ectivity to as-
sembled groups and as a factor in the energy-transformation tech-
nique for modifying the currents of space and for adapting other
incoming physical-energy streams.

2. THE CONSTELLATION GOVERNMENT
1 e constellations are the autonomous units of a local universe,

each constellation being administered according to its own legisla-
tive enactments. When the courts of Nebadon sit in judgment on
universe affairs, all internal matters are adjudicated in accordance
with the laws prevailing in the constellation concerned. ese judi-
cial decrees of Salvington, together with the legislative enactments
of the constellations, are executed by the administrators of the local
systems.

2 Constellations thus function as the legislative or lawmaking
units, while the local systems serve as the executive or enforcement
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units. e Salvington government is the supreme judicial and co-
ordinating authority.

3 ¶ While the supreme judicial function rests with the central
administration of a local universe, there are two subsidiary butma-
jor tribunals at the headquarters of each constellation, the Melchi-
zedek council and the court of the Most High.

4 All judicial problems are rst reviewed by the council of the
Melchizedeks. Twelve of this order who have had certain requisite
experience on the evolutionary planets and on the system head-
quarters worlds are empowered to review evidence, digest pleas,
and formulate provisional verdicts, which are passed on to the
court of the Most High, the reigning Constellation Father. e
mortal division of this latter tribunal consists of seven judges, all
of whom are ascendant mortals. e higher you ascend in the uni-
verse, the more certain you are to be judged by those of your own
kind.

5 ¶ e constellation legislative body is divided into three
groups. e legislative program of a constellation originates in the
lower house of ascenders, a group presided over by a naliter and
consisting of 1,000 representative mortals. Each system nominates
10 members to sit in this deliberative assembly. On Edentia this
body is not fully recruited at the present time.

6 e mid-chamber of legislators is composed of the seraphic
hosts and their associates, other children of the local universe
Mother Spirit. is group numbers 100 and is nominated by the
supervising personalities who preside over the various activities of
such beings as they function within the constellation.

7 e advisory or highest body of constellation legislators con-
sists of the house of peers — the house of the divine Sons. is
corps is chosen by the Most High Fathers and numbers ten. Only
Sons of special experience may serve in this upper house. is is
the fact- nding and timesaving group which very effectively serves
both of the lower divisions of the legislative assembly.

8 e combined council of legislators consists of three members
from each of these separate branches of the constellation deliber-
ative assembly and is presided over by the reigning junior Most
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High. is group sanctions the nal form of all enactments and
authorizes their promulgation by the broadcasters. e approval
of this supreme commission renders legislative enactments the law
of the realm; their acts are nal. e legislative pronouncements of
Edentia constitute the fundamental law of all Norlatiadek.

3. THE MOST HIGHS OF NORLATIADEK
1 e rulers of the constellations are of the Vorondadek order of

local universe sonship. When commissioned to active duty in the
universe as constellation rulers or otherwise, these Sons are known
as the Most Highs since they embody the highest administrative
wisdom, coupled with the most farseeing and intelligent loyalty,
of all the orders of the Local Universe Sons of God. eir personal
integrity and their group loyalty have never been questioned; no
disaffection of the Vorondadek Sons has ever occurred in Neba-
don.

2 ¶ At least three Vorondadek Sons are commissioned by Gab-
riel as the Most Highs of each of the Nebadon constellations. e
presiding member of this trio is known as the Constellation Father
and his two associates as the senior Most High and the junior Most
High. A Constellation Father reigns for 10,000 standard years
(about 50,000 Urantia years), having previously served as junior
associate and as senior associate for equal periods.

3 e Psalmist knew that Edentia was ruled by three Constel-
lation Fathers and accordingly spoke of their abode in the plural:
“ ere is a river, the streams whereof shall make glad the city of
God, the most holy place of the tabernacles of the Most Highs.”

4 ¶ Down through the ages there has been great confusion on
Urantia regarding the various universe rulers. Many later teach-
ers confused their vague and inde nite tribal deities with theMost
High Fathers. Still later, the Hebrews merged all of these celestial
rulers into a composite Deity. One teacher understood that the
Most Highs were not the Supreme Rulers, for he said, “He who
dwells in the secret place of the Most High shall abide under the
shadow of the Almighty.” In the Urantia records it is very diffi-
cult at times to know exactly who is referred to by the term “Most
High.” But Daniel fully understood these matters. He said, “ e
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Most High rules in the kingdom of men and gives it to whomso-
ever he will.”

5 ¶ e Constellation Fathers are little occupied with the in-
dividuals of an inhabited planet, but they are closely associated
with those legislative and lawmaking functions of the constella-
tionswhich so greatly concern everymortal race and national group
of the inhabited worlds.

6 Although the constellation regime stands between you and the
universe administration, as individuals you would ordinarily be lit-
tle concerned with the constellation government. Your great inter-
est would normally centre in the local system, Satania; but tem-
porarily, Urantia is closely related to the constellation rulers be-
cause of certain system and planetary conditions growing out of
the Lucifer rebellion.

7 e EdentiaMostHighs seized certain phases of planetary au-
thority on the rebellious worlds at the time of the Lucifer seces-
sion. ey have continued to exercise this power, and the Ancients
of Days long since con rmed this assumption of control over these
wayward worlds. ey will no doubt continue to exercise this as-
sumed jurisdiction as long as Lucifer lives. Much of this authority
would ordinarily, in a loyal system, be invested in the System Sov-
ereign.

8 But there is still another way in which Urantia became pecu-
liarly related to the Most Highs. When Michael, the Creator Son,
was on his terminal bestowal mission, since the successor of Lu-
cifer was not in full authority in the local system, all Urantia affairs
which concerned the Michael bestowal were immediately super-
vised by the Most Highs of Norlatiadek.

4. MOUNT ASSEMBLY  THE FAITHFUL OF DAYS
1 e most holy mount of assembly is the dwelling place of the

Faithful of Days, the representative of the Paradise Trinity who
functions on Edentia.

2 is Faithful of Days is a Trinity Son of Paradise and has been
present on Edentia as the personal representative of Immanuel
since the creation of the headquarters world. Ever the Faithful of
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Days stands at the right hand of theConstellation Fathers to coun-
sel them, but never does he proffer advice unless it is asked for. e
high Sons of Paradise never participate in the conduct of the affairs
of a local universe except upon the petition of the acting rulers of
such domains. But all that a Union of Days is to a Creator Son, a
Faithful of Days is to the Most Highs of a constellation.

3 e residence of the Edentia Faithful of Days is the constella-
tion centre of the Paradise system of extrauniverse communication
and intelligence. ese Trinity Sons, with their staffs of Havona
and Paradise personalities, in liaisonwith the supervisingUnion of
Days, are in direct and constant communication with their order
throughout all the universes, even to Havona and Paradise.

4 emost holymount is exquisitely beautiful andmarvellously
appointed, but the actual residence of the Paradise Son is modest
in comparison with the central abode of the Most Highs and the
surrounding 70 structures comprising the residential unit of the
Vorondadek Sons. ese appointments are exclusively residential;
they are entirely separate from the extensive administrative head-
quarters buildings wherein the affairs of the constellation are trans-
acted.

5 e residence of the Faithful of Days on Edentia is located to
the north of these residences of the Most Highs and is known as
the “mount of Paradise assembly.” On this consecrated highland
the ascendingmortals periodically assemble to hear this Son of Par-
adise tell of the long and intriguing journey of progressing mortals
through the one billion perfection worlds ofHavona and on to the
indescribable delights of Paradise. And it is at these special gather-
ings on Mount Assembly that the morontia mortals become more
fully acquainted with the various groups of personalities of origin
in the central universe.

6 e traitorous Lucifer, onetime sovereign of Satania, in an-
nouncing his claims to increased jurisdiction, sought to displace
all superior orders of sonship in the governmental plan of the local
universe. He purposed in his heart, saying: “I will exalt my throne
above the Sons of God; I will sit upon the mount of assembly in
the north; I will be like the Most High.”
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7 ¶ e 100 System Sovereigns come periodically to the Eden-
tia conclaves which deliberate on the welfare of the constellation.
A er the Satania rebellion the archrebels of Jerusem were wont to
come up to these Edentia councils just as they had on former oc-
casions. And there was found no way to stop this arrogant effron-
tery until a er the bestowal of Michael on Urantia and his subse-
quent assumption of unlimited sovereignty throughout all Neba-
don. Never, since that day, have these instigators of sin been per-
mitted to sit in the Edentia councils of the loyal System Sovereigns.

8 at the teachers of olden times knew of these things is shown
by the record: “And there was a day when the Sons of God came
to present themselves before the Most Highs, and Satan came also
and presented himself among them.” And this is a statement of fact
regardless of the connection in which it chances to appear.

9 ¶ Since the triumphofChrist, allNorlatiadek is being cleansed
of sin and rebels. Sometime before Michael’s death in the esh the
fallen Lucifer’s associate, Satan, sought to attend such an Edentia
conclave, but the solidi cation of sentiment against the archrebels
had reached the point where the doors of sympathy were so well-
nigh universally closed that there could be found no standing
ground for the Satania adversaries. When there exists no opendoor
for the reception of evil, there exists no opportunity for the en-
tertainment of sin. e doors of the hearts of all Edentia closed
against Satan; he was unanimously rejected by the assembled Sys-
tem Sovereigns, and it was at this time that the Son ofMan “beheld
Satan fall as lightning from heaven.”

10 Since the Lucifer rebellion a new structure has been provided
near the residence of the Faithful ofDays. is temporary edi ce is
the headquarters of the Most High liaison, who functions in close
touch with the Paradise Son as adviser to the constellation govern-
ment in all matters respecting the policy and attitude of the order
of Days toward sin and rebellion.

5. THE EDENTIA FATHERS SINCE THE LUCIFER
REBELLION

1 e rotation of the Most Highs on Edentia was suspended at
the time of the Lucifer rebellion. Wenowhave the same rulers who
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were on duty at that time. We infer that no change in these rulers
will be made until Lucifer and his associates are nally disposed of.

2 e present government of the constellation, however, has
been expanded to include 12 Sons of the Vorondadek order. ese
12 are as follows:

3 1. e Constellation Father. e present Most High ruler
of Norlatiadek is number 617,318 of the Vorondadek series of Ne-
badon. He saw service inmany constellations throughout our local
universe before taking up his Edentia responsibilities.

4 2. e senior Most High associate.
5 3. e junior Most High associate.
6 4. eMostHigh adviser, the personal representative ofMi-

chael since his attainment of the status of a Master Son.
7 5. e Most High executive, the personal representative of

Gabriel stationed on Edentia ever since the Lucifer rebellion.
8 6. e Most High chief of planetary observers, the director

of the Vorondadek observers stationed on the isolated worlds of
Satania.

9 7. e Most High referee, the Vorondadek Son intrusted
with the duty of adjusting all difficulties consequential to rebellion
within the constellation.

10 8. e Most High emergency administrator, the Voronda-
dek Son charged with the task of adapting the emergency en-
actments of the Norlatiadek legislature to the rebellion-isolated
worlds of Satania.

11 9. e Most High mediator, the Vorondadek Son assigned
to harmonize the special bestowal adjustments on Urantia with
the routine administration of the constellation. e presence of
certain archangel activities and numerous other irregular ministra-
tions onUrantia, together with the special activities of the Brilliant
Evening Stars on Jerusem, necessitates the functioning of this Son.

12 10. e Most High judge-advocate, the head of the emer-
gency tribunal devoted to the adjustment of the special problems
of Norlatiadek growing out of the confusion consequent upon the
Satania rebellion.
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13 11. e Most High liaison, the Vorondadek Son attached to
the Edentia rulers but commissioned as a special counsellor with
the Faithful ofDays regarding the best course to pursue in theman-
agement of problems pertaining to rebellion and creature disloy-
alty.

14 12. e Most High director, the president of the emergency
council of Edentia. All personalities assigned to Norlatiadek be-
cause of the Satania upheaval constitute the emergency council,
and their presiding officer is a Vorondadek Son of extraordinary
experience.

15 And this takes no account of the numerous Vorondadeks, en-
voys of Nebadon constellations, and others who are also resident
on Edentia.

16 ¶ Ever since the Lucifer rebellion the Edentia Fathers have ex-
ercised a special care over Urantia and the other isolated worlds of
Satania. Long ago the prophet recognized the controlling hand of
theConstellationFathers in the affairs of nations. “When theMost
High divided to the nations their inheritance, when he separated
the sons of Adam, he set the bounds of the people.”

17 Every quarantinedor isolatedworldhas aVorondadek Son act-
ing as an observer. Hedoes not participate in planetary administra-
tion except when ordered by the Constellation Father to intervene
in the affairs of the nations. Actually it is this Most High observer
who “rules in the kingdoms of men.” Urantia is one of the isolated
worlds of Norlatiadek, and a Vorondadek observer has been sta-
tioned on the planet ever since the Caligastia betrayal. When Ma-
chiventaMelchizedekministered in semimaterial formonUrantia,
he paid respectful homage to theMostHigh observer then onduty,
as it is written, “And Melchizedek, king of Salem, was the priest of
the Most High.” Melchizedek revealed the relations of this Most
High observer toAbrahamwhen he said, “And blessed be theMost
High, who has delivered your enemies into your hand.”

6. THE GARDENS OF GOD
1 e system capitals are particularly beauti ed with material

andmineral constructions, while the universe headquarters ismore
re ective of spiritual glory, but the capitals of the constellations
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are the acme of morontia activities and living embellishments. On
the constellationheadquartersworlds living embellishment ismore
generally utilized, and it is this preponderance of life — botanic
artistry — that causes these worlds to be called “the gardens of
God.”

2 ¶ About ½ of Edentia is devoted to the exquisite gardens of
the Most Highs, and these gardens are among the most entranc-
ing morontia creations of the local universe. is explains why the
extraordinarily beautiful places on the inhabited worlds of Norla-
tiadek are so o en called “the garden of Eden.”

3 Centrally located in this magni cent garden is the worship
shrine of the Most Highs. e Psalmist must have known some-
thing about these things, for he wrote: “Who shall ascend the hill
of theMostHighs? Who shall stand in this holy place? Hewhohas
clean hands and a pure heart, who has not li ed up his soul to van-
ity nor sworn deceitfully.” At this shrine the Most Highs, on every
tenth day of relaxation, lead all Edentia in the worshipful contem-
plation of God the Supreme.

4 ¶ e architectural worlds enjoy 10 forms of life of the mate-
rial order. On Urantia there is plant and animal life, but on such
a world as Edentia there are 10 divisions of the material orders of
life. Were you to view these 10 divisions of Edentia life, you would
quickly classify the rst three as vegetable and the last three as ani-
mal, but you would be utterly unable to comprehend the nature of
the intervening four groups of proli c and fascinating forms of life.

5 Even the distinctively animal life is very different from that
of the evolutionary worlds, so different that it is quite impossible
to portray to mortal minds the unique character and affectionate
nature of these nonspeaking creatures. ere are thousands upon
thousands of living creatures which your imagination could not
possibly picture. e whole animal creation is of an entirely differ-
ent order from the gross animal species of the evolutionary planets.
But all this animal life is most intelligent and exquisitely service-
able, and all the various species are surprisingly gentle and touch-
ingly companionable. ere are no carnivorous creatures on such
architectural worlds; there is nothing in all Edentia to make any
living being afraid.
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6 e vegetable life is also very different from that of Urantia,
consisting of both material and morontia varieties. e material
growths have a characteristic green colouration, but the morontia
equivalents of vegetative life have a violet or orchid tinge of varying
hue and re ection. Such morontia vegetation is purely an energy
growth; when eaten there is no residual portion.

7 Being endowed with 10 divisions of physical life, not to men-
tion the morontia variations, these architectural worlds provide
tremendous possibilities for the biologic beauti cation of the land-
scape and of the material and the morontia structures. e ce-
lestial artisans direct the native spornagia in this extensive work
of botanic decoration and biologic embellishment. Whereas your
artists must resort to inert paint and lifeless marble to portray their
concepts, the celestial artisans and the univitatia more frequently
utilize living materials to represent their ideas and to capture their
ideals.

8 If you enjoy the owers, shrubs, and trees of Urantia, then
will you feast your eyes upon the botanical beauty and the o-
ral grandeur of the supernal gardens of Edentia. But it is beyond
my powers of description to undertake to convey to the mortal
mind an adequate concept of these beauties of the heavenly worlds.
Truly, eye has not seen such glories as await your arrival on these
worlds of the mortal-ascension adventure.

7. THE UNIVITATIA
1 Univitatia are the permanent citizens of Edentia and its asso-

ciated worlds, all 770 worlds surrounding the constellation head-
quarters being under their supervision. ese children of the Cre-
ator Son and the Creative Spirit are projected on a plane of exis-
tence in between the material and the spiritual, but they are not
morontia creatures. e natives of each of the 70 major spheres of
Edentia possess different visible forms, and the morontia mortals
have their morontia forms attuned to correspond with the ascend-
ing scale of the univitatia each time they change residence from
one Edentia sphere to another as they pass successively from world
number 1 to world number 70.

2 Spiritually, the univitatia are alike; intellectually, they vary as
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do mortals; in form, they much resemble the morontia state of ex-
istence, and they are created to function in 70 diverse orders of per-
sonality. Each of these orders of univitatia exhibits 10 major varia-
tions of intellectual activity, and each of these varying intellectual
types presides over the special training and cultural schools of pro-
gressive occupational or practical socialization on some one of the
10 satellites which swing around each of themajor Edentia worlds.

3 ese 700 minor worlds are technical spheres of practical ed-
ucation in the working of the entire local universe and are open
to all classes of intelligent beings. ese training schools of spe-
cial skill and technical knowledge are not conducted exclusively
for ascending mortals, although morontia students constitute by
far the largest group of all those who attend these courses of train-
ing. When you are received on any one of the 70 major worlds of
social culture, you are immediately given clearance for each of the
10 surrounding satellites.

4 In the various courtesy colonies, ascending morontia mortals
predominate among the reversion directors, but the univitatia rep-
resent the largest group associated with the Nebadon corps of ce-
lestial artisans. In all Orvonton no extra-Havona beings excepting
the Uversa abandonters can equal the univitatia in artistic skill, so-
cial adaptability, and co-ordinating cleverness.

5 ese citizens of the constellation are not actually members
of the artisan corps, but they freely work with all groups and con-
tribute much to making the constellation worlds the chief spheres
for the realization of the magni cent artistic possibilities of tran-
sition culture. ey do not function beyond the con nes of the
constellation headquarters worlds.

8. THE EDENTIA TRAINING WORLDS
1 e physical endowment of Edentia and its surrounding sphe-

res is well-nigh perfect; they could hardly equal the spiritual
grandeur of the spheres of Salvington, but they far surpass the glo-
ries of the training worlds of Jerusem. All these Edentia spheres are
energized directly by the universal space currents, and their enor-
mous power systems, both material and morontial, are expertly su-
pervised and distributed by the constellation centres, assisted by
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a competent corps of Master Physical Controllers and Morontia
Power Supervisors.

2 e time spent on the 70 training worlds of transition moron-
tia culture associated with the Edentia age of mortal ascension, is
the most settled period in an ascending mortal’s career up to the
status of a naliter; this is really the typical morontia life. While
you are re-keyed each time you pass from one major cultural world
to another, you retain the same morontia body, and there are no
periods of personality unconsciousness.˚

3 Your sojourn on Edentia and its associated spheres will be
chie y occupied with the mastery of group ethics, the secret of
pleasant and pro table interrelationship between the various uni-
verse and superuniverse orders of intelligent personalities.

4 On the mansion worlds you completed the uni cation of the
evolving mortal personality; on the system capital you attained Je-
rusem citizenship and achieved thewillingness to submit the self to
the disciplines of group activities and co-ordinated undertakings;
but now on the constellation training worlds you are to achieve the
real socialization of your evolving morontia personality. is su-
pernal cultural acquirement consists in learning how to:

5 1. Live happily and work effectively with 10 diverse fellow
morontians, while 10 such groups are associated in companies of
100 and then federated in corps of 1,000.

6 2. Abide joyfully and co-operate heartily with 10 univitatia,
who, though similar intellectually to morontia beings, are very dif-
ferent in every other way. And then must you function with this
group of 10 as it co-ordinates with 10 other families, which are in
turn confederated into a corps of 1,000 univitatia.

7 3. Achieve simultaneous adjustment to both fellow moron-
tians and these host univitatia. Acquire the ability voluntarily and

8.2. While you are rekeyed each time… e only other occurrence of re-keyed is in hy-
phenated form 48:2.21 in the text. Words formed with the “re-” pre x, fall under the same
general Chicago Manual of Style rule, but this instance is covered by an exception: “a)
When the rst vowel of the added word would…suggest mispronunciation, the hyphen is
retained.” In this case, the un-hyphenated form appears to indicate that the rst syllable is
pronounced with a short e, causing the reader to stumble. Insertion of the hyphen resolves
the problem.
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effectively to co-operate with your own order of beings in close
working association with a somewhat dissimilar group of intelli-
gent creatures.

8 4. While thus socially functioning with beings like and un-
like yourself, achieve intellectual harmony with, and make voca-
tional adjustment to, both groups of associates.

9 5. While attaining satisfactory socialization of the person-
ality on intellectual and vocational levels, further perfect the abil-
ity to live in intimate contact with similar and slightly dissimilar
beings with ever-lessening irritability and ever-diminishing resent-
ment. e reversion directors contributemuch to this latter attain-
ment through their group-play activities.

10 6. Adjust all of these various socialization techniques to the
furtherance of the progressive co-ordination of the Paradise-ascen-
sion career; augment universe insight by enhancing the ability to
grasp the eternal goal-meanings concealed within these seemingly
insigni cant time-space activities.

11 7. And then, climax all of these procedures of multisocial-
ization with the concurrent enhancement of spiritual insight as it
pertains to the augmentation of all phases of personal endowment
through group spiritual association and morontia co-ordination.
Intellectually, socially, and spiritually two moral creatures do not
merely double their personal potentials of universe achievement by
partnership technique; they more nearly quadruple their attain-
ment and accomplishment possibilities.

12 ¶ We have portrayed Edentia socialization as an association of
a morontia mortal with a univitatia family group consisting of 10
intellectually dissimilar individuals concomitant with a similar as-
sociation with 10 fellow morontians. But on the rst seven major
worlds only one ascending mortal lives with 10 univitatia. On the
second group of seven major worlds two mortals abide with each
native group of ten, and so on up until, on the last group of seven
major spheres, 10 morontia beings are domiciled with 10 univita-
tia. As you learn how better to socialize with the univitatia, you
will practise such improved ethics in your relations with your fel-
low morontia progressors.
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13 As ascendingmortals you will enjoy your sojourn on the prog-
ress worlds of Edentia, but you will not experience that personal
thrill of satisfaction which characterizes your initial contact with
universe affairs on the system headquarters or your farewell touch
with these realities on the nal worlds of the universe capital.

9. CITIZENSHIP ON EDENTIA
1 A er graduation from world number 70, ascending mortals

take up residence on Edentia. Ascenders now, for the rst time,
attend the “assemblies of Paradise” and hear the story of their far-
ung career as it is depicted by the Faithful of Days, the rst of the

Supreme Trinity-origin Personalities they have met.
2 ¶ is entire sojourn on the constellation training worlds, cul-

minating in Edentia citizenship, is a period of true and heavenly
bliss for the morontia progressors. roughout your sojourn on
the system worlds you were evolving from a near-animal to a mo-
rontia creature; you were more material than spiritual. On the Sal-
vington spheres you will be evolving from a morontia being to the
status of a true spirit; you will be more spiritual than material. But
on Edentia, ascenders are midway between their former and their
future estates, midway in their passage from evolutionary animal to
ascending spirit. During your whole stay on Edentia and its worlds
you are “as the angels”; you are constantly progressing but all the
while maintaining a general and a typical morontia status.

3 is constellation sojourn of an ascending mortal is the most
uniform and stabilized epoch in the entire career of morontia pro-
gression. is experience constitutes the prespirit socialization
training of the ascenders. It is analogous to the pre naliter spiritual
experience of Havona and to the preabsonite training on Paradise.

4 ¶ Ascending mortals on Edentia are chie y occupied with the
assignments on the 70 progressive univitatia worlds. ey also
serve in varied capacities on Edentia itself, mainly in conjunction
with the constellation program concerned with group, racial, na-
tional, and planetary welfare. e Most Highs are not so much
engaged in fostering individual advancement on the inhabited
worlds; they rule in the kingdoms of men rather than in the hearts
of individuals.
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5 And on that day when you are prepared to leave Edentia for
the Salvington career, you will pause and look back on one of the
most beautiful and most refreshing of all your epochs of training
this side of Paradise. But the glory of it all augments as you ascend
inward and achieve increased capacity for enlarged appreciation of
divine meanings and spiritual values.

ahb

6 [Sponsored by Malavatia Melchizedek.]



PAPER №44
THE CELESTIAL ARTISANS

Archangel

AMONGthe courtesy colonies of the various divisional and
universe headquarters worlds may be found the unique
order of composite personalities denominated the celes-

tial artisans. ese beings are the master artists and artisans of the
morontia and lower spirit realms. ey are the spirits and semispir-
its who are engaged in morontia embellishment and in spiritual
beauti cation. Such artisans are distributed throughout the grand
universe — on the headquarters worlds of the superuniverses, the
local universes, the constellations, and systems, as well as on all
spheres settled in light and life; but their chief realm of activity is
in the constellations and especially on the 770 worlds surrounding
each headquarters sphere.˚

2 ough their work may be almost incomprehensible to the
material mind, it should be understood that the morontia and
spirit worlds are not without their high arts and supernal cultures.

3 ¶ e celestial artisans are not created as such; they are a se-
lected and recruited corps of beings composed of certain teacher
personalities native to the central universe and their volunteer
pupils drawn from the ascending mortals and numerous other ce-
lestial groups. e original teaching corps of these artisans was
sometime assigned by the In nite Spirit in collaboration with the
Seven Master Spirits and consisted of 7,000 Havona instructors,
1,000 to each of the seven divisions of artisans. With such a nu-
cleus to start with, there has developed through the ages this bril-
liant body of skillful workers in spirit and morontia affairs.

4 Any morontia personality or spirit entity is eligible for admis-
sion to the corps of the celestial artisans; that is, any being below
the rank of inherent divine sonship. Ascending sons of God from
0.1. Among the courtesy colonies of the various divisional and universe headquarters
worlds, may be found the unique order of composite personalities… is is the only one
of the committee’s recommendations that allows the reasonableness of the original but rec-
ommends the change because both publishers have long since adopted the change.
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the evolutionary spheres may, a er their arrival on the morontia
worlds, apply for admission to the artisan corps and, if sufficiently
gi ed, may choose such a career for a longer or shorter period. But
no one may enlist with the celestial artisans for less than one mil-
lennium, 1,000 years of superuniverse time.

5 All celestial artisans are registered on the superuniverse head-
quarters but are directed by morontia supervisors on the local uni-
verse capitals. ey are commissioned in the following seven ma-
jor divisions of activity by the central corps ofmorontia supervisors
functioning on the headquarters world of each local universe:

6 1. Celestial Musicians.
7 2. Heavenly Reproducers.
8 3. Divine Builders.
9 4. ought Recorders.
10 5. Energy Manipulators.
11 6. Designers and Embellishers.
12 7. Harmony Workers.
13 ¶ e original teachers of these seven groups all hailed fromthe

perfect worlds of Havona, and Havona contains the patterns, the
pattern studies, for all phases and forms of spirit artistry. While it is
a gigantic task to undertake to transfer these arts of Havona to the
worlds of space, the celestial artisans have improved in technique
and execution from age to age. As in all other phases of the ascend-
ing career thosewho aremost advanced in any line of endeavour are
required constantly to impart their superior knowledge and skill to
their less favoured fellows.

14 You will rst begin to glimpse these transplanted arts of Ha-
vona on the mansion worlds, and their beauty and your apprecia-
tion of their beauty will heighten and brighten until you stand in
the spirit halls of Salvington and behold the inspiringmasterpieces
of the supernal artists of the spirit realms.

15 ¶ All these activities of the morontia and spirit worlds are real.
To spirit beings the spirit world is a reality. To us thematerial world
is the more unreal. e higher forms of spirits freely pass through
ordinary matter. High spirits are reactive to nothing material ex-
cepting certain of the basic energies. To material beings the spirit
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world is more or less unreal; to spirit beings the material world is
almost entirely unreal, being merely a shadow of the substance of
spirit realities.

16 I cannot, with exclusive spirit vision, perceive the building in
which this narrative is being translated and recorded. A Divine
Counsellor fromUversa who chances to stand bymy side perceives
still less of these purely material creations. We discern how these
material structures appear to you by viewing a spirit counterpart
presented to our minds by one of our attending energy transform-
ers. is material building is not exactly real to me, a spirit being,
but it is, of course, very real and very serviceable to material mor-
tals.

17 ere are certain types of beings who are capable of discern-
ing the reality of the creatures of both the spirit and the material
worlds. Belonging to this class are the so-called fourth creatures
of the Havona Servitals and the fourth creatures of the concilia-
tors. e angels of time and space are endowed with the ability
to discern both spirit and material beings as also are the ascending
mortals subsequent to deliverance from the life in the esh. A er
attainment of the higher spirit levels the ascenders are able to rec-
ognize material, morontia, and spirit realities.

18 ere is also herewithme aMightyMessenger fromUversa, an
ascendant Adjuster-fused, onetime mortal being, and he perceives
you as you are, and at the same time he visualizes the Solitary Mes-
senger, the supernaphim, and other celestial beings present. Never
in your long ascendancy will you lose the power to recognize your
associates of former existences. Always, as you ascend inward in the
scale of life, will you retain the ability to recognize and fraternize
with the fellow beings of your previous and lower levels of experi-
ence. Eachnew translationor resurrectionwill addonemore group
of spirit beings to your vision range without in the least depriving
you of the ability to recognize your friends and fellows of former
estates.

19 All this ismade possible in the experience of ascendingmortals
by the action of the indwelling ought Adjusters. rough their
retention of the duplicates of your entire life’s experiences, you are
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assured of never losing any true attribute you once had; and these
Adjusters are going through with you, as a part of you, in reality, as
you.

20 But I almost despair of being able to convey to the material
mind the nature of thework of the celestial artisans. I amunder the
necessity of constantly perverting thought and distorting language
in an effort to unfold to the mortal mind the reality of these mo-
rontia transactions and near-spirit phenomena. Your comprehen-
sion is incapable of grasping, and your language is inadequate for
conveying, themeaning, value, and relationship of these semispirit
activities. And I proceed with this effort to enlighten the human
mind concerning these realities with the full understanding of the
utter impossibility ofmy being very successful in such an undertak-
ing.

21 ¶ I can do no more than attempt to sketch a crude parallelism
between mortal material activities and the manifold functions of
the celestial artisans. If the Urantia races were more advanced in
art and other cultural accomplishments, then could I go thatmuch
farther in an effort to project the human mind from the things of
matter to those of morontia. About all I can hope to accomplish is
to make emphatic the fact of the reality of these transactions of the
morontia and the spirit worlds.

1. THE CELESTIAL MUSICIANS
1 With the limited range of mortal hearing, you can hardly con-

ceive of morontia melodies. ere is even a material range of beau-
tiful sound unrecognized by the human sense of hearing, not to
mention the inconceivable scope of morontia and spirit harmony.
Spirit melodies are not material sound waves but spirit pulsations
received by the spirits of celestial personalities. ere is a vastness
of range and a soul of expression, as well as a grandeur of execu-
tion, associated with the melody of the spheres, that are wholly be-
yond human comprehension. I have seen millions of enraptured
beings held in sublime ecstasy while themelody of the realm rolled
in upon the spirit energy of the celestial circuits. ese marvellous
melodies can be broadcast to the uttermost parts of a universe.
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2 e celestialmusicians are occupiedwith the production of ce-
lestial harmony by the manipulation of the following spirit forces:

3 1. Spiritual sound — spirit current interruptions.
4 2. Spiritual light — the control and intensi cation of the

light of the morontia and spiritual realms.
5 3. Energy impingements — melody produced by the skillful

management of the morontia and spirit energies.
6 4. Colour symphonies — melody of morontia colour tones;

this ranks among the highest accomplishments of the celestial mu-
sicians.

7 5. Harmony of associated spirits— the very arrangement and
association of different orders of morontia and spirit beings pro-
duce majestic melodies.

8 6. Melody of thought — the thinking of spiritual thoughts
can be so perfected as to burst forth in the melodies of Havona.

9 7. e music of space — by proper attunement the melodies
of other spheres canbepickedupon theuniverse broadcast circuits.

10 ¶ ere are over 100,000differentmodes of sound, colour, and
energymanipulation, techniques analogous to the human employ-
ment ofmusical instruments. Your ensembles of dancing undoubt-
edly represent a crude and grotesque attempt of material creatures
to approach the celestial harmony of being placement and person-
ality arrangement. e other ve forms of morontia melody are
unrecognized by the sensory mechanism of material bodies.

11 Harmony, the music of the seven levels of melodious associ-
ation, is the one universal code of spirit communication. Music,
such as Urantia mortals understand, attains its highest expression
in the schools of Jerusem, the system headquarters, where semima-
terial beings are taught the harmonies of sound. Mortals do not
react to the other forms ofmorontiamelody and celestial harmony.

12 ¶ Appreciation of music on Urantia is both physical and spir-
itual; and your human musicians have done much to elevate musi-
cal taste from the barbarous monotony of your early ancestors to
the higher levels of sound appreciation. e majority of Urantia
mortals react to music so largely with the material muscles and so
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slightly with the mind and spirit; but there has been a steady im-
provement in musical appreciation for more than 35,000 years.

13 Tuneful syncopation represents a transition from the musi-
cal monotony of primitive man to the expressionful harmony and
meaningful melodies of your later-day musicians. ese earlier
types of rhythm stimulate the reaction of the music-loving sense
without entailing the exertion of the higher intellectual powers of
harmony appreciation and thusmore generally appeal to immature
or spiritually indolent individuals.

14 ¶ e bestmusic ofUrantia is just a eeting echoof themagnif-
icent strains heard by the celestial associates of yourmusicians, who
le but snatches of these harmonies ofmorontia forces on record as
the musical melodies of sound harmonics. Spirit-morontia music
not infrequently employs all seven modes of expression and repro-
duction, so that the human mind is tremendously handicapped in
any attempt to reduce thesemelodies of the higher spheres tomere
notes ofmusical sound. Such an effort would be something like en-
deavouring to reproduce the strains of a great orchestra by means
of a single musical instrument.

15 While you have assembled some beautiful melodies on Uran-
tia, you have not progressedmusically nearly so far as many of your
neighbouring planets in Satania. If Adam and Eve had only sur-
vived, thenwould you have hadmusic in reality; but the gi of har-
mony, so large in their natures, has been so diluted by strains of un-
musical tendencies that only once in 1,000mortal lives is there any
great appreciation of harmonics. But be not discouraged; some day
a real musician may appear on Urantia, and whole peoples will be
enthralled by themagni cent strains of hismelodies. One such hu-
man being could forever change the course of a whole nation, even
the entire civilized world. It is literally true, “melody has power a
whole world to transform.” Forever, music will remain the univer-
sal language of men, angels, and spirits. Harmony is the speech of
Havona.

2. THE HEAVENLY REPRODUCERS
1 Mortal man can hardly hope for more than a meagre and dis-

torted concept of the functions of the heavenly reproducers, which
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I must attempt to illustrate through the gross and limited symbol-
ism of your material language. e spirit-morontia world has a
thousand and one things of supreme value, things worthy of re-
production but unknown on Urantia, experiences that belong in
the category of the activities which have hardly “entered into the
mind of man,” those realities which God has in waiting for those
who survive the life in the esh.

2 ¶ ere are seven groups of theheavenly reproducers, and Iwill
attempt to illustrate their work by the following classi cation:

3 1. e singers — harmonists who reiterate the speci c har-
monies of the past and interpret the melodies of the present. But
all of this is effected on the morontia level.

4 2. e colour workers — those artists of light and shade you
might call sketchers and painters, artists who preserve passing
scenes and transient episodes for future morontia enjoyment.

5 3. e light picturizers — the makers of the real semispirit-
phenomena preservations of which motion pictures would be a
very crude illustration.

6 4. e historic pageanteers — those who dramatically repro-
duce the crucial events of universe records and history.

7 5. e prophetic artists— those who project the meanings of
history into the future.

8 6. e life-story tellers — those who perpetuate the meaning
and signi cance of life experience. e projection of present per-
sonal experiences into future attainment values.

9 7. e administrative enactors— thosewhodepict the signif-
icance of governmental philosophy and administrative technique,
the celestial dramatists of sovereignty.

10 ¶ Very o en and effectively the heavenly reproducers collabo-
rate with the reversion directors in combining memory recapitula-
tion with certain forms of mind rest and personality diversion. Be-
fore the morontia conclaves and spirit assemblies these reproduc-
ers sometimes associate themselves in tremendous dramatic spec-
tacles representative of the purpose of such gatherings. I recently
witnessed such a stupendous presentation in which more than
1,000,000 actors produced a succession of 1,000 scenes.
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11 e higher intellectual teachers and the transition ministers
freely and effectively utilize these various groups of reproducers in
theirmorontia educational activities. But not all of their efforts are
devoted to transient illustration; much, very much, of their work
is of a permanent nature and will forever remain as a legacy to all
future time. So versatile are these artisans that, when they function
enmasse, they are able to re-enact an age, and in collaborationwith
the seraphic ministers they can actually portray the eternal values
of the spirit world to the mortal seers of time.

3. THE DIVINE BUILDERS
1 ere are cities “whose builder and maker is God.” In spirit

counterpart we have all that you mortals are familiar with and in-
expressibly more. We have homes, spirit comforts, and morontia
necessities. For every material satisfaction which humans are capa-
ble of enjoying, we have thousands of spiritual realities that serve
to enrich and enlarge our existence. e divine builders function
in seven groups:

2 1. e home designers and builders — those who construct
and remodel the abodes assigned to individuals and working
groups. ese morontia and spirit domiciles are real. ey would
be invisible to your short-range vision, but they are very real and
beautiful to us. To a certain extent, all spirit beings may share with
the builders certain details of the planning and creation of their
morontia or spirit abodes. ese homes are tted up and embel-
lished in accordance with the needs of themorontia or of the spirit
creatures who are to inhabit them. ere is abundant variety and
ample opportunity for individual expression in all these construc-
tions.

3 2. e vocation builders — those who function in designing
and assembling the abodes of the regular and routineworkers of the
spirit andmorontia realms. ese builders are comparable to those
who construct the Urantia workshops and other industrial plants.

e transitionworlds have a necessary economyofmutualministry
and specialized division of labour. We do not all do everything;
there is diversity of function among morontia beings and evolving
spirits, and these vocationbuilders not only build betterworkshops
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but also contribute to the vocational enhancement of the worker.
4 3. e play builders. Enormous edi ces are utilized during

the seasons of rest, what mortals would call recreation and, in a
certain sense, play. Provision is made for a suitable setting for the
reversion directors, the humorists of the morontia worlds, those
transition spheres whereon takes place the training of ascendant
beings but recently removed from the evolutionary planets. Even
the higher spirits engage in a certain form of reminiscent humour
during their periods of spiritual recharging.

5 4. e worship builders — the experienced architects of the
spirit and the morontia temples. All the worlds of mortal ascent
have temples of worship, and they are the most exquisite creations
of the morontia realms and the spirit spheres.

6 5. e education builders — those who build the headquar-
ters of morontia training and advanced spirit learning. Always is
the way open to acquire more knowledge, to gain additional infor-
mation respecting one’s present and future work as well as univer-
sal cultural knowledge, information designed to make ascending
mortals more intelligent and effective citizens of the morontia and
spirit worlds.

7 6. Morontia planners— those who build for the co-ordinate
association of all the personalities of all realms as they are at any
one time present on any one sphere. ese planners collaborate
with the Morontia Power Supervisors to enrich the co-ordination
of the progressive morontia life.

8 7. e public builders— the artisans who plan and construct
the designated places of assembly other than those of worship.
Great and magni cent are the places of common assembly.

9 While neither these structures nor their embellishment would
be exactly real to the sensory comprehension of material mortals,
they are very real to us. You would be unable to see these temples
could you be there in the esh; nevertheless, all of these superma-
terial creations are actually there, and we clearly discern them and
just as fully enjoy them.

4. THE THOUGHT RECORDERS
1 ese artisans are devoted to the preservation and reproduc-
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tion of the superior thought of the realms, and they function in
seven groups:

2 1. ought preservers. ese are the artisans dedicated to the
preservation of the higher thought of the realms. On themorontia
worlds they truly treasure the gems of mentation. Before rst com-
ing toUrantia, I saw records andheard broadcasts of the ideation of
some of the great minds of this planet. ought recorders preserve
such noble ideas in the tongue of Uversa.

3 Each superuniverse has its own language, a tongue spoken
by its personalities and prevailing throughout its sectors. is is
known as the tongue of Uversa in our superuniverse. Each local
universe also has its own language. All of the higher orders of Ne-
badon are bilingual, speaking both the language of Nebadon and
the tongue of Uversa. When two individuals from different local
universesmeet, they communicate in the tongueofUversa; if, how-
ever, one of them hails from another superuniverse, theymust have
recourse to a translator. In the central universe there is little need
of a language; there exists perfect and well-nigh complete under-
standing; there, only theGods are not fully comprehended. We are
taught that a chance meeting on Paradise reveals more of mutual
understanding than could be communicated by a mortal language
in 1,000 years. Even on Salvington we “know as we are known.”

4 e ability to translate thought into language in the morontia
and spirit spheres is beyond mortal comprehension. Our rate of
reducing thought to a permanent record can be so speeded up by
the expert recorders that the equivalent of over 500,000 words, or
thought symbols, can be registered in one minute of Urantia time.

ese universe languages are far more replete than the speech of
the evolving worlds. e concept symbols of Uversa embracemore
than 109 characters, although the basic alphabet contains only 70
symbols. e language of Nebadon is not quite so elaborate, the
basic symbols, or alphabet, being 48 in number.

5 2. Concept recorders. is second group of recorders are con-
cerned with the preservation of concept pictures, idea patterns.

is is a form of permanent recording unknown on the material
realms, and by this method I could gain more knowledge in one
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hour of your time than you could gain in 100 years of perusing or-
dinary written language.

6 3. Ideograph recorders. We have the equivalent of both your
written and spoken word, but in preserving thought, we usually
employ concept picturization and ideograph techniques. ose
who preserve ideographs are able to improve 1,000-fold upon the
work of the concept recorders.

7 4. Promoters of oratory. is group of recorders are occupied
with the task of preserving thought for reproduction by oratory.
But in the language of Nebadon we could, in a half hour’s address,
cover the subject matter of the entire lifetime of a Urantia mortal.
Your only hope of comprehending these transactions is to pause
and consider the technique of your disordered and garbled dream
life — how you can in a few seconds traverse years of experience in
these fantasies of the night season.

8 e oratory of the spirit world is one of the rare treats which
await youwhohave heard only the crude and stumbling orations of
Urantia. ere is harmony of music and euphony of expression in
the orations of Salvington and Edentia which are inspiring beyond
description. ese burning concepts are like gems of beauty in di-
adems of glory. But I cannot do it! I cannot convey to the human
mind the breadth and depth of these realities of another world!

9 5. e broadcast directors. e broadcasts of Paradise, the su-
peruniverses, and the local universes are under the general supervi-
sion of this group of thought conservers. ey serve as censors and
editors as well as co-ordinators of the broadcast material, making
a superuniverse adaptation of all Paradise broadcasts and adapting
and translating the broadcasts of the Ancients of Days into the in-
dividual tongues of the local universes.

10 e local universe broadcasts must also be modi ed for recep-
tion by the systems and the individual planets. e transmittal of
these space reports is carefully supervised, and there is always a back
registry to ensure the proper reception of every report on every
world in a given circuit. ese broadcast directors are technically
expert in the utilization of the currents of space for all purposes of
intelligence communication.
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11 6. e rhythm recorders. Urantians would undoubtedly de-
nominate these artisans poets, although their work is very different
from, and almost in nitely transcends, your poetic productions.
Rhythm is less exhausting to both morontia and spirit beings, and
so an effort is frequently made to increase efficiency, as well as to
augment pleasure, by executing numerous functions in rhythmic
form. I only wish you might be privileged to hear some of the po-
etic broadcasts of the Edentia assemblies and to enjoy the richness
of the colour and tone of the constellation geniuseswho aremasters
of this exquisite form of self-expression and social harmonization.

12 7. e morontia recorders. I am at a loss to know how to de-
pict to the material mind the function of this important group of
thought recorders assigned to the work of preserving the ensem-
ble pictures of the various groupings of morontia affairs and spirit
transactions; crudely illustrated, they are the group photographers
of the transition worlds. ey save for the future the vital scenes
and associations of these progressive epochs, preserving them in the
archives of the morontia halls of records.

5. THE ENERGY MANIPULATORS
1 ese interesting and effective artisans are concerned with ev-

ery kind of energy: physical, mindal, and spiritual.
2 1. Physical-energy manipulators. e physical-energy ma-

nipulators serve for long periods with the power directors and are
experts in themanipulation and control ofmany phases of physical
energy. ey are conversant with the 3 basic currents and the 30
subsidiary energy segregations of the superuniverses. ese beings
are of inestimable assistance to the Morontia Power Supervisors of
the transition worlds. ey are the persistent students of the cos-
mic projections of Paradise.

3 2. Mind-energy manipulators. ese are the experts of inter-
communication between morontia and other types of intelligent
beings. is formof communication betweenmortals is practically
nonexistent on Urantia. ese are the specialists who promote the
ability of the ascendingmorontia beings to communicate with one
another, and their work embraces numerous unique adventures in
intellect liaison which are far beyond my power to portray to the
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material mind. ese artisans are the keen students of the mind
circuits of the In nite Spirit.

4 3. Spiritual-energy manipulators. e manipulators of spiri-
tual energy are an intriguing group. Spiritual energy acts in accor-
dance with established laws, just as does physical energy. at is,
spirit force, when studied, yields dependable deductions and can
be precisely dealt with, even as can the physical energies. ere are
just as certain and reliable laws in the spirit world as obtain in the
material realms. During the last few millions of years many im-
proved techniques for the intake of spiritual energy have been ef-
fected by these students of the fundamental laws of the Eternal Son
governing spirit energy as applied to themorontia and other orders
of celestial beings throughout the universes.

5 4. e compound manipulators. is is the adventurous
group of well-trained beings who are dedicated to the functional
association of the three original phases of divine energymanifested
throughout the universes as physical, mindal, and spiritual ener-
gies. ese are the keen personalities who are in reality seeking to
discover the universe presence of God the Supreme, for in this De-
ity personality there must occur the experiential uni cation of all
grand universe divinity. And to a certain extent, these artisans have
in recent times met with some success.

6 5. e transport advisers. is corps of technical advisers to
the transport seraphim are most pro cient in collaborating with
the star students in working out routings and in otherwise assisting
the chiefs of transport on the worlds of space. ey are the traffic
supervisors of the spheres and are present on all inhabited planets.
Urantia is served by a corps of 70 transport advisers.

7 6. e experts of communication. Urantia, likewise, is served
by 12 technicians of interplanetary and interuniverse communica-
tion. ese long-experienced beings are expert in the knowledge of
the laws of transmittal and interference as applied to the commu-
nications of the realms. is corps is concerned with all forms of
space messages except those of Gravity and Solitary Messengers.
On Urantia much of their work must be accomplished over the
archangels’ circuit.
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8 7. e teachers of rest. Divine rest is associated with the tech-
nique of spiritual-energy intake. Morontia and spirit energy must
be replenished just as certainly as physical energy, but not for the
same reasons. I am, perforce, compelled to employ crude illustra-
tions inmy attempts to enlighten you; nevertheless, we of the spirit
world must stop our regular activities periodically and betake our-
selves to suitable places of rendezvous where we enter the divine
rest and thus recuperate our depleting energies.

9 You will receive your rst lessons in these matters when you
reach the mansion worlds a er you have become morontia beings
and have begun to experience the technique of spirit affairs. You
know of the innermost circle ofHavona and that, a er the pilgrims
of space have traversed the preceding circles, theymust be inducted
into the long and revivifying rest of Paradise. is is not only a
technical requirement of transit from the career of time to the ser-
vice of eternity, but it is also a necessity, a form of rest required to
replenish the energy losses incident to the nal steps of the ascen-
dant experience and to store reserves of spirit power for the next
stage of the endless career.

10 ese energy manipulators also function in hundreds of other
ways too numerous to catalogue, such as counselling with the sera-
phim, cherubim, and sanobim regarding the most efficient modes
of energy intake and as to the maintenance of the most helpful
balances of divergent forces between active cherubim and passive
sanobim. In many other ways do these experts lend assistance to
morontia and spirit creatures in their efforts to understand the di-
vine rest, which is so essential to the effective utilization of the basic
energies of space.

6. THE DESIGNERS AND EMBELLISHERS
1 How I wish I knew how to portray the exquisite work of these

unique artisans! Every attempt on my part to explain the work of
spirit embellishmentwould only recall tomaterial minds your own
pitiful but worthy efforts to do these things on your world of mind
and matter.

2 is corps, while embracingover 1,000 subdivisions of activity,
is grouped under the following seven major heads:
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3 1. e cra workers of colour. ese are they who make the
10,000 colour tones of spirit re ection peal forth their exquisite
messages of harmonious beauty. Aside from colour perception
there is nothing in human experience to which these activities may
be compared.

4 2. e sound designers. Spirit waves of diverse identity and
morontia appreciation are depicted by these designers of what you
would call sound. ese impulses are in reality the superb re ec-
tions of the naked and glorious spirit-souls of the celestial hosts.

5 3. e emotion designers. ese enhancers and conservators
of feeling are those who preserve the sentiments of morontia and
the emotions of divinity for the study and edi cation of the chil-
dren of time and for the inspiration and beauti cation ofmorontia
progressors and advancing spirits.

6 4. e artists of odour. is comparison of supernal spirit ac-
tivities to the physical recognition of chemical odours is, indeed,
unfortunate, but Urantia mortals could hardly recognize this min-
istry by any other name. ese artisans create their varied sym-
phonies for the edi cation and delight of the advancing children
of light. You have nothing on earth to which this type of spiritual
grandeur can be even remotely compared.

7 5. e presence embellishers. ese artisans are not occupied
with the arts of self-adornment or the technique of creature beau-
ti cation. ey are devoted to the production of multitudinous
and joyous reactions in individual morontia and spirit creatures by
dramatizing the signi cance of relationship through the positional
values assigned to different morontia and spirit orders in the com-
posite ensembles of these diversi ed beings. ese artists arrange
supermaterial beings as you would living musical notes, odours,
sights, and then blend them into the anthems of glory.

8 6. e taste designers. And how can you be told of these
artists! Faintly I might suggest that they are improvers of moron-
tia taste, and they also endeavour to increase the appreciation of
beauty through the sharpening of the evolving spirit senses.

9 7. e morontia synthesizers. ese are the master cra s-
menwho,when all others havemade their respective contributions,
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then add the culminating and nishing touches to themorontia en-
semble, thus achieving an inspiring portrayal of the divinely beau-
tiful, an enduring inspiration to spirit beings and their morontia
associates. But you must await your deliverance from the animal
body before you can begin to conceive of the artistic glories and
aesthetic beauties of the morontia and spirit worlds.

7. THE HARMONY WORKERS
1 ese artists are not concerned with music, painting, or any-

thing similar, as you might be led to surmise. ey are occupied
with the manipulation and organization of specialized forces and
energies which are present in the spirit world, but which are not
recognized by mortals. If I had the least possible basis for compar-
ison, I would attempt to portray this unique eld of spirit achieve-
ment, but I despair — there is no hope of conveying to mortal
minds this sphere of celestial artistry. Nevertheless, thatwhich can-
not be described may still be implied:

2 Beauty, rhythm, and harmony are intellectually associated and
spiritually akin. Truth, fact, and relationship are intellectually in-
separable and associated with the philosophic concepts of beauty.
Goodness, righteousness, and justice are philosophically interre-
lated and spiritually boundup togetherwith living truth anddivine
beauty.

3 Cosmic concepts of true philosophy, the portrayal of celestial
artistry, or the mortal attempt to depict the human recognition of
divine beauty can never be truly satisfying if such attempted crea-
ture progression is ununi ed. ese expressions of the divine urge
within the evolving creature may be intellectually true, emotion-
ally beautiful, and spiritually good; but the real soul of expression
is absent unless these realities of truth, meanings of beauty, and val-
ues of goodness are uni ed in the life experience of the artisan, the
scientist, or the philosopher.

4 ese divine qualities are perfectly and absolutely uni ed in
God. And every God-knowing man or angel possesses the poten-
tial of unlimited self-expression on ever-progressive levels of uni-
ed self-realization by the technique of the never-ending achieve-

ment of Godlikeness— the experiential blending in the evolution-
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ary experience of eternal truth, universal beauty, and divine good-
ness.

8. MORTAL ASPIRATIONS AND MORONTIA
ACHIEVEMENTS

1 Although celestial artisans do not personally work on material
planets, such asUrantia, they do come, from time to time, from the
headquarters of the system to proffer help to the naturally gi ed
individuals of the mortal races. When thus assigned, these arti-
sans temporarily work under the supervision of the planetary an-
gels of progress. e seraphic hosts co-operate with these artisans
in attempting to assist thosemortal artists whopossess inherent en-
dowments, and who also possess Adjusters of special and previous
experience.

2 ere are three possible sources of special human ability: At
the bottom always there exists the natural or inherent aptitude.
Special ability is never an arbitrary gi of the Gods; there is always
an ancestral foundation for every outstanding talent. In addition
to this natural ability, or rather supplemental thereto, there may
be contributed the leadings of the ought Adjuster in those indi-
viduals whose indwelling Adjusters may have had actual and bona
de experiences along such lines on other worlds and in othermor-

tal creatures. In those cases where both the human mind and the
indwelling Adjuster are unusually skillful, the spirit artisans may
be delegated to act as harmonizers of these talents and otherwise
to assist and inspire these mortals to seek for ever-perfecting ideals
and to attempt their enhanced portrayal for the edi cation of the
realm.

3 ¶ ere is no caste in the ranks of spirit artisans. No matter
how lowly your origin, if you have ability and the gi of expression,
you will gain adequate recognition and receive due appreciation as
you ascend upward in the scale of morontia experience and spiri-
tual attainment. ere can be no handicap of human heredity or
deprivation of mortal environment which the morontia career will
not fully compensate and wholly remove. And all such satisfac-
tions of artistic achievement and expressionful self-realization will
be effected by your own personal efforts in progressive advance-
ment. At last the aspirations of evolutionary mediocrity may be
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realized. While theGods donot arbitrarily bestow talents and abil-
ity upon the children of time, they do provide for the attainment of
the satisfaction of all their noble longings and for the grati cation
of all human hunger for supernal self-expression.

4 But every human being should remember: Many ambitions to
excel which tantalizemortals in the esh will not persist with these
same mortals in the morontia and spirit careers. e ascending
morontians learn to socialize their former purely sel sh longings
and egoistic ambitions. Nevertheless, those things which you so
earnestly longed to do on earth and which circumstances so persis-
tently denied you, if, a er acquiring true mota insight in the mo-
rontia career, you still desire to do, then will you most certainly be
granted every opportunity fully to satisfy your long-cherished de-
sires.

5 Before ascending mortals leave the local universe to embark
upon their spirit careers, they will be satiated respecting every in-
tellectual, artistic, and social longing or true ambition which ever
characterized their mortal or morontia planes of existence. is
is the achievement of equality of the satisfaction of self-expression
and self-realization but not the attainment of identical experiential
status nor the complete obliteration of characteristic individuality
in skill, technique, and expression. But the new spirit differential
of personal experiential attainment will not become thus leveled
off and equalized until a er you have nished the last circle of the
Havona career. And then will the Paradise residents be confronted
with the necessity of adjusting to that absonite differential of per-
sonal experience which can be leveled off only by the group attain-
ment of the ultimate of creature status — the seventh-stage-spirit
destiny of the mortal naliters.

6 ¶ And this is the story of the celestial artisans, that cosmopoli-
tan body of exquisite workers who do so much to glorify the archi-
tectural spheres with the artistic portrayals of the divine beauty of
the Paradise Creators.

ahb

7 [Indited by an Archangel of Nebadon.]



PAPER №45
THE LOCAL SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

Melchizedek

THE administrative centre of Satania consists of a cluster of
architectural spheres, 57 in number— Jerusem itself, the 7
major satellites, and the 49 subsatellites. Jerusem, the sys-

tem capital, is almost 100 times the size of Urantia, although its
gravity is a tri e less. Jerusem’s major satellites are the 7 transition
worlds, each of which is about 10 times as large as Urantia, while
the 7 subsatellites of these transition spheres are just about the size
of Urantia.

2 e 7mansionworlds are the7 subsatellites of transitionworld
number one.

3 is entire system of 57 architectural worlds is independently
lighted, heated, watered, and energized by the co-ordination of the
Satania Power Centre and the Master Physical Controllers in ac-
cordance with the established technique of the physical organiza-
tion and arrangement of these specially created spheres. ey are
also physically cared for and otherwise maintained by the native
spornagia.

1. TRANSITIONAL CULTURE WORLDS
1 e 7 major worlds swinging around Jerusem are generally

known as the transitional culture spheres. eir rulers are desig-
nated from time to time by the Jerusem supreme executive council.

ese spheres are numbered and named as follows:
2 ¶ Number 1. e Finaliter World. is is the headquarters

of the naliter corps of the local system and is surrounded by the
receiving worlds, the 7 mansion worlds, dedicated so fully to the
scheme of mortal ascension. e naliter world is accessible to the
inhabitants of all 7 mansion worlds. Transport seraphim carry as-
cending personalities back and forth on these pilgrimages, which
are designed to cultivate their faith in the ultimate destiny of tran-
sition mortals. Although the naliters and their structures are not
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ordinarily perceptible to morontia vision, you will be more than
thrilled, from time to time, when the energy transformers and the
Morontia Power Supervisors enable you momentarily to glimpse
these high spirit personalitieswhohave actually completed the Par-
adise ascension, and who have returned to the very worlds where
you are beginning this long journey, as the pledge of assurance that
you may and can complete the stupendous undertaking. All man-
sion world sojourners go to the naliter sphere at least once a year
for these assemblies of naliter visualization.

3 ¶ Number 2. eMorontiaWorld. is planet is the headquar-
ters of the supervisors of morontia life and is surrounded by the
7 spheres whereon the morontia chiefs train their associates and
helpers, both morontia beings and ascending mortals.

4 In passing through the 7mansionworlds, youwill also progress
through these cultural and social spheres of increasing morontia
contact. When you advance from the rst to the second mansion
world, you will become eligible for a visitor’s permit to transitional
headquarters number two, the morontia world, and so on. And
when present on any one of these six cultural spheres, you may, on
invitation, become a visitor and observer on any of the 7 surround-
ing worlds of associated group activities.

5 ¶ Number 3. e Angelic World. is is the headquarters of all
the seraphic hosts engaged in system activities and is surrounded
by the 7 worlds of angelic training and instruction. ese are the
seraphic social spheres.

6 ¶ Number 4. e Superangel World. is sphere is the Satania
homeof theBrilliant Evening Stars and a vast concourse of co-ordi-
nate and near-co-ordinate beings. e 7 satellites of this world are
assigned to the 7 major groups of these unnamed celestial beings.

7 ¶ Number 5. e World of the Sons. is planet is the head-
quarters of the divine Sons of all orders, including the creature-
trinitized sons. e surrounding 7 worlds are devoted to certain
individual groupings of these divinely related sons.

8 ¶ Number 6. e World of the Spirit. is sphere serves as the
system rendezvous of the high personalities of the In nite Spirit.
Its 7 surrounding satellites are assigned to individual groups of
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these diverse orders. But on transition world number six there is
no representation of the Spirit, neither is such a presence to be ob-
served on the system capitals; the Divine Minister of Salvington is
everywhere in Nebadon.

9 ¶ Number 7. eWorld of the Father. is is the silent sphere of
the system. No group of beings is domiciled on it. e great tem-
ple of light occupies a central place, but no one can be discerned
therein. All beings of all the system worlds are welcomed as wor-
shippers.

10 e 7 satellites surrounding the Father’s world are variously
utilized in the different systems. In Satania they are nowused as the
detention spheres for the interned groups of the Lucifer rebellion.

e constellation capital, Edentia, has no analogous prisonworlds;
the few seraphim and cherubim who went over to the rebels in the
Satania rebellion have been long since con ned on these isolation
worlds of Jerusem.

11 As a sojourner on the 7mansionworld, you have access to the
7 transitionworld, the sphere of theUniversal Father, and are also
permitted to visit the Satania prison worlds surrounding this pla-
net, whereon are now con ned Lucifer and the majority of those
personalities who followed him in rebellion against Michael. And
this sad spectacle has been observable during these recent ages and
will continue to serve as a solemnwarning to all Nebadon until the
Ancients of Days shall adjudicate the sin of Lucifer and his fallen
associates who rejected the salvation proffered by Michael, their
universe Father.

2. THE SYSTEM SOVEREIGN
1 e chief executive of a local systemof inhabitedworlds is a pri-

mary Lanonandek Son, the SystemSovereign. In our local universe
these sovereigns are intrusted with large executive responsibilities,
unusual personal prerogatives. Not all universes, even in Orvon-
ton, are so organized as to permit the System Sovereigns to exercise
such unusually wide powers of personal discretion in the direction
of system affairs. But in all the history of Nebadon these untram-
melled executives have exhibited disloyalty only three times. e
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Lucifer rebellion in the system of Satania was the last and the most
widespread of all.

2 In Satania, even a er this disastrous upheaval, absolutely no
changes have been made in the technique of system administra-
tion. e present System Sovereign possesses all the power and
exercises all the authority that were invested in his unworthy pre-
decessor except for certain matters now under the supervision of
the Constellation Fathers which the Ancients of Days have not yet
fully restored to Lanaforge, the successor of Lucifer.

3 ¶ e present head of Satania is a gracious and brilliant ruler,
and he is a rebellion-tested sovereign. When serving as an assistant
System Sovereign, Lanaforge was faithful to Michael in an earlier
upheaval in the universe of Nebadon. is mighty and brilliant
Lord of Satania is a tried and tested administrator. At the time of
the second system rebellion in Nebadon, when the System Sover-
eign stumbled and fell into darkness, Lanaforge, the rst assistant
to the erring chief, seized the reins of government and so conducted
the affairs of the system that comparatively few personalities were
lost either on the headquarters worlds or on the inhabited plan-
ets of that unfortunate system. Lanaforge bears the distinction of
being the only primary Lanonandek Son in all Nebadon who thus
functioned loyally in the service ofMichael and in the verypresence
of the default of his brother of superior authority and antecedent
rank. Lanaforge will probably not be removed from Jerusem un-
til all the results of the former folly have been overcome and the
products of rebellion removed from Satania.

4 ¶ While all the affairs of the isolated worlds of Satania have
not been returned to his jurisdiction, Lanaforge discloses great in-
terest in their welfare, and he is a frequent visitor on Urantia. As
in other and normal systems, the Sovereign presides over the sys-
tem council of world rulers, the Planetary Princes and the resident
governors general of the isolated worlds. is planetary council as-
sembles from time to time on the headquarters of the system —
“When the Sons of God come together.”

5 Once a week, every 10 days on Jerusem, the Sovereign holds
a conclave with some one group of the various orders of personali-
ties domiciled on theheadquartersworld. ese are the charmingly
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informal hours of Jerusem, and they are never-to-be-forgotten oc-
casions. On Jerusem there exists the utmost fraternity between all
the various orders of beings and between each of these groups and
the System Sovereign.

6 ese unique assemblages occur on the sea of glass, the great
gathering eld of the system capital. ey are purely social and
spiritual occasions; nothing pertaining to the planetary adminis-
tration or even to the ascendant plan is ever discussed. Ascending
mortals come together at these times merely to enjoy themselves
and to meet their fellow Jerusemites. ose groups which are not
being entertained by the Sovereign at theseweekly relaxationsmeet
at their own headquarters.

3. THE SYSTEM GOVERNMENT
1 e chief executive of a local system, the System Sovereign, is

always supported by two or three Lanonandek Sons, who function
as rst and second assistants. But at the present time the system of
Satania is administered by a staff of 7 Lanonandeks:

2 1. e System Sovereign — Lanaforge, number 2,709 of the
primary order and successor to the apostate Lucifer.

3 2. e rst assistant Sovereign — Mansurotia, number
17,841 of the tertiary Lanonandeks. He was dispatched to Sata-
nia along with Lanaforge.

4 3. e second assistant Sovereign — Sadib, number 271,402
of the tertiary order. Sadib also came to Satania with Lanaforge.

5 4. e custodian of the system — Holdant, number 19 of the
tertiary corps, the holder and controller of all interned spirits above
the order of mortal existence. Holdant likewise came to Satania
with Lanaforge.

6 5. e system recorder — Vilton, secretary of the Lanonan-
dekministry of Satania, number 374 of the third order. Vilton was
a member of the original Lanaforge group.

7 6. e bestowal director — Fortant, number 319,847 of the
reserves of the secondary Lanonandeks and temporary director
of all universe activities transplanted to Jerusem since Michael’s
bestowal on Urantia. Fortant has been attached to the staff of
Lanaforge for 1900 years of Urantia time.
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8 7. e high counsellor — Hanavard, number 67 of the pri-
maryLanonandek Sons and amember of the high corps of universe
counsellors and co-ordinators. He functions as acting chairman of
the executive council of Satania. Hanavard is the 12 of this order
so to serve on Jerusem since the Lucifer rebellion.

9 ¶ is executive group of 7 Lanonandeks constitutes the ex-
panded emergency administration made necessary by the exigen-
cies of the Lucifer rebellion. ere are only minor courts on Jeru-
sem since the system is the unit of administration, not adjudica-
tion, but the Lanonandek administration is supported by the Jeru-
sem executive council, the supreme advisory body of Satania. is
council consists of 12 members:

10 1. Hanavard, the Lanonandek chairman.
11 2. Lanaforge, the System Sovereign.
12 3. Mansurotia, the rst assistant Sovereign.
13 4. e chief of Satania Melchizedeks.
14 5. e acting director of the Satania Life Carriers.
15 6. e chief of the Satania naliters.
16 7. e original Adam of Satania, the supervising head of the

Material Sons.
17 8. e director of the Satania seraphic hosts.
18 9. e chief of the Satania physical controllers.
19 10. e director of the system Morontia Power Supervisors.
20 11. e acting director of system midway creatures.
21 12. e acting head of the corps of ascending mortals.
22 ¶ is council periodically chooses three members to repre-

sent the local system on the supreme council at universe headquar-
ters, but this representation is suspended by rebellion. Satania now
has an observer at the headquarters of the local universe, but since
the bestowal of Michael the system has resumed the election of 10
members to the Edentia legislature.

4. THE FOUR AND TWENTY COUNSELLORS
1 At the centre of the 7 angelic residential circles on Jerusem is

located the headquarters of the Urantia advisory council, the four
and twenty counsellors. John the Revelator called them the four
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and twenty elders: “And round about the throne were four and
twenty seats, and upon the seats I saw four and twenty elders sit-
ting, clothed in white raiment.” e throne in the centre of this
group is the judgment seat of the presiding archangel, the throne of
the resurrection roll call of mercy and justice for all Satania. is
judgment seat has always been on Jerusem, but the 24 surrounding
seats were placed in position no more than 1900 years ago, soon
a er Christ Michael was elevated to the full sovereignty of Neba-
don. ese four and twenty counsellors are his personal agents on
Jerusem, and they have authority to represent the Master Son in
all matters concerning the roll calls of Satania and in many other
phases of the scheme of mortal ascension on the isolated worlds of
the system. ey are the designated agents for executing the special
requests of Gabriel and the unusual mandates of Michael.

2 ese 24 counsellors have been recruited from the 8 Urantia
races, and the last of this group were assembled at the time of the
resurrection roll call of Michael, 1900 years ago. is Urantia ad-
visory council is made up of the following members:

3 1. Onagar, the master mind of the pre-Planetary Prince age,
who directed his fellows in the worship of “ e Breath Giver.”

4 2. Mansant, the great teacher of the post-Planetary Prince
age on Urantia, who pointed his fellows to the veneration of “ e
Great Light.”

5 3. Onamonalonton, a far-distant leader of the red man and
the one who directed this race from the worship of many gods to
the veneration of “ e Great Spirit.”

6 4. Orlandof, a prince of the blue men and their leader in the
recognition of the divinity of “ e Supreme Chief.”

7 5. Porshunta, the oracle of the extinct orange race and the
leader of this people in the worship of “ e Great Teacher.”

8 6. Singlangton, the rst of the yellow men to teach and lead
his people in the worship of “One Truth” instead of many. ou-
sands of years ago the yellow man knew of the one God.

9 7. Fantad, the deliverer of the green men from darkness and
their leader in the worship of “ e One Source of Life.”
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10 8. Orvonon, the enlightener of the indigo races and their
leader in the onetime service of “ e God of Gods.”

11 9. Adam, the discredited but rehabilitated planetary father
ofUrantia, aMaterial Son ofGodwhowas relegated to the likeness
of mortal esh, but who survived and was subsequently elevated to
this position by the decree of Michael.

12 10. Eve, themother of the violet race ofUrantia, who suffered
the penalty of default with hermate andwas also rehabilitatedwith
him and assigned to serve with this group of mortal survivors.

13 11. Enoch, the rst of the mortals of Urantia to fuse with the
ought Adjuster during the mortal life in the esh.
14 12. Moses, the emancipator of a remnant of the submerged vi-

olet race and the instigator of the revival of the worship of theUni-
versal Father under the name of “ e God of Israel.”

15 13. Elijah, a translated soul of brilliant spiritual achievement
during the post-Material Son age.

16 14. Machiventa Melchizedek, the only Son of this order to
bestow himself upon the Urantia races. While still numbered as
a Melchizedek, he has become “forever a minister of the Most
Highs,” eternally assuming the assignment of service as a mortal as-
cender, having sojourned on Urantia in the likeness of mortal esh
at Salem in the days of Abraham. is Melchizedek has latterly
been proclaimed vicegerent Planetary Prince ofUrantia with head-
quarters on Jerusem and authority to act in behalf ofMichael, who
is actually the Planetary Prince of the world whereon he experi-
encedhis terminal bestowal in human form. Notwithstanding this,
Urantia is still supervised by successive resident governors general,
members of the four and twenty counsellors.

17 15. John the Baptist, the forerunner of Michael’s mission on
Urantia and, in the esh, distant cousin of the Son of Man.

18 16. 1-2-3 the First, the leader of the loyal midway creatures in
the service ofGabriel at the time of theCaligastia betrayal, elevated
to this position by Michael soon a er his entrance upon uncondi-
tioned sovereignty.

19 ¶ ese selected personalities are exempt from the ascension
regime for the time being, onGabriel’s request, andwehave no idea
how long they may serve in this capacity.
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20 Seats numbers 17, 18, 19, and 20 are not permanently occu-
pied. ey are temporarily lled by the unanimous consent of the
16 permanentmembers, being kept open for later assignment to as-
cendingmortals fromthepresentpostbestowal SonageonUrantia.

21 Numbers 21, 22, 23, and 24 are likewise temporarily lled
while being held in reserve for the great teachers of other and sub-
sequent ages which undoubtedly will follow the present age. Eras
of the Magisterial Sons and Teacher Sons and the ages of light and
life are to be anticipated on Urantia, regardless of unexpected visi-
tations of divine Sons which may or may not occur.

5. THE MATERIAL SONS
1 e great divisions of celestial life have their headquarters and

immense preserves on Jerusem, including the various orders of di-
vine Sons, high spirits, superangels, angels, and midway creatures.

e central abode of this wonderful sector is the chief temple of
the Material Sons.

2 e domain of the Adams is the centre of attraction to all new
arrivals on Jerusem. It is an enormous area consisting of 1,000 cen-
tres, although each family of Material Sons and Daughters lives on
an estate of its own up to the time of the departure of its members
for service on the evolutionary worlds of space or until their em-
barkation upon the Paradise-ascension career.

3 ese Material Sons are the highest type of sex-reproducing
beings to be found on the training spheres of the evolving univer-
ses. And they are really material; even the Planetary Adams and
Eves are plainly visible to the mortal races of the inhabited worlds.

ese Material Sons are the last and physical link in the chain of
personalities extending from divinity and perfection above down
to humanity and material existence below. ese Sons provide
the inhabited worlds with amutually contactable intermediary be-
tween the invisible Planetary Prince and the material creatures of
the realms.

4 ¶ At the last millennial registration on Salvington there were
of record in Nebadon 161,432,840 Material Sons and Daughters
of citizenship status on the local system capitals. e number of
Material Sons varies in the different systems, and their number is
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being constantly increased by natural reproduction. In the exer-
cise of their reproductive functions they are not guided wholly by
the personal desires of the contacting personalities but also by the
higher governing bodies and advisory councils.

5 ¶ ese Material Sons and Daughters are the permanent in-
habitants of Jerusem and its associated worlds. ey occupy vast
estates on Jerusem and participate liberally in the local manage-
ment of the capital sphere, administering practically all routine af-
fairs with the assistance of the midwayers and the ascenders.

6 On Jerusem these reproducing Sons are permitted to experi-
ment with the ideals of self-government a er the manner of the
Melchizedeks, and they are achieving a very high type of soci-
ety. e higher orders of sonship reserve the veto functions of the
realm, but in nearly every respect the Jerusem Adamites govern
themselves by universal suffrage and representative government.
Sometime they hope to be granted virtually complete autonomy.˚

7 e character of the service of the Material Sons is largely de-
termined by their ages. While they are not eligible for admission
to theMelchizedekUniversity of Salvington—beingmaterial and
ordinarily limited to certain planets — nevertheless, the Melchi-
zedeks maintain strong faculties of teachers on the headquarters of
each system for the instruction of the younger generations ofMate-
rial Sons. e educational and spiritual training systems provided
for the development of the younger Material Sons and Daughters
are the acme of perfection in scope, technique, and practicability.

6. ADAMIC TRAINING OF ASCENDERS
1 e Material Sons and Daughters, together with their chil-

dren, present an engaging spectacle which never fails to arouse the
curiosity and intrigue the attention of all ascending mortals. ey
are so similar to your own material sex races that you both nd
much of common interest to engage your thoughts and occupy
your seasons of fraternal contact.
5.6. Some time they hope to be granted virtually complete autonomy. e one-word
form is correct as the reference is to an inde nite point in time rather than to an inde nite
period of time. (See Webster’s) Given the location of this word in the 1955 text — with
a line break occurring between Some and time — it is possible that the original error was
simply a missing end-of-line hyphen.
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2 Mortal survivors spendmuchof their leisure on the systemcap-
ital observing and studying the life habits and conduct of these su-
perior semiphysical sex creatures, for these citizens of Jerusem are
the immediate sponsors and mentors of the mortal survivors from
the time they attain citizenship on the headquarters world until
they take leave for Edentia.

3 On the 7 mansion worlds ascending mortals are afforded am-
ple opportunities for compensating any and all experiential depri-
vations suffered on their worlds of origin, whether due to inheri-
tance, environment, or unfortunate premature termination of the
career in the esh. is is in every sense true except in the mortal
sex life and its attendant adjustments. ousands of mortals reach
themansionworldswithout having bene ted particularly from the
disciplines derived from fairly average sex relations on their native
spheres. e mansion world experience can provide little oppor-
tunity for compensating these very personal deprivations. Sex ex-
perience in a physical sense is past for these ascenders, but in close
association with the Material Sons and Daughters, both individ-
ually and as members of their families, these sex-de cient mor-
tals are enabled to compensate the social, intellectual, emotional,
and spiritual aspects of their de ciency. us are all those humans
whom circumstances or bad judgment deprived of the bene ts of
advantageous sex association on the evolutionary worlds, here on
the system capitals afforded full opportunity to acquire these es-
sential mortal experiences in close and loving association with the
supernal Adamic sex creatures of permanent residence on the sys-
tem capitals.

4 ¶ No surviving mortal, midwayer, or seraphim may ascend to
Paradise, attain the Father, and be mustered into the Corps of the
Finality without having passed through that sublime experience of
achieving parental relationship to an evolving child of the worlds
or someother experience analogous and equivalent thereto. e re-
lationship of child and parent is fundamental to the essential con-
cept of the Universal Father and his universe children. erefore
does such an experience become indispensable to the experiential
training of all ascenders.

5 e ascending midway creatures and the evolutionary sera-
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phim must pass through this parenthood experience in association
with the Material Sons and Daughters of the system headquarters.

us do such nonreproducing ascenders obtain the experience of
parenthood by assisting the JerusemAdams andEves in rearing and
training their progeny.

6 Allmortal survivors who have not experienced parenthood on
the evolutionary worlds must also obtain this necessary training
while sojourning in the homes of the Jerusem Material Sons and as
parental associates of these superb fathers andmothers. is is true
except in so far as such mortals have been able to compensate their
de ciencies on the system nursery located on the rst transitional-
culture world of Jerusem.

7 ¶ is probation nursery of Satania is maintained by certain
morontia personalities on the naliters’ world, ½ of the planet be-
ing devoted to this work of child rearing. Here are received and
reassembled certain children of surviving mortals, such as those
offspring who perished on the evolutionary worlds before acquir-
ing spiritual status as individuals. e ascension of either of its
natural parents ensures that such a mortal child of the realms will
be accorded repersonalization on the system naliter planet and
there be permitted to demonstrate by subsequent freewill choice
whether or not it elects to follow the parental path ofmortal ascen-
sion. Children here appear as on the nativity world except for the
absence of sex differentiation. ere is no reproduction of mortal
kind a er the life experience on the inhabited worlds.

8 Mansionworld students who have one ormore children in the
probationary nursery on the naliters’ world, andwho are de cient
in essential parental experience, may apply for a Melchizedek per-
mit which will effect their temporary transfer from ascension du-
ties on the mansion worlds to the naliter world, where they are
granted opportunity to function as associate parents to their own
and other children. is service of parental ministry may be later
accredited on Jerusem as the ful lment of ½ of the training which
such ascenders are required to undergo in the families of theMate-
rial Sons and Daughters.

9 e probation nursery itself is supervised by 1,000 couples of
Material Sons and Daughters, volunteers from the Jerusem colony
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of their order. ey are immediately assisted by about an equal
number of volunteer midsonite parental groups who stop off here
to render this service on their way from themidsonite world of Sa-
tania to the unrevealed destiny on their special worlds of reserva-
tion among the naliter spheres of Salvington.

7. THE MELCHIZEDEK SCHOOLS
1 e Melchizedeks are the directors of that large corps of in-

structors—partially spiritualized will creatures and others—who
function so acceptably on Jerusem and its associated worlds but es-
pecially on the 7 mansion worlds. ese are the detention plan-
ets, where those mortals who fail to achieve fusion with their in-
dwelling Adjusters during the life in the esh are rehabilitated in
transient form to receive further help and to enjoy extended op-
portunity for continuing their strivings for spiritual attainment,
those very efforts which were prematurely interrupted by death.
Or if, for any other reason of hereditary handicap, unfavourable
environment, or conspiracy of circumstances, this soul attainment
was not completed, no matter what the reason, all who are true of
purpose andworthy in spirit nd themselves, as themselves, present
on the continuing planets, where they must learn to master the es-
sentials of the eternal career, to possess themselves of traits which
they could not, or did not, acquire during the lifetime in the esh.

2 e Brilliant Evening Stars (and their unnamed co-ordinates)
frequently serve as teachers in the various educational enterprises
of the universe, including those sponsored by the Melchizedeks.
Also do the Trinity Teacher Sons collaborate, and they impart the
touches of Paradise perfection to these progressive training schools.
But all these activities are not exclusively devoted to the advance-
ment of ascending mortals; many are equally occupied with the
progressive training of the native spirit personalities of Nebadon.

3 e Melchizedek Sons conduct upward of 30 different educa-
tional centres on Jerusem. ese training schools begin with the
college of self-evaluation and end with the schools of Jerusem cit-
izenship, wherein the Material Sons and Daughters join with the
Melchizedeks andothers in their supreme effort toqualify themor-
tal survivors for the assumption of the high responsibilities of rep-
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resentative government. e entire universe is organized and ad-
ministered on the representative plan. Representative government
is the divine ideal of self-government among nonperfect beings.

4 Every 100 years of universe time each system selects its 10 rep-
resentatives to sit in the constellation legislature. ey are chosen
by the Jerusem council of 1,000, an elective body charged with the
duty of representing the system groups in all such delegated or ap-
pointive matters. All representatives or other delegates are selected
by the council of 1,000 electors, and they must be graduates of the
highest school of the Melchizedek College of Administration, as
also are all of those who constitute this group of 1,000 electors.

is school is fostered by the Melchizedeks, latterly assisted by the
naliters.
5 ¶ ere are many elective bodies on Jerusem, and they are

voted into authority from time to time by three orders of citizen-
ship — the Material Sons and Daughters, the seraphim and their
associates, including midway creatures, and the ascending mortals.
To receive nomination for representative honour a candidate must
have gained requisite recognition from theMelchizedek schools of
administration.

6 Suffrage is universal on Jerusem among these three groups of
citizenship, but the vote is differentially cast in accordance with
the recognized and duly registered personal possession of mota —
morontia wisdom. e vote cast at a Jerusem election by any one
personality has a value ranging from1up to 1,000. Jerusemcitizens
are thus classi ed in accordance with their mota achievement.

7 From time to time Jerusem citizens present themselves to the
Melchizedek examiners, who certify to their attainment ofmoron-
tia wisdom. en they go before the examining corps of the Bril-
liant Evening Stars or their designates, who ascertain the degree of
spirit insight. Next they appear in the presence of the four and
twenty counsellors and their associates, who pass upon their sta-
tus of experiential attainment of socialization. ese three factors
are then carried to the citizenship registrars of representative gov-
ernment, who quickly compute the mota status and assign suffrage
quali cations in accordance therewith.
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8 ¶ Under the supervision of the Melchizedeks the ascending
mortals, especially those who are tardy in their personality uni ca-
tion on the new morontia levels, are taken in hand by the Material
Sons and are given intensive training designed to rectify such de-
ciencies. No ascending mortal leaves the system headquarters for

the more extensive and varied socialization career of the constella-
tion until these Material Sons certify to the achievement of mota
personality — an individuality combining the completed mortal
existence in experiential associationwith the buddingmorontia ca-
reer, both being duly blended by the spiritual overcontrol of the

ought Adjuster.

ahb

9 [Presented by a Melchizedek of temporary assignment on
Urantia.]



PAPER №46
THE LOCAL SYSTEM HEADQUARTERS

Archangel

JERUSEM, the headquarters of Satania, is an average capital of
a local system, and aside from numerous irregularities occa-
sioned by the Lucifer rebellion and the bestowal of Michael

on Urantia, it is typical of similar spheres. Your local system has
passed through some stormy experiences, but it is at present being
administered most efficiently, and as the ages pass, the results of
disharmony are being slowly but surely eradicated. Order and good
will are being restored, and the conditions on Jerusem aremore and
more approaching the heavenly status of your traditions, for the
system headquarters is truly the heaven visualized by the majority
of XX century religious believers.

1. PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF JERUSEM
1 Jerusem is divided into 1,000 latitudinal sectors and 10,000

longitudinal zones. e sphere has 7 major capitals and 70 mi-
nor administrative centres. e 7 sectional capitals are concerned
with diverse activities, and the System Sovereign is present in each
at least once a year.

2 ¶ e standardmile of Jerusem is equivalent to about 11Uran-
tia km. e standard weight, the “gradant,” is built up through the
decimal system from the mature ultimaton and represents almost
exactly 283 grams of your weight. e Satania day equals 3 days of
Urantia time, less 1 hour, 4minutes, and 15 seconds, that being the
time of the axial revolution of Jerusem. e system year consists of
100 Jerusemdays. e time of the system is broadcast by themaster
chronoldeks.

3 ¶ e energy of Jerusem is superbly controlled and circulates
about the sphere in the zone channels, which are directly fed from
the energy charges of space and expertly administered by the Mas-
ter Physical Controllers. e natural resistance to the passage of
these energies through the physical channels of conduction yields
the heat required for the production of the equable temperature of
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Jerusem. e full-light temperature is maintained at about 21° C,
while during the period of light recession it falls to a little lower
than 10° C.

4 ¶ e lighting system of Jerusem should not be so difficult for
you to comprehend. ere are no days and nights, no seasons of
heat and cold. e power transformers maintain 100,000 cen-
tres from which rare ed energies are projected upward through
the planetary atmosphere, undergoing certain changes, until they
reach the electric air-ceiling of the sphere; and then these energies
are re ected back and down as a gentle, si ing, and even light of
about the intensity of Urantia sunlight when the sun is shining
overhead at 10:00.

5 Under such conditions of lighting, the light rays do not seem
to come from one place; they just si out of the sky, emanating
equally fromall space directions. is light is very similar tonatural
sunlight except that it contains very much less heat. us it will
be recognized that such headquarters worlds are not luminous in
space; if Jerusem were very near Urantia, it would not be visible.

6 e gases which re ect this light-energy from the Jerusem up-
per ionosphere back to the ground are very similar to those in the
Urantia upper air belts which are concerned with the auroral phe-
nomena of your so-called northern lights, although these are pro-
duced by different causes. On Urantia it is this same gas shield
which prevents the escape of the terrestrial broadcastwaves, re ect-
ing them earthward when they strike this gas belt in their direct
outward ight. In this way broadcasts are held near the surface as
they journey through the air around your world.

7 is lighting of the sphere is uniformly maintained for 75% of
the Jerusem day, and then there is a gradual recession until, at the
time of minimum illumination, the light is about that of your full
moon on a clear night. is is the quiet hour for all Jerusem. Only
the broadcast-receiving stations are in operation during this period
of rest and rehabilitation.

8 ¶ Jerusem receives faint light from several near-by suns — a
sort of brilliant starlight—but it is not dependent on them; worlds
like Jerusem are not subject to the vicissitudes of sun disturbances,
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neither are they confronted with the problem of a cooling or dying
sun.

9 e 7 transitional study worlds and their 49 satellites are
heated, lighted, energized, and watered by the Jerusem technique.

2. PHYSICAL FEATURES OF JERUSEM
1 OnJerusemyouwillmiss the ruggedmountain ranges ofUran-

tia and other evolved worlds since there are neither earthquakes
nor rainfalls, but you will enjoy the beauteous highlands and other
unique variations of topography and landscape. Enormous areas of
Jerusem are preserved in a “natural state,” and the grandeur of such
districts is quite beyond the powers of human imagination.

2 ere are thousands upon thousands of small lakes but no
raging rivers nor expansive oceans. ere is no rainfall, neither
storms nor blizzards, on any of the architectural worlds, but there
is the daily precipitation of the condensation of moisture during
the time of lowest temperature attending the light recession. ( e
dew point is higher on a 3-gas world than on a 2-gas planet like
Urantia.) e physical plant life and the morontia world of living
things both requiremoisture, but this is largely supplied by the sub-
soil systemof circulationwhich extends all over the sphere, even up
to the very tops of the highlands. is water system is not entirely
subsurface, for there are many canals interconnecting the sparkling
lakes of Jerusem.

3 e atmosphere of Jerusem is a 3-gas mixture. is air is very
similar to that of Urantia with the addition of a gas adapted to the
respiration of the morontia order of life. is third gas in no way
un ts the air for the respiration of animals or plants of thematerial
orders.

4 e transportation system is alliedwith the circulatory streams
of energy movement, these main energy currents being located at
10-mile intervals. By adjustment of physicalmechanisms themate-
rial beings of the planet can proceed at a pace varying from2 to 500
miles* per hour. e transport birds y at about 100miles an hour.

e air mechanisms of the Material Sons travel around 500 miles
2.4. miles, Here the “mile” could be referring to a “standard Jerusem mile” and so was
le unconverted.
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per hour. Material and early morontia beings must utilize these
mechanical means of transport, but spirit personalities proceed by
liaison with the superior forces and spirit sources of energy.

5 ¶ Jerusem and its associated worlds are endowed with the ten
standard divisions of physical life characteristic of the architectural
spheres of Nebadon. And since there is no organic evolution on
Jerusem, there are no con icting forms of life, no struggle for exis-
tence, no survival of the ttest. Rather is there a creative adaptation
which foreshadows the beauty, the harmony, and the perfection of
the eternal worlds of the central and divine universe. And in all
this creative perfection there is the most amazing intermingling of
physical and of morontia life, artistically contrasted by the celestial
artisans and their fellows.

6 Jerusem is indeed a foretaste of paradisiacal glory and
grandeur. But you can never hope to gain an adequate idea of these
glorious architectural worlds by any attempted description. ere
is so little that can be compared with aught on your world, and
even then the things of Jerusem so transcend the things of Urantia
that the comparison is almost grotesque. Until you actually arrive
on Jerusem, you can hardly entertain anything like a true concept
of the heavenly worlds, but that is not so long a time in the future
when your coming experience on the system capital is compared
with your sometime arrival on the more remote training spheres of
the universe, the superuniverse, and of Havona.

7 ¶ e manufacturing or laboratory sector of Jerusem is an
extensive domain, one which Urantians would hardly recognize
since it has no smoking chimneys; nevertheless, there is an intri-
cate material economy associated with these special worlds, and
there is a perfection ofmechanical technique and physical achieve-
ment which would astonish and even awe your most experienced
chemists and inventors. Pause to consider that this rst world of
detention in the Paradise journey is far more material than spiri-
tual. roughout your stay on Jerusem and its transition worlds
you are far nearer your earth life of material things than your later
life of advancing spirit existence.

8 ¶ Mount Seraph is the highest elevation on Jerusem, almost
4572 km, and is the point of departure for all transport seraphim.
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Numerous mechanical developments are used in providing initial
energy for escaping the planetary gravity and overcoming the air
resistance. A seraphic transport departs every 3 seconds of Uran-
tia time throughout the light period and, sometimes, far into the
recession. e transporters take off at about 25 standard miles per
second of Urantia time and do not attain standard velocity until
they are over 2,000 miles away from Jerusem.

9 Transports arrive on the crystal eld, the so-called sea of glass.
Around this area are the receiving stations for the various orders
of beings who traverse space by seraphic transport. Near the po-
lar crystal receiving station for student visitors you may ascend the
pearly observatory and view the immense relief map of the entire
headquarters planet.

3. THE JERUSEM BROADCASTS
1 e superuniverse and Paradise-Havona broadcasts are re-

ceived on Jerusem in liaison with Salvington and by a technique
involving the polar crystal, the sea of glass. In addition to provi-
sions for the reception of these extra-Nebadon communications,
there are 3 distinct groups of receiving stations. ese separate but
tricircular groups of stations are adjusted to the reception of broad-
casts from the local worlds, from the constellation headquarters,
and from the capital of the local universe. All these broadcasts are
automatically displayed so as to be discernible by all types of be-
ings present in the central broadcast amphitheatre; of all preoccu-
pations for an ascendantmortal on Jerusem, none ismore engaging
and engrossing than that of listening in on the never-ending stream
of universe space reports.

2 is Jerusem broadcast-receiving station is encircled by an
enormous amphitheatre, constructed of scintillating materials
largely unknown on Urantia and seating over ve billion beings
— material and morontia — besides accommodating innumerable
spirit personalities. It is the favourite diversion for all Jerusem to
spend their leisure at the broadcast station, there to learn of the
welfare and state of the universe. And this is the only planetary
activity which is not slowed down during the recession of light.
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3 At this broadcast-receiving amphitheatre the Salvington mes-
sages are coming in continuously. Near by, the Edentia word of
the Most High Constellation Fathers is received at least once a
day. Periodically the regular and special broadcasts of Uversa are
relayed through Salvington, and when Paradise messages are in re-
ception, the entire population is assembled around the sea of glass,
and the Uversa friends add the re ectivity phenomena to the tech-
nique of the Paradise broadcast so that everything heard becomes
visible. And it is in thismanner that continual foretastes of advanc-
ing beauty and grandeur are afforded the mortal survivors as they
journey inward on the eternal adventure.

4 ¶ e Jerusem sending station is located at the opposite pole of
the sphere. All broadcasts to the individual worlds are relayed from
the system capitals except the Michael messages, which sometimes
go direct to their destinations over the archangels’ circuit.

4. RESIDENTIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS
1 Considerable portions of Jerusem are assigned as residential

areas, while other portions of the system capital are given over to
the necessary administrative functions involving the supervision of
the affairs of 619 inhabited spheres, 56 transitional-culture worlds,
and the system capital itself. On Jerusem and inNebadon these ar-
rangements are designed as follows:

2 1. e circles — the nonnative residential areas.
3 2. e squares — the system executive-administrative areas.
4 3. e rectangles — the rendezvous of the lower native life.
5 4. e triangles — the local or Jerusem administrative areas.
6 ¶ is arrangement of the systemactivities into circles, squares,

rectangles, and triangles is common to all the system capitals of
Nebadon. In another universe an entirely different arrangement
might prevail. ese are matters determined by the diverse plans
of the Creator Sons.

7 ¶ Our narrative of these residential and administrative areas
takes no account of the vast and beautiful estates of the Material
Sons of God, the permanent citizens of Jerusem, neither do we
mentionnumerous other fascinating orders of spirit andnear-spirit
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creatures. For example: Jerusem enjoys the efficient services of the
spironga of design for system function. ese beings are devoted
to spiritual ministry in behalf of the supermaterial residents and
visitors. ey are a wonderful group of intelligent and beautiful
beings who are the transition servants of the higher morontia crea-
tures and of the morontia helpers who labour for the upkeep and
embellishment of allmorontia creations. ey are on Jerusemwhat
the midway creatures are on Urantia, midway helpers functioning
between the material and the spiritual.

8 e system capitals are unique in that they are the only worlds
which exhibit well-nigh perfectly all 3 phases of universe existence:
the material, the morontial, and the spiritual. Whether you are a
material, morontia, or spirit personality, you will feel at home on
Jerusem; so also do the combined beings, such as the midway crea-
tures and the Material Sons.

9 Jerusem has great buildings of both material and morontia
types, while the embellishment of the purely spiritual zones is no
less exquisite and replete. If I only had words to tell you of the
morontia counterparts of the marvellous physical equipment of
Jerusem! If I could only go on to portray the sublime grandeur
and exquisite perfection of the spiritual appointments of this head-
quarters world! Your most imaginative concept of perfection of
beauty and repleteness of appointment would hardly approach
these grandeurs. And Jerusem is but the rst step on the way to
the supernal perfection of Paradise beauty.

5. THE JERUSEM CIRCLES
1 e residential reservations assigned to the major groups of

universe life are designated the Jerusem circles. ose circle groups
which nd mention in these narratives are the following:

2 1. e circles of the Sons of God.
3 2. e circles of the angels and higher spirits.
4 3. e circles of the Universe Aids, including the creature-

trinitized sons not assigned to the Trinity Teacher Sons.
5 4. e circles of the Master Physical Controllers.
6 5. e circles of the assigned ascending mortals, including

the midway creatures.
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7 6. e circles of the courtesy colonies.
8 7. e circles of the Corps of the Finality.
9 ¶ Each of these residential groupings consists of 7 concentric

and successively elevated circles. ey are all constructed along
the same lines but are of different sizes and are fashioned of differ-
ing materials. ey are all surrounded by far-reaching enclosures,
which mount up to form extensive promenades entirely encom-
passing every group of 7 concentric circles.

10 1. Circles of the Sons of God. ough the Sons ofGod possess
a social planet of their own, one of the transitional-culture worlds,
they also occupy these extensive domains on Jerusem. On their
transitional-cultureworld the ascendingmortals freelyminglewith
all orders of divine sonship. ere you will personally know and
love these Sons, but their social life is largely con ned to this spe-
cial world and its satellites. In the Jerusem circles, however, these
various groups of sonshipmay be observed at work. And sincemo-
rontia vision is of enormous range, you canwalk about on the Sons’
promenades and overlook the intriguing activities of their numer-
ous orders.

11 ese 7 circles of the Sons are concentric and successively ele-
vated so that each of the outer and larger circles overlooks the in-
ner and smaller ones, each being surrounded by a public prome-
nade wall. ese walls are constructed of crystal gems of gleaming
brightness and are so elevated as to overlook all of their respective
residential circles. emany gates— from50 to 150,000—which
penetrate each of these walls consist of single pearly crystals.

12 e 1 circle of the domain of the Sons is occupied by the
Magisterial Sons and their personal staffs. Here centre all of the
plans and immediate activities of the bestowal and adjudicational
services of these juridical Sons. It is also through this centre that
the Avonals of the system maintain contact with the universe.

13 e 2ⁿ circle is occupied by the Trinity Teacher Sons. In this
sacred domain the Daynals and their associates carry forward the
training of the newly arrived primary Teacher Sons. And in all of
this work they are ably assisted by a division of certain co-ordinates
of the Brilliant Evening Stars. e creature-trinitized sons occupy
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a sector of the Daynal circle. e Trinity Teacher Sons come the
nearest to being the personal representatives of the Universal Fa-
ther in a local system; they are at least Trinity-origin beings. is
2ⁿ circle is a domain of extraordinary interest to all the peoples of
Jerusem.

14 e 3 circle is devoted to the Melchizedeks. Here the system
chiefs reside and supervise the almost endless activities of these ver-
satile Sons. From the rst of themansionworlds on through all the
Jerusem career of ascending mortals, the Melchizedeks are foster
fathers and ever-present advisers. It would not be amiss to say that
they are the dominant in uence on Jerusem aside from the ever-
present activities of the Material Sons and Daughters.

15 e 4 circle is the home of the Vorondadeks and all other
orders of the visiting and observer Sons who are not otherwise
provided for. e Most High Constellation Fathers take up their
abode in this circle when on visits of inspection to the local system.
Perfectors ofWisdom,DivineCounsellors, andUniversal Censors
all reside in this circle when on duty in the system.

16 e 5 circle is the abode of the Lanonandeks, the sonship
order of the System Sovereigns and the Planetary Princes. e 3
groups mingle as one when at home in this domain. e system
reserves are held in this circle, while the System Sovereign has a
temple situated at the centre of the governing group of structures
on administration hill.

17 e 6 circle is the tarrying place of the system Life Carriers.
All orders of these Sons are here assembled, and from here they go
forth on their world assignments.

18 e 7 circle is the rendezvous of the ascending sons, those as-
signed mortals who may be temporarily functioning on the system
headquarters, together with their seraphic consorts. All ex-mortals
above the status of Jerusem citizens and below that of naliters are
reckoned as belonging to the group having its headquarters in this
circle.

19 ese circular reservations of the Sons occupy an enormous
area, and until 1900 years ago there existed a great open space at its
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centre. is central region is now occupied by the Michael memo-
rial, completed some 500 years ago. 495 years ago, when this tem-
ple was dedicated, Michael was present in person, and all Jerusem
heard the touching story of the Master Son’s bestowal on Urantia,
the least of Satania. e Michael memorial is now the centre of
all activities embraced in the modi ed management of the system
occasioned by Michael’s bestowal, including most of the more re-
cently transplanted Salvington activities. e memorial staff con-
sists of over 1,000,000 personalities.

20 2. e circles of the angels. Like the residential area of the
Sons, these circles of the angels consist of 7 concentric and succes-
sively elevated circles, each overlooking the inner areas.

21 ¶ e 1 circle of the angels is occupied by the Higher Person-
alities of the In nite Spirit whomay be stationed on the headquar-
ters world — Solitary Messengers and their associates. e 2ⁿ cir-
cle is dedicated to the messenger hosts, Technical Advisers, com-
panions, inspectors, and recorders as they may chance to function
on Jerusem from time to time. e 3 circle is held by the minis-
tering spirits of the higher orders and groupings.

22 e 4 circle is held by the administrator seraphim, and the
seraphim serving in a local system like Satania are an “innumerable
host of angels.” e 5 circle is occupied by the planetary seraphim,
while the 6 is the home of the transition ministers. e 7 circle
is the tarrying sphere of certain unrevealed orders of seraphim. e
recorders of all these groups of angels do not sojourn with their fel-
lows, being domiciled in the Jerusem temple of records. All records
are preserved in triplicate in this threefold hall of archives. On a
system headquarters, records are always preserved in material, in
morontia, and in spirit form.

23 ese 7 circles are surrounded by the exhibit panorama of Jeru-
sem, 5,000 standardmiles in circumference, which is devoted to the
presentation of the advancing status of the peopled worlds of Sata-
nia and is constantly revised so as to truly represent up-to-date con-
ditions on the individual planets. I doubt not that this vast prom-
enade overlooking the circles of the angels will be the rst sight of
Jerusem to claim your attention when you are permitted extended
leisure on your earlier visits.
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24 ese exhibits are in charge of the native life of Jerusem, but
they are assisted by the ascenders from the various Satania worlds
who are tarrying on Jerusem en route to Edentia. e portrayal of
planetary conditions and world progress is effected bymanymeth-
ods, some known to you, but mostly by techniques unknown on
Urantia. ese exhibits occupy the outer edge of this vast wall. e
remainder of the promenade is almost entirely open, being highly
and magni cently embellished.

25 3. e circles of theUniverse Aidshave the headquarters of the
Evening Stars situated in the enormous central space. Here is lo-
cated the systemheadquarters ofGalantia, the associateheadof this
powerful group of superangels, being the rst commissioned of all
the ascendant Evening Stars. is is one of themostmagni cent of
all the administrative sectors of Jerusem, even though it is among
the more recent constructions. is centre is 50 miles in diame-
ter. e Galantia headquarters is a monolithic cast crystal, wholly
transparent. ese material-morontia crystals are greatly appreci-
ated by both morontia and material beings. e created Evening
Stars exert their in uence all over Jerusem, being possessed of such
extrapersonality attributes. e entire world has been rendered
spiritually fragrant since somany of their activities were transferred
here from Salvington.

26 4. e circles of the Master Physical Controllers. e vari-
ous orders of the Master Physical Controllers are concentrically
arranged around the vast temple of power, wherein presides the
power chief of the system in association with the chief of the Mo-
rontia Power Supervisors. is temple of power is one of two sec-
tors on Jerusemwhere ascendingmortals andmidway creatures are
not permitted. e other one is the dematerializing sector in the
area of theMaterial Sons, a series of laboratories wherein the trans-
port seraphim transform material beings into a state quite like that
of the morontia order of existence.

27 5. e circles of the ascending mortals. e central area of the
circles of the ascendingmortals is occupied by a group of 619 plan-
etary memorials representative of the inhabited worlds of the sys-
tem, and these structures periodically undergo extensive changes.
It is the privilege of the mortals from each world to agree, from
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time to time, upon certain of the alterations or additions to their
planetary memorials. Many changes are even now being made in
theUrantia structures. e centre of these 619 temples is occupied
by a working model of Edentia and its many worlds of ascendant
culture. is model is 40 miles in diameter and is an actual repro-
duction of the Edentia system, true to the original in every detail.

28 Ascenders enjoy their Jerusem services and take pleasure in ob-
serving the techniques of other groups. Everything done in these
various circles is open to the full observation of all Jerusem.

29 e activities of such a world are of 3 distinct varieties: work,
progress, and play. Stated otherwise, they are: service, study, and
relaxation. e composite activities consist of social intercourse,
group entertainment, and divine worship. ere is great educa-
tional value inminglingwith diverse groups of personalities, orders
very different from one’s own fellows.

30 6. e circles of the courtesy colonies. e 7 circles of the cour-
tesy colonies are graced by 3 enormous structures: the vast astro-
nomic observatory of Jerusem, the gigantic art gallery of Satania,
and the immense assembly hall of the reversion directors, the the-
atre of morontia activities devoted to rest and recreation.

31 e celestial artisans direct the spornagia and provide the host
of creative decorations andmonumental memorials which abound
in every place of public assembly. e studios of these artisans are
among the largest andmost beautiful of all thematchless structures
of this wonderful world. e other courtesy colonies maintain ex-
tensive and beautiful headquarters. Many of these buildings are
constructed wholly of crystal gems. All the architectural worlds
abound in crystals and the so-called precious metals.

32 7. e circles of the naliters have a unique structure at the
centre. And this same vacant temple is foundon every systemhead-
quarters world throughout Nebadon. is edi ce on Jerusem is
sealed with the insignia of Michael, and it bears this inscription:
“Undedicated to the seventh stage of spirit— to the eternal assign-
ment.” Gabriel placed the seal on this temple of mystery, and none
but Michael can or may break the seal of sovereignty affixed by the
Bright and Morning Star. Some day you shall look upon this silent
temple, even though you may not penetrate its mystery.
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33 ¶ Other Jerusem circles: In addition to these residential circles
there are on Jerusem numerous additional designated abodes.

6. THE EXECUTIVEADMINISTRATIVE SQUARES
1 e executive-administrative divisions of the system are lo-

cated in the immense departmental squares, 1,000 in number.
Each administrative unit is divided into 100 subdivisions of 10
subgroups each. ese 1,000 squares are clustered in 10 grand di-
visions, thus constituting the following 10 administrative depart-
ments:

2 1. Physical maintenance and material improvement, the do-
mains of physical power and energy.

3 2. Arbitration, ethics, and administrative adjudication.
4 3. Planetary and local affairs.
5 4. Constellation and universe affairs.
6 5. Education and other Melchizedek activities.
7 6. Planetary and system physical progress, the scienti c do-

mains of Satania activities.
8 7. Morontia affairs.
9 8. Pure spirit activities and ethics.
10 9. Ascendant ministry.
11 10. Grand universe philosophy.
12 ¶ ese structures are transparent; hence all system activities

can be viewed even by student visitors.

7. THE RECTANGLES  THE SPORNAGIA
1 e 1,000 rectangles of Jerusem are occupied by the lower na-

tive life of the headquarters planet, and at their centre is situated
the vast circular headquarters of the spornagia.

2 On Jerusem you will be amazed by the agricultural achieve-
ments of the wonderful spornagia. ere the land is cultivated
largely for aesthetic and ornamental effects. e spornagia are the
landscape gardeners of the headquarters worlds, and they are both
original and artistic in their treatment of the open spaces of Je-
rusem. ey utilize both animals and numerous mechanical con-
trivances in the culture of the soil. ey are intelligently expert in
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the employment of the power agencies of their realms as well as in
the utilization of numerous orders of their lesser brethren of the
lower animal creations, many of which are provided them on these
special worlds. is order of animal life is now largely directed by
the ascending midway creatures from the evolutionary spheres.

3 Spornagia are not Adjuster indwelt. ey do not possess sur-
vival souls, but they do enjoy long lives, sometimes to the extent of
40,000–50,000 standard years. eir number is legion, and they
afford physical ministry to all orders of universe personalities re-
quiring material service.

4 ¶ Although spornagia neither possess nor evolve survival souls,
though they do not have personality, nevertheless, they do evolve
an individuality which can experience reincarnation. When, with
the passing of time, the physical bodies of these unique creatures
deteriorate fromusage and age, their creators, in collaborationwith
the Life Carriers, fabricate new bodies in which the old spornagia
re-establish their residences.

5 Spornagia are the only creatures in all the universe ofNebadon
who experience this or any other sort of reincarnation. ey are
only reactive to the rst ve of the adjutant mind-spirits; they are
not responsive to the spirits of worship and wisdom. But the ve-
adjutant mind equivalates to a totality or sixth reality level, and it
is this factor which persists as an experiential identity.

6 ¶ I am quite without comparisons in undertaking to describe
these useful and unusual creatures as there are no animals on the
evolutionary worlds comparable to them. ey are not evolution-
ary beings, having been projected by the Life Carriers in their pre-
sent form and status. ey are bisexual and procreate as they are
required to meet the needs of a growing population.

7 Perhaps I can best suggest to Urantia minds something of the
nature of these beautiful and serviceable creatures by saying that
they embrace the combined traits of a faithful horse and an affec-
tionate dog andmanifest an intelligence exceeding that of the high-
est type of chimpanzee. And they are very beautiful, as judged by
the physical standards ofUrantia. ey aremost appreciative of the
attentions shown them by the material and semimaterial sojourn-
ers on these architectural worlds. ey have a visionwhich permits
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them to recognize — in addition to material beings — the moron-
tia creations, the lower angelic orders, midway creatures, and some
of the lower orders of spirit personalities. ey do not compre-
hend worship of the In nite, nor do they grasp the import of the
Eternal, but they do, through affection for theirmasters, join in the
outward spiritual devotions of their realms.

8 ¶ ere are those who believe that, in a future universe age,
these faithful spornagia will escape from their animal level of ex-
istence and attain a worthy evolutional destiny of progressive in-
tellectual growth and even spiritual achievement.

8. THE JERUSEM TRIANGLES
1 e purely local and routine affairs of Jerusem are directed

from the 100 triangles. ese units are clustered around the ten
marvellous structures domiciling the local administration of Jeru-
sem. e triangles are surrounded by the panoramic depiction of
the system headquarters history. At present there is an erasure of
over 2 standard miles in this circular story. is sector will be re-
stored upon the readmission of Satania into the constellation fam-
ily. Every provision for this event has been made by the decrees
of Michael, but the tribunal of the Ancients of Days has not yet
nished the adjudication of the affairs of the Lucifer rebellion. Sa-

tania may not come back into the full fellowship of Norlatiadek so
long as it harbours archrebels, high created beings who have fallen
from light into darkness.

2 When Satania can return to the constellation fold, then will
come up for consideration the readmission of the isolated worlds
into the system family of inhabited planets, accompanied by their
restoration to the spiritual communion of the realms. But even if
Urantia were restored to the system circuits, you would still be em-
barrassed by the fact that your whole system rests under a Norlati-
adek quarantine partially segregating it from all other systems.

3 ¶ But ere long, the adjudication of Lucifer and his associates
will restore the Satania system to the Norlatiadek constellation,
and subsequently, Urantia and the other isolated spheres will be re-
stored to the Satania circuits, and again will such worlds enjoy the
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privileges of interplanetary communication and intersystem com-
munion.

4 ¶ ere will come an end for rebels and rebellion. e Su-
preme Rulers are merciful and patient, but the law of deliberately
nourished evil is universally and unerringly executed. “ e wages
of sin is death” — eternal obliteration.

ahb

5 [Presented by an Archangel of Nebadon.]



PAPER №47
THE SEVEN MANSION WORLDS

Brilliant Evening Star

THE Creator Son, when on Urantia, spoke of the “many
mansions in the Father’s universe.” In a certain sense, all 56
of the encirclingworlds of Jerusem are devoted to the tran-

sitional culture of ascending mortals, but the 7 satellites of world
number one are more speci cally known as the mansion worlds.

2 Transitionworld number one itself is quite exclusively devoted
to ascendant activities, being the headquarters of the naliter corps
assigned to Satania. is world now serves as the headquarters for
more than100,000 companies of naliters, and there are 1,000 glo-
ri ed beings in each of these groups.

3 When a system is settled in light and life, and as the mansion
worlds one by one cease to serve as mortal-training stations, they
are taken over by the increasing naliter population which accu-
mulates in these older and more highly perfected systems.

4 e sevenmansionworlds are in charge of themorontia super-
visors and the Melchizedeks. ere is an acting governor on each
world who is directly responsible to the Jerusem rulers. e Uversa
conciliatorsmaintain headquarters on each of themansionworlds,
while adjoining is the local rendezvous of the Technical Advisers.

e reversion directors and celestial artisans maintain group head-
quarters on each of these worlds. e spironga function fromman-
sion world number two onward, while all seven, in common with
the other transitional-culture planets and the headquarters world,
are abundantly provided with spornagia of standard creation.

1. THE FINALITERS’ WORLD
1 Although only naliters and certain groups of salvaged chil-

dren and their caretakers are resident on transitional world num-
ber one, provision is made for the entertainment of all classes of
spirit beings, transition mortals, and student visitors. e sporna-
gia, who function on all of these worlds, are hospitable hosts to all
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beings whom they can recognize. ey have a vague feeling con-
cerning the naliters but cannot visualize them. ey must regard
them much as you do the angels in your present physical state.

2 ough the naliter world is a sphere of exquisite physical
beauty and extraordinary morontia embellishment, the great spirit
abode located at the centre of activities, the temple of the naliters,
is not visible to the unaided material or early morontia vision. But
the energy transformers are able to visualize many of these realities
to ascendingmortals, and from time to time they do thus function,
as on the occasions of the class assemblies of the mansion world
students on this cultural sphere.

3 All through the mansion world experience you are in a way
spiritually aware of the presence of your glori ed brethren of Para-
dise attainment, but it is very refreshing, now and then, actually to
perceive them as they function in their headquarters abodes. You
will not spontaneously visualize naliters until you acquire true
spirit vision.

4 ¶ On the rst mansion world all survivors must pass the re-
quirements of the parental commission from their native planets.

e present Urantia commission consists of 12 parental couples,
recently arrived, who have had mortal experience in rearing three
ormore children to the pubescent age. Service on this commission
is rotational and is for only ten years as a rule. All who fail to satisfy
these commissioners as to their parental experience must further
qualify by service in the homes of the Material Sons on Jerusem or
in part in the probationary nursery on the naliters’ world.

5 But irrespective of parental experience, mansionworld parents
whohave growing children in the probationnursery are given every
opportunity to collaborate with the morontia custodians of such
children regarding their instruction and training. ese parents are
permitted to journey there for visits as o en as four times a year.
And it is one of the most touchingly beautiful scenes of all the as-
cending career to observe themansionworld parents embrace their
material offspring on the occasions of their periodic pilgrimages to
the naliter world. While one or both parentsmay leave amansion
world ahead of the child, they are quite o en contemporary for a
season.
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6 No ascendingmortal can escape the experience of rearing chil-
dren—their ownor others—either on thematerial worlds or sub-
sequently on the naliter world or on Jerusem. Fathers must pass
through this essential experience just as certainly as mothers. It is
an unfortunate and mistaken notion of modern peoples on Uran-
tia that child culture is largely the task of mothers. Children need
fathers as well asmothers, and fathers need this parental experience
as much as do mothers.

2. THE PROBATIONARY NURSERY
1 e infant-receiving schools of Satania are situated on the -

naliter world, the rst of the Jerusem transition-culture spheres.
ese infant-receiving schools are enterprises devoted to the nur-

ture and training of the children of time, including those who have
died on the evolutionary worlds of space before the acquirement
of individual status on the universe records. In the event of the
survival of either or both of such a child’s parents, the guardian of
destiny deputizes her associated cherubim as the custodian of the
child’s potential identity, charging the cherubim with the respon-
sibility of delivering this undeveloped soul into the hands of the
Mansion World Teachers in the probationary nurseries of the mo-
rontia worlds.

2 It is these same deserted cherubim who, as Mansion World
Teachers, under the supervision of the Melchizedeks, maintain
such extensive educational facilities for the training of the proba-
tionary wards of the naliters. ese wards of the naliters, these
infants of ascending mortals, are always personalized as of their ex-
act physical status at the time of death except for reproductive po-
tential. is awakening occurs at the exact time of the parental ar-
rival on the rst mansion world. And then are these children given
every opportunity, as they are, to choose the heavenly way just as
they would have made such a choice on the worlds where death so
untimely terminated their careers.

3 On the nursery world, probationary creatures are grouped ac-
cording to whether or not they have Adjusters, for the Adjusters
come to indwell these material children just as on the worlds of
time. Children of pre-Adjuster ages are cared for in families of 5,
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ranging in ages from 1 year and under up to approximately 5 years,
or that age when the Adjuster arrives.

4 All children on the evolving worlds who have ought Ad-
justers, but who before death had not made a choice concerning
the Paradise career, are also repersonalized on the naliter world of
the system, where they likewise grow up in the families of the Ma-
terial Sons and their associates as do those little ones who arrived
without Adjusters, but who will subsequently receive the Mystery
Monitors a er attaining the requisite age of moral choice.

5 e Adjuster-indwelt children and youths on the naliter
world are also reared in families of 5, ranging in ages from 6 to 14;
approximately, these families consist of children whose ages are 6,
8, 10, 12, and 14. Any time a er 16, if nal choice has been made,
they translate to the rst mansion world and begin their Paradise
ascent. Some make a choice before this age and go on to the ascen-
sion spheres, but very few children under 16 years of age, as reck-
oned by Urantia standards, will be found on the mansion worlds.

6 e guardian seraphim attend these youths in the probation-
ary nursery on the naliter world just as they spiritually minister
to mortals on the evolutionary planets, while the faithful sporna-
gia minister to their physical necessities. And so do these children
grow up on the transition world until such time as they make their
nal choice.
7 When material life has run its course, if no choice has been

made for the ascendant life, or if these children of time de nitely
decide against the Havona adventure, death automatically termi-
nates their probationary careers. ere is no adjudication of such
cases; there is no resurrection from such a second death. ey sim-
ply become as though they had not been.

8 But if they choose the Paradise path of perfection, they are im-
mediately made ready for translation to the rst mansion world,
where many of them arrive in time to join their parents in the Ha-
vona ascent. A er passing through Havona and attaining the Dei-
ties, these salvaged souls of mortal origin constitute the permanent
ascendant citizenship of Paradise. ese children who have been
deprived of the valuable and essential evolutionary experience on
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the worlds of mortal nativity are not mustered into the Corps of
the Finality.

3. THE FIRST MANSION WORLD
1 On the mansion worlds the resurrected mortal survivors re-

sume their lives just where they le off when overtaken by death.
When you go from Urantia to the rst mansion world, you will
notice considerable change, but if you had come from a more nor-
mal and progressive sphere of time, you would hardly notice the
difference except for the fact that you were in possession of a dif-
ferent body; the tabernacle of esh and blood has been le behind
on the world of nativity.

2 e very centre of all activities on the rst mansion world is
the resurrection hall, the enormous temple of personality assem-
bly. is gigantic structure consists of the central rendezvous of
the seraphic destiny guardians, the ought Adjusters, and the
archangels of the resurrection. e LifeCarriers also functionwith
these celestial beings in the resurrection of the dead.

3 e mortal-mind transcripts and the active creature-memory
patterns as transformed from the material levels to the spiritual are
the individual possession of the detached oughtAdjusters; these
spiritized factors of mind, memory, and creature personality are
forever a part of such Adjusters. e creature mind-matrix and the
passive potentials of identity are present in the morontia soul in-
trusted to the keeping of the seraphic destiny guardians. And it is
the reuniting of the morontia-soul trust of the seraphim and the
spirit-mind trust of the Adjuster that reassembles creature person-
ality and constitutes resurrection of a sleeping survivor.

4 If a transitory personality ofmortal origin shouldnever be thus
reassembled, the spirit elements of the nonsurviving mortal crea-
ture would forever continue as an integral part of the individual
experiential endowment of the onetime indwelling Adjuster.

5 From the Temple of New Life there extend 7 radial wings, the
resurrection halls of the mortal races. Each of these structures is
devoted to the assembly of one of the 7 races of time. ere are
100,000 personal resurrection chambers in each of these 7 wings
terminating in the circular class assembly halls, which serve as the
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awakening chambers for as many as 1,000,000 individuals. ese
halls are surrounded by the personality assembly chambers of the
blended races of the normal post-Adamicworlds. Regardless of the
techniquewhichmaybe employedon the individualworlds of time
in connection with special or dispensational resurrections, the real
and conscious reassembly of actual and complete personality takes
place in the resurrection halls of mansonia number one. rough-
out all eternity you will recall the profound memory impressions
of your rst witnessing of these resurrection mornings.

6 ¶ From the resurrection halls you proceed to the Melchizedek
sector, where you are assigned permanent residence. en you en-
ter upon ten days of personal liberty. You are free to explore the im-
mediate vicinity of your new home and to familiarize yourself with
the program which lies immediately ahead. You also have time to
gratify your desire to consult the registry and call upon your loved
ones and other earth friends who may have preceded you to these
worlds. At the end of your ten-day period of leisure you begin the
second step in the Paradise journey, for the mansion worlds are ac-
tual training spheres, not merely detention planets.

7 ¶ On mansion world number one (or another in case of ad-
vanced status) you will resume your intellectual training and spiri-
tual development at the exact level whereon they were interrupted
by death. Between the time of planetary death or translation and
resurrection on the mansion world, mortal man gains absolutely
nothing aside fromexperiencing the fact of survival. Youbeginover
there right where you leave off down here.

8 Almost the entire experience of mansion world number one
pertains to de ciency ministry. Survivors arriving on this rst of
the detention spheres present so many and such varied defects of
creature character and de ciencies of mortal experience that the
major activities of the realm are occupied with the correction and
cure of thesemanifold legacies of the life in the esh on thematerial
evolutionary worlds of time and space.

9 e sojourn on mansion world number one is designed to de-
velop mortal survivors at least up to the status of the post-Adamic
dispensation on the normal evolutionary worlds. Spiritually, of
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course, themansionworld students are far in advance of such a state
of mere human development.

10 If you are not to be detained onmansionworld number one, at
the end of ten days you will enter the translation sleep and proceed
to world number two, and every ten days therea er you will thus
advance until you arrive on the world of your assignment.

11 ¶ e centre of the seven major circles of the rst mansion
world administration is occupied by the temple of the Morontia
Companions, the personal guides assigned to ascending mortals.

ese companions are the offspring of the local universe Mother
Spirit, and there are severalmillion of themon themorontiaworlds
of Satania. Aside from those assigned as group companions, you
will have much to do with the interpreters and translators, the
building custodians, and the excursion supervisors. And all of these
companions are most co-operative with those who have to do with
developing your personality factors of mind and spirit within the
morontia body.

12 As you start out on the rst mansion world, one Morontia
Companion is assigned to each company of 1,000 ascending mor-
tals, but youwill encounter larger numbers as you progress through
the sevenmansion spheres. ese beautiful and versatile beings are
companionable associates and charming guides. ey are free to
accompany individuals or selected groups to any of the transition-
culture spheres, including their satellite worlds. ey are the ex-
cursion guides and leisure associates of all ascendingmortals. ey
o en accompany survivor groups on periodic visits to Jerusem, and
on any day you are there, you can go to the registry sector of the sys-
tem capital and meet ascending mortals from all seven of the man-
sion worlds since they freely journey back and forth between their
residential abodes and the system headquarters.

4. THE SECOND MANSION WORLD
1 It is on this sphere that you are more fully inducted into the

mansonia life. e groupings of the morontia life begin to take
form; working groups and social organizations start to function,
communities take on formal proportions, and the advancing mor-
tals inaugurate new social orders and governmental arrangements.
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2 Spirit-fused survivors occupy the mansion worlds in common
with the Adjuster-fused ascending mortals. While the various or-
ders of celestial life differ, they are all friendly and fraternal. In all
theworlds of ascension youwill ndnothing comparable tohuman
intolerance and the discriminations of inconsiderate caste systems.

3 As you ascend the mansion worlds one by one, they become
more crowded with the morontia activities of advancing survivors.
As you go forward, you will recognize more and more of the Jeru-
sem features added to the mansion worlds. e sea of glass makes
its appearance on the second mansonia.

4 A newly developed and suitably adjusted morontia body is ac-
quired at the time of each advance from one mansion world to an-
other. You go to sleep with the seraphic transport and awake with
the new but undeveloped body in the resurrection halls, much as
when you rst arrived on mansion world number one except that
the oughtAdjuster does not leave you during these transit sleeps
between themansion worlds. Your personality remains intact a er
you once pass from the evolutionary worlds to the initial mansion
world.

5 Your Adjuster memory remains fully intact as you ascend the
morontia life. osemental associations that were purely animalis-
tic and wholly material naturally perished with the physical brain,
but everything in your mental life which was worth while, and
which had survival value, was counterparted by the Adjuster and
is retained as a part of personal memory all the way through the
ascendant career. You will be conscious of all your worth-while ex-
periences as you advance from one mansion world to another and
from one section of the universe to another — even to Paradise.

6 ough you have morontia bodies, you continue, through all
seven of these worlds, to eat, drink, and rest. You partake of the
morontia order of food, a kingdom of living energy unknown on
the material worlds. Both food and water are fully utilized in the
morontia body; there is no residual waste. Pause to consider: Man-
sonia number one is a very material sphere, presenting the early be-
ginnings of the morontia regime. You are still a near human and
not far removed from the limited viewpoints of mortal life, but
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each world discloses de nite progress. From sphere to sphere you
grow less material, more intellectual, and slightly more spiritual.

e spiritual progress is greatest on the last three of these sevenpro-
gressive worlds.

7 Biological de ciencies were largely made up on the rst man-
sionworld. ere defects in planetary experiences pertaining to sex
life, family association, and parental functionwere either corrected
or were projected for future recti cation among the Material Son
families on Jerusem.

8 Mansonia number two more speci cally provides for the re-
moval of all phases of intellectual con ict and for the cure of all
varieties of mental disharmony. e effort to master the signi -
cance of morontia mota, begun on the rst mansion world, is here
more earnestly continued. e development on mansonia number
two compares with the intellectual status of the post-Magisterial
Son culture of the ideal evolutionary worlds.

5. THE THIRD MANSION WORLD
1 Mansonia the third is the headquarters of the Mansion World

Teachers. ough they function on all seven of the mansion sphe-
res, they maintain their group headquarters at the centre of the
school circles of world number three. ere are millions of these
instructors on themansion and higher morontia worlds. ese ad-
vanced and glori ed cherubim serve as morontia teachers all the
way up from themansionworlds to the last sphere of local universe
ascendant training. ey will be among the last to bid you an af-
fectionate adieu when the farewell time draws near, the time when
youbid good-bye—at least for a few ages—to the universe of your
origin, when you enseraphim for transit to the receiving worlds of
the minor sector of the superuniverse.

2 When sojourning on the rstmansionworld, youhave permis-
sion to visit the rst of the transition worlds, the headquarters of
the naliters and the system probationary nursery for the nurture
of undeveloped evolutionary children. Whenyou arrive onmanso-
nia number two, you receive permission periodically to visit transi-
tionworld number two, where are located themorontia supervisor
headquarters for all Satania and the training schools for the various
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morontia orders. When you reach mansion world number three,
you are immediately granted a permit to visit the third transition
sphere, the headquarters of the angelic orders and the homeof their
various system training schools. Visits to Jerusem from this world
are increasingly pro table and are of ever-heightening interest to
the advancing mortals.

3 Mansonia the third is a world of great personal and social
achievement for all who have not made the equivalent of these cir-
cles of culture prior to release from the esh on the mortal nativity
worlds. On this sphere more positive educational work is begun.

e training of the rst two mansion worlds is mostly of a de -
ciencynature—negative— in that it has to dowith supplementing
the experience of the life in the esh. On this third mansion world
the survivors really begin their progressive morontia culture. e
chief purpose of this training is to enhance the understanding of
the correlation of morontia mota and mortal logic, the co-ordina-
tion of morontia mota and human philosophy. Surviving mortals
now gain practical insight into true metaphysics. is is the real
introduction to the intelligent comprehension of cosmicmeanings
and universe interrelationships. e culture of the third mansion
world partakes of the nature of the postbestowal Son age of a nor-
mal inhabited planet.

6. THE FOURTH MANSION WORLD
1 When you arrive on the fourth mansion world, you have well

entered upon the morontia career; you have progressed a long way
from the initial material existence. Now are you given permis-
sion to make visits to transition world number four, there to be-
come familiar with the headquarters and training schools of the su-
perangels, including the Brilliant Evening Stars. rough the good
offices of these superangels of the fourth transition world the mo-
rontia visitors are enabled to draw very close to the various orders
of the Sons of God during the periodic visits to Jerusem, for new
sectors of the systemcapital are gradually openingup to the advanc-
ing mortals as they make these repeated visits to the headquarters
world. New grandeurs are progressively unfolding to the expand-
ing minds of these ascenders.
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2 On the fourthmansonia the individual ascendermore ttingly
nds his place in the group working and class functions of the mo-

rontia life. Ascenders here develop increased appreciation of the
broadcasts and other phases of local universe culture and progress.

3 It is during the period of training on world number four that
the ascending mortals are really rst introduced to the demands
and delights of the true social life of morontia creatures. And it
is indeed a new experience for evolutionary creatures to partici-
pate in social activities which are predicated neither on personal
aggrandizement nor on self-seeking conquest. A new social order
is being introduced, one based on the understanding sympathy of
mutual appreciation, the unsel sh love of mutual service, and the
overmastering motivation of the realization of a common and su-
preme destiny—theParadise goal ofworshipful and divine perfec-
tion. Ascenders are all becoming self-conscious of God-knowing,
God-revealing, God-seeking, and God- nding.

4 e intellectual and social culture of this fourth mansion
world is comparable to the mental and social life of the post-
Teacher Son age on the planets of normal evolution. e spiritual
status is much in advance of such a mortal dispensation.

7. THE FIFTH MANSION WORLD
1 Transport to the h mansion world represents a tremendous

forward step in the life of amorontia progressor. e experience on
this world is a real foretaste of Jerusem life. Here you begin to real-
ize the high destiny of the loyal evolutionary worlds since theymay
normally progress to this stage during their natural planetary devel-
opment. e culture of this mansion world corresponds in general
to that of the early era of light and life on the planets of normal
evolutionary progress. And from this you can understand why it
is so arranged that the highly cultured and progressive types of be-
ings who sometimes inhabit these advanced evolutionary worlds
are exempt from passing through one or more, or even all, of the
mansion spheres.

2 Havingmastered the local universe language before leaving the
fourthmansionworld, younowdevotemore time to the perfection
of the tongue of Uversa to the end that you may be pro cient in
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both languages before arriving on Jerusem with residential status.
All ascending mortals are bilingual from the system headquarters
up to Havona. And then it is only necessary to enlarge the superu-
niverse vocabulary, still additional enlargement being required for
residence on Paradise.

3 Upon arrival onmansonia number ve the pilgrim is givenper-
mission to visit the transition world of corresponding number, the
Sons’ headquarters. Here the ascendantmortal becomespersonally
familiar with the various groups of divine sonship. He has heard of
these superb beings and has alreadymet them on Jerusem, but now
he comes really to know them.

4 On the h mansonia you begin to learn of the constellation
study worlds. Here you meet the rst of the instructors who begin
to prepare you for the subsequent constellation sojourn. More of
this preparation continues on worlds six and seven, while the n-
ishing touches are supplied in the sector of the ascending mortals
on Jerusem.

5 A real birth of cosmic consciousness takes place on mansonia
number ve. You are becoming universe minded. is is indeed a
time of expanding horizons. It is beginning to dawn upon the en-
larging minds of the ascending mortals that some stupendous and
magni cent, some supernal and divine, destiny awaits all who com-
plete the progressive Paradise ascension, which has been so labori-
ously but so joyfully and auspiciously begun. At about this point
the average mortal ascender begins to manifest bona de experi-
ential enthusiasm for the Havona ascent. Study is becoming vol-
untary, unsel sh service natural, and worship spontaneous. A real
morontia character is budding; a real morontia creature is evolv-
ing.

8. THE SIXTH MANSION WORLD
1 Sojourners on this sphere are permitted to visit transition

world number six, where they learn more about the high spirits of
the superuniverse, although they are not able to visualize many of
these celestial beings. Here they also receive their rst lessons in the
prospective spirit career which so immediately follows graduation
from the morontia training of the local universe.
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2 e assistant System Sovereign makes frequent visits to this
world, and the initial instruction is here begun in the technique
of universe administration. e rst lessons embracing the affairs
of a whole universe are now imparted.

3 ¶ is is a brilliant age for ascending mortals and usually wit-
nesses the perfect fusion of the human mind and the divine Ad-
juster. In potential, this fusion may have occurred previously, but
the actual working identity many times is not achieved until the
time of the sojourn on the h mansion world or even the sixth.

4 ¶ e union of the evolving immortal soulwith the eternal and
divine Adjuster is signalized by the seraphic summoning of the su-
pervising superangel for resurrected survivors and of the archangel
of record for those going to judgment on the third day; and then,
in the presence of such a survivor’s morontia associates, these mes-
sengers of con rmation speak: “ is is a beloved son in whom I
am well pleased.” is simple ceremony marks the entrance of an
ascending mortal upon the eternal career of Paradise service.

5 Immediately upon the con rmation of Adjuster fusion the
new morontia being is introduced to his fellows for the rst time
by his new name and is granted the 40 days of spiritual retirement
from all routine activities wherein to commune with himself and
to choose some one of the optional routes to Havona and to select
from the differential techniques of Paradise attainment.

6 ¶ But still are these brilliant beings more or less material; they
are far frombeing true spirits; they aremore like supermortals, spir-
itually speaking, still a little lower than the angels. But they are truly
becoming marvellous creatures.

7 During the sojourn on world number six the mansion world
students achieve a status which is comparable with the exalted de-
velopment characterizing those evolutionary worlds which have
normally progressed beyond the initial stage of light and life. e
organization of society on this mansonia is of a high order. e
shadow of the mortal nature grows less and less as these worlds are
ascended one by one. You are becoming more and more adorable
as you leave behind the coarse vestiges of planetary animal origin.
“Coming up through great tribulation” serves to make glori ed
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mortals very kind and understanding, very sympathetic and toler-
ant.

9. THE SEVENTH MANSION WORLD
1 e experience on this sphere is the crowning achievement of

the immediate postmortal career. During your sojourn here you
will receive the instruction of many teachers, all of whom will co-
operate in the task of preparing you for residence on Jerusem. Any
discernible differences between thosemortals hailing from the iso-
lated and retarded worlds and those survivors from the more ad-
vanced and enlightened spheres are virtually obliterated during the
sojourn on the seventh mansion world. Here you will be purged of
all the remnants of unfortunate heredity, unwholesome environ-
ment, and unspiritual planetary tendencies. e last remnants of
the “mark of the beast” are here eradicated.

2 While sojourning on mansonia number seven, permission is
granted to visit transition world number seven, the world of the
Universal Father. Here you begin a new andmore spiritual worship
of the unseen Father, a habit you will increasingly pursue all the
way up through your long ascending career. You nd the Father’s
temple on this world of transitional culture, but you do not see the
Father.

3 ¶ Now begins the formation of classes for graduation to Jeru-
sem. You have gone from world to world as individuals, but now
you prepare to depart for Jerusem in groups, although, within cer-
tain limits, an ascender may elect to tarry on the seventh mansion
world for the purpose of enabling a tardy member of his earthly or
mansonia working group to catch up with him.

4 e personnel of the seventh mansonia assemble on the sea of
glass to witness your departure for Jerusem with residential status.
Hundreds or thousands of times youmay have visited Jerusem, but
always as a guest; never before have you proceeded toward the sys-
temcapital in the companyof a groupof your fellowswhowere bid-
ding an eternal farewell to the whole mansonia career as ascending
mortals. You will soon be welcomed on the receiving eld of the
headquarters world as Jerusem citizens.
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5 ¶ Youwill greatly enjoy your progress through the seven dema-
terializing worlds; they are really demortalizing spheres. You are
mostly human on the rst mansion world, just a mortal being mi-
nus a material body, a human mind housed in a morontia form —
a material body of the morontia world but not a mortal house of
esh and blood. You really pass from the mortal state to the im-

mortal status at the time of Adjuster fusion, and by the time you
have nished the Jerusem career, you will be full- edged moron-
tians.

10. JERUSEM CITIZENSHIP
1 e reception of a new class of mansion world graduates is the

signal for all Jerusem to assemble as a committee of welcome. Even
the spornagia enjoy the arrival of these triumphant ascenders of
evolutionary origin, those who have run the planetary race and n-
ished themansionworldprogression. Only thephysical controllers
andMorontiaPower Supervisors are absent fromthese occasions of
rejoicing.

2 ¶ John the Revelator saw a vision of the arrival of a class of
advancing mortals from the seventh mansion world to their rst
heaven, the glories of Jerusem. He recorded: “And I saw as it were a
sea of glassmingledwith re; and thosewhohad gained the victory
over the beast that was originally in them and over the image that
persisted through themansionworlds and nally over the lastmark
and trace, standing on the sea of glass, having the harps ofGod, and
singing the song of deliverance from mortal fear and death.” (Per-
fected space communication is to be had on all these worlds; and
your anywhere reception of such communications is made possible
by carrying the “harp of God,” a morontia contrivance compensat-
ing for the inability to directly adjust the immature morontia sen-
sory mechanism to the reception of space communications.)

3 Paul also had a view of the ascendant-citizen corps of per-
fecting mortals on Jerusem, for he wrote: “But you have come to
Mount Zion and to the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusa-
lem, and to an innumerable company of angels, to the grand assem-
bly of Michael, and to the spirits of just men being made perfect.”
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4 ¶ A er mortals have attained residence on the system head-
quarters, no more literal resurrections will be experienced. e
morontia form granted you on departure from the mansion world
career is such as will see you through to the end of the local uni-
verse experience. Changes will be made from time to time, but
you will retain this same form until you bid it farewell when you
emerge as rst-stage spirits preparatory for transit to the superuni-
verse worlds of ascending culture and spirit training.

5 Seven times do those mortals who pass through the entire
mansonia career experience the adjustment sleep and the resurrec-
tion awakening. But the last resurrection hall, the nal awakening
chamber, was le behind on the seventh mansion world. No more
will a form-change necessitate the lapse of consciousness or a break
in the continuity of personal memory.

6 ¶ e mortal personality initiated on the evolutionary worlds
and tabernacled in the esh — indwelt by the Mystery Monitors
and invested by the Spirit of Truth — is not fully mobilized, re-
alized, and uni ed until that day when such a Jerusem citizen is
given clearance for Edentia and proclaimed a true member of the
morontia corps of Nebadon — an immortal survivor of Adjuster
association, a Paradise ascender, a personality of morontia status,
and a true child of the Most Highs.

7 ¶ Mortal death is a technique of escape from thematerial life in
the esh; and the mansonia experience of progressive life through
seven worlds of corrective training and cultural education repre-
sents the introduction of mortal survivors to the morontia career,
the transition life which intervenes between the evolutionary ma-
terial existence and the higher spirit attainment of the ascenders of
time who are destined to achieve the portals of eternity.

ahb

8 [Sponsored by a Brilliant Evening Star.]



PAPER №48
THE MORONTIA LIFE

Archangel

THEGods cannot—at least they donot—transforma crea-
ture of gross animal nature into a perfected spirit by some
mysterious act of creative magic. When the Creators de-

sire to produce perfect beings, they do so by direct and original
creation, but they never undertake to convert animal-origin and
material creatures into beings of perfection in a single step.

2 e morontia life, extending as it does over the various stages
of the local universe career, is the only possible approach whereby
material mortals could attain the threshold of the spirit world.
What magic could death, the natural dissolution of the material
body, hold that such a simple step should instantly transform the
mortal and material mind into an immortal and perfected spirit?
Such beliefs are but ignorant superstitions and pleasing fables.

3 Always this morontia transition intervenes between the mor-
tal estate and the subsequent spirit status of surviving human be-
ings. is intermediate state of universe progress differs markedly
in the various local creations, but in intent and purpose they are all
quite similar. e arrangement of the mansion and higher moron-
tia worlds in Nebadon is fairly typical of the morontia transition
regimes in this part of Orvonton.

1. MORONTIA MATERIALS
1 e morontia realms are the local universe liaison spheres be-

tween the material and spiritual levels of creature existence. is
morontia life has been known onUrantia since the early days of the
Planetary Prince. From time to time this transition state has been
taught to mortals, and the concept, in distorted form, has found a
place in present-day religions.

2 e morontia spheres are the transition phases of mortal as-
cension through the progressionworlds of the local universe. Only
the 7 worlds surrounding the naliters’ sphere of the local sys-
tems are called mansion worlds, but all 56 of the system transition
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abodes, in common with the higher spheres around the constel-
lations and the universe headquarters, are called morontia worlds.

ese creations partake of the physical beauty and the morontia
grandeur of the local universe headquarters spheres.

3 All of these worlds are architectural spheres, and they have just
double the number of elements of the evolved planets. Suchmade-
to-order worlds not only abound in the heavy metals and crys-
tals, having 100 physical elements, but likewise have exactly 100
forms of a unique energy organization called morontia material.

e Master Physical Controllers and the Morontia Power Super-
visors are able so to modify the revolutions of the primary units of
matter and at the same time so to transform these associations of
energy as to create this new substance.

4 ¶ e early morontia life in the local systems is very much like
that of your present material world, becoming less physical and
more truly morontial on the constellation study worlds. And as
you advance to the Salvington spheres, you increasingly attain spir-
itual levels.

5 e Morontia Power Supervisors are able to effect a union of
material and of spiritual energies, thereby organizing a morontia
form of materialization which is receptive to the superimposition
of a controlling spirit. When you traverse the morontia life of Ne-
badon, these same patient and skillfulMorontia Power Supervisors
will successively provide you with 570morontia bodies, each one a
phase of your progressive transformation. From the time of leaving
the material worlds until you are constituted a rst-stage spirit on
Salvington, you will undergo just 570 separate and ascending mo-
rontia changes. 8 of these occur in the system, 71 in the constella-
tion, and 491 during the sojourn on the spheres of Salvington.

6 In the days of the mortal esh the divine spirit indwells you,
almost as a thing apart — in reality an invasion of man by the be-
stowed spirit of the Universal Father. But in the morontia life the
spirit will become a real part of your personality, and as you suc-
cessively pass through the 570 progressive transformations, you as-
cend from the material to the spiritual estate of creature life.

7 ¶ Paul learned of the existence of the morontia worlds and
of the reality of morontia materials, for he wrote, “ ey have in
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heaven a better and more enduring substance.” And these moron-
tia materials are real, literal, even as in “the city which has founda-
tions, whose builder and maker is God.” And each of these marvel-
lous spheres is “a better country, that is, a heavenly one.”

2. MORONTIA POWER SUPERVISORS
1 ese unique beings are exclusively concerned with the super-

vision of those activities which represent a working combination
of spiritual and physical or semimaterial energies. ey are exclu-
sively devoted to the ministry of morontia progression. Not that
they so much minister to mortals during the transition experience,
but they rather make possible the transition environment for the
progressing morontia creatures. ey are the channels of moron-
tia power which sustain and energize the morontia phases of the
transition worlds.

2 Morontia Power Supervisors are the offspring of a local uni-
verse Mother Spirit. ey are fairly standard in design though dif-
fering slightly in nature in the various local creations. ey are cre-
ated for their speci c function and require no training before en-
tering upon their responsibilities.

3 e creation of the rst Morontia Power Supervisors is simul-
taneous with the arrival of the rstmortal survivor on the shores of
some one of the rst mansion worlds in a local universe. ey are
created in groups of 1,000, classi ed as follows:

4 1. Circuit Regulators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400
5 2. System Co-ordinators . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
6 3. Planetary Custodians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
7 4. Combined Controllers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
8 5. Liaison Stabilizers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
9 6. Selective Assorters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
10 7. Associate Registrars . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
11 ¶ e power supervisors always serve in their native universe.
ey are directed exclusively by the joint spirit activity of the Uni-

verse Son and the Universe Spirit but are otherwise a wholly self-
governing group. ey maintain headquarters on each of the rst
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mansion worlds of the local systems, where they work in close as-
sociation with both the physical controllers and the seraphim but
function in a world of their own as regards energy manifestation
and spirit application.

12 ey also sometimes work in connection with supermaterial
phenomena on the evolutionary worlds as ministers of temporary
assignment. But they rarely serve on the inhabited planets; neither
do they work on the higher training worlds of the superuniverse,
being chie y devoted to the transition regime ofmorontia progres-
sion in a local universe.

13 1. Circuit Regulators. ese are the unique beings who co-
ordinate physical and spiritual energy and regulate its ow into the
segregated channels of the morontia spheres, and these circuits are
exclusively planetary, limited to a single world. e morontia cir-
cuits are distinct from, and supplementary to, both physical and
spiritual circuits on the transition worlds, and it requires millions
of these regulators to energize even a system ofmansionworlds like
that of Satania.

14 Circuit regulators initiate those changes in material energies
which render them subject to the control and regulation of their
associates. ese beings are morontia power generators as well as
circuit regulators. Much as a dynamo apparently generates elec-
tricity out of the atmosphere, so do these living morontia dynamos
seem to transform the everywhere energies of space into those ma-
terials which the morontia supervisors weave into the bodies and
life activities of the ascending mortals.

15 2. System Co-ordinators. Since each morontia world has a
separate order of morontia energy, it is exceedingly difficult for
humans to visualize these spheres. But on each successive transi-
tion sphere, mortals will nd the plant life and everything else per-
taining to the morontia existence progressively modi ed to corre-
spond with the advancing spiritization of the ascending survivor.
And since the energy system of each world is thus individualized,
these co-ordinators operate to harmonize and blend such differing
power systems into a working unit for the associated spheres of any
particular group.
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16 Ascending mortals gradually progress from the physical to the
spiritual as they advance from one morontia world to another;
hence the necessity for providing an ascending scale of morontia
spheres and an ascending scale of morontia forms.

17 When mansion world ascenders pass from one sphere to an-
other, they are delivered by the transport seraphim to the receivers
of the system co-ordinators on the advanced world. Here in those
unique temples at the centre of the 70 radiating wings wherein are
the chambers of transition similar to the resurrection halls on the
initial world of reception for earth-origin mortals, the necessary
changes in creature form are skillfully effected by the system co-or-
dinators. ese early morontia-form changes require about seven
days of standard time for their accomplishment.

18 3. Planetary Custodians. Each morontia world, from the
mansion spheres up to the universe headquarters, is in the custody
— as regards morontia affairs — of 70 guardians. ey constitute
the local planetary council of supreme morontia authority. is
council grants material for morontia forms to all ascending crea-
tures who land on the spheres and authorizes those changes in crea-
ture form which make it possible for an ascender to proceed to the
succeeding sphere. A er the mansion worlds have been traversed,
you will translate from one phase of morontia life to another with-
out having to surrender consciousness. Unconsciousness attends
only the earlier metamorphoses and the later transitions from one
universe to another and from Havona to Paradise.

19 4. Combined Controllers. One of these highly mechanical
beings is always stationed at the centre of each administrative unit
of a morontia world. A combined controller is sensitive to, and
functional with, physical, spiritual, and morontial energies; and
with this being there are always associated two system co-ordina-
tors, four circuit regulators, one planetary custodian, one liaison
stabilizer, and either an associate registrar or a selective assorter.

20 5. Liaison Stabilizers. ese are the regulators of themoron-
tia energy in association with the physical and spirit forces of the
realm. ey make possible the conversion of morontia energy into
morontia material. e whole morontia organization of existence
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is dependent on the stabilizers. ey slow down the energy revolu-
tions to that point where physicalization can occur. But I have no
terms with which I can compare or illustrate the ministry of such
beings. It is quite beyond human imagination.

21 6. Selective Assorters. As you progress fromone class or phase
of a morontia world to another, you must be re-keyed or advance-
tuned, and it is the task of the selective assorters to keep you in
progressive synchrony with the morontia life.

22 While the basicmorontia forms of life andmatter are identical
from the rst mansion world to the last universe transition sphere,
there is a functional progression which gradually extends from the
material to the spiritual. Your adaptation to this basically uniform
but successively advancing and spiritizing creation is effected by
this selective re-keying. Such an adjustment in the mechanism of
personality is tantamount to a new creation, notwithstanding that
you retain the same morontia form.

23 You may repeatedly subject yourself to the test of these exam-
iners, and as soon as you register adequate spiritual achievement,
they will gladly certify you for advanced standing. ese progres-
sive changes result in altered reactions to the morontia environ-
ment, such as modi cations in food requirements and numerous
other personal practices.

24 e selective assorters are also of great service in the grouping
ofmorontia personalities for purposes of study, teaching, andother
projects. ey naturally indicate those who will best function in
temporary association.

25 7. Associate Registrars. e morontia world has its own re-
corders, who serve in association with the spirit recorders in the
supervision and custody of the records and other data indigenous
to themorontia creations. e morontia records are available to all
orders of personalities.

26 All morontia transition realms are accessible alike to material
and spirit beings. As morontia progressors you will remain in full
contact with the material world and with material personalities,
while you will increasingly discern and fraternize with spirit be-
ings; and by the time of departure from the morontia regime, you
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will have seen all orders of spirits with the exception of a few of the
higher types, such as Solitary Messengers.

3. MORONTIA COMPANIONS
1 ese hosts of the mansion and morontia worlds are the off-

spring of a local universe Mother Spirit. ey are created from age
to age in groups of 100,000, and in Nebadon there are at present
over 7 × 1010 of these unique beings.

2 MorontiaCompanions are trained for service by theMelchize-
deks on a special planet near Salvington; they do not pass through
the central Melchizedek schools. In service they range from the
lowest mansion worlds of the systems to the highest study spheres
of Salvington, but they are seldom encountered on the inhabited
worlds. ey serve under the general supervision of the Sons of
God and under the immediate direction of the Melchizedeks.

3 e Morontia Companions maintain 10,000 headquarters in
a local universe — on each of the rst mansion worlds of the local
systems. ey are almost wholly a self-governing order and are, in
general, an intelligent and loyal group of beings; but every now and
then, in connection with certain unfortunate celestial upheavals,
they have been known to go astray. ousands of these useful crea-
tures were lost during the times of the Lucifer rebellion in Satania.
Your local system now has its full quota of these beings, the loss of
the Lucifer rebellion having only recently been made up.

4 ¶ ere are two distinct types of Morontia Companions; one
type is aggressive, the other retiring, but otherwise they are equal
in status. ey are not sex creatures, but they manifest a touch-
ingly beautiful affection for one another. Andwhile they are hardly
companionate in thematerial (human) sense, they are very close of
kin to the human races in the order of creature existence. e mid-
way creatures of the worlds are your nearest of kin; then come the
morontia cherubim, and a er them the Morontia Companions.

5 ese companions are touchingly affectionate and charmingly
social beings. ey possess distinct personalities, and when you
meet themon themansionworlds, a er learning to recognize them
as a class, you will soon discern their individuality. Mortals all re-
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semble one another; at the same time each of you possesses a dis-
tinct and recognizable personality.

6 ¶ Something of an idea of the nature of the work of these Mo-
rontia Companions may be derived from the following classi ca-
tion of their activities in a local system:

7 1. Pilgrim Guardians are not assigned to speci c duties in
their association with the morontia progressors. ese compan-
ions are responsible for the whole of the morontia career and are
therefore the co-ordinators of the work of all other morontia and
transition ministers.

8 2. Pilgrim Receivers and Free Associators. ese are the social
companions of the new arrivals on the mansion worlds. One of
them will certainly be on hand to welcome you when you awaken
on the initial mansion world from the rst transit sleep of time,
when you experience the resurrection from the death of the esh
into the morontia life. And from the time you are thus formally
welcomed on awakening to that day when you leave the local uni-
verse as a rst-stage spirit, these Morontia Companions are ever
with you.

9 Companions are not assigned permanently to individuals. An
ascending mortal on one of the mansion or higher worlds might
have a different companion on each of several successive occasions
and again might go for long periods without one. It would all de-
pend on the requirements and also on the supply of companions
available.

10 3. Hosts to Celestial Visitors. ese gracious creatures are
dedicated to the entertainment of the superhuman groups of stu-
dent visitors and other celestials whomay chance to sojourn on the
transition worlds. You will have ample opportunity to visit within
any realm you have experientially attained. Student visitors are al-
lowed on all inhabited planets, even those in isolation.

11 4. Co-ordinators and Liaison Directors. ese companions
are dedicated to the facilitation of morontia intercourse and to the
prevention of confusion. ey are the instructors of social conduct
and morontia progress, sponsoring classes and other group activi-
ties among the ascending mortals. ey maintain extensive areas
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wherein they assemble their pupils and fromtime to timemake req-
uisition on the celestial artisans and the reversion directors for the
embellishment of their programs. As you progress, you will come
in intimate contact with these companions, and you will grow ex-
ceedingly fondof both groups. It is amatter of chance as towhether
you will be associated with an aggressive or a retiring type of com-
panion.

12 5. Interpreters and Translators. During the early mansonia
career you will have frequent recourse to the interpreters and the
translators. ey know and speak all the tongues of a local uni-
verse; they are the linguists of the realms.

13 You will not acquire new languages automatically; you will
learn a language over there much as you do down here, and these
brilliant beings will be your language teachers. e rst study on
the mansion worlds will be the tongue of Satania and then the
language of Nebadon. And while you are mastering these new
tongues, the Morontia Companions will be your efficient inter-
preters and patient translators. You will never encounter a visitor
on any of these worlds but that some one of the Morontia Com-
panions will be able to officiate as interpreter.

14 6. Excursion and Reversion Supervisors. ese companions
will accompany you on the longer trips to the headquarters sphere
and to the surrounding worlds of transition culture. ey plan,
conduct, and supervise all such individual and group tours about
the system worlds of training and culture.

15 7. Area and Building Custodians. Even the material and mo-
rontia structures increase in perfection and grandeur as you ad-
vance in the mansonia career. As individuals and as groups you are
permitted to make certain changes in the abodes assigned as head-
quarters for your sojourn on the different mansion worlds. Many
of the activities of these spheres take place in the open enclosures of
the variously designated circles, squares, and triangles. e major-
ity of the mansion world structures are roo ess, being enclosures
of magni cent construction and exquisite embellishment. e cli-
matic and other physical conditions prevailing on the architectural
worlds make roofs wholly unnecessary.
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16 ¶ ese custodians of the transitionphases of ascendant life are
supreme in themanagement ofmorontia affairs. ey were created
for this work, and pending the factualization of the Supreme Be-
ing, always will they remainMorontia Companions; never do they
perform other duties.

17 As systems and universes are settled in light and life, the man-
sion worlds increasingly cease to function as transition spheres of
morontia training. More andmore the naliters institute their new
training regime, which appears to be designed to translate the cos-
mic consciousness from the present level of the grand universe to
that of the future outer universes. e Morontia Companions are
destined to function increasingly in association with the naliters
and in numerous other realms not at present revealed on Urantia.

18 You can forecast that these beings are probably going to con-
tribute much to your enjoyment of the mansion worlds, whether
your sojourn is to be long or short. And you will continue to en-
joy them all the way up to Salvington. ey are not, technically,
essential to any part of your survival experience. You could reach
Salvington without them, but you would greatly miss them. ey
are the personality luxury of your ascending career in the local uni-
verse.

4. THE REVERSION DIRECTORS
1 Joyful mirth and the smile-equivalent are as universal as music.
ere is a morontial and a spiritual equivalent of mirth and laugh-

ter. e ascendant life is about equally divided between work and
play — freedom from assignment.

2 Celestial relaxation and superhuman humour are quite differ-
ent from their human analogues, but we all actually indulge in a
form of both; and they really accomplish for us, in our state, just
about what ideal humour is able to do for you on Urantia. e
MorontiaCompanions are skillful play sponsors, and they aremost
ably supported by the reversion directors.

3 Youwould probably best understand thework of the reversion
directors if they were likened to the higher types of humorists on
Urantia, though thatwould be an exceedingly crude and somewhat
unfortunate way in which to try to convey an idea of the function
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of these directors of change and relaxation, these ministers of the
exalted humour of the morontia and spirit realms.

4 ¶ In discussing spirit humour, rst letme tell youwhat it is not.
Spirit jest is never tinged with the accentuation of the misfortunes
of the weak and erring. Neither is it ever blasphemous of the righ-
teousness and glory of divinity. Our humour embraces three gen-
eral levels of appreciation:

5 1. Reminiscent jests. Quips growing out of the memories of
past episodes in one’s experience of combat, struggle, and some-
times fearfulness, and o times foolish and childish anxiety. To
us, this phase of humour derives from the deep-seated and abid-
ing ability to draw upon the past for memory material with which
pleasantly to avour and otherwise lighten the heavy loads of the
present.

6 2. Current humour. e senselessness of much that so o en
causes us serious concern, the joy at discovering the unimportance
of much of our serious personal anxiety. We are most appreciative
of this phase of humour when we are best able to discount the anx-
ieties of the present in favour of the certainties of the future.

7 3. Prophetic joy. It will perhaps be difficult for mortals to en-
visage this phase of humour, but we do get a peculiar satisfaction
out of the assurance “that all things work together for good” —
for spirits and morontians as well as for mortals. is aspect of ce-
lestial humour grows out of our faith in the loving overcare of our
superiors and in the divine stability of our Supreme Directors.

8 ¶ But the reversion directors of the realms are not concerned
exclusively with depicting the high humour of the various orders
of intelligent beings; they are also occupied with the leadership of
diversion, spiritual recreation and morontia entertainment. And
in this connection they have the hearty co-operation of the celestial
artisans.

9 e reversion directors themselves are not a created group;
they are a recruited corps embracing beings ranging from the
Havona natives down through the messenger hosts of space and
the ministering spirits of time to the morontia progressors from
the evolutionary worlds. All are volunteers, giving themselves to
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the work of assisting their fellows in the achievement of thought
change and mind rest, for such attitudes are most helpful in recu-
perating depleted energies.

10 ¶ When partially exhausted by the efforts of attainment, and
while awaiting the reception of new energy charges, there is agree-
able pleasure in living over again the enactments of other days and
ages. e early experiences of the race or the order are restful to rem-
inisce. And that is exactly why these artists are called reversion di-
rectors — they assist in reverting the memory to a former state of
development or to a less experienced status of being.

11 All beings enjoy this sort of reversion except those who are
inherent Creators, hence automatic self-rejuvenators, and certain
highly specialized types of creatures, such as the power centres and
the physical controllers, who are always and eternally thoroughly
businesslike in all their reactions. ese periodic releases from the
tension of functional duty are a regular part of life on all worlds
throughout the universe of universes but not on the Isle of Paradise.
Beings indigenous to the central abode are incapable of depletion
and are not, therefore, subject to re-energizing. And with such be-
ings of eternal Paradise perfection there can be no such reversion
to evolutionary experiences.

12 Most of us have come up through lower stages of existence or
through progressive levels of our orders, and it is refreshing and
in a measure amusing to look back upon certain episodes of our
early experience. ere is a restfulness in the contemplation of that
which is old to one’s order, and which lingers as a memory posses-
sion of the mind. e future signi es struggle and advancement;
it bespeaks work, effort, and achievement; but the past savours of
things already mastered and achieved; contemplation of the past
permits of relaxation and such a carefree review as to provoke spirit
mirth and a morontia state of mind verging on merriment.

13 Even mortal humour becomes most hearty when it depicts
episodes affecting those just a little beneath one’s present develop-
mental state, or when it portrays one’s supposed superiors falling
victim to the experienceswhich are commonly associatedwith sup-
posed inferiors. You of Urantia have allowed much that is at once
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vulgar and unkind to become confused with your humour, but on
the whole, you are to be congratulated on a comparatively keen
sense of humour. Some of your races have a rich vein of it and are
greatly helped in their earthly careers thereby. Apparently you re-
ceived much in the way of humour from your Adamic inheritance,
much more than was secured of either music or art.

14 ¶ All Satania, during times of play, those times when its inhab-
itants refreshingly resurrect the memories of a lower stage of exis-
tence, is edi ed by the pleasant humour of a corps of reversion di-
rectors from Urantia. e sense of celestial humour we have with
us always, even when engaged in the most difficult of assignments.
It helps to avoid an overdevelopment of the notion of one’s self-
importance. But we do not give rein to it freely, as you might say,
“have fun,” except when we are in recess from the serious assign-
ments of our respective orders.

15 When we are tempted to magnify our self-importance, if we
stop to contemplate the in nity of the greatness and grandeur of
our Makers, our own self-glori cation becomes sublimely ridicu-
lous, even verging on the humorous. One of the functions of hu-
mour is to help all of us take ourselves less seriously. Humour is the
divine antidote for exaltation of ego.

16 ¶ e need for the relaxation and diversion of humour is great-
est in those orders of ascendant beings who are subjected to sus-
tained stress in their upward struggles. e two extremes of life
have little need for humorous diversions. Primitive men have no
capacity therefor, and beings of Paradise perfection have no need
thereof. e hosts of Havona are naturally a joyous and exhila-
rating assemblage of supremely happy personalities. On Paradise
the quality of worship obviates the necessity for reversion activi-
ties. But among those who start their careers far below the goal
of Paradise perfection, there is a large place for the ministry of the
reversion directors.

17 e higher the mortal species, the greater the stress and the
greater the capacity for humour as well as the necessity for it. In
the spirit world the opposite is true: e higher we ascend, the less
the need for the diversions of reversion experiences. But proceed-
ing down the scale of spirit life from Paradise to the seraphic hosts,
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there is an increasing need for the mission of mirth and the min-
istry of merriment. ose beings who most need the refreshment
of periodic reversion to the intellectual status of previous experi-
ences are the higher types of the human species, the morontians,
angels, and theMaterial Sons, togetherwith all similar types of per-
sonality.

18 Humour should function as an automatic safety valve to pre-
vent the building up of excessive pressures due to the monotony of
sustained and serious self-contemplation in associationwith the in-
tense struggle for developmental progress and noble achievement.
Humour also functions to lessen the shock of the unexpected im-
pact of fact or of truth, rigid unyielding fact and exible ever-living
truth. e mortal personality, never sure as to which will next be
encountered, through humour swi ly grasps — sees the point and
achieves insight— the unexpected nature of the situation be it fact
or be it truth.

19 ¶ While the humour of Urantia is exceedingly crude and most
inartistic, it does serve a valuable purpose both as a health insurance
and as a liberator of emotional pressure, thus preventing injurious
nervous tension and overserious self-contemplation. Humour and
play — relaxation — are never reactions of progressive exertion;
always are they the echoes of a backward glance, a reminiscence of
the past. Even on Urantia and as you now are, you always nd it
rejuvenating when for a short time you can suspend the exertions
of the newer and higher intellectual efforts and revert to the more
simple engagements of your ancestors.

20 e principles of Urantian play life are philosophically sound
and continue to apply on up through your ascending life, through
the circuits of Havona to the eternal shores of Paradise. As ascen-
dant beings you are in possession of personal memories of all for-
mer and lower existences, and without such identity memories of
the past there would be no basis for the humour of the present, ei-
ther mortal laughter or morontia mirth. It is this recalling of past
experiences that provides the basis for present diversion and amuse-
ment. And so youwill enjoy the celestial equivalents of your earthly
humour all the way up through your long morontia, and then in-
creasingly spiritual, careers. And that part of God (the Adjuster)
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which becomes an eternal part of the personality of an ascendant
mortal contributes the overtones of divinity to the joyous expres-
sions, even spiritual laughter, of the ascending creatures of time and
space.

5. THE MANSION WORLD TEACHERS
1 e Mansion World Teachers are a corps of deserted but glo-

ri ed cherubim and sanobim. When a pilgrim of time advances
from a trial world of space to themansion and associated worlds of
morontia training, he is accompanied by his personal or group ser-
aphim, the guardian of destiny. In the worlds of mortal existence
the seraphim is ably assisted by cherubim and sanobim; but when
her mortal ward is delivered from the bonds of the esh and starts
out on the ascendant career, when the postmaterial or morontia
life begins, the attending seraphim has no further need of the min-
istrations of her former lieutenants, the cherubim and sanobim.

2 ese deserted assistants of theministering seraphim are o en
summoned to universe headquarters, where they pass into the in-
timate embrace of the Universe Mother Spirit and then go forth
to the system training spheres as Mansion World Teachers. ese
teachers o en visit the material worlds and function from the low-
est mansion worlds on up to the highest of the educational spheres
connected with the universe headquarters. Upon their own mo-
tion theymay return to their former associativeworkwith themin-
istering seraphim.

3 ere are billions upon billions of these teachers in Satania,
and their numbers constantly increase because, in the majority of
instances, when a seraphim proceeds inward with an Adjuster-
fused mortal, both a cherubim and a sanobim are le behind.

4 ¶ Mansion World Teachers, like most of the other instructors,
are commissioned by the Melchizedeks. ey are generally su-
pervised by the Morontia Companions, but as individuals and as
teachers they are supervised by the acting heads of the schools or
spheres wherein they may be functioning as instructors.

5 ese advanced cherubim usually work in pairs as they did
when attached to the seraphim. ey are by nature very near the
morontia type of existence, and they are inherently sympathetic
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teachers of the ascending mortals and most efficiently conduct the
program of the mansion world and morontia educational system.

6 In the schools of the morontia life these teachers engage in in-
dividual, group, class, and mass teaching. On the mansion worlds
such schools are organized in 3 general groups of 100 divisions
each: the schools of thinking, the schools of feeling, and the schools
of doing. When you reach the constellation, there are added the
schools of ethics, the schools of administration, and the schools of
social adjustment. On the universe headquarters worlds you will
enter the schools of philosophy, divinity, and pure spirituality.

7 ¶ ose things which you might have learned on earth, but
which you failed to learn, must be acquired under the tutelage of
these faithful and patient teachers. ere are no royal roads, short
cuts, or easy paths to Paradise. Irrespective of the individual varia-
tions of the route, you master the lessons of one sphere before you
proceed to another; at least this is true a er you once leave the
world of your nativity.

8 One of the purposes of the morontia career is to effect the
permanent eradication from the mortal survivors of such animal
vestigial traits as procrastination, equivocation, insincerity, prob-
lem avoidance, unfairness, and ease seeking. e mansonia life
early teaches the young morontia pupils that postponement is in
no sense avoidance. A er the life in the esh, time is no longer
available as a technique of dodging situations or of circumventing
disagreeable obligations.

9 ¶ Beginning service on the lowest of the tarrying spheres, the
Mansion World Teachers advance, with experience, through the
educational spheres of the systemand the constellation to the train-
ing worlds of Salvington. ey are subjected to no special disci-
pline either before or a er their embrace by the Universe Mother
Spirit. ey have already been trained for their work while serving
as seraphic associates on the worlds native to their pupils of man-
sion world sojourn. ey have had actual experience with these ad-
vancing mortals on the inhabited worlds. ey are practical and
sympathetic teachers, wise and understanding instructors, able and
efficient guides. ey are entirely familiar with the ascendant plans
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and thoroughly experienced in the initial phases of the progression
career.

10 Manyof the older of these teachers, thosewhohave long served
on theworlds of the Salvington circuit, are re-embracedby theUni-
verseMother Spirit, and from this second embrace these cherubim
and sanobim emerge with the status of seraphim.

6. MORONTIA WORLD SERAPHIM 
TRANSITION MINISTERS

1 While all orders of angels, from the planetary helpers to the su-
preme seraphim, minister on the morontia worlds, the transition
ministers are more exclusively assigned to these activities. ese
angels are of the sixth order of seraphic servers, and their ministry
is devoted to facilitating the transit of material and mortal crea-
tures from the temporal life in the esh on into the early stages of
morontia existence on the seven mansion worlds.

2 You should understand that the morontia life of an ascending
mortal is really initiated on the inhabited worlds at the conception
of the soul, at thatmomentwhen the creaturemind ofmoral status
is indwelt by the spirit Adjuster. And from that moment on, the
mortal soul has potential capacity for supermortal function, even
for recognition on the higher levels of the morontia spheres of the
local universe.

3 ¶ You will not, however, be conscious of the ministry of the
transition seraphim until you attain the mansion worlds, where
they labour untiringly for the advancement of their mortal pupils,
being assigned for service in the following seven divisions:

4 1. Seraphic Evangels. e moment you consciousize on the
mansion worlds, you are classi ed as evolving spirits in the records
of the system. True, you are not yet spirits in reality, but you are
no longer mortal or material beings; you have embarked upon the
prespirit career and have been duly admitted to the morontia life.

5 On the mansion worlds the seraphic evangels will help you to
choose wisely among the optional routes to Edentia, Salvington,
Uversa, and Havona. If there are a number of equally advisable
routes, these will be put before you, and you will be permitted to
select the one that most appeals to you. ese seraphim then make
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recommendations to the four and twenty advisers on Jerusem con-
cerning that course which would be most advantageous for each
ascending soul.

6 You are not given unrestricted choice as to your future course;
but you may choose within the limits of that which the transition
ministers and their superiors wisely determine to be most suitable
for your future spirit attainment. e spirit world is governed on
the principle of respecting your freewill choice provided the course
you may choose is not detrimental to you or injurious to your fel-
lows.

7 ¶ ese seraphic evangels are dedicated to the proclamation of
the gospel of eternal progression, the triumph of perfection attain-
ment. On the mansion worlds they proclaim the great law of the
conservation and dominance of goodness: No act of good is ever
wholly lost; itmaybe long thwartedbutneverwholly annulled, and
it is eternally potent in proportion to the divinity of itsmotivation.

8 Even onUrantia they counsel the human teachers of truth and
righteousness to adhere to the preaching of “the goodness of God,
which leads to repentance,” to proclaim “the love of God, which
casts out all fear.” Even so have these truths been declared on your
world:

9 e Gods are my caretakers; I shall not stray;
10 Side by side they leadme in the beautiful paths and glo-
rious refreshing of life everlasting.

11 I shall not, in this Divine Presence, want for food nor
thirst for water.

12 ough I go down into the valley of uncertainty or as-
cend up into the worlds of doubt,

13 ough I move in loneliness or with the fellows of my
kind,

14 ough I triumph in the choirs of light or falter in the
solitary places of the spheres,

15 Your good spirit shall minister tome, and your glorious
angel will comfort me.
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16 ough I descend into thedepths of darkness anddeath
itself,

17 I shall not doubt you nor fear you,
18 For I know that in the fullness of time and the glory of
your name

19 You will raise me up to sit with you on the battlements
on high.

20 ¶ at is the story whispered in the night season to the shep-
herd boy. He could not retain it word for word, but to the best of
his memory he gave it much as it is recorded today.

21 ese seraphim are also the evangels of the gospel of perfection
attainment for the whole system as well as for the individual ascen-
der. Even now in the young system of Satania their teachings and
plans encompass provisions for the future ages when the mansion
worlds will no longer serve the mortal ascenders as stepping stones
to the spheres on high.

22 2. Racial Interpreters. All races ofmortal beings are not alike.
True, there is a planetary pattern running through the physical,
mental, and spiritual natures and tendencies of the various races of
a given world; but there are also distinct racial types, and very def-
inite social tendencies characterize the offspring of these different
basic types of human beings. On the worlds of time the seraphic
racial interpreters further the efforts of the race commissioners to
harmonize the varied viewpoints of the races, and they continue to
function on themansionworlds, where these same differences tend
topersist in ameasure. Ona confusedplanet, such asUrantia, these
brilliant beings have hardly had a fair opportunity to function, but
they are the skillful sociologists and the wise ethnic advisers of the
rst heaven.
23 ¶ You should consider the statement about “heaven” and

the “heaven of heavens.” e heaven conceived by most of your
prophets was the rst of the mansion worlds of the local system.
When the apostle spoke of being “caught up to the third heaven,”
he referred to that experience in which his Adjuster was detached
during sleep and in this unusual statemade a projection to the third
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of the sevenmansionworlds. Some of yourwisemen saw the vision
of the greater heaven, “the heaven of heavens,” of which the seven-
fold mansion world experience was but the rst; the second being
Jerusem; the third, Edentia and its satellites; the fourth, Salving-
ton and the surrounding educational spheres; the h, Uversa; the
sixth, Havona; and the seventh, Paradise.

24 3. Mind Planners. ese seraphim are devoted to the effec-
tive grouping of morontia beings and to organizing their team-
work on themansionworlds. ey are the psychologists of the rst
heaven. e majority of this particular division of seraphic minis-
ters have had previous experience as guardian angels to the children
of time, but their wards, for some reason, failed to personalize on
the mansion worlds or else survived by the technique of Spirit fu-
sion.

25 It is the task of the mind planners to study the nature, experi-
ence, and status of the Adjuster souls in transit through the man-
sion worlds and to facilitate their grouping for assignment and ad-
vancement. But these mind planners do not scheme, manipulate,
or otherwise take advantage of the ignorance or other limitations of
mansion world students. ey are wholly fair and eminently just.

ey respect your newbornmorontia will; they regard you as inde-
pendent volitional beings, and they seek to encourage your speedy
development and advancement. Here you are face to face with true
friends andunderstanding counsellors, angelswho are really able to
help you “to see yourself as others see you” and “to know yourself
as angels know you.”

26 Even onUrantia, these seraphim teach the everlasting truth: If
your ownmind does not serve youwell, you can exchange it for the
mind of Jesus of Nazareth, who always serves you well.

27 4. Morontia Counsellors. ese ministers receive their name
because they are assigned to teach, direct, and counsel the surviving
mortals from the worlds of human origin, souls in transit to the
higher schools of the system headquarters. ey are the teachers
of those who seek insight into the experiential unity of divergent
life levels, those who are attempting the integration of meanings
and the uni cation of values. is is the function of philosophy in
mortal life, of mota on the morontia spheres.
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28 Mota ismore than a superior philosophy; it is to philosophy as
two eyes are to one; it has a stereoscopic effect onmeanings and val-
ues. Material man sees the universe, as it were, with but one eye —
at. Mansion world students achieve cosmic perspective — depth

— by superimposing the perceptions of the morontia life upon the
perceptions of the physical life. And they are enabled to bring these
material and morontial viewpoints into true focus largely through
the untiringministry of their seraphic counsellors, who so patiently
teach the mansion world students and the morontia progressors.
Many of the teaching counsellors of the supreme order of seraphim
began their careers as advisers of the newly liberated souls of the
mortals of time.

29 5. Technicians. ese are the seraphim who help new ascen-
ders adjust themselves to the new and comparatively strange envi-
ronment of themorontia spheres. Life on the transitionworlds en-
tails real contact with the energies and materials of both the phys-
ical and morontia levels and to a certain extent with spiritual real-
ities. Ascenders must acclimatize to every new morontia level, and
in all of this they are greatly helped by the seraphic technicians.

ese seraphim act as liaisons with the Morontia Power Supervi-
sors and with the Master Physical Controllers and function exten-
sively as instructors of the ascending pilgrims concerning the na-
ture of those energies which are utilized on the transition spheres.

ey serve as emergency space traversers and perform numerous
other regular and special duties.

30 6. Recorder-Teachers. ese seraphim are the recorders of the
borderland transactions of the spiritual and the physical, of the
relationships of men and angels, of the morontia transactions of
the lower universe realms. ey also serve as instructors regard-
ing the efficient and effective techniques of fact recording. ere
is an artistry in the intelligent assembly and co-ordination of re-
lateddata, and this art is heightened in collaborationwith the celes-
tial artisans, and even the ascendingmortals become thus affiliated
with the recording seraphim.

31 e recorders of all the seraphic orders devote a certain
amount of time to the education and training of themorontia pro-
gressors. ese angelic custodians of the facts of time are the ideal
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instructors of all fact seekers. Before leaving Jerusem, you will be-
come quite familiar with the history of Satania and its 619 inhab-
itedworlds, andmuch of this storywill be imparted by the seraphic
recorders.

32 ese angels are all in the chain of recorders extending from
the lowest to the highest custodians of the facts of time and the
truths of eternity. Some day they will teach you to seek truth as
well as fact, to expand your soul aswell as yourmind. Evennowyou
should learn to water the garden of your heart as well as to seek for
the dry sands of knowledge. Forms are valueless when lessons are
learned. No chick may be had without the shell, and no shell is of
anyworth a er the chick is hatched. But sometimes error is so great
that its recti cation by revelation would be fatal to those slowly
emerging truths which are essential to its experiential overthrow.
When children have their ideals, do not dislodge them; let them
grow. And while you are learning to think as men, you should also
be learning to pray as children.

33 Law is life itself and not the rules of its conduct. Evil is a trans-
gression of law, not a violation of the rules of conduct pertaining to
life, which is the law. Falsehood is not a matter of narration tech-
nique but something premeditated as a perversion of truth. e
creation of new pictures out of old facts, the restatement of paren-
tal life in the lives of offspring — these are the artistic triumphs of
truth. e shadow of a hair’s turning, premeditated for an untrue
purpose, the slightest twisting or perversion of thatwhich is princi-
ple— these constitute falseness. But the fetish of factualized truth,
fossilized truth, the iron band of so-called unchanging truth, holds
one blindly in a closed circle of cold fact. One can be technically
right as to fact and everlastingly wrong in the truth.

34 7. Ministering Reserves. A large corps of all orders of the
transition seraphim is held on the rst mansion world. Next to
the destiny guardians, these transition ministers draw the nearest
to humans of all orders of seraphim, and many of your leisure mo-
ments will be spent with them. Angels take delight in service and,
when unassigned, o en minister as volunteers. e soul of many
an ascending mortal has for the rst time been kindled by the di-
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vine re of the will-to-service through personal friendshipwith the
volunteer servers of the seraphic reserves.

35 From them you will learn to let pressure develop stability and
certainty; to be faithful and earnest and, withal, cheerful; to ac-
cept challenges without complaint and to face difficulties and un-
certainties without fear. ey will ask: If you fail, will you rise in-
domitably to try anew? If you succeed,will youmaintain awell-bal-
anced poise — a stabilized and spiritualized attitude — through-
out every effort in the long struggle to break the fetters of material
inertia, to attain the freedom of spirit existence?

36 Even asmortals, sohave these angels been father tomanydisap-
pointments, and they will point out that sometimes your most dis-
appointing disappointments have become your greatest blessings.
Sometimes the planting of a seed necessitates its death, the death
of your fondest hopes, before it can be reborn to bear the fruits
of new life and new opportunity. And from them you will learn
to suffer less through sorrow and disappointment, rst, by making
fewer personal plans concerning other personalities, and then, by
accepting your lot when you have faithfully performed your duty.

37 You will learn that you increase your burdens and decrease the
likelihood of success by taking yourself too seriously. Nothing can
take precedence over the work of your status sphere — this world
or the next. Very important is the work of preparation for the next
higher sphere, but nothing equals the importance of the work of
the world in which you are actually living. But though the work
is important, the self is not. When you feel important, you lose
energy to the wear and tear of ego dignity so that there is little en-
ergy le to do the work. Self-importance, not work-importance,
exhausts immature creatures; it is the self element that exhausts,
not the effort to achieve. You can do important work if you do not
become self-important; you can do several things as easily as one if
you leave yourself out. Variety is restful; monotony is what wears
and exhausts. Day a er day is alike — just life or the alternative of
death.

7. MORONTIA MOTA
1 e lower planes of morontia mota join directly with the
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higher levels of human philosophy. On the rst mansion world
it is the practice to teach the less advanced students by the paral-
lel technique; that is, in one column are presented the more simple
concepts of mota meanings, and in the opposite column citation is
made of analogous statements of mortal philosophy.

2 Not long since, while executing an assignment on the rst
mansion world of Satania, I had occasion to observe this method
of teaching; and though I may not undertake to present the mota
content of the lesson, I ampermitted to record the 28 statements of
human philosophy which this morontia instructor was utilizing as
illustrativematerial designed to assist these newmansionworld so-
journers in their early efforts to grasp the signi cance andmeaning
of mota. ese illustrations of human philosophy were:

3 1. A display of specialized skill does not signify possession of
spiritual capacity. Cleverness is not a substitute for true character.

4 2. Few persons live up to the faith which they really have.
Unreasoned fear is a master intellectual fraud practised upon the
evolving mortal soul.

5 3. Inherent capacities cannot be exceeded; a pint can never
hold aquart. e spirit concept cannot bemechanically forced into
the material memory mould.

6 4. Few mortals ever dare to draw anything like the sum of
personality credits established by the combined ministries of na-
ture and grace. e majority of impoverished souls are truly rich,
but they refuse to believe it.

7 5. Difficulties may challenge mediocrity and defeat the fear-
ful, but they only stimulate the true children of the Most Highs.

8 6. To enjoy privilege without abuse, to have liberty without
license, to possess power and steadfastly refuse to use it for self-ag-
grandizement — these are the marks of high civilization.

9 7. Blind and unforeseen accidents do not occur in the cos-
mos. Neither do the celestial beings assist the lower being who re-
fuses to act upon his light of truth.

10 8. Effort does not always produce joy, but there is no happi-
ness without intelligent effort.
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11 9. Action achieves strength; moderation eventuates in
charm.

12 10. Righteousness strikes the harmony chords of truth, and
the melody vibrates throughout the cosmos, even to the recogni-
tion of the In nite.

13 11. e weak indulge in resolutions, but the strong act. Life
is but a day’s work — do it well. e act is ours; the consequences
God’s.

14 12. e greatest affliction of the cosmos is never to have been
afflicted. Mortals only learn wisdom by experiencing tribulation.

15 13. Stars are best discerned from the lonely isolation of experi-
ential depths, not from the illuminated and ecstaticmountain tops.

16 14. Whet the appetites of your associates for truth; give advice
only when it is asked for.

17 15. Affectation is the ridiculous effort of the ignorant to ap-
pear wise, the attempt of the barren soul to appear rich.

18 16. You cannot perceive spiritual truth until you feelingly ex-
perience it, and many truths are not really felt except in adversity.

19 17. Ambition is dangerous until it is fully socialized. You have
not truly acquired any virtue until your acts make you worthy of it.

20 18. Impatience is a spirit poison; anger is like a stone hurled
into a hornet’s nest.

21 19. Anxiety must be abandoned. e disappointments hard-
est to bear are those which never come.

22 20. Only a poet can discern poetry in the commonplace prose
of routine existence.

23 21. e high mission of any art is, by its illusions, to fore-
shadow a higher universe reality, to crystallize the emotions of time
into the thought of eternity.

24 22. e evolving soul is not made divine by what it does, but
by what it strives to do.

25 23. Death added nothing to the intellectual possession or to
the spiritual endowment, but it did add to the experiential status
the consciousness of survival.
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26 24. e destiny of eternity is determinedmoment bymoment
by the achievements of the day by day living. e acts of today are
the destiny of tomorrow.

27 25. Greatness lies not so much in possessing strength as in
making a wise and divine use of such strength.

28 26. Knowledge is possessed only by sharing; it is safeguarded
by wisdom and socialized by love.

29 27. Progress demands development of individuality; medi-
ocrity seeks perpetuation in standardization.

30 28. e argumentative defence of any proposition is inversely
proportional to the truth contained.

31 ¶ Such is the work of the beginners on the rst mansion world
while the more advanced pupils on the later worlds are mastering
the higher levels of cosmic insight and morontia mota.

8. THE MORONTIA PROGRESSORS
1 From the time of graduation from the mansion worlds to the

attainment of spirit status in the superuniverse career, ascend-
ing mortals are denominated morontia progressors. Your passage
through this wonderful borderland life will be an unforgettable ex-
perience, a charmingmemory. It is the evolutionary portal to spirit
life and the eventual attainment of creature perfection bywhich as-
cenders achieve the goal of time— the nding of God on Paradise.

2 ere is a de nite and divine purpose in all this morontia and
subsequent spirit scheme of mortal progression, this elaborate uni-
verse training school for ascending creatures. It is the design of the
Creators to afford the creatures of time a graduated opportunity to
master the details of the operation and administration of the grand
universe, and this long course of training is best carried forward by
having the surviving mortal climb up gradually and by actual par-
ticipation in every step of the ascent.

3 e mortal-survival plan has a practical and serviceable ob-
jective; you are not the recipients of all this divine labour and
painstaking training only that you may survive just to enjoy end-
less bliss and eternal ease. ere is a goal of transcendent service
concealed beyond the horizon of the present universe age. If the
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Gods designed merely to take you on one long and eternal joy ex-
cursion, they certainlywould not so largely turn thewhole universe
into one vast and intricate practical training school, requisition a
substantial part of the celestial creation as teachers and instructors,
and then spend ages upon ages piloting you, one by one, through
this gigantic universe school of experiential training. e further-
ance of the scheme of mortal progression seems to be one of the
chief businesses of the present organized universe, and the major-
ity of innumerable orders of created intelligences are either directly
or indirectly engaged in advancing some phase of this progressive
perfection plan.

4 In traversing the ascending scale of living existence from mor-
tal man to theDeity embrace, you actually live the very life of every
possible phase and stage of perfected creature existence within the
limits of the present universe age. From mortal man to Paradise
naliter embraces all that now can be — encompasses everything

presently possible to the living orders of intelligent, perfected -
nite creature beings. If the future destiny of the Paradise naliters
is service in new universes now in the making, it is assured that in
this new and future creation there will be no created orders of ex-
periential beings whose lives will be wholly different from those
which mortal naliters have lived on some world as a part of their
ascending training, as one of the stages of their agelong progress
from animal to angel and from angel to spirit and from spirit to
God.

ahb

5 [Presented by an Archangel of Nebadon.]



PAPER №49
THE INHABITED WORLDS

Melchizedek

ALLmortal-inhabitedworlds are evolutionary in origin and
nature. ese spheres are the spawning ground, the evo-
lutionary cradle, of the mortal races of time and space.

Each unit of the ascendant life is a veritable training school for the
stage of existence just ahead, and this is true of every stage of man’s
progressive Paradise ascent; just as true of the initial mortal experi-
ence on an evolutionary planet as of the nal universe headquarters
school of the Melchizedeks, a school which is not attended by as-
cending mortals until just before their translation to the regime of
the superuniverse and the attainment of rst-stage spirit existence.

2 ¶ All inhabited worlds are basically grouped for celestial ad-
ministration into the local systems, and each of these local systems
is limited to about 1,000 evolutionary worlds. is limitation is by
the decree of the Ancients of Days, and it pertains to actual evolu-
tionary planets whereon mortals of survival status are living. Nei-
ther worlds nally settled in light and life nor planets in the prehu-
man stage of life development are reckoned in this group.

3 ¶ Satania itself is an un nished system containing only 619 in-
habited worlds. Such planets are numbered serially in accordance
with their registration as inhabited worlds, as worlds inhabited by
will creatures. us was Urantia given the number 606 of Satania,
meaning the 606world in this local systemonwhich the long evo-
lutionary life process culminated in the appearance of human be-
ings. ere are 36 uninhabited planets nearing the life-endowment
stage, and several are now being made ready for the Life Carriers.

ere are nearly 200 spheres which are evolving so as to be ready
for life implantation within the next few million years.

4 Not all planets are suited to harbour mortal life. Small ones
having a high rate of axial revolution are wholly unsuited for life
habitats. In several of the physical systems of Satania the planets
revolving around the central sun are too large for habitation, their
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greatmass occasioning oppressive gravity. Many of these enormous
spheres have satellites, sometimes a half dozen or more, and these
moons are o en in size very near that of Urantia, so that they are
almost ideal for habitation.

5 e oldest inhabited world of Satania, world number 1, is
Anova, one of the 44 satellites revolving around an enormous dark
planet but exposed to the differential light of three neighbouring
suns. Anova is in an advanced stage of progressive civilization.

1. THE PLANETARY LIFE
1 e universes of time and space are gradual in development;

the progression of life — terrestrial or celestial — is neither ar-
bitrary nor magical. Cosmic evolution may not always be under-
standable (predictable), but it is strictly nonaccidental.

2 e biologic unit of material life is the protoplasmic cell, the
communal association of chemical, electrical, and other basic en-
ergies. e chemical formulas differ in each system, and the tech-
nique of living cell reproduction is slightly different in each local
universe, but the Life Carriers are always the living catalysers who
initiate the primordial reactions of material life; they are the insti-
gators of the energy circuits of living matter.

3 All the worlds of a local system disclose unmistakable physical
kinship; nevertheless, each planet has its own scale of life, no two
worlds being exactly alike in plant and animal endowment. ese
planetary variations in the system life types result from the deci-
sions of the Life Carriers. But these beings are neither capricious
nor whimsical; the universes are conducted in accordance with law
andorder. e laws ofNebadon are the divinemandates of Salving-
ton, and the evolutionary order of life in Satania is in consonance
with the evolutionary pattern of Nebadon.

4 Evolution is the rule of human development, but the process
itself varies greatly on different worlds. Life is sometimes initiated
in one centre, sometimes in three, as it was on Urantia. On the
atmospheric worlds it usually has a marine origin, but not always;
much depends on the physical status of a planet. e Life Carriers
have great latitude in their function of life initiation.
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5 In the development of planetary life the vegetable form always
precedes the animal and is quite fully developed before the animal
patterns differentiate. All animal types are developed from the ba-
sic patterns of the preceding vegetable kingdom of living things;
they are not separately organized.

6 e early stages of life evolution are not altogether in confor-
mity with your present-day views. Mortal man is not an evolution-
ary accident. ere is a precise system, a universal law, which de-
termines the unfolding of the planetary life plan on the spheres of
space. Time and the production of large numbers of a species are
not the controlling in uences. Mice reproducemuchmore rapidly
than elephants, yet elephants evolve more rapidly than mice.

7 e process of planetary evolution is orderly and controlled.
e development of higher organisms from lower groupings of life

is not accidental. Sometimes evolutionary progress is temporarily
delayed by the destruction of certain favourable lines of life plasm
carried in a selected species. It o en requires ages upon ages to re-
coup the damage occasioned by the loss of a single superior strain of
human heredity. ese selected and superior strains of living pro-
toplasm should be jealously and intelligently guarded when once
they make their appearance. And on most of the inhabited worlds
these superior potentials of life are valued much more highly than
on Urantia.

2. PLANETARY PHYSICAL TYPES
1 ere is a standard and basic pattern of vegetable and animal

life in each system. But the Life Carriers are o entimes confronted
with the necessity of modifying these basic patterns to conform to
the varying physical conditions which confront them on numer-
ous worlds of space. ey foster a generalized system type of mor-
tal creature, but there are seven distinct physical types as well as
thousands upon thousands of minor variants of these 7 outstand-
ing differentiations:

2 1. Atmospheric types.
3 2. Elemental types.
4 3. Gravity types.
5 4. Temperature types.
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6 5. Electric types.
7 6. Energizing types.
8 7. Unnamed types.
9 ¶ e Satania system contains all of these types and numerous

intermediate groups, although some are very sparingly represented.
10 1. e atmospheric types. e physical differences of the

worlds of mortal habitation are chie y determined by the nature
of the atmosphere; other in uences which contribute to the plan-
etary differentiation of life are relatively minor.

11 e present atmospheric status of Urantia is almost ideal for
the support of the breathing type of man, but the human type can
be so modi ed that it can live on both the superatmospheric and
the subatmospheric planets. Such modi cations also extend to the
animal life, which differs greatly on the various inhabited spheres.

ere is a very greatmodi cation of animal orders on both the sub-
and the superatmospheric worlds.

12 Of the atmospheric types in Satania, about 2.5% are sub-
breathers, about 5% superbreathers, and over 91% are mid-
breathers, altogether accounting for 98.5% of the Satania worlds.

13 Beings such as theUrantia races are classi ed asmid-breathers;
you represent the average or typical breathing order of mortal exis-
tence. If intelligent creatures should exist on a planetwith an atmo-
sphere similar to that of your near neighbour, Venus, they would
belong to the superbreather group, while those inhabiting a planet
with an atmosphere as thin as that of your outer neighbour, Mars,
would be denominated subbreathers.

14 If mortals should inhabit a planet devoid of air, like your
moon, they would belong to the separate order of nonbreathers.

is type represents a radical or extreme adjustment to the plane-
tary environment and is separately considered. Nonbreathers ac-
count for the remaining 1.5% of Satania worlds.

15 2. e elemental types. ese differentiations have to dowith
the relation ofmortals towater, air, and land, and there are four dis-
tinct species of intelligent life as they are related to these habitats.

e Urantia races are of the land order.
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16 It is quite impossible for you to envisage the environment
which prevails during the early ages of some worlds. ese un-
usual conditions make it necessary for the evolving animal life to
remain in its marine nursery habitat for longer periods than on
those planets which very early provide a hospitable land-and-at-
mosphere environment. Conversely, on some worlds of the super-
breathers, when the planet is not too large, it is sometimes expedi-
ent to provide for a mortal type which can readily negotiate atmo-
spheric passage. ese air navigators sometimes intervene between
the water and land groups, and they always live in a measure upon
the ground, eventually evolving into land dwellers. But on some
worlds, for ages they continue to y even a er they have become
land-type beings.

17 It is both amazing and amusing to observe the early civiliza-
tion of a primitive race of human beings taking shape, in one case,
in the air and treetops and, in another, midst the shallow waters of
sheltered tropic basins, as well as on the bottom, sides, and shores
of these marine gardens of the dawn races of such extraordinary
spheres. Even on Urantia there was a long age during which primi-
tive man preserved himself and advanced his primitive civilization
by living for the most part in the treetops as did his earlier arbo-
real ancestors. And onUrantia you still have a group of diminutive
mammals (the bat family) that are air navigators, and your seals and
whales, of marine habitat, are also of the mammalian order.

18 In Satania, of the elemental types, 7% are water, 10% air, 70%
land, and 13% combined land-and-air types. But these modi ca-
tions of early intelligent creatures are neither human shes nor hu-
man birds. ey are of the human and prehuman types, neither
super shes nor glori ed birds but distinctly mortal.

19 3. e gravity types. By modi cation of creative design, in-
telligent beings are so constructed that they can freely function on
spheres both smaller and larger than Urantia, thus being, in mea-
sure, accommodated to the gravity of those planets which are not
of ideal size and density.

20 e various planetary types of mortals vary in height, the av-
erage in Nebadon being a tri e under 2.1 m. Some of the larger
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worlds are peopledwith beingswho are only about 76 cm inheight.
Mortal stature ranges from here on up through the average heights
on the average-sized planets to around 3 m on the smaller inhab-
ited spheres. In Satania there is only one race under 1.2m inheight.
20% of the Satania inhabited worlds are peopled with mortals of
the modi ed gravity types occupying the larger and the smaller
planets.

21 4. e temperature types. It is possible to create living be-
ings who canwithstand temperatures bothmuch higher andmuch
lower than the life range of theUrantia races. ere are ve distinct
orders of beings as they are classi edwith reference to heat-regulat-
ing mechanisms. In this scale the Urantia races are number three.
30% of Satania worlds are peopled with races of modi ed temper-
ature types. 12% belong to the higher temperature ranges, 18% to
the lower, as compared with Urantians, who function in the mid-
temperature group.

22 5. e electric types. e electric,magnetic, and electronic be-
haviour of the worlds varies greatly. ere are ten designs of mortal
life variously fashioned to withstand the differential energy of the
spheres. ese ten varieties also react in slightly different ways to
the chemical rays of ordinary sunlight. But these slight physical
variations in no way affect the intellectual or the spiritual life.

23 Of the electric groupings of mortal life, almost 23% belong to
class number 4, the Urantia type of existence. ese types are dis-
tributed as follows: number 1, 1%; number 2, 2%; number 3, 5%;
number 4, 23%; number 5, 27%; number 6, 24%; number 7, 8%;
number 8, 5%; number 9, 3%; number 10, 2%— inwhole percent-
ages.

24 6. e energizing types. Not all worlds are alike in themanner
of taking in energy. Not all inhabited worlds have an atmospheric
ocean suited to respiratory exchange of gases, such as is present on
Urantia. During the earlier and the later stages ofmany planets, be-
ings of your present order could not exist; andwhen the respiratory
factors of a planet are very high or very low, but when all other pre-
requisites to intelligent life are adequate, the Life Carriers o en es-
tablish on such worlds a modi ed form of mortal existence, beings
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who are competent to effect their life-process exchanges directly
by means of light-energy and the rsthand power transmutations
of the Master Physical Controllers.

25 ere are six differing types of animal and mortal nutrition:
e subbreathers employ the rst type of nutrition, the marine

dwellers the second, the mid-breathers the third, as on Urantia.
e superbreathers employ the fourth type of energy intake, while

the nonbreathers utilize the h order of nutrition and energy. e
sixth technique of energizing is limited to the midway creatures.

26 7. e unnamed types. ere are numerous additional physi-
cal variations in planetary life, but all of these differences arewholly
matters of anatomical modi cation, physiologic differentiation,
and electrochemical adjustment. Such distinctions do not concern
the intellectual or the spiritual life.

3. WORLDS OF THE NONBREATHERS
1 emajority of inhabited planets are peopled with the breath-

ing type of intelligent beings. But there are also orders of mortals
who are able to live onworldswith little or no air. Of theOrvonton
inhabited worlds this type amounts to less than 7%. In Nebadon
this percentage is less than three. In all Satania there are only nine
such worlds.

2 ere are so very few of the nonbreather type of inhabited
worlds in Satania because this more recently organized section of
Norlatiadek still abounds in meteoric space bodies; and worlds
without a protective friction atmosphere are subject to incessant
bombardment by these wanderers. Even some of the comets con-
sist of meteor swarms, but as a rule they are disrupted smaller bod-
ies of matter.

3 Millions upon millions of meteorites enter the atmosphere of
Urantia daily, coming in at the rate of almost 320 km/s. On the
nonbreathing worlds the advanced races must do much to protect
themselves from meteor damage by making electrical installations
which operate to consume or shunt the meteors. Great danger
confronts them when they venture beyond these protected zones.

ese worlds are also subject to disastrous electrical storms of a na-
ture unknown on Urantia. During such times of tremendous en-
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ergy uctuation the inhabitants must take refuge in their special
structures of protective insulation.

4 Life on the worlds of the nonbreathers is radically different
from what it is on Urantia. e nonbreathers do not eat food
or drink water as do the Urantia races. e reactions of the ner-
vous system, the heat-regulating mechanism, and the metabolism
of these specialized peoples are radically different from such func-
tions of Urantia mortals. Almost every act of living, aside from re-
production, differs, and even themethods of procreation are some-
what different.

5 On the nonbreathing worlds the animal species are radically
unlike those found on the atmospheric planets. e nonbreath-
ing plan of life varies from the technique of existence on an at-
mospheric world; even in survival their peoples differ, being can-
didates for Spirit fusion. Nevertheless, these beings enjoy life and
carry forward the activities of the realmwith the same relative trials
and joys that are experienced by the mortals living on atmospheric
worlds. Inmind and character the nonbreathers do not differ from
other mortal types.

6 Youwould bemore than interested in the planetary conduct of
this type of mortal because such a race of beings inhabits a sphere
in close proximity to Urantia.

4. EVOLUTIONARY WILL CREATURES
1 ere are great differences between the mortals of the differ-

ent worlds, even among those belonging to the same intellectual
and physical types, but all mortals of will dignity are erect animals,
bipeds.

2 ere are six basic evolutionary races: three primary — red,
yellow, and blue; and three secondary — orange, green, and in-
digo. Most inhabitedworlds have all of these races, butmany of the
three-brained planets harbour only the three primary types. Some
local systems also have only these three races.

3 e average special physical-sense endowment of human be-
ings is 12, though the special senses of the three-brainedmortals are
extended slightly beyond those of the one- and two-brained types;
they can see and hear considerably more than the Urantia races.
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4 Young are usually born singly, multiple births being the excep-
tion, and the family life is fairly uniform on all types of planets. Sex
equality prevails on all advanced worlds; male and female are equal
inmind endowment and spiritual status. Wedonot regard a planet
as having emerged from barbarism so long as one sex seeks to tyr-
annize over the other. is feature of creature experience is always
greatly improved a er the arrival of a Material Son and Daughter.

5 ¶ Seasons and temperature variations occur on all sunlighted
and sun-heated planets. Agriculture is universal on all atmospheric
worlds; tilling the soil is the one pursuit that is common to the ad-
vancing races of all such planets.

6 Mortals all have the same general struggles with microscopic
foes in their early days, such as you now experience on Urantia,
though perhaps not so extensive. e length of life varies on the
different planets from 25 years on the primitive worlds to near 500
on the more advanced and older spheres.

7 Human beings are all gregarious, both tribal and racial. ese
group segregations are inherent in their origin and constitution.
Such tendencies canbemodi ed only by advancing civilization and
by gradual spiritualization. e social, economic, and governmen-
tal problems of the inhabited worlds vary in accordance with the
age of the planets and the degree to which they have been in u-
enced by the successive sojourns of the divine Sons.

8 ¶ Mind is the bestowal of the In nite Spirit and functions
quite the same in diverse environments. e mind of mortals
is akin, regardless of certain structural and chemical differences
which characterize the physical natures of the will creatures of the
local systems. Regardless of personal or physical planetary differ-
ences, the mental life of all these various orders of mortals is very
similar, and their immediate careers a er death are verymuch alike.

9 But mortal mind without immortal spirit cannot survive. e
mind of man is mortal; only the bestowed spirit is immortal. Sur-
vival is dependent on spiritualization by the ministry of the Ad-
juster — on the birth and evolution of the immortal soul; at least,
there must not have developed an antagonism towards the Ad-
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juster’s mission of effecting the spiritual transformation of the ma-
terial mind.

5. THE PLANETARY SERIES OF MORTALS
1 It will be somewhat difficult to make an adequate portrayal of

the planetary series of mortals because you know so little about
them, and because there are so many variations. Mortal crea-
tures may, however, be studied from numerous viewpoints, among
which are the following:

2 1. Adjustment to planetary environment.
3 2. Brain-type series.
4 3. Spirit-reception series.
5 4. Planetary-mortal epochs.
6 5. Creature-kinship serials.
7 6. Adjuster-fusion series.
8 7. Techniques of terrestrial escape.
9 ¶ e inhabited spheres of the seven superuniverses are peo-

pledwithmortals who simultaneously classify in some one ormore
categories of each of these seven generalized classes of evolutionary
creature life. But even these general classi cations make no provi-
sion for such beings as midsoniters nor for certain other forms of
intelligent life. e inhabited worlds, as they have been presented
in these narratives, are peopled with evolutionarymortal creatures,
but there are other life forms.

10 1. Adjustment to planetary environment. ere are three gen-
eral groups of inhabited worlds from the standpoint of the adjust-
ment of creature life to the planetary environment: the normal ad-
justment group, the radical adjustment group, and the experimen-
tal group.

11 Normal adjustments to planetary conditions follow the gen-
eral physical patterns previously considered. e worlds of the
nonbreathers typify the radical or extreme adjustment, but other
types are also included in this group. Experimental worlds are usu-
ally ideally adapted to the typical life forms, and on these decimal
planets the Life Carriers attempt to produce bene cial variations
in the standard life designs. Since your world is an experimental
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planet, it differs markedly from its sister spheres in Satania; many
forms of life have appeared on Urantia that are not found else-
where; likewise aremany common species absent from your planet.

12 In the universe of Nebadon, all the life-modi cation worlds
are serially linked together and constitute a special domain of uni-
verse affairs which is given attention by designated administrators;
and all of these experimental worlds are periodically inspected by
a corps of universe directors whose chief is the veteran naliter
known in Satania as Tabamantia.

13 2. Brain-type series. e one physical uniformity of mortals
is the brain and nervous system; nevertheless, there are three basic
organizations of the brain mechanism: the one-, the two-, and the
three-brained types. Urantians are of the two-brained type, some-
what more imaginative, adventurous, and philosophical than the
one-brained mortals but somewhat less spiritual, ethical, and wor-
shipful than the three-brained orders. ese brain differences char-
acterize even the prehuman animal existences.

14 From the two-hemisphere type of the Urantian cerebral cor-
tex you can, by analogy, grasp something of the one-brained type.

e third brain of the three-brained orders is best conceived as an
evolvement of your lower or rudimentary form of brain, which
is developed to the point where it functions chie y in control of
physical activities, leaving the two superior brains free for higher
engagements: one for intellectual functions and the other for the
spiritual-counterparting activities of the ought Adjuster.

15 While the terrestrial attainments of the one-brained races
are slightly limited in comparison with the two-brained orders,
the older planets of the three-brained group exhibit civilizations
that would astound Urantians, and which would somewhat shame
yours by comparison. In mechanical development and material
civilization, even in intellectual progress, the two-brained mor-
tal worlds are able to equal the three-brained spheres. But in the
higher control of mind and development of intellectual and spiri-
tual reciprocation, you are somewhat inferior.

16 All such comparative estimates concerning the intellectual
progress or the spiritual attainments of any world or group of
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worlds should in fairness recognize planetary age; much, very
much, depends on age, the help of the biologic upli ers, and the
subsequent missions of the various orders of the divine Sons.

17 While the three-brained peoples are capable of a slightly
higher planetary evolution than either the one- or two-brained or-
ders, all have the same type of life plasm and carry on planetary
activities in very similar ways, much as do human beings on Uran-
tia. ese three types of mortals are distributed throughout the
worlds of the local systems. In the majority of cases planetary con-
ditions had very little to do with the decisions of the Life Carriers
to project these varied orders of mortals on the different worlds; it
is a prerogative of the Life Carriers thus to plan and execute.

18 ese three orders stand on an equal footing in the ascension
career. Each must traverse the same intellectual scale of develop-
ment, and each must master the same spiritual tests of progres-
sion. e system administration and the constellation overcontrol
of these different worlds are uniformly free from discrimination;
even the regimes of the Planetary Princes are identical.

19 3. Spirit-reception series. ere are three groups of mind de-
sign as related to contact with spirit affairs. is classi cation does
not refer to the one-, two-, and three-brained orders of mortals;
it refers primarily to gland chemistry, more particularly to the or-
ganization of certain glands comparable to the pituitary bodies.

e races on some worlds have one gland, on others two, as do
Urantians, while on still other spheres the races have three of these
unique bodies. e inherent imagination and spiritual receptivity
is de nitely in uenced by this differential chemical endowment.

20 Of the spirit-reception types, 65% are of the second group, like
the Urantia races. 12% are of the rst type, naturally less receptive,
while 23% are more spiritually inclined during terrestrial life. But
such distinctions do not survive natural death; all of these racial
differences pertain only to the life in the esh.

21 4. Planetary-mortal epochs. is classi cation recognizes the
succession of temporal dispensations as they affect man’s terrestrial
status and his reception of celestial ministry.
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22 Life is initiated on the planets by the Life Carriers, who watch
over its development until sometime a er the evolutionary appear-
ance of mortal man. Before the Life Carriers leave a planet, they
duly install a Planetary Prince as ruler of the realm. With this ruler
there arrives a full quota of subordinate auxiliaries and minister-
ing helpers, and the rst adjudication of the living and the dead is
simultaneous with his arrival.

23 With the emergence of human groupings, this Planetary
Prince arrives to inaugurate human civilization and to focalize hu-
man society. Your world of confusion is no criterion of the early
days of the reign of the Planetary Princes, for it was near the be-
ginning of such an administration on Urantia that your Planetary
Prince, Caligastia, cast his lot with the rebellion of the System Sov-
ereign, Lucifer. Your planet has pursued a stormy course ever since.

24 Onanormal evolutionaryworld, racial progress attains its nat-
ural biologic peak during the regime of the Planetary Prince, and
shortly therea er the System Sovereign dispatches a Material Son
and Daughter to that planet. ese imported beings are of service
as biologic upli ers; their default on Urantia further complicated
your planetary history.

25 When the intellectual and ethical progress of a human race
has reached the limits of evolutionary development, there comes
an Avonal Son of Paradise on a magisterial mission; and later on,
when the spiritual status of such a world is nearing its limit of natu-
ral attainment, the planet is visited by a Paradise bestowal Son. e
chief mission of a bestowal Son is to establish the planetary status,
release the Spirit of Truth for planetary function, and thus effect
the universal coming of the ought Adjusters.

26 Here, again, Urantia deviates: ere has never been a magiste-
rial mission on your world, neither was your bestowal Son of the
Avonal order; your planet enjoyed the signal honour of becoming
themortal homeplanet of the Sovereign Son,Michael ofNebadon.

27 As a result of the ministry of all the successive orders of divine
sonship, the inhabited worlds and their advancing races begin to
approach the apex of planetary evolution. Such worlds now be-
come ripe for the culminating mission, the arrival of the Trinity
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Teacher Sons. is epoch of the Teacher Sons is the vestibule to
the nal planetary age — evolutionary utopia — the age of light
and life.

28 is classi cation of human beings will receive particular at-
tention in a succeeding paper.

29 5. Creature-kinship serials. Planets are not only organized
vertically into systems, constellations, and so on, but the universe
administration also provides for horizontal groupings according to
type, series, and other relationships. is lateral administration of
the universe pertains more particularly to the co-ordination of ac-
tivities of a kindrednaturewhich have been independently fostered
on different spheres. ese related classes of universe creatures are
periodically inspected by certain composite corps of high person-
alities presided over by long-experienced naliters.

30 ese kinship factors are manifest on all levels, for kinship se-
rials exist among nonhuman personalities as well as among mor-
tal creatures — even between human and superhuman orders. In-
telligent beings are vertically related in 12 great groups of seven
major divisions each. e co-ordination of these uniquely related
groups of living beings is probably effected by some not fully com-
prehended technique of the Supreme Being.

31 6. Adjuster-fusion series. e spiritual classi cationor group-
ing of all mortals during their prefusion experience is wholly deter-
mined by the relation of the personality status to the indwelling
Mystery Monitor. Almost 90% of the inhabited worlds of Neba-
don are peopled with Adjuster-fusion mortals in contrast with a
near-by universe where scarcelymore than½ of the worlds harbour
beings who are Adjuster-indwelt candidates for eternal fusion.

32 7. Techniques of terrestrial escape. ere is fundamentally
only one way in which individual human life can be initiated on
the inhabited worlds, and that is through creature procreation and
natural birth; but there are numerous techniques whereby man es-
capes his terrestrial status and gains access to the inward moving
stream of Paradise ascenders.

6. TERRESTRIAL ESCAPE
1 All of the differing physical types and planetary series of mor-
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tals alike enjoy theministry of oughtAdjusters, guardian angels,
and the various orders of the messenger hosts of the In nite Spirit.
All alike are liberated from the bonds of esh by the emancipation
of natural death, and all alike go thence to the morontia worlds of
spiritual evolution and mind progress.

2 From time to time, on motion of the planetary authorities or
the system rulers, special resurrections of the sleeping survivors are
conducted. Such resurrections occur at least every millennium of
planetary time, when not all but “many of those who sleep in the
dust awake.” ese special resurrections are the occasion for mo-
bilizing special groups of ascenders for speci c service in the local
universe plan of mortal ascension. ere are both practical reasons
and sentimental associations connectedwith these special resurrec-
tions.

3 roughout the earlier ages of an inhabited world, many are
called to the mansion spheres at the special and the millennial res-
urrections, but most survivors are repersonalized at the inaugura-
tion of a new dispensation associated with the advent of a divine
Son of planetary service.

4 1. Mortals of the dispensational or group order of survival.
With the arrival of the rst Adjuster on an inhabited world the
guardian seraphim also make their appearance; they are indispens-
able to terrestrial escape. roughout the life-lapse period of the
sleeping survivors the spiritual values and eternal realities of their
newly evolved and immortal souls are held as a sacred trust by the
personal or by the group guardian seraphim.

5 e group guardians of assignment to the sleeping survivors al-
ways functionwith the judgment Sons on their world advents. “He
shall send his angels, and they shall gather together his elect from
the four winds.” With each seraphim of assignment to the reper-
sonalization of a sleeping mortal there functions the returned Ad-
juster, the same immortal Father fragment that lived in him during
the days in the esh, and thus is identity restored and personality
resurrected. During the sleep of their subjects these waiting Ad-
justers serve on Divinington; they never indwell another mortal
mind in this interim.
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6 While the older worlds of mortal existence harbour those
highly developed and exquisitely spiritual types of human beings
who are virtually exempt from the morontia life, the earlier ages of
the animal-origin races are characterized by primitive mortals who
are so immature that fusion with their Adjusters is impossible. e
reawakening of thesemortals is accomplished by the guardian sera-
phim in conjunctionwith an individualized portion of the immor-
tal spirit of the ird Source and Centre.

7 us are the sleeping survivors of a planetary age repersonal-
ized in the dispensational roll calls. But with regard to the non-
salvable personalities of a realm, no immortal spirit is present to
function with the group guardians of destiny, and this constitutes
cessation of creature existence. While some of your records have
pictured these events as taking place on the planets ofmortal death,
they all really occur on the mansion worlds.

8 2. Mortals of the individual orders of ascension. e individ-
ual progress of human beings ismeasured by their successive attain-
ment and traversal (mastery) of the seven cosmic circles. ese cir-
cles of mortal progression are levels of associated intellectual, so-
cial, spiritual, and cosmic-insight values. Starting out in the sev-
enth circle, mortals strive for the rst, and all who have attained
the third immediately have personal guardians of destiny assigned
to them. ese mortals may be repersonalized in the morontia life
independent of dispensational or other adjudications.

9 roughout the earlier ages of an evolutionary world, few
mortals go to judgment on the third day. But as the ages pass,
more and more the personal guardians of destiny are assigned to
the advancingmortals, and thus increasing numbers of these evolv-
ing creatures are repersonalized on the rst mansion world on the
third day a er natural death. On such occasions the return of the
Adjuster signalizes the awakening of the human soul, and this is
the repersonalization of the dead just as literally as when the en
masse roll is called at the end of a dispensation on the evolutionary
worlds.

10 ere are three groups of individual ascenders: e less ad-
vanced land on the initial or rst mansion world. e more ad-
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vanced group may take up the morontia career on any of the in-
termediate mansion worlds in accordance with previous planetary
progression. e most advanced of these orders really begin their
morontia experience on the seventh mansion world.

11 3. Mortals of the probationary-dependent orders of ascension.
e arrival of anAdjuster constitutes identity in the eyes of the uni-

verse, and all indwelt beings are on the roll calls of justice. But tem-
poral life on the evolutionary worlds is uncertain, and many die in
youth before choosing the Paradise career. Such Adjuster-indwelt
children and youths follow the parent of most advanced spiritual
status, thus going to the system naliter world (the probationary
nursery) on the third day, at a special resurrection, or at the regular
millennial and dispensational roll calls.

12 Children who die when too young to have ought Adjusters
are repersonalized on the naliter world of the local systems con-
comitant with the arrival of either parent on the mansion worlds.
A child acquires physical entity at mortal birth, but in the matter
of survival all Adjusterless children are reckoned as still attached to
their parents.

13 In due course ought Adjusters come to indwell these little
ones, while the seraphic ministry to both groups of the probation-
ary-dependent orders of survival is in general similar to that of the
more advanced parent or is equivalent to that of the parent in case
only one survives. ose attaining the third circle, regardless of the
status of their parents, are accorded personal guardians.

14 Similar probation nurseries are maintained on the naliter
spheres of the constellation and the universe headquarters for the
Adjusterless children of the primary and secondary modi ed or-
ders of ascenders.

15 4. Mortals of the secondarymodi ed orders of ascension. ese
are the progressive human beings of the intermediate evolutionary
worlds. As a rule they are not immune to natural death, but they
are exempt from passing through the seven mansion worlds.

16 e less perfected group reawaken on the headquarters of their
local system, passing by only the mansion worlds. e intermedi-
ate group go to the constellation training worlds; they pass by the
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entire morontia regime of the local system. Still farther on in the
planetary ages of spiritual striving, many survivors awaken on the
constellation headquarters and there begin the Paradise ascent.

17 But before any of these groupsmay go forward, theymust jour-
ney back as instructors to the worlds they missed, gaining many
experiences as teachers in those realms which they passed by as stu-
dents. ey all subsequently proceed to Paradise by the ordained
routes of mortal progression.

18 5. Mortals of the primary modi ed order of ascension. ese
mortals belong to the Adjuster-fused type of evolutionary life, but
they are most o en representative of the nal phases of human de-
velopment on an evolving world. ese glori ed beings are exempt
from passing through the portals of death; they are submitted to
Son seizure; they are translated from among the living and appear
immediately in the presence of the Sovereign Son on the headquar-
ters of the local universe.

19 ese are the mortals who fuse with their Adjusters during
mortal life, and such Adjuster-fused personalities traverse space
freely before being clothedwithmorontia forms. ese fused souls
go by direct Adjuster transit to the resurrection halls of the higher
morontia spheres, where they receive their initial morontia investi-
ture just as do all other mortals arriving from the evolutionary
worlds.

20 is primary modi ed order of mortal ascension may apply
to individuals in any of the planetary series from the lowest to the
highest stages of theAdjuster-fusionworlds, but itmore frequently
functions on the older of these spheres a er they have received the
bene ts of numerous sojourns of the divine Sons.

21 With the establishment of the planetary era of light and life,
many go to the universe morontia worlds by the primary modi ed
order of translation. Further along in the advanced stages of settled
existence, when the majority of the mortals leaving a realm are em-
braced in this class, the planet is regarded as belonging to this series.
Natural death becomes decreasingly frequent on these spheres long
settled in light and life.

ahb
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22 [Presented by a Melchizedek of the Jerusem School of Plane-
tary Administration.]



PAPER №50
THE PLANETARY PRINCES

Secondary Lanonandek

WHILE belonging to the order of Lanonandek Sons, the
PlanetaryPrinces are so specialized in service that they
are commonly regarded as a distinct group. A er

their Melchizedek certi cation as secondary Lanonandeks, these
local universe Sons are assigned to the reserves of their order on
the constellation headquarters. From here they are assigned to var-
ious duties by the System Sovereign and eventually commissioned
as Planetary Princes and sent forth to rule the evolving inhabited
worlds.

2 e signal for a System Sovereign to act in thematter of assign-
ing a ruler to a given planet is the reception of a request from the
LifeCarriers for the dispatch of an administrative head to function
on this planet whereon they have established life and developed in-
telligent evolutionary beings. All planets which are inhabited by
evolutionary mortal creatures have assigned to them a planetary
ruler of this order of sonship.

1. MISSION OF THE PRINCES
1 e Planetary Prince and his assistant brethren represent the

nearest personalized approach (aside from incarnation) that the
Eternal Son of Paradise canmake to the lowly creatures of time and
space. True, the Creator Son touches the creatures of the realms
through his spirit, but the Planetary Prince is the last of the or-
ders of personal Sons extending out from Paradise to the children
of men. e In nite Spirit comes very near in the persons of the
guardians of destiny and other angelic beings; theUniversal Father
lives in man by the prepersonal presence of the Mystery Monitors;
but the Planetary Prince represents the last effort of the Eternal
Son and his Sons to draw near you. On a newly inhabited world
the Planetary Prince is the sole representative of complete divin-
ity, springing from the Creator Son (the offspring of the Universal
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Father and the Eternal Son) and the Divine Minister (the universe
Daughter of the In nite Spirit).

2 e prince of a newly inhabited world is surrounded by a loyal
corps of helpers and assistants and by large numbers of the min-
istering spirits. But the directing corps of such new worlds must
be of the lower orders of the administrators of a system in order to
be innately sympathetic with, and understanding of, the planetary
problems and difficulties. And all of this effort to provide sympa-
thetic rulership for the evolutionary worlds entails the increased
liability that these near-human personalities may be led astray by
the exaltation of their own minds over and above the will of the
Supreme Rulers.

3 Being quite alone as representatives of divinity on the individ-
ual planets, these Sons are tested severely, and Nebadon has suf-
fered the misfortune of several rebellions. In the creation of the
System Sovereigns and the Planetary Princes there occurs the per-
sonalization of a concept that has been getting farther and farther
away from the Universal Father and the Eternal Son, and there is
an increasing danger of losing the sense of proportion as to one’s
self-importance and a greater likelihood of failure to keep a proper
grasp of the values and relationships of the numerous orders of di-
vine beings and their gradations of authority. at the Father is
not personally present in the local universe also imposes a certain
test of faith and loyalty on all these Sons.

4 But not o en do these world princes fail in their missions of
organizing and administering the inhabited spheres, and their suc-
cess greatly facilitates the subsequentmissions of theMaterial Sons,
who come to engra the higher forms of creature life on the prim-
itive men of the worlds. eir rule also does much to prepare the
planets for the Paradise Sons of God, who subsequently come to
judge the worlds and to inaugurate successive dispensations.

2. PLANETARY ADMINISTRATION
1 All Planetary Princes are under the universe administrative ju-

risdiction of Gabriel, the chief executive of Michael, while in im-
mediate authority they are subject to the executivemandates of the
System Sovereigns.
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2 e Planetary Princes may at any time seek the counsel of the
Melchizedeks, their former instructors and sponsors, but they are
not arbitrarily required to ask for such assistance, and if such aid is
not voluntarily requested, the Melchizedeks do not interfere with
the planetary administration. ese world rulers may also avail
themselves of the advice of the four and twenty counsellors, assem-
bled from the bestowalworlds of the system. In Satania these coun-
sellors are at present all natives of Urantia. And there is an analo-
gous council of 70 at the constellation headquarters also selected
from the evolutionary beings of the realms.

3 e rule of the evolutionary planets in their early andunsettled
careers is largely autocratic. e Planetary Princes organize their
specialized groups of assistants from among their corps of plane-
tary aids. ey usually surround themselves with a supreme coun-
cil of 12, but this is variously chosen and diversely constituted on
the different worlds. A Planetary Prince may also have as assistants
one or more of the third order of his own group of sonship and
sometimes, on certain worlds, one of his own order, a secondary
Lanonandek associate.

4 e entire staff of a world ruler consists of personalities of the
In nite Spirit and certain types of higher evolved beings and as-
cending mortals from other worlds. Such a staff averages about
1,000, and as the planet progresses, this corps of helpers may be
increased up to 100,000 or more. At any time need is felt for more
helpers, the Planetary Princes have only to make request of their
brothers, the System Sovereigns, and the petition is granted forth-
with.

5 Planets vary greatly in nature and organization and in admin-
istration, but all provide for tribunals of justice. e judicial system
of the local universe has its beginnings in the tribunals of a Plane-
tary Prince, which are presided over by a member of his personal
staff; the decrees of such courts re ect a highly fatherly and discre-
tionary attitude. All problems involving more than the regulation
of the planetary inhabitants are subject to appeal to the higher tri-
bunals, but the affairs of his world domain are largely adjusted in
accordance with the personal discretion of the prince.
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6 e roving commissions of conciliators serve and supplement
the planetary tribunals, and both spirit and physical controllers are
subject to the ndings of these conciliators. But no arbitrary exe-
cution is ever carried out without the consent of the Constellation
Father, for the “Most Highs rule in the kingdoms of men.”

7 e controllers and transformers of planetary assignment are
also able to collaborate with angels and other orders of celestial be-
ings in rendering these latter personalities visible to mortal crea-
tures. On special occasions the seraphic helpers and even the Mel-
chizedeks can and do make themselves visible to the inhabitants of
the evolutionary worlds. e principal reason for bringing mortal
ascenders from the system capital as a part of the staff of the Plan-
etary Prince is to facilitate communication with the inhabitants of
the realm.

3. THE PRINCE’S CORPOREAL STAFF
1 On going to a young world, a Planetary Prince usually takes

with him a group of volunteer ascending beings from the local sys-
tem headquarters. ese ascenders accompany the prince as ad-
visers and helpers in the work of early race improvement. is
corps of material helpers constitutes the connecting link between
the prince and the world races. e Urantia Prince, Caligastia, had
a corps of 100 such helpers.

2 ¶ Such volunteer assistants are citizens of a system capital, and
none of them have fused with their indwelling Adjusters. e sta-
tus of the Adjusters of such volunteer servers remains as of the res-
idential standing on the system headquarters while these morontia
progressors temporarily revert to a former material state.

3 e Life Carriers, the architects of form, provide such volun-
teers with new physical bodies, which they occupy for the periods
of their planetary sojourn. ese personality forms, while exempt
from the ordinary diseases of the realms, are, like the early moron-
tia bodies, subject to certain accidents of a mechanical nature.

4 ¶ e prince’s corporeal staff are usually removed from the pla-
net in connection with the next adjudication at the time of the sec-
ond Son’s arrival on the sphere. Before leaving, they customarily
assign their various duties to their mutual offspring and to certain
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superior native volunteers. On those worlds where these helpers of
the prince have been permitted to mate with the superior groups
of the native races, such offspring usually succeed them.

5 ese assistants to the Planetary Prince seldom mate with the
world races, but they do always mate among themselves. Two
classes of beings result from these unions: the primary type ofmid-
way creatures and certain high types ofmaterial beings who remain
attached to the prince’s staff a er their parents have been removed
from the planet at the time of the arrival of Adam and Eve. ese
children do not mate with the mortal races except in certain emer-
gencies and then only by direction of the Planetary Prince. In such
an event, their children — the grandchildren of the corporeal staff
— are in status as of the superior races of their day and generation.
All the offspring of these semimaterial assistants of the Planetary
Prince are Adjuster indwelt.

6 At the end of the prince’s dispensation, when the time comes
for this “reversion staff ” to be returned to the system headquarters
for the resumption of the Paradise career, these ascenders present
themselves to the Life Carriers for the purpose of yielding up their
material bodies. ey enter the transition slumber and awaken de-
livered from their mortal investment and clothed with morontia
forms, ready for seraphic transportation back to the system capital,
where their detached Adjusters await them. ey are a whole dis-
pensation behind their Jerusemclass, but they have gained a unique
and extraordinary experience, a rare chapter in the career of an as-
cending mortal.

4. THE PLANETARY HEADQUARTERS AND
SCHOOLS

1 e prince’s corporeal staff early organize the planetary schools
of training and culture, wherein the creamof the evolutionary races
are instructed and then sent forth to teach these betterways to their
people. ese schools of the prince are located at thematerial head-
quarters of the planet.

2 Much of the physical work connected with the establishment
of this headquarters city is performed by the corporeal staff. Such
headquarters cities, or settlements, of the early times of the Plane-
tary Prince are very different from what a Urantia mortal might
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imagine. ey are, in comparison with later ages, simple, being
characterized bymineral embellishment and by relatively advanced
material construction. And all of this stands in contrast with
the Adamic regime centring around a garden headquarters, from
which their work in behalf of the races is prosecuted during the
second dispensation of the universe Sons.

3 ¶ In the headquarters settlement on your world every human
habitation was provided with abundance of land. Although the re-
mote tribes continued in hunting and food foraging, the students
and teachers in the Prince’s schools were all agriculturists and hor-
ticulturists. e time was about equally divided between the fol-
lowing pursuits:

4 1. Physical labour. Cultivation of the soil, associated with
home building and embellishment.

5 2. Social activities. Play performances and cultural social
groupings.

6 3. Educational application. Individual instruction in con-
nection with family-group teaching, supplemented by specialized
class training.

7 4. Vocational training. Schools of marriage and homemak-
ing, the schools of art and cra training, and the classes for the
training of teachers — secular, cultural, and religious.

8 5. Spiritual culture. e teacher brotherhood, the enlighten-
ment of childhood and youth groups, and the training of adopted
native children as missionaries to their people.

9 ¶ A Planetary Prince is not visible to mortal beings; it is a test
of faith to believe the representations of the semimaterial beings of
his staff. But these schools of culture and training are well adapted
to the needs of each planet, and there soon develops a keen and
laudatory rivalry among the races of men in their efforts to gain
entrance to these various institutions of learning.

10 From such a world centre of culture and achievement there
gradually radiates to all peoples an upli ing and civilizing in u-
ence which slowly and certainly transforms the evolutionary races.
Meantime the educated and spiritualized children of the surround-
ing peoples who have been adopted and trained in the prince’s
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schools are returning to their native groups and, to the best of
their ability, are there establishing new and potent centres of learn-
ing and culture which they carry on according to the plan of the
prince’s schools.

11 ¶ On Urantia these plans for planetary progress and cultural
advancement were well under way, proceeding most satisfactorily,
when the whole enterprise was brought to a rather sudden and
most inglorious end by Caligastia’s adherence to the Lucifer rebel-
lion.

12 It was one of themost profoundly shocking episodes of this re-
bellion forme to learn of the callous per dy of one ofmyownorder
of sonship, Caligastia, who, in deliberation and with malice afore-
thought, systematically perverted the instruction and poisoned the
teaching provided in all theUrantia planetary schools in operation
at that time. e wreck of these schools was speedy and complete.

13 Many of the offspring of the ascenders of the Prince’s materi-
alized staff remained loyal, deserting the ranks of Caligastia. ese
loyalists were encouraged by the Melchizedek receivers of Uran-
tia, and in later times their descendants did much to uphold the
planetary concepts of truth and righteousness. e work of these
loyal evangels helped to prevent the total obliteration of spiritual
truth on Urantia. ese courageous souls and their descendants
kept alive some knowledge of the Father’s rule and preserved for
the world races the concept of the successive planetary dispensa-
tions of the various orders of divine Sons.

5. PROGRESSIVE CIVILIZATION
1 e loyal princes of the inhabited worlds are permanently at-

tached to the planets of their original assignment. Paradise Sons
and their dispensations may come and go, but a successful Plane-
tary Prince continues on as the ruler of his realm. His work is quite
independent of the missions of the higher Sons, being designed to
foster the development of planetary civilization.

2 e progress of civilization is hardly alike on any two planets.
e details of the unfoldment of mortal evolution are very differ-

ent on numerous dissimilar worlds. Notwithstanding these many
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diversi cations of planetary development along physical, intellec-
tual, and social lines, all evolutionary spheres progress in certain
well-de ned directions.

3 Under the benign rule of a Planetary Prince, augmented by
the Material Sons and punctuated by the periodic missions of the
Paradise Sons, the mortal races on an average world of time and
space will successively pass through the following 7 developmental
epochs:

4 1. e nutrition epoch. e prehuman creatures and the
dawn races of primitiveman are chie y concerned with food prob-
lems. ese evolving beings spend their waking hours either in
seeking food or in ghting, offensively or defensively. e food
quest is paramount in the minds of these early ancestors of subse-
quent civilization.

5 2. e security age. Just as soon as the primitive hunter can
spare any time from the search for food, he turns this leisure to
augmenting his security. More and more attention is devoted to
the technique of war. Homes are forti ed, and the clans are so-
lidi ed by mutual fear and by the inculcation of hate for foreign
groups. Self-preservation is a pursuit which always follows self-
maintenance.

6 3. e material-comfort era. A er food problems have been
partially solved and some degree of security has been attained, the
additional leisure is utilized to promote personal comfort. Luxury
vies with necessity in occupying the centre of the stage of human
activities. Such an age is all too o en characterized by tyranny,
intolerance, gluttony, and drunkenness. e weaker elements of
the races incline towards excesses and brutality. Gradually these
pleasure-seeking weaklings are subjugated by the more strong and
truth-loving elements of the advancing civilization.

7 4. e quest for knowledge and wisdom. Food, security, plea-
sure, and leisure provide the foundation for the development of
culture and the spread of knowledge. e effort to execute knowl-
edge results in wisdom, andwhen a culture has learned how to pro-
t and improve by experience, civilization has really arrived. Food,
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security, andmaterial comfort still dominate society, butmany for-
ward-looking individuals are hungering for knowledge and thirst-
ing for wisdom. Every child is provided an opportunity to learn by
doing; education is the watchword of these ages.

8 5. e epoch of philosophy and brotherhood. When mortals
learn to think andbegin topro t by experience, theybecomephilo-
sophical — they start out to reason within themselves and to exer-
cise discriminative judgment. e society of this age becomes ethi-
cal, and themortals of such an era are truly becomingmoral beings.
Wise moral beings are capable of establishing human brotherhood
on such a progressing world. Ethical and moral beings can learn
how to live in accordance with the golden rule.

9 6. e age of spiritual striving. When evolving mortals have
passed through the physical, intellectual, and social stages of de-
velopment, sooner or later they attain those levels of personal in-
sight which impel them to seek for spiritual satisfactions and cos-
mic understandings. Religion is completing the ascent from the
emotional domains of fear and superstition to the high levels of
cosmic wisdom and personal spiritual experience. Education as-
pires to the attainment of meanings, and culture grasps at cosmic
relationships and true values. Such evolving mortals are genuinely
cultured, truly educated, and exquisitely God-knowing.

10 7. e era of light and life. is is the owering of the suc-
cessive ages of physical security, intellectual expansion, social cul-
ture, and spiritual achievement. ese human accomplishments
are now blended, associated, and co-ordinated in cosmic unity and
unsel sh service. Within the limitations of nite nature and ma-
terial endowments there are no bounds set upon the possibilities
of evolutionary attainment by the advancing generations who suc-
cessively live upon these supernal and settled worlds of time and
space.

11 ¶ A er serving their spheres through successive dispensations
of world history and the progressing epochs of planetary progress,
the Planetary Princes are elevated to the position of Planetary Sov-
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ereigns upon the inauguration of the era of light and life.

6. PLANETARY CULTURE
1 e isolation of Urantia renders it impossible to undertake the

presentation ofmanydetails of the life and environment of your Sa-
tania neighbours. In these presentationswe are limited by the plan-
etary quarantine and by the system isolation. We must be guided
by these restrictions in all our efforts to enlighten Urantia mortals,
but in so far as is permissible, you have been instructed in the prog-
ress of an average evolutionary world, and you are able to compare
such a world’s career with the present state of Urantia.

2 e development of civilization on Urantia has not differed
so greatly from that of other worlds which have sustained the
misfortune of spiritual isolation. But when compared with the
loyal worlds of the universe, your planet seems most confused and
greatly retarded in all phases of intellectual progress and spiritual
attainment.

3 Because of your planetary misfortunes, Urantians are pre-
vented from understanding verymuch about the culture of normal
worlds. But you should not envisage the evolutionary worlds, even
the most ideal, as spheres whereon life is a owery bed of ease. e
initial life of the mortal races is always attended by struggle. Effort
and decision are an essential part of the acquirement of survival val-
ues.

4 Culture presupposes quality of mind; culture cannot be en-
hanced unless mind is elevated. Superior intellect will seek a no-
ble culture and nd some way to attain such a goal. Inferior minds
will spurn the highest culture even when presented to them ready-
made. Much depends, also, upon the successive missions of the di-
vine Sons and upon the extent to which enlightenment is received
by the ages of their respective dispensations.

5 ¶ You should not forget that for 200,000 years all theworlds of
Satania have rested under the spiritual ban of Norlatiadek in con-
sequence of the Lucifer rebellion. And it will require age upon age
to retrieve the resultant handicaps of sin and secession. Your world
still continues to pursue an irregular and checkered career as a re-
sult of the double tragedy of a rebellious Planetary Prince and a
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defaulting Material Son. Even the bestowal of Christ Michael on
Urantia did not immediately set aside the temporal consequences
of these serious blunders in the earlier administration of theworld.

7. THE REWARDS OF ISOLATION
1 On rst thought it might appear that Urantia and its associ-

ated isolated worlds are most unfortunate in being deprived of the
bene cent presence and in uence of such superhuman personali-
ties as a Planetary Prince and aMaterial Son andDaughter. But iso-
lation of these spheres affords their races a unique opportunity for
the exercise of faith and for the development of a peculiar quality
of con dence in cosmic reliability which is not dependent on sight
or any other material consideration. It may turn out, eventually,
that mortal creatures hailing from the worlds quarantined in con-
sequence of rebellion are extremely fortunate. We have discovered
that such ascenders are very early intrusted with numerous special
assignments to cosmic undertakings where unquestioned faith and
sublime con dence are essential to achievement.

2 On Jerusem the ascenders from these isolated worlds occupy
a residential sector by themselves and are known as the agondon-
ters, meaning evolutionary will creatures who can believe without
seeing, perseverewhen isolated, and triumphover insuperable diffi-
culties even when alone. is functional grouping of the agondon-
ters persists throughout the ascension of the local universe and the
traversal of the superuniverse; it disappears during the sojourn in
Havona but promptly reappears upon the attainment of Paradise
and de nitely persists in the Corps of the Mortal Finality. Taba-
mantia is an agondonter of naliter status, having survived fromone
of the quarantined spheres involved in the rst rebellion ever to
take place in the universes of time and space.

3 All through the Paradise career, reward follows effort as the re-
sult of causes. Such rewards set off the individual from the average,
provide a differential of creature experience, and contribute to the
versatility of ultimate performances in the collective body of the
naliters. ahb

4 [Presented by a Secondary Lanonandek Son of the Reserve
Corps.]



PAPER №51
THE PLANETARY ADAMS

Secondary Lanonandek

DURING the dispensation of a Planetary Prince, primi-
tive man reaches the limit of natural evolutionary devel-
opment, and this biologic attainment signals the System

Sovereign to dispatch to such a world the second order of sonship,
the biologic upli ers. ese Sons, for there are two of them — the
Material Son and Daughter — are usually known on a planet as
Adam and Eve. e original Material Son of Satania is Adam, and
those who go to the systemworlds as biologic upli ers always carry
the name of this rst and original Son of their unique order.

2 ese Sons are the material gi of the Creator Son to the in-
habited worlds. Together with the Planetary Prince, they remain
on their planet of assignment throughout the evolutionary course
of such a sphere. Such an adventure on a world having a Planetary
Prince is not much of a hazard, but on an apostate planet, a realm
without a spiritual ruler and deprived of interplanetary communi-
cation, such a mission is fraught with grave danger.

3 Although you cannot hope to know all about thework of these
Sons on all the worlds of Satania and other systems, other papers
depict more fully the life and experiences of the interesting pair,
Adam and Eve, who came from the corps of the biologic upli ers
of Jerusem to upstep the Urantia races. While there was a miscar-
riage of the ideal plans for improving your native races, still, Adam’s
mission was not in vain; Urantia has pro ted immeasurably from
the gi of Adam and Eve, and among their fellows and in the coun-
cils on high their work is not reckoned as a total loss.

1. ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THE MATERIAL
SONS OF GOD

1 ematerial or sex Sons andDaughters are the offspring of the
Creator Son; theUniverseMother Spirit doesnotparticipate in the
production of these beingswho are destined to function as physical
upli ers on the evolutionary worlds.
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2 e material order of sonship is not uniform throughout the
local universe. eCreator Son produces only one pair of these be-
ings in each local system; these original pairs are diverse in nature,
being attuned to the life pattern of their respective systems. is is
a necessary provision since otherwise the reproductive potential of
the Adams would be nonfunctional with that of the evolving mor-
tal beings of the worlds of any one particular system. e Adam
and Eve who came to Urantia were descended from the original
Satania pair of Material Sons.

3 ¶ Material Sons vary inheight from2.4 to3m, and their bodies
glow with the brilliance of radiant light of a violet hue. While ma-
terial blood circulates through their material bodies, they are also
surcharged with divine energy and saturated with celestial light.

ese Material Sons (the Adams) and Material Daughters (the
Eves) are equal to each other, differing only in reproductive nature
and in certain chemical endowments. ey are equal but differen-
tial, male and female — hence complemental — and are designed
to serve on almost all assignments in pairs.

4 eMaterial Sons enjoy a dual nutrition; they are really dual in
nature and constitution, partaking of materialized energy much as
do the physical beings of the realm, while their immortal existence
is fully maintained by the direct and automatic intake of certain
sustaining cosmic energies. Should they fail on somemission of as-
signment or even consciously and deliberately rebel, this order of
Sons becomes isolated, cut off from connection with the universe
source of light and life. ereupon they become practically mate-
rial beings, destined to take the course of material life on the world
of their assignment and compelled to look to the universe magis-
trates for adjudication. Material death will eventually terminate
the planetary career of such an unfortunate and unwise Material
Son or Daughter.

5 An original or directly created Adam and Eve are immortal by
inherent endowment just as are all other orders of local universe
sonship, but a diminution of immortality potential characterizes
their sons and daughters. is original couple cannot transmit un-
conditioned immortality to their procreated sons and daughters.
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eir progeny are dependent for continuing life on unbroken intel-
lectual synchrony with themind-gravity circuit of the Spirit. Since
the inception of the system of Satania, 13 Planetary Adams have
been lost in rebellion and default and 681,204* in the subordinate
positions of trust. Most of these defections occurred at the time of
the Lucifer rebellion.

6 ¶ While living as permanent citizens on the system capitals,
evenwhen functioning on descendingmissions to the evolutionary
planets, theMaterial Sons do not possess ought Adjusters, but it
is through these very services that they acquire experiential capacity
for Adjuster indwellment and the Paradise ascension career. ese
unique and wonderfully useful beings are the connecting links be-
tween the spiritual and physical worlds. ey are concentrated on
the systemheadquarters, where they reproduce and carry on asma-
terial citizens of the realm, and whence they are dispatched to the
evolutionary worlds.

7 Unlike the other created Sons of planetary service, thematerial
order of sonship is not, by nature, invisible to material creatures
like the inhabitants of Urantia. ese Sons of God can be seen,
understood, and can, in turn, actually mingle with the creatures of
time, could even procreate with them, though this role of biologic
upli ment usually falls to the progeny of the Planetary Adams.

8 ¶ On Jerusem the loyal children of any Adam and Eve are im-
mortal, but the offspring of a Material Son and Daughter procre-
ated subsequent to their arrival on an evolutionary planet are not
thus immune to natural death. ere occurs a change in the life-
transmitting mechanism when these Sons are rematerialized for
reproductive function on an evolutionary world. e Life Carri-
ers designedly deprive the Planetary Adams and Eves of the power
of begetting undying sons and daughters. If they do not default, an
Adam and Eve on a planetary mission can live on inde nitely, but
within certain limits their children experience decreasing longevity

1.5. 13 … and 681,204, the total number is therefore 681,217. However, at 53:7.8 it is
stated that the total number of Material Sons lost in Satania is 681,227.
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with each succeeding generation.

2. TRANSIT OF THE PLANETARY ADAMS
1 Upon receipt of the news that another inhabited world has at-

tained the height of physical evolution, the System Sovereign con-
venes the corps ofMaterial Sons andDaughters on the system capi-
tal; and following the discussion of the needs of such an evolution-
ary world, two of the volunteering group — an Adam and an Eve
of the senior corps of Material Sons — are selected to undertake
the adventure, to submit to the deep sleep preparatory to being en-
seraphimed and transported from their home of associated service
to the new realm of new opportunities and new dangers.

2 Adams and Eves are semimaterial creatures and, as such, are
not transportable by seraphim. ey must undergo dematerial-
ization on the system capital before they can be enseraphimed for
transport to the world of assignment. e transport seraphim are
able to effect such changes in the Material Sons and in other semi-
material beings as enable them to be enseraphimed and thus to be
transported through space from one world or system to another.
About three days of standard time are consumed in this transport
preparation, and it requires the co-operation of a LifeCarrier to re-
store such a dematerialized creature to normal existence upon ar-
rival at the end of the seraphic-transport journey.

3 ¶ While there is this dematerializing technique for preparing
the Adams for transit from Jerusem to the evolutionary worlds,
there is no equivalent method for taking them away from such
worlds unless the entire planet is to be emptied, in which event
emergency installation of the dematerialization technique is made
for the entire salvable population. If some physical catastrophe
should doom the planetary residence of an evolving race, the Mel-
chizedeks and the Life Carriers would install the technique of de-
materialization for all survivors, and by seraphic transport these be-
ingswould be carried away to thenewworld prepared for their con-
tinuing existence. e evolution of a human race, once initiated on
a world of space, must proceed quite independently of the physical
survival of that planet, but during the evolutionary ages it is not
otherwise intended that a Planetary Adam or Eve shall leave their
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chosen world.
4 ¶ Upon arrival at their planetary destination the Material Son

and Daughter are rematerialized under the direction of the Life
Carriers. is entire process takes 10–28 days of Urantia time.

e unconsciousness of the seraphic slumber continues through-
out this entire period of reconstruction. When the reassembly
of the physical organism is completed, these Material Sons and
Daughters stand in their new homes and on their new worlds to
all intents and purposes just as they were before submitting to the
dematerializing process on Jerusem.

3. THE ADAMIC MISSIONS
1 On the inhabited worlds the Material Sons and Daughters

construct their own garden homes, soon being assisted by their
own children. Usually the site of the garden has been selected by
the Planetary Prince, and his corporeal staff do much of the pre-
liminary work of preparation with the help of many of the higher
types of native races.

2 ese Gardens of Eden are so named in honour of Edentia,
the constellation capital, and because they are patterned a er the
botanic grandeur of the headquarters world of the Most High Fa-
thers. Such garden homes are usually located in a secluded section
and in a near-tropic zone. ey are wonderful creations on an av-
erage world. You can judge nothing of these beautiful centres of
culture by the fragmentary account of the aborted development of
such an undertaking on Urantia.

3 ¶ A Planetary Adam and Eve are, in potential, the full gi of
physical grace to the mortal races. e chief business of such an
imported pair is to multiply and to upli the children of time. But
there is no immediate interbreeding between the people of the gar-
den and those of theworld; formany generationsAdamandEve re-
main biologically segregated from the evolutionary mortals while
they build up a strong race of their order. is is the origin of the
violet race on the inhabited worlds.

4 e plans for race upstepping are prepared by the Planetary
Prince and his staff and are executed by Adam and Eve. And this
was where your Material Son and his companion were placed at
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great disadvantage when they arrived on Urantia. Caligastia of-
fered cra y and effective opposition to the Adamic mission; and
notwithstanding that the Melchizedek receivers of Urantia had
duly warned both Adam and Eve concerning the planetary dan-
gers inherent in the presence of the rebellious Planetary Prince, this
archrebel, by a wily stratagem, outmaneuvered the Edenic pair and
entrapped them into a violation of the covenant of their trusteeship
as the visible rulers of your world. e traitorous Planetary Prince
did succeed in compromising your Adam and Eve, but he failed in
his effort to involve them in the Lucifer rebellion.

5 ¶ e h order of angels, the planetary helpers, are attached
to theAdamicmission, always accompanying the Planetary Adams
on their world adventures. e corps of initial assignment is usu-
ally about 100,000. When the work of the Urantia Adam and
Eve was prematurely launched, when they departed from the or-
dained plan, it was one of the seraphic Voices of the Garden who
remonstrated with them concerning their reprehensible conduct.
And your narrative of this occurrence well illustrates themanner in
which your planetary traditions have tended to ascribe everything
supernatural to the Lord God. Because of this, Urantians have of-
tenbecome confused concerning thenature of theUniversal Father
since the words and acts of all his associates and subordinates have
been so generally attributed to him. In the case of Adam and Eve,
the angel of theGardenwas none other than the chief of the plane-
tary helpers then on duty. is seraphim, Solonia, proclaimed the
miscarriage of the divine plan and requisitioned the return of the
Melchizedek receivers to Urantia.

6 ¶ e secondary midway creatures are indigenous to the
Adamic missions. As with the corporeal staff of the Planetary
Prince, the descendants of the Material Sons and Daughters are
of two orders: their physical children and the secondary order of
midway creatures. esematerial but ordinarily invisible planetary
ministers contribute much to the advancement of civilization and
even to the subjection of insubordinate minorities who may seek
to subvert social development and spiritual progress.

7 e secondarymidwayers shouldnot be confusedwith the pri-
mary order, who date from the near times of the arrival of the Plan-
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etary Prince. On Urantia a majority of these earlier midway crea-
tures went into rebellion withCaligastia and have, since Pentecost,
been interned. Many of the Adamic group who did not remain
loyal to the planetary administration are likewise interned.

8 On the day of Pentecost the loyal primary and the secondary
midwayers effected a voluntary union and have functioned as one
unit in world affairs ever since. ey serve under the leadership of
loyal midwayers alternately chosen from the two groups.

9 ¶ Your world has been visited by four orders of sonship: Cali-
gastia, the Planetary Prince; Adam and Eve of the Material Sons of
God; Machiventa Melchizedek, the “sage of Salem” in the days of
Abraham; and Christ Michael, who came as the Paradise bestowal
Son. How much more effective and beautiful it would have been
had Michael, the supreme ruler of the universe of Nebadon, been
welcomed to your world by a loyal and efficient Planetary Prince
and a devoted and successful Material Son, both of whom could
have done so much to enhance the lifework and mission of the be-
stowal Son! Butnot allworlds have been sounfortunate asUrantia,
neither has the mission of the Planetary Adams always been so dif-
cult or so hazardous. When they are successful, they contribute to

the development of a great people, continuing as the visible heads
of planetary affairs even far into the age when such a world is set-
tled in light and life.

4. THE SIX EVOLUTIONARY RACES
1 e race of dominance during the early ages of the inhabited

worlds is the red man, who ordinarily is the rst to attain human
levels of development. But while the red man is the senior race of
the planets, the succeeding coloured peoples begin to make their
appearances very early in the age of mortal emergence.

2 e earlier races are somewhat superior to the later; the red
man stands far above the indigo—black— race. e Life Carriers
impart the full bestowal of the living energies to the initial or red
race, and each succeeding evolutionary manifestation of a distinct
group of mortals represents variation at the expense of the origi-
nal endowment. Even mortal stature tends to decrease from the
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redman down to the indigo race, although onUrantia unexpected
strains of giantism appeared among the green and orange peoples.

3 On those worlds having all 6 evolutionary races the superior
peoples are the 1, 3, and 5 races — the red, the yellow, and
the blue. e evolutionary races thus alternate in capacity for in-
tellectual growth and spiritual development, the 2ⁿ, 4, and 6
being somewhat less endowed. ese secondary races are the peo-
ples that are missing on certain worlds; they are the ones that have
been exterminated on many others. It is a misfortune on Urantia
that you so largely lost your superior blue men, except as they per-
sist in your amalgamated “white race.” e loss of your orange and
green stocks is not of such serious concern.

4 e evolution of 6 — or of 3 — coloured races, while seem-
ing to deteriorate the original endowment of the redman, provides
certain very desirable variations inmortal types and affords an oth-
erwise unattainable expression of diverse human potentials. ese
modi cations are bene cial to the progress of mankind as a whole
provided they are subsequently upsteppedby the importedAdamic
or violet race. OnUrantia this usual plan of amalgamation was not
extensively carried out, and this failure to execute the plan of race
evolution makes it impossible for you to understand very much
about the status of these peoples on an average inhabited planet
by observing the remnants of these early races on your world.

5 ¶ In the early days of racial development there is a slight ten-
dency for the red, the yellow, and the bluemen to interbreed; there
is a similar tendency for the orange, green, and indigo races to in-
termingle.

6 e more backward humans are usually employed as labourers
by the more progressive races. is accounts for the origin of slav-
ery on the planets during the early ages. e orangemen are usually
subdued by the red and reduced to the status of servants — some-
times exterminated. e yellow and red men o en fraternize, but
not always. e yellow race usually enslaves the green, while the
blue man subdues the indigo. ese races of primitive men think
no more of utilizing the services of their backward fellows in com-
pulsory labour than Urantians would of buying and selling horses
and cattle.
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7 On most normal worlds involuntary servitude does not sur-
vive the dispensation of the Planetary Prince, although mental de-
fectives and social delinquents are o en still compelled to perform
involuntary labour. But on all normal spheres this sort of primitive
slavery is abolished soon a er the arrival of the imported violet or
Adamic race.

8 ese 6 evolutionary races are destined to be blended and ex-
alted by amalgamation with the progeny of the Adamic upli ers.
But before these peoples are blended, the inferior and un t are
largely eliminated. e Planetary Prince and the Material Son,
with other suitable planetary authorities, pass upon the tness of
the reproducing strains. e difficulty of executing such a radical
program on Urantia consists in the absence of competent judges
to pass upon the biologic tness or un tness of the individuals
of your world races. Notwithstanding this obstacle, it seems that
you ought to be able to agree upon the biologic disfellowshipping
of your more markedly un t, defective, degenerate, and antisocial
stocks.

5. RACIAL AMALGAMATION 
BESTOWAL OF THE ADAMIC BLOOD

1 When a PlanetaryAdam andEve arrive on an inhabitedworld,
they have been fully instructed by their superiors as to the best way
to effect the improvement of the existing races of intelligent beings.

e plan of procedure is not uniform; much is le to the judgment
of the ministering pair, and mistakes are not infrequent, especially
on disordered, insurrectionary worlds, such as Urantia.

2 Usually the violet peoples donot begin to amalgamatewith the
planetary natives until their own group numbers over 1,000,000.
But in themeantime the staffof thePlanetaryPrince proclaims that
the children of theGods have comedown, as it were, to be onewith
the races of men; and the people eagerly look forward to the day
when announcement will bemade that those who have quali ed as
belonging to the superior racial strains may proceed to the Garden
of Eden and be there chosen by the sons and daughters of Adam as
the evolutionary fathers andmothers of the new and blended order
of mankind.
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3 On normal worlds the Planetary Adam and Eve never mate
with the evolutionary races. is work of biologic betterment is a
function of theAdamic progeny. But theseAdamites do not go out
among the races; the prince’s staff bring to the Garden of Eden the
superior men and women for voluntary mating with the Adamic
offspring. And on most worlds it is considered the highest honour
to be selected as a candidate formatingwith the sons and daughters
of the garden.

4 For the rst time the racial wars and other tribal struggles are
diminished, while the world races increasingly strive to qualify for
recognition and admission to the garden. You can at best have but a
verymeagre idea of how this competitive struggle comes to occupy
the centre of all activities on a normal planet. is whole scheme
of race improvement was early wrecked on Urantia.

5 ¶ e violet race is a monogamous people, and every evolu-
tionary man or woman uniting with the Adamic sons and daugh-
ters pledges not to take other mates and to instruct his or her chil-
dren in single-matedness. e children of each of these unions are
educated and trained in the schools of the Planetary Prince and
then are permitted to go forth to the race of their evolutionary par-
ent, there to marry among the selected groups of superior mortals.

6 When this strain of the Material Sons is added to the evolving
races of theworlds, a new and greater era of evolutionary progress is
initiated. Following this procreative outpouring of imported abil-
ity and superevolutionary traits there ensues a succession of rapid
strides in civilization and racial development; in 100,000 years
more progress is made than in 1,000,000 years of former struggle.
In your world, even in the face of the miscarriage of the ordained
plans, great progress has been made since the gi to your peoples
of Adam’s life plasm.

7 Butwhile the pure-line children of a planetaryGarden of Eden
can bestow themselves upon the superior members of the evolu-
tionary races and thereby upstep the biologic level of mankind, it
would not prove bene cial for the higher strains ofUrantiamortals
tomatewith the lower races; such anunwise procedurewould jeop-
ardize all civilization on your world. Having failed to achieve race
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harmonization by the Adamic technique, you must now work out
your planetary problem of race improvement by other and largely
human methods of adaptation and control.

6. THE EDENIC REGIME
1 On most of the inhabited worlds the Gardens of Eden remain

as superb cultural centres and continue to function as the social
patterns of planetary conduct and usage age a er age. Even in
early times when the violet peoples are relatively segregated, their
schools receive suitable candidates from among the world races,
while the industrial developments of the garden openupnew chan-
nels of commercial intercourse. us do the Adams and Eves and
their progeny contribute to the sudden expansion of culture and to
the rapid improvement of the evolutionary races of their worlds.
And all of these relationships are augmented and sealed by the
amalgamation of the evolutionary races and the sons of Adam, re-
sulting in the immediate upstepping of biologic status, the quick-
ening of intellectual potential, and the enhancement of spiritual
receptivity.

2 On normal worlds the garden headquarters of the violet race
becomes the second centre of world culture and, jointly with the
headquarters city of the Planetary Prince, sets the pace for the
development of civilization. For centuries the city headquarters
schools of the Planetary Prince and the garden schools of Adam
and Eve are contemporary. ey are usually not very far apart, and
they work together in harmonious co-operation.

3 ink what it would mean on your world if somewhere in the
Levant there were a world centre of civilization, a great planetary
university of culture, which had functioned uninterruptedly for
37,000 years. And again, pause to consider how the moral author-
ity of even such an ancient centre would be reinforced were there
situated not far-distant still another and older headquarters of ce-
lestial ministry whose traditions would exert a cumulative force of
500,000 years of integrated evolutionary in uence. It is custom
which eventually spreads the ideals of Eden to a whole world.

4 e schools of the Planetary Prince are primarily concerned
with philosophy, religion, morals, and the higher intellectual and
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artistic achievements. e garden schools ofAdamandEve are usu-
ally devoted to practical arts, fundamental intellectual training, so-
cial culture, economic development, trade relations, physical effi-
ciency, and civil government. Eventually these world centres amal-
gamate, but this actual affiliation sometimes does not occur until
the times of the rst Magisterial Son.

5 ¶ e continuing existence of the PlanetaryAdam andEve, to-
gether with the pure-line nucleus of the violet race, imparts that
stability of growth to Edenic culture by virtue of which it comes
to act upon the civilization of a world with the compelling force of
tradition. In these immortal Material Sons and Daughters we en-
counter the last and the indispensable link connecting God with
man, bridging the almost in nite gulf between the eternal Creator
and the lowest nite personalities of time. Here is a being of high
origin who is physical, material, even a sex creature like Urantia
mortals, one who can see and comprehend the invisible Planetary
Prince and interpret him to the mortal creatures of the realm, for
the Material Sons and Daughters are able to see all of the lower
orders of spirit beings; they visualize the Planetary Prince and his
entire staff, visible and invisible.

6 With the passing of centuries, through the amalgamation of
their progeny with the races of men, this same Material Son and
Daughter become accepted as the common ancestors of mankind,
the common parents of the now blended descendants of the evo-
lutionary races. It is intended that mortals who start out from an
inhabited world have the experience of recognizing 7 fathers:

7 1. e biologic father — the father in the esh.
8 2. e father of the realm — the Planetary Adam.
9 3. e father of the spheres — the System Sovereign.
10 4. e Most High Father — the Constellation Father.
11 5. e universe Father— theCreator Son and supreme ruler

of the local creations.
12 6. e super-Fathers—theAncients ofDayswhogovern the

superuniverse.
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13 7. e spirit or Havona Father — the Universal Father, who
dwells on Paradise and bestows his spirit to live and work in the
minds of the lowly creatures who inhabit the universe of universes.

7. UNITED ADMINISTRATION
1 From time to time the Avonal Sons of Paradise come to the

inhabited worlds for judicial actions, but the rst Avonal to arrive
on a magisterial mission inaugurates the fourth dispensation of an
evolutionary world of time and space. On some planets where this
Magisterial Son is universally accepted, he remains for one age; and
thus the planet prospers under the joint rulership of three Sons:
the Planetary Prince, the Material Son, and the Magisterial Son,
the latter two being visible to all the inhabitants of the realm.

2 Before the rstMagisterial Son concludes hismissionon anor-
mal evolutionary world, there has been effected the union of the
educational and administrative work of the Planetary Prince and
the Material Son. is amalgamation of the dual supervision of
a planet brings into existence a new and effective order of world
administration. Upon the retirement of the Magisterial Son the
Planetary Adam assumes the outward direction of the sphere. e
Material Son and Daughter thus act jointly as planetary adminis-
trators until the settling of the world in the era of light and life;
whereupon the Planetary Prince is elevated to the position of Plan-
etary Sovereign. During this age of advanced evolution, Adam and
Eve become what might be called joint prime ministers of the glo-
ri ed realm.

3 As soon as the new and consolidated capital of the evolving
world has become well established, and just as fast as competent
subordinate administrators can be properly trained, subcapitals are
founded on remote land bodies and among the different peoples.
Before the arrival of another dispensational Son, from 50 to 100 of
these subcentres will have been organized.

4 e Planetary Prince and his staff still foster the spiritual and
philosophic domains of activity. Adam and Eve pay particular at-
tention to the physical, scienti c, and economic status of the realm.
Both groups equally devote their energies to the promotion of the
arts, social relations, and intellectual achievements.
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5 By the time of the inauguration of the h dispensation of
world affairs, a magni cent administration of planetary activi-
ties has been achieved. Mortal existence on such a well-managed
sphere is indeed stimulating and pro table. And ifUrantians could
only observe life on such a planet, they would immediately appre-
ciate the value of those things which their world has lost through
embracing evil and participating in rebellion.

ahb

6 [Presented by a Secondary Lanonandek Son of the Reserve
Corps.]



PAPER №52
PLANETARY MORTAL EPOCHS

Mighty Messenger

FROM the inception of life on an evolutionary planet to the
time of its nal owering in the era of light and life, there
appear upon the stage of world action at least seven epochs

of human life. ese successive ages are determined by the plane-
tarymissions of the divine Sons, and on an average inhabitedworld
these epochs appear in the following order:

2 1. Pre-Planetary Prince Man.
3 2. Post-Planetary Prince Man.
4 3. Post-Adamic Man.
5 4. Post-Magisterial Son Man.
6 5. Post-Bestowal Son Man.
7 6. Post-Teacher Son Man.
8 7. e Era of Light and Life.
9 ¶ eworlds of space, as soon as they are physically suitable for

life, are placed on the registry of the Life Carriers, and in due time
these Sons are dispatched to such planets for the purpose of initi-
ating life. e entire period from life initiation to the appearance
of man is designated the prehuman era and precedes the successive
mortal epochs considered in this narrative.

1. PRIMITIVE MAN
1 From the time of man’s emergence from the animal level —

when he can choose to worship the Creator — to the arrival of
the Planetary Prince, mortal will creatures are called primitivemen.

ere are six basic types or races of primitive men, and these early
peoples successively appear in the order of the spectrum colours,
beginning with the red. e length of time consumed in this early
life evolution varies greatly on the different worlds, ranging from
150,000 years to over 1,000,000 years of Urantia time.

2 e evolutionary races of colour — red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, and indigo — begin to appear about the time that primitive
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man is developing a simple language and is beginning to exercise
the creative imagination. By this time man is well accustomed to
standing erect.

3 ¶ Primitive men are mighty hunters and erce ghters. e
law of this age is the physical survival of the ttest; the govern-
ment of these times is wholly tribal. During the early racial strug-
gles onmanyworlds some of the evolutionary races are obliterated,
as occurredonUrantia. osewho survive are usually subsequently
blended with the later imported violet race, the Adamic peoples.

4 In the light of subsequent civilization, this era of primitiveman
is a long, dark, and bloody chapter. e ethics of the jungle and
the morals of the primeval forests are not in keeping with the stan-
dards of later dispensations of revealed religion and higher spiri-
tual development. On normal and nonexperimental worlds this
epoch is very different from the prolonged and extraordinarily bru-
tal struggles which characterized this age on Urantia. When you
have emerged from your rst world experience, you will begin to
see why this long and painful struggle on the evolutionary worlds
occurs, and as you go forward in the Paradise path, youwill increas-
ingly understand the wisdom of these apparently strange doings.
But notwithstanding all the vicissitudes of the early ages of human
emergence, the performances of primitive man represent a splen-
did, even a heroic, chapter in the annals of an evolutionary world
of time and space.

5 ¶ Early evolutionary man is not a colourful creature. In gen-
eral, these primitive mortals are cave dwellers or cliff residents.

ey also build crude huts in the large trees. Before they acquire a
high order of intelligence, the planets are sometimes overrun with
the larger types of animals. But early in this eramortals learn to kin-
dle and maintain re, and with the increase of inventive imagina-
tion and the improvement in tools, evolving man soon vanquishes
the larger andmore unwieldy animals. e early races alsomake ex-
tensive use of the larger ying animals. ese enormous birds are
able to carry one or two average-sized men for a nonstop ight of
over 800 km. On some planets these birds are of great service since
they possess a high order of intelligence, o en being able to speak
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many words of the languages of the realm. ese birds are most in-
telligent, very obedient, and unbelievably affectionate. Such pas-
senger birds have been long extinct on Urantia, but your early an-
cestors enjoyed their services.

6 ¶ Man’s acquirement of ethical judgment, moral will, is usu-
ally coincident with the appearance of early language. Upon at-
taining the human level, a er this emergence of mortal will, these
beings become receptive to the temporary indwelling of the divine
Adjusters, and upon death many are duly elected as survivors and
sealed by the archangels for subsequent resurrection and Spirit fu-
sion. e archangels always accompany the Planetary Princes, and
a dispensational adjudication of the realm is simultaneous with the
prince’s arrival.

7 All mortals who are indwelt by ought Adjusters are poten-
tial worshippers; they have been “lighted by the true light,” and
they possess capacity for seeking reciprocal contact with divin-
ity. Nevertheless, the early or biologic religion of primitive man
is largely a persistence of animal fear coupled with ignorant awe
and tribal superstition. e survival of superstition in the Urantia
races is hardly complimentary to your evolutionary development
nor compatible with your otherwise splendid achievements in ma-
terial progress. But this early fear religion serves a very valuable
purpose in subduing the ery tempers of these primitive creatures.
It is the forerunner of civilization and the soil for the subsequent
planting of the seeds of revealed religion by the Planetary Prince
and his ministers.

8 ¶ Within 100,000 years from the timeman acquires erect pos-
ture, the Planetary Prince usually arrives, having been dispatched
by the System Sovereign upon the report of the Life Carriers that
will is functioning, even though comparatively few individuals
have thus developed. Primitivemortals usually welcome the Plane-
tary Prince and his visible staff; in fact, they o en look upon them
with awe and reverence, almostwithworshipfulness, if they are not
restrained.

2. POSTPLANETARY PRINCE MAN
1 With the arrival of the Planetary Prince a new dispensation be-
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gins. Government appears on earth, and the advanced tribal epoch
is attained. Great social strides are made during a few thousand
years of this regime. Under normal conditions mortals attain a
high state of civilization during this age. ey do not struggle so
long in barbarism as did theUrantia races. But life on an inhabited
world is so changed by rebellion that you can have little or no idea
of such a regime on a normal planet.

2 e average length of this dispensation is around 500,000
years, some longer, some shorter. During this era the planet is es-
tablished in the circuits of the system, and a full quota of seraphic
and other celestial helpers is assigned to its administration. e

ought Adjusters come in increasing numbers, and the seraphic
guardians amplify their regime of mortal supervision.

3 When the Planetary Prince arrives on a primitive world, the
evolved religion of fear and ignorance prevails. e prince and his
staff make the rst revelations of higher truth and universe organi-
zation. ese initial presentations of revealed religion are very sim-
ple, and they usually pertain to the affairs of the local system. Re-
ligion is wholly an evolutionary process prior to the arrival of the
Planetary Prince. Subsequently, religion progresses by graduated
revelation as well as by evolutionary growth. Each dispensation,
each mortal epoch, receives an enlarged presentation of spiritual
truth and religious ethics. e evolution of the religious capacity
of receptivity in the inhabitants of a world largely determines their
rate of spiritual advancement and the extent of religious revelation.

4 is dispensation witnesses a spiritual dawn, and the different
races and their various tribes tend to develop specialized systems of
religious and philosophic thought. ere uniformly run through
all of these racial religions two strains: the early fears of primitive
men and the later revelations of the Planetary Prince. In some re-
spects Urantians do not seem to have wholly emerged from this
stage of planetary evolution. As you pursue this study, you will the
more clearly discern how far your world departs from the average
course of evolutionary progress and development.

5 ¶ But the Planetary Prince is not “the Prince of Peace.” Racial
struggles and tribal wars continue over into this dispensation but
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with diminishing frequency and severity. is is the great age of
racial dispersion, and it culminates in a period of intense nation-
alism. Colour is the basis of tribal and national groupings, and
the different races o en develop separate languages. Each expand-
ing group of mortals tends to seek isolation. is segregation is
favoured by the existence of many languages. Before the uni ca-
tion of the several races their relentless warfare sometimes results
in the obliteration of whole peoples; the orange and greenmen are
particularly subject to such extinction.

6 On average worlds, during the latter part of the prince’s rule,
national life begins to replace tribal organization or rather to be su-
perimposed upon the existing tribal groupings. But the great social
achievement of the prince’s epoch is the emergence of family life.
Heretofore, human relationships have been chie y tribal; now, the
home begins to materialize.

7 is is the dispensation of the realization of sex equality. On
some planets the male may rule the female; on others the reverse
prevails. During this age normal worlds establish full equality of
the sexes, this being preliminary to the fuller realization of the ide-
als of home life. is is the dawn of the golden age of the home.

e idea of tribal rule gradually gives way to the dual concept of
national life and family life.

8 During this age agriculture makes its appearance. e growth
of the family idea is incompatible with the roving and unsettled life
of the hunter. Gradually the practices of settled habitations and the
cultivation of the soil become established. e domestication of
animals and the development of home arts proceed apace. Upon
reaching the apex of biologic evolution, a high level of civilization
has been attained, but there is little development of a mechanical
order; invention is the characteristic of the succeeding age.

9 ¶ e races are puri ed and brought up to a high state of phys-
ical perfection and intellectual strength before the end of this era.

e early development of a normal world is greatly helped by the
plan of promoting the increase of the higher types of mortals with
proportionate curtailment of the lower. And it is the failure of
your early peoples to thus discriminate between these types that
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accounts for the presence of so many defective and degenerate in-
dividuals among the present-day Urantia races.

10 One of the great achievements of the age of the prince is this
restriction of the multiplication of mentally defective and socially
un t individuals. Long before the times of the arrival of the sec-
ond Sons, the Adams, most worlds seriously address themselves to
the tasks of race puri cation, somethingwhich theUrantia peoples
have not even yet seriously undertaken.

11 is problem of race improvement is not such an extensive un-
dertaking when it is attacked at this early date in human evolution.

e preceding period of tribal struggles and rugged competition
in race survival has weeded outmost of the abnormal and defective
strains. An idiot does not have much chance of survival in a primi-
tive and warring tribal social organization. It is the false sentiment
of your partially perfected civilizations that fosters, protects, and
perpetuates the hopelessly defective strains of evolutionary human
stocks.

12 It is neither tenderness nor altruism to bestow futile sympathy
upondegenerated humanbeings, unsalvable abnormal and inferior
mortals. ere exist on even the most normal of the evolutionary
worlds sufficient differences between individuals and between nu-
merous social groups to provide for the full exercise of all those
noble traits of altruistic sentiment and unsel sh mortal ministry
without perpetuating the socially un t and themorally degenerate
strains of evolving humanity. ere is abundant opportunity for
the exercise of tolerance and the function of altruism in behalf of
those unfortunate and needy individuals who have not irretriev-
ably lost their moral heritage and forever destroyed their spiritual
birthright.

3. POSTADAMIC MAN
1 When the original impetus of evolutionary life has run its bi-

ologic course, when man has reached the apex of animal develop-
ment, there arrives the second order of sonship, and the second dis-
pensation of grace and ministry is inaugurated. is is true on all
evolutionary worlds. When the highest possible level of evolution-
ary life has been attained, when primitive man has ascended as far
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as possible in the biologic scale, a Material Son and Daughter al-
ways appear on the planet, having been dispatched by the System
Sovereign.

2 ought Adjusters are increasingly bestowed upon the post-
Adamic men, and in constantly augmented numbers these mortals
attain capacity for subsequent Adjuster fusion. While functioning
as descending Sons, the Adams do not possess Adjusters, but their
planetary offspring— direct and mixed — become legitimate can-
didates for the reception, in due time, of theMysteryMonitors. By
the termination of the post-Adamic age the planet is in possession
of its full quota of celestial ministers; only the fusion Adjusters are
not yet universally bestowed.

3 ¶ It is the prime purpose of the Adamic regime to in uence
evolving man to complete the transit from the hunter and herder
stage of civilization to that of the agriculturist and horticulturist,
to be later supplemented by the appearance of the urban and in-
dustrial adjuncts to civilization. 10,000 years of this dispensation
of the biologic upli ers is sufficient to effect a marvellous transfor-
mation. 25,000 years of such an administrationof the conjointwis-
dom of the Planetary Prince and the Material Sons usually ripens
the sphere for the advent of a Magisterial Son.

4 ¶ is age usually witnesses the completion of the elimination
of the un t and the still further puri cation of the racial strains;
on normal worlds the defective bestial tendencies are very nearly
eliminated from the reproducing stocks of the realm.

5 e Adamic progeny never amalgamate with the inferior
strains of the evolutionary races. Neither is it the divine plan for
the Planetary Adam or Eve to mate, personally, with the evolu-
tionary peoples. is race-improvement project is the task of their
progeny. But the offspring of the Material Son and Daughter are
mobilized for generations before the racial-amalgamationministry
is inaugurated.

6 e result of the gi of the Adamic life plasm to the mortal
races is an immediate upstepping of intellectual capacity and an
acceleration of spiritual progress. ere is usually some physical
improvement also. On an average world the post-Adamic dispen-
sation is an age of great invention, energy control, and mechanical
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development. is is the era of the appearance of multiform man-
ufacture and the control of natural forces; it is the golden age of ex-
ploration and the nal subduing of the planet. Much of the mate-
rial progress of a world occurs during this time of the inauguration
of the development of the physical sciences, just such an epoch as
Urantia is now experiencing. Your world is a full dispensation and
more behind the average planetary schedule.

7 By the end of the Adamic dispensation on a normal planet
the races are practically blended, so that it can be truly proclaimed
that “God has made of one blood all the nations,” and that his Son
“has made of one colour all peoples.” e colour of such an amal-
gamated race is somewhat of an olive shade of the violet hue, the
racial “white” of the spheres.

8 ¶ Primitive man is for the most part carnivorous; the Material
Sons and Daughters do not eat meat, but their offspring within
a few generations usually gravitate to the omnivorous level, al-
though whole groups of their descendants sometimes remain non-
esh eaters. is double origin of the post-Adamic races explains

how such blended human stocks exhibit anatomic vestiges belong-
ing to both the herbivorous and carnivorous animal groups.

9 Within 10,000 years of racial amalgamation the resultant
stocks show varying degrees of anatomic blend, some strains car-
rying more of the marks of the non esh-eating ancestry, others ex-
hibiting more of the distinguishing traits and physical characteris-
tics of their carnivorous evolutionary progenitors. e majority of
theseworld races soon becomeomnivorous, subsisting upon awide
range of viands from both the animal and vegetable kingdoms.

10 ¶ e post-Adamic epoch is the dispensation of internation-
alism. With the near completion of the task of race blending, na-
tionalism wanes, and the brotherhood of man really begins to ma-
terialize. Representative government begins to take the place of the
monarchial or paternal form of rulership. e educational system
becomes world-wide, and gradually the languages of the races give
way to the tongue of the violet people. Universal peace and co-op-
eration are seldom attained until the races are fairly well blended,
and until they speak a common language.
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11 During the closing centuries of the post-Adamic age there de-
velops new interest in art, music, and literature, and this world-
wide awakening is the signal for the appearance of a Magisterial
Son. e crowning development of this era is the universal inter-
est in intellectual realities, true philosophy. Religion becomes less
nationalistic, becomes more and more a planetary affair. New rev-
elations of truth characterize these ages, and theMostHighs of the
constellations begin to rule in the affairs of men. Truth is revealed
up to the administration of the constellations.

12 Great ethical advancement characterizes this era; the brother-
hood ofman is the goal of its society. World-wide peace— the ces-
sation of race con ict and national animosity — is the indicator of
planetary ripeness for the advent of the third order of sonship, the
Magisterial Son.

4. POSTMAGISTERIAL SON MAN
1 On normal and loyal planets this age opens with the mortal

races blended and biologically t. ere are no race or colour prob-
lems; literally all nations and races are of one blood. e brother-
hoodofman ourishes, and thenations are learning to live on earth
in peace and tranquillity. Such a world stands on the eve of a great
and culminating intellectual development.

2 ¶ When an evolutionary world becomes thus ripe for themag-
isterial age, one of the high order of Avonal Sonsmakes his appear-
ance on a magisterial mission. e Planetary Prince and the Mate-
rial Sons are of local universe origin; theMagisterial Son hails from
Paradise.

3 When the Paradise Avonals come to the mortal spheres on ju-
dicial actions, solely as dispensation adjudicators, they are never in-
carnated. But when they come on magisterial missions, at least the
initial one, they are always incarnated, though they do not experi-
ence birth, neither do they die the death of the realm. ey may
live on for generations in those cases where they remain as rulers
on certain planets. When their missions are concluded, they yield
up their planetary lives and return to their former status of divine
sonship.
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4 Each new dispensation extends the horizon of revealed reli-
gion, and the Magisterial Sons extend the revelation of truth to
portray the affairs of the local universe and all its tributaries.

5 ¶ A er the initial visitation of aMagisterial Son the races soon
effect their economic liberation. e daily work required to sus-
tain one’s independence would be represented by 2½ hours of your
time. It is perfectly safe to liberate such ethical and intelligentmor-
tals. Such re ned peoples well know how to utilize leisure for self-
improvement and planetary advancement. is age witnesses the
further puri cation of the racial stocks by the restriction of repro-
duction among the less t and poorly endowed individuals.

6 e political government and social administration of the
races continue to improve, self-government being fairly well estab-
lished by the end of this age. By self-government we refer to the
highest type of representative government. Such worlds advance
and honour only those leaders and rulers who are most t to bear
social and political responsibilities.

7 During this epoch the majority of the world mortals are Ad-
juster indwelt. But even yet the bestowal of divine Monitors is not
always universal. e Adjusters of fusion destiny are not yet be-
stowed upon all planetary mortals; it is still necessary for the will
creatures to choose the Mystery Monitors.

8 During the closing ages of this dispensation, society begins to
return tomore simpli ed forms of living. e complex nature of an
advancing civilization is running its course, and mortals are learn-
ing to live more naturally and effectively. And this trend increases
with each succeeding epoch. is is the age of the owering of
art, music, and higher learning. e physical sciences have already
reached their height of development. e termination of this age,
on an ideal world, witnesses the fullness of a great religious awak-
ening, a world-wide spiritual enlightenment. And this extensive
arousal of the spiritual natures of the races is the signal for the ar-
rival of the bestowal Son and for the inauguration of the h mor-
tal epoch.

9 ¶ Onmanyworlds it develops that the planet is notmade ready
for a bestowal Son by one magisterial mission; in that event there
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will be a second, even a succession of Magisterial Sons, each of
whomwill advance the races from one dispensation to another un-
til the planet is made ready for the gi of the bestowal Son. On the
second and subsequent missions the Magisterial Sons may or may
not be incarnated. But no matter how many Magisterial Sons may
appear — and they may also come as such a er the bestowal Son
— the advent of each one marks the end of one dispensation and
the beginning of another.

10 ¶ ese dispensations of the Magisterial Sons cover anywhere
from 25,000 to 50,000 years of Urantia time. Sometimes such an
epoch is much shorter and in rare instances even longer. But in the
fullness of time one of these same Magisterial Sons will be born as
the Paradise bestowal Son.

5. POSTBESTOWAL SON MAN
1 When a certain standard of intellectual and spiritual develop-

ment is attained on an inhabited world, a Paradise bestowal Son al-
ways arrives. On normal worlds he does not appear in the esh un-
til the races have ascended to the highest levels of intellectual devel-
opment and ethical attainment. But on Urantia the bestowal Son,
even your own Creator Son, appeared at the close of the Adamic
dispensation, but that is not the usual order of events on theworlds
of space.

2 When theworlds have become ripe for spiritualization, the be-
stowal Son arrives. ese Sons always belong to the Magisterial or
Avonal order except in that case, once in each local universe, when
the Creator Son prepares for his terminal bestowal on some evolu-
tionary world, as occurred whenMichael of Nebadon appeared on
Urantia to bestow himself upon your mortal races. Only 1 world
in near 10,000,000 can enjoy such a gi ; all other worlds are spir-
itually advanced by the bestowal of a Paradise Son of the Avonal
order.

3 ¶ e bestowal Son arrives on a world of high educational cul-
ture and encounters a race spiritually trained and prepared to as-
similate advanced teachings and to appreciate the bestowal mis-
sion. is is an age characterized by the world-wide pursuit of
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moral culture and spiritual truth. e mortal passion of this dis-
pensation is the penetration of cosmic reality and communion
with spiritual reality. e revelations of truth are extended to in-
clude the superuniverse. Entirely new systems of education and
government grow up to supplant the crude regimes of former
times. e joy of living takes on new colour, and the reactions of
life are exalted to heavenly heights of tone and timbre.

4 e bestowal Son lives and dies for the spiritual upli of the
mortal races of a world. He establishes the “new and living way”;
his life is an incarnation of Paradise truth in mortal esh, that very
truth—even the Spirit ofTruth— in the knowledge ofwhichmen
shall be free.

5 OnUrantia the establishment of this “new and livingway” was
a matter of fact as well as of truth. e isolation of Urantia in the
Lucifer rebellion had suspended the procedure whereby mortals
can pass, upon death, directly to the shores of the mansion worlds.
Before the days ofChristMichael onUrantia all souls slept on until
the dispensational or special millennial resurrections. Even Moses
was not permitted to go over to the other side until the occasion of
a special resurrection, the fallen Planetary Prince, Caligastia, con-
testing such a deliverance. But ever since the day of Pentecost,
Urantia mortals again may proceed directly to the morontia sphe-
res.

6 ¶ Upon the resurrection of a bestowal Son, on the third day
a er yielding up his incarnated life, he ascends to the right hand
of the Universal Father, receives the assurance of the acceptance of
the bestowal mission, and returns to the Creator Son at the head-
quarters of the local universe. ereupon the bestowal Avonal and
the Creator Michael send their joint spirit, the Spirit of Truth,
into the bestowal world. is is the occasion when the “spirit of
the triumphant Son is poured out upon all esh.” e Universe
Mother Spirit also participates in this bestowal of the Spirit of
Truth, and concomitant therewith there issues the bestowal edict
of the ought Adjusters. erea er all normal-minded will crea-
tures of that world will receive Adjusters as soon as they attain the
age of moral responsibility, of spiritual choice.
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7 If such a bestowal Avonal should return to a world a er the
bestowalmission, hewouldnot incarnate butwould come “in glory
with the seraphic hosts.”

8 ¶ e postbestowal Son age may extend from 10,000 to
100,000 years. ere is no arbitrary time allotted to any of these
dispensational eras. is is a timeof great ethical and spiritual prog-
ress. Under the spiritual in uence of these ages, human character
undergoes tremendous transformations and experiences phenom-
enal development. It becomes possible to put the golden rule into
practical operation. e teachings of Jesus are really applicable to
a mortal world which has had the preliminary training of the pre-
bestowal Sons with their dispensations of character ennoblement
and culture augmentation.

9 During this era the problems of disease and delinquency are
virtually solved. Degeneracy has already been largely eliminated
by selective reproduction. Disease has been practically mastered
through the high resistant qualities of the Adamic strains and by
the intelligent and world-wide application of the discoveries of the
physical sciences of preceding ages. e average length of life, dur-
ing this period, climbs well above the equivalent of 300 years of
Urantia time.

10 roughout this epoch there is a gradual lessening of govern-
mental supervision. True self-government is beginning to func-
tion; fewer and fewer restrictive laws are necessary. e military
branches of national resistance are passing away; the era of interna-
tional harmony is really arriving. ere are many nations, mostly
determined by land distribution, but only one race, one language,
and one religion. Mortal affairs are almost, but not quite, utopian.

is truly is a great and glorious age!

6. URANTIA’S POSTBESTOWAL AGE
1 e bestowal Son is the Prince of Peace. He arrives with the

message, “Peace on earth and good will among men.” On normal
worlds this is a dispensation of world-wide peace; the nations no
more learn war. But such salutary in uences did not attend the
coming of your bestowal Son, Christ Michael. Urantia is not pro-
ceeding in the normal order. Your world is out of step in the plane-
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tary procession. Your Master, when on earth, warned his disciples
that his adventwould not bring the usual reign of peace onUrantia.
He distinctly told them that there would be “wars and rumours of
wars,” and that nation would rise against nation. At another time
he said, “ ink not that I have come to bring peace upon earth.”

2 Even on normal evolutionary worlds the realization of the
world-wide brotherhood of man is not an easy accomplishment.
On a confused and disordered planet like Urantia such an achieve-
ment requires a much longer time and necessitates far greater ef-
fort. Unaided social evolution can hardly achieve such happy re-
sults on a spiritually isolated sphere. Religious revelation is essen-
tial to the realization of brotherhood on Urantia. While Jesus has
shown the way to the immediate attainment of spiritual brother-
hood, the realization of social brotherhood on your world depends
much on the achievement of the following personal transforma-
tions and planetary adjustments:

3 1. Social aternity. Multiplication of international and in-
terracial social contacts and fraternal associations through travel,
commerce, and competitive play. Development of a common lan-
guage and the multiplication of multilinguists. e racial and na-
tional interchange of students, teachers, industrialists, and reli-
gious philosophers.

4 2. Intellectual cross-fertilization. Brotherhood is impossible
on a world whose inhabitants are so primitive that they fail to rec-
ognize the folly of unmitigated sel shness. ere must occur an
exchange of national and racial literature. Each race must become
familiar with the thought of all races; each nation must know the
feelings of all nations. Ignorance breeds suspicion, and suspicion is
incompatible with the essential attitude of sympathy and love.

5 3. Ethical awakening. Only ethical consciousness can un-
mask the immorality of human intolerance and the sinfulness of
fratricidal strife. Only a moral conscience can condemn the evils
of national envy and racial jealousy. Only moral beings will ever
seek for that spiritual insight which is essential to living the golden
rule.

6 4. Political wisdom. Emotional maturity is essential to self-
control. Only emotional maturity will ensure the substitution of
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international techniques of civilized adjudication for the barbarous
arbitrament of war. Wise statesmen will sometime work for the
welfare of humanity even while they strive to promote the interest
of their national or racial groups. Sel sh political sagacity is ulti-
mately suicidal — destructive of all those enduring qualities which
ensure planetary group survival.

7 5. Spiritual insight. e brotherhood of man is, a er all,
predicated on the recognition of the fatherhood of God. e
quickest way to realize the brotherhood of man on Urantia is to
effect the spiritual transformation of present-day humanity. e
only technique for accelerating the natural trend of social evolu-
tion is that of applying spiritual pressure fromabove, thus augment-
ingmoral insightwhile enhancing the soul capacity of everymortal
to understand and love every other mortal. Mutual understanding
and fraternal love are transcendent civilizers and mighty factors in
the world-wide realization of the brotherhood of man.

8 ¶ If you could be transplanted from your backward and con-
fused world to some normal planet now in the postbestowal Son
age, youwould think you had been translated to the heaven of your
traditions. You would hardly believe that you were observing the
normal evolutionary workings of a mortal sphere of human habi-
tation. ese worlds are in the spiritual circuits of their realm, and
they enjoy all the advantages of the universe broadcasts and the re-
ectivity services of the superuniverse.

7. POSTTEACHER SON MAN
1 e Sons of thenext order to arrive on the average evolutionary

world are the Trinity Teacher Sons, the divine Sons of the Paradise
Trinity. Again we nd Urantia out of step with its sister spheres
in that your Jesus has promised to return. at promise he will cer-
tainly ful l, but no one knowswhether his second comingwill pre-
cede or follow the appearances of Magisterial or Teacher Sons on
Urantia.

2 e Teacher Sons come in groups to the spiritualizing worlds.
A planetary Teacher Son is assisted and supported by 70 primary
Sons, 12 secondary Sons, and three of the highest andmost experi-
enced of the supreme order of Daynals. is corps will remain for
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some time on the world, long enough to effect the transition from
the evolutionary ages to the era of light and life — not less than
1,000 years of planetary time and o en considerably longer. is
mission is a Trinity contribution to the antecedent efforts of all the
divine personalities who have ministered to an inhabited world.

3 ¶ e revelation of truth is now extended to the central uni-
verse and to Paradise. e races are becoming highly spiritual. A
great people has evolved and a great age is approaching. e ed-
ucational, economic, and administrative systems of the planet are
undergoing radical transformations. New values and relationships
are being established. e kingdomofheaven is appearingon earth,
and the glory of God is being shed abroad in the world.

4 is is the dispensation when many mortals are translated
from among the living. As the era of Trinity Teacher Sons pro-
gresses, the spiritual allegiance of themortals of timebecomesmore
andmore universal. Natural death becomes less frequent as theAd-
justers increasingly fuse with their subjects during the lifetime in
the esh. e planet eventually is classed as of the primary modi-
ed order of mortal ascension.
5 ¶ Life during this era is pleasant and pro table. Degeneracy

and the antisocial end products of the long evolutionary struggle
have been virtually obliterated. e length of life approaches 500
Urantia years, and the reproductive rate of racial increase is intel-
ligently controlled. An entirely new order of society has arrived.

ere are still great differences among mortals, but the state of so-
ciety more nearly approaches the ideals of social brotherhood and
spiritual equality. Representative government is vanishing, and the
world is passing under the rule of individual self-control. e func-
tion of government is chie y directed to collective tasks of social
administration and economic co-ordination. e golden age is
coming on apace; the temporal goal of the long and intense plane-
tary evolutionary struggle is in sight. e reward of the ages is soon
to be realized; the wisdom of the Gods is about to be manifested.

6 e physical administration of a world during this age requires
about one hour each day on the part of every adult individual; that
is, the equivalent of one Urantia hour. e planet is in close touch
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with universe affairs, and its people scan the latest broadcasts with
the same keen interest you now manifest in the latest editions of
your daily newspapers. ese races are occupied with a thousand
things of interest unknown on your world.

7 ¶ Increasingly, true planetary allegiance to the Supreme Being
grows. Generation a er generation,more andmore of the race step
into line with those who practise justice and live mercy. Slowly but
surely the world is being won to the joyous service of the Sons of
God. e physical difficulties and material problems have been
largely solved; the planet is ripening for advanced life and a more
settled existence.

8 ¶ From time to time throughout their dispensation, Teacher
Sons continue to come to these peaceful worlds. ey do not leave
aworld until they observe that the evolutionary plan, as it concerns
that planet, is working smoothly. A Magisterial Son of judgment
usually accompanies the Teacher Sons on their successivemissions,
while another such Son functions at the time of their departure,
and these judicial actions continue from age to age throughout the
duration of the mortal regime of time and space.

9 Each recurringmissionof theTrinityTeacher Sons successively
exalts such a supernal world to ever-ascending heights of wisdom,
spirituality, and cosmic illumination. But the noble natives of such
a sphere are still nite andmortal. Nothing is perfect; nevertheless,
there is evolving a quality of near perfection in the operation of an
imperfect world and in the lives of its human inhabitants.

10 ¶ e Trinity Teacher Sonsmay returnmany times to the same
world. But sooner or later, in connection with the termination of
one of their missions, the Planetary Prince is elevated to the posi-
tion of Planetary Sovereign, and the System Sovereign appears to
proclaim the entrance of such aworld upon the era of light and life.

11 It was of the conclusion of the terminal mission of the Teacher
Sons (at least that would be the chronology on a normal world)
that John wrote: “I saw a new heaven and a new earth and the
new Jerusalem coming down from God out of heaven, prepared
as a princess adorned for the prince.”

12 is is the same renovated earth, the advanced planetary stage,
that the olden seer envisioned when he wrote: “‘For, as the new
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heavens and the new earth, which I will make, shall remain before
me, so shall you and your children survive; and it shall come to
pass that from one new moon to another and from one Sabbath to
another all esh shall come to worship before me,’ says the Lord.”

13 It is the mortals of such an age who are described as “a chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, an exalted people;
and you shall show forth the praises of Him who has called you
out of darkness into this marvellous light.”

14 ¶ No matter what the special natural history of an individ-
ual planet may be, no difference whether a realm has been wholly
loyal, tainted with evil, or cursed by sin — no matter what the an-
tecedents may be — sooner or later the grace of God and the min-
istry of angels will usher in the day of the advent of the Trinity
Teacher Sons; and their departure, following their nal mission,
will inaugurate this superb era of light and life.

15 All the worlds of Satania can join in the hope of the one who
wrote: “Nevertheless we, according to His promise, look for a new
heaven and a new earth, wherein dwells righteousness. Wherefore,
beloved, seeing that you look for such things, be diligent that you
may be found by Him in peace, without spot and blameless.”

16 ¶ e departure of the Teacher Son corps, at the end of their
rst or some subsequent reign, ushers in the dawnof the era of light

and life—the threshold of the transition from time to the vestibule
of eternity. e planetary realization of this era of light and life far
more than equals the fondest expectations of Urantia mortals who
have entertained no more farseeing concepts of the future life than
those embraced within religious beliefs which depict heaven as the
immediate destiny and nal dwelling place of surviving mortals.

ahb

17 [Sponsored by a Mighty Messenger temporarily attached to
the staff of Gabriel.]



PAPER №53
THE LUCIFER REBELLION

Manovandet Melchizedek

LUCIFER was a brilliant primary Lanonandek Son of Ne-
badon. He had experienced service in many systems, had
been a high counsellor of his group, and was distinguished

for wisdom, sagacity, and efficiency. Lucifer was number 37 of his
order, and when commissioned by the Melchizedeks, he was des-
ignated as one of the 100 most able and brilliant personalities in
more than 700,000 of his kind. From such a magni cent begin-
ning, through evil and error, he embraced sin and now is num-
bered as one of three System Sovereigns inNebadon who have suc-
cumbed to the urge of self and surrendered to the sophistry of spu-
rious personal liberty — rejection of universe allegiance and disre-
gard of fraternal obligations, blindness to cosmic relationships.

2 In the universe of Nebadon, the domain of Christ Michael,
there are 10,000 systems of inhabited worlds. In all the history of
Lanonandek Sons, in all their work throughout these thousands of
systems and at the universe headquarters, only three System Sover-
eigns have ever been found in contempt of the government of the
Creator Son.

1. THE LEADERS OF REBELLION
1 Lucifer was not an ascendant being; he was a created Son of

the local universe, and of him it was said: “You were perfect in all
your ways from the day you were created till unrighteousness was
found in you.” Many times had he been in counsel with the Most
Highs of Edentia. And Lucifer reigned “upon the holy mountain
of God,” the administrative mount of Jerusem, for he was the chief
executive of a great system of 607 inhabited worlds.

2 Lucifer was a magni cent being, a brilliant personality; he
stood next to the Most High Fathers of the constellations in the
direct line of universe authority. Notwithstanding Lucifer’s trans-
gression, subordinate intelligences refrained from showing him
disrespect and disdain prior to Michael’s bestowal on Urantia.
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Even the archangel of Michael, at the time of Moses’ resurrection,
“did not bring against him an accusing judgment but simply said,
‘the Judge rebuke you.’” Judgment in such matters belongs to the
Ancients of Days, the rulers of the superuniverse.

3 Lucifer is now the fallen and deposed Sovereign of Satania.
Self-contemplation is most disastrous, even to the exalted person-
alities of the celestial world. Of Lucifer it was said: “Your heart
was li ed up because of your beauty; you corrupted your wisdom
because of your brightness.” Your olden prophet saw his sad estate
when he wrote: “How are you fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son
of themorning! How are you cast down, youwho dared to confuse
the worlds!”

4 Very little was heard of Lucifer on Urantia owing to the fact
that he assigned his rst lieutenant, Satan, to advocate his cause on
your planet. Satan was a member of the same primary group of La-
nonandeks but had never functioned as a System Sovereign; he en-
tered fully into the Lucifer insurrection. e “devil” is none other
thanCaligastia, the deposed Planetary Prince ofUrantia and a Son
of the secondary order of Lanonandeks. At the time Michael was
on Urantia in the esh, Lucifer, Satan, and Caligastia were leagued
together to effect themiscarriage of his bestowal mission. But they
signally failed.

5 Abaddon was the chief of the staff of Caligastia. He followed
his master into rebellion and has ever since acted as chief execu-
tive of the Urantia rebels. Beelzebub was the leader of the dis-
loyal midway creatures who allied themselves with the forces of the
traitorous Caligastia.

6 ¶ e dragon eventually became the symbolic representation
of all these evil personages. Upon the triumphofMichael, “Gabriel
came down from Salvington and bound the dragon (all the rebel
leaders) for an age.”* Of the Jerusem seraphic rebels it is written:
“And the angels who kept not their rst estate but le their own

1.6. “… bound the dragon (all the rebel leaders) for an age.”We must not forget, how-
ever, the following verse, Rev 20.3, which reads “… and a er that he must be loosed a
little season.”
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habitation, he has reserved in sure chains of darkness to the judg-
ment of the great day.”

2. THE CAUSES OF REBELLION
1 Lucifer and his rst assistant, Satan, had reigned on Jerusem

for more than 500,000 years when in their hearts they began to ar-
ray themselves against theUniversal Father and his then vicegerent
Son, Michael.

2 ere were no peculiar or special conditions in the system of
Satania which suggested or favoured rebellion. It is our belief that
the idea took origin and form in Lucifer’s mind, and that he might
have instigated such a rebellion no matter where he might have
been stationed. Lucifer rst announced his plans to Satan, but it
required several months to corrupt the mind of his able and bril-
liant associate. However, when once converted to the rebel theo-
ries, he became a bold and earnest advocate of “self-assertion and
liberty.”

3 ¶ No one ever suggested rebellion to Lucifer. e idea of self-
assertion in opposition to thewill ofMichael and to the plans of the
Universal Father, as they are represented in Michael, had its origin
in his own mind. His relations with the Creator Son had been in-
timate and always cordial. At no time prior to the exaltation of his
ownmind did Lucifer openly express dissatisfaction about the uni-
verse administration. Notwithstanding his silence, for more than
100 years of standard time the Union of Days on Salvington had
been re ectivating to Uversa that all was not at peace in Lucifer’s
mind. is information was also communicated to the Creator
Son and the Constellation Fathers of Norlatiadek.

4 roughout this period Lucifer became increasingly critical
of the entire plan of universe administration but always professed
wholehearted loyalty to the Supreme Rulers. His rst outspoken
disloyalty was manifested on the occasion of a visit of Gabriel to
Jerusem just a few days before the open proclamation of the Lu-
cifer Declaration of Liberty. Gabriel was so profoundly impressed
with the certainty of the impending outbreak that he went direct
to Edentia to confer with the Constellation Fathers regarding the
measures to be employed in case of open rebellion.
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5 It is very difficult to point out the exact cause or causes which
nally culminated in the Lucifer rebellion. We are certain of only

one thing, and that is: Whatever these rst beginnings were, they
had their origin in Lucifer’s mind. ere must have been a pride
of self that nourished itself to the point of self-deception, so that
Lucifer for a time really persuaded himself that his contemplation
of rebellion was actually for the good of the system, if not of the
universe. By the time his plans had developed to the point of disil-
lusionment, no doubt he had gone too far for his original and mis-
chief-making pride to permit him to stop. At some point in this ex-
perience he became insincere, and evil evolved into deliberate and
wilful sin. at this happened is proved by the subsequent conduct
of this brilliant executive. He was long offered opportunity for re-
pentance, but only some of his subordinates ever accepted the prof-
fered mercy. e Faithful of Days of Edentia, on the request of the
Constellation Fathers, in person presented the plan of Michael for
the saving of these agrant rebels, but always was the mercy of the
Creator Son rejected and rejected with increasing contempt and
disdain.

3. THE LUCIFER MANIFESTO
1 Whatever the early origins of trouble in the hearts of Lucifer

and Satan, the nal outbreak took form as the Lucifer Declaration
of Liberty. e cause of the rebels was stated under three heads:

2 1. e reality of the Universal Father. Lucifer charged that
the Universal Father did not really exist, that physical gravity and
space-energy were inherent in the universe, and that the Father was
a myth invented by the Paradise Sons to enable them to maintain
the rule of the universes in the Father’s name. He denied that per-
sonality was a gi of the Universal Father. He even intimated that
the naliters were in collusionwith the Paradise Sons to foist fraud
upon all creation since theynever brought back a very clear-cut idea
of the Father’s actual personality as it is discernible on Paradise. He
traded on reverence as ignorance. e charge was sweeping, terri-
ble, and blasphemous. It was this veiled attack upon the naliters
that no doubt in uenced the ascendant citizens then on Jerusem to
stand rm and remain steadfast in resistance to all the rebel’s pro-
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posals.
3 2. e universe government of the Creator Son — Michael.

Lucifer contended that the local systems should be autonomous.
He protested against the right of Michael, the Creator Son, to as-
sume sovereignty of Nebadon in the name of a hypothetical Para-
dise Father and require all personalities to acknowledge allegiance
to this unseen Father. He asserted that the whole plan of worship
was a clever scheme to aggrandize theParadise Sons. Hewaswilling
to acknowledge Michael as his Creator-father but not as his God
and rightful ruler.

4 Most bitterly did he attack the right of the Ancients of Days
— “foreign potentates” — to interfere in the affairs of the local
systems and universes. ese rulers he denounced as tyrants and
usurpers. He exhorted his followers to believe that none of these
rulers could do aught to interfere with the operation of complete
home rule if men and angels only had the courage to assert them-
selves and boldly claim their rights.

5 He contended that the executioners of the Ancients of Days
could be debarred from functioning in the local systems if the na-
tive beings would only assert their independence. He maintained
that immortality was inherent in the system personalities, that res-
urrection was natural and automatic, and that all beings would live
eternally except for the arbitrary and unjust acts of the executioners
of the Ancients of Days.

6 3. e attack upon the universal plan of ascendant mortal
training. Lucifer maintained that far too much time and energy
were expended upon the scheme of so thoroughly training ascend-
ing mortals in the principles of universe administration, princi-
ples which he alleged were unethical and unsound. He protested
against the agelong program for preparing the mortals of space
for some unknown destiny and pointed to the presence of the -
naliter corps on Jerusem as proof that these mortals had spent ages
of preparation for some destiny of pure ction. With derision he
pointed out that the naliters had encountered a destiny no more
glorious than to be returned to humble spheres similar to those of
their origin. He intimated that they had been debauched by over-
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much discipline and prolonged training, and that they were in re-
ality traitors to their mortal fellows since they were now co-oper-
ating with the scheme of enslaving all creation to the ctions of a
mythical eternal destiny for ascending mortals. He advocated that
ascenders should enjoy the liberty of individual self-determination.
He challenged and condemned the entire plan of mortal ascension
as sponsored by the Paradise Sons of God and supported by the
In nite Spirit.

7 ¶ And it was with such a Declaration of Liberty that Lucifer
launched his orgy of darkness and death.

4. OUTBREAK OF THE REBELLION
1 e Lucifer manifesto was issued at the annual conclave of Sa-

tania on the sea of glass, in the presence of the assembled hosts of
Jerusem, on the last day of the year, about 200,000 years ago, Uran-
tia time. Satan proclaimed thatworship could be accorded the uni-
versal forces — physical, intellectual, and spiritual — but that alle-
giance could be acknowledged only to the actual and present ruler,
Lucifer, the “friend of men and angels” and the “God of liberty.”

2 Self-assertion was the battle cry of the Lucifer rebellion. One
of his chief arguments was that, if self-government was good and
right for the Melchizedeks and other groups, it was equally good
for all orders of intelligence. He was bold and persistent in the ad-
vocacy of the “equality of mind” and “the brotherhood of intelli-
gence.”Hemaintained that all government should be limited to the
local planets and their voluntary confederation into the local sys-
tems. All other supervision he disallowed. He promised the Plane-
tary Princes that they should rule theworlds as supreme executives.
He denounced the location of legislative activities on the constel-
lation headquarters and the conduct of judicial affairs on the uni-
verse capital. He contended that all these functions of government
should be concentrated on the system capitals and proceeded to
set up his own legislative assembly and organized his own tribunals
under the jurisdiction of Satan. And he directed that the princes
on the apostate worlds do the same.

3 e entire administrative cabinet of Lucifer went over in a
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body and were sworn in publicly as the officers of the administra-
tion of the new head of “the liberated worlds and systems.”

4 ¶ While there had been two previous rebellions in Nebadon,
they were in distant constellations. Lucifer held that these insur-
rectionswere unsuccessful because themajority of the intelligences
failed to follow their leaders. He contended that “majorities rule,”*
that “mind is infallible.” e freedom allowed him by the universe
rulers apparently sustained many of his nefarious contentions. He
de ed all his superiors; yet they apparently took no note of his do-
ings. Hewas given a free hand to prosecute his seductive planwith-
out let or hindrance.

5 ¶ All the merciful delays of justice Lucifer pointed to as evi-
dence of the inability of the government of the Paradise Sons to
stop the rebellion. He would openly defy and arrogantly challenge
Michael, Immanuel, and the Ancients of Days and then point to
the fact that no action ensued as positive evidence of the impotency
of the universe and the superuniverse governments.

6 Gabriel was personally present throughout all these disloyal
proceedings and only announced that hewould, in due time, speak
for Michael, and that all beings would be le free and unmolested
in their choice; that the “government of the Sons for the Father de-
sired only that loyalty and devotion which was voluntary, whole-
hearted, and sophistry-proof.”

7 ¶ Lucifer was permitted fully to establish and thoroughly to
organize his rebel government before Gabriel made any effort to
contest the right of secession or to counterwork the rebel propa-
ganda. But the Constellation Fathers immediately con ned the
action of these disloyal personalities to the system of Satania. Nev-
ertheless, this period of delay was a time of great trial and testing to
the loyal beings of all Satania. All was chaotic for a few years, and
there was great confusion on the mansion worlds.

5. NATURE OF THE CONFLICT
1 Upon the outbreak of the Satania rebellion, Michael took

counsel of his Paradise brother, Immanuel. Following this mo-

4.4.He contended that “majorities rule,”Hence we learn that Lucifer was the rst pro-
tagonist of democracy in our Universe.
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mentous conference,Michael announced that hewould pursue the
same policy which had characterized his dealings with similar up-
heavals in the past, an attitude of noninterference.

2 ¶ At the time of this rebellion and the two which preceded it
there was no absolute and personal sovereign authority in the uni-
verse of Nebadon. Michael ruled by divine right, as vicegerent of
theUniversal Father, but not yet in his own personal right. He had
not completed his bestowal career; he had not yet been vestedwith
“all power in heaven and on earth.”

3 From the outbreak of rebellion to the day of his enthronement
as sovereign ruler of Nebadon, Michael never interfered with the
rebel forces of Lucifer; theywere allowed to run a free course for al-
most 200,000 years ofUrantia time. ChristMichael nowhas ample
power and authority to deal promptly, even summarily, with such
outbreaks of disloyalty, but we doubt that this sovereign authority
would lead him to act differently if another such upheaval should
occur.

4 ¶ Since Michael elected to remain aloof from the actual war-
fare of the Lucifer rebellion, Gabriel called his personal staff to-
gether on Edentia and, in counsel with the Most Highs, elected to
assume command of the loyal hosts of Satania. Michael remained
on Salvington while Gabriel proceeded to Jerusem, and establish-
ing himself on the sphere dedicated to the Father— the sameUni-
versal Father whose personality Lucifer and Satan had questioned
— in the presence of the forgathered hosts of loyal personalities,
he displayed the banner of Michael, the material emblem of the
Trinity government of all creation, the three azure blue concentric
circles* on a white background.

5.4. the three azure blue concentric circles, Let us think about the possible reason for
this emblem. Many visionaries andmystics (including the present editor) have visualised
the evolving immortal (“morontia”, in terminology of the Urantia Papers) soul as a
blue sphere of light, see for example the excellent presentation by Troy R. Bishop here:
http://www.starspring.com/gloriousascent/swi-files/glorious_-
ascent.html. Furthermore, if we rotate the three blue concentric circles around the
common axis of symmetry, they will appear as one blue sphere. erefore, we see that
the emblem of the three concentric circles not only represents the Trinity government,
but also the morontia soul, i.e. the true essence of what we are becoming.
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5 e Lucifer emblem was a banner of white with one red circle,
in the centre of which a black solid circle appeared.

6 “ ere was war in heaven; Michael’s commander and his an-
gels fought against the dragon (Lucifer, Satan, and the apostate
princes); and the dragon and his rebellious angels fought but pre-
vailed not.” is “war in heaven” was not a physical battle as such
a con ict might be conceived on Urantia. In the early days of
the struggle Lucifer held forth continuously in the planetary am-
phitheatre. Gabriel conducted an unceasing exposure of the rebel
sophistries from his headquarters taken up near at hand. e var-
ious personalities present on the sphere who were in doubt as to
their attitude would journey back and forth between these discus-
sions until they arrived at a nal decision.

7 But this war in heaven was very terrible and very real. While
displaying none of the barbarities so characteristic of physical war-
fare on the immature worlds, this con ict was farmore deadly; ma-
terial life is in jeopardy in material combat, but the war in heaven
was fought in terms of life eternal.

6. A LOYAL SERAPHIC COMMANDER
1 ere were many noble and inspiring acts of devotion and loy-

alty which were performed by numerous personalities during the
interim between the outbreak of hostilities and the arrival of the
new system ruler and his staff. But the most thrilling of all these
daring feats of devotion was the courageous conduct of Manotia,
the second in command of the Satania headquarters’ seraphim.

2 At the outbreak of rebellion on Jerusem the head of the se-
raphic hosts joined the Lucifer cause. is no doubt explains why
such a large number of the fourth order, the system administrator
seraphim, went astray. e seraphic leader was spiritually blinded
by the brilliant personality of Lucifer; his charmingways fascinated
the lower orders of celestial beings. ey simply could not com-
prehend that it was possible for such a dazzling personality to go
wrong.

3 ¶ Not long since, in describing the experiences associated with
the onset of the Lucifer rebellion, Manotia said: “But my most ex-
hilarating moment was the thrilling adventure connected with the
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Lucifer rebellion when, as second seraphic commander, I refused
to participate in the projected insult to Michael; and the powerful
rebels sought my destruction by means of the liaison forces they
had arranged. ere was a tremendous upheaval on Jerusem, but
not a single loyal seraphim was harmed.

4 “Upon the default of my immediate superior it devolved upon
me to assume command of the angelic hosts of Jerusem as the tit-
ular director of the confused seraphic affairs of the system. I was
morally upheld by the Melchizedeks, ably assisted by a majority of
the Material Sons, deserted by a tremendous group of my own or-
der, but magni cently supported by the ascendant mortals on Je-
rusem.

5 “Having been automatically thrown out of the constellation
circuits by the secession of Lucifer, we were dependent on the loy-
alty of our intelligence corps, who forwarded calls for help toEden-
tia from the near-by system of Rantulia; and we found that the
kingdom of order, the intellect of loyalty, and the spirit of truth
were inherently triumphant over rebellion, self-assertion, and so-
called personal liberty; we were able to carry on until the arrival of
the new System Sovereign, the worthy successor of Lucifer. And
immediately therea er I was assigned to the corps of the Melchi-
zedek receivership of Urantia, assuming jurisdiction over the loyal
seraphic orders on the world of the traitorous Caligastia, who had
proclaimed his sphere a member of the newly projected system of
‘liberated worlds and emancipated personalities’ proposed in the
infamous Declaration of Liberty issued by Lucifer in his call to the
‘liberty-loving, free-thinking, and forward-looking intelligences of
the misruled and maladministered worlds of Satania.’”

6 ¶ is angel is still in service on Urantia, functioning as asso-
ciate chief of seraphim.

7. HISTORY OF THE REBELLION
1 e Lucifer rebellion was system wide. 37 seceding Planetary

Princes swung their world administrations largely to the side of the
archrebel. Only on Panoptia* did the Planetary Prince fail to carry
7.1. Panoptia, is a coined word from the Greek pre x pan- “all” and Greek optos “visi-
ble”, resulting in the probable meaning of “the place of those who see all (or “see the big
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his peoplewith him. On thisworld, under the guidance of theMel-
chizedeks, the people rallied to the support of Michael. Ellanora,
a young woman of that mortal realm, grasped the leadership of the
human races, and not a single soul on that strife-torn world en-
listed under the Lucifer banner. And ever since have these loyal
Panoptians served on the seventh Jerusem transition world as the
caretakers and builders on the Father’s sphere and its surrounding
seven detention worlds. e Panoptians not only act as the literal
custodians of these worlds, but they also execute the personal or-
ders of Michael for the embellishment of these spheres for some
future and unknown use. ey do this work as they tarry en route
to Edentia.

2 roughout this period Caligastia was advocating the cause of
Lucifer on Urantia. e Melchizedeks ably opposed the apostate
Planetary Prince, but the sophistries of unbridled liberty and the
delusions of self-assertion had every opportunity for deceiving the
primitive peoples of a young and undeveloped world.

3 All secession propaganda had to be carried on by personal ef-
fort because the broadcast service and all other avenues of inter-
planetary communication were suspended by the action of the sys-
tem circuit supervisors. Upon the actual outbreak of the insurrec-
tion the entire system of Satania was isolated in both the constel-
lation and the universe circuits. During this time all incoming and
outgoingmessages were dispatched by seraphic agents and Solitary
Messengers. e circuits to the fallen worlds were also cut off, so
that Lucifer could not utilize this avenue for the furtherance of his
nefarious scheme. And these circuits will not be restored so long as
the archrebel lives within the con nes of Satania.

4 is was a Lanonandek rebellion. e higher orders of local
universe sonship did not join the Lucifer secession, although a few
of the Life Carriers stationed on the rebel planets were somewhat
in uenced by the rebellion of the disloyal princes. None of the
Trinitized Sonswent astray. eMelchizedeks, archangels, and the
Brilliant Evening Stars were all loyal to Michael and, with Gabriel,
valiantly contended for the Father’s will and the Son’s rule.

picture”).
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5 No beings of Paradise origin were involved in disloyalty. To-
gether with the Solitary Messengers they took up headquarters on
the world of the Spirit and remained under the leadership of the
Faithful of Days of Edentia. None of the conciliators apostatized,
nor did a single one of the Celestial Recorders go astray. But a
heavy toll was taken of the Morontia Companions and the Man-
sion World Teachers.

6 Of the supreme order of seraphim, not an angel was lost, but
a considerable group of the next order, the superior, were deceived
and ensnared. Likewise a few of the third or supervisor order of
angels were misled. But the terrible breakdown came in the fourth
group, the administrator angels, those seraphim who are normally
assigned to the duties of the system capitals. Manotia saved almost
two thirds of them, but slightly over ⅓ followed their chief into the
rebel ranks. One third of all the Jerusem cherubim attached to the
administrator angels were lost with their disloyal seraphim.

7 Of the planetary angelic helpers, those assigned to the Mate-
rial Sons, about ⅓ were deceived, and almost 10% of the transition
ministers were ensnared. In symbol John saw this when he wrote*
of the great red dragon, saying: “And his tail drew a third part of
the stars of heaven and cast them down in darkness.”

8 e greatest loss occurred in the angelic ranks, but most of
the lower orders of intelligence were involved in disloyalty. Of the
681,227* Material Sons lost in Satania, 95% were casualties of the
Lucifer rebellion. Large numbers of midway creatures were lost on
those individual planetswhosePlanetaryPrinces joined theLucifer
cause.

9 ¶ In many respects this rebellion was the most widespread and
disastrous of all such occurrences in Nebadon. More personalities
were involved in this insurrection than in both of the others. And it
is to their everlasting dishonour that the emissaries of Lucifer and

7. In symbol John saw this when he wrote, Note that the quotation from Revela-
tion 12:4 is not exact. e Greek (and almost all other) sources say “cast them into
the earth” and not “cast them down in darkness”. However, it is worth mentioning that
some ancient Armenian MSS omit the phrase “into the earth” and instead say “from
heaven”.
8. 681,227, See the note at 51:1.5.
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Satan spared not the infant-training schools on the naliter cul-
tural planet but rather sought to corrupt these developing minds
in mercy salvaged from the evolutionary worlds.

10 ¶ e ascending mortals were vulnerable, but they withstood
the sophistries of rebellion better than the lower spirits. While
many on the lower mansion worlds, those who had not attained
nal fusion with their Adjusters, fell, it is recorded to the glory of

the wisdom of the ascension scheme that not a single member of
the Satania ascendant citizenship resident on Jerusem participated
in the Lucifer rebellion.

11 Hour by hour and day by day the broadcast stations of all Ne-
badon were thronged by the anxious watchers of every imaginable
class of celestial intelligence, who intently perused the bulletins
of the Satania rebellion and rejoiced as the reports continuously
narrated the unswerving loyalty of the ascending mortals who, un-
der their Melchizedek leadership, successfully withstood the com-
bined and protracted efforts of all the subtle evil forces which so
swi ly gathered around the banners of secession and sin.

12 It was over two years of system time from the beginning of the
“war in heaven” until the installation of Lucifer’s successor. But at
last the new Sovereign came, landing on the sea of glass with his
staff. I was among the reserves mobilized on Edentia by Gabriel,
and I well remember the rst message of Lanaforge to the Constel-
lation Father of Norlatiadek. It read: “Not a single Jerusem citi-
zen was lost. Every ascendant mortal survived the ery trial and
emerged from the crucial test triumphant and altogether victori-
ous.” And on to Salvington, Uversa, and Paradise went this mes-
sage of assurance that the survival experience of mortal ascension
is the greatest security against rebellion and the surest safeguard
against sin. is noble Jerusem band of faithful mortals numbered
just 187,432,811.

13 ¶ With the arrival of Lanaforge the archrebels were dethroned
and shorn of all governing powers, though they were permitted
freely to go about Jerusem, the morontia spheres, and even to the
individual inhabited worlds. ey continued their deceptive and
seductive efforts to confuse and mislead the minds of men and an-
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gels. But as concerned their work on the administrative mount of
Jerusem, “their place was found no more.”

14 ¶ While Lucifer was deprived of all administrative authority
in Satania, there then existed no local universe power nor tribunal
which could detain or destroy this wicked rebel; at that time Mi-
chael was not a sovereign ruler. e Ancients of Days sustained the
Constellation Fathers in their seizure of the system government,
but they have never handed down any subsequent decisions in the
many appeals still pending with regard to the present status and
future disposition of Lucifer, Satan, and their associates.

15 us were these archrebels allowed to roam the entire system
to seek further penetration for their doctrines of discontent and
self-assertion. But in almost 200,000 Urantia years they have been
unable to deceive another world. No Satania worlds have been lost
since the fall of the37, not even those youngerworlds peopled since
that day of rebellion.

8. THE SON OF MAN ON URANTIA
1 Lucifer and Satan freely roamed the Satania system until the

completion of the bestowal mission of Michael on Urantia. ey
were last on yourworld together during the time of their combined
assault upon the Son of Man.

2 Formerly, when the Planetary Princes, the “Sons of God,” were
periodically assembled, “Satan came also,” claiming that he repre-
sented all of the isolatedworlds of the fallen Planetary Princes. But
he has not been accorded such liberty on Jerusem since Michael’s
terminal bestowal. Subsequent to their effort to corrupt Michael
when in the bestowal esh, all sympathy for Lucifer and Satan has
perished throughout all Satania, that is, outside the isolated worlds
of sin.

3 ¶ e bestowal of Michael terminated the Lucifer rebellion in
all Satania aside from the planets of the apostate Planetary Princes.
And this was the signi cance of Jesus’ personal experience, just be-
fore his death in the esh, when he one day exclaimed to his dis-
ciples, “And I beheld Satan fall as lightning from heaven.” He had
come with Lucifer to Urantia for the last crucial struggle.
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4 e Son ofManwas con dent of success, and he knew that his
triumph on your world would forever settle the status of his age-
long enemies, not only in Satania but also in the other two systems
where sin had entered. ere was survival for mortals and secu-
rity for angels when your Master, in reply to the Lucifer proposals,
calmly and with divine assurance replied, “Get you behind me, Sa-
tan.” at was, in principle, the real end of the Lucifer rebellion.
True, the Uversa tribunals have not yet rendered the executive de-
cision regarding the appeal of Gabriel praying for the destruction
of the rebels, but such a decree will, no doubt, be forthcoming in
the fullness of time since the rst step in the hearing of this case has
already been taken.

5 Caligastia was recognized by the Son of Man as the technical
Prince ofUrantia up tonear the timeof his death. Said Jesus: “Now
is the judgment of this world; now shall the prince of this world be
cast down.” And then still nearer the completion of his lifework he
announced, “ e prince of this world is judged.”And it is this same
dethroned and discredited Prince who was once termed “God of
Urantia.”

6 ¶ e last act of Michael before leaving Urantia was to offer
mercy to Caligastia and Daligastia*, but they spurned his tender
proffer. Caligastia, your apostate Planetary Prince, is still free on
Urantia to prosecute his nefarious designs, but he has absolutely
no power to enter the minds of men, neither can he draw near to
their souls to tempt or corrupt them unless they really desire to be
cursed with his wicked presence.

7 ¶ Before the bestowal of Michael these rulers of darkness
sought to maintain their authority on Urantia, and they persis-
tently withstood the minor and subordinate celestial personalities.
But since the day of Pentecost this traitorous Caligastia and his
equally contemptible associate, Daligastia, are servile before the di-
vine majesty of the Paradise ought Adjusters and the protective

8.6.Daligastia, since theEnglish letter ‘D’ follows ‘C’ in alphabetical order, theprobable
meaning of this name is “the one who is next to Caligastia”. Also, it may be connected
to the Old French dalier “to chat” and English dally with “to have a casual romantic or
sexual liaison with”. On the etymology of the name ‘Caligastia’ see the note on 4:3.3.
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Spirit of Truth, the spirit of Michael, which has been poured out
upon all esh.

8 But even so, no fallen spirit ever did have the power to invade
the minds or to harass the souls of the children of God. Neither
Satan nor Caligastia could ever touch or approach the faith sons of
God; faith is an effective armour against sin and iniquity. It is true:
“Hewho is born ofGod keeps himself, and thewicked one touches
him not.”

9 In general, when weak and dissolute mortals are supposed to
be under the in uence of devils and demons, they are merely be-
ing dominated by their own inherent and debased tendencies, be-
ing led away by their own natural propensities. e devil has
been given a great deal of credit for evil which does not belong to
him. Caligastia has been comparatively impotent since the cross of
Christ.

9. PRESENT STATUS OF THE REBELLION
1 Early in the days of the Lucifer rebellion, salvation was offered

all rebels by Michael. To all who would show proof of sincere re-
pentance, he offered, upon his attainment of complete universe
sovereignty, forgiveness and reinstatement in some form of uni-
verse service. None of the leaders accepted this merciful proffer.
But thousands of the angels and the lower orders of celestial beings,
including hundreds of the Material Sons and Daughters, accepted
themercy proclaimed by the Panoptians andwere given rehabilita-
tion at the time of Jesus’ resurrection 1900 years ago. ese beings
have since been transferred to the Father’s world of Jerusem, where
they must be held, technically, until the Uversa courts hand down
a decision in the matter of Gabriel vs. Lucifer. But no one doubts
that, when the annihilation verdict is issued, these repentant and
salvaged personalities will be exempted from the decree of extinc-
tion. ese probationary souls now labour with the Panoptians in
the work of caring for the Father’s world.

2 ¶ e archdeceiver has never been on Urantia since the days
whenhe sought to turnbackMichael fromthepurpose to complete
the bestowal and to establish himself nally and securely as the un-
quali ed ruler of Nebadon. Upon Michael’s becoming the settled
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head of the universe ofNebadon, Lucifer was taken into custody by
the agents of theUversaAncients ofDays and has since been a pris-
oner on satellite number one of the Father’s group of the transition
spheres of Jerusem. Andhere the rulers of otherworlds and systems
behold the endof the unfaithful Sovereign of Satania. Paul knewof
the status of these rebellious leaders following Michael’s bestowal,
for he wrote of Caligastia’s chiefs as “spiritual hosts of wickedness
in the heavenly places.”

3 ¶ Michael, upon assuming the supreme sovereignty of Neba-
don, petitioned theAncients ofDays for authority to intern all per-
sonalities concerned in the Lucifer rebellion pending the rulings of
the superuniverse tribunals in the case ofGabriel vs. Lucifer, placed
on the records of the Uversa supreme court almost 200,000 years
ago, as you reckon time. Concerning the system capital group, the
Ancients ofDays granted theMichael petitionwith but a single ex-
ception: Satan was allowed to make periodic visits to the apostate
princes on the fallen worlds until another Son of God should be
accepted by such apostate worlds, or until such time as the courts
of Uversa should begin the adjudication of the case of Gabriel vs.
Lucifer.

4 Satan could come toUrantia because you had no Son of stand-
ing in residence—neither Planetary Prince norMaterial Son. Ma-
chiventa Melchizedek has since been proclaimed vicegerent Plan-
etary Prince of Urantia, and the opening of the case of Gabriel
vs. Lucifer has signalized the inauguration of temporary plane-
tary regimes on all the isolated worlds. It is true that Satan did
periodically visit Caligastia and others of the fallen princes right
up to the time of the presentation of these revelations, when there
occurred the rst hearing of Gabriel’s plea for the annihilation of
the archrebels. Satan is now unquali edly detained on the Jerusem
prison worlds.

5 ¶ Since Michael’s nal bestowal no one in all Satania has de-
sired to go to the prison worlds to minister to the interned rebels.
And no more beings have been won to the deceiver’s cause. For
1900 years the status has been unchanged.

6 Wedonot look for a removal of the present Satania restrictions
until the Ancients of Days make nal disposition of the archrebels.
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e system circuits will not be reinstated so long as Lucifer lives.
Meantime, he is wholly inactive.

7 e rebellion has ended on Jerusem. It ends on the fallen
worlds as fast as divine Sons arrive. We believe that all rebels who
will ever accept mercy have done so. We await the ashing broad-
cast that will deprive these traitors of personality existence. We
anticipate the verdict of Uversa will be announced by the execu-
tionary broadcast which will effect the annihilation of these in-
terned rebels. en will you look for their places, but they shall
not be found. “And they who know you among the worlds will be
astonished at you; you have been a terror, but never shall you be
any more.” And thus shall all of these unworthy traitors “become
as though they had not been.” All await the Uversa decree.

8 But for ages the seven prison worlds of spiritual darkness in
Satania have constituted a solemn warning to all Nebadon, elo-
quently and effectively proclaiming the great truth “that the way
of the transgressor is hard”; “that within every sin is concealed the
seed of its own destruction”; that “the wages of sin is death.”

ahb

9 [Presented by Manovandet Melchizedek, onetime attached to
the receivership of Urantia.]



PAPER №54
PROBLEMS OF THE LUCIFER REBELLION

Mighty Messenger

EVOLUTIONARY man nds it difficult fully to compre-
hend the signi cance and to grasp the meanings of evil, er-
ror, sin, and iniquity. Man is slow to perceive that con-

trastive perfection and imperfection produce potential evil; that
con icting truth and falsehood create confusing error; that the
divine endowment of freewill choice eventuates in the divergent
realms of sin and righteousness; that the persistent pursuit of divin-
ity leads to the kingdom of God as contrasted with its continuous
rejection, which leads to the domains of iniquity.

2 e Gods neither create evil nor permit sin and rebellion. Po-
tential evil is time-existent in a universe embracing differential lev-
els of perfection meanings and values. Sin is potential in all realms
where imperfect beings are endowed with the ability to choose be-
tween good and evil. e very con icting presence of truth and
untruth, fact and falsehood, constitutes the potentiality of error.

e deliberate choice of evil constitutes sin; the wilful rejection of
truth is error; the persistent pursuit of sin and error is iniquity.

1. TRUE AND FALSE LIBERTY
1 Of all the perplexing problems growing out of the Lucifer re-

bellion, none has occasionedmore difficulty than the failure of im-
mature evolutionary mortals to distinguish between true and false
liberty.

2 True liberty is the quest of the ages and the reward of evolu-
tionary progress. False liberty is the subtle deception of the error
of time and the evil of space. Enduring liberty is predicated on the
reality of justice — intelligence, maturity, fraternity, and equity.

3 Liberty is a self-destroying technique of cosmic existencewhen
its motivation is unintelligent, unconditioned, and uncontrolled.
True liberty is progressively related to reality and is ever regard-
ful of social equity, cosmic fairness, universe fraternity, and divine
obligations.
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4 Liberty is suicidal when divorced from material justice, intel-
lectual fairness, social forbearance, moral duty, and spiritual values.
Liberty is nonexistent apart from cosmic reality, and all personality
reality is proportional to its divinity relationships.

5 Unbridled self-will and unregulated self-expression equal un-
mitigated sel shness, the acme of ungodliness. Libertywithout the
associated and ever-increasing conquest of self is a gment of ego-
istic mortal imagination. Self-motivated liberty is a conceptual il-
lusion, a cruel deception. Licensemasquerading in the garments of
liberty is the forerunner of abject bondage.

6 True liberty is the associate of genuine self-respect; false lib-
erty is the consort of self-admiration. True liberty is the fruit of
self-control; false liberty, the assumption of self-assertion. Self-
control leads to altruistic service; self-admiration tends towards the
exploitation of others for the sel sh aggrandizement of such amis-
taken individual as is willing to sacri ce righteous attainment for
the sake of possessing unjust power over his fellow beings.

7 ¶ Even wisdom is divine and safe only when it is cosmic in
scope and spiritual in motivation.

8 ¶ ere is no error greater than that species of self-deception
which leads intelligent beings to crave the exercise of power over
other beings for the purpose of depriving these persons of their nat-
ural liberties. e golden rule of human fairness cries out against
all such fraud, unfairness, sel shness, and unrighteousness. Only
true and genuine liberty is compatible with the reign of love and
the ministry of mercy.

9 How dare the self-willed creature encroach upon the rights
of his fellows in the name of personal liberty when the Supreme
Rulers of the universe stand back in merciful respect for these pre-
rogatives of will and potentials of personality! No being, in the
exercise of his supposed personal liberty, has a right to deprive any
other being of those privileges of existence conferred by the Cre-
ators and duly respected by all their loyal associates, subordinates,
and subjects.

10 Evolutionary man may have to contend for his material liber-
ties with tyrants and oppressors on a world of sin and iniquity or
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during the early times of a primitive evolving sphere, but not so on
the morontia worlds or on the spirit spheres. War is the heritage
of early evolutionary man, but on worlds of normal advancing civ-
ilization physical combat as a technique of adjusting racial misun-
derstandings has long since fallen into disrepute.

2. THE THEFT OF LIBERTY
1 With the Son and in the Spirit did God project eternal Ha-

vona, and ever since has there obtained the eternal pattern of co-
ordinate participation in creation — sharing. is pattern of shar-
ing is the master design for every one of the Sons and Daughters of
God who go out into space to engage in the attempt to duplicate
in time the central universe of eternal perfection.

2 Every creature of every evolving universe who aspires to do the
Father’s will is destined to become the partner of the time-space
Creators in this magni cent adventure of experiential perfection
attainment. Were this not true, the Father would have hardly en-
dowed such creatures with creative free will, neither would he in-
dwell them, actually go into partnership with them bymeans of his
own spirit.

3 ¶ Lucifer’s folly was the attempt to do the nondoable, to short-
circuit time in an experiential universe. Lucifer’s crime was the at-
tempted creative disenfranchisement of every personality in Sata-
nia, the unrecognized abridgement of the creature’s personal par-
ticipation — freewill participation — in the long evolutionary
struggle to attain the status of light and life both individually and
collectively. In so doing this onetime Sovereign of your system set
the temporal purpose of his own will directly athwart the eternal
purpose of God’s will as it is revealed in the bestowal of free will
upon all personal creatures. e Lucifer rebellion thus threatened
the maximum possible infringement of the freewill choice of the
ascenders and servers of the system of Satania — a threat forever-
more to deprive every one of these beings of the thrilling experience
of contributing something personal and unique to the slowly erect-
ing monument to experiential wisdom which will sometime exist
as the perfected systemof Satania. us does theLucifermanifesto,
masquerading in the habiliments of liberty, stand forth in the clear
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light of reason as a monumental threat to consummate the the of
personal liberty and to do it on a scale that has been approached
only twice in all the history of Nebadon.

4 In short, what God had given men and angels Lucifer would
have taken away from them, that is, the divine privilege of partici-
pating in the creation of their own destinies and of the destiny of
this local system of inhabited worlds.

5 ¶ Nobeing in all the universe has the rightful liberty to deprive
any other being of true liberty, the right to love and be loved, the
privilege of worshipping God and of serving his fellows.

3. THE TIME LAG OF JUSTICE
1 e moral will creatures of the evolutionary worlds are always

bothered with the unthinking question as to why the all-wise Cre-
ators permit evil and sin. ey fail to comprehend that both are
inevitable if the creature is to be truly free. e free will of evolving
man or exquisite angel is not a mere philosophic concept, a sym-
bolic ideal. Man’s ability to choose good or evil is a universe reality.

is liberty to choose for oneself is an endowment of the Supreme
Rulers, and they will not permit any being or group of beings to
deprive a single personality in the wide universe of this divinely be-
stowed liberty — not even to satisfy such misguided and ignorant
beings in the enjoyment of this misnamed personal liberty.

2 Although conscious and wholehearted identi cation with evil
(sin) is the equivalent of nonexistence (annihilation), there must
always intervene between the time of such personal identi cation
with sin and the execution of the penalty— the automatic result of
such a wilful embrace of evil— a period of time of sufficient length
to allow for such an adjudication of such an individual’s universe
status as will prove entirely satisfactory to all related universe per-
sonalities, and which will be so fair and just as to win the approval
of the sinner himself.

3 But if this universe rebel against the reality of truth and good-
ness refuses to approve the verdict, and if the guilty one knows in
his heart the justice of his condemnation but refuses to make such
confession, then must the execution of sentence be delayed in ac-
cordance with the discretion of the Ancients of Days. And the An-
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cients of Days refuse to annihilate any being until all moral values
and all spiritual realities are extinct, both in the evildoer and in all
related supporters and possible sympathizers.

4. THE MERCY TIME LAG
1 Another problem somewhat difficult of explanation in the

constellation of Norlatiadek pertains to the reasons for permitting
Lucifer, Satan, and the fallen princes to work mischief so long be-
fore being apprehended, interned, and adjudicated.

2 Parents, those who have borne and reared children, are better
able to understandwhyMichael, aCreator-father, might be slow to
condemn and destroy his own Sons. Jesus’ story of the prodigal son
well illustrates how a loving father can long wait for the repentance
of an erring child.

3 e very fact that an evil-doing creature can actually choose to
do wrong— commit sin— establishes the fact of free-willness and
fully justi es any length delay in the execution of justice provided
the extended mercy might conduce to repentance and rehabilita-
tion.

4 ¶ Most of the liberties which Lucifer sought he already had;
others he was to receive in the future. All these precious endow-
ments were lost by giving way to impatience and yielding to a de-
sire to possess what one craves now and to possess it in de ance of
all obligation to respect the rights and liberties of all other beings
composing the universe of universes. Ethical obligations are innate,
divine, and universal.

5 ¶ ere aremany reasons known to uswhy the SupremeRulers
did not immediately destroy or intern the leaders of the Lucifer
rebellion. ere are no doubt still other and possibly better rea-
sons unknown to us. e mercy features of this delay in the ex-
ecution of justice were extended personally by Michael of Neba-
don. Except for the affection of this Creator-father for his erring
Sons, the supreme justice of the superuniverse would have acted. If
such an episode as the Lucifer rebellion had occurred in Nebadon
while Michael was incarnated on Urantia, the instigators of such
evil might have been instantly and absolutely annihilated.
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6 Supreme justice can act instantlywhennot restrained bydivine
mercy. But the ministry of mercy to the children of time and space
always provides for this time lag, this saving interval between seed-
time and harvest. If the seed sowing is good, this interval provides
for the testing and upbuilding of character; if the seed sowing is
evil, this merciful delay provides time for repentance and recti ca-
tion. is time delay in the adjudication and execution of evildoers
is inherent in the mercy ministry of the seven superuniverses. is
restraint of justice by mercy proves that God is love, and that such
a God of love dominates the universes and in mercy controls the
fate and judgment of all his creatures.

7 e mercy delays of time are by the mandate of the free will
of the Creators. ere is good to be derived in the universe from
this technique of patience in dealing with sinful rebels. While it is
all too true that good cannot come of evil to the one who contem-
plates and performs evil, it is equally true that all things (including
evil, potential and manifest) work together for good to all beings
who knowGod, love to do his will, and are ascending Paradiseward
according to his eternal plan and divine purpose.

8 But these mercy delays are not interminable. Notwithstand-
ing the long delay (as time is reckoned on Urantia) in adjudicating
the Lucifer rebellion, wemay record that, during the time of effect-
ing this revelation, the rst hearing in the pending case of Gabriel
vs. Lucifer was held onUversa, and soon therea er there issued the
mandate of theAncients ofDays directing that Satanbehenceforth
con ned to the prison world with Lucifer. is ends the ability of
Satan to pay further visits to any of the fallenworlds of Satania. Jus-
tice in a mercy-dominated universe may be slow, but it is certain.

5. THE WISDOM OF DELAY
1 Of the many reasons known to me as to why Lucifer and his

confederates were not sooner interned or adjudicated, I am per-
mitted to recite the following:

2 1. Mercy requires that every wrongdoer have sufficient time
inwhich to formulate a deliberate and fully chosen attitude regard-
ing his evil thoughts and sinful acts.
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3 2. Supreme justice is dominated by a Father’s love; therefore
will justice never destroy thatwhichmercy can save. Time to accept
salvation is vouchsafed every evildoer.

4 3. No affectionate father is ever precipitate in visiting pun-
ishment upon an erring member of his family. Patience cannot
function independently of time.

5 4. While wrongdoing is always deleterious to a family, wis-
dom and love admonish the upright children to bear with an erring
brother during the time granted by the affectionate father in which
the sinner may see the error of his way and embrace salvation.

6 5. Regardless of Michael’s attitude toward Lucifer, notwith-
standing his being Lucifer’s Creator-father, it was not in the prov-
ince of the Creator Son to exercise summary jurisdiction over the
apostate System Sovereign because he had not then completed his
bestowal career, thereby attaining unquali ed sovereignty of Ne-
badon.

7 6. e Ancients ofDays could have immediately annihilated
these rebels, but they seldom execute wrongdoers without a full
hearing. In this instance they refused to overrule theMichael deci-
sions.

8 7. It is evident that Immanuel counselled Michael to remain
aloof from the rebels and allow rebellion to pursue a natural course
of self-obliteration. And the wisdom of the Union of Days is the
time re ection of the united wisdom of the Paradise Trinity.

9 8. e Faithful ofDays onEdentia advised theConstellation
Fathers to allow the rebels free course to the end that all sympathy
for these evildoers should be the sooner uprooted in the hearts of
every present and future citizen of Norlatiadek — every mortal,
morontia, or spirit creature.

10 9. On Jerusem the personal representative of the Supreme
Executive of Orvonton counselled Gabriel to foster full opportu-
nity for every living creature to mature a deliberate choice in those
matters involved in the Lucifer Declaration of Liberty. e issues
of rebellion having been raised, the Paradise emergency adviser of
Gabriel portrayed that, if such full and free opportunity were not
given allNorlatiadek creatures, thenwould theParadise quarantine
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against all such possible half-hearted or doubt-stricken creatures
be extended in self-protection against the entire constellation. To
keep open the Paradise doors of ascension to the beings of Norlati-
adek, it was necessary to provide for the full development of rebel-
lion and to ensure the complete determination of attitude on the
part of all beings in any way concerned therewith.

11 10. e Divine Minister of Salvington issued as her third in-
dependent proclamation amandate directing that nothing be done
to half cure, cowardly suppress, or otherwise hide the hideous vis-
age of rebels and rebellion. e angelic hosts were directed towork
for full disclosure and unlimited opportunity for sin-expression as
the quickest technique of achieving the perfect and nal cure of the
plague of evil and sin.

12 11. An emergency council of ex-mortals consisting ofMighty
Messengers, glori ed mortals who had had personal experience
with like situations, together with their colleagues, was organized
on Jerusem. ey advisedGabriel that at least three times the num-
ber of beings would be led astray if arbitrary or summary methods
of suppressionwere attempted. e entireUversa corps of counsel-
lors concurred in advising Gabriel to permit the rebellion to take
its full and natural course, even if it should require 1,000,000 years
to wind up the consequences.

13 12. Time, even in a universe of time, is relative: If a Urantia
mortal of average length of life should commit a crime which pre-
cipitated world-wide pandemonium, and if he were apprehended,
tried, and executed within two or three days of the commission of
the crime, would it seem a long time to you? And yet that would be
nearer a comparisonwith the length ofLucifer’s life even if his adju-
dication, now begun, should not be completed for 100,000 Uran-
tia years. e relative lapse of time from the viewpoint of Uversa,
where the litigation is pending, could be indicated by saying that
the crime of Lucifer was being brought to trial within 2½ seconds
of its commission. From the Paradise viewpoint the adjudication
is simultaneous with the enactment.

14 ¶ ere are an equal number of reasons for not arbitrarily stop-
ping the Lucifer rebellion which would be partially comprehensi-
ble to you, but which I am not permitted to narrate. I may inform
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you that on Uversa we teach 48 reasons for permitting evil to run
the full course of its own moral bankruptcy and spiritual extinc-
tion. I doubt not that there are just as many additional reasons not
known to me.

6. THE TRIUMPH OF LOVE
1 Whatever the difficulties evolutionary mortals may encounter

in their efforts to understand the Lucifer rebellion, it should be
clear to all re ective thinkers that the technique of dealingwith the
rebels is a vindication of divine love. e loving mercy extended
to the rebels does seem to have involved many innocent beings in
trials and tribulations, but all these distraught personalities may se-
curely depend upon the all-wise Judges to adjudicate their destinies
in mercy as well as justice.

2 In all their dealings with intelligent beings, both the Creator
Son and his Paradise Father are love dominated. It is impossible to
comprehend many phases of the attitude of the universe rulers to-
ward rebels and rebellion— sin and sinners— unless it be remem-
bered that God as a Father takes precedence over all other phases
of Deity manifestation in all the dealings of divinity with human-
ity. It should also be recalled that the Paradise Creator Sons are all
mercy motivated.

3 ¶ If an affectionate father of a large family chooses to show
mercy to one of his children guilty of grievous wrongdoing, it may
well be that the extension of mercy to this misbehaving child will
work a temporary hardship upon all the other and well-behaved
children. Such eventualities are inevitable; such a risk is insepara-
ble from the reality situation of having a loving parent and of be-
ing a member of a family group. Each member of a family prof-
its by the righteous conduct of every other member; likewise must
each member suffer the immediate time-consequences of the mis-
conduct of every other member. Families, groups, nations, races,
worlds, systems, constellations, and universes are relationships of
association which possess individuality; and therefore does every
member of any such group, large or small, reap the bene ts and
suffer the consequences of the rightdoing and the wrongdoing of
all other members of the group concerned.
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4 But one thing should be made clear: If you are made to suffer
the evil consequences of the sin of some member of your family,
some fellow citizen or fellowmortal, even rebellion in the systemor
elsewhere—nomatterwhat youmay have to endure because of the
wrongdoing of your associates, fellows, or superiors—youmay rest
secure in the eternal assurance that such tribulations are transient
afflictions. None of these fraternal consequences of misbehaviour
in the group can ever jeopardize your eternal prospects or in the
least degree deprive you of your divine right of Paradise ascension
and God attainment.

5 And there is compensation for these trials, delays, and disap-
pointments which invariably accompany the sin of rebellion. Of
the many valuable repercussions of the Lucifer rebellion which
might be named, I will only call attention to the enhanced careers
of thosemortal ascenders, the Jerusem citizens, who, by withstand-
ing the sophistries of sin, placed themselves in line for becoming fu-
tureMightyMessengers, fellows ofmy ownorder. Every beingwho
stood the test of that evil episode thereby immediately advancedhis
administrative status and enhanced his spiritual worth.

6 ¶ At rst the Lucifer upheaval appeared to be an unmitigated
calamity to the system and to the universe. Gradually bene ts be-
gan to accrue. With the passing of 25,000 years of system time
(20,000 years of Urantia time), the Melchizedeks began to teach
that the good resulting from Lucifer’s folly had come to equal the
evil incurred. e sum of evil had by that time become almost
stationary, continuing to increase only on certain isolated worlds,
while the bene cial repercussions continued to multiply and ex-
tend out through the universe and superuniverse, even to Havona.

e Melchizedeks now teach that the good resulting from the Sa-
tania rebellion is more than 1,000 times the sum of all the evil.

7 But such an extraordinary and bene cent harvest of wrongdo-
ing could only be brought about by the wise, divine, and merci-
ful attitude of all of Lucifer’s superiors, extending from the Con-
stellation Fathers on Edentia to the Universal Father on Paradise.

e passing of time has enhanced the consequential good to be de-
rived from the Lucifer folly; and since the evil to be penalized was
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quite fully developedwithin a comparatively short time, it is appar-
ent that the all-wise and farseeing universe rulers would be certain
to extend the time in which to reap increasingly bene cial results.
Regardless of the many additional reasons for delaying the appre-
hension and adjudication of the Satania rebels, this one gainwould
have been enough to explain why these sinners were not sooner in-
terned, and why they have not been adjudicated and destroyed.

8 Short-sighted and time-boundmortalminds should be slow to
criticize the time delays of the farseeing and all-wise administrators
of universe affairs.

9 One error of human thinking respecting these problems con-
sists in the idea that all evolutionary mortals on an evolving pla-
net would choose to enter upon the Paradise career if sin had not
cursed their world. e ability to decline survival does not date
from the times of the Lucifer rebellion. Mortal man has always
possessed the endowment of freewill choice regarding the Paradise
career.

10 ¶ As you ascend in the survival experience, you will broaden
your universe concepts and extend your horizon of meanings and
values; and thus will you be able the better to understand why such
beings as Lucifer and Satan are permitted to continue in rebellion.
You will also better comprehend how ultimate (if not immediate)
good can be derived from time-limited evil. A er you attain Para-
dise, you will really be enlightened and comforted when you listen
to the superaphic philosophers discuss and explain these profound
problems of universe adjustment. But even then, I doubt that you
will be fully satis ed in your own minds. At least I was not even
when I had thus attained the acme of universe philosophy. I did
not achieve a full comprehension of these complexities until a er
I had been assigned to administrative duties in the superuniverse,
where by actual experience I have acquired conceptual capacity ad-
equate for the comprehension of suchmany-sided problems in cos-
mic equity and spiritual philosophy. As you ascend Paradiseward,
you will increasingly learn that many problematic features of uni-
verse administration can only be comprehended subsequent to the
acquirement of increased experiential capacity and to the achieve-
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ment of enhanced spiritual insight. Cosmic wisdom is essential to
the understanding of cosmic situations.

ahb

11 [Presented by a Mighty Messenger of experiential survival in
the rst system rebellion in the universes of time now attached to
the superuniverse government ofOrvonton and acting in this mat-
ter by request of Gabriel of Salvington.]



PAPER №55
THE SPHERES OF LIGHT AND LIFE

Mighty Messenger

THE age of light and life is the nal evolutionary attainment
of a world of time and space. From the early times of prim-
itive man, such an inhabited world has passed through the

successive planetary ages — the pre- and the post-Planetary Prince
ages, the post-Adamic age, the post-Magisterial Son age, and the
postbestowal Son age. And then is such a worldmade ready for the
culminating evolutionary attainment, the settled status of light and
life, by theministry of the successive planetarymissions of theTrin-
ity Teacher Sons with their ever-advancing revelations of divine
truth and cosmic wisdom. In these endeavours the Teacher Sons
enjoy the assistance of the Brilliant Evening Stars always, and the
Melchizedeks sometimes, in establishing the nal planetary age.

2 is era of light and life, inauguratedby theTeacher Sons at the
conclusion of their nal planetary mission, continues inde nitely
on the inhabitedworlds. Each advancing stage of settled statusmay
be segregated by the judicial actions of the Magisterial Sons into a
succession of dispensations; but all such judicial actions are purely
technical, in no way modifying the course of planetary events.

3 ¶ Only those planets which attain existence in the main cir-
cuits of the superuniverse are assured of continuous survival, but as
far as we know, these worlds settled in light and life are destined to
go on throughout the eternal ages of all future time.

4 ¶ ere are 7 stages in the unfoldment of the era of light and
life on an evolutionary world, and in this connection it should be
noted that the worlds of the Spirit-fusedmortals evolve along lines
identical with those of the Adjuster-fusion series. ese 7 stages of
light and life are:

5 1. e 1 or planetary stage.
6 2. e 2ⁿ or system stage.
7 3. e 3 or constellation stage.
8 4. e 4 or local universe stage.
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9 5. e 5 or minor sector stage.
10 6. e 6 or major sector stage.
11 7. e 7 or superuniverse stage.
12 ¶ At the conclusion of this narrative these stages of advancing

development are described as they relate to the universe organiza-
tion, but the planetary values of any stage may be attained by any
world quite independent of the development of other worlds or of
the superplanetary levels of universe administration.

1. THE MORONTIA TEMPLE
1 e presence of a morontia temple at the capital of an inhab-

ited world is the certi cate of the admission of such a sphere to the
settled ages of light and life. Before the Teacher Sons leave a world
at the conclusion of their terminal mission, they inaugurate this
nal epoch of evolutionary attainment; they preside on that day

when the “holy temple comes downupon earth.” is event, signal-
izing the dawn of the era of light and life, is always honoured by the
personal presence of the Paradise bestowal Son of that planet, who
comes to witness this great day. ere in this temple of unparal-
leled beauty, this bestowal Son of Paradise proclaims the long-time
Planetary Prince as the new Planetary Sovereign and invests such a
faithful Lanonandek Son with new powers and extended author-
ity over planetary affairs. e System Sovereign is also present and
speaks in con rmation of these pronouncements.

2 A morontia temple has three parts: Centremost is the sanctu-
ary of the Paradise bestowal Son. On the right is the seat of the for-
mer Planetary Prince, now Planetary Sovereign; and when present
in the temple, this Lanonandek Son is visible to the more spiritual
individuals of the realm. On the le is the seat of the acting chief
of naliters attached to the planet.

3 ¶ Although the planetary temples have been spoken of as
“coming down from heaven,” in reality no actual material is trans-
ported from the system headquarters. e architecture of each is
worked out in miniature on the system capital, and the Morontia
Power Supervisors subsequently bring these approved plans to the
planet. Here, in association with the Master Physical Controllers,
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they proceed to build the morontia temple according to speci ca-
tions.

4 ¶ e averagemorontia temple seats about 300,000 spectators.
ese edi ces are not used forworship, play, or for receiving broad-

casts; they are devoted to the special ceremonies of the planet, such
as: communications with the System Sovereign or with the Most
Highs, special visualization ceremonies designed to reveal the per-
sonality presence of spirit beings, and silent cosmic contemplation.

e schools of cosmic philosophy here conduct their graduation
exercises, and here also do the mortals of the realm receive plan-
etary recognition for achievements of high social service and for
other outstanding attainments.

5 Such a morontia temple also serves as the place of assembly
for witnessing the translation of living mortals to the morontia ex-
istence. It is because the translation temple is composed of mo-
rontia material that it is not destroyed by the blazing glory of the
consuming re which so completely obliterates the physical bodies
of those mortals who therein experience nal fusion with their di-
vine Adjusters. On a large world these departure ares are almost
continuous, and as the number of translations increases, subsidiary
morontia life shrines are provided in different areas of the planet.
Not long since I sojourned on a world in the far north whereon 25
morontia shrines were functioning.

6 ¶ On presettled worlds, planets without morontia temples,
these fusion ashes many times occur in the planetary atmosphere,
where the material body of a translation candidate is elevated by
the midway creatures and the physical controllers.

2. DEATH AND TRANSLATION
1 Natural, physical death is not a mortal inevitability. e ma-

jority of advanced evolutionary beings, citizens on worlds existing
in the nal era of light and life, do not die; they are translated di-
rectly from the life in the esh to the morontia existence.

2 is experience of translation from thematerial life to themo-
rontia state— fusion of the immortal soul with the indwelling Ad-
juster — increases in frequency commensurate with the evolution-
ary progress of the planet. At rst only a few mortals in each age
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attain translation levels of spiritual progress, but with the onset of
the successive ages of theTeacher Sons,more andmoreAdjuster fu-
sions occur before the termination of the lengthening lives of these
progressingmortals; and by the time of the terminal mission of the
Teacher Sons, approximately ¼ of these superb mortals are exempt
from natural death.

3 ¶ Farther along in the era of light and life themidway creatures
or their associates sense the approaching status of probable soul-
Adjuster union and signify this to the destiny guardians, who in
turn communicate thesematters to the naliter group underwhose
jurisdiction thismortalmaybe functioning; then there is issued the
summons of the Planetary Sovereign for such a mortal to resign all
planetary duties, bid farewell to the world of his origin, and repair
to the inner temple of the Planetary Sovereign, there to await mo-
rontia transit, the translation ash, from the material domain of
evolution to the morontia level of prespirit progression.

4 ¶ When the family, friends, and working group of such a fu-
sion candidate have forgathered in the morontia temple, they are
distributed around the central stage whereon the fusion candi-
dates are resting, meantime freely conversing with their assembled
friends. A circle of intervening celestial personalities is arranged to
protect the material mortals from the action of the energies man-
ifest at the instant of the “life ash” which delivers the ascension
candidate from the bonds of material esh, thereby doing for such
an evolutionarymortal everything that natural deathdoes for those
who are thereby delivered from the esh.

5 Many fusion candidatesmay be assembled in the spacious tem-
ple at the same time. And what a beautiful occasion when mortals
thus forgather to witness the ascension of their loved ones in spiri-
tual ames, and what a contrast to those earlier ages when mortals
must commit their dead to the embrace of the terrestrial elements!

e scenes of weeping and wailing characteristic of earlier epochs
of human evolution are now replaced by ecstatic joy and the sub-
limest enthusiasm as these God-knowing mortals bid their loved
ones a transient farewell as they are removed from their material
associations by the spiritual res of consuming grandeur and as-
cending glory. On worlds settled in light and life, “funerals” are
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occasions of supreme joy, profound satisfaction, and inexpressible
hope.

6 e souls of these progressing mortals are increasingly lled
with faith, hope, and assurance. e spirit permeating those gath-
ered around the translation shrine resembles that of the joyful
friends and relatives who might assemble at a graduating exercise
for one of their group, or who might come together to witness the
conferring of some great honour upon one of their number. And
it would be decidedly helpful if less advanced mortals could only
learn to view natural death with something of this same cheerful-
ness and light-heartedness.

7 ¶ Mortal observers can see nothing of their translated asso-
ciates subsequent to the fusion ash. Such translated souls proceed
by Adjuster transit direct to the resurrection hall of the appropri-
ate morontia-training world. ese transactions concerned with
the translation of living human beings to the morontia world are
supervised by an archangel who was assigned to such a world on
the day when it was rst settled in light and life.

8 By the time a world attains the fourth stage of light and life,
more than half the mortals leave the planet by translation from
among the living. Such diminishment of death continues on and
on, but I know of no system whose inhabited worlds, even though
long settled in life, are entirely free from natural death as the tech-
nique of escape from the bonds of esh. And until such a high state
of planetary evolution is uniformly attained, the morontia-train-
ing worlds of the local universe must continue in service as educa-
tional and cultural spheres for the evolving morontia progressors.

e elimination of death is theoretically possible, but it has not yet
occurred according to my observation. Perhaps such a status may
be attained during the faraway stretches of the succeeding epochs
of the 7 stage of settled planetary life.

9 ¶ e translated souls of the owering ages of the settled sphe-
res do not pass through the mansion worlds. Neither do they so-
journ, as students, on themorontia worlds of the system or constel-
lation. ey do not pass through any of the earlier phases of mo-
rontia life. ey are the only ascending mortals who so nearly es-
cape the morontia transition from material existence to semispirit
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status. e initial experience of such Son-seized mortals in the as-
cension career is in the services of the progression worlds of the
universe headquarters. And from these study worlds of Salving-
ton they go back as teachers to the very worlds they passed by, sub-
sequently going on inward to Paradise by the established route of
mortal ascension.

10 Could you but visit a planet in an advanced stage of develop-
ment, youwouldquickly grasp the reasons for providing for the dif-
ferential receptionof ascendingmortals on themansion andhigher
morontia worlds. You would readily understand that beings pass-
ing on from such highly evolved spheres are prepared to resume
their Paradise ascent far in advance of the average mortal arriving
from a disordered and backward world like Urantia.

11 Nomatter fromwhat level of planetary attainment human be-
ings may ascend to the morontia worlds, the 7 mansion spheres af-
ford them ample opportunity to gain in experience as teacher-stu-
dents all of everything which they failed to pass through because of
the advanced status of their native planets.

12 e universe is unfailing in the application of these equalizing
techniques designed to ensure that no ascender shall be deprived of
aught which is essential to his ascension experience.

3. THE GOLDEN AGES
1 During this age of light and life theworld increasingly prospers

under the fatherly rule of the Planetary Sovereign. By this time
the worlds are progressing under the momentum of one language,
one religion, and, on normal spheres, one race. But this age is not
perfect. eseworlds still havewell-appointedhospitals, homes for
the care of the sick. ere still remain the problems of caring for
accidental injuries and the inescapable in rmities attendant upon
the decrepitude of old age and the disorders of senility. Disease
has not been entirely vanquished, neither have the earth animals
been subdued in perfection; but such worlds are like Paradise in
comparison with the early times of primitive man during the pre-
Planetary Prince age. Youwould instinctively describe such a realm
— could you be suddenly transported to a planet in this stage of
development — as heaven on earth.
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2 ¶ Human government in the conduct of material affairs con-
tinues to function throughout this age of relative progress and per-
fection. e public activities of a world in the rst stage of light
and life which I recently visited were nanced by the tithing tech-
nique. Every adult worker — and all able-bodied citizens worked
at something — paid 10% of his income or increase to the public
treasury, and it was disbursed as follows:

3 1. 3% was expended in the promotion of truth — science,
education, and philosophy.

4 2. 3% was devoted to beauty — play, social leisure, and art.
5 3. 3% was dedicated to goodness — social service, altruism,

and religion.
6 4. 1% was assigned to the insurance reserves against the risk

of incapacity for labour resultant from accident, disease, old age, or
unpreventable disasters.

7 ¶ e natural resources of this planet were administered as so-
cial possessions, community property.

8 Onthisworld the highest honour conferred upon a citizenwas
the order of “supreme service,” being the only degree of recognition
ever to be granted in themorontia temple. is recognitionwas be-
stowed upon those who had long distinguished themselves in some
phase of supermaterial discovery or planetary social service.

9 e majority of social and administrative posts were held
jointly by men and women. Most of the teaching was also done
jointly; likewise all judicial trusts were discharged by similar asso-
ciated couples.

10 ¶ Onthese superbworlds the childbearing period is not greatly
prolonged. It is not best for too many years to intervene between
the ages of a family of children. When close together in age, chil-
dren are able to contribute much more to their mutual training.
And on these worlds they are magni cently trained by the com-
petitive systems of keen striving in the advanced domains and di-
visions of diverse achievement in the mastery of truth, beauty, and
goodness. Never fear but that even such glori ed spheres present
plenty of evil, real and potential, which is stimulative of the choos-
ing between truth and error, good and evil, sin and righteousness.
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11 Nevertheless, there is a certain, inevitable penalty attaching to
mortal existence on such advanced evolutionary planets. When a
settled world progresses beyond the third stage of light and life, all
ascenders are destined, before attaining theminor sector, to receive
some sort of transient assignment on a planet passing through the
earlier stages of evolution.

12 Each of these successive ages represents advancing achieve-
ments in all phases of planetary attainment. In the initial age of
light the revelation of truth was enlarged to embrace the workings
of the universe of universes, while theDeity study of the second age
is the attempt tomaster the protean concept of the nature, mission,
ministry, associations, origin, and destiny of the Creator Sons, the
rst level of God the Sevenfold.
13 ¶ A planet the size of Urantia, when fairly well settled, would

have about 100 subadministrative centres. ese subordinate cen-
tres would be presided over by one of the following groups of qual-
i ed administrators:

14 1. YoungMaterial Sons andDaughters brought from the sys-
tem headquarters to act as assistants to the ruling Adam and Eve.

15 2. e progeny of the semimortal staff of the Planetary
Prince who were procreated on certain worlds for this and other
similar responsibilities.

16 3. e direct planetary progeny of Adam and Eve.
17 4. Materialized and humanized midway creatures.
18 5. Mortals of Adjuster-fusion status who, upon their own

petition, are temporarily exempted from translation by the order
of the Personalized Adjuster of universe chie ainship in order that
they may continue on the planet in certain important administra-
tive posts.

19 6. Specially trained mortals of the planetary schools of ad-
ministration who have also received the order of supreme service
of the morontia temple.

20 7. Certain elective commissions of three properly quali ed
citizens who are sometimes chosen by the citizenry by direction of
the Planetary Sovereign in accordance with their special ability to
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accomplish some de nite task which is needful in that particular
planetary sector.

21 ¶ e great handicap confronting Urantia in the matter of at-
taining the high planetary destiny of light and life is embraced in
the problems of disease, degeneracy, war, multicoloured races, and
multilingualism.

22 No evolutionary world can hope to progress beyond the rst
stage of settledness in light until it has achieved one language, one
religion, and one philosophy. Being of one race greatly facilitates
such achievement, but the many peoples of Urantia do not pre-
clude the attainment of higher stages.

4. ADMINISTRATIVE READJUSTMENTS
1 In the successive stages of settled existence the inhabited

worlds make marvellous progress under the wise and sympathetic
administration of the volunteer Corps of the Finality, ascenders of
Paradise attainmentwhohave comeback tominister to their breth-
ren in the esh. ese naliters are active in co-operation with the
Trinity Teacher Sons, but they do not begin their real participation
in world affairs until the morontia temple appears on earth.

2 Upon the formal inauguration of the planetaryministry of the
Corps of the Finality, the majority of the celestial hosts withdraw.
But the seraphic guardians of destiny continue their personal min-
istry to the progressing mortals in light; indeed such angels come
in ever-increasing numbers throughout the settled ages since larger
and larger groups of human beings reach the third cosmic circle of
co-ordinate mortal attainment during the planetary life span.

3 is is merely the rst of the successive administrative adjust-
ments which attend the unfolding of the successive ages of increas-
ingly brilliant attainment on the inhabitedworlds as they pass from
the rst to the 7 stage of settled existence.

4 1. e rst stage of light and life. Aworld in this initial settled
stage is being administered by three rulers:

5 a. e Planetary Sovereign, presently to be advised by a
counselling Trinity Teacher Son, in all probability the chief of the
terminal corps of such Sons to function on the planet.
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6 b. e chief of the planetary corps of naliters.
7 c. Adam and Eve, who function jointly as the uni ers of the

dual leadership of the Prince-Sovereign and the chief of naliters.
8 ¶ Acting as interpreters for the seraphic guardians and the -

naliters are the exalted and liberated midway creatures. One of
the last acts of the Trinity Teacher Sons on their terminal mission
is to liberate the midwayers of the realm and to promote (or re-
store) them to advancedplanetary status, assigning them to respon-
sible places in the new administration of the settled sphere. Such
changes have already beenmade in the range of human vision as en-
able mortals to recognize these heretofore invisible cousins of the
early Adamic regime. is is made possible by the nal discoveries
of physical science in liaison with the enlarged planetary functions
of the Master Physical Controllers.

9 e System Sovereign has authority to release midway crea-
tures any time a er the rst settled stage so that theymay humanize
in themorontia by the aid of the LifeCarriers and the physical con-
trollers and, a er receiving ought Adjusters, start out on their
Paradise ascension.

10 In the third and subsequent stages, some of the midwayers are
still functioning, chie y as contact personalities for the naliters,
but as each stage of light and life is entered, new orders of liaison
ministers largely replace the midwayers; very few of them ever re-
main beyond the fourth stage of light. e 7 stagewill witness the
coming of the rst absonite ministers from Paradise to serve in the
places of certain universe creatures.

11 2. e second stage of light and life. is epoch is signalized
on the worlds by the arrival of a Life Carrier who becomes the vol-
unteer adviser of the planetary rulers regarding the further efforts
to purify and stabilize the mortal race. us do the Life Carriers
actively participate in the further evolution of the human race —
physically, socially, and economically. And then they extend their
supervision to the further puri cation of the mortal stock by the
drastic elimination of the retarded and persisting remnants of infe-
rior potential of an intellectual, philosophic, cosmic, and spiritual
nature. ose who design and plant life on an inhabited world are
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fully competent to advise the Material Sons and Daughters, who
have full and unquestioned authority to purge the evolving race of
all detrimental in uences.

12 From the second stage on throughout the career of a settled
planet the Teacher Sons serve as counsellors to the naliters. Dur-
ing such missions they serve as volunteers and not by assignment;
and they serve exclusively with the naliter corps except that, upon
the consent of the System Sovereign, theymay be had as advisers to
the Planetary Adam and Eve.

13 3. e third stage of light and life. During this epoch the in-
habitedworlds arrive at a new appreciationof theAncients ofDays,
the second phase of God the Sevenfold, and the representatives
of these superuniverse rulers enter into new relationships with the
planetary administration.

14 In each succeeding age of settled existence the naliters func-
tion in ever-increasing capacities. ere exists a close working con-
nection between the naliters, the Evening Stars (the superangels),
and the Trinity Teacher Sons.

15 During this or the following age a Teacher Son, assisted by the
ministering-spirit quartette, becomes attached to the elective mor-
tal chief executive, who now becomes associated with the Plane-
tary Sovereign as joint administrator of world affairs. ese mor-
tal chief executives serve for 25 years of planetary time, and it is
this new development that makes it easy for the Planetary Adam
and Eve to secure release from their world of long-time assignment
during the following ages.

16 e ministering-spirit quartettes consist of: the seraphic
chief of the sphere, the superuniverse secoraphic counsellor, the
archangel of translations, and the omniaphimwho functions as the
personal representative of the Assigned Sentinel stationed on the
system headquarters. But these advisers never proffer counsel un-
less it is asked for.

17 4. e fourth stage of light and life. On the worlds the Trinity
Teacher Sons appear in new roles. Assisted by the creature-trini-
tized sons so long associatedwith their order, they now come to the
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worlds as volunteer counsellors and advisers to the Planetary Sov-
ereign and his associates. Such couples — Paradise-Havona-trini-
tized sons and ascender-trinitized sons — represent differing uni-
verse viewpoints and diverse personal experiences which are highly
serviceable to the planetary rulers.

18 At any time a er this age the PlanetaryAdamandEve can peti-
tion the SovereignCreator Son for release from planetary duties in
order to begin their Paradise ascent; or they can remain on the pla-
net as directors of the newly appearing order of increasingly spiri-
tual society composed of advancedmortals striving to comprehend
thephilosophic teachings of the naliters portrayedby theBrilliant
Evening Stars, who are now assigned to these worlds to collaborate
in pairs with the seconaphim from the headquarters of the superu-
niverse.

19 e naliters are chie y engaged in initiating the new and
supermaterial activities of society — social, cultural, philosophic,
cosmic, and spiritual. As far as we can discern, they will continue
this ministry far into the 7 epoch of evolutionary stability, when,
possibly, they may go forth to minister in outer space; whereupon
we conjecture their places may be taken by absonite beings from
Paradise.

20 5. e h stage of light and life. e readjustments of this
stage of settled existence pertain almost entirely to the physical do-
mains and are of primary concern to the Master Physical Control-
lers.

21 6. e sixth stage of light and life witnesses the development
of new functions of themind circuits of the realm. Cosmicwisdom
seems to become constitutive in the universe ministry of mind.

22 7. e seventh stage of light and life. Early in the seventh
epoch the Trinity Teacher counsellor of the Planetary Sovereign
is joined by a volunteer adviser sent by the Ancients of Days, and
later on they will be augmented by a third counsellor coming from
the superuniverse Supreme Executive.

23 During this epoch, if not before, Adam and Eve are always re-
lieved of planetary duties. If there is a Material Son in the naliter
corps, he may become associated with the mortal chief executive,
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and sometimes it is a Melchizedek who volunteers to function in
this capacity. If a midwayer is among the naliters, all of that order
remaining on the planet are immediately released.

24 ¶ Upon obtaining release from their agelong assignment, a
Planetary Adam and Eve may select careers as follows:

25 1. ey can secure planetary release and from the universe
headquarters start out immediately on the Paradise career, receiv-
ing ought Adjusters at the conclusion of the morontia experi-
ence.

26 2. Very o en a Planetary Adam and Eve will receive Ad-
justers while yet serving on a world settled in light concomitant
with the receiving of Adjusters by some of their imported pure-line
childrenwhohave volunteered for a termof planetary service. Sub-
sequently they may all go to universe headquarters and there begin
the Paradise career.

27 3. A Planetary Adam and Eve may elect — as do Material
Sons and Daughters from the system capital — to go direct to the
midsoniteworld for a brief sojourn, there to receive theirAdjusters.

28 4. ey may decide to return to the system headquarters,
there for a time to occupy seats on the supreme court, a er which
service they will receive Adjusters and begin the Paradise ascent.

29 5. ey may choose to go from their administrative duties
back to their nativeworld to serve as teachers for a season and to be-
come Adjuster indwelt at the time of transfer to the universe head-
quarters.

30 ¶ roughout all of these epochs the imported assisting Mate-
rial Sons and Daughters exert a tremendous in uence on the pro-
gressing social and economic orders. ey are potentially immor-
tal, at least until such time as they elect to humanize, receive Ad-
justers, and start for Paradise.

31 Onthe evolutionaryworlds a beingmust humanize to receive a
ought Adjuster. All ascendant members of the Mortal Corps of

Finaliters have been Adjuster indwelt and fused except seraphim,
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and they are Father indwelt by another type of spirit at the time of
being mustered into this corps.

5. THE ACME OF MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT
1 Mortal creatures living on a sin-stricken, evil-dominated, self-

seeking, isolated world, such as Urantia, can hardly conceive of the
physical perfection, the intellectual attainment, and the spiritual
development which characterize these advanced epochs of evolu-
tion on a sinless sphere.

2 e advanced stages of a world settled in light and life repre-
sent the acme of evolutionarymaterial development. On these cul-
tured worlds, gone are the idleness and friction of the earlier prim-
itive ages. Poverty and social inequality have all but vanished, de-
generacy has disappeared, and delinquency is rarely observed. In-
sanity has practically ceased to exist, and feeble-mindedness is a rar-
ity.

3 e economic, social, and administrative status of theseworlds
is of a high and perfected order. Science, art, and industry ourish,
and society is a smoothly working mechanism of high material, in-
tellectual, and cultural achievement. Industry has been largely di-
verted to serving the higher aims of such a superb civilization. e
economic life of such a world has become ethical.

4 War has become a matter of history, and there are no more
armies or police forces. Government is gradually disappearing.
Self-control is slowly rendering laws of human enactment obsolete.

e extent of civil government and statutory regulation, in an in-
termediate state of advancing civilization, is in inverse proportion
to the morality and spirituality of the citizenship.

5 Schools are vastly improved and are devoted to the training
of mind and the expansion of soul. e art centres are exquisite
and themusical organizations superb. e temples ofworshipwith
their associated schools of philosophy and experiential religion are
creations of beauty and grandeur. e open-air arenas of worship
assembly are equally sublime in the simplicity of their artistic ap-
pointment.

6 e provisions for competitive play, humour, and other phases
of personal and group achievement are ample and appropriate. A
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special feature of the competitive activities on such a highly cul-
tured world concerns the efforts of individuals and groups to excel
in the sciences and philosophies of cosmology. Literature and ora-
tory ourish, and language is so improved as to be symbolic of con-
cepts as well as to be expressive of ideas. Life is refreshingly simple;
man has at last co-ordinated a high state of mechanical develop-
ment with an inspiring intellectual attainment and has overshad-
owed both with an exquisite spiritual achievement. e pursuit of
happiness is an experience of joy and satisfaction.

6. THE INDIVIDUAL MORTAL
1 As worlds advance in the settled status of light and life, society

becomes increasingly peaceful. e individual, while no less inde-
pendent and devoted to his family, has become more altruistic and
fraternal.

2 On Urantia, and as you are, you can have little appreciation
of the advanced status and progressive nature of the enlightened
races of these perfected worlds. ese people are the owering of
the evolutionary races. But such beings are still mortal; they con-
tinue to breathe, eat, sleep, and drink. is great evolution is not
heaven, but it is a sublime foreshadowing of the divine worlds of
the Paradise ascent.

3 On a normal world the biologic tness of the mortal race
was long since brought up to a high level during the post-Adamic
epochs; and now, from age to age throughout the settled eras the
physical evolution of man continues. Both vision and hearing are
extended. By now the population has become stationary in num-
bers. Reproduction is regulated in accordance with planetary re-
quirements and innate hereditary endowments: e mortals on a
planet during this age are divided into from 5 to 10 groups, and
the lower groups are permitted to produce only½ asmany children
as the higher. e continued improvement of such a magni cent
race throughout the era of light and life is largely amatter of the se-
lective reproduction of those racial strains which exhibit superior
qualities of a social, philosophic, cosmic, and spiritual nature.

4 ¶ e Adjusters continue to come as in former evolutionary
eras, and as the epochs pass, these mortals are increasingly able to
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commune with the indwelling Father fragment. During the em-
bryonic and prespiritual stages of development the adjutant mind-
spirits are still functioning. e Holy Spirit and the ministry of
angels are even more effective as the successive epochs of settled
life are experienced. In the fourth stage of light and life the ad-
vanced mortals seem to experience considerable conscious contact
with the spirit presence of the Master Spirit of superuniverse juris-
diction, while the philosophy of such a world is focused upon the
attempt to comprehend the new revelations of God the Supreme.
More than½ of the human inhabitants on planets of this advanced
status experience translation to themorontia state from among the
living. Even so, “old things are passing away; behold, all things are
becoming new.”

5 We conceive that physical evolution will have attained its full
development by the end of the h epoch of the light-and-life era.
We observe that the upper limits of spiritual development associ-
atedwith evolving humanmind are determinedby theAdjuster-fu-
sion level of conjoint morontia values and cosmic meanings. But
concerning wisdom: While we do not really know, we conjecture
that there can never be a limit to intellectual evolution and the at-
tainment ofwisdom. On a 7-stageworld, wisdom can exhaust the
material potentials, enter upon mota insight, and eventually even
taste of absonite grandeur.

6 We observe that on these highly evolved and long 7-stage
worlds human beings fully learn the local universe language be-
fore they are translated; and I have visited a few very old planets
where abandonters were teaching the older mortals the tongue of
the superuniverse. And on these worlds I have observed the tech-
nique whereby the absonite personalities reveal the presence of the
naliters in the morontia temple.
7 ¶ is is the story of themagni cent goal of mortal striving on

the evolutionary worlds; and it all takes place even before human
beings enter upon theirmorontia careers; all of this splendid devel-
opment is attainable by material mortals on the inhabited worlds,
the very rst stage of that endless and incomprehensible career of
Paradise ascension and divinity attainment.
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8 But can you possibly imagine what sort of evolutionary mor-
tals are now coming up from worlds long existing in the 7 epoch
of settled light and life? It is such as these who go on to the mo-
rontia worlds of the local universe capital to begin their ascension
careers.

9 If the mortals of distraught Urantia could only view one of
these more advanced worlds long settled in light and life, they
would nevermore question thewisdomof the evolutionary scheme
of creation. Were there no future of eternal creature progression,
still the superb evolutionary attainments of the mortal races on
such settled worlds of perfected achievement would amply justify
man’s creation on the worlds of time and space.

10 We o en ponder: If the grand universe should be settled in
light and life, would the ascending exquisite mortals still be des-
tined to the Corps of the Finality? But we do not know.

7. THE FIRST OR PLANETARY STAGE
1 is epoch extends from the appearance of the morontia tem-

ple at the new planetary headquarters to the time of the settling of
the entire system in light and life. is age is inaugurated by the
Trinity Teacher Sons at the close of their successive world missions
when thePlanetary Prince is elevated to the status of Planetary Sov-
ereign by the mandate and personal presence of the Paradise be-
stowal Son of that sphere. Concomitant therewith the naliters
inaugurate their active participation in planetary affairs.

2 To outward and visible appearances the actual rulers, or direc-
tors, of such a world settled in light and life are the Material Son
and Daughter, the Planetary Adam and Eve. e naliters are in-
visible, as also is the Prince-Sovereign except when in themorontia
temple. e actual and literal heads of the planetary regime are
therefore the Material Son and Daughter. It is the knowledge of
these arrangements that has given prestige to the idea of kings and
queens throughout the universe realms. And kings and queens are
a great success under these ideal circumstances, when a world can
command such high personalities to act in behalf of still higher but
invisible rulers.
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3 When such an era is attained on your world, no doubt Machi-
venta Melchizedek, now the vicegerent Planetary Prince of Uran-
tia, will occupy the seat of the Planetary Sovereign; and it has long
been conjectured on Jerusem that he will be accompanied by a son
and daughter of the Urantia Adam and Eve who are now held on
Edentia as wards of theMostHighs ofNorlatiadek. ese children
of Adammight so serve onUrantia in association with theMelchi-
zedek-Sovereign since they were deprived of procreative powers al-
most 37,000 years ago at the time they gave up theirmaterial bodies
on Urantia in preparation for transit to Edentia.

4 ¶ is settled age continues on and on until every inhabited
planet in the system attains the era of stabilization; and then, when
the youngest world — the last to achieve light and life — has ex-
perienced such settledness for one millennium of system time, the
entire system enters the stabilized status, and the individual worlds
are ushered into the system epoch of the era of light and life.

8. THE SECOND OR SYSTEM STAGE
1 When an entire system becomes settled in life, a new order

of government is inaugurated. e Planetary Sovereigns become
members of the system conclave, and this new administrative body,
subject to the veto of the Constellation Fathers, is supreme in au-
thority. Such a system of inhabited worlds becomes virtually self-
governing. e system legislative assembly is constituted on the
headquarters world, and each planet sends its 10 representatives
thereto. Courts are now established on the system capitals, and
only appeals are taken to the universe headquarters.

2 With the settling of the system the Assigned Sentinel, repre-
sentative of the superuniverse SupremeExecutive, becomes the vol-
unteer adviser to the system supreme court and actual presiding of-
cer of the new legislative assembly.
3 A er the settling of an entire system in light and life the System

Sovereigns will no more come and go. Such a sovereign remains
perpetually at the head of his system. e assistant sovereigns con-
tinue to change as in former ages.

4 During this epoch of stabilization, for the rst time mid-
soniters come from the universe headquarters worlds of their so-
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journ to act as counsellors to the legislative assemblies and advis-
ers to the adjudicational tribunals. ese midsoniters also carry on
certain efforts to inculcate new mota meanings of supreme value
into the teaching enterprises which they sponsor jointly with the
naliters. What theMaterial Sons did for themortal races biologi-

cally, themidsonite creatures nowdo for these uni ed and glori ed
humans in the ever-advancing realms of philosophy and spiritual-
ized thinking.

5 ¶ Onthe inhabitedworlds theTeacher Sons become voluntary
collaborators with the naliters, and these same Teacher Sons also
accompany the naliters to the mansion worlds when those sphe-
res are no longer to be utilized as differential receiving worlds a er
an entire system is settled in light and life; at least this is true by
the time the entire constellation has thus evolved. But there are no
groups that far advanced in Nebadon.

6 We are not permitted to reveal the nature of the work of the -
naliters who will supervise such rededicated mansion worlds. You
have, however, been informed that there are throughout the uni-
verses various types of intelligent creatures who have not been por-
trayed in these narratives.

7 ¶ And now, as the systems one by one become settled in light
by virtue of theprogress of their componentworlds, the time comes
when the last system in a given constellation attains stabilization,
and the universe administrators — the Master Son, the Union of
Days, and the Bright and Morning Star — arrive on the capital of
the constellation toproclaim theMostHighs theunquali ed rulers
of the newly perfected family of 100 settled systems of inhabited
worlds.

9. THE THIRD OR CONSTELLATION STAGE
1 e uni cation of a whole constellation of settled systems is at-

tended by new distributions of executive authority and additional
readjustments of universe administration. is epoch witnesses
advanced attainment on every inhabited world but is particularly
characterized by readjustments on the constellation headquarters,
with marked modi cation of relationships with both the system
supervision and the local universe government. During this age
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many constellation anduniverse activities are transferred to the sys-
tem capitals, and the representatives of the superuniverse assume
new and more intimate relations with the planetary, system, and
universe rulers. Concomitant with these new associations, certain
superuniverse administrators establish themselves on the constel-
lation capitals as volunteer advisers to the Most High Fathers.

2 When a constellation is thus settled in light, the legislative
function ceases, and the house of System Sovereigns, presided over
by the Most Highs, functions instead. Now, for the rst time, such
administrative groups deal directly with the superuniverse govern-
ment in matters pertaining to Havona and Paradise relationships.
Otherwise the constellation remains related to the local universe as
before. From stage to stage in the settled life the univitatia continue
to administer the constellation morontia worlds.

3 As the ages pass, the Constellation Fathers take over more and
more of the detailed administrative or supervising functions which
were formerly centred on the universe headquarters. By the attain-
ment of the sixth stage of stabilization these uni ed constellations
will have reached the position of well-nigh complete autonomy.
Entrance upon the 7 stage of settledness will no doubt witness
the exaltation of these rulers to the true dignity signi ed by their
names, the Most Highs. To all intents and purposes the constella-
tionswill then deal directly with the superuniverse rulers, while the
local universe government will expand to grasp the responsibilities
of new grand universe obligations.

10. THE FOURTH OR LOCAL UNIVERSE STAGE
1 When a universe becomes settled in light and life, it soon

swings into the established superuniverse circuits, and theAncients
ofDays proclaim the establishment of the supreme council of unlim-
ited authority. is new governing body consists of the 100 Faith-
fuls ofDays, presided over by theUnion ofDays, and the rst act of
this supreme council is to acknowledge the continued sovereignty
of the Master Creator Son.

2 e universe administration, as far as concernsGabriel and the
FatherMelchizedek, is quite unchanged. is council of unlimited
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authority is chie y concerned with the new problems and the new
conditions arising out of the advanced status of light and life.

3 ¶ e Associate Inspector now mobilizes all Assigned Sen-
tinels to constitute the stabilization corps of the local universe and
asks the FatherMelchizedek to share its supervisionwithhim. And
now, for the rst time, a corps of the Inspired Trinity Spirits are as-
signed to the service of the Union of Days.

4 ¶ e settling of an entire local universe in light and life inau-
gurates profound readjustments in the entire scheme of adminis-
tration, from the individual inhabited worlds to the universe head-
quarters. New relationships extend down to the constellations and
systems. e local universe Mother Spirit experiences new liaison
relations with the Master Spirit of the superuniverse, and Gabriel
establishes direct contact with the Ancients of Days to be effective
when and as the Master Son may be absent from the headquarters
world.

5 During this and subsequent ages theMagisterial Sons continue
to function as dispensational adjudicators, while 100 of these Avo-
nal Sons of Paradise constitute the new high council of the Bright
and Morning Star on the universe capital. Later on, and as re-
quested by the System Sovereigns, one of these Magisterial Sons
will become the supreme counsellor stationed on the headquarters
world of each local system until the 7 stage of unity is attained.

6 During this epoch the Trinity Teacher Sons are volunteer ad-
visers, not only to the Planetary Sovereigns, but in groups of three
they similarly serve the Constellation Fathers. And at last these
Sons nd their place in the local universe, for at this time they are
removed from the jurisdiction of the local creation and are assigned
to the service of the supreme council of unlimited authority.

7 ¶ e naliter corps now, for the rst time, acknowledges the
jurisdiction of an extra-Paradise authority, the supreme council.
Heretofore the naliters have recognized no supervision this side
of Paradise.

8 eCreator Sons of such settled universes spendmuch of their
time on Paradise and its associated worlds and in counselling the
numerous naliter groups serving throughout the local creation.
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In this way the man of Michael will nd a fuller fraternity of asso-
ciation with the glori ed naliter mortals.

9 ¶ Speculation concerning the function of these Creator Sons
in connection with the outer universes now in process of prelimi-
nary assembly is wholly futile. But we all engage in such postula-
tions from time to time. On attaining this fourth stage of develop-
ment the Creator Son becomes administratively free; the Divine
Minister is progressively blending her ministry with that of the su-
peruniverse Master Spirit and the In nite Spirit. ere seems to
be evolving a new and sublime relationship between the Creator
Son, the Creative Spirit, the Evening Stars, the Teacher Sons, and
the ever-increasing naliter corps.

10 If Michael should ever leave Nebadon, Gabriel would un-
doubtedly become chief administrator with the Father Melchize-
dek as his associate. At the same timenew statuswouldbe imparted
to all orders of permanent citizenship, such as Material Sons, uni-
vitatia, midsoniters, susatia, and Spirit-fused mortals. But as long
as evolution continues, the seraphim and the archangels will be re-
quired in universe administration.

11 We are, however, satis ed regarding two features of our spec-
ulations: If the Creator Sons are destined to the outer universes,
the Divine Ministers will undoubtedly accompany them. We are
equally sure that the Melchizedeks are to remain with the univer-
ses of their origin. We hold that the Melchizedeks are destined
to play ever-increasingly responsible parts in local universe govern-
ment and administration.

11. THE MINOR AND MAJOR SECTOR STAGES
1 Minor andmajor sectors of the superuniverse do not gure di-

rectly in the plan of being settled in light and life. Such an evolu-
tionary progression pertains primarily to the local universe as a unit
and concerns only the components of a local universe. A superu-
niverse is settled in light and life when all of its component local
universes are thus perfected. But not 1 of the 7 superuniverses has
attained a level of progression even approaching this.

2 ¶ e minor sector age. As far as observations can penetrate,
the h or minor sector stage of stabilization has exclusively to do
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with physical status and with the co-ordinate settling of the 100
associated local universes in the established circuits of the superu-
niverse. Apparently nonebut the power centres and their associates
are concerned in these realignments of the material creation.

3 ¶ e major sector age. Concerning the sixth stage, or major
sector stabilization, we can only conjecture since none of us have
witnessed such an event. Nevertheless, we can postulatemuch con-
cerning the administrative and other readjustments which would
probably accompany such an advanced status of inhabited worlds
and their universe groupings.

4 Since the minor sector status has to do with co-ordinate phys-
ical equilibrium, we infer that major sector uni cation will be con-
cerned with certain new intellectual levels of attainment, possibly
some advanced achievements in the supreme realization of cosmic
wisdom.

5 ¶ We arrive at conclusions regarding the readjustments which
would probably attend the realization of hitherto unattained levels
of evolutionary progress by observing the results of such achieve-
ments on the individual worlds and in the experiences of individual
mortals living on these older and highly developed spheres.

6 Let it be made clear that the administrative mechanisms and
governmental techniques of a universe or a superuniverse cannot in
any manner limit or retard the evolutionary development or spiri-
tual progress of an individual inhabited planet or of any individual
mortal on such a sphere.

7 In someof the older universeswe ndworlds settled in the h
and the sixth stages of light and life—even far extended into the 7
epoch — whose local systems are not yet settled in light. Younger
planets may delay system uni cation, but this does not in the least
handicap the progress of an older and advancedworld. Neither can
environmental limitations, even on an isolated world, thwart the
personal attainment of the individual mortal; Jesus of Nazareth, as
a man among men, personally achieved the status of light and life
over 1900 years ago on Urantia.

8 It is by observing what takes place on long-settled worlds that
we arrive at fairly reliable conclusions as to what will happen when
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a whole superuniverse is settled in light, even if we cannot safely
postulate the event of the stabilization of the 7 superuniverses.

12. THE SEVENTH OR SUPERUNIVERSE STAGE
1 We cannot positively forecast what would occur when a super-

universe became settled in light because such an event has never
factualized. From the teachings of the Melchizedeks, which have
never been contradicted, we infer that sweeping changes would be
made in the entire organization and administration of every unit
of the creations of time and space extending from the inhabited
worlds to the superuniverse headquarters.

2 It is generally believed that large numbers of the otherwise un-
attached creature-trinitized sons are to be assembled on the head-
quarters and divisional capitals of the settled superuniverses. is
may be in anticipation of the sometime arrival of outer-spacers on
their way in to Havona and Paradise; but we really do not know.

3 ¶ If and when a superuniverse should be settled in light and
life, we believe that the now advisory Unquali ed Supervisors of
the Supreme would become the high administrative body on the
headquarters world of the superuniverse. ese are the personal-
ities who are able to contact directly with the absonite adminis-
trators, who will forthwith become active in the settled superu-
niverse. Although these Unquali ed Supervisors have long func-
tioned as advisers and counsellors in advanced evolutionary units
of creation, they donot assume administrative responsibilities until
the authority of the Supreme Being becomes sovereign.

4 e Unquali ed Supervisors of the Supreme, who function
more extensively during this epoch, are not nite, absonite, ulti-
mate, or in nite; they are supremacy and only represent God the
Supreme. ey are the personalization of time-space supremacy
and therefore do not function in Havona. ey function only as
supreme uni ers. ey may possibly be involved in the technique
of universe re ectivity, but we are not certain.

5 ¶ None of us entertain a satisfactory concept of what will hap-
pen when the grand universe (the 7 superuniverses as dependent
on Havona) becomes entirely settled in light and life. at event
will undoubtedly be the most profound occurrence in the annals
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of eternity since the appearance of the central universe. ere
are those who hold that the Supreme Being himself will emerge
from the Havona mystery enshrouding his spirit person and will
become residential on the headquarters of the 7 superuniverse as
the almighty and experiential sovereign of the perfected creations
of time and space. But we really do not know.

ahb

6 [Presented by aMightyMessenger temporarily assigned to the
Archangel Council on Urantia.]



PAPER №56
UNIVERSAL UNITY

Mighty Messenger and Machiventa Melchizedek

GOD is unity. Deity is universally co-ordinated. e
universe of universes is one vast integrated mechanism
which is absolutely controlled by one in nite mind. e

physical, intellectual, and spiritual domains of universal creation
are divinely correlated. e perfect and imperfect are truly interre-
lated, and therefore may the nite evolutionary creature ascend to
Paradise in obedience to the Universal Father’s mandate: “Be you
perfect, even as I am perfect.”

2 e diverse levels of creation are all uni ed in the plans and ad-
ministration of the Architects of the Master Universe. To the cir-
cumscribed minds of time-space mortals the universe may present
many problems and situations which apparently portray dishar-
mony and indicate absence of effective co-ordination; but those of
us who are able to observe wider stretches of universal phenom-
ena, and who are more experienced in this art of detecting the ba-
sic unity which underlies creative diversity and of discovering the
divine oneness which overspreads all this functioning of plurality,
better perceive the divine and single purpose exhibited in all these
manifold manifestations of universal creative energy.

1. PHYSICAL COORDINATION
1 e physical or material creation is not in nite, but it is per-

fectly co-ordinated. ere are force, energy, and power, but they
are all one in origin. e 7 superuniverses are seemingly dual; the
central universe, triune; but Paradise is of single constitution. And
Paradise is the actual source of all material universes — past, pre-
sent, and future. But this cosmic derivation is an eternity event;
at no time — past, present, or future — does either space or the
material cosmos come forth from the nuclear Isle of Light. As the
cosmic source, Paradise functions prior to space and before time;
hence would its derivations seem to be orphaned in time and space
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did they not emerge through the Unquali ed Absolute, their ulti-
mate repository in space and their revealer and regulator in time.

2 ¶ e Unquali ed Absolute upholds the physical universe,
while the Deity Absolute motivates the exquisite overcontrol of all
material reality; and bothAbsolutes are functionally uni ed by the
Universal Absolute. is cohesive correlation of the material uni-
verse is best understood by all personalities — material, morontia,
absonite, or spiritual — by the observation of the gravity response
of all bona de material reality to the gravity centring on nether
Paradise.

3 Gravity uni cation is universal and unvarying; pure-energy
response is likewise universal and inescapable. Pure energy (pri-
mordial force) and pure spirit are wholly preresponsive to gravity.

ese primal forces, inhering in the Absolutes, are personally con-
trolled by the Universal Father; hence does all gravity centre in the
personal presence of the Paradise Father of pure energy and pure
spirit and in his supermaterial abode.

4 ¶ Pure energy is the ancestor of all relative, nonspirit func-
tional realities, while pure spirit is the potential of the divine and
directive overcontrol of all basic energy systems. And these reali-
ties, so diverse as manifested throughout space and as observed in
the motions of time, are both centred in the person of the Paradise
Father. In him they are one — must be uni ed — because God is
one. e Father’s personality is absolutely uni ed.

5 In the in nite nature of God the Father there could not pos-
sibly exist duality of reality, such as physical and spiritual; but the
instant we look aside from the in nite levels and absolute reality of
the personal values of the Paradise Father, we observe the existence
of these two realities and recognize that they are fully responsive to
his personal presence; in him all things consist.

6 e moment you depart from the unquali ed concept of the
in nite personality of the Paradise Father, you must postulate
MIND as the inevitable technique of unifying the ever-widening
divergence of these dual universe manifestations of the original
monothetic Creator personality, the First Source and Centre —
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the I AM.

2. INTELLECTUAL UNITY
1 e ought-Father realizes spirit expression in theWord-Son

and attains reality expansion through Paradise in the far- ung ma-
terial universes. e spiritual expressions of the Eternal Son are
correlated with the material levels of creation by the functions of
the In nite Spirit, bywhose spirit-responsiveministry ofmind, and
in whose physical-directive acts of mind, the spiritual realities of
Deity and the material repercussions of Deity are correlated the
one with the other.

2 Mind is the functional endowment of the In nite Spirit, there-
fore in nite in potential and universal in bestowal. e primal
thought of the Universal Father eternalizes in dual expression: the
Isle of Paradise and his Deity equal, the spiritual and Eternal Son.
Such duality of eternal reality renders the mind God, the In nite
Spirit, inevitable. Mind is the indispensable channel of communi-
cation between spiritual and material realities. e material evo-
lutionary creature can conceive and comprehend the indwelling
spirit only by the ministry of mind.

3 is in nite and universal mind is ministered in the universes
of time and space as the cosmic mind; and though extending from
the primitive ministry of the adjutant spirits up to the magni cent
mind of the chief executive of a universe, even this cosmic mind is
adequately uni ed in the supervision of the Seven Master Spirits,
who are in turn co-ordinated with the Supreme Mind of time and
space and perfectly correlated with the all-embracing mind of the
In nite Spirit.

3. SPIRITUAL UNIFICATION
1 As the universal mind gravity is centred in the Paradise per-

sonal presence of the In nite Spirit, so does the universal spirit
gravity centre in the Paradise personal presence of the Eternal Son.

e Universal Father is one, but to time-space he is revealed in the
dual phenomena of pure energy and pure spirit.

2 Paradise spirit realities are likewise one, but in all time-space
situations and relations this single spirit is revealed in the dual phe-
nomena of the spirit personalities and emanations of the Eternal
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Son and the spirit personalities and in uences of the In nite Spirit
and associated creations; and there is yet a third—pure-spirit frag-
mentations — the Father’s bestowal of the ought Adjusters and
other spirit entities which are prepersonal.

3 ¶ No matter on what level of universe activities you may en-
counter spiritual phenomena or contactwith spirit beings, youmay
know that they are all derived from the God who is spirit by the
ministry of the Spirit Son and the In nite Mind Spirit. And this
far- ung spirit functions as a phenomenon on the evolutionary
worlds of time as it is directed from the headquarters of the local
universes. From these capitals of the Creator Sons come the Holy
Spirit and the Spirit of Truth, together with the ministry of the
adjutant mind-spirits, to the lower and evolving levels of material
minds.

4 Whilemind ismore uni edon the level of theMaster Spirits in
associationwith the SupremeBeing and as the cosmicmind in sub-
ordination to the Absolute Mind, the spirit ministry to the evolv-
ing worlds is more directly uni ed in the personalities resident on
theheadquarters of the local universes and in thepersonsof thepre-
siding Divine Ministers, who are in turn well-nigh perfectly corre-
lated with the Paradise gravity circuit of the Eternal Son, wherein
occurs nal uni cation of all time-space spirit manifestations.

5 ¶ Perfected creature existence can be attained, sustained, and
eternalized by the fusion of self-conscious mind with a fragment
of the pre-Trinity spirit endowment of some one of the persons of
the Paradise Trinity. e mortal mind is the creation of the Sons
andDaughters of the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit and, when
fused with the ought Adjuster from the Father, partakes of the
threefold spirit endowment of the evolutionary realms. But these
three spirit expressions become perfectly uni ed in the naliters,
even as they were in eternity so uni ed in the Universal I AM ere
he ever became the Universal Father of the Eternal Son and the In-
nite Spirit.
6 Spirit must always and ultimately become threefold in expres-

sion and Trinity-uni ed in nal realization. Spirit originates from
one source through a threefold expression; and in nality it must
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anddoes attain its full realization in that divine uni cationwhich is
experienced in ndingGod—oneness with divinity— in eternity,
and bymeans of the ministry of the cosmic mind of the in nite ex-
pression of the eternal word of the Father’s universal thought.

4. PERSONALITY UNIFICATION
1 e Universal Father is a divinely uni ed personality; hence

will all his ascendant children who are carried to Paradise by the
rebound momentum of the ought Adjusters, who went forth
from Paradise to indwell material mortals in obedience to the Fa-
ther’smandate, likewise be fully uni ed personalities ere they reach
Havona.

2 Personality inherently reaches out to unify all constituent re-
alities. e in nite personality of the First Source and Centre, the
Universal Father, uni es all 7 constituent Absolutes of In nity;
and the personality of mortal man, being an exclusive and direct
bestowal of theUniversal Father, likewise possesses the potential of
unifying the constituent factors of the mortal creature. Such uni-
fying creativity of all creature personality is a birthmark of its high
and exclusive source and is further evidential of its unbroken con-
tactwith this same source through the personality circuit, bymeans
of which the personality of the creature maintains direct and sus-
taining contact with the Father of all personality on Paradise.

3 Notwithstanding that God is manifest from the domains of
the Sevenfold up through supremacy and ultimacy to God the Ab-
solute, the personality circuit, centring on Paradise and in the per-
son of God the Father, provides for the complete and perfect uni-
cation of all these diverse expressions of divine personality so far

as concerns all creature personalities on all levels of intelligent exis-
tence and in all the realms of the perfect, perfected, and perfecting
universes.

4 ¶ While God is to and in the universes all that we have por-
trayed, nevertheless, to you and to all otherGod-knowing creatures
he is one, your Father and their Father. To personality God cannot
be plural. God is Father to each of his creatures, and it is literally
impossible for any child to have more than one father.
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5 Philosophically, cosmically, and with reference to differential
levels and locations of manifestation, you may and perforce must
conceive of the functioning of plural Deities and postulate the ex-
istence of plural Trinities; but in the worshipful experience of the
personal contact of every worshipping personality throughout the
master universe, God is one; and that uni ed and personal Deity
is our Paradise parent, God the Father, the bestower, conservator,
and Father of all personalities from mortal man on the inhabited
worlds to the Eternal Son on the central Isle of Light.

5. DEITY UNITY
1 e oneness, the indivisibility, of Paradise Deity is existential

and absolute. ere are three eternal personalizations of Deity —
theUniversal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit—but
in the Paradise Trinity they are actually one Deity, undivided and
indivisible.

2 ¶ From the original Paradise-Havona level of existential real-
ity, two subabsolute levels have differentiated, and thereon have
the Father, Son, and Spirit engaged in the creation of numerous
personal associates and subordinates. Andwhile it is inappropriate
in this connection to undertake the consideration of absonite de-
ity uni cation on transcendental levels of ultimacy, it is feasible to
look at some features of the unifying function of the various Deity
personalizations in whom divinity is functionally manifest to the
diverse sectors of creation and to the different orders of intelligent
beings.

3 e present functioning of divinity in the superuniverses is ac-
tivelymanifest in the operations of the SupremeCreators— the lo-
cal universe Creator Sons and Spirits, the superuniverse Ancients
of Days, and the Seven Master Spirits of Paradise. ese beings
constitute the rst three levels of God the Sevenfold leading in-
ward to the Universal Father, and this entire domain of God the
Sevenfold is co-ordinating on the rst level of experiential deity in
the evolving Supreme Being.

4 ¶ On Paradise and in the central universe, Deity unity is a fact
of existence. roughout the evolving universes of time and space,
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Deity unity is an achievement.

6. UNIFICATION OF EVOLUTIONARY DEITY
1 When the three eternal persons ofDeity function as undivided

Deity in the Paradise Trinity, they achieve perfect unity; likewise,
when they create, either associatively or severally, their Paradise
progeny exhibit the characteristic unity of divinity. And this divin-
ity of purpose manifested by the Supreme Creators and Rulers of
the time-space domains eventuates in the unifying power potential
of the sovereignty of experiential supremacy which, in the presence
of the impersonal energy unity of the universe, constitutes a real-
ity tension that can be resolved only through adequate uni cation
with the experiential personality realities of experiential Deity.

2 e personality realities of the Supreme Being come forth
from the Paradise Deities and on the pilot world of the outer Ha-
vona circuit unify with the power prerogatives of the Almighty Su-
preme coming up from theCreator divinities of the grand universe.
God the Supreme as a person existed in Havona before the cre-
ation of the 7 superuniverses, but he functioned only on spiritual
levels. e evolution of the Almighty power of Supremacy by di-
verse divinity synthesis in the evolving universes eventuated in a
new power presence of Deity which co-ordinated with the spiri-
tual person of the Supreme in Havona by means of the Supreme
Mind, which concomitantly translated from the potential resident
in the in nite mind of the In nite Spirit to the active functional
mind of the Supreme Being.

3 ¶ e material-minded creatures of the evolutionary worlds
of the 7 superuniverses can comprehend Deity unity only as it is
evolving in this power-personality synthesis of the Supreme Being.
On any level of existence God cannot exceed the conceptual ca-
pacity of the beings who live on such a level. Mortal man must,
through the recognition of truth, the appreciation of beauty, and
the worship of goodness, evolve the recognition of a God of love
and then progress through ascending deity levels to the compre-
hension of the Supreme. Deity, having been thus grasped as uni ed
in power, can then be personalized in spirit to creature understand-
ing and attainment.
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4 While ascendingmortals achieve power comprehension of the
Almighty on the capitals of the superuniverses and personality
comprehension of the Supreme on the outer circuits of Havona,
they do not actually nd the Supreme Being as they are destined
to nd the Paradise Deities. Even the naliters, sixth-stage spirits,
have not found the Supreme Being, nor are they likely to until they
have achieved 7-stage-spirit status, and until the Supreme has be-
come actually functional in the activities of the future outer uni-
verses.

5 But when ascenders nd the Universal Father as the 7 level
of God the Sevenfold, they have attained the personality of the
First Person of all deity levels of personal relationships with uni-
verse creatures.

7. UNIVERSAL EVOLUTIONARY REPERCUSSIONS
1 e steady progress of evolution in the time-space universes is

accompanied by ever-enlarging revelations of Deity to all intelli-
gent creatures. e attainment of the height of evolutionary prog-
ress on a world, in a system, constellation, universe, superuniverse,
or in the grand universe signalizes corresponding enlargements of
deity function to and in these progressive units of creation. And
every such local enhancement of divinity realization is accompa-
nied by certain well-de ned repercussions of enlarged deity mani-
festation to all other sectors of creation. Extending outward from
Paradise, each new domain of realized and attained evolution con-
stitutes a new and enlarged revelation of experiential Deity to the
universe of universes.

2 As the components of a local universe are progressively settled
in light and life, God the Sevenfold is increasingly made manifest.
Time-space evolutionbegins on a planetwith the rst expressionof
God the Sevenfold — the Creator Son-Creative Spirit association
— in control. With the settling of a system in light, this Son-Spirit
liaison attains the fullness of function; and when an entire con-
stellation is thus settled, the second phase of God the Sevenfold
becomes more active throughout such a realm. e completed ad-
ministrative evolution of a local universe is attended by new and
more direct ministrations of the superuniverse Master Spirits; and
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at this point there also begins that ever-expanding revelation and
realization of God the Supremewhich culminates in the ascender’s
comprehension of the Supreme Being while passing through the
worlds of the sixth Havona circuit.

3 ¶ eUniversal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In nite Spirit
are existential deity manifestations to intelligent creatures and are
not, therefore, similarly expanded in personality relations with the
mind and spirit creatures of all creation.

4 ¶ It shouldbenoted that ascendingmortalsmay experience the
impersonal presence of successive levels of Deity long before they
become sufficiently spiritual and adequately educated to attain ex-
periential personal recognition of, and contact with, these Deities
as personal beings.

5 Each new evolutionary attainment within a sector of creation,
as well as every new invasion of space by divinity manifestations, is
attended by simultaneous expansions of Deity functional-revela-
tion within the then existing and previously organized units of all
creation. is new invasion of the administrative work of the uni-
verses and their component units may not always appear to be exe-
cuted exactly in accordance with the technique herewith outlined
because it is the practice to send forth advance groups of adminis-
trators to prepare the way for the subsequent and successive eras of
new administrative overcontrol. Even God the Ultimate foreshad-
ows his transcendental overcontrol of the universes during the later
stages of a local universe settled in light and life.

6 It is a fact that, as the creations of time and space are progres-
sively settled in evolutionary status, there is observed a new and
fuller functioning of God the Supreme concomitant with a cor-
responding withdrawing of the rst three manifestations of God
the Sevenfold. If and when the grand universe becomes settled in
light and life, what then will be the future function of the Creator-
Creative manifestations of God the Sevenfold if God the Supreme
assumes direct control of these creations of time and space? Are
these organizers and pioneers of the time-space universes to be lib-
erated for similar activities in outer space? We do not know, but
we speculate much concerning these and related matters.
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7 ¶ As the frontiers of experiential Deity are extended out into
the domains of the Unquali ed Absolute, we envision the activ-
ity of God the Sevenfold during the earlier evolutionary epochs
of these creations of the future. We are not all in agreement re-
specting the future status of the Ancients of Days and the superu-
niverseMaster Spirits. Neither do we knowwhether or not the Su-
preme Being will therein function as in the 7 superuniverses. But
we all conjecture that the Michaels, the Creator Sons, are destined
to function in these outer universes. Some hold that the future ages
will witness some closer form of union between the associatedCre-
ator Sons and Divine Ministers; it is even possible that such a cre-
ator union might eventuate in some new expression of associate-
creator identity of an ultimate nature. But we really know nothing
about these possibilities of the unrevealed future.

8 We do know, however, that in the universes of time and space,
God the Sevenfold provides a progressive approach to the Uni-
versal Father, and that this evolutionary approach is experientially
uni ed inGod the Supreme. Wemight conjecture that such a plan
must prevail in the outer universes; on the other hand, the new or-
ders of beings that may sometime inhabit these universes may be
able to approach Deity on ultimate levels and by absonite tech-
niques. In short, we have not the slightest concept of what tech-
nique of deity approach may become operative in the future uni-
verses of outer space.˚

9 Nevertheless, we deem that the perfected superuniverses will
in some way become a part of the Paradise-ascension careers of
those beings who may inhabit these outer creations. It is quite
possible that in that future age we may witness outer-spacers ap-
proaching Havona through the 7 superuniverses, administered by
God the Supreme with or without the collaboration of the Seven
Master Spirits.

8. THE SUPREME UNIFIER
1 e Supreme Being has a threefold function in the experience

7.8. We might conjecture that such a plan must prevail in the outer universes; on the
other hand the new orders… e structure of the sentence calls for a comma here. In the
1955 text, hand was at the end of the line— so the comma could easily have been dropped.
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of mortal man: First, he is the uni er of time-space divinity, God
the Sevenfold; second, he is the maximum of Deity which nite
creatures can actually comprehend; third, he is mortal man’s only
avenue of approach to the transcendental experience of consorting
with absonite mind, eternal spirit, and Paradise personality.

2 Ascendant naliters, having been born in the local universes,
nurtured in the superuniverses, and trained in the central universe,
embrace in their personal experiences the full potential of the com-
prehension of the time-space divinity of God the Sevenfold uni-
fying in the Supreme. Finaliters serve successively in superuniver-
ses other than those of nativity, thereby superimposing experience
upon experience until the fullness of the sevenfold diversity of pos-
sible creature experience has been encompassed. rough themin-
istry of the indwelling Adjusters the naliters are enabled to nd
theUniversal Father, but it is by these techniques of experience that
such naliters come really to know the SupremeBeing, and they are
destined to the service and the revelation of this Supreme Deity in
and to the future universes of outer space.

3 Bear inmind, all that God the Father and his Paradise Sons do
for us, we in turn and in spirit have the opportunity to do for and
in the emerging Supreme Being. e experience of love, joy, and
service in the universe is mutual. God the Father does not need
that his sons should return to him all that he bestows upon them,
but they do (or may) in turn bestow all of this upon their fellows
and upon the evolving Supreme Being.

4 All creational phenomena are re ective of antecedent creator-
spirit activities. Said Jesus, and it is literally true, “ e Son does
only those things which he sees the Father do.” In time you mor-
tals may begin the revelation of the Supreme to your fellows, and
increasingly may you augment this revelation as you ascend Par-
adiseward. In eternity you may be permitted to make increasing
revelations of this God of evolutionary creatures on supreme levels
— even ultimate — as 7-stage naliters.

9. UNIVERSAL ABSOLUTE UNITY
1 e Unquali ed Absolute and the Deity Absolute are uni ed

in the Universal Absolute. e Absolutes are co-ordinated in the
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Ultimate, conditioned in the Supreme, and time-spacemodi ed in
God the Sevenfold. On subin nite levels there are threeAbsolutes,
but in in nity they appear to be one. On Paradise there are three
personalizations of Deity, but in the Trinity they are one.

2 ¶ e major philosophic proposition of the master universe is
this: Did the Absolute (the three Absolutes as one in in nity) exist
before the Trinity? and is the Absolute ancestral to the Trinity? or
is the Trinity antecedent to the Absolute?

3 Is the Unquali ed Absolute a force presence independent of
the Trinity? Does the presence of the Deity Absolute connote the
unlimited function of the Trinity? and is the Universal Absolute
the nal function of the Trinity, even a Trinity of Trinities?

4 On rst thought, a concept of the Absolute as ancestor to all
things — even the Trinity — seems to afford transitory satisfac-
tion of consistency grati cation and philosophic uni cation, but
any such conclusion is invalidated by the actuality of the eternity
of the ParadiseTrinity. We are taught, andwe believe, that theUni-
versal Father and his Trinity associates are eternal in nature and ex-
istence. ere is, then, but one consistent philosophic conclusion,
and that is: e Absolute is, to all universe intelligences, the im-
personal and co-ordinate reaction of the Trinity (of Trinities) to
all basic and primary space situations, intrauniversal and extrau-
niversal. To all personality intelligences of the grand universe the
Paradise Trinity forever stands in nality, eternity, supremacy, and
ultimacy and, for all practical purposes of personal comprehension
and creature realization, as absolute.

5 As creature minds may view this problem, they are led to the
nal postulate of the Universal I AM as the primal cause and the

unquali ed source of both the Trinity and the Absolute. When,
therefore, we crave to entertain a personal concept of the Absolute,
we revert to our ideas and ideals of the Paradise Father. When we
desire to facilitate comprehension or to augment consciousness of
this otherwise impersonal Absolute, we revert to the fact that the
Universal Father is the existential Father of absolute personality;
the Eternal Son is the Absolute Person, though not, in the expe-
riential sense, the personalization of the Absolute. And then we
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go on to envisage the experiential Trinities as culminating in the
experiential personalization of the Deity Absolute, while conceiv-
ing the Universal Absolute as constituting the universe and the ex-
trauniverse phenomena of themanifest presence of the impersonal
activities of the uni ed and co-ordinated Deity associations of su-
premacy, ultimacy, and in nity — the Trinity of Trinities.

6 ¶ God the Father is discernible on all levels from the nite to
the in nite, and though his creatures from Paradise to the evolu-
tionary worlds have variously perceived him, only the Eternal Son
and the In nite Spirit know him as an in nity.

7 Spiritual personality is absolute only on Paradise, and the con-
cept of the Absolute is unquali ed only in in nity. Deity presence
is absolute only on Paradise, and the revelation ofGodmust always
be partial, relative, and progressive until his power becomes experi-
entially in nite in the space potency of the Unquali ed Absolute,
while his personality manifestation becomes experientially in nite
in themanifest presence of theDeityAbsolute, andwhile these two
potentials of in nity become reality-uni ed in theUniversal Abso-
lute.

8 But beyond subin nite levels the three Absolutes are one, and
thereby is in nity Deity-realized regardless of whether any other
order of existence ever self-realizes consciousness of in nity.

9 Existential status in eternity implies existential self-conscious-
ness of in nity, even though another eternity may be required to
experience self-realization of the experiential potentialities inher-
ent in an in nity eternity — an eternal in nity.

10 ¶ And God the Father is the personal source of all manifesta-
tions of Deity and reality to all intelligent creatures and spirit be-
ings throughout all the universe of universes. As personalities, now
or in the successive universe experiences of the eternal future, no
matter if you achieve the attainment of God the Sevenfold, com-
prehend God the Supreme, nd God the Ultimate, or attempt to
grasp the concept of God the Absolute, you will discover to your
eternal satisfaction that in the consummation of each adventure
you have, on new experiential levels, rediscovered the eternal God
— the Paradise Father of all universe personalities.
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11 e Universal Father is the explanation of universal unity as
it must be supremely, even ultimately, realized in the postultimate
unity of absolute values and meanings — unquali ed Reality.

12 e Master Force Organizers go out into space and mobilize
its energies to become gravity responsive to the Paradise pull of
the Universal Father; and subsequently there come the Creator
Sons, who organize these gravity-responding forces into inhabited
universes and therein evolve intelligent creatures who receive unto
themselves the spirit of the Paradise Father and subsequently as-
cend to the Father to become like him in all possible divinity at-
tributes.

13 e ceaseless and expanding march of the Paradise creative
forces through space seems to presage the ever-extending domain
of the gravity grasp of the Universal Father and the never-ending
multiplication of varied types of intelligent creatures who are able
to loveGod and be loved by him, andwho, by thus becomingGod-
knowing, may choose to be like him, may elect to attain Paradise
and nd God.

14 e universe of universes is altogether uni ed. God is one in
power and personality. ere is co-ordination of all levels of energy
and all phases of personality. Philosophically and experientially, in
concept and in reality, all things and beings centre in the Paradise
Father. God is all and in all, and no things or beings exist without
him.

10. TRUTH, BEAUTY, AND GOODNESS
1 As the worlds settled in life and light progress from the initial

stage to the 7 epoch, they successively grasp for the realization of
the reality ofGod the Sevenfold, ranging from the adoration of the
Creator Son to the worship of his Paradise Father. roughout the
continuing 7 stage of such a world’s history the ever-progressing
mortals grow in the knowledge of God the Supreme, while they
vaguely discern the reality of the overshadowing ministry of God
the Ultimate.

2 roughout this glorious age the chief pursuit of the ever-
advancing mortals is the quest for a better understanding and a
fuller realization of the comprehensible elements ofDeity—truth,
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beauty, and goodness. is represents man’s effort to discern God
in mind, matter, and spirit. And as the mortal pursues this quest,
he nds himself increasingly absorbed in the experiential study of
philosophy, cosmology, and divinity.

3 ¶ Philosophy you somewhat grasp, and divinity you compre-
hend in worship, social service, and personal spiritual experience,
but the pursuit of beauty—cosmology—you all too o en limit to
the study of man’s crude artistic endeavours. Beauty, art, is largely
a matter of the uni cation of contrasts. Variety is essential to the
concept of beauty. e supreme beauty, the height of nite art, is
the drama of the uni cation of the vastness of the cosmic extremes
of Creator and creature. Man nding God and God nding man
— the creature becoming perfect as is the Creator— that is the su-
pernal achievement of the supremely beautiful, the attainment of
the apex of cosmic art.

4 Hencematerialism, atheism, is themaximation of ugliness, the
climax of the nite antithesis of the beautiful. Highest beauty con-
sists in the panoramaof the uni cation of the variationswhichhave
been born of pre-existent harmonious reality.

5 e attainment of cosmologic levels of thought includes:
6 1. Curiosity. Hunger for harmony and thirst for beauty. Per-

sistent attempts to discover new levels of harmonious cosmic rela-
tionships.

7 2. Aesthetic appreciation. Love of the beautiful and ever-ad-
vancing appreciation of the artistic touch of all creative manifesta-
tions on all levels of reality.

8 3. Ethic sensitivity. rough the realization of truth the ap-
preciation of beauty leads to the sense of the eternal tness of those
things which impinge upon the recognition of divine goodness in
Deity relations with all beings; and thus even cosmology leads to
the pursuit of divine reality values — to God-consciousness.

9 ¶ eworlds settled in light and life are so fully concernedwith
the comprehension of truth, beauty, and goodness because these
quality values embrace the revelation ofDeity to the realms of time
and space. e meanings of eternal truth make a combined appeal
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to the intellectual and spiritual natures of mortal man. Univer-
sal beauty embraces the harmonious relations and rhythms of the
cosmic creation; this is more distinctly the intellectual appeal and
leads towards uni ed and synchronous comprehension of the ma-
terial universe. Divine goodness represents the revelation of in -
nite values to the nite mind, therein to be perceived and elevated
to the very threshold of the spiritual level of human comprehen-
sion.

10 Truth is the basis of science and philosophy, presenting the in-
tellectual foundation of religion. Beauty sponsors art, music, and
the meaningful rhythms of all human experience. Goodness em-
braces the sense of ethics, morality, and religion — experiential
perfection-hunger.

11 e existence of beauty implies the presence of appreciative
creature mind just as certainly as the fact of progressive evolution
indicates the dominance of the SupremeMind. Beauty is the intel-
lectual recognition of the harmonious time-space synthesis of the
far- ung diversi cation of phenomenal reality, all of which stems
from pre-existent and eternal oneness.

12 Goodness is themental recognition of the relative values of the
diverse levels of divine perfection. e recognition of goodness im-
plies a mind of moral status, a personal mind with ability to dis-
criminate between good and evil. But the possession of goodness,
greatness, is the measure of real divinity attainment.

13 ¶ e recognition of true relations implies a mind competent
to discriminate between truth and error. e bestowal Spirit of
Truth which invests the human minds of Urantia is unerringly re-
sponsive to truth — the living spirit relationship of all things and
all beings as they are co-ordinated in the eternal ascent Godward.

14 Every impulse of every electron, thought, or spirit is an acting
unit in the whole universe. Only sin is isolated and evil gravity re-
sisting on the mental and spiritual levels. e universe is a whole;
no thing or being exists or lives in isolation. Self-realization is po-
tentially evil if it is antisocial. It is literally true: “No man lives by
himself.” Cosmic socialization constitutes the highest form of per-
sonality uni cation. Said Jesus: “Hewhowould be greatest among
you, let him become server of all.”
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15 Even truth, beauty, and goodness — man’s intellectual ap-
proach to the universe of mind, matter, and spirit — must be
combined into one uni ed concept of a divine and supreme ideal.
As mortal personality uni es the human experience with matter,
mind, and spirit, so does this divine and supreme ideal become
power-uni ed in Supremacy and then personalized as a God of fa-
therly love.

16 All insight into the relations of the parts to any given whole
requires an understanding grasp of the relation of all parts to that
whole; and in the universe this means the relation of created parts
to the Creative Whole. Deity thus becomes the transcendental,
even the in nite, goal of universal and eternal attainment.

17 ¶ Universal beauty is the recognition of the re ection of the
Isle of Paradise in the material creation, while eternal truth is the
special ministry of the Paradise Sons who not only bestow them-
selves upon themortal races but even pour out their Spirit of Truth
upon all peoples. Divine goodness is more fully shown forth in the
loving ministry of the manifold personalities of the In nite Spirit.
But love, the sum total of these three qualities, is man’s perception
of God as his spirit Father.

18 Physical matter is the time-space shadow of the Paradise en-
ergy-shining of the absolute Deities. Truth meanings are the mor-
tal-intellect repercussions of the eternal word ofDeity— the time-
space comprehension of supreme concepts. e goodness values
of divinity are the merciful ministries of the spirit personalities of
the Universal, the Eternal, and the In nite to the time-space nite
creatures of the evolutionary spheres.

19 ese meaningful reality values of divinity are blended in the
Father’s relation with each personal creature as divine love. ey
are co-ordinated in the Son and his Sons as divine mercy. ey
manifest their qualities through the Spirit and his spirit children
as divine ministry, the portrayal of loving mercy to the children
of time. ese three divinities are primarily manifested by the Su-
preme Being as power-personality synthesis. ey are variously
shown forth by God the Sevenfold in 7 differing associations of
divine meanings and values on 7 ascending levels.
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20 ¶ To nite man truth, beauty, and goodness embrace the full
revelation of divinity reality. As this love-comprehension of De-
ity nds spiritual expression in the lives of God-knowing mortals,
there are yielded the fruits of divinity: intellectual peace, social
progress, moral satisfaction, spiritual joy, and cosmic wisdom. e
advanced mortals on a world in the 7 stage of light and life have
learned that love is the greatest thing in the universe — and they
know that God is love.

21 ¶ Love is the desire to do good to others.

ahb

22 [Presented by a Mighty Messenger visiting on Urantia, by re-
quest of the Nebadon Revelatory Corps and in collaboration with
a certainMelchizedek, the vicegerent Planetary Prince ofUrantia.]

* * * * *

23 is paper on Universal Unity is the 25 of a series of presen-
tations by various authors, having been sponsored as a group by
a commission of Nebadon personalities numbering 12 and acting
under the direction of Mantutia Melchizedek. We indited these
narratives and put them in the English language, by a technique
authorized by our superiors, in the year 1934 of Urantia time.
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ese papers were sponsored by a Corps of Local Universe Personalities
acting by authority of Gabriel of Salvington.

PAPER №57
THE ORIGIN OF URANTIA

Life Carrier

IN PRESENTING excerpts from the archives of Jerusem for
the records of Urantia respecting its antecedents and early his-
tory, we are directed to reckon time in terms of current us-

age — the present leap-year calendar of 365¼ days to the year. As
a rule, no attempt will be made to give exact years, though they
are of record. We will use the nearest whole numbers as the better
method of presenting these historic facts.

2 When referring to an event as of one or two millions of years
ago, we intend to date such an occurrence back that number of
years from the early decades of theXXcentury of theChristian era.
Wewill thus depict these far-distant events as occurring in even pe-
riods of thousands, millions, and billions of years.

1. THE ANDRONOVER NEBULA
1 Urantia is of origin in your sun, and your sun is one of themul-

tifarious offspring of the Andronover nebula, which was onetime
organized as a component part of the physical power and material
matter of the local universe of Nebadon. And this great nebula it-
self took origin in the universal force-charge of space in the super-
universe of Orvonton, long, long ago.

2 At the time of the beginning of this recital, the Primary Mas-
ter Force Organizers of Paradise had long been in full control of
the space-energies which were later organized as the Andronover
nebula.

3 ¶ 987,000,000,000 years ago associate force organizer and
then acting inspector number 811,307 of the Orvonton series,
travelling out from Uversa, reported to the Ancients of Days that
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space conditions were favourable for the initiation of materializa-
tion phenomena in a certain sector of the, then, easterly segment
of Orvonton.

4 ¶ 900,000,000,000 years ago, theUversa archives testify, there
was recorded a permit issued by the Uversa Council of Equilib-
rium to the superuniverse government authorizing the dispatch of
a force organizer and staff to the region previously designated by
inspector number 811,307. e Orvonton authorities commis-
sioned the original discoverer of this potential universe to execute
themandate of the Ancients ofDays calling for the organization of
a new material creation.˚

5 e recording of this permit signi es that the force organizer
and staff had already departed from Uversa on the long journey to
that easterly space sector where they were subsequently to engage
in those protracted activities which would terminate in the emer-
gence of a new physical creation in Orvonton.

6 ¶ 875,000,000,000 years ago the enormous Andronover neb-
ula number 876,926 was duly initiated. Only the presence of the
force organizer and the liaison staff was required to inaugurate the
energy whirl which eventually grew into this vast cyclone of space.
Subsequent to the initiation of such nebular revolutions, the living
force organizers simply withdraw at right angles to the plane of the
revolutionary disk, and from that time forward, the inherent qual-
ities of energy ensure the progressive and orderly evolution of such
a new physical system.

7 At about this time the narrative shi s to the functioning of
the personalities of the superuniverse. In reality the story has its
proper beginning at this point — at just about the time the Par-
adise force organizers are preparing to withdraw, having made the
space-energy conditions ready for the action of the power directors
and physical controllers of the superuniverse of Orvonton.

2. THE PRIMARY NEBULAR STAGE
1 All evolutionary material creations are born of circular and

1.4. 900,000,000,000 years ago the Uversa archives testify… e added comma correctly
separates the introductory phrase om the body of the sentence (and is consistent with the
structure of the other sentences in this list).
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gaseous nebulae, and all such primary nebulae are circular through-
out the early part of their gaseous existence. As they grow older,
they usually become spiral, and when their function of sun forma-
tion has run its course, they o en terminate as clusters of stars or as
enormous suns surrounded by a varying number of planets, satel-
lites, and smaller groups of matter in many ways resembling your
own diminutive solar system.

2 ¶ 800,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover creation was
well established as one of the magni cent primary nebulae of Or-
vonton. As the astronomers of near-by universes looked out upon
this phenomenon of space, they saw very little to attract their at-
tention. Gravity estimates made in adjacent creations indicated
that spacematerializations were taking place in theAndronover re-
gions, but that was all.

3 ¶ 700,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover system was as-
suming gigantic proportions, and additional physical controllers
were dispatched to nine surrounding material creations to afford
support and supply co-operation to the power centres of this new
material system which was so rapidly evolving. At this distant date
all of thematerial bequeathed to the subsequent creations was held
within the con nes of this gigantic space wheel, which continued
ever to whirl and, a er reaching its maximum of diameter, to whirl
faster and faster as it continued to condense and contract.

4 ¶ 600,000,000,000 years ago the height of theAndronover en-
ergy-mobilization period was attained; the nebula had acquired its
maximum of mass. At this time it was a gigantic circular gas cloud
in shape somewhat like a attened spheroid. is was the early pe-
riod of differential mass formation and varying revolutionary ve-
locity. Gravity and other in uences were about to begin their work
of converting space gases into organized matter.

3. THE SECONDARY NEBULAR STAGE
1 e enormous nebula now began gradually to assume the spi-

ral form and to become clearly visible to the astronomers of even
distant universes. is is the natural history of most nebulae; be-
fore they begin to throw off suns and start upon the work of uni-
verse building, these secondary space nebulae are usually observed
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as spiral phenomena.
2 e near-by star students of that faraway era, as they observed

this metamorphosis of the Andronover nebula, saw exactly what
XX century astronomers seewhen they turn their telescopes space-
ward and view the present-age spiral nebulae of adjacent outer
space.

3 About the time of the attainment of themaximumofmass, the
gravity control of the gaseous content commenced to weaken, and
there ensued the stage of gas escapement, the gas streaming forth as
two gigantic and distinct arms, which took origin on opposite sides
of themothermass. e rapid revolutions of this enormous central
core soon imparted a spiral appearance to these two projecting gas
streams. e cooling and subsequent condensation of portions of
these protruding arms eventually produced their knotted appear-
ance. ese denser portions were vast systems and subsystems of
physical matter whirling through space in the midst of the gaseous
cloud of the nebula while being held securely within the gravity
grasp of the mother wheel.

4 But the nebula had begun to contract, and the increase in the
rate of revolution further lessened gravity control; and ere long, the
outer gaseous regions began actually to escape from the immediate
embrace of the nebular nucleus, passing out into space on circuits
of irregular outline, returning to the nuclear regions to complete
their circuits, and so on. But this was only a temporary stage of
nebular progression. e ever-increasing rate of whirling was soon
to throw enormous suns off into space on independent circuits.

5 And this is what happened in Andronover ages upon ages ago.
e energy wheel grew and grew until it attained its maximum

of expansion, and then, when contraction set in, it whirled on
faster and faster until, eventually, the critical centrifugal stage was
reached and the great breakup began.

6 ¶ 500,000,000,000 years ago the rst Andronover sun was
born. is blazing streak broke away from themother gravity grasp
and tore out into space on an independent adventure in the cos-
mos of creation. Its orbit was determined by its path of escape.
Such young suns quickly become spherical and start out on their
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long and eventful careers as the stars of space. Excepting terminal
nebular nucleuses, the vast majority of Orvonton suns have had an
analogous birth. ese escaping suns pass through varied periods
of evolution and subsequent universe service.

7 ¶ 400,000,000,000 years ago began the recaptive period of the
Andronover nebula. Many of the near-by and smaller suns were re-
captured as a result of the gradual enlargement and further conden-
sation of the mother nucleus. Very soon there was inaugurated the
terminal phase of nebular condensation, the period which always
precedes the nal segregation of these immense space aggregations
of energy and matter.

8 It was scarcely 1,000,000 years subsequent to this epoch that
Michael of Nebadon, a Creator Son of Paradise, selected this dis-
integrating nebula as the site of his adventure in universe building.
Almost immediately the architectural worlds of Salvington and the
100 constellation headquarters groups of planets were begun. It
required almost 1,000,000 years to complete these clusters of spe-
cially created worlds. e local system headquarters planets were
constructed over a period extending from that time to about ve
billion years ago.

9 ¶ 300,000,000,000 years ago the Andronover solar circuits
were well established, and the nebular system was passing through
a transient period of relative physical stability. About this time the
staff ofMichael arrived on Salvington, and theUversa government
ofOrvonton extended physical recognition to the local universe of
Nebadon.

10 ¶ 200,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the progression of
contraction and condensation with enormous heat generation in
the Andronover central cluster, or nuclear mass. Relative space ap-
peared even in the regions near the central mother-sun wheel. e
outer regionswere becomingmore stabilized and better organized;
some planets revolving around the newborn suns had cooled suffi-
ciently to be suitable for life implantation. e oldest inhabited
planets of Nebadon date from these times.

11 Now the completed universe mechanism of Nebadon rst be-
gins to function, and Michael’s creation is registered on Uversa as
a universe of inhabitation and progressive mortal ascension.
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12 ¶ 100,000,000,000 years ago the nebular apex of condensa-
tion tension was reached; the point of maximum heat tension was
attained. is critical stage of gravity-heat contention sometimes
lasts for ages, but sooner or later, heat wins the struggle with grav-
ity, and the spectacular period of sun dispersion begins. And this
marks the end of the secondary career of a space nebula.

4. TERTIARY AND QUARTAN STAGES
1 e primary stage of a nebula is circular; the secondary, spiral;

the tertiary stage is that of the rst sun dispersion, while the quar-
tan embraces the second and last cycle of sun dispersion, with the
mother nucleus ending either as a globular cluster or as a solitary
sun functioning as the centre of a terminal solar system.

2 ¶ 75,000,000,000 years ago this nebula had attained the
height of its sun-family stage. is was the apex of the rst pe-
riod of sun losses. e majority of these suns have since possessed
themselves of extensive systems of planets, satellites, dark islands,
comets, meteors, and cosmic dust clouds.

3 ¶ 50,000,000,000 years ago this rst period of sun dispersion
was completed; the nebula was fast nishing its tertiary cycle of
existence, during which it gave origin to 876,926 sun systems.

4 ¶ 25,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the completion of the
tertiary cycle of nebular life and brought about the organization
and relative stabilization of the far- ung starry systems derived
from this parent nebula. But the process of physical contraction
and increased heat production continued in the central mass of the
nebular remnant.

5 ¶ 10,000,000,000 years ago the quartan cycle of Andronover
began. e maximum of nuclear-mass temperature had been at-
tained; the critical point of condensation was approaching. e
original mother nucleus was convulsing under the combined pres-
sure of its own internal-heat condensation tension and the increas-
ing gravity-tidal pull of the surrounding swarmof liberated sun sys-
tems. e nuclear eruptions which were to inaugurate the second
nebular sun cycle were imminent. e quartan cycle of nebular ex-
istence was about to begin.
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6 ¶ 8,000,000,000 years ago the terri c terminal eruption be-
gan. Only the outer systems are safe at the time of such a cosmic
upheaval. And thiswas thebeginningof the endof thenebula. is
nal sun disgorgement extended over a period of almost 2 × 109

years.
7 ¶ 7,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the height of the And-

ronover terminal breakup. is was the period of the birth of the
larger terminal suns and the apex of the local physical disturbances.

8 ¶ 6,000,000,000 years ago marks the end of the terminal
breakup and the birth of your sun, the 56 from the last of the
Andronover 2ⁿ solar family. is nal eruption of the nebular nu-
cleus gave birth to 136,702 suns, most of them solitary orbs. e
total number of suns and sun systems having origin in the Andro-
nover nebula was 1,013,628. e number of the solar system sun is
1,013,572.

9 And now the great Andronover nebula is no more, but it lives
on in the many suns and their planetary families which originated
in this mother cloud of space. e nal nuclear remnant of this
magni cent nebula still burnswith a reddish glow and continues to
give forth moderate light and heat to its remnant planetary family
of 165 worlds, which now revolve about this venerable mother of
two mighty generations of the monarchs of light.

5. ORIGIN OF MONMATIA  THE URANTIA
SOLAR SYSTEM

1 5,000,000,000 years ago your sun was a comparatively isolated
blazingorb, having gathered to itselfmost of thenear-by circulating
matter of space, remnants of the recent upheavalwhich attended its
own birth.

2 Today, your sun has achieved relative stability, but its 11½ year
sunspot cycles betray that it was a variable star in its youth. In the
early days of your sun the continued contraction and consequent
gradual increase of temperature initiated tremendous convulsions
on its surface. ese titanic heaves required 3½ days to complete a
cycle of varying brightness. is variable state, this periodic pulsa-
tion, rendered your sun highly responsive to certain outside in u-
ences which were to be shortly encountered.
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3 us was the stage of local space set for the unique origin of
Monmatia, that being the name of your sun’s planetary family, the
solar system towhich yourworldbelongs. Less than1%of theplan-
etary systems of Orvonton have had a similar origin.

4 ¶ 4,500,000,000 years ago the enormous Angona system be-
gan its approach to the neighbourhood of this solitary sun. e
centre of this great system was a dark giant of space, solid, highly
charged, and possessing tremendous gravity pull.

5 As Angona more closely approached the sun, at moments of
maximum expansion during solar pulsations, streams of gaseous
material were shot out into space as gigantic solar tongues. At rst
these aming gas tongues would invariably fall back into the sun,
but asAngona drewnearer and nearer, the gravity pull of the gigan-
tic visitor became so great that these tongues of gas would break
off at certain points, the roots falling back into the sun while the
outer sections would become detached to form independent bod-
ies of matter, solar meteorites, which immediately started to re-
volve about the sun in elliptical orbits of their own.

6 As the Angona system drew nearer, the solar extrusions grew
larger and larger; more andmorematter was drawn from the sun to
become independent circulating bodies in surrounding space. is
situation developed for about 500,000 years until Angona made
its closest approach to the sun; whereupon the sun, in conjunction
with one of its periodic internal convulsions, experienced a par-
tial disruption; from opposite sides and simultaneously, enormous
volumes ofmatterwere disgorged. From theAngona side therewas
drawn out a vast column of solar gases, rather pointed at both ends
andmarkedly bulging at the centre, which becamepermanently de-
tached from the immediate gravity control of the sun.

7 is great columnof solar gaseswhichwas thus separated from
the sun subsequently evolved into the 12 planets of the solar sys-
tem. e repercussional ejection of gas from the opposite side of
the sun in tidal sympathy with the extrusion of this gigantic solar
system ancestor, has since condensed into the meteors and space
dust of the solar system, although much, very much, of this matter
was subsequently recaptured by solar gravity as the Angona system
receded into remote space.
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8 Although Angona succeeded in drawing away the ancestral
material of the solar system planets and the enormous volume of
matter now circulating about the sun as asteroids and meteors, it
did not secure for itself any of this solar matter. e visiting system
did not come quite close enough to actually steal any of the sun’s
substance, but it did swing sufficiently close to draw off into the in-
tervening space all of thematerial comprising the present-day solar
system.

9 e ve inner and ve outer planets soon formed inminiature
from the cooling and condensing nucleuses in the less massive and
tapering ends of the gigantic gravity bulge which Angona had suc-
ceeded in detaching from the sun, while Saturn and Jupiter were
formed from the more massive and bulging central portions. e
powerful gravity pull of Jupiter and Saturn early captured most of
the material stolen from Angona as the retrograde motion of cer-
tain of their satellites bears witness.

10 Jupiter and Saturn, being derived from the very centre of the
enormous column of superheated solar gases, contained so much
highly heated sunmaterial that they shonewith a brilliant light and
emitted enormous volumes of heat; they were in reality secondary
suns for a short period a er their formation as separate space bod-
ies. ese two largest of the solar system planets have remained
largely gaseous to this day, not even yet having cooled off to the
point of complete condensation or solidi cation.

11 e gas-contraction nucleuses of the other 10 planets soon
reached the stage of solidi cation and so began to draw to them-
selves increasing quantities of the meteoric matter circulating in
near-by space. e worlds of the solar system thus had a double
origin: nucleuses of gas condensation later on augmented by the
capture of enormous quantities of meteors. Indeed they still con-
tinue to capture meteors, but in greatly lessened numbers.

12 e planets do not swing around the sun in the equatorial
plane of their solar mother, which they would do if they had been
thrown off by solar revolution. Rather, they travel in the plane of
the Angona solar extrusion, which existed at a considerable angle
to the plane of the sun’s equator.
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13 ¶ While Angona was unable to capture any of the solar mass,
your sun did add to its metamorphosing planetary family some of
the circulating space material of the visiting system. Due to the in-
tense gravity eld ofAngona, its tributary planetary family pursued
orbits of considerable distance from the dark giant; and shortly af-
ter the extrusion of the solar system ancestral mass and while An-
gona was yet in the vicinity of the sun, three of themajor planets of
the Angona system swung so near to the massive solar system an-
cestor that its gravitational pull, augmented by that of the sun, was
sufficient to overbalance the gravity grasp of Angona and to per-
manently detach these three tributaries of the celestial wanderer.

14 All of the solar systemmaterial derived from the sun was origi-
nally endowedwith a homogeneous direction of orbital swing, and
had it not been for the intrusion of these three foreign space bodies,
all solar system material would still maintain the same direction of
orbital movement. As it was, the impact of the three Angona trib-
utaries injected new and foreign directional forces into the emerg-
ing solar systemwith the resultant appearance of retrogrademotion.
Retrograde motion in any astronomic system is always accidental
and always appears as a result of the collisional impact of foreign
space bodies. Such collisions may not always produce retrograde
motion, but no retrograde ever appears except in a system contain-
ing masses which have diverse origins.

6. THE SOLAR SYSTEM STAGE  THE
PLANETFORMING ERA

1 Subsequent to the birth of the solar system a period of di-
minishing solar disgorgement ensued. Decreasingly, for another
500,000 years, the sun continued to pour forth diminishing vol-
umes of matter into surrounding space. But during these early
times of erratic orbits, when the surrounding bodies made their
nearest approach to the sun, the solar parent was able to recapture
a large portion of this meteoric material.

2 ¶ e planets nearest the sun were the rst to have their rev-
olutions slowed down by tidal friction. Such gravitational in u-
ences also contribute to the stabilization of planetary orbits while
acting as a brake on the rate of planetary-axial revolution, causing
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a planet to revolve ever slower until axial revolution ceases, leav-
ing one hemisphere of the planet always turned toward the sun
or larger body, as is illustrated by the planet Mercury and by the
moon, which always turns the same face toward Urantia.

3 When the tidal frictions of the moon and the earth become
equalized, the earth will always turn the same hemisphere toward
the moon, and the day and month will be analogous — in length
about 47 days. When such stability of orbits is attained, tidal fric-
tionswill go into reverse action, no longer driving themoon farther
away from the earth but gradually drawing the satellite toward the
planet. And then, in that far-distant future when the moon ap-
proaches towithin about 17,700 kmof the earth, the gravity action
of the latter will cause the moon to disrupt, and this tidal-gravity
explosion will shatter the moon into small particles, which may as-
semble about the world as rings of matter resembling those of Sat-
urn or may be gradually drawn into the earth as meteors.

4 If space bodies are similar in size anddensity, collisionsmay oc-
cur. But if two space bodies of similar density are relatively unequal
in size, then, if the smaller progressively approaches the larger, the
disruption of the smaller body will occur when the radius of its or-
bit becomes less than 2.5 times the radius of the larger body. Col-
lisions among the giants of space are rare indeed, but these gravity-
tidal explosions of lesser bodies are quite common.

5 Shooting stars occur in swarms because they are the fragments
of larger bodies of matter which have been disrupted by tidal grav-
ity exerted bynear-by and still larger space bodies. Saturn’s rings are
the fragments of a disrupted satellite. One of the moons of Jupiter
is now approaching dangerously near the critical zone of tidal dis-
ruption and, within a few million years, will either be claimed by
the planet or will undergo gravity-tidal disruption. e h pla-
net of the solar system of long, long ago traversed an irregular or-
bit, periodically making closer and closer approach to Jupiter until
it entered the critical zone of gravity-tidal disruption, was swi ly
fragmentized, and became the present-day cluster of asteroids.

6 ¶ 4,000,000,000 years ago witnessed the organization of the
Jupiter and Saturn systemsmuch as observed today except for their
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moons, which continued to increase in size for several billions of
years. In fact, all of the planets and satellites of the solar system are
still growing as the result of continued meteoric captures.

7 ¶ 3,500,000,000 years ago the condensation nucleuses of the
other 10 planets were well formed, and the cores of most of the
moons were intact, though some of the smaller satellites later
united to make the present-day larger moons. is age may be re-
garded as the era of planetary assembly.

8 ¶ 3,000,000,000 years ago the solar system was functioning
much as it does today. Its members continued to grow in size as
space meteors continued to pour in upon the planets and their
satellites at a prodigious rate.

9 About this time your solar system was placed on the physical
registry of Nebadon and given its name, Monmatia.

10 ¶ 2,500,000,000 years ago the planets had grown immensely
in size. Urantia was a well-developed sphere about  its present
mass and was still growing rapidly by meteoric accretion.

11 All of this tremendous activity is a normal part of the making
of an evolutionary world on the order of Urantia and constitutes
the astronomic preliminaries to the setting of the stage for the be-
ginning of the physical evolution of such worlds of space in prepa-
ration for the life adventures of time.
7. THE METEORIC ERA  THE VOLCANIC AGE

THE PRIMITIVE PLANETARY ATMOSPHERE
1 roughout these early times the space regions of the solar sys-

tem were swarming with small disruptive and condensation bod-
ies, and in the absence of a protective combustion atmosphere such
space bodies crashed directly on the surface of Urantia. ese in-
cessant impacts kept the surface of the planet more or less heated,
and this, together with the increased action of gravity as the sphere
grew larger, began to set in operation those in uences which grad-
ually caused the heavier elements, such as iron, to settle more and
more toward the centre of the planet.

2 ¶ 2,000,000,000 years ago the earth began decidedly to gain
on the moon. Always had the planet been larger than its satellite,
but there was not so much difference in size until about this time,
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when enormous space bodies were captured by the earth. Urantia
was then about  its present size and had become large enough to
hold the primitive atmosphere which had begun to appear as a re-
sult of the internal elemental contest between the heated interior
and the cooling crust.

3 De nite volcanic action dates from these times. e inter-
nal heat of the earth continued to be augmented by the deeper
and deeper burial of the radioactive or heavier elements brought
in from space by the meteors. e study of these radioactive ele-
ments will reveal that Urantia is more than one billion years old
on its surface. e radium clock is your most reliable timepiece for
making scienti c estimates of the age of the planet, but all such es-
timates are too short because the radioactivematerials open to your
scrutiny are all derived from the earth’s surface and hence represent
Urantia’s comparatively recent acquirements of these elements.

4 ¶ 1,500,000,000 years ago the earth was ⅔ its present size,
while the moon was nearing its present mass. Earth’s rapid gain
over the moon in size enabled it to begin the slow robbery of the
little atmosphere which its satellite originally had.

5 Volcanic action is now at its height. e whole earth is a ver-
itable ery inferno, the surface resembling its earlier molten state
before the heavier metals gravitated toward the centre. is is the
volcanic age. Nevertheless, a crust, consisting chie y of the com-
paratively lighter granite, is gradually forming. e stage is being
set for a planet which can someday support life.

6 ¶ e primitive planetary atmosphere is slowly evolving, now
containing some water vapour, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
and hydrogen chloride, but there is little or no free nitrogen or free
oxygen. e atmosphere of a world in the volcanic age presents
a queer spectacle. In addition to the gases enumerated it is heav-
ily charged with numerous volcanic gases and, as the air belt ma-
tures, with the combustion products of the heavymeteoric showers
which are constantly hurtling in upon the planetary surface. Such
meteoric combustion keeps the atmospheric oxygen very nearly ex-
hausted, and the rate ofmeteoric bombardment is still tremendous.

7 ¶ Presently, the atmosphere became more settled and cooled
sufficiently to start precipitation of rain on the hot rocky surface of
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the planet. For thousands of years Urantia was enveloped in one
vast and continuous blanket of steam. And during these ages the
sun never shone upon the earth’s surface.

8 Much of the carbon of the atmosphere was abstracted to form
the carbonates of the various metals which abounded in the super-
cial layers of the planet. Later on,much greater quantities of these

carbon gases were consumed by the early and proli c plant life.
9 Even in the later periods the continuing lava ows and the in-

coming meteors kept the oxygen of the air almost completely used
up. Even the early deposits of the soon appearing primitive ocean
contain no coloured stones or shales. And for a long time a er
this ocean appeared, there was virtually no free oxygen in the at-
mosphere; and it did not appear in signi cant quantities until it
was later generated by the seaweeds and other forms of vegetable
life.

10 e primitive planetary atmosphere of the volcanic age af-
fords little protection against the collisional impacts of the mete-
oric swarms. Millions upon millions of meteors are able to pene-
trate such an air belt to smash against the planetary crust as solid
bodies. But as time passes, fewer and fewer prove large enough to
resist the ever-stronger friction shield of the oxygen-enriching at-
mosphere of the later eras.

8. CRUSTAL STABILIZATION
THE AGE OF EARTHQUAKES

THE WORLD OCEAN AND THE FIRST
CONTINENT

1 1,000,000,000 years ago is the date of the actual beginning of
Urantia history. e planet had attained approximately its present
size. And about this time it was placed upon the physical registries
of Nebadon and given its name, Urantia.

2 e atmosphere, together with incessant moisture precipita-
tion, facilitated the cooling of the earth’s crust. Volcanic action
early equalized internal-heat pressure and crustal contraction; and
as volcanoes rapidly decreased, earthquakesmade their appearance
as this epoch of crustal cooling and adjustment progressed.

3 e real geologic history of Urantia begins with the cooling
of the earth’s crust sufficiently to cause the formation of the rst
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ocean. Water-vapour condensation on the cooling surface of the
earth, once begun, continued until it was virtually complete. By
the endof this period the oceanwasworld-wide, covering the entire
planet to an average depth of over 1.6 km. e tides were then in
play much as they are now observed, but this primitive ocean was
not salty; it was practically a fresh-water covering for the world. In
those days, most of the chlorinewas combinedwith variousmetals,
but there was enough, in unionwith hydrogen, to render this water
faintly acid.

4 At the opening of this faraway era, Urantia should be envis-
aged as a water-bound planet. Later on, deeper and hence denser
lava ows came out upon the bottom of the present Paci c Ocean,
and this part of the water-covered surface became considerably de-
pressed. e rst continental land mass emerged from the world
ocean in compensatory adjustment of the equilibrium of the grad-
ually thickening earth’s crust.

5 ¶ 950,000,000 years ago Urantia presents the picture of one
great continent of land and one large body of water, the Paci c
Ocean. Volcanoes are still widespread and earthquakes are both
frequent and severe. Meteors continue to bombard the earth, but
they are diminishing in both frequency and size. e atmosphere
is clearing up, but the amount of carbon dioxide continues large.

e earth’s crust is gradually stabilizing.
6 It was at about this time that Urantia was assigned to the sys-

tem of Satania for planetary administration and was placed on the
life registry of Norlatiadek. en began the administrative recog-
nition of the small and insigni cant sphere which was destined to
be the planet whereon Michael would subsequently engage in the
stupendous undertaking of mortal bestowal, would participate in
those experiences which have since caused Urantia to become lo-
cally known as the “world of the cross.”

7 ¶ 900,000,000 years ago witnessed the arrival on Urantia of
the rst Satania scouting party sent out from Jerusem to examine
the planet andmake a report on its adaptation for a life-experiment
station. is commission consisted of 24members, embracing Life
Carriers, Lanonandek Sons,Melchizedeks, seraphim, and other or-
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ders of celestial life having to do with the early days of planetary
organization and administration.

8 A er making a painstaking survey of the planet, this commis-
sion returned to Jerusem and reported favourably to the System
Sovereign, recommending thatUrantia be placed on the life-exper-
iment registry. Your world was accordingly registered on Jerusem
as a decimal planet, and the Life Carriers were noti ed that they
would be granted permission to institute new patterns of mechan-
ical, chemical, and electricalmobilization at the timeof their subse-
quent arrival with life transplantation and implantation mandates.

9 In due course arrangements for the planetary occupation were
completed by the mixed commission of 12 on Jerusem and ap-
proved by the planetary commission of 70 onEdentia. ese plans,
proposed by the advisory counsellors of the Life Carriers, were -
nally accepted on Salvington. Soon therea er theNebadon broad-
casts carried the announcement that Urantia would become the
stage whereon the Life Carriers would execute their 60 Satania
experiment designed to amplify and improve the Satania type of
the Nebadon life patterns.

10 Shortly a er Urantia was rst recognized on the universe
broadcasts to all Nebadon, it was accorded full universe status.
Soon therea er itwas registered in the records of theminor and the
major sector headquarters planets of the superuniverse; and before
this age was over, Urantia had found entry on the planetary-life
registry of Uversa.

11 ¶ is entire age was characterized by frequent and violent
storms. e early crust of the earth was in a state of continual ux.
Surface cooling alternated with immense lava ows. Nowhere can
there be found on the surface of the world anything of this original
planetary crust. It has all been mixed up too many times with ex-
truding lavas of deeporigins and admixedwith subsequent deposits
of the early world-wide ocean.

12 Nowhere on the surface of the world will there be found more
of the modi ed remnants of these ancient preocean rocks than in
north-eastern Canada around Hudson Bay. is extensive granite
elevation is composed of stone belonging to the preoceanic ages.
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ese rock layers have beenheated, bent, twisted, upcrumpled, and
again and again have they passed through these distorting meta-
morphic experiences.

13 roughout the oceanic ages, enormous layers of fossil-free
strati ed stone were deposited on this ancient ocean bottom.
(Limestone can form as a result of chemical precipitation; not all
of the older limestone was produced bymarine-life deposition.) In
noneof these ancient rock formationswill there be found evidences
of life; they contain no fossils unless, by some chance, later deposits
of thewater ages have becomemixedwith these older prelife layers.

14 e earth’s early crust was highly unstable, butmountainswere
not in process of formation. e planet contracted under gravity
pressure as it formed. Mountains are not the result of the collapse
of the cooling crust of a contracting sphere; they appear later on as
a result of the action of rain, gravity, and erosion.

15 e continental landmass of this era increased until it covered
almost 10%of the earth’s surface. Severe earthquakes did not begin
until the continental mass of land emerged well above the water.
When they once began, they increased in frequency and severity
for ages. For millions upon millions of years earthquakes have di-
minished, but Urantia still has an average of 15 daily.

16 ¶ 850,000,000 years ago the rst real epoch of the stabilization
of the earth’s crust began. Most of the heavier metals had settled
down toward the centre of the globe; the cooling crust had ceased
to cave in on such an extensive scale as in former ages. ere was es-
tablished a better balance between the land extrusion and the heav-
ier ocean bed. e owof the subcrustal lava bed becamewell-nigh
world-wide, and this compensated and stabilized the uctuations
due to cooling, contracting, and super cial shi ing.

17 Volcanic eruptions and earthquakes continued to diminish in
frequency and severity. e atmosphere was clearing of volcanic
gases and water vapour, but the percentage of carbon dioxide was
still high.

18 Electric disturbances in the air and in the earth were also de-
creasing. e lava ows had brought to the surface a mixture of
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elements which diversi ed the crust and better insulated the pla-
net from certain space-energies. And all of this did much to facil-
itate the control of terrestrial energy and to regulate its ow, as is
disclosed by the functioning of the magnetic poles.

19 ¶ 800,000,000 years agowitnessed the inaugurationof the rst
great land epoch, the age of increased continental emergence.

20 Since the condensationof the earth’s hydrosphere, rst into the
world ocean and subsequently into the Paci c Ocean, this latter
body of water should be visualized as then covering nine tenths of
the earth’s surface. Meteors falling into the sea accumulated on the
ocean bottom, and meteors are, generally speaking, composed of
heavy materials. ose falling on the land were largely oxidized,
subsequently worn down by erosion, and washed into the ocean
basins. us the ocean bottom grew increasingly heavy, and added
to this was theweight of a body ofwater at some places 16 kmdeep.

21 e increasing downthrust of the Paci c Ocean operated fur-
ther to upthrust the continental land mass. Europe and Africa be-
gan to rise out of the Paci c depths along with those masses now
called Australia, North and South America, and the continent of
Antarctica, while the bed of the Paci c Ocean engaged in a fur-
ther compensatory sinking adjustment. By the end of this period
almost ⅓ of the earth’s surface consisted of land, all in one conti-
nental body.

22 With this increase in land elevation the rst climatic differ-
ences of the planet appeared. Land elevation, cosmic clouds, and
oceanic in uences are the chief factors in climatic uctuation. e
backbone of the Asiatic land mass reached a height of almost 14
km at the time of the maximum land emergence. Had there been
much moisture in the air hovering over these highly elevated re-
gions, enormous ice blanketswould have formed; the ice agewould
have arrived long before it did. It was several hundred millions of
years before so much land again appeared above water.

23 ¶ 750,000,000 years ago the rst breaks in the continental land
mass began as the great north-and-south cracking, which later ad-
mitted the ocean waters and prepared the way for the westward
dri of the continents of North and South America, including
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Greenland. e long east-and-west cleavage separated Africa from
Europe and severed the landmasses ofAustralia, the Paci c Islands,
and Antarctica from the Asiatic continent.

24 ¶ 700,000,000 years agoUrantiawas approaching the ripening
of conditions suitable for the support of life. e continental land
dri continued; increasingly the ocean penetrated the land as long
ngerlike seas providing those shallow waters and sheltered bays

which are so suitable as a habitat for marine life.
25 ¶ 650,000,000 years ago witnessed the further separation of

the landmasses and, in consequence, a further extensionof the con-
tinental seas. And these waters were rapidly attaining that degree
of saltiness which was essential to Urantia life.

26 It was these seas and their successors that laid down the life
records of Urantia, as subsequently discovered in well-preserved
stone pages, volume upon volume, as era succeeded era and age
grew upon age. ese inland seas of olden times were truly the cra-
dle of evolution.

ahb

27 [Presented by a Life Carrier, a member of the original Urantia
Corps and now a resident observer.]
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LIFE ESTABLISHMENT ON URANTIA

Life Carrier

INALL Satania there are only 61worlds similar toUrantia, life-
modi cation planets. e majority of inhabited worlds are
peopled in accordance with established techniques; on such

spheres the Life Carriers are afforded little leeway in their plans for
life implantation. But about oneworld in ten is designated as a dec-
imal planet and assigned to the special registry of the Life Carriers;
and on such planets we are permitted to undertake certain life ex-
periments in an effort to modify or possibly improve the standard
universe types of living beings.

1. PHYSICALLIFE PREREQUISITES
1 600,000,000 years ago the commission of Life Carriers sent

out from Jerusem arrived on Urantia and began the study of physi-
cal conditions preparatory to launching life on world number 606
of the Satania system. is was to be our 606 experience with the
initiation of theNebadon life patterns in Satania and our 60* op-
portunity to make changes and institute modi cations in the basic
and standard life designs of the local universe.

2 ¶ It should be made clear that Life Carriers cannot initiate life
until a sphere is ripe for the inauguration of the evolutionary cycle.
Neither can we provide for a more rapid life development than can
be supported and accommodated by the physical progress of the
planet.

3 e Satania Life Carriers had projected a sodium chloride pat-
tern of life; therefore no steps could be taken toward planting it
until the ocean waters had become sufficiently briny. e Uran-
tia type of protoplasm can function only in a suitable salt solution.
All ancestral life — vegetable and animal — evolved in a salt-so-
lution habitat. And even the more highly organized land animals
1.1. 606 ... 60, It is interesting to note that the planet number (606) added to the
number of experiment (60) is 666, known also as eNumber of the Beast, see Revelation
13:18. Also, see the clari cation of John’s vision at 47:10.2 and the note at 15:14.8.
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could not continue to live did not this same essential salt solution
circulate throughout their bodies in the blood stream which freely
bathes, literally submerses, every tiny living cell in this “briny deep.”

4 Your primitive ancestors freely circulated about in the salty
ocean; today, this same oceanlike salty solution freely circulates
about in your bodies, bathing each individual cell with a chemical
liquid in all essentials comparable to the salt water which stimu-
lated the rst protoplasmic reactions of the rst living cells to func-
tion on the planet.

5 But as this era opens, Urantia is in every way evolving toward
a state favourable for the support of the initial forms of marine life.
Slowly but surely physical developments on earth and in adjacent
space regions are preparing the stage for the later attempts to estab-
lish such life forms as we had decided would be best adapted to the
unfolding physical environment — both terrestrial and spatial.

6 Subsequently the Satania commission of Life Carriers re-
turned to Jerusem, preferring to await the further breakup of the
continental land mass, which would afford still more inland seas
and sheltered bays, before actually beginning life implantation.

7 ¶ On a planet where life has a marine origin the ideal condi-
tions for life implantation are provided by a large number of in-
land seas, by an extensive shore line of shallowwaters and sheltered
bays; and just such a distribution of the earth’s waters was rapidly
developing. ese ancient inland seas were seldom over 150–180
m deep, and sunlight can penetrate ocean water for more than 180
m.

8 And it was from such seashores of themild and equable climes
of a later age that primitive plant life found its way onto the land.

ere the high degree of carbon in the atmosphere afforded the
new land varieties of life opportunity for speedy and luxuriant
growth. ough this atmosphere was then ideal for plant growth,
it contained such a high degree of carbon dioxide that no animal,
much less man, could have lived on the face of the earth.

2. THE URANTIA ATMOSPHERE
1 e planetary atmosphere lters through to the earth about

5×10−10 of the sun’s total light emanation. If the light falling upon
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North America were paid for at the rate of 2¢/kWh, the annual
light bill would be upward of 800 quadrillion* dollars. Chicago’s
bill for sunshinewould amount to considerably over $100,000,000
a day. And it should be remembered that you receive from the sun
other forms of energy — light is not the only solar contribution
reaching your atmosphere. Vast solar energies pour in upon Uran-
tia embracing wave lengths ranging both above and below the rec-
ognition range of human vision.

2 ¶ e earth’s atmosphere is all but opaque tomuch of the solar
radiation at the extreme ultraviolet end of the spectrum. Most of
these short wave lengths are absorbed by a layer of ozone which ex-
ists throughout a level about 16 km above the surface of the earth,
and which extends spaceward for another 16 km. e ozone per-
meating this region, at conditions prevailing on the earth’s surface,
wouldmake a layer only 2.5mm thick*; nevertheless, this relatively
small and apparently insigni cant amount of ozone protectsUran-
tia inhabitants from the excess of these dangerous and destructive
ultraviolet radiations present in sunlight. But were this ozone layer
just a tri e thicker, you would be deprived of the highly important
and health-giving ultraviolet rays which now reach the earth’s sur-
face, and which are ancestral to one of the most essential of your
vitamins.

3 Andyet someof the less imaginative of yourmortalmechanists
insist on viewingmaterial creation and human evolution as an acci-
dent. e Urantia midwayers have assembled over 50,000 facts of
physics and chemistry which they deem to be incompatible with
the laws of accidental chance, and which they contend unmistak-
ably demonstrate the presence of intelligent purpose in the mate-
rial creation. And all of this takes no account of their catalogue
of more than 100,000 ndings outside the domain of physics and
chemistry which they maintain prove the presence of mind in the
planning, creation, and maintenance of the material cosmos.

4 Your sun pours forth a veritable ood of death-dealing rays,
and your pleasant life on Urantia is due to the “fortuitous” in u-
2.1. quadrillion = one thousand trillion, 1015.
2. 2.5 mm thick, e present (2000) estimate of the ozone layer thickness over the US
is about 3 mm.
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ence of more than two-score apparently accidental protective op-
erations similar to the action of this unique ozone layer.

5 Were it not for the “blanketing” effect of the atmosphere at
night, heat would be lost by radiation so rapidly that life would be
impossible of maintenance except by arti cial provision.

6 ¶ e lower 8 or 10 km of the earth’s atmosphere is the tropo-
sphere; this is the region of winds and air currents which provide
weather phenomena. Above this region is the inner ionosphere and
next above is the stratosphere. Ascending from the surface of the
earth, the temperature steadily falls for 9 or 12 km, at which height
it registers around -57° C. is temperature range of from -54° C
to -57° C is unchanged in the further ascent for 64 km; this realm
of constant temperature is the stratosphere. At a height of 72 or 80
km, the temperature begins to rise, and this increase continues un-
til, at the level of the auroral displays, a temperature of 649° C. is at-
tained, and it is this intense heat that ionizes the oxygen. But tem-
perature in such a rare ed atmosphere is hardly comparable with
heat reckoning at the surface of the earth. Bear in mind that 50%
of all your atmosphere is to be found in the rst 5 km. e height of
the earth’s atmosphere is indicated by the highest auroral streamers
— about 643 km.

7 Auroral phenomena are directly related to sunspots, those so-
lar cyclones which whirl in opposite directions above and below
the solar equator, even as do the terrestrial tropical hurricanes.
Such atmospheric disturbances whirl in opposite directions when
occurring above or below the equator.

8 e power of sunspots to alter light frequencies shows that
these solar storm centres function as enormous magnets. Such
magnetic elds are able to hurl charged particles from the sunspot
craters out through space to the earth’s outer atmosphere, where
their ionizing in uence produces such spectacular auroral dis-
plays. erefore do you have the greatest auroral phenomenawhen
sunspots are at their height — or soon therea er — at which time
the spots are more generally equatorially situated.

9 Even the compass needle is responsive to this solar in uence
since it turns slightly to the east as the sun rises and slightly to the
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west as the sun nears setting. is happens every day, but during
the height of sunspot cycles this variation of the compass is twice
as great. ese diurnal wanderings of the compass are in response
to the increased ionization of the upper atmosphere, which is pro-
duced by the sunlight.

10 It is the presence of two different levels of electri ed conduct-
ing regions in the superstratosphere that accounts for the long-dis-
tance transmission of your long- and short-wave radiobroadcasts.
Your broadcasting is sometimes disturbed by the terri c storms
which occasionally rage in the realms of these outer ionospheres.

3. SPATIAL ENVIRONMENT
1 During the earlier times of universe materialization the space

regions are interspersed with vast hydrogen clouds, just such astro-
nomic dust clusters as now characterize many regions throughout
remote space. Much of the organized matter which the blazing
suns break down and disperse as radiant energy was originally built
up in these early appearing hydrogen clouds of space. Under cer-
tain unusual conditions atom disruption also occurs at the nucleus
of the larger hydrogenmasses. And all of these phenomena of atom
building and atom dissolution, as in the highly heated nebulae, are
attended by the emergence of ood tides of short space rays of ra-
diant energy. Accompanying these diverse radiations is a form of
space-energy unknown on Urantia.

2 is short-ray energy charge of universe space is 400 times
greater than all other forms of radiant energy existing in the orga-
nized space domains. e output of short space rays, whether com-
ing from the blazing nebulae, tense electric elds, outer space, or
the vast hydrogen dust clouds, is modi ed qualitatively and quan-
titatively by uctuations of, and sudden tension changes in, tem-
perature, gravity, and electronic pressures.

3 ese eventualities in the origin of the space rays are deter-
mined bymany cosmic occurrences as well as by the orbits of circu-
lating matter, which vary from modi ed circles to extreme ellipses.
Physical conditionsmay also be greatly altered because the electron
spin is sometimes in the opposite direction from that of the grosser
matter behaviour, even in the same physical zone.
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4 e vast hydrogen clouds are veritable cosmic chemical labora-
tories, harbouring all phases of evolving energy andmetamorphos-
ing matter. Great energy actions also occur in the marginal gases
of the great binary stars which so frequently overlap and hence ex-
tensively commingle. But none of these tremendous and far- ung
energy activities of space exerts the least in uence upon the phe-
nomena of organized life — the germ plasm of living things and
beings. ese energy conditions of space are germane to the essen-
tial environment of life establishment, but they are not effective in
the subsequent modi cation of the inheritance factors of the germ
plasm as are some of the longer rays of radiant energy. e im-
planted life of the Life Carriers is fully resistant to all of this amaz-
ing ood of the short space rays of universe energy.

5 ¶ All of these essential cosmic conditions had to evolve to a
favourable status before the Life Carriers could actually begin the
establishment of life on Urantia.

4. THE LIFEDAWN ERA
1 at we are called Life Carriers should not confuse you. We

can and do carry life to the planets, but we brought no life toUran-
tia. Urantia life is unique, original with the planet. is sphere is
a life-modi cation world; all life appearing hereon was formulated
by us right here on the planet; and there is no other world in all
Satania, even in all Nebadon, that has a life existence just like that
of Urantia.

2 ¶ 550,000,000 years ago the Life Carrier corps returned to
Urantia. In co-operation with spiritual powers and superphysi-
cal forces we organized and initiated the original life patterns of
this world and planted them in the hospitable waters of the realm.
All planetary life (aside from extraplanetary personalities) down
to the days of Caligastia, the Planetary Prince, had its origin in
our three original, identical, and simultaneous marine-life implan-
tations. ese three life implantations have been designated as: the
central or Eurasian-African, the eastern or Australasian, and the
western, embracing Greenland and the Americas.

3 ¶ 500,000,000 years ago primitive marine vegetable life was
well established on Urantia. Greenland and the arctic land mass,
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togetherwithNorth andSouthAmerica, were beginning their long
and slow westward dri . Africa moved slightly south, creating an
east and west trough, the Mediterranean basin, between itself and
the mother body. Antarctica, Australia, and the land indicated by
the islands of the Paci c broke away on the south and east and have
dri ed far away since that day.

4 We had planted the primitive form of marine life in the shel-
tered tropic bays of the central seas of the east-west cleavage of the
breaking-up continental land mass. Our purpose in making three
marine-life implantations was to ensure that each great land mass
would carry this life with it, in its warm-water seas, as the land sub-
sequently separated. We foresaw that in the later era of the emer-
gence of land life large oceans ofwaterwould separate these dri ing
continental land masses.

5. THE CONTINENTAL DRIFT
1 e continental land dri continued. e earth’s core had be-

come as dense and rigid as steel, being subjected to a pressure of
almost 3.9×106 kg/cm , and owing to the enormous gravity pres-
sure, it was and still is very hot in the deep interior. e temper-
ature increases from the surface downward until at the centre it is
slightly above the surface temperature of the sun.

2 e outer 1,600 km of the earth’s mass consists principally of
different kinds of rock. Underneath are the denser and heavier
metallic elements. roughout the early and preatmospheric ages
the world was so nearly uid in its molten and highly heated state
that the heavier metals sank deep into the interior. ose found
near the surface today represent the exudate of ancient volcanoes,
later and extensive lava ows, and the more recent meteoric de-
posits.

3 e outer crust was about 64 km thick. is outer shell was
supported by, and rested directly upon, a molten sea of basalt of
varying thickness, a mobile layer of molten lava held under high
pressure but always tending to ow hither and yon in equaliza-
tion of shi ing planetary pressures, thereby tending to stabilize the
earth’s crust.
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4 Even today the continents continue to oat upon this noncrys-
tallized cushiony sea of molten basalt. Were it not for this protec-
tive condition, the more severe earthquakes would literally shake
the world to pieces. Earthquakes are caused by sliding and shi ing
of the solid outer crust and not by volcanoes.

5 ¶ e lava layers of the earth’s crust, when cooled, formgranite.
e average density ofUrantia is a littlemore than 5.5 times that of

water; the density of granite is less than 3 times that of water. e
earth’s core is 12 times as dense as water.

6 e sea bottoms are more dense than the land masses, and this
is what keeps the continents above water. When the sea bottoms
are extruded above the sea level, they are found to consist largely
of basalt, a form of lava considerably heavier than the granite of
the land masses. Again, if the continents were not lighter than the
ocean beds, gravity would draw the edges of the oceans up onto the
land, but such phenomena are not observable.

7 e weight of the oceans is also a factor in the increase of
pressure on the sea beds. e lower but comparatively heavier
ocean beds, plus the weight of the overlying water, approximate
the weight of the higher but much lighter continents. But all
continents tend to creep into the oceans. e continental pres-
sure at ocean-bottom levels is about 1,400 kg/cm . at is, this
would be thepressure of a continentalmass standing4,572mabove
the ocean oor. e ocean- oor water pressure is only about 350
kg/cm . ese differential pressures tend to cause the continents
to slide toward the ocean beds.

8 Depression of the ocean bottom during the prelife ages had
upthrust a solitary continental land mass to such a height that its
lateral pressure tended to cause the eastern, western, and southern
fringes to slide downhill, over the underlying semiviscous lava beds,
into thewaters of the surroundingPaci cOcean. is so fully com-
pensated the continental pressure that a wide break did not occur
on the eastern shore of this ancientAsiatic continent, but ever since
has that eastern coast line hovered over the precipice of its adjoin-
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ing oceanic depths, threatening to slide into a watery grave.

6. THE TRANSITION PERIOD
1 450,000,000 years ago the transition om vegetable to animal

life occurred. is metamorphosis took place in the shallow wa-
ters of the sheltered tropic bays and lagoons of the extensive shore
lines of the separating continents. And this development, all of
which was inherent in the original life patterns, came about gradu-
ally. ere were many transitional stages between the early primi-
tive vegetable forms of life and the later well-de ned animal organ-
isms. Even today the transition slime moulds persist, and they can
hardly be classi ed either as plants or as animals.

2 ¶ Although the evolution of vegetable life can be traced into
animal life, and though there have been found graduated series of
plants and animals which progressively lead up from the most sim-
ple to the most complex and advanced organisms, you will not be
able to nd such connecting links between the great divisions of
the animal kingdom nor between the highest of the prehuman an-
imal types and the dawn men of the human races. ese so-called
“missing links” will forever remain missing, for the simple reason
that they never existed.

3 From era to era radically new species of animal life arise. ey
do not evolve as the result of the gradual accumulation of small
variations; they appear as full- edged and new orders of life, and
they appear suddenly.

4 e sudden appearance of new species and diversi ed orders of
living organisms is wholly biologic, strictly natural. ere is noth-
ing supernatural connected with these genetic mutations.

5 At the proper degree of saltiness in the oceans animal life
evolved, and it was comparatively simple to allow the briny waters
to circulate through the animal bodies of marine life. But when
the oceans were contracted and the percentage of salt was greatly
increased, these same animals evolved the ability to reduce the salti-
ness of their body uids just as those organisms which learned to
live in fresh water acquired the ability to maintain the proper de-
gree of sodium chloride in their body uids by ingenious tech-
niques of salt conservation.
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6 Study of the rock-embraced fossils of marine life reveals the
early adjustment struggles of these primitive organisms. Plants and
animals never cease to make these adjustment experiments. Ever
the environment is changing, and always are living organisms striv-
ing to accommodate themselves to these never-ending uctuations.

7 e physiologic equipment and the anatomic structure of all
new orders of life are in response to the action of physical law, but
the subsequent endowment of mind is a bestowal of the adjutant
mind-spirits in accordancewith innate brain capacity. Mind, while
not a physical evolution, is wholly dependent on the brain capacity
afforded by purely physical and evolutionary developments.

8 rough almost endless cycles of gains and losses, adjustments
and readjustments, all living organisms swing back and forth from
age to age. ose that attain cosmic unity persist, while those that
fall short of this goal cease to exist.

7. THE GEOLOGIC HISTORY BOOK
1 e vast group of rock systems which constituted the outer

crust of the world during the life-dawn or Proterozoic era does not
now appear at many points on the earth’s surface. And when it
does emerge from below all the accumulations of subsequent ages,
there will be found only the fossil remains of vegetable and early
primitive animal life. Some of these older water-deposited rocks
are commingled with subsequent layers, and sometimes they yield
fossil remains of some of the earlier forms of vegetable life, while
on the topmost layers occasionally may be found some of the more
primitive forms of the early marine-animal organisms. In many
places these oldest strati ed rock layers, bearing the fossils of the
early marine life, both animal and vegetable, may be found directly
on top of the older undifferentiated stone.

2 Fossils of this era yield algae, corallike plants, primitive Proto-
zoa, and spongelike transition organisms. But the absence of such
fossils in the early rock layers does not necessarily prove that living
things were not elsewhere in existence at the time of their deposi-
tion. Life was sparse throughout these early times and only slowly
made its way over the face of the earth.
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3 ¶ e rocks of this olden age are now at the earth’s surface, or
very near the surface, over about ⅛ of the present land area. e
average thickness of this transition stone, the oldest strati ed rock
layers, is about 2.4 km. At some points these ancient rock systems
are asmuch as 6.4 km thick, butmany of the layerswhich have been
ascribed to this era belong to later periods.

4 In North America this ancient and primitive fossil-bearing
stone layer comes to the surface over the eastern, central, and
northern regions of Canada. ere is also an intermittent east-
west ridge of this rock which extends from Pennsylvania and the
ancient Adirondack Mountains on west through Michigan, Wis-
consin, and Minnesota. Other ridges run from Newfoundland to
Alabama and from Alaska to Mexico.

5 e rocks of this era are exposed here and there all over the
world, but none are so easy of interpretation as those about Lake
Superior and in the Grand Canyon of the Colourado River, where
these primitive fossil-bearing rocks, existing in several layers, testify
to the upheavals and surface uctuations of those faraway times.

6 is stone layer, the oldest fossil-bearing stratum in the crust
of the earth, has been crumpled, folded, and grotesquely twisted
as a result of the upheavals of earthquakes and the early volcanoes.

e lava ows of this age brought much iron, copper, and lead up
near the planetary surface.

7 ere are fewplaces on the earthwhere such activities aremore
graphically shown than in the St. Croix valley ofWisconsin. In this
region there occurred 127 successive lava ows on land with suc-
ceeding water submergence and consequent rock deposition. Al-
though much of the upper rock sedimentation and intermittent
lava ow is absent today, and though the bottom of this system is
buried deep in the earth, nevertheless, about 65–70 of these strati-
ed records of past ages are now exposed to view.
8 ¶ In these early ages when much land was near sea level, there

occurred many successive submergences and emergences. e
earth’s crust was just entering upon its later period of comparative
stabilization. e undulations, rises and dips, of the earlier conti-
nental dri contributed to the frequency of the periodic submer-
gence of the great land masses.
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9 During these times of primitive marine life, extensive areas of
the continental shores sank beneath the seas from 1 m to 800 m.
Muchof the older sandstone and conglomerates represents the sed-
imentary accumulations of these ancient shores. e sedimentary
rocks belonging to this early strati cation rest directly upon those
layerswhichdate back far beyond the origin of life, back to the early
appearance of the world-wide ocean.

10 Some of the upper layers of these transition rock deposits con-
tain small amounts of shale or slate of dark colours, indicating the
presence of organic carbon and testifying to the existence of the an-
cestors of those forms of plant life which overran the earth during
the succeeding Carboniferous or coal age. Much of the copper in
these rock layers results from water deposition. Some is found in
the cracks of the older rocks and is the concentrate of the sluggish
swamp water of some ancient sheltered shore line. e iron mines
of North America and Europe are located in deposits and extru-
sions lying partly in the older unstrati ed rocks and partly in these
later strati ed rocks of the transition periods of life formation.

11 ¶ is era witnesses the spread of life throughout the waters of
theworld; marine life has becomewell established onUrantia. e
bottoms of the shallow and extensive inland seas are being gradu-
ally overrun by a profuse and luxuriant growth of vegetation, while
the shore-line waters are swarmingwith the simple forms of animal
life.

12 ¶ All of this story is graphically told within the fossil pages of
the vast “stone book” of world record. And the pages of this gigan-
tic biogeologic record unfailingly tell the truth if you but acquire
skill in their interpretation. Many of these ancient sea beds are now
elevated high upon land, and their deposits of age upon age tell the
story of the life struggles of those early days. It is literally true, as
your poet has said, “ e dust we tread upon was once alive.”

ahb

13 [Presented by amember of theUrantia LifeCarrierCorps now
resident on the planet.]



PAPER №59
THE MARINELIFE ERA ON URANTIA

Life Carrier

WERECKONthe history ofUrantia as beginning about
one billion years ago and extending through ve ma-
jor eras:

2 1. e prelife era extends over the initial 450,000,000 years,
from about the time the planet attained its present size to the time
of life establishment. Your students have designated this period as
the Archeozoic.

3 2. e life-dawn era extends over the next 150,000,000 years.
is epoch intervenes between the preceding prelife or cataclysmic

age and the following period of more highly developedmarine life.
is era is known to your researchers as the Proterozoic.
4 3. e marine-life era covers the next 250,000,000 years and

is best known to you as the Paleozoic.
5 4. e early land-life era extends over the next 100,000,000

years and is known as the Mesozoic.
6 5. e mammalian era occupies the last 50,000,000 years.
is recent-times era is known as the Cenozoic.
7 ¶ emarine-life era thus covers about¼of your planetary his-

tory. It may be subdivided into 6 long periods, each characterized
by certain well-de ned developments in both the geologic realms
and the biologic domains.

8 As this era begins, the sea bottoms, the extensive continental
shelves, and the numerous shallow near-shore basins are covered
with proli c vegetation. e more simple and primitive forms of
animal life have already developed frompreceding vegetable organ-
isms, and the early animal organisms have graduallymade their way
along the extensive coast lines of the various land masses until the
many inland seas are teeming with primitive marine life. Since so
few of these early organisms had shells, not many have been pre-
served as fossils. Nevertheless the stage is set for the opening chap-
ters of that great “stone book” of the life-record preservationwhich
was so methodically laid down during the succeeding ages.
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9 e continent ofNorthAmerica is wonderfully rich in the fos-
sil-bearing deposits of the entire marine-life era. e very rst and
oldest layers are separated from the later strata of the preceding pe-
riod by extensive erosion deposits which clearly segregate these two
stages of planetary development.

1. EARLY MARINE LIFE IN THE SHALLOW SEAS
THE TRILOBITE AGE

1 By the dawn of this period of relative quiet on the earth’s sur-
face, life is con ned to the various inland seas and the oceanic shore
line; as yet no formof land organismhas evolved. Primitivemarine
animals are well established and are prepared for the next evolu-
tionary development. Amoebae are typical survivors of this initial
stage of animal life, havingmade their appearance toward the close
of the preceding transition period.˚

2 ¶ 400,000,000 years ago marine life, both vegetable and ani-
mal, is fairly well distributed over the whole world. e world cli-
mate grows slightly warmer and becomes more equable. ere is a
general inundation of the seashores of the various continents, par-
ticularly ofNorth and SouthAmerica. New oceans appear, and the
older bodies of water are greatly enlarged.

3 Vegetation now for the rst time crawls out upon the land and
soon makes considerable progress in adaptation to a nonmarine
habitat.

4 Suddenly andwithout gradation ancestry the rstmulticellular
animalsmake their appearance. e trilobites have evolved, and for
ages theydominate the seas. Fromthe standpoint ofmarine life this
is the trilobite age.

5 In the later portion of this time segmentmuch ofNorthAmer-
ica and Europe emerged from the sea. e crust of the earth
was temporarily stabilized; mountains, or rather high elevations
of land, rose along the Atlantic and Paci c coasts, over the West
Indies, and in southern Europe. e entire Caribbean region was
highly elevated.

1.1. Ameba are typical survivors of this initial stage of animal life,… e plural is required
here to agree with the predicate “…are typical survivors…”.
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6 ¶ 390,000,000 years ago the landwas still elevated. Over parts
of eastern and western America and western Europe may be found
the stone strata laid down during these times, and these are the
oldest rocks which contain trilobite fossils. ere were many long
ngerlike gulfs projecting into the land masses in which were de-

posited these fossil-bearing rocks.
7 Within a few million years the Paci c Ocean began to invade

the American continents. e sinking of the land was principally
due to crustal adjustment, although the lateral land spread, or con-
tinental creep, was also a factor.

8 ¶ 380,000,000 years agoAsia was subsiding, and all other con-
tinents were experiencing a short-lived emergence. But as this
epoch progressed, the newly appearing Atlantic Ocean made ex-
tensive inroads on all adjacent coast lines. e northern Atlantic
or Arctic seas were then connected with the southern Gulf waters.
When this southern sea entered the Appalachian trough, its waves
broke upon the east against mountains as high as the Alps, but in
general the continents were uninteresting lowlands, utterly devoid
of scenic beauty.

9 ¶ e sedimentary deposits of these ages are of four sorts:
10 1. Conglomerates — matter deposited near the shore lines.
11 2. Sandstones — deposits made in shallow water but where

the waves were sufficient to prevent mud settling.
12 3. Shales— deposits made in the deeper andmore quiet wa-

ter.
13 4. Limestone — including the deposits of trilobite shells in

deep water.
14 ¶ e trilobite fossils of these times present certain basic uni-

formities coupled with certain well-marked variations. e early
animals developing from the three original life implantations were
characteristic; those appearing in the Western Hemisphere were
slightly different from those of the Eurasian group and from the
Australasian or Australian-Antarctic type.

15 ¶ 370,000,000 years ago the great and almost total submer-
gence ofNorth and SouthAmerica occurred, followed by the sink-
ing of Africa and Australia. Only certain parts of North America
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remained above these shallowCambrian seas. 5,000,000 years later
the seas were retreating before the rising land. And all of these phe-
nomena of land sinking and land rising were undramatic, taking
place slowly over millions of years.

16 e trilobite fossil-bearing strata of this epoch outcrop here
and there throughout all the continents except in central Asia. In
many regions these rocks are horizontal, but in themountains they
are tilted and distorted because of pressure and folding. And such
pressure has, inmanyplaces, changed the original character of these
deposits. Sandstone has been turned into quartz, shale has been
changed to slate, while limestone has been converted into marble.

17 ¶ 360,000,000 years ago the land was still rising. North and
South America were well up. Western Europe and the British
Isles were emerging, except parts of Wales, which were deeply sub-
merged. ere were no great ice sheets during these ages. e sup-
posed glacial deposits appearing in connection with these strata in
Europe, Africa, China, and Australia are due to isolated mountain
glaciers or to the displacement of glacial debris of later origin. e
world climatewas oceanic, not continental. e southern seaswere
warmer then than now, and they extended northward over North
America up to the polar regions. e Gulf Stream coursed over
the central portion of North America, being de ected eastward to
bathe and warm the shores of Greenland, making that now ice-
mantled continent a veritable tropic paradise.˚

18 ¶ e marine life was much alike the world over and consisted
of the seaweeds, one-celled organisms, simple sponges, trilobites,
and other crustaceans — shrimps, crabs, and lobsters. 3,000 va-
rieties of brachiopods appeared at the close of this period, only
200 of which have survived. ese animals represent a variety of
early life which has come down to the present time practically un-
changed.

19 But the trilobites were the dominant living creatures. ey
were sexed animals and existed in many forms; being poor swim-
mers, they sluggishly oated in the water or crawled along the sea

17. …warm the shores of Greenland, making that now ice-mantled continent a veritable
tropic Paradise. Changed to lower case.
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bottoms, curling up in self-protection when attacked by their later
appearing enemies. ey grew in length from 5 cm to 30 cm and
developed into four distinct groups: carnivorous, herbivorous, om-
nivorous, and “mud eaters.” e ability of the latter group largely
to subsist on inorganic matter — being the last multicelled animal
that could — explains their great increase and long survival.

20 is was the biogeologic picture of Urantia at the end of that
long period of the world’s history, embracing 50,000,000 years,
designated by your geologists as the Cambrian.

2. THE FIRST CONTINENTAL FLOOD STAGE
THE INVERTEBRATEANIMAL AGE

1 e periodic phenomena of land elevation and land sinking
characteristic of these times were all gradual and nonspectacular,
being accompanied by little or no volcanic action. roughout
all of these successive land elevations and depressions the Asiatic
mother continent did not fully share the history of the other land
bodies. It experienced many inundations, dipping rst in one di-
rection and then another, more particularly in its earlier history,
but it does not present the uniform rock deposits which may be
discovered on the other continents. In recent ages Asia has been
the most stable of all the land masses.

2 ¶ 350,000,000 years ago saw the beginning of the great ood
period of all the continents except central Asia. e land masses
were repeatedly covered with water; only the coastal highlands re-
mained above these shallow but widespread oscillatory inland seas.

ree major inundations characterized this period, but before it
ended, the continents again arose, the total land emergence being
15% greater than now exists. e Caribbean region was highly el-
evated. is period is not well marked off in Europe because the
land uctuations were less, while the volcanic action wasmore per-
sistent.

3 ¶ 340,000,000 years ago there occurred another extensive land
sinking except in Asia and Australia. e waters of the world’s
oceans were generally commingled. is was a great limestone age,
much of its stone being laid down by lime-secreting algae.

4 A fewmillion years later large portions of the American conti-
nents and Europe began to emerge from the water. In the Western
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Hemisphere only an arm of the Paci c Ocean remained over Mex-
ico and the present Rocky Mountain regions, but near the close of
this epoch the Atlantic and Paci c coasts again began to sink.

5 ¶ 330,000,000 years ago marks the beginning of a time sec-
tor of comparative quiet all over the world, with much land again
above water. e only exception to this reign of terrestrial quiet
was the eruption of the great North American volcano of eastern
Kentucky, one of the greatest single volcanic activities the world
has ever known. e ashes of this volcano covered 193 km to a
depth of 4.5–6 m.

6 ¶ 320,000,000 years ago the third major ood of this period
occurred. e waters of this inundation covered all the land sub-
merged by the preceding deluge, while extending farther in many
directions all over the Americas and Europe. EasternNorth Amer-
ica and western Europe were 3–4.5 km under water.

7 ¶ 310,000,000 years ago the land masses of the world were
againwell up excepting the southern parts ofNorthAmerica. Mex-
ico emerged, thus creating theGulf Sea, which has ever sincemain-
tained its identity.

8 e life of this period continues to evolve. e world is once
again quiet and relatively peaceful; the climate remains mild and
equable; the land plants are migrating farther and farther from the
seashores. e life patterns are well developed, although few plant
fossils of these times are to be found.

9 ¶ is was the great age of individual animal organismal evo-
lution, though many of the basic changes, such as the transition
from plant to animal, had previously occurred. e marine fauna
developed to the point where every type of life below the verte-
brate scale was represented in the fossils of those rocks which were
laid down during these times. But all of these animals were marine
organisms. No land animals had yet appeared except a few types
of worms which burrowed along the seashores, nor had the land
plants yet overspread the continents; there was still too much car-
bon dioxide in the air to permit of the existence of air breathers.
Primarily, all animals except certain of the more primitive ones are
directly or indirectly dependent on plant life for their existence.
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10 e trilobites were still prominent. ese little animals existed
in tens of thousands of patterns and were the predecessors of mod-
ern crustaceans. Some of the trilobites had from 25 to 4,000 tiny
eyelets; others had aborted eyes. As this period closed, the trilo-
bites shared domination of the seas with several other forms of in-
vertebrate life. But they utterly perished during the beginning of
the next period.

11 Lime-secreting algae were widespread. ere existed thou-
sands of species of the early ancestors of the corals. Sea worms
were abundant, and there were many varieties of jelly sh which
have since become extinct. Corals and the later types of sponges
evolved. e cephalopods were well developed, and they have sur-
vived as the modern pearly nautilus, octopus, cuttle sh, and squid.

12 ereweremany varieties of shell animals, but their shells were
not then so much needed for defensive purposes as in subsequent
ages. e gastropods were present in the waters of the ancient seas,
and they included single-shelled drills, periwinkles, and snails. e
bivalve gastropods have come on down through the intervening
millions of years much as they then existed and embrace the mus-
sels, clams, oysters, and scallops. e valve-shelled organisms also
evolved, and these brachiopods lived in those ancient waters much
as they exist today; they even had hinged, notched, and other sorts
of protective arrangements of their valves.˚

13 ¶ So ends the evolutionary story of the second great period of
marine life, which is known to your geologists as the Ordovician.

3. THE SECOND GREAT FLOOD STAGE
THE CORAL PERIOD  THE BRACHIOPOD AGE

1 300,000,000 years ago another great period of land submer-
gence began. e southward and northward encroachment of the
ancient Silurian seas made ready to engulf most of Europe and
North America. e land was not elevated far above the sea so
that not much deposition occurred about the shore lines. e seas
teemed with lime-shelled life, and the falling of these shells to the
2.12. e bivalve gastropods…embrace themuscles, clams, oysters, and scallops. Muscles
is an acceptable variant (Webster) and there are no other instances with this meaning, so
standardization is not required, but the committee determined that the form “muscles” is
now so uncommon for this meaning that adoption of themodern form “mussels” is justi ed.
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sea bottom gradually built up very thick layers of limestone. is is
the rst widespread limestone deposit, and it covers practically all
of Europe and North America but only appears at the earth’s sur-
face in a fewplaces. e thickness of this ancient rock layer averages
about 300 m, but many of these deposits have since been greatly
deformed by tilting, upheavals, and faulting, and many have been
changed to quartz, shale, and marble.

2 No re rocks or lava are found in the stone layers of this period
except those of the great volcanoes of southern Europe and eastern
Maine and the lava ows of Quebec. Volcanic action was largely
past. is was the height of great water deposition; there was little
or no mountain building.

3 ¶ 290,000,000 years ago the sea had largely withdrawn from
the continents, and the bottoms of the surrounding oceans were
sinking. e land masses were little changed until they were again
submerged. e early mountain movements of all the continents
were beginning, and the greatest of these crustal upheavalswere the
Himalayas of Asia and the greatCaledonianMountains, extending
from Ireland through Scotland and on to Spitzbergen.

4 It is in the deposits of this age that much of the gas, oil, zinc,
and lead are found, the gas and oil being derived from the enor-
mous collections of vegetable and animal matter carried down at
the time of the previous land submergence, while the mineral de-
posits represent the sedimentation of sluggish bodies of water.
Many of the rock salt deposits belong to this period.

5 e trilobites rapidly declined, and the centre of the stage was
occupied by the larger molluscs, or cephalopods. ese animals
grew to be 4.6 m long and 30 cm in diameter and became masters
of the seas. is species of animal appeared suddenly and assumed
dominance of sea life.

6 e great volcanic activity of this age was in the European sec-
tor. Not in millions upon millions of years had such violent and
extensive volcanic eruptions occurred as now took place around
the Mediterranean trough and especially in the neighbourhood of
the British Isles. is lava ow over the British Isles region today
appears as alternate layers of lava and rock 7,600 m thick. ese
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rocks were laid down by the intermittent lava ows which spread
out over a shallow sea bed, thus interspersing the rock deposits, and
all of this was subsequently elevated high above the sea. Violent
earthquakes took place in northern Europe, notably in Scotland.

7 e oceanic climate remained mild and uniform, and the
warm seas bathed the shores of the polar lands. Brachiopod and
other marine-life fossils may be found in these deposits right up to
the North Pole. Gastropods, brachiopods, sponges, and reef-mak-
ing corals continued to increase.

8 e close of this epochwitnesses the second advance of the Sil-
urian seas with another commingling of the waters of the southern
andnorthern oceans. e cephalopods dominatemarine life, while
associated forms of life progressively develop and differentiate.

9 ¶ 280,000,000 years ago the continents had largely emerged
from the secondSilurian inundation. e rock deposits of this sub-
mergence are known in North America as Niagara limestone be-
cause this is the stratumof rockoverwhichNiagaraFalls now ows.

is layer of rock extends fromthe easternmountains to theMissis-
sippi valley region but not farther west except to the south. Several
layers extend over Canada, portions of South America, Australia,
and most of Europe, the average thickness of this Niagara series
being about 183 m. Immediately overlying the Niagara deposit,
in many regions may be found a collection of conglomerate, shale,
and rock salt. is is the accumulation of secondary subsidences.

is salt settled in great lagoons which were alternately opened up
to the sea and then cut off so that evaporation occurred with de-
position of salt along with other matter held in solution. In some
regions these rock salt beds are 20 m thick.

10 e climate is even and mild, and marine fossils are laid down
in the arctic regions. But by the end of this epoch the seas are so
excessively salty that little life survives.

11 Toward the close of the nal Silurian submergence there is a
great increase in the echinoderms — the stone lilies — as is ev-
idenced by the crinoid limestone deposits. e trilobites have
nearly disappeared, and the molluscs continue monarchs of the
seas; coral-reef formation increases greatly. During this age, in
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the more favourable locations the primitive water scorpions rst
evolve. Soon therea er, and suddenly, the true scorpions — actual
air breathers — make their appearance.

12 ese developments terminate the 3 marine-life period, cov-
ering 25,000,000 years and known to your researchers as the Sil-
urian.

4. THE GREAT LANDEMERGENCE STAGE
THE VEGETATIVE LANDLIFE PERIOD

THE AGE OF FISHES
1 In the agelong struggle between land and water, for long peri-

ods the sea has been comparatively victorious, but times of land vic-
tory are just ahead. And the continental dri s have not proceeded
so far but that, at times, practically all of the land of the world is
connected by slender isthmuses and narrow land bridges.

2 As the land emerges from the last Silurian inundation, an im-
portant period in world development and life evolution comes to
an end. It is the dawn of a new age on earth. e naked and
unattractive landscape of former times is becoming clothed with
luxuriant verdure, and the rst magni cent forests will soon ap-
pear.

3 e marine life of this age was very diverse due to the early
species segregation, but later on therewas free commingling and as-
sociation of all these different types. e brachiopods early reached
their climax, being succeeded by the arthropods, and barnacles
made their rst appearance. But the greatest event of all was the
sudden appearance of the sh family. is became the age of shes,
that period of the world’s history characterized by the vertebrate
type of animal.

4 ¶ 270,000,000 years ago the continents were all above water.
Inmillions uponmillions of years not somuch landhadbeen above
water at one time; it was one of the greatest land-emergence epochs
in all world history.

5 5,000,000 years later the land areas ofNorth and SouthAmer-
ica, Europe, Africa, northern Asia, and Australia were brie y inun-
dated, in North America the submergence at one time or another
being almost complete; and the resulting limestone layers run from
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150 to 1,500m in thickness. ese variousDevonian seas extended
rst in one direction and then in another so that the immense arc-

ticNorthAmerican inland sea found an outlet to the Paci cOcean
through northern California.

6 ¶ 260,000,000 years ago, toward the end of this land-depres-
sion epoch, North America was partially overspread by seas hav-
ing simultaneous connectionwith the Paci c, Atlantic, Arctic, and
Gulf waters. e deposits of these later stages of the rst Devonian
ood average about 300m in thickness. e coral reefs characteriz-

ing these times indicate that the inland seas were clear and shallow.
Such coral deposits are exposed in the banks of theOhioRiver near
Louisville, Kentucky, and are about 30 m thick, embracing more
than 200 varieties. ese coral formations extend through Canada
and northern Europe to the arctic regions.

7 Following these submergences, many of the shore lines were
considerably elevated so that the earlier deposits were covered by
mud or shale. ere is also a red sandstone stratum which char-
acterizes one of the Devonian sedimentations, and this red layer
extends over much of the earth’s surface, being found inNorth and
SouthAmerica, Europe, Russia, China, Africa, andAustralia. Such
red deposits are suggestive of arid or semiarid conditions, but the
climate of this epoch was still mild and even.

8 roughout all of this period the land south-east of the
Cincinnati Island remained well above water. But very much of
western Europe, including the British Isles, was submerged. In
Wales, Germany, and other places in Europe the Devonian rocks
are 6,100 m thick.

9 ¶ 250,000,000 years ago witnessed the appearance of the sh
family, the vertebrates, one of the most important steps in all pre-
human evolution.

10 e arthropods, or crustaceans, were the ancestors of the rst
vertebrates. e forerunners of the sh family were two modi-
ed arthropod ancestors; one had a long body connecting a head

and tail, while the other was a backboneless, jawless pre sh. But
these preliminary types were quickly destroyedwhen the shes, the
rst vertebrates of the animal world, made their sudden appearance

from the north.
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11 Many of the largest true sh belong to this age, some of the
teeth-bearing varieties being 7–9 m long; the present-day sharks
are the survivors of these ancient shes. e lung and armoured
shes reached their evolutionary apex, and before this epoch had

ended, shes had adapted to both fresh and salt waters.
12 Veritable bone beds of sh teeth and skeletonsmay be found in

the deposits laid down toward the close of this period, and rich fos-
sil beds are situated along the coast of California since many shel-
tered bays of the Paci c Ocean extended into the land of that re-
gion.

13 e earth was being rapidly overrun by the new orders of land
vegetation. Heretofore few plants grew on land except about the
water’s edge. Now, and suddenly, the proli c fern family appeared
and quickly spread over the face of the rapidly rising land in all
parts of the world. Tree types, 60 cm thick and 12mhigh, soon de-
veloped; later on, leaves evolved, but these early varieties had only
rudimentary foliage. ere weremany smaller plants, but their fos-
sils are not found since they were usually destroyed by the still ear-
lier appearing bacteria.

14 As the land rose, North America became connected with Eu-
rope by land bridges extending to Greenland. And today Green-
land holds the remains of these early land plants beneath its mantle
of ice.

15 ¶ 240,000,000 years ago the land over parts of both Europe
and North and South America began to sink. is subsidence
marked the appearance of the last and least extensive of the De-
vonian oods. e arctic seas again moved southward over much
of North America, the Atlantic inundated a large part of Europe
andwesternAsia, while the southern Paci c coveredmost of India.

is inundation was slow in appearing and equally slow in retreat-
ing. e Catskill Mountains along the west bank of the Hudson
River are one of the largest geologic monuments of this epoch to
be found on the surface of North America.

16 ¶ 230,000,000 years ago the seas were continuing their retreat.
Much of North America was above water, and great volcanic activ-
ity occurred in the St. Lawrence region. Mount Royal, at Mon-
treal, is the eroded neck of one of these volcanoes. e deposits of
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this entire epoch are well shown in the Appalachian Mountains of
North America where the Susquehanna River has cut a valley ex-
posing these successive layers, which attained a thickness of over 4
km.

17 ¶ e elevation of the continents proceeded, and the atmo-
sphere was becoming enriched with oxygen. e earth was over-
spread by vast forests of ferns 30 m high and by the peculiar trees
of those days, silent forests; not a sound was heard, not even the
rustle of a leaf, for such trees had no leaves.

18 ¶ And thus drew to a close one of the longest periods of ma-
rine-life evolution, the age of shes. is period of the world’s his-
tory lasted almost 50,000,000 years; it has become known to your
researchers as the Devonian.

5. THE CRUSTALSHIFTING STAGE
THE FERNFOREST CARBONIFEROUS PERIOD

THE AGE OF FROGS
1 e appearance of sh during the preceding period marks the

apex of marine-life evolution. From this point onward the evolu-
tion of land life becomes increasingly important. And this period
opens with the stage almost ideally set for the appearance of the
rst land animals.
2 ¶ 220,000,000 years ago many of the continental land areas,

including most of North America, were above water. e land was
overrun by luxurious vegetation; this was indeed the age of ferns.
Carbon dioxide was still present in the atmosphere but in lessening
degree.

3 Shortly therea er the central portion of North America was
inundated, creating two great inland seas. Both the Atlantic and
Paci c coastal highlands were situated just beyond the present
shore lines. ese two seas presently united, commingling their
different forms of life, and the union of thesemarine faunamarked
the beginning of the rapid and world-wide decline in marine life
and the opening of the subsequent land-life period.

4 ¶ 210,000,000 years ago the warm-water arctic seas covered
most of North America and Europe. e south polar waters in-
undated South America and Australia, while both Africa and Asia
were highly elevated.
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5 When the seas were at their height, a new evolutionary devel-
opment suddenly occurred. Abruptly, the rst of the land animals
appeared. ere were numerous species of these animals that were
able to live on land or in water. ese air-breathing amphibians
developed from the arthropods, whose swim bladders had evolved
into lungs.

6 From the briny waters of the seas there crawled out upon the
land snails, scorpions, and frogs. Today frogs still lay their eggs in
water, and their young rst exist as little shes, tadpoles. is pe-
riod could well be known as the age of ogs.

7 Very soon therea er the insects rst appeared and, together
with spiders, scorpions, cockroaches, crickets, and locusts, soon
overspread the continents of the world. Dragon ies measured 76
cm across. 1,000 species of cockroaches developed, and some grew
to be 10 cm long.

8 Two groups of echinoderms became especially well developed,
and they are in reality the guide fossils of this epoch. e large
shell-feeding sharks were also highly evolved, and for more than
5,000,000 years they dominated the oceans. e climate was still
mild and equable; the marine life was little changed. Fresh-wa-
ter sh were developing and the trilobites were nearing extinction.
Corals were scarce, and much of the limestone was being made by
the crinoids. e ner building limestones were laid down during
this epoch.

9 e waters of many of the inland seas were so heavily charged
with lime and other minerals as greatly to interfere with the prog-
ress and development of many marine species. Eventually the seas
cleared up as the result of an extensive stone deposit, in some places
containing zinc and lead.

10 e deposits of this early Carboniferous age are from 150 to
600 m thick, consisting of sandstone, shale, and limestone. e
oldest strata yield the fossils of both land and marine animals and
plants, along with much gravel and basin sediments. Little work-
able coal is found in these older strata. ese depositions through-
outEurope are very similar to those laid downoverNorthAmerica.

11 Toward the close of this epoch the land of North America be-
gan to rise. ere was a short interruption, and the sea returned to
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cover about half of its previous beds. is was a short inundation,
and most of the land was soon well above water. South America
was still connected with Europe by way of Africa.

12 is epoch witnessed the beginning of the Vosges, Black For-
est, and Ural mountains. Stumps of other and older mountains are
to be found all over Great Britain and Europe.

13 ¶ 200,000,000 years ago the really active stages of the Car-
boniferous period began. For 20,000,000 years prior to this time
the earlier coal deposits were being laid down, but now the more
extensive coal-formation activities were in process. e length of
the actual coal-deposition epoch was a little over 25,000,000 years.

14 e land was periodically going up and down due to the shi -
ing sea level occasioned by activities on the ocean bottoms. is
crustal uneasiness — the settling and rising of the land — in con-
nection with the proli c vegetation of the coastal swamps, con-
tributed to the production of extensive coal deposits, which have
caused this period to be known as the Carboniferous. And the cli-
mate was still mild the world over.

15 e coal layers alternate with shale, stone, and conglomer-
ate. ese coal beds over central and eastern United States vary
in thickness from 12 to 15 m. But many of these deposits were
washed away during subsequent land elevations. In some parts of
North America and Europe the coal-bearing strata are 5,500 m in
thickness.

16 e presence of roots of trees as they grew in the clay underly-
ing the present coal beds demonstrates that coalwas formed exactly
where it is now found. Coal is the water-preserved and pressure-
modi ed remains of the rank vegetation growing in the bogs and
on the swamp shores of this faraway age. Coal layers o en hold
both gas and oil. Peat beds, the remains of past vegetable growth,
would be converted into a type of coal if subjected to proper pres-
sure and heat. Anthracite has been subjected to more pressure and
heat than other coal.

17 In North America the layers of coal in the various beds, which
indicate the number of times the land fell and rose, vary from 10 in
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Illinois, 20 in Pennsylvania, 35 in Alabama, to 75 in Canada. Both
fresh- and salt-water fossils are found in the coal beds.

18 roughout this epoch the mountains of North and South
America were active, both the Andes and the southern ances-
tral Rocky Mountains rising. e great Atlantic and Paci c high
coastal regions began to sink, eventually becoming so eroded and
submerged that the coast lines of both oceans withdrew to approx-
imately their present positions. e deposits of this inundation av-
erage about 300 m in thickness.

19 ¶ 190,000,000 years agowitnessed awestward extensionof the
NorthAmericanCarboniferous sea over the present RockyMoun-
tain region, with an outlet to the Paci c Ocean through northern
California. Coal continued to be laid down throughout the Amer-
icas and Europe, layer upon layer, as the coastlands rose and fell
during these ages of seashore oscillations.

20 ¶ 180,000,000 years ago brought the close of the Carbonifer-
ous period, during which coal had been formed all over the world
—inEurope, India,China,NorthAfrica, and theAmericas. At the
close of the coal-formation period North America east of the Mis-
sissippi valley rose, andmost of this section has ever since remained
above the sea. is land-elevation period marks the beginning of
themodernmountains ofNorthAmerica, both in theAppalachian
regions and in the west. Volcanoes were active in Alaska and Cal-
ifornia and in the mountain-forming regions of Europe and Asia.
Eastern America and western Europe were connected by the con-
tinent of Greenland.

21 Land elevation began tomodify themarine climate of the pre-
ceding ages and to substitute therefor the beginnings of the less
mild and more variable continental climate.

22 e plants of these times were spore bearing, and the windwas
able to spread them far and wide. e trunks of the Carboniferous
trees were commonly 2 m in diameter and o en 38 m high. e
modern ferns are truly relics of these bygone ages.

23 In general, these were the epochs of development for fresh-wa-
ter organisms; little change occurred in the previous marine life.
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But the important characteristic of this period was the sudden ap-
pearance of the frogs and their many cousins. e life features of
the coal age were ferns and ogs.

6. THE CLIMATIC TRANSITION STAGE
THE SEEDPLANT PERIOD

THE AGE OF BIOLOGIC TRIBULATION
1 is period marks the end of pivotal evolutionary develop-

ment inmarine life and the openingof the transitionperiod leading
to the subsequent ages of land animals.

2 is age was one of great life impoverishment. ousands of
marine species perished, and lifewas hardly yet established on land.

is was a time of biologic tribulation, the agewhen life nearly van-
ished from the face of the earth and from the depths of the oceans.
Toward the close of the long marine-life era there were more than
100,000 species of living things on earth. At the close of this period
of transition less than 500 had survived.

3 e peculiarities of this new period were not due so much to
the cooling of the earth’s crust or to the long absence of volcanic
action as to an unusual combination of commonplace and pre-ex-
isting in uences — restrictions of the seas and increasing elevation
of enormous landmasses. e mildmarine climate of former times
was disappearing, and the harsher continental type of weather was
fast developing.

4 ¶ 170,000,000 years ago great evolutionary changes and ad-
justments were taking place over the entire face of the earth. Land
was rising all over the world as the ocean beds were sinking. Iso-
lated mountain ridges appeared. e eastern part of North Amer-
ica was high above the sea; the west was slowly rising. e conti-
nents were covered by great and small salt lakes and numerous in-
land seas which were connected with the oceans by narrow straits.

e strata of this transition period vary in thickness from 300 to
2,130 m.

5 e earth’s crust folded extensively during these land eleva-
tions. is was a time of continental emergence except for the dis-
appearance of certain land bridges, including the continents which
had so long connected South America with Africa and North
America with Europe.
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6 Gradually the inland lakes and seas were drying up all over
the world. Isolated mountain and regional glaciers began to ap-
pear, especially over the Southern Hemisphere, and in many re-
gions the glacial deposit of these local ice formations may be found
even among some of the upper and later coal deposits. Two new
climatic factors appeared — glaciation and aridity. Many of the
earth’s higher regions had become arid and barren.

7 ¶ roughout these times of climatic change, great variations
also occurred in the land plants. e seed plants rst appeared, and
they afforded a better food supply for the subsequently increased
land-animal life. e insects underwent a radical change. e rest-
ing stages evolved to meet the demands of suspended animation
during winter and drought.

8 ¶ Among the land animals the frogs reached their climax in the
preceding age and rapidly declined, but they survived because they
could long live even in the drying-up pools and ponds of these far-
distant and extremely trying times. During this declining frog age,
in Africa, the rst step in the evolution of the frog into the reptile
occurred. And since the land masses were still connected, this pre-
reptilian creature, an air breather, spread over all the world. By this
time the atmosphere had been so changed that it served admirably
to support animal respiration. It was soon a er the arrival of these
prereptilian frogs thatNorthAmericawas temporarily isolated, cut
off from Europe, Asia, and South America.

9 e gradual cooling of the ocean waters contributed much to
the destruction of oceanic life. e marine animals of those ages
took temporary refuge in three favourable retreats: the present
Gulf of Mexico region, the Ganges Bay of India, and the Sicilian
Bay of the Mediterranean basin. And it was from these three re-
gions that the new marine species, born to adversity, later went
forth to replenish the seas.

10 ¶ 160,000,000 years ago the landwas largely coveredwith veg-
etation adapted to support land-animal life, and the atmosphere
had become ideal for animal respiration. us ends the period of
marine-life curtailment and those testing times of biologic adver-
sity which eliminated all forms of life except such as had survival
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value, and which were therefore entitled to function as the ances-
tors of themore rapidly developing and highly differentiated life of
the ensuing ages of planetary evolution.

11 e ending of this period of biologic tribulation, known to
your students as the Permian, also marks the end of the long Pa-
leozoic era, which covers ¼ of the planetary history, 250,000,000
years.

12 e vast oceanic nursery of life on Urantia has served its pur-
pose. During the long ages when the land was unsuited to support
life, before the atmosphere contained sufficient oxygen to sustain
the higher land animals, the sea mothered and nurtured the early
life of the realm. Now the biologic importance of the sea progres-
sively diminishes as the second stage of evolution begins to unfold
on the land.

ahb

13 [Presented by a Life Carrier of Nebadon, one of the original
corps assigned to Urantia.]



PAPER №60
URANTIA DURING THE EARLY LANDLIFE

ERA

Life Carrier

THE era of exclusive marine life has ended. Land elevation,
cooling crust and cooling oceans, sea restriction and con-
sequent deepening, together with a great increase of land

in northern latitudes, all conspired greatly to change the world’s
climate in all regions far removed from the equatorial zone.

2 e closing epochs of the preceding era were indeed the age
of frogs, but these ancestors of the land vertebrates were no longer
dominant, having survived in greatly reduced numbers. Very few
types outlived the rigorous trials of the precedingperiodof biologic
tribulation. Even the spore-bearing plants were nearly extinct.

1. THE EARLY REPTILIAN AGE
1 e erosion deposits of this periodweremostly conglomerates,

shale, and sandstone. e gypsum and red layers throughout these
sedimentations over both America and Europe indicate that the
climate of these continents was arid. ese arid districts were sub-
jected to great erosion from the violent and periodic cloudbursts
on the surrounding highlands.

2 Few fossils are to be found in these layers, but numerous sand-
stone footprints of the land reptiles may be observed. In many re-
gions the 300 m of red sandstone deposit of this period contains
no fossils. e life of land animals was continuous only in certain
parts of Africa.

3 ese deposits vary in thickness from 910 to 3050 m, even be-
ing 5,500 on the Paci c coast. Lava was later forced in between
many of these layers. e Palisades of the Hudson River were
formed by the extrusion of basalt lava between these Triassic strata.
Volcanic action was extensive in different parts of the world.

4 Over Europe, especially Germany and Russia, may be found
deposits of this period. In England the New Red Sandstone be-
longs to this epoch. Limestone was laid down in the southern Alps
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as the result of a sea invasion and may now be seen as the peculiar
dolomite limestone walls, peaks, and pillars of those regions. is
layer is to be found all over Africa and Australia. e Carrara mar-
ble comes from such modi ed limestone. Nothing of this period
will be found in the southern regions of SouthAmerica as that part
of the continent remained down and hence presents only a water
or marine deposit continuous with the preceding and succeeding
epochs.

5 ¶ 150,000,000 years ago the early land-life periods of the
world’s history began. Life, in general, did not fare well but did
better than at the strenuous and hostile close of themarine-life era.

6 As this era opens, the eastern and central parts ofNorthAmer-
ica, the northern half of South America, most of Europe, and all
of Asia are well above water. North America for the rst time is
geographically isolated, but not for long as the Bering Strait land
bridge soon again emerges, connecting the continent with Asia.

7 Great troughs developed inNorthAmerica, paralleling theAt-
lantic and Paci c coasts. e great eastern-Connecticut fault ap-
peared, one side eventually sinking 3 km. Many of these North
American troughs were later lled with erosion deposits, as also
were many of the basins of the fresh- and salt-water lakes of the
mountain regions. Later on, these lled land depressions were
greatly elevated by lava ows which occurred underground. e
petri ed forests of many regions belong to this epoch.

8 e Paci c coast, usually above water during the continental
submergences, went down excepting the southern part of Califor-
nia and a large island which then existed in what is now the Paci c
Ocean. is ancient California sea was rich in marine life and ex-
tended eastward to connect with the old sea basin of the midwest-
ern region.

9 ¶ 140,000,000 years ago, suddenly and with only the hint of
the two prereptilian ancestors that developed in Africa during the
preceding epoch, the reptiles appeared in full- edged form. ey
developed rapidly, soon yielding crocodiles, scaled reptiles, and
eventually both sea serpents and ying reptiles. eir transition
ancestors speedily disappeared.
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10 ese rapidly evolving reptilian dinosaurs soon became the
monarchs of this age. ey were egg layers and are distinguished
from all animals by their small brains, having brains weighing less
than 500g to control bodies later weighing as much as 40 tons. But
earlier reptiles were smaller, carnivorous, and walked kangaroolike
on their hind legs. ey had hollow avian bones and subsequently
developed only three toes on their hind feet, andmany of their fos-
sil footprints have beenmistaken for those of giant birds. Later on,
the herbivorous dinosaurs evolved. ey walked on all fours, and
one branch of this group developed a protective armour.

11 Several million years later the rst mammals appeared. ey
were nonplacental andproved a speedy failure; none survived. is
was an experimental effort to improvemammalian types, but it did
not succeed on Urantia.

12 emarine life of this periodwasmeagre but improved rapidly
with the new invasion of the sea, which again produced extensive
coast lines of shallow waters. Since there was more shallow wa-
ter around Europe and Asia, the richest fossil beds are to be found
about these continents. Today, if you would study the life of this
age, examine theHimalayan, Siberian, andMediterranean regions,
as well as India and the islands of the southern Paci c basin. A
prominent feature of the marine life was the presence of hosts of
the beautiful ammonites, whose fossil remains are found all over
the world.

13 ¶ 130,000,000 years ago the seas had changed very little.
Siberia and North America were connected by the Bering Strait
land bridge. A rich and unique marine life appeared on the Cal-
ifornian Paci c coast, where over 1,000 species of ammonites de-
veloped from the higher types of cephalopods. e life changes of
this period were indeed revolutionary notwithstanding that they
were transitional and gradual.

14 ¶ is period extended over 25,000,000 years and is known as
the Triassic.

2. THE LATER REPTILIAN AGE
1 120,000,000 years ago a new phase of the reptilian age began.
e great event of this period was the evolution and decline of the
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dinosaurs. Land-animal life reached its greatest development, in
point of size, and had virtually perished from the face of the earth
by the end of this age. e dinosaurs evolved in all sizes from a
species less than 60 cm long up to the huge noncarnivorous dino-
saurs, 23m long, that have never since been equalled in bulk by any
living creature.

2 e largest of the dinosaurs originated in western North
America. ese monstrous reptiles are buried throughout the
Rocky Mountain regions, along the whole of the Atlantic coast of
North America, over western Europe, South Africa, and India, but
not in Australia.

3 ese massive creatures became less active and strong as they
grew larger and larger; but they required such an enormous amount
of food and the land was so overrun by them that they literally
starved to death and became extinct— they lacked the intelligence
to cope with the situation.

4 By this timemost of the eastern part of North America, which
had long been elevated, had been leveled down andwashed into the
Atlantic Ocean so that the coast extended several hundred kilome-
tres farther out than now. e western part of the continent was
still up, but even these regionswere later invadedbyboth thenorth-
ern sea and the Paci c, which extended eastward to the Dakota
Black Hills region.

5 is was a fresh-water age characterized by many inland lakes,
as is shown by the abundant fresh-water fossils of the so-called
Morrison beds of Colourado, Montana, andWyoming. e thick-
ness of these combined salt- and fresh-water deposits varies from
600 to 1,500 m; but very little limestone is present in these layers.

6 e same polar sea that extended so far down over North
America likewise covered all of South America except the soon ap-
pearing Andes Mountains. Most of China and Russia was inun-
dated, but the water invasion was greatest in Europe. It was during
this submergence that the beautiful lithographic stone of southern
Germany was laid down, those strata in which fossils, such as the
most delicate wings of olden insects, are preserved as of but yester-
day.
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7 e ora of this age wasmuch like that of the preceding. Ferns
persisted, while conifers and pines became more and more like the
present-day varieties. Some coal was still being formed along the
northern Mediterranean shores.

8 e return of the seas improved the weather. Corals spread to
Europeanwaters, testifying that the climatewas still mild and even,
but they never again appeared in the slowly cooling polar seas. e
marine life of these times improved and developed greatly, espe-
cially in Europeanwaters. Both corals and crinoids temporarily ap-
peared in larger numbers than heretofore, but the ammonites dom-
inated the invertebrate life of the oceans, their average size ranging
from 7 to 10 cm, though one species attained a diameter of 2.4 m.
Sponges were everywhere, and both cuttle sh and oysters contin-
ued to evolve.

9 ¶ 110,000,000 years ago the potentials ofmarine lifewere con-
tinuing to unfold. e sea urchin was one of the outstanding mu-
tations of this epoch. Crabs, lobsters, and the modern types of
crustaceans matured. Marked changes occurred in the sh family,
a sturgeon type rst appearing, but the ferocious sea serpents, de-
scended from the land reptiles, still infested all the seas, and they
threatened the destruction of the entire sh family.

10 is continued to be, pre-eminently, the age of the dinosaurs.
ey so overran the land that two species had taken to the water

for sustenance during the preceding period of sea encroachment.
ese sea serpents represent a backward step in evolution. While

some new species are progressing, certain strains remain stationary
and others gravitate backward, reverting to a former state. And this
is what happenedwhen these two types of reptiles forsook the land.

11 As time passed, the sea serpents grew to such size that they be-
came very sluggish and eventually perished because they did not
have brains large enough to afford protection for their immense
bodies. eir brains weighed less than 56g notwithstanding the
fact that these huge ichthyosaurs sometimes grew to be 15 m long,
the majority being over 10 m in length. e marine crocodilians
were also a reversion from the land type of reptile, but unlike the
sea serpents, these animals always returned to the land to lay their
eggs.
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12 Soon a er two species of dinosaurs migrated to the water in a
futile attempt at self-preservation, two other types were driven to
the air by the bitter competition of life on land. But these ying
pterosaurs were not the ancestors of the true birds of subsequent
ages. ey evolved from the hollow-boned leaping dinosaurs, and
theirwingswere of batlike formationwith a spread of 6–8m. ese
ancient ying reptiles grew to be 3 m long, and they had separable
jawsmuch like those of modern snakes. For a time these ying rep-
tiles appeared to be a success, but they failed to evolve along lines
which would enable them to survive as air navigators. ey repre-
sent the nonsurviving strains of bird ancestry.

13 Turtles increased during this period, rst appearing in North
America. eir ancestors came over fromAsia byway of the north-
ern land bridge.

14 ¶ 100,000,000 years ago the reptilian age was drawing to a
close. e dinosaurs, for all their enormous mass, were all but
brainless animals, lacking the intelligence to provide sufficient food
to nourish such enormous bodies. And so did these sluggish land
reptiles perish in ever-increasing numbers. Henceforth, evolution
will follow the growth of brains, not physical bulk, and the devel-
opment of brainswill characterize each succeeding epoch of animal
evolution and planetary progress.

15 ¶ is period, embracing the height and the beginning decline
of the reptiles, extended nearly 25,000,000 years and is known as
the Jurassic.

3. THE CRETACEOUS STAGE
THE FLOWERINGPLANT PERIOD

THE AGE OF BIRDS
1 e great Cretaceous period derives its name from the pre-

dominance of the proli c chalk-making foraminifers in the seas.
is period brings Urantia to near the end of the long reptilian

dominance and witnesses the appearance of owering plants and
bird life on land. ese are also the times of the termination of
the westward and southward dri of the continents, accompanied
by tremendous crustal deformations and concomitant widespread
lava ows and great volcanic activities.
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2 Near the close of the preceding geologic period much of the
continental land was up above water, although as yet there were
no mountain peaks. But as the continental land dri continued, it
met with the rst great obstruction on the deep oor of the Paci c.

is contention of geologic forces gave impetus to the formation
of the whole vast north and south mountain range extending from
Alaska down through Mexico to Cape Horn.

3 is period thus becomes themodernmountain-building stage
of geologic history. Prior to this time there were few mountain
peaks, merely elevated land ridges of great width. Now the Paci c
coast range was beginning to elevate, but it was located 1,126 km
west of the present shore line. e Sierras were beginning to form,
their gold-bearing quartz strata being the product of lava ows of
this epoch. In the eastern part ofNorthAmerica, Atlantic sea pres-
sure was also working to cause land elevation.

4 ¶ 100,000,000 years ago the North American continent and a
part of Europe were well above water. e warping of the Ameri-
can continents continued, resulting in the metamorphosing of the
South American Andes and in the gradual elevation of the west-
ern plains of North America. Most of Mexico sank beneath the
sea, and the southern Atlantic encroached on the eastern coast of
SouthAmerica, eventually reaching the present shore line. e At-
lantic and Indian Oceans were then about as they are today.

5 ¶ 95,000,000 years ago the American and European land
masses again began to sink. e southern seas commenced the
invasion of North America and gradually extended northward to
connect with the Arctic Ocean, constituting the second greatest
submergence of the continent. When this sea nally withdrew, it
le the continent about as it now is. Before this great submergence
began, the eastern Appalachian highlands had been almost com-
pletely worn down to thewater’s level. emany coloured layers of
pure clay now used for the manufacture of earthenware were laid
down over the Atlantic coast regions during this age, their average
thickness being about 600 m.

6 Great volcanic actions occurred south of the Alps and along
the line of the present California coast-range mountains. e
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greatest crustal deformations in millions upon millions of years
took place inMexico. Great changes also occurred in Europe, Rus-
sia, Japan, and southern South America. e climate became in-
creasingly diversi ed.

7 ¶ 90,000,000 years ago the angiosperms emerged from these
early Cretaceous seas and soon overran the continents. ese land
plants suddenly appeared along with g trees, magnolias, and tulip
trees. Soon a er this time g trees, breadfruit trees, andpalms over-
spread Europe and the western plains of North America. No new
land animals appeared.

8 ¶ 85,000,000 years ago the Bering Strait closed, shutting off
the cooling waters of the northern seas. eretofore the marine
life of the Atlantic-Gulf waters and that of the Paci c Ocean had
differed greatly, owing to the temperature variations of these two
bodies of water, which now became uniform.

9 e deposits of chalk and greensand marl give name to this
period. e sedimentations of these times are variegated, consist-
ing of chalk, shale, sandstone, and small amounts of limestone, to-
gether with inferior coal or lignite, and in many regions they con-
tain oil. ese layers vary in thickness from 61 m in some places to
3 km inwesternNorthAmerica and numerous European localities.
Along the eastern borders of the Rocky Mountains these deposits
may be observed in the uptilted foothills.

10 All over the world these strata are permeated with chalk, and
these layers of porous semirock pick upwater at upturned outcrops
and convey it downward to furnish thewater supply ofmuch of the
earth’s present arid regions.

11 ¶ 80,000,000 years ago great disturbances occurred in the
earth’s crust. e western advance of the continental dri was com-
ing to a standstill, and the enormous energy of the sluggishmomen-
tum of the hinter continental mass upcrumpled the Paci c shore
line of both North and South America and initiated profound
repercussional changes along the Paci c shores of Asia. is cir-
cumpaci c land elevation, which culminated in present-daymoun-
tain ranges, is more than 40,200 km long. And the upheavals at-
tendant upon its birth were the greatest surface distortions to take
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place since life appeared on Urantia. e lava ows, both above
and below ground, were extensive and widespread.

12 ¶ 75,000,000 years ago marks the end of the continental dri .
From Alaska to Cape Horn the long Paci c coast mountain ranges
were completed, but there were as yet few peaks.

13 e backthrust of the halted continental dri continued the
elevation of the western plains of North America, while in the east
the worn-down Appalachian Mountains of the Atlantic coast re-
gion were projected straight up, with little or no tilting.

14 ¶ 70,000,000 years ago the crustal distortions connected with
the maximum elevation of the Rocky Mountain region took place.
A large segment of rock was overthrust 24 km at the surface in
British Columbia; here the Cambrian rocks are obliquely thrust
out over the Cretaceous layers. On the eastern slope of the Rocky
Mountains, near the Canadian border, there was another spectac-
ular overthrust; here may be found the prelife stone layers shoved
out over the then recent Cretaceous deposits.

15 is was an age of volcanic activity all over the world, giving
rise to numerous small isolated volcanic cones. Submarine volca-
noes broke out in the submerged Himalayan region. Much of the
rest of Asia, including Siberia, was also still under water.

16 ¶ 65,000,000 years ago there occurred one of the greatest lava
ows of all time. e deposition layers of these and preceding

lava ows are to be found all over the Americas, North and South
Africa, Australia, and parts of Europe.

17 e land animals were little changed, but because of greater
continental emergence, especially in North America, they rapidly
multiplied. North America was the great eld of the land-animal
evolution of these times, most of Europe being under water.

18 e climate was still warm and uniform. e arctic regions
were enjoying weathermuch like that of the present climate in cen-
tral and southern North America.

19 Great plant-life evolution was taking place. Among the land
plants the angiosperms predominated, and many present-day trees
rst appeared, including beech, birch, oak, walnut, sycamore,
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maple, and modern palms. Fruits, grasses, and cereals were abun-
dant, and these seed-bearing grasses and trees were to the plant
world what the ancestors of man were to the animal world — they
were second in evolutionary importance only to the appearance of
man himself. Suddenly and without previous gradation, the great
family of owering plants mutated. And this new ora soon over-
spread the entire world.

20 ¶ 60,000,000 years ago, though the land reptiles were on the
decline, the dinosaurs continued as monarchs of the land, the lead
now being taken by the more agile and active types of the smaller
leaping kangaroo varieties of the carnivorous dinosaurs. But some-
time previously there had appeared new types of the herbivorous
dinosaurs, whose rapid increase was due to the appearance of the
grass family of land plants. One of these new grass-eating dino-
saurs was a true quadruped having two horns and a capelike shoul-
der ange. e land type of turtle, 6 m across, appeared as did also
the modern crocodile and true snakes of the modern type. Great
changes were also occurring among the shes and other forms of
marine life.˚

21 e wading and swimming prebirds of earlier ages had not
been a success in the air, nor had the ying dinosaurs. ey were
a short-lived species, soon becoming extinct. ey, too, were sub-
ject to the dinosaur doom, destruction, because of having too little
brain substance in comparisonwith body size. is second attempt
to produce animals that could navigate the atmosphere failed, as
did the abortive attempt to produce mammals during this and a
preceding age.

22 ¶ 55,000,000 years ago the evolutionarymarchwasmarked by
the sudden appearance of the rst of the true birds, a small pigeon-
like creature which was the ancestor of all bird life. is was the
third type of ying creature to appear on earth, and it sprang di-
rectly from the reptilian group, not from the contemporary ying
dinosaurs nor from the earlier types of toothed land birds. And so

3.20. But some time previously there had appeared new types of the herbivorous dino-
saurs… e one-word form is correct as the reference is to an inde nite point in time rather
than to an inde nite period of time. (seeWebster’s)
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this becomes known as the age of birds as well as the declining age
of reptiles.

4. THE END OF THE CHALK PERIOD
1 e great Cretaceous period was drawing to a close, and its

termination marks the end of the great sea invasions of the con-
tinents. Particularly is this true of North America, where there
had been just 24 great inundations. And though there were subse-
quent minor submergences, none of these can be compared with
the extensive and lengthy marine invasions of this and previous
ages. ese alternate periods of land and sea dominance have oc-
curred in 1,000,000-year cycles. ere has been an agelong rhythm
associatedwith this rise and fall of ocean oor and continental land
levels. And these same rhythmical crustalmovementswill continue
from this time on throughout the earth’s history but with dimin-
ishing frequency and extent.

2 is period also witnesses the end of the continental dri and
the building of the modern mountains of Urantia. But the pres-
sure of the continental masses and the thwarted momentum of
their agelong dri are not the exclusive in uences in mountain
building. e chief and underlying factor in determining the lo-
cation of a mountain range is the pre-existent lowland, or trough,
which has become lled upwith the comparatively lighter deposits
of the land erosion and marine dri s of the preceding ages. ese
lighter areas of land are sometimes 4,572 to 6,100 m thick; there-
fore, when the crust is subjected to pressure from any cause, these
lighter areas are the rst to crumple up, fold, and rise upward to
afford compensatory adjustment for the contending and con ict-
ing forces and pressures at work in the earth’s crust or underneath
the crust. Sometimes these upthrusts of land occur without fold-
ing. But in connection with the rise of the RockyMountains, great
folding and tilting occurred, coupled with enormous overthrusts
of the various layers, both underground and at the surface.

3 ¶ e oldest mountains of the world are located in Asia,
Greenland, and northern Europe among those of the older east-
west systems. e mid-age mountains are in the circumpaci c
group and in the second European east-west system, which was
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born at about the same time. is gigantic uprising is almost
16,000 km long, extending from Europe over into the West Indies
land elevations. e youngest mountains are in the Rocky Moun-
tain system, where, for ages, land elevations had occurred only to
be successively covered by the sea, though some of the higher lands
remained as islands. Subsequent to the formation of the mid-age
mountains, a real mountain highland was elevated which was des-
tined, subsequently, to be carved into the present Rocky Moun-
tains by the combined artistry of nature’s elements.

4 e present North American Rocky Mountain region is not
the original elevation of land; that elevation had been long since
leveled by erosion and then re-elevated. e present front range of
mountains is what is le of the remains of the original range which
was re-elevated. Pikes Peak and Longs Peak are outstanding exam-
ples of this mountain activity, extending over two or more gener-
ations of mountain lives. ese two peaks held their heads above
water during several of the preceding inundations.

5 Biologically as well as geologically this was an eventful and ac-
tive age on land andunderwater. Sea urchins increasedwhile corals
and crinoids decreased. e ammonites, of preponderant in u-
ence during a previous age, also rapidly declined. On land the fern
forests were largely replaced by pine and other modern trees, in-
cluding the gigantic redwoods. By the end of this period, while the
placental mammal has not yet evolved, the biologic stage is fully
set for the appearance, in a subsequent age, of the early ancestors of
the future mammalian types.

6 ¶ And thus ends a long era of world evolution, extending from
the early appearance of land life down to the more recent times
of the immediate ancestors of the human species and its collateral
branches. is, the Cretaceous age, covers 50,000,000 years and
brings to a close the premammalian era of land life, which extends
over a period of 100,000,000 years and is known as the Mesozoic.

ahb

7 [Presented by a Life Carrier of Nebadon assigned to Satania
and now functioning on Urantia.]



PAPER №61
THE MAMMALIAN ERA ON URANTIA

Life Carrier

THE era of mammals extends from the times of the origin
of placental mammals to the end of the ice age, covering a
little less than 50,000,000 years.

2 During this Cenozoic age the world’s landscape presented an
attractive appearance—rolling hills, broad valleys, wide rivers, and
great forests. Twice during this sector of time the Panama Isth-
mus went up and down; three times the Bering Strait land bridge
did the same. e animal types were both many and varied. e
trees swarmedwith birds, and the whole world was an animal para-
dise, notwithstanding the incessant struggle of the evolving animal
species for supremacy.

3 e accumulateddeposits of the veperiods of this 50,000,000-
year era contain the fossil records of the successive mammalian dy-
nasties and lead right up through the times of the actual appearance
of man himself.

1. THE NEW CONTINENTAL LAND STAGE
THE AGE OF EARLY MAMMALS

1 50,000,000 years ago the land areas of theworldwere very gen-
erally above water or only slightly submerged. e formations and
deposits of this period are both land and marine, but chie y land.
For a considerable time the land gradually rose but was simultane-
ously washed down to the lower levels and toward the seas.

2 Early in this period and in North America the placental type
of mammals suddenly appeared, and they constituted the most im-
portant evolutionary development up to this time. Previous orders
of nonplacental mammals had existed, but this new type sprang di-
rectly and suddenly from the pre-existent reptilian ancestor whose
descendants had persisted on down through the times of dinosaur
decline. e father of the placental mammals was a small, highly
active, carnivorous, springing type of dinosaur.
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3 Basic mammalian instincts began to be manifested in these
primitive mammalian types. Mammals possess an immense sur-
vival advantage over all other forms of animal life in that they can:

4 1. Bring forth relatively mature and well-developed off-
spring.

5 2. Nourish, nurture, and protect their offspring with affec-
tionate regard.

6 3. Employ their superior brain power in self-perpetuation.
7 4. Utilize increased agility in escaping from enemies.
8 5. Apply superior intelligence to environmental adjustment

and adaptation.
9 ¶ 45,000,000 years ago the continental backbones were ele-

vated in association with a very general sinking of the coast lines.
Mammalian life was evolving rapidly. A small reptilian, egg-lay-
ing type of mammal ourished, and the ancestors of the later kan-
garoos roamed Australia. Soon there were small horses, eet-
footed rhinoceroses, tapirs with proboscises, primitive pigs, squir-
rels, lemurs, opossums, and several tribes of monkeylike animals.

ey were all small, primitive, and best suited to living among the
forests of the mountain regions. A large ostrichlike land bird de-
veloped to a height of 10 m and laid an egg 22 by 33 cm. ese
were the ancestors of the later gigantic passenger birds that were
so highly intelligent, and that onetime transported human beings
through the air.

10 e mammals of the early Cenozoic lived on land, under the
water, in the air, and among the treetops. ey had from 1 to 11
pairs of mammary glands, and all were covered with considerable
hair. In common with the later appearing orders, they developed
two successive sets of teeth and possessed large brains in compari-
son to body size. But among them all no modern forms existed.

11 ¶ 40,000,000 years ago the land areas of the Northern Hemi-
sphere began to elevate, and this was followed by new extensive
land deposits and other terrestrial activities, including lava ows,
warping, lake formation, and erosion.

12 During the latter part of this epoch most of Europe was sub-
merged. Following a slight land rise the continent was covered by
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lakes and bays. e Arctic Ocean, through the Ural depression,
ran south to connect with theMediterranean Sea as it was then ex-
panded northward, the highlands of the Alps, Carpathians, Apen-
nines, and Pyrenees being up above the water as islands of the sea.

e Isthmus of Panama was up; the Atlantic and Paci c Oceans
were separated. North America was connected with Asia by the
Bering Strait land bridge andwithEurope byway ofGreenland and
Iceland. e earth circuit of land in northern latitudes was broken
only by the Ural Straits, which connected the arctic seas with the
enlarged Mediterranean.

13 Considerable foraminiferal limestone was deposited in Euro-
pean waters. Today this same stone is elevated to a height of 3 km
in the Alps, 4.8 km in theHimalayas, and 6 km inTibet. e chalk
deposits of this period are found along the coasts ofAfrica andAus-
tralia, on the west coast of South America, and about the West In-
dies.

14 ¶ roughout this so-called Eocene period the evolution of
mammalian and other related forms of life continued with little
or no interruption. North America was then connected by land
with every continent except Australia, and the world was gradually
overrun by primitive mammalian fauna of various types.

2. THE RECENT FLOOD STAGE
THE AGE OF ADVANCED MAMMALS

1 is period was characterized by the further and rapid evolu-
tion of placental mammals, the more progressive forms of mam-
malian life developing during these times.

2 Although the early placental mammals sprang from carnivo-
rous ancestors, very soon herbivorous branches developed, and,
ere long, omnivorous mammalian families also sprang up. e an-
giosperms were the principal food of the rapidly increasing mam-
mals, the modern land ora, including the majority of present-day
plants and trees, having appeared during earlier periods.

3 ¶ 35,000,000 years ago marks the beginning of the age of pla-
cental-mammalian world domination. e southern land bridge
was extensive, reconnecting the then enormous Antarctic conti-
nent with South America, South Africa, and Australia. In spite
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of the massing of land in high latitudes, the world climate re-
mained relativelymild because of the enormous increase in the size
of the tropic seas, nor was the land elevated sufficiently to produce
glaciers. Extensive lava ows occurred in Greenland and Iceland,
some coal being deposited between these layers.

4 Marked changes were taking place in the fauna of the planet.
e sea life was undergoing great modi cation; most of the pre-

sent-day orders of marine life were in existence, and foraminifers
continued to play an important role. e insect life was much like
that of the previous era. e Florissant fossil beds ofColourado be-
long to the later years of these far-distant times. Most of the living
insect families go back to this period, but many then in existence
are now extinct, though their fossils remain.

5 On land this was pre-eminently the age ofmammalian renova-
tion and expansion. Of the earlier and more primitive mammals,
over 100 species were extinct before this period ended. Even the
mammals of large size and small brain soon perished. Brains and
agility had replaced armour and size in the progress of animal sur-
vival. And with the dinosaur family on the decline, the mammals
slowly assumed domination of the earth, speedily and completely
destroying the remainder of their reptilian ancestors.

6 Alongwith the disappearance of the dinosaurs, other and great
changes occurred in the various branches of the saurian family. e
survivingmembers of the early reptilian families are turtles, snakes,
and crocodiles, together with the venerable frog, the only remain-
ing group representative of man’s earlier ancestors.

7 Various groups of mammals had their origin in a unique an-
imal now extinct. is carnivorous creature was something of a
cross between a cat and a seal; it could live on land or in water and
was highly intelligent and very active. In Europe the ancestor of
the canine family evolved, soon giving rise tomany species of small
dogs. About the same time the gnawing rodents, including beavers,
squirrels, gophers, mice, and rabbits, appeared and soon became a
notable form of life, very little change having since occurred in this
family. e later deposits of this period contain the fossil remains
of dogs, cats, coons, and weasels in ancestral form.
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8 ¶ 30,000,000 years ago the modern types of mammals began
tomake their appearance. Formerly themammals had lived for the
greater part in the hills, being of the mountainous types; suddenly
there began the evolution of the plains or hoofed type, the grazing
species, as differentiated from the clawed esh eaters. ese graz-
ers sprang from an undifferentiated ancestor having 5 toes and 44
teeth, which perished before the end of the age. Toe evolution did
not progress beyond the three-toed stage throughout this period.

9 e horse, an outstanding example of evolution, lived during
these times in both North America and Europe, though his devel-
opment was not fully completed until the later ice age. While the
rhinoceros family appeared at the close of this period, it underwent
its greatest expansion subsequently. A small hoglike creature also
developedwhich became the ancestor of themany species of swine,
peccaries, and hippopotamuses. Camels and llamas had their ori-
gin in North America about the middle of this period and overran
the western plains. Later, the llamas migrated to South America,
the camels to Europe, and soon both were extinct in North Amer-
ica, though a few camels survived up to the ice age.

10 About this time a notable thing occurred in western North
America: e early ancestors of the ancient lemurs rst made their
appearance. While this family cannot be regarded as true lemurs,
their coming marked the establishment of the line from which the
true lemurs subsequently sprang.

11 Like the land serpents of a previous age which betook them-
selves to the seas, now awhole tribe of placental mammals deserted
the land and took up their residence in the oceans. And they have
ever since remained in the sea, yielding the modern whales, dol-
phins, porpoises, seals, and sea lions.

12 e bird life of the planet continued to develop, but with few
important evolutionary changes. e majority of modern birds
were existent, including gulls, herons, amingoes, buzzards, fal-
cons, eagles, owls, quails, and ostriches.

13 ¶ By the close of this Oligocene period, covering 10,000,000
years, the plant life, together with the marine life and the land an-
imals, had very largely evolved and was present on earth much as
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today. Considerable specialization has subsequently appeared, but
the ancestral forms of most living things were then alive.

3. THE MODERN MOUNTAIN STAGE
AGE OF THE ELEPHANT AND THE HORSE

1 Land elevation and sea segregation were slowly changing the
world’s weather, gradually cooling it, but the climate was still mild.
Sequoias and magnolias grew in Greenland, but the subtropical
plants were beginning to migrate southward. By the end of this
period these warm-climate plants and trees had largely disappeared
from the northern latitudes, their places being taken bymore hardy
plants and the deciduous trees.

2 ere was a great increase in the varieties of grasses, and the
teeth of many mammalian species gradually altered to conform to
the present-day grazing type.

3 ¶ 25,000,000 years ago there was a slight land submergence
following the long epoch of land elevation. e Rocky Mountain
region remained highly elevated so that the deposition of erosion
material continued throughout the lowlands to the east. e Sier-
ras were well re-elevated; in fact, they have been rising ever since.

e great 6 km vertical fault in the California region dates from
this time.

4 ¶ 20,000,000 years agowas indeed the golden age ofmammals.
e Bering Strait land bridge was up, and many groups of animals

migrated to North America from Asia, including the four-tusked
mastodons, short-legged rhinoceroses, and many varieties of the
cat family.

5 e rst deer appeared, and North America was soon overrun
by ruminants — deer, oxen, camels, bison, and several species of
rhinoceroses — but the giant pigs, more than 1.8 m tall, became
extinct.

6 e huge elephants of this and subsequent periods possessed
large brains as well as large bodies, and they soon overran the en-
tire world except Australia. For once the world was dominated by
a huge animal with a brain sufficiently large to enable it to carry on.
Confronted by the highly intelligent life of these ages, no animal
the size of an elephant could have survived unless it had possessed a
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brain of large size and superior quality. In intelligence and adapta-
tion the elephant is approached only by the horse and is surpassed
only by man himself. Even so, of the 50 species of elephants in ex-
istence at the opening of this period, only 2 have survived.

7 ¶ 15,000,000 years ago the mountain regions of Eurasia were
rising, and there was some volcanic activity throughout these re-
gions, but nothing comparable to the lava ows of the Western
Hemisphere. ese unsettled conditions prevailed all over the
world.

8 e Strait of Gibraltar closed, and Spain was connected with
Africa by the old land bridge, but the Mediterranean owed into
the Atlantic through a narrow channel which extended across
France, the mountain peaks and highlands appearing as islands
above this ancient sea. Later on, theseEuropean seas began towith-
draw. Still later, the Mediterranean was connected with the Indian
Ocean, while at the close of this period the Suez regionwas elevated
so that the Mediterranean became, for a time, an inland salt sea.

9 e Iceland land bridge submerged, and the arctic waters com-
mingled with those of the Atlantic Ocean. e Atlantic coast
of North America rapidly cooled, but the Paci c coast remained
warmer than at present. e great ocean currents were in function
and affected climate much as they do today.

10 Mammalian life continued to evolve. Enormous herds of
horses joined the camels on the western plains of North America;
this was truly the age of horses as well as of elephants. e horse’s
brain is next in animal quality to that of the elephant, but in one
respect it is decidedly inferior, for the horse never fully overcame
thedeep-seatedpropensity to eewhen frightened. e horse lacks
the emotional control of the elephant, while the elephant is greatly
handicapped by size and lack of agility. During this period an an-
imal evolved which was somewhat like both the elephant and the
horse, but it was soon destroyed by the rapidly increasing cat fam-
ily.

11 ¶ As Urantia is entering the so-called “horseless age,” you
should pause andponderwhat this animalmeant to your ancestors.
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Men rst used horses for food, then for travel, and later in agricul-
ture and war. e horse has long served mankind and has played
an important part in the development of human civilization.

12 ¶ e biologic developments of this period contributed much
toward the setting of the stage for the subsequent appearance of
man. In central Asia the true types of both the primitive monkey
and the gorilla evolved, having a common ancestor, now extinct.
But neither of these species is concerned in the line of living beings
which were, later on, to become the ancestors of the human race.

13 e dog family was represented by several groups, notably
wolves and foxes; the cat tribe, by panthers and large sabre-toothed
tigers, the latter rst evolving in North America. e modern cat
and dog families increased in numbers all over the world. Weasels,
martens, otters, and raccoons thrived and developed throughout
the northern latitudes.˚

14 Birds continued to evolve, though few marked changes oc-
curred. Reptileswere similar tomodern types—snakes, crocodiles,
and turtles.

15 ¶ us drew to a close a very eventful and interesting period of
theworld’s history. is age of the elephant and the horse is known
as the Miocene.

4. THE RECENT CONTINENTALELEVATION
STAGE

THE LAST GREAT MAMMALIAN MIGRATION
1 is is the period of preglacial land elevation in North Amer-

ica, Europe, and Asia. e land was greatly altered in topography.
Mountain ranges were born, streams changed their courses, and
isolated volcanoes broke out all over the world.

2 ¶ 10,000,000 years ago began an age of widespread local land
deposits on the lowlands of the continents, but most of these sedi-
mentations were later removed. Much of Europe, at this time, was
3.13.Weasels, martins, otters, and raccoons…A singlemistaken keystroke could have pro-
ducedmartins oman intendedmartens. It is also possible, however, that the original form
was the author’s choice, being a correct, though less common, variant. (We cannot assert
that the author would not use an unusual variant, because coons was used for raccoons only
two pages previously. (61:2.7 in the text.) However, even if originally correct, this usage of
“martin” is no longer current so the modernization of the spelling is reasonable.
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still under water, including parts of England, Belgium, and France,
and the Mediterranean Sea covered much of northern Africa. In
North America extensive depositions were made at the mountain
bases, in lakes, and in the great land basins. ese deposits average
only about 60m, aremore or less coloured, and fossils are rare. Two
great fresh-water lakes existed inwesternNorthAmerica. e Sier-
ras were elevating; Shasta, Hood, andRainier were beginning their
mountain careers. But it was not until the subsequent ice age that
North America began its creep toward the Atlantic depression.

3 For a short time all the land of the world was again joined ex-
cepting Australia, and the last great world-wide animal migration
took place. North America was connected with both South Amer-
ica and Asia, and there was a free exchange of animal life. Asiatic
sloths, armadillos, antelopes, and bears entered North America,
while North American camels went to China. Rhinoceroses mi-
grated over the whole world except Australia and South America,
but they were extinct in the Western Hemisphere by the close of
this period.

4 In general, the life of the preceding period continued to evolve
and spread. e cat family dominated the animal life, and ma-
rine life was almost at a standstill. Many of the horses were still
three-toed, but themodern types were arriving; llamas and giraffe-
like camels mingled with the horses on the grazing plains. e gi-
raffe appeared in Africa, having just as long a neck then as now. In
South America sloths, armadillos, anteaters, and the South Ameri-
can type of primitivemonkeys evolved. Before the continents were
nally isolated, thosemassive animals, themastodons,migrated ev-

erywhere except to Australia.
5 ¶ 5,000,000 years ago the horse evolved as it now is and from

North America migrated to all the world. But the horse had be-
come extinct on the continent of its origin long before the redman
arrived.

6 e climate was gradually getting cooler; the land plants were
slowly moving southward. At rst it was the increasing cold in the
north that stopped animalmigrations over the northern isthmuses;
subsequently theseNorthAmerican landbridgeswentdown. Soon
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a erwards the land connection betweenAfrica and SouthAmerica
nally submerged, and theWesternHemispherewas isolatedmuch

as it is today. From this time forward distinct types of life began to
develop in the Eastern and Western Hemispheres.

7 ¶ And thus does this period of almost 10,000,000 years’ dura-
tion draw to a close, and not yet has the ancestor of man appeared.

is is the time usually designated as the Pliocene.

5. THE EARLY ICE AGE
1 By the close of the preceding period the lands of thenorth-east-

ern part of North America and of northern Europe were highly el-
evated on an extensive scale, in North America vast areas rising up
to 9 km andmore. Mild climates had formerly prevailed over these
northern regions, and the arctic waters were all open to evapora-
tion, and they continued to be ice-free until almost the close of the
glacial period.

2 Simultaneously with these land elevations the ocean currents
shi ed, and the seasonal winds changed their direction. ese con-
ditions eventually produced an almost constant precipitation of
moisture from the movement of the heavily saturated atmosphere
over the northern highlands. Snow began to fall on these elevated
and therefore cool regions, and it continued to fall until it had at-
tained a depth of 6 km. e areas of the greatest depth of snow, to-
gether with altitude, determined the central points of subsequent
glacial pressure ows. And the ice age persisted just as long as this
excessive precipitation continued to cover these northern high-
lands with this enormous mantle of snow, which soon metamor-
phosed into solid but creeping ice.

3 e great ice sheets of this period were all located on elevated
highlands, not in mountainous regions where they are found to-
day. ½ of the glacial ice was in North America, one fourth in Eura-
sia, and one fourth elsewhere, chie y in Antarctica. Africa was lit-
tle affected by the ice, but Australia was almost covered with the
antarctic ice blanket.

4 e northern regions of this world have experienced six sep-
arate and distinct ice invasions, although there were scores of ad-
vances and recessions associated with the activity of each individ-
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ual ice sheet. e ice in North America collected in two and, later,
three centres. Greenland was covered, and Iceland was completely
buried beneath the ice ow. In Europe the ice at various times cov-
ered the British Isles excepting the coast of southern England, and
it overspread western Europe down to France.

5 ¶ 2,000,000 years ago the rst North American glacier started
its southern advance. e ice age was now in the making, and this
glacier consumed nearly 1,000,000 years in its advance from, and
retreat back toward, the northern pressure centres. e central ice
sheet extended south as far as Kansas; the eastern and western ice
centres were not then so extensive.

6 ¶ 1,500,000 years ago the rst great glacier was retreating
northward. In the meantime, enormous quantities of snow had
been falling on Greenland and on the north-eastern part of North
America, and ere long this eastern ice mass began to ow south-
ward. is was the second invasion of the ice.

7 ese rst two ice invasions were not extensive in Eurasia.
During these early epochs of the ice age North America was over-
run with mastodons, woolly mammoths, horses, camels, deer,
musk oxen, bison, ground sloths, giant beavers, sabre-toothed
tigers, sloths as large as elephants, and many groups of the cat and
dog families. But from this time forward theywere rapidly reduced
in numbers by the increasing cold of the glacial period. Toward the
close of the ice age themajority of these animal species were extinct
in North America.

8 Away from the ice the land andwater life of theworldwas little
changed. Between the ice invasions the climate was about as mild
as at present, perhaps a little warmer. e glaciers were, a er all, lo-
cal phenomena, though they spread out to cover enormous areas.

e coastwise climate varied greatly between the times of glacial in-
action and those timeswhen enormous icebergswere sliding off the
coast ofMaine into theAtlantic, slipping out throughPuget Sound
into the Paci c, and thundering down Norwegian ords into the
North Sea.

6. PRIMITIVE MAN IN THE ICE AGE
1 e great event of this glacial periodwas the evolution of prim-
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itive man. Slightly to the west of India, on land now under water
and among the offspring of Asiatic migrants of the older North
American lemur types, the dawn mammals suddenly appeared.

ese small animals walked mostly on their hind legs, and they
possessed large brains in proportion to their size and in compar-
ison with the brains of other animals. In the 70 generation of this
order of life a new and higher group of animals suddenly differenti-
ated. ese newmid-mammals— almost twice the size and height
of their ancestors and possessing proportionately increased brain
power — had only well established themselves when the Primates,
the third vital mutation, suddenly appeared. (At this same time, a
retrograde developmentwithin themid-mammal stock gave origin
to the simian ancestry; and from that day to this the human branch
has gone forward by progressive evolution, while the simian tribes
have remained stationary or have actually retrogressed.)

2 ¶ 1,000,000 years ago Urantia was registered as an inhabited
world. A mutation within the stock of the progressing Primates
suddenly produced two primitive human beings, the actual ances-
tors of mankind.

3 is event occurred at about the time of the beginning of the
third glacial advance; thus it may be seen that your early ancestors
were born and bred in a stimulating, invigorating, and difficult en-
vironment. And the sole survivors of these Urantia aborigines, the
Eskimos, even now prefer to dwell in frigid northern climes.

4 ¶ Human beings were not present in the Western Hemisphere
until near the close of the ice age. But during the interglacial epochs
they passed westward around theMediterranean and soon overran
the continent of Europe. In the caves of western Europe may be
found human bones mingled with the remains of both tropic and
arctic animals, testifying that man lived in these regions through-
out the later epochs of the advancing and retreating glaciers.

7. THE CONTINUING ICE AGE
1 roughout the glacial period other activities were in progress,

but the action of the ice overshadows all other phenomena in the
northern latitudes. No other terrestrial activity leaves such charac-
teristic evidence on the topography. e distinctive boulders and
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surface cleavages, such as potholes, lakes, displaced stone, and rock
our, are to be found in connection with no other phenomenon

in nature. e ice is also responsible for those gentle swells, or sur-
face undulations, known as drumlins. And a glacier, as it advances,
displaces rivers and changes the whole face of the earth. Glaciers
alone leave behind them those telltale dri s — the ground, lat-
eral, and terminal moraines. ese dri s, particularly the ground
moraines, extend from the eastern seaboard north andwestward in
North America and are found in Europe and Siberia.

2 ¶ 750,000 years ago the 4 ice sheet, a union of the North
American central and eastern ice elds, waswell on itsway south; at
its height it reached to southern Illinois, displacing the Mississippi
River 80 km to the west, and in the east it extended as far south as
the Ohio River and central Pennsylvania.

3 In Asia the Siberian ice sheet made its southernmost invasion,
while in Europe the advancing ice stopped just short of the moun-
tain barrier of the Alps.

4 ¶ 500,000 years ago, during the h advance of the ice, a new
development accelerated the course of human evolution. Suddenly
and in one generation the six coloured racesmutated from the abo-
riginal human stock. is is a doubly important date since it also
marks the arrival of the Planetary Prince.

5 InNorthAmerica the advancing 5 glacier consisted of a com-
bined invasion by all three ice centres. e eastern lobe, however,
extended only a short distance below the St. Lawrence valley, and
the western ice sheet made little southern advance. But the central
lobe reached south to cover most of the State of Iowa. In Europe
this invasion of the ice was not so extensive as the preceding one.

6 ¶ 250,000 years ago the 6 and last glaciation began. And
despite the fact that the northern highlands had begun to sink
slightly, this was the period of greatest snow deposition on the
northern ice elds.

7 In this invasion the three great ice sheets coalesced into one
vast ice mass, and all of the western mountains participated in this
glacial activity. is was the largest of all ice invasions in North
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America; the icemoved south over 2,400 km from its pressure cen-
tres, and North America experienced its lowest temperatures.

8 ¶ 200,000 years ago, during the advance of the last glacier,
there occurred an episode which had much to do with the march
of events on Urantia — the Lucifer rebellion.

9 ¶ 150,000 years ago the 6 and last glacier reached its farthest
points of southern extension, the western ice sheet crossing just
over the Canadian border; the central coming down into Kansas,
Missouri, and Illinois; the eastern sheet advancing south and cov-
ering the greater portion of Pennsylvania and Ohio.

10 is is the glacier that sent forth themany tongues, or ice lobes,
which carved out the present-day lakes, great and small. During its
retreat the North American system of Great Lakes was produced.
And Urantian geologists have very accurately deduced the various
stages of this development and have correctly surmised that these
bodies of water did, at different times, empty rst into the Missis-
sippi valley, then eastward into the Hudson valley, and nally by a
northern route into the St. Lawrence. It is 37,000 years since the
connectedGreat Lakes system began to empty out over the present
Niagara route.

11 ¶ 100,000 years ago, during the retreat of the last glacier, the
vast polar ice sheets began to form, and the centre of ice accumu-
lation moved considerably northward. And as long as the polar
regions continue to be covered with ice, it is hardly possible for an-
other glacial age to occur, regardless of future land elevations or
modi cation of ocean currents.

12 is last glacier was 100,000 years advancing, and it required
a like span of time to complete its northern retreat. e temperate
regions have been free from the ice for a little over 50,000 years.

13 e rigorous glacial period destroyed many species and radi-
cally changed numerous others. Many were sorely si ed by the to-
and-fromigrationwhichwasmade necessary by the advancing and
retreating ice. ose animals which followed the glaciers back and
forth over the land were the bear, bison, reindeer, musk ox, mam-
moth, and mastodon.
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14 e mammoth sought the open prairies, but the mastodon
preferred the sheltered fringes of the forest regions. emammoth,
until a late date, ranged from Mexico to Canada; the Siberian vari-
ety becamewool covered. emastodon persisted inNorthAmer-
ica until exterminated by the red man much as the white man later
killed off the bison.

15 In North America, during the last glaciation, the horse, tapir,
llama, and sabre-toothed tiger became extinct. In their places
sloths, armadillos, and water hogs came up from South America.

16 e enforced migration of life before the advancing ice led to
an extraordinary commingling of plants and of animals, and with
the retreat of the nal ice invasion, many arctic species of both
plants and animals were le stranded high upon certain mountain
peaks, whither they had journeyed to escape destruction by the
glacier. And so, today, these dislocated plants and animals may be
found high up on the Alps of Europe and even on the Appalachian
Mountains of North America.

17 ¶ e ice age is the last completed geologic period, the so-
called Pleistocene, over 2,000,000 years in length.

18 ¶ 35,000 years ago marks the termination of the great ice age
excepting in the polar regions of the planet. is date is also sig-
ni cant in that it approximates the arrival of a Material Son and
Daughter and the beginning of the Adamic dispensation, roughly
corresponding to the beginning of the Holocene or postglacial pe-
riod.˚

19 ¶ is narrative, extending from the rise of mammalian life to
the retreat of the ice and on down to historic times, covers a span of
almost 50,000,000 years. is is the last— the current— geologic
period and is known to your researchers as the Cenozoic or recent-
times era.

ahb

20 [Sponsored by a Resident Life Carrier.]

7.18. …corresponding to the beginning of the Holocene or postglacial period. All other
geologic periods are italicized; including ‘Pleistocene’ and ‘Cenozoic’ on this same page.



PAPER №62
THE DAWN RACES OF EARLY MAN

Life Carrier

ABOUT 1,000,000 years ago the immediate ancestors of
mankind made their appearance by three successive and
suddenmutations stemming fromearly stock of the lemur

type of placental mammal. e dominant factors of these early
lemurs were derived from the western or later American group of
the evolving life plasm. Butbefore establishing thedirect line of hu-
man ancestry, this strain was reinforced by contributions from the
central life implantation evolved in Africa. e eastern life group
contributed little or nothing to the actual productionof the human
species.

1. THE EARLY LEMUR TYPES
1 e early lemurs concerned in the ancestry of the human

species were not directly related to the pre-existent tribes of gib-
bons and apes then living in Eurasia and northern Africa, whose
progeny have survived to the present time. Neither were they the
offspring of the modern type of lemur, though springing from an
ancestor common to both but long since extinct.

2 While these early lemurs evolved in the Western Hemisphere,
the establishment of the direct mammalian ancestry of mankind
took place in south-western Asia, in the original area of the central
life implantation but on the borders of the eastern regions. Sev-
eral million years ago the North American type lemurs had mi-
grated westward over the Bering land bridge and had slowly made
their way south-westward along the Asiatic coast. ese migrat-
ing tribes nally reached the salubrious region lying between the
then expanded Mediterranean Sea and the elevating mountainous
regions of the Indian peninsula. In these lands to the west of India
they united with other and favourable strains, thus establishing the
ancestry of the human race.

3 With the passing of time the seacoast of India south-west of
the mountains gradually submerged, completely isolating the life
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of this region. ere was no avenue of approach to, or escape from,
this Mesopotamian or Persian peninsula except to the north, and
that was repeatedly cut off by the southern invasions of the glaciers.
And it was in this then almost paradisiacal area, and from the supe-
rior descendants of this lemur type of mammal, that there sprang
two great groups, the simian tribes of modern times and the pre-
sent-day human species.

2. THE DAWN MAMMALS
1 A little more than 1,000,000 years ago the Mesopotamian

dawn mammals, the direct descendants of the North American
lemur type of placental mammal, suddenly appeared. ey were
active little creatures, almost 91 cm tall; and while they did not ha-
bitually walk on their hind legs, they could easily stand erect. ey
were hairy and agile and chattered in monkeylike fashion, but un-
like the simian tribes, they were esh eaters. ey had a primitive
opposable thumb as well as a highly useful grasping big toe. From
this point onward the prehuman species successively developed the
opposable thumb while they progressively lost the grasping power
of the great toe. e later ape tribes retained the grasping big toe
but never developed the human type of thumb.

2 ese dawn mammals attained full growth when 3 or 4 years
of age, having a potential life span, on the average, of about 20
years. As a rule offspring were born singly, although twins were
occasional.

3 emembers of this new species had the largest brains for their
size of any animal that had theretofore existed on earth. ey ex-
perienced many of the emotions and shared numerous instincts
which later characterized primitive man, being highly curious and
exhibiting considerable elation when successful at any undertak-
ing. Food hunger and sex craving were well developed, and a de -
nite sex selection was manifested in a crude form of courtship and
choice of mates. ey would ght ercely in defence of their kin-
dred andwere quite tender in family associations, possessing a sense
of self-abasement bordering on shame and remorse. ey were
very affectionate and touchingly loyal to their mates, but if circum-
stances separated them, they would choose new partners.
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4 Being small of stature and having keen minds to realize the
dangers of their forest habitat, they developed an extraordinary fear
which led to thosewise precautionarymeasures that so enormously
contributed to survival, such as their construction of crude shelters
in the high treetops which eliminatedmany of the perils of ground
life. e beginning of the fear tendencies of mankind more specif-
ically dates from these days.

5 ese dawn mammals developed more of a tribal spirit than
had ever been previously exhibited. ey were, indeed, highly gre-
garious but nevertheless exceedingly pugnacious when in any way
disturbed in the ordinary pursuit of their routine life, and they dis-
played ery tempers when their anger was fully aroused. eir bel-
licose natures, however, served a goodpurpose; superior groups did
not hesitate to make war on their inferior neighbours, and thus,
by selective survival, the species was progressively improved. ey
very soon dominated the life of the smaller creatures of this region,
and very few of the older noncarnivorous monkeylike tribes sur-
vived.

6 ese aggressive little animals multiplied and spread over the
Mesopotamianpeninsula formore than1,000 years, constantly im-
proving in physical type and general intelligence. And itwas just 70
generations a er this new tribe had taken origin from the highest
type of lemur ancestor that the next epoch-making development
occurred — the sudden differentiation of the ancestors of the next
vital step in the evolution of human beings on Urantia.

3. THE MIDMAMMALS
1 Early in the career of the dawn mammals, in the treetop abode

of a superior pair of these agile creatures, twinswere born, onemale
and one female. Compared with their ancestors, they were really
handsome little creatures. ey had little hair on their bodies, but
this was no disability as they lived in a warm and equable climate.

2 ese children grew to be a little over 1.2 m in height. ey
were in every way larger than their parents, having longer legs and
shorter arms. ey had almost perfectly opposable thumbs, just
about as well adapted for diversi ed work as the present human
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thumb. ey walked upright, having feet almost as well suited for
walking as those of the later human races.

3 eir brains were inferior to, and smaller than, those of human
beings but very superior to, and comparatively much larger than,
those of their ancestors. e twins early displayed superior intel-
ligence and were soon recognized as the heads of the whole tribe
of dawn mammals, really instituting a primitive form of social or-
ganization and a crude economic division of labour. is brother
and sister mated and soon enjoyed the society of 21 childrenmuch
like themselves, all more than 1.2 m tall and in every way superior
to the ancestral species. is new group formed the nucleus of the
mid-mammals.

4 When the numbers of this new and superior group grew great,
war, relentless war, broke out; and when the terrible struggle was
over, not a single individual of the pre-existent and ancestral race
of dawn mammals remained alive. e less numerous but more
powerful and intelligent offshoot of the species had survived at the
expense of their ancestors.

5 And now, for almost 15,000 years (600 generations), this crea-
ture became the terror of this part of theworld. All of the great and
vicious animals of former times had perished. e large beasts na-
tive to these regions were not carnivorous, and the larger species
of the cat family, lions and tigers, had not yet invaded this pecu-
liarly shelterednookof the earth’s surface. erefore did thesemid-
mammals wax valiant and subdue the whole of their corner of cre-
ation.

6 ¶ Compared with the ancestral species, the mid-mammals
were an improvement in every way. Even their potential life span
was longer, being about 25 years. A number of rudimentary hu-
man traits appeared in this new species. In addition to the innate
propensities exhibited by their ancestors, thesemid-mammalswere
capable of showing disgust in certain repulsive situations. ey fur-
ther possessed a well-de ned hoarding instinct; they would hide
food for subsequent use and were greatly given to the collection of
smooth round pebbles and certain types of round stones suitable
for defensive and offensive ammunition.
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7 ese mid-mammals were the rst to exhibit a de nite con-
struction propensity, as shown in their rivalry in the building of
both treetop homes and their many-tunnelled subterranean re-
treats; they were the rst species of mammals ever to provide for
safety in both arboreal and underground shelters. ey largely for-
sook the trees as places of abode, living on the ground during the
day and sleeping in the treetops at night.

8 As time passed, the natural increase in numbers eventually re-
sulted in serious food competition and sex rivalry, all of which cul-
minated in a series of internecine battles that nearly destroyed the
entire species. ese struggles continued until only one group of
less than 100 individuals was le alive. But peace once more pre-
vailed, and this lone surviving tribe built anew its treetopbedrooms
and once again resumed a normal and semipeaceful existence.

9 ¶ You can hardly realize by what narrow margins your prehu-
man ancestors missed extinction from time to time. Had the an-
cestral frog of all humanity jumped 5 cm less on a certain occasion,
the whole course of evolution would have been markedly changed.

e immediate lemurlike mother of the dawn-mammal species es-
caped death no less than 5 times by mere hairbreadth margins be-
fore she gave birth to the father of the new and higher mammalian
order. But the closest call of all was when lightning struck the tree
in which the prospective mother of the Primates twins was sleep-
ing. Both of thesemid-mammal parents were severely shocked and
badly burned; three of their 7 childrenwere killed by this bolt from
the skies. ese evolving animals were almost superstitious. is
couple whose treetop home had been struck were really the lead-
ers of the more progressive group of the mid-mammal species; and
following their example, more than half the tribe, embracing the
more intelligent families, moved about 3 km away from this lo-
cality and began the construction of new treetop abodes and new
ground shelters— their transient retreats in time of sudden danger.

10 Soon a er the completion of their home, this couple, veterans
of so many struggles, found themselves the proud parents of twins,
themost interesting and important animals ever to have been born
into the world up to that time, for they were the rst of the new
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species of Primates constituting the next vital step in prehuman
evolution.

11 ¶ Contemporaneously with the birth of these Primates twins,
another couple — a peculiarly retarded male and female of the
mid-mammal tribe, a couple that were both mentally and physi-
cally inferior — also gave birth to twins. ese twins, one male
and one female, were indifferent to conquest; they were concerned
only with obtaining food and, since they would not eat esh, soon
lost all interest in seeking prey. ese retarded twins became the
founders of the modern simian tribes. eir descendants sought
the warmer southern regions with theirmild climates and an abun-
dance of tropical fruits, where they have continuedmuch as of that
day except for those branches which mated with the earlier types
of gibbons and apes and have greatly deteriorated in consequence.

12 And so it may be readily seen that man and the ape are related
only in that they sprang from the mid-mammals, a tribe in which
there occurred the contemporaneous birth and subsequent segre-
gation of two pairs of twins: the inferior pair destined to produce
themodern types ofmonkey, baboon, chimpanzee, and gorilla; the
superior pair destined to continue the line of ascent which evolved
into man himself.

13 Modern man and the simians did spring from the same tribe
and species but not from the same parents. Man’s ancestors are de-
scended from the superior strains of the selected remnant of this
mid-mammal tribe, whereas the modern simians (excepting cer-
tain pre-existent types of lemurs, gibbons, apes, and other mon-
keylike creatures) are the descendants of the most inferior couple
of this mid-mammal group, a couple who only survived by hiding
themselves in a subterranean food-storage retreat for more than
two weeks during the last erce battle of their tribe, emerging only
a er the hostilities were well over.

4. THE PRIMATES
1 Going back to the birth of the superior twins, one male and

one female, to the two leadingmembers of the mid-mammal tribe:
ese animal babies were of an unusual order; they had still less
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hair on their bodies than their parents and, when very young, in-
sisted on walking upright. eir ancestors had always learned to
walk on their hind legs, but these Primates twins stood erect from
thebeginning. ey attained aheight of over 1.5m, and their heads
grew larger in comparisonwithothers among the tribe. While early
learning to communicate with each other by means of signs and
sounds, theywere never able tomake their people understand these
new symbols.

2 When about 14 years of age, they ed from the tribe, going
west to raise their family and establish the new species of Primates.
And these new creatures are very properly denominated Primates
since they were the direct and immediate animal ancestors of the
human family itself.

3 us it was that the Primates came to occupy a region on the
west coast of theMesopotamian peninsula as it then projected into
the southern sea, while the less intelligent and closely related tribes
lived around the peninsula point and up the eastern shore line.

4 ¶ e Primates were more human and less animal than their
mid-mammal predecessors. e skeletal proportions of this new
specieswere very similar to those of the primitive human races. e
human type of hand and foot had fully developed, and these crea-
tures could walk and even run as well as any of their later-day hu-
man descendants. ey largely abandoned tree life, though con-
tinuing to resort to the treetops as a safety measure at night, for
like their earlier ancestors, they were greatly subject to fear. e
increased use of their hands did much to develop inherent brain
power, but they didnot yet possessminds that could really be called
human.

5 Although in emotional nature the Primates differed little from
their forebears, they exhibitedmore of a human trend in all of their
propensities. ey were, indeed, splendid and superior animals,
reaching maturity at about 10 years of age and having a natural life
span of about 40 years. at is, theymight have lived that long had
they died natural deaths, but in those early days very few animals
ever died a natural death; the struggle for existence was altogether
too intense.
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6 And now, a er almost 900 generations of development, cover-
ing about 21,000 years from the origin of the dawn mammals, the
Primates suddenly gave birth to two remarkable creatures, the rst
true human beings.

7 ¶ us it was that the dawn mammals, springing from the
NorthAmerican lemur type, gave origin to themid-mammals, and
these mid-mammals in turn produced the superior Primates, who
became the immediate ancestors of the primitive human race. e
Primates tribes were the last vital link in the evolution of man, but
in less than 5,000 years not a single individual of these extraordi-
nary tribes was le .

5. THE FIRST HUMAN BEINGS
1 From the year A.D. 1934 back to the birth of the rst two hu-

man beings is just 993,419 years.
2 ese two remarkable creatures were true human beings. ey

possessed perfect human thumbs, as had many of their ancestors,
while they had just as perfect feet as the present-day human races.

eywerewalkers and runners, not climbers; the grasping function
of the big toe was absent, completely absent. When danger drove
them to the treetops, they climbed just like the humans of today
would. ey would climb up the trunk of a tree like a bear and not
as would a chimpanzee or a gorilla, swinging up by the branches.

3 ese rst human beings (and their descendants) reached full
maturity at 12 years of age and possessed a potential life span of
about 75 years.

4 Many new emotions early appeared in these human twins.
ey experienced admiration for bothobjects andother beings and

exhibited considerable vanity. But the most remarkable advance
in emotional development was the sudden appearance of a new
group of really human feelings, the worshipful group, embracing
awe, reverence, humility, and even a primitive form of gratitude.
Fear, joined with ignorance of natural phenomena, is about to give
birth to primitive religion.

5 Not only were such human feelings manifested in these prim-
itive humans, but many more highly evolved sentiments were also
present in rudimentary form. ey were mildly cognizant of pity,
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shame, and reproach and were acutely conscious of love, hate, and
revenge, being also susceptible to marked feelings of jealousy.

6 ese rst two humans — the twins — were a great trial to
their Primates parents. ey were so curious and adventurous that
they nearly lost their lives on numerous occasions before they were
eight years old. As it was, they were rather well scarred up by the
time they were 12.

7 Very early they learned to engage in verbal communication; by
the age of 10 they had worked out an improved sign and word lan-
guage of almost 50 ideas and had greatly improved and expanded
the crude communicative technique of their ancestors. But try as
hard as they might, they were able to teach only a few of their new
signs and symbols to their parents.

8 When about 9 years of age, they journeyed off down the river
one bright day and held a momentous conference. Every celes-
tial intelligence stationed on Urantia, including myself, was pre-
sent as an observer of the transactions of this noontide tryst. On
this eventful day they arrived at an understanding to live with and
for each other, and this was the rst of a series of such agreements
which nally culminated in the decision to ee from their inferior
animal associates and to journey northward, little knowing that
they were thus to found the human race.

9 While we were all greatly concerned with what these two little
savages were planning, wewere powerless to control theworking of
their minds; we did not — could not — arbitrarily in uence their
decisions. But within the permissible limits of planetary function,
we, the Life Carriers, together with our associates, all conspired
to lead the human twins northward and far from their hairy and
partially tree-dwelling people. And so, by reason of their own in-
telligent choice, the twins did migrate, and because of our super-
vision they migrated northward to a secluded region where they
escaped the possibility of biologic degradation through admixture
with their inferior relatives of the Primates tribes.

10 Shortly before their departure from the home forests they lost
theirmother in a gibbon raid. While she did not possess their intel-
ligence, she did have a worthymammalian affection of a high order
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for her offspring, and she fearlessly gave her life in the attempt to
save the wonderful pair. Nor was her sacri ce in vain, for she held
off the enemy until the father arrived with reinforcements and put
the invaders to rout.

11 Soon a er this young couple forsook their associates to found
the human race, their Primates father became disconsolate — he
was heartbroken. He refused to eat, even when food was brought
to him by his other children. His brilliant offspring having been
lost, life did not seem worth living among his ordinary fellows; so
he wandered off into the forest, was set upon by hostile gibbons
and beaten to death.

6. EVOLUTION OF THE HUMAN MIND
1 We, the Life Carriers on Urantia, had passed through the long

vigil ofwatchfulwaiting since the daywe rst planted the life plasm
in the planetary waters, and naturally the appearance of the rst
really intelligent and volitional beings brought to us great joy and
supreme satisfaction.

2 Wehadbeenwatching the twins developmentally throughour
observation of the functioning of the 7 adjutant mind-spirits as-
signed toUrantia at the time of our arrival on the planet. rough-
out the long evolutionary development of planetary life, these tire-
less mind ministers had ever registered their increasing ability to
contact with the successively expanding brain capacities of the pro-
gressively superior animal creatures.

3 At rst only the spirit of intuition could function in the in-
stinctive and re ex behaviour of the primordial animal life. With
the differentiation of higher types, the spirit of understanding was
able to endow such creatures with the gi of spontaneous associ-
ation of ideas. Later on we observed the spirit of courage in oper-
ation; evolving animals really developed a crude form of protec-
tive self-consciousness. Subsequent to the appearance of the mam-
malian groups, we beheld the spirit of knowledge manifesting it-
self in increased measure. And the evolution of the higher mam-
mals brought the function of the spirit of counsel,with the resulting
growth of the herd instinct and the beginnings of primitive social
development.
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4 Increasingly, on down through the dawn mammals, the mid-
mammals, and the Primates, we had observed the augmented ser-
vice of the rst 5 adjutants. But never had the remaining two, the
highest mind ministers, been able to function in the Urantia type
of evolutionary mind.

5 Imagine our joy one day — the twins were about ten years old
—when the spirit of worshipmade its rst contact with themind of
the female twin and shortly therea erwith themale. We knew that
something closely akin to human mind was approaching culmina-
tion; and when, about a year later, they nally resolved, as a result
of meditative thought and purposeful decision, to ee from home
and journey north, then did the spirit of wisdom begin to function
on Urantia and in these two now recognized human minds.

6 ere was an immediate and new order of mobilization of the
7 adjutant mind-spirits. We were alive with expectation; we real-
ized that the long-waited-for hour was approaching; we knew we
were upon the threshold of the realization of our protracted effort
to evolve will creatures on Urantia.

7. RECOGNITION AS AN INHABITED WORLD
1 We did not have to wait long. At noon, the day a er the run-

away of the twins, there occurred the initial test ash of the uni-
verse circuit signals at the planetary reception-focus ofUrantia. We
were, of course, all astir with the realization that a great event was
impending; but since this world was a life-experiment station, we
had not the slightest idea of just how we would be apprised of the
recognition of intelligent life on the planet. But we were not long
in suspense. On the third day a er the elopement of the twins, and
before the Life Carrier corps departed, there arrived the Nebadon
archangel of initial planetary circuit establishment.

2 It was an eventful day on Urantia when our small group gath-
ered about the planetary pole of space communication and re-
ceived the rstmessage fromSalvington over the newly established
mind circuit of the planet. And this rst message, dictated by the
chief of the archangel corps, said:

3 “To the Life Carriers on Urantia — Greetings! We transmit
assurance of great pleasure on Salvington, Edentia, and Jerusem in
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honour of the registration on the headquarters of Nebadon of the
signal of the existence on Urantia of mind of will dignity. e pur-
poseful decision of the twins to ee northward and segregate their
offspring from their inferior ancestors has been noted. is is the
rst decision of mind — the human type of mind — on Urantia

and automatically establishes the circuit of communication over
which this initial message of acknowledgement is transmitting.”

4 Next over this new circuit came the greetings of the Most
Highs of Edentia, containing instructions for the residentLifeCar-
riers forbidding us to interferewith the pattern of life we had estab-
lished. We were directed not to intervene in the affairs of human
progress. It should not be inferred that Life Carriers ever arbitrar-
ily and mechanically interfere with the natural outworking of the
planetary evolutionary plans, for we do not. But up to this time we
had been permitted to manipulate the environment and shield the
life plasm in a special manner, and it was this extraordinary, but
wholly natural, supervision that was to be discontinued.

5 And no sooner had the Most Highs le off speaking than the
beautiful message of Lucifer, then sovereign of the Satania sys-
tem, began to planetize. Now the Life Carriers heard the welcome
words of their own chief and received his permission to return to
Jerusem. is message from Lucifer contained the official accep-
tance of the Life Carriers’ work on Urantia and absolved us from
all future criticism of any of our efforts to improve the life patterns
of Nebadon as established in the Satania system.

6 ese messages from Salvington, Edentia, and Jerusem for-
mally marked the termination of the Life Carriers’ agelong super-
vision of the planet. For ages we had been on duty, assisted only
by the 7 adjutant mind-spirits and the Master Physical Control-
lers. And now, will, the power of choosing to worship and to as-
cend, having appeared in the evolutionary creatures of the planet,
we realized that our work was nished, and our group prepared to
depart. Urantia being a life-modi cation world, permission was
granted to leave behind two senior Life Carriers with 12 assistants,
and I was chosen as one of this group and have ever since been on
Urantia.
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7 It is just 993,408 years ago (from the year A.D. 1934) that
Urantia was formally recognized as a planet of human habitation
in the universe of Nebadon. Biologic evolution had once again
achieved the human levels of will dignity; man had arrived on pla-
net 606 of Satania.

ahb

8 [Sponsored by a Life Carrier of Nebadon resident on Uran-
tia.]



PAPER №63
THE FIRST HUMAN FAMILY

Life Carrier

URANTIA was registered as an inhabited world when the
rst two human beings — the twins — were 11 years

old, and before they had become the parents of the rst-
born of the second generation of actual human beings. And the
archangel message from Salvington, on this occasion of formal
planetary recognition, closed with these words:

2 “Man-mind has appeared on 606 of Satania, and these parents
of the new race shall be calledAndon andFonta. And all archangels
pray that these creatures may speedily be endowed with the per-
sonal indwelling of the gi of the spirit of the Universal Father.”

3 ¶ Andon is the Nebadon name which signi es “the rst Fa-
therlike creature to exhibit human perfection hunger.” Fonta signi-
es “the rst Sonlike creature to exhibit human perfection hunger.”

Andon and Fonta never knew these names until they were be-
stowed upon them at the time of fusion with their ought Ad-
justers. roughout their mortal sojourn on Urantia they called
each other Sonta-an and Sonta-en, Sonta-an meaning “loved by
mother,” Sonta-en signifying “loved by father.” ey gave them-
selves these names, and themeanings are signi cant of theirmutual
regard and affection.

1. ANDON AND FONTA
1 In many respects, Andon and Fonta were the most remarkable

pair of human beings that have ever lived on the face of the earth.
is wonderful pair, the actual parents of all mankind, were in ev-

ery way superior tomany of their immediate descendants, and they
were radically different from all of their ancestors, both immediate
and remote.

2 e parents of this rst human couple were apparently little
different from the average of their tribe, though they were among
its more intelligent members, that group which rst learned to
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throw stones and to use clubs in ghting. ey also made use of
sharp spicules of stone, int, and bone.

3 While still living with his parents, Andon had fastened a sharp
piece of int on the end of a club, using animal tendons for this
purpose, and on no less than a dozen occasions he made good use
of such a weapon in saving both his own life and that of his equally
adventurous and inquisitive sister, who unfailingly accompanied
him on all of his tours of exploration.

4 e decision of Andon and Fonta to ee from the Pri-
mates tribes implies a quality of mind far above the baser intelli-
gence which characterized so many of their later descendants who
stooped to mate with their retarded cousins of the simian tribes.
But their vague feeling of being somethingmore thanmere animals
was due to the possession of personality and was augmented by the
indwelling presence of the ought Adjusters.

2. THE FLIGHT OF THE TWINS
1 A er Andon and Fonta had decided to ee northward, they

succumbed to their fears for a time, especially the fear of displeasing
their father and immediate family. ey envisaged being set upon
by hostile relatives and thus recognized the possibility of meeting
death at the hands of their already jealous tribesmen. As young-
sters, the twins had spent most of their time in each other’s com-
pany and for this reason had never been overly popular with their
animal cousins of the Primates tribe. Nor had they improved their
standing in the tribe by building a separate, and a very superior, tree
home.

2 And it was in this new home among the treetops, one night
a er they had been awakened by a violent storm, and as they held
each other in fearful and fond embrace, that they nally and fully
made up their minds to ee from the tribal habitat and the home
treetops.

3 ey had already prepared a crude treetop retreat some half-
day’s journey to the north. is was their secret and safe hiding
place for the rst day away from the home forests. Notwithstand-
ing that the twins shared the Primates’ deathly fear of being on the
ground at nighttime, they sallied forth shortly before nightfall on
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their northern trek. While it required unusual courage for them
to undertake this night journey, even with a full moon, they cor-
rectly concluded that theywere less likely to bemissed and pursued
by their tribesmen and relatives. And they safely made their previ-
ously prepared rendezvous shortly a er midnight.

4 On their northward journey they discovered an exposed int
deposit and, nding many stones suitably shaped for various uses,
gathered up a supply for the future. In attempting to chip these
ints so that they would be better adapted for certain purposes,

Andon discovered their sparking quality and conceived the idea of
building re. But the notion did not take rm hold of him at the
time as the climate was still salubrious and there was little need of
re.
5 But the autumn sun was getting lower in the sky, and as they

journeyed northward, the nights grew cooler and cooler. Already
they had been forced to make use of animal skins for warmth. Be-
fore they had been away from home onemoon, Andon signi ed to
his mate that he thought he could make re with the int. ey
tried for twomonths to utilize the int spark for kindling a re but
only met with failure. Each day this couple would strike the ints
and endeavour to ignite the wood. Finally, one evening about the
time of the setting of the sun, the secret of the technique was un-
ravelled when it occurred to Fonta to climb a near-by tree to secure
an abandoned bird’s nest. e nest was dry and highly in ammable
and consequently ared right up into a full blaze the moment the
spark fell upon it. ey were so surprised and startled at their suc-
cess that they almost lost the re, but they saved it by the addition
of suitable fuel, and then began the rst search for rewood by the
parents of all mankind.

6 is was one of the most joyous moments in their short but
eventful lives. All night long they sat up watching their re burn,
vaguely realizing that theyhadmade adiscoverywhichwouldmake
it possible for them to defy climate and thus forever to be inde-
pendent of their animal relatives of the southern lands. A er three
days’ rest and enjoyment of the re, they journeyed on.

7 e Primates ancestors of Andon had o en replenished re
whichhadbeenkindledby lightning, butnever beforehad the crea-
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tures of earth possessed a method of starting re at will. But it was
a long time before the twins learned that dry moss and other mate-
rials would kindle re just as well as birds’ nests.

3. ANDON’S FAMILY
1 It was almost two years from the night of the twins’ departure

fromhome before their rst child was born. ey named him Son-
tad; and Sontad was the rst creature to be born on Urantia who
was wrapped in protective coverings at the time of birth. e hu-
man race had begun, and with this new evolution there appeared
the instinct properly to care for the increasingly enfeebled infants
which would characterize the progressive development of mind of
the intellectual order as contrasted with the more purely animal
type.

2 Andon and Fonta had 19 children in all, and they lived to en-
joy the association of almost 50 grandchildren and half a dozen
great-grandchildren. e family was domiciled in four adjoining
rock shelters, or semicaves, three of which were interconnected by
hallways which had been excavated in the so limestone with int
tools devised by Andon’s children.

3 ese early Andonites evinced a very marked clannish spirit;
they hunted in groups and never strayed very far from the home-
site. ey seemed to realize that they were an isolated and unique
group of living beings and should therefore avoid becoming sepa-
rated. is feeling of intimate kinship was undoubtedly due to the
enhanced mind ministry of the adjutant spirits.

4 ¶ Andon and Fonta laboured incessantly for the nurture and
upli of the clan. ey lived to the age of 42, when bothwere killed
at the time of an earthquake by the falling of an overhanging rock.
5 of their children and 11 grandchildren perished with them, and
almost a score of their descendants suffered serious injuries.

5 Upon the death of his parents, Sontad, despite a seriously in-
jured foot, immediately assumed the leadership of the clan andwas
ably assisted by his wife, his eldest sister. eir rst task was to roll
up stones to effectively entomb their dead parents, brothers, sisters,
and children. Undue signi cance should not attach to this act of
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burial. eir ideas of survival a er death were very vague and in-
de nite, being largely derived from their fantastic and variegated
dream life.

6 ¶ is family of Andon and Fonta held together until the 20
generation, when combined food competition and social friction
brought about the beginning of dispersion.

4. THE ANDONIC CLANS
1 Primitive man — the Andonites — had black eyes and a

swarthy complexion, something of a cross between yellow and red.
Melanin is a colouring substance which is found in the skins of all
human beings. It is the original Andonic skin pigment. In gen-
eral appearance and skin colour these early Andonites more nearly
resembled the present-day Eskimo than any other type of living hu-
man beings. eywere the rst creatures to use the skins of animals
as a protection against cold; they had little more hair on their bod-
ies than present-day humans.

2 e tribal life of the animal ancestors of these early men had
foreshadowed the beginnings of numerous social conventions, and
with the expanding emotions and augmented brain powers of these
beings, therewas an immediate development in social organization
and a new division of clan labour. ey were exceedingly imitative,
but the play instinct was only slightly developed, and the sense of
humour was almost entirely absent. Primitive man smiled occa-
sionally, but he never indulged in hearty laughter. Humourwas the
legacy of the later Adamic race. ese early human beings were not
so sensitive to pain nor so reactive to unpleasant situations as were
many of the later evolvingmortals. Childbirth was not a painful or
distressing ordeal to Fonta and her immediate progeny.

3 ¶ ey were a wonderful tribe. e males would ght hero-
ically for the safety of their mates and their offspring; the females
were affectionately devoted to their children. But their patriotism
was wholly limited to the immediate clan. ey were very loyal to
their families; they would die without question in defence of their
children, but they were not able to grasp the idea of trying to make
theworld a better place for their grandchildren. Altruismwas as yet
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unborn in the human heart, notwithstanding that all of the emo-
tions essential to the birth of religion were already present in these
Urantia aborigines.

4 ese early men possessed a touching affection for their com-
rades and certainly had a real, although crude, idea of friendship.
It was a common sight in later times, during their constantly recur-
ring battles with the inferior tribes, to see one of these primitive
men valiantly ghting with one hand while he struggled on, trying
to protect and save an injured fellow warrior. Many of the most
noble and highly human traits of subsequent evolutionary devel-
opment were touchingly foreshadowed in these primitive peoples.

5 ¶ e original Andonic clan maintained an unbroken line of
leadership until the 27 generation, when, no male offspring ap-
pearing among Sontad’s direct descendants, two rival would-be
rulers of the clan fell to ghting for supremacy.

6 Before the extensive dispersion of the Andonic clans a well-
developed language had evolved from their early efforts to inter-
communicate. is language continued to grow, and almost daily
additions were made to it because of the new inventions and adap-
tations to environment which were developed by these active, rest-
less, and curious people. And this language became the word of
Urantia, the tongue of the early human family, until the later ap-
pearance of the coloured races.

7 ¶ As time passed, the Andonic clans grew in number, and the
contact of the expanding families developed friction and misun-
derstandings. Only two things came to occupy the minds of these
peoples: hunting to obtain food and ghting to avenge themselves
against some real or supposed injustice or insult at the hands of the
neighbouring tribes.

8 Family feuds increased, tribalwars broke out, and serious losses
were sustained among the very best elements of the more able and
advanced groups. Some of these losses were irreparable; some of
the most valuable strains of ability and intelligence were forever
lost to the world. is early race and its primitive civilization were
threatened with extinction by this incessant warfare of the clans.

9 It is impossible to induce such primitive beings long to live to-
gether in peace. Man is the descendant of ghting animals, and
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when closely associated, uncultured people irritate and offend each
other. e Life Carriers know this tendency among evolutionary
creatures and accordingly make provision for the eventual separa-
tion of developing human beings into at least 3, and more o en 6,
distinct and separate races.

5. DISPERSION OF THE ANDONITES
1 e early Andon races did not penetrate very far intoAsia, and

they did not at rst enter Africa. e geography of those times
pointed them north, and farther and farther north these people
journeyed until they were hindered by the slowly advancing ice of
the third glacier.

2 Before this extensive ice sheet reached France and the British
Isles, thedescendants ofAndonandFontahadpushedonwestward
over Europe and had established more than 1,000 separate settle-
ments along the great rivers leading to the then warm waters of the
North Sea.

3 ese Andonic tribes were the early river dwellers of France;
they lived along the river Somme for tens of thousands of years. e
Somme is the one river unchanged by the glaciers, running down
to the sea in those days much as it does today. And that explains
why so much evidence of the Andonic descendants is found along
the course of this river valley.

4 ese aborigines of Urantia were not tree dwellers, though
in emergencies they still betook themselves to the treetops. ey
regularly dwelt under the shelter of overhanging cliffs along the
rivers and in hillside grottoes which afforded a good view of the ap-
proaches and sheltered them from the elements. ey could thus
enjoy the comfort of their res without being too much inconve-
nienced by the smoke. ey were not really cave dwellers either,
though in subsequent times the later ice sheets came farther south
and drove their descendants to the caves. ey preferred to camp
near the edge of a forest and beside a stream.

5 ey very early became remarkably clever in disguising their
partially sheltered abodes and showed great skill in constructing
stone sleeping chambers, dome-shaped stone huts, into which they
crawled at night. e entrance to such a hut was closed by rolling a
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stone in front of it, a large stone which had been placed inside for
this purpose before the roof stones were nally put in place.

6 e Andonites were fearless and successful hunters and, with
the exception of wild berries and certain fruits of the trees, lived
exclusively on esh. As Andon had invented the stone ax, so his
descendants early discovered and made effective use of the throw-
ing stick and the harpoon. At last a tool-creating mind was func-
tioning in conjunction with an implement-using hand, and these
early humans became highly skillful in the fashioning of int tools.

ey travelled far and wide in search of int, much as present-day
humans journey to the ends of the earth in quest of gold, platinum,
and diamonds.

7 And in many other ways these Andon tribes manifested a de-
gree of intelligence which their retrogressing descendants did not
attain in 500,000 years, though they did again and again rediscover
various methods of kindling re.

6. ONAGAR  THE FIRST TRUTH TEACHER
1 As the Andonic dispersion extended, the cultural and spiritual

status of the clans retrogressed for nearly 10,000 years until the days
of Onagar, who assumed the leadership of these tribes, brought
peace among them, and for the rst time, led all of them in the
worship of the “Breath Giver to men and animals.”

2 ¶ Andon’s philosophy had been most confused; he had barely
escaped becoming a re worshipper because of the great comfort
derived from his accidental discovery of re. Reason, however, di-
rected him from his own discovery to the sun as a superior and
more awe-inspiring source of heat and light, but it was too remote,
and so he failed to become a sun worshipper.

3 e Andonites early developed a fear of the elements — thun-
der, lightning, rain, snow, hail, and ice. But hunger was the con-
stantly recurring urge of these early days, and since they largely sub-
sisted on animals, they eventually evolved a form of animal wor-
ship. To Andon, the larger food animals were symbols of creative
might and sustaining power. From time to time it became the cus-
tom to designate various of these larger animals as objects of wor-
ship. During the vogue of a particular animal, crude outlines of it
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would be drawnon thewalls of the caves, and later on, as continued
progress was made in the arts, such an animal god was engraved on
various ornaments.

4 Very early the Andonic peoples formed the habit of refraining
from eating the esh of the animal of tribal veneration. Presently,
in order more suitably to impress the minds of their youths, they
evolved a ceremony of reverence which was carried out about the
body of one of these venerated animals; and still later on, this prim-
itive performance developed into themore elaborate sacri cial cer-
emonies of their descendants. And this is the origin of sacri ces as
a part of worship. is idea was elaborated by Moses in the He-
brew ritual and was preserved, in principle, by the Apostle Paul as
the doctrine of atonement for sin by “the shedding of blood.”

5 at food was the all-important thing in the lives of these
primitive human beings is shown by the prayer taught these sim-
ple folks by Onagar, their great teacher. And this prayer was:

6 “O Breath of Life, give us this day our daily food, deliver us
from the curse of the ice, save us from our forest enemies, and with
mercy receive us into the Great Beyond.”

7 ¶ Onagar maintained headquarters on the northern shores of
the ancientMediterranean in the region of the presentCaspian Sea
at a settlement called Oban, the tarrying place on the westward
turning of the travel trail leading up northward from the Meso-
potamian southland. From Oban he sent out teachers to the re-
mote settlements to spread his new doctrines of one Deity and his
concept of the herea er, which he called the Great Beyond. ese
emissaries of Onagar were the world’s rst missionaries; they were
also the rst human beings to cook meat, the rst regularly to use
re in the preparation of food. ey cooked esh on the ends of

sticks and also on hot stones; later on they roasted large pieces in
the re, but their descendants almost entirely reverted to the use of
raw esh.

8 Onagar was born 983,323 years ago (fromA.D. 1934), and he
lived to be 69 years of age. e record of the achievements of this
master mind and spiritual leader of the pre-Planetary Prince days
is a thrilling recital of the organization of these primitive peoples
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into a real society. He instituted an efficient tribal government, the
like of which was not attained by succeeding generations in many
millenniums. Never again, until the arrival of the Planetary Prince,
was there such a high spiritual civilization on earth. ese simple
people had a real though primitive religion, but it was subsequently
lost to their deteriorating descendants.

9 Although both Andon and Fonta had received ought Ad-
justers, as had many of their descendants, it was not until the days
of Onagar that the Adjusters and guardian seraphim came in great
numbers to Urantia. is was, indeed, the golden age of primitive
man.

7. THE SURVIVAL OF ANDON AND FONTA
1 Andon andFonta, the splendid founders of the human race, re-

ceived recognition at the time of the adjudication of Urantia upon
the arrival of the Planetary Prince, and in due time they emerged
from the regime of the mansion worlds with citizenship status on
Jerusem. Although they have never been permitted to return to
Urantia, they are cognizant of the history of the race they founded.

ey grieved over the Caligastia betrayal, sorrowed because of the
Adamic failure, but rejoiced exceedingly when announcement was
received thatMichael had selected their world as the theatre for his
nal bestowal.
2 On Jerusem both Andon and Fonta were fused with their
ought Adjusters, as also were several of their children, includ-

ing Sontad, but the majority of even their immediate descendants
only achieved Spirit fusion.

3 Andon and Fonta, shortly a er their arrival on Jerusem, re-
ceived permission from the System Sovereign to return to the rst
mansion world to serve with the morontia personalities who wel-
come the pilgrims of time from Urantia to the heavenly spheres.
And they have been assigned inde nitely to this service. ey
sought to send greetings to Urantia in connection with these reve-
lations, but this request was wisely denied them.

4 ¶ And this is the recital of the most heroic and fascinating
chapter in all the history of Urantia, the story of the evolution, life
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struggles, death, and eternal survival of the unique parents of all
mankind.

ahb

5 [Presented by a Life Carrier resident on Urantia.]



PAPER №64
THE EVOLUTIONARY RACES OF COLOUR

Life Carrier

THIS is the story of the evolutionary races of Urantia from
the days of Andon and Fonta, almost 1,000,000 years ago,
down through the times of the Planetary Prince to the end

of the ice age.
2 e human race is almost 1,000,000 years old, and the rst half

of its story roughly corresponds to the pre-Planetary Prince days of
Urantia. e latter half of thehistory ofmankindbegins at the time
of the arrival of the Planetary Prince and the appearance of the 6
coloured races and roughly corresponds to the period commonly
regarded as the Old Stone Age.

1. THE ANDONIC ABORIGINES
1 Primitivemanmade his evolutionary appearance on earth a lit-

tle less than 1,000,000 years ago, and he had a vigorous experience.
He instinctively sought to escape the danger of mingling with the
inferior simian tribes. But he could not migrate eastward because
of the arid Tibetan land elevations, 9 km above sea level; neither
could he go south nor west because of the expanded Mediterra-
nean Sea, which then extended eastward to the IndianOcean; and
as hewent north, he encountered the advancing ice. But evenwhen
further migration was blocked by the ice, and though the dispers-
ing tribes became increasingly hostile, the more intelligent groups
never entertained the idea of going southward to live among their
hairy tree-dwelling cousins of inferior intellect.

2 Many of man’s earliest religious emotions grew out of his feel-
ing of helplessness in the shut-in environment of this geographic
situation — mountains to the right, water to the le , and ice in
front. But these progressive Andonites would not turn back to
their inferior tree-dwelling relatives in the south.

3 eseAndonites avoided the forests in contrastwith thehabits
of their nonhuman relatives. In the forests man has always deterio-
rated; human evolution has made progress only in the open and
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in the higher latitudes. e cold and hunger of the open lands
stimulate action, invention, and resourcefulness. While these An-
donic tribes were developing the pioneers of the present human
race amidst the hardships and privations of these rugged north-
ern climes, their backward cousins were luxuriating in the southern
tropical forests of the land of their early common origin.

4 ¶ ese events occurred during the times of the third glacier,
the rst according to the reckoning of geologists. e rst two
glaciers were not extensive in northern Europe.

5 During most of the ice age England was connected by land
with France, while later onAfricawas joined to Europe by the Sicil-
ian land bridge. At the time of the Andonic migrations there was a
continuous land path fromEngland in thewest on throughEurope
andAsia to Java in the east; but Australia was again isolated, which
further accentuated the development of its own peculiar fauna.

6 ¶ 950,000 years ago the descendants of Andon and Fonta had
migrated far to the east and to the west. To the west they passed
over Europe to France and England. In later times they penetrated
eastward as far as Java, where their bones were so recently found—
the so-called Java man — and then journeyed on to Tasmania.

7 e groups going west became less contaminated with the
backward stocks of mutual ancestral origin than those going east,
who mingled so freely with their retarded animal cousins. ese
unprogressive individuals dri ed southward and presently mated
with the inferior tribes. Later on, increasing numbers of theirmon-
grel descendants returned to the north to mate with the rapidly
expanding Andonic peoples, and such unfortunate unions unfail-
ingly deteriorated the superior stock. Fewer and fewer of the prim-
itive settlements maintained the worship of the Breath Giver. is
early dawn civilization was threatened with extinction.

8 And thus it has ever been on Urantia. Civilizations of great
promise have successively deteriorated and have nally been extin-
guishedby the folly of allowing the superior freely toprocreatewith
the inferior.

2. THE FOXHALL PEOPLES
1 900,000 years ago the arts of Andon and Fonta and the cul-
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ture of Onagar were vanishing from the face of the earth; culture,
religion, and even intworking were at their lowest ebb.

2 ese were the times when large numbers of inferior mongrel
groupswere arriving inEngland fromsouthernFrance. ese tribes
were so largely mixed with the forest apelike creatures that they
were scarcely human. ey had no religion but were crude int-
workers and possessed sufficient intelligence to kindle re.

3 eywere followed inEuropeby a somewhat superior andpro-
li c people, whose descendants soon spread over the entire conti-
nent from the ice in the north to the Alps and Mediterranean in
the south. ese tribes are the so-called Heidelberg race.

4 During this long period of cultural decadence the Foxhall peo-
ples of England and the Badonan tribes north-west of India con-
tinued to hold on to some of the traditions of Andon and certain
remnants of the culture of Onagar.

5 ¶ e Foxhall peoples were farthest west and succeeded in re-
taining much of the Andonic culture; they also preserved their
knowledge of intworking, which they transmitted to their de-
scendants, the ancient ancestors of the Eskimos.

6 ough the remains of the Foxhall peoples were the last to be
discovered in England, these Andonites were really the rst human
beings to live in those regions. At that time the land bridge still
connected France with England; and since most of the early settle-
ments of the Andon descendants were located along the rivers and
seashores of that early day, they are nowunder thewaters of the En-
glish Channel and the North Sea, but some three or four are still
above water on the English coast.

7 Many of the more intelligent and spiritual of the Foxhall
peoples maintained their racial superiority and perpetuated their
primitive religious customs. And these people, as they were later
admixed with subsequent stocks, journeyed on west from England
a er a later ice visitation and have survived as the present-day Es-
kimos.

3. THE BADONAN TRIBES
1 Besides the Foxhall peoples in thewest, another struggling cen-

tre of culture persisted in the east. is group was located in the
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foothills of the north-western Indian highlands among the tribes
of Badonan, a great-great-grandson of Andon. ese people were
the only descendants of Andon who never practised human sacri-
ce.
2 ese highland Badonites occupied an extensive plateau sur-

rounded by forests, traversed by streams, and abounding in game.
Like some of their cousins in Tibet, they lived in crude stone huts,
hillside grottoes, and semiunderground passages.

3 While the tribes of the north grew more and more to fear the
ice, those living near the homeland of their origin became exceed-
ingly fearful of thewater. ey observed theMesopotamian penin-
sula gradually sinking into the ocean, and though it emerged sev-
eral times, the traditions of these primitive races grew up around
the dangers of the sea and the fear of periodic engulfment. And
this fear, together with their experience with river oods, explains
why they sought out the highlands as a safe place in which to live.

4 To the east of the Badonan peoples, in the Siwalik Hills of
northern India, may be found fossils that approach nearer to tran-
sition types between man and the various prehuman groups than
any others on earth.

5 ¶ 850,000 years ago the superior Badonan tribes began a war-
fare of extermination directed against their inferior and animalistic
neighbours. In less than 1,000 yearsmost of the borderland animal
groups of these regions had been either destroyed or driven back to
the southern forests. is campaign for the extermination of infe-
riors brought about a slight improvement in the hill tribes of that
age. And the mixed descendants of this improved Badonite stock
appeared on the stage of action as an apparently new people — the
Neanderthal race.

4. THE NEANDERTHAL RACES
1 e Neanderthalers were excellent ghters, and they travelled

extensively. ey gradually spread from the highland centres in
north-west India to France on thewest, China on the east, and even
down into northern Africa. ey dominated the world for almost
500,000 years until the times of the migration of the evolutionary
races of colour.
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2 ¶ 800,000 years ago game was abundant; many species of deer,
as well as elephants and hippopotamuses, roamed over Europe.
Cattle were plentiful; horses andwolves were everywhere. e Ne-
anderthalers were great hunters, and the tribes in France were the
rst to adopt the practice of giving the most successful hunters the

choice of women for wives.
3 e reindeer was highly useful to these Neanderthal peoples,

serving as food, clothing, and for tools, since they made various
uses of thehorns andbones. ey had little culture, but they greatly
improved the work in int until it almost reached the levels of the
days of Andon. Large ints attached towooden handles came back
into use and served as axes and picks.

4 ¶ 750,000 years ago the fourth ice sheet was well on its way
south. With their improved implements the Neanderthalers made
holes in the ice covering the northern rivers and thus were able to
spear the sh which came up to these vents. Ever these tribes re-
treated before the advancing ice, which at this time made its most
extensive invasion of Europe.

5 In these times the Siberian glacierwasmaking its southernmost
march, compelling early man to move southward, back toward the
lands of his origin. But the human species had so differentiated
that the danger of further mingling with its nonprogressive simian
relatives was greatly lessened.

6 ¶ 700,000 years ago the fourth glacier, the greatest of all in Eu-
rope, was in recession; men and animals were returning north. e
climate was cool andmoist, and primitiveman again thrived in Eu-
rope andwesternAsia. Gradually the forests spreadnorthover land
which had been so recently covered by the glacier.

7 Mammalian life had been little changed by the great glacier.
ese animals persisted in that narrow belt of land lying between

the ice and the Alps and, upon the retreat of the glacier, again
rapidly spread out over all Europe. ere arrived from Africa, over
the Sicilian land bridge, straight-tusked elephants, broad-nosed
rhinoceroses, hyenas, and African lions, and these new animals vir-
tually exterminated the sabre-toothed tigers and the hippopota-
muses.
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8 ¶ 650,000 years agowitnessed the continuation of themild cli-
mate. By the middle of the interglacial period it had become so
warm that the Alps were almost denuded of ice and snow.

9 ¶ 600,000 years ago the ice had reached its then northernmost
point of retreat and, a er a pause of a few thousand years, started
south again on its h excursion. But there was little modi cation
of climate for 50,000 years. Man and the animals of Europe were
little changed. e slight aridity of the former period lessened, and
the alpine glaciers descended far down the river valleys.

10 ¶ 550,000 years ago the advancing glacier again pushed man
and the animals south. But this timemanhad plenty of room in the
wide belt of land stretching north-east into Asia and lying between
the ice sheet and the then greatly expanded Black Sea extension of
the Mediterranean.

11 ese times of the fourth and h glaciers witnessed the fur-
ther spread of the crude culture of theNeanderthal races. But there
was so little progress that it truly appeared as though the attempt
to produce a new and modi ed type of intelligent life on Urantia
was about to fail. For almost 250,000 years these primitive peoples
dri ed on, hunting and ghting, by spells improving in certain di-
rections, but, on thewhole, steadily retrogressing as comparedwith
their superior Andonic ancestors.

12 ¶ During these spiritually dark ages the culture of superstitious
mankind reached its lowest levels. e Neanderthalers really had
no religion beyond a shameful superstition. ey were deathly
afraid of clouds, more especially of mists and fogs. A primitive re-
ligion of the fear of natural forces gradually developed, while an-
imal worship declined as improvement in tools, with abundance
of game, enabled these people to live with lessened anxiety about
food; the sex rewards of the chase tended greatly to improve hunt-
ing skill. is new religion of fear led to attempts to placate the in-
visible forces behind these natural elements and culminated, later
on, in the sacri cing of humans to appease these invisible and un-
known physical forces. And this terrible practice of human sacri-
ce has been perpetuated by themore backward peoples ofUrantia

right on down to the XX century.
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13 ese early Neanderthalers could hardly be called sun wor-
shippers. ey rather lived in fear of the dark; they had a mortal
dread of nightfall. As long as themoon shone a little, theymanaged
to get along, but in the dark of themoon they grewpanicky and be-
gan the sacri ce of their best specimens of manhood and woman-
hood in an effort to induce the moon again to shine. e sun, they
early learned, would regularly return, but the moon they conjec-
tured only returned because they sacri ced their fellow tribesmen.
As the race advanced, the object and purpose of sacri ce progres-
sively changed, but the offering of human sacri ce as a part of reli-
gious ceremonial long persisted.

5. ORIGIN OF THE COLOURED RACES
1 500,000 years ago the Badonan tribes of the north-western

highlands of India became involved in another great racial struggle.
Formore than 100 years this relentless warfare raged, andwhen the
long ght was nished, only about 100 families were le . But these
survivors were the most intelligent and desirable of all the then liv-
ing descendants of Andon and Fonta.

2 And now, among these highland Badonites there was a new
and strange occurrence. A man and woman living in the north-
eastern part of the then inhabited highland region began suddenly
to produce a family of unusually intelligent children. is was the
Sangik family, the ancestors of all of the 6 coloured races ofUrantia.

3 ese Sangik children, 19 in number, were not only intelligent
above their fellows, but their skins manifested a unique tendency
to turn various colours upon exposure to sunlight. Among these
19 children were ve red, two orange, four yellow, two green, four
blue, and two indigo. ese colours became more pronounced as
the children grew older, and when these youths later mated with
their fellow tribesmen, all of their offspring tended toward the skin
colour of the Sangik parent.

4 And now I interrupt the chronological narrative, a er calling
attention to the arrival of the Planetary Prince at about this time,
while we separately consider the 6 Sangik races of Urantia.

6. THE SIX SANGIK RACES OF URANTIA
1 On an average evolutionary planet the 6 evolutionary races of
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colour appear one by one; the red man is the rst to evolve, and
for ages he roams the world before the succeeding coloured races
make their appearance. e simultaneous emergence of all 6 races
on Urantia, and in one family, was most unusual.

2 e appearance of the earlier Andonites on Urantia was also
something new in Satania. On no other world in the local system
has such a race of will creatures evolved in advance of the evolu-
tionary races of colour.

3 1. e redman. ese peoples were remarkable specimens of
the human race, in many ways superior to Andon and Fonta. ey
were a most intelligent group and were the rst of the Sangik chil-
dren to develop a tribal civilization and government. ey were
always monogamous; even their mixed descendants seldom prac-
tised plural mating.

4 In later times they had serious and prolonged trouble with
their yellow brethren in Asia. ey were aided by their early inven-
tion of the bow and arrow, but they had unfortunately inherited
much of the tendency of their ancestors to ght among themselves,
and this so weakened them that the yellow tribes were able to drive
them off the Asiatic continent.

5 About 85,000 years ago the comparatively pure remnants of
the red race went en masse across to North America, and shortly
therea er the Bering land isthmus sank, thus isolating them. No
redman ever returned toAsia. But throughout Siberia,China, cen-
tral Asia, India, and Europe they le behind much of their stock
blended with the other coloured races.

6 When the red man crossed over into America, he brought
along much of the teachings and traditions of his early origin. His
immediate ancestors had been in touch with the later activities of
the world headquarters of the Planetary Prince. But in a short time
a er reaching the Americas, the red men began to lose sight of
these teachings, and there occurred a great decline in intellectual
and spiritual culture. Very soon these people again fell to ghting
so ercely among themselves that it appeared that these tribal wars
would result in the speedy extinction of this remnant of the com-
paratively pure red race.
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7 Because of this great retrogression the red men seemed
doomedwhen, about 65,000 years ago, Onamonalonton appeared
as their leader and spiritual deliverer. He brought temporary peace
among the American red men and revived their worship of the
“Great Spirit.” Onamonalonton lived to be 96 years of age and
maintained his headquarters among the great redwood trees of
California. Many of his later descendants have comedown tomod-
ern times among the Blackfoot Indians.

8 As timepassed, the teachings ofOnamonalonton becamehazy
traditions. Internecine wars were resumed, and never a er the days
of this great teacher did another leader succeed in bringing univer-
sal peace among them. Increasingly themore intelligent strains per-
ished in these tribal struggles; otherwise a great civilization would
have been built upon the North American continent by these able
and intelligent red men.

9 A er crossing over to America from China, the northern red
man never again came in contact with other world in uences (ex-
cept the Eskimo) until he was later discovered by the white man. It
was most unfortunate that the red man almost completely missed
his opportunity of being upstepped by the admixture of the later
Adamic stock. As itwas, the redman could not rule thewhiteman,
andhewould notwillingly serve him. In such a circumstance, if the
two races do not blend, one or the other is doomed.

10 2. e orange man. e outstanding characteristic of this
race was their peculiar urge to build, to build anything and ev-
erything, even to the piling up of vast mounds of stone just to see
which tribe could build the largest mound. ough they were not
a progressive people, they pro ted much from the schools of the
Prince and sent delegates there for instruction.

11 e orange racewas the rst to follow the coast line southward
toward Africa as the Mediterranean Sea withdrew to the west. But
they never secured a favourable footing in Africa and were wiped
out of existence by the later arriving green race.

12 Before the end came, this people lost much cultural and spiri-
tual ground. But there was a great revival of higher living as a result
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of the wise leadership of Porshunta, the master mind of this unfor-
tunate race, who ministered to them when their headquarters was
at Armageddon some 300,000 years ago.

13 e last great struggle between the orange and the green men
occurred in the region of the lower Nile valley in Egypt. is long-
drawn-out battle was waged for almost 100 years, and at its close
very few of the orange race were le alive. e shattered remnants
of these people were absorbed by the green and by the later arriving
indigo men. But as a race the orange man ceased to exist about
100,000 years ago.

14 3. e yellow man. e primitive yellow tribes were the rst
to abandon the chase, establish settled communities, and develop a
home life based on agriculture. Intellectually they were somewhat
inferior to the red man, but socially and collectively they proved
themselves superior to all of the Sangik peoples in thematter of fos-
tering racial civilization. Because they developed a fraternal spirit,
the various tribes learning to live together in relative peace, they
were able to drive the red race before them as they gradually ex-
panded into Asia.

15 ey travelled far from the in uences of the spiritual head-
quarters of the world and dri ed into great darkness following the
Caligastia apostasy; but there occurred onebrilliant age among this
people when Singlangton, about 100,000 years ago, assumed the
leadership of these tribes and proclaimed the worship of the “One
Truth.”

16 e survival of comparatively large numbers of the yellow race
is due to their intertribal peacefulness. From the days of Singlang-
ton to the times of modern China, the yellow race has been num-
bered among themore peaceful of the nations ofUrantia. is race
received a small but potent legacy of the later imported Adamic
stock.

17 4. e green man. e green race was one of the less able
groups of primitive men, and they were greatly weakened by ex-
tensive migrations in different directions. Before their dispersion
these tribes experienced a great revival of culture under the leader-
ship of Fantad, some 350,000 years ago.
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18 e green race split into three major divisions: e northern
tribes were subdued, enslaved, and absorbed by the yellow and blue
races. e eastern group were amalgamated with the Indian peo-
ples of those days, and remnants still persist among them. e
southern nation entered Africa, where they destroyed their almost
equally inferior orange cousins.

19 Inmanyways both groupswere evenlymatched in this struggle
since each carried strains of the giant order, many of their leaders
being 2.4 and 2.7 m in height. ese giant strains of the greenman
were mostly con ned to this southern or Egyptian nation.

20 e remnants of the victorious green men were subsequently
absorbed by the indigo race, the last of the coloured peoples to de-
velop and emigrate from the original Sangik centre of race disper-
sion.

21 5. e blue man. e blue men were a great people. ey
early invented the spear and subsequently worked out the rudi-
ments of many of the arts of modern civilization. e blue man
had the brain power of the red man associated with the soul and
sentiment of the yellow man. e Adamic descendants preferred
them to all of the later persisting coloured races.

22 e early blue men were responsive to the persuasions of the
teachers of PrinceCaligastia’s staff andwere thrown into great con-
fusion by the subsequent perverted teachings of those traitorous
leaders. Like other primitive races they never fully recovered from
the turmoil produced by the Caligastia betrayal, nor did they ever
completely overcome their tendency to ght among themselves.

23 About 500 years a er Caligastia’s downfall a widespread re-
vival of learning and religion of a primitive sort—but none the less
real and bene cial — occurred. Orlandof became a great teacher
among the blue race and ledmany of the tribes back to the worship
of the true God under the name of the “Supreme Chief.” is was
the greatest advance of the blue man until those later times when
this race was so greatly upstepped by the admixture of the Adamic
stock.

24 e European researches and explorations of the Old Stone
Age have largely to do with unearthing the tools, bones, and
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artcra of these ancient blue men, for they persisted in Europe un-
til recent times. e so-calledwhite races of Urantia are the descen-
dants of these blue men as they were rst modi ed by slight mix-
ture with yellow and red, and as they were later greatly upstepped
by assimilating the greater portion of the violet race.

25 6. e indigo race. As the red men were the most advanced
of all the Sangik peoples, so the black men were the least progres-
sive. ey were the last to migrate from their highland homes.

ey journeyed to Africa, taking possession of the continent, and
have ever since remained there exceptwhen they have been forcibly
taken away, from age to age, as slaves.

26 Isolated in Africa, the indigo peoples, like the red man, re-
ceived little or none of the race elevation which would have been
derived from the infusion of the Adamic stock. Alone in Africa,
the indigo racemade little advancement until the days ofOrvonon,
when they experienced a great spiritual awakening. While they
later almost entirely forgot the “God of Gods” proclaimed by Or-
vonon, they did not entirely lose the desire to worship the Un-
known; at least they maintained a form of worship up to a few
thousand years ago.

27 Notwithstanding their backwardness, these indigo peoples
have exactly the same standing before the celestial powers as any
other earthly race.

28 ¶ ese were ages of intense struggles between the various
races, but near the headquarters of the Planetary Prince the more
enlightened and more recently taught groups lived together in
comparative harmony, though no great cultural conquest of the
world races had been achieved up to the time of the serious dis-
ruption of this regime by the outbreak of the Lucifer rebellion.

29 ¶ From time to time all of these different peoples experienced
cultural and spiritual revivals. Mansant was a great teacher of the
post-Planetary Prince days. But mention is made only of those
outstanding leaders and teachers who markedly in uenced and in-
spired a whole race. With the passing of time, many lesser teachers
arose in different regions; and in the aggregate they contributed
much to the sum total of those saving in uences which prevented
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the total collapse of cultural civilization, especially during the long
and dark ages between the Caligastia rebellion and the arrival of
Adam.

30 ¶ ere are many good and sufficient reasons for the plan
of evolving either 3 or 6 coloured races on the worlds of space.

ough Urantia mortals may not be in a position fully to appre-
ciate all of these reasons, we would call attention to the following:

31 1. Variety is indispensable to opportunity for the wide func-
tioning of natural selection, differential survival of superior strains.

32 2. Stronger and better races are to be had from the inter-
breeding of diverse peoples when these different races are carri-
ers of superior inheritance factors. And the Urantia races would
have bene ted by such an early amalgamation provided such a con-
joint people could have been subsequently effectively upstepped by
a thoroughgoing admixture with the superior Adamic stock. e
attempt to execute such an experiment on Urantia under present
racial conditions would be highly disastrous.

33 3. Competition is healthfully stimulated by diversi cation
of races.

34 4. Differences in status of the races andof groupswithin each
race are essential to the development of human tolerance and altru-
ism.

35 5. Homogeneity of the human race is not desirable until the
peoples of an evolving world attain comparatively high levels of
spiritual development.

7. DISPERSION OF THE COLOURED RACES
1 When the coloured descendants of the Sangik family began to

multiply, and as they sought opportunity for expansion into adja-
cent territory, the h glacier, the third of geologic count, was well
advanced on its southern dri over Europe and Asia. ese early
coloured races were extraordinarily tested by the rigors and hard-
ships of the glacial age of their origin. is glacier was so extensive
in Asia that for thousands of years migration to eastern Asia was
cut off. And not until the later retreat of the Mediterranean Sea,
consequent upon the elevation of Arabia, was it possible for them
to reach Africa.
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2 us it was that for almost 100,000 years these Sangik peo-
ples spread out around the foothills and mingled together more
or less, notwithstanding the peculiar but natural antipathy which
early manifested itself between the different races.

3 Between the times of the Planetary Prince and Adam, India
became the home of the most cosmopolitan population ever to be
found on the face of the earth. But it was unfortunate that this
mixture came to contain so much of the green, orange, and indigo
races. ese secondary Sangik peoples found existence more easy
and agreeable in the southlands, and many of them subsequently
migrated toAfrica. e primary Sangik peoples, the superior races,
avoided the tropics, the red man going north-east to Asia, closely
followed by the yellow man, while the blue race moved north-west
into Europe.

4 e red men early began to migrate to the north-east, on the
heels of the retreating ice, passing around the highlands of India
and occupying all of north-eastern Asia. ey were closely fol-
lowed by the yellow tribes, who subsequently drove them out of
Asia into North America.

5 When the relatively pure-line remnants of the red race for-
sook Asia, there were 11 tribes, and they numbered a little over
7,000 men, women, and children. ese tribes were accompanied
by three small groups of mixed ancestry, the largest of these being a
combinationof the orange andblue races. ese three groupsnever
fully fraternized with the red man and early journeyed southward
to Mexico and Central America, where they were later joined by
a small group of mixed yellows and reds. ese peoples all inter-
married and founded a new and amalgamated race, one which was
much less warlike than the pure-line red men. Within 5,000 years
this amalgamated race broke up into three groups, establishing the
civilizations respectively of Mexico, Central America, and South
America. e South American offshoot did receive a faint touch
of the blood of Adam.

6 To a certain extent the early red and yellow men mingled in
Asia, and the offspring of this union journeyed on to the east and
along the southern seacoast and, eventually, were driven by the
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rapidly increasing yellow race onto the peninsulas and near-by is-
lands of the sea. ey are the present-day brown men.

7 e yellow race has continued to occupy the central regions
of eastern Asia. Of all the 6 coloured races they have survived in
greatest numbers. While the yellow men now and then engaged in
racial war, they did not carry on such incessant and relentless wars
of extermination as were waged by the red, green, and orange men.

ese three races virtually destroyed themselves before they were
nally all but annihilated by their enemies of other races.
8 Since the h glacier did not extend so far south inEurope, the

way was partially open for these Sangik peoples to migrate to the
north-west; and upon the retreat of the ice the blue men, together
with a few other small racial groups, migrated westward along the
old trails of the Andon tribes. ey invaded Europe in successive
waves, occupying most of the continent.

9 In Europe they soon encountered the Neanderthal descen-
dants of their early and common ancestor, Andon. ese older
European Neanderthalers had been driven south and east by the
glacier and thus were in position quickly to encounter and absorb
their invading cousins of the Sangik tribes.

10 In general and to start with, the Sangik tribes were more in-
telligent than, and in most ways far superior to, the deteriorated
descendants of the early Andonic plainsmen; and the mingling of
these Sangik tribes with the Neanderthal peoples led to the imme-
diate improvement of the older race. It was this infusion of Sangik
blood, more especially that of the blue man, which produced that
marked improvement in the Neanderthal peoples exhibited by the
successive waves of increasingly intelligent tribes that swept over
Europe from the east.

11 During the following interglacial period this newNeanderthal
race extended fromEngland to India. e remnant of the blue race
le in the old Persian peninsula later amalgamated with certain
others, primarily the yellow; and the resultant blend, subsequently
somewhat upstepped by the violet race of Adam, has persisted as
the swarthy nomadic tribes of modern Arabs.
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12 ¶ All efforts to identify the Sangik ancestry of modern peoples
must take into account the later improvement of the racial strains
by the subsequent admixture of Adamic blood.

13 ¶ e superior races sought the northern or temperate climes,
while the orange, green, and indigo races successively gravitated
to Africa over the newly elevated land bridge which separated the
westward retreating Mediterranean from the Indian Ocean.

14 e last of the Sangik peoples to migrate from their centre of
race origin was the indigo man. About the time the greenman was
killing off the orange race in Egypt and greatly weakening himself
in so doing, the great black exodus started south through Palestine
along the coast; and later, when these physically strong indigo peo-
ples overran Egypt, they wiped the green man out of existence by
sheer force of numbers. ese indigo races absorbed the remnants
of the orangeman andmuch of the stock of the greenman, and cer-
tain of the indigo tribes were considerably improved by this racial
amalgamation.

15 And so it appears that Egypt was rst dominated by the or-
ange man, then by the green, followed by the indigo (black) man,
and still later by amongrel race of indigo, blue, andmodi ed green
men. But long before Adam arrived, the blue men of Europe and
the mixed races of Arabia had driven the indigo race out of Egypt
and far south on the African continent.

16 As the Sangikmigrations draw to a close, the green and orange
races are gone, the red man holds North America, the yellow man
eastern Asia, the blue man Europe, and the indigo race has grav-
itated to Africa. India harbours a blend of the secondary Sangik
races, and the brown man, a blend of the red and yellow, holds the
islands off the Asiatic coast. An amalgamated race of rather supe-
rior potential occupies the highlands of South America. e purer
Andonites live in the extreme northern regions of Europe and in
Iceland, Greenland, and north-eastern North America.

17 ¶ During the periods of farthest glacial advance the western-
most of the Andon tribes came very near being driven into the sea.

ey lived for years on a narrow southern strip of the present is-
land of England. And it was the tradition of these repeated glacial
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advances that drove them to take to the sea when the 6 and last
glacier nally appeared. ey were the rst marine adventurers.

ey built boats and started in search of new lands which they
hoped might be free from the terrifying ice invasions. And some
of them reached Iceland, others Greenland, but the vast majority
perished from hunger and thirst on the open sea.

18 A little more than 80,000 years ago, shortly a er the red man
entered north-western North America, the freezing over of the
north seas and the advance of local ice elds on Greenland drove
these Eskimodescendants of theUrantia aborigines to seek a better
land, a new home; and they were successful, safely crossing the nar-
row straitswhich then separatedGreenland fromthenorth-eastern
land masses of North America. ey reached the continent about
2,100 years a er the redman arrived inAlaska. Subsequently some
of the mixed stock of the blue man journeyed westward and amal-
gamated with the later-day Eskimos, and this union was slightly
bene cial to the Eskimo tribes.

19 About 5,000 years ago a chance meeting occurred between an
Indian tribe and a lone Eskimo group on the south-eastern shores
ofHudson Bay. ese two tribes found it difficult to communicate
with each other, but very soon they intermarried with the result
that these Eskimos were eventually absorbed by the more numer-
ous red men. And this represents the only contact of the North
American red man with any other human stock down to about
1,000 years ago, when the white man rst chanced to land on the
Atlantic coast.

20 ¶ e struggles of these early ages were characterized by cour-
age, bravery, and even heroism. And we all regret that so many of
those sterling and rugged traits of your early ancestors have been
lost to the later-day races. While we appreciate the value of many
of the re nements of advancing civilization, we miss the magni -
cent persistency and superbdevotionof your early ancestors, which
o entimes bordered on grandeur and sublimity.

ahb

21 [Presented by a Life Carrier resident on Urantia.]



PAPER №65
THE OVERCONTROL OF EVOLUTION

Life Carrier

BASIC evolutionary material life — premind life — is the
formulation of the Master Physical Controllers and the
life-impartation ministry of the Seven Master Spirits in

conjunction with the active ministration of the ordained Life Car-
riers. As a result of the co-ordinate function of this threefold cre-
ativity there develops organismal physical capacity formind—ma-
terial mechanisms for intelligent reaction to external environmen-
tal stimuli and, later on, to internal stimuli, in uences taking origin
in the organismal mind itself.

2 ¶ ere are, then, three distinct levels of life production and
evolution:

3 1. e physical-energy domain — mind-capacity produc-
tion.

4 2. e mind ministry of the adjutant spirits — impinging
upon spirit capacity.

5 3. e spirit endowment of mortal mind — culminating in
ought Adjuster bestowal.
6 ¶ e mechanical-nonteachable levels of organismal environ-

mental response are the domains of the physical controllers. e
adjutant mind-spirits activate and regulate the adaptative or non-
mechanical-teachable types of mind — those response mecha-
nisms of organisms capable of learning from experience. And as
the spirit adjutants thusmanipulatemind potentials, so do the Life
Carriers exercise considerable discretionary control over the envi-
ronmental aspects of evolutionary processes right up to the time of
the appearance of human will — the ability to know God and the
power of choosing to worship him.

7 It is the integrated functioning of the Life Carriers, the phys-
ical controllers, and the spirit adjutants that conditions the course
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of organic evolution on the inhabited worlds. And this is why evo-
lution—onUrantia or elsewhere— is always purposeful andnever
accidental.

1. LIFE CARRIER FUNCTIONS
1 e Life Carriers are endowed with potentials of personality

metamorphosis which but few orders of creatures possess. ese
Sons of the local universe are capable of functioning in three di-
verse phases of being. ey ordinarily perform their duties as mid-
phase Sons, that being the state of their origin. But a LifeCarrier in
such a stage of existence could not possibly function in the electro-
chemical domains as a fabricator of physical energies and material
particles into units of living existence.

2 Life Carriers are able to function and do function on the fol-
lowing three levels:

3 1. e physical level of electrochemistry.
4 2. e usual mid-phase of quasi-morontial existence.
5 3. e advanced semispiritual level.
6 ¶ When the Life Carriers make ready to engage in life implan-

tation, and a er they have selected the sites for such an undertak-
ing, they summon the archangel commission of Life Carrier trans-
mutation. is group consists of ten orders of diverse personalities,
including the physical controllers and their associates, and is pre-
sided over by the chief of archangels, who acts in this capacity by
the mandate of Gabriel and with the permission of the Ancients of
Days. When these beings are properly encircuited, they can effect
such modi cations in the Life Carriers as will enable them imme-
diately to function on the physical levels of electrochemistry.

7 A er the life patterns have been formulated and the material
organizations have been duly completed, the supermaterial forces
concerned in life propagation become forthwith active, and life is
existent. Whereupon the Life Carriers are immediately returned
to their normal mid-phase of personality existence, in which estate
they canmanipulate the living units andmaneuver the evolving or-
ganisms, even though they are shorn of all ability to organize —
create — new patterns of living matter.
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8 A er organic evolution has run a certain course and free will
of the human type has appeared in the highest evolving organisms,
the Life Carriers must either leave the planet or take renunciation
vows; that is, they must pledge themselves to refrain from all at-
tempts further to in uence the course of organic evolution. And
when such vows are voluntarily taken by those Life Carriers who
choose to remain on the planet as future advisers to thosewho shall
be intrusted with the fostering of the newly evolved will creatures,
there is summoned a commission of 12, presided over by the chief
of the Evening Stars, acting by authority of the System Sovereign
and with permission of Gabriel; and forthwith these Life Carri-
ers are transmuted to the third phase of personality existence —
the semispiritual level of being. And I have functioned on Urantia
in this third phase of existence ever since the times of Andon and
Fonta.

9 We look forward to a time when the universe may be settled in
light and life, to a possible fourth stage of being wherein we shall
be wholly spiritual, but it has never been revealed to us by what
technique we may attain this desirable and advanced estate.

2. THE EVOLUTIONARY PANORAMA
1 e story of man’s ascent from seaweed to the lordship of

earthly creation is indeed a romance of biologic struggle and mind
survival. Man’s primordial ancestors were literally the slime and
ooze of the ocean bed in the sluggish and warm-water bays and la-
goons of the vast shore lines of the ancient inland seas, those very
waters inwhich theLifeCarriers established the three independent
life implantations on Urantia.

2 Very few species of the early types of marine vegetation that
participated in those epochal changes which resulted in the ani-
mallike borderland organisms are in existence today. e sponges
are the survivors of one of these early midway types, those organ-
isms through which the gradual transition from the vegetable to
the animal took place. ese early transition forms, while not iden-
tical with modern sponges, were much like them; they were true
borderline organisms — neither vegetable nor animal — but they
eventually led to the development of the true animal forms of life.
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3 e bacteria, simple vegetable organismsof a very primitivena-
ture, are very little changed from the early dawn of life; they even
exhibit a degree of retrogression in their parasitic behaviour. Many
of the fungi also represent a retrograde movement in evolution,
being plants which have lost their chlorophyll-making ability and
have becomemore or less parasitic. emajority of disease-causing
bacteria and their auxiliary virus bodies really belong to this group
of renegade parasitic fungi. During the intervening ages all of the
vast kingdom of plant life has evolved from ancestors from which
the bacteria have also descended.

4 e higher protozoan type of animal life soon appeared, and
appeared suddenly. And from these far-distant times the amoeba,
the typical single-celled animal organism, has come on down but
little modi ed. He disports himself today much as he did when he
was the last and greatest achievement in life evolution. isminute
creature and his protozoan cousins are to the animal creation what
bacteria are to the plant kingdom; they represent the survival of
the rst early evolutionary steps in life differentiation togetherwith
failure of subsequent development.

5 Before long the early single-celled animal types associated
themselves in communities, rst on the planof theVolvox andpres-
ently along the lines of the Hydra and jelly sh. Still later there
evolved the star sh, stone lilies, sea urchins, sea cucumbers, cen-
tipedes, insects, spiders, crustaceans, and the closely related groups
of earthworms and leeches, soon followed by the molluscs — the
oyster, octopus, and snail. Hundreds upon hundreds of species in-
tervened and perished; mention is made only of those which sur-
vived the long, long struggle. Such nonprogressive specimens, to-
gether with the later appearing sh family, today represent the sta-
tionary types of early and lower animals, branches of the tree of life
which failed to progress.

6 ¶ e stage was thus set for the appearance of the rst back-
boned animals, the shes. From this sh family there sprang two
unique modi cations, the frog and the salamander. And it was the
frog which began that series of progressive differentiations in ani-
mal life that nally culminated in man himself.
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7 e frog is one of the earliest of surviving human-race ances-
tors, but it also failed to progress, persisting todaymuch as in those
remote times. e frog is the only species ancestor of the early dawn
races now living on the face of the earth. e human race has no
surviving ancestry between the frog and the Eskimo.

8 ¶ e frogs gave rise to the Reptilia, a great animal family
which is virtually extinct, but which, before passing out of exis-
tence, gave origin to the whole bird family and the numerous or-
ders of mammals.

9 Probably the greatest single leap of all prehuman evolutionwas
executed when the reptile became a bird. e bird types of today
— eagles, ducks, pigeons, and ostriches — all descended from the
enormous reptiles of long, long ago.

10 e kingdom of reptiles, descended from the frog family, is to-
day represented by four surviving divisions: two nonprogressive,
snakes and lizards, together with their cousins, alligators and tur-
tles; one partially progressive, the bird family, and the fourth, the
ancestors of mammals and the direct line of descent of the human
species. But though long departed, the massiveness of the passing
Reptilia found echo in the elephant and mastodon, while their pe-
culiar forms were perpetuated in the leaping kangaroos.

11 ¶ Only 14 phyla have appeared onUrantia, the shes being the
last, and no new classes have developed since birds and mammals.

12 ¶ It was from an agile little reptilian dinosaur of carnivorous
habits but having a comparatively large brain that the placental
mammals suddenly sprang. ese mammals developed rapidly and
in many different ways, not only giving rise to the common mod-
ern varieties but also evolving intomarine types, such aswhales and
seals, and into air navigators like the bat family.

13 Man thus evolved from the higher mammals derived princi-
pally from the western implantation of life in the ancient east-west
sheltered seas. e eastern and central groups of living organisms
were early progressing favourably toward the attainment of prehu-
man levels of animal existence. But as the ages passed, the eastern
focus of life emplacement failed to attain a satisfactory level of in-
telligent prehuman status, having suffered such repeated and irre-
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trievable losses of its highest types of germ plasm that it was forever
shorn of the power to rehabilitate human potentialities.

14 Since the quality of the mind capacity for development in this
eastern group was so de nitely inferior to that of the other two
groups, theLifeCarriers, with the consent of their superiors, soma-
nipulated the environment as further to circumscribe these inferior
prehuman strains of evolving life. To all outward appearances the
elimination of these inferior groups of creatures was accidental, but
in reality it was altogether purposeful.

15 Later in the evolutionary unfolding of intelligence, the lemur
ancestors of the human species were far more advanced in North
America than in other regions; and they were therefore led to mi-
grate from the arena of western life implantation over the Bering
land bridge and down the coast to south-western Asia, where they
continued to evolve and to bene t by the addition of certain strains
of the central life group. Man thus evolved out of certain western
and central life strains but in the central to near-eastern regions.

16 In this way the life that was planted on Urantia evolved until
the ice age, whenmanhimself rst appeared and began his eventful
planetary career. And this appearance of primitive man on earth
during the ice agewas not just an accident; itwas bydesign. e rig-
ors and climatic severity of the glacial erawere in everyway adapted
to thepurpose of fostering the productionof a hardy type of human
being with tremendous survival endowment.

3. THE FOSTERING OF EVOLUTION
1 It will hardly be possible to explain to the present-day hu-

manmindmany of the queer and apparently grotesque occurrences
of early evolutionary progress. A purposeful plan was function-
ing throughout all of these seemingly strange evolutions of living
things, but we are not allowed arbitrarily to interfere with the de-
velopment of the life patterns a er they have once been set in op-
eration.

2 ¶ LifeCarriersmay employ every possible natural resource and
mayutilize any and all fortuitous circumstanceswhichwill enhance
the developmental progress of the life experiment, but we are not
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permitted mechanically to intervene in, or arbitrarily to manipu-
late the conduct and course of, either plant or animal evolution.

3 You have been informed that Urantia mortals evolved by way
of primitive frog development, and that this ascending strain, car-
ried in potential in a single frog, narrowly escaped extinction on a
certain occasion. But it should not be inferred that the evolution of
mankind would have been terminated by an accident at this junc-
ture. At that very moment we were observing and fostering no less
than 1,000 different and remotely situated mutating strains of life
which could have been directed into various different patterns of
prehuman development. is particular ancestral frog represented
our third selection, the two prior life strains having perished in
spite of all our efforts toward their conservation.

4 ¶ Even the loss of Andon and Fonta before they had offspring,
though delaying human evolution, would not have prevented it.
Subsequent to the appearance of Andon and Fonta and before the
mutating human potentials of animal life were exhausted, there
evolved no less than 7,000 favourable strains which could have
achieved some sort of human type of development. And many
of these better stocks were subsequently assimilated by the various
branches of the expanding human species.

5 Long before the Material Son and Daughter, the biologic up-
li ers, arrive on a planet, the human potentials of the evolving ani-
mal species have been exhausted. is biologic status of animal life
is disclosed to the Life Carriers by the phenomenon of the third
phase of adjutant spirit mobilization, which automatically occurs
concomitantly with the exhaustion of the capacity of all animal life
to give origin to the mutant potentials of prehuman individuals.

6 ¶ MankindonUrantiamust solve its problemsofmortal devel-
opment with the human stocks it has — no more races will evolve
from prehuman sources throughout all future time. But this fact
does not preclude the possibility of the attainment of vastly higher
levels of human development through the intelligent fostering of
the evolutionary potentials still resident in the mortal races. at
whichwe, theLifeCarriers, do toward fostering and conserving the
life strains before the appearance of human will, man must do for
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himself a er such an event and subsequent to our retirement from
active participation in evolution. In a general way, man’s evolu-
tionary destiny is in his own hands, and scienti c intelligencemust
sooner or later supersede the random functioning of uncontrolled
natural selection and chance survival.

7 And in discussing the fostering of evolution, it would not be
amiss to point out that, in the long future ahead, when you may
sometime be attached to a corps of Life Carriers, you will have
abundant and ample opportunity to offer suggestions and make
any possible improvements in the plans and technique of life man-
agement and transplantation. Be patient! If you have good ideas,
if your minds are fertile with better methods of administration for
any part of the universal domains, you are certainly going to have
an opportunity to present them to your associates and fellow ad-
ministrators in the ages to come.

4. THE URANTIA ADVENTURE
1 Do not overlook the fact that Urantia was assigned to us as a

life-experiment world. On this planet we made our 60 attempt
to modify and, if possible, improve the Satania adaptation of the
Nebadon life designs, and it is of record that we achieved numer-
ous bene cial modi cations of the standard life patterns. To be
speci c, on Urantia we worked out and have satisfactorily demon-
strated not less than 28 features of life modi cation which will be
of service to all Nebadon throughout all future time.

2 But the establishment of life on no world is ever experimen-
tal in the sense that something untried and unknown is attempted.

e evolution of life is a technique ever progressive, differential,
and variable, but never haphazard, uncontrolled, norwholly exper-
imental, in the accidental sense.

3 ¶ Many features of human life afford abundant evidence that
the phenomenon of mortal existence was intelligently planned,
that organic evolution is not amere cosmic accident. When a living
cell is injured, it possesses the ability to elaborate certain chemical
substances which are empowered so to stimulate and activate the
neighbouring normal cells that they immediately begin the secre-
tion of certain substances which facilitate healing processes in the
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wound; and at the same time these normal and uninjured cells be-
gin to proliferate — they actually start to work creating new cells
to replace any fellow cells which may have been destroyed by the
accident.

4 is chemical action and reaction concerned inwoundhealing
and cell reproduction represents the choice of the Life Carriers of
a formula embracing over 100,000 phases and features of possible
chemical reactions and biologic repercussions. More than 500,000
speci c experiments weremade by the Life Carriers in their labora-
tories before they nally settled upon this formula for the Urantia
life experiment.

5 When Urantia scientists know more of these healing chemi-
cals, they will become more efficient in the treatment of injuries,
and indirectly they will know more about controlling certain seri-
ous diseases.

6 Since lifewas establishedonUrantia, theLifeCarriers have im-
proved this healing technique as it has been introduced on another
Satania world, in that it affords more pain relief and exercises bet-
ter control over the proliferation capacity of the associated normal
cells.

7 ¶ ere were many unique features of the Urantia life experi-
ment, but the two outstanding episodes were the appearance of the
Andonic race prior to the evolution of the 6 coloured peoples and
the later simultaneous appearance of the Sangikmutants in a single
family. Urantia is the rst world in Satania where the 6 coloured
races sprang from the same human family. ey ordinarily arise in
diversi ed strains from independent mutations within the prehu-
man animal stock and usually appear on earth one at a time and
successively over long periods of time, beginning with the red man
and passing on down through the colours to indigo.

8 Another outstanding variationof procedurewas the late arrival
of the Planetary Prince. As a rule, the prince appears on a planet
about the time of will development; and if such a plan had been
followed, Caligastia might have come to Urantia even during the
lifetimes ofAndon and Fonta instead of almost 500,000 years later,
simultaneously with the appearance of the 6 Sangik races.
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9 Onanordinary inhabitedworld aPlanetaryPrincewouldhave
been granted on the request of the Life Carriers at, or sometime
a er, the appearance ofAndonandFonta. ButUrantia havingbeen
designated a life-modi cation planet, it was by preagreement that
the Melchizedek observers, 12 in number, were sent as advisers to
the LifeCarriers and as overseers of the planet until the subsequent
arrival of the Planetary Prince. ese Melchizedeks came at the
timeAndon and Fontamade the decisionswhich enabled ought
Adjusters to indwell their mortal minds.

10 ¶ On Urantia the endeavours of the Life Carriers to improve
the Satania life patterns necessarily resulted in the production of
many apparently useless forms of transition life. But the gains al-
ready accrued are sufficient to justify the Urantia modi cations of
the standard life designs.

11 It was our intention to produce an early manifestation of will
in the evolutionary life of Urantia, and we succeeded. Ordinarily,
will does not emerge until the coloured races have long been in ex-
istence, usually rst appearing among the superior types of the red
man. Your world is the only planet in Satania where the human
type of will has appeared in a precoloured race.

12 But in our effort to provide for that combination and associa-
tionof inheritance factorswhich nally gave rise to themammalian
ancestors of the human race, wewere confrontedwith the necessity
of permitting hundreds and thousands of other and comparatively
useless combinations and associations of inheritance factors to take
place. Many of these seemingly strange by-products of our efforts
are certain to meet your gaze as you dig back into the planetary
past, and I can well understand how puzzling some of these things
must be to the limited human viewpoint.

5. LIFEEVOLUTION VICISSITUDES
1 It was a source of regret to the Life Carriers that our special

efforts to modify intelligent life on Urantia should have been so
handicapped by tragic perversions beyond our control: the Cali-
gastia betrayal and the Adamic default.

2 But throughout all of this biologic adventure our greatest dis-
appointment grew out of the reversion of certain primitive plant
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life to the prechlorophyll levels of parasitic bacteria on such an ex-
tensive and unexpected scale. is eventuality in plant-life evo-
lution caused many distressful diseases in the higher mammals,
particularly in the more vulnerable human species. When we
were confronted with this perplexing situation, we somewhat dis-
counted the difficulties involved because we knew that the subse-
quent admixture of the Adamic life plasm would so reinforce the
resisting powers of the resulting blended race as to make it practi-
cally immune to all diseases produced by the vegetable type of or-
ganism. But our hopes were doomed to disappointment owing to
the misfortune of the Adamic default.

3 e universe of universes, including this small world called
Urantia, is not beingmanagedmerely tomeet our approval nor just
to suit our convenience, much less to gratify our whims and satisfy
our curiosity. e wise and all-powerful beingswho are responsible
for universe management undoubtedly know exactly what they are
about; and so it becomes Life Carriers and behoves mortal minds
to enlist in patient waiting and hearty co-operation with the rule
of wisdom, the reign of power, and the march of progress.

4 ere are, of course, certain compensations for tribulation,
such as Michael’s bestowal on Urantia. But irrespective of all such
considerations, the later celestial supervisors of this planet express
complete con dence in the ultimate evolutionary triumph of the
human race and in the eventual vindication of our original plans
and life patterns.

6. EVOLUTIONARY TECHNIQUES OF LIFE
1 It is impossible accurately to determine, simultaneously, the ex-

act location and the velocity of a moving object; any attempt at
measurement of either inevitably involves change in the other. e
same sort of a paradox confronts mortal man when he undertakes
the chemical analysis of protoplasm. e chemist can elucidate the
chemistry of dead protoplasm, but he cannot discern either the
physical organization or the dynamic performance of living proto-
plasm. Ever will the scientist come nearer and nearer the secrets of
life, but never will he nd them and for no other reason than that
he must kill protoplasm in order to analyse it. Dead protoplasm
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weighs the same as living protoplasm, but it is not the same.
2 ¶ ere is original endowment of adaptation in living things

and beings. In every living plant or animal cell, in every living or-
ganism — material or spiritual — there is an insatiable craving for
the attainment of ever-increasing perfection of environmental ad-
justment, organismal adaptation, and augmented life realization.

ese interminable efforts of all living things evidence the exis-
tence within them of an innate striving for perfection.

3 e most important step in plant evolution was the develop-
ment of chlorophyll-making ability, and the second greatest ad-
vance was the evolution of the spore into the complex seed. e
spore is most efficient as a reproductive agent, but it lacks the po-
tentials of variety and versatility inherent in the seed.

4 One of the most serviceable and complex episodes in the evo-
lution of the higher types of animals consisted in the development
of the ability of the iron in the circulating blood cells to perform in
the double role of oxygen carrier and carbon dioxide remover. And
this performance of the red blood cells illustrates how evolving or-
ganisms are able to adapt their functions to varying or changing
environment. e higher animals, including man, oxygenate their
tissues by the action of the iron of the red blood cells, which carries
oxygen to the living cells and just as efficiently removes the carbon
dioxide. But other metals can be made to serve the same purpose.

e cuttle sh employs copper for this function, and the sea squirt
utilizes vanadium.

5 e continuation of such biologic adjustments is illustrated by
the evolution of teeth in the higher Urantia mammals; these at-
tained to 36 in man’s remote ancestors, and then began an adapta-
tive readjustment toward 32 in the dawnman andhis near relatives.
Now the human species is slowly gravitating toward 28. e pro-
cess of evolution is still actively and adaptatively in progress on this
planet.

6 But many seemingly mysterious adjustments of living organ-
isms are purely chemical, wholly physical. At any moment of time,
in the blood stream of any human being there exists the possibility
of upward of 15,000,000 chemical reactions between the hormone
output of a dozen ductless glands.
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7 ¶ e lower forms of plant life are wholly responsive to phys-
ical, chemical, and electrical environment. But as the scale of life
ascends, one by one the mind ministries of the 7 adjutant spirits
become operative, and the mind becomes increasingly adjustive,
creative, co-ordinative, and dominative. e ability of animals to
adapt themselves to air, water, and land is not a supernatural en-
dowment, but it is a superphysical adjustment.

8 Physics and chemistry alone cannot explain how a human be-
ing evolved out of the primeval protoplasm of the early seas. e
ability to learn, memory and differential response to environment,
is the endowment of mind. e laws of physics are not responsive
to training; they are immutable and unchanging. e reactions of
chemistry are notmodi ed by education; they are uniform and de-
pendable. Aside from the presence of the Unquali ed Absolute,
electrical and chemical reactions are predictable. But mind can
pro t from experience, can learn from reactive habits of behaviour
in response to repetition of stimuli.

9 Preintelligent organisms react to environmental stimuli, but
those organismswhich are reactive tomindministry can adjust and
manipulate the environment itself.

10 e physical brainwith its associated nervous system possesses
innate capacity for response tomindministry just as the developing
mind of a personality possesses a certain innate capacity for spirit
receptivity and therefore contains the potentials of spiritual prog-
ress and attainment. Intellectual, social, moral, and spiritual evo-
lution are dependent on themindministry of the 7 adjutant spirits
and their superphysical associates.

7. EVOLUTIONARY MIND LEVELS
1 e 7 adjutant mind-spirits are the versatile mind ministers to

the lower intelligent existences of a local universe. is order of
mind is ministered from the local universe headquarters or from
some world connected therewith, but there is in uential direction
of lower-mind function from the system capitals.

2 On an evolutionary world much, very much, depends on the
work of these 7 adjutants. But they are mind ministers; they are
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not concerned in physical evolution, the domain of the Life Car-
riers. Nevertheless, the perfect integration of these spirit endow-
ments with the ordained and natural procedure of the unfolding
and inherent regime of the Life Carriers is responsible for themor-
tal inability to discern, in the phenomenon of mind, aught but the
hand of nature and the outworking of natural processes, albeit you
are occasionally somewhat perplexed in explaining all of everything
connectedwith thenatural reactions ofmind as it is associatedwith
matter. And ifUrantia were operatingmore in accordancewith the
original plans, you would observe even less to arrest your attention
in the phenomenon of mind.

3 e 7 adjutant spirits are more circuitlike than entitylike, and
on ordinary worlds they are encircuited with other adjutant func-
tionings throughout the local universe. On life-experiment plan-
ets, however, they are relatively isolated. And on Urantia, owing
to the unique nature of the life patterns, the lower adjutants ex-
perienced far more difficulty in contacting with the evolutionary
organisms than would have been the case in a more standardized
type of life endowment.

4 Again, on an average evolutionary world the 7 adjutant spir-
its are far better synchronized with the advancing stages of animal
development than they were on Urantia. With but a single excep-
tion, the adjutants experienced the greatest difficulty in contacting
with the evolving minds of Urantia organisms that they had ever
had in all their functioning throughout the universe of Nebadon.
On this world there developed many forms of border phenomena
— confusional combinations of the mechanical-nonteachable and
the nonmechanical-teachable types of organismal response.

5 e 7 adjutant spirits do notmake contact with the purelyme-
chanical orders of organismal environmental response. Such prein-
telligent responses of living organisms pertain purely to the energy
domains of the power centres, the physical controllers, and their
associates.

6 e acquisition of the potential of the ability to learn from ex-
perience marks the beginning of the functioning of the adjutant
spirits, and they function from the lowliest minds of primitive and
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invisible existences up to the highest types in the evolutionary scale
of human beings. ey are the source and pattern for the other-
wise more or less mysterious behaviour and incompletely under-
stood quick reactions of mind to the material environment. Long
must these faithful and always dependable in uences carry forward
their preliminary ministry before the animal mind attains the hu-
man levels of spirit receptivity.

7 e adjutants function exclusively in the evolution of expe-
riencing mind up to the level of the 6 phase, the spirit of wor-
ship. At this level there occurs that inevitable overlapping of min-
istry — the phenomenon of the higher reaching down to co-or-
dinate with the lower in anticipation of subsequent attainment of
advanced levels of development. And still additional spirit min-
istry accompanies the action of the 7 and last adjutant, the spirit
of wisdom. roughout the ministry of the spirit world the indi-
vidual never experiences abrupt transitions of spirit co-operation;
always are these changes gradual and reciprocal.

8 Always should the domains of the physical (electrochemical)
and the mental response to environmental stimuli be differenti-
ated, and in turn must they all be recognized as phenomena apart
from spiritual activities. e domains of physical, mental, and spir-
itual gravity are distinct realms of cosmic reality, notwithstanding
their intimate interrelations.

8. EVOLUTION IN TIME AND SPACE
1 Time and space are indissolubly linked; there is an innate asso-

ciation. e delays of time are inevitable in the presence of certain
space conditions.

2 If spending somuch time in effecting the evolutionary changes
of life development occasions perplexity, I would say that we can-
not time the life processes to unfold any faster than the physical
metamorphoses of a planet will permit. We must wait upon the
natural, physical development of a planet; we have absolutely no
control over geologic evolution. If the physical conditions would
allow, we could arrange for the completed evolution of life in con-
siderably less than 1,000,000 years. But we are all under the juris-
diction of the Supreme Rulers of Paradise, and time is nonexistent
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on Paradise.
3 e individual’s yardstick for time measurement is the length

of his life. All creatures are thus time conditioned, and therefore do
they regard evolution as being a long-drawn-out process. To those
of us whose life span is not limited by a temporal existence, evolu-
tion does not seem to be such a protracted transaction. On Para-
dise, where time is nonexistent, these things are all present in the
mind of In nity and the acts of Eternity.

4 As mind evolution is dependent on, and delayed by, the slow
development of physical conditions, so is spiritual progress depen-
dent on mental expansion and unfailingly delayed by intellectual
retardation. But this does not mean that spiritual evolution is de-
pendent on education, culture, or wisdom. e soul may evolve
regardless ofmental culture but not in the absence ofmental capac-
ity and desire — the choice of survival and the decision to achieve
ever-increasing perfection— to do the will of the Father in heaven.
Although survivalmay not depend on the possession of knowledge
and wisdom, progression most certainly does.

5 ¶ In the cosmic evolutionary laboratories mind is always dom-
inant over matter, and spirit is ever correlated with mind. Failure
of these diverse endowments to synchronize and co-ordinate may
cause timedelays, but if the individual really knowsGodanddesires
to nd him and become like him, then survival is assured regardless
of the handicaps of time. Physical status may handicap mind, and
mental perversitymay delay spiritual attainment, but none of these
obstacles can defeat the whole-souled choice of will.

6 When physical conditions are ripe, sudden mental evolutions
may take place; when mind status is propitious, sudden spiritual
transformations may occur; when spiritual values receive proper
recognition, then cosmic meanings become discernible, and in-
creasingly the personality is released from the handicaps of time
and delivered from the limitations of space.

ahb

7 [Sponsored by a Life Carrier of Nebadon resident on Uran-
tia.]



PAPER №66
THE PLANETARY PRINCE OF URANTIA

Melchizedek

THE advent of a Lanonandek Son on an average world signi-
es that will, the ability to choose the path of eternal sur-

vival, has developed in the mind of primitive man. But on
Urantia the Planetary Prince arrived almost 500,000 years a er the
appearance of human will.

2 About 500,000 years ago and concurrent with the appearance
of the six coloured or Sangik races, Caligastia, the Planetary Prince,
arrived on Urantia. ere were almost 5 × 108 primitive human
beings on earth at the timeof thePrince’s arrival, and theywerewell
scattered over Europe, Asia, and Africa. e Prince’s headquarters,
established inMesopotamia, was at about the centre of world pop-
ulation.

1. PRINCE CALIGASTIA
1 Caligastia was a Lanonandek Son, number 9,344 of the sec-

ondary order. He was experienced in the administration of the af-
fairs of the local universe in general and, during later ages, with the
management of the local system of Satania in particular.

2 Prior to the reign of Lucifer in Satania, Caligastia had been at-
tached to the council of the Life Carrier advisers on Jerusem. Lu-
cifer elevated Caligastia to a position on his personal staff, and he
acceptably lled ve successive assignments of honour and trust.

3 ¶ Caligastia very early sought a commission as Planetary
Prince, but repeatedly, when his request came up for approval in
the constellation councils, it would fail to receive the assent of the
Constellation Fathers. Caligastia seemed especially desirous of be-
ing sent as planetary ruler to a decimal or life-modi cation world.
His petition had several times been disapproved before he was -
nally assigned to Urantia.

4 Caligastia went forth from Jerusem to his trust of world do-
minion with an enviable record of loyalty and devotion to the wel-
fare of the universe of his origin and sojourn, notwithstanding a
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certain characteristic restlessness coupled with a tendency to dis-
agree with the established order in certain minor matters.

5 I was present on Jerusem when the brilliant Caligastia de-
parted from the system capital. No prince of the planets ever em-
barked upon a career of world rulership with a richer preparatory
experience or with better prospects than did Caligastia on that
eventful day 500,000 years ago. One thing is certain: As I executed
my assignment of putting the narrative of that event on the broad-
casts of the local universe, I never for onemoment entertained even
in the slightest degree any idea that this noble Lanonandek would
so shortly betray his sacred trust of planetary custody and so hor-
ribly stain the fair name of his exalted order of universe sonship.
I really regarded Urantia as being among the ve or six most for-
tunate planets in all Satania in that it was to have such an experi-
enced, brilliant, and original mind at the helm of world affairs. I
did not then comprehend that Caligastia was insidiously falling in
love with himself; I did not then so fully understand the subtleties
of personality pride.

2. THE PRINCE’S STAFF
1 e Planetary Prince of Urantia was not sent out on his mis-

sion alone butwas accompanied by the usual corps of assistants and
administrative helpers.

2 At the head of this groupwasDaligastia, the associate-assistant
of the Planetary Prince. Daligastia was also a secondary Lanonan-
dek Son, being number 319,407 of that order. He ranked as an
assistant at the time of his assignment as Caligastia’s associate.

3 e planetary staff included a large number of angelic co-op-
erators and a host of other celestial beings assigned to advance the
interests and promote the welfare of the human races. But from
your standpoint the most interesting group of all were the corpo-
real members of the Prince’s staff — sometimes referred to as the
Caligastia 100.

4 ¶ ese 100 rematerialized members of the Prince’s staff were
chosen by Caligastia from over 785,000 ascendant citizens of Jeru-
sem who volunteered for embarkation on the Urantia adventure.
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Each one of the chosen 100 was from a different planet, and none
of them were from Urantia.

5 ese Jerusemite volunteers were brought by seraphic trans-
port direct from the system capital to Urantia, and upon arrival
they were held enseraphimed until they could be provided with
personality forms of the dual nature of special planetary service,
literal bodies consisting of esh and blood but also attuned to the
life circuits of the system.

6 ¶ Sometime before the arrival of these 100 Jerusem citizens,
the two supervising Life Carriers resident on Urantia, having pre-
viously perfected their plans, petitioned Jerusem and Edentia for
permission to transplant the life plasm of 100 selected survivors
of the Andon and Fonta stock into the material bodies to be pro-
jected for the corporeal members of the Prince’s staff. e request
was granted on Jerusem and approved on Edentia.

7 Accordingly, 50males and 50 females of the Andon and Fonta
posterity, representing the survival of the best strains of that unique
race, were chosen by the Life Carriers. With one or two exceptions
these Andonite contributors to the advancement of the race were
strangers to one another. ey were assembled from widely sep-
arated places by co-ordinated ought Adjuster direction and se-
raphic guidance at the threshold of the planetary headquarters of
the Prince. Here the 100 human subjects were given into the hands
of the highly skilled volunteer commission from Avalon, who di-
rected thematerial extraction of a portion of the life plasm of these
Andon descendants. is living material was then transferred to
the material bodies constructed for the use of the 100 Jerusemite
members of the Prince’s staff. Meantime, these newly arrived citi-
zens of the system capital were held in the sleep of seraphic trans-
port.

8 ¶ ese transactions, together with the literal creation of spe-
cial bodies for theCaligastia 100, gave origin to numerous legends,
many of which subsequently became confused with the later tradi-
tions concerning the planetary installation of Adam and Eve.

9 e entire transaction of repersonalization, from the time of
the arrival of the seraphic transports bearing the 100 Jerusem vol-
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unteers until they became conscious, threefold beings of the realm,
consumed exactly ten days.

3. DALAMATIA  THE CITY OF THE PRINCE
1 e headquarters of the Planetary Prince was situated in the

Persian Gulf region of those days, in the district corresponding to
later Mesopotamia.

2 e climate and landscape in the Mesopotamia of those times
were in every way favourable to the undertakings of the Prince’s
staff and their assistants, very different from conditionswhich have
sometimes since prevailed. It was necessary to have such a favour-
ing climate as a part of the natural environment designed to induce
primitive Urantians to make certain initial advances in culture and
civilization. e one great task of those ages was to transform man
from a hunter to a herder, with the hope that later on he would
evolve into a peace-loving, home-abiding farmer.

3 ¶ eheadquarters of thePlanetaryPrince onUrantiawas typ-
ical of such stations on a young and developing sphere. e nucleus
of the Prince’s settlement was a very simple but beautiful city, en-
closed within a wall 12 m high. is world centre of culture was
named Dalamatia in honour of Daligastia.

4 e city was laid out in ten subdivisions with the headquarters
mansions of the ten councils of the corporeal staff situated at the
centres of these subdivisions. Centremost in the city was the tem-
ple of the unseen Father. e administrative headquarters of the
Prince and his associates was arranged in 12 chambers immediately
grouped about the temple itself.

5 e buildings of Dalamatia were all one story except the coun-
cil headquarters, which were two stories, and the central temple of
the Father of all, which was small but three stories in height.

6 e city represented the best practices of those early days in
building material — brick. Very little stone or wood was used.
Home building and village architecture among the surrounding
peoples were greatly improved by the Dalamatian example.

7 ¶ Near the Prince’s headquarters there dwelt all colours and
strata of human beings. And it was from these near-by tribes that
the rst students of the Prince’s schools were recruited. Although
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these early schools of Dalamatia were crude, they provided all that
could be done for the men and women of that primitive age.

8 e Prince’s corporeal staff continuously gathered about them
the superior individuals of the surrounding tribes and, a er train-
ing and inspiring these students, sent them back as teachers and
leaders of their respective peoples.

4. EARLY DAYS OF THE ONE HUNDRED
1 e arrival of the Prince’s staff created a profound impression.

While it required almost 1,000 years for the news to spread abroad,
those tribes near the Mesopotamian headquarters were tremen-
dously in uenced by the teachings and conduct of the 100 new
sojourners on Urantia. And much of your subsequent mythology
grewout of the garbled legends of these early dayswhen thesemem-
bers of the Prince’s staff were repersonalized on Urantia as super-
men.

2 e serious obstacle to the good in uence of such extraplane-
tary teachers is the tendency of mortals to regard them as gods, but
aside from the technique of their appearance on earth the Caligas-
tia 100—50men and 50women—did not resort to supernatural
methods nor superhuman manipulations.

3 But the corporeal staff were nonetheless superhuman. ey
began their mission on Urantia as extraordinary threefold beings:

4 1. ey were corporeal and relatively human, for they em-
bodied the actual life plasmof one of the human races, theAndonic
life plasm of Urantia.

5 ese 100 members of the Prince’s staff were divided equally
as to sex and in accordance with their previous mortal status. Each
person of this group was capable of becoming coparental to some
new order of physical being, but they had been carefully instructed
to resort to parenthood only under certain conditions. It is cus-
tomary for the corporeal staff of a Planetary Prince to procreate
their successors sometime prior to retiring from special planetary
service. Usually this is at, or shortly a er, the time of the arrival of
the Planetary Adam and Eve.

6 ese special beings therefore had little or no idea as to what
type of material creature would be produced by their sexual union.
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And they never did know; before the time for such a step in the
prosecution of their world work the entire regime was upset by re-
bellion, and those who later functioned in the parental role had
been isolated from the life currents of the system.

7 In skin colour and language these materialized members of
Caligastia’s staff followed the Andonic race. ey partook of food
as did the mortals of the realm with this difference: e re-created
bodies of this group were fully satis ed by a non esh diet. is
was one of the considerations which determined their residence in
awarmregion abounding in fruits andnuts. e practice of subsist-
ing on a non esh diet dates from the times of the Caligastia 100,
for this custom spread near and far to affect the eating habits of
many surrounding tribes, groups of origin in the once exclusively
meat-eating evolutionary races.

8 2. e 100 were material but superhuman beings, having
been reconstituted onUrantia as uniquemen andwomen of a high
and special order.

9 is group, while enjoying provisional citizenship on Jerusem,
were as yet unfused with their ought Adjusters; and when they
volunteered andwere accepted for planetary service in liaison with
the descending orders of sonship, their Adjusters were detached.
But these Jerusemites were superhuman beings — they possessed
souls of ascendant growth. During the mortal life in the esh the
soul is of embryonic estate; it is born (resurrected) in the moron-
tia life and experiences growth through the successive morontia
worlds. And the souls of the Caligastia 100 had thus expanded
through the progressive experiences of the seven mansion worlds
to citizenship status on Jerusem.

10 In conformity to their instructions the staff did not engage in
sexual reproduction, but they did painstakingly study their per-
sonal constitutions, and they carefully explored every imaginable
phase of intellectual (mind) and morontia (soul) liaison. And it
was during the 33 year of their sojourn in Dalamatia, long be-
fore the wall was completed, that number two and number seven
of the Danite group accidentally discovered a phenomenon atten-
dant upon the liaison of their morontia selves (supposedly nonsex-
ual and nonmaterial); and the result of this adventure proved to
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be the rst of the primary midway creatures. is new being was
wholly visible to the planetary staff and to their celestial associates
but was not visible to the men and women of the various human
tribes. Upon authority of the Planetary Prince the entire corporeal
staff undertook the production of similar beings, and all were suc-
cessful, following the instructions of the pioneer Danite pair. us
did the Prince’s staff eventually bring into being the original corps
of 50,000 primary midwayers.

11 ese mid-type creatures were of great service in carrying on
the affairs of the world’s headquarters. ey were invisible to hu-
man beings, but the primitive sojourners at Dalamatia were taught
about these unseen semispirits, and for ages they constituted the
sum total of the spirit world to these evolving mortals.

12 3. e Caligastia 100 were personally immortal, or undying.
ere circulated through their material forms the antidotal com-

plements of the life currents of the system; and had they not lost
contact with the life circuits through rebellion, they would have
lived on inde nitely until the arrival of a subsequent Son of God,
or until their sometime later release to resume the interrupted jour-
ney to Havona and Paradise.

13 ese antidotal complements of the Satania life currents were
derived from the fruit of the tree of life, a shrub of Edentia which
was sent to Urantia by the Most Highs of Norlatiadek at the time
of Caligastia’s arrival. In the days of Dalamatia this tree grew in
the central courtyard of the temple of the unseen Father, and it was
the fruit of the tree of life that enabled the material and otherwise
mortal beings of the Prince’s staff to live on inde nitely as long as
they had access to it.

14 While of no value to the evolutionary races, this supersuste-
nance was quite sufficient to confer continuous life upon the Cali-
gastia 100 and also upon the 100 modi ed Andonites who were
associated with them.

15 ¶ It should be explained in this connection that, at the time the
100 Andonites contributed their human germ plasm to the mem-
bers of the Prince’s staff, the Life Carriers introduced into their
mortal bodies the complementof the systemcircuits; and thuswere
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they enabled to live on concurrently with the staff, century a er
century, in de ance of physical death.

16 Eventually the 100 Andonites were made aware of their con-
tribution to the new forms of their superiors, and these same 100
children of the Andon tribes were kept at headquarters as the per-
sonal attendants of the Prince’s corporeal staff.

5. ORGANIZATION OF THE ONE HUNDRED
1 e 100 were organized for service in ten autonomous coun-

cils of ten members each. When two or more of these ten councils
met in joint session, such liaison gatherings were presided over by
Daligastia. ese ten groups were constituted as follows:

2 1. e council on food and material welfare. is group was
presided over by Ang. Food, water, clothes, and the material ad-
vancement of the human species were fostered by this able corps.

ey taught well digging, spring control, and irrigation. ey
taught those from the higher altitudes and from the north im-
proved methods of treating skins for use as clothing, and weaving
was later introduced by the teachers of art and science.

3 Great advances were made in methods of food storage. Food
was preserved by cooking, drying, and smoking; it thus became
the earliest property. Man was taught to provide for the hazards of
famine, which periodically decimated the world.

4 2. e board of animal domestication and utilization. is
council was dedicated to the task of selecting and breeding those
animals best adapted to help human beings in bearing burdens and
transporting themselves, to supply food, and later on to be of ser-
vice in the cultivation of the soil. is able corps was directed by
Bon.

5 Several types of useful animals, now extinct, were tamed, to-
gether with some that have continued as domesticated animals to
the present day. Manhad long livedwith the dog, and the blueman
had already been successful in taming the elephant. e cow was
so improved by careful breeding as to become a valuable source of
food; butter and cheese became common articles of human diet.
Menwere taught to use oxen for burden bearing, but the horse was
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not domesticated until a later date. e members of this corps rst
taught men to use the wheel for the facilitation of traction.

6 It was in these days that carrier pigeons were rst used, being
taken on long journeys for the purpose of sendingmessages or calls
for help. Bon’s group were successful in training the great fandors
as passenger birds, but they became extinctmore than 30,000 years
ago.

7 3. e advisers regarding the conquest of predatory animals. It
was not enough that early man should try to domesticate certain
animals, but he must also learn how to protect himself from de-
struction by the remainder of the hostile animal world. is group
was captained by Dan.

8 e purpose of an ancient city wall was to protect against fe-
rocious beasts as well as to prevent surprise attacks by hostile hu-
mans. ose living without the walls and in the forest were depen-
dent on tree dwellings, stone huts, and the maintenance of night
res. It was therefore very natural that these teachers should de-

vote much time to instructing their pupils in the improvement of
human dwellings. By employing improved techniques and by the
use of traps, great progress was made in animal subjugation.

9 4. e faculty on dissemination and conservation of knowl-
edge. is group organized and directed the purely educational
endeavours of those early ages. It was presided over by Fad. e
educational methods of Fad consisted in supervision of employ-
ment accompanied by instruction in improved methods of labour.
Fad formulated the rst alphabet and introduced a writing system.

is alphabet contained 25 characters. For writing material these
early peoples utilized tree barks, clay tablets, stone slabs, a form of
parchment made of hammered hides, and a crude form of paper-
like material made from wasps’ nests. e Dalamatia library, de-
stroyed soon a er theCaligastia disaffection, comprisedmore than
2,000,000 separate records and was known as the “house of Fad.”

10 e blue man was partial to alphabet writing and made the
greatest progress along such lines. e red man preferred pictorial
writing, while the yellow races dri ed into the use of symbols for
words and ideas, much like those they now employ. But the alpha-
bet and much more was subsequently lost to the world during the
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confusion attendant upon rebellion. e Caligastia defection de-
stroyed the hope of the world for a universal language, at least for
untold ages.

11 5. e commission on industry and trade. is council was
employed in fostering industry within the tribes and in promoting
trade between the various peace groups. Its leader was Nod. Ev-
ery form of primitive manufacture was encouraged by this corps.

ey contributed directly to the elevation of standards of living by
providing many new commodities to attract the fancy of primitive
men. ey greatly expanded the trade in the improved salt pro-
duced by the council on science and art.

12 It was among these enlightened groups educated in the Dala-
matia schools that the rst commercial credit was practised. From
a central exchange of credits they secured tokens which were ac-
cepted in lieu of the actual objects of barter. e world did not
improve upon these business methods for hundreds of thousands
of years.

13 6. e college of revealed religion. is bodywas slow in func-
tioning. Urantia civilization was literally forged out between the
anvil of necessity and the hammers of fear. But this grouphadmade
considerable progress in their attempt to substituteCreator fear for
creature fear (ghost worship) before their labours were interrupted
by the later confusion attendant upon the secession upheaval. e
head of this council was Hap.

14 None of the Prince’s staff would present revelation to compli-
cate evolution; they presented revelation only as the climax of their
exhaustion of the forces of evolution. But Hap did yield to the de-
sire of the inhabitants of the city for the establishment of a form
of religious service. His group provided the Dalamatians with the
seven chants of worship and also gave them the daily praise-phrase
and eventually taught them “the Father’s prayer,” which was:

15 ¶ “Father of all, whose Son we honour, look down upon us
with favour. Deliver us from the fear of all save you. Make us a plea-
sure to our divine teachers and forever put truth on our lips. De-
liver us from violence and anger; give us respect for our elders and
that which belongs to our neighbours. Give us this season green
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pastures and fruitful ocks to gladden our hearts. We pray for the
hastening of the coming of the promised upli er, and we would do
your will on this world as others do on worlds beyond.”

16 ¶ Although thePrince’s staffwere limited tonaturalmeans and
ordinary methods of race improvement, they held out the promise
of the Adamic gi of a new race as the goal of subsequent evolu-
tionary growth upon the attainment of the height of biologic de-
velopment.

17 7. e guardians of health and life. is council was con-
cerned with the introduction of sanitation and the promotion of
primitive hygiene and was led by Lut.

18 Its members taught much that was lost during the confusion
of subsequent ages, never to be rediscovered until the XX century.

ey taught mankind that cooking, boiling and roasting, was a
means of avoiding sickness; also that such cooking greatly reduced
infant mortality and facilitated early weaning.

19 Many of the early teachings of Lut’s guardians of health per-
sisted among the tribes of earth on down to the days ofMoses, even
though they became much garbled and were greatly changed.

20 e great obstacle in the way of promoting hygiene among
these ignorant peoples consisted in the fact that the real causes of
many diseases were too small to be seen by the naked eye, and also
because they all held re in superstitious regard. It required thou-
sands of years to persuade them to burn refuse. In the meantime
they were urged to bury their decaying rubbish. e great sani-
tary advance of this epoch came from the dissemination of knowl-
edge regarding the health-giving and disease-destroying properties
of sunlight.

21 Before the Prince’s arrival, bathing had been an exclusively re-
ligious ceremonial. It was indeed difficult to persuade primitive
men to wash their bodies as a health practice. Lut nally induced
the religious teachers to include cleansing with water as a part of
the puri cation ceremonies to be practised in connection with the
noontime devotions, once a week, in the worship of the Father of
all.
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22 ese guardians of health also sought to introduce handshak-
ing in substitution for saliva exchange or blood drinking as a seal
of personal friendship and as a token of group loyalty. But when
out from under the compelling pressure of the teachings of their
superior leaders, these primitive peoples were not slow in reverting
to their former health-destroying and disease-breeding practices of
ignorance and superstition.

23 8. e planetary council on art and science. is corps did
much to improve the industrial technique of early man and to ele-
vate his concepts of beauty. eir leader was Mek.

24 Art and science were at a low ebb throughout the world, but
the rudiments of physics and chemistry were taught the Dalama-
tians. Pottery was advanced, decorative arts were all improved, and
the ideals of human beautywere greatly enhanced. Butmusicmade
little progress until a er the arrival of the violet race.

25 ese primitive men would not consent to experiment with
steam power, notwithstanding the repeated urgings of their teach-
ers; never could they overcome their great fear of the explosive
power of con ned steam. ey were, however, nally persuaded
to work withmetals and re, although a piece of red-hotmetal was
a terrorizing object to early man.

26 Mek did a great deal to advance the culture of the Andon-
ites and to improve the art of the blue man. A blend of the blue
manwith theAndon stock produced an artistically gi ed type, and
many of thembecamemaster sculptors. ey did notwork in stone
ormarble, but their works of clay, hardened by baking, adorned the
gardens of Dalamatia.

27 Great progress was made in the home arts, most of which were
lost in the long and dark ages of rebellion, never to be rediscovered
until modern times.

28 9. e governors of advanced tribal relations. is was the
group intrusted with the work of bringing human society up to the
level of statehood. eir chief was Tut.

29 ese leaders contributed much to bringing about intertribal
marriages. ey fostered courtship and marriage a er due deliber-
ation and full opportunity to become acquainted. e purely mili-
tarywar danceswere re ned andmade to serve valuable social ends.
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Many competitive games were introduced, but these ancient folk
were a serious people; little humour graced these early tribes. Few
of these practices survived the subsequent disintegration of plane-
tary insurrection.

30 Tut and his associates laboured to promote group associations
of a peaceful nature, to regulate and humanize warfare, to co-or-
dinate intertribal relations, and to improve tribal governments. In
the vicinity ofDalamatia there developed amore advanced culture,
and these improved social relationswere very helpful in in uencing
more remote tribes. But the pattern of civilization prevailing at the
Prince’s headquarters was quite different from the barbaric society
evolving elsewhere, just as the XX century society of Capetown,
South Africa, is totally unlike the crude culture of the diminutive
Bushmen to the north.

31 10. e supreme court of tribal co-ordination and racial co-oper-
ation. is supreme council was directed by Van and was the court
of appeals for all of the other nine special commissions charged
with the supervision of human affairs. is council was one ofwide
function, being intrusted with all matters of earthly concernwhich
were not speci cally assigned to the other groups. is selected
corps had been approved by the Constellation Fathers of Edentia
before theywere authorized to assume the functions of the supreme
court of Urantia.

6. THE PRINCE’S REIGN
1 e degree of a world’s culture is measured by the social her-

itage of its native beings, and the rate of cultural expansion is
wholly determined by the ability of its inhabitants to comprehend
new and advanced ideas.

2 Slavery to traditionproduces stability and co-operationby sen-
timentally linking the past with the present, but it likewise sti es
initiative and enslaves the creative powers of the personality. e
whole world was caught in the stalemate of tradition-boundmores
when theCaligastia 100 arrived and began the proclamation of the
new gospel of individual initiative within the social groups of that
day. But this bene cent rule was so soon interrupted that the races
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never have been wholly liberated from the slavery of custom; fash-
ion still unduly dominates Urantia.

3 eCaligastia 100—graduates of the Sataniamansionworlds
— well knew the arts and culture of Jerusem, but such knowledge
is nearly valueless on a barbaric planet populated by primitive hu-
mans. ese wise beings knew better than to undertake the sud-
den transformation, or the enmasse upli ing, of the primitive races
of that day. ey well understood the slow evolution of the hu-
man species, and they wisely refrained from any radical attempts at
modifying man’s mode of life on earth.

4 Each of the ten planetary commissions set about slowly and
naturally to advance the interests intrusted to them. eir plan
consisted in attracting the best minds of the surrounding tribes
and, a er training them, sending themback to their people as emis-
saries of social upli .

5 Foreign emissaries were never sent to a race except upon the
speci c request of that people. ose who laboured for the upli
and advancement of a given tribe or race were always natives of that
tribe or race. e 100 would not attempt to impose the habits and
mores of even a superior race upon another tribe. Always they pa-
tiently worked to upli and advance the time-tried mores of each
race. e simple folk of Urantia brought their social customs to
Dalamatia, not to exchange them for new and better practices, but
to have them upli ed by contact with a higher culture and by asso-
ciation with superior minds. e process was slow but very effec-
tual.

6 e Dalamatia teachers sought to add conscious social selec-
tion to the purely natural selection of biologic evolution. ey
did not derange human society, but they did markedly accelerate
its normal and natural evolution. eir motive was progression
by evolution and not revolution by revelation. e human race
had spent ages in acquiring the little religion and morals it had,
and these supermen knew better than to rob mankind of these few
advances by the confusion and dismay which always result when
enlightened and superior beings undertake to upli the backward
races by overteaching and overenlightenment.
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7 When Christian missionaries go into the heart of Africa,
where sons and daughters are supposed to remain under the con-
trol and direction of their parents throughout the lifetime of the
parents, they only bring about confusion and the breakdown of all
authority when they seek, in a single generation, to supplant this
practice by teaching that these children should be free from all pa-
rental restraint a er they have attained the age of 21.

7. LIFE IN DALAMATIA
1 e Prince’s headquarters, though exquisitely beautiful andde-

signed to awe the primitive men of that age, was altogether mod-
est. e buildings were not especially large as it was the motive
of these imported teachers to encourage the eventual development
of agriculture through the introduction of animal husbandry. e
land provision within the city walls was sufficient to provide for
pasturage and gardening for the support of a population of about
20,000.

2 e interiors of the central temple of worship and the ten
council mansions of the supervising groups of supermen were in-
deed beautiful works of art. And while the residential buildings
were models of neatness and cleanliness, everything was very sim-
ple and altogether primitive in comparison with later-day develop-
ments. At this headquarters of culture no methods were employed
which did not naturally belong on Urantia.

3 e Prince’s corporeal staff presided over simple and exem-
plary abodes which they maintained as homes designed to inspire
and favourably impress the student observers sojourning at the
world’s social centre and educational headquarters.

4 ¶ e de nite order of family life and the living of one fam-
ily together in one residence of comparatively settled location date
from these times of Dalamatia and were chie y due to the exam-
ple and teachings of the 100 and their pupils. e home as a social
unit never became a success until the supermen and superwomen
of Dalamatia ledmankind to love and plan for their grandchildren
and their grandchildren’s children. Savage man loves his child, but
civilized man loves also his grandchild.
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5 e Prince’s staff lived together as fathers and mothers. True,
they had no children of their own, but the 50 pattern homes of
Dalamatia never sheltered less than 500 adopted little ones assem-
bled from the superior families of the Andonic and Sangik races;
many of these children were orphans. ey were favoured with
the discipline and training of these superparents; and then, a er 3
years in the schools of the Prince (they entered from13 to 15), they
were eligible formarriage and ready to receive their commissions as
emissaries of the Prince to the needy tribes of their respective races.

6 ¶ Fad sponsored the Dalamatia plan of teaching that was car-
ried out as an industrial school in which the pupils learned by do-
ing, and through which they worked their way by the daily perfor-
mance of useful tasks. is plan of education did not ignore think-
ing and feeling in the development of character; but it gave rst
place to manual training. e instruction was individual and col-
lective. e pupils were taught by bothmen andwomen and by the
two acting conjointly. ½ of this group instruction was by sexes; the
other half was coeducational. Students were taught manual dex-
terity as individuals and were socialized in groups or classes. ey
were trained to fraternize with younger groups, older groups, and
adults, aswell as to do teamworkwith those of their own ages. ey
were also familiarized with such associations as family groups, play
squads, and school classes.

7 Among the later students trained in Mesopotamia for work
with their respective races were Andonites from the highlands of
western India together with representatives of the red men and the
blue men; still later a small number of the yellow race were also re-
ceived.

8 ¶ Hap presented the early races with a moral law. is code
was known as “ e Father’s Way” and consisted of the following
seven commands:

9 1. You shall not fear nor serve any God but the Father of all.
10 2. You shall not disobey the Father’s Son, the world’s ruler,

nor show disrespect to his superhuman associates.
11 3. You shall not speak a lie when called before the judges of

the people.
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12 4. You shall not kill men, women, or children.
13 5. You shall not steal your neighbour’s goods or cattle.
14 6. You shall not touch your friend’s wife.
15 7. You shall not show disrespect to your parents or to the el-

ders of the tribe.
16 ¶ is was the law ofDalamatia for almost 300,000 years. And

many of the stones onwhich this lawwas inscribed now lie beneath
the waters off the shores ofMesopotamia and Persia. It became the
custom to hold one of these commands inmind for each day of the
week, using it for salutations and mealtime thanksgiving.

17 ¶ e time measurement of these days was the lunar month,
this period being reckoned as 28 days. at, with the exception of
day andnight, was the only time reckoning known to the early peo-
ples. e 7-dayweekwas introducedby theDalamatia teachers and
grew out of the fact that 7 = 28/4. e signi cance of the number
7 in the superuniverse undoubtedly afforded them opportunity to
introduce a spiritual reminder into the common reckoning of time.
But there is no natural origin for the weekly period.

18 ¶ e country around the city was quite well settled within a
radius of 160 km. Immediately surrounding the city, hundreds of
graduates of the Prince’s schools engaged in animal husbandry and
otherwise carried out the instruction they had received from his
staff and their numerous human helpers. A few engaged in agricul-
ture and horticulture.

19 Mankind was not consigned to agricultural toil as the penalty
of supposed sin. “In the sweat of your face shall you eat the fruit
of the elds” was not a sentence of punishment pronounced be-
cause of man’s participation in the follies of the Lucifer rebellion
under the leadership of the traitorous Caligastia. e cultivation
of the soil is inherent in the establishment of an advancing civiliza-
tion on the evolutionary worlds, and this injunction was the cen-
tre of all teaching of the Planetary Prince and his staff throughout
the 300,000 years which intervened between their arrival onUran-
tia and those tragic days when Caligastia threw in his lot with the
rebel Lucifer. Workwith the soil is not a curse; rather is it the high-
est blessing to all who are thus permitted to enjoy the most human
of all human activities.
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20 At the outbreak of the rebellion,Dalamatia had a resident pop-
ulation of almost 6,000. is number includes the regular students
but does not embrace the visitors and observers, who always num-
bered more than 1,000. But you can have little or no concept of
themarvellous progress of those faraway times; practically all of the
wonderful human gains of those days were wiped out by the hor-
rible confusion and abject spiritual darkness which followed the
Caligastia catastrophe of deception and sedition.

8. MISFORTUNES OF CALIGASTIA
1 In looking back over the long career of Caligastia, we nd only

one outstanding feature of his conduct that might have challenged
attention; hewas ultraindividualistic. Hewas inclined to take sides
with almost every party of protest, and he was usually sympathetic
with those who gave mild expression to implied criticism. We de-
tect the early appearance of this tendency to be restless under au-
thority, to mildly resent all forms of supervision. While slightly
resentful of senior counsel and somewhat restive under superior
authority, nonetheless, whenever a test had come, he had always
proved loyal to the universe rulers and obedient to themandates of
the Constellation Fathers. No real fault was ever found in him up
to the time of his shameful betrayal of Urantia.

2 It should be noted that both Lucifer and Caligastia had been
patiently instructed and lovingly warned respecting their critical
tendencies and the subtle development of their pride of self and its
associated exaggeration of the feeling of self-importance. But all of
these attempts to help had beenmisconstrued as unwarranted crit-
icism and as unjusti ed interference with personal liberties. Both
Caligastia and Lucifer judged their friendly advisers as being ac-
tuated by the very reprehensible motives which were beginning to
dominate their own distorted thinking and misguided planning.

ey judged their unsel sh advisers by their own evolving sel sh-
ness.

3 ¶ From the arrival of Prince Caligastia, planetary civilization
progressed in a fairly normal manner for almost 300,000 years.
Aside from being a life-modi cation sphere and therefore subject
to numerous irregularities and unusual episodes of evolutionary
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uctuation, Urantia progressed very satisfactorily in its planetary
career up to the times of the Lucifer rebellion and the concur-
rent Caligastia betrayal. All subsequent history has been de nitely
modi ed by this catastrophic blunder as well as by the later failure
of Adam and Eve to ful l their planetary mission.

4 e Prince of Urantia went into darkness at the time of the
Lucifer rebellion, thus precipitating the long confusion of the pla-
net. He was subsequently deprived of sovereign authority by the
co-ordinate actionof the constellation rulers andother universe au-
thorities. He shared the inevitable vicissitudes of isolated Urantia
down to the time of Adam’s sojourn on the planet and contributed
something to the miscarriage of the plan to upli the mortal races
through the infusion of the lifeblood of the new violet race — the
descendants of Adam and Eve.

5 e power of the fallen Prince to disturb human affairs was
enormously curtailed by the mortal incarnation of Machiventa
Melchizedek in the days of Abraham; and subsequently, during the
life of Michael in the esh, this traitorous Prince was nally shorn
of all authority on Urantia.

6 ¶ e doctrine of a personal devil on Urantia, though it had
some foundation in the planetary presence of the traitorous and in-
iquitous Caligastia, was nevertheless wholly ctitious in its teach-
ings that such a “devil” could in uence the normal human mind
against its free and natural choosing. Even before Michael’s be-
stowal on Urantia, neither Caligastia nor Daligastia was ever able
to oppress mortals or to coerce any normal individual into doing
anything against the human will. e free will of man is supreme
in moral affairs; even the indwelling ought Adjuster refuses to
compel man to think a single thought or to perform a single act
against the choosing of man’s own will.

7 Andnow this rebel of the realm, shorn of all power to harmhis
former subjects, awaits the nal adjudication, by the Uversa An-
cients of Days, of all who participated in the Lucifer rebellion.

ahb

8 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №67
THE PLANETARY REBELLION

Melchizedek

THE problems associated with human existence on Urantia
are impossible of understanding without a knowledge of
certain great epochs of the past, notably the occurrence

and consequences of the planetary rebellion. Although this up-
heaval did not seriously interfere with the progress of organic evo-
lution, it did markedly modify the course of social evolution and
of spiritual development. e entire superphysical history of the
planet was profoundly in uenced by this devastating calamity.

1. THE CALIGASTIA BETRAYAL
1 For 300,000 years Caligastia had been in charge of Urantia

when Satan, Lucifer’s assistant, made one of his periodic inspection
calls. And when Satan arrived on the planet, his appearance in no
way resembled your caricatures of his nefarious majesty. He was,
and still is, a Lanonandek Son of great brilliance. “And no marvel,
for Satan himself is a brilliant creature of light.”

2 In the course of this inspection Satan informed Caligastia of
Lucifer’s then proposed “Declaration of Liberty,” and as we now
know, the Prince agreed to betray the planet upon the announce-
ment of the rebellion. e loyal universe personalities look with
peculiar disdain upon Prince Caligastia because of this premedi-
tated betrayal of trust. eCreator Son voiced this contemptwhen
he said: “You are like your leader, Lucifer, and youhave sinfully per-
petuated his iniquity. He was a falsi er from the beginning of his
self-exaltation because he abode not in the truth.”

3 In all the administrative work of a local universe no high trust
is deemedmore sacred than that reposed in a Planetary Prince who
assumes responsibility for the welfare and guidance of the evolving
mortals on a newly inhabited world. And of all forms of evil, none
aremore destructive of personality status than betrayal of trust and
disloyalty to one’s con ding friends. In committing this deliberate
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sin, Caligastia so completely distorted his personality that hismind
has never since been able fully to regain its equilibrium.

4 ¶ ere are many ways of looking at sin, but from the universe
philosophic viewpoint sin is the attitude of a personality who is
knowingly resisting cosmic reality. Error might be regarded as a
misconception or distortion of reality. Evil is a partial realization
of, or maladjustment to, universe realities. But sin is a purposeful
resistance to divine reality — a conscious choosing to oppose spir-
itual progress — while iniquity consists in an open and persistent
de ance of recognized reality and signi es such a degree of person-
ality disintegration as to border on cosmic insanity.

5 Error suggests lack of intellectual keenness; evil, de ciency of
wisdom; sin, abject spiritual poverty; but iniquity is indicative of
vanishing personality control.

6 Andwhen sinhas somany times been chosen and so o enbeen
repeated, it may become habitual. Habitual sinners can easily be-
come iniquitous, become wholehearted rebels against the universe
and all of its divine realities. While all manner of sins may be for-
given, we doubt whether the established iniquiter would ever sin-
cerely experience sorrow for his misdeeds or accept forgiveness for
his sins.

2. THE OUTBREAK OF REBELLION
1 Shortly a er Satan’s inspection and when the planetary ad-

ministration was on the eve of the realization of great things on
Urantia, one day, midwinter of the northern continents, Caligas-
tia held a prolonged conference with his associate, Daligastia, af-
ter which the latter called the ten councils of Urantia in session
extraordinary. is assembly was opened with the statement that
Prince Caligastia was about to proclaim himself absolute sovereign
of Urantia and demanded that all administrative groups abdicate
by resigning all of their functions and powers into the hands of
Daligastia as trustee, pending the reorganization of the planetary
government and the subsequent redistribution of these offices of
administrative authority.

2 e presentation of this astounding demand was followed by
the masterly appeal of Van, chairman of the supreme council of
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co-ordination. is distinguished administrator and able jurist
branded the proposed course of Caligastia as an act bordering on
planetary rebellion and appealed to his conferees to abstain from
all participation until an appeal could be taken to Lucifer, the
System Sovereign of Satania; and he won the support of the en-
tire staff. Accordingly, appeal was taken to Jerusem, and forth-
with came back the orders designating Caligastia as supreme sov-
ereign on Urantia and commanding absolute and unquestioning
allegiance to his mandates. And it was in reply to this amazing
message that the noble Van made his memorable address of seven
hours’ length in which he formally drew his indictment of Dali-
gastia, Caligastia, and Lucifer as standing in contempt of the sov-
ereignty of the universe of Nebadon; and he appealed to the Most
Highs of Edentia for support and con rmation.

3 ¶ Meantime the system circuits had been severed; Urantia was
isolated. Every group of celestial life on the planet found itself sud-
denly andwithout warning isolated, utterly cut off from all outside
counsel and advice.

4 ¶ Daligastia formally proclaimed Caligastia “God of Urantia
and supreme over all.” With this proclamation before them, the is-
sueswere clearly drawn; and each groupdrewoffby itself andbegan
deliberations, discussions destined eventually to determine the fate
of every superhuman personality on the planet.

5 Seraphim and cherubim and other celestial beings were in-
volved in the decisions of this bitter struggle, this long and sinful
con ict. Many superhuman groups that chanced to be on Urantia
at the time of its isolation were detained here and, like the sera-
phim and their associates, were compelled to choose between sin
and righteousness — between the ways of Lucifer and the will of
the unseen Father.

6 For more than seven years this struggle continued. Not until
every personality concerned had made a nal decision, would or
did the authorities of Edentia interfere or intervene. Not until then
didVan andhis loyal associates receive vindication and release from
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their prolonged anxiety and intolerable suspense.

3. THE SEVEN CRUCIAL YEARS
1 e outbreak of rebellion on Jerusem, the capital of Satania,

was broadcast by the Melchizedek council. e emergency Mel-
chizedeks were immediately dispatched to Jerusem, and Gabriel
volunteered to act as the representative of the Creator Son, whose
authority had been challenged. With this broadcast of the fact of
rebellion in Satania the system was isolated, quarantined, from her
sister systems. ere was “war in heaven,” the headquarters of Sata-
nia, and it spread to every planet in the local system.

2 On Urantia 40 members of the corporeal staff of 100 (includ-
ingVan) refused to join the insurrection. Manyof the staff ’s human
assistants (modi ed and otherwise) were also brave and noble de-
fenders of Michael and his universe government. ere was a terri-
ble loss of personalities among seraphim and cherubim. Almost ½
of the administrator and transition seraphim assigned to the planet
joined their leader andDaligastia in support of the cause of Lucifer.
40,119of the primarymidway creatures joinedhandswithCaligas-
tia, but the remainder of these beings remained true to their trust.

3 e traitorous Princemarshaled the disloyal midway creatures
and other groups of rebel personalities and organized them to ex-
ecute his bidding, while Van assembled the loyal midwayers and
other faithful groups and began the great battle for the salvation of
the planetary staff and other marooned celestial personalities.

4 During the times of this struggle the loyalists dwelt in an un-
walled and poorly protected settlement a few kilometres to the east
of Dalamatia, but their dwellings were guarded day and night by
the alert and ever-watchful loyal midway creatures, and they had
possession of the priceless tree of life.

5 Upon the outbreak of rebellion, loyal cherubim and seraphim,
with the aid of three faithful midwayers, assumed the custody of
the tree of life and permitted only the 40 loyalists of the staff and
their associated modi ed mortals to partake of the fruit and leaves
of this energy plant. ere were 56 of these modi ed Andonite
associates of the staff, 16 of the Andonite attendants of the disloyal
staff refusing to go into rebellion with their masters.
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6 ¶ roughout the seven crucial years of the Caligastia rebel-
lion, Van was wholly devoted to the work of ministry to his loyal
army of men, midwayers, and angels. e spiritual insight and
moral steadfastness which enabled Van to maintain such an un-
shakable attitude of loyalty to the universe government was the
product of clear thinking, wise reasoning, logical judgment, sin-
cere motivation, unsel sh purpose, intelligent loyalty, experiential
memory, disciplined character, and the unquestioning dedication
of his personality to the doing of the will of the Father in Paradise.

7 is seven years of waiting was a time of heart searching and
soul discipline. Such crises in the affairs of a universe demonstrate
the tremendous in uence of mind as a factor in spiritual choosing.
Education, training, and experience are factors in most of the vi-
tal decisions of all evolutionary moral creatures. But it is entirely
possible for the indwelling spirit to make direct contact with the
decision-determining powers of the humanpersonality so as to em-
power the fully consecratedwill of the creature to perform amazing
acts of loyal devotion to the will and the way of the Father in Para-
dise. And this is just what occurred in the experience of Amadon,
the modi ed human associate of Van.

8 Amadon is the outstanding human hero of the Lucifer rebel-
lion. ismale descendant of Andon and Fontawas one of the 100
who contributed life plasm to the Prince’s staff, and ever since that
event he had been attached toVan as his associate and human assis-
tant. Amadon elected to stand with his chief throughout the long
and trying struggle. And it was an inspiring sight to behold this
child of the evolutionary races standing unmoved by the sophist-
ries of Daligastia while throughout the seven-year struggle he and
his loyal associates resisted with unyielding fortitude all of the de-
ceptive teachings of the brilliant Caligastia.

9 Caligastia, with a maximum of intelligence and a vast expe-
rience in universe affairs, went astray — embraced sin. Amadon,
with a minimum of intelligence and utterly devoid of universe ex-
perience, remained steadfast in the service of the universe and in
loyalty to his associate. Van utilized both mind and spirit in a
magni cent and effective combination of intellectual determina-
tion and spiritual insight, thereby achieving an experiential level of
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personality realization of the highest attainable order. Mind and
spirit, when fully united, are potential for the creation of superhu-
man values, even morontia realities.

10 ere is no end to the recital of the stirring events of these
tragic days. But at last the nal decision of the last personality was
made, and then, but only then, did a Most High of Edentia arrive
with the emergency Melchizedeks to seize authority on Urantia.

e Caligastia panoramic reign-records on Jerusem were obliter-
ated, and the probationary era of planetary rehabilitation was in-
augurated.

4. THE CALIGASTIA ONE HUNDRED AFTER
REBELLION

1 When the nal roll was called, the corporeal members of the
Prince’s staffwere found to have aligned themselves as follows: Van
and his entire court of co-ordination had remained loyal. Ang and
three members of the food council had survived. e board of an-
imal husbandry were all swept into rebellion as were all of the an-
imal-conquest advisers. Fad and ve members of the educational
faculty were saved. Nod and all of the commission on industry and
trade joined Caligastia. Hap and the entire college of revealed re-
ligion remained loyal with Van and his noble band. Lut and the
whole board of health were lost. e council of art and science re-
mained loyal in its entirety, but Tut and the commission on tribal
government all went astray. us were 40 out of the 100 saved,
later to be transferred to Jerusem, where they resumed their Para-
dise journey.

2 e 60 members of the planetary staff who went into rebel-
lion choseNod as their leader. eyworkedwholeheartedly for the
rebel Prince but soon discovered that theywere deprived of the sus-
tenance of the system life circuits. ey awakened to the fact that
they had been degraded to the status of mortal beings. ey were
indeed superhuman but, at the same time, material and mortal. In
an effort to increase their numbers, Daligastia ordered immediate
resort to sexual reproduction, knowing full well that the original 60
and their 44 modi ed Andonite associates were doomed to suffer
extinction by death, sooner or later. A er the fall of Dalamatia the
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disloyal staffmigrated to the north and the east. eir descendants
were long known as the Nodites, and their dwelling place as “the
land of Nod.”

3 e presence of these extraordinary supermen and super-
women, stranded by rebellion and presently mating with the sons
and daughters of earth, easily gave origin to those traditional sto-
ries of the gods coming down to mate with mortals. And thus
originated the thousand and one legends of a mythical nature, but
founded on the facts of the postrebellion days, which later found a
place in the folk tales and traditions of the various peoples whose
ancestors had participated in these contacts with the Nodites and
their descendants.

4 e staff rebels, deprived of spiritual sustenance, eventually
died a natural death. And much of the subsequent idolatry of the
human races grew out of the desire to perpetuate the memory of
these highly honoured beings of the days of Caligastia.

5 When the staff of 100 came to Urantia, they were temporar-
ily detached from their ought Adjusters. Immediately upon the
arrival of the Melchizedek receivers the loyal personalities (except
Van) were returned to Jerusem and were reunited with their wait-
ing Adjusters. We know not the fate of the 60 staff rebels; their
Adjusters still tarry on Jerusem. Matters will undoubtedly rest as
they now are until the entire Lucifer rebellion is nally adjudicated
and the fate of all participants decreed.

6 ¶ It was very difficult for such beings as angels and midwayers
to conceive of brilliant and trusted rulers like Caligastia and Dali-
gastia going astray—committing traitorous sin. ose beings who
fell into sin — they did not deliberately or premeditatedly enter
upon rebellion — were misled by their superiors, deceived by their
trusted leaders. It was likewise easy to win the support of the prim-
itive-minded evolutionary mortals.

7 e vast majority of all human and superhuman beings who
were victims of the Lucifer rebellion on Jerusem and the various
misled planets have long since heartily repented of their folly; and
we truly believe that all such sincere penitents will in some man-
ner be rehabilitated and restored to some phase of universe service
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when theAncients ofDays nally complete the adjudication of the
affairs of the Satania rebellion, which they have so recently begun.

5. IMMEDIATE RESULTS OF REBELLION
1 Great confusion reigned in Dalamatia and thereabout for al-

most 50 years a er the instigation of rebellion. e complete and
radical reorganization of the whole world was attempted; revolu-
tion displaced evolution as the policy of cultural advancement and
racial improvement. Among the superior and partially trained so-
journers in and near Dalamatia there appeared a sudden advance-
ment in cultural status, but when these new and radical methods
were attempted on the outlying peoples, indescribable confusion
and racial pandemonium was the immediate result. Liberty was
quickly translated into license by the half-evolved primitivemen of
those days.

2 Very soon a er the rebellion the entire staff of sedition were
engaged in energetic defence of the city against the hordes of
semisavages who besieged its walls as a result of the doctrines of
liberty which had been prematurely taught them. And years be-
fore the beautiful headquarters went down beneath the southern
waves, themisled andmistaught tribes of theDalamatia hinterland
had already swept down in semisavage assault on the splendid city,
driving the secession staff and their associates northward.

3 eCaligastia scheme for the immediate reconstruction of hu-
man society in accordancewith his ideas of individual freedomand
group liberties, proved a swi and more or less complete failure.
Society quickly sank back to its old biologic level, and the forward
struggle began all over, starting not very far in advance of where it
was at the beginning of the Caligastia regime, this upheaval having
le the world in confusion worse confounded.

4 ¶ 162 years a er the rebellion a tidal wave swept up over Dala-
matia, and the planetary headquarters sank beneath the waters of
the sea, and this land did not again emerge until almost every ves-
tige of the noble culture of those splendid ages had been obliter-
ated.

5 When the rst capital of the world was engulfed, it harboured
only the lowest types of the Sangik races ofUrantia, renegades who
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had already converted the Father’s temple into a shrine dedicated
to Nog, the false god of light and re.

6. VAN  THE STEADFAST
1 e followers of Van early withdrew to the highlands west of

India, where they were exempt from attacks by the confused races
of the lowlands, and from which place of retirement they planned
for the rehabilitation of the world as their early Badonite predeces-
sors had once all unwittingly worked for the welfare of mankind
just before the days of the birth of the Sangik tribes.

2 Before the arrival of theMelchizedek receivers, Van placed the
administration of human affairs in the hands of ten commissions
of four each, groups identical with those of the Prince’s regime.

e senior resident Life Carriers assumed temporary leadership of
this council of 40, which functioned throughout the seven years of
waiting. Similar groups of Amadonites assumed these responsibil-
ities when the 39 loyal staff members returned to Jerusem.

3 ese Amadonites were derived from the group of 144 loyal
Andonites to which Amadon belonged, and who have become
known by his name. is group comprised 39 men and 105 wo-
men. 56 of this number were of immortality status, and all (except
Amadon)were translated alongwith the loyalmembers of the staff.

e remainder of this noble band continued on earth to the end of
their mortal days under the leadership of Van and Amadon. ey
were the biologic leaven which multiplied and continued to fur-
nish leadership for the world down through the long dark ages of
the postrebellion era.

4 Van was le on Urantia until the time of Adam, remaining as
titular head of all superhumanpersonalities functioning on the pla-
net. He and Amadon were sustained by the technique of the tree
of life in conjunction with the specialized life ministry of the Mel-
chizedeks for over 150,000 years.

5 ¶ e affairs of Urantia were for a long time administered by a
council of planetary receivers, 12 Melchizedeks, con rmed by the
mandate of the senior constellation ruler, the Most High Father
of Norlatiadek. Associated with the Melchizedek receivers was an
advisory council consisting of: one of the loyal aids of the fallen
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Prince, the two resident Life Carriers, a Trinitized Son in appren-
ticeship training, a volunteer Teacher Son, a Brilliant Evening Star
of Avalon (periodically), the chiefs of seraphim and cherubim, ad-
visers from two neighbouring planets, the director general of sub-
ordinate angelic life, and Van, the commander in chief of the mid-
way creatures. And thus was Urantia governed and administered
until the arrival of Adam. It is not strange that the courageous and
loyal Van was assigned a place on the council of planetary receivers
which for so long administered the affairs of Urantia.

6 e 12 Melchizedek receivers of Urantia did heroic work.
ey preserved the remnants of civilization, and their planetary

policies were faithfully executed by Van. Within 1,000 years af-
ter the rebellion he had more than 350 advanced groups scattered
abroad in theworld. ese outposts of civilization consisted largely
of the descendants of the loyalAndonites slightly admixedwith the
Sangik races, particularly the blue men, and with the Nodites.

7 Notwithstanding the terrible setback of rebellion there were
many good strains of biologic promise on earth. Under the super-
vision of the Melchizedek receivers, Van and Amadon continued
the work of fostering the natural evolution of the human race, car-
rying forward the physical evolution of man until it reached that
culminating attainment which warranted the dispatch of a Mate-
rial Son and Daughter to Urantia.

8 ¶ Van and Amadon remained on earth until shortly a er the
arrival of Adam and Eve. Some years therea er they were trans-
lated to Jerusem,whereVanwas reunitedwith hiswaitingAdjuster.
Van now serves in behalf of Urantia while awaiting the order to go
forward on the long, long trail to Paradise perfection and the unre-
vealed destiny of the assembling Corps of Mortal Finality.

9 ¶ It should be recorded that, when Van appealed to the Most
Highs of Edentia a er Lucifer had sustainedCaligastia onUrantia,
the Constellation Fathers dispatched an immediate decision sus-
taining Van on every point of his contention. is verdict failed to
reach him because the planetary circuits of communication were
severed while it was in transit. Only recently was this actual rul-
ing discovered lodged in the possession of a relay energy transmit-
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ter where it had been marooned ever since the isolation of Uran-
tia. Without this discovery, made as the result of the investiga-
tions of the Urantia midwayers, the release of this decision would
have awaited the restoration of Urantia to the constellation cir-
cuits. And this apparent accident of interplanetary communica-
tionwas possible because energy transmitters can receive and trans-
mit intelligence, but they cannot initiate communication.

10 e technical status of Van on the legal records of Satania was
not actually and nally settled until this ruling of the Edentia Fa-
thers was recorded on Jerusem.

7. REMOTE REPERCUSSIONS OF SIN
1 e personal (centripetal) consequences of the creature’s wil-

ful and persistent rejection of light are both inevitable and individ-
ual and are of concern only to Deity and to that personal creature.
Such a soul-destroying harvest of iniquity is the inner reaping of
the iniquitous will creature.

2 But not so with the external repercussions of sin: e imper-
sonal (centrifugal) consequences of embraced sin are both inevita-
ble and collective, being of concern to every creature functioning
within the affect-range of such events.

3 By 50,000 years a er the collapse of the planetary administra-
tion, earthly affairs were so disorganized and retarded that the hu-
man race had gained very little over the general evolutionary sta-
tus existing at the time of Caligastia’s arrival 350,000 years previ-
ously. In certain respects progress had been made; in other direc-
tions much ground had been lost.

4 Sin is never purely local in its effects. e administrative sec-
tors of the universes are organismal; the plight of one personal-
ity must to a certain extent be shared by all. Sin, being an atti-
tude of the person toward reality, is destined to exhibit its inher-
ent negativistic harvest upon any and all related levels of universe
values. But the full consequences of erroneous thinking, evil-do-
ing, or sinful planning are experienced only on the level of actual
performance. e transgression of universe law may be fatal in the
physical realm without seriously involving the mind or impairing
the spiritual experience. Sin is fraught with fatal consequences to
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personality survival only when it is the attitude of the whole being,
when it stands for the choosing of the mind and the willing of the
soul.

5 Evil and sin visit their consequences in material and social
realms and may sometimes even retard spiritual progress on cer-
tain levels of universe reality, but never does the sin of any being
rob another of the realization of the divine right of personality sur-
vival. Eternal survival can be jeopardized only by the decisions of
the mind and the choice of the soul of the individual himself.

6 Sin on Urantia did very little to delay biologic evolution, but
it did operate to deprive the mortal races of the full bene t of the
Adamic inheritance. Sin enormously retards intellectual develop-
ment,moral growth, social progress, andmass spiritual attainment.
But it does not prevent the highest spiritual achievement by any in-
dividual who chooses to knowGod and sincerely do his divinewill.

7 Caligastia rebelled, Adam and Eve did default, but no mortal
subsequently born on Urantia has suffered in his personal spiritual
experience because of these blunders. Every mortal born on Uran-
tia sinceCaligastia’s rebellion has been in somemanner time-penal-
ized, but the future welfare of such souls has never been in the least
eternity-jeopardized. No person is ever made to suffer vital spiri-
tual deprivation because of the sin of another. Sin is wholly per-
sonal as to moral guilt or spiritual consequences, notwithstanding
its far- ung repercussions in administrative, intellectual, and social
domains.

8 ¶ While we cannot fathom the wisdom that permits such
catastrophes, we can always discern the bene cial outworking of
these local disturbances as they are re ected out upon the universe
at large.

8. THE HUMAN HERO OF THE REBELLION
1 e Lucifer rebellion was withstood by many courageous be-

ings on the various worlds of Satania; but the records of Salvington
portray Amadon as the outstanding character of the entire system
in his glorious rejection of the ood tides of sedition and in his
unswerving devotion to Van — they stood together unmoved in
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their loyalty to the supremacy of the invisible Father and his Son
Michael.

2 At the time of these momentous transactions I was stationed
on Edentia, and I am still conscious of the exhilaration I experi-
enced as I perused the Salvington broadcasts which told from day
to day of the unbelievable steadfastness, the transcendent devotion,
and the exquisite loyalty of this onetime semisavage springing from
the experimental and original stock of the Andonic race.

3 From Edentia up through Salvington and even on to Uversa,
for seven long years the rst inquiry of all subordinate celestial life
regarding the Satania rebellion, ever and always, was: “What of
Amadon of Urantia, does he still stand unmoved?”

4 If the Lucifer rebellion has handicapped the local system and
its fallen worlds, if the loss of this Son and his misled associates has
temporarily hampered the progress of the constellation of Norla-
tiadek, then weigh the effect of the far- ung presentation of the
inspiring performance of this one child of nature and his deter-
mined band of 143 comrades in standing steadfast for the higher
concepts of universe management and administration in the face
of such tremendous and adverse pressure exerted by his disloyal su-
periors. And let me assure you, this has already done more good in
the universe of Nebadon and the superuniverse of Orvonton than
can ever be outweighed by the sum total of all the evil and sorrow
of the Lucifer rebellion.

5 And all this is a beautifully touching and superbly magni cent
illumination of the wisdom of the Father’s universal plan formobi-
lizing the Corps of Mortal Finality on Paradise and for recruiting
this vast group ofmysterious servants of the future largely from the
common clay of the mortals of ascending progression — just such
mortals as the impregnable Amadon.

ahb

6 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №68
THE DAWN OF CIVILIZATION

Melchizedek

THIS is the beginning of the narrative of the long, long for-
ward struggle of the human species from a status that was
little better than an animal existence, through the inter-

vening ages, and down to the later timeswhen a real, though imper-
fect, civilization had evolved among the higher races of mankind.

2 Civilization is a racial acquirement; it is not biologically inher-
ent; hencemust all children be reared in an environment of culture,
while each succeeding generation of youth must receive anew its
education. e superior qualities of civilization—scienti c, philo-
sophic, and religious—are not transmitted fromone generation to
another by direct inheritance. ese cultural achievements are pre-
served only by the enlightened conservation of social inheritance.

3 Social evolution of the co-operative order was initiated by the
Dalamatia teachers, and for 300,000 years mankind was nurtured
in the idea of group activities. e blue man most of all pro ted
by these early social teachings, the redman to some extent, and the
black man least of all. In more recent times the yellow race and the
white race have presented the most advanced social development
on Urantia.

1. PROTECTIVE SOCIALIZATION
1 When brought closely together, men o en learn to like one

another, but primitive man was not naturally over owing with the
spirit of brotherly feeling and the desire for social contact with his
fellows. Rather did the early races learn by sad experience that “in
union there is strength”; and it is this lack of natural brotherly at-
traction that now stands in the way of immediate realization of the
brotherhood of man on Urantia.

2 Association early became the price of survival. e lone man
was helpless unless he bore a tribal mark which testi ed that he be-
longed to a group which would certainly avenge any assault made
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upon him. Even in the days of Cain it was fatal to go abroad alone
without some mark of group association. Civilization has become
man’s insurance against violent death, while the premiums are paid
by submission to society’s numerous law demands.

3 Primitive societywas thus founded on the reciprocity of neces-
sity and on the enhanced safety of association. And human society
has evolved in agelong cycles as a result of this isolation fear and by
means of reluctant co-operation.

4 ¶ Primitive human beings early learned that groups are vastly
greater and stronger than the mere sum of their individual units.
100 men united and working in unison can move a great stone; a
score of well-trained guardians of the peace can restrain an angry
mob. And so society was born, not ofmere association of numbers,
but rather as a result of the organization of intelligent co-operators.
But co-operation is not a natural trait of man; he learns to co-oper-
ate rst through fear and then later because he discovers it is most
bene cial in meeting the difficulties of time and guarding against
the supposed perils of eternity.

5 e peoples who thus early organized themselves into a prim-
itive society became more successful in their attacks on nature
as well as in defence against their fellows; they possessed greater
survival possibilities; hence has civilization steadily progressed on
Urantia, notwithstanding itsmany setbacks. And it is only because
of the enhancement of survival value in association thatman’smany
blunders have thus far failed to stop or destroy human civilization.

6 ¶ at contemporary cultural society is a rather recent phe-
nomenon is well shown by the present-day survival of such prim-
itive social conditions as characterize the Australian natives and
the Bushmen and Pygmies of Africa. Among these backward peo-
ples may be observed something of the early group hostility, per-
sonal suspicion, and other highly antisocial traits which were so
characteristic of all primitive races. ese miserable remnants of
the nonsocial peoples of ancient times bear eloquent testimony
to the fact that the natural individualistic tendency of man can-
not successfully compete with the more potent and powerful or-
ganizations and associations of social progression. ese backward
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and suspicious antisocial races that speak a different dialect every
60–80 km illustrate what a world you might now be living in but
for the combined teaching of the corporeal staff of the Planetary
Prince and the later labours of the Adamic group of racial upli ers.

7 e modern phrase, “back to nature,” is a delusion of igno-
rance, a belief in the reality of the onetime ctitious “golden age.”

e only basis for the legend of the golden age is the historic fact of
Dalamatia and Eden. But these improved societies were far from
the realization of utopian dreams.

2. FACTORS IN SOCIAL PROGRESSION
1 Civilized society is the result of man’s early efforts to overcome

his dislike of isolation. But this does not necessarily signify mu-
tual affection, and the present turbulent state of certain primitive
groups well illustrates what the early tribes came up through. But
though the individuals of a civilizationmay collide with each other
and struggle against one another, and though civilization itselfmay
appear to be an inconsistentmass of striving and struggling, it does
evidence earnest striving, not the deadly monotony of stagnation.

2 While the level of intelligence has contributed considerably to
the rate of cultural progress, society is essentially designed to lessen
the risk element in the individual’s mode of living, and it has pro-
gressed just as fast as it has succeeded in lessening pain and increas-
ing the pleasure element in life. us does the whole social body
push on slowly toward the goal of destiny — extinction or survival
—depending onwhether that goal is self-maintenance or self-grat-
i cation. Self-maintenance originates society, while excessive self-
grati cation destroys civilization.

3 Society is concernedwith self-perpetuation, self-maintenance,
and self-grati cation, but human self-realization is worthy of be-
coming the immediate goal of many cultural groups.

4 e herd instinct in natural man is hardly sufficient to account
for the development of such a social organization as now exists
on Urantia. ough this innate gregarious propensity lies at the
bottom of human society, much of man’s sociability is an acquire-
ment. Two great in uences which contributed to the early associa-
tion of human beings were food hunger and sex love; these instinc-
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tive urges man shares with the animal world. Two other emotions
which drove human beings together and held them together were
vanity and fear, more particularly ghost fear.

5 ¶ History is but the record of man’s agelong food struggle.
Primitive man only thought when he was hungry; food saving was
his rst self-denial, self-discipline. With the growth of society,
food hunger ceased to be the only incentive for mutual associa-
tion. Numerous other sorts of hunger, the realization of various
needs, all led to the closer association of mankind. But today so-
ciety is top-heavy with the overgrowth of supposed human needs.
Occidental civilization of theXX century groans wearily under the
tremendous overload of luxury and the inordinate multiplication
of human desires and longings. Modern society is enduring the
strain of one of its most dangerous phases of far- ung interasso-
ciation and highly complicated interdependence.

6 Hunger, vanity, and ghost fear were continuous in their social
pressure, but sex grati cationwas transient and spasmodic. e sex
urge alone did not impel primitive men and women to assume the
heavy burdens of homemaintenance. e early homewas founded
upon the sex restlessness of the male when deprived of frequent
grati cation and upon that devoted mother love of the human fe-
male, which inmeasure she shares with the females of all the higher
animals. e presence of a helpless baby determined the early dif-
ferentiation of male and female activities; the woman had tomain-
tain a settled residencewhere she could cultivate the soil. And from
earliest times, where woman was has always been regarded as the
home.

7 Woman thus early became indispensable to the evolving social
scheme, not so much because of the eeting sex passion as in con-
sequence of food requirement; she was an essential partner in self-
maintenance. She was a food provider, a beast of burden, and a
companion who would stand great abuse without violent resent-
ment, and in addition to all of these desirable traits, she was an
ever-present means of sex grati cation.

8 Almost everything of lasting value in civilization has its roots
in the family. e family was the rst successful peace group, the
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man andwoman learning how to adjust their antagonisms while at
the same time teaching the pursuits of peace to their children.

9 e function of marriage in evolution is the insurance of race
survival, not merely the realization of personal happiness; self-
maintenance and self-perpetuation are the real objects of the home.
Self-grati cation is incidental and not essential except as an incen-
tive ensuring sex association. Nature demands survival, but the arts
of civilization continue to increase the pleasures of marriage and
the satisfactions of family life.

10 ¶ If vanity be enlarged to cover pride, ambition, and honour,
then we may discern not only how these propensities contribute
to the formation of human associations, but how they also hold
men together, since such emotions are futile without an audience
to parade before. Soon vanity associated with itself other emotions
and impulses which required a social arena wherein they might ex-
hibit and gratify themselves. is group of emotions gave origin to
the early beginnings of all art, ceremonial, and all forms of sportive
games and contests.

11 Vanity contributed mightily to the birth of society; but at the
time of these revelations the devious strivings of a vainglorious gen-
eration threaten to swamp and submerge the whole complicated
structure of a highly specialized civilization. Pleasure-want has
long since superseded hunger-want; the legitimate social aims of
self-maintenance are rapidly translating themselves into base and
threatening forms of self-grati cation. Self-maintenance builds so-
ciety; unbridled self-grati cation unfailingly destroys civilization.

3. SOCIALIZING INFLUENCE OF GHOST FEAR
1 Primitive desires produced the original society, but ghost fear

held it together and imparted an extrahuman aspect to its exis-
tence. Common fear was physiological in origin: fear of physical
pain, unsatis ed hunger, or some earthly calamity; but ghost fear
was a new and sublime sort of terror.

2 Probably the greatest single factor in the evolution of hu-
man society was the ghost dream. Although most dreams greatly
perturbed the primitive mind, the ghost dream actually terror-
ized early men, driving these superstitious dreamers into each
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other’s arms in willing and earnest association for mutual protec-
tion against the vague and unseen imaginary dangers of the spirit
world. e ghost dream was one of the earliest appearing differ-
ences between the animal and human types of mind. Animals do
not visualize survival a er death.

3 Except for this ghost factor, all society was founded on funda-
mental needs and basic biologic urges. But ghost fear introduced a
new factor in civilization, a fear which reaches out and away from
the elemental needs of the individual, and which rises far above
even the struggles tomaintain the group. e dread of the departed
spirits of the dead brought to light a new and amazing form of fear,
an appalling and powerful terror, which contributed to whipping
the loose social orders of early ages into the more thoroughly dis-
ciplined and better controlled primitive groups of ancient times.

is senseless superstition, some of which still persists, prepared
the minds of men, through superstitious fear of the unreal and the
supernatural, for the later discovery of “the fear of the Lord which
is the beginning of wisdom.” e baseless fears of evolution are de-
signed to be supplanted by the awe forDeity inspired by revelation.

e early cult of ghost fear became a powerful social bond, and ever
since that far-distant daymankindhas been strivingmore or less for
the attainment of spirituality.

4 ¶ Hunger and love drove men together; vanity and ghost fear
held them together. But these emotions alone, without the in-
uence of peace-promoting revelations, are unable to endure the

strain of the suspicions and irritations of human interassociations.
Without help from superhuman sources the strain of society breaks
down upon reaching certain limits, and these very in uences of so-
cial mobilization — hunger, love, vanity, and fear — conspire to
plunge mankind into war and bloodshed.

5 e peace tendency of the human race is not a natural endow-
ment; it is derived from the teachings of revealed religion, from
the accumulated experience of the progressive races, but more es-
pecially from the teachings of Jesus, the Prince of Peace.

4. EVOLUTION OF THE MORES
1 All modern social institutions arise from the evolution of the
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primitive customs of your savage ancestors; the conventions of to-
day are the modi ed and expanded customs of yesterday. What
habit is to the individual, custom is to the group; and group cus-
toms develop into folkways or tribal traditions — mass conven-
tions. From these early beginnings all of the institutions of pre-
sent-day human society take their humble origin.

2 It must be borne in mind that the mores originated in an ef-
fort to adjust group living to the conditions of mass existence; the
mores were man’s rst social institution. And all of these tribal re-
actions grew out of the effort to avoid pain and humiliation while
at the same time seeking to enjoy pleasure and power. e origin
of folkways, like the origin of languages, is always unconscious and
unintentional and therefore always shrouded in mystery.

3 ¶ Ghost fear drove primitive man to envision the supernatural
and thus securely laid the foundations for those powerful social in-
uences of ethics and religionwhich in turn preserved inviolate the

mores and customs of society from generation to generation. e
one thing which early established and crystallized the mores was
the belief that the dead were jealous of the ways by which they had
lived and died; therefore would they visit dire punishment upon
those living mortals who dared to treat with careless disdain the
rules of living which they had honoured when in the esh. All
this is best illustrated by the present reverence of the yellow race
for their ancestors. Later developing primitive religion greatly re-
inforced ghost fear in stabilizing the mores, but advancing civiliza-
tion has increasingly liberated mankind from the bondage of fear
and the slavery of superstition.

4 Prior to the liberating and liberalizing instruction of the Dala-
matia teachers, ancient man was held a helpless victim of the ritual
of the mores; the primitive savage was hedged about by an endless
ceremonial. Everything he did from the time of awakening in the
morning to the moment he fell asleep in his cave at night had to be
done just so — in accordance with the folkways of the tribe. He
was a slave to the tyranny of usage; his life contained nothing free,
spontaneous, or original. ere was no natural progress toward a
higher mental, moral, or social existence.
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5 Early man was mightily gripped by custom; the savage was a
veritable slave to usage; but there have arisen ever and anon those
variations from type who have dared to inaugurate new ways of
thinking and improvedmethods of living. Nevertheless, the inertia
of primitive man constitutes the biologic safety brake against pre-
cipitation too suddenly into the ruinous maladjustment of a too
rapidly advancing civilization.

6 But these customs are not an unmitigated evil; their evolution
should continue. It is nearly fatal to the continuance of civiliza-
tion to undertake their wholesale modi cation by radical revolu-
tion. Custom has been the thread of continuity which has held
civilization together. e path of human history is strewn with the
remnants of discarded customs and obsolete social practices; but
no civilization has endured which abandoned its mores except for
the adoption of better and more t customs.

7 e survival of a society depends chie y on theprogressive evo-
lution of its mores. e process of custom evolution grows out of
the desire for experimentation; new ideas are put forward — com-
petition ensues. A progressing civilization embraces the progres-
sive idea and endures; time and circumstance nally select the t-
ter group for survival. But this does not mean that each separate
and isolated change in the composition of human society has been
for the better. No! indeed no! for there have been many, many
retrogressions in the long forward struggle of Urantia civilization.

5. LAND TECHNIQUES  MAINTENANCE ARTS
1 Land is the stage of society; men are the actors. Andmanmust

ever adjust his performances to conform to the land situation. e
evolution of the mores is always dependent on the land-man ra-
tio. is is true notwithstanding the difficulty of its discernment.
Man’s land technique, or maintenance arts, plus his standards of
living, equal the sum total of the folkways, themores. And the sum
ofman’s adjustment to the life demands equals his cultural civiliza-
tion.

2 e earliest human cultures arose along the rivers of the East-
ern Hemisphere, and there were four great steps in the forward
march of civilization. ey were:
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3 1. e collection stage. Food coercion, hunger, led to the rst
form of industrial organization, the primitive food-gathering lines.
Sometimes such a line of hunger march would be 16 km long as it
passed over the land gleaning food. is was the primitive nomadic
stage of culture and is themode of life now followed by theAfrican
Bushmen.

4 2. e hunting stage. e invention of weapon tools en-
abled man to become a hunter and thus to gain considerable free-
dom from food slavery. A thoughtful Andonite who had severely
bruised his st in a serious combat rediscovered the idea of using a
long stick for his arm and a piece of hard int, bound on the end
with sinews, for his st. Many tribes made independent discov-
eries of this sort, and these various forms of hammers represented
one of the great forward steps in human civilization. Today some
Australian natives have progressed little beyond this stage.

5 e blue men became expert hunters and trappers; by fenc-
ing the rivers they caught sh in great numbers, drying the surplus
for winter use. Many forms of ingenious snares and traps were em-
ployed in catching game, but themore primitive races did not hunt
the larger animals.

6 3. e pastoral stage. is phase of civilizationwasmade pos-
sible by the domestication of animals. e Arabs and the natives of
Africa are among the more recent pastoral peoples.

7 Pastoral living afforded further relief from food slavery; man
learned to live on the interest of his capital, the increase in his
ocks; and this provided more leisure for culture and progress.
8 Prepastoral society was one of sex co-operation, but the spread

of animal husbandry reduced women to the depths of social slav-
ery. In earlier times it was man’s duty to secure the animal food,
woman’s business to provide the vegetable edibles. erefore, when
man entered the pastoral era of his existence, woman’s dignity fell
greatly. She must still toil to produce the vegetable necessities of
life, whereas theman need only go to his herds to provide an abun-
dance of animal food. Man thus became relatively independent of
woman; throughout the entire pastoral age woman’s status steadily
declined. By the close of this era shehadbecome scarcelymore than
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a human animal, consigned to work and to bear human offspring,
much as the animals of the herd were expected to labour and bring
forth young. e men of the pastoral ages had great love for their
cattle; all the more pity they could not have developed a deeper
affection for their wives.

9 4. e agricultural stage. is era was brought about by the
domestication of plants, and it represents the highest type of mate-
rial civilization. Both Caligastia and Adam endeavoured to teach
horticulture and agriculture. Adam and Eve were gardeners, not
shepherds, and gardening was an advanced culture in those days.

e growing of plants exerts an ennobling in uence on all races of
mankind.

10 Agriculture more than quadrupled the land-man ratio of the
world. It may be combined with the pastoral pursuits of the for-
mer cultural stage. When the three stages overlap, men hunt and
women till the soil.

11 ere has always been friction between the herders and the
tillers of the soil. e hunter and herder weremilitant, warlike; the
agriculturist is a more peace-loving type. Association with animals
suggests struggle and force; association with plants instils patience,
quiet, and peace. Agriculture and industrialism are the activities of
peace. But the weakness of both, as world social activities, is that
they lack excitement and adventure.

12 ¶ Human society has evolved from the hunting stage through
that of the herders to the territorial stage of agriculture. And each
stage of this progressive civilization was accompanied by less and
less of nomadism; more and more man began to live at home.

13 And now is industry supplementing agriculture, with conse-
quently increased urbanization and multiplication of nonagricul-
tural groups of citizenship classes. But an industrial era cannot
hope to survive if its leaders fail to recognize that even the high-
est social developments must ever rest upon a sound agricultural
basis.

6. EVOLUTION OF CULTURE
1 Man is a creature of the soil, a child of nature; no matter how

earnestly he may try to escape from the land, in the last reckoning
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he is certain to fail. “Dust you are and to dust shall you return” is
literally true of all mankind. e basic struggle of man was, and is,
and ever shall be, for land. e rst social associations of primitive
human beingswere for the purpose ofwinning these land struggles.

e land-man ratio underlies all social civilization.
2 Man’s intelligence, bymeans of the arts and sciences, increased

the land yield; at the same time the natural increase in offspring
was somewhat brought under control, and thus was provided the
sustenance and leisure to build a cultural civilization.

3 ¶ Human society is controlled by a law which decrees that the
populationmust vary directly in accordance with the land arts and
inversely with a given standard of living. roughout these early
ages, even more than at present, the law of supply and demand as
concerned men and land determined the estimated value of both.
During the times of plentiful land — unoccupied territory — the
need for men was great, and therefore the value of human life was
much enhanced; hence the loss of life wasmore horrifying. During
periods of land scarcity and associated overpopulation, human life
became comparatively cheapened so that war, famine, and pesti-
lence were regarded with less concern.

4 When the land yield is reduced or the population is increased,
the inevitable struggle is renewed; the very worst traits of human
nature are brought to the surface. e improvement of the land
yield, the extension of the mechanical arts, and the reduction of
population all tend to foster the development of the better side of
human nature.

5 ¶ Frontier society develops the unskilled side of humanity; the
ne arts and true scienti c progress, togetherwith spiritual culture,

have all thrived best in the larger centres of life when supported by
an agricultural and industrial population slightly under the land-
man ratio. Cities always multiply the power of their inhabitants
for either good or evil.

6 e size of the family has always been in uenced by the stan-
dards of living. e higher the standard the smaller the family, up
to the point of established status or gradual extinction.

7 All down through the ages the standards of living have deter-
mined the quality of a surviving population in contrast with mere
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quantity. Local class standards of living give origin to new social
castes, new mores. When standards of living become too compli-
cated or too highly luxurious, they speedily become suicidal. Caste
is the direct result of the high social pressure of keen competition
produced by dense populations.

8 e early races o en resorted to practices designed to restrict
population; all primitive tribes killed deformed and sickly chil-
dren. Girl babies were frequently killed before the times of wife
purchase. Children were sometimes strangled at birth, but the
favouritemethodwas exposure. e father of twins usually insisted
that one be killed since multiple births were believed to be caused
either by magic or by in delity. As a rule, however, twins of the
same sex were spared. While these taboos on twins were once well-
nigh universal, they were never a part of theAndonitemores; these
peoples always regarded twins as omens of good luck.

9 Many races learned the technique of abortion, and this prac-
tice became very common a er the establishment of the taboo
on childbirth among the unmarried. It was long the custom for
a maiden to kill her offspring, but among more civilized groups
these illegitimate children became the wards of the girl’s mother.
Many primitive clans were virtually exterminated by the practice
of both abortion and infanticide. But regardless of the dictates of
the mores, very few children were ever destroyed a er having once
been suckled — maternal affection is too strong.

10 Even in the XX century there persist remnants of these primi-
tive population controls. ere is a tribe in Australia whose moth-
ers refuse to rear more than two or three children. Not long since,
one cannibalistic tribe ate every h child born. In Madagascar
some tribes still destroy all children born on certain unlucky days,
resulting in the death of about 25% of all babies.

11 ¶ From a world standpoint, overpopulation has never been a
serious problem in the past, but if war is lessened and science in-
creasingly controls human diseases, it may become a serious prob-
lem in the near future. At such a time the great test of the wisdom
of world leadership will present itself. Will Urantia rulers have the
insight and courage to foster the multiplication of the average or
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stabilized human being instead of the extremes of the supernor-
mal and the enormously increasing groups of the subnormal? e
normal man should be fostered; he is the backbone of civilization
and the source of the mutant geniuses of the race. e subnor-
mal man should be kept under society’s control; no more should
be produced than are required to administer the lower levels of in-
dustry, those tasks requiring intelligence above the animal level but
making such low-grade demands as to prove veritable slavery and
bondage for the higher types of mankind.

ahb

12 [Presented by aMelchizedek sometime stationed onUrantia.]



PAPER №69
PRIMITIVE HUMAN INSTITUTIONS

Melchizedek

EMOTIONALLY, man transcends his animal ancestors in
his ability to appreciate humour, art, and religion. Socially,
man exhibits his superiority in that he is a toolmaker, a

communicator, and an institution builder.
2 When human beings long maintain social groups, such ag-

gregations always result in the creation of certain activity trends
which culminate in institutionalization. Most ofman’s institutions
have proved to be laboursavingwhile at the same time contributing
something to the enhancement of group security.

3 Civilized man takes great pride in the character, stability, and
continuity of his established institutions, but all human institu-
tions are merely the accumulated mores of the past as they have
been conserved by taboos and digni ed by religion. Such legacies
become traditions, and traditions ultimately metamorphose into
conventions.

1. BASIC HUMAN INSTITUTIONS
1 All human institutions minister to some social need, past or

present, notwithstanding that their overdevelopment unfailingly
detracts from the worth-whileness of the individual in that per-
sonality is overshadowed and initiative is diminished. Man should
control his institutions rather than permit himself to be dominated
by these creations of advancing civilization.

2 ¶ Human institutions are of three general classes:
3 1. e institutions of self-maintenance. ese institutions em-

brace those practices growing out of food hunger and its associated
instincts of self-preservation. ey include industry, property, war
for gain, and all the regulativemachinery of society. Sooner or later
the fear instinct fosters the establishment of these institutions of
survival bymeans of taboo, convention, and religious sanction. But
fear, ignorance, and superstition have played a prominent part in
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the early origin and subsequent development of all human institu-
tions.

4 2. e institutions of self-perpetuation. ese are the estab-
lishments of society growing out of sex hunger, maternal instinct,
and the higher tender emotions of the races. ey embrace the so-
cial safeguards of the home and the school, of family life, educa-
tion, ethics, and religion. ey include marriage customs, war for
defence, and home building.

5 3. e institutions of self-grati cation. ese are the practices
growingout of vanity proclivities andpride emotions; and they em-
brace customs in dress and personal adornment, social usages, war
for glory, dancing, amusement, games, and other phases of sensual
grati cation. But civilization has never evolved distinctive institu-
tions of self-grati cation.

6 ¶ ese three groups of social practices are intimately interre-
lated and minutely interdependent the one upon the other. On
Urantia they represent a complex organization which functions as
a single social mechanism.

2. THE DAWN OF INDUSTRY
1 Primitive industry slowly grew up as an insurance against the

terrors of famine. Early in his existence man began to draw lessons
from some of the animals that, during a harvest of plenty, store up
food against the days of scarcity.

2 Before the dawn of early frugality and primitive industry the
lot of the average tribe was one of destitution and real suffering.
Early man had to compete with the whole animal world for his
food. Competition-gravity ever pulls man down toward the beast
level; poverty is his natural and tyrannical estate. Wealth is not a
natural gi ; it results from labour, knowledge, and organization.

3 Primitive man was not slow to recognize the advantages of as-
sociation. Association led to organization, and the rst result of or-
ganizationwas division of labour, with its immediate saving of time
and materials. ese specializations of labour arose by adaptation
to pressure — pursuing the paths of lessened resistance. Primitive
savages never did any real work cheerfully or willingly. With them
conformity was due to the coercion of necessity.
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4 Primitiveman disliked hardwork, and hewould not hurry un-
less confronted by grave danger. e time element in labour, the
idea of doing a given task within a certain time limit, is entirely a
modern notion. e ancients were never rushed. It was the double
demands of the intense struggle for existence and of the ever-ad-
vancing standards of living that drove the naturally inactive races
of early man into avenues of industry.

5 Labour, the efforts of design, distinguishes man from the
beast, whose exertions are largely instinctive. e necessity for
labour is man’s paramount blessing. e Prince’s staff all worked;
they did much to ennoble physical labour on Urantia. Adam was
a gardener; the God of the Hebrews laboured — he was the cre-
ator and upholder of all things. eHebrews were the rst tribe to
put a supreme premium on industry; they were the rst people to
decree that “he who does not work shall not eat.” But many of the
religions of the world reverted to the early ideal of idleness. Jupiter
was a reveller, and Buddha became a re ective devotee of leisure.

6 e Sangik tribes were fairly industrious when residing away
from the tropics. But there was a long, long struggle between the
lazy devotees of magic and the apostles of work — those who exer-
cised foresight.

7 e rst human foresight was directed toward the preserva-
tion of re, water, and food. But primitive man was a natural-born
gambler; he always wanted to get something for nothing, and all
too o en during these early times the success which accrued from
patient practice was attributed to charms. Magic was slow to give
way before foresight, self-denial, and industry.

3. THE SPECIALIZATION OF LABOUR
1 e divisions of labour in primitive society were determined

rst by natural, and then by social, circumstances. e early order
of specialization in labour was:

2 1. Specialization based on sex. Woman’s work was derived
from the selective presence of the child; women naturally love ba-
bies more than men do. us woman became the routine worker,
while man became the hunter and ghter, engaging in accentuated
periods of work and rest.
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3 ¶ All down through the ages the taboos have operated to keep
woman strictly in her own eld. Man has most sel shly chosen
the more agreeable work, leaving the routine drudgery to woman.
Man has always been ashamed to do woman’s work, but woman
has never shown any reluctance to doing man’s work. But strange
to record, both men and women have always worked together in
building and furnishing the home.

4 2. Modi cation consequent upon age and disease. ese dif-
ferences determined the next division of labour. e old men and
cripples were early set to work making tools and weapons. ey
were later assigned to building irrigation works.

5 3. Differentiation based on religion. e medicine men were
the rst humanbeings to be exempted fromphysical toil; theywere
the pioneer professional class. e smiths were a small group who
competedwith themedicinemen asmagicians. eir skill inwork-
ingwithmetalsmade the people afraid of them. e “white smiths”
and the “black smiths” gave origin to the early beliefs in white and
black magic. And this belief later became involved in the supersti-
tion of good and bad ghosts, good and bad spirits.

6 Smiths were the rst nonreligious group to enjoy special priv-
ileges. ey were regarded as neutrals during war, and this extra
leisure led to their becoming, as a class, the politicians of primi-
tive society. But through gross abuse of these privileges the smiths
became universally hated, and the medicine men lost no time in
fostering hatred for their competitors. In this rst contest be-
tween science and religion, religion (superstition) won. A er be-
ing driven out of the villages, the smiths maintained the rst inns,
public lodginghouses, on the outskirts of the settlements.

7 4. Master and slave. e next differentiation of labour grew
out of the relations of the conqueror to the conquered, and that
meant the beginning of human slavery.

8 5. Differentiation based on diverse physical and mental en-
dowments. Further divisions of labour were favoured by the inher-
ent differences in men; all human beings are not born equal.

9 e early specialists in industry were the int akers and stone
masons; next came the smiths. Subsequently group specialization
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developed; whole families and clans dedicated themselves to cer-
tain sorts of labour. e origin of one of the earliest castes of priests,
apart from the tribal medicine men, was due to the superstitious
exaltation of a family of expert swordmakers.˚

10 ¶ e rst group specialists in industrywere rock salt exporters
and potters. Women made the plain pottery and men the fancy.
Among some tribes sewing and weaving were done by women, in
others by the men.

11 e early traders were women; they were employed as spies,
carrying on commerce as a side line. Presently trade expanded,
the women acting as intermediaries — jobbers. en came the
merchant class, charging a commission, pro t, for their services.
Growth of group barter developed into commerce; and following
the exchange of commodities came the exchange of skilled labour.

4. THE BEGINNINGS OF TRADE
1 Just as marriage by contract followed marriage by capture, so

trade by barter followed seizure by raids. But a longperiod of piracy
intervened between the early practices of silent barter and the later
trade by modern exchange methods.

2 e rst barter was conducted by armed traders who would
leave their goods on a neutral spot. Women held the rst mar-
kets; they were the earliest traders, and this was because they were
the burden bearers; the men were warriors. Very early the trading
counter was developed, a wall wide enough to prevent the traders
reaching each other with weapons.

3 A fetish was used to stand guard over the deposits of goods for
silent barter. Suchmarket places were secure against the ; nothing
would be removed except by barter or purchase; with a fetish on
guard the goods were always safe. e early traders were scrupu-
lously honest within their own tribes but regarded it as all right to
cheat distant strangers. Even the early Hebrews recognized a sepa-
rate code of ethics in their dealings with the gentiles.

3.9. …the int akers and stonemasons; e original is clear, and is a correct form, but of
nine occurrences in the text this is the only instance in which the compound form is found;
this change is therefore a reasonable standardization of the database.
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4 For ages silent barter continued before men would meet, un-
armed, on the sacred market place. ese same market squares be-
came the rst places of sanctuary and in some countries were later
known as “cities of refuge.” Any fugitive reaching the market place
was safe and secure against attack.

5 ¶ e rst weights were grains of wheat and other cereals. e
rstmediumof exchangewas a sh or a goat. Later the cowbecame

a unit of barter.
6 Modern writing originated in the early trade records; the rst

literature ofmanwas a trade-promotiondocument, a salt advertise-
ment. Many of the earlier wars were fought over natural deposits,
such as int, salt, and metals. e rst formal tribal treaty con-
cerned the intertribalizing of a salt deposit. ese treaty spots af-
forded opportunity for friendly and peaceful interchange of ideas
and the intermingling of various tribes.

7 Writing progressed up through the stages of the “message
stick,” knotted cords, picture writing, hieroglyphics, and wampum
belts, to the early symbolic alphabets. Message sending evolved
from the primitive smoke signal up through runners, animal riders,
railroads, and airplanes, as well as telegraph, telephone, and wire-
less communication.

8 New ideas and better methods were carried around the inhab-
ited world by the ancient traders. Commerce, linked with adven-
ture, led to exploration and discovery. And all of these gave birth
to transportation. Commerce has been the great civilizer through
promoting the cross-fertilization of culture.

5. THE BEGINNINGS OF CAPITAL
1 Capital is labour applied as a renunciation of the present in

favour of the future. Savings represent a form of maintenance and
survival insurance. Food hoarding developed self-control and cre-
ated the rst problems of capital and labour. e man who had
food, provided he could protect it from robbers, had a distinct ad-
vantage over the man who had no food.

2 e early banker was the valorous man of the tribe. He held
the group treasures on deposit, while the entire clan would defend
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his hut in event of attack. us the accumulation of individual cap-
ital and group wealth immediately led tomilitary organization. At
rst suchprecautionswere designed todefendproperty against for-

eign raiders, but later on it became the custom to keep the military
organization in practice by inaugurating raids on the property and
wealth of neighbouring tribes.

3 e basic urges which led to the accumulation of capital were:
4 1. Hunger — associated with foresight. Food saving and

preservation meant power and comfort for those who possessed
sufficient foresight thus to provide for future needs. Food storage
was adequate insurance against famine and disaster. And the entire
body of primitive mores was really designed to help man subordi-
nate the present to the future.

5 2. Love of family — desire to provide for their wants. Capi-
tal represents the saving of property in spite of the pressure of the
wants of today in order to insure against the demands of the future.
A part of this future need may have to do with one’s posterity.

6 3. Vanity— longing to display one’s property accumulations.
Extra clothingwas one of the rst badges of distinction. Collection
vanity early appealed to the pride of man.

7 4. Position — eagerness to buy social and political prestige.
ere early sprang up a commercialized nobility, admission to

which depended on the performance of some special service to roy-
alty or was granted frankly for the payment of money.

8 5. Power — the craving to be master. Treasure lending was
carried on as a means of enslavement, 100% a year being the loan
rate of these ancient times. e moneylenders made themselves
kings by creating a standing army of debtors. Bond servants were
among the earliest form of property to be accumulated, and in
olden days debt slavery extended even to the control of the body
a er death.

9 6. Fear of the ghosts of the dead — priest fees for protection.
Men early began to give death presents to the priests with a view to
having their property used to facilitate their progress through the
next life. e priesthoods thus became very rich; they were chief
among ancient capitalists.
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10 7. Sex urge — the desire to buy one or more wives. Man’s
rst form of trading was woman exchange; it long preceded horse

trading. But never did the barter in sex slaves advance society; such
traffic was and is a racial disgrace, for at one and the same time it
hindered the development of family life and polluted the biologic
tness of superior peoples.
11 8. Numerous forms of self-grati cation. Some sought wealth

because it conferred power; others toiled for property because it
meant ease. Early man (and some later-day ones) tended to squan-
der his resources on luxury. Intoxicants and drugs intrigued the
primitive races.

12 ¶ As civilization developed, men acquired new incentives for
saving; new wants were rapidly added to the original food hunger.
Poverty became so abhorred that only the richwere supposed to go
direct to heavenwhen they died. Property became so highly valued
that to give a pretentious feast would wipe a dishonour from one’s
name.

13 Accumulations of wealth early became the badge of social dis-
tinction. Individuals in certain tribes would accumulate property
for years just to create an impression by burning it up on some holi-
day or by freely distributing it to fellow tribesmen. ismade them
great men. Even modern peoples revel in the lavish distribution of
Christmas gi s, while richmen endow great institutions of philan-
thropy and learning. Man’s technique varies, but his disposition
remains quite unchanged.

14 But it is only fair to record that many an ancient rich man dis-
tributed much of his fortune because of the fear of being killed by
those who coveted his treasures. Wealthy men commonly sacri-
ced scores of slaves to show disdain for wealth.
15 ough capital has tended to liberate man, it has greatly com-

plicated his social and industrial organization. e abuse of capital
by unfair capitalists does not destroy the fact that it is the basis of
modern industrial society. rough capital and invention the pre-
sent generation enjoys a higher degree of freedom than any that
ever preceded it on earth. is is placed on record as a fact and not
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in justi cation of the many misuses of capital by thoughtless and
sel sh custodians.

6. FIRE IN RELATION TO CIVILIZATION
1 Primitive society with its four divisions — industrial, regula-

tive, religious, and military — rose through the instrumentality of
re, animals, slaves, and property.
2 Fire building, by a single bound, forever separated man from

animal; it is the basic human invention, or discovery. Fire en-
abled man to stay on the ground at night as all animals are afraid
of it. Fire encouraged eventide social intercourse; it not only pro-
tected against cold and wild beasts but was also employed as se-
curity against ghosts. It was at rst used more for light than heat;
many backward tribes refuse to sleep unless a ame burns all night.

3 Fire was a great civilizer, providing man with his rst means of
being altruistic without loss by enabling him to give live coals to a
neighbour without depriving himself. e household re, which
was attended by the mother or eldest daughter, was the rst edu-
cator, requiring watchfulness and dependability. e early home
was not a building but the family gathered about the re, the fam-
ily hearth. When a son founded a new home, he carried a rebrand
from the family hearth.

4 ¶ ough Andon, the discoverer of re, avoided treating it as
an object of worship, many of his descendants regarded the ame
as a fetish or as a spirit. ey failed to reap the sanitary bene ts of
re because they would not burn refuse. Primitive man feared re

and always sought to keep it in good humour, hence the sprinkling
of incense. Under no circumstances would the ancients spit in a
re, nor would they ever pass between anyone and a burning re.

Even the iron pyrites and ints used in striking rewere held sacred
by early mankind.

5 It was a sin to extinguish a ame; if a hut caught re, it was
allowed to burn. e res of the temples and shrines were sacred
and were never permitted to go out except that it was the custom
to kindle new ames annually or a er some calamity. Womenwere
selected as priests because they were custodians of the home res.
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6 e earlymyths about how re came down from the gods grew
out of the observations of re caused by lightning. ese ideas of
supernatural origin led directly to re worship, and re worship
led to the custom of “passing through re,” a practice carried on up
to the times of Moses. And there still persists the idea of passing
through re a er death. e re myth was a great bond in early
times and still persists in the symbolism of the Parsees.

7 ¶ Fire led to cooking, and “raw eaters” became a term of deri-
sion. And cooking lessened the expenditure of vital energy neces-
sary for the digestion of food and so le early man some strength
for social culture, while animal husbandry, by reducing the effort
necessary to secure food, provided time for social activities.

8 It should be remembered that re opened the doors to metal-
work and led to the subsequent discovery of steam power and the
present-day uses of electricity.

7. THE UTILIZATION OF ANIMALS
1 To startwith, the entire animalworldwasman’s enemy; human

beings had to learn to protect themselves from the beasts. First,
man ate the animals but later learned to domesticate and make
them serve him.

2 e domestication of animals came about accidentally. e
savage would hunt herds much as the American Indians hunted
the bison. By surrounding the herd they could keep control of
the animals, thus being able to kill them as they were required for
food. Later, corrals were constructed, and entire herds would be
captured.

3 It was easy to tame some animals, but like the elephant, many
of them would not reproduce in captivity. Still further on it was
discovered that certain species of animals would submit to man’s
presence, and that they would reproduce in captivity. e domes-
tication of animals was thus promoted by selective breeding, an art
which has made great progress since the days of Dalamatia.

4 e dog was the rst animal to be domesticated, and the dif-
cult experience of taming it began when a certain dog, a er fol-

lowing a hunter around all day, actually went home with him. For
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ages dogs were used for food, hunting, transportation, and com-
panionship. At rst dogs only howled, but later on they learned
to bark. e dog’s keen sense of smell led to the notion it could
see spirits, and thus arose the dog-fetish cults. e employment
of watchdogs made it rst possible for the whole clan to sleep at
night. It then became the custom to employ watchdogs to protect
the home against spirits as well as material enemies. When the dog
barked, man or beast approached, but when the dog howled, spir-
its were near. Even now many still believe that a dog’s howling at
night betokens death.

5 When man was a hunter, he was fairly kind to woman, but af-
ter the domestication of animals, coupled with the Caligastia con-
fusion, many tribes shamefully treated their women. ey treated
them altogether toomuch as they treated their animals. Man’s bru-
tal treatment of woman constitutes one of the darkest chapters of
human history.

8. SLAVERY AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZATION
1 Primitive man never hesitated to enslave his fellows. Woman

was the rst slave, a family slave. Pastoral man enslaved woman as
his inferior sex partner. is sort of sex slavery grew directly out of
man’s decreased dependence upon woman.

2 Not long ago enslavementwas the lot of thosemilitary captives
who refused to accept the conqueror’s religion. In earlier times cap-
tives were either eaten, tortured to death, set to ghting each other,
sacri ced to spirits, or enslaved. Slavery was a great advancement
over massacre and cannibalism.

3 Enslavement was a forward step in the merciful treatment of
war captives. e ambush of Ai, with the wholesale slaughter of
men, women, and children, only the king being saved to gratify
the conqueror’s vanity, is a faithful picture of the barbaric slaugh-
ter practised by even supposedly civilized peoples. e raid upon
Og, the king of Bashan, was equally brutal and effective. e He-
brews “utterly destroyed” their enemies, taking all their property as
spoils. ey put all cities under tribute on pain of the “destruction
of all males.” But many of the contemporary tribes, those having
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less tribal egotism, had long since begun to practise the adoption
of superior captives.

4 e hunter, like the American red man, did not enslave. He
either adopted or killed his captives. Slavery was not prevalent
among the pastoral peoples, for they needed few labourers. In war
the herders made a practice of killing all men captives and taking as
slaves only the women and children. e Mosaic code contained
speci c directions for making wives of these women captives. If
not satisfactory, they could be sent away, but the Hebrews were
not allowed to sell such rejected consorts as slaves — that was at
least one advance in civilization. ough the social standards of the
Hebrews were crude, they were far above those of the surrounding
tribes.

5 e herders were the rst capitalists; their herds represented
capital, and they lived on the interest — the natural increase. And
they were disinclined to trust this wealth to the keeping of either
slaves or women. But later on they took male prisoners and forced
them to cultivate the soil. is is the early origin of serfdom—man
attached to the land. e Africans could easily be taught to till the
soil; hence they became the great slave race.

6 ¶ Slavery was an indispensable link in the chain of human civ-
ilization. It was the bridge over which society passed from chaos
and indolence to order and civilized activities; it compelled back-
ward and lazy peoples to work and thus provide wealth and leisure
for the social advancement of their superiors.

7 e institution of slavery compelled man to invent the regu-
lative mechanism of primitive society; it gave origin to the begin-
nings of government. Slavery demands strong regulation and dur-
ing the European Middle Ages virtually disappeared because the
feudal lords could not control the slaves. e backward tribes of
ancient times, like the native Australians of today, never had slaves.

8 True, slavery was oppressive, but it was in the schools of op-
pression that man learned industry. Eventually the slaves shared
the blessings of a higher society which they had so unwillingly
helped create. Slavery creates an organization of culture and so-
cial achievement but soon insidiously attacks society internally as
the gravest of all destructive social maladies.
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9 ¶ Modern mechanical invention rendered the slave obsolete.
Slavery, like polygamy, is passing because it does not pay. But it
has always proved disastrous suddenly to liberate great numbers of
slaves; less trouble ensues when they are gradually emancipated.

10 ¶ Today, men are not social slaves, but thousands allow ambi-
tion to enslave them to debt. Involuntary slavery has given way to
a new and improved form of modi ed industrial servitude.

11 While the ideal of society is universal freedom, idleness should
never be tolerated. All able-bodied persons should be compelled to
do at least a self-sustaining amount of work.

12 Modern society is in reverse. Slavery has nearly disappeared;
domesticated animals are passing. Civilization is reaching back to
re — the inorganic world — for power. Man came up from sav-

agery by way of re, animals, and slavery; today he reaches back,
discarding the help of slaves and the assistance of animals, while he
seeks to wrest new secrets and sources of wealth and power from
the elemental storehouse of nature.

9. PRIVATE PROPERTY
1 While primitive society was virtually communal, primitive

man did not adhere to the modern doctrines of communism. e
communism of these early times was not a mere theory or so-
cial doctrine; it was a simple and practical automatic adjustment.
Communism prevented pauperism and want; begging and prosti-
tution were almost unknown among these ancient tribes.

2 ¶ Primitive communism did not especially level men down,
nor did it exalt mediocrity, but it did put a premium on inactivity
and idleness, and it did sti e industry and destroy ambition. Com-
munism was indispensable scaffolding in the growth of primitive
society, but it gave way to the evolution of a higher social order be-
cause it ran counter to four strong human proclivities:

3 1. e family. Man not only craves to accumulate property;
he desires to bequeath his capital goods to his progeny. But in
early communal society aman’s capital was either immediately con-
sumed or distributed among the group at his death. ere was no
inheritance of property— the inheritance tax was 100%. e later
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capital-accumulation and property-inheritance mores were a dis-
tinct social advance. And this is true notwithstanding the subse-
quent gross abuses attendant upon the misuse of capital.

4 2. Religious tendencies. Primitiveman also wanted to save up
property as a nucleus for starting life in thenext existence. ismo-
tive explains why it was so long the custom to bury aman’s personal
belongings with him. e ancients believed that only the rich sur-
vived death with any immediate pleasure and dignity. e teachers
of revealed religion, more especially the Christian teachers, were
the rst to proclaim that the poor could have salvation on equal
terms with the rich.

5 3. e desire for liberty and leisure. In the earlier days of so-
cial evolution the apportionment of individual earnings among the
group was virtually a form of slavery; the worker was made slave to
the idler. is was the suicidal weakness of communism: e im-
provident habitually lived off the thri y. Even inmodern times the
improvident depend on the state (thri y taxpayers) to take care of
them. osewhohave no capital still expect thosewhohave to feed
them.

6 4. e urge for security and power. Communism was nally
destroyed by the deceptive practices of progressive and successful
individuals who resorted to diverse subterfuges in an effort to es-
cape enslavement to the shi less idlers of their tribes. But at rst
all hoardingwas secret; primitive insecurity prevented the outward
accumulation of capital. And even at a later time it was most dan-
gerous to amass too much wealth; the king would be sure to trump
up some charge for con scating a rich man’s property, and when a
wealthyman died, the funeral was held up until the family donated
a large sum to public welfare or to the king, an inheritance tax.

7 In earliest times women were the property of the community,
and the mother dominated the family. e early chiefs owned all
the land and were proprietors of all the women; marriage required
the consent of the tribal ruler. With the passing of communism,
women were held individually, and the father gradually assumed
domestic control. us the home had its beginning, and the pre-
vailing polygamous customs were gradually displaced by monog-
amy. (Polygamy is the survival of the female-slavery element in
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marriage. Monogamy is the slave-free ideal of the matchless asso-
ciation of one man and one woman in the exquisite enterprise of
homebuilding, offspring rearing,mutual culture, and self-improve-
ment.)

8 At rst, all property, including tools and weapons, was the
common possession of the tribe. Private property rst consisted
of all things personally touched. If a stranger drank from a cup,
the cup was henceforth his. Next, any place where blood was shed
became the property of the injured person or group.

9 Private property was thus originally respected because it was
supposed to be charged with some part of the owner’s personal-
ity. Property honesty rested safely on this type of superstition; no
police were needed to guard personal belongings. ere was no
stealing within the group, though men did not hesitate to appro-
priate the goods of other tribes. Property relations did not end
with death; early, personal effects were burned, then buried with
the dead, and later, inherited by the surviving family or by the tribe.

10 e ornamental type of personal effects originated in thewear-
ing of charms. Vanity plus ghost fear led early man to resist all at-
tempts to relieve him of his favourite charms, such property being
valued above necessities.

11 ¶ Sleeping space was one of man’s earliest properties. Later,
homesites were assigned by the tribal chiefs, who held all real estate
in trust for the group. Presently a re site conferred ownership; and
still later, a well constituted title to the adjacent land.

12 Water holes andwells were among the rst private possessions.
e whole fetish practice was utilized to guard water holes, wells,

trees, crops, and honey. Following the loss of faith in the fetish,
laws were evolved to protect private belongings. But game laws,
the right to hunt, long preceded land laws. e American red man
never understood private ownership of land; he could not compre-
hend the white man’s view.

13 Private property was early marked by family insignia, and this
is the early origin of family crests. Real estate could also be put un-
der the watchcare of spirits. e priests would “consecrate” a piece
of land, and it would then rest under the protection of the magic
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taboos erected thereon. Owners thereofwere said tohave a “priest’s
title.” e Hebrews had great respect for these family landmarks:
“Cursedbehewho removes his neighbour’s landmark.” ese stone
markers bore the priest’s initials. Even trees, when initialled, be-
came private property.

14 In early days only the crops were private, but successive crops
conferred title; agriculture was thus the genesis of the private own-
ership of land. Individuals were rst given only a life tenureship; at
death land reverted to the tribe. e very rst land titles granted
by tribes to individuals were graves — family burying grounds. In
later times land belonged to those who fenced it. But the cities al-
ways reserved certain lands for public pasturage and for use in case
of siege; these “commons” represent the survival of the earlier form
of collective ownership.

15 Eventually the state assignedproperty to the individual, reserv-
ing the right of taxation. Havingmade secure their titles, landlords
could collect rents, and land became a source of income — capital.
Finally land became truly negotiable, with sales, transfers, mort-
gages, and foreclosures.

16 Private ownership brought increased liberty and enhanced sta-
bility; but private ownership of land was given social sanction only
a er communal control and direction had failed, and it was soon
followed by a succession of slaves, serfs, and landless classes. But
improvedmachinery is gradually settingmen free from slavish toil.

17 e right to property is not absolute; it is purely social. But
all government, law, order, civil rights, social liberties, conventions,
peace, and happiness, as they are enjoyed by modern peoples, have
grown up around the private ownership of property.

18 e present social order is not necessarily right — not divine
or sacred — but mankind will do well to move slowly in mak-
ing changes. at which you have is vastly better than any system
known to your ancestors. Make certain that when you change the
social order you change for the better. Do not be persuaded to ex-
periment with the discarded formulas of your forefathers. Go for-
ward, not backward! Let evolution proceed! Do not take a back-
ward step.
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PAPER №70
THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN

GOVERNMENT

Melchizedek

NO SOONER had man partially solved the problem of
making a living than he was confronted with the task of
regulating human contacts. e development of indus-

try demanded law, order, and social adjustment; private property
necessitated government.

2 On an evolutionary world, antagonisms are natural; peace is
secured only by some sort of social regulative system. Social regu-
lation is inseparable from social organization; association implies
some controlling authority. Government compels the co-ordina-
tion of the antagonisms of the tribes, clans, families, and individu-
als.

3 Government is an unconscious development; it evolves by trial
and error. It does have survival value; therefore it becomes tradi-
tional. Anarchy augmented misery; therefore government, com-
parative law and order, slowly emerged or is emerging. e coercive
demands of the struggle for existence literally drove the human race
along the progressive road to civilization.

1. THE GENESIS OF WAR
1 War is the natural state and heritage of evolving man; peace is

the social yardstick measuring civilization’s advancement. Before
the partial socialization of the advancing races man was exceed-
ingly individualistic, extremely suspicious, and unbelievably quar-
relsome. Violence is the law of nature, hostility the automatic reac-
tion of the children of nature, while war is but these same activities
carried on collectively. And wherever and whenever the fabric of
civilization becomes stressed by the complications of society’s ad-
vancement, there is always an immediate and ruinous reversion to
these early methods of violent adjustment of the irritations of hu-
man interassociations.
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2 War is an animalistic reaction tomisunderstandings and irrita-
tions; peace attendsupon the civilized solutionof all suchproblems
and difficulties. e Sangik races, together with the later deterio-
rated Adamites and Nodites, were all belligerent. e Andonites
were early taught the golden rule, and, even today, their Eskimo
descendants live very much by that code; custom is strong among
them, and they are fairly free from violent antagonisms.

3 Andon taught his children to settle disputes by each beating a
tree with a stick, meanwhile cursing the tree; the one whose stick
broke rst was the victor. e later Andonites used to settle dis-
putes by holding a public show at which the disputants made fun
of and ridiculed each other, while the audience decided the winner
by its applause.

4 But there could be no such phenomenon as war until society
had evolved sufficiently far to actually experience periods of peace
and to sanction warlike practices. e very concept of war implies
some degree of organization.

5 With the emergence of social groupings, individual irritations
began to be submerged in the group feelings, and this promoted
intratribal tranquillity but at the expense of intertribal peace. Peace
was thus rst enjoyed by the in-group, or tribe, who always disliked
and hated the out-group, foreigners. Early man regarded it a virtue
to shed alien blood.

6 But even this did not work at rst. When the early chiefs
would try to iron out misunderstandings, they o en found it nec-
essary, at least once a year, to permit the tribal stone ghts. e
clan would divide up into two groups and engage in an all-day bat-
tle. And this for no other reason than just the fun of it; they really
enjoyed ghting.

7 ¶ Warfare persists because man is human, evolved from an an-
imal, and all animals are bellicose. Among the early causes of war
were:

8 1. Hunger, which led to food raids. Scarcity of land has al-
ways brought on war, and during these struggles the early peace
tribes were practically exterminated.
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9 2. Woman scarcity — an attempt to relieve a shortage of do-
mestic help. Woman stealing has always caused war.

10 3. Vanity — the desire to exhibit tribal prowess. Superior
groups would ght to impose their mode of life upon inferior peo-
ples.

11 4. Slaves — need of recruits for the labour ranks.
12 5. Revenge was the motive for war when one tribe be-

lieved that a neighbouring tribe had caused the death of a fellow
tribesman. Mourning was continued until a head was brought
home. e war for vengeance was in good standing right on down
to comparatively modern times.

13 6. Recreation — war was looked upon as recreation by the
young men of these early times. If no good and sufficient pretext
for war arose, when peace became oppressive, neighbouring tribes
were accustomed to go out in semifriendly combat to engage in a
foray as a holiday, to enjoy a sham battle.

14 7. Religion — the desire to make converts to the cult. e
primitive religions all sanctioned war. Only in recent times has re-
ligionbegun to frownuponwar. e early priesthoodswere, unfor-
tunately, usually allied with the military power. One of the great
peace moves of the ages has been the attempt to separate church
and state.

15 ¶ Always these olden tribes made war at the bidding of their
gods, at the behest of their chiefs or medicine men. e Hebrews
believed in such a “God of battles”; and the narrative of their raid
on the Midianites is a typical recital of the atrocious cruelty of the
ancient tribal wars; this assault, with its slaughter of all the males
and the later killing of all male children and all women who were
not virgins, would have done honour to the mores of a tribal chief-
tain of 200,000 years ago. And all this was executed in the “name
of the Lord God of Israel.”

16 is is a narrative of the evolution of society — the natural
outworking of the problems of the races — man working out his
own destiny on earth. Such atrocities are not instigated by Deity,
notwithstanding the tendency of man to place the responsibility
on his gods.
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17 ¶ Military mercy has been slow in coming to mankind. Even
when a woman, Deborah, ruled the Hebrews, the same wholesale
cruelty persisted. Her general in his victory over the gentiles caused
“all the host to fall upon the sword; there was not one le .”

18 Very early in the history of the race, poisoned weapons were
used. All sorts of mutilations were practised. Saul did not hesitate
to require 100 Philistine foreskins as the dowry David should pay
for his daughter Michal.

19 Early wars were fought between tribes as a whole, but in later
times, when two individuals in different tribes had a dispute, in-
stead of both tribes ghting, the two disputants engaged in a duel.
It also became a custom for two armies to stake all on the outcome
of a contest between a representative chosen from each side, as in
the instance of David and Goliath.

20 e rst re nement of war was the taking of prisoners. Next,
womenwere exempted fromhostilities, and then came the recogni-
tion of noncombatants. Military castes and standing armies soon
developed to keep pace with the increasing complexity of combat.
Such warriors were early prohibited from associating with women,
and women long ago ceased to ght, though they have always fed
and nursed the soldiers and urged them on to battle.

21 e practice of declaring war represented great progress. Such
declarations of intention to ght betokened the arrival of a sense of
fairness, and this was followed by the gradual development of the
rules of “civilized” warfare. Very early it became the custom not to
ght near religious sites and, still later, not to ght on certain holy

days. Next came the general recognition of the right of asylum;
political fugitives received protection.

22 us didwarfare gradually evolve from the primitivemanhunt
to the somewhat more orderly system of the later-day “civilized”
nations. But only slowly does the social attitude of amity displace
that of enmity.

2. THE SOCIAL VALUE OF WAR
1 In past ages a erce war would institute social changes and fa-

cilitate the adoption of new ideas such as would not have occurred
naturally in 10,000 years. e terrible price paid for these certain
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war advantages was that society was temporarily thrown back into
savagery; civilized reason had to abdicate. War is strong medicine,
very costly and most dangerous; while o en curative of certain so-
cial disorders, it sometimes kills the patient, destroys the society.

2 e constant necessity for national defence creates many new
and advanced social adjustments. Society, today, enjoys the ben-
e t of a long list of useful innovations which were at rst wholly
military and is even indebted to war for the dance, one of the early
forms of which was a military drill.

3 ¶ War has had a social value to past civilizations because it:
4 1. Imposed discipline, enforced co-operation.
5 2. Put a premium on fortitude and courage.
6 3. Fostered and solidi ed nationalism.
7 4. Destroyed weak and un t peoples.
8 5. Dissolved the illusion of primitive equality and selectively

strati ed society.
9 ¶ War has had a certain evolutionary and selective value, but

like slavery, it must sometime be abandoned as civilization slowly
advances. Olden wars promoted travel and cultural intercourse;
these ends are now better served by modern methods of transport
and communication. Olden wars strengthened nations, but mod-
ern struggles disrupt civilized culture. Ancient warfare resulted in
the decimation of inferior peoples; the net result of modern con-
ict is the selective destruction of the best human stocks. Early

wars promoted organization and efficiency, but these have now be-
come the aims of modern industry. During past ages war was a so-
cial ferment which pushed civilization forward; this result is now
better attained by ambition and invention. Ancient warfare sup-
ported the concept of a God of battles, but modern man has been
told that God is love. War has served many valuable purposes in
the past, it has been an indispensable scaffolding in the building of
civilization, but it is rapidly becoming culturally bankrupt— inca-
pable of producing dividends of social gain in any way commensu-
rate with the terrible losses attendant upon its invocation.

10 At one time physicians believed in bloodletting as a cure for
many diseases, but they have since discovered better remedies for
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most of these disorders. And so must the international bloodlet-
ting of war certainly give place to the discovery of better methods
for curing the ills of nations.

11 e nations of Urantia have already entered upon the gigan-
tic struggle betweennationalisticmilitarism and industrialism, and
in many ways this con ict is analogous to the agelong struggle be-
tween the herder-hunter and the farmer. But if industrialism is to
triumph over militarism, it must avoid the dangers which beset it.

e perils of budding industry on Urantia are:
12 1. e strong dri toward materialism, spiritual blindness.
13 2. e worship of wealth-power, value distortion.
14 3. e vices of luxury, cultural immaturity.
15 4. e increasing dangers of indolence, service insensitivity.
16 5. e growth of undesirable racial so ness, biologic deteri-

oration.
17 6. e threat of standardized industrial slavery, personality

stagnation. Labour is ennobling but drudgery is benumbing.
18 ¶ Militarism is autocratic and cruel — savage. It promotes so-

cial organization among the conquerors but disintegrates the van-
quished. Industrialism is more civilized and should be so carried
on as to promote initiative and to encourage individualism. Soci-
ety should in every way possible foster originality.

19 Donotmake themistake of glorifyingwar; rather discernwhat
it has done for society so that you may the more accurately visual-
ize what its substitutes must provide in order to continue the ad-
vancement of civilization. And if such adequate substitutes are not
provided, then you may be sure that war will long continue.

20 Manwill never accept peace as a normalmode of living until he
has been thoroughly and repeatedly convinced that peace is best for
his material welfare, and until society has wisely provided peaceful
substitutes for the grati cation of that inherent tendency periodi-
cally to let loose a collective drive designed to liberate those ever-
accumulating emotions and energies belonging to the self-preser-
vation reactions of the human species.

21 But even in passing, war should be honoured as the school
of experience which compelled a race of arrogant individualists to
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submit themselves to highly concentrated authority — a chief ex-
ecutive. Old-fashioned war did select the innately great men for
leadership, butmodernwar no longer does this. Todiscover leaders
society must now turn to the conquests of peace: industry, science,
and social achievement.

3. EARLY HUMAN ASSOCIATIONS
1 In themost primitive society the horde is everything; even chil-

dren are its common property. e evolving family displaced the
horde in child rearing, while the emerging clans and tribes took its
place as the social unit.

2 Sex hunger and mother love establish the family. But real gov-
ernment does not appear until superfamily groups have begun to
form. In the prefamily days of the horde, leadership was provided
by informally chosen individuals. eAfricanBushmenhave never
progressed beyond this primitive stage; they do not have chiefs in
the horde.

3 ¶ Families became united by blood ties in clans, aggregations
of kinsmen; and these subsequently evolved into tribes, territorial
communities. Warfare and external pressure forced the tribal or-
ganization upon the kinship clans, but it was commerce and trade
that held these early and primitive groups together with some de-
gree of internal peace.

4 e peace of Urantia will be promoted far more by interna-
tional trade organizations than by all the sentimental sophistry of
visionary peace planning. Trade relations have been facilitated by
development of language and by improved methods of communi-
cation as well as by better transportation.

5 e absence of a common language has always impeded the
growth of peace groups, but money has become the universal lan-
guage of modern trade. Modern society is largely held together by
the industrial market. e gain motive is a mighty civilizer when
augmented by the desire to serve.

6 ¶ In the early ages each tribe was surrounded by concentric cir-
cles of increasing fear and suspicion; hence it was once the custom
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to kill all strangers, later on, to enslave them. e old idea of friend-
ship meant adoption into the clan; and clan membership was be-
lieved to survive death—one of the earliest concepts of eternal life.

7 e ceremony of adoption consisted in drinking each other’s
blood. In some groups saliva was exchanged in the place of blood
drinking, this being the ancient origin of the practice of social kiss-
ing. And all ceremonies of association, whether marriage or adop-
tion, were always terminated by feasting.

8 In later times, blood diluted with red wine was used, and even-
tually wine alone was drunk to seal the adoption ceremony, which
was signi ed in the touching of thewine cups and consummated by
the swallowing of the beverage. eHebrews employed amodi ed
form of this adoption ceremony. eir Arab ancestors made use
of the oath taken while the hand of the candidate rested upon the
generative organ of the tribal native. eHebrews treated adopted
aliens kindly and fraternally. “ e stranger that dwells with you
shall be as one born among you, and you shall love him as your-
self.”

9 “Guest friendship” was a relation of temporary hospitality.
When visiting guests departed, a dish would be broken in half, one
piece being given the departing friend so that it would serve as a
suitable introduction for a third party who might arrive on a later
visit. It was customary for guests to pay their way by telling tales of
their travels and adventures. e storytellers of olden times became
so popular that themores eventually forbade their functioning dur-
ing either the hunting or harvest seasons.

10 e rst treaties of peace were the “blood bonds.” e peace
ambassadors of two warring tribes would meet, pay their respects,
and then proceed to prick the skin until it bled; whereupon they
would suck each other’s blood and declare peace.

11 e earliest peace missions consisted of delegations of men
bringing their choice maidens for the sex grati cation of their one-
time enemies, the sex appetite being utilized in combating the war
urge. e tribe so honoured would pay a return visit, with its of-
fering of maidens; whereupon peace would be rmly established.
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And soon intermarriages between the families of the chiefs were
sanctioned.

4. CLANS AND TRIBES
1 e rst peace group was the family, then the clan, the tribe,

and later on the nation, which eventually became the modern ter-
ritorial state. e fact that the present-day peace groups have long
since expanded beyond blood ties to embrace nations is most en-
couraging, despite the fact that Urantia nations are still spending
vast sums on war preparations.

2 e clans were blood-tie groups within the tribe, and they
owed their existence to certain common interests, such as:

3 1. Tracing origin back to a common ancestor.
4 2. Allegiance to a common religious totem.
5 3. Speaking the same dialect.
6 4. Sharing a common dwelling place.
7 5. Fearing the same enemies.
8 6. Having had a common military experience.
9 ¶ e clan headmen were always subordinate to the tribal

chief, the early tribal governments being a loose confederation of
clans. e native Australians never developed a tribal form of gov-
ernment.

10 e clan peace chiefs usually ruled through the mother line;
the tribal war chiefs established the father line. e courts of the
tribal chiefs and early kings consisted of the headmen of the clans,
whom it was customary to invite into the king’s presence several
times a year. is enabled him to watch them and the better se-
cure their co-operation. e clans served a valuable purpose in lo-
cal self-government, but they greatly delayed the growth of large
and strong nations.

5. THE BEGINNINGS OF GOVERNMENT
1 Every human institution had a beginning, and civil govern-

ment is a product of progressive evolution just as much as are mar-
riage, industry, and religion. From the early clans and primitive
tribes there gradually developed the successive orders of human
government which have come and gone right on down to those
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forms of social and civil regulation that characterize the second
third of the XX century.

2 With the gradual emergence of the family units the founda-
tions of government were established in the clan organization, the
grouping of consanguineous families. e rst real governmental
body was the council of the elders. is regulative group was com-
posed of old men who had distinguished themselves in some effi-
cientmanner. Wisdom and experience were early appreciated even
by barbaric man, and there ensued a long age of the domination of
the elders. is reign of the oligarchy of age gradually grew into the
patriarchal idea.

3 In the early council of the elders there resided the potential
of all governmental functions: executive, legislative, and judicial.
When the council interpreted the current mores, it was a court;
when establishing newmodes of social usage, it was a legislature; to
the extent that such decrees and enactments were enforced, it was
the executive. e chairman of the council was one of the forerun-
ners of the later tribal chief.

4 Some tribes had female councils, and from time to time many
tribes had women rulers. Certain tribes of the red man preserved
the teaching of Onamonalonton in following the unanimous rule
of the “council of seven.”

5 ¶ It has been hard for mankind to learn that neither peace nor
war can be run by a debating society. e primitive “palavers” were
seldom useful. e race early learned that an army commanded by
a group of clan heads hadno chance against a strong one-man army.
War has always been a kingmaker.

6 ¶ At rst the war chiefs were chosen only for military service,
and they would relinquish some of their authority during peace-
times, when their duties were of a more social nature. But grad-
ually they began to encroach upon the peace intervals, tending to
continue to rule from one war on through to the next. ey o en
saw to it that one war was not too long in following another. ese
early war lords were not fond of peace.

7 In later times some chiefs were chosen for other than military
service, being selected because of unusual physique or outstanding
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personal abilities. e red men o en had two sets of chiefs — the
sachems, or peace chiefs, and the hereditary war chiefs. e peace
rulers were also judges and teachers.

8 Some early communities were ruled bymedicinemen, who of-
ten acted as chiefs. One man would act as priest, physician, and
chief executive. Quite o en the early royal insignias had originally
been the symbols or emblems of priestly dress.

9 And it was by these steps that the executive branch of govern-
ment gradually came into existence. e clan and tribal councils
continued in an advisory capacity and as forerunners of the later
appearing legislative and judicial branches. In Africa, today, all
these forms of primitive government are in actual existence among
the various tribes.

6. MONARCHIAL GOVERNMENT
1 Effective state rule only camewith the arrival of a chiefwith full

executive authority. Man found that effective government could be
had only by conferring power on a personality, not by endowing an
idea.

2 Rulership grew out of the idea of family authority or wealth.
When a patriarchal kinglet became a real king, he was sometimes
called “father of his people.” Later on, kings were thought to have
sprung from heroes. And still further on, rulership became hered-
itary, due to belief in the divine origin of kings.

3 Hereditary kingship avoided the anarchywhichhadpreviously
wrought such havoc between the death of a king and the election
of a successor. e family had a biologic head; the clan, a selected
natural leader; the tribe and later state had no natural leader, and
this was an additional reason for making the chief-kings heredi-
tary. e idea of royal families and aristocracy was also based on
the mores of “name ownership” in the clans.

4 e succession of kings was eventually regarded as supernat-
ural, the royal blood being thought to extend back to the times of
thematerialized staffofPrinceCaligastia. us kings became fetish
personalities and were inordinately feared, a special form of speech
being adopted for court usage. Even in recent times it was believed
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that the touch of kings would cure disease, and some Urantia peo-
ples still regard their rulers as having had a divine origin.

5 e early fetish king was o en kept in seclusion; he was re-
garded as too sacred to be viewed except on feast days and holy
days. Ordinarily a representative was chosen to impersonate him,
and this is the origin of prime ministers. e rst cabinet officer
was a food administrator; others shortly followed. Rulers soon ap-
pointed representatives to be in charge of commerce and religion;
and the development of a cabinet was a direct step toward deper-
sonalization of executive authority. ese assistants of the early
kings became the accepted nobility, and the king’s wife gradually
rose to the dignity of queen as women came to be held in higher
esteem.

6 ¶ Unscrupulous rulers gained great power by the discovery of
poison. Early court magic was diabolical; the king’s enemies soon
died. But even themost despotic tyrantwas subject to some restric-
tions; he was at least restrained by the ever-present fear of assassi-
nation. e medicine men, witch doctors, and priests have always
been a powerful check on the kings. Subsequently, the landown-
ers, the aristocracy, exerted a restraining in uence. And ever and
anon the clans and tribes would simply rise up and overthrow their
despots and tyrants. Deposed rulers, when sentenced to death,
were o en given the option of committing suicide, which gave ori-
gin to the ancient social vogue of suicide in certain circumstances.

7. PRIMITIVE CLUBS AND SECRET SOCIETIES
1 Blood kinship determined the rst social groups; association

enlarged the kinship clan. Intermarriage was the next step in group
enlargement, and the resultant complex tribe was the rst true po-
litical body. e next advance in social developmentwas the evolu-
tionof religious cults and the political clubs. ese rst appeared as
secret societies and originally were wholly religious; subsequently
they became regulative. At rst they were men’s clubs; later wo-
men’s groups appeared. Presently they became divided into two
classes: sociopolitical and religio-mystical.

2 ¶ ere were many reasons for the secrecy of these societies,
such as:
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3 1. Fear of incurring the displeasure of the rulers because of
the violation of some taboo.

4 2. In order to practice minority religious rites.
5 3. For the purpose of preserving valuable “spirit” or trade se-

crets.
6 4. For the enjoyment of some special charm or magic.
7 ¶ e very secrecy of these societies conferred on all members

the power ofmystery over the rest of the tribe. Secrecy also appeals
to vanity; the initiates were the social aristocracy of their day. Af-
ter initiation the boys hunted with the men; whereas before they
had gathered vegetables with the women. And it was the supreme
humiliation, a tribal disgrace, to fail to pass the puberty tests and
thus be compelled to remain outside the men’s abode with the wo-
men and children, to be considered effeminate. Besides, noniniti-
ates were not allowed to marry.

8 ¶ Primitive people very early taught their adolescent youths sex
control. It became the custom to take boys away fromparents from
puberty to marriage, their education and training being intrusted
to themen’s secret societies. Andone of the chief functions of these
clubswas to keep control of adolescent youngmen, thus preventing
illegitimate children.

9 Commercialized prostitution began when these men’s clubs
paidmoney for the use of women from other tribes. But the earlier
groups were remarkably free from sex laxity.

10 e puberty initiation ceremony usually extended over a pe-
riod of ve years. Much self-torture and painful cutting entered
into these ceremonies. Circumcision was rst practised as a rite of
initiation intooneof these secret fraternities. e tribalmarkswere
cut on the body as a part of the puberty initiation; the tattoo orig-
inated as such a badge of membership. Such torture, together with
much privation, was designed to harden these youths, to impress
them with the reality of life and its inevitable hardships. is pur-
pose is better accomplished by the later appearing athletic games
and physical contests.

11 But the secret societies did aim at the improvement of adoles-
cent morals; one of the chief purposes of the puberty ceremonies
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was to impress upon the boy that he must leave other men’s wives
alone.

12 Following these years of rigorous discipline and training and
just before marriage, the young men were usually released for a
short period of leisure and freedom, a er which they returned to
marry and to submit to lifelong subjection to the tribal taboos.
And this ancient custom has continued down to modern times as
the foolish notion of “sowing wild oats.”

13 ¶ Many later tribes sanctioned the formation of women’s se-
cret clubs, the purpose of which was to prepare adolescent girls for
wifehood and motherhood. A er initiation girls were eligible for
marriage and were permitted to attend the “bride show,” the com-
ing-out party of those days. Women’s orders pledged against mar-
riage early came into existence.

14 Presently nonsecret clubs made their appearance when groups
of unmarried men and groups of unattached women formed their
separate organizations. ese associations were really the rst
schools. And while men’s and women’s clubs were o en given to
persecuting each other, some advanced tribes, a er contact with
the Dalamatia teachers, experimented with coeducation, having
boarding schools for both sexes.

15 ¶ Secret societies contributed to the building upof social castes
chie y by the mysterious character of their initiations. e mem-
bers of these societies rst wore masks to frighten the curious away
from theirmourning rites—ancestorworship. Later this ritual de-
veloped into a pseudo seance at which ghosts were reputed to have
appeared. e ancient societies of the “new birth” used signs and
employed a special secret language; they also forswore certain foods
and drinks. ey acted as night police and otherwise functioned in
a wide range of social activities.

16 All secret associations imposed an oath, enjoined con dence,
and taught the keeping of secrets. ese orders awed and con-
trolled the mobs; they also acted as vigilance societies, thus prac-
tising lynch law. ey were the rst spies when the tribes were at
war and the rst secret police during times of peace. Best of all
they kept unscrupulous kings on the anxious seat. To offset them,
the kings fostered their own secret police.
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17 ese societies gave rise to the rst political parties. e rst
party government was “the strong” vs. “the weak.” In ancient times
a change of administration only followed civil war, abundant proof
that the weak had become strong.

18 ese clubs were employed by merchants to collect debts and
by rulers to collect taxes. Taxation has been a long struggle, one of
the earliest forms being the tithe, 10% of the hunt or spoils. Taxes
were originally levied to keep up the king’s house, but it was found
that theywere easier to collect when disguised as an offering for the
support of the temple service.

19 By andby these secret associations grew into the rst charitable
organizations and later evolved into the earlier religious societies
— the forerunners of churches. Finally some of these societies be-
came intertribal, the rst international fraternities.

8. SOCIAL CLASSES
1 e mental and physical inequality of human beings ensures

that social classes will appear. e only worlds without social strata
are the most primitive and the most advanced. A dawning civiliza-
tion has not yet begun the differentiation of social levels, while a
world settled in light and life has largely effaced these divisions of
mankind, which are so characteristic of all intermediate evolution-
ary stages.

2 As society emerged from savagery to barbarism, its human
components tended to become grouped in classes for the follow-
ing general reasons:

3 1. Natural — contact, kinship, and marriage; the rst social
distinctions were based on sex, age, and blood — kinship to the
chief.

4 2. Personal — the recognition of ability, endurance, skill,
and fortitude; soon followed by the recognition of language mas-
tery, knowledge, and general intelligence.

5 3. Chance — war and emigration resulted in the separating
of human groups. Class evolution was powerfully in uenced by
conquest, the relation of the victor to the vanquished, while slav-
ery brought about the rst general division of society into free and
bond.
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6 4. Economic — rich and poor. Wealth and the possession of
slaves was a genetic basis for one class of society.

7 5. Geographic — classes arose consequent upon urban or ru-
ral settlement. City and country have respectively contributed to
the differentiation of the herder-agriculturist and the trader-indus-
trialist, with their divergent viewpoints and reactions.

8 6. Social — classes have gradually formed according to pop-
ular estimate of the social worth of different groups. Among the
earliest divisions of this sort were the demarcations between priest-
teachers, ruler-warriors, capitalist-traders, common labourers, and
slaves. e slave couldnever becomea capitalist, though sometimes
the wage earner could elect to join the capitalistic ranks.

9 7. Vocational — as vocations multiplied, they tended to es-
tablish castes and guilds. Workers divided into three groups: the
professional classes, including the medicine men, then the skilled
workers, followed by the unskilled labourers.

10 8. Religious— the early cult clubs produced their ownclasses
within the clans and tribes, and the piety and mysticism of the
priests have long perpetuated them as a separate social group.

11 9. Racial— the presence of two ormore races within a given
nation or territorial unit usually produces colour castes. e orig-
inal caste system of India was based on colour, as was that of early
Egypt.

12 10. Age — youth and maturity. Among the tribes the boy re-
mained under thewatchcare of his father as long as the father lived,
while the girl was le in the care of her mother until married.

13 ¶ Flexible and shi ing social classes are indispensable to an
evolving civilization, but when class becomes caste,when social lev-
els petrify, the enhancement of social stability is purchased by di-
minishment of personal initiative. Social caste solves the problem
of nding one’s place in industry, but it also sharply curtails indi-
vidual development and virtually prevents social co-operation.

14 Classes in society, having naturally formed, will persist until
man gradually achieves their evolutionary obliteration through in-
telligentmanipulation of the biologic, intellectual, and spiritual re-
sources of a progressing civilization, such as:
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15 1. Biologic renovation of the racial stocks — the selective
elimination of inferior human strains. is will tend to eradicate
many mortal inequalities.

16 2. Educational training of the increased brain power which
will arise out of such biologic improvement.

17 3. Religious quickening of the feelings ofmortal kinship and
brotherhood.

18 ¶ But these measures can bear their true fruits only in the dis-
tantmillenniumsof the future, althoughmuch social improvement
will immediately result from the intelligent, wise, and patient ma-
nipulation of these acceleration factors of cultural progress. Reli-
gion is the mighty lever that li s civilization from chaos, but it is
powerless apart from the fulcrum of sound and normal mind rest-
ing securely on sound and normal heredity.

9. HUMAN RIGHTS
1 Nature confers no rights onman, only life and aworld inwhich

to live it. Nature does not even confer the right to live, as might be
deduced by considering what would likely happen if an unarmed
manmet a hungry tiger face to face in the primitive forest. Society’s
prime gi to man is security.

2 ¶ Gradually society asserted its rights and, at the present time,
they are:

3 1. Assurance of food supply.
4 2. Military defence — security through preparedness.
5 3. Internal peace preservation — prevention of personal vi-

olence and social disorder.
6 4. Sex control — marriage, the family institution.
7 5. Property — the right to own.
8 6. Fostering of individual and group competition.
9 7. Provision for educating and training youth.
10 8. Promotion of trade and commerce — industrial develop-

ment.
11 9. Improvement of labour conditions and rewards.
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12 10. e guarantee of the freedom of religious practices to the
end that all of these other social activitiesmay be exalted by becom-
ing spiritually motivated.

13 ¶ When rights are old beyondknowledge of origin, they are of-
ten called natural rights. But human rights are not really natural;
they are entirely social. ey are relative and ever changing, being
no more than the rules of the game — recognized adjustments of
relations governing the ever-changing phenomena of human com-
petition.

14 What may be regarded as right in one age may not be so re-
garded in another. e survival of large numbers of defectives and
degenerates is not because they have any natural right thus to en-
cumber XX century civilization, but simply because the society of
the age, the mores, thus decrees.

15 Few human rights were recognized in the European Middle
Ages; then every man belonged to someone else, and rights were
only privileges or favours granted by state or church. And the revolt
from this error was equally erroneous in that it led to the belief that
all men are born equal.

16 e weak and the inferior have always contended for equal
rights; they have always insisted that the state compel the strong
and superior to supply their wants and otherwise make good those
de ciencies which all too o en are the natural result of their own
indifference and indolence.

17 But this equality ideal is the child of civilization; it is not found
in nature. Even culture itself demonstrates conclusively the in-
herent inequality of men by their very unequal capacity therefor.

e sudden and nonevolutionary realization of supposed natural
equality would quickly throw civilized man back to the crude us-
ages of primitive ages. Society cannot offer equal rights to all, but
it can promise to administer the varying rights of each with fair-
ness and equity. It is the business and duty of society to provide
the child of nature with a fair and peaceful opportunity to pur-
sue self-maintenance, participate in self-perpetuation, while at the
same time enjoying some measure of self-grati cation, the sum of
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all three constituting human happiness.

10. EVOLUTION OF JUSTICE
1 Natural justice is a man-made theory; it is not a reality. In na-

ture, justice is purely theoretic, wholly a ction. Nature provides
but one kind of justice— inevitable conformity of results to causes.

2 Justice, as conceived by man, means getting one’s rights and
has, therefore, been a matter of progressive evolution. e concept
of justice may well be constitutive in a spirit-endowed mind, but it
does not spring full- edgedly into existence on theworlds of space.

3 Primitive man assigned all phenomena to a person. In case of
death the savage asked, not what killed him, but who? Accidental
murder was not therefore recognized, and in the punishment of
crime themotive of the criminalwaswholly disregarded; judgment
was rendered in accordance with the injury done.

4 ¶ In the earliest primitive society public opinion operated di-
rectly; officers of law were not needed. ere was no privacy in
primitive life. A man’s neighbours were responsible for his con-
duct; therefore their right to pry into his personal affairs. Soci-
ety was regulated on the theory that the groupmembership should
have an interest in, and some degree of control over, the behaviour
of each individual.

5 It was very early believed that ghosts administered justice
through the medicine men and priests; this constituted these or-
ders the rst crime detectors and officers of the law. eir early
methods of detecting crime consisted in conducting ordeals of poi-
son, re, and pain. ese savage ordeals were nothing more than
crude techniques of arbitration; they did not necessarily settle a
dispute justly. For example: When poison was administered, if the
accused vomited, he was innocent.

6 eOldTestament records one of these ordeals, amarital guilt
test: If a man suspected his wife of being untrue to him, he took
her to the priest and stated his suspicions, a er which the priest
would prepare a concoction consisting of holywater and sweepings
from the temple oor. A er due ceremony, including threatening
curses, the accused wife was made to drink the nasty potion. If she
was guilty, “the water that causes the curse shall enter into her and
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becomebitter, andher belly shall swell, andher thighs shall rot, and
the woman shall be accursed among her people.” If, by any chance,
anywoman could quaff this lthy draught and not show symptoms
of physical illness, she was acquitted of the charges made by her
jealous husband.

7 ese atrocious methods of crime detection were practised by
almost all the evolving tribes at one time or another. Duelling is a
modern survival of the trial by ordeal.

8 It is not to be wondered that the Hebrews and other semi-
civilized tribes practised such primitive techniques of justice ad-
ministration 3,000 years ago, but it is most amazing that thinking
menwould subsequently retain such a relic of barbarismwithin the
pages of a collection of sacred writings. Re ective thinking should
make it clear that no divine being ever gavemortal man such unfair
instructions regarding the detection and adjudication of suspected
marital unfaithfulness.

9 ¶ Society early adopted the paying-back attitude of retaliation:
an eye for an eye, a life for a life. e evolving tribes all recog-
nized this right of blood vengeance. Vengeance became the aim
of primitive life, but religion has since greatly modi ed these early
tribal practices. e teachers of revealed religion have always pro-
claimed, “‘Vengeance is mine,’ says the Lord.” Vengeance killing in
early times was not altogether unlike present-day murders under
the pretense of the unwritten law.

10 Suicide was a common mode of retaliation. If one were un-
able to avenge himself in life, he died entertaining the belief that,
as a ghost, he could return and visit wrath upon his enemy. And
since this beliefwas very general, the threat of suicide on an enemy’s
doorstep was usually sufficient to bring him to terms. Primitive
man did not hold life very dear; suicide over tri es was common,
but the teachings of the Dalamatians greatly lessened this custom,
while inmore recent times leisure, comforts, religion, and philoso-
phy have united to make life sweeter and more desirable. Hunger
strikes are, however, a modern analogue of this old-timemethod of
retaliation.

11 One of the earliest formulations of advanced tribal law had to
do with the taking over of the blood feud as a tribal affair. But
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strange to relate, even then a man could kill his wife without pun-
ishment provided he had fully paid for her. e Eskimos of today,
however, still leave the penalty for a crime, even for murder, to be
decreed and administered by the family wronged.

12 Another advance was the imposition of nes for taboo viola-
tions, the provision of penalties. ese nes constituted the rst
public revenue. e practice of paying “blood money” also came
into vogue as a substitute for blood vengeance. Such damages were
usually paid in women or cattle; it was a long time before actual
nes, monetary compensation, were assessed as punishment for

crime. And since the idea of punishment was essentially compen-
sation, everything, including human life, eventually came to have a
price which could be paid as damages. e Hebrews were the rst
to abolish the practice of paying blood money. Moses taught that
they should “take no satisfaction for the life of a murderer, who is
guilty of death; he shall surely be put to death.”

13 ¶ Justice was thus rst meted out by the family, then by the
clan, and later on by the tribe. e administration of true justice
dates from the taking of revenge from private and kin groups and
lodging it in the hands of the social group, the state.

14 ¶ Punishment by burning alivewas once a commonpractice. It
was recognized bymany ancient rulers, includingHammurabi and
Moses, the latter directing that many crimes, particularly those of
a grave sex nature, should be punished by burning at the stake. If
“the daughter of a priest” or other leading citizen turned to public
prostitution, it was the Hebrew custom to “burn her with re.”

15 Treason—the “selling out” or betrayal of one’s tribal associates
— was the rst capital crime. Cattle stealing was universally pun-
ished by summary death, and even recently horse stealing has been
similarly punished. But as timepassed, itwas learned that the sever-
ity of the punishment was not so valuable a deterrent to crime as
was its certainty and swi ness.

16 When society fails to punish crimes, group resentment usually
asserts itself as lynch law; the provision of sanctuary was ameans of
escaping this sudden group anger. Lynching and duelling represent
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the unwillingness of the individual to surrender private redress to
the state.

11. LAWS AND COURTS
1 It is just as difficult to draw sharp distinctions between mores

and laws as to indicate exactly when, at the dawning, night is suc-
ceeded by day. Mores are laws and police regulations in the mak-
ing. When long established, the unde ned mores tend to crystal-
lize into precise laws, concrete regulations, and well-de ned social
conventions.

2 Law is always at rst negative and prohibitive; in advancing
civilizations it becomes increasingly positive and directive. Early
society operated negatively, granting the individual the right to live
by imposing upon all others the command, “you shall not kill.” Ev-
ery grant of rights or liberty to the individual involves curtailment
of the liberties of all others, and this is effected by the taboo, prim-
itive law. e whole idea of the taboo is inherently negative, for
primitive society was wholly negative in its organization, and the
early administration of justice consisted in the enforcement of the
taboos. But originally these laws applied only to fellow tribesmen,
as is illustrated by the later-day Hebrews, who had a different code
of ethics for dealing with the gentiles.

3 e oathoriginated in thedays ofDalamatia in an effort to ren-
der testimonymore truthful. Such oaths consisted in pronouncing
a curse upon oneself. Formerly no individual would testify against
his native group.

4 ¶ Crimewas an assault upon the tribalmores, sinwas the trans-
gression of those taboos which enjoyed ghost sanction, and there
was long confusion due to the failure to segregate crime and sin.

5 Self-interest established the taboo on killing, society sancti ed
it as traditional mores, while religion consecrated the custom as
moral law, and thus did all three conspire in rendering human life
more safe and sacred. Society could not have held together during
early times had not rights had the sanction of religion; superstition
was themoral and social police force of the long evolutionary ages.

e ancients all claimed that their olden laws, the taboos, had been
given to their ancestors by the gods.
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6 Law is a codi ed record of long human experience, public
opinion crystallized and legalized. emoreswere the rawmaterial
of accumulated experience out of which later ruling minds formu-
lated the written laws. e ancient judge had no laws. When he
handed down a decision, he simply said, “It is the custom.”

7 Reference to precedent in court decisions represents the effort
of judges to adapt written laws to the changing conditions of so-
ciety. is provides for progressive adaptation to altering social
conditions combined with the impressiveness of traditional con-
tinuity.

8 ¶ Property disputes were handled in many ways, such as:
9 1. By destroying the disputed property.
10 2. By force — the contestants fought it out.
11 3. By arbitration — a third party decided.
12 4. By appeal to the elders — later to the courts.
13 ¶ e rst courts were regulated stic encounters; the judges

were merely umpires or referees. ey saw to it that the ght was
carried on according to approved rules. On entering a court com-
bat, each party made a deposit with the judge to pay the costs and
ne a er one had been defeated by the other. “Might was still

right.” Later on, verbal arguments were substituted for physical
blows.

14 e whole idea of primitive justice was not so much to be fair
as to dispose of the contest and thus prevent public disorder and
private violence. But primitive man did not so much resent what
would nowbe regarded as an injustice; it was taken for granted that
thosewhohad powerwould use it sel shly. Nevertheless, the status
of any civilization may be very accurately determined by the thor-
oughness and equity of its courts and by the integrity of its judges.

12. ALLOCATION OF CIVIL AUTHORITY
1 e great struggle in the evolution of government has con-

cerned the concentration of power. e universe administrators
have learned from experience that the evolutionary peoples on
the inhabited worlds are best regulated by the representative type
of civil government when there is maintained proper balance of
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power between the well-co-ordinated executive, legislative, and ju-
dicial branches.

2 ¶ While primitive authority was based on strength, physical
power, the ideal government is the representative system wherein
leadership is based on ability, but in the days of barbarism there
was entirely too much war to permit representative government to
function effectively. In the long struggle between division of au-
thority and unity of command, the dictatorwon. e early and dif-
fuse powers of the primitive council of elders were gradually con-
centrated in the person of the absolute monarch. A er the arrival
of real kings the groups of elders persisted as quasi-legislative-ju-
dicial advisory bodies; later on, legislatures of co-ordinate status
made their appearance, and eventually supreme courts of adjudi-
cation were established separate from the legislatures.

3 e king was the executor of themores, the original or unwrit-
ten law. Later he enforced the legislative enactments, the crystal-
lization of public opinion. A popular assembly as an expression
of public opinion, though slow in appearing, marked a great social
advance.

4 e early kingswere greatly restricted by themores—by tradi-
tion or public opinion. In recent times some Urantia nations have
codi ed these mores into documentary bases for government.

5 ¶ Urantia mortals are entitled to liberty; they should create
their systems of government; they should adopt their constitutions
or other charters of civil authority and administrative procedure.
Andhaving done this, they should select theirmost competent and
worthy fellows as chief executives. For representatives in the legisla-
tive branch they should elect only those who are quali ed intellec-
tually andmorally to ful l such sacred responsibilities. As judges of
their high and supreme tribunals only those who are endowedwith
natural ability and who have been made wise by replete experience
should be chosen.

6 If men would maintain their freedom, they must, a er having
chosen their charter of liberty, provide for its wise, intelligent, and
fearless interpretation to the end that there may be prevented:

7 1. Usurpation of unwarranted power by either the executive
or legislative branches.
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8 2. Machinations of ignorant and superstitious agitators.
9 3. Retardation of scienti c progress.
10 4. Stalemate of the dominance of mediocrity.
11 5. Domination by vicious minorities.
12 6. Control by ambitious and clever would-be dictators.
13 7. Disastrous disruption of panics.
14 8. Exploitation by the unscrupulous.
15 9. Taxation enslavement of the citizenry by the state.
16 10. Failure of social and economic fairness.
17 11. Union of church and state.
18 12. Loss of personal liberty.
19 ¶ ese are the purposes and aims of constitutional tribunals

acting as governors upon the engines of representative government
on an evolutionary world.

20 Mankind’s struggle to perfect government on Urantia has to
dowith perfecting channels of administration, with adapting them
to ever-changing current needs, with improving power distribution
within government, and then with selecting such administrative
leaders as are truly wise. While there is a divine and ideal form of
government, such cannot be revealed but must be slowly and labo-
riously discovered by the men and women of each planet through-
out the universes of time and space.

ahb

21 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №71
DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE

Melchizedek

THEstate is a useful evolutionof civilization; it represents so-
ciety’s net gain from the ravages and sufferings ofwar. Even
statecra is merely the accumulated technique for adjust-

ing the competitive contest of force between the struggling tribes
and nations.

2 e modern state is the institution which survived in the long
struggle for group power. Superior power eventually prevailed, and
it produced a creature of fact — the state — together with the
moral myth of the absolute obligation of the citizen to live and die
for the state. But the state is not of divine genesis; it was not even
produced by volitionally intelligent human action; it is purely an
evolutionary institution and was wholly automatic in origin.

1. THE EMBRYONIC STATE
1 e state is a territorial social regulative organization, and the

strongest, most efficient, and enduring state is composed of a single
nation whose people have a common language, mores, and institu-
tions.

2 e early states were small and were all the result of con-
quest. ey did not originate in voluntary associations. Many
were founded by conquering nomads, who would swoop down on
peaceful herders or settled agriculturists to overpower and enslave
them. Such states, resulting from conquest, were, perforce, strati-
ed; classes were inevitable, and class struggles have ever been se-

lective.
3 ¶ e northern tribes of the American red men never attained

real statehood. ey never progressed beyond a loose confeder-
ation of tribes, a very primitive form of state. eir nearest ap-
proach was the Iroquois federation, but this group of six nations
never quite functioned as a state and failed to survive because of
the absence of certain essentials to modern national life, such as:
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4 1. Acquirement and inheritance of private property.
5 2. Cities plus agriculture and industry.
6 3. Helpful domestic animals.
7 4. Practical family organization. ese red men clung to the

mother-family and nephew inheritance.
8 5. De nite territory.
9 6. A strong executive head.
10 7. Enslavement of captives — they either adopted or massa-

cred them.
11 8. Decisive conquests.
12 ¶ e red men were too democratic; they had a good govern-

ment, but it failed. Eventually they would have evolved a state had
they not prematurely encountered the more advanced civilization
of the white man, who was pursuing the governmental methods of
the Greeks and the Romans.

13 ¶ e successful Roman state was based on:
14 1. e father-family.
15 2. Agriculture and the domestication of animals.
16 3. Condensation of population — cities.
17 4. Private property and land.
18 5. Slavery — classes of citizenship.
19 6. Conquest and reorganization of weak and backward peo-

ples.
20 7. De nite territory with roads.
21 8. Personal and strong rulers.
22 ¶ e great weakness in Roman civilization, and a factor in the

ultimate collapse of the empire, was the supposed liberal and ad-
vanced provision for the emancipation of the boy at 21 and the un-
conditional release of the girl so that she was at liberty to marry
a man of her own choosing or to go abroad in the land to become
immoral. e harm to society consisted not in these reforms them-
selves but rather in the sudden and extensivemanner of their adop-
tion. e collapse of Rome indicates what may be expected when
a state undergoes too rapid extension associated with internal de-
generation.
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23 ¶ e embryonic state was made possible by the decline of the
blood bond in favour of the territorial, and such tribal federations
were usually rmly cemented by conquest. While a sovereignty
that transcends all minor struggles and group differences is the
characteristic of the true state, still, many classes and castes persist
in the later state organizations as remnants of the clans and tribes
of former days. e later and larger territorial states had a long and
bitter struggle with these smaller consanguineous clan groups, the
tribal government proving a valuable transition from family to state
authority. During later times many clans grew out of trades and
other industrial associations.

24 Failure of state integration results in retrogression to prestate
conditions of governmental techniques, such as the feudalism of
the European Middle Ages. During these dark ages the territorial
state collapsed, and there was a reversion to the small castle groups,
the reappearance of the clan and tribal stages of development. Sim-
ilar semistates evennowexist inAsia andAfrica, but not all of them
are evolutionary reversions; many are the embryonic nucleuses of
states of the future.

2. THE EVOLUTION OF REPRESENTATIVE
GOVERNMENT

1 Democracy, while an ideal, is a product of civilization, not of
evolution. Go slowly! select carefully! for the dangers of democ-
racy are:

2 1. Glori cation of mediocrity.
3 2. Choice of base and ignorant rulers.
4 3. Failure to recognize the basic facts of social evolution.
5 4. Danger of universal suffrage in the hands of uneducated

and indolent majorities.
6 5. Slavery to public opinion; themajority is not always right.
7 ¶ Public opinion, common opinion, has always delayed soci-

ety; nevertheless, it is valuable, for, while retarding social evolu-
tion, it does preserve civilization. Education of public opinion is
the only safe and true method of accelerating civilization; force is
only a temporary expedient, and cultural growth will increasingly
accelerate as bullets give way to ballots. Public opinion, the mores,
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is the basic and elemental energy in social evolution and state devel-
opment, but to be of state value itmust be nonviolent in expression.

8 emeasure of the advance of society is directly determined by
the degree to which public opinion can control personal behaviour
and state regulation through nonviolent expression. e really civ-
ilized government had arrived when public opinion was clothed
with the powers of personal franchise. Popular elections may not
always decide things rightly, but they represent the right way even
to do a wrong thing. Evolution does not at once produce superla-
tive perfection but rather comparative and advancing practical ad-
justment.

9 ¶ ere are ten steps, or stages, to the evolution of a practical
and efficient form of representative government, and these are:

10 1. Freedom of the person. Slavery, serfdom, and all forms of
human bondage must disappear.

11 2. Freedom of the mind. Unless a free people are educated
— taught to think intelligently and plan wisely— freedom usually
does more harm than good.

12 3. e reign of law. Liberty canbe enjoyed onlywhen thewill
and whims of human rulers are replaced by legislative enactments
in accordance with accepted fundamental law.

13 4. Freedom of speech. Representative government is unthink-
able without freedom of all forms of expression for human aspira-
tions and opinions.

14 5. Security of property. No government can long endure if it
fails to provide for the right to enjoy personal property in some
form. Man craves the right to use, control, bestow, sell, lease, and
bequeath his personal property.

15 6. e right of petition. Representative government assumes
the right of citizens tobeheard. e privilege of petition is inherent
in free citizenship.

16 7. e right to rule. It is not enough to be heard; the power
of petition must progress to the actual management of the govern-
ment.
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17 8. Universal suffrage. Representative government presup-
poses an intelligent, efficient, and universal electorate. e charac-
ter of such a government will ever be determined by the character
and caliber of thosewho compose it. As civilization progresses, suf-
frage, while remaining universal for both sexes, will be effectively
modi ed, regrouped, and otherwise differentiated.

18 9. Control of public servants. No civil government will be
serviceable and effective unless the citizenry possess and use wise
techniques of guiding and controlling officeholders and public ser-
vants.

19 10. Intelligent and trained representation. e survival of
democracy is dependent on successful representative government;
and that is conditioned upon the practice of electing to public of-
ces only those individuals who are technically trained, intellectu-

ally competent, socially loyal, and morally t. Only by such pro-
visions can government of the people, by the people, and for the
people be preserved.

3. THE IDEALS OF STATEHOOD
1 e political or administrative form of a government is of lit-

tle consequence provided it affords the essentials of civil progress
— liberty, security, education, and social co-ordination. It is not
what a state is but what it does that determines the course of social
evolution. And a er all, no state can transcend the moral values of
its citizenry as exempli ed in their chosen leaders. Ignorance and
sel shness will ensure the downfall of even the highest type of gov-
ernment.

2 Much as it is to be regretted, national egotism has been essen-
tial to social survival. e chosen people doctrine has been a prime
factor in tribal welding and nation building right on down tomod-
ern times. But no state can attain ideal levels of functioning until
every form of intolerance is mastered; it is everlastingly inimical to
human progress. And intolerance is best combated by the co-ordi-
nation of science, commerce, play, and religion.

3 ¶ e ideal state functions under the impulse of three mighty
and co-ordinated drives:
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4 1. Love loyalty derived from the realization of human broth-
erhood.

5 2. Intelligent patriotism based on wise ideals.
6 3. Cosmic insight interpreted in terms of planetary facts,

needs, and goals.
7 ¶ e laws of the ideal state are few in number, and they have

passed out of the negativistic taboo age into the era of the positive
progress of individual liberty consequent upon enhanced self-con-
trol. e exalted state not only compels its citizens to work but
also entices them into pro table and upli ing utilization of the in-
creasing leisure which results from toil liberation by the advancing
machine age. Leisure must produce as well as consume.

8 No society has progressed very far when it permits idleness or
tolerates poverty. But poverty and dependence can never be elim-
inated if the defective and degenerate stocks are freely supported
and permitted to reproduce without restraint.

9 A moral society should aim to preserve the self-respect of its
citizenry and afford every normal individual adequate opportunity
for self-realization. Such a plan of social achievement would yield
a cultural society of the highest order. Social evolution should be
encouraged by governmental supervision which exercises a mini-
mum of regulative control. at state is best which co-ordinates
most while governing least.

10 e ideals of statehood must be attained by evolution, by the
slow growth of civic consciousness, the recognition of the obliga-
tion and privilege of social service. At rstmen assume the burdens
of government as a duty, following the end of the administration of
political spoilsmen, but later on they seek such ministry as a privi-
lege, as the greatest honour. e status of any level of civilization is
faithfully portrayed by the caliber of its citizens who volunteer to
accept the responsibilities of statehood.

11 In a real commonwealth the business of governing cities and
provinces is conducted by experts and is managed just as are all
other forms of economic and commercial associations of people.

12 In advanced states, political service is esteemed as the highest
devotion of the citizenry. e greatest ambition of the wisest and
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noblest of citizens is to gain civil recognition, to be elected or ap-
pointed to some position of governmental trust, and such govern-
ments confer their highest honours of recognition for service upon
their civil and social servants. Honours are next bestowed in the or-
der named upon philosophers, educators, scientists, industrialists,
andmilitarists. Parents are duly rewarded by the excellency of their
children, and purely religious leaders, being ambassadors of a spir-
itual kingdom, receive their real rewards in another world.

4. PROGRESSIVE CIVILIZATION
1 Economics, society, and government must evolve if they are to

remain. Static conditions on an evolutionary world are indicative
of decay; only those institutionswhichmove forwardwith the evo-
lutionary stream persist.

2 ¶ e progressive program of an expanding civilization em-
braces:

3 1. Preservation of individual liberties.
4 2. Protection of the home.
5 3. Promotion of economic security.
6 4. Prevention of disease.
7 5. Compulsory education.
8 6. Compulsory employment.
9 7. Pro table utilization of leisure.
10 8. Care of the unfortunate.
11 9. Race improvement.
12 10. Promotion of science and art.
13 11. Promotion of philosophy — wisdom.
14 12. Augmentation of cosmic insight — spirituality.
15 ¶ And this progress in the arts of civilization leads directly to

the realization of the highest human and divine goals of mortal en-
deavour — the social achievement of the brotherhood of man and
the personal status of God-consciousness, which becomes revealed
in the supremedesire of every individual to do thewill of the Father
in heaven.

16 e appearance of genuine brotherhood signi es that a social
order has arrived in which all men delight in bearing one another’s
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burdens; they actually desire to practise the golden rule. But such
an ideal society cannot be realized when either the weak or the
wicked lie in wait to take unfair and unholy advantage of those
who are chie y actuated by devotion to the service of truth, beauty,
and goodness. In such a situation only one course is practical: e
“golden rulers” may establish a progressive society in which they
live according to their ideals while maintaining an adequate de-
fence against their benighted fellows who might seek either to ex-
ploit their paci c predilections or to destroy their advancing civi-
lization.

17 Idealism can never survive on an evolving planet if the ideal-
ists in each generation permit themselves to be exterminated by
the baser orders of humanity. And here is the great test of ideal-
ism: Can an advanced society maintain that military preparedness
which renders it secure from all attack by its war-loving neighbours
without yielding to the temptation to employ thismilitary strength
in offensive operations against other peoples for purposes of sel sh
gain or national aggrandizement? National survival demands pre-
paredness, and religious idealism alone can prevent the prostitu-
tion of preparedness into aggression. Only love, brotherhood, can
prevent the strong from oppressing the weak.

5. THE EVOLUTION OF COMPETITION
1 Competition is essential to social progress, but competition,

unregulated, breeds violence. In current society, competition is
slowly displacing war in that it determines the individual’s place in
industry, as well as decreeing the survival of the industries them-
selves. (Murder and war differ in their status before the mores,
murder having been outlawed since the early days of society, while
war has never yet been outlawed by mankind as a whole.)

2 e ideal state undertakes to regulate social conduct only
enough to take violence out of individual competition and to pre-
vent unfairness in personal initiative. Here is a great problem in
statehood: How can you guarantee peace and quiet in industry,
pay the taxes to support state power, and at the same time prevent
taxation from handicapping industry and keep the state from be-
coming parasitical or tyrannical?
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3 roughout the earlier ages of any world, competition is es-
sential to progressive civilization. As the evolution of man pro-
gresses, co-operation becomes increasingly effective. In advanced
civilizations co-operation ismore efficient than competition. Early
man is stimulated by competition. Early evolution is characterized
by the survival of the biologically t, but later civilizations are the
better promoted by intelligent co-operation, understanding frater-
nity, and spiritual brotherhood.

4 True, competition in industry is exceedingly wasteful and
highly ineffective, but no attempt to eliminate this economic lost
motion should be countenanced if such adjustments entail even the
slightest abrogation of any of the basic liberties of the individual.

6. THE PROFIT MOTIVE
1 Present-day pro t-motivated economics is doomedunless pro-

tmotives canbe augmentedby servicemotives. Ruthless competi-
tion based on narrow-minded self-interest is ultimately destructive
of even those things which it seeks to maintain. Exclusive and self-
serving pro t motivation is incompatible with Christian ideals —
much more incompatible with the teachings of Jesus.

2 In economics, pro t motivation is to service motivation what
fear is to love in religion. But the pro t motive must not be sud-
denly destroyed or removed; it keepsmany otherwise slothfulmor-
tals hard at work. It is not necessary, however, that this social en-
ergy arouser be forever sel sh in its objectives.

3 e pro t motive of economic activities is altogether base and
wholly unworthy of an advanced order of society; nevertheless, it
is an indispensable factor throughout the earlier phases of civiliza-
tion. Pro t motivation must not be taken away from men until
they have rmly possessed themselves of superior types of non-
pro t motives for economic striving and social serving— the tran-
scendent urges of superlative wisdom, intriguing brotherhood, and
excellency of spiritual attainment.

7. EDUCATION
1 e enduring state is founded on culture, dominated by ideals,

and motivated by service. e purpose of education should be ac-
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quirement of skill, pursuit of wisdom, realization of sel ood, and
attainment of spiritual values.

2 In the ideal state, education continues throughout life, and
philosophy sometime becomes the chief pursuit of its citizens. e
citizens of such a commonwealth pursue wisdom as an enhance-
ment of insight into the signi cance of human relations, themean-
ings of reality, the nobility of values, the goals of living, and the
glories of cosmic destiny.

3 Urantians should get a vision of a new and higher cultural so-
ciety. Education will jump to new levels of value with the passing
of the purely pro t-motivated system of economics. Education has
too long been localistic, militaristic, ego exalting, and success seek-
ing; itmust eventually becomeworld-wide, idealistic, self-realizing,
and cosmic grasping.

4 Education recently passed from the control of the clergy to
that of lawyers and businessmen. Eventually it must be given over
to the philosophers and the scientists. Teachersmust be free beings,
real leaders, to the end that philosophy, the search for wisdom,may
become the chief educational pursuit.

5 Education is the business of living; it must continue through-
out a lifetime so that mankind may gradually experience the as-
cending levels of mortal wisdom, which are:

6 1. e knowledge of things.
7 2. e realization of meanings.
8 3. e appreciation of values.
9 4. e nobility of work — duty.
10 5. e motivation of goals — morality.
11 6. e love of service — character.
12 7. Cosmic insight — spiritual discernment.
13 ¶ And then, bymeans of these achievements, manywill ascend

to the mortal ultimate of mind attainment, God-consciousness.

8. THE CHARACTER OF STATEHOOD
1 e only sacred feature of any human government is the divi-

sion of statehood into the three domains of executive, legislative,
and judicial functions. e universe is administered in accordance
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with such a plan of segregation of functions and authority. Aside
from this divine concept of effective social regulation or civil gov-
ernment, it matters little what form of state a people may elect
to have provided the citizenry is ever progressing toward the goal
of augmented self-control and increased social service. e intel-
lectual keenness, economic wisdom, social cleverness, and moral
stamina of a people are all faithfully re ected in statehood.

2 e evolution of statehood entails progress from level to level,
as follows:

3 1. e creation of a threefold government of executive, leg-
islative, and judicial branches.

4 2. e freedom of social, political, and religious activities.
5 3. e abolition of all forms of slavery and human bondage.
6 4. e ability of the citizenry to control the levying of taxes.
7 5. e establishment of universal education — learning ex-

tended from the cradle to the grave.
8 6. e proper adjustment between local and national gov-

ernments.
9 7. e fostering of science and the conquest of disease.
10 8. e due recognition of sex equality and the co-ordinated

functioning of men and women in the home, school, and church,
with specialized service of women in industry and government.

11 9. e elimination of toiling slavery by machine invention
and the subsequent mastery of the machine age.

12 10. e conquest of dialects— the triumph of a universal lan-
guage.

13 11. e ending of war — international adjudication of na-
tional and racial differences by continental courts of nations pre-
sided over by a supreme planetary tribunal automatically recruited
from the periodically retiring heads of the continental courts. e
continental courts are authoritative; the world court is advisory —
moral.

14 12. e world-wide vogue of the pursuit of wisdom— the ex-
altation of philosophy. e evolution of a world religion, which
will presage the entrance of the planet upon the earlier phases of
settlement in light and life.
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15 ¶ ese are the prerequisites of progressive government and
the earmarks of ideal statehood. Urantia is far from the realization
of these exalted ideals, but the civilized races havemade a beginning
— mankind is on the march toward higher evolutionary destinies.

ahb

16 [Sponsored by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №72
GOVERNMENT ON A NEIGHBOURING

PLANET

Melchizedek

BYPERMISSIONof Lanaforge andwith the approval of the
Most Highs of Edentia, I am authorized to narrate some-
thing of the social, moral, and political life of the most ad-

vanced human race living on a not far-distant planet belonging to
the Satania system.

2 Ofall theSataniaworldswhichbecame isolatedbecause of par-
ticipation in theLucifer rebellion, this planet has experienced a his-
torymost like that ofUrantia. e similarity of the two spheres un-
doubtedly explains why permission tomake this extraordinary pre-
sentation was granted, for it is most unusual for the system rulers
to consent to the narration on one planet of the affairs of another.

3 is planet, like Urantia, was led astray by the disloyalty of its
Planetary Prince in connection with the Lucifer rebellion. It re-
ceived aMaterial Son shortly a er Adam came toUrantia, and this
Son also defaulted, leaving the sphere isolated, since a Magisterial
Son has never been bestowed upon its mortal races.

1. THE CONTINENTAL NATION
1 Notwithstanding all these planetary handicaps a very superior

civilization is evolving on an isolated continent about the size of
Australia. is nation numbers about 140,000,000. Its people
are a mixed race, predominantly blue and yellow, having a slightly
greater proportion of violet than the so-called white race of Uran-
tia. ese different races are not yet fully blended, but they frat-
ernize and socialize very acceptably. e average length of life on
this continent is now 90 years, 15% higher than that of any other
people on the planet.

2 e industrial mechanism of this nation enjoys a certain great
advantage derived from the unique topography of the continent.

e highmountains, onwhichheavy rains fall 8months in the year,
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are situated at the very centre of the country. is natural arrange-
ment favours the utilization of water power and greatly facilitates
the irrigation of the more arid western quarter of the continent.

3 ese people are self-sustaining, that is, they can live inde -
nitely without importing anything from the surrounding nations.

eir natural resources are replete, and by scienti c techniques
they have learned how to compensate for their de ciencies in the
essentials of life. ey enjoy a brisk domestic commerce but have
little foreign trade owing to the universal hostility of their less pro-
gressive neighbours.

4 ¶ is continental nation, in general, followed the evolution-
ary trend of the planet: e development from the tribal stage to
the appearance of strong rulers and kings occupied thousands of
years. e unconditionalmonarchswere succeededbymanydiffer-
ent orders of government — abortive republics, communal states,
and dictators came and went in endless profusion. is growth
continued until about 500 years ago when, during a politically fer-
menting period, one of the nation’s powerful dictator-triumvirs
had a change of heart. He volunteered to abdicate upon condition
that one of the other rulers, the baser of the remaining two, also
vacate his dictatorship. us was the sovereignty of the continent
placed in the hands of one ruler. e uni ed state progressed un-
der strong monarchial rule for over 100 years, during which there
evolved a masterful charter of liberty.

5 e subsequent transition from monarchy to a representative
form of government was gradual, the kings remaining as mere so-
cial or sentimental gureheads, nally disappearing when the male
line of descent ran out. e present republic has now been in ex-
istence just 200 years, during which time there has been a contin-
uous progression toward the governmental techniques about to be
narrated, the last developments in industrial and political realms
having been made within the past decade.

2. POLITICAL ORGANIZATION
1 is continental nation now has a representative government

with a centrally located national capital. e central government
consists of a strong federation of 100 comparatively free states.
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ese states elect their governors and legislators for 10 years, and
none are eligible for re-election. State judges are appointed for life
by the governors and con rmed by their legislatures, which consist
of 1 representative for each 100,000 citizens.

2 ere are 5 different types of metropolitan government, de-
pending on the size of the city, but no city is permitted to have
more than 1,000,000 inhabitants. On the whole, these municipal
governing schemes are very simple, direct, and economical. e
few offices of city administration are keenly sought by the highest
types of citizens.

3 e federal government embraces 3 co-ordinate divisions: ex-
ecutive, legislative, and judicial. e federal chief executive is
elected every 6 years by universal territorial suffrage. He is not el-
igible for re-election except upon the petition of at least 75 state
legislatures concurred in by the respective state governors, and then
but for one term. He is advised by a supercabinet composed of all
living ex-chief executives.

4 ¶ e legislative division embraces 3 houses:
5 1. e upper house is elected by industrial, professional, agri-

cultural, and other groups of workers, balloting in accordance with
economic function.

6 2. e lower house is elected by certain organizations of so-
ciety embracing the social, political, and philosophic groups not
included in industry or the professions. All citizens in good stand-
ing participate in the election of both classes of representatives, but
they are differently grouped, depending on whether the election
pertains to the upper or lower house.

7 3. e third house — the elder statesmen — embraces the
veterans of civic service and includes many distinguished persons
nominated by the chief executive, by the regional (subfederal) ex-
ecutives, by the chief of the supreme tribunal, and by the presiding
officers of either of the other legislative houses. is group is lim-
ited to 100, and its members are elected by the majority action of
the elder statesmen themselves. Membership is for life, and when
vacancies occur, the person receiving the largest ballot among the
list of nominees is thereby duly elected. e scope of this body is
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purely advisory, but it is a mighty regulator of public opinion and
exerts a powerful in uence upon all branches of the government.

8 ¶ Very much of the federal administrative work is carried on
by the 10 regional (subfederal) authorities, each consisting of the
association of 10 states. ese regional divisions are wholly execu-
tive and administrative, having neither legislative nor judicial func-
tions. e 10 regional executives are the personal appointees of the
federal chief executive, and their term of office is concurrent with
his — 6 years. e federal supreme tribunal approves the appoint-
ment of these 10 regional executives, and while they may not be
reappointed, the retiring executive automatically becomes the asso-
ciate and adviser of his successor. Otherwise, these regional chiefs
choose their own cabinets of administrative officials.

9 ¶ is nation is adjudicated by twomajor court systems— the
law courts and the socio-economic courts. e law courts function
on the following 3 levels:

10 1. Minor courts of municipal and local jurisdiction, whose
decisions may be appealed to the high state tribunals.

11 2. State supreme courts, whose decisions are nal in all mat-
ters not involving the federal government or jeopardy of citizen-
ship rights and liberties. e regional executives are empowered to
bring any case at once to the bar of the federal supreme court.

12 3. Federal supreme court — the high tribunal for the adjudi-
cation of national contentions and the appellate cases coming up
from the state courts. is supreme tribunal consists of 12 men
over 40 and under 75 years of age who have served 2 or more years
on some state tribunal, and who have been appointed to this high
position by the chief executive with the majority approval of the
supercabinet and the third house of the legislative assembly. All
decisions of this supreme judicial body are by at least a ⅔ vote.

13 ¶ e socio-economic courts function in the following 3 divi-
sions:

14 1. Parental courts, associated with the legislative and execu-
tive divisions of the home and social system.

15 2. Educational courts — the juridical bodies connected with
the state and regional school systems and associated with the ex-
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ecutive and legislative branches of the educational administrative
mechanism.

16 3. Industrial courts— the jurisdictional tribunals vestedwith
full authority for the settlement of all economic misunderstand-
ings.

17 ¶ e federal supreme court does not pass upon socio-eco-
nomic cases except upon the ¾ vote of the 3 legislative branch
of the national government, the house of elder statesmen. Other-
wise, all decisions of the parental, educational, and industrial high
courts are nal.

3. THE HOME LIFE
1 On this continent it is against the law for two families to live

under the same roof. And since group dwellings have been out-
lawed, most of the tenement type of buildings have been demol-
ished. But the unmarried still live in clubs, hotels, and other group
dwellings. e smallest homesite permitted must provide 4,600
m of land. All land and other property used for home purposes
are free from taxation up to 10 times theminimumhomesite allot-
ment.

2 e home life of this people has greatly improved during the
last century. Attendance of parents, both fathers and mothers,
at the parental schools of child culture is compulsory. Even the
agriculturists who reside in small country settlements carry on this
work by correspondence, going to the near-by centres for oral in-
struction once in 10 days — every two weeks, for they maintain a
5-day week.

3 e average number of children in each family is 5, and they
are under the full control of their parents or, in case of the demise
of one or both, under that of the guardians designated by the pa-
rental courts. It is considered a great honour for any family to be
awarded the guardianship of a full orphan. Competitive exami-
nations are held among parents, and the orphan is awarded to the
home of those displaying the best parental quali cations.

4 ¶ ese people regard the home as the basic institution of their
civilization. It is expected that the most valuable part of a child’s
education and character training will be secured from his parents
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and at home, and fathers devote almost as much attention to child
culture as do mothers.

5 All sex instruction is administered in the home by parents or
by legal guardians. Moral instruction is offered by teachers dur-
ing the rest periods in the school shops, but not so with religious
training, which is deemed to be the exclusive privilege of parents,
religion being looked upon as an integral part of home life. Purely
religious instruction is given publicly only in the temples of phi-
losophy, no such exclusively religious institutions as the Urantia
churches having developed among this people. In their philoso-
phy, religion is the striving to know God and to manifest love for
one’s fellows through service for them, but this is not typical of the
religious status of the other nations on this planet. Religion is so
entirely a familymatter among these people that there are nopublic
places devoted exclusively to religious assembly. Politically, church
and state, as Urantians are wont to say, are entirely separate, but
there is a strange overlapping of religion and philosophy.

6 Until 20 years ago the spiritual teachers (comparable to Uran-
tia pastors), who visit each family periodically to examine the chil-
dren to ascertain if they have been properly instructed by their par-
ents, were under governmental supervision. ese spiritual advis-
ers and examiners are now under the direction of the newly cre-
ated Foundation of Spiritual Progress, an institution supported by
voluntary contributions. Possibly this institution may not further
evolve until a er the arrival of a Paradise Magisterial Son.

7 ¶ Children remain legally subject to their parents until they are
15, when the rst initiation into civic responsibility is held. ere-
a er, every 5 years for 5 successive periods similar public exercises
are held for such age groups at which their obligations to parents
are lessened, while new civic and social responsibilities to the state
are assumed. Suffrage is conferred at 20, the right tomarrywithout
parental consent is not bestowed until 25, and children must leave
home on reaching the age of 30.

8 Marriage and divorce laws are uniform throughout the nation.
Marriage before 20 — the age of civil enfranchisement — is not
permitted. Permission to marry is only granted a er one year’s no-
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tice of intention, and a er both bride and groom present certi -
cates showing that they have been duly instructed in the parental
schools regarding the responsibilities of married life.

9 Divorce regulations are somewhat lax, but decrees of separa-
tion, issued by the parental courts, may not be had until one year
a er application therefor has been recorded, and the year on this
planet is considerably longer than on Urantia. Notwithstanding
their easy divorce laws, the present rate of divorces is only 1/10 that
of the civilized races of Urantia.

4. THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
1 e educational system of this nation is compulsory and coed-

ucational in the precollege schools that the student attends from
the ages of 5 to 18. ese schools are vastly different from those
of Urantia. ere are no classrooms, only one study is pursued at
a time, and a er the rst 3 years all pupils become assistant teach-
ers, instructing those below them. Books are used only to secure
information that will assist in solving the problems arising in the
school shops and on the school farms. Much of the furniture used
on the continent and themanymechanical contrivances— this is a
great age of invention andmechanization— are produced in these
shops. Adjacent to each shop is aworking librarywhere the student
may consult the necessary reference books. Agriculture and horti-
culture are also taught throughout the entire educational period on
the extensive farms adjoining every local school.

2 ¶ e feeble-minded are trainedonly in agriculture and animal
husbandry, and are committed for life to special custodial colonies
where they are segregated by sex to prevent parenthood, which is
denied all subnormals. ese restrictive measures have been in op-
eration for 75 years; the commitment decrees are handed down by
the parental courts.

3 ¶ Everyone takes one month’s vacation each year. e precol-
lege schools are conducted for 9 months out of the year of 10, the
vacationbeing spentwithparents or friends in travel. is travel is a
part of the adult-education program and is continued throughout
a lifetime, the funds for meeting such expenses being accumulated
by the same methods as those employed in old-age insurance.
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4 ¼of the school time is devoted to play—competitive athletics
— the pupils progressing in these contests from the local, through
the state and regional, and on to the national trials of skill and
prowess. Likewise, the oratorical and musical contests, as well as
those in science and philosophy, occupy the attention of students
from the lower social divisions on up to the contests for national
honours.

5 e school government is a replica of the national government
with its 3 correlated branches, the teaching staff functioning as the
third or advisory legislative division. e chief object of education
on this continent is to make every pupil a self-supporting citizen.

6 Every child graduating from the precollege school system at 18
is a skilled artisan. en begins the study of books and the pursuit
of special knowledge, either in the adult schools or in the colleges.
When a brilliant student completes his work ahead of schedule, he
is granted an award of time and means wherewith he may execute
somepet project of his owndevising. e entire educational system
is designed to adequately train the individual.

5. INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
1 e industrial situation among this people is far from their ide-

als; capital and labour still have their troubles, but both are becom-
ing adjusted to the plan of sincere co-operation. On this unique
continent the workers are increasingly becoming shareholders in
all industrial concerns; every intelligent labourer is slowly becom-
ing a small capitalist.

2 Social antagonisms are lessening, and good will is growing
apace. No grave economic problems have arisen out of the abo-
lition of slavery (over 100 years ago) since this adjustment was ef-
fected gradually by the liberation of 2% each year. ose slaveswho
satisfactorily passed mental, moral, and physical tests were granted
citizenship; many of these superior slaves were war captives or chil-
dren of such captives. Some 50 years ago they deported the last
of their inferior slaves, and still more recently they are addressing
themselves to the task of reducing the numbers of their degenerate
and vicious classes.
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3 ¶ ese people have recently developed new techniques for
the adjustment of industrial misunderstandings and for the cor-
rection of economic abuses which are marked improvements over
their older methods of settling such problems. Violence has been
outlawed as a procedure in adjusting either personal or industrial
differences. Wages, pro ts, and other economic problems are not
rigidly regulated, but they are in general controlled by the indus-
trial legislatures, while all disputes arising out of industry are passed
upon by the industrial courts.

4 e industrial courts are only 30 years old but are function-
ing very satisfactorily. e most recent development provides that
herea er the industrial courts shall recognize legal compensation
as falling in 3 divisions:

5 1. Legal rates of interest on invested capital.
6 2. Reasonable salary for skill employed in industrial opera-

tions.
7 3. Fair and equitable wages for labour.
8 ¶ ese shall rst bemet in accordance with contract, or in the

face of decreased earnings they shall share proportionally in tran-
sient reduction. And therea er all earnings in excess of these xed
charges shall be regarded as dividends and shall be prorated to all 3
divisions: capital, skill, and labour.

9 ¶ Every 10 years the regional executives adjust and decree the
lawful hours of daily gainful toil. Industry now operates on a 5-day
week, working 4 and playing 1. ese people labour 6 hours each
working day and, like students, 9 months in the year of 10. Vaca-
tion is usually spent in travel, and new methods of transportation
having been so recently developed, the whole nation is travel bent.

e climate favours travel about 8 months in the year, and they are
making the most of their opportunities.

10 ¶ 200 years ago the pro t motive was wholly dominant in in-
dustry, but today it is being rapidly displaced by other and higher
driving forces. Competition is keen on this continent, but much
of it has been transferred from industry to play, skill, scienti c
achievement, and intellectual attainment. It is most active in so-
cial service and governmental loyalty. Among this people public
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service is rapidly becoming the chief goal of ambition. e richest
man on the continent works 6 hours a day in the office of his ma-
chine shop and then hastens over to the local branch of the school
of statesmanship, where he seeks to qualify for public service.

11 Labour is becoming more honourable on this continent, and
all able-bodied citizens over 18 work either at home and on farms,
at some recognized industry, on the public works where the tem-
porarily unemployed are absorbed, or else in the corps of compul-
sory labourers in the mines.

12 ese people are also beginning to foster a new form of social
disgust — disgust for both idleness and unearned wealth. Slowly
but certainly they are conquering their machines. Once they, too,
struggled for political liberty and subsequently for economic free-
dom. Now are they entering upon the enjoyment of both while in
addition they are beginning to appreciate their well-earned leisure,
which can be devoted to increased self-realization.

6. OLDAGE INSURANCE
1 is nation is making a determined effort to replace the self-

respect-destroying type of charity by digni ed government-insur-
ance guarantees of security in old age. is nation provides every
child an education and every man a job; therefore can it success-
fully carry out such an insurance scheme for the protection of the
in rm and aged.

2 Among this people all persons must retire from gainful pur-
suit at 65 unless they secure a permit from the state labour com-
missioner which will entitle them to remain at work until the age
of 70. is age limit does not apply to government servants or
philosophers. e physically disabled or permanently crippled can
be placed on the retired list at any age by court order countersigned
by the pension commissioner of the regional government.

3 ¶ e funds for old-age pensions are derived from 4 sources:
4 1. One day’s earnings each month are requisitioned by the

federal government for this purpose, and in this country everybody
works.

5 2. Bequests — many wealthy citizens leave funds for this
purpose.
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6 3. e earnings of compulsory labour in the state mines. Af-
ter the conscript workers support themselves and set aside their
own retirement contributions, all excess pro ts on their labour are
turned over to this pension fund.

7 4. e income from natural resources. All natural wealth on
the continent is held as a social trust by the federal government, and
the income therefrom is utilized for social purposes, such as dis-
ease prevention, education of geniuses, and expenses of especially
promising individuals in the statesmanship schools. ½ of the in-
come from natural resources goes to the old-age pension fund.

8 ¶ Although state and regional actuarial foundations supply
many forms of protective insurance, old-age pensions are solely ad-
ministered by the federal government through the 10 regional de-
partments.

9 ese government funds have long been honestly adminis-
tered. Next to treason and murder, the heaviest penalties meted
out by the courts are attached to betrayal of public trust. Social and
political disloyalty are now looked upon as being themost heinous
of all crimes.

7. TAXATION
1 e federal government is paternalistic only in the administra-

tion of old-age pensions and in the fostering of genius and creative
originality; the state governments are slightlymore concernedwith
the individual citizen, while the local governments are much more
paternalistic or socialistic. e city (or some subdivision thereof )
concerns itself with suchmatters as health, sanitation, building reg-
ulations, beauti cation, water supply, lighting, heating, recreation,
music, and communication.

2 In all industry rst attention is paid to health; certain phases of
physical well-being are regarded as industrial and community pre-
rogatives, but individual and family health problems are matters of
personal concern only. In medicine, as in all other purely personal
matters, it is increasingly the plan of government to refrain from
interfering.

3 ¶ Cities have no taxing power, neither can they go in debt.
ey receive per capita allowances from the state treasury andmust
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supplement such revenue from the earnings of their socialistic en-
terprises and by licensing various commercial activities.

4 e rapid-transit facilities, which make it practical greatly to
extend the city boundaries, are under municipal control. e city
re departments are supported by the re-prevention and insur-

ance foundations, and all buildings, in city or country, are reproof
— have been for over 75 years.

5 ere are no municipally appointed peace officers; the police
forces aremaintained by the state governments. is department is
recruited almost entirely from the unmarriedmen between 25 and
50. Most of the states assess a rather heavy bachelor tax, which is
remitted to all men joining the state police. In the average state the
police force is now only 1/10 as large as it was 50 years ago.

6 ¶ ere is little or no uniformity among the taxation schemes
of the 100 comparatively free and sovereign states as economic and
other conditions vary greatly in different sections of the continent.
Every state has 10 basic constitutional provisions which cannot be
modi ed except by consent of the federal supreme court, and one
of these articles prevents levying a tax ofmore than 1%on the value
of any property in any one year, homesites, whether in city or coun-
try, being exempted.

7 e federal government cannot go in debt, and a¾ referendum
is required before any state can borrow except for purposes of war.
Since the federal government cannot incur debt, in the event ofwar
the National Council of Defence is empowered to assess the states
for money, as well as for men and materials, as it may be required.
But no debt may run for more than 25 years.

8 ¶ Income to support the federal government is derived from
the following 5 sources:

9 1. Import duties. All imports are subject to a tariff designed
to protect the standard of living on this continent, which is far
above that of any other nation on the planet. ese tariffs are set
by the highest industrial court a er both houses of the industrial
congress have rati ed the recommendations of the chief executive
of economic affairs, who is the joint appointee of these two leg-
islative bodies. e upper industrial house is elected by labour, the
lower by capital.
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10 2. Royalties. e federal government encourages invention
and original creations in the 10 regional laboratories, assisting all
types of geniuses — artists, authors, and scientists — and protect-
ing their patents. In return the government takes ½ the pro ts re-
alized from all such inventions and creations, whether pertaining
to machines, books, artistry, plants, or animals.

11 3. Inheritance tax. e federal government levies a graduated
inheritance tax ranging from 1% to 50%, depending on the size of
an estate as well as on other conditions.

12 4. Military equipment. e government earns a considerable
sum from the leasing ofmilitary and naval equipment for commer-
cial and recreational usages.

13 5. Natural resources. e income from natural resources,
when not fully required for the speci c purposes designated in the
charter of federal statehood, is turned into the national treasury.

14 ¶ Federal appropriations, except war funds assessed by theNa-
tional Council of Defence, are originated in the upper legislative
house, concurred in by the lower house, approved by the chief ex-
ecutive, and nally validated by the federal budget commission of
100. e members of this commission are nominated by the state
governors and elected by the state legislatures to serve for 24 years,
¼ being elected every 6 years. Every 6 years this body, by a ¾ ballot,
chooses one of its number as chief, and he thereby becomes direc-
tor-controller of the federal treasury.

8. THE SPECIAL COLLEGES
1 In addition to the basic compulsory education program ex-

tending from the ages of 5 to 18, special schools are maintained
as follows:

2 1. Statesmanship schools. ese schools are of 3 classes: na-
tional, regional, and state. e public offices of the nation are
grouped in 4 divisions. e 1 division of public trust pertains
principally to the national administration, and all officeholders of
this groupmust be graduates of both regional and national schools
of statesmanship. Individuals may accept political, elective, or ap-
pointive office in the 2ⁿ division upon graduating from any one of
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the 10 regional schools of statesmanship; their trusts concern re-
sponsibilities in the regional administration and the state govern-
ments. Division 3 includes state responsibilities, and such officials
are only required to have state degrees of statesmanship. e 4
and last division of officeholders are not required to hold states-
manship degrees, such offices being wholly appointive. ey rep-
resent minor positions of assistantship, secretaryships, and techni-
cal trusts which are discharged by the various learned professions
functioning in governmental administrative capacities.

3 Judges of the minor and state courts hold degrees from the
state schools of statesmanship. Judges of the jurisdictional tribu-
nals of social, educational, and industrialmatters holddegrees from
the regional schools. Judges of the federal supreme courtmust hold
degrees from all these schools of statesmanship.

4 2. Schools of philosophy. ese schools are affiliated with the
temples of philosophy and aremore or less associated with religion
as a public function.

5 3. Institutions of science. ese technical schools are co-ordi-
nated with industry rather than with the educational system and
are administered under 15 divisions.

6 4. Professional training schools. ese special institutions
provide the technical training for the various learned professions,
12 in number.

7 5. Military and naval schools. Near the national headquar-
ters and at the 25 coastal military centres are maintained those
institutions devoted to the military training of volunteer citizens
from 18 to 30 years of age. Parental consent is required before 25
in order to gain entrance to these schools.

9. THE PLAN OF UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE
1 Although candidates for all public offices are restricted to grad-

uates of the state, regional, or federal schools of statesmanship, the
progressive leaders of this nation discovered a serious weakness in
their plan of universal suffrage and about 50 years agomade consti-
tutional provision for amodi ed scheme of votingwhich embraces
the following features:
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2 1. Every man and woman of 20 years and over has 1 vote.
Upon attaining this age, all citizens must accept membership in
two voting groups: ey will join the rst in accordance with
their economic function — industrial, professional, agricultural,
or trade; they will enter the second group according to their politi-
cal, philosophic, and social inclinations. All workers thus belong to
some economic franchise group, and these guilds, like the noneco-
nomic associations, are regulated much as is the national govern-
ment with its threefold division of powers. Registration in these
groups cannot be changed for 12 years.

3 2. Upon nomination by the state governors or by the re-
gional executives and by the mandate of the regional supreme
councils, individuals who have rendered great service to society, or
who have demonstrated extraordinary wisdom in government ser-
vice, may have additional votes conferred upon them not o ener
than every 5 years and not to exceed 9 such superfranchises. e
maximum suffrage of any multiple voter is 10. Scientists, inven-
tors, teachers, philosophers, and spiritual leaders are also thus rec-
ognized and honoured with augmented political power. ese ad-
vanced civic privileges are conferred by the state and regional su-
preme councils much as degrees are bestowed by the special col-
leges, and the recipients are proud to attach the symbols of such
civic recognition, along with their other degrees, to their lists of
personal achievements.

4 3. All individuals sentenced to compulsory labour in the
mines and all governmental servants supported by tax funds are,
for the periods of such services, disenfranchised. is does not ap-
ply to aged persons who may be retired on pensions at 65.

5 4. ere are 5 brackets of suffrage re ecting the average
yearly taxes paid for each half-decade period. Heavy taxpayers are
permitted extra votes up to 5. is grant is independent of all other
recognition, but in no case can any person cast over 10 ballots.

6 5. At the time this franchise plan was adopted, the territo-
rial method of voting was abandoned in favour of the economic or
functional system. All citizens now vote as members of industrial,
social, or professional groups, regardless of their residence. us
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the electorate consists of solidi ed, uni ed, and intelligent groups
who elect only their best members to positions of governmental
trust and responsibility. ere is one exception to this scheme of
functional or group suffrage: e election of a federal chief execu-
tive every 6 years is by nation-wide ballot, and no citizen casts over
one vote.

7 ¶ us, except in the election of the chief executive, suffrage is
exercised by economic, professional, intellectual, and social group-
ings of the citizenry. e ideal state is organic, and every free and
intelligent group of citizens represents a vital and functioning or-
gan within the larger governmental organism.

8 e schools of statesmanship have power to start proceedings
in the state courts looking toward the disenfranchisement of any
defective, idle, indifferent, or criminal individual. ese people
recognize that, when 50% of a nation is inferior or defective and
possesses the ballot, such a nation is doomed. ey believe the
dominance of mediocrity spells the downfall of any nation. Vot-
ing is compulsory, heavy nes being assessed against all who fail to
cast their ballots.

10. DEALING WITH CRIME
1 emethods of this people in dealingwith crime, insanity, and

degeneracy, while in some ways pleasing, will, no doubt, in others
prove shocking to most Urantians. Ordinary criminals and the de-
fectives are placed, by sexes, in different agricultural colonies and
aremore than self-supporting. emore serious habitual criminals
and the incurably insane are sentenced to death in the lethal gas
chambers by the courts. Numerous crimes aside from murder, in-
cluding betrayal of governmental trust, also carry the death penalty,
and the visitation of justice is sure and swi .

2 ese people are passing out of the negative into the positive
era of law. Recently they have gone so far as to attempt the pre-
vention of crime by sentencing those who are believed to be poten-
tial murderers and major criminals to life service in the detention
colonies. If such convicts subsequently demonstrate that they have
becomemore normal, theymay be either paroled or pardoned. e
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homicide rate on this continent is only 1% of that among the other
nations.

3 Efforts to prevent the breeding of criminals and defectives
were begun over 100 years ago and have already yielded gratifying
results. ere are no prisons or hospitals for the insane. For one
reason, there are only about 10% as many of these groups as are
found on Urantia.

11. MILITARY PREPAREDNESS
1 Graduates of the federal military schools may be commis-

sioned as “guardians of civilization” in 7 ranks, in accordance with
ability and experience, by the president of the National Council of
Defence. is council consists of 25 members, nominated by the
highest parental, educational, and industrial tribunals, con rmed
by the federal supreme court, and presided over ex officio by the
chief of staff of co-ordinated military affairs. Such members serve
until they are 70 years of age.

2 e courses pursued by such commissioned officers are 4 years
in length and are invariably correlated with the mastery of some
trade or profession. Military training is never given without this
associated industrial, scienti c, or professional schooling. When
military training is nished, the individual has, during his 4 years’
course, received ½ of the education imparted in any of the special
schools where the courses are likewise 4 years in length. In this way
the creation of a professional military class is avoided by providing
this opportunity for a large number of men to support themselves
while securing the rst ½ of a technical or professional training.

3 Military service during peacetime is purely voluntary, and the
enlistments in all branches of the service are for 4 years, during
which every man pursues some special line of study in addition
to the mastery of military tactics. Training in music is one of the
chief pursuits of the central military schools and of the 25 training
camps distributed about the periphery of the continent. During
periods of industrial slackness many thousands of unemployed are
automatically utilized in upbuilding the military defences of the
continent on land and sea and in the air.
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4 ¶ Although these people maintain a powerful war establish-
ment as a defence against invasion by the surrounding hostile peo-
ples, it may be recorded to their credit that they have not in over
100 years employed these military resources in an offensive war.

ey have become civilized to that pointwhere they can vigorously
defend civilization without yielding to the temptation to utilize
their war powers in aggression. ere have been no civil wars since
the establishment of the united continental state, but during the
last 2 centuries these people have been called upon to wage 9 erce
defensive con icts, 3 of which were against mighty confederations
ofworld powers. Although this nationmaintains adequate defence
against attack by hostile neighbours, it pays far more attention to
the training of statesmen, scientists, and philosophers.

5 When at peace with theworld, all mobile defencemechanisms
are quite fully employed in trade, commerce, and recreation. When
war is declared, the entire nation is mobilized. roughout the
period of hostilities military pay obtains in all industries, and the
chiefs of all military departments becomemembers of the chief ex-
ecutive’s cabinet.

12. THE OTHER NATIONS
1 Although the society and government of this uniquepeople are

inmany respects superior to those of theUrantia nations, it should
be stated that on the other continents (there are 11 on this planet)
the governments are decidedly inferior to the more advanced na-
tions of Urantia.

2 Just now this superior government is planning to establish am-
bassadorial relationswith the inferior peoples, and for the rst time
a great religious leader has arisenwho advocates the sending ofmis-
sionaries to these surrounding nations. We fear they are about to
make the mistake that so many others have made when they have
endeavoured to force a superior culture and religion upon other
races. What a wonderful thing could be done on this world if
this continental nation of advanced culture would only go out and
bring to itself the best of the neighbouring peoples and then, a er
educating them, send them back as emissaries of culture to their
benighted brethren! Of course, if a Magisterial Son should soon
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come to this advanced nation, great things could quickly happen
on this world.

3 ¶ is recital of the affairs of a neighbouring planet is made
by special permission with the intent of advancing civilization
and augmenting governmental evolution on Urantia. Much more
could be narrated that would no doubt interest and intrigue Uran-
tians, but this disclosure covers the limits of our permissive man-
date.

4 ¶ Urantians should, however, take note that their sister sphere
in the Satania family has bene ted by neither magisterial nor be-
stowal missions of the Paradise Sons. Neither are the various peo-
ples of Urantia set off from each other by such disparity of culture
as separates the continental nation from its planetary fellows.

5 e pouring out of the Spirit of Truth provides the spiritual
foundation for the realization of great achievements in the inter-
ests of the human race of the bestowal world. Urantia is therefore
far better prepared for the more immediate realization of a plane-
tary government with its laws, mechanisms, symbols, conventions,
and language — all of which could contribute so mightily to the
establishment of world-wide peace under law and could lead to the
sometime dawning of a real age of spiritual striving; and such an
age is the planetary threshold to the utopian ages of light and life.

ahb

6 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №73
THE GARDEN OF EDEN

Solonia

THE cultural decadence and spiritual poverty resulting from
the Caligastia downfall and consequent social confusion
had little effect on the physical or biologic status of the

Urantia peoples. Organic evolution proceeded apace, quite regard-
less of the cultural and moral setback which so swi ly followed
the disaffection of Caligastia and Daligastia. And there came a
time in the planetary history, almost 40,000 years ago, when the
Life Carriers on duty took note that, from a purely biologic stand-
point, the developmental progress of theUrantia races was nearing
its apex. e Melchizedek receivers, concurring in this opinion,
readily agreed to join the Life Carriers in a petition to the Most
Highs of Edentia asking that Urantia be inspected with a view to
authorizing the dispatch of biologic upli ers, a Material Son and
Daughter.

2 is request was addressed to the Most Highs of Edentia be-
cause they had exercised direct jurisdiction over many of Urantia’s
affairs ever since Caligastia’s downfall and the temporary vacation
of authority on Jerusem.

3 Tabamantia, sovereign supervisor of the series of decimal or ex-
perimental worlds, came to inspect the planet and, a er his survey
of racial progress, duly recommended that Urantia be granted Ma-
terial Sons. In a little less than 100 years from the time of this in-
spection, Adam and Eve, a Material Son and Daughter of the local
system, arrived and began the difficult task of attempting to untan-
gle the confused affairs of a planet retarded by rebellion and resting
under the ban of spiritual isolation.

1. THE NODITES AND THE AMADONITES
1 On a normal planet the arrival of the Material Son would or-

dinarily herald the approach of a great age of invention, material
progress, and intellectual enlightenment. e post-Adamic era
is the great scienti c age of most worlds, but not so on Urantia.
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ough the planet was peopled by races physically t, the tribes
languished in the depths of savagery and moral stagnation.

2 10,000 years a er the rebellion practically all the gains of the
Prince’s administration had been effaced; the races of the world
were little better off than if this misguided Son had never come to
Urantia. Only among the Nodites and the Amadonites was there
persistence of the traditions of Dalamatia and the culture of the
Planetary Prince.

3 e Nodites were the descendants of the rebel members of the
Prince’s staff, their name deriving from their rst leader, Nod, one-
time chairmanof theDalamatia commissionon industry and trade.

e Amadonites were the descendants of those Andonites who
chose to remain loyal withVan andAmadon. “Amadonite” is more
of a cultural and religious designation than a racial term; racially
considered the Amadonites were essentiallyAndonites. “Nodite” is
both a cultural and racial term, for the Nodites themselves consti-
tuted the eighth race of Urantia.

4 ere existed a traditional enmity between the Nodites and
the Amadonites. is feud was constantly coming to the surface
whenever the offspring of these two groups would try to engage in
some common enterprise. Even later, in the affairs of Eden, it was
exceedingly difficult for them to work together in peace.

5 Shortly a er the destruction of Dalamatia the followers of
Nod became divided into three major groups. e central group
remained in the immediate vicinity of their original home near the
headwaters of the Persian Gulf. e eastern group migrated to the
highland regions of Elam just east of the Euphrates valley. e
western group was situated on the north-eastern Syrian shores of
the Mediterranean and in adjacent territory.

6 ese Nodites had freely mated with the Sangik races and had
le behind an able progeny. And some of the descendants of the re-
belliousDalamatians subsequently joinedVan and his loyal follow-
ers in the landsnorthofMesopotamia. Here, in the vicinity ofLake
Van and the southernCaspian Sea region, theNoditesmingled and
mixed with the Amadonites, and they were numbered among the
“mighty men of old.”
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7 Prior to the arrival of Adam and Eve these groups — Nodites
and Amadonites — were the most advanced and cultured races on
earth.

2. PLANNING FOR THE GARDEN
1 For almost 100 years prior toTabamantia’s inspection, Van and

his associates, fromtheir highlandheadquarters ofworld ethics and
culture, had been preaching the advent of a promised Son of God,
a racial upli er, a teacher of truth, and the worthy successor of the
traitorous Caligastia. ough the majority of the world’s inhabi-
tants of those days exhibited little or no interest in such a predic-
tion, those who were in immediate contact with Van and Amadon
took such teaching seriously and began to plan for the actual recep-
tion of the promised Son.

2 Van told his nearest associates the story of the Material Sons
on Jerusem; what he had known of them before ever he came to
Urantia. Hewell knew that these Adamic Sons always lived in sim-
ple but charming garden homes and proposed, 83 years before the
arrival of Adam and Eve, that they devote themselves to the procla-
mation of their advent and to the preparation of a garden home for
their reception.

3 From their highland headquarters and from 61 far-scattered
settlements, Van and Amadon recruited a corps of over 3,000 will-
ing and enthusiastic workers who, in solemn assembly, dedicated
themselves to this mission of preparing for the promised— at least
expected — Son.

4 Van divided his volunteers into 100 companies with a captain
over each and an associate who served on his personal staff as a liai-
son officer, keeping Amadon as his own associate. ese commis-
sions all began in earnest their preliminary work, and the commit-
tee on location for the Garden sallied forth in search of the ideal
spot.

5 ¶ Although Caligastia and Daligastia had been deprived of
much of their power for evil, they did everything possible to frus-
trate and hamper the work of preparing the Garden. But their evil
machinations were largely offset by the faithful activities of the al-
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most 10,000 loyal midway creatures who so tirelessly laboured to
advance the enterprise.

3. THE GARDEN SITE
1 e committee on locationwas absent for almost three years. It

reported favourably concerning three possible locations: e rst
was an island in the Persian Gulf; the second, the river location
subsequently occupied as the second garden; the third, a long nar-
rowpeninsula—almost an island—projectingwestward from the
eastern shores of the Mediterranean Sea.

2 e committee almost unanimously favoured the third selec-
tion. is site was chosen, and two years were occupied in transfer-
ring the world’s cultural headquarters, including the tree of life, to
this Mediterranean peninsula. All but a single group of the penin-
sula dwellers peaceably vacatedwhenVan andhis company arrived.

3 ¶ is Mediterranean peninsula had a salubrious climate and
an equable temperature; this stabilized weather was due to the en-
circling mountains and to the fact that this area was virtually an
island in an inland sea. While it rained copiously on the surround-
ing highlands, it seldom rained in Eden proper. But each night,
from the extensive network of arti cial irrigation channels, a “mist
would go up” to refresh the vegetation of the Garden.

4 e coast line of this land mass was considerably elevated,
and the neck connecting with the mainland was only 43 km wide
at the narrowest point. e great river that watered the Garden
came down from the higher lands of the peninsula and owed east
through the peninsular neck to themainland and thence across the
lowlands ofMesopotamia to the sea beyond. Itwas fed by four trib-
utaries which took origin in the coastal hills of the Edenic penin-
sula, and these are the “four heads” of the river which “went out of
Eden,” and which later became confused with the branches of the
rivers surrounding the second garden.

5 emountains surrounding theGarden abounded in precious
stones and metals, though these received very little attention. e
dominant idea was to be the glori cation of horticulture and the
exaltation of agriculture.
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6 e site chosen for the Garden was probably the most beauti-
ful spot of its kind in all the world, and the climate was then ideal.
Nowhere else was there a location which could have lent itself so
perfectly to becoming such a paradise of botanic expression. In this
rendezvous the cream of the civilization of Urantia was forgather-
ing. Without and beyond, the world lay in darkness, ignorance,
and savagery. Eden was the one bright spot on Urantia; it was nat-
urally a dreamof loveliness, and it soon became a poemof exquisite
and perfected landscape glory.

4. ESTABLISHING THE GARDEN
1 WhenMaterial Sons, the biologic upli ers, begin their sojourn

on an evolutionary world, their place of abode is o en called the
Garden of Eden because it is characterized by the oral beauty and
the botanic grandeur of Edentia, the constellation capital. Van
well knew of these customs and accordingly provided that the en-
tire peninsula be given over to the Garden. Pasturage and animal
husbandry were projected for the adjoining mainland. Of animal
life, only the birds and the various domesticated species were to be
found in the park. Van’s instructionswere thatEdenwas to be a gar-
den, and only a garden. No animals were ever slaughtered within
its precincts. All esh eaten by the Garden workers throughout all
the years of constructionwas brought in fromtheherdsmaintained
under guard on the mainland.

2 e rst task was the building of the brick wall across the neck
of the peninsula. is once completed, the real work of landscape
beauti cation and home building could proceed unhindered.

3 A zoological garden was created by building a smaller wall just
outside the main wall; the intervening space, occupied by all man-
ner of wild beasts, served as an additional defence against hostile
attacks. is menagerie was organized in 12 grand divisions, and
walled paths led between these groups to the 12 gates of the Gar-
den, the river and its adjacent pastures occupying the central area.

4 In the preparation of theGardenonly volunteer labourerswere
employed; no hirelings were ever used. ey cultivated the Gar-
den and tended their herds for support; contributions of foodwere
also received from near-by believers. And this great enterprise was
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carried through to completion in spite of the difficulties attendant
upon the confused status of theworldduring these troublous times.

5 But it was a cause for great disappointment when Van, not
knowing how soon the expected Son and Daughter might come,
suggested that the younger generation also be trained in the work
of carrying on the enterprise in case their arrival should be delayed.

is seemed like an admission of lack of faith on Van’s part and
made considerable trouble, caused many desertions; but Van went
forward with his plan of preparedness, meantime lling the places
of the deserters with younger volunteers.

5. THE GARDEN HOME
1 At the centre of the Edenic peninsula was the exquisite stone

temple of theUniversal Father, the sacred shrine of theGarden. To
the north the administrative headquarters was established; to the
south were built the homes for the workers and their families; to
the west was provided the allotment of ground for the proposed
schools of the educational system of the expected Son, while in the
“east of Eden” were built the domiciles intended for the promised
Son and his immediate offspring. e architectural plans for Eden
provided homes and abundant land for 1,000,000 human beings.

2 At the time of Adam’s arrival, though the Garden was only ¼
nished, it had thousands of kilometres of irrigation ditches and

more than 19,300 km of paved paths and roads. ere were a tri e
over 5,000 brick buildings in the various sectors, and the trees and
plants were almost beyond number. Seven was the largest number
of houses composing any one cluster in the park. And though the
structures of the Garden were simple, they were most artistic. e
roads and paths were well built, and the landscaping was exquisite.

3 e sanitary arrangements of the Garden were far in advance
of anything that had been attempted theretofore on Urantia. e
drinking water of Eden was kept wholesome by the strict obser-
vance of the sanitary regulations designed to conserve its purity.
During these early times much trouble came about from neglect
of these rules, but Van gradually impressed upon his associates the
importance of allowing nothing to fall into the water supply of the
Garden.
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4 Before the later establishment of a sewage-disposal system the
Edenites practised the scrupulous burial of all waste or decompos-
ing material. Amadon’s inspectors made their rounds each day
in search for possible causes of sickness. Urantians did not again
awaken to the importance of the prevention of human diseases un-
til the later times of the XIX and XX centuries. Before the disrup-
tion of the Adamic regime a covered brick-conduit disposal sys-
tem had been constructed which ran beneath the walls and emp-
tied into the river of Eden almost 1.6 km beyond the outer or lesser
wall of the Garden.

5 By the time of Adam’s arrival most of the plants of that section
of the world were growing in Eden. Already hadmany of the fruits,
cereals, and nuts been greatly improved. Many modern vegetables
and cereals were rst cultivated here, but scores of varieties of food
plants were subsequently lost to the world.

6 About 5% of the Garden was under high arti cial cultivation,
15% partially cultivated, the remainder being le in a more or less
natural state pending the arrival of Adam, it being thought best to
nish the park in accordance with his ideas.
7 And so was the Garden of Eden made ready for the reception

of the promised Adam and his consort. And this Garden would
have done honour to a world under perfected administration and
normal control. Adam and Eve were well pleased with the general
plan of Eden, though they made many changes in the furnishings
of their own personal dwelling.

8 Although the work of embellishment was hardly nished at
the time of Adam’s arrival, the place was already a gem of botanic
beauty; and during the early days of his sojourn in Eden the whole
Garden took on new form and assumed new proportions of beauty
and grandeur. Never before this time nor a er has Urantia har-
boured such a beautiful and replete exhibition of horticulture and
agriculture.

6. THE TREE OF LIFE
1 In the centre of the Garden temple Van planted the long-

guarded tree of life, whose leaves were for the “healing of the na-
tions,” and whose fruit had so long sustained him on earth. Van
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well knew that Adam and Eve would also be dependent on this gi
of Edentia for their life maintenance a er they once appeared on
Urantia in material form.

2 e Material Sons on the system capitals do not require the
tree of life for sustenance. Only in the planetary repersonalization
are they dependent on this adjunct to physical immortality.

3 ¶ e “tree of the knowledge of good and evil” may be a gure
of speech, a symbolic designation covering a multitude of human
experiences, but the “tree of life” was not a myth; it was real and
for a long time was present on Urantia. When the Most Highs of
Edentia approved the commission ofCaligastia as Planetary Prince
of Urantia and those of the 100 Jerusem citizens as his administra-
tive staff, they sent to the planet, by the Melchizedeks, a shrub of
Edentia, and this plant grew to be the tree of life on Urantia. is
form of nonintelligent life is native to the constellation headquar-
ters spheres, being also found on the headquarters worlds of the
local and superuniverses as well as on the Havona spheres, but not
on the system capitals.

4 is superplant stored up certain space-energies which were
antidotal to the age-producing elements of animal existence. e
fruit of the tree of life was like a superchemical storage battery,
mysteriously releasing the life-extension force of the universe when
eaten. is form of sustenance was wholly useless to the ordinary
evolutionary beings on Urantia, but speci cally it was serviceable
to the 100materializedmembers ofCaligastia’s staff and to the 100
modi ed Andonites who had contributed of their life plasm to the
Prince’s staff, andwho, in return, weremade possessors of that com-
plement of life which made it possible for them to utilize the fruit
of the tree of life for an inde nite extension of their otherwisemor-
tal existence.

5 ¶ During thedays of thePrince’s rule the treewas growing from
the earth in the central and circular courtyard of the Father’s tem-
ple. Upon the outbreak of the rebellion it was regrown from the
central core by Van and his associates in their temporary camp.

is Edentia shrub was subsequently taken to their highland re-
treat, where it servedbothVan andAmadon formore than150,000
years.
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6 WhenVan andhis associatesmade ready theGarden forAdam
and Eve, they transplanted the Edentia tree to the Garden of Eden,
where, once again, it grew in a central, circular courtyardof another
temple to the Father. And Adam and Eve periodically partook of
its fruit for the maintenance of their dual form of physical life.

7 ¶ When the plans of the Material Son went astray, Adam and
his family were not permitted to carry the core of the tree away
from theGarden. When theNodites invaded Eden, they were told
that they would become as “gods if they partook of the fruit of the
tree.” Much to their surprise they found it unguarded. ey ate
freely of the fruit for years, but it didnothing for them; theywere all
material mortals of the realm; they lacked that endowment which
acted as a complement to the fruit of the tree. ey became enraged
at their inability to bene t from the tree of life, and in connection
with one of their internal wars, the temple and the tree were both
destroyed by re; only the stone wall stood until the Garden was
subsequently submerged. is was the second temple of the Father
to perish.

8 And now must all esh on Urantia take the natural course of
life and death. Adam, Eve, their children, and their children’s chil-
dren, together with their associates, all perished in the course of
time, thus becoming subject to the ascension scheme of the lo-
cal universe wherein mansion world resurrection follows material
death.

7. THE FATE OF EDEN
1 A er the rst garden was vacated by Adam, it was occupied

variously by the Nodites, Cutites, and the Suntites. It later became
the dwelling place of the northern Nodites who opposed co-op-
eration with the Adamites. e peninsula had been overrun by
these lower-grade Nodites for almost 4,000 years a er Adam le
the Garden when, in connection with the violent activity of the
surrounding volcanoes and the submergence of the Sicilian land
bridge to Africa, the eastern oor of the Mediterranean Sea sank,
carrying down beneath the waters the whole of the Edenic penin-
sula. Concomitant with this vast submergence the coast line of the
eastern Mediterranean was greatly elevated. And this was the end
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of the most beautiful natural creation that Urantia has ever har-
boured. e sinking was not sudden, several hundred years being
required completely to submerge the entire peninsula.

2 We cannot regard this disappearance of the Garden as being
in any way a result of the miscarriage of the divine plans or as a
result of the mistakes of Adam and Eve. We do not regard the sub-
mergence of Eden as anything but a natural occurrence, but it does
seem to us that the sinking of theGardenwas timed to occur at just
about the date of the accumulation of the reserves of the violet race
for undertaking the work of rehabilitating the world peoples.

3 ¶ e Melchizedeks counselled Adam not to initiate the pro-
gram of racial upli and blending until his own family had num-
bered 500,000. It was never intended that the Garden should be
the permanent home of the Adamites. ey were to become emis-
saries of a new life to all the world; they were to mobilize for un-
sel sh bestowal upon the needy races of earth.

4 e instructions given Adam by the Melchizedeks implied
that he was to establish racial, continental, and divisional head-
quarters to be in charge of his immediate sons and daughters, while
he and Eve were to divide their time between these various world
capitals as advisers and co-ordinators of theworld-wideministry of
biologic upli , intellectual advancement, andmoral rehabilitation.

ahb

5 [Presented by Solonia, the seraphic “voice in the Garden.”]



PAPER №74
ADAM AND EVE

Solonia

ADAM AND EVE arrived on Urantia, from the year
A.D. 1934, 37,848 years ago. It was in midseason when
the Garden was in the height of bloom that they arrived.

At high noon and unannounced, the two seraphic transports, ac-
companied by the Jerusem personnel intrusted with the trans-
portation of the biologic upli ers to Urantia, settled slowly to the
surface of the revolving planet in the vicinity of the temple of the
Universal Father. All the work of rematerializing the bodies of
Adam and Eve was carried on within the precincts of this newly
created shrine. And from the time of their arrival ten days passed
before they were re-created in dual human form for presentation
as the world’s new rulers. ey regained consciousness simultane-
ously. e Material Sons and Daughters always serve together. It
is the essence of their service at all times and in all places never to
be separated. ey are designed to work in pairs; seldom do they
function alone.

1. ADAM AND EVE ON JERUSEM
1 e Planetary Adam and Eve of Urantia were members of the

senior corps of Material Sons on Jerusem, being jointly number
14,311. ey belonged to the third physical series and were a little
more than 2.4 m in height.

2 At the time Adam was chosen to come to Urantia, he was em-
ployed, with his mate, in the trial-and-testing physical laboratories
of Jerusem. For more than 15,000 years they had been directors of
the division of experimental energy as applied to the modi cation
of living forms. Long before this they had been teachers in the cit-
izenship schools for new arrivals on Jerusem. And all this should
be borne in mind in connection with the narration of their subse-
quent conduct on Urantia.

3 When the proclamation was issued calling for volunteers for
the mission of Adamic adventure on Urantia, the entire senior
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corps of Material Sons and Daughters volunteered. e Melchize-
dek examiners, with the approval of Lanaforge and theMostHighs
of Edentia, nally selected the Adam and Eve who subsequently
came to function as the biologic upli ers of Urantia.

4 Adam and Eve had remained loyal to Michael during the Lu-
cifer rebellion; nevertheless, the pair were called before the System
Sovereign and his entire cabinet for examination and instruction.

e details of Urantia affairs were fully presented; they were ex-
haustively instructed as to the plans to be pursued in accepting the
responsibilities of rulership on such a strife-torn world. ey were
put under joint oaths of allegiance to the Most Highs of Edentia
and to Michael of Salvington. And they were duly advised to re-
gard themselves as subject to the Urantia corps of Melchizedek re-
ceivers until that governing body should see t to relinquish rule
on the world of their assignment.

5 ¶ is Jerusem pair le behind them on the capital of Satania
and elsewhere, 100 offspring — 50 sons and 50 daughters — mag-
ni cent creatures who had escaped the pitfalls of progression, and
who were all in commission as faithful stewards of universe trust
at the time of their parents’ departure for Urantia. And they were
all present in the beautiful temple of the Material Sons attendant
upon the farewell exercises associated with the last ceremonies of
the bestowal acceptance. ese children accompanied their par-
ents to the dematerialization headquarters of their order and were
the last to bid them farewell and divine speed as they fell asleep in
the personality lapse of consciousness which precedes the prepara-
tion for seraphic transport. e children spent some time together
at the family rendezvous rejoicing that their parents were soon to
become the visible heads, in reality the sole rulers, of planet 606 in
the system of Satania.

6 And thus did Adam and Eve leave Jerusem amidst the acclaim
and well-wishing of its citizens. ey went forth to their new re-
sponsibilities adequately equipped and fully instructed concerning
every duty and danger to be encountered on Urantia.

2. ARRIVAL OF ADAM AND EVE
1 Adam andEve fell asleep on Jerusem, andwhen they awakened
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in the Father’s temple on Urantia in the presence of the mighty
throng assembled towelcome them, theywere face to facewith two
beings of whom they had heard much, Van and his faithful asso-
ciate Amadon. ese two heroes of the Caligastia secession were
the rst to welcome them in their new garden home.

2 e tongue of Eden was an Andonic dialect as spoken by
Amadon. Van and Amadon had markedly improved this language
by creating a new alphabet of 24 letters, and they had hoped to see
it become the tongue ofUrantia as theEdenic culturewould spread
throughout the world. Adam and Eve had fully mastered this hu-
man dialect before they departed from Jerusem so that this son of
Andon heard the exalted ruler of his world address him in his own
tongue.

3 And on that day there was great excitement and joy through-
out Eden as the runners went in great haste to the rendezvous of
the carrier pigeons assembled from near and far, shouting: “Let
loose the birds; let them carry the word that the promised Son has
come.” Hundreds of believer settlements had faithfully, year a er
year, kept up the supply of these home-reared pigeons for just such
an occasion.

4 ¶ As the news of Adam’s arrival spread abroad, thousands of
the near-by tribesmen accepted the teachings of Van and Amadon,
while for months and months pilgrims continued to pour into
Eden to welcomeAdam and Eve and to do homage to their unseen
Father.

5 ¶ Soon a er their awakening, Adam and Eve were escorted to
the formal reception on the great mound to the north of the tem-
ple. is natural hill had been enlarged and made ready for the
installation of the world’s new rulers. Here, at noon, the Urantia
reception committee welcomed this Son and Daughter of the sys-
tem of Satania. Amadon was chairman of this committee, which
consisted of 12 members embracing a representative of each of the
six Sangik races; the acting chief of the midwayers; Annan, a loyal
daughter and spokesman for the Nodites; Noah, the son of the ar-
chitect and builder of the Garden and executive of his deceased fa-
ther’s plans; and the two resident Life Carriers.
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6 e next actwas the delivery of the charge of planetary custody
toAdam andEve by the seniorMelchizedek, chief of the council of
receivership on Urantia. e Material Son and Daughter took the
oath of allegiance to theMostHighs ofNorlatiadek and toMichael
of Nebadon and were proclaimed rulers of Urantia by Van, who
thereby relinquished the titular authority which for over 150,000
years he had held by virtue of the action of the Melchizedek re-
ceivers.

7 And Adam and Eve were invested with kingly robes on this
occasion, the time of their formal induction into world rulership.
Not all of the arts ofDalamatia had been lost to theworld; weaving
was still practised in the days of Eden.

8 en was heard the archangels’ proclamation, and the broad-
cast voice ofGabriel decreed the second judgment roll call ofUran-
tia and the resurrection of the sleeping survivors of the second dis-
pensation of grace and mercy on 606 of Satania. e dispensa-
tion of the Prince has passed; the age of Adam, the third planetary
epoch, opens amidst scenes of simple grandeur; and the new rulers
of Urantia start their reign under seemingly favourable conditions,
notwithstanding the world-wide confusion occasioned by lack of
the co-operation of their predecessor in authority on the planet.˚

3. ADAM AND EVE LEARN ABOUT THE PLANET
1 And now, a er their formal installation, Adam and Eve be-

came painfully aware of their planetary isolation. Silent were the
familiar broadcasts, and absent were all the circuits of extraplan-
etary communication. eir Jerusem fellows had gone to worlds
running along smoothly with a well-established Planetary Prince
and an experienced staff ready to receive them and competent to
co-operate with them during their early experience on suchworlds.
But on Urantia rebellion had changed everything. Here the Plan-
etary Prince was very much present, and though shorn of most of
his power to work evil, he was still able to make the task of Adam
andEve difficult and to some extent hazardous. It was a serious and
2.8. e dispensation of the Prince has passed, the age of Adam,… e initial clause is
a complete sentence; a semicolon is the correct way of linking the two parts of the larger
sentence.
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disillusioned Son and Daughter of Jerusem who walked that night
through the Garden under the shining of the full moon, discussing
plans for the next day.

2 us ended the rst day of Adam and Eve on isolated Urantia,
the confused planet of theCaligastia betrayal; and theywalked and
talked far into the night, their rst night on earth — and it was so
lonely.

3 ¶ Adam’s second day on earth was spent in session with the
planetary receivers and the advisory council. From the Melchize-
deks, and their associates, Adam and Eve learned more about the
details of the Caligastia rebellion and the result of that upheaval
upon the world’s progress. And it was, on the whole, a disheart-
ening story, this long recital of the mismanagement of world af-
fairs. ey learned all the facts regarding the utter collapse of the
Caligastia scheme for accelerating the process of social evolution.

ey also arrived at a full realization of the folly of attempting to
achieve planetary advancement independently of the divine plan
of progression. And thus ended a sad but enlightening day— their
second on Urantia.

4 ¶ e third day was devoted to an inspection of the Garden.
From the large passenger birds — the fandors — Adam and Eve
looked down upon the vast stretches of the Garden while being
carried through the air over this, the most beautiful spot on earth.

is day of inspection endedwith an enormous banquet in honour
of all who had laboured to create this garden of Edenic beauty and
grandeur. And again, late into the night of their third day, the Son
and hismatewalked in theGarden and talked about the immensity
of their problems.

5 ¶ On the fourth day Adam and Eve addressed the Garden as-
sembly. From the inaugural mount they spoke to the people con-
cerning their plans for the rehabilitation of the world and outlined
the methods whereby they would seek to redeem the social culture
of Urantia from the low levels to which it had fallen as a result of
sin and rebellion. is was a great day, and it closed with a feast
for the council of men and women who had been selected to as-
sume responsibilities in the new administration of world affairs.
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Take note! women as well as men were in this group, and that was
the rst time such a thing had occurred on earth since the days of
Dalamatia. It was an astounding innovation to behold Eve, a wo-
man, sharing the honours and responsibilities of world affairs with
a man. And thus ended the fourth day on earth.

6 ¶ e h day was occupied with the organization of the tem-
porary government, the administration which was to function un-
til the Melchizedek receivers should leave Urantia.

7 ¶ e sixth day was devoted to an inspection of the numerous
types ofmen and animals. Along thewalls eastward inEden, Adam
and Eve were escorted all day, viewing the animal life of the planet
and arriving at a better understanding as to what must be done to
bring order out of the confusion of a world inhabited by such a
variety of living creatures.

8 It greatly surprised those who accompanied Adam on this trip
to observe how fully he understood the nature and function of the
thousands upon thousands of animals shown him. e instant he
glanced at an animal, he would indicate its nature and behaviour.
Adam could give names descriptive of the origin, nature, and func-
tion of all material creatures on sight. ose who conducted him
on this tour of inspection did not know that the world’s new ruler
was one of the most expert anatomists of all Satania; and Eve was
equally pro cient. Adam amazed his associates by describing hosts
of living things too small to be seen by human eyes.

9 When the sixth day of their sojourn on earth was over, Adam
and Eve rested for the rst time in their new home in “the east of
Eden.” e rst six days of the Urantia adventure had been very
busy, and they looked forward with great pleasure to an entire day
of freedom from all activities.

10 But circumstances dictated otherwise. e experience of the
day just past in which Adam had so intelligently and so exhaus-
tively discussed the animal life of Urantia, together with his mas-
terly inaugural address and his charming manner, had so won the
hearts and overcome the intellects of theGarden dwellers that they
were not only wholeheartedly disposed to accept the newly arrived
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Son andDaughter of Jerusem as rulers, but themajoritywere about
ready to fall down and worship them as gods.

4. THE FIRST UPHEAVAL
1 at night, the night following the sixth day, while Adam and

Eve slumbered, strange things were transpiring in the vicinity of
the Father’s temple in the central sector of Eden. ere, under the
rays of themellowmoon, hundreds of enthusiastic and excitedmen
and women listened for hours to the impassioned pleas of their
leaders. ey meant well, but they simply could not understand
the simplicity of the fraternal and democratic manner of their new
rulers. And long before daybreak the new and temporary admin-
istrators of world affairs reached a virtually unanimous conclusion
that Adam and his mate were altogether too modest and unassum-
ing. ey decided that Divinity had descended to earth in bodily
form, that Adam and Eve were in reality gods or else so near such
an estate as to be worthy of reverent worship.

2 e amazing events of the rst 6 days of Adam and Eve on
earth were entirely toomuch for the unpreparedminds of even the
world’s bestmen; their headswere in awhirl; theywere swept along
with the proposal to bring the noble pair up to the Father’s temple
at high noon in order that everyone might bow down in respectful
worship and prostrate themselves in humble submission. And the
Garden dwellers were really sincere in all of this.

3 Van protested. Amadon was absent, being in charge of the
guard of honour which had remained behind with Adam and Eve
overnight. But Van’s protest was swept aside. He was told that he
was likewise toomodest, too unassuming; that he was not far from
a god himself, else how had he lived so long on earth, and how
had he brought about such a great event as the advent of Adam?
And as the excited Edenites were about to seize him and carry him
up to the mount for adoration, Van made his way out through the
throng and, being able to communicate with the midwayers, sent
their leader in great haste to Adam.

4 It was near the dawn of their seventh day on earth that Adam
and Eve heard the startling news of the proposal of these well-
meaning but misguided mortals; and then, even while the passen-
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ger birdswere swi lywinging to bring them to the temple, themid-
wayers, being able to do such things, transported Adam and Eve to
the Father’s temple. It was early on the morning of this seventh
day and from the mount of their so recent reception that Adam
held forth in explanation of the orders of divine sonship and made
clear to these earth minds that only the Father and those whom he
designates may be worshipped. Adam made it plain that he would
accept any honour and receive all respect, but worship never!

5 It was a momentous day, and just before noon, about the time
of the arrival of the seraphic messenger bearing the Jerusem ac-
knowledgement of the installation of the world’s rulers, Adam and
Eve, moving apart from the throng, pointed to the Father’s temple
and said: “Go you now to the material emblem of the Father’s in-
visible presence and bow down in worship of him who made us all
and who keeps us living. And let this act be the sincere pledge that
you never will again be tempted toworship anyone butGod.” ey
all did as Adam directed. e Material Son and Daughter stood
alone on themount with bowed heads while the people prostrated
themselves about the temple.

6 ¶ And this was the origin of the Sabbath-day tradition. Always
in Eden the seventh day was devoted to the noontide assembly at
the temple; long itwas the custom todevote this day to self-culture.

e forenoon was devoted to physical improvement, the noon-
time to spiritual worship, the a ernoon to mind culture, while the
evening was spent in social rejoicing. is was never the law in
Eden, but it was the custom as long as the Adamic administration
held sway on earth.

5. ADAM’S ADMINISTRATION
1 For almost seven years a er Adam’s arrival the Melchizedek

receivers remained on duty, but the time nally came when they
turned the administration of world affairs over to Adam and re-
turned to Jerusem.

2 e farewell of the receivers occupied the whole of a day, and
during the evening the individual Melchizedeks gave Adam and
Eve their parting advice and best wishes. Adam had several times
requested his advisers to remain on earthwith him, but alwayswere
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these petitions denied. e time had comewhen theMaterial Sons
must assume full responsibility for the conduct of world affairs.
And so, at midnight, the seraphic transports of Satania le the pla-
net with 14 beings for Jerusem, the translation of Van andAmadon
occurring simultaneously with the departure of the 12 Melchize-
deks.

3 ¶ All went fairly well for a time on Urantia, and it appeared
thatAdamwould, eventually, be able to develop some plan for pro-
moting the gradual extension of the Edenic civilization. Pursuant
to the advice of the Melchizedeks, he began to foster the arts of
manufacture with the idea of developing trade relations with the
outside world. When Eden was disrupted, there were over 100
primitive manufacturing plants in operation, and extensive trade
relations with the near-by tribes had been established.

4 For agesAdamandEvehadbeen instructed in the technique of
improving a world in readiness for their specialized contributions
to the advancement of evolutionary civilization; but now theywere
face to face with pressing problems, such as the establishment of
law and order in a world of savages, barbarians, and semicivilized
human beings. Aside from the cream of the earth’s population, as-
sembled in the Garden, only a few groups, here and there, were at
all ready for the reception of the Adamic culture.

5 Adammade aheroic anddetermined effort to establish aworld
government, but he met with stubborn resistance at every turn.
Adam had already put in operation a system of group control
throughout Eden and had federated all of these companies into the
Edenic league. But trouble, serious trouble, ensued when he went
outside the Garden and sought to apply these ideas to the outlying
tribes. e moment Adam’s associates began to work outside the
Garden, they met the direct and well-planned resistance of Cali-
gastia and Daligastia. e fallen Prince had been deposed as world
ruler, but he had not been removed from the planet. He was still
present on earth and able, at least to some extent, to resist all of
Adam’s plans for the rehabilitation of human society. Adam tried
towarn the races againstCaligastia, but the taskwasmade very dif-
cult because his archenemy was invisible to the eyes of mortals.
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6 Even among the Edenites there were those confused minds
that leaned toward the Caligastia teaching of unbridled personal
liberty; and they caused Adam no end of trouble; always were they
upsetting the best-laid plans for orderly progression and substantial
development. He was nally compelled to withdraw his program
for immediate socialization; he fell back on Van’s method of or-
ganization, dividing the Edenites into companies of 100 with cap-
tains over each and with lieutenants in charge of groups of 10.

7 Adam and Eve had come to institute representative govern-
ment in the place of monarchial, but they found no government
worthy of the name on the face of the whole earth. For the time
being Adam abandoned all effort to establish representative gov-
ernment, andbefore the collapse of theEdenic regimehe succeeded
in establishing almost 100 outlying trade and social centres where
strong individuals ruled in his name. Most of these centres had
been organized aforetime by Van and Amadon.

8 e sending of ambassadors from one tribe to another dates
from the times of Adam. is was a great forward step in the evo-
lution of government.

6. HOME LIFE OF ADAM AND EVE
1 e Adamic family grounds embraced a little over 13 km . Im-

mediately surrounding this homesite, provision had beenmade for
the care of more than 300,000 of the pure-line offspring. But only
the rst unit of the projected buildings was ever constructed. Be-
fore the size of the Adamic family outgrew these early provisions,
thewhole Edenic plan had been disrupted and theGarden vacated.

2 ¶ Adamson was the rst-born of the violet race of Urantia, be-
ing followed by his sister and Eveson, the second son of Adam and
Eve. Eve was the mother of ve children before the Melchizedeks
le — three sons and two daughters. e next two were twins.
She bore 63 children, 32 daughters and 31 sons, before the default.
When Adam and Eve le the Garden, their family consisted of 4
generations numbering 1,647 pure-line descendants. ey had 42
children a er leaving the Garden besides the 2 offspring of joint
parentage with the mortal stock of earth. And this does not in-
clude the Adamic parentage to the Nodite and evolutionary races.
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3 e Adamic children did not take milk from animals when
they ceased to nurse the mother’s breast at one year of age. Eve
had access to the milk of a great variety of nuts and to the juices
of many fruits, and knowing full well the chemistry and energy of
these foods, she suitably combined them for the nourishment of
her children until the appearance of teeth.

4 While cooking was universally employed outside of the im-
mediate Adamic sector of Eden, there was no cooking in Adam’s
household. ey found their foods — fruits, nuts, and cereals —
ready prepared as they ripened. ey ate once a day, shortly a er
noontime. Adam and Eve also imbibed “light and energy” direct
from certain space emanations in conjunction with theministry of
the tree of life.

5 ¶ e bodies of Adam and Eve gave forth a shimmer of light,
but they always wore clothing in conformity with the custom of
their associates. ough wearing very little during the day, at even-
tide they donnednightwraps. e origin of the traditional halo en-
circling the heads of supposed pious andholymendates back to the
days of Adam and Eve. Since the light emanations of their bodies
were so largely obscured by clothing, only the radiating glow from
their heads was discernible. e descendants of Adamson always
thus portrayed their concept of individuals believed to be extraor-
dinary in spiritual development.

6 Adam and Eve could communicate with each other and with
their immediate children over a distance of about 80 km. is
thought exchange was effected by means of the delicate gas cham-
bers located in close proximity to their brain structures. By this
mechanism they could send and receive thought oscillations. But
this power was instantly suspended upon the mind’s surrender to
the discord and disruption of evil.

7 ¶ e Adamic children attended their own schools until they
were 16, the younger being taught by the elder. e little folks
changed activities every 30 minutes, the older every hour. And
it was certainly a new sight on Urantia to observe these children
of Adam and Eve at play, joyous and exhilarating activity just for
the sheer fun of it. e play and humour of the present-day races
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are largely derived from the Adamic stock. e Adamites all had a
great appreciation of music as well as a keen sense of humour.

8 e average age of betrothal was 18, and these youths then en-
tered upon a two years’ course of instruction in preparation for the
assumption of marital responsibilities. At 20 they were eligible for
marriage; and a er marriage they began their lifework or entered
upon special preparation therefor.

9 e practice of some subsequent nations of permitting the
royal families, supposedly descended from the gods, to marry
brother to sister, dates from the traditions of the Adamic offspring
— mating, as they must needs, with one another. e marriage
ceremonies of the rst and second generations of the Garden were
always performed by Adam and Eve.

7. LIFE IN THE GARDEN
1 e children of Adam, except for four years’ attendance at the

western schools, lived and worked in the “east of Eden.” ey were
trained intellectually until they were 16 in accordance with the
methods of the Jerusem schools. From 16 to 20 they were taught
in theUrantia schools at the other end of theGarden, serving there
also as teachers in the lower grades.

2 e entire purpose of the western school system of the Gar-
den was socialization. e forenoon periods of recess were devoted
to practical horticulture and agriculture, the a ernoon periods to
competitive play. e eveningswere employed in social intercourse
and the cultivation of personal friendships. Religious and sexual
training were regarded as the province of the home, the duty of
parents.

3 e teaching in these schools included instruction regarding:
4 1. Health and the care of the body.
5 2. e golden rule, the standard of social intercourse.
6 3. e relation of individual rights to group rights and com-

munity obligations.
7 4. History and culture of the various earth races.
8 5. Methods of advancing and improving world trade.
9 6. Co-ordination of con icting duties and emotions.
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10 7. e cultivation of play, humour, and competitive substi-
tutes for physical ghting.

11 ¶ e schools, in fact every activity of the Garden, were always
open to visitors. Unarmed observers were freely admitted to Eden
for short visits. To sojourn in the Garden a Urantian had to be
“adopted.” He received instructions in the plan and purpose of the
Adamic bestowal, signi ed his intention to adhere to this mission,
and thenmade declaration of loyalty to the social rule ofAdamand
the spiritual sovereignty of the Universal Father.

12 ¶ e laws of the Garden were based on the older codes of
Dalamatia and were promulgated under seven heads:

13 1. e laws of health and sanitation.
14 2. e social regulations of the Garden.
15 3. e code of trade and commerce.
16 4. e laws of fair play and competition.
17 5. e laws of home life.
18 6. e civil codes of the golden rule.
19 7. e seven commands of supreme moral rule.
20 ¶ e moral law of Eden was little different from the seven

commandments of Dalamatia. But the Adamites taught many ad-
ditional reasons for these commands; for instance, regarding the
injunction against murder, the indwelling of the ought Adjuster
was presented as an additional reason for not destroying human
life. ey taught that “whoso sheds man’s blood by man shall his
blood be shed, for in the image of God made he man.”

21 e public worship hour of Eden was noon; sunset was the
hour of family worship. Adam did his best to discourage the use of
set prayers, teaching that effective prayer must be wholly individ-
ual, that it must be the “desire of the soul”; but the Edenites con-
tinued to use the prayers and forms handed down from the times
of Dalamatia. Adam also endeavoured to substitute the offerings
of the fruit of the land for the blood sacri ces in the religious cer-
emonies but had made little progress before the disruption of the
Garden.
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22 ¶ Adam endeavoured to teach the races sex equality. e way
Eve worked by the side of her husband made a profound impres-
sion upon all dwellers in theGarden. Adam de nitely taught them
that the woman, equally with the man, contributes those life fac-
tors which unite to form a new being. eretofore, mankind had
presumed that all procreation resided in the “loins of the father.”

ey had looked upon the mother as being merely a provision for
nurturing the unborn and nursing the newborn.

23 Adam taught his contemporaries all they could comprehend,
but that was not verymuch, comparatively speaking. Nevertheless,
the more intelligent of the races of earth looked forward eagerly
to the time when they would be permitted to intermarry with the
superior children of the violet race. And what a different world
Urantia would have become if this great plan of upli ing the races
had been carried out! Even as it was, tremendous gains resulted
from the small amount of the blood of this imported race which
the evolutionary peoples incidentally secured.

24 And thus did Adam work for the welfare and upli of the
world of his sojourn. But it was a difficult task to lead these mixed
and mongrel peoples in the better way.

8. THE LEGEND OF CREATION
1 e story of the creation of Urantia in six days was based on

the tradition that Adam and Eve had spent just six days in their
initial survey of the Garden. is circumstance lent almost sacred
sanction to the time period of the week, which had been originally
introduced by the Dalamatians. Adam’s spending six days inspect-
ing the Garden and formulating preliminary plans for organiza-
tion was not prearranged; it was worked out from day to day. e
choosing of the seventh day for worship was wholly incidental to
the facts herewith narrated.

2 e legend of the making of the world in six days was an af-
terthought, in fact, more than 30,000 years a erwards. One fea-
ture of the narrative, the sudden appearance of the sun and moon,
may have taken origin in the traditions of the onetime sudden
emergence of the world from a dense space cloud of minute matter
which had long obscured both sun and moon.
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3 e story of creating Eve out of Adam’s rib is a confused con-
densation of theAdamic arrival and the celestial surgery connected
with the interchange of living substances associated with the com-
ing of the corporeal staffof thePlanetaryPrincemore than450,000
years previously.

4 ¶ e majority of the world’s peoples have been in uenced
by the tradition that Adam and Eve had physical forms created
for them upon their arrival on Urantia. e belief in man’s hav-
ing been created from clay was well-nigh universal in the Eastern
Hemisphere; this tradition can be traced from the Philippine Is-
lands around the world to Africa. And many groups accepted this
story of man’s clay origin by some form of special creation in the
place of the earlier beliefs in progressive creation — evolution.

5 Away from the in uences of Dalamatia and Eden, mankind
tended toward the belief in the gradual ascent of the human race.

e fact of evolution is not a modern discovery; the ancients un-
derstood the slow and evolutionary character of human progress.

e early Greeks had clear ideas of this despite their proximity to
Mesopotamia. Although the various races of earth became sadly
mixed up in their notions of evolution, nevertheless, many of the
primitive tribes believed and taught that theywere the descendants
of various animals. Primitive peoples made a practice of selecting
for their “totems” the animals of their supposed ancestry. Cer-
tain North American Indian tribes believed they originated from
beavers and coyotes. Certain African tribes teach that they are
descended from the hyena, a Malay tribe from the lemur, a New
Guinea group from the parrot.

6 e Babylonians, because of immediate contact with the rem-
nants of the civilization of theAdamites, enlarged and embellished
the story of man’s creation; they taught that he had descended di-
rectly from the gods. ey held to an aristocratic origin for the race
which was incompatible with even the doctrine of creation out of
clay.

7 ¶ eOld Testament account of creation dates from long a er
the time of Moses; he never taught the Hebrews such a distorted
story. But he did present a simple and condensed narrative of cre-
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ation to the Israelites, hoping thereby to augmenthis appeal towor-
ship the Creator, the Universal Father, whom he called the Lord
God of Israel.

8 In his early teachings, Moses very wisely did not attempt to
go back of Adam’s time, and since Moses was the supreme teacher
of the Hebrews, the stories of Adam became intimately associated
with those of creation. at the earlier traditions recognized pre-
Adamic civilization is clearly shown by the fact that later editors,
intending to eradicate all reference to human affairs before Adam’s
time, neglected to remove the telltale reference to Cain’s emigra-
tion to the “land of Nod,” where he took himself a wife.

9 e Hebrews had no written language in general usage for a
long time a er they reached Palestine. ey learned the use of
an alphabet from the neighbouring Philistines, who were political
refugees from the higher civilization of Crete. e Hebrews did
little writing until about 900 B.C., and having no written language
until such a late date, they had several different stories of creation in
circulation, but a er the Babylonian captivity they inclined more
toward accepting a modi ed Mesopotamian version.

10 Jewish tradition became crystallized aboutMoses, and because
he endeavoured to trace the lineage of Abraham back toAdam, the
Jews assumed that Adam was the rst of all mankind. Yahweh was
the creator, and since Adam was supposed to be the rst man, he
must have made the world just prior to making Adam. And then
the tradition of Adam’s six days got woven into the story, with the
result that almost 1,000 years a erMoses’ sojourn on earth the tra-
ditionof creation in six dayswaswrittenout and subsequently cred-
ited to him.

11 When the Jewish priests returned to Jerusalem, they had al-
ready completed the writing of their narrative of the beginning of
things. Soon they made claims that this recital was a recently dis-
covered story of creation written by Moses. But the contemporary
Hebrews of around 500 B.C. did not consider these writings to be
divine revelations; they looked upon them much as later peoples
regard mythological narratives.

12 is spurious document, reputed to be the teachings ofMoses,
was brought to the attention of Ptolemy, the Greek king of Egypt,
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whohad it translated intoGreek by a commission of 70 scholars for
his new library at Alexandria. And so this account found its place
among thosewritingswhich subsequently becameapart of the later
collections of the “sacred scriptures” of the Hebrew and Christian
religions. And through identi cation with these theological sys-
tems, such concepts for a long time profoundly in uenced the phi-
losophy of many Occidental peoples.

13 e Christian teachers perpetuated the belief in the at cre-
ation of the human race, and all this led directly to the formation of
the hypothesis of a onetime golden age of utopian bliss and the the-
ory of the fall of man or superman which accounted for the nonu-
topian condition of society. ese outlooks on life and man’s place
in the universewere at best discouraging since theywere predicated
upon a belief in retrogression rather than progression, as well as im-
plying a vengeful Deity, who had vented wrath upon the human
race in retribution for the errors of certain onetime planetary ad-
ministrators.

14 ¶ e “golden age” is a myth, but Edenwas a fact, and theGar-
den civilizationwas actually overthrown. Adam andEve carried on
in the Garden for 117 years when, through the impatience of Eve
and the errors of judgment of Adam, they presumed to turn aside
from the ordained way, speedily bringing disaster upon themselves
and ruinous retardation upon the developmental progression of all
Urantia.

ahb

15 [Narrated by Solonia, the seraphic “voice in the Garden.”]



PAPER №75
THE DEFAULT OF ADAM AND EVE

Solonia

AFTER more than 100 years of effort on Urantia, Adam
was able to see very little progress outside theGarden; the
world at large did not seem to be improving much. e

realization of race betterment appeared to be a long way off, and
the situation seemed so desperate as to demand something for re-
lief not embraced in the original plans. At least that is what o en
passed through Adam’s mind, and he so expressed himself many
times to Eve. Adam and his mate were loyal, but they were isolated
from their kind, and they were sorely distressed by the sorry plight
of their world.

1. THE URANTIA PROBLEM
1 e Adamic mission on experimental, rebellion-seared, and

isolated Urantia was a formidable undertaking. And the Material
Son and Daughter early became aware of the difficulty and com-
plexity of their planetary assignment. Nevertheless, they coura-
geously set about the task of solving their manifold problems. But
when they addressed themselves to the all-important work of elim-
inating the defectives and degenerates from among the human
strains, they were quite dismayed. ey could see noway out of the
dilemma, and they could not take counsel with their superiors on
either Jerusem or Edentia. Here they were, isolated and day by day
confronted with some new and complicated tangle, some problem
that seemed to be unsolvable.

2 Under normal conditions the rst work of a Planetary Adam
and Eve would be the co-ordination and blending of the races. But
onUrantia such a project seemed just about hopeless, for the races,
while biologically t, had never been purged of their retarded and
defective strains.

3 Adam and Eve found themselves on a sphere wholly unpre-
pared for the proclamation of the brotherhood of man, a world
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groping about in abject spiritual darkness and cursed with confu-
sionworse confoundedby themiscarriage of themissionof the pre-
ceding administration. Mind and morals were at a low level, and
instead of beginning the task of effecting religious unity, theymust
begin all anew the work of converting the inhabitants to the most
simple forms of religious belief. Instead of nding one language
ready for adoption, they were confronted by the world-wide con-
fusion of hundreds upon hundreds of local dialects. No Adam of
the planetary service was ever set down on a more difficult world;
the obstacles seemed insuperable and the problems beyond crea-
ture solution.

4 ey were isolated, and the tremendous sense of loneliness
which bore down upon them was all the more heightened by the
early departure of the Melchizedek receivers. Only indirectly, by
means of the angelic orders, could they communicate with any be-
ing off the planet. Slowly their courage weakened, their spirits
drooped, and sometimes their faith almost faltered.

5 And this is the true picture of the consternation of these two
noble souls as they pondered the tasks which confronted them.

ey were both keenly aware of the enormous undertaking in-
volved in the execution of their planetary assignment.

6 Probably no Material Sons of Nebadon were ever faced with
such a difficult and seemingly hopeless task as confronted Adam
and Eve in the sorry plight of Urantia. But they would have some-
time met with success had they been more farseeing and patient.
Both of them, especially Eve, were altogether too impatient; they
were not willing to settle down to the long, long endurance test.

ey wanted to see some immediate results, and they did, but the
results thus secured provedmost disastrous both to themselves and
to their world.

2. CALIGASTIA’S PLOT
1 Caligastia paid frequent visits to the Garden and held many

conferences with Adam and Eve, but they were adamant to all his
suggestions of compromise and short-cut adventures. ey had be-
fore them enough of the results of rebellion to produce effective
immunity against all such insinuating proposals. Even the young
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offspring of Adam were unin uenced by the overtures of Daligas-
tia. And of course neitherCaligastia nor his associate had power to
in uence any individual against his will, much less to persuade the
children of Adam to do wrong.

2 Itmust be remembered thatCaligastiawas still the titular Plan-
etary Prince of Urantia, a misguided but nevertheless high Son of
the local universe. He was not nally deposed until the times of
Christ Michael on Urantia.

3 But the fallen Prince was persistent and determined. He soon
gave upworking onAdam and decided to try a wily ank attack on
Eve. e evil one concluded that the only hope for success lay in
the adroit employment of suitable persons belonging to the upper
strata of the Nodite group, the descendants of his onetime corpo-
real-staff associates. And theplanswere accordingly laid for entrap-
ping the mother of the violet race.

4 ¶ It was farthest from Eve’s intention ever to do anything
which would militate against Adam’s plans or jeopardize their
planetary trust. Knowing the tendency ofwoman to look upon im-
mediate results rather than to plan farsightedly formore remote ef-
fects, the Melchizedeks, before departing, had especially enjoined
Eve as to the peculiar dangers besetting their isolated position on
the planet and had in particular warned her never to stray from the
side of hermate, that is, to attemptnopersonal or secretmethods of
furthering their mutual undertakings. Eve had most scrupulously
carried out these instructions for more than 100 years, and it did
not occur to her that any danger would attach to the increasingly
private and con dential visits she was enjoying with a certainNod-
ite leader named Serapatatia. e whole affair developed so gradu-
ally and naturally that she was taken unawares.

5 e Garden dwellers had been in contact with the Nodites
since the early days of Eden. From these mixed descendants of the
defaulting members of Caligastia’s staff they had received much
valuable help and co-operation, and through them the Edenic
regimewas now tomeet its complete undoing and nal overthrow.

3. THE TEMPTATION OF EVE
1 Adam had just nished his rst 100 years on earth when Sera-
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patatia, upon the death of his father, came to the leadership of the
western or Syrian confederation of the Nodite tribes. Serapatatia
was a brown-tintedman, a brilliant descendantof theonetime chief
of theDalamatia commission onhealthmatedwith one of themas-
ter female minds of the blue race of those distant days. All down
through the ages this line had held authority and wielded a great
in uence among the western Nodite tribes.

2 Serapatatia had made several visits to the Garden and had be-
come deeply impressed with the righteousness of Adam’s cause.
And shortly a er assuming the leadership of the Syrian Nodites,
he announced his intention of establishing an affiliation with the
work of Adam and Eve in the Garden. e majority of his people
joined him in this program, and Adam was cheered by the news
that the most powerful and the most intelligent of all the neigh-
bouring tribes had swung over almost bodily to the support of the
program forworld improvement; itwas decidedlyheartening. And
shortly a er this great event, Serapatatia and his new staff were en-
tertained by Adam and Eve in their own home.

3 ¶ Serapatatia became one of themost able and efficient of all of
Adam’s lieutenants. Hewas entirely honest and thoroughly sincere
in all of his activities; he was never conscious, even later on, that he
was being used as a circumstantial tool of the wily Caligastia.

4 ¶ Presently, Serapatatia became the associate chairman of the
Edenic commission on tribal relations, and many plans were laid
for the more vigorous prosecution of the work of winning the re-
mote tribes to the cause of the Garden.

5 He held many conferences with Adam and Eve — especially
with Eve — and they talked over many plans for improving their
methods. One day, during a talk with Eve, it occurred to Serapata-
tia that it would be very helpful if, while awaiting the recruiting of
large numbers of the violet race, something could be done in the
meantime immediately to advance the needy waiting tribes. Sera-
patatia contended that, if the Nodites, as the most progressive and
co-operative race, could have a leader born to them of part origin
in the violet stock, it would constitute a powerful tie binding these
peoples more closely to the Garden. And all of this was soberly
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and honestly considered to be for the good of the world since this
child, to be reared and educated in the Garden, would exert a great
in uence for good over his father’s people.

6 It should again be emphasized that Serapatatia was altogether
honest and wholly sincere in all that he proposed. He never once
suspected that hewas playing into the hands ofCaligastia andDali-
gastia. Serapatatia was entirely loyal to the plan of building up a
strong reserve of the violet race before attempting the world-wide
upstepping of the confused peoples of Urantia. But this would re-
quire hundreds of years to consummate, and he was impatient; he
wanted to see some immediate results— something in his own life-
time. He made it clear to Eve that Adam was o entimes discour-
aged by the little that had been accomplished toward upli ing the
world.

7 ¶ For more than ve years these plans were secretly matured.
At last they had developed to the point where Eve consented to
have a secret conference with Cano, the most brilliant mind and
active leader of the near-by colony of friendly Nodites. Cano was
very sympathetic with the Adamic regime; in fact, he was the sin-
cere spiritual leader of those neighbouring Nodites who favoured
friendly relations with the Garden.

8 e fateful meeting occurred during the twilight hours of the
autumn evening, not far from the home of Adam. Eve had never
before met the beautiful and enthusiastic Cano — and he was a
magni cent specimen of the survival of the superior physique and
outstanding intellect of his remote progenitors of the Prince’s staff.
AndCano also thoroughly believed in the righteousness of the Ser-
apatatia project. (Outside of the Garden, multiple mating was a
common practice.)

9 In uenced by attery, enthusiasm, and great personal persua-
sion, Eve then and there consented to embark upon the much-dis-
cussed enterprise, to add her own little scheme of world saving to
the larger and more far-reaching divine plan. Before she quite re-
alized what was transpiring, the fatal step had been taken. It was
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done.

4. THE REALIZATION OF DEFAULT
1 e celestial life of the planet was astir. Adam recognized that

something was wrong, and he asked Eve to come aside with him in
the Garden. And now, for the rst time, Adam heard the entire
story of the long-nourished plan for accelerating world improve-
ment by operating simultaneously in two directions: the prosecu-
tionof the divine plan concomitantlywith the executionof the Ser-
apatatia enterprise.

2 And as the Material Son and Daughter thus communed in the
moonlit Garden, “the voice in the Garden” reproved them for dis-
obedience. And that voicewas none other thanmy own announce-
ment to the Edenic pair that they had transgressed the Garden
covenant; that they had disobeyed the instructions of the Melchi-
zedeks; that they had defaulted in the execution of their oaths of
trust to the sovereign of the universe.

3 Eve had consented to participate in the practice of good and
evil. Good is the carrying out of the divine plans; sin is a deliberate
transgression of the divine will; evil is the misadaptation of plans
and the maladjustment of techniques resulting in universe dishar-
mony and planetary confusion.

4 Every time theGarden pair had partaken of the fruit of the tree
of life, they had been warned by the archangel custodian to refrain
from yielding to the suggestions ofCaligastia to combine good and
evil. ey had been thus admonished: “In the day that you com-
mingle good and evil, you shall surely become as the mortals of the
realm; you shall surely die.”

5 Eve had told Cano of this o -repeated warning on the fateful
occasion of their secret meeting, but Cano, not knowing the im-
port or signi cance of such admonitions, had assured her that men
and women with good motives and true intentions could do no
evil; that she should surely not die but rather live anew in the per-
son of their offspring, whowould grow up to bless and stabilize the
world.

6 Even though this project of modifying the divine plan had
been conceived and executed with entire sincerity and with only
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the highest motives concerning the welfare of the world, it con-
stituted evil because it represented the wrong way to achieve righ-
teous ends, because it departed from the right way, the divine plan.

7 True, Eve had found Cano pleasant to the eyes, and she real-
ized all that her seducer promised by way of “new and increased
knowledge of human affairs and quickened understanding of hu-
man nature as supplemental to the comprehension of the Adamic
nature.”

8 I talked to the father andmother of the violet race that night in
theGarden as becamemy duty under the sorrowful circumstances.
I listened fully to the recital of all that led up to the default of
Mother Eve and gave both of them advice and counsel concern-
ing the immediate situation. Some of this advice they followed;
some they disregarded. is conference appears in your records as
“the Lord God calling to Adam and Eve in the Garden and ask-
ing, ‘Where are you?’” It was the practice of later generations to at-
tribute everything unusual and extraordinary, whether natural or
spiritual, directly to the personal intervention of the Gods.

5. REPERCUSSIONS OF DEFAULT
1 Eve’s disillusionment was truly pathetic. Adam discerned the

whole predicament and, while heartbroken and dejected, enter-
tained only pity and sympathy for his erring mate.

2 It was in the despair of the realization of failure that Adam,
the day a er Eve’s misstep, sought out Laotta, the brilliant Nodite
woman who was head of the western schools of the Garden, and
with premeditation committed the folly of Eve. But do not mis-
understand; Adam was not beguiled; he knew exactly what he was
about; he deliberately chose to share the fate of Eve. He loved his
mate with a supermortal affection, and the thought of the possibil-
ity of a lonely vigil onUrantia without her was more than he could
endure.

3 When they learned what had happened to Eve, the infuriated
inhabitants of the Garden became unmanageable; they declared
war on the near-by Nodite settlement. ey swept out through
the gates of Eden and down upon these unprepared people, utterly
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destroying them — not a man, woman, or child was spared. And
Cano, the father of Cain yet unborn, also perished.

4 Upon the realization of what had happened, Serapatatia was
overcome with consternation and beside himself with fear and re-
morse. e next day he drowned himself in the great river.

5 e children of Adam sought to comfort their distracted
mother while their father wandered in solitude for 30 days. At the
end of that time judgment asserted itself, andAdam returned to his
home and began to plan for their future course of action.

6 e consequences of the follies of misguided parents are so
o en shared by their innocent children. e upright and noble
sons and daughters of Adam and Eve were overwhelmed by the in-
explicable sorrow of the unbelievable tragedy which had been so
suddenly and so ruthlessly thrust upon them. Not in 50 years did
the older of these children recover from the sorrow and sadness of
those tragic days, especially the terror of that period of 30 days dur-
ing which their father was absent from homewhile their distracted
mother was in complete ignorance of his whereabouts or fate.

7 And those same30dayswere as long years of sorrow and suffer-
ing to Eve. Never did this noble soul fully recover from the effects
of that excruciating period ofmental suffering and spiritual sorrow.
No feature of their subsequent deprivations andmaterial hardships
ever began to compare inEve’smemorywith those terrible days and
awful nights of loneliness and unbearable uncertainty. She learned
of the rash act of Serapatatia and did not know whether her mate
had in sorrow destroyed himself or had been removed from the
world in retribution for her misstep. And when Adam returned,
Eve experienced a satisfaction of joy and gratitude that never was
effaced by their long and difficult life partnership of toiling service.

8 ¶ Time passed, butAdamwas not certain of the nature of their
offence until 70days a er the default of Eve, when theMelchizedek
receivers returned to Urantia and assumed jurisdiction over world
affairs. And then he knew they had failed.

9 ¶ But still more trouble was brewing: e news of the annihi-
lation of theNodite settlement near Edenwas not slow in reaching
the home tribes of Serapatatia to the north, and presently a great
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host was assembling to march on the Garden. And this was the
beginning of a long and bitter warfare between the Adamites and
the Nodites, for these hostilities kept up long a er Adam and his
followers emigrated to the second garden in the Euphrates valley.

ere was intense and lasting “enmity between that man and the
woman, between his seed and her seed.”

6. ADAM AND EVE LEAVE THE GARDEN
1 When Adam learned that the Nodites were on the march, he

sought the counsel of the Melchizedeks, but they refused to advise
him, only telling him to do as he thought best and promising their
friendly co-operation, as far as possible, in any course he might de-
cide upon. eMelchizedeks had been forbidden to interfere with
the personal plans of Adam and Eve.

2 Adam knew that he and Eve had failed; the presence of the
Melchizedek receivers told him that, though he still knew nothing
of their personal status or future fate. He held an all-night confer-
ence with some 1,200 loyal followers who pledged themselves to
follow their leader, and the next day at noon these pilgrims went
forth from Eden in quest of new homes. Adam had no liking for
war and accordingly elected to leave the rst garden to theNodites
unopposed.

3 e Edenic caravan was halted on the third day out from the
Garden by the arrival of the seraphic transports from Jerusem. And
for the rst time Adam and Eve were informed of what was to be-
come of their children. While the transports stood by, those chil-
dren who had arrived at the age of choice (20 years) were given the
option of remaining on Urantia with their parents or of becoming
wards of the Most Highs of Norlatiadek. ⅔ chose to go to Eden-
tia; about ⅓ elected to remain with their parents. All children of
prechoice age were taken to Edentia. No one could have beheld
the sorrowful parting of this Material Son and Daughter and their
children without realizing that the way of the transgressor is hard.

ese offspring of Adam and Eve are now on Edentia; we do not
know what disposition is to be made of them.

4 It was a sad, sad caravan that prepared to journey on. Could
anything have been more tragic! To have come to a world in such
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high hopes, to have been so auspiciously received, and then to go
forth in disgrace from Eden, only to lose more than ¾ of their chil-
dren even before nding a new abiding place!

7. DEGRADATION OF ADAM AND EVE
1 It was while the Edenic caravan was halted that Adam and Eve

were informed of the nature of their transgressions and advised
concerning their fate. Gabriel appeared to pronounce judgment.
And this was the verdict: e Planetary Adam and Eve of Uran-
tia are adjudged in default; they have violated the covenant of their
trusteeship as the rulers of this inhabited world.

2 While downcast by the sense of guilt, Adam and Eve were
greatly cheered by the announcement that their judges on Salving-
ton had absolved them from all charges of standing in “contempt
of the universe government.” ey had not been held guilty of re-
bellion.

3 e Edenic pair were informed that they had degraded them-
selves to the status of the mortals of the realm; that they must
henceforth conduct themselves as man and woman of Urantia,
looking to the future of the world races for their future.

4 Long before Adam and Eve le Jerusem, their instructors had
fully explained to them the consequences of any vital departure
from the divine plans. I had personally and repeatedly warned
them, both before and a er they arrived onUrantia, that reduction
to the status of mortal esh would be the certain result, the sure
penalty, which would unfailingly attend default in the execution
of their planetary mission. But a comprehension of the immor-
tality status of the material order of sonship is essential to a clear
understanding of the consequences attendant upon the default of
Adam and Eve.

5 1. Adam and Eve, like their fellows on Jerusem, maintained
immortal status through intellectual association with the mind-
gravity circuit of the Spirit. When this vital sustenance is broken
bymental disjunction, then, regardless of the spiritual level of crea-
ture existence, immortality status is lost. Mortal status followed by
physical dissolution was the inevitable consequence of the intellec-
tual default of Adam and Eve.
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6 2. eMaterial Son andDaughter ofUrantia, being also per-
sonalized in the similitude of the mortal esh of this world, were
further dependent on the maintenance of a dual circulatory sys-
tem, the one derived from their physical natures, the other from
the superenergy stored in the fruit of the tree of life. Always had
the archangel custodian admonishedAdam and Eve that default of
trust would culminate in degradation of status, and access to this
source of energy was denied them subsequent to their default.

7 ¶ Caligastia did succeed in trapping Adam and Eve, but he did
not accomplish his purpose of leading them into open rebellion
against the universe government. What they had done was indeed
evil, but they were never guilty of contempt for truth, neither did
they knowingly enlist in rebellion against the righteous rule of the
Universal Father and his Creator Son.

8. THE SOCALLED FALL OF MAN
1 Adam and Eve did fall from their high estate of material son-

ship down to the lowly status of mortal man. But that was not the
fall of man. e human race has been upli ed despite the immedi-
ate consequences of the Adamic default. Although the divine plan
of giving the violet race to theUrantia peoplesmiscarried, themor-
tal races have pro ted enormously from the limited contribution
which Adam and his descendants made to the Urantia races.

2 ere has been no “fall of man.” e history of the human race
is one of progressive evolution, and the Adamic bestowal le the
world peoples greatly improved over their previous biologic condi-
tion. emore superior stocks ofUrantia now contain inheritance
factors derived from as many as four separate sources: Andonite,
Sangik, Nodite, and Adamic.

3 Adam should not be regarded as the cause of a curse on the
human race. While he did fail in carrying forward the divine plan,
while he did transgress his covenant with Deity, while he and his
mate were most certainly degraded in creature status, notwith-
standing all this, their contribution to the human race did much
to advance civilization on Urantia.

4 ¶ In estimating the results of the Adamic mission on your
world, justice demands the recognition of the condition of the pla-
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net. Adam was confronted with a well-nigh hopeless task when,
with his beautiful mate, he was transported from Jerusem to this
dark and confused planet. But had they been guided by the coun-
sel of theMelchizedeks and their associates, and had they beenmore
patient, they would have eventually met with success. But Eve lis-
tened to the insidious propagandaof personal liberty andplanetary
freedomof action. She was led to experiment with the life plasm of
thematerial order of sonship in that she allowed this life trust to be-
come prematurely commingled with that of the then mixed order
of the original design of the Life Carriers which had been previ-
ously combined with that of the reproducing beings once attached
to the staff of the Planetary Prince.

5 Never, in all your ascent to Paradise, will you gain anything
by impatiently attempting to circumvent the established and di-
vine plan by short cuts, personal inventions, or other devices for
improving on the way of perfection, to perfection, and for eternal
perfection.

6 ¶ All in all, there probably neverwas amore dishearteningmis-
carriage of wisdom on any planet in all Nebadon. But it is not sur-
prising that these missteps occur in the affairs of the evolutionary
universes. We are a part of a gigantic creation, and it is not strange
that everything does not work in perfection; our universe was not
created in perfection. Perfection is our eternal goal, not our origin.

7 If this were a mechanistic universe, if the First Great Source
and Centre were only a force and not also a personality, if all cre-
ation were a vast aggregation of physical matter dominated by pre-
cise laws characterized by unvarying energy actions, then might
perfection obtain, even despite the incompleteness of universe sta-
tus. ere would be no disagreement; there would be no friction.
But in our evolving universe of relative perfection and imperfec-
tion we rejoice that disagreement and misunderstanding are pos-
sible, for thereby is evidenced the fact and the act of personality
in the universe. And if our creation is an existence dominated by
personality, then can you be assured of the possibilities of person-
ality survival, advancement, and achievement; we can be con dent
of personality growth, experience, and adventure. What a glorious
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universe, in that it is personal and progressive, not merely mechan-
ical or even passively perfect!

ahb

8 [Presented by Solonia, the seraphic “voice in the Garden.”]



PAPER №76
THE SECOND GARDEN

Solonia

WHEN Adam elected to leave the rst garden to the
Nodites unopposed, he and his followers could not go
west, for the Edenites had no boats suitable for such a

marine adventure. ey could not go north; the northern Nodites
were already on the march toward Eden. ey feared to go south;
the hills of that region were infested with hostile tribes. e only
way open was to the east, and so they journeyed eastward toward
the then pleasant regions between the Tigris and Euphrates rivers.
And many of those who were le behind later journeyed eastward
to join the Adamites in their new valley home.

2 ¶ Cain and Sansa were both born before the Adamic caravan
had reached its destination between the rivers in Mesopotamia.
Laotta, the mother of Sansa, perished at the birth of her daughter;
Eve suffered much but survived, owing to superior strength. Eve
took Sansa, the child of Laotta, to her bosom, and she was reared
along withCain. Sansa grew up to be a woman of great ability. She
became thewife of Sargan, the chief of the northern blue races, and
contributed to the advancement of the blue men of those times.

1. THE EDENITES ENTER MESOPOTAMIA
1 It required almost a full year for the caravan of Adam to

reach the Euphrates River. Finding it in ood tide, they remained
camped on the plains west of the stream almost six weeks before
they made their way across to the land between the rivers which
was to become the second garden.

2 Whenword had reached the dwellers in the land of the second
garden that the king and high priest of the Garden of Eden was
marching on them, they had ed in haste to the easternmountains.
Adam found all of the desired territory vacated when he arrived.
And here in this new location Adam and his helpers set themselves
to work to build new homes and establish a new centre of culture
and religion.
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3 is site was known to Adam as one of the three original se-
lections of the committee assigned to choose possible locations for
the Garden proposed by Van and Amadon. e two rivers them-
selves were a good natural defence in those days, and a short way
north of the second garden the Euphrates and Tigris came close
together so that a defence wall extending 90 km could be built for
the protection of the territory to the south and between the rivers.

4 ¶ A er getting settled in the new Eden, it became necessary
to adopt crude methods of living; it seemed entirely true that the
ground had been cursed. Nature was once again taking its course.
Now were the Adamites compelled to wrest a living from unpre-
pared soil and to cope with the realities of life in the face of the
natural hostilities and incompatibilities of mortal existence. ey
found the rst garden partially prepared for them, but the second
had to be created by the labour of their ownhands and in the “sweat
of their faces.”

2. CAIN AND ABEL
1 Less than two years a er Cain’s birth, Abel was born, the rst

child of Adam and Eve to be born in the second garden. When
Abel grew up to the age of 12 years, he elected to be a herder; Cain
had chosen to follow agriculture.

2 Now, in those days it was customary to make offerings to the
priesthood of the things at hand. Herders would bring of their
ocks, farmers of the fruits of the elds; and in accordance with

this custom, Cain and Abel likewise made periodic offerings to the
priests. e two boys had many times argued about the relative
merits of their vocations, and Abel was not slow to note that pref-
erence was shown for his animal sacri ces. In vain did Cain appeal
to the traditions of the rst Eden, to the former preference for the
fruits of the elds. But this Abel would not allow, and he taunted
his older brother in his discom ture.

3 In the days of the rst Eden, Adam had indeed sought to dis-
courage the offering of animal sacri ce so that Cain had a justi -
able precedent for his contentions. It was, however, difficult to or-
ganize the religious life of the second Eden. Adam was burdened
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with a thousand and one details associated with the work of build-
ing, defence, and agriculture. Being much depressed spiritually, he
intrusted the organization of worship and education to those of
Nodite extraction who had served in these capacities in the rst
garden; and in even so short a time the officiating Nodite priests
were reverting to the standards and rulings of pre-Adamic times.

4 e two boys never got along well, and this matter of sacri ces
further contributed to the growing hatred between them. Abel
knew he was the son of both Adam and Eve and never failed to im-
press upon Cain that Adam was not his father. Cain was not pure
violet as his father was of the Nodite race later admixed with the
blue and the red man and with the aboriginal Andonic stock. And
all of this, with Cain’s natural bellicose inheritance, caused him to
nourish an ever-increasing hatred for his younger brother.

5 e boys were respectively 18 and 20 years of age when the
tension between them was nally resolved, one day, when Abel’s
taunts so infuriated his bellicose brother that Cain turned upon
him in wrath and slew him.

6 ¶ e observation of Abel’s conduct establishes the value of
environment and education as factors in character development.
Abel had an ideal inheritance, and heredity lies at the bottom of
all character; but the in uence of an inferior environment virtu-
ally neutralized this magni cent inheritance. Abel, especially dur-
ing his younger years, was greatly in uenced by his unfavourable
surroundings. He would have become an entirely different person
had he lived to be 25 or 30; his superb inheritance would then have
shown itself. While a good environment cannot contribute much
toward really overcoming the character handicaps of a base hered-
ity, a bad environment can very effectively spoil an excellent inheri-
tance, at least during the younger years of life. Good social environ-
ment and proper education are indispensable soil and atmosphere
for getting the most out of a good inheritance.

7 ¶ e death of Abel became known to his parents when his
dogs brought the ocks home without their master. To Adam and
Eve, Cain was fast becoming the grim reminder of their folly, and
they encouraged him in his decision to leave the garden.
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8 Cain’s life inMesopotamia hadnot been exactly happy since he
was in such a peculiar way symbolic of the default. It was not that
his associates were unkind to him, but he had not been unaware of
their subconscious resentment of his presence. ButCainknew that,
since he bore no tribal mark, he would be killed by the rst neigh-
bouring tribesmenwhomight chance tomeet him. Fear, and some
remorse, led him to repent. Cain had never been indwelt by an
Adjuster, had always been de ant of the family discipline and dis-
dainful of his father’s religion. But he nowwent to Eve, hismother,
and asked for spiritual help and guidance, and when he honestly
sought divine assistance, an Adjuster indwelt him. And this Ad-
juster, dwelling within and looking out, gaveCain a distinct advan-
tage of superiority which classed him with the greatly feared tribe
of Adam.

9 And so Cain departed for the land of Nod, east of the sec-
ond Eden. He became a great leader among one group of his fa-
ther’s people and did, to a certain degree, ful l the predictions of
Serapatatia, for he did promote peace between this division of the
Nodites and the Adamites throughout his lifetime. Cain married
Remona, his distant cousin, and their rst son, Enoch, became
the head of the Elamite Nodites. And for hundreds of years the
Elamites and the Adamites continued to be at peace.

3. LIFE IN MESOPOTAMIA
1 As time passed in the second garden, the consequences of de-

fault became increasingly apparent. Adam and Eve greatly missed
their former home of beauty and tranquillity as well as their chil-
dren who had been deported to Edentia. It was indeed pathetic to
observe this magni cent couple reduced to the status of the com-
mon esh of the realm; but they bore their diminished estate with
grace and fortitude.

2 Adam wisely spent most of the time training his children and
their associates in civil administration, educational methods, and
religious devotions. Had it not been for this foresight, pandemo-
niumwould have broken loose upon his death. As it was, the death
of Adam made little difference in the conduct of the affairs of his
people. But long before Adam and Eve passed away, they recog-
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nized that their children and followers had gradually learned to for-
get the days of their glory in Eden. And it was better for themajor-
ity of their followers that theydid forget the grandeur ofEden; they
were not so likely to experience undue dissatisfactionwith their less
fortunate environment.

3 ¶ e civil rulers of the Adamites were derived hereditarily
from the sons of the rst garden. Adam’s rst son,Adamson (Adam
ben Adam), founded a secondary centre of the violet race to the
north of the second Eden. Adam’s second son, Eveson, became a
masterly leader and administrator; he was the great helper of his
father. Eveson lived not quite so long as Adam, and his eldest son,
Jansad, became the successor of Adam as the head of the Adamite
tribes.

4 ¶ e religious rulers, or priesthood, originated with Seth, the
eldest surviving son of Adam and Eve born in the second garden.
He was born 129 years a er Adam’s arrival on Urantia. Seth be-
came absorbed in the work of improving the spiritual status of his
father’s people, becoming the head of the new priesthood of the
second garden. His son, Enos, founded the new order of worship,
and his grandson, Kenan, instituted the foreign missionary service
to the surrounding tribes, near and far.

5 e Sethite priesthood was a threefold undertaking, embrac-
ing religion, health, and education. e priests of this order were
trained to officiate at religious ceremonies, to serve as physicians
and sanitary inspectors, and to act as teachers in the schools of the
garden.

6 ¶ Adam’s caravan had carried the seeds and bulbs of hundreds
of plants and cereals of the rst garden with them to the land be-
tween the rivers; they also had brought along extensive herds and
some of all the domesticated animals. Because of this they pos-
sessed great advantages over the surrounding tribes. ey enjoyed
many of the bene ts of the previous culture of the original Garden.

7 Up to the time of leaving the rst garden, Adam and his fam-
ily had always subsisted on fruits, cereals, and nuts. On the way
to Mesopotamia they had, for the rst time, partaken of herbs and
vegetables. e eating ofmeatwas early introduced into the second
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garden, but Adam and Eve never partook of esh as a part of their
regular diet. Neither did Adamson nor Eveson nor the other chil-
dren of the rst generation of the rst garden become esh eaters.

8 ¶ e Adamites greatly excelled the surrounding peoples in
cultural achievement and intellectual development. ey pro-
duced the third alphabet and otherwise laid the foundations for
much that was the forerunner of modern art, science, and liter-
ature. Here in the lands between the Tigris and Euphrates they
maintained the arts ofwriting,metalworking, potterymaking, and
weaving and produced a type of architecture that was not excelled
in thousands of years.

9 e home life of the violet peoples was, for their day and age,
ideal. Childrenwere subjected to courses of training in agriculture,
cra smanship, and animal husbandry or else were educated to per-
form the threefold duty of a Sethite: to be priest, physician, and
teacher.

10 And when thinking of the Sethite priesthood, do not confuse
those high-minded andnoble teachers of health and religion, those
true educators, with the debased and commercial priesthoods of
the later tribes and surrounding nations. eir religious concepts
of Deity and the universe were advanced and more or less accu-
rate, their health provisionswere, for their time, excellent, and their
methods of education have never since been surpassed.

4. THE VIOLET RACE
1 Adam and Eve were the founders of the violet race of men,

the ninth human race to appear on Urantia. Adam and his off-
spring had blue eyes, and the violet peoples were characterized by
fair complexions and light hair colour — yellow, red, and brown.

2 Eve did not suffer pain in childbirth; neither did the early evo-
lutionary races. Only the mixed races produced by the union of
evolutionary man with the Nodites and later with the Adamites
suffered the severe pangs of childbirth.

3 Adam and Eve, like their brethren on Jerusem, were energized
by dual nutrition, subsisting on both food and light, supplemented
by certain superphysical energies unrevealed on Urantia. eir
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Urantia offspring did not inherit the parental endowment of en-
ergy intake and light circulation. ey had a single circulation,
the human type of blood sustenance. ey were designedly mortal
though long-lived, albeit longevity gravitated toward the human
norm with each succeeding generation.

4 Adam and Eve and their rst generation of children did not
use the esh of animals for food. ey subsisted wholly upon “the
fruits of the trees.” A er the rst generation all of the descendants
ofAdambegan topartake of dairy products, butmanyof themcon-
tinued to follow a non esh diet. Many of the southern tribes with
whom they later united were also non esh eaters. Later on, most
of these vegetarian tribes migrated to the east and survived as now
admixed in the peoples of India.

5 Both the physical and spiritual visions of Adam and Eve were
far superior to those of the present-day peoples. eir special senses
weremuchmore acute, and theywere able to see themidwayers and
the angelic hosts, the Melchizedeks, and the fallen Prince Caligas-
tia, who several times came to conferwith his noble successor. ey
retained the ability to see these celestial beings for over 100 years
a er the default. ese special senses were not so acutely present in
their children and tended to diminish with each succeeding gener-
ation.

6 e Adamic children were usually Adjuster indwelt since they
all possessed undoubted survival capacity. ese superior offspring
were not so subject to fear as the children of evolution. So much
of fear persists in the present-day races of Urantia because your an-
cestors received so little of Adam’s life plasm, owing to the early
miscarriage of the plans for racial physical upli .

7 e body cells of the Material Sons and their progeny are far
more resistant to disease than are those of the evolutionary beings
indigenous to the planet. e body cells of the native races are akin
to the living disease-producing microscopic and ultramicroscopic
organisms of the realm. ese facts explain why the Urantia peo-
ples must do so much by way of scienti c effort to withstand so
many physical disorders. You would be far more disease resistant if
your races carried more of the Adamic life.
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8 ¶ A er becoming established in the second garden on the Eu-
phrates, Adam elected to leave behind as much of his life plasm as
possible to bene t the world a er his death. Accordingly, Eve was
made the head of a commission of 12 on race improvement, and
before Adam died this commission had selected 1,682 of the high-
est type of women onUrantia, and these womenwere impregnated
with the Adamic life plasm. eir children all grew up to maturity
except 112, so that the world, in this way, was bene ted by the ad-
dition of 1,570 superior men and women. ough these candidate
mothers were selected from all the surrounding tribes and repre-
sented most of the races on earth, the majority were chosen from
the highest strains of the Nodites, and they constituted the early
beginnings of the mighty Andite race. ese children were born
and reared in the tribal surroundings of their respective mothers.

5. DEATH OF ADAM AND EVE
1 Not long a er the establishment of the second Eden, Adam

and Eve were duly informed that their repentance was acceptable,
and that, while they were doomed to suffer the fate of the mortals
of their world, they should certainly become eligible for admission
to the ranks of the sleeping survivors ofUrantia. ey fully believed
this gospel of resurrection and rehabilitation which the Melchize-
deks so touchingly proclaimed to them. eir transgression had
been an error of judgment and not the sin of conscious and delib-
erate rebellion.

2 Adam and Eve did not, as citizens of Jerusem, have ought
Adjusters, nor were they Adjuster indwelt when they functioned
on Urantia in the rst garden. But shortly a er their reduction
to mortal status they became conscious of a new presence within
them and awakened to the realization that human status coupled
with sincere repentance had made it possible for Adjusters to in-
dwell them. It was this knowledge of being Adjuster indwelt that
greatly heartenedAdamandEve throughout the remainder of their
lives; they knew that they had failed as Material Sons of Satania,
but they also knew that the Paradise career was still open to them
as ascending sons of the universe.

3 ¶ Adam knew about the dispensational resurrection which oc-
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curred simultaneously with his arrival on the planet, and he be-
lieved that he and his companion would probably be repersonal-
ized in connection with the advent of the next order of sonship.
He did not know that Michael, the sovereign of this universe, was
so soon to appear on Urantia; he expected that the next Son to ar-
rive would be of the Avonal order. Even so, it was always a comfort
to Adam and Eve, as well as something difficult for them to under-
stand, to ponder the only personalmessage they ever received from
Michael. is message, among other expressions of friendship and
comfort, said: “I have given consideration to the circumstances of
your default, I have remembered the desire of your hearts ever to be
loyal to my Father’s will, and you will be called from the embrace
of mortal slumber when I come to Urantia if the subordinate Sons
of my realm do not send for you before that time.”

4 And this was a great mystery to Adam and Eve. ey could
comprehend the veiled promise of a possible special resurrection in
this message, and such a possibility greatly cheered them, but they
could not grasp themeaning of the intimation that theymight rest
until the time of a resurrection associated with Michael’s personal
appearance on Urantia. And so the Edenic pair always proclaimed
that a Son of God would sometime come, and they communicated
to their loved ones the belief, at least the longing hope, that the
world of their blunders and sorrows might possibly be the realm
whereon the ruler of this universe would elect to function as the
Paradise bestowal Son. It seemed too good to be true, but Adam
did entertain the thought that strife-torn Urantia might, a er all,
turn out to be the most fortunate world in the system of Satania,
the envied planet of all Nebadon.

5 ¶ Adam lived for 530 years; he died of what might be termed
old age. His physical mechanism simply wore out; the process of
disintegration gradually gained on the process of repair, and the in-
evitable end came. Eve had died 19 years previously of a weakened
heart. ey were both buried in the centre of the temple of divine
service which had been built in accordance with their plans soon
a er the wall of the colony had been completed. And this was the
origin of the practice of burying noted and pious men and women
under the oors of the places of worship.
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6 ¶ e supermaterial government of Urantia, under the direc-
tion of the Melchizedeks, continued, but direct physical contact
with the evolutionary races had been severed. From the distant
days of the arrival of the corporeal staff of the Planetary Prince,
down through the times ofVan andAmadon to the arrival ofAdam
and Eve, physical representatives of the universe government had
been stationed on the planet. But with the Adamic default this
regime, extending over a period of more than 450,000 years, came
to an end. In the spiritual spheres, angelic helpers continued to
struggle in conjunction with the ought Adjusters, both working
heroically for the salvage of the individual; but no comprehensive
plan for far-reachingworldwelfarewas promulgated to themortals
of earth until the arrival of Machiventa Melchizedek, in the times
of Abraham, who, with the power, patience, and authority of a Son
of God, did lay the foundations for the further upli and spiritual
rehabilitation of unfortunate Urantia.

7 Misfortune has not, however, been the sole lot of Urantia; this
planet has also been themost fortunate in the local universe of Ne-
badon. Urantians should count it all gain if the blunders of their
ancestors and the mistakes of their early world rulers so plunged
the planet into such a hopeless state of confusion, all the more
confounded by evil and sin, that this very background of darkness
should so appeal toMichael ofNebadon that he selected this world
as the arena wherein to reveal the loving personality of the Father
in heaven. It is not that Urantia needed a Creator Son to set its
tangled affairs in order; it is rather that the evil and sin on Uran-
tia afforded the Creator Son a more striking background against
which to reveal the matchless love, mercy, and patience of the Par-
adise Father.

6. SURVIVAL OF ADAM AND EVE
1 Adam and Eve went to their mortal rest with strong faith in

the promises made to them by the Melchizedeks that they would
sometime awake from the sleep of death to resume life on theman-
sion worlds, worlds all so familiar to them in the days preceding
their mission in the material esh of the violet race on Urantia.

2 ey did not long rest in the oblivion of the unconscious sleep
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of the mortals of the realm. On the third day a er Adam’s death,
the second following his reverent burial, the orders of Lanaforge,
sustained by the acting Most High of Edentia and concurred in by
the Union of Days on Salvington, acting for Michael, were placed
inGabriel’s hands, directing the special roll call of the distinguished
survivors of the Adamic default on Urantia. And in accordance
with this mandate of special resurrection, number 26 of the Uran-
tia series, Adam and Eve were repersonalized and reassembled in
the resurrection halls of the mansion worlds of Satania together
with 1,316 of their associates in the experience of the rst garden.
Many other loyal souls had already been translated at the time of
Adam’s arrival, which was attended by a dispensational adjudica-
tion of both the sleeping survivors and of the living quali ed as-
cenders.

3 ¶ Adam and Eve quickly passed through the worlds of pro-
gressive ascension until they attained citizenship on Jerusem, once
again to be residents of the planet of their origin but this time as
members of a different order of universe personalities. ey le Je-
rusem as permanent citizens — Sons of God; they returned as as-
cendant citizens — sons of man. ey were immediately attached
to the Urantia service on the system capital, later being assigned
membership among the four and twenty counsellors who consti-
tute the present advisory-control body of Urantia.

4 ¶ And thus ends the story of the Planetary Adam and Eve
of Urantia, a story of trial, tragedy, and triumph, at least per-
sonal triumph for yourwell-meaningbutdeludedMaterial Son and
Daughter and undoubtedly, in the end, a story of ultimate triumph
for their world and its rebellion-tossed and evil-harassed inhabi-
tants. When all is summed up, Adam and Eve made a mighty con-
tribution to the speedy civilization and accelerated biologic prog-
ress of the human race. ey le a great culture on earth, but it was
not possible for such an advanced civilization to survive in the face
of the early dilution and the eventual submergence of the Adamic
inheritance. It is the people who make a civilization; civilization
does not make the people.

ahb
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5 [Presented by Solonia, the seraphic “voice in the Garden.”]



PAPER №77
THE MIDWAY CREATURES

Archangel

MOST of the inhabited worlds of Nebadon harbour one
ormore groups of unique beings existing on a life-func-
tioning level about midway between those of the mor-

tals of the realms and of the angelic orders; hence are they called
midway creatures. ey appear to be an accident of time, but they
occur so widespreadly and are so valuable as helpers that we have
all long since accepted them as one of the essential orders of our
combined planetary ministry.

2 On Urantia there function two distinct orders of midwayers:
the primary or senior corps, who came into being back in the days
of Dalamatia, and the secondary or younger group, whose origin
dates from the times of Adam.

1. THE PRIMARY MIDWAYERS
1 e primary midwayers have their genesis in a unique interas-

sociation of the material and the spiritual on Urantia. We know
of the existence of similar creatures on other worlds and in other
systems, but they originated by dissimilar techniques.

2 It is well always to bear in mind that the successive bestowals
of the Sons of God on an evolving planet produce marked changes
in the spiritual economy of the realm and sometimes somodify the
workings of the interassociation of spiritual and material agencies
on a planet as to create situations indeed difficult of understanding.

e status of the 100 corporeal members of Prince Caligastia’s staff
illustrates just such a unique interassociation: As ascendant mo-
rontia citizens of Jerusem they were supermaterial creatures with-
out reproductive prerogatives. As descendant planetary ministers
on Urantia they were material sex creatures capable of procreating
material offspring (as some of them later did). Whatwe cannot sat-
isfactorily explain is how these 100 could function in the parental
role on a supermaterial level, but that is exactly what happened. A
supermaterial (nonsexual) liaison of a male and a female member
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of the corporeal staff resulted in the appearance of the rst-born of
the primary midwayers.

3 It was immediately discovered that a creature of this order,
midway between the mortal and angelic levels, would be of great
service in carrying on the affairs of the Prince’s headquarters, and
each couple of the corporeal staff was accordingly granted permis-
sion to produce a similar being. is effort resulted in the rst
group of 50 midway creatures.

4 A er a year of observing the work of this unique group, the
Planetary Prince authorized the reproduction of midwayers with-
out restriction. is plan was carried out as long as the power to
create continued, and the original corps of 50,000 was accordingly
brought into being.

5 Aperiod of ½ year intervened between the production of each
midwayer, and when 1,000 such beings had been born to each cou-
ple, no more were ever forthcoming. And there is no explanation
available as to why this power was exhausted upon the appearance
of the 1,000 offspring. No amount of further experimentation
ever resulted in anything but failure.

6 ¶ ese creatures constituted the intelligence corps of the
Prince’s administration. ey ranged far and wide, studying and
observing the world races and rendering other invaluable services
to the Prince and his staff in thework of in uencing human society
remote from the planetary headquarters.

7 is regime continued until the tragic days of the planetary re-
bellion, which ensnared a little over four hs of the primary mid-
wayers. e loyal corps entered the service of the Melchizedek re-
ceivers, functioning under the titular leadership of Van until the
days of Adam.

2. THE NODITE RACE
1 While this is the narrative of the origin, nature, and function

of the midway creatures of Urantia, the kinship between the two
orders—primary and secondary—makes it necessary to interrupt
the story of the primary midwayers at this point in order to follow
out the line of descent from the rebel members of the corporeal
staff of Prince Caligastia from the days of the planetary rebellion
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to the times of Adam. It was this line of inheritance which, in the
early days of the second garden, furnished ½ of the ancestry for the
secondary order of midway creatures.

2 ¶ e physical members of the Prince’s staff had been consti-
tuted sex creatures for the purpose of participating in the plan of
procreating offspring embodying the combined qualities of their
special order united with those of the selected stock of the Andon
tribes, and all of this was in anticipation of the subsequent appear-
ance of Adam. e Life Carriers had planned a new type of mor-
tal embracing the union of the conjoint offspring of the Prince’s
staffwith the rst-generation offspring ofAdam andEve. ey had
thus projected a plan envisioning a neworder of planetary creatures
whom they hoped would become the teacher-rulers of human so-
ciety. Such beings were designed for social sovereignty, not civil
sovereignty. But since this project almost completely miscarried,
we shall never know what an aristocracy of benign leadership and
matchless culture Urantia was thus deprived of. For when the cor-
poreal staff later reproduced, it was subsequent to the rebellion and
a er they had been deprived of their connection with the life cur-
rents of the system.

3 e postrebellion era onUrantiawitnessedmany unusual hap-
penings. A great civilization — the culture of Dalamatia — was
going to pieces. “ e Nephilim (Nodites) were on earth in those
days, and when these sons of the gods went in to the daughters of
men and they bore to them, their childrenwere the ‘mightymen of
old,’ the ‘men of renown.’”While hardly “sons of the gods,” the staff
and their early descendants were so regarded by the evolutionary
mortals of those distant days; even their stature came to be magni-
ed by tradition. is, then, is the origin of the well-nigh universal

folk tale of the gods who came down to earth and there with the
daughters of men begot an ancient race of heroes. And all this leg-
end became further confused with the race mixtures of the later
appearing Adamites in the second garden.

4 Since the 100 corporeal members of the Prince’s staff carried
germplasmof theAndonic human strains, it would naturally be ex-
pected that, if they engaged in sexual reproduction, their progeny
would altogether resemble the offspring of otherAndonite parents.
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But when the 60 rebels of the staff, the followers of Nod, actually
engaged in sexual reproduction, their children proved to be far su-
perior in almost every way to both the Andonite and the Sangik
peoples. is unexpected excellence characterized not only physi-
cal and intellectual qualities but also spiritual capacities.

5 esemutant traits appearing in the rstNodite generation re-
sulted from certain changes which had beenwrought in the con g-
uration and in the chemical constituents of the inheritance factors
of theAndonic germplasm. ese changeswere caused by the pres-
ence in the bodies of the staff members of the powerful life-main-
tenance circuits of the Satania system. ese life circuits caused
the chromosomes of the specialized Urantia pattern to reorganize
more a er the patterns of the standardized Satania specialization
of the ordained Nebadon life manifestation. e technique of this
germplasmmetamorphosis by the action of the system life currents
is not unlike those procedures whereby Urantia scientists modify
the germ plasm of plants and animals by the use of X rays.

6 us did the Nodite peoples arise out of certain peculiar and
unexpected modi cations occurring in the life plasm which had
been transferred from the bodies of the Andonite contributors to
those of the corporeal staff members by the Avalon surgeons.

7 ¶ It will be recalled that the 100 Andonite germ plasm con-
tributors were in turn made possessors of the organic complement
of the tree of life so that the Satania life currents likewise invested
their bodies. e 44 modi ed Andonites who followed the staff
into rebellion also mated among themselves and made a great con-
tribution to the better strains of the Nodite people.

8 ese two groups, embracing 104 individuals who carried the
modi ed Andonite germ plasm, constitute the ancestry of the
Nodites, the 8 race to appear on Urantia. And this new feature
of human life onUrantia represents another phase of the outwork-
ing of the original plan of utilizing this planet as a life-modi cation
world, except that this was one of the unforeseen developments.

9 ¶ e pure-lineNoditeswere amagni cent race, but they grad-
ually mingled with the evolutionary peoples of earth, and before
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long great deterioration had occurred. 10,000 years a er the rebel-
lion they had lost ground to the point where their average length
of life was little more than that of the evolutionary races.

10 When archaeologists dig up the clay-tablet records of the later-
day Sumerian descendants of the Nodites, they discover lists of
Sumerian kings running back for several thousand years; and as
these records go further back, the reigns of the individual kings
lengthen from around 25 or 30 years up to 150 years and more.

is lengthening of the reigns of these older kings signi es that
some of the early Nodite rulers (immediate descendants of the
Prince’s staff )did live longer than their later-day successors and also
indicates an effort to stretch the dynasties back to Dalamatia.

11 e records of such long-lived individuals are also due to the
confusion of months and years as time periods. is may also be
observed in the Biblical genealogy of Abraham and in the early
records of the Chinese. e confusion of the 28-day month, or
season, with the later introduced year of more than 350 days is re-
sponsible for the traditions of such long human lives. ere are
records of a manwho lived over 900 “years.” is period represents
not quite 70 years, and such lives were regarded for ages as very
long, “threescore years and ten” as such a life span was later desig-
nated.

12 e reckoning of timeby the 28-daymonthpersisted long a er
the days of Adam. But when the Egyptians undertook to reform
the calendar, about 7,000 years ago, they did it with great accuracy,
introducing the year of 365 days.

3. THE TOWER OF BABEL
1 A er the submergence of Dalamatia theNodites moved north

and east, presently founding the new city of Dilmun as their racial
and cultural headquarters. And about 50,000 years a er the death
of Nod, when the offspring of the Prince’s staff had become too
numerous to nd subsistence in the lands immediately surround-
ing their new city of Dilmun, and a er they had reached out to in-
termarry with the Andonite and Sangik tribes adjoining their bor-
ders, it occurred to their leaders that something should be done to
preserve their racial unity. Accordingly a council of the tribes was
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called, and a ermuchdeliberation the planofBablot, a descendant
of Nod, was endorsed.

2 Bablot proposed to erect a pretentious temple of racial glori-
cation at the centre of their then occupied territory. is temple

was to have a tower the like of which the world had never seen. It
was to be amonumentalmemorial to their passing greatness. ere
weremany whowished to have this monument erected inDilmun,
but others contended that such a great structure should be placed
a safe distance from the dangers of the sea, remembering the tradi-
tions of the engulfment of their rst capital, Dalamatia.

3 Bablot planned that the new buildings should become the nu-
cleus of the future centre of the Nodite culture and civilization.
His counsel nally prevailed, and construction was started in ac-
cordance with his plans. e new city was to be namedBablot a er
the architect and builder of the tower. is location later became
known as Bablod and eventually as Babel.

4 But the Nodites were still somewhat divided in sentiment as
to the plans and purposes of this undertaking. Neither were their
leaders altogether agreed concerning either construction plans or
usage of the buildings a er they should be completed. A er 4½
years of work a great dispute arose about the object and motive for
the erection of the tower. e contentions became so bitter that all
work stopped. e food carriers spread the news of the dissension,
and large numbers of the tribes began to forgather at the building
site. ree differing views were propounded as to the purpose of
building the tower:

5 1. e largest group, almost ½, desired to see the tower
built as a memorial of Nodite history and racial superiority. ey
thought it ought to be a great and imposing structure which would
challenge the admiration of all future generations.

6 2. e next largest faction wanted the tower designed to
commemorate the Dilmun culture. ey foresaw that Bablot
would become a great centre of commerce, art, and manufacture.

7 3. e smallest and minority contingent held that the erec-
tion of the tower presented an opportunity for making atonement
for the folly of their progenitors in participating in the Caligastia
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rebellion. ey maintained that the tower should be devoted to
the worship of the Father of all, that the whole purpose of the new
city should be to take the place of Dalamatia — to function as the
cultural and religious centre for the surrounding barbarians.

8 ¶ e religious group were promptly voted down. e major-
ity rejected the teaching that their ancestors had been guilty of re-
bellion; they resented such a racial stigma. Having disposed of one
of the three angles to the dispute and failing to settle the other two
by debate, they fell to ghting. e religionists, the noncombat-
ants, ed to their homes in the south, while their fellows fought
until well-nigh obliterated.

9 ¶ About 12,000 years ago a second attempt to erect the tower
of Babel was made. e mixed races of the Andites (Nodites and
Adamites) undertook to raise a new temple on the ruins of the rst
structure, but there was not sufficient support for the enterprise; it
fell of its own pretentious weight. is region was long known as
the land of Babel.

4. NODITE CENTRES OF CIVILIZATION
1 e dispersion of the Nodites was an immediate result of the

internecine con ict over the tower of Babel. is internal war
greatly reduced the numbers of the purer Nodites and was inmany
ways responsible for their failure to establish a great pre-Adamic
civilization. From this time on Nodite culture declined for over
120,000 years until it was upstepped by Adamic infusion. But
even in the times of Adam the Nodites were still an able people.
Many of their mixed descendants were numbered among the Gar-
den builders, and several of Van’s group captains were Nodites.
Some of the most capable minds serving on Adam’s staff were of
this race.

2 ree out of the four greatNodite centres were established im-
mediately following the Bablot con ict:

3 1. ewestern or SyrianNodites. e remnants of the nation-
alistic or racial memorialists journeyed northward, uniting with
the Andonites to found the later Nodite centres to the north-west
ofMesopotamia. is was the largest group of the dispersingNod-
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ites, and they contributed much to the later appearing Assyrian
stock.

4 2. e eastern or Elamite Nodites. e culture and com-
merce advocates migrated in large numbers eastward into Elam
and there united with the mixed Sangik tribes. e Elamites of
30,000–40,000 years ago had become largely Sangik in nature, al-
though they continued to maintain a civilization superior to that
of the surrounding barbarians.

5 A er the establishment of the second garden it was customary
to allude to this near-by Nodite settlement as “the land of Nod”;
and during the long period of relative peace between this Nodite
group and the Adamites, the two races were greatly blended, for
it became more and more the custom for the Sons of God (the
Adamites) to intermarry with the daughters of men (the Nodites).

6 3. e central or pre-Sumerian Nodites. A small group at
the mouth of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers maintained more of
their racial integrity. ey persisted for thousands of years and
eventually furnished the Nodite ancestry which blended with the
Adamites to found the Sumerian peoples of historic times.

7 And all this explains how the Sumerians appeared so suddenly
and mysteriously on the stage of action in Mesopotamia. Investi-
gators will never be able to trace out and follow these tribes back
to the beginning of the Sumerians, who had their origin 200,000
years ago a er the submergence of Dalamatia. Without a trace of
origin elsewhere in the world, these ancient tribes suddenly loom
upon the horizon of civilizationwith a full-grown and superior cul-
ture, embracing temples, metalwork, agriculture, animals, pottery,
weaving, commercial law, civil codes, religious ceremonial, and an
old system of writing. At the beginning of the historical era they
had long since lost the alphabet of Dalamatia, having adopted the
peculiar writing system originating in Dilmun. e Sumerian lan-
guage, though virtually lost to the world, was not Semitic; it had
much in common with the so-called Aryan tongues.

8 e elaborate records le by the Sumerians describe the site
of a remarkable settlement which was located on the Persian Gulf
near the earlier city of Dilmun. e Egyptians called this city of
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ancient glory Dilmat, while the later Adamized Sumerians con-
fused both the rst and second Nodite cities with Dalamatia and
called all three Dilmun. And already have archaeologists found
these ancient Sumerian clay tablets which tell of this earthly par-
adise “where the Gods rst blessed mankind with the example of
civilized and cultured life.” And these tablets, descriptive of Dil-
mun, the paradise of men and God, are now silently resting on the
dusty shelves of many museums.

9 e Sumerians well knew of the rst and second Edens but,
despite extensive intermarriage with the Adamites, continued to
regard the garden dwellers to the north as an alien race. Sumerian
pride in the more ancient Nodite culture led them to ignore these
later vistas of glory in favour of the grandeur and paradisiacal tra-
ditions of the city of Dilmun.

10 4. e northern Nodites and Amadonites — the Vanites. is
group arose prior to the Bablot con ict. ese northernmostNod-
ites were descendants of those who had forsaken the leadership of
Nod and his successors for that of Van and Amadon.

11 ¶ Some of the early associates of Van subsequently settled
about the shores of the lake which still bears his name, and their
traditions grew up about this locality. Ararat became their sacred
mountain, havingmuch the samemeaning to later-dayVanites that
Sinai had to theHebrews. 10,000 years ago the Vanite ancestors of
the Assyrians taught that their moral law of 7 commandments had
been given to Van by the Gods upon Mount Ararat. ey rmly
believed that Van and his associate Amadon were taken alive from
the planetwhile theywere upon themountain engaged inworship.

12 Mount Ararat was the sacred mountain of northern Mesopo-
tamia, and since much of your tradition of these ancient times was
acquired in connection with the Babylonian story of the ood, it
is not surprising thatMount Ararat and its region were woven into
the later Jewish story of Noah and the universal ood.

13 About 35,000 B.C. Adamson visited one of the easternmost of
the old Vanite settlements to found his centre of civilization.

5. ADAMSON AND RATTA
1 Having delineated the Nodite antecedents of the ancestry of
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the secondary midwayers, this narrative should now give consider-
ation to the Adamic half of their ancestry, for the secondary mid-
wayers are also the grandchildren of Adamson, the rst-born of the
violet race of Urantia.

2 ¶ Adamson was among that group of the children of Adam
and Eve who elected to remain on earth with their father and
mother. Now this eldest son of Adam had o en heard from Van
and Amadon the story of their highland home in the north, and
sometime a er the establishment of the second garden he deter-
mined to go in search of this land of his youthful dreams.

3 Adamson was 120 years old at this time and had been the fa-
ther of 32 pure-line children of the rst garden. He wanted to re-
mainwith his parents and assist them inupbuilding the second gar-
den, but he was greatly disturbed by the loss of his mate and their
children, who had all elected to go to Edentia along with those
other Adamic children who chose to become wards of the Most
Highs.

4 Adamson would not desert his parents on Urantia, he was dis-
inclined to ee from hardship or danger, but he found the asso-
ciations of the second garden far from satisfying. He did much to
forward the early activities of defence and constructionbutdecided
to leave for the north at the earliest opportunity. And though his
departure was wholly pleasant, Adam and Eve were much grieved
to lose their eldest son, to have him go out into a strange and hostile
world, as they feared, never to return.

5 A company of 27 followed Adamson northward in quest of
these people of his childhood fantasies. In a little over three years
Adamson’s party actually found the object of their adventure, and
among these people he discovered a wonderful and beautiful wo-
man, 20 years old, who claimed to be the last pure-line descendant
of thePrince’s staff. iswoman,Ratta, said that her ancestorswere
all descendants of two of the fallen staff of the Prince. She was the
last of her race, having no living brothers or sisters. She had about
decidednot tomate, had aboutmadeuphermind todiewithout is-
sue, but she lost her heart to the majestic Adamson. And when she
heard the story of Eden, how the predictions of Van and Amadon
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had really come to pass, and as she listened to the recital of theGar-
den default, she was encompassed with but a single thought — to
marry this son and heir of Adam. And quickly the idea grew upon
Adamson. In a little more than three months they were married.

6 ¶ Adamson and Ratta had a family of 67 children. ey gave
origin to a great line of the world’s leadership, but they did some-
thing more. It should be remembered that both of these beings
were really superhuman. Every fourth child born to them was of
a unique order. It was o en invisible. Never in the world’s his-
tory had such a thing occurred. Ratta was greatly perturbed —
even superstitious — but Adamson well knew of the existence of
the primary midwayers, and he concluded that something similar
was transpiring before his eyes. When the second strangely behav-
ing offspring arrived, he decided to mate them, since one was male
and the other female, and this is the origin of the secondary order
of midwayers. Within 100 years, before this phenomenon ceased,
almost 2,000 were brought into being.

7 ¶ Adamson lived for 396 years. Many times he returned to visit
his father and mother. Every 7 years he and Ratta journeyed south
to the second garden, and meanwhile the midwayers kept him in-
formed regarding the welfare of his people. During Adamson’s life
they did great service in upbuilding a new and independent world
centre for truth and righteousness.

8 Adamson and Ratta thus had at their command this corps of
marvellous helpers, who labouredwith them throughout their long
lives to assist in thepropagationof advanced truth and in the spread
of higher standards of spiritual, intellectual, and physical living.
And the results of this effort at world betterment never did become
fully eclipsed by subsequent retrogressions.

9 ¶ eAdamsonitesmaintained ahigh culture for almost 7,000
years from the times of Adamson and Ratta. Later on they became
admixed with the neighbouring Nodites and Andonites and were
also included among the “mighty men of old.” And some of the
advances of that age persisted to become a latent part of the cultural
potential which later blossomed into European civilization.

10 is centre of civilization was situated in the region east of the
southern end of the Caspian Sea, near the Kopet Dagh. A short
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way up in the foothills of Turkestan are the vestiges of what was
onetime the Adamsonite headquarters of the violet race. In these
highland sites, situated in a narrow and ancient fertile belt lying in
the lower foothills of the Kopet range, there successively arose at
various periods four diverse cultures respectively fostered by four
different groups of Adamson’s descendants. It was the second of
these groups which migrated westward to Greece and the islands
of the Mediterranean. e residue of Adamson’s descendants mi-
grated north and west to enter Europe with the blended stock of
the last Andite wave coming out of Mesopotamia, and they were
also numbered among the Andite-Aryan invaders of India.

6. THE SECONDARY MIDWAYERS
1 While the primary midwayers had a well-nigh superhuman

origin, the secondary order are the offspring of the pure Adamic
stock united with a humanized descendant of ancestors common
to the parentage of the senior corps.

2 Among the children of Adamson there were just 16 of the
peculiar progenitors of the secondary midwayers. ese unique
children were equally divided as regards sex, and each couple was
capable of producing a secondary midwayer every 70 days by a
combined technique of sex and nonsex liaison. And such a phe-
nomenon was never possible on earth before that time, nor has it
ever occurred since.

3 ese 16 children lived anddied (except for their peculiarities)
as mortals of the realm, but their electrically energized offspring
live on and on, not being subject to the limitations of mortal esh.

4 Each of the 8 couples eventually produced 248 midwayers,
and thus did the original secondary corps — 1,984 in number —
come into existence. ere are 8 subgroups of secondary midway-
ers. ey are designated as A-B-C the rst, second, third, and so
on. And then there are D-E-F the rst, second, and so on.

5 ¶ A er the default of Adam the primary midwayers returned
to the service of the Melchizedek receivers, while the secondary
group were attached to the Adamson centre until his death. 33 of
these secondary midwayers, the chiefs of their organization at the
death of Adamson, endeavoured to swing the whole order over to
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the service of the Melchizedeks, thus effecting a liaison with the
primary corps. But failing to accomplish this, they deserted their
companions andwent over in a body to the service of the planetary
receivers.

6 A er the death of Adamson the remainder of the secondary
midwayers became a strange, unorganized, and unattached in u-
ence onUrantia. From that time to the days ofMachiventaMelchi-
zedek they led an irregular and unorganized existence. ey were
partially brought under control by this Melchizedek but were still
productive ofmuchmischief up to the days ofChristMichael. And
during his sojourn on earth they all made nal decisions as to their
future destiny, the loyal majority then enlisting under the leader-
ship of the primary midwayers.

7. THE REBEL MIDWAYERS
1 e majority of the primary midwayers went into sin at the

time of the Lucifer rebellion. When the devastation of the plan-
etary rebellion was reckoned up, among other losses it was discov-
ered that of the original 50,000, 40,119 had joined the Caligastia
secession.

2 e original number of secondary midwayers was 1,984, and
of these 873 failed to align themselves with the rule ofMichael and
were duly interned in connection with the planetary adjudication
of Urantia on the day of Pentecost. No one can forecast the future
of these fallen creatures.

3 Both groups of rebelmidwayers are nowheld in custody await-
ing the nal adjudication of the affairs of the system rebellion. But
they did many strange things on earth prior to the inauguration of
the present planetary dispensation.

4 ese disloyal midwayers were able to reveal themselves to
mortal eyes under certain circumstances, and especially was this
true of the associates of Beelzebub, the leader of the apostate sec-
ondary midwayers. But these unique creatures must not be con-
fused with certain of the rebel cherubim and seraphim who also
were on earth up to the time of Christ’s death and resurrection.
Some of the older writers designated these rebellious midway crea-
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tures as evil spirits and demons, and the apostate seraphim as evil
angels.

5 On no world can evil spirits possess any mortal mind subse-
quent to the life of a Paradise bestowal Son. But before the days
of Christ Michael on Urantia — before the universal coming of
the ought Adjusters and the pouring out of the Master’s spirit
upon all esh — these rebel midwayers were actually able to in u-
ence the minds of certain inferior mortals and somewhat to con-
trol their actions. is was accomplished in much the same way
as the loyal midway creatures function when they serve as efficient
contact guardians of the humanminds of theUrantia reserve corps
of destiny at those times when the Adjuster is, in effect, detached
from the personality during a season of contact with superhuman
intelligences.

6 It is no mere gure of speech when the record states: “And
they brought to Him all sorts of sick people, those who were pos-
sessedbydevils and thosewhowere lunatics.” Jesus knewand recog-
nized the difference between insanity and demoniacal possession,
although these states were greatly confused in the minds of those
who lived in his day and generation.˚

7 Even prior to Pentecost no rebel spirit could dominate a nor-
mal human mind, and since that day even the weak minds of infe-
rior mortals are free from such possibilities. e supposed casting
out of devils since the arrival of the Spirit ofTruthhas been amatter
of confounding a belief in demoniacal possession with hysteria, in-
sanity, and feeble-mindedness. But just becauseMichael’s bestowal
has forever liberated all human minds on Urantia from the possi-
bility of demoniacal possession, do not imagine that such was not
a reality in former ages.

8 e entire group of rebel midwayers is at present held prisoner
by order of theMostHighs of Edentia. Nomore do they roam this
7.6. And they brought to Him all sorts of sick peoples… Neither ‘people’ nor ‘peoples’
appear here in the originalGreek of thisMatthew passage; amore common rendering being
“And they brought to him all the sick…” However, if one form or another of ‘people’ is to be
used to place the Matthew passage in this context, ‘peoples,’ which indicates not multiple
individuals but multiple large groups of people — whether tribal, national, or other, does
not t the grammar of the sentence and is clearly not intended here. Amistaken additional
keystroke would account for the problem; ‘peoples’ should be changed to ‘people.’
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world onmischief bent. Regardless of the presence of the ought
Adjusters, the pouring out of the Spirit of Truth upon all esh for-
evermade it impossible for disloyal spirits of any sort or description
ever again to invade even the most feeble of human minds. Since
the day of Pentecost there never again can be such a thing as demo-
niacal possession.

8. THE UNITED MIDWAYERS
1 At the last adjudication of this world, when Michael removed

the slumbering survivors of time, the midway creatures were le
behind, le to assist in the spiritual and semispiritual work on the
planet. ey now function as a single corps, embracing both orders
and numbering 10,992. e United Midwayers of Urantia are at
present governed alternately by the senior member of each order.

is regime has obtained since their amalgamation into one group
shortly a er Pentecost.

2 e members of the older or primary order are generally
known by numerals; they are o en given names such as 1-2-3 the
rst, 4-5-6 the rst, and so on. On Urantia the Adamic midwayers

are designated alphabetically in order to distinguish them from the
numerical designation of the primary midwayers.

3 Both orders are nonmaterial beings as regards nutrition and
energy intake, but they partake of many human traits and are able
to enjoy and follow your humour as well as your worship. When
attached to mortals, they enter into the spirit of human work, rest,
and play. Butmidwayers do not sleep, neither do they possess pow-
ers of procreation. In a certain sense the secondary group are dif-
ferentiated along the lines of maleness and femaleness, o en being
spoken of as “he” or “she.” ey o en work together in such pairs.

4 Midwayers are notmen, neither are they angels, but secondary
midwayers are, in nature, nearer man than angel; they are, in a
way, of your races and are, therefore, very understanding and sym-
pathetic in their contact with human beings; they are invaluable
to the seraphim in their work for and with the various races of
mankind, and both orders are indispensable to the seraphim who
serve as personal guardians to mortals.
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5 ¶ e United Midwayers of Urantia are organized for service
with the planetary seraphim in accordance with innate endow-
ments and acquired skills, in the following groups:

6 1. Midway messengers. is group bear names; they are a
small corps and are of great assistance on an evolutionary world
in the service of quick and reliable personal communication.

7 2. Planetary sentinels. Midwayers are the guardians, the sen-
tinels, of theworlds of space. ey perform the important duties of
observers for all the numerous phenomena and types of communi-
cation which are of import to the supernatural beings of the realm.

ey patrol the invisible spirit realm of the planet.
8 3. Contact personalities. In the contacts made with the mor-

tal beings of the material worlds, such as with the subject through
whom these communications were transmitted, the midway crea-
tures are always employed. ey are an essential factor in such li-
aisons of the spiritual and the material levels.

9 4. Progress helpers. ese are the more spiritual of the mid-
way creatures, and they are distributed as assistants to the various
orders of seraphim who function in special groups on the planet.

10 ¶ Midwayers vary greatly in their abilities tomake contactwith
the seraphim above and with their human cousins below. It is ex-
ceedingly difficult, for instance, for the primarymidwayers tomake
direct contact withmaterial agencies. ey are considerably nearer
the angelic type of being and are therefore usually assigned towork-
ing with, and ministering to, the spiritual forces resident on the
planet. ey act as companions and guides for celestial visitors
and student sojourners, whereas the secondary creatures are almost
exclusively attached to the ministry of the material beings of the
realm.

11 e 1,111 loyal secondary midwayers are engaged in impor-
tantmissions on earth. As compared with their primary associates,
they are decidedly material. ey exist just outside the range of
mortal vision and possess sufficient latitude of adaptation to make,
at will, physical contact with what humans call “material things.”

ese unique creatures have certain de nite powers over the things
of time and space, not excepting the beasts of the realm.
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12 Many of the more literal phenomena ascribed to angels have
been performed by the secondary midway creatures. When the
early teachers of the gospel of Jesus were thrown into prison by the
ignorant religious leaders of that day, an actual “angel of the Lord”
“by night opened the prison doors and brought them forth.” But in
the case of Peter’s deliverance a er the killing of James by Herod’s
order, it was a secondary midwayer who performed the work as-
cribed to an angel.

13 eir chief work today is that of unperceived personal-liaison
associates of those men and women who constitute the planetary
reserve corps of destiny. It was the work of this secondary group,
ably seconded by certain of the primary corps, that brought about
the co-ordination of personalities and circumstances on Urantia
which nally induced the planetary celestial supervisors to initiate
those petitions that resulted in the granting of the mandates mak-
ing possible the series of revelations of which this presentation is a
part. But it should bemade clear that themidway creatures are not
involved in the sordid performances taking place under the general
designation of “spiritualism.” emidwayers at present onUrantia,
all ofwhomare of honourable standing, are not connectedwith the
phenomena of so-called “mediumship”; and they do not, ordinar-
ily, permit humans to witness their sometimes necessary physical
activities or other contacts with thematerial world, as they are per-
ceived by human senses.

9. THE PERMANENT CITIZENS OF URANTIA
1 Midwayersmay be regarded as the rst group of the permanent

inhabitants to be found on the various orders of worlds through-
out the universes in contrast with evolutionary ascenders like the
mortal creatures and the angelic hosts. Such permanent citizens are
encountered at various points in the Paradise ascent.

2 Unlike the various orders of celestial beings who are assigned
to minister on a planet, the midwayers live on an inhabited world.

e seraphim come and go, but the midway creatures remain and
will remain, albeit they are nonetheless ministers for being natives
of the planet, and they provide the one continuing regime which
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harmonizes and connects the changing administrations of the se-
raphic hosts.

3 As actual citizens of Urantia, the midwayers have a kinship in-
terest in the destiny of this sphere. ey are a determined asso-
ciation, persistently working for the progress of their native pla-
net. eir determination is suggested by the motto of their order:
“What the United Midwayers undertake, the United Midwayers
do.”

4 Although their ability to traverse the energy circuits makes
planetary departure feasible to any midwayer, they have individu-
ally pledged themselves not to leave the planet prior to their some-
time release by the universe authorities. Midwayers are anchored
on a planet until the ages of settled light and life. With the excep-
tion of 1-2-3 the rst, no loyalmidway creatures have ever departed
from Urantia.

5 1-2-3 the rst, the eldest of the primary order, was released
from immediate planetary duties shortly a er Pentecost. is no-
ble midwayer stood steadfast with Van and Amadon during the
tragic days of the planetary rebellion, and his fearless leadership
was instrumental in reducing the casualties in his order. He serves
at present on Jerusem as a member of the 24 counsellors, having
already functioned as governor general of Urantia once since Pen-
tecost.

6 ¶ Midwayers are planet bound, but much as mortals talk with
travellers from afar and thus learn about remote places on the
planet, so do midwayers converse with celestial travellers to learn
about the far places of the universe. So do they become conversant
with this system and universe, even with Orvonton and its sister
creations, and so do they prepare themselves for citizenship on the
higher levels of creature existence.

7 While the midwayers were brought into existence fully devel-
oped — experiencing no period of growth or development from
immaturity— they never cease to grow in wisdom and experience.
Like mortals they are evolutionary creatures, and they have a cul-
ture which is a bona de evolutionary attainment. ere are many
great minds and mighty spirits among the Urantia midway corps.
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8 In the larger aspect the civilization ofUrantia is the joint prod-
uct of the Urantia mortals and the Urantia midwayers, and this is
true despite the present differential between the two levels of cul-
ture, a differential which will not be compensated prior to the ages
of light and life.

9 e midway culture, being the product of an immortal plan-
etary citizenry, is relatively immune to those temporal vicissitudes
which beset human civilization. e generations of men forget;
the corps of midwayers remembers, and that memory is the trea-
sure house of the traditions of your inhabited world. us does
the culture of a planet remain ever present on that planet, and in
proper circumstances such treasured memories of past events are
made available, even as the story of the life and teachings of Jesus
has been given by the midwayers of Urantia to their cousins in the
esh.
10 Midwayers are the skillful ministers who compensate that gap

between the material and spiritual affairs of Urantia which ap-
peared upon the death of Adam and Eve. ey are likewise your el-
der brethren, comrades in the long struggle to attain a settled status
of light and life onUrantia. e UnitedMidwayers are a rebellion-
tested corps, and they will faithfully enact their part in planetary
evolution until this world attains the goal of the ages, until that dis-
tant daywhen in fact peace does reign on earth and in truth is there
good will in the hearts of men.

11 Because of the valuable work performed by these midwayers,
we have concluded that they are a truly essential part of the spirit
economy of the realms. And where rebellion has not marred a pla-
net’s affairs, they are of still greater assistance to the seraphim.

12 ¶ e entire organization of high spirits, angelic hosts, and
midway fellows is enthusiastically devoted to the furtherance of the
Paradise plan for the progressive ascension and perfection attain-
ment of evolutionarymortals, one of the supernal businesses of the
universe — the superb survival plan of bringing God down toman
and then, by a sublime sort of partnership, carryingman up toGod
and on to eternity of service and divinity of attainment— alike for
mortal and midwayer.
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PAPER №78
THE VIOLET RACE AFTER THE DAYS OF

ADAM

Archangel

THE second Eden was the cradle of civilization for almost
30,000 years. Here in Mesopotamia the Adamic peoples
held forth, sending out their progeny to the ends of the

earth, and latterly, as amalgamated with the Nodite and Sangik
tribes, were known as the Andites. From this region went those
men and women who initiated the doings of historic times, and
who have so enormously accelerated cultural progress on Urantia.

2 is paper depicts the planetary history of the violet race, be-
ginning soon a er the default of Adam, about 35,000 B.C., and ex-
tending down through its amalgamation with theNodite and San-
gik races, about 15,000 B.C., to form the Andite peoples and on to
its nal disappearance from the Mesopotamian homelands, about
2000 B.C.

1. RACIAL AND CULTURAL DISTRIBUTION
1 Although theminds andmorals of the races were at a low level

at the time of Adam’s arrival, physical evolution had gone on quite
unaffected by the exigencies of the Caligastia rebellion. Adam’s
contribution to the biologic status of the races, notwithstanding
the partial failure of the undertaking, enormously upstepped the
people of Urantia.

2 Adam and Eve also contributed much that was of value to the
social, moral, and intellectual progress of mankind; civilization
was immensely quickened by the presence of their offspring. But
35,000 years ago the world at large possessed little culture. Certain
centres of civilization existed here and there, but most of Urantia
languished in savagery. Racial and cultural distribution was as fol-
lows:

3 1. e violet race — Adamites and Adamsonites. e chief
centre of Adamite culture was in the second garden, located in the
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triangle of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers; this was indeed the cra-
dle ofOccidental and Indian civilizations. e secondary or north-
ern centre of the violet race was the Adamsonite headquarters, sit-
uated east of the southern shore of the Caspian Sea near the Kopet
mountains. From these two centres there went forth to the sur-
rounding lands the culture and life plasm which so immediately
quickened all the races.

4 2. Pre-Sumerians and other Nodites. ere were also present
in Mesopotamia, near the mouth of the rivers, remnants of the an-
cient culture of the days of Dalamatia. With the passing millen-
niums, this group became thoroughly admixed with the Adamites
to the north, but they never entirely lost their Nodite traditions.
Various other Nodite groups that had settled in the Levant were,
in general, absorbed by the later expanding violet race.

5 3. e Andonites maintained ve or six fairly representative
settlements to the north and east of the Adamson headquarters.

ey were also scattered throughout Turkestan, while isolated is-
lands of them persisted throughout Eurasia, especially in moun-
tainous regions. ese aborigines still held the northlands of the
Eurasian continent, togetherwith Iceland andGreenland, but they
had long since been driven from the plains of Europe by the blue
man and from the river valleys of farther Asia by the expanding yel-
low race.

6 4. e red man occupied the Americas, having been driven
out of Asia over 50,000 years before the arrival of Adam.

7 5. e yellow race. eChinese peopleswerewell established
in control of eastern Asia. eir most advanced settlements were
situated to the north-west of modern China in regions bordering
on Tibet.

8 6. e blue race. e bluemenwere scattered all over Europe,
but their better centres of culture were situated in the then fertile
valleys of the Mediterranean basin and in north-western Europe.
Neanderthal absorptionhad greatly retarded the culture of the blue
man, but he was otherwise the most aggressive, adventurous, and
exploratory of all the evolutionary peoples of Eurasia.
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9 7. Pre-Dravidian India. e complex mixture of races in In-
dia — embracing every race on earth, but especially the green, or-
ange, and black — maintained a culture slightly above that of the
outlying regions.

10 8. e Sahara civilization. e superior elements of the in-
digo race had their most progressive settlements in what is now
the great Sahara desert. is indigo-black group carried extensive
strains of the submerged orange and green races.

11 9. e Mediterranean basin. e most highly blended race
outside of India occupied what is now the Mediterranean basin.
Here blue men from the north and Saharans from the south met
and mingled with Nodites and Adamites from the east.

12 ¶ is was the picture of the world prior to the beginnings of
the great expansions of the violet race, about 25,000 years ago. e
hope of future civilization lay in the second garden between the
rivers of Mesopotamia. Here in south-western Asia there existed
the potential of a great civilization, the possibility of the spread to
the world of the ideas and ideals which had been salvaged from the
days of Dalamatia and the times of Eden.

13 Adam and Eve had le behind a limited but potent progeny,
and the celestial observers on Urantia waited anxiously to nd out
how these descendants of the erring Material Son and Daughter
would acquit themselves.

2. THE ADAMITES IN THE SECOND GARDEN
1 For thousands of years the sons of Adam laboured along the

rivers ofMesopotamia, working out their irrigation and ood-con-
trol problems to the south, perfecting their defences to the north,
and attempting to preserve their traditions of the glory of the rst
Eden.

2 e heroism displayed in the leadership of the second garden
constitutes one of the amazing and inspiring epics of Urantia’s his-
tory. ese splendid souls never wholly lost sight of the purpose of
the Adamic mission, and therefore did they valiantly ght off the
in uences of the surrounding and inferior tribes while they will-
ingly sent forth their choicest sons and daughters in a steady stream
as emissaries to the races of earth. Sometimes this expansion was
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depleting to the home culture, but always these superior peoples
would rehabilitate themselves.

3 e civilization, society, and cultural status of the Adamites
were far above the general level of the evolutionary races of Uran-
tia. Only among the old settlements of Van and Amadon and the
Adamsonites was there a civilization in any way comparable. But
the civilization of the second Eden was an arti cial structure — it
had not been evolved — and was therefore doomed to deteriorate
until it reached a natural evolutionary level.˚

4 Adam le a great intellectual and spiritual culture behind him,
but it was not advanced in mechanical appliances since every civ-
ilization is limited by available natural resources, inherent genius,
and sufficient leisure to ensure inventive fruition. e civilization
of the violet race was predicated on the presence of Adam and on
the traditions of the rst Eden. A er Adam’s death and as these
traditions grew dim through the passing millenniums, the cultural
level of theAdamites steadily deteriorated until it reached a state of
reciprocal balance with the status of the surrounding peoples and
the naturally evolving cultural capacities of the violet race.

5 But theAdamiteswere a real nation around 19,000 B.C., num-
bering 4,500,000, and already they had poured forth millions of
their progeny into the surrounding peoples.

3. EARLY EXPANSIONS OF THE ADAMITES
1 e violet race retained the Edenic traditions of peacefulness

for many millenniums, which explains their long delay in making
territorial conquests. When they suffered from population pres-
sure, instead ofmakingwar to securemore territory, they sent forth
their excess inhabitants as teachers to the other races. e cultural
effect of these earlier migrations was not enduring, but the absorp-
tion of the Adamite teachers, traders, and explorers was biologi-
cally invigorating to the surrounding peoples.
2.3. …was there a civilization in anyway comparable. e two-word form is the appro-
priate choice when serving as an adverb only, rather than as an adverbial conjunction, in
which case the compound “anyway” is more common. is latter use, roughly synonymous
with “at any rate” or “in any case,” is well illustrated by its only occurrence in the papers (at
148:6.4) when Job’s iend, Eliphaz, is quoted as saying: “Anyway, man seems predestined
to trouble, and perhaps the Lord is only chastising you for your own good.”
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2 Some of the Adamites early journeyed westward to the valley
of the Nile; others penetrated eastward into Asia, but these were
a minority. e mass movement of the later days was extensively
northward and thence westward. It was, in the main, a gradual but
unremitting northward push, the greater numbermaking their way
north and then circling westward around the Caspian Sea into Eu-
rope.

3 About 25,000 years ago many of the purer elements of the
Adamites were well on their northern trek. And as they penetrated
northward, they became less and less Adamic until, by the times
of their occupation of Turkestan, they had become thoroughly ad-
mixed with the other races, particularly the Nodites. Very few of
the pure-line violet peoples ever penetrated far intoEurope orAsia.

4 From about 30,000 to 10,000 B.C. epoch-making racial mix-
tures were taking place throughout south-western Asia. e high-
land inhabitants of Turkestan were a virile and vigorous people. To
the north-west of India much of the culture of the days of Van per-
sisted. Still to the north of these settlements the best of the early
Andonites had been preserved. And both of these superior races
of culture and character were absorbed by the northward-moving
Adamites. is amalgamation led to the adoption of many new
ideas; it facilitated the progress of civilization and greatly advanced
all phases of art, science, and social culture.

5 ¶ As the period of the early Adamic migrations ended, about
15,000 B.C., there were already more descendants of Adam in Eu-
rope and central Asia than anywhere else in the world, even than
in Mesopotamia. e European blue races had been largely in-
ltrated. e lands now called Russia and Turkestan were occu-

pied throughout their southern stretches by a great reservoir of the
AdamitesmixedwithNodites, Andonites, and red and yellow San-
giks. Southern Europe and the Mediterranean fringe were occu-
pied by a mixed race of Andonite and Sangik peoples — orange,
green, and indigo — with a sprinkling of the Adamite stock. Asia
Minor and the central-eastern European lands were held by tribes
that were predominantly Andonite.

6 A blended coloured race, about this time greatly reinforced
by arrivals from Mesopotamia, held forth in Egypt and prepared
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to take over the disappearing culture of the Euphrates valley. e
black peoples were moving farther south in Africa and, like the red
race, were virtually isolated.

7 e Saharan civilization had been disrupted by drought and
that of the Mediterranean basin by ood. e blue races had, as
yet, failed to develop an advanced culture. eAndonites were still
scattered over the Arctic and central Asian regions. e green and
orange races had been exterminated as such. e indigo race was
moving south in Africa, there to begin its slow but long-continued
racial deterioration.

8 e peoples of India lay stagnant, with a civilization that was
unprogressing; the yellow man was consolidating his holdings in
central Asia; the brown man had not yet begun his civilization on
the near-by islands of the Paci c.

9 ¶ ese racial distributions, associated with extensive climatic
changes, set the world stage for the inauguration of the Andite era
of Urantia civilization. ese early migrations extended over a pe-
riod of 10,000 years, from 25,000 to 15,000 B.C. e later or An-
dite migrations extended from about 15,000 to 6000 B.C.

10 It took so long for the earlier waves of Adamites to pass over
Eurasia that their culture was largely lost in transit. Only the later
Andites moved with sufficient speed to retain the Edenic culture
at any great distance from Mesopotamia.

4. THE ANDITES
1 e Andite races were the primary blends of the pure-line vio-

let race and the Nodites plus the evolutionary peoples. In general,
Andites should be thought of as having a far greater percentage of
Adamic blood than the modern races. In the main, the term An-
dite is used to designate those peoples whose racial inheritance was
from ⅛ to  violet. Modern Urantians, even the northern white
races, containmuch less than this percentage of the blood ofAdam.

2 e earliest Andite peoples took origin in the regions adjacent
to Mesopotamia more than 25,000 years ago and consisted of a
blend of the Adamites and Nodites. e second garden was sur-
rounded by concentric circles of diminishing violet blood, and it
was on the periphery of this racial melting pot that the Andite race
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was born. Later on, when themigrating Adamites andNodites en-
tered the then fertile regions of Turkestan, they soon blended with
the superior inhabitants, and the resultant race mixture extended
the Andite type northward.

3 e Andites were the best all-round human stock to appear
on Urantia since the days of the pure-line violet peoples. ey em-
braced most of the highest types of the surviving remnants of the
Adamite andNodite races and, later, some of the best strains of the
yellow, blue, and green men.

4 ¶ ese early Andites were not Aryan; they were pre-Aryan.
ey were not white; they were pre-white. ey were neither an

Occidental nor an Oriental people. But it is Andite inheritance
that gives to the polyglot mixture of the so-called white races that
generalized homogeneity which has been called Caucasoid.

5 ¶ e purer strains of the violet race had retained the Adamic
tradition of peace-seeking, which explains why the earlier race
movements had been more in the nature of peaceful migrations.
But as the Adamites united with the Nodite stocks, who were by
this time a belligerent race, their Andite descendants became, for
their day and age, the most skillful and sagacious militarists ever to
live on Urantia. enceforth the movements of the Mesopotami-
ans grew increasingly military in character and became more akin
to actual conquests.

6 eseAndites were adventurous; they had roving dispositions.
An increase of either Sangik or Andonite stock tended to stabilize
them. But even so, their later descendants never stopped until they
had circumnavigated the globe and discovered the last remote con-
tinent.

5. THE ANDITE MIGRATIONS
1 For 20,000 years the culture of the second garden persisted,

but it experienced a steady decline until about 15,000 B.C., when
the regeneration of the Sethite priesthood and the leadership of
Amosad inaugurated a brilliant era. e massive waves of civiliza-
tionwhich later spread overEurasia immediately followed the great
renaissance of the Garden consequent upon the extensive union of
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theAdamites with the surroundingmixedNodites to form theAn-
dites.

2 ese Andites inaugurated new advances throughout Eurasia
and North Africa. From Mesopotamia through Sinkiang the An-
dite culture was dominant, and the steady migration toward Eu-
rope was continuously offset by new arrivals from Mesopotamia.
But it is hardly correct to speak of the Andites as a race inMesopo-
tamia proper until near the beginning of the terminalmigrations of
the mixed descendants of Adam. By this time even the races in the
second garden had become so blended that they could no longer
be considered Adamites.

3 e civilization of Turkestan was constantly being revived and
refreshed by the newcomers from Mesopotamia, especially by the
later Andite cavalrymen. e so-called Aryan mother tongue was
in process of formation in the highlands of Turkestan; it was a
blend of the Andonic dialect of that region with the language of
the Adamsonites and later Andites. Many modern languages are
derived from this early speech of these central Asian tribes who
conquered Europe, India, and the upper stretches of the Mesopo-
tamian plains. is ancient language gave the Occidental tongues
all of that similarity which is called Aryan.

4 ¶ By 12,000 B.C. ¾ of the Andite stock of the world was resi-
dent in northern and eastern Europe, and when the later and nal
exodus from Mesopotamia took place, 65% of these last waves of
emigration entered Europe.

5 ¶ e Andites not only migrated to Europe but to northern
China and India, while many groups penetrated to the ends of the
earth as missionaries, teachers, and traders. ey contributed con-
siderably to the northern groups of the Saharan Sangik peoples.
But only a few teachers and traders ever penetrated farther south
in Africa than the headwaters of the Nile. Later on, mixed An-
dites and Egyptians followed down both the east and west coasts
of Africa well below the equator, but they did not reach Madagas-
car.

6 ese Andites were the so-called Dravidian and later Aryan
conquerors of India; and their presence in central Asia greatly up-
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stepped the ancestors of the Turanians. Many of this race jour-
neyed toChina bywayof bothSinkiang andTibet and addeddesir-
able qualities to the later Chinese stocks. From time to time small
groups made their way into Japan, Formosa, the East Indies, and
southern China, though very few entered southern China by the
coastal route.

7 132 of this race, embarking in a eet of small boats from Japan,
eventually reached South America and by intermarriage with the
natives of the Andes established the ancestry of the later rulers of
the Incas. ey crossed the Paci c by easy stages, tarrying on the
many islands they found along the way. e islands of the Poly-
nesian group were both more numerous and larger then than now,
and these Andite sailors, together with some who followed them,
biologically modi ed the native groups in transit. Many ourish-
ing centres of civilization grew up on these now submerged lands
as a result of Andite penetration. Easter Island was long a religious
and administrative centre of one of these lost groups. But of the
Andites who navigated the Paci c of long ago none but the 132
ever reached the mainland of the Americas.

8 ¶ e migratory conquests of the Andites continued on down
to their nal dispersions, from 8000 to 6000 B.C. As they poured
out of Mesopotamia, they continuously depleted the biologic re-
serves of their homelands while markedly strengthening the sur-
rounding peoples. And to every nation to which they journeyed,
they contributed humour, art, adventure, music, and manufacture.

ey were skillful domesticators of animals and expert agricultur-
ists. For the time being, at least, their presence usually improved
the religious beliefs and moral practices of the older races. And so
the culture of Mesopotamia quietly spread out over Europe, India,
China, northern Africa, and the Paci c Islands.

6. THE LAST ANDITE DISPERSIONS
1 e last threewaves ofAndites poured out ofMesopotamia be-

tween 8000 and 6000 B.C. ese three great waves of culture were
forced out of Mesopotamia by the pressure of the hill tribes to the
east and the harassment of the plainsmen of the west. e inhab-
itants of the Euphrates valley and adjacent territory went forth in
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their nal exodus in several directions:
2 65% entered Europe by the Caspian Sea route to conquer and

amalgamate with the newly appearing white races — the blend of
the blue men and the earlier Andites.

3 10%, including a large group of the Sethite priests, moved east-
ward through the Elamite highlands to the Iranian plateau and
Turkestan. Many of their descendants were later driven into India
with their Aryan brethren from the regions to the north.

4 10% of the Mesopotamians turned eastward in their northern
trek, entering Sinkiang, where they blended with the Andite-yel-
low inhabitants. e majority of the able offspring of this racial
union later entered China and contributed much to the immedi-
ate improvement of the northern division of the yellow race.

5 10% of these eeing Andites made their way across Arabia and
entered Egypt.

6 ¶ 5% of the Andites, the very superior culture of the coastal
district about themouths of theTigris andEuphrateswhohadkept
themselves free from intermarriage with the inferior neighbouring
tribesmen, refused to leave their homes. is group represented the
survival of many superior Nodite and Adamite strains.

7 ¶ e Andites had almost entirely evacuated this region by
6000 B.C., though their descendants, largely mixed with the sur-
rounding Sangik races and theAndonites ofAsiaMinor, were there
to give battle to the northern and eastern invaders at a much later
date.

8 e cultural age of the second garden was terminated by the
increasing in ltration of the surrounding inferior stocks. Civiliza-
tion moved westward to the Nile and the Mediterranean islands,
where it continued to thrive and advance long a er its fountain-
head inMesopotamia had deteriorated. And this unchecked in ux
of inferior peoples prepared the way for the later conquest of all
Mesopotamia by the northern barbarians who drove out the resid-
ual strains of ability. Even in later years the cultured residue still
resented the presence of these ignorant and uncouth invaders.

7. THE FLOODS IN MESOPOTAMIA
1 e river dwellers were accustomed to rivers over owing their
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banks at certain seasons; these periodic oods were annual events
in their lives. But new perils threatened the valley of Mesopotamia
as a result of progressive geologic changes to the north.

2 For thousands of years a er the submergence of the rst Eden
the mountains about the eastern coast of the Mediterranean and
those to the north-west and north-east of Mesopotamia contin-
ued to rise. is elevation of the highlands was greatly accelerated
about 5000 B.C., and this, together with greatly increased snow-
fall on the northern mountains, caused unprecedented oods each
spring throughout the Euphrates valley. ese spring oods grew
increasingly worse so that eventually the inhabitants of the river re-
gions were driven to the eastern highlands. For almost 1,000 years
scores of cities were practically deserted because of these extensive
deluges.

3 ¶ Almost 5,000 years later, as the Hebrew priests in Babylo-
nian captivity sought to trace the Jewish people back toAdam, they
found great difficulty in piecing the story together; and it occurred
to one of them to abandon the effort, to let the whole world drown
in itswickedness at the time ofNoah’s ood, and thus to be in a bet-
ter position to trace Abraham right back to one of the three surviv-
ing sons of Noah.

4 e traditions of a time when water covered the whole of the
earth’s surface are universal. Many races harbour the story of a
world-wide ood some time during past ages. e Biblical story of
Noah, the ark, and the ood is an invention of the Hebrew priest-
hood during the Babylonian captivity. ere has never been a uni-
versal ood since life was established on Urantia. e only time
the surface of the earth was completely covered by water was dur-
ing those Archeozoic ages before the land had begun to appear.

5 But Noah really lived; he was a wine maker of Aram, a river
settlement near Erech. He kept a written record of the days of the
river’s rise from year to year. He brought much ridicule upon him-
self by going up and down the river valley advocating that all houses
be built of wood, boat fashion, and that the family animals be put
on board each night as the ood season approached. He would
go to the neighbouring river settlements every year and warn them
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that in so many days the oods would come. Finally a year came
in which the annual oods were greatly augmented by unusually
heavy rainfall so that the sudden rise of the waters wiped out the
entire village; only Noah and his immediate family were saved in
their houseboat.

6 ¶ ese oods completed the disruption of Andite civiliza-
tion. With the ending of this period of deluge, the second garden
was no more. Only in the south and among the Sumerians did any
trace of the former glory remain.

7 e remnants of this, one of the oldest civilizations, are to be
found in these regions of Mesopotamia and to the north-east and
north-west. But still older vestiges of the days of Dalamatia exist
under the waters of the Persian Gulf, and the rst Eden lies sub-
merged under the eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea.

8. THE SUMERIANS  LAST OF THE ANDITES
1 When the last Andite dispersion broke the biologic backbone

ofMesopotamian civilization, a smallminority of this superior race
remained in their homeland near the mouths of the rivers. ese
were the Sumerians, and by 6000 B.C. they had become largelyAn-
dite in extraction, though their culture was more exclusively Nod-
ite in character, and they clung to the ancient traditions ofDalama-
tia. Nonetheless, these Sumerians of the coastal regions were the
last of the Andites inMesopotamia. But the races ofMesopotamia
were already thoroughly blended by this late date, as is evidenced
by the skull types found in the graves of this era.

2 It was during the oodtimes that Susa so greatly prospered.
e rst and lower city was inundated so that the second or higher

town succeeded the lower as the headquarters for the peculiar
artcra s of that day. With the later diminution of these oods, Ur
became the centre of the pottery industry. About 7,000 years ago
Ur was on the Persian Gulf, the river deposits having since built up
the land to its present limits. ese settlements suffered less from
the oods because of better controlling works and the widening
mouths of the rivers.

3 ¶ e peaceful grain growers of the Euphrates and Tigris val-
leys had long been harassed by the raids of the barbarians ofTurkes-
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tan and the Iranian plateau. But now a concerted invasion of the
Euphrates valley was brought about by the increasing drought of
the highland pastures. And this invasion was all the more serious
because these surrounding herdsmen and hunters possessed large
numbers of tamed horses. It was the possession of horses which
gave them a tremendous military advantage over their rich neigh-
bours to the south. In a short time they overran all Mesopotamia,
driving forth the last waves of culture which spread out over all of
Europe, western Asia, and northern Africa.

4 ese conquerors ofMesopotamia carried in their ranksmany
of the better Andite strains of the mixed northern races of Turkes-
tan, including someof theAdamson stock. ese less advanced but
more vigorous tribes from the north quickly and willingly assimi-
lated the residue of the civilization of Mesopotamia and presently
developed into those mixed peoples found in the Euphrates val-
ley at the beginning of historic annals. ey quickly revived many
phases of the passing civilization of Mesopotamia, adopting the
arts of the valley tribes and much of the culture of the Sumerians.

ey even sought to build a third tower of Babel and later adopted
the term as their national name.

5 When these barbarian cavalrymen from the north-east over-
ran the whole Euphrates valley, they did not conquer the remnants
of the Andites who dwelt about the mouth of the river on the Per-
sianGulf. ese Sumerians were able to defend themselves because
of superior intelligence, better weapons, and their extensive system
ofmilitary canals, whichwere an adjunct to their irrigation scheme
of interconnecting pools. ey were a united people because they
had a uniform group religion. ey were thus able to maintain
their racial and national integrity long a er their neighbours to
the north-west were broken up into isolated city-states. No one
of these city groups was able to overcome the united Sumerians.

6 And the invaders from the north soon learned to trust and
prize these peace-loving Sumerians as able teachers and adminis-
trators. ey were greatly respected and sought a er as teachers of
art and industry, as directors of commerce, and as civil rulers by
all peoples to the north and from Egypt in the west to India in the
east.
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7 A er the breakupof the early Sumerian confederation the later
city-states were ruled by the apostate descendants of the Sethite
priests. Only when these priests made conquests of the neighbour-
ing cities did they call themselves kings. e later city kings failed
to form powerful confederations before the days of Sargon because
of deity jealousy. Each city believed its municipal god to be su-
perior to all other gods, and therefore they refused to subordinate
themselves to a common leader.

8 e end of this long period of the weak rule of the city priests
was terminated by Sargon, the priest of Kish, who proclaimed him-
self king and started out on the conquest of the whole of Mesopo-
tamia and adjoining lands. And for the time, this ended the city-
states, priest-ruled and priest-ridden, each city having its own mu-
nicipal god and its own ceremonial practices.

9 A er the breakup of this Kish confederation there ensued
a long period of constant warfare between these valley cities for
supremacy. And the rulership variously shi ed between Sumer,
Akkad, Kish, Erech, Ur, and Susa.

10 About 2500 B.C. the Sumerians suffered severe reverses at the
hands of the northern Suites and Guites. Lagash, the Sumerian
capital built on oodmounds, fell. Erech held out for 30 years a er
the fall of Akkad. By the time of the establishment of the rule of
Hammurabi the Sumerians had become absorbed into the ranks of
the northern Semites, and theMesopotamianAndites passed from
the pages of history.

11 From 2500 to 2000 B.C. the nomads were on a rampage from
the Atlantic to the Paci c. e Nerites constituted the nal erup-
tion of theCaspian group of theMesopotamian descendants of the
blended Andonite and Andite races. What the barbarians failed
to do to effect the ruination of Mesopotamia, subsequent climatic
changes succeeded in accomplishing.

12 ¶ And this is the story of the violet race a er the days of Adam
and of the fate of their homeland between the Tigris and Eu-
phrates. eir ancient civilization nally fell due to the emigration
of superior peoples and the immigration of their inferior neigh-
bours. But long before the barbarian cavalrymen conquered the
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valley, much of the Garden culture had spread to Asia, Africa, and
Europe, there to produce the ferments which have resulted in the
XX century civilization of Urantia.

ahb

13 [Presented by an Archangel of Nebadon.]



PAPER №79
ANDITE EXPANSION IN THE ORIENT

Archangel

ASIA is the homeland of the human race. It was on a south-
ern peninsula of this continent that Andon and Fonta
were born; in the highlands of what is now Afghanistan,

their descendant Badonan founded a primitive centre of culture
that persisted for over 500,000 years. Here at this eastern fo-
cus of the human race the Sangik peoples differentiated from the
Andonic stock, and Asia was their rst home, their rst hunt-
ing ground, their rst battle eld. South-western Asia witnessed
the successive civilizations ofDalamatians, Nodites, Adamites, and
Andites, and from these regions the potentials of modern civiliza-
tion spread to the world.

1. THE ANDITES OF TURKESTAN
1 For over 25,000 years, on down to nearly 2000 B.C., the heart

of Eurasia was predominantly, though diminishingly, Andite. In
the lowlands of Turkestan the Andites made the westward turning
around the inland lakes into Europe, while from the highlands of
this region they in ltrated eastward. EasternTurkestan (Sinkiang)
and, to a lesser extent, Tibet were the ancient gateways through
which these peoples of Mesopotamia penetrated the mountains to
thenorthern lands of the yellowmen. eAndite in ltrationof In-
dia proceeded from the Turkestan highlands into the Punjab and
from the Iranian grazing lands through Baluchistan. ese earlier
migrations were in no sense conquests; they were, rather, the con-
tinual dri ing of the Andite tribes into western India and China.

2 ¶ For almost 15,000 years centres ofmixedAndite culture per-
sisted in the basin of the Tarim River in Sinkiang and to the south
in the highland regions of Tibet, where the Andites and Andon-
ites had extensivelymingled. e Tarim valley was the easternmost
outpost of the true Andite culture. Here they built their settle-
ments and entered into trade relations with the progressive Chi-
nese to the east and with the Andonites to the north. In those days
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the Tarim region was a fertile land; the rainfall was plentiful. To
the east the Gobi was an open grassland where the herders were
gradually turning to agriculture. is civilization perished when
the rain winds shi ed to the south-east, but in its day it rivalled
Mesopotamia itself.

3 ¶ By 8000 B.C. the slowly increasing aridity of the highland
regions of central Asia began to drive the Andites to the river bot-
toms and the seashores. is increasing drought not only drove
them to the valleys of theNile, Euphrates, Indus, and Yellow rivers,
but it produced a new development in Andite civilization. A new
class of men, the traders, began to appear in large numbers.

4 When climatic conditions made hunting unpro table for the
migrating Andites, they did not follow the evolutionary course of
the older races by becoming herders. Commerce and urban life
made their appearance. From Egypt through Mesopotamia and
Turkestan to the rivers of China and India, the more highly civi-
lized tribes began to assemble in cities devoted tomanufacture and
trade. Adonia became the central Asian commercial metropolis,
being located near the present city of Ashkhabad. Commerce in
stone, metal, wood, and pottery was accelerated on both land and
water.

5 But ever-increasing drought gradually brought about the great
Andite exodus from the lands south and east of the Caspian Sea.

e tide of migration began to veer from northward to southward,
and the Babylonian cavalrymen began to push into Mesopotamia.

6 Increasing aridity in central Asia further operated to reduce
population and to render these people less warlike; and when the
diminishing rainfall to the north forced the nomadic Andonites
southward, therewas a tremendous exodus ofAndites fromTurkes-
tan. is is the terminalmovement of the so-calledAryans into the
Levant and India. It culminated that long dispersal of the mixed
descendants of Adam during which every Asiatic and most of the
island peoples of the Paci c were to some extent improved by these
superior races.

7 us, while they dispersed over the Eastern Hemisphere, the
Andites were dispossessed of their homelands inMesopotamia and
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Turkestan, for it was this extensive southward movement of An-
donites that diluted the Andites in central Asia nearly to the van-
ishing point.

8 But even in the XX century a er Christ there are traces of
Andite blood among the Turanian and Tibetan peoples, as is wit-
nessed by the blond types occasionally found in these regions. e
early Chinese annals record the presence of the red-haired nomads
to the north of the peaceful settlements of the Yellow River, and
there still remain paintings which faithfully record the presence
of both the blond-Andite and the brunet-Mongolian types in the
Tarim basin of long ago.

9 e last great manifestation of the submerged military genius
of the central Asiatic Andites was inA.D. 1200, when theMongols
under Genghis Khan began the conquest of the greater portion of
the Asiatic continent. And like the Andites of old, these warriors
proclaimed the existence of “oneGod inheaven.” e early breakup
of their empire longdelayed cultural intercourse betweenOccident
and Orient and greatly handicapped the growth of the monotheis-
tic concept in Asia.

2. THE ANDITE CONQUEST OF INDIA
1 India is the only locality where all the Urantia races were

blended, the Andite invasion adding the last stock. In the high-
lands north-west of India the Sangik races came into existence, and
without exception members of each penetrated the subcontinent
of India in their early days, leaving behind them the most hetero-
geneous race mixture ever to exist on Urantia. Ancient India acted
as a catch basin for the migrating races. e base of the peninsula
was formerly somewhat narrower than now, much of the deltas of
the Ganges and Indus being the work of the last 50,000 years.

2 e earliest race mixtures in India were a blending of the mi-
grating red and yellow races with the aboriginal Andonites. is
group was later weakened by absorbing the greater portion of the
extinct eastern green peoples as well as large numbers of the orange
race, was slightly improved through limited admixture with the
blue man, but suffered exceedingly through assimilation of large
numbers of the indigo race. But the so-called aborigines of India
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are hardly representative of these early people; they are rather the
most inferior southern and eastern fringe, which was never fully
absorbed by either the early Andites or their later appearing Aryan
cousins.

3 ¶ By 20,000 B.C. the population of western India had already
become tinged with the Adamic blood, and never in the history of
Urantia did any one people combine somany different races. But it
was unfortunate that the secondary Sangik strains predominated,
and it was a real calamity that both the blue and the red man were
so largely missing from this racial melting pot of long ago; more
of the primary Sangik strains would have contributed very much
toward the enhancement of what might have been an even greater
civilization. As it developed, the red man was destroying himself
in the Americas, the blue man was disporting himself in Europe,
and the early descendants of Adam (and most of the later ones)
exhibited little desire to admix with the darker coloured peoples,
whether in India, Africa, or elsewhere.

4 ¶ About 15,000 B.C. increasing population pressure through-
out Turkestan and Iran occasioned the rst really extensive Andite
movement toward India. For over 15 centuries these superior peo-
ples poured in through the highlands of Baluchistan, spreading out
over the valleys of the Indus and Ganges and slowly moving south-
ward into the Deccan. is Andite pressure from the north-west
drove many of the southern and eastern inferiors into Burma and
southernChina but not sufficiently to save the invaders from racial
obliteration.

5 e failure of India to achieve the hegemony of Eurasia was
largely amatter of topography; population pressure from the north
only crowded the majority of the people southward into the de-
creasing territory of theDeccan, surrounded on all sides by the sea.
Had there been adjacent lands for emigration, then would the in-
feriors have been crowded out in all directions, and the superior
stocks would have achieved a higher civilization.

6 As it was, these earlier Andite conquerors made a desperate
attempt to preserve their identity and stem the tide of racial en-
gulfment by the establishment of rigid restrictions regarding in-
termarriage. Nonetheless, the Andites had become submerged by
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10,000 B.C., but the whole mass of the people had been markedly
improved by this absorption.

7 ¶ Race mixture is always advantageous in that it favours versa-
tility of culture and makes for a progressive civilization, but if the
inferior elements of racial stocks predominate, such achievements
will be short-lived. A polyglot culture can be preserved only if the
superior stocks reproduce themselves in a safemargin over the infe-
rior. Unrestrained multiplication of inferiors, with decreasing re-
production of superiors, is unfailingly suicidal of cultural civiliza-
tion.

8 Had the Andite conquerors been in numbers three times what
they were, or had they driven out or destroyed the least desirable
third of the mixed orange-green-indigo inhabitants, then would
India have become one of theworld’s leading centres of cultural civ-
ilization and undoubtedly would have attracted more of the later
waves of Mesopotamians that owed into Turkestan and thence
northward to Europe.

3. DRAVIDIAN INDIA
1 e blending of the Andite conquerors of India with the na-

tive stock eventually resulted in that mixed people which has been
called Dravidian. e earlier and purer Dravidians possessed a
great capacity for cultural achievement, which was continuously
weakened as their Andite inheritance became progressively attenu-
ated. And this is what doomed the budding civilization of India al-
most 12,000 years ago. But the infusion of even this small amount
of the blood of Adam produced amarked acceleration in social de-
velopment. is composite stock immediately produced the most
versatile civilization then on earth.

2 Not long a er conquering India, the Dravidian Andites lost
their racial and cultural contact with Mesopotamia, but the later
opening up of the sea lanes and the caravan routes re-established
these connections; and at no time within the last 10,000 years has
India ever been entirely out of touch with Mesopotamia on the
west and China to the east, although the mountain barriers greatly
favoured western intercourse.
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3 ¶ e superior culture and religious leanings of the peoples of
India date from the early times of Dravidian domination and are
due, in part, to the fact that so many of the Sethite priesthood en-
tered India, both in the earlier Andite and in the later Aryan in-
vasions. e thread of monotheism running through the religious
history of India thus stems from the teachings of the Adamites in
the second garden.

4 As early as 16,000 B.C. a company of 100 Sethite priests en-
tered India and very nearly achieved the religious conquest of the
western half of that polyglot people. But their religion did not per-
sist. Within 5,000 years their doctrines of the Paradise Trinity had
degenerated into the triune symbol of the re god.

5 But for more than 7,000 years, down to the end of the Andite
migrations, the religious status of the inhabitants of India was far
above that of the world at large. During these times India bid fair
to produce the leading cultural, religious, philosophic, and com-
mercial civilization of the world. And but for the complete sub-
mergence of the Andites by the peoples of the south, this destiny
would probably have been realized.

6 ¶ eDravidian centres of culturewere located in the river val-
leys, principally of the Indus and Ganges, and in the Deccan along
the three great rivers owing through the Eastern Ghats to the sea.

e settlements along the seacoast of theWesternGhats owed their
prominence to maritime relationships with Sumeria.

7 e Dravidians were among the earliest peoples to build cities
and to engage in an extensive export and import business, both by
land and sea. By 7000 B.C. camel trains were making regular trips
to distant Mesopotamia; Dravidian shipping was pushing coast-
wise across the Arabian Sea to the Sumerian cities of the Persian
Gulf and was venturing on the waters of the Bay of Bengal as far as
the East Indies. An alphabet, together with the art of writing, was
imported from Sumeria by these seafarers and merchants.

8 ese commercial relationships greatly contributed to the fur-
ther diversi cation of a cosmopolitan culture, resulting in the early
appearance of many of the re nements and even luxuries of urban
life. When the later appearing Aryans entered India, they did not
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recognize in theDravidians their Andite cousins submerged in the
Sangik races, but they did nd a well-advanced civilization. De-
spite biologic limitations, the Dravidians founded a superior civi-
lization. It was well diffused throughout all India and has survived
on down to modern times in the Deccan.

4. THE ARYAN INVASION OF INDIA
1 e second Andite penetration of India was the Aryan inva-

sion during a period of almost 500 years in the middle of the third
millennium before Christ. is migrationmarked the terminal ex-
odus of the Andites from their homelands in Turkestan.

2 e early Aryan centres were scattered over the northern half
of India, notably in the north-west. ese invaders never com-
pleted the conquest of the country and subsequently met their un-
doing in this neglect since their lesser numbersmade themvulnera-
ble to absorption by theDravidians of the south, who subsequently
overran the entire peninsula except the Himalayan provinces.

3 e Aryans made very little racial impression on India except
in the northern provinces. In the Deccan their in uence was cul-
tural and religious more than racial. e greater persistence of
the so-called Aryan blood in northern India is not only due to
their presence in these regions in greater numbers but also because
they were reinforced by later conquerors, traders, andmissionaries.
Right on down to the rst century before Christ there was a con-
tinuous in ltration of Aryan blood into the Punjab, the last in ux
being attendant upon the campaigns of the Hellenistic peoples.

4 On the Gangetic plain Aryan and Dravidian eventually min-
gled to produce a high culture, and this centre was later reinforced
by contributions from the north-east, coming from China.

5 In India many types of social organizations ourished from
time to time, from the semidemocratic systems of the Aryans to
despotic and monarchial forms of government. But the most char-
acteristic feature of society was the persistence of the great social
castes that were instituted by the Aryans in an effort to perpetuate
racial identity. is elaborate caste system has been preserved on
down to the present time.
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6 Of the four great castes, all but the rst were established
in the futile effort to prevent racial amalgamation of the Aryan
conquerors with their inferior subjects. But the premier caste,
the teacher-priests, stems from the Sethites; the Brahmans of the
XX century a er Christ are the lineal cultural descendants of the
priests of the second garden, albeit their teachings differ greatly
from those of their illustrious predecessors.

7 When theAryans entered India, they brought with them their
concepts ofDeity as they had been preserved in the lingering tradi-
tions of the religion of the second garden. But the Brahman priests
were never able to withstand the paganmomentum built up by the
sudden contact with the inferior religions of the Deccan a er the
racial obliteration of theAryans. us the vastmajority of the pop-
ulation fell into the bondage of the enslaving superstitions of infe-
rior religions; and so it was that India failed to produce the high
civilization which had been foreshadowed in earlier times.

8 e spiritual awakening of the sixth century before Christ did
not persist in India, having died out even before theMohammedan
invasion. But someday a greater Gautama may arise to lead all In-
dia in the search for the living God, and then the world will ob-
serve the fruition of the cultural potentialities of a versatile people
so long comatose under the benumbing in uence of an unprogress-
ing spiritual vision.

9 Culture does rest on a biologic foundation, but caste alone
could not perpetuate the Aryan culture, for religion, true religion,
is the indispensable source of that higher energy which drives men
to establish a superior civilization based on human brotherhood.

5. RED MAN AND YELLOW MAN
1 While the story of India is that of Andite conquest and even-

tual submergence in the older evolutionary peoples, the narrative
of eastern Asia is more properly that of the primary Sangiks, par-
ticularly the red man and the yellow man. ese two races largely
escaped that admixturewith the debasedNeanderthal strainwhich
so greatly retarded the blue man in Europe, thus preserving the su-
perior potential of the primary Sangik type.
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2 While the earlyNeanderthalers were spread out over the entire
breadth of Eurasia, the eastern wing was the more contaminated
with debased animal strains. ese subhuman types were pushed
south by the h glacier, the same ice sheet which so long blocked
Sangikmigration into eastern Asia. Andwhen the redmanmoved
north-east around the highlands of India, he found north-eastern
Asia free from these subhuman types. e tribal organization of
the red races was formed earlier than that of any other peoples, and
they were the rst to migrate from the central Asian focus of the
Sangiks. e inferior Neanderthal strains were destroyed or driven
off the mainland by the later migrating yellow tribes. But the red
man had reigned supreme in eastern Asia for almost 100,000 years
before the yellow tribes arrived.

3 ¶ More than 300,000 years ago the main body of the yellow
race entered China from the south as coastwise migrants. Each
millennium they penetrated farther and farther inland, but they
did not make contact with their migrating Tibetan brethren until
comparatively recent times.

4 Growing population pressure caused the northward-moving
yellow race to begin to push into the hunting grounds of the red
man. is encroachment, coupled with natural racial antagonism,
culminated in increasing hostilities, and thus began the crucial
struggle for the fertile lands of farther Asia.

5 e story of this agelong contest between the red and yellow
races is an epic ofUrantia history. For over 200,000 years these two
superior races waged bitter and unremitting warfare. In the earlier
struggles the red men were generally successful, their raiding par-
ties spreading havoc among the yellow settlements. But the yellow
manwas an apt pupil in the art ofwarfare, andhe earlymanifested a
marked ability to live peaceably with his compatriots; the Chinese
were the rst to learn that in union there is strength. e red tribes
continued their internecine con icts, and presently they began to
suffer repeated defeats at the aggressive hands of the relentless Chi-
nese, who continued their inexorable march northward. }vs p079
5:6 ¶ 100,000 years ago the decimated tribes of the red race were
ghting with their backs to the retreating ice of the last glacier, and
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when the land passage to the West˚, over the Bering isthmus, be-
came passable, these tribes were not slow in forsaking the inhos-
pitable shores of the Asiatic continent. It is 85,000 years since the
last of the pure red men departed from Asia, but the long struggle
le its genetic imprint upon the victorious yellow race. e north-
ern Chinese peoples, together with the Andonite Siberians, assim-
ilatedmuch of the red stock andwere in considerablemeasure ben-
e ted thereby.

7 e North American Indians never came in contact with even
the Andite offspring of Adam and Eve, having been dispossessed
of their Asiatic homelands some 50,000 years before the coming of
Adam. During the age of Andite migrations the pure red strains
were spreading out over North America as nomadic tribes, hunters
whopractised agriculture to a small extent. ese races and cultural
groups remained almost completely isolated from the remainder of
the world from their arrival in the Americas down to the end of the
rst millennium of the Christian era, when they were discovered

by the white races of Europe. Up to that time the Eskimos were the
nearest to white men the northern tribes of red men had ever seen.

8 e red and the yellow races are the only human stocks that
ever achieved a high degree of civilization apart from the in u-
ences of the Andites. e oldest Amerindian culture was the Ona-
monalonton centre in California, but this had long since vanished
by 35,000 B.C. In Mexico, Central America, and in the mountains
of South America the later and more enduring civilizations were
founded by a race predominantly red but containing a considerable
admixture of the yellow, orange, and blue.

9 ese civilizations were evolutionary products of the Sangiks,
notwithstanding that traces of Andite blood reached Peru. Ex-
cepting the Eskimos in North America and a few Polynesian An-
dites in South America, the peoples of the Western Hemisphere

5.5. One hundred thousand years ago the decimated tribes of the red race were ght-
ing with their backs to the retreating ice of the last glacier, and when the land passage
to the west, over the Bering isthmus, became passable, these tribes were not slow… e
change om “west” to “east,” as found in many printings, is geographically correct but typo-
graphically impossible; the committee adopted the alternate “West” referring to theWestern
Hemisphere— the word thus indicating a place rather than a direction of travel.
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had no contact with the rest of the world until the end of the
rst millennium a er Christ. In the original Melchizedek plan for

the improvement of the Urantia races it had been stipulated that
1,000,000 of the pure-line descendants of Adam should go to up-
step the red men of the Americas.

6. DAWN OF CHINESE CIVILIZATION
1 Sometime a er driving the red man across to North America,

the expandingChinese cleared theAndonites from the river valleys
of easternAsia, pushing themnorth into Siberia andwest intoTur-
kestan, where they were soon to come in contact with the superior
culture of the Andites.

2 In Burma and the peninsula of Indo-China the cultures of In-
dia and China mixed and blended to produce the successive civi-
lizations of those regions. Here the vanished green race has per-
sisted in larger proportion than anywhere else in the world.

3 Many different races occupied the islands of the Paci c. In
general, the southern and then more extensive islands were occu-
pied by peoples carrying a heavy percentage of green and indigo
blood. e northern islands were held by Andonites and, later on,
by races embracing large proportions of the yellow and red stocks.

e ancestors of the Japanese people were not driven off the main-
land until 12,000 B.C., when they were dislodged by a powerful
southern-coastwise thrust of the northern Chinese tribes. eir -
nal exodus was not so much due to population pressure as to the
initiative of a chie ain whom they came to regard as a divine per-
sonage.

4 Like the peoples of India and the Levant, victorious tribes of
the yellowman established their earliest centres along the coast and
up the rivers. e coastal settlements fared poorly in later years as
the increasing oods and the shi ing courses of the rivers made the
lowland cities untenable.

5 20,000 years ago the ancestors of the Chinese had built up a
dozen strong centres of primitive culture and learning, especially
along the Yellow River and the Yangtze. And now these centres
began to be reinforced by the arrival of a steady stream of superior
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blended peoples from Sinkiang andTibet. e migration fromTi-
bet to the Yangtze valley was not so extensive as in the north, nei-
ther were the Tibetan centres so advanced as those of the Tarim
basin. But both movements carried a certain amount of Andite
blood eastward to the river settlements.

6 e superiority of the ancient yellow race was due to four great
factors:

7 1. Genetic. Unlike their blue cousins in Europe, both the
red and yellow races had largely escaped mixture with debased hu-
man stocks. e northern Chinese, already strengthened by small
amounts of the superior red andAndonic strains, were soon to ben-
e t by a considerable in ux of Andite blood. e southern Chi-
nese did not fare so well in this regard, and they had long suffered
from absorption of the green race, while later on they were to be
further weakened by the in ltration of the swarms of inferior peo-
ples crowded out of India by the Dravidian-Andite invasion. And
today in China there is a de nite difference between the northern
and southern races.

8 2. Social. e yellow race early learned the value of peace
among themselves. eir internal peaceableness so contributed
to population increase as to ensure the spread of their civilization
amongmanymillions. From 25,000 to 5000 B.C. the highest mass
civilization onUrantia was in central and northernChina. e yel-
low man was rst to achieve a racial solidarity — the rst to attain
a large-scale cultural, social, and political civilization.

9 e Chinese of 15,000 B.C. were aggressive militarists; they
had not been weakened by an overreverence for the past, and num-
bering less than 12,000,000, they formed a compact body speaking
a common language. During this age they built up a real nation,
much more united and homogeneous than their political unions
of historic times.

10 3. Spiritual. During the age of Andite migrations the Chi-
nese were among the more spiritual peoples of earth. Long adher-
ence to the worship of the One Truth proclaimed by Singlangton
kept them ahead of most of the other races. e stimulus of a pro-
gressive and advanced religion is o en a decisive factor in cultural
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development; as India languished, so China forged ahead under
the invigorating stimulus of a religion inwhich truthwas enshrined
as the supreme Deity.

11 is worship of truth was provocative of research and fearless
exploration of the laws of nature and the potentials of mankind.

e Chinese of even 6,000 years ago were still keen students and
aggressive in their pursuit of truth.

12 4. Geographic. China is protected by the mountains to the
west and the Paci c to the east. Only in the north is the way open
to attack, and from the days of the red man to the coming of the
later descendants of the Andites, the north was not occupied by
any aggressive race.

13 Andbut for themountain barriers and the later decline in spir-
itual culture, the yellow race undoubtedly would have attracted to
itself the larger part of the Andite migrations from Turkestan and
unquestionably would have quickly dominated world civilization.

7. THE ANDITES ENTER CHINA
1 About 15,000 years ago the Andites, in considerable numbers,

were traversing the pass of Ti Tao and spreading out over the upper
valley of theYellowRiver among theChinese settlements ofKansu.
Presently they penetrated eastward toHonan, where themost pro-
gressive settlements were situated. is in ltration from the west
was about half Andonite and half Andite.

2 e northern centres of culture along the Yellow River had al-
ways been more progressive than the southern settlements on the
Yangtze. Within a few thousand years a er the arrival of even
the small numbers of these superior mortals, the settlements along
the Yellow River had forged ahead of the Yangtze villages and had
achieved an advanced position over their brethren in the south
which has ever since been maintained.

3 ¶ It was not that there were so many of the Andites, nor that
their culture was so superior, but amalgamation with them pro-
duced a more versatile stock. e northern Chinese received just
enough of the Andite strain to mildly stimulate their innately able
minds but not enough to re them with the restless, exploratory
curiosity so characteristic of the northern white races. is more
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limited infusion of Andite inheritance was less disturbing to the
innate stability of the Sangik type.

4 ¶ e later waves of Andites brought with them certain of
the cultural advances of Mesopotamia; this is especially true of
the last waves of migration from the west. ey greatly improved
the economic and educational practices of the northern Chinese;
and while their in uence upon the religious culture of the yellow
race was short-lived, their later descendants contributed much to
a subsequent spiritual awakening. But the Andite traditions of the
beauty of Eden and Dalamatia did in uence Chinese traditions;
early Chinese legends place “the land of the gods” in the west.

5 e Chinese people did not begin to build cities and engage
in manufacture until a er 10,000 B.C., subsequent to the climatic
changes in Turkestan and the arrival of the later Andite immi-
grants. e infusion of this new blood did not add so much to
the civilization of the yellow man as it stimulated the further and
rapid development of the latent tendencies of the superiorChinese
stocks. From Honan to Shensi the potentials of an advanced civ-
ilization were coming to fruit. Metalworking and all the arts of
manufacture date from these days.

6 e similarities between certain of the early Chinese andMes-
opotamian methods of time reckoning, astronomy, and govern-
mental administration were due to the commercial relationships
between these two remotely situated centres. Chinese merchants
travelled the overland routes through Turkestan to Mesopotamia
even in the days of the Sumerians. Nor was this exchange one-
sided—the valley of the Euphrates bene ted considerably thereby,
as did the peoples of the Gangetic plain. But the climatic changes
and the nomadic invasions of the third millennium before Christ
greatly reduced the volume of trade passing over the caravan trails
of central Asia.

8. LATER CHINESE CIVILIZATION
1 While the red man suffered from too much warfare, it is not

altogether amiss to say that the development of statehood among
the Chinese was delayed by the thoroughness of their conquest of
Asia. ey had a great potential of racial solidarity, but it failed
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properly to develop because the continuous driving stimulus of the
ever-present danger of external aggression was lacking.

2 With the completion of the conquest of eastern Asia the an-
cient military state gradually disintegrated — past wars were for-
gotten. Of the epic struggle with the red race there persisted
only the hazy tradition of an ancient contest with the archer peo-
ples. e Chinese early turned to agricultural pursuits, which con-
tributed further to their paci c tendencies, while a populationwell
below the land-man ratio for agriculture still further contributed to
the growing peacefulness of the country.

3 Consciousness of past achievements (somewhat diminished in
the present), the conservatism of an overwhelmingly agricultural
people, and a well-developed family life equalled the birth of an-
cestor veneration, culminating in the custom of so honouring the
men of the past as to border on worship. A very similar attitude
prevailed among the white races in Europe for some 500 years fol-
lowing the disruption of Graeco-Roman civilization.

4 e belief in, and worship of, the “One Truth” as taught by
Singlangton never entirely died out; but as time passed, the search
for new and higher truth became overshadowed by a growing ten-
dency to venerate that which was already established. Slowly the
genius of the yellow race became diverted from the pursuit of the
unknown to the preservation of the known. And this is the rea-
son for the stagnation of what had been the world’s most rapidly
progressing civilization.

5 ¶ Between 4000 and 500 B.C. the political reuni cation of
the yellow race was consummated, but the cultural union of the
Yangtze and Yellow river centres had already been effected. is
political reuni cation of the later tribal groups was not without
con ict, but the societal opinion of war remained low; ancestor
worship, increasing dialects, and no call for military action for
thousands upon thousands of years had rendered this people ul-
trapeaceful.

6 Despite failure to ful l the promise of an early development
of advanced statehood, the yellow race did progressively move for-
ward in the realization of the arts of civilization, especially in the
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realms of agriculture and horticulture. e hydraulic problems
faced by the agriculturists in Shensi and Honan demanded group
co-operation for solution. Such irrigation and soil-conservation
difficulties contributed in no small measure to the development of
interdependence with the consequent promotion of peace among
farming groups.

7 Soon developments in writing, together with the establish-
ment of schools, contributed to the dissemination of knowledge
on a previously unequalled scale. But the cumbersome nature of
the ideographic writing system placed a numerical limit upon the
learned classes despite the early appearance of printing. And above
all else, the process of social standardization and religio-philo-
sophic dogmatization continued apace. e religious development
of ancestor veneration became further complicated by a ood of
superstitions involving nature worship, but lingering vestiges of a
real concept of God remained preserved in the imperial worship of
Shang-ti.

8 e great weakness of ancestor veneration is that it promotes
a backward-looking philosophy. However wise it may be to glean
wisdom from the past, it is folly to regard the past as the exclusive
source of truth. Truth is relative and expanding; it lives always in
the present, achieving new expression in each generation ofmen—
even in each human life.

9 e great strength in a veneration of ancestry is the value that
such an attitude places upon the family. e amazing stability and
persistence of Chinese culture is a consequence of the paramount
position accorded the family, for civilization is directly dependent
on the effective functioning of the family; and in China the fam-
ily attained a social importance, even a religious signi cance, ap-
proached by few other peoples.

10 e lial devotion and family loyalty exacted by the growing
cult of ancestor worship ensured the building up of superior family
relationships and of enduring family groups, all ofwhich facilitated
the following factors in the preservation of civilization:

11 1. Conservation of property and wealth.
12 2. Pooling of the experience of more than one generation.
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13 3. Efficient education of children in the arts and sciences of
the past.

14 4. Development of a strong sense of duty, the enhancement
of morality, and the augmentation of ethical sensitivity.

15 ¶ e formative period of Chinese civilization, opening with
the coming of the Andites, continues on down to the great ethi-
cal, moral, and semireligious awakening of the sixth century before
Christ. AndChinese traditionpreserves thehazy recordof the evo-
lutionary past; the transition from mother- to father-family, the
establishment of agriculture, the development of architecture, the
initiation of industry — all these are successively narrated. And
this story presents, with greater accuracy than any other similar ac-
count, the picture of the magni cent ascent of a superior people
from the levels of barbarism. During this time they passed from
a primitive agricultural society to a higher social organization em-
bracing cities, manufacture, metalworking, commercial exchange,
government, writing, mathematics, art, science, and printing.

16 And so the ancient civilization of the yellow race has persisted
down through the centuries. It is almost 40,000 years since the
rst important advancesweremade inChinese culture, and though

there have been many retrogressions, the civilization of the sons of
Han comes the nearest of all to presenting an unbroken picture of
continual progression right on down to the times of the XX cen-
tury. emechanical and religious developments of thewhite races
have been of a high order, but they have never excelled theChinese
in family loyalty, group ethics, or personal morality.

17 is ancient culture has contributed much to human happi-
ness; millions of human beings have lived and died, blessed by its
achievements. For centuries this great civilization has rested upon
the laurels of the past, but it is even now reawakening to envision
anew the transcendent goals ofmortal existence, once again to take
up the unremitting struggle for never-ending progress.

ahb

18 [Presented by an Archangel of Nebadon.]



PAPER №80
ANDITE EXPANSION IN THE OCCIDENT

Archangel

ALTHOUGH the European blue man did not of himself
achieve a great cultural civilization, he did supply the bio-
logic foundation which, when its Adamized strains were

blended with the later Andite invaders, produced one of the most
potent stocks for the attainment of aggressive civilization ever to
appear on Urantia since the times of the violet race and their An-
dite successors.

2 emodern white peoples incorporate the surviving strains of
the Adamic stock which became admixed with the Sangik races,
some red and yellow but more especially the blue. ere is a con-
siderable percentage of the original Andonite stock in all the white
races and still more of the early Nodite strains.

1. THE ADAMITES ENTER EUROPE
1 Before the last Andites were driven out of the Euphrates valley,

many of their brethren had entered Europe as adventurers, teach-
ers, traders, and warriors. During the earlier days of the violet race
the Mediterranean trough was protected by the Gibraltar isthmus
and the Sicilian land bridge. Some of man’s very early maritime
commerce was established on these inland lakes, where blue men
from the north and the Saharans from the south met Nodites and
Adamites from the east.

2 In the eastern trough of theMediterranean theNodites had es-
tablished one of their most extensive cultures and from these cen-
tres had penetrated somewhat into southern Europe but more es-
pecially into northernAfrica. e broad-headedNodite-Andonite
Syrians very early introduced pottery and agriculture in connec-
tion with their settlements on the slowly rising Nile delta. ey
also imported sheep, goats, cattle, and other domesticated animals
and brought in greatly improved methods of metalworking, Syria
then being the centre of that industry.
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3 For more than 30,000 years Egypt received a steady stream of
Mesopotamians, who brought along their art and culture to en-
rich that of the Nile valley. But the ingress of large numbers of the
Sahara peoples greatly deteriorated the early civilization along the
Nile so that Egypt reached its lowest cultural level some 15,000
years ago.

4 But during earlier times there was little to hinder the westward
migration of the Adamites. e Sahara was an open grazing land
overspread by herders and agriculturists. ese Saharans never en-
gaged in manufacture, nor were they city builders. ey were an
indigo-black group which carried extensive strains of the extinct
green and orange races. But they received a very limited amount of
the violet inheritance before the upthrust of land and the shi ing
water-laden winds dispersed the remnants of this prosperous and
peaceful civilization.

5 Adam’s blood has been shared with most of the human races,
but some secured more than others. e mixed races of India and
the darker peoples of Africa were not attractive to the Adamites.

ey would have mixed freely with the red man had he not been
far removed in theAmericas, and theywere kindly disposed toward
the yellow man, but he was likewise difficult of access in faraway
Asia. erefore, when actuated by either adventure or altruism, or
when driven out of the Euphrates valley, they very naturally chose
union with the blue races of Europe.

6 e bluemen, thendominant inEurope, hadno religious prac-
tices which were repulsive to the earlier migrating Adamites, and
there was great sex attraction between the violet and the blue races.

e best of the blue men deemed it a high honour to be permitted
to mate with the Adamites. Every blue man entertained the ambi-
tion of becoming so skillful and artistic as to win the affection of
some Adamite woman, and it was the highest aspiration of a supe-
rior blue woman to receive the attentions of an Adamite.

7 Slowly these migrating sons of Eden united with the higher
types of the blue race, invigorating their cultural practices while
ruthlessly exterminating the lingering strains ofNeanderthal stock.

is technique of race blending, combined with the elimination
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of inferior strains, produced a dozen or more virile and progressive
groups of superior blue men, one of which you have denominated
the Cro-Magnons.

8 For these and other reasons, not the least of which was more
favourable paths of migration, the early waves of Mesopotamian
culture made their way almost exclusively to Europe. And it was
these circumstances that determined the antecedents of modern
European civilization.

2. CLIMATIC AND GEOLOGIC CHANGES
1 e early expansion of the violet race intoEuropewas cut short

by certain rather sudden climatic and geologic changes. With the
retreat of the northern ice elds the water-laden winds from the
west shi ed to the north, gradually turning the great open pas-
ture regions of Sahara into a barren desert. is drought dispersed
the smaller-statured brunets, dark-eyed but long-headed dwellers
of the great Sahara plateau.

2 e purer indigo elements moved southward to the forests of
central Africa, where they have ever since remained. e more
mixed groups spread out in three directions: e superior tribes
to the west migrated to Spain and thence to adjacent parts of Eu-
rope, forming the nucleus of the later Mediterranean long-headed
brunet races. e least progressive division to the east of the Sahara
plateaumigrated to Arabia and thence through northernMesopo-
tamia and India to farawayCeylon. e central groupmovednorth
and east to the Nile valley and into Palestine.

3 It is this secondary Sangik substratum that suggests a certain
degree of kinship among the modern peoples scattered from the
Deccan through Iran, Mesopotamia, and along both shores of the
Mediterranean Sea.

4 ¶ About the time of these climatic changes in Africa, England
separated from the continent, and Denmark arose from the sea,
while the isthmus of Gibraltar, protecting the western basin of the
Mediterranean, gave way as the result of an earthquake, quickly
raising this inland lake to the level of the AtlanticOcean. Presently
the Sicilian landbridge submerged, creating one sea of theMediter-
ranean and connecting it with the Atlantic Ocean. is cataclysm
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of nature ooded scores of human settlements and occasioned the
greatest loss of life by ood in all the world’s history.

5 is engulfment of the Mediterranean basin immediately cur-
tailed the westward movements of the Adamites, while the great
in ux of Saharans led them to seek outlets for their increasing
numbers to the north and east of Eden. As the descendants of
Adam journeyed northward from the valleys of the Tigris and Eu-
phrates, they encountered mountainous barriers and the then ex-
panded Caspian Sea. And for many generations the Adamites
hunted, herded, and tilled the soil around their settlements scat-
tered throughout Turkestan. Slowly this magni cent people ex-
tended their territory into Europe. But now the Adamites enter
Europe from the east and nd the culture of the blue man thou-
sands of years behind that of Asia since this region has been almost
entirely out of touch with Mesopotamia.

3. THE CROMAGNOID BLUE MAN
1 e ancient centres of the culture of the bluemanwere located

along all the rivers of Europe, but only the Sommenow ows in the
same channel which it followed during preglacial times.

2 While we speak of the blue man as pervading the European
continent, there were scores of racial types. Even 35,000 years ago
the European blue races were already a highly blended people car-
rying strains of both red and yellow, while on the Atlantic coast-
lands and in the regions of present-day Russia they had absorbed
a considerable amount of Andonite blood and to the south were
in contact with the Saharan peoples. But it would be fruitless to
attempt to enumerate the many racial groups.

3 e European civilization of this early post-Adamic period
was a unique blend of the vigour and art of the blue men with the
creative imagination of the Adamites. e blue men were a race of
great vigour, but they greatly deteriorated the cultural and spiritual
status of the Adamites. It was very difficult for the latter to impress
their religion upon the Cro-Magnoids because of the tendency of
so many to cheat and to debauch the maidens. For 10,000 years
religion in Europe was at a low ebb as compared with the develop-
ments in India and Egypt.
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4 e blue men were perfectly honest in all their dealings and
werewholly free from the sexual vices of themixedAdamites. ey
respected maidenhood, only practising polygamy when war pro-
duced a shortage of males.

5 ese Cro-Magnon peoples were a brave and farseeing race.
ey maintained an efficient system of child culture. Both parents

participated in these labours, and the services of the older children
were fully utilized. Each child was carefully trained in the care of
the caves, in art, and in int making. At an early age the women
werewell versed in the domestic arts and in crude agriculture, while
the men were skilled hunters and courageous warriors.

6 e blue men were hunters, shers, and food gatherers; they
were expert boatbuilders. ey made stone axes, cut down trees,
erected log huts, partly below ground and roofed with hides. And
there are peoples who still build similar huts in Siberia. e south-
ern Cro-Magnons generally lived in caves and grottoes.

7 It was not uncommon during the rigors of winter for their sen-
tinels standing on night guard at cave entrances to freeze to death.

ey had courage, but above all they were artists; the Adamic mix-
ture suddenly accelerated creative imagination. e height of the
blue man’s art was about 15,000 years ago, before the days when
the darker-skinned races came north from Africa through Spain.

8 ¶ About 15,000 years ago theAlpine forests were spreading ex-
tensively. e European hunters were being driven to the river val-
leys and to the seashores by the same climatic coercion that had
turned the world’s happy hunting grounds into dry and barren
deserts. As the rain winds shi ed to the north, the great open graz-
ing lands of Europe became covered by forests. ese great and rel-
atively sudden climatic modi cations drove the races of Europe to
change from open-space hunters to herders, and in some measure
to shers and tillers of the soil.

9 ese changes, while resulting in cultural advances, produced
certain biologic retrogressions. During the previous hunting era
the superior tribes had intermarried with the higher types of war
captives and had unvaryingly destroyed those whom they deemed
inferior. But as they commenced to establish settlements and en-
gage in agriculture and commerce, they began to save many of the
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mediocre captives as slaves. And it was the progeny of these slaves
that subsequently so greatly deteriorated the whole Cro-Magnon
type. is retrogression of culture continued until it received a
fresh impetus from the east when the nal and en masse invasion
of the Mesopotamians swept over Europe, quickly absorbing the
Cro-Magnon type and culture and initiating the civilization of the
white races.

4. THE ANDITE INVASIONS OF EUROPE
1 While theAndites poured intoEurope in a steady stream, there

were seven major invasions, the last arrivals coming on horseback
in three great waves. Some entered Europe by way of the islands
of the Aegean and up the Danube valley, but the majority of the
earlier and purer strains migrated to north-western Europe by the
northern route across the grazing lands of the Volga and the Don.

2 Between the third and fourth invasions a horde of Andonites
entered Europe from the north, having come from Siberia by way
of the Russian rivers and the Baltic. ey were immediately assim-
ilated by the northern Andite tribes.

3 e earlier expansions of the purer violet racewere farmore pa-
ci c than were those of their later semimilitary and conquest-lov-
ing Andite descendants. e Adamites were paci c; the Nodites
were belligerent. e union of these stocks, as later mingled with
the Sangik races, produced the able, aggressive Andites who made
actual military conquests.

4 ¶ But the horse was the evolutionary factor which determined
the dominance of the Andites in the Occident. e horse gave
the dispersing Andites the hitherto nonexistent advantage of mo-
bility, enabling the last groups of Andite cavalrymen to progress
quickly around the Caspian Sea to overrun all of Europe. All pre-
vious waves of Andites had moved so slowly that they tended to
disintegrate at any great distance from Mesopotamia. But these
later waves moved so rapidly that they reached Europe as coherent
groups, still retaining some measure of higher culture.

5 e whole inhabited world, outside of China and the Eu-
phrates region, had made very limited cultural progress for 10,000
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years when the hard-riding Andite horsemen made their appear-
ance in the sixth and seventh millenniums before Christ. As they
moved westward across the Russian plains, absorbing the best of
the blue man and exterminating the worst, they became blended
into one people. ese were the ancestors of the so-called Nordic
races, the forefathers of the Scandinavian, German, and Anglo-
Saxon peoples.

6 ¶ It was not long before the superior blue strains had been fully
absorbed by the Andites throughout all northern Europe. Only in
Lapland (and to a certain extent in Brittany) did the older Andon-
ites retain even a semblance of identity.

5. THE ANDITE CONQUEST OF NORTHERN
EUROPE

1 e tribes of northern Europe were being continuously rein-
forced and upstepped by the steady stream of migrants from Mes-
opotamia through the Turkestan-south Russian regions, and when
the last waves of Andite cavalry swept over Europe, there were al-
ready more men with Andite inheritance in that region than were
to be found in all the rest of the world.

2 For 3,000 years the military headquarters of the northern An-
dites was in Denmark. From this central point there went forth
the successive waves of conquest, which grew decreasingly Andite
and increasingly white as the passing centuries witnessed the -
nal blending of theMesopotamian conquerors with the conquered
peoples.

3 ¶ While the blue man had been absorbed in the north and
eventually succumbed to the white cavalry raiders who penetrated
the south, the advancing tribes of the mixed white race met with
stubborn andprotracted resistance from theCro-Magnons, but su-
perior intelligence and ever-augmenting biologic reserves enabled
them to wipe the older race out of existence.

4 e decisive struggles between the white man and the blue
man were fought out in the valley of the Somme. Here, the ower
of the blue race bitterly contested the southward-moving Andites,
and for over 500 years these Cro-Magnoids successfully defended
their territories before succumbing to the superior military strat-
egy of the white invaders. or, the victorious commander of the
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armies of the north in the nal battle of the Somme, became the
hero of the northern white tribes and later on was revered as a god
by some of them.

5 ¶ e strongholds of the blue man which persisted longest
were in southern France, but the last great military resistance was
overcomealong the Somme. e later conquest progressedby com-
mercial penetration, population pressure along the rivers, and by
continued intermarriagewith the superiors, coupledwith the ruth-
less extermination of the inferiors.

6 When the tribal council of the Andite elders had adjudged an
inferior captive to be un t, he was, by elaborate ceremony, com-
mitted to the shaman priests, who escorted him to the river and
administered the rites of initiation to the “happy hunting grounds”
— lethal submergence. In this way thewhite invaders of Europe ex-
terminated all peoples encounteredwhowere not quickly absorbed
into their own ranks, and thus did the blueman come to an end—
and quickly.

7 ¶ e Cro-Magnoid blue man constituted the biologic foun-
dation for themodern European races, but they have survived only
as absorbed by the later and virile conquerors of their homelands.

e blue strain contributed many sturdy traits and much physical
vigour to the white races of Europe, but the humour and imag-
ination of the blended European peoples were derived from the
Andites. is Andite-blue union, resulting in the northern white
races, produced an immediate lapse of Andite civilization, a retar-
dation of a transient nature. Eventually, the latent superiority of
these northern barbarians manifested itself and culminated in pre-
sent-day European civilization.

8 ¶ By 5000 B.C. the evolving white races were dominant
throughout all of northern Europe, including northern Germany,
northernFrance, and theBritish Isles. Central Europewas for some
time controlled by the blueman and the round-headedAndonites.

e latterweremainly situated in theDanube valley andwerenever
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entirely displaced by the Andites.˚

6. THE ANDITES ALONG THE NILE
1 From the times of the terminal Andite migrations, culture de-

clined in the Euphrates valley, and the immediate centre of civiliza-
tion shi ed to the valley of the Nile. Egypt became the successor
of Mesopotamia as the headquarters of the most advanced group
on earth.

2 e Nile valley began to suffer from oods shortly before
the Mesopotamian valleys but fared much better. is early set-
back was more than compensated by the continuing stream of An-
dite immigrants, so that the culture of Egypt, though really de-
rived from the Euphrates region, seemed to forge ahead. But in
5000 B.C., during the ood period in Mesopotamia, there were
seven distinct groups of human beings in Egypt; all of them, save
one, came from Mesopotamia.

3 ¶ When the last exodus from the Euphrates valley occurred,
Egypt was fortunate in gaining so many of the most skillful artists
and artisans. eseAndite artisans found themselves quite at home
in that they were thoroughly familiar with river life, its oods, irri-
gations, anddry seasons. ey enjoyed the sheltered positionof the
Nile valley; they were there much less subject to hostile raids and
attacks than along the Euphrates. And they added greatly to the
metalworking skill of the Egyptians. Here they worked iron ores
coming from Mount Sinai instead of from the Black Sea regions.

4 ¶ e Egyptians very early assembled their municipal deities
into an elaborate national system of gods. ey developed an ex-
tensive theology and had an equally extensive but burdensome
priesthood. Several different leaders sought to revive the remnants
of the early religious teachings of the Sethites, but these endeav-
ours were short-lived. e Andites built the rst stone structures
in Egypt. e rst and most exquisite of the stone pyramids was
erected by Imhotep, an Andite architectural genius, while serv-
ing as prime minister. Previous buildings had been constructed of

5.8. Central Europe was for sometime controlled by the blue man… e two-word form
is correct as the reference is to an inde nite period of time rather than to an inde nite point
in time. (SeeWebster’s)
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brick, and while many stone structures had been erected in differ-
ent parts of the world, this was the rst in Egypt. But the art of
building steadily declined from the days of this great architect.

5 is brilliant epoch of culturewas cut short by internalwarfare
along theNile, and the country was soon overrun, asMesopotamia
hadbeen, by the inferior tribes from inhospitableArabia andby the
blacks from the south. As a result, social progress steadily declined
for more than 500 years.

7. ANDITES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN ISLES
1 During the decline of culture in Mesopotamia there persisted

for some time a superior civilization on the islands of the eastern
Mediterranean.

2 About 12,000 B.C. a brilliant tribe of Andites migrated to
Crete. is was the only island settled so early by such a supe-
rior group, and it was almost 2,000 years before the descendants of
these mariners spread to the neighbouring isles. is group were
the narrow-headed, smaller-statured Andites who had intermar-
ried with the Vanite division of the northern Nodites. ey were
all under 1.8m in height and had been literally driven off themain-
land by their larger and inferior fellows. ese emigrants to Crete
were highly skilled in textiles, metals, pottery, plumbing, and the
use of stone for building material. ey engaged in writing and
carried on as herders and agriculturists.

3 Almost 2,000 years a er the settlement of Crete a group of the
tall descendants of Adamson made their way over the northern is-
lands to Greece, coming almost directly from their highland home
north of Mesopotamia. ese progenitors of the Greeks were led
westward by Sato, a direct descendant of Adamson and Ratta.

4 e group which nally settled in Greece consisted of 375 of
the selected and superior people comprising the end of the sec-
ond civilization of the Adamsonites. ese later sons of Adamson
carried the then most valuable strains of the emerging white races.

ey were of a high intellectual order and, physically regarded, the
most beautiful of men since the days of the rst Eden.

5 ¶ Presently Greece and the Aegean Islands region succeeded
Mesopotamia and Egypt as theOccidental centre of trade, art, and
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culture. But as it was in Egypt, so again practically all of the art and
science of theAegeanworldwas derived fromMesopotamia except
for the culture of the Adamsonite forerunners of the Greeks. All
the art and genius of these latter people is a direct legacy of the pos-
terity of Adamson, the rst son of Adam and Eve, and his extraor-
dinary secondwife, a daughter descended in an unbroken line from
the pure Nodite staff of Prince Caligastia. No wonder the Greeks
hadmythological traditions that theyweredirectly descended from
gods and superhuman beings.

6 e Aegean region passed through ve distinct cultural stages,
each less spiritual than the preceding, and ere long the last glorious
era of art perished beneath the weight of the rapidly multiplying
mediocre descendants of the Danubian slaves who had been im-
ported by the later generations of Greeks.

7 It was during this age in Crete that the mother cult of the de-
scendants of Cain attained its greatest vogue. is cult glori ed
Eve in the worship of the “great mother.” Images of Eve were every-
where. ousands of public shrines were erected throughoutCrete
and Asia Minor. And this mother cult persisted on down to the
times of Christ, becoming later incorporated in the early Christian
religion under the guise of the glori cation and worship of Mary
the earth mother of Jesus.

8 ¶ By about 6500 B.C. there had occurred a great decline in the
spiritual heritage of the Andites. e descendants of Adam were
widespreadly dispersed and had been virtually swallowed up in the
older andmore numerous human races. And this decadence ofAn-
dite civilization, together with the disappearance of their religious
standards, le the spiritually impoverished races of the world in a
deplorable condition.

9 ¶ By 5000 B.C. the three purest strains of Adam’s descendants
were in Sumeria, northern Europe, andGreece. e whole ofMes-
opotamiawas being slowly deteriorated by the streamofmixed and
darker raceswhich ltered in fromArabia. And the comingof these
inferior peoples contributed further to the scattering abroad of the
biologic and cultural residue of the Andites. From all over the fer-
tile crescent themore adventurous peoples pouredwestward to the
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islands. ese migrants cultivated both grain and vegetables, and
they brought domesticated animals with them.

10 About 5000 B.C. a mighty host of progressive Mesopotami-
ans moved out of the Euphrates valley and settled upon the island
of Cyprus; this civilization was wiped out about 2,000 years subse-
quently by the barbarian hordes from the north.

11 ¶ Another great colony settled on the Mediterranean near the
later site of Carthage. And from north Africa large numbers of
Andites entered Spain and later mingled in Switzerland with their
brethren who had earlier come to Italy from the Aegean Islands.

12 ¶ When Egypt followed Mesopotamia in cultural decline,
many of the more able and advanced families ed to Crete, thus
greatly augmenting this already advanced civilization. And when
the arrival of inferior groups from Egypt later threatened the civ-
ilization of Crete, the more cultured families moved on west to
Greece.

13 ¶ e Greeks were not only great teachers and artists, they
were also the world’s greatest traders and colonizers. Before suc-
cumbing to the ood of inferiority which eventually engulfed their
art and commerce, they succeeded in planting so many outposts of
culture to the west that a great many of the advances in early Greek
civilization persisted in the later peoples of southern Europe, and
many of the mixed descendants of these Adamsonites became in-
corporated in the tribes of the adjacent mainlands.

8. THE DANUBIAN ANDONITES
1 e Andite peoples of the Euphrates valley migrated north to

Europe to mingle with the blue men and west into the Mediter-
ranean regions to mix with the remnants of the commingled Sa-
harans and the southern blue men. And these two branches of
the white race were, and now are, widely separated by the broad-
headed mountain survivors of the earlier Andonite tribes which
had long inhabited these central regions.

2 ese descendants of Andon were dispersed through most
of the mountainous regions of central and south-eastern Europe.

ey were o en reinforced by arrivals from Asia Minor, which re-
gion they occupied in considerable strength. e ancient Hittites
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stemmed directly from the Andonite stock; their pale skins and
broad heads were typical of that race. is strain was carried in
Abraham’s ancestry and contributed much to the characteristic fa-
cial appearance of his later Jewish descendants who, while having a
culture and religion derived from the Andites, spoke a very differ-
ent language. eir tongue was distinctly Andonite.

3 e tribes that dwelt in houses erected onpiles or log piers over
the lakes of Italy, Switzerland, and southern Europe were the ex-
panding fringes of the African, Aegean, and, more especially, the
Danubian migrations.

4 e Danubians were Andonites, farmers and herders who had
entered Europe through the Balkan peninsula and were moving
slowly northward by way of the Danube valley. ey made pot-
tery and tilled the land, preferring to live in the valleys. e most
northerly settlement of the Danubians was at Liege in Belgium.

ese tribes deteriorated rapidly as theymoved away from the cen-
tre and source of their culture. e best pottery is the product of
the earlier settlements.

5 e Danubians became mother worshippers as the result of
the work of the missionaries from Crete. ese tribes later amal-
gamated with groups of Andonite sailors who came by boats from
the coast of Asia Minor, and who were also mother worshippers.
Much of central Europe was thus early settled by these mixed types
of the broad-headed white races which practised mother worship
and the religious rite of cremating the dead, for it was the custom
of the mother cultists to burn their dead in stone huts.

9. THE THREE WHITE RACES
1 e racial blends in Europe toward the close of the Andite mi-

grations became generalized into the three white races as follows:
2 1. e northern white race. is so-called Nordic race con-

sisted primarily of the blueman plus the Andite but also contained
a considerable amount of Andonite blood, together with smaller
amounts of the red and yellow Sangik. e northern white race
thus encompassed these fourmost desirable human stocks. But the
largest inheritancewas from theblueman. e typical earlyNordic
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was long-headed, tall, and blond. But long ago this race became
thoroughly mixed with all of the branches of the white peoples.

3 e primitive culture ofEurope, whichwas encounteredby the
invadingNordics, was that of the retrogradingDanubians blended
with the blueman. eNordic-Danish and theDanubian-Andon-
ite cultures met and mingled on the Rhine as is witnessed by the
existence of two racial groups in Germany today.

4 e Nordics continued the trade in amber from the Baltic
coast, building up a great commerce with the broadheads of the
Danube valley via the Brenner Pass. is extended contact with
the Danubians led these northerners into mother worship, and for
several thousands of years cremation of the dead was almost uni-
versal throughout Scandinavia. is explains why remains of the
earlier white races, although buried all over Europe, are not to be
found — only their ashes in stone and clay urns. ese white men
also built dwellings; they never lived in caves. And again this ex-
plains why there are so few evidences of the white man’s early cul-
ture, although the preceding Cro-Magnon type is well preserved
where it has been securely sealed up in caves and grottoes. As it
were, one day in northern Europe there is a primitive culture of the
retrogressing Danubians and the blue man and the next that of a
suddenly appearing and vastly superior white man.

5 2. e central white race. While this group includes strains
of blue, yellow, and Andite, it is predominantly Andonite. ese
people are broad-headed, swarthy, and stocky. ey are driven like
a wedge between the Nordic and Mediterranean races, with the
broad base resting in Asia and the apex penetrating eastern France.

6 For almost 20,000 years the Andonites had been pushed far-
ther and farther to the north of central Asia by the Andites. By
3000 B.C. increasing aridity was driving these Andonites back into
Turkestan. is Andonite push southward continued for over
1,000 years and, splitting around the Caspian and Black seas, pen-
etrated Europe by way of both the Balkans and the Ukraine. is
invasion included the remaining groups of Adamson’s descendants
and, during the latter half of the invasion period, carried with it
considerable numbers of the Iranian Andites as well as many of the
descendants of the Sethite priests.
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7 By 2500 B.C. the westward thrust of the Andonites reached
Europe. And this overrunning of all Mesopotamia, Asia Minor,
and the Danube basin by the barbarians of the hills of Turkestan
constituted the most serious and lasting of all cultural setbacks up
to that time. ese invaders de nitely Andonized the character of
the central European races, which have ever since remained char-
acteristically Alpine.

8 3. e southern white race. is brunet Mediterranean race
consisted of a blend of the Andite and the blueman, with a smaller
Andonite strain than in the north. is group also absorbed a con-
siderable amount of secondary Sangik blood through the Saharans.
In later times this southern division of the white race was infused
by strong Andite elements from the eastern Mediterranean.

9 e Mediterranean coastlands did not, however, become per-
meated by the Andites until the times of the great nomadic inva-
sions of 2500 B.C. Land traffic and trade were nearly suspended
during these centuries when the nomads invaded the eastern Med-
iterranean districts. is interference with land travel brought
about the great expansion of sea traffic and trade; Mediterra-
nean sea-borne commerce was in full swing about 4,500 years ago.
And this development of marine traffic resulted in the sudden ex-
pansion of the descendants of the Andites throughout the entire
coastal territory of the Mediterranean basin.

10 ese racialmixtures laid the foundations for the southern Eu-
ropean race, themost highlymixed of all. And since these days this
race has undergone still further admixture, notably with the blue-
yellow-Andite peoples of Arabia. is Mediterranean race is, in
fact, so freely admixed with the surrounding peoples as to be virtu-
ally indiscernible as a separate type, but in general its members are
short, long-headed, and brunet.

11 In the north the Andites, through warfare andmarriage, oblit-
erated the bluemen, but in the south they survived in greater num-
bers. e Basques and the Berbers represent the survival of two
branches of this race, but even these peoples have been thoroughly
admixed with the Saharans.

12 ¶ is was the picture of race mixture presented in central Eu-
rope about 3000 B.C. In spite of the partial Adamic default, the
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higher types did blend.
13 ¶ ese were the times of the New Stone Age overlapping the

oncoming Bronze Age. In Scandinavia it was the Bronze Age asso-
ciated with mother worship. In southern France and Spain it was
theNew Stone Age associated with sunworship. is was the time
of the building of the circular and roo ess sun temples. e Euro-
pean white races were energetic builders, delighting to set up great
stones as tokens to the sun, much as did their later-day descendants
at Stonehenge. e vogue of sun worship indicates that this was a
great period of agriculture in southern Europe.

14 e superstitions of this comparatively recent sun-worship-
ping era even now persist in the folkways of Brittany. Although
Christianized for over 1,500 years, these Bretons still retain charms
of the New Stone Age for warding off the evil eye. ey still keep
thunderstones in the chimney as protection against lightning. e
Bretons never mingled with the Scandinavian Nordics. ey are
survivors of the original Andonite inhabitants of western Europe,
mixed with the Mediterranean stock.

15 ¶ But it is a fallacy to presume to classify the white peoples as
Nordic, Alpine, andMediterranean. ere has been altogether too
much blending to permit such a grouping. At one time there was a
fairly well-de ned division of the white race into such classes, but
widespread intermingling has since occurred, and it is no longer
possible to identify these distinctions with any clarity. Even in
3000 B.C. the ancient social groups were no more of one race than
are the present inhabitants of North America.

16 is European culture for 5,000 years continued to grow and
to some extent intermingle. But the barrier of language prevented
the full reciprocation of the various Occidental nations. During
the past century this culture has been experiencing its best op-
portunity for blending in the cosmopolitan population of North
America; and the future of that continent will be determined by
the quality of the racial factors which are permitted to enter into
its present and future populations, as well as by the level of the so-
cial culture which is maintained.

ahb
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17 [Presented by an Archangel of Nebadon.]



PAPER №81
DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN

CIVILIZATION

Archangel

REGARDLESS of the ups and downs of the miscarriage of
the plans for world betterment projected in the missions
of Caligastia and Adam, the basic organic evolution of the

human species continued to carry the races forward in the scale of
human progress and racial development. Evolution can be delayed
but it cannot be stopped.

2 e in uence of the violet race, though in numbers smaller
than had been planned, produced an advance in civilizationwhich,
since the days of Adam, has far exceeded the progress of mankind
throughout its entire previous existence of almost 1,000,000 years.

1. THE CRADLE OF CIVILIZATION
1 For about 35,000 years a er the days ofAdam, the cradle of civ-

ilization was in south-western Asia, extending from the Nile valley
eastward and slightly to the north across northernArabia, through
Mesopotamia, and on intoTurkestan. And climatewas the decisive
factor in the establishment of civilization in that area.

2 It was the great climatic and geologic changes in northern
Africa and western Asia that terminated the early migrations of
the Adamites, barring them from Europe by the expanded Med-
iterranean and diverting the stream of migration north and east
into Turkestan. By the time of the completion of these land ele-
vations and associated climatic changes, about 15,000 B.C., civi-
lization had settled down to a world-wide stalemate except for the
cultural ferments and biologic reserves of theAndites still con ned
by mountains to the east in Asia and by the expanding forests in
Europe to the west.

3 Climatic evolution is now about to accomplish what all other
efforts had failed to do, that is, to compel Eurasian man to aban-
don hunting for the more advanced callings of herding and farm-
ing. Evolution may be slow, but it is terribly effective.
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4 Since slaves were so generally employed by the earlier agricul-
turists, the farmerwas formerly looked downonby both the hunter
and the herder. For ages it was considered menial to till the soil;
wherefore the idea that soil toil is a curse, whereas it is the greatest
of all blessings. Even in the days of Cain and Abel the sacri ces of
the pastoral life were held in greater esteem than the offerings of
agriculture.

5 Man ordinarily evolved into a farmer from a hunter by tran-
sition through the era of the herder, and this was also true among
the Andites, but more o en the evolutionary coercion of climatic
necessity would cause whole tribes to pass directly from hunters to
successful farmers. But this phenomenon of passing immediately
from hunting to agriculture only occurred in those regions where
there was a high degree of race mixture with the violet stock.

6 e evolutionary peoples (notably the Chinese) early learned
to plant seeds and to cultivate crops through observation of the
sprouting of seeds accidentally moistened or which had been put
in graves as food for the departed. But throughout south-west
Asia, along the fertile river bottoms and adjacent plains, the An-
dites were carrying out the improved agricultural techniques in-
herited from their ancestors, whohadmade farming and gardening
the chief pursuits within the boundaries of the second garden.

7 For thousands of years the descendants of Adam had grown
wheat and barley, as improved in theGarden, throughout the high-
lands of the upper border of Mesopotamia. e descendants of
Adam and Adamson here met, traded, and socially mingled.

8 It was these enforced changes in living conditions which
caused such a large proportion of the human race to become om-
nivorous in dietetic practice. And the combination of the wheat,
rice, and vegetable diet with the esh of the herds marked a great
forward step in the health and vigour of these ancient peoples.

2. THE TOOLS OF CIVILIZATION
1 e growth of culture is predicated upon the development of

the tools of civilization. And the tools which man utilized in his
ascent from savagery were effective just to the extent that they re-
leased man power for the accomplishment of higher tasks.
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2 You who now live amid latter-day scenes of budding culture
and beginning progress in social affairs, who actually have some
little spare time in which to think about society and civilization,
must not overlook the fact that your early ancestors had little or no
leisure which could be devoted to thoughtful re ection and social
thinking.

3 ¶ e rst four great advances in human civilization were:
4 1. e taming of re.
5 2. e domestication of animals.
6 3. e enslavement of captives.
7 4. Private property.
8 ¶ While re, the rst great discovery, eventually unlocked the

doors of the scienti c world, it was of little value in this regard to
primitive man. He refused to recognize natural causes as explana-
tions for commonplace phenomena.

9 When asked where re came from, the simple story of An-
don and the int was soon replaced by the legend of how some
Prometheus stole it from heaven. e ancients sought a supernat-
ural explanation for all natural phenomena not within the range
of their personal comprehension; and many moderns continue to
do this. e depersonalization of so-called natural phenomena has
required ages, and it is not yet completed. But the frank, honest,
and fearless search for true causes gave birth to modern science:
It turned astrology into astronomy, alchemy into chemistry, and
magic into medicine.

10 ¶ In the premachine age the only way in which man could ac-
complish work without doing it himself was to use an animal. Do-
mestication of animals placed in his hands living tools, the intelli-
gent use of which prepared the way for both agriculture and trans-
portation. And without these animals man could not have risen
from his primitive estate to the levels of subsequent civilization.

11 Most of the animals best suited to domestication were found
in Asia, especially in the central to south-west regions. is was
one reason why civilization progressed faster in that locality than
in other parts of the world. Many of these animals had been twice
before domesticated, and in theAndite age theywere retamedonce
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again. But the dog had remained with the hunters ever since being
adopted by the blue man long, long before.

12 e Andites of Turkestan were the rst peoples to extensively
domesticate the horse, and this is another reason why their culture
was for so long predominant. By 5000 B.C. the Mesopotamian,
Turkestan, and Chinese farmers had begun the raising of sheep,
goats, cows, camels, horses, fowls, and elephants. ey employed
as beasts of burden the ox, camel, horse, and yak. Man was himself
at one time the beast of burden. One ruler of the blue race once
had 100,000 men in his colony of burden bearers.

13 ¶ e institutions of slavery and private ownership of land
camewith agriculture. Slavery raised themaster’s standard of living
and provided more leisure for social culture.

14 e savage is a slave to nature, but scienti c civilization is
slowly conferring increasing liberty onmankind. rough animals,
re, wind, water, electricity, and other undiscovered sources of en-

ergy, man has liberated, and will continue to liberate, himself from
the necessity for unremitting toil. Regardless of the transient trou-
ble produced by the proli c invention of machinery, the ultimate
bene ts to be derived from such mechanical inventions are ines-
timable. Civilization can never ourish, much less be established,
until man has leisure to think, to plan, to imagine new and better
ways of doing things.

15 ¶ Man rst simply appropriated his shelter, lived under ledges
or dwelt in caves. Next he adapted such natural materials as wood
and stone to the creation of family huts. Lastly he entered the
creative stage of home building, learned to manufacture brick and
other building materials.

16 e peoples of the Turkestan highlands were the rst of the
more modern races to build their homes of wood, houses not at
all unlike the early log cabins of the American pioneer settlers.

roughout the plains human dwellings were made of brick; later
on, of burned bricks.

17 e older river races made their huts by setting tall poles in the
ground in a circle; the topswere then brought together, making the
skeleton frame for the hut, which was interlaced with transverse
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reeds, the whole creation resembling a huge inverted basket. is
structure could then be daubed over with clay and, a er drying in
the sun, would make a very serviceable weatherproof habitation.

18 It was from these early huts that the subsequent idea of all sorts
of basketweaving independently originated. Among one group the
idea of making pottery arose from observing the effects of smear-
ing these pole frameworks with moist clay. e practice of hard-
ening pottery by baking was discovered when one of these clay-
covered primitive huts accidentally burned. e arts of olden days
were many times derived from the accidental occurrences atten-
dant upon the daily life of early peoples. At least, this was almost
wholly true of the evolutionary progress ofmankindup to the com-
ing of Adam.

19 While pottery had been rst introduced by the staff of the
Prince about 500,000 years ago, the making of clay vessels had
practically ceased for over 150,000 years. Only the gulf coast pre-
Sumerian Nodites continued to make clay vessels. e art of pot-
tery making was revived during Adam’s time. e dissemination of
this art was simultaneous with the extension of the desert areas of
Africa, Arabia, and central Asia, and it spread in successive waves
of improving technique from Mesopotamia out over the Eastern
Hemisphere.

20 ese civilizations of the Andite age cannot always be traced
by the stages of their pottery or other arts. e smooth course of
human evolution was tremendously complicated by the regimes of
both Dalamatia and Eden. It o en occurs that the later vases and
implements are inferior to the earlier products of the purer Andite
peoples.

3. CITIES, MANUFACTURE, AND COMMERCE
1 e climatic destruction of the rich, open grassland hunting

and grazing grounds of Turkestan, beginning about 12,000 B.C.,
compelled the men of those regions to resort to new forms of in-
dustry and crude manufacturing. Some turned to the cultivation
of domesticated ocks, others became agriculturists or collectors
of water-borne food, but the higher type of Andite intellects chose
to engage in trade andmanufacture. It even became the custom for
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entire tribes to dedicate themselves to the development of a single
industry. From the valley of the Nile to the Hindu Kush and from
the Ganges to the Yellow River, the chief business of the superior
tribes became the cultivation of the soil, with commerce as a side
line.

2 e increase in trade and in the manufacture of raw materi-
als into various articles of commerce was directly instrumental in
producing those early and semipeaceful communities which were
so in uential in spreading the culture and the arts of civilization.
Before the era of extensive world trade, social communities were
tribal — expanded family groups. Trade brought into fellowship
different sorts of human beings, thus contributing to amore speedy
cross-fertilization of culture.

3 About 12,000 years ago the era of the independent cities was
dawning. And these primitive trading and manufacturing cities
were always surrounded by zones of agriculture and cattle raising.
While it is true that industry was promoted by the elevation of
the standards of living, you should have no misconception regard-
ing the re nements of early urban life. e early races were not
overly neat and clean, and the average primitive community rose
30–60 cm every 25 years as the result of the mere accumulation of
dirt and rubbish. Certain of these olden cities also rose above the
surrounding ground very quickly because their unbaked mud huts
were short-lived, and it was the custom to build new dwellings di-
rectly on top of the ruins of the old.

4 ¶ e widespread use of metals was a feature of this era of the
early industrial and trading cities. You have already found a bronze
culture inTurkestandating before 9000 B.C., and theAndites early
learned to work in iron, gold, and copper, as well. But conditions
were very different away from the more advanced centres of civi-
lization. ere were no distinct periods, such as the Stone, Bronze,
and Iron Ages; all three existed at the same time in different local-
ities.

5 Gold was the rst metal to be sought by man; it was easy to
work and, at rst, was used only as an ornament. Copper was next
employed but not extensively until it was admixedwith tin tomake
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the harder bronze. e discovery ofmixing copper and tin tomake
bronze was made by one of the Adamsonites of Turkestan whose
highland copper mine happened to be located alongside a tin de-
posit.

6 ¶ With the appearance of crude manufacture and beginning
industry, commerce quickly became the most potent in uence in
the spread of cultural civilization. e opening up of the trade
channels by land and by sea greatly facilitated travel and the mix-
ing of cultures as well as the blending of civilizations. By 5000 B.C.
the horse was in general use throughout civilized and semicivilized
lands. ese later races not only had the domesticated horse but
also various sorts of wagons and chariots. Ages before, the wheel
had been used, but now vehicles so equipped became universally
employed both in commerce and war.

7 e travelling trader and the roving explorer did more to ad-
vance historic civilization than all other in uences combined. Mil-
itary conquests, colonization, and missionary enterprises fostered
by the later religions were also factors in the spread of culture; but
these were all secondary to the trading relations, which were ever
accelerated by the rapidly developing arts and sciences of industry.

8 Infusion of the Adamic stock into the human races not only
quickened the pace of civilization, but it also greatly stimulated
their proclivities toward adventure and exploration to the end that
most of Eurasia and northern Africa was presently occupied by the
rapidly multiplying mixed descendants of the Andites.

4. THE MIXED RACES
1 As contact is made with the dawn of historic times, all of Eura-

sia, northern Africa, and the Paci c Islands is overspread with the
composite races ofmankind. And these races of todayhave resulted
from a blending and reblending of the ve basic human stocks of
Urantia.

2 Each of the Urantia races was identi ed by certain distin-
guishing physical characteristics. e Adamites and Nodites were
long-headed; the Andonites were broad-headed. e Sangik races
were medium-headed, with the yellow and blue men tending to
broad-headedness. e blue races, when mixed with the Andonite
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stock, were decidedly broad-headed. e secondary Sangiks were
medium- to long-headed.

3 Although these skull dimensions are serviceable indeciphering
racial origins, the skeleton as awhole is farmore dependable. In the
early development of the Urantia races there were originally ve
distinct types of skeletal structure:

4 1. Andonic, Urantia aborigines.
5 2. Primary Sangik, red, yellow, and blue.
6 3. Secondary Sangik, orange, green, and indigo.
7 4. Nodites, descendants of the Dalamatians.
8 5. Adamites, the violet race.
9 ¶ As these ve great racial groups extensively intermingled,

continual mixture tended to obscure the Andonite type by San-
gik hereditary dominance. e Lapps and the Eskimos are blends
of Andonite and Sangik-blue races. eir skeletal structures come
the nearest to preserving the aboriginal Andonic type. But the
Adamites and theNodites have become so admixed with the other
races that they can be detected only as a generalized Caucasoid or-
der.

10 In general, therefore, as the human remains of the last 20,000
years are unearthed, it will be impossible clearly to distinguish the
ve original types. Study of such skeletal structures will disclose

that mankind is now divided into approximately three classes:
11 1. e Caucasoid — the Andite blend of the Nodite and

Adamic stocks, furthermodi ed by primary and (some) secondary
Sangik admixture and by considerable Andonic crossing. e Oc-
cidental white races, together with some Indian andTuranian peo-
ples, are included in this group. e unifying factor in this division
is the greater or lesser proportion of Andite inheritance.

12 2. e Mongoloid — the primary Sangik type, including the
original red, yellow, and blue races. e Chinese andAmerinds be-
long to this group. In Europe the Mongoloid type has been mod-
i ed by secondary Sangik and Andonic mixture; still more by An-
dite infusion. e Malayan and other Indonesian peoples are in-
cluded in this classi cation, though they contain a high percentage
of secondary Sangik blood.
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13 3. e Negroid — the secondary Sangik type, which origi-
nally included the orange, green, and indigo races. is is the type
best illustrated by the Negro, and it will be found through Africa,
India, and Indonesia wherever the secondary Sangik races located.

14 ¶ InNorth China there is a certain blending of Caucasoid and
Mongoloid types; in the Levant the Caucasoid and Negroid have
intermingled; in India, as in South America, all three types are
represented. And the skeletal characteristics of the three surviving
types still persist and help to identify the later ancestry of present-
day human races.

5. CULTURAL SOCIETY
1 Biologic evolution and cultural civilization are not necessarily

correlated; organic evolution in any age may proceed unhindered
in the very midst of cultural decadence. But when lengthy periods
of human history are surveyed, it will be observed that eventually
evolution and culture become related as cause and effect. Evolution
may advance in the absence of culture, but cultural civilization does
not ourish without an adequate background of antecedent racial
progression. Adam and Eve introduced no art of civilization for-
eign to the progress of human society, but the Adamic blood did
augment the inherent ability of the races anddid accelerate thepace
of economic development and industrial progression. Adam’s be-
stowal improved the brain power of the races, thereby greatly has-
tening the processes of natural evolution.

2 rough agriculture, animal domestication, and improved ar-
chitecture, mankind gradually escaped the worst of the incessant
struggle to live and began to cast about to nd wherewith to
sweeten the process of living; and this was the beginning of the
striving for higher and ever higher standards of material comfort.

rough manufacture and industry man is gradually augmenting
the pleasure content of mortal life.

3 But cultural society is no great and bene cent club of inher-
ited privilege into which all men are born with free membership
and entire equality. Rather is it an exalted and ever-advancing
guild of earth workers, admitting to its ranks only the nobility of
those toilers who strive to make the world a better place in which
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their children and their children’s children may live and advance
in subsequent ages. And this guild of civilization exacts costly ad-
mission fees, imposes strict and rigorous disciplines, visits heavy
penalties on all dissenters and nonconformists, while it confers few
personal licenses or privileges except those of enhanced security
against common dangers and racial perils.

4 Social association is a form of survival insurance which human
beings have learned is pro table; therefore are most individuals
willing to pay those premiums of self-sacri ce and personal-liberty
curtailment which society exacts from its members in return for
this enhanced group protection. In short, the present-day social
mechanism is a trial-and-error insurance plan designed to afford
some degree of assurance and protection against a return to the ter-
rible and antisocial conditions which characterized the early expe-
riences of the human race.

5 Society thus becomes a co-operative scheme for securing civil
freedom through institutions, economic freedom through capital
and invention, social liberty through culture, and freedom from
violence through police regulation.

6 Might does not make right, but it does enforce the commonly rec-
ognized rights of each succeeding generation. e prime mission of
government is the de nition of the right, the just and fair regula-
tion of class differences, and the enforcement of equality of oppor-
tunity under the rules of law. Every human right is associated with
a social duty; group privilege is an insurancemechanismwhich un-
failingly demands the full payment of the exacting premiums of
group service. And group rights, as well as those of the individual,
must be protected, including the regulation of the sex propensity.

7 Liberty subject to group regulation is the legitimate goal of so-
cial evolution. Liberty without restrictions is the vain and fanciful
dream of unstable and ighty human minds.

6. THE MAINTENANCE OF CIVILIZATION
1 While biologic evolution has proceeded ever upward, much

of cultural evolution went out from the Euphrates valley in waves,
which successively weakened as time passed until nally the whole
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of the pure-line Adamic posterity had gone forth to enrich the civ-
ilizations of Asia and Europe. e races did not fully blend, but
their civilizations did to a considerable extent mix. Culture did
slowly spread throughout the world. And this civilization must be
maintained and fostered, for there exist today no new sources of
culture, no Andites to invigorate and stimulate the slow progress
of the evolution of civilization.

2 ¶ e civilization which is now evolving on Urantia grew out
of, and is predicated on, the following factors:

3 1. Natural circumstances. e nature and extent of amaterial
civilization is in large measure determined by the natural resources
available. Climate, weather, and numerous physical conditions are
factors in the evolution of culture.

4 At the opening of theAndite era there were only two extensive
and fertile open hunting areas in all the world. One was in North
America and was overspread by the Amerinds; the other was to the
north of Turkestan and was partly occupied by an Andonic-yellow
race. e decisive factors in the evolution of a superior culture in
south-westernAsiawere race and climate. eAndites were a great
people, but the crucial factor in determining the course of their civ-
ilizationwas the increasing aridity of Iran,Turkestan, andSinkiang,
which forced them to invent and adopt new and advancedmethods
of wresting a livelihood from their decreasingly fertile lands.

5 e con guration of continents and other land-arrangement
situations are very in uential in determining peace or war. Very
fewUrantians have ever had such a favourable opportunity for con-
tinuous and unmolested development as has been enjoyed by the
peoples of North America — protected on practically all sides by
vast oceans.

6 2. Capital goods. Culture is never developed under condi-
tions of poverty; leisure is essential to the progress of civilization.
Individual character of moral and spiritual value may be acquired
in the absence of material wealth, but a cultural civilization is only
derived from those conditions of material prosperity which foster
leisure combined with ambition.
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7 During primitive times life on Urantia was a serious and sober
business. And it was to escape this incessant struggle and inter-
minable toil that mankind constantly tended to dri toward the
salubrious climate of the tropics. While these warmer zones of
habitation afforded some remission from the intense struggle for
existence, the races and tribes who thus sought ease seldomutilized
their unearned leisure for the advancement of civilization. Social
progress has invariably come from the thoughts and plans of those
races that have, by their intelligent toil, learned how to wrest a liv-
ing from the landwith lessened effort and shortened days of labour
and thus have been able to enjoy a well-earned and pro table mar-
gin of leisure.

8 3. Scienti c knowledge. e material aspects of civilization
must always await the accumulation of scienti c data. It was a long
time a er the discovery of the bow and arrow and the utilization
of animals for power purposes before man learned how to harness
wind and water, to be followed by the employment of steam and
electricity. But slowly the tools of civilization improved. Weaving,
pottery, the domestication of animals, and metalworking were fol-
lowed by an age of writing and printing.

9 Knowledge is power. Invention always precedes the accelera-
tion of cultural development on a world-wide scale. Science and
invention bene ted most of all from the printing press, and the
interaction of all these cultural and inventive activities has enor-
mously accelerated the rate of cultural advancement.

10 Science teaches man to speak the new language of mathemat-
ics and trains his thoughts along lines of exacting precision. And
science also stabilizes philosophy through the elimination of error,
while it puri es religion by the destruction of superstition.

11 4. Human resources. Man power is indispensable to the
spread of civilization. All things equal, a numerous people will
dominate the civilization of a smaller race. Hence failure to in-
crease in numbers up to a certain point prevents the full realization
of national destiny, but there comes a point in population increase
where further growth is suicidal. Multiplication of numbers be-
yond the optimum of the normal man-land ratio means either a
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lowering of the standards of living or an immediate expansion of
territorial boundaries by peaceful penetration or by military con-
quest, forcible occupation.

12 You are sometimes shocked at the ravages of war, but you
should recognize the necessity for producing large numbers of
mortals so as to afford ample opportunity for social and moral de-
velopment; with such planetary fertility there soon occurs the seri-
ous problem of overpopulation. Most of the inhabited worlds are
small. Urantia is average, perhaps a tri e undersized. e optimum
stabilization of national population enhances culture and prevents
war. And it is a wise nation which knows when to cease growing.

13 But the continent richest in natural deposits and the most ad-
vancedmechanical equipment will make little progress if the intel-
ligence of its people is on the decline. Knowledge can be had by
education, but wisdom, which is indispensable to true culture, can
be secured only through experience and by men and women who
are innately intelligent. Such a people are able to learn from expe-
rience; they may become truly wise.

14 5. Effectiveness of material resources. Much depends on the
wisdom displayed in the utilization of natural resources, scienti c
knowledge, capital goods, and human potentials. e chief fac-
tor in early civilization was the force exerted by wise social mas-
ters; primitiveman had civilization literally thrust upon him by his
superior contemporaries. Well-organized and superior minorities
have largely ruled this world.

15 Might does not make right, but might does make what is and
what has been in history. Only recently has Urantia reached that
point where society is willing to debate the ethics of might and
right.

16 6. Effectiveness of language. e spread of civilization must
wait upon language. Live and growing languages ensure the ex-
pansion of civilized thinking and planning. During the early ages
important advances were made in language. Today, there is great
need for further linguistic development to facilitate the expression
of evolving thought.

17 Language evolved out of group associations, each local group
developing its own system of word exchange. Language grew up
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through gestures, signs, cries, imitative sounds, intonation, and ac-
cent to the vocalization of subsequent alphabets. Language isman’s
greatest and most serviceable thinking tool, but it never ourished
until social groups acquired some leisure. e tendency to play
with language develops new words — slang. If the majority adopt
the slang, then usage constitutes it language. e origin of dialects
is illustrated by the indulgence in “baby talk” in a family group.

18 Language differences have ever been the great barrier to the ex-
tension of peace. e conquest of dialects must precede the spread
of a culture throughout a race, over a continent, or to a whole
world. A universal language promotes peace, ensures culture, and
augments happiness. Evenwhen the tongues of aworld are reduced
to a few, themastery of these by the leading cultural peoplesmight-
ily in uences the achievement of world-wide peace and prosperity.

19 While very little progress has beenmadeonUrantia towardde-
veloping an international language, much has been accomplished
by the establishment of international commercial exchange. And
all these international relations should be fostered, whether they
involve language, trade, art, science, competitive play, or religion.

20 7. Effectiveness of mechanical devices. e progress of civi-
lization is directly related to the development and possession of
tools, machines, and channels of distribution. Improved tools, in-
genious and efficient machines, determine the survival of contend-
ing groups in the arena of advancing civilization.

21 In the early days the only energy applied to land cultivationwas
man power. It was a long struggle to substitute oxen for men since
this threwmen out of employment. Latterly, machines have begun
to displace men, and every such advance is directly contributory
to the progress of society because it liberates man power for the
accomplishment of more valuable tasks.

22 Science, guided bywisdom,may becomeman’s great social lib-
erator. A mechanical age can prove disastrous only to a nation
whose intellectual level is too low to discover those wise methods
and sound techniques for successfully adjusting to the transition
difficulties arising from the sudden loss of employment by large
numbers consequent upon the too rapid invention of new types
of laboursaving machinery.
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23 8. Character of torchbearers. Social inheritance enables man
to stand on the shoulders of all who have preceded him, and who
have contributed aught to the sum of culture and knowledge. In
this work of passing on the cultural torch to the next generation,
the home will ever be the basic institution. e play and social life
comes next, with the school last but equally indispensable in a com-
plex and highly organized society.

24 Insects are born fully educated and equipped for life— indeed,
a very narrow and purely instinctive existence. e human baby
is born without an education; therefore man possesses the power,
by controlling the educational training of the younger generation,
greatly to modify the evolutionary course of civilization.

25 e greatest XX century in uences contributing to the fur-
therance of civilization and the advancement of culture are the
marked increase in world travel and the unparalleled improve-
ments in methods of communication. But the improvement in
education has not kept pace with the expanding social structure;
neither has the modern appreciation of ethics developed in corre-
spondence with growth along more purely intellectual and scien-
ti c lines. And modern civilization is at a standstill in spiritual de-
velopment and the safeguarding of the home institution.

26 9. e racial ideals. e ideals of one generation carve out
the channels of destiny for immediate posterity. e quality of the
social torchbearers will determine whether civilization goes for-
ward or backward. e homes, churches, and schools of one gen-
eration predetermine the character trend of the succeeding gener-
ation. e moral and spiritual momentum of a race or a nation
largely determines the cultural velocity of that civilization.

27 Ideals elevate the source of the social stream. And no stream
will rise any higher than its source no matter what technique of
pressure or directional control may be employed. e driving
power of even the most material aspects of a cultural civilization
is resident in the least material of society’s achievements. Intelli-
gence may control the mechanism of civilization, wisdom may di-
rect it, but spiritual idealism is the energy which really upli s and
advances human culture from one level of attainment to another.
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28 At rst life was a struggle for existence; now, for a standard of
living; next it will be for quality of thinking, the coming earthly
goal of human existence.

29 10. Co-ordination of specialists. Civilization has been enor-
mously advanced by the early division of labour and by its later
corollary of specialization. Civilization is now dependent on the
effective co-ordination of specialists. As society expands, some
method of drawing together the various specialists must be found.

30 Social, artistic, technical, and industrial specialists will con-
tinue to multiply and increase in skill and dexterity. And this di-
versi cation of ability and dissimilarity of employment will even-
tually weaken and disintegrate human society if effective means of
co-ordination and co-operation are not developed. But the intel-
ligence which is capable of such inventiveness and such specializa-
tion should be wholly competent to devise adequate methods of
control and adjustment for all problems resulting from the rapid
growth of invention and the accelerated pace of cultural expansion.

31 11. Place- nding devices. e next age of social develop-
ment will be embodied in a better and more effective co-opera-
tion and co-ordination of ever-increasing and expanding special-
ization. And as labour more and more diversi es, some technique
for directing individuals to suitable employment must be devised.
Machinery is not the only cause for unemployment among the civ-
ilized peoples of Urantia. Economic complexity and the steady in-
crease of industrial and professional specialism add to the problems
of labour placement.

32 It is not enough to train men for work; in a complex society
there must also be provided efficient methods of place nding. Be-
fore training citizens in thehighly specialized techniques of earning
a living, they should be trained in one or more methods of com-
monplace labour, trades or callings which could be utilized when
they were transiently unemployed in their specialized work. No
civilization can survive the long-time harbouring of large classes of
unemployed. In time, even the best of citizens will become dis-
torted and demoralized by accepting support from the public trea-
sury. Even private charity becomes pernicious when long extended
to able-bodied citizens.
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33 Such a highly specialized society will not take kindly to the an-
cient communal and feudal practices of olden peoples. True, many
common services can be acceptably and pro tably socialized, but
highly trained and ultraspecialized human beings can best beman-
aged by some technique of intelligent co-operation. Modernized
co-ordination and fraternal regulationwill be productive of longer-
lived co-operation than will the older andmore primitive methods
of communismor dictatorial regulative institutions based on force.

34 12. e willingness to co-operate. One of the great hindrances
to the progress of human society is the con ict between the inter-
ests and welfare of the larger, more socialized human groups and of
the smaller, contrary-minded asocial associations of mankind, not
to mention antisocially-minded single individuals.

35 No national civilization long endures unless its educational
methods and religious ideals inspire a high type of intelligent pa-
triotism and national devotion. Without this sort of intelligent pa-
triotism and cultural solidarity, all nations tend to disintegrate as a
result of provincial jealousies and local self-interests.

36 e maintenance of world-wide civilization is dependent on
human beings learning how to live together in peace and fraternity.
Without effective co-ordination, industrial civilization is jeopar-
dized by the dangers of ultraspecialization: monotony, narrow-
ness, and the tendency to breed distrust and jealousy.

37 13. Effective and wise leadership. In civilization much, very
much, depends on an enthusiastic and effective load-pulling spirit.
10 men are of little more value than 1 in li ing a great load unless
they li together — all at the same moment. And such teamwork
— social co-operation — is dependent on leadership. e cultural
civilizations of the past and the present have been based upon the
intelligent co-operation of the citizenry with wise and progressive
leaders; and untilman evolves to higher levels, civilizationwill con-
tinue to be dependent on wise and vigorous leadership.

38 High civilizations are born of the sagacious correlation of ma-
terial wealth, intellectual greatness, moral worth, social cleverness,
and cosmic insight.

39 14. Social changes. Society is not a divine institution; it is a
phenomenon of progressive evolution; and advancing civilization
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is always delayed when its leaders are slow inmaking those changes
in the social organization which are essential to keeping pace with
the scienti c developments of the age. For all that, things must
not be despised just because they are old, neither should an idea be
unconditionally embraced just because it is novel and new.

40 Man should be unafraid to experiment with the mechanisms
of society. But always should these adventures in cultural adjust-
ment be controlled by those who are fully conversant with the his-
tory of social evolution; and always should these innovators be
counselled by the wisdom of those who have had practical expe-
rience in the domains of contemplated social or economic exper-
iment. No great social or economic change should be attempted sud-
denly. Time is essential to all types of human adjustment — physi-
cal, social, or economic. Only moral and spiritual adjustments can
be made on the spur of the moment, and even these require the
passing of time for the full outworking of their material and social
repercussions. e ideals of the race are the chief support and as-
surance during the critical times when civilization is in transit from
one level to another.

41 15. e prevention of transitional breakdown. Society is the
offspring of age upon age of trial and error; it is what survived the
selective adjustments and readjustments in the successive stages of
mankind’s agelong rise from animal to human levels of planetary
status. e great danger to any civilization — at any one moment
— is the threat of breakdown during the time of transition from
the established methods of the past to those new and better, but
untried, procedures of the future.

42 Leadership is vital to progress. Wisdom, insight, and foresight
are indispensable to the endurance of nations. Civilization is never
really jeopardized until able leadership begins to vanish. And the
quantity of suchwise leadership has never exceeded 1% of the pop-
ulation.

43 And it was by these rungs on the evolutionary ladder that civi-
lization climbed to that place where those mighty in uences could
be initiated which have culminated in the rapidly expanding cul-
ture of the XX century. And only by adherence to these essentials
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can man hope to maintain his present-day civilizations while pro-
viding for their continued development and certain survival.

44 ¶ is is the gist of the long, long struggle of the peoples of
earth to establish civilization since the age of Adam. Present-day
culture is the net result of this strenuous evolution. Before the dis-
covery of printing, progresswas relatively slow since one generation
could not so rapidly bene t from the achievements of its predeces-
sors. But now human society is plunging forward under the force
of the accumulated momentum of all the ages through which civi-
lization has struggled.

ahb

45 [Sponsored by an Archangel of Nebadon.]



PAPER №82
THE EVOLUTION OF MARRIAGE

Chief of Seraphim

MARRIAGE — mating — grows out of bisexuality. Mar-
riage is man’s reactional adjustment to such bisexuality,
while the family life is the sum total resulting from all

such evolutionary and adaptative adjustments. Marriage is endur-
ing; it is not inherent in biologic evolution, but it is the basis of all
social evolution and is therefore certain of continued existence in
some form. Marriage has given mankind the home, and the home
is the crowning glory of the whole long and arduous evolutionary
struggle.

2 While religious, social, and educational institutions are all es-
sential to the survival of cultural civilization, the family is themaster
civilizer. A child learns most of the essentials of life from his family
and the neighbours.

3 e humans of olden times did not possess a very rich social
civilization, but such as they had they faithfully and effectively
passed on to the next generation. And you should recognize that
most of these civilizations of the past continued to evolve with a
bare minimum of other institutional in uences because the home
was effectively functioning. Today the human races possess a rich
social and cultural heritage, and it should be wisely and effectively
passed on to succeeding generations. e family as an educational
institution must be maintained.

1. THE MATING INSTINCT
1 Notwithstanding the personality gulf between men and wo-

men, the sex urge is sufficient to ensure their coming together for
the reproduction of the species. is instinct operated effectively
long before humans experiencedmuchofwhatwas later called love,
devotion, and marital loyalty. Mating is an innate propensity, and
marriage is its evolutionary social repercussion.
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2 Sex interest and desire were not dominating passions in prim-
itive peoples; they simply took them for granted. e entire re-
productive experience was free from imaginative embellishment.

e all-absorbing sex passion of themore highly civilized peoples is
chie y due to race mixtures, especially where the evolutionary na-
ture has been stimulated by the associative imagination and beauty
appreciation of the Nodites and Adamites. But this Andite in-
heritance was absorbed by the evolutionary races in such limited
amounts as to fail to provide sufficient self-control for the animal
passions thus quickened and aroused by the endowment of keener
sex consciousness and stronger mating urges. Of the evolutionary
races, the red man had the highest sex code.

3 ¶ e regulation of sex in relation to marriage indicates:
4 1. e relative progress of civilization. Civilization has in-

creasingly demanded that sex be grati ed in useful channels and in
accordance with the mores.

5 2. e amount of Andite stock in any people. Among such
groups sexhas become expressive of both thehighest and the lowest
in both the physical and emotional natures.

6 ¶ e Sangik races had normal animal passion, but they dis-
played little imagination or appreciation of the beauty and physi-
cal attractiveness of the opposite sex. What is called sex appeal is
virtually absent even in present-day primitive races; these unmixed
peoples have a de nite mating instinct but insufficient sex attrac-
tion to create serious problems requiring social control.

7 e mating instinct is one of the dominant physical driving
forces of human beings; it is the one emotionwhich, in the guise of
individual grati cation, effectively tricks sel sh man into putting
race welfare and perpetuation high above individual ease and per-
sonal freedom from responsibility.

8 As an institution, marriage, from its early beginnings down to
modern times, pictures the social evolution of the biologic propen-
sity for self-perpetuation. e perpetuation of the evolving human
species ismade certain by thepresence of this racialmating impulse,
an urge which is loosely called sex attraction. is great biologic
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urge becomes the impulse hub for all sorts of associated instincts,
emotions, and usages — physical, intellectual, moral, and social.

9 With the savage, the food supply was the impelling motiva-
tion, but when civilization ensures plentiful food, the sex urge
many times becomes a dominant impulse and therefore ever stands
in need of social regulation. In animals, instinctive periodicity
checks themating propensity, but sinceman is so largely a self-con-
trolled being, sex desire is not altogether periodic; therefore does it
become necessary for society to impose self-control upon the indi-
vidual.

10 No human emotion or impulse, when unbridled and overin-
dulged, can produce so much harm and sorrow as this powerful
sex urge. Intelligent submission of this impulse to the regulations
of society is the supreme test of the actuality of any civilization.
Self-control, more and more self-control, is the ever-increasing de-
mand of advancing mankind. Secrecy, insincerity, and hypocrisy
may obscure sex problems, but they do not provide solutions, nor
do they advance ethics.

2. THE RESTRICTIVE TABOOS
1 e story of the evolution of marriage is simply the history of

sex control through the pressure of social, religious, and civil re-
strictions. Nature hardly recognizes individuals; it takes no cog-
nizance of so-called morals; it is only and exclusively interested in
the reproduction of the species. Nature compellingly insists on re-
production but indifferently leaves the consequential problems to
be solved by society, thus creating an ever-present and major prob-
lem for evolutionary mankind. is social con ict consists in the
unending war between basic instincts and evolving ethics.

2 ¶ Among the early races there was little or no regulation of the
relations of the sexes. Because of this sex license, no prostitution ex-
isted. Today, the Pygmies and other backward groups have nomar-
riage institution; a study of these peoples reveals the simplemating
customs followedby primitive races. But all ancient peoples should
always be studied and judged in the light of the moral standards of
the mores of their own times.
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3 Free love, however, has never been in good standing above the
scale of rank savagery. e moment societal groups began to form,
marriage codes and marital restrictions began to develop. Mating
has thus progressed through a multitude of transitions from a state
of almost complete sex license to the XX century standards of rel-
atively complete sex restriction.

4 In the earliest stages of tribal development the mores and re-
strictive taboos were very crude, but they did keep the sexes apart
— this favoured quiet, order, and industry — and the long evo-
lution of marriage and the home had begun. e sex customs of
dress, adornment, and religious practices had their origin in these
early taboos which de ned the range of sex liberties and thus even-
tually created concepts of vice, crime, and sin. But it was long the
practice to suspend all sex regulations on high festival days, espe-
cially May Day.

5 ¶ Women have always been subject to more restrictive taboos
than men. e early mores granted the same degree of sex liberty
to unmarried women as to men, but it has always been required of
wives that they be faithful to their husbands. Primitive marriage
did not much curtail man’s sex liberties, but it did render further
sex license taboo to the wife. Married women have always borne
some mark which set them apart as a class by themselves, such as
hairdress, clothing, veil, seclusion, ornamentation, and rings.

3. EARLY MARRIAGE MORES
1 Marriage is the institutional response of the social organism to

the ever-present biologic tension of man’s unremitting urge to re-
production — self-propagation. Mating is universally natural, and
as society evolved from the simple to the complex, there was a cor-
responding evolution of the mating mores, the genesis of the mar-
ital institution. Wherever social evolution has progressed to the
stage at which mores are generated, marriage will be found as an
evolving institution.

2 ere always have been and always will be two distinct realms
of marriage: the mores, the laws regulating the external aspects of
mating, and the otherwise secret and personal relations ofmen and
women. Always has the individual been rebellious against the sex
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regulations imposed by society; and this is the reason for this age-
long sex problem: Self-maintenance is individual but is carried on
by the group; self-perpetuation is social but is secured by individual
impulse.

3 e mores, when respected, have ample power to restrain and
control the sex urge, as has been shown among all races. Marriage
standards have always been a true indicator of the current power
of the mores and the functional integrity of the civil government.
But the early sex andmatingmores were a mass of inconsistent and
crude regulations. Parents, children, relatives, and society all had
con icting interests in the marriage regulations. But in spite of
all this, those races which exalted and practised marriage naturally
evolved to higher levels and survived in increased numbers.

4 ¶ In primitive times marriage was the price of social standing;
the possession of a wife was a badge of distinction. e savage
looked uponhiswedding day asmarking his entrance upon respon-
sibility and manhood. In one age, marriage has been looked upon
as a social duty; in another, as a religious obligation; and in still
another, as a political requirement to provide citizens for the state.

5 Many early tribes required feats of stealing as a quali cation for
marriage; later peoples substituted for such raiding forays, athletic
contests and competitive games. ewinners in these contestswere
awarded the rst prize — choice of the season’s brides. Among the
head-hunters a youth might not marry until he possessed at least
one head, although such skulls were sometimes purchasable. As
the buying of wives declined, they were won by riddle contests, a
practice that still survives among many groups of the black man.

6 With advancing civilization, certain tribes put the severe mar-
riage tests of male endurance in the hands of the women; they thus
were able to favour the men of their choice. ese marriage tests
embraced skill inhunting, ghting, and ability toprovide for a fam-
ily. e groom was long required to enter the bride’s family for at
least one year, there to live and labour and prove that hewasworthy
of the wife he sought.

7 e quali cations of a wife were the ability to perform hard
work and to bear children. She was required to execute a certain
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piece of agriculturalworkwithin a given time. And if shehadborne
a child before marriage, she was all the more valuable; her fertility
was thus assured.

8 ¶ e fact that ancient peoples regarded it as a disgrace, or even
a sin, not to bemarried, explains the origin of childmarriages; since
onemust be married, the earlier the better. It was also a general be-
lief that unmarried persons could not enter spiritland, and this was
a further incentive to child marriages even at birth and sometimes
before birth, contingent upon sex. e ancients believed that even
the dead must be married. e original matchmakers were em-
ployed to negotiate marriages for deceased individuals. One par-
ent would arrange for these intermediaries to effect the marriage
of a dead son with a dead daughter of another family.

9 Among later peoples, puberty was the common age of mar-
riage, but this has advanced in direct proportion to the progress of
civilization. Early in social evolution peculiar and celibate orders
of both men and women arose; they were started and maintained
by individuals more or less lacking normal sex urge.

10 Many tribes allowed members of the ruling group to have sex
relations with the bride just before she was to be given to her hus-
band. Each of these men would give the girl a present, and this was
the origin of the custom of giving wedding presents. Among some
groups it was expected that a young woman would earn her dowry,
which consisted of the presents received in reward for her sex ser-
vice in the bride’s exhibition hall.

11 Some tribes married the young men to the widows and older
women and then, when they were subsequently le widowers,
would allow them to marry the young girls, thus ensuring, as they
expressed it, that both parents would not be fools, as they con-
ceivedwould be the case if two youthswere allowed tomate. Other
tribes limited mating to similar age groups. It was the limitation of
marriage to certain age groups that rst gave origin to ideas of in-
cest. (In India there are even now no age restrictions on marriage.)

12 ¶ Under certain mores widowhood was greatly to be feared,
widows being either killed or allowed to commit suicide on their
husbands’ graves, for they were supposed to go over into spirit-
landwith their spouses. e survivingwidowwas almost invariably
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blamed for her husband’s death. Some tribes burned them alive. If
a widow continued to live, her life was one of continuous mourn-
ing and unbearable social restriction since remarriage was generally
disapproved.

13 In olden days many practices now regarded as immoral were
encouraged. Primitive wives not infrequently took great pride in
their husbands’ affairs with other women. Chastity in girls was a
great hindrance to marriage; the bearing of a child before marriage
greatly increased a girl’s desirability as a wife since themanwas sure
of having a fertile companion.

14 Many primitive tribes sanctioned trial marriage until the wo-
man became pregnant, when the regularmarriage ceremonywould
be performed; among other groups theweddingwas not celebrated
until the rst child was born. If a wife was barren, she had to be re-
deemed by her parents, and the marriage was annulled. e mores
demanded that every pair have children.

15 ese primitive trial marriages were entirely free from all sem-
blance of license; they were simply sincere tests of fecundity. e
contracting individuals married permanently just as soon as fertil-
itywas established. Whenmodern couplesmarrywith the thought
of convenient divorce in the background of their minds if they are
not wholly pleased with their married life, they are in reality enter-
ing upon a form of trial marriage and one that is far beneath the
status of the honest adventures of their less civilized ancestors.

4. MARRIAGE UNDER THE PROPERTY MORES
1 Marriage has always been closely linked with both property

and religion. Property has been the stabilizer of marriage; religion,
the moralizer.

2 Primitive marriage was an investment, an economic specula-
tion; it was more a matter of business than an affair of irtation.

e ancients married for the advantage and welfare of the group;
wherefore theirmarriageswere planned and arranged by the group,
their parents and elders. And that the property mores were effec-
tive in stabilizing the marriage institution is borne out by the fact
that marriage was more permanent among the early tribes than it
is among many modern peoples.
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3 As civilization advanced and private property gained further
recognition in the mores, stealing became the great crime. Adul-
tery was recognized as a form of stealing, an infringement of the
husband’s property rights; it is not therefore speci callymentioned
in the earlier codes and mores. Woman started out as the property
of her father, who transferred his title to her husband, and all le-
galized sex relations grew out of these pre-existent property rights.

e Old Testament deals with women as a form of property; the
Koran teaches their inferiority. Man had the right to lend his wife
to a friend or guest, and this custom still obtains among certain
peoples.

4 Modern sex jealousy is not innate; it is a product of the evolv-
ing mores. Primitive man was not jealous of his wife; he was just
guarding his property. e reason for holding the wife to stricter
sex account than the husbandwas because hermarital in delity in-
volved descent and inheritance. Very early in the march of civi-
lization the illegitimate child fell into disrepute. At rst only the
womanwas punished for adultery; later on, themores also decreed
the chastisement of her partner, and for long ages the offended hus-
band or the protector father had the full right to kill the male tres-
passer. Modern peoples retain these mores, which allow so-called
crimes of honour under the unwritten law.

5 Since the chastity taboohad its origin as a phase of theproperty
mores, it applied at rst to married women but not to unmarried
girls. In later years, chastity was more demanded by the father than
by the suitor; a virgin was a commercial asset to the father — she
brought a higher price. As chastity came more into demand, it was
the practice to pay the father a bride fee in recognition of the ser-
vice of properly rearing a chaste bride for the husband-to-be. When
once started, this idea of female chastity took suchholdon the races
that it became the practice literally to cage up girls, actually to im-
prison them for years, in order to assure their virginity. And so the
more recent standards and virginity tests automatically gave origin
to the professional prostitute classes; they were the rejected brides,
those women who were found by the grooms’ mothers not to be
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virgins.

5. ENDOGAMY AND EXOGAMY
1 Very early the savage observed that race mixture improved the

quality of the offspring. It was not that inbreeding was always bad,
but that outbreeding was always comparatively better; therefore
themores tended to crystallize in restriction of sex relations among
near relatives. It was recognized that outbreeding greatly increased
the selective opportunity for evolutionary variation and advance-
ment. e outbred individuals were more versatile and had greater
ability to survive in a hostile world; the inbreeders, together with
their mores, gradually disappeared. is was all a slow develop-
ment; the savage did not consciously reason about such problems.
But the later and advancing peoples did, and they alsomade the ob-
servation that general weakness sometimes resulted from excessive
inbreeding.

2 While the inbreeding of good stock sometimes resulted in the
upbuilding of strong tribes, the spectacular cases of the bad results
of the inbreeding of hereditary defectives more forcibly impressed
the mind of man, with the result that the advancing mores increas-
ingly formulated taboos against all marriages among near relatives.

3 ¶ Religion has long been an effective barrier against outmar-
riage; many religious teachings have proscribed marriage outside
the faith. Woman has usually favoured the practice of in-marriage;
man, outmarriage. Property has always in uenced marriage, and
sometimes, in an effort to conserve property within a clan, mores
have arisen compelling women to choose husbands within their fa-
thers’ tribes. Rulings of this sort led to a great multiplication of
cousin marriages. In-mating was also practised in an effort to pre-
serve cra secrets; skilled workmen sought to keep the knowledge
of their cra within the family.

4 ¶ Superior groups, when isolated, always reverted to consan-
guineous mating. e Nodites for over 150,000 years were one
of the great in-marriage groups. e later-day in-marriage mores
were tremendously in uenced by the traditions of the violet race,
in which, at rst, matings were, perforce, between brother and sis-
ter. And brother and sister marriages were common in early Egypt,
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Syria, Mesopotamia, and throughout the lands once occupied by
the Andites. e Egyptians long practised brother and sister mar-
riages in an effort to keep the royal blood pure, a customwhich per-
sisted even longer inPersia. Among theMesopotamians, before the
days of Abraham, cousin marriages were obligatory; cousins had
prior marriage rights to cousins. Abraham himself married his half
sister, but such unions were not allowed under the later mores of
the Jews.

5 e rst move away from brother and sister marriages came
about under the plural-wife mores because the sister-wife would
arrogantly dominate the other wife or wives. Some tribal mores
forbade marriage to a dead brother’s widow but required the living
brother to beget children for his departed brother. ere is no bi-
ologic instinct against any degree of in-marriage; such restrictions
are wholly a matter of taboo.

6 ¶ Outmarriage nally dominated because it was favoured by
the man; to get a wife from the outside ensured greater freedom
from in-laws. Familiarity breeds contempt; so, as the element of
individual choice began to dominatemating, it became the custom
to choose partners from outside the tribe.

7 Many tribes nally forbade marriages within the clan; others
limitedmating to certain castes. e taboo against marriage with a
woman of one’s own totem gave impetus to the custom of stealing
women from neighbouring tribes. Later on, marriages were regu-
lated more in accordance with territorial residence than with kin-
ship. ere were many steps in the evolution of in-marriage into
the modern practice of outmarriage. Even a er the taboo rested
upon in-marriages for the common people, chiefs and kings were
permitted to marry those of close kin in order to keep the royal
blood concentrated and pure. e mores have usually permitted
sovereign rulers certain licenses in sex matters.

8 e presence of the later Andite peoples had much to do with
increasing the desire of the Sangik races to mate outside their own
tribes. But it was not possible for out-mating to become prevalent
until neighbouring groups had learned to live together in relative
peace.
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9 Outmarriage itself was a peace promoter; marriages between
the tribes lessened hostilities. Outmarriage led to tribal co-ordina-
tion and to military alliances; it became dominant because it pro-
vided increased strength; it was a nation builder. Outmarriage was
also greatly favoured by increasing trade contacts; adventure and
exploration contributed to the extension of themating bounds and
greatly facilitated the cross-fertilization of racial cultures.

10 e otherwise inexplicable inconsistencies of the racial mar-
riage mores are largely due to this outmarriage custom with its
accompanying wife stealing and buying from foreign tribes, all of
which resulted in a compounding of the separate tribalmores. at
these taboos respecting in-marriage were sociologic, not biologic,
is well illustrated by the taboos on kinship marriages, which em-
braced many degrees of in-law relationships, cases representing no
blood relation whatsoever.

6. RACIAL MIXTURES
1 ere are no pure races in the world today. e early and

original evolutionary peoples of colour have only two represen-
tative races persisting in the world, the yellow man and the black
man; and even these two races are much admixed with the extinct
coloured peoples. While the so-called white race is predominantly
descended from the ancient blue man, it is admixed more or less
with all other races much as is the red man of the Americas.

2 Of the six coloured Sangik races, three were primary and three
were secondary. ough the primary races— blue, red, and yellow
— were in many respects superior to the three secondary peoples,
it should be remembered that these secondary races had many de-
sirable traits whichwould have considerably enhanced the primary
peoples if their better strains could have been absorbed.

3 Present-day prejudice against “half-castes,” “hybrids,” and
“mongrels” arises because modern racial crossbreeding is, for the
greater part, between the grossly inferior strains of the races con-
cerned. You also get unsatisfactory offspring when the degenerate
strains of the same race intermarry.

4 If the present-day races of Urantia could be freed from the
curse of their lowest strata of deteriorated, antisocial, feeble-
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minded, and outcast specimens, therewould be little objection to a
limited race amalgamation. And if such racial mixtures could take
place between the highest types of the several races, still less objec-
tion could be offered.

5 Hybridization of superior and dissimilar stocks is the secret of
the creation of new and more vigorous strains. And this is true of
plants, animals, and the human species. Hybridization augments
vigour and increases fertility. Racemixtures of the average or supe-
rior strata of various peoples greatly increase creative potential, as
is shown in the present population of the United States of North
America. When such matings take place between the lower or in-
ferior strata, creativity is diminished, as is shownby the present-day
peoples of southern India.

6 Race blending greatly contributes to the sudden appearance of
new characteristics, and if such hybridization is the union of su-
perior strains, then these new characteristics will also be superior
traits.

7 As long as present-day races are so overloaded with inferior
and degenerate strains, race intermingling on a large scale would be
most detrimental, but most of the objections to such experiments
rest on social and cultural prejudices rather than on biological con-
siderations. Even among inferior stocks, hybrids o en are an im-
provement on their ancestors. Hybridizationmakes for species im-
provement because of the role of the dominant genes. Racial inter-
mixture increases the likelihood of a larger number of the desirable
dominants being present in the hybrid.

8 ¶ For the past 100 yearsmore racial hybridizationhas been tak-
ing place on Urantia than has occurred in thousands of years. e
danger of gross disharmonies as a result of crossbreeding of human
stocks has been greatly exaggerated. e chief troubles of “half-
breeds” are due to social prejudices.

9 e Pitcairn experiment of blending the white and Polynesian
races turned out fairly well because the white men and the Poly-
nesian women were of fairly good racial strains. Interbreeding be-
tween the highest types of the white, red, and yellow races would
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immediately bring into existence many new and biologically effec-
tive characteristics. ese three peoples belong to the primary San-
gik races. Mixtures of the white and black races are not so desirable
in their immediate results, neither are suchmulatto offspring so ob-
jectionable as social and racial prejudice would seek to make them
appear. Physically, such white-black hybrids are excellent speci-
mens of humanity, notwithstanding their slight inferiority in some
other respects.

10 ¶ When a primary Sangik race amalgamates with a secondary
Sangik race, the latter is considerably improved at the expense of
the former. And on a small scale — extending over long periods
of time — there can be little serious objection to such a sacri -
cial contribution by the primary races to the betterment of the
secondary groups. Biologically considered, the secondary Sangiks
were in some respects superior to the primary races.

11 A er all, the real jeopardy of the human species is to be found
in the unrestrained multiplication of the inferior and degenerate
strains of the various civilized peoples rather than in any supposed
danger of their racial interbreeding.

ahb

12 [Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.]



PAPER №83
THE MARRIAGE INSTITUTION

Chief of Seraphim

THIS is the recital of the early beginnings of the institution
of marriage. It has progressed steadily from the loose and
promiscuous matings of the herd through many variations

and adaptations, even to the appearance of those marriage stan-
dards which eventually culminated in the realization of pair mat-
ings, the union of one man and one woman to establish a home of
the highest social order.

2 Marriage has been many times in jeopardy, and the marriage
mores have drawn heavily on both property and religion for sup-
port; but the real in uence which forever safeguards marriage and
the resultant family is the simple and innate biologic fact that men
and women positively will not live without each other, be they the
most primitive savages or the most cultured mortals.

3 It is because of the sex urge that sel shman is lured intomaking
something better than an animal out of himself. e self-regarding
and self-gratifying sex relationship entails the certain consequences
of self-denial and ensures the assumption of altruistic duties and
numerous race-bene ting home responsibilities. Herein has sex
been the unrecognized and unsuspected civilizer of the savage; for
this same sex impulse automatically and unerringly compels man to
think and eventually leads him to love.

1. MARRIAGE AS A SOCIETAL INSTITUTION
1 Marriage is society’s mechanism designed to regulate and con-

trol those many human relations which arise out of the physical
fact of bisexuality. As such an institution, marriage functions in
two directions:

2 1. In the regulation of personal sex relations.
3 2. In the regulation of descent, inheritance, succession, and

social order, this being its older and original function.
4 ¶ e family, which grows out of marriage, is itself a sta-

bilizer of the marriage institution together with the property
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mores. Other potent factors in marriage stability are pride, van-
ity, chivalry, duty, and religious convictions. But while marriages
may be approved or disapproved on high, they are hardly made in
heaven. e human family is a distinctly human institution, an evo-
lutionary development. Marriage is an institution of society, not a
department of the church. True, religion shouldmightily in uence
it but should not undertake exclusively to control and regulate it.

5 Primitive marriage was primarily industrial; and even in mod-
ern times it is o en a social or business affair. rough the in u-
ence of themixture of the Andite stock and as a result of themores
of advancing civilization, marriage is slowly becoming mutual, ro-
mantic, parental, poetical, affectionate, ethical, and even idealis-
tic. Selection and so-called romantic love, however, were at a min-
imum in primitive mating. During early times husband and wife
were not much together; they did not even eat together very o en.
But among the ancients, personal affection was not strongly linked
to sex attraction; they became fond of one another largely because
of living and working together.

2. COURTSHIP AND BETROTHAL
1 Primitive marriages were always planned by the parents of the

boy and girl. e transition stage between this custom and the
times of free choosing was occupied by themarriage broker or pro-
fessional matchmaker. ese matchmakers were at rst the bar-
bers; later, the priests. Marriage was originally a group affair; then
a family matter; only recently has it become an individual adven-
ture.

2 Coercion, not attraction, was the approach to primitive mar-
riage. In early times woman had no sex aloofness, only sex inferi-
ority as inculcated by the mores. As raiding preceded trading, so
marriage by capture preceded marriage by contract. Some women
would connive at capture in order to escape the domination of the
older men of their tribe; they preferred to fall into the hands of
men of their own age from another tribe. is pseudo elopement
was the transition stage between capture by force and subsequent
courtship by charming.

3 Anearly type ofwedding ceremonywas themimic ight, a sort
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of elopement rehearsal which was once a common practice. Later,
mock capture became a part of the regular wedding ceremony. A
modern girl’s pretensions to resist “capture,” to be reticent toward
marriage, are all relics of olden customs. e carrying of the bride
over the threshold is reminiscent of a number of ancient practices,
among others, of the days of wife stealing.

4 Woman was long denied full freedom of self-disposal in mar-
riage, but the more intelligent women have always been able to cir-
cumvent this restriction by the clever exercise of their wits. Man
has usually taken the lead in courtship, but not always. Woman
sometimes formally, as well as covertly, initiates marriage. And as
civilization has progressed, women have had an increasing part in
all phases of courtship and marriage.

5 Increasing love, romance, and personal selection in premarital
courtship are an Andite contribution to the world races. e re-
lations between the sexes are evolving favourably; many advancing
peoples are gradually substituting somewhat idealized concepts of
sex attraction for those older motives of utility and ownership. Sex
impulse and feelings of affection are beginning to displace cold cal-
culation in the choosing of life partners.

6 e betrothal was originally equivalent to marriage; and
among early peoples sex relations were conventional during the en-
gagement. In recent times, religion has established a sex taboo on
the period between betrothal and marriage.

3. PURCHASE AND DOWRY
1 e ancients mistrusted love and promises; they thought that

abiding unions must be guaranteed by some tangible security,
property. For this reason, the purchase price of a wife was regarded
as a forfeit or deposit which the husband was doomed to lose in
case of divorce or desertion. Once the purchase price of a bride
had been paid, many tribes permitted the husband’s brand to be
burned upon her. Africans still buy their wives. A love wife, or a
white man’s wife, they compare to a cat because she costs nothing.

2 e bride shows were occasions for dressing up and decorat-
ing daughters for public exhibition with the idea of their bringing
higher prices as wives. But they were not sold as animals — among
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the later tribes such a wife was not transferable. Neither was her
purchase always just a cold-bloodedmoney transaction; servicewas
equivalent to cash in the purchase of a wife. If an otherwise desir-
ableman could not pay for his wife, he could be adopted as a son by
the girl’s father and then could marry. And if a poor man sought a
wife and could not meet the price demanded by a grasping father,
the elders would o en bring pressure to bear upon the fatherwhich
would result in a modi cation of his demands, or else there might
be an elopement.

3 As civilization progressed, fathers did not like to appear to sell
their daughters, and so, while continuing to accept the bride pur-
chase price, they initiated the custom of giving the pair valuable
presents which about equalled the purchase money. And upon the
later discontinuance of payment for the bride, these presents be-
came the bride’s dowry.

4 e idea of a dowry was to convey the impression of the bride’s
independence, to suggest far removal from the times of slave wives
and property companions. A man could not divorce a dowered
wife without paying back the dowry in full. Among some tribes a
mutual deposit wasmadewith the parents of both bride and groom
to be forfeited in case either deserted the other, in reality amarriage
bond. During the period of transition from purchase to dowry, if
thewifewere purchased, the children belonged to the father; if not,
they belonged to the wife’s family.

4. THE WEDDING CEREMONY
1 e wedding ceremony grew out of the fact that marriage was

originally a community affair, not just the culmination of a deci-
sion of two individuals. Mating was of group concern as well as a
personal function.

2 ¶ Magic, ritual, and ceremony surrounded the entire life of
the ancients, and marriage was no exception. As civilization ad-
vanced, as marriage became more seriously regarded, the wedding
ceremony became increasingly pretentious. Early marriage was a
factor in property interests, even as it is today, and therefore re-
quired a legal ceremony, while the social status of subsequent chil-
dren demanded the widest possible publicity. Primitive man had
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no records; therefore must the marriage ceremony be witnessed by
many persons.

3 At rst the wedding ceremony was more on the order of a be-
trothal and consisted only in public noti cation of intention of liv-
ing together; later it consisted in formal eating together. Among
some tribes the parents simply took their daughter to the husband;
in other cases the only ceremony was the formal exchange of pre-
sents, a erwhich the bride’s fatherwould present her to the groom.
AmongmanyLevantine peoples it was the custom to dispensewith
all formality, marriage being consummated by sex relations. e
red man was the rst to develop the more elaborate celebration of
weddings.

4 ¶ Childlessness was greatly dreaded, and since barrenness was
attributed to spirit machinations, efforts to ensure fecundity also
led to the association of marriage with certain magical or religious
ceremonials. And in this effort to ensure a happy and fertile mar-
riage, many charms were employed; even the astrologers were con-
sulted to ascertain the birth stars of the contracting parties. At
one time the human sacri ce was a regular feature of all weddings
among well-to-do people.

5 Lucky days were sought out, ursday being most favourably
regarded, and weddings celebrated at the full of the moon were
thought to be exceptionally fortunate. It was the custom of many
Near Eastern peoples to throw grain upon the newlyweds; this was
a magical rite which was supposed to ensure fecundity. Certain
Oriental peoples used rice for this purpose.

6 Fire andwater were always considered the best means of resist-
ing ghosts and evil spirits; hence altar res and lighted candles, as
well as the baptismal sprinkling of holy water, were usually in evi-
dence at weddings. For a long time it was customary to set a false
wedding day and then suddenly postpone the event so as to put the
ghosts and spirits off the track.

7 e teasing of newlyweds and the pranks played upon honey-
mooners are all relics of those far-distant days when it was thought
best to appear miserable and ill at ease in the sight of the spirits
so as to avoid arousing their envy. e wearing of the bridal veil
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is a relic of the times when it was considered necessary to disguise
the bride so that ghosts might not recognize her and also to hide
her beauty from the gaze of the otherwise jealous and envious spir-
its. e bride’s feet must never touch the ground just prior to the
ceremony. Even in the XX century it is still the custom under the
Christian mores to stretch carpets from the carriage landing to the
church altar.

8 One of the most ancient forms of the wedding ceremony was
to have a priest bless the wedding bed to ensure the fertility of the
union; this was done long before any formal wedding ritual was
established. During this period in the evolution of the marriage
mores the wedding guests were expected to le through the bed-
chamber at night, thus constituting legal witness to the consum-
mation of marriage.

9 e luck element, that in spite of all premarital tests certain
marriages turned out bad, led primitiveman to seek insurance pro-
tection against marriage failure; led him to go in quest of priests
and magic. And this movement culminated directly in modern
church weddings. But for a long time marriage was generally rec-
ognized as consisting in the decisions of the contracting parents—
later of the pair—while for the last 500 years church and state have
assumed jurisdiction and now presume to make pronouncements
of marriage.

5. PLURAL MARRIAGES
1 In the early history of marriage the unmarried women be-

longed to the men of the tribe. Later on, a woman had only one
husband at a time. is practice of one-man-at-a-time was the rst
step away from the promiscuity of the herd. While a woman was
allowedbut oneman, her husband could sever such temporary rela-
tionships at will. But these loosely regulated associations were the
rst step toward living pairwise in distinction to living herdwise.

In this stage of marriage development children usually belonged to
the mother.

2 e next step inmating evolutionwas the groupmarriage. is
communal phase of marriage had to intervene in the unfolding of
family life because the marriage mores were not yet strong enough
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to make pair associations permanent. e brother and sister mar-
riages belonged to this group; ve brothers of one family would
marry ve sisters of another. All over the world the looser forms of
communal marriage gradually evolved into various types of group
marriage. And these group associations were largely regulated by
the totem mores. Family life slowly and surely developed because
sex and marriage regulation favoured the survival of the tribe itself
by ensuring the survival of larger numbers of children.

3 Groupmarriages gradually gave way before the emerging prac-
tices of polygamy — polygyny and polyandry — among the more
advanced tribes. But polyandry was never general, being usually
limited to queens and richwomen; furthermore, it was customarily
a family affair, one wife for several brothers. Caste and economic
restrictions sometimes made it necessary for several men to con-
tent themselves with onewife. Even then, the womanwouldmarry
only one, the others being loosely tolerated as “uncles” of the joint
progeny.

4 e Jewish custom requiring that a man consort with his de-
ceased brother’s widow for the purpose of “raising up seed for his
brother,” was the custom of more than half the ancient world. is
was a relic of the timewhenmarriage was a family affair rather than
an individual association.

5 e institution of polygyny recognized, at various times, four
sorts of wives:

6 1. e ceremonial or legal wives.
7 2. Wives of affection and permission.
8 3. Concubines, contractual wives.
9 4. Slave wives.
10 ¶ True polygyny, where all the wives are of equal status and all

the children equal, has been very rare. Usually, even with plural
marriages, the home was dominated by the head wife, the status
companion. She alone had the ritual wedding ceremony, and only
the children of such a purchased or dowered spouse could inherit
unless by special arrangement with the status wife.

11 e status wife was not necessarily the love wife; in early times
she usually was not. e love wife, or sweetheart, did not appear
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until the races were considerably advanced, more particularly af-
ter the blending of the evolutionary tribes with the Nodites and
Adamites.

12 e taboo wife — one wife of legal status — created the con-
cubine mores. Under these mores a manmight have only one wife,
but he could maintain sex relations with any number of concu-
bines. Concubinage was the stepping stone tomonogamy, the rst
move away from frank polygyny. e concubines of the Jews, Ro-
mans, and Chinese were very frequently the handmaidens of the
wife. Later on, as among the Jews, the legal wife was looked upon
as the mother of all children born to the husband.

13 e olden taboos on sex relations with a pregnant or nursing
wife tended greatly to foster polygyny. Primitive women aged very
early because of frequent childbearing coupled with hard work.
(Such overburdened wives only managed to exist by virtue of the
fact that they were put in isolation one week out of each month
when they were not heavy with child.) Such a wife o en grew tired
of bearing children andwould request her husband to take a second
and younger wife, one able to help with both childbearing and the
domestic work. e new wives were therefore usually hailed with
delight by the older spouses; there existed nothing on the order of
sex jealousy.

14 e number of wives was only limited by the ability of theman
to provide for them. Wealthy and able men wanted large numbers
of children, and since the infantmortalitywas veryhigh, it required
an assembly of wives to recruit a large family. Many of these plural
wives were mere labourers, slave wives.

15 Human customs evolve, but very slowly. e purpose of a
haremwas to build up a strong and numerous body of blood kin for
the support of the throne. A certain chief was once convinced that
he should not have a harem, that he should be contented with one
wife; so he promptly dismissed his harem. e dissatis ed wives
went to their homes, and their offended relatives swept down on
the chief in wrath and did away with him then and there.

6. TRUE MONOGAMY  PAIR MARRIAGE
1 Monogamy is monopoly; it is good for those who attain this
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desirable state, but it tends to work a biologic hardship on those
who are not so fortunate. But quite regardless of the effect on the
individual, monogamy is decidedly best for the children.

2 e earliestmonogamywas due to force of circumstances, pov-
erty. Monogamy is cultural and societal, arti cial and unnatural,
that is, unnatural to evolutionaryman. It was wholly natural to the
purerNodites andAdamites and has been of great cultural value to
all advanced races.

3 e Chaldean tribes recognized the right of a wife to impose a
premarital pledge uponher spouse not to take a secondwife or con-
cubine; both the Greeks and the Romans favoured monogamous
marriage. Ancestor worship has always fostered monogamy, as has
the Christian error of regarding marriage as a sacrament. Even the
elevation of the standard of living has consistentlymilitated against
plural wives. By the time ofMichael’s advent onUrantia practically
all of the civilized world had attained the level of theoretical mo-
nogamy. But this passive monogamy did not mean that mankind
had become habituated to the practice of real pair marriage.

4 ¶ While pursuing the monogamic goal of the ideal pair mar-
riage, which is, a er all, something of a monopolistic sex associa-
tion, society must not overlook the unenviable situation of those
unfortunate men and women who fail to nd a place in this new
and improved social order, evenwhen having done their best to co-
operatewith, and enter into, its requirements. Failure to gainmates
in the social arena of competition may be due to insurmountable
difficulties or multitudinous restrictions which the current mores
have imposed. Truly, monogamy is ideal for those who are in, but
it must inevitably work great hardship on those who are le out in
the cold of solitary existence.

5 Always have the unfortunate few had to suffer that the major-
ity might advance under the developing mores of evolving civiliza-
tion; but always should the favoured majority look with kindness
and consideration on their less fortunate fellows who must pay the
price of failure to attainmembership in the ranks of those ideal sex
partnerships which afford the satisfaction of all biologic urges un-
der the sanction of the highestmores of advancing social evolution.
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6 ¶ Monogamy always has been, now is, and forever will be the
idealistic goal of human sex evolution. is ideal of true pair mar-
riage entails self-denial, and therefore does it so o en fail just be-
cause one or both of the contracting parties are de cient in that
acme of all human virtues, rugged self-control.

7 Monogamy is the yardstick which measures the advance of so-
cial civilization as distinguished from purely biologic evolution.
Monogamy is not necessarily biologic or natural, but it is indis-
pensable to the immediate maintenance and further development
of social civilization. It contributes to a delicacy of sentiment, a
re nement of moral character, and a spiritual growth which are ut-
terly impossible in polygamy. A woman never can become an ideal
mother when she is all the while compelled to engage in rivalry for
her husband’s affections.

8 Pair marriage favours and fosters that intimate understand-
ing and effective co-operation which is best for parental happi-
ness, child welfare, and social efficiency. Marriage, which began in
crude coercion, is gradually evolving into a magni cent institution
of self-culture, self-control, self-expression, and self-perpetuation.

7. THE DISSOLUTION OF WEDLOCK
1 In the early evolutionof themaritalmores,marriagewas a loose

union which could be terminated at will, and the children always
followed the mother; the mother-child bond is instinctive and has
functioned regardless of the developmental stage of the mores.

2 Among primitive peoples only about ½ the marriages proved
satisfactory. e most frequent cause for separation was barren-
ness, whichwas always blamedon thewife; and childlesswiveswere
believed to become snakes in the spirit world. Under the more
primitive mores, divorce was had at the option of the man alone,
and these standards have persisted to the XX century among some
peoples.

3 As the mores evolved, certain tribes developed two forms of
marriage: the ordinary, which permitted divorce, and the priest
marriage, which did not allow for separation. e inauguration of
wife purchase and wife dowry, by introducing a property penalty
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for marriage failure, did much to lessen separation. And, indeed,
manymodern unions are stabilized by this ancient property factor.

4 e social pressure of community standing and property priv-
ileges has always been potent in the maintenance of the mar-
riage taboos and mores. Down through the ages marriage has
made steady progress and stands on advanced ground in the mod-
ern world, notwithstanding that it is threateningly assailed by
widespread dissatisfaction among those peoples where individual
choice — a new liberty — gures most largely. While these up-
heavals of adjustment appear among the more progressive races as
a result of suddenly accelerated social evolution, among the less ad-
vanced peoples marriage continues to thrive and slowly improve
under the guidance of the older mores.

5 e new and sudden substitution of the more ideal but ex-
tremely individualistic love motive in marriage for the older and
long-established propertymotive, has unavoidably caused themar-
riage institution to become temporarily unstable. Man’s marriage
motives have always far transcended actual marriage morals, and
in the XIX and XX centuries the Occidental ideal of marriage has
suddenly far outrun the self-centred and but partially controlled
sex impulses of the races. e presence of large numbers of unmar-
ried persons in any society indicates the temporary breakdown or
the transition of the mores.

6 e real test of marriage, all down through the ages, has been
that continuous intimacy which is inescapable in all family life.
Two pampered and spoiled youths, educated to expect every in-
dulgence and full grati cation of vanity and ego, can hardly hope
to make a great success of marriage and home building — a life-
long partnership of self-effacement, compromise, devotion, and
unsel sh dedication to child culture.

7 e highdegree of imagination and fantastic romance entering
into courtship is largely responsible for the increasing divorce ten-
dencies among modern Occidental peoples, all of which is further
complicated by woman’s greater personal freedom and increased
economic liberty. Easy divorce, when the result of lack of self-con-
trol or failure of normal personality adjustment, only leads directly
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back to those crude societal stages fromwhichman has emerged so
recently and as the result of so much personal anguish and racial
suffering.

8 But just so long as society fails to properly educate children and
youths, so long as the social order fails to provide adequate premar-
ital training, and so long as unwise and immature youthful idealism
is to be the arbiter of the entrance upon marriage, just so long will
divorce remain prevalent. And in so far as the social group falls
short of providing marriage preparation for youths, to that extent
must divorce function as the social safety valve which prevents still
worse situations during the ages of the rapid growth of the evolving
mores.

9 ¶ e ancients seem to have regarded marriage just about as
seriously as some present-day people do. And it does not appear
thatmany of the hasty and unsuccessfulmarriages ofmodern times
are much of an improvement over the ancient practices of qualify-
ing young men and women for mating. e great inconsistency of
modern society is to exalt love and to idealize marriage while dis-
approving of the fullest examination of both.

8. THE IDEALIZATION OF MARRIAGE
1 Marriage which culminates in the home is indeed man’s most

exalted institution, but it is essentially human; it should never have
been called a sacrament. e Sethite priests made marriage a reli-
gious ritual; but for thousands of years a er Eden, mating contin-
ued as a purely social and civil institution.

2 e likening of human associations to divine associations is
most unfortunate. e union of husband andwife in themarriage-
home relationship is a material function of the mortals of the evo-
lutionaryworlds. True, indeed, much spiritual progressmay accrue
consequent upon the sincere human efforts of husband andwife to
progress, but this does notmean thatmarriage is necessarily sacred.
Spiritual progress is attendant upon sincere application to other av-
enues of human endeavour.

3 Neither can marriage be truly compared to the relation of the
Adjuster to man nor to the fraternity of Christ Michael and his
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human brethren. At scarcely any point are such relationships com-
parable to the association of husband and wife. And it is most un-
fortunate that the humanmisconception of these relationships has
produced so much confusion as to the status of marriage.

4 It is also unfortunate that certain groups of mortals have con-
ceived of marriage as being consummated by divine action. Such
beliefs lead directly to the concept of the indissolubility of themar-
ital state regardless of the circumstances or wishes of the contract-
ing parties. But the very fact ofmarriage dissolution itself indicates
that Deity is not a conjoining party to such unions. If God has
once joined any two things or persons together, they will remain
thus joined until such a time as the divine will decrees their separa-
tion. But, regarding marriage, which is a human institution, who
shall presume to sit in judgment, to say whichmarriages are unions
thatmight be approved by the universe supervisors in contrastwith
those which are purely human in nature and origin?

5 Nevertheless, there is an ideal of marriage on the spheres on
high. On the capital of each local system the Material Sons and
Daughters of God do portray the height of the ideals of the union
ofman andwoman in the bonds ofmarriage and for the purpose of
procreating and rearing offspring. A er all, the ideal mortal mar-
riage is humanly sacred.

6 ¶ Marriage always has been and still is man’s supreme dream
of temporal ideality. ough this beautiful dream is seldom real-
ized in its entirety, it endures as a glorious ideal, ever luring pro-
gressing mankind on to greater strivings for human happiness. But
youngmen andwomen should be taught something of the realities
of marriage before they are plunged into the exacting demands of
the interassociations of family life; youthful idealization should be
tempered with some degree of premarital disillusionment.

7 e youthful idealization of marriage should not, however, be
discouraged; such dreams are the visualization of the future goal of
family life. is attitude is both stimulating and helpful providing
it does not produce an insensitivity to the realization of the prac-
tical and commonplace requirements of marriage and subsequent
family life.
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8 e ideals of marriage have made great progress in recent
times; among some peoples woman enjoys practically equal rights
with her consort. In concept, at least, the family is becoming a loyal
partnership for rearing offspring, accompanied by sexual delity.
But even this newer version ofmarriage need not presume to swing
so far to the extreme as to confer mutual monopoly of all personal-
ity and individuality. Marriage is not just an individualistic ideal;
it is the evolving social partnership of a man and a woman, existing
and functioning under the current mores, restricted by the taboos,
and enforced by the laws and regulations of society.

9 XX century marriages stand high in comparison with those of
past ages, notwithstanding that the home institution is nowunder-
going a serious testing because of the problems so suddenly thrust
upon the social organization by the precipitate augmentation of
woman’s liberties, rights so long denied her in the tardy evolution
of the mores of past generations.

ahb

10 [Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.]



PAPER №84
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE

Chief of Seraphim

MATERIAL necessity founded marriage, sex hunger em-
bellished it, religion sanctioned and exalted it, the state
demanded and regulated it, while in later times evolv-

ing love is beginning to justify and glorify marriage as the ancestor
and creator of civilization’smost useful and sublime institution, the
home. And home building should be the centre and essence of all
educational effort.

2 Mating is purely an act of self-perpetuation associated with
varying degrees of self-grati cation; marriage, home building, is
largely a matter of self-maintenance, and it implies the evolution
of society. Society itself is the aggregated structure of family units.
Individuals are very temporary as planetary factors—only families
are continuing agencies in social evolution. e family is the chan-
nel through which the river of culture and knowledge ows from
one generation to another.

3 e home is basically a sociologic institution. Marriage grew
out of co-operation in self-maintenance and partnership in self-
perpetuation, the element of self-grati cation being largely inci-
dental. Nevertheless, the home does embrace all three of the es-
sential functions of human existence, while life propagationmakes
it the fundamental human institution, and sex sets it off from all
other social activities.

1. PRIMITIVE PAIR ASSOCIATIONS
1 Marriage was not founded on sex relations; they were inciden-

tal thereto. Marriage was not needed by primitive man, who in-
dulged his sex appetite freely without encumbering himself with
the responsibilities of wife, children, and home.

2 Woman, because of physical and emotional attachment to her
offspring, is dependent on co-operation with the male, and this
urges her into the sheltering protection of marriage. But no direct
biologic urge led man into marriage — much less held him in. It
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was not love thatmademarriage attractive toman, but food hunger
which rst attracted savage man to woman and the primitive shel-
ter shared by her children.

3 ¶ Marriage was not even brought about by the conscious real-
ization of the obligations of sex relations. Primitive man compre-
hended no connection between sex indulgence and the subsequent
birth of a child. It was once universally believed that a virgin could
become pregnant. e savage early conceived the idea that babies
weremade in spiritland; pregnancywas believed tobe the result of a
woman’s being entered by a spirit, an evolving ghost. Both diet and
the evil eye were also believed to be capable of causing pregnancy
in a virgin or unmarried woman, while later beliefs connected the
beginnings of life with the breath and with sunlight.

4 Many early peoples associated ghosts with the sea; hence vir-
gins were greatly restricted in their bathing practices; young wo-
men were far more afraid of bathing in the sea at high tide than of
having sex relations. Deformed or premature babies were regarded
as the young of animals which had found their way into a woman’s
body as a result of careless bathing or through malevolent spirit ac-
tivity. Savages, of course, thought nothing of strangling such off-
spring at birth.

5 e rst step in enlightenment came with the belief that sex
relations opened up the way for the impregnating ghost to enter
the female. Man has since discovered that father and mother are
equal contributors of the living inheritance factors which initiate
offspring. But even in theXXcenturymany parents still endeavour
to keep their children in more or less ignorance as to the origin of
human life.

6 ¶ A family of some simple sort was ensured by the fact that
the reproductive function entails the mother-child relationship.
Mother love is instinctive; it did not originate in the mores as did
marriage. All mammalian mother love is the inherent endowment
of the adjutant mind-spirits of the local universe and is in strength
anddevotion always directly proportional to the lengthof thehelp-
less infancy of the species.

7 e mother and child relation is natural, strong, and instinc-
tive, and one which, therefore, constrained primitive women to
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submit tomany strange conditions and to endureuntoldhardships.
is compelling mother love is the handicapping emotion which

has always placed woman at such a tremendous disadvantage in all
her struggles with man. Even at that, maternal instinct in the hu-
man species is not overpowering; it may be thwarted by ambition,
sel shness, and religious conviction.

8 While the mother-child association is neither marriage nor
home, it was the nucleus from which both sprang. e great ad-
vance in the evolution of mating came when these temporary part-
nerships lasted long enough to rear the resultant offspring, for that
was homemaking.

9 Regardless of the antagonisms of these early pairs, notwith-
standing the looseness of the association, the chances for survival
were greatly improved by these male-female partnerships. A man
and a woman, co-operating, even aside from family and offspring,
are vastly superior in most ways to either two men or two women.

is pairing of the sexes enhanced survival and was the very begin-
ning of human society. e sex division of labour also made for
comfort and increased happiness.

2. THE EARLY MOTHERFAMILY
1 e woman’s periodic haemorrhage and her further loss of

blood at childbirth early suggested blood as the creator of the child
(even as the seat of the soul) and gave origin to the blood-bond con-
cept of human relationships. In early times all descent was reck-
oned in the female line, that being the only part of inheritance
which was at all certain.

2 e primitive family, growing out of the instinctive biologic
blood bond of mother and child, was inevitably a mother-family;
andmany tribes long held to this arrangement. e mother-family
was the only possible transition from the stage of group marriage
in the horde to the later and improved home life of the polygamous
and monogamous father-families. e mother-family was natural
and biologic; the father-family is social, economic, and political.

e persistence of the mother-family among the North American
red men is one of the chief reasons why the otherwise progressive
Iroquois never became a real state.
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3 Under themother-family mores the wife’s mother enjoyed vir-
tually supreme authority in the home; even the wife’s brothers and
their sons were more active in family supervision than was the hus-
band. Fathers were o en renamed a er their own children.

4 e earliest races gave little credit to the father, looking upon
the child as coming altogether from themother. ey believed that
children resembled the father as a result of association, or that they
were “marked” in this manner because the mother desired them
to look like the father. Later on, when the switch came from the
mother-family to the father-family, the father took all credit for
the child, and many of the taboos on a pregnant woman were sub-
sequently extended to include her husband. e prospective father
ceased work as the time of delivery approached, and at childbirth
he went to bed, along with the wife, remaining at rest from three to
eight days. e wife might arise the next day and engage in hard
labour, but the husband remained in bed to receive congratula-
tions; this was all a part of the early mores designed to establish
the father’s right to the child.

5 At rst, it was the custom for the man to go to his wife’s peo-
ple, but in later times, a er a man had paid or worked out the bride
price, he could take his wife and children back to his own peo-
ple. e transition from the mother-family to the father-family
explains the otherwise meaningless prohibitions of some types of
cousin marriages while others of equal kinship are approved.

6 With the passing of the hunter mores, when herding gaveman
control of the chief food supply, the mother-family came to a
speedy end. It failed simply because it could not successfully com-
pete with the newer father-family. Power lodged with themale rel-
atives of the mother could not compete with power concentrated
in the husband-father. Woman was not equal to the combined
tasks of childbearing and of exercising continuous authority and
increasing domestic power. e oncoming ofwife stealing and later
wife purchase hastened the passing of the mother-family.

7 e stupendous change from the mother-family to the father-
family is one of themost radical and complete right-about-face ad-
justments ever executed by the human race. is change led at once
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to greater social expression and increased family adventure.

3. THE FAMILY UNDER FATHER DOMINANCE
1 Itmay be that the instinct ofmotherhood ledwoman intomar-

riage, but it was man’s superior strength, together with the in u-
ence of the mores, that virtually compelled her to remain in wed-
lock. Pastoral living tended to create a new system of mores, the
patriarchal type of family life; and the basis of family unity under
the herder and early agricultural mores was the unquestioned and
arbitrary authority of the father. All society, whether national or
familial, passed through the stage of the autocratic authority of a
patriarchal order.

2 e scant courtesy paidwomankindduring theOldTestament
era is a true re ection of the mores of the herdsmen. e Hebrew
patriarchs were all herdsmen, as is witnessed by the saying, “ e
Lord is my Shepherd.”

3 But man was no more to blame for his low opinion of woman
during past ages than was woman herself. She failed to get social
recognition during primitive times because she did not function
in an emergency; she was not a spectacular or crisis hero. Mater-
nity was a distinct disability in the existence struggle; mother love
handicapped women in the tribal defence.

4 Primitive women also unintentionally created their depen-
dence on the male by their admiration and applause for his pug-
nacity and virility. is exaltation of the warrior elevated the male
egowhile it equally depressed that of the female andmadehermore
dependent; amilitary uniformstillmightily stirs the feminine emo-
tions.

5 Among the more advanced races, women are not so large or
so strong as men. Woman, being the weaker, therefore became the
more tactful; she early learned to trade upon her sex charms. She
became more alert and conservative than man, though slightly less
profound. Man was woman’s superior on the battle eld and in the
hunt; but at home woman has usually outgeneraled even the most
primitive of men.

6 ¶ e herdsman looked to his ocks for sustenance, but
throughout these pastoral ages woman must still provide the veg-
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etable food. Primitive man shunned the soil; it was altogether too
peaceful, too unadventuresome. ere was also an old superstition
that women could raise better plants; they were mothers. In many
backward tribes today, themen cook themeat, the women the veg-
etables, andwhen theprimitive tribes ofAustralia are on themarch,
the women never attack game, while a man would not stoop to dig
a root.

7 Woman has always had to work; at least right up to modern
times the female has been a real producer. Man has usually chosen
the easier path, and this inequality has existed throughout the en-
tire history of the human race. Woman has always been the burden
bearer, carrying the family property and tending the children, thus
leaving the man’s hands free for ghting or hunting.

8 Woman’s rst liberation came when man consented to till the
soil, consented to do what had theretofore been regarded as wo-
man’s work. It was a great step forward when male captives were
no longer killed but were enslaved as agriculturists. is brought
about the liberation of woman so that she could devote more time
to homemaking and child culture.

9 e provision of milk for the young led to earlier weaning of
babies, hence to the bearing of more children by the mothers thus
relieved of their sometimes temporary barrenness, while the use of
cow’s milk and goat’s milk greatly reduced infantmortality. Before
theherding stage of society,mothers used tonurse their babies until
they were four and ve years old.

10 Decreasing primitive warfare greatly lessened the disparity be-
tween the division of labour based on sex. But women still had to
do the real work while men did picket duty. No camp or village
could be le unguarded day or night, but even this task was alle-
viated by the domestication of the dog. In general, the coming of
agriculture has enhanced woman’s prestige and social standing; at
least this was true up to the time man himself turned agriculturist.
And as soon asman addressed himself to the tilling of the soil, there
immediately ensued great improvement in methods of agriculture,
extending ondown through successive generations. In hunting and
war man had learned the value of organization, and he introduced
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these techniques into industry and later, when taking overmuch of
woman’s work, greatly improved on her loose methods of labour.

4. WOMAN’S STATUS IN EARLY SOCIETY
1 Generally speaking, during any age woman’s status is a fair cri-

terion of the evolutionary progress of marriage as a social institu-
tion, while the progress of marriage itself is a reasonably accurate
gauge registering the advances of human civilization.

2 ¶ Woman’s status has always been a social paradox; she has al-
ways been a shrewd manager of men; she has always capitalized
man’s stronger sex urge for her own interests and to her own ad-
vancement. By trading subtly upon her sex charms, she has o en
been able to exercise dominant power over man, even when held
by him in abject slavery.

3 Early woman was not to man a friend, sweetheart, lover, and
partner but rather a piece of property, a servant or slave and, later
on, an economic partner, plaything, and childbearer. Nonetheless,
proper and satisfactory sex relations have always involved the ele-
ment of choice and co-operation by woman, and this has always
given intelligent women considerable in uence over their imme-
diate and personal standing, regardless of their social position as a
sex. But man’s distrust and suspicion were not helped by the fact
thatwomenwere all along compelled to resort to shrewdness in the
effort to alleviate their bondage.

4 ¶ e sexes have had great difficulty in understanding each
other. Man found it hard to understand woman, regarding her
with a strangemixture of ignorantmistrust and fearful fascination,
if not with suspicion and contempt. Many tribal and racial tradi-
tions relegate trouble to Eve, Pandora, or some other representa-
tive of womankind. ese narratives were always distorted so as
to make it appear that the woman brought evil upon man; and all
this indicates the onetime universal distrust of woman. Among the
reasons cited in support of a celibate priesthood, the chief was the
baseness of woman. e fact that most supposed witches were wo-
men did not improve the olden reputation of the sex.

5 Men have long regarded women as peculiar, even abnormal.
ey have even believed that women did not have souls; therefore
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were they denied names. During early times there existed great fear
of the rst sex relation with a woman; hence it became the custom
for a priest to have initial intercourse with a virgin. Even a woman’s
shadow was thought to be dangerous.

6 Childbearing was once generally looked upon as rendering a
woman dangerous and unclean. And many tribal mores decreed
that amothermust undergo extensive puri cation ceremonies sub-
sequent to the birth of a child. Except among those groups where
the husband participated in the lying-in, the expectantmother was
shunned, le alone. e ancients even avoided having a child born
in the house. Finally, the old women were permitted to attend the
mother during labour, and this practice gave origin to the profes-
sion of midwifery. During labour, scores of foolish things were
said and done in an effort to facilitate delivery. It was the custom
to sprinkle the newborn with holy water to prevent ghost interfer-
ence.

7 Among the unmixed tribes, childbirth was comparatively easy,
occupying only two or three hours; it is seldom so easy among the
mixed races. If a woman died in childbirth, especially during the
delivery of twins, shewas believed to have been guilty of spirit adul-
tery. Later on, the higher tribes looked upon death in childbirth as
the will of heaven; such mothers were regarded as having perished
in a noble cause.

8 e so-calledmodesty of women respecting their clothing and
the exposure of the person grew out of the deadly fear of being ob-
served at the time of a menstrual period. To be thus detected was
a grievous sin, the violation of a taboo. Under the mores of olden
times, every woman, from adolescence to the end of the childbear-
ing period, was subjected to complete family and social quarantine
one full week each month. Everything she might touch, sit upon,
or lie uponwas “de led.” It was for long the custom to brutally beat
a girl a er each monthly period in an effort to drive the evil spirit
out of her body. But when a woman passed beyond the childbear-
ing age, she was usually treated more considerately, being accorded
more rights and privileges. In view of all this it was not strange that
women were looked down upon. Even the Greeks held the men-
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struating woman as one of the three great causes of de lement, the
other two being pork and garlic.

9 However foolish these oldennotionswere, they did some good
since they gave overworked females, at least when young, one week
each month for welcome rest and pro table meditation. us
could they sharpen their wits for dealing with their male associates
the rest of the time. is quarantine of women also protected men
fromover-sex indulgence, thereby indirectly contributing to the re-
striction of population and to the enhancement of self-control.

10 ¶ A great advance was made when a man was denied the right
to kill his wife at will. Likewise, it was a forward step when a wo-
man could own the wedding gi s. Later, she gained the legal right
to own, control, and even dispose of property, but she was long
deprived of the right to hold office in either church or state. Wo-
man has always been treated more or less as property, right up to
and in the XX century a er Christ. She has not yet gained world-
wide freedom from seclusion underman’s control. Even among ad-
vanced peoples, man’s attempt to protect woman has always been
a tacit assertion of superiority.

11 But primitive women did not pity themselves as their more re-
cently liberated sisters are wont to do. ey were, a er all, fairly
happy and contented; they did not dare to envision a better or dif-
ferent mode of existence.

5. WOMAN UNDER THE DEVELOPING MORES
1 In self-perpetuation woman is man’s equal, but in the partner-

ship of self-maintenance she labours at a decided disadvantage, and
this handicap of enforced maternity can only be compensated by
the enlightened mores of advancing civilization and by man’s in-
creasing sense of acquired fairness.

2 As society evolved, the sex standards rose higher among wo-
men because they suffered more from the consequences of the
transgression of the sex mores. Man’s sex standards are only tardily
improving as a result of the sheer sense of that fairness which civi-
lization demands. Nature knows nothing of fairness — makes wo-
man alone suffer the pangs of childbirth.
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3 e modern idea of sex equality is beautiful and worthy of an
expanding civilization, but it is not found in nature. When might
is right, man lords it over woman; when more justice, peace, and
fairness prevail, she gradually emerges from slavery and obscurity.
Woman’s social position has generally varied inversely with the de-
gree of militarism in any nation or age.

4 But man did not consciously nor intentionally seize woman’s
rights and then gradually and grudgingly give them back to her;
all this was an unconscious and unplanned episode of social evolu-
tion. When the time really came for woman to enjoy added rights,
she got them, and all quite regardless of man’s conscious attitude.
Slowly but surely the mores change so as to provide for those so-
cial adjustments which are a part of the persistent evolution of civ-
ilization. e advancing mores slowly provided increasingly bet-
ter treatment for females; those tribes which persisted in cruelty to
them did not survive.

5 ¶ e Adamites and Nodites accorded women increased rec-
ognition, and those groups which were in uenced by the migrat-
ing Andites have tended to be in uenced by the Edenic teachings
regarding women’s place in society.

6 e early Chinese and the Greeks treated women better than
did most surrounding peoples. But the Hebrews were exceed-
ingly distrustful of them. In the Occident woman has had a dif-
cult climb under the Pauline doctrines which became attached to

Christianity, although Christianity did advance the mores by im-
posing more stringent sex obligations upon man. Woman’s estate
is little short of hopeless under the peculiar degradation which at-
taches to her in Mohammedanism, and she fares even worse under
the teachings of several other Oriental religions.

7 ¶ Science, not religion, really emancipated woman; it was the
modern factory which largely set her free from the con nes of the
home. Man’s physical abilities became no longer a vital essential in
the new maintenance mechanism; science so changed the condi-
tions of living that man power was no longer so superior to woman
power.

8 ese changes have tended toward woman’s liberation from
domestic slavery and have brought about such a modi cation of
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her status that she now enjoys a degree of personal liberty and sex
determination that practically equals man’s. Once a woman’s value
consisted in her food-producing ability, but invention and wealth
have enabled her to create a new world in which to function —
spheres of grace and charm. us has industry won its unconscious
and unintended ght for woman’s social and economic emancipa-
tion. And again has evolution succeeded in doing what even reve-
lation failed to accomplish.

9 ¶ e reaction of enlightened peoples from the inequitable
mores governing woman’s place in society has indeed been pen-
dulumlike in its extremeness. Among industrialized races she has
received almost all rights and enjoys exemption from many obli-
gations, such as military service. Every easement of the struggle
for existence has redounded to the liberation of woman, and she
has directly bene ted from every advance toward monogamy. e
weaker alwaysmakes disproportionate gains in every adjustment of
the mores in the progressive evolution of society.

10 In the ideals of pair marriage, woman has nally won recogni-
tion, dignity, independence, equality, and education; but will she
prove worthy of all this new and unprecedented accomplishment?
Will modern woman respond to this great achievement of social
liberation with idleness, indifference, barrenness, and in delity?
Today, in the XX century, woman is undergoing the crucial test
of her long world existence!

11 Woman isman’s equal partner in race reproduction, hence just
as important in the unfolding of racial evolution; therefore has
evolution increasingly worked toward the realization of women’s
rights. But women’s rights are by no means men’s rights. Woman
cannot thrive on man’s rights any more than man can prosper on
woman’s rights.

12 Each sex has its own distinctive sphere of existence, together
with its own rights within that sphere. If woman aspires literally
to enjoy all of man’s rights, then, sooner or later, pitiless and emo-
tionless competition will certainly replace that chivalry and special
considerationwhichmanywomennow enjoy, andwhich they have
so recently won from men.
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13 Civilization never can obliterate the behaviour gulf between
the sexes. From age to age the mores change, but instinct never.
Innate maternal affection will never permit emancipated woman
to become man’s serious rival in industry. Forever each sex will re-
main supreme in its own domain, domains determined by biologic
differentiation and by mental dissimilarity.

14 Each sexwill always have its own special sphere, albeit theywill
ever and anon overlap. Only socially willmen andwomen compete
on equal terms.

6. THE PARTNERSHIP OF MAN AND WOMAN
1 e reproductive urge unfailingly brings men and women to-

gether for self-perpetuation but, alone, does not ensure their re-
maining together in mutual co-operation — the founding of a
home.

2 Every successful human institution embraces antagonisms of
personal interest which have been adjusted to practical working
harmony, and homemaking is no exception. Marriage, the basis
of home building, is the highest manifestation of that antagonistic
co-operation which so o en characterizes the contacts of nature
and society. e con ict is inevitable. Mating is inherent; it is nat-
ural. But marriage is not biologic; it is sociologic. Passion ensures
that man and woman will come together, but the weaker parental
instinct and the social mores hold them together.

3 ¶ Male and female are, practically regarded, two distinct vari-
eties of the same species living in close and intimate association.

eir viewpoints and entire life reactions are essentially different;
they are wholly incapable of full and real comprehension of each
other. Complete understanding between the sexes is not attain-
able.

4 Women seem to have more intuition than men, but they also
appear to be somewhat less logical. Woman, however, has al-
ways been the moral standard-bearer and the spiritual leader of
mankind. e hand that rocks the cradle still fraternizes with des-
tiny.

5 ¶ e differences of nature, reaction, viewpoint, and thinking
between men and women, far from occasioning concern, should
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be regarded as highly bene cial to mankind, both individually
and collectively. Many orders of universe creatures are created in
dual phases of personality manifestation. Among mortals, Mate-
rial Sons, and midsoniters, this difference is described as male and
female; among seraphim, cherubim, and Morontia Companions,
it has been denominated positive or aggressive and negative or re-
tiring. Such dual associations greatly multiply versatility and over-
come inherent limitations, even as do certain triune associations in
the Paradise-Havona system.

6 Men and women need each other in their morontial and spir-
itual as well as in their mortal careers. e differences in view-
point between male and female persist even beyond the rst life
and throughout the local and superuniverse ascensions. And even
inHavona, the pilgrimswhowere oncemen andwomenwill still be
aiding each other in the Paradise ascent. Never, even in the Corps
of the Finality, will the creature metamorphose so far as to oblit-
erate the personality trends that humans call male and female; al-
ways will these two basic variations of humankind continue to in-
trigue, stimulate, encourage, and assist each other; always will they
be mutually dependent on co-operation in the solution of perplex-
ing universe problems and in the overcoming of manifold cosmic
difficulties.

7 ¶ While the sexes never can hope fully to understand each
other, they are effectively complementary, and though co-opera-
tion is o en more or less personally antagonistic, it is capable of
maintaining and reproducing society. Marriage is an institution
designed to compose sex differences, meanwhile effecting the con-
tinuation of civilization and ensuring the reproduction of the race.

8 Marriage is the mother of all human institutions, for it leads
directly to home founding and home maintenance, which is the
structural basis of society. e family is vitally linked to the mech-
anism of self-maintenance; it is the sole hope of race perpetuation
under the mores of civilization, while at the same time it most ef-
fectively provides certain highly satisfactory forms of self-grati ca-
tion. e family is man’s greatest purely human achievement, com-
bining as it does the evolution of the biologic relations of male and
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female with the social relations of husband and wife.

7. THE IDEALS OF FAMILY LIFE
1 Sex mating is instinctive, children are the natural result, and

the family thus automatically comes into existence. As are the fam-
ilies of the race or nation, so is its society. If the families are good,
the society is likewise good. e great cultural stability of the Jew-
ish and of the Chinese peoples lies in the strength of their family
groups.

2 Woman’s instinct to love and care for children conspired to
make her the interested party in promoting marriage and primi-
tive family life. Man was only forced into home building by the
pressure of the later mores and social conventions; he was slow to
take an interest in the establishment ofmarriage and home because
the sex act imposes no biologic consequences upon him.

3 Sex association is natural, but marriage is social and has always
been regulated by themores. e mores (religious, moral, and eth-
ical), together with property, pride, and chivalry, stabilize the in-
stitutions of marriage and family. Whenever the mores uctuate,
there is uctuation in the stability of the home-marriage institu-
tion. Marriage is now passing out of the property stage into the
personal era. Formerly man protected woman because she was his
chattel, and she obeyed for the same reason. Regardless of its mer-
its this system did provide stability. Now, woman is no longer re-
garded as property, and new mores are emerging designed to stabi-
lize the marriage-home institution:

4 1. e new role of religion — the teaching that parental ex-
perience is essential, the idea of procreating cosmic citizens, the en-
larged understanding of the privilege of procreation — giving sons
to the Father.

5 2. e new role of science — procreation is becoming more
andmore voluntary, subject to man’s control. In ancient times lack
of understanding ensured the appearance of children in the absence
of all desire therefor.

6 3. e new function of pleasure lures — this introduces a
new factor into racial survival; ancientmanexposedundesired chil-
dren to die; moderns refuse to bear them.
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7 4. e enhancement of parental instinct — each generation
now tends to eliminate from the reproductive stream of the race
those individuals in whom parental instinct is insufficiently strong
to ensure the procreation of children, the prospective parents of the
next generation.

8 ¶ But the home as an institution, a partnership between one
man and onewoman, datesmore speci cally from the days ofDala-
matia, about 500,000 years ago, the monogamous practices of An-
don and his immediate descendants having been abandoned long
before. Family life, however, was not much to boast of before the
days of the Nodites and the later Adamites. Adam and Eve exerted
a lasting in uence on all mankind; for the rst time in the history
of the world men and women were observed working side by side
in theGarden. e Edenic ideal, thewhole family as gardeners, was
a new idea on Urantia.

9 e early family embraced a related working group, including
the slaves, all living in one dwelling. Marriage and family life have
not always been identical but have of necessity been closely associ-
ated. Woman always wanted the individual family, and eventually
she had her way.

10 ¶ Loveof offspring is almost universal and is of distinct survival
value. e ancients always sacri ced the mother’s interests for the
welfare of the child; an Eskimo mother even yet licks her baby in
lieu of washing. But primitive mothers only nourished and cared
for their childrenwhenvery young; like the animals, they discarded
them as soon as they grew up. Enduring and continuous human
associations have never been founded on biologic affection alone.

e animals love their children; man — civilized man — loves his
children’s children. e higher the civilization, the greater the joy
of parents in the children’s advancement and success; thus the new
and higher realization of name pride comes into existence.

11 e large families among ancient peoples were not necessarily
affectional. Many children were desired because:

12 1. ey were valuable as labourers.
13 2. ey were old-age insurance.
14 3. Daughters were saleable.
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15 4. Family pride required extension of name.
16 5. Sons afforded protection and defence.
17 6. Ghost fear produced a dread of being alone.
18 7. Certain religions required offspring.
19 ¶ Ancestor worshippers view the failure to have sons as the su-

preme calamity for all time and eternity. ey desire above all else
to have sons to officiate in the post-mortem feasts, to offer the re-
quired sacri ces for the ghost’s progress through spiritland.

20 Among ancient savages, discipline of children was begun very
early; and the child early realized that disobedience meant failure
or even death just as it did to the animals. It is civilization’s protec-
tion of the child from the natural consequences of foolish conduct
that contributes so much to modern insubordination.

21 Eskimo children thrive on so little discipline and correction
simply because they are naturally docile little animals; the children
of both the red and the yellow men are almost equally tractable.
But in races containing Andite inheritance, children are not so
placid; these more imaginative and adventurous youths require
more training and discipline. Modern problems of child culture
are rendered increasingly difficult by:

22 1. e large degree of race mixture.
23 2. Arti cial and super cial education.
24 3. Inability of the child to gain culture by imitating parents

— the parents are absent from the family picture so much of the
time.

25 ¶ e olden ideas of family discipline were biologic, growing
out of the realization that parents were creators of the child’s be-
ing. e advancing ideals of family life are leading to the concept
that bringing a child into the world, instead of conferring certain
parental rights, entails the supreme responsibility of human exis-
tence.

26 Civilization regards the parents as assuming all duties, the
child as having all the rights. Respect of the child for his parents
arises, not in knowledge of the obligation implied in parental pro-
creation, but naturally grows as a result of the care, training, and
affection which are lovingly displayed in assisting the child to win
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the battle of life. e true parent is engaged in a continuous service-
ministry which the wise child comes to recognize and appreciate.

27 ¶ In the present industrial and urban era the marriage institu-
tion is evolving along new economic lines. Family life has become
more andmore costly, while children, who used to be an asset, have
become economic liabilities. But the security of civilization itself
still rests on the growing willingness of one generation to invest in
the welfare of the next and future generations. And any attempt to
shi parental responsibility to state or churchwill prove suicidal to
the welfare and advancement of civilization.

28 ¶ Marriage, with children and consequent family life, is stimu-
lative of the highest potentials in humannature and simultaneously
provides the ideal avenue for the expression of these quickened at-
tributes of mortal personality. e family provides for the biologic
perpetuation of the human species. e home is the natural social
arena wherein the ethics of blood brotherhood may be grasped by
the growing children. e family is the fundamental unit of frater-
nity in which parents and children learn those lessons of patience,
altruism, tolerance, and forbearance which are so essential to the
realization of brotherhood among all men.

29 Human societywould be greatly improved if the civilized races
would more generally return to the family-council practices of the
Andites. ey did not maintain the patriarchal or autocratic form
of family government. ey were very brotherly and associative,
freely and frankly discussing every proposal and regulation of a
family nature. ey were ideally fraternal in all their family gov-
ernment. In an ideal family lial and parental affection are both
augmented by fraternal devotion.

30 Family life is the progenitor of true morality, the ancestor of
the consciousness of loyalty to duty. e enforced associations of
family life stabilize personality and stimulate its growth through
the compulsion of necessitous adjustment to other and diverse per-
sonalities. But evenmore, a true family — a good family— reveals
to the parental procreators the attitude of the Creator to his chil-
dren, while at the same time such true parents portray to their chil-
dren the rst of a long series of ascending disclosures of the love of
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the Paradise parent of all universe children.

8. DANGERS OF SELFGRATIFICATION
1 e great threat against family life is the menacing rising tide

of self-grati cation, the modern pleasure mania. e prime incen-
tive tomarriage used to be economic; sex attractionwas secondary.
Marriage, founded on self-maintenance, led to self-perpetuation
and concomitantly provided one of the most desirable forms of
self-grati cation. It is the only institution of human society which
embraces all three of the great incentives for living.

2 Originally, property was the basic institution of self-mainte-
nance, while marriage functioned as the unique institution of self-
perpetuation. Although food satisfaction, play, and humour, along
with periodic sex indulgence, weremeans of self-grati cation, it re-
mains a fact that the evolving mores have failed to build any dis-
tinct institution of self-grati cation. And it is due to this failure
to evolve specialized techniques of pleasurable enjoyment that all
human institutions are so completely shot through with this plea-
sure pursuit. Property accumulation is becoming an instrument for
augmenting all forms of self-grati cation, while marriage is o en
viewed only as a means of pleasure. And this overindulgence, this
widely spread pleasure mania, now constitutes the greatest threat
that has ever been leveled at the social evolutionary institution of
family life, the home.

3 e violet race introduced a new and only imperfectly real-
ized characteristic into the experience of humankind — the play
instinct coupled with the sense of humour. It was there in measure
in the Sangiks and Andonites, but the Adamic strain elevated this
primitive propensity into the potential of pleasure, a new and glo-
ri ed form of self-grati cation. e basic type of self-grati cation,
aside from appeasing hunger, is sex grati cation, and this form of
sensual pleasure was enormously heightened by the blending of the
Sangiks and the Andites.

4 ere is real danger in the combination of restlessness, curios-
ity, adventure, and pleasure-abandon characteristic of the post-An-
dite races. e hunger of the soul cannot be satis ed with physical
pleasures; the love of home and children is not augmented by the
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unwise pursuit of pleasure. ough you exhaust the resources of
art, colour, sound, rhythm, music, and adornment of person, you
cannot hope thereby to elevate the soul or to nourish the spirit.
Vanity and fashion cannot minister to home building and child
culture; pride and rivalry are powerless to enhance the survival
qualities of succeeding generations.

5 Advancing celestial beings all enjoy rest and the ministry of
the reversion directors. All efforts to obtain wholesome diver-
sion and to engage in upli ing play are sound; refreshing sleep,
rest, recreation, and all pastimes which prevent the boredom of
monotony are worth while. Competitive games, storytelling, and
even the taste of good food may serve as forms of self-grati cation.
(When you use salt to savour food, pause to consider that, for al-
most 1,000,000 years, man could obtain salt only by dipping his
food in ashes.)

6 ¶ Let man enjoy himself; let the human race nd pleasure in
1001 ways; let evolutionary mankind explore all forms of legiti-
mate self-grati cation, the fruits of the long upward biologic strug-
gle. Manhaswell earned someof his present-day joys andpleasures.
But look you well to the goal of destiny! Pleasures are indeed sui-
cidal if they succeed in destroying property, which has become the
institution of self-maintenance; and self-grati cations have indeed
cost a fatal price if they bring about the collapse of marriage, the
decadence of family life, and the destruction of the home — man’s
supreme evolutionary acquirement and civilization’s only hope of
survival.

ahb

7 [Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.]



PAPER №85
THE ORIGINS OF WORSHIP

Brilliant Evening Star

PRIMITIVE religion had a biologic origin, a natural evo-
lutionary development, aside from moral associations and
apart from all spiritual in uences. e higher animals have

fears but no illusions, hence no religion. Man creates his primitive
religions out of his fears and by means of his illusions.

2 In the evolution of the human species, worship in its primitive
manifestations appears long before the mind of man is capable of
formulating themore complex concepts of life nowand in the here-
a er which deserve to be called religion. Early religion was wholly
intellectual in nature and was entirely predicated on associational
circumstances. e objects of worship were altogether suggestive;
they consisted of the things of nature which were close at hand, or
which loomed large in the commonplace experience of the simple-
minded primitive Urantians.

3 When religion once evolved beyond nature worship, it ac-
quired roots of spirit origin but was nevertheless always condi-
tioned by the social environment. As nature worship developed,
man’s concepts envisioned a division of labour in the supermortal
world; there were nature spirits for lakes, trees, waterfalls, rain, and
hundreds of other ordinary terrestrial phenomena.

4 Atone timeor anothermortalmanhasworshipped everything
on the face of the earth, including himself. He has also worshipped
about everything imaginable in the sky and beneath the surface of
the earth. Primitive man feared all manifestations of power; he
worshipped every natural phenomenon he could not comprehend.

e observation of powerful natural forces, such as storms, oods,
earthquakes, landslides, volcanoes, re, heat, and cold, greatly im-
pressed the expanding mind of man. e inexplicable things of
life are still termed “acts of God” and “mysterious dispensations of
Providence.”

1. WORSHIP OF STONES AND HILLS
1 e rst object to be worshipped by evolving man was a stone.
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Today the Kateri people of southern India still worship a stone, as
do numerous tribes in northern India. Jacob slept on a stone be-
cause he venerated it; he even anointed it. Rachel concealed a num-
ber of sacred stones in her tent.

2 Stones rst impressed early man as being out of the ordinary
because of the manner in which they would so suddenly appear
on the surface of a cultivated eld or pasture. Men failed to take
into account either erosion or the results of the overturning of soil.
Stones also greatly impressed early peoples because of their fre-
quent resemblance to animals. e attention of civilized man is
arrested by numerous stone formations in the mountains which so
much resemble the faces of animals and even men. But the most
profound in uence was exerted by meteoric stones which prim-
itive humans beheld hurtling through the atmosphere in aming
grandeur. e shooting star was awesome to early man, and he eas-
ily believed that such blazing streaks marked the passage of a spirit
on its way to earth. No wonder men were led to worship such phe-
nomena, especially when they subsequently discovered the mete-
ors. And this led to greater reverence for all other stones. In Bengal
many worship a meteor which fell to earth in A.D. 1880.

3 All ancient clans and tribes had their sacred stones, and most
modern peoples manifest a degree of veneration for certain types
of stones — their jewels. A group of ve stones was reverenced in
India; in Greece it was a cluster of 30; among the red men it was
usually a circle of stones. e Romans always threw a stone into
the air when invoking Jupiter. In India even to this day a stone can
be used as a witness. In some regions a stone may be employed as
a talisman of the law, and by its prestige an offender can be haled
into court. But simple mortals do not always identify Deity with
an object of reverent ceremony. Such fetishes are many times mere
symbols of the real object of worship.

4 e ancients had a peculiar regard for holes in stones. Such
porous rocks were supposed to be unusually efficacious in curing
diseases. Ears were not perforated to carry stones, but the stones
were put in to keep the ear holes open. Even in modern times su-
perstitious persons make holes in coins. In Africa the natives make
much ado over their fetish stones. In fact, among all backward
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tribes and peoples stones are still held in superstitious veneration.
Stone worship is even now widespread over the world. e tomb-
stone is a surviving symbol of images and idols which were carved
in stone in connection with beliefs in ghosts and the spirits of de-
parted fellow beings.

5 Hill worship followed stone worship, and the rst hills to be
veneratedwere large stone formations. It presently became the cus-
tom to believe that the gods inhabited the mountains, so that high
elevations of land were worshipped for this additional reason. As
time passed, certain mountains were associated with certain gods
and therefore became holy. e ignorant and superstitious aborig-
ines believed that caves led to the underworld, with its evil spirits
and demons, in contrastwith themountains, whichwere identi ed
with the later evolving concepts of good spirits and deities.

2. WORSHIP OF PLANTS AND TREES
1 Plants were rst feared and then worshipped because of the in-

toxicating liquors which were derived therefrom. Primitive man
believed that intoxication rendered one divine. ere was sup-
posed to be something unusual and sacred about such an experi-
ence. Even in modern times alcohol is known as “spirits.”

2 Early man looked upon sprouting grain with dread and super-
stitious awe. e Apostle Paul was not the rst to draw profound
spiritual lessons from, andpredicate religious beliefs on, the sprout-
ing grain.

3 e cults of treeworship are among the oldest religious groups.
All earlymarriages were held under the trees, andwhenwomen de-
sired children, they would sometimes be found out in the forest af-
fectionately embracing a sturdy oak. Many plants and trees were
venerated because of their real or fancied medicinal powers. e
savage believed that all chemical effects were due to the direct ac-
tivity of supernatural forces.

4 Ideas about tree spirits varied greatly among different tribes
and races. Some trees were indwelt by kindly spirits; others har-
boured the deceptive and cruel. e Finns believed that most trees
were occupied by kind spirits. e Swiss long mistrusted the trees,
believing they contained tricky spirits. e inhabitants of India
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and eastern Russia regard the tree spirits as being cruel. e Patag-
onians still worship trees, as did the early Semites. Long a er the
Hebrews ceased tree worship, they continued to venerate their var-
ious deities in the groves. Except in China, there once existed a
universal cult of the tree of life.

5 e belief thatwater or preciousmetals beneath the earth’s sur-
face can be detected by a wooden divining rod is a relic of the an-
cient tree cults. eMaypole, the Christmas tree, and the supersti-
tious practice of rapping onwood perpetuate certain of the ancient
customs of tree worship and the later-day tree cults.

6 Many of these earliest forms of nature veneration became
blended with the later evolving techniques of worship, but the ear-
liest mind-adjutant-activated types of worship were functioning
long before the newly awakening religious nature of mankind be-
came fully responsive to the stimulus of spiritual in uences.

3. THE WORSHIP OF ANIMALS
1 Primitive man had a peculiar and fellow feeling for the higher

animals. His ancestors had lived with them and even mated with
them. In southern Asia it was early believed that the souls of men
came back to earth in animal form. is belief was a survival of the
still earlier practice of worshipping animals.

2 Early men revered the animals for their power and their cun-
ning. ey thought the keen scent and the farseeing eyes of cer-
tain creatures betokened spirit guidance. e animals have all been
worshipped by one race or another at one time or another. Among
such objects of worship were creatures that were regarded as half
human and half animal, such as centaurs and mermaids.

3 e Hebrews worshipped serpents down to the days of King
Hezekiah, and the Hindus still maintain friendly relations with
their house snakes. e Chinese worship of the dragon is a sur-
vival of the snake cults. e wisdom of the serpent was a symbol
of Greek medicine and is still employed as an emblem by modern
physicians. e art of snake charming has been handed down from
the days of the female shamans of the snake love cult,who, as the re-
sult of daily snake bites, became immune, in fact, became genuine
venom addicts and could not get along without this poison.
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4 e worship of insects and other animals was promoted by a
later misinterpretation of the golden rule — doing to others (ev-
ery form of life) as you would be done by. e ancients once be-
lieved that all windswere produced by thewings of birds and there-
fore both feared and worshipped all winged creatures. e early
Nordics thought that eclipses were caused by a wolf that devoured
a portion of the sun ormoon. eHindus o en showVishnuwith
a horse’s head. Many times an animal symbol stands for a forgotten
god or a vanished cult. Early in evolutionary religion the lamb be-
came the typical sacri cial animal and the dove the symbol of peace
and love.

5 In religion, symbolismmay be either good or bad just to the ex-
tent that the symbol does or does not displace the originalworship-
ful idea. And symbolismmust not be confusedwith direct idolatry
wherein the material object is directly and actually worshipped.

4. WORSHIP OF THE ELEMENTS
1 Mankind has worshipped earth, air, water, and re. e prim-

itive races venerated springs and worshipped rivers. Even now in
Mongolia there ourishes an in uential river cult. Baptismbecame
a religious ceremonial in Babylon, and theCreeks practised the an-
nual ritual bath. Itwas easy for the ancients to imagine that the spir-
its dwelt in the bubbling springs, gushing fountains, owing rivers,
and raging torrents. Moving waters vividly impressed these sim-
ple minds with beliefs of spirit animation and supernatural power.
Sometimes a drowning man would be refused succour for fear of
offending some river god.˚

4.1. Informational: rst printing; Baptism became a religious ceremonial in Babylon,
and the Creeks practised the annual ritual bath. e Urantia Book passage does appear
to parallel the rst paragraph of Chapter IV in Hopkins, Origin and Evolution of Reli-
gion, (Yale 1923), and the typographical difference between “Greeks” and “Creeks” is only
one letter — an easy error — however, the ow of references is slightly different, making
“Creeks” seem out of context in e Urantia Book. Further, and more importantly, it is
inappropriate to modify the text of e Urantia Book based on an assumed link to another
text. If the revelators had stated that they were quoting Hopkins, or if there were no Greeks
who practised the annual ritual bath (which is not true — such a rite was practised by the
adherents of the Eleusinianmysteries, one of the largest cults of theGreek world in the times
prior to Jesus’ bestowal), then it could be reasonably asserted that a typographical mistake
had been made. In the absence of such an error or such a direct assertion by the author of
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2 Many things andnumerous events have functioned as religious
stimuli to different peoples in different ages. A rainbow is yet wor-
shipped bymany of the hill tribes of India. In both India andAfrica
the rainbow is thought to be a gigantic celestial snake; Hebrews
and Christians regard it as “the bow of promise.” Likewise, in u-
ences regarded as bene cent in one part of theworldmay be looked
upon asmalignant in other regions. e east wind is a god in South
America, for it brings rain; in India it is a devil because it brings dust
and causes drought. e ancient Bedouins believed that a nature
spirit produced the sand whirls, and even in the times ofMoses be-
lief in nature spirits was strong enough to ensure their perpetuation
in Hebrew theology as angels of re, water, and air.

3 Clouds, rain, and hail have all been feared and worshipped by
numerous primitive tribes and by many of the early nature cults.
Windstorms with thunder and lightning overawed early man. He
was so impressed with these elemental disturbances that thunder
was regarded as the voice of an angry god. e worship of re
and the fear of lightning were linked together andwere widespread
among many early groups.

4 Fire was mixed up with magic in the minds of primitive fear-
riddenmortals. A devotee ofmagic will vividly remember one pos-
itive chance result in the practice of his magic formulas, while he
nonchalantly forgets a score of negative results, out-and-out fail-
ures. Fire reverence reached its height in Persia, where it long per-
sisted. Some tribes worshipped re as a deity itself; others revered
it as the aming symbol of the purifying and purging spirit of their
venerated deities. Vestal virgins were charged with the duty of
watching sacred res, and in the XX century candles still burn as a
part of the ritual of many religious services.

5. WORSHIP OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES
1 e worship of rocks, hills, trees, and animals naturally de-

veloped up through fearful veneration of the elements to the de-
i cation of the sun, moon, and stars. In India and elsewhere the
the paper, renders such a change beyond the scope of the editor’s range of action. e authors
of e Urantia Book o en adapted pre-existing texts to their own purposes — modifying
them as they deemed appropriate.
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stars were regarded as the glori ed souls of great men who had de-
parted from the life in the esh. e Chaldean star cultists consid-
ered themselves to be the children of the sky father and the earth
mother.

2 Moonworship preceded sunworship. Veneration of themoon
was at its height during the hunting era, while sun worship became
the chief religious ceremony of the subsequent agricultural ages.
Solar worship rst took extensive root in India, and there it per-
sisted the longest. In Persia sun veneration gave rise to the later
Mithraic cult. Among many peoples the sun was regarded as the
ancestor of their kings. e Chaldeans put the sun in the centre of
“the seven circles of the universe.” Later civilizations honoured the
sun by giving its name to the rst day of the week.

3 e sun god was supposed to be the mystic father of the vir-
gin-born sons of destiny who ever and anonwere thought to be be-
stowed as saviours upon favoured races. ese supernatural infants
were always put adri upon some sacred river to be rescued in an
extraordinary manner, a er which they would grow up to become
miraculous personalities and the deliverers of their peoples.

6. WORSHIP OF MAN
1 Havingworshipped everything else on the face of the earth and

in the heavens above,manhas not hesitated to honour himself with
such adoration. e simple-minded savage makes no clear distinc-
tion between beasts, men, and gods.

2 Earlyman regarded all unusual persons as superhuman, and he
so feared suchbeings as tohold them in reverential awe; to somede-
gree he literally worshipped them. Even having twins was regarded
as being either very lucky or very unlucky. Lunatics, epileptics, and
the feeble-mindedwere o enworshipped by their normal-minded
fellows, who believed that such abnormal beings were indwelt by
the gods. Priests, kings, and prophets were worshipped; the holy
men of old were looked upon as inspired by the deities.

3 Tribal chiefs died and were dei ed. Later, distinguished souls
passed on and were sainted. Unaided evolution never originated
gods higher than the glori ed, exalted, and evolved spirits of de-
ceased humans. In early evolution religion creates its own gods. In
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the course of revelation the Gods formulate religion. Evolutionary
religion creates its gods in the image and likeness of mortal man;
revelatory religion seeks to evolve and transform mortal man into
the image and likeness of God.

4 e ghost gods, who are of supposed human origin, should be
distinguished from the nature gods, for nature worship did evolve
a pantheon — nature spirits elevated to the position of gods. e
nature cults continued to develop along with the later appearing
ghost cults, and each exerted an in uence upon the other. Many
religious systems embraced a dual concept of deity, nature gods and
ghost gods; in some theologies these concepts are confusingly in-
tertwined, as is illustrated by or, a ghost hero who was also mas-
ter of the lightning.

5 But the worship of man by man reached its height when tem-
poral rulers commanded such veneration from their subjects and,
in substantiation of such demands, claimed to have descended
from deity.

7. THE ADJUTANTS OF WORSHIP AND WISDOM
1 Nature worship may seem to have arisen naturally and sponta-

neously in the minds of primitive men and women, and so it did;
but there was operating all this time in these same primitive minds
the sixth adjutant spirit, which had been bestowed upon these peo-
ples as a directing in uence of this phase of human evolution. And
this spirit was constantly stimulating the worship urge of the hu-
man species, nomatter howprimitive its rstmanifestationsmight
be. e spirit of worship gave de nite origin to the human impulse
toworship, notwithstanding that animal fearmotivated the expres-
sion of worshipfulness, and that its early practice became centred
upon objects of nature.

2 Youmust remember that feeling, not thinking, was the guiding
and controlling in uence in all evolutionary development. To the
primitivemind there is little difference between fearing, shunning,
honouring, and worshipping.

3 When the worship urge is admonished and directed by wis-
dom — meditative and experiential thinking — it then begins to
develop into the phenomenon of real religion. When the seventh
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adjutant spirit, the spirit of wisdom, achieves effective ministra-
tion, then in worship man begins to turn away from nature and
natural objects to the God of nature and to the eternal Creator of
all things natural.

ahb

4 [Presented by a Brilliant Evening Star of Nebadon.]
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THE evolution of religion from the preceding and primitive
worship urge is not dependent on revelation. e normal
functioning of the human mind under the directive in u-

ence of the sixth and seventhmind-adjutants of universal spirit be-
stowal is wholly sufficient to ensure such development.

2 Man’s earliest prereligious fear of the forces of nature gradu-
ally became religious as nature becamepersonalized, spiritized, and
eventually dei ed in human consciousness. Religion of a primitive
type was therefore a natural biologic consequence of the psycho-
logic inertia of evolving animal minds a er such minds had once
entertained concepts of the supernatural.

1. CHANCE: GOOD LUCK AND BAD LUCK
1 Aside from the natural worship urge, early evolutionary reli-

gion had its roots of origin in the human experiences of chance
— so-called luck, commonplace happenings. Primitive man was
a food hunter. e results of hunting must ever vary, and this gives
certain origin to those experiences which man interprets as good
luck and bad luck. Mischance was a great factor in the lives of men
andwomenwho lived constantly on the ragged edge of a precarious
and harassed existence.

2 e limited intellectual horizon of the savage so concentrates
the attention upon chance that luck becomes a constant factor
in his life. Primitive Urantians struggled for existence, not for a
standard of living; they lived lives of peril in which chance played
an important role. e constant dread of unknown and unseen
calamity hung over these savages as a cloud of despair which effec-
tively eclipsed every pleasure; they lived in constant dread of doing
something that would bring bad luck. Superstitious savages always
feared a run of good luck; they viewed such good fortune as a cer-
tain harbinger of calamity.
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3 is ever-present dread of bad luck was paralysing. Why work
hard and reap bad luck — nothing for something — when one
might dri along and encounter good luck— something for noth-
ing? Unthinking men forget good luck — take it for granted —
but they painfully remember bad luck.

4 Early man lived in uncertainty and in constant fear of chance
— bad luck. Life was an exciting game of chance; existence was a
gamble. It is no wonder that partially civilized people still believe
in chance and evince lingering predispositions to gambling. Prim-
itive man alternated between two potent interests: the passion of
getting something for nothing and the fear of getting nothing for
something. And this gamble of existence was themain interest and
the supreme fascination of the early savage mind.

5 e later herders held the same views of chance and luck,
while the still later agriculturists were increasingly conscious that
cropswere immediately in uenced bymany things overwhichman
had little or no control. e farmer found himself the victim of
drought, oods, hail, storms, pests, and plant diseases, as well as
heat and cold. And as all of these natural in uences affected indi-
vidual prosperity, they were regarded as good luck or bad luck.

6 is notion of chance and luck strongly pervaded the philoso-
phy of all ancient peoples. Even in recent times in the Wisdom of
Solomon it is said: “I returned and saw that the race is not to the
swi , nor the battle to the strong, neither bread to the wise, nor
riches tomen of understanding, nor favour tomen of skill; but fate
and chance befall them all. For man knows not his fate; as shes
are taken in an evil net, and as birds are caught in a snare, so are
the sons of men snared in an evil time when it falls suddenly upon
them.”

2. THE PERSONIFICATION OF CHANCE
1 Anxiety was a natural state of the savagemind. Whenmen and

women fall victims to excessive anxiety, they are simply reverting
to the natural estate of their far-distant ancestors; and when anx-
iety becomes actually painful, it inhibits activity and unfailingly
institutes evolutionary changes and biologic adaptations. Pain and
suffering are essential to progressive evolution.
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2 e struggle for life is so painful that certain backward tribes
even yet howl and lament over each new sunrise. Primitive man
constantly asked, “Who is tormentingme?”Not nding amaterial
source for his miseries, he settled upon a spirit explanation. And
so was religion born of the fear of the mysterious, the awe of the
unseen, and the dread of the unknown. Nature fear thus became a
factor in the struggle for existence rst because of chance and then
because of mystery.

3 ¶ e primitive mind was logical but contained few ideas for
intelligent association; the savage mind was uneducated, wholly
unsophisticated. If one event followed another, the savage consid-
ered them to be cause and effect. What civilized man regards as
superstition was just plain ignorance in the savage. Mankind has
been slow to learn that there is not necessarily any relationship be-
tween purposes and results. Human beings are only just beginning
to realize that the reactions of existence appear between acts and
their consequences. e savage strives to personalize everything
intangible and abstract, and thus both nature and chance become
personalized as ghosts — spirits — and later on as gods.

4 ¶ Man naturally tends to believe that which he deems best for
him, that which is in his immediate or remote interest; self-interest
largely obscures logic. e difference between the minds of savage
and civilized men is more one of content than of nature, of degree
rather than of quality.

5 But to continue to ascribe things difficult of comprehension
to supernatural causes is nothing less than a lazy and convenient
way of avoiding all forms of intellectual hard work. Luck is merely
a term coined to cover the inexplicable in any age of human ex-
istence; it designates those phenomena which men are unable or
unwilling to penetrate. Chance is a word which signi es that man
is too ignorant or too indolent to determine causes. Men regard a
natural occurrence as an accident or as bad luck only when they are
destitute of curiosity and imagination, when the races lack initia-
tive and adventure. Exploration of the phenomena of life sooner or
later destroys man’s belief in chance, luck, and so-called accidents,
substituting therefor a universe of law and order wherein all effects
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are preceded by de nite causes. us is the fear of existence re-
placed by the joy of living.

6 e savage looked upon all nature as alive, as possessed by
something. Civilized man still kicks and curses those inanimate
objects which get in his way and bump him. Primitive man never
regarded anything as accidental; alwayswas everything intentional.
Toprimitiveman the domain of fate, the function of luck, the spirit
world, was just as unorganized and haphazard as was primitive so-
ciety. Luck was looked upon as the whimsical and temperamental
reaction of the spirit world; later on, as the humour of the gods.

7 But all religions did not develop from animism. Other con-
cepts of the supernatural were contemporaneous with animism,
and these beliefs also led to worship. Naturalism is not a religion
— it is the offspring of religion.

3. DEATH  THE INEXPLICABLE
1 Death was the supreme shock to evolving man, the most per-

plexing combination of chance and mystery. Not the sanctity of
life but the shock of death inspired fear and thus effectively fos-
tered religion. Among savage peoples death was ordinarily due to
violence, so that nonviolent death became increasingly mysterious.
Death as a natural and expected end of life was not clear to the con-
sciousness of primitive people, and it has required age upon age for
man to realize its inevitability.

2 ¶ Early man accepted life as a fact, while he regarded death as
a visitation of some sort. All races have their legends of men who
did not die, vestigial traditions of the early attitude toward death.
Already in the humanmind there existed the nebulous concept of a
hazy and unorganized spirit world, a domain whence came all that
is inexplicable in human life, and death was added to this long list
of unexplained phenomena.

3 All human disease and natural death was at rst believed to be
due to spirit in uence. Even at the present time some civilized races
regard disease as having been produced by “the enemy” and depend
upon religious ceremonies to effect healing. Later and more com-
plex systems of theology still ascribe death to the action of the spirit
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world, all of which has led to such doctrines as original sin and the
fall of man.

4 It was the realization of impotency before themighty forces of
nature, together with the recognition of human weakness before
the visitations of sickness and death, that impelled the savage to
seek for help from the supermaterial world, which he vaguely visu-
alized as the source of these mysterious vicissitudes of life.

4. THE DEATHSURVIVAL CONCEPT
1 e concept of a supermaterial phase ofmortal personality was

born of the unconscious and purely accidental association of the
occurrences of everyday life plus the ghost dream. e simulta-
neous dreaming about a departed chief by several members of his
tribe seemed to constitute convincing evidence that the old chief
had really returned in some form. It was all very real to the savage
who would awaken from such dreams reeking with sweat, trem-
bling, and screaming.

2 e dreamorigin of the belief in a future existence explains the
tendency always to imagine unseen things in the terms of things
seen. And presently this new dream-ghost-future-life concept be-
gan effectively to antidote the death fear associated with the bio-
logic instinct of self-preservation.

3 Early man was also much concerned about his breath, espe-
cially in cold climates, where it appeared as a cloud when exhaled.

e breath of life was regarded as the one phenomenon which dif-
ferentiated the living and the dead. He knew the breath could leave
the body, and his dreams of doing all sorts of queer things while
asleep convinced him that there was something immaterial about
a human being. e most primitive idea of the human soul, the
ghost, was derived from the breath-dream idea-system.

4 Eventually the savage conceived of himself as a double—body
and breath. e breath minus the body equalled a spirit, a ghost.
While having a very de nite human origin, ghosts, or spirits, were
regarded as superhuman. And this belief in the existence of disem-
bodied spirits seemed to explain the occurrence of the unusual, the
extraordinary, the infrequent, and the inexplicable.
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5 ¶ e primitive doctrine of survival a er death was not neces-
sarily a belief in immortality. Beings who could not count over 20
could hardly conceive of in nity and eternity; they rather thought
of recurring incarnations.

6 e orange race was especially given to belief in transmigra-
tion and reincarnation. is idea of reincarnation originated in
the observance of hereditary and trait resemblance of offspring to
ancestors. e custom of naming children a er grandparents and
other ancestors was due to belief in reincarnation. Some later-day
races believed that man died from three to seven times. is belief
(residual from the teachings of Adam about the mansion worlds),
andmany other remnants of revealed religion, can be found among
the otherwise absurd doctrines of XX century barbarians.

7 ¶ Earlyman entertained no ideas of hell or future punishment.
e savage lookedupon the future life as just like this one,minus all

ill luck. Later on, a separate destiny for good ghosts and bad ghosts
— heaven and hell — was conceived. But since many primitive
races believed that man entered the next life just as he le this one,
they did not relish the idea of becoming old and decrepit. e aged
much preferred to be killed before becoming too in rm.

8 Almost every group had a different idea regarding the destiny
of the ghost soul. e Greeks believed that weak men must have
weak souls; so they inventedHades as a t place for the reception of
such anaemic souls; these unrobust specimens were also supposed
to have shorter shadows. e early Andites thought their ghosts
returned to the ancestral homelands. e Chinese and Egyptians
once believed that soul and body remained together. Among the
Egyptians this led to careful tomb construction and efforts at body
preservation. Even modern peoples seek to arrest the decay of the
dead. e Hebrews conceived that a phantom replica of the indi-
vidual went down to Sheol; it could not return to the land of the
living. ey did make that important advance in the doctrine of
the evolution of the soul.

5. THE GHOSTSOUL CONCEPT
1 e nonmaterial part of man has been variously termed ghost,

spirit, shade, phantom, spectre, and latterly soul. e soul was early
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man’s dream double; it was in every way exactly like the mortal
himself except that it was not responsive to touch. e belief in
dream doubles led directly to the notion that all things animate
and inanimate had souls as well as men. is concept tended long
to perpetuate the nature-spirit beliefs; the Eskimos still conceive
that everything in nature has a spirit.

2 e ghost soul could be heard and seen, but not touched.
Gradually the dream life of the race so developed and expanded
the activities of this evolving spirit world that death was nally re-
garded as “giving up the ghost.” All primitive tribes, except those
little above animals, have developed some concept of the soul. As
civilization advances, this superstitious concept of the soul is de-
stroyed, and man is wholly dependent on revelation and personal
religious experience for his new idea of the soul as the joint creation
of the God-knowing mortal mind and its indwelling divine spirit,
the ought Adjuster.

3 Early mortals usually failed to differentiate the concepts of an
indwelling spirit and a soul of evolutionary nature. e savage was
much confused as to whether the ghost soul was native to the body
or was an external agency in possession of the body. e absence of
reasoned thought in the presence of perplexity explains the gross
inconsistencies of the savage view of souls, ghosts, and spirits.

4 e soul was thought of as being related to the body as the per-
fume to the ower. e ancients believed that the soul could leave
the body in various ways, as in:

5 1. Ordinary and transient fainting.
6 2. Sleeping, natural dreaming.
7 3. Coma and unconsciousness associated with disease and

accidents.
8 4. Death, permanent departure.
9 ¶ e savage looked upon sneezing as an abortive attempt of

the soul to escape from the body. Being awake and on guard, the
body was able to thwart the soul’s attempted escape. Later on,
sneezing was always accompanied by some religious expression,
such as “God bless you!”
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10 ¶ Early in evolution sleep was regarded as proving that the
ghost soul could be absent from the body, and it was believed that
it could be called back by speaking or shouting the sleeper’s name.
In other forms of unconsciousness the soul was thought to be far-
ther away, perhaps trying to escape for good — impending death.
Dreams were looked upon as the experiences of the soul during
sleep while temporarily absent from the body. e savage believes
his dreams to be just as real as any part of his waking experience.

e ancients made a practice of awaking sleepers gradually so that
the soul might have time to get back into the body.

11 All down through the ages men have stood in awe of the ap-
paritions of the night season, and the Hebrews were no exception.

ey truly believed that God spoke to them in dreams, despite the
injunctions of Moses against this idea. And Moses was right, for
ordinary dreams are not the methods employed by the personal-
ities of the spiritual world when they seek to communicate with
material beings.

12 e ancients believed that souls could enter animals or even
inanimate objects. is culminated in thewerewolf ideas of animal
identi cation. A person could be a law-abiding citizen by day, but
whenhe fell asleep, his soul could enter awolf or someother animal
to prowl about on nocturnal depredations.

13 Primitive men thought that the soul was associated with the
breath, and that its qualities could be imparted or transferred by
the breath. e brave chiefwould breathe upon the newborn child,
thereby imparting courage. Among early Christians the ceremony
of bestowing theHoly Spirit was accompanied by breathing on the
candidates. Said the Psalmist: “By the word of the Lord were the
heavens made and all the host of them by the breath of his mouth.”
It was long the custom of the eldest son to try to catch the last
breath of his dying father.

14 e shadow came, later on, to be feared and revered equally
with the breath. e re ection of oneself in the water was also
sometimes looked upon as proof of the double self, and mirrors
were regarded with superstitious awe. Even now many civilized
persons turn the mirror to the wall in the event of death. Some
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backward tribes still believe that the making of pictures, drawings,
models, or images removes all or a part of the soul from the body;
hence such are forbidden.

15 e soul was generally thought of as being identi ed with the
breath, but it was also located by various peoples in the head, hair,
heart, liver, blood, and fat. e “crying out of Abel’s blood from
the ground” is expressive of the onetime belief in the presence of
the ghost in the blood. e Semites taught that the soul resided in
the bodily fat, and among many the eating of animal fat was taboo.
Head hunting was a method of capturing an enemy’s soul, as was
scalping. In recent times the eyes have been regarded as the win-
dows of the soul.

16 ose who held the doctrine of three or four souls believed
that the loss of one soul meant discomfort, two illness, three death.
One soul lived in the breath, one in the head, one in the hair, one
in the heart. e sick were advised to stroll about in the open air
with the hope of recapturing their strayed souls. e greatest of the
medicinemenwere supposed to exchange the sick soul of a diseased
person for a new one, the “new birth.”

17 e children of Badonan developed a belief in two souls, the
breath and the shadow. e early Nodite races regarded man as
consisting of two persons, soul and body. is philosophy of hu-
man existence was later re ected in the Greek viewpoint. e
Greeks themselves believed in three souls; the vegetative resided in
the stomach, the animal in the heart, the intellectual in the head.

e Eskimos believe that man has three parts: body, soul, and
name.˚

6. THE GHOSTSPIRIT ENVIRONMENT
1 Man inherited a natural environment, acquired a social envi-

ronment, and imagined a ghost environment. e state is man’s
reaction to his natural environment, the home to his social envi-
ronment, the church to his illusory ghost environment.

2 Very early in the history of mankind the realities of the imag-
inary world of ghosts and spirits became universally believed, and
5.17. e children of Badanon developed a belief in two souls, Badonan is the correct
spelling; Badanon was, no doubt, the result of an inadvertent key transposition.
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this newly imagined spirit world became a power in primitive soci-
ety. e mental and moral life of all mankind was modi ed for all
time by the appearance of this new factor in human thinking and
acting.

3 Into this major premise of illusion and ignorance, mortal fear
has packed all of the subsequent superstition and religion of prim-
itive peoples. is was man’s only religion up to the times of rev-
elation, and today many of the world’s races have only this crude
religion of evolution.

4 As evolution progressed, good luck became associated with
good spirits and bad luck with bad spirits. e discomfort of en-
forced adaptation to a changing environment was regarded as ill
luck, the displeasure of the spirit ghosts. Primitive man slowly
evolved religion out of his innate worship urge and his miscon-
ception of chance. Civilized man provides schemes of insurance
to overcome these chance occurrences; modern science puts an ac-
tuary with mathematical reckoning in the place of ctitious spirits
and whimsical gods.

5 Each passing generation smiles at the foolish superstitions of
its ancestors while it goes on entertaining those fallacies of thought
and worship which will give cause for further smiling on the part
of enlightened posterity.

6 ¶ But at last the mind of primitive man was occupied with
thoughts which transcended all of his inherent biologic urges; at
last man was about to evolve an art of living based on something
more than response tomaterial stimuli. e beginnings of a primi-
tive philosophic life policywere emerging. A supernatural standard
of living was about to appear, for, if the spirit ghost in anger visits
ill luck and in pleasure good fortune, thenmust human conduct be
regulated accordingly. e concept of right and wrong had at last
evolved; and all of this long before the times of any revelation on
earth.

7 With the emergence of these concepts, there was initiated the
long and wasteful struggle to appease the ever-displeased spirits,
the slavish bondage to evolutionary religious fear, that long waste
of human effort upon tombs, temples, sacri ces, and priesthoods.
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It was a terrible and frightful price to pay, but it was worth all it
cost, for man therein achieved a natural consciousness of relative
right and wrong; human ethics was born!

7. THE FUNCTION OF PRIMITIVE RELIGION
1 e savage felt the need of insurance, and he therefore will-

ingly paid his burdensome premiums of fear, superstition, dread,
andpriest gi s towardhis policy ofmagic insurance against ill luck.
Primitive religion was simply the payment of premiums on insur-
ance against the perils of the forests; civilized man pays material
premiums against the accidents of industry and the exigencies of
modern modes of living.

2 Modern society is removing the business of insurance from the
realmof priests and religion, placing it in the domain of economics.
Religion is concerning itself increasingly with the insurance of life
beyond the grave. Modernmen, at least thosewho think, no longer
pay wasteful premiums to control luck. Religion is slowly ascend-
ing to higher philosophic levels in contrastwith its former function
as a scheme of insurance against bad luck.

3 But these ancient ideas of religionpreventedmen frombecom-
ing fatalistic and hopelessly pessimistic; they believed they could at
least do something to in uence fate. e religion of ghost fear im-
pressed upon men that they must regulate their conduct, that there
was a supermaterial world which was in control of human destiny.

4 Modern civilized races are just emerging from ghost fear as
an explanation of luck and the commonplace inequalities of exis-
tence. Mankind is achieving emancipation from the bondage of
the ghost-spirit explanation of ill luck. But while men are giving
up the erroneous doctrine of a spirit cause of the vicissitudes of life,
they exhibit a surprisingwillingness to accept an almost equally fal-
lacious teaching which bids them attribute all human inequalities
to political misadaptation, social injustice, and industrial compe-
tition. But new legislation, increasing philanthropy, and more in-
dustrial reorganization, however good in and of themselves, will
not remedy the facts of birth and the accidents of living. Only
comprehension of facts and wise manipulation within the laws of
nature will enable man to get what he wants and to avoid what he
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does not want. Scienti c knowledge, leading to scienti c action, is
the only antidote for so-called accidental ills.

5 ¶ Industry, war, slavery, and civil government arose in response
to the social evolution of man in his natural environment; religion
similarly arose as his response to the illusory environment of the
imaginary ghost world. Religionwas an evolutionary development
of self-maintenance, and it hasworked, notwithstanding that itwas
originally erroneous in concept and utterly illogical.

6 Primitive religion prepared the soil of the humanmind, by the
powerful and awesome force of false fear, for the bestowal of a bona
de spiritual force of supernatural origin, the ought Adjuster.

And the divine Adjusters have ever since laboured to transmute
God-fear intoGod-love. Evolutionmay be slow, but it is unerringly
effective.

ahb

7 [Presented by an Evening Star of Nebadon.]



PAPER №87
THE GHOST CULTS

Brilliant Evening Star

THE ghost cult evolved as an offset to the hazards of bad
luck; its primitive religious observances were the out-
growth of anxiety about bad luck and of the inordinate

fear of the dead. None of these early religions had much to do
with the recognition of Deity or with reverence for the superhu-
man; their rites were mostly negative, designed to avoid, expel, or
coerce ghosts. e ghost cult was nothing more nor less than in-
surance against disaster; it had nothing to do with investment for
higher and future returns.

2 Man has had a long and bitter struggle with the ghost cult.
Nothing in human history is designed to excite more pity than this
picture of man’s abject slavery to ghost-spirit fear. With the birth
of this very fear mankind started on the upgrade of religious evolu-
tion. Human imagination cast off from the shores of self and will
not again nd anchor until it arrives at the concept of a true Deity,
a real God.

1. GHOST FEAR
1 Death was feared because death meant the liberation of an-

other ghost from its physical body. e ancients did their best to
prevent death, to avoid the trouble of having to contendwith a new
ghost. ey were always anxious to induce the ghost to leave the
scene of death, to embark on the journey to deadland. e ghost
was feared most of all during the supposed transition period be-
tween its emergence at the time of death and its later departure
for the ghost homeland, a vague and primitive concept of pseudo
heaven.

2 ough the savage credited ghosts with supernatural powers,
he hardly conceived of them as having supernatural intelligence.
Many tricks and stratagemswere practised in an effort tohoodwink
and deceive the ghosts; civilized man still pins much faith on the
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hope that an outward manifestation of piety will in some manner
deceive even an omniscient Deity.

3 e primitives feared sickness because they observed it was of-
ten a harbinger of death. If the tribal medicine man failed to cure
an afflicted individual, the sick man was usually removed from the
family hut, being taken to a smaller one or le in the open air to
die alone. A house in which death had occurred was usually de-
stroyed; if not, it was always avoided, and this fear prevented early
man from building substantial dwellings. It also militated against
the establishment of permanent villages and cities.

4 e savages sat up all night and talked when a member of the
clan died; they feared they too would die if they fell asleep in the
vicinity of a corpse. Contagion from the corpse substantiated the
fear of the dead, and all peoples, at one time or another, have em-
ployed elaborate puri cation ceremonies designed to cleanse an in-
dividual a er contact with the dead. e ancients believed that
light must be provided for a corpse; a dead body was never per-
mitted to remain in the dark. In the XX century, candles are still
burned in death chambers, and men still sit up with the dead. So-
called civilized man has hardly yet completely eliminated the fear
of dead bodies from his philosophy of life.

5 But despite all this fear, men still sought to trick the ghost. If
the death hut was not destroyed, the corpse was removed through
a hole in the wall, never by way of the door. ese measures were
taken to confuse the ghost, to prevent its tarrying, and to insure
against its return. Mourners also returned from a funeral by a dif-
ferent road, lest the ghost follow. Backtracking and scores of other
tactics were practised to ensure that the ghost would not return
from the grave. e sexes o en exchanged clothes in order to de-
ceive the ghost. Mourning costumes were designed to disguise sur-
vivors; later on, to show respect for the dead and thus appease the
ghosts.

2. GHOST PLACATION
1 In religion the negative program of ghost placation long pre-

ceded the positive programof spirit coercion and supplication. e
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rst acts of humanworship were phenomena of defence, not rever-
ence. Modernmandeems itwise to insure against re; so the savage
thought it the better part of wisdom to provide insurance against
ghost bad luck. e effort to secure this protection constituted the
techniques and rituals of the ghost cult.

2 ¶ It was once thought that the great desire of a ghost was to be
quickly “laid” so that it might proceed undisturbed to deadland.
Any error of commission or omission in the acts of the living in
the ritual of laying the ghost was sure to delay its progress to ghost-
land. is was believed to be displeasing to the ghost, and an an-
gered ghost was supposed to be a source of calamity, misfortune,
and unhappiness.

3 e funeral service originated in man’s effort to induce the
ghost soul to depart for its future home, and the funeral sermon
was originally designed to instruct the new ghost how to get there.
It was the custom to provide food and clothes for the ghost’s jour-
ney, these articles being placed in or near the grave. e savage be-
lieved that it required from three days to a year to “lay the ghost”
— to get it away from the vicinity of the grave. e Eskimos still
believe that the soul stays with the body three days.

4 Silence or mourning was observed a er a death so that the
ghost would not be attracted back home. Self-torture — wounds
— was a common form of mourning. Many advanced teachers
tried to stop this, but they failed. Fasting and other forms of self-
denial were thought to be pleasing to the ghosts, who took pleasure
in the discomfort of the living during the transition period of lurk-
ing about before their actual departure for deadland.

5 Long and frequent periods of mourning inactivity were one of
the great obstacles to civilization’s advancement. Weeks and even
months of each yearwere literallywasted in this nonproductive and
useless mourning. e fact that professional mourners were hired
for funeral occasions indicates that mourning was a ritual, not an
evidence of sorrow. Moderns may mourn the dead out of respect
and because of bereavement, but the ancients did this because of
fear.

6 e names of the dead were never spoken. In fact, they were
o en banished from the language. ese names became taboo, and
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in this way the languages were constantly impoverished. is even-
tually produced a multiplication of symbolic speech and gurative
expression, such as “the name or day one never mentions.”

7 ¶ e ancients were so anxious to get rid of a ghost that they
offered it everything which might have been desired during life.
Ghosts wanted wives and servants; a well-to-do savage expected
that at least one slave wife would be buried alive at his death. It
later became the custom for a widow to commit suicide on her hus-
band’s grave. When a child died, themother, aunt, or grandmother
was o en strangled in order that an adult ghost might accompany
and care for the child ghost. And those who thus gave up their lives
usually did so willingly; indeed, had they lived in violation of cus-
tom, their fear of ghost wrath would have denuded life of such few
pleasures as the primitives enjoyed.

8 It was customary to dispatch a large number of subjects to ac-
company a dead chief; slaves were killed when their master died
that they might serve him in ghostland. e Borneans still pro-
vide a courier companion; a slave is speared to death to make the
ghost journey with his deceased master. Ghosts of murdered per-
sons were believed to be delighted to have the ghosts of their mur-
derers as slaves; this notion motivated men to head hunting.

9 Ghosts supposedly enjoyed the smell of food; food offerings at
funeral feasts were once universal. e primitive method of saying
grace was, before eating, to throw a bit of food into the re for the
purpose of appeasing the spirits, while mumbling a magic formula.

10 e dead were supposed to use the ghosts of the tools and
weapons that were theirs in life. To break an article was to “kill it,”
thus releasing its ghost to pass on for service in ghostland. Prop-
erty sacri ces were also made by burning or burying. Ancient fu-
neral wastes were enormous. Later races made paper models and
substituted drawings for real objects andpersons in these death sac-
ri ces. It was a great advance in civilization when the inheritance
of kin replaced the burning and burying of property. e Iroquois
Indians made many reforms in funeral waste. And this conserva-
tion of property enabled them to become themost powerful of the
northern redmen. Modernman is not supposed to fear ghosts, but
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custom is strong, and much terrestrial wealth is still consumed on
funeral rituals and death ceremonies.

3. ANCESTOR WORSHIP
1 e advancing ghost cult made ancestor worship inevitable

since it became the connecting link between common ghosts and
the higher spirits, the evolving gods. e early gods were simply
glori ed departed humans.

2 Ancestor worship was originallymore of a fear than a worship,
but such beliefs did de nitely contribute to the further spread of
ghost fear and worship. Devotees of the early ancestor-ghost cults
even feared to yawn lest amalignant ghost enter their bodies at such
a time.

3 e custom of adopting children was to make sure that some-
one would provide offerings a er death for the peace and progress
of the soul. e savage lived in fear of the ghosts of his fellows and
spent his spare time planning for the safe conduct of his own ghost
a er death.˚

4 Most tribes instituted an all-souls’ feast at least once a year. e
Romans had 12 ghost feasts and accompanying ceremonies each
year. Half the days of the year were dedicated to some sort of cer-
emony associated with these ancient cults. One Roman emperor
tried to reform these practices by reducing the number of feast days
to 135 a year.

5 ¶ e ghost cult was in continuous evolution. As ghosts were
envisioned as passing from the incomplete to the higher phase of
existence, so did the cult eventually progress to the worship of spir-
its, and even gods. But regardless of varying beliefs in more ad-
vanced spirits, all tribes and races once believed in ghosts.

4. GOOD AND BAD SPIRIT GHOSTS
1 Ghost fear was the fountainhead of all world religion; and for

ages many tribes clung to the old belief in one class of ghosts. ey
3.3. e custom of adopting children was to make sure that some one would provide
offerings a er death… e two-word form is appropriate when referring to some onemem-
ber of a particular group, as “Some one of you will go with me…” e compound form is
used when the group of which the ‘one’ is a member is not speci ed. Fowler (1926) clar-
i es the differentiation by stating that ‘someone’ should be used when ‘somebody’ could be
substituted for it; ‘some one’ should be used in all other cases.
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taught that man had good luck when the ghost was pleased, bad
luck when he was angered.

2 As the cult of ghost fear expanded, there came about the rec-
ognition of higher types of spirits, spirits not de nitely identi able
with any individual human. ey were graduate or glori ed ghosts
who had progressed beyond the domain of ghostland to the higher
realms of spiritland.

3 e notion of two kinds of spirit ghosts made slow but sure
progress throughout the world. is new dual spiritism did not
have to spread from tribe to tribe; it sprang up independently all
over the world. In in uencing the expanding evolutionary mind,
the power of an idea lies not in its reality or reasonableness but
rather in its vividness and the universality of its ready and simple
application.

4 Still later the imagination of man envisioned the concept
of both good and bad supernatural agencies; some ghosts never
evolved to the level of good spirits. e early monospiritism of
ghost fear was gradually evolving into a dual spiritism, a new con-
cept of the invisible control of earthly affairs. At last good luck and
bad luck were pictured as having their respective controllers. And
of the two classes, the group that brought bad luck were believed
to be the more active and numerous.

5 ¶ When the doctrine of good and bad spirits nally matured,
it became the most widespread and persistent of all religious be-
liefs. is dualism represented a great religio-philosophic advance
because it enabled man to account for both good luck and bad
luck while at the same time believing in supermortal beings who
were to some extent consistent in their behaviour. e spirits could
be counted on to be either good or bad; they were not thought
of as being completely temperamental as the early ghosts of the
monospiritism of most primitive religions had been conceived to
be. Manwas at last able to conceive of supermortal forces that were
consistent in behaviour, and this was one of the most momentous
discoveries of truth in the entire history of the evolution of religion
and in the expansion of human philosophy.

6 Evolutionary religion has, however, paid a terrible price for the
concept of dual spiritism. Man’s early philosophy was able to rec-
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oncile spirit constancy with the vicissitudes of temporal fortune
only by postulating two kinds of spirits, one good and the other
bad. Andwhile this belief did enableman to reconcile the variables
of chance with a concept of unchanging supermortal forces, this
doctrine has ever since made it difficult for religionists to conceive
of cosmic unity. e gods of evolutionary religion have generally
been opposed by the forces of darkness.

7 e tragedy of all this lies in the fact that, when these ideas
were taking root in the primitive mind of man, there really were
no bad or disharmonious spirits in all the world. Such an unfortu-
nate situation did not develop until a er the Caligastic rebellion
and only persisted until Pentecost. e concept of good and evil as
cosmic co-ordinates is, even in the XX century, very much alive in
human philosophy; most of the world’s religions still carry this cul-
tural birthmark of the long-gone days of the emerging ghost cults.

5. THE ADVANCING GHOST CULT
1 Primitive man viewed the spirits and ghosts as having almost

unlimited rights but no duties; the spirits were thought to regard
man as having manifold duties but no rights. e spirits were be-
lieved to lookdownuponman as constantly failing in the discharge
of his spiritual duties. It was the general belief of mankind that
ghosts levied a continuous tribute of service as the price of non-
interference in human affairs, and the least mischance was laid
to ghost activities. Early humans were so afraid they might over-
look some honour due the gods that, a er they had sacri ced to all
known spirits, they did another turn to the “unknown gods,” just
to be thoroughly safe.

2 And now the simple ghost cult is followed by the practices of
themore advanced and relatively complex spirit-ghost cult, the ser-
vice andworship of the higher spirits as they evolved inman’s prim-
itive imagination. Religious ceremonial must keep pace with spirit
evolution and progress. e expanded cult was but the art of self-
maintenance practised in relation to belief in supernatural beings,
self-adjustment to spirit environment. Industrial and military or-
ganizations were adjustments to natural and social environments.
And asmarriage arose tomeet the demands of bisexuality, so did re-
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ligious organization evolve in response to the belief in higher spirit
forces and spiritual beings. Religion represents man’s adjustment
to his illusions of themystery of chance. Spirit fear and subsequent
worship were adopted as insurance against misfortune, as prosper-
ity policies.

3 e savage visualizes the good spirits as going about their busi-
ness, requiring little from human beings. It is the bad ghosts and
spirits who must be kept in good humour. Accordingly, primi-
tive peoples paid more attention to their malevolent ghosts than
to their benign spirits.

4 Human prosperity was supposed to be especially provocative
of the envy of evil spirits, and their method of retaliation was to
strike back through a human agency and by the technique of the
evil eye. at phase of the cult which had to do with spirit avoid-
ance was much concerned with the machinations of the evil eye.

e fear of it became almostworld-wide. Prettywomenwere veiled
to protect them from the evil eye; subsequently many women who
desired to be considered beautiful adopted this practice. Because
of this fear of bad spirits, children were seldom allowed out a er
dark, and the early prayers always included the petition, “deliver us
from the evil eye.”

5 e Koran contains a whole chapter devoted to the evil eye
and magic spells, and the Jews fully believed in them. e whole
phallic cult grew up as a defence against evil eye. e organs of re-
production were thought to be the only fetish which could render
it powerless. e evil eye gave origin to the rst superstitions re-
specting prenatal marking of children, maternal impressions, and
the cult was at one time well-nigh universal.

6 Envy is a deep-seated human trait; therefore did primitiveman
ascribe it to his early gods. And since man had once practised de-
ception upon the ghosts, he soon began to deceive the spirits. Said
he, “If the spirits are jealous of our beauty and prosperity, we will
dis gure ourselves and speak lightly of our success.” Early humility
was not, therefore, debasement of ego but rather an attempt to foil
and deceive the envious spirits.

7 emethod adopted toprevent the spirits frombecoming jeal-
ous of humanprosperitywas to heap vituperation upon some lucky
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ormuch loved thing or person. e customof depreciating compli-
mentary remarks regarding oneself or family had its origin in this
way, and it eventually evolved into civilizedmodesty, restraint, and
courtesy. In keeping with the same motive, it became the fashion
to look ugly. Beauty aroused the envy of spirits; it betokened sinful
human pride. e savage sought for an ugly name. is feature of
the cult was a great handicap to the advancement of art, and it long
kept the world sombre and ugly.

8 ¶ Under the spirit cult, life was at best a gamble, the result of
spirit control. One’s future was not the result of effort, industry,
or talent except as they might be utilized to in uence the spirits.

e ceremonies of spirit propitiation constituted a heavy burden,
rendering life tedious and virtually unendurable. From age to age
and from generation to generation, race a er race has sought to
improve this superghost doctrine, but no generation has ever yet
dared to wholly reject it.

9 e intention and will of the spirits were studied by means of
omens, oracles, and signs. And these spirit messages were inter-
preted by divination, soothsaying, magic, ordeals, and astrology.

e whole cult was a scheme designed to placate, satisfy, and buy
off the spirits through this disguised bribery.

10 And thus there grew up a new and expandedworld philosophy
consisting in:

11 1. Duty— those thingswhichmust be done to keep the spir-
its favourably disposed, at least neutral.

12 2. Right — the correct conduct and ceremonies designed to
win the spirits actively to one’s interests.

13 3. Truth — the correct understanding of, and attitude to-
ward, spirits, and hence toward life and death.

14 ¶ It was not merely out of curiosity that the ancients sought
to know the future; they wanted to dodge ill luck. Divination was
simply an attempt to avoid trouble. During these times, dreams
were regarded as prophetic, while everything out of the ordinary
was considered an omen. And even today the civilized races are
cursed with the belief in signs, tokens, and other superstitious rem-
nants of the advancing ghost cult of old. Slow, very slow, is man
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to abandon those methods whereby he so gradually and painfully
ascended the evolutionary scale of life.

6. COERCION AND EXORCISM
1 When men believed in ghosts only, religious ritual was more

personal, less organized, but the recognition of higher spirits ne-
cessitated the employment of “higher spiritual methods” in deal-
ing with them. is attempt to improve upon, and to elaborate,
the technique of spirit propitiation led directly to the creation of
defences against the spirits. Man felt helpless indeed before the un-
controllable forces operating in terrestrial life, and his feeling of in-
feriority drove him to attempt to nd some compensating adjust-
ment, some technique for evening the odds in the one-sided strug-
gle of man versus the cosmos.

2 In the early days of the cult, man’s efforts to in uence ghost ac-
tion were con ned to propitiation, attempts by bribery to buy off
ill luck. As the evolution of the ghost cult progressed to the con-
cept of good as well as bad spirits, these ceremonies turned toward
attempts of a more positive nature, efforts to win good luck. Man’s
religion no longerwas completely negativistic, nor did he stopwith
the effort to win good luck; he shortly began to devise schemes
whereby he could compel spirit co-operation. No longer does the
religionist stand defenceless before the unceasing demands of the
spirit phantasms of his own devising; the savage is beginning to in-
vent weapons wherewith he may coerce spirit action and compel
spirit assistance.

3 Man’s rst efforts at defence were directed against the ghosts.
As the ages passed, the living began to devise methods of resisting
the dead. Many techniques were developed for frightening ghosts
and driving them away, among which may be cited the following:

4 1. Cutting off the head and tying up the body in the grave.
5 2. Stoning the death house.
6 3. Castration or breaking the legs of the corpse.
7 4. Burying under stones, one origin of the modern tomb-

stone.
8 5. Cremation, a later-day invention to prevent ghost trouble.
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9 6. Casting the body into the sea.
10 7. Exposure of the body to be eaten by wild animals.
11 ¶ Ghosts were supposed to be disturbed and frightened by

noise; shouting, bells, and drums drove them away from the liv-
ing; and these ancient methods are still in vogue at “wakes” for
the dead. Foul-smelling concoctions were utilized to banish un-
welcome spirits. Hideous images of the spirits were constructed so
that they would ee in haste when they beheld themselves. It was
believed that dogs could detect the approach of ghosts, and that
they gave warning by howling; that cocks would crow when they
were near. e use of a cock as a weather vane is in perpetuation of
this superstition.

12 Waterwas regarded as the best protection against ghosts. Holy
water was superior to all other forms, water in which the priests
had washed their feet. Both re and water were believed to consti-
tute impassable barriers to ghosts. e Romans carried water three
times around the corpse; in the XX century the body is sprinkled
with holy water, and hand washing at the cemetery is still a Jew-
ish ritual. Baptism was a feature of the later water ritual; primitive
bathing was a religious ceremony. Only in recent times has bathing
become a sanitary practice.

13 But man did not stop with ghost coercion; through religious
ritual and other practices he was soon attempting to compel spirit
action. Exorcism was the employment of one spirit to control or
banish another, and these tactics were also utilized for frighten-
ing ghosts and spirits. e dual-spiritism concept of good and bad
forces offeredman ample opportunity to attempt to pit one agency
against another, for, if a powerful man could vanquish a weaker
one, then certainly a strong spirit could dominate an inferior ghost.
Primitive cursing was a coercive practice designed to overawe mi-
nor spirits. Later this custom expanded into the pronouncing of
curses upon enemies.

14 It was long believed that by reverting to the usages of the more
ancient mores the spirits and demigods could be forced into de-
sirable action. Modern man is guilty of the same procedure. You
address one another in common, everyday language, but when you
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engage in prayer, you resort to the older style of another generation,
the so-called solemn style.

15 is doctrine also explains many religious-ritual reversions of
a sex nature, such as temple prostitution. ese reversions to prim-
itive customs were considered sure guards against many calamities.
Andwith these simple-minded peoples all such performances were
entirely free from what modern man would term promiscuity.

16 Next came the practice of ritual vows, soon to be followed by
religious pledges and sacredoaths. Most of these oathswere accom-
panied by self-torture and self-mutilation; later on, by fasting and
prayer. Self-denial was subsequently looked upon as being a sure
coercive; this was especially true in the matter of sex suppression.
And so primitive man early developed a decided austerity in his
religious practices, a belief in the efficacy of self-torture and self-
denial as rituals capable of coercing the unwilling spirits to react
favourably toward all such suffering and deprivation.

17 ¶ Modernman no longer attempts openly to coerce the spirits,
though he still evinces a disposition to bargain with Deity. And he
still swears, knocks on wood, crosses his ngers, and follows expec-
toration with some trite phrase; once it was a magical formula.

7. NATURE OF CULTISM
1 e cult type of social organization persisted because it pro-

vided a symbolism for the preservation and stimulation of moral
sentiments and religious loyalties. e cult grew out of the tradi-
tions of “old families” and was perpetuated as an established insti-
tution; all families have a cult of some sort. Every inspiring ideal
grasps for some perpetuating symbolism — seeks some technique
for cultural manifestation which will ensure survival and augment
realization — and the cult achieves this end by fostering and grati-
fying emotion.

2 From the dawnof civilization every appealingmovement in so-
cial culture or religious advancement has developed a ritual, a sym-
bolic ceremonial. e more this ritual has been an unconscious
growth, the stronger it has gripped its devotees. e cult preserved
sentiment and satis ed emotion, but it has always been the greatest
obstacle to social reconstruction and spiritual progress.
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3 Notwithstanding that the cult has always retarded social prog-
ress, it is regrettable that so many modern believers in moral stan-
dards and spiritual ideals have no adequate symbolism — no cult
ofmutual support—nothing to belong to. But a religious cult can-
not be manufactured; it must grow. And those of no two groups
will be identical unless their rituals are arbitrarily standardized by
authority.

4 e early Christian cult was the most effective, appealing, and
enduring of any ritual ever conceived or devised, but much of its
value has been destroyed in a scienti c age by the destruction of so
many of its original underlying tenets. e Christian cult has been
devitalized by the loss of many fundamental ideas.

5 ¶ In the past, truth has grown rapidly and expanded freely
when the cult has been elastic, the symbolism expansile. Abun-
dant truth and an adjustable cult have favoured rapidity of social
progression. A meaningless cult vitiates religion when it attempts
to supplant philosophy and to enslave reason; a genuine cult grows.

6 ¶ Regardless of the drawbacks and handicaps, every new rev-
elation of truth has given rise to a new cult, and even the restate-
ment of the religion of Jesus must develop a new and appropriate
symbolism. Modern man must nd some adequate symbolism for
his new and expanding ideas, ideals, and loyalties. is enhanced
symbol must arise out of religious living, spiritual experience. And
this higher symbolism of a higher civilization must be predicated
on the concept of the Fatherhood ofGod and be pregnant with the
mighty ideal of the brotherhood of man.

7 e old cults were too egocentric; the new must be the out-
growth of applied love. e new cult must, like the old, foster sen-
timent, satisfy emotion, and promote loyalty; but it must domore:
It must facilitate spiritual progress, enhance cosmicmeanings, aug-
ment moral values, encourage social development, and stimulate a
high type of personal religious living. e new cult must provide
supreme goals of living which are both temporal and eternal— so-
cial and spiritual.

8 Nocult can endure and contribute to theprogress of social civi-
lization and individual spiritual attainment unless it is based on the
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biologic, sociologic, and religious signi cance of the home. A sur-
viving cultmust symbolize that which is permanent in the presence
of unceasing change; itmust glorify thatwhichuni es the streamof
ever-changing social metamorphosis. Itmust recognize truemean-
ings, exalt beautiful relations, and glorify the good values of real
nobility.

9 But the great difficulty of nding a new and satisfying sym-
bolism is because modern men, as a group, adhere to the scienti c
attitude, eschew superstition, and abhor ignorance, while as indi-
viduals they all crave mystery and venerate the unknown. No cult
can surviveunless it embodies somemasterfulmystery and conceals
some worthful unattainable. Again, the new symbolism must not
only be signi cant for the groupbut alsomeaningful to the individ-
ual. e forms of any serviceable symbolism must be those which
the individual can carry out on his own initiative, andwhich he can
also enjoy with his fellows. If the new cult could only be dynamic
instead of static, it might really contribute something worth while
to the progress of mankind, both temporal and spiritual.

10 But a cult — a symbolism of rituals, slogans, or goals — will
not function if it is too complex. And there must be the de-
mand for devotion, the response of loyalty. Every effective religion
unerringly develops aworthy symbolism, and its devoteeswoulddo
well to prevent the crystallization of such a ritual into cramping,
deforming, and sti ing stereotyped ceremonials which can only
handicap and retard all social, moral, and spiritual progress. No
cult can survive if it retardsmoral growth and fails to foster spiritual
progress. e cult is the skeletal structure around which grows the
living and dynamic body of personal spiritual experience — true
religion.

ahb
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PAPER №88
FETISHES, CHARMS, AND MAGIC

Brilliant Evening Star

THE concept of a spirit’s entering into an inanimate object,
an animal, or a human being, is a very ancient and hon-
ourable belief, having prevailed since the beginning of the

evolution of religion. is doctrine of spirit possession is nothing
more nor less than fetishism. e savage does not necessarily wor-
ship the fetish; he very logically worships and reverences the spirit
resident therein.

2 At rst, the spirit of a fetish was believed to be the ghost of a
dead man; later on, the higher spirits were supposed to reside in
fetishes. And so the fetish cult eventually incorporated all of the
primitive ideas of ghosts, souls, spirits, and demon possession.

1. BELIEF IN FETISHES
1 Primitive man always wanted to make anything extraordinary

into a fetish; chance therefore gave origin to many. A man is
sick, something happens, and he gets well. e same thing is true
of the reputation of many medicines and the chance methods of
treating disease. Objects connected with dreams were likely to be
converted into fetishes. Volcanoes, but not mountains, became
fetishes; comets, but not stars. Early man regarded shooting stars
and meteors as indicating the arrival on earth of special visiting
spirits.

2 e rst fetishes were peculiarly marked pebbles, and “sacred
stones” have ever since been sought by man; a string of beads was
once a collection of sacred stones, a battery of charms. Many tribes
had fetish stones, but few have survived as have the Kaaba and the
Stone of Scone. Fire and water were also among the early fetishes,
and re worship, together with belief in holy water, still survives.

3 Tree fetishes were a later development, but among some tribes
the persistence of nature worship led to belief in charms indwelt by
some sort of nature spirit. When plants and fruits became fetishes,
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they were taboo as food. e apple was among the rst to fall into
this category; it was never eaten by the Levantine peoples.

4 If an animal ate human esh, it became a fetish. In this way
the dog came to be the sacred animal of the Parsees. If the fetish
is an animal and the ghost is permanently resident therein, then
fetishism may impinge on reincarnation. In many ways the savages
envied the animals; they did not feel superior to them and were
o en named a er their favourite beasts.

5 Whenanimals became fetishes, there ensued the taboos on eat-
ing the esh of the fetish animal. Apes andmonkeys, because of re-
semblance to man, early became fetish animals; later, snakes, birds,
and swine were also similarly regarded. At one time the cow was a
fetish, themilk being taboowhile the excretawere highly esteemed.

e serpent was revered in Palestine, especially by the Phoenicians,
who, along with the Jews, considered it to be the mouthpiece of
evil spirits. Even many moderns believe in the charm powers of
reptiles. From Arabia on through India to the snake dance of the
Moqui tribe of red men the serpent has been revered.

6 Certain days of the week were fetishes. For ages Friday has
been regarded as an unlucky day and the number 13 as an evil nu-
meral. e lucky numbers 3 and 7 came from later revelations; 4
was the lucky number of primitive man and was derived from the
early recognition of the four points of the compass. It was held
unlucky to count cattle or other possessions; the ancients always
opposed the taking of a census, “numbering the people.”

7 Primitive man did not make an undue fetish out of sex; the
reproductive function received only a limited amount of attention.

e savage was natural minded, not obscene or prurient.
8 Saliva was a potent fetish; devils could be driven out by spit-

ting on a person. For an elder or superior to spit on one was the
highest compliment. Parts of the human body were looked upon
as potential fetishes, particularly the hair and nails. e long-grow-
ing ngernails of the chiefs were highly prized, and the trimmings
thereof were a powerful fetish. Belief in skull fetishes accounts for
much of later-day head-hunting. e umbilical cord was a highly
prized fetish; even today it is so regarded in Africa. Mankind’s rst
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toy was a preserved umbilical cord. Set with pearls, as was o en
done, it was man’s rst necklace.

9 Hunchbacked and crippled children were regarded as fetishes;
lunatics were believed to bemoon-struck. Primitiveman could not
distinguish between genius and insanity; idiots were either beaten
to death or revered as fetish personalities. Hysteria increasingly
con rmed the popular belief in witchcra ; epileptics o en were
priests andmedicinemen. Drunkennesswas lookedupon as a form
of spirit possession; when a savage went on a spree, he put a leaf in
his hair for the purpose of disavowing responsibility for his acts.
Poisons and intoxicants became fetishes; they were deemed to be
possessed.

10 Many people looked upon geniuses as fetish personalities pos-
sessed by a wise spirit. And these talented humans soon learned to
resort to fraud and trickery for the advancement of their sel sh in-
terests. A fetish man was thought to be more than human; he was
divine, even infallible. us did chiefs, kings, priests, prophets, and
church rulers eventuallywield great power and exercise unbounded
authority.

2. EVOLUTION OF THE FETISH
1 It was a supposed preference of ghosts to indwell some object

which had belonged to them when alive in the esh. is belief
explains the efficacy of many modern relics. e ancients always
revered the bones of their leaders, and the skeletal remains of saints
and heroes are still regarded with superstitious awe by many. Even
today, pilgrimages are made to the tombs of great men.

2 Belief in relics is an outgrowth of the ancient fetish cult. e
relics of modern religions represent an attempt to rationalize the
fetish of the savage and thus elevate it to a place of dignity and re-
spectability in themodern religious systems. It is heathenish to be-
lieve in fetishes and magic but supposedly all right to accept relics
and miracles.

3 e hearth— replace— becamemore or less of a fetish, a sa-
cred spot. e shrines and templeswere at rst fetish places because
the dead were buried there. e fetish hut of the Hebrews was ele-
vated by Moses to that place where it harboured a superfetish, the
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then existent concept of the law of God. But the Israelites never
gave up the peculiar Canaanite belief in the stone altar: “And this
stone which I have set up as a pillar shall be God’s house.” ey
truly believed that the spirit of their God dwelt in such stone al-
tars, which were in reality fetishes.

4 ¶ e earliest images were made to preserve the appearance
and memory of the illustrious dead; they were really monuments.
Idols were a re nement of fetishism. e primitives believed that
a ceremony of consecration caused the spirit to enter the image;
likewise, when certain objects were blessed, they became charms.

5 Moses, in the addition of the second commandment to the an-
cient Dalamatianmoral code, made an effort to control fetish wor-
ship among the Hebrews. He carefully directed that they should
make no sort of image that might become consecrated as a fetish.
He made it plain, “You shall not make a graven image or any like-
ness of anything that is in heaven above, or on the earth beneath, or
in the waters of the earth.” While this commandment did much to
retard art among the Jews, it did lessen fetish worship. But Moses
was toowise to attempt suddenly to displace the olden fetishes, and
he therefore consented to the putting of certain relics alongside the
law in the combined war altar and religious shrine which was the
ark.

6 ¶ Words eventually became fetishes, more especially those
which were regarded as God’s words; in this way the sacred books
of many religions have become fetishistic prisons incarcerating the
spiritual imagination ofman. Moses’ very effort against fetishes be-
came a supreme fetish; his commandment was later used to stultify
art and to retard the enjoyment and adoration of the beautiful.

7 In olden times the fetish word of authority was a fear-inspiring
doctrine, the most terrible of all tyrants which enslave men. A doc-
trinal fetishwill leadmortalman to betray himself into the clutches
of bigotry, fanaticism, superstition, intolerance, and themost atro-
cious of barbarous cruelties. Modern respect for wisdom and truth
is but the recent escape from the fetish-making tendency up to the
higher levels of thinking and reasoning. Concerning the accumu-
lated fetish writings which various religionists hold as sacred books,
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it is not only believed that what is in the book is true, but also that
every truth is contained in the book. If one of these sacred books
happens to speak of the earth as being at, then, for long genera-
tions, otherwise sanemen andwomenwill refuse to accept positive
evidence that the planet is round.

8 e practice of opening one of these sacred books to let the
eye chance upon a passage, the following of which may determine
important life decisions or projects, is nothing more nor less than
arrant fetishism. To take an oath on a “holy book” or to swear by
some object of supreme veneration is a form of re ned fetishism.

9 But it does represent real evolutionary progress to advance
from the fetish fear of a savage chief ’s ngernail trimmings to the
adoration of a superb collection of letters, laws, legends, allegories,
myths, poems, and chronicleswhich, a er all, re ect thewinnowed
moral wisdom of many centuries, at least up to the time and event
of their being assembled as a “sacred book.”

10 To become fetishes, words had to be considered inspired, and
the invocation of supposed divinely inspired writings led directly
to the establishment of the authority of the church, while the evo-
lution of civil forms led to the fruition of the authority of the state.

3. TOTEMISM
1 Fetishism ran through all the primitive cults from the earliest

belief in sacred stones, through idolatry, cannibalism, and nature
worship, to totemism.

2 Totemism is a combination of social and religious observances.
Originally it was thought that respect for the totem animal of sup-
posed biologic origin ensured the food supply. Totems were at one
and the same time symbols of the group and their god. Such a god
was the clan personi ed. Totemismwas one phase of the attempted
socialization of otherwise personal religion. e totem eventually
evolved into the ag, or national symbol, of the various modern
peoples.

3 A fetish bag, a medicine bag, was a pouch containing a rep-
utable assortment of ghost-impregnated articles, and the medicine
man of old never allowed his bag, the symbol of his power, to touch
the ground. Civilized peoples in the XX century see to it that their
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ags, emblems of national consciousness, likewise never touch the
ground.

4 e insignia of priestly and kingly office were eventually re-
garded as fetishes, and the fetish of the state supreme has passed
through many stages of development, from clans to tribes, from
suzerainty to sovereignty, from totems to ags. Fetish kings have
ruled by “divine right,” and many other forms of government have
obtained. Men have alsomade a fetish of democracy, the exaltation
and adoration of the common man’s ideas when collectively called
“public opinion.” One man’s opinion, when taken by itself, is not
regarded as worthmuch, butwhenmanymen are collectively func-
tioning as a democracy, this same mediocre judgment is held to be
the arbiter of justice and the standard of righteousness.

4. MAGIC
1 Civilized man attacks the problems of a real environment

through his science; savage man attempted to solve the real prob-
lems of an illusory ghost environment by magic. Magic was the
technique of manipulating the conjectured spirit environment
whosemachinations endlessly explained the inexplicable; itwas the
art of obtaining voluntary spirit co-operation and of coercing in-
voluntary spirit aid through the use of fetishes or other and more
powerful spirits.

2 e object of magic, sorcery, and necromancy was twofold:
3 1. To secure insight into the future.
4 2. Favourably to in uence environment.
5 ¶ e objects of science are identical with those of magic.

Mankind is progressing from magic to science, not by medita-
tion and reason, but rather through long experience, gradually and
painfully. Man is gradually backing into the truth, beginning in
error, progressing in error, and nally attaining the threshold of
truth. Only with the arrival of the scienti c method has he faced
forward. But primitive man had to experiment or perish.

6 e fascinationof early superstitionwas themother of the later
scienti c curiosity. ere was progressive dynamic emotion— fear
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plus curiosity— in these primitive superstitions; therewas progres-
sive driving power in the olden magic. ese superstitions repre-
sented the emergence of the human desire to know and to control
planetary environment.

7 Magic gained such a strong hold upon the savage because he
could not grasp the concept of natural death. e later idea of orig-
inal sin helpedmuch toweaken the grip ofmagic on the race in that
it accounted for natural death. It was at one time not at all uncom-
mon for ten innocent persons to be put to death because of sup-
posed responsibility for one natural death. is is one reason why
ancient peoples did not increase faster, and it is still true of some
African tribes. e accused individual usually confessed guilt, even
when facing death.

8 Magic is natural to a savage. He believes that an enemy can
actually be killed by practising sorcery on his shingled hair or n-
gernail trimmings. e fatality of snake bites was attributed to
the magic of the sorcerer. e difficulty in combating magic arises
from the fact that fear can kill. Primitive peoples so feared magic
that it did actually kill, and such results were sufficient to sub-
stantiate this erroneous belief. In case of failure there was always
some plausible explanation; the cure for defective magic was more
magic.

5. MAGICAL CHARMS
1 Since anything connectedwith the body could become a fetish,

the earliest magic had to do with hair and nails. Secrecy attendant
upon body elimination grew up out of fear that an enemy might
get possession of something derived from the body and employ it
in detrimental magic; all excreta of the body were therefore care-
fully buried. Public spitting was refrained from because of the fear
that saliva would be used in deleterious magic; spittle was always
covered. Even food remnants, clothing, and ornaments could be-
come instruments of magic. e savage never le any remnants of
his meal on the table. And all this was done through fear that one’s
enemies might use these things in magical rites, not from any ap-
preciation of the hygienic value of such practices.

2 Magical charms were concocted from a great variety of things:
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human esh, tiger claws, crocodile teeth, poison plant seeds, snake
venom, and human hair. e bones of the dead were very magical.
Even the dust from footprints could be used inmagic. e ancients
were great believers in love charms. Blood and other forms of bod-
ily secretions were able to ensure the magic in uence of love.

3 Images were supposed to be effective in magic. Effigies were
made, andwhen treated ill orwell, the same effectswere believed to
rest upon the real person. When making purchases, superstitious
persons would chew a bit of hard wood in order to so en the heart
of the seller.

4 e milk of a black cow was highly magical; so also were black
cats. e staff or wand was magical, along with drums, bells, and
knots. All ancient objects were magical charms. e practices of
a new or higher civilization were looked upon with disfavour be-
cause of their supposedly evil magical nature. Writing, printing,
and pictures were long so regarded.

5 Primitive man believed that names must be treated with re-
spect, especially names of the gods. e name was regarded as an
entity, an in uence distinct from the physical personality; it was es-
teemed equally with the soul and the shadow. Names were pawned
for loans; aman could not use his name until it had been redeemed
bypayment of the loan. Nowadays one signs his name to a note. An
individual’s name soonbecame important inmagic. e savage had
two names; the important one was regarded as too sacred to use on
ordinary occasions, hence the second or everyday name — a nick-
name. He never told his real name to strangers. Any experience
of an unusual nature caused him to change his name; sometimes
it was in an effort to cure disease or to stop bad luck. e savage
could get a new name by buying it from the tribal chief; men still
invest in titles and degrees. But among the most primitive tribes,
such as the African Bushmen, individual names do not exist.

6. THE PRACTICE OF MAGIC
1 Magic was practised through the use of wands, “medicine” rit-

ual, and incantations, and it was customary for the practitioner to
work unclothed. Women outnumbered the men among primitive
magicians. In magic, “medicine” means mystery, not treatment.
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e savage never doctored himself; he never usedmedicines except
on the advice of the specialists in magic. And the voodoo doctors
of the XX century are typical of the magicians of old.

2 erewas both a public and a private phase tomagic. at per-
formed by the medicine man, shaman, or priest was supposed to
be for the good of the whole tribe. Witches, sorcerers, and wizards
dispensed private magic, personal and sel sh magic which was em-
ployed as a coercive method of bringing evil on one’s enemies. e
concept of dual spiritism, good and bad spirits, gave rise to the later
beliefs in white and black magic. And as religion evolved, magic
was the term applied to spirit operations outside one’s own cult,
and it also referred to older ghost beliefs.

3 Word combinations, the ritual of chants and incantations,
were highly magical. Some early incantations nally evolved into
prayers. Presently, imitative magic was practised; prayers were
acted out; magical dances were nothing but dramatic prayers.
Prayer gradually displaced magic as the associate of sacri ce.

4 Gesture, being older than speech, was the more holy and mag-
ical, and mimicry was believed to have strong magical power. e
redmen o en staged a buffalo dance in which one of their number
would play the part of a buffalo and, in being caught, would ensure
the success of the impending hunt. e sex festivities of May Day
were simply imitative magic, a suggestive appeal to the sex passions
of the plant world. e doll was rst employed as a magic talisman
by the barren wife.

5 ¶ Magic was the branch off the evolutionary religious tree
which eventually bore the fruit of a scienti c age. Belief in astrol-
ogy led to the development of astronomy; belief in a philosopher’s
stone led to the mastery of metals, while belief in magic numbers
founded the science of mathematics.

6 ¶ But a world so lled with charms did much to destroy all
personal ambition and initiative. e fruits of extra labour or of
diligence were looked upon as magical. If a man had more grain
in his eld than his neighbour, he might be haled before the chief
and chargedwith enticing this extra grain from the indolent neigh-
bour’s eld. Indeed, in the days of barbarism it was dangerous to
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know very much; there was always the chance of being executed as
a black artist.

7 Gradually science is removing the gambling element from life.
But if modern methods of education should fail, there would be
an almost immediate reversion to the primitive beliefs in magic.

ese superstitions still linger in the minds of many so-called civ-
ilized people. Language contains many fossils which testify that
the race has long been steeped in magical superstition, such words
as spellbound, ill-starred, possessions, inspiration, spirit away, inge-
nuity, entrancing, thunderstruck, and astonished. And intelligent
human beings still believe in good luck, evil eye, and astrology.

8 Ancient magic was the cocoon of modern science, indispens-
able in its time but now no longer useful. And so the phantasms
of ignorant superstition agitated the primitive minds of men un-
til the concepts of science could be born. Today, Urantia is in the
twilight zone of this intellectual evolution. ½ the world is grasping
eagerly for the light of truth and the facts of scienti c discovery,
while the other ½ languishes in the arms of ancient superstition
and but thinly disguised magic.

ahb
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SIN, SACRIFICE, AND ATONEMENT

Brilliant Evening Star

PRIMITIVE man regarded himself as being in debt to the
spirits, as standing in need of redemption. As the savages
looked at it, in justice the spirits might have visited much

more bad luck upon them. As time passed, this concept developed
into the doctrine of sin and salvation. e soul was looked upon as
coming into the world under forfeit — original sin. e soul must
be ransomed; a scapegoat must be provided. e head-hunter, in
addition to practising the cult of skull worship, was able to provide
a substitute for his own life, a scapeman.

2 e savage was early possessed with the notion that spirits de-
rive supreme satisfaction from the sight of human misery, suffer-
ing, and humiliation. At rst, manwas only concernedwith sins of
commission, but later he became exercised over sins of omission.
And the whole subsequent sacri cial system grew up around these
two ideas. is new ritual had to do with the observance of the
propitiation ceremonies of sacri ce. Primitive man believed that
something special must be done to win the favour of the gods; only
advanced civilization recognizes a consistently even-tempered and
benevolent God. Propitiation was insurance against immediate
ill luck rather than investment in future bliss. And the rituals of
avoidance, exorcism, coercion, and propitiation all merge into one
another.

1. THE TABOO
1 Observance of a taboo was man’s effort to dodge ill luck, to

keep from offending the spirit ghosts by the avoidance of some-
thing. e tabooswere at rst nonreligious, but they early acquired
ghost or spirit sanction, and when thus reinforced, they became
lawmakers and institution builders. e taboo is the source of cer-
emonial standards and the ancestor of primitive self-control. It was
the earliest form of societal regulation and for a long time the only
one; it is still a basic unit of the social regulative structure.
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2 e respect which these prohibitions commanded in themind
of the savage exactly equalled his fear of the powers who were sup-
posed to enforce them. Taboos rst arose because of chance experi-
ence with ill luck; later they were proposed by chiefs and shamans
— fetish men who were thought to be directed by a spirit ghost,
even by a god. e fear of spirit retribution is so great in the mind
of a primitive that he sometimes dies of fright when he has vio-
lated a taboo, and this dramatic episode enormously strengthens
the hold of the taboo on the minds of the survivors.

3 Among the earliest prohibitions were restrictions on the ap-
propriation of women and other property. As religion began to
play a larger part in the evolution of the taboo, the article resting
under ban was regarded as unclean, subsequently as unholy. e
records of the Hebrews are full of the mention of things clean and
unclean, holy and unholy, but their beliefs along these lines were
far less cumbersome and extensive than were those of many other
peoples.

4 e seven commandments of Dalamatia and Eden, as well as
the ten injunctions of the Hebrews, were de nite taboos, all ex-
pressed in the same negative form as were the most ancient prohi-
bitions. But these newer codeswere truly emancipating in that they
took the place of thousands of pre-existent taboos. Andmore than
this, these later commandments de nitely promised something in
return for obedience.

5 e early food taboos originated in fetishism and totemism.
e swine was sacred to the Phoenicians, the cow to the Hindus.
e Egyptian taboo on pork has been perpetuated by the Hebraic

and Islamic faiths. A variant of the food taboo was the belief that
a pregnant woman could think so much about a certain food that
the child, when born, would be the echo of that food. Such viands
would be taboo to the child.

6 Methods of eating soon became taboo, and so originated an-
cient and modern table etiquette. Caste systems and social lev-
els are vestigial remnants of olden prohibitions. e taboos were
highly effective in organizing society, but they were terribly bur-
densome; the negative-ban system not only maintained useful and
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constructive regulations but also obsolete, outworn, and useless
taboos.

7 ere would, however, be no civilized society to sit in criti-
cism upon primitive man except for these far- ung and multifar-
ious taboos, and the taboo would never have endured but for the
upholding sanctions of primitive religion. Many of the essential
factors in man’s evolution have been highly expensive, have cost
vast treasure in effort, sacri ce, and self-denial, but these achieve-
ments of self-control were the real rungs on which man climbed
civilization’s ascending ladder.

2. THE CONCEPT OF SIN
1 e fear of chance and the dread of bad luck literally drove

man into the invention of primitive religion as supposed insurance
against these calamities. From magic and ghosts, religion evolved
through spirits and fetishes to taboos. Every primitive tribe had its
tree of forbidden fruit, literally the apple but guratively consisting
of 1,000 branches hanging heavy with all sorts of taboos. And the
forbidden tree always said, “ ou shalt not.”

2 As the savage mind evolved to that point where it envisaged
both good and bad spirits, andwhen the taboo received the solemn
sanction of evolving religion, the stage was all set for the appear-
ance of the new conception of sin. e idea of sin was universally
established in the world before revealed religion ever made its en-
try. It was only by the concept of sin that natural death became
logical to the primitive mind. Sin was the transgression of taboo,
and death was the penalty of sin.

3 Sin was ritual, not rational; an act, not a thought. And this en-
tire concept of sin was fostered by the lingering traditions of Dil-
mun and the days of a little paradise on earth. e tradition of
Adam and the Garden of Eden also lent substance to the dream
of a onetime “golden age” of the dawn of the races. And all this
con rmed the ideas later expressed in the belief that man had his
origin in a special creation, that he started his career in perfection,
and that transgression of the taboos — sin — brought him down
to his later sorry plight.
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4 e habitual violation of a taboo became a vice; primitive law
made vice a crime; religion made it a sin. Among the early tribes
the violationof a taboowas a combined crime and sin. Community
calamitywas always regarded as punishment for tribal sin. To those
who believed that prosperity and righteousness went together, the
apparent prosperity of thewickedoccasioned somuchworry that it
was necessary to invent hells for the punishment of taboo violators;
the numbers of these places of future punishment have varied from
one to ve.

5 e idea of confession and forgiveness early appeared in prim-
itive religion. Men would ask forgiveness at a public meeting for
sins they intended to commit the following week. Confession was
merely a rite of remission, also a public noti cation of de lement, a
ritual of crying “unclean, unclean!” en followed all the ritualistic
schemes of puri cation. All ancient peoples practised these mean-
ingless ceremonies. Many apparently hygienic customs of the early
tribes were largely ceremonial.

3. RENUNCIATION AND HUMILIATION
1 Renunciation came as the next step in religious evolution; fast-

ing was a common practice. Soon it became the custom to forgo
many forms of physical pleasure, especially of a sexual nature. e
ritual of the fast was deeply rooted in many ancient religions and
has been handed down to practically all modern theologic systems
of thought.

2 Just about the time barbarian man was recovering from the
wasteful practice of burning and burying property with the dead,
just as the economic structure of the races was beginning to take
shape, this new religious doctrine of renunciation appeared, and
tens of thousands of earnest souls began to court poverty. Prop-
erty was regarded as a spiritual handicap. ese notions of the spir-
itual dangers of material possession were widespreadly entertained
in the times of Philo and Paul, and they have markedly in uenced
European philosophy ever since.

3 Poverty was just a part of the ritual of the morti cation of the
esh which, unfortunately, became incorporated into the writings

and teachings of many religions, notably Christianity. Penance is
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the negative form of this o times foolish ritual of renunciation.
But all this taught the savage self-control, and that was a worth-
while advancement in social evolution. Self-denial and self-con-
trol were two of the greatest social gains from early evolutionary
religion. Self-control gave man a new philosophy of life; it taught
him the art of augmenting life’s fraction by lowering the denomi-
nator of personal demands instead of always attempting to increase
the numerator of sel sh grati cation.

4 ese olden ideas of self-discipline embraced ogging and all
sorts of physical torture. e priests of the mother cult were es-
pecially active in teaching the virtue of physical suffering, setting
the example by submitting themselves to castration. e Hebrews,
Hindus, and Buddhists were earnest devotees of this doctrine of
physical humiliation.

5 All through the olden times men sought in these ways for ex-
tra credits on the self-denial ledgers of their gods. It was once cus-
tomary, when under some emotional stress, to make vows of self-
denial and self-torture. In time these vows assumed the form of
contracts with the gods and, in that sense, represented true evo-
lutionary progress in that the gods were supposed to do something
de nite in return for this self-torture andmorti cation of the esh.
Vows were both negative and positive. Pledges of this harmful and
extreme nature are best observed today among certain groups in
India.

6 ¶ It was only natural that the cult of renunciation and humili-
ation should have paid attention to sexual grati cation. e conti-
nence cult originated as a ritual among soldiers prior to engaging in
battle; in later days it became the practice of “saints.” is cult tol-
erated marriage only as an evil lesser than fornication. Many of the
world’s great religions have been adversely in uenced by this an-
cient cult, but nonemoremarkedly thanChristianity. e Apostle
Paul was a devotee of this cult, and his personal views are re ected
in the teachings which he fastened onto Christian theology: “It is
good for a man not to touch a woman.” “I would that all men were
even as I myself.” “I say, therefore, to the unmarried and widows, it
is good for them to abide even as I.” Paul well knew that such teach-
ings were not a part of Jesus’ gospel, and his acknowledgement of
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this is illustrated by his statement, “I speak this by permission and
not by commandment.” But this cult led Paul to look down upon
women. And the pity of it all is that his personal opinions have long
in uenced the teachings of a great world religion. If the advice of
the tentmaker-teacher were to be literally and universally obeyed,
then would the human race come to a sudden and inglorious end.
Furthermore, the involvement of a religion with the ancient con-
tinence cult leads directly to a war against marriage and the home,
society’s veritable foundation and the basic institution of human
progress. And it is not to be wondered at that all such beliefs fos-
tered the formation of celibate priesthoods in the many religions
of various peoples.

7 ¶ Someday man should learn how to enjoy liberty without li-
cense, nourishment without gluttony, and pleasure without de-
bauchery. Self-control is a better human policy of behaviour reg-
ulation than is extreme self-denial. Nor did Jesus ever teach these
unreasonable views to his followers.

4. ORIGINS OF SACRIFICE
1 Sacri ce as a part of religious devotions, like many other wor-

shipful rituals, did not have a simple and single origin. e ten-
dency to bow down before power and to prostrate oneself in wor-
shipful adoration in the presence ofmystery is foreshadowed in the
fawning of the dog before its master. It is but one step from the
impulse of worship to the act of sacri ce. Primitive man gauged
the value of his sacri ce by the pain which he suffered. When the
idea of sacri ce rst attached itself to religious ceremonial, no of-
fering was contemplated which was not productive of pain. e
rst sacri ces were such acts as plucking hair, cutting the esh, mu-

tilations, knocking out teeth, and cutting off ngers. As civiliza-
tion advanced, these crude concepts of sacri ce were elevated to
the level of the rituals of self-abnegation, asceticism, fasting, depri-
vation, and the later Christian doctrine of sancti cation through
sorrow, suffering, and the morti cation of the esh.

2 Early in the evolutionof religion there existed two conceptions
of the sacri ce: the idea of the gi sacri ce, which connoted the at-
titude of thanksgiving, and the debt sacri ce, which embraced the
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idea of redemption. Later there developed the notion of substitu-
tion.

3 Man still later conceived that his sacri ce of whatever nature
might function as a message bearer to the gods; it might be as a
sweet savour in thenostrils of deity. is brought incense andother
aesthetic features of sacri cial rituals which developed into sacri -
cial feasting, in time becoming increasingly elaborate and ornate.

4 ¶ As religion evolved, the sacri cial rites of conciliation and
propitiation replaced the older methods of avoidance, placation,
and exorcism.

5 e earliest idea of the sacri ce was that of a neutrality assess-
ment leviedby ancestral spirits; only later did the idea of atonement
develop. Asman got away from the notion of the evolutionary ori-
gin of the race, as the traditions of the days of the Planetary Prince
and the sojourn of Adam ltered down through time, the concept
of sin and of original sin becamewidespread, so that sacri ce for ac-
cidental and personal sin evolved into the doctrine of sacri ce for
the atonement of racial sin. e atonement of the sacri ce was a
blanket insurance device which covered even the resentment and
jealousy of an unknown god.

6 Surrounded by so many sensitive spirits and grasping gods,
primitive man was face to face with such a host of creditor deities
that it required all the priests, ritual, and sacri ces throughout an
entire lifetime to get himout of spiritual debt. e doctrine of orig-
inal sin, or racial guilt, started every person out in serious debt to
the spirit powers.

7 ¶ Gi s and bribes are given to men; but when tendered to the
gods, they are described as being dedicated, made sacred, or are
called sacri ces. Renunciation was the negative form of propitia-
tion; sacri ce became the positive form. e act of propitiation in-
cluded praise, glori cation, attery, and even entertainment. And
it is the remnants of these positive practices of the olden propitia-
tion cult that constitute the modern forms of divine worship. Pre-
sent-day forms of worship are simply the ritualization of these an-
cient sacri cial techniques of positive propitiation.

8 ¶ Animal sacri ce meant much more to primitive man than it
could ever mean to modern races. ese barbarians regarded the
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animals as their actual and near kin. As time passed, man became
shrewd in his sacri cing, ceasing to offer up his work animals. At
rst he sacri ced the best of everything, including his domesticated

animals.
9 It was no empty boast that a certain Egyptian rulermadewhen

he stated that he had sacri ced:

• 113,433 slaves,

• 493,386 head of cattle,

• 88 boats,

• 2,756 golden images,

• 331,702 jars of honey and oil,

• 228,380 jars of wine,

• 680,714 geese,

• 6,744,428 loaves of bread,

• 5,740,352 sacks of corn˚.

And in order to do this he must needs have sorely taxed his toiling
subjects.

4.9. 5,740,352 sacks of coin Early Egyptians developed a system of exchange of gold and
silver rings, but true coinage was not introduced until the period of Persian domination
(525–415 BCE), during which the gold daric and silver siglos of Darius I (reigned om
521–485 BCE) would have been used for some transactions. Coins were not actually
minted in Egypt until 404–343 BCE during the brief period of independence between
the 1 Persian period and the reconquest by Artaxerxes III (342–336 BCE), when sil-
ver imitation Athenian Owls were minted. Coins were regularly minted in Egypt dur-
ing the Ptolemaic (283–30 BCE) and subsequent Roman periods. e Harris Papyrus
I (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Papyrus_Harris_I) commemorates the reign of Rameses
III, and was commissioned by his son Rameses IV at the former’s death in 1172 BCE.

e list of gi s to the Gods in the UB at 89:4.9, excerpted om this papyrus, thus pre-
dates the earliest signi cant presence of coins in Egypt by 650–750 years. erefore, the
reference in e Urantia Book is a simple typo made when quoting a known source; but re-
gardless of quantities, the 1955 text cannot be correct — it is erroneous on its face. is
is the key difference between this item and the Greek/Creek item in 85:4.1. is pre-
cise list, including the “coin” typo, is found in William Graham Sumner/Albert G. Keller
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Graham_Sumner), e Science of Society,Yale,
1927.
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10 Sheer necessity eventually drove these semisavages to eat the
material part of their sacri ces, the gods having enjoyed the soul
thereof. And this custom found justi cation under the pretense of
the ancient sacredmeal, a communion service according tomodern
usage.

5. SACRIFICES AND CANNIBALISM
1 Modern ideas of early cannibalism are entirely wrong; it was

a part of the mores of early society. While cannibalism is tradi-
tionally horrible to modern civilization, it was a part of the social
and religious structure of primitive society. Group interests dic-
tated the practice of cannibalism. It grew up through the urge of
necessity and persisted because of the slavery of superstition and ig-
norance. It was a social, economic, religious, and military custom.

2 Early man was a cannibal; he enjoyed human esh, and there-
fore he offered it as a food gi to the spirits and his primitive gods.
Since ghost spirits were merely modi ed men, and since food was
man’s greatest need, then food must likewise be a spirit’s greatest
need.

3 Cannibalismwas once well-nigh universal among the evolving
races. e Sangiks were all cannibalistic, but originally the Andon-
ites were not, nor were theNodites andAdamites; neither were the
Andites until a er they had become grossly admixed with the evo-
lutionary races.

4 e taste for human esh grows. Having been started through
hunger, friendship, revenge, or religious ritual, the eating of hu-
man esh goes on to habitual cannibalism. Man-eating has arisen
through food scarcity, though this has seldom been the underly-
ing reason. e Eskimos and early Andonites, however, seldom
were cannibalistic except in times of famine. e red men, espe-
cially in Central America, were cannibals. It was once a general
practice for primitive mothers to kill and eat their own children in
order to renew the strength lost in childbearing, and in Queens-
land the rst child is still frequently thus killed and devoured. In
recent times cannibalism has been deliberately resorted to bymany
African tribes as a war measure, a sort of frightfulness with which
to terrorize their neighbours.
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5 Some cannibalism resulted from the degeneration of once su-
perior stocks, but it was mostly prevalent among the evolutionary
races. Man-eating came on at a timewhenmen experienced intense
and bitter emotions regarding their enemies. Eating human esh
became part of a solemn ceremony of revenge; it was believed that
an enemy’s ghost could, in this way, be destroyed or fused with that
of the eater. It was once a widespread belief that wizards attained
their powers by eating human esh.

6 Certain groups of man-eaters would consume only members
of their own tribes, a pseudospiritual inbreeding which was sup-
posed to accentuate tribal solidarity. But they also ate enemies for
revenge with the idea of appropriating their strength. It was con-
sidered an honour to the soul of a friend or fellow tribesman if his
body were eaten, while it was no more than just punishment to an
enemy thus to devour him. e savage mind made no pretensions
to being consistent.

7 Among some tribes aged parents would seek to be eaten by
their children; among others it was customary to refrain from eat-
ing near relations; their bodies were sold or exchanged for those
of strangers. ere was considerable commerce in women and
children who had been fattened for slaughter. When disease or
war failed to control population, the surplus was unceremoniously
eaten.

8 ¶ Cannibalism has been gradually disappearing because of the
following in uences:

9 1. It sometimes became a communal ceremony, the assump-
tion of collective responsibility for in icting the death penalty
upon a fellow tribesman. e blood guilt ceases to be a crimewhen
participated in by all, by society. e last of cannibalism inAsiawas
this eating of executed criminals.

10 2. It very early became a religious ritual, but the growth of
ghost fear did not always operate to reduce man-eating.

11 3. Eventually it progressed to the point where only certain
parts or organs of the bodywere eaten, those parts supposed to con-
tain the soul or portions of the spirit. Blood drinking became com-
mon, and it was customary to mix the “edible” parts of the body
with medicines.
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12 4. It became limited to men; women were forbidden to eat
human esh.

13 5. It was next limited to the chiefs, priests, and shamans.
14 6. en it became taboo among the higher tribes. e taboo

on man-eating originated in Dalamatia and slowly spread over the
world. eNodites encouraged cremation as ameans of combating
cannibalism since it was once a common practice to dig up buried
bodies and eat them.

15 7. Human sacri ce sounded the death knell of cannibalism.
Human esh having become the food of superior men, the chiefs,
it was eventually reserved for the still more superior spirits; and
thus the offering of human sacri ces effectively put a stop to can-
nibalism, except among the lowest tribes. When human sacri ce
was fully established, man-eating became taboo; human esh was
food only for the gods; man could eat only a small ceremonial bit,
a sacrament.

16 ¶ Finally animal substitutes came into general use for sacri -
cial purposes, and even among the more backward tribes dog-eat-
ing greatly reducedman-eating. e dogwas the rst domesticated
animal and was held in high esteem both as such and as food.

6. EVOLUTION OF HUMAN SACRIFICE
1 Human sacri ce was an indirect result of cannibalism as well

as its cure. Providing spirit escorts to the spirit world also led to
the lessening of man-eating as it was never the custom to eat these
death sacri ces. No race has been entirely free from the practice
of human sacri ce in some form and at some time, even though
the Andonites, Nodites, and Adamites were the least addicted to
cannibalism.

2 Human sacri ce has been virtually universal; it persisted in
the religious customs of theChinese,Hindus, Egyptians,Hebrews,
Mesopotamians, Greeks, Romans, and many other peoples, even
on to recent times among the backward African and Australian
tribes. e laterAmerican Indians had a civilization emerging from
cannibalism and, therefore, steeped in human sacri ce, especially
in Central and South America. e Chaldeans were among the
rst to abandon the sacri cing of humans for ordinary occasions,
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substituting therefor animals. About 2,000 years ago a tender-
hearted Japanese emperor introduced clay images to take the place
of human sacri ces, but it was less than 1,000 years ago that these
sacri ces died out in northern Europe. Among certain backward
tribes, human sacri ce is still carried on by volunteers, a sort of re-
ligious or ritual suicide. A shaman once ordered the sacri ce of a
much respected old man of a certain tribe. e people revolted;
they refused to obey. Whereupon the old man had his own son
dispatch him; the ancients really believed in this custom.

3 ¶ ere is no more tragic and pathetic experience on record,
illustrative of the heart-tearing contentions between ancient and
time-honoured religious customs and the contrary demands of ad-
vancing civilization, than theHebrewnarrative of Jephthah andhis
only daughter. As was common custom, this well-meaning man
had made a foolish vow, had bargained with the “god of battles,”
agreeing to pay a certain price for victory over his enemies. And
this price was to make a sacri ce of that which rst came out of
his house to meet him when he returned to his home. Jephthah
thought that one of his trusty slaves would thus be on hand to greet
him, but it turned out that his daughter and only child came out to
welcomehimhome. And so, even at that late date and among a sup-
posedly civilized people, this beautiful maiden, a er two months
to mourn her fate, was actually offered as a human sacri ce by her
father, and with the approval of his fellow tribesmen. And all this
was done in the face ofMoses’ stringent rulings against the offering
of human sacri ce. But men and women are addicted to making
foolish and needless vows, and themen of old held all such pledges
to be highly sacred.

4 ¶ In olden times, when a new building of any importance was
started, it was customary to slay a human being as a “foundation
sacri ce.” is provided a ghost spirit to watch over and protect
the structure. When the Chinese made ready to cast a bell, custom
decreed the sacri ce of at least one maiden for the purpose of im-
proving the tone of the bell; the girl chosen was thrown alive into
the molten metal.

5 Itwas long the practice ofmany groups to build slaves alive into
important walls. In later times the northern European tribes sub-
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stituted the walling in of the shadow of a passerby for this custom
of entombing living persons in thewalls of newbuildings. eChi-
nese buried in a wall those workmen who died while constructing
it.

6 A petty king in Palestine, in building the walls of Jericho, “laid
the foundation thereof in Abiram, his rst-born, and set up the
gates thereof in his youngest son, Segub.” At that late date, not only
did this father put two of his sons alive in the foundation holes of
the city’s gates, but his action is also recorded as being “according
to the word of the Lord.” Moses had forbidden these foundation
sacri ces, but the Israelites reverted to them soon a er his death.

e XX century ceremony of depositing trinkets and keepsakes in
the cornerstone of a new building is reminiscent of the primitive
foundation sacri ces.

7 ¶ It was long the custom of many peoples to dedicate the rst
fruits to the spirits. And these observances, now more or less sym-
bolic, are all survivals of the early ceremonies involving human sac-
ri ce. e idea of offering the rst-born as a sacri ce was wide-
spread among the ancients, especially among the Phoenicians, who
were the last to give it up. It used to be said upon sacri cing, “life
for life.” Now you say at death, “dust to dust.”

8 e spectacle ofAbrahamconstrained to sacri ce his son Isaac,
while shocking to civilized susceptibilities, was not a newor strange
idea to the men of those days. It was long a prevalent practice for
fathers, at times of great emotional stress, to sacri ce their rst-
born sons. Many peoples have a tradition analogous to this story,
for there once existed a world-wide and profound belief that it was
necessary to offer a human sacri ce when anything extraordinary
or unusual happened.

7. MODIFICATIONS OF HUMAN SACRIFICE
1 Moses attempted to end human sacri ces by inaugurating the

ransom as a substitute. He established a systematic schedule which
enabled his people to escape theworst results of their rash and fool-
ish vows. Lands, properties, and children could be redeemed ac-
cording to the established fees, which were payable to the priests.
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ose groups which ceased to sacri ce their rst-born soon pos-
sessed great advantages over less advanced neighbours who contin-
ued these atrocious acts. Many such backward tribes were not only
greatly weakened by this loss of sons, but even the succession of
leadership was o en broken.

2 An outgrowth of the passing child sacri ce was the custom of
smearing blood on the house doorposts for the protection of the
rst-born. is was o en done in connection with one of the sa-

cred feasts of the year, and this ceremony once obtained over most
of the world from Mexico to Egypt.

3 Even a er most groups had ceased the ritual killing of chil-
dren, it was the custom to put an infant away by itself, off in the
wilderness or in a little boat on the water. If the child survived, it
was thought that the gods had intervened to preserve him, as in
the traditions of Sargon, Moses, Cyrus, and Romulus. en came
the practice of dedicating the rst-born sons as sacred or sacri cial,
allowing them to grow up and then exiling them in lieu of death;
this was the origin of colonization. e Romans adhered to this
custom in their scheme of colonization.

4 ¶ Many of the peculiar associations of sex laxity with primitive
worship had their origin in connection with human sacri ce. In
olden times, if a woman met head-hunters, she could redeem her
life by sexual surrender. Later, a maiden consecrated to the gods
as a sacri ce might elect to redeem her life by dedicating her body
for life to the sacred sex service of the temple; in this way she could
earn her redemption money. e ancients regarded it as highly el-
evating to have sex relations with a woman thus engaged in ran-
soming her life. It was a religious ceremony to consort with these
sacred maidens, and in addition, this whole ritual afforded an ac-
ceptable excuse for commonplace sexual grati cation. is was a
subtle species of self-deception which both the maidens and their
consorts delighted to practice upon themselves. e mores always
drag behind in the evolutionary advance of civilization, thus pro-
viding sanction for the earlier and more savagelike sex practices of
the evolving races.

5 Temple harlotry eventually spread throughout southern Eu-
rope and Asia. e money earned by the temple prostitutes was
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held sacred among all peoples — a high gi to present to the gods.
e highest types of women thronged the temple sex marts and

devoted their earnings to all kinds of sacred services and works of
public good. Many of the better classes of women collected their
dowries by temporary sex service in the temples, andmostmenpre-
ferred to have such women for wives.

8. REDEMPTION AND COVENANTS
1 Sacri cial redemption and temple prostitution were in reality

modi cations of human sacri ce. Next came the mock sacri ce of
daughters. is ceremony consisted in bloodletting, with dedica-
tion to lifelong virginity, andwas amoral reaction to the older tem-
ple harlotry. In more recent times virgins dedicated themselves to
the service of tending the sacred temple res.

2 Men eventually conceived the idea that the offering of some
part of the body could take the place of the older and complete
human sacri ce. Physical mutilation was also considered to be an
acceptable substitute. Hair, nails, blood, and even ngers and toes
were sacri ced. e later and well-nigh universal ancient rite of
circumcision was an outgrowth of the cult of partial sacri ce; it
was purely sacri cial, no thought of hygienebeing attached thereto.
Men were circumcised; women had their ears pierced.

3 Subsequently it became the custom to bind ngers together
instead of cutting them off. Shaving the head and cutting the hair
were likewise forms of religious devotion. e making of eunuchs
was at rst a modi cation of the idea of human sacri ce. Nose and
lip piercing is still practised in Africa, and tattooing is an artistic
evolution of the earlier crude scarring of the body.

4 ¶ e custom of sacri ce eventually became associated, as a re-
sult of advancing teachings, with the idea of the covenant. At last,
the gods were conceived of as entering into real agreements with
man; and this was amajor step in the stabilization of religion. Law,
a covenant, takes the place of luck, fear, and superstition.

5 Man could never even dream of entering into a contract with
Deity until his concept of God had advanced to the level whereon
the universe controllers were envisioned as dependable. Andman’s
early idea of God was so anthropomorphic that he was unable to
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conceive of a dependable Deity until he himself became relatively
dependable, moral, and ethical.

6 But the idea of making a covenant with the gods did nally ar-
rive. Evolutionary man eventually acquired such moral dignity that
he dared to bargain with his gods. And so the business of offering
sacri ces gradually developed into the game of man’s philosophic
bargaining with God. And all this represented a new device for in-
suring against bad luck or, rather, an enhanced technique for the
more de nite purchase of prosperity. Do not entertain the mis-
taken idea that these early sacri ces were a free gi to the gods, a
spontaneous offering of gratitude or thanksgiving; they were not
expressions of true worship.

7 ¶ Primitive forms of prayer were nothing more nor less than
bargaining with the spirits, an argument with the gods. It was
a kind of bartering in which pleading and persuasion were sub-
stituted for something more tangible and costly. e developing
commerce of the races had inculcated the spirit of trade and had
developed the shrewdness of barter; and now these traits began to
appear in man’s worship methods. And as some men were better
traders than others, so some were regarded as better prayers than
others. e prayer of a just man was held in high esteem. A just
man was one who had paid all accounts to the spirits, had fully dis-
charged every ritual obligation to the gods.

8 Early prayer was hardly worship; it was a bargaining petition
for health, wealth, and life. And in many respects prayers have not
much changed with the passing of the ages. ey are still read out
of books, recited formally, and written out for emplacement on
wheels and for hanging on trees, where the blowing of the winds
will save man the trouble of expending his own breath.

9. SACRIFICES AND SACRAMENTS
1 e human sacri ce, throughout the course of the evolution of

Urantian rituals, has advanced from the bloody business of man-
eating to higher and more symbolic levels. e early rituals of sac-
ri ce bred the later ceremonies of sacrament. In more recent times
the priest alone would partake of a bit of the cannibalistic sacri ce
or a drop of humanblood, and then all would partake of the animal
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substitute. ese early ideas of ransom, redemption, and covenants
have evolved into the later-day sacramental services. And all this
ceremonial evolution has exerted a mighty socializing in uence.

2 In connection with the Mother of God cult, in Mexico and
elsewhere, a sacrament of cakes and wine was eventually utilized
in lieu of the esh and blood of the older human sacri ces. e
Hebrews long practised this ritual as a part of their Passover cer-
emonies, and it was from this ceremonial that the later Christian
version of the sacrament took its origin.

3 e ancient social brotherhoods were based on the rite of
blood drinking; the early Jewish fraternity was a sacri cial blood
affair. Paul started out to build a new Christian cult on “the blood
of the everlasting covenant.” And while he may have unnecessarily
encumberedChristianity with teachings about blood and sacri ce,
he did once and for all make an end of the doctrines of redemption
through human or animal sacri ces. His theologic compromises
indicate that even revelation must submit to the graduated control
of evolution. According to Paul, Christ became the last and all-suf-
cient human sacri ce; the divine Judge is now fully and forever

satis ed.
4 And so, a er long ages the cult of the sacri ce has evolved into

the cult of the sacrament. us are the sacraments of modern reli-
gions the legitimate successors of those shocking early ceremonies
of human sacri ce and the still earlier cannibalistic rituals. Many
still depend upon blood for salvation, but it has at least become
gurative, symbolic, and mystic.

10. FORGIVENESS OF SIN
1 Ancient man only attained consciousness of favour with God

through sacri ce. Modern man must develop new techniques of
achieving the self-consciousness of salvation. e consciousness of
sin persists in the mortal mind, but the thought patterns of salva-
tion therefrom have become outworn and antiquated. e real-
ity of the spiritual need persists, but intellectual progress has de-
stroyed the olden ways of securing peace and consolation for mind
and soul.
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2 ¶ Sin must be rede ned as deliberate disloyalty to Deity. ere
are degrees of disloyalty: the partial loyalty of indecision; the di-
vided loyalty of con iction; the dying loyalty of indifference; and
the death of loyalty exhibited in devotion to godless ideals.

3 ¶ e sense or feeling of guilt is the consciousness of the vio-
lation of the mores; it is not necessarily sin. ere is no real sin in
the absence of conscious disloyalty to Deity.

4 e possibility of the recognitionof the sense of guilt is a badge
of transcendent distinction for mankind. It does not mark man
as mean but rather sets him apart as a creature of potential great-
ness and ever-ascending glory. Such a sense of unworthiness is the
initial stimulus that should lead quickly and surely to those faith
conquests which translate the mortal mind to the superb levels of
moral nobility, cosmic insight, and spiritual living; thus are all the
meanings of human existence changed from the temporal to the
eternal, and all values are elevated from the human to the divine.

5 e confession of sin is a manful repudiation of disloyalty, but
it in no wise mitigates the time-space consequences of such disloy-
alty. But confession — sincere recognition of the nature of sin —
is essential to religious growth and spiritual progress.

6 e forgiveness of sin by Deity is the renewal of loyalty rela-
tions following a period of the human consciousness of the lapse of
such relations as the consequence of conscious rebellion. e for-
giveness does not have to be sought, only received as the conscious-
ness of re-establishment of loyalty relations between the creature
and the Creator. And all the loyal sons of God are happy, service-
loving, and ever-progressive in the Paradise ascent.

ahb
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PAPER №90
SHAMANISM  MEDICINE MEN AND

PRIESTS

Melchizedek

THE evolution of religious observances progressed from pla-
cation, avoidance, exorcism, coercion, conciliation, and
propitiation to sacri ce, atonement, and redemption. e

technique of religious ritual passed from the forms of the primitive
cult through fetishes to magic and miracles; and as ritual became
more complex in response to man’s increasingly complex concept
of the supermaterial realms, it was inevitably dominated by medi-
cine men, shamans, and priests.

2 In the advancing concepts of primitive man the spirit world
was eventually regarded as being unresponsive to the ordinarymor-
tal. Only the exceptional among humans could catch the ear of the
gods; only the extraordinaryman or womanwould be heard by the
spirits. Religion thus enters upon a new phase, a stage wherein it
gradually becomes secondhanded; always does a medicine man, a
shaman, or a priest intervene between the religionist and the object
of worship. And todaymostUrantia systems of organized religious
belief are passing through this level of evolutionary development.

3 Evolutionary religion is born of a simple and all-powerful fear,
the fear which surges through the human mind when confronted
with the unknown, the inexplicable, and the incomprehensible.
Religion eventually achieves the profoundly simple realization of
an all-powerful love, the love which sweeps irresistibly through the
human soul when awakened to the conception of the limitless af-
fection of the Universal Father for the sons of the universe. But in
between the beginning and the consummation of religious evolu-
tion, there intervene the long ages of the shamans, who presume to
stand between man and God as intermediaries, interpreters, and
intercessors.

1. THE FIRST SHAMANS  THE MEDICINE MEN
1 e shaman was the ranking medicine man, the ceremonial
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fetishman, and the focus personality for all the practices of evo-
lutionary religion. In many groups the shaman outranked the war
chief, marking the beginning of the church domination of the state.

e shaman sometimes functioned as a priest and even as a priest-
king. Someof the later tribes hadboth the earlier shaman-medicine
men (seers) and the later appearing shaman-priests. And in many
cases the office of shaman became hereditary.

2 Since in olden times anything abnormal was ascribed to spirit
possession, any strikingmental or physical abnormality constituted
quali cation for being a medicine man. Many of these men were
epileptic, many of the women hysteric, and these two types ac-
counted for a good deal of ancient inspiration as well as spirit and
devil possession. Quite a few of these earliest of priests were of a
class which has since been denominated paranoiac.

3 While theymayhavepractiseddeception inminormatters, the
greatmajority of the shamans believed in the fact of their spirit pos-
session. Women who were able to throw themselves into a trance
or a cataleptic t became powerful shamanesses; later, such women
became prophets and spirit mediums. eir cataleptic trances usu-
ally involved alleged communications with the ghosts of the dead.
Many female shamans were also professional dancers.

4 But not all shamanswere self-deceived; manywere shrewd and
able tricksters. As the profession developed, a novice was required
to serve an apprenticeship of ten years of hardship and self-denial
to qualify as a medicine man. e shamans developed a profes-
sional mode of dress and affected a mysterious conduct. ey fre-
quently employed drugs to induce certain physical states which
would impress and mystify the tribesmen. Sleight-of-hand feats
were regarded as supernatural by the common folk, and ventrilo-
quismwas rst used by shrewd priests. Many of the olden shamans
unwittingly stumbledontohypnotism; others induced autohypno-
sis by prolonged staring at their navels.

5 While many resorted to these tricks and deceptions, their rep-
utation as a class, a er all, stood on apparent achievement. When a
shaman failed in his undertakings, if he could not advance a plausi-
ble alibi, he was either demoted or killed. us the honest shamans
early perished; only the shrewd actors survived.
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6 It was shamanism that took the exclusive direction of tribal af-
fairs out of the hands of the old and the strong and lodged it in the
hands of the shrewd, the clever, and the farsighted.

2. SHAMANISTIC PRACTICES
1 Spirit conjuringwas a very precise and highly complicated pro-

cedure, comparable to present-day church rituals conducted in an
ancient tongue. e human race very early sought for superhu-
man help, for revelation; and men believed that the shaman actu-
ally received such revelations. While the shamans utilized the great
power of suggestion in their work, it was almost invariably negative
suggestion; only in very recent times has the technique of positive
suggestion been employed. In the early development of their pro-
fession the shamans began to specialize in such vocations as rain
making, disease healing, and crime detecting. To heal diseases was
not, however, the chief function of a shamanic medicine man; it
was, rather, to know and to control the hazards of living.

2 Ancient black art, both religious and secular, was called white
art when practised by either priests, seers, shamans, or medicine
men. e practitioners of the black art were called sorcerers, magi-
cians, wizards, witches, enchanters, necromancers, conjurers, and
soothsayers. As time passed, all such purported contact with the
supernatural was classi ed either as witchcra or shamancra .

3 Witchcra embraced themagic performedby earlier, irregular,
and unrecognized spirits; shamancra had to do withmiracles per-
formed by regular spirits and recognized gods of the tribe. In later
times the witch became associated with the devil, and thus was the
stage set for themany comparatively recent exhibitions of religious
intolerance. Witchcra was a religion with many primitive tribes.

4 e shamans were great believers in the mission of chance as
revelatory of thewill of the spirits; they frequently cast lots to arrive
at decisions. Modern survivals of this proclivity for casting lots are
illustrated, not only in the many games of chance, but also in the
well-known “counting-out” rhymes. Once, the person counted out
must die; now, he is only it in some childish game. at which was
serious business to primitive man has survived as a diversion of the
modern child.
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5 e medicine men put great trust in signs and omens, such as,
“When you hear the sound of a rustling in the tops of themulberry
trees, then shall you bestir yourself.” Very early in the history of the
race the shamans turned their attention to the stars. Primitive as-
trology was a world-wide belief and practice; dream interpreting
also became widespread. All this was soon followed by the appear-
ance of those temperamental shamanesses who professed to be able
to communicate with the spirits of the dead.

6 ough of ancient origin, the rain makers, or weather
shamans, have persisted right on down through the ages. A severe
drought meant death to the early agriculturists; weather control
was the object of much ancient magic. Civilized man still makes
the weather the common topic of conversation. e olden peoples
all believed in the power of the shaman as a rain maker, but it was
customary to kill him when he failed, unless he could offer a plau-
sible excuse to account for the failure.

7 Again and again did the Caesars banish the astrologers, but
they invariably returned because of the popular belief in their pow-
ers. ey could not be driven out, and even in the XVI century af-
terChrist the directors ofOccidental church and state were the pa-
trons of astrology. ousands of supposedly intelligent people still
believe that one may be born under the domination of a lucky or
anunlucky star; that the juxtapositionof the heavenly bodies deter-
mines the outcome of various terrestrial adventures. Fortunetellers
are still patronized by the credulous.

8 eGreeks believed in the efficacy of oracular advice, theChi-
nese used magic as protection against demons, shamanism our-
ished in India, and it still openly persists in central Asia. It is an
only recently abandoned practice throughout much of the world.

9 Ever and anon, true prophets and teachers arose to denounce
and expose shamanism. Even the vanishing red man had such a
prophet within the past 100 years, the ShawneeTenskwatawa, who
predicted the eclipse of the sun in 1806 and denounced the vices
of the white man. Many true teachers have appeared among the
various tribes and races all through the long ages of evolutionary
history. And they will ever continue to appear to challenge the
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shamans or priests of any age who oppose general education and
attempt to thwart scienti c progress.˚

10 In many ways and by devious methods the olden shamans es-
tablished their reputations as voices ofGod and custodians of prov-
idence. ey sprinkled the newborn with water and conferred
names upon them; they circumcised themales. ey presided over
all burial ceremonies and made due announcement of the safe ar-
rival of the dead in spiritland.

11 e shamanic priests and medicine men o en became very
wealthy through the accretion of their various fees which were os-
tensibly offerings to the spirits. Not infrequently a shaman would
accumulate practically all the material wealth of his tribe. Upon
the death of a wealthy man it was customary to divide his prop-
erty equally with the shaman and some public enterprise or charity.

is practice still obtains in some parts of Tibet, where ½ the male
population belongs to this class of nonproducers.

12 e shamans dressed well and usually had a number of wives;
they were the original aristocracy, being exempt from all tribal re-
strictions. ey were very o en of low-grade mind and morals.

ey suppressed their rivals by denominating them witches or sor-
cerers and very frequently rose to such positions of in uence and
power that they were able to dominate the chiefs or kings.

13 Primitive man regarded the shaman as a necessary evil; he
feared him but did not love him. Early man respected knowledge;
he honoured and rewardedwisdom. e shamanwasmostly fraud,
but the veneration for shamanism well illustrates the premium put

2.9. …the Shawnee Teuskwatawa, who predicted the eclipse of the sun in 1808 and de-
nounced the vices of the white man. Tenskwatawa is the standard transliteration for the
Shawnee prophet’s name; the spelling in the rst edition may have been caused by a mis-
taken keystroke or may have been the result of an error in reading the original manuscript.
(Regarding the latter possibility, see the note for 195:3.10.) — 1808 — Since nothing in
the text is dependent on the 1808 date, nor linked to it in any way, and since the change
om the incorrect to the correct date — 1806— is just one digit/keystroke, this is no more

signi cant a change om a technical standpoint than the correction of a spelling mistake
— except that so many people have spent so much time making so much over this obvious
mistake in e Urantia Book.
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upon wisdom in the evolution of the race.

3. THE SHAMANIC THEORY OF DISEASE AND
DEATH

1 Since ancient man regarded himself and his material environ-
ment as being directly responsive to the whims of the ghosts and
the fancies of the spirits, it is not strange that his religion should
have been so exclusively concerned with material affairs. Modern
man attacks hismaterial problems directly; he recognizes thatmat-
ter is responsive to the intelligentmanipulation ofmind. Primitive
man likewise desired to modify and even to control the life and
energies of the physical domains; and since his limited comprehen-
sionof the cosmos ledhim to thebelief that ghosts, spirits, and gods
were personally and immediately concerned with the detailed con-
trol of life and matter, he logically directed his efforts to winning
the favour and support of these superhuman agencies.

2 Viewed in this light, much of the inexplicable and irrational in
the ancient cults is understandable. e ceremonies of the cultwere
primitive man’s attempt to control the material world in which he
found himself. And many of his efforts were directed to the end
of prolonging life and ensuring health. Since all diseases and death
itselfwere originally regarded as spirit phenomena, itwas inevitable
that the shamans, while functioning as medicine men and priests,
should also have laboured as doctors and surgeons.

3 e primitive mind may be handicapped by lack of facts, but
it is for all that logical. When thoughtful men observe disease and
death, they set about to determine the causes of these visitations,
and in accordance with their understanding, the shamans and the
scientists have propounded the following theories of affliction:

4 1. Ghosts — direct spirit in uences. e earliest hypothesis
advanced in explanationof disease anddeathwas that spirits caused
disease by enticing the soul out of the body; if it failed to return,
death ensued. e ancients so feared the malevolent action of dis-
ease-producing ghosts that ailing individuals would o en be de-
serted without even food or water. Regardless of the erroneous ba-
sis for these beliefs, they did effectively isolate afflicted individuals
and prevent the spread of contagious disease.
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5 2. Violence — obvious causes. e causes for some accidents
and deaths were so easy to identify that they were early removed
from the category of ghost action. Fatalities andwounds attendant
upon war, animal combat, and other readily identi able agencies
were considered as natural occurrences. But it was long believed
that the spirits were still responsible for delayed healing or for the
infection of wounds of even “natural” causation. If no observable
natural agent could be discovered, the spirit ghosts were still held
responsible for disease and death.

6 Today, inAfrica and elsewheremay be found primitive peoples
whokill someone every time anonviolent death occurs. eirmed-
icinemen indicate the guilty parties. If a mother dies in childbirth,
the child is immediately strangled — a life for a life.

7 3. Magic — the in uence of enemies. Much sickness was
thought to be caused by bewitchment, the action of the evil eye
and themagic pointing bow. At one time it was really dangerous to
point a nger at anyone; it is still regarded as ill-mannered to point.
In cases of obscure disease and death the ancients would hold a
formal inquest, dissect the body, and settle upon some nding as
the cause of death; otherwise the deathwould be laid to witchcra ,
thus necessitating the execution of the witch responsible therefor.

ese ancient coroner’s inquests savedmany a supposedwitch’s life.
Among some it was believed that a tribesman could die as a result
of his own witchcra , in which event no one was accused.

8 4. Sin—punishment for taboo violation. In comparatively re-
cent times it has been believed that sickness is a punishment for sin,
personal or racial. Among peoples traversing this level of evolution
the prevailing theory is that one cannot be afflicted unless one has
violated a taboo. To regard sickness and suffering as “arrows of the
Almighty within them” is typical of such beliefs. e Chinese and
Mesopotamians long regarded disease as the result of the action of
evil demons, although the Chaldeans also looked upon the stars as
the cause of suffering. is theory of disease as a consequence of di-
vine wrath is still prevalent amongmany reputedly civilized groups
of Urantians.

9 5. Natural causation. Mankind has been very slow to learn
the material secrets of the interrelationship of cause and effect
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in the physical domains of energy, matter, and life. e ancient
Greeks, having preserved the traditions of Adamson’s teachings,
were among the rst to recognize that all disease is the result of nat-
ural causes. Slowly and certainly the unfolding of a scienti c era is
destroying man’s age-old theories of sickness and death. Fever was
one of the rst human ailments to be removed from the category
of supernatural disorders, and progressively the era of science has
broken the fetters of ignorance which so long imprisoned the hu-
manmind. Anunderstanding of old age and contagion is gradually
obliterating man’s fear of ghosts, spirits, and gods as the personal
perpetrators of human misery and mortal suffering.

10 ¶ Evolution unerringly achieves its end: It imbues man with
that superstitious fear of the unknown and dread of the unseen
which is the scaffolding for the God concept. And having wit-
nessed the birth of an advanced comprehension of Deity, through
the co-ordinate action of revelation, this same technique of evolu-
tion then unerringly sets in motion those forces of thought which
will inexorably obliterate the scaffolding, which has served its pur-
pose.

4. MEDICINE UNDER THE SHAMANS
1 e entire life of ancient men was prophylactic; their religion

was in no small measure a technique for disease prevention. And
regardless of the error in their theories, they were wholehearted in
putting them into effect; they had unbounded faith in their meth-
ods of treatment, and that, in itself, is a powerful remedy.

2 ¶ e faith required to get well under the foolishministrations
of one of these ancient shamans was, a er all, not materially differ-
ent from that which is required to experience healing at the hands
of some of his later-day successors who engage in the nonscienti c
treatment of disease.

3 ¶ e more primitive tribes greatly feared the sick, and for
long ages they were carefully avoided, shamefully neglected. It
was a great advance in humanitarianism when the evolution of
shamancra produced priests and medicine men who consented
to treat disease. en it became customary for the entire clan to
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crowd into the sickroom to assist the shaman in howling the dis-
ease ghosts away. It was not uncommon for a woman to be the
diagnosing shaman, while a man would administer treatment. e
usual method of diagnosing disease was to examine the entrails of
an animal.

4 Disease was treated by chanting, howling, laying on of hands,
breathing on the patient, andmany other techniques. In later times
the resort to temple sleep, during which healing supposedly took
place, became widespread. e medicine men eventually essayed
actual surgery in connection with temple slumber; among the rst
operations was that of trephining the skull to allow a headache
spirit to escape. e shamans learned to treat fractures and dislo-
cations, to open boils and abscesses; the shamanesses became adept
at midwifery.

5 It was a commonmethod of treatment to rub somethingmagi-
cal on an infected or blemished spot on the body, throw the charm
away, and supposedly experience a cure. If anyone should chance
to pick up the discarded charm, it was believed he would imme-
diately acquire the infection or blemish. It was a long time before
herbs and other real medicines were introduced. Massage was de-
veloped in connection with incantation, rubbing the spirit out of
the body, and was preceded by efforts to rub medicine in, even as
moderns attempt to rub liniments in. Cupping and sucking the
affected parts, together with bloodletting, were thought to be of
value in getting rid of a disease-producing spirit.

6 Since water was a potent fetish, it was utilized in the treatment
of many ailments. For long it was believed that the spirit causing
the sickness could be eliminated by sweating. Vapour baths were
highly regarded; natural hot springs soon blossomed as primitive
health resorts. Early man discovered that heat would relieve pain;
he used sunlight, fresh animal organs, hot clay, and hot stones, and
many of these methods are still employed. Rhythm was practised
in an effort to in uence the spirits; the tom-toms were universal.

7 Among some people disease was thought to be caused by a
wicked conspiracy between spirits and animals. is gave rise to
the belief that there existed a bene cent plant remedy for every an-
imal-caused disease. e red men were especially devoted to the
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plant theory of universal remedies; they always put a drop of blood
in the root hole le when the plant was pulled up.

8 Fasting, dieting, and counterirritants were o en used as reme-
dial measures. Human secretions, being de nitely magical, were
highly regarded; blood and urine were thus among the earliest
medicines and were soon augmented by roots and various salts.

e shamans believed that disease spirits could be driven out of
the body by foul-smelling and bad-tastingmedicines. Purging very
early became a routine treatment, and the values of raw cocoa and
quinine were among the earliest pharmaceutical discoveries.

9 e Greeks were the rst to evolve truly rational methods of
treating the sick. Both theGreeks and the Egyptians received their
medical knowledge from the Euphrates valley. Oil and wine was a
very earlymedicine for treating wounds; castor oil and opiumwere
used by the Sumerians. Many of these ancient and effective secret
remedies lost their power when they became known; secrecy has
always been essential to the successful practice of fraud and super-
stition. Only facts and truth court the full light of comprehension
and rejoice in the illumination and enlightenment of scienti c re-
search.

5. PRIESTS AND RITUALS
1 e essence of the ritual is the perfection of its performance;

among savages it must be practised with exact precision. It is only
when the ritual has been correctly carried out that the ceremony
possesses compelling power over the spirits. If the ritual is faulty,
it only arouses the anger and resentment of the gods. erefore,
since man’s slowly evolving mind conceived that the technique of
ritual was the decisive factor in its efficacy, it was inevitable that
the early shamans should sooner or later evolve into a priesthood
trained to direct the meticulous practice of the ritual. And so for
tens of thousands of years endless rituals have hampered society
and cursed civilization, have been an intolerable burden to every
act of life, every racial undertaking.

2 Ritual is the technique of sanctifying custom; ritual creates
andperpetuatesmyths aswell as contributing to the preservationof
social and religious customs. Again, ritual itself has been fathered
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by myths. Rituals are o en at rst social, later becoming economic
and nally acquiring the sanctity and dignity of religious ceremo-
nial. Ritual may be personal or group in practice — or both — as
illustrated by prayer, dancing, and drama.

3 Words become a part of ritual, such as the use of terms like
amen and selah. e habit of swearing, profanity, represents a pros-
titution of former ritualistic repetition of holy names. e making
of pilgrimages to sacred shrines is a very ancient ritual. e rit-
ual next grew into elaborate ceremonies of puri cation, cleansing,
and sancti cation. e initiation ceremonies of the primitive tribal
secret societies were in reality a crude religious rite. e worship
technique of the oldenmystery cultswas just one long performance
of accumulated religious ritual. Ritual nally developed into the
modern types of social ceremonials and religious worship, services
embracing prayer, song, responsive reading, and other individual
and group spiritual devotions.

4 ¶ e priests evolved from shamans up through oracles, divin-
ers, singers, dancers, weathermakers, guardians of religious relics,
temple custodians, and foretellers of events, to the status of actual
directors of religious worship. Eventually the office became hered-
itary; a continuous priestly caste arose.

5 As religion evolved, priests began to specialize according to
their innate talents or special predilections. Some became singers,
others prayers, and still others sacri cers; later came the orators
— preachers. And when religion became institutionalized, these
priests claimed to “hold the keys of heaven.”

6 e priests have always sought to impress and awe the common
people by conducting the religious ritual in an ancient tongue and
by sundry magical passes so to mystify the worshippers as to en-
hance their own piety and authority. e great danger in all this is
that the ritual tends to become a substitute for religion.

7 e priesthoods have done much to delay scienti c develop-
ment and to hinder spiritual progress, but they have contributed to
the stabilization of civilization and to the enhancement of certain
kinds of culture. But many modern priests have ceased to function
as directors of the ritual of the worship ofGod, having turned their
attention to theology — the attempt to de ne God.
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8 It is not denied that the priests have been amillstone about the
neck of the races, but the true religious leaders have been invaluable
in pointing the way to higher and better realities.

ahb
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PAPER №91
THE EVOLUTION OF PRAYER

Chief of Midwayers

PRAYER, as an agency of religion, evolved from previous
nonreligious monologue and dialogue expressions. With
the attainment of self-consciousness by primitiveman there

occurred the inevitable corollary of other-consciousness, the dual
potential of social response and God recognition.

2 e earliest prayer forms were not addressed to Deity. ese
expressions were much like what you would say to a friend as you
entered upon some important undertaking, “Wishme luck.” Prim-
itive man was enslaved to magic; luck, good and bad, entered into
all the affairs of life. At rst, these luck petitions were monologues
— just a kind of thinking out loud by the magic server. Next, these
believers in luck would enlist the support of their friends and fam-
ilies, and presently some form of ceremony would be performed
which included the whole clan or tribe.

3 When the concepts of ghosts and spirits evolved, these peti-
tions became superhuman in address, and with the consciousness
of gods, such expressions attained to the levels of genuine prayer.
As an illustration of this, among certain Australian tribes primitive
religious prayers antedated their belief in spirits and superhuman
personalities.

4 eToda tribe of India nowobserves this practice of praying to
no one in particular, just as did the early peoples before the times of
religious consciousness. Only, among the Todas, this represents a
regression of their degenerating religion to this primitive level. e
present-day rituals of the dairymen priests of the Todas do not rep-
resent a religious ceremony since these impersonal prayers do not
contribute anything to the conservation or enhancement of any so-
cial, moral, or spiritual values.

5 Prereligious praying was part of the mana practices of the
Melanesians, the oudah beliefs of the African Pygmies, and the
manitou superstitions of the North American Indians. e
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Baganda tribes ofAfrica have only recently emerged from themana
level of prayer. In this early evolutionary confusion men pray to
gods — local and national — to fetishes, amulets, ghosts, rulers,
and to ordinary people.

1. PRIMITIVE PRAYER
1 e function of early evolutionary religion is to conserve and

augment the essential social, moral, and spiritual values which are
slowly taking form. is mission of religion is not consciously
observed by mankind, but it is chie y effected by the function
of prayer. e practice of prayer represents the unintended, but
nonetheless personal and collective, effort of any group to secure
(to actualize) this conservation of higher values. But for the safe-
guarding of prayer, all holy days would speedily revert to the status
of mere holidays.

2 ¶ Religion and its agencies, the chief of which is prayer, are al-
lied only with those values which have general social recognition,
group approval. erefore, when primitiveman attempted to grat-
ify his baser emotions or to achieve unmitigated sel sh ambitions,
he was deprived of the consolation of religion and the assistance
of prayer. If the individual sought to accomplish anything antiso-
cial, he was obliged to seek the aid of nonreligious magic, resort to
sorcerers, and thus be deprived of the assistance of prayer. Prayer,
therefore, very early became amighty promoter of social evolution,
moral progress, and spiritual attainment.

3 But the primitive mind was neither logical nor consistent.
Early men did not perceive that material things were not the prov-
ince of prayer. ese simple-minded souls reasoned that food, shel-
ter, rain, game, and other material goods enhanced the social wel-
fare, and therefore they began to pray for these physical blessings.
While this constituted a perversion of prayer, it encouraged the ef-
fort to realize thesematerial objectives by social and ethical actions.
Such a prostitution of prayer, while debasing the spiritual values of
a people, nevertheless directly elevated their economic, social, and
ethical mores.

4 Prayer is only monologuous in the most primitive type of
mind. It early becomes a dialogue and rapidly expands to the level
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of group worship. Prayer signi es that the premagical incantations
of primitive religion have evolved to that level where the human
mind recognizes the reality of bene cent powers or beings who are
able to enhance social values and to augmentmoral ideals, and fur-
ther, that these in uences are superhuman and distinct from the
egoof the self-conscioushumanandhis fellowmortals. Trueprayer
does not, therefore, appear until the agency of religious ministry is
visualized as personal.

5 ¶ Prayer is little associated with animism, but such beliefs may
exist alongside emerging religious sentiments. Many times, religion
and animism have had entirely separate origins.

6 ¶ With those mortals who have not been delivered from the
primitive bondage of fear, there is a real danger that all prayer may
lead to amorbid sense of sin, unjusti ed convictions of guilt, real or
fancied. But in modern times it is not likely that many will spend
sufficient time at prayer to lead to this harmful brooding over their
unworthiness or sinfulness. e dangers attendant upon the dis-
tortion and perversion of prayer consist in ignorance, superstition,
crystallization, devitalization, materialism, and fanaticism.

2. EVOLVING PRAYER
1 e rst prayers were merely verbalized wishes, the expression

of sincere desires. Prayer next became a technique of achieving
spirit co-operation. And then it attained to the higher function
of assisting religion in the conservation of all worth-while values.

2 Both prayer and magic arose as a result of man’s adjustive re-
actions to Urantian environment. But aside from this generalized
relationship, they have little in common. Prayer has always indi-
cated positive action by the praying ego; it has been always psychic
and sometimes spiritual. Magic has usually signi ed an attempt to
manipulate reality without affecting the ego of the manipulator,
thepractitioner ofmagic. Despite their independent origins,magic
and prayer o en have been interrelated in their later stages of de-
velopment. Magic has sometimes ascended by goal elevation from
formulas through rituals and incantations to the threshold of true
prayer. Prayer has sometimes become somaterialistic that it has de-
generated into a pseudomagical technique of avoiding the expen-
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diture of that effort which is requisite for the solution of Urantian
problems.

3 ¶ When man learned that prayer could not coerce the gods,
then it became more of a petition, favour seeking. But the truest
prayer is in reality a communion between man and his Maker.

4 ¶ e appearance of the sacri ce idea in any religion unfail-
ingly detracts from the higher efficacy of true prayer in that men
seek to substitute the offerings ofmaterial possessions for the offer-
ing of their own consecrated wills to the doing of the will of God.

5 When religion is divested of a personal God, its prayers trans-
late to the levels of theology and philosophy. When the highest
God concept of a religion is that of an impersonal Deity, such as in
pantheistic idealism, although affording the basis for certain forms
of mystic communion, it proves fatal to the potency of true prayer,
which always stands for man’s communion with a personal and su-
perior being.

6 During the earlier times of racial evolution and even at the
present time, in the day-by-day experience of the average mortal,
prayer is very much a phenomenon of man’s intercourse with his
own subconscious. But there is also a domain of prayer wherein
the intellectually alert and spiritually progressing individual attains
more or less contact with the superconscious levels of the human
mind, the domainof the indwelling oughtAdjuster. In addition,
there is a de nite spiritual phase of true prayer which concerns its
reception and recognition by the spiritual forces of the universe,
and which is entirely distinct from all human and intellectual asso-
ciation.

7 Prayer contributes greatly to the development of the religious
sentiment of an evolving human mind. It is a mighty in uence
working to prevent isolation of personality.

8 Prayer represents one technique associatedwith the natural re-
ligions of racial evolution which also forms a part of the experien-
tial values of the higher religions of ethical excellence, the religions
of revelation.

3. PRAYER AND THE ALTER EGO
1 Children, when rst learning to make use of language, are
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prone to think out loud, to express their thoughts in words, even if
no one is present to hear them. With the dawn of creative imagina-
tion they evince a tendency to converse with imaginary compan-
ions. In this way a budding ego seeks to hold communion with a
ctitious alter ego. By this technique the child early learns to con-

vert his monologue conversations into pseudo dialogues in which
this alter ego makes replies to his verbal thinking and wish expres-
sion. Very much of an adult’s thinking is mentally carried on in
conversational form.

2 e early and primitive form of prayer was much like the
semimagical recitations of the present-day Toda tribe, prayers that
were not addressed to anyone in particular. But such techniques
of praying tend to evolve into the dialogue type of communication
by the emergence of the idea of an alter ego. In time the alter-ego
concept is exalted to a superior status of divine dignity, and prayer
as an agency of religion has appeared. rough many phases and
during long ages this primitive type of praying is destined to evolve
before attaining the level of intelligent and truly ethical prayer.

3 As it is conceived by successive generations of prayingmortals,
the alter ego evolves up through ghosts, fetishes, and spirits to poly-
theistic gods, and eventually to the One God, a divine being em-
bodying the highest ideals and the lo iest aspirations of the pray-
ing ego. And thus does prayer function as the most potent agency
of religion in the conservation of the highest values and ideals of
those who pray. From the moment of the conceiving of an alter
ego to the appearance of the concept of a divine and heavenly Fa-
ther, prayer is always a socializing, moralizing, and spiritualizing
practice.

4 e simple prayer of faith evidences a mighty evolution in hu-
man experience whereby the ancient conversations with the cti-
tious symbol of the alter ego of primitive religion have become ex-
alted to the level of communion with the spirit of the In nite and
to that of a bona de consciousness of the reality of the eternalGod
and Paradise Father of all intelligent creation.

5 Aside from all that is superself in the experience of praying, it
should be remembered that ethical prayer is a splendid way to el-
evate one’s ego and reinforce the self for better living and higher
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attainment. Prayer induces the human ego to look both ways for
help: formaterial aid to the subconscious reservoir of mortal expe-
rience, for inspiration and guidance to the superconscious borders
of the contact of the material with the spiritual, with the Mystery
Monitor.

6 Prayer ever has been and ever will be a twofold human experi-
ence: a psychologic procedure interassociatedwith a spiritual tech-
nique. And these two functions of prayer can never be fully sepa-
rated.

7 Enlightened prayer must recognize not only an external and
personal God but also an internal and impersonal Divinity, the in-
dwelling Adjuster. It is altogether tting that man, when he prays,
should strive to grasp the concept of the Universal Father on Para-
dise; but the more effective technique for most practical purposes
will be to revert to the concept of a near-by alter ego, just as the
primitive mind was wont to do, and then to recognize that the
idea of this alter ego has evolved from a mere ction to the truth
of God’s indwelling mortal man in the factual presence of the Ad-
juster so that man can talk face to face, as it were, with a real and
genuine and divine alter ego that indwells him and is the very pres-
ence and essence of the living God, the Universal Father.

4. ETHICAL PRAYING
1 No prayer can be ethical when the petitioner seeks for sel sh

advantage over his fellows. Sel sh and materialistic praying is in-
compatible with the ethical religions which are predicated on un-
sel sh and divine love. All such unethical praying reverts to the
primitive levels of pseudomagic and is unworthy of advancing civi-
lizations and enlightened religions. Sel sh praying transgresses the
spirit of all ethics founded on loving justice.

2 Prayer must never be so prostituted as to become a substitute
for action. All ethical prayer is a stimulus to action and a guide to
the progressive striving for idealistic goals of superself-attainment.

3 In all your praying be fair; do not expect God to show partial-
ity, to love you more than his other children, your friends, neigh-
bours, even enemies. But the prayer of the natural or evolved re-
ligions is not at rst ethical, as it is in the later revealed religions.
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All praying, whether individual or communal, may be either egois-
tic or altruistic. at is, the prayer may be centred upon the self or
upon others. When the prayer seeks nothing for the onewho prays
nor anything for his fellows, then such attitudes of the soul tend to
the levels of true worship. Egoistic prayers involve confessions and
petitions and o en consist in requests for material favours. Prayer
is somewhat more ethical when it deals with forgiveness and seeks
wisdom for enhanced self-control.

4 While the nonsel sh type of prayer is strengthening and com-
forting, materialistic praying is destined to bring disappointment
and disillusionment as advancing scienti c discoveries demon-
strate that man lives in a physical universe of law and order. e
childhood of an individual or a race is characterized by primitive,
sel sh, and materialistic praying. And, to a certain extent, all such
petitions are efficacious in that they unvaryingly lead to those ef-
forts and exertionswhich are contributory to achieving the answers
to such prayers. e real prayer of faith always contributes to the
augmentation of the technique of living, even if such petitions are
not worthy of spiritual recognition. But the spiritually advanced
person should exercise great caution in attempting to discourage
the primitive or immature mind regarding such prayers.

5 ¶ Remember, even if prayer does not change God, it very of-
ten effects great and lasting changes in the one who prays in faith
and con dent expectation. Prayer has been the ancestor of much
peace of mind, cheerfulness, calmness, courage, self-mastery, and
fair-mindedness in the men and women of the evolving races.

5. SOCIAL REPERCUSSIONS OF PRAYER
1 In ancestor worship, prayer leads to the cultivation of ances-

tral ideals. But prayer, as a feature of Deity worship, transcends all
other such practices since it leads to the cultivation of divine ide-
als. As the concept of the alter ego of prayer becomes supreme and
divine, so are man’s ideals accordingly elevated from mere human
toward supernal and divine levels, and the result of all such praying
is the enhancement of human character and the profound uni ca-
tion of human personality.
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2 But prayer need not always be individual. Group or congre-
gational praying is very effective in that it is highly socializing in
its repercussions. When a group engages in community prayer for
moral enhancement and spiritual upli , suchdevotions are reactive
upon the individuals composing the group; they are all made bet-
ter because of participation. Even a whole city or an entire nation
can be helped by such prayer devotions. Confession, repentance,
and prayer have led individuals, cities, nations, and whole races to
mighty efforts of reform and courageous deeds of valorous achieve-
ment.

3 ¶ If you truly desire to overcome the habit of criticizing some
friend, the quickest and surest way of achieving such a change of
attitude is to establish the habit of praying for that person every
day of your life. But the social repercussions of such prayers are
dependent largely on two conditions:

4 1. e personwho is prayed for should know that he is being
prayed for.

5 2. e person who prays should come into intimate social
contact with the person for whom he is praying.

6 ¶ Prayer is the technique whereby, sooner or later, every reli-
gion becomes institutionalized. And in time prayer becomes as-
sociated with numerous secondary agencies, some helpful, others
decidedly deleterious, such as priests, holy books, worship rituals,
and ceremonials.

7 But the minds of greater spiritual illumination should be pa-
tient with, and tolerant of, those less endowed intellects that crave
symbolism for the mobilization of their feeble spiritual insight.

e strong must not look with disdain upon the weak. ose who
are God-conscious without symbolism must not deny the grace-
ministry of the symbol to those who nd it difficult to worship
Deity and to revere truth, beauty, and goodness without form and
ritual. In prayerful worship, mostmortals envision some symbol of
the object-goal of their devotions.

6. THE PROVINCE OF PRAYER
1 Prayer, unless in liaison with the will and actions of the per-

sonal spiritual forces and material supervisors of a realm, can have
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no direct effect upon one’s physical environment. While there is a
very de nite limit to the province of the petitions of prayer, such
limits do not equally apply to the faith of those who pray.

2 Prayer is not a technique for curing real and organic diseases,
but it has contributed enormously to the enjoyment of abundant
health and to the cure of numerousmental, emotional, andnervous
ailments. And even in actual bacterial disease, prayer has many
times added to the efficacyof other remedial procedures. Prayer has
turnedmany an irritable and complaining invalid into a paragon of
patience andmade him an inspiration to all other human sufferers.

3 No matter how difficult it may be to reconcile the scienti c
doubtings regarding the efficacy of prayer with the ever-present
urge to seek help and guidance from divine sources, never forget
that the sincere prayer of faith is a mighty force for the promo-
tion of personal happiness, individual self-control, social harmony,
moral progress, and spiritual attainment.

4 Prayer, even as a purely human practice, a dialogue with one’s
alter ego, constitutes a technique of the most efficient approach
to the realization of those reserve powers of human nature which
are stored and conserved in the unconscious realms of the human
mind. Prayer is a sound psychologic practice, aside from its reli-
gious implications and its spiritual signi cance. It is a fact of hu-
man experience that most persons, if sufficiently hard pressed, will
pray in some way to some source of help.

5 ¶ Do not be so slothful as to ask God to solve your difficul-
ties, but never hesitate to ask him forwisdomand spiritual strength
to guide and sustain you while you yourself resolutely and coura-
geously attack the problems at hand.

6 ¶ Prayer has been an indispensable factor in the progress and
preservation of religious civilization, and it still has mighty contri-
butions to make to the further enhancement and spiritualization
of society if those who pray will only do so in the light of scien-
ti c facts, philosophic wisdom, intellectual sincerity, and spiritual
faith. Pray as Jesus taught his disciples—honestly, unsel shly, with
fairness, and without doubting.
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7 But the efficacy of prayer in the personal spiritual experience
of the one who prays is in no way dependent on such a worship-
per’s intellectual understanding, philosophic acumen, social level,
cultural status, or othermortal acquirements. e psychic and spir-
itual concomitants of the prayer of faith are immediate, personal,
and experiential. ere is no other technique whereby every man,
regardless of all other mortal accomplishments, can so effectively
and immediately approach the threshold of that realm wherein he
can communicate with hisMaker, where the creature contacts with
the reality of the Creator, with the indwelling ought Adjuster.

7. MYSTICISM, ECSTASY, AND INSPIRATION
1 Mysticism, as the technique of the cultivation of the conscious-

ness of the presence of God, is altogether praiseworthy, but when
such practices lead to social isolation and culminate in religious fa-
naticism, they are all but reprehensible. Altogether too frequently
that which the overwrought mystic evaluates as divine inspiration
is the uprisings of his own deep mind. e contact of the mortal
mindwith its indwellingAdjuster, while o en favoured by devoted
meditation, ismore frequently facilitated bywholehearted and lov-
ing service in unsel sh ministry to one’s fellow creatures.

2 e great religious teachers and the prophets of past ages were
not extreme mystics. ey were God-knowing men and women
who best served their God by unsel sh ministry to their fellow
mortals. Jesus o en took his apostles away by themselves for short
periods to engage in meditation and prayer, but for the most part
he kept them in service-contact with the multitudes. e soul of
man requires spiritual exercise as well as spiritual nourishment.

3 Religious ecstasy is permissible when resulting from sane an-
tecedents, but such experiences are more o en the outgrowth of
purely emotional in uences than a manifestation of deep spiritual
character. Religious persons must not regard every vivid psycho-
logic presentiment and every intense emotional experience as a di-
vine revelation or a spiritual communication. Genuine spiritual ec-
stasy is usually associated with great outward calmness and almost
perfect emotional control. But true prophetic vision is a superpsy-
chologic presentiment. Such visitations are not pseudo hallucina-
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tions, neither are they trancelike ecstasies.
4 e humanmindmayperform in response to so-called inspira-

tion when it is sensitive either to the uprisings of the subconscious
or to the stimulus of the superconscious. In either case it appears
to the individual that such augmentations of the content of con-
sciousness are more or less foreign. Unrestrained mystical enthusi-
asm and rampant religious ecstasy are not the credentials of inspi-
ration, supposedly divine credentials.

5 e practical test of all these strange religious experiences of
mysticism, ecstasy, and inspiration is to observe whether these phe-
nomena cause an individual:

6 1. To enjoy better and more complete physical health.
7 2. To function more efficiently and practically in his mental

life.
8 3. More fully and joyfully to socialize his religious experi-

ence.
9 4. More completely to spiritualize his day-by-day living

while faithfully discharging the commonplace duties of routine
mortal existence.

10 5. To enhance his love for, and appreciation of, truth, beauty,
and goodness.

11 6. To conserve currently recognized social, moral, ethical,
and spiritual values.

12 7. To increase his spiritual insight — God-consciousness.
13 ¶ But prayer has no real association with these exceptional re-

ligious experiences. When prayer becomes overmuch aesthetic,
when it consists almost exclusively in beautiful and blissful con-
templation of paradisiacal divinity, it loses much of its socializing
in uence and tends towardmysticism and the isolation of its devo-
tees. ere is a certain danger associated with overmuch private
praying which is corrected and prevented by group praying, com-
munity devotions.

8. PRAYING AS A PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
1 ere is a truly spontaneous aspect to prayer, for primitiveman

found himself praying long before he had any clear concept of a
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God. Early man was wont to pray in two diverse situations: When
in dire need, he experienced the impulse to reach out for help; and
when jubilant, he indulged the impulsive expression of joy.

2 ¶ Prayer is not an evolution of magic; they each arose inde-
pendently. Magic was an attempt to adjust Deity to conditions;
prayer is the effort to adjust the personality to the will of Deity.
True prayer is both moral and religious; magic is neither.

3 ¶ Prayer may become an established custom; many pray be-
cause others do. Still others pray because they fear something dire-
ful may happen if they do not offer their regular supplications.

4 To some individuals prayer is the calm expression of gratitude;
to others, a group expression of praise, social devotions; sometimes
it is the imitation of another’s religion, while in true praying it is the
sincere and trusting communication of the spiritual nature of the
creature with the anywhere presence of the spirit of the Creator.

5 Prayermay be a spontaneous expression of God-consciousness
or a meaningless recitation of theologic formulas. It may be the ec-
static praise of a God-knowing soul or the slavish obeisance of a
fear-ridden mortal. It is sometimes the pathetic expression of spir-
itual craving and sometimes the blatant shouting of pious phrases.
Prayer may be joyous praise or a humble plea for forgiveness.

6 Prayer may be the childlike plea for the impossible or the ma-
ture entreaty formoral growth and spiritual power. A petitionmay
be for daily bread or may embody a wholehearted yearning to nd
God and to do his will. It may be a wholly sel sh request or a true
and magni cent gesture toward the realization of unsel sh broth-
erhood.

7 Prayer may be an angry cry for vengeance or a merciful inter-
cession for one’s enemies. It may be the expression of a hope of
changing God or the powerful technique of changing one’s self. It
may be the cringing plea of a lost sinner before a supposedly stern
Judge or the joyful expression of a liberated son of the living and
merciful heavenly Father.

8 ¶ Modern man is perplexed by the thought of talking things
over with God in a purely personal way. Many have abandoned
regular praying; they only pray when under unusual pressure — in
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emergencies. Man should be unafraid to talk to God, but only a
spiritual child would undertake to persuade, or presume to change,
God.

9 ¶ But real praying does attain reality. Even when the air cur-
rents are ascending, no bird can soar except by outstretched wings.
Prayer elevates man because it is a technique of progressing by the
utilization of the ascending spiritual currents of the universe.

10 Genuine prayer adds to spiritual growth, modi es attitudes,
and yields that satisfactionwhich comes from communionwith di-
vinity. It is a spontaneous outburst of God-consciousness.

11 God answers man’s prayer by giving him an increased reve-
lation of truth, an enhanced appreciation of beauty, and an aug-
mented concept of goodness. Prayer is a subjective gesture, but it
contacts with mighty objective realities on the spiritual levels of
human experience; it is a meaningful reach by the human for su-
perhuman values. It is the most potent spiritual-growth stimulus.

12 Words are irrelevant to prayer; they are merely the intellectual
channel in which the river of spiritual supplication may chance to
ow. e word value of a prayer is purely autosuggestive in private

devotions and sociosuggestive in group devotions. God answers
the soul’s attitude, not the words.

13 Prayer is not a technique of escape from con ict but rather a
stimulus to growth in the very face of con ict. Pray only for values,
not things; for growth, not for grati cation.

9. CONDITIONS OF EFFECTIVE PRAYER
1 If you would engage in effective praying, you should bear in

mind the laws of prevailing petitions:
2 1. Youmust qualify as a potent prayer by sincerely and coura-

geously facing the problems of universe reality. You must possess
cosmic stamina.

3 2. Youmust have honestly exhausted the human capacity for
human adjustment. You must have been industrious.

4 3. You must surrender every wish of mind and every craving
of soul to the transforming embrace of spiritual growth. You must
have experienced an enhancement of meanings and an elevation of
values.
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5 4. You must make a wholehearted choice of the divine will.
You must obliterate the dead centre of indecision.

6 5. You not only recognize the Father’s will and choose to do
it, but you have effected an unquali ed consecration, and a dy-
namic dedication, to the actual doing of the Father’s will.

7 6. Your prayer will be directed exclusively for divine wisdom
to solve the speci c human problems encountered in the Paradise
ascension — the attainment of divine perfection.

8 7. And you must have faith — living faith.

ahb

9 [Presented by the Chief of the Urantia Midwayers.]



PAPER №92
THE LATER EVOLUTION OF RELIGION

Melchizedek

MAN possessed a religion of natural origin as a part of his
evolutionary experience long before any systematic rev-
elations weremade onUrantia. But this religion of nat-

ural origin was, in itself, the product of man’s superanimal endow-
ments. Evolutionary religion arose slowly throughout the millen-
niums of mankind’s experiential career through theministry of the
following in uences operating within, and impinging upon, sav-
age, barbarian, and civilized man:

2 1. e adjutant of worship — the appearance in animal con-
sciousness of superanimal potentials for reality perception. is
might be termed the primordial human instinct for Deity.

3 2. e adjutant of wisdom— themanifestation in a worship-
ful mind of the tendency to direct its adoration in higher channels
of expression and toward ever-expanding concepts of Deity reality.

4 3. e Holy Spirit — this is the initial supermind bestowal,
and it unfailingly appears in all bona de humanpersonalities. is
ministry to a worship-craving and wisdom-desiring mind creates
the capacity to self-realize the postulate of human survival, both in
theologic concept and as an actual and factual personality experi-
ence.

5 ¶ e co-ordinate functioning of these three divine ministra-
tions is quite sufficient to initiate and prosecute the growth of
evolutionary religion. ese in uences are later augmented by

ought Adjusters, seraphim, and the Spirit of Truth, all of which
accelerate the rate of religious development. ese agencies have
long functioned on Urantia, and they will continue here as long as
this planet remains an inhabited sphere. Much of the potential of
these divine agencies has never yet had opportunity for expression;
much will be revealed in the ages to come as mortal religion as-
cends, level by level, toward the supernal heights of morontia value
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and spirit truth.

1. THE EVOLUTIONARY NATURE OF RELIGION
1 e evolution of religion has been traced from early fear and

ghosts down through many successive stages of development, in-
cluding those efforts rst to coerce and then to cajole the spirits.
Tribal fetishes grew into totems and tribal gods; magic formulas
became modern prayers. Circumcision, at rst a sacri ce, became
a hygienic procedure.

2 Religion progressed from nature worship up through ghost
worship to fetishism throughout the savage childhood of the races.
With the dawn of civilization the human race espoused the more
mystic and symbolic beliefs, while now, with approaching matu-
rity, mankind is ripening for the appreciation of real religion, even
a beginning of the revelation of truth itself.

3 Religion arises as a biologic reactionofmind to spiritual beliefs
and the environment; it is the last thing to perish or change in a
race. Religion is society’s adjustment, in any age, to that which is
mysterious. As a social institution it embraces rites, symbols, cults,
scriptures, altars, shrines, and temples. Holy water, relics, fetishes,
charms, vestments, bells, drums, and priesthoods are common to
all religions. And it is impossible entirely to divorce purely evolved
religion from either magic or sorcery.

4 Mystery and power have always stimulated religious feelings
and fears, while emotion has ever functioned as a powerful condi-
tioning factor in their development. Fear has always been the basic
religious stimulus. Fear fashions the gods of evolutionary religion
andmotivates the religious ritual of the primitive believers. As civi-
lization advances, fear becomesmodi ed by reverence, admiration,
respect, and sympathy and is then further conditioned by remorse
and repentance.

5 OneAsiatic people taught that “God is a great fear”; that is the
outgrowth of purely evolutionary religion. Jesus, the revelation of
the highest type of religious living, proclaimed that “God is love.”

2. RELIGION AND THE MORES
1 Religion is the most rigid and unyielding of all human insti-

tutions, but it does tardily adjust to changing society. Eventually,
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evolutionary religion does re ect the changing mores, which, in
turn, may have been affected by revealed religion. Slowly, surely,
but grudgingly, does religion (worship) follow in the wake of wis-
dom—knowledge directed by experiential reason and illuminated
by divine revelation.

2 Religion clings to themores; thatwhichwas is ancient and sup-
posedly sacred. For this reason and no other, stone implements
persisted long into the age of bronze and iron. is statement is of
record: “And if you will make me an altar of stone, you shall not
build it of hewn stone, for, if you use your tools in making it, you
have polluted it.” Even today, the Hindus kindle their altar res by
using a primitive re drill. In the course of evolutionary religion,
novelty has always been regarded as sacrilege. e sacrament must
consist, not of new and manufactured food, but of the most prim-
itive of viands: “ e esh roasted with re and unleavened bread
served with bitter herbs.” All types of social usage and even legal
procedures cling to the old forms.

3 When modern man wonders at the presentation of so much
in the scriptures of different religions that may be regarded as ob-
scene, he should pause to consider that passing generations have
feared to eliminate what their ancestors deemed to be holy and
sacred. A great deal that one generation might look upon as ob-
scene, preceding generations have considered a part of their ac-
cepted mores, even as approved religious rituals. A considerable
amount of religious controversy has been occasioned by the never-
ending attempts to reconcile oldenbut reprehensible practiceswith
newly advanced reason, to nd plausible theories in justi cation of
creedal perpetuation of ancient and outworn customs.

4 But it is only foolish to attempt the too sudden acceleration of
religious growth. A race or nation can only assimilate from any ad-
vanced religion that which is reasonably consistent and compatible
with its current evolutionary status, plus its genius for adaptation.
Social, climatic, political, and economic conditions are all in uen-
tial in determining the course and progress of religious evolution.
Social morality is not determined by religion, that is, by evolution-
ary religion; rather are the forms of religion dictated by the racial
morality.
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5 Races of men only super cially accept a strange and new re-
ligion; they actually adjust it to their mores and old ways of be-
lieving. is is well illustrated by the example of a certain New
Zealand tribe whose priests, a er nominally accepting Christian-
ity, professed to have received direct revelations from Gabriel to
the effect that this selfsame tribe had become the chosen people of
God and directing that they be permitted freely to indulge in loose
sex relations and numerous other of their olden and reprehensible
customs. And immediately all of the new-made Christians went
over to this new and less exacting version of Christianity.

6 Religion has at one time or another sanctioned all sorts of
contrary and inconsistent behaviour, has at some time approved
of practically all that is now regarded as immoral or sinful. Con-
science, untaught by experience and unaided by reason, never has
been, and never can be, a safe and unerring guide to human con-
duct. Conscience is not a divine voice speaking to the human soul.
It is merely the sum total of the moral and ethical content of the
mores of any current stage of existence; it simply represents the
humanly conceived ideal of reaction in any given set of circum-
stances.

3. THE NATURE OF EVOLUTIONARY RELIGION
1 e study of human religion is the examination of the fossil-

bearing social strata of past ages. e mores of the anthropomor-
phic gods are a truthful re ection of the morals of the men who
rst conceived suchdeities. Ancient religions andmythology faith-

fully portray the beliefs and traditions of peoples long since lost in
obscurity. ese olden cult practices persist alongside newer eco-
nomic customs and social evolutions and, of course, appear grossly
inconsistent. e remnants of the cult present a true picture of the
racial religions of the past. Always remember, the cults are formed,
not to discover truth, but rather to promulgate their creeds.

2 Religion has always been largely a matter of rites, rituals, ob-
servances, ceremonies, and dogmas. It has usually become tainted
with that persistently mischief-making error, the chosen-people
delusion. e cardinal religious ideas of incantation, inspiration,
revelation, propitiation, repentance, atonement, intercession, sac-
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ri ce, prayer, confession, worship, survival a er death, sacrament,
ritual, ransom, salvation, redemption, covenant, uncleanness, pu-
ri cation, prophecy, original sin — they all go back to the early
times of primordial ghost fear.

3 ¶ Primitive religion is nothing more nor less than the struggle
for material existence extended to embrace existence beyond the
grave. e observances of such a creed represented the extension
of the self-maintenance struggle into the domain of an imagined
ghost-spirit world. But when tempted to criticize evolutionary re-
ligion, be careful. Remember, that is what happened; it is a histori-
cal fact. And further recall that the power of any idea lies, not in its
certainty or truth, but rather in the vividness of its human appeal.

4 ¶ Evolutionary religion makes no provision for change or re-
vision; unlike science, it does not provide for its own progressive
correction. Evolved religion commands respect because its follow-
ers believe it is e Truth; “the faith once delivered to the saints”
must, in theory, be both nal and infallible. e cult resists devel-
opment because real progress is certain to modify or destroy the
cult itself; therefore must revision always be forced upon it.

5 Only two in uences can modify and upli the dogmas of nat-
ural religion: the pressure of the slowly advancing mores and the
periodic illumination of epochal revelation. And it is not strange
that progress was slow; in ancient days, to be progressive or inven-
tive meant to be killed as a sorcerer. e cult advances slowly in
generation epochs and agelong cycles. But it does move forward.
Evolutionary belief in ghosts laid the foundation for a philosophy
of revealed religion which will eventually destroy the superstition
of its origin.

6 Religion has handicapped social development in many ways,
but without religion there would have been no enduring moral-
ity nor ethics, no worth-while civilization. Religion enmothered
much nonreligious culture: Sculpture originated in idol making,
architecture in temple building, poetry in incantations, music in
worship chants, drama in the acting for spirit guidance, and danc-
ing in the seasonal worship festivals.

7 But while calling attention to the fact that religion was essen-
tial to the development and preservation of civilization, it should
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be recorded that natural religion has also done much to cripple
and handicap the very civilization which it otherwise fostered and
maintained. Religion has hampered industrial activities and eco-
nomic development; it has been wasteful of labour and has squan-
dered capital; it has not always been helpful to the family; it has
not adequately fostered peace and good will; it has sometimes ne-
glected education and retarded science; it has unduly impoverished
life for the pretended enrichment of death. Evolutionary religion,
human religion, has indeed been guilty of all these and many more
mistakes, errors, and blunders; nevertheless, it did maintain cul-
tural ethics, civilized morality, and social coherence, and made it
possible for later revealed religion to compensate for these many
evolutionary shortcomings.

8 ¶ Evolutionary religion has been man’s most expensive but in-
comparably effective institution. Human religion can be justi ed
only in the light of evolutionary civilization. If man were not the
ascendant product of animal evolution, then would such a course
of religious development stand without justi cation.

9 ¶ Religion facilitated the accumulation of capital; it fostered
work of certain kinds; the leisure of the priests promoted art and
knowledge; the race, in the end, gainedmuch as a result of all these
early errors in ethical technique. e shamans, honest and dishon-
est, were terribly expensive, but they were worth all they cost. e
learned professions and science itself emerged from the parasitical
priesthoods. Religion fostered civilization and provided societal
continuity; it has been the moral police force of all time. Religion
provided that human discipline and self-control which made wis-
dom possible. Religion is the efficient scourge of evolution which
ruthlessly drives indolent and suffering humanity from its natural
state of intellectual inertia forward and upward to the higher levels
of reason and wisdom.

10 And this sacred heritage of animal ascent, evolutionary reli-
gion, must ever continue to be re ned and ennobled by the con-
tinuous censorship of revealed religion and by the ery furnace of
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genuine science.

4. THE GIFT OF REVELATION
1 Revelation is evolutionary but always progressive. Down

through the ages of a world’s history, the revelations of religion are
ever-expanding and successively more enlightening. It is the mis-
sion of revelation to sort and censor the successive religions of evo-
lution. But if revelation is to exalt and upstep the religions of evo-
lution, then must such divine visitations portray teachings which
are not too far removed from the thought and reactions of the age
in which they are presented. us must and does revelation always
keep in touch with evolution. Always must the religion of revela-
tion be limited by man’s capacity of receptivity.

2 But regardless of apparent connection or derivation, the reli-
gions of revelation are always characterized by a belief in some De-
ity of nal value and in some concept of the survival of personality
identity a er death.

3 Evolutionary religion is sentimental, not logical. It is man’s re-
action to belief in a hypothetical ghost-spirit world — the human
belief-re ex, excited by the realization and fear of the unknown.
Revelatory religion is propounded by the real spiritual world; it is
the response of the superintellectual cosmos to the mortal hunger
to believe in, and depend upon, the universal Deities. Evolution-
ary religion pictures the circuitous gropings of humanity in quest
of truth; revelatory religion is that very truth.

4 ¶ ere have beenmany events of religious revelation but only
ve of epochal signi cance. ese were as follows:
5 1. e Dalamatian teachings. e true concept of the First

Source and Centre was rst promulgated on Urantia by the 100
corporeal members of Prince Caligastia’s staff. is expanding rev-
elation of Deity went on for more than 300,000 years until it was
suddenly terminated by the planetary secession and the disruption
of the teaching regime. Except for thework ofVan, the in uence of
the Dalamatian revelation was practically lost to the whole world.
Even the Nodites had forgotten this truth by the time of Adam’s
arrival. Of all who received the teachings of the 100, the red men
held them longest, but the idea of the Great Spirit was but a hazy
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concept in Amerindian religion when contact with Christianity
greatly clari ed and strengthened it.

6 2. e Edenic teachings. Adam and Eve again portrayed the
concept of the Father of all to the evolutionary peoples. e dis-
ruption of the rst Edenhalted the course of theAdamic revelation
before it had ever fully started. But the aborted teachings of Adam
were carried on by the Sethite priests, and some of these truths have
never been entirely lost to the world. e entire trend of Levantine
religious evolution was modi ed by the teachings of the Sethites.
But by 2500 B.C. mankind had largely lost sight of the revelation
sponsored in the days of Eden.

7 3. Melchizedek of Salem. is emergency Son of Nebadon
inaugurated the third revelation of truth on Urantia. e cardinal
precepts of his teachings were trust and faith. He taught trust in
the omnipotent bene cence of God and proclaimed that faith was
the act by whichmen earnedGod’s favour. His teachings gradually
commingled with the beliefs and practices of various evolutionary
religions and nally developed into those theologic systemspresent
on Urantia at the opening of the rst millennium a er Christ.

8 4. Jesus ofNazareth. ChristMichael presented for the fourth
time to Urantia the concept of God as the Universal Father, and
this teaching has generally persisted ever since. e essence of his
teaching was love and service, the loving worship which a creature
son voluntarily gives in recognition of, and response to, the loving
ministry ofGodhis Father; the freewill servicewhich such creature
sons bestow upon their brethren in the joyous realization that in
this service they are likewise serving God the Father.

9 5. e Urantia Papers. e papers, of which this is one, con-
stitute themost recent presentationof truth to themortals ofUran-
tia. ese papers differ from all previous revelations, for they are
not the work of a single universe personality but a composite pre-
sentation by many beings. But no revelation short of the attain-
ment of the Universal Father can ever be complete. All other ce-
lestial ministrations are nomore than partial, transient, and practi-
cally adapted to local conditions in time and space. While such ad-
missions as this may possibly detract from the immediate force and
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authority of all revelations, the time has arrived onUrantia when it
is advisable tomake such frank statements, even at the risk of weak-
ening the future in uence and authority of this, the most recent of
the revelations of truth to the mortal races of Urantia.

5. THE GREAT RELIGIOUS LEADERS
1 In evolutionary religion, the gods are conceived to exist in the

likeness of man’s image; in revelatory religion, men are taught that
they are God’s sons — even fashioned in the nite image of di-
vinity; in the synthesized beliefs compounded from the teachings
of revelation and the products of evolution, the God concept is a
blend of:

2 1. e pre-existent ideas of the evolutionary cults.
3 2. e sublime ideals of revealed religion.
4 3. e personal viewpoints of the great religious leaders, the

prophets and teachers of mankind.
5 ¶ Most great religious epochs have been inaugurated by the life

and teachings of someoutstandingpersonality; leadershiphas orig-
inated a majority of the worth-while moral movements of history.
And men have always tended to venerate the leader, even at the ex-
pense of his teachings; to revere his personality, even though losing
sight of the truths which he proclaimed. And this is not without
reason; there is an instinctive longing in the heart of evolutionary
man for help from above and beyond. is craving is designed to
anticipate the appearance on earth of the Planetary Prince and the
later Material Sons. On Urantia man has been deprived of these
superhuman leaders and rulers, and therefore does he constantly
seek tomake good this loss by enshrouding his human leaders with
legends pertaining to supernatural origins and miraculous careers.

6 Many races have conceived of their leaders as being born of vir-
gins; their careers are liberally sprinkled with miraculous episodes,
and their return is always expected by their respective groups. In
central Asia the tribesmen still look for the return of Genghis
Khan; in Tibet, China, and India it is Buddha; in Islam it is Mo-
hammed; among the Amerinds it was Hesunanin Onamonalon-
ton; with the Hebrews it was, in general, Adam’s return as a mate-
rial ruler. In Babylon the god Marduk was a perpetuation of the
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Adam legend, the son-of-God idea, the connecting link between
man and God. Following the appearance of Adam on earth, so-
called sons of God were common among the world races.

7 But regardless of the superstitious awe in which they were of-
ten held, it remains a fact that these teacherswere the temporal per-
sonality fulcrums on which the levers of revealed truth depended
for the advancement of the morality, philosophy, and religion of
mankind.

8 ere have been hundreds upon hundreds of religious leaders
in the 1,000,000-year human history of Urantia from Onagar to
Guru Nanak. During this time there have been many ebbs and
ows of the tide of religious truth and spiritual faith, and each re-

naissance ofUrantian religion has, in the past, been identi ed with
the life and teachings of some religious leader. In considering the
teachers of recent times, it may prove helpful to group them into
the seven major religious epochs of post-Adamic Urantia:

9 1. e Sethite period. e Sethite priests, as regenerated
under the leadership of Amosad, became the great post-Adamic
teachers. ey functioned throughout the lands of the Andites,
and their in uence persisted longest among theGreeks, Sumerians,
and Hindus. Among the latter they have continued to the present
time as the Brahmans of the Hindu faith. e Sethites and their
followers never entirely lost the Trinity concept revealed by Adam.

10 2. Era of the Melchizedek missionaries. Urantia religion was
in no small measure regenerated by the efforts of those teach-
ers who were commissioned by Machiventa Melchizedek when he
lived and taught at Salem almost 2,000 years before Christ. ese
missionaries proclaimed faith as the price of favour with God, and
their teachings, though unproductive of any immediately appear-
ing religions, nevertheless formed the foundations on which later
teachers of truth were to build the religions of Urantia.

11 3. e post-Melchizedek era. ough Amenemope and Ikh-
naton both taught in this period, the outstanding religious genius
of the post-Melchizedek era was the leader of a group of Levantine
Bedouins and the founder of theHebrew religion—Moses. Moses
taught monotheism. Said he: “Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God
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is one God.” “ e Lord he is God. ere is none beside him.” He
persistently sought to uproot the remnants of the ghost cult among
his people, even prescribing the death penalty for its practitioners.

e monotheism of Moses was adulterated by his successors, but
in later times they did return to many of his teachings. e great-
ness of Moses lies in his wisdom and sagacity. Other men have had
greater concepts of God, but no one man was ever so successful in
inducing large numbers of people to adopt such advanced beliefs.

12 4. e VI cent. B.C. Many men arose to proclaim truth in
this, one of the greatest centuries of religious awakening ever wit-
nessed on Urantia. Among these should be recorded Gautama,
Confucius, Lao-tse, Zoroaster, and the Jainist teachers. e teach-
ings ofGautama have becomewidespread inAsia, and he is revered
as the Buddha by millions. Confucius was to Chinese morality
what Platowas toGreek philosophy, andwhile there were religious
repercussions to the teachings of both, strictly speaking, neither
was a religious teacher; Lao-tse envisioned more of God in Tao
than did Confucius in humanity or Plato in idealism. Zoroaster,
while much affected by the prevalent concept of dual spiritism, the
good and the bad, at the same timede nitely exalted the idea of one
eternal Deity and of the ultimate victory of light over darkness.

13 5. e I cent. A.D. As a religious teacher, Jesus of Nazareth
started out with the cult which had been established by John the
Baptist and progressed as far as he could away from fasts and forms.
Aside from Jesus, Paul of Tarsus and Philo of Alexandria were the
greatest teachers of this era. eir concepts of religion have played
a dominant part in the evolution of that faithwhich bears the name
of Christ.

14 6. e VI cent. A.D. Mohammed founded a religion which
was superior to many of the creeds of his time. His was a protest
against the social demands of the faiths of foreigners and against
the incoherence of the religious life of his own people.

15 7. e XV cent. A.D. is period witnessed two religious
movements: the disruption of the unity of Christianity in the Oc-
cident and the synthesis of a new religion in the Orient. In Europe
institutionalized Christianity had attained that degree of inelas-
ticity which rendered further growth incompatible with unity. In
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the Orient the combined teachings of Islam, Hinduism, and Bud-
dhism were synthesized by Nanak and his followers into Sikhism,
one of the most advanced religions of Asia.

16 ¶ e future of Urantia will doubtless be characterized by the
appearance of teachers of religious truth— the Fatherhood ofGod
and the fraternity of all creatures. But it is to be hoped that the ar-
dent and sincere efforts of these future prophets will be directed
less toward the strengthening of interreligious barriers and more
toward the augmentation of the religious brotherhood of spiritual
worship among themany followers of the differing intellectual the-
ologies which so characterize Urantia of Satania.

6. THE COMPOSITE RELIGIONS
1 XX century Urantia religions present an interesting study of

the social evolution of man’s worship impulse. Many faiths have
progressed very little since the days of the ghost cult. e Pygmies
of Africa have no religious reactions as a class, although some of
them believe slightly in a spirit environment. ey are today just
where primitive man was when the evolution of religion began.

e basic belief of primitive religion was survival a er death. e
idea of worshipping a personal God indicates advanced evolution-
ary development, even the rst stage of revelation. e Dyaks have
evolved only the most primitive religious practices. e compara-
tively recent Eskimos and Amerinds had very meagre concepts of
God; they believed in ghosts and had an inde nite idea of survival
of some sort a er death. Present-day native Australians have only a
ghost fear, dread of the dark, and a crude ancestor veneration. e
Zulus are just evolving a religion of ghost fear and sacri ce. Many
African tribes, except through missionary work of Christians and
Mohammedans, are not yet beyond the fetish stage of religious evo-
lution. But some groups have long held to the idea ofmonotheism,
like the onetime racians, who also believed in immortality.

2 ¶ On Urantia, evolutionary and revelatory religion are pro-
gressing side by side while they blend and coalesce into the diversi-
ed theologic systems found in theworld in the times of the indite-

ment of these papers. ese religions, the religions of XX century
Urantia, may be enumerated as follows:
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3 1. Hinduism — the most ancient.
4 2. e Hebrew religion.
5 3. Buddhism.
6 4. e Confucian teachings.
7 5. e Taoist beliefs.
8 6. Zoroastrianism.
9 7. Shinto.
10 8. Jainism.
11 9. Christianity.
12 10. Islam.
13 11. Sikhism — the most recent.
14 ¶ e most advanced religions of ancient times were Judaism

and Hinduism, and each respectively has greatly in uenced the
course of religious development in Orient and Occident. Both
Hindus and Hebrews believed that their religions were inspired
and revealed, and they believed all others to be decadent forms of
the one true faith.

15 India is divided among Hindu, Sikh, Mohammedan, and Jain,
each picturing God, man, and the universe as these are variously
conceived. China follows the Taoist and the Confucian teachings;
Shinto is revered in Japan.

16 e great international, interracial faiths are theHebraic, Bud-
dhist, Christian, and Islamic. Buddhism stretches from Ceylon
and Burma through Tibet and China to Japan. It has shown an
adaptability to the mores of many peoples that has been equalled
only by Christianity.

17 e Hebrew religion encompasses the philosophic transition
from polytheism to monotheism; it is an evolutionary link be-
tween the religions of evolution and the religions of revelation. e
Hebrews were the only western people to follow their early evolu-
tionary gods straight through to the God of revelation. But this
truth never became widely accepted until the days of Isaiah, who
once again taught the blended idea of a racial deity combined with
aUniversal Creator: “OLord ofHosts, God of Israel, you areGod,
even you alone; you have made heaven and earth.” At one time the
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hope of the survival of Occidental civilization lay in the sublime
Hebraic concepts of goodness and the advancedHellenic concepts
of beauty.

18 e Christian religion is the religion about the life and teach-
ings of Christ based upon the theology of Judaism, modi ed fur-
ther through the assimilation of certain Zoroastrian teachings and
Greek philosophy, and formulated primarily by three individuals:
Philo, Peter, and Paul. It has passed through many phases of evo-
lution since the time of Paul and has become so thoroughly Oc-
cidentalized that many non-European peoples very naturally look
upon Christianity as a strange revelation of a strange God and for
strangers.

19 Islam is the religio-cultural connective of North Africa, the
Levant, and south-eastern Asia. It was Jewish theology in connec-
tionwith the laterChristian teachings thatmade Islammonotheis-
tic. e followers of Mohammed stumbled at the advanced teach-
ings of the Trinity; they could not comprehend the doctrine of
three divine personalities and one Deity. It is always difficult to
induce evolutionary minds suddenly to accept advanced revealed
truth. Man is an evolutionary creature and in the main must get
his religion by evolutionary techniques.

20 ¶ Ancestor worship onetime constituted a decided advance in
religious evolution, but it is both amazing and regrettable that this
primitive concept persists in China, Japan, and India amidst so
much that is relativelymore advanced, such as Buddhism andHin-
duism. In the Occident, ancestor worship developed into the ven-
eration of national gods and respect for racial heroes. In the XX
century this hero-venerating nationalistic religion makes its ap-
pearance in the various radical and nationalistic secularisms which
characterize many races and nations of the Occident. Much of this
same attitude is also found in the great universities and the larger
industrial communities of the English-speaking peoples. Not very
different from these concepts is the idea that religion is but “a
shared quest of the good life.” e “national religions” are nothing
more than a reversion to the early Roman emperor worship and to
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Shinto — worship of the state in the imperial family.

7. THE FURTHER EVOLUTION OF RELIGION
1 Religion can never become a scienti c fact. Philosophy may,

indeed, rest on a scienti c basis, but religionwill ever remain either
evolutionary or revelatory, or a possible combination of both, as it
is in the world today.

2 New religions cannot be invented; they are either evolved, or
else they are suddenly revealed. All new evolutionary religions are
merely advancing expressions of the old beliefs, new adaptations
and adjustments. e old does not cease to exist; it is merged with
the new, even as Sikhism budded and blossomed out of the soil
and forms of Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and other contempo-
rary cults. Primitive religion was very democratic; the savage was
quick to borrowor lend. Onlywith revealed religion did autocratic
and intolerant theologic egotism appear.

3 e many religions of Urantia are all good to the extent that
they bring man to God and bring the realization of the Father to
man. It is a fallacy for any group of religionists to conceive of their
creed as e Truth; such attitudes bespeak more of theological ar-
rogance than of certainty of faith. ere is not a Urantia religion
that could not pro tably study and assimilate the best of the truths
contained in every other faith, for all contain truth. Religionists
would do better to borrow the best in their neighbours’ living spir-
itual faith rather than to denounce the worst in their lingering su-
perstitions and outworn rituals.

4 All these religions have arisen as a result of man’s variable in-
tellectual response to his identical spiritual leading. ey can never
hope to attain a uniformity of creeds, dogmas, and rituals — these
are intellectual; but they can, and some day will, realize a unity in
trueworship of the Father of all, for this is spiritual, and it is forever
true, in the spirit all men are equal.

5 ¶ Primitive religionwas largely amaterial-value consciousness,
but civilization elevates religious values, for true religion is the de-
votion of the self to the service of meaningful and supreme values.
As religion evolves, ethics becomes the philosophy of morals, and
morality becomes the discipline of self by the standards of highest
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meanings and supreme values — divine and spiritual ideals. And
thus religion becomes a spontaneous and exquisite devotion, the
living experience of the loyalty of love.

6 e quality of a religion is indicated by:
7 1. Level of values — loyalties.˚
8 2. Depth of meanings — the sensitization of the individual

to the idealistic appreciation of these highest values.
9 3. Consecration intensity — the degree of devotion to these

divine values.
10 4. e unfettered progress of the personality in this cosmic

path of idealistic spiritual living, realization of sonship with God
and never-ending progressive citizenship in the universe.

11 ¶ Religious meanings progress in self-consciousness when the
child transfers his ideas of omnipotence from his parents to God.
And the entire religious experience of such a child is largely depen-
dent on whether fear or love has dominated the parent-child rela-
tionship. Slaves have always experienced great difficulty in trans-
ferring their master-fear into concepts of God-love. Civilization,
science, and advanced religions must deliver mankind from those
fears born of the dread of natural phenomena. And so should
greater enlightenment deliver educated mortals from all depen-
dence on intermediaries in communion with Deity.

12 ese intermediate stages of idolatrous hesitation in the trans-
fer of veneration from the human and the visible to the divine
and invisible are inevitable, but they should be shortened by the
consciousness of the facilitating ministry of the indwelling divine
spirit. Nevertheless, man has been profoundly in uenced, not only
by his concepts of Deity, but also by the character of the heroes
whom he has chosen to honour. It is most unfortunate that those
who have come to venerate the divine and risenChrist should have
overlooked the man — the valiant and courageous hero — Joshua
ben Joseph.

13 ¶ Modern man is adequately self-conscious of religion, but his
worshipful customs are confused and discredited by his accelerated
social metamorphosis and unprecedented scienti c developments.
7.7. 1. Level values— loyalties. “Level values” has no discernible meaning in this context.
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inking men and women want religion rede ned, and this de-
mand will compel religion to re-evaluate itself.

14 Modernman is confrontedwith the task ofmakingmore read-
justments of human values in 1 generation than have been made in
2,000 years. And this all in uences the social attitude toward reli-
gion, for religion is away of living aswell as a technique of thinking.

15 ¶ True religionmust ever be, at one and the same time, the eter-
nal foundation and the guiding star of all enduring civilizations.

ahb

16 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №93
MACHIVENTA MELCHIZEDEK

Melchizedek

THE Melchizedeks are widely known as emergency Sons,
for they engage in an amazing range of activities on the
worlds of a local universe. When any extraordinary prob-

lem arises, orwhen something unusual is to be attempted, it is quite
o en aMelchizedekwho accepts the assignment. e ability of the
Melchizedek Sons to function in emergencies and on widely diver-
gent levels of the universe, even on the physical level of personal-
ity manifestation, is peculiar to their order. Only the Life Carriers
share to any degree this metamorphic range of personality func-
tion.

2 ¶ e Melchizedek order of universe sonship has been exceed-
ingly active on Urantia. A corps of 12 served in conjunction with
the Life Carriers. A later corps of 12 became receivers for your
world shortly a er the Caligastia secession and continued in au-
thority until the time of Adam and Eve. ese 12Melchizedeks re-
turned toUrantia upon the default ofAdamandEve, and they con-
tinued therea er as planetary receivers on down to the day when
Jesus of Nazareth, as the Son of Man, became the titular Planetary
Prince of Urantia.

1. THE MACHIVENTA INCARNATION
1 Revealed truth was threatened with extinction during the mil-

lenniums which followed the miscarriage of the Adamic mission
on Urantia. ough making progress intellectually, the human
races were slowly losing ground spiritually. About 3000 B.C. the
concept of God had grown very hazy in the minds of men.

2 e 12 Melchizedek receivers knew of Michael’s impending
bestowal on their planet, but they did not knowhow soon it would
occur; therefore they convened in solemn council and petitioned
the Most Highs of Edentia that some provision be made for main-
taining the light of truth on Urantia. is plea was dismissed with
the mandate that “the conduct of affairs on 606 of Satania is fully
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in the hands of theMelchizedek custodians.” e receivers then ap-
pealed to the Father Melchizedek for help but only received word
that they should continue to uphold truth in the manner of their
own election “until the arrival of a bestowal Son,” who “would res-
cue the planetary titles from forfeiture and uncertainty.”

3 And it was in consequence of having been thrown so com-
pletely on their own resources that Machiventa Melchizedek, one
of the 12 planetary receivers, volunteered to do that which had
been done only six times in all the history of Nebadon: to person-
alize on earth as a temporaryman of the realm, to bestowhimself as
an emergency Son of world ministry. Permission was granted for
this adventure by the Salvington authorities, and the actual incar-
nation of Machiventa Melchizedek was consummated near what
was to become the city of Salem, in Palestine. e entire transac-
tion of thematerialization of thisMelchizedek Sonwas completed
by the planetary receivers with the co-operation of the Life Carri-
ers, certain of the Master Physical Controllers, and other celestial
personalities resident on Urantia.

2. THE SAGE OF SALEM
1 It was 1,973 years before the birth of Jesus thatMachiventawas

bestowed upon the human races of Urantia. His coming was un-
spectacular; his materialization was not witnessed by human eyes.
He was rst observed by mortal man on that eventful day when he
entered the tent of Amdon, a Chaldean herder of Sumerian extrac-
tion. And the proclamation of his mission was embodied in the
simple statement which hemade to this shepherd, “I amMelchize-
dek, priest of El Elyon, the Most High, the one and only God.”

2 When the herder had recovered from his astonishment, and
a er he had plied this stranger with many questions, he asked Mel-
chizedek to sup with him, and this was the rst time in his long
universe career thatMachiventa had partaken of material food, the
nourishment which was to sustain him throughout his 94 years of
life as a material being.

3 And that night, as they talkedout under the stars,Melchizedek
began his mission of the revelation of the truth of the reality of
God when, with a sweep of his arm, he turned to Amdon, saying,
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“El Elyon, the Most High, is the divine creator of the stars of the
rmament and even of this very earth on which we live, and he is

also the supreme God of heaven.”
4 ¶ Within a few years Melchizedek had gathered around him-

self a group of pupils, disciples, and believers who formed the
nucleus of the later community of Salem. He was soon known
throughout Palestine as the priest of El Elyon, the Most High, and
as the sage of Salem. Among some of the surrounding tribes he was
o en referred to as the sheik, or king, of Salem. Salem was the site
which a er the disappearance of Melchizedek became the city of
Jebus, subsequently being called Jerusalem.

5 ¶ In personal appearance, Melchizedek resembled the then
blended Nodite and Sumerian peoples, being almost 1.8 m
in height and possessing a commanding presence. He spoke
Chaldean and a half dozen other languages. He dressed much as
did the Canaanite priests except that on his breast he wore an em-
blem of three concentric circles, the Satania symbol of the Paradise
Trinity. In the course of his ministry this insignia of three concen-
tric circles became regarded as so sacred by his followers that they
never dared to use it, and it was soon forgotten with the passing of
a few generations.

6 ough Machiventa lived a er the manner of the men of the
realm, he never married, nor could he have le offspring on earth.
His physical body, while resembling that of the human male, was
in reality on the order of those especially constructed bodies used
by the 100 materialized members of Prince Caligastia’s staff except
that it did not carry the life plasmof any human race. Norwas there
available on Urantia the tree of life. Had Machiventa remained for
any long period on earth, his physicalmechanismwould have grad-
ually deteriorated; as it was, he terminated his bestowal mission in
94 years long before his material body had begun to disintegrate.

7 ¶ is incarnated Melchizedek received a ought Adjuster,
who indwelt his superhuman personality as the monitor of time
and the mentor of the esh, thus gaining that experience and prac-
tical introduction to Urantian problems and to the technique of
indwelling an incarnated Son which enabled this spirit of the Fa-
ther to function so valiantly in the human mind of the later Son of
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God,Michael, when he appeared on earth in the likeness of mortal
esh. And this is the only ought Adjuster who ever functioned

in two minds on Urantia, but both minds were divine as well as
human.

8 During the incarnation in the esh, Machiventa was in full
contact with his 11 fellows of the corps of planetary custodians,
but he could not communicate with other orders of celestial per-
sonalities. Aside from the Melchizedek receivers, he had no more
contact with superhuman intelligences than a human being.

3. MELCHIZEDEK’S TEACHINGS
1 With the passing of a decade, Melchizedek organized his

schools at Salem, patterning them on the olden system which had
been developed by the early Sethite priests of the second Eden.
Even the idea of a tithing system, which was introduced by his later
convert Abraham, was also derived from the lingering traditions of
the methods of the ancient Sethites.

2 Melchizedek taught the concept of oneGod, a universalDeity,
but he allowed the people to associate this teaching with the Con-
stellation Father of Norlatiadek, whom he termed El Elyon — the
Most High. Melchizedek remained all but silent as to the status of
Lucifer and the state of affairs on Jerusem. Lanaforge, the System
Sovereign, had little to do with Urantia until a er the completion
of Michael’s bestowal. To a majority of the Salem students Edentia
was heaven and the Most High was God.

3 e symbol of the three concentric circles, whichMelchizedek
adopted as the insignia of his bestowal, a majority of the people in-
terpreted as standing for the three kingdoms of men, angels, and
God. And they were allowed to continue in that belief; very few
of his followers ever knew that these three circles were emblematic
of the in nity, eternity, and universality of the Paradise Trinity of
divine maintenance and direction; even Abraham rather regarded
this symbol as standing for the three Most Highs of Edentia, as he
had been instructed that the three Most Highs functioned as one.
To the extent thatMelchizedek taught theTrinity concept symbol-
ized in his insignia, he usually associated it with the three Voron-
dadek rulers of the constellation of Norlatiadek.
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4 To the rank and le of his followers he made no effort to pre-
sent teaching beyond the fact of the rulership of theMostHighs of
Edentia — Gods of Urantia. But to some, Melchizedek taught ad-
vanced truth, embracing the conduct and organization of the local
universe, while to his brilliant disciple Nordan the Kenite and his
band of earnest students he taught the truths of the superuniverse
and even of Havona.

5 e members of the family of Katro, with whom Melchizedek
lived formore than 30 years, knewmany of these higher truths and
long perpetuated them in their family, even to the days of their il-
lustrious descendant Moses, who thus had a compelling tradition
of the days ofMelchizedekhandeddown tohimon this, his father’s
side, as well as through other sources on his mother’s side.

6 Melchizedek taught his followers all they had capacity to re-
ceive and assimilate. Even many modern religious ideas about
heaven and earth, of man, God, and angels, are not far removed
from these teachings ofMelchizedek. But this great teacher subor-
dinated everything to the doctrine of one God, a universe Deity, a
heavenly Creator, a divine Father. Emphasis was placed upon this
teaching for the purpose of appealing to man’s adoration and of
preparing the way for the subsequent appearance of Michael as the
Son of this same Universal Father.

7 Melchizedek taught that at some future time another Son of
God would come in the esh as he had come, but that he would
be born of a woman; and that is why numerous later teachers held
that Jesus was a priest, or minister, “forever a er the order of Mel-
chizedek.”

8 And thus did Melchizedek prepare the way and set the
monotheistic stage of world tendency for the bestowal of an actual
Paradise Son of the one God, whom he so vividly portrayed as the
Father of all, and whom he represented to Abraham as a God who
would accept man on the simple terms of personal faith. And Mi-
chael, when he appeared on earth, con rmed all that Melchizedek
had taught concerning the Paradise Father.

4. THE SALEM RELIGION
1 e ceremonies of the Salem worship were very simple. Every
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person who signed or marked the clay-tablet rolls of the Melchize-
dek church committed to memory, and subscribed to, the follow-
ing belief:

2 1. I believe in El Elyon, the Most High God, the only Uni-
versal Father and Creator of all things.

3 2. I accept the Melchizedek covenant with the Most High,
which bestows the favour of God onmy faith, not on sacri ces and
burnt offerings.

4 3. I promise to obey the seven commandments of Melchize-
dek and to tell the good news of this covenant with theMostHigh
to all men.

5 ¶ And thatwas thewhole of the creed of the Salem colony. But
even such a short and simple declaration of faithwas altogether too
much and too advanced for the men of those days. ey simply
could not grasp the idea of getting divine favour for nothing — by
faith. ey were too deeply con rmed in the belief that man was
born under forfeit to the gods. Too long and too earnestly had they
sacri ced andmade gi s to the priests to be able to comprehend the
good news that salvation, divine favour, was a free gi to all who
would believe in the Melchizedek covenant. But Abraham did be-
lieve half-heartedly, and even that was “counted for righteousness.”

6 ¶ e seven commandments promulgated by Melchizedek
were patterned along the lines of the ancient Dalamatian supreme
law and very much resembled the seven commands taught in the
rst and second Edens. ese commands of the Salem religion

were:
7 1. You shall not serve any God but the Most High Creator

of heaven and earth.
8 2. You shall not doubt that faith is the only requirement for

eternal salvation.
9 3. You shall not bear false witness.
10 4. You shall not kill.
11 5. You shall not steal.
12 6. You shall not commit adultery.
13 7. You shall not show disrespect for your parents and elders.
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14 ¶ While no sacri ces were permitted within the colony, Mel-
chizedek well knew how difficult it is to suddenly uproot long-es-
tablished customs and accordingly had wisely offered these peo-
ple the substitute of a sacrament of bread and wine for the older
sacri ce of esh and blood. It is of record, “Melchizedek, king of
Salem, brought forth bread and wine.” But even this cautious in-
novation was not altogether successful; the various tribes all main-
tained auxiliary centres on the outskirts of Salem where they of-
fered sacri ces and burnt offerings. Even Abraham resorted to this
barbarous practice a er his victory over Chedorlaomer; he simply
did not feel quite at ease until he had offered a conventional sacri-
ce. And Melchizedek never did succeed in fully eradicating this

proclivity to sacri ce from the religious practices of his followers,
even of Abraham.

15 Like Jesus, Melchizedek attended strictly to the ful lment of
the mission of his bestowal. He did not attempt to reform the
mores, to change the habits of the world, nor to promulgate even
advanced sanitary practices or scienti c truths. He came to achieve
two tasks: to keep alive on earth the truth of the one God and to
prepare the way for the subsequent mortal bestowal of a Paradise
Son of that Universal Father.

16 ¶ Melchizedek taught elementary revealed truth at Salem for
94 years, and during this time Abraham attended the Salem school
three different times. He nally became a convert to the Salem
teachings, becomingoneofMelchizedek’smost brilliant pupils and
chief supporters.

5. THE SELECTION OF ABRAHAM
1 Although it may be an error to speak of “chosen people,” it is

not a mistake to refer to Abraham as a chosen individual. Melchi-
zedek did lay uponAbraham the responsibility of keeping alive the
truth of oneGod as distinguished from the prevailing belief in plu-
ral deities.

2 e choice of Palestine as the site for Machiventa’s activities
was in part predicated upon the desire to establish contact with
some human family embodying the potentials of leadership. At the
time of the incarnation of Melchizedek there were many families
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on earth just as well prepared to receive the doctrine of Salem as
was that of Abraham. ere were equally endowed families among
the red men, the yellow men, and the descendants of the Andites
to the west and north. But, again, none of these localities were so
favourably situated for Michael’s subsequent appearance on earth
as was the eastern shore of the Mediterranean Sea. e Melchize-
dekmission in Palestine and the subsequent appearance ofMichael
among the Hebrew people were in no small measure determined
by geography, by the fact that Palestine was centrally located with
reference to the then existent trade, travel, and civilization of the
world.

3 For some time the Melchizedek receivers had been observing
the ancestors of Abraham, and they con dently expected offspring
in a certain generationwhowould be characterized by intelligence,
initiative, sagacity, and sincerity. e children of Terah, the father
of Abraham, in every way met these expectations. It was this pos-
sibility of contact with these versatile children of Terah that had
considerable to do with the appearance of Machiventa at Salem,
rather than in Egypt, China, India, or among the northern tribes.

4 Terah and his whole family were half-hearted converts to
the Salem religion, which had been preached in Chaldea; they
learned of Melchizedek through the preaching of Ovid, a Phoeni-
cian teacher who proclaimed the Salem doctrines in Ur. ey le
Ur intending to go directly through to Salem, but Nahor, Abra-
ham’s brother, not having seen Melchizedek, was lukewarm and
persuaded them to tarry at Haran. And it was a long time a er
they arrived in Palestine before they were willing to destroy all of
the household gods they had brought with them; they were slow to
give up the many gods of Mesopotamia for the one God of Salem.

5 A few weeks a er the death of Abraham’s father, Terah, Mel-
chizedek sent one of his students, Jaram the Hittite, to extend this
invitation to both Abraham and Nahor: “Come to Salem, where
you shall hear our teachings of the truth of the eternal Creator, and
in the enlightened offspring of you two brothers shall all the world
be blessed.” Now Nahor had not wholly accepted the Melchizedek
gospel; he remained behind and built up a strong city-state which
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bore his name; but Lot, Abraham’s nephew, decided to go with his
uncle to Salem.

6 Upon arriving at Salem, Abraham and Lot chose a hilly fast-
ness near the city where they could defend themselves against the
many surprise attacks of northern raiders. At this time theHittites,
Assyrians, Philistines, and other groupswere constantly raiding the
tribes of central and southern Palestine. From their stronghold in
the hills Abraham and Lot made frequent pilgrimages to Salem.

7 ¶ Not long a er they had established themselves near Salem,
AbrahamandLot journeyed to the valley of theNile to obtain food
supplies as there was then a drought in Palestine. During his brief
sojourn in EgyptAbraham found a distant relative on the Egyptian
throne, and he served as the commander of two very successfulmil-
itary expeditions for this king. During the latter part of his sojourn
on the Nile he and his wife, Sarah, lived at court, and when leaving
Egypt, he was given a share of the spoils of his military campaigns.

8 It required great determination forAbraham to forgo the hon-
ours of the Egyptian court and return to the more spiritual work
sponsored by Machiventa. But Melchizedek was revered even in
Egypt, andwhen the full story was laid before Pharaoh, he strongly
urged Abraham to return to the execution of his vows to the cause
of Salem.˚

9 ¶ Abraham had kingly ambitions, and on the way back from
Egypt he laid before Lot his plan to subdue all Canaan and bring
its people under the rule of Salem. Lot was more bent on business;
so, a er a later disagreement, he went to Sodom to engage in trade
and animal husbandry. Lot liked neither a military nor a herder’s
life.

10 Upon returning with his family to Salem, Abraham began to
mature his military projects. He was soon recognized as the civil
ruler of the Salem territory and had confederated under his leader-
ship seven near-by tribes. Indeed, it was with great difficulty that
Melchizedek restrained Abraham, who was red with a zeal to go
forth and round up the neighbouring tribes with the sword that

5.8. It required great determination for Abraham to forego the honours… See note for
89:3.1. above.
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they might thus more quickly be brought to a knowledge of the
Salem truths.

11 Melchizedek maintained peaceful relations with all the sur-
rounding tribes; he was not militaristic and was never attacked
by any of the armies as they moved back and forth. He was en-
tirely willing that Abraham should formulate a defensive policy for
Salem such as was subsequently put into effect, but he would not
approve of his pupil’s ambitious schemes for conquest; so there oc-
curred a friendly severance of relationship, Abraham going over to
Hebron to establish his military capital.

12 Abraham, because of his close connection with the illustrious
Melchizedek, possessed great advantage over the surroundingpetty
kings; they all revered Melchizedek and unduly feared Abraham.
Abraham knew of this fear and only awaited an opportune occa-
sion to attack his neighbours, and this excuse came when some
of these rulers presumed to raid the property of his nephew Lot,
who dwelt in Sodom. Upon hearing of this, Abraham, at the head
of his seven confederated tribes, moved on the enemy. His own
bodyguard of 318 officered the army, numbering more than 4,000,
which struck at this time.

13 When Melchizedek heard of Abraham’s declaration of war, he
went forth to dissuade him but only caught up with his former dis-
ciple as he returned victorious from the battle. Abraham insisted
that the God of Salem had given him victory over his enemies and
persisted in giving a tenth of his spoils to the Salem treasury. e
other 90% he removed to his capital at Hebron.

14 A er this battle of Siddim, Abraham became leader of a sec-
ond confederation of 11 tribes and not only paid tithes to Melchi-
zedek but saw to it that all others in that vicinity did the same. His
diplomatic dealings with the king of Sodom, together with the fear
in which he was so generally held, resulted in the king of Sodom
and others joining the Hebron military confederation; Abraham
was really well on the way to establishing a powerful state in Pales-
tine.

6. MELCHIZEDEK’S COVENANT WITH ABRAHAM
1 Abraham envisaged the conquest of all Canaan. His determi-
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nation was only weakened by the fact that Melchizedek would not
sanction the undertaking. But Abraham had about decided to em-
bark upon the enterprise when the thought that he had no son to
succeedhimas ruler of this proposedkingdombegan toworry him.
He arranged another conference with Melchizedek; and it was in
the course of this interview that the priest of Salem, the visible Son
of God, persuaded Abraham to abandon his scheme of material
conquest and temporal rule in favour of the spiritual concept of
the kingdom of heaven.

2 Melchizedek explained to Abraham the futility of contending
with theAmorite confederation butmade it equally clear that these
backward clans were certainly committing suicide by their foolish
practices so that in a few generations they would be so weakened
that the descendants of Abraham, meanwhile greatly increased,
could easily overcome them.

3 And Melchizedek made a formal covenant with Abraham at
Salem. Said he to Abraham: “Look now up to the heavens and
number the stars if you are able; so numerous shall your seed be.”
And Abraham believed Melchizedek, “and it was counted to him
for righteousness.” And then Melchizedek told Abraham the story
of the future occupation of Canaan by his offspring a er their so-
journ in Egypt.

4 ¶ is covenant of Melchizedek with Abraham represents the
greatUrantian agreement between divinity andhumanitywhereby
God agrees to do everything; man only agrees to believe God’s
promises and follow his instructions. Heretofore it had been be-
lieved that salvation could be secured only by works — sacri ces
and offerings; now, Melchizedek again brought to Urantia the
good news that salvation, favour with God, is to be had by faith.
But this gospel of simple faith in God was too advanced; the
Semitic tribesmen subsequently preferred to go back to the older
sacri ces and atonement for sin by the shedding of blood.

5 It was not long a er the establishment of this covenant that
Isaac, the son of Abraham, was born in accordance with the prom-
ise of Melchizedek. A er the birth of Isaac, Abraham took a very
solemn attitude toward his covenant withMelchizedek, going over
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to Salem tohave it stated inwriting. Itwas at this public and formal
acceptance of the covenant that he changed his name from Abram
to Abraham.

6 Most of the Salem believers had practised circumcision,
though it had never been made obligatory by Melchizedek. Now
Abrahamhad always so opposed circumcision that on this occasion
he decided to solemnize the event by formally accepting this rite in
token of the rati cation of the Salem covenant.

7 It was following this real and public surrender of his personal
ambitions in behalf of the larger plans of Melchizedek that the
three celestial beings appeared to himon the plains ofMamre. is
was an appearance of fact, notwithstanding its associationwith the
subsequently fabricated narratives relating to the natural destruc-
tion of Sodom and Gomorrah. And these legends of the happen-
ings of those days indicate how retardedwere themorals and ethics
of even so recent a time.

8 Upon the consummation of the solemn covenant, the recon-
ciliation between Abraham andMelchizedek was complete. Abra-
ham again assumed the civil and military leadership of the Salem
colony, which at its height carried over 100,000 regular tithe pay-
ers on the rolls of the Melchizedek brotherhood. Abraham greatly
improved the Salem temple and provided new tents for the entire
school. He not only extended the tithing systembut also instituted
many improved methods of conducting the business of the school,
besides contributing greatly to the better handling of the depart-
ment of missionary propaganda. He also did much to effect im-
provement of the herds and the reorganization of the Salem dairy-
ing projects. Abraham was a shrewd and efficient business man, a
wealthy man for his day; he was not overly pious, but he was thor-
oughly sincere, and he did believe in Machiventa Melchizedek.

7. THE MELCHIZEDEK MISSIONARIES
1 Melchizedek continued for some years to instruct his students

and to train the Salem missionaries, who penetrated to all the sur-
rounding tribes, especially to Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Asia Mi-
nor. And as the decades passed, these teachers journeyed farther
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and farther from Salem, carrying with them Machiventa’s gospel
of belief and faith in God.

2 e descendants of Adamson, clustered about the shores of
the lake of Van, were willing listeners to the Hittite teachers of the
Salem cult. From this onetime Andite centre, teachers were dis-
patched to the remote regions of both Europe and Asia. Salem
missionaries penetrated all Europe, even to the British Isles. One
groupwent by way of the Faroes to the Andonites of Iceland, while
another traversed China and reached the Japanese of the eastern
islands. e lives and experiences of themen and womenwho ven-
tured forth from Salem, Mesopotamia, and Lake Van to enlighten
the tribes of the Eastern Hemisphere present a heroic chapter in
the annals of the human race.

3 But the task was so great and the tribes were so backward that
the results were vague and inde nite. From one generation to an-
other the Salem gospel found lodgement here and there, but except
in Palestine, neverwas the idea of oneGod able to claim the contin-
ued allegiance of a whole tribe or race. Long before the coming of
Jesus the teachings of the early Salemmissionaries had become gen-
erally submerged in the older andmore universal superstitions and
beliefs. e original Melchizedek gospel had been almost wholly
absorbed in the beliefs in the GreatMother, the Sun, and other an-
cient cults.

4 ¶ Youwho today enjoy the advantages of the art of printing lit-
tle understand how difficult it was to perpetuate truth during these
earlier times; how easy it was to lose sight of a new doctrine from
one generation to another. ere was always a tendency for the
new doctrine to become absorbed into the older body of religious
teaching and magical practice. A new revelation is always contam-
inated by the older evolutionary beliefs.

8. DEPARTURE OF MELCHIZEDEK
1 It was shortly a er the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah

that Machiventa decided to end his emergency bestowal on Uran-
tia. Melchizedek’s decision to terminate his sojourn in the eshwas
in uenced by numerous conditions, chief of which was the grow-
ing tendency of the surrounding tribes, and even of his immediate
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associates, to regard him as a demigod, to look upon him as a su-
pernatural being, which indeed he was; but they were beginning
to reverence him unduly and with a highly superstitious fear. In
addition to these reasons, Melchizedek wanted to leave the scene
of his earthly activities a sufficient length of time before Abraham’s
death to ensure that the truth of the one and only God would be-
come strongly established in the minds of his followers. Accord-
inglyMachiventa retired one night to his tent at Salem, having said
good night to his human companions, and when they went to call
him in the morning, he was not there, for his fellows had taken
him.

9. AFTER MELCHIZEDEK’S DEPARTURE
1 It was a great trial forAbrahamwhenMelchizedek so suddenly

disappeared. Although he had fully warned his followers that he
must sometime go as he had come, they were not reconciled to the
loss of their wonderful leader. e great organization built up at
Salem nearly disappeared, though the traditions of these days were
whatMoses built uponwhenhe led theHebrew slaves out ofEgypt.

2 ¶ e loss of Melchizedek produced a sadness in the heart of
Abraham that he never fully overcame. Hebron he had abandoned
when he gave up the ambition of building amaterial kingdom; and
now, upon the loss of his associate in the building of the spiritual
kingdom, he departed from Salem, going south to live near his in-
terests at Gerar.

3 Abraham became fearful and timid immediately a er the dis-
appearance of Melchizedek. He withheld his identity upon arrival
at Gerar, so that Abimelech appropriated his wife. (Shortly a er
his marriage to Sarah, Abraham one night had overheard a plot to
murder him in order to get his brilliant wife. is dread became a
terror to the otherwise brave and daring leader; all his life he feared
that someone would kill him secretly in order to get Sarah. And
this explains why, on three separate occasions, this brave man ex-
hibited real cowardice.)

4 But Abraham was not long to be deterred in his mission as the
successor of Melchizedek. Soon he made converts among the Phi-
listines and ofAbimelech’s people, made a treatywith them, and, in
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turn, became contaminated with many of their superstitions, par-
ticularly with their practice of sacri cing rst-born sons. us did
Abraham again become a great leader in Palestine. He was held
in reverence by all groups and honoured by all kings. He was the
spiritual leader of all the surrounding tribes, and his in uence con-
tinued for some time a er his death. During the closing years of
his life he once more returned to Hebron, the scene of his earlier
activities and the place where he had worked in association with
Melchizedek. Abraham’s last act was to send trusty servants to the
city of his brother,Nahor, on the border ofMesopotamia, to secure
a woman of his own people as a wife for his son Isaac. It had long
been the custom of Abraham’s people to marry their cousins. And
Abraham died con dent in that faith inGodwhich he had learned
from Melchizedek in the vanished schools of Salem.

5 ¶ It was hard for the next generation to comprehend the story
of Melchizedek; within 500 years many regarded the whole narra-
tive as a myth. Isaac held fairly well to the teachings of his father
and nourished the gospel of the Salem colony, but it was harder for
Jacob to grasp the signi cance of these traditions. Josephwas a rm
believer in Melchizedek and was, largely because of this, regarded
by his brothers as a dreamer. Joseph’s honour in Egypt was chie y
due to the memory of his great-grandfather Abraham. Joseph was
offered military command of the Egyptian armies, but being such
a rm believer in the traditions ofMelchizedek and the later teach-
ings of Abraham and Isaac, he elected to serve as a civil administra-
tor, believing that he could thus better labour for the advancement
of the kingdom of heaven.

6 e teaching of Melchizedek was full and replete, but the re-
cords of these days seemed impossible and fantastic to the later
Hebrew priests, although many had some understanding of these
transactions, at least up to the times of the en masse editing of the
Old Testament records in Babylon.

7 What the Old Testament records describe as conversations
between Abraham and God were in reality conferences between
Abraham and Melchizedek. Later scribes regarded the term Mel-
chizedek as synonymouswithGod. e record of somany contacts
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of Abraham and Sarah with “the angel of the Lord” refers to their
numerous visits with Melchizedek.

8 eHebrew narratives of Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph are far more
reliable than those about Abraham, although they also contain
many diversions from the facts, alterations made intentionally and
unintentionally at the time of the compilation of these records by
the Hebrew priests during the Babylonian captivity. Keturah was
not a wife of Abraham; likeHagar, she wasmerely a concubine. All
of Abraham’s property went to Isaac, the son of Sarah, the status
wife. Abraham was not so old as the records indicate, and his wife
was much younger. ese ages were deliberately altered in order to
provide for the subsequent alleged miraculous birth of Isaac.

9 ¶ e national ego of the Jews was tremendously depressed by
the Babylonian captivity. In their reaction against national inferi-
ority they swung to the other extreme of national and racial ego-
tism, in which they distorted and perverted their traditions with
the view of exalting themselves above all races as the chosen people
ofGod; andhence they carefully edited all their records for thepur-
pose of raising Abraham and their other national leaders high up
above all other persons, not excepting Melchizedek himself. e
Hebrew scribes therefore destroyed every record of these momen-
tous times which they could nd, preserving only the narrative of
the meeting of Abraham and Melchizedek a er the battle of Sid-
dim, which they deemed re ected great honour upon Abraham.

10 And thus, in losing sight of Melchizedek, they also lost sight
of the teaching of this emergency Son regarding the spiritual mis-
sion of the promised bestowal Son; lost sight of the nature of this
mission so fully and completely that very few of their progeny were
able or willing to recognize and receive Michael when he appeared
on earth and in the esh as Machiventa had foretold.

11 But one of the writers of the Book ofHebrews understood the
mission ofMelchizedek, for it iswritten: “ isMelchizedek, priest
of the Most High, was also king of peace; without father, without
mother, without pedigree, having neither beginning of days nor
end of life but made like a Son of God, he abides a priest continu-
ally.” is writer designated Melchizedek as a type of the later be-
stowal of Michael, affirming that Jesus was “a minister forever on
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the order of Melchizedek.” While this comparison was not alto-
gether fortunate, it was literally true that Christ did receive pro-
visional title to Urantia “upon the orders of the 12 Melchizedek
receivers” on duty at the time of his world bestowal.

10. PRESENT STATUS OF MACHIVENTA
MELCHIZEDEK

1 During the years ofMachiventa’s incarnation the UrantiaMel-
chizedek receivers functioned as 11. WhenMachiventa considered
that his mission as an emergency Son was nished, he signalized
this fact to his 11 associates, and they immediately made ready the
technique whereby he was to be released from the esh and safely
restored to his original Melchizedek status. And on the third day
a er his disappearance from Salem he appeared among his 11 fel-
lows of theUrantia assignment and resumed his interrupted career
as one of the planetary receivers of 606 of Satania.

2 Machiventa terminated his bestowal as a creature of esh and
blood just as suddenly and unceremoniously as he had begun it.
Neither his appearance nor departure were accompanied by any
unusual announcement or demonstration; neither resurrection
roll call nor ending of planetary dispensation marked his appear-
ance on Urantia; his was an emergency bestowal. But Machiventa
did not end his sojourn in the esh of human beings until he had
been duly released by the Father Melchizedek and had been in-
formed that his emergency bestowal had received the approval of
the chief executive of Nebadon, Gabriel of Salvington.

3 ¶ Machiventa Melchizedek continued to take a great interest
in the affairs of the descendants of those men who had believed in
his teachingswhenhewas in the esh. But theprogenyofAbraham
through Isaac as intermarried with the Kenites were the only line
which long continued to nourish any clear concept of the Salem
teachings.

4 is same Melchizedek continued to collaborate throughout
the 19 succeeding centuries with themany prophets and seers, thus
endeavouring to keep alive the truths of Salem until the fullness of
the time for Michael’s appearance on earth.

5 Machiventa continued as a planetary receiver up to the times of
the triumph ofMichael onUrantia. Subsequently, he was attached
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to the Urantia service on Jerusem as one of the four and twenty di-
rectors, only just recently having been elevated to the position of
personal ambassador on Jerusem of the Creator Son, bearing the
title Vicegerent Planetary Prince of Urantia. It is our belief that, as
long as Urantia remains an inhabited planet, Machiventa Melchi-
zedekwill not be fully returned to the duties of his order of sonship
but will remain, speaking in the terms of time, forever a planetary
minister representing Christ Michael.

6 As his was an emergency bestowal on Urantia, it does not ap-
pear from the records what Machiventa’s future may be. It may de-
velop that the Melchizedek corps of Nebadon have sustained the
permanent loss of one of their number. Recent rulings handed
down from the Most Highs of Edentia, and later con rmed by
the Ancients of Days of Uversa, strongly suggest that this bestowal
Melchizedek is destined to take the place of the fallen Planetary
Prince, Caligastia. If our conjectures in this respect are correct, it
is altogether possible that Machiventa Melchizedek may again ap-
pear in person on Urantia and in some modi ed manner resume
the role of the dethroned Planetary Prince, or else appear on earth
to function as vicegerent Planetary Prince representing Christ Mi-
chael, who now actually holds the title of Planetary Prince ofUran-
tia. While it is far from clear to us as to what Machiventa’s des-
tinymay be, nevertheless, events which have so recently taken place
strongly suggest that the foregoing conjectures are probably not far
from the truth.

7 We well understand how, by his triumph on Urantia, Michael
became the successor of both Caligastia and Adam; how he be-
came the planetary Prince of Peace and the second Adam. And
now we behold the conferring upon this Melchizedek of the ti-
tle Vicegerent Planetary Prince of Urantia. Will he also be consti-
tuted Vicegerent Material Son of Urantia? Or is there a possibility
that an unexpected and unprecedented event is to take place, the
sometime return to the planet of Adam and Eve or certain of their
progeny as representatives of Michael with the titles vicegerents of
the second Adam of Urantia?

8 And all these speculations associated with the certainty of fu-
ture appearances of both Magisterial and Trinity Teacher Sons, in
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conjunction with the explicit promise of the Creator Son to return
sometime, make Urantia a planet of future uncertainty and render
it one of the most interesting and intriguing spheres in all the uni-
verse of Nebadon. It is altogether possible that, in some future age
when Urantia is approaching the era of light and life, a er the af-
fairs of the Lucifer rebellion and theCaligastia secession have been
nally adjudicated, wemaywitness the presence onUrantia, simul-

taneously, of Machiventa, Adam, Eve, and Christ Michael, as well
as either a Magisterial Son or even Trinity Teacher Sons.

9 It has long been the opinion of our order that Machiventa’s
presence on the Jerusem corps of Urantia directors, the four and
twenty counsellors, is sufficient evidence to warrant the belief that
he is destined to follow the mortals of Urantia on through the uni-
verse scheme of progression and ascension even to the Paradise
Corps of the Finality. We know that Adam and Eve are thus des-
tined to accompany their earth fellows on the Paradise adventure
when Urantia has become settled in light and life.

10 Less than 1,000 years ago this same Machiventa Melchizedek,
the onetime sage of Salem, was invisibly present on Urantia for a
period of 100 years, acting as resident governor general of the pla-
net; and if the present system of directing planetary affairs should
continue, he will be due to return in the same capacity in a little
over 1,000 years.

11 ¶ is is the story ofMachiventaMelchizedek, one of themost
unique of all characters ever to become connected with the history
of Urantia and a personality who may be destined to play an im-
portant role in the future experience of your irregular and unusual
world.

ahb

12 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №94
THE MELCHIZEDEK TEACHINGS IN THE

ORIENT

Melchizedek

THE early teachers of the Salem religion penetrated to the
remotest tribes of Africa and Eurasia, ever preaching Ma-
chiventa’s gospel of man’s faith and trust in the one uni-

versal God as the only price of obtaining divine favour. Melchi-
zedek’s covenant with Abraham was the pattern for all the early
propaganda that went out from Salem and other centres. Urantia
has never had more enthusiastic and aggressive missionaries of any
religion than these noble men and women who carried the teach-
ings of Melchizedek over the entire Eastern Hemisphere. ese
missionaries were recruited frommany peoples and races, and they
largely spread their teachings through the medium of native con-
verts. ey established training centres in different parts of the
world where they taught the natives the Salem religion and then
commissioned these pupils to function as teachers among their
own people.

1. THE SALEM TEACHINGS IN VEDIC INDIA
1 In the days of Melchizedek, India was a cosmopolitan country

which had recently come under the political and religious domi-
nance of the Aryan-Andite invaders from the north and west. At
this time only the northern and western portions of the penin-
sula had been extensively permeated by the Aryans. ese Vedic
newcomers had brought along with them their many tribal deities.

eir religious forms of worship followed closely the ceremonial
practices of their earlier Andite forebears in that the father still
functioned as a priest and the mother as a priestess, and the family
hearth was still utilized as an altar.

2 e Vedic cult was then in process of growth and metamor-
phosis under the direction of the Brahman caste of teacher-priests,
who were gradually assuming control over the expanding ritual of
worship. e amalgamation of the onetime 33 Aryan deities was
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well under way when the Salem missionaries penetrated the north
of India.

3 e polytheism of these Aryans represented a degeneration of
their earlier monotheism occasioned by their separation into tribal
units, each tribe having its venerated god. is devolution of the
original monotheism and trinitarianism of Andite Mesopotamia
was in process of resynthesis in the early centuries of the second
millennium before Christ. e many gods were organized into a
pantheon under the triune leadership of Dyaus pitar, the lord of
heaven; Indra, the tempestuous lord of the atmosphere; and Agni,
the three-headed re god, lord of the earth and the vestigial symbol
of an earlier Trinity concept.

4 De nite henotheistic developments were paving the way for
an evolved monotheism. Agni, the most ancient deity, was o en
exalted as the father-head of the entire pantheon. e deity-father
principle, sometimes called Prajapati, sometimes termed Brahma,
was submerged in the theologic battle which the Brahman priests
later fought with the Salem teachers. e Brahman was conceived
as the energy-divinity principle activating the entire Vedic pan-
theon.

5 ¶ e Salem missionaries preached the one God of Melchize-
dek, the Most High of heaven. is portrayal was not altogether
disharmonious with the emerging concept of the Father-Brahma
as the source of all gods, but the Salem doctrine was nonritualis-
tic and hence ran directly counter to the dogmas, traditions, and
teachings of the Brahman priesthood. Never would the Brahman
priests accept the Salem teaching of salvation through faith, favour
withGod apart from ritualistic observances and sacri cial ceremo-
nials.

6 ¶ e rejection of the Melchizedek gospel of trust in God and
salvation through faith marked a vital turning point for India. e
Salem missionaries had contributed much to the loss of faith in all
the ancient Vedic gods, but the leaders, the priests of Vedism, re-
fused to accept theMelchizedek teaching of oneGod and one sim-
ple faith.

7 e Brahmans culled the sacred writings of their day in an ef-
fort to combat the Salem teachers, and this compilation, as later
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revised, has come on down to modern times as the Rig-Veda, one
of the most ancient of sacred books. e second, third, and fourth
Vedas followed as the Brahmans sought to crystallize, formalize,
and x their rituals of worship and sacri ce upon the peoples of
those days. Taken at their best, these writings are the equal of any
other body of similar character in beauty of concept and truth of
discernment. But as this superior religion became contaminated
with the thousands upon thousands of superstitions, cults, and rit-
uals of southern India, it progressively metamorphosed into the
most variegated system of theology ever developed bymortal man.
An examination of the Vedas will disclose some of the highest and
some of the most debased concepts of Deity ever to be conceived.

2. BRAHMANISM
1 As the Salem missionaries penetrated southward into the Dra-

vidian Deccan, they encountered an increasing caste system, the
scheme of the Aryans to prevent loss of racial identity in the face
of a rising tide of the secondary Sangik peoples. Since the Brah-
man priest caste was the very essence of this system, this social or-
der greatly retarded the progress of the Salem teachers. is caste
system failed to save the Aryan race, but it did succeed in perpetu-
ating the Brahmans, who, in turn, have maintained their religious
hegemony in India to the present time.

2 And now, with the weakening of Vedism through the rejec-
tion of higher truth, the cult of the Aryans became subject to in-
creasing inroads from theDeccan. In a desperate effort to stem the
tide of racial extinction and religious obliteration, the Brahman
caste sought to exalt themselves above all else. ey taught that
the sacri ce to deity in itself was all-efficacious, that it was all-com-
pelling in its potency. ey proclaimed that, of the two essential
divine principles of the universe, one was Brahman the deity, and
the other was the Brahman priesthood. Among no other Urantia
peoples did the priests presume to exalt themselves above even their
gods, to relegate to themselves the honours due their gods. But
they went so absurdly far with these presumptuous claims that the
whole precarious system collapsed before the debasing cults which
poured in from the surrounding and less advanced civilizations.
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e vast Vedic priesthood itself oundered and sank beneath the
black ood of inertia and pessimism which their own sel sh and
unwise presumption had brought upon all India.

3 e undue concentration on self led certainly to a fear of the
nonevolutionary perpetuation of self in an endless round of suc-
cessive incarnations as man, beast, or weeds. And of all the con-
taminating beliefs which could have become fastened upon what
may have been an emergingmonotheism, nonewas so stultifying as
this belief in transmigration— the doctrine of the reincarnation of
souls—which came from theDravidianDeccan. is belief in the
weary andmonotonous round of repeated transmigrations robbed
struggling mortals of their long-cherished hope of nding that de-
liverance and spiritual advancement in deathwhichhad been a part
of the earlier Vedic faith.

4 is philosophically debilitating teaching was soon followed
by the invention of the doctrine of the eternal escape from self by
submergence in the universal rest and peace of absolute unionwith
Brahman, the oversoul of all creation. Mortal desire and human
ambition were effectually ravished and virtually destroyed. For
more than 2,000 years the better minds of India have sought to es-
cape from all desire, and thus was opened wide the door for the en-
trance of those later cults and teachings which have virtually shack-
led the souls ofmanyHindupeoples in the chains of spiritual hope-
lessness. Of all civilizations, theVedic-Aryan paid themost terrible
price for its rejection of the Salem gospel.

5 ¶ Caste alone could not perpetuate the Aryan religio-cultural
system, and as the inferior religions of the Deccan permeated the
north, there developed an age of despair and hopelessness. It was
during these dark days that the cult of taking no life arose, and it
has ever since persisted. Many of the new cults were frankly atheis-
tic, claiming that such salvation as was attainable could come only
by man’s own unaided efforts. But throughout a great deal of all
this unfortunate philosophy, distorted remnants of the Melchize-
dek and even the Adamic teachings can be traced.

6 ¶ esewere the times of the compilationof the later scriptures
of theHindu faith, the Brahmanas and theUpanishads. Having re-
jected the teachings of personal religion through the personal faith
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experience with the one God, and having become contaminated
with the ood of debasing and debilitating cults and creeds from
the Deccan, with their anthropomorphisms and reincarnations,
the Brahmanic priesthood experienced a violent reaction against
these vitiating beliefs; there was a de nite effort to seek and to
nd true reality. e Brahmans set out to deanthropomorphize

the Indian concept of deity, but in so doing they stumbled into
the grievous error of depersonalizing the concept of God, and they
emerged, not with a lo y and spiritual ideal of the Paradise Father,
but with a distant and metaphysical idea of an all-encompassing
Absolute.

7 In their efforts at self-preservation the Brahmans had rejected
the oneGod ofMelchizedek, and now they found themselves with
the hypothesis of Brahman, that inde nite and illusive philosophic
self, that impersonal and impotent it which has le the spiritual life
of India helpless andprostrate from that unfortunate day to theXX
century.

8 ¶ It was during the times of the writing of the Upanishads that
Buddhism arose in India. But despite its successes of 1,000 years, it
could not compete with laterHinduism; despite a highermorality,
its early portrayal of God was even less well-de ned than was that
of Hinduism, which provided for lesser and personal deities. Bud-
dhism nally gave way in northern India before the onslaught of
a militant Islam with its clear-cut concept of Allah as the supreme
God of the universe.

3. BRAHMANIC PHILOSOPHY
1 While the highest phase of Brahmanism was hardly a religion,

it was truly one of the most noble reaches of the mortal mind into
the domains of philosophy andmetaphysics. Having started out to
discover nal reality, the Indianminddidnot stopuntil it had spec-
ulated about almost every phase of theology excepting the essential
dual concept of religion: the existence of theUniversal Father of all
universe creatures and the fact of the ascending experience in the
universe of these very creatures as they seek to attain the eternal Fa-
ther, who has commanded them to be perfect, even as he is perfect.

2 In the concept of Brahman the minds of those days truly
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grasped at the idea of some all-pervading Absolute, for this postu-
late was at one and the same time identi ed as creative energy and
cosmic reaction. Brahman was conceived to be beyond all de ni-
tion, capable of being comprehended only by the successive nega-
tion of all nite qualities. It was de nitely a belief in an absolute,
even an in nite, being, but this concept was largely devoid of per-
sonality attributes and was therefore not experiencible by individ-
ual religionists.

3 Brahman-Narayanawas conceived as theAbsolute, the in nite
IT IS, the primordial creative potency of the potential cosmos, the
Universal Self existing static and potential throughout all eternity.
Had the philosophers of those days been able to make the next ad-
vance in deity conception, had they been able to conceive of the
Brahman as associative and creative, as a personality approachable
by created and evolving beings, then might such a teaching have
become the most advanced portraiture of Deity on Urantia since
it would have encompassed the rst ve levels of total deity func-
tion and might possibly have envisioned the remaining two.

4 In certain phases the concept of the One Universal Oversoul
as the totality of the summation of all creature existence led the
Indian philosophers very close to the truth of the Supreme Being,
but this truth availed themnaught because they failed to evolve any
reasonable or rational personal approach to the attainment of their
theoretic monotheistic goal of Brahman-Narayana.

5 e karma principle of causality continuity is, again, very close
to the truth of the repercussional synthesis of all time-space actions
in theDeity presence of the Supreme; but this postulate never pro-
vided for the co-ordinate personal attainment of Deity by the indi-
vidual religionist, only for the ultimate engulfment of all personal-
ity by the Universal Oversoul.

6 e philosophy of Brahmanism also came very near to the real-
ization of the indwelling of the ought Adjusters, only to become
perverted through the misconception of truth. e teaching that
the soul is the indwelling of theBrahmanwouldhave paved theway
for an advanced religion had not this concept been completely vi-
tiated by the belief that there is no human individuality apart from
this indwelling of the Universal One.
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7 In the doctrine of the merging of the self-soul with the Over-
soul, the theologians of India failed to provide for the survival of
something human, something new and unique, something born of
the union of the will of man and the will of God. e teaching of
the soul’s return to theBrahman is closely parallel to the truthof the
Adjuster’s return to the bosom of the Universal Father, but there is
something distinct from the Adjuster which also survives, the mo-
rontial counterpart of mortal personality. And this vital concept
was fatally absent from Brahmanic philosophy.

8 Brahmanic philosophy has approximated many of the facts of
the universe and has approached numerous cosmic truths, but it
has all too o en fallen victim to the error of failing to differentiate
between the several levels of reality, such as absolute, transcenden-
tal, and nite. It has failed to take into account that what may be
nite-illusory on the absolute level may be absolutely real on the -

nite level. And it has also taken no cognizance of the essential per-
sonality of the Universal Father, who is personally contactable on
all levels from the evolutionary creature’s limited experience with
God on up to the limitless experience of the Eternal Son with the
Paradise Father.

4. THE HINDU RELIGION
1 With the passing of the centuries in India, the populace re-

turned in measure to the ancient rituals of the Vedas as they had
been modi ed by the teachings of the Melchizedek missionaries
and crystallized by the later Brahman priesthood. is, the oldest
andmost cosmopolitan of theworld’s religions, has undergone fur-
ther changes in response to Buddhism and Jainism and to the later
appearing in uences of Mohammedanism and Christianity. But
by the time the teachings of Jesus arrived, they had already become
so Occidentalized as to be a “white man’s religion,” hence strange
and foreign to the Hindu mind.

2 ¶ Hindu theology, at present, depicts four descending levels of
deity and divinity:

3 1. e Brahman, the Absolute, the In nite One, the IT IS.
4 2. e Trimurti, the supreme trinity ofHinduism. In this as-

sociation Brahma, the rst member, is conceived as being self-cre-
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ated out of the Brahman — in nity. Were it not for close identi -
cation with the pantheistic In nite One, Brahma could constitute
the foundation for a concept of the Universal Father. Brahma is
also identi ed with fate.

5 e worship of the second and third members, Siva and
Vishnu, arose in the rst millennium a er Christ. Siva is lord of
life and death, god of fertility, and master of destruction. Vishnu is
extremely popular due to the belief that he periodically incarnates
in human form. In this way, Vishnu becomes real and living in the
imaginations of the Indians. Siva and Vishnu are each regarded by
some as supreme over all.

6 3. Vedic and post-Vedic deities. Many of the ancient gods of
the Aryans, such as Agni, Indra, Soma, have persisted as secondary
to the three members of the Trimurti. Numerous additional gods
have arisen since the early days of Vedic India, and these have also
been incorporated into the Hindu pantheon.

7 4. e demigods: supermen, semigods, heroes, demons,
ghosts, evil spirits, sprites, monsters, goblins, and saints of the later-
day cults.

8 ¶ While Hinduism has long failed to vivify the Indian people,
at the same time it has usually been a tolerant religion. Its great
strength lies in the fact that it has proved to be the most adaptive,
amorphic religion to appear onUrantia. It is capable of almost un-
limited change and possesses an unusual range of exible adjust-
ment from the high and semimonotheistic speculations of the in-
tellectual Brahman to the arrant fetishism and primitive cult prac-
tices of the debased and depressed classes of ignorant believers.

9 Hinduism has survived because it is essentially an integral part
of the basic social fabric of India. It has no great hierarchy which
can be disturbed or destroyed; it is interwoven into the life pattern
of the people. It has an adaptability to changing conditions that
excels all other cults, and it displays a tolerant attitude of adoption
toward many other religions, Gautama Buddha and even Christ
himself being claimed as incarnations of Vishnu.

10 Today, in India, the great need is for the portrayal of the Jesuso-
nian gospel — the Fatherhood of God and the sonship and conse-
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quent brotherhood of all men, which is personally realized in lov-
ing ministry and social service. In India the philosophical frame-
work is existent, the cult structure is present; all that is needed is the
vitalizing spark of the dynamic love portrayed in the original gospel
of the Son of Man, divested of the Occidental dogmas and doc-
trines which have tended to make Michael’s life bestowal a white
man’s religion.

5. THE STRUGGLE FOR TRUTH IN CHINA
1 As the Salem missionaries passed through Asia, spreading the

doctrine of the Most High God and salvation through faith, they
absorbedmuch of the philosophy and religious thought of the var-
ious countries traversed. But the teachers commissioned by Mel-
chizedek and his successors did not default in their trust; they did
penetrate to all peoples of the Eurasian continent, and it was in the
middle of the secondmillenniumbeforeChrist that they arrived in
China. At See Fuch, for more than 100 years, the Salemites main-
tained their headquarters, there training Chinese teachers who
taught throughout all the domains of the yellow race.

2 It was in direct consequence of this teaching that the earliest
form of Taoism arose in China, a vastly different religion than the
one which bears that name today. Early or proto-Taoism was a
compound of the following factors:

3 1. e lingering teachings of Singlangton, which persisted
in the concept of Shang-ti, the God of Heaven. In the times of
Singlangton the Chinese people became virtually monotheistic;
they concentrated their worship on the One Truth, later known
as the Spirit of Heaven, the universe ruler. And the yellow race
never fully lost this early concept of Deity, although in subsequent
centuries many subordinate gods and spirits insidiously crept into
their religion.

4 2. e Salem religion of a Most High Creator Deity who
would bestow his favour upon mankind in response to man’s faith.
But it is all too true that, by the time the Melchizedek missionaries
had penetrated to the lands of the yellow race, their original mes-
sage had become considerably changed from the simple doctrines
of Salem in the days of Machiventa.
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5 3. e Brahman-Absolute concept of the Indian philoso-
phers, coupled with the desire to escape all evil. Perhaps the great-
est extraneous in uence in the eastward spread of the Salem reli-
gion was exerted by the Indian teachers of the Vedic faith, who in-
jected their conception of the Brahman — the Absolute — into
the salvationistic thought of the Salemites.

6 ¶ is composite belief spread through the lands of the yel-
low and brown races as an underlying in uence in religio-philo-
sophic thought. In Japan this proto-Taoism was known as Shinto,
and in this country, far-distant from Salem of Palestine, the peo-
ples learned of the incarnation of Machiventa Melchizedek, who
dwelt upon earth that the name of God might not be forgotten by
mankind.˚

7 In China all of these beliefs were later confused and com-
pounded with the ever-growing cult of ancestor worship. But
never since the time of Singlangton have the Chinese fallen into
helpless slavery to priestcra . e yellow race was the rst to
emerge from barbaric bondage into orderly civilization because it
was the rst to achieve some measure of freedom from the abject
fear of the gods, not even fearing the ghosts of the dead as other
races feared them. Chinamet her defeat because she failed to prog-
ress beyond her early emancipation from priests; she fell into an
almost equally calamitous error, the worship of ancestors.

8 ¶ But the Salemites did not labour in vain. It was upon the
foundations of their gospel that the great philosophers of sixth-cen-
tury China built their teachings. e moral atmosphere and the
spiritual sentiments of the times of Lao-tse andConfucius grew up
out of the teachings of the Salem missionaries of an earlier age.

6. LAOTSE AND CONFUCIUS
1 About 600 years before the arrival of Michael, it seemed to

Melchizedek, long since departed from the esh, that the purity of

5.6. In Japan this proto-Taoism was known as Shinto, and in this country, far distant
from Salem of Palestine,… is was the only instance of the un-hyphenated form “far dis-
tant” in the 1955 text. e committee’s decision to hyphenate and thereby standardize us-
age in e Urantia Book is the least complex resolution to the perceived problem of variant
forms of the term and is in agreement withWebster’s of 1934.
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his teaching on earth was being unduly jeopardized by general ab-
sorption into the older Urantia beliefs. It appeared for a time that
hismission as a forerunner ofMichaelmight be in danger of failing.
And in the sixth century before Christ, through an unusual co-or-
dination of spiritual agencies, not all of which are understood even
by the planetary supervisors,Urantiawitnessed amost unusual pre-
sentation of manifold religious truth. rough the agency of sev-
eral human teachers the Salem gospel was restated and revitalized,
and as it was then presented, much has persisted to the times of this
writing.

2 is unique century of spiritual progress was characterized by
great religious, moral, and philosophic teachers all over the civi-
lized world. In China, the two outstanding teachers were Lao-tse
and Confucius.

3 ¶ Lao-tse built directly upon the concepts of the Salem tradi-
tions when he declared Tao to be the One First Cause of all cre-
ation. Lao was a man of great spiritual vision. He taught that
man’s eternal destiny was “everlasting union with Tao, Supreme
God and Universal King.” His comprehension of ultimate causa-
tion was most discerning, for he wrote: “Unity arises out of the
Absolute Tao, and from Unity there appears cosmic Duality, and
from such Duality, Trinity springs forth into existence, and Trin-
ity is the primal source of all reality.” “All reality is ever in balance
between the potentials and the actuals of the cosmos, and these are
eternally harmonized by the spirit of divinity.”

4 Lao-tse also made one of the earliest presentations of the doc-
trine of returning good for evil: “Goodness begets goodness, but
to the one who is truly good, evil also begets goodness.”

5 He taught the return of the creature to the Creator and pic-
tured life as the emergence of a personality from the cosmic poten-
tials, while death was like the returning home of this creature per-
sonality. His concept of true faith was unusual, and he too likened
it to the “attitude of a little child.”

6 His understanding of the eternal purpose of Godwas clear, for
he said: “ e Absolute Deity does not strive but is always victo-
rious; he does not coerce mankind but always stands ready to re-
spond to their true desires; the will of God is eternal in patience
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and eternal in the inevitability of its expression.” And of the true
religionist he said, in expressing the truth that it is more blessed to
give than to receive: “ e good man seeks not to retain truth for
himself but rather attempts to bestow these riches upon his fellows,
for that is the realization of truth. e will of the Absolute God
always bene ts, never destroys; the purpose of the true believer is
always to act but never to coerce.”

7 Lao’s teaching of nonresistance and the distinction which he
made between action and coercion became later perverted into the
beliefs of “seeing, doing, and thinking nothing.” But Lao never
taught such error, albeit his presentation of nonresistance has been
a factor in the further development of the paci c predilections of
the Chinese peoples.

8 But the popular Taoism of XX century Urantia has very little
in common with the lo y sentiments and the cosmic concepts of
the old philosopher who taught the truth as he perceived it, which
was: at faith in the Absolute God is the source of that divine
energy which will remake the world, and by which man ascends to
spiritual union with Tao, the Eternal Deity and Creator Absolute
of the universes.

9 ¶ Confucius (KungFu-tze)was a younger contemporary of Lao
in sixth-century China. Confucius based his doctrines upon the
better moral traditions of the long history of the yellow race, and
he was also somewhat in uenced by the lingering traditions of the
Salemmissionaries. His chief work consisted in the compilation of
the wise sayings of ancient philosophers. He was a rejected teacher
during his lifetime, but his writings and teachings have ever since
exerted a great in uence in China and Japan. Confucius set a new
pace for the shamans in that he put morality in the place of magic.
But he built too well; he made a new fetish out of order and estab-
lished a respect for ancestral conduct that is still venerated by the
Chinese at the time of this writing.

10 e Confucian preachment of morality was predicated on the
theory that the earthly way is the distorted shadow of the heavenly
way; that the true pattern of temporal civilization is the mirror re-
ection of the eternal order of heaven. e potential God concept
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in Confucianism was almost completely subordinated to the em-
phasis placed upon the Way of Heaven, the pattern of the cosmos.

11 e teachings of Lao have been lost to all but a few in the Ori-
ent, but the writings of Confucius have ever since constituted the
basis of the moral fabric of the culture of almost a third of Uran-
tians. eseConfucian precepts, while perpetuating the best of the
past, were somewhat inimical to the very Chinese spirit of investi-
gation that had produced those achievements which were so ven-
erated. e in uence of these doctrines was unsuccessfully com-
bated both by the imperial efforts of Ch’in Shih Huang Ti and by
the teachings of Mo Ti, who proclaimed a brotherhood founded
not on ethical duty but on the love of God. He sought to rekindle
the ancient quest for new truth, but his teachings failed before the
vigorous opposition of the disciples of Confucius.

12 Like many other spiritual and moral teachers, both Confucius
and Lao-tse were eventually dei ed by their followers in those spir-
itually dark ages of China which intervened between the decline
and perversion of the Taoist faith and the coming of the Buddhist
missionaries from India. During these spiritually decadent cen-
turies the religion of the yellow race degenerated into a pitiful the-
ology wherein swarmed devils, dragons, and evil spirits, all beto-
kening the returning fears of the unenlightenedmortal mind. And
China, once at the head of human society because of an advanced
religion, then fell behind because of temporary failure to progress
in the true path of the development of that God-consciousness
which is indispensable to the true progress, not only of the individ-
ualmortal, but also of the intricate and complex civilizationswhich
characterize the advance of culture and society on an evolutionary
planet of time and space.

7. GAUTAMA SIDDHARTHA
1 Contemporary with Lao-tse andConfucius in China, another

great teacher of truth arose in India. Gautama Siddharthawas born
in the sixth century before Christ in the north Indian province of
Nepal. His followers later made it appear that he was the son of a
fabulously wealthy ruler, but, in truth, he was the heir apparent to
the throne of a petty chie ain who ruled by sufferance over a small
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and secluded mountain valley in the southern Himalayas.
2 Gautama formulated those theorieswhich grew into the philo-

sophy of Buddhism a er six years of the futile practice of Yoga. Sid-
dhartha made a determined but unavailing ght against the grow-
ing caste system. ere was a lo y sincerity and a unique unsel sh-
ness about this young prophet prince that greatly appealed to the
men of those days. He detracted from the practice of seeking indi-
vidual salvation through physical affliction and personal pain. And
he exhorted his followers to carry his gospel to all the world.

3 Amid the confusion and extreme cult practices of India, the
saner and more moderate teachings of Gautama came as a refresh-
ing relief. He denounced gods, priests, and their sacri ces, but he
too failed to perceive the personality of the One Universal. Not
believing in the existence of individual human souls, Gautama, of
course, made a valiant ght against the time-honoured belief in
transmigration of the soul. He made a noble effort to deliver men
from fear, to make them feel at ease and at home in the great uni-
verse, but he failed to show them the pathway to that real and su-
pernal home of ascending mortals — Paradise — and to the ex-
panding service of eternal existence.

4 Gautama was a real prophet, and had he heeded the instruc-
tion of the hermit Godad, he might have aroused all India by the
inspiration of the revival of the Salem gospel of salvation by faith.
Godad was descended through a family that had never lost the tra-
ditions of the Melchizedek missionaries.

5 At Benares Gautama founded his school, and it was during its
second year that a pupil, Bautan, imparted to his teacher the tra-
ditions of the Salem missionaries about the Melchizedek covenant
withAbraham; andwhile Siddhartha did not have a very clear con-
cept of the Universal Father, he took an advanced stand on salva-
tion through faith — simple belief. He so declared himself before
his followers and began sending his students out in groups of 60 to
proclaim to the people of India “the glad tidings of free salvation;
that all men, high and low, can attain bliss by faith in righteousness
and justice.”

6 Gautama’s wife believed her husband’s gospel and was the
founder of an order of nuns. His son became his successor and
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greatly extended the cult; he grasped the new idea of salvation
through faith but in his later years wavered regarding the Salem
gospel of divine favour through faith alone, and in his old age his
dying words were, “Work out your own salvation.”

7 ¶ When proclaimed at its best, Gautama’s gospel of universal
salvation, free from sacri ce, torture, ritual, and priests, was a rev-
olutionary and amazing doctrine for its time. And it came surpris-
ingly near to being a revival of the Salem gospel. It brought succour
to millions of despairing souls, and notwithstanding its grotesque
perversion during later centuries, it still persists as the hope of mil-
lions of human beings.

8 Siddhartha taught far more truth than has survived in the
modern cults bearing his name. Modern Buddhism is no more the
teachings of Gautama Siddhartha than is Christianity the teach-
ings of Jesus of Nazareth.

8. THE BUDDHIST FAITH
1 To become a Buddhist, one merely made public profession of

the faith by reciting the Refuge: “I take my refuge in the Buddha;
I take my refuge in the Doctrine; I take my refuge in the Brother-
hood.”

2 Buddhism took origin in a historic person, not in a myth.
Gautama’s followers called him Sasta, meaning master or teacher.
While he made no superhuman claims for either himself or his
teachings, his disciples early began to call him the enlightened one,
the Buddha; later on, Sakyamuni Buddha.

3 ¶ e original gospel of Gautama was based on the four noble
truths:

4 1. e noble truths of suffering.
5 2. e origins of suffering.
6 3. e destruction of suffering.
7 4. e way to the destruction of suffering.
8 ¶ Closely linked to the doctrine of suffering and the escape

therefrom was the philosophy of the Eightfold Path: right views,
aspirations, speech, conduct, livelihood, effort, mindfulness, and
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contemplation. It was not Gautama’s intention to attempt to de-
stroy all effort, desire, and affection in the escape from suffering;
rather was his teaching designed to picture to mortal man the fu-
tility of pinning all hope and aspirations entirely on temporal goals
and material objectives. It was not so much that love of one’s fel-
lows should be shunned as that the true believer should also look
beyond the associations of this material world to the realities of the
eternal future.

9 ¶ e moral commandments of Gautama’s preachment were
ve in number:
10 1. You shall not kill.
11 2. You shall not steal.
12 3. You shall not be unchaste.
13 4. You shall not lie.
14 5. You shall not drink intoxicating liquors.
15 ¶ ere were several additional or secondary commandments,

whose observance was optional with believers.
16 ¶ Siddhartha hardly believed in the immortality of the human

personality; his philosophy only provided for a sort of functional
continuity. He never clearly de ned what he meant to include in
the doctrine of Nirvana. e fact that it could theoretically be ex-
perienced during mortal existence would indicate that it was not
viewed as a state of complete annihilation. It implied a conditionof
supreme enlightenment and supernal bliss wherein all fetters bind-
ingman to thematerial world had been broken; there was freedom
from the desires of mortal life and deliverance from all danger of
ever again experiencing incarnation.

17 According to the original teachings of Gautama, salvation is
achieved by human effort, apart from divine help; there is no place
for saving faith or prayers to superhuman powers. Gautama, in
his attempt tominimize the superstitions of India, endeavoured to
turnmen away from the blatant claims ofmagical salvation. And in
making this effort, he le the door wide open for his successors to
misinterpret his teaching and to proclaim that all human striving
for attainment is distasteful and painful. His followers overlooked
the fact that the highest happiness is linkedwith the intelligent and
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enthusiastic pursuit of worthy goals, and that such achievements
constitute true progress in cosmic self-realization.

18 e great truth of Siddhartha’s teaching was his proclamation
of a universe of absolute justice. He taught the best godless phi-
losophy ever invented by mortal man; it was the ideal humanism
and most effectively removed all grounds for superstition, magical
rituals, and fear of ghosts or demons.

19 e greatweakness in the original gospel ofBuddhismwas that
it did not produce a religion of unsel sh social service. e Bud-
dhistic brotherhood was, for a long time, not a fraternity of believ-
ers but rather a community of student teachers. Gautama forbade
their receivingmoney and thereby sought to prevent the growth of
hierarchal tendencies. Gautama himself was highly social; indeed,
his life was much greater than his preachment.

9. THE SPREAD OF BUDDHISM
1 Buddhism prospered because it offered salvation through be-

lief in the Buddha, the enlightened one. It was more representa-
tive of the Melchizedek truths than any other religious system to
be found throughout eastern Asia. But Buddhism did not become
widespread as a religion until it was espoused in self-protection by
the low-castemonarchAsoka, who, next to Ikhnaton in Egypt, was
one of the most remarkable civil rulers between Melchizedek and
Michael. Asoka built a great Indian empire through the propa-
ganda of his Buddhist missionaries. During a period of 25 years
he trained and sent forthmore than 17,000missionaries to the far-
thest frontiers of all the known world. In one generation he made
Buddhism the dominant religion of ½ the world. It soon became
established in Tibet, Kashmir, Ceylon, Burma, Java, Siam, Korea,
China, and Japan. And generally speaking, it was a religion vastly
superior to those which it supplanted or upstepped.

2 e spread of Buddhism from its homeland in India to all of
Asia is one of the thrilling stories of the spiritual devotion andmis-
sionary persistence of sincere religionists. e teachers of Gau-
tama’s gospel not only braved the perils of the overland caravan
routes but faced the dangers of theChina Seas as they pursued their
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mission over the Asiatic continent, bringing to all peoples themes-
sage of their faith. But this Buddhism was no longer the simple
doctrine of Gautama; it was the miraculized gospel which made
him a god. And the farther Buddhism spread from its highland
home in India, the more unlike the teachings of Gautama it be-
came, and the more like the religions it supplanted, it grew to be.

3 Buddhism, later on, was much affected by Taoism in China,
Shinto in Japan, and Christianity in Tibet. A er 1,000 years, in
India Buddhism simply withered and expired. It became Brah-
manized and later abjectly surrendered to Islam, while throughout
much of the rest of the Orient it degenerated into a ritual which
Gautama Siddhartha would never have recognized.

4 In the south the fundamentalist stereotype of the teachings
of Siddhartha persisted in Ceylon, Burma, and the Indo-China
peninsula. is is theHinayana division of Buddhismwhich clings
to the early or asocial doctrine.

5 But even before the collapse in India, the Chinese and north
Indian groups of Gautama’s followers had begun the development
of the Mahayana teaching of the “Great Road” to salvation in con-
trast with the purists of the south who held to the Hinayana, or
“Lesser Road.” And these Mahayanists cast loose from the social
limitations inherent in the Buddhist doctrine, and ever since has
this northern division of Buddhism continued to evolve in China
and Japan.

6 Buddhism is a living, growing religion today because it suc-
ceeds in conserving many of the highest moral values of its ad-
herents. It promotes calmness and self-control, augments serenity
and happiness, and does much to prevent sorrow and mourning.

ose who believe this philosophy live better lives than many who
do not.

10. RELIGION IN TIBET
1 In Tibet may be found the strangest association of the Mel-

chizedek teachings combined with Buddhism,Hinduism, Taoism,
and Christianity. When the Buddhist missionaries entered Tibet,
they encountered a state of primitive savagery very similar to that
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which the early Christian missionaries found among the northern
tribes of Europe.

2 ese simple-mindedTibetans would not wholly give up their
ancient magic and charms. Examination of the religious ceremo-
nials of present-day Tibetan rituals reveals an overgrown brother-
hood of priests with shaven heads who practise an elaborate rit-
ual embracing bells, chants, incense, processionals, rosaries, images,
charms, pictures, holy water, gorgeous vestments, and elaborate
choirs. ey have rigid dogmas and crystallized creeds, mystic rites
and special fasts. eir hierarchy embraces monks, nuns, abbots,
and the Grand Lama. ey pray to angels, saints, a Holy Mother,
and the gods. ey practise confessions and believe in purgatory.

eir monasteries are extensive and their cathedrals magni cent.
ey keep up an endless repetition of sacred rituals and believe that

such ceremonials bestow salvation. Prayers are fastened to a wheel,
and with its turning they believe the petitions become efficacious.
Among no other people of modern times can be found the obser-
vance of so much from so many religions; and it is inevitable that
such a cumulative liturgy would become inordinately cumbersome
and intolerably burdensome.

3 e Tibetans have something of all the leading world religions
except the simple teachings of the Jesusonian gospel: sonship with
God, brotherhoodwithman, and ever-ascending citizenship in the
eternal universe.

11. BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY
1 Buddhism entered China in the rst millennium a er Christ,

and it tted well into the religious customs of the yellow race. In
ancestorworship they had long prayed to the dead; now they could
also pray for them. Buddhism soon amalgamated with the linger-
ing ritualistic practices of disintegrating Taoism. is new syn-
thetic religion with its temples of worship and de nite religious
ceremonial soon became the generally accepted cult of the peoples
of China, Korea, and Japan.

2 ¶ While in some respects it is unfortunate that Buddhism was
not carried to the world until a er Gautama’s followers had so per-
verted the traditions and teachings of the cult as to make of him a
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divine being, nonetheless this myth of his human life, embellished
as it was with a multitude of miracles, proved very appealing to the
auditors of the northern or Mahayana gospel of Buddhism.

3 Some of his later followers taught that Sakyamuni Buddha’s
spirit returned periodically to earth as a living Buddha, thus open-
ing the way for an inde nite perpetuation of Buddha images, tem-
ples, rituals, and impostor “living Buddhas.” us did the religion
of the great Indian protestant eventually nd itself shackled with
those very ceremonial practices and ritualistic incantations against
which he had so fearlessly fought, and which he had so valiantly
denounced.

4 ¶ e great advancemade in Buddhist philosophy consisted in
its comprehension of the relativity of all truth. rough the mech-
anism of this hypothesis Buddhists have been able to reconcile and
correlate the divergencies within their own religious scriptures as
well as the differences between their own and many others. It was
taught that the small truth was for little minds, the large truth for
great minds.

5 is philosophy also held that the Buddha (divine) nature
resided in all men; that man, through his own endeavours, could
attain to the realization of this inner divinity. And this teaching
is one of the clearest presentations of the truth of the indwelling
Adjusters ever to be made by a Urantian religion.

6 But a great limitation in the original gospel of Siddhartha, as it
was interpretedbyhis followers, was that it attempted the complete
liberation of the human self from all the limitations of the mortal
nature by the technique of isolating the self from objective reality.
True cosmic self-realization results from identi cation with cos-
mic reality and with the nite cosmos of energy, mind, and spirit,
bounded by space and conditioned by time.

7 But though the ceremonies and outward observances of Bud-
dhism became grossly contaminated with those of the lands to
which it travelled, this degeneration was not altogether the case
in the philosophical life of the great thinkers who, from time to
time, embraced this system of thought and belief. rough more
than 2,000 years, many of the bestminds ofAsia have concentrated
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upon the problem of ascertaining absolute truth and the truth of
the Absolute.

8 e evolution of a high concept of the Absolute was achieved
through many channels of thought and by devious paths of rea-
soning. e upward ascent of this doctrine of in nity was not so
clearly de ned as was the evolution of the God concept inHebrew
theology. Nevertheless, there were certain broad levels which the
minds of the Buddhists reached, tarried upon, and passed through
on their way to the envisioning of the Primal Source of universes:

9 1. e Gautama legend. At the base of the concept was the
historic fact of the life and teachings of Siddhartha, the prophet
prince of India. is legend grew in myth as it travelled through
the centuries and across the broad lands of Asia until it surpassed
the status of the idea of Gautama as the enlightened one and began
to take on additional attributes.

10 2. e many Buddhas. It was reasoned that, if Gautama had
come to the peoples of India, then, in the remote past and in the
remote future, the races ofmankindmust have been, and undoubt-
edly would be, blessed with other teachers of truth. is gave rise
to the teaching that there were many Buddhas, an unlimited and
in nite number, even that anyone could aspire to become one —
to attain the divinity of a Buddha.

11 3. e Absolute Buddha. By the time the number of Bud-
dhas was approaching in nity, it became necessary for the minds
of those days to reunify this unwieldy concept. Accordingly it be-
gan to be taught that all Buddhas were but the manifestation of
some higher essence, some Eternal One of in nite and unquali ed
existence, some Absolute Source of all reality. From here on, the
Deity concept of Buddhism, in its highest form, becomes divorced
from the human person of Gautama Siddhartha and casts off from
the anthropomorphic limitations which have held it in leash. is
nal conception of the Buddha Eternal canwell be identi ed as the

Absolute, sometimes even as the in nite I AM.
12 ¶ While this idea of AbsoluteDeity never found great popular

favour with the peoples of Asia, it did enable the intellectuals of
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these lands to unify their philosophy and to harmonize their cos-
mology. e concept of the Buddha Absolute is at times quasi-
personal, at times wholly impersonal — even an in nite creative
force. Such concepts, though helpful to philosophy, are not vital
to religious development. Even an anthropomorphic Yahweh is of
greater religious value than an in nitely remote Absolute of Bud-
dhism or Brahmanism.

13 At times theAbsolutewas even thought of as containedwithin
the in nite I AM. But these speculations were chill comfort to the
hungry multitudes who craved to hear words of promise, to hear
the simple gospel of Salem, that faith in God would assure divine
favour and eternal survival.

12. THE GOD CONCEPT OF BUDDHISM
1 e great weakness in the cosmology of Buddhism was two-

fold: its contamination with many of the superstitions of India
andChina and its sublimation of Gautama, rst as the enlightened
one, and then as the Eternal Buddha. Just as Christianity has suf-
fered from the absorption of much erroneous human philosophy,
so does Buddhism bear its human birthmark. But the teachings
of Gautama have continued to evolve during the past 2½ millen-
niums. e concept of Buddha, to an enlightened Buddhist, is no
more the human personality of Gautama than the concept of Jeho-
vah is identical with the spirit demon of Horeb to an enlightened
Christian. Paucity of terminology, together with the sentimental
retention of olden nomenclature, is o en provocative of the fail-
ure to understand the true signi cance of the evolution of religious
concepts.

2 ¶ Gradually the concept of God, as contrasted with the Abso-
lute, began to appear in Buddhism. Its sources are back in the early
days of this differentiation of the followers of the Lesser Road and
the Greater Road. It was among the latter division of Buddhism
that the dual conception of God and the Absolute nally matured.
Step by step, century by century, the God concept has evolved un-
til, with the teachings of Ryonin, Honen Shonin, and Shinran in
Japan, this concept nally came to fruit in the belief inAmida Bud-
dha.
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3 Among these believers it is taught that the soul, upon experi-
encing death, may elect to enjoy a sojourn in Paradise prior to en-
tering Nirvana, the ultimate of existence. It is proclaimed that this
new salvation is attained by faith in the divine mercies and loving
care ofAmida,Godof the Paradise in thewest. In their philosophy,
the Amidists hold to an In nite Reality which is beyond all nite
mortal comprehension; in their religion, they cling to faith in the
all-merciful Amida, who so loves the world that he will not suffer
onemortalwho calls onhis name in true faith andwith a pure heart
to fail in the attainment of the supernal happiness of Paradise.

4 e great strength of Buddhism is that its adherents are free
to choose truth from all religions; such freedom of choice has sel-
dom characterized a Urantian faith. In this respect the Shin sect
of Japan has become one of the most progressive religious groups
in the world; it has revived the ancient missionary spirit of Gau-
tama’s followers and has begun to send teachers to other peoples.

is willingness to appropriate truth from any and all sources is in-
deed a commendable tendency to appear among religious believers
during the rst half of the XX century a er Christ.

5 Buddhism itself is undergoing a XX century renaissance.
rough contact with Christianity the social aspects of Buddhism

have been greatly enhanced. e desire to learn has been rekindled
in thehearts of themonkpriests of thebrotherhood, and the spread
of education throughout this faith will be certainly provocative of
new advances in religious evolution.

6 At the time of this writing, much of Asia rests its hope in
Buddhism. Will this noble faith, that has so valiantly carried on
through the dark ages of the past, once again receive the truth of
expanded cosmic realities even as the disciples of the great teacher
in India once listened to his proclamation of new truth? Will this
ancient faith respond oncemore to the invigorating stimulus of the
presentation of new concepts of God and the Absolute for which
it has so long searched?

7 ¶ All Urantia is waiting for the proclamation of the ennobling
message of Michael, unencumbered by the accumulated doctrines
and dogmas of 19 centuries of contact with the religions of evolu-
tionary origin. e hour is striking for presenting to Buddhism, to
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Christianity, toHinduism, even to the peoples of all faiths, not the
gospel about Jesus, but the living, spiritual reality of the gospel of
Jesus.

ahb

8 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №95
THE MELCHIZEDEK TEACHINGS IN THE

LEVANT

Melchizedek

AS INDIA gave rise to many of the religions and philoso-
phies of eastern Asia, so the Levant was the homeland of
the faiths of the Occidental world. e Salem missionar-

ies spread out all over south-western Asia, through Palestine, Mes-
opotamia, Egypt, Iran, and Arabia, everywhere proclaiming the
good news of the gospel of Machiventa Melchizedek. In some of
these lands their teachings bore fruit; in others theymet with vary-
ing success. Sometimes their failures were due to lack of wisdom,
sometimes to circumstances beyond their control.

1. THE SALEM RELIGION IN MESOPOTAMIA
1 By 2000 B.C. the religions ofMesopotamia had just about lost

the teachings of the Sethites and were largely under the in uence
of the primitive beliefs of two groups of invaders, the Bedouin
Semites who had ltered in from the western desert and the bar-
barian horsemen who had come down from the north.

2 But the custom of the early Adamite peoples in honouring the
seventh day of the week never completely disappeared in Mesopo-
tamia. Only, during the Melchizedek era, the seventh day was re-
garded as the worst of bad luck. It was taboo-ridden; it was unlaw-
ful to go on a journey, cook food, or make a re on the evil seventh
day. e Jews carried back to Palestinemany of theMesopotamian
tabooswhich they had found resting on theBabylonian observance
of the seventh day, the Shabattum.

3 Although the Salem teachers did much to re ne and upli the
religions ofMesopotamia, they did not succeed in bringing the var-
ious peoples to thepermanent recognitionof oneGod. Such teach-
ing gained the ascendancy for more than 150 years and then grad-
ually gave way to the older belief in a multiplicity of deities.

4 e Salem teachers greatly reduced the number of the gods of
Mesopotamia, at one time bringing the chief deities down to seven:
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Bel, Shamash, Nabu, Anu, Ea, Marduk, and Sin. At the height of
thenew teaching they exalted three of these gods to supremacy over
all others, theBabylonian triad: Bel, Ea, andAnu, the gods of earth,
sea, and sky. Still other triads grewup in different localities, all rem-
iniscent of the trinity teachings of the Andites and the Sumerians
and based on the belief of the Salemites in Melchizedek’s insignia
of the three circles.

5 Never did the Salem teachers fully overcome the popularity
of Ishtar, the mother of gods and the spirit of sex fertility. ey
did much to re ne the worship of this goddess, but the Babylo-
nians and their neighbours had never completely outgrown their
disguised forms of sex worship. It had become a universal practice
throughout Mesopotamia for all women to submit, at least once
in early life, to the embrace of strangers; this was thought to be a
devotion required by Ishtar, and it was believed that fertility was
largely dependent on this sex sacri ce.

6 ¶ e early progress of the Melchizedek teaching was highly
gratifying until Nabodad, the leader of the school at Kish, decided
to make a concerted attack upon the prevalent practices of temple
harlotry. But the Salem missionaries failed in their effort to bring
about this social reform, and in the wreck of this failure all their
more important spiritual and philosophic teachings went down in
defeat.

7 is defeat of the Salem gospel was immediately followed by
a great increase in the cult of Ishtar, a ritual which had already in-
vaded Palestine as Ashtoreth, Egypt as Isis, Greece as Aphrodite,
and the northern tribes as Astarte. And it was in connection with
this revival of the worship of Ishtar that the Babylonian priests
turned anew to stargazing; astrology experienced its last greatMes-
opotamian revival, fortune-telling became the vogue, and for cen-
turies the priesthood increasingly deteriorated.

8 Melchizedek had warned his followers to teach about the one
God, the Father and Maker of all, and to preach only the gospel of
divine favour through faith alone. But it has o en been the error
of the teachers of new truth to attempt too much, to attempt to
supplant slow evolution by sudden revolution. e Melchizedek
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missionaries in Mesopotamia raised a moral standard too high for
the people; they attempted too much, and their noble cause went
down in defeat. ey had been commissioned to preach a de nite
gospel, to proclaim the truth of the reality of the Universal Father,
but they became entangled in the apparently worthy cause of re-
forming the mores, and thus was their great mission sidetracked
and virtually lost in frustration and oblivion.

9 In one generation the Salem headquarters at Kish came to an
end, and the propaganda of the belief in one God virtually ceased
throughoutMesopotamia. But remnants of the Salem schools per-
sisted. Small bands scattered here and there continued their belief
in the one Creator and fought against the idolatry and immorality
of the Mesopotamian priests.

10 ¶ It was the Salem missionaries of the period following the re-
jection of their teaching who wrote many of the Old Testament
Psalms, inscribing them on stone, where later-day Hebrew priests
found them during the captivity and subsequently incorporated
themamong the collectionof hymns ascribed to Jewish authorship.

ese beautiful psalms from Babylon were not written in the tem-
ples of Bel-Marduk; they were the work of the descendants of the
earlier Salem missionaries, and they are a striking contrast to the
magical conglomerations of the Babylonian priests. e Book of
Job is a fairly good re ection of the teachings of the Salem school
at Kish and throughout Mesopotamia.

11 Much of the Mesopotamian religious culture found its way
into Hebrew literature and liturgy by way of Egypt through the
work of Amenemope and Ikhnaton. e Egyptians remarkably
preserved the teachings of social obligationderived from the earlier
AnditeMesopotamians and so largely lost by the later Babylonians
who occupied the Euphrates valley.

2. EARLY EGYPTIAN RELIGION
1 e original Melchizedek teachings really took their deepest

root inEgypt, fromwhere they subsequently spread toEurope. e
evolutionary religion of theNile valleywas periodically augmented
by the arrival of superior strains of Nodite, Adamite, and later An-
dite peoples of the Euphrates valley. From time to time, many of
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theEgyptian civil administratorswere Sumerians. As India in these
days harboured the highest mixture of the world races, so Egypt
fostered themost thoroughly blended type of religious philosophy
to be found on Urantia, and from the Nile valley it spread to many
parts of the world. e Jews received much of their idea of the cre-
ation of the world from the Babylonians, but they derived the con-
cept of divine Providence from the Egyptians.

2 It was political and moral, rather than philosophic or re-
ligious, tendencies that rendered Egypt more favourable to the
Salem teaching than Mesopotamia. Each tribal leader in Egypt,
a er ghting his way to the throne, sought to perpetuate his dy-
nasty by proclaiming his tribal god the original deity and creator of
all other gods. In this way the Egyptians gradually got used to the
idea of a supergod, a stepping stone to the later doctrine of a univer-
sal creator Deity. e idea of monotheism wavered back and forth
in Egypt for many centuries, the belief in one God always gaining
ground but never quite dominating the evolving concepts of poly-
theism.

3 For ages the Egyptian peoples had been given to the worship
of nature gods; more particularly did each of the two-score separate
tribes have a special group god, one worshipping the bull, another
the lion, a third the ram, and so on. Still earlier they hadbeen totem
tribes, very much like the Amerinds.

4 ¶ In time the Egyptians observed that dead bodies placed in
brickless graves were preserved — embalmed — by the action of
the soda-impregnated sand, while those buried in brick vaults de-
cayed. ese observations led to those experiments which resulted
in the later practice of embalming the dead. e Egyptians believed
that preservation of the body facilitated one’s passage through the
future life. at the individual might properly be identi ed in the
distant future a er the decay of the body, they placed a burial statue
in the tomb along with the corpse, carving a likeness on the cof-
n. e making of these burial statues led to great improvement in

Egyptian art.
5 For centuries the Egyptians placed their faith in tombs as the

safeguard of the body and of consequent pleasurable survival af-
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ter death. e later evolution of magical practices, while burden-
some to life from the cradle to the grave, most effectually delivered
them from the religion of the tombs. e priests would inscribe
the coffins with charm texts which were believed to be protection
against a “man’s having his heart taken away fromhim in the nether
world.” Presently a diverse assortment of these magical texts was
collected and preserved as e Book of the Dead. But in the Nile
valley magical ritual early became involved with the realms of con-
science and character to a degree not o en attained by the rituals of
those days. And subsequently these ethical andmoral ideals, rather
than elaborate tombs, were depended upon for salvation.

6 ¶ e superstitions of these times are well illustrated by the
general belief in the efficacy of spittle as a healing agent, an idea
which had its origin in Egypt and spread therefrom to Arabia and
Mesopotamia. In the legendary battle ofHorus with Set the young
god lost his eye, but a er Set was vanquished, this eye was restored
by the wise god oth, who spat upon the wound and healed it.

7 ¶ e Egyptians long believed that the stars twinkling in the
night sky represented the survival of the souls of the worthy dead;
other survivors they thought were absorbed into the sun. During a
certain period, solar veneration became a species of ancestor wor-
ship. e sloping entrance passage of the great pyramid pointed
directly toward the Pole Star so that the soul of the king, when
emerging from the tomb, could go straight to the stationary and
established constellations of the xed stars, the supposed abode of
the kings.

8 When the oblique rays of the sun were observed penetrating
earthward through an aperture in the clouds, it was believed that
they betokened the letting downof a celestial stairwaywhereon the
king and other righteous souls might ascend. “King Pepi has put
down his radiance as a stairway under his feet whereon to ascend
to his mother.”

9 When Melchizedek appeared in the esh, the Egyptians had a
religion far above that of the surrounding peoples. ey believed
that a disembodied soul, if properly armed with magic formulas,
could evade the intervening evil spirits and make its way to the
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judgment hall of Osiris, where, if innocent of “murder, robbery,
falsehood, adultery, the , and sel shness,” it would be admitted to
the realms of bliss. If this soul were weighed in the balances and
found wanting, it would be consigned to hell, to the Devouress.
And this was, relatively, an advanced concept of a future life in
comparison with the beliefs of many surrounding peoples.

10 e concept of judgment in the herea er for the sins of one’s
life in the esh on earth was carried over into Hebrew theology
from Egypt. e word judgment appears only once in the entire
Book of Hebrew Psalms, and that particular psalm was written by
an Egyptian.

3. EVOLUTION OF MORAL CONCEPTS
1 Although the culture and religion of Egypt were chie y de-

rived from Andite Mesopotamia and largely transmitted to sub-
sequent civilizations through theHebrews andGreeks, much, very
much, of the social and ethical idealism of the Egyptians arose in
the valley of the Nile as a purely evolutionary development. Not-
withstanding the importation ofmuch truth and culture of Andite
origin, there evolved in Egyptmore ofmoral culture as a purely hu-
man development than appeared by similar natural techniques in
any other circumscribed area prior to the bestowal of Michael.

2 Moral evolution is not wholly dependent on revelation. High
moral concepts can be derived from man’s own experience. Man
can even evolve spiritual values and derive cosmic insight from his
personal experiential living because a divine spirit indwells him.
Such natural evolutions of conscience and character were also aug-
mented by the periodic arrival of teachers of truth, in ancient times
from the secondEden, later on fromMelchizedek’s headquarters at
Salem.

3 ousands of years before the Salem gospel penetrated to
Egypt, its moral leaders taught justice, fairness, and the avoidance
of avarice. 3,000 years before the Hebrew scriptures were written,
the motto of the Egyptians was: “Established is the man whose
standard is righteousness; who walks according to its way.” ey
taught gentleness, moderation, and discretion. e message of one
of the great teachers of this epoch was: “Do right and deal justly
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with all.” e Egyptian triad of this age was Truth-Justice-Righ-
teousness. Of all the purely human religions of Urantia none ever
surpassed the social ideals and the moral grandeur of this onetime
humanism of the Nile valley.

4 In the soil of these evolving ethical ideas and moral ideals the
surviving doctrines of the Salem religion ourished. e concepts
of good and evil found ready response in the hearts of a people who
believed that “Life is given to the peaceful and death to the guilty.”
“ e peaceful is he who does what is loved; the guilty is he who
does what is hated.” For centuries the inhabitants of theNile valley
had lived by these emerging ethical and social standards before they
ever entertained the later concepts of right and wrong— good and
bad.

5 ¶ Egypt was intellectual and moral but not overly spiritual.
In 6,000 years only 4 great prophets arose among the Egyptians.
Amenemope they followed for a season; Okhban they murdered;
Ikhnaton they accepted but half-heartedly for one short genera-
tion; Moses they rejected. Again was it political rather than reli-
gious circumstances that made it easy for Abraham and, later on,
for Joseph to exert great in uence throughout Egypt in behalf of
the Salem teachings of one God. But when the Salem missionaries
rst entered Egypt, they encountered this highly ethical culture of

evolution blended with the modi ed moral standards of Mesopo-
tamian immigrants. ese early Nile valley teachers were the rst
to proclaim conscience as the mandate of God, the voice of Deity.

4. THE TEACHINGS OF AMENEMOPE
1 In due time there grew up in Egypt a teacher called by many

the “son of man” and by others Amenemope. is seer exalted
conscience to its highest pinnacle of arbitrament between right
and wrong, taught punishment for sin, and proclaimed salvation
through calling upon the solar deity.

2 Amenemope taught that riches and fortune were the gi of
God, and this concept thoroughly coloured the later appearingHe-
brew philosophy. is noble teacher believed that God-conscious-
ness was the determining factor in all conduct; that every mo-
ment should be lived in the realization of the presence of, and re-
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sponsibility to, God. e teachings of this sage were subsequently
translated intoHebrew and became the sacred book of that people
long before the Old Testament was reduced to writing. e chief
preachment of this good man had to do with instructing his son
in uprightness and honesty in governmental positions of trust, and
these noble sentiments of long ago would do honour to any mod-
ern statesman.

3 is wise man of the Nile taught that “riches take themselves
wings and y away” — that all things earthly are evanescent. His
great prayer was to be “saved from fear.” He exhorted all to turn
away from “the words of men” to “the acts of God.” In substance
he taught: Man proposes but God disposes. His teachings, trans-
lated into Hebrew, determined the philosophy of the Old Testa-
ment Book of Proverbs. Translated into Greek, they gave colour
to all subsequent Hellenic religious philosophy. e later Alexan-
drian philosopher, Philo, possessed a copy of the Book ofWisdom.

4 Amenemope functioned to conserve the ethics of evolution
and the morals of revelation and in his writings passed them on
both to theHebrews and to the Greeks. He was not the greatest of
the religious teachers of this age, but he was the most in uential in
that he coloured the subsequent thought of two vital links in the
growth of Occidental civilization — the Hebrews, among whom
evolved the acme of Occidental religious faith, and the Greeks,
who developed pure philosophic thought to its greatest European
heights.

5 ¶ In the Book of Hebrew Proverbs, chapters 15, 17, 20,
22:17–24:22, are taken almost verbatim fromAmenemope’s Book
of Wisdom. e rst psalm of the Hebrew Book of Psalms was
written by Amenemope and is the heart of the teachings of Ikhna-
ton.

5. THE REMARKABLE IKHNATON
1 e teachings of Amenemope were slowly losing their hold on

the Egyptian mind when, through the in uence of an Egyptian
Salemite physician, a woman of the royal family espoused the Mel-
chizedek teachings. iswomanprevaileduponher son, Ikhnaton,
Pharaoh of Egypt, to accept these doctrines of One God.
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2 Since the disappearance ofMelchizedek in the esh, nohuman
being up to that time had possessed such an amazingly clear con-
cept of the revealed religion of Salem as Ikhnaton. In some respects
this young Egyptian king is one of the most remarkable persons
in human history. During this time of increasing spiritual depres-
sion in Mesopotamia, he kept alive the doctrine of El Elyon, the
One God, in Egypt, thus maintaining the philosophic monotheis-
tic channel which was vital to the religious background of the then
future bestowal of Michael. And it was in recognition of this ex-
ploit, among other reasons, that the child Jesus was taken to Egypt,
where some of the spiritual successors of Ikhnaton saw him and
to some extent understood certain phases of his divine mission to
Urantia.

3 Moses, the greatest character between Melchizedek and Jesus,
was the joint gi to the world of the Hebrew race and the Egyp-
tian royal family; and had Ikhnaton possessed the versatility and
ability of Moses, had he manifested a political genius to match his
surprising religious leadership, then would Egypt have become the
great monotheistic nation of that age; and if this had happened, it
is barely possible that Jesus might have lived the greater portion of
his mortal life in Egypt.

4 Never in all history did any king so methodically proceed to
swing a whole nation from polytheism to monotheism as did this
extraordinary Ikhnaton. With the most amazing determination
this young ruler brokewith the past, changed his name, abandoned
his capital, built an entirely new city, and created a new art and lit-
erature for awhole people. But hewent too fast; he built toomuch,
more than could stand when he had gone. Again, he failed to pro-
vide for the material stability and prosperity of his people, all of
which reacted unfavourably against his religious teachings when
the subsequent oods of adversity and oppression swept over the
Egyptians.

5 Had this man of amazingly clear vision and extraordinary sin-
gleness of purpose had the political sagacity of Moses, he would
have changed thewhole history of the evolution of religion and the
revelation of truth in the Occidental world. During his lifetime he
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was able to curb the activities of the priests, whom he generally dis-
credited, but they maintained their cults in secret and sprang into
action as soon as the young king passed from power; and they were
not slow to connect all of Egypt’s subsequent troubles with the es-
tablishment of monotheism during his reign.

6 Very wisely Ikhnaton sought to establish monotheism under
the guise of the sun-god. is decision to approach the worship
of the Universal Father by absorbing all gods into the worship of
the sun was due to the counsel of the Salemite physician. Ikhna-
ton took the generalized doctrines of the then existent Aton faith
regarding the fatherhood and motherhood of Deity and created a
religionwhich recognized an intimateworshipful relationbetween
man and God.

7 Ikhnaton was wise enough to maintain the outward worship
of Aton, the sun-god, while he led his associates in the disguised
worship of theOneGod, creator ofAton and supremeFather of all.

is young teacher-king was a proli c writer, being author of the
exposition entitled “ e One God,” a book of 31 chapters, which
the priests, when returned to power, utterly destroyed. Ikhnaton
also wrote 137 hymns, 12 of which are now preserved in the Old
Testament Book of Psalms, credited to Hebrew authorship.

8 ¶ e supreme word of Ikhnaton’s religion in daily life was
“righteousness,” and he rapidly expanded the concept of right do-
ing to embrace international as well as national ethics. is was a
generation of amazing personal piety and was characterized by a
genuine aspiration among the more intelligent men and women to
nd God and to know him. In those days social position or wealth

gave no Egyptian any advantage in the eyes of the law. e fam-
ily life of Egypt did much to preserve and augment moral culture
and was the inspiration of the later superb family life of the Jews in
Palestine.

9 e fatal weakness of Ikhnaton’s gospel was its greatest truth,
the teaching that Aton was not only the creator of Egypt but also
of the “whole world, man and beasts, and all the foreign lands, even
Syria and Kush, besides this land of Egypt. He sets all in their
place and provides all with their needs.” ese concepts of Deity
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were high and exalted, but they were not nationalistic. Such senti-
ments of internationality in religion failed to augment the morale
of the Egyptian army on the battle eld, while they provided effec-
tive weapons for the priests to use against the young king and his
new religion. He had a Deity concept far above that of the later
Hebrews, but it was too advanced to serve the purposes of a nation
builder.

10 ¶ ough the monotheistic ideal suffered with the passing of
Ikhnaton, the idea of one God persisted in the minds of many
groups. e son-in-law of Ikhnaton went along with the priests,
back to the worship of the old gods, changing his name to Tu-
tankhamen. e capital returned to ebes, and the priests waxed
fat upon the land, eventually gaining possession of  of all Egypt;
and presently one of this same order of priests made bold to seize
the crown.

11 But the priests could not fully overcome the monotheistic
wave. Increasingly theywere compelled to combine and hyphenate
their gods; more andmore the family of gods contracted. Ikhnaton
had associated the amingdisc of theheavenswith the creatorGod,
and this idea continued to ame up in the hearts of men, even of
the priests, long a er the young reformer had passed on. Never did
the concept of monotheism die out of the hearts of men in Egypt
and in the world. It persisted even to the arrival of the Creator Son
of that same divine Father, the one God whom Ikhnaton had so
zealously proclaimed for the worship of all Egypt.

12 e weakness of Ikhnaton’s doctrine lay in the fact that he pro-
posed such an advanced religion that only the educated Egyptians
could fully comprehend his teachings. e rank and le of the ag-
ricultural labourers never really grasped his gospel and were, there-
fore, ready to return with the priests to the old-time worship of Isis
and her consort Osiris, who was supposed to have been miracu-
lously resurrected from a cruel death at the hands of Set, the god of
darkness and evil.

13 e teaching of immortality for all men was too advanced for
the Egyptians. Only kings and the rich were promised a resur-
rection; therefore did they so carefully embalm and preserve their
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bodies in tombs against the day of judgment. But the democracy
of salvation and resurrection as taught by Ikhnaton eventually pre-
vailed, even to the extent that the Egyptians later believed in the
survival of dumb animals.

14 ¶ Although the effort of this Egyptian ruler to impose thewor-
ship of one God upon his people appeared to fail, it should be re-
corded that the repercussions of his work persisted for centuries
both inPalestine andGreece, and thatEgypt thus became the agent
for transmitting the combined evolutionary culture of theNile and
the revelatory religion of the Euphrates to all of the subsequent
peoples of the Occident.

15 e glory of this great era of moral development and spiritual
growth in the Nile valley was rapidly passing at about the time the
national life of the Hebrews was beginning, and consequent upon
their sojourn in Egypt these Bedouins carried away much of these
teachings and perpetuated many of Ikhnaton’s doctrines in their
racial religion.

6. THE SALEM DOCTRINES IN IRAN
1 From Palestine some of the Melchizedek missionaries passed

on through Mesopotamia and to the great Iranian plateau. For
more than 500 years the Salem teachers made headway in Iran, and
the whole nation was swinging to theMelchizedek religion when a
change of rulers precipitated a bitter persecution which practically
ended the monotheistic teachings of the Salem cult. e doctrine
of the Abrahamic covenant was virtually extinct in Persia when,
in that great century of moral renaissance, the sixth before Christ,
Zoroaster appeared to revive the smouldering embers of the Salem
gospel.

2 is founder of a new religion was a virile and adventurous
youth, who, on his rst pilgrimage to Ur in Mesopotamia, had
learned of the traditions of the Caligastia and the Lucifer rebellion
— along with many other traditions — all of which had made a
strong appeal to his religious nature. Accordingly, as the result of
a dream while in Ur, he settled upon a program of returning to his
northern home to undertake the remodelling of the religion of his
people. He had imbibed the Hebraic idea of a God of justice, the
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Mosaic concept of divinity. e idea of a supreme God was clear
in his mind, and he set down all other gods as devils, consigned
them to the ranks of the demons of which he had heard in Mes-
opotamia. He had learned of the story of the Seven Master Spir-
its as the tradition lingered in Ur, and, accordingly, he created a
galaxy of seven supreme gods with Ahura-Mazda at its head. ese
subordinate gods he associated with the idealization of Right Law,
Good ought, Noble Government, Holy Character, Health, and
Immortality.

3 And this new religionwas one of action—work—not prayers
and rituals. Its Godwas a being of supremewisdom and the patron
of civilization; it was a militant religious philosophy which dared
to battle with evil, inaction, and backwardness.

4 Zoroaster did not teach the worship of re but sought to uti-
lize the ame as a symbol of the pure and wise Spirit of universal
and supreme dominance. (All too true, his later followers did both
reverence and worship this symbolic re.) Finally, upon the con-
version of an Iranian prince, this new religion was spread by the
sword. And Zoroaster heroically died in battle for that which he
believed was the “truth of the Lord of light.”

5 ¶ Zoroastrianism is the only Urantian creed that perpetuates
theDalamatian andEdenic teachings about the SevenMaster Spir-
its. While failing to evolve the Trinity concept, it did in a certain
way approach that of God the Sevenfold. Original Zoroastrian-
ism was not a pure dualism; though the early teachings did picture
evil as a time co-ordinate of goodness, it was de nitely eternity-
submerged in the ultimate reality of the good. Only in later times
did the belief gain credence that good and evil contended on equal
terms.

6 e Jewish traditions of heaven and hell and the doctrine of
devils as recorded in the Hebrew scriptures, while founded on
the lingering traditions of Lucifer and Caligastia, were principally
derived from the Zoroastrians during the times when the Jews
were under the political and cultural dominance of the Persians.
Zoroaster, like the Egyptians, taught the “day of judgment,” but he
connected this event with the end of the world.
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7 Even the religion which succeeded Zoroastrianism in Persia
was markedly in uenced by it. When the Iranian priests sought to
overthrow the teachings of Zoroaster, they resurrected the ancient
worship of Mithra. And Mithraism spread throughout the Lev-
ant and Mediterranean regions, being for some time a contempo-
rary of both Judaism and Christianity. e teachings of Zoroaster
thus came successively to impress three great religions: Judaismand
Christianity and, through them, Mohammedanism.

8 ¶ But it is a far cry from the exalted teachings and noble psalms
of Zoroaster to themodern perversions of his gospel by the Parsees
with their great fear of the dead, coupled with the entertainment
of beliefs in sophistries which Zoroaster never stooped to counte-
nance.

9 is great man was one of that unique group that sprang up
in the sixth century before Christ to keep the light of Salem from
being fully and nally extinguished as it so dimly burned to show
man in his darkened world the path of light leading to everlasting
life.

7. THE SALEM TEACHINGS IN ARABIA
1 eMelchizedek teachings of the oneGodbecame established

in the ArabianDesert at a comparatively recent date. As inGreece,
so in Arabia the Salem missionaries failed because of their misun-
derstanding of Machiventa’s instructions regarding over-organiza-
tion. But they were not thus hindered by their interpretation of his
admonition against all efforts to extend the gospel through mili-
tary force or civil compulsion.

2 Not even inChina orRomedid theMelchizedek teachings fail
more completely than in this desert region so very near Salem it-
self. Long a er the majority of the peoples of the Orient and Oc-
cident had become respectively Buddhist andChristian, the desert
of Arabia continued as it had for thousands of years. Each tribe
worshipped its olden fetish, andmany individual families had their
own household gods. Long the struggle continued between Baby-
lonian Ishtar, Hebrew Yahweh, Iranian Ahura, and Christian Fa-
ther of the Lord Jesus Christ. Never was one concept able fully to
displace the others.
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3 Here and there throughoutArabia were families and clans that
held on to the hazy idea of the oneGod. Such groups treasured the
traditions of Melchizedek, Abraham, Moses, and Zoroaster. ere
were numerous centres that might have responded to the Jesuso-
nian gospel, but theChristianmissionaries of the desert lands were
an austere and unyielding group in contrast with the compromisers
and innovators who functioned as missionaries in the Mediterra-
nean countries. Had the followers of Jesus taken more seriously
his injunction to “go into all the world and preach the gospel,” and
had they beenmore gracious in that preaching, less stringent in col-
lateral social requirements of their own devising, then many lands
would gladly have received the simple gospel of the carpenter’s son,
Arabia among them.

4 Despite the fact that the great Levantine monotheisms failed
to take root in Arabia, this desert land was capable of producing a
faith which, though less demanding in its social requirements, was
nonetheless monotheistic.

5 ere was only one factor of a tribal, racial, or national na-
ture about the primitive and unorganized beliefs of the desert, and
that was the peculiar and general respect which almost all Arabian
tribes were willing to pay to a certain black stone fetish in a cer-
tain temple at Mecca. is point of common contact and rever-
ence subsequently led to the establishment of the Islamic religion.
What Yahweh, the volcano spirit, was to the Jewish Semites, the
Kaaba stone became to their Arabic cousins.

6 e strength of Islam has been its clear-cut and well-de ned
presentation of Allah as the one and only Deity; its weakness, the
association of military force with its promulgation, together with
its degradation of woman. But it has steadfastly held to its presen-
tation of the One Universal Deity of all, “who knows the invisible
and the visible. He is the merciful and the compassionate.” “Truly
God is plenteous in goodness to all men.” “Andwhen I am sick, it is
he who heals me.” “For whenever as many as three speak together,
God is present as a fourth,” for is he not “the rst and the last, also
the seen and the hidden”?

ahb
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7 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №96
YAHWEH  GOD OF THE HEBREWS

Melchizedek

IN CONCEIVING of Deity, man rst includes all gods, then
subordinates all foreign gods to his tribal deity, and nally ex-
cludes all but the one God of nal and supreme value. e

Jews synthesized all gods into their more sublime concept of the
Lord God of Israel. e Hindus likewise combined their multi-
farious deities into the “one spirituality of the gods” portrayed in
the Rig-Veda, while the Mesopotamians reduced their gods to the
more centralized concept of Bel-Marduk. ese ideas ofmonothe-
ismmatured all over theworld not long a er the appearance ofMa-
chiventa Melchizedek at Salem in Palestine. But the Melchizedek
concept of Deity was unlike that of the evolutionary philosophy of
inclusion, subordination, and exclusion; it was based exclusively on
creative power and very soon in uenced the highest deity concepts
of Mesopotamia, India, and Egypt.

2 ¶ e Salem religion was revered as a tradition by the Kenites
and several other Canaanite tribes. And this was one of the pur-
poses of Melchizedek’s incarnation: at a religion of one God
should be so fostered as to prepare theway for the earth bestowal of
a Son of that one God. Michael could hardly come to Urantia un-
til there existed a people believing in the Universal Father among
whom he could appear.

3 e Salem religion persisted among the Kenites in Palestine as
their creed, and this religion as it was later adopted by theHebrews
was in uenced, rst, by Egyptianmoral teachings; later, byBabylo-
nian theologic thought; and lastly, by Iranian conceptions of good
and evil. Factually the Hebrew religion is predicated upon the
covenant between Abraham and Machiventa Melchizedek, evo-
lutionally it is the outgrowth of many unique situational circum-
stances, but culturally it has borrowed freely from the religion,
morality, and philosophy of the entire Levant. It is through the
Hebrew religion that much of the morality and religious thought
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of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Iran was transmitted to the Occiden-
tal peoples.

1. DEITY CONCEPTS AMONG THE SEMITES
1 e early Semites regarded everything as being indwelt by a

spirit. ere were spirits of the animal and vegetable worlds; an-
nual spirits, the lord of progeny; spirits of re, water, and air; a ver-
itable pantheon of spirits to be feared and worshipped. And the
teaching of Melchizedek regarding a Universal Creator never fully
destroyed the belief in these subordinate spirits or nature gods.

2 e progress of the Hebrews from polytheism through he-
notheism to monotheism was not an unbroken and continuous
conceptual development. ey experienced many retrogressions
in the evolution of their Deity concepts, while during any one
epoch there existed varying ideas of God among different groups
of Semite believers. From time to time numerous terms were ap-
plied to their concepts of God, and in order to prevent confusion
these various Deity titles will be de ned as they pertain to the evo-
lution of Jewish theology:

3 1. Yahweh was the god of the southern Palestinian tribes,
who associated this concept of deity with Mount Horeb, the Sinai
volcano. Yahweh was merely one of the hundreds and thousands
of nature gods which held the attention and claimed the worship
of the Semitic tribes and peoples.

4 2. El Elyon. For centuries a er Melchizedek’s sojourn at
Salem his doctrine of Deity persisted in various versions but was
generally connoted by the term El Elyon, the Most High God of
heaven. Many Semites, including the immediate descendants of
Abraham, at various times worshipped both Yahweh and El Elyon.

5 3. El Shaddai. It is difficult to explainwhat El Shaddai stood
for. is idea ofGodwas a composite derived from the teachings of
Amenemope’s Book of Wisdom modi ed by Ikhnaton’s doctrine
ofAton and further in uenced byMelchizedek’s teachings embod-
ied in the concept of El Elyon. But as the concept of El Shaddai
permeated the Hebrew mind, it became thoroughly coloured with
the Yahweh beliefs of the desert.
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6 One of the dominant ideas of the religion of this era was the
Egyptian concept of divine Providence, the teaching that material
prosperity was a reward for serving El Shaddai.

7 4. El. Amid all this confusion of terminology and haziness
of concept, many devout believers sincerely endeavoured to wor-
ship all of these evolving ideas of divinity, and there grew up the
practice of referring to this composite Deity as El. And this term
included still other of the Bedouin nature gods.

8 5. Elohim. In Kish and Ur there long persisted Sumerian-
Chaldean groups who taught a three-in-oneGod concept founded
on the traditions of the days of Adam and Melchizedek. is
doctrine was carried to Egypt, where this Trinity was worshipped
under the name of Elohim, or in the singular as Eloah. e
philosophic circles of Egypt and later Alexandrian teachers of He-
braic extraction taught this unity of pluralistic Gods, and many of
Moses’ advisers at the time of the exodus believed in this Trinity.
But the concept of the trinitarian Elohim never became a real part
of Hebrew theology until a er they had come under the political
in uence of the Babylonians.

9 6. Sundry names. e Semites disliked to speak the name of
their Deity, and they therefore resorted to numerous appellations
from time to time, such as: e Spirit of God, e Lord, e An-
gel of the Lord, e Almighty, e Holy One, e Most High,
Adonai, e Ancient of Days, e Lord God of Israel, e Cre-
ator of Heaven and Earth, Kyrios, Jah, e Lord of Hosts, and e
Father in Heaven.

10 ¶ Jehovah is a termwhich in recent times has been employed to
designate the completed concept of Yahweh which nally evolved
in the long Hebrew experience. But the name Jehovah did not
come into use until 1,500 years a er the times of Jesus.

11 ¶ Up to about 2000 B.C., Mount Sinai was intermittently ac-
tive as a volcano, occasional eruptions occurring as late as the
time of the sojourn of the Israelites in this region. e re and
smoke, together with the thunderous detonations associated with
the eruptions of this volcanic mountain, all impressed and awed
the Bedouins of the surrounding regions and caused them greatly
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to fear Yahweh. is spirit of Mount Horeb later became the god
of the Hebrew Semites, and they eventually believed him to be su-
preme over all other gods.

12 e Canaanites had long revered Yahweh, and although many
of the Kenites believed more or less in El Elyon, the supergod of
the Salem religion, a majority of the Canaanites held loosely to the
worship of the old tribal deities. ey were hardly willing to aban-
don their national deities in favour of an international, not to say an
interplanetary, God. ey were not universal-deity minded, and
therefore these tribes continued to worship their tribal deities, in-
cluding Yahweh and the silver and golden calves which symbolized
the Bedouin herders’ concept of the spirit of the Sinai volcano.

13 e Syrians, while worshipping their gods, also believed in
Yahweh of the Hebrews, for their prophets said to the Syrian king:
“ eir gods are gods of the hills; therefore they were stronger than
we; but let us ght against them on the plain, and surely we shall
be stronger than they.”

14 Asman advances in culture, the lesser gods are subordinated to
a supreme deity; the great Jove persists only as an exclamation. e
monotheists keep their subordinate gods as spirits, demons, fates,
Nereids, fairies, brownies, dwarfs, banshees, and the evil eye. e
Hebrews passed through henotheism and long believed in the ex-
istence of gods other than Yahweh, but they increasingly held that
these foreign deities were subordinate to Yahweh. ey conceded
the actuality of Chemosh, god of the Amorites, but maintained
that he was subordinate to Yahweh.

15 e idea of Yahweh has undergone the most extensive devel-
opment of all the mortal theories of God. Its progressive evolu-
tion can only be compared with themetamorphosis of the Buddha
concept in Asia, which in the end led to the concept of the Uni-
versal Absolute even as the Yahweh concept nally led to the idea
of the Universal Father. But as a matter of historic fact, it should
be understood that, while the Jews thus changed their views of De-
ity from the tribal god of Mount Horeb to the loving and merciful
Creator Father of later times, they did not change his name; they
continued all the way along to call this evolving concept of Deity,
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Yahweh.

2. THE SEMITIC PEOPLES
1 e Semites of the East were well-organized and well-led

horsemen who invaded the eastern regions of the fertile crescent
and there united with the Babylonians. e Chaldeans near Ur
were among themost advancedof the easternSemites. e Phoeni-
cians were a superior and well-organized group of mixed Semites
who held the western section of Palestine, along the Mediterra-
nean coast. Racially the Semites were among the most blended of
Urantia peoples, containing hereditary factors from almost all of
the nine world races.

2 Again and again the Arabian Semites fought their way into
the northern Promised Land, the land that “ owed with milk and
honey,” but just as o en were they ejected by the better-organized
and more highly civilized northern Semites and Hittites. Later,
during an unusually severe famine, these roving Bedouins entered
Egypt in large numbers as contract labourers on the Egyptian pub-
lic works, only to nd themselves undergoing the bitter experience
of enslavement at the hard daily toil of the common and downtrod-
den labourers of the Nile valley.

3 It was only a er the days of Machiventa Melchizedek and
Abraham that certain tribes of Semites, because of their peculiar
religious beliefs, were called the children of Israel and later on He-
brews, Jews, and the “chosen people.” Abraham was not the racial
father of all the Hebrews; he was not even the progenitor of all the
Bedouin Semites who were held captive in Egypt. True, his off-
spring, coming up out of Egypt, did form the nucleus of the later
Jewish people, but the vast majority of the men and women who
became incorporated into the clans of Israel had never sojourned
in Egypt. eyweremerely fellownomadswho chose to follow the
leadership of Moses as the children of Abraham and their Semite
associates from Egypt journeyed through northern Arabia.

4 ¶ e Melchizedek teaching concerning El Elyon, the Most
High, and the covenant of divine favour through faith, had been
largely forgotten by the time of the Egyptian enslavement of the
Semite peoples who were shortly to form the Hebrew nation. But
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throughout this period of captivity these Arabian nomads main-
tained a lingering traditional belief in Yahweh as their racial deity.

5 Yahweh was worshipped by more than 100 separate Arabian
tribes, and except for the tinge of the El Elyon concept of Melchi-
zedek which persisted among the more educated classes of Egypt,
including the mixed Hebrew and Egyptian stocks, the religion of
the rank and le of the Hebrew captive slaves was a modi ed ver-
sion of the old Yahweh ritual of magic and sacri ce.

3. THE MATCHLESS MOSES
1 e beginning of the evolution of the Hebraic concepts and

ideals of a SupremeCreator dates from thedeparture of the Semites
from Egypt under that great leader, teacher, and organizer, Moses.
His mother was of the royal family of Egypt; his father was a
Semitic liaison officer between the government and the Bedouin
captives. Moses thus possessed qualities derived from superior
racial sources; his ancestry was so highly blended that it is impos-
sible to classify him in any one racial group. Had he not been of
this mixed type, he would never have displayed that unusual ver-
satility and adaptability which enabled him to manage the diversi-
ed hordewhich eventually became associatedwith those Bedouin

Semites who ed fromEgypt to theArabianDesert under his lead-
ership.

2 Despite the enticements of the culture of the Nile kingdom,
Moses elected to cast his lot with the people of his father. At the
time this great organizer was formulating his plans for the even-
tual freeing of his father’s people, the Bedouin captives hardly had
a religion worthy of the name; they were virtually without a true
concept of God and without hope in the world.

3 ¶ No leader ever undertook to reform and upli a more for-
lorn, downcast, dejected, and ignorant group of human beings.
But these slaves carried latent possibilities of development in their
hereditary strains, and there were a sufficient number of educated
leaders who had been coached by Moses in preparation for the day
of revolt and the strike for liberty to constitute a corps of efficient
organizers. ese superior men had been employed as native over-
seers of their people; they had received some education because of
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Moses’ in uence with the Egyptian rulers.
4 Moses endeavoured to negotiate diplomatically for the free-

dom of his fellow Semites. He and his brother entered into a com-
pact with the king of Egypt whereby they were granted permission
peaceably to leave the valley of the Nile for the Arabian Desert.

ey were to receive a modest payment of money and goods in
token of their long service in Egypt. e Hebrews for their part
entered into an agreement to maintain friendly relations with the
Pharaohs andnot to join in any alliance against Egypt. But the king
later saw t to repudiate this treaty, giving as his reason the excuse
that his spies had discovered disloyalty among the Bedouin slaves.
He claimed they sought freedom for the purpose of going into the
desert to organize the nomads against Egypt.

5 But Moses was not discouraged; he bided his time, and in less
than a year, when the Egyptian military forces were fully occupied
in resisting the simultaneous onslaughts of a strong Libyan thrust
from the south and a Greek naval invasion from the north, this
intrepid organizer led his compatriots out of Egypt in a spectac-
ular night ight. is dash for liberty was carefully planned and
skillfully executed. And theywere successful, notwithstanding that
they were hotly pursued by Pharaoh and a small body of Egyptians,
who all fell before the fugitives’ defence, yieldingmuch booty, all of
whichwas augmented by the loot of the advancing host of escaping
slaves as they marched on toward their ancestral desert home.

4. THE PROCLAMATION OF YAHWEH
1 e evolution and elevation of the Mosaic teaching has in u-

enced almost ½ of all the world, and still does even in the XX
century. While Moses comprehended the more advanced Egyp-
tian religious philosophy, theBedouin slaves knew little about such
teachings, but they had never entirely forgotten the god of Mount
Horeb, whom their ancestors had called Yahweh.

2 Moses had heard of the teachings of Machiventa Melchizedek
frombothhis father andhismother, their commonness of religious
belief being the explanation for the unusual union between a wo-
man of royal blood and a man from a captive race. Moses’ father-
in-law was a Kenite worshipper of El Elyon, but the emancipator’s
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parents were believers in El Shaddai. Moses thus was educated an
El Shaddaist; through the in uence of his father-in-law he became
an El Elyonist; and by the time of the Hebrew encampment about
Mount Sinai a er the ight from Egypt, he had formulated a new
and enlarged concept ofDeity (derived from all his former beliefs),
which he wisely decided to proclaim to his people as an expanded
concept of their olden tribal god, Yahweh.

3 Moses had endeavoured to teach these Bedouins the idea of
El Elyon, but before leaving Egypt, he had become convinced they
would never fully comprehend this doctrine. erefore he delib-
erately determined upon the compromise adoption of their tribal
god of the desert as the one and only god of his followers. Moses
did not speci cally teach that other peoples and nations might not
have other gods, but he did resolutely maintain that Yahweh was
over and above all, especially to the Hebrews. But always was he
plagued by the awkward predicament of trying to present his new
and higher idea of Deity to these ignorant slaves under the guise
of the ancient termYahweh, which had always been symbolized by
the golden calf of the Bedouin tribes.

4 ¶ e fact that Yahweh was the god of the eeing Hebrews ex-
plains why they tarried so long before the holy mountain of Sinai,
and why they there received the ten commandments which Moses
promulgated in the name of Yahweh, the god of Horeb. During
this lengthy sojourn before Sinai the religious ceremonials of the
newly evolving Hebrew worship were further perfected.

5 ¶ It does not appear that Moses would ever have succeeded in
the establishment of his somewhat advanced ceremonial worship
and in keeping his followers intact for a quarter of a century had it
not been for the violent eruption of Horeb during the third week
of their worshipful sojourn at its base. “ e mountain of Yahweh
was consumed in re, and the smoke ascended like the smoke of a
furnace, and the whole mountain quaked greatly.” In view of this
cataclysm it is not surprising that Moses could impress upon his
brethren the teaching that their God was “mighty, terrible, a de-
vouring re, fearful, and all-powerful.”

6 Moses proclaimed that Yahweh was the Lord God of Israel,
who had singled out the Hebrews as his chosen people; he was
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building a new nation, and he wisely nationalized his religious
teachings, telling his followers that Yahweh was a hard taskmaster,
a “jealous God.” But nonetheless he sought to enlarge their con-
cept of divinity when he taught them that Yahweh was the “God
of the spirits of all esh,” andwhenhe said, “ e eternalGod is your
refuge, and underneath are the everlasting arms.”Moses taught that
Yahwehwas a covenant-keepingGod; that he “will not forsake you,
neither destroy you, nor forget the covenant of your fathers because
the Lord loves you and will not forget the oath by which he swore
to your fathers.”˚

7 Moses made a heroic effort to upli Yahweh to the dignity of
a supreme Deity when he presented him as the “God of truth and
without iniquity, just and right in all hisways.”And yet, despite this
exalted teaching, the limited understanding of his followers made
it necessary to speak of God as being in man’s image, as being sub-
ject to ts of anger, wrath, and severity, even that he was vengeful
and easily in uenced by man’s conduct.

8 Under the teachings of Moses this tribal nature god, Yahweh,
became the Lord God of Israel, who followed them through the
wilderness and even into exile, where he presently was conceived
of as the God of all peoples. e later captivity that enslaved the
Jews in Babylon nally liberated the evolving concept of Yahweh
to assume the monotheistic role of the God of all nations.

9 e most unique and amazing feature of the religious history
of the Hebrews concerns this continuous evolution of the concept
of Deity from the primitive god of Mount Horeb up through the
teachings of their successive spiritual leaders to the high level of de-
velopment depicted in theDeity doctrines of the Isaiahs, who pro-
claimed that magni cent concept of the loving and merciful Cre-
ator Father.

5. THE TEACHINGS OF MOSES
1 Moseswas an extraordinary combinationofmilitary leader, so-

4.6. But none the less he sought to enlarge their concept… e difference between “none
the less” and “nonetheless” as followed throughout the 1955 text — except at this point —
is thus: “None the less” is used where the meaning is a comparative roughly equivalent to
“no less,” and the latter could be substituted without a change in meaning. “Nonetheless” is
interchangeable with “nevertheless” and is used when the meaning approximates “even so.”
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cial organizer, and religious teacher. He was the most important
individual world teacher and leader between the times of Machi-
venta and Jesus. Moses attempted to introduce many reforms in
Israel of which there is no record. In the space of one man’s life he
led the polyglot horde of so-called Hebrews out of slavery and un-
civilized roaming while he laid the foundation for the subsequent
birth of a nation and the perpetuation of a race.

2 ere is so little on record of the great work of Moses because
the Hebrews had no written language at the time of the exodus.

e record of the times and doings of Moses was derived from the
traditions extant more than 1,000 years a er the death of the great
leader.

3 Many of the advances which Moses made over and above the
religion of the Egyptians and the surrounding Levantine tribes
were due to the Kenite traditions of the time of Melchizedek.
Without the teaching of Machiventa to Abraham and his contem-
poraries, the Hebrews would have come out of Egypt in hope-
less darkness. Moses and his father-in-law, Jethro, gathered up
the residue of the traditions of the days of Melchizedek, and these
teachings, joined to the learning of the Egyptians, guided Moses
in the creation of the improved religion and ritual of the Israelites.
Moses was an organizer; he selected the best in the religion and
mores of Egypt and Palestine and, associating these practices with
the traditions of theMelchizedek teachings, organized theHebrew
ceremonial system of worship.

4 ¶ Moses was a believer in Providence; he had become thor-
oughly tainted with the doctrines of Egypt concerning the super-
natural control of the Nile and the other elements of nature. He
had a great vision of God, but he was thoroughly sincere when he
taught the Hebrews that, if they would obey God, “He will love
you, bless you, andmultiply you. He will multiply the fruit of your
womb and the fruit of your land — the corn, wine, oil, and your
ocks. You shall be prospered above all people, and the Lord your

God will take away from you all sickness and will put none of the
evil diseases of Egypt upon you.” He even said: “Remember the
Lord your God, for it is he who gives you the power to get wealth.”
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“You shall lend to many nations, but you shall not borrow. You
shall reign over many nations, but they shall not reign over you.”

5 ¶ But it was truly pitiful to watch this greatmind ofMoses try-
ing to adapt his sublime concept of El Elyon, theMostHigh, to the
comprehension of the ignorant and illiterate Hebrews. To his as-
sembled leaders he thundered, “ e Lord your God is one God;
there is none beside him”; while to the mixed multitude he de-
clared, “Who is like your God among all the gods?” Moses made
a brave and partly successful stand against fetishes and idolatry,
declaring, “You saw no similitude on the day that your God spoke
to you at Horeb out of the midst of the re.” He also forbade the
making of images of any sort.

6 Moses feared to proclaim the mercy of Yahweh, preferring to
awe his people with the fear of the justice of God, saying: “ e
Lord your God is God of Gods, and Lord of Lords, a great God,
amighty and terrible God, who regards notman.” Again he sought
to control the turbulent clans when he declared that “your God
kills when you disobey him; he heals and gives life when you obey
him.” But Moses taught these tribes that they would become the
chosen people of God only on condition that they “kept all his
commandments and obeyed all his statutes.”

7 Little of the mercy of God was taught the Hebrews during
these early times. ey learned of God as “the Almighty; the Lord
is a man of war, God of battles, glorious in power, who dashes in
pieces his enemies.” “ e Lord your God walks in the midst of
the camp to deliver you.” e Israelites thought of their God as
one who loved them, but who also “hardened Pharaoh’s heart” and
“cursed their enemies.”

8 While Moses presented eeting glimpses of a universal and
bene cent Deity to the children of Israel, on the whole, their day-
by-day concept of Yahweh was that of a God but little better than
the tribal gods of the surrounding peoples. eir concept of God
was primitive, crude, and anthropomorphic; when Moses passed
on, these Bedouin tribes quickly reverted to the semibarbaric ideas
of their olden gods ofHoreb and thedesert. e enlarged andmore
sublime vision of God which Moses every now and then presented
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to his leaderswas soon lost to view, whilemost of the people turned
to the worship of their fetish golden calves, the Palestinian herds-
man’s symbol of Yahweh.

9 ¶ When Moses turned over the command of the Hebrews to
Joshua, he had already gathered up thousands of the collateral de-
scendants of Abraham, Nahor, Lot, and other of the related tribes
and had whipped them into a self-sustaining and partially self-reg-
ulating nation of pastoral warriors.

6. THE GOD CONCEPT AFTER MOSES’ DEATH
1 Upon the death of Moses his lo y concept of Yahweh rapidly

deteriorated. Joshua and the leaders of Israel continued to har-
bour theMosaic traditions of the all-wise, bene cent, and almighty
God, but the common people rapidly reverted to the older desert
idea of Yahweh. And this backward dri of the concept of De-
ity continued increasingly under the successive rule of the various
tribal sheiks, the so-called Judges.

2 e spell of the extraordinary personality of Moses had kept
alive in the hearts of his followers the inspiration of an increasingly
enlarged concept of God; but when they once reached the fertile
lands of Palestine, they quickly evolved from nomadic herders into
settled and somewhat sedate farmers. And this evolution of life
practices and change of religious viewpoint demanded a more or
less complete change in the character of their conception of the na-
ture of their God, Yahweh. During the times of the beginning of
the transmutation of the austere, crude, exacting, and thunderous
desert godof Sinai into the later appearing concept of aGodof love,
justice, and mercy, the Hebrews almost lost sight of Moses’ lo y
teachings. ey came near losing all concept of monotheism; they
nearly lost their opportunity of becoming the people who would
serve as a vital link in the spiritual evolution of Urantia, the group
who would conserve the Melchizedek teaching of one God until
the times of the incarnation of a bestowal Son of that Father of all.

3 Desperately Joshua sought to hold the concept of a supreme
Yahweh in theminds of the tribesmen, causing it to be proclaimed:
“As I was with Moses, so will I be with you; I will not fail you nor
forsake you.” Joshua found it necessary to preach a stern gospel to
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his disbelieving people, people all too willing to believe their old
and native religion but unwilling to go forward in the religion of
faith and righteousness. e burden of Joshua’s teaching became:
“Yahweh is a holy God; he is a jealous God; he will not forgive
your transgressions nor your sins.” e highest concept of this age
pictured Yahweh as a “God of power, judgment, and justice.”

4 But even in this dark age, every now and then a solitary teacher
would arise proclaiming theMosaic concept of divinity: “You chil-
dren of wickedness cannot serve the Lord, for he is a holy God.”
“Shall mortal man be more just than God? shall a man be more
pure than his Maker?” “Can you by searching nd out God? Can
you nd out the Almighty to perfection? Behold, God is great and
we know him not. Touching* the Almighty, we cannot nd him
out.”

7. PSALMS AND THE BOOK OF JOB
1 Under the leadership of their sheiks and priests the Hebrews

became loosely established in Palestine. But they soon dri ed back
into the benighted beliefs of the desert and became contaminated
with the less advanced Canaanite religious practices. ey became
idolatrous and licentious, and their idea of Deity fell far below
the Egyptian andMesopotamian concepts of God that were main-
tained by certain surviving Salem groups, and which are recorded
in some of the Psalms and in the so-called Book of Job.

2 ¶ e Psalms are the work of a score or more of authors; many
were written by Egyptian and Mesopotamian teachers. During
these times when the Levant worshipped nature gods, there were
still a goodly number who believed in the supremacy of El Elyon,
the Most High.

3 No collection of religious writings gives expression to such a
wealth of devotion and inspirational ideas of God as the Book of
Psalms. And it would be very helpful if, in the perusal of this won-
derful collection of worshipful literature, consideration could be
given to the source and chronology of each separate hymn of praise
and adoration, bearing inmind that no other single collection cov-
ers such a great range of time. is Book of Psalms is the record
6.4. Touching, See the note on 2:1.1.
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of the varying concepts of God entertained by the believers of the
Salem religion throughout the Levant and embraces the entire pe-
riod from Amenemope to Isaiah. In the Psalms God is depicted
in all phases of conception, from the crude idea of a tribal deity to
the vastly expanded ideal of the later Hebrews, wherein Yahweh is
pictured as a loving ruler and merciful Father.

4 And when thus regarded, this group of Psalms constitutes the
most valuable and helpful assortment of devotional sentiments
ever assembled by man up to the times of the XX century. e
worshipful spirit of this collection of hymns transcends that of all
other sacred books of the world.

5 ¶ e variegated picture of Deity presented in the Book of Job
was the product of more than a score of Mesopotamian religious
teachers extending over a period of almost 300 years. And when
you read the lo y concept of divinity found in this compilation of
Mesopotamian beliefs, you will recognize that it was in the neigh-
bourhood of Ur of Chaldea that the idea of a real God was best
preserved during the dark days in Palestine.

6 In Palestine the wisdom and all-pervasiveness of God was of-
ten grasped but seldom his love and mercy. e Yahweh of these
times “sends evil spirits to dominate the souls of his enemies”; he
prospers his own and obedient children, while he curses and visits
dire judgments upon all others. “He disappoints the devices of the
cra y; he takes the wise in their own deceit.”

7 Only at Ur did a voice arise to cry out the mercy of God, say-
ing: “He shall pray toGod and shall nd favour with him and shall
see his face with joy, for God will give to man divine righteous-
ness.” us from Ur there is preached salvation, divine favour, by
faith: “He is gracious to the repentant and says, ‘Deliver him from
going down in the pit, for I have found a ransom.’ If any say, ‘I have
sinned and perverted that which was right, and it pro ted me not,’
God will deliver his soul from going into the pit, and he shall see
the light.” Not since the times of Melchizedek had the Levantine
world heard such a ringing and cheering message of human salva-
tion as this extraordinary teaching of Elihu, the prophet of Ur and
priest of the Salem believers, that is, the remnant of the onetime
Melchizedek colony in Mesopotamia.
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8 And thus did the remnants of the Salemmissionaries inMeso-
potamia maintain the light of truth during the period of the disor-
ganization of the Hebrew peoples until the appearance of the rst
of that long line of the teachers of Israel who never stopped as they
built, concept upon concept, until they had achieved the realiza-
tion of the ideal of theUniversal andCreator Father of all, the acme
of the evolution of the Yahweh concept.

ahb

9 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №97
EVOLUTION OF THE GOD CONCEPT

AMONG THE HEBREWS

Melchizedek

THE spiritual leaders of the Hebrews did what no others
before them had ever succeeded in doing — they dean-
thropomorphized their God concept without converting

it into an abstraction of Deity comprehensible only to philoso-
phers. Even common people were able to regard the matured con-
cept of Yahweh as a Father, if not of the individual, at least of the
race.

2 e concept of the personality of God, while clearly taught at
Salem in the days of Melchizedek, was vague and hazy at the time
of the ight from Egypt and only gradually evolved in the Hebraic
mind from generation to generation in response to the teaching of
the spiritual leaders. e perception of Yahweh’s personality was
muchmore continuous in its progressive evolution thanwas that of
many other of the Deity attributes. From Moses to Malachi there
occurred an almost unbroken ideational growth of the personal-
ity of God in the Hebrew mind, and this concept was eventually
heightened and glori ed by the teachings of Jesus about the Father
in heaven.

1. SAMUEL  FIRST OF THE HEBREW PROPHETS
1 Hostile pressure of the surrounding peoples in Palestine soon

taught the Hebrew sheiks they could not hope to survive unless
they confederated their tribal organizations into a centralized gov-
ernment. And this centralization of administrative authority af-
forded a better opportunity for Samuel to function as a teacher and
reformer.

2 Samuel sprang from a long line of the Salem teachers who had
persisted inmaintaining the truths ofMelchizedek as a part of their
worship forms. is teacher was a virile and resolute man. Only
his great devotion, coupled with his extraordinary determination,
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enabled him to withstand the almost universal opposition which
he encountered when he started out to turn all Israel back to the
worship of the supreme Yahweh of Mosaic times. And even then
he was only partially successful; he won back to the service of the
higher concept of Yahweh only themore intelligent half of theHe-
brews; the other half continued in the worship of the tribal gods of
the country and in the baser conception of Yahweh.

3 Samuel was a rough-and-ready type of man, a practical re-
former who could go out in one day with his associates and over-
throw a score of Baal sites. e progress hemadewas by sheer force
of compulsion; he did little preaching, less teaching, but he did act.
One day he was mocking the priest of Baal; the next, chopping in
pieces a captive king. He devotedly believed in the one God, and
he had a clear concept of that one God as creator of heaven and
earth: “ e pillars of the earth are the Lord’s, and he has set the
world upon them.”

4 But the great contributionwhich Samuelmade to the develop-
ment of the concept of Deity was his ringing pronouncement that
Yahweh was changeless, forever the same embodiment of unerring
perfection and divinity. In these times Yahwehwas conceived to be
a tful God of jealous whims, always regretting that he had done
thus and so; but now, for the rst time since the Hebrews sallied
forth from Egypt, they heard these startling words, “ e Strength
of Israel will not lie nor repent, for he is not a man, that he should
repent.” Stability in dealing with Divinity was proclaimed. Samuel
reiterated the Melchizedek covenant with Abraham and declared
that the Lord God of Israel was the source of all truth, stability,
and constancy. Always had theHebrews looked upon their God as
a man, a superman, an exalted spirit of unknown origin; but now
they heard the onetime spirit of Horeb exalted as an unchanging
God of creator perfection. Samuel was aiding the evolving God
concept to ascend to heights above the changing state of men’s
minds and the vicissitudes of mortal existence. Under his teach-
ing, theGod of theHebrewswas beginning the ascent from an idea
on the order of the tribal gods to the ideal of an all-powerful and
changeless Creator and Supervisor of all creation.

5 And he preached anew the story of God’s sincerity, his
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covenant-keeping reliability. Said Samuel: “ e Lord will not for-
sake his people.” “He has made with us an everlasting covenant, or-
dered in all things and sure.” And so, throughout all Palestine there
sounded the call back to the worship of the supreme Yahweh. Ever
this energetic teacher proclaimed, “You are great, O Lord God, for
there is none like you, neither is there any God beside you.”

6 ¶ eretofore theHebrews had regarded the favour of Yahweh
mainly in terms of material prosperity. It was a great shock to Is-
rael, and almost cost Samuel his life, when he dared to proclaim:
“ e Lord enriches and impoverishes; he debases and exalts. He
raises the poor out of the dust and li s up the beggars to set them
among princes tomake them inherit the throne of glory.”Not since
Moses had such comforting promises for the humble and the less
fortunate beenproclaimed, and thousands of despairing among the
poor began to take hope that they could improve their spiritual sta-
tus.

7 But Samuel did not progress very far beyond the concept of a
tribal god. He proclaimed a Yahweh who made all men but was
occupied chie y with the Hebrews, his chosen people. Even so, as
in the days ofMoses, oncemore theGod concept portrayed aDeity
who is holy and upright. “ ere is none as holy as the Lord. Who
can be compared to this holy Lord God?”

8 As the years passed, the grizzled old leader progressed in the
understanding of God, for he declared: “ e Lord is a God of
knowledge, and actions are weighed by him. e Lord will judge
the ends of the earth, showing mercy to the merciful, and with
the upright man he will also be upright.” Even here is the dawn
of mercy, albeit it is limited to those who are merciful. Later he
went one step further when, in their adversity, he exhorted his peo-
ple: “Let us fall now into the hands of the Lord, for his mercies are
great.” “ ere is no restraint upon the Lord to save many or few.”

9 ¶ And this gradual development of the concept of the charac-
ter of Yahweh continued under theministry of Samuel’s successors.

ey attempted to present Yahweh as a covenant-keeping God but
hardly maintained the pace set by Samuel; they failed to develop
the idea of themercy ofGodas Samuel had later conceived it. ere
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was a steady dri back toward the recognition of other gods, de-
spite the maintenance that Yahweh was above all. “Yours is the
kingdom, O Lord, and you are exalted as head above all.”

10 e keynote of this era was divine power; the prophets of this
age preached a religion designed to foster the king upon the He-
brew throne. “Yours, O Lord, is the greatness and the power and
the glory and the victory and the majesty. In your hand is power
and might, and you are able to make great and to give strength to
all.” And this was the status of the God concept during the time of
Samuel and his immediate successors.

2. ELIJAH AND ELISHA
1 In the tenth century before Christ the Hebrew nation became

divided into two kingdoms. In both of these political divisions
many truth teachers endeavoured to stem the reactionary tide of
spiritual decadence that had set in, and which continued disas-
trously a er the war of separation. But these efforts to advance the
Hebraic religion did not prosper until that determined and fear-
less warrior for righteousness, Elijah, began his teaching. Elijah re-
stored to the northern kingdoma concept ofGod comparablewith
that held in the days of Samuel. Elijah had little opportunity to pre-
sent an advanced concept of God; he was kept busy, as Samuel had
been before him, overthrowing the altars of Baal and demolishing
the idols of false gods. And he carried forward his reforms in the
face of the opposition of an idolatrous monarch; his task was even
more gigantic and difficult than that which Samuel had faced.

2 When Elijah was called away, Elisha, his faithful associate,
took up his work and, with the invaluable assistance of the little-
known Micaiah, kept the light of truth alive in Palestine.

3 But these were not times of progress in the concept of De-
ity. Not yet had the Hebrews ascended even to the Mosaic ideal.

e era of Elijah and Elisha closed with the better classes returning
to the worship of the supreme Yahweh and witnessed the restora-
tion of the idea of the Universal Creator to about that place where
Samuel had le it.

3. YAHWEH AND BAAL
1 e long-drawn-out controversy between the believers in Yah-
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weh and the followers of Baal was a socio-economic clash of ide-
ologies rather than a difference in religious beliefs.

2 ¶ e inhabitants of Palestine differed in their attitude toward
private ownership of land. e southern or wandering Arabian
tribes (the Yahwehites) looked upon land as an inalienable — as
a gi of Deity to the clan. ey held that land could not be sold or
mortgaged. “Yahweh spoke, saying, ‘ e land shall not be sold, for
the land is mine.’”

3 e northern andmore settledCanaanites (the Baalites) freely
bought, sold, and mortgaged their lands. e word Baal means
owner. e Baal cult was founded on two major doctrines: First,
the validation of property exchange, contracts, and covenants —
the right to buy and sell land. Second, Baal was supposed to send
rain — he was a god of fertility of the soil. Good crops depended
on the favour of Baal. e cult was largely concerned with land, its
ownership and fertility.

4 In general, the Baalites owned houses, lands, and slaves. ey
were the aristocratic landlords and lived in the cities. Each Baal
had a sacred place, a priesthood, and the “holy women,” the ritual
prostitutes.

5 Outof this basic difference in the regard for land, there evolved
the bitter antagonisms of social, economic, moral, and religious at-
titudes exhibited by the Canaanites and the Hebrews. is socio-
economic controversy did not become a de nite religious issue un-
til the times of Elijah. From the days of this aggressive prophet the
issue was fought out on more strictly religious lines — Yahweh vs.
Baal— and it ended in the triumph of Yahweh and the subsequent
drive toward monotheism.

6 Elijah shi ed the Yahweh-Baal controversy from the land is-
sue to the religious aspect of Hebrew and Canaanite ideologies.
When Ahab murdered the Naboths in the intrigue to get posses-
sion of their land, Elijah made a moral issue out of the olden land
mores and launched his vigorous campaign against the Baalites.

is was also a ght of the country folk against domination by the
cities. It was chie y under Elijah that Yahweh became Elohim. e
prophet began as an agrarian reformer and ended up by exalting
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Deity. Baals weremany, Yahwehwas one—monotheismwon over
polytheism.

4. AMOS AND HOSEA
1 A great step in the transition of the tribal god — the god who

had so long been servedwith sacri ces and ceremonies, theYahweh
of the earlier Hebrews — to a God who would punish crime and
immorality among even his own people, was taken by Amos, who
appeared from among the southern hills to denounce the crimi-
nality, drunkenness, oppression, and immorality of the northern
tribes. Not since the times of Moses had such ringing truths been
proclaimed in Palestine.

2 Amos was not merely a restorer or reformer; he was a discov-
erer of new concepts of Deity. He proclaimed much about God
that had been announced by his predecessors and courageously at-
tacked the belief in a Divine Being who would countenance sin
among his so-called chosen people. For the rst time since the days
ofMelchizedek the ears ofman heard the denunciation of the dou-
ble standard of national justice and morality. For the rst time
in their history Hebrew ears heard that their own God, Yahweh,
would no more tolerate crime and sin in their lives than he would
among any other people. Amos envisioned the stern and just God
of Samuel and Elijah, but he also saw aGodwho thought no differ-
ently of the Hebrews than of any other nation when it came to the
punishment ofwrongdoing. is was a direct attack on the egoistic
doctrine of the “chosen people,” and many Hebrews of those days
bitterly resented it.

3 Said Amos: “He who formed the mountains and created the
wind, seek him who formed the seven stars and Orion, who turns
the shadow of death into the morning and makes the day dark
as night.” And in denouncing his half-religious, timeserving, and
sometimes immoral fellows, he sought to portray the inexorable
justice of an unchanging Yahweh when he said of the evildoers:
“ ough they dig into hell, thence shall I take them; though they
climb up to heaven, thence will I bring them down.” “And though
they go into captivity before their enemies, thence will I direct the
sword of justice, and it shall slay them.” Amos further startled his
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hearers when, pointing a reproving and accusing nger at them, he
declared in the name of Yahweh: “Surely I will never forget any of
your works.” “And I will si the house of Israel among all nations
as wheat is si ed in a sieve.”

4 AmosproclaimedYahweh the “Godof all nations” andwarned
the Israelites that ritual must not take the place of righteousness.
And before this courageous teacher was stoned to death, he had
spread enough leaven of truth to save the doctrine of the supreme
Yahweh; he had ensured the further evolution of the Melchizedek
revelation.

5 ¶ Hosea followedAmos and his doctrine of a universal God of
justice by the resurrection of the Mosaic concept of a God of love.
Hosea preached forgiveness through repentance, not by sacri ce.
He proclaimed a gospel of loving-kindness and divine mercy, say-
ing: “I will betroth you to me forever; yes, I will betroth you to me
in righteousness and judgment and in loving-kindness and in mer-
cies. I will even betroth you tome in faithfulness.” “I will love them
freely, for my anger is turned away.”

6 Hosea faithfully continued the moral warnings of Amos, say-
ing of God, “It is my desire that I chastise them.” But the Israelites
regarded it as cruelty bordering on treason when he said: “I will
say to those who were not my people, ‘you are my people’; and
they will say, ‘you are our God.’” He continued to preach repen-
tance and forgiveness, saying, “I will heal their backsliding; I will
love them freely, for my anger is turned away.” Always Hosea pro-
claimed hope and forgiveness. e burden of his message ever was:
“I will have mercy upon my people. ey shall know no God but
me, for there is no saviour beside me.”

7 ¶ Amos quickened the national conscience of the Hebrews
to the recognition that Yahweh would not condone crime and
sin among them because they were supposedly the chosen people,
while Hosea struck the opening notes in the later merciful chords
of divine compassion and loving-kindness which were so exqui-
sitely sung by Isaiah and his associates.

5. THE FIRST ISAIAH
1 ese were the times when some were proclaiming threaten-
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ings of punishment against personal sins andnational crime among
the northern clans while others predicted calamity in retribution
for the transgressions of the southern kingdom. It was in the wake
of this arousal of conscience and consciousness in the Hebrew na-
tions that the rst Isaiah made his appearance.

2 Isaiah went on to preach the eternal nature of God, his in nite
wisdom, his unchanging perfection of reliability. He represented
the God of Israel as saying: “Judgment also will I lay to the line
and righteousness to the plummet.” “ e Lord will give you rest
from your sorrow and from your fear and from the hard bondage
wherein man has been made to serve.” “And your ears shall hear a
word behind you, saying, ‘this is the way, walk in it.’” “Behold God
is my salvation; I will trust and not be afraid, for the Lord is my
strength andmy song.” “‘Comenowand let us reason together,’ says
the Lord, ‘though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as
snow; though they be red like the crimson, they shall be as wool.’”

3 Speaking to the fear-ridden and soul-hungry Hebrews, this
prophet said: “Arise and shine, for your light has come, and the
glory of the Lord has risen upon you.” “ e spirit of the Lord is
uponme because he has anointedme to preach good tidings to the
meek; he has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim
liberty to the captives and the opening of the prison to those who
are bound.” “I will greatly rejoice in the Lord, my soul shall be joy-
ful inmyGod, for he has clothedmewith the garments of salvation
and has covered me with his robe of righteousness.” “In all their af-
ictions he was afflicted, and the angel of his presence saved them.

In his love and in his pity he redeemed them.”
4 ¶ is Isaiah was followed by Micah and Obadiah, who con-

rmed and embellished his soul-satisfying gospel. And these two
brave messengers boldly denounced the priest-ridden ritual of the
Hebrews and fearlessly attacked the whole sacri cial system.

5 Micah denounced “the rulers who judge for reward and the
priests who teach for hire and the prophets who divine formoney.”
He taught of a day of freedom from superstition and priestcra ,
saying: “But every man shall sit under his own vine, and no one
shall make him afraid, for all people will live, each one according
to his understanding of God.”
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6 Ever the burden of Micah’s message was: “Shall I come before
God with burnt offerings? Will the Lord be pleased with 1,000
rams or with 10,000 rivers of oil? Shall I give my rst-born for
my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? He
has shown me, O man, what is good; and what does the Lord re-
quire of you but to do justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly
with your God.” And it was a great age; these were indeed stirring
timeswhenmortalmanheard, and some even believed, such eman-
cipatingmessages more than 2½millenniums ago. And but for the
stubborn resistance of the priests, these teachers would have over-
thrown the whole bloody ceremonial of the Hebrew ritual of wor-
ship.

6. JEREMIAH THE FEARLESS
1 While several teachers continued to expound the gospel of Isa-

iah, it remained for Jeremiah to take the next bold step in the in-
ternationalization of Yahweh, God of the Hebrews.

2 Jeremiah fearlessly declared that Yahwehwas not on the side of
the Hebrews in their military struggles with other nations. He as-
serted that YahwehwasGod of all the earth, of all nations and of all
peoples. Jeremiah’s teaching was the crescendo of the rising wave
of the internationalization of the God of Israel; nally and forever
did this intrepid preacher proclaim that YahwehwasGod of all na-
tions, and that there was no Osiris for the Egyptians, Bel for the
Babylonians, Ashur for the Assyrians, or Dagon for the Philistines.
And thus did the religion of the Hebrews share in that renaissance
of monotheism throughout the world at about and following this
time; at last the concept of Yahweh had ascended to a Deity level
of planetary and even cosmic dignity. But many of Jeremiah’s asso-
ciates found it difficult to conceive of Yahweh apart from the He-
brew nation.

3 Jeremiah also preached of the just and lovingGod described by
Isaiah, declaring: “Yes, I have loved you with an everlasting love;
therefore with loving-kindness have I drawn you.” “For he does not
afflict willingly the children of men.”

4 Said this fearless prophet: “Righteous is our Lord, great in
counsel and mighty in work. His eyes are open upon all the ways
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of all the sons of men, to give every one according to his ways and
according to the fruit of his doings.” But it was considered blasphe-
mous treason when, during the siege of Jerusalem, he said: “And
now have I given these lands into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar,
the king of Babylon, my servant.” And when Jeremiah counselled
the surrender of the city, the priests and civil rulers cast him into
the miry pit of a dismal dungeon.

7. THE SECOND ISAIAH
1 e destruction of the Hebrew nation and their captivity in

Mesopotamia would have proved of great bene t to their expand-
ing theology had it not been for the determined action of their
priesthood. eir nation had fallen before the armies of Babylon,
and their nationalistic Yahweh had suffered from the international
preachments of the spiritual leaders. It was resentment of the loss
of their national god that led the Jewishpriests to go to such lengths
in the invention of fables and the multiplication of miraculous ap-
pearing events in Hebrew history in an effort to restore the Jews as
the chosen people of even the new and expanded idea of an inter-
nationalized God of all nations.

2 During the captivity the Jewsweremuch in uencedbyBabylo-
nian traditions and legends, although it should be noted that they
unfailingly improved the moral tone and spiritual signi cance of
the Chaldean stories which they adopted, notwithstanding that
they invariably distorted these legends to re ect honour and glory
upon the ancestry and history of Israel.

3 ese Hebrew priests and scribes had a single idea in their
minds, and thatwas the rehabilitation of the Jewish nation, the glo-
ri cation of Hebrew traditions, and the exaltation of their racial
history. If there is resentment of the fact that these priests have
fastened their erroneous ideas upon such a large part of the Oc-
cidental world, it should be remembered that they did not inten-
tionally do this; they did not claim to be writing by inspiration;
they made no profession to be writing a sacred book. ey were
merely preparing a textbook designed to bolster up the dwindling
courage of their fellows in captivity. ey were de nitely aiming
at improving the national spirit and morale of their compatriots.
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It remained for later-day men to assemble these and other writings
into a guide book of supposedly infallible teachings.

4 e Jewish priesthood made liberal use of these writings sub-
sequent to the captivity, but they were greatly hindered in their in-
uence over their fellow captives by the presence of a young and

indomitable prophet, Isaiah the second, who was a full convert to
the elder Isaiah’s God of justice, love, righteousness, andmercy. He
also believedwith Jeremiah thatYahwehhadbecome theGodof all
nations. He preached these theories of the nature ofGodwith such
telling effect that he made converts equally among the Jews and
their captors. And this young preacher le on record his teachings,
which the hostile and unforgiving priests sought to divorce from
all association with him, although sheer respect for their beauty
and grandeur led to their incorporation among the writings of the
earlier Isaiah. And thus may be found the writings of this second
Isaiah in the book of that name, embracing chapters 40–55 inclu-
sive.

5 ¶ Noprophet or religious teacher fromMachiventa to the time
of Jesus attained the high concept of God that Isaiah the second
proclaimed during these days of the captivity. It was no small,
anthropomorphic, man-made God that this spiritual leader pro-
claimed. “Behold he takes up the isles as a very little thing.” “And
as the heavens are higher than the earth, so aremyways higher than
your ways and my thoughts higher than your thoughts.”

6 At last Machiventa Melchizedek beheld human teachers pro-
claiming a real God tomortal man. Like Isaiah the rst, this leader
preached a God of universal creation and upholding. “I have made
the earth and put man upon it. I have created it not in vain; I
formed it to be inhabited.” “I am the rst and the last; there is
no God beside me.” Speaking for the Lord God of Israel, this new
prophet said: “ e heavens may vanish and the earth wax old, but
my righteousness shall endure forever and my salvation from gen-
eration to generation.” “Fear you not, for I am with you; be not
dismayed, for I am your God.” “ ere is no God beside me — a
just God and a Saviour.”

7 And it comforted the Jewish captives, as it has thousands upon
thousands ever since, to hear such words as: “ us says the Lord,
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‘I have created you, I have redeemed you, I have called you by your
name; you aremine.’” “When you pass through thewaters, I will be
with you since you are precious in my sight.” “Can a woman forget
her suckling child that she should not have compassion on her son?
Yes, she may forget, yet will I not forget my children, for behold I
have graven themupon the palms ofmy hands; I have even covered
them with the shadow of my hands.” “Let the wicked forsake his
ways and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and let him return to
the Lord, and he will havemercy upon him, and to ourGod, for he
will abundantly pardon.”

8 Listen again to the gospel of this new revelation of the God of
Salem: “He shall feed his ock like a shepherd; he shall gather the
lambs in his arms and carry them in his bosom. He gives power to
the faint, and to those who have no might he increases strength.

ose who wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they
shall mount up with wings as eagles; they shall run and not be
weary; they shall walk and not faint.”

9 is Isaiah conducted a far- ung propaganda of the gospel of
the enlarging concept of a supreme Yahweh. He vied with Moses
in the eloquencewithwhich he portrayed the LordGod of Israel as
theUniversal Creator. Hewas poetic in his portrayal of the in nite
attributes of the Universal Father. No more beautiful pronounce-
ments about the heavenly Father have ever been made. Like the
Psalms, the writings of Isaiah are among themost sublime and true
presentations of the spiritual concept of God ever to greet the ears
of mortal man prior to the arrival of Michael on Urantia. Listen
to his portrayal of Deity: “I am the high and lo y one who inhab-
its eternity.” “I am the rst and the last, and beside me there is no
other God.” “And the Lord’s hand is not shortened that it cannot
save, neither his ear heavy that it cannot hear.” And it was a new
doctrine in Jewry when this benign but commanding prophet per-
sisted in the preachment of divine constancy, God’s faithfulness.
He declared that “God would not forget, would not forsake.”

10 is daring teacher proclaimed that man was very closely re-
lated to God, saying: “Every one who is called by my name I have
created for my glory, and they shall show forth my praise. I, even
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I, am he who blots out their transgressions for my own sake, and I
will not remember their sins.”

11 Hear this great Hebrew demolish the concept of a national
God while in glory he proclaims the divinity of the Universal Fa-
ther, of whom he says, “ e heavens are my throne, and the earth
is my footstool.” And Isaiah’s God was none the less holy, majes-
tic, just, and unsearchable. e concept of the angry, vengeful, and
jealous Yahweh of the desert Bedouins has almost vanished. A new
concept of the supreme and universal Yahweh has appeared in the
mind of mortal man, never to be lost to human view. e realiza-
tion of divine justice has begun the destruction of primitive magic
andbiologic fear. At last,man is introduced to a universe of law and
order and to a universal God of dependable and nal attributes.

12 And this preacher of a supernal God never ceased to proclaim
this God of love. “I dwell in the high and holy place, also with him
who is of a contrite and humble spirit.” And still further words of
comfort did this great teacher speak to his contemporaries: “And
the Lord will guide you continually and satisfy your soul. You shall
be like a watered garden and like a spring whose waters fail not.
And if the enemy shall come in like a ood, the spirit of the Lord
will li up a defence against him.” And once again did the fear-
destroying gospel of Melchizedek and the trust-breeding religion
of Salem shine forth for the blessing of mankind.

13 e farseeing and courageous Isaiah effectively eclipsed the na-
tionalistic Yahweh by his sublime portraiture of the majesty and
universal omnipotence of the supreme Yahweh, God of love, ruler
of the universe, and affectionate Father of all mankind. Ever since
those eventful days the highest God concept in the Occident has
embraced universal justice, divine mercy, and eternal righteous-
ness. In superb language andwithmatchless grace this great teacher
portrayed the all-powerful Creator as the all-loving Father.

14 is prophet of the captivity preached to his people and to
those ofmany nations as they listened by the river in Babylon. And
this second Isaiah did much to counteract the many wrong and
racially egoistic concepts of the mission of the promised Messiah.
But in this effort he was not wholly successful. Had the priests not
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dedicated themselves to theworkof buildingup amisconceivedna-
tionalism, the teachings of the two Isaiahswould have prepared the
way for the recognition and reception of the promised Messiah.

8. SACRED AND PROFANE HISTORY
1 e custom of looking upon the record of the experiences of

theHebrews as sacred history and upon the transactions of the rest
of the world as profane history is responsible for much of the con-
fusion existing in the human mind as to the interpretation of his-
tory. And this difficulty arises because there is no secular history
of the Jews. A er the priests of the Babylonian exile had prepared
their new record of God’s supposedlymiraculous dealings with the
Hebrews, the sacred history of Israel as portrayed in theOld Testa-
ment, they carefully and completely destroyed the existing records
of Hebrew affairs — such books as “ e Doings of the Kings of Is-
rael” and “ eDoings of the Kings of Judah,” together with several
other more or less accurate records of Hebrew history.

2 In order to understand how the devastating pressure and the
inescapable coercionof secular history so terrorized the captive and
alien-ruled Jews that they attempted the complete rewriting and re-
casting of their history, we should brie y survey the record of their
perplexing national experience. It must be remembered that the
Jews failed to evolve an adequate nontheologic philosophy of life.

ey struggled with their original and Egyptian concept of divine
rewards for righteousness coupled with dire punishments for sin.

e drama of Jobwas something of a protest against this erroneous
philosophy. e frank pessimism of Ecclesiastes was a worldly wise
reaction to these overoptimistic beliefs in Providence.

3 But 500 years of the overlordship of alien rulers was too much
for even the patient and long-suffering Jews. e prophets and
priests began to cry: “How long, O Lord, how long?” As the hon-
est Jew searched the Scriptures, his confusion became worse con-
founded. An olden seer promised that God would protect and de-
liver his “chosen people.” Amos had threatened that God would
abandon Israel unless they re-established their standards of na-
tional righteousness. e scribe of Deuteronomy had portrayed
the Great Choice — as between the good and the evil, the bless-
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ing and the curse. Isaiah the rst had preached a bene cent king-
deliverer. Jeremiah had proclaimed an era of inner righteousness
— the covenant written on the tablets of the heart. e second
Isaiah talked about salvation by sacri ce and redemption. Ezekiel
proclaimed deliverance through the service of devotion, and Ezra
promised prosperity by adherence to the law. But in spite of all this
they lingered on in bondage, and deliverance was deferred. en
Daniel presented the drama of the impending “crisis” — the smit-
ing of the great image and the immediate establishment of the ev-
erlasting reign of righteousness, the Messianic kingdom.

4 And all of this false hope led to such a degree of racial disap-
pointment and frustration that the leaders of the Jews were so con-
fused they failed to recognize and accept the mission and ministry
of a divine Son of Paradise when he presently came to them in the
likeness of mortal esh — incarnated as the Son of Man.

5 ¶ Allmodern religions have seriously blundered in the attempt
to put amiraculous interpretation on certain epochs of human his-
tory. While it is true that God has many times thrust a Father’s
hand of providential intervention into the stream of human affairs,
it is amistake to regard theologic dogmas and religious superstition
as a supernatural sedimentation appearing by miraculous action in
this stream of human history. e fact that the “Most Highs rule
in the kingdoms of men” does not convert secular history into so-
called sacred history.

6 New Testament authors and later Christian writers further
complicated the distortion of Hebrew history by their well-meant
attempts to transcendentalize the Jewish prophets. us has He-
brew history been disastrously exploited by both Jewish andChris-
tian writers. Secular Hebrew history has been thoroughly dogma-
tized. It has been converted into a ction of sacred history and has
become inextricably bound up with the moral concepts and reli-
gious teachings of the so-called Christian nations.

7 ¶ Abrief recital of the high points inHebrew history will illus-
trate how the facts of the record were so altered in Babylon by the
Jewish priests as to turn the everyday secular history of their people
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into a ctitious and sacred history.

9. HEBREW HISTORY
1 ere never were 12 tribes of the Israelites— only 3 or 4 tribes

settled in Palestine. e Hebrew nation came into being as the
result of the union of the so-called Israelites and the Canaanites.
“And the children of Israel dwelt among the Canaanites. And they
took their daughters to be their wives and gave their daughters to
the sons of theCanaanites.” eHebrews never drove theCanaan-
ites out of Palestine, notwithstanding that the priests’ record of
these things unhesitatingly declared that they did.

2 e Israelitish consciousness took origin in the hill country of
Ephraim; the later Jewish consciousness originated in the southern
clan of Judah. e Jews ( Judahites) always sought to defame and
blacken the record of the northern Israelites (Ephraimites).

3 ¶ Pretentious Hebrew history begins with Saul’s rallying the
northern clans to withstand an attack by the Ammonites upon
their fellow tribesmen—theGileadites—east of the Jordan. With
an army of a little more than 3,000 he defeated the enemy, and it
was this exploit that led the hill tribes tomake him king. When the
exiled priests rewrote this story, they raised Saul’s army to 330,000
and added “Judah” to the list of tribes participating in the battle.

4 Immediately following the defeat of the Ammonites, Saul was
made king by popular election by his troops. No priest or prophet
participated in this affair. But the priests later on put it in the re-
cord that Saul was crowned king by the prophet Samuel in accor-
dance with divine directions. is they did in order to establish a
“divine line of descent” for David’s Judahite kingship.

5 e greatest of all distortions of Jewish history had to do with
David. A er Saul’s victory over theAmmonites (which he ascribed
to Yahweh) the Philistines became alarmed and began attacks on
the northern clans. David and Saul never could agree. David with
600 men entered into a Philistine alliance and marched up the
coast to Esdraelon. At Gath the Philistines ordered David off the
eld; they feared he might go over to Saul. David retired; the Phi-

listines attacked and defeated Saul. ey could not have done this
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had David been loyal to Israel. David’s army was a polyglot assort-
ment of malcontents, being for the most part made up of social
mis ts and fugitives from justice.

6 Saul’s tragic defeat at Gilboa by the Philistines brought Yah-
weh to a low point among the gods in the eyes of the surrounding
Canaanites. Ordinarily, Saul’s defeat would have been ascribed to
apostasy fromYahweh, but this time the Judahite editors attributed
it to ritual errors. ey required the tradition of Saul and Samuel
as a background for the kingship of David.

7 David with his small army made his headquarters at the non-
Hebrew city ofHebron. Presently his compatriots proclaimed him
king of the new kingdom of Judah. Judah was made up mostly of
non-Hebrew elements — Kenites, Calebites, Jebusites, and other
Canaanites. ey were nomads — herders — and so were devoted
to the Hebrew idea of land ownership. ey held the ideologies of
the desert clans.

8 ¶ e difference between sacred and profane history is well
illustrated by the two differing stories concerning making David
king as they are found in the Old Testament. A part of the sec-
ular story of how his immediate followers (his army) made him
king was inadvertently le in the record by the priests who sub-
sequently prepared the lengthy and prosaic account of the sacred
history wherein is depicted how the prophet Samuel, by divine di-
rection, selected David from among his brethren and proceeded
formally and by elaborate and solemn ceremonies to anoint him
king over the Hebrews and then to proclaim him Saul’s successor.

9 So many times did the priests, a er preparing their ctitious
narratives of God’s miraculous dealings with Israel, fail fully to
delete the plain andmatter-of-fact statements which already rested
in the records.

10 ¶ David sought to build himself up politically by rstmarrying
Saul’s daughter, then the widow of Nabal the rich Edomite, and
then the daughter of Talmai, the king of Geshur. He took six wives
from the women of Jebus, not to mention Bathsheba, the wife of
the Hittite.
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11 And it was by suchmethods and out of such people thatDavid
built up the ction of a divine kingdom of Judah as the succes-
sor of the heritage and traditions of the vanishing northern king-
dom of Ephraimite Israel. David’s cosmopolitan tribe of Judah was
more gentile than Jewish; nevertheless the oppressed elders of Eph-
raim came down and “anointed him king of Israel.” A er amilitary
threat, David then made a compact with the Jebusites and estab-
lishedhis capital of theunitedkingdomat Jebus ( Jerusalem),which
was a strong-walled city midway between Judah and Israel. e
Philistines were aroused and soon attacked David. A er a erce
battle they were defeated, and once more Yahweh was established
as “ e Lord God of Hosts.”

12 But Yahweh must, perforce, share some of this glory with the
Canaanite gods, for the bulk of David’s army was non-Hebrew.
And so there appears in your record (overlooked by the Judahite
editors) this telltale statement: “Yahweh has broken my enemies
beforeme. erefore he called thenameof the placeBaal-Perazim.”
And they did this because 80% of David’s soldiers were Baalites.

13 David explained Saul’s defeat at Gilboa by pointing out that
Saul had attacked a Canaanite city, Gibeon, whose people had a
peace treatywith theEphraimites. Because of this, Yahweh forsook
him. Even in Saul’s time David had defended the Canaanite city of
Keilah against the Philistines, and then he located his capital in a
Canaanite city. In keeping with the policy of compromise with the
Canaanites, David turned seven of Saul’s descendants over to the
Gibeonites to be hanged.

14 A er the defeat of the Philistines, David gained possession of
the “ark of Yahweh,” brought it to Jerusalem, andmade theworship
of Yahweh official for his kingdom. He next laid heavy tribute on
the neighbouring tribes — the Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites,
and Syrians.

15 David’s corrupt political machine began to get personal pos-
session of land in the north in violation of the Hebrew mores and
presently gained control of the caravan tariffs formerly collected
by the Philistines. And then came a series of atrocities climaxed by
the murder of Uriah. All judicial appeals were adjudicated at Je-
rusalem; no longer could “the elders” mete out justice. No wonder
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rebellion broke out. Today, Absalommight be called a demagogue;
hismotherwas aCanaanite. erewere a half dozen contenders for
the throne besides the son of Bathsheba — Solomon.

16 ¶ A er David’s death Solomon purged the political machine
of all northern in uences but continued all of the tyranny and tax-
ation of his father’s regime. Solomon bankrupted the nation by his
lavish court and by his elaborate building program: ere was the
house of Lebanon, the palace of Pharaoh’s daughter, the temple of
Yahweh, the king’s palace, and the restoration of the walls of many
cities. Solomon created a vast Hebrew navy, operated by Syrian
sailors and trading with all the world. His haremnumbered almost
1,000.

17 ¶ By this time Yahweh’s temple at Shiloh was discredited, and
all the worship of the nation was centred at Jebus in the gorgeous
royal chapel. e northern kingdom returnedmore to the worship
of Elohim. ey enjoyed the favour of the Pharaohs, who later en-
slaved Judah, putting the southern kingdom under tribute.

18 ere were ups and downs — wars between Israel and Judah.
A er four years of civil war and three dynasties, Israel fell under the
rule of city despots who began to trade in land. Even King Omri
attempted to buy Shemer’s estate. But the end drew on apace when
Shalmaneser III decided to control the Mediterranean coast. King
Ahab of Ephraim gathered ten other groups and resisted at Karkar;
the battle was a draw. e Assyrian was stopped but the allies were
decimated. is great ght is not even mentioned in the Old Tes-
tament.

19 New trouble started when King Ahab tried to buy land from
Naboth. His Phoenician wife forged Ahab’s name to papers di-
recting that Naboth’s land be con scated on the charge that he
had blasphemed the names of “Elohim and the king.” He and his
sons were promptly executed. e vigorous Elijah appeared on the
scene denouncing Ahab for the murder of the Naboths. us Eli-
jah, one of the greatest of the prophets, began his teaching as a de-
fender of the old land mores as against the land-selling attitude of
the Baalim, against the attempt of the cities to dominate the coun-
try. But the reform did not succeed until the country landlord
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Jehu joined forces with the gypsy chie ain Jehonadab to destroy
the prophets (real estate agents) of Baal at Samaria.

20 ¶ New life appeared as Jehoash and his son Jeroboamdelivered
Israel from its enemies. But by this time there ruled in Samaria a
gangster-nobility whose depredations rivalled those of theDavidic
dynasty of olden days. State and church went along hand in hand.

e attempt to suppress freedom of speech led Elijah, Amos, and
Hosea to begin their secret writing, and this was the real beginning
of the Jewish and Christian Bibles.

21 ¶ But the northern kingdom did not vanish from history until
the king of Israel conspired with the king of Egypt and refused to
pay further tribute toAssyria. en began the three years’ siege fol-
lowed by the total dispersion of the northern kingdom. Ephraim
(Israel) thus vanished. Judah—the Jews, the “remnant of Israel”—
had begun the concentration of land in the hands of the few, as Isa-
iah said, “Adding house to house and eld to eld.” Presently there
was in Jerusalem a temple of Baal alongside the temple of Yahweh.

is reign of terror was ended by a monotheistic revolt led by the
boy king Joash, who crusaded for Yahweh for 35 years.

22 e next king, Amaziah, had trouble with the revolting tax-
paying Edomites and their neighbours. A er a signal victory he
turned to attack his northern neighbours and was just as signally
defeated. en the rural folk revolted; they assassinated the king
and put his 16-year-old son on the throne. is was Azariah, called
Uzziah by Isaiah. A er Uzziah, things went from bad to worse,
and Judah existed for 100 years by paying tribute to the kings of
Assyria. Isaiah the rst told them that Jerusalem, being the city of
Yahweh, would never fall. But Jeremiah did not hesitate to pro-
claim its downfall.

23 ¶ e real undoing of Judah was effected by a corrupt and rich
ring of politicians operatingunder the rule of a boyking,Manasseh.

e changing economy favoured the return of the worship of Baal,
whose private land dealings were against the ideology of Yahweh.

e fall of Assyria and the ascendancy of Egypt brought deliver-
ance to Judah for a time, and the country folk took over. Under
Josiah they destroyed the Jerusalem ring of corrupt politicians.
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24 But this era came to a tragic end when Josiah presumed to go
out to interceptNecho’smighty army as itmoved up the coast from
Egypt for the aid of Assyria against Babylon. He was wiped out,
and Judah went under tribute to Egypt. e Baal political party
returned to power in Jerusalem, and thus began the real Egyptian
bondage. en ensued a period in which the Baalim politicians
controlled both the courts and the priesthood. Baal worship was
an economic and social system dealing with property rights as well
as having to do with soil fertility.

25 With the overthrow of Necho by Nebuchadnezzar, Judah fell
under the rule of Babylon andwas given ten years of grace, but soon
rebelled. WhenNebuchadnezzar came against them, the Judahites
started social reforms, such as releasing slaves, to in uenceYahweh.
When the Babylonian army temporarily withdrew, the Hebrews
rejoiced that their magic of reform had delivered them. It was dur-
ing this period that Jeremiah told them of the impending doom,
and presently Nebuchadnezzar returned.

26 And so the end of Judah came suddenly. e city was de-
stroyed, and the people were carried away into Babylon. e Yah-
weh-Baal struggle ended with the captivity. And the captivity
shocked the remnant of Israel into monotheism.

27 ¶ In Babylon the Jews arrived at the conclusion that they could
not exist as a small group in Palestine, having their own peculiar
social and economic customs, and that, if their ideologies were to
prevail, they must convert the gentiles. us originated their new
concept of destiny — the idea that the Jews must become the cho-
sen servants of Yahweh. e Jewish religion of the Old Testament
really evolved in Babylon during the captivity.

28 e doctrine of immortality also took form at Babylon. e
Jews had thought that the idea of the future life detracted from the
emphasis of their gospel of social justice. Now for the rst time
theology displaced sociology and economics. Religion was taking
shape as a system of human thought and conduct more and more
to be separated from politics, sociology, and economics.

29 ¶ And so does the truth about the Jewish people disclose that
much which has been regarded as sacred history turns out to be
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little more than the chronicle of ordinary profane history. Judaism
was the soil out of which Christianity grew, but the Jews were not
a miraculous people.

10. THE HEBREW RELIGION
1 eir leaders had taught the Israelites that they were a chosen

people, not for special indulgence and monopoly of divine favour,
but for the special service of carrying the truth of the oneGod over
all to every nation. And they had promised the Jews that, if they
would ful l this destiny, they would become the spiritual leaders
of all peoples, and that the comingMessiah would reign over them
and all the world as the Prince of Peace.

2 When the Jewshadbeen freedby thePersians, they returned to
Palestine only to fall into bondage to their own priest-ridden code
of laws, sacri ces, and rituals. And as theHebrew clans rejected the
wonderful story of God presented in the farewell oration of Moses
for the rituals of sacri ce and penance, so did these remnants of the
Hebrew nation reject themagni cent concept of the second Isaiah
for the rules, regulations, and rituals of their growing priesthood.

3 National egotism, false faith in amisconceived promisedMes-
siah, and the increasing bondage and tyranny of the priesthood for-
ever silenced the voices of the spiritual leaders (excepting Daniel,
Ezekiel, Haggai, and Malachi); and from that day to the time of
John the Baptist all Israel experienced an increasing spiritual ret-
rogression. But the Jews never lost the concept of the Universal
Father; even to the XX century a er Christ they have continued
to follow this Deity conception.

4 From Moses to John the Baptist there extended an unbroken
line of faithful teachers who passed themonotheistic torch of light
from one generation to another while they unceasingly rebuked
unscrupulous rulers, denounced commercializing priests, and ever
exhorted the people to adhere to the worship of the supreme Yah-
weh, the Lord God of Israel.

5 ¶ As a nation the Jews eventually lost their political identity,
but the Hebrew religion of sincere belief in the one and universal
God continues to live in the hearts of the scattered exiles. And this
religion survives because it has effectively functioned to conserve
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the highest values of its followers. e Jewish religion did preserve
the ideals of a people, but it failed to foster progress and encourage
philosophic creative discovery in the realms of truth. e Jewish
religion had many faults — it was de cient in philosophy and al-
most devoid of aesthetic qualities — but it did conserve moral val-
ues; therefore it persisted. e supreme Yahweh, as compared with
other concepts of Deity, was clear-cut, vivid, personal, and moral.

6 e Jews loved justice, wisdom, truth, and righteousness as
have few peoples, but they contributed least of all peoples to the
intellectual comprehension and to the spiritual understanding of
these divinequalities. oughHebrew theology refused to expand,
it played an important part in the development of two other world
religions, Christianity and Mohammedanism.

7 e Jewish religion persisted also because of its institutions. It
is difficult for religion to survive as the private practice of isolated
individuals. is has ever been the error of the religious leaders:
Seeing the evils of institutionalized religion, they seek to destroy
the technique of group functioning. In place of destroying all rit-
ual, they would do better to reform it. In this respect Ezekiel was
wiser than his contemporaries; though he joined with them in in-
sisting on personal moral responsibility, he also set about to estab-
lish the faithful observance of a superior and puri ed ritual.

8 ¶ And thus the successive teachers of Israel accomplished the
greatest feat in the evolution of religion ever to be effected on
Urantia: the gradual but continuous transformation of the bar-
baric concept of the savage demon Yahweh, the jealous and cruel
spirit god of the fulminating Sinai volcano, to the later exalted and
supernal concept of the supreme Yahweh, creator of all things and
the loving and merciful Father of all mankind. And this Hebraic
concept of God was the highest human visualization of the Uni-
versal Father up to that time when it was further enlarged and so
exquisitely ampli ed by the personal teachings and life example of
his Son, Michael of Nebadon.

ahb

9 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №98
THE MELCHIZEDEK TEACHINGS IN THE

OCCIDENT

Melchizedek

THE Melchizedek teachings entered Europe along many
routes, but chie y they came byway of Egypt andwere em-
bodied in Occidental philosophy a er being thoroughly

Hellenized and later Christianized. e ideals of the Western
world were basically Socratic, and its later religious philosophy be-
came that of Jesus as it was modi ed and compromised through
contact with evolving Occidental philosophy and religion, all of
which culminated in the Christian church.

2 For a long time in Europe the Salem missionaries carried on
their activities, becoming gradually absorbed intomany of the cults
and ritual groups which periodically arose. Among those who
maintained the Salem teachings in the purest form must be men-
tioned the Cynics. ese preachers of faith and trust in God were
still functioning in Roman Europe in the rst century a er Christ,
being later incorporated into the newly formingChristian religion.

3 Much of the Salem doctrine was spread in Europe by the Jew-
ish mercenary soldiers who fought in so many of the Occidental
military struggles. In ancient times the Jews were famed as much
for military valour as for theologic peculiarities.

4 e basic doctrines of Greek philosophy, Jewish theology, and
Christian ethics were fundamentally repercussions of the earlier
Melchizedek teachings.

1. THE SALEM RELIGION AMONG THE GREEKS
1 e Salem missionaries might have built up a great religious

structure among theGreeks had it not been for their strict interpre-
tation of their oath of ordination, a pledge imposed byMachiventa
which forbade the organization of exclusive congregations forwor-
ship, and which exacted the promise of each teacher never to func-
tion as a priest, never to receive fees for religious service, only food,
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clothing, and shelter. When the Melchizedek teachers penetrated
to pre-Hellenic Greece, they found a people who still fostered the
traditions ofAdamson and the days of theAndites, but these teach-
ings had become greatly adulterated with the notions and beliefs
of the hordes of inferior slaves that had been brought to the Greek
shores in increasing numbers. is adulteration produced a rever-
sion to a crude animism with bloody rites, the lower classes even
making ceremonial out of the execution of condemned criminals.

2 e early in uence of the Salem teachers was nearly destroyed
by the so-called Aryan invasion from southern Europe and the
East. ese Hellenic invaders brought along with them anthropo-
morphic God concepts similar to those which their Aryan fellows
had carried to India. is importation inaugurated the evolution
of the Greek family of gods and goddesses. is new religion was
partly based on the cults of the incoming Hellenic barbarians, but
it also shared in the myths of the older inhabitants of Greece.

3 e Hellenic Greeks found the Mediterranean world largely
dominated by the mother cult, and they imposed upon these peo-
ples their man-god, Dyaus-Zeus, who had already become, like
Yahweh among the henotheistic Semites, head of the whole Greek
pantheon of subordinate gods. And the Greeks would have even-
tually achieved a true monotheism in the concept of Zeus except
for their retention of the overcontrol of Fate. A God of nal value
must, himself, be the arbiter of fate and the creator of destiny.

4 As a consequence of these factors in religious evolution, there
presently developed the popular belief in the happy-go-lucky gods
of Mount Olympus, gods more human than divine, and gods
which the intelligent Greeks never did regard very seriously. ey
neither greatly loved nor greatly feared these divinities of their own
creation. ey had a patriotic and racial feeling for Zeus and his
family of half men and half gods, but they hardly reverenced or
worshipped them.

5 e Hellenes became so impregnated with the antipriestcra
doctrines of the earlier Salem teachers that no priesthood of any
importance ever arose in Greece. Even themaking of images to the
gods became more of a work in art than a matter of worship.
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6 e Olympian gods illustrate man’s typical anthropomor-
phism. But the Greek mythology was more aesthetic than ethic.

e Greek religion was helpful in that it portrayed a universe gov-
erned by a deity group. But Greek morals, ethics, and philosophy
presently advanced far beyond the god concept, and this imbal-
ance between intellectual and spiritual growth was as hazardous to
Greece as it had proved to be in India.

2. GREEK PHILOSOPHIC THOUGHT
1 A lightly regarded and super cial religion cannot endure, es-

pecially when it has no priesthood to foster its forms and to ll the
hearts of the devotees with fear and awe. e Olympian religion
did not promise salvation, nor did it quench the spiritual thirst of
its believers; therefore was it doomed to perish. Within a millen-
nium of its inception it had nearly vanished, and the Greeks were
without a national religion, the gods of Olympus having lost their
hold upon the better minds.

2 is was the situation when, during the sixth century before
Christ, the Orient and the Levant experienced a revival of spir-
itual consciousness and a new awakening to the recognition of
monotheism. But theWest did not share in this new development;
neither Europe nor northernAfrica extensively participated in this
religious renaissance. eGreeks, however, did engage in amagnif-
icent intellectual advancement. ey had begun tomaster fear and
no longer sought religion as an antidote therefor, but they did not
perceive that true religion is the cure for soul hunger, spiritual dis-
quiet, and moral despair. ey sought for the solace of the soul in
deep thinking — philosophy and metaphysics. ey turned from
the contemplation of self-preservation — salvation — to self-real-
ization and self-understanding.

3 By rigorous thought the Greeks attempted to attain that con-
sciousness of security which would serve as a substitute for the be-
lief in survival, but they utterly failed. Only the more intelligent
among the higher classes of the Hellenic peoples could grasp this
new teaching; the rank and le of the progeny of the slaves of for-
mer generations had no capacity for the reception of this new sub-
stitute for religion.
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4 ¶ e philosophers disdained all forms of worship, notwith-
standing that they practically all held loosely to the background
of a belief in the Salem doctrine of “the Intelligence of the uni-
verse,” “the idea of God,” and “the Great Source.” In so far as the
Greek philosophers gave recognition to the divine and the super -
nite, they were frankly monotheistic; they gave scant recognition
to the whole galaxy of Olympian gods and goddesses.

5 e Greek poets of the h and sixth centuries, notably Pin-
dar, attempted the reformation ofGreek religion. ey elevated its
ideals, but they were more artists than religionists. ey failed to
develop a technique for fostering and conserving supreme values.

6 Xenophanes taught one God, but his deity concept was too
pantheistic to be a personal Father tomortal man. Anaxagoras was
a mechanist except that he did recognize a First Cause, an Initial
Mind. Socrates and his successors, Plato and Aristotle, taught that
virtue is knowledge; goodness, health of the soul; that it is better to
suffer injustice than to be guilty of it, that it is wrong to return evil
for evil, and that the gods are wise and good. eir cardinal virtues
were: wisdom, courage, temperance, and justice.

7 ¶ e evolution of religious philosophy among the Hellenic
and Hebrew peoples affords a contrastive illustration of the func-
tion of the church as an institution in the shaping of cultural prog-
ress. In Palestine, human thought was so priest-controlled and
scripture-directed that philosophy and aestheticswere entirely sub-
merged in religion and morality. In Greece, the almost complete
absence of priests and “sacred scriptures” le the human mind free
and unfettered, resulting in a startling development in depth of
thought. But religion as a personal experience failed to keep pace
with the intellectual probings into the nature and reality of the cos-
mos.

8 In Greece, believing was subordinated to thinking; in Pales-
tine, thinking was held subject to believing. Much of the strength
ofChristianity is due to its having borrowed heavily frombothHe-
brew morality and Greek thought.

9 In Palestine, religious dogma became so crystallized as to jeop-
ardize further growth; in Greece, human thought became so ab-
stract that the concept of God resolved itself into amisty vapour of
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pantheistic speculation not at all unlike the impersonal In nity of
the Brahman philosophers.

10 ¶ But the average men of these times could not grasp, nor
were they much interested in, the Greek philosophy of self-real-
ization and an abstract Deity; they rather craved promises of sal-
vation, coupled with a personal God who could hear their prayers.

ey exiled thephilosophers, persecuted the remnants of the Salem
cult, both doctrines having becomemuch blended, andmade ready
for that terrible orgiastic plunge into the follies of the mystery
cults whichwere then overspreading theMediterranean lands. e
Eleusinian mysteries grew up within the Olympian pantheon, a
Greek version of the worship of fertility; Dionysus nature wor-
ship ourished; the best of the cults was the Orphic brotherhood,
whose moral preachments and promises of salvation made a great
appeal to many.

11 All Greece became involved in these new methods of attain-
ing salvation, these emotional and ery ceremonials. No nation
ever attained such heights of artistic philosophy in so short a time;
none ever created such an advanced system of ethics practically
without Deity and entirely devoid of the promise of human salva-
tion; no nation ever plunged so quickly, deeply, and violently into
such depths of intellectual stagnation, moral depravity, and spiri-
tual poverty as these same Greek peoples when they ung them-
selves into the mad whirl of the mystery cults.

12 ¶ Religions have long endured without philosophical support,
but few philosophies, as such, have long persisted without some
identi cation with religion. Philosophy is to religion as concep-
tion is to action. But the ideal human estate is that in which philo-
sophy, religion, and science are welded into a meaningful unity by
the conjoined action of wisdom, faith, and experience.

3. THE MELCHIZEDEK TEACHINGS IN ROME
1 Having grown out of the earlier religious forms of worship of

the family gods into the tribal reverence forMars, the god of war, it
was natural that the later religion of the Latins wasmore of a politi-
cal observance thanwere the intellectual systems of theGreeks and
Brahmans or the more spiritual religions of several other peoples.
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2 In the great monotheistic renaissance of Melchizedek’s gospel
during the sixth century before Christ, too few of the Salem mis-
sionaries penetrated Italy, and those who did were unable to over-
come the in uence of the rapidly spreading Etruscan priesthood
with its new galaxy of gods and temples, all of which became or-
ganized into the Roman state religion. is religion of the Latin
tribes was not trivial and venal like that of the Greeks, neither was
it austere and tyrannical like that of the Hebrews; it consisted for
the most part in the observance of mere forms, vows, and taboos.

3 Roman religion was greatly in uenced by extensive cultural
importations from Greece. Eventually most of the Olympian gods
were transplanted and incorporated into the Latin pantheon. e
Greeks longworshipped the re of the family hearth—Hestia was
the virgin goddess of the hearth; Vesta was the Roman goddess of
thehome. Zeus became Jupiter; Aphrodite, Venus; and soondown
through the many Olympian deities.

4 e religious initiation of Roman youths was the occasion of
their solemn consecration to the service of the state. Oaths and ad-
missions to citizenship were in reality religious ceremonies. e
Latin peoples maintained temples, altars, and shrines and, in a cri-
sis, would consult the oracles. ey preserved the bones of heroes
and later on those of the Christian saints.

5 is formal and unemotional form of pseudoreligious patrio-
tism was doomed to collapse, even as the highly intellectual and
artistic worship of the Greeks had gone down before the fervid
and deeply emotional worship of the mystery cults. e greatest
of these devastating cults was the mystery religion of the Mother
of God sect, which had its headquarters, in those days, on the exact
site of the present church of St. Peter’s in Rome.

6 ¶ e emerging Roman state conquered politically but was in
turn conquered by the cults, rituals, mysteries, and god concepts
of Egypt, Greece, and the Levant. ese imported cults continued
to ourish throughout the Roman state up to the time of Augus-
tus, who, purely for political and civic reasons, made a heroic and
somewhat successful effort to destroy the mysteries and revive the
older political religion.
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7 One of the priests of the state religion told Augustus of the
earlier attempts of the Salem teachers to spread the doctrine of one
God, a nal Deity presiding over all supernatural beings; and this
idea took such a rm hold on the emperor that he built many tem-
ples, stocked themwell with beautiful images, reorganized the state
priesthood, re-established the state religion, appointed himself act-
ing high priest of all, and as emperor did not hesitate to proclaim
himself the supreme god.

8 is new religion of Augustus worship ourished and was ob-
served throughout the empire during his lifetime except in Pales-
tine, the home of the Jews. And this era of the human gods
continued until the official Roman cult had a roster of more
than twoscore self-elevated human deities, all claiming miraculous
births and other superhuman attributes.

9 ¶ e last stand of the dwindling band of Salem believers was
made by an earnest group of preachers, the Cynics, who exhorted
the Romans to abandon their wild and senseless religious rituals
and return to a form of worship embodying Melchizedek’s gospel
as it had been modi ed and contaminated through contact with
the philosophy of the Greeks. But the people at large rejected the
Cynics; they preferred to plunge into the rituals of the mysteries,
which not only offered hopes of personal salvation but also grati-
ed the desire for diversion, excitement, and entertainment.

4. THE MYSTERY CULTS
1 e majority of people in the Graeco-Roman world, having

lost their primitive family and state religions and being unable
or unwilling to grasp the meaning of Greek philosophy, turned
their attention to the spectacular and emotionalmystery cults from
Egypt and the Levant. e common people craved promises of sal-
vation—religious consolation for today and assurances of hope for
immortality a er death.

2 e three mystery cults which became most popular were:
3 1. e Phrygian cult of Cybele and her son Attis.
4 2. e Egyptian cult of Osiris and his mother Isis.
5 3. e Iranian cult of the worship of Mithras as the saviour

and redeemer of sinful mankind.
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6 ¶ e Phrygian and Egyptian mysteries taught that the divine
son (respectively Attis and Osiris) had experienced death and had
been resurrected by divine power, and further that all who were
properly initiated into the mystery, and who reverently celebrated
the anniversary of the god’s death and resurrection, would thereby
become partakers of his divine nature and his immortality.

7 ¶ e Phrygian ceremonies were imposing but degrading;
their bloody festivals indicate how degraded and primitive these
Levantine mysteries became. e most holy day was Black Friday,
the “day of blood,” commemorating the self-in icted death of At-
tis. A er three days of the celebration of the sacri ce and death of
Attis the festival was turned to joy in honour of his resurrection.

8 e rituals of the worship of Isis and Osiris were more re ned
and impressive than were those of the Phrygian cult. is Egyp-
tian ritual was built around the legend of theNile god of old, a god
who died and was resurrected, which concept was derived from
the observation of the annually recurring stoppage of vegetation
growth followed by the springtime restoration of all living plants.

e frenzyof theobservance of thesemystery cults and theorgies of
their ceremonials, which were supposed to lead up to the “enthusi-
asm” of the realization of divinity, were sometimesmost revolting.

5. THE CULT OF MITHRAS
1 e Phrygian and Egyptian mysteries eventually gave way be-

fore the greatest of all the mystery cults, the worship of Mithras.
e Mithraic cult made its appeal to a wide range of human na-

ture and gradually supplanted both of its predecessors. Mithraism
spread over theRomanEmpire through the propagandizing of Ro-
man legions recruited in the Levant, where this religion was the
vogue, for they carried this belief wherever they went. And this
new religious ritual was a great improvement over the earlier mys-
tery cults.

2 e cult ofMithras arose in Iran and longpersisted in its home-
land despite the militant opposition of the followers of Zoroaster.
But by the time Mithraism reached Rome, it had become greatly
improved by the absorption of many of Zoroaster’s teachings. It
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was chie y through the Mithraic cult that Zoroaster’s religion ex-
erted an in uence upon later appearing Christianity.

3 ¶ eMithraic cult portrayed amilitant god taking origin in a
great rock, engaging in valiant exploits, and causing water to gush
forth from a rock struck with his arrows. ere was a ood from
which one man escaped in a specially built boat and a last supper
whichMithras celebratedwith the sun-godbeforehe ascended into
the heavens. is sun-god, or Sol Invictus, was a degeneration of
the Ahura-Mazda deity concept of Zoroastrianism. Mithras was
conceived as the surviving champion of the sun-god in his strug-
gle with the god of darkness. And in recognition of his slaying the
mythical sacred bull, Mithras was made immortal, being exalted to
the station of intercessor for the human race among the gods on
high.

4 e adherents of this cult worshipped in caves and other secret
places, chanting hymns, mumbling magic, eating the esh of the
sacri cial animals, and drinking the blood. ree times a day they
worshipped, with special weekly ceremonials on the day of the sun-
god and with the most elaborate observance of all on the annual
festival of Mithras, 25 December. It was believed that the partak-
ing of the sacrament ensured eternal life, the immediate passing, af-
ter death, to the bosom of Mithras, there to tarry in bliss until the
judgment day. On the judgment day the Mithraic keys of heaven
would unlock the gates of Paradise for the reception of the faith-
ful; whereupon all the unbaptized of the living and the deadwould
be annihilated upon the return of Mithras to earth. It was taught
that, when a man died, he went before Mithras for judgment, and
that at the end of the world Mithras would summon all the dead
from their graves to face the last judgment. e wicked would be
destroyed by re, and the righteous would reign with Mithras for-
ever.

5 At rst it was a religion only formen, and there were seven dif-
ferent orders into which believers could be successively initiated.
Later on, the wives and daughters of believers were admitted to the
temples of the Great Mother, which adjoined the Mithraic tem-
ples. e women’s cult was a mixture of Mithraic ritual and the
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ceremonies of the Phrygian cult of Cybele, the mother of Attis.

6. MITHRAISM AND CHRISTIANITY
1 Prior to the coming of the mystery cults and Christianity, per-

sonal religion hardly developed as an independent institution in
the civilized lands of North Africa and Europe; it was more of
a family, city-state, political, and imperial affair. e Hellenic
Greeks never evolved a centralized worship system; the ritual was
local; they had no priesthood and no “sacred book.” Much as
the Romans, their religious institutions lacked a powerful driving
agency for the preservation of higher moral and spiritual values.
While it is true that the institutionalization of religion has usually
detracted from its spiritual quality, it is also a fact that no religion
has thus far succeeded in surviving without the aid of institutional
organization of some degree, greater or lesser.

2 Occidental religion thus languished until the days of the Skep-
tics, Cynics, Epicureans, and Stoics, but most important of all, un-
til the times of the great contest betweenMithraism and Paul’s new
religion of Christianity.

3 ¶ During the third century a er Christ, Mithraic and Chris-
tian churches were very similar both in appearance and in the char-
acter of their ritual. A majority of such places of worship were
underground, and both contained altars whose backgrounds var-
iously depicted the sufferings of the saviour who had brought sal-
vation to a sin-cursed human race.

4 Always had it been the practice of Mithraic worshippers, on
entering the temple, to dip their ngers in holy water. And since
in some districts there were those who at one time belonged to
both religions, they introduced this custom into the majority of
the Christian churches in the vicinity of Rome. Both religions
employed baptism and partook of the sacrament of bread and
wine. e one great difference between Mithraism and Christian-
ity, aside from the characters ofMithras and Jesus, was that the one
encouraged militarism while the other was ultrapaci c. Mithra-
ism’s tolerance for other religions (except later Christianity) led to
its nal undoing. But the deciding factor in the struggle between
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the twowas the admission of women into the full fellowship of the
Christian faith.

5 ¶ In the end the nominal Christian faith dominated the Oc-
cident. Greek philosophy supplied the concepts of ethical value;
Mithraism, the ritual of worship observance; and Christianity, as
such, the technique for the conservation of moral and social val-
ues.

7. THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION
1 A Creator Son did not incarnate in the likeness of mortal esh

and bestow himself upon the humanity of Urantia to reconcile an
angry God but rather to win all mankind to the recognition of the
Father’s love and to the realization of their sonship with God. Af-
ter all, even the great advocate of the atonement doctrine realized
something of this truth, for he declared that “God was in Christ
reconciling the world to himself.”

2 It is not the province of this paper to deal with the origin and
dissemination of the Christian religion. Suffice it to say that it is
built around the person of Jesus of Nazareth, the humanly incar-
nateMichael Son ofNebadon, known toUrantia as the Christ, the
anointed one. Christianity was spread throughout the Levant and
Occident by the followers of this Galilean, and their missionary
zeal equalled that of their illustrious predecessors, the Sethites and
Salemites, as well as that of their earnest Asiatic contemporaries,
the Buddhist teachers.

3 e Christian religion, as a Urantian system of belief, arose
through the compounding of the following teachings, in uences,
beliefs, cults, and personal individual attitudes:

4 1. e Melchizedek teachings, which are a basic factor in all
the religions of Occident and Orient that have arisen in the last
4,000 years.

5 2. e Hebraic system of morality, ethics, theology, and be-
lief in both Providence and the supreme Yahweh.

6 3. e Zoroastrian conception of the struggle between cos-
mic good and evil, which had already le its imprint on both Ju-
daism andMithraism. rough prolonged contact attendant upon
the struggles between Mithraism and Christianity, the doctrines
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of the Iranian prophet became a potent factor in determining the
theologic and philosophic cast and structure of the dogmas, tenets,
and cosmology of the Hellenized and Latinized versions of the
teachings of Jesus.

7 4. e mystery cults, especially Mithraism but also the wor-
ship of the Great Mother in the Phrygian cult. Even the legends of
the birth of Jesus on Urantia became tainted with the Roman ver-
sion of the miraculous birth of the Iranian saviour-hero, Mithras,
whose advent on earth was supposed to have been witnessed by
only a handful of gi -bearing shepherds who had been informed
of this impending event by angels.

8 5. e historic fact of the human life of Joshua ben Joseph,
the reality of Jesus of Nazareth as the glori ed Christ, the Son of
God.

9 6. e personal viewpoint of Paul of Tarsus. And it should
be recorded that Mithraism was the dominant religion of Tarsus
during his adolescence. Paul little dreamed that his well-inten-
tioned letters to his converts would someday be regarded by still
later Christians as the “word of God.” Such well-meaning teachers
must not be held accountable for the use made of their writings by
later-day successors.

10 7. e philosophic thought of the Hellenistic peoples, from
Alexandria and Antioch through Greece to Syracuse and Rome.

e philosophy of the Greeks was more in harmony with Paul’s
version of Christianity than with any other current religious sys-
tem and became an important factor in the success of Christianity
in the Occident. Greek philosophy, coupled with Paul’s theology,
still forms the basis of European ethics.

11 ¶ As the original teachings of Jesus penetrated the Occident,
they became Occidentalized, and as they became Occidentalized,
they began to lose their potentially universal appeal to all races
and kinds of men. Christianity, today, has become a religion well
adapted to the social, economic, and political mores of the white
races. It has long since ceased to be the religion of Jesus, although it
still valiantly portrays a beautiful religion about Jesus to such indi-
viduals as sincerely seek to follow in the way of its teaching. It has
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glori ed Jesus as theChrist, theMessianic anointed one fromGod,
but has largely forgotten the Master’s personal gospel: the Father-
hood of God and the universal brotherhood of all men.

12 ¶ And this is the long story of the teachings of Machiventa
Melchizedek on Urantia. It is nearly 4,000 years since this emer-
gency Son of Nebadon bestowed himself on Urantia, and in that
time the teachings of the “priest of El Elyon, the Most High God,”
have penetrated to all races and peoples. And Machiventa was suc-
cessful in achieving the purpose of his unusual bestowal; whenMi-
chael made ready to appear on Urantia, the God concept was exis-
tent in the hearts of men and women, the same God concept that
still ames anew in the living spiritual experience of the manifold
children of the Universal Father as they live their intriguing tem-
poral lives on the whirling planets of space.

ahb

13 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №99
THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF RELIGION

Melchizedek

RELIGION achieves its highest social ministry when it has
least connection with the secular institutions of society. In
past ages, since social reforms were largely con ned to the

moral realms, religion did not have to adjust its attitude to exten-
sive changes in economic and political systems. e chief problem
of religion was the endeavour to replace evil with good within the
existing social order of political and economic culture. Religion
has thus indirectly tended to perpetuate the established order of
society, to foster the maintenance of the existent type of civiliza-
tion.

2 But religion should not be directly concerned either with the
creation of new social orders or with the preservation of old ones.
True religion does oppose violence as a technique of social evo-
lution, but it does not oppose the intelligent efforts of society to
adapt its usages and adjust its institutions to new economic condi-
tions and cultural requirements.

3 Religion did approve the occasional social reforms of past cen-
turies, but in the XX century it is of necessity called upon to
face adjustment to extensive and continuing social reconstruction.
Conditions of living alter so rapidly that institutional modi ca-
tions must be greatly accelerated, and religion must accordingly
quicken its adaptation to this new and ever-changing social order.

1. RELIGION AND SOCIAL RECONSTRUCTION
1 Mechanical inventions and the dissemination of knowledge

are modifying civilization; certain economic adjustments and so-
cial changes are imperative if cultural disaster is to be avoided. is
new and oncoming social order will not settle down complacently
for a millennium. e human race must become reconciled to a
procession of changes, adjustments, and readjustments. Mankind
is on the march toward a new and unrevealed planetary destiny.
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2 ¶ Religion must become a forceful in uence for moral stabil-
ity and spiritual progression functioning dynamically in the midst
of these ever-changing conditions and never-ending economic ad-
justments.

3 ¶ Urantia society can never hope to settle down as in past ages.
e social ship has steamed out of the sheltered bays of established

tradition and has begun its cruise upon the high seas of evolution-
ary destiny; and the soul of man, as never before in the world’s
history, needs carefully to scrutinize its charts of morality and
painstakingly to observe the compass of religious guidance. e
paramount mission of religion as a social in uence is to stabilize
the ideals of mankind during these dangerous times of transition
from one phase of civilization to another, from one level of culture
to another.

4 Religion has no new duties to perform, but it is urgently called
upon to function as a wise guide and experienced counsellor in
all of these new and rapidly changing human situations. Society
is becoming more mechanical, more compact, more complex, and
more critically interdependent. Religion must function to prevent
these new and intimate interassociations from becoming mutually
retrogressive or even destructive. Religion must act as the cosmic
salt which prevents the ferments of progression from destroying
the cultural savour of civilization. ese new social relations and
economic upheavals can result in lasting brotherhood only by the
ministry of religion.

5 A godless humanitarianism is, humanly speaking, a noble ges-
ture, but true religion is the only powerwhich can lastingly increase
the responsiveness of one social group to the needs and sufferings
of other groups. In the past, institutional religion could remain
passive while the upper strata of society turned a deaf ear to the suf-
ferings and oppression of the helpless lower strata, but in modern
times these lower social orders are no longer so abjectly ignorant
nor so politically helpless.

6 Religion must not become organically involved in the secular
work of social reconstruction and economic reorganization. But
it must actively keep pace with all these advances in civilization by
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making clear-cut and vigorous restatements of its moral mandates
and spiritual precepts, its progressive philosophy of human living
and transcendent survival. e spirit of religion is eternal, but the
form of its expressionmust be restated every time the dictionary of
human language is revised.

2. WEAKNESS OF INSTITUTIONAL RELIGION
1 Institutional religion cannot afford inspiration and provide

leadership in this impending world-wide social reconstruction
and economic reorganization because it has unfortunately become
more or less of an organic part of the social order and the economic
system which is destined to undergo reconstruction. Only the real
religion of personal spiritual experience can function helpfully and
creatively in the present crisis of civilization.

2 Institutional religion is nowcaught in the stalemate of a vicious
circle. It cannot reconstruct society without rst reconstructing it-
self; and being so much an integral part of the established order,
it cannot reconstruct itself until society has been radically recon-
structed.

3 ¶ Religionistsmust function in society, in industry, and in pol-
itics as individuals, not as groups, parties, or institutions. A reli-
gious group which presumes to function as such, apart from re-
ligious activities, immediately becomes a political party, an eco-
nomic organization, or a social institution. Religious collectivism
must con ne its efforts to the furtherance of religious causes.

4 Religionists are of no more value in the tasks of social re-
construction than nonreligionists except in so far as their religion
has conferred upon them enhanced cosmic foresight and endowed
themwith that superior social wisdomwhich is born of the sincere
desire to love God supremely and to love every man as a brother in
the heavenly kingdom. An ideal social order is that in which every
man loves his neighbour as he loves himself.

5 ¶ e institutionalized church may have appeared to serve so-
ciety in the past by glorifying the established political and eco-
nomic orders, but it must speedily cease such action if it is to sur-
vive. Its only proper attitude consists in the teaching of nonvio-
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lence, the doctrine of peaceful evolution in the place of violent rev-
olution — peace on earth and good will among all men.

6 Modern religion nds it difficult to adjust its attitude toward
the rapidly shi ing social changes only because it has permitted it-
self to become so thoroughly traditionalized, dogmatized, and in-
stitutionalized. e religion of living experience nds no difficulty
in keeping aheadof all these social developments and economic up-
heavals, amid which it ever functions as a moral stabilizer, social
guide, and spiritual pilot. True religion carries over from one age
to another the worth-while culture and that wisdomwhich is born
of the experience of knowing God and striving to be like him.

3. RELIGION AND THE RELIGIONIST
1 Early Christianity was entirely free from all civil entangle-

ments, social commitments, and economic alliances. Only did
later institutionalized Christianity become an organic part of the
political and social structure of Occidental civilization.

2 ¶ e kingdom of heaven is neither a social nor economic or-
der; it is an exclusively spiritual brotherhoodofGod-knowing indi-
viduals. True, such a brotherhood is in itself a new and amazing so-
cial phenomenon attended by astounding political and economic
repercussions.

3 e religionist is not unsympathetic with social suffering, not
unmindful of civil injustice, not insulated from economic think-
ing, neither insensible to political tyranny. Religion in uences so-
cial reconstruction directly because it spiritualizes and idealizes the
individual citizen. Indirectly, cultural civilization is in uenced by
the attitude of these individual religionists as they become active
and in uential members of various social, moral, economic, and
political groups.

4 ¶ e attainment of a high cultural civilization demands, rst,
the ideal type of citizen and, then, ideal and adequate social mech-
anisms wherewith such a citizenry may control the economic and
political institutions of such an advanced human society.

5 e church, because of overmuch false sentiment, has long
ministered to the underprivileged and the unfortunate, and this
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has all beenwell, but this same sentiment has led to the unwise per-
petuation of racially degenerate stocks which have tremendously
retarded the progress of civilization.

6 Many individual social reconstructionists, while vehemently
repudiating institutionalized religion, are, a er all, zealously reli-
gious in the propagation of their social reforms. And so it is that re-
ligiousmotivation, personal andmore or less unrecognized, is play-
ing a great part in the present-day programof social reconstruction.

7 ¶ e great weakness of all this unrecognized and unconscious
type of religious activity is that it is unable to pro t from open reli-
gious criticism and thereby attain to pro table levels of self-correc-
tion. It is a fact that religion does not grow unless it is disciplined
by constructive criticism, ampli ed by philosophy, puri ed by sci-
ence, and nourished by loyal fellowship.

8 ere is always the great danger that religion will become dis-
torted andperverted into thepursuit of false goals, aswhen in times
of war each contending nation prostitutes its religion into military
propaganda. Loveless zeal is always harmful to religion, while per-
secution diverts the activities of religion into the achievement of
some sociologic or theologic drive.

9 ¶ Religion can be kept free from unholy secular alliances only
by:

10 1. A critically corrective philosophy.
11 2. Freedom from all social, economic, and political alliances.
12 3. Creative, comforting, and love-expanding fellowships.
13 4. Progressive enhancement of spiritual insight and the ap-

preciation of cosmic values.
14 5. Prevention of fanaticism by the compensations of the sci-

enti c mental attitude.
15 ¶ Religionists, as a group, must never concern themselves with

anything but religion, albeit any one such religionist, as an indi-
vidual citizen, may become the outstanding leader of some social,
economic, or political reconstruction movement.

16 It is the business of religion to create, sustain, and inspire such
a cosmic loyalty in the individual citizen as will direct him to the
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achievement of success in the advancement of all these difficult but
desirable social services.

4. TRANSITION DIFFICULTIES
1 Genuine religion renders the religionist socially fragrant and

creates insights into human fellowship. But the formalization of
religious groups many times destroys the very values for the pro-
motion of which the group was organized. Human friendship and
divine religion are mutually helpful and signi cantly illuminating
if the growth in each is equalized and harmonized. Religion puts
new meaning into all group associations — families, schools, and
clubs. It imparts new values to play and exalts all true humour.

2 Social leadership is transformed by spiritual insight; religion
prevents all collective movements from losing sight of their true
objectives. Together with children, religion is the great uni er of
family life, provided it is a living and growing faith. Family life
cannot be had without children; it can be lived without religion,
but such a handicap enormously multiplies the difficulties of this
intimate human association. During the early decades of the XX
century, family life, next to personal religious experience, suffers
most from the decadence consequent upon the transition from old
religious loyalties to the emerging new meanings and values.

3 ¶ True religion is a meaningful way of living dynamically face
to face with the commonplace realities of everyday life. But if reli-
gion is to stimulate individual development of character and aug-
ment integration of personality, it must not be standardized. If it
is to stimulate evaluation of experience and serve as a value-lure, it
must not be stereotyped. If religion is to promote supreme loyal-
ties, it must not be formalized.

4 Nomatterwhat upheavalsmay attend the social and economic
growth of civilization, religion is genuine and worth while if it fos-
ters in the individual an experience in which the sovereignty of
truth, beauty, and goodness prevails, for such is the true spiritual
concept of supreme reality. And through love and worship this be-
comes meaningful as fellowship with man and sonship with God.

5 A er all, it is what one believes rather than what one knows
that determines conduct and dominates personal performances.
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Purely factual knowledge exerts very little in uence upon the av-
erage man unless it becomes emotionally activated. But the activa-
tion of religion is superemotional, unifying the entire human expe-
rience on transcendent levels through contact with, and release of,
spiritual energies in the mortal life.

6 ¶ During the psychologically unsettled times of the XX cen-
tury, amid the economic upheavals, the moral crosscurrents, and
the sociologic rip tides of the cyclonic transitions of a scienti c era,
thousands upon thousands of men and women have become hu-
manly dislocated; they are anxious, restless, fearful, uncertain, and
unsettled; as never before in the world’s history they need the con-
solation and stabilization of sound religion. In the face of unprece-
dented scienti c achievement and mechanical development there
is spiritual stagnation and philosophic chaos.

7 ¶ ere is no danger in religion’s becomingmore andmore of a
privatematter—apersonal experience—provided it does not lose
its motivation for unsel sh and loving social service. Religion has
suffered from many secondary in uences: sudden mixing of cul-
tures, intermingling of creeds, diminution of ecclesiastical author-
ity, changing of family life, together with urbanization and mech-
anization.

8 Man’s greatest spiritual jeopardy consists in partial progress,
the predicament of un nished growth: forsaking the evolutionary
religions of fear without immediately grasping the revelatory re-
ligion of love. Modern science, particularly psychology, has weak-
ened only those religions which are so largely dependent upon fear,
superstition, and emotion.

9 Transition is always accompanied by confusion, and there will
be little tranquillity in the religious world until the great struggle
between the three contending philosophies of religion is ended:

10 1. e spiritistic belief (in a providential Deity) of many re-
ligions.

11 2. e humanistic and idealistic belief ofmany philosophies.
12 3. emechanistic and naturalistic conceptions ofmany sci-

ences.
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13 ¶ And these three partial approaches to the reality of the cos-
mosmust eventually become harmonized by the revelatory presen-
tation of religion, philosophy, and cosmology which portrays the
triune existence of spirit, mind, and energy proceeding from the
Trinity of Paradise and attaining time-space uni cation within the
Deity of the Supreme.

5. SOCIAL ASPECTS OF RELIGION
1 While religion is exclusively a personal spiritual experience —

knowing God as a Father — the corollary of this experience —
knowing man as a brother — entails the adjustment of the self to
other selves, and that involves the social or group aspect of religious
life. Religion is rst an inner or personal adjustment, and then it
becomes a matter of social service or group adjustment. e fact
of man’s gregariousness perforce determines that religious groups
will come into existence. What happens to these religious groups
depends very much on intelligent leadership. In primitive society
the religious group is not always very different from economic or
political groups. Religion has always been a conservator of morals
and a stabilizer of society. And this is still true, notwithstanding
the contrary teaching of many modern socialists and humanists.

2 Always keep in mind: True religion is to know God as your
Father and man as your brother. Religion is not a slavish belief in
threats of punishment or magical promises of future mystical re-
wards.

3 ¶ e religion of Jesus is themost dynamic in uence ever to ac-
tivate the human race. Jesus shattered tradition, destroyed dogma,
and calledmankind to the achievement of its highest ideals in time
and eternity—tobe perfect, even as the Father in heaven is perfect.

4 ¶ Religion has little chance to function until the religious
group becomes separated from all other groups — the social asso-
ciation of the spiritual membership of the kingdom of heaven.

5 e doctrine of the total depravity of man destroyed much of
the potential of religion for effecting social repercussions of an up-
li ing nature and of inspirational value. Jesus sought to restore
man’s dignity when he declared that all men are the children of
God.
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6 Any religious belief which is effective in spiritualizing the be-
liever is certain to have powerful repercussions in the social life of
such a religionist. Religious experience unfailingly yields the “fruits
of the spirit” in the daily life of the spirit-led mortal.

7 Just as certainly as men share their religious beliefs, they create
a religious group of some sort which eventually creates common
goals. Someday religionists will get together and actually effect co-
operation on the basis of unity of ideals and purposes rather than
attempting to do so on the basis of psychological opinions and the-
ological beliefs. Goals rather than creeds should unify religionists.
Since true religion is a matter of personal spiritual experience, it is
inevitable that each individual religionist must have his own and
personal interpretation of the realization of that spiritual experi-
ence. Let the term “faith” stand for the individual’s relation toGod
rather than for the creedal formulation ofwhat some group ofmor-
tals have been able to agree upon as a common religious attitude.
“Have you faith? en have it to yourself.”

8 at faith is concerned only with the grasp of ideal values is
shown by the New Testament de nition which declares that faith
is the substance of things hoped for and the evidence of things not
seen.

9 Primitive man made little effort to put his religious convic-
tions into words. His religion was danced out rather than thought
out. Modernmen have thought outmany creeds and createdmany
tests of religious faith. Future religionists must live out their reli-
gion, dedicate themselves to thewholehearted service of the broth-
erhood of man. It is high time that man had a religious experience
so personal and so sublime that it could be realized and expressed
only by “feelings that lie too deep for words.”

10 Jesus did not require of his followers that they should period-
ically assemble and recite a form of words indicative of their com-
mon beliefs. He only ordained that they should gather together
to actually do something — partake of the communal supper of the
remembrance of his bestowal life on Urantia.

11 ¶ What a mistake for Christians to make when, in presenting
Christ as the supreme ideal of spiritual leadership, they dare to re-
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quire God-conscious men and women to reject the historic leader-
ship of the God-knowing men who have contributed to their par-
ticular national or racial illumination during past ages.

6. INSTITUTIONAL RELIGION
1 Sectarianism is a disease of institutional religion, and dogma-

tism is an enslavement of the spiritual nature. It is far better to have
a religion without a church than a church without religion. e re-
ligious turmoil of the XX century does not, in and of itself, beto-
ken spiritual decadence. Confusion goes before growth as well as
before destruction.

2 ere is a real purpose in the socialization of religion. It is
the purpose of group religious activities to dramatize the loyalties
of religion; to magnify the lures of truth, beauty, and goodness;
to foster the attractions of supreme values; to enhance the service
of unsel sh fellowship; to glorify the potentials of family life; to
promote religious education; to provide wise counsel and spiritual
guidance; and to encourage group worship. And all live religions
encourage human friendship, conserve morality, promote neigh-
bourhood welfare, and facilitate the spread of the essential gospel
of their respective messages of eternal salvation.

3 But as religion becomes institutionalized, its power for good
is curtailed, while the possibilities for evil are greatly multiplied.

e dangers of formalized religion are: xation of beliefs and crys-
tallization of sentiments; accumulation of vested interests with
increase of secularization; tendency to standardize and fossilize
truth; diversion of religion from the service ofGod to the service of
the church; inclination of leaders to become administrators instead
of ministers; tendency to form sects and competitive divisions; es-
tablishment of oppressive ecclesiastical authority; creation of the
aristocratic “chosen-people” attitude; fostering of false and exag-
gerated ideas of sacredness; the routinizing of religion and the pet-
ri cation of worship; tendency to venerate the past while ignoring
present demands; failure tomake up-to-date interpretations of reli-
gion; entanglementwith functions of secular institutions; it creates
the evil discrimination of religious castes; it becomes an intoler-
ant judge of orthodoxy; it fails to hold the interest of adventurous
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youth and gradually loses the saving message of the gospel of eter-
nal salvation.

4 Formal religion restrains men in their personal spiritual activ-
ities instead of releasing them for heightened service as kingdom
builders.

7. RELIGION’S CONTRIBUTION
1 ough churches and all other religious groups should stand

aloof from all secular activities, at the same time religion must do
nothing tohinder or retard the social co-ordinationof human insti-
tutions. Life must continue to grow in meaningfulness; man must
go on with his reformation of philosophy and his clari cation of
religion.

2 Political science must effect the reconstruction of economics
and industry by the techniques it learns from the social sciences and
by the insights and motives supplied by religious living. In all so-
cial reconstruction religion provides a stabilizing loyalty to a tran-
scendent object, a steadying goal beyond and above the immediate
and temporal objective. In the midst of the confusions of a rapidly
changing environment mortal man needs the sustenance of a far-
ung cosmic perspective.
3 Religion inspires man to live courageously and joyfully on the

face of the earth; it joins patiencewith passion, insight to zeal, sym-
pathy with power, and ideals with energy.

4 Man can never wisely decide temporal issues or transcend the
sel shness of personal interests unless he meditates in the presence
of the sovereignty of God and reckons with the realities of divine
meanings and spiritual values.

5 Economic interdependence and social fraternity will ulti-
mately conduce to brotherhood. Man is naturally a dreamer, but
science is sobering him so that religion can presently activate him
with far less danger of precipitating fanatical reactions. Economic
necessities tie man up with reality, and personal religious experi-
ence brings this same man face to face with the eternal realities of
an ever-expanding and progressing cosmic citizenship.

ahb

6 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №100
RELIGION IN HUMAN EXPERIENCE

Melchizedek

THE experience of dynamic religious living transforms the
mediocre individual into a personality of idealistic power.
Religion ministers to the progress of all through fostering

the progress of each individual, and the progress of each is aug-
mented through the achievement of all.

2 Spiritual growth ismutually stimulated by intimate association
with other religionists. Love supplies the soil for religious growth
— an objective lure in the place of subjective grati cation — yet it
yields the supreme subjective satisfaction. And religion ennobles
the commonplace drudgery of daily living.

1. RELIGIOUS GROWTH
1 While religion produces growth of meanings and enhance-

ment of values, evil always results when purely personal evaluations
are elevated to the levels of absolutes. A child evaluates experience
in accordance with the content of pleasure; maturity is propor-
tional to the substitution of highermeanings for personal pleasure,
even loyalties to the highest concepts of diversi ed life situations
and cosmic relations.

2 Some persons are too busy to grow and are therefore in grave
danger of spiritual xation. Provision must be made for growth of
meanings at differing ages, in successive cultures, and in the passing
stages of advancing civilization. e chief inhibitors of growth are
prejudice and ignorance.

3 Give every developing child a chance to grow his own religious
experience; do not force a ready-made adult experience upon him.
Remember, year-by-year progress through an established educa-
tional regimedoes notnecessarilymean intellectual progress,much
less spiritual growth. Enlargement of vocabulary does not signify
development of character. Growth is not truly indicated by mere
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products but rather by progress. Real educational growth is indi-
cated by enhancement of ideals, increased appreciation of values,
new meanings of values, and augmented loyalty to supreme values.

4 Children are permanently impressed only by the loyalties of
their adult associates; precept or even example is not lastingly in-
uential. Loyal persons are growing persons, and growth is an im-

pressive and inspiring reality. Live loyally today — grow — and
tomorrow will attend to itself. e quickest way for a tadpole to
become a frog is to live loyally each moment as a tadpole.

5 ¶ e soil essential for religious growth presupposes a progres-
sive life of self-realization, the co-ordination of natural propensi-
ties, the exercise of curiosity and the enjoyment of reasonable ad-
venture, the experiencing of feelings of satisfaction, the function-
ing of the fear stimulus of attention and awareness, the wonder-
lure, and a normal consciousness of smallness, humility. Growth is
also predicated on the discovery of sel ood accompanied by self-
criticism—conscience, for conscience is really the criticismof one-
self by one’s own value-habits, personal ideals.

6 ¶ Religious experience is markedly in uenced by physical
health, inherited temperament, and social environment. But these
temporal conditions do not inhibit inner spiritual progress by a
soul dedicated to the doing of the will of the Father in heaven.

ere are present in all normalmortals certain innate drives toward
growth and self-realization which function if they are not speci -
cally inhibited. e certain technique of fostering this constitutive
endowment of the potential of spiritual growth is to maintain an
attitude of wholehearted devotion to supreme values.

7 Religion cannot be bestowed, received, loaned, learned, or
lost. It is a personal experience which grows proportionally to the
growing quest for nal values. Cosmic growth thus attends on the
accumulation ofmeanings and the ever-expanding elevation of val-
ues. But nobility itself is always an unconscious growth.

8 Religious habits of thinking and acting are contributory to the
economy of spiritual growth. One can develop religious predispo-
sitions toward favourable reaction to spiritual stimuli, a sort of con-
ditioned spiritual re ex. Habits which favour religious growth em-
brace cultivated sensitivity to divine values, recognitionof religious
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living in others, re ective meditation on cosmic meanings, wor-
shipful problem solving, sharing one’s spiritual life with one’s fel-
lows, avoidance of sel shness, refusal to presume on divine mercy,
living as in the presence of God. e factors of religious growth
may be intentional, but the growth itself is unvaryingly uncon-
scious.

9 e unconscious nature of religious growth does not, however,
signify that it is an activity functioning in the supposed subcon-
scious realms of human intellect; rather does it signify creative ac-
tivities in the superconscious levels ofmortalmind. e experience
of the realization of the reality of unconscious religious growth is
the one positive proof of the functional existence of the supercon-
sciousness.

2. SPIRITUAL GROWTH
1 Spiritual development depends, rst, on the maintenance of a

living spiritual connection with true spiritual forces and, second,
on the continuous bearing of spiritual fruit: yielding the ministry
to one’s fellows of that which has been received from one’s spiritual
benefactors. Spiritual progress is predicated on intellectual recog-
nition of spiritual poverty coupled with the self-consciousness of
perfection-hunger, the desire to know God and be like him, the
wholehearted purpose to do the will of the Father in heaven.

2 Spiritual growth is rst an awakening to needs, next a discern-
ment of meanings, and then a discovery of values. e evidence of
true spiritual development consists in the exhibition of a human
personality motivated by love, activated by unsel sh ministry, and
dominated by thewholeheartedworship of the perfection ideals of
divinity. And this entire experience constitutes the reality of reli-
gion as contrasted with mere theological beliefs.

3 Religion can progress to that level of experiencewhereon it be-
comes an enlightened and wise technique of spiritual reaction to
the universe. Such a glori ed religion can function on three levels
of human personality: the intellectual, themorontial, and the spir-
itual; upon themind, in the evolving soul, and with the indwelling
spirit.
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4 ¶ Spirituality becomes at once the indicator of one’s nearness
to God and the measure of one’s usefulness to fellow beings. Spiri-
tuality enhances the ability to discover beauty in things, recognize
truth in meanings, and discover goodness in values. Spiritual de-
velopment is determined by capacity therefor and is directly pro-
portional to the elimination of the sel sh qualities of love.

5 Actual spiritual status is the measure of Deity attainment, Ad-
juster attunement. e achievement of nality of spirituality is
equivalent to the attainment of the maximum of reality, the max-
imum of Godlikeness. Eternal life is the endless quest for in nite
values.

6 ¶ e goal of human self-realization should be spiritual, not
material. e only realities worth striving for are divine, spiritual,
and eternal. Mortal man is entitled to the enjoyment of physical
pleasures and to the satisfaction of human affections; he is bene-
ted by loyalty to human associations and temporal institutions;

but these are not the eternal foundations upon which to build the
immortal personality which must transcend space, vanquish time,
and achieve the eternal destiny of divine perfection and naliter
service.

7 Jesus portrayed the profound surety of theGod-knowingmor-
tal when he said: “To aGod-knowing kingdombeliever, what does
itmatter if all things earthly crash?”Temporal securities are vulner-
able, but spiritual sureties are impregnable. When the ood tides
of human adversity, sel shness, cruelty, hate, malice, and jealousy
beat about themortal soul, youmay rest in the assurance that there
is one inner bastion, the citadel of the spirit, which is absolutely
unassailable; at least this is true of every human beingwho has ded-
icated the keeping of his soul to the indwelling spirit of the eternal
God.

8 A er such spiritual attainment, whether secured by gradual
growth or speci c crisis, there occurs a new orientation of per-
sonality as well as the development of a new standard of values.
Such spirit-born individuals are so remotivated in life that they
can calmly stand by while their fondest ambitions perish and their
keenest hopes crash; they positively know that such catastrophes
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are but the redirecting cataclysms which wreck one’s temporal cre-
ations preliminary to the rearing of the more noble and enduring
realities of a new and more sublime level of universe attainment.

3. CONCEPTS OF SUPREME VALUE
1 Religion is not a technique for attaining a static and blissful

peace of mind; it is an impulse for organizing the soul for dynamic
service. It is the enlistment of the totality of sel ood in the loyal
service of loving God and serving man. Religion pays any price
essential to the attainment of the supreme goal, the eternal prize.

ere is a consecrated completeness in religious loyalty which is su-
perbly sublime. And these loyalties are socially effective and spiri-
tually progressive.

2 To the religionist the word God becomes a symbol signify-
ing the approach to supreme reality and the recognition of divine
value. Human likes and dislikes do not determine good and evil;
moral values do not grow out of wish ful lment or emotional frus-
tration.

3 In the contemplation of values you must distinguish between
that which is value and that which has value. You must recognize
the relation between pleasurable activities and their meaningful
integration and enhanced realization on ever progressively higher
and higher levels of human experience.

4 ¶ Meaning is something which experience adds to value; it is
the appreciative consciousness of values. An isolated and purely
sel sh pleasure may connote a virtual devaluation of meanings, a
meaningless enjoyment bordering on relative evil. Values are ex-
periential when realities are meaningful and mentally associated,
when such relationships are recognized and appreciated by mind.

5 ¶ Values can never be static; reality signi es change, growth.
Change without growth, expansion of meaning and exaltation of
value, is valueless — is potential evil. e greater the quality of
cosmic adaptation, the more of meaning any experience possesses.
Values are not conceptual illusions; they are real, but always they
depend on the fact of relationships. Values are always both actual
and potential — not what was, but what is and is to be.
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6 e association of actuals and potentials equals growth, the ex-
periential realization of values. But growth is not mere progress.
Progress is always meaningful, but it is relatively valueless without
growth. e supreme value of human life consists in growth of
values, progress in meanings, and realization of the cosmic inter-
relatedness of both of these experiences. And such an experience
is the equivalent of God-consciousness. Such a mortal, while not
supernatural, is truly becoming superhuman; an immortal soul is
evolving.

7 Man cannot cause growth, but he can supply favourable con-
ditions. Growth is always unconscious, be it physical, intellectual,
or spiritual. Love thus grows; it cannot be created, manufactured,
or purchased; it must grow. Evolution is a cosmic technique of
growth. Social growth cannot be secured by legislation, and moral
growth is not had by improved administration. Manmaymanufac-
ture a machine, but its real value must be derived from human cul-
ture and personal appreciation. Man’s sole contribution to growth
is the mobilization of the total powers of his personality — living
faith.

4. PROBLEMS OF GROWTH
1 Religious living is devoted living, and devoted living is creative

living, original and spontaneous. New religious insights arise out
of con icts which initiate the choosing of new and better reaction
habits in the place of older and inferior reaction patterns. New
meanings only emerge amid con ict; and con ict persists only in
the face of refusal to espouse the higher values connoted in superior
meanings.

2 Religious perplexities are inevitable; there can be no growth
without psychic con ict and spiritual agitation. e organization
of a philosophic standard of living entails considerable commotion
in the philosophic realms of the mind. Loyalties are not exercised
in behalf of the great, the good, the true, and the noble without
a struggle. Effort is attendant upon clari cation of spiritual vi-
sion and enhancement of cosmic insight. And the human intel-
lect protests against being weaned from subsisting upon the non-
spiritual energies of temporal existence. e slothful animal mind
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rebels at the effort required towrestlewith cosmic problem solving.
3 But the great problem of religious living consists in the task

of unifying the soul powers of the personality by the dominance
of LOVE. Health, mental efficiency, and happiness arise from the
uni cation of physical systems, mind systems, and spirit systems.
Of health and sanity man understands much, but of happiness he
has truly realized very little. e highest happiness is indissolubly
linked with spiritual progress. Spiritual growth yields lasting joy,
peace which passes all understanding.

4 ¶ In physical life the senses tell of the existence of things; mind
discovers the reality of meanings; but the spiritual experience re-
veals to the individual the true values of life. ese high levels of
human living are attained in the supreme love of God and in the
unsel sh love of man. If you love your fellow men, you must have
discovered their values. Jesus lovedmen somuch because he placed
such a high value upon them. You can best discover values in your
associates by discovering theirmotivation. If someone irritates you,
causes feelings of resentment, you should sympathetically seek to
discern his viewpoint, his reasons for such objectionable conduct.
If once you understand your neighbour, you will become tolerant,
and this tolerance will grow into friendship and ripen into love.

5 In the mind’s eye conjure up a picture of one of your primi-
tive ancestors of cave-dwelling times — a short, misshapen, lthy,
snarling hulk of a man standing, legs spread, club upraised, breath-
ing hate and animosity as he looks ercely just ahead. Such a pic-
ture hardly depicts the divine dignity of man. But allow us to en-
large the picture. In front of this animated human crouches a sabre-
toothed tiger. Behind him, a woman and two children. Immedi-
ately you recognize that such a picture stands for the beginnings
of much that is ne and noble in the human race, but the man
is the same in both pictures. Only, in the second sketch you are
favoured with a widened horizon. You therein discern the moti-
vation of this evolving mortal. His attitude becomes praiseworthy
because you understand him. If you could only fathom themotives
of your associates, how much better you would understand them.
If you could only know your fellows, you would eventually fall in
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love with them.˚
6 You cannot truly love your fellows by a mere act of the will.

Love is only born of thoroughgoing understanding of your neigh-
bour’s motives and sentiments. It is not so important to love all
men today as it is that each day you learn to love one more human
being. If each day or each week you achieve an understanding of
onemore of your fellows, and if this is the limit of your ability, then
you are certainly socializing and truly spiritualizing your personal-
ity. Love is infectious, and when human devotion is intelligent and
wise, love is more catching than hate. But only genuine and un-
sel sh love is truly contagious. If each mortal could only become
a focus of dynamic affection, this benign virus of love would soon
pervade the sentimental emotion-stream of humanity to such an
extent that all civilization would be encompassed by love, and that
would be the realization of the brotherhood of man.

5. CONVERSION AND MYSTICISM
1 eworld is lledwith lost souls, not lost in the theologic sense

but lost in the directional meaning, wandering about in confusion
among the isms and cults of a frustrated philosophic era. Too few
have learned how to install a philosophy of living in the place of
religious authority. ( e symbols of socialized religion are not to
be despised as channels of growth, albeit the river bed is not the
river.)

2 e progression of religious growth leads from stagnation
through con ict to co-ordination, from insecurity to undoubting
faith, from confusion of cosmic consciousness to uni cation of
personality, from the temporal objective to the eternal, from the
bondage of fear to the liberty of divine sonship.

3 ¶ It should be made clear that professions of loyalty to the su-
preme ideals — the psychic, emotional, and spiritual awareness of
God-consciousness—may be a natural and gradual growth ormay

4.5. Only in the second sketch you are favoured with a widened horizon. e comma
a er “Only” is required to convey the intended meaning, which approximates “however, in
the second sketch you are favoured…” as opposed to the meaning without the comma which
would be “It is only in the the second sketch that you are favoured…” Also note that for
the sentence to work without the comma, “…sketch you are…” would have to be inverted to
“…sketch are you…” in order to be grammatically correct.
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sometimes be experienced at certain junctures, as in a crisis. e
Apostle Paul experienced just such a sudden and spectacular con-
version that eventful day on the Damascus road. Gautama Sid-
dhartha had a similar experience the night he sat alone and sought
to penetrate the mystery of nal truth. Many others have had like
experiences, and many true believers have progressed in the spirit
without sudden conversion.

4 Most of the spectacular phenomena associated with so-called
religious conversions are entirely psychologic in nature, but now
and then there do occur experiences which are also spiritual in ori-
gin. When the mental mobilization is absolutely total on any level
of the psychic upreach toward spirit attainment, when there exists
perfection of the human motivation of loyalties to the divine idea,
then there very o en occurs a sudden down-grasp of the indwelling
spirit to synchronize with the concentrated and consecrated pur-
pose of the superconscious mind of the believing mortal. And it
is such experiences of uni ed intellectual and spiritual phenomena
that constitute the conversion which consists in factors over and
above purely psychologic involvement.

5 But emotion alone is a false conversion; one must have faith
as well as feeling. To the extent that such psychic mobilization is
partial, and in so far as such human-loyalty motivation is incom-
plete, to that extent will the experience of conversion be a blended
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual reality.

6 ¶ If one is disposed to recognize a theoretical subconscious
mind as a practical working hypothesis in the otherwise uni ed in-
tellectual life, then, to be consistent, one should postulate a similar
and corresponding realm of ascending intellectual activity as the
superconscious level, the zone of immediate contact with the in-
dwelling spirit entity, the oughtAdjuster. e great danger in all
these psychic speculations is that visions and other so-calledmystic
experiences, along with extraordinary dreams, may be regarded as
divine communications to the human mind. In times past, divine
beings have revealed themselves to certain God-knowing persons,
not because of their mystic trances or morbid visions, but in spite
of all these phenomena.
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7 ¶ In contrast with conversion-seeking, the better approach to
the morontia zones of possible contact with the ought Adjuster
would be through living faith and sincere worship, wholehearted
and unsel sh prayer. Altogether too much of the uprush of the
memories of the unconscious levels of the human mind has been
mistaken for divine revelations and spirit leadings.

8 ere is great danger associated with the habitual practice of
religious daydreaming; mysticism may become a technique of re-
ality avoidance, albeit it has sometimes been a means of genuine
spiritual communion. Short seasons of retreat from the busy scenes
of life may not be seriously dangerous, but prolonged isolation of
personality is most undesirable. Under no circumstances should
the trancelike state of visionary consciousness be cultivated as a re-
ligious experience.

9 e characteristics of the mystical state are diffusion of con-
sciousness with vivid islands of focal attention operating on a com-
paratively passive intellect. All of this gravitates consciousness to-
ward the subconscious rather than in the direction of the zone of
spiritual contact, the superconscious. Many mystics have carried
their mental dissociation to the level of abnormal mental manifes-
tations.

10 e more healthful attitude of spiritual meditation is to be
found in re ective worship and in the prayer of thanksgiving. e
direct communion with one’s ought Adjuster, such as occurred
in the later years of Jesus’ life in the esh, should not be confused
with these so-called mystical experiences. e factors which con-
tribute to the initiation of mystic communion are indicative of the
danger of such psychic states. e mystic status is favoured by such
things as: physical fatigue, fasting, psychic dissociation, profound
aesthetic experiences, vivid sex impulses, fear, anxiety, rage, and
wild dancing. Much of the material arising as a result of such pre-
liminary preparation has its origin in the subconscious mind.

11 However favourable may have been the conditions for mystic
phenomena, it should be clearly understood that Jesus of Nazareth
never resorted to such methods for communion with the Paradise
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Father. Jesus had no subconscious delusions or superconscious il-
lusions.

6. MARKS OF RELIGIOUS LIVING
1 Evolutionary religions and revelatory religions may differ

markedly in method, but in motive there is great similarity. Re-
ligion is not a speci c function of life; rather is it a mode of liv-
ing. True religion is awholehearted devotion to some realitywhich
the religionist deems to be of supreme value to himself and for all
mankind. And the outstanding characteristics of all religions are:
unquestioning loyalty and wholehearted devotion to supreme val-
ues. is religious devotion to supreme values is shown in the re-
lation of the supposedly irreligious mother to her child and in the
fervent loyalty of nonreligionists to an espoused cause.

2 e accepted supreme value of the religionist may be base or
even false, but it is nevertheless religious. A religion is genuine to
just the extent that the value which is held to be supreme is truly a
cosmic reality of genuine spiritual worth.

3 emarks of human response to the religious impulse embrace
the qualities of nobility and grandeur. e sincere religionist is
conscious of universe citizenship and is aware of making contact
with sources of superhuman power. He is thrilled and energized
with the assurance of belonging to a superior and ennobled fellow-
ship of the sons of God. e consciousness of self-worth has be-
come augmented by the stimulus of the quest for the highest uni-
verse objectives — supreme goals.

4 e self has surrendered to the intriguing drive of an all-en-
compassing motivation which imposes heightened self-discipline,
lessens emotional con ict, and makes mortal life truly worth liv-
ing. e morbid recognition of human limitations is changed to
the natural consciousness of mortal shortcomings, associated with
moral determination and spiritual aspiration to attain the highest
universe and superuniverse goals. And this intense striving for the
attainment of supermortal ideals is always characterized by increas-
ing patience, forbearance, fortitude, and tolerance.

5 But true religion is a living love, a life of service. e reli-
gionist’s detachment from much that is purely temporal and trivial
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never leads to social isolation, and it should not destroy the sense
of humour. Genuine religion takes nothing away from human ex-
istence, but it does add newmeanings to all of life; it generates new
types of enthusiasm, zeal, and courage. It may even engender the
spirit of the crusader, which is more than dangerous if not con-
trolled by spiritual insight and loyal devotion to the commonplace
social obligations of human loyalties.

6 ¶ One of the most amazing earmarks of religious living is that
dynamic and sublime peace, that peace which passes all human un-
derstanding, that cosmic poise which betokens the absence of all
doubt and turmoil. Such levels of spiritual stability are immune to
disappointment. Such religionists are like the Apostle Paul, who
said: “I am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor
principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come,
nor height, nor depth, nor anything else shall be able to separate us
from the love of God.”

7 ere is a sense of security, associated with the realization of
triumphing glory, resident in the consciousness of the religionist
who has grasped the reality of the Supreme, and who pursues the
goal of the Ultimate.

8 ¶ Even evolutionary religion is all of this in loyalty and
grandeur because it is a genuine experience. But revelatory reli-
gion is excellent as well as genuine. e new loyalties of enlarged
spiritual vision create new levels of love and devotion, of service
and fellowship; and all this enhanced social outlook produces an
enlarged consciousness of the Fatherhood of God and the brother-
hood of man.

9 e characteristic difference between evolved and revealed re-
ligion is a new quality of divine wisdom which is added to purely
experiential human wisdom. But it is experience in and with the
human religions that develops the capacity for subsequent recep-
tion of increased bestowals of divine wisdom and cosmic insight.

7. THE ACME OF RELIGIOUS LIVING
1 Although the average mortal of Urantia cannot hope to attain

the high perfection of character which Jesus of Nazareth acquired
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while sojourning in the esh, it is altogether possible for everymor-
tal believer to develop a strong and uni ed personality along the
perfected lines of the Jesus personality. e unique feature of the
Master’s personality was not so much its perfection as its symme-
try, its exquisite and balanced uni cation. e most effective pre-
sentation of Jesus consists in following the example of the one who
said, as he gestured toward theMaster standing before his accusers,
“Behold the man!”

2 e unfailing kindness of Jesus touched the hearts of men, but
his stalwart strength of character amazed his followers. He was
truly sincere; there was nothing of the hypocrite in him. He was
free from affectation; he was always so refreshingly genuine. He
never stooped to pretense, and he never resorted to shamming. He
lived the truth, even as he taught it. He was the truth. He was con-
strained to proclaim saving truth to his generation, even though
such sincerity sometimes caused pain. He was unquestioningly
loyal to all truth.

3 But the Master was so reasonable, so approachable. He was so
practical in all his ministry, while all his plans were characterized
by such sancti ed common sense. He was so free from all freakish,
erratic, and eccentric tendencies. Hewas never capricious, whimsi-
cal, or hysterical. In all his teaching and in everything he did there
was always an exquisite discrimination associated with an extraor-
dinary sense of propriety.

4 e Son ofManwas always a well-poised personality. Even his
enemiesmaintained awholesome respect for him; they even feared
his presence. Jesus was unafraid. He was surcharged with divine
enthusiasm, but he never became fanatical. Hewas emotionally ac-
tive but never ighty. He was imaginative but always practical. He
frankly faced the realities of life, but he was never dull or prosaic.
Hewas courageous but never reckless; prudent but never cowardly.
Hewas sympathetic but not sentimental; unique but not eccentric.
He was pious but not sanctimonious. And he was so well-poised
because he was so perfectly uni ed.

5 Jesus’ originality was unsti ed. He was not bound by tradi-
tion or handicapped by enslavement to narrow conventionality.
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He spokewith undoubted con dence and taughtwith absolute au-
thority. But his superb originality did not cause him to overlook
the gems of truth in the teachings of his predecessors and contem-
poraries. And the most original of his teachings was the emphasis
of love and mercy in the place of fear and sacri ce.

6 Jesus was very broad in his outlook. He exhorted his followers
to preach the gospel to all peoples. He was free from all narrow-
mindedness. His sympathetic heart embraced all mankind, even
a universe. Always his invitation was, “Whosoever will, let him
come.”

7 Of Jesus it was truly said, “He trusted God.” As a man among
menhemost sublimely trusted the Father in heaven. He trusted his
Father as a little child trusts his earthly parent. His faithwas perfect
but never presumptuous. No matter how cruel nature might ap-
pear to be or how indifferent to man’s welfare on earth, Jesus never
faltered in his faith. He was immune to disappointment and im-
pervious to persecution. He was untouched by apparent failure.

8 He loved men as brothers, at the same time recognizing how
they differed in innate endowments and acquired qualities. “He
went about doing good.”

9 Jesus was an unusually cheerful person, but he was not a blind
and unreasoning optimist. His constant word of exhortation was,
“Be of good cheer.” He could maintain this con dent attitude be-
cause of his unswerving trust inGodandhis unshakable con dence
in man. He was always touchingly considerate of all men because
he loved them and believed in them. Still he was always true to his
convictions and magni cently rm in his devotion to the doing of
his Father’s will.

10 e Master was always generous. He never grew weary of say-
ing, “It is more blessed to give than to receive.” Said he, “Freely you
have received, freely give.” And yet, with all of his unbounded gen-
erosity, he was never wasteful or extravagant. He taught that you
must believe to receive salvation. “For every one who seeks shall
receive.”

11 He was candid, but always kind. Said he, “If it were not so, I
would have told you.” He was frank, but always friendly. He was
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outspoken in his love for the sinner and in his hatred for sin. But
throughout all this amazing frankness he was unerringly fair.

12 Jesuswas consistently cheerful, notwithstanding he sometimes
drank deeply of the cup of human sorrow. He fearlessly faced
the realities of existence, yet was he lled with enthusiasm for the
gospel of the kingdom. But he controlled his enthusiasm; it never
controlled him. He was unreservedly dedicated to “the Father’s
business.” is divine enthusiasm led his unspiritual brethren to
think he was beside himself, but the onlooking universe appraised
him as themodel of sanity and the pattern of suprememortal devo-
tion to the high standards of spiritual living. Andhis controlled en-
thusiasm was contagious; his associates were constrained to share
his divine optimism.

13 is man of Galilee was not a man of sorrows; he was a soul
of gladness. Always was he saying, “Rejoice and be exceedingly
glad.” But when duty required, he was willing to walk courageously
through the “valley of the shadow of death.” He was gladsome but
at the same time humble.

14 His courage was equalled only by his patience. When pressed
to act prematurely, he would only reply, “My hour has not yet
come.”Hewas never in a hurry; his composurewas sublime. But he
was o en indignant at evil, intolerant of sin. Hewas o enmightily
moved to resist that which was inimical to the welfare of his chil-
dren on earth. But his indignation against sin never led to anger at
the sinner.

15 His courage was magni cent, but he was never foolhardy. His
watchword was, “Fear not.” His bravery was lo y and his courage
o en heroic. But his courage was linked with discretion and con-
trolled by reason. It was courage born of faith, not the recklessness
of blind presumption. He was truly brave but never audacious.

16 e Master was a pattern of reverence. e prayer of even
his youth began, “Our Father who is in heaven, hallowed be your
name.” He was even respectful of the faulty worship of his fellows.
But this did not deter him from making attacks on religious tra-
ditions or assaulting errors of human belief. He was reverential of
true holiness, and yet he could justly appeal to his fellows, saying,
“Who among you convicts me of sin?”
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17 Jesus was great because he was good, and yet he fraternized
with the little children. He was gentle and unassuming in his per-
sonal life, and yet he was the perfected man of a universe. His as-
sociates called him Master unbidden.

18 Jesus was the perfectly uni ed human personality. And today,
as in Galilee, he continues to unify mortal experience and to co-
ordinate human endeavours. He uni es life, ennobles character,
and simpli es experience. He enters the human mind to elevate,
transform, and trans gure it. It is literally true: “If any man has
Christ Jesus within him, he is a new creature; old things are passing
away; behold, all things are becoming new.”

ahb

19 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №101
THE REAL NATURE OF RELIGION

Melchizedek

RELIGION, as a human experience, ranges from the prim-
itive fear slavery of the evolving savage up to the sublime
and magni cent faith liberty of those civilized mortals

who are superbly conscious of sonship with the eternal God.
2 Religion is the ancestor of the advanced ethics and morals of

progressive social evolution. But religion, as such, is not merely a
moral movement, albeit the outward and social manifestations of
religion are mightily in uenced by the ethical and moral momen-
tum of human society. Always is religion the inspiration of man’s
evolving nature, but it is not the secret of that evolution.

3 Religion, the conviction-faith of the personality, can always
triumph over the super cially contradictory logic of despair born
in the unbelieving material mind. ere really is a true and gen-
uine inner voice, that “true lightwhich lights everymanwho comes
into the world.” And this spirit leading is distinct from the ethical
prompting of human conscience. e feeling of religious assurance
is more than an emotional feeling. e assurance of religion tran-
scends the reason of the mind, even the logic of philosophy. Reli-
gion is faith, trust, and assurance.

1. TRUE RELIGION
1 True religion is not a system of philosophic belief which can

be reasoned out and substantiated by natural proofs, neither is it a
fantastic and mystic experience of indescribable feelings of ecstasy
which can be enjoyed only by the romantic devotees of mysticism.
Religion is not the product of reason, but viewed from within, it
is altogether reasonable. Religion is not derived from the logic of
human philosophy, but as a mortal experience it is altogether logi-
cal. Religion is the experiencing of divinity in the consciousness of
a moral being of evolutionary origin; it represents true experience
with eternal realities in time, the realization of spiritual satisfac-
tions while yet in the esh.
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2 ¶ e ought Adjuster has no special mechanism through
which to gain self-expression; there is no mystic religious faculty
for the reception or expression of religious emotions. ese expe-
riences are made available through the naturally ordained mech-
anism of mortal mind. And therein lies one explanation of the
Adjuster’s difficulty in engaging in direct communication with the
material mind of its constant indwelling.

3 e divine spirit makes contact with mortal man, not by feel-
ings or emotions, but in the realm of the highest and most spiri-
tualized thinking. It is your thoughts, not your feelings, that lead
you Godward. e divine nature may be perceived only with the
eyes of the mind. But the mind that really discerns God, hears
the indwelling Adjuster, is the pure mind. “Without holiness no
man may see the Lord.” All such inner and spiritual communion is
termed spiritual insight. Such religious experiences result from the
impress made upon the mind of man by the combined operations
of the Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth as they function amid and
upon the ideas, ideals, insights, and spirit strivings of the evolving
sons of God.

4 Religion lives and prospers, then, not by sight and feeling, but
rather by faith and insight. It consists not in the discovery of new
facts or in the nding of a unique experience, but rather in the dis-
covery of new and spiritual meanings in facts already well known
to mankind. e highest religious experience is not dependent on
prior acts of belief, tradition, and authority; neither is religion the
offspring of sublime feelings and purely mystical emotions. It is,
rather, a profoundly deep and actual experience of spiritual com-
munionwith the spirit in uences residentwithin the humanmind,
and as far as such an experience is de nable in terms of psychology,
it is simply the experience of experiencing the reality of believing
in God as the reality of such a purely personal experience.

5 ¶ While religion is not the product of the rationalistic specu-
lations of a material cosmology, it is, nonetheless, the creation of
a wholly rational insight which originates in man’s mind-experi-
ence. Religion is born neither ofmysticmeditations nor of isolated
contemplations, albeit it is ever more or less mysterious and always
inde nable and inexplicable in terms of purely intellectual reason
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and philosophic logic. e germs of true religion originate in the
domain of man’s moral consciousness, and they are revealed in the
growth ofman’s spiritual insight, that faculty of human personality
which accrues as a consequence of the presence of the God-reveal-
ing ought Adjuster in the God-hungry mortal mind.

6 Faith unites moral insight with conscientious discriminations
of values, and the pre-existent evolutionary sense of duty completes
the ancestry of true religion. e experience of religion eventually
results in the certain consciousness of God and in the undoubted
assurance of the survival of the believing personality.

7 us it may be seen that religious longings and spiritual urges
are not of such anature aswouldmerely leadmen towant to believe
in God, but rather are they of such nature and power that men are
profoundly impressed with the conviction that they ought to be-
lieve in God. e sense of evolutionary duty and the obligations
consequent upon the illumination of revelation make such a pro-
found impression upon man’s moral nature that he nally reaches
that position of mind and that attitude of soul where he concludes
that he has no right not to believe in God. e higher and super-
philosophic wisdom of such enlightened and disciplined individ-
uals ultimately instructs them that to doubt God or distrust his
goodness would be to prove untrue to the realest and deepest thing
within the human mind and soul — the divine Adjuster.

2. THE FACT OF RELIGION
1 e fact of religion consists wholly in the religious experience

of rational and average human beings. And this is the only sense
in which religion can ever be regarded as scienti c or even psycho-
logical. e proof that revelation is revelation is this same fact of
human experience: the fact that revelation does synthesize the ap-
parently divergent sciences of nature and the theology of religion
into a consistent and logical universe philosophy, a co-ordinated
and unbroken explanation of both science and religion, thus cre-
ating a harmony of mind and satisfaction of spirit which answers
in human experience those questionings of themortal mind which
craves to know how the In niteworks out his will and plans inmat-
ter, with minds, and on spirit.
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2 Reason is the method of science; faith is the method of reli-
gion; logic is the attempted technique of philosophy. Revelation
compensates for the absence of the morontia viewpoint by provid-
ing a technique for achieving unity in the comprehension of the
reality and relationships of matter and spirit by the mediation of
mind. And true revelation never renders science unnatural, reli-
gion unreasonable, or philosophy illogical.

3 Reason, through the study of science, may lead back through
nature to a First Cause, but it requires religious faith to transform
the First Cause of science into a God of salvation; and revelation
is further required for the validation of such a faith, such spiritual
insight.

4 ere are two basic reasons for believing in a God who fosters
human survival:

5 1. Human experience, personal assurance, the somehow reg-
istered hope and trust initiated by the indwelling ought Ad-
juster.

6 2. e revelation of truth, whether by direct personal min-
istry of the Spirit of Truth, by the world bestowal of divine Sons,
or through the revelations of the written word.

7 ¶ Science ends its reason-search in the hypothesis of a First
Cause. Religion does not stop in its ight of faith until it is sure
of a God of salvation. e discriminating study of science logically
suggests the reality and existence of an Absolute. Religion believes
unreservedly in the existence and reality of a God who fosters per-
sonality survival. Whatmetaphysics fails utterly indoing, andwhat
even philosophy fails partially in doing, revelation does; that is, af-
rms that this First Cause of science and religion’s God of salvation

are one and the same Deity.
8 ¶ Reason is the proof of science, faith the proof of religion,

logic the proof of philosophy, but revelation is validated only by
human experience. Science yields knowledge; religion yields happi-
ness; philosophy yields unity; revelation con rms the experiential
harmony of this triune approach to universal reality.

9 e contemplation of nature can only reveal a God of nature,
a God of motion. Nature exhibits only matter, motion, and an-
imation — life. Matter plus energy, under certain conditions, is
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manifested in living forms, but while natural life is thus relatively
continuous as a phenomenon, it is wholly transient as to individu-
alities. Nature does not afford ground for logical belief in human-
personality survival. e religious man who nds God in nature
has already and rst found this same personal God in his own soul.

10 ¶ Faith reveals God in the soul. Revelation, the substitute for
morontia insight on an evolutionary world, enables man to see the
same God in nature that faith exhibits in his soul. us does rev-
elation successfully bridge the gulf between the material and the
spiritual, even between the creature and the Creator, betweenman
and God.

11 e contemplation of nature does logically point in the direc-
tion of intelligent guidance, even living supervision, but it does not
in any satisfactory manner reveal a personal God. On the other
hand, nature discloses nothing which would preclude the universe
from being looked upon as the handiwork of the God of religion.
God cannot be found through nature alone, but man having oth-
erwise found him, the study of nature becomes wholly consistent
with a higher and more spiritual interpretation of the universe.

12 ¶ Revelation as an epochal phenomenon is periodic; as a per-
sonal human experience it is continuous. Divinity functions in
mortal personality as the Adjuster gi of the Father, as the Spirit
of Truth of the Son, and as the Holy Spirit of the Universe Spirit,
while these three supermortal endowments are uni ed in human
experiential evolution as the ministry of the Supreme.

13 True religion is an insight into reality, the faith-child of the
moral consciousness, and not amere intellectual assent to any body
of dogmatic doctrines. True religion consists in the experience that
“the Spirit itself bears witness with our spirit that we are the chil-
dren of God.” Religion consists not in theologic propositions but
in spiritual insight and the sublimity of the soul’s trust.

14 Your deepest nature — the divine Adjuster — creates within
you a hunger and thirst for righteousness, a certain craving for di-
vine perfection. Religion is the faith act of the recognition of this
inner urge todivine attainment; and thus is brought about that soul
trust and assurance of which you become conscious as the way of
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salvation, the technique of the survival of personality and all those
values which you have come to look upon as being true and good.

15 ¶ e realization of religion never has been, and never will be,
dependent on great learning or clever logic. It is spiritual insight,
and that is just the reasonwhy some of theworld’s greatest religious
teachers, even the prophets, have sometimes possessed so little of
the wisdom of the world. Religious faith is available alike to the
learned and the unlearned.

16 Religion must ever be its own critic and judge; it can never be
observed, much less understood, from the outside. Your only as-
surance of a personal God consists in your own insight as to your
belief in, and experience with, things spiritual. To all of your fel-
lows who have had a similar experience, no argument about the
personality or reality of God is necessary, while to all other men
who are not thus sure of God no possible argument could ever be
truly convincing.

17 Psychologymay indeed attempt to study the phenomena of re-
ligious reactions to the social environment, but never can it hope
to penetrate to the real and innermotives andworkings of religion.
Only theology, the province of faith and the technique of revela-
tion, can afford any sort of intelligent account of the nature and
content of religious experience.

3. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF RELIGION
1 Religion is so vital that it persists in the absence of learning. It

lives in spite of its contamination with erroneous cosmologies and
false philosophies; it survives even the confusion of metaphysics.
In and through all the historic vicissitudes of religion there ever
persists thatwhich is indispensable tohumanprogress and survival:
the ethical conscience and the moral consciousness.

2 Faith-insight, or spiritual intuition, is the endowment of the
cosmic mind in association with the ought Adjuster, which is
the Father’s gi to man. Spiritual reason, soul intelligence, is the
endowment of the Holy Spirit, the Creative Spirit’s gi to man.
Spiritual philosophy, the wisdom of spirit realities, is the endow-
ment of the Spirit of Truth, the combined gi of the bestowal Sons
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to the children of men. And the co-ordination and interassocia-
tion of these spirit endowments constitute man a spirit personality
in potential destiny.

3 It is this same spirit personality, in primitive and embryonic
form, theAdjuster possessionofwhich survives thenatural death in
the esh. is composite entity of spirit origin in association with
human experience is enabled, by means of the living way provided
by the divine Sons, to survive (in Adjuster custody) the dissolution
of the material self of mind and matter when such a transient part-
nership of thematerial and the spiritual is divorced by the cessation
of vital motion.

4 rough religious faith the soul of man reveals itself and
demonstrates the potential divinity of its emerging nature by the
characteristic manner in which it induces the mortal personality
to react to certain trying intellectual and testing social situations.
Genuine spiritual faith (true moral consciousness) is revealed in
that it:

5 1. Causes ethics andmorals to progress despite inherent and
adverse animalistic tendencies.

6 2. Produces a sublime trust in the goodness of God even in
the face of bitter disappointment and crushing defeat.

7 3. Generates profound courage and con dence despite nat-
ural adversity and physical calamity.

8 4. Exhibits inexplicable poise and sustaining tranquillity
notwithstanding baffling diseases and even acute physical suffer-
ing.

9 5. Maintains a mysterious poise and composure of personal-
ity in the face of maltreatment and the rankest injustice.

10 6. Maintains a divine trust in ultimate victory in spite of the
cruelties of seemingly blind fate and the apparent utter indifference
of natural forces to human welfare.

11 7. Persists in the unswerving belief in God despite all con-
trary demonstrations of logic and successfully withstands all other
intellectual sophistries.
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12 8. Continues to exhibit undaunted faith in the soul’s survival
regardless of the deceptive teachings of false science and the persua-
sive delusions of unsound philosophy.

13 9. Lives and triumphs irrespective of the crushing overload
of the complex and partial civilizations of modern times.

14 10. Contributes to the continued survival of altruism in spite
of human sel shness, social antagonisms, industrial greeds, and po-
litical maladjustments.

15 11. Steadfastly adheres to a sublime belief in universe unity
and divine guidance regardless of the perplexing presence of evil
and sin.

16 12. Goes right on worshipping God in spite of anything and
everything. Dares to declare, “Even though he slay me, yet will I
serve him.”

17 ¶ We know, then, by three phenomena, that man has a divine
spirit or spirits dwelling within him: rst, by personal experience
— religious faith; second, by revelation—personal and racial; and
third, by the amazing exhibition of such extraordinary and unnat-
ural reactions to his material environment as are illustrated by the
foregoing recital of 12 spiritlike performances in the presence of
the actual and trying situations of real human existence. And there
are still others.

18 And it is just such a vital and vigorous performance of faith in
the domain of religion that entitles mortal man to affirm the per-
sonal possession and spiritual reality of that crowning endowment
of human nature, religious experience.

4. THE LIMITATIONS OF REVELATION
1 Because your world is generally ignorant of origins, even of

physical origins, it has appeared tobewise fromtime to time topro-
vide instruction in cosmology. And always has this made trouble
for the future. e lawsof revelationhamperus greatly by their pro-
scription of the impartation of unearned or premature knowledge.
Any cosmology presented as a part of revealed religion is destined
to be outgrown in a very short time. Accordingly, future students
of such a revelation are tempted to discard any element of genuine
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religious truth it may contain because they discover errors on the
face of the associated cosmologies therein presented.

2 Mankind should understand that we who participate in the
revelation of truth are very rigorously limited by the instructions
of our superiors. We are not at liberty to anticipate the scienti c
discoveries of 1,000 years. Revelators must act in accordance with
the instructions which form a part of the revelation mandate. We
see no way of overcoming this difficulty, either now or at any fu-
ture time. We full well know that, while the historic facts and reli-
gious truths of this series of revelatory presentations will stand on
the records of the ages to come, within a few short years many of
our statements regarding the physical sciences will stand in need of
revision in consequence of additional scienti c developments and
new discoveries. ese new developments we even now foresee,
but we are forbidden to include such humanly undiscovered facts
in the revelatory records. Let it be made clear that revelations are
not necessarily inspired. e cosmology of these revelations is not
inspired. It is limited by our permission for the co-ordination and
sorting of present-day knowledge. While divine or spiritual insight
is a gi , human wisdom must evolve.

3 ¶ Truth is always a revelation: autorevelation when it emerges
as a result of the work of the indwelling Adjuster; epochal revela-
tion when it is presented by the function of some other celestial
agency, group, or personality.

4 In the last analysis, religion is to be judged by its fruits, accord-
ing to the manner and the extent to which it exhibits its own in-
herent and divine excellence.

5 ¶ Truth may be but relatively inspired, even though revelation
is invariably a spiritual phenomenon. While statements with ref-
erence to cosmology are never inspired, such revelations are of im-
mense value in that they at least transiently clarify knowledge by:

6 1. e reduction of confusion by the authoritative elimina-
tion of error.

7 2. e co-ordination of known or about-to-be-known facts
and observations.
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8 3. e restoration of important bits of lost knowledge con-
cerning epochal transactions in the distant past.

9 4. e supplying of information which will ll in vital miss-
ing gaps in otherwise earned knowledge.

10 5. Presenting cosmic data in such a manner as to illuminate
the spiritual teachings contained in the accompanying revelation.

5. RELIGION EXPANDED BY REVELATION
1 Revelation is a technique whereby ages upon ages of time are

saved in the necessary work of sorting and si ing the errors of evo-
lution from the truths of spirit acquirement.

2 Science deals with facts; religion is concerned only with values.
rough enlightened philosophy themind endeavours to unite the

meanings of both facts and values, thereby arriving at a concept of
complete reality. Remember that science is the domain of knowl-
edge, philosophy the realm of wisdom, and religion the sphere of
the faith experience. But religion, nonetheless, presents two phases
of manifestation:

3 1. Evolutionary religion. e experience of primitive wor-
ship, the religion which is a mind derivative.

4 2. Revealed religion. e universe attitude which is a spirit
derivative; the assurance of, and belief in, the conservation of eter-
nal realities, the survival of personality, and the eventual attain-
ment of the cosmic Deity, whose purpose has made all this pos-
sible. It is a part of the plan of the universe that, sooner or later,
evolutionary religion is destined to receive the spiritual expansion
of revelation.

5 ¶ Both science and religion start out with the assumption of
certain generally accepted bases for logical deductions. So, also,
must philosophy start its career upon the assumption of the reality
of three things:

6 1. e material body.
7 2. e supermaterial phase of the human being, the soul or

even the indwelling spirit.
8 3. e human mind, the mechanism for intercommunica-

tion and interassociation between spirit and matter, between the
material and the spiritual.
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9 ¶ Scientists assemble facts, philosophers co-ordinate ideas,
while prophets exalt ideals. Feeling and emotion are invariable con-
comitants of religion, but they are not religion. Religion may be
the feeling of experience, but it is hardly the experience of feeling.
Neither logic (rationalization) nor emotion (feeling) is essentially
a part of religious experience, although both may variously be as-
sociated with the exercise of faith in the furtherance of spiritual
insight into reality, all according to the status and temperamental
tendency of the individual mind.

10 Evolutionary religion is the outworking of the endowment of
the local universemind adjutant chargedwith the creation and fos-
tering of the worship trait in evolving man. Such primitive reli-
gions are directly concerned with ethics and morals, the sense of
human duty. Such religions are predicated on the assurance of con-
science and result in the stabilization of relatively ethical civiliza-
tions.

11 Personally revealed religions are sponsored by the bestowal
spirits representing the three persons of the Paradise Trinity and
are especially concerned with the expansion of truth. Evolutionary
religion drives home to the individual the idea of personal duty; re-
vealed religion lays increasing emphasis on loving, the golden rule.

12 Evolved religion rests wholly on faith. Revelation has the ad-
ditional assurance of its expanded presentation of the truths of di-
vinity and reality and the still more valuable testimony of the ac-
tual experience which accumulates in consequence of the practical
working union of the faith of evolution and the truth of revelation.
Such a working union of human faith and divine truth constitutes
the possession of a character well on the road to the actual acquire-
ment of a morontial personality.

13 ¶ Evolutionary religion provides only the assurance of faith
and the con rmation of conscience; revelatory religion provides
the assurance of faith plus the truth of a living experience in the re-
alities of revelation. e third step in religion, or the third phase
of the experience of religion, has to do with the morontia state, the
rmer grasp of mota. Increasingly in the morontia progression the

truths of revealed religion are expanded; more and more you will
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know the truth of supreme values, divine goodnesses, universal re-
lationships, eternal realities, and ultimate destinies.

14 Increasingly throughout the morontia progression the assur-
ance of truth replaces the assurance of faith. When you are nally
mustered into the actual spirit world, then will the assurances of
pure spirit insight operate in the place of faith and truth or, rather,
in conjunction with, and superimposed upon, these former tech-
niques of personality assurance.

6. PROGRESSIVE RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
1 e morontia phase of revealed religion has to do with the ex-

perience of survival, and its great urge is the attainment of spirit per-
fection. ere also is present the higher urge of worship, associated
with an impelling call to increased ethical service. Morontia insight
entails an ever-expanding consciousness of the Sevenfold, the Su-
preme, and even the Ultimate.

2 roughout all religious experience, from its earliest inception
on the material level up to the time of the attainment of full spirit
status, the Adjuster is the secret of the personal realization of the
reality of the existence of the Supreme; and this sameAdjuster also
holds the secrets of your faith in the transcendental attainment of
the Ultimate. e experiential personality of evolving man, united
to the Adjuster essence of the existential God, constitutes the po-
tential completion of supreme existence and is inherently the basis
for the super nite eventuation of transcendental personality.

3 ¶ Moralwill embraces decisions basedon reasonedknowledge,
augmented by wisdom, and sanctioned by religious faith. Such
choices are acts ofmoral nature and evidence the existence ofmoral
personality, the forerunner of morontia personality and eventually
of true spirit status.

4 e evolutionary type of knowledge is but the accumulation
of protoplasmic memory material; this is the most primitive form
of creature consciousness. Wisdom embraces the ideas formulated
from protoplasmicmemory in process of association and recombi-
nation, and such phenomena differentiate humanmind frommere
animal mind. Animals have knowledge, but only man possesses
wisdom capacity. Truth ismade accessible to thewisdom-endowed
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individual by the bestowal on such a mind of the spirits of the Fa-
ther and the Sons, the ought Adjuster and the Spirit of Truth.

5 ¶ Christ Michael, when bestowed on Urantia, lived under the
reign of evolutionary religion up to the time of his baptism. From
thatmomentup to and including the event of his cruci xionhe car-
ried forward his work by the combined guidance of evolutionary
and revealed religion. From the morning of his resurrection until
his ascension he traversed the manifold phases of the morontia life
ofmortal transition from theworld ofmatter to that of spirit. A er
his ascensionMichael becamemaster of the experience of Suprem-
acy, the realization of the Supreme; and being the one person in
Nebadon possessed of unlimited capacity to experience the reality
of the Supreme, he forthwith attained to the status of the sover-
eignty of supremacy in and to his local universe.

6 With man, the eventual fusion and resultant oneness with the
indwelling Adjuster — the personality synthesis of man and the
essence of God — constitute him, in potential, a living part of the
Supreme and ensure for such a onetime mortal being the eternal
birthright of the endless pursuit of nality of universe service for
and with the Supreme.

7 ¶ Revelation teaches mortal man that, to start such a magni -
cent and intriguing adventure through space by means of the pro-
gression of time, he should begin by the organization of knowledge
into idea-decisions; next,mandatewisdom to labour unremittingly
at its noble task of transforming self-possessed ideas into increas-
ingly practical but nonetheless supernal ideals, even those concepts
which are so reasonable as ideas and so logical as ideals that the
Adjuster dares so to combine and spiritize them as to render them
available for such association in the nite mind as will constitute
them the actual human complement thus made ready for the ac-
tion of the Truth Spirit of the Sons, the time-space manifestations
of Paradise truth — universal truth. e co-ordination of idea-de-
cisions, logical ideals, and divine truth constitutes the possession of
a righteous character, the prerequisite for mortal admission to the
ever-expanding and increasingly spiritual realities of the morontia
worlds.
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8 e teachings of Jesus constituted the rst Urantian religion
which so fully embraced a harmonious co-ordination of knowl-
edge, wisdom, faith, truth, and love as completely and simultane-
ously to provide temporal tranquillity, intellectual certainty, moral
enlightenment, philosophic stability, ethical sensitivity, God-con-
sciousness, and the positive assurance of personal survival. e
faith of Jesus pointed the way to nality of human salvation, to the
ultimate of mortal universe attainment, since it provided for:

9 1. Salvation from material fetters in the personal realization
of sonship with God, who is spirit.

10 2. Salvation from intellectual bondage: man shall know the
truth, and the truth shall set him free.

11 3. Salvation from spiritual blindness, the human realization
of the fraternity of mortal beings and the morontian awareness
of the brotherhood of all universe creatures; the service-discovery
of spiritual reality and the ministry-revelation of the goodness of
spirit values.

12 4. Salvation from incompleteness of self through the attain-
ment of the spirit levels of the universe and through the eventual
realization of the harmony of Havona and the perfection of Para-
dise.

13 5. Salvation from self, deliverance from the limitations of
self-consciousness through the attainment of the cosmic levels of
the Supreme mind and by co-ordination with the attainments of
all other self-conscious beings.

14 6. Salvation from time, the achievement of an eternal life of
unending progression in God-recognition and God-service.

15 7. Salvation from the nite, the perfected oneness with De-
ity in and through the Supreme by which the creature attempts the
transcendental discovery of theUltimate on the post naliter levels
of the absonite.

16 ¶ Such a sevenfold salvation is the equivalent of the complete-
ness and perfection of the realization of the ultimate experience of
theUniversal Father. And all this, in potential, is contained within
the reality of the faith of the human experience of religion. And it
can be so contained since the faith of Jesus was nourished by, and
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was revelatory of, even realities beyond the ultimate; the faith of Je-
sus approached the status of a universe absolute in so far as such is
possible of manifestation in the evolving cosmos of time and space.

17 rough the appropriation of the faith of Jesus, mortal man
can foretaste in time the realities of eternity. Jesus made the dis-
covery, in human experience, of the Final Father, and his brothers
in the esh ofmortal life can followhim along this same experience
of Father discovery. ey can even attain, as they are, the same sat-
isfaction in this experience with the Father as did Jesus as he was.
New potentials were actualized in the universe of Nebadon conse-
quent upon the terminal bestowal ofMichael, and one of these was
the new illumination of the path of eternity that leads to the Father
of all, and which can be traversed even by the mortals of material
esh and blood in the initial life on the planets of space. Jesus was

and is the new and living way whereby man can come into the di-
vine inheritance which the Father has decreed shall be his for but
the asking. In Jesus there is abundantly demonstrated both the be-
ginnings and endings of the faith experience of humanity, even of
divine humanity.

7. A PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
1 An idea is only a theoretical plan for action, while a positive

decision is a validated plan of action. A stereotype is a plan of ac-
tion accepted without validation. e materials out of which to
build a personal philosophy of religion are derived from both the
inner and the environmental experience of the individual. e so-
cial status, economic conditions, educational opportunities, moral
trends, institutional in uences, political developments, racial ten-
dencies, and the religious teachings of one’s time and place all
become factors in the formulation of a personal philosophy of
religion. Even the inherent temperament and intellectual bent
markedly determine the pattern of religious philosophy. Vocation,
marriage, and kindred all in uence the evolution of one’s personal
standards of life.

2 A philosophy of religion evolves out of a basic growth of ideas
plus experimental living as both are modi ed by the tendency to
imitate associates. e soundness of philosophic conclusions de-
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pends on keen, honest, and discriminating thinking in connection
with sensitivity to meanings and accuracy of evaluation. Moral
cowards never achieve high planes of philosophic thinking; it re-
quires courage to invade new levels of experience and to attempt
the exploration of unknown realms of intellectual living.

3 Presently new systems of values come into existence; new for-
mulations of principles and standards are achieved; habits and ide-
als are reshaped; some idea of a personal God is attained, followed
by enlarging concepts of relationship thereto.

4 ¶ e great difference between a religious and a nonreligious
philosophy of living consists in the nature and level of recognized
values and in the object of loyalties. ere are four phases in the
evolution of religious philosophy: Such an experiencemay become
merely conformative, resigned to submission to tradition and au-
thority. Or it may be satis ed with slight attainments, just enough
to stabilize the daily living, and therefore becomes early arrested
on such an adventitious level. Such mortals believe in letting well
enough alone. A third group progress to the level of logical intel-
lectuality but there stagnate in consequence of cultural slavery. It
is indeed pitiful to behold giant intellects held so securely within
the cruel grasp of cultural bondage. It is equally pathetic to observe
those who trade their cultural bondage for the materialistic fetters
of a science, falsely so called. e fourth level of philosophy attains
freedom from all conventional and traditional handicaps and dares
to think, act, and live honestly, loyally, fearlessly, and truthfully.

5 e acid test for any religious philosophy consists in whether
or not it distinguishes between the realities of the material and the
spiritual worlds while at the same moment recognizing their uni-
cation in intellectual striving and in social serving. A sound re-

ligious philosophy does not confound the things of God with the
things of Caesar. Neither does it recognize the aesthetic cult of
pure wonder as a substitute for religion.

6 Philosophy transforms that primitive religion which was
largely a fairy tale of conscience into a living experience in the as-
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cending values of cosmic reality.

8. FAITH AND BELIEF
1 Belief has attained the level of faith when it motivates life and

shapes the mode of living. e acceptance of a teaching as true is
not faith; that is mere belief. Neither is certainty nor conviction
faith. A state of mind attains to faith levels only when it actually
dominates the mode of living. Faith is a living attribute of genuine
personal religious experience. One believes truth, admires beauty,
and reverences goodness, but does not worship them; such an at-
titude of saving faith is centred on God alone, who is all of these
personi ed and in nitely more.

2 Belief is always limiting and binding; faith is expanding and
releasing. Belief xates, faith liberates. But living religious faith is
more than the association of noble beliefs; it is more than an ex-
alted system of philosophy; it is a living experience concerned with
spiritual meanings, divine ideals, and supreme values; it is God-
knowing and man-serving. Beliefs may become group possessions,
but faith must be personal. eologic beliefs can be suggested to
a group, but faith can rise up only in the heart of the individual
religionist.

3 Faith has falsi ed its trust when it presumes to deny realities
and to confer upon its devotees assumed knowledge. Faith is a
traitor when it fosters betrayal of intellectual integrity and belit-
tles loyalty to supreme values and divine ideals. Faith never shuns
the problem-solving duty of mortal living. Living faith does not
foster bigotry, persecution, or intolerance.

4 Faith does not shackle the creative imagination, neither does
it maintain an unreasoning prejudice toward the discoveries of sci-
enti c investigation. Faith vitalizes religion and constrains the re-
ligionist heroically to live the golden rule. e zeal of faith is ac-
cording to knowledge, and its strivings are the preludes to sublime
peace.

9. RELIGION AND MORALITY
1 No professed revelation of religion could be regarded as au-

thentic if it failed to recognize the duty demands of ethical obliga-
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tion which had been created and fostered by preceding evolution-
ary religion. Revelation unfailingly enlarges the ethical horizon of
evolved religion while it simultaneously and unfailingly expands
the moral obligations of all prior revelations.

2 When you presume to sit in critical judgment on the primitive
religion of man (or on the religion of primitive man), you should
remember to judge such savages and to evaluate their religious ex-
perience in accordance with their enlightenment and status of con-
science. Do not make the mistake of judging another’s religion by
your own standards of knowledge and truth.

3 True religion is that sublime and profound conviction within
the soul which compellingly admonishes man that it would be
wrong for him not to believe in those morontial realities which
constitute his highest ethical andmoral concepts, his highest inter-
pretation of life’s greatest values and the universe’s deepest realities.
And such a religion is simply the experience of yielding intellectual
loyalty to the highest dictates of spiritual consciousness.

4 e search for beauty is a part of religion only in so far as it is
ethical and to the extent that it enriches the concept of the moral.
Art is only religious when it becomes diffused with purpose which
has been derived from high spiritual motivation.

5 e enlightened spiritual consciousness of civilizedman is not
concerned so much with some speci c intellectual belief or with
any one particular mode of living as with discovering the truth of
living, the good and right technique of reacting to the ever-recur-
ring situations of mortal existence. Moral consciousness is just a
name applied to the human recognition and awareness of those
ethical and emerging morontial values which duty demands that
man shall abide by in the day-by-day control and guidance of con-
duct.

6 ¶ ough recognizing that religion is imperfect, there are at
least two practical manifestations of its nature and function:

7 1. e spiritual urge and philosophic pressure of religion
tend to causeman to project his estimation ofmoral values directly
outward into the affairs of his fellows — the ethical reaction of re-
ligion.
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8 2. Religion creates for the human mind a spiritualized con-
sciousness of divine reality based on, and by faith derived from, an-
tecedent concepts of moral values and co-ordinated with superim-
posed concepts of spiritual values. Religion thereby becomes a cen-
sor of mortal affairs, a form of glori ed moral trust and con dence
in reality, the enhanced realities of time and the more enduring re-
alities of eternity.

9 ¶ Faith becomes the connection betweenmoral consciousness
and the spiritual concept of enduring reality. Religion becomes the
avenue of man’s escape from the material limitations of the tempo-
ral and natural world to the supernal realities of the eternal and
spiritual world by and through the technique of salvation, the pro-
gressive morontia transformation.

10. RELIGION AS MAN’S LIBERATOR
1 Intelligent man knows that he is a child of nature, a part of

thematerial universe; he likewise discerns no survival of individual
personality in the motions and tensions of the mathematical level
of the energy universe. Nor can man ever discern spiritual reality
through the examination of physical causes and effects.

2 A human being is also aware that he is a part of the ideational
cosmos, but though conceptmay endure beyond amortal life span,
there is nothing inherent in concept which indicates the personal
survival of the conceiving personality. Nor will the exhaustion of
the possibilities of logic and reason ever reveal to the logician or to
the reasoner the eternal truth of the survival of personality.

3 e material level of law provides for causality continuity, the
unending response of effect to antecedent action; the mind level
suggests the perpetuation of ideational continuity, the unceasing
ow of conceptual potentiality from pre-existent conceptions. But

neither of these levels of the universe discloses to the inquiring
mortal an avenue of escape from partiality of status and from the
intolerable suspense of being a transient reality in the universe, a
temporal personality doomed to be extinguished upon the exhaus-
tion of the limited life energies.

4 It is only through the morontial avenue leading to spiritual in-
sight that man can ever break the fetters inherent in his mortal sta-
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tus in the universe. Energy and mind do lead back to Paradise and
Deity, but neither the energy endowment nor the mind endow-
ment of man proceeds directly from such Paradise Deity. Only in
the spiritual sense is man a child of God. And this is true because it
is only in the spiritual sense that man is at present endowed and in-
dwelt by the Paradise Father. Mankind can never discover divinity
except through the avenue of religious experience and by the exer-
cise of true faith. e faith acceptance of the truth of God enables
man to escape from the circumscribed con nes of material limi-
tations and affords him a rational hope of achieving safe conduct
from the material realm, whereon is death, to the spiritual realm,
wherein is life eternal.

5 ¶ e purpose of religion is not to satisfy curiosity about God
but rather to afford intellectual constancy and philosophic secu-
rity, to stabilize and enrich human living by blending the mortal
with the divine, the partial with the perfect, man and God. It is
through religious experience that man’s concepts of ideality are en-
dowed with reality.

6 ¶ Never can there be either scienti c or logical proofs of di-
vinity. Reason alone can never validate the values and goodnesses
of religious experience. But it will always remain true: Whosoever
wills todo thewill ofGod shall comprehend the validity of spiritual
values. is is the nearest approach that can bemade on themortal
level to offering proofs of the reality of religious experience. Such
faith affords the only escape from themechanical clutch of thema-
terial world and from the error distortion of the incompleteness of
the intellectual world; it is the only discovered solution to the im-
passe in mortal thinking regarding the continuing survival of the
individual personality. It is the only passport to completion of re-
ality and to eternity of life in a universal creation of love, law, unity,
and progressive Deity attainment.

7 Religion effectually cures man’s sense of idealistic isolation or
spiritual loneliness; it enfranchises the believer as a son of God, a
citizen of a new and meaningful universe. Religion assures man
that, in following the gleamof righteousness discernible in his soul,
he is thereby identifying himself with the plan of the In nite and
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the purpose of the Eternal. Such a liberated soul immediately be-
gins to feel at home in this new universe, his universe.

8 When you experience such a transformation of faith, you are
no longer a slavish part of the mathematical cosmos but rather a
liberated volitional son of the Universal Father. No longer is such
a liberated son ghting alone against the inexorable doom of the
termination of temporal existence; no longer does he combat all
nature, with the odds hopelessly against him; no longer is he stag-
gered by the paralysing fear that, perchance, he has put his trust in
a hopeless phantasm or pinned his faith to a fanciful error.

9 Now, rather, are the sons of God enlisted together in ghting
the battle of reality’s triumph over the partial shadows of existence.
At last all creatures become conscious of the fact that God and all
the divine hosts of a well-nigh limitless universe are on their side in
the supernal struggle to attain eternity of life and divinity of status.
Such faith-liberated sons have certainly enlisted in the struggles of
time on the side of the supreme forces and divine personalities of
eternity; even the stars in their courses are now doing battle for
them; at last they gaze upon the universe from within, from God’s
viewpoint, and all is transformed from the uncertainties ofmaterial
isolation to the sureties of eternal spiritual progression. Even time
itself becomes but the shadow of eternity cast by Paradise realities
upon the moving panoply of space.

ahb

10 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №102
THE FOUNDATIONS OF RELIGIOUS FAITH

Melchizedek

TO THE unbelieving materialist, man is simply an evolu-
tionary accident. His hopes of survival are strung on a g-
ment of mortal imagination; his fears, loves, longings, and

beliefs are but the reaction of the incidental juxtaposition of cer-
tain lifeless atoms of matter. No display of energy nor expression
of trust can carry him beyond the grave. e devotional labours
and inspirational genius of the best ofmen are doomed to be extin-
guished by death, the long and lonely night of eternal oblivion and
soul extinction. Nameless despair is man’s only reward for living
and toiling under the temporal sun of mortal existence. Each day
of life slowly and surely tightens the grasp of a pitiless doom which
a hostile and relentless universe of matter has decreed shall be the
crowning insult to everything in human desire which is beautiful,
noble, lo y, and good.

2 But such is not man’s end and eternal destiny; such a vision
is but the cry of despair uttered by some wandering soul who has
become lost in spiritual darkness, and who bravely struggles on in
the face of the mechanistic sophistries of a material philosophy,
blinded by the confusion and distortion of a complex learning.
And all this doom of darkness and all this destiny of despair are
forever dispelled by one brave stretch of faith on the part of the
most humble and unlearned of God’s children on earth.

3 is saving faith has its birth in the human heart when the
moral consciousness of man realizes that human values may be
translated in mortal experience from the material to the spiritual,
from the human to the divine, from time to eternity.

1. ASSURANCES OF FAITH
1 e work of the ought Adjuster constitutes the explanation

of the translation ofman’s primitive and evolutionary sense of duty
into that higher and more certain faith in the eternal realities of
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revelation. ere must be perfection hunger in man’s heart to en-
sure capacity for comprehending the faith paths to supreme attain-
ment. If any man chooses to do the divine will, he shall know the
way of truth. It is literally true, “Human things must be known in
order to be loved, but divine things must be loved in order to be
known.” But honest doubts and sincere questionings are not sin;
such attitudes merely spell delay in the progressive journey toward
perfection attainment. Childlike trust secures man’s entrance into
the kingdom of heavenly ascent, but progress is wholly dependent
on the vigorous exercise of the robust and con dent faith of the
full-grown man.

2 e reason of science is based on the observable facts of time;
the faith of religion argues from the spirit program of eternity.
What knowledge and reason cannot do for us, true wisdom ad-
monishes us to allow faith to accomplish through religious insight
and spiritual transformation.

3 Owing to the isolation of rebellion, the revelation of truth on
Urantia has all too o en been mixed up with the statements of
partial and transient cosmologies. Truth remains unchanged from
generation to generation, but the associated teachings about the
physical world vary from day to day and from year to year. Eternal
truth should not be slighted because it chances to be found in com-
panywith obsolete ideas regarding thematerial world. emore of
science you know, the less sure you can be; themore of religion you
have, the more certain you are.

4 e certainties of science proceed entirely from the intellect;
the certitudes of religion spring from the very foundations of the
entire personality. Science appeals to the understanding of the
mind; religion appeals to the loyalty and devotion of the body,
mind, and spirit, even to the whole personality.

5 ¶ God is so all real and absolute that no material sign of proof
or no demonstration of so-called miracle may be offered in testi-
mony of his reality. Alwayswill we knowhimbecausewe trust him,
and our belief in him is wholly based on our personal participation
in the divine manifestations of his in nite reality.

6 ¶ e indwelling ought Adjuster unfailingly arouses in
man’s soul a true and searching hunger for perfection together with
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a far-reaching curiosity which can be adequately satis ed only by
communion with God, the divine source of that Adjuster. e
hungry soul of man refuses to be satis ed with anything less than
the personal realization of the living God. Whatever more God
may be than a high and perfect moral personality, he cannot, in
our hungry and nite concept, be anything less.

2. RELIGION AND REALITY
1 Observingminds anddiscriminating souls know religionwhen

they nd it in the lives of their fellows. Religion requires no de ni-
tion; we all know its social, intellectual, moral, and spiritual fruits.
And this all grows out of the fact that religion is the property of the
human race; it is not a child of culture. True, one’s perception of
religion is still human and therefore subject to the bondage of igno-
rance, the slavery of superstition, the deceptions of sophistication,
and the delusions of false philosophy.

2 One of the characteristic peculiarities of genuine religious as-
surance is that, notwithstanding the absoluteness of its affirmations
and the staunchness of its attitude, the spirit of its expression is so
poised and tempered that it never conveys the slightest impression
of self-assertion or egoistic exaltation. e wisdom of religious ex-
perience is something of a paradox in that it is both humanly orig-
inal and Adjuster derivative. Religious force is not the product of
the individual’s personal prerogatives but rather the outworking of
that sublime partnership of man and the everlasting source of all
wisdom. us do the words and acts of true and unde led religion
become compellingly authoritative for all enlightened mortals.

3 It is difficult to identify and analyse the factors of a religious ex-
perience, but it is not difficult to observe that such religious practi-
tioners live and carry on as if already in the presence of the Eternal.
Believers react to this temporal life as if immortality already were
within their grasp. In the lives of such mortals there is a valid orig-
inality and a spontaneity of expression that forever segregate them
from those of their fellows who have imbibed only the wisdom of
the world. Religionists seem to live in effective emancipation from
harrying haste and the painful stress of the vicissitudes inherent in
the temporal currents of time; they exhibit a stabilization of per-
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sonality and a tranquillity of character not explained by the laws of
physiology, psychology, and sociology.

4 ¶ Time is an invariable element in the attainment of knowl-
edge; religion makes its endowments immediately available, albeit
there is the important factor of growth in grace, de nite advance-
ment in all phases of religious experience. Knowledge is an eternal
quest; always are you learning, but never are you able to arrive at
the full knowledge of absolute truth. In knowledge alone there can
never be absolute certainty, only increasing probability of approx-
imation; but the religious soul of spiritual illumination knows, and
knows now. And yet this profound and positive certitude does not
lead such a sound-minded religionist to take any less interest in the
ups and downs of the progress of human wisdom, which is bound
up on its material end with the developments of slow-moving sci-
ence.

5 Even the discoveries of science are not truly real in the con-
sciousness of human experience until they are unravelled and cor-
related, until their relevant facts actually becomemeaning through
encircuitment in the thought streams of mind. Mortal man views
even his physical environment from the mind level, from the per-
spective of its psychological registry. It is not, therefore, strange
thatman should place a highly uni ed interpretation upon the uni-
verse and then seek to identify this energy unity of his science with
the spirit unity of his religious experience. Mind is unity; mortal
consciousness lives on the mind level and perceives the universal
realities through the eyes of the mind endowment. e mind per-
spective will not yield the existential unity of the source of reality,
the First Source and Centre, but it can and sometime will portray
toman the experiential synthesis of energy, mind, and spirit in and
as the Supreme Being. But mind can never succeed in this uni ca-
tion of the diversity of reality unless such mind is rmly aware of
material things, intellectual meanings, and spiritual values; only in
the harmony of the triunity of functional reality is there unity, and
only in unity is there the personality satisfaction of the realization
of cosmic constancy and consistency.

6 Unity is best found in human experience through philosophy.
And while the body of philosophic thought must ever be founded
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onmaterial facts, the soul and energy of true philosophic dynamics
is mortal spiritual insight.

7 ¶ Evolutionary man does not naturally relish hard work. To
keep pace in his life experience with the impelling demands and
the compelling urges of a growing religious experience means in-
cessant activity in spiritual growth, intellectual expansion, factual
enlargement, and social service. ere is no real religion apart from
a highly active personality. erefore do the more indolent of
men o en seek to escape the rigors of truly religious activities by a
species of ingenious self-deception through resorting to a retreat to
the false shelter of stereotyped religious doctrines and dogmas. But
true religion is alive. Intellectual crystallization of religious con-
cepts is the equivalent of spiritual death. You cannot conceive of re-
ligionwithout ideas, butwhen religion once becomes reduced only
to an idea, it is no longer religion; it has becomemerely a species of
human philosophy.

8 Again, there are other types of unstable and poorly disciplined
souls who would use the sentimental ideas of religion as an avenue
of escape from the irritating demands of living. When certain vacil-
lating and timidmortals attempt to escape from the incessant pres-
sure of evolutionary life, religion, as they conceive it, seems to pre-
sent the nearest refuge, the best avenue of escape. But it is the mis-
sion of religion to prepare man for bravely, even heroically, facing
the vicissitudes of life. Religion is evolutionary man’s supreme en-
dowment, the one thing which enables him to carry on and “en-
dure as seeing Him who is invisible.” Mysticism, however, is o en
something of a retreat from lifewhich is embraced by those humans
who do not relish themore robust activities of living a religious life
in the open arenas of human society and commerce. True religion
must act. Conduct will be the result of religion when man actually
has it, or ratherwhen religion is permitted truly to possess theman.
Never will religion be content withmere thinking or unacting feel-
ing.

9 We are not blind to the fact that religion o en acts unwisely,
even irreligiously, but it acts. Aberrations of religious conviction
have led to bloody persecutions, but always and ever religion does
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something; it is dynamic!

3. KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM, AND INSIGHT
1 Intellectual de ciency or educational poverty unavoidably

handicaps higher religious attainment because such an impover-
ished environment of the spiritual nature robs religion of its chief
channel of philosophic contact with the world of scienti c knowl-
edge. e intellectual factors of religion are important, but their
overdevelopment is likewise sometimes very handicapping and em-
barrassing. Religion must continually labour under a paradoxical
necessity: the necessity of making effective use of thought while at
the same time discounting the spiritual serviceableness of all think-
ing.

2 Religious speculation is inevitable but always detrimental;
speculation invariably falsi es its object. Speculation tends to
translate religion into something material or humanistic, and thus,
while directly interferingwith the clarity of logical thought, it indi-
rectly causes religion to appear as a function of the temporal world,
the very world with which it should everlastingly stand in contrast.

erefore will religion always be characterized by paradoxes, the
paradoxes resulting from the absence of the experiential connec-
tion between the material and the spiritual levels of the universe
— morontia mota, the superphilosophic sensitivity for truth dis-
cernment and unity perception.

3 Material feelings, human emotions, lead directly to material
actions, sel sh acts. Religious insights, spiritual motivations, lead
directly to religious actions, unsel sh acts of social service and al-
truistic benevolence.

4 Religious desire is the hunger quest for divine reality. Reli-
gious experience is the realization of the consciousness of having
foundGod. Andwhen a humanbeing does ndGod, there is expe-
rienced within the soul of that being such an indescribable restless-
ness of triumph in discovery that he is impelled to seek loving ser-
vice-contact with his less illuminated fellows, not to disclose that
he has found God, but rather to allow the over ow of the welling-
up of eternal goodness within his own soul to refresh and ennoble
his fellows. Real religion leads to increased social service.
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5 ¶ Science, knowledge, leads to fact consciousness; religion, ex-
perience, leads to value consciousness; philosophy, wisdom, leads
to co-ordinate consciousness; revelation (the substitute for moron-
tia mota) leads to the consciousness of true reality;while the co-or-
dination of the consciousness of fact, value, and true reality consti-
tutes awareness of personality reality, maximum of being, together
with the belief in the possibility of the survival of that very person-
ality.

6 ¶ Knowledge leads to placing men, to originating social strata
and castes. Religion leads to serving men, thus creating ethics and
altruism. Wisdom leads to the higher and better fellowship of both
ideas and one’s fellows. Revelation liberates men and starts them
out on the eternal adventure.

7 Science sorts men; religion loves men, even as yourself; wis-
dom does justice to differingmen; but revelation glori es man and
discloses his capacity for partnership with God.

8 Science vainly strives to create the brotherhood of culture; re-
ligion brings into being the brotherhood of the spirit. Philosophy
strives for the brotherhood ofwisdom; revelation portrays the eter-
nal brotherhood, the Paradise Corps of the Finality.

9 Knowledge yields pride in the fact of personality; wisdom is
the consciousness of the meaning of personality; religion is the ex-
perience of cognizance of the value of personality; revelation is the
assurance of personality survival.

10 ¶ Science seeks to identify, analyse, and classify the segmented
parts of the limitless cosmos. Religion grasps the idea-of-the-
whole, the entire cosmos. Philosophy attempts the identi cation
of the material segments of science with the spiritual-insight con-
cept of thewhole. Wherein philosophy fails in this attempt, revela-
tion succeeds, affirming that the cosmic circle is universal, eternal,
absolute, and in nite. is cosmos of the In nite I AM is there-
fore endless, limitless, and all-inclusive — timeless, spaceless, and
unquali ed. And we bear testimony that the In nite I AM is also
theFather ofMichael ofNebadon and theGodof human salvation.

11 Science indicates Deity as a fact; philosophy presents the idea
of an Absolute; religion envisions God as a loving spiritual person-
ality. Revelation affirms the unity of the fact of Deity, the idea of
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theAbsolute, and the spiritual personality ofGod and, further, pre-
sents this concept as our Father — the universal fact of existence,
the eternal idea of mind, and the in nite spirit of life.

12 e pursuit of knowledge constitutes science; the search for
wisdom is philosophy; the love for God is religion; the hunger for
truth is a revelation. But it is the indwelling ought Adjuster that
attaches the feeling of reality toman’s spiritual insight into the cos-
mos.

13 ¶ In science, the idea precedes the expression of its realization;
in religion, the experience of realization precedes the expression of
the idea. ere is a vast difference between the evolutionary will-
to-believe and the product of enlightened reason, religious insight,
and revelation — the will that believes.

14 In evolution, religion o en leads to man’s creating his con-
cepts of God; revelation exhibits the phenomenon of God’s evolv-
ing man himself, while in the earth life of Christ Michael we be-
hold the phenomenon of God’s revealing himself to man. Evolu-
tion tends to make God manlike; revelation tends to make man
Godlike.

15 Science is only satis edwith rst causes, religionwith supreme
personality, and philosophy with unity. Revelation affirms that
these three are one, and that all are good. e eternal real is the
good of the universe and not the time illusions of space evil. In the
spiritual experience of all personalities, always is it true that the real
is the good and the good is the real.

4. THE FACT OF EXPERIENCE
1 Because of the presence in yourminds of the oughtAdjuster,

it is no more of a mystery for you to know the mind of God than
for you to be sure of the consciousness of knowing any other mind,
humanor superhuman. Religion and social consciousness have this
in common: ey are predicated on the consciousness of other-
mindness. e technique whereby you can accept another’s idea
as yours is the same whereby you may “let the mind which was in
Christ be also in you.”

2 What is human experience? It is simply any interplay between
an active and questioning self and any other active and external re-
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ality. e mass of experience is determined by depth of concept
plus totality of recognition of the reality of the external. e mo-
tion of experience equals the force of expectant imagination plus
the keenness of the sensory discovery of the external qualities of
contacted reality. e fact of experience is found in self-conscious-
ness plus other-existences—other-thingness, other-mindness, and
other-spiritness.

3 Man very early becomes conscious that he is not alone in the
world or the universe. ere develops a natural spontaneous self-
consciousness of other-mindness in the environment of sel ood.
Faith translates this natural experience into religion, the recogni-
tion ofGod as the reality— source, nature, and destiny—of other-
mindness. But such a knowledge of God is ever and always a reality
of personal experience. If Godwere not a personality, he could not
become a living part of the real religious experience of a humanper-
sonality.

4 e element of error present in human religious experience is
directly proportional to the content of materialismwhich contam-
inates the spiritual concept of theUniversal Father. Man’s prespirit
progression in the universe consists in the experience of divesting
himself of these erroneous ideas of the nature of God and of the
reality of pure and true spirit. Deity is more than spirit, but the
spiritual approach is the only one possible to ascending man.

5 ¶ Prayer is indeed a part of religious experience, but it has been
wrongly emphasized by modern religions, much to the neglect of
the more essential communion of worship. e re ective powers
of the mind are deepened and broadened by worship. Prayer may
enrich the life, but worship illuminates destiny.

6 ¶ Revealed religion is the unifying element of human exis-
tence. Revelation uni es history, co-ordinates geology, astronomy,
physics, chemistry, biology, sociology, and psychology. Spiritual
experience is the real soul of man’s cosmos.

5. THE SUPREMACY OF PURPOSIVE POTENTIAL
1 Although the establishment of the fact of belief is not equiva-

lent to establishing the fact of that which is believed, nevertheless,
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the evolutionary progression of simple life to the status of person-
ality does demonstrate the fact of the existence of the potential of
personality to start with. And in the time universes, potential is al-
ways supreme over the actual. In the evolving cosmos the potential
is what is to be, and what is to be is the unfolding of the purposive
mandates of Deity.

2 is same purposive supremacy is shown in the evolution of
mind ideation when primitive animal fear is transmuted into the
constantly deepening reverence for God and into increasing awe
of the universe. Primitive man had more religious fear than faith,
and the supremacy of spirit potentials over mind actuals is demon-
strated when this craven fear is translated into living faith in spiri-
tual realities.

3 You can psychologize evolutionary religion but not the per-
sonal-experience religion of spiritual origin. Human morality may
recognize values, but only religion can conserve, exalt, and spir-
itualize such values. But notwithstanding such actions, religion
is something more than emotionalized morality. Religion is to
morality as love is to duty, as sonship is to servitude, as essence
is to substance. Morality discloses an almighty Controller, a De-
ity to be served; religion discloses an all-loving Father, a God to
be worshipped and loved. And again this is because the spiritual
potentiality of religion is dominant over the duty actuality of the
morality of evolution.

6. THE CERTAINTY OF RELIGIOUS FAITH
1 e philosophic elimination of religious fear and the steady

progress of science add greatly to the mortality of false gods; and
even though these casualties of man-made deities may momentar-
ily befog the spiritual vision, they eventually destroy that ignorance
and superstition which so long obscured the living God of eternal
love. e relation between the creature and the Creator is a living
experience, a dynamic religious faith, which is not subject to pre-
cise de nition. To isolate part of life and call it religion is to disin-
tegrate life and to distort religion. And this is just why the God of
worship claims all allegiance or none.
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2 e gods of primitive men may have been no more than shad-
ows of themselves; the living God is the divine light whose inter-
ruptions constitute the creation shadows of all space.

3 ¶ e religionist of philosophic attainment has faith in a per-
sonal God of personal salvation, something more than a reality, a
value, a level of achievement, an exalted process, a transmutation,
the ultimate of time-space, an idealization, the personalization of
energy, the entity of gravity, a human projection, the idealization
of self, nature’s upthrust, the inclination to goodness, the forward
impulse of evolution, or a sublime hypothesis. e religionist has
faith in a God of love. Love is the essence of religion and the well-
spring of superior civilization.

4 Faith transforms the philosophic God of probability into the
saving God of certainty in the personal religious experience. Skep-
ticism may challenge the theories of theology, but con dence in
the dependability of personal experience affirms the truth of that
belief which has grown into faith.

5 Convictions about God may be arrived at through wise rea-
soning, but the individual becomes God-knowing only by faith,
through personal experience. In much that pertains to life, prob-
ability must be reckoned with, but when contacting with cosmic
reality, certainty may be experienced when such meanings and val-
ues are approached by living faith. e God-knowing soul dares to
say, “I know,” even when this knowledge of God is questioned by
the unbeliever who denies such certitude because it is not wholly
supported by intellectual logic. To every such doubter the believer
only replies, “How do you know that I do not know?”

6 ¶ ough reason can always question faith, faith can always
supplement both reason and logic. Reason creates the probability
which faith can transform into a moral certainty, even a spiritual
experience. God is the rst truth and the last fact; therefore does
all truth take origin in him, while all facts exist relative to him. God
is absolute truth. As truth one may know God, but to understand
— to explain — God, one must explore the fact of the universe
of universes. e vast gulf between the experience of the truth of
God and ignorance as to the fact of God can be bridged only by liv-
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ing faith. Reason alone cannot achieve harmony between in nite
truth and universal fact.

7 Belief may not be able to resist doubt and withstand fear, but
faith is always triumphant over doubting, for faith is both positive
and living. e positive always has the advantage over the negative,
truth over error, experience over theory, spiritual realities over the
isolated facts of time and space. e convincing evidence of this
spiritual certainty consists in the social fruits of the spirit which
such believers, faithers, yield as a result of this genuine spiritual ex-
perience. Said Jesus: “If you love your fellows as I have loved you,
then shall all men know that you are my disciples.”

8 ¶ To science God is a possibility, to psychology a desirability,
to philosophy a probability, to religion a certainty, an actuality of
religious experience. Reason demands that a philosophy which
cannot nd the God of probability should be very respectful of
that religious faith which can and does nd the God of certitude.
Neither should science discount religious experience on grounds of
credulity, not so long as it persists in the assumption that man’s in-
tellectual and philosophic endowments emerged from increasingly
lesser intelligences the further back they go, nally taking origin in
primitive life which was utterly devoid of all thinking and feeling.

9 e facts of evolution must not be arrayed against the truth
of the reality of the certainty of the spiritual experience of the re-
ligious living of the God-knowing mortal. Intelligent men should
cease to reason like children and should attempt to use the con-
sistent logic of adulthood, logic which tolerates the concept of
truth alongside the observation of fact. Scienti c materialism has
gone bankrupt when it persists, in the face of each recurring uni-
verse phenomenon, in refunding its current objections by referring
what is admittedly higher back into that which is admittedly lower.
Consistency demands the recognition of the activities of a purpo-
sive Creator.

10 Organic evolution is a fact; purposive or progressive evolu-
tion is a truth which makes consistent the otherwise contradictory
phenomena of the ever-ascending achievements of evolution. e
higher any scientist progresses in his chosen science, the more will
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he abandon the theories ofmaterialistic fact in favour of the cosmic
truth of the dominance of the Supreme Mind. Materialism cheap-
ens human life; the gospel of Jesus tremendously enhances and su-
pernally exalts everymortal. Mortal existencemust be visualized as
consisting in the intriguing and fascinating experience of the real-
ization of the reality of the meeting of the human upreach and the
divine and saving downreach.

7. THE CERTITUDE OF THE DIVINE
1 e Universal Father, being self-existent, is also self-explana-

tory; he actually lives in every rational mortal. But you cannot be
sure about God unless you know him; sonship is the only experi-
ence which makes fatherhood certain. e universe is everywhere
undergoing change. A changing universe is a dependent universe;
such a creation cannot be either nal or absolute. A nite universe
is wholly dependent on the Ultimate and the Absolute. e uni-
verse and God are not identical; one is cause, the other effect. e
cause is absolute, in nite, eternal, and changeless; the effect, time-
space and transcendental but ever changing, always growing.

2 God is the one and only self-caused fact in the universe. He is
the secret of the order, plan, and purpose of the whole creation of
things and beings. e everywhere-changing universe is regulated
and stabilized by absolutely unchanging laws, the habits of an un-
changing God. e fact of God, the divine law, is changeless; the
truth of God, his relation to the universe, is a relative revelation
which is ever adaptable to the constantly evolving universe.

3 ¶ ose who would invent a religion without God are like
those who would gather fruit without trees, have children without
parents. You cannot have effects without causes; only the I AM is
causeless. e fact of religious experience implies God, and such
a God of personal experience must be a personal Deity. You can-
not pray to a chemical formula, supplicate a mathematical equa-
tion, worship a hypothesis, con de in a postulate, communewith a
process, serve an abstraction, or hold loving fellowship with a law.

4 True, many apparently religious traits can grow out of nonreli-
gious roots. Man can, intellectually, deny God and yet be morally
good, loyal, lial, honest, and even idealistic. Man may gra many
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purely humanistic branches onto his basic spiritual nature and thus
apparently prove his contentions in behalf of a godless religion, but
such an experience is devoid of survival values, God-knowingness
and God-ascension. In such a mortal experience only social fruits
are forthcoming, not spiritual. e gra determines the nature of
the fruit, notwithstanding that the living sustenance is drawn from
the roots of original divine endowment of both mind and spirit.

5 e intellectual earmarkof religion is certainty; thephilosoph-
ical characteristic is consistency; the social fruits are love and ser-
vice.

6 ¶ e God-knowing individual is not one who is blind to the
difficulties or unmindful of the obstacles which stand in the way
of nding God in the maze of superstition, tradition, and materi-
alistic tendencies of modern times. He has encountered all these
deterrents and triumphed over them, surmounted them by living
faith, and attained the highlands of spiritual experience in spite of
them. But it is true thatmanywho are inwardly sure aboutGod fear
to assert such feelings of certainty because of the multiplicity and
cleverness of those who assemble objections and magnify difficul-
ties about believing in God. It requires no great depth of intellect
to pick aws, ask questions, or raise objections. But it does require
brilliance of mind to answer these questions and solve these diffi-
culties; faith certainty is the greatest technique for dealing with all
such super cial contentions.

7 ¶ If science, philosophy, or sociology dares to become dog-
matic in contendingwith the prophets of true religion, then should
God-knowing men reply to such unwarranted dogmatism with
that more farseeing dogmatism of the certainty of personal spiri-
tual experience, “I knowwhat I have experienced because I ama son
of I AM.” If the personal experience of a faither is to be challenged
by dogma, then this faith-born son of the experiencible Fathermay
reply with that unchallengeable dogma, the statement of his actual
sonship with the Universal Father.

8 Only an unquali ed reality, an absolute, could dare consis-
tently to be dogmatic. ose who assume to be dogmatic must, if
consistent, sooner or later be driven into the arms of the Absolute
of energy, the Universal of truth, and the In nite of love.
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9 If the nonreligious approaches to cosmic reality presume to
challenge the certainty of faith on the grounds of its unproved sta-
tus, then the spirit experiencer can likewise resort to the dogmatic
challenge of the facts of science and the beliefs of philosophy on
the grounds that they are likewise unproved; they are likewise ex-
periences in the consciousness of the scientist or the philosopher.

10 ¶ Of God, the most inescapable of all presences, the most real
of all facts, the most living of all truths, the most loving of all
friends, and the most divine of all values, we have the right to be
the most certain of all universe experiences.

8. THE EVIDENCES OF RELIGION
1 e highest evidence of the reality and efficacy of religion con-

sists in the fact of human experience; namely, that man, naturally
fearful and suspicious, innately endowed with a strong instinct of
self-preservation and craving survival a er death, is willing fully to
trust the deepest interests of his present and future to the keeping
and direction of that power and person designated by his faith as
God. at is the one central truth of all religion. As to what that
power or person requires of man in return for this watchcare and
nal salvation, no two religions agree; in fact, they all more or less

disagree.
2 Regarding the status of any religion in the evolutionary scale, it

maybest be judgedby itsmoral judgments and its ethical standards.
e higher the type of any religion, the more it encourages and is

encouraged by a constantly improving social morality and ethical
culture. We cannot judge religion by the status of its accompanying
civilization; we had better estimate the real nature of a civilization
by the purity and nobility of its religion. Many of the world’s most
notable religious teachers have been virtually unlettered. e wis-
dom of the world is not necessary to an exercise of saving faith in
eternal realities.

3 e difference in the religions of various ages is wholly depen-
dent on the difference in man’s comprehension of reality and on
his differing recognition of moral values, ethical relationships, and
spirit realities.
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4 ¶ Ethics is the external social or racial mirror which faithfully
re ects the otherwise unobservable progress of internal spiritual
and religious developments. Man has always thought of God in
the terms of the best he knew, his deepest ideas and highest ideals.
Even historic religion has always created its God conceptions out
of its highest recognized values. Every intelligent creature gives the
name of God to the best and highest thing he knows.˚

5 Religion, when reduced to terms of reason and intellectual ex-
pression, has always dared to criticize civilization and evolutionary
progress as judged by its own standards of ethical culture andmoral
progress.

6 While personal religion precedes the evolution of human
morals, it is regretfully recorded that institutional religion has in-
variably lagged behind the slowly changing mores of the human
races. Organized religion has proved to be conservatively tardy.

e prophets have usually led the people in religious development;
the theologians have usually held themback. Religion, being amat-
ter of inner or personal experience, can never develop very far in
advance of the intellectual evolution of the races.

7 But religion is never enhanced by an appeal to the so-called
miraculous. e quest for miracles is a harking back to the primi-
tive religions ofmagic. True religion has nothing to dowith alleged
miracles, andnever does revealed religionpoint tomiracles as proof
of authority. Religion is ever and always rooted and grounded in
personal experience. And your highest religion, the life of Jesus,
was just such a personal experience: man,mortalman, seekingGod
and nding him to the fullness during one short life in the esh,
while in the same human experience there appeared God seeking
man and nding him to the full satisfaction of the perfect soul of
in nite supremacy. And that is religion, even the highest yet re-
vealed in the universe of Nebadon — the earth life of Jesus of Na-
zareth.
8.4. Ethics is the eternal social or racial mirror which faithfully re ects… While it may
be possible to extract some meaning om the original wording, changing “eternal” to “ex-
ternal” on the basis of an assumed dropped keystroke in the original, suddenly makes the
sentence not only clear in meaning but also reveals a contrastive point which is completely
absent om the original. ( is also resolves the otherwise completely opaque “Ethics is the
eternal…racial mirror…”)
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8 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №103
THE REALITY OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

Melchizedek

ALL of man’s truly religious reactions are sponsored by the
earlyministry of the adjutant of worship and are censored
by the adjutant of wisdom. Man’s rst supermind endow-

ment is that of personality encircuitment in the Holy Spirit of the
Universe Creative Spirit; and long before either the bestowals of
the divine Sons or the universal bestowal of the Adjusters, this in-
uence functions to enlargeman’s viewpoint of ethics, religion, and

spirituality. Subsequent to the bestowals of the Paradise Sons the
liberated Spirit of Truth makes mighty contributions to the en-
largement of the human capacity to perceive religious truths. As
evolution advances on an inhabited world, the ought Adjusters
increasingly participate in the development of the higher types of
human religious insight. e ought Adjuster is the cosmic win-
dow through which the nite creature may faith-glimpse the cer-
tainties and divinities of limitless Deity, the Universal Father.

2 e religious tendencies of the human races are innate; they
are universally manifested and have an apparently natural origin;
primitive religions are always evolutionary in their genesis. As nat-
ural religious experience continues to progress, periodic revelations
of truth punctuate the otherwise slow-moving course of planetary
evolution.

3 ¶ On Urantia, today, there are four kinds of religion:
4 1. Natural or evolutionary religion.
5 2. Supernatural or revelatory religion.
6 3. Practical or current religion, varying degrees of the admix-

ture of natural and supernatural religions.
7 4. Philosophic religions,man-madeorphilosophically thought-

out theologic doctrines and reason-created religions.

1. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
1 e unity of religious experience among a social or racial group

derives from the identical nature of the God fragment indwelling
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the individual. It is this divine in man that gives origin to his un-
sel sh interest in the welfare of other men. But since personality is
unique — no two mortals being alike — it inevitably follows that
no two human beings can similarly interpret the leadings and urges
of the spirit of divinity which lives within their minds. A group of
mortals can experience spiritual unity, but they can never attain
philosophic uniformity. And this diversity of the interpretation
of religious thought and experience is shown by the fact that XX
century theologians and philosophers have formulated upward of
500 different de nitions of religion. In reality, every human be-
ing de nes religion in the terms of his own experiential interpre-
tation of the divine impulses emanating from the God spirit that
indwells him, and therefore must such an interpretation be unique
and wholly different from the religious philosophy of all other hu-
man beings.

2 When one mortal is in full agreement with the religious phi-
losophy of a fellow mortal, that phenomenon indicates that these
two beings have had a similar religious experience touching themat-
ters concerned in their similarity of philosophic religious interpre-
tation.

3 While your religion is a matter of personal experience, it is
most important that you should be exposed to the knowledge of
a vast number of other religious experiences (the diverse inter-
pretations of other and diverse mortals) to the end that you may
prevent your religious life from becoming egocentric — circum-
scribed, sel sh, and unsocial.

4 Rationalism is wrong when it assumes that religion is at rst
a primitive belief in something which is then followed by the pur-
suit of values. Religion is primarily a pursuit of values, and then
there formulates a system of interpretative beliefs. It is much eas-
ier for men to agree on religious values — goals — than on beliefs
— interpretations. And this explains how religion can agree on
values and goals while exhibiting the confusing phenomenon of
maintaining a belief in hundreds of con icting beliefs — creeds.

is also explains why a given person canmaintain his religious ex-
perience in the face of giving up or changing many of his religious
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beliefs. Religion persists in spite of revolutionary changes in reli-
gious beliefs. eology does not produce religion; it is religion that
produces theologic philosophy.

5 at religionists have believed so much that was false does not
invalidate religion because religion is founded on the recognition
of values and is validated by the faith of personal religious experi-
ence. Religion, then, is based on experience and religious thought;
theology, the philosophy of religion, is an honest attempt to in-
terpret that experience. Such interpretative beliefs may be right or
wrong, or a mixture of truth and error.

6 e realization of the recognition of spiritual values is an ex-
perience which is superideational. ere is no word in any human
languagewhich can be employed to designate this “sense,” “feeling,”
“intuition,” or “experience” whichwe have elected to call God-con-
sciousness. e spirit of God that dwells in man is not personal —
the Adjuster is prepersonal — but this Monitor presents a value,
exudes a avour of divinity, which is personal in the highest and
in nite sense. If God were not at least personal, he could not be
conscious, and if not conscious, then would he be infrahuman.

2. RELIGION AND THE INDIVIDUAL
1 Religion is functional in thehumanmind andhas been realized

in experience prior to its appearance in human consciousness. A
child has been in existence about ninemonths before it experiences
birth. But the “birth” of religion is not sudden; it is rather a gradual
emergence. Nevertheless, sooner or later there is a “birth day.” You
do not enter the kingdom of heaven unless you have been “born
again”—born of the Spirit. Many spiritual births are accompanied
bymuch anguish of spirit andmarked psychological perturbations,
as many physical births are characterized by a “stormy labour” and
other abnormalities of “delivery.” Other spiritual births are a natu-
ral andnormal growthof the recognitionof supreme valueswith an
enhancement of spiritual experience, albeit no religious develop-
ment occurs without conscious effort and positive and individual
determinations. Religion is never a passive experience, a negative
attitude. What is termed the “birth of religion” is not directly asso-
ciated with so-called conversion experiences which usually charac-
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terize religious episodes occurring later in life as a result of mental
con ict, emotional repression, and temperamental upheavals.

2 But those personswhowere so reared by their parents that they
grew up in the consciousness of being children of a loving heavenly
Father, should not look askance at their fellow mortals who could
only attain such consciousness of fellowship with God through a
psychological crisis, an emotional upheaval.

3 e evolutionary soil in the mind of man in which the seed of
revealed religion germinates is the moral nature that so early gives
origin to a social consciousness. e rst promptings of a child’s
moral nature have not to do with sex, guilt, or personal pride, but
rather with impulses of justice, fairness, and urges to kindness —
helpfulministry to one’s fellows. Andwhen such earlymoral awak-
enings are nurtured, there occurs a gradual development of the re-
ligious life which is comparatively free from con icts, upheavals,
and crises.

4 Every human being very early experiences something of a con-
ict between his self-seeking and his altruistic impulses, and many

times the rst experience of God-consciousness may be attained as
the result of seeking for superhuman help in the task of resolving
such moral con icts.

5 e psychology of a child is naturally positive, not negative.
So many mortals are negative because they were so trained. When
it is said that the child is positive, reference is made to his moral
impulses, those powers ofmindwhose emergence signals the arrival
of the ought Adjuster.

6 In the absence ofwrong teaching, themindof the normal child
moves positively, in the emergence of religious consciousness, to-
ward moral righteousness and social ministry, rather than nega-
tively, away from sin and guilt. ere may or may not be con ict
in the development of religious experience, but there are always
present the inevitable decisions, effort, and function of the human
will.

7 Moral choosing is usually accompanied by more or less moral
con ict. And this very rst con ict in the child mind is between
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the urges of egoism and the impulses of altruism. e oughtAd-
juster does not disregard the personality values of the egoistic mo-
tive but does operate to place a slight preference upon the altruistic
impulse as leading to the goal of human happiness and to the joys
of the kingdom of heaven.

8 When a moral being chooses to be unsel sh when confronted
by the urge to be sel sh, that is primitive religious experience. No
animal can make such a choice; such a decision is both human and
religious. It embraces the fact of God-consciousness and exhibits
the impulse of social service, the basis of the brotherhood of man.
When mind chooses a right moral judgment by an act of the free
will, such a decision constitutes a religious experience.

9 But before a child has developed sufficiently to acquire moral
capacity and therefore to be able to choose altruistic service, he has
already developed a strong and well-uni ed egoistic nature. And it
is this factual situation that gives rise to the theory of the struggle
between the “higher” and the “lower” natures, between the “old
man of sin” and the “new nature” of grace. Very early in life the
normal child begins to learn that it is “more blessed to give than to
receive.”

10 Man tends to identify the urge to be self-serving with his ego
— himself. In contrast he is inclined to identify the will to be al-
truistic with some in uence outside himself — God. And indeed
is such a judgment right, for all such nonself desires do actually
have their origin in the leadings of the indwelling ought Ad-
juster, and this Adjuster is a fragment of God. e impulse of the
spirit Monitor is realized in human consciousness as the urge to be
altruistic, fellow-creatureminded. At least this is the early and fun-
damental experience of the child mind. When the growing child
fails of personality uni cation, the altruistic drive may become so
overdeveloped as to work serious injury to the welfare of the self.
Amisguided conscience can become responsible formuch con ict,
worry, sorrow, and no end of human unhappiness.

3. RELIGION AND THE HUMAN RACE
1 While the belief in spirits, dreams, and diverse other supersti-

tions all played a part in the evolutionary origin of primitive reli-
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gions, you should not overlook the in uence of the clan or tribal
spirit of solidarity. In the group relationship there was presented
the exact social situationwhichprovided the challenge to the egois-
tic-altruistic con ict in the moral nature of the early human mind.
In spite of their belief in spirits, primitive Australians still focus
their religion upon the clan. In time, such religious concepts tend
to personalize, rst, as animals, and later, as a supermanor as aGod.
Even such inferior races as the African Bushmen, who are not even
totemic in their beliefs, do have a recognition of the difference be-
tween the self-interest and the group-interest, a primitive distinc-
tion between the values of the secular and the sacred. But the so-
cial group is not the source of religious experience. Regardless of
the in uence of all these primitive contributions to man’s early re-
ligion, the fact remains that the true religious impulse has its origin
in genuine spirit presences activating the will to be unsel sh.

2 ¶ Later religion is foreshadowed in the primitive belief in nat-
ural wonders and mysteries, the impersonal mana. But sooner or
later the evolving religion requires that the individual shouldmake
some personal sacri ce for the good of his social group, should do
something to make other people happier and better. Ultimately,
religion is destined to become the service of God and of man.

3 Religion is designed to change man’s environment, but much
of the religion found among mortals today has become helpless to
do this. Environment has all too o en mastered religion.

4 ¶ Remember that in the religion of all ages the experience
which is paramount is the feeling regarding moral values and so-
cial meanings, not the thinking regarding theologic dogmas or
philosophic theories. Religion evolves favourably as the element
of magic is replaced by the concept of morals.

5 Man evolved through the superstitions of mana, magic, nature
worship, spirit fear, and animal worship to the various ceremonials
whereby the religious attitude of the individual became the group
reactions of the clan. And then these ceremonies became focalized
and crystallized into tribal beliefs, and eventually these fears and
faiths became personalized into gods. But in all of this religious
evolution themoral element was never wholly absent. e impulse
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of the God within man was always potent. And these powerful in-
uences—onehuman and the other divine—ensured the survival

of religion throughout the vicissitudes of the ages and that not-
withstanding it was so o en threatened with extinction by 1,000
subversive tendencies and hostile antagonisms.

4. SPIRITUAL COMMUNION
1 e characteristic difference between a social occasion and a

religious gathering is that in contrast with the secular the religious
is pervaded by the atmosphere of communion. In this way hu-
man association generates a feeling of fellowship with the divine,
and this is the beginning of group worship. Partaking of a com-
mon meal was the earliest type of social communion, and so did
early religions provide that some portion of the ceremonial sacri-
ce should be eaten by the worshippers. Even in Christianity the

Lord’s Supper retains this mode of communion. e atmosphere
of the communion provides a refreshing and comforting period of
truce in the con ict of the self-seeking ego with the altruistic urge
of the indwelling spirit Monitor. And this is the prelude to true
worship — the practice of the presence of God which eventuates
in the emergence of the brotherhood of man.

2 When primitive man felt that his communion with God had
been interrupted, he resorted to sacri ce of some kind in an effort
to make atonement, to restore friendly relationship. e hunger
and thirst for righteousness leads to the discovery of truth, and
truth augments ideals, and this creates new problems for the indi-
vidual religionists, for our ideals tend to grow by geometrical pro-
gression, while our ability to live up to them is enhanced only by
arithmetical progression.

3 e sense of guilt (not the consciousness of sin) comes either
from interrupted spiritual communion or from the lowering of
one’s moral ideals. Deliverance from such a predicament can only
come through the realization that one’s highestmoral ideals are not
necessarily synonymous with the will of God. Man cannot hope to
live up to his highest ideals, but he can be true to his purpose of
nding God and becoming more and more like him.
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4 Jesus swept away all of the ceremonials of sacri ce and atone-
ment. He destroyed the basis of all this ctitious guilt and sense of
isolation in the universe by declaring that man is a child of God;
the creature-Creator relationship was placed on a child-parent ba-
sis. God becomes a loving Father to his mortal sons and daughters.
All ceremonials not a legitimate part of such an intimate family re-
lationship are forever abrogated.

5 God the Father deals with man his child on the basis, not of
actual virtue or worthiness, but in recognition of the child’s moti-
vation — the creature purpose and intent. e relationship is one
of parent-child association and is actuated by divine love.

5. THE ORIGIN OF IDEALS
1 e early evolutionary mind gives origin to a feeling of social

duty andmoral obligation derived chie y fromemotional fear. e
more positive urge of social service and the idealism of altruism are
derived from the direct impulse of the divine spirit indwelling the
human mind.

2 is idea-ideal of doing good to others — the impulse to deny
the ego something for the bene t of one’s neighbour — is very cir-
cumscribed at rst. Primitive man regards as neighbour only those
very close to him, thosewho treat himneighbourly; as religious civ-
ilization advances, one’s neighbour expands in concept to embrace
the clan, the tribe, the nation. And then Jesus enlarged the neigh-
bour scope to embrace the whole of humanity, even that we should
love our enemies. And there is something inside of every normal
human being that tells him this teaching is moral — right. Even
those who practise this ideal least, admit that it is right in theory.

3 All men recognize the morality of this universal human urge
to be unsel sh and altruistic. e humanist ascribes the origin of
this urge to the natural working of the material mind; the religion-
istmore correctly recognizes that the truly unsel sh drive ofmortal
mind is in response to the inner spirit leadings of the ought Ad-
juster.

4 But man’s interpretation of these early con icts between the
ego-will and the other-than-self-will is not always dependable.
Only a fairly well uni ed personality can arbitrate the multiform
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contentions of the ego cravings and the budding social conscious-
ness. e self has rights as well as one’s neighbours. Neither has
exclusive claims upon the attention and service of the individual.
Failure to resolve this problem gives origin to the earliest type of
human guilt feelings.

5 Human happiness is achieved only when the ego desire of the
self and the altruistic urge of the higher self (divine spirit) are co-
ordinated and reconciled by the uni ed will of the integrating and
supervising personality. e mind of evolutionaryman is ever con-
fronted with the intricate problem of refereeing the contest be-
tween the natural expansion of emotional impulses and the moral
growthof unsel sh urges predicated on spiritual insight—genuine
religious re ection.

6 e attempt to secure equal good for the self and for the great-
est number of other selves presents a problemwhich cannot always
be satisfactorily resolved in a time-space frame. Given an eternal
life, such antagonisms can be worked out, but in one short human
life they are incapable of solution. Jesus referred to such a para-
dox when he said: “Whosoever shall save his life shall lose it, but
whosoever shall lose his life for the sake of the kingdom, shall nd
it.”

7 ¶ e pursuit of the ideal — the striving to be Godlike — is a
continuous effort before death and a er. e life a er death is no
different in the essentials than the mortal existence. Everything we
do in this life which is good contributes directly to the enhance-
ment of the future life. Real religion does not foster moral indo-
lence and spiritual laziness by encouraging the vain hope of having
all the virtues of a noble character bestowed upon one as a result
of passing through the portals of natural death. True religion does
not belittle man’s efforts to progress during themortal lease on life.
Every mortal gain is a direct contribution to the enrichment of the
rst stages of the immortal survival experience.
8 ¶ It is fatal to man’s idealism when he is taught that all of his

altruistic impulses are merely the development of his natural herd
instincts. Buthe is ennobled andmightily energizedwhenhe learns
that these higher urges of his soul emanate from the spiritual forces
that indwell his mortal mind.
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9 It li s man out of himself and beyond himself when he once
fully realizes that there lives and strives within him something
which is eternal and divine. And so it is that a living faith in the
superhuman origin of our ideals validates our belief that we are the
sons of God and makes real our altruistic convictions, the feelings
of the brotherhood of man.

10 Man, in his spiritual domain, does have a free will. Mortalman
is neither a helpless slave of the in exible sovereignty of an all-pow-
erful God nor the victim of the hopeless fatality of a mechanistic
cosmic determinism. Man is most truly the architect of his own
eternal destiny.

11 ¶ But man is not saved or ennobled by pressure. Spirit growth
springs from within the evolving soul. Pressure may deform the
personality, but it never stimulates growth. Even educational pres-
sure is only negatively helpful in that it may aid in the prevention
of disastrous experiences. Spiritual growth is greatest where all ex-
ternal pressures are at aminimum. “Where the spirit of the Lord is,
there is freedom.” Man develops best when the pressures of home,
community, church, and state are least. But this must not be con-
strued as meaning that there is no place in a progressive society for
home, social institutions, church, and state.

12 When a member of a social religious group has complied with
the requirements of such a group, he should be encouraged to en-
joy religious liberty in the full expression of his own personal inter-
pretation of the truths of religious belief and the facts of religious
experience. e security of a religious group depends on spiritual
unity, not on theological uniformity. A religious group should be
able to enjoy the liberty of freethinking without having to become
“freethinkers.” ere is great hope for any church that worships the
living God, validates the brotherhood of man, and dares to remove
all creedal pressure from its members.

6. PHILOSOPHIC COORDINATION
1 eology is the study of the actions and reactions of the human

spirit; it can never become a science since it must always be com-
bined more or less with psychology in its personal expression and
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with philosophy in its systematic portrayal. eology is always the
study of your religion; the study of another’s religion is psychology.

2 ¶ Whenman approaches the study and examination of his uni-
verse from the outside, he brings into being the various physical
sciences; when he approaches the research of himself and the uni-
verse from the inside, he gives origin to theology and metaphysics.

e later art of philosophy develops in an effort to harmonize the
many discrepancies which are destined at rst to appear between
the ndings and teachings of these two diametrically opposite av-
enues of approaching the universe of things and beings.

3 Religion has to do with the spiritual viewpoint, the awareness
of the insideness of human experience. Man’s spiritual nature af-
fords him the opportunity of turning the universe outside in. It is
therefore true that, viewed exclusively from the insideness of per-
sonality experience, all creation appears to be spiritual in nature.

4 When man analytically inspects the universe through the ma-
terial endowments of his physical senses and associated mind per-
ception, the cosmos appears to bemechanical and energy-material.
Such a technique of studying reality consists in turning the universe
inside out.

5 ¶ A logical and consistent philosophic concept of the universe
cannot be built up on the postulations of either materialism or
spiritism, for both of these systems of thinking, when universally
applied, are compelled to view the cosmos in distortion, the for-
mer contacting with a universe turned inside out, the latter realiz-
ing the nature of a universe turned outside in. Never, then, can ei-
ther science or religion, in and of themselves, standing alone, hope
to gain an adequate understanding of universal truths and relation-
shipswithout the guidance of human philosophy and the illumina-
tion of divine revelation.

6 Always must man’s inner spirit depend for its expression and
self-realization upon the mechanism and technique of the mind.
Likewise must man’s outer experience of material reality be pred-
icated on the mind consciousness of the experiencing personality.

erefore are the spiritual and thematerial, the inner and the outer,
human experiences always correlated with the mind function and
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conditioned, as to their conscious realization, by the mind activ-
ity. Man experiences matter in his mind; he experiences spiritual
reality in the soul but becomes conscious of this experience in his
mind. e intellect is the harmonizer and the ever-present con-
ditioner and quali er of the sum total of mortal experience. Both
energy-things and spirit values are coloured by their interpretation
through the mind media of consciousness.

7 Your difficulty in arriving at a more harmonious co-ordina-
tion between science and religion is due to your utter ignorance
of the intervening domain of the morontia world of things and
beings. e local universe consists of three degrees, or stages, of
reality manifestation: matter, morontia, and spirit. e moron-
tia angle of approach erases all divergence between the ndings of
the physical sciences and the functioning of the spirit of religion.
Reason is the understanding technique of the sciences; faith is the
insight technique of religion; mota is the technique of the moron-
tia level. Mota is a supermaterial reality sensitivity which is begin-
ning to compensate incomplete growth, having for its substance
knowledge-reason and for its essence faith-insight. Mota is a super-
philosophical reconciliation of divergent reality perception which
is nonattainable by material personalities; it is predicated, in part,
on the experience of having survived the material life of the esh.
But many mortals have recognized the desirability of having some
method of reconciling the interplay between the widely separated
domains of science and religion; and metaphysics is the result of
man’s unavailing attempt to span this well-recognized chasm. But
human metaphysics has proved more confusing than illuminating.
Metaphysics stands for man’s well-meant but futile effort to com-
pensate for the absence of the mota of morontia.

8 ¶ Metaphysics has proved a failure; mota, man cannot per-
ceive. Revelation is the only technique which can compensate for
the absence of the truth sensitivity of mota in a material world.
Revelation authoritatively clari es the muddle of reason-devel-
oped metaphysics on an evolutionary sphere.

9 Science is man’s attempted study of his physical environment,
the world of energy-matter; religion is man’s experience with the
cosmos of spirit values; philosophy has been developed by man’s
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mind effort to organize and correlate the ndings of these widely
separated concepts into something like a reasonable and uni ed
attitude toward the cosmos. Philosophy, clari ed by revelation,
functions acceptably in the absence of mota and in the presence
of the breakdown and failure of man’s reason substitute for mota
— metaphysics.

10 ¶ Earlyman did not differentiate between the energy level and
the spirit level. It was the violet race and their Andite successors
who rst attempted to divorce the mathematical from the voli-
tional. Increasingly has civilized man followed in the footsteps of
the earliest Greeks and the Sumerians who distinguished between
the inanimate and the animate. And as civilization progresses, phi-
losophy will have to bridge ever-widening gulfs between the spirit
concept and the energy concept. But in the time of space these di-
vergencies are at one in the Supreme.

11 ¶ Science must always be grounded in reason, although imag-
ination and conjecture are helpful in the extension of its borders.
Religion is forever dependent on faith, albeit reason is a stabilizing
in uence and ahelpful handmaid. Andalways there have been, and
ever will be, misleading interpretations of the phenomena of both
the natural and the spiritual worlds, sciences and religions falsely
so called.

12 Outof his incomplete grasp of science, his faint hold upon reli-
gion, and his abortive attempts at metaphysics, man has attempted
to construct his formulations of philosophy. And modern man
would indeed build a worthy and engaging philosophy of himself
and his universe were it not for the breakdown of his all-important
and indispensable metaphysical connection between the worlds of
matter and spirit, the failure of metaphysics to bridge the moron-
tia gulf between the physical and the spiritual. Mortal man lacks
the concept of morontia mind and material; and revelation is the
only technique for atoning for this de ciency in the conceptual
data which man so urgently needs in order to construct a logical
philosophy of the universe and to arrive at a satisfying understand-
ing of his sure and settled place in that universe.

13 Revelation is evolutionaryman’s only hope of bridging themo-
rontia gulf. Faith and reason, unaided by mota, cannot conceive
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and construct a logical universe. Without the insight ofmota,mor-
talman cannot discern goodness, love, and truth in the phenomena
of the material world.

14 When the philosophy of man leans heavily toward the world
of matter, it becomes rationalistic or naturalistic. When philoso-
phy inclines particularly toward the spiritual level, it becomes ide-
alistic or even mystical. When philosophy is so unfortunate as to
lean upon metaphysics, it unfailingly becomes skeptical, confused.
In past ages, most of man’s knowledge and intellectual evaluations
have fallen into one of these three distortions of perception. Phi-
losophy dare not project its interpretations of reality in the linear
fashion of logic; it must never fail to reckon with the elliptic sym-
metry of reality and with the essential curvature of all relation con-
cepts.

15 e highest attainable philosophy of mortal man must be log-
ically based on the reason of science, the faith of religion, and
the truth insight afforded by revelation. By this union man can
compensate somewhat for his failure to develop an adequate meta-
physics and for his inability to comprehend the mota of the mo-
rontia.

7. SCIENCE AND RELIGION
1 Science is sustained by reason, religion by faith. Faith, though

not predicated on reason, is reasonable; though independent of
logic, it is nonetheless encouraged by sound logic. Faith cannot
be nourished even by an ideal philosophy; indeed, it is, with sci-
ence, the very source of such a philosophy. Faith, human religious
insight, can be surely instructed only by revelation, can be surely
elevated only by personal mortal experience with the spiritual Ad-
juster presence of the God who is spirit.

2 ¶ True salvation is the technique of the divine evolution of the
mortal mind frommatter identi cation through the realms of mo-
rontia liaison to the high universe status of spiritual correlation.
And as material intuitive instinct precedes the appearance of rea-
soned knowledge in terrestrial evolution, so does themanifestation
of spiritual intuitive insight presage the later appearance ofmoron-
tia and spirit reason and experience in the supernal program of ce-
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lestial evolution, the business of transmuting the potentials of man
the temporal into the actuality and divinity of man the eternal, a
Paradise naliter.

3 But as ascendingman reaches inward and Paradiseward for the
God experience, he will likewise be reaching outward and space-
ward for an energy understanding of thematerial cosmos. e pro-
gression of science is not limited to the terrestrial life of man; his
universe and superuniverse ascension experience will to no small
degree be the study of energy transmutation and material meta-
morphosis. God is spirit, but Deity is unity, and the unity of Deity
not only embraces the spiritual values of the Universal Father and
the Eternal Son but is also cognizant of the energy facts of theUni-
versal Controller and the Isle of Paradise, while these two phases of
universal reality are perfectly correlated in the mind relationships
of the Conjoint Actor and uni ed on the nite level in the emerg-
ing Deity of the Supreme Being.

4 ¶ e union of the scienti c attitude and the religious insight
by the mediation of experiential philosophy is part of man’s long
Paradise-ascension experience. e approximations of mathemat-
ics and the certainties of insight will always require the harmoniz-
ing function of mind logic on all levels of experience short of the
maximum attainment of the Supreme.

5 But logic can never succeed in harmonizing the ndings of sci-
ence and the insights of religion unless both the scienti c and the
religious aspects of a personality are truth dominated, sincerely de-
sirous of following the truth wherever it may lead regardless of the
conclusions which it may reach.

6 Logic is the technique of philosophy, itsmethod of expression.
Within the domain of true science, reason is always amenable to
genuine logic; within the domain of true religion, faith is always
logical from the basis of an inner viewpoint, even though such faith
may appear to be quite unfounded from the inlooking viewpoint
of the scienti c approach. From outward, looking within, the uni-
versemay appear to bematerial; fromwithin, looking out, the same
universe appears to be wholly spiritual. Reason grows out of mate-
rial awareness, faith out of spiritual awareness, but through theme-
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diation of a philosophy strengthened by revelation, logic may con-
rm both the inward and the outward view, thereby effecting the

stabilization of both science and religion. us, through common
contact with the logic of philosophy, may both science and religion
become increasingly tolerant of each other, less and less skeptical.

7 What both developing science and religion need is more
searching and fearless self-criticism, a greater awareness of incom-
pleteness in evolutionary status. e teachers of both science and
religion are o en altogether too self-con dent and dogmatic. Sci-
ence and religion canonly be self-critical of their facts. emoment
departure is made from the stage of facts, reason abdicates or else
rapidly degenerates into a consort of false logic.

8 ¶ e truth — an understanding of cosmic relationships, uni-
verse facts, and spiritual values— can best be had through themin-
istry of the Spirit of Truth and can best be criticized by revelation.
But revelation originates neither a science nor a religion; its func-
tion is to co-ordinate both science and religion with the truth of
reality. Always, in the absence of revelation or in the failure to ac-
cept or grasp it, has mortal man resorted to his futile gesture of
metaphysics, that being the only human substitute for the revela-
tion of truth or for the mota of morontia personality.

9 e science of the material world enables man to control, and
to some extent dominate, his physical environment. e religion
of the spiritual experience is the source of the fraternity impulse
which enables men to live together in the complexities of the civ-
ilization of a scienti c age. Metaphysics, but more certainly rev-
elation, affords a common meeting ground for the discoveries of
both science and religion and makes possible the human attempt
logically to correlate these separate but interdependent domains of
thought into a well-balanced philosophy of scienti c stability and
religious certainty.

10 ¶ In the mortal state, nothing can be absolutely proved; both
science and religion are predicated on assumptions. On the mo-
rontia level, the postulates of both science and religion are capable
of partial proof by mota logic. On the spiritual level of maximum
status, the need for nite proof gradually vanishes before the actual
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experience of andwith reality; but even then there is much beyond
the nite that remains unproved.

11 All divisions of human thought are predicated on certain as-
sumptions which are accepted, though unproved, by the consti-
tutive reality sensitivity of the mind endowment of man. Science
starts out on its vaunted career of reasoning by assuming the reality
of three things: matter, motion, and life. Religion starts out with
the assumption of the validity of three things: mind, spirit, and the
universe — the Supreme Being.

12 Science becomes the thought domain of mathematics, of the
energy and material of time in space. Religion assumes to deal not
only with nite and temporal spirit but also with the spirit of eter-
nity and supremacy. Only through a long experience in mota can
these two extremes of universe perception be made to yield anal-
ogous interpretations of origins, functions, relations, realities, and
destinies. e maximum harmonization of the energy-spirit diver-
gence is in the encircuitment of the Seven Master Spirits; the rst
uni cation thereof, in the Deity of the Supreme; the nality unity
thereof, in the in nity of the First Source and Centre, the I AM.

13 ¶ Reason is the act of recognizing the conclusions of conscious-
ness with regard to the experience in and with the physical world
of energy and matter. Faith is the act of recognizing the valid-
ity of spiritual consciousness — something which is incapable of
other mortal proof. Logic is the synthetic truth-seeking progres-
sion of the unity of faith and reason and is founded on the consti-
tutive mind endowments of mortal beings, the innate recognition
of things, meanings, and values.

14 ¶ ere is a real proof of spiritual reality in the presence of the
ought Adjuster, but the validity of this presence is not demon-

strable to the external world, only to the one who thus experiences
the indwelling of God. e consciousness of the Adjuster is based
on the intellectual reception of truth, the supermind perception of
goodness, and the personality motivation to love.

15 Science discovers the material world, religion evaluates it, and
philosophy endeavours to interpret its meanings while co-ordinat-
ing the scienti c material viewpoint with the religious spiritual
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concept. But history is a realm in which science and religion may
never fully agree.

8. PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
1 Although both science and philosophymay assume the proba-

bility of God by their reason and logic, only the personal religious
experience of a spirit-led man can affirm the certainty of such a su-
preme and personalDeity. By the technique of such an incarnation
of living truth the philosophic hypothesis of the probability ofGod
becomes a religious reality.

2 e confusion about the experience of the certainty of God
arises out of the dissimilar interpretations and relations of that ex-
perience by separate individuals and by different races of men. e
experiencing of God may be wholly valid, but the discourse about
God, being intellectual and philosophical, is divergent and o en-
times confusingly fallacious.

3 A good and noble man may be consummately in love with his
wife but utterly unable to pass a satisfactory written examination
on the psychology ofmarital love. Anotherman, having little or no
love for his spouse, might pass such an examination most accept-
ably. e imperfection of the lover’s insight into the true nature
of the beloved does not in the least invalidate either the reality or
sincerity of his love.

4 ¶ If you truly believe in God — by faith know him and love
him — do not permit the reality of such an experience to be in
any way lessened or detracted from by the doubting insinuations
of science, the cavilling of logic, the postulates of philosophy, or
the clever suggestions of well-meaning souls who would create a
religion without God.

5 e certainty of the God-knowing religionist should not be
disturbed by the uncertainty of the doubting materialist; rather
should the uncertainty of the unbeliever bemightily challenged by
the profound faith and unshakable certainty of the experiential be-
liever.

6 ¶ Philosophy, to be of the greatest service to both science and
religion, should avoid the extremes of both materialism and pan-
theism. Only a philosophy which recognizes the reality of person-
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ality — permanence in the presence of change — can be of moral
value toman, can serve as a liaison between the theories ofmaterial
science and spiritual religion. Revelation is a compensation for the
frailties of evolving philosophy.

9. THE ESSENCE OF RELIGION
1 eology deals with the intellectual content of religion, meta-

physics (revelation) with the philosophic aspects. Religious expe-
rience is the spiritual content of religion. Notwithstanding the
mythologic vagaries and the psychologic illusions of the intellec-
tual content of religion, themetaphysical assumptions of error and
the techniques of self-deception, the political distortions and the
socio-economic perversions of the philosophic content of religion,
the spiritual experience of personal religion remains genuine and
valid.

2 Religion has to do with feeling, acting, and living, not merely
with thinking. inking is more closely related to the material life
and should be in themain, but not altogether, dominated by reason
and the facts of science and, in its nonmaterial reaches toward the
spirit realms, by truth. Nomatter how illusory and erroneous one’s
theology, one’s religion may be wholly genuine and everlastingly
true.

3 Buddhism in its original form is one of the best religions with-
out a God which has arisen throughout all the evolutionary his-
tory ofUrantia, although, as this faith developed, it did not remain
godless. Religion without faith is a contradiction; without God, a
philosophic inconsistency and an intellectual absurdity.

4 e magical and mythological parentage of natural religion
does not invalidate the reality and truth of the later revelational re-
ligions and the consummate saving gospel of the religion of Jesus.
Jesus’ life and teachings nally divested religion of the superstitions
ofmagic, the illusions ofmythology, and thebondage of traditional
dogmatism. But this early magic and mythology very effectively
prepared the way for later and superior religion by assuming the
existence and reality of supermaterial values and beings.

5 Although religious experience is a purely spiritual subjective
phenomenon, such an experience embraces a positive and living
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faith attitude toward the highest realms of universe objective real-
ity. e ideal of religious philosophy is such a faith-trust as would
lead man unquali edly to depend upon the absolute love of the in-
nite Father of the universe of universes. Such a genuine religious

experience far transcends the philosophic objecti cation of idealis-
tic desire; it actually takes salvation for granted and concerns itself
only with learning and doing the will of the Father in Paradise. e
earmarks of such a religion are: faith in a supreme Deity, hope of
eternal survival, and love, especially of one’s fellows.

6 ¶ When theology masters religion, religion dies; it becomes a
doctrine instead of a life. emission of theology ismerely to facil-
itate the self-consciousness of personal spiritual experience. eol-
ogy constitutes the religious effort to de ne, clarify, expound, and
justify the experiential claims of religion, which, in the last analysis,
can be validated only by living faith. In the higher philosophy of
the universe, wisdom, like reason, becomes allied to faith. Reason,
wisdom, and faith are man’s highest human attainments. Reason
introducesman to the world of facts, to things; wisdom introduces
him to a world of truth, to relationships; faith initiates him into a
world of divinity, spiritual experience.

7 Faithmost willingly carries reason along as far as reason can go
and then goes on with wisdom to the full philosophic limit; and
then it dares to launchout upon the limitless andnever-ending uni-
verse journey in the sole company of TRUTH.

8 ¶ Science (knowledge) is founded on the inherent (adjutant
spirit) assumption that reason is valid, that the universe can
be comprehended. Philosophy (co-ordinate comprehension) is
founded on the inherent (spirit of wisdom) assumption that wis-
dom is valid, that the material universe can be co-ordinated with
the spiritual. Religion (the truth of personal spiritual experience) is
founded on the inherent ( oughtAdjuster) assumption that faith
is valid, that God can be known and attained.

9 e full realizationof the reality ofmortal life consists in a pro-
gressivewillingness tobelieve these assumptions of reason,wisdom,
and faith. Such a life is one motivated by truth and dominated by
love; and these are the ideals of objective cosmic reality whose ex-
istence cannot be materially demonstrated.
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10 When reason once recognizes right andwrong, it exhibits wis-
dom; when wisdom chooses between right and wrong, truth and
error, it demonstrates spirit leading. And thus are the functions
of mind, soul, and spirit ever closely united and functionally in-
terassociated. Reason deals with factual knowledge; wisdom, with
philosophy and revelation; faith, with living spiritual experience.

rough truth man attains beauty and by spiritual love ascends to
goodness.

11 Faith leads to knowingGod, notmerely to amystical feeling of
the divine presence. Faith must not be overmuch in uenced by its
emotional consequences. True religion is an experience of believ-
ing and knowing as well as a satisfaction of feeling.

12 ¶ ere is a reality in religious experience that is proportional
to the spiritual content, and such a reality is transcendent to reason,
science, philosophy, wisdom, and all other human achievements.

e convictions of such an experience are unassailable; the logic of
religious living is incontrovertible; the certainty of such knowledge
is superhuman; the satisfactions are superbly divine, the courage
indomitable, the devotions unquestioning, the loyalties supreme,
and the destinies nal — eternal, ultimate, and universal.

ahb

13 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №104
GROWTH OF THE TRINITY CONCEPT

Melchizedek

THE Trinity concept of revealed religion must not be con-
fused with the triad beliefs of evolutionary religions. e
ideas of triads arose frommany suggestive relationships but

chie y because of the three joints of the ngers, because three legs
were the fewest which could stabilize a stool, because three support
points could keep up a tent; furthermore, primitiveman, for a long
time, could not count beyond three.

2 Aside from certain natural couplets, such as past and present,
day and night, hot and cold, and male and female, man generally
tends to think in triads: yesterday, today, and tomorrow; sunrise,
noon, and sunset; father, mother, and child. ree cheers are given
the victor. e dead are buried on the third day, and the ghost is
placated by three ablutions of water.

3 As a consequence of these natural associations in human ex-
perience, the triad made its appearance in religion, and this long
before the Paradise Trinity of Deities, or even any of their repre-
sentatives, had been revealed to mankind. Later on, the Persians,
Hindus, Greeks, Egyptians, Babylonians, Romans, and Scandina-
vians all had triad gods, but these were still not true trinities. Triad
deities all had a natural origin and have appeared at one time or
another among most of the intelligent peoples of Urantia. Some-
times the concept of an evolutionary triad has become mixed with
that of a revealed Trinity; in these instances it is o en impossible
to distinguish one from the other.

1. URANTIAN TRINITY CONCEPTS
1 e rst Urantian revelation leading to the comprehension of

theParadiseTrinitywasmadeby the staffofPrinceCaligastia about
500,000 years ago. is earliest Trinity concept was lost to the
world in the unsettled times following the planetary rebellion.

2 e second presentation of theTrinity wasmade byAdam and
Eve in the rst and second gardens. ese teachings had not been
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wholly obliterated even in the times of Machiventa Melchizedek
about 35,000 years later, for theTrinity concept of the Sethites per-
sisted in both Mesopotamia and Egypt but more especially in In-
dia, where it was long perpetuated in Agni, the Vedic three-headed
re god.
3 e third presentation of the Trinity was made byMachiventa

Melchizedek, and this doctrine was symbolized by the three con-
centric circles which the sage of Salem wore on his breast plate.
But Machiventa found it very difficult to teach the Palestinian
Bedouins about the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the In-
nite Spirit. Most of his disciples thought that the Trinity con-

sisted of the three Most Highs of Norlatiadek; a few conceived of
the Trinity as the System Sovereign, the Constellation Father, and
the local universe Creator Deity; still fewer even remotely grasped
the idea of the Paradise association of the Father, Son, and Spirit.

4 rough the activities of the Salemmissionaries theMelchize-
dek teachings of the Trinity gradually spread throughout much of
Eurasia and northern Africa. It is o en difficult to distinguish be-
tween the triads and the trinities in the later Andite and the post-
Melchizedek ages, when both concepts to a certain extent inter-
mingled and coalesced.

5 ¶ Among the Hindus the trinitarian concept took root as Be-
ing, Intelligence, and Joy. (A later Indian conception was Brahma,
Siva, and Vishnu.) While the earlier Trinity portrayals were
brought to India by the Sethite priests, the later ideas of the Trin-
ity were imported by the Salem missionaries and were developed
by the native intellects of India through a compounding of these
doctrines with the evolutionary triad conceptions.

6 eBuddhist faith developed twodoctrines of a trinitarianna-
ture: e earlier was Teacher, Law, and Brotherhood; that was the
presentation made by Gautama Siddhartha. e later idea, devel-
oping among the northern branch of the followers of Buddha, em-
braced Supreme Lord, Holy Spirit, and Incarnate Saviour.

7 And these ideas of the Hindus and Buddhists were real trini-
tarian postulates, that is, the idea of a threefold manifestation of a
monotheistic God. A true trinity conception is not just a grouping
together of three separate gods.
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8 ¶ e Hebrews knew about the Trinity from the Kenite tradi-
tions of the days of Melchizedek, but their monotheistic zeal for
the one God, Yahweh, so eclipsed all such teachings that by the
time of Jesus’ appearance the Elohim doctrine had been practically
eradicated from Jewish theology. eHebrewmind could not rec-
oncile the trinitarian concept with the monotheistic belief in the
One Lord, the God of Israel.

9 e followers of the Islamic faith likewise failed to grasp the
idea of the Trinity. It is always difficult for an emerging monothe-
ism to tolerate trinitarianismwhen confronted by polytheism. e
trinity idea takes best hold of those religions which have a rm
monotheistic tradition coupled with doctrinal elasticity. e great
monotheists, the Hebrews and Mohammedans, found it difficult
to distinguish between worshipping three gods, polytheism, and
trinitarianism, the worship of one Deity existing in a triune mani-
festation of divinity and personality.

10 ¶ Jesus taught his apostles the truth regarding the persons of
the Paradise Trinity, but they thought he spoke guratively and
symbolically. Having been nurtured in Hebraic monotheism, they
found it difficult to entertain any belief that seemed to con ict
with their dominating concept of Yahweh. And the early Chris-
tians inherited the Hebraic prejudice against the Trinity concept.

11 e rst Trinity of Christianity was proclaimed at Antioch
and consisted ofGod, hisWord, andhisWisdom. Paul knewof the
Paradise Trinity of Father, Son, and Spirit, but he seldom preached
about it and made mention thereof in only a few of his letters to
the newly forming churches. Even then, as did his fellow apostles,
Paul confused Jesus, the Creator Son of the local universe, with the
Second Person of Deity, the Eternal Son of Paradise.

12 e Christian concept of the Trinity, which began to gain rec-
ognition near the close of the rst century a er Christ, was com-
prised of the Universal Father, the Creator Son of Nebadon, and
theDivineMinister of Salvington—Mother Spirit of the local uni-
verse and creative consort of the Creator Son.

13 Not since the times of Jesus has the factual identity of the Par-
adise Trinity been known on Urantia (except by a few individuals
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to whom it was especially revealed) until its presentation in these
revelatory disclosures. But though the Christian concept of the
Trinity erred in fact, it was practically true with respect to spiri-
tual relationships. Only in its philosophic implications and cosmo-
logical consequences did this concept suffer embarrassment: It has
been difficult for many who are cosmic minded to believe that the
Second Person of Deity, the second member of an in nite Trinity,
once dwelt on Urantia; and while in spirit this is true, in actuality
it is not a fact. e Michael Creators fully embody the divinity of
the Eternal Son, but they are not the absolute personality.

2. TRINITY UNITY AND DEITY PLURALITY
1 Monotheism arose as a philosophic protest against the incon-

sistency of polytheism. It developed rst through pantheon or-
ganizations with the departmentalization of supernatural activi-
ties, then through the henotheistic exaltation of one god above the
many, and nally through the exclusion of all but the One God of
nal value.
2 Trinitarianism grows out of the experiential protest against the

impossibility of conceiving the oneness of a deanthropomorphized
solitary Deity of unrelated universe signi cance. Given a sufficient
time, philosophy tends to abstract the personal qualities from the
Deity concept of pure monotheism, thus reducing this idea of an
unrelated God to the status of a pantheistic Absolute. It has always
been difficult to understand the personal nature of a God who has
no personal relationships in equality with other and co-ordinate
personal beings. Personality in Deity demands that such Deity ex-
ist in relation to other and equal personal Deity.

3 rough the recognition of the Trinity concept the mind of
man can hope to grasp something of the interrelationship of love
and law in the time-space creations. rough spiritual faith man
gains insight into the love of God but soon discovers that this spir-
itual faithhas no in uence on theordained laws of thematerial uni-
verse. Irrespective of the rmness of man’s belief in God as his Par-
adise Father, expanding cosmic horizons demand that he also give
recognition to the reality of Paradise Deity as universal law, that
he recognize the Trinity sovereignty extending outward from Par-
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adise and overshadowing even the evolving local universes of the
Creator Sons and Creative Daughters of the three eternal persons
whose deity union is the fact and reality and eternal indivisibility
of the Paradise Trinity.

4 And this selfsame Paradise Trinity is a real entity — not a per-
sonality but nonetheless a true and absolute reality; not a person-
ality but nonetheless compatible with coexistent personalities —
the personalities of the Father, the Son, and the Spirit. e Trin-
ity is a supersummative Deity reality eventuating out of the con-
joining of the three Paradise Deities. e qualities, characteris-
tics, and functions of the Trinity are not the simple sum of the at-
tributes of the three Paradise Deities; Trinity functions are some-
thing unique, original, and not wholly predictable from an analysis
of the attributes of Father, Son, and Spirit.

5 For example: e Master, when on earth, admonished his fol-
lowers that justice is never a personal act; it is always a group func-
tion. Neither do the Gods, as persons, administer justice. But they
perform this very function as a collective whole, as the Paradise
Trinity.

6 e conceptual grasp of the Trinity association of Father, Son,
and Spirit prepares the human mind for the further presentation
of certain other threefold relationships. eological reasonmay be
fully satis ed by the concept of the ParadiseTrinity, but philosoph-
ical and cosmological reason demand the recognition of the other
triune associations of the First Source and Centre, those triunities
in which the In nite functions in various non-Father capacities of
universal manifestation — the relationships of the God of force,
energy, power, causation, reaction, potentiality, actuality, gravity,
tension, pattern, principle, and unity.

3. TRINITIES AND TRIUNITIES
1 Whilemankind has sometimes grasped at an understanding of

the Trinity of the three persons ofDeity, consistency demands that
the human intellect perceive that there are certain relationships be-
tween all sevenAbsolutes. But all that which is true of the Paradise
Trinity is not necessarily true of a triunity, for a triunity is some-
thing other than a trinity. In certain functional aspects a triunity
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may be analogous to a trinity, but it is never homologous in nature
with a trinity.

2 Mortal man is passing through a great age of expanding hori-
zons and enlarging concepts onUrantia, andhis cosmic philosophy
must accelerate in evolution to keep pace with the expansion of the
intellectual arena of human thought. As the cosmic consciousness
of mortal man expands, he perceives the interrelatedness of all that
he nds in his material science, intellectual philosophy, and spiri-
tual insight. Still, with all this belief in the unity of the cosmos,man
perceives the diversity of all existence. In spite of all concepts con-
cerning the immutability of Deity, man perceives that he lives in
a universe of constant change and experiential growth. Regardless
of the realization of the survival of spiritual values, man has ever to
reckon with the mathematics and premathematics of force, energy,
and power.

3 In somemanner the eternal repleteness of in nitymust be rec-
onciled with the time-growth of the evolving universes and with
the incompleteness of the experiential inhabitants thereof. In some
way the conception of total in nitude must be so segmented and
quali ed that the mortal intellect and the morontia soul can grasp
this concept of nal value and spiritualizing signi cance.

4 While reason demands a monotheistic unity of cosmic reality,
nite experience requires the postulate of plural Absolutes and of

their co-ordination in cosmic relationships. Without co-ordinate
existences there is no possibility for the appearance of diversity of
absolute relationships, no chance for the operation of differentials,
variables, modi ers, attenuators, quali ers, or diminishers.

5 ¶ In these papers total reality (in nity) has been presented as
it exists in the seven Absolutes:

6 1. e Universal Father.
7 2. e Eternal Son.
8 3. e In nite Spirit.
9 4. e Isle of Paradise.
10 5. e Deity Absolute.
11 6. e Universal Absolute.
12 7. e Unquali ed Absolute.
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13 ¶ e First Source and Centre, who is Father to the Eternal
Son, is also Pattern to the Paradise Isle. He is personality unquali-
ed in the Son but personality potentialized in theDeityAbsolute.
e Father is energy revealed in Paradise-Havona and at the same

time energy concealed in the Unquali ed Absolute. e In nite is
ever disclosed in the ceaseless acts of the Conjoint Actor while he
is eternally functioning in the compensating but enshrouded activ-
ities of the Universal Absolute. us is the Father related to the six
co-ordinate Absolutes, and thus do all seven encompass the circle
of in nity throughout the endless cycles of eternity.

14 ¶ It would seem that triunity of absolute relationships is inevi-
table. Personality seeks other personality association on absolute as
well as on all other levels. And the association of the three Paradise
personalities eternalizes the rst triunity, the personality union of
the Father, the Son, and the Spirit. Forwhen these three persons, as
persons, conjoin for united function, they thereby constitute a tri-
unity of functional unity, not a trinity — an organic entity — but
nonetheless a triunity, a threefold functional aggregate unanimity.

15 e ParadiseTrinity is not a triunity; it is not a functional una-
nimity; rather is it undivided and indivisible Deity. e Father,
Son, and Spirit (as persons) can sustain a relationship to the Par-
adise Trinity, for the Trinity is their undivided Deity. e Father,
Son, and Spirit sustain no such personal relationship to the rst tri-
unity, for that is their functional union as three persons. Only as
the Trinity— as undividedDeity—do they collectively sustain an
external relationship to the triunity of their personal aggregation.

16 us does the Paradise Trinity stand unique among absolute
relationships; there are several existential triunities but only one ex-
istential Trinity. A triunity is not an entity. It is functional rather
than organic. Its members are partners rather than corporative.

e components of the triunities may be entities, but a triunity it-
self is an association.

17 ere is, however, one point of comparison between trinity
and triunity: Both eventuate in functions that are something other
than the discernible sum of the attributes of the component mem-
bers. But while they are thus comparable from a functional stand-
point, they otherwise exhibit no categorical relationship. ey are
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roughly related as the relation of function to structure. But the
functionof the triunity association is not the functionof the trinity
structure or entity.

18 e triunities are nonetheless real; they are very real. In them
is total reality functionalized, and through them does the Univer-
sal Father exercise immediate and personal control over the master
functions of in nity.

4. THE SEVEN TRIUNITIES
1 In attempting the description of seven triunities, attention is

directed to the fact that the Universal Father is the primal mem-
ber of each. He is, was, and ever will be: the First Universal Fa-
ther-Source, AbsoluteCentre, Primal Cause, Universal Controller,
Limitless Energizer, Original Unity, Unquali ed Upholder, First
Person of Deity, Primal Cosmic Pattern, and Essence of In nity.

e Universal Father is the personal cause of the Absolutes; he is
the absolute of Absolutes.

2 ¶ e nature and meaning of the seven triunities may be sug-
gested as:

3 ¶ e First Triunity — the personal-purposive triunity. is is
the grouping of the three Deity personalities:

4 1. e Universal Father.
5 2. e Eternal Son.
6 3. e In nite Spirit.
7 ¶ is is the threefold union of love, mercy, and ministry —

the purposive and personal association of the three eternal Par-
adise personalities. is is the divinely fraternal, creature-lov-
ing, fatherly-acting, and ascension-promoting association. e di-
vine personalities of this rst triunity are personality-bequeathing,
spirit-bestowing, and mind-endowing Gods.

8 is is the triunity of in nite volition; it acts throughout the
eternal present and in all of the past-present-future ow of time.

is association yields volitional in nity and provides the mecha-
nisms whereby personal Deity becomes self-revelatory to the crea-
tures of the evolving cosmos.

9 ¶ e Second Triunity — the power-pattern triunity. Whether
it be a tiny ultimaton, a blazing star, or a whirling nebula, even the
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central or superuniverses, from the smallest to the largest material
organizations, always is the physical pattern — the cosmic con g-
uration — derived from the function of this triunity. is associa-
tion consists of:

10 1. e Father-Son.
11 2. e Paradise Isle.
12 3. e Conjoint Actor.
13 ¶ Energy is organized by the cosmic agents of the ird Source

and Centre; energy is fashioned a er the pattern of Paradise, the
absolute materialization; but behind all of this ceaseless manip-
ulation is the presence of the Father-Son, whose union rst acti-
vated the Paradise pattern in the appearance of Havona concomi-
tant with the birth of the In nite Spirit, the Conjoint Actor.

14 In religious experience, creatures make contact with the God
who is love, but such spiritual insight must never eclipse the intel-
ligent recognition of the universe fact of the pattern which is Par-
adise. e Paradise personalities enlist the freewill adoration of all
creatures by the compelling power of divine love and lead all such
spirit-born personalities into the supernal delights of the unend-
ing service of the naliter sons of God. e second triunity is the
architect of the space stage whereon these transactions unfold; it
determines the patterns of cosmic con guration.

15 Lovemay characterize the divinity of the rst triunity, but pat-
tern is the galactic manifestation of the second triunity. What the
rst triunity is to evolving personalities, the second triunity is to

the evolving universes. Pattern and personality are two of the great
manifestations of the acts of the First Source and Centre; and no
matter howdifficult itmay be to comprehend, it is nonetheless true
that the power-pattern and the loving person are one and the same
universal reality; the Paradise Isle and the Eternal Son are co-ordi-
nate but antipodal revelations of the unfathomable nature of the
Universal Father-Force.

16 ¶ e ird Triunity — the spirit-evolutional triunity. e en-
tirety of spiritual manifestation has its beginning and end in this
association, consisting of:

17 1. e Universal Father.
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18 2. e Son-Spirit.
19 3. e Deity Absolute.
20 ¶ From spirit potency to Paradise spirit, all spirit nds reality

expression in this triune association of the pure spirit essence of the
Father, the active spirit values of the Son-Spirit, and the unlimited
spirit potentials of the Deity Absolute. e existential values of
spirit have their primordial genesis, complete manifestation, and
nal destiny in this triunity.
21 e Father exists before spirit; the Son-Spirit functions as ac-

tive creative spirit; the Deity Absolute exists as all-encompassing
spirit, even beyond spirit.

22 ¶ e Fourth Triunity— the triunity of energy in nity. Within
this triunity there eternalizes the beginnings and the endings of all
energy reality, from space potency to monota. is grouping em-
braces the following:

23 1. e Father-Spirit.
24 2. e Paradise Isle.
25 3. e Unquali ed Absolute.
26 ¶ Paradise is the centre of the force-energy activation of the

cosmos — the universe position of the First Source and Centre,
the cosmic focal point of the Unquali ed Absolute, and the source
of all energy. Existentially present within this triunity is the energy
potential of the cosmos-in nite, of which the grand universe and
the master universe are only partial manifestations.

27 e fourth triunity absolutely controls the fundamental units
of cosmic energy and releases them from the grasp of the Unqual-
i ed Absolute in direct proportion to the appearance in the expe-
riential Deities of subabsolute capacity to control and stabilize the
metamorphosing cosmos.

28 is triunity is force and energy. e endless possibilities of
the Unquali ed Absolute are centred around the absolutum of the
Isle of Paradise, whence emanate the unimaginable agitations of
the otherwise static quiescence of the Unquali ed. And the end-
less throbbing of the material Paradise heart of the in nite cosmos
beats in harmonywith the unfathomable pattern and the unsearch-
able plan of the In nite Energizer, the First Source and Centre.
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29 ¶ e Fi h Triunity — the triunity of reactive in nity. is as-
sociation consists of:

30 1. e Universal Father.
31 2. e Universal Absolute.
32 3. e Unquali ed Absolute.
33 ¶ is grouping yields the eternalization of the functional in-
nity realization of all that is actualizable within the domains of

nondeity reality. is triunity manifests unlimited reactive capac-
ity to the volitional, causative, tensional, and patternal actions and
presences of the other triunities.

34 ¶ e Sixth Triunity — the triunity of cosmic-associated Deity.
is grouping consists of:
35 1. e Universal Father.
36 2. e Deity Absolute.
37 3. e Universal Absolute.
38 is is the association ofDeity-in-the-cosmos, the immanence

of Deity in conjunction with the transcendence of Deity. is is
the last outreach of divinity on the levels of in nity toward those
realities which lie outside the domain of dei ed reality.

39 ¶ e Seventh Triunity — the triunity of in nite unity. is is
the unity of in nity functionally manifest in time and eternity, the
co-ordinate uni cation of actuals and potentials. is group con-
sists of:

40 1. e Universal Father.
41 2. e Conjoint Actor.
42 3. e Universal Absolute.
43 ¶ e Conjoint Actor universally integrates the varying func-

tional aspects of all actualized reality on all levels of manifestation,
from nites through transcendentals and on to absolutes. eUni-
versal Absolute perfectly compensates the differentials inherent in
the varying aspects of all incomplete reality, from the limitless po-
tentialities of active-volitional and causative Deity reality to the
boundless possibilities of static, reactive, nondeity reality in the in-
comprehensible domains of the Unquali ed Absolute.
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44 As they function in this triunity, the Conjoint Actor and the
Universal Absolute are alike responsive to Deity and to nondeity
presences, as also is the First Source and Centre, who in this rela-
tionship is to all intents and purposes conceptually indistinguish-
able from the I AM.

45 ¶ ese approximations are sufficient to elucidate the concept
of the triunities. Not knowing the ultimate level of the triuni-
ties, you cannot fully comprehend the rst seven. While we do
not deem it wise to attempt any further elaboration, we may state
that there are 15 triune associations of the First Source andCentre,
eight of which are unrevealed in these papers. ese unrevealed as-
sociations are concerned with realities, actualities, and potentiali-
ties which are beyond the experiential level of supremacy.

46 e triunities are the functional balance wheel of in nity, the
uni cation of the uniqueness of the Seven In nity Absolutes. It is
the existential presence of the triunities that enables the Father-I
AM to experience functional in nity unity despite the diversi ca-
tion of in nity into seven Absolutes. e First Source and Centre
is the unifyingmember of all triunities; in him all things have their
unquali ed beginnings, eternal existences, and in nite destinies—
“in him all things consist.”

47 Although these associations cannot augment the in nity of the
Father-I AM, they do appear to make possible the subin nite and
subabsolute manifestations of his reality. e seven triunities mul-
tiply versatility, eternalize new depths, deitize new values, disclose
new potentialities, reveal new meanings; and all these diversi ed
manifestations in time and space and in the eternal cosmos are ex-
istent in the hypothetical stasis of the original in nity of the I AM.

5. TRIODITIES
1 ere are certain other triune relationships which are non-Fa-

ther in constitution, but they are not real triunities, and they are
always distinguished from the Father triunities. ey are called
variously, associate triunities, co-ordinate triunities, and triodities.

ey are consequential to the existence of the triunities. Two of
these associations are constituted as follows:
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2 e Triodity of Actuality. is triodity consists in the interre-
lationship of the three absolute actuals:

3 1. e Eternal Son.
4 2. e Paradise Isle.
5 3. e Conjoint Actor.
6 ¶ e Eternal Son is the absolute of spirit reality, the absolute

personality. e Paradise Isle is the absolute of cosmic reality, the
absolute pattern. e Conjoint Actor is the absolute of mind re-
ality, the co-ordinate of absolute spirit reality, and the existential
Deity synthesis of personality and power. is triune association
eventuates the co-ordination of the sum total of actualized reality
— spirit, cosmic, or mindal. It is unquali ed in actuality.

7 ¶ e Triodity of Potentiality. is triodity consists in the as-
sociation of the three Absolutes of potentiality:

8 1. e Deity Absolute.
9 2. e Universal Absolute.
10 3. e Unquali ed Absolute.
11 ¶ us are interassociated the in nity reservoirs of all latent

energy reality — spirit, mindal, or cosmic. is association yields
the integration of all latent energy reality. It is in nite in potential.

12 ¶ As the triunities are primarily concerned with the functional
uni cation of in nity, so are triodities involved in the cosmic ap-
pearance of experiential Deities. e triunities are indirectly con-
cerned, but the triodities are directly concerned, in the experiential
Deities — Supreme, Ultimate, and Absolute. ey appear in the
emerging power-personality synthesis of the Supreme Being. And
to the time creatures of space the Supreme Being is a revelation of
the unity of the I AM.

ahb

13 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №105
DEITY AND REALITY

Melchizedek

TO EVEN high orders of universe intelligences in nity is
only partially comprehensible, and the nality of reality
is only relatively understandable. e human mind, as it

seeks to penetrate the eternity-mystery of the origin and destiny of
all that is called real, may helpfully approach the problem by con-
ceiving eternity-in nity as an almost limitless ellipse which is pro-
duced by one absolute cause, and which functions throughout this
universal circle of endless diversi cation, ever seeking some abso-
lute and in nite potential of destiny.

2 When themortal intellect attempts to grasp the concept of re-
ality totality, such a nite mind is face to face with in nity-reality;
reality totality is in nity and therefore can never be fully compre-
hended by any mind that is subin nite in concept capacity.

3 e humanmind can hardly form an adequate concept of eter-
nity existences, andwithout such comprehension it is impossible to
portray even our concepts of reality totality. Nevertheless, we may
attempt such a presentation, although we are fully aware that our
concepts must be subjected to profound distortion in the process
of translation-modi cation to the comprehension level of mortal
mind.

1. THE PHILOSOPHIC CONCEPT OF THE I AM
1 Absolute primal causation in in nity the philosophers of the

universes attribute to the Universal Father functioning as the in -
nite, the eternal, and the absolute I AM.

2 ere aremany elements of danger attendant upon the presen-
tation to the mortal intellect of this idea of an in nite I AM since
this concept is so remote from human experiential understanding
as to involve serious distortion of meanings and misconception of
values. Nevertheless, the philosophic concept of the I AM does af-
ford nite beings some basis for an attempted approach to the par-
tial comprehension of absolute origins and in nite destinies. But
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in all our attempts to elucidate the genesis and fruition of reality, let
it be made clear that this concept of the I AM is, in all personality
meanings and values, synonymous with the First Person of Deity,
the Universal Father of all personalities. But this postulate of the
I AM is not so clearly identi able in undei ed realms of universal
reality.

3 ¶ e I AM is the In nite; the I AM is also in nity. From the
sequential, time viewpoint, all reality has its origin in the in nite
I AM, whose solitary existence in past in nite eternity must be a
nite creature’s premier philosophic postulate. e concept of the

I AM connotes unquali ed in nity, the undifferentiated reality of
all that could ever be in all of an in nite eternity.

4 As an existential concept the I AM is neither dei ed nor unde-
i ed, neither actual nor potential, neither personal nor impersonal,
neither static nor dynamic. No quali cation can be applied to the
In nite except to state that the I AM is. e philosophic postu-
late of the I AM is one universe concept which is somewhat more
difficult of comprehension than that of the Unquali ed Absolute.

5 To the nite mind there simply must be a beginning, and
though there never was a real beginning to reality, still there are
certain source relationships which realitymanifests to in nity. e
prereality, primordial, eternity situation may be thought of some-
thing like this: At some in nitely distant, hypothetical, past-eter-
nity moment, the I AM may be conceived as both thing and no
thing, as both cause and effect, as both volition and response.
At this hypothetical eternity moment there is no differentiation
throughout all in nity. In nity is lled by the In nite; the In -
nite encompasses in nity. is is the hypothetical static moment
of eternity; actuals are still contained within their potentials, and
potentials have not yet appeared within the in nity of the I AM.
But even in this conjectured situationwemust assume the existence
of the possibility of self-will.

6 ¶ Ever remember that man’s comprehension of the Universal
Father is a personal experience. God, as your spiritual Father, is
comprehensible to you and to all other mortals; but your experi-
ential worshipful concept of the Universal Father must always be less
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than your philosophic postulate of the in nity of the First Source and
Centre, the I AM.Whenwe speak of the Father, wemeanGod as he
is understandable by his creatures both high and low, but there is
muchmore ofDeity which is not comprehensible to universe crea-
tures. God, your Father and my Father, is that phase of the In nite
which we perceive in our personalities as an actual experiential re-
ality, but the I AM ever remains as our hypothesis of all that we
feel is unknowable of the First Source and Centre. And even that
hypothesis probably falls far short of the unfathomed in nity of
original reality.

7 e universe of universes, with its innumerable host of inhab-
iting personalities, is a vast and complex organism, but the First
Source and Centre is in nitely more complex than the universes
and personalities which have become real in response to his wilful
mandates. When you stand in awe of the magnitude of the master
universe, pause to consider that even this inconceivable creation
can be no more than a partial revelation of the In nite.

8 In nity is indeed remote from the experience level of mortal
comprehension, but even in this age on Urantia your concepts of
in nity are growing, and they will continue to grow throughout
your endless careers stretching onward into future eternity. Un-
quali ed in nity is meaningless to the nite creature, but in nity
is capable of self-limitation and is susceptible of reality expression
to all levels of universe existences. And the face which the In nite
turns toward all universe personalities is the face of a Father, the
Universal Father of love.

2. THE I AM AS TRIUNE AND AS SEVENFOLD
1 In considering the genesis of reality, ever bear in mind that all

absolute reality is from eternity and is without beginning of exis-
tence. By absolute reality we refer to the three existential persons
of Deity, the Isle of Paradise, and the three Absolutes. ese seven
realities are co-ordinately eternal, notwithstanding that we resort
to time-space language in presenting their sequential origins to hu-
man beings.

2 ¶ In following the chronological portrayal of the origins of re-
ality, there must be a postulated theoretical moment of “ rst” vo-
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litional expression and “ rst” repercussional reaction within the I
AM. In our attempts to portray the genesis and generation of re-
ality, this stage may be conceived as the self-differentiation of e
In niteOne from e In nitude, but the postulation of this dual re-
lationship must always be expanded to a triune conception by the
recognition of the eternal continuum of e In nity, the I AM.

3 is self-metamorphosis of the I AM culminates in the mul-
tiple differentiation of dei ed reality and of undei ed reality, of
potential and actual reality, and of certain other realities that can
hardly be so classi ed. ese differentiations of the theoretical
monistic I AM are eternally integrated by simultaneous relation-
ships arising within the same I AM — the prepotential, preactual,
prepersonal, monothetic prereality which, though in nite, is re-
vealed as absolute in the presence of the First Source and Centre
and as personality in the limitless love of the Universal Father.

4 By these internal metamorphoses the I AM is establishing the
basis for a sevenfold self-relationship. e philosophic (time) con-
cept of the solitary I AM and the transitional (time) concept of
the I AM as triune can now be enlarged to encompass the I AM as
sevenfold. is sevenfold — or seven phase — nature may be best
suggested in relation to the Seven Absolutes of In nity:

5 1. eUniversal Father. I AM father of the Eternal Son. is
is the primal personality relationship of actualities. e absolute
personality of the Sonmakes absolute the fact of God’s fatherhood
and establishes the potential sonship of all personalities. is re-
lationship establishes the personality of the In nite and consum-
mates its spiritual revelation in the personality of theOriginal Son.

is phase of the I AM is partially experiencible on spiritual lev-
els even by mortals who, while yet in the esh, may worship our
Father.

6 2. e Universal Controller. I AM cause of eternal Paradise.
is is the primal impersonal relationship of actualities, the origi-

nal nonspiritual association. e Universal Father is God-as-love;
the Universal Controller is God-as-pattern. is relationship es-
tablishes the potential of form—con guration— and determines
the master pattern of impersonal and nonspiritual relationship —
the master pattern from which all copies are made.
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7 3. e Universal Creator. I AM one with the Eternal Son.
is union of the Father and the Son (in the presence of Para-

dise) initiates the creative cycle, which is consummated in the ap-
pearance of conjoint personality and the eternal universe. From
the nite mortal’s viewpoint, reality has its true beginnings with
the eternity appearance of the Havona creation. is creative act
of Deity is by and through the God of Action, who is in essence
the unity of the Father-Son manifested on and to all levels of the
actual. erefore is divine creativity unfailingly characterized by
unity, and this unity is the outward re ection of the absolute one-
ness of the duality of the Father-Son and of the Trinity of the Fa-
ther-Son-Spirit.

8 4. e In nite Upholder. I AM self-associative. is is the
primordial associationof the statics andpotentials of reality. In this
relationship, all quali eds and unquali eds are compensated. is
phase of the I AM is best understood as the Universal Absolute —
the uni er of the Deity and the Unquali ed Absolutes.

9 5. e In nite Potential. I AM self-quali ed. is is the in-
nity benchmark bearing eternal witness to the volitional self-lim-

itation of the I AMby virtue of which there was achieved threefold
self-expression and self-revelation. is phase of the I AM is usu-
ally understood as the Deity Absolute.

10 6. e In niteCapacity. IAMstatic-reactive. is is the end-
less matrix, the possibility for all future cosmic expansion. is
phase of the I AM is perhaps best conceived as the supergravity
presence of the Unquali ed Absolute.

11 7. e Universal One of In nity. I AM as I AM. is is the
stasis or self-relationship of In nity, the eternal fact of in nity-re-
ality and the universal truth of reality-in nity. In so far as this rela-
tionship is discernible as personality, it is revealed to the universes
in the divine Father of all personality — even of absolute person-
ality. In so far as this relationship is impersonally expressible, it is
contacted by the universe as the absolute coherence of pure energy
and of pure spirit in the presence of the Universal Father. In so far
as this relationship is conceivable as an absolute, it is revealed in
the primacy of the First Source and Centre; in him we all live and
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move and have our being, from the creatures of space to the citizens
of Paradise; and this is just as true of the master universe as of the
in nitesimal ultimaton, just as true of what is to be as of that which
is and of what has been.

3. THE SEVEN ABSOLUTES OF INFINITY
1 e seven prime relationships within the I AM eternalize as

the Seven Absolutes of In nity. But though wemay portray reality
origins and in nity differentiation by a sequential narrative, in fact
all seven Absolutes are unquali edly and co-ordinately eternal. It
may be necessary formortal minds to conceive of their beginnings,
but always should this conception be overshadowed by the realiza-
tion that the seven Absolutes had no beginning; they are eternal
and as such have always been. e seven Absolutes are the premise
of reality. ey have been described in these papers as follows:

2 1. e First Source and Centre. First Person ofDeity and pri-
mal nondeity pattern, God, the Universal Father, creator, control-
ler, and upholder; universal love, eternal spirit, and in nite energy;
potential of all potentials and source of all actuals; stability of all
statics and dynamism of all change; source of pattern and Father
of persons. Collectively, all seven Absolutes equivalate to in nity,
but the Universal Father himself actually is in nite.

3 2. e Second Source and Centre. Second Person of Deity,
the Eternal and Original Son; the absolute personality realities of
the I AM and the basis for the realization-revelation of “I AM per-
sonality.” No personality can hope to attain the Universal Father
except through his Eternal Son; neither can personality attain to
spirit levels of existence apart from the action and aid of this abso-
lute pattern for all personalities. In the Second Source and Centre
spirit is unquali ed while personality is absolute.

4 3. e Paradise Source andCentre. Second nondeity pattern,
the eternal Isle of Paradise; the basis for the realization-revelation
of “IAMforce” and the foundation for the establishment of gravity
control throughout the universes. Regarding all actualized, non-
spiritual, impersonal, and nonvolitional reality, Paradise is the ab-
solute of patterns. Just as spirit energy is related to the Universal
Father through the absolute personality of theMother-Son, so is all
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cosmic energy grasped in the gravity control of the First Source and
Centre through the absolute pattern of the Paradise Isle. Paradise is
not in space; space exists relative to Paradise, and the chronicity of
motion is determined through Paradise relationship. e eternal
Isle is absolutely at rest; all other organized and organizing energy
is in eternal motion; in all space, only the presence of the Unquali-
ed Absolute is quiescent, and the Unquali ed is co-ordinate with

Paradise. Paradise exists at the focus of space, the Unquali ed per-
vades it, and all relative existence has its being within this domain.

5 4. e ird Source and Centre. ird Person of Deity, the
Conjoint Actor; in nite integrator of Paradise cosmic energies
with the spirit energies of the Eternal Son; perfect co-ordinator of
the motives of will and the mechanics of force; uni er of all ac-
tual and actualizing reality. rough the ministrations of his man-
ifold children the In nite Spirit reveals the mercy of the Eternal
Sonwhile at the same time functioning as the in nitemanipulator,
forever weaving the pattern of Paradise into the energies of space.

is selfsameConjoint Actor, this God ofAction, is the perfect ex-
pression of the limitless plans and purposes of the Father-Sonwhile
functioning himself as the source of mind and the bestower of in-
tellect upon the creatures of a far- ung cosmos.

6 5. e Deity Absolute. e causational, potentially personal
possibilities of universal reality, the totality of all Deity potential.

e Deity Absolute is the purposive quali er of the unquali ed,
absolute, and nondeity realities. eDeityAbsolute is the quali er
of the absolute and the absolutizer of the quali ed — the destiny
inceptor.

7 6. e Unquali ed Absolute. Static, reactive, and abeyant;
the unrevealed cosmic in nity of the I AM; totality of nondei ed
reality and nality of all nonpersonal potential. Space limits the
function of the Unquali ed, but the presence of the Unquali ed
is without limit, in nite. ere is a concept periphery to the mas-
ter universe, but the presence of the Unquali ed is limitless; even
eternity cannot exhaust the boundless quiescence of this nondeity
Absolute.

8 7. e Universal Absolute. Uni er of the dei ed and the un-
dei ed; correlator of the absolute and the relative. e Universal
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Absolute (being static, potential, and associative) compensates the
tension between the ever-existent and the uncompleted.˚

9 ¶ e Seven Absolutes of In nity constitute the beginnings of
reality. Asmortalmindswould regard it, the First Source andCen-
tre would appear to be antecedent to all absolutes. But such a pos-
tulate, however helpful, is invalidated by the eternity coexistence
of the Son, the Spirit, the three Absolutes, and the Paradise Isle.

10 It is a truth that the Absolutes are manifestations of the I AM-
First Source and Centre; it is a fact that these Absolutes never had
a beginning but are co-ordinate eternals with the First Source and
Centre. e relationships of absolutes in eternity cannot always
be presented without involving paradoxes in the language of time
and in the concept patterns of space. But regardless of any confu-
sion concerning the origin of the Seven Absolutes of In nity, it is
both fact and truth that all reality is predicated upon their eternity
existence and in nity relationships.

4. UNITY, DUALITY, AND TRIUNITY
1 e universe philosophers postulate the eternity existence of

the I AM as the primal source of all reality. And concomitant
therewith they postulate the self-segmentationof the IAMinto the
primary self-relationships — the seven phases of in nity. And si-
multaneous with this assumption is the third postulate— the eter-
nity appearance of the Seven Absolutes of In nity and the eternal-
ization of the duality association of the seven phases of the I AM
and these seven Absolutes.
3.8. Uni er of the dei ed and the undei ed; corelater of the absolute… Although it is
possible that the original word (which is not found in either Webster’s or the OED) was a
coined extension of corelation and corelative (both of which are found), it is not readily ap-
parent how corelater would differ in meaning om correlator(s), the now standard form,
which is found ve times elsewhere in the text. e more likely situation is that two separate
typographical errors were made when this word was set. e rst was a dropped keystroke
error at the end of a line of type; the second was an incorrect keystroke error, substituting
e for o. is doubly misspelled word would still be difficult to catch in proo ng because it
would sound the same if read out loud, and interestingly enough, if it looked odd to a proof-
reader and consequently led him or her to consult the dictionary, the spelling could neither
be con rmed nor denied by either Webster’s or the OED — neither dictionary contained
correlator or corelater — and without an electronically searchable text, it is unlikely that
the evidence of the otherwise unanimous usage within the revelation itself could have been
brought to bear on the problem.
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2 e self-revelation of the I AM thus proceeds from static self
through self-segmentation and self-relationship to absolute rela-
tionships, relationships with self-derived Absolutes. Duality be-
comes thus existent in the eternal association of the Seven Abso-
lutes of In nity with the sevenfold in nity of the self-segmented
phases of the self-revealing I AM. ese dual relationships, eter-
nalizing to the universes as the sevenAbsolutes, eternalize the basic
foundations for all universe reality.

3 It has been sometime stated that unity begets duality, that du-
ality begets triunity, and that triunity is the eternal ancestor of all
things. ere are, indeed, three great classes of primordial relation-
ships, and they are:

4 1. Unity relationships. Relations existent within the I AM as
the unity thereof is conceived as a threefold and then as a sevenfold
self-differentiation.

5 2. Duality relationships. Relations existent between the I
AM as sevenfold and the Seven Absolutes of In nity.

6 3. Triunity relationships. ese are the functional associa-
tions of the Seven Absolutes of In nity.

7 ¶ Triunity relationships arise upon duality foundations be-
cause of the inevitability of Absolute interassociation. Such triu-
nity associations eternalize the potential of all reality; they encom-
pass both dei ed and undei ed reality.

8 e I AM is unquali ed in nity as unity. e dualities eter-
nalize reality foundations. e triunities eventuate the realization
of in nity as universal function.

9 Pre-existentials become existential in the seven Absolutes, and
existentials become functional in the triunities, the basic associ-
ation of Absolutes. And concomitant with the eternalization of
the triunities the universe stage is set — the potentials are existent
and the actuals are present— and the fullness of eternity witnesses
the diversi cation of cosmic energy, the outspreading of Paradise
spirit, and the endowment of mind together with the bestowal
of personality, by virtue of which all of these Deity and Paradise
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derivatives are uni ed in experience on the creature level and by
other techniques on the supercreature level.

5. PROMULGATION OF FINITE REALITY
1 Just as the original diversi cation of the I AM must be at-

tributed to inherent and self-contained volition, so must the pro-
mulgation of nite reality be ascribed to the volitional acts of Para-
dise Deity and to the repercussional adjustments of the functional
triunities.

2 Prior to the deitization of the nite, it would appear that all re-
ality diversi cation took place on absolute levels; but the volitional
act promulgating nite reality connotes a quali cation of absolute-
ness and implies the appearance of relativities.

3 ¶ Whilewe present this narrative as a sequence and portray the
historic appearance of the nite as a direct derivative of the abso-
lute, it shouldbeborne inmind that transcendentals bothpreceded
and succeeded all that is nite. Transcendental ultimates are, in re-
lation to the nite, both causal and consummational.

4 ¶ Finite possibility is inherent in the In nite, but the trans-
mutation of possibility to probability and inevitability must be at-
tributed to the self-existent free will of the First Source andCentre,
activating all triunity associations. Only the in nity of the Father’s
will could ever have so quali ed the absolute level of existence as to
eventuate an ultimate or to create a nite.

5 With the appearance of relative and quali ed reality there
comes into being a new cycle of reality — the growth cycle — a
majestic downsweep from the heights of in nity to the domain of
the nite, forever swinging inward to Paradise and Deity, always
seeking those high destinies commensurate with an in nity source.

6 ese inconceivable transactions mark the beginning of uni-
verse history, mark the coming into existence of time itself. To
a creature, the beginning of the nite is the genesis of reality; as
viewed by creature mind, there is no actuality conceivable prior to
the nite. is newly appearing nite reality exists in two original
phases:

7 1. Primary maximums, the supremely perfect reality, the
Havona type of universe and creature.
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8 2. Secondarymaximums, the supremely perfected reality, the
superuniverse type of creature and creation.

9 ¶ ese, then, are the two original manifestations: the consti-
tutively perfect and the evolutionally perfected. e two are co-or-
dinate in eternity relationships, but within the limits of time they
are seemingly different. A time factor means growth to that which
grows; secondary nites grow; hence those that are growing must
appear as incomplete in time. But these differences, which are so
important this side of Paradise, are nonexistent in eternity.

10 We speak of the perfect and the perfected as primary and sec-
ondary maximums, but there is still another type: Trinitizing and
other relationships between the primaries and the secondaries re-
sult in the appearance of tertiary maximums — things, meanings,
and values that are neither perfect nor perfected yet are co-ordinate
with both ancestral factors.

6. REPERCUSSIONS OF FINITE REALITY
1 e entire promulgation of nite existences represents a trans-

ference from potentials to actuals within the absolute associations
of functional in nity. Of the many repercussions to creative actu-
alization of the nite, there may be cited:

2 1. e deity response, the appearance of the three levels of ex-
periential supremacy: the actuality of personal-spirit supremacy in
Havona, the potential for personal-power supremacy in the grand
universe to be, and the capacity for some unknown function of ex-
periential mind acting on some level of supremacy in the future
master universe.

3 2. e universe response involved an activation of the archi-
tectural plans for the superuniverse space level, and this evolution is
still progressing throughout the physical organization of the seven
superuniverses.

4 3. e creature repercussion to nite-reality promulgation re-
sulted in the appearance of perfect beings on the order of the eter-
nal inhabitants ofHavona and of perfected evolutionary ascenders
from the seven superuniverses. But to attain perfection as an evolu-
tionary (time-creative) experience implies something other-than-
perfection as a point of departure. us arises imperfection in the
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evolutionary creations. And this is the origin of potential evil. Mis-
adaptation, disharmony, and con ict, all these things are inherent
in evolutionary growth, from physical universes to personal crea-
tures.

5 4. e divinity response to the imperfection inherent in the
time lag of evolution is disclosed in the compensating presence of
God the Sevenfold, by whose activities that which is perfecting is
integrated with both the perfect and the perfected. is time lag is
inseparable from evolution, which is creativity in time. Because of
it, as well as for other reasons, the almighty power of the Supreme
is predicated on the divinity successes of God the Sevenfold. is
time lag makes possible creature participation in divine creation by
permitting creature personalities to become partners withDeity in
the attainment ofmaximumdevelopment. Even thematerial mind
of the mortal creature thus becomes partner with the divine Ad-
juster in the dualization of the immortal soul. God the Sevenfold
also provides techniques of compensation for the experiential lim-
itations of inherent perfection as well as compensating the preas-
cension limitations of imperfection.

7. EVENTUATION OF TRANSCENDENTALS
1 Transcendentals are subin nite and subabsolute but super -

nite and supercreatural. Transcendentals eventuate as an integrat-
ing level correlating the supervalues of absolutes with the maxi-
mum values of nites. From the creature standpoint, that which is
transcendental would appear to have eventuated as a consequence
of the nite; from the eternity viewpoint, in anticipation of the -
nite; and there are those who have considered it as a “pre-echo” of
the nite.

2 at which is transcendental is not necessarily nondevelop-
mental, but it is superevolutional in the nite sense; neither is it
nonexperiential, but it is superexperience as such is meaningful to
creatures. Perhaps the best illustration of such a paradox is the cen-
tral universe of perfection: It is hardly absolute — only the Para-
dise Isle is truly absolute in the “materialized” sense. Neither is it
a nite evolutionary creation as are the seven superuniverses. Ha-
vona is eternal but not changeless in the sense of being a universe
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of nongrowth. It is inhabited by creatures (Havona natives) who
never were actually created, for they are eternally existent. Havona
thus illustrates something which is not exactly nite nor yet abso-
lute. Havona further acts as a buffer between absolute Paradise and
nite creations, still further illustrating the function of transcen-

dentals. But Havona itself is not a transcendental — it is Havona.
3 As the Supreme is associated with nites, so the Ultimate is

identi ed with transcendentals. But though we thus compare Su-
preme and Ultimate, they differ by something more than degree;
the difference is also amatter of quality. eUltimate is something
more than a super-Supreme projected on the transcendental level.

e Ultimate is all of that, but more: e Ultimate is an eventua-
tion of new Deity realities, the quali cation of new phases of the
theretofore unquali ed.

4 ¶ Among those realities which are associated with the tran-
scendental level are the following:

5 1. e Deity presence of the Ultimate.
6 2. e concept of the master universe.
7 3. e Architects of the Master Universe.
8 4. e two orders of Paradise force organizers.
9 5. Certain modi cations in space potency.
10 6. Certain values of spirit.
11 7. Certain meanings of mind.
12 8. Absonite qualities and realities.
13 9. Omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence.
14 10. Space.
15 ¶ e universe inwhichwenow livemay be thought of as exist-

ing on nite, transcendental, and absolute levels. is is the cosmic
stage on which is enacted the endless drama of personality perfor-
mance and energy metamorphosis.

16 And all of these manifold realities are uni ed absolutely by the
several triunities, functionally by the Architects of the Master Uni-
verse, and relatively by the Seven Master Spirits, the subsupreme
co-ordinators of the divinity of God the Sevenfold.
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17 God the Sevenfold represents the personality and divinity rev-
elation of the Universal Father to creatures of both maximum and
submaximum status, but there are other sevenfold relationships of
the First Source and Centre which do not pertain to the manifes-
tation of the divine spiritual ministry of the God who is spirit.

18 ¶ In the eternity of the past the forces of the Absolutes, the
spirits of the Deities, and the personalities of the Gods stirred in
response to the primordial self-will of self-existent self-will. In this
universe age we are all witnessing the stupendous repercussions of
the far- ung cosmic panorama of the subabsolute manifestations
of the limitless potentials of all these realities. And it is altogether
possible that the continued diversi cation of the original reality
of the First Source and Centre may proceed onward and outward
throughout age upon age, on and on, into the faraway and incon-
ceivable stretches of absolute in nity.

ahb

19 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №106
UNIVERSE LEVELS OF REALITY

Melchizedek

IT IS not enough that the ascendingmortal should know some-
thing of the relations of Deity to the genesis and manifesta-
tions of cosmic reality; he should also comprehend something

of the relationships existing betweenhimself and the numerous lev-
els of existential and experiential realities, of potential and actual
realities. Man’s terrestrial orientation, his cosmic insight, and his
spiritual directionization are all enhanced by a better comprehen-
sion of universe realities and their techniques of interassociation,
integration, and uni cation.

2 e present grand universe and the emerging master universe
aremade up ofmany forms and phases of reality which, in turn, are
existent on several levels of functional activity. ese manifold ex-
istents and latents have been previously suggested in these papers,
and they are now grouped for conceptual convenience in the fol-
lowing categories:

3 1. Incomplete nites. is is the present status of the ascend-
ing creatures of the grand universe, the present status of Urantia
mortals. is level embraces creature existence from the planetary
human up to, but not including, destiny attainers. It pertains to
universes from early physical beginnings up to, but not including,
settlement in light and life. is level constitutes the present pe-
riphery of creative activity in time and space. It appears to be mov-
ing outward from Paradise, for the closing of the present universe
age, which will witness the grand universe attainment of light and
life, will also and surely witness the appearance of some new order
of developmental growth in the rst outer space level.

4 2. Maximum nites. is is the present status of all experi-
ential creatures who have attained destiny — destiny as revealed
within the scope of the present universe age. Even universes can at-
tain to the maximum of status, both spiritually and physically. But
the term “maximum” is itself a relative term — maximum in rela-
tion to what? And that which is maximum, seemingly nal, in the
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present universe agemay be nomore than a real beginning in terms
of the ages to come. Some phases of Havona appear to be on the
maximum order.

5 3. Transcendentals. is super nite level (antecedently) fol-
lows nite progression. It implies the pre nite genesis of nite be-
ginnings and the post nite signi cance of all apparent nite end-
ings or destinies. Much of Paradise-Havona appears to be on the
transcendental order.

6 4. Ultimates. is level encompasses that which is of master
universe signi cance and impinges on the destiny level of the com-
pleted master universe. Paradise-Havona (especially the circuit of
the Father’s worlds) is in many respects of ultimate signi cance.

7 5. Coabsolutes. is level implies the projection of experien-
tials upon a supermaster universe eld of creative expression.

8 6. Absolutes. is level connotes the eternity presence of the
seven existential Absolutes. It may also involve some degree of as-
sociative experiential attainment, but if so, we do not understand
how, perhaps through the contact potential of personality.

9 7. In nity. is level is pre-existential and postexperiential.
Unquali ed unity of in nity is a hypothetical reality before all be-
ginnings and a er all destinies.

10 ¶ ese levels of reality are convenient compromise symbol-
izations of the present universe age and for the mortal perspec-
tive. ere are a number of other ways of looking at reality from
other-than-mortal perspective and from the standpoint of other
universe ages. us it should be recognized that the concepts here-
with presented are entirely relative, relative in the sense of being
conditioned and limited by:

11 1. e limitations of mortal language.
12 2. e limitations of the mortal mind.
13 3. e limited development of the seven superuniverses.
14 4. Your ignorance of the six prime purposes of superuniverse

developmentwhichdonot pertain to themortal ascent toParadise.
15 5. Your inability to grasp even a partial eternity viewpoint.
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16 6. e impossibility of depicting cosmic evolution and des-
tiny in relation to all universe ages, not just in regard to the present
age of the evolutionary unfolding of the seven superuniverses.

17 7. e inability of any creature to grasp what is really meant
by pre-existentials or by postexperientials — that which lies before
beginnings and a er destinies.

18 ¶ Reality growth is conditioned by the circumstances of the
successive universe ages. e central universe underwent no evolu-
tionary change in the Havona age, but in the present epochs of the
superuniverse age it is undergoing certain progressive changes in-
duced by co-ordination with the evolutionary superuniverses. e
seven superuniverses, now evolving, will sometime attain the set-
tled status of light and life, will attain the growth limit for the pre-
sent universe age. But beyond doubt, the next age, the age of the
rst outer space level, will release the superuniverses from the des-

tiny limitations of the present age. Repletion is continually being
superimposed upon completion.

19 ¶ ese are some of the limitations which we encounter in
attempting to present a uni ed concept of the cosmic growth of
things, meanings, and values and of their synthesis on ever-ascend-
ing levels of reality.

1. PRIMARY ASSOCIATION OF FINITE
FUNCTIONALS

1 e primary or spirit-origin phases of nite reality nd imme-
diate expression on creature levels as perfect personalities and on
universe levels as the perfect Havona creation. Even experiential
Deity is thus expressed in the spirit person of God the Supreme in
Havona. But the secondary, evolutionary, time-and-matter-condi-
tioned phases of the nite become cosmically integrated only as a
result of growth and attainment. Eventually all secondary or per-
fecting nites are to attain a level equal to that of primary perfec-
tion, but such destiny is subject to a time delay, a constitutive su-
peruniverse quali cationwhich is not genetically found in the cen-
tral creation. (We know of the existence of tertiary nites, but the
technique of their integration is as yet unrevealed.)

2 is superuniverse time lag, this obstacle to perfection attain-
ment, provides for creature participation in evolutionary growth.
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It thus makes it possible for the creature to enter into partnership
with the Creator in the evolution of that selfsame creature. And
during these times of expanding growth the incomplete is corre-
lated with the perfect through the ministry of God the Sevenfold.

3 God the Sevenfold signi es the recognition by Paradise De-
ity of the barriers of time in the evolutionary universes of space.
No matter how remote from Paradise, how deep in space, a mate-
rial survival personality may take origin, God the Sevenfold will be
found there present and engaged in the loving and merciful min-
istry of truth, beauty, and goodness to such an incomplete, strug-
gling, and evolutionary creature. e divinity ministry of the Sev-
enfold reaches inward through the Eternal Son to the Paradise Fa-
ther and outward through the Ancients of Days to the universe Fa-
thers — the Creator Sons.

4 Man, being personal and ascending by spiritual progression,
nds the personal and spiritual divinity of the SevenfoldDeity; but

there are other phases of the Sevenfold which are not concerned
with the progression of personality. e divinity aspects of this
Deity grouping are at present integrated in the liaison between the
SevenMaster Spirits and theConjoint Actor, but they are destined
to be eternally uni ed in the emerging personality of the Supreme
Being. e other phases of the Sevenfold Deity are variously inte-
grated in the present universe age, but all are likewise destined to be
uni ed in the Supreme. e Sevenfold, in all phases, is the source
of the relative unity of the functional reality of the present grand
universe.

2. SECONDARY SUPREME FINITE INTEGRATION
1 As God the Sevenfold functionally co-ordinates nite evolu-

tion, so does the Supreme Being eventually synthesize destiny at-
tainment. e Supreme Being is the deity culmination of grand
universe evolution — physical evolution around a spirit nucleus
and eventual dominance of the spirit nucleus over the encircling
and whirling domains of physical evolution. And all of this takes
place in accordancewith themandates of personality: Paradise per-
sonality in the highest sense, Creator personality in the universe
sense, mortal personality in the human sense, Supreme personality
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in the culminating or experiential totalling sense.
2 ¶ e concept of the Suprememust provide for the differential

recognition of spirit person, evolutionary power, and power-per-
sonality synthesis — the uni cation of evolutionary power with,
and its dominance by, spirit personality.

3 Spirit, in the last analysis, comes from Paradise through Ha-
vona. Energy-matter seemingly evolves in thedepths of space and is
organized as power by the children of the In nite Spirit in conjunc-
tion with the Creator Sons of God. And all of this is experiential;
it is a transaction in time and space involving a wide range of liv-
ing beings including evenCreator divinities and evolutionary crea-
tures. e powermastery of theCreator divinities in the granduni-
verse slowly expands to encompass the evolutionary settling and
stabilizing of the time-space creations, and this is the owering of
the experiential power of God the Sevenfold. It encompasses the
whole gamut of divinity attainment in time and space from theAd-
juster bestowals of the Universal Father to the life bestowals of the
Paradise Sons. is is earned power, demonstrated power, expe-
riential power; it stands in contrast to the eternity power, the un-
fathomable power, the existential power of the Paradise Deities.

4 is experiential power arising out of the divinity achieve-
ments of God the Sevenfold itself manifests the cohesive quali-
ties of divinity by synthesizing — totalizing — as the almighty
power of the attained experiential mastery of the evolving cre-
ations. And this almighty power in turn nds spirit-personality
cohesion on the pilot sphere of the outer belt of Havona worlds in
union with the spirit personality of the Havona presence of God
the Supreme. us does experiential Deity culminate the long evo-
lutionary struggle by investing the power product of time and space
with the spirit presence and divine personality resident in the cen-
tral creation.

5 us does the Supreme Being eventually attain to the embrace
of all of everything evolving in time and space while investing these
qualities with spirit personality. Since creatures, even mortals, are
personality participants in thismajestic transaction, so do they cer-
tainly attain the capacity to know the Supreme and to perceive the
Supreme as true children of such an evolutionary Deity.
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6 ¶ Michael of Nebadon is like the Paradise Father because he
shares his Paradise perfection; so will evolutionary mortals some-
time attain to kinship with the experiential Supreme, for they will
truly share his evolutionary perfection.

7 ¶ God the Supreme is experiential; therefore is he completely
experiencible. e existential realities of the seven Absolutes are
not perceivable by the technique of experience; only the person-
ality realities of the Father, Son, and Spirit can be grasped by the
personality of the nite creature in the prayer-worship attitude.

8 Within the completed power-personality synthesis of the Su-
preme Being there will be associated all of the absoluteness of the
several triodities which could be so associated, and this majestic
personality of evolution will be experientially attainable and un-
derstandable by all nite personalities. When ascenders attain the
postulated seventh stage of spirit existence, they will therein expe-
rience the realization of a new meaning-value of the absoluteness
and in nity of the triodities as such is revealed on subabsolute lev-
els in the Supreme Being, who is experiencible. But the attainment
of these stages of maximum development will probably await the
co-ordinate settling of the entire grand universe in light and life.

3. TRANSCENDENTAL TERTIARY REALITY
ASSOCIATION

1 e absonite architects eventuate the plan; the Supreme Cre-
ators bring it into existence; the Supreme Being will consummate
its fullness as it was time created by the Supreme Creators, and as
it was space forecast by the Master Architects.

2 During the present universe age the administrative co-ordina-
tion of the master universe is the function of the Architects of the
Master Universe. But the appearance of the Almighty Supreme at
the terminationof the present universe agewill signify that the evo-
lutionary nite has attained the rst stage of experiential destiny.

is happeningwill certainly lead to the completed function of the
rst experiential Trinity— the union of the SupremeCreators, the

Supreme Being, and the Architects of the Master Universe. is
Trinity is destined to effect the further evolutionary integration of
the master creation.
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3 e Paradise Trinity is truly one of in nity, and no Trinity can
possibly be in nite that does not include this original Trinity. But
the original Trinity is an eventuality of the exclusive association of
absolute Deities; subabsolute beings had nothing to do with this
primal association. e subsequently appearing and experiential
Trinities embrace the contributions of even creature personalities.
Certainly this is true of theTrinityUltimate, wherein the very pres-
ence of theMasterCreator Sons among the SupremeCreatormem-
bers thereof betokens the concomitant presence of actual and bona
de creature experience within this Trinity association.
4 e rst experiential Trinity provides for group attainment of

ultimate eventualities. Group associations are enabled to antici-
pate, even to transcend, individual capacities; and this is true even
beyond the nite level. In the ages to come, a er the seven superu-
niverses have been settled in light and life, theCorps of the Finality
will doubtless be promulgating the purposes of the ParadiseDeities
as they are dictated by the Trinity Ultimate, and as they are power-
personality uni ed in the Supreme Being.

5 ¶ roughout all the gigantic universe developments of past
and future eternity, we detect the expansion of the comprehensible
elements of the Universal Father. As the I AM, we philosophically
postulate his permeation of total in nity, but no creature is able
experientially to encompass such a postulate. As the universes ex-
pand, and as gravity and love reach out into time-organizing space,
we are able to understand more and more of the First Source and
Centre. We observe gravity action penetrating the space presence
of theUnquali edAbsolute, andwedetect spirit creatures evolving
and expanding within the divinity presence of the Deity Absolute
while both cosmic and spirit evolution are bymind and experience
unifying on nite deity levels as the Supreme Being and are co-or-
dinating on transcendental levels as the Trinity Ultimate.

4. ULTIMATE QUARTAN INTEGRATION
1 e Paradise Trinity certainly co-ordinates in the ultimate

sense but functions in this respect as a self-quali ed absolute; the
experiential Trinity Ultimate co-ordinates the transcendental as a
transcendental. In the eternal future this experiential Trinity will,
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through augmenting unity, further activate the eventuating pres-
ence of Ultimate Deity.

2 While the TrinityUltimate is destined to co-ordinate themas-
ter creation, God theUltimate is the transcendental power-person-
alization of the directionization of the entire master universe. e
completed eventuation of the Ultimate implies the completion of
the master creation and connotes the full emergence of this tran-
scendental Deity.

3 What changes will be inaugurated by the full emergence of
the Ultimate we do not know. But as the Supreme is now spir-
itually and personally present in Havona, so also is the Ultimate
there present but in the absonite and superpersonal sense. And you
have been informed of the existence of theQuali edVicegerents of
the Ultimate, though you have not been informed of their present
whereabouts or function.

4 But irrespective of the administrative repercussions attendant
upon the emergence of Ultimate Deity, the personal values of his
transcendental divinity will be experiencible by all personalities
who have been participants in the actualization of this Deity level.
Transcendence of the nite can lead only to ultimate attainment.
God the Ultimate exists in transcendence of time and space but
is nonetheless subabsolute notwithstanding inherent capacity for
functional association with absolutes.

5. COABSOLUTE OR FIFTHPHASE ASSOCIATION
1 e Ultimate is the apex of transcendental reality even as the

Supreme is the capstone of evolutionary-experiential reality. And
the actual emergence of these two experiential Deities lays the
foundation for the second experiential Trinity. is is the Trin-
ity Absolute, the union of God the Supreme, God the Ultimate,
and the unrevealed Consummator of Universe Destiny. And this
Trinity has theoretical capacity to activate the Absolutes of poten-
tiality — Deity, Universal, and Unquali ed. But the completed
formation of this Trinity Absolute could take place only a er the
completed evolution of the entiremaster universe, fromHavona to
the fourth and outermost space level.˚
5.1. …the union of God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and the Unrevealed Consum-
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2 It should bemade clear that these experiential Trinities are cor-
relative, not only of the personality qualities of experiential Divin-
ity, but also of all the other-than-personal qualities which charac-
terize their attainedDeity unity. While this presentation deals pri-
marily with the personal phases of the uni cation of the cosmos,
it is nonetheless true that the impersonal aspects of the universe
of universes are likewise destined to undergo uni cation as is illus-
trated by the power-personality synthesis now going on in connec-
tion with the evolution of the Supreme Being. e spirit-personal
qualities of the Supreme are inseparable from the power preroga-
tives of theAlmighty, and both are complemented by the unknown
potential of Supreme mind. Neither can God the Ultimate as a
person be considered apart from the other-than-personal aspects
of Ultimate Deity. And on the absolute level the Deity and the
Unquali ed Absolutes are inseparable and indistinguishable in the
presence of the Universal Absolute.

3 Trinities are, in and of themselves, not personal, but neither do
they contravene personality. Rather do they encompass it and cor-
relate it, in a collective sense, with impersonal functions. Trinities
are, then, always deity reality but never personality reality. e per-
sonality aspects of a trinity are inherent in its individual members,
and as individual persons they are not that trinity. Only as a collec-
tive are they trinity; that is trinity. But always is trinity inclusive of
all encompassed deity; trinity is deity unity.

4 e three Absolutes — Deity, Universal, and Unquali ed —
are not trinity, for all are not deity. Only the dei ed can become
trinity; all other associations are triunities or triodities.

6. ABSOLUTE OR SIXTHPHASE INTEGRATION
1 e present potential of the master universe is hardly absolute,

though it may well be near-ultimate, and we deem it impossible to

mator of Universe Destiny. e lowercase version appears to be correct because “unre-
vealed” does not seem to be part of the name but is solely descriptive (the title being found in
several places without unrevealed preceding it). In the one other case in which “unrevealed”
is found in conjunctionwithConsummator of UniverseDestiny, it is not capitalized 0:12.7
in the text. [“Unrevealed” is found in one other location as a capitalized component of a
title — e “Unrevealed Creative Agencies of the Ancients of Days” 30:1.108— so such a
format is possible.]
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achieve the full revelation of absolute meaning-values within the
scope of a subabsolute cosmos. We therefore encounter consider-
able difficulty in attempting to conceive of a total expression of the
limitless possibilities of the three Absolutes or even in attempting
to visualize the experiential personalization of God the Absolute
on the now impersonal level of the Deity Absolute.

2 e space-stage of themaster universe seems to be adequate for
the actualization of the Supreme Being, for the formation and full
function of the Trinity Ultimate, for the eventuation of God the
Ultimate, and even for the inception of the Trinity Absolute. But
our concepts regarding the full function of this second experiential
Trinity seem to imply something beyond even the wide-spreading
master universe.

3 If we assume a cosmos-in nite — some illimitable cosmos on
beyond the master universe — and if we conceive that the nal de-
velopments of theAbsoluteTrinity will take place out on such a su-
perultimate stage of action, then it becomes possible to conjecture
that the completed function of the Trinity Absolute will achieve -
nal expression in the creations of in nity and will consummate the
absolute actualization of all potentials. e integration and associ-
ation of ever-enlarging segments of reality will approach absolute-
ness of status proportional to the inclusion of all reality within the
segments thus associated.

4 Stated otherwise: e Trinity Absolute, as its name implies,
is really absolute in total function. We do not know how an abso-
lute function can achieve total expression on a quali ed, limited, or
otherwise restricted basis. Hencewemust assume that any such to-
tality function will be unconditioned (in potential). And it would
also appear that the unconditioned would also be unlimited, at
least from a qualitative standpoint, though we are not so sure re-
garding quantitative relationships.

5 Of this, however, we are certain: While the existential Par-
adise Trinity is in nite, and while the experiential Trinity Ulti-
mate is subin nite, the Trinity Absolute is not so easy to classify.

ough experiential in genesis and constitution, it de nitely im-
pinges upon the existential Absolutes of potentiality.
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6 While it is hardly pro table for the human mind to seek to
grasp such faraway and superhuman concepts, we would suggest
that the eternity action of the Trinity Absolute may be thought of
as culminating in some kind of experientialization of theAbsolutes
of potentiality. is would appear to be a reasonable conclusion
with respect to the Universal Absolute, if not the Unquali ed Ab-
solute; at least we know that the Universal Absolute is not only
static and potential but also associative in the total Deity sense of
those words. But in regard to the conceivable values of divinity
and personality, these conjectured happenings imply the personal-
ization of the Deity Absolute and the appearance of those super-
personal values and those ultrapersonal meanings inherent in the
personality completion of God the Absolute — the third and last
of the experiential Deities.

7. FINALITY OF DESTINY
1 Some of the difficulties in forming concepts of in nite real-

ity integration are inherent in the fact that all such ideas embrace
something of the nality of universal development, some kind of
an experiential realization of all that could ever be. And it is incon-
ceivable that quantitative in nity could ever be completely realized
in nality. Always there must remain unexplored possibilities in
the three potential Absolutes which no quantity of experiential de-
velopment could ever exhaust. Eternity itself, though absolute, is
not more than absolute.

2 Even a tentative concept of nal integration is inseparable from
the fruitions of unquali ed eternity and is, therefore, practically
nonrealizable at any conceivable future time.

3 ¶ Destiny is established by the volitional act of theDeities who
constitute theParadiseTrinity; destiny is established in the vastness
of the three great potentials whose absoluteness encompasses the
possibilities of all future development; destiny is probably consum-
mated by the act of the Consummator of Universe Destiny, and
this act is probably involved with the Supreme and the Ultimate
in the Trinity Absolute. Any experiential destiny can be at least
partially comprehended by experiencing creatures; but a destiny
which impinges on in nite existentials is hardly comprehensible.
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Finality destiny is an existential-experiential attainment which ap-
pears to involve theDeity Absolute. But theDeity Absolute stands
in eternity relationship with the Unquali ed Absolute by virtue of
the Universal Absolute. And these three Absolutes, experiential in
possibility, are actually existential and more, being limitless, time-
less, spaceless, boundless, and measureless — truly in nite.

4 e improbability of goal attainment does not, however, pre-
vent philosophical theorizing about such hypothetical destinies.

e actualization of the Deity Absolute as an attainable abso-
lute Godmay be practically impossible of realization; nevertheless,
such a nality fruition remains a theoretical possibility. e in-
volvement of the Unquali ed Absolute in some inconceivable cos-
mos-in nite may bemeasurelessly remote in the futurity of endless
eternity, but such a hypothesis is nonetheless valid. Mortals, mo-
rontians, spirits, naliters, Transcendentalers, and others, together
with the universes themselves and all other phases of reality, cer-
tainly do have a potentially nal destiny that is absolute in value; but
we doubt that any being or universe will ever completely attain all
of the aspects of such a destiny.

5 ¶ No matter how much you may grow in Father comprehen-
sion, your mind will always be staggered by the unrevealed in nity
of the Father-I AM, the unexplored vastness of which will always
remain unfathomable and incomprehensible throughout all the cy-
cles of eternity. Nomatter howmuch of God youmay attain, there
will always remain much more of him, the existence of which you
will not even suspect. And we believe that this is just as true on
transcendental levels as it is in the domains of nite existence. e
quest for God is endless!

6 Such inability to attain God in a nal sense should in no
manner discourage universe creatures; indeed, you can and do at-
tain Deity levels of the Sevenfold, the Supreme, and the Ultimate,
which mean to you what the in nite realization of God the Father
means to the Eternal Son and to the Conjoint Actor in their abso-
lute status of eternity existence. Far fromharassing the creature, the
in nity of God should be the supreme assurance that throughout
all endless futurity an ascending personality will have before him
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the possibilities of personality development and Deity association
which even eternity will neither exhaust nor terminate.

7 ¶ To nite creatures of the grand universe the concept of the
master universe seems to be well-nigh in nite, but doubtless the
absonite architects thereof perceive its relatedness to future and
unimagined developments within the unending I AM. Even space
itself is but an ultimate condition, a condition of quali cation
within the relative absoluteness of the quiet zones of midspace.

8 At the inconceivably distant future eternity moment of the -
nal completion of the entire master universe, no doubt we will all
look back upon its entire history as only the beginning, simply the
creation of certain nite and transcendental foundations for even
greater and more enthralling metamorphoses in uncharted in n-
ity. At such a future eternity moment the master universe will still
seem youthful; indeed, it will be always young in the face of the
limitless possibilities of never-ending eternity.

9 ¶ e improbability of in nite destiny attainment does not in
the least prevent the entertainment of ideas about such destiny, and
we do not hesitate to say that, if the three absolute potentials could
ever become completely actualized, it would be possible to con-
ceive of the nal integration of total reality. is developmental
realization is predicated on the completed actualization of theUn-
quali ed, Universal, and Deity Absolutes, the three potentialities
whose union constitutes the latency of the I AM, the suspended re-
alities of eternity, the abeyant possibilities of all futurity, andmore.

10 Such eventualities are rather remote to say the least; neverthe-
less, in the mechanisms, personalities, and associations of the three
Trinities we believe we detect the theoretical possibility of the re-
uniting of the seven absolute phases of the Father-I AM. And this
brings us face to face with the concept of the threefold Trinity en-
compassing the Paradise Trinity of existential status and the two
subsequently appearing Trinities of experiential nature and origin.

8. THE TRINITY OF TRINITIES
1 e nature of the Trinity of Trinities is difficult to portray to

the human mind; it is the actual summation of the entirety of ex-
periential in nity as such is manifested in a theoretical in nity of
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eternity realization. In the Trinity of Trinities the experiential in-
nite attains to identity with the existential in nite, and both are

as one in the pre-experiential, pre-existential I AM. e Trinity of
Trinities is the nal expression of all that is implied in the 15 tri-
unities and associated triodities. Finalities are difficult for relative
beings to comprehend, be they existential or experiential; therefore
must they always be presented as relativities.

2 eTrinity ofTrinities exists in several phases. It contains pos-
sibilities, probabilities, and inevitabilities that stagger the imagina-
tions of beings far above the human level. It has implications that
are probably unsuspected by the celestial philosophers, for its im-
plications are in the triunities, and the triunities are, in the last anal-
ysis, unfathomable.

3 ere are anumber ofways inwhich theTrinity ofTrinities can
be portrayed. We elect to present the three-level concept, which is
as follows:

4 1. e level of the three Trinities.
5 2. e level of experiential Deity.
6 3. e level of the I AM.
7 ¶ ese are levels of increasing uni cation. Actually the Trin-

ity of Trinities is the rst level, while the second and third levels are
uni cation-derivatives of the rst.

8 ¶ THEFIRSTLEVEL:On this initial level of association it is
believed that the threeTrinities function as perfectly synchronized,
though distinct, groupings of Deity personalities.

9 1. e Paradise Trinity, the association of the three Paradise
Deities — Father, Son, and Spirit. It should be remembered that
the Paradise Trinity implies a threefold function — an absolute
function, a transcendental function (Trinity of Ultimacy), and a
nite function (Trinity of Supremacy). e Paradise Trinity is any

and all of these at any and all times.
10 2. e Ultimate Trinity. is is the deity association of the

Supreme Creators, God the Supreme, and the Architects of the
Master Universe. While this is an adequate presentation of the di-
vinity aspects of this Trinity, it should be recorded that there are
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other phases of this Trinity, which, however, appear to be perfectly
co-ordinating with the divinity aspects.

11 3. e Absolute Trinity. is is the grouping of God the Su-
preme, God theUltimate, and theConsummator ofUniverseDes-
tiny in regard to all divinity values. Certain other phases of this
triune grouping have to do with other-than-divinity values in the
expanding cosmos. But these are unifying with the divinity phases
just as the power and the personality aspects of the experientialDe-
ities are now in process of experiential synthesis.

12 ¶ e association of these three Trinities in the Trinity of
Trinities provides for a possible unlimited integration of reality.

is grouping contains causes, intermediates, and nals; incep-
tors, realizers, and consummators; beginnings, existences, and des-
tinies. e Father-Son partnership has become Son-Spirit and
then Spirit-Supreme and on to Supreme-Ultimate and Ultimate-
Absolute, even to Absolute and Father-In nite — the comple-
tion of the cycle of reality. Likewise, in other phases not so im-
mediately concerned with divinity and personality, does the First
Great Source and Centre self-realize the limitlessness of reality
around the circle of eternity, from the absoluteness of self-exis-
tence, through the endlessness of self-revelation, to the nality of
self-realization — from the absolute of existentials to the nality
of experientials.

13 ¶ THE SECOND LEVEL: e co-ordination of the three
Trinities inevitably involves the associative union of the experien-
tialDeities, who are genetically associatedwith theseTrinities. e
nature of this second level has been sometimes presented as:

14 1. e Supreme. is is the deity consequence of the unity
of the ParadiseTrinity in experiential liaisonwith theCreator-Cre-
ative children of the ParadiseDeities. e Supreme is the deity em-
bodiment of the completion of the rst stage of nite evolution.

15 2. e Ultimate. is is the deity consequence of the eventu-
ated unity of the second Trinity, the transcendental and absonite
personi cation of divinity. e Ultimate consists in a variably re-
garded unity of many qualities, and the human conception thereof
would dowell to include at least those phases of ultimacywhich are
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control directing, personally experiencible, and tensionally unify-
ing, but there are many other unrevealed aspects of the eventuated
Deity. While the Ultimate and the Supreme are comparable, they
are not identical, neither is theUltimatemerely an ampli cation of
the Supreme.

16 3. e Absolute. ere are many theories held as to the char-
acter of the thirdmember of the second level of the Trinity of Trin-
ities. God the Absolute is undoubtedly involved in this association
as the personality consequence of the nal function of the Trinity
Absolute, yet theDeity Absolute is an existential reality of eternity
status.

17 e concept difficulty regarding this thirdmember is inherent
in the fact that the presupposition of such amembership really im-
plies just one Absolute. eoretically, if such an event could take
place, we should witness the experiential uni cation of the three
Absolutes as one. And we are taught that, in in nity and existen-
tially, there is one Absolute. While it is least clear as to who this
third member can be, it is o en postulated that such may consist
of theDeity,Universal, andUnquali edAbsolutes in some formof
unimagined liaison and cosmic manifestation. Certainly, the Trin-
ity of Trinities could hardly attain to complete function short of
the full uni cation of the three Absolutes, and the three Absolutes
can hardly be uni ed short of the complete realization of all in -
nite potentials.

18 It will probably represent a minimum distortion of truth if the
thirdmember of the Trinity of Trinities is conceived as theUniver-
sal Absolute, provided this conception envisions the Universal not
only as static and potential but also as associative. But we still do
not perceive the relationship to the creative and evolutional aspects
of the function of total Deity.

19 ough a completed concept of the Trinity of Trinities is dif-
cult to form, a quali ed concept is not so difficult. If the second

level of the Trinity of Trinities is conceived as essentially personal,
it becomes quite possible to postulate the union of God the Su-
preme, God the Ultimate, and God the Absolute as the personal
repercussion of the union of the personal Trinities who are ances-
tral to these experientialDeities. We venture the opinion that these
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three experiential Deities will certainly unify on the second level as
the direct consequence of the growing unity of their ancestral and
causative Trinities who constitute the rst level.

20 e rst level consists of three Trinities; the second level exists
as the personality association of experiential-evolved, experiential-
eventuated, and experiential-existential Deity personalities. And
regardless of any conceptual difficulty in understanding the com-
pleteTrinity ofTrinities, thepersonal associationof these threeDe-
ities on the second level has become manifest to our own universe
age in the phenomenon of the deitization ofMajeston, whowas ac-
tualized on this second level by theDeity Absolute, acting through
the Ultimate and in response to the initial creative mandate of the
Supreme Being.

21 THE THIRD LEVEL: In an unquali ed hypothesis of the
second level of the Trinity of Trinities, there is embraced the corre-
lation of every phase of every kind of reality that is, or was, or could
be in the entirety of in nity. e Supreme Being is not only spirit
but also mind and power and experience. e Ultimate is all this
and much more, while, in the conjoined concept of the oneness of
the Deity, Universal, and Unquali ed Absolutes, there is included
the absolute nality of all reality realization.

22 In the union of the Supreme, Ultimate, and the complete Ab-
solute, there could occur the functional reassembly of those aspects
of in nity which were originally segmentalized by the I AM, and
which resulted in the appearance of the SevenAbsolutes of In nity.

ough the universe philosophers deem this to be a most remote
probability, still, we o en ask this question: If the second level of
the Trinity of Trinities could ever achieve trinity unity, what then
would transpire as a consequence of such deity unity? We do not
know, but we are con dent that it would lead directly to the real-
ization of the I AM as an experiential attainable. From the stand-
point of personal beings it could mean that the unknowable I AM
had become experiencible as the Father-In nite. What these ab-
solute destinies might mean from a nonpersonal standpoint is an-
other matter and one which only eternity could possibly clarify.
But as we view these remote eventualities as personal creatures, we
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deduce that the nal destiny of all personalities is the nal knowing
of the Universal Father of these selfsame personalities.

23 As we philosophically conceive of the I AM in past eternity,
he is alone, there is none beside him. Looking forward into future
eternity, we do not see that the I AM could possibly change as an
existential, but we are inclined to forecast a vast experiential differ-
ence. Such a concept of the I AM implies full self-realization —
it embraces that limitless galaxy of personalities who have become
volitional participants in the self-revelation of the I AM, and who
will remain eternally as absolute volitional parts of the totality of
in nity, nal sons of the absolute Father.

9. EXISTENTIAL INFINITE UNIFICATION
1 In the concept of the Trinity of Trinities we postulate the pos-

sible experiential uni cation of limitless reality, and we sometimes
theorize that all this may happen in the utter remoteness of far-dis-
tant eternity. But there is nonetheless an actual and present uni -
cation of in nity in this very age as in all past and future universe
ages; such uni cation is existential in the Paradise Trinity. In nity
uni cation as an experiential reality is unthinkably remote, but an
unquali ed unity of in nity now dominates the present moment
of universe existence and unites the divergencies of all reality with
an existential majesty that is absolute.

2 When nite creatures attempt to conceive of in nite uni ca-
tion on the nality levels of consummated eternity, they are face
to face with intellect limitations inherent in their nite existences.
Time, space, and experience constitute barriers to creature con-
cept; and yet, without time, apart from space, and except for ex-
perience, no creature could achieve even a limited comprehension
of universe reality. Without time sensitivity, no evolutionary crea-
ture could possibly perceive the relations of sequence. Without
space perception, no creature could fathom the relations of simul-
taneity. Without experience, no evolutionary creature could even
exist; only the Seven Absolutes of In nity really transcend experi-
ence, and even these may be experiential in certain phases.

3 Time, space, and experience are man’s greatest aids to relative
reality perception and yet his most formidable obstacles to com-
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plete reality perception. Mortals andmanyother universe creatures
nd it necessary to think of potentials as being actualized in space

and evolving to fruition in time, but this entire process is a time-
space phenomenon which does not actually take place on Paradise
and in eternity. On the absolute level there is neither time nor
space; all potentials may be there perceived as actuals.

4 e concept of the uni cation of all reality, be it in this or any
other universe age, is basically twofold: existential and experiential.
Such a unity is in process of experiential realization in the Trin-
ity of Trinities, but the degree of the apparent actualization of this
threefold Trinity is directly proportional to the disappearance of
the quali cations and imperfections of reality in the cosmos. But
total integration of reality is unquali edly and eternally and exis-
tentially present in the Paradise Trinity, within which, at this very
universe moment, in nite reality is absolutely uni ed.

5 ¶ e paradox created by the experiential and the existential
viewpoints is inevitable and is predicated in part on the fact that
the Paradise Trinity and the Trinity of Trinities are each an eter-
nity relationship which mortals can only perceive as a time-space
relativity. e human concept of the gradual experiential actual-
ization of the Trinity of Trinities— the time viewpoint—must be
supplemented by the additional postulate that this is already a fac-
tualization— the eternity viewpoint. But how can these two view-
points be reconciled? To nite mortals we suggest the acceptance
of the truth that the Paradise Trinity is the existential uni cation
of in nity, and that the inability to detect the actual presence and
completed manifestation of the experiential Trinity of Trinities is
in part due to reciprocal distortion because of:

6 1. e limited human viewpoint, the inability to grasp the
concept of unquali ed eternity.

7 2. e imperfect human status, the remoteness from the ab-
solute level of experientials.

8 3. e purpose of human existence, the fact that mankind
is designed to evolve by the technique of experience and, there-
fore, must be inherently and constitutively dependent on experi-
ence. Only an Absolute can be both existential and experiential.
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9 ¶ e Universal Father in the Paradise Trinity is the I AM of
the Trinity of Trinities, and the failure to experience the Father as
in nite is due to nite limitations. e concept of the existential,
solitary, pre-Trinity nonattainable I AM and the postulate of the
experiential post-Trinity of Trinities and attainable I AM are one
and the same hypothesis; no actual change has taken place in the
In nite; all apparent developments are due to increased capacities
for reality reception and cosmic appreciation.

10 e I AM, in the nal analysis, must exist before all existentials
and a er all experientials. While these ideas may not clarify the
paradoxes of eternity and in nity in the human mind, they should
at least stimulate such nite intellects to grapple anew with these
never-ending problems, problems which will continue to intrigue
you on Salvington and later as naliters and on throughout the un-
ending future of your eternal careers in the wide-spreading univer-
ses.

11 ¶ Sooner or later all universe personalities begin to realize that
the nal quest of eternity is the endless exploration of in nity, the
never-ending voyage of discovery into the absoluteness of the First
Source and Centre. Sooner or later we all become aware that all
creature growth is proportional to Father identi cation. We arrive
at the understanding that living the will of God is the eternal pass-
port to the endless possibility of in nity itself. Mortals will some-
time realize that success in the quest of the In nite is directly pro-
portional to the achievement of Fatherlikeness, and that in this uni-
verse age the realities of the Father are revealed within the qualities
of divinity. And these qualities of divinity are personally appropri-
ated by universe creatures in the experience of living divinely, and
to live divinely means actually to live the will of God.

12 To material, evolutionary, nite creatures, a life predicated on
the living of the Father’s will leads directly to the attainment of
spirit supremacy in the personality arena and brings such creatures
one step nearer the comprehension of the Father-In nite. Such a
Father life is one predicated on truth, sensitive to beauty, and dom-
inated by goodness. Such a God-knowing person is inwardly illu-
minated by worship and outwardly devoted to the wholehearted
service of the universal brotherhood of all personalities, a service
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ministry which is lledwithmercy andmotivated by love, while all
these life qualities are uni ed in the evolving personality on ever-
ascending levels of cosmic wisdom, self-realization, God- nding,
and Father worship.

ahb

13 [Presented by a Melchizedek of Nebadon.]



PAPER №107
ORIGIN AND NATURE OF THOUGHT

ADJUSTERS

Solitary Messenger

ALTHOUGH the Universal Father is personally resident
on Paradise, at the very centre of the universes, he is also
actually present on the worlds of space in the minds of

his countless children of time, for he indwells them as the Mystery
Monitors. e eternal Father is at one and the same time farthest
removed from, and most intimately associated with, his planetary
mortal sons.

2 e Adjusters are the actuality of the Father’s love incarnate
in the souls of men; they are the veritable promise of man’s eternal
career imprisoned within the mortal mind; they are the essence of
man’s perfected naliter personality, which he can foretaste in time
as he progressively masters the divine technique of achieving the
living of the Father’s will, step by step, through the ascension of
universe upon universe until he actually attains the divine presence
of his Paradise Father.

3 God, having commanded man to be perfect, even as he is per-
fect, has descended as the Adjuster to become man’s experiential
partner in the achievement of the supernal destiny which has been
thus ordained. e fragment of God which indwells the mind of
man is the absolute and unquali ed assurance that man can nd
theUniversal Father in associationwith this divineAdjuster, which
came forth fromGod to ndman and sonship him even in the days
of the esh.

4 Anymortal who has seen a Creator Son has seen theUniversal
Father, and he who is indwelt by a divine Adjuster is indwelt by the
Paradise Father. Every mortal who is consciously or unconsciously
following the leading of his indwelling Adjuster is living in accor-
dance with the will of God. Consciousness of Adjuster presence
is consciousness of God’s presence. Eternal fusion of the Adjuster
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with the evolutionary soul of man is the factual experience of eter-
nal union with God as a universe associate of Deity.

5 It is the Adjuster who creates within man that unquenchable
yearning and incessant longing to be like God, to attain Paradise,
and there before the actual person of Deity to worship the in nite
source of the divine gi . e Adjuster is the living presence which
actually links the mortal son with his Paradise Father and draws
him nearer and nearer to the Father. e Adjuster is our compen-
satory equalization of the enormous universe tension which is cre-
ated by the distance of man’s removal from God and by the degree
of his partiality in contrast with the universality of the eternal Fa-
ther.

6 e Adjuster is an absolute essence of an in nite being impris-
oned within the mind of a nite creature which, depending on the
choosing of such a mortal, can eventually consummate this tem-
porary union of God and man and veritably actualize a new order
of being for unending universe service. e Adjuster is the divine
universe reality which factualizes the truth that God is man’s Fa-
ther. e Adjuster is man’s infallible cosmic compass, always and
unerringly pointing the soul Godward.

7 ¶ Onthe evolutionaryworlds, will creatures traverse three gen-
eral developmental stages of being: From the arrival of theAdjuster
to comparative full growth, about 20 years of age on Urantia, the
Monitors are sometimes designated ought Changers. From this
time to the attainment of the age of discretion, about 40 years, the
Mystery Monitors are called ought Adjusters. From the attain-
ment of discretion to deliverance from the esh, they are o en re-
ferred to as ought Controllers. ese three phases of mortal life
have no connection with the three stages of Adjuster progress in
mind duplication and soul evolution.

1. ORIGIN OF THOUGHT ADJUSTERS
1 Since ought Adjusters are of the essence of original Deity,

no onemay presume to discourse authoritatively upon their nature
and origin; I can only impart the traditions of Salvington and the
beliefs of Uversa; I can only explain how we regard these Mystery
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Monitors and their associated entities throughout the grand uni-
verse.

2 ough there are diverse opinions regarding the mode of the
bestowal of oughtAdjusters, there exist no such differences con-
cerning their origin; all are agreed that theyproceeddirect fromthe
Universal Father, the First Source and Centre. ey are not cre-
ated beings; they are fragmentized entities constituting the factual
presence of the in nite God. Together with their many unrevealed
associates, the Adjusters are undiluted and unmixed divinity, un-
quali ed and unattenuated parts of Deity; they are of God, and as
far as we are able to discern, they are God.

3 As to the timeof their beginning separate existences apart from
the absoluteness of the First Source and Centre, we do not know;
neither do we know their number. We know very little concern-
ing their careers until they arrive on the planets of time to indwell
human minds, but from that time on we are more or less familiar
with their cosmic progressions up to and including the consum-
mation of their triune destinies: attainment of personality by fu-
sion with some mortal ascender, attainment of personality by at
of the Universal Father, or liberation from the known assignments
of ought Adjusters.

4 Although we do not know, we presume that Adjusters are be-
ing constantly individualized as the universe enlarges, and as the
candidates for Adjuster fusion increase in numbers. But it may be
equally possible that we are in error in attempting to assign a nu-
merical magnitude to the Adjusters; like God himself, these frag-
ments of his unfathomable nature may be existentially in nite.

5 e technique of the origin of the ought Adjusters is one
of the unrevealed functions of the Universal Father. We have ev-
ery reason to believe that none of the other absolute associates of
the First Source and Centre have aught to do with the production
of Father fragments. Adjusters are simply and eternally the divine
gi s; they are of God and from God, and they are like God.

6 In their relationship to fusion creatures they reveal a supernal
love and spiritual ministry that is profoundly con rmative of the
declaration that God is spirit. But there is much that takes place in
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addition to this transcendentministry that has never been revealed
toUrantiamortals. Neither dowe fully understand just what really
transpires when the Universal Father gives of himself to be a part
of the personality of a creature of time. Nor has the ascending pro-
gression of the Paradise naliters as yet disclosed the full possibili-
ties inherent in this supernal partnership of man and God. In the
last analysis, the Father fragments must be the gi of the absolute
God to those creatures whose destiny encompasses the possibility
of the attainment of God as absolute.

7 ¶ As the Universal Father fragmentizes his prepersonal Deity,
so does the In nite Spirit individuate portions of his premind spirit
to indwell and actually to fuse with the evolutionary souls of the
surviving mortals of the spirit-fusion series. But the nature of the
Eternal Son is not thus fragmentable; the spirit of the Original
Son is either diffuse or discretely personal. Son-fused creatures are
united with individualized bestowals of the spirit of the Creator
Sons of the Eternal Son.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF ADJUSTERS
1 Adjusters are individuated as virgin entities, and all are des-

tined to become either liberated, fused, or Personalized Monitors.
We understand that there are seven orders of ought Adjusters,
although we do not altogether comprehend these divisions. We
o en refer to the different orders as follows:

2 1. Virgin Adjusters, those serving on their initial assignment
in the minds of evolutionary candidates for eternal survival. Mys-
tery Monitors are eternally uniform in divine nature. ey are also
uniform in experiential nature as they rst go out from Divining-
ton; subsequent experiential differentiation is the result of actual
experience in universe ministry.

3 2. Advanced Adjusters, those who have served one or more
seasons with will creatures on worlds where the nal fusion takes
place between the identity of the creature of time and an individ-
ualized portion of the spirit of the local universe manifestation of
the ird Source and Centre.

4 3. Supreme Adjusters, thoseMonitors that have served in the
adventure of time on the evolutionary worlds, but whose human
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partners for some reason declined eternal survival, and those that
have been subsequently assigned to other adventures in other mor-
tals on other evolving worlds. A supreme Adjuster, though no
more divine than a virgin Monitor, has had more experience, can
do things in the human mind which a less experienced Adjuster
could not do.

5 4. Vanished Adjusters. Here occurs a break in our efforts to
follow the careers of the Mystery Monitors. ere is a fourth stage
of service about which we are not sure. e Melchizedeks teach
that the fourth-stageAdjusters are on detached assignments, roam-
ing the universe of universes. e Solitary Messengers are inclined
to believe that they are at one with the First Source and Centre,
enjoying a period of refreshing association with the Father himself.
And it is entirely possible that an Adjuster could be roaming the
master universe simultaneously with being at one with the omni-
present Father.

6 5. Liberated Adjusters, those Mystery Monitors that have
been eternally liberated from the service of time for the mortals
of the evolving spheres. What functions may be theirs, we do not
know.

7 6. Fused Adjusters — naliters — those who have become
one with the ascending creatures of the superuniverses, the eter-
nity partners of the time ascenders of the Paradise Corps of the
Finality. ought Adjusters ordinarily become fused with the as-
cending mortals of time, and with such surviving mortals they are
registered in and out ofAscendington; they follow the course of as-
cendant beings. Upon fusionwith the ascending evolutionary soul,
it appears that the Adjuster translates from the absolute existential
level of the universe to the nite experiential level of functional as-
sociation with an ascending personality. While retaining all of the
character of the existential divine nature, a fused Adjuster becomes
indissolubly linkedwith the ascending career of a survivingmortal.

8 7. Personalized Adjusters, those who have served with the in-
carnated Paradise Sons, together withmanywho have achieved un-
usual distinction during the mortal indwelling, but whose subjects
rejected survival. We have reasons for believing that suchAdjusters
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are personalized on the recommendations of the Ancients of Days
of the superuniverse of their assignment.

9 ¶ ere are many ways in which these mysterious God frag-
ments can be classi ed: according to universe assignment, by the
measure of success in the indwelling of an individual mortal, or
even by the racial ancestry of the mortal candidate for fusion.

3. THE DIVININGTON HOME OF ADJUSTERS
1 All universe activities related to the dispatch, management, di-

rection, and return of the Mystery Monitors from service in all of
the seven superuniverses seem to be centred on the sacred sphere
of Divinington. As far as I know, none but Adjusters and other
entities of the Father have been on that sphere. It seems likely that
numerous unrevealed prepersonal entities share Divinington as a
home sphere with the Adjusters. We conjecture that these fellow
entities may in somemanner be associated with the present and fu-
ture ministry of theMystery Monitors. But we really do not know.

2 When ought Adjusters return to the Father, they go back to
the realm of supposed origin, Divinington; and probably as a part
of this experience, there is actual contact with the Father’s Paradise
personality as well as with the specialized manifestation of the Fa-
ther’s divinitywhich is reported to be situated on this secret sphere.

3 Althoughwe know something of all the seven secret spheres of
Paradise, we know less of Divinington than of the others. Beings
of high spiritual orders receive only three divine injunctions, and
they are:

4 1. Always to show adequate respect for the experience and
endowments of their seniors and superiors.

5 2. Always to be considerate of the limitations and inexperi-
ence of their juniors and subordinates.

6 3. Never to attempt a landing on the shores of Divinington.
7 I have o en re ected that it would be quite useless for me to

go to Divinington; I probably should be unable to see any resident
beings except such as the Personalized Adjusters, and I have seen
them elsewhere. I am very sure there is nothing on Divinington
of real value or pro t to me, nothing essential to my growth and
development, or I should not have been forbidden to go there.
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8 Since we can learn little or nothing of the nature and origin of
Adjusters from Divinington, we are compelled to gather informa-
tion from 1001 different sources, and it is necessary to assemble,
associate, and correlate this accumulated data in order that such
knowledge may be informative.

9 e valour and wisdom exhibited by ought Adjusters sug-
gest that they have undergone a training of tremendous scope and
range. Since they are not personalities, this training must be im-
parted in the educational institutions of Divinington. e unique
Personalized Adjusters no doubt constitute the personnel of the
Adjuster training schools of Divinington. And we do know that
this central and supervising corps is presided over by the now Per-
sonalized Adjuster of the rst Paradise Son of theMichael order to
complete his sevenfold bestowal upon the races and peoples of his
universe realms.

10 We really know very little about the nonpersonalized Ad-
justers; we only contact and communicate with the personalized
orders. ese are christened onDivinington and are always known
by name and not by number. e Personalized Adjusters are per-
manently domiciled on Divinington; that sacred sphere is their
home. ey go out from that abode only by the will of the Univer-
sal Father. Very few are found in the domains of the local universes,
but larger numbers are present in the central universe.

4. NATURE AND PRESENCE OF ADJUSTERS
1 To say that a ought Adjuster is divine is merely to recognize

the nature of origin. It is highly probable that such purity of di-
vinity embraces the essence of the potential of all attributes of De-
ity which can be contained within such a fragment of the absolute
essence of the universal presence of the eternal and in nite Paradise
Father.

2 e actual source of the Adjuster must be in nite, and before
fusion with the immortal soul of an evolving mortal, the reality of
the Adjuster must border on absoluteness. Adjusters are not abso-
lutes in the universal sense, in theDeity sense, but they are probably
true absolutes within the potentialities of their fragmented nature.
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ey are quali ed as to universality but not as to nature; in exten-
siveness they are limited, but in intensiveness of meaning, value,
and fact they are absolute. For this reason we sometimes denomi-
nate the divine gi s as the quali ed absolute fragments of the Fa-
ther.

3 No Adjuster has ever been disloyal to the Paradise Father; the
lower orders of personal creatures may sometimes have to contend
with disloyal fellows, but never theAdjusters; they are supreme and
infallible in their supernal sphere of creature ministry and universe
function.

4 ¶ Nonpersonalized Adjusters are visible only to Personalized
Adjusters. My order, the Solitary Messengers, together with In-
spiredTrinity Spirits, candetect thepresence ofAdjusters bymeans
of spiritual reactive phenomena; and even seraphim can sometimes
discern the spirit luminosity of supposed associationwith the pres-
ence of Monitors in the material minds of men; but none of us are
able actually to discern the real presence of Adjusters, not unless
they have been personalized, albeit their natures are perceivable in
union with the fused personalities of the ascending mortals from
the evolutionary worlds. e universal invisibility of the Adjusters
is strongly suggestive of their high and exclusive divine origin and
nature.

5 ere is a characteristic light, a spirit luminosity, which accom-
panies this divine presence, and which has become generally asso-
ciated with ought Adjusters. In the universe of Nebadon this
Paradise luminosity is widespreadly known as the “pilot light”; on
Uversa it is called the “light of life.” On Urantia this phenomenon
has sometimes been referred to as that “true lightwhich lights every
man who comes into the world.”

6 To all beings who have attained the Universal Father, the Per-
sonalized ought Adjusters are visible. Adjusters of all stages,
together with all other beings, entities, spirits, personalities, and
spirit manifestations, are always discernible by those SupremeCre-
ator Personalities who originate in the Paradise Deities, and who
preside over the major governments of the grand universe.

7 ¶ Can you really realize the true signi cance of the Adjuster’s
indwelling? Do you really fathom what it means to have an abso-
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lute fragment of the absolute and in nite Deity, the Universal Fa-
ther, indwelling and fusing with your nite mortal natures? When
mortal man fuses with an actual fragment of the existential Cause
of the total cosmos, no limit can ever be placed upon the destiny of
such an unprecedented and unimaginable partnership. In eternity,
man will be discovering not only the in nity of the objective De-
ity but also the unending potentiality of the subjective fragment of
this same God. Always will the Adjuster be revealing to the mortal
personality the wonder of God, and never can this supernal reve-
lation come to an end, for the Adjuster is of God and as God to
mortal man.

5. ADJUSTER MINDEDNESS
1 Evolutionary mortals are prone to look uponmind as a cosmic

mediation between spirit and matter, for that is indeed the princi-
pal ministry of mind as discernible by you. Hence it is quite diffi-
cult for humans to perceive that oughtAdjusters haveminds, for
Adjusters are fragmentations of God on an absolute level of reality
which is not only prepersonal but also prior to all energy and spirit
divergence. On a monistic level antecedent to energy and spirit
differentiation there could be no mediating function of mind, for
there are no divergencies to be mediated.

2 Since Adjusters can plan, work, and love, they must have pow-
ers of sel ood which are commensurate with mind. ey are pos-
sessed of unlimited ability to communicate with each other, that is,
all forms ofMonitors above the rst or virgin groups. As to the na-
ture and purport of their intercommunications, we can reveal very
little, for we do not know. And we further know that they must be
minded in some manner else they could never be personalized.

3 e mindedness of the ought Adjuster is like the minded-
ness of the Universal Father and the Eternal Son — that which is
ancestral to the minds of the Conjoint Actor.

4 e type of mind postulated in an Adjuster must be similar to
the mind endowment of numerous other orders of prepersonal en-
tities which presumably likewise originate in the First Source and
Centre. ough many of these orders have not been revealed on
Urantia, they all disclose minded qualities. It is also possible for
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these individuations of original Deity to become uni ed with nu-
merous evolving types of nonmortal beings and evenwith a limited
number of nonevolutionary beings who have developed capacity
for fusion with such Deity fragments.

5 When a ought Adjuster is fused with the evolving immortal
morontia soul of the survivinghuman, themindof theAdjuster can
only be identi ed as persisting apart from the creature’s mind until
the ascending mortal attains spirit levels of universe progression.

6 Upon the attainment of the naliter levels of ascendant expe-
rience, these spirits of the sixth stage appear to transmute some
mind factor representing a union of certain phases of the mortal
andAdjusterminds which had previously functioned as liaison be-
tween the divine and human phases of such ascending personali-
ties. is experiential mind quality probably “supremacizes” and
subsequently augments the experiential endowment of evolution-
ary Deity — the Supreme Being.

6. ADJUSTERS AS PURE SPIRITS
1 As ought Adjusters are encountered in creature experience,

they disclose the presence and leading of a spirit in uence. e Ad-
juster is indeed a spirit, pure spirit, but spirit plus. We have never
been able satisfactorily to classify Mystery Monitors; all that can
certainly be said of them is that they are truly Godlike.

2 eAdjuster isman’s eternity possibility; man is theAdjuster’s
personality possibility. Your individual Adjusters work to spiritize
you in the hope of eternalizing your temporal identity. e Ad-
justers are saturated with the beautiful and self-bestowing love of
the Father of spirits. ey truly and divinely love you; they are the
prisoners of spirit hope con ned within the minds of men. ey
long for the divinity attainment of your mortal minds that their
loneliness may end, that they may be delivered with you from the
limitations of material investiture and the habiliments of time.˚
6.2. Informational: rst printing; e Adjuster is man’s eternity possibility; man is the
Adjuster’s personality possibility. — e original text does appear unusual at rst glance
because one expects a noun like ‘possibility’ to be modi ed by an adjective such as ‘eternal’;
not by another noun. In this situation however, ‘eternity’ is not serving as an adjective,
rather the two nouns together form a single concept or nominal group, identical in structure
to the groupwhich ends the subject sentence: “…man is theAdjuster’s personality possibility.”
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3 Your path to Paradise is the path of spirit attainment, and the
Adjuster nature will faithfully unfold the revelation of the spiritual
nature of the Universal Father. Beyond the Paradise ascent and in
the post naliter stages of the eternal career, the Adjuster may pos-
sibly contact with the onetime human partner in other than spirit
ministry; but the Paradise ascent and the naliter career are the
partnership between the God-knowing spiritualizing mortal and
the spiritual ministry of the God-revealing Adjuster.

4 ¶ Weknow that oughtAdjusters are spirits, pure spirits, pre-
sumably absolute spirits. But the Adjuster must also be something
more than exclusive spirit reality. In addition to conjecturedmind-
edness, factors of pure energy are also present. If youwill remember
that God is the source of pure energy and of pure spirit, it will not
be so difficult to perceive that his fragments would be both. It is
a fact that the Adjusters traverse space over the instantaneous and
universal gravity circuits of the Paradise Isle.

5 at the Mystery Monitors are thus associated with the mate-
rial circuits of the universe of universes is indeed puzzling. But it
remains a fact that they ash throughout the entire grand universe
over the material-gravity circuits. It is entirely possible that they
may even penetrate the outer space levels; they certainly could fol-
low the gravity presence of Paradise into these regions, and though
my order of personality can traverse the mind circuits of the Con-
joint Actor also beyond the con nes of the grand universe, we have
never been sure of detecting the presence of Adjusters in the un-
charted regions of outer space.

6 And yet, while the Adjusters utilize the material-gravity cir-
cuits, they are not subject thereto as is material creation. e Ad-
justers are fragments of the ancestor of gravity, not the consequen-
tials of gravity; they have segmentized on a universe level of exis-
tence which is hypothetically antecedent to gravity appearance.

7 ought Adjusters have no relaxation from the time of their
bestowal until the day of their release to start forDivinington upon
the natural death of their mortal subjects. And those whose sub-
jects do not pass through the portals of natural death do not even
experience this temporary respite. ought Adjusters do not re-
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quire energy intake; they are energy, energy of thehighest andmost
divine order.

7. ADJUSTERS AND PERSONALITY
1 ought Adjusters are not personalities, but they are real enti-

ties; they are truly and perfectly individualized, although they are
never, while indwelling mortals, actually personalized. ought
Adjusters are not true personalities; they are true realities, realities
of the purest order known in the universe of universes — they are
the divine presence. ough not personal, these marvellous frag-
ments of the Father are commonly referred to as beings and some-
times, in view of the spiritual phases of their present ministry to
mortals, as spirit entities.

2 If ought Adjusters are not personalities having prerogatives
of will and powers of choice, how then can they select mortal sub-
jects and volunteer to indwell these creatures of the evolutionary
worlds? is is a question easy to ask, but probably no being in
the universe of universes has ever found the exact answer. Even my
order of personality, the SolitaryMessengers, does not fully under-
stand the endowment of will, choice, and love in entities that are
not personal.

3 We have o en speculated that ought Adjusters must have
volition on all prepersonal levels of choice. ey volunteer to in-
dwell human beings, they lay plans for man’s eternal career, they
adapt, modify, and substitute in accordance with circumstances,
and these activities connote genuine volition. ey have affection
formortals, they function in universe crises, they are alwayswaiting
to act decisively in accordance with human choice, and all these are
highly volitional reactions. In all situations not concernedwith the
domain of the human will, they unquestionably exhibit conduct
which betokens the exercise of powers in every sense the equiva-
lent of will, maximated decision.

4 Why then, if ought Adjusters possess volition, are they sub-
servient to the mortal will? We believe it is because Adjuster vo-
lition, though absolute in nature, is prepersonal in manifestation.
Human will functions on the personality level of universe reality,
and throughout the cosmos the impersonal — the nonpersonal,
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the subpersonal, and the prepersonal — is ever responsive to the
will and acts of existent personality.

5 roughout a universe of created beings and nonpersonal en-
ergies we do not observe will, volition, choice, and love manifested
apart from personality. Except in the Adjusters and other similar
entities we do not witness these attributes of personality function-
ing in associationwith impersonal realities. It would not be correct
to designate anAdjuster as subpersonal, neither would it be proper
to allude to such an entity as superpersonal, but it would be entirely
permissible to term such a being prepersonal.

6 ¶ To our orders of being these fragments of Deity are known
as the divine gi s. We recognize that the Adjusters are divine in
origin, and that they constitute the probable proof and demonstra-
tion of a reservation by theUniversal Father of the possibility of di-
rect and unlimited communication with any and all material crea-
tures throughout his virtually in nite realms, and all of this quite
apart from his presence in the personalities of his Paradise Sons or
through his indirect ministrations in the personalities of the In -
nite Spirit.

7 ere are no created beings that would not delight to be hosts
to the Mystery Monitors, but no orders of beings are thus indwelt
excepting evolutionary will creatures of naliter destiny.

ahb

8 [Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.]



PAPER №108
MISSION AND MINISTRY OF THOUGHT

ADJUSTERS

Solitary Messenger

THE mission of the ought Adjusters to the human races
is to represent, to be, the Universal Father to the mortal
creatures of time and space; that is the fundamental work

of the divine gi s. eir mission is also that of elevating themortal
minds and of translating the immortal souls of men up to the di-
vine heights and spiritual levels of Paradise perfection. And in the
experience of thus transforming the human nature of the temporal
creature into the divine nature of the eternal naliter, theAdjusters
bring into existence a unique type of being, a being consisting in the
eternal union of the perfect Adjuster and the perfected creature
which it would be impossible to duplicate by any other universe
technique.

2 ¶ Nothing in the entire universe can substitute for the fact of
experience on nonexistential levels. e in nite God is, as always,
replete and complete, in nitely inclusive of all things except evil
and creature experience. God cannot do wrong; he is infallible.
God cannot experientially know what he has never personally ex-
perienced; God’s preknowledge is existential. erefore does the
spirit of the Father descend fromParadise to participate with nite
mortals in every bona de experience of the ascending career; it is
only by such a method that the existential God could become in
truth and in fact man’s experiential Father. e in nity of the eter-
nal God encompasses the potential for nite experience, which in-
deed becomes actual in theministry of the Adjuster fragments that
actually share the life vicissitude experiences of human beings.

1. SELECTION AND ASSIGNMENT
1 WhenAdjusters are dispatched for mortal service fromDivin-

ington, they are identical in the endowment of existential divinity,
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but they vary in experiential qualities proportional to previous con-
tact in and with evolutionary creatures. We cannot explain the ba-
sis of Adjuster assignment, but we conjecture that these divine gi s
are bestowed in accordance with some wise and efficient policy of
eternal tness of adaptation to the indwelt personality. We do ob-
serve that the more experienced Adjuster is o en the indweller of
the higher type of humanmind; human inheritancemust therefore
be a considerable factor in determining selection and assignment.

2 Although we do not de nitely know, we rmly believe that all
ought Adjusters are volunteers. But before ever they volunteer,

they are in possession of full data respecting the candidate for in-
dwelling. e seraphic dra s of ancestry and projected patterns
of life conduct are transmitted via Paradise to the reserve corps of
Adjusters on Divinington by the re ectivity technique extending
inward from the capitals of the local universes to the headquarters
of the superuniverses. is forecast covers not only the hereditary
antecedents of the mortal candidate but also the estimate of prob-
able intellectual endowment and spiritual capacity. e Adjusters
thus volunteer to indwell minds of whose intimate natures they
have been fully apprised.

3 e volunteering Adjuster is particularly interested in three
quali cations of the human candidate:

4 1. Intellectual capacity. Is the mind normal? What is the in-
tellectual potential, the intelligence capacity? Can the individual
develop into a bona dewill creature? Will wisdomhave an oppor-
tunity to function?

5 2. Spiritual perception. e prospects of reverential develop-
ment, the birth and growth of the religious nature. What is the
potential of soul, the probable spiritual capacity of receptivity?

6 3. Combined intellectual and spiritual powers. e degree to
which these two endowments may possibly be associated, com-
bined, so as to produce strength of human character and contribute
to the certain evolution of an immortal soul of survival value.

7 ¶ With these facts before them, it is our belief that the Moni-
tors freely volunteer for assignment. Probably more than one Ad-
juster volunteers; perhaps the supervising personalized orders se-
lect from this group of volunteering Adjusters the one best suited
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to the task of spiritualizing and eternalizing the personality of the
mortal candidate. (In the assignment and service of the Adjusters
the sex of the creature is of no consideration.)

8 e short time intervening between the volunteering and the
actual dispatchof theAdjuster is presumably spent in theDivining-
ton schools of the Personalized Monitors where a working pattern
of the waiting mortal mind is utilized in instructing the assigned
Adjuster as to themost effective plans for personality approach and
mind spiritization. is mindmodel is formulated through a com-
bination of data supplied by the superuniverse re ectivity service.
At least this is our understanding, a belief which we hold as the re-
sult of putting together information secured by contact with many
Personalized Adjusters throughout the long universe careers of the
Solitary Messengers.

9 When once the Adjusters are actually dispatched from Divin-
ington, practically no time intervenes between that moment and
the hour of their appearance in the minds of their chosen subjects.

e average transit time of an Adjuster fromDivinington toUran-
tia is 117 hours, 42 minutes, and 7 seconds. Virtually all of this
time is occupied with registration on Uversa.

2. PREREQUISITES OF ADJUSTER INDWELLING
1 ough the Adjusters volunteer for service as soon as the per-

sonality forecasts have been relayed to Divinington, they are not
actually assigned until the human subjects make their rst moral
personality decision. e rst moral choice of the human child is
automatically indicated in the seventhmind-adjutant and registers
instantly, by way of the local universe Creative Spirit, over the uni-
versalmind-gravity circuit of theConjointActor in the presence of
the Master Spirit of superuniverse jurisdiction, who forthwith dis-
patches this intelligence to Divinington. Adjusters reach their hu-
man subjects on Urantia, on the average, just prior to the 6 birth-
day. In the present generation it is running 5 years, 10months, and
4 days; that is, on the 2,134 day of terrestrial life.

2 ¶ e Adjusters cannot invade the mortal mind until it has
been duly prepared by the indwelling ministry of the adjutant
mind-spirits and encircuited in the Holy Spirit. And it requires
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the co-ordinate function of all seven adjutants to thus qualify the
humanmind for the reception of anAdjuster. Creaturemindmust
exhibit the worship outreach and indicate wisdom function by ex-
hibiting the ability to choose between the emerging values of good
and evil — moral choice.

3 us is the stage of the human mind set for the reception of
Adjusters, but as a general rule they do not immediately appear
to indwell such minds except on those worlds where the Spirit of
Truth is functioning as a spiritual co-ordinator of these different
spirit ministries. If this spirit of the bestowal Sons is present, the
Adjusters unfailingly come the instant the seventh adjutant mind-
spirit begins to function and signalizes to the Universe Mother
Spirit that it has achieved in potential the co-ordination of the
associated six adjutants of prior ministry to such a mortal intel-
lect. erefore have the divineAdjusters beenuniversally bestowed
upon all normalminds ofmoral status onUrantia ever since the day
of Pentecost.

4 Even with a Spirit of Truth endowed mind, the Adjusters
cannot arbitrarily invade the mortal intellect prior to the appear-
ance of moral decision. But when such a moral decision has been
made, this spirit helper assumes jurisdiction direct from Divining-
ton. ere are no intermediaries or other intervening authorities or
powers functioning between the divine Adjusters and their human
subjects; God and man are directly related.

5 Before the times of the pouring out of the Spirit of Truth upon
the inhabitants of an evolutionary world, the Adjusters’ bestowal
appears to be determined by many spirit in uences and person-
ality attitudes. We do not fully comprehend the laws governing
such bestowals; we do not understand just what determines the re-
lease of the Adjusters who have volunteered to indwell such evolv-
ingminds. But we do observe numerous in uences and conditions
which appear to be associated with the arrival of the Adjusters in
such minds prior to the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth, and they
are:

6 1. e assignment of personal seraphic guardians. If a mor-
tal has not been previously indwelt by an Adjuster, the assignment
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of a personal guardian brings the Adjuster forthwith. ere exists
some very de nite but unknown relation between the ministry of
Adjusters and the ministry of personal seraphic guardians.

7 2. e attainment of the third circle of intellectual achieve-
ment and spiritual attainment. I have observed Adjusters arrive
in mortal minds upon the conquest of the third circle even before
such an accomplishment could be signalized to the local universe
personalities concerned with such matters.

8 3. Upon the making of a supreme decision of unusual spiri-
tual import. Such human behaviour in a personal planetary crisis
usually is attended by the immediate arrival of thewaitingAdjuster.

9 4. e spirit of brotherhood. Regardless of the attainment
of the psychic circles and the assignment of personal guardians —
in the absence of anything resembling a crisis decision — when an
evolving mortal becomes dominated by the love of his fellows and
consecrated to unsel sh ministry to his brethren in the esh, the
waiting Adjuster unvaryingly descends to indwell themind of such
a mortal minister.

10 5. Declaration of intention to do the will of God. We ob-
serve thatmanymortals on theworlds of spacemaybe apparently in
readiness to receive Adjusters, and yet theMonitors do not appear.
We go on watching such creatures as they live from day to day, and
presently they quietly, almost unconsciously, arrive at the decision
to begin the pursuit of the doing of the will of the Father in heaven.
And then we observe the immediate dispatch of the ought Ad-
justers.

11 6. In uence of the SupremeBeing. Onworldswhere theAd-
justers do not fuse with the evolving souls of the mortal inhabi-
tants, we observe Adjusters sometimes bestowed in response to in-
uences which are wholly beyond our comprehension. We con-

jecture that such bestowals are determined by some cosmic re ex
action originating in the SupremeBeing. As towhy theseAdjusters
can not or do not fuse with these certain types of evolving mortal
mindswe do not know. Such transactions have never been revealed
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to us.

3. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
1 As far as we know, Adjusters are organized as an independent

working unit in the universe of universes and are apparently admin-
istered directly from Divinington. ey are uniform throughout
the seven superuniverses, all local universes being served by iden-
tical types of Mystery Monitors. We do know from observation
that there are numerous series of Adjusters involving a serial or-
ganization that extends through races, over dispensations, and to
worlds, systems, and universes. It is, however, exceedingly difficult
to keep track of these divine gi s since they function interchange-
ably throughout the grand universe.

2 Adjusters are of complete record (outside ofDivinington) only
on the headquarters of the seven superuniverses. e number and
order of each Adjuster indwelling each ascending creature are re-
ported out by the Paradise authorities to the headquarters of the
superuniverse, and from there are communicated to the headquar-
ters of the local universe concerned and relayed to the particular
planet involved. But the local universe records do not disclose the
full number of the ought Adjusters; the Nebadon records con-
tain only the local universe assignment number as designated by
the representatives of the Ancients of Days. e real signi cance
of the Adjuster’s complete number is known only on Divinington.

3 Human subjects are o en known by the numbers of their Ad-
justers; mortals do not receive real universe names until a er Ad-
juster fusion, which union is signalized by the bestowal of the new
name upon the new creature by the destiny guardian.

4 ough we have the records of ought Adjusters in Orvon-
ton, and though we have absolutely no authority over them or ad-
ministrative connection with them, we rmly believe that there
is a very close administrative connection between the individual
worlds of the local universes and the central lodgement of the di-
vine gi s onDivinington. We do know that, following the appear-
ance of a Paradise bestowal Son, an evolutionary world has a Per-
sonalized Adjuster assigned to it as the planetary supervisor of Ad-
justers.
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5 ¶ It is interesting to note that local universe inspectors always
address themselves, when carrying out a planetary examination,
to the planetary chief of ought Adjusters, just as they deliver
charges to the chiefs of seraphim and to the leaders of other or-
ders of beings attached to the administration of an evolving world.
Not long since, Urantia underwent such a periodic inspection by
Tabamantia, the sovereign supervisor of all life-experiment planets
in the universe of Nebadon. And the records reveal that, in addi-
tion to his admonitions and indictments delivered to the various
chiefs of superhuman personalities, he also delivered the following
acknowledgement to the chief ofAdjusters, whether located on the
planet, on Salvington,Uversa, orDivinington, we donot de nitely
know, but he said:

6 “Now to you, superiors far above me, I come as one placed in
temporary authority over the experimental planetary series; and I
come to express admiration and profound respect for this magnif-
icent group of celestial ministers, the Mystery Monitors, who have
volunteered to serve on this irregular sphere. Nomatter how trying
the crises, you never falter. Not on the records of Nebadon nor be-
fore the commissions of Orvonton has there ever been offered an
indictment of a divine Adjuster. You have been true to your trusts;
you have been divinely faithful. You have helped to adjust the mis-
takes and to compensate for the shortcomings of all who labour on
this confused planet. You are marvellous beings, guardians of the
good in the souls of this backward realm. I pay you respect even
while you are apparently under my jurisdiction as volunteer min-
isters. I bow before you in humble recognition of your exquisite
unsel shness, your understanding ministry, and your impartial de-
votion. You deserve the name of the Godlike servers of the mortal
inhabitants of this strife-torn, grief-stricken, and disease-afflicted
world. I honour you! I all but worship you!”

7 ¶ As a result of many suggestive lines of evidence, we believe
that theAdjusters are thoroughly organized, that there exists a pro-
foundly intelligent and efficient directive administration of these
divine gi s from some far-distant and central source, probably Di-
vinington. We know that they come from Divinington to the
worlds, and undoubtedly they return thereto upon the deaths of
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their subjects.
8 Among the higher spirit orders it is exceedingly difficult to dis-

cover the mechanisms of administration. My order of personali-
ties, while engaged in the prosecution of our speci c duties, is un-
doubtedly unconsciously participating with numerous other per-
sonal and impersonal sub-Deity groups who unitedly are function-
ing as far- ung universe correlators. We suspect that we are thus
serving because we are the only group of personalized creatures
(aside from Personalized Adjusters) who are uniformly conscious
of the presence of numerous orders of the prepersonal entities.

9 We are aware of the presence of the Adjusters, who are frag-
ments of the prepersonal Deity of the First Source andCentre. We
sense the presence of the Inspired Trinity Spirits, who are super-
personal expressions of the Paradise Trinity. We likewise unfail-
ingly detect the spirit presence of certain unrevealed orders spring-
ing from the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit. And we are not
wholly unresponsive to still other entities unrevealed to you.

10 eMelchizedeks ofNebadon teach that the SolitaryMessen-
gers are the personality co-ordinators of these various in uences as
they register in the expanding Deity of the evolutionary Supreme
Being. It is very possible that we may be participants in the experi-
ential uni cation of many of the unexplained phenomena of time,
but we are not consciously certain of thus functioning.

4. RELATION TO OTHER SPIRITUAL INFLUENCES
1 Apart frompossible co-ordinationwithotherDeity fragments,

the Adjusters are quite alone in their sphere of activity in the mor-
tal mind. e Mystery Monitors eloquently bespeak the fact that,
though the Father may have apparently resigned the exercise of all
direct personal power and authority throughout the grand uni-
verse, notwithstanding this act of abnegation in behalf of the Su-
preme Creator children of the Paradise Deities, the Father has cer-
tainly reserved to himself the unchallengeable right to be present
in the minds and souls of his evolving creatures to the end that he
may so act as to draw all creature creation to himself, co-ordinately
with the spiritual gravity of the Paradise Sons. Said your Paradise
bestowal Sonwhen yet onUrantia, “I, if I am li ed up, will draw all
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men.” is spiritual drawing power of the Paradise Sons and their
creative associates we recognize and understand, but we do not so
fully comprehend the methods of the all-wise Father’s function-
ing in and through these Mystery Monitors that live and work so
valiantly within the human mind.

2 While not subordinate to, co-ordinate with, or apparently re-
lated to, the work of the universe of universes, though acting in-
dependently in the minds of the children of men, unceasingly do
these mysterious presences urge the creatures of their indwelling
toward divine ideals, always luring them upward toward the pur-
poses and aims of a future and better life. ese Mystery Moni-
tors are continually assisting in the establishment of the spiritual
dominion of Michael throughout the universe of Nebadon while
mysteriously contributing to the stabilization of the sovereignty of
the Ancients of Days in Orvonton. e Adjusters are the will of
God, and since the Supreme Creator children of God also person-
ally embody that same will, it is inevitable that the actions of Ad-
justers and the sovereignty of the universe rulers should be mutu-
ally interdependent. ough apparently unconnected, the Father
presence of the Adjusters and the Father sovereignty of Michael of
Nebadon must be diverse manifestations of the same divinity.

3 ought Adjusters appear to come and go quite independent
of any and all other spiritual presences; they seem to function in
accordance with universe laws quite apart from those which gov-
ern and control the performances of all other spirit in uences. But
regardless of such apparent independence, long-range observation
unquestionably discloses that they function in the human mind
in perfect synchrony and co-ordination with all other spirit min-
istries, including adjutantmind-spirits,Holy Spirit, Spirit ofTruth,
and other in uences.

4 When a world is isolated by rebellion, when a planet is cut off
from all outside encircuited communication, as was Urantia a er
the Caligastia upheaval, aside from personal messengers there re-
mains but one possibility of direct interplanetary or universe com-
munication, and that is through the liaison of the Adjusters of the
spheres. No matter what happens on a world or in a universe, the
Adjusters are never directly concerned. e isolation of a planet
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in no way affects the Adjusters and their ability to communicate
with any part of the local universe, superuniverse, or the central
universe. And this is the reason why contacts with the supreme
and the self-acting Adjusters of the reserve corps of destiny are so
frequently made on quarantined worlds. Recourse is had to such a
technique as a means of circumventing the handicaps of planetary
isolation. In recent years the archangels’ circuit has functioned on
Urantia, but that means of communication is largely limited to the
transactions of the archangel corps itself.

5 ¶ We are cognizant of many spirit phenomena in the far- ung
universe which we are at a loss fully to understand. We are not
yet masters of all that is transpiring about us; and I believe that
much of this inscrutable work is wrought by the Gravity Messen-
gers and certain types of Mystery Monitors. I do not believe that
Adjusters are devoted solely to the remaking of mortal minds. I
am persuaded that the Personalized Monitors and other orders of
unrevealed prepersonal spirits are representative of the Universal
Father’s direct and unexplained contact with the creatures of the
realms.

5. THE ADJUSTER’S MISSION
1 e Adjusters accept a difficult assignment when they volun-

teer to indwell such composite beings as live on Urantia. But they
have assumed the task of existing in yourminds, there to receive the
admonitions of the spiritual intelligences of the realms and then to
undertake to redictate or translate these spiritual messages to the
material mind; they are indispensable to the Paradise ascension.

2 What the ought Adjuster cannot utilize in your present life,
those truths which he cannot successfully transmit to the man of
his betrothal, he will faithfully preserve for use in the next stage of
existence, just as henowcarries over fromcircle to circle those items
which he fails to register in the experience of the human subject,
owing to the creature’s inability, or failure, to give a sufficient degree
of co-operation.

3 One thing you can depend upon: e Adjusters will never
lose anything committed to their care; never have we known these
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spirit helpers to default. Angels and other high types of spirit be-
ings, not excepting the local universe type of Sons, may occasion-
ally embrace evil, may sometimes depart from the divine way, but
Adjusters never falter. ey are absolutely dependable, and this is
equally true of all seven groups.

4 ¶ Your Adjuster is the potential of your new and next order of
existence, the advance bestowal of your eternal sonship with God.
By and with the consent of your will, the Adjuster has the power to
subject the creature trends of thematerialmind to the transforming
actions of themotivations and purposes of the emergingmorontial
soul.

5 e Mystery Monitors are not thought helpers; they are
thought adjusters. ey labour with the material mind for the
purpose of constructing, by adjustment and spiritualization, a new
mind for the new worlds and the new name of your future career.

eir mission chie y concerns the future life, not this life. ey
are called heavenly helpers, not earthly helpers. ey are not inter-
ested inmaking themortal career easy; rather are they concerned in
making your life reasonably difficult and rugged, so that decisions
will be stimulated andmultiplied. e presence of a great ought
Adjuster does not bestow ease of living and freedom from strenu-
ous thinking, but such a divine gi should confer a sublime peace
of mind and a superb tranquillity of spirit.

6 Your transient and ever-changing emotions of joy and sorrow
are in the main purely human and material reactions to your in-
ternal psychic climate and to your external material environment.
Do not, therefore, look to the Adjuster for sel sh consolation and
mortal comfort. It is the business of the Adjuster to prepare you
for the eternal adventure, to assure your survival. It is not the mis-
sion of the Mystery Monitor to smooth your ruffled feelings or to
minister to your injured pride; it is the preparation of your soul for
the long ascending career that engages the attention and occupies
the time of the Adjuster.

7 I doubt that I am able to explain to you just what the Adjusters
do in your minds and for your souls. I do not know that I am fully
cognizant of what is really going on in the cosmic association of a
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divine Monitor and a human mind. It is all somewhat of a mystery
to us, not as to the plan and purpose but as to the actual mode of
accomplishment. And this is just why we are confronted with such
difficulty in nding an appropriate name for these supernal gi s to
mortal men.

8 e ought Adjusters would like to change your feelings of
fear to convictions of love and con dence; but they cannot me-
chanically and arbitrarily do such things; that is your task. In ex-
ecuting those decisions which deliver you from the fetters of fear,
you literally supply the psychic fulcrumonwhich theAdjustermay
subsequently apply a spiritual lever of upli ing and advancing illu-
mination.

9 When it comes to the sharp and well-de ned con icts be-
tween the higher and lower tendencies of the races, between what
really is right or wrong (not merely what you may call right and
wrong), you can depend upon it that the Adjuster will always par-
ticipate in some de nite and active manner in such experiences.

e fact that such Adjuster activity may be unconscious to the hu-
man partner does not in the least detract from its value and reality.

10 If you have a personal guardian of destiny and should fail of
survival, that guardian angelmust be adjudicated inorder to receive
vindication as to the faithful execution of her trust. But ought
Adjusters are not thus subjected to examination when their sub-
jects fail to survive. We all know that, while an angel might possi-
bly fall short of the perfection ofministry, oughtAdjusters work
in the manner of Paradise perfection; their ministry is character-
ized by a awless technique which is beyond the possibility of crit-
icismby anybeingoutside ofDivinington. Youhaveperfect guides;
therefore is the goal of perfection certainly attainable.

6. GOD IN MAN
1 It is indeed a marvel of divine condescension for the exalted

and perfect Adjusters to offer themselves for actual existence in the
minds ofmaterial creatures, such as themortals ofUrantia, really to
consummate a probationary union with the animal-origin beings
of earth.
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2 No matter what the previous status of the inhabitants of a
world, subsequent to the bestowal of a divine Son and a er the be-
stowal of the Spirit ofTruthupon all humans, theAdjusters ock to
such a world to indwell the minds of all normal will creatures. Fol-
lowing the completion of the mission of a Paradise bestowal Son,
these Monitors truly become the “kingdom of heaven within you.”

rough the bestowal of the divine gi s the Father makes the clos-
est possible approach to sin and evil, for it is literally true that the
Adjuster must coexist in themortal mind even in the very midst of
human unrighteousness. e indwelling Adjusters are particularly
tormented by those thoughts which are purely sordid and sel sh;
they are distressed by irreverence for that which is beautiful and di-
vine, and they are virtually thwarted in theirwork bymany ofman’s
foolish animal fears and childish anxieties.

3 ¶ e Mystery Monitors are undoubtedly the bestowal of the
Universal Father, the re ection of the image of God abroad in the
universe. A great teacher once admonished men that they should
be renewed in the spirit of their minds; that they become newmen
who, like God, are created in righteousness and in the comple-
tion of truth. e Adjuster is the mark of divinity, the presence of
God. e “image of God” does not refer to physical likeness nor to
the circumscribed limitations of material creature endowment but
rather to the gi of the spirit presence of the Universal Father in
the supernal bestowal of the ought Adjusters upon the humble
creatures of the universes.

4 e Adjuster is the wellspring of spiritual attainment and the
hope of divine characterwithin you. He is the power, privilege, and
the possibility of survival, which so fully and forever distinguishes
you from mere animal creatures. He is the higher and truly inter-
nal spiritual stimulus of thought in contrast with the external and
physical stimulus, which reaches the mind over the nerve-energy
mechanism of the material body.

5 ese faithful custodians of the future career unfailingly du-
plicate every mental creation with a spiritual counterpart; they are
thus slowly and surely re-creating you as you really are (only spiritu-
ally) for resurrection on the survival worlds. And all of these exqui-
site spirit re-creations are being preserved in the emerging reality of
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your evolving and immortal soul, your morontia self. ese reali-
ties are actually there, notwithstanding that the Adjuster is seldom
able to exalt these duplicate creations sufficiently to exhibit them
to the light of consciousness.

6 ¶ And as you are the human parent, so is the Adjuster the di-
vine parent of the real you, your higher and advancing self, your
better morontial and future spiritual self. And it is this evolving
morontial soul that the judges and censors discern when they de-
cree your survival and pass you upward to new worlds and never-
ending existence in eternal liaison with your faithful partner —
God, the Adjuster.

7 e Adjusters are the eternal ancestors, the divine originals, of
your evolving immortal souls; they are theunceasingurge that leads
man to attempt the mastery of the material and present existence
in the light of the spiritual and future career. e Monitors are
the prisoners of undying hope, the founts of everlasting progres-
sion. And how they do enjoy communicating with their subjects
in more or less direct channels! How they rejoice when they can
dispense with symbols and other methods of indirection and ash
their messages straight to the intellects of their human partners!

8 ¶ You humans have begun an endless unfolding of an almost
in nite panorama, a limitless expanding of never-ending, ever-
widening spheres of opportunity for exhilarating service, matchless
adventure, sublime uncertainty, and boundless attainment. When
the clouds gather overhead, your faith should accept the fact of the
presence of the indwelling Adjuster, and thus you should be able to
look beyond the mists of mortal uncertainty into the clear shining
of the sun of eternal righteousness on the beckoning heights of the
mansion worlds of Satania.

ahb

9 [Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.]



PAPER №109
RELATION OF ADJUSTERS TO UNIVERSE

CREATURES

Solitary Messenger

THE ought Adjusters are the children of the universe ca-
reer, and indeed the virgin Adjusters must gain experience
while mortal creatures grow and develop. As the person-

ality of the human child expands for the struggles of evolutionary
existence, so does the Adjuster wax great in the rehearsals of the
next stage of ascending life. As the child acquires adaptative ver-
satility for his adult activities through the social and play life of
early childhood, so does the indwelling Adjuster achieve skill for
the next stage of cosmic life by virtue of the preliminary mortal
planning and rehearsing of those activities which have to do with
themorontia career. Human existence constitutes a period of prac-
tice which is effectively utilized by theAdjuster in preparing for the
increased responsibilities and the greater opportunities of a future
life. But the Adjuster’s efforts, while living within you, are not so
much concerned with the affairs of temporal life and planetary ex-
istence. Today, the ought Adjusters are, as it were, rehearsing
the realities of the universe career in the evolving minds of human
beings.

1. DEVELOPMENT OF ADJUSTERS
1 ere must be a comprehensive and elaborate plan for the

training and development of virgin Adjusters before they are sent
forth from Divinington, but we really do not know very much
about it. ere undoubtedly also exists an extensive system for
retraining Adjusters of indwelling experience before they embark
upon new missions of mortal association, but, again, we do not ac-
tually know.

2 I have been told by Personalized Adjusters that every time a
Monitor-indweltmortal fails of survival, when theAdjuster returns
to Divinington, an extended course of training is engaged in. is
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additional training is made possible by the experience of having in-
dwelt a human being, and it is always imparted before the Adjuster
is remanded to the evolutionary worlds of time.

3 Actual living experience has no cosmic substitute. e perfec-
tion of the divinity of a newly formed ought Adjuster does not
in anymanner endow thisMysteryMonitorwith experiencedmin-
istrative ability. Experience is inseparable from a living existence;
it is the one thing which no amount of divine endowment can ab-
solve you from the necessity of securing by actual living. erefore,
in common with all beings living and functioning within the pre-
sent sphere of the Supreme, ought Adjusters must acquire ex-
perience; they must evolve from the lower, inexperienced, to the
higher, more experienced, groups.

4 Adjusters pass through a de nite developmental career in the
mortalmind; they achieve a reality of attainmentwhich is eternally
theirs. ey progressively acquire Adjuster skill and ability as a re-
sult of any and all contacts with thematerial races, regardless of the
survival or nonsurvival of their particularmortal subjects. ey are
also equal partners of the human mind in fostering the evolution
of the immortal soul of survival capacity.

5 e rst stage of Adjuster evolution is attained in fusion with
the surviving soul of a mortal being. us, while you are in nature
evolving inward and upward from man to God, the Adjusters are
in nature evolving outward and downward from God to man; and
so will the nal product of this union of divinity and humanity
eternally be the son of man and the son of God.

2. SELFACTING ADJUSTERS
1 You have been informed of the classi cation of Adjusters in re-

lation to experience — virgin, advanced, and supreme. You should
also recognize a certain functional classi cation — the self-acting
Adjusters. A self-acting Adjuster is one who:

2 1. Has had certain requisite experience in the evolving life of
a will creature, either as a temporary indweller on a type of world
where Adjusters are only loaned to mortal subjects or on an actual
fusion planet where the human failed of survival. Such a Monitor
is either an advanced or a supreme Adjuster.
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3 2. Has acquired the balance of spiritual power in a human
who has made the third psychic circle and has had assigned to him
a personal seraphic guardian.

4 3. Has a subject who has made the supreme decision, has en-
tered into a solemn and sincere betrothal with the Adjuster. e
Adjuster looks beforehand to the time of actual fusion and reck-
ons the union as an event of fact.

5 4. Has a subject who has been mustered into one of the re-
serve corps of destiny on an evolutionary world of mortal ascen-
sion.

6 5. At some time, during human sleep, has been temporarily
detached from the mind of mortal incarceration to perform some
exploit of liaison, contact, reregistration, or other extrahuman ser-
vice associated with the spiritual administration of the world of as-
signment.

7 6. Has served in a time of crisis in the experience of some hu-
man beingwhowas thematerial complement of a spirit personality
intrusted with the enactment of some cosmic achievement essen-
tial to the spiritual economy of the planet.

8 ¶ Self-acting Adjusters seem to possess a marked degree of will
in all matters not involving the human personalities of their imme-
diate indwelling, as is indicated by their numerous exploits both
within and without the mortal subjects of attachment. Such Ad-
justers participate in numerous activities of the realm, butmore fre-
quently they function as undetected indwellers of the earthly taber-
nacles of their own choosing.

9 Undoubtedly these higher and more experienced types of Ad-
justers can communicatewith those in other realms. Butwhile self-
acting Adjusters do thus intercommunicate, they do so only on the
levels of their mutual work and for the purpose of preserving cus-
todial data essential to the Adjuster ministry of the realms of their
sojourn, though on occasions they have been known to function in
interplanetary matters during times of crisis.

10 Supreme and self-acting Adjusters can leave the human body
at will. e indwellers are not an organic or biologic part ofmortal
life; they are divine superimpositions thereon. In the original life
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plans they were provided for, but they are not indispensable toma-
terial existence. Nevertheless it should be recorded that they very
rarely, even temporarily, leave their mortal tabernacles a er they
once take up their indwelling.

11 e superacting Adjusters are those who have achieved the
conquest of their intrusted tasks and only await the dissolution of
the material-life vehicle or the translation of the immortal soul.

3. RELATION OF ADJUSTERS TO MORTAL TYPES
1 e character of the detailed work of Mystery Monitors varies

in accordancewith the nature of their assignments, as towhether or
not they are liaison or fusion Adjusters. Some Adjusters are merely
loaned for the temporal lifetimes of their subjects; others are be-
stowed as personality candidates with permission for everlasting
fusion if their subjects survive. ere is also a slight variation in
their work among the different planetary types as well as in differ-
ent systems and universes. But, on the whole, their labours are re-
markably uniform,more so than are the duties of any of the created
orders of celestial beings.

2 On certain primitive worlds (the series one group) the Ad-
juster indwells the mind of the creature as an experiential train-
ing, chie y for self-culture and progressive development. Virgin
Adjusters are usually sent to such worlds during the earlier times
when primitivemen are arriving in the valley of decision, but when
comparatively few will elect to ascend the moral heights beyond
the hills of self-mastery and character acquirement to attain the
higher levels of emerging spirituality. (Many, however, who fail
of Adjuster fusion do survive as Spirit-fused ascenders.) e Ad-
justers receive valuable training and acquire wonderful experience
in transient associationwithprimitiveminds, and they are able sub-
sequently to utilize this experience for the bene t of superior be-
ings on other worlds. Nothing of survival value is ever lost in all the
wide universe.

3 On another type of world (the series two group) the Adjusters
are merely loaned to mortal beings. Here the Monitors can never
attain fusion personality through such indwelling, but they do af-
ford great help to their human subjects during the mortal lifetime,
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far more than they are able to give to Urantia mortals. e Ad-
justers are here loaned to the mortal creatures for a single life span
as patterns for their higher spiritual attainment, temporary helpers
in the intriguing task of perfecting a survival character. e Ad-
justers do not return a er natural death; these surviving mortals
attain eternal life through Spirit fusion.

4 On worlds such as Urantia (the series three group) there is a
real betrothal with the divine gi s, a life and death engagement. If
you survive, there is to be an eternal union, an everlasting fusion,
the making of man and Adjuster one being.

5 In the three-brained mortals of this series of worlds, the Ad-
justers are able to gain far more actual contact with their subjects
during the temporal life than in the one- and two-brained types.
But in the career a er death, the three-brained type proceed just as
do the one-brained type and the two-brained peoples— theUran-
tia races.

6 On the two-brain worlds, subsequent to the sojourn of a Para-
dise bestowal Son, virgin Adjusters are seldom assigned to persons
who have unquestioned capacity for survival. It is our belief that
on such worlds practically all Adjusters indwelling intelligent men
and women of survival capacity belong to the advanced or to the
supreme type.

7 ¶ In many of the early evolutionary races of Urantia, three
groups of beings existed. ere were those who were so animal-
istic that they were utterly lacking in Adjuster capacity. ere
were those who exhibited undoubted capacity for Adjusters and
promptly received them when the age of moral responsibility was
attained. ere was a third class who occupied a borderline posi-
tion; they had capacity for Adjuster reception, but the Monitors
could only indwell the mind on the personal petition of the indi-
vidual.

8 Butwith thosebeingswhoare virtually disquali ed for survival
by disinheritance through the agency of un t and inferior ances-
tors, many a virginAdjuster has served a valuable preliminary expe-
rience in contacting evolutionarymind and thus has become better
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quali ed for a subsequent assignment to a higher type of mind on
some other world.

4. ADJUSTERS AND HUMAN PERSONALITY
1 e higher forms of intelligent intercommunication between

human beings are greatly helped by the indwelling Adjusters. An-
imals do have fellow feelings, but they do not communicate con-
cepts to each other; they can express emotions but not ideas and
ideals. Neither do men of animal origin experience a high type of
intellectual intercourse or spiritual communion with their fellows
until the oughtAdjusters have been bestowed, albeit, when such
evolutionary creatures develop speech, they are on the highroad to
receiving Adjusters.

2 Animals do, in a crude way, communicate with each other, but
there is little or no personality in such primitive contact. Adjusters
are not personality; they are prepersonal beings. But they do hail
from the source of personality, and their presence does augment
the qualitative manifestations of human personality; especially is
this true if the Adjuster has had previous experience.

3 e type of Adjuster has much to do with the potential for
expression of the human personality. On down through the ages,
many of the great intellectual and spiritual leaders of Urantia have
exerted their in uence chie y because of the superiority and previ-
ous experience of their indwelling Adjusters.

4 e indwellingAdjusters have inno smallmeasure co-operated
with other spiritual in uences in transforming and humanizing the
descendants of the primitivemen of olden ages. If theAdjusters in-
dwelling the minds of the inhabitants of Urantia were to be with-
drawn, the world would slowly return to many of the scenes and
practices of the men of primitive times; the divine Monitors are
one of the real potentials of advancing civilization.

5 ¶ I have observed a ought Adjuster indwelling a mind on
Urantia who has, according to the records on Uversa, indwelt 15
minds previously in Orvonton. We do not know whether this
Monitor has had similar experiences in other superuniverses, but
I suspect so. is is a marvellous Adjuster and one of the most use-
ful and potent forces on Urantia during this present age. What
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others have lost, in that they refused to survive, this human being
(and yourwhole world) now gains. Fromhimwho has not survival
qualities, shall be taken away even that experiencedAdjuster which
he now has, while to himwho has survival prospects, shall be given
even the pre-experienced Adjuster of a slothful deserter.

6 In a sense the Adjusters may be fostering a certain degree of
planetary cross-fertilization in the domains of truth, beauty, and
goodness. But they are seldom given two indwelling experiences
on the same planet; there is no Adjuster now serving on Urantia
who has been on this world previously. I know whereof I speak
since we have their numbers and records in the archives of Uversa.

5. MATERIAL HANDICAPS TO ADJUSTER
INDWELLING

1 Supreme and self-acting Adjusters are o en able to contribute
factors of spiritual import to the human mind when it ows freely
in the liberated but controlled channels of creative imagination. At
such times, and sometimes during sleep, the Adjuster is able to ar-
rest the mental currents, to stay the ow, and then to divert the
idea procession; and all this is done in order to effect deep spiritual
transformations in the higher recesses of the superconsciousness.

us are the forces and energies of mindmore fully adjusted to the
key of the contactual tones of the spiritual level of the present and
the future.

2 It is sometimes possible to have the mind illuminated, to hear
the divine voice that continually speaks within you, so that you
may become partially conscious of the wisdom, truth, goodness,
and beauty of the potential personality constantly indwelling you.

3 But your unsteady and rapidly shi ing mental attitudes o en
result in thwarting the plans and interrupting the work of the Ad-
justers. eir work is not only interferedwith by the innate natures
of themortal races, but thisministry is also greatly retarded by your
own preconceived opinions, settled ideas, and long-standing preju-
dices. Because of thesehandicaps,many times only their un nished
creations emerge into consciousness, and confusion of concept is
inevitable. erefore, in scrutinizing mental situations, safety lies
only in the prompt recognition of each and every thought and ex-
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perience for justwhat it actually and fundamentally is, disregarding
entirely what it might have been.

4 ¶ e great problem of life is the adjustment of the ancestral
tendencies of living to the demands of the spiritual urges initiated
by the divine presence of the Mystery Monitor. While in the uni-
verse and superuniverse careers no man can serve two masters, in
the life you now live onUrantia everymanmust perforce serve two
masters. He must become adept in the art of a continuous hu-
man temporal compromise while he yields spiritual allegiance to
but one master; and this is why so many falter and fail, grow weary
and succumb to the stress of the evolutionary struggle.

5 While the hereditary legacy of cerebral endowment and that
of electrochemical overcontrol both operate to delimit the sphere
of efficient Adjuster activity, no hereditary handicap (in normal
minds) ever prevents eventual spiritual achievement. Heredity
may interfere with the rate of personality conquest, but it does not
prevent eventual consummation of the ascendant adventure. If you
will co-operate with your Adjuster, the divine gi will, sooner or
later, evolve the immortal morontia soul and, subsequent to fusion
therewith, will present the new creature to the sovereign Master
Son of the local universe and eventually to the Father of Adjusters
on Paradise.

6. THE PERSISTENCE OF TRUE VALUES
1 Adjusters never fail; nothing worth surviving is ever lost; every

meaningful value in every will creature is certain of survival, irre-
spective of the survival or nonsurvival of the meaning-discovering
or evaluating personality. And so it is, a mortal creature may re-
ject survival; still the life experience is not wasted; the eternal Ad-
juster carries the worth-while features of such an apparent life of
failure over into some other world and there bestows these surviv-
ing meanings and values upon some higher type of mortal mind,
one of survival capacity. No worth-while experience ever happens
in vain; no true meaning or real value ever perishes.

2 As related to fusion candidates, if a Mystery Monitor is de-
serted by themortal associate, if the humanpartner declines to pur-
sue the ascending career, when released by natural death (or prior
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thereto), the Adjuster carries away everything of survival value
which has evolved in the mind of that nonsurviving creature. If
an Adjuster should repeatedly fail to attain fusion personality be-
cause of the nonsurvival of successive human subjects, and if this
Monitor should subsequently be personalized, all the acquired ex-
perience of having indwelt and mastered all these mortal minds
would become the actual possession of such a newly Personalized
Adjuster, an endowment to be enjoyed and utilized throughout all
future ages. A Personalized Adjuster of this order is a composite
assembly of all the survival traits of all his former creature hosts.

3 When Adjusters of long universe experience volunteer to in-
dwell divine Sons on bestowal missions, they full well know that
personality attainment can never be achieved through this service.
But o en does the Father of spirits grant personality to these vol-
unteers and establish them as directors of their kind. ese are the
personalities honoured with authority on Divinington. And their
unique natures embody the mosaic humanity of their multiple ex-
periences of mortal indwelling and also the spirit transcript of the
human divinity of the Paradise bestowal Son of the terminal in-
dwelling experience.

4 e activities ofAdjusters in your local universe are directed by
the Personalized Adjuster of Michael of Nebadon, that very Mon-
itor who guided him step by step when he lived his human life in
the esh of Joshua ben Joseph. Faithful to his trustwas this extraor-
dinary Adjuster, and wisely did this valiant Monitor direct the hu-
man nature, ever guiding the mortal mind of the Paradise Son in
the choosing of the path of the Father’s perfect will. is Adjuster
had previously served withMachiventaMelchizedek in the days of
Abraham and had engaged in tremendous exploits both previous
to this indwelling and between these bestowal experiences.

5 is Adjuster did indeed triumph in Jesus’ human mind —
that mind which in each of life’s recurring situations maintained
a consecrated dedication to the Father’s will, saying, “Not my will,
but yours, be done.” Such decisive consecration constitutes the true
passport from the limitations of human nature to the nality of di-
vine attainment.
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6 is same Adjuster now re ects in the inscrutable nature of
his mighty personality the prebaptismal humanity of Joshua ben
Joseph, the eternal and living transcript of the eternal and living
valueswhich the greatest of allUrantians created out of the humble
circumstances of a commonplace life as it was lived to the complete
exhaustion of the spiritual values attainable in mortal experience.

7 Everything of permanent value which is intrusted to an Ad-
juster is assured eternal survival. In certain instances the Monitor
holds these possessions for bestowal on amortal mind of future in-
dwelling; in others, and upon personalization, these surviving and
conserved realities are held in trust for future utilization in the ser-
vice of the Architects of the Master Universe.

7. DESTINY OF PERSONALIZED ADJUSTERS
1 We cannot state whether or not non-Adjuster Father frag-

ments are personalizable, but you have been informed that per-
sonality is the sovereign freewill bestowal of the Universal Father.
As far as we know, the Adjuster type of Father fragment attains
personality only by the acquirement of personal attributes through
service-ministry to a personal being. ese Personalized Adjusters
are at home on Divinington, where they instruct and direct their
prepersonal associates.

2 Personalized ought Adjusters are the untrammelled, unas-
signed, and sovereign stabilizers and compensators of the far- ung
universe of universes. ey combine theCreator and creature expe-
rience — existential and experiential. ey are conjoint time and
eternity beings. ey associate the prepersonal and the personal in
universe administration.

3 PersonalizedAdjusters are the all-wise andpowerful executives
of the Architects of the Master Universe. ey are the personal
agents of the full ministry of the Universal Father — personal,
prepersonal, and superpersonal. ey are the personal ministers
of the extraordinary, the unusual, and the unexpected throughout
all the realms of the transcendental absonite spheres of the domain
of God the Ultimate, even to the levels of God the Absolute.

4 ey are the exclusive beings of the universes who embrace
within their being all the known relationships of personality; they
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are omnipersonal — they are before personality, they are personal-
ity, and they are a er personality. ey minister the personality of
the Universal Father as in the eternal past, the eternal present, and
the eternal future.

5 Existential personality on the order of the in nite and abso-
lute, the Father bestowed upon the Eternal Son, but he chose to re-
serve for his own ministry the experiential personality of the type
of the Personalized Adjuster bestowed upon the existential preper-
sonal Adjuster; and they are thus both destined to the future eter-
nal superpersonality of the transcendental ministry of the absonite
realms of theUltimate, the Supreme-Ultimate, even to the levels of
the Ultimate-Absolute.

6 Seldom are the Personalized Adjusters seen at large in the uni-
verses. Occasionally they consult with the Ancients of Days, and
sometimes the Personalized Adjusters of the sevenfold Creator
Sons come to the headquarters worlds of the constellations to con-
fer with the Vorondadek rulers.

7 ¶ When the planetary Vorondadek observer of Urantia — the
Most High custodian who not long since assumed an emergency
regency of your world — asserted his authority in the presence of
the resident governor general, he began his emergency administra-
tion of Urantia with a full staff of his own choosing. He immedi-
ately assigned to all his associates and assistants their planetary du-
ties. But he did not choose the three Personalized Adjusters who
appeared in his presence the instant he assumed the regency. He
didnot evenknow theywould thus appear, for they didnot soman-
ifest their divine presence at the time of a previous regency. And
the Most High regent did not assign service or designate duties for
these volunteer Personalized Adjusters. Nevertheless, these three
omnipersonal beings were among the most active of the numerous
orders of celestial beings then serving on Urantia.

8 ¶ Personalized Adjusters perform a wide range of services for
numerous orders of universe personalities, but we are not permit-
ted to discuss these ministries with Adjuster-indwelt evolution-
ary creatures. ese extraordinary human divinities are among the
most remarkable personalities of the entire grand universe, and no
one dares to predict what their future missions may be.
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9 [Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.]



PAPER №110
RELATION OF ADJUSTERS TO INDIVIDUAL

MORTALS

Solitary Messenger

THE endowment of imperfect beings with freedom entails
inevitable tragedy, and it is the nature of the perfect an-
cestral Deity to universally and affectionately share these

sufferings in loving companionship.
2 As far as I am conversant with the affairs of a universe, I re-

gard the love and devotion of a ought Adjuster as themost truly
divine affection in all creation. e love of the Sons in their min-
istry to the races is superb, but the devotion of an Adjuster to the
individual is touchingly sublime, divinely Fatherlike. e Paradise
Father has apparently reserved this form of personal contact with
his individual creatures as an exclusive Creator prerogative. And
there is nothing in all the universe of universes exactly compara-
ble to the marvellous ministry of these impersonal entities that so
fascinatingly indwell the children of the evolutionary planets.

1. INDWELLING THE MORTAL MIND
1 Adjusters should not be thought of as living in the material

brains of human beings. ey are not organic parts of the physi-
cal creatures of the realms. e ought Adjuster may more prop-
erly be envisaged as indwelling themortal mind ofman rather than
as existing within the con nes of a single physical organ. And in-
directly and unrecognized the Adjuster is constantly communicat-
ing with the human subject, especially during those sublime expe-
riences of the worshipful contact of mind with spirit in the super-
consciousness.

2 I wish it were possible for me to help evolving mortals to
achieve a better understanding and attain a fuller appreciation of
the unsel sh and superb work of the Adjusters living within them,
who are so devoutly faithful to the task of fostering man’s spiritual
welfare. eseMonitors are efficientministers to the higher phases
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of men’s minds; they are wise and experienced manipulators of the
spiritual potential of the human intellect. ese heavenly helpers
are dedicated to the stupendous task of guiding you safely inward
and upward to the celestial haven of happiness. ese tireless toil-
ers are consecrated to the future personi cation of the triumph of
divine truth in your life everlasting. ey are the watchful workers
who pilot theGod-conscious humanmind away from the shoals of
evil while expertly guiding the evolving soul of man toward the di-
vine harbours of perfection on far-distant and eternal shores. e
Adjusters are loving leaders, your safe and sure guides through the
dark and uncertain mazes of your short earthly career; they are the
patient teachers who so constantly urge their subjects forward in
the paths of progressive perfection. ey are the careful custodians
of the sublime values of creature character. I wish you could love
them more, co-operate with them more fully, and cherish them
more affectionately.

3 Although the divine indwellers are chie y concerned with
your spiritual preparation for the next stage of the never-ending
existence, they are also deeply interested in your temporal welfare
and in your real achievements on earth. ey are delighted to con-
tribute to your health, happiness, and true prosperity. ey are not
indifferent to your success in all matters of planetary advancement
which are not inimical to your future life of eternal progress.

4 ¶ Adjusters are interested in, and concerned with, your daily
doings and the manifold details of your life just to the extent that
these are in uential in the determination of your signi cant tem-
poral choices and vital spiritual decisions and, hence, are factors in
the solution of your problem of soul survival and eternal progress.

e Adjuster, while passive regarding purely temporal welfare, is
divinely active concerning all the affairs of your eternal future.

5 e Adjuster remains with you in all disaster and through ev-
ery sickness which does not wholly destroy thementality. But how
unkind knowingly to de le or otherwise deliberately to pollute the
physical body, which must serve as the earthly tabernacle of this
marvellous gi from God. All physical poisons greatly retard the
efforts of the Adjuster to exalt the material mind, while the men-
tal poisons of fear, anger, envy, jealousy, suspicion, and intolerance
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likewise tremendously interfere with the spiritual progress of the
evolving soul.

6 ¶ Today you are passing through the period of the courtship of
your Adjuster; and if you only prove faithful to the trust reposed
in you by the divine spirit who seeks your mind and soul in eter-
nal union, there will eventually ensue that morontia oneness, that
supernal harmony, that cosmic co-ordination, that divine attune-
ment, that celestial fusion, that never-ending blending of identity,
that oneness of being which is so perfect and nal that even the
most experienced personalities can never segregate or recognize as
separate identities the fusion partners — mortal man and divine
Adjuster.

2. ADJUSTERS AND HUMAN WILL
1 When ought Adjusters indwell human minds, they bring

with them the model careers, the ideal lives, as determined and
foreordained by themselves and the Personalized Adjusters of Di-
vinington, which have been certi ed by the Personalized Adjuster
of Urantia. us they begin work with a de nite and predeter-
mined plan for the intellectual and spiritual development of their
human subjects, but it is not incumbent upon any human being
to accept this plan. You are all subjects of predestination, but it is
not foreordained that you must accept this divine predestination;
you are at full liberty to reject any part or all of the ought Ad-
justers’ program. It is theirmission to effect suchmind changes and
to make such spiritual adjustments as you may willingly and intel-
ligently authorize, to the end that they may gain more in uence
over the personality directionization; but under no circumstances
do these divine Monitors ever take advantage of you or in any way
arbitrarily in uence you in your choices and decisions. e Ad-
justers respect your sovereignty of personality; they are always sub-
servient to your will.

2 ey are persistent, ingenious, and perfect in their methods of
work, but they never do violence to the volitional sel ood of their
hosts. No human being will ever be spiritualized by a divine Mon-
itor against his will; survival is a gi of the Gods which must be
desired by the creatures of time. In the nal analysis, whatever the
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Adjuster has succeeded in doing for you, the records will show that
the transformation has been accomplished with your co-operative
consent; you will have been a willing partner with the Adjuster in
the attainment of every step of the tremendous transformation of
the ascension career.

3 ¶ e Adjuster is not trying to control your thinking, as such,
but rather to spiritualize it, to eternalize it. Neither angels nor Ad-
justers are devoted directly to in uencing human thought; that is
your exclusive personality prerogative. e Adjusters are dedicated
to improving, modifying, adjusting, and co-ordinating your think-
ing processes; but more especially and speci cally they are devoted
to the work of building up spiritual counterparts of your careers,
morontia transcripts of your true advancing selves, for survival pur-
poses.

4 Adjusters work in the spheres of the higher levels of the hu-
man mind, unceasingly seeking to produce morontia duplicates of
every concept of the mortal intellect. ere are, therefore, two re-
alities which impinge upon, and are centred in, the human mind
circuits: one, a mortal self evolved from the original plans of the
Life Carriers, the other, an immortal entity from the high spheres
of Divinington, an indwelling gi fromGod. But themortal self is
also a personal self; it has personality.

5 ¶ You as a personal creature have mind and will. e Adjuster
as a prepersonal creature has premind and prewill. If you so fully
conform to the Adjuster’s mind that you see eye to eye, then your
minds become one, and you receive the reinforcement of the Ad-
juster’s mind. Subsequently, if your will orders and enforces the
execution of the decisions of this new or combined mind, the Ad-
juster’s prepersonal will attains to personality expression through
your decision, and as far as that particular project is concerned, you
and the Adjuster are one. Your mind has attained to divinity at-
tunement, and the Adjuster’s will has achieved personality expres-
sion.

6 To the extent that this identity is realized, you are mentally
approaching the morontia order of existence. Morontia mind is
a term signifying the substance and sum total of the co-operating
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minds of diversely material and spiritual natures. Morontia intel-
lect, therefore, connotes a dual mind in the local universe domi-
nated by one will. And with mortals this is a will, human in origin,
which is becoming divine through man’s identi cation of the hu-
man mind with the mindedness of God.

3. COOPERATION WITH THE ADJUSTER
1 Adjusters are playing the sacred and superb game of the ages;

they are engaged in one of the supreme adventures of time in space.
And how happy they are when your co-operation permits them to
lend assistance in your short struggles of time as they continue to
prosecute their larger tasks of eternity. But usually, when your Ad-
juster attempts to communicate with you, themessage is lost in the
material currents of the energy streams of humanmind; only occa-
sionally do you catch an echo, a faint and distant echo, of the divine
voice.

2 e success of your Adjuster in the enterprise of piloting you
through the mortal life and bringing about your survival depends
not so much on the theories of your beliefs as upon your deci-
sions, determinations, and steadfast faith. All these movements of
personality growth become powerful in uences aiding in your ad-
vancement because they help you to co-operate with the Adjuster;
they assist you in ceasing to resist. ought Adjusters succeed or
apparently fail in their terrestrial undertakings just in so far asmor-
tals succeed or fail to co-operate with the scheme whereby they are
to be advanced along the ascending path of perfection attainment.

e secret of survival is wrapped up in the supreme human desire
to be Godlike and in the associated willingness to do and be any
and all things which are essential to the nal attainment of that
overmastering desire.

3 Whenwe speakof anAdjuster’s success or failure, we are speak-
ing in terms of human survival. Adjusters never fail; they are of the
divine essence, and they always emerge triumphant in each of their
undertakings.

4 ¶ I cannot but observe that somany of you spend somuch time
and thought onmere tri es of living, while you almostwholly over-
look the more essential realities of everlasting import, those very
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accomplishments which are concerned with the development of a
more harmonious working agreement between you and your Ad-
justers. e great goal of human existence is to attune to the divin-
ity of the indwelling Adjuster; the great achievement of mortal life
is the attainment of a true and understanding consecration to the
eternal aims of the divine spirit who waits and works within your
mind. But a devoted and determined effort to realize eternal des-
tiny is wholly compatible with a light-hearted and joyous life and
with a successful and honourable career on earth. Co-operation
with the oughtAdjuster does not entail self-torture, mock piety,
or hypocritical and ostentatious self-abasement; the ideal life is one
of loving service rather than an existence of fearful apprehension.

5 ¶ Confusion, being puzzled, even sometimes discouraged and
distracted, does not necessarily signify resistance to the leadings of
the indwelling Adjuster. Such attitudes may sometimes connote
lack of active co-operationwith the divineMonitor andmay, there-
fore, somewhat delay spiritual progress, but such intellectual emo-
tional difficulties do not in the least interfere with the certain sur-
vival of the God-knowing soul. Ignorance alone can never prevent
survival; neither can confusional doubts nor fearful uncertainty.
Only conscious resistance to the Adjuster’s leading can prevent the
survival of the evolving immortal soul.

6 You must not regard co-operation with your Adjuster as a par-
ticularly conscious process, for it is not; but your motives and your
decisions, your faithful determinations and your supreme desires,
do constitute real and effective co-operation. You can consciously
augment Adjuster harmony by:

7 1. Choosing to respond to divine leading; sincerely bas-
ing the human life on the highest consciousness of truth, beauty,
and goodness, and then co-ordinating these qualities of divinity
through wisdom, worship, faith, and love.

8 2. LovingGod and desiring to be like him—genuine recog-
nition of the divine fatherhood and loving worship of the heavenly
Parent.

9 3. Loving man and sincerely desiring to serve him — whole-
hearted recognition of the brotherhood of man coupled with an
intelligent and wise affection for each of your fellow mortals.
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10 4. Joyful acceptance of cosmic citizenship — honest recog-
nitionof your progressive obligations to the SupremeBeing, aware-
ness of the interdependence of evolutionary man and evolving De-
ity. is is the birth of cosmicmorality and the dawning realization
of universal duty.

4. THE ADJUSTER’S WORK IN THE MIND
1 Adjusters are able to receive the continuous stream of cosmic

intelligence coming in over the master circuits of time and space;
they are in full touch with the spirit intelligence and energy of the
universes. But these mighty indwellers are unable to transmit very
muchof thiswealth ofwisdomand truth to theminds of theirmor-
tal subjects because of the lack of commonness of nature and the
absence of responsive recognition.

2 e oughtAdjuster is engaged in a constant effort so to spir-
itualize yourmind as to evolve yourmorontia soul; but you yourself
are mostly unconscious of this inner ministry. You are quite inca-
pable of distinguishing the product of your own material intellect
from that of the conjoint activities of your soul and the Adjuster.

3 Certain abrupt presentations of thoughts, conclusions, and
other pictures of mind are sometimes the direct or indirect work
of the Adjuster; but far more o en they are the sudden emergence
into consciousness of ideas which have been grouping themselves
together in the submerged mental levels, natural and everyday oc-
currences of normal and ordinary psychic function inherent in
the circuits of the evolving animal mind. (In contrast with these
subconscious emanations, the revelations of the Adjuster appear
through the realms of the superconscious.)

4 Trust all matters of mind beyond the dead level of conscious-
ness to the custodyof theAdjusters. Indue time, if not in thisworld
then on the mansion worlds, they will give good account of their
stewardship, and eventually will they bring forth those meanings
and values intrusted to their care and keeping. ey will resurrect
every worthy treasure of the mortal mind if you survive.

5 ¶ ere exists a vast gulf between the human and the divine,
betweenman andGod. e Urantia races are so largely electrically
and chemically controlled, so highly animallike in their common
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behaviour, so emotional in their ordinary reactions, that it becomes
exceedingly difficult for the Monitors to guide and direct them.
You are so devoid of courageous decisions and consecrated co-op-
eration that your indwelling Adjusters nd it next to impossible to
communicate directly with the human mind. Even when they do
nd it possible to ash a gleam of new truth to the evolving mor-

tal soul, this spiritual revelation o en so blinds the creature as to
precipitate a convulsion of fanaticism or to initiate some other in-
tellectual upheaval which results disastrously. Many a new religion
and strange “ism” has arisen from the aborted, imperfect, misun-
derstood, and garbled communications of the ought Adjusters.

6 For many thousands of years, so the records of Jerusem show,
in each generation there have lived fewer and fewer beings who
could function safely with self-acting Adjusters. is is an alarm-
ing picture, and the supervising personalities of Satania look with
favour upon the proposals of some of your more immediate plan-
etary supervisors who advocate the inauguration of measures de-
signed to foster and conserve the higher spiritual types of theUran-
tia races.

5. ERRONEOUS CONCEPTS OF ADJUSTER
GUIDANCE

1 Donot confuse and confound themission and in uence of the
Adjusterwithwhat is commonly called conscience; they are not di-
rectly related. Conscience is a human and purely psychic reaction.
It is not to be despised, but it is hardly the voice of God to the soul,
which indeed theAdjuster’swouldbe if such a voice couldbeheard.
Conscience, rightly, admonishes you to do right; but the Adjuster,
in addition, endeavours to tell you what truly is right; that is, when
and as you are able to perceive the Monitor’s leading.

2 ¶ Man’s dream experiences, that disordered and disconnected
parade of the un-co-ordinated sleeping mind, present adequate
proof of the failure of the Adjusters to harmonize and associate the
divergent factors of the mind of man. e Adjusters simply can-
not, in a single lifetime, arbitrarily co-ordinate and synchronize
two such unlike and diverse types of thinking as the human and
the divine. When they do, as they sometimes have, such souls are
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translated directly to the mansion worlds without the necessity of
passing through the experience of death.

3 During the slumber season the Adjuster attempts to achieve
only that which the will of the indwelt personality has previ-
ously fully approved by the decisions and choosings which were
made during times of fully wakeful consciousness, and which have
thereby become lodged in the realms of the supermind, the liaison
domain of human and divine interrelationship.

4 While their mortal hosts are asleep, the Adjusters try to reg-
ister their creations in the higher levels of the material mind, and
some of your grotesque dreams indicate their failure to make effi-
cient contact. e absurdities of dream life not only testify to pres-
sure of unexpressed emotions but also bear witness to the horrible
distortionof the representations of the spiritual concepts presented
by the Adjusters. Your own passions, urges, and other innate ten-
dencies translate themselves into the picture and substitute their
unexpressed desires for the divine messages which the indwellers
are endeavouring to put into the psychic records during uncon-
scious sleep.

5 It is extremely dangerous to postulate as to the Adjuster con-
tent of the dream life. e Adjusters do work during sleep, but
your ordinary dream experiences are purely physiologic and psy-
chologic phenomena. Likewise, it is hazardous to attempt the dif-
ferentiation of the Adjusters’ concept registry from the more or
less continuous and conscious reception of the dictations of mor-
tal conscience. ese are problems which will have to be solved
through individual discrimination andpersonal decision. But a hu-
man being would do better to err in rejecting an Adjuster’s expres-
sion through believing it to be a purely human experience than to
blunder into exalting a reaction of themortalmind to the sphere of
divine dignity. Remember, the in uence of a ought Adjuster is
for the most part, though not wholly, a superconscious experience.

6 In varying degrees and increasingly as you ascend the psychic
circles, sometimes directly, but more o en indirectly, you do com-
municate with your Adjusters. But it is dangerous to entertain the
idea that every new concept originating in the human mind is the
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dictation of the Adjuster. More o en, in beings of your order, that
which you accept as the Adjuster’s voice is in reality the emanation
of your own intellect. is is dangerous ground, and every human
beingmust settle these problems for himself in accordance with his
natural human wisdom and superhuman insight.

7 ¶ e Adjuster of the human being through whom this com-
munication is being made enjoys such a wide scope of activity
chie y because of this human’s almost complete indifference to
any outward manifestations of the Adjuster’s inner presence; it is
indeed fortunate that he remains consciously quite unconcerned
about the entire procedure. Heholds one of the highly experienced
Adjusters of his day and generation, and yet his passive reaction
to, and inactive concern toward, the phenomena associated with
the presence in his mind of this versatile Adjuster is pronounced
by the guardian of destiny to be a rare and fortuitous reaction.
And all this constitutes a favourable co-ordination of in uences,
favourable both to the Adjuster in the higher sphere of action and
to the human partner from the standpoints of health, efficiency,
and tranquillity.

6. THE SEVEN PSYCHIC CIRCLES
1 e sum total of personality realization on a material world is

contained within the successive conquest of the seven psychic cir-
cles of mortal potentiality. Entrance upon the seventh circle marks
the beginning of true human personality function. Completion
of the rst circle denotes the relative maturity of the mortal being.

ough the traversal of the seven circles of cosmic growth does not
equal fusion with the Adjuster, the mastery of these circles marks
the attainment of those steps which are preliminary toAdjuster fu-
sion.

2 e Adjuster is your equal partner in the attainment of the
seven circles — the achievement of comparative mortal maturity.

e Adjuster ascends the circles with you from the seventh to the
rst but progresses to the status of supremacy and self-activity quite

independent of the active co-operation of the mortal mind.
3 ¶ e psychic circles are not exclusively intellectual, neither

are they wholly morontial; they have to do with personality status,
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mind attainment, soul growth, and Adjuster attunement. e suc-
cessful traversal of these levels demands the harmonious function-
ing of the entire personality, not merely of some one phase thereof.

e growth of the parts does not equal the true maturation of the
whole; the parts really grow in proportion to the expansion of the
entire self — the whole self — material, intellectual, and spiritual.

4 When the development of the intellectual nature proceeds
faster than that of the spiritual, such a situation renders commu-
nication with the ought Adjuster both difficult and danger-
ous. Likewise, overspiritual development tends to produce a fa-
natical and perverted interpretation of the spirit leadings of the di-
vine indweller. Lack of spiritual capacity makes it very difficult to
transmit to such a material intellect the spiritual truths resident in
the higher superconsciousness. It is to the mind of perfect poise,
housed in a body of clean habits, stabilized neural energies, and bal-
anced chemical function — when the physical, mental, and spiri-
tual powers are in triune harmony of development — that a maxi-
mum of light and truth can be imparted with a minimum of tem-
poral danger or risk to the real welfare of such a being. By such a
balanced growth does man ascend the circles of planetary progres-
sion one by one, from the seventh to the rst.

5 ¶ e Adjusters are always near you and of you, but rarely can
they speak directly, as another being, to you. Circle by circle your
intellectual decisions, moral choosings, and spiritual development
add to the ability of the Adjuster to function in your mind; circle
by circle you thereby ascend from the lower stages of Adjuster asso-
ciation and mind attunement, so that the Adjuster is increasingly
enabled to register his picturizations of destiny with augmenting
vividness and conviction upon the evolving consciousness of this
God-seeking mind-soul.

6 ¶ Every decision you make either impedes or facilitates the
function of the Adjuster; likewise do these very decisions deter-
mine your advancement in the circles of human achievement. It
is true that the supremacy of a decision, its crisis relationship, has
a great deal to do with its circle-making in uence; nevertheless,
numbers of decisions, frequent repetitions, persistent repetitions,
are also essential to the habit-forming certainty of such reactions.
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7 It is difficult precisely to de ne the seven levels of human pro-
gression, for the reason that these levels are personal; they are
variable for each individual and are apparently determined by the
growth capacity of each human being. e conquest of these levels
of cosmic evolution is re ected in three ways:

8 1. Adjuster attunement. e spiritizing mind nears the Ad-
juster presence proportional to circle attainment.

9 2. Soul evolution. e emergence of the morontia soul indi-
cates the extent and depth of circle mastery.

10 3. Personality reality. e degree of sel ood reality is di-
rectly determined by circle conquest. Persons become more real as
they ascend from the seventh to the rst level of mortal existence.

11 ¶ As the circles are traversed, the child of material evolution
is growing into the mature human of immortal potentiality. e
shadowy reality of the embryonic nature of a seventh circler is giv-
ing way to the clearer manifestation of the emerging morontia na-
ture of a local universe citizen.

12 While it is impossible precisely to de ne the seven levels, or
psychic circles, of human growth, it is permissible to suggest the
minimum and maximum limits of these stages of maturity realiza-
tion:

13 ¶ e seventh circle. is level is entered when human beings
develop the powers of personal choice, individual decision, moral
responsibility, and the capacity for the attainment of spiritual in-
dividuality. is signi es the united function of the seven adju-
tant mind-spirits under the direction of the spirit of wisdom, the
encircuitment of the mortal creature in the in uence of the Holy
Spirit, and, on Urantia, the rst functioning of the Spirit of Truth,
together with the reception of a ought Adjuster in the mortal
mind. Entrance upon the seventh circle constitutes a mortal crea-
ture a truly potential citizen of the local universe.

14 ¶ e third circle. e Adjuster’s work is much more effec-
tive a er the human ascender attains the third circle and receives
a personal seraphic guardian of destiny. While there is no appar-
ent concert of effort between the Adjuster and the seraphic guard-
ian, nonetheless there is to be observed an unmistakable improve-
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ment in all phases of cosmic achievement and spiritual develop-
ment subsequent to the assignment of the personal seraphic atten-
dant. When the third circle is attained, the Adjuster endeavours to
morontiaize the mind of man during the remainder of the mortal
life span, to make the remaining circles, and achieve the nal stage
of the divine-human association before natural death dissolves the
unique partnership.

15 ¶ e rst circle. e Adjuster cannot, ordinarily, speak di-
rectly and immediately with you until you attain the rst and nal
circle of progressive mortal achievement. is level represents the
highest possible realization of mind-Adjuster relationship in the
human experience prior to the liberation of the evolving morontia
soul from the habiliments of the material body. Concerningmind,
emotions, and cosmic insight, this achievement of the rst psychic
circle is the nearest possible approach of material mind and spirit
Adjuster in human experience.

16 ¶ Perhaps these psychic circles of mortal progression would
be better denominated cosmic levels — actual meaning grasps and
value realizations of progressive approach to the morontia con-
sciousness of initial relationship of the evolutionary soul with the
emerging Supreme Being. And it is this very relationship that
makes it forever impossible fully to explain the signi cance of the
cosmic circles to the material mind. ese circle attainments are
only relatively related toGod-consciousness. A seventh or sixth cir-
cler can be almost as truly God-knowing — sonship conscious —
as a second or rst circler, but such lower circle beings are far less
conscious of experiential relation to the Supreme Being, universe
citizenship. e attainment of these cosmic circles will become a
part of the ascenders’ experience on the mansion worlds if they fail
of such achievement before natural death.

17 e motivation of faith makes experiential the full realization
of man’s sonship with God, but action, completion of decisions, is
essential to the evolutionary attainment of consciousness of pro-
gressive kinship with the cosmic actuality of the Supreme Being.
Faith transmutes potentials to actuals in the spiritual world, but
potentials become actuals in the nite realms of the Supreme only
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by and through the realization of choice-experience. But choos-
ing to do the will of God joins spiritual faith to material decisions
in personality action and thus supplies a divine and spiritual ful-
crum for the more effective functioning of the human and mate-
rial leverage of God-hunger. Such a wise co-ordination of material
and spiritual forces greatly augments both cosmic realization of the
Supreme and morontia comprehension of the Paradise Deities.

18 e mastery of the cosmic circles is related to the quantitative
growth of themorontia soul, the comprehension of suprememean-
ings. But the qualitative status of this immortal soul is wholly de-
pendent on the grasp of living faith upon the Paradise-potential
fact-value that mortal man is a son of the eternal God. erefore
does a seventh circler go on to themansionworlds to attain further
quantitative realization of cosmic growth just as does a second or
even a rst circler.

19 ere is only an indirect relation between cosmic-circle attain-
ment and actual spiritual religious experience; such attainments are
reciprocal and thereforemutually bene cial. Purely spiritual devel-
opment may have little to do with planetary material prosperity,
but circle attainment always augments the potential of human suc-
cess and mortal achievement.

20 From the seventh to the third circle there occurs increased
and uni ed action of the seven adjutant mind-spirits in the task
of weaning the mortal mind from its dependence on the realities
of the material life mechanisms preparatory to increased introduc-
tion tomorontia levels of experience. From the third circle onward
the adjutant in uence progressively diminishes.

21 ¶ e seven circles embrace mortal experience extending from
the highest purely animal level to the lowest actual contactual mo-
rontia level of self-consciousness as a personality experience. e
mastery of the rst cosmic circle signalizes the attainment of pre-
morontia mortal maturity and marks the termination of the con-
jointministry of the adjutantmind-spirits as an exclusive in uence
of mind action in the human personality. Beyond the rst circle,
mind becomes increasingly akin to the intelligence of the moron-
tia stage of evolution, the conjoined ministry of the cosmic mind
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and the superadjutant endowment of the Creative Spirit of a local
universe.

22 e great days in the individual careers of Adjusters are: rst,
when the human subject breaks through into the third psychic cir-
cle, thus ensuring theMonitor’s self-activity and increased range of
function (provided the indwellerwasnot already self-acting); then,
when the human partner attains the rst psychic circle, and they
are thereby enabled to intercommunicate, at least to some degree;
and last, when they are nally and eternally fused.

7. THE ATTAINMENT OF IMMORTALITY
1 e achievement of the seven cosmic circles does not equalAd-

juster fusion. ere are many mortals living on Urantia who have
attained their circles; but fusion depends on yet other greater and
more sublime spiritual achievements, upon the attainment of a -
nal and complete attunement of the mortal will with the will of
God as it is resident in the ought Adjuster.

2 When a human being has completed the circles of cosmic
achievement, and further, when the nal choosing of the mortal
will permits the Adjuster to complete the association of human
identity with the morontial soul during evolutionary and physical
life, then do such consummated liaisons of soul and Adjuster go
on independently to the mansion worlds, and there is issued the
mandate from Uversa which provides for the immediate fusion of
the Adjuster and the morontial soul. is fusion during physical
life instantly consumes the material body; the human beings who
might witness such a spectacle would only observe the translating
mortal disappear “in chariots of re.”

3 Most Adjusters who have translated their subjects from Uran-
tia were highly experienced and of record as previous indwellers
of numerous mortals on other spheres. Remember, Adjusters gain
valuable indwelling experience on planets of the loan order; it does
not follow that Adjusters only gain experience for advanced work
in those mortal subjects who fail to survive.

4 ¶ Subsequent tomortal fusion theAdjusters share your destiny
and experience; they are you. A er the fusion of the immortal mo-
rontia soul and the associated Adjuster, all of the experience and
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all of the values of the one eventually become the possession of the
other, so that the two are actually one entity. In a certain sense,
this new being is of the eternal past as well as for the eternal fu-
ture. All that was once human in the surviving soul and all that is
experientially divine in the Adjuster now become the actual pos-
session of the new and ever-ascending universe personality. But on
each universe level the Adjuster can endow the new creature only
with those attributes which are meaningful and of value on that
level. An absolute oneness with the divine Monitor, a complete ex-
haustion of the endowment of an Adjuster, can only be achieved in
eternity subsequent to the nal attainment of theUniversal Father,
the Father of spirits, ever the source of these divine gi s.

5 When the evolving soul and the divineAdjuster are nally and
eternally fused, each gains all of the experiencible qualities of the
other. is co-ordinate personality possesses all of the experiential
memory of survival once held by the ancestral mortal mind and
then resident in the morontia soul, and in addition thereto this
potential naliter embraces all the experiential memory of the Ad-
juster throughout the mortal indwellings of all time. But it will
require an eternity of the future for an Adjuster ever completely to
endow the personality partnership with the meanings and values
which the divine Monitor carries forward from the eternity of the
past.

6 ¶ But with the vast majority of Urantians the Adjuster must
patiently await the arrival of death deliverance; must await the lib-
eration of the emerging soul from the well-nigh complete domina-
tion of the energy patterns and chemical forces inherent in your
material order of existence. e chief difficulty you experience in
contacting with your Adjusters consists in this very inherent mate-
rial nature. So few mortals are real thinkers; you do not spiritually
develop and discipline your minds to the point of favourable liai-
sonwith the divineAdjusters. e ear of the humanmind is almost
deaf to the spiritual pleas which the Adjuster translates from the
manifold messages of the universal broadcasts of love proceeding
from the Father of mercies. e Adjuster nds it almost impossi-
ble to register these inspiring spirit leadings in an animal mind so
completely dominated by the chemical and electrical forces inher-
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ent in your physical natures.
7 Adjusters rejoice to make contact with the mortal mind; but

they must be patient through the long years of silent sojourn dur-
ing which they are unable to break through animal resistance and
directly communicate with you. e higher the ought Adjusters
ascend in the scale of service, the more efficient they become. But
never can they greet you, in the esh, with the same full, sympa-
thetic, and expressionful affection as they will when you discern
them mind to mind on the mansion worlds.

8 During mortal life the material body and mind separate you
from your Adjuster and prevent free communication; subsequent
to death, a er the eternal fusion, you and the Adjuster are one —
you are not distinguishable as separate beings— and thus there ex-
ists no need for communication as you would understand it.

9 While the voice of the Adjuster is ever within you, most of you
will hear it seldomduring a lifetime. Humanbeings below the third
and second circles of attainment rarely hear the Adjuster’s direct
voice except in moments of supreme desire, in a supreme situation,
and consequent upon a supreme decision.

10 ¶ During the making and breaking of a contact between the
mortal mind of a destiny reservist and the planetary supervisors,
sometimes the indwelling Adjuster is so situated that it becomes
possible to transmit a message to the mortal partner. Not long
since, on Urantia, such a message was transmitted by a self-acting
Adjuster to the human associate, a member of the reserve corps of
destiny. is message was introduced by these words: “And now,
without injury or jeopardy to the subject of my solicitous devotion
and without intent to overchastise or discourage, for me, make re-
cord of this my plea to him.” en followed a beautifully touch-
ing and appealing admonition. Among other things, the Adjuster
pleaded “that he more faithfully give me his sincere co-operation,
more cheerfully endure the tasks of my emplacement, more faith-
fully carry out the program of my arrangement, more patiently go
through the trials of my selection, more persistently and cheerfully
tread thepathofmy choosing,morehumbly receive credit thatmay
accrue as a result of my ceaseless endeavours — thus transmit my
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admonition to the man of my indwelling. Upon him I bestow the
supreme devotion and affection of a divine spirit. And say further
to my beloved subject that I will function with wisdom and power
until the very end, until the last earth struggle is over; I will be true
tomy personality trust. And I exhort him to survival, not to disap-
pointme, not to deprivemeof the reward ofmypatient and intense
struggle. On the human will our achievement of personality de-
pends. Circle by circle I have patiently ascended this human mind,
and I have testimony that I am meeting the approval of the chief
of my kind. Circle by circle I am passing on to judgment. I await
with pleasure and without apprehension the roll call of destiny; I
am prepared to submit all to the tribunals of theAncients ofDays.”

ahb

11 [Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.]



PAPER №111
THE ADJUSTER AND THE SOUL

Solitary Messenger

THE presence of the divine Adjuster in the human mind
makes it forever impossible for either science or philoso-
phy to attain a satisfactory comprehension of the evolving

soul of the human personality. e morontia soul is the child of
the universe and may be really known only through cosmic insight
and spiritual discovery.

2 ¶ e concept of a soul and of an indwelling spirit is not new to
Urantia; it has frequently appeared in the various systems of plan-
etary beliefs. Many of the Oriental as well as some of the Occiden-
tal faiths have perceived that man is divine in heritage as well as
human in inheritance. e feeling of the inner presence in addi-
tion to the external omnipresence of Deity has long formed a part
of many Urantian religions. Men have long believed that there is
something growing within the human nature, something vital that
is destined to endure beyond the short span of temporal life.

3 Beforeman realized that his evolving soul was fathered by a di-
vine spirit, it was thought to reside in different physical organs —
the eye, liver, kidney, heart, and later, the brain. e savage asso-
ciated the soul with blood, breath, shadows and with re ections of
the self in water.

4 In the conception of the atman the Hindu teachers really ap-
proximated an appreciation of the nature and presence of the Ad-
juster, but they failed to distinguish the copresence of the evolving
and potentially immortal soul. e Chinese, however, recognized
two aspects of a human being, the yang and the yin, the soul and
the spirit. e Egyptians and many African tribes also believed in
two factors, the ka and the ba; the soul was not usually believed to
be pre-existent, only the spirit.

5 e inhabitants of the Nile valley believed that each favoured
individual had bestowed upon him at birth, or soon therea er, a
protecting spirit which they called the ka. ey taught that this
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guardian spirit remained with the mortal subject throughout life
and passed before him into the future estate. On the walls of a
temple at Luxor, where is depicted the birth of Amenhotep III, the
little prince is pictured on the arm of the Nile god, and near him
is another child, in appearance identical with the prince, which is a
symbol of that entitywhich theEgyptians called the ka. is sculp-
ture was completed in the XV cent. B.C.

6 e ka was thought to be a superior spirit genius which de-
sired to guide the associated mortal soul into the better paths of
temporal living butmore especially to in uence the fortunes of the
human subject in the herea er. When an Egyptian of this period
died, it was expected that his ka would be waiting for him on the
other side of the Great River. At rst, only kings were supposed
to have kas, but presently all righteous men were believed to pos-
sess them. One Egyptian ruler, speaking of the ka within his heart,
said: “I did not disregard its speech; I feared to transgress its guid-
ance. I prospered thereby greatly; I was thus successful by reason
of that which it caused me to do; I was distinguished by its guid-
ance.”Many believed that the ka was “an oracle fromGod in every-
body.” Many believed that they were to “spend eternity in gladness
of heart in the favour of the God that is in you.”

7 Every race of evolving Urantia mortals has a word equivalent
to the concept of soul. Many primitive peoples believed the soul
looked out upon theworld through human eyes; therefore did they
so cravenly fear the malevolence of the evil eye. ey have long
believed that “the spirit of man is the lamp of the Lord.” e Rig-
Veda says: “My mind speaks to my heart.”

1. THE MIND ARENA OF CHOICE
1 ough the work of Adjusters is spiritual in nature, they must,

perforce, do all their work upon an intellectual foundation. Mind
is the human soil from which the spirit Monitor must evolve the
morontia soul with the co-operation of the indwelt personality.

2 ere is a cosmic unity in the several mind levels of the uni-
verse of universes. Intellectual selves have their origin in the cos-
mic mind much as nebulae take origin in the cosmic energies of
universe space. On thehuman (hence personal) level of intellectual
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selves the potential of spirit evolution becomes dominant, with the
assent of the mortal mind, because of the spiritual endowments of
the humanpersonality togetherwith the creative presence of an en-
tity-point of absolute value in such human selves. But such a spirit
dominance of the material mind is conditioned upon two experi-
ences: ismindmust have evolved up through theministry of the
seven adjutant mind-spirits, and the material (personal) self must
choose to co-operate with the indwelling Adjuster in creating and
fostering the morontia self, the evolutionary and potentially im-
mortal soul.

3 ¶ Material mind is the arena in which human personalities
live, are self-conscious, make decisions, chooseGod or forsake him,
eternalize or destroy themselves.

4 ¶ Material evolution has provided you a life machine, your
body; the Father himself has endowed you with the purest spirit
reality known in the universe, your ought Adjuster. But into
your hands, subject to your own decisions, has been given mind,
and it is by mind that you live or die. It is within this mind and
with this mind that you make those moral decisions which enable
you to achieve Adjusterlikeness, and that is Godlikeness.

5 Mortal mind is a temporary intellect system loaned to human
beings for use during a material lifetime, and as they use this mind,
they are either accepting or rejecting the potential of eternal exis-
tence. Mind is about all you have of universe reality that is subject
to yourwill, and the soul— themorontia self—will faithfully por-
tray the harvest of the temporal decisions which the mortal self is
making. Human consciousness rests gently upon the electrochem-
ical mechanism below and delicately touches the spirit-morontia
energy system above. Of neither of these two systems is the human
being ever completely conscious in his mortal life; therefore must
he work in mind, of which he is conscious. And it is not so much
whatmind comprehends as whatmind desires to comprehend that
ensures survival; it is not so much what mind is like as what mind
is striving to be like that constitutes spirit identi cation. It is not
so much that man is conscious of God as that man yearns for God
that results in universe ascension. What you are today is not so im-
portant as what you are becoming day by day and in eternity.
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6 Mind is the cosmic instrument on which the human will can
play the discords of destruction, or upon which this same human
will can bring forth the exquisite melodies of God identi cation
and consequent eternal survival. e Adjuster bestowed uponman
is, in the last analysis, impervious to evil and incapable of sin, but
mortal mind can actually be twisted, distorted, and rendered evil
and ugly by the sinful machinations of a perverse and self-seeking
humanwill. Likewise can thismind bemade noble, beautiful, true,
and good — actually great — in accordance with the spirit-illumi-
nated will of a God-knowing human being.

7 ¶ Evolutionary mind is only fully stable and dependable when
manifesting itself upon the two extremes of cosmic intellectuality
— the wholly mechanized and the entirely spiritualized. Between
the intellectual extremes of puremechanical control and true spirit
nature there intervenes that enormous group of evolving and as-
cendingmindswhose stability and tranquillity are dependent upon
personality choice and spirit identi cation.

8 But man does not passively, slavishly, surrender his will to the
Adjuster. Rather does he actively, positively, and co-operatively
choose to follow the Adjuster’s leading when and as such leading
consciously differs from the desires and impulses of the natural
mortal mind. e Adjusters manipulate but never dominate man’s
mind against his will; to the Adjusters the human will is supreme.
And they so regard and respect it while they strive to achieve the
spiritual goals of thought adjustment and character transformation
in the almost limitless arena of the evolving human intellect.

9 ¶ Mind is your ship, the Adjuster is your pilot, the human will
is captain. e master of the mortal vessel should have the wis-
dom to trust the divine pilot to guide the ascending soul into the
morontia harbours of eternal survival. Only by sel shness, sloth-
fulness, and sinfulness can the will of man reject the guidance of
such a loving pilot and eventually wreck themortal career upon the
evil shoals of rejected mercy and upon the rocks of embraced sin.
With your consent, this faithful pilot will safely carry you across
the barriers of time and the handicaps of space to the very source
of the divine mind and on beyond, even to the Paradise Father of
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Adjusters.

2. NATURE OF THE SOUL
1 roughout the mind functions of cosmic intelligence, the to-

tality of mind is dominant over the parts of intellectual function.
Mind, in its essence, is functional unity; therefore doesmind never
fail to manifest this constitutive unity, even when hampered and
hindered by the unwise actions and choices of a misguided self.
And this unity of mind invariably seeks for spirit co-ordination on
all levels of its association with selves of will dignity and ascension
prerogatives.

2 e material mind of mortal man is the cosmic loom that car-
ries the morontia fabrics on which the indwelling ought Ad-
juster threads the spirit patterns of a universe character of enduring
values and divine meanings — a surviving soul of ultimate destiny
and unending career, a potential naliter.

3 e human personality is identi ed with mind and spirit held
together in functional relationship by life in a material body. is
functioning relationship of such mind and spirit does not result in
some combination of the qualities or attributes of mind and spirit
but rather in an entirely new, original, and unique universe value of
potentially eternal endurance, the soul.

4 ¶ ere are three and not two factors in the evolutionary cre-
ation of such an immortal soul. ese three antecedents of themo-
rontia human soul are:

5 1. e human mind and all cosmic in uences antecedent
thereto and impinging thereon.

6 2. e divine spirit indwelling this human mind and all po-
tentials inherent in such a fragment of absolute spirituality to-
gether with all associated spiritual in uences and factors in human
life.

7 3. e relationship between material mind and divine spirit,
which connotes a value and carries a meaning not found in either
of the contributing factors to such an association. e reality of this
unique relationship is neither material nor spiritual but morontial.
It is the soul.
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8 ¶ e midway creatures have long denominated this evolving
soul of man themid-mind in contradistinction to the lower or ma-
terial mind and the higher or cosmicmind. ismid-mind is really
a morontia phenomenon since it exists in the realm between the
material and the spiritual. e potential of such a morontia evolu-
tion is inherent in the two universal urges of mind: the impulse of
the nitemind of the creature to knowGod and attain the divinity
of the Creator, and the impulse of the in nite mind of the Creator
to know man and attain the experience of the creature.

9 is supernal transaction of evolving the immortal soul is
made possible because themortal mind is rst personal and second
is in contact with superanimal realities; it possesses a supermaterial
endowment of cosmic ministry which ensures the evolution of a
moral nature capable of making moral decisions, thereby effecting
a bona de creative contact with the associated spiritual ministries
and with the indwelling ought Adjuster.

10 e inevitable result of such a contactual spiritualization of the
human mind is the gradual birth of a soul, the joint offspring of
an adjutant mind dominated by a human will that craves to know
God, working in liaison with the spiritual forces of the universe
which are under the overcontrol of an actual fragment of the very
God of all creation — the Mystery Monitor. And thus does the
material and mortal reality of the self transcend the temporal limi-
tations of the physical-lifemachine and attain a new expression and
a new identi cation in the evolving vehicle for sel ood continuity,
the morontia and immortal soul.

3. THE EVOLVING SOUL
1 emistakes of mortal mind and the errors of human conduct

may markedly delay the evolution of the soul, although they can-
not inhibit such a morontia phenomenon when once it has been
initiated by the indwelling Adjuster with the consent of the crea-
ture will. But at any time prior to mortal death this same material
and human will is empowered to rescind such a choice and to re-
ject survival. Even a er survival the ascending mortal still retains
this prerogative of choosing to reject eternal life; at any time before
fusion with the Adjuster the evolving and ascending creature can
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choose to forsake the will of the Paradise Father. Fusion with the
Adjuster signalizes the fact that the ascending mortal has eternally
and unreservedly chosen to do the Father’s will.

2 During the life in the esh the evolving soul is enabled to re-
inforce the supermaterial decisions of the mortal mind. e soul,
being supermaterial, does not of itself function on the material
level of human experience. Neither can this subspiritual soul, with-
out the collaboration of some spirit of Deity, such as the Adjuster,
function above the morontia level. Neither does the soul make -
nal decisions until death or translation divorces it from material
association with the mortal mind except when and as this mate-
rial mind delegates such authority freely and willingly to such a
morontia soul of associated function. During life the mortal will,
the personality power of decision-choice, is resident in thematerial
mind circuits; as terrestrial mortal growth proceeds, this self, with
its priceless powers of choice, becomes increasingly identi ed with
the emerging morontia-soul entity; a er death and following the
mansion world resurrection, the human personality is completely
identi ed with the morontia self. e soul is thus the embryo of
the future morontia vehicle of personality identity.

3 is immortal soul is at rst wholly morontia in nature, but it
possesses such a capacity for development that it invariably ascends
to the true spirit levels of fusion value with the spirits ofDeity, usu-
ally with the same spirit of the Universal Father that initiated such
a creative phenomenon in the creature mind.

4 Both the human mind and the divine Adjuster are conscious
of the presence and differential nature of the evolving soul — the
Adjuster fully, the mind partially. e soul becomes increasingly
conscious of both the mind and the Adjuster as associated identi-
ties, proportional to its own evolutionary growth. e soul par-
takes of the qualities of both the human mind and the divine spirit
but persistently evolves toward augmentation of spirit control and
divine dominance through the fostering of a mind function whose
meanings seek to co-ordinate with true spirit value.

5 emortal career, the soul’s evolution, is not somuch a proba-
tion as an education. Faith in the survival of supreme values is the
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core of religion; genuine religious experience consists in the union
of supreme values and cosmicmeanings as a realization of universal
reality.

6 Mind knows quantity, reality, meanings. But quality— values
— is felt. at which feels is the mutual creation of mind, which
knows, and the associated spirit, which reality-izes.

7 In so far as man’s evolving morontia soul becomes permeated
by truth, beauty, and goodness as the value-realization ofGod-con-
sciousness, such a resultant being becomes indestructible. If there is
no survival of eternal values in the evolving soul of man, then mor-
tal existence is without meaning, and life itself is a tragic illusion.
But it is forever true: What you begin in time you will assuredly
nish in eternity — if it is worth nishing.

4. THE INNER LIFE
1 Recognition is the intellectual process of tting the sensory im-

pressions received from the external world into the memory pat-
terns of the individual. Understanding connotes that these recog-
nized sensory impressions and their associated memory patterns
have become integrated or organized into a dynamic network of
principles.

2 Meanings are derived from a combination of recognition and
understanding. Meanings are nonexistent in a wholly sensory or
material world. Meanings and values are only perceived in the in-
ner or supermaterial spheres of human experience.

3 ¶ e advances of true civilization are all born in this inner
world ofmankind. It is only the inner life that is truly creative. Civ-
ilization can hardly progress when themajority of the youth of any
generation devote their interests and energies to the materialistic
pursuits of the sensory or outer world.

4 e inner and the outer worlds have a different set of values.
Any civilization is in jeopardy when ¾ of its youth enter material-
istic professions anddevote themselves to the pursuit of the sensory
activities of the outer world. Civilization is in danger when youth
neglect to interest themselves in ethics, sociology, eugenics, philo-
sophy, the ne arts, religion, and cosmology.
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5 Only in the higher levels of the superconscious mind as it im-
pinges upon the spirit realm of human experience can you nd
those higher concepts in association with effective master patterns
whichwill contribute to the building of a better andmore enduring
civilization. Personality is inherently creative, but it thus functions
only in the inner life of the individual.

6 ¶ Snow crystals are always hexagonal in form, but no two are
ever alike. Children conform to types, but no two are exactly alike,
even in the case of twins. Personality follows types but is always
unique.

7 ¶ Happiness and joy take origin in the inner life. You cannot
experience real joy all by yourself. A solitary life is fatal to happi-
ness. Even families and nations will enjoy life more if they share it
with others.

8 ¶ You cannot completely control the external world — envi-
ronment. It is the creativity of the inner world that is most subject
to your direction because there your personality is so largely liber-
ated from the fetters of the laws of antecedent causation. ere is
associated with personality a limited sovereignty of will.

9 Since this inner life of man is truly creative, there rests upon
each person the responsibility of choosing as to whether this cre-
ativity shall be spontaneous and wholly haphazard or controlled,
directed, and constructive. How can a creative imagination pro-
duce worthy children when the stage whereon it functions is al-
ready preoccupied by prejudice, hate, fears, resentments, revenge,
and bigotries?

10 Ideasmay take origin in the stimuli of the outer world, but ide-
als are born only in the creative realms of the inner world. Today
the nations of theworld are directed bymenwhohave a superabun-
dance of ideas, but they are poverty-stricken in ideals. at is the
explanation of poverty, divorce, war, and racial hatreds.

11 is is the problem: If freewill man is endowed with the pow-
ers of creativity in the innerman, thenmust we recognize that free-
will creativity embraces the potential of freewill destructivity. And
when creativity is turned to destructivity, you are face to face with
the devastation of evil and sin— oppression, war, and destruction.
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Evil is a partiality of creativity which tends toward disintegration
and eventual destruction. All con ict is evil in that it inhibits the
creative function of the inner life— it is a species of civil war in the
personality.

12 ¶ Inner creativity contributes to ennoblement of character
through personality integration and sel ood uni cation. It is for-
ever true: e past is unchangeable; only the future can be changed
by the ministry of the present creativity of the inner self.

5. THE CONSECRATION OF CHOICE
1 e doing of the will of God is nothing more or less than an

exhibition of creature willingness to share the inner life with God
— with the very God who has made such a creature life of inner
meaning-value possible. Sharing is Godlike — divine. God shares
all with the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit, while they, in turn,
share all things with the divine Sons and spirit Daughters of the
universes.

2 e imitation of God is the key to perfection; the doing of his
will is the secret of survival and of perfection in survival.

3 Mortals live in God, and so God has willed to live in mortals.
As men trust themselves to him, so has he — and rst — trusted a
part of himself to be with men; has consented to live in men and
to indwell men subject to the human will.

4 Peace in this life, survival in death, perfection in the next life,
service in eternity— all these are achieved (in spirit) nowwhen the
creature personality consents — chooses — to subject the creature
will to the Father’s will. And already has the Father chosen tomake
a fragment of himself subject to the will of the creature personality.

5 Such a creature choice is not a surrender ofwill. It is a consecra-
tion of will, an expansion of will, a glori cation of will, a perfecting
of will; and such choosing raises the creature will from the level of
temporal signi cance to that higher estate wherein the personal-
ity of the creature son communes with the personality of the spirit
Father.

6 is choosing of the Father’s will is the spiritual nding of the
spirit Father by mortal man, even though an age must pass before
the creature son may actually stand in the factual presence of God
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on Paradise. is choosing does not so much consist in the nega-
tion of creature will — “Not my will but yours be done” — as it
consists in the creature’s positive affirmation: “It ismywill that your
will be done.” And if this choice is made, sooner or later will the
God-choosing son nd inner union (fusion) with the indwelling
God fragment, while this same perfecting son will nd supreme
personality satisfaction in the worship communion of the person-
ality of man and the personality of his Maker, two personalities
whose creative attributes have eternally joined in self-willed mutu-
ality of expression — the birth of another eternal partnership of
the will of man and the will of God.

6. THE HUMAN PARADOX
1 Many of the temporal troubles of mortal man grow out of his

twofold relation to the cosmos. Man is a part of nature—he exists
in nature — and yet he is able to transcend nature. Man is nite,
but he is indwelt by a spark of in nity. Such a dual situation not
only provides the potential for evil but also engenders many social
andmoral situations fraughtwithmuchuncertainty andnot a little
anxiety.

2 e courage required to effect the conquest of nature and to
transcend one’s self is a courage thatmight succumb to the tempta-
tions of self-pride. e mortal who can transcend self might yield
to the temptation to deify his own self-consciousness. e mortal
dilemma consists in the double fact that man is in bondage to na-
turewhile at the same timehepossesses a unique liberty—freedom
of spiritual choice and action. On material levels man nds him-
self subservient to nature, while on spiritual levels he is triumphant
over nature and over all things temporal and nite. Such a para-
dox is inseparable from temptation, potential evil, decisional er-
rors, and when self becomes proud and arrogant, sin may evolve.

3 ¶ e problemof sin is not self-existent in the niteworld. e
fact of niteness is not evil or sinful. e nite world was made by
an in nite Creator— it is the handiwork of his divine Sons— and
therefore it must be good. It is the misuse, distortion, and perver-
sion of the nite that gives origin to evil and sin.

4 ¶ e spirit can dominate mind; so mind can control energy.
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But mind can control energy only through its own intelligent ma-
nipulation of the metamorphic potentials inherent in the math-
ematical level of the causes and effects of the physical domains.
Creature mind does not inherently control energy; that is a Deity
prerogative. But creature mind can and does manipulate energy
just in so far as it has become master of the energy secrets of the
physical universe.

5 When man wishes to modify physical reality, be it himself or
his environment, he succeeds to the extent that he has discovered
the ways and means of controlling matter and directing energy.
Unaided mind is impotent to in uence anything material save its
own physical mechanism, with which it is inescapably linked. But
through the intelligent use of the body mechanism, mind can cre-
ate other mechanisms, even energy relationships and living rela-
tionships, by the utilization of which this mind can increasingly
control and even dominate its physical level in the universe.

6 Science is the source of facts, and mind cannot operate with-
out facts. ey are the building blocks in the construction of wis-
domwhich are cemented together by life experience. Man can nd
the love of God without facts, and man can discover the laws of
God without love, but man can never begin to appreciate the in-
nite symmetry, the supernal harmony, the exquisite repleteness

of the all-inclusive nature of the First Source and Centre until he
has found divine law and divine love and has experientially uni ed
these in his own evolving cosmic philosophy.

7 e expansion of material knowledge permits a greater intel-
lectual appreciation of the meanings of ideas and the values of ide-
als. A human being can nd truth in his inner experience, but he
needs a clear knowledge of facts to apply his personal discovery of
truth to the ruthlessly practical demands of everyday life.

8 ¶ It is only natural that mortal man should be harassed by feel-
ings of insecurity as he views himself inextricably bound to na-
ture while he possesses spiritual powers wholly transcendent to all
things temporal and nite. Only religious con dence — living
faith — can sustain man amid such difficult and perplexing prob-
lems.
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9 ¶ Of all the dangers which besetman’smortal nature and jeop-
ardize his spiritual integrity, pride is the greatest. Courage is valor-
ous, but egotism is vainglorious and suicidal. Reasonable self-con-
dence is not to be deplored. Man’s ability to transcend himself is

the one thing which distinguishes him from the animal kingdom.
10 ¶ Pride is deceitful, intoxicating, and sin-breeding whether

found in an individual, a group, a race, or a nation. It is literally
true, “Pride goes before a fall.”

7. THE ADJUSTER’S PROBLEM
1 Uncertainty with security is the essence of the Paradise adven-

ture — uncertainty in time and in mind, uncertainty as to the
events of the unfolding Paradise ascent; security in spirit and in
eternity, security in the unquali ed trust of the creature son in the
divine compassion and in nite love of the Universal Father; un-
certainty as an inexperienced citizen of the universe; security as an
ascending son in the universemansions of an all-powerful, all-wise,
and all-loving Father.

2 ¶ May I admonish you to heed the distant echo of the Ad-
juster’s faithful call to your soul? e indwelling Adjuster cannot
stop or even materially alter your career struggle of time; the Ad-
juster cannot lessen the hardships of life as you journey on through
this world of toil. e divine indweller can only patiently forbear
while you ght the battle of life as it is lived on your planet; but you
could, if you only would — as you work and worry, as you ght
and toil — permit the valiant Adjuster to ght with you and for
you. You could be so comforted and inspired, so enthralled and
intrigued, if you would only allow the Adjuster constantly to bring
forth the pictures of the real motive, the nal aim, and the eternal
purpose of all this difficult, uphill struggle with the commonplace
problems of your present material world.

3 Whydoyounot aid theAdjuster in the task of showing you the
spiritual counterpart of all these strenuous material efforts? Why
do you not allow the Adjuster to strengthen you with the spiritual
truths of cosmic power while you wrestle with the temporal diffi-
culties of creature existence? Why do you not encourage the heav-
enly helper to cheer youwith the clear vision of the eternal outlook
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of universal life as you gaze inperplexity at theproblemsof thepass-
ing hour? Why do you refuse to be enlightened and inspired by the
universe viewpointwhile you toil amidst the handicaps of time and
ounder in the maze of uncertainties which beset your mortal life

journey? Why not allow the Adjuster to spiritualize your think-
ing, even though your feet must tread the material paths of earthly
endeavour?

4 e higher human races of Urantia are complexly admixed;
they are a blend of many races and stocks of different origin. is
composite nature renders it exceedingly difficult for the Monitors
to work efficiently during life and adds de nitely to the problems
of both the Adjuster and the guardian seraphim a er death. Not
long since I was present on Salvington and heard a guardian of des-
tiny present a formal statement in extenuation of the difficulties of
ministering to her mortal subject. is seraphim said:

5 ¶ “Much of my difficulty was due to the unending con ict be-
tween the twonatures ofmy subject: the urge of ambition opposed
by animal indolence; the ideals of a superior people crossed by the
instincts of an inferior race; the high purposes of a great mind an-
tagonized by the urge of a primitive inheritance; the long-distance
view of a far-seeing Monitor counteracted by the nearsightedness
of a creature of time; the progressive plans of an ascending be-
ing modi ed by the desires and longings of a material nature; the
ashes of universe intelligence cancelled by the chemical-energy

mandates of the evolving race; the urge of angels opposed by the
emotions of an animal; the training of an intellect annulled by the
tendencies of instinct; the experience of the individual opposed by
the accumulated propensities of the race; the aims of the best over-
shadowed by the dri of the worst; the ight of genius neutralized
by the gravity of mediocrity; the progress of the good retarded by
the inertia of the bad; the art of the beautiful besmirched by the
presence of evil; the buoyancy of health neutralized by the debility
of disease; the fountain of faith polluted by the poisons of fear; the
spring of joy embittered by thewaters of sorrow; the gladness of an-
ticipation disillusioned by the bitterness of realization; the joys of
living ever threatened by the sorrows of death. Such a life on such
a planet! And yet, because of the ever-present help and urge of the
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ought Adjuster, this soul did achieve a fair degree of happiness
and success and has even now ascended to the judgment halls of
mansonia.”

ahb

6 [Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.]



PAPER №112
PERSONALITY SURVIVAL

Solitary Messenger

THE evolutionary planets are the spheres of human origin,
the initial worlds of the ascending mortal career. Urantia
is your starting point; here you and your divine ought

Adjuster are joined in temporary union. You have been endowed
with a perfect guide; therefore, if you will sincerely run the race of
time and gain the nal goal of faith, the reward of the ages shall be
yours; you will be eternally united with your indwelling Adjuster.

en will begin your real life, the ascending life, to which your pre-
sent mortal state is but the vestibule. en will begin your exalted
and progressive mission as naliters in the eternity which stretches
out before you. And throughout all of these successive ages and
stages of evolutionary growth, there is one part of you that remains
absolutely unaltered, and that is personality — permanence in the
presence of change.

2 ¶ While it would be presumptuous to attempt the de nition
of personality, it may prove helpful to recount some of the things
which are known about personality:

3 1. Personality is that quality in reality which is bestowed by
the Universal Father himself or by the Conjoint Actor, acting for
the Father.

4 2. It may be bestowed upon any living energy system which
includes mind or spirit.

5 3. It is not wholly subject to the fetters of antecedent causa-
tion. It is relatively creative or cocreative.

6 4. When bestowed upon evolutionary material creatures, it
causes spirit to strive for the mastery of energy-matter through the
mediation of mind.

7 5. Personality, while devoid of identity, can unify the iden-
tity of any living energy system.
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8 6. It discloses only qualitative response to the personality cir-
cuit in contradistinction to the three energies which show both
qualitative and quantitative response to gravity.

9 7. Personality is changeless in the presence of change.
10 8. It can make a gi to God — dedication of the free will to

the doing of the will of God.
11 9. It is characterized by morality — awareness of relativity

of relationship with other persons. It discerns conduct levels and
choosingly discriminates between them.

12 10. Personality is unique, absolutely unique: It is unique in
time and space; it is unique in eternity and on Paradise; it is unique
when bestowed—there are no duplicates; it is unique during every
moment of existence; it is unique in relation to God — he is no
respecter of persons, but neither does he add them together, for
they are nonaddable — they are associable but nontotalable.

13 11. Personality responds directly to other-personality pres-
ence.

14 12. It is one thing which can be added to spirit, thus illustrat-
ing the primacy of the Father in relation to the Son. (Mind does
not have to be added to spirit.)

15 13. Personality may survive mortal death with identity in the
surviving soul. e Adjuster and the personality are changeless;
the relationship between them (in the soul) is nothing but change,
continuing evolution; and if this change (growth) ceased, the soul
would cease.

16 14. Personality is uniquely conscious of time, and this is some-
thing other than the time perception of mind or spirit.

1. PERSONALITY AND REALITY
1 Personality is bestowed by the Universal Father upon his crea-

tures as a potentially eternal endowment. Such a divine gi is de-
signed to function on numerous levels and in successive universe
situations ranging from the lowly nite to the highest absonite,
even to the borders of the absolute. Personality thus performs on
three cosmic planes or in three universe phases:

2 1. Position status. Personality functions equally efficiently in
the local universe, in the superuniverse, and in the central universe.
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3 2. Meaning status. Personality performs effectively on the
levels of the nite, the absonite, and even as impinging upon the
absolute.

4 3. Value status. Personality can be experientially realized in
the progressive realms of the material, the morontial, and the spir-
itual.

5 ¶ Personality has a perfected range of cosmic dimensional per-
formance. e dimensions of nite personality are three, and they
are roughly functional as follows:

6 1. Length represents direction and nature of progression —
movement through space and according to time — evolution.

7 2. Vertical depth embraces the organismal drives and atti-
tudes, the varying levels of self-realization and the general phe-
nomenon of reaction to environment.˚

8 3. Breadth embraces the domain of co-ordination, associa-
tion, and sel ood organization.

9 ¶ e type of personality bestowed upon Urantia mortals has
a potentiality of seven dimensions of self-expression or person-re-
alization. ese dimensional phenomena are realizable as three on
the nite level, three on the absonite level, and one on the absolute
level. On subabsolute levels this seventh or totality dimension is
experiencible as the fact of personality. is supreme dimension
is an associable absolute and, while not in nite, is dimensionally
potential for subin nite penetration of the absolute.

10 e nite dimensions of personality have to do with cosmic
length, depth, and breadth. Length denotes meaning; depth signi-
es value; breadth embraces insight — the capacity to experience

unchallengeable consciousness of cosmic reality.
11 On themorontia level all of these nite dimensions of the ma-

terial level are greatly enhanced, and certain new dimensional val-
ues are realizable. All these enlarged dimensional experiences of
the morontia level are marvellously articulated with the supreme

1.7. Vertical depth embraces the organismal drives and attitudes “Depth” should be ital-
icized as it is the substantive paralleled by the other items in the context (“Breadth” and
“Length”— both italicized) and “Vertical” is merely the modi er.
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or personality dimension through the in uence of mota and also
because of the contribution of morontia mathematics.

12 Much trouble experienced by mortals in their study of human
personality could be avoided if the nite creature would remember
that dimensional levels and spiritual levels are not co-ordinated in
experiential personality realization.

13 ¶ Life is really a process which takes place between the organ-
ism (sel ood) and its environment. e personality imparts value
of identity and meanings of continuity to this organismal-envi-
ronmental association. us it will be recognized that the phe-
nomenon of stimulus-response is not a mere mechanical process
since the personality functions as a factor in the total situation. It
is ever true thatmechanisms are innately passive; organisms, inher-
ently active.

14 Physical life is a process taking place not so much within the
organism as between the organism and the environment. And every
such process tends to create and establish organismal patterns of
reaction to such an environment. And all such directive patterns
are highly in uential in goal choosing.

15 It is through the mediation of mind that the self and the en-
vironment establish meaningful contact. e ability and willing-
ness of the organism to make such signi cant contacts with envi-
ronment (response to a drive) represents the attitude of the whole
personality.

16 Personality cannot very well perform in isolation. Man is in-
nately a social creature; he is dominated by the craving of belong-
ingness. It is literally true, “No man lives unto himself.”

17 But the concept of the personality as themeaning of the whole
of the living and functioning creature means much more than the
integration of relationships; it signi es the uni cation of all factors
of reality as well as co-ordination of relationships. Relationships
exist between two objects, but three or more objects eventuate a
system, and such a system is much more than just an enlarged or
complex relationship. is distinction is vital, for in a cosmic sys-
tem the individual members are not connected with each other ex-
cept in relation to the whole and through the individuality of the
whole.
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18 In the human organism the summation of its parts constitutes
sel ood — individuality — but such a process has nothing what-
ever to do with personality, which is the uni er of all these factors
as related to cosmic realities.

19 In aggregations parts are added; in systems parts are arranged.
Systems are signi cant because of organization — positional val-
ues. In a good system all factors are in cosmic position. In a bad
system something is either missing or displaced — deranged. In
the human system it is the personality which uni es all activities
and in turn imparts the qualities of identity and creativity.

2. THE SELF
1 It would be helpful in the study of sel ood to remember:
2 1. at physical systems are subordinate.
3 2. at intellectual systems are co-ordinate.
4 3. at personality is superordinate.
5 4. at the indwelling spiritual force is potentially directive.
6 ¶ In all concepts of sel ood it should be recognized that the

fact of life comes rst, its evaluation or interpretation later. e
human child rst lives and subsequently thinks about his living. In
the cosmic economy insight precedes foresight.

7 ¶ e universe fact of God’s becoming man has forever
changed all meanings and altered all values of human personality.
In the true meaning of the word, love connotes mutual regard of
whole personalities, whether human or divine or human and di-
vine. Parts of the self may function in numerous ways — think-
ing, feeling, wishing — but only the co-ordinated attributes of the
whole personality are focused in intelligent action; and all of these
powers are associated with the spiritual endowment of the mortal
mind when a human being sincerely and unsel shly loves another
being, human or divine.

8 All mortal concepts of reality are based on the assumption of
the actuality of human personality; all concepts of superhuman re-
alities are based on the experience of the human personality with
and in the cosmic realities of certain associated spiritual entities
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and divine personalities. Everything nonspiritual in human expe-
rience, excepting personality, is a means to an end. Every true re-
lationship of mortal man with other persons — human or divine
— is an end in itself. And such fellowship with the personality of
Deity is the eternal goal of universe ascension.

9 e possession of personality identi es man as a spiritual be-
ing since the unity of sel ood and the self-consciousness of per-
sonality are endowments of the supermaterial world. e very fact
that amortalmaterialist can deny the existence of supermaterial re-
alities in and of itself demonstrates the presence, and indicates the
working, of spirit synthesis and cosmic consciousness in his human
mind.

10 ere exists a great cosmic gulf between matter and thought,
and this gulf is immeasurably greater between material mind and
spiritual love. Consciousness, much less self-consciousness, cannot
be explained by any theory ofmechanistic electronic association or
materialistic energy phenomena.

11 ¶ As mind pursues reality to its ultimate analysis, matter van-
ishes to thematerial senses butmay still remain real tomind. When
spiritual insight pursues that reality which remains a er the disap-
pearance of matter and pursues it to an ultimate analysis, it van-
ishes to mind, but the insight of spirit can still perceive cosmic re-
alities and supreme values of a spiritual nature. Accordingly does
science giveway to philosophy, while philosophymust surrender to
the conclusions inherent in genuine spiritual experience. inking
surrenders towisdom, andwisdom is lost in enlightened and re ec-
tive worship.

12 In science the human self observes the material world; philo-
sophy is the observation of this observation of the material world;
religion, true spiritual experience, is the experiential realization of
the cosmic reality of the observation of the observation of all this
relative synthesis of the energy materials of time and space. To
build a philosophy of the universe on an exclusive materialism is to
ignore the fact that all things material are initially conceived as real
in the experience of human consciousness. e observer cannot be
the thing observed; evaluation demands some degree of transcen-
dence of the thing which is evaluated.
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13 In time, thinking leads to wisdom and wisdom leads to wor-
ship; in eternity, worship leads to wisdom, and wisdom eventuates
in the nality of thought.

14 e possibility of the uni cation of the evolving self is inherent
in the qualities of its constitutive factors: the basic energies, the
master tissues, the fundamental chemical overcontrol, the supreme
ideas, the suprememotives, the supreme goals, and the divine spirit
of Paradise bestowal— the secret of the self-consciousness ofman’s
spiritual nature.

15 e purpose of cosmic evolution is to achieve unity of per-
sonality through increasing spirit dominance, volitional response
to the teaching and leading of the ought Adjuster. Personality,
both human and superhuman, is characterized by an inherent cos-
mic quality which may be called “the evolution of dominance,” the
expansion of the control of both itself and its environment.

16 ¶ An ascending onetime human personality passes through
two great phases of increasing volitional dominance over the self
and in the universe:

17 1. e pre naliter or God-seeking experience of augment-
ing the self-realization through a technique of identity expansion
and actualization together with cosmic problem solving and con-
sequent universe mastery.

18 2. e post naliter or God-revealing experience of the cre-
ative expansion of self-realization through revealing the Supreme
Being of experience to the God-seeking intelligences who have not
yet attained the divine levels of Godlikeness.

19 ¶ Descendingpersonalities attain analogous experiences through
their various universe adventures as they seek for enlarged capacity
for ascertaining and executing the divine wills of the Supreme, Ul-
timate, and Absolute Deities.

20 ¶ e material self, the ego-entity of human identity, is de-
pendent during the physical life on the continuing function of the
material life vehicle, on the continued existence of the unbalanced
equilibrium of energies and intellect which, on Urantia, has been
given the name life. But sel ood of survival value, sel ood that
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can transcend the experience of death, is only evolved by establish-
ing a potential transfer of the seat of the identity of the evolving
personality from the transient life vehicle — the material body —
to the more enduring and immortal nature of the morontia soul
and on beyond to those levels whereon the soul becomes infused
with, and eventually attains the status of, spirit reality. is actual
transfer from material association to morontia identi cation is ef-
fected by the sincerity, persistence, and steadfastness of the God-
seeking decisions of the human creature.

3. THE PHENOMENON OF DEATH
1 Urantians generally recognize only one kindof death, the phys-

ical cessation of life energies; but concerning personality survival
there are really three kinds:

2 1. Spiritual (soul) death. If and when mortal man has nally
rejected survival, when he has been pronounced spiritually insol-
vent, morontially bankrupt, in the conjoint opinion of the Ad-
juster and the surviving seraphim, when such co-ordinate advice
has been recordedonUversa, and a er theCensors and their re ec-
tive associates have veri ed these ndings, thereupon do the rulers
of Orvonton order the immediate release of the indwelling Mon-
itor. But this release of the Adjuster in no way affects the duties
of the personal or group seraphim concerned with that Adjuster-
abandoned individual. is kind of death is nal in its signi cance
irrespective of the temporary continuation of the living energies of
the physical and mind mechanisms. From the cosmic standpoint
the mortal is already dead; the continuing life merely indicates the
persistence of the material momentum of cosmic energies.

3 2. Intellectual (mind) death. When the vital circuits of
higher adjutant ministry are disrupted through the aberrations of
intellect or because of the partial destruction of the mechanism of
the brain, and if these conditions pass a certain critical point of ir-
reparability, the indwelling Adjuster is immediately released to de-
part forDivinington. On the universe records amortal personality
is considered to have met with death whenever the essential mind
circuits of human will-action have been destroyed. And again, this
is death, irrespective of the continuing function of the livingmech-
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anism of the physical body. e body minus the volitional mind is
no longer human, but according to the prior choosing of the hu-
man will, the soul of such an individual may survive.

4 3. Physical (body and mind) death. When death overtakes a
human being, the Adjuster remains in the citadel of the mind until
it ceases to function as an intelligent mechanism, about the time
that the measurable brain energies cease their rhythmic vital pul-
sations. Following this dissolution the Adjuster takes leave of the
vanishing mind, just as unceremoniously as entry was made years
before, and proceeds to Divinington by way of Uversa.

5 ¶ A er death thematerial body returns to the elemental world
fromwhich itwas derived, but twononmaterial factors of surviving
personality persist: e pre-existent ought Adjuster, with the
memory transcription of the mortal career, proceeds to Divining-
ton; and there also remains, in the custody of the destiny guardian,
the immortal morontia soul of the deceased human. ese phases
and forms of soul, these once kinetic but now static formulas of
identity, are essential to repersonalization on the morontia worlds;
and it is the reunion of the Adjuster and the soul that reassembles
the surviving personality, that reconsciousizes you at the time of
the morontia awakening.

6 For those who do not have personal seraphic guardians, the
group custodians faithfully and efficiently perform the same service
of identity safekeeping and personality resurrection. e seraphim
are indispensable to the reassembly of personality.

7 Upon death the ought Adjuster temporarily loses personal-
ity, but not identity; the human subject temporarily loses identity,
but not personality; on themansion worlds both reunite in eternal
manifestation. Never does a departed ought Adjuster return to
earth as the being of former indwelling; never is personality man-
ifested without the human will; and never does a dis-Adjustered
human being a er death manifest active identity or in any manner
establish communication with the living beings of earth. Such dis-
Adjustered souls are wholly and absolutely unconscious during the
long or short sleep of death. ere can be no exhibition of any sort
of personality or ability to engage in communications with other
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personalities until a er completion of survival. ose who go to
the mansion worlds are not permitted to send messages back to
their loved ones. It is the policy throughout the universes to forbid
such communication during the period of a current dispensation.

4. ADJUSTERS AFTER DEATH
1 When death of a material, intellectual, or spiritual nature oc-

curs, the Adjuster bids farewell to the mortal host and departs for
Divinington. From the headquarters of the local universe and the
superuniverse a re ective contact is made with the supervisors of
both governments, and the Monitor is registered out by the same
number that recorded entry into the domains of time.

2 In some way not fully understood, the Universal Censors are
able to gain possession of an epitome of the human life as it is em-
bodied in the Adjuster’s duplicate transcription of the spiritual val-
ues and morontia meanings of the indwelt mind. e Censors are
able to appropriate the Adjuster’s version of the deceased human’s
survival character and spiritual qualities, and all this data, together
with the seraphic records, is available for presentation at the time of
the adjudication of the individual concerned. is information is
also used to con rm those superuniverse mandates which make it
possible for certain ascenders immediately to begin their morontia
careers, uponmortal dissolution to proceed to themansion worlds
ahead of the formal termination of a planetary dispensation.

3 Subsequent to physical death, except in individuals translated
from among the living, the released Adjuster goes immediately to
the home sphere of Divinington. e details of what transpires on
that world during the time of awaiting the factual reappearance of
the surviving mortal depend chie y on whether the human being
ascends to themansionworlds in his own individual right or awaits
a dispensational summoningof the sleeping survivors of a planetary
age.

4 If themortal associate belongs to a group that will be reperson-
alized at the end of a dispensation, the Adjuster will not immedi-
ately return to the mansion world of the former system of service
but will, according to choice, enter upon one of the following tem-
porary assignments:
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5 1. Be mustered into the ranks of vanished Monitors for
undisclosed service.

6 2. Be assigned for a period to the observation of the Paradise
regime.

7 3. Be enrolled in one of the many training schools of Divin-
ington.

8 4. Be stationed for a time as a student observer on one of the
other six sacred spheres which constitute the Father’s circuit of Par-
adise worlds.

9 5. Be assigned to the messenger service of the Personalized
Adjusters.

10 6. Becomean associate instructor in theDivinington schools
devoted to the training of Monitors belonging to the virgin group.

11 7. Be assigned to select a group of possible worlds on which
to serve in the event that there is reasonable cause for believing that
the human partner may have rejected survival.

12 ¶ If, when death overtakes you, you have attained the third cir-
cle or a higher realm and therefore have had assigned to you a per-
sonal guardian of destiny, and if the nal transcript of the summary
of survival character submitted by the Adjuster is unconditionally
certi ed by the destiny guardian — if both seraphim and Adjuster
essentially agree in every item of their life records and recommen-
dations — if the Universal Censors and their re ective associates
on Uversa con rm this data and do so without equivocation or
reservation, in that event the Ancients of Days ash forth theman-
date of advanced standing over the communication circuits to Sal-
vington, and, thus released, the tribunals of the Sovereign ofNeba-
don will decree the immediate passage of the surviving soul to the
resurrection halls of the mansion worlds.

13 If the human individual survives without delay, the Adjuster,
so I am instructed, registers at Divinington, proceeds to the Para-
dise presence of the Universal Father, returns immediately and is
embraced by the Personalized Adjusters of the superuniverse and
local universe of assignment, receives the recognition of the chief
Personalized Monitor of Divinington, and then, at once, passes
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into the “realization of identity transition,” being summoned there-
from on the third period and on the mansion world in the actual
personality formmade ready for the reception of the surviving soul
of the earthmortal as that form has been projected by the guardian
of destiny.

5. SURVIVAL OF THE HUMAN SELF
1 Sel ood is a cosmic reality whether material, morontial, or

spiritual. e actuality of the personal is the bestowal of the Uni-
versal Father acting in and of himself or through his manifold uni-
verse agencies. To say that a being is personal is to recognize the
relative individuation of such a being within the cosmic organism.

e living cosmos is an all but in nitely integrated aggregation of
real units, all of which are relatively subject to the destiny of the
whole. But those that are personal have been endowed with the
actual choice of destiny acceptance or of destiny rejection.

2 at which comes from the Father is like the Father eternal,
and this is just as true of personality, which God gives by his own
freewill choice, as it is of the divine ought Adjuster, an actual
fragment of God. Man’s personality is eternal but with regard to
identity a conditioned eternal reality. Having appeared in response
to the Father’s will, personality will attain Deity destiny, but man
must choose whether or not he will be present at the attainment of
such destiny. In default of such choice, personality attains experi-
ential Deity directly, becoming a part of the Supreme Being. e
cycle is foreordained, but man’s participation therein is optional,
personal, and experiential.

3 ¶ Mortal identity is a transient time-life condition in the uni-
verse; it is real only in so far as the personality elects to become a
continuing universe phenomenon. is is the essential difference
between man and an energy system: e energy system must con-
tinue, it has no choice; but man has everything to do with deter-
mining his own destiny. e Adjuster is truly the path to Paradise,
but man himself must pursue that path by his own deciding, his
freewill choosing.

4 Humanbeings possess identity only in thematerial sense. Such
qualities of the self are expressed by the material mind as it func-
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tions in the energy system of the intellect. When it is said thatman
has identity, it is recognized that he is in possession of a mind cir-
cuit which has been placed in subordination to the acts and choos-
ing of the will of the human personality. But this is a material
and purely temporary manifestation, just as the human embryo is
a transient parasitic stage of human life. Human beings, from a
cosmic perspective, are born, live, and die in a relative instant of
time; they are not enduring. But mortal personality, through its
own choosing, possesses the power of transferring its seat of iden-
tity from thepassingmaterial-intellect system to thehighermoron-
tia-soul system which, in association with the ought Adjuster, is
created as a new vehicle for personality manifestation.

5 And it is this very power of choice, the universe insignia of
freewill creaturehood, that constitutes man’s greatest opportunity
and his supreme cosmic responsibility. Upon the integrity of
the human volition depends the eternal destiny of the future -
naliter; upon the sincerity of the mortal free will the divine Ad-
juster depends for eternal personality; upon the faithfulness of
mortal choice the Universal Father depends for the realization of a
newascending son; upon the steadfastness andwisdomofdecision-
actions the SupremeBeing depends for the actuality of experiential
evolution.

6 ¶ ough the cosmic circles of personality growth must even-
tually be attained, if, through no fault of your own, the accidents of
time and the handicaps of material existence prevent your master-
ing these levels on your native planet, if your intentions and desires
are of survival value, there are issued the decrees of probation ex-
tension. You will be afforded additional time in which to prove
yourself.

7 If ever there is doubt as to the advisability of advancing a hu-
man identity to the mansion worlds, the universe governments in-
variably rule in the personal interests of that individual; they un-
hesitatingly advance such a soul to the status of a transitional be-
ing, while they continue their observations of the emerging mo-
rontia intent and spiritual purpose. us divine justice is certain
of achievement, and divine mercy is accorded further opportunity
for extending its ministry.
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8 e governments of Orvonton andNebadon do not claim ab-
solute perfection for the detail working of the universal plan of
mortal repersonalization, but they do claim to, and actually do,
manifest patience, tolerance, understanding, and merciful sympa-
thy. We had rather assume the risk of a system rebellion than to
court the hazard of depriving one struggling mortal from any evo-
lutionary world of the eternal joy of pursuing the ascending career.

9 is does not mean that human beings are to enjoy a second
opportunity in the face of the rejection of a rst, not at all. But
it does signify that all will creatures are to experience one true op-
portunity tomake one undoubted, self-conscious, and nal choice.

e sovereign Judges of the universes will not deprive any being of
personality status who has not nally and fully made the eternal
choice; the soul of man must and will be given full and ample op-
portunity to reveal its true intent and real purpose.

10 When the more spiritually and cosmically advanced mortals
die, they proceed immediately to the mansion worlds; in general,
this provision operates with those who have had assigned to them
personal seraphic guardians. Other mortals may be detained until
such time as the adjudication of their affairs has been completed,
a er which they may proceed to the mansion worlds, or they may
be assigned to the ranks of the sleeping survivors whowill be reper-
sonalized enmasse at the end of the current planetary dispensation.

11 ¶ ere are two difficulties that hamper my efforts to explain
just what happens to you in death, the surviving you which is dis-
tinct from the departing Adjuster. One of these consists in the
impossibility of conveying to your level of comprehension an ade-
quate description of a transaction on the borderland of the physical
andmorontia realms. e other is brought about by the restrictions
placed upon my commission as a revelator of truth by the celestial
governing authorities of Urantia. ere are many interesting de-
tails which might be presented, but I withhold them upon the ad-
vice of your immediate planetary supervisors. Butwithin the limits
of my permission I can say this much:

12 ere is something real, something of human evolution, some-
thing additional to the Mystery Monitor, which survives death.
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is newly appearing entity is the soul, and it survives the death of
both your physical body and your material mind. is entity is the
conjoint child of the combined life and efforts of the human you
in liaison with the divine you, the Adjuster. is child of human
anddivineparentage constitutes the surviving element of terrestrial
origin; it is the morontia self, the immortal soul.

13 is child of persisting meaning and surviving value is wholly
unconscious during the period fromdeath to repersonalization and
is in the keeping of the seraphic destiny guardian throughout this
season of waiting. You will not function as a conscious being, fol-
lowing death, until you attain the new consciousness of morontia
on the mansion worlds of Satania.

14 At death the functional identity associated with the human
personality is disrupted through the cessation of vital motion. Hu-
man personality, while transcending its constituent parts, is depen-
dent on them for functional identity. e stoppage of life destroys
the physical brain patterns for mind endowment, and the disrup-
tion of mind terminates mortal consciousness. e consciousness
of that creature cannot subsequently reappear until a cosmic situa-
tion has been arranged which will permit the same human person-
ality again to function in relationship with living energy.

15 ¶ During the transit of survivingmortals from theworld of ori-
gin to themansionworlds, whether they experience personality re-
assembly on the third period or ascend at the time of a group res-
urrection, the record of personality constitution is faithfully pre-
served by the archangels on their worlds of special activities. ese
beings are not the custodians of personality (as the guardian ser-
aphim are of the soul), but it is nonetheless true that every iden-
ti able factor of personality is effectually safeguarded in the cus-
tody of these dependable trustees of mortal survival. As to the ex-
act whereabouts of mortal personality during the time intervening
between death and survival, we do not know.

16 ¶ e situation which makes repersonalization possible is
brought about in the resurrection halls of the morontia receiving
planets of a local universe. Here in these life-assembly chambers
the supervising authorities provide that relationship of universe en-
ergy — morontial, mindal, and spiritual — which makes possible
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the reconsciousizing of the sleeping survivor. e reassembly of the
constituent parts of a onetime material personality involves:

17 1. e fabrication of a suitable form, a morontia energy pat-
tern, inwhich the new survivor canmake contactwith nonspiritual
reality, and within which the morontia variant of the cosmic mind
can be encircuited.

18 2. e return of the Adjuster to the waiting morontia crea-
ture. e Adjuster is the eternal custodian of your ascending iden-
tity; your Monitor is the absolute assurance that you yourself and
not another will occupy the morontia form created for your per-
sonality awakening. And the Adjuster will be present at your per-
sonality reassembly to take up oncemore the role of Paradise guide
to your surviving self.

19 3. When these prerequisites of repersonalization have been
assembled, the seraphic custodian of the potentialities of the slum-
bering immortal soul, with the assistance of numerous cosmic per-
sonalities, bestows this morontia entity upon and in the await-
ing morontia mind-body form while committing this evolution-
ary child of the Supreme to eternal association with the waiting
Adjuster. And this completes the repersonalization, reassembly of
memory, insight, and consciousness — identity.

20 ¶ e fact of repersonalization consists in the seizure of the en-
circuited morontia phase of the newly segregated cosmic mind by
the awakening human self. e phenomenon of personality is de-
pendent on the persistence of the identity of sel ood reaction to
universe environment; and this can only be effected through the
mediumofmind. Sel ood persists in spite of a continuous change
in all the factor components of self; in the physical life the change
is gradual; at death and upon repersonalization the change is sud-
den. e true reality of all sel ood (personality) is able to func-
tion responsively to universe conditions by virtue of the unceasing
changing of its constituent parts; stagnation terminates in inevi-
table death. Human life is an endless change of the factors of life
uni ed by the stability of the unchanging personality.

21 And when you thus awaken on the mansion worlds of Jeru-
sem, you will be so changed, the spiritual transformation will be
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so great that, were it not for your ought Adjuster and the des-
tiny guardian, who so fully connect up your new life in the new
worlds with your old life in the rst world, you would at rst have
difficulty in connecting the new morontia consciousness with the
reviving memory of your previous identity. Notwithstanding the
continuity of personal sel ood, much of the mortal life would at
rst seem to be a vague and hazy dream. But time will clarify many

mortal associations.
22 e ought Adjuster will recall and rehearse for you only

those memories and experiences which are a part of, and essen-
tial to, your universe career. If the Adjuster has been a partner in
the evolution of aught in the human mind, then will these worth-
while experiences survive in the eternal consciousness of the Ad-
juster. But much of your past life and its memories, having neither
spiritual meaning nor morontia value, will perish with the mate-
rial brain; much of material experience will pass away as onetime
scaffolding which, having bridged you over to the morontia level,
no longer serves a purpose in the universe. But personality and the
relationships between personalities are never scaffolding; mortal
memory of personality relationships has cosmic value and will per-
sist. On the mansion worlds you will know and be known, and
more, you will remember, and be remembered by, your onetime
associates in the short but intriguing life on Urantia.

6. THE MORONTIA SELF
1 Just as a butter y emerges from the caterpillar stage, so will the

true personalities of human beings emerge on the mansion worlds,
for the rst time revealed apart from their onetime enshroudment
in the material esh. e morontia career in the local universe has
to do with the continued elevation of the personality mechanism
from the beginning morontia level of soul existence up to the nal
morontia level of progressive spirituality.

2 It is difficult to instruct you regarding your morontia person-
ality forms for the local universe career. You will be endowed with
morontia patterns of personality manifestability, and these are in-
vestments which, in the last analysis, are beyond your comprehen-
sion. Such forms, while entirely real, are not energy patterns of
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the material order which you now understand. ey do, however,
serve the same purpose on the local universe worlds as do your ma-
terial bodies on the planets of human nativity.

3 To a certain extent, the appearance of the material body-form
is responsive to the character of the personality identity; the phys-
ical body does, to a limited degree, re ect something of the inher-
ent nature of the personality. Still more so does themorontia form.
In the physical life, mortals may be outwardly beautiful though in-
wardly unlovely; in themorontia life, and increasingly on its higher
levels, the personality form will vary directly in accordance with
the nature of the inner person. On the spiritual level, outward
form and inner nature begin to approximate complete identi ca-
tion, which grows more and more perfect on higher and higher
spirit levels.

4 ¶ In themorontia estate the ascendingmortal is endowedwith
the Nebadon modi cation of the cosmic-mind endowment of the
Master Spirit of Orvonton. e mortal intellect, as such, has per-
ished, has ceased to exist as a focalized universe entity apart from
the undifferentiated mind circuits of the Creative Spirit. But the
meanings and values of the mortal mind have not perished. Cer-
tain phases of mind are continued in the surviving soul; certain ex-
periential values of the former human mind are held by the Ad-
juster; and there persist in the local universe the records of the hu-
man life as it was lived in the esh, together with certain living reg-
istrations in the numerous beings who are concerned with the nal
evaluation of the ascendingmortal, beings extending in range from
seraphim to Universal Censors and probably on beyond to the Su-
preme.

5 Creature volition cannot exist without mind, but it does per-
sist in spite of the loss of thematerial intellect. During the times im-
mediately following survival, the ascending personality is in great
measure guided by the character patterns inherited from the hu-
man life and by the newly appearing action ofmorontiamota. And
these guides to mansonia conduct function acceptably in the early
stages of the morontia life and prior to the emergence of morontia
will as a full- edged volitional expression of the ascending person-
ality.
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6 ere are no in uences in the local universe career comparable
to the seven adjutant mind-spirits of human existence. e mo-
rontia mind must evolve by direct contact with cosmic mind, as
this cosmic mind has been modi ed and translated by the creative
source of local universe intellect — the Divine Minister.

7 ¶ Mortal mind, prior to death, is self-consciously independent
of the Adjuster presence; adjutant mind needs only the associated
material-energy pattern to enable it to operate. But the moron-
tia soul, being superadjutant, does not retain self-consciousness
without the Adjuster when deprived of the material-mind mecha-
nism. is evolving soul does, however, possess a continuing char-
acter derived from the decisions of its former associated adjutant
mind, and this character becomes active memory when the pat-
terns thereof are energized by the returning Adjuster.

8 e persistence of memory is proof of the retention of the
identity of original sel ood; it is essential to complete self-con-
sciousness of personality continuity and expansion. ose mortals
who ascend without Adjusters are dependent on the instruction of
seraphic associates for the reconstruction of human memory; oth-
erwise the morontia souls of the Spirit-fused mortals are not lim-
ited. e pattern of memory persists in the soul, but this pattern
requires the presence of the former Adjuster to become immedi-
ately self-realizable as continuing memory. Without the Adjuster,
it requires considerable time for the mortal survivor to re-explore
and relearn, to recapture, the memory consciousness of the mean-
ings and values of a former existence.

9 e soul of survival value faithfully re ects both the qualita-
tive and the quantitative actions and motivations of the material
intellect, the former seat of the identity of sel ood. In the choos-
ing of truth, beauty, and goodness, the mortal mind enters upon
its premorontia universe career under the tutelage of the seven ad-
jutant mind-spirits uni ed under the direction of the spirit of wis-
dom. Subsequently, upon the completion of the seven circles of
premorontia attainment, the superimposition of the endowment
of morontia mind upon adjutant mind initiates the prespiritual or
morontia career of local universe progression.
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10 ¶ When a creature leaves his native planet, he leaves the ad-
jutant ministry behind and becomes solely dependent on moron-
tia intellect. When an ascender leaves the local universe, he has
attained the spiritual level of existence, having passed beyond the
morontia level. is newly appearing spirit entity then becomes
attuned to the direct ministry of the cosmic mind of Orvonton.

7. ADJUSTER FUSION
1 ought Adjuster fusion imparts eternal actualities to person-

ality which were previously only potential. Among these new en-
dowments may be mentioned: xation of divinity quality, past-
eternity experience and memory, immortality, and a phase of qual-
i ed potential absoluteness.

2 ¶ When your earthly course in temporary form has been run,
you are to awaken on the shores of a better world, and eventually
you will be united with your faithful Adjuster in an eternal em-
brace. And this fusion constitutes the mystery of making God and
man one, themystery of nite creature evolution, but it is eternally
true. Fusion is the secret of the sacred sphere of Ascendington, and
no creature, save those who have experienced fusion with the spirit
of Deity, can comprehend the true meaning of the actual values
which are conjoined when the identity of a creature of time be-
comes eternally one with the spirit of Paradise Deity.

3 Fusion with the Adjuster is usually effected while the ascender
is residentwithin his local system. Itmay occur on the planet of na-
tivity as a transcendence of natural death; it may take place on any
one of the mansion worlds or on the headquarters of the system; it
may even be delayed until the time of the constellation sojourn; or,
in special instances, it may not be consummated until the ascender
is on the local universe capital.

4 When fusion with the Adjuster has been effected, there can be
no future danger to the eternal career of such a personality. Ce-
lestial beings are tested throughout a long experience, but mortals
pass through a relatively short and intensive testing on the evolu-
tionary and morontia worlds.

5 Fusion with the Adjuster never occurs until the mandates of
the superuniverse have pronounced that the human nature has
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made a nal and irrevocable choice for the eternal career. is is
the at-onement authorization, which, when issued, constitutes the
clearance authority for the fused personality eventually to leave the
con nes of the local universe toproceed sometime to theheadquar-
ters of the superuniverse, fromwhich point the pilgrimof timewill,
in the distant future, enseconaphim for the long ight to the cen-
tral universe of Havona and the Deity adventure.

6 ¶ On the evolutionary worlds, sel ood ismaterial; it is a thing
in the universe and as such is subject to the laws of material exis-
tence. It is a fact in time and is responsive to the vicissitudes thereof.
Survival decisions must here be formulated. In the morontia state
the self has become a new and more enduring universe reality, and
its continuing growth is predicated on its increasing attunement to
the mind and spirit circuits of the universes. Survival decisions are
now being con rmed. When the self attains the spiritual level, it has
become a secure value in the universe, and this new value is pred-
icated upon the fact that survival decisions have been made, which
fact has been witnessed by eternal fusion with the ought Ad-
juster. And having achieved the status of a true universe value, the
creature becomes liberated in potential for the seeking of the high-
est universe value — God.

7 ¶ Such fused beings are twofold in their universe reactions:
ey are discrete morontia individuals not altogether unlike ser-

aphim, and they are also beings in potential on the order of the
Paradise naliters.

8 But the fused individual is really one personality, one being,
whose unity de es all attempts at analysis by any intelligence of the
universes. And so, having passed the tribunals of the local universe
from the lowest to the highest, none of which have been able to
identify man or Adjuster, the one apart from the other, you shall
nally be taken before the Sovereign of Nebadon, your local uni-

verse Father. And there, at the hand of the very being whose cre-
ative fatherhood in this universe of time has made possible the fact
of your life, you will be granted those credentials which entitle you
eventually to proceed upon your superuniverse career in quest of
the Universal Father.
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9 Has the triumphant Adjuster won personality by the magnif-
icent service to humanity, or has the valiant human acquired im-
mortality through sincere efforts to achieve Adjusterlikeness? It is
neither; but they together have achieved the evolution of a mem-
ber of one of the unique orders of the ascending personalities of the
Supreme, one who will ever be found serviceable, faithful, and effi-
cient, a candidate for further growth and development, ever rang-
ing upward and never ceasing the supernal ascent until the seven
circuits of Havona have been traversed and the onetime soul of
earthly origin stands in worshipful recognition of the actual per-
sonality of the Father on Paradise.

10 roughout all this magni cent ascent the ought Adjuster
is the divine pledge of the future and full spiritual stabilization of
the ascending mortal. Meanwhile the presence of the mortal free
will affords theAdjuster an eternal channel for the liberation of the
divine and in nite nature. Now have these two identities become
one; no event of time or of eternity can ever separate man and Ad-
juster; they are inseparable, eternally fused.

11 ¶ On the Adjuster-fusion worlds the destiny of the Mystery
Monitor is identical with that of the ascending mortal — the Par-
adise Corps of the Finality. And neither Adjuster nor mortal can
attain that unique goal without the full co-operation and faithful
help of the other. is extraordinary partnership is one of themost
engrossing and amazing of all the cosmic phenomena of this uni-
verse age.

12 From the time of Adjuster fusion the status of the ascender is
that of the evolutionary creature. e humanmember was the rst
to enjoy personality and, therefore, outranks the Adjuster in all
matters concerned with the recognition of personality. e Par-
adise headquarters of this fused being is Ascendington, not Divin-
ington, and this unique combination of God and man ranks as an
ascending mortal all the way up to the Corps of the Finality.

13 When once an Adjuster fuses with an ascending mortal, the
number of that Adjuster is stricken from the records of the super-
universe. What happens on the records of Divinington, I do not
know, but I surmise that the registry of that Adjuster is removed to
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the secret circles of the inner courts ofGrandfanda, the acting head
of the Corps of the Finality.

14 With Adjuster fusion the Universal Father has completed his
promise of the gi of himself to his material creatures; he has ful-
lled the promise, and consummated the plan, of the eternal be-

stowal of divinity upon humanity. Now begins the human attempt
to realize and to actualize the limitless possibilities that are inherent
in the supernal partnership with God which has thus factualized.

15 ¶ e present known destiny of surviving mortals is the Par-
adise Corps of the Finality; this is also the goal of destiny for all

ought Adjusters who become joined in eternal union with their
mortal companions. At present the Paradise naliters are working
throughout the grand universe in many undertakings, but we all
conjecture that they will have other and even more supernal tasks
to perform in the distant future a er the seven superuniverses have
become settled in light and life, andwhen the niteGod has nally
emerged from themystery which now surrounds this SupremeDe-
ity.

16 You have been instructed to a certain extent about the orga-
nization and personnel of the central universe, the superuniverses,
and the local universes; you have been told something about the
character and origin of some of the various personalities who now
rule these far- ung creations. You have also been informed that
there are in process of organization vast galaxies of universes far
out beyond the periphery of the grand universe, in the rst outer
space level. It has also been intimated in the course of these narra-
tives that the Supreme Being is to disclose his unrevealed tertiary
function in these now uncharted regions of outer space; and you
have also been told that the naliters of the Paradise corps are the
experiential children of the Supreme.

17 We believe that the mortals of Adjuster fusion, together with
their naliter associates, are destined to function in some manner
in the administration of the universes of the rst outer space level.
We have not the slightest doubt that in due time these enormous
galaxies will become inhabited universes. And we are equally con-
vinced that among the administrators thereof will be found the
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Paradise naliters whose natures are the cosmic consequence of the
blending of creature and Creator.

18 What an adventure! What a romance! A gigantic creation to
be administered by the children of the Supreme, these personal-
ized and humanized Adjusters, these Adjusterized and eternalized
mortals, these mysterious combinations and eternal associations of
the highest known manifestation of the essence of the First Source
and Centre and the lowest form of intelligent life capable of com-
prehending and attaining the Universal Father. We conceive that
such amalgamated beings, such partnerships of Creator and crea-
ture, will become superb rulers, matchless administrators, and un-
derstanding and sympathetic directors of any and all forms of intel-
ligent life which may come into existence throughout these future
universes of the rst outer space level.

19 ¶ True it is, you mortals are of earthly, animal origin; your
frame is indeed dust. But if you actually will, if you really desire,
surely the heritage of the ages is yours, and you shall someday serve
throughout the universes in your true characters— children of the
Supreme God of experience and divine sons of the Paradise Father
of all personalities.

ahb

20 [Presented by a Solitary Messenger of Orvonton.]



PAPER №113
SERAPHIC GUARDIANS OF DESTINY

Chief of Seraphim

HAVING presented the narratives of the Ministering Spir-
its of Time and the Messenger Hosts of Space, we come
to the considerationof the guardian angels, seraphimde-

voted to the ministry to individual mortals, for whose elevation
and perfection all of the vast survival scheme of spiritual progres-
sion has been provided. In past ages on Urantia, these destiny
guardians were about the only group of angels that had recogni-
tion. e planetary seraphim are indeed ministering spirits sent
forth to do service for those who shall survive. ese attending ser-
aphim have functioned as the spiritual helpers of mortal man in all
the great events of the past and the present. In many a revelation
“the word was spoken by angels”; many of the mandates of heaven
have been “received by the ministry of angels.”

2 Seraphim are the traditional angels of heaven; they are the
ministering spirits who live so near you and do so much for you.

ey have ministered on Urantia since the earliest times of human
intelligence.

1. THE GUARDIAN ANGELS
1 e teaching about guardian angels is not a myth; certain

groups of human beings do actually have personal angels. It was
in recognition of this that Jesus, in speaking of the children of the
heavenly kingdom, said: “Take heed that you despise not one of
these little ones, for I say to you, their angels do always behold the
presence of the spirit of my Father.”

2 Originally, the seraphim were de nitely assigned to the sep-
arate Urantia races. But since the bestowal of Michael, they are
assigned in accordance with human intelligence, spirituality, and
destiny. Intellectually, mankind is divided into three classes:

3 1. e subnormalminded— those who do not exercise nor-
mal will power; those who do not make average decisions. is
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class embraces those who cannot comprehend God; they lack ca-
pacity for the intelligent worship of Deity. e subnormal beings
ofUrantia have a corps of seraphim, one company, with one battal-
ion of cherubim, assigned to minister to them and to witness that
justice and mercy are extended to them in the life struggles of the
sphere.

4 2. e average, normal type of human mind. From the
standpoint of seraphicministry,mostmen andwomen are grouped
in seven classes in accordancewith their status inmaking the circles
of human progress and spiritual development.

5 3. e supernormal minded — those of great decision and
undoubted potential of spiritual achievement; men and women
who enjoy more or less contact with their indwelling Adjusters;
members of the various reserve corps of destiny. No matter in
what circle a human happens to be, if such an individual becomes
enrolled in any of the several reserve corps of destiny, right then
and there, personal seraphim are assigned, and from that time until
the earthly career is nished, that mortal will enjoy the continuous
ministry and unceasing watchcare of a guardian angel. Also, when
any human being makes the supreme decision, when there is a real
betrothal with the Adjuster, a personal guardian is immediately as-
signed to that soul.

6 ¶ In the ministry to so-called normal beings, seraphic assign-
ments are made in accordance with the human attainment of the
circles of intellectuality and spirituality. You start out in yourmind
of mortal investment in the seventh circle and journey inward in
the task of self-understanding, self-conquest, and self-mastery; and
circle by circle you advance until (if natural death does not termi-
nate your career and transfer your struggles to themansionworlds)
you reach the rst or inner circle of relative contact and commu-
nion with the indwelling Adjuster.

7 Human beings in the initial or 7 circle have 1 guardian an-
gel with 1 company of assisting cherubim assigned to the watch-
care and custody of 1,000 mortals. In the 6 circle, a seraphic pair
with 1 company of cherubim is assigned to guide these ascending
mortals in groups of 500. When the 5 circle is attained, human
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beings are grouped in companies of approximately 100, and a pair
of guardian seraphimwith a group of cherubim is placed in charge.
Upon attainment of the 4 circle, mortal beings are assembled in
groups of 10, and again charge is given to a pair of seraphim, as-
sisted by 1 company of cherubim.

8 When a mortal mind breaks through the inertia of animal
legacy and attains the 3 circle of human intellectuality and ac-
quired spirituality, a personal angel (in reality 2)will henceforth be
wholly and exclusively devoted to this ascending mortal. And thus
these human souls, in addition to the ever-present and increasingly
efficient indwelling ought Adjusters, receive the undivided as-
sistance of these personal guardians of destiny in all their efforts to
nish the 3 circle, traverse the 2ⁿ, and attain the 1.

2. THE DESTINY GUARDIANS
1 Seraphim are not known as guardians of destiny until such

time as they are assigned to the association of a human soul who
has realized one or more of three achievements: has made a su-
preme decision to become Godlike, has entered the third circle, or
has been mustered into one of the reserve corps of destiny.

2 In the evolution of races a guardian of destiny is assigned to
the very rst being who attains the requisite circle of conquest.
On Urantia the rst mortal to secure a personal guardian was
Rantowoc, a wise man of the red race of long ago.

3 All angelic assignments aremade from a group of volunteering
seraphim, and these appointments are always in accordance with
human needs and with regard to the status of the angelic pair —
in the light of seraphic experience, skill, and wisdom. Only ser-
aphim of long service, the more experienced and tested types, are
assigned as destiny guards. Many guardians have gainedmuch valu-
able experience on those worlds which are of the non-Adjuster fu-
sion series. Like theAdjusters, the seraphim attend these beings for
a single lifetime and then are liberated for new assignment. Many
guardians on Urantia have had this previous practical experience
on other worlds.

4 ¶ When human beings fail to survive, their personal or group
guardians may repeatedly serve in similar capacities on the same
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planet. e seraphim develop a sentimental regard for individual
worlds and entertain a special affection for certain races and types
of mortal creatures with whom they have been so closely and inti-
mately associated.

5 e angels develop an abiding affection for their human as-
sociates; and you would, if you could only visualize the seraphim,
develop a warm affection for them. Divested of material bodies,
given spirit forms, you would be very near the angels in many at-
tributes of personality. ey share most of your emotions and ex-
perience some additional ones. e only emotion actuating you
which is somewhat difficult for them to comprehend is the legacy
of animal fear that bulks so large in the mental life of the average
inhabitant of Urantia. e angels really nd it hard to understand
why you will so persistently allow your higher intellectual powers,
even your religious faith, to be so dominated by fear, so thoroughly
demoralized by the thoughtless panic of dread and anxiety.

6 ¶ All seraphim have individual names, but in the records of as-
signment to world service they are frequently designated by their
planetary numbers. At the universe headquarters they are regis-
tered by name and number. e destiny guardian of the human
subject used in this contactual communication is number 3 of
group 17, of company 126, of battalion 4, of unit 384, of legion
6, of host 37, of the 182,314 seraphic army of Nebadon. e cur-
rent planetary assignment number of this seraphim onUrantia and
to this human subject is 3,641,852.

7 ¶ In the ministry of personal guardianship, the assignment of
angels as destiny guardians, seraphim always volunteer their ser-
vices. In the city of this visitation a certain mortal was recently ad-
mitted to the reserve corps of destiny, and since all such humans
are personally attended by guardian angels, more than 100 qual-
i ed seraphim sought the assignment. e planetary director se-
lected 12 of themore experienced individuals and subsequently ap-
pointed the seraphim whom they selected as best adapted to guide
this human being through his life journey. at is, they selected a
certain pair of equally quali ed seraphim; one of this seraphic pair
will always be on duty.
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8 Seraphic tasks may be unremitting, but either of the angelic
pair can discharge all ministering responsibilities. Like cherubim,
seraphim usually serve in pairs, but unlike their less advanced as-
sociates, the seraphim sometimes work singly. In practically all
their contacts with human beings they can function as individu-
als. Both angels are required only for communication and service
on the higher circuits of the universes.

9 When a seraphic pair accept guardian assignment, they serve
for the remainder of the life of that human being. e complement
of being (one of the two angels) becomes the recorder of the under-
taking. ese complemental seraphim are the recording angels of
themortals of the evolutionary worlds. e records are kept by the
pair of cherubim (a cherubim and a sanobim) who are always as-
sociated with the seraphic guardians, but these records are always
sponsored by one of the seraphim.

10 For purposes of rest and recharging with the life energy of the
universe circuits, the guardian is periodically relieved by her com-
plement, and during her absence the associated cherubim func-
tions as the recorder, as is also the case when the complemental
seraphim is similarly absent.

3. RELATION TO OTHER SPIRIT INFLUENCES
1 One of the most important things a destiny guardian does for

her mortal subject is to effect a personal co-ordination of the nu-
merous impersonal spirit in uences which indwell, surround, and
impinge upon the mind and soul of the evolving material creature.
Human beings are personalities, and it is exceedingly difficult for
nonpersonal spirits and prepersonal entities to make direct con-
tact with such highly material and discretely personal minds. In
the ministry of the guarding angel all of these in uences are more
or less uni ed and made more nearly appreciable by the expanding
moral nature of the evolving human personality.

2 More especially can and does this seraphic guardian correlate
the manifold agencies and in uences of the In nite Spirit, rang-
ing from the domains of the physical controllers and the adjutant
mind-spirits up to the Holy Spirit of the Divine Minister and to
the Omnipresent Spirit presence of the Paradise ird Source and
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Centre. Having thus uni ed and made more personal these vast
ministries of the In nite Spirit, the seraphim then undertakes to
correlate this integrated in uence of the Conjoint Actor with the
spirit presences of the Father and the Son.

3 e Adjuster is the presence of the Father; the Spirit of Truth,
the presence of the Sons. ese divine endowments are uni ed
and co-ordinated on the lower levels of human spiritual experience
by the ministry of the guardian seraphim. e angelic servers are
gi ed in combining the love of the Father and themercy of the Son
in their ministry to mortal creatures.

4 And herein is revealed the reason why the seraphic guardian
eventually becomes the personal custodian of the mind patterns,
memory formulas, and soul realities of the mortal survivor during
that interval between physical death and morontia resurrection.
None but the ministering children of the In nite Spirit could thus
function in behalf of the human creature during this phase of tran-
sition from one level of the universe to another and higher level.
Even when you engage in your terminal transition slumber, when
you pass from time to eternity, a high supernaphim likewise shares
the transit with you as the custodian of creature identity and the
surety of personal integrity.

5 On the spiritual level, seraphim make personal many other-
wise impersonal and prepersonal ministries of the universe; they
are co-ordinators. On the intellectual level they are the correlators
of mind and morontia; they are interpreters. And on the physical
level they manipulate terrestrial environment through their liaison
with theMaster Physical Controllers and through the co-operative
ministry of the midway creatures.

6 is is a recital of the manifold and intricate function of an at-
tending seraphim; but howdoes such a subordinate angelic person-
ality, created but a little above the universe level of humanity, do
such difficult and complex things? We do not really know, but we
conjecture that this phenomenal ministry is in some undisclosed
manner facilitated by the unrecognized and unrevealed working of
the Supreme Being, the actualizing Deity of the evolving universes
of time and space. roughout the entire realm of progressive sur-
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vival in and through the Supreme Being, seraphim are an essential
part of continuing mortal progression.

4. SERAPHIC DOMAINS OF ACTION
1 e guardian seraphim are not mind, though they do spring

from the same source that also gives origin tomortalmind, theCre-
ative Spirit. Seraphim are mind stimulators; they continually seek
to promote circle-making decisions in human mind. ey do this,
not as does the Adjuster, operating from within and through the
soul, but rather from the outside inward, working through the so-
cial, ethical, and moral environment of human beings. Seraphim
are not the divine Adjuster lure of the Universal Father, but they
do function as the personal agency of the ministry of the In nite
Spirit.

2 Mortal man, subject to Adjuster leading, is also amenable to
seraphic guidance. e Adjuster is the essence of man’s eternal na-
ture; the seraphim is the teacher of man’s evolving nature— in this
life the mortal mind, in the next the morontia soul. On the man-
sionworlds youwill be conscious and aware of seraphic instructors,
but in the rst life men are usually unaware of them.

3 Seraphim function as teachers of men by guiding the footsteps
of the human personality into paths of new and progressive experi-
ences. To accept the guidance of a seraphim rarely means attaining
a life of ease. In following this leading you are sure to encounter,
and if you have the courage, to traverse, the rugged hills of moral
choosing and spiritual progress.

4 e impulse of worship largely originates in the spirit prompt-
ings of the higher mind adjutants, reinforced by the leadings of the
Adjuster. But the urge to pray so o en experienced by God-con-
scious mortals very o en arises as the result of seraphic in uence.

e guarding seraphim is constantly manipulating the mortal en-
vironment for the purpose of augmenting the cosmic insight of the
human ascender to the end that such a survival candidate may ac-
quire enhanced realization of the presence of the indwelling Ad-
juster and thus be enabled to yield increased co-operation with the
spiritual mission of the divine presence.
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5 While there is apparently no communication between the in-
dwelling Adjusters and the encompassing seraphim, they always
seem to work in perfect harmony and exquisite accord. e guard-
ians are most active at those times when the Adjusters are least
active, but their ministry is in some manner strangely correlated.
Such superb co-operation could hardly be either accidental or in-
cidental.

6 eministering personality of the guardian seraphim, theGod
presence of the indwelling Adjuster, the encircuited action of the
Holy Spirit, and the Son-consciousness of the Spirit of Truth are all
divinely correlated into a meaningful unity of spiritual ministry in
and to a mortal personality. ough hailing from different sources
and different levels, these celestial in uences are all integrated in
the enveloping and evolving presence of the Supreme Being.

5. SERAPHIC MINISTRY TO MORTALS
1 Angels do not invade the sanctity of the human mind; they do

notmanipulate thewill ofmortals; neither do they directly contact
with the indwelling Adjusters. e guardian of destiny in uences
you in every possible manner consistent with the dignity of your
personality; under no circumstances do these angels interfere with
the free action of the human will. Neither angels nor any other
order of universe personality have power or authority to curtail or
abridge the prerogatives of human choosing.

2 Angels are so near you and care so feelingly for you that they
guratively “weep because of yourwilful intolerance and stubborn-

ness.” Seraphim do not shed physical tears; they do not have phys-
ical bodies; neither do they possess wings. But they do have spir-
itual emotions, and they do experience feelings and sentiments of
a spiritual nature which are in certain ways comparable to human
emotions.

3 e seraphim act in your behalf quite independent of your di-
rect appeals; they are executing themandates of their superiors, and
thus they function regardless of your passing whims or changing
moods. is does not imply that you may not make their tasks ei-
ther easier or more difficult, but rather that angels are not directly
concerned with your appeals or with your prayers.
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4 In the life of the esh the intelligence of angels is not directly
available to mortal men. ey are not overlords or directors; they
are simply guardians. e seraphim guard you; they do not seek di-
rectly to in uence you; you must chart your own course, but these
angels then act tomake the best possible use of the course you have
chosen. ey do not (ordinarily) arbitrarily intervene in the rou-
tine affairs of human life. But when they receive instructions from
their superiors to perform some unusual exploit, you may rest as-
sured that these guardians will nd some means of carrying out
these mandates. ey do not, therefore, intrude into the picture
of human drama except in emergencies and then usually on the di-
rect orders of their superiors. ey are the beings who are going to
follow you for many an age, and they are thus receiving an intro-
duction to their future work and personality association.

5 ¶ Seraphimare able to function asmaterialministers to human
beings under certain circumstances, but their action in this capac-
ity is very rare. ey are able, with the assistance of the midway
creatures and the physical controllers, to function in a wide range
of activities in behalf of human beings, even tomake actual contact
with mankind, but such occurrences are very unusual. In most in-
stances the circumstances of the material realm proceed unaltered
by seraphic action, although occasions have arisen, involving jeop-
ardy to vital links in the chain of human evolution, in which se-
raphic guardians have acted, and properly, on their own initiative.

6. GUARDIAN ANGELS AFTER DEATH
1 Having told you something of the ministry of seraphim dur-

ing natural life, I will endeavour to inform you about the conduct
of the guardians of destiny at the time of the mortal dissolution of
their human associates. Upon your death, your records, identity
speci cations, and the morontia entity of the human soul — con-
jointly evolved by the ministry of mortal mind and the divine Ad-
juster — are faithfully conserved by the destiny guardian together
with all other values related to your future existence, everything
that constitutes you, the real you, except the identity of continuing
existence represented by the departing Adjuster and the actuality
of personality.
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2 e instant the pilot light in the human mind disappears, the
spirit luminosity which seraphim associate with the presence of the
Adjuster, the attending angel reports in person to the commanding
angels, successively, of the group, company, battalion, unit, legion,
and host; and a er being duly registered for the nal adventure of
time and space, such an angel receives certi cation by the planetary
chief of seraphim for reporting to the Evening Star (or other lieu-
tenant of Gabriel) in command of the seraphic army of this candi-
date for universe ascension. And upon being granted permission
from the commander of this highest organizational unit, such a
guardian of destiny proceeds to the rst mansion world and there
awaits the consciousizing of her former ward in the esh.

3 ¶ In case the human soul fails of survival a er having received
the assignment of a personal angel, the attending seraphim must
proceed to the headquarters of the local universe, there to witness
to the complete records of her complement as previously reported.
Next she goes before the tribunals of the archangels, to be absolved
from blame in the matter of the survival failure of her subject; and
then she goes back to the worlds, again to be assigned to another
mortal of ascending potentiality or to some other division of se-
raphic ministry.

4 ¶ But angels minister to evolutionary creatures in many ways
aside from the services of personal and group guardianship. Per-
sonal guardians whose subjects do not go immediately to the man-
sion worlds do not tarry there in idleness awaiting the dispensa-
tional roll calls of judgment; they are reassigned to numerous min-
istering missions throughout the universe.

5 e guardian seraphim is the custodial trustee of the survival
values of mortal man’s slumbering soul as the absent Adjuster is the
identity of such an immortal universe being. When these two col-
laborate in the resurrection halls of mansonia in conjunction with
the newly fabricatedmorontia form, there occurs the reassembly of
the constituent factors of the personality of the mortal ascender.

6 e Adjuster will identify you; the guardian seraphim will
repersonalize you and then re-present you to the faithful Monitor
of your earth days.
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7 And even so, when a planetary age ends, when those in the
lower circles of mortal achievement are forgathered, it is their
group guardians who reassemble them in the resurrection halls of
the mansion spheres, even as your record tells: “And he shall send
his angels with a great voice and shall gather together his elect from
one end of the realm to another.”

8 ¶ e technique of justice demands that personal or group
guardians shall respond to the dispensational roll call in behalf of
all nonsurviving personalities. e Adjusters of such nonsurvivors
do not return, and when the rolls are called, the seraphim respond,
but the Adjusters make no answer. is constitutes the “resurrec-
tion of the unjust,” in reality the formal recognition of the cessation
of creature existence. is roll call of justice always immediately
follows the roll call of mercy, the resurrection of the sleeping sur-
vivors. But these are matters which are of concern to none but the
supreme and all-knowing Judges of survival values. Such problems
of adjudication do not really concern us.

9 ¶ Group guardians may serve on a planet age a er age and
eventually become custodians of the slumbering souls of thousands
upon thousands of sleeping survivors. ey can so serve on many
different worlds in a given system since the resurrection response
occurs on the mansion worlds.

10 All personal and group guardians in the system of Satania who
went astray in the Lucifer rebellion, notwithstanding that many
sincerely repented of their folly, are to be detained on Jerusem un-
til the nal adjudication of the rebellion. Already have the Univer-
sal Censors arbitrarily taken from these disobedient and unfaithful
guardians all aspects of their soul trusts and lodged these morontia
realities for safekeeping in the custody of volunteer seconaphim.

7. SERAPHIM AND THE ASCENDANT CAREER
1 It is indeed an epoch in the career of an ascending mortal, this

rst awakening on the shores of the mansion world; there, for the
rst time, actually to see your long-loved and ever-present angelic

companions of earth days; there also to become truly conscious of
the identity and presence of the divine Monitor who so long in-
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dwelt your mind on earth. Such an experience constitutes a glori-
ous awakening, a real resurrection.

2 On the morontia spheres the attending seraphim (there are
two of them) are your open companions. ese angels not only
consort with you as you progress through the career of the transi-
tion worlds, in every way possible assisting you in the acquirement
of morontia and spirit status, but they also avail themselves of the
opportunity to advance by study in the extension schools for evo-
lutionary seraphim maintained on the mansion worlds.

3 e human race was created just a little lower than the more
simple types of the angelic orders. erefore will your rst assign-
ment of the morontia life be as assistants to the seraphim in the
immediate work awaiting at the time you attain personality con-
sciousness subsequent to your liberation from the bonds of the
esh.
4 Before leaving the mansion worlds, all mortals will have per-

manent seraphic associates or guardians. And as you ascend the
morontia spheres, eventually it is the seraphic guardians who wit-
ness and certify the decrees of your eternal unionwith the ought
Adjusters. Together they have established your personality identi-
ties as children of the esh from the worlds of time. en, with
your attainment of the mature morontia estate, they accompany
you through Jerusem and the associated worlds of system progress
and culture. A er that they gowith you to Edentia and its 70 sphe-
res of advanced socialization, and subsequently will they pilot you
to the Melchizedeks and follow you through the superb career of
the universe headquarters worlds. And when you have learned the
wisdom and culture of the Melchizedeks, they will take you on to
Salvington, where you will stand face to face with the Sovereign
of all Nebadon. And still will these seraphic guides follow you
through the minor and major sectors of the superuniverse and on
to the receiving worlds of Uversa, remaining with you until you -
nally enseconaphim for the long Havona ight.

5 Some of the destiny guardians of attachment during the mor-
tal career follow the course of the ascending pilgrims through Ha-
vona. e others bid their long-timemortal associates a temporary
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farewell, and then, while these mortals traverse the circles of the
central universe, these guardians of destiny achieve the circles of
Seraphington. And they will be in waiting on the shores of Para-
dise when their mortal associates awaken from the last transit sleep
of time into the new experiences of eternity. Such ascending ser-
aphim subsequently enter upon divergent services in the naliter
corps and in the Seraphic Corps of Completion.

6 Man and angel may or may not be reunited in eternal service,
but wherever seraphic assignmentmay take them, the seraphim are
always in communicationwith their formerwards of the evolution-
ary worlds, the ascendant mortals of time. e intimate associa-
tions and the affectionate attachments of the realms of human ori-
gin are never forgotten nor ever completely severed. In the eternal
agesmen and angels will co-operate in the divine service as they did
in the career of time.

7 ¶ For seraphim, the surest way of achieving the Paradise Dei-
ties is by successfully guiding a soul of evolutionary origin to the
portals of Paradise. erefore is the assignment of guardian of des-
tiny the most highly prized seraphic duty.

8 Only destiny guardians are mustered into the primary or mor-
tal Corps of the Finality, and such pairs have engaged in the
supreme adventure of identity at-oneness; the two beings have
achieved spiritual bi-uni cation on Seraphington prior to their re-
ception into the naliter corps. In this experience the two angelic
natures, so complemental in all universe functions, achieve ulti-
mate spirit two-in-oneness, repercussing in a new capacity for the
reception of, and fusion with, a non-Adjuster fragment of the Par-
adise Father. And so do some of your loving seraphic associates in
time also become your naliter associates in eternity, children of
the Supreme and perfected sons of the Paradise Father.

ahb

9 [Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.]



PAPER №114
SERAPHIC PLANETARY GOVERNMENT

Chief of Seraphim

THEMostHighs rule in the kingdoms ofmen throughmany
celestial forces and agencies but chie y through the min-
istry of seraphim.

2 At noon today the roll call of planetary angels, guardians,
and others on Urantia was 501,234,619 pairs of seraphim. ere
were assigned to my command 200 seraphic hosts — 597,196,800
pairs of seraphim, or 1,194,393,600 individual angels. e reg-
istry, however, shows 1,002,469,238 individuals; it follows there-
fore that 191,924,362 angels were absent from this world on trans-
port, messenger, and death duty. (On Urantia there are about the
same number of cherubim as seraphim, and they are similarly or-
ganized.)

3 Seraphim and their associated cherubimhavemuch to dowith
the details of the superhuman government of a planet, especially of
worlds which have been isolated by rebellion. e angels, ably as-
sisted by themidwayers, functiononUrantia as the actual superma-
terial ministers who execute the mandates of the resident governor
general and all his associates and subordinates. Seraphim as a class
are occupied with many assignments other than those of personal
and group guardianship.

4 Urantia is not without proper and effective supervision from
the system, constellation, and universe rulers. But the planetary
government is unlike that of any other world in the Satania system,
even in all Nebadon. is uniqueness in your plan of supervision
is due to a number of unusual circumstances:

5 1. e life modi cation status of Urantia.
6 2. e exigencies of the Lucifer rebellion.
7 3. e disruptions of the Adamic default.
8 4. e irregularities growing out of the fact that Urantia was

one of the bestowal worlds of the Universe Sovereign. Michael of
Nebadon is the Planetary Prince of Urantia.
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9 5. e special function of the 24 planetary directors.
10 6. e location on the planet of an archangels’ circuit.
11 7. e more recent designation of the onetime incarnated

Machiventa Melchizedek as vicegerent Planetary Prince.

1. THE SOVEREIGNTY OF URANTIA
1 e original sovereignty of Urantia was held in trust by the

sovereign of the Satania system. It was rst delegated by him to
a joint commission of Melchizedeks and Life Carriers, and this
group functioned on Urantia until the arrival of a regularly consti-
tuted Planetary Prince. Subsequent to the downfall of Prince Cali-
gastia, at the time of the Lucifer rebellion, Urantia had no sure and
settled relationship with the local universe and its administrative
divisions until the completion of Michael’s bestowal in the esh,
when he was proclaimed, by the Union of Days, Planetary Prince
of Urantia. Such a proclamation in surety and in principle forever
settled the status of your world, but in practice the Sovereign Cre-
ator Son made no gesture of personal administration of the planet
aside from the establishment of the Jerusem commission of 24 for-
mer Urantians with authority to represent him in the government
of Urantia and all other quarantined planets in the system. One of
this council is now always resident onUrantia as resident governor
general.

2 Vicegerent authority to act forMichael as Planetary Prince has
been recently vested in Machiventa Melchizedek, but this Son of
the local universe has made not the slightest move toward modify-
ing the present planetary regime of the successive administrations
of the resident governors general.

3 ere is little likelihood that any marked change will be made
in the government of Urantia during the present dispensation un-
less the vicegerent Planetary Prince should arrive to assume his tit-
ular responsibilities. It appears to certain of our associates that at
some time in thenear future the planof sending one of the 24 coun-
sellors to Urantia to act as governor general will be superseded by
the formal arrival of Machiventa Melchizedek with the vicegerent
mandate of the sovereignty of Urantia. As acting Planetary Prince
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hewould undoubtedly continue in charge of the planet until the -
nal adjudication of the Lucifer rebellion and probably on into the
distant future of planetary settlement in light and life.

4 Some believe that Machiventa will not come to take personal
direction of Urantian affairs until the end of the current dispen-
sation. Others hold that the vicegerent Prince may not come, as
such, until Michael sometime returns to Urantia as he promised
when still in the esh. Still others, including this narrator, look for
Melchizedek’s appearance any day or hour.

2. THE BOARD OF PLANETARY SUPERVISORS
1 Since the times ofMichael’s bestowal on yourworld the general

management of Urantia has been intrusted to a special group on
Jerusem of 24 onetime Urantians. Quali cation for membership
on this commission is unknown to us, but we have observed that
thosewhohave been thus commissioned have all been contributors
to the enlarging sovereignty of the Supreme in the system of Sata-
nia. By nature they were all real leaders when they functioned on
Urantia, and (excepting Machiventa Melchizedek) these qualities
of leadership have been further augmented by mansion world ex-
perience and supplemented by the training of Jerusem citizenship.
Members are nominated to the 24 by the cabinet of Lanaforge, sec-
onded by the Most Highs of Edentia, approved by the Assigned
Sentinel of Jerusem, and appointed by Gabriel of Salvington in ac-
cordance with the mandate of Michael. e temporary appointees
function just as fully as do the permanent members of this com-
mission of special supervisors.

2 is board of planetary directors is especially concerned with
the supervision of those activities on this world which result from
the fact thatMichael here experienced his terminal bestowal. ey
are kept in close and immediate touch with Michael by the liaison
activities of a certain Brilliant Evening Star, the identical beingwho
attended upon Jesus throughout the mortal bestowal.

3 At the present time one John, known to you as “the Baptist,” is
chairman of this council when it is in session on Jerusem. But the
ex officio head of this council is the Assigned Sentinel of Satania,
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the direct and personal representative of theAssociate Inspector on
Salvington and of the Supreme Executive of Orvonton.

4 e members of this same commission of former Urantians
also act as advisory supervisors of the 36 other rebellion-isolated
worlds of the system; they perform a very valuable service in keep-
ing Lanaforge, the System Sovereign, in close and sympathetic
touch with the affairs of these planets, which still remain more or
less under the overcontrol of the Constellation Fathers of Norla-
tiadek. ese 24 counsellors make frequent trips as individuals to
each of the quarantined planets, especially to Urantia.

5 Each of the other isolatedworlds is advised by similar and vary-
ing sized commissions of its onetime inhabitants, but these other
commissions are subordinate to the Urantian group of 24. While
themembers of the latter commission are thus actively interested in
every phase of human progress on each quarantined world in Sata-
nia, they are especially and particularly concerned with the welfare
and advancement of the mortal races of Urantia, for they immedi-
ately and directly supervise the affairs of none of the planets except
Urantia, and even here their authority is not complete excepting in
certain domains concerned with mortal survival.

6 Noone knows how long these 24Urantia counsellors will con-
tinue in their present status, detached from the regular program of
universe activities. ey will no doubt continue to serve in their
present capacities until some change in planetary status ensues,
such as the end of a dispensation, the assumption of full authority
by Machiventa Melchizedek, the nal adjudication of the Lucifer
rebellion, or the reappearance of Michael on the world of his nal
bestowal. e present resident governor general of Urantia seems
inclined to the opinion that all butMachiventamay be released for
Paradise ascension the moment the system of Satania is restored to
the constellation circuits. But other opinions are also current.

3. THE RESIDENT GOVERNOR GENERAL
1 Every 100 years of Urantia time, the Jerusem corps of 24 plan-

etary supervisors designate one of their number to sojourn on your
world to act as their executive representative, as resident governor
general. During the times of the preparation of these narratives this
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executive officer was changed, the 19 so to serve being succeeded
by the 20. e name of the current planetary supervisor is with-
held from you only because mortal man is so prone to venerate,
even to deify, his extraordinary compatriots and superhuman su-
periors.

2 e resident governor general has no actual personal authority
in the management of world affairs except as the representative of
the 24 Jerusem counsellors. He acts as the co-ordinator of superhu-
man administration and is the respected head and universally rec-
ognized leader of the celestial beings functioning on Urantia. All
orders of angelic hosts regard him as their co-ordinating director,
while the United Midwayers, since the departure of 1-2-3 the rst
to become one of the 24 counsellors, really look upon the succes-
sive governors general as their planetary fathers.

3 Although the governor general does not possess actual and
personal authority on the planet, he hands down scores of rulings
and decisions each day which are accepted as nal by all person-
alities concerned. He is much more of a fatherly adviser than a
technical ruler. In certain ways he functions as would a Planetary
Prince, but his administrationmuchmore closely resembles that of
the Material Sons.

4 ¶ e Urantia government is represented in the councils of Je-
rusem in accordance with an arrangement whereby the returning
governor general sits as a temporary member of the System Sover-
eign’s cabinet of Planetary Princes. It was expected, when Machi-
venta was designated vicegerent Prince, that he would immediately
assume his place in the council of the Planetary Princes of Satania,
but thus far he has made no gesture in this direction.

5 e supermaterial government of Urantia does not maintain
a very close organic relationship with the higher units of the local
universe. In a way, the resident governor general represents Sal-
vington as well as Jerusem since he acts on behalf of the 24 counsel-
lors, who are directly representative of Michael and Gabriel. And
being a Jerusem citizen, the planetary governor can function as a
spokesman for the System Sovereign. e constellation authori-
ties are represented directly by a Vorondadek Son, the Edentia ob-
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server.

4. THE MOST HIGH OBSERVER
1 e sovereignty of Urantia is further complicated by the one-

time arbitrary seizure of planetary authority by the government of
Norlatiadek shortly a er the planetary rebellion. ere is still resi-
dent onUrantia aVorondadek Son, an observer for theMostHighs
of Edentia and, in the absence of direct action by Michael, trus-
tee of planetary sovereignty. e presentMostHigh observer (and
sometime regent) is the 23 thus to serve on Urantia.

2 ere are certain groups of planetary problems which are still
under the control of the Most Highs of Edentia, jurisdiction over
them having been seized at the time of the Lucifer rebellion. Au-
thority in thesematters is exercised by a Vorondadek Son, theNor-
latiadek observer, whomaintains very close advisory relations with
the planetary supervisors. e race commissioners are very active
on Urantia, and their various group chiefs are informally attached
to the resident Vorondadek observer, who acts as their advisory di-
rector.

3 In a crisis the actual and sovereign head of the government, ex-
cepting in certain purely spiritual matters, would be this Voronda-
dek Son of Edentia now on observation duty. (In these exclusively
spiritual problems and in certain purely personal matters, the su-
preme authority seems to be vested in the commanding archangel
attached to the divisional headquarters of that order which was re-
cently established on Urantia.)

4 ¶ A Most High observer is empowered, at his discretion, to
seize the planetary government in times of grave planetary crises,
and it is of record that this has happened 33 times in the history
of Urantia. At such times the Most High observer functions as the
MostHigh regent, exercising unquestioned authority over all min-
isters and administrators resident on the planet excepting only the
divisional organization of the archangels.

5 Vorondadek regencies are not peculiar to rebellion-isolated
planets, for the Most Highs may intervene at any time in the af-
fairs of the inhabited worlds, interposing the superior wisdom of
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the constellation rulers in the affairs of the kingdoms of men.

5. THE PLANETARY GOVERNMENT
1 e actual administration of Urantia is indeed difficult to de-

scribe. ere exists no formal government along the lines of uni-
verse organization, such as separate legislative, executive, and ju-
dicial departments. e 24 counsellors come the nearest to being
the legislative branch of the planetary government. e governor
general is a provisional and advisory chief executive with the veto
power resident in the Most High observer. And there are no abso-
lutely authoritative judicial powers operative on the planet— only
the conciliating commissions.

2 A majority of the problems involving seraphim and midway-
ers are, by mutual consent, decided by the governor general. But
except when voicing the mandates of the 24 counsellors, his rul-
ings are all subject to appeal to conciliating commissions, to local
authorities constituted for planetary function, or even to the Sys-
tem Sovereign of Satania.

3 e absence of the corporeal staff of a Planetary Prince and
the material regime of an Adamic Son and Daughter is partially
compensated by the special ministry of seraphim and by the un-
usual services of the midway creatures. e absence of the Plane-
tary Prince is effectively compensated by the triune presence of the
archangels, the Most High observer, and the governor general.

4 is rather loosely organized and somewhat personally admin-
istered planetary government is more than expectedly effective be-
cause of the timesaving assistance of the archangels and their ever-
ready circuit, which is so frequently utilized in planetary emergen-
cies and administrative difficulties. Technically, the planet is still
spiritually isolated in theNorlatiadek circuits, but in an emergency
this handicap can now be circumvented through utilization of the
archangels’ circuit. Planetary isolation is, of course, of little con-
cern to individual mortals since the pouring out of the Spirit of
Truth upon all esh 1900 years ago.

5 ¶ Each administrative day on Urantia begins with a consul-
tative conference, which is attended by the governor general, the
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planetary chief of archangels, the Most High observer, the super-
vising supernaphim, the chief of resident Life Carriers, and invited
guests from among the high Sons of the universe or from among
certain of the student visitors whomay chance to be sojourning on
the planet.

6 e direct administrative cabinet of the governor general con-
sists of 12 seraphim, the acting chiefs of the 12 groups of special
angels functioning as the immediate superhumandirectors of plan-
etary progress and stability.

6. THE MASTER SERAPHIM OF PLANETARY
SUPERVISION

1 When the rst governor general arrived on Urantia, concur-
rent with the outpouring of the Spirit of Truth, he was accom-
panied by 12 corps of special seraphim, Seraphington graduates,
who were immediately assigned to certain special planetary ser-
vices. ese exalted angels are known as the master seraphim of
planetary supervision and are, aside from the overcontrol of the
planetary Most High observer, under the immediate direction of
the resident governor general.

2 ese 12 groups of angels, while functioning under the general
supervision of the resident governor general, are immediately di-
rected by the seraphic council of 12, the acting chiefs of each group.

is council also serves as the volunteer cabinet of the resident gov-
ernor general.

3 As planetary chief of seraphim, I preside over this council of
seraphic chiefs, and I am a volunteer supernaphim of the primary
order serving onUrantia as the successor of the onetime chief of the
angelic hosts of the planet who defaulted at the time of the Cali-
gastia secession.

4 e 12 corps of the master seraphim of planetary supervision
are functional on Urantia as follows:

5 1. e epochal angels. ese are the angels of the current age,
the dispensational group. ese celestial ministers are intrusted
with the oversight and direction of the affairs of each generation
as they are designed to t into the mosaic of the age in which they
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occur. e present corps of epochal angels serving onUrantia is the
third group assigned to the planet during the current dispensation.

6 2. e progress angels. ese seraphim are intrusted with the
task of initiating the evolutionary progress of the successive social
ages. ey foster the development of the inherent progressive trend
of evolutionary creatures; they labour incessantly to make things
what they ought to be. e group now on duty is the second to be
assigned to the planet.

7 3. e religious guardians. ese are the “angels of the
churches,” the earnest contenders for that which is and has been.

ey endeavour to maintain the ideals of that which has survived
for the sake of the safe transit of moral values from one epoch to
another. ey are the checkmates of the angels of progress, all the
while seeking to translate from one generation to another the im-
perishable values of the old and passing forms into the new and
therefore less stabilized patterns of thought and conduct. ese an-
gels do contend for spiritual forms, but they are not the source of
ultrasectarianism and meaningless controversial divisions of pro-
fessed religionists. e corps now functioning on Urantia is the

h thus to serve.
8 4. e angels of nation life. ese are the “angels of the trum-

pets,” directors of the political performances of Urantia national
life. e group now functioning in the overcontrol of international
relations is the fourth corps to serve on the planet. It is particularly
through theministry of this seraphic division that “theMostHighs
rule in the kingdoms of men.”

9 5. e angels of the races. ose who work for the conserva-
tion of the evolutionary races of time, regardless of their political
entanglements and religious groupings. On Urantia there are rem-
nants of nine human races which have commingled and combined
into the people of modern times. ese seraphim are closely asso-
ciated with the ministry of the race commissioners, and the group
now on Urantia is the original corps assigned to the planet soon
a er the day of Pentecost.

10 6. e angels of the future. ese are the projection angels,
who forecast a future age and plan for the realization of the better
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things of a new and advancing dispensation; they are the architects
of the successive eras. e group now on the planet has thus func-
tioned since the beginning of the current dispensation.

11 7. e angels of enlightenment. Urantia is now receiving the
help of the third corps of seraphim dedicated to the fostering of
planetary education. ese angels are occupied with mental and
moral training as it concerns individuals, families, groups, schools,
communities, nations, and whole races.

12 8. e angels of health. ese are the seraphic ministers as-
signed to the assistance of those mortal agencies dedicated to the
promotion of health and the prevention of disease. e present
corps is the sixth group to serve during this dispensation.

13 9. e home seraphim. Urantia now enjoys the services of the
h group of angelic ministers dedicated to the preservation and

advancement of the home, the basic institution of human civiliza-
tion.

14 10. e angels of industry. is seraphic group is concerned
with fostering industrial development and improving economic
conditions among the Urantia peoples. is corps has been seven
times changed since the bestowal of Michael.

15 11. e angels of diversion. ese are the seraphim who fos-
ter the values of play, humour, and rest. ey ever seek to upli
man’s recreational diversions and thus to promote the more prof-
itable utilization of human leisure. e present corps is the third of
that order to minister on Urantia.

16 12. e angels of superhuman ministry. ese are the angels
of the angels, those seraphim who are assigned to the ministry of
all other superhuman life on the planet, temporary or permanent.

is corps has served since the beginning of the current dispensa-
tion.

17 ¶ When these groups of master seraphim disagree in matters
of planetary policy or procedure, their differences are usually com-
posed by the governor general, but all his rulings are subject to
appeal in accordance with the nature and gravity of the issues in-
volved in the disagreement.
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18 None of these angelic groups exercise direct or arbitrary con-
trol over the domains of their assignment. ey cannot fully con-
trol the affairs of their respective realms of action, but they can
anddo somanipulate planetary conditions and so associate circum-
stances as favourably to in uence the spheres of human activity to
which they are attached.

19 e master seraphim of planetary supervision utilize many
agencies for the prosecution of their missions. ey function as
ideational clearinghouses, mind focalizers, and project promoters.
While unable to inject new and higher conceptions into human
minds, they o en act to intensify some higher ideal which has al-
ready appeared within a human intellect.

20 But aside from thesemanymeans of positive action, themaster
seraphim insure planetary progress against vital jeopardy through
the mobilization, training, and maintenance of the reserve corps
of destiny. e chief function of these reservists is to insure against
breakdown of evolutionary progress; they are the provisions which
the celestial forces have made against surprise; they are the guaran-
tees against disaster.

7. THE RESERVE CORPS OF DESTINY
1 e reserve corps of destiny consists of living men and women

who have been admitted to the special service of the superhuman
administration of world affairs. is corps is made up of the men
and women of each generation who are chosen by the spirit direc-
tors of the realm to assist in the conduct of the ministry of mercy
and wisdom to the children of time on the evolutionary worlds. It
is the general practice in the conduct of the affairs of the ascension
plans to begin this liaison utilization ofmortal will creatures imme-
diately they are competent and trustworthy to assume such respon-
sibilities. Accordingly, as soon as men and women appear on the
stage of temporal action with sufficient mental capacity, adequate
moral status, and requisite spirituality, they are quickly assigned to
the appropriate celestial group of planetary personalities as human
liaisons, mortal assistants.

2 Whenhuman beings are chosen as protectors of planetary des-
tiny, when they become pivotal individuals in the plans which the
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world administrators are prosecuting, at that time the planetary
chief of seraphim con rms their temporal attachment to the se-
raphic corps and appoints personal destiny guardians to serve with
thesemortal reservists. All reservists have self-conscious Adjusters,
and most of them function in the higher cosmic circles of intellec-
tual achievement and spiritual attainment.

3 Mortals of the realm are chosen for service in the reserve corps
of destiny on the inhabited worlds because of:

4 1. Special capacity for being secretly rehearsed for numerous
possible emergency missions in the conduct of various activities of
world affairs.

5 2. Wholehearted dedication to some special social, eco-
nomic, political, spiritual, or other cause, coupled with willingness
to serve without human recognition and rewards.

6 3. e possession of a ought Adjuster of extraordinary
versatility and probable pre-Urantia experience in coping with
planetary difficulties and contending with impending world emer-
gency situations.

7 ¶ Each division of planetary celestial service is entitled to a li-
aison corps of these mortals of destiny standing. e average in-
habited world employs 70 separate corps of destiny, which are inti-
mately connected with the superhuman current conduct of world
affairs. On Urantia there are 12 reserve corps of destiny, one for
each of the planetary groups of seraphic supervision.

8 e 12 groups of Urantia destiny reservists are composed of
mortal inhabitants of the sphere who have been rehearsed for nu-
merous crucial positions on earth and are held in readiness to act
in possible planetary emergencies. is combined corps now con-
sists of 962 persons. e smallest corps numbers 41 and the largest
172. With the exception of less than a score of contact personali-
ties, the members of this unique group are wholly unconscious of
their preparation for possible function in certain planetary crises.

ese mortal reservists are chosen by the corps to which they are
respectively attached and are likewise trained and rehearsed in the
deep mind by the combined technique of ought Adjuster and
seraphic guardian ministry. Many times numerous other celestial
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personalities participate in this unconscious training, and in all this
special preparation themidwayers perform valuable and indispens-
able services.

9 On many worlds the better adapted secondary midway crea-
tures are able to attain varying degrees of contact with the ought
Adjusters of certain favourably constituted mortals through the
skillful penetration of the minds of the latters’ indwelling. (And it
was by just such a fortuitous combination of cosmic adjustments
that these revelations were materialized in the English language
on Urantia.) Such potential contact mortals of the evolutionary
worlds are mobilized in the numerous reserve corps, and it is, to a
certain extent, through these small groups of forward-looking per-
sonalities that spiritual civilization is advanced and theMostHighs
are able to rule in the kingdoms of men. e men and women of
these reserve corps of destiny thus have various degrees of contact
with their Adjusters through the intervening ministry of the mid-
way creatures; but these same mortals are little known to their fel-
lows except in those rare social emergencies and spiritual exigen-
cies wherein these reserve personalities function for the prevention
of the breakdown of evolutionary culture or the extinction of the
light of living truth. On Urantia these reservists of destiny have
seldom been emblazoned on the pages of human history.

10 e reservists unconsciously act as conservators of essential
planetary information. Many times, upon the death of a reservist,
a transfer of certain vital data from the mind of the dying reservist
to a younger successor is made by a liaison of the two ought Ad-
justers. e Adjusters undoubtedly function in many other ways
unknown to us, in connection with these reserve corps.

11 OnUrantia the reserve corps of destiny, though having no per-
manent head, does have its own permanent councils which consti-
tute its governing organization. ese embrace the judiciary coun-
cil, the historicity council, the council on political sovereignty, and
many others. From time to time, in accordance with the corps or-
ganization, titular (mortal) heads of the whole reserve corps have
been commissioned by these permanent councils for speci c func-
tion. e tenure of such reservist chiefs is usually a matter of a few
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hours’ duration, being limited to the accomplishment of some spe-
ci c task at hand.

12 e Urantia reserve corps had its largest membership in the
days of the Adamites and Andites, steadily declining with the di-
lution of the violet blood and reaching its low point around the
time of Pentecost, since which time reserve corps membership has
steadily increased.

13 ¶ ( e cosmic reserve corps of universe-conscious citizens on
Urantia now numbers over 1,000mortals* whose insight of cosmic
citizenship far transcends the sphere of their terrestrial abode, but I
am forbidden to reveal the real nature of the functionof this unique
group of living human beings.)

14 ¶ Urantia mortals should not allow the comparative spiritual
isolation of their world from certain of the local universe circuits
to produce a feeling of cosmic desertion or planetary orphanage.

ere is operative on the planet a very de nite and effective super-
human supervision of world affairs and human destinies.

15 But it is true that you can have, at best, only a meagre idea of
an ideal planetary government. Since the early times of the Plan-
etary Prince, Urantia has suffered from the miscarriage of the di-
vineplanofworld growth and racial development. e loyal inhab-
ited worlds of Satania are not governed as is Urantia. Nevertheless,
compared with the other isolated worlds, your planetary govern-
ments have not been so inferior; only one or two worlds may be
said to be worse, and a few may be slightly better, but the majority
are on a plane of equality with you.

16 No one in the local universe seems to know when the unset-
tled status of the planetary administration will terminate. e Ne-
badon Melchizedeks are inclined to the opinion that little change
will occur in the planetary government and administration until
Michael’s second personal arrival on Urantia. Undoubtedly at this
time, if not before, sweeping changes will be effected in planetary
management. But as to the nature of such modi cations of world
administration, no one seems to be able even to conjecture. ere

7.13. over 1,000 mortals, Just a few paragraphs earlier, this number was said to be 962.
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is no precedent for such an episode in all the history of the inhab-
ited worlds of the universe of Nebadon. Among the many things
difficult to understand concerning the future government ofUran-
tia, a prominent one is the location on the planet of a circuit and
divisional headquarters of the archangels.

17 Your isolated world is not forgotten in the counsels of the uni-
verse. Urantia is not a cosmic orphan stigmatized by sin and shut
away from divine watchcare by rebellion. From Uversa to Salving-
ton and on down to Jerusem, even inHavona and on Paradise, they
all knowwe are here; and youmortals now dwelling onUrantia are
just as lovingly cherished and just as faithfully watched over as if
the sphere had never been betrayed by a faithless Planetary Prince,
even more so. It is eternally true, “the Father himself loves you.”

ahb

18 [Presented by the Chief of Seraphim stationed on Urantia.]



PAPER №115
THE SUPREME BEING

Mighty Messenger

WITH God the Father, sonship is the great relationship.
With God the Supreme, achievement is the prerequi-
site to status — one must do something as well as be

something.

1. RELATIVITY OF CONCEPT FRAMES
1 Partial, incomplete, and evolving intellects would be helpless

in the master universe, would be unable to form the rst rational
thought pattern, were it not for the innate ability of all mind, high
or low, to form a universe ame in which to think. If mind can-
not fathom conclusions, if it cannot penetrate to true origins, then
will such mind unfailingly postulate conclusions and invent ori-
gins that it may have a means of logical thought within the frame
of these mind-created postulates. And while such universe frames
for creature thought are indispensable to rational intellectual oper-
ations, they are, without exception, erroneous to a greater or lesser
degree.

2 Conceptual frames of the universe are only relatively true; they
are serviceable scaffolding which must eventually give way before
the expansions of enlarging cosmic comprehension. e under-
standings of truth, beauty, and goodness, morality, ethics, duty,
love, divinity, origin, existence, purpose, destiny, time, space, even
Deity, are only relatively true. God is much, much more than a
Father, but the Father is man’s highest concept of God; nonethe-
less, the Father-Son portrayal of Creator-creature relationship will
be augmented by those supermortal conceptions of Deity which
will be attained in Orvonton, in Havona, and on Paradise. Man
must think in amortal universe frame, but that does notmean that
he cannot envision other and higher frames within which thought
can take place.

3 In order to facilitate mortal comprehension of the universe
of universes, the diverse levels of cosmic reality have been desig-
nated as nite, absonite, and absolute. Of these only the absolute
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is unquali edly eternal, truly existential. Absonites and nites are
derivatives, modi cations, quali cations, and attenuations of the
original and primordial absolute reality of in nity.

4 e realms of the nite exist by virtue of the eternal purpose of
God. Finite creatures, high and low, may propound theories, and
havedone so, as to thenecessity of the nite in the cosmic economy,
but in the last analysis it exists because God so willed. e universe
cannot be explained, neither can a nite creature offer a rational
reason for his own individual existence without appealing to the
prior acts and pre-existent volition of ancestral beings, Creators or
procreators.

2. THE ABSOLUTE BASIS FOR SUPREMACY
1 From the existential standpoint, nothing new can happen

throughout the galaxies, for the completion of in nity inherent in
the I AM is eternally present in the seven Absolutes, is function-
ally associated in the triunities, and is transmitively associated in
the triodities. But the fact that in nity is thus existentially present
in these absolute associations in no way makes it impossible to re-
alize new cosmic experientials. From a nite creature’s viewpoint,
in nity contains much that is potential, much that is on the order
of a future possibility rather than a present actuality.

2 Value is a unique element in universe reality. We do not com-
prehend how the value of anything in nite and divine could possi-
bly be increased. But we discover that meanings can be modi ed if
not augmented even in the relations of in nite Deity. To the expe-
riential universes even divine values are increased as actualities by
enlarged comprehension of reality meanings.

3 e entire schemeof universal creation and evolution on all ex-
periencing levels is apparently a matter of the conversion of poten-
tialities into actualities; and this transmutation has to do equally
with the realms of space potency, mind potency, and spirit po-
tency.

4 e apparent method whereby the possibilities of the cosmos
are brought into actual existence varies from level to level, being
experiential evolution in the nite and experiential eventuation in
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the absonite. Existential in nity is indeed unquali ed in all-inclu-
siveness, and this very all-inclusiveness must, perforce, encompass
even the possibility for evolutionary nite experiencing. And the
possibility for such experiential growth becomes a universe actual-
ity through triodity relationships impinging upon and in the Su-
preme.

3. ORIGINAL, ACTUAL, AND POTENTIAL
1 e absolute cosmos is conceptually without limit; to de ne

the extent and nature of this primal reality is to place quali cations
upon in nity and to attenuate the pure concept of eternity. e
idea of the in nite-eternal, the eternal-in nite, is unquali ed in ex-
tent and absolute in fact. ere is no language in the past, present,
or future ofUrantia adequate to express the reality of in nity or the
in nity of reality. Man, a nite creature in an in nite cosmos, must
content himself with distorted re ections and attenuated concep-
tions of that limitless, boundless, never-beginning, never-ending
existence the comprehension of which is really beyond his ability.

2 Mind cannever hope to grasp the concept of anAbsolutewith-
out attempting rst to break the unity of such a reality. Mind is
unifying of all divergencies, but in the very absence of such diver-
gencies, mind nds no basis upon which to attempt to formulate
understanding concepts.

3 e primordial stasis of in nity requires segmentation prior
to human attempts at comprehension. ere is a unity in in nity
which has been expressed in these papers as the I AM — the pre-
mier postulate of the creature mind. But never can a creature un-
derstand how it is that this unity becomes duality, triunity, and di-
versity while yet remaining an unquali ed unity. Man encounters
a similar problem when he pauses to contemplate the undivided
Deity of Trinity alongside the plural personalization of God.

4 It is only man’s distance from in nity that causes this concept
to be expressed as one word. While in nity is on the one hand
UNITY, on the other it is DIVERSITY without end or limit. In-
nity, as it is observed by nite intelligences, is themaximumpara-

dox of creature philosophy and nite metaphysics. ough man’s
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spiritual nature reaches up in the worship experience to the Fa-
ther who is in nite, man’s intellectual comprehension capacity is
exhausted by the maximum conception of the Supreme Being. Be-
yond the Supreme, concepts are increasingly names; less and less
are they true designations of reality; more and more do they be-
come the creature’s projection of nite understanding toward the
super nite.

5 ¶ One basic conception of the absolute level involves a postu-
late of three phases:

6 1. e Original. e unquali ed concept of the First Source
and Centre, that source manifestation of the I AM from which all
reality takes origin.

7 2. e Actual. e union of the three Absolutes of actuality,
the Second, ird, and Paradise Sources andCentres. is triodity
of the Eternal Son, the In nite Spirit, and the Paradise Isle consti-
tutes the actual revelation of the originality of the First Source and
Centre.

8 3. e Potential. e union of the three Absolutes of poten-
tiality, the Deity, Unquali ed, and Universal Absolutes. is tri-
odity of existential potentiality constitutes the potential revelation
of the originality of the First Source and Centre.

9 ¶ e interassociation of the Original, the Actual, and the Po-
tential yields the tensions within in nity which result in the possi-
bility for all universe growth; and growth is the nature of the Sev-
enfold, the Supreme, and the Ultimate.

10 In the association of theDeity,Universal, andUnquali edAb-
solutes, potentiality is absolute while actuality is emergent; in the
association of the Second, ird, and Paradise Sources and Cen-
tres, actuality is absolutewhile potentiality is emergent; in the orig-
inality of the First Source andCentre, we cannot say that either ac-
tuality or potentiality is either existent or emergent — the Father
is.

11 From the time viewpoint, the Actual is that which was and is;
the Potential is that which is becoming and will be; the Original is
thatwhich is. Fromthe eternity viewpoint, the differences between
the Original, the Actual, and the Potential are not thus apparent.
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ese triune qualities are not so distinguished on Paradise-eternity
levels. In eternity all is— only has all not yet been revealed in time
and space.

12 From a creature’s viewpoint, actuality is substance, potential-
ity is capacity. Actuality exists centremost and expands therefrom
into peripheral in nity; potentiality comes inward from the in n-
ity periphery and converges at the centre of all things. Originality
is that which rst causes and then balances the dual motions of the
cycle of reality metamorphosis from potentials to actuals and the
potentializing of existing actuals.

13 e three Absolutes of potentiality are operative on the purely
eternal level of the cosmos, hence never function as such on sub-
absolute levels. On the descending levels of reality the triodity of
potentiality is manifest with the Ultimate and upon the Supreme.

e potential may fail to time-actualize with respect to a part on
some subabsolute level, but never in the aggregate. e will of God
does ultimately prevail, not always concerning the individual but
invariably concerning the total.

14 It is in the triodity of actuality that the existents of the cos-
mos have their centre; be it spirit, mind, or energy, all centre in this
association of the Son, the Spirit, and Paradise. e personality
of the spirit Son is the master pattern for all personality through-
out all universes. e substance of the Paradise Isle is the master
pattern of which Havona is a perfect, and the superuniverses are a
perfecting, revelation. e Conjoint Actor is at one and the same
time the mind activation of cosmic energy, the conceptualization
of spirit purpose, and the integration of the mathematical causes
and effects of the material levels with the volitional purposes and
motives of the spiritual level. In and to a nite universe the Son,
Spirit, and Paradise function in and upon theUltimate as he is con-
ditioned and quali ed in the Supreme.

15 Actuality (of Deity) is what man seeks in the Paradise ascent.
Potentiality (of human divinity) is whatman evolves in that search.

e Original is what makes possible the coexistence and integra-
tion of man the actual, man the potential, and man the eternal.

16 ¶ e nal dynamics of the cosmos have to dowith the contin-
ual transfer of reality frompotentiality to actuality. In theory, there
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may be an end to this metamorphosis, but in fact, such is impossi-
ble since the Potential and the Actual are both encircuited in the
Original (the I AM), and this identi cation makes it forever im-
possible to place a limit on the developmental progression of the
universe. Whatsoever is identi ed with the I AM can never nd
an end to progression since the actuality of the potentials of the I
AM is absolute, and the potentiality of the actuals of the I AM is
also absolute. Always will actuals be opening up new avenues of
the realization of hitherto impossible potentials — every human
decision not only actualizes a new reality in human experience but
also opens up a new capacity for human growth. e man lives in
every child, and the morontia progressor is resident in the mature
God-knowing man.

17 Statics in growth can never appear in the total cosmos since
the basis for growth — the absolute actuals — is unquali ed, and
since the possibilities for growth — the absolute potentials — are
unlimited. From a practical viewpoint the philosophers of the uni-
verse have come to the conclusion that there is no such thing as an
end.

18 From a circumscribed view there are, indeed, many ends, many
terminations of activities, but from a larger viewpoint on a higher
universe level, there are no endings, merely transitions from one
phase of development to another. emajor chronicity of themas-
ter universe is concerned with the several universe ages, the Ha-
vona, the superuniverse, and theouter universe ages. But even these
basic divisions of sequence relationships cannot be more than rel-
ative landmarks on the unending highway of eternity.

19 e nal penetration of the truth, beauty, and goodness of
the Supreme Being could only open up to the progressing creature
those absonite qualities of ultimate divinity which lie beyond the
concept levels of truth, beauty, and goodness.

4. SOURCES OF SUPREME REALITY
1 Any consideration of the origins of God the Supreme must be-

gin with the Paradise Trinity, for the Trinity is original Deity while
the Supreme is derived Deity. Any consideration of the growth of
the Supreme must give consideration to the existential triodities,
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for they encompass all absolute actuality and all in nite potential-
ity (in conjunction with the First Source and Centre). And the
evolutionary Supreme is the culminating and personally volitional
focus of the transmutation — the transformation — of potentials
to actuals in and on the nite level of existence. e two triodities,
actual and potential, encompass the totality of the interrelation-
ships of growth in the universes.

2 e source of the Supreme is in the Paradise Trinity— eternal,
actual, and undivided Deity. e Supreme is rst of all a spirit per-
son, and this spirit person stems from theTrinity. But the Supreme
is secondly a Deity of growth — evolutionary growth — and this
growth derives from the two triodities, actual and potential.

3 If it is difficult to comprehend that the in nite triodities can
function on the nite level, pause to consider that their very in-
nity must in itself contain the potentiality of the nite; in nity

encompasses all things ranging from the lowest and most quali ed
nite existence to the highest and unquali edly absolute realities.
4 It is not so difficult to comprehend that the in nite does con-

tain the nite as it is to understand just how this in nite actually is
manifest to the nite. But the ought Adjusters indwelling mor-
tal man are one of the eternal proofs that even the absoluteGod (as
absolute) can and does actually make direct contact with even the
lowest and least of all universe will creatures.

5 e triodities which collectively encompass the actual and the
potential are manifest on the nite level in conjunction with the
SupremeBeing. e technique of suchmanifestation is both direct
and indirect: direct in so far as triodity relations repercuss directly
in the Supreme and indirect in so far as they are derived through
the eventuated level of the absonite.

6 Supreme reality, which is total nite reality, is in process of
dynamic growth between the unquali ed potentials of outer space
and the unquali ed actuals at the centre of all things. e nite
domain thus factualizes through the co-operation of the absonite
agencies of Paradise and the SupremeCreator Personalities of time.

e act of maturing the quali ed possibilities of the three great po-
tential Absolutes is the absonite function of the Architects of the
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Master Universe and their transcendental associates. And when
these eventualities have attained to a certain point of maturation,
the SupremeCreator Personalities emerge from Paradise to engage
in the agelong task of bringing the evolving universes into factual
being.

7 e growth of Supremacy derives from the triodities; the spirit
person of the Supreme, from the Trinity; but the power prerog-
atives of the Almighty are predicated on the divinity successes of
God the Sevenfold, while the conjoining of the power prerogatives
of the Almighty Supreme with the spirit person of God the Su-
preme takes place by virtue of the ministry of the Conjoint Actor,
who bestowed themind of the Supreme as the conjoining factor in
this evolutionary Deity.

5. RELATION OF THE SUPREME TO THE
PARADISE TRINITY

1 e Supreme Being is absolutely dependent on the existence
and action of the Paradise Trinity for the reality of his personal and
spirit nature. While the growth of the Supreme is a matter of tri-
odity relationship, the spirit personality of God the Supreme is de-
pendent upon, and is derived from, theParadiseTrinity, which ever
remains as the absolute centre-source of perfect and in nite stabil-
ity aroundwhich the evolutionary growth of the Supreme progres-
sively unfolds.

2 e function of the Trinity is related to the function of the
Supreme, for theTrinity is functional on all (total) levels, including
the level of the function of Supremacy. But as the age of Havona
gives way to the age of the superuniverses, so does the discernible
action of the Trinity as immediate creator give way to the creative
acts of the children of the Paradise Deities.

6. RELATION OF THE SUPREME TO THE
TRIODITIES

1 e triodity of actuality continues to function directly in the
post-Havona epochs; Paradise gravity grasps the basic units of ma-
terial existence, the spirit gravity of the Eternal Son operates di-
rectly upon the fundamental values of spirit existence, and the
mind gravity of the Conjoint Actor unerringly clutches all vital
meanings of intellectual existence.
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2 But as each stage of creative activity proceeds out through un-
charted space, it functions and exists farther and farther removed
from direct action by the creative forces and divine personalities
of central emplacement — the absolute Isle of Paradise and the in-
nite Deities resident thereon. ese successive levels of cosmic

existence become, therefore, increasingly dependent upon devel-
opments within the three Absolute potentialities of in nity.

3 e Supreme Being embraces possibilities for cosmic ministry
that are not apparently manifested in the Eternal Son, the In nite
Spirit, or the nonpersonal realities of the Isle of Paradise. is state-
ment is made with due regard for the absoluteness of these three
basic actualities, but the growth of the Supreme is not only predi-
cated on these actualities of Deity and Paradise but is also involved
in developments within theDeity, Universal, andUnquali ed Ab-
solutes.

4 ¶ e Supreme not only grows as theCreators and creatures of
the evolving universes attain to Godlikeness, but this nite Deity
also experiences growth as a result of the creature andCreatormas-
tery of the nite possibilities of the grand universe. e motion of
the Supreme is twofold: intensively toward Paradise andDeity and
extensively toward the limitlessness of the Absolutes of potential.

5 In the present universe age this dual motion is revealed in the
descending and ascending personalities of the grand universe. e
SupremeCreator Personalities and all their divine associates are re-
ective of the outward, divergingmotion of the Supreme, while the

ascending pilgrims from the seven superuniverses are indicative of
the inward, converging trend of Supremacy.

6 Always is the nite Deity seeking for dual correlation, inward
toward Paradise and theDeities thereof and outward toward in n-
ity and theAbsolutes therein. emighty eruption of theParadise-
creative divinity personalizing in the Creator Sons and powerizing
in the power controllers, signi es the vast outsurge of Supremacy
into the domains of potentiality, while the endless procession of
the ascending creatures of the grand universe witnesses the mighty
insurge of Supremacy toward unity with Paradise Deity.

7 Human beings have learned that the motion of the invisible
may sometimes be discerned by observing its effects on the visible;
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and we in the universes have long since learned to detect themove-
ments and trends of Supremacy by observing the repercussions of
such evolutions in the personalities and patterns of the grand uni-
verse.

8 ough we are not sure, we believe that, as a nite re ection
of Paradise Deity, the Supreme is engaged in an eternal progres-
sion into outer space; but as a quali cation of the three Absolute
potentials of outer space, this Supreme Being is forever seeking for
Paradise coherence. And these dual motions seem to account for
most of the basic activities in the presently organized universes.

7. THE NATURE OF THE SUPREME
1 In theDeity of the Supreme the Father-IAMhas achieved rela-

tively complete liberation from the limitations inherent in in nity
of status, eternity of being, and absoluteness of nature. But God
the Supreme has been freed from all existential limitations only
by having become subject to experiential quali cations of universal
function. In attaining capacity for experience, the nite God also
becomes subject to the necessity therefor; in achieving liberation
from eternity, the Almighty encounters the barriers of time; and
the Supreme could only know growth and development as a con-
sequence of partiality of existence and incompleteness of nature,
nonabsoluteness of being.

2 All thismust be according to the Father’s plan, which has pred-
icated nite progress upon effort, creature achievement upon per-
severance, and personality development upon faith. By thus or-
daining the experience-evolution of the Supreme, the Father has
made it possible for nite creatures to exist in the universes and,
by experiential progression, sometime to attain the divinity of Su-
premacy.

3 ¶ Including the Supreme and even the Ultimate, all reality, ex-
cepting the unquali ed values of the seven Absolutes, is relative.

e fact of Supremacy is predicated on Paradise power, Son per-
sonality, and Conjoint action, but the growth of the Supreme is
involved in the Deity Absolute, the Unquali ed Absolute, and the
Universal Absolute. And this synthesizing and unifying Deity —
God the Supreme— is the personi cation of the nite shadow cast
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athwart the grand universe by the in nite unity of the unsearchable
nature of the Paradise Father, the First Source and Centre.

4 To the extent that the triodities are directly operative on the
nite level, they impinge upon the Supreme, who is the Deity fo-

calization and cosmic summation of the nite quali cations of the
natures of the Absolute Actual and the Absolute Potential.

5 ¶ e Paradise Trinity is considered to be the absolute in-
evitability; the Seven Master Spirits are apparently Trinity in-
evitabilities; the power-mind-spirit-personality actualization of
the Supreme must be the evolutionary inevitability.

6 God the Supreme does not appear to have been inevitable in
unquali ed in nity, but he seems to be on all relativity levels. He is
the indispensable focalizer, summarizer, and encompasser of evo-
lutionary experience, effectively unifying the results of this mode
of reality perception in his Deity nature. And all this he appears to
do for the purpose of contributing to the appearance of the inevita-
ble eventuation, the superexperience and super nite manifestation
of God the Ultimate.

7 e Supreme Being cannot be fully appreciated without tak-
ing into consideration source, function, and destiny: relationship
to the originating Trinity, the universe of activity, and the Trinity
Ultimate of immediate destiny.

8 By the process of summating evolutionary experience the Su-
preme connects the nite with the absonite, even as the mind of
theConjointActor integrates thedivine spirituality of thepersonal
Sonwith the immutable energies of the Paradise pattern, and as the
presence of the Universal Absolute uni es Deity activation with
the Unquali ed reactivity. And this unity must be a revelation of
the undetected working of the original unity of the First Father-
Cause and Source-Pattern of all things and all beings.

ahb

9 [Sponsored by aMightyMessenger temporarily sojourning on
Urantia.]
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THE ALMIGHTY SUPREME

Mighty Messenger

IFMANrecognized that hisCreators—his immediate supervi-
sors—while being divine were also nite, and that theGod of
time and space was an evolving and nonabsolute Deity, then

would the inconsistencies of temporal inequalities cease to be pro-
found religious paradoxes. No longerwould religious faith be pros-
tituted to the promotion of social smugness in the fortunate while
serving only to encourage stoical resignation in the unfortunate
victims of social deprivation.

2 When viewing the exquisitely perfect spheres of Havona, it is
both reasonable and logical to believe they were made by a per-
fect, in nite, and absolute Creator. But that same reason and logic
would compel any honest being, when viewing the turmoil, imper-
fections, and inequities ofUrantia, to conclude that yourworldhad
been made by, and was being managed by, Creators who were sub-
absolute, prein nite, and other than perfect.

3 ¶ Experiential growth implies creature-Creator partnership—
God andman in association. Growth is the earmark of experiential
Deity: Havona did not grow; Havona is and always has been; it is
existential like the everlasting Gods who are its source. But growth
characterizes the grand universe.

4 e Almighty Supreme is a living and evolvingDeity of power
and personality. His present domain, the grand universe, is also a
growing realm of power and personality. His destiny is perfection,
but his present experience encompasses the elements of growth and
incomplete status.

5 ¶ e Supreme Being functions primarily in the central uni-
verse as a spirit personality; secondarily in the grand universe as
God the Almighty, a personality of power. e tertiary function
of the Supreme in the master universe is now latent, existing only
as an unknown mind potential. No one knows just what this third
developmentof the SupremeBeingwill disclose. Somebelieve that,
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when the superuniverses are settled in light and life, the Supreme
will become functional from Uversa as the almighty and experi-
ential sovereign of the grand universe while expanding in power
as the superalmighty of the outer universes. Others speculate that
the third stage of Supremacy will involve the third level of Deity
manifestation. But none of us really know.

1. THE SUPREME MIND
1 e experience of every evolving creature personality is a phase

of the experience of the Almighty Supreme. e intelligent subju-
gation of every physical segment of the superuniverses is a part of
the growing control of the Almighty Supreme. e creative syn-
thesis of power and personality is a part of the creative urge of the
Supreme Mind and is the very essence of the evolutionary growth
of unity in the Supreme Being.

2 e union of the power and personality attributes of Suprem-
acy is the function of SupremeMind; and the completed evolution
of the Almighty Supreme will result in one uni ed and personal
Deity — not in any loosely co-ordinated association of divine at-
tributes. From the broader perspective, there will be no Almighty
apart from the Supreme, no Supreme apart from the Almighty.

3 roughout the evolutionary ages the physical power poten-
tial of the Supreme is vested in the SevenSupremePowerDirectors,
and themind potential reposes in the SevenMaster Spirits. e In-
nite Mind is the function of the In nite Spirit; the cosmic mind,

the ministry of the Seven Master Spirits; the Supreme Mind is in
process of actualizing in the co-ordination of the grand universe
and in functional association with the revelation and attainment
of God the Sevenfold.

4 ¶ e time-space mind, the cosmic mind, is differently func-
tioning in the seven superuniverses, but it is co-ordinated by some
unknown associative technique in the Supreme Being. e Al-
mighty overcontrol of the grand universe is not exclusively physi-
cal and spiritual. In the seven superuniverses it is primarilymaterial
and spiritual, but there are also present phenomena of the Supreme
which are both intellectual and spiritual.
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5 We really know less about the mind of Supremacy than about
any other aspect of this evolving Deity. It is unquestionably active
throughout the grand universe and is believed to have a potential
destiny of master universe function which is of vast extent. But
this we do know: Whereas physiquemay attain completed growth,
and whereas spirit may achieve perfection of development, mind
never ceases to progress— it is the experiential technique of endless
progress. e Supreme is an experiential Deity and therefore never
achieves completion of mind attainment.

2. THE ALMIGHTY AND GOD THE SEVENFOLD
1 e appearance of the universe power presence of the Al-

mighty is concomitant with the appearance on the stage of cosmic
action of the high creators and controllers of the evolutionary su-
peruniverses.

2 God the Supreme derives his spirit and personality attributes
from the Paradise Trinity, but he is power-actualizing in the do-
ings of the Creator Sons, the Ancients of Days, and the Master
Spirits, whose collective acts are the source of his growing power
as almighty sovereign to and in the seven superuniverses.

3 ¶ Unquali edParadiseDeity is incomprehensible to the evolv-
ing creatures of time and space. Eternity and in nity connote a
level of deity reality which time-space creatures cannot compre-
hend. In nity of deity and absoluteness of sovereignty are inher-
ent in the Paradise Trinity, and the Trinity is a reality which lies
somewhat beyond the understanding of mortal man. Time-space
creatures must have origins, relativities, and destinies in order to
grasp universe relationships and to understand the meaning val-
ues of divinity. erefore does Paradise Deity attenuate and oth-
erwise qualify the extra-Paradise personalizations of divinity, thus
bringing into existence the Supreme Creators and their associates,
who ever carry the light of life farther and farther from its Paradise
source until it nds its most distant and beautiful expression in the
earth lives of the bestowal Sons on the evolutionary worlds.

4 And this is the origin of God the Sevenfold, whose successive
levels are encountered by mortal man in the following order:

5 1. e Creator Sons (and Creative Spirits).
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6 2. e Ancients of Days.
7 3. e Seven Master Spirits.
8 4. e Supreme Being.
9 5. e Conjoint Actor.
10 6. e Eternal Son.
11 7. e Universal Father.
12 ¶ e rst three levels are the Supreme Creators; the last three

levels are the Paradise Deities. e Supreme ever intervenes as the
experiential spirit personalization of the ParadiseTrinity and as the
experiential focus of the evolutionary almighty power of the cre-
ator children of the Paradise Deities. e Supreme Being is the
maximum revelation of Deity to the seven superuniverses and for
the present universe age.

13 By the technique of mortal logic it might be inferred that the
experiential reuni cation of the collective acts of the rst three lev-
els of God the Sevenfold would equivalate to the level of Paradise
Deity, but such is not the case. Paradise Deity is existential Deity.

e Supreme Creators, in their divine unity of power and person-
ality, are constitutive and expressive of a new power potential of
experiential Deity. And this power potential of experiential origin
nds inevitable and inescapable union with the experiential Deity

of Trinity origin — the Supreme Being.
14 God the Supreme is not the Paradise Trinity, neither is he any

one or all of those superuniverse Creators whose functional activ-
ities actually synthesize his evolving almighty power. God the Su-
preme, while of origin in the Trinity, becomes manifest to evolu-
tionary creatures as a personality of power only through the co-or-
dinated functions of the rst three levels ofGod the Sevenfold. e
Almighty Supreme is now factualizing in time and space through
the activities of the Supreme Creator Personalities, even as in eter-
nity the Conjoint Actor ashed into being by the will of the Uni-
versal Father and the Eternal Son. ese beings of the rst three
levels of God the Sevenfold are the very nature and source of the
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power of the Almighty Supreme; therefore must they ever accom-
pany and sustain his administrative acts.

3. THE ALMIGHTY AND PARADISE DEITY
1 e Paradise Deities not only act directly in their gravity

circuits throughout the grand universe, but they also function
through their various agencies and other manifestations, such as:

2 1. e mind focalizations of the ird Source and Centre. e
nite domains of energy and spirit are literally held together by the

mind presences of the Conjoint Actor. is is true from the Cre-
ative Spirit in a local universe through the Re ective Spirits of a su-
peruniverse to the Master Spirits in the grand universe. e mind
circuits emanating from these varied intelligence focuses represent
the cosmic arena of creature choice. Mind is the exible reality
which creatures and Creators can so readily manipulate; it is the
vital link connecting matter and spirit. e mind bestowal of the

ird Source and Centre uni es the spirit person of God the Su-
preme with the experiential power of the evolutionary Almighty.

3 2. e personality revelations of the Second Source andCentre.
e mind presences of the Conjoint Actor unify the spirit of di-

vinity with the pattern of energy. e bestowal incarnations of the
Eternal Son and his Paradise Sons unify, actually fuse, the divine
nature of a Creator with the evolving nature of a creature. e Su-
preme is both creature and creator; the possibility of his being such
is revealed in the bestowal actions of the Eternal Son and his co-or-
dinate and subordinate Sons. e bestowal orders of sonship, the
Michaels and the Avonals, actually augment their divine natures
with bona de creature natures which have become theirs by the
living of the actual creature life on the evolutionary worlds. When
divinity becomes like humanity, inherent in this relationship is the
possibility that humanity can become divine.

4 3. e indwelling presences of the First Source and Centre.
Minduni es spirit causationswith energy reactions; bestowalmin-
istry uni es divinity descensions with creature ascensions; and the
indwelling fragments of the Universal Father actually unify the
evolving creatureswithGodonParadise. ere aremany suchpres-
ences of the Fatherwhich indwell numerous orders of personalities,
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and in mortal man these divine fragments of God are the ought
Adjusters. e Mystery Monitors are to human beings what the
Paradise Trinity is to the Supreme Being. e Adjusters are ab-
solute foundations, and upon absolute foundations freewill choice
can cause to be evolved the divine reality of an eternaliter nature, -
naliter nature in the case ofman,Deity nature inGod the Supreme.

5 ¶ e creature bestowals of the Paradise orders of sonship en-
able these divine Sons to enrich their personalities by the acquisi-
tion of the actual nature of universe creatures, while such bestowals
unfailingly reveal to the creatures themselves the Paradise path of
divinity attainment. e Adjuster bestowals of the Universal Fa-
ther enable him to draw the personalities of the volitional will crea-
tures to himself. And throughout all these relationships in the -
nite universes the Conjoint Actor is the ever-present source of the
mind ministry by virtue of which these activities take place.

6 In these and many other ways do the Paradise Deities partici-
pate in the evolutions of time as they unfold on the circling planets
of space, and as they culminate in the emergence of the Supreme
personality consequence of all evolution.

4. THE ALMIGHTY AND THE SUPREME CREATORS
1 e unity of the Supreme Whole is dependent on the progres-

sive uni cation of the nite parts; the actualization of the Supreme
is resultant from, and productive of, these very uni cations of the
factors of supremacy — the creators, creatures, intelligences, and
energies of the universes.

2 ¶ During those ages in which the sovereignty of Supremacy is
undergoing its time development, the almighty power of the Su-
preme is dependent on the divinity acts of God the Sevenfold,
while there seems tobe aparticularly close relationshipbetween the
Supreme Being and the Conjoint Actor together with his primary
personalities, the Seven Master Spirits. e In nite Spirit as the
Conjoint Actor functions in many ways which compensate the in-
completion of evolutionary Deity and sustains very close relations
to the Supreme. is closeness of relationship is shared in measure
by all of the Master Spirits but especially by Master Spirit Number
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Seven, who speaks for the Supreme. isMaster Spirit knows— is
in personal contact with — the Supreme.

3 Early in theprojectionof the superuniverse schemeof creation,
the Master Spirits joined with the ancestral Trinity in the cocre-
ation of the 49 Re ective Spirits, and concomitantly the Supreme
Being functioned creatively as the culminator of the conjoined acts
of the Paradise Trinity and the creative children of Paradise Deity.
Majeston appeared and ever since has focalized the cosmic pres-
ence of the Supreme Mind, while the Master Spirits continue as
source-centres for the far- ung ministry of the cosmic mind.

4 But theMaster Spirits continue in supervisionof theRe ective
Spirits. e Seventh Master Spirit is (in his overall supervision of
Orvonton from the central universe) in personal contact with (and
has overcontrol of ) the seven Re ective Spirits located on Uversa.
In his inter- and intrasuperuniverse controls and administrations
he is in re ective contact with the Re ective Spirits of his own type
located on each superuniverse capital.

5 ese Master Spirits are not only the supporters and aug-
menters of the sovereignty of Supremacy, but they are in turn af-
fected by the creative purposes of the Supreme. Ordinarily, the
collective creations of the Master Spirits are of the quasi-material
order (power directors, etc.), while their individual creations are of
the spiritual order (supernaphim, etc.). But when the Master Spir-
its collectively produced the SevenCircuit Spirits in response to the
will and purpose of the Supreme Being, it is to be noted that the
offspring of this creative act are spiritual, not material or quasi-ma-
terial.

6 ¶ And as it is with the Master Spirits of the superuniverses, so
is it with the triune rulers of these supercreations — the Ancients
of Days. ese personi cations of Trinity justice-judgment in time
and space are the eld fulcrums for the mobilizing almighty power
of the Supreme, serving as the sevenfold focal points for the evo-
lution of trinitarian sovereignty in the domains of time and space.
From their vantage point midway between Paradise and the evolv-
ing worlds, these Trinity-origin sovereigns see both ways, know
both ways, and co-ordinate both ways.
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7 ¶ But the local universes are the real laboratories in which are
worked out themind experiments, galactic adventures, divinity un-
foldings, and personality progressions which, when cosmically to-
talled, constitute the actual foundation upon which the Supreme
is achieving deity evolution in and by experience.

8 In the local universes even the Creators evolve: e presence
of the Conjoint Actor evolves from a living power focus to the sta-
tus of the divine personality of a Universe Mother Spirit; the Cre-
ator Son evolves from the nature of existential Paradise divinity to
the experiential nature of supreme sovereignty. e local universes
are the starting points of true evolution, the spawning grounds of
bona de imperfect personalities endowedwith the freewill choice
of becoming cocreators of themselves as they are to be.

9 eMagisterial Sons in their bestowals upon the evolutionary
worlds eventually acquire natures expressive of Paradise divinity in
experiential uni cation with the highest spiritual values of mate-
rial human nature. And through these and other bestowals theMi-
chael Creators likewise acquire the natures and cosmic viewpoints
of their actual local universe children. Such Master Creator Sons
approximate the completion of subsupreme experience; and when
their local universe sovereignty is enlarged to embrace the associ-
ated Creative Spirits, it may be said to approximate the limits of
supremacy within the present potentials of the evolutionary grand
universe.

10 When the bestowal Sons reveal newways forman to ndGod,
they are not creating these paths of divinity attainment; rather are
they illuminating the everlasting highways of progression which
lead through the presence of the Supreme to the person of the Par-
adise Father.

11 e local universe is the starting place for those personalities
who are farthest from God, and who can therefore experience the
greatest degree of spiritual ascent in the universe, can achieve the
maximum of experiential participation in the cocreation of them-
selves. ese same local universes likewise provide the greatest
possible depth of experience for the descending personalities, who
thereby achieve something which is to them just as meaningful as
the Paradise ascent is to an evolving creature.
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12 ¶ Mortal man appears to be necessary to the full function of
God the Sevenfold as this divinity grouping culminates in the ac-
tualizing Supreme. ere aremany other orders of universe person-
alities who are equally necessary to the evolution of the almighty
power of the Supreme, but this portrayal is presented for the edi-
cation of human beings, hence is largely limited to those factors

operating in the evolution of God the Sevenfold which are related
to mortal man.

5. THE ALMIGHTY AND THE SEVENFOLD
CONTROLLERS

1 You have been instructed in the relationship ofGod the Seven-
fold to the Supreme Being, and you should now recognize that the
Sevenfold encompasses the controllers as well as the creators of the
grand universe. ese sevenfold controllers of the grand universe
embrace the following:

2 1. e Master Physical Controllers.
3 2. e Supreme Power Centres.
4 3. e Supreme Power Directors.
5 4. e Almighty Supreme.
6 5. e God of Action — the In nite Spirit.
7 6. e Isle of Paradise.
8 7. e Source of Paradise — the Universal Father.
9 ese seven groups are functionally inseparable from God the

Sevenfold and constitute the physical-control level of this Deity
association.

10 ¶ e bifurcation of energy and spirit (stemming from the
conjoint presence of theEternal Son and theParadise Isle)was sym-
bolized in the superuniverse sense when the Seven Master Spir-
its unitedly engaged in their rst act of collective creation. is
episode witnessed the appearance of the Seven Supreme PowerDi-
rectors. Concomitant therewith the spiritual circuits of theMaster
Spirits contrastively differentiated from the physical activities of
power director supervision, and immediately did the cosmic mind
appear as a new factor co-ordinating matter and spirit.

11 e Almighty Supreme is evolving as the overcontroller of the
physical power of the grand universe. In the present universe age
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this potential of physical power appears to be centred in the Seven
SupremePowerDirectors, who operate through the xed locations
of the power centres and through themobile presences of the phys-
ical controllers.

12 ¶ e time universes are not perfect; that is their destiny. e
struggle for perfection pertains not only to the intellectual and the
spiritual levels but also to the physical level of energy andmass. e
settlement of the seven superuniverses in light and life presupposes
their attainment of physical stability. And it is conjectured that the
nal attainment of material equilibriumwill signify the completed

evolution of the physical control of the Almighty.
13 In the early days of universe building even the Paradise Cre-

ators are primarily concerned with material equilibrium. e pat-
tern of a local universe takes shape not only as a result of the ac-
tivities of the power centres but also because of the space presence
of the Creative Spirit. And throughout these early epochs of lo-
cal universe building the Creator Son exhibits a little-understood
attribute of material control, and he does not leave his capital pla-
net until the gross equilibrium of the local universe has been estab-
lished.

14 ¶ In the nal analysis, all energy responds to mind, and the
physical controllers are the childrenof themindGod,who is the ac-
tivator of Paradise pattern. e intelligence of the power directors
is unremittingly devoted to the task of bringing aboutmaterial con-
trol. eir struggle for physical dominance over the relationships
of energy and the motions of mass never ceases until they achieve
nite victory over the energies and masses which constitute their

perpetual domains of activity.
15 e spirit struggles of time and space have to do with the evo-

lution of spirit dominance over matter by the mediation of (per-
sonal)mind; the physical (nonpersonal) evolution of the universes
has to dowith bringing cosmic energy into harmonywith the equi-
librium concepts of mind subject to the overcontrol of spirit. e
total evolution of the entire grand universe is a matter of the per-
sonality uni cation of the energy-controllingmindwith the spirit-
co-ordinated intellect andwill be revealed in the full appearance of
the almighty power of the Supreme.
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16 e difficulty in arriving at a state of dynamic equilibrium is
inherent in the fact of the growing cosmos. e established cir-
cuits of physical creation are being continually jeopardized by the
appearance of new energy and new mass. A growing universe is an
unsettled universe; hence no part of the cosmic whole can nd real
stability until the fullness of time witnesses the material comple-
tion of the seven superuniverses.

17 In the settled universes of light and life there are nounexpected
physical events of major importance. Relatively complete control
over the material creation has been achieved; still the problems of
the relationship of the settled universes to the evolving universes
continue to challenge the skill of the Universe Power Directors.
But these problems will gradually vanish with the diminution of
new creative activity as the grand universe approaches culmination
of evolutionary expression.

6. SPIRIT DOMINANCE
1 In the evolutionary superuniverses energy-matter is dominant

except in personality, where spirit through the mediation of mind
is struggling for the mastery. e goal of the evolutionary univer-
ses is the subjugation of energy-matter by mind, the co-ordination
of mind with spirit, and all of this by virtue of the creative and uni-
fying presence of personality. us, in relation to personality, do
physical systems become subordinate; mind systems, co-ordinate;
and spirit systems, directive.

2 is union of power and personality is expressive on deity lev-
els in and as the Supreme. But the actual evolution of spirit dom-
inance is a growth which is predicated on the freewill acts of the
Creators and creatures of the grand universe.

3 ¶ On absolute levels, energy and spirit are one. But the mo-
ment departure is made from such absolute levels, difference ap-
pears, and as energy and spirit move spaceward from Paradise, the
gulf between themwidens until in the local universes they have be-
comequite divergent. ey are no longer identical, neither are they
alike, and mind must intervene to interrelate them.

4 ¶ at energy can be directionized by the action of controller
personalities discloses the responsiveness of energy tomind action.
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at mass can be stabilized through the action of these same con-
trolling entities indicates the responsiveness of mass to the order-
producing presence ofmind. And that spirit itself in volitional per-
sonality can strive through mind for the mastery of energy-matter
discloses the potential unity of all nite creation.

5 ere is an interdependence of all forces and personalities
throughout the universe of universes. Creator Sons and Creative
Spirits depend on the co-operative function of the power centres
and physical controllers in the organization of universes; the Su-
preme Power Directors are incomplete without the overcontrol of
theMaster Spirits. In a humanbeing themechanismof physical life
is responsive, in part, to the dictates of (personal) mind. is very
mindmay, in turn, become dominated by the leadings of purposive
spirit, and the result of such evolutionary development is the pro-
duction of a new child of the Supreme, a new personal uni cation
of the several kinds of cosmic reality.

6 And as it is with the parts, so it is with thewhole; the spirit per-
son of Supremacy requires the evolutionary power of theAlmighty
to achieve completion of Deity and to attain destiny of Trinity as-
sociation. e effort is made by the personalities of time and space,
but the culmination and consummation of this effort is the act of
the Almighty Supreme. And while the growth of the whole is thus
a totalizing of the collective growth of the parts, it equally follows
that the evolution of the parts is a segmented re ection of the pur-
posive growth of the whole.

7 On Paradise, monota and spirit are as one — indistinguish-
able except by name. In Havona, matter and spirit, while distin-
guishably different, are at the same time innately harmonious. In
the seven superuniverses, however, there is great divergence; there
is a wide gulf between cosmic energy and divine spirit; therefore
is there a greater experiential potential for mind action in harmo-
nizing and eventually unifying physical pattern with spiritual pur-
poses. In the time-evolving universes of space there is greater di-
vinity attenuation, more difficult problems to be solved, and larger
opportunity to acquire experience in their solution. And this en-
tire superuniverse situation brings into being a larger arena of evo-
lutionary existence in which the possibility of cosmic experience is
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made available alike to creature and Creator — even to Supreme
Deity.

8 e dominance of spirit, which is existential on absolute lev-
els, becomes an evolutionary experience on nite levels and in the
seven superuniverses. And this experience is shared alike by all,
from mortal man to the Supreme Being. All strive, personally
strive, in the achievement; all participate, personally participate, in
the destiny.

7. THE LIVING ORGANISM OF THE GRAND
UNIVERSE

1 e grand universe is not only a material creation of physical
grandeur, spirit sublimity, and intellectual magnitude, it is also a
magni cent and responsive living organism. ere is actual life
pulsating throughout the mechanism of the vast creation of the vi-
brant cosmos. e physical reality of the universes is symbolic of
the perceivable reality of the Almighty Supreme; and this material
and living organism is penetrated by intelligence circuits, even as
the humanbody is traversed by a network of neural sensationpaths.

is physical universe is permeated by energy lanes which effec-
tively activate material creation, even as the human body is nour-
ished and energized by the circulatory distribution of the assimil-
able energy products of nourishment. e vast universe is notwith-
out those co-ordinating centres of magni cent overcontrol which
might be compared to the delicate chemical-control system of the
human mechanism. But if you only knew something about the
physique of a power centre, we could, by analogy, tell you so much
more about the physical universe.

2 Much as mortals look to solar energy for life maintenance, so
does the grand universe depend upon the unfailing energies ema-
nating from nether Paradise to sustain the material activities and
cosmic motions of space.

3 Mind has been given to mortals wherewith they may become
self-conscious of identity and personality; and mind — even a Su-
preme Mind — has been bestowed upon the totality of the nite
whereby the spirit of this emerging personality of the cosmos ever
strives for the mastery of energy-matter.
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4 Mortal man is responsive to spirit guidance, even as the grand
universe responds to the far- ung spirit-gravity grasp of the Eternal
Son, the universal supermaterial cohesion of the eternal spiritual
values of all the creations of the nite cosmos of time and space.

5 Human beings are capable of making an everlasting self-iden-
ti cation with total and indestructible universe reality — fusion
with the indwelling ought Adjuster. Likewise does the Supreme
everlastingly dependon the absolute stability ofOriginalDeity, the
Paradise Trinity.

6 Man’s urge for Paradise perfection, his striving for God-attain-
ment, creates a genuine divinity tension in the living cosmos which
can only be resolved by the evolution of an immortal soul; this is
what happens in the experience of a single mortal creature. But
when all creatures and all Creators in the grand universe likewise
strive for God-attainment and divine perfection, there is built up
a profound cosmic tension which can only nd resolution in the
sublime synthesis of almighty power with the spirit person of the
evolving God of all creatures, the Supreme Being.

ahb
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PAPER №117
GOD THE SUPREME

Mighty Messenger

TO THE extent that we do the will of God in whatever uni-
verse station we may have our existence, in that measure
the almighty potential of the Supreme becomes one step

more actual. e will of God is the purpose of the First Source
and Centre as it is potentialized in the three Absolutes, personal-
ized in theEternal Son, conjoined for universe action in the In nite
Spirit, and eternalized in the everlasting patterns of Paradise. And
God the Supreme is becoming the highest nite manifestation of
the total will of God.

2 If all grand universers should ever relatively achieve the full
living of the will of God, then would the time-space creations be
settled in light and life, and then would the Almighty, the deity
potential of Supremacy, become factual in the emergence of the
divine personality of God the Supreme.

3 When an evolving mind becomes attuned to the circuits of
cosmic mind, when an evolving universe becomes stabilized a er
the pattern of the central universe, when an advancing spirit con-
tacts the united ministry of the Master Spirits, when an ascending
mortal personality nally attunes to the divine leading of the in-
dwelling Adjuster, then has the actuality of the Supreme become
real by one more degree in the universes; then has the divinity of
Supremacy advanced one more step toward cosmic realization.

4 e parts and individuals of the grand universe evolve as a re-
ection of the total evolution of the Supreme, while in turn the

Supreme is the synthetic cumulative total of all grand universe evo-
lution. From the mortal viewpoint both are evolutionary and ex-
periential reciprocals.

1. NATURE OF THE SUPREME BEING
1 e Supreme is the beauty of physical harmony, the truth of

intellectual meaning, and the goodness of spiritual value. He is the
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sweetness of true success and the joy of everlasting achievement.
He is the oversoul of the grand universe, the consciousness of the
nite cosmos, the completion of nite reality, and the personi ca-

tion ofCreator-creature experience. roughout all future eternity
God the Supreme will voice the reality of volitional experience in
the trinity relationships of Deity.

2 ¶ In the persons of the Supreme Creators the Gods have de-
scended from Paradise to the domains of time and space, there to
create and to evolve creatures with Paradise-attainment capacity
who can ascend thereto in quest of the Father. is universe pro-
cession of descendingGod-revealingCreators and ascendingGod-
seeking creatures is revelatory of the Deity evolution of the Su-
preme, in whom both descenders and ascenders achieve mutuality
of understanding, the discovery of eternal and universal brother-
hood. e Supreme Being thus becomes the nite synthesis of the
experience of the perfect-Creator cause and the perfecting-creature
response.

3 e grand universe contains the possibility of, and ever seeks
for, complete uni cation, and this grows out of the fact that this
cosmic existence is a consequence of the creative acts and the power
mandates of the Paradise Trinity, which is unquali ed unity. is
very trinitarian unity is expressed in the nite cosmos in the Su-
preme, whose reality becomes increasingly apparent as the univer-
ses attain to the maximum level of Trinity identi cation.

4 ¶ e will of the Creator and the will of the creature are quali-
tatively different, but they are also experientially akin, for creature
andCreator can collaborate in the achievement of universe perfec-
tion. Man can work in liaison with God and thereby cocreate an
eternal naliter. God can work even as humanity in the incarna-
tions of his Sons, who thereby achieve the supremacy of creature
experience.

5 In the Supreme Being, Creator and creature are united in one
Deity whose will is expressive of one divine personality. And this
will of the Supreme is something more than the will of either crea-
ture or Creator, even as the sovereign will of the Master Son of
Nebadon is now something more than a combination of the will
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of divinity and humanity. e union of Paradise perfection and
time-space experience yields a new meaning value on deity levels
of reality.

6 e evolving divine nature of the Supreme is becoming a faith-
ful portrayal of the matchless experience of all creatures and of all
Creators in the grand universe. In the Supreme, creatorship and
creaturehood are at one; they are forever united by that experience
which was born of the vicissitudes attendant upon the solution of
the manifold problems which beset all nite creation as it pursues
the eternal path in quest of perfection and liberation from the fet-
ters of incompleteness.

7 ¶ Truth, beauty, and goodness are correlated in the ministry
of the Spirit, the grandeur of Paradise, the mercy of the Son, and
the experience of the Supreme. God the Supreme is truth, beauty,
and goodness, for these concepts of divinity represent nite maxi-
mums of ideational experience. e eternal sources of these triune
qualities of divinity are on super nite levels, but a creature could
only conceive of such sources as supertruth, superbeauty, and su-
pergoodness.

8 Michael, a creator, revealed the divine love of the Creator Fa-
ther for his terrestrial children. And having discovered and re-
ceived this divine affection, men can aspire to reveal this love to
their brethren in the esh. Such creature affection is a true re ec-
tion of the love of the Supreme.

9 e Supreme is symmetrically inclusive. e First Source and
Centre is potential in the three great Absolutes, is actual in Par-
adise, in the Son, and in the Spirit; but the Supreme is both ac-
tual and potential, a being of personal supremacy and of almighty
power, responsive alike to creature effort andCreator purpose; self-
acting upon the universe and self-reactive to the sum total of the
universe; and at one and the same time the supreme creator and
the supreme creature. e Deity of Supremacy is thus expressive of
the sum total of the entire nite.

2. THE SOURCE OF EVOLUTIONARY GROWTH
1 e Supreme is God-in-time; his is the secret of creature

growth in time; his also is the conquest of the incomplete pre-
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sent and the consummation of the perfecting future. And the -
nal fruits of all nite growth are: power controlled through mind
by spirit by virtue of the unifying and creative presence of personal-
ity. e culminating consequence of all this growth is the Supreme
Being.

2 To mortal man, existence is equivalent to growth. And so in-
deed it would seem to be, even in the larger universe sense, for
spirit-led existence does seem to result in experiential growth —
augmentation of status. We have long held, however, that the pre-
sent growth which characterizes creature existence in the present
universe age is a function of the Supreme. We equally hold that this
kind of growth is peculiar to the age of the growth of the Supreme,
and that it will terminate with the completion of the growth of the
Supreme.

3 ¶ Consider the status of the creature-trinitized sons: ey are
born and live in the present universe age; they have personalities,
together withmind and spirit endowments. ey have experiences
and the memory thereof, but they do not grow as do ascenders. It
is our belief and understanding that these creature-trinitized sons,
while they are in the present universe age, are really of the next
universe age — the age which will follow the completion of the
growth of the Supreme. Hence they are not in the Supreme as of
his present status of incompleteness and consequent growth. us
they are nonparticipating in the experiential growth of the present
universe age, being held in reserve for the next universe age.

4 My own order, the Mighty Messengers, being Trinity em-
braced, are nonparticipating in the growth of the present universe
age. In a sense we are in status as of the preceding universe age as
in fact are the Stationary Sons of the Trinity. One thing is certain:
Our status is xed by theTrinity embrace, and experience no longer
eventuates in growth.

5 is is not true of the naliters nor of any other of the evo-
lutionary and experiential orders which are participants in the
growth process of the Supreme. Youmortals now living onUrantia
who may aspire to Paradise attainment and naliter status should
understand that such a destiny is only realizable because you are
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in and of the Supreme, hence are participants in the cycle of the
growth of the Supreme.

6 ¶ ere will come an end sometime to the growth of the Su-
preme; his status will achieve completion (in the energy-spirit
sense). is termination of the evolution of the Supreme will also
witness the ending of creature evolution as a part of Supremacy.
What kind of growthmay characterize the universes of outer space,
we do not know. But we are very sure that it will be something
very different from anything that has been seen in the present age
of the evolution of the seven superuniverses. It will undoubtedly
be the function of the evolutionary citizens of the grand universe
to compensate the outer-spacers for this deprivation of the growth
of Supremacy.

7 As existent upon the consummation of the present universe
age, the SupremeBeingwill function as an experiential sovereign in
the grand universe. Outer-spacers — citizens of the next universe
age — will have a postsuperuniverse growth potential, a capacity
for evolutionary attainment presupposing the sovereignty of the
Almighty Supreme, hence excluding creature participation in the
power-personality synthesis of the present universe age.

8 us may the incompleteness of the Supreme be regarded as
a virtue since it makes possible the evolutionary growth of the
creature-creation of the present universes. Emptiness does have its
virtue, for it may become experientially lled.

9 ¶ One of the most intriguing questions in nite philosophy is
this: Does the Supreme Being actualize in response to the evolu-
tion of the grand universe, or does this nite cosmos progressively
evolve in response to the gradual actualization of the Supreme? Or
is it possible that they are mutually interdependent for their devel-
opment? that they are evolutionary reciprocals, each initiating the
growth of the other? Of this we are certain: Creatures and uni-
verses, high and low, are evolving within the Supreme, and as they
evolve, there is appearing the uni ed summation of the entire -
nite activity of this universe age. And this is the appearance of the
Supreme Being, to all personalities the evolution of the almighty
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power of God the Supreme.

3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SUPREME TO
UNIVERSE CREATURES

1 e cosmic reality variously designated as the Supreme Being,
God the Supreme, and the Almighty Supreme, is the complex and
universal synthesis of the emerging phases of all nite realities. e
far- ung diversi cation of eternal energy, divine spirit, and univer-
salmind attains nite culmination in the evolution of the Supreme,
who is the sum total of all nite growth, self-realized on deity levels
of nite maximum completion.

2 e Supreme is the divine channel through which ows the
creative in nity of the triodities that crystallizes into the galac-
tic panorama of space, against which takes place the magni cent
personality drama of time: the spirit conquest of energy-matter
through the mediation of mind.

3 ¶ Said Jesus: “I am the living way,” and so he is the living way
from the material level of self-consciousness to the spiritual level
of God-consciousness. And even as he is this living way of ascen-
sion from the self to God, so is the Supreme the living way from
nite consciousness to transcendence of consciousness, even to the

insight of absonity.
4 Your Creator Son can actually be such a living channel from

humanity to divinity since he has personally experienced the full-
ness of the traversal of this universe path of progression, from the
true humanity of Joshua ben Joseph, the Son of Man, to the Para-
dise divinity of Michael of Nebadon, the Son of the in nite God.
Similarly can the Supreme Being function as the universe approach
to the transcendence of nite limitations, for he is the actual em-
bodiment and personal epitome of all creature evolution, progres-
sion, and spiritualization. Even the grand universe experiences of
the descending personalities from Paradise are that part of his ex-
periencewhich is complemental to his summation of the ascending
experiences of the pilgrims of time.

5 ¶ Mortal man is more than guratively made in the image of
God. From a physical standpoint this statement is hardly true, but
with reference to certain universe potentialities it is an actual fact.
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In the human race, something of the same drama of evolutionary
attainment is being unfolded as takes place, on a vastly larger scale,
in the universe of universes. Man, a volitional personality, becomes
creative in liaison with an Adjuster, an impersonal entity, in the
presence of the nite potentialities of the Supreme, and the result
is the owering of an immortal soul. In the universes the Creator
personalities of time and space function in liaison with the imper-
sonal spirit of the Paradise Trinity and become thereby creative of
a new power potential of Deity reality.

6 Mortal man, being a creature, is not exactly like the Supreme
Being, who is deity, but man’s evolution does in some ways resem-
ble the growth of the Supreme. Man consciously grows from the
material toward the spiritual by the strength, power, and persis-
tency of his own decisions; he also grows as his ought Adjuster
develops new techniques for reaching down from the spiritual to
the morontial soul levels; and once the soul comes into being, it
begins to grow in and of itself.

7 is is somewhat like the way in which the Supreme Being ex-
pands. His sovereignty grows in and out of the acts and achieve-
ments of the Supreme Creator Personalities; that is the evolution
of the majesty of his power as the ruler of the grand universe. His
deity nature is likewise dependent on the pre-existent unity of the
ParadiseTrinity. But there is still another aspect to the evolution of
God the Supreme: He is not only Creator-evolved and Trinity-de-
rived; he is also self-evolved and self-derived. God the Supreme is
himself a volitional, creative participant in his own deity actualiza-
tion. e human morontial soul is likewise a volitional, cocreative
partner in its own immortalization.

8 ¶ e Father collaborates with the Conjoint Actor inmanipu-
lating the energies of Paradise and in rendering these responsive to
the Supreme. e Father collaborates with the Eternal Son in the
production of Creator personalities whose acts will sometime cul-
minate in the sovereignty of the Supreme. e Father collaborates
with both Son and Spirit in the creation of Trinity personalities
to function as rulers of the grand universe until such time as the
completed evolution of the Supreme quali es him to assume that
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sovereignty. e Father co-operates with his Deity and non-De-
ity co-ordinates in these and many other ways in the furtherance
of the evolution of Supremacy, but he also functions alone in these
matters. And his solitary function is probably best revealed in the
ministry of the ought Adjusters and their associated entities.

9 Deity is unity, existential in the Trinity, experiential in the Su-
preme, and, in mortals, creature-realized in Adjuster fusion. e
presence of the ought Adjusters in mortal man reveals the es-
sential unity of the universe, for man, the lowest possible type of
universe personality, contains within himself an actual fragment of
the highest and eternal reality, even the original Father of all per-
sonalities.

10 e Supreme Being evolves by virtue of his liaison with the
Paradise Trinity and in consequence of the divinity successes of the
creator and administrator children of that Trinity. Man’s immortal
soul evolves its own eternal destiny by association with the divine
presence of the Paradise Father and in accordance with the person-
ality decisions of the human mind. What the Trinity is to God the
Supreme, the Adjuster is to evolving man.

11 ¶ During the present universe age the Supreme Being is appar-
ently unable to function directly as a creator except in those in-
stances where the nite possibilities of action have been exhausted
by the creative agencies of time and space. us far in universe his-
tory this has transpired but once; when the possibilities of nite ac-
tion in the matter of universe re ectivity had been exhausted, then
did the Supreme function as the creative culminator of all ante-
cedent creator actions. And we believe he will again function as
a culminator in future ages whenever antecedent creatorship has
completed an appropriate cycle of creative activity.

12 e Supreme Being did not create man, but man was literally
created out of, his very life was derived from, the potentiality of
the Supreme. Nor does he evolve man; yet is the Supreme himself
the very essence of evolution. From the nite standpoint, we ac-
tually live, move, and have our being within the immanence of the
Supreme.

13 e Supreme apparently cannot initiate original causation but
appears to be the catalyser of all universe growth and is seemingly
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destined to provide totality culmination as regards the destiny of
all experiential-evolutionary beings. e Father originates the con-
cept of a nite cosmos; theCreator Sons factualize this idea in time
and space with the consent and co-operation of the Creative Spir-
its; the Supreme culminates the total nite and establishes its rela-
tionship with the destiny of the absonite.

4. THE FINITE GOD
1 As we view the ceaseless struggles of the creature creation for

perfection of status and divinity of being, we cannot but believe
that these unending efforts bespeak the unceasing struggle of the
Supreme for divine self-realization. God the Supreme is the nite
Deity, and hemust cope with the problems of the nite in the total
sense of thatword. Our struggleswith the vicissitudes of time in the
evolutions of space are re ections of his efforts to achieve reality
of self and completion of sovereignty within the sphere of action
which his evolving nature is expanding to the outermost limits of
possibility.

2 roughout the grand universe the Supreme struggles for ex-
pression. His divine evolution is in measure predicated on the wis-
dom-action of every personality in existence. When a human be-
ing chooses eternal survival, he is cocreating destiny; and in the life
of this ascending mortal the nite God nds an increased measure
of personality self-realization and an enlargement of experiential
sovereignty. But if a creature rejects the eternal career, that part of
the Supremewhich was dependent on this creature’s choice experi-
ences inescapable delay, a deprivation which must be compensated
by substitutional or collateral experience; as for the personality of
the nonsurvivor, it is absorbed into the oversoul of creation, be-
coming a part of the Deity of the Supreme.

3 God is so trusting, so loving, that he gives a portion of his di-
vine nature into the hands of even human beings for safekeeping
and self-realization. e Father nature, theAdjuster presence, is in-
destructible regardless of the choice of the mortal being. e child
of the Supreme, the evolving self, can be destroyed notwithstand-
ing that the potentially unifying personality of such a misguided
self will persist as a factor of the Deity of Supremacy.
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4 e human personality can truly destroy individuality of crea-
turehood, and though all that was worth while in the life of such
a cosmic suicide will persist, these qualities will not persist as an in-
dividual creature. e Supreme will again nd expression in the
creatures of the universes but never again as that particular person;
the unique personality of a nonascender returns to the Supreme as
a drop of water returns to the sea.

5 Any isolated action of the personal parts of the nite is com-
paratively irrelevant to the eventual appearance of the Supreme
Whole, but the whole is nonetheless dependent on the total acts
of the manifold parts. e personality of the individual mortal is
insigni cant in the face of the total of Supremacy, but the personal-
ity of each human being represents an irreplaceable meaning-value
in the nite; personality, having once been expressed, never again
nds identical expression except in the continuing existence of that

living personality.
6 And so, as we strive for self-expression, the Supreme is striving

in us, andwith us, for deity expression. Aswe nd theFather, so has
the Supreme again found the Paradise Creator of all things. As we
master the problems of self-realization, so is the God of experience
achieving almighty supremacy in the universes of time and space.

7 ¶ Mankind does not ascend effortlessly in the universe, neither
does the Supreme evolvewithout purposeful and intelligent action.
Creatures do not attain perfection by mere passivity, nor can the
spirit of Supremacy factualize the power of the Almighty without
unceasing service ministry to the nite creation.

8 e temporal relation ofman to the Supreme is the foundation
for cosmic morality, the universal sensitivity to, and acceptance of,
duty. is is a morality which transcends the temporal sense of rel-
ative right and wrong; it is a morality directly predicated on the
self-conscious creature’s appreciation of experiential obligation to
experiential Deity. Mortal man and all other nite creatures are
created out of the living potential of energy, mind, and spirit ex-
istent in the Supreme. It is upon the Supreme that the Adjuster-
mortal ascender draws for the creation of the immortal and divine
character of a naliter. It is out of the very reality of the Supreme
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that the Adjuster, with the consent of the human will, weaves the
patterns of the eternal nature of an ascending son of God.

9 e evolution of Adjuster progress in the spiritualizing and
eternalizing of a human personality is directly productive of an en-
largement of the sovereignty of the Supreme. Such achievements
in human evolution are at the same time achievements in the evo-
lutionary actualization of the Supreme. While it is true that crea-
tures could not evolve without the Supreme, it is probably also true
that the evolution of the Supreme can never be fully attained in-
dependent of the completed evolution of all creatures. Herein lies
the great cosmic responsibility of self-conscious personalities: at
Supreme Deity is in a certain sense dependent on the choosing of
the mortal will. And the mutual progression of creature evolution
and of Supreme evolution is faithfully and fully indicated to the
Ancients of Days over the inscrutable mechanisms of universe re-
ectivity.
10 e great challenge that has been given to mortal man is this:

Will you decide to personalize the experiencible value meanings
of the cosmos into your own evolving sel ood? or by rejecting
survival, will you allow these secrets of Supremacy to lie dormant,
awaiting the action of another creature at some other timewhowill
in his way attempt a creature contribution to the evolution of the
nite God? But that will be his contribution to the Supreme, not

yours.
11 ¶ e great struggle of this universe age is between the poten-

tial and the actual—the seeking for actualizationby all that is as yet
unexpressed. If mortal man proceeds upon the Paradise adventure,
he is following the motions of time, which ow as currents within
the stream of eternity; if mortal man rejects the eternal career, he
is moving counter to the stream of events in the nite universes.

e mechanical creation moves on inexorably in accordance with
the unfolding purpose of the Paradise Father, but the volitional cre-
ation has the choice of accepting or of rejecting the role of person-
ality participation in the adventure of eternity. Mortal man cannot
destroy the supreme values of human existence, but he can very def-
initely prevent the evolution of these values in his own personal ex-
perience. To the extent that the human self thus refuses to take part
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in the Paradise ascent, to just that extent is the Supreme delayed in
achieving divinity expression in the grand universe.

12 Into thekeepingofmortalmanhas been givennot only theAd-
juster presence of the Paradise Father but also control over the des-
tiny of an in nitesimal fraction of the future of the Supreme. For
as man attains human destiny, so does the Supreme achieve destiny
on deity levels.

13 And so the decision awaits each of you as it once awaited each
of us: Will you fail the God of time, who is so dependent upon the
decisions of the nite mind? will you fail the Supreme personal-
ity of the universes by the slothfulness of animalistic retrogression?
will you fail the great brother of all creatures, who is so dependent
on each creature? can you allow yourself to pass into the realm of
the unrealized when before you lies the enchanting vista of the uni-
verse career — the divine discovery of the Paradise Father and the
divine participation in the search for, and the evolution of, theGod
of Supremacy?

14 ¶ God’s gi s—his bestowal of reality— are not divorcements
fromhimself; he does not alienate creation fromhimself, but hehas
set up tensions in the creations circling Paradise. God rst loves
man and confers upon him the potential of immortality — eter-
nal reality. And as man loves God, so does man become eternal in
actuality. And here is mystery: e more closely man approaches
God through love, the greater the reality — actuality — of that
man. e more man withdraws from God, the more nearly he ap-
proaches nonreality — cessation of existence. When man conse-
crates his will to the doing of the Father’s will, whenman givesGod
all that he has, then does God make that man more than he is.

5. THE OVERSOUL OF CREATION
1 e great Supreme is the cosmic oversoul of the granduniverse.

In him the qualities and quantities of the cosmos do nd their de-
ity re ection; his deity nature is the mosaic composite of the to-
tal vastness of all creature-Creator nature throughout the evolving
universes. And the Supreme is also an actualizingDeity embodying
a creative will which embraces an evolving universe purpose.
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2 e intellectual, potentially personal selves of the nite emerge
from the ird Source and Centre and achieve nite time-space
Deity synthesis in the Supreme. When the creature submits to the
will of the Creator, he does not submerge or surrender his person-
ality; the individual personality participants in the actualization of
the nite God do not lose their volitional sel ood by so function-
ing. Rather are such personalities progressively augmented by par-
ticipation in this great Deity adventure; by such union with divin-
ity man exalts, enriches, spiritualizes, and uni es his evolving self
to the very threshold of supremacy.

3 ¶ e evolving immortal soul of man, the joint creation of the
material mind and the Adjuster, ascends as such to Paradise and
subsequently, when mustered into the Corps of the Finality, be-
comes allied in some new way with the spirit-gravity circuit of the
Eternal Son by a technique of experience known as naliter tran-
scendation. Such naliters thus become acceptable candidates for
experiential recognition as personalities of God the Supreme. And
when these mortal intellects in the unrevealed future assignments
of the Corps of the Finality attain the seventh stage of spirit ex-
istence, such dual minds will become triune. ese two attuned
minds, the human and the divine, will become glori ed in union
with the experiential mind of the then actualized Supreme Being.

4 In the eternal future, God the Supreme will be actualized —
creatively expressed and spiritually portrayed—in the spiritualized
mind, the immortal soul, of ascendant man, even as the Universal
Father was so revealed in the earth life of Jesus.

5 ¶ Man does not unite with the Supreme and submerge his per-
sonal identity, but the universe repercussions of the experience of
all men do thus form a part of the divine experiencing of the Su-
preme. “ e act is ours, the consequences God’s.”

6 e progressing personality leaves a trail of actualized reality
as it passes through the ascending levels of the universes. Be they
mind, spirit, or energy, the growing creations of time and space are
modi ed by the progression of personality through their domains.
When man acts, the Supreme reacts, and this transaction consti-
tutes the fact of progression.
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7 e great circuits of energy, mind, and spirit are never the per-
manent possessions of ascending personality; these ministries re-
main forever a part of Supremacy. In the mortal experience the
human intellect resides in the rhythmic pulsations of the adjutant
mind-spirits and effects its decisions within the arena produced by
encircuitment within this ministry. Upon mortal death the hu-
man self is everlastingly divorced from the adjutant circuit. While
these adjutants never seem to transmit experience from one per-
sonality to another, they can and do transmit the impersonal reper-
cussions of decision-action throughGod the Sevenfold toGod the
Supreme. (At least this is true of the adjutants of worship and wis-
dom.)

8 And so it is with the spiritual circuits: Man utilizes these in his
ascent through the universes, but he never possesses them as a part
of his eternal personality. But these circuits of spiritual ministry,
whether Spirit of Truth, Holy Spirit, or superuniverse spirit pres-
ences, are receptive and reactive to the emerging values in ascending
personality, and these values are faithfully transmitted through the
Sevenfold to the Supreme.

9 ¶ While such spiritual in uences as the Holy Spirit and the
Spirit of Truth are local universe ministrations, their guidance is
not wholly con ned to the geographic limitations of a given local
creation. As the ascending mortal passes beyond the boundaries
of his local universe of origin, he is not entirely deprived of the
ministry of the Spirit of Truth which has so constantly taught and
guided him through the philosophicmazes of thematerial andmo-
rontial worlds, in every crisis of ascension unfailingly directing the
Paradise pilgrim, ever saying: “ is is theway.”When you leave the
domains of the local universe, through the ministry of the spirit of
the emerging Supreme Being and through the provisions of super-
universe re ectivity, you will still be guided in your Paradise ascent
by the comforting directive spirit of the Paradise bestowal Sons of
God.

10 Howdo thesemanifold circuits of cosmicministry register the
meanings, values, and facts of evolutionary experience in the Su-
preme? We are not exactly certain, but we believe that this registry
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takes place through the persons of the Supreme Creators of Par-
adise origin who are the immediate bestowers of these circuits of
time and space. e mind-experience accumulations of the seven
adjutant mind-spirits, in their ministry to the physical level of in-
tellect, are a part of the local universe experience of theDivineMin-
ister, and through thisCreative Spirit they probably nd registry in
the mind of Supremacy. Likewise are mortal experiences with the
Spirit of Truth and the Holy Spirit probably registered by similar
techniques in the person of Supremacy.

11 Even the experience ofman andAdjustermust nd echo in the
divinity of God the Supreme, for, as the Adjusters experience, they
are like the Supreme, and the evolving soul ofmortalman is created
out of the pre-existent possibility for such experience within the
Supreme.

12 In this manner do the manifold experiences of all creation be-
come a part of the evolution of Supremacy. Creatures merely uti-
lize the qualities andquantities of the nite as they ascend to theFa-
ther; the impersonal consequences of such utilization remain for-
ever a part of the living cosmos, the Supreme person.

13 What man himself takes with him as a personality possession
are the character consequences of the experience of having used the
mind and spirit circuits of the grand universe in his Paradise ascent.
Whenman decides, and when he consummates this decision in ac-
tion, man experiences, and the meanings and the values of this ex-
perience are forever a part of his eternal character on all levels, from
the nite to the nal. Cosmicallymoral and divinely spiritual char-
acter represents the creature’s capital accumulation of personal de-
cisions which have been illuminated by sincere worship, glori ed
by intelligent love, and consummated in brotherly service.

14 e evolving Supreme will eventually compensate nite crea-
tures for their inability ever to achieve more than limited experi-
ence contact with the universe of universes. Creatures can attain
the Paradise Father, but their evolutionary minds, being nite, are
incapable of really understanding the in nite and absolute Father.
But since all creature experiencing registers in, and is a part of, the
Supreme, when all creatures attain the nal level of nite existence,
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and a er total universe development makes possible their attain-
ment of God the Supreme as an actual divinity presence, then, in-
herent in the fact of such contact, is contact with total experience.

e nite of time contains within itself the seeds of eternity; and
we are taught that, when the fullness of evolution witnesses the ex-
haustion of the capacity for cosmic growth, the total nite will em-
bark upon the absonite phases of the eternal career in quest of the
Father as Ultimate.

6. THE QUEST FOR THE SUPREME
1 We seek the Supreme in the universes, but we nd him not.

“He is the within and the without of all things and beings, mov-
ing and quiescent. Unrecognizable in his mystery, though distant,
yet is he near.” e Almighty Supreme is “the form of the yet un-
formed, the pattern of the yet uncreated.” e Supreme is your uni-
verse home, and when you nd him, it will be like returning home.
He is your experiential parent, and even as in the experience of hu-
man beings, so has he grown in the experience of divine parent-
hood. He knows you because he is creaturelike as well as creator-
like.

2 If you truly desire to ndGod, you cannot help having born in
your minds the consciousness of the Supreme. As God is your di-
vine Father, so is the Supreme your divineMother, inwhomyou are
nurtured throughout your lives as universe creatures. “How uni-
versal is the Supreme — he is on all sides! e limitless things of
creation depend on his presence for life, and none are refused.”

3 What Michael is to Nebadon, the Supreme is to the nite cos-
mos; his Deity is the great avenue through which the love of the
Father ows outward to all creation, and he is the great avenue
through which nite creatures pass inward in their quest of the Fa-
ther, who is love. Even ought Adjusters are related to him; in
original nature and divinity they are like the Father, but when they
experience the transactions of time in the universes of space, they
become like the Supreme.

4 ¶ e act of the creature’s choosing todo thewill of theCreator
is a cosmic value and has a universe meaning which is immediately
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reacted to by some unrevealed but ubiquitous force of co-ordina-
tion, probably the functioning of the ever-enlarging action of the
Supreme Being.

5 emorontia soul of an evolvingmortal is really the son of the
Adjuster action of theUniversal Father and the child of the cosmic
reaction of the Supreme Being, the Universal Mother. e mother
in uence dominates the human personality throughout the local
universe childhood of the growing soul. e in uence of theDeity
parents becomes more equal a er the Adjuster fusion and during
the superuniverse career, but when the creatures of time begin the
traversal of the central universe of eternity, the Father nature be-
comes increasingly manifest, attaining its height of nite manifes-
tation upon the recognition of theUniversal Father and the admis-
sion into the Corps of the Finality.

6 In and through the experience of naliter attainment the ex-
periential mother qualities of the ascending self become tremen-
dously affected by contact and infusion with the spirit presence of
the Eternal Son and themind presence of the In nite Spirit. en,
throughout the realms of naliter activity in the grand universe,
there appears a new awakening of the latent mother potential of
the Supreme, a new realization of experientialmeanings, and a new
synthesis of experiential values of the entire ascension career. It ap-
pears that this realization of self will continue in the universe ca-
reers of the sixth-stage naliters until themother inheritance of the
Supreme attains to nite synchrony with the Adjuster inheritance
of the Father. is intriguing period of grand universe function
represents the continuing adult career of the ascendant and per-
fected mortal.

7 Upon the completion of the sixth stage of existence and the
entrance upon the seventh and nal stage of spirit status, there will
probably ensue the advancing ages of enriching experience, ripen-
ing wisdom, and divinity realization. In the nature of the naliter
this will probably equal the completed attainment of the mind
struggle for spirit self-realization, the completion of the co-ordina-
tion of the ascendant man-nature with the divine Adjuster-nature
within the limits of nite possibilities. Such amagni cent universe
self thus becomes the eternal naliter son of the Paradise Father as
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well as the eternal universe child of theMother Supreme, a universe
self quali ed to represent both the Father and Mother of universes
and personalities in any activity or undertaking pertaining to the
nite administration of created, creating, or evolving things and

beings.
8 All soul-evolving humans are literally the evolutionary sons of

God the Father andGod theMother, the SupremeBeing. But until
such time as mortal man becomes soul-conscious of his divine her-
itage, this assurance of Deity kinship must be faith realized. Hu-
man life experience is the cosmic cocoon in which the universe en-
dowments of the Supreme Being and the universe presence of the
Universal Father (none of which are personalities) are evolving the
morontia soul of time and the human-divine naliter character of
universe destiny and eternal service.

9 ¶ Men all too o en forget that God is the greatest experience
in human existence. Other experiences are limited in their nature
and content, but the experience of God has no limits save those of
the creature’s comprehension capacity, and this very experience is
in itself capacity enlarging. When men search for God, they are
searching for everything. When they nd God, they have found
everything. e search for God is the unstinted bestowal of love
attended by amazing discoveries of new and greater love to be be-
stowed.

10 All true love is fromGod, andman receives the divine affection
as he himself bestows this love uponhis fellows. Love is dynamic. It
can never be captured; it is alive, free, thrilling, and alwaysmoving.
Man can never take the love of the Father and imprison it within
his heart. e Father’s love can become real to mortal man only by
passing through that man’s personality as he in turn bestows this
love upon his fellows. e great circuit of love is from the Father,
through sons to brothers, and hence to the Supreme. e love of
the Father appears in the mortal personality by the ministry of the
indwelling Adjuster. Such a God-knowing son reveals this love to
his universe brethren, and this fraternal affection is the essence of
the love of the Supreme.

11 ¶ ere is no approach to the Supreme except through expe-
rience, and in the current epochs of creation there are only three
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avenues of creature approach to Supremacy:
12 1. e Paradise Citizens descend from the eternal Isle

through Havona, where they acquire capacity for Supremacy com-
prehension through observation of the Paradise-Havona reality
differential and by exploratory discovery of the manifold activi-
ties of the Supreme Creator Personalities, ranging from theMaster
Spirits to the Creator Sons.

13 2. e time-space ascenders coming up from the evolution-
ary universes of the Supreme Creators make close approach to the
Supreme in the traversal of Havona as a preliminary to the aug-
menting appreciation of the unity of the Paradise Trinity.

14 3. e Havona natives acquire a comprehension of the Su-
preme through contacts with descending pilgrims from Paradise
and ascending pilgrims from the seven superuniverses. Havona na-
tives are inherently in position to harmonize the essentially differ-
ent viewpoints of the citizens of the eternal Isle and the citizens of
the evolutionary universes.

15 ¶ To evolutionary creatures there are seven great approaches to
the Universal Father, and each of these Paradise ascensions passes
through the divinity of one of the Seven Master Spirits; and each
such approach is made possible by an enlargement of experience
receptivity consequent upon the creature’s having served in the su-
peruniverse re ective of the nature of that Master Spirit. e sum
total of these seven experiences constitutes the present-known lim-
its of a creature’s consciousness of the reality and actuality of God
the Supreme.

16 It is not only man’s own limitations which prevent him from
nding the nite God; it is also the incompletion of the universe;

even the incompletion of all creatures — past, present, and future
— makes the Supreme inaccessible. God the Father can be found
by any individual who has attained the divine level of Godlikeness,
but God the Supreme will never be personally discovered by any
one creature until that far-distant time when, through the univer-
sal attainment of perfection, all creatures will simultaneously nd
him.

17 Despite the fact that you cannot, in this universe age, person-
ally nd him as you can and will nd the Father, the Son, and the
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Spirit, nevertheless, the Paradise ascent and subsequent universe
career will gradually create in your consciousness the recognition
of the universe presence and the cosmic action of the God of all ex-
perience. e fruits of the spirit are the substance of the Supreme
as he is realizable in human experience.

18 Man’s sometime attainment of the Supreme is consequent
upon his fusion with the spirit of Paradise Deity. With Uran-
tians this spirit is the Adjuster presence of the Universal Father;
and though the Mystery Monitor is from the Father and like the
Father, we doubt that even such a divine gi can achieve the im-
possible task of revealing the nature of the in nite God to a nite
creature. We suspect that what the Adjusters will reveal to future
seventh-stage naliters will be the divinity and nature of God the
Supreme. And this revelation will be to a nite creature what the
revelation of the In nite would be to an absolute being.

19 e Supreme is not in nite, but he probably embraces all of
in nity that a nite creature can ever really comprehend. To un-
derstand more than the Supreme is to be more than nite!

20 All experiential creations are interdependent in their realiza-
tion of destiny. Only existential reality is self-contained and self-
existent. Havona and the seven superuniverses require each other
to achieve the maximum of nite attainment; likewise will they be
sometime dependent on the future universes of outer space for -
nite transcendence.

21 A human ascender can nd the Father; God is existential and
therefore real, irrespective of the status of experience in the total
universe. But no single ascender will ever nd the Supreme until
all ascenders have reached that maximum universe maturity which
quali es them simultaneously to participate in this discovery.

22 e Father is no respecter of persons; he treats each of his as-
cending sons as cosmic individuals. e Supreme likewise is no re-
specter of persons; he treats his experiential children as a single cos-
mic total.

23 Man can discover the Father in his heart, but he will have to
search for the Supreme in the hearts of all other men; and when
all creatures perfectly reveal the love of the Supreme, then will he
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become auniverse actuality to all creatures. And that is just another
way of saying that the universes will be settled in light and life.

24 e attainment of perfected self-realization by all personali-
ties plus the attainment of perfected equilibrium throughout the
universes equals the attainment of the Supreme and witnesses the
liberation of all nite reality from the limitations of incomplete ex-
istence. Such an exhaustion of all nite potentials yields the com-
pleted attainment of the Supreme and may be otherwise de ned
as the completed evolutionary actualization of the Supreme Being
himself.

25 ¶ Men do not nd the Supreme suddenly and spectacularly as
an earthquake tears chasms into the rocks, but they nd him slowly
and patiently as a river quietly wears away the soil beneath.

26 When you nd the Father, you will nd the great cause of your
spiritual ascent in the universes; when you nd the Supreme, you
will discover the great result of your career of Paradise progression.

27 But no God-knowing mortal can ever be lonely in his journey
through the cosmos, for he knows that the Father walks beside him
each step of the way, while the very way that he is traversing is the
presence of the Supreme.

7. THE FUTURE OF THE SUPREME
1 e completed realization of all nite potentials equals the

completion of the realization of all evolutionary experience. is
suggests the nal emergence of the Supreme as an almighty Deity
presence in theuniverses. Webelieve that the Supreme, in this stage
of development, will be as discretely personalized as is the Eternal
Son, as concretely powerized as is the Isle of Paradise, as completely
uni ed as is the Conjoint Actor, and all of this within the limita-
tions of the nite possibilities of Supremacy at the culmination of
the present universe age.

2 While this is an entirely proper concept of the future of the
Supreme, we would call attention to certain problems inherent in
this concept:

3 1. e Unquali ed Supervisors of the Supreme could hardly
be deitized at any stage prior to his completed evolution, and yet
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these same supervisors even now quali edly exercise the sover-
eignty of supremacy concerning the universes settled in light and
life.

4 2. e Supreme could hardly function in the Trinity Ulti-
mate until he had attained complete actuality of universe status,
and yet theTrinityUltimate is even now a quali ed reality, and you
have been informed of the existence of theQuali edVicegerents of
the Ultimate.

5 3. e Supreme is not completely real to universe creatures,
but there are many reasons for deducing that he is quite real to the
Sevenfold Deity, extending from the Universal Father on Paradise
to the Creator Sons and the Creative Spirits of the local universes.

6 ¶ It may be that on the upper limits of the nite, where time
conjoins transcended time, there is some sort of blurring and
blending of sequence. It may be that the Supreme is able to fore-
cast his universe presence onto these supertime levels and then to
a limited degree anticipate future evolution by re ecting this fu-
ture forecast back to the created levels as the Immanence of the
Projected Incomplete. Such phenomena may be observed wher-
ever nite makes contact with super nite, as in the experiences of
human beings who are indwelt by ought Adjusters that are veri-
table predictions of man’s future universe attainments throughout
all eternity.

7 ¶ When mortal ascenders are admitted to the naliter corps
of Paradise, they take an oath to the Paradise Trinity, and in tak-
ing this oath of allegiance, they are thereby pledging eternal -
delity to God the Supreme, who is the Trinity as comprehended
by all nite creature personalities. Subsequently, as the naliter
companies function throughout the evolving universes, they are
solely amenable to the mandates of Paradise origin until the event-
ful times of the settling of local universes in light and life. As the
new governmental organizations of these perfected creations be-
gin to be re ective of the emerging sovereignty of the Supreme,
we observe that the outlying naliter companies then acknowledge
the jurisdictional authority of such new governments. It appears
that God the Supreme is evolving as the uni er of the evolution-
ary Corps of the Finality, but it is highly probable that the eternal
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destiny of these seven corps will be directed by the Supreme as a
member of the Ultimate Trinity.

8 ¶ e Supreme Being contains three super nite possibilities
for universe manifestation:

9 1. Absonite collaboration in the rst experiential Trinity.
10 2. Coabsolute relationship in the second experiential Trin-

ity.
11 3. Coin nite participation in the Trinity of Trinities, but we

have no satisfactory concept as to what this really means.
12 ¶ is is one of the generally accepted hypotheses of the future

of the Supreme, but there are alsomany speculations concerninghis
relations to the present granduniverse subsequent to its attainment
of the status of light and life.

13 e present goal of the superuniverses is to become, as they are
andwithin their potentials, perfect, even as isHavona. is perfec-
tion pertains to physical and spiritual attainment, even to admin-
istrative, governmental, and fraternal development. It is believed
that, in the ages to come, the possibilities for disharmony, malad-
justment, andmisadaptationwill be eventually exhausted in the su-
peruniverses. e energy circuits will be in perfect balance and in
complete subjugation to mind, while spirit, in the presence of per-
sonality, will have achieved the dominance of mind.

14 It is conjectured that at this far-distant time the spirit per-
son of the Supreme and attained power of the Almighty will have
achieved co-ordinate development, and that both, as uni ed in and
by the SupremeMind, will factualize as the Supreme Being, a com-
pleted actuality in the universes — an actuality which will be ob-
servable by all creature intelligences, reacted to by all created en-
ergies, co-ordinated in all spiritual entities, and experienced by all
universe personalities.

15 is concept implies the actual sovereignty of the Supreme in
the granduniverse. It is altogether likely that thepresentTrinity ad-
ministratorswill continue as his vicegerents, butwe believe that the
present demarcations between the seven superuniverses will grad-
ually disappear, and that the entire grand universe will function as
a perfected whole.
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16 It is possible that the Suprememay then be personally resident
on Uversa, the headquarters of Orvonton, from which he will di-
rect the administration of the time creations, but this is really only a
conjecture. Certainly, though, the personality of the Supreme Be-
ing will be de nitely contactable at some speci c locality, although
the ubiquity of his Deity presence will probably continue to per-
meate the universe of universes. What the relation of the superu-
niverse citizens of that age will be to the Supreme we do not know,
but it may be something like the present relationship between the
Havona natives and the Paradise Trinity.

17 ¶ e perfected grand universe of those future days will be
vastly different fromwhat it is at present. Gonewill be the thrilling
adventures of the organization of the galaxies of space, the plant-
ing of life on the uncertain worlds of time, and the evolving of har-
mony out of chaos, beauty out of potentials, truth out ofmeanings,
and goodness out of values. e time universes will have achieved
the ful lment of nite destiny! And perhaps for a space there will
be rest, relaxation from the agelong struggle for evolutionary per-
fection. But not for long! Certainly, surely, and inexorably the
enigma of the emerging Deity of God the Ultimate will challenge
these perfected citizens of the settled universes just as their strug-
gling evolutionary forebears were once challenged by the quest for
God the Supreme. e curtain of cosmic destiny will draw back to
reveal the transcendent grandeur of the alluring absonite quest for
the attainment of the Universal Father on those new and higher
levels revealed in the ultimate of creature experience.

ahb

18 [Sponsored by aMightyMessenger temporarily sojourning on
Urantia.]
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SUPREME AND ULTIMATE  TIME AND

SPACE

Mighty Messenger

CONCERNING the several natures of Deity, it may be
said:
2 1. e Father is self-existent self.

3 2. e Son is coexistent self.
4 3. e Spirit is conjoint-existent self.
5 4. e Supreme is evolutionary-experiential self.
6 5. e Sevenfold is self-distributive divinity.
7 6. e Ultimate is transcendental-experiential self.
8 7. e Absolute is existential-experiential self.
9 ¶ While God the Sevenfold is indispensable to the evolution-

ary attainment of the Supreme, the Supreme is also indispensable
to the eventual emergence of the Ultimate. And the dual presence
of the Supreme and the Ultimate constitutes the basic association
of subabsolute and derived Deity, for they are interdependently
complemental in the attainment of destiny. Together they consti-
tute the experiential bridge linking the beginnings and the comple-
tions of all creative growth in the master universe.

10 ¶ Creative growth is unending but ever satisfying, endless in
extent but always punctuated by those personality-satisfying mo-
ments of transient goal attainment which serve so effectively as the
mobilization preludes to new adventures in cosmic growth, uni-
verse exploration, and Deity attainment.

11 While the domainofmathematics is besetwith qualitative lim-
itations, it does provide the nite mind with a conceptual basis of
contemplating in nity. ere is no quantitative limitation to num-
bers, even in the comprehension of the nitemind. Nomatter how
large the number conceived, you can always envisage one more be-
ing added. And also, you can comprehend that that is short of in-
nity, for no matter how many times you repeat this addition to

number, still always one more can be added.
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12 At the same time, the in nite series can be totalled at any given
point, and this total (more properly, a subtotal) provides the full-
ness of the sweetness of goal attainment for a givenperson at a given
time and status. But sooner or later, this same person begins to
hunger and yearn for new and greater goals, and such adventures
in growth will be forever forthcoming in the fullness of time and
the cycles of eternity.

13 Each successive universe age is the antechamber of the follow-
ing era of cosmic growth, and each universe epoch provides imme-
diate destiny for all preceding stages. Havona, in and of itself, is
a perfect, but perfection-limited, creation; Havona perfection, ex-
panding out into the evolutionary superuniverses, nds not only
cosmic destiny but also liberation from the limitations of pre-evo-
lutionary existence.

1. TIME AND ETERNITY
1 It is helpful to man’s cosmic orientation to attain all possible

comprehension of Deity’s relation to the cosmos. While absolute
Deity is eternal in nature, the Gods are related to time as an experi-
ence in eternity. In the evolutionary universes eternity is temporal
everlastingness — the everlasting now.

2 ¶ e personality of themortal creaturemay eternalize by self-
identi cation with the indwelling spirit through the technique of
choosing to do the will of the Father. Such a consecration of will is
tantamount to the realization of eternity-reality of purpose. is
means that the purpose of the creature has become xed with re-
gard to the succession of moments; stated otherwise, that the suc-
cession of moments will witness no change in creature purpose. A
million or a billion moments makes no difference. Number has
ceased to havemeaning with regard to the creature’s purpose. us
does creature choice plus God’s choice eventuate in the eternal re-
alities of the never-ending union of the spirit ofGod and the nature
ofman in the everlasting service of the children ofGod and of their
Paradise Father.

3 ere is a direct relationship betweenmaturity and the unit of
time consciousness in any given intellect. e time unit may be a
day, a year, or a longer period, but inevitably it is the criterion by
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which the conscious self evaluates the circumstances of life, and by
which the conceiving intellect measures and evaluates the facts of
temporal existence.

4 Experience, wisdom, and judgment are the concomitants of
the lengthening of the time unit in mortal experience. As the hu-
man mind reckons backward into the past, it is evaluating past ex-
perience for the purpose of bringing it to bear on a present situa-
tion. As mind reaches out into the future, it is attempting to eval-
uate the future signi cance of possible action. And having thus
reckoned with both experience and wisdom, the human will exer-
cises judgment-decision in the present, and the plan of action thus
born of the past and the future becomes existent.

5 In the maturity of the developing self, the past and future are
brought together to illuminate the truemeaning of the present. As
the self matures, it reaches further and further back into the past
for experience, while its wisdom forecasts seek to penetrate deeper
and deeper into the unknown future. And as the conceiving self
extends this reach ever further into both past and future, so does
judgment become less and less dependent on the momentary pre-
sent. In this way does decision-action begin to escape from the fet-
ters of the moving present, while it begins to take on the aspects of
past-future signi cance.

6 ¶ Patience is exercised by those mortals whose time units are
short; true maturity transcends patience by a forbearance born of
real understanding.

7 ¶ To become mature is to live more intensely in the present,
at the same time escaping from the limitations of the present. e
plans of maturity, founded on past experience, are coming into be-
ing in the present in such manner as to enhance the values of the
future.

8 e time unit of immaturity concentrates meaning-value into
the present moment in such a way as to divorce the present of its
true relationship to the not-present — the past-future. e time
unit of maturity is proportioned so to reveal the co-ordinate rela-
tionship of past-present-future that the self begins to gain insight
into the wholeness of events, begins to view the landscape of time
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from thepanoramic perspective of broadenedhorizons, begins per-
haps to suspect the nonbeginning, nonending eternal continuum,
the fragments of which are called time.

9 On the levels of the in nite and the absolute the moment of
the present contains all of the past as well as all of the future. I AM
signi es also I WAS and I WILL BE. And this represents our best
concept of eternity and the eternal.

10 On the absolute and eternal level, potential reality is just as
meaningful as actual reality. Only on the nite level and to time-
bound creatures does there appear to be such a vast difference. To
God, as absolute, an ascending mortal who has made the eternal
decision is already a Paradise naliter. But the Universal Father,
through the indwelling ought Adjuster, is not thus limited in
awareness but can also know of, and participate in, every temporal
struggle with the problems of the creature ascent from animallike
to Godlike levels of existence.

2. OMNIPRESENCE AND UBIQUITY
1 e ubiquity of Deity must not be confused with the ultimacy

of the divine omnipresence. It is volitional with the Universal Fa-
ther that the Supreme, theUltimate, and theAbsolute should com-
pensate, co-ordinate, and unify his time-space ubiquity and his
time-space-transcended omnipresence with his timeless and space-
less universal and absolute presence. And you should remember
that, while Deity ubiquity may be so o en space associated, it is
not necessarily time conditioned.

2 ¶ As mortal and morontia ascenders you progressively discern
God through theministry ofGod the Sevenfold. roughHavona
you discover God the Supreme. On Paradise you nd him as a per-
son, and then as naliters youwill presently attempt toknowhimas
Ultimate. Being naliters, therewould seem tobebut one course to
pursue a er having attained theUltimate, and that would be to be-
gin the quest of the Absolute. No naliter will be disturbed by the
uncertainties of the attainment of the Deity Absolute since at the
end of the supreme and ultimate ascensions he encountered God
the Father. Such naliters will no doubt believe that, even if they
should be successful in nding God the Absolute, they would only
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be discovering the sameGod, the Paradise Fathermanifesting him-
self on more nearly in nite and universal levels. Undoubtedly the
attainment ofGod in absolute would reveal the Primal Ancestor of
universes as well as the Final Father of personalities.

3 God the Supreme may not be a demonstration of the time-
space omnipresence of Deity, but he is literally a manifestation of
divine ubiquity. Between the spiritual presence of the Creator and
thematerialmanifestations of creation there exists a vast domain of
the ubiquitous becoming — the universe emergence of evolution-
ary Deity.

4 If God the Supreme ever assumes direct control of the uni-
verses of time and space, we are con dent such a Deity adminis-
tration will function under the overcontrol of the Ultimate. In
such an event God the Ultimate would begin to become manifest
to the universes of time as the transcendental Almighty (the Om-
nipotent) exercising the overcontrol of supertime and transcended
space concerning the administrative functions of the Almighty Su-
preme.

5 e mortal mind may ask, even as we do: If the evolution of
God the Supreme to administrative authority in the grand universe
is attended by augmentedmanifestations ofGod theUltimate, will
a corresponding emergence of God the Ultimate in the postulated
universes of outer space be attended by similar and enhanced reve-
lations of God the Absolute? But we really do not know.

3. TIMESPACE RELATIONSHIPS
1 Only by ubiquity couldDeity unify time-spacemanifestations

to the nite conception, for time is a succession of instants while
space is a system of associated points. You do, a er all, perceive
time by analysis and space by synthesis. You co-ordinate and asso-
ciate these two dissimilar conceptions by the integrating insight of
personality. Of all the animal world only man possesses this time-
space perceptibility. To an animal, motion has a meaning, but mo-
tion exhibits value only to a creature of personality status.

2 ¶ ings are time conditioned, but truth is timeless. e more
truth you know, the more truth you are, the more of the past you
can understand and of the future you can comprehend.
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3 Truth is inconcussible — forever exempt from all transient vi-
cissitudes, albeit never dead and formal, always vibrant and adapt-
able — radiantly alive. But when truth becomes linked with fact,
then both time and space condition its meanings and correlate its
values. Such realities of truth wedded to fact become concepts and
are accordingly relegated to the domain of relative cosmic realities.

4 e linking of the absolute and eternal truth of the Creator
with the factual experience of the nite and temporal creature
eventuates a new and emerging value of the Supreme. e con-
cept of the Supreme is essential to the co-ordination of the divine
and unchanging overworld with the nite and ever-changing un-
derworld.

5 ¶ Space comes the nearest of all nonabsolute things to being
absolute. Space is apparently absolutely ultimate. e real diffi-
culty we have in understanding space on the material level is due
to the fact that, while material bodies exist in space, space also ex-
ists in these samematerial bodies. While there is much about space
that is absolute, that does not mean that space is absolute.

6 It may help to an understanding of space relationships if you
would conjecture that, relatively speaking, space is a er all a prop-
erty of all material bodies. Hence, when a body moves through
space, it also takes all its properties with it, even the space which is
in and of such a moving body.

7 All patterns of reality occupy space on the material levels, but
spirit patterns only exist in relation to space; they do not occupy
or displace space, neither do they contain it. But to us the master
riddle of space pertains to the pattern of an idea. When we enter
the mind domain, we encounter many a puzzle. Does the pattern
— the reality — of an idea occupy space? We really do not know,
albeit we are sure that an idea pattern does not contain space. But
it would hardly be safe to postulate that the immaterial is always
nonspatial.

4. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CAUSATION
1 Many of the theologic difficulties and the metaphysical dilem-

mas of mortal man are due to man’s mislocation of Deity person-
ality and consequent assignment of in nite and absolute attributes
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to subordinate Divinity and to evolutionary Deity. You must not
forget that, while there is indeed a true First Cause, there are also
a host of co-ordinate and subordinate causes, both associate and
secondary causes.

2 e vital distinction between rst causes and second causes is
that rst causes produce original effects which are free from inher-
itance of any factor derived from any antecedent causation. Sec-
ondary causes yield effects which invariably exhibit inheritance
from other and preceding causation.

3 ¶ e purely static potentials inherent in the Unquali ed Ab-
solute are reactive to those causations of the Deity Absolute which
are produced by the actions of the Paradise Trinity. In the pres-
ence of the Universal Absolute these causative-impregnated static
potentials forthwith become active and responsive to the in uence
of certain transcendental agencieswhose actions result in the trans-
mutation of these activated potentials to the status of true universe
possibilities for development, actualized capacities for growth. It is
upon such matured potentials that the creators and controllers of
the grand universe enact the never-ending drama of cosmic evolu-
tion.

4 Causation, disregarding existentials, is threefold in its basic
constitution. As it operates in this universe age and concerning the
nite level of the seven superuniverses, it may be conceived as fol-

lows:
5 1. Activation of static potentials. e establishment of destiny

in theUniversal Absolute by the actions of theDeity Absolute, op-
erating in and upon the Unquali ed Absolute and in consequence
of the volitional mandates of the Paradise Trinity.

6 2. Eventuation of universe capacities. is involves the trans-
formation of undifferentiated potentials into segregated and de-
ned plans. is is the act of the Ultimacy of Deity and of the

manifold agencies of the transcendental level. Such acts are in per-
fect anticipation of the future needs of the entire master universe.
It is in connection with the segregation of potentials that the Ar-
chitects of the Master Universe exist as the veritable embodiments
of the Deity concept of the universes. eir plans appear to be ul-
timately space limited in extent by the concept periphery of the
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master universe, but as plans they are not otherwise conditioned
by time or space.

7 3. Creation and evolution of universe actuals. It is upon a cos-
mos impregnated by the capacity-producing presence of the Ul-
timacy of Deity that the Supreme Creators operate to effect the
time transmutations of matured potentials into experiential actu-
als. Within themaster universe all actualization of potential reality
is limited by ultimate capacity for development and is time-space
conditioned in the nal stages of emergence. e Creator Sons go-
ing out from Paradise are, in actuality, transformative creators in
the cosmic sense. But this in no manner invalidates man’s concept
of them as creators; from the nite viewpoint they certainly can
and do create.

5. OMNIPOTENCE AND COMPOSSIBILITY
1 e omnipotence of Deity does not imply the power to do the

nondoable. Within the time-space frame and from the intellectual
reference point of mortal comprehension, even the in nite God
cannot create square circles or produce evil that is inherently good.
God cannot do the ungodlike thing. Such a contradiction of philo-
sophic terms is the equivalent of nonentity and implies that noth-
ing is thus created. A personality trait cannot at the same time be
Godlike and ungodlike. Compossibility is innate in divine power.
And all of this is derived from the fact that omnipotence not only
creates things with a nature but also gives origin to the nature of all
things and beings.

2 ¶ In the beginning the Father does all, but as the panorama of
eternity unfolds in response to the will and mandates of the In -
nite, it becomes increasingly apparent that creatures, evenmen, are
to become God’s partners in the realization of nality of destiny.
And this is true even in the life in the esh; when man and God
enter into partnership, no limitation can be placed upon the fu-
ture possibilities of such a partnership. When man realizes that
the Universal Father is his partner in eternal progression, when he
fuses with the indwelling Father presence, he has, in spirit, broken
the fetters of time and has already entered upon the progressions
of eternity in the quest for the Universal Father.
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3 Mortal consciousness proceeds from the fact, to the meaning,
and then to the value. Creator consciousness proceeds from the
thought-value, through the word-meaning, to the fact of action.
Always must God act to break the deadlock of the unquali ed
unity inherent in existential in nity. Always must Deity provide
the pattern universe, the perfect personalities, the original truth,
beauty, and goodness for which all subdeity creations strive. Al-
waysmustGod rst ndman thatmanmay later ndGod. Always
must there be a Universal Father before there can ever be universal
sonship and consequent universal brotherhood.

6. OMNIPOTENCE AND OMNIFICENCE
1 God is truly omnipotent, but he is not omni cent — he does

not personally do all that is done. Omnipotence embraces the
power-potential of theAlmighty Supreme and the SupremeBeing,
but the volitional acts ofGod the Supreme are not the personal do-
ings of God the In nite.

2 To advocate the omni cence of primal Deity would be equal
to disenfranchising well-nigh 1,000,000 Creator Sons of Paradise,
not to mention the innumerable hosts of various other orders of
concurring creative assistants. ere is but one uncaused Cause in
the whole universe. All other causes are derivatives of this one First
Great Source and Centre. And none of this philosophy does any
violence to the free-willness of themyriads of the children ofDeity
scattered through a vast universe.˚

3 ¶ Within a local frame, volition may appear to function as
an uncaused cause, but it unfailingly exhibits inheritance factors
which establish relationship with the unique, original, and abso-
lute First Causes.

4 All volition is relative. In the originating sense, only the Fa-
ther-I AM possesses nality of volition; in the absolute sense, only

6.2. Andnoneof this philosophydoes any violence to the freewillness of themyriads of…
Free-willness is found at four other locations in the text and all in instances it refers to an
attribute or characteristic of a being or beings. Freewill and ee will each occur numerous
times — the former as an adjective (modifying such words as choice, action, or personal-
ity), while the two-word form is used when ee modi es will itself (i.e. when will is under
discussion). In light of these consistent usages, conforming this variant is appropriate as the
original was probably the result of a dropped hyphen.
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the Father, the Son, and the Spirit exhibit the prerogatives of voli-
tion unconditioned by time and unlimited by space. Mortal man
is endowed with free will, the power of choice, and though such
choosing is not absolute, nevertheless, it is relatively nal on the
nite level and concerning the destiny of the choosing personality.

5 Volition on any level short of the absolute encounters limita-
tions which are constitutive in the very personality exercising the
power of choice. Man cannot choose beyond the range of that
which is choosable. He cannot, for instance, choose to be other
than a human being except that he can elect to become more than
a man; he can choose to embark upon the voyage of universe as-
cension, but this is because the human choice and the divine will
happen to be coincident upon this point. And what a son desires
and the Father wills will certainly come to pass.

6 In the mortal life, paths of differential conduct are continually
opening and closing, and during the times when choice is possible
the human personality is constantly deciding between these many
courses of action. Temporal volition is linked to time, and it must
await the passing of time to nd opportunity for expression. Spir-
itual volition has begun to taste liberation from the fetters of time,
having achieved partial escape from time sequence, and that is be-
cause spiritual volition is self-identifying with the will of God.

7 Volition, the act of choosing, must function within the uni-
verse frame which has actualized in response to higher and prior
choosing. e entire range of human will is strictly nite-limited
except in one particular: When man chooses to nd God and to
be like him, such a choice is super nite; only eternity can disclose
whether this choice is also superabsonite.

8 ¶ To recognize Deity omnipotence is to enjoy security in your
experience of cosmic citizenship, to possess assurance of safety in
the long journey to Paradise. But to accept the fallacy of omni -
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cence is to embrace the colossal error of pantheism.˚

7. OMNISCIENCE AND PREDESTINATION
1 e functionofCreatorwill and creaturewill, in the granduni-

verse, operates within the limits, and in accordance with the possi-
bilities, established by the Master Architects. is foreordination
of thesemaximum limits does not, however, in the least abridge the
sovereignty of creature will within these boundaries. Neither does
ultimate foreknowledge — full allowance for all nite choice —
constitute an abrogation of nite volition. A mature and farsee-
ing human being might be able to forecast the decision of some
younger associate most accurately, but this foreknowledge takes
nothing away from the freedom and genuineness of the decision
itself. e Gods have wisely limited the range of the action of im-
mature will, but it is true will, nonetheless, within these de ned
limits.

2 Even the supreme correlation of all past, present, and future
choice does not invalidate the authenticity of such choosings. It
rather indicates the foreordained trend of the cosmos and suggests
foreknowledge of those volitional beings who may, or may not,
elect to become contributory parts of the experiential actualization
of all reality.

3 ¶ Error in nite choosing is time bound and time limited. It
can exist only in time and within the evolving presence of the Su-
preme Being. Such mistaken choosing is time possible and in-
dicates (besides the incompleteness of the Supreme) that certain
range of choice with which immature creatures must be endowed
in order to enjoy universe progression by making freewill contact
with reality.

4 Sin in time-conditioned space clearly proves the temporal lib-
erty — even license — of the nite will. Sin depicts immaturity
dazzled by the freedom of the relatively sovereign will of personal-

8. But to accept the fallacy of omni cence is to embrace the colossal error of Pantheism.
ough religions and even philosophical schools are normally capitalized, e.g. “Platonism,”

“Stoicism,” “Deism,” “pantheism” is more of a philosophical concept than an organized sys-
tem of ideas and so is normally not capitalized — either currently or in writings contem-
poraneous with e Urantia Book.
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ity while failing to perceive the supreme obligations and duties of
cosmic citizenship.

5 Iniquity in the nite domains reveals the transient reality of all
God-unidenti ed sel ood. Only as a creature becomes God iden-
ti ed, does he become truly real in the universes. Finite personality
is not self-created, but in the superuniverse arena of choice it does
self-determine destiny.

6 ¶ e bestowal of life renders material-energy systems capable
of self-perpetuation, self-propagation, and self-adaptation. e be-
stowal of personality imparts to living organisms the further pre-
rogatives of self-determination, self-evolution, and self-identi ca-
tion with a fusion spirit of Deity.

7 Subpersonal living things indicate mind activating energy-
matter, rst as physical controllers, and then as adjutantmind-spir-
its. Personality endowment comes from the Father and imparts
unique prerogatives of choice to the living system. But if personal-
ity has the prerogative of exercising volitional choice of reality iden-
ti cation, and if this is a true and free choice, then must evolving
personality also have the possible choice of becoming self-confus-
ing, self-disrupting, and self-destroying. e possibility of cosmic
self-destruction cannot be avoided if the evolving personality is to
be truly free in the exercise of nite will.

8 erefore is there increased safety in narrowing the limits
of personality choice throughout the lower levels of existence.
Choice becomes increasingly liberated as the universes are as-
cended; choice eventually approximates divine freedom when the
ascendingpersonality achieves divinity of status, supremacy of con-
secration to the purposes of the universe, completion of cosmic-
wisdom attainment, and nality of creature identi cation with the
will and the way of God.

8. CONTROL AND OVERCONTROL
1 In the time-space creations, free will is hedged about with re-

straints, with limitations. Material-life evolution is rst mechani-
cal, then mind activated, and (a er the bestowal of personality) it
may become spirit directed. Organic evolution on the inhabited
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worlds is physically limited by the potentials of the original physi-
cal-life implantations of the Life Carriers.

2 Mortal man is a machine, a living mechanism; his roots are
truly in the physical world of energy. Many human reactions are
mechanical in nature; much of life is machinelike. But man, a
mechanism, is much more than a machine; he is mind endowed
and spirit indwelt; and though he can never throughout his ma-
terial life escape the chemical and electrical mechanics of his exis-
tence, he can increasingly learn how to subordinate this physical-
life machine to the directive wisdom of experience by the process
of consecrating the human mind to the execution of the spiritual
urges of the indwelling ought Adjuster.

3 ¶ e spirit liberates, and the mechanism limits, the function
of will. Imperfect choice, uncontrolled by mechanism, unidenti-
ed with spirit, is dangerous and unstable. Mechanical dominance

ensures stability at the expense of progress; spirit alliance liberates
choice from the physical level and at the same time assures the
divine stability produced by augmented universe insight and in-
creased cosmic comprehension.

4 e great danger that besets the creature is that, in achieving
liberation from the fetters of the life mechanism, he will fail to
compensate this loss of stability by effecting a harmonious work-
ing liaison with spirit. Creature choice, when relatively liberated
from mechanical stability, may attempt further self-liberation in-
dependent of greater spirit identi cation.

5 e whole principle of biologic evolution makes it impossible
for primitiveman to appear on the inhabited worlds with any large
endowment of self-restraint. erefore does the same creative de-
sign which purposed evolution likewise provide those external re-
straints of time and space, hunger and fear, which effectively cir-
cumscribe the subspiritual choice range of such uncultured crea-
tures. As man’s mind successfully overstrides increasingly difficult
barriers, this same creative design has also provided for the slow ac-
cumulation of the racial heritage of painfully garnered experiential
wisdom — in other words, for the maintenance of a balance be-
tween the diminishing external restraints and the augmenting in-
ternal restraints.
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6 e slowness of evolution, of human cultural progress, testi es
to the effectiveness of that brake—material inertia—which so ef-
ciently operates to retard dangerous velocities of progress. us

does time itself cushion and distribute the otherwise lethal results
of premature escape from the next-encompassing barriers to hu-
man action. For when culture advances overfast, when material
achievement outruns the evolution of worship-wisdom, then does
civilization contain within itself the seeds of retrogression; and un-
less buttressed by the swi augmentation of experiential wisdom,
such human societies will recede from high but premature levels
of attainment, and the “dark ages” of the interregnum of wisdom
will bear witness to the inexorable restoration of the imbalance be-
tween self-liberty and self-control.

7 e iniquity ofCaligastia was the by-passing of the time gover-
nor of progressive human liberation — the gratuitous destruction
of restraining barriers, barriers which the mortal minds of those
times had not experientially overridden.

8 at mind which can effect a partial abridgement of time and
space, by this very act proves itself possessed of the seeds of wis-
dom which can effectively serve in lieu of the transcended barrier
of restraint.

9 Lucifer similarly sought to disrupt the time governor operat-
ing in restraint of the premature attainment of certain liberties in
the local system. A local system settled in light and life has experi-
entially achieved those viewpoints and insights which make feasi-
ble the operation of many techniques that would be disruptive and
destructive in the presettled eras of that very realm.

10 As man shakes off the shackles of fear, as he bridges conti-
nents and oceans with his machines, generations and centuries
with his records, he must substitute for each transcended restraint
a new and voluntarily assumed restraint in accordance with the
moral dictates of expanding human wisdom. ese self-imposed
restraints are at once the most powerful and the most tenuous of
all the factors of human civilization — concepts of justice and ide-
als of brotherhood. Man even quali es himself for the restraining
garments of mercy when he dares to love his fellow men, while he
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achieves the beginnings of spiritual brotherhood when he elects to
mete out to them that treatment which he himself would be ac-
corded, even that treatment which he conceives that God would
accord them.

11 An automatic universe reaction is stable and, in some form,
continuing in the cosmos. A personality who knows God and de-
sires to do his will, who has spirit insight, is divinely stable and eter-
nally existent. Man’s great universe adventure consists in the transit
of hismortalmind from the stability ofmechanical statics to the di-
vinity of spiritual dynamics, and he achieves this transformation by
the force and constancy of his own personality decisions, in each of
life’s situations declaring, “It is my will that your will be done.”

9. UNIVERSE MECHANISMS
1 Time and space are a conjoined mechanism of the master uni-

verse. ey are the devices whereby nite creatures are enabled to
coexist in the cosmos with the In nite. Finite creatures are effec-
tively insulated from the absolute levels by time and space. But
these insulating media, without which no mortal could exist, op-
erate directly to limit the range of nite action. Without them no
creature could act, but by them the acts of every creature are de -
nitely limited.

2 Mechanisms produced by higher minds function to liberate
their creative sources but to some degree unvaryingly limit the ac-
tion of all subordinate intelligences. To the creatures of the uni-
verses this limitation becomes apparent as the mechanism of the
universes. Man does not have unfettered free will; there are limits
to his range of choice, but within the radius of this choice his will
is relatively sovereign.

3 e lifemechanismof themortal personality, the humanbody,
is the product of supermortal creative design; therefore it can never
be perfectly controlled bymanhimself. Onlywhen ascendingman,
in liaison with the fused Adjuster, self-creates the mechanism for
personality expression, will he achieve perfected control thereof.

4 e grand universe ismechanism as well as organism,mechan-
ical and living—a livingmechanism activated by a SupremeMind,
co-ordinating with a Supreme Spirit, and nding expression on
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maximum levels of power and personality uni cation as the Su-
preme Being. But to deny the mechanism of the nite creation is
to deny fact and to disregard reality.

5 Mechanisms are the products ofmind, creativemind acting on
and in cosmic potentials. Mechanisms are the xed crystallizations
of Creator thought, and they ever function true to the volitional
concept that gave them origin. But the purposiveness of anymech-
anism is in its origin, not in its function.

6 ese mechanisms should not be thought of as limiting the
action of Deity; rather is it true that in these very mechanics Deity
has achieved one phase of eternal expression. e basic universe
mechanisms have come into existence in response to the absolute
will of the First Source andCentre, and theywill therefore eternally
function in perfect harmony with the plan of the In nite; they are,
indeed, the nonvolitional patterns of that very plan.

7 We understand something of how the mechanism of Paradise
is correlated with the personality of the Eternal Son; this is the
function of the Conjoint Actor. And we have theories regarding
the operations of the Universal Absolute with respect to the the-
oretical mechanisms of the Unquali ed and the potential person
of the Deity Absolute. But in the evolving Deities of Supreme and
Ultimate we observe that certain impersonal phases are being ac-
tually united with their volitional counterparts, and thus there is
evolving a new relationship between pattern and person.

8 In the eternity of the past the Father and the Son found union
in the unity of the expression of the In nite Spirit. If, in the eter-
nity of the future, the Creator Sons and the Creative Spirits of
the local universes of time and space should attain creative union
in the realms of outer space, what would their unity create as the
combined expression of their divine natures? It may well be that
we are to witness a hitherto unrevealed manifestation of Ultimate
Deity, a new type of superadministrator. Such beings would em-
brace unique prerogatives of personality, being the union of per-
sonal Creator, impersonal Creative Spirit, mortal-creature experi-
ence, and progressive personalization of the DivineMinister. Such
beings could be ultimate in that they would embrace personal and
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impersonal reality, while they would combine the experiences of
Creator and creature. Whatever the attributes of such third per-
sons of these postulated functioning trinities of the creations of
outer space, they will sustain something of the same relation to
their Creator Fathers and their Creative Mothers that the In nite
Spirit does to the Universal Father and the Eternal Son.

9 ¶ God the Supreme is the personalization of all universe expe-
rience, the focalization of all nite evolution, themaximation of all
creature reality, the consummation of cosmic wisdom, the embod-
iment of the harmonious beauties of the galaxies of time, the truth
of cosmic mind meanings, and the goodness of supreme spirit val-
ues. And God the Supreme will, in the eternal future, synthesize
thesemanifold nite diversities into one experientially meaningful
whole, even as they are now existentially united on absolute levels
in the Paradise Trinity.

10. FUNCTIONS OF PROVIDENCE
1 Providence does not mean that God has decided all things for

us and in advance. God loves us toomuch todo that, for thatwould
be nothing short of cosmic tyranny. Man does have relative powers
of choice. Neither is the divine love that short-sighted affection
which would pamper and spoil the children of men.

2 ¶ e Father, Son, and Spirit — as the Trinity — are not the
Almighty Supreme, but the supremacy of the Almighty can never
be manifest without them. e growth of the Almighty is centred
on the Absolutes of actuality and predicated on the Absolutes of
potentiality. But the functions of theAlmighty Supreme are related
to the functions of the Paradise Trinity.

3 It would appear that, in the Supreme Being, all phases of uni-
verse activity are being partially reunited by the personality of this
experiential Deity. When, therefore, we desire to view the Trinity
as one God, and if we limit this concept to the present known and
organized grand universe, we discover that the evolving Supreme
Being is the partial portraiture of the Paradise Trinity. And we fur-
ther nd that this SupremeDeity is evolving as the personality syn-
thesis of nite matter, mind, and spirit in the grand universe.
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4 e Gods have attributes but the Trinity has functions, and
like the Trinity, providence is a function, the composite of the
other-than-personal overcontrol of the universe of universes, ex-
tending from the evolutionary levels of the Sevenfold synthesizing
in the power of the Almighty on up through the transcendental
realms of the Ultimacy of Deity.

5 ¶ God loves each creature as a child, and that love overshadows
each creature throughout all time and eternity. Providence func-
tions with regard to the total and deals with the function of any
creature as such function is related to the total. Providential in-
tervention with regard to any being is indicative of the importance
of the function of that being as concerns the evolutionary growth
of some total; such total may be the total race, the total nation,
the total planet, or even a higher total. It is the importance of the
function of the creature that occasions providential intervention,
not the importance of the creature as a person.

6 Nevertheless, the Father as a personmay at any time interpose a
fatherly hand in the stream of cosmic events all in accordance with
the will of God and in consonance with the wisdom of God and as
motivated by the love of God.

7 But what man calls providence is all too o en the product of
his own imagination, the fortuitous juxtaposition of the circum-
stances of chance. ere is, however, a real and emerging provi-
dence in the nite realm of universe existence, a true and actual-
izing correlation of the energies of space, the motions of time, the
thoughts of intellect, the ideals of character, the desires of spiritual
natures, and the purposive volitional acts of evolving personalities.

e circumstances of the material realms nd nal nite integra-
tion in the interlocking presences of the Supreme and theUltimate.

8 As the mechanisms of the grand universe are perfected to a
point of nal precision through the overcontrol of mind, and as
creature mind ascends to the perfection of divinity attainment
through perfected integration with spirit, and as the Supreme con-
sequently emerges as an actual uni er of all these universe phenom-
ena, so does providence become increasingly discernible.

9 Some of the amazingly fortuitous conditions occasionally pre-
vailing on the evolutionary worlds may be due to the gradually
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emerging presence of the Supreme, the foretasting of his future uni-
verse activities. Most of what a mortal would call providential is
not; his judgment of such matters is very handicapped by lack of
farsighted vision into the true meanings of the circumstances of
life. Much of what a mortal would call good luck might really be
bad luck; the smile of fortune that bestows unearned leisure and
undeservedwealthmay be the greatest of human afflictions; the ap-
parent cruelty of a perverse fate that heaps tribulation upon some
suffering mortal may in reality be the tempering re that is trans-
muting the so iron of immature personality into the tempered
steel of real character.

10 ere is a providence in the evolving universes, and it can be
discovered by creatures to just the extent that they have attained
capacity to perceive the purpose of the evolving universes. Com-
plete capacity to discern universe purposes equals the evolutionary
completion of the creature and may otherwise be expressed as the
attainment of the Supreme within the limits of the present state of
the incomplete universes.

11 e love of the Father operates directly in the heart of the in-
dividual, independent of the actions or reactions of all other indi-
viduals; the relationship is personal — man and God. e imper-
sonal presence of Deity (Almighty Supreme and Paradise Trinity)
manifests regard for the whole, not for the part. e providence
of the overcontrol of Supremacy becomes increasingly apparent as
the successive parts of the universe progress in the attainment of -
nite destinies. As the systems, constellations, universes, and super-
universes become settled in light and life, the Supreme increasingly
emerges as themeaningful correlator of all that is transpiring, while
the Ultimate gradually emerges as the transcendental uni er of all
things.

12 ¶ In the beginnings on an evolutionary world the natural oc-
currences of the material order and the personal desires of human
beings o en appear to be antagonistic. Much that takes place on
an evolving world is rather hard for mortal man to understand —
natural law is so o en apparently cruel, heartless, and indifferent
to all that is true, beautiful, and good in human comprehension.
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But as humanity progresses in planetary development, we observe
that this viewpoint is modi ed by the following factors:

13 1. Man’s augmenting vision — his increased understanding
of the world in which he lives; his enlarging capacity for the com-
prehension of the material facts of time, the meaningful ideas of
thought, and the valuable ideals of spiritual insight. As long asmen
measure only by the yardstick of the things of a physical nature,
they can never hope to nd unity in time and space.

14 2. Man’s increasing control — the gradual accumulation of
the knowledge of the laws of the material world, the purposes of
spiritual existence, and the possibilities of the philosophic co-or-
dination of these two realities. Man, the savage, was helpless be-
fore the onslaughts of natural forces, was slavish before the cruel
mastery of his own inner fears. Semicivilized man is beginning to
unlock the storehouse of the secrets of the natural realms, and his
science is slowly but effectively destroying his superstitions while
at the same time providing a new and enlarged factual basis for the
comprehension of the meanings of philosophy and the values of
true spiritual experience. Man, the civilized, will someday achieve
relativemastery of the physical forces of his planet; the love of God
in his heart will be effectively outpoured as love for his fellowmen,
while the values of human existence will be nearing the limits of
mortal capacity.

15 3. Man’s universe integration — the increase of human in-
sight plus the increase of human experiential achievement brings
him into closer harmony with the unifying presences of Suprem-
acy—Paradise Trinity and SupremeBeing. And this is what estab-
lishes the sovereignty of the Supreme on the worlds long settled in
light and life. Such advancedplanets are indeed poemsof harmony,
pictures of the beauty of achieved goodness attained through the
pursuit of cosmic truth. And if such things can happen to a pla-
net, then even greater things can happen to a system and the larger
units of the grand universe as they too achieve a settledness indi-
cating the exhaustion of the potentials for nite growth.

16 ¶ On a planet of this advanced order, providence has become
an actuality, the circumstances of life are correlated, but this is not
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only because man has come to dominate the material problems of
his world; it is also because he has begun to live according to the
trend of the universes; he is following the pathway of Supremacy
to the attainment of the Universal Father.

17 ¶ e kingdom of God is in the hearts of men, and when
this kingdom becomes actual in the heart of every individual on
a world, thenGod’s rule has become actual on that planet; and this
is the attained sovereignty of the Supreme Being.

18 To realize providence in time, man must accomplish the task
of achieving perfection. But man can even now foretaste this prov-
idence in its eternity meanings as he ponders the universe fact that
all things, be they good or evil, work together for the advancement
of God-knowing mortals in their quest for the Father of all.

19 ¶ Providence becomes increasingly discernible as men reach
upward from the material to the spiritual. e attainment of com-
pleted spiritual insight enables the ascending personality to detect
harmony in what was theretofore chaos. Even morontia mota rep-
resents a real advance in this direction.

20 Providence is in part the overcontrol of the incomplete Su-
preme manifested in the incomplete universes, and it must there-
fore ever be:

21 1. Partial — due to the incompleteness of the actualization
of the Supreme Being, and

22 2. Unpredictable — due to the uctuations in creature atti-
tude, which ever varies from level to level, thus causing apparently
variable reciprocal response in the Supreme.

23 ¶ Whenmen pray for providential intervention in the circum-
stances of life, many times the answer to their prayer is their own
changed attitudes toward life. But providence is not whimsical,
neither is it fantastic nor magical. It is the slow and sure emer-
gence of the mighty sovereign of the nite universes, whose ma-
jestic presence the evolving creatures occasionally detect in their
universe progressions. Providence is the sure and certain march of
the galaxies of space and the personalities of time toward the goals
of eternity, rst in the Supreme, then in the Ultimate, and perhaps
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in the Absolute. And in in nity we believe there is the same prov-
idence, and this is the will, the actions, the purpose of the Paradise
Trinity thus motivating the cosmic panorama of universes upon
universes.

ahb

24 [Sponsored by aMightyMessenger temporarily sojourning on
Urantia.]



PAPER №119
THE BESTOWALS OF CHRIST MICHAEL

Chief of Evening Stars

CHIEF of the Evening Stars of Nebadon, I am assigned to
Urantia by Gabriel on the mission of revealing the story
of the seven bestowals of theUniverse Sovereign,Michael

of Nebadon, and my name is Gavalia. In making this presentation,
I will adhere strictly to the limitations imposed bymy commission.

2 ¶ e attribute of bestowal is inherent in the Paradise Sons of
the Universal Father. In their desire to come close to the life expe-
riences of their subordinate living creatures, the various orders of
the Paradise Sons are re ecting the divine nature of their Paradise
parents. e Eternal Son of the Paradise Trinity led the way in this
practice, having seven times bestowed himself upon the seven cir-
cuits of Havona during the times of the ascension of Grandfanda
and the rst of the pilgrims from time and space. And the Eternal
Son continues to bestow himself upon the local universes of space
in the persons of his representatives, the Michael and Avonal Sons.

3 When theEternal Sonbestows aCreator Sonupon a projected
local universe, that Creator Son assumes full responsibility for the
completion, control, and composure of that new universe, includ-
ing the solemn oath to the eternal Trinity not to assume full sover-
eignty of the new creation until his seven creature bestowals shall
have been successfully completed and certi ed by the Ancients of
Days of the superuniverse of jurisdiction. is obligation is as-
sumed by every Michael Son who volunteers to go out from Par-
adise to engage in universe organization and creation.

4 e purpose of these creature incarnations is to enable such
Creators to becomewise, sympathetic, just, andunderstanding sov-
ereigns. ese divine Sons are innately just, but they become un-
derstandingly merciful as a result of these successive bestowal ex-
periences; they are naturally merciful, but these experiences make
themmerciful in new and additional ways. ese bestowals are the
last steps in their education and training for the sublime tasks of
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ruling the local universes in divine righteousness and by just judg-
ment.

5 ough numerous incidental bene ts accrue to the various
worlds, systems, and constellations, aswell as to the different orders
of universe intelligences affected and bene ted by these bestowals,
still they are primarily designed to complete the personal training
and universe education of a Creator Son himself. ese bestowals
are not essential to the wise, just, and efficient management of a
local universe, but they are absolutely necessary to a fair, merciful,
and understanding administration of such a creation, teemingwith
its varied forms of life and its myriads of intelligent but imperfect
creatures.

6 e Michael Sons begin their work of universe organization
with a full and just sympathy for the various orders of beings whom
they have created. ey have vast stores ofmercy for all these differ-
ing creatures, even pity for those who err and ounder in the self-
ish mire of their own production. But such endowments of justice
and righteousness will not suffice in the estimate of the Ancients of
Days. ese triune rulers of the superuniverses will never certify a
Creator Son as Universe Sovereign until he has really acquired the
viewpoint of his own creatures by actual experience in the environ-
ment of their existence and as these very creatures themselves. In
this way such Sons become intelligent and understanding rulers;
they come to know the various groups over which they rule and ex-
ercise universe authority. By living experience they possess them-
selves of practical mercy, fair judgment, and the patience born of
experiential creature existence.

7 ¶ e local universe ofNebadon is now ruled by aCreator Son
who has completed his service of bestowal; he reigns in just and
merciful supremacy over all the vast realms of his evolving and per-
fecting universe. Michael of Nebadon is the 611,121 bestowal of
the Eternal Son upon the universes of time and space, and he be-
gan the organization of your local universe about 400,000,000,000
years ago. Michael made ready for his rst bestowal adventure
about the time Urantia was taking on its present form, one billion
years ago. His bestowals have occurred about 150,000,000 years
apart, the last taking place on Urantia 1900 years ago. I will now
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proceed to unfold the nature and character of these bestowals as
fully as my commission permits.

1. THE FIRST BESTOWAL
1 Itwas a solemnoccasiononSalvington almost one billion years

ago when the assembled directors and chiefs of the universe of Ne-
badon heard Michael announce that his elder brother, Immanuel,
would presently assume authority in Nebadon while he (Michael)
would be absent on an unexplained mission. No other announce-
ment was made about this transaction except that the farewell
broadcast to the Constellation Fathers, among other instructions,
said: “And for this period I place you under the care and keeping
of Immanuel while I go to do the bidding of my Paradise Father.”

2 A er sending this farewell broadcast,Michael appeared on the
dispatching eld of Salvington, just as on many previous occasions
when preparing for departure to Uversa or Paradise except that he
came alone. He concluded his statement of departure with these
words: “I leave you but for a short season. Many of you, I know,
would go with me, but whither I go you cannot come. at which
I am about to do, you cannot do. I go to do the will of the Paradise
Deities, and when I have nished my mission and have acquired
this experience, I will return to my place among you.” And having
thus spoken, Michael of Nebadon vanished from the sight of all
those assembled and did not reappear for 20 years of standard time.
In all Salvington, only the Divine Minister and Immanuel knew
whatwas taking place, and theUnion ofDays shared his secret only
with the chief executive of the universe, Gabriel, the Bright and
Morning Star.

3 All the inhabitants of Salvington and those dwelling on the
constellation and system headquarters worlds assembled about
their respective receiving stations for universe intelligence, hoping
to get some word of the mission and whereabouts of the Creator
Son. Not until the third day a erMichael’s departure was anymes-
sage of possible signi cance received. On this day a communica-
tionwas registeredonSalvington fromtheMelchizedek sphere, the
headquarters of that order inNebadon, which simply recorded this
extraordinary and never-before-heard-of transaction: “At noon to-
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day there appeared on the receiving eld of this world a strange
Melchizedek Son, not of our number but wholly like our order. He
was accompanied by a solitary omniaphim who bore credentials
from Uversa and presented orders addressed to our chief, derived
from the Ancients of Days and concurred in by Immanuel of Sal-
vington, directing that this new Melchizedek Son be received into
our order and assigned to the emergency service of the Melchize-
deks of Nebadon. And it has been so ordered; it has been done.”

4 And this is about all that appears on the records of Salvington
regarding the rst Michael bestowal. Nothing more appears until
a er 100 years of Urantia time, when there was recorded the fact
of Michael’s return and unannounced resumption of the direction
of universe affairs. But a strange record is to be found on the Mel-
chizedek world, a recital of the service of this unique Melchizedek
Son of the emergency corps of that age. is record is preserved in
a simple temple which now occupies the foreground of the home
of the Father Melchizedek, and it comprises the narration of the
service of this transitory Melchizedek Son in connection with his
assignment to 24missions of universe emergency. And this record,
which I have so recently reviewed, ends thus:

5 “And at noon on this day, without previous announcement
and witnessed by only three of our brotherhood, this visiting Son
of our order disappeared from our world as he came, accompanied
only by a solitary omniaphim; and this record is now closed with
the certi cation that this visitor lived as aMelchizedek, in the like-
ness of a Melchizedek he worked as a Melchizedek, and he faith-
fully performed all of his assignments as an emergency Son of our
order. By universal consent he has become chief of Melchizedeks,
having earned our love and adoration by his matchless wisdom, su-
preme love, and superb devotion to duty. He loved us, understood
us, and served with us, and forever we are his loyal and devoted fel-
lowMelchizedeks, for this stranger on our world has now eternally
become a universe minister of Melchizedek nature.”

6 And that is all I am permitted to tell you of the rst bestowal
of Michael. We, of course, fully understand that this strange Mel-
chizedek who so mysteriously served with the Melchizedeks a bil-
lion years ago was none other than the incarnated Michael on the
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mission of his rst bestowal. e records do not speci cally state
that this unique and efficient Melchizedek was Michael, but it is
universally believed that he was. Probably the actual statement of
that fact cannot be found outside of the records of Sonarington,
and the records of that secret world are not open to us. Only on
this sacredworld of the divine Sons are themysteries of incarnation
and bestowal fully known. We all know of the facts of the Michael
bestowals, but we do not understand how they are effected. We
do not know how the ruler of a universe, the creator of the Mel-
chizedeks, can so suddenly and mysteriously become one of their
number and, as one of them, live among them and work as a Mel-
chizedek Son for 100 years. But it so happened.

2. THE SECOND BESTOWAL
1 For almost 150,000,000 years a er the Melchizedek bestowal

ofMichael, all went well in the universe of Nebadon, when trouble
began to brew in system 11 of constellation 37. is trouble in-
volved a misunderstanding by a Lanonandek Son, a System Sover-
eign, which had been adjudicated by theConstellation Fathers and
approved by the Faithful of Days, the Paradise counsellor to that
constellation, but the protesting System Sovereign was not fully
reconciled to the verdict. A er more than 100 years of dissatis-
faction he led his associates in one of the most widespread and dis-
astrous rebellions against the sovereignty of the Creator Son ever
instigated in the universe of Nebadon, a rebellion long since adju-
dicated and ended by the action of theAncients ofDays onUversa.

2 is rebel System Sovereign, Lutentia, reigned supreme on his
headquarters planet for more than 20 years of standard Nebadon
time; whereupon, the Most Highs, with approval from Uversa, or-
dered his segregation and requisitioned the Salvington rulers for
the designation of a new System Sovereign to assume direction of
that strife-torn and confused system of inhabited worlds.

3 ¶ Simultaneouslywith the receptionof this request onSalving-
ton,Michael initiated the second of those extraordinary proclama-
tions of intention to be absent from the universe headquarters for
the purpose of “doing the bidding of my Paradise Father,” promis-
ing to “return in due season” and concentrating all authority in the
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hands of his Paradise brother, Immanuel, the Union of Days.
4 And then, by the same technique observed at the time of his

departure in connection with the Melchizedek bestowal, Michael
again took leave of his headquarters sphere. ree days a er this
unexplained leave-taking there appeared among the reserve corps
of the primary Lanonandek Sons ofNebadon, a new and unknown
member. is new Son appeared at noon, unannounced and ac-
companied by a lone tertiaphim who bore credentials from the
Uversa Ancients of Days, certi ed by Immanuel of Salvington, di-
recting that this new Son be assigned to system 11 of constellation
37 as the successor of the deposed Lutentia and with full author-
ity as acting System Sovereign pending the appointment of a new
sovereign.

5 For more than 17 years of universe time this strange and un-
known temporary ruler administered the affairs and wisely adju-
dicated the difficulties of this confused and demoralized local sys-
tem. No System Sovereign was ever more ardently loved or more
widespreadly honoured and respected. In justice and mercy this
new ruler set the turbulent system in order while he painstakingly
ministered to all his subjects, even offering his rebellious prede-
cessor the privilege of sharing the system throne of authority if he
would only apologize to Immanuel for his indiscretions. But Lu-
tentia spurned these overtures ofmercy, well knowing that this new
and strange System Sovereign was none other than Michael, the
very universe ruler whom he had so recently de ed. But millions
of his misguided and deluded followers accepted the forgiveness of
this new ruler, known in that age as the Saviour Sovereign of the
system of Palonia.

6 ¶ And then came that eventful day on which there arrived
the newly appointed System Sovereign, designated by the universe
authorities as the permanent successor of the deposed Lutentia,
and all Palonia mourned the departure of the most noble and the
most benign system ruler that Nebadon had ever known. He was
beloved by all the system and adored by his fellows of all groups
of the Lanonandek Sons. His departure was not unceremonious; a
great celebration was arranged when he le the system headquar-
ters. Even his erring predecessor sent this message: “Just and righ-
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teous are you in all your ways. While I continue in rejection of
the Paradise rule, I am compelled to confess that you are a just and
merciful administrator.”

7 And then did this transient ruler of a rebellious system take
leave of the planet of his short administrative sojourn, while on
the third day therea er Michael appeared on Salvington and re-
sumed the direction of the universe of Nebadon. ere soon fol-
lowed the third Uversa proclamation of the advancing jurisdiction
of the sovereignty and authority of Michael. e rst proclama-
tion was made at the time of his arrival in Nebadon, the second
was issued soon a er the completion of theMelchizedek bestowal,
and now the third follows upon the termination of the second or
Lanonandek mission.

3. THE THIRD BESTOWAL
1 e supreme council on Salvington had just nished the con-

sideration of the call of the LifeCarriers on planet 217 in system87
in constellation 61 for the dispatch to their assistance of aMaterial
Son. Now this planet was situated in a system of inhabited worlds
where another System Sovereign had gone astray, the second such
rebellion in all Nebadon up to that time.

2 Upon the request of Michael, action on the petition of the
Life Carriers of this planet was deferred pending its consideration
by Immanuel and his report thereon. is was an irregular proce-
dure, and I well remember how we all anticipated something un-
usual, and we were not long held in suspense. Michael proceeded
to place universe direction in the hands of Immanuel, while he in-
trusted command of the celestial forces toGabriel, and having thus
disposed of his administrative responsibilities, he took leave of the
Universe Mother Spirit and vanished from the dispatching eld of
Salvington precisely as he had done on two previous occasions.

3 And, as might have been expected, on the third day therea er
there appeared, unannounced, on the headquarters world of sys-
tem 87 in constellation 61, a strange Material Son, accompanied
by a lone seconaphim, accredited by the Uversa Ancients of Days,
and certi ed by Immanuel of Salvington. Immediately the acting
System Sovereign appointed this new andmysteriousMaterial Son
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acting Planetary Prince of world 217, and this designation was at
once con rmed by the Most Highs of constellation 61.

4 us did this uniqueMaterial Son begin his difficult career on
a quarantined world of secession and rebellion, located in a belea-
guered system without any direct communication with the out-
side universe, working alone for one whole generation of plane-
tary time. is emergency Material Son effected the repentance
and reclamation of the defaulting Planetary Prince and his entire
staff and witnessed the restoration of the planet to the loyal ser-
vice of the Paradise rule as established in the local universes. In
due time a Material Son and Daughter arrived on this rejuvenated
and redeemed world, and when they had been duly installed as vis-
ible planetary rulers, the transitory or emergency Planetary Prince
took formal leave, disappearing at noon one day. On the third day
therea er, Michael appeared in his accustomed place on Salving-
ton, and very soon the superuniverse broadcasts carried the fourth
proclamation of the Ancients of Days announcing the further ad-
vancement of the sovereignty of Michael in Nebadon.

5 I regret that I do not have permission to narrate the patience,
fortitude, and skill with which this Material Son met the trying
situations on this confused planet. e reclamation of this isolated
world is one of themost beautifully touching chapters in the annals
of salvation throughout Nebadon. By the end of this mission it
had become evident to all Nebadon as to why their beloved ruler
chose to engage in these repeated bestowals in the likeness of some
subordinate order of intelligent being.

6 ¶ e bestowals ofMichael as aMelchizedek Son, then as a La-
nonandek Son, and next as a Material Son are all equally mysteri-
ous andbeyond explanation. In each instance he appeared suddenly
and as a fully developed individual of the bestowal group. emys-
tery of such incarnations will never be known except to those who
have access to the inner circle of the records on the sacred sphere of
Sonarington.

7 ¶ Never, since thismarvellous bestowal as the Planetary Prince
of a world in isolation and rebellion, have any of the Material Sons
or Daughters in Nebadon been tempted to complain of their as-
signments or to nd fault with the difficulties of their planetary
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missions. For all time the Material Sons know that in the Cre-
ator Son of the universe they have an understanding sovereign and
a sympathetic friend, one who has in “all points been tried and
tested,” even as they must also be tried and tested.

8 Each of these missions was followed by an age of increasing
service and loyalty among all celestial intelligences of universe ori-
gin, while each succeeding bestowal age was characterized by ad-
vancement and improvement in all methods of universe adminis-
tration and in all techniques of government. Since this bestowal
no Material Son or Daughter has ever knowingly joined in rebel-
lion againstMichael; they love and honour him too devotedly ever
consciously to reject him. Only through deception and sophistry
have the Adams of recent times been led astray by higher types of
rebel personalities.

4. THE FOURTH BESTOWAL
1 It was at the end of one of the periodic millennial roll calls of

Uversa that Michael proceeded to place the government of Neba-
don in thehands of Immanuel andGabriel; and, of course, recalling
what had happened in times past following such action, we all pre-
pared to witness Michael’s disappearance on his fourth mission of
bestowal, and we were not long kept waiting, for he shortly went
out upon the Salvington dispatching eld and was lost to our view.

2 On the third day a er this bestowal disappearance we ob-
served, in the universe broadcasts to Uversa, this signi cant news
item from the seraphic headquarters of Nebadon: “Reporting the
unannounced arrival of an unknown seraphim, accompanied by a
solitary supernaphim andGabriel of Salvington. is unregistered
seraphim quali es as of the Nebadon order and bears credentials
from the Uversa Ancients of Days, certi ed by Immanuel of Sal-
vington. is seraphim tests out as belonging to the supreme order
of the angels of a local universe and has already been assigned to
the corps of the teaching counsellors.”

3 Michael was absent from Salvington during this, the seraphic
bestowal, for a period of over 40 standard universe years. During
this time he was attached as a seraphic teaching counsellor, what
you might denominate a private secretary, to 26 different master
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teachers, functioning on 22 different worlds. His last or termi-
nal assignment was as counsellor and helper attached to a bestowal
mission of a Trinity Teacher Son onworld 462 in system 84 of con-
stellation 3 in the universe of Nebadon.

4 Never, throughout the seven years of this assignment, was this
Trinity Teacher Son wholly persuaded as to the identity of his se-
raphic associate. True, all seraphim during that age were regarded
with peculiar interest and scrutiny. Full well we all knew that our
beloved Sovereign was abroad in the universe, disguised as a ser-
aphim, but never could we be certain of his identity. Never was
he positively identi ed until the time of his attachment to the be-
stowal mission of this Trinity Teacher Son. But always through-
out this era were the supreme seraphim regarded with special so-
licitude, lest any of us should nd that we had unawares been host
to the Sovereign of the universe on a mission of creature bestowal.
And so it has become forever true, concerning angels, that their
Creator and Ruler has been “in all points tried and tested in the
likeness of seraphic personality.”

5 As these successive bestowals partook increasingly of the na-
ture of the lower forms of universe life, Gabriel became more and
more an associate of these incarnation adventures, functioning as
the universe liaison between the bestowed Michael and the acting
universe ruler, Immanuel.

6 ¶ Now has Michael passed through the bestowal experience of
three orders of his created universe Sons: the Melchizedeks, the
Lanonandeks, and the Material Sons. Next he condescends to per-
sonalize in the likeness of angelic life as a supreme seraphim be-
fore turning his attention to the various phases of the ascending
careers of his lowest form of will creatures, the evolutionary mor-
tals of time and space.

5. THE FIFTH BESTOWAL
1 A little over 300,000,000 years ago, as time is reckoned on

Urantia, we witnessed another of those transfers of universe au-
thority to Immanuel and observed the preparations of Michael for
departure. is occasion was different from the previous ones in
that he announced that his destination was Uversa, headquarters
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of the superuniverse of Orvonton. In due time our Sovereign de-
parted, but the broadcasts of the superuniverse never made men-
tion of Michael’s arrival at the courts of the Ancients of Days.
Shortly a er his departure from Salvington there did appear in
theUversa broadcasts this signi cant statement: “ ere arrived to-
day an unannounced and unnumbered ascendant pilgrim of mor-
tal origin from the universe of Nebadon, certi ed by Immanuel of
Salvington and accompanied byGabriel ofNebadon. is uniden-
ti ed being presents the status of a true spirit and has been received
into our fellowship.”

2 If you should visit Uversa today, you would hear the recount-
ing of the days when Eventod sojourned there, this particular and
unknownpilgrimof time and space being knownonUversa by that
name. And this ascending mortal, at least a superb personality in
the exact likeness of the spirit stage of the ascending mortals, lived
and functioned on Uversa for a period of 11 years of Orvonton
standard time. is being received the assignments and performed
the duties of a spirit mortal in common with his fellows from the
various local universes of Orvonton. In “all points he was tested
and tried, even as his fellows,” and on all occasions he proved wor-
thy of the con dence and trust of his superiors, while he unfailingly
commanded the respect and loyal admiration of his fellow spirits.

3 On Salvington we followed the career of this spirit pilgrim
with consummate interest, knowing full well, by the presence of
Gabriel, that this unassuming and unnumbered pilgrim spirit was
none other than the bestowed ruler of our local universe. is rst
appearance of Michael incarnated in the role of one stage of mor-
tal evolution was an event which thrilled and enthralled all Neba-
don. We had heard of such things but now we beheld them. He
appeared onUversa as a fully developed and perfectly trained spirit
mortal and, as such, continued his career up to the occasion of the
advancement of a group of ascending mortals to Havona; where-
upon he held converse with the Ancients of Days and immediately,
in the company of Gabriel, took sudden and unceremonious leave
of Uversa, appearing shortly therea er in his accustomed place on
Salvington.

4 ¶ Not until the completion of this bestowal did it nally dawn
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upon us that Michael was probably going to incarnate in the like-
ness of his various orders of universe personalities, from the high-
est Melchizedeks right on down to the mortals of esh and blood
on the evolutionary worlds of time and space. About this time the
Melchizedek colleges began to teach the probability of Michael’s
sometime incarnating as a mortal of the esh, and there occurred
much speculation as to the possible technique of such an inexpli-
cable bestowal. at Michael had in person performed in the role
of an ascending mortal lent new and added interest to the whole
scheme of creature progression all the way up through both the lo-
cal universe and the superuniverse.

5 Still, the technique of these successive bestowals remained a
mystery. Even Gabriel confesses that he does not comprehend the
method whereby this Paradise Son and universe Creator could, at
will, assume the personality and live the life of one of his own sub-
ordinate creatures.

6. THE SIXTH BESTOWAL
1 Now that all Salvington was familiar with the preliminaries of

an impending bestowal,Michael called the sojourners on the head-
quarters planet together and, for the rst time, unfolded the re-
mainder of the incarnation plan, announcing that he was soon to
leave Salvington for the purpose of assuming the career of amoron-
tia mortal at the courts of theMostHigh Fathers on the headquar-
ters planet of the h constellation. And thenweheard for the rst
time the announcement that his seventh and nal bestowal would
bemade on some evolutionaryworld in the likeness ofmortal esh.

2 Before leaving Salvington for the sixth bestowal, Michael ad-
dressed the assembled inhabitants of the sphere and departed in
full view of everyone, accompanied by a lone seraphim and the
Bright and Morning Star of Nebadon. While the direction of the
universe had again been intrusted to Immanuel, there was a wider
distribution of administrative responsibilities.

3 Michael appeared on the headquarters of constellation ve as
a full- edged morontia mortal of ascending status. I regret that I
am forbidden to reveal the details of this unnumbered morontia
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mortal’s career, for it was one of the most extraordinary and amaz-
ing epochs inMichael’s bestowal experience, not even excepting his
dramatic and tragic sojourn on Urantia. But among the many re-
strictions imposed upon me in accepting this commission is one
which forbids my undertaking to unfold the details of this won-
derful career of Michael as the morontia mortal of Endantum.

4 When Michael returned from this morontia bestowal, it was
apparent to all of us that ourCreator had become a fellow creature,
that the Universe Sovereign was also the friend and sympathetic
helper of even the lowest form of created intelligence in his realms.
We had noted this progressive acquirement of the creature’s view-
point in universe administration before this, for it had been grad-
ually appearing, but it became more apparent a er the completion
of the morontia mortal bestowal, even still more so a er his return
from the career of the carpenter’s son on Urantia.

5 We were informed in advance by Gabriel of the time of Mi-
chael’s release from the morontia bestowal, and accordingly we
arranged a suitable reception on Salvington. Millions upon mil-
lions of beings were assembled from the constellation headquar-
ters worlds of Nebadon, and a majority of the sojourners on the
worlds adjacent to Salvington were gathered together to welcome
him back to the rulership of his universe. In response to our many
addresses of welcome and expressions of appreciation of a Sover-
eign so vitally interested in his creatures, he only replied: “I have
simply been about my Father’s business. I am only doing the plea-
sure of the Paradise Sons who love and crave to understand their
creatures.”

6 But from that day down to the hour when Michael embarked
upon his Urantia adventure as the Son of Man, all Nebadon con-
tinued to discuss the many exploits of their Sovereign Ruler as he
functioned on Endantum as the bestowal incarnation of a moron-
tia mortal of evolutionary ascension, being in all points tested like
his fellows assembled from the material worlds of the entire con-
stellation of his sojourn.

7. THE SEVENTH AND FINAL BESTOWAL
1 For tens of thousands of years we all looked forward to the sev-
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enth and nal bestowal of Michael. Gabriel had taught us that this
terminal bestowal would be made in the likeness of mortal esh,
but we were wholly ignorant of the time, place, and manner of this
culminating adventure.

2 e public announcement that Michael had selected Uran-
tia as the theatre for his nal bestowal was made shortly a er we
learned about the default of Adam and Eve. And thus, for more
than 35,000 years, your world occupied a very conspicuous place
in the councils of the entire universe. ere was no secrecy (aside
from the incarnation mystery) connected with any step in the
Urantia bestowal. From rst to last, up to the nal and triumphant
return of Michael to Salvington as supreme Universe Sovereign,
therewas the fullest universe publicity of all that transpired on your
small but highly honoured world.

3 ¶ While we believed that this would be the method, we never
knew, until the time of the event itself, that Michael would appear
on earth as a helpless infant of the realm. eretofore hadhe always
appeared as a fully developed individual of the personality group of
the bestowal selection, and it was a thrilling announcement which
was broadcast from Salvington telling that the babe of Bethlehem
had been born on Urantia.

4 We then not only realized that our Creator and friend was
taking the most precarious step in all his career, apparently risk-
ing his position and authority on this bestowal as a helpless infant,
but we also understood that his experience in this nal and mor-
tal bestowal would eternally enthrone him as the undisputed and
supreme sovereign of the universe of Nebadon. For a third of a
century of earth time all eyes in all parts of this local universe were
focused onUrantia. All intelligences realized that the last bestowal
was in progress, and as we had long known of the Lucifer rebellion
in Satania and of theCaligastia disaffection onUrantia, wewell un-
derstood the intensity of the struggle whichwould ensue when our
ruler condescended to incarnate on Urantia in the humble form
and likeness of mortal esh.

5 Joshua ben Joseph, the Jewish baby, was conceived and was
born into the world just as all other babies before and since except
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that this particular baby was the incarnation of Michael of Neba-
don, a divine Son of Paradise and the creator of all this local uni-
verse of things and beings. And this mystery of the incarnation of
Deity within the human form of Jesus, otherwise of natural origin
on the world, will forever remain unsolved. Even in eternity you
will never know the technique and method of the incarnation of
the Creator in the form and likeness of his creatures. at is the
secret of Sonarington, and such mysteries are the exclusive posses-
sion of those divine Sons who have passed through the bestowal
experience.

6 Certain wise men of earth knew of Michael’s impending ar-
rival. rough the contacts of one world with another, these wise
menof spiritual insight learned of the forthcoming bestowal ofMi-
chael onUrantia. And the seraphimdid, through themidway crea-
tures, make announcement to a group of Chaldean priests whose
leaderwasArdnon. esemenofGod visited the newborn child in
the manger. e only supernatural event associated with the birth
of Jesus was this announcement to Ardnon and his associates by
the seraphim of former attachment to Adam and Eve in the rst
garden.˚

7 Jesus’ human parents were average people of their day and gen-
eration, and this incarnated Son of God was thus born of woman
and was reared in the ordinary manner of the children of that race
and age.

8 ¶ e story of Michael’s sojourn on Urantia, the narrative of
the mortal bestowal of the Creator Son on your world, is a matter

7.6. Informational: rst printing; ese men of God visited the newborn child in the
manger. — “in the manger” removed at the second printing. Presumably, this change was
madebecause the original seems to be inconsistentwith thenarrative of Jesus’ birth in122:8,
which states that three wise men om the east visited Jesus when he was almost three weeks
old — about the time the family le the inn and over two weeks a er they had moved out
of the stable. However, it is certainly possible that Joseph and Mary might have taken the
manger with them up to the room in the inn in order to continue to have a cradle for Jesus.

e need for a cradle would have been no less in the room than in the stable, and if the
manger was portable, as small feed-boxes o en are, moving it along with the family seems
quite reasonable.
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beyond the scope and purpose of this narrative.

8. MICHAEL’S POSTBESTOWAL STATUS
1 A erMichael’s nal and successful bestowal onUrantia hewas

not only accepted by theAncients ofDays as sovereign ruler ofNe-
badon, but hewas also recognized by theUniversal Father as the es-
tablished director of the local universe of his own creation. Upon
his return to Salvington this Michael, the Son of Man and the Son
ofGod, was proclaimed the settled ruler ofNebadon. FromUversa
came the eighth proclamation ofMichael’s sovereignty, while from
Paradise came the joint pronouncement of the Universal Father
and the Eternal Son constituting this union of God and man sole
head of the universe and directing the Union of Days stationed on
Salvington to signify his intention of withdrawing to Paradise. e
Faithfuls of Days on the constellation headquarters were also in-
structed to retire from the councils of theMostHighs. ButMichael
would not consent to thewithdrawal of theTrinity Sons of counsel
and co-operation. He assembled them on Salvington and person-
ally requested them forever to remain on duty in Nebadon. ey
signi ed their desire to comply with this request to their directors
on Paradise, and shortly therea er there were issued those man-
dates of Paradise divorcement which forever attached these Sons
of the central universe to the court of Michael of Nebadon.

2 ¶ It required almost one billion years of Urantia time to com-
plete the bestowal career ofMichael and to effect the nal establish-
ment of his supreme authority in the universe of his own creation.
Michael was born a creator, educated an administrator, trained an
executive, but he was required to earn his sovereignty by experi-
ence. And thus has your little world become known throughout all
Nebadon as the arena wherein Michael completed the experience
which is required of every Paradise Creator Son before he is given
unlimited control and direction of the universe of his ownmaking.
As you ascend the local universe, youwill learnmore about the ide-
als of the personalities concerned in Michael’s previous bestowals.

3 ¶ In completing his creature bestowals, Michael was not only
establishing his own sovereignty but also was augmenting the
evolving sovereignty of God the Supreme. In the course of these
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bestowals the Creator Son not only engaged in a descending ex-
ploration of the various natures of creature personality, but he also
achieved the revelation of the variously diversi ed wills of the Par-
adise Deities, whose synthetic unity, as revealed by the Supreme
Creators, is revelatory of the will of the Supreme Being.

4 ese various will aspects of the Deities are eternally personal-
ized in the differing natures of the Seven Master Spirits, and each
of Michael’s bestowals was peculiarly revelatory of one of these di-
vinitymanifestations. OnhisMelchizedek bestowal hemanifested
the united will of the Father, Son, and Spirit, on his Lanonandek
bestowal the will of the Father and the Son; on the Adamic be-
stowal he revealed the will of the Father and the Spirit, on the se-
raphic bestowal the will of the Son and the Spirit; on the Uversa
mortal bestowal he portrayed the will of the Conjoint Actor, on
the morontia mortal bestowal the will of the Eternal Son; and on
the Urantia material bestowal he lived the will of the Universal Fa-
ther, even as a mortal of esh and blood.

5 e completion of these seven bestowals resulted in the liber-
ation of Michael’s supreme sovereignty and also in the creation of
the possibility for the sovereignty of the Supreme inNebadon. On
none of Michael’s bestowals did he reveal God the Supreme, but
the sum total of all seven bestowals is a new Nebadon revelation of
the Supreme Being.

6 In the experience of descending from God to man, Michael
was concomitantly experiencing the ascent from partiality of man-
ifestability to supremacy of nite action and nality of the libera-
tion of his potential for absonite function. Michael, a Creator Son,
is a time-space creator, but Michael, a sevenfold Master Son, is a
member of one of the divine corps constituting the Trinity Ulti-
mate.

7 In passing through the experience of revealing the Seven Mas-
ter Spirit wills of the Trinity, the Creator Son has passed through
the experience of revealing the will of the Supreme. In function-
ing as a revelator of the will of Supremacy, Michael, together with
all other Master Sons, has identi ed himself eternally with the Su-
preme. In this universe age he reveals the Supreme and participates
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in the actualization of the sovereignty of Supremacy. But in the
next universe age we believe he will be collaborating with the Su-
premeBeing in the rst experiential Trinity for and in the universes
of outer space.

8 ¶ Urantia is the sentimental shrine of all Nebadon, the chief of
10,000,000 inhabited worlds, the mortal home of Christ Michael,
sovereign of all Nebadon, a Melchizedek minister to the realms,
a system saviour, an Adamic redeemer, a seraphic fellow, an asso-
ciate of ascending spirits, a morontia progressor, a Son of Man in
the likeness of mortal esh, and the Planetary Prince of Urantia.
And your record tells the truth when it says that this same Jesus has
promised sometime to return to theworld of his terminal bestowal,
the World of the Cross.˚

* * * * *

9 [ is paper, depicting the 7 bestowals of ChristMichael, is the
63 of a series of presentations, sponsored by numerous personali-
ties, narrating the history of Urantia down to the time of Michael’s
appearance on earth in the likeness of mortal esh. ese papers
were authorized by a Nebadon commission of 12 acting under the
direction of Mantutia Melchizedek. We indited these narratives
and put them in the English language, by a technique authorized
by our superiors, in the year A.D. 1935 of Urantia time.]

8.8. And your record tells the truth when it says that this same Jesus has promised some
time to return… See note for 60:3.20.
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is group of papers was sponsored by a commission of twelve Urantia
midwayers acting under the supervision of a Melchizedek revelatory

director.
e basis of this narrative was supplied by a secondary midwayer who was
onetime assigned to the superhuman watchcare of the Apostle Andrew.

PAPER №120
THE BESTOWAL OF MICHAEL ON URANTIA

Mantutia Melchizedek

ASSIGNED by Gabriel to supervise the restatement of the
life of Michael when on Urantia and in the likeness of
mortal esh, I, theMelchizedek director of the revelatory

commission intrusted with this task, am authorized to present this
narrative of certain events which immediately preceded the Cre-
ator Son’s arrival on Urantia to embark upon the terminal phase
of his universe bestowal experience. To live such identical lives as
he imposes upon the intelligent beings of his own creation, thus
to bestow himself in the likeness of his various orders of created
beings, is a part of the price which every Creator Son must pay for
the full and supreme sovereignty of his self-made universe of things
and beings.

2 Before the events I am about to delineate,Michael ofNebadon
had bestowed himself six times a er the similitude of six differing
orders of his diverse creation of intelligent beings. en he pre-
pared to descend upon Urantia in the likeness of mortal esh, the
lowest order of his intelligent will creatures, and, as such a human
of the material realm, to execute the nal act in the drama of the
acquirement of universe sovereignty in accordance with the man-
dates of the divine Paradise Rulers of the universe of universes.

3 In the course of each of these preceding bestowalsMichael not
only acquired the nite experience of one group of his created be-
ings, but he also acquired an essential experience in Paradise co-
operation which would, in and of itself, further contribute to con-
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stituting him the sovereign of his self-made universe. At any mo-
ment throughout all past local universe time, Michael could have
asserted personal sovereignty as aCreator Son and as aCreator Son
could have ruled his universe a er themanner of his own choosing.
In such an event, Immanuel and the associatedParadise Sonswould
have taken leave of the universe. But Michael did not wish to rule
Nebadon merely in his own isolated right, as a Creator Son. He
desired to ascend through actual experience in co-operative subor-
dination to the ParadiseTrinity to that high place in universe status
where he would become quali ed to rule his universe and adminis-
ter its affairs with that perfection of insight and wisdom of execu-
tionwhichwill sometime be characteristic of the exalted rule of the
Supreme Being. He aspired not to perfection of rule as a Creator
Son but to supremacy of administration as the embodiment of the
universe wisdom and the divine experience of the Supreme Being.

4 Michael, therefore, had a double purpose in the making of
these seven bestowals upon the various orders of his universe crea-
tures: First, he was completing the required experience in creature
understanding which is demanded of all Creator Sons before they
assume complete sovereignty. At any time a Creator Son may rule
his universe in his own right, but he can rule as the supreme rep-
resentative of the Paradise Trinity only a er passing through the
seven universe-creature bestowals. Second, he was aspiring to the
privilege of representing the maximum authority of the Paradise
Trinity which can be exercised in the direct and personal adminis-
tration of a local universe. Accordingly, didMichael, during the ex-
perience of each of his universe bestowals, successfully and accept-
ably voluntarily subordinate himself to the variously constituted
wills of the diverse associations of the persons of the Paradise Trin-
ity. at is, on the rst bestowal he was subject to the combined
will of the Father, Son, and Spirit; on the second bestowal to the
will of the Father and the Son; on the third bestowal to the will
of the Father and the Spirit; on the fourth bestowal to the will of
the Son and the Spirit; on the h bestowal to the will of the In-
nite Spirit; on the sixth bestowal to the will of the Eternal Son;

and during the seventh and nal bestowal, on Urantia, to the will
of the Universal Father.
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5 Michael, therefore, combines in his personal sovereignty the
divine will of the sevenfold phases of the universal Creators with
the understanding experience of his local universe creatures. us
has his administration become representative of the greatest possi-
ble power and authority although divested of all arbitrary assump-
tions. His power is unlimited since it is derived from experienced
associationwith theParadiseDeities; his authority is unquestioned
inasmuch as it was acquired through actual experience in the like-
ness of universe creatures; his sovereignty is supreme since it em-
bodies at one and the same time the sevenfold viewpoint of Para-
dise Deity with the creature viewpoint of time and space.

6 ¶ Having determined the time of his nal bestowal and having
selected the planet whereon this extraordinary event would take
place, Michael held the usual prebestowal conference with Gab-
riel and then presented himself before his elder brother and Par-
adise counsellor, Immanuel. All powers of universe administra-
tion which had not previously been conferred upon Gabriel, Mi-
chael now assigned to the custody of Immanuel. And just before
Michael’s departure for the Urantia incarnation, Immanuel, in ac-
cepting the custody of the universe during the time of the Urantia
bestowal, proceeded to impart the bestowal counsel which would
serve as the incarnation guide forMichaelwhenhewould presently
grow up on Urantia as a mortal of the realm.

7 ¶ In this connection it should be borne in mind that Michael
had elected to execute this bestowal in the likeness of mortal esh,
subject to the will of the Paradise Father. e Creator Son re-
quired instructions from no one in order to effect this incarnation
for the sole purpose of achieving universe sovereignty, but he had
embarked upon a program of the revelation of the Supreme which
involved co-operative functioning with the diverse wills of the Par-
adise Deities. us his sovereignty, when nally and personally ac-
quired, would actually be all-inclusive of the sevenfoldwill ofDeity
as it culminates in the Supreme. He had, therefore, six times pre-
viously been instructed by the personal representatives of the vari-
ous Paradise Deities and associations thereof; and now he was in-
structed by the Union of Days, ambassador of the Paradise Trinity
to the local universe of Nebadon, acting on behalf of the Universal
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Father.
8 ¶ ere were immediate advantages and tremendous compen-

sations resultant from the willingness of this mighty Creator Son
oncemore voluntarily to subordinate himself to the will of the Par-
adiseDeities, this time to that of theUniversal Father. By this deci-
sion to effect such associative subordination, Michael would expe-
rience in this incarnation, not only the nature of mortal man, but
also the will of the Paradise Father of all. And further, he could
enter upon this unique bestowal with the complete assurance, not
only that Immanuel would exercise the full authority of the Para-
dise Father in the administration of his universe during his absence
on the Urantia bestowal, but also with the comforting knowledge
that the Ancients of Days of the superuniverse had decreed the
safety of his realm throughout the entire bestowal period.

9 ¶ And this was the setting of the momentous occasion when
Immanuel presented the seventh bestowal commission. And from
this prebestowal charge of Immanuel to the universe rulerwho sub-
sequently became Jesus ofNazareth (ChristMichael) onUrantia, I
am permitted to present the following excerpts:

1. THE SEVENTH BESTOWAL COMMISSION
1 “My Creator brother, I am about to witness your seventh and

nal universe bestowal. Most faithfully and perfectly have you ex-
ecuted the six previous commissions, and I entertain no thought
but that you will be equally triumphant on this, your terminal sov-
ereignty bestowal. Heretofore you have appeared on your bestowal
spheres as a fully developed being of the order of your choosing.
Now you are about to appear upon Urantia, the disordered and
disturbed planet of your choice, not as a fully developed mortal,
but as a helpless babe. is, my comrade, will be a new and untried
experience for you. You are about to pay the full price of bestowal
and to experience the complete enlightenment of the incarnation
of a Creator in the likeness of a creature.

2 “ roughout eachof your former bestowals youhave voluntar-
ily chosen to subject yourself to the will of the three Paradise De-
ities and their divine interassociations. Of the seven phases of the
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will of the Supreme you have in your previous bestowals been sub-
ject to all but the personal will of your Paradise Father. Now that
you have elected to be wholly subject to your Father’s will through-
out your seventh bestowal, I, as the personal representative of our
Father, assume the unquali ed jurisdiction of your universe for the
time of your incarnation.

3 “In entering upon the Urantia bestowal, you have voluntar-
ily divested yourself of all extraplanetary support and special as-
sistance such as might be rendered by any creature of your own
creation. As your created sons of Nebadon are wholly dependent
upon you for safe conduct throughout their universe careers, so
now must you become wholly and unreservedly dependent upon
your Paradise Father for safe conduct throughout the unrevealed
vicissitudes of your ensuingmortal career. Andwhen you shall have
nished this bestowal experience, you will know in very truth the

full meaning and the rich signi cance of that faith-trust which you
so unvaryingly require all your creatures to master as a part of their
intimate relationship with you as their local universe Creator and
Father.

4 “ roughout your Urantia bestowal you need be concerned
with but one thing, the unbroken communion between you and
your Paradise Father; and it will be by the perfection of such a re-
lationship that the world of your bestowal, even all the universe
of your creation, will behold a new and more understandable rev-
elation of your Father and my Father, the Universal Father of all.
Your concern, therefore, has only to do with your personal life on
Urantia. I will be fully and efficiently responsible for the security
and unbroken administration of your universe from the moment
of your voluntary relinquishment of authority until you return to
us as Universe Sovereign, con rmed by Paradise, and receive back
from my hands, not the vicegerent authority which you now sur-
render to me, but, instead, the supreme power over, and jurisdic-
tion of, your universe.

5 “And that you may know with assurance that I am empowered
to do all that I am now promising (knowing full well that I am the
assurance of all Paradise for the faithful performance of my word),
I announce to you that there has just been communicated to me a
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mandate of the Ancients of Days on Uversa which will prevent all
spiritual jeopardy in Nebadon throughout the period of your vol-
untary bestowal. From the moment you surrender consciousness,
upon the beginning of the mortal incarnation, until you return to
us as supreme and unconditional sovereign of this universe of your
own creation and organization, nothing of serious import can hap-
pen in all Nebadon. In this interim of your incarnation, I hold
the orders of the Ancients of Days which unquali edly mandate
the instantaneous and automatic extinction of any being guilty of
rebellion or presuming to instigate insurrection in the universe of
Nebadon while you are absent on this bestowal. My brother, in
view of the authority of Paradise inherent in my presence and aug-
mented by the judicial mandate of Uversa, your universe and all its
loyal creatures will be secure during your bestowal. You may pro-
ceed upon yourmission with but a single thought— the enhanced
revelation of our Father to the intelligent beings of your universe.

6 “As in each of your previous bestowals, I would remind you
that I am recipient of your universe jurisdiction as brother-trustee.
I exercise all authority andwield all power in your name. I function
as would our Paradise Father and in accordance with your explicit
request that I thus act in your stead. And suchbeing the fact, all this
delegated authority is yours again to exercise at any moment you
may see t to requisition its return. Your bestowal is, throughout,
wholly voluntary. As a mortal incarnate in the realm you are with-
out celestial endowments, but all your relinquished power may be
had at any time you may choose to reinvest yourself with universe
authority. If you should choose to reinstate yourself in power and
authority, remember, it will be wholly for personal reasons since
I am the living and supreme pledge whose presence and promise
guarantee the safe administration of your universe in accordance
with your Father’s will. Rebellion, such as has three times occurred
inNebadon, cannot occur during your absence fromSalvington on
this bestowal. For the period of the Urantia bestowal the Ancients
of Days have decreed that rebellion in Nebadon shall be invested
with the automatic seed of its own annihilation.

7 “As long as you are absent on this nal and extraordinary be-
stowal, I pledge (withGabriel’s co-operation) the faithful adminis-
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tration of your universe; and as I commission you to undertake this
ministry of divine revelation and to undergo this experience of per-
fected human understanding, I act in behalf of my Father and your
Father andoffer you the following counsel, which should guide you
in the living of your earth life as you become progressively self-con-
scious regarding the divine mission of your continued sojourn in
the esh:

2. THE BESTOWAL LIMITATIONS
1 “1. In accordance with the usages and in conformity with the

technique of Sonarington — in compliance with the mandates of
the Eternal Son of Paradise—Ihave provided in everyway for your
immediate entrance upon this mortal bestowal in harmony with
the plans formulated by you and placed in my keeping by Gabriel.
You will grow up on Urantia as a child of the realm, complete your
human education — all the while subject to the will of your Para-
dise Father— live your life onUrantia as you have determined, ter-
minate your planetary sojourn, and prepare for ascension to your
Father to receive from him the supreme sovereignty of your uni-
verse.

2 “2. Apart from your earth mission and your universe revela-
tion, but incidental to both, I counsel that you assume, a er you
are sufficiently self-conscious of your divine identity, the additional
task of technically terminating the Lucifer rebellion in the system
of Satania, and that you do all this as the Son of Man; thus, as a
mortal creature of the realm, in weakness made powerful by faith-
submission to the will of your Father, I suggest that you graciously
achieve all you have repeatedly declined arbitrarily to accomplish
by power and might when you were so endowed at the time of the
inception of this sinful and unjusti ed rebellion. I would regard it
as a tting climax of your mortal bestowal if you should return to
us as the SonofMan, Planetary Prince ofUrantia, aswell as the Son
of God, supreme sovereign of your universe. As a mortal man, the
lowest type of intelligent creature inNebadon,meet and adjudicate
the blasphemous pretensions ofCaligastia and Lucifer and, in your
assumed humble estate, forever end the shameful misrepresenta-
tions of these fallen children of light. Having steadfastly declined
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to discredit these rebels through the exercise of your creator prerog-
atives, now itwould be tting that you should, in the likeness of the
lowest creatures of your creation, wrest dominion from the hands
of these fallen Sons; and so would your whole local universe in all
fairness clearly and forever recognize the justice of your doing in
the role of mortal esh those things which mercy admonished you
not to do by the power of arbitrary authority. And having thus by
your bestowal established the possibility of the sovereignty of the
Supreme in Nebadon, you will in effect have brought to a close the
unadjudicated affairs of all preceding insurrections, notwithstand-
ing the greater or lesser time lag involved in the realization of this
achievement. By this act the pending dissensions of your universe
will be in substance liquidated. And with the subsequent endow-
ment of supreme sovereignty over your universe, similar challenges
to your authority can never recur in any part of your great personal
creation.

3 “3. When you have succeeded in terminating the Urantia se-
cession, as you undoubtedlywill, I counsel you to accept fromGab-
riel the conference of the title of ‘Planetary Prince ofUrantia’ as the
eternal recognition by your universe of your nal bestowal experi-
ence; and that you further do any and all things, consistent with
the purport of your bestowal, to atone for the sorrow and confu-
sion brought upon Urantia by the Caligastia betrayal and the sub-
sequent Adamic default.

4 “4. In accordance with your request, Gabriel and all con-
cerned will co-operate with you in the expressed desire to end
yourUrantia bestowalwith the pronouncement of a dispensational
judgment of the realm, accompanied by the termination of an age,
the resurrection of the sleepingmortal survivors, and the establish-
ment of the dispensation of the bestowed Spirit of Truth.

5 “5. As concerns the planet of your bestowal and the imme-
diate generation of men living thereon at the time of your mortal
sojourn, I counsel you to function largely in the role of a teacher.
Give attention, rst, to the liberation and inspiration of man’s spir-
itual nature. Next, illuminate the darkened human intellect, heal
the souls of men, and emancipate their minds from age-old fears.
And then, in accordance with yourmortal wisdom, minister to the
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physical well-being and material comfort of your brothers in the
esh. Live the ideal religious life for the inspiration and edi cation

of all your universe.
6 “6. On the planet of your bestowal, set rebellion-segregated

man spiritually free. On Urantia, make a further contribution to
the sovereignty of the Supreme, thus extending the establishment
of this sovereignty throughout the broad domains of your personal
creation. In this, your material bestowal in the likeness of the esh,
you are about to experience the nal enlightenment of a time-space
Creator, the dual experience of working within the nature of man
with the will of your Paradise Father. In your temporal life the will
of the nite creature and the will of the in nite Creator are to be-
come as one, even as they are also uniting in the evolving Deity of
the Supreme Being. Pour out upon the planet of your bestowal the
Spirit of Truth and thus make all normal mortals on that isolated
sphere immediately and fully accessible to the ministry of the seg-
regated presence of our Paradise Father, the ought Adjusters of
the realms.

7 “7. In all that youmay performon theworld of your bestowal,
bear constantly inmind that you are living a life for the instruction
and edi cation of all your universe. You are bestowing this life of
mortal incarnation upon Urantia, but you are to live such a life for
the spiritual inspiration of every human and superhuman intelli-
gence that has lived, now exists, or may yet live on every inhabited
world which has formed, now forms, or may yet form a part of the
vast galaxy of your administrative domain. Your earth life in the
likeness of mortal esh shall not be so lived as to constitute an ex-
ample for themortals ofUrantia in the days of your earthly sojourn
nor for any subsequent generation of human beings on Urantia or
on any other world. Rather shall your life in the esh on Urantia
be the inspiration for all lives upon all Nebadonworlds throughout
all generations in the ages to come.

8 “8. Your great mission to be realized and experienced in the
mortal incarnation is embraced in your decision to live a lifewhole-
heartedly motivated to do the will of your Paradise Father, thus to
reveal God, your Father, in the esh and especially to the creatures
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of the esh. At the same time youwill also interpret,with a new en-
hancement, our Father, to the supermortal beings of all Nebadon.
Equally with this ministry of new revelation and augmented inter-
pretation of the Paradise Father to the human and the superhuman
type of mind, you will also so function as to make a new revelation
of man to God. Exhibit in your one short life in the esh, as it has
never before been seen in all Nebadon, the transcendent possibili-
ties attainable by a God-knowing human during the short career of
mortal existence, and make a new and illuminating interpretation
of man and the vicissitudes of his planetary life to all the superhu-
man intelligences of all Nebadon, and for all time. You are to go
down to Urantia in the likeness of mortal esh, and living as a man
in your day and generation, you will so function as to show your
entire universe the ideal of perfected technique in the supreme en-
gagement of the affairs of your vast creation: e achievement of
God seeking man and nding him and the phenomenon of man
seeking God and nding him; and doing all of this to mutual satis-
faction and doing it during one short lifetime in the esh.

9 “9. I caution you ever to bear in mind that, while in fact you
are to become an ordinary human of the realm, in potential you
will remain a Creator Son of the Paradise Father. roughout this
incarnation, although you will live and act as a Son of Man, the
creative attributes of your personal divinity will follow you from
Salvington to Urantia. It will ever be within your power-of-will
to terminate the incarnation at any moment subsequent to the ar-
rival of your ought Adjuster. Prior to the arrival and reception
of the Adjuster I will vouch for your personality integrity. But sub-
sequent to the arrival of your Adjuster and concomitant with your
progressive recognition of the nature and import of your bestowal
mission, you should refrain from the formulation of any super-
human will-to-attainment, achievement, or power in view of the
fact that your creator prerogatives will remain associated with your
mortal personality because of the inseparability of these attributes
from your personal presence. But no superhuman repercussions
will attend your earthly career apart from the will of the Paradise
Father unless you should, by an act of conscious and deliberatewill,
make an undivided decision which would terminate in whole-per-
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sonality choice.

3. FURTHER COUNSEL AND ADVICE
1 “And now, my brother, in taking leave of you as you prepare

to depart for Urantia and a er counselling you regarding the gen-
eral conduct of your bestowal, allow me to present certain advices
that have been arrived at in consultation with Gabriel, and which
concern minor phases of your mortal life. We further suggest:

2 “1. at, in the pursuit of the ideal of your mortal earth life,
you also give some attention to the realization and exempli cation
of some things practical and immediately helpful to your fellow
men.

3 “2. As concerns family relationships, give precedence to the
accepted customs of family life as you nd them established in the
day and generation of your bestowal. Live your family and com-
munity life in accordance with the practices of the people among
whom you have elected to appear.

4 “3. In your relations to the social orderwe advise that you con-
ne your efforts largely to spiritual regeneration and intellectual

emancipation. Avoid all entanglements with the economic struc-
ture and the political commitments of your day. More especially
devote yourself to living the ideal religious life on Urantia.

5 “4. Under no circumstances and not even in the least detail,
should you interfere with the normal and orderly progressive evo-
lution of the Urantia races. But this prohibition must not be in-
terpreted as limiting your efforts to leave behind you on Urantia
an enduring and improved system of positive religious ethics. As a
dispensational Son you are granted certain privileges pertaining to
the advancement of the spiritual and religious status of the world
peoples.

6 “5. As you may see t, you are to identify yourself with ex-
isting religious and spiritual movements as they may be found on
Urantia but in every possible manner seek to avoid the formal es-
tablishment of an organized cult, a crystallized religion, or a segre-
gated ethical grouping ofmortal beings. Your life and teachings are
to become the common heritage of all religions and all peoples.
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7 “6. To the end that you may not unnecessarily contribute to
the creation of subsequent stereotyped systems ofUrantia religious
beliefs or other types of nonprogressive religious loyalties, we ad-
vise you still further: Leave no writings behind you on the planet.
Refrain from all writing upon permanent materials; enjoin your
associates to make no images or other likenesses of yourself in the
esh. See that nothing potentially idolatrous is le on the planet

at the time of your departure.
8 “7. While you will live the normal and average social life of

the planet, being a normal individual of the male sex, you will
probably not enter the marriage relation, which relation would be
wholly honourable and consistent with your bestowal; but I must
remind you that one of the incarnation mandates of Sonarington
forbids the leaving of human offspring behind on any planet by a
bestowal Son of Paradise origin.

9 “8. In all other details of your oncoming bestowal we would
commit you to the leading of the indwelling Adjuster, the teach-
ing of the ever-present divine spirit of human guidance, and the
reason-judgment of your expanding humanmind of hereditary en-
dowment. Such an association of creature and Creator attributes
will enable you to live for us the perfect life of man on the plane-
tary spheres, not necessarily perfect as regarded by any one man in
any one generation on any one world (much less on Urantia) but
wholly and supremely replete as evaluated on the more highly per-
fected and perfecting worlds of your far- ung universe.

10 “And now, may your Father and my Father, who has ever sus-
tained us in all past performances, guide and sustain you and be
with you from the moment you leave us and achieve the surren-
der of your consciousness of personality, throughout your gradual
return to recognition of your divine identity incarnate in human
form, and then on through the whole of your bestowal experience
on Urantia until your deliverance from the esh and your ascen-
sion to our Father’s right hand of sovereignty. When I shall again
see you on Salvington, we shall welcome your return to us as the
supreme and unconditional sovereign of this universe of your own
making, serving, and completed understanding.
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11 “In your stead I now reign. I assume jurisdiction of all Ne-
badon as acting sovereign during the interim of your seventh and
mortal bestowal on Urantia. And to you, Gabriel, I commit the
safekeeping of the Son of Man about-to-be until he shall presently
and in power and glory be returned to me as the Son of Man and
the Son of God. And, Gabriel, I am your sovereign until Michael
thus returns.”

* * * * *

12 en, immediately, in the presence of all Salvington assem-
bled, Michael removed himself from our midst, and we saw him
no more in his accustomed place until his return as the supreme
and personal ruler of the universe, subsequent to the completion
of his bestowal career on Urantia.

4. THE INCARNATION  MAKING TWO ONE
1 And so certain unworthy children of Michael, who had ac-

cused their Creator-father of sel shly seeking rulership and in-
dulged the insinuation that the Creator Son was arbitrarily and
autocratically upheld in power by virtue of the unreasoning loyalty
of a deluded universe of subservient creatures, were to be silenced
forever and le confounded and disillusioned by the life of self-for-
getful service which the Son of God now entered upon as the Son
of Man — all the while subject to “the will of the Paradise Father.”

2 ¶ Butmake nomistake; ChristMichael, while truly a dual-ori-
gin being, was not a double personality. He was not God in as-
sociation with man but, rather, God incarnate in man. And he
was always just that combined being. e only progressive factor
in such a nonunderstandable relationship was the progressive self-
conscious realization and recognition (by the humanmind) of this
fact of being God and man.

3 Christ Michael did not progressively become God. God did
not, at some vital moment in the earth life of Jesus, become man.
Jesus was God and man — always and even forevermore. And this
God and thismanwere, andnoware, one, even as theParadiseTrin-
ity of three beings is in reality one Deity.
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4 Never lose sight of the fact that the supreme spiritual purpose
of the Michael bestowal was to enhance the revelation of God.

5 ¶ Urantiamortals have varying concepts of themiraculous, but
to us who live as citizens of the local universe there are few mira-
cles, andof these by far themost intriguing are the incarnational be-
stowals of the Paradise Sons. e appearance in and on yourworld,
by apparently natural processes, of a divine Son, we regard as amir-
acle — the operation of universal laws beyond our understanding.
Jesus of Nazareth was a miraculous person.

6 In and through all this extraordinary experience, God the Fa-
ther chose tomanifest himself as he always does—in the usual way
— in the normal, natural, and dependable way of divine acting.
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Midwayer Commission

ACTING under the supervision of a commission of 12
members of theUnited Brotherhood ofUrantiaMidway-
ers, conjointly sponsored by the presiding head of our or-

der and theMelchizedekof record, I am the secondarymidwayer of
onetime attachment to the Apostle Andrew, and I am authorized
to place on record the narrative of the life transactions of Jesus of
Nazareth as they were observed bymy order of earth creatures, and
as they were subsequently partially recorded by the human subject
of my temporal guardianship. Knowing how his Master so scrupu-
lously avoided leaving written records behind him, Andrew stead-
fastly refused to multiply copies of his written narrative. A similar
attitude on the part of the other apostles of Jesus greatly delayed
the writing of the Gospels.

1. THE OCCIDENT OF THE FIRST CENTURY
AFTER CHRIST

1 Jesus did not come to thisworld during an age of spiritual deca-
dence; at the time of his birth Urantia was experiencing such a re-
vival of spiritual thinking and religious living as it hadnot known in
all its previous post-Adamic history nor has experienced in any era
since. When Michael incarnated on Urantia, the world presented
the most favourable condition for the Creator Son’s bestowal that
had ever previously prevailed orhas since obtained. In the centuries
just prior to these times Greek culture and the Greek language had
spread over Occident and near Orient, and the Jews, being a Lev-
antine race, in nature part Occidental and part Oriental, were em-
inently tted to utilize such cultural and linguistic settings for the
effective spread of a new religion to both East and West. ese
most favourable circumstances were further enhanced by the toler-
ant political rule of the Mediterranean world by the Romans.

2 is entire combination of world in uences is well illustrated
by the activities of Paul, who, being in religious culture a Hebrew
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of the Hebrews, proclaimed the gospel of a Jewish Messiah in the
Greek tongue, while he himself was a Roman citizen.

3 Nothing like the civilization of the times of Jesus has been seen
in the Occident before or since those days. European civilization
was uni ed and co-ordinated under an extraordinary threefold in-
uence:
4 1. e Roman political and social systems.
5 2. e Grecian language and culture — and philosophy to a

certain extent.
6 3. e rapidly spreading in uence of Jewish religious and

moral teachings.
7 ¶ When Jesus was born, the entire Mediterranean world was

a uni ed empire. Good roads, for the rst time in the world’s his-
tory, interconnected many major centres. e seas were cleared of
pirates, and a great era of trade and travel was rapidly advancing.
Europe did not again enjoy another such period of travel and trade
until the XIX century a er Christ.

8 Notwithstanding the internal peace and super cial prosperity
of the Graeco-Roman world, a majority of the inhabitants of the
empire languished in squalor and poverty. e small upper class
was rich; a miserable and impoverished lower class embraced the
rank and le of humanity. ere was no happy and prosperous
middle class in those days; it had just begun tomake its appearance
in Roman society.

9 e rst struggles between the expanding Roman and
Parthian states had been concluded in the then recent past, leaving
Syria in the hands of the Romans. In the times of Jesus, Palestine
and Syria were enjoying a period of prosperity, relative peace, and
extensive commercial intercourse with the lands to both the East
and the West.

2. THE JEWISH PEOPLE
1 e Jews were a part of the older Semitic race, which also in-

cluded the Babylonians, the Phoenicians, and themore recent ene-
mies of Rome, the Carthaginians. During the fore part of the rst
century a erChrist, the Jewswere themost in uential group of the
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Semitic peoples, and they happened to occupy a peculiarly strate-
gic geographic position in theworld as it was at that time ruled and
organized for trade.

2 Many of the great highways joining the nations of antiquity
passed through Palestine, which thus became the meeting place,
or crossroads, of three continents. e travel, trade, and armies of
Babylonia, Assyria, Egypt, Syria, Greece, Parthia, and Rome suc-
cessively swept over Palestine. From time immemorial, many cara-
van routes from theOrient passed through some part of this region
to the few good seaports of the eastern end of the Mediterranean,
whence ships carried their cargoes to all the maritime Occident.
And more than half of this caravan traffic passed through or near
the little town of Nazareth in Galilee.

3 Although Palestine was the home of Jewish religious culture
and the birthplace of Christianity, the Jews were abroad in the
world, dwelling in many nations and trading in every province of
the Roman and Parthian states.

4 Greece provided a language and a culture, Rome built the
roads and uni ed an empire, but the dispersion of the Jews, with
their more than 200 synagogues andwell-organized religious com-
munities scattered hither and yon throughout the Roman world,
provided the cultural centres in which the new gospel of the king-
dom of heaven found initial reception, and from which it subse-
quently spread to the uttermost parts of the world.

5 Each Jewish synagogue tolerated a fringe of gentile believers,
“devout” or “God-fearing” men, and it was among this fringe of
proselytes that Paul made the bulk of his early converts to Chris-
tianity. Even the temple at Jerusalem possessed its ornate court
of the gentiles. ere was very close connection between the cul-
ture, commerce, and worship of Jerusalem and Antioch. In Anti-
och Paul’s disciples were rst called “Christians.”

6 e centralization of the Jewish temple worship at Jerusalem
constituted alike the secret of the survival of theirmonotheism and
the promise of the nurture and sending forth to the world of a new
and enlarged concept of that one God of all nations and Father of
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all mortals. e temple service at Jerusalem represented the sur-
vival of a religious cultural concept in the face of the downfall of a
succession of gentile national overlords and racial persecutors.

7 ¶ e Jewish people of this time, although under Roman su-
zerainty, enjoyed a considerable degree of self-government and, re-
membering the then only recent heroic exploits of deliverance ex-
ecuted by Judas Maccabee and his immediate successors, were vi-
brant with the expectation of the immediate appearance of a still
greater deliverer, the long-expected Messiah.

8 e secret of the survival of Palestine, the kingdomof the Jews,
as a semi-independent state was wrapped up in the foreign policy
of the Roman government, which desired to maintain control of
the Palestinian highway of travel between Syria and Egypt as well
as the western terminals of the caravan routes between the Orient
and theOccident. Romedidnotwish anypower to arise in theLev-
ant which might curb her future expansion in these regions. e
policy of intrigue which had for its object the pitting of Seleucid
Syria and Ptolemaic Egypt against each other necessitated foster-
ing Palestine as a separate and independent state. Roman policy,
the degeneration of Egypt, and the progressive weakening of the
Seleucids before the rising power of Parthia, explainwhy itwas that
for several generations a small and unpowerful group of Jews was
able to maintain its independence against both Seleucidae to the
north and Ptolemies to the south. is fortuitous liberty and inde-
pendence of the political rule of surrounding and more powerful
peoples the Jews attributed to the fact that they were the “chosen
people,” to the direct interposition of Yahweh. Such an attitude of
racial superiority made it all the harder for them to endure Roman
suzerainty when it nally fell upon their land. But even in that sad
hour the Jews refused to learn that their world mission was spiri-
tual, not political.

9 ¶ e Jews were unusually apprehensive and suspicious dur-
ing the times of Jesus because they were then ruled by an outsider,
Herod the Idumean, who had seized the overlordship of Judea by
cleverly ingratiating himself with the Roman rulers. And though
Herod professed loyalty to theHebrew ceremonial observances, he
proceeded to build temples for many strange gods.
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10 e friendly relations of Herod with the Roman rulers made
the world safe for Jewish travel and thus opened the way for in-
creased Jewish penetration even of distant portions of the Roman
Empire and of foreign treaty nations with the new gospel of the
kingdom of heaven. Herod’s reign also contributed much toward
the further blending of Hebrew and Hellenistic philosophies.

11 Herod built the harbour of Caesarea, which further aided in
making Palestine the crossroads of the civilized world. He died in
4 B.C., and his sonHerodAntipas governedGalilee and Perea dur-
ing Jesus’ youth and ministry to A.D. 39. Antipas, like his father,
was a great builder. He rebuilt many of the cities of Galilee, includ-
ing the important trade centre of Sepphoris.

12 e Galileans were not regarded with full favour by the Jeru-
salem religious leaders and rabbinical teachers. Galilee was more
gentile than Jewish when Jesus was born.

3. AMONG THE GENTILES
1 Although the social and economic condition of the Roman

state was not of the highest order, the widespread domestic peace
and prosperity was propitious for the bestowal of Michael. In the
rst century a er Christ the society of the Mediterranean world

consisted of ve well-de ned strata:
2 1. e aristocracy. e upper classes with money and official

power, the privileged and ruling groups.
3 2. e business groups. e merchant princes and the

bankers, the traders — the big importers and exporters — the in-
ternational merchants.

4 3. e small middle class. Although this group was indeed
small, it was very in uential and provided the moral backbone of
the early Christian church, which encouraged these groups to con-
tinue in their various cra s and trades. Among the Jews many of
the Pharisees belonged to this class of tradesmen.

5 4. e ee proletariat. is group had little or no social
standing. ough proud of their freedom, they were placed at
great disadvantage because they were forced to compete with slave
labour. e upper classes regarded themdisdainfully, allowing that
they were useless except for “breeding purposes.”
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6 5. e slaves. Half the population of the Roman state were
slaves; many were superior individuals and quickly made their way
up among the free proletariat and even among the tradesmen. e
majority were either mediocre or very inferior.

7 Slavery, even of superior peoples, was a feature of Roman mil-
itary conquest. e power of themaster over his slave was unquali-
ed. e early Christian church was largely composed of the lower

classes and these slaves.
8 Superior slaves o en received wages and by saving their earn-

ings were able to purchase their freedom. Many such emanci-
pated slaves rose to high positions in state, church, and the busi-
ness world. And it was just such possibilities that made the early
Christian church so tolerant of this modi ed form of slavery.

9 ¶ ere was no widespread social problem in the Roman Em-
pire in the rst century a er Christ. e major portion of the pop-
ulace regarded themselves as belonging in that group into which
they chanced to be born. ere was always the open door through
which talented and able individuals could ascend from the lower to
the higher strata of Roman society, but the people were generally
content with their social rank. ey were not class conscious, nei-
ther did they look upon these class distinctions as being unjust or
wrong. Christianity was in no sense an economic movement hav-
ing for its purpose the amelioration of themiseries of the depressed
classes.

10 Although woman enjoyed more freedom throughout the Ro-
man Empire than in her restricted position in Palestine, the family
devotion and natural affection of the Jews far transcended that of
the gentile world.

4. GENTILE PHILOSOPHY
1 e gentiles were, from amoral standpoint, somewhat inferior

to the Jews, but therewas present in thehearts of thenobler gentiles
abundant soil of natural goodness and potential human affection
in which it was possible for the seed of Christianity to sprout and
bring forth an abundant harvest of moral character and spiritual
achievement. e gentile world was then dominated by four great
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philosophies, all more or less derived from the earlier Platonism of
the Greeks. ese schools of philosophy were:

2 1. e Epicurean. is school of thought was dedicated to
the pursuit of happiness. e better Epicureans were not given to
sensual excesses. At least this doctrine helped to deliver the Ro-
mans fromamore deadly formof fatalism; it taught thatmen could
do something to improve their terrestrial status. It did effectually
combat ignorant superstition.

3 2. e Stoic. Stoicismwas the superior philosophy of the bet-
ter classes. e Stoics believed that a controllingReason-Fate dom-
inated all nature. ey taught that the soul of man was divine; that
it was imprisoned in the evil body of physical nature. Man’s soul
achieved liberty by living in harmony with nature, with God; thus
virtue came to be its own reward. Stoicism ascended to a sublime
morality, ideals never since transcended by any purely human sys-
tem of philosophy. While the Stoics professed to be the “offspring
of God,” they failed to know him and therefore failed to nd him.
Stoicism remained a philosophy; it never became a religion. Its fol-
lowers sought to attune their minds to the harmony of the Univer-
salMind, but they failed to envisage themselves as the children of a
loving Father. Paul leaned heavily toward Stoicism when he wrote,
“I have learned in whatsoever state I am, therewith to be content.”

4 3. e Cynic. Although the Cynics traced their philosophy
to Diogenes of Athens, they derived much of their doctrine from
the remnants of the teachings of Machiventa Melchizedek. Cyni-
cism had formerly been more of a religion than a philosophy. At
least the Cynics made their religio-philosophy democratic. In the
elds and in themarket places they continually preached their doc-

trine that “man could save himself if hewould.” ey preached sim-
plicity and virtue and urged men to meet death fearlessly. ese
wandering Cynic preachers did much to prepare the spiritually
hungry populace for the later Christianmissionaries. eir plan of
popular preaching was much a er the pattern, and in accordance
with the style, of Paul’s Epistles.

5 4. e Skeptic. Skepticism asserted that knowledge was falla-
cious, and that conviction and assurance were impossible. It was a
purely negative attitude and never became widespread.
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6 ¶ ese philosophies were semireligious; they were o en in-
vigorating, ethical, and ennobling but were usually above the com-
mon people. With the possible exception of Cynicism, they were
philosophies for the strong and the wise, not religions of salvation
for even the poor and the weak.

5. THE GENTILE RELIGIONS
1 roughout preceding ages religion had chie y been an affair

of the tribe or nation; it had not o en been a matter of concern to
the individual. Gods were tribal or national, not personal. Such
religious systems afforded little satisfaction for the individual spir-
itual longings of the average person.

2 In the times of Jesus the religions of the Occident included:
3 1. e pagan cults. esewere a combination ofHellenic and

Latin mythology, patriotism, and tradition.
4 2. Emperor worship. is dei cation ofman as the symbol of

the statewas very seriously resented by the Jews and the earlyChris-
tians and led directly to the bitter persecutions of both churches by
the Roman government.

5 3. Astrology. is pseudo science of Babylon developed into
a religion throughout the Graeco-Roman Empire. Even in the XX
century man has not been fully delivered from this superstitious
belief.

6 4. e mystery religions. Upon such a spiritually hungry
world a ood of mystery cults had broken, new and strange reli-
gions from the Levant, which had enamoured the common peo-
ple and had promised them individual salvation. ese religions
rapidly became the accepted belief of the lower classes of the
Graeco-Roman world. And they did much to prepare the way for
the rapid spread of the vastly superior Christian teachings, which
presented a majestic concept of Deity, associated with an intrigu-
ing theology for the intelligent and a profound proffer of salvation
for all, including the ignorant but spiritually hungry average man
of those days.

7 ¶ e mystery religions spelled the end of national beliefs and
resulted in the birth of the numerous personal cults. e mysteries
were many but were all characterized by:
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8 1. Some mythical legend, a mystery — whence their name.
As a rule this mystery pertained to the story of some god’s life and
death and return to life, as illustrated by the teachings of Mithra-
ism, which, for a time, were contemporary with, and a competitor
of, Paul’s rising cult of Christianity.

9 2. e mysteries were nonnational and interracial. ey
were personal and fraternal, giving rise to religious brotherhoods
and numerous sectarian societies.

10 3. eywere, in their services, characterized by elaborate cer-
emonies of initiation and impressive sacraments of worship. eir
secret rites and rituals were sometimes gruesome and revolting.

11 4. But no matter what the nature of their ceremonies or the
degree of their excesses, these mysteries invariably promised their
devotees salvation, “deliverance from evil, survival a er death, and
enduring life in blissful realms beyond this world of sorrow and
slavery.”

12 ¶ But do not make the mistake of confusing the teachings of
Jesus with the mysteries. e popularity of the mysteries reveals
man’s quest for survival, thus portraying a real hunger and thirst
for personal religion and individual righteousness. Although the
mysteries failed adequately to satisfy this longing, they did prepare
the way for the subsequent appearance of Jesus, who truly brought
to this world the bread of life and the water thereof.

13 Paul, in an effort to utilize the widespread adherence to the
better types of the mystery religions, made certain adaptations of
the teachings of Jesus so as to render them more acceptable to a
larger number of prospective converts. But even Paul’s compro-
mise of Jesus’ teachings (Christianity) was superior to the best in
the mysteries in that:

14 1. Paul taught a moral redemption, an ethical salvation.
Christianity pointed to a new life and proclaimed a new ideal. Paul
forsook magic rites and ceremonial enchantments.

15 2. Christianity presented a religion which grappled with -
nal solutions of the human problem, for it not only offered salva-
tion from sorrow and even fromdeath, but it also promised deliver-
ance from sin followed by the endowment of a righteous character
of eternal survival qualities.
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16 3. e mysteries were built upon myths. Christianity, as
Paul preached it, was founded upon a historic fact: the bestowal
of Michael, the Son of God, upon mankind.

17 ¶ Morality among the gentiles was not necessarily related to
either philosophy or religion. Outside of Palestine it not always
occurred to people that a priest of religion was supposed to lead a
moral life. Jewish religion and subsequently the teachings of Jesus
and later the evolving Christianity of Paul were the rst European
religions to lay one hand upon morals and the other upon ethics,
insisting that religionists pay some attention to both.

18 Into such a generation of men, dominated by such incomplete
systems of philosophy and perplexed by such complex cults of re-
ligion, Jesus was born in Palestine. And to this same generation he
subsequently gave his gospel of personal religion — sonship with
God.

6. THE HEBREW RELIGION
1 By the close of the rst century before Christ the religious

thought of Jerusalemhad been tremendously in uenced and some-
whatmodi ed byGreek cultural teachings and even byGreek phi-
losophy. In the long contest between the views of the Eastern and
Western schools of Hebrew thought, Jerusalem and the rest of the
Occident and the Levant in general adopted theWestern Jewish or
modi ed Hellenistic viewpoint.

2 In the days of Jesus three languages prevailed in Palestine: e
common people spoke some dialect of Aramaic; the priests and
rabbis spoke Hebrew; the educated classes and the better strata of
Jews in general spoke Greek. e early translation of the Hebrew
scriptures into Greek at Alexandria was responsible in no small
measure for the subsequent predominance of the Greek wing of
Jewish culture and theology. And the writings of the Christian
teachers were soon to appear in the same language. e renaissance
of Judaism dates from the Greek translation of the Hebrew scrip-
tures. is was a vital in uence which later determined the dri of
Paul’s Christian cult toward the West instead of toward the East.

3 ough the Hellenized Jewish beliefs were very little in u-
enced by the teachings of the Epicureans, they were very materially
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affected by the philosophy of Plato and the self-abnegation doc-
trines of the Stoics. e great inroad of Stoicism is exempli ed by
the Fourth Book of the Maccabees; the penetration of both Pla-
tonic philosophy and Stoic doctrines is exhibited in theWisdomof
Solomon. e Hellenized Jews brought to the Hebrew scriptures
such an allegorical interpretation that they found no difficulty in
conforming Hebrew theology with their revered Aristotelian phi-
losophy. But this all led to disastrous confusion until these prob-
lems were taken in hand by Philo of Alexandria, who proceeded to
harmonize and systemize Greek philosophy and Hebrew theology
into a compact and fairly consistent system of religious belief and
practice. And it was this later teaching of combined Greek philo-
sophy and Hebrew theology that prevailed in Palestine when Je-
sus lived and taught, and which Paul utilized as the foundation on
which to build his more advanced and enlightening cult of Chris-
tianity.

4 Philo was a great teacher; not since Moses had there lived a
man who exerted such a profound in uence on the ethical and re-
ligious thought of the Occidental world. In the matter of the com-
binationof the better elements in contemporaneous systemsof eth-
ical and religious teachings, there have been seven outstanding hu-
man teachers: Sethard, Moses, Zoroaster, Lao-tse, Buddha, Philo,
and Paul.

5 Many, but not all, of Philo’s inconsistencies resulting from an
effort to combine Greek mystical philosophy and Roman Stoic
doctrines with the legalistic theology of the Hebrews, Paul recog-
nized and wisely eliminated from his pre-Christian basic theology.
Philo led the way for Paul more fully to restore the concept of the
Paradise Trinity, which had long been dormant in Jewish theology.
In only one matter did Paul fail to keep pace with Philo or to tran-
scend the teachings of this wealthy and educated Jew of Alexan-
dria, and that was the doctrine of the atonement; Philo taught de-
liverance from the doctrine of forgiveness only by the shedding of
blood. He also possibly glimpsed the reality and presence of the

ought Adjusters more clearly than did Paul. But Paul’s theory of
original sin, the doctrines of hereditary guilt and innate evil and re-
demption therefrom, was partially Mithraic in origin, having little
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in common with Hebrew theology, Philo’s philosophy, or Jesus’
teachings. Some phases of Paul’s teachings regarding original sin
and the atonement were original with himself.

6 eGospel of John, the last of the narratives of Jesus’ earth life,
was addressed to the Western peoples and presents its story much
in the light of the viewpoint of the later Alexandrian Christians,
who were also disciples of the teachings of Philo.

7 ¶ At about the time of Christ a strange reversion of feeling to-
ward the Jews occurred in Alexandria, and from this former Jewish
stronghold therewent forth a virulentwave of persecution, extend-
ing even toRome, fromwhichmany thousandswere banished. But
such a campaign of misrepresentation was short-lived; very soon
the imperial government fully restored the curtailed liberties of the
Jews throughout the empire.

8 roughout the whole wide world, no matter where the Jews
found themselves dispersed by commerce or oppression, all with
one accord kept their hearts centred on the holy temple at Jerusa-
lem. Jewish theology did survive as it was interpreted and practised
at Jerusalem, notwithstanding that it was several times saved from
oblivion by the timely intervention of certain Babylonian teachers.

9 As many as 2,500,000 of these dispersed Jews used to come
to Jerusalem for the celebration of their national religious festivals.
And nomatterwhat the theologic or philosophic differences of the
Eastern (Babylonian) and the Western (Hellenic) Jews, they were
all agreed on Jerusalem as the centre of their worship and in ever
looking forward to the coming of the Messiah.

7. JEWS AND GENTILES
1 By the times of Jesus the Jews had arrived at a settled concept of

their origin, history, and destiny. ey had built up a rigid wall of
separation between themselves and the gentile world; they looked
upon all gentile ways with utter contempt. ey worshipped the
letter of the law and indulged a form of self-righteousness based
upon the false pride of descent. ey had formed preconceived no-
tions regarding the promised Messiah, and most of these expecta-
tions envisaged a Messiah who would come as a part of their na-
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tional and racial history. To the Hebrews of those days Jewish the-
ology was irrevocably settled, forever xed.

2 e teachings and practices of Jesus regarding tolerance and
kindness ran counter to the long-standing attitude of the Jews to-
ward other peoples whom they considered heathen. For genera-
tions the Jews had nourished an attitude toward the outside world
which made it impossible for them to accept the Master’s teach-
ings about the spiritual brotherhood of man. ey were unwilling
to share Yahweh on equal terms with the gentiles and were likewise
unwilling to accept as the Son of God one who taught such new
and strange doctrines.

3 e scribes, thePharisees, and the priesthoodheld the Jews in a
terrible bondage of ritualism and legalism, a bondage far more real
than that of the Roman political rule. e Jews of Jesus’ time were
not only held in subjugation to the law but were equally bound
by the slavish demands of the traditions, which involved and in-
vaded every domain of personal and social life. ese minute reg-
ulations of conduct pursued and dominated every loyal Jew, and
it is not strange that they promptly rejected one of their number
who presumed to ignore their sacred traditions, and who dared
to out their long-honoured regulations of social conduct. ey
could hardly regard with favour the teachings of one who did not
hesitate to clash with dogmas which they regarded as having been
ordained by Father Abraham himself. Moses had given them their
law and they would not compromise.

4 By the time of the rst century a er Christ the spoken inter-
pretation of the law by the recognized teachers, the scribes, had be-
come a higher authority than the written law itself. And all this
made it easier for certain religious leaders of the Jews to array the
people against the acceptance of a new gospel.

5 ese circumstances rendered it impossible for the Jews to ful-
l their divine destiny as messengers of the new gospel of religious

freedom and spiritual liberty. ey could not break the fetters of
tradition. Jeremiah had told of the “law to be written in men’s
hearts,” Ezekiel had spoken of a “new spirit to live in man’s soul,”
and the Psalmist had prayed that God would “create a clean heart
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within and renew a right spirit.” But when the Jewish religion of
good works and slavery to law fell victim to the stagnation of tra-
ditionalistic inertia, the motion of religious evolution passed west-
ward to the European peoples.

6 And so a different people were called upon to carry an advanc-
ing theology to the world, a system of teaching embodying the phi-
losophy of the Greeks, the law of the Romans, the morality of the
Hebrews, and the gospel of personality sanctity and spiritual lib-
erty formulated by Paul and based on the teachings of Jesus.

7 ¶ Paul’s cult of Christianity exhibited its morality as a Jewish
birthmark. e Jews viewed history as the providence of God —
Yahweh at work. e Greeks brought to the new teaching clearer
concepts of the eternal life. Paul’s doctrines were in uenced in the-
ology and philosophy not only by Jesus’ teachings but also by Plato
and Philo. In ethics he was inspired not only by Christ but also by
the Stoics.

8 e gospel of Jesus, as itwas embodied inPaul’s cult ofAntioch
Christianity, became blended with the following teachings:

9 1. e philosophic reasoning of the Greek proselytes to Ju-
daism, including some of their concepts of the eternal life.

10 2. e appealing teachings of the prevailing mystery cults,
especially the Mithraic doctrines of redemption, atonement, and
salvation by the sacri ce made by some god.

11 3. e sturdy morality of the established Jewish religion.
12 ¶ e Mediterranean Roman Empire, the Parthian kingdom,

and the adjacent peoples of Jesus’ time all held crude and primitive
ideas regarding the geography of the world, astronomy, health, and
disease; and naturally they were amazed by the new and startling
pronouncements of the carpenter of Nazareth. e ideas of spirit
possession, good and bad, applied notmerely to human beings, but
every rock and tree was viewed by many as being spirit possessed.

is was an enchanted age, and everybody believed in miracles as
commonplace occurrences.

8. PREVIOUS WRITTEN RECORDS
1 As far as possible, consistent with our mandate, we have en-

deavoured to utilize and to some extent co-ordinate the existing
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records having to do with the life of Jesus on Urantia. Although
we have enjoyed access to the lost record of the Apostle Andrew
and have bene ted from the collaboration of a vast host of celestial
beings who were on earth during the times of Michael’s bestowal
(notably his now Personalized Adjuster), it has been our purpose
also to make use of the so-called Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John.

2 eseNewTestament records had their origin in the following
circumstances:

3 1. e Gospel byMark. JohnMarkwrote the earliest (except-
ing the notes of Andrew), briefest, andmost simple record of Jesus’
life. He presented theMaster as aminister, asman amongmen. Al-
though Mark was a lad lingering about many of the scenes which
he depicts, his record is in reality the Gospel according to Simon
Peter. He was early associated with Peter; later with Paul. Mark
wrote this record at the instigation of Peter and on the earnest peti-
tion of the church at Rome. Knowing how consistently theMaster
refused to write out his teachings when on earth and in the esh,
Mark, like the apostles and other leading disciples, was hesitant to
put them in writing. But Peter felt the church at Rome required
the assistance of such a written narrative, and Mark consented to
undertake its preparation. He made many notes before Peter died
in A.D. 67, and in accordance with the outline approved by Peter
and for the church at Rome, he began his writing soon a er Peter’s
death. e Gospel was completed near the end of A.D. 68. Mark
wrote entirely from his own memory and Peter’s memory. e re-
cord has since been considerably changed, numerous passages hav-
ing been taken out and some later matter added at the end to re-
place the latter  of the original Gospel, which was lost from the
rst manuscript before it was ever copied. is record by Mark, in

conjunction with Andrew’s and Matthew’s notes, was the written
basis of all subsequent Gospel narratives which sought to portray
the life and teachings of Jesus.

4 2. e Gospel of Matthew. e so-called Gospel according to
Matthew is the record of the Master’s life which was written for
the edi cation of Jewish Christians. e author of this record con-
stantly seeks to show in Jesus’ life that much which he did was that
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“it might be ful lled which was spoken by the prophet.”Matthew’s
Gospel portrays Jesus as a son of David, picturing him as showing
great respect for the law and the prophets.

5 e Apostle Matthew did not write this Gospel. It was writ-
ten by Isador, one of his disciples, who had as a help in his work
not onlyMatthew’s personal remembrance of these events but also
a certain record which the latter had made of the sayings of Jesus
directly a er the cruci xion. is record by Matthew was written
in Aramaic; Isador wrote in Greek. ere was no intent to deceive
in accrediting the production to Matthew. It was the custom in
those days for pupils thus to honour their teachers.

6 Matthew’s original record was edited and added to in A.D. 40
just before he le Jerusalem to engage in evangelistic preaching.
It was a private record, the last copy having been destroyed in the
burning of a Syrian monastery in A.D. 416.

7 Isador escaped from Jerusalem in A.D. 70 a er the investment
of the city by the armies of Titus, taking with him to Pella a copy of
Matthew’s notes. In the year 71, while living at Pella, Isador wrote
the Gospel according to Matthew. He also had with him the rst
four hs of Mark’s narrative.

8 3. e Gospel by Luke. Luke, the physician of Antioch in Pi-
sidia, was a gentile convert of Paul, and he wrote quite a different
story of the Master’s life. He began to follow Paul and learn of the
life and teachings of Jesus in A.D. 47. Luke preserves much of the
“grace of theLord JesusChrist” inhis record as he gatheredup these
facts from Paul and others. Luke presents the Master as “the friend
of publicans and sinners.”Hedidnot formulate hismanynotes into
the Gospel until a er Paul’s death. Luke wrote in the year 82 in
Achaia. He planned three books dealing with the history of Christ
andChristianity but died inA.D. 90 just before he nished the sec-
ond of these works, the “Acts of the Apostles.”

9 As material for the compilation of his Gospel, Luke rst de-
pended upon the story of Jesus’ life as Paul had related it to him.
Luke’s Gospel is, therefore, in some ways the Gospel according to
Paul. But Luke had other sources of information. He not only in-
terviewed scores of eyewitnesses to the numerous episodes of Jesus’
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life which he records, but he also had with him a copy of Mark’s
Gospel, that is, the rst four hs, Isador’s narrative, and a brief
record made in the year A.D. 78 at Antioch by a believer named
Cedes. Luke also had a mutilated and much-edited copy of some
notes purported to have been made by the Apostle Andrew.

10 4. e Gospel of John. e Gospel according to John relates
much of Jesus’ work in Judea and around Jerusalem which is not
contained in the other records. is is the so-calledGospel accord-
ing to John the sonofZebedee, and though Johndidnotwrite it, he
did inspire it. Since its rst writing it has several times been edited
to make it appear to have been written by John himself. When
this record was made, John had the other Gospels, and he saw that
much had been omitted; accordingly, in the year A.D. 101 he en-
couraged his associate, Nathan, a Greek Jew from Caesarea, to be-
gin the writing. John supplied his material from memory and by
reference to the three records already in existence. He had no writ-
ten records of his own. e Epistle known as “First John” was writ-
ten by John himself as a covering letter for the work which Nathan
executed under his direction.

11 ¶ All these writers presented honest pictures of Jesus as they
saw, remembered, or had learned of him, and as their concepts of
these distant events were affected by their subsequent espousal of
Paul’s theology of Christianity. And these records, imperfect as
they are, have been sufficient to change the course of the history
of Urantia for almost 2,000 years.

ahb

12 [Acknowledgement: In carrying out my commission to restate
the teachings and retell the doings of Jesus of Nazareth, I have
drawn freely upon all sources of record and planetary information.
My ruling motive has been to prepare a record which will not only
be enlightening to the generation of men now living, but which
may also be helpful to all future generations. From the vast store of
information made available to me, I have chosen that which is best
suited to the accomplishment of this purpose. As far as possible
I have derived my information from purely human sources. Only
when such sources failed, have I resorted to those records which
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are superhuman. When ideas and concepts of Jesus’ life and teach-
ings have been acceptably expressed by a human mind, I invariably
gave preference to such apparently human thought patterns. Al-
though I have sought to adjust the verbal expression the better to
conform to our concept of the real meaning and the true import
of the Master’s life and teachings, as far as possible, I have adhered
to the actual human concept and thought pattern in all my narra-
tives. I well know that those concepts which have had origin in the
human mind will prove more acceptable and helpful to all other
human minds. When unable to nd the necessary concepts in the
human records or in human expressions, I have next resorted to the
memory resources ofmy own order of earth creatures, themidway-
ers. Andwhen that secondary source of information proved inade-
quate, I have unhesitatingly resorted to the superplanetary sources
of information.

13 ememorandawhich I have collected, and fromwhich I have
prepared this narrative of the life and teachings of Jesus — aside
from thememory of the record of the Apostle Andrew— embrace
thought gems and superior concepts of Jesus’ teachings assembled
frommore than 2,000 human beings who have lived on earth from
the days of Jesus down to the time of the inditing of these revela-
tions, more correctly restatements. e revelatory permission has
been utilized only when the human record and human concepts
failed to supply an adequate thought pattern. My revelatory com-
mission forbade me to resort to extrahuman sources of either in-
formation or expression until such a time as I could testify that I
had failed in my efforts to nd the required conceptual expression
in purely human sources.

14 While I, with the collaboration of my 11 associate fellow mid-
wayers and under the supervision of the Melchizedek of record,
have portrayed this narrative in accordance with my concept of its
effective arrangement and in response to my choice of immediate
expression, nevertheless, the majority of the ideas and even some
of the effective expressions which I have thus utilized had their ori-
gin in the minds of the men of many races who have lived on earth
during the intervening generations, right on down to those who
are still alive at the time of this undertaking. In many ways I have
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served more as a collector and editor than as an original narrator. I
have unhesitatingly appropriated those ideas and concepts, prefer-
ably human, which would enable me to create the most effective
portraiture of Jesus’ life, and which would qualify me to restate his
matchless teachings in the most strikingly helpful and universally
upli ing phraseology. In behalf of the Brotherhood of the United
Midwayers of Urantia, I most gratefully acknowledge our indebt-
edness to all sources of record and concept which have been here-
ina er utilized in the further elaboration of our restatement of Je-
sus’ life on earth.]



PAPER №122
BIRTH AND INFANCY OF JESUS

Midwayer Commission

IT WILL hardly be possible fully to explain the many reasons
which led to the selection of Palestine as the land forMichael’s
bestowal, and especially as to just why the family of Joseph and

Mary should have been chosen as the immediate setting for the ap-
pearance of this Son of God on Urantia.

2 A er a study of the special report on the status of segregated
worlds prepared by theMelchizedeks, in counsel withGabriel, Mi-
chael nally chose Urantia as the planet whereon to enact his -
nal bestowal. Subsequent to this decision Gabriel made a personal
visit to Urantia, and, as a result of his study of human groups and
his survey of the spiritual, intellectual, racial, and geographic fea-
tures of theworld and its peoples, he decided that theHebrews pos-
sessed those relative advantages which warranted their selection as
the bestowal race. Upon Michael’s approval of this decision, Gab-
riel appointed and dispatched to Urantia the Family Commission
of Twelve — selected from among the higher orders of universe
personalities — which was intrusted with the task of making an
investigation of Jewish family life. When this commission ended
its labours, Gabriel was present on Urantia and received the report
nominating three prospective unions as being, in the opinionof the
commission, equally favourable as bestowal families for Michael’s
projected incarnation.

3 From the three couples nominated, Gabriel made the personal
choice of Joseph and Mary, subsequently making his personal ap-
pearance to Mary, at which time he imparted to her the glad tid-
ings that she had been selected to become the earth mother of the
bestowal child.

1. JOSEPH AND MARY
1 Joseph, the human father of Jesus ( Joshua ben Joseph), was a

Hebrew of the Hebrews, albeit he carried many non-Jewish racial
strainswhichhadbeen added tohis ancestral tree fromtime to time
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by the female lines of his progenitors. e ancestry of the father of
Jesus went back to the days of Abraham and through this venerable
patriarch to the earlier lines of inheritance leading to the Sumeri-
ans and Nodites and, through the southern tribes of the ancient
blue man, to Andon and Fonta. David and Solomon were not in
the direct line of Joseph’s ancestry, neither did Joseph’s lineage go
directly back toAdam. Joseph’s immediate ancestorsweremechan-
ics— builders, carpenters, masons, and smiths. Joseph himself was
a carpenter and later a contractor. His family belonged to a long
and illustrious line of the nobility of the common people, accentu-
ated ever and anon by the appearance of unusual individuals who
had distinguished themselves in connection with the evolution of
religion on Urantia.

2 Mary, the earth mother of Jesus, was a descendant of a long
line of unique ancestors embracing many of the most remarkable
women in the racial history of Urantia. Although Mary was an
average woman of her day and generation, possessing a fairly nor-
mal temperament, she reckoned among her ancestors such well-
known women as Annon, Tamar, Ruth, Bathsheba, Ansie, Cloa,
Eve, Enta, and Ratta. No Jewish woman of that day had a more
illustrious lineage of common progenitors or one extending back
to more auspicious beginnings. Mary’s ancestry, like Joseph’s, was
characterized by the predominance of strong but average individu-
als, relieved now and then by numerous outstanding personalities
in the march of civilization and the progressive evolution of reli-
gion. Racially considered, it is hardly proper to regard Mary as a
Jewess. In culture and belief she was a Jew, but in hereditary en-
dowment she wasmore a composite of Syrian, Hittite, Phoenician,
Greek, and Egyptian stocks, her racial inheritance beingmore gen-
eral than that of Joseph.

3 Of all couples living in Palestine at about the time ofMichael’s
projectedbestowal, Joseph andMarypossessed themost ideal com-
bination of widespread racial connections and superior average of
personality endowments. It was the plan of Michael to appear on
earth as an average man, that the common people might under-
stand him and receive him; wherefore Gabriel selected just such
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persons as Joseph and Mary to become the bestowal parents.

2. GABRIEL APPEARS TO ELIZABETH
1 Jesus’ lifework on Urantia was really begun by John the Bap-

tist. Zacharias, John’s father, belonged to the Jewish priesthood,
while his mother, Elizabeth, was a member of the more prosperous
branch of the same large family group to which Mary the mother
of Jesus also belonged. Zacharias and Elizabeth, though they had
been married many years, were childless.

2 ¶ It was late in the month of June, 8 B.C., about three months
a er the marriage of Joseph and Mary, that Gabriel appeared to
Elizabeth at noontide one day, just as he later made his presence
known to Mary. Said Gabriel:

3 “While your husband, Zacharias, stands before the altar in Je-
rusalem, and while the assembled people pray for the coming of a
deliverer, I, Gabriel, have come to announce that you will shortly
bear a son who shall be the forerunner of this divine teacher, and
you shall call your son John. He will grow up dedicated to the
Lord your God, and when he has come to full years, he will glad-
den your heart because he will turnmany souls to God, and he will
also proclaim the coming of the soul-healer of your people and the
spirit-liberator of all mankind. Your kinswoman Mary shall be the
mother of this child of promise, and I will also appear to her.”

4 is vision greatly frightened Elizabeth. A er Gabriel’s depar-
ture she turned this experience over in her mind, long pondering
the sayings of the majestic visitor, but did not speak of the reve-
lation to anyone save her husband until her subsequent visit with
Mary in early February of the following year.

5 ¶ For vemonths, however, Elizabethwithheld her secret even
from her husband. Upon her disclosure of the story of Gabriel’s
visit, Zacharias was very skeptical and for weeks doubted the entire
experience, only consenting half-heartedly to believe in Gabriel’s
visit to his wife when he could no longer question that she was ex-
pectant with child. Zacharias was very much perplexed regarding
the prospectivemotherhood of Elizabeth, but he did not doubt the
integrity of his wife, notwithstanding his own advanced age. It was
not until about six weeks before John’s birth that Zacharias, as the
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result of an impressive dream, became fully convinced that Eliza-
beth was to become themother of a son of destiny, one who was to
prepare the way for the coming of the Messiah.

6 Gabriel appeared to Mary about the middle of November,
8 B.C., while she was at work in herNazareth home. Later on, a er
Mary knew without doubt that she was to become a mother, she
persuaded Joseph to let her journey to the City of Judah, 6.4 km
west of Jerusalem, in the hills, to visit Elizabeth. Gabriel had in-
formed each of these mothers-to-be of his appearance to the other.
Naturally they were anxious to get together, compare experiences,
and talk over the probable futures of their sons. Mary remained
with her distant cousin for three weeks. Elizabeth did much to
strengthenMary’s faith in the visionofGabriel, so that she returned
homemore fully dedicated to the call tomother the child of destiny
whom she was so soon to present to the world as a helpless babe, an
average and normal infant of the realm.

7 ¶ Johnwas born in theCity of Judah,March 25, 7 B.C. Zacha-
rias and Elizabeth rejoiced greatly in the realization that a son had
come to them as Gabriel had promised, and when on the eighth
day they presented the child for circumcision, they formally chris-
tened him John, as they had been directed aforetime. Already had
a nephew of Zacharias departed forNazareth, carrying themessage
of Elizabeth to Mary proclaiming that a son had been born to her
and that his name was to be John.

8 Fromhis earliest infancy Johnwas judiciously impressed by his
parents with the idea that he was to grow up to become a spiritual
leader and religious teacher. And the soil of John’s heart was ever
responsive to the sowing of such suggestive seeds. Even as a child he
was found frequently at the temple during the seasons of his father’s
service, and he was tremendously impressed with the signi cance
of all that he saw.

3. GABRIEL’S ANNOUNCEMENT TO MARY
1 One evening about sundown, before Joseph had returned

home, Gabriel appeared to Mary by the side of a low stone table
and, a er she had recovered her composure, said: “I come at the
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bidding of onewho ismyMaster andwhomyou shall love and nur-
ture. To you, Mary, I bring glad tidings when I announce that the
conception within you is ordained by heaven, and that in due time
youwill become themother of a son; you shall call him Joshua, and
he shall inaugurate the kingdom of heaven on earth and among
men. Speak not of this matter* save to Joseph and to Elizabeth,
your kinswoman, to whom I have also appeared, and who shall
presently also bear a son, whose name shall be John, and who will
prepare theway for themessage of deliverancewhich your son shall
proclaim tomenwith great power anddeep conviction. Anddoubt
not my word, Mary, for this home has been chosen as the mortal
habitat of the child of destiny. My benediction rests upon you, the
power of the Most Highs will strengthen you, and the Lord of all
the earth shall overshadow you.”

2 ¶ Mary pondered this visitation secretly in her heart for many
weeks until of a certainty she knew she was with child, before
she dared to disclose these unusual events to her husband. When
Joseph heard all about this, although he had great con dence in
Mary, he was much troubled and could not sleep for many nights.
At rst Joseph had doubts about theGabriel visitation. enwhen
he became well-nigh persuaded that Mary had really heard the
voice and beheld the form of the divine messenger, he was torn in
mind as he pondered how such things could be. Howcould the off-
spring of human beings be a child of divine destiny? Never could
Joseph reconcile these con icting ideas until, a er several weeks of
thought, both he and Mary reached the conclusion that they had
been chosen to become the parents of the Messiah, though it had
hardly been the Jewish concept that the expected deliverer was to
be of divine nature. Upon arriving at this momentous conclusion,
Mary hastened to depart for a visit with Elizabeth.

3 Upon her return, Mary went to visit her parents, Joachim and
Hannah. Her two brothers and two sisters, as well as her par-
ents, were always very skeptical about the divine mission of Jesus,
though, of course, at this time they knewnothing of theGabriel vis-
itation. ButMary did con de to her sister Salome that she thought
3.1. Speak not of this matter, Note that no such warning was given by Gabriel to Eliz-
abeth — clearly the life of Jesus was in even greater danger than that of John.
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her son was destined to become a great teacher.
4 ¶ Gabriel’s announcement to Mary was made the day follow-

ing the conception of Jesus and was the only event of supernatural
occurrence connected with her entire experience of carrying and
bearing the child of promise.

4. JOSEPH’S DREAM
1 Joseph did not become reconciled to the idea thatMary was to

become the mother of an extraordinary child until a er he had ex-
perienced a very impressive dream. In this dreamabrilliant celestial
messenger appeared to him and, among other things, said: “Joseph,
I appear by command of Him who now reigns on high,* and I am
directed to instruct you concerning the sonwhomMary shall bear,
and who shall become a great light in the world. In himwill be life,
and his life shall become the light of mankind. He shall rst come
to his own people, but they will hardly receive him; but to as many
as shall receive him to themwill he reveal that they are the children
of God.” A er this experience Joseph never again wholly doubted
Mary’s story of Gabriel’s visit and of the promise that the unborn
child was to become a divine messenger to the world.

2 ¶ In all these visitations nothing was said about the house of
David. Nothing was ever intimated about Jesus’ becoming a “de-
liverer of the Jews,” not even that he was to be the long-expected
Messiah. Jesus was not such a Messiah as the Jews had anticipated,
but he was the world’s deliverer. His mission was to all races and
peoples, not to any one group.

3 Joseph was not of the line of King David. Mary had more of
theDavidic ancestry than Joseph. True, Josephdid go to theCity of
David, Bethlehem, to be registered for the Roman census, but that
was because, six generations previously, Joseph’s paternal ancestor
of that generation, being an orphan, was adopted by one Zadoc,
who was a direct descendant of David; hence was Joseph also ac-
counted as of the “house of David.”

4 Most of the so-called Messianic prophecies of the Old Testa-
ment were made to apply to Jesus long a er his life had been lived

4.1. now reigns on high, I.e. Immanuel, Michael’s elder brother.
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on earth. For centuries the Hebrew prophets had proclaimed the
coming of a deliverer, and these promises had been construed by
successive generations as referring to a new Jewish ruler whowould
sit upon the throne ofDavid and, by the reputedmiraculousmeth-
ods of Moses, proceed to establish the Jews in Palestine as a pow-
erful nation, free from all foreign domination. Again, many gu-
rative passages found throughout the Hebrew scriptures were sub-
sequently misapplied to the life mission of Jesus. Many Old Tes-
tament sayings were so distorted as to appear to t some episode
of the Master’s earth life. Jesus himself onetime publicly denied
any connection with the royal house of David. Even the passage,
“a maiden shall bear a son,” was made to read, “a virgin shall bear
a son.” is was also true of the many genealogies of both Joseph
and Mary which were constructed subsequent to Michael’s career
on earth. Many of these lineages contain much of the Master’s an-
cestry, but on the whole they are not genuine and may not be de-
pended upon as factual. e early followers of Jesus all too o en
succumbed to the temptation to make all the olden prophetic ut-
terances appear to nd ful lment in the life of their Lord andMas-
ter.

5. JESUS’ EARTH PARENTS
1 Joseph was a mild-mannered man, extremely conscientious,

and in every way faithful to the religious conventions and practices
of his people. He talked little but thought much. e sorry plight
of the Jewish people caused Joseph much sadness. As a youth,
among his eight brothers and sisters, he had been more cheerful,
but in the earlier years of married life (during Jesus’ childhood)
he was subject to periods of mild spiritual discouragement. ese
temperamental manifestations were greatly improved just before
his untimely death and a er the economic condition of his family
had been enhanced by his advancement from the rank of carpenter
to the role of a prosperous contractor.

2 Mary’s temperament was quite opposite to that of her hus-
band. She was usually cheerful, was very rarely downcast, and pos-
sessed an ever-sunny disposition. Mary indulged in free and fre-
quent expression of her emotional feelings and was never observed
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to be sorrowful until a er the sudden death of Joseph. And she
had hardly recovered from this shock when she had thrust upon
her the anxieties and questionings aroused by the extraordinary ca-
reer of her eldest son, which was so rapidly unfolding before her
astonished gaze. But throughout all this unusual experience Mary
was composed, courageous, and fairly wise in her relationship with
her strange and little-understood rst-born son and his surviving
brothers and sisters.

3 Jesus derived much of his unusual gentleness and marvellous
sympathetic understanding of human nature from his father; he
inherited his gi as a great teacher and his tremendous capacity
for righteous indignation from his mother. In emotional reactions
to his adult-life environment, Jesus was at one time like his father,
meditative and worshipful, sometimes characterized by apparent
sadness; but more o en he drove forward in the manner of his
mother’s optimistic and determined disposition. All in all, Mary’s
temperament tended to dominate the career of the divine Son as he
grew up and swung into the momentous strides of his adult life. In
some particulars Jesus was a blending of his parents’ traits; in other
respects he exhibited the traits of one in contrast with those of the
other.

4 FromJoseph Jesus securedhis strict training in theusages of the
Jewish ceremonials and his unusual acquaintance with theHebrew
scriptures; from Mary he derived a broader viewpoint of religious
life and a more liberal concept of personal spiritual freedom.

5 e families of both Joseph and Mary were well educated for
their time. Joseph and Mary were educated far above the average
for their day and station in life. Hewas a thinker; shewas a planner,
expert in adaptation and practical in immediate execution. Joseph
was a black-eyed brunet;Mary, a brown-eyedwell-nigh blond type.

6 Had Joseph lived, he undoubtedly would have become a rm
believer in the divinemission of his eldest son. Mary alternated be-
tween believing and doubting, being greatly in uenced by the po-
sition taken by her other children and by her friends and relatives,
but always was she steadied in her nal attitude by the memory of
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Gabriel’s appearance to her immediately a er* the child was con-
ceived.

7 Mary was an expert weaver and more than averagely skilled in
most of the household arts of that day; she was a good housekeeper
and a superior homemaker. Both Joseph and Mary were good
teachers, and they saw to it that their children were well versed in
the learning of that day.

8 ¶ When Joseph was a young man, he was employed by Mary’s
father in the work of building an addition to his house, and it was
whenMary brought Joseph a cupofwater, during a noontimemeal,
that the courtship of the pair who were destined to become the
parents of Jesus really began.

9 Joseph andMary weremarried, in accordance with Jewish cus-
tom, at Mary’s home in the environs of Nazareth when Joseph was
21 years old. ismarriage concluded anormal courtshipof almost
two years’ duration. Shortly therea er they moved into their new
home in Nazareth, which had been built by Joseph with the assis-
tance of two of his brothers. e house was located near the foot
of the near-by elevated land which so charmingly overlooked the
surrounding countryside. In this home, especially prepared, these
young and expectant parents had thought to welcome the child of
promise, little realizing that this momentous event of a universe
was to transpire while they would be absent from home in Bethle-
hem of Judea.

10 ¶ e larger part of Joseph’s family became believers in the
teachings of Jesus, but very few of Mary’s people ever believed in
him until a er he departed from this world. Joseph leaned more
toward the spiritual concept of the expected Messiah, but Mary
and her family, especially her father, held to the idea of the Mes-
siah as a temporal deliverer and political ruler. Mary’s ancestors
had been prominently identi ed with the Maccabean activities of
the then but recent times.

11 Joseph held vigorously to the Eastern, or Babylonian, views of
the Jewish religion; Mary leaned strongly toward the more liberal
5.6. immediately a er, Note that Gabriel’s appearance had taken place a er the con-
ception, to allow for freedom of will of both parents, but it happened immediately a er
the conception in order to prevent any danger to this child of destiny.
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and broader Western, or Hellenistic, interpretation of the law and
the prophets.

6. THE HOME AT NAZARETH
1 e home of Jesus was not far from the high hill in the

northerly part of Nazareth, some distance from the village spring,
which was in the eastern section of the town. Jesus’ family dwelt in
the outskirts of the city, and this made it all the easier for him sub-
sequently to enjoy frequent strolls in the country and tomake trips
up to the top of this near-by highland, the highest of all the hills of
southern Galilee save the Mount Tabor range to the east and the
hill of Nain, which was about the same height. eir home was
located a little to the south and east of the southern promontory
of this hill and about midway between the base of this elevation
and the road leading out of Nazareth toward Cana. Aside from
climbing the hill, Jesus’ favourite stroll was to follow a narrow trail
winding about the base of the hill in a north-easterly direction to a
point where it joined the road to Sepphoris.

2 e home of Joseph andMary was a one-room stone structure
with a at roof and an adjoining building for housing the animals.

e furniture consisted of a low stone table, earthenware and stone
dishes and pots, a loom, a lampstand, several small stools, andmats
for sleeping on the stone oor. In the back yard, near the animal an-
nex, was the shelter which covered the oven and the mill for grind-
ing grain. It required two persons to operate this type of mill, one
to grind and another to feed the grain. As a small boy Jesus o en
fed grain to this mill while his mother turned the grinder.

3 In later years, as the family grew in size, they would all squat
about the enlarged stone table to enjoy their meals, helping them-
selves from a common dish, or pot, of food. During the winter,
at the evening meal the table would be lighted by a small, at clay
lamp, which was lled with olive oil. A er the birth of Martha,
Josephbuilt an addition to this house, a large room,whichwas used
as a carpenter shop during the day and as a sleeping room at night.

7. THE TRIP TO BETHLEHEM
1 In the month of March, 8 B.C. (the month Joseph and Mary

were married), Caesar Augustus decreed that all inhabitants of the
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Roman Empire should be numbered, that a census should bemade
which could be used for effecting better taxation. e Jews had al-
ways been greatly prejudiced against any attempt to “number the
people,” and this, in connection with the serious domestic difficul-
ties of Herod, King of Judea, had conspired to cause the postpone-
ment of the taking of this census in the Jewish kingdom for one
year. roughout all the Roman Empire this census was registered
in the year 8 B.C., except in the Palestinian kingdom of Herod,
where it was taken in 7 B.C., one year later.

2 It was not necessary thatMary should go to Bethlehem for en-
rolment — Joseph was authorized to register for his family — but
Mary, being an adventurous and aggressive person, insisted on ac-
companying him. She feared being le alone lest the child be born
while Joseph was away, and again, Bethlehem being not far from
the City of Judah, Mary foresaw a possible pleasurable visit with
her kinswoman Elizabeth.

3 Joseph virtually forbadeMary to accompany him, but it was of
no avail; when the foodwas packed for the trip of three or fourdays,
she prepared double rations and made ready for the journey. But
before they actually set forth, Joseph was reconciled to Mary’s go-
ing along, and they cheerfully departed fromNazareth at the break
of day.

4 Joseph and Mary were poor, and since they had only one beast
of burden, Mary, being large with child, rode on the animal with
the provisionswhile Josephwalked, leading the beast. e building
and furnishing of a home had been a great drain on Joseph since he
had also to contribute to the support of his parents, as his father had
been recently disabled. And so this Jewish couple went forth from
their humble home early on the morning of August 18, 7 B.C., on
their journey to Bethlehem.

5 eir rst day of travel carried them around the foothills of
MountGilboa, where they camped for thenight by the river Jordan
and engaged inmany speculations as towhat sort of a sonwould be
born to them, Joseph adhering to the concept of a spiritual teacher
andMary holding to the idea of a JewishMessiah, a deliverer of the
Hebrew nation.
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6 Bright and early the morning of August 19, Joseph and Mary
were again on their way. ey partook of their noontide meal
at the foot of Mount Sartaba, overlooking the Jordan valley, and
journeyed on, making Jericho for the night, where they stopped
at an inn on the highway in the outskirts of the city. Following the
eveningmeal and a ermuch discussion concerning the oppressive-
ness of Roman rule, Herod, the census enrolment, and the com-
parative in uence of Jerusalem and Alexandria as centres of Jewish
learning and culture, the Nazareth travellers retired for the night’s
rest. Early in themorning ofAugust 20 they resumed their journey,
reaching Jerusalem before noon, visiting the temple, and going on
to their destination, arriving at Bethlehem in mida ernoon.

7 e innwasovercrowded, and Joseph accordingly sought lodg-
ings with distant relatives, but every room in Bethlehem was lled
to over owing. On returning to the courtyard of the inn, he was
informed that the caravan stables, hewn out of the side of the rock
and situated just below the inn, had been cleared of animals and
cleaned up for the reception of lodgers. Leaving the donkey in the
courtyard, Joseph shouldered their bags of clothing and provisions
and with Mary descended the stone steps to their lodgings below.

ey found themselves located in what had been a grain storage
room to the front of the stalls andmangers. Tent curtains had been
hung, and they counted themselves fortunate tohave such comfort-
able quarters.

8 Joseph had thought to go out at once and enrol, but Mary was
weary; shewas considerably distressed and besought him to remain
by her side, which he did.

8. THE BIRTH OF JESUS
1 All that night Mary was restless so that neither of them slept

much. By the break of day the pangs of childbirth were well in evi-
dence, and at noon, August 21, 7 B.C., with the help and kindmin-
istrations of women fellow travellers, Mary was delivered of a male
child. Jesus of Nazareth was born into the world, was wrapped in
the clothes which Mary had brought along for such a possible con-
tingency, and laid in a near-by manger.

2 In just the same manner as all babies before that day and since
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have come into the world, the promised child was born; and on
the eighth day, according to the Jewish practice, hewas circumcised
and formally named Joshua ( Jesus).

3 e next day a er the birth of Jesus, Joseph made his enrol-
ment. Meeting a man they had talked with two nights previously
at Jericho, Joseph was taken by him to a well-to-do friend who had
a room at the inn, and who said he would gladly exchange quar-
ters with the Nazareth couple. at a ernoon they moved up to
the inn, where they lived for almost three weeks until they found
lodgings in the home of a distant relative of Joseph.

4 e second day a er the birth of Jesus,Mary sent word to Eliz-
abeth that her child had come and received word in return inviting
Joseph up to Jerusalem to talk over all their affairs with Zacharias.

e following week Joseph went to Jerusalem to confer with Za-
charias. Both Zacharias and Elizabeth had become possessed with
the sincere conviction that Jesus was indeed to become the Jewish
deliverer, the Messiah, and that their son John was to be his chief
of aides, his right-hand man of destiny. And since Mary held these
same ideas, it was not difficult to prevail upon Joseph to remain
in Bethlehem, the City of David, so that Jesus might grow up to
become the successor of David on the throne of all Israel. Accord-
ingly, they remained in Bethlehem more than a year, Joseph mean-
time working some at his carpenter’s trade.

5 ¶ At the noontide birth of Jesus the seraphim of Urantia, as-
sembled under their directors, did sing anthems of glory over the
Bethlehem manger, but these utterances of praise were not heard
by human ears. No shepherds nor any other mortal creatures came
to pay homage to the babe of Bethlehem until the day of the arrival
of certain priests from Ur, who were sent down from Jerusalem by
Zacharias.

6 ese priests from Mesopotamia had been told sometime be-
fore by a strange religious teacher of their country that he had had
a dream in which he was informed that “the light of life” was about
to appear on earth as a babe and among the Jews. And thither
went these three teachers looking for this “light of life.” A ermany
weeks of futile search in Jerusalem, they were about to return toUr
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when Zacharias met them and disclosed his belief that Jesus was
the object of their quest and sent them on to Bethlehem, where
they found the babe and le their gi s withMary, his earthmother.

e babe was almost three weeks old at the time of their visit.
7 ese wise men saw no star to guide them to Bethlehem. e

beautiful legend of the star of Bethlehemoriginated in this way: Je-
sus was born August 21 at noon, 7 B.C. On May 29, 7 B.C., there
occurred an extraordinary conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in the
constellation of Pisces. And it is a remarkable astronomic fact that
similar conjunctions occurred on September 29 and December 5
of the same year. Upon the basis of these extraordinary but wholly
natural events the well-meaning zealots of the succeeding gener-
ation constructed the appealing legend of the star of Bethlehem
and the adoring Magi led thereby to the manger, where they be-
held and worshipped the newborn babe. Oriental and near-Ori-
ental minds delight in fairy stories, and they are continually spin-
ning such beautiful myths about the lives of their religious leaders
and political heroes. In the absence of printing, whenmost human
knowledge was passed by word of mouth from one generation to
another, it was very easy for myths to become traditions and for
traditions eventually to become accepted as facts.

9. THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE
1 Moses had taught the Jews that every rst-born son belonged

to the Lord, and that, in lieu of his sacri ce as was the custom
among the heathen nations, such a sonmight live provided his par-
entswould redeemhimby the payment of ve shekels to any autho-
rized priest. erewas also aMosaic ordinancewhich directed that
a mother, a er the passing of a certain period of time, should pre-
sent herself (or have someone make the proper sacri ce for her) at
the temple for puri cation. It was customary to perform both of
these ceremonies at the same time. Accordingly, Joseph and Mary
went up to the temple at Jerusalem in person to present Jesus to
the priests and effect his redemption and also to make the proper
sacri ce to ensure Mary’s ceremonial puri cation from the alleged
uncleanness of childbirth.

2 ¶ ere lingered constantly about the courts of the temple
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two remarkable characters, Simeon a singer and Anna a poetess.
Simeon was a Judean, but Anna was a Galilean. is couple were
frequently in each other’s company, and both were intimates of the
priest Zacharias, who had con ded the secret of John and Jesus to
them. Both Simeon and Anna longed for the coming of the Mes-
siah, and their con dence in Zacharias led them to believe that Je-
sus was the expected deliverer of the Jewish people.

3 Zacharias knew the day Joseph andMary were expected to ap-
pear at the temple with Jesus, and he had prearranged with Simeon
andAnna to indicate, by the salute of his upraised hand, which one
in the procession of rst-born children was Jesus.

4 For this occasionAnnahadwritten a poemwhich Simeonpro-
ceeded to sing, much to the astonishment of Joseph, Mary, and all
whowere assembled in the temple courts. And this was their hymn
of the redemption of the rst-born son:

5 Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel,
6 For he has visited us and wrought redemption for his
people;
7 He has raised up a horn of salvation for all of us
8 In the house of his servant David.
9 Even as he spoke by the mouth of his holy prophets —
10 Salvation from our enemies and from the hand of all
who hate us;

11 To show mercy to our fathers, and remember his holy
covenant —

12 e oath which he swore to Abraham our father,
13 To grant us that we, being delivered out of the hand of
our enemies,

14 Should serve him without fear,
15 In holiness and righteousness before him all our days.
16 Yes, and you, child of promise, shall be called the
prophet of the Most High;

17 For you shall go before the face of the Lord to establish
his kingdom;
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18 To give knowledge of salvation to his people
19 In the remission of their sins.
20 Rejoice in the tender mercy of our God because the
dayspring from on high has now visited us

21 Toshineupon thosewho sit indarkness and the shadow
of death;

22 To guide our feet into ways of peace.
23 And now let your servant depart in peace, O Lord, ac-
cording to your word,

24 For my eyes have seen your salvation,
25 Which you have prepared before the face of all peoples;
26 A light for even the unveiling of the gentiles
27 And the glory of your people Israel.

28 ¶ On the way back to Bethlehem, Joseph andMary were silent
— confused and overawed. Mary was much disturbed by the
farewell salutation of Anna, the aged poetess, and Joseph was not
in harmony with this premature effort to make Jesus out to be the
expected Messiah of the Jewish people.

10. HEROD ACTS
1 But the watchers for Herod were not inactive. When they re-

ported to him the visit of the priests of Ur to Bethlehem, Herod
summoned these Chaldeans to appear before him. He inquired
diligently of these wise men about the new “king of the Jews,” but
they gave him little satisfaction, explaining that the babe had been
born of a woman who had come down to Bethlehem with her hus-
band for the census enrolment. Herod, not being satis edwith this
answer, sent them forth with a purse and directed that they should
nd the child so that he too might come and worship him, since

they had declared that his kingdomwas to be spiritual, not tempo-
ral. But when the wise men did not return, Herod grew suspicious.
As he turned these things over in his mind, his informers returned
andmade full report of the recent occurrences in the temple, bring-
ing him a copy of parts of the Simeon song which had been sung at
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the redemption ceremonies of Jesus. But they had failed to follow
Joseph and Mary, and Herod was very angry with them when they
could not tell him whither the pair had taken the babe. He then
dispatched searchers to locate Joseph and Mary. Knowing Herod
pursued the Nazareth family, Zacharias and Elizabeth remained
away from Bethlehem. e boy baby was secreted with Joseph’s
relatives.

2 Joseph was afraid to seek work, and their small savings were
rapidly disappearing. Even at the time of the puri cation cere-
monies at the temple, Joseph deemed himself sufficiently poor to
warrant his offering for Mary two young pigeons as Moses had di-
rected for the puri cation of mothers among the poor.

3 When, a er more than a year of searching, Herod’s spies had
not located Jesus, and because of the suspicion that the babe was
still concealed in Bethlehem, he prepared an order directing that a
systematic search be made of every house in Bethlehem, and that
all boy babies under 2 years of age should be killed. In this manner
Herod hoped tomake sure that this childwhowas to become “king
of the Jews” would be destroyed. And thus perished in one day 16
boy babies inBethlehemof Judea. But intrigue andmurder, even in
his own immediate family, were common occurrences at the court
of Herod.

4 e massacre of these infants took place about the middle of
October, 6 B.C., when Jesus was a little over one year of age. But
there were believers in the coming Messiah even among Herod’s
court attachés, and one of these, learning of the order to slaughter
the Bethlehem boy babies, communicated with Zacharias, who in
turn dispatched a messenger to Joseph; and the night before the
massacre Joseph andMary departed fromBethlehemwith the babe
forAlexandria inEgypt. In order to avoid attracting attention, they
journeyed alone to Egypt with Jesus. ey went to Alexandria on
funds provided by Zacharias, and there Joseph worked at his trade
while Mary and Jesus lodged with well-to-do relatives of Joseph’s
family. ey sojourned in Alexandria two full years, not returning
to Bethlehem until a er the death of Herod.
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OWING to the uncertainties and anxieties of their sojourn
in Bethlehem, Mary did not wean the babe until they
had arrived safely in Alexandria, where the family was

able to settle down to a normal life. ey lived with kinsfolk,
and Joseph was well able to support his family as he secured work
shortly a er their arrival. He was employed as a carpenter for sev-
eral months and then elevated to the position of foreman of a large
group ofworkmen employed onone of the public buildings then in
process of construction. is new experience gave him the idea of
becoming a contractor and builder a er their return to Nazareth.

2 ¶ All through these early years of Jesus’ helpless infancy, Mary
maintained one long and constant vigil lest anything befall her
child which might jeopardize his welfare or in any way interfere
with his futuremission on earth; nomotherwas evermore devoted
to her child. In the homewhere Jesus chanced to be there were two
other children about his age, and among the near neighbours there
were six others whose ages were sufficiently near his own to make
them acceptable play-fellows. At rst Mary was disposed to keep
Jesus close by her side. She feared something might happen to him
if he were allowed to play in the garden with the other children,
but Joseph, with the assistance of his kinsfolk, was able to convince
her that such a course would deprive Jesus of the helpful experience
of learning how to adjust himself to children of his own age. And
Mary, realizing that such a program of undue sheltering and un-
usual protectionmight tend tomake him self-conscious and some-
what self-centred, nally gave assent to the plan of permitting the
child of promise to grow up just like any other child; and though
she was obedient to this decision, she made it her business always
to be onwatch while the little folks were at play about the house or
in the garden. Only an affectionate mother can know the burden
thatMary carried in her heart for the safety of her son during these
years of his infancy and early childhood.
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3 roughout the two years of their sojourn at Alexandria, Je-
sus enjoyed good health and continued to grow normally. Aside
from a few friends and relatives no one was told about Jesus’ be-
ing a “child of promise.” One of Joseph’s relatives revealed this to a
few friends in Memphis, descendants of the distant Ikhnaton, and
they, with a small group of Alexandrian believers, assembled at the
palatial home of Joseph’s relative-benefactor a short time before the
return toPalestine towish theNazareth familywell and topay their
respects to the child. On this occasion the assembled friends pre-
sented Jesus with a complete copy of the Greek translation of the
Hebrew scriptures. But this copy of the Jewish sacred writings was
not placed in Joseph’s hands until both he andMary had nally de-
clined the invitation of their Memphis and Alexandrian friends to
remain in Egypt. ese believers insisted that the child of destiny
would be able to exert a far greater world in uence as a resident of
Alexandria than of any designated place in Palestine. ese persua-
sions delayed their departure for Palestine for some time a er they
received the news of Herod’s death.

4 ¶ Joseph and Mary nally took leave of Alexandria on a boat
belonging to their friend Ezraeon, bound for Joppa, arriving at that
port late in August of the year 4 B.C. ey went directly to Beth-
lehem, where they spent the entire month of September in counsel
with their friends and relatives concerning whether they should re-
main there or return to Nazareth.

5 Mary hadnever fully given up the idea that Jesus ought to grow
up in Bethlehem, the City of David. Joseph did not really believe
that their sonwas to become a kingly deliverer of Israel. Besides, he
knew that he himself was not really a descendant of David; that his
being reckoned among the offspring of David was due to the adop-
tion of one of his ancestors into the Davidic line of descent. Mary,
of course, thought the City of David the most appropriate place
in which the new candidate for David’s throne could be reared,
but Joseph preferred to take chances with Herod Antipas rather
than with his brother Archelaus. He entertained great fears for the
child’s safety in Bethlehem or in any other city in Judea, and sur-
mised that Archelaus would bemore likely to pursue themenacing
policies of his father, Herod, than would Antipas in Galilee. And
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besides all these reasons, Josephwas outspoken in his preference for
Galilee as a better place in which to rear and educate the child, but
it required three weeks to overcome Mary’s objections.

6 By the rst of October Joseph had convinced Mary and all
their friends that it was best for them to return to Nazareth. Ac-
cordingly, early in October, 4 B.C., they departed from Bethlehem
forNazareth, going by way of Lydda and Scythopolis. ey started
out early one Sunday morning, Mary and the child riding on their
newly acquired beast of burden, while Joseph and ve accompany-
ing kinsmen proceeded on foot; Joseph’s relatives refused to per-
mit them to make the trip to Nazareth alone. ey feared to go to
Galilee by Jerusalem and the Jordan valley, and the western routes
were not altogether safe for two lone travellers with a child of ten-
der years.

1. BACK IN NAZARETH
1 On the fourth day of the journey the party reached its destina-

tion in safety. ey arrived unannounced at the Nazareth home,
which had been occupied for more than three years by one of
Joseph’s married brothers, who was indeed surprised to see them;
so quietly had they gone about their business that neither the fam-
ily of Joseph nor that of Mary knew they had even le Alexandria.

e next day Joseph’s brother moved his family, and Mary, for the
rst time since Jesus’ birth, settled down with her little family to

enjoy life in their own home. In less than a week Joseph secured
work as a carpenter, and they were supremely happy.

2 Jesus was about three years and two months old at the time of
their return to Nazareth. He had stood all these travels very well
and was in excellent health and full of childish glee and excitement
at having premises of his own to run about in and to enjoy. But he
greatly missed the association of his Alexandrian playmates.

3 On the way to Nazareth Joseph had persuaded Mary that it
would be unwise to spread the word among their Galilean friends
and relatives that Jesus was a child of promise. ey agreed to re-
frain from all mention of these matters to anyone. And they were
both very faithful in keeping this promise.
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4 Jesus’ entire fourth year was a period of normal physical devel-
opment and of unusual mental activity. Meantime he had formed
a very close attachment for a neighbour boy about his own age
named Jacob. Jesus and Jacob were always happy in their play, and
they grew up to be great friends and loyal companions.

5 e next important event in the life of this Nazareth family
was the birth of the second child, James, in the earlymorning hours
of April 2, 3 B.C. Jesus was thrilled by the thought of having a baby
brother, and he would stand around by the hour just to observe the
baby’s early activities.

6 It was midsummer of this same year that Joseph built a small
workshop close to the village spring and near the caravan tarrying
lot. A er this he did very little carpenter work by the day. He
had as associates two of his brothers and several other mechanics,
whom he sent out to work while he remained at the shop mak-
ing yokes and ploughs and doing other woodwork. He also did
some work in leather and with rope and canvas. And Jesus, as he
grew up, when not at school, spent his time about equally between
helping his mother with home duties and watching his father work
at the shop, meanwhile listening to the conversation and gossip of
the caravan conductors and passengers from the four corners of the
earth.

7 In July of this year, one month before Jesus was four years old,
an outbreak of malignant intestinal trouble spread over all Naza-
reth from contact with the caravan travellers. Mary became so
alarmed by the danger of Jesus being exposed to this epidemic of
disease that she bundled up both her children and ed to the coun-
try home of her brother, several kilometres south of Nazareth on
the Megiddo road near Sarid. ey did not return to Nazareth for
more than two months; Jesus greatly enjoyed this, his rst experi-
ence on a farm.

2. THE FIFTH YEAR 2 B.C.
1 In somethingmore than a year a er the return toNazareth the

boy Jesus arrived at the age of his rst personal and wholehearted
moral decision; and there came to abide with him a ought Ad-
juster, a divine gi of the Paradise Father, which had aforetime
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served with Machiventa Melchizedek, thus gaining the experience
of functioning in connectionwith the incarnation of a supermortal
being living in the likeness of mortal esh. is event occurred on
February 11, 2 B.C. Jesus was no more aware of the coming of the
divine Monitor than are the millions upon millions of other chil-
dren who, before and since that day, have likewise received these

ought Adjusters to indwell their minds and work for the ulti-
mate spiritualizationof theseminds and the eternal survival of their
evolving immortal souls.

2 On this day in February the direct and personal supervision of
theUniverseRulers, as itwas related to the integrity of the childlike
incarnationofMichael, terminated. From that timeon throughout
the human unfolding of the incarnation, the guardianship of Jesus
was destined to rest in the keeping of this indwelling Adjuster and
the associated seraphic guardians, supplemented from time to time
by the ministry of midway creatures assigned for the performance
of certain de nite duties in accordancewith the instruction of their
planetary superiors.

3 ¶ Jesus was ve years old in August of this year, and we will,
therefore, refer to this as his h (calendar) year of life. In this
year, 2 B.C., a little more than one month before his h birthday
anniversary, Jesus was made very happy by the coming of his sister
Miriam, who was born on the night of July 11. During the evening
of the following day Jesus had a long talk with his father concern-
ing the manner in which various groups of living things are born
into the world as separate individuals. e most valuable part of
Jesus’ early education was secured from his parents in answer to his
thoughtful and searching inquiries. Joseph never failed to do his
full duty in taking pains and spending time answering the boy’s nu-
merous questions. From the time Jesus was ve years old until he
was ten, he was one continuous question mark. While Joseph and
Mary could not always answer his questions, they never failed fully
to discuss his inquiries and in every other possible way to assist him
in his efforts to reach a satisfactory solution of the problem which
his alert mind had suggested.

4 Since returning toNazareth, theirs had been a busy household,
and Josephhadbeenunusually occupied building his new shop and
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getting his business started again. So fully was he occupied that
he had found no time to build a cradle for James, but this was cor-
rected long beforeMiriam came, so that she had a very comfortable
crib in which to nestle while the family admired her. And the child
Jesus heartily entered into all these natural and normal home expe-
riences. He greatly enjoyed his little brother and his baby sister and
was of great help to Mary in their care.

5 ere were few homes in the gentile world of those days that
could give a child a better intellectual, moral, and religious train-
ing than the Jewish homes of Galilee. ese Jews had a systematic
program for rearing and educating their children. ey divided a
child’s life into seven stages:

6 1. e newborn child, the rst to the eighth day.
7 2. e suckling child.
8 3. e weaned child.
9 4. e period of dependence on themother, lasting up to the

end of the h year.
10 5. e beginning independence of the child and, with sons,

the father assuming responsibility for their education.
11 6. e adolescent youths and maidens.
12 7. e young men and the young women.
13 ¶ It was the custom of theGalilean Jews for themother to bear

the responsibility for a child’s training until the h birthday, and
then, if the child were a boy, to hold the father responsible for the
lad’s education from that time on. is year, therefore, Jesus en-
tered upon the h stage of a Galilean Jewish child’s career, and
accordingly on August 21, 2 B.C., Mary formally turned him over
to Joseph for further instruction.

14 ough Joseph was now assuming the direct responsibility for
Jesus’ intellectual and religious education, his mother still inter-
ested herself in his home training. She taught him to know and
care for the vines and owers growing about the gardenwallswhich
completely surrounded the home plot. She also provided on the
roof of the house (the summer bedroom) shallow boxes of sand in
which Jesus worked out maps and did much of his early practice
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at writing Aramaic, Greek, and later on, Hebrew, for in time he
learned to read, write, and speak, uently, all three languages.

15 Jesus appeared to be a well-nigh perfect child physically and
continued to make normal progress mentally and emotionally. He
experienced amild digestive upset, his rst minor illness, in the lat-
ter part of this, his h (calendar) year.

16 ough Joseph andMary o en talked about the future of their
eldest child, had you been there, you would only have observed the
growing up of a normal, healthy, carefree, but exceedingly inquisi-
tive child of that time and place.

3. EVENTS OF THE SIXTH YEAR 1 B.C.
1 Already, with his mother’s help, Jesus had mastered the

Galilean dialect of the Aramaic tongue; and now his father began
teaching him Greek. Mary spoke little Greek, but Joseph was a
uent speaker of both Aramaic and Greek. e textbook for the

study of the Greek language was the copy of theHebrew scriptures
— a complete version of the law and the prophets, including the
Psalms — which had been presented to them on leaving Egypt.

ere were only two complete copies of the Scriptures in Greek in
all Nazareth, and the possession of one of them by the carpenter’s
familymade Joseph’s home amuch-sought place and enabled Jesus,
as he grew up, to meet an almost endless procession of earnest stu-
dents and sincere truth seekers. Before this year ended, Jesus had
assumed custody of this priceless manuscript, having been told on
his sixth birthday that the sacred book had been presented to him
by Alexandrian friends and relatives. And in a very short time he
could read it readily.

2 ¶ e rst great shock of Jesus’ young life occurred when he
was not quite six years old. It had seemed to the lad that his fa-
ther— at least his father andmother together—knew everything.
Imagine, therefore, the surprise of this inquiring child, when he
asked his father the cause of a mild earthquake which had just oc-
curred, to hear Joseph say, “My son, I really do not know.” us
began that long and disconcerting disillusionment in the course of
which Jesus foundout that his earthly parentswere not all-wise and
all-knowing.
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3 Joseph’s rst thought was to tell Jesus that the earthquake had
been caused by God, but a moment’s re ection admonished him
that such an answer would immediately be provocative of further
and still more embarrassing inquiries. Even at an early age it was
very difficult to answer Jesus’ questions about physical or social
phenomena by thoughtlessly telling him that either God or the
devil was responsible. In harmony with the prevailing belief of the
Jewish people, Jesus was longwilling to accept the doctrine of good
spirits and evil spirits as the possible explanation of mental and
spiritual phenomena, but he very early became doubtful that such
unseen in uences were responsible for the physical happenings of
the natural world.

4 ¶ Before Jesus was 6 years of age, in the early summer of 1 B.C.,
Zacharias and Elizabeth and their son John came to visit theNaza-
reth family. Jesus and John had a happy time during this, their rst
visit within their memories. Although the visitors could remain
only a few days, the parents talked over many things, including the
future plans for their sons. While they were thus engaged, the lads
played with blocks in the sand on top of the house and in many
other ways enjoyed themselves in true boyish fashion.

5 ¶ Having met John, who came from near Jerusalem, Jesus be-
gan to evince an unusual interest in the history of Israel and to in-
quire in great detail as to the meaning of the Sabbath rites, the syn-
agogue sermons, and the recurring feasts of commemoration. His
father explained to him the meaning of all these seasons. e rst
was the midwinter festive illumination, lasting eight days, starting
out with one candle the rst night and adding one each successive
night; this commemorated the dedication of the temple a er the
restoration of the Mosaic services by Judas Maccabee. Next came
the early springtime celebration of Purim, the feast of Esther and Is-
rael’s deliverance through her. en followed the solemn Passover,
which the adults celebrated in Jerusalem whenever possible, while
at home the children would remember that no leavened bread was
to be eaten for the whole week. Later came the feast of the rst-
fruits, the harvest ingathering; and last, the most solemn of all, the
feast of the new year, the day of atonement. While some of these
celebrations and observances were difficult for Jesus’ young mind
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to understand, he pondered them seriously and then entered fully
into the joy of the feast of tabernacles, the annual vacation season
of thewhole Jewish people, the timewhen they camped out in leafy
booths and gave themselves up to mirth and pleasure.

6 ¶ During this year Joseph and Mary had trouble with Jesus
about his prayers. He insisted on talking to his heavenly Father
much as he would talk to Joseph, his earthly father. is depar-
ture from the more solemn and reverent modes of communication
with Deity was a bit disconcerting to his parents, especially to his
mother, but there was no persuading him to change; he would say
his prayers just as he had been taught, a er which he insisted on
having “just a little talk with my Father in heaven.”

7 In June of this year Joseph turned the shop in Nazareth over
to his brothers and formally entered upon his work as a builder.
Before the year was over, the family income had more than tre-
bled. Never again, until a er Joseph’s death, did the Nazareth fam-
ily feel the pinch of poverty. e family grew larger and larger, and
they spent much money on extra education and travel, but always
Joseph’s increasing income kept pace with the growing expenses.

8 e next few years Joseph did considerable work at Cana,
Bethlehem (of Galilee), Magdala, Nain, Sepphoris, Capernaum,
and Endor, as well as much building in and near Nazareth. As
James grew up to be old enough to help his mother with the house-
work and care of the younger children, Jesus made frequent trips
away fromhomewithhis father to these surrounding towns and vil-
lages. Jesus was a keen observer and gained much practical knowl-
edge from these trips away from home; he was assiduously storing
up knowledge regarding man and the way he lived on earth.

9 ¶ is year Jesus made great progress in adjusting his strong
feelings and vigorous impulses to the demands of family co-oper-
ation and home discipline. Mary was a loving mother but a fairly
strict disciplinarian. In many ways, however, Joseph exerted the
greater control over Jesus as it was his practice to sit down with the
boy and fully explain the real and underlying reasons for the neces-
sity of disciplinary curtailment of personal desires in deference to
the welfare and tranquillity of the entire family. When the situ-
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ation had been explained to Jesus, he was always intelligently and
willingly co-operative with parental wishes and family regulations.

10 ¶ Much of his spare time — when his mother did not require
his help about the house — was spent studying the owers and
plants by day and the stars by night. He evinced a troublesome
penchant for lying on his back and gazing wonderingly up into the
starry heavens long a er his usual bedtime in this well-orderedNa-
zareth household.

4. THE SEVENTH YEAR A.D. 1
1 is was, indeed, an eventful year in Jesus’ life. Early in Jan-

uary a great snowstorm occurred in Galilee. Snow fell 60 cm deep,
the heaviest snowfall Jesus saw during his lifetime and one of the
deepest at Nazareth in 100 years.

2 e play life of Jewish children in the times of Jesus was rather
circumscribed; all too o en the children played at the more seri-
ous things they observed their elders doing. ey played much at
weddings and funerals, ceremonies which they so frequently saw
and which were so spectacular. ey danced and sang but had few
organized games, such as children of later days so much enjoy.

3 Jesus, in company with a neighbour boy and later his brother
James, delighted to play in the far corner of the family carpenter
shop, where they had great fun with the shavings and the blocks of
wood. It was always difficult for Jesus to comprehend the harm of
certain sorts of play which were forbidden on the Sabbath, but he
never failed to conform to his parents’ wishes. He had a capacity
for humour and play which was afforded little opportunity for ex-
pression in the environment of his day and generation, but up to
the age of 14 he was cheerful and light-hearted most of the time.

4 Mary maintained a dovecote on top of the animal house ad-
joining the home, and they used the pro ts from the sale of doves as
a special charity fund, which Jesus administered a er he deducted
the tithe and turned it over to the officer of the synagogue.

5 ¶ e only real accident Jesus had up to this time was a fall
down the back-yard stone stairs which led up to the canvas-roofed
bedroom. It happened during an unexpected July sandstorm from
the east. e hot winds, carrying blasts of ne sand, usually blew
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during the rainy season, especially in March and April. It was ex-
traordinary to have such a storm in July. When the storm came
up, Jesus was on the housetop playing, as was his habit, for during
much of the dry season this was his accustomed playroom. He was
blinded by the sand when descending the stairs and fell. A er this
accident Joseph built a balustrade up both sides of the stairway.

6 ere was no way in which this accident could have been pre-
vented. It was not chargeable to neglect by the midway temporal
guardians, one primary and one secondary midwayer having been
assigned to the watchcare of the lad; neither was it chargeable to
the guardian seraphim. It simply could not have been avoided. But
this slight accident, occurring while Joseph was absent in Endor,
caused such great anxiety to develop in Mary’s mind that she un-
wisely tried to keep Jesus very close to her side for some months.

7 Material accidents, commonplace occurrences of a physical na-
ture, are not arbitrarily interfered with by celestial personalities.
Under ordinary circumstances only midway creatures can inter-
vene in material conditions to safeguard the persons of men and
women of destiny, and even in special situations these beings can
so act only in obedience to the speci c mandates of their superiors.

8 And this was but one of a number of such minor accidents
which subsequently befell this inquisitive and adventurous youth.
If you envisage the average childhood and youth of an aggressive
boy, you will have a fairly good idea of the youthful career of Jesus,
and you will be able to imagine just about how much anxiety he
caused his parents, particularly his mother.

9 ¶ e fourthmember of theNazareth family, Joseph, was born
Wednesday morning, March 16, A.D. 1.

5. SCHOOL DAYS IN NAZARETH
1 Jesus was now seven years old, the age when Jewish children

were supposed to begin their formal education in the synagogue
schools. Accordingly, in August of this year he entered upon his
eventful school life at Nazareth. Already this lad was a uent
reader, writer, and speaker of two languages, Aramaic and Greek.
He was now to acquaint himself with the task of learning to read,
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write, and speak the Hebrew language. And he was truly eager for
the new school life which was ahead of him.

2 For three years — until he was ten — he attended the elemen-
tary school of the Nazareth synagogue. For these three years he
studied the rudiments of the Book of the Law as it was recorded
in the Hebrew tongue. For the following three years he studied in
the advanced school and committed to memory, by the method of
repeating aloud, the deeper teachings of the sacred law. He gradu-
ated from this school of the synagogue during his 13 year andwas
turned over to his parents by the synagogue rulers as an educated
“son of the commandment” — henceforth a responsible citizen of
the commonwealth of Israel, all of which entailed his attendance at
the Passovers in Jerusalem; accordingly, he attended his rst Pass-
over that year in company with his father and mother.

3 ¶ At Nazareth the pupils sat on the oor in a semicircle, while
their teacher, the chazan*, an officer of the synagogue, sat facing
them. Beginning with the Book of Leviticus, they passed on to
the study of the other books of the Law˚, followed by the study of
the Prophets and the Psalms*. eNazareth synagogue possessed a
complete copy of the Scriptures inHebrew. Nothing but the Scrip-
tures was studied prior to the 12 year. In the summer months the
hours for school were greatly shortened.

4 Jesus early became a master of Hebrew, and as a young man,
when no visitor of prominence happened to be sojourning in Na-
zareth, he would o en be asked to read the Hebrew scriptures to
the faithful assembled in the synagogue at the regular Sabbath ser-
vices.

5 ese synagogue schools, of course, had no textbooks. In
teaching, the chazan would utter a statement while the pupils
would in unison repeat it a er him. When having access to the

5.3. chazan, A more accurate rendition of the Hebrew חַזָּן would have been “chazzan”.
3. books of the law. Here and in the paragraph 5 below, the “Law” being spoken of is the
Hebrew Torah, i.e. the rst part of the Hebrew Scriptures: כתובים נביאים .תורה
3. Psalms, Here the Writings (Hebrew (כתובים are called the “Psalms” by the name
of the rst book of this section of Hebrew Scriptures, according to many Hebrew MSS,
though not that of Talmud (which places Ruth rst) and some of the early MSS I have
examined, such as e Leningrad Codex (B19A), which places Chronicles rst.
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written books of the Law, the student learned his lesson by reading
aloud and by constant repetition.

6 ¶ Next, in addition to his more formal schooling, Jesus began
to make contact with human nature from the four quarters of the
earth as men from many lands passed in and out of his father’s re-
pair shop. When he grew older, he mingled freely with the cara-
vans as they tarried near the spring for rest and nourishment. Being
a uent speaker of Greek, he had little trouble in conversing with
the majority of the caravan travellers and conductors.

7 Nazarethwas a caravanway station and crossroads of travel and
largely gentile in population; at the same time it was widely known
as a centre of liberal interpretation of Jewish traditional law. In
Galilee the Jews mingled more freely with the gentiles than was
their practice in Judea. And of all the cities of Galilee, the Jews of
Nazareth were most liberal in their interpretation of the social re-
strictions based on the fears of contamination as a result of contact
with the gentiles. And these conditions gave rise to the common
saying in Jerusalem, “Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?”

8 Jesus received hismoral training and spiritual culture chie y in
his own home. He securedmuch of his intellectual and theological
education from the chazan. But his real education — that equip-
ment ofmind andheart for the actual test of grapplingwith the dif-
cult problems of life — he obtained by mingling with his fellow

men. It was this close association with his fellow men, young and
old, Jew and gentile, that afforded him the opportunity to know
the human race. Jesus was highly educated in that he thoroughly
understood men and devotedly loved them.

9 ¶ roughout his years at the synagogue he was a brilliant stu-
dent, possessing a great advantage since he was conversant with
three languages. eNazareth chazan, on the occasion of Jesus’ n-
ishing the course in his school, remarked to Joseph that he feared
he “had learned more from Jesus’ searching questions” than he had
“been able to teach the lad.”

10 roughout his course of study Jesus learned much and de-
rived great inspiration fromthe regular Sabbath sermons in the syn-
agogue. It was customary to ask distinguished visitors, stopping
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over the Sabbath in Nazareth, to address the synagogue. As Jesus
grew up, he heard many great thinkers of the entire Jewish world
expound their views, andmany alsowhowerehardly orthodox Jews
since the synagogue ofNazarethwas an advanced and liberal centre
of Hebrew thought and culture.

11 When entering school at seven years (at this time the Jews had
just inaugurated a compulsory education law), it was customary for
the pupils to choose their “birthday text,” a sort of golden rule to
guide them throughout their studies, one upon which they o en
expatiated at their graduation when 13 years old. e text which
Jesus chose was from the Prophet Isaiah: “ e spirit of the Lord
God is upon me, for the Lord has anointed me; he has sent me to
bring good news to the meek, to bind up the brokenhearted, to
proclaim liberty to the captives, and to set the spiritual prisoners
free.”

12 ¶ Nazareth was one of the 24 priest centres of the Hebrew na-
tion. But the Galilean priesthood was more liberal in the inter-
pretation of the traditional laws than were the Judean scribes and
rabbis. And at Nazareth they were also more liberal regarding the
observance of the Sabbath. It was therefore the custom for Joseph
to take Jesus out for walks on Sabbath a ernoons, one of their
favourite jaunts being to climb the high hill near their home, from
which they could obtain a panoramic view of all Galilee. To the
north-west, on clear days, they could see the long ridge of Mount
Carmel running down to the sea; and many times Jesus heard his
father relate the story of Elijah, one of the rst of that long line of
Hebrew prophets, who reproved Ahab and exposed the priests of
Baal. To the north Mount Hermon raised its snowy peak in ma-
jestic splendour andmonopolized the skyline, almost 900m of the
upper slopes glistening white with perpetual snow. Far to the east
they could discern the Jordan valley and, far beyond, the rocky hills
of Moab. Also to the south and the east, when the sun shone upon
their marble walls, they could see the Graeco-Roman cities of the
Decapolis, with their amphitheatres and pretentious temples. And
when they lingered toward the going down of the sun, to the west
they could make out the sailing vessels on the distant Mediterra-
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nean.˚

13 From four directions Jesus could observe the caravan trains as
they wended their way in and out of Nazareth, and to the south he
could overlook the broad and fertile plain country of Esdraelon,
stretching off toward Mount Gilboa and Samaria.

14 When they did not climb the heights to view the distant land-
scape, they strolled through the countryside and studied nature in
her various moods in accordance with the seasons. Jesus’ earliest
training, aside from that of the home hearth, had to do with a rev-
erent and sympathetic contact with nature.

15 ¶ Before hewas 8 years of age, he was known to all themothers
and young women of Nazareth, who had met him and talked with
him at the spring, whichwas not far fromhis home, andwhichwas
one of the social centres of contact and gossip for the entire town.

is year Jesus learned tomilk the family cow and care for the other
animals. During this and the following year he also learned tomake
cheese and toweave. When hewas 10 years of age, hewas an expert
loom operator. It was about this time that Jesus and the neighbour
boy Jacob became great friends of the potter who worked near the
owing spring; and as they watched Nathan’s de ngers mould

the clay on the potter’swheel,many times bothof themdetermined
to be potters when they grew up. Nathan was very fond of the lads
ando en gave themclay to playwith, seeking to stimulate their cre-
ative imaginations by suggesting competitive efforts in modelling

12. Informational: rst printing; Far to the east they could discern the Jordan valley
and, far beyond, the rocky hills of Moab. Also to the south and the east… — Punctua-
tion and wording changes were rejected by the committee. e context for this sentence is
the “panoramic view” om atop the Nazareth hill: Jesus and his father are standing on top
of the hill and are moving their gaze om Mt. Carmel in the north-west around an arc
to the north, east, south and west. Mt. Hermon is to their north, and om springs in its
foothills near Dan (north-east of Nazareth) the Jordan valley extends to the Dead Sea in
the south. us, as Jesus and Joseph follow the line of the river valley along the arc of their
survey, as the Jordan approaches the Dead Sea, father and son “discern…far beyond, the
rocky hills of Moab.” is interpretation is further supported by the punctuation of the fol-
lowing sentence which does not read “Also, to the south and the east,…” (suggesting a change
in direction om the last reference), but rather, “Also to the south and the east,…” which
implies that the last referenced location (Moab) was in the same direction.
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various objects and animals.

6. HIS EIGHTH YEAR A.D. 2
1 is was an interesting year at school. Although Jesus was not

an unusual student, he was a diligent pupil and belonged to the
more progressive third of the class, doing his work so well that he
was excused from attendance one week out of each month. is
week he usually spent either with his sherman uncle on the shores
of the Sea of Galilee near Magdala or on the farm of another uncle
(his mother’s brother) 8 km south of Nazareth.

2 Although his mother had become unduly anxious about his
health and safety, she gradually became reconciled to these trips
away from home. Jesus’ uncles and aunts were all very fond of him,
and there ensued a lively competition among them to secure his
company for thesemonthly visits throughout this and immediately
subsequent years. His rst week’s sojourn on his uncle’s farm (since
infancy) was in January of this year; the rst week’s shing experi-
ence on the Sea of Galilee occurred in the month of May.

3 About this time Jesusmet a teacher ofmathematics fromDam-
ascus, and learning some new techniques of numbers, he spent
much time on mathematics for several years. He developed a keen
sense of numbers, distances, and proportions.

4 Jesus began to enjoy his brother James very much and by the
end of this year had begun to teach him the alphabet.

5 is year Jesus made arrangements to exchange dairy products
for lessons on the harp. He had an unusual liking for everything
musical. Later on he did much to promote an interest in vocal mu-
sic among his youthful associates. By the time he was 11 years of
age, he was a skillful harpist and greatly enjoyed entertaining both
family and friends with his extraordinary interpretations and able
improvisations.

6 While Jesus continued to make enviable progress at school, all
did not run smoothly for either parents or teachers. He persisted in
asking many embarrassing questions concerning both science and
religion, particularly regarding geography and astronomy. He was
especially insistent on nding out why there was a dry season and a
rainy season in Palestine. Repeatedly he sought the explanation for
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the great difference between the temperatures of Nazareth and the
Jordan valley. He simply never ceased to ask such intelligent but
perplexing questions.

7 ¶ His third brother, Simon, was born on Friday evening, April
14, of this year, A.D. 2.

8 ¶ In February, Nahor, one of the teachers in a Jerusalem
academy of the rabbis, came to Nazareth to observe Jesus, having
been on a similar mission to Zacharias’s home near Jerusalem. He
came to Nazareth at the instigation of John’s father. While at rst
he was somewhat shocked by Jesus’ frankness and unconventional
manner of relating himself to things religious, he attributed it to
the remoteness of Galilee from the centres ofHebrew learning and
culture and advised Joseph and Mary to allow him to take Jesus
back with him to Jerusalem, where he could have the advantages of
education and training at the centre of Jewish culture. Mary was
half persuaded to consent; she was convinced her eldest son was
to become the Messiah, the Jewish deliverer; Joseph hesitated; he
was equally persuaded that Jesus was to grow up to become a man
of destiny, but what that destiny would prove to be he was pro-
foundly uncertain. But he never really doubted that his son was to
ful l some greatmission on earth. e more he thought aboutNa-
hor’s advice, the more he questioned the wisdom of the proposed
sojourn in Jerusalem.

9 Because of this difference of opinion between Joseph and
Mary, Nahor requested permission to lay the whole matter before
Jesus. Jesus listened attentively, talked with Joseph, Mary, and a
neighbour, Jacob the stone mason, whose son was his favourite
playmate, and then, two days later, reported that since there was
such a difference of opinion among his parents and advisers, and
since he did not feel competent to assume the responsibility for
such a decision, not feeling strongly one way or the other, in view
of the whole situation, he had nally decided to “talk with my Fa-
ther who is in heaven”; and while he was not perfectly sure about
the answer, he rather felt he should remain at home “withmy father
andmother,” adding, “they who love me somuch should be able to
do more for me and guide me more safely than strangers who can
only viewmybody and observemymind but can hardly truly know
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me.” ey allmarveled, andNahorwent his way, back to Jerusalem.
And it was many years before the subject of Jesus’ going away from
home again came up for consideration.



PAPER №124
THE LATER CHILDHOOD OF JESUS

Midwayer Commission

ALTHOUGH Jesus might have enjoyed a better opportu-
nity for schooling at Alexandria than in Galilee, he could
not have had such a splendid environment for working

out his own life problems with a minimum of educational guid-
ance, at the same time enjoying the great advantage of constantly
contacting with such a large number of all classes of men and wo-
men hailing from every part of the civilized world. Had he re-
mained at Alexandria, his education would have been directed by
Jews and along exclusively Jewish lines. At Nazareth he secured an
education and received a training which more acceptably prepared
him to understand the gentiles, and which gave him a better and
more balanced idea of the relative merits of the Eastern, or Babylo-
nian, and the Western, or Hellenic, views of Hebrew theology.

1. JESUS’ NINTH YEAR A.D. 3
1 ough it could hardly be said that Jesus was ever seriously ill,

he did have some of the minor ailments of childhood this year,
along with his brothers and baby sister.

2 School went on and he was still a favoured pupil, having one
week each month at liberty, and he continued to divide his time
about equally between trips to neighbouring cities with his father,
sojourns on his uncle’s farm south of Nazareth, and shing excur-
sions out from Magdala.

3 ¶ emost serious trouble as yet to comeup at school occurred
in late winter when Jesus dared to challenge the chazan regarding
the teaching that all images, pictures, and drawings were idolatrous
in nature. Jesus delighted in drawing landscapes as well as in mod-
elling a great variety of objects in potter’s clay. Everything of that
sort was strictly forbidden by Jewish law, but up to this time he had
managed to disarm his parents’ objection to such an extent that
they had permitted him to continue in these activities.
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4 But trouble was again stirred up at school when one of the
more backward pupils discovered Jesus drawing a charcoal picture
of the teacher on the oor of the schoolroom. ere it was, plain
as day, and many of the elders had viewed it before the commit-
tee went to call on Joseph to demand that something be done to
suppress the lawlessness of his eldest son. And though this was not
the rst time complaints had come to Joseph and Mary about the
doings of their versatile and aggressive child, this was the most se-
rious of all the accusations which had thus far been lodged against
him. Jesus listened to the indictment of his artistic efforts for some
time, being seated on a large stone just outside the back door. He
resented their blaming his father for his alleged misdeeds; so in
he marched, fearlessly confronting his accusers. e elders were
thrown into confusion. Some were inclined to view the episode
humorously, while one or two seemed to think the boy was sacri-
legious if not blasphemous. Joseph was nonplussed, Mary indig-
nant, but Jesus insisted on being heard. He had his say, coura-
geously defended his viewpoint, andwith consummate self-control
announced that he would abide by the decision of his father in this
as in all other matters controversial. And the committee of elders
departed in silence.

5 Mary endeavoured to in uence Joseph to permit Jesus to
model in clay at home, provided he promised not to carry on any
of these questionable activities at school, but Joseph felt impelled
to rule that the rabbinical interpretation of the second command-
ment should prevail. And so Jesus no more drew or modelled the
likeness of anything from that day as long as he lived in his father’s
house. But he was unconvinced of the wrong of what he had done,
and to give up such a favourite pastime constituted one of the great
trials of his young life.

6 ¶ In the latter part of June, Jesus, in company with his father,
rst climbed to the summit of Mount Tabor. It was a clear day and

the view was superb. It seemed to this nine-year-old lad that he
had really gazed upon the entire world excepting India, Africa, and
Rome.

7 ¶ Jesus’ second sister, Martha, was born ursday night,
September 13. ree weeks a er the coming of Martha, Joseph,
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who was home for awhile, started the building of an addition to
their house, a combined workshop and bedroom. A small work-
bench was built for Jesus, and for the rst time he possessed tools
of his own. At odd times for many years he worked at this bench
and became highly expert in the making of yokes.

8 ¶ is winter and the next were the coldest in Nazareth for
many decades. Jesus had seen snow on the mountains, and several
times it had fallen in Nazareth, remaining on the ground only a
short time; but not until this winter had he seen ice. e fact that
water could be had as a solid, a liquid, and a vapour — he had long
pondered over the escaping steam from the boiling pots — caused
the lad to think a great deal about the physical world and its con-
stitution; and yet the personality embodied in this growing youth
was all this while the actual creator and organizer of all these things
throughout a far- ung universe.

9 e climate of Nazareth was not severe. January was the cold-
est month, the temperature averaging around 10° C. During July
and August, the hottest months, the temperature would vary from
24° to 32° C. From the mountains to the Jordan and the Dead Sea
valley the climate of Palestine ranged from the frigid to the torrid.
And so, in a way, the Jews were prepared to live in about any and
all of the world’s varying climates.

10 Even during the warmest summer months a cool sea breeze
usually blew from the west from 10:00 until about 22:00. But ev-
ery now and then terri c hot winds from the eastern desert would
blow across all Palestine. ese hot blasts usually came in February
and March, near the end of the rainy season. In those days the rain
fell in refreshing showers from November to April, but it did not
rain steadily. erewere only two seasons in Palestine, summer and
winter, the dry and rainy seasons. In January the owers began to
bloom, and by the end of April the whole land was one vast ower
garden.

11 ¶ InMay of this year, on his uncle’s farm, Jesus for the rst time
helped with the harvest of the grain. Before he was 13, he had
managed to nd out something about practically everything that
men and women worked at around Nazareth except metal work-
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ing, and he spent several months in a smith’s shopwhen older, a er
the death of his father.

12 When work and caravan travel were slack, Jesus made many
tripswithhis father onpleasure or business tonear-byCana, Endor,
andNain. Even as a lad he frequently visited Sepphoris, only a little
over 4.9 km from Nazareth to the north-west, and from 4B.C. to
about A.D. 25 the capital of Galilee and one of the residences of
Herod Antipas.

13 Jesus continued to grow physically, intellectually, socially, and
spiritually. His trips away from home did much to give him a bet-
ter andmore generous understanding of his own family, and by this
time even his parents were beginning to learn from him as well as
to teach him. Jesus was an original thinker and a skillful teacher,
even in his youth. He was in constant collision with the so-called
“oral law,” but he always sought to adapt himself to the practices
of his family. He got along fairly well with the children of his age,
but he o en grew discouraged with their slow-acting minds. Be-
fore he was ten years old, he had become the leader of a group of
seven lads who formed themselves into a society for promoting the
acquirements of manhood — physical, intellectual, and religious.
Among these boys Jesus succeeded in introducingmany new games
and various improved methods of physical recreation.

2. THE TENTH YEAR A.D. 4
1 It was the h of July, the rst Sabbath of the month, when

Jesus, while strolling through the countryside with his father, rst
gave expression to feelings and ideas which indicated that he was
becoming self-conscious of the unusual nature of his life mission.
Joseph listened attentively to the momentous words of his son but
made few comments; he volunteered no information. e next day
Jesus had a similar but longer talk with his mother. Mary likewise
listened to the pronouncements of the lad, but neither did she vol-
unteer any information. It was almost two years before Jesus again
spoke to his parents concerning this increasing revelation within
his own consciousness regarding the nature of his personality and
the character of his mission on earth.

2 ¶ He entered the advanced school of the synagogue in August.
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At school he was constantly creating trouble by the questions he
persisted in asking. Increasingly he kept all Nazareth in more or
less of a hubbub. His parents were loath to forbid his asking these
disquieting questions, and his chief teacher was greatly intrigued
by the lad’s curiosity, insight, and hunger for knowledge.

3 Jesus’ playmates saw nothing supernatural in his conduct; in
most ways he was altogether like themselves. His interest in study
was somewhat above the average but not wholly unusual. He did
ask more questions at school than others in his class.

4 ¶ Perhaps his most unusual and outstanding trait was his un-
willingness to ght for his rights. Since he was such a well-devel-
oped lad for his age, it seemed strange to his playfellows that he
was disinclined to defend himself even from injustice or when sub-
jected to personal abuse. As it happened, he did not suffer much
on account of this trait because of the friendship of Jacob, a neigh-
bour boy, who was one year older. He was the son of the stone
mason, a business associate of Joseph. Jacob was a great admirer of
Jesus and made it his business to see that no one was permitted to
impose upon Jesus because of his aversion to physical combat. Sev-
eral times older and uncouth youths attacked Jesus, relying upon
his reputed docility, but they always suffered swi and certain retri-
bution at the hands of his self-appointed champion and ever-ready
defender, Jacob the stone mason’s son.

5 Jesus was the generally accepted leader of the Nazareth lads
who stood for the higher ideals of their day and generation. He
was really loved by his youthful associates, not only because he was
fair, but also because he possessed a rare and understanding sympa-
thy that betokened love and bordered on discreet compassion.

6 is year he began to show a marked preference for the com-
pany of older persons. He delighted in talking over things cultural,
educational, social, economic, political, and religious with older
minds, and his depth of reasoning and keenness of observation so
charmed his adult associates that they were always more than will-
ing to visit with him. Until he became responsible for the sup-
port of the home, his parents were constantly seeking to in uence
him to associate with those of his own age, or more nearly his age,
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rather than with older and better-informed individuals for whom
he evinced such a preference.

7 Late this year he had a shing experience of two months with
his uncle on the Sea of Galilee, and he was very successful. Before
attaining manhood, he had become an expert sherman.

8 His physical development continued; he was an advanced and
privileged pupil at school; he got along fairly well at home with
his younger brothers and sisters, having the advantage of being
3½ years older than the oldest of the other children. He was well
thought of in Nazareth except by the parents of some of the duller
children, who o en spoke of Jesus as being too pert, as lacking in
proper humility and youthful reserve. He manifested a growing
tendency to direct the play activities of his youthful associates into
more serious and thoughtful channels. He was a born teacher and
simply could not refrain from so functioning, even when suppos-
edly engaged in play.

9 Joseph early began to instruct Jesus in the diverse means of
gaining a livelihood, explaining the advantages of agriculture over
industry and trade. Galilee was a more beautiful and prosperous
district than Judea, and it cost only about one fourth as much to
live there as in Jerusalem and Judea. It was a province of agricul-
tural villages and thriving industrial cities, containing more than
200 towns of over 5,000 population and 30 of over 15,000.

10 When on his rst trip with his father to observe the shing in-
dustry on the lake ofGalilee, Jesus had just aboutmade up hismind
to become a sherman; but close association with his father’s voca-
tion later on in uenced him to become a carpenter, while still later
a combinationof in uences led him to the nal choice of becoming
a religious teacher of a new order.

3. THE ELEVENTH YEAR A.D. 5
1 roughout this year the lad continued to make trips away

from home with his father, but he also frequently visited his un-
cle’s farm and occasionally went over to Magdala to engage in sh-
ing with the uncle who made his headquarters near that city.

2 Joseph and Mary were o en tempted to show some special
favouritism for Jesus or otherwise to betray their knowledge that
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he was a child of promise, a son of destiny. But both of his parents
were extraordinarily wise and sagacious in all these matters. e
few times they did in any manner exhibit any preference for him,
even in the slightest degree, the lad was quick to refuse all such spe-
cial consideration.

3 Jesus spent considerable time at the caravan supply shop, and
by conversing with the travellers from all parts of the world, he ac-
quired a store of information about international affairs that was
amazing, considering his age. is was the last year in which he en-
joyed much free play and youthful joyousness. From this time on
difficulties and responsibilities rapidly multiplied in the life of this
youth.

4 ¶ On Wednesday evening, June 24, A.D. 5, Jude was born.
Complications attended the birth of this, the seventh child. Mary
was so very ill for severalweeks that Joseph remained at home. Jesus
was very much occupied with errands for his father and withmany
duties occasioned by his mother’s serious illness. Never again did
this youth nd it possible to return to the childlike attitude of his
earlier years. From the time of his mother’s illness — just before he
was 11 years old—hewas compelled to assume the responsibilities
of the rst-born son and to do all this one or two full years before
these burdens should normally have fallen on his shoulders.

5 e chazan spent one evening each week with Jesus, helping
him to master the Hebrew scriptures. He was greatly interested
in the progress of his promising pupil; therefore was he willing to
assist him in many ways. is Jewish pedagogue exerted a great in-
uence upon this growing mind, but he was never able to compre-

hend why Jesus was so indifferent to all his suggestions regarding
the prospects of going to Jerusalem to continue his education un-
der the learned rabbis.

6 ¶ About the middle of May the lad accompanied his father on
a business trip to Scythopolis, the chief Greek city of the Decapo-
lis, the ancient Hebrew city of Beth-shean. On the way Joseph re-
counted much of the olden history of King Saul, the Philistines,
and the subsequent events of Israel’s turbulent history. Jesus was
tremendously impressed with the clean appearance and well-or-
dered arrangement of this so-called heathen city. He marveled
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at the open-air theatre and admired the beautiful marble temple
dedicated to the worship of the “heathen” gods. Joseph was much
perturbed by the lad’s enthusiasm and sought to counteract these
favourable impressions by extolling the beauty and grandeur of the
Jewish temple at Jerusalem. Jesus had o en gazed curiously upon
thismagni centGreek city from thehill ofNazareth andhadmany
times inquired about its extensive public works and ornate build-
ings, but his father had always sought to avoid answering these
questions. Now they were face to face with the beauties of this gen-
tile city, and Joseph could not gracefully ignore Jesus’ inquiries.

7 It so happened that just at this time the annual competitive
games and public demonstrations of physical prowess between the
Greek cities of the Decapolis were in progress at the Scythopolis
amphitheatre, and Jesus was insistent that his father take him to
see the games, and he was so insistent that Joseph hesitated to deny
him. e boy was thrilled with the games and entered most heart-
ily into the spirit of the demonstrations of physical development
and athletic skill. Joseph was inexpressibly shocked to observe his
son’s enthusiasm as he beheld these exhibitions of “heathen” vain-
gloriousness. A er the games were nished, Joseph received the
surprise of his life when he heard Jesus express his approval of them
and suggest that it would be good for the young men of Nazareth
if they could be thus bene ted by wholesome outdoor physical ac-
tivities. Joseph talked earnestly and long with Jesus concerning the
evil nature of such practices, but he well knew that the lad was un-
convinced.

8 e only time Jesus ever saw his father angry with him was
that night in their room at the inn when, in the course of their
discussions, the boy so far forgot the trends of Jewish thought as
to suggest that they go back home and work for the building of
an amphitheatre at Nazareth. When Joseph heard his rst-born
son express such un-Jewish sentiments, he forgot his usual calm
demeanour and, seizing Jesus by the shoulder, angrily exclaimed,
“My son, never again let me hear you give utterance to such an evil
thought as long as you live.” Jesus was startled by his father’s display
of emotion; he had never before been made to feel the personal
sting of his father’s indignation and was astonished and shocked
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beyond expression. He only replied, “Very well, my father, it shall
be so.” And never again did the boy even in the slightest manner al-
lude to the games and other athletic activities of the Greeks as long
as his father lived.

9 Later on, Jesus saw the Greek amphitheatre at Jerusalem and
learned how hateful such things were from the Jewish point of
view. Nevertheless, throughout his life he endeavoured to intro-
duce the idea of wholesome recreation into his personal plans and,
as far as Jewish practice would permit, into the later program of
regular activities for his 12 apostles.

10 At the end of this 11 year Jesus was a vigorous, well-devel-
oped, moderately humorous, and fairly light-hearted youth, but
from this year on he was more and more given to peculiar seasons
of profound meditation and serious contemplation. He was much
given to thinking about how he was to carry out his obligations to
his family and at the same time be obedient to the call of his mis-
sion to the world; already he had conceived that his ministry was
not to be limited to the betterment of the Jewish people.

4. THE TWELFTH YEAR A.D. 6
1 is was an eventful year in Jesus’ life. He continued to make

progress at school and was indefatigable in his study of nature,
while increasingly he prosecuted his study of themethods whereby
men make a living. He began doing regular work in the home car-
penter shop and was permitted to manage his own earnings, a very
unusual arrangement to obtain in a Jewish family. is year he
also learned the wisdom of keeping such matters a secret in the
family. He was becoming conscious of the way in which he had
caused trouble in the village, and henceforth he became increas-
ingly discreet in concealing everything which might cause him to
be regarded as different from his fellows.

2 roughout this year he experienced many seasons of uncer-
tainty, if not actual doubt, regarding the nature of his mission. His
naturally developing human mind did not yet fully grasp the re-
ality of his dual nature. e fact that he had a single personality
rendered it difficult for his consciousness to recognize the double
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origin of those factors which composed the nature associated with
that selfsame personality.

3 From this time on he became more successful in getting along
with his brothers and sisters. He was increasingly tactful, always
compassionate and considerate of their welfare and happiness, and
enjoyed good relations with them up to the beginning of his public
ministry. To be more explicit: He got along with James, Miriam,
and the two younger (as yet unborn) children, Amos and Ruth,
most excellently. He always got along with Martha fairly well.
What trouble he had at home largely arose out of friction with
Joseph and Jude, particularly the latter.

4 ¶ It was a trying experience for Joseph and Mary to under-
take the rearing of this unprecedented combination of divinity and
humanity, and they deserve great credit for so faithfully and suc-
cessfully discharging their parental responsibilities. Increasingly Je-
sus’ parents realized that therewas something superhuman resident
within this eldest son, but they never even faintly dreamed that this
son of promise was indeed and in truth the actual creator of this lo-
cal universe of things and beings. Joseph and Mary lived and died
without ever learning that their son Jesus really was the Universe
Creator incarnate in mortal esh.

5 is year Jesus paid more attention than ever to music, and he
continued to teach the home school for his brothers and sisters. It
was at about this time that the lad became keenly conscious of the
difference between the viewpoints of Joseph and Mary regarding
the nature of his mission. He pondered much over his parents’ dif-
fering opinions, o en hearing their discussions when they thought
he was sound asleep. More and more he inclined to the view of
his father, so that his mother was destined to be hurt by the real-
ization that her son was gradually rejecting her guidance in mat-
ters having to do with his life career. And, as the years passed, this
breach of understanding widened. Less and less did Mary compre-
hend the signi cance of Jesus’ mission, and increasingly was this
good mother hurt by the failure of her favourite son to ful l her
fond expectations.

6 Joseph entertained a growing belief in the spiritual nature of
Jesus’ mission. And but for other and more important reasons it
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does seem unfortunate that he could not have lived to see the ful-
lment of his concept of Jesus’ bestowal on earth.
7 ¶ During his last year at school, when hewas 12 years old, Jesus

remonstrated with his father about the Jewish custom of touching
the bit of parchment nailed upon the doorpost each time on go-
ing into, or coming out of, the house and then kissing the nger
that touched the parchment. As a part of this ritual it was custom-
ary to say, “ e Lord shall preserve our going out and our coming
in, from this time forth and even forevermore.” Joseph and Mary
had repeatedly instructed Jesus as to the reasons for not making
images or drawing pictures, explaining that such creations might
be used for idolatrous purposes. ough Jesus failed fully to grasp
their proscriptions against images and pictures, he possessed a high
concept of consistency and therefore pointed out to his father the
essentially idolatrous nature of this habitual obeisance to the door-
post parchment. And Joseph removed the parchment a er Jesus
had thus remonstrated with him.

8 As time passed, Jesus did much to modify their practice of re-
ligious forms, such as the family prayers and other customs. And it
was possible to do many such things at Nazareth, for its synagogue
was under the in uence of a liberal school of rabbis, exempli ed by
the renowned Nazareth teacher, Jose.

9 roughout this and the two following years Jesus suffered
great mental distress as the result of his constant effort to adjust
his personal views of religious practices and social amenities to the
established beliefs of his parents. He was distraught by the con-
ict between the urge to be loyal to his own convictions and the

conscientious admonition of dutiful submission to his parents; his
supreme con ict was between two great commands which were
uppermost in his youthful mind. e one was: “Be loyal to the
dictates of your highest convictions of truth and righteousness.”

e other was: “Honour your father and mother, for they have
given you life and the nurture thereof.” However, he never shirked
the responsibility of making the necessary daily adjustments be-
tween these realms of loyalty to one’s personal convictions and
duty toward one’s family, and he achieved the satisfaction of effect-
ing an increasingly harmonious blending of personal convictions
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and family obligations into a masterful concept of group solidarity
based upon loyalty, fairness, tolerance, and love.

5. HIS THIRTEENTH YEAR A.D. 7
1 In this year the lad of Nazareth passed from boyhood to the

beginning of youngmanhood; his voice began to change, andother
features of mind and body gave evidence of the oncoming status of
manhood.

2 On Sunday night, January 9, A.D. 7, his baby brother, Amos,
was born. Jude was not yet 2 years of age, and the baby sister, Ruth,
was yet to come; so it may be seen that Jesus had a sizeable fam-
ily of small children le to his watchcare when his father met his
accidental death the following year.

3 ¶ It was about the middle of February that Jesus became hu-
manly assured that he was destined to perform a mission on earth
for the enlightenment of man and the revelation of God. Momen-
tous decisions, coupled with far-reaching plans, were formulating
in the mind of this youth, who was, to outward appearances, an
average Jewish lad of Nazareth. e intelligent life of all Nebadon
looked on with fascination and amazement as all this began to un-
fold in the thinking and acting of the now adolescent carpenter’s
son.

4 ¶ On the rst day of the week, March 20, A.D. 7, Jesus grad-
uated from the course of training in the local school connected
with the Nazareth synagogue. is was a great day in the life of
any ambitious Jewish family, the day when the rst-born son was
pronounced a “son of the commandment” and the ransomed rst-
born of the Lord God of Israel, a “child of the Most High” and
servant of the Lord of all the earth.

5 Friday of theweek before, Joseph had come over fromSeppho-
ris, where hewas in charge of thework on a new public building, to
be present on this glad occasion. Jesus’ teacher con dently believed
that his alert and diligent pupil was destined to some outstanding
career, some distinguished mission. e elders, notwithstanding
all their trouble with Jesus’ nonconformist tendencies, were very
proud of the lad and had already begun laying plans which would
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enable him to go to Jerusalem to continue his education in the
renowned Hebrew academies.

6 As Jesus heard these plans discussed from time to time, he be-
came increasingly sure that hewould never go to Jerusalem to study
with the rabbis. But he little dreamed of the tragedy, so soon to
occur, which would ensure the abandonment of all such plans by
causing him to assume the responsibility for the support and di-
rection of a large family, presently to consist of ve brothers and
three sisters aswell as hismother andhimself. Jesus had a larger and
longer experience rearing this family than was accorded to Joseph,
his father; and he did measure up to the standard which he subse-
quently set for himself: to become a wise, patient, understanding,
and effective teacher and eldest brother to this family— his family
— so suddenly sorrow-stricken and so unexpectedly bereaved.

6. THE JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM
1 Jesus, having now reached the threshold of young manhood

and having been formally graduated from the synagogue schools,
was quali ed to proceed to Jerusalem with his parents to partici-
pate with them in the celebration of his rst Passover. e Pass-
over feast of this year fell on Saturday, April 9, A.D. 7. A consid-
erable company (103) made ready to depart from Nazareth early
Monday morning, April 4, for Jerusalem. ey journeyed south
toward Samaria, but on reaching Jezreel, they turned east, going
aroundMountGilboa into the Jordan valley in order to avoid pass-
ing through Samaria. Joseph and his family would have enjoyed
going down through Samaria by way of Jacob’s well and Bethel, but
since the Jews disliked to deal with the Samaritans, they decided to
go with their neighbours by way of the Jordan valley.

2 e much-dreaded Archelaus had been deposed, and they had
little to fear in taking Jesus to Jerusalem. Twelve years had passed
since the rst Herod had sought to destroy the babe of Bethlehem,
and no one would now think of associating that affair with this
obscure lad of Nazareth.

3 Before reaching the Jezreel junction, and as they journeyed on,
very soon, on the le , they passed the ancient village of Shunem,
and Jesus heard again about the most beautiful maiden of all Israel
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who once lived there and also about the wonderful works Elisha
performed there. In passing by Jezreel, Jesus’ parents recounted the
doings of Ahab and Jezebel and the exploits of Jehu. In passing
aroundMount Gilboa, they talkedmuch about Saul, who took his
life on the slopes of this mountain, King David, and the associa-
tions of this historic spot.

4 As they rounded the base of Gilboa, the pilgrims could see the
Greek city of Scythopolis on the right. ey gazed upon the mar-
ble structures from a distance but went not near the gentile city
lest they so de le themselves that they could not participate in the
forthcoming solemn and sacred ceremonies of the Passover at Je-
rusalem. Mary could not understand why neither Joseph nor Jesus
would speak of Scythopolis. She did not know about their contro-
versy of the previous year as they had never revealed this episode to
her.

5 e road now led immediately down into the tropical Jordan
valley, and soon Jesus was to have exposed to his wondering gaze
the crooked and ever-winding Jordan with its glistening and rip-
pling waters as it owed down toward the Dead Sea. ey laid
aside their outer garments as they journeyed south in this tropical
valley, enjoying the luxurious elds of grain and the beautiful ole-
anders laden with their pink blossoms, while massive snow-capped
Mount Hermon stood far to the north, in majesty looking down
on the historic valley. A little over three hours’ travel from oppo-
site Scythopolis they came upon a bubbling spring, and here they
camped for the night, out under the starlit heavens.

6 ¶ On their second day’s journey they passed by where the Jab-
bok, from the east, ows into the Jordan, and looking east up this
river valley, they recounted the days of Gideon, when the Midian-
ites poured into this region to overrun the land. Toward the end
of the second day’s journey they camped near the base of the high-
estmountain overlooking the Jordan valley,Mount Sartaba, whose
summitwas occupied by theAlexandrian fortresswhereHerodhad
imprisoned one of his wives and buried his two strangled sons.

7 e third day they passed by two villages which had been re-
cently built by Herod and noted their superior architecture and
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their beautiful palm gardens. By nightfall they reached Jericho,
where they remained until the morrow. at evening Joseph,
Mary, and Jesus walked 2.4 km to the site of the ancient Jeri-
cho, where Joshua, for whom Jesus was named, had performed his
renowned exploits, according to Jewish tradition.

8 By the fourth and last day’s journey the road was a continuous
procession of pilgrims. ey now began to climb the hills leading
up to Jerusalem. As they neared the top, they could look across the
Jordan to the mountains beyond and south over the sluggish wa-
ters of the Dead Sea. About halfway up to Jerusalem, Jesus gained
his rst view of the Mount of Olives (the region to be so much a
part of his subsequent life), and Joseph pointed out to him that the
Holy City lay just beyond this ridge, and the lad’s heart beat fast
with joyous anticipation of soon beholding the city and house of
his heavenly Father.

9 On the eastern slopes of Olivet they paused for rest in the
borders of a little village called Bethany. e hospitable villagers
poured forth to minister to the pilgrims, and it happened that
Joseph and his family had stopped near the house of one Simon,
who had three children about the same age as Jesus — Mary,
Martha, and Lazarus. ey invited the Nazareth family in for re-
freshment, and a lifelong friendship sprang up between the two
families. Many times a erwards, in his eventful life, Jesus stopped
in this home.

10 ey pressed on, soon standing on the brink of Olivet, and Je-
sus saw for the rst time (in his memory) the Holy City, the pre-
tentious palaces, and the inspiring temple of his Father. At no time
in his life did Jesus ever experience such a purely human thrill as
that which at this time so completely enthralled him as he stood
there on this April a ernoon on the Mount of Olives, drinking in
his rst view of Jerusalem. And in a er years, on this same spot
he stood and wept over the city which was about to reject another
prophet, the last and the greatest of her heavenly teachers.

11 But they hurried on to Jerusalem. It was now ursday a er-
noon. On reaching the city, they journeyed past the temple, and
never had Jesus beheld such throngs of human beings. He medi-
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tated deeply on how these Jews had assembled here from the utter-
most parts of the known world.

12 Soon they reached the place prearranged for their accommo-
dation during the Passover week, the large home of a well-to-do
relative of Mary’s, one who knew something of the early history of
both John and Jesus, throughZacharias. e following day, the day
of preparation, they made ready for the appropriate celebration of
the Passover Sabbath.

13 While all Jerusalem was astir in preparation for the Passover,
Joseph found time to take his son around to visit the academy
where it had been arranged for him to resume his education two
years later, as soon as he reached the required age of 15. Joseph was
truly puzzled when he observed how little interest Jesus evinced in
all these carefully laid plans.

14 Jesus was profoundly impressed by the temple and all the asso-
ciated services and other activities. For the rst time since he was
four years old, he was too much preoccupied with his ownmedita-
tions to askmany questions. He did, however, ask his father several
embarrassing questions (as he had on previous occasions) as towhy
the heavenly Father required the slaughter of somany innocent and
helpless animals. And his father well knew from the expression on
the lad’s face that his answers and attempts at explanation were un-
satisfactory to his deep-thinking and keen-reasoning son.

15 ¶ On the day before the Passover Sabbath, ood tides of spiri-
tual illumination swept through themortalmind of Jesus and lled
his human heart to over owing with affectionate pity for the spiri-
tually blind andmorally ignorantmultitudes assembled for the cel-
ebration of the ancient Passover commemoration. is was one of
themost extraordinary days that the Son of God spent in the esh;
and during the night, for the rst time in his earth career, there
appeared to him an assigned messenger from Salvington, commis-
sioned by Immanuel, who said: “ e hour has come. It is time that
you began to be about your Father’s business.”

16 And so, even ere the heavy responsibilities of the Nazareth
family descended upon his youthful shoulders, there now arrived
the celestial messenger to remind this lad, not quite 13 years of age,
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that the hour had come to begin the resumption of the responsibili-
ties of a universe. is was the rst act of a long succession of events
which nally culminated in the completion of the Son’s bestowal
on Urantia and the replacing of “the government of a universe on
his human-divine shoulders.”

17 As time passed, the mystery of the incarnation became, to all
of us, more andmore unfathomable. We could hardly comprehend
that this lad ofNazarethwas the creator of allNebadon. Neither do
we nowadays understand how the spirit of this same Creator Son
and the spirit of his Paradise Father are associated with the souls
of mankind. With the passing of time, we could see that his hu-
man mind was increasingly discerning that, while he lived his life
in the esh, in spirit on his shoulders rested the responsibility of a
universe.

18 ¶ us ends the career of theNazareth lad, and begins the nar-
rative of that adolescent youth — the increasingly self-conscious
divine human — who now begins the contemplation of his world
career as he strives to integrate his expanding life purpose with the
desires of his parents and his obligations to his family and the soci-
ety of his day and age.



PAPER №125
JESUS AT JERUSALEM

Midwayer Commission

NO INCIDENT in all Jesus’ eventful earth career was
more engaging, more humanly thrilling, than this, his
rst remembered visit to Jerusalem. He was especially

stimulated by the experience of attending the temple discussions
by himself, and it long stood out in his memory as the great event
of his later childhood and early youth. is was his rst opportu-
nity to enjoy a few days of independent living, the exhilaration of
going and coming without restraint and restrictions. is brief pe-
riod of undirected living, during the week following the Passover,
was the rst complete freedom from responsibility he had ever en-
joyed. And it was many years subsequent to this before he again
had a like period of freedom from all sense of responsibility, even
for a short time.

2 ¶ Women seldomwent to the Passover feast at Jerusalem; they
were not required to be present. Jesus, however, virtually refused
to go unless his mother would accompany them. And when his
mother decided to go, many other Nazareth women were led to
make the journey, so that the Passover company contained the
largest number of women, in proportion to men, ever to go up to
the Passover from Nazareth. Ever and anon, on the way to Jerusa-
lem, they chanted Psalm 130.

3 From the time they le Nazareth until they reached the sum-
mit of theMount ofOlives, Jesus experienced one long stress of ex-
pectant anticipation. All through a joyful childhood he had rever-
ently heard of Jerusalem and its temple; nowhewas soon to behold
them in reality. From the Mount of Olives and from the outside,
on closer inspection, the temple had been all and more than Jesus
had expected; butwhenhe once entered its sacred portals, the great
disillusionment began.

4 In company with his parents Jesus passed through the temple
precincts on his way to join that group of new sons of the law who
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were about to be consecrated as citizens of Israel. He was a little
disappointed by the general demeanour of the temple throngs, but
the rst great shock of the day came when his mother took leave
of them on her way to the women’s gallery. It had never occurred
to Jesus that his mother was not to accompany him to the conse-
cration ceremonies, and he was thoroughly indignant that she was
made to suffer from such unjust discrimination. While he strongly
resented this, aside from a few remarks of protest to his father, he
said nothing. But he thought, and thought deeply, as his questions
to the scribes and teachers a week later disclosed.

5 He passed through the consecration rituals but was disap-
pointed by their perfunctory and routine natures. He missed that
personal interest which characterized the ceremonies of the syna-
gogue at Nazareth. He then returned to greet his mother and pre-
pared to accompany his father onhis rst trip about the temple and
its various courts, galleries, and corridors. e temple precincts
could accommodate over 200,000 worshippers at one time, and
while the vastness of these buildings — in comparison with any he
had ever seen—greatly impressed hismind, he wasmore intrigued
by the contemplation of the spiritual signi cance of the temple cer-
emonies and their associated worship.

6 ough many of the temple rituals very touchingly impressed
his sense of the beautiful and the symbolic, he was always dis-
appointed by the explanation of the real meanings of these cere-
monieswhich his parentswould offer in answer to hismany search-
ing inquiries. Jesus simply would not accept explanations of wor-
ship and religious devotion which involved belief in the wrath of
God or the anger of the Almighty. In further discussion of these
questions, a er the conclusion of the temple visit, when his father
became mildly insistent that he acknowledge acceptance of the or-
thodox Jewish beliefs, Jesus turned suddenly upon his parents and,
looking appealingly into the eyes of his father, said: “My father, it
cannot be true — the Father in heaven cannot so regard his erring
children on earth. e heavenly Father cannot love his children
less than you love me. And I well know, no matter what unwise
thing I might do, you would never pour out wrath upon me nor
vent anger against me. If you, my earthly father, possess such hu-
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man re ections of the Divine, how much more must the heavenly
Father be lledwith goodness and over owingwithmercy. I refuse
to believe that my Father in heaven loves me less than my father on
earth.”

7 When Joseph and Mary heard these words of their rst-born
son, they held their peace. And never again did they seek to change
his mind about the love of God and the mercifulness of the Father
in heaven.

1. JESUS VIEWS THE TEMPLE
1 Everywhere Jesus went throughout the temple courts, he was

shocked and sickened by the spirit of irreverence which he ob-
served. He deemed the conduct of the temple throngs to be incon-
sistent with their presence in “his Father’s house.” But he received
the shock of his young life when his father escorted him into the
court of the gentiles with its noisy jargon, loud talking and cursing,
mingled indiscriminately with the bleating of sheep and the bab-
ble of noises which betrayed the presence of the money-changers
and the vendors of sacri cial animals and sundry other commer-
cial commodities.

2 Butmost of all was his sense of propriety outraged by the sight
of the frivolous courtesans parading about within this precinct of
the temple, just such painted women as he had so recently seen
when on a visit to Sepphoris. is profanation of the temple fully
aroused all his youthful indignation, and he did not hesitate to ex-
press himself freely to Joseph.

3 Jesus admired the sentiment and service of the temple, but he
was shocked by the spiritual ugliness which he beheld on the faces
of so many of the unthinking worshippers.

4 ey now passed down to the priests’ court beneath the rock
ledge in front of the temple, where the altar stood, to observe
the killing of the droves of animals and the washing away of the
blood from the hands of the officiating slaughter priests at the
bronze fountain. e bloodstained pavement, the gory hands of
the priests, and the sounds of the dying animalsweremore than this
nature-loving lad could stand. e terrible sight sickened this boy
of Nazareth; he clutched his father’s arm and begged to be taken
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away. ey walked back through the court of the gentiles, and even
the coarse laughter and profane jesting which he there heard were
a relief from the sights he had just beheld.

5 Joseph saw how his son had sickened at the sight of the tem-
ple rites and wisely led him around to view the “gate beautiful,”
the artistic gate made of Corinthian bronze. But Jesus had had
enough for his rst visit at the temple. ey returned to the upper
court for Mary and walked about in the open air and away from
the crowds for an hour, viewing the Asmonean palace, the stately
home of Herod, and the tower of the Roman guards. During this
stroll Joseph explained to Jesus that only the inhabitants of Jeru-
salem were permitted to witness the daily sacri ces in the temple,
and that the dwellers in Galilee came up only three times a year to
participate in the temple worship: at the Passover, at the feast of
Pentecost (seven weeks a er Passover), and at the feast of taberna-
cles in October. ese feasts were established by Moses. ey then
discussed the two later established feasts of the dedication and of
Purim. A erwards they went to their lodgings and made ready for
the celebration of the Passover.

2. JESUS AND THE PASSOVER
1 Five Nazareth families were guests of, or associates with, the

family of Simon of Bethany in the celebration of the Passover, Si-
mon having purchased the paschal lamb for the company. It was
the slaughter of these lambs in such enormous numbers that had
so affected Jesus on his temple visit. It had been the plan to eat the
Passover with Mary’s relatives, but Jesus persuaded his parents to
accept the invitation to go to Bethany.

2 at night they assembled for the Passover rites, eating the
roasted esh with unleavened bread and bitter herbs. Jesus, be-
ing a new son of the covenant, was asked to recount the origin of
the Passover, and this he well did, but he somewhat disconcerted
his parents by the inclusion of numerous remarks mildly re ect-
ing the impressions made on his youthful but thoughtful mind by
the things which he had so recently seen and heard. is was the
beginning of the seven-day ceremonies of the feast of the Passover.
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3 Even at this early date, though he said nothing about suchmat-
ters to his parents, Jesus had begun to turn over in his mind the
propriety of celebrating the Passoverwithout the slaughtered lamb.
He felt assured in his own mind that the Father in heaven was not
pleased with this spectacle of sacri cial offerings, and as the years
passed, he became increasingly determined someday to establish
the celebration of a bloodless Passover.

4 Jesus slept very little that night. His rest was greatly disturbed
by revolting dreams of slaughter and suffering. His mind was dis-
traught and his heart torn by the inconsistencies and absurdities
of the theology of the whole Jewish ceremonial system. His par-
ents likewise slept little. ey were greatly disconcerted by the
events of the day just ended. ey were completely upset in their
own hearts by the lad’s, to them, strange and determined attitude.
Mary became nervously agitated during the fore part of the night,
but Joseph remained calm, though he was equally puzzled. Both
of them feared to talk frankly with the lad about these problems,
though Jesus would gladly have talked with his parents if they had
dared to encourage him.

5 e next day’s services at the temple were more acceptable to
Jesus anddidmuch to relieve the unpleasantmemories of the previ-
ous day. e following morning young Lazarus took Jesus in hand,
and they began a systematic exploration of Jerusalem and its envi-
rons. Before the day was over, Jesus discovered the various places
about the temple where teaching and question conferences were in
progress; and aside from a few visits to the holy of holies to gaze in
wonder as to what really was behind the veil of separation, he spent
most of his time about the temple at these teaching conferences.

6 roughout the Passover week, Jesus kept his place among the
new sons of the commandment, and this meant that he must seat
himself outside the rail which segregated all persons who were not
full citizens of Israel. Being thus made conscious of his youth, he
refrained from asking the many questions which surged back and
forth in his mind; at least he refrained until the Passover celebra-
tion had ended and these restrictions on the newly consecrated
youths were li ed.
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7 On Wednesday of the Passover week, Jesus was permitted to
go homewith Lazarus to spend the night at Bethany. is evening,
Lazarus,Martha, andMaryheard Jesus discuss things temporal and
eternal, human and divine, and from that night on they all three
loved him as if he had been their own brother.

8 By the end of the week, Jesus saw less of Lazarus since he was
not eligible for admission to even the outer circle of the temple dis-
cussions, though he attended some of the public talks delivered in
the outer courts. Lazarus was the same age as Jesus, but in Jerusa-
lem youthswere seldomadmitted to the consecration of sons of the
law until they were a full 13 years of age.

9 Again and again, during the Passover week, his parents would
nd Jesus sitting off by himself with his youthful head in his hands,

profoundly thinking. eyhadnever seenhimbehave like this, and
not knowing how much he was confused in mind and troubled in
spirit by the experience through which he was passing, they were
sorely perplexed; they did not know what to do. ey welcomed
the passing of the days of the Passover week and longed to have
their strangely acting son safely back in Nazareth.

10 Day by day Jesus was thinking through his problems. By the
end of theweek he hadmademany adjustments; butwhen the time
came to return to Nazareth, his youthful mind was still swarming
with perplexities and beset by a host of unanswered questions and
unsolved problems.

11 Before Joseph andMary le Jerusalem, in company with Jesus’
Nazareth teacher they made de nite arrangements for Jesus to re-
turnwhenhe reached the age of 15 to begin his long course of study
in one of the best-known academies of the rabbis. Jesus accompa-
nied his parents and teacher on their visits to the school, but they
were all distressed to observe how indifferent he seemed to all they
said and did. Mary was deeply pained at his reactions to the Jerusa-
lem visit, and Joseph was profoundly perplexed at the lad’s strange
remarks and unusual conduct.

12 A er all, Passover week had been a great event in Jesus’ life.
He had enjoyed the opportunity of meeting scores of boys about
his own age, fellow candidates for the consecration, and he utilized
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such contacts as a means of learning how people lived in Mesopo-
tamia, Turkestan, and Parthia, as well as in the Far-Western prov-
inces of Rome. He was already fairly conversant with the way in
which the youth of Egypt and other regions near Palestine grew
up. ere were thousands of young people in Jerusalem at this
time, and the Nazareth lad personally met, and more or less exten-
sively interviewed, more than 150. He was particularly interested
in those who hailed from the Far-Eastern and the remote Western
countries. As a result of these contacts the lad began to entertain
a desire to travel about the world for the purpose of learning how
the various groups of his fellow men toiled for their livelihood.

3. DEPARTURE OF JOSEPH AND MARY
1 It had been arranged that the Nazareth party should gather in

the regionof the temple atmidforenoonon the rst day of theweek
a er the Passover festival had ended. is they did and started out
on the return journey to Nazareth. Jesus had gone into the temple
to listen to the discussions while his parents awaited the assembly
of their fellow travellers. Presently the company prepared to de-
part, themen going in one group and the women in another as was
their custom in journeying to and from the Jerusalem festivals. Je-
sus had gone up to Jerusalem in company with his mother and the
women. Being now a young man of the consecration, he was sup-
posed to journey back to Nazareth in company with his father and
the men. But as the Nazareth party moved on toward Bethany,
Jesus was completely absorbed in the discussion of angels, in the
temple, being wholly unmindful of the passing of the time for the
departure of his parents. And he did not realize that he had been
le behind until the noontime adjournment of the temple confer-
ences.

2 e Nazareth travellers did not miss Jesus because Mary sur-
mised he journeyed with the men, while Joseph thought he trav-
elled with the women since he had gone up to Jerusalem with the
women, leading Mary’s donkey. ey did not discover his absence
until they reached Jericho andprepared to tarry for the night. A er
making inquiry of the last of the party to reach Jericho and learning
that none of them had seen their son, they spent a sleepless night,
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turning over in their minds what might have happened to him, re-
counting many of his unusual reactions to the events of Passover
week, andmildly chiding each other for not seeing to it that he was
in the group before they le Jerusalem.

4. FIRST AND SECOND DAYS IN THE TEMPLE
1 In themeantime, Jesus had remained in the temple throughout

the a ernoon, listening to the discussions and enjoying the more
quiet and decorous atmosphere, the great crowds of Passover week
having about disappeared. At the conclusion of the a ernoon dis-
cussions, in none of which Jesus participated, he betook himself to
Bethany, arriving just as Simon’s family made ready to partake of
their evening meal. e three youngsters were overjoyed to greet
Jesus, and he remained in Simon’s house for the night. He visited
very little during the evening, spending much of the time alone in
the garden meditating.

2 Early next day Jesus was up and on his way to the temple. On
the brow of Olivet he paused and wept over the sight his eyes be-
held— a spiritually impoverished people, tradition bound and liv-
ing under the surveillance of the Roman legions. Early forenoon
found him in the temple with his mindmade up to take part in the
discussions. Meanwhile, Joseph and Mary also had arisen with the
early dawn with the intention of retracing their steps to Jerusalem.
First, they hastened to the house of their relatives, where they had
lodged as a family during thePassoverweek, but inquiry elicited the
fact that no one had seen Jesus. A er searching all day and nding
no trace of him, they returned to their relatives for the night.

3 At the second conference Jesus hadmadebold to ask questions,
and in a very amazing way he participated in the temple discus-
sions but always in amanner consistent with his youth. Sometimes
his pointed questions were somewhat embarrassing to the learned
teachers of the Jewish law, but he evinced such a spirit of candid
fairness, coupled with an evident hunger for knowledge, that the
majority of the temple teachers were disposed to treat himwith ev-
ery consideration. But when he presumed to question the justice
of putting to death a drunken gentile who had wandered outside
the court of the gentiles and unwittingly entered the forbidden and
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reputedly sacred precincts of the temple, one of the more intoler-
ant teachers grew impatient with the lad’s implied criticisms and,
gloweringdownuponhim, askedhowoldhewas. Jesus replied, “13
years lacking a tri emore than4months.” “ en,” rejoined thenow
irate teacher, “why are you here, since you are not of age as a son of
the law?” Andwhen Jesus explained that he had received consecra-
tion during the Passover, and that he was a nished student of the
Nazareth schools, the teachers with one accord derisively replied,
“We might have known; he is from Nazareth.” But the leader in-
sisted that Jesus was not to be blamed if the rulers of the synagogue
at Nazareth had graduated him, technically, when he was 12 in-
stead of 13; and notwithstanding that several of his detractors got
up and le , it was ruled that the ladmight continue undisturbed as
a pupil of the temple discussions.

4 When this, his second day in the temple, was nished, again he
went toBethany for the night. And again hewent out in the garden
to meditate and pray. It was apparent that his mind was concerned
with the contemplation of weighty problems.

5. THE THIRD DAY IN THE TEMPLE
1 Jesus’ third day with the scribes and teachers in the temple wit-

nessed the gathering of many spectators who, having heard of this
youth from Galilee, came to enjoy the experience of seeing a lad
confuse thewisemenof the law. Simon also camedown fromBeth-
any to see what the boy was up to. roughout this day Joseph and
Mary continued their anxious search for Jesus, even going several
times into the temple but never thinking to scrutinize the several
discussion groups, although they once came almost within hearing
distance of his fascinating voice.

2 Before the day had ended, the entire attention of the chief dis-
cussion group of the temple had become focused upon the ques-
tions being asked by Jesus. Among his many questions were:

3 1. What really exists in the holy of holies, behind the veil?
4 2. Why shouldmothers in Israel be segregated from themale

temple worshippers?
5 3. If God is a father who loves his children, why all this

slaughter of animals to gain divine favour — has the teaching of
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Moses been misunderstood?
6 4. Since the temple is dedicated to the worship of the Father

in heaven, is it consistent to permit the presence of those who en-
gage in secular barter and trade?

7 5. Is the expected Messiah to become a temporal prince to
sit on the throne of David, or is he to function as the light of life in
the establishment of a spiritual kingdom?

8 ¶ And all the day through, those who listened marveled at
these questions, and none was more astonished than Simon. For
more than four hours thisNazareth youth plied these Jewish teach-
ers with thought-provoking and heart-searching questions. He
made few comments on the remarks of his elders. He conveyed
his teaching by the questions he would ask. By the de and subtle
phrasing of a question hewould at one and the same time challenge
their teaching and suggest his own. In the manner of his asking a
question there was an appealing combination of sagacity and hu-
mour which endeared him even to those whomore or less resented
his youthfulness. He was always eminently fair and considerate in
the asking of these penetrating questions. On this eventful a er-
noon in the temple he exhibited that same reluctance to take un-
fair advantage of an opponentwhich characterized his entire subse-
quent publicministry. As a youth, and later on as aman, he seemed
to be utterly free from all egoistic desire to win an argumentmerely
to experience logical triumph over his fellows, being interested su-
premely in just one thing: to proclaim everlasting truth and thus
effect a fuller revelation of the eternal God.

9 ¶ When the day was over, Simon and Jesus wended their way
back to Bethany. For most of the distance both the man and the
boy were silent. Again Jesus paused on the brow of Olivet, but as
he viewed the city and its temple, he did not weep; he only bowed
his head in silent devotion.

10 A er the eveningmeal at Bethany he again declined to join the
merry circle but instead went to the garden, where he lingered long
into the night, vainly endeavouring to think out some de nite plan
of approach to the problem of his lifework and to decide how best
he might labour to reveal to his spiritually blinded countrymen a
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more beautiful concept of the heavenly Father and so set them free
from their terrible bondage to law, ritual, ceremonial, and musty
tradition. But the clear light did not come to the truth-seeking lad.

6. THE FOURTH DAY IN THE TEMPLE
1 Jesus was strangely unmindful of his earthly parents; even at

breakfast, when Lazarus’s mother remarked that his parents must
be about home by that time, Jesus did not seem to comprehend
that they would be somewhat worried about his having lingered
behind.

2 Again he journeyed to the temple, but he did not pause to
meditate at the brow of Olivet. In the course of the morning’s
discussions much time was devoted to the law and the prophets,
and the teachers were astonished that Jesus was so familiar with the
Scriptures, in Hebrew as well as Greek. But they were amazed not
so much by his knowledge of truth as by his youth.

3 At the a ernoon conference they had hardly begun to answer
his question relating to the purpose of prayer when the leader in-
vited the lad to come forward and, sitting beside him, bade him
state his own views regarding prayer and worship.

4 ¶ e evening before, Jesus’ parents had heard about this
strange youthwho so de ly sparredwith the expounders of the law,
but it had not occurred to them that this lad was their son. ey
had about decided to journey out to the home of Zacharias as they
thought Jesus might have gone thither to see Elizabeth and John.

inking Zacharias might perhaps be at the temple, they stopped
there on their way to the City of Judah. As they strolled through
the courts of the temple, imagine their surprise and amazement
when they recognized the voice of the missing lad and beheld him
seated among the temple teachers.

5 Joseph was speechless, butMary gave vent to her long-pent-up
fear and anxiety when, rushing up to the lad, now standing to greet
his astonished parents, she said: “My child, why have you treated
us like this? It is now more than three days that your father and I
have searched for you sorrowing. Whatever possessed you to desert
us?” It was a tense moment. All eyes were turned on Jesus to hear
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what he would say. His father looked reprovingly at him but said
nothing.

6 ¶ It should be remembered that Jesus was supposed to be a
young man. He had nished the regular schooling of a child, had
been recognized as a son of the law*, and had received consecra-
tion as a citizen of Israel. And yet his mother more than mildly
upbraided him before all the people assembled, right in the midst
of the most serious and sublime effort of his young life, thus bring-
ing to an inglorious termination one of the greatest opportunities
ever to be granted him to function as a teacher of truth, a preacher
of righteousness, a revealer of the loving character of his Father in
heaven.

7 But the lad was equal to the occasion. When you take into
fair consideration all the factors which combined to make up this
situation, you will be better prepared to fathom the wisdom of the
boy’s reply to his mother’s unintended rebuke. A er a moment’s
thought, Jesus answered his mother, saying: “Why is it that you
have so long sought me? Would you not expect to nd me in my
Father’s house since the time has come when I should be about my
Father’s business?”

8 Everyone was astonished at the lad’s manner of speaking.
Silently they all withdrew and le him standing alone with his par-
ents. Presently the young man relieved the embarrassment of all
three when he quietly said: “Come, my parents, none has done
aught but that which he thought best. Our Father in heaven has
ordained these things; let us depart for home.”

9 In silence they started out, arriving at Jericho for the night.
Only once did they pause, and that on the brow of Olivet, when
the lad raised his staff alo and, quivering from head to foot under
the surging of intense emotion, said: “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, and
the people thereof, what slaves you are — subservient to the Ro-
man yoke and victims of your own traditions—but I will return to
cleanse yonder temple and deliver my people from this bondage!”

10 On the three days’ journey to Nazareth Jesus said little; nei-
ther did his parents say much in his presence. ey were truly at
6.6. son of the law, מצוה בר bar mitzvah, a better English wording would have been
“son of the commandment”, but we le the original intact. See also 123:5.2
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a loss to understand the conduct of their rst-born son, but they
did treasure in their hearts his sayings, even though they could not
fully comprehend their meanings.

11 Upon reaching home, Jesus made a brief statement to his par-
ents, assuring themof his affection and implying that they need not
fear hewould again give any occasion for their suffering anxiety be-
cause of his conduct. He concluded this momentous statement by
saying: “While Imust do thewill ofmy Father in heaven, I will also
be obedient to my father on earth. I will await my hour.”

12 ¶ ough Jesus, in his mind, would many times refuse to con-
sent to the well-intentioned but misguided efforts of his parents to
dictate the course of his thinking or to establish the planof hiswork
on earth, still, in everymanner consistentwith his dedication to the
doing of his Paradise Father’s will, he did most gracefully conform
to the desires of his earthly father and to the usages of his family in
the esh. Evenwhen he could not consent, hewould do everything
possible to conform. He was an artist in thematter of adjusting his
dedication to duty to his obligations of family loyalty and social
service.

13 ¶ Josephwas puzzled, butMary, as she re ected on these expe-
riences, gained comfort, eventually viewing his utterance onOlivet
as prophetic of the Messianic mission of her son as Israel’s deliv-
erer. She set to work with renewed energy to mould his thoughts
into patriotic and nationalistic channels and enlisted the efforts of
her brother, Jesus’ favourite uncle; and in every other way did the
mother of Jesus address herself to the task of preparing her rst-
born son to assume the leadership of those who would restore the
throne of David and forever cast off the gentile yoke of political
bondage.



PAPER №126
THE TWO CRUCIAL YEARS

Midwayer Commission

OFALL Jesus’ earth-life experiences, the 14 and 15 years
were the most crucial. ese two years, a er he began
to be self-conscious of divinity and destiny, and before

he achieved a large measure of communication with his indwelling
Adjuster, were the most trying of his eventful life on Urantia. It
is this period of two years which should be called the great test,
the real temptation. No human youth, in passing through the early
confusions and adjustment problems of adolescence, ever experi-
enced a more crucial testing than that which Jesus passed through
during his transition from childhood to young manhood.

2 is important period in Jesus’ youthful development began
with the conclusion of the Jerusalem visit and with his return to
Nazareth. At rst Mary was happy in the thought that she had her
boy back once more, that Jesus had returned home to be a duti-
ful son — not that he was ever anything else — and that he would
henceforth be more responsive to her plans for his future life. But
she was not for long to bask in this sunshine of maternal delusion
and unrecognized family pride; very soon she was to bemore com-
pletely disillusioned. More and more the boy was in the company
of his father; less and less did he come to her with his problems,
while increasingly both his parents failed to comprehend his fre-
quent alternation between the affairs of this world and the con-
templation of his relation to his Father’s business. Frankly, they
did not understand him, but they did truly love him.

3 ¶ As he grew older, Jesus’ pity and love for the Jewish people
deepened, butwith the passing years, there developed in hismind a
growing righteous resentment of the presence in the Father’s tem-
ple of the politically appointed priests. Jesus had great respect for
the sincere Pharisees and the honest scribes, but he held the hypo-
critical Pharisees and the dishonest theologians in great contempt;
he looked with disdain upon all those religious leaders who were
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not sincere. When he scrutinized the leadership of Israel, he was
sometimes tempted to look with favour on the possibility of his
becoming the Messiah of Jewish expectation, but he never yielded
to such a temptation.

4 ¶ e story of his exploits among the wise men of the temple
in Jerusalem was gratifying to all Nazareth, especially to his for-
mer teachers in the synagogue school. For a time his praise was
on everybody’s lips. All the village recounted his childhood wis-
dom and praiseworthy conduct and predicted that he was destined
to become a great leader in Israel; at last a really great teacher was
to come out of Nazareth in Galilee. And they all looked forward
to the time when he would be 15 years of age so that he might be
permitted regularly to read the Scriptures in the synagogue on the
Sabbath day.

1. HIS FOURTEENTH YEAR A.D. 8
1 is is the calendar year of his 14 birthday. He had become

a good yoke maker and worked well with both canvas and leather.
He was also rapidly developing into an expert carpenter and cab-
inetmaker. is summer he made frequent trips to the top of the
hill to the north-west of Nazareth for prayer and meditation. He
was gradually becoming more self-conscious of the nature of his
bestowal on earth.

2 is hill, a little more than 100 years previously, had been
the “high place of Baal,” and now it was the site of the tomb of
Simeon, a reputed holy man of Israel. From the summit of this
hill of Simeon, Jesus looked out over Nazareth and the surround-
ing country. He would gaze upon Megiddo and recall the story of
the Egyptian army winning its rst great victory in Asia; and how,
later on, another such army defeated the Judean king Josiah. Not
far away he could look upon Taanach, where Deborah and Barak
defeated Sisera. In the distance he could view the hills of Dothan,
where he had been taught Joseph’s brethren sold him into Egyp-
tian slavery. He then would shi his gaze over to Ebal and Ger-
izim and recount to himself the traditions of Abraham, Jacob, and
Abimelech. And thus he recalled and turned over in his mind the
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historic and traditional events of his father Joseph’s people.˚
3 He continued to carry on his advanced courses of reading un-

der the synagogue teachers, and he also continued with the home
education of his brothers and sisters as they grew up to suitable
ages.

4 Early this year Joseph arranged to set aside the income from
hisNazareth andCapernaumproperty to pay for Jesus’ long course
of study at Jerusalem, it having been planned that he should go to
Jerusalem in August of the following year when he would be 15
years of age.

5 By the beginning of this year both Joseph and Mary enter-
tained frequent doubts about the destiny of their rst-born son.
He was indeed a brilliant and lovable child, but he was so difficult
to understand, so hard to fathom, and again, nothing extraordi-
nary or miraculous ever happened. Scores of times had his proud
mother stood in breathless anticipation, expecting to see her son
engage in some superhuman or miraculous performance, but al-
ways were her hopes dashed down in cruel disappointment. And
all this was discouraging, even disheartening. e devout people of
those days truly believed that prophets and men of promise always
demonstrated their calling and established their divine authority
by performing miracles and working wonders. But Jesus did none
of these things; wherefore was the confusion of his parents steadily
increased as they contemplated his future.

6 e improved economic condition of theNazareth family was
re ected in many ways about the home and especially in the in-
creasednumber of smoothwhite boardswhichwere used aswriting
slates, the writing being done with charcoal. Jesus was also permit-
ted to resume his music lessons; he was very fond of playing the
harp.

7 ¶ roughout this year it can truly be said that Jesus “grew
in favour with man and with God.” e prospects of the family

1.2. Not far away he could look upon Tannach… e corrected spelling is the standard
transliteration of the name.
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seemed good; the future was bright.

2. THE DEATH OF JOSEPH
1 All did go well until that fateful day of Tuesday, September 25,

when a runner from Sepphoris brought to this Nazareth home the
tragic news that Joseph had been severely injured by the falling of
a derrick while at work on the governor’s residence. e messen-
ger from Sepphoris had stopped at the shop on the way to Joseph’s
home, informing Jesus of his father’s accident, and they went to-
gether to the house to break the sad news to Mary. Jesus desired to
go immediately to his father, but Mary would hear to nothing but
that shemust hasten to her husband’s side. She directed that James,
then 10 years of age, should accompany her to Sepphoris while Je-
sus remained home with the younger children until she should re-
turn, as she did not know how seriously Joseph had been injured.
But Joseph died of his injuries before Mary arrived. ey brought
him to Nazareth, and on the following day he was laid to rest with
his fathers.

2 ¶ Just at the time when prospects were good and the future
looked bright, an apparently cruel hand struck down the head of
this Nazareth household, the affairs of this home were disrupted,
and every plan for Jesus and his future education was demolished.

is carpenter lad, now just past 14 years of age, awakened to the
realization that hehadnot only to ful l the commissionof his heav-
enly Father to reveal the divine nature on earth and in the esh,
but that his young human nature must also shoulder the respon-
sibility of caring for his widowed mother and seven brothers and
sisters — and another yet to be born. is lad of Nazareth now
became the sole support and comfort of this so suddenly bereaved
family. us were permitted those occurrences of the natural or-
der of events onUrantia which would force this youngman of des-
tiny so early to assume these heavy but highly educational and dis-
ciplinary responsibilities attendant upon becoming the head of a
human family, of becoming father to his own brothers and sisters,
of supporting and protecting his mother, of functioning as guard-
ian of his father’s home, the only home he was to know while on
this world.
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3 Jesus cheerfully accepted the responsibilities so suddenly
thrust upon him, and he carried them faithfully to the end. At
least one great problem and anticipated difficulty in his life had
been tragically solved — he would not now be expected to go to
Jerusalem to study under the rabbis. It remained always true that
Jesus “sat at no man’s feet.” He was ever willing to learn from even
the humblest of little children, but he never derived authority to
teach truth from human sources.

4 Still he knew nothing of the Gabriel visit to his mother before
his birth; he only learned of this from John on the day of his bap-
tism, at the beginning of his public ministry.

5 ¶ As the years passed, this young carpenter of Nazareth in-
creasingly measured every institution of society and every usage of
religion by the unvarying test: What does it do for the human soul?
does it bring God to man? does it bring man to God? While this
youth did not wholly neglect the recreational and social aspects of
life, more and more he devoted his time and energies to just two
purposes: the care of his family and the preparation to do his Fa-
ther’s heavenly will on earth.

6 ¶ is year it became the custom for the neighbours to drop
in during the winter evenings to hear Jesus play upon the harp, to
listen to his stories (for the ladwas amaster storyteller), and to hear
him read from the Greek scriptures.

7 e economic affairs of the family continued to run fairly
smoothly as there was quite a sum of money on hand at the time
of Joseph’s death. Jesus early demonstrated the possession of keen
business judgment and nancial sagacity. Hewas liberal but frugal;
hewas saving but generous. He proved to be awise and efficient ad-
ministrator of his father’s estate.

8 But in spite of all that Jesus and theNazareth neighbours could
do to bring cheer into the home,Mary, and even the children, were
overcastwith sadness. Josephwas gone. Josephwas an unusual hus-
band and father, and they all missed him. And it seemed all the
more tragic to think that he died ere they could speak to him or
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hear his farewell blessing.

3. THE FIFTEENTH YEAR A.D. 9
1 By themiddle of this 15 year— andwe are reckoning time in

accordance with the XX century calendar, not by the Jewish year
— Jesus had taken a rm grasp upon themanagement of his family.
Before this year had passed, their savings had about disappeared,
and they were face to face with the necessity of disposing of one of
theNazareth houses which Joseph and his neighbour Jacob owned
in partnership.

2 On Wednesday evening, April 17, A.D. 9, Ruth, the baby of
the family, was born, and to thebest of his ability Jesus endeavoured
to take the place of his father in comforting and ministering to his
mother during this trying and peculiarly sad ordeal. For almost a
score of years (until he began his public ministry) no father could
have loved and nurtured his daughter any more affectionately and
faithfully than Jesus cared for little Ruth. And he was an equally
good father to all the other members of his family.

3 ¶ During this year Jesus rst formulated the prayer which he
subsequently taught to his apostles, and which to many has be-
come known as “ e Lord’s Prayer.” In a way it was an evolution
of the family altar; they had many forms of praise and several for-
mal prayers. A er his father’s death Jesus tried to teach the older
children to express themselves individually in prayer — much as
he so enjoyed doing — but they could not grasp his thought and
would invariably fall back upon their memorised prayer forms. It
was in this effort to stimulate his older brothers and sisters to say
individual prayers that Jesus would endeavour to lead them along
by suggestive phrases, and presently, without intention on his part,
it developed that they were all using a form of prayer which was
largely built up from these suggestive lines which Jesus had taught
them.

4 At last Jesus gave up the idea of having each member of the
family formulate spontaneous prayers, and one evening inOctober
he sat down by the little squat lamp on the low stone table, and,
on a piece of smooth cedar board about 116 cm , with a piece of
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charcoal he wrote out the prayer which became from that time on
the standard family petition.

5 ¶ is year Jesus was much troubled with confused thinking.
Family responsibility had quite effectively removed all thought of
immediately carrying out any plan for responding to the Jerusalem
visitation directing him to “be about his Father’s business.” Jesus
rightly reasoned that the watchcare of his earthly father’s family
must take precedence of all duties; that the support of his family
must become his rst obligation.

6 ¶ In the course of this year Jesus found apassage in the so-called
Book of Enoch which in uenced him in the later adoption of the
term “Son of Man” as a designation for his bestowal mission on
Urantia. Hehad thoroughly considered the idea of the JewishMes-
siah and was rmly convinced that he was not to be that Messiah.
He longed to help his father’s people, but he never expected to lead
Jewish armies in overthrowing the foreign domination of Palestine.
He knew he would never sit on the throne of David at Jerusalem.
Neither did he believe that his mission was that of a spiritual deliv-
erer ormoral teacher solely to the Jewish people. In no sense, there-
fore, could his life mission be the ful lment of the intense longings
and supposed Messianic prophecies of the Hebrew scriptures; at
least, not as the Jews understood these predictions of the prophets.
Likewise he was certain he was never to appear as the Son of Man
depicted by the Prophet Daniel.

7 But when the time came for him to go forth as a world teacher,
what would he call himself ? What claim should he make concern-
ing his mission? By what name would he be called by the people
who would become believers in his teachings?

8 ¶ While turning all these problems over in his mind, he found
in the synagogue library atNazareth, among the apocalyptic books
which he had been studying, this manuscript called “ e Book of
Enoch”; and though he was certain that it had not been written
by Enoch of old, it proved very intriguing to him, and he read and
reread it many times. ere was one passage which particularly im-
pressed him, a passage in which this term “Son of Man” appeared.

e writer of this so-called Book of Enoch went on to tell about
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this Son ofMan, describing the work he would do on earth and ex-
plaining that this Son of Man, before coming down on this earth
to bring salvation to mankind, had walked through the courts of
heavenly glory with his Father, the Father of all; and that he had
turned his back upon all this grandeur and glory to come down on
earth to proclaim salvation to needy mortals. As Jesus would read
these passages (well understanding that much of the Eastern mys-
ticism which had become admixed with these teachings was erro-
neous), he responded in his heart and recognized in his mind that
of all the Messianic predictions of the Hebrew scriptures and of all
the theories about the Jewish deliverer, none was so near the truth
as this story tucked away in this only partially accredited Book of
Enoch; and he then and there decided to adopt as his inaugural ti-
tle “the Son of Man.” And this he did when he subsequently began
his public work. Jesus had an unerring ability for the recognition
of truth, and truth he never hesitated to embrace, no matter from
what source it appeared to emanate.

9 By this timehehadquite thoroughly settledmany things about
his forthcoming work for the world, but he said nothing of these
matters to his mother, who still held stoutly to the idea of his being
the Jewish Messiah.

10 e great confusion of Jesus’ younger days now arose. Hav-
ing settled something about the nature of his mission on earth, “to
be about his Father’s business” — to show forth his Father’s loving
nature to all mankind — he began to ponder anew the many state-
ments in the Scriptures referring to the coming of a national deliv-
erer, a Jewish teacher or king. To what event did these prophecies
refer? Was not he a Jew? or was he? Was he or was he not of the
house of David? His mother averred he was; his father had ruled
that he was not. He decided he was not. But had the prophets con-
fused the nature and mission of the Messiah?

11 A er all, could it be possible that his mother was right? In
most matters, when differences of opinion had arisen in the past,
she had been right. If he were a new teacher and not the Mes-
siah, then how should he recognize the Jewish Messiah if such a
one should appear in Jerusalem during the time of his earth mis-
sion; and, further, what should be his relation to this Jewish Mes-
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siah? And what should be his relation, a er embarking on his life
mission, to his family? to the Jewish commonwealth and religion?
to the Roman Empire? to the gentiles and their religions? Each
of these momentous problems this young Galilean turned over in
his mind and seriously pondered while he continued to work at
the carpenter’s bench, laboriously making a living for himself, his
mother, and eight other hungry mouths.

12 ¶ Before the end of this yearMary saw the family funds dimin-
ishing. She turned the sale of doves over to James. Presently they
bought a second cow, and with the aid of Miriam they began the
sale of milk to their Nazareth neighbours.

13 ¶ Hisprofoundperiods ofmeditation, his frequent journeys to
the hilltop for prayer, and the many strange ideas which Jesus ad-
vanced from time to time, thoroughly alarmed his mother. Some-
times she thought the lad was beside himself, and then she would
steady her fears, remembering that hewas, a er all, a child of prom-
ise and in some manner different from other youths.

14 But Jesus was learning not to speak of all his thoughts, not to
present all his ideas to theworld, not even to his ownmother. From
this year on, Jesus’ disclosures about what was going on in his mind
steadily diminished; that is, he talked less about those thingswhich
an average person could not grasp, and which would lead to his be-
ing regarded as peculiar or different from ordinary folks. To all
appearances he became commonplace and conventional, though
he did long for someone who could understand his problems. He
craved a trustworthy and con dential friend, but his problemswere
too complex for his human associates to comprehend. e unique-
ness of the unusual situation compelled him to bear his burdens
alone.

4. FIRST SERMON IN THE SYNAGOGUE
1 With the coming of his 15 birthday, Jesus could officially oc-

cupy the synagogue pulpit on the Sabbath day. Many times before,
in the absence of speakers, Jesus had been asked to read the Scrip-
tures, but now the day had come when, according to law, he could
conduct the service. erefore on the rst Sabbath a er his 15
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birthday the chazan arranged for Jesus to conduct themorning ser-
vice of the synagogue. And when all the faithful in Nazareth had
assembled, the youngman, havingmade his selection of Scriptures,
stood up and began to read:

2 ¶ “ e spirit of the Lord God is upon me, for the Lord has
anointed me; he has sent me to bring good news to the meek, to
bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and
to set the spiritual prisoners free; to proclaim the year of God’s
favour and the day of our God’s reckoning; to comfort all mourn-
ers, to give them beauty for ashes, the oil of joy in the place of
mourning, a song of praise instead of the spirit of sorrow, that
they may be called trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord,
wherewith he may be glori ed.

3 “Seek good and not evil that youmay live, and so the Lord, the
God of hosts, shall be with you. Hate the evil and love the good;
establish judgment in the gate. Perhaps the Lord God will be gra-
cious to the remnant of Joseph.

4 “Wash yourselves, make yourselves clean; put away the evil of
your doings from before my eyes; cease to do evil and learn to do
good; seek justice, relieve the oppressed. Defend the fatherless and
plead for the widow.

5 “Wherewith shall I come before the Lord, to bow myself be-
fore the Lord of all the earth? Shall I come before him with burnt
offerings, with calves a year old? Will the Lord be pleased with
thousands of rams, ten thousands of sheep, or with rivers of oil?
Shall I givemy rst-born formy transgression, the fruit of my body
for the sin of my soul? No! for the Lord has showed us, O men,
what is good. And what does the Lord require of you but to deal
justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with your God?

6 “To whom, then, will you liken God who sits upon the circle
of the earth? Li up your eyes and behold who has created all these
worlds, who brings forth their host by number and calls them all by
their names. He does all these things by the greatness of his might,
and because he is strong in power, not one fails. He gives power to
the weak, and to those who are weary he increases strength. Fear
not, for I am with you; be not dismayed, for I am your God. I will
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strengthen you and I will help you; yes, I will uphold you with the
right hand of my righteousness, for I am the Lord your God. And
I will hold your right hand, saying to you, fear not, for I will help
you.

7 “And you are my witness, says the Lord, and my servant whom
I have chosen that all may know and believe me and understand
that I am the Eternal. I, even I, am the Lord, and beside me there is
no saviour.”

8 ¶ And when he had thus read, he sat down, and the people
went to their homes, pondering over the words which he had so
graciously read to them. Never had his townspeople seen him so
magni cently solemn; neverhad theyheardhis voice so earnest and
so sincere; never had they observed him so manly and decisive, so
authoritative.

9 is Sabbath a ernoon Jesus climbed the Nazareth hill with
James and, when they returned home, wrote out the Ten Com-
mandments in Greek on two smooth boards in charcoal. Subse-
quently Martha coloured and decorated these boards, and for long
they hung on the wall over James’s small workbench.

5. THE FINANCIAL STRUGGLE
1 Gradually Jesus and his family returned to the simple life of

their earlier years. eir clothes and even their food became sim-
pler. ey had plenty of milk, butter, and cheese. In season they
enjoyed the produce of their garden, but each passingmonthneces-
sitated the practice of greater frugality. eir breakfasts were very
plain; they saved their best food for the evening meal. However,
among these Jews lack of wealth did not imply social inferiority.

2 Already had this youth well-nigh encompassed the compre-
hension of how men lived in his day. And how well he understood
life in the home, eld, and workshop is shown by his subsequent
teachings, which so repletely reveal his intimate contact with all
phases of human experience.

3 e Nazareth chazan continued to cling to the belief that Je-
sus was to become a great teacher, probably the successor of the
renowned Gamaliel at Jerusalem.
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4 ¶ Apparently all Jesus’ plans for a careerwere thwarted. e fu-
ture did not look bright as matters now developed. But he did not
falter; he was not discouraged. He lived on, day by day, doing well
the present duty and faithfully discharging the immediate respon-
sibilities of his station in life. Jesus’ life is the everlasting comfort
of all disappointed idealists.

5 e pay of a common day-labouring carpenter was slowly di-
minishing. By the end of this year Jesus could earn, by working
early and late, only the equivalent of about 25¢ a day. By the next
year they found it difficult to pay the civil taxes, not tomention the
synagogue assessments and the temple tax of ½ shekel. During this
year the tax collector tried to squeeze extra revenue out of Jesus,
even threatening to take his harp.

6 Fearing that the copy of the Greek scriptures might be discov-
ered and con scated by the tax collectors, Jesus, on his 15 birth-
day, presented it to the Nazareth synagogue library as his maturity
offering to the Lord.

7 ¶ e great shock of his 15 year came when Jesus went over
to Sepphoris to receive the decision of Herod regarding the appeal
taken to him in the dispute about the amount ofmoney due Joseph
at the time of his accidental death. Jesus and Mary had hoped for
the receipt of a considerable sum of money when the treasurer at
Sepphoris had offered them a paltry amount. Joseph’s brothers had
taken an appeal toHerodhimself, andnowJesus stood in thepalace
and heardHerod decree that his father had nothing due him at the
time of his death. And for such an unjust decision Jesus never again
trusted Herod Antipas. It is not surprising that he once alluded to
Herod as “that fox.”

8 e close work at the carpenter’s bench during this and subse-
quent years deprived Jesus of the opportunity of mingling with the
caravan passengers. e family supply shop had already been taken
over by his uncle, and Jesus worked altogether in the home shop,
where he was near to help Mary with the family. About this time
he began sending James up to the camel lot to gather information
about world events, and thus he sought to keep in touch with the
news of the day.
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9 As he grew up to manhood, he passed through all those con-
icts and confusions which the average young persons of previous

and subsequent ages have undergone. And the rigorous experience
of supporting his family was a sure safeguard against his having
overmuch time for idlemeditation or the indulgence ofmystic ten-
dencies.

10 ¶ is was the year that Jesus rented a considerable piece of
land just to the north of their home, which was divided up as a
family garden plot. Each of the older children had an individual
garden, and they entered into keen competition in their agricul-
tural efforts. eir eldest brother spent some time with them in
the garden each day during the season of vegetable cultivation. As
Jesus worked with his younger brothers and sisters in the garden,
he many times entertained the wish that they were all located on
a farm out in the country where they could enjoy the liberty and
freedom of an unhampered life. But they did not nd themselves
growing up in the country; and Jesus, being a thoroughly practical
youth as well as an idealist, intelligently and vigorously attacked his
problem just as he found it, and did everything within his power to
adjust himself and his family to the realities of their situation and
to adapt their condition to the highest possible satisfaction of their
individual and collective longings.

11 At one time Jesus faintly hoped that hemight be able to gather
up sufficient means, provided they could collect the considerable
sumofmoney due his father forwork onHerod’s palace, towarrant
undertaking the purchase of a small farm. He had really given seri-
ous thought to this plan of moving his family out into the country.
But when Herod refused to pay them any of the funds due Joseph,
they gave up the ambition of owning a home in the country. As it
was, they contrived to enjoy much of the experience of farm life as
they now had three cows, four sheep, a ock of chickens, a donkey,
and a dog, in addition to the doves. Even the little tots had their
regular duties to perform in the well-regulated scheme of manage-
ment which characterized the home life of this Nazareth family.

12 ¶ With the close of this 15 year Jesus completed the traver-
sal of that dangerous and difficult period in human existence, that
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time of transition between the more complacent years of child-
hood and the consciousness of approaching manhood with its in-
creased responsibilities and opportunities for the acquirement of
advanced experience in the development of a noble character. e
growth period for mind and body had ended, and now began the
real career of this young man of Nazareth.



PAPER №127
THE ADOLESCENT YEARS

Midwayer Commission

AS JESUS entered upon his adolescent years, he found him-
self the head and sole support of a large family. Within
a few years a er his father’s death all their property was

gone. As time passed, he became increasingly conscious of his pre-
existence; at the same time he began more fully to realize that he
was present on earth and in the esh for the express purpose of re-
vealing his Paradise Father to the children of men.

2 No adolescent youth who has lived or ever will live on this
world or any other world has had or ever will have more weighty
problems to resolve or more intricate difficulties to untangle. No
youth ofUrantiawill ever be called upon to pass throughmore test-
ing con icts or more trying situations than Jesus himself endured
during those strenuous years from 15 to 20.

3 Having thus tasted the actual experience of living these adoles-
cent years on a world beset by evil and distraught by sin, the Son
of Man became possessed of full knowledge about the life experi-
ence of the youth of all the realms of Nebadon, and thus forever he
became the understanding refuge for the distressed and perplexed
adolescents of all ages and on all worlds throughout the local uni-
verse.

4 Slowly, but certainly and by actual experience, this divine Son
is earning the right to become sovereign of his universe, the un-
questioned and supreme ruler of all created intelligences on all lo-
cal universe worlds, the understanding refuge of the beings of all
ages and of all degrees of personal endowment and experience.

1. THE SIXTEENTH YEAR A.D. 10
1 e incarnated Son passed through infancy and experienced

an uneventful childhood. en he emerged from that testing and
trying transition stage between childhood and youngmanhood—
he became the adolescent Jesus.
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2 is year he attained his full physical growth. He was a vir-
ile and comely youth. He became increasingly sober and serious,
but he was kind and sympathetic. His eye was kind but searching;
his smile was always engaging and reassuring. His voice was musi-
cal but authoritative; his greeting cordial but unaffected. Always,
even in the most commonplace of contacts, there seemed to be in
evidence the touch of a twofold nature, the human and the divine.
Ever he displayed this combination of the sympathizing friend and
the authoritative teacher. And these personality traits began early
to become manifest, even in these adolescent years.

3 is physically strong and robust youth also acquired the full
growth of his human intellect, not the full experience of human
thinking but the fullness of capacity for such intellectual develop-
ment. He possessed a healthy and well-proportioned body, a keen
and analytical mind, a kind and sympathetic disposition, a some-
what uctuating but aggressive temperament, all of which were be-
coming organized into a strong, striking, and attractive personality.

4 ¶ As time went on, it became more difficult for his mother
and his brothers and sisters to understand him; they stumbled over
his sayings and misinterpreted his doings. ey were all un tted
to comprehend their eldest brother’s life because their mother had
given them tounderstand that hewas destined to become the deliv-
erer of the Jewish people. A er they had received from Mary such
intimations as family secrets, imagine their confusion when Jesus
would make frank denials of all such ideas and intentions.

5 ¶ is year Simon started to school, and they were compelled
to sell another house. James now took charge of the teaching of
his three sisters, two of whom were old enough to begin serious
study. As soon as Ruth grew up, she was taken in hand by Miriam
and Martha. Ordinarily the girls of Jewish families received lit-
tle education, but Jesus maintained (and his mother agreed) that
girls should go to school the same as boys, and since the synagogue
school would not receive them, there was nothing to do but con-
duct a home school especially for them.

6 roughout this year Jesus was closely con ned to the work-
bench. Fortunately he had plenty of work; his was of such a supe-
rior grade that he was never idle no matter how slack work might
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be in that region. At times he had so much to do that James would
help him.

7 By the end of this year he had just aboutmade up hismind that
he would, a er rearing his family and seeing them married, enter
publicly upon his work as a teacher of truth and as a revealer of
the heavenly Father to the world. He knew he was not to become
the expected Jewish Messiah, and he concluded that it was next
to useless to discuss these matters with his mother; he decided to
allow her to entertain whatever ideas she might choose since all he
had said in the past had made little or no impression upon her and
he recalled that his father had never been able to say anything that
would change her mind. From this year on he talked less and less
with his mother, or anyone else, about these problems. His was
such a peculiar mission that no one living on earth could give him
advice concerning its prosecution.

8 He was a real though youthful father to the family; he spent
every possible hour with the youngsters, and they truly loved him.
His mother grieved to see him work so hard; she sorrowed that he
was day by day toiling at the carpenter’s bench earning a living for
the family instead of being, as they had so fondly planned, at Jerusa-
lem studying with the rabbis. While there was much about her son
that Mary could not understand, she did love him, and she most
thoroughly appreciated thewillingmanner inwhich he shouldered
the responsibility of the home.

2. THE SEVENTEENTH YEAR A.D. 11
1 At about this time there was considerable agitation, especially

at Jerusalem and in Judea, in favour of rebellion against the pay-
ment of taxes to Rome. ere was coming into existence a strong
nationalist party, presently to be called the Zealots. e Zealots,
unlike the Pharisees, were not willing to await the coming of the
Messiah. ey proposed to bring things to a head through politi-
cal revolt.

2 A group of organizers from Jerusalem arrived in Galilee and
were making good headway until they reached Nazareth. When
they came to see Jesus, he listened carefully to themand askedmany
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questions but refused to join the party. He declined fully to dis-
close his reasons for not enlisting, and his refusal had the effect of
keeping out many of his youthful fellows in Nazareth.

3 Mary did her best to induce him to enlist, but she could not
budge him. Shewent so far as to intimate that his refusal to espouse
the nationalist cause at her behest was insubordination, a violation
of his pledgemade upon their return from Jerusalem that he would
be subject to his parents; but in answer to this insinuation he only
laid a kindly hand on her shoulder and, looking into her face, said:
“My mother, how could you?” And Mary withdrew her statement.

4 One of Jesus’ uncles (Mary’s brother Simon) had already
joined this group, subsequently becoming an officer in theGalilean
division. And for several years there was something of an estrange-
ment between Jesus and his uncle.

5 But trouble began to brew inNazareth. Jesus’ attitude in these
matters had resulted in creating a division among the Jewish youths
of the city. About half had joined the nationalist organization, and
the other half began the formation of an opposing group of more
moderate patriots, expecting Jesus to assume the leadership. ey
were amazed when he refused the honour offered him, pleading as
an excuse his heavy family responsibilities, which they all allowed.
But the situation was still further complicated when, presently, a
wealthy Jew, Isaac, a moneylender to the gentiles, came forward
agreeing to support Jesus’ family if he would lay down his tools and
assume leadership of these Nazareth patriots.

6 Jesus, then scarcely 17 years of age, was confronted with one
of the most delicate and difficult situations of his early life. Patri-
otic issues, especially when complicated by tax-gathering foreign
oppressors, are always difficult for spiritual leaders to relate them-
selves to, and it was doubly so in this case since the Jewish religion
was involved in all this agitation against Rome.

7 Jesus’ positionwasmademore difficult because hismother and
uncle, and even his younger brother James, all urged him to join
the nationalist cause. All the better Jews of Nazareth had enlisted,
and those youngmen who had not joined themovement would all
enlist the moment Jesus changed his mind. He had but one wise
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counsellor in all Nazareth, his old teacher, the chazan, who coun-
selled him about his reply to the citizens’ committee of Nazareth
when they came to ask for his answer to the public appeal which
had been made. In all Jesus’ young life this was the very rst time
he had consciously resorted to public strategy. eretofore, always
had he depended upon a frank statement of truth to clarify the sit-
uation, but now he could not declare the full truth. He could not
intimate thathewasmore than aman; he couldnotdisclosehis idea
of the mission which awaited his attainment of a riper manhood.
Despite these limitations his religious fealty and national loyalty
were directly challenged. His family was in a turmoil, his youthful
friends in division, and the entire Jewish contingent of the town in
a hubbub. And to think that he was to blame for it all! And how
innocent he had been of all intention to make trouble of any kind,
much less a disturbance of this sort.

8 Something had to be done. He must state his position, and
this he did bravely and diplomatically to the satisfaction of many,
but not all. He adhered to the terms of his original plea, main-
taining that his rst duty was to his family, that a widowed mother
and eight brothers and sisters needed something more than mere
money couldbuy—thephysical necessities of life—that theywere
entitled to a father’s watchcare and guidance, and that he could
not in clear conscience release himself from the obligation which
a cruel accident had thrust upon him. He paid compliment to his
mother and eldest brother for being willing to release him but re-
iterated that loyalty to a dead father forbade his leaving the family
no matter how much money was forthcoming for their material
support, making his never-to-be-forgotten statement that “money
cannot love.” In the course of this address Jesus made several veiled
references to his “life mission” but explained that, regardless of
whether or not it might be inconsistent with the military idea, it,
along with everything else in his life, had been given up in order
that he might be able to discharge faithfully his obligation to his
family. Everyone in Nazareth well knew he was a good father to
his family, and this was a matter so near the heart of every noble
Jew that Jesus’ plea found an appreciative response in the hearts of
many of his hearers; and some of those who were not thus minded
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were disarmed by a speech made by James, which, while not on the
program, was delivered at this time. at very day the chazan had
rehearsed James in his speech, but that was their secret.

9 James stated that he was sure Jesus would help to liberate his
people if he ( James) were only old enough to assume responsibility
for the family, and that, if they would only consent to allow Jesus
to remain “with us, to be our father and teacher, then you will have
not just one leader from Joseph’s family, but presently youwill have
ve loyal nationalists, for are there not ve of us boys to grow up

and come forth from our brother-father’s guidance to serve our na-
tion?” And thus did the lad bring to a fairly happy ending a very
tense and threatening situation.

10 e crisis for the time being was over, but never was this inci-
dent forgotten in Nazareth. e agitation persisted; not again was
Jesus in universal favour; the division of sentiment was never fully
overcome. And this, augmented by other and subsequent occur-
rences, was one of the chief reasons why he moved to Capernaum
in later years. HenceforthNazarethmaintained a division of senti-
ment regarding the Son of Man.

11 ¶ James graduated at school this year and began full-timework
at home in the carpenter shop. Hehadbecome a cleverworkerwith
tools and now took over the making of yokes and ploughs while
Jesus began to do more house nishing and expert cabinet work.

12 ¶ is year Jesus made great progress in the organization of
his mind. Gradually he had brought his divine and human na-
tures together, and he accomplished all this organization of intel-
lect by the force of his own decisions and with only the aid of his
indwelling Monitor, just such a Monitor as all normal mortals on
all postbestowal-Son worlds have within their minds. So far, noth-
ing supernatural had happened in this young man’s career except
the visit of a messenger, dispatched by his elder brother Immanuel,
who once appeared to him during the night at Jerusalem.

3. THE EIGHTEENTH YEAR A.D. 12
1 In the course of this year all the family property, except the

home and garden, was disposed of. e last piece of Capernaum
property (except an equity in one other), already mortgaged, was
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sold. e proceeds were used for taxes, to buy some new tools for
James, and to make a payment on the old family supply and re-
pair shop near the caravan lot, which Jesus now proposed to buy
back since James was old enough to work at the house shop and
help Mary about the home. With the nancial pressure thus eased
for the time being, Jesus decided to take James to the Passover.

ey went up to Jerusalem a day early, to be alone, going by way
of Samaria. ey walked, and Jesus told James about the historic
places en route as his father had taught him on a similar journey
ve years before.
2 In passing through Samaria, they saw many strange sights. On

this journey they talked over many of their problems, personal,
family, and national. James was a very religious type of lad, and
while he did not fully agree with his mother regarding the little he
knew of the plans concerning Jesus’ lifework, he did look forward
to the time when he would be able to assume responsibility for the
family so that Jesus could begin his mission. He was very apprecia-
tive of Jesus’ taking him up to the Passover, and they talked over
the future more fully than ever before.

3 Jesus did much thinking as they journeyed through Samaria,
particularly at Bethel andwhen drinking from Jacob’s well. He and
his brother discussed the traditions of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
He did much to prepare James for what he was about to witness at
Jerusalem, thus seeking to lessen the shock such as he himself had
experienced on his rst visit to the temple. But James was not so
sensitive to some of these sights. He commented on the perfunc-
tory and heartless manner in which some of the priests performed
their duties but on the whole greatly enjoyed his sojourn at Jerusa-
lem.

4 Jesus took James to Bethany for the Passover supper. Simon
had been laid to rest with his fathers, and Jesus presided over this
household as the head of the Passover family, having brought the
paschal lamb from the temple.

5 A er the Passover supper Mary sat down to talk with James
whileMartha, Lazarus, and Jesus talked together far into the night.

e next day they attended the temple services, and James was re-
ceived into the commonwealth of Israel. at morning, as they
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paused on the brow of Olivet to view the temple, while James ex-
claimed inwonder, Jesus gazedon Jerusalem in silence. James could
not comprehend his brother’s demeanour. at night they again
returned to Bethany and would have departed for home the next
day, but James was insistent on their going back to visit the tem-
ple, explaining that he wanted to hear the teachers. And while this
was true, secretly in his heart he wanted to hear Jesus participate
in the discussions, as he had heard his mother tell about. Accord-
ingly, they went to the temple and heard the discussions, but Jesus
asked no questions. It all seemed so puerile and insigni cant to
this awakening mind of man and God — he could only pity them.
James was disappointed that Jesus said nothing. To his inquiries
Jesus only made reply, “My hour has not yet come.”

6 e next day they journeyed home by Jericho and the Jordan
valley, and Jesus recounted many things by the way, including his
former trip over this road when he was 13 years old.

7 ¶ Upon returning to Nazareth, Jesus began work in the old
family repair shop andwas greatly cheered by being able tomeet so
many people each day from all parts of the country and surround-
ing districts. Jesus truly loved people — just common folks. Each
month he made his payments on the shop and, with James’s help,
continued to provide for the family.

8 Several times a year, when visitors were not present thus to
function, Jesus continued to read the Sabbath scriptures at the syn-
agogue and many times offered comments on the lesson, but usu-
ally he so selected the passages that comment was unnecessary. He
was skillful, so arranging the order of the reading of the various
passages that the one would illuminate the other. He never failed,
weather permitting, to take his brothers and sisters out on Sabbath
a ernoons for their nature strolls.

9 About this time the chazan inaugurated a youngmen’s club for
philosophic discussion which met at the homes of different mem-
bers and o en at his own home, and Jesus became a prominent
member of this group. By thismeans hewas enabled to regain some
of the local prestige which he had lost at the time of the recent na-
tionalistic controversies.
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10 His social life, while restricted, was not wholly neglected. He
had many warm friends and staunch admirers among both the
young men and the young women of Nazareth.

11 ¶ In September, Elizabeth and John came to visit the Naza-
reth family. John, having lost his father, intended to return to the
Judean hills to engage in agriculture and sheep raising unless Jesus
advised him to remain in Nazareth to take up carpentry or some
other line ofwork. ey didnot know that theNazareth familywas
practically penniless. e more Mary and Elizabeth talked about
their sons, the more they became convinced that it would be good
for the two youngmen towork together and seemore of eachother.

12 Jesus and John had many talks together; and they talked over
some very intimate and personal matters. When they had nished
this visit, they decided not again to see each other until they should
meet in their public service a er “the heavenly Father should call”
them to their work. John was tremendously impressed by what he
saw atNazareth that he should return home and labour for the sup-
port of his mother. He became convinced that he was to be a part
of Jesus’ lifemission, but he saw that Jesuswas to occupymany years
with the rearing of his family; so he was much more content to re-
turn to his home and settle down to the care of their little farm and
to minister to the needs of his mother. And never again did John
and Jesus see each other until that day by the Jordan when the Son
of Man presented himself for baptism.

13 ¶ On Saturday a ernoon, December 3, of this year, death for
the second time struck at this Nazareth family. Little Amos, their
baby brother, died a er a week’s illness with a high fever. A er
passing through this time of sorrow with her rst-born son as her
only support, Mary at last and in the fullest sense recognized Jesus
as the real head of the family; and he was truly a worthy head.

14 For four years their standard of living had steadily declined;
year by year they felt the pinch of increasing poverty. By the close
of this year they faced one of the most difficult experiences of
all their uphill struggles. James had not yet begun to earn much,
and the expenses of a funeral on top of everything else staggered
them. But Jesuswould only say to his anxious and grievingmother:
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“Mother-Mary, sorrow will not help us; we are all doing our best,
and mother’s smile, perchance, might even inspire us to do bet-
ter. Day by day we are strengthened for these tasks by our hope
of better days ahead.” His sturdy and practical optimism was truly
contagious; all the children lived in an atmosphere of anticipation
of better times and better things. And this hopeful courage con-
tributed mightily to the development of strong and noble charac-
ters, in spite of the depressiveness of their poverty.

15 Jesus possessed the ability effectively tomobilize all his powers
ofmind, soul, and body on the task immediately in hand. He could
concentrate his deep-thinking mind on the one problem which he
wished to solve, and this, in connection with his untiring patience,
enabled him serenely to endure the trials of a difficult mortal exis-
tence — to live as if he were “seeing Him who is invisible.”

4. THE NINETEENTH YEAR A.D. 13
1 By this time Jesus and Mary were getting along much better.

She regarded him less as a son; he had become to her more a father
to her children. Each day’s life swarmed with practical and imme-
diate difficulties. Less frequently they spoke of his lifework, for, as
time passed, all their thought was mutually devoted to the support
and upbringing of their family of four boys and three girls.

2 By the beginning of this year Jesus had fully won his mother to
the acceptance of his methods of child training — the positive in-
junction to do good in the place of the older Jewishmethod of for-
bidding to do evil. In his home and throughout his public-teaching
career Jesus invariably employed the positive form of exhortation.
Always and everywhere did he say, “You shall do this — you ought
to do that.” Never did he employ the negativemode of teaching de-
rived from the ancient taboos. He refrained fromplacing emphasis
on evil by forbidding it, while he exalted the good by commanding
its performance. Prayer time in this household was the occasion
for discussing anything and everything relating to the welfare of
the family.

3 Jesus beganwise discipline uponhis brothers and sisters at such
an early age that little or no punishmentwas ever required to secure
their prompt andwholehearted obedience. e only exceptionwas
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Jude, upon whom on sundry occasions Jesus found it necessary to
impose penalties for his infractions of the rules of the home. On
three occasions when it was deemed wise to punish Jude for self-
confessed and deliberate violations of the family rules of conduct,
his punishment was xed by the unanimous decree of the older
children andwas assented to by Jude himself before it was in icted.

4 While Jesus wasmostmethodical and systematic in everything
he did, there was also in all his administrative rulings a refreshing
elasticity of interpretation and an individuality of adaptation that
greatly impressed all the children with the spirit of justice which
actuated their father-brother. He never arbitrarily disciplined his
brothers and sisters, and such uniform fairness and personal con-
sideration greatly endeared Jesus to all his family.

5 James and Simon grew up trying to follow Jesus’ plan of pla-
cating their bellicose and sometimes irate playmates by persuasion
and nonresistance, and they were fairly successful; but Joseph and
Jude, while assenting to such teachings at home, made haste to de-
fend themselves when assailed by their comrades; in particular was
Jude guilty of violating the spirit of these teachings. But nonresis-
tance was not a rule of the family. No penalty was attached to the
violation of personal teachings.

6 In general, all of the children, particularly the girls, would con-
sult Jesus about their childhood troubles and con de in him just as
they would have in an affectionate father.

7 James was growing up to be a well-balanced and even-tem-
pered youth, but he was not so spiritually inclined as Jesus. He was
a much better student than Joseph, who, while a faithful worker,
was even less spiritually minded. Joseph was a plodder and not up
to the intellectual level of the other children. Simon was a well-
meaning boy but too much of a dreamer. He was slow in getting
settled down in life and was the cause of considerable anxiety to
Jesus and Mary. But he was always a good and well-intentioned
lad. Jude was a rebrand. He had the highest of ideals, but he was
unstable in temperament. He had all and more of his mother’s de-
termination and aggressiveness, but he lacked much of her sense of
proportion and discretion.
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8 Miriam was a well-balanced and level-headed daughter with a
keen appreciation of things noble and spiritual. Marthawas slow in
thought and action but a very dependable and efficient child. Baby
Ruth was the sunshine of the home; though thoughtless of speech,
she was most sincere of heart. She just about worshipped her big
brother and father. But they did not spoil her. She was a beautiful
child but not quite so comely as Miriam, who was the belle of the
family, if not of the city.

9 ¶ As time passed, Jesus did much to liberalize and modify the
family teachings and practices related to Sabbath observance and
many other phases of religion, and to all these changes Mary gave
hearty assent. By this time Jesus had become the unquestioned
head of the house.

10 is year Jude started to school, and it was necessary for Jesus
to sell his harp in order to defray these expenses. us disappeared
the last of his recreational pleasures. He much loved to play the
harpwhen tired inmind andweary in body, but he comforted him-
self with the thought that at least the harp was safe from seizure by
the tax collector.

5. REBECCA, THE DAUGHTER OF EZRA
1 Although Jesus was poor, his social standing in Nazareth was

in no way impaired. He was one of the foremost young men of the
city and very highly regarded by most of the young women. Since
Jesus was such a splendid specimen of robust and intellectual man-
hood, and considering his reputation as a spiritual leader, it was not
strange that Rebecca, the eldest daughter of Ezra, a wealthy mer-
chant and trader of Nazareth, should discover that she was slowly
falling in love with this son of Joseph. She rst con ded her af-
fection to Miriam, Jesus’ sister, and Miriam in turn talked all this
over with her mother. Mary was intensely aroused. Was she about
to lose her son, now become the indispensable head of the family?
Would troubles never cease? What next could happen? And then
she paused to contemplate what effect marriage would have upon
Jesus’ future career; not o en, but at least sometimes, did she recall
the fact that Jesus was a “child of promise.” A er she and Miriam
had talked this matter over, they decided to make an effort to stop
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it before Jesus learned about it, by going direct to Rebecca, laying
the whole story before her, and honestly telling her about their be-
lief that Jesus was a son of destiny; that he was to become a great
religious leader, perhaps the Messiah.

2 Rebecca listened intently; she was thrilled with the recital and
more than ever determined to cast her lot with this man of her
choice and to share his career of leadership. She argued (to her-
self ) that such a man would all the more need a faithful and effi-
cient wife. She interpreted Mary’s efforts to dissuade her as a natu-
ral reaction to the dread of losing the head and sole support of her
family; but knowing that her father approved of her attraction for
the carpenter’s son, she rightly reckoned that he would gladly sup-
ply the family with sufficient income fully to compensate for the
loss of Jesus’ earnings. When her father agreed to such a plan, Re-
becca had further conferences with Mary and Miriam, and when
she failed to win their support, she made bold to go directly to Je-
sus. is she did with the co-operation of her father, who invited
Jesus to their home for the celebration of Rebecca’s 17 birthday.

3 Jesus listened attentively and sympathetically to the recital of
these things, rst by the father, then by Rebecca herself. He made
kindly reply to the effect that no amount of money could take the
place of his obligationpersonally to rear his father’s family, to “ful l
the most sacred of all human trusts — loyalty to one’s own esh
and blood.” Rebecca’s father was deeply touched by Jesus’ words of
family devotion and retired from the conference. His only remark
toMary, his wife, was: “We can’t have him for a son; he is too noble
for us.”

4 enbegan that eventful talkwithRebecca. us far inhis life,
Jesus had made little distinction in his association with boys and
girls, with youngmen and young women. His mind had been alto-
gether too much occupied with the pressing problems of practical
earthly affairs and the intriguing contemplation of his eventual ca-
reer “about his Father’s business” ever to have given serious consid-
eration to the consummation of personal love in human marriage.
But now he was face to face with another of those problems which
every average human being must confront and decide. Indeed was
he “tested in all points like as you are.”
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5 A er listening attentively, he sincerely thanked Rebecca for
her expressed admiration, adding, “it shall cheer and comfort me
all the days of my life.” He explained that he was not free to enter
into relations with any woman other than those of simple broth-
erly regard and pure friendship. He made it clear that his rst and
paramount duty was the rearing of his father’s family, that he could
not consider marriage until that was accomplished; and then he
added: “If I am a son of destiny, I must not assume obligations of
lifelong duration until such a time asmydestiny shall bemademan-
ifest.”

6 Rebecca was heartbroken. She refused to be comforted and
importuned her father to leave Nazareth until he nally consented
to move to Sepphoris. In a er years, to the many men who sought
her hand in marriage, Rebecca had but one answer. She lived for
only one purpose — to await the hour when this, to her, the great-
est man who ever lived would begin his career as a teacher of liv-
ing truth. And she followed him devotedly through his eventful
years of public labour, being present (unobserved by Jesus) that day
when he rode triumphantly into Jerusalem; and she stood “among
the other women” by the side of Mary on that fateful and tragic af-
ternoon when the Son of Man hung upon the cross, to her, as well
as to countless worlds on high, “the one altogether lovely and the
greatest among ten thousand.”

6. HIS TWENTIETH YEAR A.D. 14
1 e story of Rebecca’s love for Jesus was whispered about Na-

zareth and later on at Capernaum, so that, while in the years to fol-
lowmany women loved Jesus even asmen loved him, not again did
he have to reject the personal proffer of another good woman’s de-
votion. From this time on human affection for Jesus partook more
of the nature of worshipful and adoring regard. Bothmen and wo-
men lovedhimdevotedly and forwhat hewas, notwith any tinge of
self-satisfaction or desire for affectionate possession. But for many
years, whenever the story of Jesus’ human personality was recited,
the devotion of Rebecca was recounted.

2 Miriam, knowing fully about the affair of Rebecca and know-
ing how her brother had forsaken even the love of a beautiful
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maiden (not realizing the factor of his future career of destiny),
came to idealize Jesus and to love him with a touching and pro-
found affection as for a father as well as for a brother.

3 ¶ Although they could hardly afford it, Jesus had a strange
longing to go up to Jerusalem for the Passover. His mother, know-
ing of his recent experience with Rebecca, wisely urged him to
make the journey. He was not markedly conscious of it, but what
he most wanted was an opportunity to talk with Lazarus and to
visit with Martha and Mary. Next to his own family he loved these
three most of all.

4 In making this trip to Jerusalem, he went by way of Megiddo,
Antipatris, and Lydda, in part covering the same route traversed
when he was brought back to Nazareth on the return from
Egypt. He spent four days going up to the Passover and thought
much about the past events which had transpired in and around
Megiddo, the international battle eld of Palestine.

5 Jesus passed on through Jerusalem, only pausing to look upon
the temple and the gathering throngs of visitors. He had a strange
and increasing aversion to this Herod-built temple with its politi-
cally appointed priesthood. He wanted most of all to see Lazarus,
Martha, andMary. Lazaruswas the same age as Jesus and nowhead
of thehouse; by the timeof this visit Lazarus’smother had also been
laid to rest. Martha was a little over one year older than Jesus, while
Mary was two years younger. And Jesus was the idolized ideal of all
three of them.

6 On this visit occurred one of those periodic outbreaks of re-
bellion against tradition — the expression of resentment for those
ceremonial practices which Jesus deemed misrepresentative of his
Father in heaven. Not knowing Jesus was coming, Lazarus had ar-
ranged to celebrate the Passoverwith friends in an adjoining village
down the Jericho road. Jesus now proposed that they celebrate the
feast where they were, at Lazarus’s house. “But,” said Lazarus, “we
have no paschal lamb.” And then Jesus entered upon a prolonged
and convincing dissertation to the effect that the Father in heaven
was not truly concerned with such childlike and meaningless ritu-
als. A er solemn and fervent prayer they rose, and Jesus said: “Let
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the childlike and darkened minds of my people serve their God as
Moses directed; it is better that they do, but let us who have seen
the light of life no longer approach our Father by the darkness of
death. Let us be free in the knowledge of the truth of our Father’s
eternal love.”

7 at evening about twilight these four sat down and partook
of the rst Passover feast ever to be celebrated by devout Jews with-
out the paschal lamb. e unleavened bread and the wine had
been made ready for this Passover, and these emblems, which Je-
sus termed “the bread of life” and “the water of life,” he served to
his companions, and they ate in solemn conformity with the teach-
ings just imparted. It was his custom to engage in this sacramental
ritual whenever he paid subsequent visits to Bethany. When he re-
turned home, he told all this to his mother. She was shocked at
rst but came gradually to see his viewpoint; nevertheless, she was

greatly relieved when Jesus assured her that he did not intend to
introduce this new idea of the Passover in their family. At home
with the children he continued, year by year, to eat the Passover
“according to the law of Moses.”

8 ¶ It was during this year that Mary had a long talk with Jesus
about marriage. She frankly asked him if he would get married if
he were free from his family responsibilities. Jesus explained to her
that, since immediate duty forbade his marriage, he had given the
subject little thought. He expressed himself as doubting that he
would ever enter the marriage state; he said that all such things
must await “my hour,” the time when “my Father’s work must be-
gin.” Having settled already in his mind that he was not to become
the father of children in the esh, he gave very little thought to the
subject of human marriage.

9 is year he began anew the task of further weaving his mortal
and divine natures into a simple and effective human individual-
ity. And he continued to grow in moral status and spiritual under-
standing.

10 Although all their Nazareth property (except their home) was
gone, this year they received a little nancial help from the sale of
an equity in a piece of property in Capernaum. is was the last of
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Joseph’s entire estate. is real estate deal in Capernaum was with
a boatbuilder named Zebedee.

11 Joseph graduated at the synagogue school this year and pre-
pared to begin work at the small bench in the home carpenter
shop. Although the estate of their father was exhausted, there were
prospects that they would successfully ght off poverty since three
of them were now regularly at work.

12 ¶ Jesus is rapidly becoming aman, not just a youngman but an
adult. He has learned well to bear responsibility. He knows how to
carry on in the face of disappointment. He bears up bravely when
his plans are thwarted and his purposes temporarily defeated. He
has learned how to be fair and just even in the face of injustice. He
is learning how to adjust his ideals of spiritual living to the prac-
tical demands of earthly existence. He is learning how to plan for
the achievement of a higher and distant goal of idealism while he
toils earnestly for the attainment of a nearer and immediate goal
of necessity. He is steadily acquiring the art of adjusting his aspi-
rations to the commonplace demands of the human occasion. He
has very nearly mastered the technique of utilizing the energy of
the spiritual drive to turn the mechanism of material achievement.
He is slowly learning how to live the heavenly life while he contin-
ues onwith the earthly existence. More andmore he depends upon
the ultimate guidance of his heavenly Father while he assumes the
fatherly role of guiding and directing the children of his earth fam-
ily. He is becoming experienced in the skillful wresting of victory
from the very jaws of defeat; he is learning how to transform the
difficulties of time into the triumphs of eternity.

13 ¶ And so, as the years pass, this young man of Nazareth con-
tinues to experience life as it is lived in mortal esh on the worlds
of time and space. He lives a full, representative, and replete life on
Urantia. He le this world ripe in the experience which his crea-
tures pass throughduring the short and strenuous years of their rst
life, the life in the esh. And all this human experience is an eter-
nal possession of the Universe Sovereign. He is our understanding
brother, sympathetic friend, experienced sovereign, and merciful
father.
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14 As a child he accumulated a vast body of knowledge; as a youth
he sorted, classi ed, and correlated this information; and now as
a man of the realm he begins to organize these mental possessions
preparatory to utilization in his subsequent teaching,ministry, and
service in behalf of his fellowmortals on this world and on all other
spheres of habitation throughout the entire universe of Nebadon.

15 Born into the world a babe of the realm, he has lived his child-
hood life and passed through the successive stages of youth and
youngmanhood; he now stands on the threshold of full manhood,
rich in the experience of human living, replete in the understand-
ing of human nature, and full of sympathy for the frailties of hu-
man nature. He is becoming expert in the divine art of revealing
his Paradise Father to all ages and stages of mortal creatures.

16 And now as a full-grown man — an adult of the realm — he
prepares to continue his supreme mission of revealing God to men
and leading men to God.



PAPER №128
JESUS’ EARLY MANHOOD

Midwayer Commission

AS JESUS of Nazareth entered upon the early years of his
adult life, he had lived, and continued to live, a normal
and average human life on earth. Jesus came into this

world just as other children come; hehadnothing todowith select-
ing his parents. He did choose this particular world as the planet
whereon to carry out his seventh and nal bestowal, his incarna-
tion in the likeness of mortal esh, but otherwise he entered the
world in a natural manner, growing up as a child of the realm and
wrestling with the vicissitudes of his environment just as do other
mortals on this and on similar worlds.

2 Always be mindful of the twofold purpose of Michael’s be-
stowal on Urantia:

3 1. e mastering of the experience of living the full life of a
human creature in mortal esh, the completion of his sovereignty
in Nebadon.

4 2. e revelation of the Universal Father to the mortal
dwellers on the worlds of time and space and the more effective
leading of these samemortals to a better understanding of theUni-
versal Father.

5 ¶ All other creature bene ts and universe advantages were in-
cidental and secondary to these major purposes of the mortal be-
stowal.

1. THE TWENTYFIRST YEAR A.D. 15
1 With the attainment of adult years Jesus began in earnest and

with full self-consciousness the task of completing the experience
of mastering the knowledge of the life of his lowest form of intel-
ligent creatures, thereby nally and fully earning the right of un-
quali ed rulership of his self-created universe. He entered upon
this stupendous task fully realizing his dual nature. But he had al-
ready effectively combined these two natures into one — Jesus of
Nazareth.
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2 Joshua ben Joseph knew full well that he was a man, a mortal
man, born ofwoman. is is shown in the selection of his rst title,
the Son of Man. He was truly a partaker of esh and blood, and
even now, as he presides in sovereign authority over the destinies
of a universe, he still bears among his numerous well-earned titles
that of Son ofMan. It is literally true that the creativeWord— the
Creator Son — of the Universal Father was “made esh and dwelt
as aman of the realm onUrantia.”He laboured, grewweary, rested,
and slept. He hungered and satis ed such cravings with food; he
thirsted and quenched his thirst with water. He experienced the
full gamut of human feelings and emotions; he was “in all things
tested, even as you are,” and he suffered and died.

3 He obtained knowledge, gained experience, and combined
these intowisdom, just as do othermortals of the realm. Until a er
his baptism he availed himself of no supernatural power. He em-
ployed no agency not a part of his human endowment as a son of
Joseph and Mary.

4 As to the attributes of his prehuman existence, he emptied
himself. Prior to the beginning of his public work his knowledge of
men and events was wholly self-limited. He was a true man among
men.

5 ¶ It is forever and gloriously true: “We have a high ruler who
can be touched with the feeling of our in rmities. We have a Sov-
ereign who was in all points tested and tempted like as we are, yet
without sin.” And since he himself has suffered, being tested and
tried, he is abundantly able to understand and minister to those
who are confused and distressed.

6 ¶ e Nazareth carpenter now fully understood the work be-
fore him, but he chose to live his human life in the channel of its
natural owing. And in some of these matters he is indeed an ex-
ample to hismortal creatures, even as it is recorded: “Let thismind
be in you which was also in Christ Jesus, who, being of the nature
of God, thought it not strange to be equal with God. But he made
himself to be of little import and, taking upon himself the form of
a creature, was born in the likeness of mankind. And being thus
fashioned as a man, he humbled himself and became obedient to
death, even the death of the cross.”
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7 He lived his mortal life just as all others of the human family
may live theirs, “who in the days of the esh so frequently offered
up prayers and supplications, even with strong feelings and tears,
to Him who is able to save from all evil, and his prayers were effec-
tive because he believed.”Wherefore it behovedhim in every respect
to be made like his brethren that he might become a merciful and
understanding sovereign ruler over them.

8 Of his human nature he was never in doubt; it was self-evi-
dent and always present in his consciousness. But of his divine na-
ture there was always room for doubt and conjecture, at least this
was true right up to the event of his baptism. e self-realization
of divinity was a slow and, from the human standpoint, a natural
evolutionary revelation. is revelation and self-realization of di-
vinity began in Jerusalem when he was not quite 13 years old with
the rst supernatural occurrence of his human existence; and this
experience of effecting the self-realization of his divine nature was
completed at the time of his second supernatural experience while
in the esh, the episode attendant upon his baptism by John in the
Jordan, which event marked the beginning of his public career of
ministry and teaching.

9 Between these two celestial visitations, one in his 13 year and
the other at his baptism, there occurred nothing supernatural or
superhuman in the life of this incarnated Creator Son. Notwith-
standing this, the babe of Bethlehem, the lad, youth, and man of
Nazareth, was in reality the incarnated Creator of a universe; but
he never once used aught of this power, nor did he utilize the guid-
ance of celestial personalities, aside from that of his guardian sera-
phim, in the living of his human life up to the day of his baptism
by John. And we who thus testify know whereof we speak.

10 And yet, throughout all these years of his life in the esh he
was truly divine. He was actually a Creator Son of the Paradise Fa-
ther. When once he had espoused his public career, subsequent to
the technical completion of his purely mortal experience of sover-
eignty acquirement, he did not hesitate publicly to admit that he
was the Son of God. He did not hesitate to declare, “I am Alpha
and Omega, the beginning and the end, the rst and the last.” He
made no protest in later years when he was called Lord of Glory,
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Ruler of a Universe, the Lord God of all creation, the Holy One of
Israel, the Lord of all, our Lord and our God, God with us, having
a name above every name and on all worlds, the Omnipotence of
a universe, the Universe Mind of this creation, the One in whom
are hid all treasures of wisdom and knowledge, the fullness of Him
who lls all things, the eternal Word of the eternal God, the One
who was before all things and in whom all things consist, the Cre-
ator of the heavens and the earth, the Upholder of a universe, the
Judge of all the earth, the Giver of life eternal, the True Shepherd,
the Deliverer of the worlds, and the Captain of our salvation.

11 ¶ He never objected to any of these titles as they were applied
to him subsequent to the emergence from his purely human life
into the later years of his self-consciousness of theministry of divin-
ity in humanity, and for humanity, and to humanity on this world
and for all otherworlds. Jesus objected to but one title as applied to
him: When he was once called Immanuel, he merely replied, “Not
I, that is my elder brother.”

12 Always, even a er his emergence into the larger life on earth,
Jesus was submissively subject to the will of the Father in heaven.

13 A er his baptism he thought nothing of permitting his sin-
cere believers and grateful followers to worship him. Even while
he wrestled with poverty and toiled with his hands to provide the
necessities of life for his family, his awareness that he was a Son of
God was growing; he knew that he was the maker of the heavens
and this very earth whereon he was now living out his human ex-
istence. And the hosts of celestial beings throughout the great and
onlooking universe likewise knew that this man of Nazareth was
their beloved Sovereign and Creator-father. A profound suspense
pervaded the universe of Nebadon throughout these years; all ce-
lestial eyes were continuously focused on Urantia — on Palestine.

14 ¶ is year Jesus went up to Jerusalemwith Joseph to celebrate
the Passover. Having taken James to the temple for consecration,
he deemed it his duty to take Joseph. Jesus never exhibited any de-
gree of partiality in dealingwith his family. Hewentwith Joseph to
Jerusalem by the usual Jordan valley route, but he returned to Na-
zareth by the east Jordan way, which led through Amathus. Going
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down the Jordan, Jesus narrated Jewish history to Joseph and on
the return trip told him about the experiences of the reputed tribes
of Ruben, Gad, and Gilead that traditionally had dwelt in these re-
gions east of the river.

15 Joseph asked Jesus many leading questions concerning his life
mission, but to most of these inquiries Jesus would only reply, “My
hour has not yet come.” However, in these intimate discussions
many words were dropped which Joseph remembered during the
stirring events of subsequent years. Jesus, with Joseph, spent this
Passover with his three friends at Bethany, as was his custom when
in Jerusalem attending these festival commemorations.

2. THE TWENTYSECOND YEAR A.D. 16
1 is was one of several years during which Jesus’ brothers and

sisters were facing the trials and tribulations peculiar to the prob-
lems and readjustments of adolescence. Jesus nowhadbrothers and
sisters ranging in ages from 7 to 18, and he was kept busy helping
them to adjust themselves to the new awakenings of their intellec-
tual and emotional lives. He had thus to grapple with the problems
of adolescence as they became manifest in the lives of his younger
brothers and sisters.

2 is year Simon graduated from school and began work with
Jesus’ old boyhood playmate and ever-ready defender, Jacob the
stone mason. As a result of several family conferences it was de-
cided that it was unwise for all the boys to take up carpentry. It was
thought that by diversifying their trades they would be prepared to
take contracts for putting up entire buildings. Again, they had not
all kept busy since three of them had been working as full-time car-
penters.

3 Jesus continued this year at house nishing and cabinetwork
but spent most of his time at the caravan repair shop. James was
beginning to alternate with him in attendance at the shop. e
latter part of this year, when carpenter work was slack about Naza-
reth, Jesus le James in charge of the repair shop and Joseph at the
home benchwhile he went over to Sepphoris to workwith a smith.
He worked six months with metals and acquired considerable skill
at the anvil.
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4 ¶ Before taking up his new employment at Sepphoris, Jesus
held one of his periodic family conferences and solemnly installed
James, then just past 18 years old, as acting head of the family. He
promised his brother hearty support and full co-operation and ex-
acted formal promises of obedience to James from eachmember of
the family. From this day James assumed full nancial responsibil-
ity for the family, Jesus making his weekly payments to his brother.
Never again did Jesus take the reins out of James’s hands. While
working at Sepphoris he could have walked home every night if
necessary, but he purposely remained away, assigning weather and
other reasons, but his true motive was to train James and Joseph
in the bearing of the family responsibility. He had begun the slow
process of weaning his family. Each Sabbath Jesus returned to Na-
zareth, and sometimes during the week when occasion required, to
observe the working of the new plan, to give advice and offer help-
ful suggestions.

5 ¶ Livingmuchof the time in Sepphoris for sixmonths afforded
Jesus a newopportunity to become better acquaintedwith the gen-
tile viewpoint of life. He worked with gentiles, lived with gentiles,
and in every possible manner did he make a close and painstaking
study of their habits of living and of the gentile mind.

6 e moral standards of this home city of Herod Antipas were
so far below those of even the caravan city of Nazareth that a er
six months’ sojourn at Sepphoris Jesus was not averse to nding an
excuse for returning to Nazareth. e group he worked for were
to become engaged on public work in both Sepphoris and the new
city of Tiberias, and Jesus was disinclined to have anything to do
with any sort of employment under the supervision of Herod An-
tipas. And there were still other reasons which made it wise, in
the opinion of Jesus, for him to go back to Nazareth. When he
returned to the repair shop, he did not again assume the personal
direction of family affairs. He worked in association with James at
the shop and as far as possible permitted him to continue oversight
of the home. James’s management of family expenditures and his
administration of the home budget were undisturbed.

7 It was by just suchwise and thoughtful planning that Jesus pre-
pared theway for his eventualwithdrawal fromactive participation
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in the affairs of his family. When James had had two years’ expe-
rience as acting head of the family — and two full years before he
( James) was to be married — Joseph was placed in charge of the
household funds and intrusted with the general management of
the home.

3. THE TWENTYTHIRD YEAR A.D. 17
1 is year the nancial pressurewas slightly relaxed as fourwere

at work. Miriam earned considerable by the sale of milk and but-
ter; Martha had become an expert weaver. e purchase price of
the repair shop was over ⅓ paid. e situation was such that Jesus
stopped work for three weeks to take Simon to Jerusalem for the
Passover, and this was the longest period away from daily toil he
had enjoyed since the death of his father.

2 ey journeyed to Jerusalem by way of the Decapolis and
through Pella, Gerasa, Philadelphia, Heshbon, and Jericho. ey
returned to Nazareth by the coast route, touching Lydda, Joppa,
Caesarea, thence around Mount Carmel to Ptolemais and Naza-
reth. is trip fairly well acquainted Jesus with the whole of Pales-
tine north of the Jerusalem district.

3 At Philadelphia Jesus and Simon became acquainted with a
merchant from Damascus who developed such a great liking for
theNazareth couple that he insisted they stop with him at his Jeru-
salem headquarters. While Simon gave attendance at the temple,
Jesus spent much of his time talking with this well-educated and
much-travelled man of world affairs. is merchant owned over
4,000 caravan camels; he had interests all over the Roman world
and was now on his way to Rome. He proposed that Jesus come
to Damascus to enter his Oriental import business, but Jesus ex-
plained that he did not feel justi ed in going so far away from his
family just then. But on thewaybackhomehe thoughtmuch about
these distant cities and the even more remote countries of the Far
West and the Far East, countries he had so frequently heard spoken
of by the caravan passengers and conductors.

4 Simon greatly enjoyed his visit to Jerusalem. He was duly re-
ceived into the commonwealth of Israel at the Passover consecra-
tion of the new sons of the commandment. While Simon attended
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the Passover ceremonies, Jesus mingled with the throngs of visitors
and engaged inmany interesting personal conferences with numer-
ous gentile proselytes.

5 Perhaps themost notable of all these contacts was the onewith
a youngHellenist named Stephen. is youngman was on his rst
visit to Jerusalemand chanced tomeet Jesus on ursday a ernoon
of Passover week. While they both strolled about viewing the As-
monean palace, Jesus began the casual conversation that resulted in
their becoming interested in each other, and which led to a four-
hour discussion of the way of life and the true God and his wor-
ship. Stephen was tremendously impressed with what Jesus said;
he never forgot his words.

6 And this was the same Stephen who subsequently became a
believer in the teachings of Jesus, and whose boldness in preaching
this early gospel resulted in his being stoned to death by irate Jews.
Some of Stephen’s extraordinary boldness in proclaiming his view
of the new gospel was the direct result of this earlier interviewwith
Jesus. But Stephen never even faintly surmised that the Galilean
he had talked with some 15 years previously was the very same per-
son whom he later proclaimed the world’s Saviour, and for whom
he was so soon to die, thus becoming the rst martyr of the newly
evolving Christian faith. When Stephen yielded up his life as the
price of his attack upon the Jewish temple and its traditional prac-
tices, there stood by one named Saul, a citizen ofTarsus. Andwhen
Saul saw how this Greek could die for his faith, there were aroused
in his heart those emotions which eventually led him to espouse
the cause for which Stephen died; later on he became the aggres-
sive and indomitable Paul, the philosopher, if not the sole founder,
of the Christian religion.

7 ¶ On the Sunday a er Passover week Simon and Jesus started
on their way back to Nazareth. Simon never forgot what Jesus
taught him on this trip. He had always loved Jesus, but now he
felt that he had begun to know his father-brother. ey had many
heart-to-heart talks as they journeyed through the country and
prepared their meals by the wayside. ey arrived home ursday
noon, and Simon kept the family up late that night relating his ex-
periences.
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8 Mary was much upset by Simon’s report that Jesus spent most
of the time when in Jerusalem “visiting with the strangers, espe-
cially those from the far countries.” Jesus’ family never could com-
prehend his great interest in people, his urge to visit with them,
to learn about their way of living, and to nd out what they were
thinking about.

9 ¶ More and more the Nazareth family became engrossed with
their immediate and human problems; not o en was mention
made of the futuremission of Jesus, and very seldomdid he himself
speak of his future career. His mother rarely thought about his be-
ing a child of promise. She was slowly giving up the idea that Jesus
was to ful l any divine mission on earth, yet at times her faith was
revived when she paused to recall the Gabriel visitation before the
child was born.

4. THE DAMASCUS EPISODE
1 e last four months of this year Jesus spent in Damascus as

the guest of the merchant whom he rst met at Philadelphia when
on his way to Jerusalem. A representative of this merchant had
sought out Jesus when passing throughNazareth and escorted him
to Damascus. is part-Jewish merchant proposed to devote an
extraordinary sum of money to the establishment of a school of
religious philosophy at Damascus. He planned to create a centre
of learning which would out-rival Alexandria. And he proposed
that Jesus should immediately begin a long tour of the world’s ed-
ucational centres preparatory to becoming the head of this new
project. is was one of the greatest temptations that Jesus ever
faced in the course of his purely human career.

2 Presently this merchant brought before Jesus a group of 12
merchants and bankerswho agreed to support this newly projected
school. Jesus manifested deep interest in the proposed school,
helped themplan for its organization, but always expressed the fear
that his other and unstated but prior obligations would prevent
his accepting the direction of such a pretentious enterprise. His
would-be benefactorwas persistent, andhe pro tably employed Je-
sus at his home doing some translating while he, his wife, and their
sons and daughters sought to prevail upon Jesus to accept the prof-
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fered honour. But he would not consent. He well knew that his
mission on earth was not to be supported by institutions of learn-
ing; he knew that he must not obligate himself in the least to be
directed by the “councils of men,” nomatter howwell-intentioned.

3 Hewhowas rejectedby the Jerusalem religious leaders, even af-
ter he had demonstrated his leadership, was recognized and hailed
as a master teacher by the businessmen and bankers of Damascus,
and all this when hewas an obscure and unknown carpenter ofNa-
zareth.

4 He never spoke about this offer to his family, and the end of
this year found him back in Nazareth going about his daily duties
just as if he had never been tempted by the attering propositions
of his Damascus friends. Neither did these men of Damascus ever
associate the later citizen of Capernaum who turned all Jewry up-
side down with the former carpenter of Nazareth who had dared
to refuse the honourwhich their combinedwealthmight have pro-
cured.

5 ¶ Jesusmost cleverly and intentionally contrived to detach var-
ious episodes of his life so that they never became, in the eyes of
the world, associated together as the doings of a single individual.
Many times in subsequent years he listened to the recital of this
very story of the strange Galilean who declined the opportunity of
founding a school in Damascus to compete with Alexandria.

6 One purpose which Jesus had inmind, when he sought to seg-
regate certain features of his earthly experience, was to prevent the
building up of such a versatile and spectacular career aswould cause
subsequent generations to venerate the teacher in place of obey-
ing the truth which he had lived and taught. Jesus did not want
to build up such a human record of achievement as would attract
attention from his teaching. Very early he recognized that his fol-
lowers would be tempted to formulate a religion about him which
might become a competitor of the gospel of the kingdom that he
intended to proclaim to the world. Accordingly, he consistently
sought to suppress everything during his eventful career which he
thought might be made to serve this natural human tendency to
exalt the teacher in place of proclaiming his teachings.
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7 is samemotive also explains why he permitted himself to be
known by different titles during various epochs of his diversi ed
life on earth. Again, he did not want to bring any undue in uence
to bear upon his family or others whichwould lead them to believe
in him against their honest convictions. He always refused to take
undue or unfair advantage of the human mind. He did not want
men to believe in him unless their hearts were responsive to the
spiritual realities revealed in his teachings.

8 ¶ By the end of this year theNazareth homewas running fairly
smoothly. e children were growing up, and Mary was becoming
accustomed to Jesus’ being away from home. He continued to turn
over his earnings to James for the support of the family, retaining
only a small portion for his immediate personal expenses.

9 As the years passed, it becamemore difficult to realize that this
manwas a SonofGodon earth. He seemed to becomequite like an
individual of the realm, just another man among men. And it was
ordained by the Father in heaven that the bestowal should unfold
in this very way.

5. THE TWENTYFOURTH YEAR A.D. 18
1 is was Jesus’ rst year of comparative freedom from family

responsibility. James was very successful in managing the home
with Jesus’ help in counsel and nances.

2 ¶ e week following the Passover of this year a young man
from Alexandria came down to Nazareth to arrange for a meeting,
later in the year, between Jesus and a group of Alexandrian Jews at
some point on the Palestinian coast. is conference was set for
the middle of June, and Jesus went over to Caesarea to meet with
ve prominent Jews of Alexandria, who besought him to establish

himself in their city as a religious teacher, offering as an inducement
to begin with, the position of assistant to the chazan in their chief
synagogue.

3 e spokesmen for this committee explained to Jesus that
Alexandria was destined to become the headquarters of Jewish cul-
ture for the entire world; that theHellenistic trend of Jewish affairs
had virtually outdistanced the Babylonian school of thought. ey
reminded Jesus of the ominous rumblings of rebellion in Jerusalem
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and throughout Palestine and assured him that any uprising of the
Palestinian Jews would be equivalent to national suicide, that the
iron hand of Romewould crush the rebellion in threemonths, and
that Jerusalemwouldbedestroyed and the temple demolished, that
not one stone would be le upon another.

4 Jesus listened to all they had to say, thanked them for their con-
dence, and, in declining to go to Alexandria, in substance said,

“My hour has not yet come.” ey were nonplussed by his appar-
ent indifference to the honour they had sought to confer uponhim.
Before taking leave of Jesus, they presented him with a purse in to-
ken of the esteem of his Alexandrian friends and in compensation
for the time and expense of coming over toCaesarea to confer with
them. But he likewise refused the money, saying: “ e house of
Joseph has never received alms, and we cannot eat another’s bread
as long as I have strong arms and my brothers can labour.”

5 His friends from Egypt set sail for home, and in subsequent
years, when they heard rumours of the Capernaum boatbuilder
who was creating such a commotion in Palestine, few of them sur-
mised that he was the babe of Bethlehem grown up and the same
strange-acting Galilean who had so unceremoniously declined the
invitation to become a great teacher in Alexandria.

6 ¶ Jesus returned to Nazareth. e remainder of this year was
the most uneventful six months of his whole career. He enjoyed
this temporary respite from the usual programof problems to solve
and difficulties to surmount. He communed much with his Father
in heaven and made tremendous progress in the mastery of his hu-
man mind.

7 But human affairs on the worlds of time and space do not run
smoothly for long. In December James had a private talk with Je-
sus, explaining that he was much in love with Esta, a young woman
of Nazareth, and that they would sometime like to be married if
it could be arranged. He called attention to the fact that Joseph
would soon be 18 years old, and that it would be a good experience
for him to have a chance to serve as the acting head of the family.
Jesus gave consent for James’s marriage two years later, provided he
had, during the intervening time, properly trained Joseph to assume
direction of the home.
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8 And now things began to happen — marriage was in the air.
James’s success in gaining Jesus’ assent to his marriage emboldened
Miriam to approach her brother-father with her plans. Jacob, the
younger stone mason, onetime self-appointed champion of Jesus,
nowbusiness associate of James and Joseph, had long sought to gain
Miriam’s hand in marriage. A er Miriam had laid her plans before
Jesus, he directed that Jacob should come to him making formal
request for her and promised his blessing for the marriage just as
soon as she felt that Martha was competent to assume her duties as
eldest daughter.

9 ¶ When at home, he continued to teach the evening school
three times a week, read the Scriptures o en in the synagogue on
the Sabbath, visited with his mother, taught the children, and in
general conducted himself as a worthy and respected citizen ofNa-
zareth in the commonwealth of Israel.

6. THE TWENTYFIFTH YEAR A.D. 19
1 is year beganwith theNazareth family all in goodhealth and

witnessed the nishing of the regular schooling of all the children
with the exceptionof certainworkwhichMarthamust do forRuth.

2 ¶ Jesus was one of the most robust and re ned specimens of
manhood to appear on earth since the days of Adam. His physical
development was superb. His mind was active, keen, and penetrat-
ing— compared with the averagementality of his contemporaries,
it had developed gigantic proportions — and his spirit was indeed
humanly divine.

3 ¶ e family nances were in the best condition since the dis-
appearance of Joseph’s estate. e nal payments had been made
on the caravan repair shop; they owed noman and for the rst time
in years had some funds ahead. is being true, and since he had
taken his other brothers to Jerusalem for their rst Passover cere-
monies, Jesus decided to accompany Jude (who had just graduated
from the synagogue school) on his rst visit to the temple.

4 ey went up to Jerusalem and returned by the same route, the
Jordan valley, as Jesus feared trouble if he took his young brother
through Samaria. Already at Nazareth Jude had got into slight
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trouble several times because of his hasty disposition, coupled with
his strong patriotic sentiments.

5 ey arrived at Jerusalem in due time and were on their way
for a rst visit to the temple, the very sight of which had stirred
and thrilled Jude to the very depths of his soul, when they chanced
to meet Lazarus of Bethany. While Jesus talked with Lazarus and
sought to arrange for their joint celebration of the Passover, Jude
started up real trouble for them all. Close at hand stood a Roman
guard who made some improper remarks regarding a Jewish girl
who was passing. Jude ushed with ery indignation and was not
slow in expressing his resentment of such an impropriety directly
to and within hearing of the soldier. Now the Roman legionnaires
were very sensitive to anything bordering on Jewish disrespect; so
the guard promptly placed Jude under arrest. is was too much
for the youngpatriot, andbefore Jesus could cautionhimby awarn-
ing glance, he had delivered himself of a voluble denunciation of
pent-up anti-Roman feelings, all of which only made a bad matter
worse. Jude, with Jesus by his side, was taken at once to themilitary
prison.

6 Jesus endeavoured to obtain either an immediate hearing for
Jude or else his release in time for the Passover celebration that
evening, but he failed in these attempts. Since the next day was a
“holy convocation” in Jerusalem, even the Romans would not pre-
sume to hear charges against a Jew. Accordingly, Jude remained in
con nement until the morning of the second day a er his arrest,
and Jesus stayed at the prison with him. ey were not present in
the temple at the ceremony of receiving the sons of the law into
the full citizenship of Israel. Jude did not pass through this for-
mal ceremony for several years, until he was next in Jerusalem at a
Passover and in connection with his propaganda work in behalf of
the Zealots, the patriotic organization to which he belonged and
in which he was very active.

7 e morning following their second day in prison Jesus ap-
peared before the military magistrate in behalf of Jude. By mak-
ing apologies for his brother’s youth and by a further explanatory
but judicious statement with reference to the provocative nature of
the episode which had led up to the arrest of his brother, Jesus so
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handled the case that themagistrate expressed the opinion that the
young Jewmight have had some possible excuse for his violent out-
burst. A er warning Jude not to allow himself again to be guilty of
such rashness, he said to Jesus in dismissing them: “You had better
keep your eye on the lad; he’s liable to make a lot of trouble for all
of you.” And the Roman judge spoke the truth. Jude didmake con-
siderable trouble for Jesus, and always was the trouble of this same
nature — clashes with the civil authorities because of his thought-
less and unwise patriotic outbursts.

8 Jesus and Jude walked over to Bethany for the night, explain-
ing why they had failed to keep their appointment for the Passover
supper, and set out for Nazareth the following day. Jesus did not
tell the family about his young brother’s arrest at Jerusalem, but he
had a long talk with Jude about this episode some three weeks a er
their return. A er this talk with Jesus Jude himself told the family.
He never forgot the patience and forbearance his brother-father
manifested throughout the whole of this trying experience.

9 is was the last Passover Jesus attended with any member of
his own family. Increasingly the Son of Man was to become sepa-
rated from close association with his own esh and blood.

10 ¶ is year his seasons of deep meditation were o en broken
into by Ruth and her playmates. And always was Jesus ready to
postpone the contemplation of his future work for the world and
the universe that he might share in the childish joy and youthful
gladness of these youngsters, who never tired of listening to Jesus
relate the experiences of his various trips to Jerusalem. ey also
greatly enjoyed his stories about animals and nature.

11 e children were always welcome at the repair shop. Jesus
provided sand, blocks, and stones by the side of the shop, andbevies
of youngsters ocked there to amuse themselves. When they tired
of their play, themore intrepid ones would peek into the shop, and
if its keeper were not busy, they would make bold to go in and say,
“Uncle Joshua, come out and tell us a big story.” en they would
lead him out by tugging at his hands until he was seated on the
favourite rock by the corner of the shop, with the children on the
ground in a semicircle before him. And how the little folks did en-
joy their Uncle Joshua. ey were learning to laugh, and to laugh
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heartily. It was customary for one or two of the smallest of the chil-
dren to climb upon his knees and sit there, looking up in wonder-
ment at his expressive features as he told his stories. e children
loved Jesus, and Jesus loved the children.

12 It was difficult for his friends to comprehend the range of his
intellectual activities, how he could so suddenly and so completely
swing from the profound discussion of politics, philosophy, or re-
ligion to the light-hearted and joyous playfulness of these tots of
from 5 to 10 years of age. As his own brothers and sisters grew up,
as he gained more leisure, and before the grandchildren arrived, he
paid a great deal of attention to these little ones. But he did not live
on earth long enough to enjoy the grandchildren very much.

7. THE TWENTYSIXTH YEAR A.D. 20
1 As this year began, Jesus of Nazareth became strongly con-

scious that he possessed awide range of potential power. But hewas
likewise fully persuaded that this power was not to be employed by
his personality as the Son ofMan, at least not until his hour should
come.

2 At this time he thought much but said little about the relation
of himself to his Father in heaven. And the conclusion of all this
thinking was expressed once in his prayer on the hilltop, when he
said: “Regardless of who I am and what power I may or may not
wield, I always have been, and always will be, subject to the will of
my Paradise Father.” And yet, as this man walked about Nazareth
to and from his work, it was literally true — as concerned a vast
universe — that “in him were hidden all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge.”

3 ¶ All this year the family affairs ran smoothly except for Jude.
For years James had troublewith his youngest brother, whowas not
inclined to settle down to work nor was he to be depended upon
for his share of the home expenses. While hewould live at home, he
was not conscientious about earning his share of the family upkeep.

4 Jesus was a man of peace, and ever and anon was he embar-
rassed by Jude’s belligerent exploits and numerous patriotic out-
bursts. James and Joseph were in favour of casting him out, but
Jesus would not consent. When their patience would be severely
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tried, Jesus would only counsel: “Be patient. Be wise in your coun-
sel and eloquent in your lives, that your young brother may rst
know the better way and then be constrained to follow you in it.”

e wise and loving counsel of Jesus prevented a break in the fam-
ily; they remained together. But Jude never was brought to his
sober senses until a er his marriage.

5 Mary seldom spoke of Jesus’ future mission. Whenever this
subject was referred to, Jesus only replied, “My hour has not yet
come.” Jesus had about completed the difficult task of weaning his
family from dependence on the immediate presence of his person-
ality. He was rapidly preparing for the day when he could consis-
tently leave this Nazareth home to begin the more active prelude
to his real ministry for men.

6 Never lose sight of the fact that theprimemissionof Jesus inhis
seventh bestowal was the acquirement of creature experience, the
achievement of the sovereignty of Nebadon. And in the gathering
of this very experience he made the supreme revelation of the Par-
adise Father to Urantia and to his entire local universe. Incidental
to these purposes he also undertook to untangle the complicated
affairs of this planet as they were related to the Lucifer rebellion.

7 ¶ is year Jesus enjoyed more than usual leisure, and he de-
voted much time to training James in the management of the re-
pair shop and Joseph in the direction of home affairs. Mary sensed
that he was making ready to leave them. Leave them to go where?
To do what? She had about given up the thought that Jesus was
the Messiah. She could not understand him; she simply could not
fathom her rst-born son.

8 Jesus spent a great deal of time this year with the individual
members of his family. He would take them for long and frequent
strolls up the hill and through the countryside. Before harvest he
took Jude to the farmer uncle south of Nazareth, but Jude did not
remain long a er the harvest. He ran away, and Simon later found
himwith the shermenat the lake. WhenSimonbroughthimback
home, Jesus talked things over with the runaway lad and, since he
wanted to be a sherman, went over to Magdala with him and put
him in the care of a relative, a sherman; and Jude worked fairly
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well and regularly from that time on until hismarriage, and he con-
tinued as a sherman a er his marriage.

9 ¶ At last the day had comewhen all Jesus’ brothers had chosen,
and were established in, their lifework. e stage was being set for
Jesus’ departure from home.

10 ¶ In November a double wedding occurred. James and Esta,
andMiriam and Jacobweremarried. It was truly a joyous occasion.
Even Mary was once more happy except every now and then when
she realized that Jesus was preparing to go away. She suffered un-
der the burden of a great uncertainty: If Jesus would only sit down
and talk it all over freely with her as he had done when he was a
boy, but he was consistently uncommunicative; he was profoundly
silent about the future.

11 James and his bride, Esta, moved into a neat little home on the
west side of town, the gi of her father. While James continued
his support of his mother’s home, his quota was cut in half because
of his marriage, and Joseph was formally installed by Jesus as head
of the family. Jude was now very faithfully sending his share of
funds home each month. e weddings of James and Miriam had
a very bene cial in uence on Jude, and when he le for the sh-
ing grounds, the day a er the double wedding, he assured Joseph
that he could depend on him “to do my full duty, and more if it is
needed.” And he kept his promise.

12 Miriam lived next door to Mary in the home of Jacob, Jacob
the elder having been laid to rest with his fathers. Martha took
Miriam’s place in the home, and the new organizationwas working
smoothly before the year ended.

13 ¶ e day a er this double wedding Jesus held an important
conference with James. He told James, con dentially, that he was
preparing to leave home. He presented full title to the repair
shop to James, formally and solemnly abdicated as head of Joseph’s
house, and most touchingly established his brother James as “head
and protector of my father’s house.” He drew up, and they both
signed, a secret compact in which it was stipulated that, in return
for the gi of the repair shop, James would henceforth assume full
nancial responsibility for the family, thus releasing Jesus from all
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further obligations in these matters. A er the contract was signed,
a er the budget was so arranged that the actual expenses of the
family would be met without any contribution from Jesus, Jesus
said to James: “But, my son, I will continue to send you something
each month until my hour shall have come, but what I send shall
be used by you as the occasion demands. Apply my funds to the
family necessities or pleasures as you see t. Use them in case of
sickness or apply them to meet the unexpected emergencies which
may befall any individual member of the family.”

14 And thus did Jesus make ready to enter upon the second and
home-detached phase of his adult life before the public entrance
upon his Father’s business.
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THE LATER ADULT LIFE OF JESUS

Midwayer Commission

JESUS had fully and nally separated himself from the man-
agement of the domestic affairs of the Nazareth family and
from the immediate direction of its individuals. He contin-

ued, right up to the event of his baptism, to contribute to the family
nances and to take a keen personal interest in the spiritual welfare

of every one of his brothers and sisters. And always was he ready to
do everything humanly possible for the comfort and happiness of
his widowed mother.

2 e Son of Man had now made every preparation for detach-
ing himself permanently from the Nazareth home; and this was
not easy for him to do. Jesus naturally loved his people; he loved
his family, and this natural affection had been tremendously aug-
mented by his extraordinary devotion to them. e more fully we
bestowourselves upon our fellows, themorewe come to love them;
and since Jesus had given himself so fully to his family, he loved
them with a great and fervent affection.

3 All the family had slowly awakened to the realization that Jesus
wasmaking ready to leave them. e sadness of the anticipated sep-
aration was only tempered by this graduated method of preparing
them for the announcement of his intended departure. For more
than four years they discerned that he was planning for this even-
tual separation.

1. THE TWENTYSEVENTH YEAR A.D. 21
1 In January of this year, A.D. 21, on a rainy Sundaymorning, Je-

sus took unceremonious leave of his family, only explaining that he
was going over to Tiberias and then on a visit to other cities about
the Sea ofGalilee. And thus he le them, never again to be a regular
member of that household.

2 He spent one week at Tiberias, the new city which was soon
to succeed Sepphoris as the capital of Galilee; and nding little to
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interest him, he passed on successively throughMagdala and Beth-
saida to Capernaum, where he stopped to pay a visit to his father’s
friend Zebedee. Zebedee’s sons were shermen; he himself was a
boatbuilder. Jesus of Nazareth was an expert in both designing and
building; he was a master at working with wood; and Zebedee had
long known of the skill of the Nazareth cra sman. For a long time
Zebedee had contemplated making improved boats; he now laid
his plans before Jesus and invited the visiting carpenter to join him
in the enterprise, and Jesus readily consented.

3 Jesus worked with Zebedee only a little more than one year,
but during that time he created a new style of boat and established
entirely new methods of boatmaking. By superior technique and
greatly improved methods of steaming the boards, Jesus and Zebe-
dee began tobuild boats of a very superior type, cra whichwere far
more safe for sailing the lake than were the older types. For several
years Zebedee had more work, turning out these new-style boats,
than his small establishment could handle; in less than ve years
practically all the cra on the lake had been built in the shop of
Zebedee at Capernaum. Jesus became well known to the Galilean
sherfolk as the designer of the new boats.
4 Zebedee was a moderately well-to-do man; his boatbuilding

shops were on the lake to the south of Capernaum, and his home
was situated down the lake shore near the shing headquarters of
Bethsaida. Jesus lived in the home of Zebedee during the year and
more he remained atCapernaum. He had longworked alone in the
world, that is, without a father, and greatly enjoyed this period of
working with a father-partner.

5 Zebedee’s wife, Salome, was a relative of Annas, onetime high
priest at Jerusalem and still the most in uential of the Sadducean
group, having been deposed only eight years previously. Salome
became a great admirer of Jesus. She loved him as she loved her
own sons, James, John, andDavid, while her four daughters looked
upon Jesus as their elder brother. Jesus o en went out shing with
James, John, and David, and they learned that he was an experi-
enced sherman as well as an expert boatbuilder.

6 ¶ All this year Jesus sent money each month to James. He re-
turned to Nazareth in October to attend Martha’s wedding, and
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he was not again in Nazareth for over two years, when he returned
shortly before the double wedding of Simon and Jude.

7 ¶ roughout this year Jesus built boats and continued to ob-
servehowmen livedonearth. Frequentlyhewould godown tovisit
at the caravan station, Capernaum being on the direct travel route
fromDamascus to the south. Capernaumwas a strong Romanmil-
itary post, and the garrison’s commanding officer was a gentile be-
liever in Yahweh, “a devout man,” as the Jews were wont to des-
ignate such proselytes. is officer belonged to a wealthy Roman
family, and he took it upon himself to build a beautiful synagogue
in Capernaum, which had been presented to the Jews a short time
before Jesus came to live with Zebedee. Jesus conducted the ser-
vices in this new synagogue more than half the time this year, and
some of the caravan people who chanced to attend remembered
him as the carpenter from Nazareth.

8 When it came to the payment of taxes, Jesus registered himself
as a “skilled cra sman of Capernaum.” From this day on to the end
of his earth life hewas knownas a resident ofCapernaum. Henever
claimed any other legal residence, although he did, for various rea-
sons, permit others to assign his residence to Damascus, Bethany,
Nazareth, and even Alexandria.

9 At theCapernaumsynagoguehe foundmanynewbooks in the
library chests, and he spent at least ve evenings a week at intense
study. One evening he devoted to social life with the older folks,
and one evening he spent with the young people. ere was some-
thing gracious and inspiring about the personality of Jesus which
invariably attracted young people. He always made them feel at
ease in his presence. Perhaps his great secret in getting along with
them consisted in the twofold fact that he was always interested in
what they were doing, while he seldom offered them advice unless
they asked for it.

10 e Zebedee family almost worshipped Jesus, and they never
failed to attend the conferences of questions and answers which
he conducted each evening a er supper before he departed for the
synagogue to study. e youthful neighbours also came in fre-
quently to attend these a er-supper meetings. To these little gath-
erings Jesus gave varied and advanced instruction, just as advanced
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as they could comprehend. He talked quite freely with them, ex-
pressing his ideas and ideals about politics, sociology, science, and
philosophy, but never presumed to speak with authoritative nal-
ity except when discussing religion — the relation of man to God.

11 Once a week Jesus held a meeting with the entire household,
shop, and shore helpers, for Zebedee had many employees. And it
was among these workers that Jesus was rst called “the Master.”

ey all loved him. He enjoyed his labours with Zebedee in Ca-
pernaum, but he missed the children playing out by the side of the
Nazareth carpenter shop.

12 Of the sons of Zebedee, James was the most interested in Je-
sus as a teacher, as a philosopher. John cared most for his religious
teaching and opinions. David respected him as a mechanic but
took little stock in his religious views and philosophic teachings.

13 Frequently Jude came over on the Sabbath to hear Jesus talk in
the synagogue and would tarry to visit with him. And the more
Jude saw of his eldest brother, the more he became convinced that
Jesus was a truly great man.

14 ¶ is year Jesusmade great advances in the ascendantmastery
of his human mind and attained new and high levels of conscious
contact with his indwelling ought Adjuster.

15 is was the last year of his settled life. Never again did Jesus
spend a whole year in one place or at one undertaking. e days of
his earth pilgrimages were rapidly approaching. Periods of intense
activity were not far in the future, but there were now about to in-
tervene between his simple but intensely active life of the past and
his still more intense and strenuous public ministry, a few years of
extensive travel and highly diversi ed personal activity. His train-
ing as aman of the realmhad to be completed before he could enter
upon his career of teaching and preaching as the perfected God-
man of the divine and posthuman phases of his Urantia bestowal.

2. THE TWENTYEIGHTH YEAR A.D. 22
1 In March, A.D. 22, Jesus took leave of Zebedee and of Caper-

naum. He asked for a small sum of money to defray his expenses
to Jerusalem. While working with Zebedee he had drawn only
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small sums ofmoney, which eachmonth hewould send to the fam-
ily at Nazareth. One month Joseph would come down to Caper-
naum for themoney; the nextmonth Judewould come over toCa-
pernaum, get the money from Jesus, and take it up to Nazareth.
Jude’s shing headquarters was only a few kilometres south of Ca-
pernaum.

2 When Jesus took leave ofZebedee’s family, he agreed to remain
in Jerusalem until Passover time, and they all promised to be pre-
sent for that event. ey even arranged to celebrate the Passover
supper together. ey all sorrowed when Jesus le them, especially
the daughters of Zebedee.

3 ¶ Before leaving Capernaum, Jesus had a long talk with his
new-found friend and close companion, John Zebedee. He told
John that he contemplated travelling extensively until “my hour
shall come” and asked John to act in his stead in the matter of
sending some money to the family at Nazareth each month until
the funds due him should be exhausted. And John made him this
promise: “MyTeacher, go about your business, do yourwork in the
world; I will act for you in this or any othermatter, and I will watch
over your family even as I would fostermy ownmother and care for
my own brothers and sisters. I will disburse your funds which my
father holds as you have directed and as they may be needed, and
when yourmoney has been expended, if I do not receivemore from
you, and if your mother is in need, then will I share my own earn-
ings with her. Go your way in peace. I will act in your stead in all
these matters.”

4 erefore, a er Jesus had departed for Jerusalem, John con-
sultedwith his father, Zebedee, regarding themoney due Jesus, and
he was surprised that it was such a large sum. As Jesus had le the
matter so entirely in their hands, they agreed that it would be the
better plan to invest these funds in property and use the income for
assisting the family at Nazareth; and since Zebedee knew of a little
house in Capernaumwhich carried a mortgage and was for sale, he
directed John to buy this housewith Jesus’money andhold the title
in trust for his friend. And John did as his father advised him. For
two years the rent of this house was applied on the mortgage, and
this, augmented by a certain large fund which Jesus presently sent
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up to John to be used as needed by the family, almost equalled the
amount of this obligation; and Zebedee supplied the difference, so
that John paid up the remainder of the mortgage when it fell due,
thereby securing clear title to this two-room house. In this way Je-
sus became the owner of a house in Capernaum, but he had not
been told about it.

5 ¶ When the family at Nazareth heard that Jesus had departed
from Capernaum, they, not knowing of this nancial arrangement
with John, believed the time had come for them to get along with-
out any further help from Jesus. James remembered his contract
with Jesus and, with the help of his brothers, forthwith assumed
full responsibility for the care of the family.

6 ¶ But let us go back to observe Jesus in Jerusalem. For almost
two months he spent the greater part of his time listening to the
temple discussions with occasional visits to the various schools of
the rabbis. Most of the Sabbath days he spent at Bethany.

7 Jesus had carried with him to Jerusalem a letter from Salome,
Zebedee’s wife, introducing him to the former high priest, Annas,
as “one, the same asmyown son.”Annas spentmuch timewithhim,
personally taking him to visit the many academies of the Jerusalem
religious teachers. While Jesus thoroughly inspected these schools
and carefully observed theirmethods of teaching, henever somuch
as asked a single question in public. Although Annas looked upon
Jesus as a great man, he was puzzled as to how to advise him. He
recognized the foolishness of suggesting that he enter any of the
schools of Jerusalem as a student, and yet he well knew Jesus would
never be accorded the status of a regular teacher inasmuch as he
had never been trained in these schools.

8 Presently the time of the Passover drew near, and along with
the throngs from every quarter there arrived at Jerusalem fromCa-
pernaum, Zebedee and his entire family. ey all stopped at the
spacious home of Annas, where they celebrated the Passover as one
happy family.

9 ¶ Before the end of this Passover week, by apparent chance, Je-
sus met a wealthy traveller and his son, a youngman about 17 years
of age. ese travellers hailed from India, and being on their way
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to visit Rome and various other points on theMediterranean, they
had arranged to arrive in Jerusalem during the Passover, hoping to
nd someone whom they could engage as interpreter for both and

tutor for the son. e father was insistent that Jesus consent to
travel with them. Jesus told him about his family and that it was
hardly fair to go away for almost two years, during which time they
might nd themselves in need. Whereupon, this traveller from the
Orient proposed to advance to Jesus the wages of one year so that
he could intrust such funds to his friends for the safeguarding of
his family against want. And Jesus agreed to make the trip.

10 Jesus turned this large sum over to John the son of Zebedee.
And you have been told how John applied this money toward the
liquidation of the mortgage on the Capernaum property. Jesus
took Zebedee fully into his con dence regarding this Mediterra-
nean journey, but he enjoined him to tell no man, not even his
own esh and blood, and Zebedee never did disclose his knowl-
edge of Jesus’ whereabouts during this long period of almost two
years. Before Jesus’ return from this trip the family atNazareth had
just about given him up as dead. Only the assurances of Zebedee,
who went up to Nazareth with his son John on several occasions,
kept hope alive in Mary’s heart.

11 ¶ During this time the Nazareth family got along very well;
Jude had considerably increased his quota and kept up this extra
contribution until he was married. Notwithstanding that they re-
quired little assistance, it was the practice of John Zebedee to take
presents each month to Mary and Ruth, as Jesus had instructed
him.

3. THE TWENTYNINTH YEAR A.D. 23
1 e whole of Jesus’ 29 year was spent nishing up the tour

of the Mediterranean world. e main events, as far as we have
permission to reveal these experiences, constitute the subjects of
the narratives which immediately follow this paper.

2 ¶ roughout this tour of theRomanworld, formany reasons,
Jesus was known as the Damascus scribe. At Corinth and other
stops on the return trip he was, however, known as the Jewish tutor.
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3 is was an eventful period in Jesus’ life. While on this journey
hemademany contacts with his fellowmen, but this experience is a
phase of his life which he never revealed to anymember of his fam-
ily nor to any of the apostles. Jesus lived out his life in the esh and
departed from this world without anyone (save Zebedee of Beth-
saida) knowing that he had made this extensive trip. Some of his
friends thought he had returned to Damascus; others thought he
had gone to India. His own family inclined to the belief that he
was in Alexandria, as they knew that he had once been invited to
go there for the purpose of becoming an assistant chazan.

4 When Jesus returned toPalestine, hedidnothing to change the
opinion of his family that he had gone from Jerusalem to Alexan-
dria; he permitted them to continue in the belief that all the time
he had been absent from Palestine had been spent in that city of
learning and culture. Only Zebedee the boatbuilder of Bethsaida
knew the facts about these matters, and Zebedee told no one.

5 ¶ In all your efforts to decipher the meaning of Jesus’ life on
Urantia, you must be mindful of the motivation of the Michael
bestowal. If you would comprehend the meaning of many of his
apparently strange doings, you must discern the purpose of his so-
journ on your world. He was consistently careful not to build
up an overattractive and attention-consuming personal career. He
wanted to make no unusual or overpowering appeals to his fellow
men. He was dedicated to the work of revealing the heavenly Fa-
ther to his fellow mortals and at the same time was consecrated to
the sublime task of living his mortal earth life all the while subject
to the will of the same Paradise Father.

6 ¶ It will also always be helpful in understanding Jesus’ life on
earth if all mortal students of this divine bestowal will remember
that, while he lived this life of incarnation onUrantia, he lived it for
his entire universe. erewas something special and inspiring asso-
ciated with the life he lived in the esh of mortal nature for every
single inhabited sphere throughout all the universe of Nebadon.

e same is also true of all those worlds which have become habit-
able since the eventful times of his sojourn on Urantia. And it will
likewise be equally true of all worlds which may become inhabited
by will creatures in all the future history of this local universe.
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7 ¶ e Son of Man, during the time and through the experi-
ences of this tour of the Roman world, practically completed his
educational contact-training with the diversi ed peoples of the
world of his day and generation. By the time of his return to Naza-
reth, through the medium of this travel-training he had just about
learned how man lived and wrought out his existence on Urantia.

8 e real purpose of his trip around the Mediterranean basin
was to know men. He came very close to hundreds of humankind
on this journey. He met and loved all manner of men, rich and
poor, high and low, black and white, educated and uneducated,
cultured and uncultured, animalistic and spiritual, religious and ir-
religious, moral and immoral.

9 On this Mediterranean journey Jesus made great advances in
his human task of mastering thematerial andmortal mind, and his
indwelling Adjuster made great progress in the ascension and spir-
itual conquest of this same human intellect. By the end of this tour
Jesus virtually knew — with all human certainty — that he was a
Son of God, a Creator Son of the Universal Father. e Adjuster
more andmore was able to bring up in themind of the Son ofMan
shadowy memories of his Paradise experience in association with
his divine Father ere he ever came to organize and administer this
local universe of Nebadon. us did the Adjuster, little by little,
bring to Jesus’ human consciousness those necessary memories of
his former and divine existence in the various epochs of the well-
nigh eternal past. e last episode of his prehuman experience to
be brought forth by the Adjuster was his farewell conference with
Immanuel of Salvington just before his surrender of conscious per-
sonality to embark upon the Urantia incarnation. And this nal
memory picture of prehuman existence was made clear in Jesus’
consciousness on the very day of his baptism by John in the Jor-
dan.

4. THE HUMAN JESUS
1 To the onlooking celestial intelligences of the local universe,

this Mediterranean trip was the most enthralling of all Jesus’ earth
experiences, at least of all his career right up to the event of his
cruci xion and mortal death. is was the fascinating period of
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his personal ministry in contrast with the soon-following epoch of
public ministry. is unique episode was all the more engrossing
because hewas at this time still the carpenter ofNazareth, the boat-
builder of Capernaum, the scribe of Damascus; he was still the Son
of Man. He had not yet achieved the complete mastery of his hu-
manmind; the Adjuster had not fully mastered and counterparted
the mortal identity. He was still a man among men.

2 e purely human religious experience — the personal spiri-
tual growth — of the Son of Man well-nigh reached the apex of
attainment during this, the 29 year. is experience of spiritual
development was a consistently gradual growth from the moment
of the arrival of his ought Adjuster until the day of the comple-
tion and con rmation of that natural and normal human relation-
ship between the material mind of man and the mind-endowment
of the spirit— the phenomenon of the making of these twominds
one, the experience which the Son of Man attained in completion
and nality, as an incarnated mortal of the realm, on the day of his
baptism in the Jordan.

3 roughout these years, while he did not appear to engage in
so many seasons of formal communion with his Father in heaven,
he perfected increasingly effective methods of personal communi-
cation with the indwelling spirit presence of the Paradise Father.
He lived a real life, a full life, and a truly normal, natural, and aver-
age life in the esh. He knows from personal experience the equiv-
alent of the actuality of the entire sumand substance of the living of
the life of human beings on the material worlds of time and space.

4 e Son ofMan experienced thosewide ranges of human emo-
tion which reach from superb joy to profound sorrow. He was a
child of joy and a being of rare good humour; likewise was he a
“man of sorrows and acquainted with grief.” In a spiritual sense, he
did live through the mortal life from the bottom to the top, from
the beginning to the end. From a material point of view, he might
appear to have escaped living through both social extremes of hu-
man existence, but intellectually he became wholly familiar with
the entire and complete experience of humankind.

5 Jesus knows about the thoughts and feelings, the urges and im-
pulses, of the evolutionary and ascendant mortals of the realms,
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from birth to death. He has lived the human life from the begin-
nings of physical, intellectual, and spiritual sel ood up through
infancy, childhood, youth, and adulthood — even to the human
experience of death. He not only passed through these usual and
familiar human periods of intellectual and spiritual advancement,
but he also fully experienced those higher and more advanced
phases of human andAdjuster reconciliation which so fewUrantia
mortals ever attain. And thus he experienced the full life of mortal
man, not only as it is lived on your world, but also as it is lived on
all other evolutionaryworlds of time and space, even on the highest
and most advanced of all the worlds settled in light and life.

6 Although this perfect lifewhichhe lived in the likeness ofmor-
tal esh may not have received the unquali ed and universal ap-
proval of his fellow mortals, those who chanced to be his contem-
poraries on earth, still, the life which Jesus of Nazareth lived in the
esh and onUrantia did receive full and unquali ed acceptance by

the Universal Father as constituting at one and the same time, and
in one and the same personality-life, the fullness of the revelation
of the eternalGod tomortalman and the presentation of perfected
human personality to the satisfaction of the In nite Creator.

7 And this was his true and supreme purpose. He did not come
down to live onUrantia as the perfect and detailed example for any
child or adult, any man or woman, in that age or any other. True it
is, indeed, that in his full, rich, beautiful, and noble life we may all
ndmuch that is exquisitely exemplary, divinely inspiring, but this

is because he lived a true and genuinely human life. Jesus did not
live his life on earth in order to set an example for all other human
beings to copy. He lived this life in the esh by the same mercy
ministry that you all may live your lives on earth; and as he lived
his mortal life in his day and as he was, so did he thereby set the ex-
ample for all of us thus to live our lives in our day and as we are. You
may not aspire to live his life, but you can resolve to live your lives
even as, and by the same means that, he lived his. Jesus may not be
the technical and detailed example for all the mortals of all ages on
all the realms of this local universe, but he is everlastingly the inspi-
ration and guide of all Paradise pilgrims from the worlds of initial
ascension up through a universe of universes and on through Ha-
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vona to Paradise. Jesus is the new and living way fromman toGod,
from the partial to the perfect, from the earthly to the heavenly,
from time to eternity.

8 ¶ By the end of the 29 year Jesus of Nazareth had virtually
nished the living of the life required of mortals as sojourners in

the esh. He came on earth the fullness of God to be manifest to
man; he had nowbecomewell-nigh the perfection ofman awaiting
the occasion to become manifest to God. And he did all of this
before he was 30 years of age.



PAPER №130
ON THE WAY TO ROME

Midwayer Commission

THE tour of the Roman world consumed most of the 28
and the entire 29 year of Jesus’ life on earth. Jesus and
the two natives from India — Gonod and his son Ganid

— le Jerusalem on a Sunday morning, April 26, A.D. 22. ey
made their journey according to schedule, and Jesus said good-bye
to the father and son in the city of Charax on the Persian Gulf on
the tenth day of December the following year, A.D. 23.

2 ¶ From Jerusalem they went to Caesarea by way of Joppa. At
Caesarea they took a boat for Alexandria. From Alexandria they
sailed for Lasea in Crete. From Crete they sailed for Carthage,
touching atCyrene. AtCarthage they took a boat forNaples, stop-
ping at Malta, Syracuse, and Messina. From Naples they went to
Capua, whence they travelled by the Appian Way to Rome.

3 A er their stay in Rome they went overland to Tarentum,
where they set sail for Athens in Greece, stopping at Nicopolis
and Corinth. From Athens they went to Ephesus by way of Troas.
From Ephesus they sailed for Cyprus, putting in at Rhodes on the
way. ey spent considerable time visiting and resting on Cyprus
and then sailed for Antioch in Syria. From Antioch they jour-
neyed south to Sidon and thenwent over toDamascus. From there
they travelled by caravan to Mesopotamia, passing through ap-
sacus and Larissa. ey spent some time in Babylon, visitedUr and
other places, and then went to Susa. From Susa they journeyed to
Charax, from which place Gonod and Ganid embarked for India.

4 ¶ Itwaswhileworking fourmonths atDamascus that Jesus had
picked up the rudiments of the language spoken by Gonod and
Ganid. While there he had laboured much of the time on transla-
tions from Greek into one of the languages of India, being assisted
by a native of Gonod’s home district.

5 ¶ On this Mediterranean tour Jesus spent about half of each
day teaching Ganid and acting as interpreter during Gonod’s busi-
ness conferences and social contacts. e remainder of each day,
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which was at his disposal, he devoted to making those close per-
sonal contacts with his fellow men, those intimate associations
with the mortals of the realm, which so characterized his activities
during these years that just preceded his public ministry.

6 From rsthand observation and actual contact Jesus ac-
quainted himself with the higher material and intellectual civiliza-
tion of theOccident and the Levant; fromGonod and his brilliant
son he learned a great deal about the civilization and culture of In-
dia and China, for Gonod, himself a citizen of India, had made
three extensive trips to the empire of the yellow race.

7 Ganid, the young man, learned much from Jesus during this
long and intimate association. ey developed a great affection for
each other, and the lad’s father many times tried to persuade Jesus
to return with them to India, but Jesus always declined, pleading
the necessity for returning to his family in Palestine.

1. AT JOPPA  DISCOURSE ON JONAH
1 During their stay in Joppa, Jesus met Gadiah, a Philistine in-

terpreter who worked for one Simon a tanner. Gonod’s agents in
Mesopotamia had transacted much business with this Simon; so
Gonod and his son desired to pay him a visit on their way to Cae-
sarea. While they tarried at Joppa, Jesus and Gadiah became warm
friends. is young Philistine was a truth seeker. Jesus was a truth
giver; he was the truth for that generation on Urantia. When a
great truth seeker and a great truth giver meet, the result is a great
and liberating enlightenment born of the experience of new truth.

2 One day a er the evening meal Jesus and the young Philistine
strolled down by the sea, andGadiah, not knowing that this “scribe
of Damascus” was so well versed in theHebrew traditions, pointed
out to Jesus the ship landing from which it was reputed that Jonah
had embarked on his ill-fated voyage to Tarshish. And when he
had concluded his remarks, he asked Jesus this question: “But do
you suppose the big sh really did swallow Jonah?” Jesus perceived
that this youngman’s life had been tremendously in uenced by this
tradition, and that its contemplation had impressed upon him the
folly of trying to run away from duty; Jesus therefore said nothing
that would suddenly destroy the foundations of Gadiah’s present
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motivation for practical living. In answering this question, Jesus
said: “My friend, we are all Jonahs with lives to live in accordance
with the will of God, and at all times when we seek to escape the
present duty of living by running away to far-off enticements, we
thereby put ourselves in the immediate control of those in uences
which are not directed by the powers of truth and the forces of righ-
teousness. e ight from duty is the sacri ce of truth. e escape
from the service of light and life can only result in those distressing
con icts with the difficult whales of sel shness which lead eventu-
ally to darkness and death unless such God-forsaking Jonahs shall
turn their hearts, even when in the very depths of despair, to seek
a er God and his goodness. And when such disheartened souls
sincerely seek for God—hunger for truth and thirst for righteous-
ness— there is nothing that can hold them in further captivity. No
matter into what great depths theymay have fallen, when they seek
the light with a whole heart, the spirit of the Lord God of heaven
will deliver them from their captivity; the evil circumstances of life
will spew them out upon the dry land of fresh opportunities for
renewed service and wiser living.”

3 Gadiahwasmightilymoved by Jesus’ teaching, and they talked
long into the night by the seaside, and before they went to their
lodgings, they prayed together and for each other. is was the
sameGadiah who listened to the later preaching of Peter, became a
profoundbeliever in Jesus ofNazareth, andheld amemorable argu-
ment with Peter one evening at the home of Dorcas. And Gadiah
had very much to do with the nal decision of Simon, the wealthy
leather merchant, to embrace Christianity.

4 ¶ (In this narrative of the personalwork of Jesuswith his fellow
mortals on this tour of the Mediterranean, we shall, in accordance
with our permission, freely translate hiswords intomodern phrase-
ology current on Urantia at the time of this presentation.)

5 ¶ Jesus’ last visit with Gadiah had to do with a discussion of
good and evil. is young Philistine was much troubled by a feel-
ing of injustice because of the presence of evil in the world along-
side the good. He said: “How can God, if he is in nitely good,
permit us to suffer the sorrows of evil; a er all, who creates evil?”
It was still believed by many in those days that God creates both
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good and evil, but Jesus never taught such error. In answering this
question, Jesus said: “My brother, God is love; therefore he must
be good, and his goodness is so great and real that it cannot con-
tain the small and unreal things of evil. God is so positively good
that there is absolutely no place in him for negative evil. Evil is the
immature choosing and the unthinking misstep of those who are
resistant to goodness, rejectful of beauty, and disloyal to truth. Evil
is only the misadaptation of immaturity or the disruptive and dis-
torting in uence of ignorance. Evil is the inevitable darknesswhich
follows upon the heels of the unwise rejection of light. Evil is that
which is dark and untrue, and which, when consciously embraced
and wilfully endorsed, becomes sin.

6 “Your Father in heaven, by endowing you with the power to
choose between truth and error, created the potential negative of
the positive way of light and life; but such errors of evil are really
nonexistent until such a time as an intelligent creature wills their
existence by mischoosing the way of life. And then are such evils
later exalted into sin by the knowing and deliberate choice of such
a wilful and rebellious creature. is is why our Father in heaven
permits the good and the evil to go along together until the end of
life, just as nature allows the wheat and the tares to grow side by
side until the harvest.” Gadiah was fully satis ed with Jesus’ answer
to his question a er their subsequent discussion had made clear to
his mind the real meaning of these momentous statements.

2. AT CAESAREA
1 Jesus and his friends tarried in Caesarea beyond the time ex-

pected because one of the huge steering paddles of the vessel on
which they intended to embark was discovered to be in danger of
cleaving. e captain decided to remain in port while a new one
was being made. ere was a shortage of skilled woodworkers for
this task, so Jesus volunteered to assist. During the evenings Jesus
and his friends strolled about on the beautiful wall which served as
a promenade around the port. Ganid greatly enjoyed Jesus’ expla-
nation of the water system of the city and the technique whereby
the tides were utilized to ush the city’s streets and sewers. is
youth of India was much impressed with the temple of Augustus,
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situated upon an elevation and surmounted by a colossal statue of
the Roman emperor. e second a ernoon of their stay the three
of them attended a performance in the enormous amphitheatre
which could seat 20,000 persons, and that night they went to a
Greek play at the theatre. ese were the rst exhibitions of this
sort Ganid had ever witnessed, and he asked Jesus many questions
about them. On the morning of the third day they paid a formal
visit to the governor’s palace, for Caesarea was the capital of Pales-
tine and the residence of the Roman procurator.

2 ¶ At their inn there also lodged a merchant from Mongolia,
and since this Far-Easterner talked Greek fairly well, Jesus had sev-
eral long visits with him. is manwasmuch impressed with Jesus’
philosophy of life and never forgot his words of wisdom regard-
ing “the living of the heavenly life while on earth by means of daily
submission to the will of the heavenly Father.” is merchant was a
Taoist, and he had thereby become a strong believer in the doctrine
of a universal Deity. When he returned to Mongolia, he began to
teach these advanced truths to his neighbours and to his business
associates, and as a direct result of such activities, his eldest son de-
cided to become a Taoist priest. is young man exerted a great
in uence in behalf of advanced truth throughout his lifetime and
was followed by a son and a grandson who likewise were devot-
edly loyal to the doctrine of the One God — the Supreme Ruler of
Heaven.

3 While the eastern branch of the earlyChristian church, having
its headquarters at Philadelphia, held more faithfully to the teach-
ings of Jesus than did the Jerusalembrethren, it was regrettable that
there was no one like Peter to go into China, or like Paul to enter
India, where the spiritual soil was then so favourable for planting
the seed of the new gospel of the kingdom. ese very teachings
of Jesus, as they were held by the Philadelphians, would have made
just such an immediate and effective appeal to the minds of the
spiritually hungry Asiatic peoples as did the preaching of Peter and
Paul in the West.

4 ¶ One of the young men who worked with Jesus one day on
the steering paddle becamemuch interested in the words which he
dropped from hour to hour as they toiled in the shipyard. When
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Jesus intimated that the Father in heaven was interested in the wel-
fare of his children on earth, this young Greek, Anaxand, said: “If
the Gods are interested in me, then why do they not remove the
cruel and unjust foreman of this workshop?”Hewas startled when
Jesus replied, “Since you know the ways of kindness and value jus-
tice, perhaps the Gods have brought this erring man near that you
may lead him into this better way. Maybe you are the salt which is
tomake this brothermore agreeable to all othermen; that is, if you
have not lost your savour. As it is, this man is your master in that
his evil ways unfavourably in uence you. Whynot assert yourmas-
tery of evil by virtue of the power of goodness and thus become the
master of all relations between the two of you? I predict that the
good in you could overcome the evil in him if you gave it a fair and
living chance. ere is no adventure in the course of mortal exis-
tence more enthralling than to enjoy the exhilaration of becoming
the material life partner with spiritual energy and divine truth in
one of their triumphant struggles with error and evil. It is a mar-
vellous and transforming experience to become the living channel
of spiritual light to the mortal who sits in spiritual darkness. If you
are more blessed with truth than is this man, his need should chal-
lenge you. Surely you are not the coward who could stand by on
the seashore and watch a fellow man who could not swim perish!
Howmuchmore of value is this man’s soul oundering in darkness
compared to his body drowning in water!”

5 Anaxand was mightily moved by Jesus’ words. Presently he
told his superior what Jesus had said, and that night they both
sought Jesus’ advice as to the welfare of their souls. And later on,
a er the Christianmessage had been proclaimed inCaesarea, both
of thesemen, one a Greek and the other a Roman, believed Philip’s
preaching and became prominent members of the church which
he founded. Later this young Greek was appointed the steward of
a Roman centurion, Cornelius, who became a believer through Pe-
ter’s ministry. Anaxand continued to minister light to those who
sat in darkness until the days of Paul’s imprisonment at Caesarea,
whenhe perished, by accident, in the great slaughter of 20,000 Jews
while he ministered to the suffering and dying.

6 ¶ Ganid was, by this time, beginning to learn how his tutor
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spent his leisure in this unusual personalministry tohis fellowmen,
and the young Indian set about to nd out the motive for these in-
cessant activities. He asked, “Why do you occupy yourself so con-
tinuously with these visits with strangers?” And Jesus answered:
“Ganid, no man is a stranger to one who knows God. In the ex-
perience of nding the Father in heaven you discover that all men
are your brothers, and does it seem strange that one should enjoy
the exhilarationofmeeting anewlydiscoveredbrother? Tobecome
acquainted with one’s brothers and sisters, to know their problems
and to learn to love them, is the supreme experience of living.”

7 is was a conference which lasted well into the night, in the
course of which the young man requested Jesus to tell him the dif-
ference between thewill ofGod and that humanmind act of choos-
ingwhich is also calledwill. In substance Jesus said: ewill ofGod
is the way of God, partnership with the choice of God in the face
of any potential alternative. To do the will of God, therefore, is the
progressive experience of becoming more and more like God, and
God is the source and destiny of all that is good and beautiful and
true. e will of man is the way of man, the sum and substance of
that which the mortal chooses to be and do. Will is the deliberate
choice of a self-conscious being which leads to decision-conduct
based on intelligent re ection.

8 at a ernoon Jesus and Ganid had both enjoyed playing
with a very intelligent shepherd dog, and Ganid wanted to know
whether the dog had a soul, whether it had awill, and in response to
his questions Jesus said: “ e dog has a mind which can know ma-
terial man, his master, but cannot know God, who is spirit; there-
fore the dog does not possess a spiritual nature and cannot enjoy
a spiritual experience. e dog may have a will derived from na-
ture and augmented by training, but such a power of mind is not
a spiritual force, neither is it comparable to the human will, inas-
much as it is not re ective — it is not the result of discriminating
higher and moral meanings or choosing spiritual and eternal val-
ues. It is the possession of such powers of spiritual discrimination
and truth choosing that makes mortal man a moral being, a crea-
ture endowedwith the attributes of spiritual responsibility and the
potential of eternal survival.” Jesus went on to explain that it is the
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absence of suchmental powers in the animalwhichmakes it forever
impossible for the animal world to develop language in time or to
experience anything equivalent to personality survival in eternity.
As a result of this day’s instruction Ganid never again entertained
belief in the transmigration of the souls of men into the bodies of
animals.

9 ¶ e next day Ganid talked all this over with his father, and
it was in answer to Gonod’s question that Jesus explained that “hu-
man wills which are fully occupied with passing only upon tem-
poral decisions having to do with the material problems of animal
existence are doomed to perish in time. ose who make whole-
hearted moral decisions and unquali ed spiritual choices are thus
progressively identi ed with the indwelling and divine spirit, and
thereby are they increasingly transformed into the values of eternal
survival — unending progression of divine service.”

10 ¶ It was on this same day that we rst heard that momen-
tous truth which, stated in modern terms, would signify: “Will
is that manifestation of the human mind which enables the sub-
jective consciousness to express itself objectively and to experience
the phenomenon of aspiring to be Godlike.” And it is in this same
sense that every re ective and spiritually minded human being can
become creative.

3. AT ALEXANDRIA
1 It had been an eventful visit at Caesarea, and when the boat

was ready, Jesus and his two friends departed at noon one day for
Alexandria in Egypt.

2 e three enjoyed a most pleasant passage to Alexandria.
Ganid was delighted with the voyage and kept Jesus busy answer-
ing questions. As they approached the city’s harbour, the young
man was thrilled by the great lighthouse of Pharos, located on the
islandwhichAlexander had joined by amole to themainland, thus
creating twomagni cent harbours and therebymakingAlexandria
the maritime commercial crossroads of Africa, Asia, and Europe.

is great lighthouse was one of the seven wonders of the world
and was the forerunner of all subsequent lighthouses. ey arose
early in the morning to view this splendid lifesaving device of man,
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and amidst the exclamations of Ganid Jesus said: “And you, my
son, will be like this lighthouse when you return to India, even af-
ter your father is laid to rest; you will become like the light of life
to those who sit about you in darkness, showing all who so desire
the way to reach the harbour of salvation in safety.” And as Ganid
squeezed Jesus’ hand, he said, “I will.”

3 ¶ And again we remark that the early teachers of the Chris-
tian religion made a great mistake when they so exclusively turned
their attention to thewestern civilization of theRomanworld. e
teachings of Jesus, as theywere held by theMesopotamian believers
of the rst century, would have been readily received by the various
groups of Asiatic religionists.

4 ¶ By the fourth hour a er landing they were settled near the
eastern end of the long and broad avenue, 30 m wide and 8 km
long, which stretched on out to the western limits of this city
of 1,000,000 people. A er the rst survey of the city’s chief at-
tractions — university (museum), library, the royal mausoleum of
Alexander, the palace, temple ofNeptune, theatre, and gymnasium
— Gonod addressed himself to business while Jesus and Ganid
went to the library, the greatest in the world. Here were assembled
nearly 1,000,000 manuscripts from all the civilized world: Greece,
Rome, Palestine, Parthia, India, China, and even Japan. In this li-
brary Ganid saw the largest collection of Indian literature in all the
world; and they spent some time here each day throughout their
stay in Alexandria. Jesus told Ganid about the translation of the
Hebrew scriptures into Greek at this place. And they discussed
again and again all the religions of the world, Jesus endeavouring
to point out to this young mind the truth in each, always adding:
“But Yahweh is theGod developed from the revelations ofMelchi-
zedek and the covenant of Abraham. e Jews were the offspring
ofAbrahamand subsequently occupied the very landwhereinMel-
chizedek had lived and taught, and from which he sent teachers to
all the world; and their religion eventually portrayed a clearer rec-
ognitionof theLordGodof Israel as theUniversal Father inheaven
than any other world religion.”

5 ¶ Under Jesus’ direction Ganidmade a collection of the teach-
ings of all those religions of theworldwhich recognized aUniversal
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Deity, even though they might also give more or less recognition
to subordinate deities. A er much discussion Jesus and Ganid de-
cided that the Romans had no real God in their religion, that their
religion was hardly more than emperor worship. e Greeks, they
concluded, had a philosophy but hardly a religion with a personal
God. e mystery cults they discarded because of the confusion
of their multiplicity, and because their varied concepts of Deity
seemed to be derived from other and older religions.

6 Although these translations were made at Alexandria, Ganid
did not nally arrange these selections and add his own personal
conclusions until near the end of their sojourn in Rome. He was
much surprised to discover that the best of the authors of the
world’s sacred literature all more or less clearly recognized the exis-
tence of an eternal God and were much in agreement with regard
to his character and his relationship with mortal man.

7 ¶ Jesus and Ganid spent much time in the museum during
their stay in Alexandria. is museum was not a collection of rare
objects but rather a university of ne art, science, and literature.
Learned professors here gave daily lectures, and in those times this
was the intellectual centre of the Occidental world. Day by day
Jesus interpreted the lectures to Ganid; one day during the sec-
ond week the young man exclaimed: “Teacher Joshua, you know
more than these professors; you should stand up and tell them the
great things you have told me; they are befogged by much think-
ing. I shall speak to my father and have him arrange it.” Jesus
smiled, saying: “You are an admiring pupil, but these teachers are
not minded that you and I should instruct them. e pride of un-
spiritualized learning is a treacherous thing in human experience.

e true teachermaintains his intellectual integrity by ever remain-
ing a learner.”

8 Alexandria was the city of the blended culture of theOccident
and next to Rome the largest and most magni cent in the world.
Herewas located the largest Jewish synagogue in theworld, the seat
of government of the Alexandria Sanhedrin, the 70 ruling elders.

9 Among themanymen with whomGonod transacted business
was a certain Jewish banker, Alexander, whose brother, Philo, was
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a famous religious philosopher of that time. Philo was engaged in
the laudable but exceedingly difficult task of harmonizing Greek
philosophy and Hebrew theology. Ganid and Jesus talked much
about Philo’s teachings and expected to attend some of his lectures,
but throughout their stay atAlexandria this famousHellenistic Jew
lay sick abed.

10 Jesus commended toGanidmuch in theGreekphilosophy and
the Stoic doctrines, but he impressed upon the lad the truth that
these systems of belief, like the inde nite teachings of some of his
own people, were religions only in the sense that they led men to
nd God and enjoy a living experience in knowing the Eternal.

4. DISCOURSE ON REALITY
1 e night before they le Alexandria Ganid and Jesus had a

long visit with one of the government professors at the university
who lectured on the teachings of Plato. Jesus interpreted for the
learned Greek teacher but injected no teaching of his own in refu-
tation of the Greek philosophy. Gonod was away on business that
evening; so, a er the professor had departed, the teacher and his
pupil had a long and heart-to-heart talk about Plato’s doctrines.
While Jesus gave quali ed approval of some of the Greek teach-
ings which had to do with the theory that the material things of
the world are shadowy re ections of invisible but more substantial
spiritual realities, he sought to lay a more trustworthy foundation
for the lad’s thinking; so he began a long dissertation concerning
the nature of reality in the universe. In substance and in modern
phraseology Jesus said to Ganid:

2 ¶ e source of universe reality is the In nite. e material
things of nite creation are the time-space repercussions of the Par-
adise Pattern and the Universal Mind of the eternal God. Cau-
sation in the physical world, self-consciousness in the intellectual
world, and progressing sel ood in the spirit world — these reali-
ties, projected on a universal scale, combined in eternal relatedness,
and experienced with perfection of quality and divinity of value—
constitute the reality of the Supreme. But in an ever-changing uni-
verse the Original Personality of causation, intelligence, and spirit
experience is changeless, absolute. All things, even in an eternal
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universe of limitless values and divine qualities, may, and o en-
times do, change except the Absolutes and that which has attained
the physical status, intellectual embrace, or spiritual identity which
is absolute.

3 e highest level to which a nite creature can progress is the
recognition of the Universal Father and the knowing of the Su-
preme. And even then such beings of nality destiny go on ex-
periencing change in the motions of the physical world and in its
material phenomena. Likewise do they remain aware of sel ood
progression in their continuing ascension of the spiritual universe
and of growing consciousness in their deepening appreciation of,
and response to, the intellectual cosmos. Only in the perfection,
harmony, and unanimity of will can the creature become as one
with the Creator; and such a state of divinity is attained and main-
tained only by the creature’s continuing to live in time and eternity
by consistently conforminghis nite personalwill to the divinewill
of the Creator. Always must the desire to do the Father’s will be su-
preme in the soul and dominant over themind of an ascending son
of God.

4 A one-eyed person can never hope to visualize depth of per-
spective. Neither can single-eyed material scientists nor single-
eyed spiritual mystics and allegorists correctly visualize and ade-
quately comprehend the true depths of universe reality. All true
values of creature experience are concealed in depth of recognition.

5 Mindless causation cannot evolve the re ned and complex
from the crude and the simple, neither can spiritless experience
evolve the divine characters of eternal survival from the material
minds of the mortals of time. e one attribute of the universe
which so exclusively characterizes the in nite Deity is this unend-
ing creative bestowal of personality which can survive in progres-
sive Deity attainment.

6 Personality is that cosmic endowment, that phase of universal
reality, which can coexist with unlimited change and at the same
time retain its identity in the very presence of all such changes, and
forever a erwards.

7 Life is an adaptation of the original cosmic causation to the
demands and possibilities of universe situations, and it comes into
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being by the action of the Universal Mind and the activation of
the spirit spark of the God who is spirit. e meaning of life is its
adaptability; the value of life is its progressability — even to the
heights of God-consciousness.

8 Misadaptation of self-conscious life to the universe results in
cosmic disharmony. Final divergence of personality will from the
trend of the universes terminates in intellectual isolation, person-
ality segregation. Loss of the indwelling spirit pilot supervenes in
spiritual cessation of existence. Intelligent and progressing life be-
comes then, in and of itself, an incontrovertible proof of the exis-
tence of a purposeful universe expressing the will of a divine Cre-
ator. And this life, in the aggregate, struggles toward higher values,
having for its nal goal the Universal Father.

9 Only in degree does man possess mind above the animal level
aside from the higher and quasi-spiritual ministrations of intellect.

erefore animals (not having worship and wisdom) cannot ex-
perience superconsciousness, consciousness of consciousness. e
animal mind is only conscious of the objective universe.

10 Knowledge is the sphere of the material or fact-discerning
mind. Truth is the domain of the spiritually endowed intellect that
is conscious of knowingGod. Knowledge is demonstrable; truth is
experienced. Knowledge is a possession of themind; truth an expe-
rience of the soul, the progressing self. Knowledge is a function of
the nonspiritual level; truth is a phase of themind-spirit level of the
universes. e eye of thematerial mind perceives a world of factual
knowledge; the eye of the spiritualized intellect discerns a world of
true values. ese two views, synchronized and harmonized, reveal
the world of reality, wherein wisdom interprets the phenomena of
the universe in terms of progressive personal experience.

11 Error (evil) is the penalty of imperfection. e qualities of im-
perfection or facts of misadaptation are disclosed on the material
level by critical observation and by scienti c analysis; on the moral
level, by human experience. e presence of evil constitutes proof
of the inaccuracies ofmind and the immaturity of the evolving self.
Evil is, therefore, also a measure of imperfection in universe inter-
pretation. e possibility of making mistakes is inherent in the ac-
quisitionofwisdom, the schemeof progressing fromthepartial and
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temporal to the complete and eternal, from the relative and imper-
fect to the nal and perfected. Error is the shadow of relative in-
completeness which must of necessity fall across man’s ascending
universe path to Paradise perfection. Error (evil) is not an actual
universe quality; it is simply the observation of a relativity in the
relatedness of the imperfection of the incomplete nite to the as-
cending levels of the Supreme and Ultimate.

12 ¶ Although Jesus told all this to the lad in language best suited
to his comprehension, at the end of the discussionGanidwas heavy
of eye and was soon lost in slumber. ey rose early the next morn-
ing to go aboard the boat bound for Lasea on the island of Crete.
But before they embarked, the lad had still further questions to ask
about evil, to which Jesus replied:

13 ¶ Evil is a relativity concept. It arises out of the observation
of the imperfections which appear in the shadow cast by a nite
universe of things and beings as such a cosmos obscures the living
light of the universal expression of the eternal realities of the In -
nite One.

14 Potential evil is inherent in the necessary incompleteness of
the revelation of God as a time-space-limited expression of in nity
and eternity. e fact of the partial in the presence of the com-
plete constitutes relativity of reality, creates necessity for intellec-
tual choosing, and establishes value levels of spirit recognition and
response. e incomplete and nite concept of the In nite which
is held by the temporal and limited creaturemind is, in and of itself,
potential evil. But the augmenting error of unjusti ed de ciency in
reasonable spiritual recti cation of these originally inherent intel-
lectual disharmonies and spiritual insufficiencies, is equivalent to
the realization of actual evil.

15 All static, dead, concepts are potentially evil. e nite shadow
of relative and living truth is continually moving. Static concepts
invariably retard science, politics, society, and religion. Static con-
cepts may represent a certain knowledge, but they are de cient in
wisdomanddevoid of truth. But donot permit the concept of rela-
tivity so tomislead you that you fail to recognize the co-ordination
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of the universe under the guidance of the cosmic mind, and its sta-
bilized control by the energy and spirit of the Supreme.

5. ON THE ISLAND OF CRETE
1 e travellers had but one purpose in going to Crete, and that

was to play, to walk about over the island, and to climb the moun-
tains. eCretans of that timedidnot enjoy an enviable reputation
among the surrounding peoples. Nevertheless, Jesus and Ganid
wonmany souls to higher levels of thinking and living and thus laid
the foundation for the quick reception of the later gospel teachings
when the rst preachers from Jerusalem arrived. Jesus loved these
Cretans, notwithstanding the harsh words which Paul later spoke
concerning them when he subsequently sent Titus to the island to
reorganize their churches.

2 On themountainside inCrete Jesus had his rst long talk with
Gonod regarding religion. And the father was much impressed,
saying: “No wonder the boy believes everything you tell him, but I
never knew they had such a religion even in Jerusalem,much less in
Damascus.” It was during the island sojourn that Gonod rst pro-
posed to Jesus that he go back to India with them, and Ganid was
delighted with the thought that Jesus might consent to such an ar-
rangement.

3 OnedaywhenGanid asked Jesuswhy he had not devoted him-
self to the work of a public teacher, he said: “My son, everything
must await the coming of its time. You are born into the world,
but no amount of anxiety and no manifestation of impatience will
help you to grow up. Youmust, in all suchmatters, wait upon time.
Time alone will ripen the green fruit upon the tree. Season follows
season and sundown follows sunrise only with the passing of time.
I am now on the way to Rome with you and your father, and that
is sufficient for today. My tomorrow is wholly in the hands of my
Father in heaven.” And then he told Ganid the story of Moses and
the 40 years of watchful waiting and continued preparation.

4 One thing happened on a visit to Fair Havens which Ganid
never forgot; thememory of this episode always causedhim towish
he might do something to change the caste system of his native In-
dia. A drunken degenerate was attacking a slave girl on the public
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highway. When Jesus saw the plight of the girl, he rushed forward
and drew themaiden away from the assault of themadman. While
the frightened child clung to him, he held the infuriated man at
a safe distance by his powerful extended right arm until the poor
fellow had exhausted himself beating the air with his angry blows.
Ganid felt a strong impulse to help Jesus handle the affair, but his
father forbade him. ough they could not speak the girl’s lan-
guage, she could understand their act of mercy and gave token of
her heartfelt appreciation as they all three escorted her home. is
was probably as near a personal encounter with his fellows as Jesus
ever had throughout his entire life in the esh. But he had a dif-
cult task that evening trying to explain to Ganid why he did not

smite the drunkenman. Ganid thought thisman should have been
struck at least as many times as he had struck the girl.

6. THE YOUNG MAN WHO WAS AFRAID
1 While they were up in the mountains, Jesus had a long talk

with a young man who was fearful and downcast. Failing to derive
comfort and courage from association with his fellows, this youth
had sought the solitude of the hills; he had grown upwith a feeling
of helplessness and inferiority. ese natural tendencies had been
augmented by numerous difficult circumstances which the lad had
encountered as he grew up, notably, the loss of his father when he
was 12 years of age. As theymet, Jesus said: “Greetings, my friend!
why so downcast on such a beautiful day? If something has hap-
pened to distress you, perhaps I can in some manner assist you. At
any rate it affords me real pleasure to proffer my services.”

2 e young man was disinclined to talk, and so Jesus made a
second approach to his soul, saying: “I understand you come up in
these hills to get away from folks; so, of course, you do not want
to talk with me, but I would like to know whether you are famil-
iar with these hills; do you know the direction of the trails? and,
perchance, could you inform me as to the best route to Phenix?”
Now this youth was very familiar with these mountains, and he re-
ally became much interested in telling Jesus the way to Phenix, so
much so that he marked out all the trails on the ground and fully
explained every detail. But he was startled and made curious when
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Jesus, a er saying good-bye and making as if he were taking leave,
suddenly turned to him, saying: “I well know you wish to be le
alone with your disconsolation; but it would be neither kind nor
fair for me to receive such generous help from you as to how best
to nd my way to Phenix and then unthinkingly to go away from
you without making the least effort to answer your appealing re-
quest for help and guidance regarding the best route to the goal of
destiny which you seek in your heart while you tarry here on the
mountainside. As you so well know the trails to Phenix, having
traversed them many times, so do I well know the way to the city
of your disappointed hopes and thwarted ambitions. And since
you have asked me for help, I will not disappoint you.” e youth
was almost overcome, but he managed to stammer out, “But — I
did not ask you for anything — ” And Jesus, laying a gentle hand
on his shoulder, said: “No, son, not with words but with longing
looks did you appeal to my heart. My boy, to one who loves his
fellows there is an eloquent appeal for help in your countenance of
discouragement and despair. Sit down with me while I tell you of
the service trails and happiness highways which lead from the sor-
rows of self to the joys of loving activities in the brotherhood of
men and in the service of the God of heaven.”

3 By this time the young man very much desired to talk with Je-
sus, and he knelt at his feet imploring Jesus to help him, to show
him the way of escape from his world of personal sorrow and de-
feat. Said Jesus: “My friend, arise! Stand up like aman! Youmay be
surrounded with small enemies and be retarded bymany obstacles,
but the big things and the real things of this world and the universe
are on your side. e sun rises everymorning to salute you just as it
does themost powerful andprosperousmanon earth. Look—you
have a strong body and powerful muscles — your physical equip-
ment is better than the average. Of course, it is just about useless
while you sit out here on the mountainside and grieve over your
misfortunes, real and fancied. But you could do great things with
your body if you would hasten off to where great things are waiting
to be done. You are trying to run away from your unhappy self, but
it cannot be done. You and your problems of living are real; you
cannot escape them as long as you live. But look again, your mind
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is clear and capable. Your strong body has an intelligent mind to
direct it. Set your mind at work to solve its problems; teach your
intellect to work for you; refuse longer to be dominated by fear like
an unthinking animal. Your mind should be your courageous ally
in the solution of your life problems rather than your being, as you
have been, its abject fear-slave and the bond servant of depression
and defeat. But most valuable of all, your potential of real achieve-
ment is the spirit which lives within you, and which will stimulate
and inspire your mind to control itself and activate the body if you
will release it from the fetters of fear and thus enable your spiritual
nature to begin your deliverance from the evils of inaction by the
power-presence of living faith. And then, forthwith, will this faith
vanquish fear of men by the compelling presence of that new and
all-dominating love of your fellows which will so soon ll your soul
to over owing because of the consciousness which has been born
in your heart that you are a child of God.

4 “ is day, my son, you are to be reborn, re-established as aman
of faith, courage, and devoted service to man, for God’s sake. And
when you become so readjusted to life within yourself, you become
likewise readjusted to the universe; you have been born again —
born of the spirit — and henceforth will your whole life become
one of victorious accomplishment. Trouble will invigorate you;
disappointment will spur you on; difficulties will challenge you;
and obstacles will stimulate you. Arise, youngman! Say farewell to
the life of cringing fear and eeing cowardice. Hasten back to duty
and live your life in the esh as a son of God, a mortal dedicated to
the ennobling service of man on earth and destined to the superb
and eternal service of God in eternity.”

5 And this youth, Fortune, subsequently became the leader of
the Christians in Crete and the close associate of Titus in his
labours for the upli of the Cretan believers.

6 ¶ e travellers were truly rested and refreshed when they
made ready about noon one day to sail for Carthage in northern
Africa, stopping for two days at Cyrene. It was here that Jesus and
Ganid gave rst aid to a lad namedRufus, who had been injured by
the breakdown of a loaded oxcart. ey carried him home to his
mother, and his father, Simon, little dreamed that the man whose
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cross he subsequently bore by orders of a Roman soldier was the
stranger who once befriended his son.

7. AT CARTHAGE  DISCOURSE ON TIME AND
SPACE

1 Most of the time en route toCarthage Jesus talked with his fel-
low travellers about things social, political, and commercial; hardly
awordwas said about religion. For the rst timeGonod andGanid
discovered that Jesuswas a good storyteller, and they kept himbusy
telling tales about his early life in Galilee. ey also learned that he
was reared in Galilee and not in either Jerusalem or Damascus.

2 WhenGanid inquiredwhat one could do tomake friends, hav-
ing noticed that the majority of persons whom they chanced to
meet were attracted to Jesus, his teacher said: “Become interested
in your fellows; learn how to love them and watch for the oppor-
tunity to do something for them which you are sure they want
done,” and then he quoted the olden Jewish proverb — “A man
who would have friends must show himself friendly.”

3 AtCarthage Jesus had a long andmemorable talk with aMith-
raic priest about immortality, about time and eternity. is Per-
sian had been educated atAlexandria, and he really desired to learn
from Jesus. Put into the words of today, in substance Jesus said in
answer to his many questions:

4 ¶ Time is the stream of owing temporal events perceived by
creature consciousness. Time is a name given to the succession-ar-
rangementwhereby events are recognized and segregated. e uni-
verse of space is a time-related phenomenon as it is viewed fromany
interior positionoutside of the xed abodeofParadise. emotion
of time is only revealed in relation to something which does not
move in space as a time phenomenon. In the universe of univer-
ses Paradise and its Deities transcend both time and space. On the
inhabited worlds, human personality (indwelt and oriented by the
Paradise Father’s spirit) is the only physically related reality which
can transcend the material sequence of temporal events.

5 Animals do not sense time as does man, and even to man, be-
cause of his sectional and circumscribed view, time appears as a suc-
cession of events; but as man ascends, as he progresses inward, the
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enlarging view of this event procession is such that it is discerned
more and more in its wholeness. at which formerly appeared as
a succession of events then will be viewed as a whole and perfectly
related cycle; in this way will circular simultaneity increasingly dis-
place the onetime consciousness of the linear sequence of events.

6 ere are seven different conceptions of space as it is condi-
tioned by time*. Space is measured by time, not time by space. e
confusion of the scientist grows out of failure to recognize the re-
ality of space. Space is not merely an intellectual concept of the
variation in relatedness of universe objects. Space is not empty, and
the only thingman knowswhich can even partially transcend space
is mind*. Mind can function independently of the concept of the
space-relatedness of material objects. Space is relatively and com-
paratively nite to all beings of creature status. e nearer con-
sciousness approaches the awareness of seven cosmic dimensions,
the more does the concept of potential space approach ultimacy.
But the space potential is truly ultimate only on the absolute level.

7 It must be apparent that universal reality has an expanding
and always relative meaning on the ascending and perfecting lev-
els of the cosmos. Ultimately, surviving mortals achieve identity in
a seven-dimensional universe.

8 ¶ e time-space concept of a mind of material origin is des-
tined to undergo successive enlargements as the conscious and con-
ceiving personality ascends the levels of the universes. When man
attains themind intervening between thematerial and the spiritual
7.6. seven different conceptions of space, ese seven dimensions of space are the same
as the seven dimensions of human type of personality as explained in 112:1.9. e per-
ception of the seven dimensions of space is in principle achievable even on the mate-
rial level of existence, despite the simplistic claim of human mind being “rigidly space-
bound” in 12:5.5. ere is no real contradiction between what the Perfector ofWisdom
is teaching us in Paper 12 and what Jesus is teaching the Mithraic magician at Carthage,
as long as we understand that the angelic teachings are usually very basic and intended
for average or below average level of intellect, whereas Jesus is here addressing a highly
advanced magician who may well have mastered both the nite and the absonite levels
of reality (i.e. now perceives space in six dimensions) and he is here encouraged by Jesus
to not stop there but to pursue on the way of mastery of the seventh, absolute level of
reality corresponding to the seventh space dimension.
6. the only thing man knows which can even partially transcend space is mind, is
would directly contradict the statement at 12:5.5, if we do not take into account what
was said in the previous note.
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planes of existence, his ideas of time-space will be enormously ex-
panded both as to quality of perception andquantity of experience.

e enlarging cosmic conceptions of an advancing spirit personal-
ity are due to augmentations of both depth of insight and scope of
consciousness. And as personality passes on, upward and inward,
to the transcendental levels of Deity-likeness, the time-space con-
cept will increasingly approximate the timeless and spaceless con-
cepts of the Absolutes. Relatively, and in accordance with tran-
scendental attainment, these concepts of the absolute level are to
be envisioned by the children of ultimate destiny.

8. ON THE WAY TO NAPLES AND ROME
1 e rst stop on the way to Italy was at the island of Malta.

Here Jesus had a long talk with a downhearted and discouraged
young man named Claudus. is fellow had contemplated taking
his life, but when he had nished talking with the scribe of Dam-
ascus, he said: “I will face life like a man; I am through playing
the coward. I will go back to my people and begin all over again.”
Shortly he became an enthusiastic preacher of the Cynics, and still
later on he joined hands with Peter in proclaiming Christianity in
Rome and Naples, and a er the death of Peter he went on to Spain
preaching the gospel. But henever knew that themanwho inspired
him in Malta was the Jesus whom he subsequently proclaimed the
world’s Deliverer.

2 ¶ At Syracuse they spent a full week. e notable event of their
stop here was the rehabilitation of Ezra, the backslidden Jew, who
kept the tavern where Jesus and his companions stopped. Ezra was
charmed by Jesus’ approach and asked him to help him come back
to the faith of Israel. He expressed his hopelessness by saying, “I
want to be a true son of Abraham, but I cannot nd God.” Said
Jesus: “If you truly want to nd God, that desire is in itself evi-
dence that you have already found him. Your trouble is not that
you cannot nd God, for the Father has already found you; your
trouble is simply that you do not know God. Have you not read
in the Prophet Jeremiah, ‘You shall seek me and nd me when you
shall search for me with all your heart’? And again, does not this
same prophet say: ‘And I will give you a heart to know me, that
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I am the Lord, and you shall belong to my people, and I will be
your God’? And have you not also read in the Scriptures where it
says: ‘He looks down upon men, and if any will say: I have sinned
and perverted that which was right, and it pro ted me not, then
will God deliver that man’s soul from darkness, and he shall see the
light’?” And Ezra found God and to the satisfaction of his soul.
Later, this Jew, in association with a well-to-do Greek proselyte,
built the rst Christian church in Syracuse.

3 ¶ At Messina they stopped for only one day, but that was long
enough to change the life of a small boy, a fruit vendor, of whom
Jesus bought fruit and in turn fed with the bread of life. e lad
never forgot the words of Jesus and the kindly look which went
with them when, placing his hand on the boy’s shoulder, he said:
“Farewell, my lad, be of good courage as you grow up to manhood
and a er youhave fed the body learnhowalso to feed the soul. And
my Father in heaven will be with you and go before you.” e lad
became a devotee of the Mithraic religion and later on turned to
the Christian faith.

4 ¶ At last they reached Naples and felt they were not far from
their destination, Rome. Gonod had much business to transact in
Naples, and aside fromthe time Jesuswas required as interpreter, he
andGanid spent their leisure visiting and exploring the city. Ganid
was becoming adept at sighting those who appeared to be in need.

ey found much poverty in this city and distributed many alms.
But Ganid never understood the meaning of Jesus’ words when,
a er he had given a coin to a street beggar, he refused to pause
and speak comfortingly to theman. Said Jesus: “Why waste words
upon one who cannot perceive the meaning of what you say? e
spirit of the Father cannot teach and save one who has no capacity
for sonship.”What Jesusmeantwas that themanwas not of normal
mind; that he lacked the ability to respond to spirit leading.

5 ere was no outstanding experience in Naples; Jesus and the
young man thoroughly canvassed the city and spread good cheer
with many smiles upon hundreds of men, women, and children.

6 From here they went by way of Capua to Rome, making a stop
of three days at Capua. By the Appian Way they journeyed on be-
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side their pack animals toward Rome, all three being anxious to see
this mistress of empire and the greatest city in all the world.



PAPER №131
THE WORLD’S RELIGIONS

Midwayer Commission

DURING the Alexandrian sojourn of Jesus, Gonod, and
Ganid, the young man spent much of his time and no
small sumof his father’smoneymaking a collection of the

teachings of the world’s religions about God and his relations with
mortal man. Ganid employed more than threescore learned trans-
lators in themaking of this abstract of the religious doctrines of the
world concerning the Deities. And it should be made plain in this
record that all these teachings portrayingmonotheismwere largely
derived, directly or indirectly, from the preachments of the mis-
sionaries of Machiventa Melchizedek, who went forth from their
Salem headquarters to spread the doctrine of oneGod— theMost
High — to the ends of the earth.

2 ere is presented herewith an abstract of Ganid’s manuscript,
which he prepared at Alexandria and Rome, and which was pre-
served in India for hundreds of years a er his death. He collected
this material under ten heads, as follows:

1. CYNICISM
1 e residual teachings of the disciples of Melchizedek, except-

ing those which persisted in the Jewish religion, were best pre-
served in the doctrines of the Cynics. Ganid’s selection embraced
the following:

2 ¶ “God is supreme; he is the Most High of heaven and earth.
God is the perfected circle of eternity, and he rules the universe of
universes. He is the solemaker of the heavens and the earth. When
he decrees a thing, that thing is. Our God is one God, and he is
compassionate and merciful. Everything that is high, holy, true,
and beautiful is like our God. eMostHigh is the light of heaven
and earth; he is the God of the east, the west, the north, and the
south.

3 “Even if the earth should pass away, the resplendent face of the
Supreme would abide in majesty and glory. e Most High is the
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rst and the last, the beginning and the end of everything. ere
is but this one God, and his name is Truth. God is self-existent,
and he is devoid of all anger and enmity; he is immortal and in -
nite. Our God is omnipotent and bounteous. While he has many
manifestations, we worship only God himself. God knows all —
our secrets and our proclamations; he also knows what each of us
deserves. His might is equal to all things.

4 “God is a peace giver and a faithful protector of all who fear
and trust him. He gives salvation to all who serve him. All cre-
ation exists in the power of theMostHigh. His divine love springs
forth from the holiness of his power, and affection is born of the
might of his greatness. e Most High has decreed the union of
body and soul and has endowed man with his own spirit. What
man does must come to an end, but what the Creator does goes on
forever. We gain knowledge from the experience of man, but we
derive wisdom from the contemplation of the Most High.

5 “God pours rain upon the earth, he causes the sun to shine
upon the sprouting grain, and he gives us the abundant harvest of
the good things of this life and eternal salvation in the world to
come. Our God enjoys great authority; his name is Excellent and
his nature is unfathomable. When you are sick, it is theMostHigh
who heals you. God is full of goodness toward all men; we have no
friend like the Most High. His mercy lls all places and his good-
ness encompasses all souls. e Most High is changeless; and he is
our helper in every time of need. Wherever you turn to pray, there
is the face of theMostHigh and the open ear of our God. Youmay
hide yourself from men, but not from God. God is not a great dis-
tance from us; he is omnipresent. God lls all places and lives in
the heart of the man who fears his holy name. Creation is in the
Creator and the Creator in his creation. We search for the Most
High and then nd him in our hearts. You go in quest of a dear
friend, and then you discover him within your soul.

6 “ e man who knows God looks upon all men as equal; they
are his brethren. ose who are sel sh, those who ignore their
brothers in the esh, have only weariness as their reward. ose
who love their fellows andwhohave pure hearts shall seeGod. God
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never forgets sincerity. He will guide the honest of heart into the
truth, for God is truth.

7 “In your lives overthrow error and overcome evil by the love
of the living truth. In all your relations with men do good for evil.

e Lord God is merciful and loving; he is forgiving. Let us love
God, for he rst loved us. By God’s love and through his mercy we
shall be saved. Poor men and rich men are brothers. God is their
Father. e evil you would not have done you, do not to others.

8 “At all times call uponhis name, and as you believe in his name,
so shall your prayer be heard. What a great honour it is to wor-
ship the Most High! All the worlds and the universes worship the
Most High. And with all your prayers give thanks — ascend to
worship. Prayerful worship shuns evil and forbids sin. At all times
let us praise the name of the Most High. e man who takes shel-
ter in theMostHigh conceals his defects from the universe. When
you stand before God with a clean heart, you become fearless of
all creation. e Most High is like a loving father and mother; he
really loves us, his children on earth. Our God will forgive us and
guide our footsteps into the ways of salvation. He will take us by
the hand and lead us to himself. God saves those who trust him; he
does not compel man to serve his name.

9 “If the faith of the Most High has entered your heart, then
shall you abide free from fear throughout all the days of your life.
Fret not yourself because of the prosperity of the ungodly; fear not
those who plot evil; let the soul turn away from sin and put your
whole trust in the God of salvation. e weary soul of the wander-
ingmortal nds eternal rest in the arms of theMostHigh; the wise
man hungers for the divine embrace; the earth child longs for the
security of the arms of the Universal Father. e noble man seeks
for that high estate wherein the soul of the mortal blends with the
spirit of the Supreme. God is just: What fruit we receive not from
our plantings in this world we shall receive in the next.”

2. JUDAISM
1 e Kenites of Palestine salvagedmuch of the teaching ofMel-

chizedek, and from these records, as preserved andmodi ed by the
Jews, Jesus and Ganid made the following selection:
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2 ¶ “In the beginningGod created the heavens and the earth and
all things therein. And, behold, all he created was very good. e
Lord, he is God; there is none beside him in heaven above or upon
the earth beneath. erefore shall you love theLord yourGodwith
all your heart and with all your soul and with all your might. e
earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover
the sea. e heavens declare the glory of God, and the rmament
shows his handiwork. Day a er day utters speech; night a er night
shows knowledge. ere is no speech or languagewhere their voice
is not heard. e Lord’s work is great, and in wisdom has he made
all things; the greatness of the Lord is unsearchable. He knows the
number of the stars; he calls them all by their names.

3 “ e power of the Lord is great and his understanding in nite.
Says the Lord: ‘As the heavens are higher than the earth, so are
my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts higher than your
thoughts.’ God reveals the deep and secret things because the light
dwells with him. e Lord is merciful and gracious; he is long-suf-
fering and abundant in goodness and truth. e Lord is good and
upright; the meek will he guide in judgment. Taste and see that
the Lord is good! Blessed is the man who trusts God. God is our
refuge and strength, a very present help in trouble.

4 “ e mercy of the Lord is from everlasting to everlasting upon
those who fear him and his righteousness even to our children’s
children. e Lord is gracious and full of compassion. e Lord is
good to all, and his tendermercies are over all his creation; he heals
the brokenhearted and binds up their wounds. Whither shall I go
from God’s spirit? whither shall I ee from the divine presence?

us says the High and Lo y One who inhabits eternity, whose
name is Holy: ‘I dwell in the high and holy place; also with him
who is of a contrite heart and a humble spirit!’ None can hide him-
self from our God, for he lls heaven and earth. Let the heavens be
glad and let the earth rejoice. Let all nations say: e Lord reigns!
Give thanks to God, for his mercy endures forever.

5 “ e heavens declare God’s righteousness, and all the people
have seen his glory. It is God who has made us, and not we our-
selves; we are his people, the sheep of his pasture. His mercy is
everlasting, and his truth endures to all generations. Our God is
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governor among the nations. Let the earth be lled with his glory!
O thatmenwouldpraise theLord for his goodness and for hiswon-
derful gi s to the children of men!

6 “God has made man a little less than divine and has crowned
him with love and mercy. e Lord knows the way of the righ-
teous, but the way of the ungodly shall perish. e fear of the Lord
is the beginning of wisdom; the knowledge of the Supreme is un-
derstanding. Says the Almighty God: ‘Walk before me and be per-
fect.’ Forget not that pride goes before destruction and a haughty
spirit before a fall. He who rules his own spirit is mightier than he
who takes a city. Says the Lord God, the Holy One: ‘In return-
ing to your spiritual rest shall you be saved; in quietness and con-
dence shall be your strength.’ ey who wait upon the Lord shall

renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings like eagles.
ey shall run and not be weary; they shall walk and not be faint.
e Lord shall give you rest from your fear. Says the Lord: ‘Fear

not, for I am with you. Be not dismayed, for I am your God. I will
strengthen you; Iwill help you; yes, Iwill uphold youwith the right
hand of my righteousness.’

7 “God is our Father; the Lord is our redeemer. God has created
the universal hosts, and he preserves them all. His righteousness is
like themountains and his judgment like the great deep. He causes
us to drink of the river of his pleasures, and in his light we shall
see light. It is good to give thanks to the Lord and to sing praises
to the Most High; to show forth loving-kindness in the morning
and the divine faithfulness every night. God’s kingdom is an ever-
lasting kingdom, and his dominion endures throughout all gener-
ations. e Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want. Hemakes me to
lie down in green pastures; he leads me beside still waters. He re-
storesmy soul. He leadsme in the paths of righteousness. Yes, even
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear
no evil, forGod is withme. Surely goodness andmercy shall follow
me all the days of my life, and I shall dwell in the house of the Lord
forever.

8 “Yahweh is the God of my salvation; therefore in the divine
name will I put my trust. I will trust in the Lord with all my heart;
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Iwill leannot uponmyownunderstanding. In allmyways Iwill ac-
knowledge him, and he shall direct my paths. e Lord is faithful;
he keeps his word with those who serve him; the just shall live by
his faith. If you do not well, it is because sin lies at the door; men
reap the evil they plough and the sin they sow. Fret not yourself
because of evildoers. If you regard iniquity in your heart, the Lord
will not hear you; if you sin against God, you also wrong your own
soul. God will bring every man’s work to judgment with every se-
cret thing, whether it be good or evil. As a man thinks in his heart,
so is he.

9 “ e Lord is near all who call upon him in sincerity and in
truth. Weepingmay endure for a night, but joy comes in themorn-
ing. A merry heart does good like a medicine. No good thing will
God withhold from those who walk uprightly. Fear God and keep
his commandments, for this is thewhole duty ofman. us says the
Lord who created the heavens and who formed the earth: ‘ ere
is no God beside me, a just God and a saviour. Look to me and
be saved, all the ends of the earth. If you seek me, you shall nd
me if you search for me with all your heart.’ e meek shall inherit
the earth and shall delight themselves in the abundance of peace.
Whoever sows iniquity shall reap calamity; they who sow thewind
shall reap the whirlwind.

10 “‘Come now, let us reason together,’ says the Lord, ‘ ough
your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow. ough they
be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.’ But there is no peace for
thewicked; it is your own sinswhichhavewithheld the good things
from you. God is the health of my countenance and the joy of my
soul. e eternal God is my strength; he is our dwelling place, and
underneath are the everlasting arms. e Lord is near to those who
are brokenhearted; he saves all who have a childlike spirit. Many
are the afflictions of the righteous man, but the Lord delivers him
out of them all. Commit your way to the Lord— trust him— and
he will bring it to pass. He who dwells in the secret place of the
Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.

11 “Love your neighbour as yourself; bear a grudge against no
man. Whatsoever you hate do to no man. Love your brother, for
the Lord has said: ‘I will love my children freely.’ e path of the
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just is as a shining light which shines more and more until the per-
fect day. ey who are wise shall shine as the brightness of the r-
mament and they who turn many to righteousness as the stars for-
ever and ever. Let the wicked forsake his evil way and the unrigh-
teousman his rebellious thoughts. Says the Lord: ‘Let them return
to me, and I will have mercy on them; I will abundantly pardon.’

12 “Says God, the creator of heaven and earth: ‘Great peace have
they who love my law. My commandments are: You shall love me
with all your heart; you shall have no gods before me; you shall
not take my name in vain; remember the Sabbath day to keep it
holy; honour your father and mother; you shall not kill; you shall
not commit adultery; you shall not steal; you shall not bear false
witness; you shall not covet.’

13 “And to all who love the Lord supremely and their neighbours
like themselves, the God of heaven says: ‘I will ransom you from
the grave; I will redeem you from death. I will be merciful to your
children, as well as just. Have I not said of my creatures on earth,
you are the sons of the living God? And have I not loved you with
an everlasting love? Have I not called you to become like me and
to dwell forever with me in Paradise?’”

3. BUDDHISM
1 Ganid was shocked to discover how near Buddhism came to

being a great and beautiful religion without God, without a per-
sonal and universal Deity. However, he did nd some record of
certain earlier beliefs which re ected something of the in uence
of the teachings of the Melchizedek missionaries who continued
their work in India even to the times of Buddha. Jesus and Ganid
collected the following statements from the Buddhist literature:

2 ¶ “Out of a pure heart shall gladness spring forth to the In -
nite; all my being shall be at peace with this supermortal rejoicing.
My soul is lledwith content, andmyheart over owswith the bliss
of peaceful trust. I have no fear; I am free from anxiety. I dwell in
security, and my enemies cannot alarm me. I am satis ed with the
fruits ofmy con dence. I have found the approach to the Immortal
easy of access. I pray for faith to sustain me on the long journey; I
know that faith from beyond will not fail me. I know my brethren
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will prosper if they become imbuedwith the faith of the Immortal,
even the faith that creates modesty, uprightness, wisdom, courage,
knowledge, and perseverance. Let us forsake sorrow and disown
fear. By faith let us lay hold upon true righteousness and genuine
manliness. Let us learn to meditate on justice and mercy. Faith is
man’s true wealth; it is the endowment of virtue and glory.

3 “Unrighteousness is contemptible; sin is despicable. Evil is de-
grading, whether held in thought or wrought out in deeds. Pain
and sorrow follow in the path of evil as the dust follows the wind.
Happiness and peace of mind follow pure thinking and virtuous
living as the shadow follows the substance of material things. Evil
is the fruit of wrongly directed thinking. It is evil to see sin where
there is no sin; to see no sin where there is sin. Evil is the path of
false doctrines. ose who avoid evil by seeing things as they are
gain joy by thus embracing the truth. Make an end of your misery
by loathing sin. When you look up to the Noble One, turn away
from sin with a whole heart. Make no apology for evil; make no
excuse for sin. By your efforts to make amends for past sins you ac-
quire strength to resist future tendencies thereto. Restraint is born
of repentance. Leave no fault unconfessed to the Noble One.

4 “Cheerfulness and gladness are the rewards of deeds well done
and to the glory of the Immortal. No man can rob you of the lib-
erty of your own mind. When the faith of your religion has eman-
cipated your heart, when the mind, like a mountain, is settled and
immovable, then shall the peace of the soul ow tranquilly like a
river ofwaters. osewho are sure of salvation are forever free from
lust, envy, hatred, and the delusions of wealth. While faith is the
energy of the better life, nevertheless, must you work out your own
salvation with perseverance. If you would be certain of your nal
salvation, then make sure that you sincerely seek to ful l all righ-
teousness. Cultivate the assurance of the heart which springs from
within and thus come to enjoy the ecstasy of eternal salvation.

5 “No religionist may hope to attain the enlightenment of im-
mortalwisdomwhopersists in being slothful, indolent, feeble, idle,
shameless, and sel sh. Butwhoso is thoughtful, prudent, re ective,
fervent, and earnest — even while he yet lives on earth — may at-
tain the supreme enlightenment of the peace and liberty of divine
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wisdom. Remember, every act shall receive its reward. Evil results
in sorrow and sin ends in pain. Joy and happiness are the outcome
of a good life. Even the evildoer enjoys a season of grace before the
time of the full ripening of his evil deeds, but inevitably there must
come the full harvest of evil-doing. Let noman think lightly of sin,
saying in his heart: ‘ e penalty ofwrongdoing shall not comenear
me.’What you do shall be done to you, in the judgment of wisdom.
Injustice done to your fellows shall come back upon you. e crea-
ture cannot escape the destiny of his deeds.

6 “ e fool has said in his heart, ‘Evil shall not overtakeme’; but
safety is found only when the soul craves reproof and the mind
seeks wisdom. e wise man is a noble soul who is friendly in the
midst of his enemies, tranquil among the turbulent, and generous
among the grasping. Love of self is likeweeds in a goodly eld. Self-
ishness leads to grief; perpetual care kills. e tamed mind yields
happiness. He is the greatest of warriors who overcomes and sub-
dues himself. Restraint in all things is good. He alone is a superior
person who esteems virtue and is observant of his duty. Let not
anger and hatemaster you. Speak harshly of no one. Contentment
is the greatest wealth. What is given wisely is well saved. Do not to
others those things you would not wish done to you. Pay good for
evil; overcome evil with the good.

7 “A righteous soul is more to be desired than the sovereignty of
all the earth. Immortality is the goal of sincerity; death, the end
of thoughtless living. ose who are earnest die not; the thought-
less are dead already. Blessed are they who have insight into the
deathless state. ose who torture the living will hardly nd hap-
piness a er death. e unsel sh go to heaven, where they rejoice
in the bliss of in nite liberality and continue to increase in noble
generosity. Everymortal who thinks righteously, speaks nobly, and
acts unsel shly shall not only enjoy virtue here during this brief life
but shall also, a er the dissolution of the body, continue to enjoy
the delights of heaven.”

4. HINDUISM
1 e missionaries of Melchizedek carried the teachings of the

one God with them wherever they journeyed. Much of this
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monotheistic doctrine, together with other and previous concepts,
became embodied in the subsequent teachings of Hinduism. Jesus
and Ganid made the following excerpts:

2 ¶ “He is the great God, in every way supreme. He is the Lord
who encompasses all things. He is the creator and controller of the
universe of universes. God is one God; he is alone and by himself;
he is the only one. And this one God is ourMaker and the last des-
tiny of the soul. e Supreme One is brilliant beyond description;
he is the Light of Lights. Every heart and every world is illumi-
nated by this divine light. God is our protector — he stands by the
side of his creatures — and those who learn to know him become
immortal. God is the great source of energy; he is the Great Soul.
He exercises universal lordship over all. is one God is loving,
glorious, and adorable. Our God is supreme in power and abides
in the supreme abode. is true Person is eternal and divine; he is
the primal Lord of heaven. All the prophets have hailed him, and
he has revealed himself to us. We worship him. O Supreme Per-
son, source of beings, Lord of creation, and ruler of the universe,
reveal to us, your creatures, the power whereby you abide imma-
nent! God has made the sun and the stars; he is bright, pure, and
self-existent. His eternal knowledge is divinely wise. e Eternal is
unpenetrated by evil. Inasmuch as the universe sprang from God,
he does rule it appropriately. He is the cause of creation, and hence
are all things established in him.

3 “God is the sure refuge of every good man when in need; the
Immortal One cares for all mankind. God’s salvation is strong and
his kindness is gracious. He is a loving protector, a blessed de-
fender. Says the Lord: ‘I dwell within their own souls as a lamp
of wisdom. I am the splendour of the splendid and the goodness of
the good. Where two or three gather together, there am I also.’ e
creature cannot escape the presence of the Creator. e Lord even
counts the ceaseless winking of everymortal’s eyes; andweworship
this divine Being as our inseparable companion. He is all-prevail-
ing, bountiful, omnipresent, and in nitely kind. e Lord is our
ruler, shelter, and supreme controller, and his primeval spirit dwells
within the mortal soul. e Eternal Witness to vice and virtue
dwells within man’s heart. Let us long meditate on the adorable
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and divine Vivi er; let his spirit fully direct our thoughts. From
this unreal world lead us to the real! From darkness lead us to the
light! From death guide us to immortality!

4 “With our hearts purged of all hate, let us worship the Eter-
nal. OurGod is the Lord of prayer; he hears the cry of his children.
Let all men submit their wills to him, the Resolute. Let us delight
in the liberality of the Lord of prayer. Make prayer your inmost
friend andworship your soul’s support. ‘If you will but worshipme
in love,’ says theEternal, ‘Iwill give you thewisdomto attainme, for
my worship is the virtue common to all creatures.’ God is the illu-
minator of the gloomy and the power of those who are faint. Since
God is our strong friend, we have nomore fear. We praise the name
of the never-conquered Conqueror. We worship him because he is
man’s faithful and eternal helper. God is our sure leader and un-
failing guide. He is the great parent of heaven and earth, possessed
of unlimited energy and in nite wisdom. His splendour is sublime
and his beauty divine. He is the supreme refuge of the universe and
the changeless guardian of everlasting law. Our God is the Lord of
life and the Comforter of all men; he is the lover of mankind and
the helper of those who are distressed. He is our life giver and the
Good Shepherd of the human ocks. God is our father, brother,
and friend. And we long to know this God in our inner being.

5 “Wehave learned towin faithby the yearningof ourhearts. We
have attainedwisdomby the restraint of our senses, and bywisdom
we have experienced peace in the Supreme. He who is full of faith
worships truly when his inner self is intent upon God. Our God
wears the heavens as a mantle; he also inhabits the other six wide-
spreading universes. He is supreme over all and in all. We crave
forgiveness from the Lord for all of our trespasses against our fel-
lows; and we would release our friend from the wrong he has done
us. Our spirit loathes all evil; therefore, O Lord, free us from all
taint of sin. We pray to God as a comforter, protector, and saviour
— one who loves us.

6 “ e spirit of the Universe Keeper enters the soul of the sim-
ple creature. at man is wise who worships the One God. ose
who strive for perfectionmust indeed know the Lord Supreme. He
never fears who knows the blissful security of the Supreme, for the
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Supreme says to those who serve him, ‘Fear not, for I am with you.’
eGod of providence is our Father. God is truth. And it is the de-

sire of God that his creatures should understand him—come fully
to know the truth. Truth is eternal; it sustains the universe. Our
supreme desire shall be union with the Supreme. e Great Con-
troller is the generator of all things — all evolves from him. And
this is the sum of duty: Let no man do to another what would be
repugnant to himself; cherish nomalice, smite not himwho smites
you, conquer anger withmercy, and vanquish hate by benevolence.
And all this we should do because God is a kind friend and a gra-
cious father who remits all our earthly offences.

7 “God is our Father, the earth our mother, and the universe our
birthplace. Without God the soul is a prisoner; to know God re-
leases the soul. By meditation on God, by union with him, there
comes deliverance from the illusions of evil and ultimate salvation
from all material fetters. Whenman shall roll up space as a piece of
leather, then will come the end of evil becauseman has foundGod.
O God, save us from the threefold ruin of hell — lust, wrath, and
avarice! O soul, gird yourself for the spirit struggle of immortal-
ity! When the end ofmortal life comes, hesitate not to forsake this
body for amore t and beautiful form and to awake in the realms of
the Supreme and Immortal, where there is no fear, sorrow, hunger,
thirst, or death. To know God is to cut the cords of death. e
God-knowing soul rises in the universe like the cream appears on
top of the milk. We worship God, the all-worker, the Great Soul,
who is ever seated in the heart of his creatures. And theywho know
that God is enthroned in the human heart are destined to become
like him — immortal. Evil must be le behind in this world, but
virtue follows the soul to heaven.

8 “It is only the wicked who say: e universe has neither truth
nor a ruler; it was only designed for our lusts. Such souls are de-
luded by the smallness of their intellects. ey thus abandon them-
selves to the enjoyment of their lusts and deprive their souls of
the joys of virtue and the pleasures of righteousness. What can be
greater than to experience salvation from sin? e man who has
seen the Supreme is immortal. Man’s friends of the esh cannot
survive death; virtue alone walks by man’s side as he journeys ever
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onward toward the gladsome and sunlit elds of Paradise.”

5. ZOROASTRIANISM
1 Zoroaster was himself directly in contact with the descen-

dants of the earlier Melchizedek missionaries, and their doctrine
of the one God became a central teaching in the religion which he
founded in Persia. Aside from Judaism, no religion of that day con-
tained more of these Salem teachings. From the records of this re-
ligion Ganid made the following excerpts:

2 ¶ “All things come from, and belong to, the One God — all-
wise, good, righteous, holy, resplendent, and glorious. is, our
God, is the source of all luminosity. He is the Creator, the God of
all good purposes, and the protector of the justice of the universe.

e wise course in life is to act in consonance with the spirit of
truth. God is all-seeing, and he beholds both the evil deeds of the
wicked and the good works of the righteous; our God observes all
things with a ashing eye. His touch is the touch of healing. e
Lord is an all-powerful benefactor. God stretches out his bene -
cent hand to both the righteous and the wicked. God established
the world and ordained the rewards for good and for evil. e all-
wise God has promised immortality to the pious souls who think
purely and act righteously. As you supremely desire, so shall you
be. e light of the sun is as wisdom to those who discern God in
the universe.

3 “PraiseGod by seeking the pleasure of theWiseOne. Worship
theGod of light by joyfully walking in the paths ordained by his re-
vealed religion. ere is but one SupremeGod, the Lord of Lights.
We worship him who made the waters, plants, animals, the earth,
and the heavens. Our God is Lord, most bene cent. We worship
the most beauteous, the bountiful Immortal, endowed with eter-
nal light. God is farthest from us and at the same time nearest to
us in that he dwells within our souls. Our God is the divine and
holiest Spirit of Paradise, and yet he is more friendly to man than
the most friendly of all creatures. God is most helpful to us in this
greatest of all businesses, the knowing of himself. God is our most
adorable and righteous friend; he is our wisdom, life, and vigour of
soul and body. rough our good thinking the wise Creator will
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enable us to do his will, thereby attaining the realization of all that
is divinely perfect.

4 “Lord, teach us how to live this life in the esh while preparing
for the next life of the spirit. Speak to us, Lord, and we will do
your bidding. Teach us the good paths, and we will go right. Grant
us that we may attain union with you. We know that the religion
is right which leads to union with righteousness. God is our wise
nature, best thought, and righteous act. May God grant us unity
with the divine spirit and immortality in himself !

5 “ is religion of the Wise One cleanses the believer from ev-
ery evil thought and sinful deed. I bowbefore theGod of heaven in
repentance if I have offended in thought, word, or act— intention-
ally or unintentionally — and I offer prayers for mercy and praise
for forgiveness. I know when I make confession, if I purpose not
to do again the evil thing, that sin will be removed from my soul. I
know that forgiveness takes away the bonds of sin. ose who do
evil shall receive punishment, but those who follow truth shall en-
joy the bliss of an eternal salvation. rough grace lay hold upon
us andminister saving power to our souls. We claimmercy because
we aspire to attain perfection; we would be like God.”

6. SUDUANISM  JAINISM
1 e third group of religious believers who preserved the doc-

trine of oneGod in India— the survival of theMelchizedek teach-
ing — were known in those days as the Suduanists. Latterly these
believers have become known as followers of Jainism. ey taught:

2 ¶ “ e Lord ofHeaven is supreme. ose who commit sinwill
not ascend on high, but those who walk in the paths of righteous-
ness shall nd a place in heaven. We are assured of the life here-
a er if we know truth. e soul of man may ascend to the highest
heaven, there to develop its true spiritual nature, to attain perfec-
tion. e estate of heaven delivers man from the bondage of sin
and introduces him to the nal beatitudes; the righteous man has
already experienced an endof sin and all its associatedmiseries. Self
is man’s invincible foe, and self is manifested as man’s four greatest
passions: anger, pride, deceit, and greed. Man’s greatest victory is
the conquest of himself. When man looks to God for forgiveness,
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and when he makes bold to enjoy such liberty, he is thereby deliv-
ered from fear. Man should journey through life treating his fellow
creatures as he would like to be treated.”

7. SHINTO
1 Only recently had the manuscripts of this Far-Eastern religion

been lodged in the Alexandrian library. It was the one world reli-
gion of which Ganid had never heard. is belief also contained
remnants of the earlier Melchizedek teachings as is shown by the
following abstracts:

2 ¶ “Says the Lord: ‘You are all recipients of my divine power;
all men enjoy my ministry of mercy. I derive great pleasure in the
multiplication of righteous men throughout the land. In both the
beauties of nature and the virtues ofmen does the Prince ofHeaven
seek to reveal himself and to show forth his righteous nature. Since
the olden people did not know my name, I manifested myself by
being born into the world as a visible existence and endured such
abasement even that man should not forget my name. I am the
maker of heaven and earth; the sun and the moon and all the stars
obey my will. I am the ruler of all creatures on land and in the four
seas. Although I am great and supreme, still I have regard for the
prayer of the poorest man. If any creature will worship me, I will
hear his prayer and grant the desire of his heart.’

3 “‘Every timeman yields to anxiety, he takes one step away from
the leading of the spirit of his heart.’ Pride obscures God. If you
would obtain heavenly help, put away your pride; every hair of
pride shuts off saving light, as it were, by a great cloud. If you are
not right on the inside, it is useless to pray for that which is on the
outside. ‘If I hear your prayers, it is because you come before me
with a clean heart, free from falsehood and hypocrisy, with a soul
which re ects truth like a mirror. If you would gain immortality,
forsake the world and come to me.’”

8. TAOISM
1 emessengers ofMelchizedek penetrated far intoChina, and

the doctrine of one God became a part of the earlier teachings of
several Chinese religions; the one persisting the longest and con-
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tainingmost of themonotheistic truthwas Taoism, andGanid col-
lected the following from the teachings of its founder:

2 ¶ “How pure and tranquil is the Supreme One and yet how
powerful and mighty, how deep and unfathomable! is God of
heaven is the honoured ancestor of all things. If you know the Eter-
nal, you are enlightened and wise. If you know not the Eternal,
then does ignorance manifest itself as evil, and thus do the pas-
sions of sin arise. is wondrous Being existed before the heav-
ens and the earth were. He is truly spiritual; he stands alone and
changes not. He is indeed the world’s mother, and all creation
moves around him. is Great One imparts himself to men and
thereby enables them to excel and to survive. Even if one has but a
little knowledge, he can still walk in the ways of the Supreme; he
can conform to the will of heaven.

3 “All good works of true service come from the Supreme. All
things depend on the Great Source for life. e Great Supreme
seeks no credit for his bestowals. He is supreme in power, yet he
remains hidden from our gaze. He unceasingly transmutes his at-
tributes while perfecting his creatures. e heavenly Reason is slow
and patient in his designs but sure of his accomplishments. e
Supreme overspreads the universe and sustains it all. How great
andmighty are his over owing in uence and drawing power! True
goodness is like water in that it blesses everything and harms noth-
ing. And like water, true goodness seeks the lowest places, even
those levels which others avoid, and that is because it is akin to
the Supreme. e Supreme creates all things, in nature nourish-
ing them and in spirit perfecting them. And it is a mystery how the
Supreme fosters, protects, and perfects the creature without com-
pelling him. He guides and directs, but without self-assertion. He
ministers progression, but without domination.

4 “ e wise man universalizes his heart. A little knowledge is
a dangerous thing. ose who aspire to greatness must learn to
humble themselves. In creation the Supreme became the world’s
mother. To know one’s mother is to recognize one’s sonship. He
is a wise man who regards all parts from the point of view of the
whole. Relate yourself to everyman as if youwere in his place. Rec-
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ompense injury with kindness. If you love people, they will draw
near you — you will have no difficulty in winning them.

5 “ eGreat Supreme is all-pervading; he is on the le hand and
on the right; he supports all creation and indwells all true beings.
You cannot nd the Supreme, neither can you go to a place where
he is not. If a man recognizes the evil of his ways and repents of
sin from the heart, then may he seek forgiveness; he may escape
the penalty; he may change calamity into blessing. e Supreme
is the secure refuge for all creation; he is the guardian and saviour
of mankind. If you seek for him daily, you shall nd him. Since
he can forgive sins, he is indeed most precious to all men. Always
remember that God does not reward man for what he does but for
what he is; therefore should you extend help to your fellows with-
out the thought of rewards. Do good without thought of bene t
to the self.

6 “ ey who know the laws of the Eternal are wise. Ignorance
of the divine law is misery and disaster. ey who know the laws
of God are liberal minded. If you know the Eternal, even though
your body perish, your soul shall survive in spirit service. You are
truly wise when you recognize your insigni cance. If you abide in
the light of the Eternal, you shall enjoy the enlightenment of the
Supreme. ose who dedicate their persons to the service of the
Supreme are joyous in this pursuit of the Eternal. When man dies,
the spirit begins to wing its long ight on the great home journey.”

9. CONFUCIANISM
1 Even the least God-recognizing of the world’s great religions

acknowledged the monotheism of the Melchizedek missionaries
and their persistent successors. Ganid’s summary of Confucianism
was:

2 ¶ “What Heaven appoints is without error. Truth is real and
divine. Everything originates in Heaven, and the Great Heaven
makes no mistakes. Heaven has appointed many subordinates
to assist in the instruction and upli ing of the inferior creatures.
Great, very great, is the One God who rules man from on high.
God is majestic in power and awful in judgment. But this Great
God has conferred a moral sense even on many inferior people.
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Heaven’s bounty never stops. Benevolence is Heaven’s choicest gi
to men. Heaven has bestowed its nobility upon the soul of man;
the virtues of man are the fruit of this endowment of Heaven’s no-
bility. e Great Heaven is all-discerning and goes with man in all
his doings. And we do well when we call the Great Heaven our
Father and our Mother. If we are thus servants of our divine ances-
tors, then may we in con dence pray to Heaven. At all times and
in everything let us stand in awe of the majesty of Heaven. We ac-
knowledge, O God, the Most High and sovereign Potentate, that
judgment rests with you, and that all mercy proceeds from the di-
vine heart.

3 “God is with us; therefore we have no fear in our hearts. If
there be found any virtue in me, it is the manifestation of Heaven
who abides with me. But this Heaven within me o en makes hard
demands onmy faith. If God is withme, I have determined to have
no doubt in my heart. Faith must be very near the truth of things,
and I do not see how a man can live without this good faith. Good
and evil do not befall men without cause. Heaven deals with man’s
soul in accordance with its purpose. When you nd yourself in the
wrong, do not hesitate to confess your error and be quick to make
amends.

4 “A wise man is occupied with the search for truth, not in seek-
ing for a mere living. To attain the perfection of Heaven is the
goal of man. e superior man is given to self-adjustment, and
he is free from anxiety and fear. God is with you; have no doubt
in your heart. Every good deed has its recompense. e superior
manmurmurs not againstHeaven nor holds a grudge against men.
What you do not like when done to yourself, do not to others. Let
compassion be a part of all punishment; in every way endeavour
to make punishment a blessing. Such is the way of Great Heaven.
While all creatures must die and return to the earth, the spirit of
the noble man goes forth to be displayed on high and to ascend to
the glorious light of nal brightness.”

10. “OUR RELIGION”
1 A er the arduous labour of effecting this compilation of the

teachings of the world religions concerning the Paradise Father,
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Ganid set himself to the task of formulating what he deemed to
be a summary of the belief he had arrived at regarding God as a re-
sult of Jesus’ teaching. is youngmanwas in the habit of referring
to such beliefs as “our religion.” is was his record:

2 ¶ “ e Lord our God is one Lord, and you should love him
with all your mind and heart while you do your very best to love
all his children as you love yourself. is one God is our heavenly
Father, in whom all things consist, and who dwells, by his spirit,
in every sincere human soul. And we who are the children of God
should learn how to commit the keeping of our souls to him as to a
faithful Creator. With our heavenly Father all things are possible.
Since he is the Creator, having made all things and all beings, it
could not be otherwise. ough we cannot see God, we can know
him. And by daily living the will of the Father in heaven, we can
reveal him to our fellow men.

3 “ e divine riches of God’s character must be in nitely deep
and eternally wise. We cannot search out God by knowledge, but
we can know him in our hearts by personal experience. While his
justice may be past nding out, his mercy may be received by the
humblest being on earth. While the Father lls the universe, he
also lives in our hearts. e mind of man is human, mortal, but the
spirit of man is divine, immortal. God is not only all-powerful but
also all-wise. If our earth parents, being of evil tendency, knowhow
to love their children and bestow good gi s on them, how much
more must the good Father in heaven know how wisely to love his
children on earth and to bestow suitable blessings upon them.

4 “ e Father in heaven will not suffer a single child on earth to
perish if that child has a desire to nd the Father and truly longs to
be like him. Our Father even loves the wicked and is always kind
to the ungrateful. If more human beings could only know about
the goodness of God, they would certainly be led to repent of their
evil ways and forsake all known sin. All good things come down
from the Father of light, in whom there is no variableness neither
shadow of changing. e spirit of the true God is in man’s heart.
He intends that all men should be brothers. When men begin to
feel a er God, that is evidence that God has found them, and that
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they are in quest of knowledge about him. We live inGod andGod
dwells in us.

5 “I will no longer be satis ed to believe thatGod is the Father of
allmypeople; Iwill henceforth believe that he is alsomyFather. Al-
ways will I try to worship God with the help of the Spirit of Truth,
which is my helper when I have become really God-knowing. But
rst of all I am going to practise worshipping God by learning how

to do the will of God on earth; that is, I am going to do my best to
treat each of my fellow mortals just as I think God would like to
have him treated. And when we live this sort of a life in the esh,
wemay askmany things ofGod, andhewill give us the desire of our
hearts that wemay be the better prepared to serve our fellows. And
all of this loving service of the children of God enlarges our capac-
ity to receive and experience the joys of heaven, the high pleasures
of the ministry of the spirit of heaven.

6 “I will every day thank God for his unspeakable gi s; I will
praise him for his wonderful works to the children of men. To me
he is the Almighty, the Creator, the Power, and theMercy, but best
of all, he is my spirit Father, and as his earth child I am sometime
going forth to see him. And my tutor has said that by searching
for him I shall become like him. By faith in God I have attained
peace with him. is new religion of ours is very full of joy, and
it generates an enduring happiness. I am con dent that I shall be
faithful even to death, and that I will surely receive the crown of
eternal life.

7 “I am learning to prove all things and adhere to that which is
good. Whatsoever I would that men should do to me, that I will
do to my fellows. By this new faith I know that man may become
the son of God, but it sometimes terri es me when I stop to think
that all men are my brothers, but it must be true. I do not see how
I can rejoice in the fatherhood of God while I refuse to accept the
brotherhood of man. Whosoever calls upon the name of the Lord
shall be saved. If that is true, then all men must be my brothers.

8 “Henceforth will I do my good deeds in secret; I will also pray
most when by myself. I will judge not that I may not be unfair to
my fellows. I am going to learn to lovemy enemies; I have not truly
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mastered this practice of beingGodlike. ough I seeGod in these
other religions, I nd him in ‘our religion’ as being more beautiful,
loving, merciful, personal, and positive. But most of all, this great
and glorious Being ismy spiritual Father; I amhis child. And by no
other means than my honest desire to be like him, I am eventually
to nd him and eternally to serve him. At last I have a religionwith
a God, a marvellous God, and he is a God of eternal salvation.”



PAPER №132
THE SOJOURN AT ROME

Midwayer Commission

SINCE Gonod carried greetings from the princes of India to
Tiberius, theRoman ruler, on the third day a er their arrival
in Rome the two Indians and Jesus appeared before him.

e morose emperor was unusually cheerful on this day and chat-
ted long with the trio. And when they had gone from his presence,
the emperor, referring to Jesus, remarked to the aide standing onhis
right, “If I had that fellow’s kingly bearing and gracious manner, I
would be a real emperor, eh?”

2 ¶ While at Rome, Ganid had regular hours for study and for
visiting places of interest about the city. His father had much busi-
ness to transact, and desiring that his son growup to become awor-
thy successor in the management of his vast commercial interests,
he thought the time had come to introduce the boy to the busi-
ness world. ere were many citizens of India in Rome, and of-
ten one of Gonod’s own employees would accompany him as in-
terpreter so that Jesus would have whole days to himself; this gave
him time in which to become thoroughly acquainted with this city
of 2,000,000 inhabitants. He was frequently to be found in the fo-
rum, the centre of political, legal, and business life. He o en went
up to the Capitolium and pondered the bondage of ignorance in
which these Romans were held as he beheld this magni cent tem-
ple dedicated to Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva. He also spent much
time on Palatine hill, where were located the emperor’s residence,
the temple of Apollo, and the Greek and Latin libraries.

3 ¶ At this time the Roman Empire included all of southern Eu-
rope, Asia Minor, Syria, Egypt, and north-west Africa; and its in-
habitants embraced the citizens of every country of the Eastern
Hemisphere. His desire to study and mingle with this cosmopoli-
tan aggregation of Urantia mortals was the chief reason why Jesus
consented to make this journey.

4 Jesus learned much about men while in Rome, but the most
valuable of all the manifold experiences of his six months’ sojourn
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in that city was his contact with, and in uence upon, the religious
leaders of the empire’s capital. Before the end of the rst week in
Rome Jesus had sought out, and hadmade the acquaintance of, the
worth-while leaders of theCynics, the Stoics, and themystery cults,
in particular the Mithraic group. Whether or not it was apparent
to Jesus that the Jews were going to reject his mission, he most cer-
tainly foresaw that his messengers were presently coming to Rome
to proclaim the kingdom of heaven; and he therefore set about, in
the most amazing manner, to prepare the way for the better and
more certain reception of their message. He selected 5 of the lead-
ing Stoics, 11 of the Cynics, and 16 of the mystery-cult leaders and
spent much of his spare time for almost 6 months in intimate asso-
ciation with these religious teachers. And this was his method of
instruction: Never once did he attack their errors or even mention
the aws in their teachings. In each case hewould select the truth in
what they taught and then proceed so to embellish and illuminate
this truth in theirminds that in a very short time this enhancement
of the truth effectively crowded out the associated error; and thus
were these Jesus-taught men and women prepared for the subse-
quent recognition of additional and similar truths in the teachings
of the early Christian missionaries. It was this early acceptance of
the teachings of the gospel preachers which gave that powerful im-
petus to the rapid spread of Christianity in Rome and from there
throughout the empire.

5 e signi cance of this remarkable doing can the better be un-
derstood when we record the fact that, out of this group of 32 Je-
sus-taught religious leaders in Rome, only two were unfruitful; the
30 became pivotal individuals in the establishment of Christian-
ity in Rome, and certain of them also aided in turning the chief
Mithraic temple into the rst Christian church of that city. We
who view human activities from behind the scenes and in the light
of 19 centuries of time recognize just 3 factors of paramount value
in the early setting of the stage for the rapid spread of Christianity
throughout Europe, and they are:

6 1. e choosing and holding of Simon Peter as an apostle.
7 2. e talk in Jerusalemwith Stephen, whose death led to the

winning of Saul of Tarsus.
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8 3. e preliminary preparation of these 30 Romans for the
subsequent leadership of the new religion inRome and throughout
the empire.

9 ¶ rough all their experiences, neither Stephen nor the 30
chosen ones ever realized that they had once talked with the man
whose name became the subject of their religious teaching. Je-
sus’ work in behalf of the original 32 was entirely personal. In
his labours for these individuals the scribe of Damascus never met
more than 3 of them at one time, seldom more than 2, while most
o en he taught them singly. And he could do this great work of re-
ligious training because these men and women were not tradition
bound; they were not victims of a settled preconception as to all
future religious developments.

10 Many were the times in the years so soon to follow that Peter,
Paul, and the other Christian teachers in Rome heard about this
scribe of Damascus who had preceded them, and who had so ob-
viously (and as they supposed unwittingly) prepared the way for
their coming with the new gospel. ough Paul never really sur-
mised the identity of this scribe of Damascus, he did, a short time
before his death, because of the similarity of personal descriptions,
reach the conclusion that the “tentmaker of Antioch” was also the
“scribe of Damascus.” On one occasion, while preaching in Rome,
Simon Peter, on listening to a description of the Damascus scribe,
surmised that this individualmight have been Jesus but quickly dis-
missed the idea, knowing full well (so he thought) that the Master
had never been in Rome.

1. TRUE VALUES
1 It was with Angamon, the leader of the Stoics, that Jesus had

an all-night talk early during his sojourn in Rome. is man subse-
quently became a great friend of Paul and proved to be one of the
strong supporters of the Christian church at Rome. In substance,
and restated in modern phraseology, Jesus taught Angamon:

2 ¶ e standardof true valuesmust be looked for in the spiritual
world and on divine levels of eternal reality. To an ascending mor-
tal all lower andmaterial standardsmust be recognized as transient,
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partial, and inferior. e scientist, as such, is limited to the discov-
ery of the relatedness of material facts. Technically, he has no right
to assert that he is either materialist or idealist, for in so doing he
has assumed to forsake the attitude of a true scientist since any and
all such assertions of attitude are the very essence of philosophy.

3 Unless the moral insight and the spiritual attainment of
mankind are proportionately augmented, the unlimited advance-
ment of a purely materialistic culture may eventually become a
menace to civilization. A purely materialistic science harbours
within itself the potential seed of the destruction of all scienti c
striving, for this very attitude presages the ultimate collapse of a
civilization which has abandoned its sense of moral values and has
repudiated its spiritual goal of attainment.

4 ematerialistic scientist and the extreme idealist are destined
always to be at loggerheads. is is not true of those scientists and
idealists who are in possession of a common standard of highmoral
values and spiritual test levels. In every age scientists and religion-
ists must recognize that they are on trial before the bar of human
need. eymust eschew all warfare between themselves while they
strive valiantly to justify their continued survival by enhanced de-
votion to the service of human progress. If the so-called science or
religion of any age is false, then must it either purify its activities
or pass away before the emergence of a material science or spiritual
religion of a truer and more worthy order.

2. GOOD AND EVIL
1 Mardus was the acknowledged leader of the Cynics of Rome,

and he became a great friend of the scribe of Damascus. Day af-
ter day he conversed with Jesus, and night upon night he listened
to his supernal teaching. Among the more important discussions
with Mardus was the one designed to answer this sincere Cynic’s
question about good and evil. In substance, and in XX century
phraseology, Jesus said:

2 ¶ My brother, good and evil are merely words symbolizing rel-
ative levels of human comprehension of the observable universe. If
you are ethically lazy and socially indifferent, you can take as your
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standard of good the current social usages. If you are spiritually in-
dolent and morally unprogressive, you may take as your standards
of good the religious practices and traditions of your contempo-
raries. But the soul that survives time and emerges into eternity
must make a living and personal choice between good and evil as
they are determined by the true values of the spiritual standards es-
tablished by the divine spirit which the Father in heaven has sent to
dwellwithin theheart ofman. is indwelling spirit is the standard
of personality survival.

3 Goodness, like truth, is always relative and unfailingly evil-
contrasted. It is the perception of these qualities of goodness and
truth that enables the evolving souls ofmen tomake those personal
decisions of choice which are essential to eternal survival.

4 e spiritually blind individual who logically follows scienti c
dictation, social usage, and religious dogma stands in grave dan-
ger of sacri cing his moral freedom and losing his spiritual liberty.
Such a soul is destined to become an intellectual parrot, a social
automaton, and a slave to religious authority.

5 Goodness is always growing toward new levels of the increas-
ing liberty ofmoral self-realization and spiritual personality attain-
ment — the discovery of, and identi cation with, the indwelling
Adjuster. An experience is good when it heightens the apprecia-
tion of beauty, augments the moral will, enhances the discernment
of truth, enlarges the capacity to love and serve one’s fellows, ex-
alts the spiritual ideals, and uni es the supreme human motives of
time with the eternal plans of the indwelling Adjuster, all of which
lead directly to an increased desire to do the Father’s will, thereby
fostering the divine passion to nd God and to be more like him.

6 ¶ As you ascend the universe scale of creature development,
you will nd increasing goodness and diminishing evil in perfect
accordance with your capacity for goodness-experience and truth-
discernment. e ability to entertain error or experience evil will
not be fully lost until the ascending human soul achieves nal spirit
levels.

7 Goodness is living, relative, always progressing, invariably a
personal experience, and everlastingly correlated with the discern-
ment of truth and beauty. Goodness is found in the recognition
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of the positive truth-values of the spiritual level, which must, in
human experience, be contrasted with the negative counterpart —
the shadows of potential evil.

8 ¶ Until you attainParadise levels, goodnesswill always bemore
of a quest than a possession, more of a goal than an experience of
attainment. But even as you hunger and thirst for righteousness,
you experience increasing satisfaction in the partial attainment of
goodness. e presence of goodness and evil in theworld is in itself
positive proof of the existence and reality of man’s moral will, the
personality, which thus identi es these values and is also able to
choose between them.

9 By the time of the attainment of Paradise the ascending mor-
tal’s capacity for identifying the self with true spirit values has be-
come so enlarged as to result in the attainment of the perfection of
the possessionof the light of life. Such aperfected spirit personality
becomes so wholly, divinely, and spiritually uni ed with the posi-
tive and supreme qualities of goodness, beauty, and truth that there
remains no possibility that such a righteous spirit would cast any
negative shadowof potential evil when exposed to the searching lu-
minosity of the divine light of the in nite Rulers of Paradise. In all
such spirit personalities, goodness is no longer partial, contrastive,
and comparative; it has become divinely complete and spiritually
replete; it approaches the purity and perfection of the Supreme.

10 e possibility of evil is necessary to moral choosing, but not
the actuality thereof. A shadow is only relatively real. Actual evil
is not necessary as a personal experience. Potential evil acts equally
well as a decision stimulus in the realms of moral progress on the
lower levels of spiritual development. Evil becomes a reality of per-
sonal experience only when a moral mind makes evil its choice.

3. TRUTH AND FAITH
1 Nabonwas a Greek Jew and foremost among the leaders of the

chief mystery cult in Rome, the Mithraic. While this high priest
of Mithraism held many conferences with the Damascus scribe, he
was most permanently in uenced by their discussion of truth and
faith one evening. Nabon had thought to make a convert of Jesus
and had even suggested that he return to Palestine as a Mithraic
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teacher. He little realized that Jesus was preparing him to become
one of the early converts to the gospel of the kingdom. Restated in
modern phraseology, the substance of Jesus’ teaching was:

2 ¶ Truth cannot be de ned with words, only by living. Truth
is always more than knowledge. Knowledge pertains to things ob-
served, but truth transcends such purely material levels in that it
consorts with wisdom and embraces such imponderables as hu-
man experience, even spiritual and living realities. Knowledge orig-
inates in science; wisdom, in truephilosophy; truth, in the religious
experience of spiritual living. Knowledge deals with facts; wisdom,
with relationships; truth, with reality values.

3 Man tends to crystallize science, formulate philosophy, and
dogmatize truth because he is mentally lazy in adjusting to the pro-
gressive struggles of living, while he is also terribly afraid of the un-
known. Natural man is slow to initiate changes in his habits of
thinking and in his techniques of living.

4 Revealed truth, personally discovered truth, is the supreme de-
light of the human soul; it is the joint creation of thematerialmind
and the indwelling spirit. e eternal salvation of this truth-dis-
cerning and beauty-loving soul is assured by that hunger and thirst
for goodness which leads this mortal to develop a singleness of
purpose to do the Father’s will, to nd God and to become like
him. ere is never con ict between true knowledge and truth.

ere may be con ict between knowledge and human beliefs, be-
liefs coloured with prejudice, distorted by fear, and dominated by
the dread of facing new facts ofmaterial discovery or spiritual prog-
ress.

5 But truth can never become man’s possession without the ex-
ercise of faith. is is true because man’s thoughts, wisdom, ethics,
and ideals will never rise higher than his faith, his sublime hope.
And all such true faith is predicated onprofound re ection, sincere
self-criticism, and uncompromising moral consciousness. Faith is
the inspiration of the spiritized creative imagination.

6 Faith acts to release the superhuman activities of the divine
spark, the immortal germ, that lives within the mind of man, and
which is the potential of eternal survival. Plants and animals sur-
vive in time by the technique of passing on from one generation to
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another identical particles of themselves. e human soul (person-
ality) ofman survivesmortal death by identity associationwith this
indwelling spark of divinity, which is immortal, and which func-
tions to perpetuate the human personality upon a continuing and
higher level of progressive universe existence. e concealed seed
of the human soul is an immortal spirit. e second generation of
the soul is the rst of a succession of personality manifestations of
spiritual and progressing existences, terminating only when this di-
vine entity attains the source of its existence, the personal source of
all existence, God, the Universal Father.

7 Human life continues — survives — because it has a universe
function, the task of nding God. e faith-activated soul of man
cannot stop short of the attainment of this goal of destiny; and
when it does once achieve this divine goal, it can never end because
it has become like God — eternal.

8 ¶ Spiritual evolution is an experience of the increasing and vol-
untary choice of goodness attended by an equal and progressive
diminution of the possibility of evil. With the attainment of -
nality of choice for goodness and of completed capacity for truth
appreciation, there comes into existence a perfection of beauty and
holiness whose righteousness eternally inhibits the possibility of
the emergence of even the concept of potential evil. Such a God-
knowing soul casts no shadow of doubting evil when functioning
on such a high spirit level of divine goodness.

9 e presence of the Paradise spirit in the mind of man con-
stitutes the revelation promise and the faith pledge of an eternal
existence of divine progression for every soul seeking to achieve
identity with this immortal and indwelling spirit fragment of the
Universal Father.

10 Universe progress is characterized by increasing personality
freedom because it is associated with the progressive attainment of
higher and higher levels of self-understanding and consequent vol-
untary self-restraint. e attainment of perfection of spiritual self-
restraint equals completeness of universe freedomandpersonal lib-
erty. Faith fosters and maintains man’s soul in the midst of the
confusion of his early orientation in such a vast universe, whereas
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prayer becomes the great uni er of the various inspirations of the
creative imagination and the faith urges of a soul trying to identify
itself with the spirit ideals of the indwelling and associated divine
presence.

11 ¶ Nabon was greatly impressed by these words, as he was by
each of his talks with Jesus. ese truths continued to burn within
his heart, and he was of great assistance to the later arriving preach-
ers of Jesus’ gospel.

4. PERSONAL MINISTRY
1 Jesus did not devote all his leisure while in Rome to this work

of preparingmen and women to become future disciples in the on-
coming kingdom. He spentmuch time gaining an intimate knowl-
edge of all races and classes ofmenwho lived in this, the largest and
most cosmopolitan city of the world. In each of these numerous
human contacts Jesus had a double purpose: He desired to learn
their reactions to the life they were living in the esh, and he was
also minded to say or do something to make that life richer and
more worthwhile. His religious teachings during these weeks were
no different than those which characterized his later life as teacher
of the 12 and preacher to the multitudes.

2 Always the burden of his message was: the fact of the heav-
enly Father’s love and the truth of hismercy, coupledwith the good
news that man is a faith-son of this same God of love. Jesus’ usual
technique of social contact was to draw people out and into talking
with him by asking them questions. e interview would usually
begin by his asking them questions and end by their asking him
questions. He was equally adept in teaching by either asking or an-
swering questions. As a rule, to those he taught the most, he said
the least. ose who derived most bene t from his personal min-
istrywere overburdened, anxious, anddejectedmortalswhogained
much relief because of the opportunity to unburden their souls to
a sympathetic and understanding listener, and he was all that and
more. And when these maladjusted human beings had told Jesus
about their troubles, alwayswas he able to offer practical and imme-
diately helpful suggestions looking toward the correction of their
real difficulties, albeit he did not neglect to speak words of present
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comfort and immediate consolation. And invariably would he tell
these distressed mortals about the love of God and impart the in-
formation, by various and sundrymethods, that they were the chil-
dren of this loving Father in heaven.

3 In this manner, during the sojourn in Rome, Jesus personally
came into affectionate and upli ing contact with upward of 500
mortals of the realm. He thus gained a knowledge of the different
races of mankind which he could never have acquired in Jerusalem
and hardly even in Alexandria. He always regarded this six months
as one of the richest and most informative of any like period of his
earth life.

4 As might have been expected, such a versatile and aggres-
sive man could not thus function for six months in the world’s
metropolis without being approached by numerous persons who
desired to secure his services in connection with some business or,
more o en, for some project of teaching, social reform, or religious
movement. More than a dozen such proffers were made, and he
utilized each one as an opportunity for imparting some thought of
spiritual ennoblement by well-chosen words or by some obliging
service. Jesus was very fond of doing things — even little things —
for all sorts of people.

5 ¶ He talked with a Roman senator on politics and statesman-
ship, and this one contact with Jesus made such an impression on
this legislator that he spent the rest of his life vainly trying to induce
his colleagues to change the course of the ruling policy from the
idea of the government supporting and feeding the people to that
of the people supporting the government. Jesus spent one evening
with a wealthy slaveholder, talked about man as a son of God, and
the next day this man, Claudius, gave freedom to 117 slaves. He
visited at dinner with a Greek physician, telling him that his pa-
tients had minds and souls as well as bodies, and thus led this able
doctor to attempt a more far-reaching ministry to his fellow men.
He talked with all sorts of people in every walk of life. e only
place in Rome he did not visit was the public baths. He refused to
accompany his friends to the baths because of the sex promiscuity
which there prevailed.
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6 ¶ To a Roman soldier, as they walked along the Tiber, he said:
“Be brave of heart as well as of hand. Dare to do justice and be big
enough to show mercy. Compel your lower nature to obey your
higher nature as you obey your superiors. Revere goodness and ex-
alt truth. Choose the beautiful in place of the ugly. Love your fel-
lows and reach out for God with a whole heart, for God is your
Father in heaven.”

7 ¶ To the speaker at the forumhe said: “Your eloquence is pleas-
ing, your logic is admirable, your voice is pleasant, but your teach-
ing is hardly true. If you could only enjoy the inspiring satisfaction
of knowing God as your spiritual Father, then you might employ
your powers of speech to liberate your fellows from the bondage of
darkness and from the slavery of ignorance.” is was the Marcus
who heard Peter preach in Rome and became his successor. When
they cruci ed Simon Peter, it was this man who de ed the Roman
persecutors and boldly continued to preach the new gospel.

8 ¶ Meeting apoormanwhohadbeen falsely accused, Jesuswent
with him before the magistrate and, having been granted special
permission to appear in his behalf, made that superb address in
the course of which he said: “Justice makes a nation great, and the
greater a nation the more solicitous will it be to see that injustice
shall not befall even its most humble citizen. Woe upon any na-
tion when only those who possess money and in uence can secure
ready justice before its courts! It is the sacred duty of a magistrate
to acquit the innocent as well as to punish the guilty. Upon the
impartiality, fairness, and integrity of its courts the endurance of
a nation depends. Civil government is founded on justice, even as
true religion is founded on mercy.” e judge reopened the case,
and when the evidence had been si ed, he discharged the prisoner.
Of all Jesus’ activities during these days of personal ministry, this
came the nearest to being a public appearance.

5. COUNSELLING THE RICH MAN
1 Acertain richman, aRomancitizen andaStoic, becamegreatly

interested in Jesus’ teaching, having been introduced byAngamon.
A er many intimate conferences this wealthy citizen asked Jesus
what he would dowithwealth if he had it, and Jesus answered him:
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“I would bestow material wealth for the enhancement of material
life, even as I wouldminister knowledge, wisdom, and spiritual ser-
vice for the enrichment of the intellectual life, the ennoblement of
the social life, and the advancement of the spiritual life. I would
administer material wealth as a wise and effective trustee of the re-
sources of one generation for the bene t and ennoblement of the
next and succeeding generations.”

2 But the rich man was not fully satis ed with Jesus’ answer. He
made bold to ask again: “But what do you think a man in my posi-
tion should do with his wealth? Should I keep it, or should I give
it away?” And when Jesus perceived that he really desired to know
more of the truth about his loyalty to God and his duty to men, he
further answered: “My good friend, I discern that you are a sincere
seeker a er wisdom and an honest lover of truth; therefore am I
minded to lay before youmy view of the solution of your problems
having to do with the responsibilities of wealth. I do this because
you have asked for my counsel, and in giving you this advice, I am
not concernedwith the wealth of any other richman; I am offering
advice only to you and for your personal guidance. If you honestly
desire to regard yourwealth as a trust, if you reallywish to become a
wise and efficient steward of your accumulated wealth, then would
I counsel you to make the following analysis of the sources of your
riches: Ask yourself, and do your best to nd the honest answer,
whence came this wealth? And as a help in the study of the sources
of your great fortune, I would suggest that you bear in mind the
following ten different methods of amassing material wealth:

3 “ 1. Inherited wealth — riches derived from parents and
other ancestors.

4 “ 2. Discovered wealth — riches derived from the unculti-
vated resources of mother earth.

5 “ 3. Trade wealth — riches obtained as a fair pro t in the ex-
change and barter of material goods.

6 “ 4. Unfair wealth— riches derived from the unfair exploita-
tion or the enslavement of one’s fellows.

7 “ 5. Interest wealth — income derived from the fair and just
earning possibilities of invested capital.
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8 “ 6. Geniuswealth— riches accruing from the rewards of the
creative and inventive endowments of the human mind.

9 “ 7. Accidental wealth — riches derived from the generosity
of one’s fellows or taking origin in the circumstances of life.

10 “ 8. Stolen wealth — riches secured by unfairness, dishon-
esty, the , or fraud.

11 “ 9. Trust funds — wealth lodged in your hands by your fel-
lows for some speci c use, now or in the future.

12 “10. Earned wealth — riches derived directly from your own
personal labour, the fair and just reward of your own daily efforts
of mind and body.

13 ¶ “And so, my friend, if you would be a faithful and just stew-
ard of your large fortune, before God and in service to men, you
must approximately divide your wealth into these ten grand divi-
sions, and then proceed to administer each portion in accordance
with the wise and honest interpretation of the laws of justice, eq-
uity, fairness, and true efficiency; albeit, the God of heaven would
not condemn you if sometimes you erred, in doubtful situations,
on the side of merciful and unsel sh regard for the distress of the
suffering victims of the unfortunate circumstances of mortal life.
When inhonest doubt about the equity and justice ofmaterial situ-
ations, let your decisions favour thosewho are in need, favour those
who suffer the misfortune of undeserved hardships.”

14 A er discussing thesematters for several hours and in response
to the richman’s request for further andmore detailed instruction,
Jesus went on to amplify his advice, in substance saying: “While I
offer further suggestions concerning your attitude toward wealth,
I would admonish you to receive my counsel as given only to you
and for your personal guidance. I speak only for myself and to you
as an inquiring friend. I adjure you not to become a dictator as to
how other rich men shall regard their wealth. I would advise you:

15 ¶ “ 1. As steward of inherited wealth you should consider its
sources. You are under moral obligation to represent the past gen-
eration in the honest transmittal of legitimatewealth to succeeding
generations a er subtracting a fair toll for the bene t of the present
generation. But you are not obligated to perpetuate any dishonesty
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or injustice involved in the unfair accumulation of wealth by your
ancestors. Any portion of your inheritedwealthwhich turns out to
have been derived through fraud or unfairness, youmay disburse in
accordance with your convictions of justice, generosity, and resti-
tution. e remainder of your legitimate inherited wealth youmay
use in equity and transmit in security as the trustee of one genera-
tion for another. Wise discrimination and sound judgment should
dictate your decisions regarding the bequest of riches to your suc-
cessors.

16 ¶ “ 2. Everyone who enjoys wealth as a result of discovery
should remember that one individual can live on earth but a short
season and should, therefore,make adequate provision for the shar-
ing of these discoveries in helpful ways by the largest possible num-
ber of his fellow men. While the discoverer should not be denied
all reward for efforts of discovery, neither should he sel shly pre-
sume to lay claim to all of the advantages andblessings to be derived
from the uncovering of nature’s hoarded resources.

17 ¶ “ 3. As long as men choose to conduct the world’s business
by trade and barter, they are entitled to a fair and legitimate pro-
t. Every tradesman deserves wages for his services; the merchant

is entitled to his hire. e fairness of trade and the honest treat-
ment accorded one’s fellows in the organized business of the world
create many different sorts of pro t wealth, and all these sources
of wealth must be judged by the highest principles of justice, hon-
esty, and fairness. e honest trader should not hesitate to take
the same pro t which he would gladly accord his fellow trader in a
similar transaction. While this sort of wealth is not identical with
individually earned income when business dealings are conducted
on a large scale, at the same time, suchhonestly accumulatedwealth
endows its possessor with a considerable equity as regards a voice
in its subsequent distribution.

18 ¶ “ 4. No mortal who knows God and seeks to do the divine
will can stoop to engage in the oppressions of wealth. No noble
man will strive to accumulate riches and amass wealth-power by
the enslavement or unfair exploitation of his brothers in the esh.
Riches are a moral curse and a spiritual stigma when they are de-
rived from the sweat of oppressed mortal man. All such wealth
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should be restored to those who have thus been robbed or to their
children and their children’s children. An enduring civilization
cannot be built upon the practice of defrauding the labourer of his
hire.

19 ¶ “ 5. Honest wealth is entitled to interest. As long as men
borrow and lend, that which is fair interest may be collected pro-
vided the capital lentwas legitimatewealth. First cleanse your capi-
tal before you lay claim to the interest. Do not become so small and
grasping that you would stoop to the practice of usury. Never per-
mit yourself to be so sel sh as to employ money-power to gain un-
fair advantage over your struggling fellows. Yield not to the temp-
tation to take usury from your brother in nancial distress.

20 ¶ “ 6. If you chance to secure wealth by ights of genius, if
your riches are derived from the rewards of inventive endowment,
do not lay claim to an unfair portion of such rewards. e genius
owes something to both his ancestors and his progeny; likewise is
he under obligation to the race, nation, and circumstances of his
inventive discoveries; he should also remember that it was as man
among men that he laboured and wrought out his inventions. It
would be equally unjust to deprive the genius of all his increment
of wealth. And it will ever be impossible for men to establish rules
and regulations applicable equally to all these problems of the equi-
table distribution of wealth. You must rst recognize man as your
brother, and if you honestly desire to do by him as you would have
him do by you, the commonplace dictates of justice, honesty, and
fairness will guide you in the just and impartial settlement of every
recurring problem of economic rewards and social justice.

21 ¶ “ 7. Except for the just and legitimate fees earned in admin-
istration, no man should lay personal claim to that wealth which
time and chancemay cause to fall into his hands. Accidental riches
should be regarded somewhat in the light of a trust to be expended
for the bene t of one’s social or economic group. e possessors
of such wealth should be accorded the major voice in the deter-
mination of the wise and effective distribution of such unearned
resources. Civilized man will not always look upon all that he con-
trols as his personal and private possession.
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22 ¶ “ 8. If any portion of your fortune has been knowingly de-
rived from fraud; if aught of your wealth has been accumulated by
dishonest practices or unfair methods; if your riches are the prod-
uct of unjust dealings with your fellows, make haste to restore all
these ill-gotten gains to the rightful owners. Make full amends and
thus cleanse your fortune of all dishonest riches.

23 ¶ “ 9. e trusteeship of thewealth of one person for the ben-
e t of others is a solemn and sacred responsibility. Do not hazard
or jeopardize such a trust. Take for yourself of any trust only that
which all honest men would allow.

24 ¶ “10. at part of your fortune which represents the earn-
ings of your own mental and physical efforts — if your work has
been done in fairness and equity — is truly your own. No man can
gainsay your right to hold and use such wealth as you may see t
provided your exercise of this right does not work harm upon your
fellows.”

25 ¶ When Jesus had nished counselling him, this wealthy Ro-
man arose from his couch and, in saying farewell for the night, de-
livered himself of this promise: “My good friend, I perceive you
are a man of great wisdom and goodness, and tomorrow I will be-
gin the administration of all my wealth in accordance with your
counsel.”

6. SOCIAL MINISTRY
1 Here in Rome also occurred that touching incident in which

the Creator of a universe spent several hours restoring a lost child
to his anxious mother. is little boy had wandered away from
his home, and Jesus found him crying in distress. He and Ganid
were on their way to the libraries, but they devoted themselves to
getting the child back home. Ganid never forgot Jesus’ comment:
“You know, Ganid, most human beings are like the lost child. ey
spend much of their time crying in fear and suffering in sorrow
when, in very truth, they are but a short distance from safety and
security, even as this child was only a little way from home. And all
those who know the way of truth and enjoy the assurance of know-
ing God should esteem it a privilege, not a duty, to offer guidance
to their fellows in their efforts to nd the satisfactions of living.
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Did we not supremely enjoy this ministry of restoring the child to
his mother? So do those who lead men to God experience the su-
preme satisfaction of human service.” And from that day forward,
for the remainder of his natural life, Ganid was continually on the
lookout for lost children whom he might restore to their homes.

2 ¶ ere was the widow with ve children whose husband had
been accidentally killed. Jesus told Ganid about the loss of his own
father by an accident, and they went repeatedly to comfort this
mother and her children, while Ganid sought money from his fa-
ther to provide food and clothing. ey did not cease their efforts
until they had found a position for the eldest boy so that he could
help in the care of the family.

3 ¶ at night, as Gonod listened to the recital of these expe-
riences, he said to Jesus, good-naturedly: “I propose to make a
scholar or a businessman of my son, and now you start out to
make a philosopher or philanthropist of him.” And Jesus smilingly
replied: “Perhaps we will make him all four; then can he enjoy a
fourfold satisfaction in life as his ear for the recognition of human
melody will be able to recognize four tones instead of one.” en
saidGonod: “I perceive that you really are a philosopher. Youmust
write a book for future generations.” And Jesus replied: “Not a
book — my mission is to live a life in this generation and for all
generations. I — ” but he stopped, saying to Ganid, “My son, it is
time to retire.”

7. TRIPS ABOUT ROME
1 Jesus, Gonod, and Ganid made ve trips away from Rome to

points of interest in the surrounding territory. On their visit to the
northern Italian lakes Jesus had the long talk with Ganid concern-
ing the impossibility of teaching a man about God if the man does
not desire to know God. ey had casually met a thoughtless pa-
ganwhile on their journey up to the lakes, andGanidwas surprised
that Jesus did not follow out his usual practice of enlisting the man
in conversation which would naturally lead up to the discussion of
spiritual questions. When Ganid asked his teacher why he evinced
so little interest in this pagan, Jesus answered:
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2 ¶ “Ganid, the man was not hungry for truth. He was not dis-
satis ed with himself. He was not ready to ask for help, and the
eyes of his mind were not open to receive light for the soul. at
man was not ripe for the harvest of salvation; he must be allowed
more time for the trials and difficulties of life to prepare him for the
reception of wisdom and higher learning. Or, if we could have him
live with us, we might by our lives show him the Father in heaven,
and thus would he become so attracted by our lives as sons of God
that he would be constrained to inquire about our Father. You can-
not reveal God to those who do not seek for him; you cannot lead
unwilling souls into the joys of salvation. Man must become hun-
gry for truth as a result of the experiences of living, or he must de-
sire to knowGod as the result of contactwith the lives of thosewho
are acquainted with the divine Father before another human being
can act as the means of leading such a fellow mortal to the Father
in heaven. If we know God, our real business on earth is so to live
as to permit the Father to reveal himself in our lives, and thus will
all God-seeking persons see the Father and ask for our help in nd-
ing out more about the God who in this manner nds expression
in our lives.”

3 ¶ It was on the visit to Switzerland, up in the mountains, that
Jesus had an all-day talk with both father and son about Buddhism.
Many times Ganid had asked Jesus direct questions about Buddha,
but he had always received more or less evasive replies. Now, in the
presence of the son, the father asked Jesus a direct question about
Buddha, and he received a direct reply. Said Gonod: “I would re-
ally like to know what you think of Buddha.” And Jesus answered:

4 “Your Buddha was much better than your Buddhism. Buddha
was a great man, even a prophet to his people, but he was an or-
phan prophet; by that I mean that he early lost sight of his spiritual
Father, the Father in heaven. His experience was tragic. He tried
to live and teach as a messenger of God, but without God. Buddha
guided his ship of salvation right up to the safe harbour, right up
to the entrance to the haven ofmortal salvation, and there, because
of faulty charts of navigation, the good ship ran aground. ere
it has rested these many generations, motionless and almost hope-
lessly stranded. And thereon have many of your people remained
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all these years. ey live within hailing distance of the safe waters
of rest, but they refuse to enter because the noble cra of the good
Buddhamet themisfortune of grounding just outside the harbour.
And the Buddhist peoples never will enter this harbour unless they
abandon the philosophic cra of their prophet and seize upon his
noble spirit. Had your people remained true to the spirit of Bud-
dha, you would have long since entered your haven of spirit tran-
quillity, soul rest, and assurance of salvation.

5 “You see, Gonod, Buddha knewGod in spirit but failed clearly
to discover him in mind; the Jews discovered God in mind but
largely failed to know him in spirit. Today, the Buddhists ounder
about in a philosophy without God, while my people are piteously
enslaved to the fear of aGodwithout a saving philosophy of life and
liberty. You have a philosophywithout aGod; the Jews have aGod
but are largely without a philosophy of living as related thereto.
Buddha, failing to envision God as a spirit and as a Father, failed
to provide in his teaching the moral energy and the spiritual driv-
ing power which a religionmust possess if it is to change a race and
exalt a nation.”

6 en exclaimed Ganid: “Teacher, let’s you and I make a new
religion, one good enough for India and big enough for Rome, and
maybe we can trade it to the Jews for Yahweh.” And Jesus replied:
“Ganid, religions are not made. e religions of men grow up over
long periods of time, while the revelations of God ash upon earth
in the lives of the men who reveal God to their fellows.” But they
did not comprehend the meaning of these prophetic words.

7 ¶ at night a er they had retired, Ganid could not sleep. He
talked a long time with his father and nally said, “You know, fa-
ther, I sometimes think Joshua is a prophet.” And his father only
sleepily replied, “My son, there are others — ”

8 From this day, for the remainder of his natural life, Ganid con-
tinued to evolve a religion of his own. He was mightily moved in
his own mind by Jesus’ broadmindedness, fairness, and tolerance.
In all their discussions of philosophy and religion this youth never
experienced feelings of resentment or reactions of antagonism.

9 ¶ What a scene for the celestial intelligences to behold, this
spectacle of the Indian lad proposing to the Creator of a universe
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that they make a new religion! And though the young man did
not know it, they were making a new and everlasting religion right
then and there — this new way of salvation, the revelation of God
to man through, and in, Jesus. at which the lad wanted most
to do he was unconsciously actually doing. And it was, and is,
ever thus. at which the enlightened and re ective human imag-
ination of spiritual teaching and leading wholeheartedly and un-
sel shly wants to do and be, becomes measurably creative in accor-
dance with the degree of mortal dedication to the divine doing of
the Father’s will. When man goes in partnership with God, great
things may, and do, happen.



PAPER №133
THE RETURN FROM ROME

Midwayer Commission

WHEN preparing to leave Rome, Jesus said good-bye to
none of his friends. e scribe of Damascus appeared
in Rome without announcement and disappeared in

likemanner. Itwas a full year before thosewhoknewand lovedhim
gave up hope of seeing him again. Before the end of the second year
small groups of thosewhohadknownhim found themselves drawn
together by their common interest in his teachings and through
mutual memory of their good times with him. And these small
groups of Stoics, Cynics, and mystery cultists continued to hold
these irregular and informal meetings right up to the time of the
appearance in Rome of the rst preachers of theChristian religion.

2 ¶ Gonod and Ganid had purchased so many things in Alexan-
dria and Rome that they sent all their belongings on ahead by pack
train to Tarentum, while the three travellers walked leisurely across
Italy over the great Appian Way. On this journey they encoun-
tered all sorts of human beings. Many noble Roman citizens and
Greek colonists lived along this road, but already the progeny of
great numbers of inferior slaves were beginning to make their ap-
pearance.

3 One day while resting at lunch, about halfway to Tarentum,
Ganid asked Jesus a direct question as to what he thought of India’s
caste system. Said Jesus: “ ough human beings differ in many
ways, the one from another, before God and in the spiritual world
all mortals stand on an equal footing. ere are only two groups
of mortals in the eyes of God: those who desire to do his will and
those who do not. As the universe looks upon an inhabited world,
it likewise discerns two great classes: those who know God and
those who do not. ose who cannot know God are reckoned
among the animals of any given realm. Mankind can appropriately
be divided into many classes in accordance with differing quali -
cations, as they may be viewed physically, mentally, socially, voca-
tionally, or morally, but as these different classes of mortals appear
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before the judgment bar of God, they stand on an equal footing;
God is truly no respecter of persons. Although you cannot escape
the recognition of differential human abilities and endowments in
matters intellectual, social, and moral, you should make no such
distinctions in the spiritual brotherhood of men when assembled
for worship in the presence of God.”

1. MERCY AND JUSTICE
1 A very interesting incident occurred one a ernoon by the

roadside as they neared Tarentum. ey observed a rough and bul-
lying youth brutally attacking a smaller lad. Jesus hastened to the
assistance of the assaulted youth, and when he had rescued him, he
tightly held on to the offender until the smaller lad had made his
escape. e moment Jesus released the little bully, Ganid pounced
upon the boy and began soundly to thrash him, and to Ganid’s
astonishment Jesus promptly interfered. A er he had restrained
Ganid and permitted the frightened boy to escape, the youngman,
as soon as he got his breath, excitedly exclaimed: “I cannot under-
stand you, Teacher. If mercy requires that you rescue the smaller
lad, does not justice demand the punishment of the larger and of-
fending youth?” In answering, Jesus said:

2 “Ganid, it is true, you do not understand. Mercyministry is al-
ways thework of the individual, but justice punishment is the func-
tion of the social, governmental, or universe administrative groups.
As an individual I am beholden to show mercy; I must go to the
rescue of the assaulted lad, and in all consistency I may employ suf-
cient force to restrain the aggressor. And that is just what I did.

I achieved the deliverance of the assaulted lad; that was the end of
mercy ministry. en I forcibly detained the aggressor a sufficient
length of time to enable theweaker party to the dispute tomake his
escape, a er which I withdrew from the affair. I did not proceed to
sit in judgment on the aggressor, thus to pass upon his motive —
to adjudicate all that entered into his attack upon his fellow—and
then undertake to execute the punishment which my mind might
dictate as just recompense for his wrongdoing. Ganid, mercy may
be lavish, but justice is precise. Cannot you discern that no two
persons are likely to agree as to the punishment which would sat-
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isfy the demands of justice? One would impose 40 lashes, another
20, while still another would advise solitary con nement as a just
punishment. Can you not see that on this world such responsibil-
ities had better rest upon the group or be administered by chosen
representatives of the group? In the universe, judgment is vested in
those who fully know the antecedents of all wrongdoing as well as
itsmotivation. In civilized society and in an organized universe the
administration of justice presupposes the passing of just sentence
consequent upon fair judgment, and such prerogatives are vested
in the juridical groups of the worlds and in the all-knowing admin-
istrators of the higher universes of all creation.”

3 For days they talked about this problem of manifesting mercy
and administering justice. And Ganid, at least to some extent, un-
derstood why Jesus would not engage in personal combat. But
Ganid asked one last question, to which he never received a fully
satisfactory answer; and that question was: “But, Teacher, if a
stronger and ill-tempered creature should attack you and threaten
to destroy you, what would you do? Would you make no effort to
defend yourself ?” Although Jesus could not fully and satisfactorily
answer the lad’s question, inasmuch as hewas notwilling to disclose
to him that he ( Jesus) was living on earth as the exempli cation of
the Paradise Father’s love to an onlooking universe, he did say this
much:

4 “Ganid, I can well understand how some of these problems
perplex you, and I will endeavour to answer your question. First,
in all attacks whichmight bemade uponmy person, I would deter-
mine whether or not the aggressor was a son of God—my brother
in the esh—and if I thought such a creature did not possessmoral
judgment and spiritual reason, I would unhesitatingly defend my-
self to the full capacity of my powers of resistance, regardless of
consequences to the attacker. But I would not thus assault a fel-
low man of sonship status, even in self-defence. at is, I would
not punish him in advance and without judgment for his assault
upon me. I would by every possible arti ce seek to prevent and
dissuade him from making such an attack and to mitigate it in case
of my failure to abort it. Ganid, I have absolute con dence in my
heavenly Father’s overcare; I am consecrated to doing thewill ofmy
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Father in heaven. I do not believe that real harm can befallme; I do
not believe that my lifework can really be jeopardized by anything
my enemies might wish to visit upon me, and surely we have no
violence to fear from our friends. I am absolutely assured that the
entire universe is friendly to me — this all-powerful truth I insist
on believing with a wholehearted trust in spite of all appearances
to the contrary.”

5 ButGanid was not fully satis ed. Many times they talked over
these matters, and Jesus told him some of his boyhood experiences
and also about Jacob the stonemason’s son. On learning how Jacob
appointed himself to defend Jesus, Ganid said: “Oh, I begin to see!
In the rst place very seldomwould any normal human being want
to attack such a kindly person as you, and even if anyone should
be so unthinking as to do such a thing, there is pretty sure to be
near at hand some othermortal whowill y to your assistance, even
as you always go to the rescue of any person you observe to be in
distress. In my heart, Teacher, I agree with you, but in my head I
still think that if I had been Jacob, I would have enjoyed punishing
those rude fellows who presumed to attack you just because they
thought you would not defend yourself. I presume you are fairly
safe in your journey through life since you spendmuch of your time
helping others and ministering to your fellows in distress — well,
most likely there’ll always be someone onhand todefend you.”And
Jesus replied: “ at test has not yet come,Ganid, andwhen it does,
we will have to abide by the Father’s will.” And that was about all
the lad could get his teacher to say on this difficult subject of self-
defence and nonresistance. On another occasion he did draw from
Jesus the opinion that organized society had every right to employ
force in the execution of its just mandates.

2. EMBARKING AT TARENTUM
1 While tarrying at the ship landing, waiting for the boat to un-

load cargo, the travellers observed a man mistreating his wife. As
was his custom, Jesus intervened in behalf of the person subjected
to attack. He stepped up behind the irate husband and, tapping
him gently on the shoulder, said: “My friend, may I speak with you
in private for a moment?” e angry man was nonplussed by such
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an approach and, a er a moment of embarrassing hesitation, stam-
mered out—“er—why—yes, what do youwantwithme?”When
Jesus had led him to one side, he said: “My friend, I perceive that
something terrible must have happened to you; I very much desire
that you tell me what could happen to such a strong man to lead
him to attack his wife, the mother of his children, and that right
out here before all eyes. I am sure youmust feel that you have some
good reason for this assault. What did the woman do to deserve
such treatment from her husband? As I look upon you, I think
I discern in your face the love of justice if not the desire to show
mercy. I venture to say that, if you found me out by the wayside,
attacked by robbers, you would unhesitatingly rush to my rescue.
I dare say you have done many such brave things in the course of
your life. Now, my friend, tell me what is the matter? Did the wo-
man do something wrong, or did you foolishly lose your head and
thoughtlessly assault her?” It was not so much what he said that
touched this man’s heart as the kindly look and the sympathetic
smile which Jesus bestowed upon him at the conclusion of his re-
marks. Said theman: “I perceive you are a priest of theCynics, and
I am thankful you restrainedme. Mywife has doneno greatwrong;
she is a good woman, but she irritates me by the manner in which
she picks on me in public, and I lose my temper. I am sorry for my
lack of self-control, and I promise to try to live up to my former
pledge to one of your brothers who taughtme the better waymany
years ago. I promise you.”

2 And then, in bidding him farewell, Jesus said: “My brother,
always remember that man has no rightful authority over woman
unless the woman has willingly and voluntarily given him such au-
thority. Your wife has engaged to go through life with you, to help
you ght its battles, and to assume the far greater share of the bur-
den of bearing and rearing your children; and in return for this
special service it is only fair that she receive from you that special
protection which man can give to woman as the partner who must
carry, bear, and nurture the children. e loving care and consider-
ationwhich aman is willing to bestow upon his wife and their chil-
dren are the measure of that man’s attainment of the higher levels
of creative and spiritual self-consciousness. Do you not know that
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men and women are partners with God in that they co-operate to
create beings who grow up to possess themselves of the potential of
immortal souls? e Father in heaven treats the Spirit Mother of
the children of the universe as one equal to himself. It is Godlike to
share your life and all that relates thereto on equal terms with the
mother partner who so fully shares with you that divine experience
of reproducing yourselves in the lives of your children. If you can
only love your children as God loves you, you will love and cherish
your wife as the Father in heaven honours and exalts the In nite
Spirit, the mother of all the spirit children of a vast universe.”

3 As they went on board the boat, they looked back upon the
scene of the teary-eyed couple standing in silent embrace. Having
heard the latter half of Jesus’message to theman,Gonodwas all day
occupied with meditations thereon, and he resolved to reorganize
his home when he returned to India.

4 e journey to Nicopolis was pleasant but slow as the wind
was not favourable. e three spent many hours recounting their
experiences in Rome and reminiscing about all that had happened
to them since they rst met in Jerusalem. Ganid was becoming im-
bued with the spirit of personal ministry. He began work on the
steward of the ship, but on the second day, when he got into deep
religious water, he called on Joshua to help him out.

5 ey spent several days at Nicopolis, the city which Augus-
tus had founded some 50 years before as the “city of victory” in
commemoration of the battle of Actium, this site being the land
whereon he camped with his army before the battle. ey lodged
in the home of one Jeramy, a Greek proselyte of the Jewish faith,
whom they had met on shipboard. e Apostle Paul spent all win-
ter with the son of Jeramy in the same house in the course of his
third missionary journey. From Nicopolis they sailed on the same
boat for Corinth, the capital of the Roman province of Achaia.

3. AT CORINTH
1 By the time they reached Corinth, Ganid was becoming very

much interested in the Jewish religion, and so it was not strange
that, one day as they passed the synagogue and saw the people go-
ing in, he requested Jesus to take him to the service. at day they
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heard a learned rabbi discourse on the “Destiny of Israel,” and a er
the service they met one Crispus, the chief ruler of this synagogue.
Many times they went back to the synagogue services, but chie y
to meet Crispus. Ganid grew to be very fond of Crispus, his wife,
and their family of ve children. He much enjoyed observing how
a Jew conducted his family life.

2 While Ganid studied family life, Jesus was teaching Crispus
the better ways of religious living. Jesus held more than 20 sessions
with this forward-looking Jew; and it is not surprising, years a er-
wards, when Paul was preaching in this very synagogue, and when
the Jews had rejected his message and had voted to forbid his fur-
ther preaching in the synagogue, and when he then went to the
gentiles, that Crispus with his entire family embraced the new reli-
gion, and that he became one of the chief supports of theChristian
church which Paul subsequently organized at Corinth.

3 During the 18 months Paul preached in Corinth, being later
joined by Silas and Timothy, he met many others who had been
taught by the “Jewish tutor of the son of an Indian merchant.”

4 At Corinth they met people of every race hailing from three
continents. Next to Alexandria and Rome, it was the most cos-
mopolitan city of the Mediterranean empire. ere was much to
attract one’s attention in this city, and Ganid never grew weary of
visiting the citadel which stood almost 600 m above the sea. He
also spent a great deal of his spare time about the synagogue and in
thehomeofCrispus. Hewas at rst shocked, and later on charmed,
by the status of woman in the Jewish home; it was a revelation to
this young Indian.

5 Jesus and Ganid were o en guests in another Jewish home,
that of Justus, a devout merchant, who lived alongside the syna-
gogue. And many times, subsequently, when the Apostle Paul so-
journed in this home, did he listen to the recounting of these visits
with the Indian lad and his Jewish tutor, while both Paul and Jus-
tuswonderedwhatever became of such awise and brilliantHebrew
teacher.

6 When in Rome, Ganid observed that Jesus refused to accom-
pany them to the public baths. Several times a erwards the young
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man sought to induce Jesus further to express himself in regard to
the relations of the sexes. ough he would answer the lad’s ques-
tions, he never seemed disposed to discuss these subjects at great
length. One evening as they strolled aboutCorinth out near where
the wall of the citadel ran down to the sea, they were accosted by
two public women. Ganid had imbibed the idea, and rightly, that
Jesus was a man of high ideals, and that he abhorred everything
which partook of uncleanness or savoured of evil; accordingly he
spoke sharply to these women and rudely motioned them away.
When Jesus saw this, he said to Ganid: “You mean well, but you
should not presume thus to speak to the children of God, even
though they chance to be his erring children. Who are we that we
should sit in judgment on these women? Do you happen to know
all of the circumstances which led them to resort to such methods
of obtaining a livelihood? Stop here with me while we talk about
thesematters.” e courtesanswere astonished atwhat he said even
more than was Ganid.

7 As they stood there in the moonlight, Jesus went on to say:
“ ere lives within every human mind a divine spirit, the gi of
the Father in heaven. is good spirit ever strives to lead us toGod,
to help us to nd God and to know God; but also within mortals
there are many natural physical tendencies which the Creator put
there to serve the well-being of the individual and the race. Now,
o entimes, men and women become confused in their efforts to
understand themselves and to grapple with the manifold difficul-
ties ofmaking a living in aworld so largely dominated by sel shness
and sin. I perceive, Ganid, that neither of these women is wilfully
wicked. I can tell by their faces that they have experienced much
sorrow; they have sufferedmuch at the hands of an apparently cruel
fate; they have not intentionally chosen this sort of life; they have,
in discouragement bordering on despair, surrendered to the pres-
sure of the hour and accepted this distasteful means of obtaining a
livelihood as the best way out of a situation that to them appeared
hopeless. Ganid, some people are really wicked at heart; they de-
liberately choose to do mean things, but, tell me, as you look into
these now tear-stained faces, do you see anything bad or wicked?”
And as Jesus paused for his reply, Ganid’s voice choked up as he
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stammered out his answer: “No, Teacher, I do not. And I apol-
ogize for my rudeness to them — I crave their forgiveness.” en
said Jesus: “And I bespeak for them that they have forgiven you as
I speak for my Father in heaven that he has forgiven them. Now all
of you come withme to a friend’s house where we will seek refresh-
ment and plan for the new and better life ahead.” Up to this time
the amazed women had not uttered a word; they looked at each
other and silently followed as the men led the way.

8 Imagine the surprise of Justus’ wife when, at this late hour, Je-
sus appearedwithGanid and these two strangers, saying: “Youwill
forgive us for coming at this hour, but Ganid and I desire a bite
to eat, and we would share it with these our new-found friends,
who are also in need of nourishment; and besides all this, we come
to you with the thought that you will be interested in counselling
with us as to the best way to help these women get a new start in
life. ey can tell you their story, but I surmise they have hadmuch
trouble, and their very presence here in your house testi es how
earnestly they crave to know good people, and how willingly they
will embrace the opportunity to show all the world — and even
the angels of heaven — what brave and noble women they can be-
come.”

9 When Martha, Justus’ wife, had spread the food on the table,
Jesus, taking unexpected leave of them, said: “As it is getting late,
and since the young man’s father will be awaiting us, we pray to
be excused while we leave you here together — three women —
the beloved children of the Most High. And I will pray for your
spiritual guidance while you make plans for a new and better life
on earth and eternal life in the great beyond.”

10 us did Jesus and Ganid take leave of the women. So far the
two courtesans had said nothing; likewise was Ganid speechless.
And for a few moments so was Martha, but presently she rose to
the occasion and did everything for these strangers that Jesus had
hoped for. e elder of these two women died a short time there-
a er, with bright hopes of eternal survival, and the youngerwoman
worked at Justus’ place of business and later became a lifelongmem-
ber of the rst Christian church in Corinth.
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11 Several times in the home ofCrispus, Jesus andGanidmet one
Gaius, who subsequently became a loyal supporter of Paul. Dur-
ing these two months in Corinth they held intimate conversations
with scores of worth-while individuals, and as a result of all these
apparently casual contacts more than half of the individuals so af-
fected became members of the subsequent Christian community.

12 WhenPaul rst went toCorinth, he had not intended tomake
a prolonged visit. But he did not know how well the Jewish tu-
tor had prepared the way for his labours. And further, he discov-
ered that great interest had already been aroused by Aquila and
Priscilla, Aquila beingoneof theCynicswithwhomJesus had come
in contact when in Rome. is couple were Jewish refugees from
Rome, and they quickly embraced Paul’s teachings. He lived with
them and worked with them, for they were also tentmakers. It
was because of these circumstances that Paul prolonged his stay in
Corinth.

4. PERSONAL WORK IN CORINTH
1 Jesus and Ganid had many more interesting experiences in

Corinth. ey had close converse with a great number of persons
who greatly pro ted by the instruction received from Jesus.

2 ¶ e miller he taught about grinding up the grains of truth
in the mill of living experience so as to render the difficult things
of divine life readily receivable by even the weak and feeble among
one’s fellow mortals. Said Jesus: “Give the milk of truth to those
who are babes in spiritual perception. In your living and loving
ministry serve spiritual food in attractive form and suited to the
capacity of receptivity of each of your inquirers.”

3 ¶ To the Roman centurion he said: “Render unto Caesar the
thingswhich areCaesar’s anduntoGod the thingswhich areGod’s.

e sincere service of God and the loyal service of Caesar do not
con ict unless Caesar should presume to arrogate to himself that
homage which alone can be claimed by Deity. Loyalty to God, if
you should come to knowhim, would render you all themore loyal
and faithful in your devotion to a worthy emperor.”

4 ¶ To the earnest leader of the Mithraic cult he said: “You do
well to seek for a religion of eternal salvation, but you err to go in
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quest of such a glorious truth among man-made mysteries and hu-
man philosophies. Know you not that themystery of eternal salva-
tion dwells within your own soul? Do you not know that the God
of heaven has sent his spirit to live within you, and that this spirit
will lead all truth-loving and God-serving mortals out of this life
and through the portals of death up to the eternal heights of light
where God waits to receive his children? And never forget: You
who know God are the sons of God if you truly yearn to be like
him.”

5 ¶ To the Epicurean teacher he said: “You do well to choose
the best and esteem the good, but are you wise when you fail to
discern the greater things of mortal life which are embodied in the
spirit realms derived from the realization of the presence of God in
the human heart? e great thing in all human experience is the
realization of knowing the God whose spirit lives within you and
seeks to lead you forth on that long and almost endless journey of
attaining the personal presence of our common Father, the God of
all creation, the Lord of universes.”

6 ¶ To the Greek contractor and builder he said: “My friend, as
you build the material structures of men, grow a spiritual charac-
ter in the similitude of the divine spirit within your soul. Do not
let your achievement as a temporal builder outrun your attainment
as a spiritual son of the kingdom of heaven. While you build the
mansions of time for another, neglect not to secure your title to the
mansions of eternity for yourself. Ever remember, there is a city
whose foundations are righteousness and truth, and whose builder
and maker is God.”

7 ¶ To the Roman judge he said: “As you judge men, remember
that you yourself will also some day come to judgment before the
bar of the Rulers of a universe. Judge justly, evenmercifully, even as
you shall someday thus cravemerciful consideration at thehands of
the Supreme Arbiter. Judge as you would be judged under similar
circumstances, thus being guided by the spirit of the law as well as
by its letter. And even as you accord justice dominated by fairness
in the light of the need of those who are brought before you, so
shall you have the right to expect justice tempered by mercy when
you sometime stand before the Judge of all the earth.”
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8 ¶ To themistress of theGreek inn he said: “Minister your hos-
pitality as one who entertains the children of the Most High. El-
evate the drudgery of your daily toil to the high levels of a ne art
through the increasing realization that you minister to God in the
persons whomhe indwells by his spirit which has descended to live
within the hearts of men, thereby seeking to transform their minds
and lead their souls to the knowledge of the Paradise Father of all
these bestowed gi s of the divine spirit.”

9 ¶ Jesus had many visits with a Chinese merchant. In saying
good-bye, he admonished him: “Worship only God, who is your
true spirit ancestor. Remember that the Father’s spirit ever lives
within you and always points your soul-direction heavenward. If
you follow the unconscious leadings of this immortal spirit, you
are certain to continue on in the upli ed way of nding God. And
when you do attain the Father in heaven, it will be because by seek-
ing himyouhave becomemore andmore like him. And so farewell,
Chang, but only for a season, for we shall meet again in the worlds
of light where the Father of spirit souls has provided many delight-
ful stopping-places for those who are Paradise-bound.”

10 ¶ To the traveller fromBritain he said: “My brother, I perceive
you are seeking for truth, and I suggest that the spirit of the Father
of all truthmay chance to dwell within you. Did you ever sincerely
endeavour to talk with the spirit of your own soul? Such a thing
is indeed difficult and seldom yields consciousness of success; but
every honest attempt of thematerialmind to communicatewith its
indwelling spirit meets with certain success, notwithstanding that
the majority of all such magni cent human experiences must long
remain as superconscious registrations in the souls of such God-
knowing mortals.”

11 ¶ To the runaway lad Jesus said: “Remember, there are two
things you cannot run away from — God and yourself. Wher-
ever you may go, you take with you yourself and the spirit of the
heavenly Father which lives within your heart. My son, stop trying
to deceive yourself; settle down to the courageous practice of fac-
ing the facts of life; lay rm hold on the assurances of sonship with
God and the certainty of eternal life, as I have instructed you. From
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this day on purpose to be a real man, a man determined to face life
bravely and intelligently.”

12 ¶ To the condemned criminal he said at the last hour: “My
brother, you have fallen on evil times. You lost your way; you be-
came entangled in the meshes of crime. From talking to you, I well
know you did not plan to do the thing which is about to cost you
your temporal life. But you did do this evil, and your fellows have
adjudged you guilty; they have determined that you shall die. You
or I may not deny the state this right of self-defence in the manner
of its own choosing. ere seems to be no way of humanly escap-
ing the penalty of your wrongdoing. Your fellows must judge you
by what you did, but there is a Judge to whom you may appeal for
forgiveness, and who will judge you by your real motives and bet-
ter intentions. You need not fear to meet the judgment of God if
your repentance is genuine and your faith sincere. e fact that
your error carries with it the death penalty imposed by man does
not prejudice the chance of your soul to obtain justice and enjoy
mercy before the heavenly courts.”

13 ¶ Jesus enjoyed many intimate talks with a large number of
hungry souls, toomany to nd aplace in this record. e three trav-
ellers enjoyed their sojourn in Corinth. Excepting Athens, which
wasmore renowned as an educational centre,Corinthwas themost
important city in Greece during these Roman times, and their two
months’ stay in this thriving commercial centre afforded opportu-
nity for all three of them to gain much valuable experience. eir
sojourn in this city was one of themost interesting of all their stops
on the way back from Rome.

14 Gonod had many interests in Corinth, but nally his business
was nished, and they prepared to sail for Athens. ey travelled
on a small boat which could be carried overland on a land track
from one of Corinth’s harbours to the other, a distance of 16 km.

5. AT ATHENS  DISCOURSE ON SCIENCE
1 ey shortly arrived at the olden centre of Greek science and

learning, and Ganid was thrilled with the thought of being in
Athens, of being in Greece, the cultural centre of the onetime
Alexandrian empire, which had extended its borders even to his
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own land of India. ere was little business to transact; so Gonod
spent most of his time with Jesus and Ganid, visiting the many
points of interest and listening to the interesting discussions of the
lad and his versatile teacher.

2 Agreat university still thrived inAthens, and the triomade fre-
quent visits to its halls of learning. Jesus andGanid had thoroughly
discussed the teachings of Plato when they attended the lectures in
the museum at Alexandria. ey all enjoyed the art of Greece, ex-
amples of which were still to be found here and there about the
city.

3 Both the father and the son greatly enjoyed the discussion on
science which Jesus had at their inn one evening with a Greek
philosopher. A er this pedant had talked for almost three hours,
and when he had nished his discourse, Jesus, in terms of modern
thought, said:

4 ¶ Scientists may some day measure the energy, or force mani-
festations, of gravitation, light, and electricity, but these same sci-
entists can never (scienti cally) tell you what these universe phe-
nomena are. Science deals with physical-energy activities; religion
dealswith eternal values. True philosophy grows out of thewisdom
which does its best to correlate these quantitative and qualitative
observations. ere always exists the danger that the purely physi-
cal scientist may become afflicted withmathematical pride and sta-
tistical egotism, not to mention spiritual blindness.

5 Logic is valid in the material world, and mathematics is reli-
able when limited in its application to physical things; but neither
is to be regarded as wholly dependable or infallible when applied
to life problems. Life embraces phenomena which are not wholly
material. Arithmetic says that, if one man could shear a sheep in
ten minutes, ten men could shear it in one minute. at is sound
mathematics, but it is not true, for the ten men could not so do it;
they would get in one another’s way so badly that the work would
be greatly delayed.

6 Mathematics asserts that, if one person stands for a certain unit
of intellectual and moral value, ten persons would stand for ten
times this value. But in dealing with human personality it would
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be nearer the truth to say that such a personality association is a
sum equal to the square of the number of personalities concerned
in the equation rather than the simple arithmetical sum. A social
group of human beings in co-ordinated working harmony stands
for a force far greater than the simple sum of its parts.

7 Quantity may be identi ed as a fact, thus becoming a scienti c
uniformity. Quality, being a matter of mind interpretation, rep-
resents an estimate of values, and must, therefore, remain an expe-
rience of the individual. When both science and religion become
less dogmatic and more tolerant of criticism, philosophy will then
begin to achieve unity in the intelligent comprehension of the uni-
verse.

8 ere is unity in the cosmic universe if you could only discern
its workings in actuality. e real universe is friendly to every child
of the eternal God. e real problem is: How can the nite mind
ofman achieve a logical, true, and corresponding unity of thought?

is universe-knowing state of mind can be had only by conceiv-
ing that the quantitative fact and the qualitative value have a com-
mon causation in the Paradise Father. Such a conception of reality
yields a broader insight into the purposeful unity of universe phe-
nomena; it even reveals a spiritual goal of progressive personality
achievement. And this is a concept of unity which can sense the
unchanging background of a living universe of continually chang-
ing impersonal relations and evolving personal relationships.

9 Matter and spirit and the state intervening between them are
three interrelated and interassociated levels of the true unity of the
real universe. Regardless of howdivergent the universe phenomena
of fact and value may appear to be, they are, a er all, uni ed in the
Supreme.

10 Reality of material existence attaches to unrecognized energy
as well as to visible matter. When the energies of the universe
are so slowed down that they acquire the requisite degree of mo-
tion, then, under favourable conditions, these same energies be-
come mass. And forget not, the mind which can alone perceive
the presence of apparent realities is itself also real. And the funda-
mental cause of this universe of energy-mass, mind, and spirit, is
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eternal — it exists and consists in the nature and reactions of the
Universal Father and his absolute co-ordinates.

11 ¶ ey were all more than astounded at the words of Jesus, and
when the Greek took leave of them, he said: “At last my eyes have
beheld a Jew who thinks something besides racial superiority and
talks something besides religion.” And they retired for the night.

12 e sojourn in Athens was pleasant and pro table, but it was
not particularly fruitful in its human contacts. Too many of the
Athenians of that day were either intellectually proud of their rep-
utation of another day or mentally stupid and ignorant, being the
offspring of the inferior slaves of those earlier periods when there
was glory in Greece and wisdom in the minds of its people. Even
then, there were still many keen minds to be found among the cit-
izens of Athens.

6. AT EPHESUS  DISCOURSE ON THE SOUL
1 On leaving Athens, the travellers went by way of Troas to Eph-

esus, the capital of the Roman province of Asia. ey made many
trips out to the famous temple of Artemis of the Ephesians, about
3 km from the city. Artemis was the most famous goddess of all
Asia Minor and a perpetuation of the still earlier mother goddess
of ancient Anatolian times. e crude idol exhibited in the enor-
mous temple dedicated to her worship was reputed to have fallen
from heaven. Not all of Ganid’s early training to respect images as
symbols of divinity had been eradicated, and he thought it best to
purchase a little silver shrine in honour of this fertility goddess of
Asia Minor. at night they talked at great length about the wor-
ship of things made with human hands.

2 On the third day of their stay they walked down by the river
to observe the dredging of the harbour’s mouth. At noon they
talked with a young Phoenician who was homesick and much dis-
couraged; but most of all he was envious of a certain young man
who had received promotion over his head. Jesus spoke comfort-
ing words to him and quoted the olden Hebrew proverb: “A man’s
gi makes room for him and brings him before great men.”

3 Of all the large cities they visited on this tour of the Mediter-
ranean, they here accomplished the least of value to the subsequent
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work of theChristianmissionaries. Christianity secured its start in
Ephesus largely through the efforts of Paul, who resided here more
than two years,making tents for a living and conducting lectures on
religion and philosophy each night in the main audience chamber
of the school of Tyrannus.

4 ere was a progressive thinker connected with this local
school of philosophy, and Jesus had several pro table sessions with
him. In the course of these talks Jesus had repeatedly used the
word “soul.” is learned Greek nally asked him what he meant
by “soul,” and he replied:

5 ¶ “ e soul is the self-re ective, truth-discerning, and spirit-
perceiving part of man which forever elevates the human being
above the level of the animal world. Self-consciousness, in and of
itself, is not the soul. Moral self-consciousness is true human self-
realization and constitutes the foundation of the human soul, and
the soul is that part of man which represents the potential survival
value of human experience. Moral choice and spiritual attainment,
the ability to know God and the urge to be like him, are the char-
acteristics of the soul. e soul of man cannot exist apart from
moral thinking and spiritual activity. A stagnant soul is a dying
soul. But the soul of man is distinct from the divine spirit which
dwells within the mind. e divine spirit arrives simultaneously
with the rst moral activity of the human mind, and that is the oc-
casion of the birth of the soul.

6 “ e saving or losing of a soul has to do with whether or not
the moral consciousness attains survival status through eternal al-
liance with its associated immortal spirit endowment. Salvation is
the spiritualization of the self-realization of the moral conscious-
ness, which thereby becomes possessed of survival value. All forms
of soul con ict consist in the lack of harmony between the moral,
or spiritual, self-consciousness and the purely intellectual self-con-
sciousness.

7 “ e human soul, when matured, ennobled, and spiritualized,
approaches the heavenly status in that it comes near to being an en-
tity intervening between thematerial and the spiritual, thematerial
self and the divine spirit. e evolving soul of a human being is dif-
cult of description and more difficult of demonstration because
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it is not discoverable by the methods of either material investiga-
tion or spiritual proving. Material science cannot demonstrate the
existence of a soul, neither can pure spirit-testing. Notwithstand-
ing the failure of both material science and spiritual standards to
discover the existence of the human soul, every morally conscious
mortal knows of the existence of his soul as a real and actual per-
sonal experience.”

7. THE SOJOURN AT CYPRUS  DISCOURSE ON
MIND

1 Shortly the travellers set sail for Cyprus, stopping at Rhodes.
ey enjoyed the long water voyage and arrived at their island des-

tination much rested in body and refreshed in spirit.
2 It was their plan to enjoy a period of real rest and play on this

visit to Cyprus as their tour of the Mediterranean was drawing to
a close. ey landed at Paphos and at once began the assembly of
supplies for their sojourn of several weeks in the near-by moun-
tains. On the third day a er their arrival they started for the hills
with their well-loaded pack animals.

3 For two weeks the trio greatly enjoyed themselves, and then,
without warning, young Ganid was suddenly taken grievously ill.
For two weeks he suffered from a raging fever, o entimes becom-
ing delirious; both Jesus and Gonod were kept busy attending the
sick boy. Jesus skillfully and tenderly cared for the lad, and the fa-
ther was amazed by both the gentleness and adeptness manifested
in all hisministry to the afflicted youth. ey were far fromhuman
habitations, and the boy was too ill to be moved; so they prepared
as best they could to nurse him back to health right there in the
mountains.

4 During Ganid’s convalescence of three weeks Jesus told him
many interesting things about nature and her various moods. And
what fun they had as they wandered over the mountains, the boy
asking questions, Jesus answering them, and the father marvelling
at the whole performance.

5 e last week of their sojourn in the mountains Jesus and
Ganid had a long talk on the functions of the human mind. Af-
ter several hours of discussion the lad asked this question: “But,
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Teacher, what do you mean when you say that man experiences
a higher form of self-consciousness than do the higher animals?”
And as restated in modern phraseology, Jesus answered:

6 ¶ My son, I have already told youmuch about themind ofman
and the divine spirit that lives therein, but now let me emphasize
that self-consciousness is a reality. When any animal becomes self-
conscious, it becomes a primitive man. Such an attainment results
from a co-ordination of function between impersonal energy and
spirit-conceiving mind, and it is this phenomenon which warrants
the bestowal of an absolute focal point for the human personality,
the spirit of the Father in heaven.

7 Ideas are not simply a record of sensations; ideas are sensations
plus the re ective interpretations of the personal self; and the self
is more than the sum of one’s sensations. ere begins to be some-
thing of an approach to unity in an evolving sel ood, and that
unity is derived from the indwelling presence of a part of absolute
unity which spiritually activates such a self-conscious animal-ori-
gin mind.

8 No mere animal could possess a time self-consciousness. Ani-
mals possess a physiological co-ordination of associated sensation-
recognition and memory thereof, but none experience a mean-
ingful recognition of sensation or exhibit a purposeful association
of these combined physical experiences such as is manifested in
the conclusions of intelligent and re ective human interpretations.
And this fact of self-conscious existence, associatedwith the reality
of his subsequent spiritual experience, constitutes man a potential
son of the universe and foreshadows his eventual attainment of the
Supreme Unity of the universe.

9 Neither is the human self merely the sum of the successive
states of consciousness. Without the effective functioning of a
consciousness sorter and associator there would not exist sufficient
unity to warrant the designation of a sel ood. Such an ununi ed
mind could hardly attain conscious levels of human status. If the
associations of consciousness were just an accident, theminds of all
menwould then exhibit the uncontrolled and random associations
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of certain phases of mental madness.˚
10 A human mind, built up solely out of the consciousness of

physical sensations, could never attain spiritual levels; this kind
of material mind would be utterly lacking in a sense of moral val-
ues and would be without a guiding sense of spiritual dominance
which is so essential to achieving harmonious personality unity in
time, andwhich is inseparable frompersonality survival in eternity.

11 e human mind early begins to manifest qualities which are
supermaterial; the truly re ective human intellect is not altogether
bound by the limits of time. at individuals so differ in their
life performances indicates, not only the varying endowments of
heredity and the different in uences of the environment, but also
the degree of uni cation with the indwelling spirit of the Father
which has been achieved by the self, the measure of the identi ca-
tion of the one with the other.

12 e humanmind does not well stand the con ict of double al-
legiance. It is a severe strain on the soul to undergo the experience
of an effort to serve both good and evil. e supremely happy and
efficiently uni edmind is the one wholly dedicated to the doing of
the will of the Father in heaven. Unresolved con icts destroy unity
and may terminate in mind disruption. But the survival character
of a soul is not fostered by attempting to secure peace of mind at
any price, by the surrender of noble aspirations, and by the com-
promise of spiritual ideals; rather is such peace attained by the stal-
wart assertion of the triumph of that which is true, and this victory
is achieved in the overcoming of evil with the potent force of good.

13 ¶ e next day they departed for Salamis, where they em-

7.9. …functioning of a consciousness sorter and associater… While the meaning of ‘as-
sociater’ is clear and that variant is found in a reference dating to 1616 in the OED, it is
probably the result of a keystroke error because the common form, ‘associator’, is the unan-
imous usage elsewhere in the text. [Unlike other archaic English words occasionally used
in e Urantia Book to convey unique meanings (e.g., inconcussible at 118:3.3 in the text)
the ancient word-form ‘associater’ did not convey a meaning distinct om ‘associator’ and
no such differentiation is apparent here.] e original spelling may have been caused by a
typist’s inadvertent repetition of the ‘er’ pattern om sorter, but in any case, the committee
chose to adopt the modern and consistently used form.
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barked for Antioch on the Syrian coast.

8. AT ANTIOCH
1 Antioch was the capital of the Roman province of Syria, and

here the imperial governor had his residence. Antioch had 500,000
inhabitants; it was the 3 city of the empire in size and the 1
in wickedness and agrant immorality. Gonod had considerable
business to transact; so Jesus and Ganid were much by themselves.

ey visited everything about this polyglot city except the grove of
Daphne. Gonod andGanid visited this notorious shrine of shame,
but Jesus declined to accompany them. Such scenes were not so
shocking to Indians, but they were repellent to an idealistic He-
brew.

2 Jesus became sober and re ective as he drew nearer Palestine
and the end of their journey. He visited with few people in Anti-
och; he seldom went about in the city. A er much questioning as
to why his teacher manifested so little interest in Antioch, Ganid
nally induced Jesus to say: “ is city is not far from Palestine;

maybe I shall come back here sometime.”

3 ¶ Ganid had a very interesting experience in Antioch. is
young man had proved himself an apt pupil and already had be-
gun to make practical use of some of Jesus’ teachings. ere was
a certain Indian connected with his father’s business in Antioch
who had become so unpleasant and disgruntled that his dismissal
had been considered. When Ganid heard this, he betook himself
to his father’s place of business and held a long conference with his
fellow countryman. is man felt he had been put at the wrong
job. Ganid told him about the Father in heaven and in many ways
expanded his views of religion. But of all that Ganid said, the quo-
tation of a Hebrew proverb did the most good, and that word of
wisdom was: “Whatsoever your hand nds to do, do that with all
your might.”

4 A er preparing their luggage for the camel caravan, they
passed on down to Sidon and thence over to Damascus, and af-
ter three days they made ready for the long trek across the desert
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sands.

9. IN MESOPOTAMIA
1 e caravan trip across the desert was not a new experience for

these much-travelled men. A er Ganid had watched his teacher
help with the loading of their 20 camels and observed him volun-
teer to drive their own animal, he exclaimed, “Teacher, is there any-
thing that you cannot do?” Jesus only smiled, saying, “ e teacher
surely is not without honour in the eyes of a diligent pupil.” And so
they set forth for the ancient city of Ur.

2 Jesus was much interested in the early history of Ur, the birth-
place of Abraham, and hewas equally fascinatedwith the ruins and
traditions of Susa, so much so that Gonod and Ganid extended
their stay in these parts three weeks in order to afford Jesus more
time to conduct his investigations and also to provide the better
opportunity to persuade him to go back to India with them.

3 It was atUr thatGanid had a long talk with Jesus regarding the
difference between knowledge, wisdom, and truth. And he was
greatly charmed with the saying of the Hebrew wise man: “Wis-
dom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom. With all your
quest for knowledge, get understanding. Exaltwisdomand shewill
promote you. She will bring you to honour if you will but embrace
her.”

4 ¶ At last the day came for the separation. ey were all brave,
especially the lad, but it was a trying ordeal. ey were tearful of
eye but courageous of heart. In bidding his teacher farewell, Ganid
said: “Farewell, Teacher, but not forever. When I come again to
Damascus, I will look for you. I love you, for I think the Father
in heaven must be something like you; at least I know you are
much like what you have told me about him. I will remember your
teaching, but most of all, I will never forget you.” Said the father,
“Farewell to a great teacher, onewhohasmade us better and helped
us to know God.” And Jesus replied, “Peace be upon you, and may
the blessing of the Father in heaven ever abide with you.” And Je-
sus stood on the shore and watched as the small boat carried them
out to their anchored ship. us the Master le his friends from
India at Charax, never to see them again in this world; nor were
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they, in this world, ever to know that the man who later appeared
as Jesus of Nazareth was this same friend they had just taken leave
of — Joshua their teacher.

5 In India, Ganid grew up to become an in uential man, a wor-
thy successor of his eminent father, and he spread abroad many
of the noble truths which he had learned from Jesus, his beloved
teacher. Later on in life, when Ganid heard of the strange teacher
in Palestine who terminated his career on a cross, though he recog-
nized the similarity between the gospel of this Son of Man and the
teachings of his Jewish tutor, it never occurred to him that these
two were actually the same person.

6 ¶ us ended that chapter in the life of the Son of Man which
might be termed: e mission of Joshua the teacher.
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Midwayer Commission

DURING the Mediterranean journey Jesus had carefully
studied the people he met and the countries through
which he passed, and at about this time he reached his

nal decision as to the remainder of his life on earth. He had fully
considered and now nally approved the plan which provided that
he be born of Jewish parents in Palestine, and he therefore deliber-
ately returned to Galilee to await the beginning of his lifework as
a public teacher of truth; he began to lay plans for a public career
in the land of his father Joseph’s people, and he did this of his own
free will.

2 Jesus had found out through personal and human experience
that Palestine was the best place in all the Romanworld wherein to
set forth the closing chapters, and to enact the nal scenes, of his
life on earth. For the rst time he became fully satis ed with the
program of openly manifesting his true nature and of revealing his
divine identity among the Jews and gentiles of his native Palestine.
He de nitely decided to nish his life on earth and to complete
his career of mortal existence in the same land in which he entered
the human experience as a helpless babe. His Urantia career began
among the Jews in Palestine, and he chose to terminate his life in
Palestine and among the Jews.

1. THE THIRTIETH YEAR A.D. 24
1 A er taking leave of Gonod and Ganid at Charax (in Decem-

ber of A.D. 23), Jesus returned by way of Ur to Babylon, where he
joined a desert caravan that was on its way to Damascus. From
Damascus he went to Nazareth, stopping only a few hours at Ca-
pernaum, where he paused to call on Zebedee’s family. ere he
met his brother James, who had sometime previously come over to
work in his place in Zebedee’s boatshop. A er talking with James
and Jude (who also chanced to be inCapernaum) and a er turning
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over to his brother James the little house which John Zebedee had
managed to buy, Jesus went on to Nazareth.

2 At the endof hisMediterranean journey Jesus had received suf-
cient money to meet his living expenses almost up to the time of

the beginning of his public ministry. But aside from Zebedee of
Capernaum and the people whom he met on this extraordinary
trip, the world never knew that he made this journey. His family
always believed that he spent this time in study at Alexandria. Jesus
never con rmed these beliefs, neither did he make open denial of
such misunderstandings.

3 During his stay of a few weeks at Nazareth, Jesus visited with
his family and friends, spent some time at the repair shop with
his brother Joseph, but devoted most of his attention to Mary and
Ruth. Ruthwas thennearly 15 years old, and thiswas Jesus’ rst op-
portunity to have long talks with her since she had become a young
woman.

4 Both Simon and Jude had for some time wanted to get mar-
ried, but they had disliked to do this without Jesus’ consent; ac-
cordingly they had postponed these events, hoping for their eldest
brother’s return. ough they all regarded James as the head of
the family in most matters, when it came to getting married, they
wanted the blessing of Jesus. So Simon and Jude were married at a
double wedding in early March of this year, A.D. 24. All the older
children were now married; only Ruth, the youngest, remained at
home with Mary.

5 Jesus visited with the individual members of his family quite
normally and naturally, but when they were all together, he had so
little to say that they remarked about it among themselves. Mary
especially was disconcerted by this unusually peculiar behaviour of
her rst-born son.

6 About the time Jesus was preparing to leaveNazareth, the con-
ductor of a large caravan which was passing through the city was
taken violently ill, and Jesus, being a linguist, volunteered to take
his place. Since this trip would necessitate his absence for a year,
and inasmuch as all his brothers were married and his mother was
living at homewith Ruth, Jesus called a family conference at which
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he proposed that his mother and Ruth go to Capernaum to live in
the home which he had so recently given to James. Accordingly, a
few days a er Jesus le with the caravan, Mary and Ruth moved to
Capernaum, where they lived for the rest ofMary’s life in the home
that Jesus had provided. Joseph and his family moved into the old
Nazareth home.

7 is was one of themore unusual years in the inner experience
of the Son of Man; great progress was made in effecting working
harmony between his human mind and the indwelling Adjuster.

e Adjuster had been actively engaged in reorganizing the think-
ing and in rehearsing the mind for the great events which were in
the not then distant future. e personality of Jesus was prepar-
ing for his great change in attitude toward the world. ese were
the in-between times, the transition stage of that being who began
life as God appearing as man, and who was now making ready to
complete his earth career as man appearing as God.

2. THE CARAVAN TRIP TO THE CASPIAN
1 It was the rst of April, A.D. 24, when Jesus le Nazareth on

the caravan trip to theCaspian Sea region. e caravanwhich Jesus
joined as its conductor was going from Jerusalem by way of Dam-
ascus and Lake Urmia through Assyria, Media, and Parthia to the
south-eastern Caspian Sea region. It was a full year before he re-
turned from this journey.

2 For Jesus this caravan trip was another adventure of explo-
ration and personal ministry. He had an interesting experience
with his caravan family — passengers, guards, and camel drivers.
Scores of men, women, and children residing along the route fol-
lowed by the caravan lived richer lives as a result of their contact
with Jesus, to them, the extraordinary conductor of a common-
place caravan. Not all who enjoyed these occasions of his personal
ministry pro ted thereby, but the vast majority of those who met
and talked with him were made better for the remainder of their
natural lives.

3 Of all his world travels this Caspian Sea trip carried Jesus near-
est to the Orient and enabled him to gain a better understanding
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of the Far-Eastern peoples. He made intimate and personal con-
tact with every one of the surviving races of Urantia excepting the
red. He equally enjoyed his personal ministry to each of these var-
ied races and blended peoples, and all of themwere receptive to the
living truth which he brought them. e Europeans from the Far
West and the Asiatics from the Far East alike gave attention to his
words of hope and eternal life and were equally in uenced by the
life of loving service and spiritual ministry which he so graciously
lived among them.

4 ¶ e caravan trip was successful in every way. is was a most
interesting episode in the human life of Jesus, for he functioned
during this year in an executive capacity, being responsible for the
material intrusted to his charge and for the safe conduct of the trav-
ellers making up the caravan party. And he most faithfully, effi-
ciently, and wisely discharged his multiple duties.

5 On the return from the Caspian region, Jesus gave up the di-
rection of the caravan at Lake Urmia, where he tarried for slightly
over two weeks. He returned as a passenger with a later caravan to
Damascus, where the owners of the camels besought him to remain
in their service. Declining this offer, he journeyed on with the car-
avan train to Capernaum, arriving the rst of April, A.D. 25. No
longer did he regard Nazareth as his home. Capernaum had be-
come the home of Jesus, James, Mary, and Ruth. But Jesus never
again lived with his family; when inCapernaumhemade his home
with the Zebedees.

3. THE URMIA LECTURES
1 On the way to the Caspian Sea, Jesus had stopped several days

for rest and recuperation at the old Persian city of Urmia on the
western shores of Lake Urmia. On the largest of a group of islands
situated a short distance offshore near Urmia was located a large
building — a lecture amphitheatre — dedicated to the “spirit of
religion.” is structure was really a temple of the philosophy of
religions.

2 is temple of religion had been built by a wealthy merchant
citizen ofUrmia andhis three sons. ismanwasCymboyton, and
he numbered among his ancestors many diverse peoples.
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3 e lectures and discussions in this school of religion began at
10:00 every morning in the week. e a ernoon sessions started
at 15:00, and the evening debates opened at 20:00. Cymboyton or
one of his 3 sons always presided at these sessions of teaching, dis-
cussion, and debate. e founder of this unique school of religions
lived and died without ever revealing his personal religious beliefs.

4 On several occasions Jesus participated in these discussions,
and before he le Urmia, Cymboyton arranged with Jesus to so-
journ with them for 2 weeks on his return trip and give 24 lectures
on “ e Brotherhood ofMen,” and to conduct 12 evening sessions
of questions, discussions, and debates on his lectures in particular
and on the brotherhood of men in general.

5 In accordance with this arrangement, Jesus stopped off on the
return trip and delivered these lectures. is was the most system-
atic and formal of all the Master’s teaching on Urantia. Never be-
fore or a er did he say so much on one subject as was contained in
these lectures and discussions on the brotherhood of men. In re-
ality these lectures were on the “Kingdom of God” and the “King-
doms of Men.”

6 More than 30 religions and religious cults were represented on
the faculty of this temple of religious philosophy. ese teachers
were chosen, supported, and fully accredited by their respective re-
ligious groups. At this time therewere about 75 teachers on the fac-
ulty, and they lived in cottages each accommodating about a dozen
persons. Every newmoon these groupswere changed by the casting
of lots. Intolerance, a contentious spirit, or any other disposition to
interfere with the smooth running of the community would bring
about the prompt and summary dismissal of the offending teacher.
Hewould be unceremoniously dismissed, and his alternate inwait-
ing would be immediately installed in his place.

7 ese teachers of the various religions made a great effort to
show how similar their religions were in regard to the fundamental
things of this life and the next. ere was but one doctrine which
had to be accepted in order to gain a seat on this faculty — every
teacher must represent a religion which recognized God — some
sort of supremeDeity. ere were ve independent teachers on the
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faculty who did not represent any organized religion, and it was as
such an independent teacher that Jesus appeared before them.

8 ¶ [When we, the midwayers, rst prepared the summary of Je-
sus’ teachings atUrmia, there arose a disagreement between the ser-
aphim of the churches and the seraphim of progress as to the wis-
dom of including these teachings in the Urantia Revelation. Con-
ditions of the XX century, prevailing in both religion and human
governments, are so different from those prevailing in Jesus’ day
that it was indeed difficult to adapt the Master’s teachings at Ur-
mia to the problems of the kingdom of God and the kingdoms of
men as these world functions are existent in the XX century. We
were never able to formulate a statement of the Master’s teachings
which was acceptable to both groups of these seraphim of plane-
tary government. Finally, the Melchizedek chairman of the revela-
tory commission appointed a commission of three of our number
to prepare our view of the Master’s Urmia teachings as adapted to
XX century religious and political conditions onUrantia. Accord-
ingly, we three secondary midwayers completed such an adapta-
tion of Jesus’ teachings, restating his pronouncements as we would
apply them to present-day world conditions, and we now present
these statements as they stand a er having been edited by the Mel-
chizedek chairman of the revelatory commission.]

4. SOVEREIGNTY  DIVINE AND HUMAN
1 e brotherhood ofmen is founded on the fatherhood ofGod.
e family of God is derived from the love of God — God is love.

God the Father divinely loves his children, all of them.
2 e kingdom of heaven, the divine government, is founded on

the fact of divine sovereignty — God is spirit. Since God is spirit,
this kingdom is spiritual. e kingdom of heaven is neither ma-
terial nor merely intellectual; it is a spiritual relationship between
God and man.

3 If different religions recognize the spirit sovereignty of God
the Father, then will all such religions remain at peace. Only when
one religion assumes that it is in some way superior to all others,
and that it possesses exclusive authority over other religions, will
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such a religion presume to be intolerant of other religions or dare
to persecute other religious believers.

4 Religious peace — brotherhood — can never exist unless all
religions are willing to completely divest themselves of all ecclesi-
astical authority and fully surrender all concept of spiritual sover-
eignty. God alone is spirit sovereign.

5 You cannot have equality among religions (religious liberty)
without having religious wars unless all religions consent to the
transfer of all religious sovereignty to some superhuman level, to
God himself.

6 e kingdom of heaven in the hearts of men will create reli-
gious unity (not necessarily uniformity) because any and all reli-
gious groups composed of such religious believers will be free from
all notions of ecclesiastical authority — religious sovereignty.

7 God is spirit, andGodgives a fragment of his spirit self to dwell
in the heart of man. Spiritually, all men are equal. e kingdom
of heaven is free from castes, classes, social levels, and economic
groups. You are all brethren.

8 But themoment you lose sight of the spirit sovereignty of God
theFather, someone religionwill begin to assert its superiority over
other religions; and then, instead of peace on earth and good will
among men, there will start dissensions, recriminations, even reli-
gious wars, at least wars among religionists.

9 Freewill beings who regard themselves as equals, unless they
mutually acknowledge themselves as subject to some supersover-
eignty, some authority over and above themselves, sooner or later
are tempted to try out their ability to gainpower and authority over
other persons and groups. e concept of equality never brings
peace except in themutual recognition of some overcontrolling in-
uence of supersovereignty.
10 eUrmia religionists lived together in comparative peace and

tranquillity because they had fully surrendered all their notions of
religious sovereignty. Spiritually, they all believed in a sovereign
God; socially, full and unchallengeable authority rested in their
presiding head — Cymboyton. ey well knew what would hap-
pen to any teacher who assumed to lord it over his fellow teach-
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ers. ere can be no lasting religious peace on Urantia until all re-
ligious groups freely surrender all their notions of divine favour,
chosen people, and religious sovereignty. Only when God the Fa-
ther becomes supreme will men become religious brothers and live
together in religious peace on earth.

5. POLITICAL SOVEREIGNTY
1 [While the Master’s teaching concerning the sovereignty of

God is a truth — only complicated by the subsequent appearance
of the religion about him among the world’s religions — his pre-
sentations concerning political sovereignty are vastly complicated
by the political evolution of nation life during the last 1900 years
and more. In the times of Jesus there were only two great world
powers — the Roman Empire in the West and the Han Empire in
the East — and these were widely separated by the Parthian king-
dom and other intervening lands of the Caspian and Turkestan re-
gions. We have, therefore, in the following presentation departed
more widely from the substance of the Master’s teachings at Ur-
mia concerning political sovereignty, at the same time attempting
to depict the import of such teachings as they are applicable to the
peculiarly critical stage of the evolution of political sovereignty in
the XX century a er Christ.]

2 ¶ War on Urantia will never end so long as nations cling to the
illusive notions of unlimited national sovereignty. ere are only
two levels of relative sovereignty on an inhabited world: the spiri-
tual free will of the individualmortal and the collective sovereignty
of mankind as a whole. Between the level of the individual human
being and the level of the total of mankind, all groupings and asso-
ciations are relative, transitory, and of value only in so far as they
enhance the welfare, well-being, and progress of the individual and
the planetary grand total — man and mankind.

3 Religious teachers must always remember that the spiritual
sovereignty of God overrides all intervening and intermediate spir-
itual loyalties. Someday civil rulers will learn that the Most Highs
rule in the kingdoms of men.

4 is rule of the Most Highs in the kingdoms of men is not
for the especial bene t of any especially favoured group ofmortals.
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ere is no such thing as a “chosen people.” e rule of the Most
Highs, the overcontrollers of political evolution, is a rule designed
to foster the greatest good to the greatest number of all men and
for the greatest length of time.

5 Sovereignty is power and it grows by organization. is
growth of the organization of political power is good and proper,
for it tends to encompass ever-widening segments of the total of
mankind. But this same growth of political organizations creates a
problem at every intervening stage between the initial and natural
organization of political power — the family — and the nal con-
summation of political growth — the government of all mankind,
by all mankind, and for all mankind.

6 Starting out with parental power in the family group, polit-
ical sovereignty evolves by organization as families overlap into
consanguineous clans which become united, for various reasons,
into tribal units — superconsanguineous political groupings. And
then, by trade, commerce, and conquest, tribes become uni ed as
a nation, while nations themselves sometimes become uni ed by
empire.

7 As sovereignty passes from smaller groups to larger groups,
wars are lessened. at is, minor wars between smaller nations
are lessened, but the potential for greater wars is increased as the
nations wielding sovereignty become larger and larger. Presently,
when all the world has been explored and occupied, when nations
are few, strong, andpowerful, when these great and supposedly sov-
ereign nations come to touch borders, when only oceans separate
them, then will the stage be set for major wars, world-wide con-
icts. So-called sovereign nations cannot rub elbows without gen-

erating con icts and eventuating wars.
8 e difficulty in the evolution of political sovereignty from the

family to all mankind, lies in the inertia-resistance exhibited on all
intervening levels. Families have, on occasion, de ed their clan,
while clans and tribes have o en been subversive of the sovereignty
of the territorial state. Each new and forward evolution of politi-
cal sovereignty is (and has always been) embarrassed and hampered
by the “scaffolding stages” of the previous developments in political
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organization. And this is true because human loyalties, once mo-
bilized, are hard to change. e same loyalty which makes possible
the evolution of the tribe, makes difficult the evolution of the su-
pertribe — the territorial state. And the same loyalty (patriotism)
which makes possible the evolution of the territorial state, vastly
complicates the evolutionary development of the government of
all mankind.

9 Political sovereignty is created out of the surrender of self-de-
terminism, rst by the individual within the family and then by the
families and clans in relation to the tribe and larger groupings. is
progressive transfer of self-determination from the smaller to ever
larger political organizations has generally proceeded unabated in
the East since the establishment of the Ming and the Mogul dy-
nasties. In the West it obtained for more than 1,000 years right
on down to the end of the World War, when an unfortunate retro-
grade movement temporarily reversed this normal trend by re-es-
tablishing the submerged political sovereignty of numerous small
groups in Europe.

10 Urantia will not enjoy lasting peace until the so-called sover-
eign nations intelligently and fully surrender their sovereign pow-
ers into the hands of the brotherhood of men — mankind gov-
ernment. Internationalism — Leagues of Nations — can never
bring permanent peace to mankind. World-wide confederations
of nations will effectively prevent minor wars and acceptably con-
trol the smaller nations, but they will not prevent world wars nor
control the three, four, or ve most powerful governments. In the
face of real con icts, one of these world powers will withdraw from
the League and declare war. You cannot prevent nations going to
war as long as they remain infected with the delusional virus of na-
tional sovereignty. Internationalism is a step in the right direction.
An international police force will prevent many minor wars, but
it will not be effective in preventing major wars, con icts between
the great military governments of earth.

11 As the number of truly sovereign nations (great powers) de-
creases, so do both opportunity and need formankind government
increase. When there are only a few really sovereign (great) pow-
ers, either they must embark on the life and death struggle for na-
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tional (imperial) supremacy, or else, by voluntary surrender of cer-
tain prerogatives of sovereignty, they must create the essential nu-
cleus of supernational power which will serve as the beginning of
the real sovereignty of all mankind.

12 ¶ Peace will not come to Urantia until every so-called sover-
eign nation surrenders its power to make war into the hands of a
representative government of all mankind. Political sovereignty
is innate with the peoples of the world. When all the peoples of
Urantia create a world government, they have the right and the
power to make such a government SOVEREIGN; and when such
a representative or democratic world power controls the world’s
land, air, and naval forces, peace on earth and goodwill amongmen
can prevail — but not until then.

13 To use an important XIX and XX century illustration: e
48 states of the American Federal Union have long enjoyed peace.

ey have nomore wars among themselves. ey have surrendered
their sovereignty to the federal government, and through the ar-
bitrament of war, they have abandoned all claims to the delusions
of self-determination. While each state regulates its internal af-
fairs, it is not concerned with foreign relations, tariffs, immigra-
tion, military affairs, or interstate commerce. Neither do the indi-
vidual states concern themselves with matters of citizenship. e
48 states suffer the ravages of war only when the federal govern-
ment’s sovereignty is in some way jeopardized.

14 ¶ ese 48 states, having abandoned the twin sophistries of
sovereignty and self-determination, enjoy interstate peace and
tranquillity. So will the nations of Urantia begin to enjoy peace
when they freely surrender their respective sovereignties into the
hands of a global government — the sovereignty of the brother-
hood of men. In this world state the small nations will be as pow-
erful as the great, even as the small state of Rhode Island has its two
senators in the American Congress just the same as the populous
state of New York or the large state of Texas.

15 e limited (state) sovereignty of these 48 states was created
by men and for men. e superstate (national) sovereignty of the
American Federal Union was created by the original 13 of these
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states for their own bene t and for the bene t of men. Some-
time the supernational sovereignty of the planetary government of
mankind will be similarly created by nations for their own bene t
and for the bene t of all men.

16 Citizens are not born for the bene t of governments; govern-
ments are organizations created and devised for the bene t ofmen.

ere can be no end to the evolution of political sovereignty short
of the appearance of the government of the sovereignty of all men.
All other sovereignties are relative in value, intermediate in mean-
ing, and subordinate in status.

17 With scienti c progress, wars are going to become more and
more devastating until they become almost racially suicidal. How
many world wars must be fought and how many leagues of nations
must fail before men will be willing to establish the government of
mankind and begin to enjoy the blessings of permanent peace and
thrive on the tranquillity of good will — world-wide good will —
among men?

6. LAW, LIBERTY, AND SOVEREIGNTY
1 If one man craves freedom — liberty — he must remember

that all other men long for the same freedom. Groups of such lib-
erty-loving mortals cannot live together in peace without becom-
ing subservient to such laws, rules, and regulations as will grant
eachperson the samedegree of freedomwhile at the same time safe-
guarding an equal degree of freedom for all of his fellowmortals. If
one man is to be absolutely free, then another must become an ab-
solute slave. And the relative nature of freedom is true socially, eco-
nomically, and politically. Freedom is the gi of civilization made
possible by the enforcement of LAW.

2 Religion makes it spiritually possible to realize the brother-
hood of men, but it will require mankind government to regulate
the social, economic, and political problems associated with such a
goal of human happiness and efficiency.

3 ere shall be wars and rumours of wars — nation will rise
against nation — just as long as the world’s political sovereignty
is divided up and unjustly held by a group of nation-states. Eng-
land, Scotland, and Wales were always ghting each other until
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they gave up their respective sovereignties, reposing them in the
United Kingdom.

4 Another world war will teach the so-called sovereign nations
to form some sort of federation, thus creating the machinery for
preventing small wars, wars between the lesser nations. But global
wars will go on until the government ofmankind is created. Global
sovereignty will prevent global wars — nothing else can.

5 e 48 American free states live together in peace. ere are
among the citizens of these 48 states all of the various nationalities
and races that live in the ever-warring nations of Europe. ese
Americans represent almost all the religions and religious sects and
cults of the whole wide world, and yet here in North America they
live together in peace. And all this is made possible because these
48 states have surrendered their sovereignty and have abandoned
all notions of the supposed rights of self-determination.

6 It is not a question of armaments or disarmament. Neither
does the question of conscription or voluntary military service en-
ter into these problems of maintaining world-wide peace. If you
take every form of modern mechanical armaments and all types
of explosives away from strong nations, they will ght with sts,
stones, and clubs as long as they cling to their delusions of the di-
vine right of national sovereignty.

7 War is not man’s great and terrible disease; war is a symptom,
a result. e real disease is the virus of national sovereignty.

8 Urantia nations havenot possessed real sovereignty; theynever
have had a sovereignty which could protect them from the rav-
ages and devastations of world wars. In the creation of the global
government of mankind, the nations are not giving up sovereignty
so much as they are actually creating a real, bona de, and lasting
world sovereignty which will henceforth be fully able to protect
them from all war. Local affairs will be handled by local govern-
ments; national affairs, by national governments; international af-
fairs will be administered by global government.

9 World peace cannot bemaintained by treaties, diplomacy, for-
eign policies, alliances, balances of power, or any other type of
makeshi juggling with the sovereignties of nationalism. World
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law must come into being and must be enforced by world govern-
ment — the sovereignty of all mankind.

10 e individual will enjoy far more liberty under world govern-
ment. Today, the citizens of the great powers are taxed, regulated,
and controlled almost oppressively, and much of this present in-
terference with individual liberties will vanish when the national
governments are willing to trustee their sovereignty as regards in-
ternational affairs into the hands of global government.

11 Under global government the national groups will be afforded
a real opportunity to realize and enjoy the personal liberties of gen-
uine democracy. e fallacy of self-determination will be ended.
With global regulation of money and trade will come the new era
of world-wide peace. Soonmay a global language evolve, and there
will be at least some hope of sometime having a global religion —
or religions with a global viewpoint.

12 Collective security will never afford peace until the collectivity
includes all mankind.

13 e political sovereignty of representative mankind govern-
ment will bring lasting peace on earth, and the spiritual brother-
hood of man will forever ensure good will among all men. And
there is no other way whereby peace on earth and good will among
men can be realized.

* * * * *

14 A er the death of Cymboyton, his sons encountered great dif-
culties in maintaining a peaceful faculty. e repercussions of Je-

sus’ teachings would have been much greater if the later Christian
teachers who joined theUrmia faculty had exhibitedmorewisdom
and exercised more tolerance.

15 Cymboyton’s eldest son had appealed toAbner at Philadelphia
for help, but Abner’s choice of teachers was most unfortunate in
that they turned out to be unyielding and uncompromising. ese
teachers sought tomake their religion dominant over the other be-
liefs. ey never suspected that the o -referred-to lectures of the
caravan conductor had been delivered by Jesus himself.
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16 As confusion increased in the faculty, the three brothers with-
drew their nancial support, and a er ve years the school closed.
Later it was reopened as a Mithraic temple and eventually burned
down in connection with one of their orgiastic celebrations.

7. THE THIRTYFIRST YEAR A.D. 25
1 When Jesus returned from the journey to the Caspian Sea, he

knew that his world travels were about nished. Hemade only one
more trip outside of Palestine, and that was into Syria. A er a brief
visit to Capernaum, he went to Nazareth, stopping over a few days
to visit. In the middle of April he le Nazareth for Tyre. From
there he journeyed on north, tarrying for a few days at Sidon, but
his destination was Antioch.

2 is is the year of Jesus’ solitary wanderings through Palestine
and Syria. roughout this year of travel he was known by vari-
ous names in different parts of the country: the carpenter of Naza-
reth, the boatbuilder of Capernaum, the scribe of Damascus, and
the teacher of Alexandria.

3 At Antioch the Son of Man lived for over two months, work-
ing, observing, studying, visiting, ministering, and all the while
learning how man lives, how he thinks, feels, and reacts to the en-
vironment of human existence. For three weeks of this period he
worked as a tentmaker. He remained longer in Antioch than at any
other place he visited on this trip. 10 years later, when the Apos-
tle Paul was preaching in Antioch and heard his followers speak of
the doctrines of the Damascus scribe, he little knew that his pupils
had heard the voice, and listened to the teachings, of the Master
himself.

4 From Antioch Jesus journeyed south along the coast to Cae-
sarea, where he tarried for a few weeks, continuing down the coast
to Joppa. From Joppa he travelled inland to Jamnia, Ashdod, and
Gaza. From Gaza he took the inland trail to Beersheba, where he
remained for a week.

5 Jesus then started on his nal tour, as a private individual,
through the heart of Palestine, going from Beersheba in the south
toDan in the north. On this journey northward he stopped atHe-
bron, Bethlehem (where he saw his birthplace), Jerusalem (he did
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not visit Bethany), Beeroth, Lebonah, Sychar, Shechem, Samaria,
Geba, En-Gannim, Endor, Madon; passing through Magdala and
Capernaum, he journeyed on north; and passing east of theWaters
of Merom, he went by Karahta to Dan, or Caesarea-Philippi.

6 e indwelling ought Adjuster now led Jesus to forsake the
dwelling places of men and betake himself up to Mount Hermon
that he might nish his work of mastering his human mind and
complete the task of effectinghis full consecration to the remainder
of his lifework on earth.

7 is was one of those unusual and extraordinary epochs in the
Master’s earth life on Urantia. Another and very similar one was
the experience he passed through when alone in the hills near Pella
just subsequent to his baptism. is period of isolation on Mount
Hermon marked the termination of his purely human career, that
is, the technical termination of themortal bestowal, while the later
isolationmarked the beginning of the more divine phase of the be-
stowal. And Jesus lived alone with God for six weeks on the slopes
of Mount Hermon.

8. THE SOJOURN ON MOUNT HERMON
1 A er spending some time in the vicinity of Caesarea-Philippi,

Jesus made ready his supplies, and securing a beast of burden and
a lad named Tiglath, he proceeded along the Damascus road to a
village sometimeknown asBeit Jenn in the foothills ofMountHer-
mon. Here, near the middle of August, A.D. 25, he established his
headquarters, and leaving his supplies in the custody of Tiglath, he
ascended the lonely slopes of the mountain. Tiglath accompanied
Jesus this rst day up the mountain to a designated point about
1.8 km above sea level, where they built a stone container in which
Tiglath was to deposit food twice a week.

2 e rst day, a er he had le Tiglath, Jesus had ascended the
mountain only a short way when he paused to pray. Among other
things he asked his Father to send back the guardian seraphim to
“be with Tiglath.” He requested that he be permitted to go up to
his last struggle with the realities of mortal existence alone. And
his request was granted. He went into the great test with only his
indwelling Adjuster to guide and sustain him.
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3 ¶ Jesus ate frugally while on the mountain; he abstained from
all food only a day or two at a time. e superhuman beings who
confronted him on this mountain, and with whom he wrestled in
spirit, and whom he defeated in power, were real; they were his
archenemies in the system of Satania; they were not phantasms of
the imagination evolved out of the intellectual vagaries of a weak-
ened and starving mortal who could not distinguish reality from
the visions of a disordered mind.

4 Jesus spent the last three weeks of August and the rst three
weeks of September on Mount Hermon. During these weeks he
nished the mortal task of achieving the circles of mind-under-

standing and personality-control. roughout this period of com-
munionwith his heavenly Father the indwellingAdjuster also com-
pleted the assigned services. e mortal goal of this earth creature
was there attained. Only the nal phase of mind and Adjuster at-
tunement remained to be consummated.

5 A er more than ve weeks of unbroken communion with his
Paradise Father, Jesus became absolutely assured of his nature and
of the certainty of his triumphover thematerial levels of time-space
personality manifestation. He fully believed in, and did not hesi-
tate to assert, the ascendancy of his divine nature over his human
nature.

6 ¶ Near the end of the mountain sojourn Jesus asked his Father
if he might be permitted to hold conference with his Satania en-
emies as the Son of Man, as Joshua ben Joseph. is request was
granted. During the last week on Mount Hermon the great temp-
tation, the universe trial, occurred. Satan (representing Lucifer)
and the rebellious Planetary Prince, Caligastia, were present with
Jesus and were made fully visible to him. And this “temptation,”
this nal trial of human loyalty in the face of the misrepresenta-
tions of rebel personalities, had not to do with food, temple pinna-
cles, or presumptuous acts. It had not to do with the kingdoms of
this world but with the sovereignty of a mighty and glorious uni-
verse. e symbolism of your records was intended for the back-
ward ages of the world’s childlike thought. And subsequent gen-
erations should understand what a great struggle the Son of Man
passed through that eventful day on Mount Hermon.
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7 To the many proposals and counterproposals of the emissaries
of Lucifer, Jesus only made reply: “May the will of my Paradise Fa-
ther prevail, and you, my rebellious son, may the Ancients of Days
judge you divinely. I am your Creator-father; I can hardly judge
you justly, and my mercy you have already spurned. I commit you
to the adjudication of the Judges of a greater universe.”

8 To all the Lucifer-suggested compromises and makeshi s, to
all such specious proposals about the incarnation bestowal, Jesus
only made reply, “ e will of my Father in Paradise be done.” And
when the trying ordeal was nished, the detached guardian sera-
phim returned to Jesus’ side and ministered to him.

9 ¶ On an a ernoon in late summer, amid the trees and in the
silence of nature, Michael of Nebadon won the unquestioned sov-
ereignty of his universe. On that day he completed the task set for
Creator Sons to live to the full the incarnated life in the likeness
of mortal esh on the evolutionary worlds of time and space. e
universe announcement of this momentous achievement was not
made until the day of his baptism, months a erwards, but it all re-
ally took place that day on the mountain. And when Jesus came
down from his sojourn on Mount Hermon, the Lucifer rebellion
in Satania and the Caligastia secession on Urantia were virtually
settled. Jesus had paid the last price required of him to attain the
sovereignty of his universe, which in itself regulates the status of all
rebels and determines that all such future upheavals (if they ever
occur) may be dealt with summarily and effectively. Accordingly,
it may be seen that the so-called “great temptation” of Jesus took
place sometime before his baptism and not just a er that event.˚

10 At the end of this sojourn on the mountain, as Jesus was mak-
ing his descent, he met Tiglath coming up to the rendezvous with
food. Turning him back, he said only: “ e period of rest is over;
I must return to my Father’s business.” He was a silent and much
changed man as they journeyed back to Dan, where he took leave
of the lad, giving him the donkey. He then proceeded south by the

8.9. …the so-called “great temptation” of Jesus tookplace some timebefore his baptism…
Closed form “sometime”. See note for 60:3.20. “Sometime beforeMichael’s death in the esh
the fallen Lucifer’s associate,…”
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same way he had come, to Capernaum.

9. THE TIME OF WAITING
1 It was now near the end of the summer, about the time of the

day of atonement and the feast of tabernacles. Jesus had a family
meeting in Capernaum over the Sabbath and the next day started
for Jerusalemwith John the son of Zebedee, going to the east of the
lake and byGerasa and on down the Jordan valley. While he visited
somewith his companion on the way, John noted a great change in
Jesus.

2 Jesus and John stopped overnight at Bethanywith Lazarus and
his sisters, going early the next morning to Jerusalem. ey spent
almost three weeks in and around the city, at least John did. Many
days John went into Jerusalem alone while Jesus walked about over
the near-by hills and engaged in many seasons of spiritual commu-
nion with his Father in heaven.

3 Both of them were present at the solemn services of the day of
atonement. John was much impressed by the ceremonies of this
day of all days in the Jewish religious ritual, but Jesus remained a
thoughtful and silent spectator. To the Son of Man this perfor-
mance was pitiful and pathetic. He viewed it all as misrepresen-
tative of the character and attributes of his Father in heaven. He
looked upon the doings of this day as a travesty upon the facts of di-
vine justice and the truths of in nitemercy. He burned to give vent
to the declaration of the real truth about his Father’s loving charac-
ter and merciful conduct in the universe, but his faithful Monitor
admonished him that his hour had not yet come. But that night, at
Bethany, Jesus did drop numerous remarks which greatly disturbed
John; and John never fully understood the real signi cance of what
Jesus said in their hearing that evening.

4 Jesus planned to remain throughout the week of the feast of
tabernacles with John. is feast was the annual holiday of all
Palestine; it was the Jewish vacation time. Although Jesus did not
participate in the merriment of the occasion, it was evident that
he derived pleasure and experienced satisfaction as he beheld the
light-hearted and joyous abandon of the young and the old.
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5 In the midst of the week of celebration and ere the festivities
were nished, Jesus took leave of John, saying that he desired to re-
tire to the hills where he might the better commune with his Par-
adise Father. John would have gone with him, but Jesus insisted
that he stay through the festivities, saying: “It is not required of
you to bear the burden of the Son ofMan; only thewatchmanmust
keep vigil while the city sleeps in peace.” Jesus did not return to Je-
rusalem. A er almost a week alone in the hills near Bethany, he
departed for Capernaum. On the way home he spent a day and
a night alone on the slopes of Gilboa, near where King Saul had
taken his life; and when he arrived at Capernaum, he seemed more
cheerful than when he had le John in Jerusalem.

6 e next morning Jesus went to the chest containing his per-
sonal effects, which had remained in Zebedee’s workshop, put on
his apron, and presented himself for work, saying, “It behoves me
to keep busywhile I wait formy hour to come.”Andheworked sev-
eral months, until January of the following year, in the boatshop,
by the side of his brother James. A er this period of working with
Jesus, no matter what doubts came up to becloud James’s under-
standing of the lifework of the Son of Man, he never again really
and wholly gave up his faith in the mission of Jesus.

7 During this nal period of Jesus’ work at the boatshop, he
spentmost of his time on the interior nishing of some of the larger
cra . He took great pains with all his handiwork and seemed to ex-
perience the satisfaction of human achievement when he had com-
pleted a commendable piece of work. ough he wasted little time
upon tri es, he was a painstaking workman when it came to the
essentials of any given undertaking.

8 ¶ As time passed, rumours came to Capernaum of one John
who was preaching while baptizing penitents in the Jordan, and
John preached: “ e kingdom of heaven is at hand; repent and be
baptized.” Jesus listened to these reports as John slowly worked his
way up the Jordan valley from the ford of the river nearest to Jerusa-
lem. But Jesus worked on, making boats, until John had journeyed
up the river to a point near Pella in themonth of January of the next
year, A.D. 26, whenhe laid downhis tools, declaring, “Myhour has
come,” and presently presented himself to John for baptism.
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9 But a great change had been coming over Jesus. Few of the
people who had enjoyed his visits andministrations as he had gone
up and down in the land ever subsequently recognized in the pub-
lic teacher the same person they had known and loved as a private
individual in former years. And there was a reason for this failure
of his early bene ciaries to recognize him in his later role of pub-
lic and authoritative teacher. For long years this transformation of
mind and spirit had been in progress, and it was nished during the
eventful sojourn on Mount Hermon.



PAPER №135
JOHN THE BAPTIST

Midwayer Commission

JOHN the Baptist was born March 25, 7 B.C., in accordance
with the promise that Gabriel made to Elizabeth in June of
the previous year. For ve months Elizabeth kept secret Gab-

riel’s visitation; and when she told her husband, Zacharias, he was
greatly troubled and fully believed her narrative only a er he had
an unusual dream about six weeks before the birth of John. Ex-
cepting the visit of Gabriel to Elizabeth and the dream of Zacha-
rias, there was nothing unusual or supernatural connected with the
birth of John the Baptist.

2 On the eighth day John was circumcised according to the Jew-
ish custom. He grewup as an ordinary child, day by day and year by
year, in the small village known in those days as the City of Judah,
about 6.4 km west of Jerusalem.

3 emost eventful occurrence in John’s early childhoodwas the
visit, in companywith his parents, to Jesus and theNazareth family.

is visit occurred in themonthof June, 1 B.C., whenhewas a little
over 6 years of age.

4 A er their return from Nazareth John’s parents began the sys-
tematic education of the lad. ere was no synagogue school in
this little village; however, as he was a priest, Zacharias was fairly
well educated, and Elizabeth was far better educated than the aver-
age Judean woman; she was also of the priesthood, being a descen-
dant of the “daughters ofAaron.” Since Johnwas anonly child, they
spent a great deal of time on his mental and spiritual training. Za-
charias had only short periods of service at the temple in Jerusalem
so that he devoted much of his time to teaching his son.

5 Zacharias and Elizabeth had a small farm onwhich they raised
sheep. ey hardly made a living on this land, but Zacharias re-
ceived a regular allowance from the temple funds dedicated to the
priesthood.

1. JOHN BECOMES A NAZARITE
1 John had no school from which to graduate at the age of 14,
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but his parents had selected this as the appropriate year for him to
take the formal Nazarite vow. Accordingly, Zacharias and Eliza-
beth took their son to Engedi, down by theDead Sea. is was the
southern headquarters of the Nazarite brotherhood, and there the
lad was duly and solemnly inducted into this order for life. A er
these ceremonies and the making of the vows to abstain from all
intoxicating drinks, to let the hair grow, and to refrain from touch-
ing the dead, the family proceeded to Jerusalem, where, before the
temple, John completed the making of the offerings which were
required of those taking Nazarite vows.

2 John took the same life vows that had been administered to
his illustrious predecessors, Samson and the prophet Samuel. A life
Nazarite was looked upon as a sancti ed and holy personality. e
Jews regarded a Nazarite with almost the respect and veneration
accorded the high priest, and this was not strange since Nazarites
of lifelong consecration were the only persons, except high priests,
who were ever permitted to enter the holy of holies in the temple.

3 ¶ John returned home from Jerusalem to tend his father’s
sheep and grew up to be a strong man with a noble character.

4 When 16 years old, John, as a result of reading about Elijah,
became greatly impressed with the prophet of Mount Carmel and
decided to adopt his style of dress. From that day on John always
wore a hairy garment with a leather girdle. At 16 he was more than
1.8mtall and almost full grown. Withhis owinghair andpeculiar
mode of dress he was indeed a picturesque youth. And his parents
expected great things of this their only son, a child of promise and
a Nazarite for life.

2. THE DEATH OF ZACHARIAS
1 A er an illness of several months Zacharias died in July,

A.D. 12, when Johnwas just past 18 years of age. is was a time of
great embarrassment to John since the Nazarite vow forbade con-
tact with the dead, even in one’s own family. Although John had
endeavoured to comply with the restrictions of his vow regarding
contamination by the dead, he doubted that he had been wholly
obedient to the requirements of the Nazarite order; therefore, af-
ter his father’s burial he went to Jerusalem, where, in the Nazarite
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corner of the women’s court, he offered the sacri ces required for
his cleansing.

2 ¶ In September of this year Elizabeth and Johnmade a journey
to Nazareth to visit Mary and Jesus. John had just about made up
his mind to launch out in his lifework, but he was admonished,
not only by Jesus’ words but also by his example, to return home,
take care of hismother, and await the “coming of the Father’s hour.”
A er bidding Jesus andMary good-bye at the end of this enjoyable
visit, John did not again see Jesus until the event of his baptism in
the Jordan.

3 John and Elizabeth returned to their home and began to lay
plans for the future. Since John refused to accept the priest’s al-
lowance due him from the temple funds, by the end of two years
they had all but lost their home; so they decided to go south with
the sheep herd. Accordingly, the summer that John was 20 years
of age witnessed their removal toHebron. In the so-called “wilder-
ness of Judea” John tended his sheep along a brook that was tribu-
tary to a larger stream which entered the Dead Sea at Engedi. e
Engedi colony included not onlyNazarites of lifelong and time-pe-
riod consecration but numerous other ascetic herdsmen who con-
gregated in this region with their herds and fraternized with the
Nazarite brotherhood. ey supported themselves by sheep rais-
ing and from gi s which wealthy Jews made to the order.

4 As time passed, John returned less o en to Hebron, while he
made more frequent visits to Engedi. He was so entirely different
from the majority of the Nazarites that he found it very difficult
fully to fraternize with the brotherhood. But he was very fond of
Abner, the acknowledged leader and head of the Engedi colony.

3. THE LIFE OF A SHEPHERD
1 Along the valley of this little brook John built no less than

a dozen stone shelters and night corrals, consisting of piled-up
stones, wherein he could watch over and safeguard his herds of
sheep and goats. John’s life as a shepherd afforded him a great deal
of time for thought. He talked much with Ezda, an orphan lad of
Beth-zur, whom he had in a way adopted, and who cared for the
herds when he made trips to Hebron to see his mother and to sell
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sheep, as well as when he went down to Engedi for Sabbath ser-
vices. John and the lad lived very simply, subsisting on mutton,
goat’s milk, wild honey, and the edible locusts of that region. is,
their regular diet, was supplemented by provisions brought from
Hebron and Engedi from time to time.

2 ¶ Elizabeth kept John posted about Palestinian and world af-
fairs, and his conviction grew deeper and deeper that the time was
fast approaching when the old order was to end; that he was to
become the herald of the approach of a new age, “the kingdom
of heaven.” is rugged shepherd was very partial to the writings
of the Prophet Daniel. He read 1,000 times Daniel’s description
of the great image, which Zacharias had told him represented the
history of the great kingdoms of the world, beginning with Baby-
lon, then Persia, Greece, and nally Rome. John perceived that
already was Rome composed of such polyglot peoples and races
that it could never become a strongly cemented and rmly con-
solidated empire. He believed that Rome was even then divided,
as Syria, Egypt, Palestine, and other provinces; and then he further
read “in the days of these kings shall the God of heaven set up a
kingdom which shall never be destroyed. And this kingdom shall
not be le to other people but shall break in pieces and consume
all these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever.” “And there was given
him dominion and glory and a kingdom that all peoples, nations,
and languages should serve him. His dominion is an everlasting
dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom never shall
be destroyed.” “And the kingdom and dominion and the greatness
of the kingdom under the whole heaven shall be given to the peo-
ple of the saints of theMostHigh, whose kingdom is an everlasting
kingdom, and all dominions shall serve and obey him.”

3 ¶ John was never able completely to rise above the confusion
produced by what he had heard from his parents concerning Jesus
and by these passages which he read in the Scriptures. InDaniel he
read: “I saw in the night visions, and, behold, one like the Son of
Man came with the clouds of heaven, and there was given him do-
minion and glory and a kingdom.” But these words of the prophet
did not harmonize with what his parents had taught him. Neither
did his talk with Jesus, at the time of his visit when he was 18 years
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old, correspond with these statements of the Scriptures. Notwith-
standing this confusion, throughout all of his perplexity hismother
assured him that his distant cousin, Jesus of Nazareth, was the true
Messiah, that he had come to sit on the throne of David, and that
he ( John) was to become his advance herald and chief support.

4 From all John heard of the vice and wickedness of Rome and
the dissoluteness and moral barrenness of the empire, from what
he knew of the evil doings of Herod Antipas and the governors of
Judea, he was minded to believe that the end of the age was im-
pending. It seemed to this rugged and noble child of nature that
the world was ripe for the end of the age of man and the dawn of
the new and divine age— the kingdomof heaven. e feeling grew
in John’s heart that he was to be the last of the old prophets and the
rst of the new. And he fairly vibrated with the mounting impulse

to go forth and proclaim to allmen: “Repent! Get right withGod!
Get ready for the end; prepare yourselves for the appearance of the
new and eternal order of earth affairs, the kingdom of heaven.”

4. THE DEATH OF ELIZABETH
1 On August 17, A.D. 22, when John was 28 years of age, his

mother suddenly passed away. Elizabeth’s friends, knowing of the
Nazarite restrictions regarding contact with the dead, even in one’s
own family, made all arrangements for the burial of Elizabeth be-
fore sending for John. When he received word of the death of his
mother, he directed Ezda to drive his herds to Engedi and started
for Hebron.

2 On returning to Engedi from his mother’s funeral, he pre-
sentedhis ocks to thebrotherhood and for a seasondetachedhim-
self from the outside world while he fasted and prayed. John knew
only of the old methods of approach to divinity; he knew only of
the records of such as Elijah, Samuel, and Daniel. Elijah was his
ideal of a prophet. Elijah was the rst of the teachers of Israel to be
regarded as a prophet, and John truly believed that he was to be the
last of this long and illustrious line of the messengers of heaven.

3 For 2½ years John lived at Engedi, and he persuaded most of
the brotherhood that “the end of the age was at hand”; that “the
kingdom of heaven was about to appear.” And all his early teaching
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was based upon the current Jewish idea and concept of theMessiah
as the promised deliverer of the Jewish nation from the domination
of their gentile rulers.

4 roughout this period John readmuch in the sacred writings
which he found at the Engedi home of theNazarites. He was espe-
cially impressed by Isaiah and by Malachi, the last of the prophets
up to that time. He read and reread the last ve chapters of Isaiah,
and he believed these prophecies. en he would read in Malachi:
“Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of
the great and dreadful day of the Lord; and he shall turn the hearts
of the fathers toward the children and the hearts of the children
toward their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse.”
And it was only this promise of Malachi that Elijah would return
that deterred John from going forth to preach about the coming
kingdom and to exhort his fellow Jews to ee from the wrath to
come. John was ripe for the proclamation of the message of the
coming kingdom, but this expectation of the coming of Elijah held
him back for more than two years. He knew he was not Elijah.
What did Malachi mean? Was the prophecy literal or gurative?
How could he know the truth? He nally dared to think that,
since the rst of the prophets was called Elijah, so the last should be
known, eventually, by the same name. Nevertheless, he had doubts,
doubts sufficient to prevent his ever calling himself Elijah.

5 It was the in uence of Elijah that caused John to adopt his
methods of direct and blunt assault upon the sins and vices of his
contemporaries. He sought to dress like Elijah, and he endeav-
oured to talk like Elijah; in every outward aspect he was like the
olden prophet. He was just such a stalwart and picturesque child
of nature, just such a fearless and daring preacher of righteousness.
John was not illiterate, he did well know the Jewish sacred writ-
ings, but he was hardly cultured. Hewas a clear thinker, a powerful
speaker, and a ery denunciator. He was hardly an example to his
age, but he was an eloquent rebuke.

6 At last he thought out themethod of proclaiming the new age,
the kingdomofGod; he settled that hewas to become the herald of
the Messiah; he swept aside all doubts and departed from Engedi
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one day in March of A.D. 25 to begin his short but brilliant career
as a public preacher.

5. THE KINGDOM OF GOD
1 In order to understand John’s message, account should be

taken of the status of the Jewish people at the time he appeared
upon the stage of action. For almost 100 years all Israel had been
in a quandary; theywere at a loss to explain their continuous subju-
gation to gentile overlords. Had not Moses taught that righteous-
ness was always rewarded with prosperity and power? Were they
not God’s chosen people? Why was the throne of David desolate
and vacant? In the light of theMosaic doctrines and the precepts of
the prophets the Jews found it difficult to explain their long-con-
tinued national desolation.

2 About 100 years before the days of Jesus and John a new school
of religious teachers arose in Palestine, the apocalyptists. ese
new teachers evolved a system of belief that accounted for the suf-
ferings and humiliation of the Jews on the ground that they were
paying the penalty for the nation’s sins. ey fell back onto the
well-known reasons assigned to explain the Babylonian and other
captivities of former times. But, so taught the apocalyptists, Israel
should take heart; the days of their affliction were almost over; the
discipline of God’s chosen people was about nished; God’s pa-
tience with the gentile foreigners was about exhausted. e end of
Roman rule was synonymous with the end of the age and, in a cer-
tain sense, with the end of the world. ese new teachers leaned
heavily on the predictions of Daniel, and they consistently taught
that creation was about to pass into its nal stage; the kingdoms
of this world were about to become the kingdom of God. To the
Jewish mind of that day this was the meaning of that phrase —
the kingdom of heaven — which runs throughout the teachings of
both John and Jesus. To the Jews of Palestine the phrase “kingdom
of heaven” had but one meaning: an absolutely righteous state in
which God (the Messiah) would rule the nations of earth in per-
fection of power just as he ruled in heaven — “Your will be done
on earth as in heaven.”

3 In the days of John all Jews were expectantly asking, “How
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soon will the kingdom come?” ere was a general feeling that the
end of the rule of the gentile nations was drawing near. ere was
present throughout all Jewry a lively hope and a keen expectation
that the consummation of the desire of the ageswould occur during
the lifetime of that generation.

4 While the Jews differed greatly in their estimates of the na-
ture of the coming kingdom, they were alike in their belief that
the event was impending, near at hand, even at the door. Many
who read the Old Testament literally looked expectantly for a new
king in Palestine, for a regenerated Jewish nation delivered from
its enemies and presided over by the successor of King David, the
Messiah who would quickly be acknowledged as the rightful and
righteous ruler of all the world. Another, though smaller, group of
devout Jews held a vastly different view of this kingdom of God.

ey taught that the coming kingdom was not of this world, that
the world was approaching its certain end, and that “a new heaven
and a new earth”were to usher in the establishment of the kingdom
of God; that this kingdom was to be an everlasting dominion, that
sin was to be ended, and that the citizens of the new kingdomwere
to become immortal in their enjoyment of this endless bliss.

5 All were agreed that some drastic purging or purifying disci-
plinewouldof necessity precede the establishmentof thenewking-
dom on earth. e literalists taught that a world-wide war would
ensuewhichwoulddestroy all unbelievers, while the faithfulwould
sweep on to universal and eternal victory. e spiritists taught that
the kingdom would be ushered in by the great judgment of God
which would relegate the unrighteous to their well-deserved judg-
ment of punishment and nal destruction, at the same time elevat-
ing the believing saints of the chosen people to high seats of honour
and authority with the Son of Man, who would rule over the re-
deemednations inGod’s name. And this latter group even believed
that many devout gentiles might be admitted to the fellowship of
the new kingdom.

6 Some of the Jews held to the opinion that God might possibly
establish this new kingdom by direct and divine intervention, but
the vast majority believed that he would interpose some represen-
tative intermediary, the Messiah. And that was the only possible
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meaning the termMessiah could have had in theminds of the Jews
of the generation of John and Jesus. Messiah could not possibly
refer to one who merely taught God’s will or proclaimed the ne-
cessity for righteous living. To all such holy persons the Jews gave
the title of prophet. e Messiah was to be more than a prophet;
theMessiah was to bring in the establishment of the new kingdom,
the kingdom of God. No one who failed to do this could be the
Messiah in the traditional Jewish sense.

7 Who would this Messiah be? Again the Jewish teachers dif-
fered. e older ones clung to the doctrine of the son ofDavid. e
newer taught that, since the newkingdomwas a heavenly kingdom,
the new ruler might also be a divine personality, one who had long
sat at God’s right hand in heaven. And strange as it may appear,
those who thus conceived of the ruler of the new kingdom looked
upon him not as a human Messiah, not as a mere man, but as “the
Son of Man” — a Son of God — a heavenly Prince, long held in
waiting thus to assume the rulership of the earth made new. Such
was the religious background of the Jewish world when John went
forthproclaiming: “Repent, for the kingdomofheaven is at hand!”

8 It becomes apparent, therefore, that John’s announcement of
the coming kingdomhad not less than half a dozen differentmean-
ings in the minds of those who listened to his impassioned preach-
ing. But no matter what signi cance they attached to the phrases
which John employed, each of these various groups of Jewish-king-
dom expectants was intrigued by the proclamations of this sin-
cere, enthusiastic, rough-and-ready preacher of righteousness and
repentance, who so solemnly exhorted his hearers to “ ee from the
wrath to come.”

6. JOHN BEGINS TO PREACH
1 Early in the month of March, A.D. 25, John journeyed around

the western coast of the Dead Sea and up the river Jordan to oppo-
site Jericho, the ancient ford over which Joshua and the children of
Israel passed when they rst entered the promised land; and cross-
ing over to the other side of the river, he established himself near
the entrance to the ford and began to preach to the people who
passed by on their way back and forth across the river. is was the
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most frequented of all the Jordan crossings.
2 It was apparent to all who heard John that he was more than a

preacher. e great majority of those who listened to this strange
man who had come up from the Judean wilderness went away be-
lieving that they had heard the voice of a prophet. No wonder
the souls of these weary and expectant Jews were deeply stirred by
such a phenomenon. Never in all Jewish history had the devout
children of Abraham so longed for the “consolation of Israel” or
more ardently anticipated “the restoration of the kingdom.” Never
in all Jewish history could John’s message, “the kingdom of heaven
is at hand,” have made such a deep and universal appeal as at the
very time he somysteriously appeared on the bank of this southern
crossing of the Jordan.

3 He came from the herdsmen, like Amos. He was dressed like
Elijah of old, and he thundered his admonitions and poured forth
his warnings in the “spirit and power of Elijah.” It is not surpris-
ing that this strange preacher created a mighty stir throughout all
Palestine as the travellers carried abroad the news of his preaching
along the Jordan.

4 ere was still another and a new feature about the work of
this Nazarite preacher: He baptized every one of his believers in
the Jordan “for the remission of sins.” Although baptism was not a
new ceremony among the Jews, they had never seen it employed as
John now made use of it. It had long been the practice thus to bap-
tize the gentile proselytes into the fellowship of the outer court of
the temple, but never had the Jews themselves been asked to submit
to the baptismof repentance. Only 15months intervened between
the time John began to preach and baptize and his arrest and im-
prisonment at the instigation of Herod Antipas, but in this short
time he baptized considerably over 100,000 penitents.

5 John preached four months at Bethany ford before starting
north up the Jordan. Tens of thousands of listeners, some curious
but many earnest and serious, came to hear him from all parts of
Judea, Perea, and Samaria. Even a few came from Galilee.

6 In May of this year, while he still lingered at Bethany ford,
the priests and Levites sent a delegation out to inquire of John
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whether he claimed to be the Messiah, and by whose authority he
preached. John answered these questioners by saying: “Go tell your
masters that you have heard ‘the voice of one crying in the wilder-
ness,’ as spoken by the prophet, saying, ‘make ready the way of the
Lord, make straight a highway for our God. Every valley shall be
lled, and every mountain and hill shall be brought low; the un-

even ground shall become a plain, while the rough places shall be-
come a smooth valley; and all esh shall see the salvation of God.’”

7 John was a heroic but tactless preacher. One day when he was
preaching and baptizing on the west bank of the Jordan, a group of
Pharisees and a number of Sadducees came forward and presented
themselves for baptism. Before leading them down into the water,
John, addressing them as a group said: “Who warned you to ee,
as vipers before the re, from the wrath to come? I will baptize
you, but I warn you to bring forth fruit worthy of sincere repen-
tance if you would receive the remission of your sins. Tell me not
that Abraham is your father. I declare that God is able of these 12
stones here before you to raise up worthy children for Abraham.
And even now is the ax laid to the very roots of the trees. Every tree
that brings not forth good fruit is destined to be cut down and cast
into the re.” ( e 12 stones to which he referred were the reputed
memorial stones set up by Joshua to commemorate the crossing of
the “12 tribes” at this very point when they rst entered the prom-
ised land.)

8 John conducted classes for his disciples, in the course of which
he instructed them in the details of their new life and endeavoured
to answer their many questions. He counselled the teachers to in-
struct in the spirit as well as the letter of the law. He instructed
the rich to feed the poor; to the tax gatherers he said: “Extort no
more than that which is assigned you.” To the soldiers he said: “Do
no violence and exact nothing wrongfully — be content with your
wages.”While he counselled all: “Make ready for the end of the age
— the kingdom of heaven is at hand.”

7. JOHN JOURNEYS NORTH
1 John still had confused ideas about the coming kingdom and

its king. e longer he preached themore confused he became, but
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never did this intellectual uncertainty concerning the nature of the
coming kingdom in the least lessen his conviction of the certainty
of the kingdom’s immediate appearance. In mind John might be
confused, but in spirit never. He was in no doubt about the com-
ing kingdom, but he was far from certain as to whether or not Jesus
was to be the ruler of that kingdom. As long as John held to the
idea of the restoration of the throne of David, the teachings of his
parents that Jesus, born in the City of David, was to be the long-
expected deliverer, seemed consistent; but at those times when he
leaned more toward the doctrine of a spiritual kingdom and the
end of the temporal age on earth, he was sorely in doubt as to the
part Jesus would play in such events. Sometimes he questioned ev-
erything, but not for long. He reallywishedhemight talk it all over
with his cousin, but thatwas contrary to their expressed agreement.

2 ¶ As John journeyed north, he thought much about Jesus. He
paused at more than a dozen places as he travelled up the Jordan.
It was at Adam that he rst made reference to “another one who is
to come a er me” in answer to the direct question which his dis-
ciples asked him, “Are you the Messiah?” And he went on to say:
“ ere will come a er me one who is greater than I, whose sandal
straps I am not worthy to stoop down and unloose. I baptize you
with water, but he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit. And his
shovel is in his hand thoroughly to cleanse his threshing oor; he
will gather the wheat into his garner, but the chaff will he burn up
with the judgment re.”

3 In response to the questions of his disciples John continued to
expand his teachings, from day to day adding more that was help-
ful and comforting compared with his early and cryptic message:
“Repent and be baptized.” By this time throngs were arriving from
Galilee and theDecapolis. Scores of earnest believers lingeredwith
their adored teacher day a er day.

8. MEETING OF JESUS AND JOHN
1 By December of A.D. 25, when John reached the neighbour-

hood of Pella in his journey up the Jordan, his fame had extended
throughout all Palestine, and his work had become the chief topic
of conversation in all the towns about the lake of Galilee. Jesus
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had spoken favourably of John’smessage, and this had causedmany
from Capernaum to join John’s cult of repentance and baptism.
James and John the shermen sons of Zebedee had gone down in
December, soon a er John took up his preaching position near
Pella, and had offered themselves for baptism. ey went to see
John once aweek and brought back to Jesus fresh, rsthand reports
of the evangelist’s work.

2 Jesus’ brothers James and Jude had talked about going down
to John for baptism; and now that Jude had come over to Caper-
naum for the Sabbath services, both he and James, a er listening
to Jesus’ discourse in the synagogue, decided to take counsel with
him concerning their plans. is was on Saturday night, January
12, A.D. 26. Jesus requested that they postpone the discussion un-
til the following day, when hewould give themhis answer. He slept
very little that night, being in close communion with the Father in
heaven. He had arranged to have noontime lunch with his broth-
ers and to advise them concerning baptism by John. at Sunday
morning Jesus was working as usual in the boatshop. James and
Jude had arrived with the lunch and were waiting in the lumber
room for him, as it was not yet time for themidday recess, and they
knew that Jesus was very regular about such matters.

3 Just before thenoon rest, Jesus laid downhis tools, removedhis
work apron, and merely announced to the three workmen in the
room with him, “My hour has come.” He went out to his broth-
ers James and Jude, repeating, “My hour has come — let us go to
John.” And they started immediately for Pella, eating their lunch
as they journeyed. is was on Sunday, January 13. ey tarried
for the night in the Jordan valley and arrived on the scene of John’s
baptizing about noon of the next day.

4 ¶ John had just begun baptizing the candidates for the day.
Scores of repentants were standing in line awaiting their turnwhen
Jesus and his two brothers took up their positions in this line
of earnest men and women who had become believers in John’s
preaching of the coming kingdom. John had been inquiring about
Jesus of Zebedee’s sons. He had heard of Jesus’ remarks concerning
his preaching, and he was day by day expecting to see him arrive
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on the scene, but he had not expected to greet him in the line of
baptismal candidates.

5 Being engrossed with the details of rapidly baptizing such a
large number of converts, John did not look up to see Jesus until
the Son of Man stood in his immediate presence. When John rec-
ognized Jesus, the ceremonies were halted for a moment while he
greeted his cousin in the esh and asked, “But why do you come
down into thewater to greetme?”And Jesus answered, “To be sub-
ject to your baptism.” John replied: “But I have need to be baptized
by you. Why do you come to me?” And Jesus whispered to John:
“Bear with me now, for it becomes us to set this example for my
brothers standing herewithme, and that the peoplemay know that
my hour has come.”

6 ¶ erewas a toneof nality and authority in Jesus’ voice. John
was atremble with emotion as he made ready to baptize Jesus of
Nazareth in the Jordan at noon on Monday, January 14, A.D. 26.

us did John baptize Jesus and his two brothers James and Jude.
And when John had baptized these three, he dismissed the others
for the day, announcing that hewould resume baptisms at noon the
next day. As the people were departing, the four men still standing
in thewater heard a strange sound, andpresently there appeared for
a moment an apparition immediately over the head of Jesus, and
they heard a voice saying, “ is is my beloved Son in whom I am
well pleased.” A great change came over the countenance of Jesus,
and coming up out of the water in silence he took leave of them,
going toward the hills to the east. And no man saw Jesus again for
40 days.

7 John followed Jesus a sufficient distance to tell him the story
of Gabriel’s visit to his mother ere either had been born, as he had
heard it so many times from his mother’s lips. He allowed Jesus to
continue on his way a er he had said, “Now I know of a certainty
that you are the Deliverer.” But Jesus made no reply.

9. FORTY DAYS OF PREACHING
1 When John returned to his disciples (he now had some 25 or

30who abodewith him constantly), he found them in earnest con-
ference, discussing what had just happened in connection with Je-
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sus’ baptism. ey were all the more astonished when John now
made known to them the story of theGabriel visitation toMary be-
fore Jesus was born, and also that Jesus spoke no word to him even
a er he had told him about this. ere was no rain that evening,
and this group of 30 ormore talked long into the starlit night. ey
wondered where Jesus had gone, and when they would see him
again.

2 ¶ A er the experience of this day the preaching of John took
on new and certain notes of proclamation concerning the coming
kingdom and the expected Messiah. It was a tense time, these 40
days of tarrying, waiting for the returnof Jesus. But John continued
to preach with great power, and his disciples began at about this
time to preach to the over owing throngs which gathered around
John at the Jordan.

3 In the course of these 40 days of waiting, many rumours spread
about the countryside and even to Tiberias and Jerusalem. ou-
sands came over to see the new attraction in John’s camp, the re-
puted Messiah, but Jesus was not to be seen. When the disciples
of John asserted that the strange man of God had gone to the hills,
many doubted the entire story.

4 About three weeks a er Jesus had le them, there arrived on
the scene at Pella a newdeputation from the priests andPharisees at
Jerusalem. ey asked John directly if he was Elijah or the prophet
that Moses promised; and when John said, “I am not,” they made
bold to ask, “Are you theMessiah?” and John answered, “I am not.”

en said thesemen from Jerusalem: “If you are not Elijah, nor the
prophet, nor the Messiah, then why do you baptize the people and
create all this stir?” And John replied: “It should be for those who
have heard me and received my baptism to say who I am, but I de-
clare to you that, while I baptize with water, there has been among
us one who will return to baptize you with the Holy Spirit.”

5 ese 40 days were a difficult period for John and his disciples.
What was to be the relation of John to Jesus? A hundred ques-
tions came up for discussion. Politics and sel sh preferment be-
gan to make their appearance. Intense discussions grew up around
the various ideas and concepts of the Messiah. Would he become
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a military leader and a Davidic king? Would he smite the Roman
armies as Joshua had the Canaanites? Or would he come to estab-
lish a spiritual kingdom? John rather decided, with the minority,
that Jesus had come to establish the kingdom of heaven, although
hewas not altogether clear in his ownmind as to justwhatwas to be
embraced within this mission of the establishment of the kingdom
of heaven.

6 ese were strenuous days in John’s experience, and he prayed
for the return of Jesus. Some of John’s disciples organized scout-
ing parties to go in search of Jesus, but John forbade, saying: “Our
times are in the hands of the God of heaven; he will direct his cho-
sen Son.”

7 ¶ It was early on themorning of Sabbath, February 23, that the
company of John, engaged in eating their morning meal, looked
up toward the north and beheld Jesus coming to them. As he ap-
proached them, John stood upon a large rock and, li ing up his
sonorous voice, said: “Behold the Son of God, the deliverer of the
world! is is he of whom I have said, ‘A er me there will come
one who is preferred before me because he was before me.’ For this
cause came I out of thewilderness to preach repentance and to bap-
tize with water, proclaiming that the kingdom of heaven is at hand.
And now comes one who shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit.
And I beheld the divine spirit descending upon this man, and I
heard the voice of God declare, ‘ is is my beloved Son in whom I
am well pleased.’”

8 Jesus bade them return to their food while he sat down to eat
with John, his brothers James and Jude having returned to Caper-
naum.

9 ¶ Early in the morning of the next day he took leave of John
and his disciples, going back to Galilee. He gave them no word as
to when they would again see him. To John’s inquiries about his
own preaching and mission Jesus only said, “My Father will guide
you now and in the future as he has in the past.” And these two
greatmen separated thatmorning on the banks of the Jordan, never
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again to greet each other in the esh.

10. JOHN JOURNEYS SOUTH
1 Since Jesus had gone north intoGalilee, John felt led to retrace

his steps southward. Accordingly, on Sunday morning, March 3,
John and the remainder of his disciples began their journey south.
About ¼ of John’s immediate followers hadmeantime departed for
Galilee in quest of Jesus. ere was a sadness of confusion about
John. He never again preached as he had before baptizing Jesus.
He somehow felt that the responsibility of the coming kingdom
was no longer on his shoulders. He felt that his work was almost
nished; he was disconsolate and lonely. But he preached, bap-

tized, and journeyed on southward.
2 Near the village of Adam, John tarried for several weeks, and it

was here that he made the memorable attack upon Herod Antipas
for unlawfully taking the wife of another man. By June of this year
(A.D. 26) John was back at the Bethany ford of the Jordan, where
he had begun his preaching of the coming kingdom more than a
year previously. In the weeks following the baptism of Jesus the
character of John’s preaching gradually changed into a proclama-
tion of mercy for the common people, while he denounced with
renewed vehemence the corrupt political and religious rulers.

3 Herod Antipas, in whose territory John had been preaching,
became alarmed lest he and his disciples should start a rebellion.
Herod also resented John’s public criticisms of his domestic affairs.
In view of all this, Herod decided to put John in prison. Accord-
ingly, very early in the morning of June 12, before the multitude
arrived to hear the preaching and witness the baptizing, the agents
ofHerod placed Johnunder arrest. Asweeks passed and hewas not
released, his disciples scattered over all Palestine, many of them go-
ing into Galilee to join the followers of Jesus.

11. JOHN IN PRISON
1 John had a lonely and somewhat bitter experience in prison.

Few of his followers were permitted to see him. He longed to see
Jesus but had to be content with hearing of his work through those
of his followers who had become believers in the Son of Man. He
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was o en tempted to doubt Jesus and his divine mission. If Je-
sus were the Messiah, why did he do nothing to deliver him from
this unbearable imprisonment? For more than a year and a half
this rugged man of God’s outdoors languished in that despicable
prison. And this experience was a great test of his faith in, and
loyalty to, Jesus. Indeed, this whole experience was a great test of
John’s faith even in God. Many times was he tempted to doubt
even the genuineness of his own mission and experience.

2 ¶ A er he had been in prison several months, a group of his
disciples came to him and, a er reporting concerning the public
activities of Jesus, said: “So you see, Teacher, that he who was with
you at the upper Jordan prospers and receives all who come to him.
He even feasts with publicans and sinners. You bore courageous
witness to him, and yet he does nothing to effect your deliverance.”
But John answered his friends: “ is man can do nothing unless it
has been given him by his Father in heaven. You well remember
that I said, ‘I am not the Messiah, but I am one sent on before to
prepare the way for him.’ And that I did. He who has the bride is
the bridegroom, but the friend of the bridegroom who stands near
by and hears him rejoices greatly because of the bridegroom’s voice.

is, my joy, therefore is ful lled. He must increase but I must de-
crease. I am of this earth and have declared my message. Jesus of
Nazareth comes down to the earth from heaven and is above us all.

e Son of Man has descended from God, and the words of God
he will declare to you. For the Father in heaven gives not the spirit
by measure to his own Son. e Father loves his Son and will pres-
ently put all things in the hands of this Son. He who believes in
the Son has eternal life. And these words which I speak are true
and abiding.”˚

3 ¶ ese disciples were amazed at John’s pronouncement, so
much so that they departed in silence. Johnwas alsomuch agitated,
for he perceived that he had uttered a prophecy. Never again did
he wholly doubt themission and divinity of Jesus. But it was a sore
disappointment to John that Jesus sent him no word, that he came
11.2. …friend of the bridegroom who stands near-by and hears him rejoices… All other
instances of near by as an adverb are open; with one exception adjectives are hyphenated
(near-by). Consistent usage would therefore support this change to the open form.
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not to see him, and that he exercised none of his great power to
deliver him from prison. But Jesus knew all about this. He had
great love for John, but being now cognizant of his divine nature
and knowing fully the great things in preparation for John when
he departed from this world and also knowing that John’s work on
earth was nished, he constrained himself not to interfere in the
natural outworking of the great preacher-prophet’s career.

4 ¶ is long suspense in prison was humanly unbearable. Just a
few days before his death John again sent trusted messengers to Je-
sus, inquiring: “Is my work done? Why do I languish in prison?
Are you truly the Messiah, or shall we look for another?” And
when these two disciples gave thismessage to Jesus, the Son ofMan
replied: “Go back to John and tell him that I have not forgotten
but to suffer me also this, for it becomes us to ful l all righteous-
ness. Tell John what you have seen and heard— that the poor have
good tidings preached to them — and, nally, tell the beloved her-
ald of my earth mission that he shall be abundantly blessed in the
age to come if he nds no occasion to doubt and stumble over me.”
And this was the last word John received from Jesus. is message
greatly comforted him and did much to stabilize his faith and pre-
pare him for the tragic end of his life in the esh which followed so
soon upon the heels of this memorable occasion.

12. DEATH OF JOHN THE BAPTIST
1 As John was working in southern Perea when arrested, he was

taken immediately to theprisonof the fortress ofMachaerus, where
he was incarcerated until his execution. Herod ruled over Perea as
well as Galilee, and he maintained residence at this time at both
Julias and Machaerus in Perea. In Galilee the official residence had
been moved from Sepphoris to the new capital at Tiberias.

2 Herod feared to release John lest he instigate rebellion. He
feared to put him to death lest the multitude riot in the capital, for
thousands of Pereans believed that Johnwas a holyman, a prophet.

erefore Herod kept the Nazarite preacher in prison, not know-
ing what else to do with him. Several times John had been before
Herod, but never would he agree either to leave the domains of
Herod or to refrain from all public activities if he were released.
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And this new agitation concerning Jesus of Nazareth, which was
steadily increasing, admonished Herod that it was no time to turn
John loose. Besides, Johnwas also a victim of the intense and bitter
hatred of Herodias, Herod’s unlawful wife.

3 On numerous occasions Herod talked with John about the
kingdom of heaven, and while sometimes seriously impressed with
his message, he was afraid to release him from prison.

4 Since much building was still going on at Tiberias, Herod
spent considerable time at his Perean residences, and he was par-
tial to the fortress of Machaerus. It was a matter of several years
before all the public buildings and the official residence at Tiberias
were fully completed.

5 ¶ In celebration of his birthdayHerodmade a great feast in the
Machaerian palace for his chief officers and other men high in the
councils of the government of Galilee and Perea. Since Herodias
had failed to bring about John’s death by direct appeal to Herod,
she now set herself to the task of having John put to death by cun-
ning planning.

6 In the course of the evening’s festivities and entertainment,
Herodias presented her daughter to dance before the banqueters.
Herod was very much pleased with the damsel’s performance and,
calling her before him, said: “You are charming. I ammuchpleased
with you. Askme on this my birthday for whatever you desire, and
I will give it to you, even to the half of my kingdom.” And Herod
did all this while well under the in uence of his many wines. e
young lady drew aside and inquired of her mother what she should
ask ofHerod. Herodias said, “Go toHerod and ask for the head of
John the Baptist.” And the youngwoman, returning to the banquet
table, said toHerod, “I request that you forthwith giveme the head
of John the Baptist on a platter.”

7 Herod was lled with fear and sorrow, but because of his oath
and because of all those who sat at meat with him, he would not
deny the request. And Herod Antipas sent a soldier, commanding
him to bring the head of John. So was John that night beheaded in
the prison, the soldier bringing the head of the prophet on a platter
and presenting it to the young woman at the rear of the banquet
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hall. And the damsel gave the platter to her mother. When John’s
disciples heard of this, they came to the prison for the body of John,
and a er laying it in a tomb, they went and told Jesus.



PAPER №136
BAPTISM AND THE FORTY DAYS

Midwayer Commission

JESUS began his public work at the height of the popular in-
terest in John’s preaching and at a time when the Jewish peo-
ple of Palestine were eagerly looking for the appearance of

the Messiah. ere was a great contrast between John and Jesus.
John was an eager and earnest worker, but Jesus was a calm and
happy labourer; only a few times in his entire life was he ever in a
hurry. Jesus was a comforting consolation to the world and some-
what of an example; John was hardly a comfort or an example. He
preached the kingdom of heaven but hardly entered into the hap-
piness thereof. ough Jesus spoke of John as the greatest of the
prophets of the old order, he also said that the least of those who
saw the great light of the new way and entered thereby into the
kingdom of heaven was indeed greater than John.

2 When John preached the coming kingdom, the burden of his
message was: Repent! ee from the wrath to come. When Jesus
began to preach, there remained the exhortation to repentance, but
such a message was always followed by the gospel, the good tidings
of the joy and liberty of the new kingdom.

1. CONCEPTS OF THE EXPECTED MESSIAH
1 e Jews entertained many ideas about the expected deliverer,

and each of these different schools of Messianic teaching was able
to point to statements in the Hebrew scriptures as proof of their
contentions. In a general way, the Jews regarded their national his-
tory as beginning with Abraham and culminating in the Messiah
and the new age of the kingdom of God. In earlier times they had
envisaged this deliverer as “the servant of the Lord,” then as “the
Son of Man,” while latterly some even went so far as to refer to the
Messiah as the “Son of God.” But no matter whether he was called
the “seed of Abraham” or “the son of David,” all were agreed that
he was to be theMessiah, the “anointed one.” us did the concept
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evolve from the “servant of the Lord” to the “son of David,” “Son
of Man,” and “Son of God.”

2 In the days of John and Jesus the more learned Jews had devel-
oped an idea of the coming Messiah as the perfected and represen-
tative Israelite, combining in himself as the “servant of the Lord”
the threefold office of prophet, priest, and king.

3 e Jews devoutly believed that, as Moses had delivered their
fathers from Egyptian bondage by miraculous wonders, so would
the coming Messiah deliver the Jewish people from Roman domi-
nation by even greater miracles of power and marvels of racial tri-
umph. e rabbis had gathered together almost 500 passages from
the Scriptures which, notwithstanding their apparent contradic-
tions, they averred were prophetic of the coming Messiah. And
amidst all these details of time, technique, and function, they al-
most completely lost sight of the personality of the promised Mes-
siah. ey were looking for a restoration of Jewish national glory
— Israel’s temporal exaltation — rather than for the salvation of
the world. It therefore becomes evident that Jesus of Nazareth
could never satisfy this materialistic Messianic concept of the Jew-
ish mind. Many of their reputed Messianic predictions, had they
but viewed these prophetic utterances in a different light, would
have very naturally prepared their minds for a recognition of Je-
sus as the terminator of one age and the inaugurator of a new and
better dispensation of mercy and salvation for all nations.

4 ¶ e Jews had been brought up to believe in the doctrine of
the Shekinah. But this reputed symbol of the Divine Presence was
not to be seen in the temple. ey believed that the coming of
theMessiah would effect its restoration. ey held confusing ideas
about racial sin and the supposed evil nature of man. Some taught
that Adam’s sin had cursed the human race, and that the Messiah
would remove this curse and restore man to divine favour. Oth-
ers taught that God, in creating man, had put into his being both
good and evil natures; that when he observed the outworking of
this arrangement, he was greatly disappointed, and that “He re-
pented that he had thusmademan.” And those who taught this be-
lieved that the Messiah was to come in order to redeem man from
this inherent evil nature.
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5 e majority of the Jews believed that they continued to lan-
guish under Roman rule because of their national sins and because
of the half-heartedness of the gentile proselytes. e Jewish nation
had not wholeheartedly repented; therefore did the Messiah delay
his coming. ere was much talk about repentance; wherefore the
mighty and immediate appeal of John’s preaching, “Repent and be
baptized, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.” And the kingdom
of heaven could mean only one thing to any devout Jew: e com-
ing of the Messiah.

6 ere was one feature of the bestowal of Michael which was
utterly foreign to the Jewish conception of the Messiah, and that
was the union of the two natures, the human and the divine. e
Jews had variously conceived of the Messiah as perfected human,
superhuman, and even as divine, but they never entertained the
concept of the union of the human and the divine. And this was
the great stumbling block of Jesus’ early disciples. ey grasped the
human concept of theMessiah as the son of David, as presented by
the earlier prophets; as the Son of Man, the superhuman idea of
Daniel and some of the later prophets; and even as the Son ofGod,
as depicted by the author of the Book of Enoch and by certain of
his contemporaries; but never had they for a single moment enter-
tained the true concept of the union in one earth personality of
the two natures, the human and the divine. e incarnation of the
Creator in the form of the creature had not been revealed before-
hand. It was revealed only in Jesus; theworld knewnothing of such
things until the Creator Son was made esh and dwelt among the
mortals of the realm.

2. THE BAPTISM OF JESUS
1 Jesus was baptized at the very height of John’s preaching when

Palestine was a ame with the expectancy of his message — “the
kingdom of God is at hand” — when all Jewry was engaged in se-
rious and solemn self-examination. e Jewish sense of racial soli-
darity was very profound. e Jews not only believed that the sins
of the fathermight afflict his children, but they rmly believed that
the sin of one individual might curse the nation. Accordingly, not
all who submitted to John’s baptism regarded themselves as being
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guilty of the speci c sins which John denounced. Many devout
souls were baptized by John for the good of Israel. ey feared lest
some sin of ignorance on their part might delay the coming of the
Messiah. ey felt themselves to belong to a guilty and sin-cursed
nation, and they presented themselves for baptism that they might
by so doingmanifest fruits of race penitence. It is therefore evident
that Jesus in no sense received John’s baptism as a rite of repentance
or for the remission of sins. In accepting baptism at the hands of
John, Jesuswas only following the example ofmany pious Israelites.

2 ¶ When Jesus of Nazareth went down into the Jordan to be
baptized, he was amortal of the realmwho had attained the pinna-
cle of human evolutionary ascension in all matters related to the
conquest of mind and to self-identi cation with the spirit. He
stood in the Jordan that day a perfected mortal of the evolution-
ary worlds of time and space. Perfect synchrony and full commu-
nication had become established between themortal mind of Jesus
and the indwelling spirit Adjuster, the divine gi of his Father in
Paradise. And just such an Adjuster indwells all normal beings liv-
ing on Urantia since the ascension of Michael to the headship of
his universe, except that Jesus’ Adjuster had been previously pre-
pared for this special mission by similarly indwelling another su-
perhuman incarnated in the likeness of mortal esh, Machiventa
Melchizedek.

3 Ordinarily, when a mortal of the realm attains such high lev-
els of personality perfection, there occur those preliminary phe-
nomena of spiritual elevation which terminate in eventual fusion
of the matured soul of the mortal with its associated divine Ad-
juster. And such a change was apparently due to take place in the
personality experience of Jesus of Nazareth on that very day when
he went down into the Jordan with his two brothers to be baptized
by John. is ceremonywas the nal act of his purely human life on
Urantia, and many superhuman observers expected to witness the
fusion of the Adjuster with its indwelt mind, but they were all des-
tined to suffer disappointment. Something new and even greater
occurred. As John laid his hands upon Jesus to baptize him, the
indwelling Adjuster took nal leave of the perfected human soul
of Joshua ben Joseph. And in a few moments this divine entity re-
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turned from Divinington as a Personalized Adjuster and chief of
his kind throughout the entire local universe of Nebadon. us
did Jesus observe his own former divine spirit descending on its re-
turn to him in personalized form. And he heard this same spirit
of Paradise origin now speak, saying, “ is is my beloved Son in
whom I am well pleased.” And John, with Jesus’ two brothers, also
heard these words. John’s disciples, standing by the water’s edge,
did not hear these words, neither did they see the apparition of the
Personalized Adjuster. Only the eyes of Jesus beheld the Personal-
ized Adjuster.

4 ¶ When the returned and now exalted Personalized Adjuster
had thus spoken, all was silence. And while the four of them tar-
ried in the water, Jesus, looking up to the near-by Adjuster, prayed:
“My Father who reigns in heaven, hallowed be your name. Your
kingdom come! Your will be done on earth, even as it is in heaven.”
When he had prayed, the “heavens were opened,” and the Son of
Man saw the vision, presented by the now Personalized Adjuster,
of himself as a Son of God as he was before he came to earth in the
likeness of mortal esh, and as he would be when the incarnated
life should be nished. is heavenly vision was seen only by Jesus.

5 It was the voice of the Personalized Adjuster that John and Je-
sus heard, speaking in behalf of the Universal Father, for the Ad-
juster is of, and as, the Paradise Father. roughout the remainder
of Jesus’ earth life this Personalized Adjuster was associated with
him in all his labours; Jesus was in constant communion with this
exalted Adjuster.

6 ¶ When Jesus was baptized, he repented of no misdeeds; he
made no confession of sin. His was the baptism of consecration to
the performance of the will of the heavenly Father. At his baptism
he heard the unmistakable call of his Father, the nal summons
to be about his Father’s business, and he went away into private
seclusion for 40 days to think over these manifold problems. In
thus retiring for a season from active personality contact with his
earthly associates, Jesus, as he was and on Urantia, was following
the very procedure that obtains on the morontia worlds whenever
an ascending mortal fuses with the inner presence of the Universal
Father.
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7 is day of baptism ended the purely human life of Jesus. e
divine Son has found his Father, theUniversal Father has found his
incarnated Son, and they speak the one to the other.

8 ¶ ( Jesus was almost 31½ years old when he was baptized.
While Luke says that Jesuswas baptized in the 15 year of the reign
of Tiberius Caesar, which would be A.D. 29 since Augustus died
in A.D. 14, it should be recalled that Tiberius was coemperor with
Augustus for 2½ years before the death of Augustus, having had
coins struck in his honour in October, A.D. 11. e 15 year of
his actual rule was, therefore, this very year of A.D. 26, that of Je-
sus’ baptism. And this was also the year that Pontius Pilate began
his rule as governor of Judea.)

3. THE FORTY DAYS
1 Jesus had endured the great temptation of his mortal bestowal

before his baptism when he had been wet with the dews of Mount
Hermon for six weeks. ere on Mount Hermon, as an unaided
mortal of the realm, he had met and defeated the Urantia pre-
tender, Caligastia, the prince of this world. at eventful day, on
the universe records, Jesus of Nazareth had become the Planetary
Prince of Urantia. And this Prince of Urantia, so soon to be pro-
claimed supreme Sovereign of Nebadon, now went into 40 days of
retirement to formulate the plans and determine upon the tech-
nique of proclaiming the new kingdom of God in the hearts of
men.

2 A er his baptism he entered upon the 40 days of adjusting
himself to the changed relationships of the world and the universe
occasioned by the personalization of his Adjuster. During this iso-
lation in the Perean hills he determined upon the policy to be pur-
sued and the methods to be employed in the new and changed
phase of earth life which he was about to inaugurate.

3 Jesus did not go into retirement for the purpose of fasting and
for the affliction of his soul. He was not an ascetic, and he came
forever to destroy all such notions regarding the approach to God.
His reasons for seeking this retirement were entirely different from
thosewhichhad actuatedMoses andElijah, and even John theBap-
tist. Jesus was thenwholly self-conscious concerning his relation to
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the universe of his making and also to the universe of universes, su-
pervised by the Paradise Father, his Father in heaven. He now fully
recalled the bestowal charge and its instructions administered by
his elder brother, Immanuel, ere he entered upon his Urantia in-
carnation. He now clearly and fully comprehended all these far-
ung relationships, and he desired to be away for a season of quiet

meditation so that he could think out the plans and decide upon
the procedures for the prosecution of his public labours in behalf
of this world and for all other worlds in his local universe.

4 ¶ Whilewandering about in the hills, seeking a suitable shelter,
Jesus encountered his universe chief executive, Gabriel, the Bright
and Morning Star of Nebadon. Gabriel now re-established per-
sonal communication with the Creator Son of the universe; they
met directly for the rst time since Michael took leave of his asso-
ciates on Salvingtonwhen hewent to Edentia preparatory to enter-
ing upon the Urantia bestowal. Gabriel, by direction of Immanuel
and on authority of the Uversa Ancients of Days, now laid before
Jesus information indicating that his bestowal experience onUran-
tia was practically nished so far as concerned the earning of the
perfected sovereignty of his universe and the terminationof theLu-
cifer rebellion. e former was achieved on the day of his baptism
when the personalization of his Adjuster demonstrated the perfec-
tion and completion of his bestowal in the likeness of mortal esh,
and the latter was a fact of history on that day when he came down
from Mount Hermon to join the waiting lad, Tiglath. Jesus was
now informed, upon the highest authority of the local universe and
the superuniverse, that his bestowal work was nished in so far as
it affected his personal status in relation to sovereignty and rebel-
lion. He had already had this assurance direct from Paradise in the
baptismal vision and in the phenomenon of the personalization of
his indwelling ought Adjuster.

5 While he tarried on the mountain, talking with Gabriel, the
Constellation Father of Edentia appeared to Jesus and Gabriel in
person, saying: “ e records are completed. e sovereigntyofMi-
chael number 611,121 over his universe of Nebadon rests in com-
pletion at the right hand of theUniversal Father. I bring to you the
bestowal release of Immanuel, your sponsor-brother for the Uran-
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tia incarnation. You are at liberty now or at any subsequent time,
in the manner of your own choosing, to terminate your incarna-
tion bestowal, ascend to the right hand of your Father, receive your
sovereignty, and assume your well-earned unconditional rulership
of all Nebadon. I also testify to the completion of the records of
the superuniverse, by authorization of the Ancients of Days, hav-
ing to do with the termination of all sin-rebellion in your universe
and endowing you with full and unlimited authority to deal with
any and all such possible upheavals in the future. Technically, your
work on Urantia and in the esh of the mortal creature is nished.
Your course from now on is a matter of your own choosing.”˚

6 When the Most High Father of Edentia had taken leave, Jesus
held long converse with Gabriel regarding the welfare of the uni-
verse and, sending greetings to Immanuel, proffered his assurance
that, in the work which he was about to undertake on Urantia, he
would be ever mindful of the counsel he had received in connec-
tion with the prebestowal charge administered on Salvington.

7 ¶ roughout all of these 40 days of isolation James and John
the sons of Zebedee were engaged in searching for Jesus. Many
times they were not far from his abiding place, but never did they
nd him.

4. PLANS FOR PUBLIC WORK
1 Day by day, up in the hills, Jesus formulated the plans for the

remainder of his Urantia bestowal. He rst decided not to teach
contemporaneously with John. He planned to remain in compara-
tive retirement until the work of John achieved its purpose, or un-
til John was suddenly stopped by imprisonment. Jesus well knew
that John’s fearless and tactless preaching would presently arouse
the fears and enmity of the civil rulers. In view of John’s precari-
ous situation, Jesus began de nitely to plan his program of public
labours in behalf of his people and the world, in behalf of every in-
habited world throughout his vast universe. Michael’s mortal be-
stowal was on Urantia but for all worlds of Nebadon.

2 e rst thing Jesus did, a er thinking through the general
plan of co-ordinating his program with John’s movement, was to
3.5. e sovereignty of Michael No. 611,121 over his universe… See note for 24:1.11.
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review in his mind the instructions of Immanuel. Carefully he
thought over the advice given him concerning his methods of
labour, and that he was to leave no permanent writing on the pla-
net. Never again did Jesus write on anything except sand. On his
next visit to Nazareth, much to the sorrow of his brother Joseph,
Jesus destroyed all of his writing that was preserved on the boards
about the carpenter shop, andwhichhungupon thewalls of the old
home. And Jesus pondered well over Immanuel’s advice pertaining
to his economic, social, and political attitude toward the world as
he should nd it.

3 ¶ Jesus did not fast during this 40 days’ isolation. e longest
period hewentwithout foodwas his rst two days in the hills when
he was so engrossed with his thinking that he forgot all about eat-
ing. But on the third day he went in search of food. Neither was he
tempted during this time by any evil spirits or rebel personalities of
station on this world or from any other world.

4 ¶ ese 40 days were the occasion of the nal conference be-
tween the human and the divineminds, or rather the rst real func-
tioning of these two minds as now made one. e results of this
momentous season of meditation demonstrated conclusively that
the divine mind has triumphantly and spiritually dominated the
human intellect. e mind of man has become the mind of God
from this time on, and though the sel ood of the mind of man is
ever present, always does this spiritualized human mind say, “Not
my will but yours be done.”

5 e transactions of this eventful timewere not the fantastic vi-
sions of a starved and weakened mind, neither were they the con-
fused and puerile symbolisms which a erwards gained record as
the “temptations of Jesus in the wilderness.” Rather was this a sea-
son for thinking over the whole eventful and varied career of the
Urantia bestowal and for the careful laying of those plans for fur-
ther ministry which would best serve this world while also con-
tributing something to the betterment of all other rebellion-iso-
lated spheres. Jesus thought over the whole span of human life on
Urantia, from the days of Andon and Fonta, down throughAdam’s
default, and on to the ministry of the Melchizedek of Salem.
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6 Gabriel had reminded Jesus that there were two ways in which
hemightmanifest himself to the world in case he should choose to
tarry on Urantia for a time. And it was made clear to Jesus that his
choice in this matter would have nothing to do with either his uni-
verse sovereignty or the termination of the Lucifer rebellion. ese
two ways of world ministry were:

7 1. His own way — the way that might seem most pleasant
and pro table from the standpoint of the immediate needs of this
world and the present edi cation of his own universe.

8 2. e Father’sway—the exempli cation of a farseeing ideal
of creature life visualized by the high personalities of the Paradise
administration of the universe of universes.

9 It was thus made clear to Jesus that there were two ways in
which he could order the remainder of his earth life. Each of these
ways had something to be said in its favour as it might be regarded
in the light of the immediate situation. e Son ofMan clearly saw
that his choice between these two modes of conduct would have
nothing to do with his reception of universe sovereignty; that was
amatter already settled and sealed on the records of the universe of
universes and only awaited his demand in person. But it was indi-
cated to Jesus that it would afford his Paradise brother, Immanuel,
great satisfaction if he, Jesus, should see t to nish up his earth ca-
reer of incarnation as he had so nobly begun it, always subject to
the Father’s will. On the third day of this isolation Jesus promised
himself hewould go back to theworld to nish his earth career, and
that in a situation involving any two ways he would always choose
the Father’s will. And he lived out the remainder of his earth life
always true to that resolve. Even to the bitter end he invariably sub-
ordinated his sovereign will to that of his heavenly Father.

10 ¶ e 40 days in the mountain wilderness were not a period
of great temptation but rather the period of the Master’s great de-
cisions. During these days of lone communion with himself and
his Father’s immediate presence — the Personalized Adjuster (he
no longer had a personal seraphic guardian) — he arrived, one by
one, at the great decisions which were to control his policies and
conduct for the remainder of his earth career. Subsequently the
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tradition of a great temptation became attached to this period of
isolation through confusion with the fragmentary narratives of the
Mount Hermon struggles, and further because it was the custom
to have all great prophets and human leaders begin their public ca-
reers by undergoing these supposed seasons of fasting and prayer.
It had always been Jesus’ practice, when facing any new or serious
decisions, to withdraw for communion with his own spirit that he
might seek to know the will of God.

11 ¶ In all this planning for the remainder of his earth life, Jesus
was always torn inhis humanheart by twoopposing courses of con-
duct:

12 1. He entertained a strongdesire towinhis people—and the
whole world — to believe in him and to accept his new spiritual
kingdom. And he well knew their ideas concerning the coming
Messiah.

13 2. To live and work as he knew his Father would approve,
to conduct his work in behalf of other worlds in need, and to con-
tinue, in the establishment of the kingdom, to reveal the Father and
show forth his divine character of love.

14 ¶ roughout these eventful days Jesus lived in an ancient rock
cavern, a shelter in the side of thehills near a village sometime called
Beit Adis. He drank from the small spring which came from the
side of the hill near this rock shelter.

5. THE FIRST GREAT DECISION
1 On the third day a er beginning this conference with himself

and his Personalized Adjuster, Jesus was presented with the vision
of the assembled celestial hosts of Nebadon sent by their comman-
ders to wait upon the will of their beloved Sovereign. is mighty
host embraced 12 legions of seraphim and proportionate numbers
of every order of universe intelligence. And the rst great decision
of Jesus’ isolation had to do with whether or not he would make
use of these mighty personalities in connection with the ensuing
program of his public work on Urantia.

2 Jesus decided that he would not utilize a single personality of
this vast assemblage unless it should become evident that this was
his Father’s will. Notwithstanding this general decision, this vast
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host remained with him throughout the balance of his earth life,
always in readiness to obey the least expression of their Sovereign’s
will. Although Jesus did not constantly behold these attendant
personalities with his human eyes, his associated Personalized Ad-
juster did constantly behold, and could communicate with, all of
them.

3 ¶ Before coming down from the 40 days’ retreat in the hills,
Jesus assigned the immediate command of this attendant host of
universe personalities to his recently Personalized Adjuster, and
for more than four years of Urantia time did these selected per-
sonalities from every division of universe intelligences obediently
and respectfully function under the wise guidance of this exalted
and experienced PersonalizedMysteryMonitor. In assuming com-
mand of this mighty assembly, the Adjuster, being a onetime part
and essence of the Paradise Father, assured Jesus that in no case
would these superhuman agencies be permitted to serve, or mani-
fest themselves in connection with, or in behalf of, his earth career
unless it should develop that the Father willed such intervention.

us by one great decision Jesus voluntarily deprived himself of all
superhuman co-operation in all matters having to do with the re-
mainder of hismortal career unless theFathermight independently
choose to participate in some certain act or episode of the Son’s
earth labours.

4 In accepting this command of the universe hosts in attendance
uponChristMichael, the PersonalizedAdjuster took great pains to
point out to Jesus that, while such an assembly of universe creatures
could be limited in their space activities by the delegated authority
of their Creator, such limitations were not operative in connection
with their function in time. And this limitation was dependent
on the fact that Adjusters are nontime beings when once they are
personalized. Accordingly was Jesus admonished that, while the
Adjuster’s control of the living intelligences placed under his com-
mand would be complete and perfect as to all matters involving
space, there could be no such perfect limitations imposed regard-
ing time. Said the Adjuster: “I will, as you have directed, enjoin
the employment of this attendant host of universe intelligences in
any manner in connection with your earth career except in those
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cases where the Paradise Father directs me to release such agencies
in order that his divine will of your choosingmay be accomplished,
and in those instances where youmay engage in any choice or act of
your divine-human will which shall only involve departures from
the natural earth order as to time. In all such events I am pow-
erless, and your creatures here assembled in perfection and unity
of power are likewise helpless. If your united natures once enter-
tain such desires, these mandates of your choice will be forthwith
executed. Your wish in all such matters will constitute the abridge-
ment of time, and the thing projected is existent. Under my com-
mand this constitutes the fullest possible limitation which can be
imposed upon your potential sovereignty. Inmy self-consciousness
time is nonexistent, and therefore I cannot limit your creatures in
anything related thereto.”

5 ¶ us did Jesus become apprised of the working out of his de-
cision to go on living as a man among men. He had by a single
decision excluded all of his attendant universe hosts of varied intel-
ligences from participating in his ensuing publicministry except in
such matters as concerned time only. It therefore becomes evident
that any possible supernatural or supposedly superhuman accom-
paniments of Jesus’ ministry pertained wholly to the elimination
of time unless the Father in heaven speci cally ruled otherwise. No
miracle, ministry ofmercy, or any other possible event occurring in
connection with Jesus’ remaining earth labours could possibly be
of the nature or character of an act transcending the natural laws
established and regularly working in the affairs of man as he lives
on Urantia except in this expressly stated matter of time. No limits,
of course, could be placed upon the manifestations of “the Father’s
will.” e elimination of time in connection with the expressed de-
sire of this potential Sovereign of a universe could only be avoided
by the direct and explicit act of the will of this God-man to the
effect that time, as related to the act or event in question, should
not be shortened or eliminated. In order to prevent the appearance
of apparent time miracles, it was necessary for Jesus to remain con-
stantly time conscious. Any lapse of time consciousness on his part,
in connection with the entertainment of de nite desire, was equiv-
alent to the enactment of the thing conceived in the mind of this
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Creator Son, and without the intervention of time.
6 rough the supervising control of his associated and Person-

alizedAdjuster itwas possible forMichael perfectly to limit his per-
sonal earth activities with reference to space, but it was not possible
for the Son of Man thus to limit his new earth status as potential
Sovereign of Nebadon as regards time. And this was the actual sta-
tus of Jesus of Nazareth as he went forth to begin his public min-
istry on Urantia.

6. THE SECOND DECISION
1 Having settled his policy concerning all personalities of all

classes of his created intelligences, so far as this could be deter-
mined in view of the inherent potential of his new status of divin-
ity, Jesus now turned his thoughts toward himself. What would
he, now the fully self-conscious creator of all things andbeings exis-
tent in this universe, dowith these creator prerogatives in the recur-
ring life situations which would immediately confront him when
he returned to Galilee to resume his work among men? In fact,
already, and right where he was in these lonely hills, had this prob-
lem forcibly presented itself in thematter of obtaining food. By the
third day of his solitary meditations the human body grew hungry.
Shouldhe go inquest of food as any ordinarymanwould, or should
hemerely exercise his normal creative powers and produce suitable
bodily nourishment ready at hand? And this great decision of the
Master has been portrayed to you as a temptation — as a challenge
by supposed enemies that he “command that these stones become
loaves of bread.”

2 Jesus thus settled upon another and consistent policy for the
remainder of his earth labours. As far as his personal necessities
were concerned, and in general even in his relations with other
personalities, he now deliberately chose to pursue the path of nor-
mal earthly existence; he de nitely decided against a policy which
would transcend, violate, or outrage his own established natural
laws. But he could not promise himself, as he had already been
warned by his Personalized Adjuster, that these natural laws might
not, in certain conceivable circumstances, be greatly accelerated. In
principle, Jesus decided that his lifework should be organized and
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prosecuted in accordance with natural law and in harmony with
the existing social organization. e Master thereby chose a pro-
gram of living which was the equivalent of deciding against mira-
cles andwonders. Again he decided in favour of “the Father’s will”;
again he surrendered everything into the hands of his Paradise Fa-
ther.

3 Jesus’ human nature dictated that the rst duty was self-preser-
vation; that is the normal attitude of the naturalman on theworlds
of time and space, and it is, therefore, a legitimate reaction of a
Urantia mortal. But Jesus was not concerned merely with this
world and its creatures; he was living a life designed to instruct and
inspire the manifold creatures of a far- ung universe.

4 Before his baptismal illumination he had lived in perfect sub-
mission to the will and guidance of his heavenly Father. He em-
phatically decided to continue on in just such implicit mortal de-
pendence on the Father’swill. Hepurposed to follow the unnatural
course — he decided not to seek self-preservation. He chose to go
on pursuing the policy of refusing to defend himself. He formu-
lated his conclusions in the words of Scripture familiar to his hu-
man mind: “Man shall not live by bread alone but by every word
that proceeds from the mouth of God.” In reaching this conclu-
sion in regard to the appetite of the physical nature as expressed in
hunger for food, the Son of Man made his nal declaration con-
cerning all other urges of the esh and the natural impulses of hu-
man nature.

5 His superhuman power he might possibly use for others, but
for himself, never. And he pursued this policy consistently to the
very end, when it was jeeringly said of him: “He saved others; him-
self he cannot save” — because he would not.

6 e Jews were expecting aMessiah who would do even greater
wonders thanMoses, whowas reputed to have brought forthwater
from the rock in a desert place and tohave fed their forefatherswith
manna in thewilderness. Jesus knew the sort ofMessiah his compa-
triots expected, and he had all the powers and prerogatives to mea-
sure up to theirmost sanguine expectations, but he decided against
such amagni cent program of power and glory. Jesus looked upon
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such a course of expected miracle working as a harking back to the
olden days of ignorantmagic and the degraded practices of the sav-
age medicine men. Possibly, for the salvation of his creatures, he
might accelerate natural law, but to transcend his own laws, either
for the bene t of himself or the overawing of his fellow men, that
he would not do. And the Master’s decision was nal.

7 Jesus sorrowed for his people; he fully understood how they
had been led up to the expectation of the comingMessiah, the time
when “the earth will yield its fruits ten thousandfold, and on one
vine there will be a thousand branches, and each branch will pro-
duce a thousand clusters, and each cluster will produce a thousand
grapes, and each grape will produce a gallon of wine.” e Jews be-
lieved theMessiah would usher in an era of miraculous plenty. e
Hebrews had long been nurtured on traditions of miracles and leg-
ends of wonders.

8 He was not a Messiah coming to multiply bread and wine. He
came not to minister to temporal needs only; he came to reveal his
Father in heaven to his children on earth, while he sought to lead
his earth children to join him in a sincere effort so to live as to do
the will of the Father in heaven.

9 ¶ In this decision Jesus of Nazareth portrayed to an onlooking
universe the folly and sin of prostituting divine talents and God-
given abilities for personal aggrandizement or for purely sel sh
gain and glori cation. at was the sin of Lucifer and Caligastia.

10 is great decision of Jesus portrays dramatically the truth that
sel sh satisfaction and sensuous grati cation, alone and of them-
selves, are not able to confer happiness upon evolving human be-
ings. ere are higher values in mortal existence — intellectual
mastery and spiritual achievement— which far transcend the nec-
essary grati cation of man’s purely physical appetites and urges.
Man’s natural endowment of talent and ability should be chie y
devoted to the development and ennoblement of his higher pow-
ers of mind and spirit.

11 Jesus thus revealed to the creatures of his universe the tech-
nique of the new and better way, the higher moral values of living
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and the deeper spiritual satisfactions of evolutionary human exis-
tence on the worlds of space.

7. THE THIRD DECISION
1 Having made his decisions regarding such matters as food and

physical ministration to the needs of his material body, the care of
the health of himself and his associates, there remained yet other
problems to solve. What would be his attitude when confronted
by personal danger? He decided to exercise normal watchcare over
his human safety and to take reasonable precaution to prevent the
untimely termination of his career in the esh but to refrain from
all superhuman intervention when the crisis of his life in the esh
should come. As he was formulating this decision, Jesus was seated
under the shade of a tree on an overhanging ledge of rock with a
precipice right there before him. He fully realized that he could
cast himself off the ledge andout into space, and that nothing could
happen to harm him provided he would rescind his rst great deci-
sion not to invoke the interposition of his celestial intelligences in
the prosecution of his lifework onUrantia, and provided he would
abrogate his second decision concerning his attitude toward self-
preservation.

2 Jesus knew his fellow countrymen were expecting a Messiah
who would be above natural law. Well had he been taught that
Scripture: “ ere shall no evil befall you, neither shall any plague
come near your dwelling. For he shall give his angels charge over
you, to keep you in all your ways. ey shall bear you up in their
hands lest you dash your foot against a stone.” Would this sort of
presumption, this de ance of his Father’s laws of gravity, be justi-
ed in order to protect himself from possible harm or, perchance,

to win the con dence of his mistaught and distracted people? But
such a course, however gratifying to the sign-seeking Jews, would
be, not a revelation of his Father, but a questionable tri ing with
the established laws of the universe of universes.

3 ¶ Understanding all of this and knowing that the Master re-
fused to work in de ance of his established laws of nature in so far
as his personal conductwas concerned, youknowof a certainty that
he never walked on the water nor did anything else which was an
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outrage to his material order of administering the world; always, of
course, bearing in mind that there had, as yet, been found no way
whereby he could be wholly delivered from the lack of control over
the element of time in connection with those matters put under
the jurisdiction of the Personalized Adjuster.

4 roughout his entire earth life Jesus was consistently loyal to
this decision. No matter whether the Pharisees taunted him for
a sign, or the watchers at Calvary dared him to come down from
the cross, he steadfastly adhered to the decision of this hour on the
hillside.

8. THE FOURTH DECISION
1 e next great problemwithwhich thisGod-manwrestled and

which he presently decided in accordance with the will of the Fa-
ther in heaven, concerned the question as to whether or not any
of his superhuman powers should be employed for the purpose of
attracting the attention and winning the adherence of his fellow
men. Should he in any manner lend his universe powers to the
grati cation of the Jewish hankering for the spectacular and the
marvellous? He decided that he should not. He settled upon a pol-
icy of procedure which eliminated all such practices as the method
of bringing his mission to the notice of men. And he consistently
lived up to this great decision. Even when he permitted the mani-
festation of numerous time-shortening ministrations of mercy, he
almost invariably admonished the recipients of his healingministry
to tell noman about the bene ts they had received. And always did
he refuse the taunting challenge of his enemies to “show us a sign”
in proof and demonstration of his divinity.

2 Jesus very wisely foresaw that the working of miracles and the
execution of wonders would call forth only outward allegiance by
overawing the material mind; such performances would not reveal
God nor save men. He refused to become a mere wonder-worker.
He resolved to become occupied with but a single task — the es-
tablishment of the kingdom of heaven.

3 ¶ roughout all this momentous dialogue of Jesus’ com-
muning with himself, there was present the human element of
questioning and near-doubting, for Jesus was man as well as God.
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It was evident he would never be received by the Jews as the Mes-
siah if he did not work wonders. Besides, if he would consent to
do just one unnatural thing, the humanmindwould know of a cer-
tainty that it was in subservience to a truly divine mind. Would it
be consistent with “the Father’s will” for the divine mind to make
this concession to the doubting nature of the human mind? Jesus
decided that it would not and cited the presence of the Personal-
ized Adjuster as sufficient proof of divinity in partnership with hu-
manity.˚

4 ¶ Jesus had travelledmuch; he recalled Rome, Alexandria, and
Damascus. He knew the methods of the world — how people
gained their ends in politics and commerce by compromise and
diplomacy. Would he utilize this knowledge in the furtherance of
his mission on earth? No! He likewise decided against all com-
promise with the wisdom of the world and the in uence of riches
in the establishment of the kingdom. He again chose to depend
exclusively on the Father’s will.

5 Jesus was fully aware of the short cuts open to one of his pow-
ers. He knew many ways in which the attention of the nation,
and the whole world, could be immediately focused upon himself.
Soon the Passoverwould be celebrated at Jerusalem; the citywould
be thronged with visitors. He could ascend the pinnacle of the
temple and before the bewildered multitude walk out on the air;
that would be the kind of a Messiah they were looking for. But he
would subsequently disappoint them since he had not come to re-
establishDavid’s throne. And he knew the futility of theCaligastia
method of trying to get ahead of the natural, slow, and sure way of
accomplishing the divine purpose. Again the Son of Man bowed
obediently to the Father’s way, the Father’s will.

6 Jesus chose to establish the kingdom of heaven in the hearts of
mankind by natural, ordinary, difficult, and trying methods, just
such procedures as his earth children must subsequently follow in

8.3. roughout all this momentous dialog of Jesus’ communing with himself, ough
this is, arguably, a more modern and American English form, it is the only instance of the
shorter form. Multiple instances of “dialogue” are found elsewhere (all in Paper 91) and,
as there is no distinction in meaning and both forms are acceptable, the choice was made to
standardize on the majority usage: “dialogue.”
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their work of enlarging and extending that heavenly kingdom. For
well did the Son of Man know that it would be “through much
tribulation that many of the children of all ages would enter into
the kingdom.” Jesus was now passing through the great test of civi-
lized man, to have power and steadfastly refuse to use it for purely
sel sh or personal purposes.

7 ¶ In your consideration of the life and experience of the Son
of Man, it should be ever borne in mind that the Son of God was
incarnate in the mind of a rst-century human being, not in the
mind of a XX century or other-century mortal. By this we mean
to convey the idea that the human endowments of Jesus were of
natural acquirement. He was the product of the hereditary and
environmental factors of his time, plus the in uence of his training
and education. His humanity was genuine, natural, wholly derived
from the antecedents of, and fostered by, the actual intellectual sta-
tus and social and economic conditions of that day and generation.
While in the experience of this God-man there was always the pos-
sibility that the divine mind would transcend the human intellect,
nonetheless, when, and as, his human mind functioned, it did per-
form as would a true mortal mind under the conditions of the hu-
man environment of that day.

8 ¶ Jesus portrayed to all the worlds of his vast universe the folly
of creating arti cial situations for the purpose of exhibiting arbi-
trary authority or of indulging exceptional power for the purpose
of enhancing moral values or accelerating spiritual progress. Jesus
decided that he would not lend his mission on earth to a repetition
of the disappointment of the reign of the Maccabees. He refused
to prostitute his divine attributes for the purpose of acquiring un-
earned popularity or for gaining political prestige. He would not
countenance the transmutation of divine and creative energy into
national power or international prestige. Jesus of Nazareth refused
to compromise with evil, much less to consort with sin. e Mas-
ter triumphantly put loyalty to his Father’s will above every other
earthly and temporal consideration.

9. THE FIFTH DECISION
1 Having settled such questions of policy as pertained to his in-
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dividual relations to natural law and spiritual power, he turned his
attention to the choice of methods to be employed in the procla-
mation and establishment of the kingdom of God. John had al-
ready begun this work; how might he continue the message? How
should he take over John’s mission? How should he organize his
followers for effective effort and intelligent co-operation? Jesus
was now reaching the nal decision which would forbid that he
further regard himself as the Jewish Messiah, at least as the Mes-
siah was popularly conceived in that day.

2 e Jews envisaged a deliverer who would come in miraculous
power to cast down Israel’s enemies and establish the Jews as world
rulers, free from want and oppression. Jesus knew that this hope
would never be realized. He knew that the kingdom of heaven had
to do with the overthrow of evil in the hearts of men, and that it
was purely a matter of spiritual concern. He thought out the advis-
ability of inaugurating the spiritual kingdom with a brilliant and
dazzling display of power — and such a course would have been
permissible and wholly within the jurisdiction of Michael — but
he fully decided against such a plan. He would not compromise
with the revolutionary techniques of Caligastia. He had won the
world in potential by submission to the Father’s will, and he pro-
posed to nish his work as he had begun it, and as the Son of Man.

3 You can hardly imagine what would have happened on Uran-
tia had this God-man, now in potential possession of all power in
heaven and on earth, once decided to unfurl the banner of sover-
eignty, to marshal his wonder-working battalions in militant ar-
ray! But he would not compromise. He would not serve evil that
the worship of God might presumably be derived therefrom. He
would abide by the Father’s will. He would proclaim to an onlook-
ing universe, “You shall worship the Lord your God and him only
shall you serve.”

4 As the days passed, with ever-increasing clearness Jesus per-
ceived what kind of a truth-revealer he was to become. He dis-
cerned that God’s way was not going to be the easy way. He began
to realize that the cup of the remainder of his human experience
might possibly be bitter, but he decided to drink it.
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5 Even his human mind is saying good-bye to the throne of
David. Step by step this human mind follows in the path of the di-
vine. e human mind still asks questions but unfailingly accepts
the divine answers as nal rulings in this combined life of living as
a man in the world while all the time submitting unquali edly to
the doing of the Father’s eternal and divine will.

6 Rome was mistress of the Western world. e Son of Man,
now in isolation and achieving these momentous decisions, with
the hosts of heaven at his command, represented the last chance of
the Jews to attain world dominion; but this earthborn Jew, who
possessed such tremendous wisdom and power, declined to use his
universe endowments either for the aggrandizement of himself or
for the enthronement of his people. He saw, as it were, “the king-
doms of this world,” and he possessed the power to take them. e
MostHighs ofEdentia had resigned all these powers intohis hands,
but he did not want them. e kingdoms of earth were paltry
things to interest the Creator and Ruler of a universe. He had only
one objective, the further revelation of God to man, the establish-
ment of the kingdom, the rule of the heavenly Father in the hearts
of mankind.

7 e idea of battle, contention, and slaughter was repugnant
to Jesus; he would have none of it. He would appear on earth as
the Prince of Peace to reveal a God of love. Before his baptism he
had again refused the offer of the Zealots to lead them in rebellion
against the Roman oppressors. And now he made his nal deci-
sion regarding those Scriptures which his mother had taught him,
such as: “ e Lord has said to me, ‘You are my Son; this day have I
begotten you. Ask of me, and I will give you the heathen for your
inheritance and the uttermost parts of the earth for your posses-
sion. You shall break them with a rod of iron; you shall dash them
in pieces like a potter’s vessel.’”

8 Jesus of Nazareth reached the conclusion that such utterances
did not refer to him. At last, and nally, the human mind of the
Son of Man made a clean sweep of all these Messianic difficul-
ties and contradictions — Hebrew scriptures, parental training,
chazan teaching, Jewish expectations, and human ambitious long-
ings; once and for all he decided upon his course. Hewould return
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to Galilee and quietly begin the proclamation of the kingdom and
trust his Father (the Personalized Adjuster) to work out the details
of procedure day by day.

9 ¶ By these decisions Jesus set a worthy example for every per-
son on every world throughout a vast universe when he refused to
apply material tests to prove spiritual problems, when he refused
presumptuously to defy natural laws. And he set an inspiring ex-
ample of universe loyalty and moral nobility when he refused to
grasp temporal power as the prelude to spiritual glory.

10 ¶ If the Son of Man had any doubts about his mission and its
nature when he went up in the hills a er his baptism, he had none
when he came back to his fellows following the 40 days of isolation
and decisions.

11 Jesus has formulated a program for the establishment of the
Father’s kingdom. He will not cater to the physical grati cation of
the people. Hewill not deal out bread to themultitudes as he has so
recently seen it being done in Rome. He will not attract attention
to himself by wonder-working, even though the Jews are expecting
just that sort of a deliverer. Neither will he seek to win acceptance
of a spiritual message by a show of political authority or temporal
power.

12 In rejecting these methods of enhancing the coming kingdom
in the eyes of the expectant Jews, Jesus made sure that these same
Jews would certainly and nally reject all of his claims to author-
ity and divinity. Knowing all this, Jesus long sought to prevent his
early followers alluding to him as the Messiah.

13 roughout his public ministry he was confronted with the
necessity of dealing with three constantly recurring situations: the
clamour to be fed, the insistence on miracles, and the nal request
that he allow his followers to make him king. But Jesus never de-
parted from the decisions which he made during these days of his
isolation in the Perean hills.

10. THE SIXTH DECISION
1 On the last day of this memorable isolation, before starting

down the mountain to join John and his disciples, the Son of Man
made his nal decision. And this decision he communicated to the
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Personalized Adjuster in these words, “And in all other matters, as
in these now of decision-record, I pledge you I will be subject to
the will of my Father.” Andwhen he had thus spoken, he journeyed
down the mountain. And his face shone with the glory of spiritual
victory and moral achievement.



PAPER №137
TARRYING TIME IN GALILEE

Midwayer Commission

EARLY on Saturday morning, February 23, A.D. 26, Jesus
came down from the hills to rejoin John’s company en-
camped at Pella. All that day Jesus mingled with the multi-

tude. He ministered to a lad who had injured himself in a fall and
journeyed to the near-by village of Pella to deliver the boy safely
into the hands of his parents.

1. CHOOSING THE FIRST FOUR APOSTLES
1 During this Sabbath two of John’s leading disciples spentmuch

time with Jesus. Of all John’s followers one named Andrew was
the most profoundly impressed with Jesus; he accompanied him
on the trip to Pella with the injured boy. On the way back to John’s
rendezvous he asked Jesusmany questions, and just before reaching
their destination, the two paused for a short talk, duringwhichAn-
drew said: “I have observed you ever since you came toCapernaum,
and I believe you are the new Teacher, and though I do not under-
stand all your teaching, I have fully made up my mind to follow
you; I would sit at your feet and learn the whole truth about the
new kingdom.” And Jesus, with hearty assurance, welcomed An-
drew as the rst of his apostles, that group of 12whowere to labour
with him in the work of establishing the new kingdom of God in
the hearts of men.

2 ¶ Andrew was a silent observer of, and sincere believer in,
John’swork, andhe had a very able and enthusiastic brother, named
Simon, who was one of John’s foremost disciples. It would not be
amiss to say that Simon was one of John’s chief supporters.

3 Soon a er Jesus and Andrew returned to the camp, Andrew
sought out his brother, Simon, and taking him aside, informed him
that he had settled in his ownmind that Jesuswas the greatTeacher,
and that he had pledged himself as a disciple. He went on to say
that Jesus had accepted his proffer of service and suggested that he
(Simon) likewise go to Jesus and offer himself for fellowship in the
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service of thenewkingdom. SaidSimon: “Ever since thismancame
to work in Zebedee’s shop, I have believed he was sent by God, but
what about John? Are we to forsake him? Is this the right thing to
do?” Whereupon they agreed to go at once to consult John. John
was saddened by the thought of losing two of his able advisers and
most promising disciples, but he bravely answered their inquiries,
saying: “ is is but the beginning; presently will mywork end, and
we shall all become his disciples.” en Andrew beckoned to Jesus
to draw aside while he announced that his brother desired to join
himself to the service of the new kingdom. And in welcoming Si-
mon as his second apostle, Jesus said: “Simon, your enthusiasm is
commendable, but it is dangerous to the work of the kingdom. I
admonish you to becomemore thoughtful in your speech. I would
change your name to Peter.”

4 ¶ e parents of the injured ladwho lived atPella hadbesought
Jesus to spend the night with them, to make their house his home,
and he had promised. Before leavingAndrew and his brother, Jesus
said, “Early on the morrow we go into Galilee.”

5 ¶ A er Jesus had returned to Pella for the night, andwhile An-
drew and Simon were yet discussing the nature of their service in
the establishment of the forthcomingkingdom, James and John the
sons of Zebedee arrived upon the scene, having just returned from
their long and futile searching in the hills for Jesus. When they
heard Simon Peter tell how he and his brother, Andrew, had be-
come the rst accepted counsellors of the new kingdom, and that
theywere to leavewith their newMaster on themorrow forGalilee,
both James and John were sad. ey had known Jesus for some
time, and they loved him. ey had searched for him many days in
the hills, and now they returned to learn that others had been pre-
ferred before them. ey inquired where Jesus had gone and made
haste to nd him.

6 Jesus was asleep when they reached his abode, but they awak-
ened him, saying: “How is it that, while we who have so long lived
with you are searching in the hills for you, you prefer others be-
fore us and choose Andrew and Simon as your rst associates in
the new kingdom?” Jesus answered them, “Be calm in your hearts
and ask yourselves, ‘who directed that you should search for the
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Son of Man when he was about his Father’s business?’” A er they
had recited the details of their long search in the hills, Jesus further
instructed them: “You should learn to search for the secret of the
new kingdom in your hearts and not in the hills. at which you
sought was already present in your souls. You are indeed my breth-
ren — you needed not to be received by me — already were you of
the kingdom, and you should be of good cheer, making ready also
to go with us tomorrow into Galilee.” John then made bold to ask,
“But, Master, will James and I be associates with you in the new
kingdom, even as Andrew and Simon?” And Jesus, laying a hand
on the shoulder of each of them, said: “My brethren, you were al-
ready with me in the spirit of the kingdom, even before these oth-
ers made request to be received. You, my brethren, have no need to
make request for entrance into the kingdom; you have been with
me in the kingdom from the beginning. Before men, others may
take precedence over you, but inmy heart did I also number you in
the councils of the kingdom, even before you thought tomake this
request of me. And even so might you have been rst before men
had you not been absent engaged in a well-intentioned but self-ap-
pointed task of seeking for one who was not lost. In the coming
kingdom, be notmindful of those things which foster your anxiety
but rather at all times concern yourselves only with doing the will
of the Father who is in heaven.”

7 James and John received the rebuke in good grace; never more
were they envious of Andrew and Simon. And they made ready,
with their two associate apostles, to depart for Galilee the next
morning. From this day on the term apostle was employed to dis-
tinguish the chosen family of Jesus’ advisers from the vast multi-
tude of believing disciples who subsequently followed him.

8 ¶ Late that evening, James, John, Andrew, and Simon held
converse with John the Baptist, and with tearful eye but steady
voice the stalwart Judean prophet surrendered two of his leading
disciples to become the apostles of the Galilean Prince of the com-
ing kingdom.

2. CHOOSING PHILIP AND NATHANIEL
1 Sunday morning, February 24, A.D. 26, Jesus took leave of
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John the Baptist by the river near Pella, never again to see him in
the esh.

2 at day, as Jesus and his four disciple-apostles departed for
Galilee, there was a great tumult in the camp of John’s followers.

e rst great division was about to take place. e day before,
John had made his positive pronouncement to Andrew and Ezra
that Jesus was the Deliverer. Andrew decided to follow Jesus, but
Ezra rejected the mild-mannered carpenter of Nazareth, proclaim-
ing to his associates: “ e Prophet Daniel declares that the Son
of Man will come with the clouds of heaven, in power and great
glory. is Galilean carpenter, this Capernaum boatbuilder, can-
not be theDeliverer. Can such a gi ofGod come out ofNazareth?

is Jesus is a relative of John, and throughmuch kindness of heart
has our teacher been deceived. Let us remain aloof from this false
Messiah.” When John rebuked Ezra for these utterances, he drew
away withmany disciples and hastened south. And this group con-
tinued to baptize in John’s name and eventually founded a sect of
those who believed in John but refused to accept Jesus. A remnant
of this group persists in Mesopotamia even to this day.

3 ¶ While this troublewas brewing among John’s followers, Jesus
andhis four disciple-apostleswerewell on theirway towardGalilee.
Before they crossed the Jordan, to go by way of Nain to Nazareth,
Jesus, looking ahead and up the road, saw one Philip of Bethsaida
with a friend coming toward them. Jesus had known Philip afore-
time, and he was also well known to all four of the new apostles.
He was on his way with his friend Nathaniel to visit John at Pella
to learn more about the reported coming of the kingdom of God,
and he was delighted to greet Jesus. Philip had been an admirer of
Jesus ever since he rst came to Capernaum. But Nathaniel, who
lived at Cana of Galilee, did not know Jesus. Philip went forward
to greet his friends while Nathaniel rested under the shade of a tree
by the roadside.

4 Peter took Philip to one side and proceeded to explain that
they, referring to himself, Andrew, James, and John, had all become
associates of Jesus in the new kingdom and strongly urged Philip
to volunteer for service. Philip was in a quandary. What should
he do? Here, without a moment’s warning — on the roadside near
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the Jordan — there had come up for immediate decision the most
momentous question of a lifetime. By this time he was in earnest
converse with Peter, Andrew, and John while Jesus was outlining
to James the trip through Galilee and on to Capernaum. Finally,
Andrew suggested to Philip, “Why not ask the Teacher?”

5 It suddenly dawned on Philip that Jesus was a really great man,
possibly the Messiah, and he decided to abide by Jesus’ decision in
this matter; and he went straight to him, asking, “Teacher, shall I
go down to John or shall I join my friends who follow you?” And
Jesus answered, “Followme.” Philip was thrilled with the assurance
that he had found the Deliverer.

6 ¶ Philipnowmotioned to the group to remainwhere theywere
while he hurried back to break the news of his decision to his friend
Nathaniel, who still tarried behind under the mulberry tree, turn-
ing over in his mind the many things which he had heard concern-
ing John the Baptist, the coming kingdom, and the expected Mes-
siah. Philip broke in upon these meditations, exclaiming, “I have
found the Deliverer, him of whom Moses and the prophets wrote
and whom John has proclaimed.” Nathaniel, looking up, inquired,
“Whence comes this teacher?” And Philip replied, “He is Jesus of
Nazareth, the son of Joseph, the carpenter, more recently residing
at Capernaum.” And then, somewhat shocked, Nathaniel asked,
“Can any such good thing come out of Nazareth?” But Philip, tak-
ing him by the arm, said, “Come and see.”

7 Philip led Nathaniel to Jesus, who, looking benignly into the
face of the sincere doubter, said: “Behold a genuine Israelite, in
whom there is no deceit. Follow me.” And Nathaniel, turning to
Philip, said: “You are right. He is indeed a master of men. I will
also follow, if I am worthy.” And Jesus nodded to Nathaniel, again
saying, “Follow me.”

8 ¶ Jesus had now assembled½ of his future corps of intimate as-
sociates, 5 who had for some time known him and 1 stranger, Na-
thaniel. Without further delay they crossed the Jordan and, going
by the village of Nain, reached Nazareth late that evening.

9 ey all remained overnight with Joseph in Jesus’ boyhood
home. e associates of Jesus little understood why their new-
found teacher was so concerned with completely destroying every
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vestige of his writing which remained about the home in the form
of the ten commandments and othermottoes and sayings. But this
proceeding, together with the fact that they never saw him subse-
quently write — except upon the dust or in the sand — made a
deep impression upon their minds.

3. THE VISIT TO CAPERNAUM
1 enext day Jesus senthis apostles on toCana, since all of them

were invited to the wedding of a prominent young woman of that
town, while he prepared to pay a hurried visit to his mother at Ca-
pernaum, stopping at Magdala to see his brother Jude.

2 Before leavingNazareth, thenewassociates of Jesus told Joseph
and other members of Jesus’ family about the wonderful events of
the then recent past and gave free expression to their belief that
Jesus was the long-expected deliverer. And these members of Je-
sus’ family talked all this over, and Joseph said: “Maybe, a er all,
Motherwas right—maybeour strange brother is the comingking.”

3 Jude was present at Jesus’ baptism and, with his brother James,
had become a rm believer in Jesus’ mission on earth. Although
both James and Jude were much perplexed as to the nature of their
brother’s mission, their mother had resurrected all her early hopes
of Jesus as the Messiah, the son of David, and she encouraged her
sons to have faith in their brother as the deliverer of Israel.

4 ¶ Jesus arrived in Capernaum Monday night, but he did not
go to his own home, where lived James and his mother; he went
directly to the home of Zebedee. All his friends at Capernaum saw
a great and pleasant change in him. Once more he seemed to be
comparatively cheerful and more like himself as he was during the
earlier years at Nazareth. For years previous to his baptism and the
isolation periods just before and just a er, he had grown increas-
ingly serious and self-contained. Now he seemed quite like his old
self to all of them. ere was about him something of majestic im-
port and exalted aspect, but he was once again light-hearted and
joyful.

5 Mary was thrilled with expectation. She anticipated that the
promise of Gabriel was nearing ful lment. She expected all Pales-
tine soon to be startled and stunnedby themiraculous revelation of
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her son as the supernatural king of the Jews. But to all of the many
questions which his mother, James, Jude, and Zebedee asked, Jesus
only smilingly replied: “It is better that I tarry here for a while; I
must do the will of my Father who is in heaven.”

6 ¶ On the next day, Tuesday, they all journeyed over to Cana
for the wedding of Naomi, which was to take place on the follow-
ing day. And in spite of Jesus’ repeated warnings that they tell no
man about him “until the Father’s hour shall come,” they insisted
on quietly spreading the news abroad that they had found the De-
liverer. ey each con dently expected that Jesus would inaugu-
rate his assumptionofMessianic authority at the forthcomingwed-
ding at Cana, and that he would do so with great power and sub-
lime grandeur. ey remembered what had been told them about
the phenomena attendant uponhis baptism, and they believed that
his future course on earth would be marked by increasing manifes-
tations of supernatural wonders and miraculous demonstrations.
Accordingly, the entire countryside was preparing to gather to-
gether at Cana for the wedding feast of Naomi and Johab the son
of Nathan.

7 Mary had not been so joyous in years. She journeyed to Cana
in the spirit of the queen mother on the way to witness the coro-
nation of her son. Not since he was 13 years old had Jesus’ fam-
ily and friends seen him so carefree and happy, so thoughtful and
understanding of the wishes and desires of his associates, so touch-
ingly sympathetic. And so they all whispered among themselves, in
small groups, wondering what was going to happen. What would
this strange person do next? How would he usher in the glory of
the coming kingdom? And they were all thrilled with the thought
that they were to be present to see the revelation of the might and
power of Israel’s God.

4. THE WEDDING AT CANA
1 By noon on Wednesday almost 1,000 guests had arrived in

Cana, more than 4 times the number bidden to the wedding feast.
It was a Jewish custom to celebrate weddings on Wednesday, and
the invitations had been sent abroad for the wedding one month
previously. In the forenoon and early a ernoon it appeared more
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like a public reception for Jesus than awedding. Everybodywanted
to greet this near-famous Galilean, and he was most cordial to all,
young and old, Jew and gentile. And everybody rejoiced when Je-
sus consented to lead the preliminary wedding procession.

2 Jesus was now thoroughly self-conscious regarding his human
existence, his divine pre-existence, and the status of his combined,
or fused, human and divine natures. With perfect poise he could
at one moment enact the human role or immediately assume the
personality prerogatives of the divine nature.

3 As the day wore on, Jesus became increasingly conscious that
the people were expecting him to perform some wonder; more es-
pecially he recognized that his family and his six disciple-apostles
were looking for him appropriately to announce his forthcoming
kingdom by some startling and supernatural manifestation.

4 Early in the a ernoon Mary summoned James, and together
they made bold to approach Jesus to inquire if he would admit
them to his con dence to the extent of informing them at what
hour and at what point in connection with the wedding cere-
monies he had planned to manifest himself as the “supernatural
one.”No sooner had they spoken of thesematters to Jesus than they
saw they had aroused his characteristic indignation. He said only:
“If you love me, then be willing to tarry with me while I wait upon
the will of my Father who is in heaven.” But the eloquence of his
rebuke lay in the expression of his face.

5 is move of hismother was a great disappointment to the hu-
man Jesus, and he was much sobered by his reaction to her sugges-
tive proposal that he permit himself to indulge in some outward
demonstration of his divinity. at was one of the very things he
had decided not to do when so recently isolated in the hills. For
several hours Mary was much depressed. She said to James: “I can-
not understand him; what can it all mean? Is there no end to his
strange conduct?” James and Jude tried to comfort their mother,
while Jesus withdrew for an hour’s solitude. But he returned to the
gathering and was once more light-hearted and joyous.

6 ¶ e wedding proceeded with a hush of expectancy, but the
entire ceremony was nished and not a move, not a word, from
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the honoured guest. en it was whispered about that the carpen-
ter and boatbuilder, announced by John as “the Deliverer,” would
show his hand during the evening festivities, perhaps at the wed-
ding supper. But all expectance of such a demonstration was effec-
tually removed from the minds of his six disciple-apostles when he
called them together just before the wedding supper and, in great
earnestness, said: “ ink not that I have come to this place towork
some wonder for the grati cation of the curious or for the convic-
tion of those who doubt. Rather are we here to wait upon the will
of our Father who is in heaven.” But whenMary and the others saw
him in consultation with his associates, they were fully persuaded
in their ownminds that something extraordinarywas about to hap-
pen. And they all sat down to enjoy the wedding supper and the
evening of festive good fellowship.

7 ¶ e father of the bridegroomhadprovidedplenty ofwine for
all the guests bidden to themarriage feast, but howwas he to know
that the marriage of his son was to become an event so closely as-
sociated with the expected manifestation of Jesus as the Messianic
deliverer? He was delighted to have the honour of numbering the
celebrated Galilean among his guests, but before the wedding sup-
per was over, the servants brought him the disconcerting news that
the wine was running short. By the time the formal supper had
ended and the guestswere strolling about in the garden, themother
of the bridegroom con ded to Mary that the supply of wine was
exhausted. And Mary con dently said: “Have no worry — I will
speak to my son. He will help us.” And thus did she presume to
speak, notwithstanding the rebuke of but a few hours before.

8 roughout a period of many years, Mary had always turned
to Jesus for help in every crisis of their home life at Nazareth so
that it was only natural for her to think of him at this time. But
this ambitious mother had still other motives for appealing to her
eldest son on this occasion. As Jesus was standing alone in a corner
of the garden, his mother approached him, saying, “My son, they
have no wine.” And Jesus answered, “My good woman, what have
I to do with that?” Said Mary, “But I believe your hour has come;
cannot you help us?” Jesus replied: “Again I declare that I have not
come to do things in this wise. Why do you trouble me again with
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these matters?” And then, breaking down in tears, Mary entreated
him, “But, my son, I promised them that you would help us; won’t
you please do something forme?” And then spoke Jesus: “Woman,
what have you to do with making such promises? See that you do
it not again. We must in all things wait upon the will of the Father
in heaven.”

9 Mary themother of Jesuswas crushed; shewas stunned! As she
stood there before him motionless, with the tears streaming down
her face, the human heart of Jesus was overcome with compassion
for the woman who had borne him in the esh; and bending for-
ward, he laid his hand tenderly upon her head, saying: “Now, now,
Mother Mary, grieve not over my apparently hard sayings, for have
I not many times told you that I have come only to do the will of
my heavenly Father? Most gladly would I do what you ask of me
if it were a part of the Father’s will — “ and Jesus stopped short,
he hesitated. Mary seemed to sense that something was happen-
ing. Leaping up, she threw her arms around Jesus’ neck, kissed him,
and rushed off to the servants’ quarters, saying, “Whatever my son
says, that do.” But Jesus said nothing. He now realized that he had
already said — or rather desirefully thought — too much.

10 Mary was dancing with glee. She did not know how the wine
would be produced, but she con dently believed that she had -
nally persuaded her rst-born son to assert his authority, to dare to
step forth and claim his position and exhibit his Messianic power.
And, because of the presence and association of certain universe
powers and personalities, of which all those presentwerewholly ig-
norant, shewas not to be disappointed. ewineMary desired and
which Jesus, the God-man, humanly and sympathetically wished
for, was forthcoming.

11 Near at hand stood 6 waterpots of stone, lled with water,
holding about 75 litres apiece. is water was intended for subse-
quent use in the nal puri cation ceremonies of the wedding cel-
ebration. e commotion of the servants about these huge stone
vessels, under the busy direction of his mother, attracted Jesus’ at-
tention, and going over, he observed that they were drawing wine
out of them by the pitcherful.
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12 It was gradually dawning upon Jesus what had happened. Of
all persons present at themarriage feast ofCana, Jesus was themost
surprised. Others had expected him towork awonder, but thatwas
just what he had purposed not to do. And then the Son of Man
recalled the admonition of his Personalized ought Adjuster in
the hills. He recounted how the Adjuster had warned him about
the inability of any power or personality to deprive him of the cre-
ator prerogative of independence of time. On this occasion power
transformers, midwayers, and all other required personalities were
assembled near the water and other necessary elements, and in the
face of the expressed wish of theUniverse Creator Sovereign, there
was no escaping the instantaneous appearance of wine. And this
occurrence was made doubly certain since the Personalized Ad-
juster had signi ed that the execution of the Son’s desire was in no
way a contravention of the Father’s will.

13 But this was in no sense a miracle. No law of nature was mod-
i ed, abrogated, or even transcended. Nothing happened but the
abrogation of time in association with the celestial assembly of the
chemical elements requisite for the elaboration of the wine. At
Cana on this occasion the agents of the Creator made wine just
as they do by the ordinary natural processes except that they did it
independently of time and with the intervention of superhuman
agencies in thematter of the space assembly of the necessary chem-
ical ingredients.

14 Furthermore itwas evident that the enactment of this so-called
miracle was not contrary to the will of the Paradise Father, else it
would not have transpired, since Jesus had already subjected him-
self in all things to the Father’s will.

15 ¶ When the servants drew this new wine and carried it to the
best man, the “ruler of the feast,” and when he had tasted it, he
called to the bridegroom, saying: “It is the custom to set out rst
the goodwine and, when the guests have well drunk, to bring forth
the inferior fruit of the vine; but you have kept the best of the wine
until the last of the feast.”

16 Mary and the disciples of Jesus were greatly rejoiced at the
supposed miracle which they thought Jesus had intentionally per-
formed, but Jesus withdrew to a sheltered nook of the garden and
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engaged in serious thought for a few brief moments. He nally
decided that the episode was beyond his personal control under
the circumstances and, not being adverse to his Father’s will, was
inevitable. When he returned to the people, they regarded him
with awe; they all believed in him as the Messiah. But Jesus was
sorely perplexed, knowing that they believed inhimonly because of
the unusual occurrence which they had just inadvertently beheld.
Again Jesus retired for a season to the housetop that hemight think
it all over.

17 Jesus now fully comprehended that he must constantly be on
guard lest his indulgence of sympathy and pity become responsible
for repeated episodes of this sort. Nevertheless,many similar events
occurred before the Son of Man took nal leave of his mortal life
in the esh.

5. BACK IN CAPERNAUM
1 ough many of the guests remained for the full week of wed-

ding festivities, Jesus, with his newly chosen disciple-apostles —
James, John, Andrew, Peter, Philip, andNathaniel—departed very
early the next morning for Capernaum, going away without taking
leave of anyone. Jesus’ family and all his friends inCanaweremuch
distressed because he so suddenly le them, and Jude, Jesus’ young-
est brother, set out in search of him. Jesus and his apostles went
directly to the home of Zebedee at Bethsaida. On this journey
Jesus talked over many things of importance to the coming king-
dom with his newly chosen associates and especially warned them
to make no mention of the turning of the water into wine. He also
advised them to avoid the cities of Sepphoris and Tiberias in their
future work.

2 A er supper that evening, in this home of Zebedee and Sa-
lome, there was held one of the most important conferences of all
Jesus’ earthly career. Only the six apostleswere present at thismeet-
ing; Jude arrived as they were about to separate. ese six chosen
men had journeyed fromCana to Bethsaida with Jesus, walking, as
it were, on air. ey were alive with expectancy and thrilled with
the thought of having been selected as close associates of the Son
of Man. But when Jesus set out to make clear to them who he was
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and what was to be his mission on earth and how it might pos-
sibly end, they were stunned. ey could not grasp what he was
telling them. ey were speechless; even Peter was crushed beyond
expression. Only the deep-thinking Andrew dared to make reply
to Jesus’ words of counsel. When Jesus perceived that they did not
comprehendhismessage, whenhe saw that their ideas of the Jewish
Messiah were so completely crystallized, he sent them to their rest
while he walked and talked with his brother Jude. And before Jude
took leave of Jesus, he said with much feeling: “My father-brother,
I never have understood you. I do not know of a certainty whether
you are what my mother has taught us, and I do not fully compre-
hend the coming kingdom, but I do know you are a mighty man of
God. I heard the voice at the Jordan, and I am a believer in you, no
matter who you are.” And when he had spoken, he departed, going
to his own home at Magdala.

3 at night Jesus did not sleep. Donning his evening wraps, he
sat out on the lake shore thinking, thinking until the dawn of the
next day. In the long hours of that night of meditation Jesus came
clearly to comprehend that he never would be able to make his fol-
lowers see him in anyother light than as the long-expectedMessiah.
At last he recognized that there was no way to launch his message
of the kingdom except as the ful lment of John’s prediction and as
the one for whom the Jews were looking. A er all, though he was
not the Davidic type of Messiah, he was truly the ful lment of the
prophetic utterances of the more spiritually minded of the olden
seers. Never again did he wholly deny that he was the Messiah. He
decided to leave the nal untangling of this complicated situation
to the outworking of the Father’s will.

4 e nextmorning Jesus joined his friends at breakfast, but they
were a cheerless group. He visited with them and at the end of the
meal gathered them about him, saying: “It is my Father’s will that
we tarry hereabouts for a season. You have heard John say that he
came to prepare the way for the kingdom; therefore it behoves us
to await the completion of John’s preaching. When the forerun-
ner of the Son of Man shall have nished his work, we will begin
the proclamation of the good tidings of the kingdom.”He directed
his apostles to return to their nets while he made ready to go with
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Zebedee to the boatshop, promising to see them the next day at
the synagogue, where hewas to speak, and appointing a conference
with them that Sabbath a ernoon.

6. THE EVENTS OF A SABBATH DAY
1 Jesus’ rst public appearance following his baptism was in the

Capernaum synagogue on Sabbath, March 2, A.D. 26. e syn-
agogue was crowded to over owing. e story of the baptism in
the Jordanwas now augmented by the fresh news fromCana about
the water and the wine. Jesus gave seats of honour to his six apos-
tles, and seated with them were his brothers in the esh James and
Jude. His mother, having returned to Capernaum with James the
evening before, was also present, being seated in the women’s sec-
tion of the synagogue. e entire audience was on edge; they ex-
pected to behold some extraordinary manifestation of supernat-
ural power which would be a tting testimony to the nature and
authority of himwhowas that day to speak to them. But they were
destined to disappointment.

2 When Jesus stood up, the ruler of the synagogue handed him
the Scripture roll, and he read from the Prophet Isaiah: “ us says
the Lord: ‘ e heaven is my throne, and the earth is my footstool.
Where is the house that you built for me? And where is the place
of my dwelling? All these things have my hands made,’ says the
Lord. ‘But to this man will I look, even to him who is poor and of
a contrite spirit, and who trembles at my word.’ Hear the word of
the Lord, you who tremble and fear: ‘Your brethren hated you and
cast you out for my name’s sake.’ But let the Lord be glori ed. He
shall appear to you in joy, and all others shall be ashamed. A voice
from the city, a voice from the temple, a voice from the Lord says:
‘Before she travailed, she brought forth; before her pain came, she
was delivered of a man child.’ Who has heard such a thing? Shall
the earth be made to bring forth in one day? Or can a nation be
born at once? But thus says the Lord: ‘Behold I will extend peace
like a river, and the glory of even the gentiles shall be like a owing
stream. As one whom his mother comforts, so will I comfort you.
And you shall be comforted even in Jerusalem. And when you see
these things, your heart shall rejoice.’”
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3 When he had nished this reading, Jesus handed the roll back
to its keeper. Before sitting down, he simply said: “Be patient and
you shall see the glory ofGod; even so shall it be with all those who
tarry with me and thus learn to do the will of my Father who is in
heaven.” And the people went to their homes, wondering what was
the meaning of all this.

4 ¶ at a ernoon Jesus and his apostles, with James and Jude,
entered a boat and pulled down the shore a little way, where they
anchoredwhile he talked to themabout the coming kingdom. And
they understood more than they had on ursday night.

5 Jesus instructed them to take up their regular duties until “the
hour of the kingdom comes.” And to encourage them, he set an
example by going back regularly to work in the boatshop. In ex-
plaining that they should spend three hours every evening in study
and preparation for their future work, Jesus further said: “We will
all remain hereabout until the Father bids me call you. Each of
youmust now return to his accustomedwork just as if nothing had
happened. Tell no man about me and remember that my kingdom
is not to come with noise and glamour, but rather must it come
through the great change which my Father will have wrought in
your hearts and in the hearts of thosewho shall be called to join you
in the councils of the kingdom. You are nowmy friends; I trust you
and I love you; you are soon to become my personal associates. Be
patient, be gentle. Be ever obedient to the Father’s will. Make your-
selves ready for the call of the kingdom. While you will experience
great joy in the service ofmyFather, you should also be prepared for
trouble, for Iwarn you that itwill be only throughmuch tribulation
that many will enter the kingdom. But those who have found the
kingdom, their joy will be full, and they shall be called the blest of
all the earth. But do not entertain false hope; the world will stum-
ble at my words. Even you, my friends, do not fully perceive what
I am unfolding to your confused minds. Make no mistake; we go
forth to labour for a generation of sign seekers. ey will demand
wonder-working as the proof that I am sent bymy Father, and they
will be slow to recognize in the revelation of my Father’s love the
credentials of my mission.”

6 at evening, when they had returned to the land, before they
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went their way, Jesus, standing by the water’s edge, prayed: “My
Father, I thank you for these little oneswho, in spite of their doubts,
even now believe. And for their sakes have I set myself apart to do
your will. And now may they learn to be one, even as we are one.”

7. FOUR MONTHS OF TRAINING
1 For four long months — March, April, May, and June — this

tarrying time continued; Jesus held over 100 long and earnest,
though cheerful and joyous, sessions with these 6 associates and his
own brother James. Owing to sickness in his family, Jude seldom
was able to attend these classes. James, Jesus’ brother, did not lose
faith in him, but during these months of delay and inaction Mary
nearly despaired of her son. Her faith, raised to such heights at
Cana, now sank to new low levels. She could only fall back on her
so o -repeated exclamation: “I cannot understand him. I cannot
gure out what it all means.” But James’s wife did much to bolster

Mary’s courage.
2 roughout these four months these seven believers, one his

own brother in the esh, were getting acquainted with Jesus; they
were getting used to the idea of living with this God-man. ough
they called him Rabbi, they were learning not to be afraid of him.
Jesus possessed that matchless grace of personality which enabled
him so to live among them that they were not dismayed by his di-
vinity. ey found it really easy to be “friends with God,” God in-
carnate in the likeness of mortal esh. is time of waiting severely
tested the entire group of believers. Nothing, absolutely nothing,
miraculous happened. Day by day they went about their ordi-
nary work, while night a er night they sat at Jesus’ feet. And they
were held together by hismatchless personality and by the gracious
words which he spoke to them evening upon evening.

3 is period of waiting and teaching was especially hard on Si-
mon Peter. He repeatedly sought to persuade Jesus to launch forth
with the preaching of the kingdom inGalileewhile John continued
to preach in Judea. But Jesus’ reply to Peter ever was: “Be patient,
Simon. Makeprogress. We shall benone too readywhen theFather
calls.” And Andrew would calm Peter now and then with his more
seasoned and philosophic counsel. Andrew was tremendously im-
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pressed with the human naturalness of Jesus. He never grew weary
of contemplating how one who could live so near God could be so
friendly and considerate of men.

4 roughout this entire period Jesus spoke in the synagoguebut
twice. By the end of thesemany weeks of waiting the reports about
his baptism and the wine of Cana had begun to quiet down. And
Jesus saw to it that nomore apparentmiracles happened during this
time. But even though they lived so quietly at Bethsaida, reports
of the strange doings of Jesus had been carried to Herod Antipas,
who in turn sent spies to ascertain what he was about. But Herod
was more concerned about the preaching of John. He decided not
to molest Jesus, whose work continued along so quietly at Caper-
naum.

5 In this timeofwaiting Jesus endeavoured to teachhis associates
what their attitude should be toward the various religious groups
and the political parties of Palestine. Jesus’ words always were, “We
are seeking to win all of them, but we are not of any of them.”

6 ¶ e scribes and rabbis, taken together, were called Pharisees.
ey referred to themselves as the “associates.” In many ways they

were the progressive group among the Jews, having adopted many
teachings not clearly found in theHebrew scriptures, such as belief
in the resurrection of the dead, a doctrine onlymentioned by a later
prophet, Daniel.

7 ¶ e Sadducees consisted of the priesthood and certain
wealthy Jews. ey were not such sticklers for the details of law en-
forcement. e Pharisees and Sadducees were really religious par-
ties, rather than sects.

8 ¶ e Essenes were a true religious sect, originating during the
Maccabean revolt, whose requirements were in some respectsmore
exacting than those of the Pharisees. ey had adopted many Per-
sian beliefs and practices, lived as a brotherhood in monasteries,
refrained from marriage, and had all things in common. ey spe-
cialized in teachings about angels.

9 ¶ e Zealots were a group of intense Jewish patriots. ey
advocated that any and all methods were justi ed in the struggle to
escape the bondage of the Roman yoke.
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10 ¶ e Herodians were a purely political party that advocated
emancipation from the direct Roman rule by a restoration of the
Herodian dynasty.

11 ¶ In the verymidst of Palestine there lived the Samaritans, with
whom “the Jews had no dealings,” notwithstanding that they held
many views similar to the Jewish teachings.

12 ¶ All of these parties and sects, including the smaller Nazarite
brotherhood, believed in the sometime coming of the Messiah.

ey all looked for a national deliverer. But Jesus was very posi-
tive in making it clear that he and his disciples would not become
allied to any of these schools of thought or practice. e Son of
Man was to be neither a Nazarite nor an Essene.

13 While Jesus later directed that the apostles should go forth, as
John had, preaching the gospel and instructing believers, he laid
emphasis on the proclamation of the “good tidings of the kingdom
of heaven.” He unfailingly impressed upon his associates that they
must “show forth love, compassion, and sympathy.”He early taught
his followers that the kingdom of heaven was a spiritual experience
having to do with the enthronement of God in the hearts of men.

14 As they thus tarried before embarking on their active public
preaching, Jesus and the seven spent two evenings each week at the
synagogue in the study of the Hebrew scriptures. In later years af-
ter seasons of intense public work, the apostles looked back upon
these four months as the most precious and pro table of all their
association with the Master. Jesus taught these men all they could
assimilate. He did not make themistake of overteaching them. He
did not precipitate confusion by the presentation of truth too far
beyond their capacity to comprehend.

8. SERMON ON THE KINGDOM
1 OnSabbath, June 22, shortly before theywent out on their rst

preaching tour and about ten days a er John’s imprisonment, Jesus
occupied the synagogue pulpit for the second time since bringing
his apostles to Capernaum.

2 A few days before the preaching of this sermon on “ e King-
dom,” as Jesus was at work in the boatshop, Peter brought him the
news of John’s arrest. Jesus laid down his tools oncemore, removed
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his apron, and said to Peter: “ e Father’s hour has come. Let us
make ready to proclaim the gospel of the kingdom.”

3 Jesus did his last work at the carpenter bench on this Tuesday,
June 18, A.D. 26. Peter rushed out of the shop and by mida er-
noon had rounded up all of his associates, and leaving them in a
grove by the shore, he went in quest of Jesus. But he could not nd
him, for theMaster had gone to a different grove to pray. And they
did not see him until late that evening when he returned to Zebe-
dee’s house and asked for food. e next day he sent his brother
James to ask for the privilege of speaking in the synagogue the com-
ing Sabbath day. And the ruler of the synagogue was much pleased
that Jesus was again willing to conduct the service.

4 ¶ Before Jesus preached this memorable sermon on the king-
domofGod, the rst pretentious effort of his public career, he read
from the Scriptures these passages: “You shall be to me a kingdom
of priests, a holy people. Yahweh is our judge, Yahweh is our law-
giver, Yahweh is our king; he will save us. Yahweh is my king and
my God. He is a great king over all the earth. Loving-kindness is
upon Israel in this kingdom. Blessed be the glory of the Lord for
he is our King.”

5 When he had nished reading, Jesus said:
6 ¶ “I have come to proclaim the establishment of the Father’s

kingdom. And this kingdom shall include the worshipping souls
of Jew and gentile, rich and poor, free and bond, for my Father is
no respecter of persons; his love and his mercy are over all.

7 “ e Father in heaven sends his spirit to indwell the minds of
men, and when I shall have nished my work on earth, likewise
shall the Spirit ofTruth be poured out upon all esh. And the spirit
of my Father and the Spirit of Truth shall establish you in the com-
ing kingdom of spiritual understanding and divine righteousness.
My kingdom is not of this world. e Son of Man will not lead
forth armies in battle for the establishment of a throne of power or
a kingdom of worldly glory. When my kingdom shall have come,
you shall know the Son of Man as the Prince of Peace, the revela-
tion of the everlasting Father. e children of this world ght for
the establishment and enlargement of the kingdoms of this world,
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but my disciples shall enter the kingdom of heaven by their moral
decisions and by their spirit victories; and when they once enter
therein, they shall nd joy, righteousness, and eternal life.

8 “ ose who rst seek to enter the kingdom, thus beginning to
strive for a nobility of character like that of my Father, shall pres-
ently possess all else that is needful. But I say to you in all sincerity:
Unless you seek entrance into the kingdomwith the faith and trust-
ing dependence of a little child, you shall in nowise gain admission.

9 “Be not deceived by those who come saying here is the king-
domor there is the kingdom, formyFather’s kingdomconcerns not
things visible and material. And this kingdom is even now among
you, for where the spirit of God teaches and leads the soul of man,
there in reality is the kingdomofheaven. And this kingdomofGod
is righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit.

10 “John did indeed baptize you in token of repentance and for
the remission of your sins, but when you enter the heavenly king-
dom, you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.

11 “Inmy Father’s kingdom there shall be neither Jew nor gentile,
only those who seek perfection through service, for I declare that
he who would be great in my Father’s kingdom must rst become
server of all. If you are willing to serve your fellows, you shall sit
down with me in my kingdom, even as, by serving in the simili-
tude of the creature, I shall presently sit down with my Father in
his kingdom.

12 “ is new kingdom is like a seed growing in the good soil of a
eld. It does not attain full fruit quickly. ere is an interval of time

between the establishment of the kingdom in the soul of man and
that hourwhen the kingdom ripens into the full fruit of everlasting
righteousness and eternal salvation.

13 “And this kingdom which I declare to you is not a reign of
power and plenty. e kingdom of heaven is not a matter of meat
and drink but rather a life of progressive righteousness and increas-
ing joy in the perfecting service of my Father who is in heaven. For
has not the Father said of his children of the world, ‘It is my will
that they should eventually be perfect, even as I am perfect.’
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14 “I have come to preach the glad tidings of the kingdom. I have
not come to add to the heavy burdens of those who would enter
this kingdom. I proclaim the new and better way, and those who
are able to enter the coming kingdom shall enjoy the divine rest.
Andwhatever it shall cost you in the things of the world, nomatter
what price you may pay to enter the kingdom of heaven, you shall
receive manyfold more of joy and spiritual progress in this world,
and in the age to come eternal life.

15 “Entrance into the Father’s kingdom waits not upon march-
ing armies, upon overturned kingdoms of this world, nor upon the
breaking of captive yokes. e kingdom of heaven is at hand, and
all who enter therein shall nd abundant liberty and joyous salva-
tion.

16 “ is kingdom is an everlasting dominion. ose who enter
the kingdom shall ascend to my Father; they will certainly attain
the right hand of his glory in Paradise. And all who enter the king-
dom of heaven shall become the sons of God, and in the age to
come so shall they ascend to the Father. And I have not come to call
the would-be righteous but sinners and all who hunger and thirst
for the righteousness of divine perfection.

17 “John came preaching repentance to prepare you for the king-
dom; now have I come proclaiming faith, the gi of God, as the
price of entrance into the kingdom of heaven. If you would but be-
lieve that my Father loves you with an in nite love, then you are in
the kingdom of God.”

18 ¶ When he had thus spoken, he sat down. All who heard him
were astonished at his words. His disciples marveled. But the
people were not prepared to receive the good news from the lips
of this God-man. About ⅓ who heard him believed the message
even though they could not fully comprehend it; about⅓prepared
in their hearts to reject such a purely spiritual concept of the ex-
pected kingdom, while the remaining ⅓ could not grasp his teach-
ing, many truly believing that he “was beside himself.”
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Midwayer Commission

AFTER preaching the sermon on “ e Kingdom,” Jesus
called the six apostles together that a ernoon and be-
gan to disclose his plans for visiting the cities around and

about the Sea of Galilee. His brothers James and Jude were very
much hurt because they were not called to this conference. Up to
this time they had regarded themselves as belonging to Jesus’ in-
ner circle of associates. But Jesus planned to have no close rela-
tives asmembers of this corps of apostolic directors of thekingdom.

is failure to include James and Jude among the chosen few, to-
gether with his apparent aloofness from his mother ever since the
experience at Cana, was the starting point of an ever-widening gulf
between Jesus and his family. is situation continued through-
out his public ministry — they very nearly rejected him — and
these differences were not fully removed until a er his death and
resurrection. His mother constantly wavered between attitudes
of uctuating faith and hope, and increasing emotions of disap-
pointment, humiliation, and despair. Only Ruth, the youngest, re-
mained unswervingly loyal to her father-brother.

2 Until a er the resurrection, Jesus’ entire family had very little
to do with his ministry. If a prophet is not without honour save
in his own country, he is not without understanding appreciation
save in his own family.

1. FINAL INSTRUCTIONS
1 e next day, Sunday, June 23, A.D. 26, Jesus imparted his -

nal instructions to the six. He directed them to go forth, two and
two, to teach the glad tidings of the kingdom. He forbade them to
baptize and advised against public preaching. He went on to ex-
plain that later he would permit them to preach in public, but that
for a season, and formany reasons, he desired them to acquire prac-
tical experience in dealing personally with their fellow men. Jesus
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purposed to make their rst tour entirely one of personal work. Al-
though this announcement was something of a disappointment to
the apostles, still they saw, at least in part, Jesus’ reason for thus
beginning the proclamation of the kingdom, and they started out
in good heart and with con dent enthusiasm. He sent them forth
by twos, James and John going to Kheresa, Andrew and Peter to
Capernaum, while Philip and Nathaniel went to Tarichea.

2 Before they began this rst two weeks of service, Jesus an-
nounced to them that he desired to ordain 12 apostles to continue
thework of the kingdom a er his departure and authorized each of
them to choose one man from among his early converts for mem-
bership in the projected corps of apostles. John spoke up, asking:
“But, Master, will these six men come into our midst and share all
things equally with us who have been with you since the Jordan
and have heard all your teaching in preparation for this, our rst
labour for the kingdom?” And Jesus replied: “Yes, John, the men
you choose shall become one with us, and you will teach them all
that pertains to the kingdom, even as I have taught you.” A er thus
speaking, Jesus le them.

3 e six did not separate to go to their work until they had ex-
changed many words in discussion of Jesus’ instruction that each
of them should choose a new apostle. Andrew’s counsel nally
prevailed, and they went forth to their labours. In substance An-
drew said: “ e Master is right; we are too few to encompass this
work. ere is need for more teachers, and the Master has mani-
fested great con dence in us inasmuch as he has intrusted us with
the choosing of these six new apostles.” is morning, as they sepa-
rated to go to their work, there was a bit of concealed depression in
each heart. ey knew they were going to miss Jesus, and besides
their fear and timidity, this was not the way they had pictured the
kingdom of heaven being inaugurated.

4 It had been arranged that the six were to labour for two weeks,
a er which they were to return to the home of Zebedee for a con-
ference. Meantime Jesus went over toNazareth to visit with Joseph
and Simon and other members of his family living in that vicinity.
Jesus did everything humanly possible, consistent with his dedica-
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tion to the doing of his Father’s will, to retain the con dence and
affection of his family. In this matter he did his full duty andmore.

5 While the apostles were out on this mission, Jesus thought
much about John, now in prison. It was a great temptation to use
his potential powers to release him, but oncemorehe resignedhim-
self to “wait upon the Father’s will.”

2. CHOOSING THE SIX
1 is rst missionary tour of the six was eminently successful.
ey all discovered the great value of direct and personal contact

withmen. ey returned to Jesusmore fully realizing that, a er all,
religion is purely and wholly a matter of personal experience. ey
began to sense howhungrywere the commonpeople to hear words
of religious comfort and spiritual good cheer. When they assem-
bled about Jesus, they all wanted to talk at once, but Andrew as-
sumed charge, and as he called upon them one by one, they made
their formal reports to theMaster and presented their nominations
for the six new apostles.

2 Jesus, a er each man had presented his selection for the new
apostleships, asked all theothers to voteupon thenomination; thus
all six of the new apostles were formally accepted by all of the older
six. en Jesus announced that theywould all visit these candidates
and give them the call to service.

3 e newly selected apostles were:
4 1. Matthew Levi, the customs collector of Capernaum, who

hadhis office just to the east of the city, near the borders of Batanea.
He was selected by Andrew.

5 2. omas Didymus, a sherman of Tarichea and onetime
carpenter and stone mason of Gadara. He was selected by Philip.

6 3. James Alpheus, a sherman and farmer of Kheresa, was se-
lected by James Zebedee.

7 4. Judas Alpheus, the twin brother of James Alpheus, also a
sherman, was selected by John Zebedee.
8 5. Simon Zelotes was a high officer in the patriotic organiza-

tion of the Zealots, a position which he gave up to join Jesus’ apos-
tles. Before joining the Zealots, Simon had been a merchant. He
was selected by Peter.
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9 6. Judas Iscariot was an only son of wealthy Jewish parents
living in Jericho. He had become attached to John the Baptist,
and his Sadducee parents had disowned him. He was looking for
employment in these regions when Jesus’ apostles found him, and
chie y because of his experience with nances, Nathaniel invited
him to join their ranks. Judas Iscariot was the only Judean among
the 12 apostles.

10 ¶ Jesus spent a full day with the six, answering their questions
and listening to the details of their reports, for they hadmany inter-
esting and pro table experiences to relate. ey now saw the wis-
dom of the Master’s plan of sending them out to labour in a quiet
and personal manner before the launching of their more preten-
tious public efforts.

3. THE CALL OF MATTHEW AND SIMON
1 e next day Jesus and the six went to call upon Matthew, the

customs collector. Matthew was awaiting them, having balanced
his books and made ready to turn the affairs of his office over to
his brother. As they approached the toll house, Andrew stepped
forwardwith Jesus, who, looking intoMatthew’s face, said, “Follow
me.”Andhe arose andwent tohis housewith Jesus and the apostles.

2 Matthew told Jesus of the banquet he had arranged for that
evening, at least that he wished to give such a dinner to his family
and friends if Jesus would approve and consent to be the guest of
honour. And Jesus nodded his consent. Peter then took Matthew
aside and explained that he had invited one Simon to join the apos-
tles and secured his consent that Simon be also bidden to this feast.

3 ¶ A er a noontide luncheon at Matthew’s house they all went
with Peter to call upon Simon the Zealot, whom they found at
his old place of business, which was now being conducted by his
nephew. When Peter led Jesus up to Simon, the Master greeted
the ery patriot and only said, “Follow me.”

4 ¶ ey all returned to Matthew’s home, where they talked
much about politics and religion until the hour of the evening
meal. e Levi family had long been engaged in business and tax
gathering; therefore many of the guests bidden to this banquet by
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Matthew would have been denominated “publicans and sinners”
by the Pharisees.

5 In those days, when a reception-banquet of this sort was ten-
dered a prominent individual, it was the custom for all interested
persons to linger about the banquet room to observe the guests at
meat and to listen to the conversation and speeches of the men of
honour. Accordingly, most of the Capernaum Pharisees were pre-
sent on this occasion toobserve Jesus’ conduct at this unusual social
gathering.

6 As the dinner progressed, the joy of the diners mounted to
heights of good cheer, and everybody was having such a splendid
time that the onlooking Pharisees began, in their hearts, to criti-
cize Jesus for his participation in such a light-hearted and carefree
affair. Later in the evening, when they were making speeches, one
of the more malignant of the Pharisees went so far as to criticize
Jesus’ conduct to Peter, saying: “How dare you to teach that this
man is righteous when he eats with publicans and sinners and thus
lends his presence to such scenes of careless pleasuremaking.” Peter
whispered this criticism to Jesus before he spoke the parting bless-
ing upon those assembled. When Jesus began to speak, he said:
“In coming here tonight to welcome Matthew and Simon to our
fellowship, I am glad to witness your light-heartedness and social
good cheer, but you should rejoice still more because many of you
will nd entrance into the coming kingdom of the spirit, wherein
you shallmore abundantly enjoy the good things of the kingdomof
heaven. And to you who stand about criticizing me in your hearts
because I have come here to make merry with these friends, let me
say that I have come to proclaim joy to the socially downtrodden
and spiritual liberty to the moral captives. Need I remind you that
they who are whole need not a physician, but rather those who are
sick? I have come, not to call the righteous, but sinners.”

7 And truly this was a strange sight in all Jewry: to see a man
of righteous character and noble sentiments mingling freely and
joyously with the common people, even with an irreligious and
pleasure-seeking throng of publicans and reputed sinners. Simon
Zelotes desired to make a speech at this gathering in Matthew’s
house, but Andrew, knowing that Jesus did not want the coming
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kingdom to become confused with the Zealots’ movement, pre-
vailed upon him to refrain from making any public remarks.

8 Jesus and the apostles remained that night inMatthew’s house,
and as the people went to their homes, they spoke of but one thing:
the goodness and friendliness of Jesus.

4. THE CALL OF THE TWINS
1 On the morrow all nine of them went by boat over to Kheresa

to execute the formal calling of the next two apostles, James and
Judas the twin sons of Alpheus, the nominees of James and John
Zebedee. e sherman twins were expecting Jesus and his apos-
tles and were therefore awaiting them on the shore. James Zebedee
presented the Master to the Kheresa shermen, and Jesus, gazing
on them, nodded and said, “Follow me.”

2 ¶ at a ernoon, which they spent together, Jesus fully in-
structed them concerning attendance upon festive gatherings, con-
cluding his remarks by saying: “Allmen aremybrothers. MyFather
in heaven does not despise any creature of our making. e king-
dom of heaven is open to all men and women. No man may close
the door of mercy in the face of any hungry soul who may seek to
gain an entrance thereto. We will sit at meat with all who desire
to hear of the kingdom. As our Father in heaven looks down upon
men, they are all alike. Refuse not therefore to break bread with
Pharisee or sinner, Sadducee or publican, Roman or Jew, rich or
poor, free or bond. e door of the kingdom is wide open for all
who desire to know the truth and to nd God.”

3 ¶ at night at a simple supper at the Alpheus home, the
twin brothers were received into the apostolic family. Later in the
evening Jesus gave his apostles their rst lesson dealingwith the ori-
gin, nature, and destiny of unclean spirits, but they could not com-
prehend the import of what he told them. ey found it very easy
to love and admire Jesus but very difficult to understand many of
his teachings.

4 A er a night of rest the entire party, now numbering 11, went
by boat over to Tarichea.

5. THE CALL OF THOMAS AND JUDAS
1 omas the sherman and Judas the wanderer met Jesus and
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the apostles at the sher-boat landing at Tarichea, and omas led
the party to his near-by home. Philip now presented omas as
his nominee for apostleship and Nathaniel presented Judas Iscar-
iot, the Judean, for similar honours. Jesus looked upon omas
and said: “ omas, you lack faith; nevertheless, I receive you. Fol-
lowme.” To Judas Iscariot theMaster said: “Judas, we are all of one
esh, and as I receive you into ourmidst, I pray that youwill always

be loyal to your Galilean brethren. Follow me.”
2 ¶ When they had refreshed themselves, Jesus took the 12 apart

for a season to pray with them and to instruct them in the na-
ture and work of the Holy Spirit, but again did they largely fail
to comprehend the meaning of those wonderful truths which he
endeavoured to teach them. One would grasp one point and one
would comprehend another, but none of them could encompass
the whole of his teaching. Always would they make the mistake of
trying to t Jesus’ new gospel into their old forms of religious be-
lief. ey could not grasp the idea that Jesus had come to proclaim
anewgospel of salvation and to establish a newwayof ndingGod;
they did not perceive that he was a new revelation of the Father in
heaven.

3 e next day Jesus le his 12 apostles quite alone; he wanted
them to become acquainted and desired that they be alone to talk
overwhat he had taught them. eMaster returned for the evening
meal, and during the a er-supper hours he talked to them about
the ministry of seraphim, and some of the apostles comprehended
his teaching. ey rested for a night and the next day departed by
boat for Capernaum.

4 Zebedee and Salome had gone to live with their son David so
that their large home could be turned over to Jesus and his 12 apos-
tles. Here Jesus spent a quiet Sabbath with his chosen messengers;
he carefully outlined the plans for proclaiming the kingdom and
fully explained the importance of avoiding any clash with the civil
authorities, saying: “If the civil rulers are to be rebuked, leave that
task tome. See that youmakenodenunciations ofCaesar or his ser-
vants.” It was this same evening that Judas Iscariot took Jesus aside
to inquire why nothing was done to get John out of prison. And
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Judas was not wholly satis ed with Jesus’ attitude.

6. THE WEEK OF INTENSIVE TRAINING
1 e next week was devoted to a program of intense training.

Each day the six new apostles were put in the hands of their respec-
tive nominators for a thoroughgoing review of all they had learned
and experienced in preparation for the work of the kingdom. e
older apostles carefully reviewed, for the bene t of the younger six,
Jesus’ teachings up to that hour. Evenings they all assembled in Ze-
bedee’s garden to receive Jesus’ instruction.

2 It was at this time that Jesus established the mid-week holiday
for rest and recreation. And they pursued this plan of relaxation
for one day each week throughout the remainder of his material
life. As a general rule, they never prosecuted their regular activities
on Wednesday. On this weekly holiday Jesus would usually take
himself away from them, saying: “My children, go for a day of play.
Rest yourselves from the arduous labours of the kingdom and en-
joy the refreshment that comes from reverting to your former voca-
tions or from discovering new sorts of recreational activity.” While
Jesus, at this period of his earth life, did not actually require this
day of rest, he conformed to this plan because he knew it was best
for his human associates. Jesus was the teacher — the Master; his
associates were his pupils — disciples.

3 ¶ Jesus endeavoured tomake clear to his apostles the difference
between his teachings and his life among them and the teachings
which might subsequently spring up about him. Said Jesus: “My
kingdom and the gospel related thereto shall be the burden of your
message. Be not sidetracked into preaching about me and about
my teachings. Proclaim the gospel of the kingdom and portray my
revelation of the Father in heaven but do not bemisled into the by-
paths of creating legends and building up a cult having to do with
beliefs and teachings about my beliefs and teachings.” But again
they did not understand why he thus spoke, and no man dared to
ask why he so taught them.

4 In these early teachings Jesus sought to avoid controversies
with his apostles as far as possible excepting those involving wrong
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concepts of his Father in heaven. In all such matters he never hesi-
tated to correct erroneous beliefs. ere was just one motive in Je-
sus’ postbaptismal life on Urantia, and that was a better and truer
revelation of his Paradise Father; hewas the pioneer of the new and
better way to God, the way of faith and love. Ever his exhortation
to the apostles was: “Go seek for the sinners; nd the downhearted
and comfort the anxious.”

5 Jesus had a perfect grasp of the situation; he possessed unlim-
ited power, which might have been utilized in the furtherance of
his mission, but he was wholly content with means and person-
alities which most people would have regarded as inadequate and
would have looked upon as insigni cant. He was engaged in a
mission of enormous dramatic possibilities, but he insisted on go-
ing about his Father’s business in the most quiet and undramatic
manner; he studiously avoided all display of power. And he now
planned to work quietly, at least for several months, with his 12
apostles around about the Sea of Galilee.

7. ANOTHER DISAPPOINTMENT
1 Jesus had planned for a quiet missionary campaign of ve

months’ personal work. He did not tell the apostles how long this
was to last; they worked from week to week. And early on this
rst day of the week, just as he was about to announce this to his

12 apostles, Simon Peter, James Zebedee, and Judas Iscariot came
to have private converse with him. Taking Jesus aside, Peter made
bold to say: “Master, we come at the behest of our associates to
inquire whether the time is not now ripe to enter into the king-
dom. And will you proclaim the kingdom at Capernaum, or are
we to move on to Jerusalem? And when shall we learn, each of us,
the positions we are to occupy with you in the establishment of the
kingdom — ” and Peter would have gone on asking further ques-
tions, but Jesus raised an admonitory hand and stopped him. And
beckoning the other apostles standing near by to join them, Jesus
said: “My little children, how long shall I bearwith you! Have I not
made it plain to you that my kingdom is not of this world? I have
told you many times that I have not come to sit on David’s throne,
and now how is it that you are inquiring which place each of you
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will occupy in the Father’s kingdom? Can you not perceive that
I have called you as ambassadors of a spiritual kingdom? Do you
not understand that soon, very soon, you are to representme in the
world and in the proclamation of the kingdom, even as I now rep-
resentmyFatherwho is in heaven? Can it be that I have chosen you
and instructed you as messengers of the kingdom, and yet you do
not comprehend the nature and signi cance of this coming king-
domof divine pre-eminence in the hearts ofmen? My friends, hear
me oncemore. Banish from yourminds this idea that my kingdom
is a rule of power or a reign of glory. Indeed, all power in heaven
and on earth will presently be given into my hands, but it is not
the Father’s will that we use this divine endowment to glorify our-
selves during this age. In another age you shall indeed sitwithme in
power and glory, but it behoves us now to submit to the will of the
Father and to go forth in humble obedience to execute his bidding
on earth.”

2 Once more were his associates shocked, stunned. Jesus sent
them away two and two to pray, asking them to return to him at
noontime. On this crucial forenoon they each sought to ndGod,
and each endeavoured to cheer and strengthen the other, and they
returned to Jesus as he had bidden them.

3 Jesus now recounted for them the coming of John, the baptism
in the Jordan, themarriage feast atCana, the recent choosing of the
six, and the withdrawal from them of his own brothers in the esh,
and warned them that the enemy of the kingdom would seek also
to draw them away. A er this short but earnest talk the apostles all
arose, under Peter’s leadership, to declare their undying devotion
to their Master and to pledge their unswerving loyalty to the king-
dom, as omas expressed it, “To this coming kingdom, no matter
what it is and even if I do not fully understand it.” ey all truly
believed in Jesus, even though they did not fully comprehend his
teaching.

4 Jesus now asked them how much money they had among
them; he also inquired as towhat provisionhadbeenmade for their
families. When it developed that they had hardly sufficient funds
to maintain themselves for two weeks, he said: “It is not the will
of my Father that we begin our work in this way. We will remain
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here by the sea twoweeks and sh or dowhatever our hands nd to
do; and in the meantime, under the guidance of Andrew, the rst
chosen apostle, you shall so organize yourselves as to provide for ev-
erything needful in your futurework, both for the present personal
ministry and also when I shall subsequently ordain you to preach
the gospel and instruct believers.” ey were all greatly cheered by
these words; this was their rst clear-cut and positive intimation
that Jesus designed later on to enter upon more aggressive and pre-
tentious public efforts.˚

5 e apostles spent the remainder of the day perfecting their or-
ganization and completing arrangements for boats andnets for em-
barking on the morrow’s shing as they had all decided to devote
themselves to shing; most of them had been shermen, even Je-
sus was an experienced boatman and sherman. Many of the boats
which they used the next few years had been built by Jesus’ own
hands. And they were good and trustworthy boats.

6 Jesus enjoined them to devote themselves to shing for two
weeks, adding, “And then will you go forth to become shers of
men.” ey shed in three groups, Jesus going out with a different
group each night. And they all so much enjoyed Jesus! He was
a good sherman, a cheerful companion, and an inspiring friend;
the more they worked with him, the more they loved him. Said
Matthew one day: “ e more you understand some people, the
less you admire them, but of this man, even the less I comprehend
him, the more I love him.”

7 is plan of shing two weeks and going out to do personal
work inbehalf of the kingdomfor twoweekswas followed formore
than vemonths, even to the end of this year of A.D. 26, until a er
the cessation of those special persecutionswhich had been directed
against John’s disciples subsequent to his imprisonment.

8. FIRST WORK OF THE TWELVE
1 A er disposing of the sh catches of two weeks, Judas Iscariot,

the one chosen to act as treasurer of the 12, divided the apostolic

7.4. …this was their rst clearcut and positive intimation… is word is found eight ad-
ditional times; all are hyphenated.
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funds into six equal portions, funds for the care of dependent fam-
ilies having been already provided. And then near the middle of
August, in the year A.D. 26, they went forth two and two to the
elds of work assigned by Andrew. e rst two weeks Jesus went

out with Andrew and Peter, the second two weeks with James and
John, and so on with the other couples in the order of their choos-
ing. In this way he was able to go out at least once with each couple
before he called them together for the beginning of their public
ministry.

2 Jesus taught them topreach the forgiveness of sin through faith
in God without penance or sacri ce, and that the Father in heaven
loves all his children with the same eternal love. He enjoined his
apostles to refrain from discussing:

3 1. e work and imprisonment of John the Baptist.
4 2. e voice at the baptism. Said Jesus: “Only those who

heard the voice may refer to it. Speak only that which you have
heard from me; speak not hearsay.”

5 3. e turning of thewater intowine atCana. Jesus seriously
charged them, saying, “Tell no man about the water and the wine.”

6 ¶ ey had wonderful times throughout these ve or six
months duringwhich theyworked as shermen every alternate two
weeks, thereby earning enough money to support themselves in
the eld for each succeeding two weeks of missionary work for the
kingdom.

7 e common people marveled at the teaching and ministry of
Jesus and his apostles. e rabbis had long taught the Jews that
the ignorant could not be pious or righteous. But Jesus’ apostles
were both pious and righteous; yet they were cheerfully ignorant
of much of the learning of the rabbis and the wisdom of the world.

8 ¶ Jesus made plain to his apostles the difference between the
repentance of so-called good works as taught by the Jews and the
change of mind by faith — the new birth — which he required as
the price of admission to the kingdom. He taught his apostles that
faith was the only requisite to entering the Father’s kingdom. John
had taught them “repentance — to ee from the wrath to come.”
Jesus taught, “Faith is the open door for entering into the present,
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perfect, and eternal love ofGod.” Jesus did not speak like a prophet,
one who comes to declare the word of God. He seemed to speak of
himself as one having authority. Jesus sought to divert their minds
from miracle seeking to the nding of a real and personal experi-
ence in the satisfaction and assurance of the indwelling of God’s
spirit of love and saving grace.

9 e disciples early learned that the Master had a profound re-
spect and sympathetic regard for every human being he met, and
they were tremendously impressed by this uniform and unvarying
considerationwhich he so consistently gave to all sorts ofmen, wo-
men, and children. Hewould pause in themidst of a profound dis-
course that he might go out in the road to speak good cheer to a
passing woman laden with her burden of body and soul. He would
interrupt a serious conference with his apostles to fraternize with
an intruding child. Nothing ever seemed so important to Jesus as
the individual human who chanced to be in his immediate pres-
ence. He was master and teacher, but he was more — he was also a
friend and neighbour, an understanding comrade.

10 ¶ ough Jesus’ public teaching mainly consisted in parables
and short discourses, he invariably taught his apostles by questions
and answers. He would always pause to answer sincere questions
during his later public discourses.

11 e apostles were at rst shocked by, but early became accus-
tomed to, Jesus’ treatment of women; hemade it very clear to them
that womenwere to be accorded equal rights withmen in the king-
dom.

9. FIVE MONTHS OF TESTING
1 is somewhat monotonous period of alternate shing and

personal work proved to be a gruelling experience for the 12 apos-
tles, but they endured the test. With all of their grumblings,
doubts, and transient dissatisfactions they remained true to their
vows of devotion and loyalty to the Master. It was their personal
association with Jesus during these months of testing that so en-
deared him to them that they all (save Judas Iscariot) remained
loyal and true to him even in the dark hours of the trial and cruci-
xion. Real men simply could not actually desert a revered teacher
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who had lived so close to them and had been so devoted to them
as had Jesus. rough the dark hours of the Master’s death, in
the hearts of these apostles all reason, judgment, and logic were
set aside in deference to just one extraordinary human emotion —
the supreme sentiment of friendship-loyalty. ese ve months of
work with Jesus led these apostles, each one of them, to regard him
as the best iend he had in all the world. And it was this human
sentiment, and not his superb teachings or marvellous doings, that
held them together until a er the resurrection and the renewal of
the proclamation of the gospel of the kingdom.

2 Not only were these months of quiet work a great test to the
apostles, a test which they survived, but this season of public inac-
tivity was a great trial to Jesus’ family. By the time Jesus was pre-
pared to launch forth on his public work, his entire family (except
Ruth) had practically deserted him. On only a few occasions did
they attempt tomake subsequent contactwith him, and then itwas
to persuade him to return home with them, for they came near to
believing that hewas beside himself. ey simply could not fathom
his philosophy nor grasp his teaching; it was all toomuch for those
of his own esh and blood.

3 ¶ e apostles carried on their personal work in Capernaum,
Bethsaida-Julias, Chorazin, Gerasa,Hippos,Magdala, Cana, Beth-
lehem of Galilee, Jotapata, Ramah, Safed, Gischala, Gadara, and
Abila. Besides these towns they laboured in many villages as well
as in the countryside. By the end of this period the 12 had worked
out fairly satisfactory plans for the care of their respective families.
Most of the apostles were married, some had several children, but
they had made such arrangements for the support of their home
folks that, with some little assistance from the apostolic funds, they
coulddevote their entire energies to theMaster’sworkwithouthav-
ing to worry about the nancial welfare of their families.

10. ORGANIZATION OF THE TWELVE
1 e apostles early organized themselves in the following man-

ner:
2 1. Andrew, the rst chosen apostle, was designated chairman

and director general of the 12.
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3 2. Peter, James, and John were appointed personal compan-
ions of Jesus. ey were to attend him day and night, to minister
to his physical and sundry needs, and to accompany him on those
night vigils of prayer and mysterious communion with the Father
in heaven.

4 3. Philip was made steward of the group. It was his duty to
provide food and to see that visitors, and even the multitude of lis-
teners at times, had something to eat.

5 4. Nathanielwatchedover theneeds of the families of the 12.
He received regular reports as to the requirements of each apostle’s
family and, making requisition on Judas, the treasurer, would send
funds each week to those in need.

6 5. Matthewwas the scal agent of the apostolic corps. It was
his duty to see that the budget was balanced, the treasury replen-
ished. If the funds for mutual support were not forthcoming, if
donations sufficient to maintain the party were not received, Mat-
thewwas empowered to order the 12 back to their nets for a season.
But this was never necessary a er they began their public work; he
always had sufficient funds in the treasurer’s hands to nance their
activities.

7 6. omas was manager of the itinerary. It devolved upon
him to arrange lodgings and in a general way select places for
teaching andpreaching, thereby ensuring a smooth and expeditious
travel schedule.

8 7. James and Judas the twin sons of Alpheus were assigned
to the management of the multitudes. It was their task to deputize
a sufficient number of assistant ushers to enable them to maintain
order among the crowds during the preaching.

9 8. SimonZeloteswas given charge of recreation andplay. He
managed the Wednesday programs and also sought to provide for
a few hours of relaxation and diversion each day.

10 9. Judas Iscariot was appointed treasurer. He carried the bag.
Hepaid all expenses andkept thebooks. Hemadebudget estimates
for Matthew from week to week and also made weekly reports to
Andrew. Judas paid out funds on Andrew’s authorization.
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11 ¶ In this way the 12 functioned from their early organization
up to the time of the reorganization made necessary by the deser-
tion of Judas, the betrayer. e Master and his disciple-apostles
went on in this simple manner until Sunday, January 12, A.D. 27,
when he called them together and formally ordained them as am-
bassadors of the kingdom and preachers of its glad tidings. And
soon therea er they prepared to start for Jerusalem and Judea on
their rst public preaching tour.



PAPER №139
THE TWELVE APOSTLES

Midwayer Commission

IT IS an eloquent testimony to the charm and righteousness of
Jesus’ earth life that, although he repeatedly dashed to pieces
the hopes of his apostles and tore to shreds their every ambi-

tion for personal exaltation, only one deserted him.
2 e apostles learned from Jesus about the kingdom of heaven,

and Jesus learnedmuch from them about the kingdom ofmen, hu-
man nature as it lives on Urantia and on the other evolutionary
worlds of time and space. ese 12men representedmanydifferent
types of human temperament, and they had not beenmade alike by
schooling. Many of these Galilean shermen carried heavy strains
of gentile blood as a result of the forcible conversion of the gentile
population of Galilee 100 years previously.

3 ¶ Do not make the mistake of regarding the apostles as be-
ing altogether ignorant and unlearned. All of them, except the
Alpheus twins, were graduates of the synagogue schools, having
been thoroughly trained in the Hebrew scriptures and in much of
the current knowledge of that day. Seven were graduates of the
Capernaum synagogue schools, and there were no better Jewish
schools in all Galilee.

4 When your records refer to these messengers of the kingdom
as being “ignorant and unlearned,” it was intended to convey the
idea that they were laymen, unlearned in the lore of the rabbis and
untrained in themethods of rabbinical interpretation of the Scrip-
tures. ey were lacking in so-called higher education. In mod-
ern times they would certainly be considered uneducated, and in
some circles of society even uncultured. One thing is certain: ey
had not all been put through the same rigid and stereotyped educa-
tional curriculum. From adolescence on they had enjoyed separate
experiences of learning how to live.

1. ANDREW, THE FIRST CHOSEN
1 Andrew, chairman of the apostolic corps of the kingdom, was

born in Capernaum. He was the oldest child in a family of 5 —
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himself, his brother Simon, and 3 sisters. His father, now dead,
had been a partner of Zebedee in the sh-drying business at Beth-
saida, the shing harbour of Capernaum. When he became an
apostle, Andrew was unmarried but made his home with his mar-
ried brother, Simon Peter. Both were shermen and partners of
James and John the sons of Zebedee.

2 In A.D. 26, the year he was chosen as an apostle, Andrew was
33, a full year older than Jesus and the oldest of the apostles. He
sprang from an excellent line of ancestors and was the ablest man
of the 12. Excepting oratory, he was the peer of his associates in
almost every imaginable ability. Jesus never gave Andrew a nick-
name, a fraternal designation. But even as the apostles soon began
to call Jesus Master, so they also designated Andrew by a term the
equivalent of Chief.

3 ¶ Andrewwas a good organizer but a better administrator. He
was one of the inner circle of four apostles, but his appointment by
Jesus as the head of the apostolic group made it necessary for him
to remain on duty with his brethren while the other three enjoyed
very close communion with the Master. To the very end Andrew
remained dean of the apostolic corps.

4 Although Andrew was never an effective preacher, he was an
efficient personal worker, being the pioneermissionary of the king-
dom in that, as the rst chosen apostle, he immediately brought
to Jesus his brother, Simon, who subsequently became one of the
greatest preachers of the kingdom. Andrewwas the chief supporter
of Jesus’ policy of utilizing the programof personalwork as ameans
of training the 12 as messengers of the kingdom.

5 Whether Jesus privately taught the apostles or preached to the
multitude,Andrewwasusually conversantwithwhatwas goingon;
he was an understanding executive and an efficient administrator.
He rendered a prompt decision on every matter brought to his no-
tice unless he deemed the problem one beyond the domain of his
authority, in which event he would take it straight to Jesus.

6 ¶ Andrew and Peter were very unlike in character and temper-
ament, but it must be recorded everlastingly to their credit that
they got along together splendidly. Andrew was never jealous of
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Peter’s oratorical ability. Not o en will an older man of Andrew’s
type be observed exerting such a profound in uence over a younger
and talented brother. Andrew and Peter never seemed to be in the
least jealous of each other’s abilities or achievements. Late on the
evening of the day of Pentecost, when, largely through the ener-
getic and inspiring preaching of Peter, 2,000 souls were added to
the kingdom, Andrew said to his brother: “I could not do that, but
I amglad I have a brotherwho could.”TowhichPeter replied: “And
but for your bringing me to the Master and by your steadfastness
keeping me with him, I should not have been here to do this.” An-
drew and Peter were the exceptions to the rule, proving that even
brothers can live together peaceably and work together effectively.

7 A er Pentecost Peter was famous, but it never irritated the
older Andrew to spend the rest of his life being introduced as “Si-
mon Peter’s brother.”

8 ¶ Of all the apostles, Andrew was the best judge of men. He
knew that trouble was brewing in the heart of Judas Iscariot even
when none of the others suspected that anything was wrong with
their treasurer; but he told none of them his fears. Andrew’s great
service to the kingdom was in advising Peter, James, and John con-
cerning the choice of the rst missionaries who were sent out to
proclaim the gospel, and also in counselling these early leaders
about the organization of the administrative affairs of the king-
dom. Andrew had a great gi for discovering the hidden resources
and latent talents of young people.

9 Very soon a er Jesus’ ascension on high, Andrew began the
writing of a personal record ofmanyof the sayings anddoings of his
departed Master. A er Andrew’s death other copies of this private
record were made and circulated freely among the early teachers of
the Christian church. ese informal notes of Andrew’s were sub-
sequently edited, amended, altered, and added to until they made
up a fairly consecutive narrative of the Master’s life on earth. e
last of these few altered and amended copies was destroyed by re
at Alexandria about 100 years a er the original was written by the
rst chosen of the 12 apostles.
10 Andrew was a man of clear insight, logical thought, and rm

decision, whose great strength of character consisted in his superb
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stability. His temperamental handicap was his lack of enthusiasm;
he many times failed to encourage his associates by judicious com-
mendation. And this reticence to praise the worthy accomplish-
ments of his friends grew out of his abhorrence of attery and in-
sincerity. Andrew was one of those all-round, even-tempered, self-
made, and successful men of modest affairs.

11 ¶ Every one of the apostles loved Jesus, but it remains true that
each of the 12 was drawn toward him because of some certain trait
of personality which made a special appeal to the individual apos-
tle. Andrew admired Jesus because of his consistent sincerity, his
unaffected dignity. When men once knew Jesus, they were pos-
sessed with the urge to share him with their friends; they really
wanted all the world to know him.

12 ¶ When the later persecutions nally scattered the apostles
from Jerusalem, Andrew journeyed throughArmenia, AsiaMinor,
and Macedonia and, a er bringing many thousands into the king-
dom, was nally apprehended and cruci ed in Patrae in Achaia. It
was two full days before this robust man expired on the cross, and
throughout these tragic hours he continued effectively to proclaim
the glad tidings of the salvation of the kingdom of heaven.

2. SIMON PETER
1 When Simon joined the apostles, he was 30 years of age. He

was married, had three children, and lived at Bethsaida, near Ca-
pernaum. His brother, Andrew, and his wife’s mother lived with
him. Both Peter and Andrew were sher partners of the sons of
Zebedee.

2 e Master had known Simon for some time before Andrew
presented him as the second of the apostles. When Jesus gave Si-
mon the name Peter, he did it with a smile; it was to be a sort of
nickname. Simon was well known to all his friends as an erratic
and impulsive fellow. True, later on, Jesus did attach a new and
signi cant import to this lightly bestowed nickname.

3 ¶ Simon Peter was a man of impulse, an optimist. He had
grown up permitting himself freely to indulge strong feelings;
he was constantly getting into difficulties because he persisted in
speaking without thinking. is sort of thoughtlessness also made
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incessant trouble for all of his friends and associates and was the
cause of his receivingmanymild rebukes fromhisMaster. e only
reason Peter did not get into more trouble because of his thought-
less speaking was that he very early learned to talk over many of his
plans and schemes with his brother, Andrew, before he ventured
to make public proposals.

4 Peter was a uent speaker, eloquent and dramatic. He was also
a natural and inspirational leader of men, a quick thinker but not a
deep reasoner. He askedmany questions, more than all the apostles
put together, and while the majority of these questions were good
and relevant, many of them were thoughtless and foolish. Peter
did not have a deep mind, but he knew his mind fairly well. He
was therefore a man of quick decision and sudden action. While
others talked in their astonishment at seeing Jesus on the beach,
Peter jumped in and swam ashore to meet the Master.

5 ¶ e one trait which Peter most admired in Jesus was his su-
pernal tenderness. Peter never grew weary of contemplating Jesus’
forbearance. Henever forgot the lesson about forgiving thewrong-
doer, not only 7 times but 70 times and 7. He thoughtmuch about
these impressions of the Master’s forgiving character during those
dark and dismal days immediately following his thoughtless and
unintended denial of Jesus in the high priest’s courtyard.

6 ¶ Simon Peter was distressingly vacillating; he would suddenly
swing from one extreme to the other. First he refused to let Jesus
wash his feet and then, on hearing the Master’s reply, begged to be
washed all over. But, a er all, Jesus knew that Peter’s faults were
of the head and not of the heart. He was one of the most inex-
plicable combinations of courage and cowardice that ever lived on
earth. His great strength of character was loyalty, friendship. Peter
really and truly loved Jesus. And yet despite this towering strength
of devotion he was so unstable and inconstant that he permitted a
servant girl to tease him into denying his Lord and Master. Peter
could withstand persecution and any other form of direct assault,
but he withered and shrank before ridicule. He was a brave sol-
dier when facing a frontal attack, but he was a fear-cringing coward
when surprised with an assault from the rear.
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7 Peter was the rst of Jesus’ apostles to come forward to defend
the work of Philip among the Samaritans and Paul among the gen-
tiles; yet later on at Antioch he reversed himself when confronted
by ridiculing Judaizers, temporarily withdrawing from the gentiles
only to bring downuponhis head the fearless denunciation of Paul.

8 Hewas the rst one of the apostles tomakewholehearted con-
fession of Jesus’ combined humanity and divinity and the rst —
save Judas— to deny him. Peter was not somuch of a dreamer, but
he disliked to descend from the clouds of ecstasy and the enthusi-
asm of dramatic indulgence to the plain and matter-of-fact world
of reality.

9 In following Jesus, literally and guratively, he was either lead-
ing the procession or else trailing behind — “following afar off.”
But he was the outstanding preacher of the 12; he did more than
any other one man, aside from Paul, to establish the kingdom and
send its messengers to the four corners of the earth in one genera-
tion.

10 A er his rash denials of theMaster he found himself, and with
Andrew’s sympathetic and understanding guidance he again led
the way back to the sh nets while the apostles tarried to nd out
what was to happen a er the cruci xion. When he was fully as-
sured that Jesus had forgiven him and knew he had been received
back into the Master’s fold, the res of the kingdom burned so
brightly within his soul that he became a great and saving light to
thousands who sat in darkness.

11 ¶ A er leaving Jerusalem and before Paul became the leading
spirit among the gentile Christian churches, Peter travelled exten-
sively, visiting all the churches from Babylon to Corinth. He even
visited and ministered to many of the churches which had been
raised up by Paul. Although Peter and Paul differed much in tem-
perament and education, even in theology, they worked together
harmoniously for the upbuilding of the churches during their later
years.

12 ¶ Something of Peter’s style and teaching is shown in the ser-
mons partially recorded by Luke and in the Gospel of Mark. His
vigorous style was better shown in his letter known as the First
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Epistle of Peter; at least this was true before it was subsequently
altered by a disciple of Paul.

13 But Peter persisted inmaking themistake of trying to convince
the Jews that Jesuswas, a er all, really and truly the JewishMessiah.
Right up to the day of his death, Simon Peter continued to suffer
confusion in his mind between the concepts of Jesus as the Jewish
Messiah, Christ as the world’s redeemer, and the Son ofMan as the
revelation of God, the loving Father of all mankind.

14 ¶ Peter’s wife was a very able woman. For years she laboured
acceptably as a member of the women’s corps, and when Peter was
drivenout of Jerusalem, she accompaniedhimupon all his journeys
to the churches as well as on all his missionary excursions. And the
day her illustrious husband yielded up his life, she was thrown to
the wild beasts in the arena at Rome.

15 ¶ And so this man Peter, an intimate of Jesus, one of the inner
circle, went forth from Jerusalem proclaiming the glad tidings of
the kingdomwith power and glory until the fullness of hisministry
had been accomplished; and he regarded himself as the recipient of
high honours when his captors informed him that he must die as
his Master had died — on the cross. And thus was Simon Peter
cruci ed in Rome.

3. JAMES ZEBEDEE
1 James, the older of the two apostle sons of Zebedee, whom Je-

sus nicknamed “sons of thunder,” was 30 years old when he became
an apostle. He was married, had 4 children, and lived near his par-
ents in the outskirts ofCapernaum, Bethsaida. Hewas a sherman,
plying his calling in companywith his younger brother John and in
association with Andrew and Simon. James and his brother John
enjoyed the advantage of having known Jesus longer than any of
the other apostles.

2 ¶ is able apostle was a temperamental contradiction; he
seemed really to possess two natures, both of which were actuated
by strong feelings. Hewas particularly vehementwhenhis indigna-
tionwas once fully aroused. Hehad a ery temperwhenonce itwas
adequately provoked, and when the storm was over, he was always
wont to justify and excuse his anger under the pretense that it was
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wholly a manifestation of righteous indignation. Except for these
periodic upheavals of wrath, James’s personality wasmuch like that
ofAndrew. Hedidnot haveAndrew’s discretionor insight intohu-
mannature, but hewas amuchbetter public speaker. Next to Peter,
unless it was Matthew, James was the best public orator among the
12.

3 ough James was in no sense moody, he could be quiet and
taciturn one day and a very good talker and storyteller the next. He
usually talked freely with Jesus, but among the 12, for days at a time
he was the silent man. His one great weakness was these spells of
unaccountable silence.

4 e outstanding feature of James’s personality was his ability
to see all sides of a proposition. Of all the 12, he came the nearest
to grasping the real import and signi cance of Jesus’ teaching. He,
too, was slow at rst to comprehend the Master’s meaning, but ere
they had nished their training, he had acquired a superior con-
cept of Jesus’ message. James was able to understand a wide range
of human nature; he got along well with the versatile Andrew, the
impetuous Peter, and his self-contained brother John.

5 ough James and John had their troubles trying to work to-
gether, it was inspiring to observe how well they got along. ey
did not succeed quite so well as Andrew and Peter, but they did
much better than would ordinarily be expected of two brothers,
especially such headstrong and determined brothers. But, strange
as it may seem, these two sons of Zebedee were much more tol-
erant of each other than they were of strangers. ey had great
affection for one another; they had always been happy playmates.
It was these “sons of thunder” who wanted to call re down from
heaven to destroy the Samaritanswhopresumed to showdisrespect
for their Master. But the untimely death of James greatly modi ed
the vehement temperament of his younger brother John.

6 ¶ at characteristic of Jesus which James most admired was
theMaster’s sympathetic affection. Jesus’ understanding interest in
the small and the great, the rich and the poor, made a great appeal
to him.

7 ¶ James Zebedee was a well-balanced thinker and planner.
Along with Andrew, he was one of the more level-headed of the
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apostolic group. He was a vigorous individual but was never in a
hurry. He was an excellent balance wheel for Peter.

8 He was modest and undramatic, a daily server, an unpreten-
tious worker, seeking no special reward when he once grasped
something of the real meaning of the kingdom. And even in the
story about themother of James and John, who asked that her sons
be granted places on the right hand and the le hand of Jesus, it
should be remembered that it was the mother who made this re-
quest. And when they signi ed that they were ready to assume
such responsibilities, it should be recognized that they were cog-
nizant of the dangers accompanying the Master’s supposed revolt
against theRomanpower, and that theywere alsowilling to pay the
price. When Jesus asked if they were ready to drink the cup, they
replied that they were. And as concerns James, it was literally true
—he did drink the cupwith theMaster, seeing that he was the rst
of the apostles to experience martyrdom, being early put to death
with the swordbyHerodAgrippa. Jameswas thus the rst of the 12
to sacri ce his life upon the new battle line of the kingdom. Herod
Agrippa feared James above all the other apostles. He was indeed
o en quiet and silent, but he was brave and determined when his
convictions were aroused and challenged.

9 ¶ James lived his life to the full, and when the end came, he
bore himself with such grace and fortitude that even his accuser
and informer, who attended his trial and execution, was so touched
that he rushed away from the scene of James’s death to join himself
to the disciples of Jesus.

4. JOHN ZEBEDEE
1 When he became an apostle, Johnwas 24 years old andwas the

youngest of the 12. Hewas unmarried and lived with his parents at
Bethsaida; he was a sherman and worked with his brother James
in partnership with Andrew and Peter. Both before and a er be-
coming an apostle, John functioned as the personal agent of Jesus
in dealing with the Master’s family, and he continued to bear this
responsibility as long as Mary the mother of Jesus lived.

2 Since Johnwas the youngest of the 12 and so closely associated
with Jesus in his family affairs, he was very dear to the Master, but
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it cannot be truthfully said that he was “the disciple whom Jesus
loved.” You would hardly suspect such a magnanimous personality
as Jesus to be guilty of showing favouritism, of loving one of his
apostles more than the others. e fact that John was one of the
three personal aides of Jesus lent further colour to this mistaken
idea, not to mention that John, along with his brother James, had
known Jesus longer than the others.

3 ¶ Peter, James, and John were assigned as personal aides to Je-
sus soon a er they became apostles. Shortly a er the selection of
the 12 and at the time Jesus appointed Andrew to act as director of
the group, he said to him: “And now I desire that you assign two
or three of your associates to be with me and to remain by my side,
to comfort me and to minister to my daily needs.” And Andrew
thought best to select for this special duty the next three rst-cho-
sen apostles. He would have liked to volunteer for such a blessed
service himself, but the Master had already given him his commis-
sion; so he immediately directed that Peter, James, and John attach
themselves to Jesus.

4 ¶ John Zebedee had many lovely traits of character, but one
which was not so lovely was his inordinate but usually well-con-
cealed conceit. His long association with Jesus made many and
great changes in his character. is conceit was greatly lessened,
but a er growing old and becoming more or less childish, this self-
esteem reappeared to a certain extent, so that, when engaged in di-
recting Nathan in the writing of the Gospel which now bears his
name, the aged apostle did not hesitate repeatedly to refer to him-
self as the “disciple whom Jesus loved.” In view of the fact that John
camenearer to being the chumof Jesus than any other earthmortal,
that he was his chosen personal representative in so many matters,
it is not strange that he should have come to regard himself as the
“disciple whom Jesus loved” since he most certainly knew he was
the disciple whom Jesus so frequently trusted.

5 e strongest trait in John’s character was his dependability;
he was prompt and courageous, faithful and devoted. His great-
est weakness was this characteristic conceit. He was the young-
est member of his father’s family and the youngest of the apostolic
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group. Perhaps he was just a bit spoiled; maybe he had been hu-
moured slightly too much. But the John of a er years was a very
different type of person than the self-admiring and arbitrary young
man who joined the ranks of Jesus’ apostles when he was 24.

6 ¶ ose characteristics of Jesus which John most appreciated
were the Master’s love and unsel shness; these traits made such an
impression on him that his whole subsequent life became domi-
nated by the sentiment of love and brotherly devotion. He talked
about love and wrote about love. is “son of thunder” became
the “apostle of love”; and at Ephesus, when the aged bishop was no
longer able to stand in the pulpit and preach but had to be carried
to church in a chair, and when at the close of the service he was
asked to say a few words to the believers, for years his only utter-
ance was, “My little children, love one another.”

7 ¶ John was a man of few words except when his temper was
aroused. He thought much but said little. As he grew older,
his temper became more subdued, better controlled, but he never
overcamehis disinclination to talk; he never fullymastered this ret-
icence. But he was gi ed with a remarkable and creative imagina-
tion.

8 ¶ ere was another side to John that one would not expect
to nd in this quiet and introspective type. He was somewhat big-
oted and inordinately intolerant. In this respect he and James were
much alike — they both wanted to call down re from heaven on
the heads of the disrespectful Samaritans. When John encountered
some strangers teaching in Jesus’ name, he promptly forbade them.
But he was not the only one of the 12 who was tainted with this
kind of self-esteem and superiority consciousness.

9 John’s life was tremendously in uenced by the sight of Jesus’
going about without a home as he knew how faithfully he had
made provision for the care of his mother and family. John also
deeply sympathized with Jesus because of his family’s failure to un-
derstand him, being aware that they were gradually withdrawing
from him. is entire situation, together with Jesus’ ever deferring
his slightest wish to the will of the Father in heaven and his daily
life of implicit trust, made such a profound impression on John
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that it produced marked and permanent changes in his character,
changes whichmanifested themselves throughout his entire subse-
quent life.

10 John had a cool and daring courage which few of the other
apostles possessed. He was the one apostle who followed right
along with Jesus the night of his arrest and dared to accompany
his Master into the very jaws of death. He was present and near
at hand right up to the last earthly hour and was found faithfully
carrying out his trust with regard to Jesus’ mother and ready to re-
ceive such additional instructions as might be given during the last
moments of the Master’s mortal existence. One thing is certain,
John was thoroughly dependable. John usually sat on Jesus’ right
hand when the 12 were at meat. He was the rst of the 12 really
and fully to believe in the resurrection, and he was the rst to rec-
ognize the Master when he came to them on the seashore a er his
resurrection.

11 is son of Zebedee was very closely associated with Peter in
the early activities of theChristianmovement, becoming one of the
chief supporters of the Jerusalem church. He was the right-hand
support of Peter on the day of Pentecost.

12 Several years a er the martyrdom of James, John married his
brother’s widow. e last 20 years of his life he was cared for by a
loving granddaughter.

13 John was in prison several times and was banished to the Isle
of Patmos for a period of four years until another emperor came
to power in Rome. Had not John been tactful and sagacious, he
would undoubtedly have been killed as was his more outspoken
brother James. As the years passed, John, together with James the
Lord’s brother, learned to practise wise conciliation when they ap-
peared before the civil magistrates. ey found that a “so answer
turns away wrath.” ey also learned to represent the church as a
“spiritual brotherhood devoted to the social service of mankind”
rather than as “the kingdom of heaven.” ey taught loving service
rather than ruling power — kingdom and king.

14 When in temporary exile on Patmos, John wrote the Book of
Revelation, which you now have in greatly abridged and distorted
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form. is Book of Revelation contains the surviving fragments
of a great revelation, large portions of which were lost, other por-
tions of which were removed, subsequent to John’s writing. It is
preserved in only fragmentary and adulterated form.

15 John travelled much, laboured incessantly, and a er becoming
bishop of the Asia churches, settled down at Ephesus. He directed
his associate, Nathan, in the writing of the so-called “Gospel ac-
cording to John,” at Ephesus, when he was 99 years old. Of all the
12 apostles, John Zebedee eventually became the outstanding the-
ologian. He died a natural death at Ephesus in A.D. 103 when he
was 101 years of age.

5. PHILIP THE CURIOUS
1 Philip was the 5 apostle to be chosen, being called when Jesus

and his rst four apostles were on their way from John’s rendezvous
on the Jordan toCanaofGalilee. Since he lived atBethsaida, Philip
had for some time known of Jesus, but it had not occurred to him
that Jesus was a really great man until that day in the Jordan valley
when he said, “Follow me.” Philip was also somewhat in uenced
by the fact that Andrew, Peter, James, and John had accepted Jesus
as the Deliverer.

2 Philip was 27 years of age when he joined the apostles; he had
recently been married, but he had no children at this time. e
nickname which the apostles gave him signi ed “curiosity.” Philip
was always wanting to be shown. He never seemed to see very far
into any proposition. He was not necessarily dull, but he lacked
imagination. is lack of imaginationwas the great weakness of his
character. He was a commonplace and matter-of-fact individual.

3 ¶ When the apostles were organized for service, Philip was
made steward; it was his duty to see that they were at all times sup-
plied with provisions. And he was a good steward. His strongest
characteristic was hismethodical thoroughness; hewas bothmath-
ematical and systematic.

4 Philip came from a family of 7, 3 boys and 4 girls. He was next
to the oldest, and a er the resurrection he baptized his entire fam-
ily into the kingdom. Philip’s people were sherfolk. His father
was a very able man, a deep thinker, but his mother was of a very
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mediocre family. Philip was not a man who could be expected to
do big things, but he was a man who could do little things in a big
way, do them well and acceptably. Only a few times in four years
did he fail to have food on hand to satisfy the needs of all. Even the
many emergency demands attendant upon the life they lived sel-
dom found him unprepared. e commissary department of the
apostolic family was intelligently and efficiently managed.

5 e strong point about Philip was his methodical reliability;
the weak point in his make-up was his utter lack of imagination,
the absence of the ability to put two and two together to obtain
four. He was mathematical in the abstract but not constructive in
his imagination. He was almost entirely lacking in certain types of
imagination. He was the typical everyday and commonplace aver-
age man. ere were a great many such men and women among
the multitudes who came to hear Jesus teach and preach, and they
derived great comfort from observing one like themselves elevated
to an honoured position in the councils of the Master; they de-
rived courage from the fact that one like themselves had already
found a high place in the affairs of the kingdom. And Jesus learned
much about theway somehumanminds function as he so patiently
listened to Philip’s foolish questions and so many times complied
with his steward’s request to “be shown.”

6 e one quality about Jesus which Philip so continuously ad-
mired was the Master’s unfailing generosity. Never could Philip
nd anything in Jesus which was small, niggardly, or stingy, and he

worshipped this ever-present and unfailing liberality.
7 ¶ ere was little about Philip’s personality that was impres-

sive. He was o en spoken of as “Philip of Bethsaida, the town
where Andrew and Peter live.” He was almost without discerning
vision; he was unable to grasp the dramatic possibilities of a given
situation. He was not pessimistic; he was simply prosaic. He was
also greatly lacking in spiritual insight. Hewould not hesitate to in-
terrupt Jesus in themidst of one of theMaster’smost profound dis-
courses to ask an apparently foolish question. But Jesus never rep-
rimanded him for such thoughtlessness; he was patient with him
and considerate of his inability to grasp the deepermeanings of the
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teaching. Jesus well knew that, if he once rebuked Philip for ask-
ing these annoying questions, he would not only wound this hon-
est soul, but such a reprimand would so hurt Philip that he would
never again feel free to ask questions. Jesus knew that on his worlds
of space there were untold billions of similar slow-thinking mor-
tals, andhewanted to encourage themall to look to himand always
to feel free to come to him with their questions and problems. Af-
ter all, Jesus was really more interested in Philip’s foolish questions
than in the sermon he might be preaching. Jesus was supremely
interested in men, all kinds of men.

8 e apostolic steward was not a good public speaker, but he
was a very persuasive and successful personal worker. He was not
easily discouraged; hewas a plodder and very tenacious in anything
he undertook. He had that great and rare gi of saying, “Come.”
When his rst convert, Nathaniel, wanted to argue about the mer-
its and demerits of Jesus and Nazareth, Philip’s effective reply was,
“Come and see.”Hewas not a dogmatic preacher who exhorted his
hearers to “Go”—do this and do that. Hemet all situations as they
arose in his work with “Come” — “come with me; I will show you
the way.” And that is always the effective technique in all forms and
phases of teaching. Even parents may learn from Philip the better
way of saying to their children not “Go do this and go do that,” but
rather, “Comewith us while we show and share with you the better
way.”

9 e inability of Philip to adapt himself to a new situation was
well shownwhen theGreeks came tohimat Jerusalem, saying: “Sir,
we desire to see Jesus.” Now Philip would have said to any Jew ask-
ing such a question, “Come.” But these men were foreigners, and
Philip could remember no instructions from his superiors regard-
ing suchmatters; so the only thing he could think to dowas to con-
sult the chief, Andrew, and then they both escorted the inquiring
Greeks to Jesus. Likewise, when he went into Samaria preaching
and baptizing believers, as he had been instructed by hisMaster, he
refrained from laying hands on his converts in token of their hav-
ing received the Spirit of Truth. is was done by Peter and John,
who presently came down from Jerusalem to observe his work in
behalf of the mother church.
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10 Philip went on through the trying times of the Master’s death,
participated in the reorganization of the 12, and was the rst to go
forth towin souls for the kingdomoutside of the immediate Jewish
ranks, being most successful in his work for the Samaritans and in
all his subsequent labours in behalf of the gospel.

11 ¶ Philip’s wife, who was an efficient member of the women’s
corps, became actively associated with her husband in his evange-
listic work a er their ight from the Jerusalem persecutions. His
wife was a fearless woman. She stood at the foot of Philip’s cross
encouraging him to proclaim the glad tidings even to his murder-
ers, and when his strength failed, she began the recital of the story
of salvation by faith in Jesus and was silenced only when the irate
Jews rushed upon her and stoned her to death. eir eldest daugh-
ter, Leah, continued their work, later on becoming the renowned
prophetess of Hierapolis.

12 ¶ Philip, the onetime steward of the 12, was a mighty man in
the kingdom, winning souls wherever he went; and he was nally
cruci ed for his faith and buried at Hierapolis.

6. HONEST NATHANIEL
1 Nathaniel, the 6 and last of the apostles to be chosen by the

Master himself, was brought to Jesus by his friend Philip. He had
been associated in several business enterpriseswithPhilip and, with
him, was on the way down to see John the Baptist when they en-
countered Jesus.

2 When Nathaniel joined the apostles, he was 25 years old and
was the next to the youngest of the group. He was the youngest of
a family of seven, was unmarried, and the only support of aged and
in rm parents, with whomhe lived at Cana; his brothers and sister
were either married or deceased, and none lived there. Nathaniel
and Judas Iscariot were the two best educated men among the 12.
Nathaniel had thought to become a merchant.

3 ¶ Jesus did not himself give Nathaniel a nickname, but the 12
soon began to speak of him in terms that signi ed honesty, sin-
cerity. He was “without guile.” And this was his great virtue; he
was both honest and sincere. e weakness of his character was
his pride; he was very proud of his family, his city, his reputation,
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and his nation, all of which is commendable if it is not carried too
far. But Nathaniel was inclined to go to extremes with his personal
prejudices. He was disposed to prejudge individuals in accordance
with his personal opinions. He was not slow to ask the question,
even before he hadmet Jesus, “Can any good thing come out ofNa-
zareth?” ButNathaniel was not obstinate, even if he was proud. He
was quick to reverse himself when he once looked into Jesus’ face.

4 In many respects Nathaniel was the odd genius of the 12. He
was the apostolic philosopher and dreamer, but he was a very prac-
tical sort of dreamer. He alternated between seasons of profound
philosophy and periods of rare and droll humour; when in the
proper mood, he was probably the best storyteller among the 12.
Jesus greatly enjoyed hearing Nathaniel discourse on things both
serious and frivolous. Nathaniel progressively took Jesus and the
kingdom more seriously, but never did he take himself seriously.

5 e apostles all loved and respected Nathaniel, and he got
along with them splendidly, excepting Judas Iscariot. Judas did not
thinkNathaniel took his apostleship sufficiently seriously and once
had the temerity to go secretly to Jesus and lodge complaint against
him. Said Jesus: “Judas, watch carefully your steps; do not over-
magnify your office. Who of us is competent to judge his brother?
It is not theFather’swill that his children should partake only of the
serious things of life. Let me repeat: I have come that my brethren
in the esh may have joy, gladness, and life more abundantly. Go
then, Judas, and do well that which has been intrusted to you but
leave Nathaniel, your brother, to give account of himself to God.”
And the memory of this, with that of many similar experiences,
long lived in the self-deceiving heart of Judas Iscariot.

6 Many times, when Jesus was away on the mountain with Pe-
ter, James, and John, and things were becoming tense and tangled
among the apostles, when evenAndrewwas in doubt aboutwhat to
say to his disconsolate brethren, Nathaniel would relieve the ten-
sion by a bit of philosophy or a ash of humour; good humour*,

6.6. goodhumour, According toDrMeredith Justin Sprunger the original Papers stated
that the apostleNathaniel “had a good sense of humour for a Jew”, but a er itwas read the
members of the Forum chuckled at this phrase. e next time they obtained this paper
from the safe, they discovered the phrase “for a Jew”was deleted. I am assuming that this
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too.
7 Nathaniel’s duty was to look a er the families of the 12. He

was o en absent from the apostolic councils, for when he heard
that sickness or anything out of the ordinary had happened to one
of his charges, he lost no time in getting to that home. e 12 rested
securely in the knowledge that their families’ welfarewas safe in the
hands of Nathaniel.

8 ¶ Nathaniel most revered Jesus for his tolerance. He never
grew weary of contemplating the broadmindedness and generous
sympathy of the Son of Man.

9 ¶ Nathaniel’s father (Bartholomew*) died shortly a er Pen-
tecost, a er which this apostle went into Mesopotamia and In-
dia proclaiming the glad tidings of the kingdom and baptizing be-
lievers. His brethren never knew what became of their onetime
philosopher, poet, and humorist. But he also was a great man in
the kingdom and did much to spread his Master’s teachings, even
thoughhedidnot participate in the organizationof the subsequent
Christian church. Nathaniel died in India.

7. MATTHEW LEVI
1 Matthew, the 7 apostle, was chosen by Andrew. Matthew be-

longed to a family of tax gatherers, or publicans, but was himself a
customs collector in Capernaum, where he lived. He was 31 years
old and married and had 4 children. He was a man of moderate
wealth, the only one of anymeans belonging to the apostolic corps.
He was a good business man, a good social mixer, and was gi ed
with the ability to make friends and to get along smoothly with a
great variety of people.

comment refers to this particular location as it seems to be the closest to providing just
such a context.
9.Bartholomew, Note that this is the onlymention of a Bartholomew in theUrantia Pa-
pers. Nathanienwas invited to be one of the apostles by Philip (137:2.6). In the synoptic
gospels Nathaniel is always mentioned under the name Bartholomew as an associate of
Philip (Matthew 10:3, Mark 3:18 and Luke 6:14). In the gospel of John we have Na-
thaniel, but no Bartholomew. e name “Bartholomew” is an anglicized form of the
Aramaic “bar olmai” meaning “son of olmai”. It is possible that Nathaniel’s father’s
name was olmai and not Bartholomew. However, I did not amend the text here be-
cause Dr. Sadler is saying that “the manuscript was very clear that it was Bartholomew”.
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2 ¶ Andrew appointed Matthew the nancial representative of
the apostles. In a way he was the scal agent and publicity
spokesman for the apostolic organization. He was a keen judge of
human nature and a very efficient propagandist. His is a person-
ality difficult to visualize, but he was a very earnest disciple and an
increasing believer in themissionof Jesus and in the certainty of the
kingdom. Jesus never gave Levi a nickname, but his fellow apostles
commonly referred to him as the “money-getter.”

3 Levi’s strong pointwas hiswholehearted devotion to the cause.
at he, a publican, had been taken in by Jesus and his apostles

was the cause for overwhelming gratitude on the part of the for-
mer revenue collector. However, it required some little time for
the rest of the apostles, especially Simon Zelotes and Judas Iscar-
iot, to become reconciled to the publican’s presence in their midst.
Matthew’s weakness was his short-sighted and materialistic view-
point of life. But in all these matters he made great progress as the
months went by. He, of course, had to be absent from many of the
most precious seasons of instruction as it was his duty to keep the
treasury replenished.

4 It was the Master’s forgiving disposition which Matthew most
appreciated. He would never cease to recount that faith only was
necessary in the business of nding God. He always liked to speak
of the kingdom as “this business of nding God.”

5 ¶ ough Matthew was a man with a past, he gave an excel-
lent account of himself, and as time went on, his associates became
proud of the publican’s performances. He was one of the apostles
who made extensive notes on the sayings of Jesus, and these notes
were used as the basis of Isador’s subsequent narrative of the say-
ings and doings of Jesus, which has become known as the Gospel
according to Matthew.

6 e great anduseful life ofMatthew, the businessman and cus-
toms collector of Capernaum, has been the means of leading thou-
sands upon thousands of other business men, public officials, and
politicians, down through the subsequent ages, also to hear that
engaging voice of the Master saying, “Follow me.” Matthew really
was a shrewd politician, but he was intensely loyal to Jesus and su-
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premely devoted to the task of seeing that the messengers of the
coming kingdom were adequately nanced.

7 e presence ofMatthew among the 12was themeans of keep-
ing the doors of the kingdom wide open to hosts of downhearted
and outcast souls who had regarded themselves as long since with-
out the bounds of religious consolation. Outcast and despairing
men and women ocked to hear Jesus, and he never turned one
away.

8 ¶ Matthew received freely tendered offerings from believing
disciples and the immediate auditors of theMaster’s teachings, but
he never openly solicited funds from the multitudes. He did all
his nancial work in a quiet and personal way and raised most of
themoney among themore substantial class of interested believers.
He gave practically the whole of his modest fortune to the work of
the Master and his apostles, but they never knew of this generos-
ity, save Jesus, who knew all about it. Matthew hesitated openly
to contribute to the apostolic funds for fear that Jesus and his as-
sociates might regard his money as being tainted; so he gave much
in the names of other believers. During the earlier months, when
Matthew knew his presence among themwasmore or less of a trial,
he was strongly tempted to let them know that his funds o en sup-
plied them with their daily bread, but he did not yield. When evi-
dence of the disdain of the publican would become manifest, Levi
would burn to reveal to them his generosity, but always he man-
aged to keep still.

9 When the funds for the week were short of the estimated re-
quirements, Levi would o en draw heavily upon his own personal
resources. Also, sometimes when he became greatly interested in
Jesus’ teaching, he preferred to remain and hear the instruction,
even though he knew he must personally make up for his failure to
solicit the necessary funds. But Levi did so wish that Jesus might
know thatmuch of themoney came fromhis pocket! He little real-
ized that theMaster knew all about it. e apostles all diedwithout
knowing thatMatthewwas their benefactor to such an extent that,
when hewent forth to proclaim the gospel of the kingdoma er the
beginning of the persecutions, he was practically penniless.
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10 ¶ When these persecutions caused the believers to forsake Je-
rusalem, Matthew journeyed north, preaching the gospel of the
kingdom and baptizing believers. He was lost to the knowledge of
his former apostolic associates, but on he went, preaching and bap-
tizing, through Syria, Cappadocia, Galatia, Bithynia, and race.
And it was in race, at Lysimachia, that certain unbelieving Jews
conspired with the Roman soldiers to encompass his death. And
this regenerated publican died triumphant in the faith of a salva-
tion he had so surely learned from the teachings of the Master dur-
ing his recent sojourn on earth.

8. THOMAS DIDYMUS
1 omas was the 8 apostle, and he was chosen by Philip. In

later times he has become known as “doubting omas,” but his fel-
low apostles hardly looked upon him as a chronic doubter. True,
his was a logical, skeptical type ofmind, but he had a formof coura-
geous loyalty which forbade those who knew him intimately to re-
gard him as a tri ing skeptic.

2 When omas joined the apostles, he was 29 years old, was
married, and had four children. Formerly he had been a carpen-
ter and stone mason, but latterly he had become a sherman and
resided at Tarichea, situated on the west bank of the Jordan where
it ows out of the Sea of Galilee, and he was regarded as the lead-
ing citizen of this little village. He had little education, but he pos-
sessed a keen, reasoning mind and was the son of excellent parents,
who lived at Tiberias. omas had the one truly analytical mind of
the 12; he was the real scientist of the apostolic group.

3 e early home life of omas had been unfortunate; his par-
ents were not altogether happy in their married life, and this was
re ected in omas’s adult experience. He grew up having a very
disagreeable andquarrelsomedisposition. Evenhiswifewas glad to
see him join the apostles; she was relieved by the thought that her
pessimistic husband would be away from home most of the time.

omas also had a streak of suspicion which made it very difficult
to get along peaceably with him. Peter was very much upset by

omas at rst, complaining to his brother, Andrew, that omas
was “mean, ugly, and always suspicious.” But the better his asso-
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ciates knew omas, the more they liked him. ey found he was
superbly honest and un inchingly loyal. He was perfectly sincere
and unquestionably truthful, but he was a natural-born fault nder
and had grown up to become a real pessimist. His analytical mind
had become cursed with suspicion. He was rapidly losing faith in
his fellow men when he became associated with the 12 and thus
came in contact with the noble character of Jesus. is association
with the Master began at once to transform omas’s whole dis-
position and to effect great changes in his mental reactions to his
fellow men.

4 omas’s great strength was his superb analytical mind cou-
pled with his un inching courage — when he had once made up
his mind. His great weakness was his suspicious doubting, which
he never fully overcame throughout his whole lifetime in the esh.

5 In the organization of the 12 omas was assigned to arrange
and manage the itinerary, and he was an able director of the work
and movements of the apostolic corps. He was a good executive,
an excellent businessman, but he was handicapped by his many
moods; hewas oneman one day and anotherman the next. Hewas
inclined toward melancholic brooding when he joined the apos-
tles, but contact with Jesus and the apostles largely cured him of
this morbid introspection.

6 Jesus enjoyed omas verymuch and hadmany long, personal
talks with him. His presence among the apostles was a great com-
fort to all honest doubters and encouraged many troubled minds
to come into the kingdom, even if they could not wholly under-
stand everything about the spiritual and philosophic phases of the
teachings of Jesus. omas’s membership in the 12 was a standing
declaration that Jesus loved even honest doubters.

7 ¶ e other apostles held Jesus in reverence because of some
special and outstanding trait of his replete personality, but omas
revered his Master because of his superbly balanced character. In-
creasingly omas admired and honoured onewhowas so lovingly
merciful yet so in exibly just and fair; so rm but never obstinate;
so calm but never indifferent; so helpful and so sympathetic but
never meddlesome or dictatorial; so strong but at the same time
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so gentle; so positive but never rough or rude; so tender but never
vacillating; so pure and innocent but at the same time so virile, ag-
gressive, and forceful; so truly courageous but never rash or fool-
hardy; such a lover of nature but so free from all tendency to re-
vere nature; so humorous and so playful, but so free from levity
and frivolity. It was this matchless symmetry of personality that
so charmed omas. He probably enjoyed the highest intellectual
understanding and personality appreciation of Jesus of any of the
12.

8 ¶ In the councils of the 12 omas was always cautious, ad-
vocating a policy of safety rst, but if his conservatism was voted
down or overruled, he was always the rst fearlessly to move out in
execution of the program decided upon. Again and again would
he stand out against some project as being foolhardy and presump-
tuous; he would debate to the bitter end, but when Andrewwould
put the proposition to a vote, and a er the 12 would elect to do
that which he had so strenuously opposed, omas was the rst to
say, “Let’s go!” He was a good loser. He did not hold grudges nor
nurse wounded feelings. Time and again did he oppose letting Je-
sus expose himself to danger, but when theMaster would decide to
take such risks, always was it omas who rallied the apostles with
his courageous words, “Come on, comrades, let’s go and die with
him.”

9 omas was in some respects like Philip; he also wanted “to
be shown,” but his outward expressions of doubt were based on
entirely different intellectual operations. omas was analytical,
not merely skeptical. As far as personal physical courage was con-
cerned, he was one of the bravest among the 12.

10 ¶ omas had some very bad days; he was blue and downcast
at times. e loss of his twin sister when he was 9 years old had
occasioned him much youthful sorrow and had added to his tem-
peramental problems of later life. When omas would become
despondent, sometimes it was Nathaniel who helped him to re-
cover, sometimes Peter, and not infrequently one of the Alpheus
twins. When he was most depressed, unfortunately he always tried
to avoid coming in direct contact with Jesus. But the Master knew
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all about this and had an understanding sympathy for his apostle
when hewas thus afflictedwith depression and harassed by doubts.

11 Sometimes omas would get permission from Andrew to go
off by himself for a day or two. But he soon learned that such a
course was not wise; he early found that it was best, when he was
downhearted, to stick close to hiswork and to remainnear his asso-
ciates. But no matter what happened in his emotional life, he kept
right on being an apostle. When the time actually came to move
forward, it was always omas who said, “Let’s go!”

12 omas is the great example of a human beingwho has doubts,
faces them, andwins. Hehad a greatmind; hewas no carping critic.
Hewas a logical thinker; he was the acid test of Jesus and his fellow
apostles. If Jesus and his work had not been genuine, it could not
have held a man like omas from the start to the nish. He had a
keen and sure sense of fact. At the rst appearance of fraud or de-
ception omas would have forsaken them all. Scientists may not
fully understand all about Jesus and his work on earth, but there
lived and worked with the Master and his human associates a man
whosemindwas that of a true scientist— omasDidymus—and
he believed in Jesus of Nazareth.

13 ¶ omas had a trying time during the days of the trial and cru-
ci xion. He was for a season in the depths of despair, but he rallied
his courage, stuck to the apostles, and was present with them to
welcome Jesus on the Sea of Galilee. For a while he succumbed to
his doubting depression but eventually rallied his faith and cour-
age. He gave wise counsel to the apostles a er Pentecost and, when
persecution scattered the believers, went to Cyprus, Crete, the
North African coast, and Sicily, preaching the glad tidings of the
kingdom and baptizing believers. And omas continued preach-
ing andbaptizinguntil hewas apprehendedby the agents of theRo-
man government and was put to death in Malta. Just a few weeks
before his death he had begun the writing of the life and teachings
of Jesus.

9 AND 10. JAMES AND JUDAS ALPHEUS
1 James and Judas the sons of Alpheus, the twin shermen liv-

ing near Kheresa, were the 9 and 10 apostles and were chosen
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by James and John Zebedee. ey were 26 years old and married,
James having 3 children, Judas 2.

2 ¶ ere is not much to be said about these two commonplace
sherfolk. ey loved their Master and Jesus loved them, but they

never interrupted his discourses with questions. ey understood
very little about thephilosophical discussions or the theological de-
bates of their fellow apostles, but they rejoiced to nd themselves
numbered among such a group of mighty men. ese two men
were almost identical in personal appearance, mental characteris-
tics, and extent of spiritual perception. What may be said of one
should be recorded of the other.

3 Andrew assigned them to the work of policing themultitudes.
ey were the chief ushers of the preaching hours and, in fact, the

general servants and errandboys of the 12. ey helpedPhilipwith
the supplies, they carried money to the families for Nathaniel, and
always were they ready to lend a helping hand to any one of the
apostles.

4 e multitudes of the common people were greatly encour-
aged to nd two like themselves honoured with places among the
apostles. By their very acceptance as apostles these mediocre twins
were themeans of bringing a host of fainthearted believers into the
kingdom. And, too, the common people took more kindly to the
idea of beingdirected andmanagedbyofficial usherswhowere very
much like themselves.

5 James and Judas, who were also called addeus and Lebbeus,
had neither strong points nor weak points. e nicknames given
them by the disciples were good-natured designations of medi-
ocrity. ey were “the least of all the apostles”; they knew it and
felt cheerful about it.

6 ¶ James Alpheus especially loved Jesus because of the Master’s
simplicity. ese twins could not comprehend the mind of Jesus,
but they did grasp the sympathetic bond between themselves and
the heart of their Master. eir minds were not of a high order;
they might even reverently be called stupid, but they had a real ex-
perience in their spiritual natures. ey believed in Jesus; theywere
sons of God and fellows of the kingdom.
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7 Judas Alpheus was drawn toward Jesus because of the Master’s
unostentatious humility. Such humility linked with such personal
dignity made a great appeal to Judas. e fact that Jesus would al-
ways enjoin silence regarding his unusual acts made a great impres-
sion on this simple child of nature.

8 ¶ e twins were good-natured, simple-minded helpers, and
everybody loved them. Jesus welcomed these young men of one
talent to positions of honour on his personal staff in the kingdom
because there are untold millions of other such simple and fear-
ridden souls on the worlds of space whom he likewise wishes to
welcome into active and believing fellowship with himself and his
outpoured Spirit of Truth. Jesus does not look down upon little-
ness, only upon evil and sin. James and Judas were little, but they
were also faithful. ey were simple and ignorant, but they were
also big-hearted, kind, and generous.

9 And how gratefully proud were these humble men on that day
when the Master refused to accept a certain rich man as an evan-
gelist unless he would sell his goods and help the poor. When the
people heard this and beheld the twins among his counsellors, they
knew of a certainty that Jesus was no respecter of persons. But only
a divine institution — the kingdom of heaven — could ever have
been built upon such a mediocre human foundation!

10 Only once or twice in all their association with Jesus did the
twins venture to ask questions in public. Judas was once intrigued
into asking Jesus a question when the Master had talked about re-
vealing himself openly to the world. He felt a little disappointed
that there were to be no more secrets among the 12, and he made
bold to ask: “But, Master, when you do thus declare yourself to the
world, how will you favour us with special manifestations of your
goodness?”

11 ¶ e twins served faithfully until the end, until the dark days
of trial, cruci xion, and despair. ey never lost their heart faith
in Jesus, and (save John) they were the rst to believe in his res-
urrection. But they could not comprehend the establishment of
the kingdom. Soon a er their Master was cruci ed, they returned
to their families and nets; their work was done. ey had not the
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ability to go on in the more complex battles of the kingdom. But
they lived and died conscious of having been honoured and blessed
with 4 years of close and personal association with a Son of God,
the sovereign maker of a universe.

11. SIMON THE ZEALOT
1 Simon Zelotes, the 11 apostle, was chosen by Simon Peter.

He was an able man of good ancestry and lived with his family at
Capernaum. He was 28 years old when he became attached to the
apostles. He was a ery agitator and was also a man who spoke
much without thinking. He had been a merchant in Capernaum
before he turned his entire attention to the patriotic organization
of the Zealots.

2 ¶ Simon Zelotes was given charge of the diversions and relax-
ation of the apostolic group, and he was a very efficient organizer
of the play life and recreational activities of the 12.

3 Simon’s strength was his inspirational loyalty. When the apos-
tles found amanorwomanwho oundered in indecision about en-
tering the kingdom, theywould send for Simon. It usually required
only about 15 minutes for this enthusiastic advocate of salvation
through faith inGod to settle all doubts and remove all indecision,
to see a new soul born into the “liberty of faith and the joy of sal-
vation.”

4 Simon’s great weakness was his material-mindedness. He
could not quickly change himself from a Jewish nationalist to a
spirituallyminded internationalist. Four years was too short a time
in which to make such an intellectual and emotional transforma-
tion, but Jesus was always patient with him.

5 ¶ e one thing about Jesus which Simon so much admired
was the Master’s calmness, his assurance, poise, and inexplicable
composure.

6 ¶ Although Simon was a rabid revolutionist, a fearless re-
brand of agitation, he gradually subdued his ery nature until he
became a powerful and effective preacher of “Peace on earth and
good will among men.” Simon was a great debater; he did like to
argue. And when it came to dealing with the legalistic minds of
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the educated Jews or the intellectual quibblings of the Greeks, the
task was always assigned to Simon.

7 He was a rebel by nature and an iconoclast by training, but Je-
sus won him for the higher concepts of the kingdom of heaven. He
had always identi ed himself with the party of protest, but he now
joined the party of progress, unlimited and eternal progression of
spirit and truth. Simon was a man of intense loyalties and warm
personal devotions, and he did profoundly love Jesus.

8 ¶ Jesus was not afraid to identify himself with business men,
labouring men, optimists, pessimists, philosophers, skeptics, pub-
licans, politicians, and patriots.

9 ¶ e Master had many talks with Simon, but he never fully
succeeded in making an internationalist out of this ardent Jewish
nationalist. Jesus o en told Simon that it was proper to want to see
the social, economic, and political orders improved, but he would
always add: “ at is not the business of the kingdomof heaven. We
must be dedicated to the doing of the Father’s will. Our business is
to be ambassadors of a spiritual government on high, and we must
not immediately concern ourselves with aught but the representa-
tion of the will and character of the divine Father who stands at the
head of the government whose credentials we bear.” It was all dif-
cult for Simon to comprehend, but gradually he began to grasp

something of the meaning of the Master’s teaching.
10 ¶ A er the dispersion because of the Jerusalem persecutions,

Simon went into temporary retirement. He was literally crushed.
As a nationalist patriot he had surrendered in deference to Jesus’
teachings; now all was lost. He was in despair, but in a few years
he rallied his hopes and went forth to proclaim the gospel of the
kingdom.

11 He went to Alexandria and, a er working up the Nile, pene-
trated into the heart of Africa, everywhere preaching the gospel of
Jesus and baptizing believers. us he laboured until he was an old
man and feeble. And he died andwas buried in the heart ofAfrica.

12. JUDAS ISCARIOT
1 Judas Iscariot, the 12 apostle, was chosen by Nathaniel. He
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was born in Kerioth*, a small town in southern Judea. When he
was a lad, his parents moved to Jericho, where he lived and had
been employed in his father’s various business enterprises until he
became interested in the preaching and work of John the Baptist.
Judas’s parents were Sadducees, and when their son joined John’s
disciples, they disowned him.

2 ¶ When Nathaniel met Judas at Tarichea, he was seeking em-
ployment with a sh-drying enterprise at the lower end of the Sea
of Galilee. He was 30 years of age and unmarried when he joined
the apostles. He was probably the best-educated man among the
12 and the only Judean in the Master’s apostolic family. Judas had
no outstanding trait of personal strength, though he hadmany out-
wardly appearing traits of culture and habits of training. He was a
good thinker but not always a truly honest thinker. Judas did not
really understand himself; he was not really sincere in dealing with
himself.

3 Andrew appointed Judas treasurer of the 12, a position which
hewas eminently tted tohold, andup to the timeof the betrayal of
his Master he discharged the responsibilities of his office honestly,
faithfully, and most efficiently.

4 ¶ ere was no special trait about Jesus which Judas admired
above the generally attractive and exquisitely charming personal-
ity of the Master. Judas was never able to rise above his Judean
prejudices against his Galilean associates; he would even criticize
in his mind many things about Jesus. Him whom 11 of the apos-
tles looked upon as the perfect man, as the “one altogether lovely
and the chiefest among ten thousand,” this self-satis ed Judean of-
ten dared to criticize in his own heart. He really entertained the
notion that Jesus was timid and somewhat afraid to assert his own
power and authority.

5 ¶ Judas was a good business man. It required tact, ability, and
patience, as well as painstaking devotion, to manage the nancial
affairs of such an idealist as Jesus, to say nothing of wrestling with
the helter-skelter business methods of some of his apostles. Judas

12.1.Kerioth, InHebrewת אִישׁ־קְרִיּ ish-keriyothmeans “aman ofKerioth”, hence the
surname “Iscariot”.
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really was a great executive, a farseeing and able nancier. And he
was a stickler for organization. None of the 12 ever criticized Judas.
As far as they could see, Judas Iscariot was a matchless treasurer,
a learned man, a loyal (though sometimes critical) apostle, and in
every sense of the word a great success. e apostles loved Judas;
he was really one of them. He must have believed in Jesus, but we
doubt whether he really loved the Master with a whole heart. e
case of Judas illustrates the truthfulness of that saying: “ ere is
a way that seems right to a man, but the end thereof is death.” It is
altogether possible to fall victim to the peaceful deception of pleas-
ant adjustment to the paths of sin and death. Be assured that Judas
was always nancially loyal to his Master and his fellow apostles.
Money could never have been the motive for his betrayal of the
Master.

6 Judas was an only son of unwise parents. When very young, he
was pampered and petted; he was a spoiled child. As he grew up,
he had exaggerated ideas about his self-importance. He was a poor
loser. He had loose and distorted ideas about fairness; he was given
to the indulgence of hate and suspicion. He was an expert at mis-
interpretation of the words and acts of his friends. All through his
life Judas had cultivated the habit of getting even with those whom
he fancied had mistreated him. His sense of values and loyalties
was defective.

7 ¶ To Jesus, Judaswas a faith adventure. From the beginning the
Master fully understood theweakness of this apostle andwell knew
the dangers of admitting him to fellowship. But it is the nature of
the Sons of God to give every created being a full and equal chance
for salvation and survival. Jesus wanted not only the mortals of
this world but the onlookers of innumerable other worlds to know
that, when doubts exist as to the sincerity and wholeheartedness
of a creature’s devotion to the kingdom, it is the invariable practice
of the Judges of men fully to receive the doubtful candidate. e
door of eternal life is wide open to all; “whosoever will may come”;
there are no restrictions or quali cations save the faith of the one
who comes.

8 is is just the reasonwhy Jesus permitted Judas to go on to the
very end, always doing everything possible to transform and save
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this weak and confused apostle. But when light is not honestly re-
ceived and lived up to, it tends to become darkness within the soul.
Judas grew intellectually regarding Jesus’ teachings about the king-
dom, but he did not make progress in the acquirement of spiritual
character as did the other apostles. He failed to make satisfactory
personal progress in spiritual experience.

9 ¶ Judas became increasingly a brooder over personal disap-
pointment, and nally he became a victim of resentment. His feel-
ings had beenmany times hurt, and he grew abnormally suspicious
of his best friends, even of the Master. Presently he became ob-
sessed with the idea of getting even, anything to avenge himself,
yes, even betrayal of his associates and his Master.

10 But these wicked and dangerous ideas did not take de nite
shape until the day when a grateful woman broke an expensive box
of incense at Jesus’ feet. is seemed wasteful to Judas, and when
his public protest was so sweepingly disallowed by Jesus right there
in the hearing of all, it was too much. at event determined the
mobilization of all the accumulated hate, hurt, malice, prejudice,
jealousy, and revenge of a lifetime, and he made up his mind to get
even with he knew not whom; but he crystallized all the evil of his
nature upon the one innocent person in all the sordid drama of his
unfortunate life just because Jesus happened to be the chief actor
in the episode whichmarked his passing from the progressive king-
dom of light into that self-chosen domain of darkness.

11 e Master many times, both privately and publicly, had
warned Judas that he was slipping, but divine warnings are usually
useless in dealing with embittered human nature. Jesus did every-
thing possible, consistent withman’smoral freedom, to prevent Ju-
das’s choosing to go the wrongway. e great test nally came. e
son of resentment failed; he yielded to the sour and sordid dictates
of a proud and vengeful mind of exaggerated self-importance and
swi ly plunged on down into confusion, despair, and depravity.

12 Judas then entered into the base and shameful intrigue to be-
tray his Lord and Master and quickly carried the nefarious scheme
into effect. During the outworking of his anger-conceived plans of
traitorous betrayal, he experienced moments of regret and shame,
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and in these lucid intervals he faintheartedly conceived, as a de-
fence in his own mind, the idea that Jesus might possibly exert his
power and deliver himself at the last moment.

13 When the sordid and sinful business was all over, this renegade
mortal, who thought lightly of selling his friend for 30 pieces of
silver to satisfy his long-nursed craving for revenge, rushed out and
committed the nal act in the drama of eeing from the realities of
mortal existence — suicide.

14 e 11 apostles were horri ed, stunned. Jesus regarded the be-
trayer only with pity. e worlds have found it difficult to forgive
Judas, and his name has become eschewed throughout a far- ung
universe.



PAPER №140
THE ORDINATION OF THE TWELVE

Midwayer Commission

JUST before noon on Sunday, January 12, A.D. 27, Jesus called
the apostles together for their ordination as public preachers of
the gospel of the kingdom. e 12 were expecting to be called

almost any day; so this morning they did not go out far from the
shore to sh. Several of them were lingering near the shore repair-
ing their nets and tinkering with their shing paraphernalia.

2 As Jesus started down the seashore calling the apostles, he rst
hailed Andrew and Peter, who were shing near the shore; next he
signalled to James and John, who were in a boat near by, visiting
with their father, Zebedee, and mending their nets. Two by two
he gathered up the other apostles, and when he had assembled all
12, he journeyed with them to the highlands north of Capernaum,
where he proceeded to instruct them in preparation for their for-
mal ordination.

3 For once all 12 of the apostles were silent; even Peter was in a
re ective mood. At last the long-waited-for hour had come! ey
were going apart with the Master to participate in some sort of
solemn ceremony of personal consecration and collective dedica-
tion to the sacred work of representing their Master in the procla-
mation of the coming of his Father’s kingdom.

1. PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION
1 Before the formal ordination service Jesus spoke to the 12 as

they were seated about him: “My brethren, this hour of the king-
dom has come. I have brought you apart here with me to present
you to the Father as ambassadors of the kingdom. Some of you
heard me speak of this kingdom in the synagogue when you rst
were called. Each of you has learned more about the Father’s king-
dom since you have been with me working in the cities around
about the Sea of Galilee. But just now I have something more to
tell you concerning this kingdom.
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2 “ e new kingdom which my Father is about to set up in the
hearts of his earth children is to be an everlasting dominion. ere
shall be no end of this rule of my Father in the hearts of those who
desire to do his divine will. I declare to you that my Father is not
theGod of Jew or gentile. Many shall come from the east and from
thewest to sit downwith us in the Father’s kingdom, whilemany of
the children of Abrahamwill refuse to enter this new brotherhood
of the rule of the Father’s spirit in the hearts of the children ofmen.

3 “ e power of this kingdom shall consist, not in the strength
of armies nor in the might of riches, but rather in the glory of the
divine spirit that shall come to teach the minds and rule the hearts
of the reborn citizens of this heavenly kingdom, the sons of God.

is is the brotherhood of love wherein righteousness reigns, and
whose battle cry shall be: Peace on earth and good will to all men.

is kingdom, which you are so soon to go forth proclaiming, is
the desire of the goodmen of all ages, the hope of all the earth, and
the ful lment of the wise promises of all the prophets.

4 “But for you, my children, and for all others whowould follow
you into this kingdom, there is set a severe test. Faith alonewill pass
you through its portals, but you must bring forth the fruits of my
Father’s spirit if you would continue to ascend in the progressive
life of the divine fellowship. Verily, verily, I say to you, not every
one who says, ‘Lord, Lord,’ shall enter the kingdom of heaven; but
rather he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven.

5 “Your message to the world shall be: Seek rst the kingdom of
God and his righteousness, and in nding these, all other things
essential to eternal survival shall be secured therewith. And now
would I make it plain to you that this kingdom of my Father will
not come with an outward show of power or with unseemly dem-
onstration. Youarenot to gohence in theproclamationof theking-
dom, saying, ‘it is here’ or ‘it is there,’ for this kingdomofwhich you
preach is God within you.

6 “Whosoeverwould become great inmyFather’s kingdom shall
become a minister to all; and whosoever would be rst among
you, let him become the server of his brethren. But when you are
once truly received as citizens in the heavenly kingdom, you are no
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longer servants but sons, sons of the living God. And so shall this
kingdom progress in the world until it shall break down every bar-
rier and bring all men to know my Father and believe in the saving
truth which I have come to declare. Even now is the kingdom at
hand, and some of you will not die until you have seen the reign of
God come in great power.

7 “And this which your eyes now behold, this small beginning
of 12 commonplace men, shall multiply and grow until eventually
the whole earth shall be lled with the praise of my Father. And
it will not be so much by the words you speak as by the lives you
live that men will know you have been with me and have learned
of the realities of the kingdom. And while I would lay no grievous
burdens upon your minds, I am about to put upon your souls the
solemn responsibility of representing me in the world when I shall
presently leave you as I now represent my Father in this life which
I am living in the esh.” And when he had nished speaking, he
stood up.

2. THE ORDINATION
1 Jesus now instructed the12mortalswhohad just listened tohis

declaration concerning the kingdom to kneel in a circle about him.
en the Master placed his hands upon the head of each apostle,

beginning with Judas Iscariot and ending with Andrew. When he
had blessed them, he extended his hands and prayed:

2 “My Father, I now bring to you these men, my messengers.
From among our children on earth I have chosen these 12 to go
forth to represent me as I came forth to represent you. Love them
and be with them as you have loved and been with me. And now,
my Father, give these men wisdom as I place all the affairs of the
comingkingdom in their hands. And Iwould, if it is yourwill, tarry
on earth a time to help them in their labours for the kingdom. And
again, my Father, I thank you for these men, and I commit them to
your keeping while I go on to nish the work you have given me to
do.”

3 ¶ When Jesus had nished praying, the apostles remained each
man bowed in his place. And it was many minutes before even Pe-
ter dared li up his eyes to look upon the Master. One by one they
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embraced Jesus, but no man said aught. A great silence pervaded
the place while a host of celestial beings looked down upon this
solemn and sacred scene — the Creator of a universe placing the
affairs of the divine brotherhood ofman under the direction of hu-
man minds.

3. THE ORDINATION SERMON
1 en Jesus spoke, saying: “Nowthat you are ambassadors ofmy

Father’s kingdom, you have thereby become a class of men separate
and distinct from all other men on earth. You are not now as men
amongmenbut as the enlightened citizens of another andheavenly
country among the ignorant creatures of this dark world. It is not
enough that you live as you were before this hour, but henceforth
must you live as those who have tasted the glories of a better life
and have been sent back to earth as ambassadors of the Sovereign
of that new and better world. Of the teachermore is expected than
of the pupil; of the master more is exacted than of the servant. Of
the citizens of the heavenly kingdom more is required than of the
citizens of the earthly rule. Some of the things which I am about
to say to you may seem hard, but you have elected to represent me
in the world even as I now represent the Father; and as my agents
on earth youwill be obligated to abide by those teachings and prac-
tices which are re ective ofmy ideals ofmortal living on theworlds
of space, and which I exemplify inmy earth life of revealing the Fa-
ther who is in heaven.

2 “I send you forth to proclaim liberty to the spiritual captives,
joy to those in the bondage of fear, and to heal the sick in accor-
dance with the will of my Father in heaven. When you nd my
children in distress, speak encouragingly to them, saying:

3 “Happy are the poor in spirit, the humble, for theirs are the
treasures of the kingdom of heaven.

4 “Happy are they who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for
they shall be lled.

5 “Happy are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.
6 “Happy are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.
7 “And even so speak to my children these further words of spir-

itual comfort and promise:
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8 “Happy are they who mourn, for they shall be comforted.
Happy are they who weep, for they shall receive the spirit of re-
joicing.

9 “Happy are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy.
10 “Happy are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the sons

of God.
11 “Happy are they who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake,

for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Happy are youwhenmen shall
revile you and persecute you and shall say all manner of evil against
you falsely. Rejoice andbe exceedingly glad, for great is your reward
in heaven.

12 “My brethren, as I send you forth, you are the salt of the earth,
salt with a saving savour. But if this salt has lost its savour, where-
with shall it be salted? It is henceforth good for nothing but to be
cast out and trodden under foot of men.

13 “You are the light of the world. A city set upon a hill cannot be
hid. Neither do men light a candle and put it under a bushel, but
on a candlestick; and it gives light to all who are in the house. Let
your light so shine before men that they may see your good works
and be led to glorify your Father who is in heaven.

14 “I am sending you out into the world to represent me and to
act as ambassadors of my Father’s kingdom, and as you go forth to
proclaim the glad tidings, put your trust in the Father whose mes-
sengers you are. Do not forcibly resist injustice; put not your trust
in the arm of the esh. If your neighbour smites you on the right
cheek, turn to him the other also. Be willing to suffer injustice
rather than to go to law among yourselves. In kindness and with
mercy minister to all who are in distress and in need.

15 “I say to you: Love your enemies, do good to those who hate
you, bless those who curse you, and pray for those who despitefully
use you. And whatsoever you believe that I would do to men, do
you also to them.

16 “Your Father in heaven makes the sun to shine on the evil as
well as upon the good; likewise he sends rain on the just and the
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unjust. You are the sons of God; even more, you are now the am-
bassadors ofmyFather’s kingdom. Bemerciful, even asGod ismer-
ciful, and in the eternal future of the kingdom you shall be perfect,
even as your heavenly Father is perfect.

17 “You are commissioned to save men, not to judge them. At
the end of your earth life you will all expect mercy; therefore do I
require of you during yourmortal life that you showmercy to all of
your brethren in the esh. Make not the mistake of trying to pluck
a mote out of your brother’s eye when there is a beam in your own
eye. Having rst cast the beam out of your own eye, you can the
better see to cast the mote out of your brother’s eye.

18 “Discern the truth clearly; live the righteous life fearlessly; and
so shall you be my apostles and my Father’s ambassadors. You have
heard it said: ‘If the blind lead the blind, they both shall fall into the
pit.’ If you would guide others into the kingdom, you must your-
selves walk in the clear light of living truth. In all the business of
the kingdom I exhort you to show just judgment and keenwisdom.
Present not that which is holy to dogs, neither cast your pearls be-
fore swine, lest they trample your gems under foot and turn to rend
you.

19 “I warn you against false prophets who will come to you in
sheep’s clothing, while on the inside they are as ravening wolves.
By their fruits you shall know them. Do men gather grapes from
thorns or gs from thistles? Even so, every good tree brings forth
good fruit, but the corrupt tree bears evil fruit. A good tree can-
not yield evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree produce good fruit.
Every tree that does not bring forth good fruit is presently hewn
down and cast into the re. In gaining an entrance into the king-
dom of heaven, it is the motive that counts. My Father looks into
the hearts of men and judges by their inner longings and their sin-
cere intentions.

20 “In the great day of the kingdom judgment, many will say to
me, ‘Didwe not prophesy in your name and by your name domany
wonderful works?’ But I will be compelled to say to them, ‘I never
knew you; depart from me you who are false teachers.’ But every
one who hears this charge and sincerely executes his commission
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to represent me before men even as I have represented my Father
to you, shall nd an abundant entrance into my service and into
the kingdom of the heavenly Father.”

21 ¶ Never before had the apostles heard Jesus speak in this way,
for he had talked to them as one having supreme authority. ey
came down from the mountain about sundown, but no man asked
Jesus a question.

4. YOU ARE THE SALT OF THE EARTH
1 e so-called “Sermonon theMount” is not the gospel of Jesus.

It does contain much helpful instruction, but it was Jesus’ ordina-
tion charge to the 12 apostles. It was theMaster’s personal commis-
sion to those who were to go on preaching the gospel and aspiring
to represent him in the world of men even as he was so eloquently
and perfectly representative of his Father.

2 ¶ “You are the salt of the earth, salt with a saving savour. But if
this salt has lost its savour, wherewith shall it be salted? It is henceforth
good for nothing but to be cast out and trodden under foot of men.”

3 In Jesus’ time salt was precious. It was even used for money.
e modern word “salary” is derived from salt. Salt not only

avours food, but it is also a preservative. It makes other things
more tasty, and thus it serves by being spent.

4 ¶ “You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be
hid. Neither do men light a candle and put it under a bushel, but on
a candlestick; and it gives light to all who are in the house. Let your
light so shine before men that they may see your good works and be led
to glorify your Father who is in heaven.”

5 While light dispels darkness, it can also be so “blinding” as to
confuse and frustrate. We are admonished to let our light so shine
that our fellows will be guided into new and godly paths of en-
hanced living. Our light should so shine as not to attract attention
to self. Even one’s vocation can be utilized as an effective “re ector”
for the dissemination of this light of life.

6 Strong characters are not derived from not doing wrong but
rather from actually doing right. Unsel shness is the badge of hu-
man greatness. e highest levels of self-realization are attained by
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worship and service. e happy and effective person is motivated,
not by fear of wrongdoing, but by love of right doing.

7 ¶ “By their uits you shall know them.” Personality is basically
changeless; that which changes — grows — is the moral character.

e major error of modern religions is negativism. e tree which
bears no fruit is “hewn down and cast into the re.” Moral worth
cannot be derived from mere repression — obeying the injunction
“ ou shalt not.” Fear and shame are unworthymotivations for re-
ligious living. Religion is valid only when it reveals the fatherhood
of God and enhances the brotherhood of men.

8 ¶ An effective philosophy of living is formed by a combination
of cosmic insight and the total of one’s emotional reactions to the
social and economic environment. Remember: While inherited
urges cannot be fundamentally modi ed, emotional responses to
such urges can be changed; therefore themoral nature can bemod-
i ed, character can be improved. In the strong character emotional
responses are integrated and co-ordinated, and thus is produced a
uni ed personality. De cient uni cation weakens the moral na-
ture and engenders unhappiness.

9 Without a worthy goal, life becomes aimless and unpro table,
and much unhappiness results. Jesus’ discourse at the ordination
of the 12 constitutes a master philosophy of life. Jesus exhorted his
followers to exercise experiential faith. He admonished them not
to depend on mere intellectual assent, credulity, and established
authority.

10 Education should be a technique of learning (discovering)
the better methods of gratifying our natural and inherited urges,
and happiness is the resulting total of these enhanced techniques
of emotional satisfactions. Happiness is little dependent on en-
vironment, though pleasing surroundings may greatly contribute
thereto.

11 ¶ Everymortal really craves to be a complete person, to be per-
fect even as the Father in heaven is perfect, and such attainment is
possible because in the last analysis the “universe is truly fatherly.”

5. FATHERLY AND BROTHERLY LOVE
1 From the Sermon on the Mount to the discourse of the Last
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Supper, Jesus taught his followers to manifest fatherly love rather
than brotherly love. Brotherly love would love your neighbour as
you love yourself, and that would be adequate ful lment of the
“golden rule.” But fatherly affection would require that you should
love your fellow mortals as Jesus loves you.

2 Jesus loves mankind with a dual affection. He lived on earth as
a twofold personality — human and divine. As the Son of God he
loves man with a fatherly love — he is man’s Creator, his universe
Father. As the Son of Man, Jesus loves mortals as a brother — he
was truly a man among men.

3 Jesus did not expect his followers to achieve an impossible
manifestation of brotherly love, but he did expect them to so strive
to be like God — to be perfect even as the Father in heaven is per-
fect— that they could begin to look uponman as God looks upon
his creatures and therefore could begin to love men as God loves
them — to show forth the beginnings of a fatherly affection. In
the course of these exhortations to the 12 apostles, Jesus sought
to reveal this new concept of fatherly love as it is related to certain
emotional attitudes concerned in making numerous environmen-
tal social adjustments.

4 ¶ e Master introduced this momentous discourse by calling
attention to four faith attitudes as the prelude to the subsequent
portrayal of his four transcendent and supreme reactions of fatherly
love in contrast to the limitations of mere brotherly love.

5 He rst talked about those who were poor in spirit, hungered
a er righteousness, enduredmeekness, andwhowere pure in heart.
Such spirit-discerningmortals could be expected to attain such lev-
els of divine sel essness as to be able to attempt the amazing exer-
cise of fatherly affection; that even as mourners they would be em-
powered to show mercy, promote peace, and endure persecutions,
and throughout all of these trying situations to love even unlovely
mankind with a fatherly love. A father’s affection can attain levels
of devotion that immeasurably transcend a brother’s affection.

6 e faith and the love of these beatitudes strengthen moral
character and create happiness. Fear and anger weaken character
and destroy happiness. is momentous sermon started out upon
the note of happiness.
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7 1. “Happy are the poor in spirit — the humble.” To a child,
happiness is the satisfaction of immediate pleasure craving. e
adult is willing to sow seeds of self-denial in order to reap subse-
quent harvests of augmented happiness. In Jesus’ times and since,
happiness has all too o en been associated with the idea of the
possession of wealth. In the story of the Pharisee and the publi-
can praying in the temple, the one felt rich in spirit — egotistical;
the other felt “poor in spirit” — humble. One was self-sufficient;
the other was teachable and truth-seeking. e poor in spirit seek
for goals of spiritual wealth — for God. And such seekers a er
truth do not have to wait for rewards in a distant future; they are
rewarded now. ey nd the kingdom of heaven within their own
hearts, and they experience such happiness now.

8 2. “Happy are they who hunger and thirst for righteousness,
for they shall be lled.” Only those who feel poor in spirit will ever
hunger for righteousness. Only the humble seek for divine strength
and crave spiritual power. But it is most dangerous to knowingly
engage in spiritual fasting in order to improve one’s appetite for
spiritual endowments. Physical fasting becomes dangerous a er
four or ve days; one is apt to lose all desire for food. Prolonged
fasting, either physical or spiritual, tends to destroy hunger.

9 Experiential righteousness is a pleasure, not a duty. Jesus’ righ-
teousness is a dynamic love— fatherly-brotherly affection. It is not
the negative or thou-shalt-not type of righteousness. How could
one ever hunger for something negative — something “not to do”?

10 ¶ It is not so easy to teach a child mind these rst two of the
beatitudes, but the mature mind should grasp their signi cance.

11 3. “Happy are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.” Gen-
uinemeekness has no relation to fear. It is rather an attitude ofman
co-operatingwithGod—“Yourwill be done.” It embraces patience
and forbearance and is motivated by an unshakable faith in a law-
ful and friendly universe. It masters all temptations to rebel against
the divine leading. Jesus was the idealmeekman ofUrantia, and he
inherited a vast universe.

12 4. “Happy are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.” Spir-
itual purity is not a negative quality, except that it does lack sus-
picion and revenge. In discussing purity, Jesus did not intend to
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deal exclusively with human sex attitudes. He referredmore to that
faith which man should have in his fellow man; that faith which a
parent has in his child, and which enables him to love his fellows
even as a father would love them. A father’s love need not pamper,
and it does not condone evil, but it is always anticynical. Fatherly
love has singleness of purpose, and it always looks for the best in
man; that is the attitude of a true parent.

13 To see God — by faith — means to acquire true spiritual in-
sight. And spiritual insight enhances Adjuster guidance, and these
in the end augment God-consciousness. And when you know the
Father, you are con rmed in the assurance of divine sonship, and
you can increasingly love eachof your brothers in the esh, not only
as a brother — with brotherly love — but also as a father — with
fatherly affection.

14 It is easy to teach this admonition even to a child. Children
are naturally trustful, and parents should see to it that they do not
lose that simple faith. In dealing with children, avoid all deception
and refrain from suggesting suspicion. Wisely help them to choose
their heroes and select their lifework.

15 ¶ And then Jesus went on to instruct his followers in the real-
ization of the chief purpose of all human struggling — perfection
— even divine attainment. Always he admonished them: “Be you
perfect, even as your Father in heaven is perfect.” He did not ex-
hort the 12 to love their neighbours as they loved themselves. at
would have been a worthy achievement; it would have indicated
the achievement of brotherly love. He rather admonished his apos-
tles to love men as he had loved them — to love with a fatherly as
well as a brotherly affection. Andhe illustrated this by pointing out
four supreme reactions of fatherly love:

16 1. “Happy are they who mourn, for they shall be comforted.”
So-called common sense or the best of logic would never suggest
that happiness could be derived from mourning. But Jesus did not
refer to outward or ostentatious mourning. He alluded to an emo-
tional attitude of tenderheartedness. It is a great error to teach boys
and young men that it is unmanly to show tenderness or otherwise
to give evidence of emotional feeling or physical suffering. Sympa-
thy is a worthy attribute of the male as well as the female. It is not
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necessary to be calloused in order to be manly. is is the wrong
way to create courageousmen. eworld’s greatmenhavenot been
afraid to mourn. Moses, the mourner, was a greater man than ei-
ther Samson orGoliath. Moses was a superb leader, but he was also
a man of meekness. Being sensitive and responsive to human need
creates genuine and lasting happiness, while such kindly attitudes
safeguard the soul from the destructive in uences of anger, hate,
and suspicion.

17 2. “Happy are themerciful, for they shall obtainmercy.” Mercy
here denotes the height and depth and breadth of the truest friend-
ship— loving-kindness. Mercy sometimesmay be passive, but here
it is active and dynamic — supreme fatherliness. A loving parent
experiences little difficulty in forgiving his child, even many times.
And in an unspoiled child the urge to relieve suffering is natural.
Children are normally kind and sympathetic when old enough to
appreciate actual conditions.

18 3. “Happy are the peacemakers, for they shall be called the sons
of God.” Jesus’ hearers were longing for military deliverance, not
for peacemakers. But Jesus’ peace is not of the paci c and negative
kind. In the face of trials andpersecutions he said, “Mypeace I leave
with you.” “Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it be afraid.”

is is the peace that prevents ruinous con icts. Personal peace
integrates personality. Social peace prevents fear, greed, and anger.
Political peace prevents race antagonisms, national suspicions, and
war. Peacemaking is the cure of distrust and suspicion.

19 Children can easily be taught to function as peacemakers.
ey enjoy team activities; they like to play together. Said theMas-

ter at another time: “Whosoever will save his life shall lose it, but
whosoever will lose his life shall nd it.”

20 4. “Happy are they who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Happy are you when men shall
revile you and persecute you and shall say all manner of evil against
you falsely. Rejoice and be exceedingly glad, for great is your reward
in heaven.”

21 So o en persecution does follow peace. But young people and
brave adults never shun difficulty or danger. “Greater love has no
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man than to lay down his life for his friends.” And a fatherly love
can freely do all these things — things which brotherly love can
hardly encompass. And progress has always been the nal harvest
of persecution.

22 Children always respond to the challenge of courage. Youth is
ever willing to “take a dare.” And every child should early learn to
sacri ce.

23 ¶ And so it is revealed that the beatitudes of the Sermon on
the Mount are based on faith and love and not on law — ethics
and duty.

24 ¶ Fatherly love delights in returning good for evil — doing
good in retaliation for injustice.

6. THE EVENING OF THE ORDINATION
1 Sunday evening, on reaching the home of Zebedee from the

highlands north of Capernaum, Jesus and the 12 partook of a sim-
ple meal. A erwards, while Jesus went for a walk along the beach,
the 12 talked among themselves. A er a brief conference, while
the twins built a small re to give them warmth and more light,
Andrew went out to nd Jesus, and when he had overtaken him,
he said: “Master, my brethren are unable to comprehend what you
have said about the kingdom. We do not feel able to begin this
work until you have given us further instruction. I have come to ask
you to join us in the garden and help us to understand the mean-
ing of your words.” And Jesus went with Andrew to meet with the
apostles.

2 When he had entered the garden, he gathered the apostles
around him and taught them further, saying: “You nd it difficult
to receive my message because you would build the new teaching
directly upon the old, but I declare that you must be reborn. You
must start out afresh as little children and be willing to trust my
teaching and believe in God. e new gospel of the kingdom can-
not be made to conform to that which is. You have wrong ideas
of the Son of Man and his mission on earth. But do not make the
mistake of thinking that I have come to set aside the law and the
prophets; I have not come to destroy but to ful l, to enlarge and il-
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luminate. I come not to transgress the law but rather to write these
new commandments on the tablets of your hearts.

3 “I demand of you a righteousness that shall exceed the righ-
teousness of those who seek to obtain the Father’s favour by alms-
giving, prayer, and fasting. If you would enter the kingdom, you
must have a righteousness that consists in love, mercy, and truth
— the sincere desire to do the will of my Father in heaven.”

4 en said Simon Peter: “Master, if you have a new command-
ment, we would hear it. Reveal the new way to us.” Jesus answered
Peter: “You have heard it said by those who teach the law: ‘You
shall not kill; thatwhosoever kills shall be subject to judgment.’ But
I look beyond the act to uncover the motive. I declare to you that
every one who is angry with his brother is in danger of condemna-
tion. He who nurses hatred in his heart and plans vengeance in his
mind stands in danger of judgment. You must judge your fellows
by their deeds; the Father in heaven judges by the intent.

5 “Youhave heard the teachers of the law say, ‘You shall not com-
mit adultery.’ But I say to you that every man who looks upon a
woman with intent to lust a er her has already committed adul-
tery with her in his heart. You can only judge men by their acts,
but my Father looks into the hearts of his children and in mercy
adjudges them in accordance with their intents and real desires.”

6 Jesus was minded to go on discussing the other command-
ments when James Zebedee interrupted him, asking: “Master,
what shall we teach the people regarding divorcement? Shall we
allow a man to divorce his wife as Moses has directed?” And when
Jesus heard this question, he said: “I have not come to legislate but
to enlighten. I have come not to reform the kingdoms of this world
but rather to establish the kingdom of heaven. It is not the will
of the Father that I should yield to the temptation to teach you
rules of government, trade, or social behaviour, which, while they
might be good for today, would be far from suitable for the society
of another age. I am on earth solely to comfort the minds, liber-
ate the spirits, and save the souls of men. But I will say, concerning
this question of divorcement, that, whileMoses lookedwith favour
upon such things, it was not so in the days of Adam and in theGar-
den.”
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7 A er the apostles had talked among themselves for a short
time, Jesus went on to say: “Always must you recognize the two
viewpoints of all mortal conduct— the human and the divine; the
ways of the esh and the way of the spirit; the estimate of time and
the viewpoint of eternity.” And though the 12 could not compre-
hend all that he taught them, theywere truly helped by this instruc-
tion.

8 And then said Jesus: “But you will stumble over my teaching
because you arewont to interpretmymessage literally; you are slow
todiscern the spirit ofmy teaching. Againmust you remember that
you are mymessengers; you are beholden to live your lives as I have
in spirit lived mine. You are my personal representatives; but do
not err in expecting all men to live as you do in every particular.
Also must you remember that I have sheep not of this ock, and
that I am beholden to them also, to the end that I must provide for
them the pattern of doing the will of God while living the life of
the mortal nature.”

9 en asked Nathaniel: “Master, shall we give no place to jus-
tice? e law of Moses says, ‘An eye for an eye, and a tooth for
a tooth.’ What shall we say?” And Jesus answered: “You shall re-
turn good for evil. My messengers must not strive with men, but
be gentle toward all. Measure for measure shall not be your rule.

e rulers of men may have such laws, but not so in the kingdom;
mercy always shall determine your judgments and love your con-
duct. And if these are hard sayings, you can even now turn back. If
you nd the requirements of apostleship too hard, you may return
to the less rigorous pathway of discipleship.”

10 On hearing these startling words, the apostles drew apart by
themselves for a while, but they soon returned, and Peter said:
“Master, we would go on with you; not one of us would turn back.
We are fully prepared to pay the extra price; we will drink the cup.
We would be apostles, not merely disciples.”

11 When Jesus heard this, he said: “Be willing, then, to take up
your responsibilities and follow me. Do your good deeds in secret;
when you give alms, let not the le hand knowwhat the right hand
does. And when you pray, go apart by yourselves and use not vain
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repetitions andmeaningless phrases. Always remember that theFa-
ther knows what you need even before you ask him. And be not
given to fasting with a sad countenance to be seen by men. As my
chosen apostles, now set apart for the service of the kingdom, lay
not up for yourselves treasures on earth, but by your unsel sh ser-
vice lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, for where your trea-
sures are, there will your hearts be also.

12 “ e lamp of the body is the eye; if, therefore, your eye is gen-
erous, yourwhole bodywill be full of light. But if your eye is sel sh,
the whole body will be lled with darkness. If the very light which
is in you is turned to darkness, how great is that darkness!”

13 And then omas asked Jesus if they should “continue hav-
ing everything in common.” Said the Master: “Yes, my brethren,
I would that we should live together as one understanding family.
You are intrusted with a great work, and I crave your undivided
service. You know that it has been well said: ‘No man can serve
two masters.’ You cannot sincerely worship God and at the same
time wholeheartedly serve mammon. Having now enlisted unre-
servedly in the work of the kingdom, be not anxious for your lives;
much less be concerned with what you shall eat or what you shall
drink; nor yet for your bodies, what clothing you shall wear. Al-
ready have you learned that willing hands and earnest hearts shall
not go hungry. And now, when you prepare to devote all of your
energies to thework of the kingdom, be assured that the Fatherwill
not be unmindful of your needs. Seek rst the kingdom of God,
and when you have found entrance thereto, all things needful shall
be added to you. Be not, therefore, unduly anxious for themorrow.
Sufficient for the day is the trouble thereof.”

14 When Jesus saw they were disposed to stay up all night to ask
questions, he said to them: “Mybrethren, you are earthen vessels; it
is best for you to go to your rest so as to be ready for the morrow’s
work.” But sleep had departed from their eyes. Peter ventured to
request of his Master that “I have just a little private talk with you.
Not that I would have secrets from my brethren, but I have a trou-
bled spirit, and if, perchance, I should deserve a rebuke from my
Master, I could the better endure it alonewith you.” And Jesus said,
“Come with me, Peter” — leading the way into the house. When
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Peter returned from the presence of his Master much cheered and
greatly encouraged, James decided to go in to talk with Jesus. And
so on through the early hours of the morning, the other apostles
went in one by one to talk with the Master. When they had all
held personal conferences with him save the twins, who had fallen
asleep, Andrew went in to Jesus and said: “Master, the twins have
fallen asleep in the garden by the re; shall I arouse them to inquire
if they would also talk with you?” And Jesus smilingly said to An-
drew, “ ey do well — trouble them not.” And now the night was
passing; the light of another day was dawning.

7. THE WEEK FOLLOWING THE ORDINATION
1 A er a few hours’ sleep, when the 12 were assembled for a late

breakfast with Jesus, he said: “Now must you begin your work of
preaching the glad tidings and instructing believers. Make ready
to go to Jerusalem.” A er Jesus had spoken, omas mustered up
courage to say: “I know,Master, thatwe should nowbe ready to en-
ter upon the work, but I fear we are not yet able to accomplish this
great undertaking. Would you consent for us to stay hereabouts for
just a few days more before we begin the work of the kingdom?”
And when Jesus saw that all of his apostles were possessed by this
same fear, he said: “It shall be as you have requested; wewill remain
here over the Sabbath day.”

2 ¶ For weeks and weeks small groups of earnest truth seekers,
together with curious spectators, had been coming to Bethsaida
to see Jesus. Already word about him had spread over the coun-
tryside; inquiring groups had come from cities as far away as Tyre,
Sidon, Damascus, Caesarea, and Jerusalem. Heretofore, Jesus had
greeted these people and taught themconcerning the kingdom, but
theMaster now turned this work over to the 12. Andrewwould se-
lect one of the apostles and assign him to a group of visitors, and
sometimes all 12 of them were so engaged.

3 For two days they worked, teaching by day and holding private
conferences late into the night. On the third day Jesus visited with
Zebedee and Salome while he sent his apostles off to “go shing,
seek carefree change, or perchance visit your families.” On urs-
day they returned for three more days of teaching.
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4 During this week of rehearsing, Jesus many times repeated to
his apostles the two great motives of his postbaptismal mission on
earth:

5 1. To reveal the Father to man.
6 2. To lead men to become son-conscious — to faith-realize

that they are the children of the Most High.
7 ¶ One week of this varied experience did much for the 12;

some even became over self-con dent. At the last conference, the
night a er the Sabbath, Peter and James came to Jesus, saying, “We
are ready — let us now go forth to take the kingdom.” To which
Jesus replied, “May your wisdom equal your zeal and your courage
atone for your ignorance.”

8 ough the apostles failed to comprehend much of his teach-
ing, they did not fail to grasp the signi cance of the charmingly
beautiful life he lived with them.

8. THURSDAY AFTERNOON ON THE LAKE
1 Jesus well knew that his apostles were not fully assimilating his

teachings. He decided to give some special instruction to Peter,
James, and John, hoping they would be able to clarify the ideas of
their associates. He saw that, while some features of the idea of a
spiritual kingdom were being grasped by the 12, they steadfastly
persisted in attaching these new spiritual teachings directly onto
their old and entrenched literal concepts of the kingdom of heaven
as a restoration of David’s throne and the re-establishment of Is-
rael as a temporal power on earth. Accordingly, on ursday a er-
noon Jesus went out from the shore in a boat with Peter, James, and
John to talk over the affairs of the kingdom. is was a four hours’
teaching conference, embracing scores of questions and answers,
and may most pro tably be put in this record by reorganizing the
summary of this momentous a ernoon as it was given by Simon
Peter to his brother, Andrew, the following morning:

2 1. Doing the Father’s will. Jesus’ teaching to trust in the over-
care of the heavenly Father was not a blind and passive fatalism.
Hequotedwith approval, on this a ernoon, an oldHebrew saying:
“Hewhowill notwork shall not eat.”Hepointed to his own experi-
ence as sufficient commentary on his teachings. His precepts about
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trusting the Fathermust not be adjudged by the social or economic
conditions of modern times or any other age. His instruction em-
braces the ideal principles of living near God in all ages and on all
worlds.

3 Jesus made clear to the three the difference between the re-
quirements of apostleship and discipleship. And even then he did
not forbid the exercise of prudence and foresight by the 12. What
he preached against was not forethought but anxiety, worry. He
taught the active and alert submission to God’s will. In answer to
many of their questions regarding frugality and thri iness, he sim-
ply called attention to his life as carpenter, boatmaker, and sher-
man, and to his careful organization of the 12. He sought to make
it clear that theworld is not to be regarded as an enemy; that the cir-
cumstances of life constitute a divine dispensation working along
with the children of God.

4 Jesus had great difficulty in getting them to understandhis per-
sonal practice of nonresistance. He absolutely refused to defend
himself, and it appeared to the apostles that he would be pleased if
they would pursue the same policy. He taught them not to resist
evil, not to combat injustice or injury, but he did not teach passive
tolerance of wrongdoing. And he made it plain on this a ernoon
that he approved of the social punishment of evildoers and crimi-
nals, and that the civil government must sometimes employ force
for the maintenance of social order and in the execution of justice.

5 He never ceased to warn his disciples against the evil practice
of retaliation; hemade no allowance for revenge, the idea of getting
even. He deplored the holding of grudges. He disallowed the idea
of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. He discountenanced
the whole concept of private and personal revenge, assigning these
matters to civil government, on the one hand, and to the judgment
of God, on the other. He made it clear to the three that his teach-
ings applied to the individual, not the state. He summarized his
instructions up to that time regarding these matters, as:

6 Love your enemies — remember the moral claims of human
brotherhood.

7 e futility of evil: A wrong is not righted by vengeance. Do
not make the mistake of ghting evil with its own weapons.
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8 Have faith—con dence in the eventual triumphof divine jus-
tice and eternal goodness.

9 2. Political attitude. He cautioned his apostles to be discreet
in their remarks concerning the strained relations then existing be-
tween the Jewish people and the Roman government; he forbade
them to become in any way embroiled in these difficulties. He was
always careful to avoid the political snares of his enemies, evermak-
ing reply, “Render to Caesar the things which are Caesar’s and to
God the things which are God’s.” He refused to have his attention
diverted fromhismission of establishing a newway of salvation; he
would not permit himself to be concerned about anything else. In
his personal life he was always duly observant of all civil laws and
regulations; in all his public teachings he ignored the civic, social,
and economic realms. He told the three apostles that he was con-
cerned only with the principles of man’s inner and personal spiri-
tual life.

10 Jesus was not, therefore, a political reformer. He did not come
to reorganize the world; even if he had done this, it would have
been applicable only to that day and generation. Nevertheless, he
did show man the best way of living, and no generation is exempt
from the labour of discovering how best to adapt Jesus’ life to its
own problems. But never make the mistake of identifying Jesus’
teachings with any political or economic theory, with any social or
industrial system.

11 3. Social attitude. e Jewish rabbis had long debated the
question: Who is my neighbour? Jesus came presenting the idea
of active and spontaneous kindness, a love of one’s fellow men so
genuine that it expanded the neighbourhood to include the whole
world, thereby making all men one’s neighbours. But with all this,
Jesus was interested only in the individual, not the mass. Jesus was
not a sociologist, but he did labour to break down all forms of self-
ish isolation. He taught pure sympathy, compassion. Michael of
Nebadon is amercy-dominated Son; compassion is his very nature.

12 e Master did not say that men should never entertain their
friends atmeat, but he did say that his followers shouldmake feasts
for the poor and the unfortunate. Jesus had a rm sense of justice,
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but it was always tempered with mercy. He did not teach his apos-
tles that they were to be imposed upon by social parasites or pro-
fessional alms-seekers. e nearest he came to making sociological
pronouncements was to say, “Judge not, that you be not judged.”

13 He made it clear that indiscriminate kindness may be blamed
for many social evils. e following day Jesus de nitely instructed
Judas that no apostolic funds were to be given out as alms except
upon his request or upon the joint petition of two of the apostles.
In all these matters it was the practice of Jesus always to say, “Be as
wise as serpents but as harmless as doves.” It seemed to be his pur-
pose in all social situations to teach patience, tolerance, and for-
giveness.

14 e family occupied the very centre of Jesus’ philosophy of
life — here and herea er. He based his teachings about God on
the family, while he sought to correct the Jewish tendency to over-
honour ancestors. He exalted family life as the highest human duty
but made it plain that family relationships must not interfere with
religious obligations. He called attention to the fact that the fam-
ily is a temporal institution; that it does not survive death. Jesus
did not hesitate to give up his family when the family ran counter
to the Father’s will. He taught the new and larger brotherhood of
man — the sons of God. In Jesus’ time divorce practices were lax
in Palestine and throughout the Roman Empire. He repeatedly re-
fused to lay down laws regarding marriage and divorce, but many
of Jesus’ early followers had strong opinions on divorce and did not
hesitate to attribute them to him. All of the New Testament writ-
ers held to these more stringent and advanced ideas about divorce
except John Mark.

15 4. Economic attitude. Jesus worked, lived, and traded in the
world as he found it. He was not an economic reformer, although
he did frequently call attention to the injustice of the unequal dis-
tribution of wealth. But he did not offer any suggestions by way
of remedy. He made it plain to the three that, while his apostles
were not to hold property, he was not preaching against wealth
and property, merely its unequal and unfair distribution. He rec-
ognized the need for social justice and industrial fairness, but he
offered no rules for their attainment.
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16 Henever taughthis followers to avoid earthly possessions, only
his 12 apostles. Luke, the physician, was a strong believer in social
equality, and he did much to interpret Jesus’ sayings in harmony
withhis personal beliefs. Jesus never personally directed his follow-
ers to adopt a communalmode of life; hemade no pronouncement
of any sort regarding such matters.

17 Jesus frequently warned his listeners against covetousness,
declaring that “a man’s happiness consists not in the abundance of
his material possessions.” He constantly reiterated, “What shall it
pro t a man if he gain the whole world and lose his own soul?” He
made no direct attack on the possession of property, but he did in-
sist that it is eternally essential that spiritual values come rst. In
his later teachings he sought to correct many erroneous Urantia
views of life by narrating numerous parables which he presented
in the course of his public ministry. Jesus never intended to for-
mulate economic theories; he well knew that each age must evolve
its own remedies for existing troubles. And if Jesus were on earth
today, living his life in the esh, he would be a great disappoint-
ment to the majority of good men and women for the simple rea-
son that he would not take sides in present-day political, social, or
economic disputes. He would remain grandly aloof while teach-
ing you how to perfect your inner spiritual life so as to render you
manyfoldmore competent to attack the solution of your purely hu-
man problems.

18 ¶ Jesus wouldmake all menGodlike and then stand by sympa-
thetically while these sons of God solve their own political, social,
and economic problems. It was not wealth that he denounced, but
what wealth does to the majority of its devotees. On this ursday
a ernoon Jesus rst told his associates that “it is more blessed to
give than to receive.”

19 5. Personal religion. You, as did his apostles, should the bet-
ter understand Jesus’ teachings by his life. He lived a perfected life
onUrantia, and his unique teachings can only be understoodwhen
that life is visualized in its immediate background. It is his life, and
not his lessons to the 12 or his sermons to the multitudes, that will
assistmost in revealing the Father’s divine character and loving per-
sonality.
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20 Jesus did not attack the teachings of the Hebrew prophets or
the Greek moralists. e Master recognized the many good things
which these great teachers stood for, but he had come down to
earth to teach something additional, “the voluntary conformity of
man’s will to God’s will.” Jesus did not want simply to produce a
religious man, amortal wholly occupied with religious feelings and
actuated only by spiritual impulses. Could you have had but one
look at him, you would have known that Jesus was a real man of
great experience in the things of this world. e teachings of Je-
sus in this respect have been grossly perverted and much misrep-
resented all down through the centuries of the Christian era; you
have also held perverted ideas about theMaster’smeekness and hu-
mility. What he aimed at in his life appears to have been a superb
self-respect. He only advised man to humble himself that he might
become truly exalted; what he really aimed at was true humility to-
wardGod. Heplaced great value upon sincerity—apure heart. Fi-
delity was a cardinal virtue in his estimate of character, while cour-
age was the very heart of his teachings. “Fear not” was his watch-
word, and patient endurance his ideal of strength of character. e
teachings of Jesus constitute a religion of valour, courage, and hero-
ism. And this is just why he chose as his personal representatives 12
commonplace men, the majority of whom were rugged, virile, and
manly shermen.

21 Jesus had little to say about the social vices of his day; seldom
did he make reference to moral delinquency. He was a positive
teacher of true virtue. He studiously avoided the negative method
of imparting instruction; he refused to advertise evil. He was not
even a moral reformer. He well knew, and so taught his apostles,
that the sensual urges of mankind are not suppressed by either re-
ligious rebuke or legal prohibitions. His few denunciations were
largely directed against pride, cruelty, oppression, and hypocrisy.

22 Jesus did not vehemently denounce even the Pharisees, as did
John. He knew many of the scribes and Pharisees were honest of
heart; he understood their enslaving bondage to religious tradi-
tions. Jesus laid great emphasis on “ rst making the tree good.” He
impressed the three that he valued the whole life, not just a certain
few special virtues.
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23 ¶ e one thing which John gained from this day’s teaching
was that the heart of Jesus’ religion consisted in the acquirement of
a compassionate character coupled with a personalitymotivated to
do the will of the Father in heaven.

24 Peter grasped the idea that the gospel they were about to pro-
claim was really a fresh beginning for the whole human race. He
conveyed this impression subsequently to Paul, who formulated
therefrom his doctrine of Christ as “the second Adam.”

25 James grasped the thrilling truth that Jesuswanted his children
on earth to live as though they were already citizens of the com-
pleted heavenly kingdom.

26 ¶ Jesus knewmenwere different, and he so taught his apostles.
He constantly exhorted them to refrain from trying to mould the
disciples and believers according to some set pattern. He sought to
allow each soul to develop in its own way, a perfecting and sepa-
rate individual before God. In answer to one of Peter’s many ques-
tions, theMaster said: “I want to set men free so that they can start
out afresh as little children upon the new and better life.” Jesus al-
ways insisted that true goodness must be unconscious, in bestow-
ing charity not allowing the le hand to know what the right hand
does.

27 e three apostles were shocked this a ernoon when they re-
alized that their Master’s religion made no provision for spiritual
self-examination. All religions before and a er the times of Jesus,
evenChristianity, carefully provide for conscientious self-examina-
tion. But not so with the religion of Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus’ phi-
losophy of life is without religious introspection. e carpenter’s
son never taught character building; he taught character growth,
declaring that the kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed. But
Jesus said nothing which would proscribe self-analysis as a preven-
tion of conceited egotism.

28 e right to enter the kingdom is conditioned by faith, per-
sonal belief. e cost of remaining in the progressive ascent of the
kingdom is the pearl of great price, in order to possess which aman
sells all that he has.

29 e teaching of Jesus is a religion for everybody, not alone
for weaklings and slaves. His religion never became crystallized
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(during his day) into creeds and theological laws; he le not a line
of writing behind him. His life and teachings were bequeathed
the universe as an inspirational and idealistic inheritance suitable
for the spiritual guidance and moral instruction of all ages on all
worlds. And even today, Jesus’ teaching stands apart from all reli-
gions, as such, albeit it is the living hope of every one of them.

30 Jesus did not teach his apostles that religion is man’s only
earthly pursuit; that was the Jewish idea of servingGod. But he did
insist that religionwas the exclusive business of the 12. Jesus taught
nothing to deter his believers from the pursuit of genuine culture;
he only detracted from the tradition-bound religious schools of Je-
rusalem. He was liberal, big-hearted, learned, and tolerant. Self-
conscious piety had no place in his philosophy of righteous living.

31 eMaster offered no solutions for the nonreligious problems
of his own age nor for any subsequent age. Jesus wished to develop
spiritual insight into eternal realities and to stimulate initiative in
the originality of living; he concerned himself exclusively with the
underlying and permanent spiritual needs of the human race. He
revealed a goodness equal toGod. He exalted love—truth, beauty,
and goodness — as the divine ideal and the eternal reality.

32 e Master came to create in man a new spirit, a new will —
to impart a new capacity for knowing the truth, experiencing com-
passion, and choosing goodness — the will to be in harmony with
God’s will, coupled with the eternal urge to become perfect, even
as the Father in heaven is perfect.

9. THE DAY OF CONSECRATION
1 e next Sabbath day Jesus devoted to his apostles, journey-

ing back to the highland where he had ordained them; and there,
a er a long and beautifully touching personal message of encour-
agement, he engaged in the solemn act of the consecration of the
12. is Sabbath a ernoon Jesus assembled the apostles around
him on the hillside and gave them into the hands of his heavenly
Father in preparation for the day when he would be compelled to
leave them alone in the world. ere was no new teaching on this
occasion, just visiting and communion.
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2 Jesus reviewed many features of the ordination sermon, deliv-
ered on this same spot, and then, calling them before him one by
one, he commissioned them to go forth in the world as his repre-
sentatives. e Master’s consecration charge was: “Go into all the
world and preach the glad tidings of the kingdom. Liberate spiri-
tual captives, comfort the oppressed, and minister to the afflicted.
Freely you have received, freely give.”

3 Jesus advised them to take neither money nor extra clothing,
saying, “ e labourer isworthyofhis hire.”And nally he said: “Be-
hold I send you forth as sheep in themidst of wolves; be you there-
fore as wise as serpents and as harmless as doves. But take heed, for
your enemies will bring you up before their councils, while in their
synagogues theywill castigate you. Before governors and rulers you
will be brought because you believe this gospel, and your very tes-
timony shall be a witness for me to them. And when they lead you
to judgment, be not anxious about what you shall say, for the spirit
of my Father indwells you and will at such a time speak through
you. Some of you will be put to death, and before you establish the
kingdom on earth, you will be hated by many peoples because of
this gospel; but fear not; I will be with you, and my spirit shall go
before you into all the world. And my Father’s presence will abide
with you while you go rst to the Jews, then to the gentiles.”

4 ¶ And when they came down from the mountain, they jour-
neyed back to their home in Zebedee’s house.

10. THE EVENING AFTER THE CONSECRATION
1 at evening while teaching in the house, for it had begun to

rain, Jesus talked at great length, trying to show the 12 what they
must be, not what they must do. ey knew only a religion that
imposed the doing of certain things as the means of attaining righ-
teousness — salvation. But Jesus would reiterate, “In the kingdom
you must be righteous in order to do the work.” Many times did he
repeat, “Be you therefore perfect, even as your Father in heaven is
perfect.” All the while was the Master explaining to his bewildered
apostles that the salvationwhich he had come to bring to the world
was to be had only by believing, by simple and sincere faith. Said
Jesus: “John preached a baptism of repentance, sorrow for the old
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way of living. You are to proclaim the baptism of fellowship with
God. Preach repentance to those who stand in need of such teach-
ing, but to those already seeking sincere entrance to the kingdom,
open the doors wide and bid them enter into the joyous fellowship
of the sons of God.” But it was a difficult task to persuade these
Galilean shermen that, in the kingdom, being righteous, by faith,
must precede doing righteousness in the daily life of the mortals of
earth.

2 ¶ Another great handicap in this work of teaching the 12 was
their tendency to take highly idealistic and spiritual principles of
religious truth and remake them into concrete rules of personal
conduct. Jesus would present to them the beautiful spirit of the
soul’s attitude, but they insisted on translating such teachings into
rules of personal behaviour. Many times, when they did make sure
to remember what theMaster said, they were almost certain to for-
get what he did not say. But they slowly assimilated his teaching be-
cause Jesus was all that he taught. What they could not gain from
his verbal instruction, they gradually acquired by living with him.

3 It was not apparent to the apostles that their Master was en-
gaged in living a life of spiritual inspiration for every person of ev-
ery age on every world of a far- ung universe. Notwithstanding
what Jesus told them from time to time, the apostles did not grasp
the idea that he was doing a work on this world but for all other
worlds in his vast creation. Jesus lived his earth life onUrantia, not
to set a personal example of mortal living for the men and women
of this world, but rather to create a high spiritual and inspirational
ideal for all mortal beings on all worlds.

4 ¶ is same evening omas asked Jesus: “Master, you say that
we must become as little children before we can gain entrance to
the Father’s kingdom, and yet you have warned us not to be de-
ceived by false prophets nor to become guilty of casting our pearls
before swine. Now, I am honestly puzzled. I cannot understand
your teaching.” Jesus replied to omas: “How long shall I bear
with you! Ever you insist on making literal all that I teach. When
I asked you to become as little children as the price of entering the
kingdom, I referred not to ease of deception, mere willingness to
believe, nor to quickness to trust pleasing strangers. What I did
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desire that you should gather from the illustrationwas the child-fa-
ther relationship. You are the child, and it is your Father’s kingdom
you seek to enter. ere is present that natural affection between
every normal child and its father which ensures an understanding
and loving relationship, andwhich forever precludes all disposition
to bargain for the Father’s love and mercy. And the gospel you are
going forth to preach has to do with a salvation growing out of the
faith-realization of this very and eternal child-father relationship.”

5 ¶ e one characteristic of Jesus’ teachingwas that themorality
of his philosophy originated in the personal relation of the individ-
ual to God — this very child-father relationship. Jesus placed em-
phasis on the individual, not on the race or nation. While eating
supper, Jesus had the talk withMatthew inwhich he explained that
the morality of any act is determined by the individual’s motive.
Jesus’ morality was always positive. e golden rule as restated by
Jesus demands active social contact; the older negative rule could
be obeyed in isolation. Jesus stripped morality of all rules and cer-
emonies and elevated it to majestic levels of spiritual thinking and
truly righteous living.

6 is new religionof Jesuswas notwithout its practical implica-
tions, but whatever of practical political, social, or economic value
there is to be found in his teaching is the natural outworking of this
inner experience of the soul as it manifests the fruits of the spirit in
the spontaneous daily ministry of genuine personal religious expe-
rience.

7 A er Jesus and Matthew had nished talking, Simon Zelotes
asked, “But, Master, are all men the sons of God?” And Jesus an-
swered: “Yes, Simon, all men are the sons of God, and that is the
good news you are going to proclaim.” But the apostles could not
grasp such a doctrine; itwas a new, strange, and startling announce-
ment. And it was because of his desire to impress this truth upon
them that Jesus taught his followers to treat all men as their broth-
ers.

8 In response to a question asked by Andrew, the Master made
it clear that the morality of his teaching was inseparable from the
religion of his living. He taught morality, not from the nature of
man, but from the relation of man to God.
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9 ¶ John asked Jesus, “Master, what is the kingdom of heaven?”
And Jesus answered: “ e kingdom of heaven consists in these
three essentials: rst, recognition of the fact of the sovereignty of
God; second, belief in the truth of sonship with God; and third,
faith in the effectiveness of the supreme human desire to do the
will of God — to be like God. And this is the good news of the
gospel: that by faith every mortal may have all these essentials of
salvation.”

10 ¶ And now the week of waiting was over, and they prepared to
depart on the morrow for Jerusalem.
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Midwayer Commission

ON THE rst day of the week, January 19, A.D. 27, Je-
sus and the 12 apostles made ready to depart from their
headquarters inBethsaida. e 12knewnothingof their

Master’s plans except that theywere goingup to Jerusalem to attend
the Passover feast in April, and that it was the intention to journey
by way of the Jordan valley. ey did not get away from Zebedee’s
house until near noon because the families of the apostles and oth-
ers of the disciples had come to say good-bye and wish them well
in the new work they were about to begin.

2 Just before leaving, the apostles missed the Master, and An-
drew went out to nd him. A er a brief search he found Jesus sit-
ting in a boat down the beach, and he was weeping. e 12 had
o en seen theirMaster when he seemed to grieve, and they had be-
held his brief seasons of serious preoccupation of mind, but none
of them had ever seen him weep. Andrew was somewhat startled
to see the Master thus affected on the eve of their departure for Je-
rusalem, and he ventured to approach Jesus and ask: “On this great
day, Master, when we are to depart for Jerusalem to proclaim the
Father’s kingdom, why is it that you weep? Which of us has of-
fended you?” And Jesus, going back with Andrew to join the 12,
answered him: “No one of you has grieved me. I am saddened
only because none of my father Joseph’s family have remembered
to come over to bid us Godspeed.” At this time Ruth was on a visit
to her brother Joseph at Nazareth. Other members of his family
were kept away by pride, disappointment, misunderstanding, and
petty resentment indulged as a result of hurt feelings.

1. LEAVING GALILEE
1 Capernaum was not far from Tiberias, and the fame of Jesus

had begun to spread well over all of Galilee and even to parts be-
yond. Jesus knew that Herod would soon begin to take notice of
his work; so he thought best to journey south and into Judea with
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his apostles. A company of over 100 believers desired to go with
them, but Jesus spoke to them and besought them not to accom-
pany the apostolic group on their way down the Jordan. ough
they consented to remain behind, many of them followed a er the
Master within a few days.

2 e rst day Jesus and the apostles only journeyed as far as
Tarichea, where they rested for the night. e next day they trav-
elled to a point on the Jordan near Pella where John had preached
about one year before, and where Jesus had received baptism. Here
they tarried for more than two weeks, teaching and preaching. By
the end of the rst week several hundred people had assembled in
a camp near where Jesus and the 12 dwelt, and they had come from
Galilee, Phoenicia, Syria, the Decapolis, Perea, and Judea.

3 Jesus did no public preaching. Andrew divided the multitude
and assigned the preachers for the forenoon and a ernoon assem-
blies; a er the evening meal Jesus talked with the 12. He taught
them nothing new but reviewed his former teaching and answered
their many questions. On one of these evenings he told the 12
something about the 40 days which he spent in the hills near this
place.

4 Many of those who came from Perea and Judea had been bap-
tized by John and were interested in nding out more about Jesus’
teachings. e apostles made much progress in teaching the dis-
ciples of John inasmuch as they did not in any way detract from
John’s preaching, and since they did not at this time even baptize
their new disciples. But it was always a stumbling stone to John’s
followers that Jesus, if he were all that John had announced, did
nothing to get him out of prison. John’s disciples never could un-
derstandwhy Jesus did not prevent the cruel death of their beloved
leader.

5 From night to night Andrew carefully instructed his fellow
apostles in the delicate and difficult task of getting along smoothly
with the followers of John the Baptist. During this rst year of Je-
sus’ public ministry more than three fourths of his followers had
previously followed John and had received his baptism. is en-
tire year of A.D. 27 was spent in quietly taking over John’s work in
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Perea and Judea.

2. GOD’S LAW AND THE FATHER’S WILL
1 e night before they le Pella, Jesus gave the apostles some

further instructionwith regard to the new kingdom. Said theMas-
ter: “You have been taught to look for the coming of the king-
dom of God, and now I come announcing that this long-looked-
for kingdom is near at hand, even that it is already here and in
our midst. In every kingdom there must be a king seated upon his
throne and decreeing the laws of the realm. And so have you devel-
oped a concept of the kingdom of heaven as a glori ed rule of the
Jewish people over all the peoples of the earth withMessiah sitting
onDavid’s throne and fromthis place ofmiraculous power promul-
gating the laws of all the world. But, my children, you see not with
the eye of faith, and you hear not with the understanding of the
spirit. I declare that the kingdom of heaven is the realization and
acknowledgement of God’s rule within the hearts of men. True,
there is a King in this kingdom, and that King is my Father and
your Father. We are indeed his loyal subjects, but far transcending
that fact is the transforming truth that we are his sons. In my life
this truth is to become manifest to all. Our Father also sits upon a
throne, but not one made with hands. e throne of the In nite is
the eternal dwelling place of the Father in the heaven of heavens; he
lls all things and proclaims his laws to universes upon universes.

And the Father also rules within the hearts of his children on earth
by the spirit which he has sent to live within the souls of mortal
men.

2 “When you are the subjects of this kingdom, you indeed are
made to hear the law of the Universe Ruler; but when, because of
the gospel of the kingdomwhich I have come to declare, you faith-
discover yourselves as sons, you henceforth look not upon your-
selves as law-subject creatures of an all-powerful king but as privi-
leged sons of a loving and divine Father. Verily, verily, I say to you,
when the Father’s will is your law, you are hardly in the kingdom.
But when the Father’s will becomes truly your will, then are you
in very truth in the kingdom because the kingdom has thereby be-
come an established experience in you. When God’s will is your
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law, you are noble slave subjects; but when you believe in this new
gospel of divine sonship, my Father’s will becomes your will, and
you are elevated to the high position of the free children of God,
liberated sons of the kingdom.”

3 Some of the apostles grasped something of this teaching, but
none of them comprehended the full signi cance of this tremen-
dous announcement, unless it was James Zebedee. But these words
sank into their hearts and came forth to gladden theirministry dur-
ing later years of service.

3. THE SOJOURN AT AMATHUS
1 e Master and his apostles remained near Amathus for al-

most three weeks. e apostles continued to preach twice daily to
the multitude, and Jesus preached each Sabbath a ernoon. It be-
came impossible to continue the Wednesday playtime; so Andrew
arranged that two apostles should rest each day of the six days in
the week, while all were on duty during the Sabbath services.

2 Peter, James, and John did most of the public preaching.
Philip, Nathaniel, omas, and Simon did much of the personal
work and conducted classes for special groups of inquirers; the
twins continued their general police supervision, while Andrew,
Matthew, and Judas developed into a general managerial commit-
tee of three, although each of these three also did considerable re-
ligious work.

3 Andrewwasmuchoccupiedwith the task of adjusting the con-
stantly recurring misunderstandings and disagreements between
the disciples of John and the newer disciples of Jesus. Serious situa-
tionswould arise every fewdays, butAndrew, with the assistance of
his apostolic associates, managed to induce the contending parties
to come to some sort of agreement, at least temporarily. Jesus re-
fused to participate in any of these conferences; neither would he
give any advice about the proper adjustment of these difficulties.
He never once offered a suggestion as to how the apostles should
solve these perplexing problems. WhenAndrew came to Jesuswith
these questions, he would always say: “It is not wise for the host to
participate in the family troubles of his guests; a wise parent never
takes sides in the petty quarrels of his own children.”
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4 ¶ e Master displayed great wisdom and manifested perfect
fairness in all of his dealings with his apostles and with all of his
disciples. Jesus was truly a master of men; he exercised great in u-
ence over his fellowmen because of the combined charm and force
of his personality. ere was a subtle commanding in uence in his
rugged, nomadic, and homeless life. ere was intellectual attrac-
tiveness and spiritual drawing power in his authoritativemanner of
teaching, in his lucid logic, his strength of reasoning, his sagacious
insight, his alertness of mind, his matchless poise, and his sublime
tolerance. He was simple, manly, honest, and fearless. With all
of this physical and intellectual in uence manifest in the Master’s
presence, there were also all those spiritual charms of being which
have become associated with his personality — patience, tender-
ness, meekness, gentleness, and humility.

5 Jesus ofNazarethwas indeed a strong and forceful personality;
he was an intellectual power and a spiritual stronghold. His per-
sonality not only appealed to the spirituallymindedwomen among
his followers, but also to the educated and intellectual Nicodemus
and to the hardy Roman soldier, the captain stationed on guard at
the cross, who, when he had nishedwatching theMaster die, said,
“Truly, this was a Son of God.” And red-blooded, rugged Galilean
shermen called him Master.
6 e pictures of Jesus have beenmost unfortunate. ese paint-

ings of the Christ have exerted a deleterious in uence on youth;
the temple merchants would hardly have ed before Jesus if he had
been such aman as your artists usually have depicted. Hiswas a dig-
ni ed manhood; he was good, but natural. Jesus did not pose as a
mild, sweet, gentle, and kindly mystic. His teaching was thrillingly
dynamic. He not onlymeant well, but hewent about actually doing
good.

7 e Master never said, “Come to me all you who are indolent
and all who are dreamers.” But he didmany times say, “Come tome
all you who labour, and I will give you rest — spiritual strength.”

e Master’s yoke is, indeed, easy, but even so, he never imposes it;
every individual must take this yoke of his own free will.

8 Jesus portrayed conquest by sacri ce, the sacri ce of pride and
sel shness. By showing mercy, he meant to portray spiritual deliv-
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erance from all grudges, grievances, anger, and the lust for sel sh
power and revenge. And when he said, “Resist not evil,” he later
explained that he did not mean to condone sin or to counsel fra-
ternity with iniquity. He intended the more to teach forgiveness,
to “resist not evil treatment of one’s personality, evil injury to one’s
feelings of personal dignity.”

4. TEACHING ABOUT THE FATHER
1 While sojourning at Amathus, Jesus spent much time with the

apostles instructing them in the new concept of God; again and
again did he impress upon them that God is a Father, not a great
and supreme bookkeeper who is chie y engaged in making dam-
aging entries against his erring children on earth, recordings of sin
and evil to be used against themwhen he subsequently sits in judg-
ment upon them as the just Judge of all creation. e Jews had long
conceived of God as a king over all, even as a Father of the nation,
but never before had large numbers of mortal men held the idea of
God as a loving Father of the individual.

2 In answer to omas’s question, “Who is this God of the king-
dom?” Jesus replied: “God is your Father, and religion—mygospel
— is nothing more nor less than the believing recognition of the
truth that you are his son. And I am here among you in the esh to
make clear both of these ideas in my life and teachings.”

3 Jesus also sought to free the minds of his apostles from the
idea of offering animal sacri ces as a religious duty. But these men,
trained in the religion of the daily sacri ce, were slow to compre-
hend what hemeant. Nevertheless, theMaster did not growweary
in his teaching. When he failed to reach the minds of all of the
apostles by means of one illustration, he would restate his message
and employ another type of parable for purposes of illumination.

4 ¶ At this same time Jesus began to teach the 12more fully con-
cerning their mission “to comfort the afflicted and minister to the
sick.” e Master taught them much about the whole man — the
union of body, mind, and spirit to form the individual man or wo-
man. Jesus told his associates about the three forms of affliction
they wouldmeet and went on to explain how they shouldminister
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to all who suffer the sorrows of human sickness. He taught them
to recognize:

5 1. Diseases of the esh — those afflictions commonly re-
garded as physical sickness.

6 2. Troubled minds — those nonphysical afflictions which
were subsequently looked upon as emotional and mental difficul-
ties and disturbances.

7 3. e possession of evil spirits.
8 ¶ Jesus explained to his apostles on several occasions the na-

ture, and something concerning the origin, of these evil spirits, in
that day o en also called unclean spirits. eMaster well knew the
difference between the possession of evil spirits and insanity, but
the apostles didnot. Neitherwas it possible, in viewof their limited
knowledge of the early history ofUrantia, for Jesus to undertake to
make this matter fully understandable. But he many times said to
them, alluding to these evil spirits: “ ey shall nomoremolestmen
when I shall have ascended tomy Father in heaven, and a er I shall
have poured out my spirit upon all esh in those times when the
kingdom will come in great power and spiritual glory.”

9 From week to week and from month to month, throughout
this entire year, the apostles paid more and more attention to the
healing ministry of the sick.

5. SPIRITUAL UNITY
1 One of themost eventful of all the evening conferences at Am-

athus was the session having to do with the discussion of spiritual
unity. James Zebedee had asked, “Master, how shall we learn to see
alike and thereby enjoy more harmony among ourselves?” When
Jesus heard this question, he was stirred within his spirit, so much
so that he replied: “James, James, when did I teach you that you
should all see alike? I have come into the world to proclaim spiri-
tual liberty to the end that mortals may be empowered to live indi-
vidual lives of originality and freedom before God. I do not desire
that social harmony and fraternal peace shall be purchased by the
sacri ce of free personality and spiritual originality. What I require
of you, my apostles, is spirit unity — and that you can experience
in the joy of your united dedication to the wholehearted doing of
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the will of my Father in heaven. You do not have to see alike or feel
alike or even think alike in order spiritually to be alike. Spiritual
unity is derived from the consciousness that each of you is indwelt,
and increasingly dominated, by the spirit gi of the heavenly Fa-
ther. Your apostolic harmony must grow out of the fact that the
spirit hope of each of you is identical in origin, nature, and destiny.

2 “In this way you may experience a perfected unity of spirit
purpose and spirit understanding growing out of the mutual con-
sciousness of the identity of each of your indwelling Paradise spir-
its; and youmay enjoy all of this profound spiritual unity in the very
face of the utmost diversity of your individual attitudes of intel-
lectual thinking, temperamental feeling, and social conduct. Your
personalities may be refreshingly diverse and markedly different,
while your spiritual natures and spirit fruits of divine worship and
brotherly love may be so uni ed that all who behold your lives will
of a surety take cognizance of this spirit identity and soul unity;
they will recognize that you have been with me and have thereby
learned, and acceptably, how to do the will of the Father in heaven.
You can achieve the unity of the service ofGod evenwhile you ren-
der such service in accordancewith the technique of your ownorig-
inal endowments of mind, body, and soul.

3 “Your spirit unity implies two things, which always will be
found to harmonize in the lives of individual believers: First, you
are possessed with a common motive for life service; you all desire
above everything to do the will of the Father in heaven. Second,
you all have a common goal of existence; you all purpose to nd
the Father in heaven, thereby proving to the universe that you have
become like him.”

4 Many times during the training of the 12 Jesus reverted to this
theme. Repeatedly he told them it was not his desire that those
who believed in him should become dogmatized and standardized
in accordance with the religious interpretations of even good men.
Again and again he warned his apostles against the formulation of
creeds and the establishment of traditions as a means of guiding
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and controlling believers in the gospel of the kingdom.

6. LAST WEEK AT AMATHUS
1 Near the end of the last week at Amathus, Simon Zelotes

brought to Jesus one Teherma, a Persian doing business at Dam-
ascus. Teherma had heard of Jesus and had come to Capernaum to
see him, and there learning that Jesus had gone with his apostles
down the Jordan on the way to Jerusalem, he set out to nd him.
Andrew had presented Teherma to Simon for instruction. Simon
looked upon the Persian as a “ re worshipper,” although Teherma
took great pains to explain that re was only the visible symbol of
the Pure and Holy One. A er talking with Jesus, the Persian signi-
ed his intention of remaining for several days to hear the teaching

and listen to the preaching.
2 When Simon Zelotes and Jesus were alone, Simon asked the

Master: “Why is it that I could not persuade him? Why did he
so resist me and so readily lend an ear to you?” Jesus answered: “Si-
mon, Simon, howmany times have I instructed you to refrain from
all efforts to take something out of the hearts of those who seek sal-
vation? How o en have I told you to labour only to put something
into these hungry souls? Leadmen into the kingdom, and the great
and living truths of the kingdom will presently drive out all serious
error. When you have presented tomortal man the good news that
God is his Father, you can the easier persuade him that he is in real-
ity a son of God. And having done that, you have brought the light
of salvation to the one who sits in darkness. Simon, when the Son
of Man came rst to you, did he come denouncing Moses and the
prophets and proclaiming a new and better way of life? No. I came
not to take away that which you had from your forefathers but to
show you the perfected vision of that which your fathers saw only
in part. Go then, Simon, teaching and preaching the kingdom, and
when you have aman safely and securely within the kingdom, then
is the time, when such a one shall come to you with inquiries, to
impart instruction having to do with the progressive advancement
of the soul within the divine kingdom.”

3 Simon was astonished at these words, but he did as Jesus had
instructed him, and Teherma, the Persian, was numbered among
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those who entered the kingdom.
4 ¶ at night Jesus discoursed to the apostles on the new life in

the kingdom. He said in part: “When you enter the kingdom, you
are reborn. You cannot teach the deep things of the spirit to those
who have been born only of the esh; rst see that men are born
of the spirit before you seek to instruct them in the advanced ways
of the spirit. Do not undertake to show men the beauties of the
temple until you have rst taken them into the temple. Introduce
men to God and as the sons of God before you discourse on the
doctrines of the fatherhood of God and the sonship of men. Do
not strive with men — always be patient. It is not your kingdom;
you are only ambassadors. Simply go forth proclaiming: is is
the kingdom of heaven — God is your Father and you are his sons,
and this good news, if youwholeheartedly believe it, is your eternal
salvation.”

5 e apostles made great progress during the sojourn at Am-
athus. But they were very much disappointed that Jesus would
give them no suggestions about dealing with John’s disciples. Even
in the important matter of baptism, all that Jesus said was: “John
did indeed baptize with water, but when you enter the kingdom of
heaven, you shall be baptized with the Spirit.”

7. AT BETHANY BEYOND JORDAN
1 OnFebruary 26, Jesus, his apostles, and a large group of follow-

ers journeyed down the Jordan to the ford near Bethany in Perea,
the place where John rst made proclamation of the coming king-
dom. Jesus with his apostles remained here, teaching and preach-
ing, for four weeks before they went on up to Jerusalem.

2 e second week of the sojourn at Bethany beyond Jordan, Je-
sus took Peter, James, and John into the hills across the river and
south of Jericho for a three days’ rest. e Master taught these
threemanynew and advanced truths about the kingdomof heaven.
For the purpose of this record we will reorganize and classify these
teachings as follows:

3 ¶ Jesus endeavoured tomake clear that he desired his disciples,
having tasted of the good spirit realities of the kingdom, so to live
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in the world that men, by seeing their lives, would become king-
dom conscious and hence be led to inquire of believers concerning
the ways of the kingdom. All such sincere seekers for the truth are
always glad to hear the glad tidings of the faith gi which ensures
admission to the kingdomwith its eternal anddivine spirit realities.

4 e Master sought to impress upon all teachers of the gospel
of the kingdom that their only business was to reveal God to the
individual man as his Father — to lead this individual man to be-
come son-conscious; then to present this same man to God as his
faith son. Both of these essential revelations are accomplished in
Jesus. He became, indeed, “the way, the truth, and the life.” e
religion of Jesus was wholly based on the living of his bestowal life
on earth. When Jesus departed from this world, he le behind no
books, laws, or other forms of human organization affecting the
religious life of the individual.

5 Jesus made it plain that he had come to establish personal and
eternal relations with men which should forever take precedence
over all other human relationships. And he emphasized that this
intimate spiritual fellowship was to be extended to all men of all
ages andof all social conditions among all peoples. e only reward
which he held out for his children was: in this world — spiritual
joy and divine communion; in the next world — eternal life in the
progress of the divine spirit realities of the Paradise Father.

6 Jesus laid great emphasis uponwhat he called the two truths of
rst import in the teachings of the kingdom, and they are: the at-

tainment of salvation by faith, and faith alone, associated with the
revolutionary teaching of the attainment of human liberty through
the sincere recognition of truth, “You shall know the truth, and the
truth shall make you free.” Jesus was the truthmademanifest in the
esh, and he promised to send his Spirit of Truth into the hearts of

all his children a er his return to the Father in heaven.
7 e Master was teaching these apostles the essentials of truth

for an entire age on earth. ey o en listened tohis teachingswhen
in reality what he said was intended for the inspiration and edi -
cation of other worlds. He exempli ed a new and original plan of
life. From the human standpoint he was indeed a Jew, but he lived
his life for all the world as a mortal of the realm.
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8 To ensure the recognition of his Father in the unfolding of the
plan of the kingdom, Jesus explained that he had purposely ignored
the “great men of earth.” He began his work with the poor, the
very class which had been so neglected by most of the evolution-
ary religions of preceding times. He despised no man; his plan was
world-wide, even universal. He was so bold and emphatic in these
announcements that even Peter, James, and John were tempted to
think he might possibly be beside himself.

9 He sought mildly to impart to these apostles the truth that he
had come on this bestowal mission, not to set an example for a few
earth creatures, but to establish and demonstrate a standard of hu-
man life for all peoples upon all worlds throughout his entire uni-
verse. And this standard approached the highest perfection, even
the nal goodness of the Universal Father. But the apostles could
not grasp the meaning of his words.

10 He announced that he had come to function as a teacher, a
teacher sent from heaven to present spiritual truth to the mate-
rial mind. And this is exactly what he did; he was a teacher, not a
preacher. From the human viewpoint Peter was amuchmore effec-
tive preacher than Jesus. Jesus’ preaching was so effective because
of his unique personality, not so much because of compelling ora-
tory or emotional appeal. Jesus spoke directly to men’s souls. He
was a teacher of man’s spirit, but through the mind. He lived with
men.

11 It was on this occasion that Jesus intimated to Peter, James,
and John that his work on earth was in some respects to be lim-
ited by the commission of his “associate on high,” referring to the
prebestowal instructions of his Paradise brother, Immanuel. He
told them that he had come to do his Father’s will and only his Fa-
ther’s will. Being thus motivated by a wholehearted singleness of
purpose, he was not anxiously bothered by the evil in the world.

12 e apostles were beginning to recognize the unaffected
friendliness of Jesus. ough the Master was easy of approach, he
always lived independent of, and above, all human beings. Not for
onemomentwas he ever dominated by any purelymortal in uence
or subject to frail human judgment. He paid no attention to pub-
lic opinion, and he was unin uenced by praise. He seldom paused
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to correct misunderstandings or to resent misrepresentation. He
never asked anyman for advice; he nevermade requests for prayers.

13 James was astonished at how Jesus seemed to see the end from
the beginning. eMaster rarely appeared to be surprised. He was
never excited, vexed, or disconcerted. He never apologized to any
man. He was at times saddened, but never discouraged.

14 More clearly John recognized that, notwithstanding all of his
divine endowments, a er all, he was human. Jesus lived as a man
amongmen andunderstood, loved, and knewhow tomanagemen.
In his personal life he was so human, and yet so faultless. And he
was always unsel sh.

15 Although Peter, James, and John could not understand very
much of what Jesus said on this occasion, his gracious words lin-
gered in their hearts, and a er the cruci xion and resurrection they
came forth greatly to enrich and gladden their subsequentministry.
No wonder these apostles did not fully comprehend the Master’s
words, for he was projecting to them the plan of a new age.

8. WORKING IN JERICHO
1 roughout the four weeks’ sojourn at Bethany beyond Jor-

dan, several times each week Andrew would assign apostolic cou-
ples to go up to Jericho for a day or two. John had many believers
in Jericho, and the majority of them welcomed the more advanced
teachings of Jesus and his apostles. On these Jericho visits the apos-
tles began more speci cally to carry out Jesus’ instructions to min-
ister to the sick; they visited every house in the city and sought to
comfort every afflicted person.

2 e apostles did some public work in Jericho, but their efforts
were chie y of a more quiet and personal nature. ey now made
the discovery that the goodnews of the kingdomwas very comfort-
ing to the sick; that their message carried healing for the afflicted.
And it was in Jericho that Jesus’ commission to the 12 to preach
the glad tidings of the kingdom and minister to the afflicted was
rst fully carried into effect.
3 ey stopped in Jericho on the way up to Jerusalem and were

overtaken by a delegation from Mesopotamia that had come to
confer with Jesus. e apostles had planned to spend but a day
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here, butwhen these truth seekers from theEast arrived, Jesus spent
three days with them, and they returned to their various homes
along the Euphrates happy in the knowledge of the new truths of
the kingdom of heaven.

9. DEPARTING FOR JERUSALEM
1 On Monday, the last day of March, Jesus and the apostles be-

gan their journey up thehills toward Jerusalem. Lazarus ofBethany
had been down to the Jordan twice to see Jesus, and every arrange-
ment had been made for the Master and his apostles to make their
headquarters with Lazarus and his sisters at Bethany as long as they
might desire to stay in Jerusalem.

2 e disciples of John remained at Bethany beyond the Jordan,
teaching and baptizing the multitudes, so that Jesus was accompa-
nied only by the 12 when he arrived at Lazarus’s home. Here Jesus
and the apostles tarried for ve days, resting and refreshing them-
selves before going on to Jerusalem for the Passover. It was a great
event in the lives of Martha and Mary to have the Master and his
apostles in the home of their brother, where they could minister to
their needs.

3 OnSundaymorning,April 6, Jesus and the apostleswentdown
to Jerusalem; and this was the rst time the Master and all of the
12 had been there together.
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Midwayer Commission

THEmonth of April Jesus and the apostles worked in Jerusa-
lem, going out of the city each evening to spend the night
at Bethany. Jesus himself spent one or two nights each

week in Jerusalem at the home of Flavius, a Greek Jew, wheremany
prominent Jews came in secret to interview him.

2 ¶ e rst day in Jerusalem Jesus called upon his friend of for-
mer years, Annas, the onetime high priest and relative of Salome,
Zebedee’s wife. Annas had been hearing about Jesus and his teach-
ings, and when Jesus called at the high priest’s home, he was re-
ceived with much reserve. When Jesus perceived Annas’s coldness,
he took immediate leave, saying as he departed: “Fear isman’s chief
enslaver and pride his great weakness; will you betray yourself into
bondage to both of these destroyers of joy and liberty?” But Annas
made no reply. e Master did not again see Annas until the time
when he sat with his son-in-law in judgment on the Son of Man.

1. TEACHING IN THE TEMPLE
1 roughout this month Jesus or one of the apostles taught

daily in the temple. When the Passover crowds were too great to
nd entrance to the temple teaching, the apostles conductedmany

teaching groups outside the sacred precincts. e burden of their
message was:

2 1. e kingdom of heaven is at hand.
3 2. By faith in the fatherhood ofGod youmay enter the king-

dom of heaven, thus becoming the sons of God.
4 3. Love is the rule of living within the kingdom — supreme

devotion to God while loving your neighbour as yourself.
5 4. Obedience to the will of the Father, yielding the fruits of

the spirit in one’s personal life, is the law of the kingdom.
6 ¶ e multitudes who came to celebrate the Passover heard

this teaching of Jesus, and hundreds of them rejoiced in the good
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news. e chief priests and rulers of the Jews became much con-
cerned about Jesus and his apostles and debated among themselves
as to what should be done with them.

7 Besides teaching in and about the temple, the apostles and
other believers were engaged in doing much personal work among
the Passover throngs. ese interestedmen andwomen carried the
news of Jesus’ message from this Passover celebration to the utter-
most parts of the Roman Empire and also to the East. is was the
beginning of the spread of the gospel of the kingdom to the outside
world. No longerwas thework of Jesus to be con ned toPalestine.

2. GOD’S WRATH
1 ere was in Jerusalem in attendance upon the Passover festiv-

ities one Jacob, a wealthy Jewish trader from Crete, and he came
to Andrew making request to see Jesus privately. Andrew arranged
this secret meeting with Jesus at Flavius’s home the evening of the
next day. is man could not comprehend the Master’s teachings,
and he came because he desired to inquire more fully about the
kingdom of God. Said Jacob to Jesus: “But, Rabbi, Moses and the
olden prophets tell us that Yahweh is a jealous God, a God of great
wrath and erce anger. e prophets say he hates evildoers and
takes vengeance on those who obey not his law. You and your dis-
ciples teach us thatGod is a kind and compassionate Father who so
loves all men that he would welcome them into this new kingdom
of heaven, which you proclaim is so near at hand.”

2 ¶ When Jacob nished speaking, Jesus replied: “Jacob, you
havewell stated the teachings of the olden prophetswho taught the
children of their generation in accordance with the light of their
day. OurFather inParadise is changeless. But the concept of his na-
ture has enlarged and grown from the days ofMoses down through
the times of Amos and even to the generation of the prophet Isa-
iah. And now have I come in the esh to reveal the Father in new
glory and to show forth his love andmercy to all men on all worlds.
As the gospel of this kingdom shall spread over the world with its
message of good cheer and good will to all men, there will grow up
improved and better relations among the families of all nations. As
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time passes, fathers and their children will love each other more*,
and thus will be brought about a better understanding of the love
of the Father in heaven for his children on earth. Remember, Jacob,
that a good and true father not only loves his family as awhole—as
a family — but he also truly loves and affectionately cares for each
individual member.”

3 A er considerable discussion of the heavenly Father’s charac-
ter, Jesus paused to say: “You, Jacob, being a father of many, know
well the truth of my words.” And Jacob said: “But, Master, who
told you I was the father of six children? How did you know this
about me?” And the Master replied: “Suffice it to say that the Fa-
ther and the Son know all things, for indeed they see all. Loving
your children as a father on earth, you must now accept as a real-
ity the love of the heavenly Father for you — not just for all the
children of Abraham, but for you, your individual soul.”

4 ¶ en Jesus went on to say: “When your children are very
young and immature, and when you must chastise them, they may
re ect that their father is angry and lled with resentful wrath.

eir immaturity cannot penetrate beyond the punishment to dis-
cern the father’s farseeing and corrective affection. But when these
same children become grown-upmen and women, would it not be
folly for them to cling to these earlier and misconceived notions
regarding their father? As men and women they should now dis-
cern their father’s love in all these early disciplines. And should not
mankind, as the centuries pass, come the better to understand the
true nature and loving character of the Father in heaven? What
pro t have you from successive generations of spiritual illumina-
tion if you persist in viewing God as Moses and the prophets saw
him? I say to you, Jacob, under the bright light of this hour you
should see the Father as none of those who have gone before ever
beheld him. And thus seeing him, you should rejoice to enter the
kingdomwherein such amerciful Father rules, and you should seek
to have his will of love dominate your life henceforth.”

5 And Jacob answered: “Rabbi, I believe; I desire that you lead

2.2. See Malachi 4:6 “And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children, and the
heart of the children to their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse.”
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me into the Father’s kingdom.”

3. THE CONCEPT OF GOD
1 e 12 apostles, most of whom had listened to this discussion

of the character of God, that night asked Jesus many questions
about the Father in heaven. e Master’s answers to these ques-
tions can best be presented by the following summary in modern
phraseology:

2 Jesus mildly upbraided the 12, in substance saying: Do you
not know the traditions of Israel relating to the growth of the idea
of Yahweh, and are you ignorant of the teaching of the Scriptures
concerning the doctrine ofGod? And then did theMaster proceed
to instruct the apostles about the evolution of the concept ofDeity
throughout the course of the development of the Jewish people.
He called attention to the following phases of the growth of the
God idea:

3 1. Yahweh — the god of the Sinai clans. is was the prim-
itive concept of Deity which Moses exalted to the higher level of
the Lord God of Israel. e Father in heaven never fails to accept
the sincere worship of his children on earth, no matter how crude
their concept of Deity or by what name they symbolize his divine
nature.

4 2. e Most High. is concept of the Father in heaven was
proclaimed by Melchizedek to Abraham and was carried far from
Salem by those who subsequently believed in this enlarged and ex-
panded idea of Deity. Abraham and his brother* le Ur because
of the establishment of sun worship, and they became believers in
Melchizedek’s teaching of El Elyon — the Most High God. eirs
was a composite concept of God, consisting in a blending of their
older Mesopotamian ideas and the Most High doctrine.

5 3. El Shaddai. During these early days many of the He-
brews worshipped El Shaddai, the Egyptian concept of the God
of heaven, which they learned about during their captivity in the

3.4. e fact ofNahor leavingUrwithAbraham (cf. Genesis 11:31) has been preserved only
in the Samaritan Pentateuch, the Massoretic scribes having carefully deleted the reference
to Abraham’s brother Nahor om the Hebrew text, leaving him with the sunworshippers in
Ur.
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land of the Nile. Long a er the times of Melchizedek all three of
these concepts ofGodbecame joined together to form the doctrine
of the creator Deity, the Lord God of Israel.

6 4. Elohim. From the times ofAdam the teaching of the Para-
dise Trinity has persisted. Do you not recall how the Scriptures be-
gin by asserting that “In the beginning the Gods created the heav-
ens and the earth”? is indicates that when that record was made
the Trinity concept of three Gods in one had found lodgement in
the religion of our forebears.

7 5. e Supreme Yahweh. By the times of Isaiah these beliefs
about God had expanded into the concept of a Universal Creator
who was simultaneously all-powerful and all-merciful. And this
evolving and enlarging concept ofGod virtually supplanted all pre-
vious ideas of Deity in our fathers’ religion.

8 6. e Father in heaven. And now do we know God as our
Father in heaven. Our teaching provides a religion wherein the be-
liever is a son of God. at is the good news of the gospel of the
kingdom of heaven. Coexistent with the Father are the Son and
the Spirit, and the revelation of the nature and ministry of these
Paradise Deities will continue to enlarge and brighten throughout
the endless ages of the eternal spiritual progression of the ascend-
ing sons of God. At all times and during all ages the true worship
of any human being — as concerns individual spiritual progress —
is recognized by the indwelling spirit as homage rendered to the
Father in heaven.

9 ¶ Never before had the apostles been so shocked as they were
upon hearing this recounting of the growth of the concept of God
in the Jewish minds of previous generations; they were too bewil-
dered to ask questions. As they sat before Jesus in silence, the Mas-
ter continued: “And you would have known these truths had you
read the Scriptures. Have you not read in Samuel where it says:
‘And the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel, so much so
that he moved David against them, saying, go number Israel and
Judah’? And this was not strange because in the days of Samuel
the children of Abraham really believed that Yahweh created both
good and evil. But when a later writer narrated these events, sub-
sequent to the enlargement of the Jewish concept of the nature of
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God, he did not dare attribute evil to Yahweh; therefore he said:
‘And Satan stood up against Israel and provoked David to num-
ber Israel.’ Cannot you discern that such records in the Scriptures
clearly show how the concept of the nature of God continued to
grow from one generation to another?

10 “Again should you have discerned the growth of the under-
standing of divine law in perfect keeping with these enlarging con-
cepts of divinity. When the children of Israel came out of Egypt
in the days before the enlarged revelation of Yahweh, they had ten
commandments which served as their law right up to the times
when they were encamped before Sinai. And these ten command-
ments were:

11 “ 1. You shall worship no other god, for the Lord is a jealous
God.

12 “ 2. You shall not make molten gods.
13 “ 3. You shall not neglect to keep the feast of unleavened

bread.
14 “ 4. Of all the males of men or cattle, the rst-born are mine,

says the Lord.
15 “ 5. Six days you may work, but on the seventh day you shall

rest.
16 “ 6. You shall not fail to observe the feast of the rst fruits and

the feast of the ingathering at the end of the year.
17 “ 7. You shall not offer the blood of any sacri ce with leav-

ened bread.
18 “ 8. e sacri ce of the feast of the Passover shall not be le

until morning.
19 “ 9. e rst of the rst fruits of the ground you shall bring

to the house of the Lord your God.
20 “10. You shall not seethe a kid in its mother’s milk.
21 ¶ “And then, amidst the thunders and lightnings of Sinai,

Moses gave them the new ten commandments, which you will all
allow aremore worthy utterances to accompany the enlarging Yah-
weh concepts of Deity. And did you never take notice of these
commandments as twice recorded in the Scriptures, that in the rst
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case deliverance from Egypt is assigned as the reason for Sabbath
keeping, while in a later record the advancing religious beliefs of
our forefathers demanded that this be changed to the recognition
of the fact of creation as the reason for Sabbath observance?

22 “And thenwill you remember that once again— in the greater
spiritual enlightenment of Isaiah’s day — these ten negative com-
mandments were changed into the great and positive law of love,
the injunction to love God supremely and your neighbour as your-
self. And it is this supreme law of love for God and for man that I
also declare to you as constituting the whole duty of man.”

23 ¶ And when he had nished speaking, no man asked him a
question. ey went, each one to his sleep.

4. FLAVIUS AND GREEK CULTURE
1 Flavius, the Greek Jew, was a proselyte of the gate, having been

neither circumcised nor baptized; and since he was a great lover
of the beautiful in art and sculpture, the house which he occupied
when sojourning in Jerusalem was a beautiful edi ce. is home
was exquisitely adornedwith priceless treasures which he had gath-
ered up here and there on his world travels. When he rst thought
of inviting Jesus to his home, he feared that the Master might take
offence at the sight of these so-called images. But Flaviuswas agree-
ably surprised when Jesus entered the home that, instead of rebuk-
ing him for having these supposedly idolatrous objects scattered
about the house, he manifested great interest in the entire collec-
tion and asked many appreciative questions about each object as
Flavius escorted him from room to room, showing him all of his
favourite statues.

2 e Master saw that his host was bewildered at his friendly at-
titude toward art; therefore, when they had nished the survey of
the entire collection, Jesus said: “Because you appreciate the beauty
of things created by my Father and fashioned by the artistic hands
ofman, why should you expect to be rebuked? BecauseMoses one-
time sought to combat idolatry and the worship of false gods, why
should all men frown upon the reproduction of grace and beauty?
I say to you, Flavius, Moses’ children havemisunderstood him, and
nowdo theymake false gods of even his prohibitions of images and
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the likeness of things in heaven and on earth. But even if Moses
taught such restrictions to the darkened minds of those days, what
has that to do with this day when the Father in heaven is revealed
as the universal Spirit Ruler over all? And, Flavius, I declare that in
the coming kingdom they shall no longer teach, ‘Do not worship
this and do not worship that’; no longer shall they concern them-
selves with commands to refrain from this and take care not to do
that, but rather shall all be concerned with one supreme duty. And
this duty of man is expressed in two great privileges: sincere wor-
ship of the in nite Creator, the Paradise Father, and loving service
bestowed upon one’s fellowmen. If you love your neighbour as you
love yourself, you really know that you are a son of God.

3 “In an agewhenmyFatherwasnotwell understood,Moseswas
justi ed in his attempts to withstand idolatry, but in the coming
age the Fatherwill have been revealed in the life of the Son; and this
new revelation of God will make it forever unnecessary to confuse
the Creator Father with idols of stone or images of gold and silver.
Henceforth, intelligentmenmay enjoy the treasures of art without
confusing such material appreciation of beauty with the worship
and service of the Father in Paradise, the God of all things and all
beings.”

4 ¶ Flavius believed all that Jesus taught him. e next day he
went to Bethany beyond the Jordan and was baptized by the dis-
ciples of John. And this he did because the apostles of Jesus did
not yet baptize believers. When Flavius returned to Jerusalem, he
made a great feast for Jesus and invited 60 of his friends. Andmany
of these guests also became believers in the message of the coming
kingdom.

5. THE DISCOURSE ON ASSURANCE
1 One of the great sermons which Jesus preached in the temple

this Passover week was in answer to a question asked by one of his
hearers, a man fromDamascus. is man asked Jesus: “But, Rabbi,
how shall we know of a certainty that you are sent byGod, and that
wemay truly enter into this kingdomwhich you and your disciples
declare is near at hand?” And Jesus answered:

2 ¶ “As to my message and the teaching of my disciples, you
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should judge them by their fruits. If we proclaim to you the truths
of the spirit, the spirit will witness in your hearts that our mes-
sage is genuine. Concerning the kingdom and your assurance of
acceptance by the heavenly Father, let me ask what father among
you who is a worthy and kindhearted father would keep his son in
anxiety or suspense regarding his status in the family or his place
of security in the affections of his father’s heart? Do you earth
fathers take pleasure in torturing your children with uncertainty
about their place of abiding love in your human hearts? Neither
does your Father in heaven leave his faith children of the spirit in
doubtful uncertainty as to their position in the kingdom. If you
receive God as your Father, then indeed and in truth are you the
sons of God. And if you are sons, then are you secure in the posi-
tion and standing of all that concerns eternal and divine sonship.
If you believe my words, you thereby believe in Him who sent me,
and by thus believing in the Father, you have made your status in
heavenly citizenship sure. If you do thewill of the Father in heaven,
you shall never fail in the attainment of the eternal life of progress
in the divine kingdom.

3 “ e Supreme Spirit shall bear witness with your spirits that
you are truly the children of God. And if you are the sons of God,
then have you been born of the spirit of God; and whosoever has
been born of the spirit has in himself the power to overcome all
doubt, and this is the victory that overcomes all uncertainty, even
your faith.

4 “Said the Prophet Isaiah, speaking of these times: ‘When the
spirit is poured upon us from on high, then shall the work of righ-
teousness become peace, quietness, and assurance forever.’ And for
all who truly believe this gospel, I will become surety for their re-
ception into the eternal mercies and the everlasting life of my Fa-
ther’s kingdom. You, then, who hear this message and believe this
gospel of the kingdom are the sons of God, and you have life ever-
lasting; and the evidence to all the world that you have been born
of the spirit is that you sincerely love one another.”

5 ¶ e throng of listeners remainedmany hours with Jesus, ask-
ing him questions and listening attentively to his comforting an-
swers. Even the apostles were emboldened by Jesus’ teaching to
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preach the gospel of the kingdom with more power and assurance.
is experience at Jerusalemwas a great inspiration to the 12. Itwas

their rst contact with such enormous crowds, and they learned
many valuable lessonswhich proved of great assistance in their later
work.

6. THE VISIT WITH NICODEMUS
1 One evening at the home of Flavius there came to see Jesus

one Nicodemus, a wealthy and elderly member of the Jewish San-
hedrin. He had heard much about the teachings of this Galilean,
and so he went one a ernoon to hear him as he taught in the tem-
ple courts. He would have gone o en to hear Jesus teach, but he
feared to be seen by the people in attendance upon his teaching,
for already were the rulers of the Jews so at variance with Jesus that
no member of the Sanhedrin would want to be identi ed in any
open manner with him. Accordingly, Nicodemus had arranged
withAndrew to see Jesus privately and a er nightfall on this partic-
ular evening. Peter, James, and John were in Flavius’s garden when
the interview began, but later they all went into the house where
the discourse continued.

2 In receivingNicodemus, Jesus showednoparticular deference;
in talkingwith him, therewas no compromise or undue persuasive-
ness. e Master made no attempt to repulse his secretive caller,
nor did he employ sarcasm. In all his dealings with the distin-
guished visitor, Jesus was calm, earnest, and digni ed. Nicodemus
was not an official delegate of the Sanhedrin; he came to see Jesus
wholly because of his personal and sincere interest in the Master’s
teachings.

3 Upon being presented by Flavius, Nicodemus said: “Rabbi, we
know that you are a teacher sent by God, for no mere man could
so teach unless God were with him. And I am desirous of knowing
more about your teachings regarding the coming kingdom.”

4 Jesus answered Nicodemus: “Verily, verily, I say to you,
Nicodemus, except a man be born from above, he cannot see the
kingdom of God.” en replied Nicodemus: “But how can a man
be born again when he is old? He cannot enter a second time into
his mother’s womb to be born.”
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5 Jesus said: “Nevertheless, I declare to you, except a man be
born of the spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of God. at
which is born of the esh is esh, and that which is born of the
spirit is spirit. But you should not marvel that I said you must be
born from above. When the wind blows, you hear the rustle of the
leaves, but you do not see the wind — whence it comes or whither
it goes — and so it is with everyone born of the spirit. With the
eyes of the esh you can behold the manifestations of the spirit,
but you cannot actually discern the spirit.”

6 Nicodemus replied: “But I do not understand—how can that
be?” Said Jesus: “Can it be that you are a teacher in Israel and yet
ignorant of all this? It becomes, then, the duty of those who know
about the realities of the spirit to reveal these things to those who
discern only the manifestations of the material world. But will you
believe us if we tell you of the heavenly truths? Do you have the
courage, Nicodemus, to believe in one who has descended from
heaven, even the Son of Man?”

7 And Nicodemus said: “But how can I begin to lay hold upon
this spirit which is to remake me in preparation for entering into
the kingdom?” Jesus answered: “Already does the spirit of the Fa-
ther in heaven indwell you. If you would be led by this spirit from
above, very soon would you begin to see with the eyes of the spirit,
and then by the wholehearted choice of spirit guidance would you
be born of the spirit since your only purpose in living would be to
do thewill of your Father who is in heaven. And so nding yourself
born of the spirit and happily in the kingdom of God, you would
begin to bear in your daily life the abundant fruits of the spirit.”

8 Nicodemus was thoroughly sincere. He was deeply impressed
but went away bewildered. Nicodemus was accomplished in self-
development, in self-restraint, and even in highmoral qualities. He
was re ned, egoistic, and altruistic; but he did not know how to
submit his will to the will of the divine Father as a little child is
willing to submit to the guidance and leading of a wise and loving
earthly father, thereby becoming in reality a son of God, a progres-
sive heir of the eternal kingdom.

9 But Nicodemus did summon faith enough to lay hold of the
kingdom. He faintly protested when his colleagues of the San-
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hedrin sought to condemn Jesus without a hearing; and with
Joseph of Arimathea, he later boldly acknowledged his faith and
claimed the body of Jesus, even whenmost of the disciples had ed
in fear from the scenes of their Master’s nal suffering and death.

7. THE LESSON ON THE FAMILY
1 A er the busy period of teaching and personal work of Pass-

over week in Jerusalem, Jesus spent the nextWednesday at Bethany
with his apostles, resting. at a ernoon, omas asked a question
which elicited a long and instructive answer. Said omas: “Mas-
ter, on the day we were set apart as ambassadors of the kingdom,
you told usmany things, instructedus regarding our personalmode
of life, but what shall we teach the multitude? How are these peo-
ple to live a er the kingdommore fully comes? Shall your disciples
own slaves? Shall your believers court poverty and shun property?
Shall mercy alone prevail so that we shall have nomore law and jus-
tice?” Jesus and the 12 spent all a ernoon and all that evening, a er
supper, discussing omas’s questions. For the purposes of this re-
cordwe present the following summary of theMaster’s instruction:

2 Jesus sought rst to make plain to his apostles that he himself
was on earth living a unique life in the esh, and that they, the 12,
had been called to participate in this bestowal experience of the
Son of Man; and as such coworkers, they, too, must share in many
of the special restrictions and obligations of the entire bestowal ex-
perience. ere was a veiled intimation that the Son of Man was
the only person who had ever lived on earth who could simulta-
neously see into the very heart of God and into the very depths of
man’s soul.

3 Very plainly Jesus explained that the kingdomof heavenwas an
evolutionary experience, beginning here on earth and progressing
up through successive life stations to Paradise. In the course of the
evening he de nitely stated that at some future stage of kingdom
development he would revisit this world in spiritual power and di-
vine glory.

4 He next explained that the “kingdom idea” was not the best
way to illustrate man’s relation to God; that he employed such g-
ures of speech because the Jewish people were expecting the king-
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dom, and because John had preached in terms of the coming king-
dom. Jesus said: “ e people of another age will better understand
the gospel of the kingdom when it is presented in terms expressive
of the family relationship—whenman understands religion as the
teaching of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man,
sonship with God.” en the Master discoursed at some length on
the earthly family as an illustration of the heavenly family, restat-
ing the two fundamental laws of living: the rst commandment
of love for the father, the head of the family, and the second com-
mandment ofmutual love among the children, to love your brother
as yourself. And then he explained that such a quality of brotherly
affection would invariably manifest itself in unsel sh and loving
social service.

5 Following that, came the memorable discussion of the funda-
mental characteristics of family life and their application to the re-
lationship existing between God and man. Jesus stated that a true
family is founded on the following seven facts:

6 1. e fact of existence. e relationships of nature and the
phenomena of mortal likenesses are bound up in the family: Chil-
dren inherit certain parental traits. e children take origin in the
parents; personality existence depends on the act of the parent. e
relationship of father and child is inherent in all nature and per-
vades all living existences.

7 2. Security and pleasure. True fathers take great pleasure in
providing for the needs of their children. Many fathers are not
content with supplying the mere wants of their children but enjoy
making provision for their pleasures also.

8 3. Education and training. Wise fathers carefully plan for
the education and adequate training of their sons and daughters.
When young they are prepared for the greater responsibilities of
later life.

9 4. Discipline and restraint. Farseeing fathers also make pro-
vision for the necessary discipline, guidance, correction, and some-
times restraint of their young and immature offspring.

10 5. Companionship and loyalty. e affectionate father holds
intimate and loving intercourse with his children. Always is his ear
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open to their petitions; he is ever ready to share their hardships and
assist themover their difficulties. e father is supremely interested
in the progressive welfare of his progeny.

11 6. Love and mercy. A compassionate father is freely forgiv-
ing; fathers do not hold vengeful memories against their children.
Fathers are not like judges, enemies, or creditors. Real families are
built upon tolerance, patience, and forgiveness.

12 7. Provision for the future. Temporal fathers like to leave an
inheritance for their sons. e family continues from one genera-
tion to another. Death only ends one generation to mark the be-
ginning of another. Death terminates an individual life but not
necessarily the family.

13 ¶ For hours the Master discussed the application of these fea-
tures of family life to the relations of man, the earth child, to God,
the Paradise Father. And this was his conclusion: “ is entire re-
lationship of a son to the Father, I know in perfection, for all that
you must attain of sonship in the eternal future I have now already
attained. e Son of Man is prepared to ascend to the right hand
of the Father, so that inme is the way now open still wider for all of
you to see God and, ere you have nished the glorious progression,
to become perfect, even as your Father in heaven is perfect.”

14 When the apostles heard these startling words, they recalled
the pronouncements which John made at the time of Jesus’ bap-
tism, and they also vividly recalled this experience in connection
with their preaching and teaching subsequent to theMaster’s death
and resurrection.

15 Jesus is a divine Son, one in the Universal Father’s full con -
dence. He had been with the Father and comprehended him fully.
He had now lived his earth life to the full satisfaction of the Father,
and this incarnation in the esh had enabled him fully to compre-
hend man. Jesus was the perfection of man; he had attained just
such perfection as all true believers are destined to attain in him
and through him. Jesus revealed a God of perfection to man and
presented in himself the perfected son of the realms to God.

16 Although Jesus discoursed for several hours, omas was not
yet satis ed, for he said: “But, Master, we do not nd that the Fa-
ther in heaven always deals kindly and mercifully with us. Many
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times we grievously suffer on earth, and not always are our prayers
answered. Where do we fail to grasp the meaning of your teach-
ing?”

17 Jesus replied: “ omas, omas, how long before you will ac-
quire the ability to listen with the ear of the spirit? How long will
it be before you discern that this kingdom is a spiritual kingdom,
and thatmyFather is also a spiritual being? Do younot understand
that I am teaching you as spiritual children in the spirit family of
heaven, of which the fatherhead is an in nite and eternal spirit?
Will you not allow me to use the earth family as an illustration of
divine relationships without so literally applying my teaching to
material affairs? In your minds cannot you separate the spiritual
realities of the kingdom from the material, social, economic, and
political problems of the age? When I speak the language of the
spirit, why do you insist on translating my meaning into the lan-
guage of the esh just because I presume to employ commonplace
and literal relationships for purposes of illustration? My children, I
implore that you cease to apply the teaching of the kingdom of the
spirit to the sordid affairs of slavery, poverty, houses, and lands, and
to the material problems of human equity and justice. ese tem-
poral matters are the concern of the men of this world, and while
in a way they affect all men, you have been called to representme in
the world, even as I represent my Father. You are spiritual ambas-
sadors of a spiritual kingdom, special representatives of the spirit
Father. By this time it should be possible for me to instruct you as
full-grownmenof the spirit kingdom. Must I ever address you only
as children? Will you never grow up in spirit perception? Never-
theless, I love you and will bear with you, even to the very end of
our association in the esh. And even then shallmy spirit go before
you into all the world.”

8. IN SOUTHERN JUDEA
1 By the endofApril the opposition to Jesus among thePharisees

and Sadducees had become so pronounced that theMaster and his
apostles decided to leave Jerusalem for a while, going south towork
in Bethlehem and Hebron. e entire month of May was spent in
doing personal work in these cities and among the people of the
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surrounding villages. No public preaching was done on this trip,
only house-to-house visitation. A part of this time, while the apos-
tles taught the gospel and ministered to the sick, Jesus and Abner
spent at Engedi, visiting the Nazarite colony. John the Baptist had
gone forth from this place, andAbner had been head of this group.
Many of the Nazarite brotherhood became believers in Jesus, but
the majority of these ascetic and eccentric men refused to accept
him as a teacher sent from heaven because he did not teach fasting
and other forms of self-denial.

2 e people living in this region did not know that Jesus had
been born in Bethlehem. ey always supposed the Master had
been born at Nazareth, as did the vast majority of his disciples, but
the 12 knew the facts.

3 is sojourn in the south of Judea was a restful and fruitful
season of labour; many souls were added to the kingdom. By the
rst days of June the agitation against Jesus had so quieted down

in Jerusalem that the Master and the apostles returned to instruct
and comfort believers.

4 Although Jesus and the apostles spent the entiremonth of June
in or near Jerusalem, they did no public teaching during this pe-
riod. ey lived for the most part in tents, which they pitched in
a shaded park, or garden, known in that day as Gethsemane. is
park was situated on the western slope of the Mount of Olives not
far from the brook Kidron. e Sabbath weekends they usually
spent with Lazarus and his sisters at Bethany. Jesus entered within
the walls of Jerusalem only a few times, but a large number of in-
terested inquirers came out to Gethsemane to visit with him. One
Friday evening Nicodemus and one Joseph of Arimathea ventured
out to see Jesus but turned back through fear even a er they were
standing before the entrance to the Master’s tent. And, of course,
they did not perceive that Jesus knew all about their doings.

5 When the rulers of the Jews learned that Jesus had returned
to Jerusalem, they prepared to arrest him; but when they observed
that he did no public preaching, they concluded that he had be-
come frightened by their previous agitation and decided to allow
him to carry on his teaching in this private manner without fur-
ther molestation. And thus affairs moved along quietly until the
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last days of June, when one Simon, a member of the Sanhedrin,
publicly espoused the teachings of Jesus, a er so declaring himself
before the rulers of the Jews. Immediately a new agitation for Jesus’
apprehension sprangup and grew so strong that theMaster decided
to retire into the cities of Samaria and the Decapolis.



PAPER №143
GOING THROUGH SAMARIA

Midwayer Commission

ATTHE end of June, A.D. 27, because of the increasing op-
position of the Jewish religious rulers, Jesus and the 12 de-
parted from Jerusalem, a er sending their tents and mea-

gre personal effects to be stored at the home of Lazarus at Bethany.
Going north into Samaria, they tarried over the Sabbath at Bethel.
Here they preached for several days to the people who came from
Gophna and Ephraim. A group of citizens from Arimathea and

amna came over to invite Jesus to visit their villages. e Mas-
ter and his apostles spent more than two weeks teaching the Jews
and Samaritans of this region, many of whom came from as far as
Antipatris to hear the good news of the kingdom.

2 e people of southern Samaria heard Jesus gladly, and the
apostles, with the exception of Judas Iscariot, succeeded in over-
comingmuch of their prejudice against the Samaritans. It was very
difficult for Judas to love these Samaritans. e last week of July Je-
sus and his associatesmade ready to depart for the newGreek cities
of Phasaelis and Archelais near the Jordan.

1. PREACHING AT ARCHELAIS
1 e rst half of the month of August the apostolic party made

its headquarters at the Greek cities of Archelais and Phasaelis,
where they had their rst experience preaching to well-nigh exclu-
sive gatherings of gentiles — Greeks, Romans, and Syrians — for
few Jews dwelt in these two Greek towns. In contacting with these
Roman citizens, the apostles encountered new difficulties in the
proclamation of themessage of the coming kingdom, and theymet
with new objections to the teachings of Jesus. At one of the many
evening conferences with his apostles, Jesus listened attentively to
these objections to the gospel of the kingdom as the 12 repeated
their experiences with the subjects of their personal labours.

2 Aquestion asked byPhilipwas typical of their difficulties. Said
Philip: “Master, these Greeks and Romans make light of our mes-
sage, saying that such teachings are t for onlyweaklings and slaves.
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ey assert that the religion of the heathen is superior to our teach-
ing because it inspires to the acquirement of a strong, robust, and
aggressive character. ey affirm that we would convert all men
into enfeebled specimens of passive nonresisters who would soon
perish from the face of the earth. ey like you, Master, and freely
admit that your teaching is heavenly and ideal, but they will not
take us seriously. ey assert that your religion is not for thisworld;
that men cannot live as you teach. And now, Master, what shall we
say to these gentiles?”

3 A er Jesus had heard similar objections to the gospel of the
kingdom presented by omas, Nathaniel, Simon Zelotes, and
Matthew, he said to the 12:

4 “I have come into this world to do the will of my Father and
to reveal his loving character to all mankind. at, my brethren,
is my mission. And this one thing I will do, regardless of the mis-
understanding of my teachings by Jews or gentiles of this day or
of another generation. But you should not overlook the fact that
even divine love has its severe disciplines. A father’s love for his
son o entimes impels the father to restrain the unwise acts of his
thoughtless offspring. e child does not always comprehend the
wise and loving motives of the father’s restraining discipline. But
I declare to you that my Father in Paradise does rule a universe of
universes by the compelling power of his love. Love is the great-
est of all spirit realities. Truth is a liberating revelation, but love is
the supreme relationship. And no matter what blunders your fel-
low men make in their world management of today, in an age to
come the gospel which I declare to you will rule this very world.

e ultimate goal of human progress is the reverent recognition of
the fatherhood of God and the lovingmaterialization of the broth-
erhood of man.

5 “But who told you that my gospel was intended only for slaves
and weaklings? Do you, my chosen apostles, resemble weaklings?
Did John look like a weakling? Do you observe that I am enslaved
by fear? True, the poor and oppressed of this generation have the
gospel preached to them. e religions of thisworldhaveneglected
thepoor, butmyFather is no respecter of persons. Besides, the poor
of this day are the rst toheed the call to repentance and acceptance
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of sonship. e gospel of the kingdom is to be preached to all men
—Jewand gentile, Greek andRoman, rich andpoor, free andbond
— and equally to young and old, male and female.

6 “Because my Father is a God of love and delights in the prac-
tice of mercy, do not imbibe the idea that the service of the king-
dom is to be one of monotonous ease. e Paradise ascent is the
supreme adventure of all time, the rugged achievement of eternity.

e service of the kingdom on earth will call for all the courageous
manhood that you and your coworkers can muster. Many of you
will be put to death for your loyalty to the gospel of this kingdom.
It is easy to die in the line of physical battle when your courage is
strengthened by the presence of your ghting comrades, but it re-
quires a higher and more profound form of human courage and
devotion calmly and all alone to lay down your life for the love of a
truth enshrined in your mortal heart.

7 “Today, the unbelievers may taunt youwith preaching a gospel
of nonresistance and with living lives of nonviolence, but you are
the rst volunteers of a long line of sincere believers in the gospel of
this kingdom who will astonish all mankind by their heroic devo-
tion to these teachings. No armies of the world have ever displayed
more courage and bravery than will be portrayed by you and your
loyal successors who shall go forth to all the world proclaiming the
good news— the fatherhood ofGod and the brotherhood ofmen.

e courage of the esh is the lowest form of bravery. Mind brav-
ery is a higher type of human courage, but the highest and supreme
is uncompromising loyalty to the enlightened convictions of pro-
found spiritual realities. And such courage constitutes the heroism
of theGod-knowingman. And you are all God-knowingmen; you
are in very truth the personal associates of the Son of Man.”

8 ¶ is was not all that Jesus said on that occasion, but it is the
introduction of his address, and he went on at great length in am-
pli cation and in illustration of this pronouncement. is was one
of themost impassioned addresseswhich Jesus ever delivered to the
12. Seldomdid theMaster speak to his apostleswith evident strong
feeling, but this was one of those few occasionswhen he spokewith
manifest earnestness, accompanied by marked emotion.
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9 ¶ e result upon the public preaching and personal ministry
of the apostles was immediate; from that very day their message
took on a new note of courageous dominance. e 12 continued
to acquire the spirit of positive aggression in the new gospel of the
kingdom. From this day forward they did not occupy themselves
so much with the preaching of the negative virtues and the passive
injunctions of their Master’s many-sided teaching.

2. LESSON ON SELFMASTERY
1 e Master was a perfected specimen of human self-control.

When he was reviled, he reviled not; when he suffered, he uttered
no threats against his tormentors; when he was denounced by his
enemies, he simply committed himself to the righteous judgment
of the Father in heaven.

2 ¶ At one of the evening conferences, Andrew asked Jesus:
“Master, are we to practise self-denial as John taught us, or are we
to strive for the self-control of your teaching? Wherein does your
teaching differ from that of John?” Jesus answered: “John indeed
taught you the way of righteousness in accordance with the light
and laws of his fathers, and that was the religion of self-examina-
tion and self-denial. But I come with a new message of self-forget-
fulness and self-control. I show to you the way of life as revealed to
me by my Father in heaven.

3 “Verily, verily, I say to you, he who rules his own self is greater
than he who captures a city. Self-mastery is the measure of man’s
moral nature and the indicator of his spiritual development. In the
old order you fasted and prayed; as the new creature of the rebirth
of the spirit, you are taught to believe and rejoice. In the Father’s
kingdom you are to become new creatures; old things are to pass
away; behold I show you how all things are to become new. And
by your love for one another you are to convince theworld that you
have passed from bondage to liberty, from death into life everlast-
ing.

4 “By the old way you seek to suppress, obey, and conform to the
rules of living; by thenewway you are rst transformed by the Spirit
of Truth and thereby strengthened in your inner soul by the con-
stant spiritual renewing of yourmind, and so are you endowedwith
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the power of the certain and joyous performance of the gracious,
acceptable, and perfect will of God. Forget not — it is your per-
sonal faith in the exceedingly great and precious promises of God
that ensures your becoming partakers of the divine nature. us
by your faith and the spirit’s transformation, you become in reality
the temples of God, and his spirit actually dwells within you. If,
then, the spirit dwells within you, you are no longer bondslaves of
the esh but free and liberated sons of the spirit. e new law of
the spirit endows youwith the liberty of self-mastery in place of the
old law of the fear of self-bondage and the slavery of self-denial.

5 “Many times, when you have done evil, you have thought to
charge up your acts to the in uence of the evil one when in real-
ity you have but been led astray by your own natural tendencies.
Did not the Prophet Jeremiah long ago tell you that the human
heart is deceitful above all things and sometimes even desperately
wicked? How easy for you to become self-deceived and thereby fall
into foolish fears, divers lusts, enslaving pleasures, malice, envy, and
even vengeful hatred!

6 “Salvation is by the regeneration of the spirit and not by the
self-righteous deeds of the esh. You are justi ed by faith and fel-
lowshipped by grace, not by fear and the self-denial of the esh, al-
beit the Father’s children who have been born of the spirit are ever
and always masters of the self and all that pertains to the desires
of the esh. When you know that you are saved by faith, you have
real peacewithGod. And all who follow in theway of this heavenly
peace are destined to be sancti ed to the eternal service of the ever-
advancing sons of the eternal God. Henceforth, it is not a duty but
rather your exalted privilege to cleanse yourselves from all evils of
mind and body while you seek for perfection in the love of God.

7 “Your sonship is grounded in faith, and you are to remain un-
moved by fear. Your joy is born of trust in the divine word, and
you shall not therefore be led to doubt the reality of the Father’s
love and mercy. It is the very goodness of God that leads men into
true and genuine repentance. Your secret of the mastery of self is
bound upwith your faith in the indwelling spirit, which everworks
by love. Even this saving faith you have not of yourselves; it also is
the gi of God. And if you are the children of this living faith, you
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are no longer the bondslaves of self but rather the triumphantmas-
ters of yourselves, the liberated sons of God.

8 “If, then,my children, you are bornof the spirit, you are forever
delivered from the self-conscious bondage of a life of self-denial
and watchcare over the desires of the esh, and you are translated
into the joyous kingdom of the spirit, whence you spontaneously
show forth the fruits of the spirit in your daily lives; and the fruits
of the spirit are the essence of the highest type of enjoyable and en-
nobling self-control, even the heights of terrestrial mortal attain-
ment — true self-mastery.”

3. DIVERSION AND RELAXATION
1 About this time a state of great nervous and emotional tension

developed among the apostles and their immediate disciple asso-
ciates. ey had hardly become accustomed to living and working
together. ey were experiencing increasing difficulties in main-
taining harmonious relations with John’s disciples. e contact
with the gentiles and the Samaritans was a great trial to these Jews.
And besides all this, the recent utterances of Jesus had augmented
their disturbed state of mind. Andrew was almost beside himself;
he did not know what next to do, and so he went to the Master
with his problems and perplexities. When Jesus had listened to the
apostolic chief relate his troubles, he said: “Andrew, you cannot
talk men out of their perplexities when they reach such a stage of
involvement, and when so many persons with strong feelings are
concerned. I cannot do what you ask of me — I will not partic-
ipate in these personal social difficulties — but I will join you in
the enjoyment of a three-day period of rest and relaxation. Go to
your brethren and announce that all of you are to go with me up
on Mount Sartaba, where I desire to rest for a day or two.

2 “Now you should go to each of your 11 brethren and talk with
himprivately, saying: ‘ eMaster desires thatwe go apartwithhim
for a season to rest and relax. Sincewe all have recently experienced
much vexation of spirit and stress of mind, I suggest that no men-
tion be made of our trials and troubles while on this holiday. Can
I depend upon you to co-operate with me in this matter?’ In this
way privately and personally approach each of your brethren.” And
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Andrew did as the Master had instructed him.
3 ¶ is was a marvellous occasion in the experience of each of

them; they never forgot the day going up the mountain. rough-
out the entire trip hardly a word was said about their troubles.
Upon reaching the top of the mountain, Jesus seated them about
him while he said: “My brethren, you must all learn the value of
rest and the efficacy of relaxation. You must realize that the best
method of solving some entangled problems is to forsake them for
a time. en when you go back fresh from your rest or worship,
you are able to attack your troubles with a clearer head and a stead-
ier hand, not to mention a more resolute heart. Again, many times
your problem is found to have shrunk in size and proportionswhile
you have been resting your mind and body.”

4 e next day Jesus assigned to each of the 12 a topic for discus-
sion. e whole day was devoted to reminiscences and to talking
overmatters not related to their religiouswork. eyweremomen-
tarily shockedwhen Jesus even neglected to give thanks—verbally
—when he broke bread for their noontide lunch. is was the rst
time they had ever observed him to neglect such formalities.

5 When they went up the mountain, Andrew’s head was full
of problems. John was inordinately perplexed in his heart. James
was grievously troubled in his soul. Matthew was hard pressed for
funds inasmuch as they had been sojourning among the gentiles.
Peter was overwrought and had recently been more temperamen-
tal than usual. Judas was suffering from a periodic attack of sensi-
tiveness and sel shness. Simonwas unusually upset in his efforts to
reconcile his patriotism with the love of the brotherhood of man.
Philip was more and more nonplussed by the way things were go-
ing. Nathaniel had been less humorous since they had come in con-
tact with the gentile populations, and omas was in the midst of
a severe season of depression. Only the twins were normal and un-
perturbed. All of them were exceedingly perplexed about how to
get along peaceably with John’s disciples.

6 e third day when they started down the mountain and back
to their camp, a great change had come over them. ey had made
the important discovery that many human perplexities are in real-
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ity nonexistent, that many pressing troubles are the creations of ex-
aggerated fear and the offspring of augmented apprehension. ey
had learned that all such perplexities are best handled by being for-
saken; by going off they had le such problems to solve themselves.

7 eir return from this holiday marked the beginning of a pe-
riod of greatly improved relationswith the followers of John. Many
of the 12 really gave way to mirth when they noted the changed
state of everybody’s mind and observed the freedom from nervous
irritability which had come to them as a result of their three days’
vacation from the routine duties of life. ere is always danger that
monotony of human contact will greatly multiply perplexities and
magnify difficulties.

8 ¶ Notmany of the gentiles in the twoGreek cities of Archelais
and Phasaelis believed in the gospel, but the 12 apostles gained a
valuable experience in this their rst extensive work with exclu-
sively gentile populations. On a Monday morning, about the mid-
dle of themonth, Jesus said toAndrew: “We go into Samaria.”And
they set out at once for the city of Sychar, near Jacob’s well.

4. THE JEWS AND THE SAMARITANS
1 For more than 600 years the Jews of Judea, and later on those

of Galilee also, had been at enmity with the Samaritans. is
ill feeling between the Jews and the Samaritans came about in
this way: About 700 B.C., Sargon, king of Assyria, in subduing
a revolt in central Palestine, carried away and into captivity over
25,000 Jews of the northern kingdomof Israel and installed in their
place an almost equal number of the descendants of the Cuthites,
Sepharvites, and the Hamathites. Later on, Ashurbanipal sent still
other colonies to dwell in Samaria.

2 e religious enmity between the Jews and the Samaritans
dated from the return of the former from the Babylonian captivity,
when the Samaritans worked to prevent the rebuilding of Jerusa-
lem. Later they offended the Jews by extending friendly assistance
to the armies of Alexander. In return for their friendship Alexan-
der gave the Samaritans permission to build a temple on Mount
Gerizim, where they worshipped Yahweh and their tribal gods and
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offered sacri ces much a er the order of the temple services at Je-
rusalem. At least they continued this worship up to the time of the
Maccabees, when JohnHyrcanus destroyed their temple onMount
Gerizim. e Apostle Philip, in his labours for the Samaritans af-
ter the death of Jesus, held many meetings on the site of this old
Samaritan temple.

3 e antagonisms between the Jews and the Samaritans were
time-honoured and historic; increasingly since the days of Alexan-
der they had had no dealings with each other. e 12 apostles were
not averse to preaching in the Greek and other gentile cities of the
Decapolis and Syria, but it was a severe test of their loyalty to the
Master when he said, “Let us go into Samaria.” But in the year and
more they had been with Jesus, they had developed a form of per-
sonal loyalty which transcended even their faith in his teachings
and their prejudices against the Samaritans.

5. THE WOMAN OF SYCHAR
1 When the Master and the 12 arrived at Jacob’s well, Jesus, be-

ing weary from the journey, tarried by the well while Philip took
the apostles with him to assist in bringing food and tents from Sy-
char, for theywere disposed to stay in this vicinity for awhile. Peter
and the Zebedee sons would have remained with Jesus, but he re-
quested that they go with their brethren, saying: “Have no fear for
me; these Samaritans will be friendly; only our brethren, the Jews,
seek to harmus.”And itwas almost 18:00 on this summer’s evening
when Jesus sat down by the well to await the return of the apostles.

2 e water of Jacob’s well was less mineral than that from the
wells of Sychar and was therefore much valued for drinking pur-
poses. Jesus was thirsty, but there was no way of getting water from
the well. When, therefore, a woman of Sychar came up with her
water pitcher and prepared to draw from the well, Jesus said to her,
“Giveme a drink.” is woman of Samaria knew Jesus was a Jew by
his appearance and dress, and she surmised that he was a Galilean
Jew from his accent. Her name was Nalda and she was a comely
creature. She was much surprised to have a Jewish man thus speak
to her at the well and ask for water, for it was not deemed proper in
those days for a self-respecting man to speak to a woman in public,
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much less for a Jew to converse with a Samaritan. erefore Nalda
asked Jesus, “How is it that you, being a Jew, ask for a drink of me,
a Samaritanwoman?” Jesus answered: “I have indeed asked you for
a drink, but if you could only understand, you would ask me for a
draught of the living water.” en said Nalda: “But, Sir, you have
nothing to drawwith, and the well is deep; whence, then, have you
this living water? Are you greater than our father Jacob who gave
us this well, and who drank thereof himself and his sons and his
cattle also?”

3 Jesus replied: “Everyone who drinks of this water will thirst
again, but whosoever drinks of the water of the living spirit shall
never thirst. And this living water shall become in him a well of re-
freshment springing up even to eternal life.”Nalda then said: “Give
me this water that I thirst not, neither come all the way hither to
draw. Besides, anything which a Samaritan woman could receive
from such a commendable Jew would be a pleasure.”

4 Nalda did not know how to take Jesus’ willingness to talk with
her. She beheld in the Master’s face the countenance of an upright
and holy man, but she mistook friendliness for commonplace fa-
miliarity, and she misinterpreted his gure of speech as a form of
making advances to her. And being a woman of laxmorals, she was
minded openly to become irtatious, when Jesus, looking straight
into her eyes, with a commanding voice said, “Woman, go get your
husband and bring him hither.” is command brought Nalda to
her senses. She saw that she had misjudged the Master’s kindness;
she perceived that she hadmisconstrued hismanner of speech. She
was frightened; she began to realize that she stood in the presence
of an unusual person, and groping about in her mind for a suitable
reply, in great confusion, she said, “But, Sir, I cannot call my hus-
band, for I havenohusband.” en said Jesus: “Youhave spoken the
truth, for, while you may have once had a husband, he with whom
you are now living is not your husband. Better it would be if you
would cease to tri e with my words and seek for the living water
which I have this day offered you.”

5 By this time Nalda was sobered, and her better self was awak-
ened. She was not an immoral woman wholly by choice. She had
been ruthlessly and unjustly cast aside by her husband and in dire
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straits had consented to live with a certain Greek as his wife, but
without marriage. Nalda now felt greatly ashamed that she had so
unthinkingly spoken to Jesus, and she most penitently addressed
the Master, saying: “My Lord, I repent of my manner of speaking
to you, for I perceive that you are a holy man or maybe a prophet.”
And she was just about to seek direct and personal help from the
Master when she did what so many have done before and since —
dodged the issue of personal salvation by turning to the discussion
of theology and philosophy. She quickly turned the conversation
from her own needs to a theological controversy. Pointing over
to Mount Gerizim, she continued: “Our fathers worshipped on
this mountain, and yet you would say that in Jerusalem is the place
wheremenought toworship; which, then, is the right place towor-
ship God?”

6 Jesus perceived the attempt of the woman’s soul to avoid direct
and searching contactwith itsMaker, but he also saw that therewas
present in her soul a desire to know the better way of life. A er all,
there was in Nalda’s heart a true thirst for the living water; there-
fore he dealt patiently with her, saying: “Woman, let me say to you
that the day is soon coming when neither on this mountain nor
in Jerusalem will you worship the Father. But now you worship
that which you know not, a mixture of the religion of many pagan
gods and gentile philosophies. e Jews at least know whom they
worship; they have removed all confusion by concentrating their
worship upon one God, Yahweh. But you should believe me when
I say that the hour will soon come — even now is — when all sin-
cere worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and in truth, for
it is just such worshippers the Father seeks. God is spirit, and they
who worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth. Your
salvation comes not from knowing how others should worship or
where but by receiving into your own heart this living water which
I am offering you even now.”

7 ButNalda wouldmake onemore effort to avoid the discussion
of the embarrassing question of her personal life on earth and the
status of her soul beforeGod. Oncemore she resorted to questions
of general religion, saying: “Yes, I know, Sir, that Johnhas preached
about the coming of theConverter, hewhowill be called theDeliv-
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erer, and that, when he shall come, he will declare to us all things”
— and Jesus, interrupting Nalda, said with startling assurance, “I
who speak to you am he.”

8 is was the rst direct, positive, and undisguised pronounce-
ment of his divine nature and sonship which Jesus had made on
earth; and it was made to a woman, a Samaritan woman, and a wo-
man of questionable character in the eyes of men up to this mo-
ment, but a woman whom the divine eye beheld as having been
sinned against more than as sinning of her own desire and as now
being a human soul who desired salvation, desired it sincerely and
wholeheartedly, and that was enough.

9 As Nalda was about to voice her real and personal longing for
better things and a more noble way of living, just as she was ready
to speak the real desire of her heart, the 12 apostles returned from
Sychar, and coming upon this scene of Jesus’ talking so intimately
with this woman — this Samaritan woman, and alone — they
were more than astonished. ey quickly deposited their supplies
and drew aside, no man daring to reprove him, while Jesus said to
Nalda: “Woman, go your way; God has forgiven you. Henceforth
you will live a new life. You have received the living water, and a
new joy will spring up within your soul, and you shall become a
daughter of the Most High.” And the woman, perceiving the dis-
approval of the apostles, le her waterpot and ed to the city.

10 As she entered the city, she proclaimed to everyone she met:
“Go out to Jacob’s well and go quickly, for there you will see a man
who told me all I ever did. Can this be the Converter?” And ere
the sun went down, a great crowd had assembled at Jacob’s well to
hear Jesus. And theMaster talked to themmore about the water of
life, the gi of the indwelling spirit.

11 e apostles never ceased to be shocked by Jesus’ willingness to
talk with women, women of questionable character, even immoral
women. It was very difficult for Jesus to teach his apostles that wo-
men, even so-called immoral women, have souls which can choose
God as their Father, thereby becoming daughters of God and can-
didates for life everlasting. Even 19 centuries later many show the
sameunwillingness to grasp theMaster’s teachings. Even theChris-
tian religion has been persistently built up around the fact of the
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death of Christ instead of around the truth of his life. e world
should be more concerned with his happy and God-revealing life
than with his tragic and sorrowful death.

12 Nalda told this entire story to the Apostle John the next day,
but he never revealed it fully to the other apostles, and Jesus did
not speak of it in detail to the 12*.

13 Nalda told John that Jesus had told her “all I ever did.” John
many times wanted to ask Jesus about this visit with Nalda, but he
never did. Jesus told her only one thing about herself, but his look
into her eyes and themanner of his dealingwith her had so brought
all of her checkered life in panoramic review before her mind in a
moment of time that she associated all of this self-revelation of her
past life with the look and the word of the Master. Jesus never told
her she had had ve husbands. She had lived with four different
men since her husband cast her aside, and this, with all her past,
came up so vividly in her mind at the moment when she realized
Jesus was aman ofGod that she subsequently repeated to John that
Jesus had really told her all about herself.

6. THE SAMARITAN REVIVAL
1 On the evening that Nalda drew the crowd out from Sychar to

see Jesus, the 12 had just returned with food, and they besought Je-
sus to eat with them instead of talking to the people, for they had
been without food all day and were hungry. But Jesus knew that
darkness would soon be upon them; so he persisted in his determi-
nation to talk to the people before he sent them away. When An-
drew sought to persuade him to eat a bite before speaking to the
crowd, Jesus said, “I have meat to eat that you do not know about.”
When the apostles heard this, they said among themselves: “Has
anyman brought him aught to eat? Can it be that the woman gave
him food as well as drink?” When Jesus heard them talking among
themselves, before he spoke to the people, he turned aside and said
to the 12: “My meat is to do the will of Him who sent me and
to accomplish His work. You should no longer say it is such and
such a time until the harvest. Behold these people coming out from
a Samaritan city to hear us; I tell you the elds are already white
5.12. is explains why the story in John 4:6–42 has no parallels in the Synoptics.
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for the harvest. He who reaps receives wages and gathers this fruit
to eternal life; consequently the sowers and the reapers rejoice to-
gether. For herein is the saying true: ‘One sows and another reaps.’
I am now sending you to reap that whereon you have not laboured;
others have laboured, and you are about to enter into their labour.”

is he said in reference to the preaching of John the Baptist.
2 Jesus and the apostles went into Sychar and preached two days

before they established their camp on Mount Gerizim. And many
of the dwellers in Sychar believed the gospel and made request for
baptism, but the apostles of Jesus did not yet baptize.

3 ¶ e rst night of the camp on Mount Gerizim the apostles
expected that Jesus would rebuke them for their attitude toward
the woman at Jacob’s well, but he made no reference to the matter.
Instead he gave them that memorable talk on “ e realities which
are central in the kingdom of God.” In any religion it is very easy
to allow values to become disproportionate and to permit facts to
occupy the place of truth in one’s theology. e fact of the cross
became the very centre of subsequentChristianity; but it is not the
central truth of the religionwhichmay be derived from the life and
teachings of Jesus of Nazareth.

4 e theme of Jesus’ teaching on Mount Gerizim was: at he
wants all men to see God as a Father-friend just as he ( Jesus) is a
brother-friend. And again and again he impressed upon them that
love is the greatest relationship in the world — in the universe —
just as truth is the greatest pronouncement of the observation of
these divine relationships.

5 Jesus declared himself so fully to the Samaritans because he
could safely do so, and because he knew that he would not again
visit the heart of Samaria to preach the gospel of the kingdom.

6 Jesus and the 12 camped on Mount Gerizim until the end of
August. ey preached the good news of the kingdom — the fa-
therhood ofGod—to the Samaritans in the cities by day and spent
the nights at the camp. e work which Jesus and the 12 did in
these Samaritan cities yielded many souls for the kingdom and did
much to prepare the way for themarvellous work of Philip in these
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regions a er Jesus’ death and resurrection, subsequent to the dis-
persion of the apostles to the ends of the earth by the bitter perse-
cution of believers at Jerusalem.

7. TEACHINGS ABOUT PRAYER AND WORSHIP
1 At the evening conferences on Mount Gerizim, Jesus taught

many great truths, and in particular he laid emphasis on the fol-
lowing:

2 ¶ True religion is the act of an individual soul in its self-con-
scious relations with the Creator; organized religion is man’s at-
tempt to socialize the worship of individual religionists.

3 ¶ Worship— contemplation of the spiritual—must alternate
with service, contact with material reality. Work should alternate
with play; religion should be balanced by humour. Profound phi-
losophy should be relieved by rhythmic poetry. e strain of living
— the time tension of personality — should be relaxed by the rest-
fulness of worship. e feelings of insecurity arising from the fear
of personality isolation in the universe should be antidoted by the
faith contemplation of the Father and by the attempted realization
of the Supreme.

4 ¶ Prayer is designed to make man less thinking but more real-
izing; it is not designed to increase knowledge but rather to expand
insight.

5 ¶ Worship is intended to anticipate the better life ahead and
then to re ect these new spiritual signi cances back onto the life
which now is. Prayer is spiritually sustaining, but worship is di-
vinely creative.

6 ¶ Worship is the technique of looking to theOne for the inspi-
ration of service to the many. Worship is the yardstick which mea-
sures the extent of the soul’s detachment from thematerial universe
and its simultaneous and secure attachment to the spiritual realities
of all creation.

7 ¶ Prayer is self-reminding— sublime thinking; worship is self-
forgetting — superthinking. Worship is effortless attention, true
and ideal soul rest, a form of restful spiritual exertion.

8 ¶ Worship is the act of a part identifying itself with theWhole;
the nite with the In nite; the son with the Father; time in the
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act of striking step with eternity. Worship is the act of the son’s
personal communion with the divine Father, the assumption of re-
freshing, creative, fraternal, and romantic attitudes by the human
soul-spirit.

9 ¶ Although the apostles grasped only a few of his teachings at
the camp, other worlds did, and other generations on earth will.



PAPER №144
AT GILBOA AND IN THE DECAPOLIS

Midwayer Commission

SEPTEMBER and October were spent in retirement at a se-
cluded camp upon the slopes of Mount Gilboa. e month
of September Jesus spent here alone with his apostles, teach-

ing and instructing them in the truths of the kingdom.
2 ere were a number of reasons why Jesus and his apostles

were in retirement at this time on the borders of Samaria and the
Decapolis. e Jerusalem religious rulers were very antagonistic;
Herod Antipas still held John in prison, fearing either to release or
execute him, while he continued to entertain suspicions that John
and Jesus were in some way associated. ese conditions made
it unwise to plan for aggressive work in either Judea or Galilee.

ere was a third reason: the slowly augmenting tension between
the leaders of John’s disciples and the apostles of Jesus, which grew
worse with the increasing number of believers.

3 Jesus knew that the days of the preliminary work of teaching
and preachingwere about over, that the nextmove involved the be-
ginning of the full and nal effort of his life on earth, and he did
not wish the launching of this undertaking to be in any manner ei-
ther trying or embarrassing to John the Baptist. Jesus had therefore
decided to spend some time in retirement rehearsing his apostles
and then to do some quiet work in the cities of the Decapolis until
John should be either executed or released to join them in a united
effort.

1. THE GILBOA ENCAMPMENT
1 As time passed, the 12 became more devoted to Jesus and in-

creasingly committed to the work of the kingdom. eir devotion
was in large part a matter of personal loyalty. ey did not grasp
hismany-sided teaching; they did not fully comprehend the nature
of Jesus or the signi cance of his bestowal on earth.

2 Jesus made it plain to his apostles that they were in retirement
for three reasons:
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3 1. To con rm their understanding of, and faith in, the gospel
of the kingdom.

4 2. To allow opposition to their work in both Judea and
Galilee to quiet down.

5 3. To await the fate of John the Baptist.
6 ¶ While tarrying on Gilboa, Jesus told the 12 much about his

early life and his experiences on Mount Hermon; he also revealed
something of what happened in the hills during the 40 days imme-
diately a er his baptism. And he directly charged them that they
should tell no man about these experiences until a er he had re-
turned to the Father.

7 During these September weeks they rested, visited, recounted
their experiences since Jesus rst called them to service, and en-
gaged in an earnest effort to co-ordinate what theMaster had so far
taught them. In a measure they all sensed that this would be their
last opportunity for prolonged rest. ey realized that their next
public effort in either Judea orGalileewouldmark the beginning of
the nal proclamation of the coming kingdom, but they had little
or no settled idea as to what the kingdom would be when it came.
John and Andrew thought the kingdom had already come; Peter
and James believed that it was yet to come; Nathaniel and omas
frankly confessed they were puzzled; Matthew, Philip, and Simon
Zelotes were uncertain and confused; the twins were blissfully ig-
norant of the controversy; and Judas Iscariot was silent, noncom-
mittal.

8 ¶ Much of this time Jesus was alone on the mountain near the
camp. Occasionally he took with him Peter, James, or John, but
more o en he went off to pray or commune alone. Subsequent to
the baptism of Jesus and the 40 days in the Perean hills, it is hardly
proper to speak of these seasons of communion with his Father as
prayer, nor is it consistent to speak of Jesus as worshipping, but it
is altogether correct to allude to these seasons as personal commu-
nion with his Father.

9 e central theme of the discussions throughout the entire
month of September was prayer and worship. A er they had dis-
cussedworship for somedays, Jesus nally delivered hismemorable
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discourse on prayer in answer to omas’s request: “Master, teach
us how to pray.”

10 John had taught his disciples a prayer, a prayer for salvation in
the coming kingdom. Although Jesus never forbade his followers
to use John’s form of prayer, the apostles very early perceived that
their Master did not fully approve of the practice of uttering set
and formal prayers. Nevertheless, believers constantly requested
to be taught how to pray. e 12 longed to know what form of
petition Jesus would approve. And it was chie y because of this
need for some simple petition for the common people that Jesus at
this time consented, in answer to omas’s request, to teach them
a suggestive form of prayer. Jesus gave this lesson one a ernoon in
the third week of their sojourn on Mount Gilboa.

2. THE DISCOURSE ON PRAYER
1 “John indeed taught you a simple form of prayer: ‘O Father,

cleanse us from sin, show us your glory, reveal your love, and let
your spirit sanctify our hearts forevermore, Amen!’ He taught this
prayer that you might have something to teach the multitude. He
did not intend that you should use such a set and formal petition
as the expression of your own souls in prayer.

2 “Prayer is entirely a personal and spontaneous expression of
the attitude of the soul toward the spirit; prayer should be the com-
munion of sonship and the expression of fellowship. Prayer, when
indited by the spirit, leads to co-operative spiritual progress. e
ideal prayer is a form of spiritual communion which leads to in-
telligent worship. True praying is the sincere attitude of reaching
heavenward for the attainment of your ideals.

3 “Prayer is the breath of the soul and should lead you to be per-
sistent in your attempt to ascertain the Father’s will. If any one
of you has a neighbour, and you go to him at midnight and say:
‘Friend, lend me three loaves, for a friend of mine on a journey has
come to see me, and I have nothing to set before him’; and if your
neighbour answers, ‘Trouble me not, for the door is now shut and
the children and I are in bed; therefore I cannot rise and give you
bread,’ you will persist, explaining that your friend hungers, and
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that you have no food to offer him. I say to you, though your neigh-
bour will not rise and give you bread because he is your friend, yet
because of your importunity he will get up and give you as many
loaves as you need. If, then, persistence will win favours even from
mortal man, howmuchmore will your persistence in the spirit win
the bread of life for you from the willing hands of the Father in
heaven. Again I say to you: Ask and it shall be given you; seek and
you shall nd; knock and it shall be opened to you. For every one
who asks receives; he who seeks nds; and to him who knocks the
door of salvation will be opened.

4 “Which of you who is a father, if his son asks unwisely, would
hesitate to give in accordance with parental wisdom rather than in
the terms of the son’s faulty petition? If the child needs a loaf, will
you give him a stone just because he unwisely asks for it? If your
son needs a sh, will you give him a watersnake just because it may
chance to come up in the net with the sh and the child foolishly
asks for the serpent? If you, then, being mortal and nite, know
how to answer prayer and give good and appropriate gi s to your
children, howmuchmore shall your heavenly Father give the spirit
and many additional blessings to those who ask him? Men ought
always to pray and not become discouraged.

5 “Let me tell you the story of a certain judge who lived in a
wicked city. is judge feared not God nor had respect for man.
Now there was a needy widow in that city who came repeatedly to
this unjust judge, saying, ‘Protect me from my adversary.’ For some
time he would not give ear to her, but presently he said to himself:
‘ ough I fear not God nor have regard for man, yet because this
widow ceases not to trouble me, I will vindicate her lest she wear
me out by her continual coming.’ ese stories I tell you to encour-
age you to persist in praying and not to intimate that your petitions
will change the just and righteous Father above. Your persistence,
however, is not to win favour with God but to change your earth
attitude and to enlarge your soul’s capacity for spirit receptivity.

6 “But when you pray, you exercise so little faith. Genuine faith
will remove mountains of material difficulty which may chance to
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lie in the path of soul expansion and spiritual progress.”

3. THE BELIEVER’S PRAYER
1 But the apostleswere not yet satis ed; they desired Jesus to give

them amodel prayer which they could teach the new disciples. Af-
ter listening to this discourse on prayer, James Zebedee said: “Very
good, Master, but we do not desire a form of prayer for ourselves
so much as for the newer believers who so frequently beseech us,
‘Teach us how acceptably to pray to the Father in heaven.’”

2 When James had nished speaking, Jesus said: “If, then, you
still desire such a prayer, I would present the one which I taught
my brothers and sisters in Nazareth”:

ahb

3 Our Father who is in heaven,
4  Hallowed be your name.
5  Your kingdom come; your will be done
6  On earth as it is in heaven.
7  Give us this day our bread for tomorrow;
8  Refresh our souls with the water of life.
9  And forgive us every one our debts
10  As we also have forgiven our debtors.
11  Save us in temptation, deliver us from evil,
12  And increasingly make us perfect like yourself.

ahb

13 ¶ It is not strange that the apostles desired Jesus to teach them
a model prayer for believers. John the Baptist had taught his fol-
lowers several prayers; all great teachers had formulated prayers for
their pupils. e religious teachers of the Jews had some 25 or 30
set prayers which they recited in the synagogues and even on the
street corners. Jesuswas particularly averse to praying in public. Up
to this time the 12 had heard him pray only a few times. ey ob-
served him spending entire nights at prayer or worship, and they
were very curious to know the manner or form of his petitions.
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ey were really hard pressed to know what to answer the multi-
tudes when they asked to be taught how to pray as John had taught
his disciples.

14 Jesus taught the 12 always to pray in secret; to go off by them-
selves amidst the quiet surroundings of nature or to go in their
rooms and shut the doors when they engaged in prayer.

15 A er Jesus’ death and ascension to the Father it became the
practice of many believers to nish this so-called Lord’s prayer by
the addition of — “In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ.” Still
later on, two lines were lost in copying, and there was added to this
prayer an extra clause, reading: “For yours is the kingdom and the
power and the glory, forevermore.”

16 Jesus gave the apostles the prayer in collective form as they had
prayed it in theNazareth home. He never taught a formal personal
prayer, only group, family, or social petitions. And he never volun-
teered to do that.

17 Jesus taught that effective prayer must be:
18 1. Unsel sh — not alone for oneself.
19 2. Believing — according to faith.
20 3. Sincere — honest of heart.
21 4. Intelligent — according to light.
22 5. Trustful — in submission to the Father’s all-wise will.
23 ¶ When Jesus spent whole nights on the mountain in prayer,

it was mainly for his disciples, particularly for the 12. e Master
prayed very little for himself, although he engaged in much wor-
ship of the nature of understanding communion with his Paradise
Father.

4. MORE ABOUT PRAYER
1 For days a er the discourse on prayer the apostles continued

to ask the Master questions regarding this all-important and wor-
shipful practice. Jesus’ instruction to the apostles during these days,
regarding prayer and worship, may be summarized and restated in
modern phraseology as follows:
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2 ¶ e earnest and longing repetition of any petition, when
such a prayer is the sincere expression of a child of God and is ut-
tered in faith, no matter how ill-advised or impossible of direct an-
swer, never fails to expand the soul’s capacity for spiritual receptiv-
ity.

3 In all praying, remember that sonship is a gi . No child has
aught to do with earning the status of son or daughter. e earth
child comes into being by the will of its parents. Even so, the child
of God comes into grace and the new life of the spirit by the will
of the Father in heaven. erefore must the kingdom of heaven
— divine sonship — be received as by a little child. You earn righ-
teousness— progressive character development—but you receive
sonship by grace and through faith.

4 Prayer led Jesus up to the supercommunion of his soul with
the Supreme Rulers of the universe of universes. Prayer will lead
the mortals of earth up to the communion of true worship. e
soul’s spiritual capacity for receptivity determines the quantity of
heavenly blessings which can be personally appropriated and con-
sciously realized as an answer to prayer.

5 Prayer and its associated worship is a technique of detachment
from the daily routine of life, from themonotonous grind of mate-
rial existence. It is an avenue of approach to spiritualized self-real-
ization and individuality of intellectual and religious attainment.

6 Prayer is an antidote for harmful introspection. At least, prayer
as the Master taught it is such a bene cent ministry to the soul.
Jesus consistently employed the bene cial in uence of praying for
one’s fellows. e Master usually prayed in the plural, not in the
singular. Only in the great crises of his earth life did Jesus ever pray
for himself.

7 Prayer is the breath of the spirit life in themidst of thematerial
civilization of the races of mankind. Worship is salvation for the
pleasure-seeking generations of mortals.

8 As prayer may be likened to recharging the spiritual batteries
of the soul, so worship may be compared to the act of tuning in
the soul to catch the universe broadcasts of the in nite spirit of the
Universal Father.
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9 Prayer is the sincere and longing look of the child to its spirit
Father; it is a psychologic process of exchanging the humanwill for
the divine will. Prayer is a part of the divine plan for making over
that which is into that which ought to be.

10 ¶ One of the reasons why Peter, James, and John, who so of-
ten accompanied Jesus on his long night vigils, never heard Jesus
pray, was because their Master so rarely uttered his prayers as spo-
ken words. Practically all of Jesus’ praying was done in the spirit
and in the heart — silently.

11 Of all the apostles, Peter and James came the nearest to com-
prehending the Master’s teaching about prayer and worship.

5. OTHER FORMS OF PRAYER
1 From time to time, during the remainder of Jesus’ sojourn on

earth, he brought to the notice of the apostles several additional
forms of prayer, but he did this only in illustration of othermatters,
and he enjoined that these “parable prayers” should not be taught
to the multitudes. Many of them were from other inhabited plan-
ets, but this fact Jesus did not reveal to the 12. Among these prayers
were the following:

ahb

2 Our Father in whom consist the universe realms,
3 Upli ed be your name and all-glorious your character.
4 Your presence encompasses us, and your glory is manifested
5 Imperfectly through us as it is in perfection shown on high.
6 Give us this day the vivifying forces of light,
7 And let us not stray into the evil bypaths of our imagination,
8 For yours is the glorious indwelling, the everlasting power,
9 And to us, the eternal gi of the in nite love of your Son.
10 Even so, and everlastingly true.

* * * * *
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11 ¶ Our creative Parent, who is in the centre of the universe,
12 Bestow upon us your nature and give to us your character.
13 Make us sons and daughters of yours by grace
14 And glorify your name through our eternal achievement.
15 Your adjusting and controlling spirit give to live and dwell

within us
16 at we may do your will on this sphere as angels do your

bidding in light.
17 Sustain us this day in our progress along the path of truth.
18 Deliver us from inertia, evil, and all sinful transgression.
19 Be patient with us as we show loving-kindness to our fellows.
20 Shed abroad the spirit of your mercy in our creature hearts.
21 Lead us by your own hand, step by step, through the uncertain

maze of life,
22 Andwhen our end shall come, receive into your own bosom

our faithful spirits.
23 Even so, not our desires but your will be done.

* * * * *

24 Our perfect and righteous heavenly Father,
25 is day guide and direct our journey.
26 Sanctify our steps and co-ordinate our thoughts.
27 Ever lead us in the ways of eternal progress.
28 Fill us with wisdom to the fullness of power
29 And vitalize us with your in nite energy.
30 Inspire us with the divine consciousness of
31 e presence and guidance of the seraphic hosts.
32 Guide us ever upward in the pathway of light;
33 Justify us fully in the day of the great judgment.
34 Make us like yourself in eternal glory
35 And receive us into your endless service on high.

* * * * *
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36 Our Father who is in the mystery,
37 Reveal to us your holy character.
38 Give your children on earth this day
39 To see the way, the light, and the truth.
40 Show us the pathway of eternal progress
41 And give us the will to walk therein.
42 Establish within us your divine kingship
43 And thereby bestow upon us the full mastery of self.
44 Let us not stray into paths of darkness and death;
45 Lead us everlastingly beside the waters of life.
46 Hear these our prayers for your own sake;
47 Be pleased to make us more and more like yourself.
48 At the end, for the sake of the divine Son,
49 Receive us into the eternal arms.
50 Even so, not our will but yours be done.

* * * * *
51 Glorious Father and Mother, in one parent combined,
52 Loyal would we be to your divine nature.
53 Your own self to live again in and through us
54 By the gi and bestowal of your divine spirit,
55 us reproducing you imperfectly in this sphere
56 As you are perfectly and majestically shown on high.
57 Give us day by day your sweet ministry of brotherhood
58 And lead us moment by moment in the pathway of loving

service.
59 Be you ever and unfailingly patient with us
60 Even as we show forth your patience to our children.
61 Give us the divine wisdom that does all things well
62 And the in nite love that is gracious to every creature.
63 Bestow upon us your patience and loving-kindness
64 at our charity may enfold the weak of the realm.
65 And when our career is nished, make it an honour to your

name,
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66 A pleasure to your good spirit, and a satisfaction to our soul
helpers.

67 Not as we wish, our loving Father, but as you desire the eternal
good of your mortal children,

68 Even so may it be.

* * * * *

69 Our all-faithful Source and all-powerful Centre,
70 Reverent and holy be the name of your all-gracious Son.
71 Your bounties and your blessings have descended upon us,
72 us empowering us to perform your will and execute your

bidding.
73 Give us moment by moment the sustenance of the tree of life;
74 Refresh us day by day with the living waters of the river

thereof.
75 Step by step lead us out of darkness and into the divine light.
76 Renew our minds by the transformations of the indwelling

spirit,
77 And when the mortal end shall nally come upon us,
78 Receive us to yourself and send us forth in eternity.
79 Crown us with celestial diadems of fruitful service,
80 And we shall glorify the Father, the Son, and the Holy In-
uence.
81 Even so, throughout a universe without end.

* * * * *

82 Our Father who dwells in the secret places of the universe,
83 Honoured be your name, reverenced your mercy, and re-

spected your judgment.
84 Let the sun of righteousness shine upon us at noontime,
85 While we beseech you to guide our wayward steps in the

twilight.
86 Lead us by the hand in the ways of your own choosing
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87 And forsake us not when the path is hard and the hours are
dark.

88 Forget us not as we so o en neglect and forget you.
89 But be you merciful and love us as we desire to love you.
90 Look down upon us in kindness and forgive us in mercy
91 As we in justice forgive those who distress and injure us.
92 May the love, devotion, and bestowal of the majestic Son
93 Make available life everlasting with your endless mercy and

love.
94 May the God of universes bestow upon us the full measure of

his spirit;
95 Give us grace to yield to the leading of this spirit.
96 By the loving ministry of devoted seraphic hosts
97 May the Son guide and lead us to the end of the age.
98 Make us ever and increasingly like yourself
99 And at our end receive us into the eternal Paradise embrace.
100 Even so, in the name of the bestowal Son
101 And for the honour and glory of the Supreme Father.

ahb

102 ough the apostles were not at liberty to present these prayer
lessons in their public teachings, they pro ted much from all of
these revelations in their personal religious experiences. Jesus uti-
lized these and other prayer models as illustrations in connection
with the intimate instruction of the 12, and speci c permission
has been granted for transcribing these seven specimen prayers into
this record.

6. CONFERENCE WITH JOHN’S APOSTLES
1 Around the rst of October, Philip and some of his fellow

apostles were in a near-by village buying food when they met some
of the apostles of John the Baptist. As a result of this chance meet-
ing in the market place there came about a three weeks’ conference
at the Gilboa camp between the apostles of Jesus and the apostles
of John, for John had recently appointed 12 of his leaders to be
apostles, following the precedent of Jesus. John had done this in
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response to the urging of Abner, the chief of his loyal supporters.
Jesus was present at the Gilboa camp throughout the rst week of
this joint conference but absented himself the last two weeks.

2 By the beginning of the secondweek of thismonth, Abner had
assembled all of his associates at theGilboa camp andwas prepared
to go into council with the apostles of Jesus. For three weeks these
24menwere in session three times a day and for six days eachweek.

e rst week Jesus mingled with them between their forenoon,
a ernoon, and evening sessions. ey wanted the Master to meet
with them and preside over their joint deliberations, but he stead-
fastly refused to participate in their discussions, though he did con-
sent to speak to themon three occasions. ese talks by Jesus to the
24 were on sympathy, co-operation, and tolerance.

3 Andrew and Abner alternated in presiding over these joint
meetings of the two apostolic groups. ese men had many diffi-
culties to discuss andnumerous problems to solve. Again and again
would they take their troubles to Jesus, only to hear him say: “I am
concerned only with your personal and purely religious problems.
I am the representative of the Father to the individual, not to the
group. If you are in personal difficulty in your relations with God,
come to me, and I will hear you and counsel you in the solution of
your problem. But when you enter upon the co-ordination of di-
vergent human interpretations of religious questions and upon the
socialization of religion, you are destined to solve all such problems
by your own decisions. Albeit, I am ever sympathetic and always
interested, and when you arrive at your conclusions touching these
matters of nonspiritual import, provided you are all agreed, then I
pledge in advance my full approval and hearty co-operation. And
now, in order to leave you unhampered in your deliberations, I am
leaving you for two weeks. Be not anxious about me, for I will re-
turn to you. I will be about my Father’s business, for we have other
realms besides this one.”

4 A er thus speaking, Jesus went down the mountainside, and
they saw him no more for two full weeks. And they never knew
where he went or what he did during these days. It was some time
before the 24 could settle down to the serious considerationof their
problems, they were so disconcerted by the absence of the Master.
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However, within a week they were again in the heart of their dis-
cussions, and they could not go to Jesus for help.

5 ¶ e rst item the group agreed uponwas the adoption of the
prayerwhich Jesushad so recently taught them. Itwas unanimously
voted to accept this prayer as the one to be taught believers by both
groups of apostles.

6 ey next decided that, as long as John lived, whether in prison
or out, both groups of 12 apostleswould go onwith theirwork, and
that jointmeetings for oneweekwould be held every threemonths
at places to be agreed upon from time to time.

7 But the most serious of all their problems was the question of
baptism. eir difficulties were all the more aggravated because
Jesus had refused to make any pronouncement upon the subject.

ey nally agreed: As long as John lived, or until they might
jointly modify this decision, only the apostles of John would bap-
tize believers, and only the apostles of Jesus would nally instruct
the new disciples. Accordingly, from that time until a er the death
of John, two of the apostles of John accompanied Jesus and his
apostles to baptize believers, for the joint council had unanimously
voted that baptism was to become the initial step in the outward
alliance with the affairs of the kingdom.

8 It was next agreed, in case of the death of John, that the apos-
tles of John would present themselves to Jesus and become subject
to his direction, and that theywould baptize nomore unless autho-
rized by Jesus or his apostles.

9 And then was it voted that, in case of John’s death, the apos-
tles of Jesus would begin to baptize with water as the emblem of
the baptism of the divine Spirit. As to whether or not repentance
should be attached to the preaching of baptism was le optional;
no decision was made binding upon the group. John’s apostles
preached, “Repent and be baptized.” Jesus’ apostles proclaimed,
“Believe and be baptized.”

10 ¶ And this is the story of the rst attempt of Jesus’ followers to
co-ordinate divergent efforts, compose differences of opinion, or-
ganize group undertakings, legislate on outward observances, and
socialize personal religious practices.
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11 Many other minor matters were considered and their solu-
tions unanimously agreed upon. ese 24 men had a truly remark-
able experience these two weeks when they were compelled to face
problems and compose difficulties without Jesus. ey learned
to differ, to debate, to contend, to pray, and to compromise, and
throughout it all to remain sympathetic with the other person’s
viewpoint and tomaintain at least some degree of tolerance for his
honest opinions.

12 ¶ On the a ernoon of their nal discussion of nancial ques-
tions, Jesus returned, heard of their deliberations, listened to their
decisions, and said: “ ese, then, are your conclusions, and I shall
help you each to carry out the spirit of your united decisions.”

13 ¶ 2½ months from this time John was executed, and through-
out this period the apostles of John remainedwith Jesus and the 12.

ey all worked together and baptized believers during this season
of labour in the cities of the Decapolis. e Gilboa camp was bro-
ken up on November 2, A.D. 27.

7. IN THE DECAPOLIS CITIES
1 roughout the months of November and December, Jesus

and the 24 worked quietly in the Greek cities of the Decapolis,
chie y in Scythopolis, Gerasa, Abila, and Gadara. is was really
the end of that preliminary period of taking over John’s work and
organization. Always does the socialized religion of a new revela-
tion pay the price of compromise with the established forms and
usages of the preceding religion which it seeks to salvage. Baptism
was the price which the followers of Jesus paid in order to carry
with them, as a socialized religious group, the followers of John the
Baptist. John’s followers, in joining Jesus’ followers, gave up just
about everything except water baptism.

2 Jesus did little public teaching on this mission to the cities of
the Decapolis. He spent considerable time teaching the 24 and
had many special sessions with John’s 12 apostles. In time they be-
came more understanding as to why Jesus did not go to visit John
in prison, and why hemade no effort to secure his release. But they
never could understand why Jesus did no marvellous works, why
he refused to produce outward signs of his divine authority. Before
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coming to the Gilboa camp, they had believed in Jesus mostly be-
cause of John’s testimony, but soon they were beginning to believe
as a result of their own contact with the Master and his teachings.

3 For these two months the group worked most of the time in
pairs, one of Jesus’ apostles going out with one of John’s. e apos-
tle of John baptized, the apostle of Jesus instructed, while they both
preached the gospel of the kingdom as they understood it. And
they won many souls among these gentiles and apostate Jews.

4 Abner, the chief of John’s apostles, became a devout believer
in Jesus and was later on made the head of a group of 70 teachers
whom the Master commissioned to preach the gospel.

8. IN CAMP NEAR PELLA
1 e latter part ofDecember they all went over near the Jordan,

close by Pella, where they again began to teach and preach. Both
Jews and gentiles came to this camp to hear the gospel. It was while
Jesus was teaching themultitude one a ernoon that some of John’s
special friends brought the Master the last message which he ever
had from the Baptist.

2 John had now been in prison a year and a half, andmost of this
time Jesus had laboured very quietly; so it was not strange that John
should be led to wonder about the kingdom. John’s friends inter-
rupted Jesus’ teaching to say to him: “John the Baptist has sent us
to ask — are you truly the Deliverer, or shall we look for another?”

3 Jesus paused to say to John’s friends: “Go back and tell John
that he is not forgotten. Tell him what you have seen and heard,
that the poor have good tidings preached to them.”Andwhen Jesus
had spoken further to the messengers of John, he turned again to
themultitude and said: “Do not think that John doubts the gospel
of the kingdom. He makes inquiry only to assure his disciples who
are also my disciples. John is no weakling. Let me ask you who
heard John preach before Herod put him in prison: What did you
behold in John — a reed shaken with the wind? A man of change-
able moods and clothed in so raiment? As a rule they who are
gorgeously apparelled and who live delicately are in kings’ courts
and in the mansions of the rich. But what did you see when you
beheld John? A prophet? Yes, I say to you, and much more than
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a prophet. Of John it was written: ‘Behold, I send my messenger
before your face; he shall prepare the way before you.’

4 “Verily, verily, I say to you, among those born of women there
has not arisen a greater than John the Baptist; yet he who is but
small in the kingdom of heaven is greater because he has been born
of the spirit and knows that he has become a son of God.”

5 Manywho heard Jesus that day submitted themselves to John’s
baptism, thereby publicly professing entrance into the kingdom.
And the apostles of John were rmly knit to Jesus from that day
forward. is occurrence marked the real union of John’s and Je-
sus’ followers.

6 A er themessengers had conversedwithAbner, they departed
for Machaerus to tell all this to John. He was greatly comforted,
and his faith was strengthened by the words of Jesus and the mes-
sage of Abner.

7 On this a ernoon Jesus continued to teach, saying: “But to
what shall I liken this generation? Many of you will receive neither
John’s message nor my teaching. You are like the children playing
in the market place who call to their fellows and say: ‘We piped
for you and you did not dance; we wailed and you did not mourn.’
And so with some of you. John came neither eating nor drinking,
and they said he had a devil. e Son of Man comes eating and
drinking, and these same people say: ‘Behold, a gluttonous man
and awinebibber, a friend of publicans and sinners!’ Truly, wisdom
is justi ed by her children.

8 “It would appear that the Father in heaven has hidden some of
these truths from the wise and haughty, while he has revealed them
to babes. But the Father does all things well; the Father reveals
himself to the universe by themethods of his own choosing. Come,
therefore, all you who labour and are heavy laden, and you shall
nd rest for your souls. Take upon you the divine yoke, and you

will experience the peace of God, which passes all understanding.”

9. DEATH OF JOHN THE BAPTIST
1 John the Baptist was executed by order of Herod Antipas on

the evening of January 10, A.D. 28. e next day a few of John’s
disciples who had gone to Machaerus heard of his execution and,
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going to Herod, made request for his body, which they put in a
tomb, later giving it burial at Sebaste, the home of Abner. e fol-
lowing day, January 12, they started north to the camp of John’s
and Jesus’ apostles near Pella, and they told Jesus about the death of
John. When Jesus heard their report, he dismissed the multitude
and, calling the 24 together, said: “John is dead. Herod has be-
headed him. Tonight go into joint council and arrange your affairs
accordingly. ere shall be delay no longer. e hour has come to
proclaim the kingdom openly and with power. Tomorrow we go
into Galilee.”

2 Accordingly, early on the morning of January 13, A.D. 28, Je-
sus and the apostles, accompanied by some 25 disciples, made their
way to Capernaum and lodged that night in Zebedee’s house.



PAPER №145
FOUR EVENTFUL DAYS AT CAPERNAUM

Midwayer Commission

JESUS and the apostles arrived in Capernaum the evening of
Tuesday, January 13. As usual, theymade their headquarters at
the home of Zebedee in Bethsaida. Now that John the Baptist

had been sent to his death, Jesus prepared to launch out in the rst
open and public preaching tour of Galilee. e news that Jesus had
returned rapidly spread throughout the city, and early the next day,
Mary themother of Jesus hastened away, going over toNazareth to
visit her son Joseph.

2 Wednesday, ursday, and Friday Jesus spent at the Zebedee
house instructing his apostles preparatory to their rst extensive
public preaching tour. He also received and taught many earnest
inquirers, both singly and in groups. roughAndrew, he arranged
to speak in the synagogue on the coming Sabbath day.

3 Late on Friday evening Jesus’ baby sister, Ruth, secretly paid
him a visit. ey spent almost an hour together in a boat anchored
a short distance from the shore. No human being, save John Zebe-
dee, ever knew of this visit, and he was admonished to tell no man.
Ruth was the only member of Jesus’ family who consistently and
unwaveringly believed in the divinity of his earthmission from the
times of her earliest spiritual consciousness right on down through
his eventful ministry, death, resurrection, and ascension; and she
nally passed on to the worlds beyond never having doubted the

supernatural character of her father-brother’s mission in the esh.
Baby Ruth was the chief comfort of Jesus, as regards his earth fam-
ily, throughout the trying ordeal of his trial, rejection, and cruci x-
ion.

1. THE DRAUGHT OF FISHES
1 OnFridaymorning of this sameweek, when Jesuswas teaching

by the seaside, the people crowdedhim sonear thewater’s edge that
he signalled to some shermenoccupying a near-by boat to come to
his rescue. Entering the boat, he continued to teach the assembled
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multitude formore than twohours. is boatwas named “Simon”;
it was the former shing vessel of Simon Peter and had been built
by Jesus’ own hands. On this particular morning the boat was be-
ing used by David Zebedee and two associates, who had just come
in near shore from a fruitless night of shing on the lake. ey
were cleaning and mending their nets when Jesus requested them
to come to his assistance.

2 A er Jesus had nished teaching the people, he said to David:
“As you were delayed by coming to my help, now let me work with
you. Let us go shing; put out into yonder deep and let down your
nets for a draught.” But Simon, one ofDavid’s assistants, answered:
“Master, it is useless. We toiled all night and took nothing; how-
ever, at your bidding we will put out and let down the nets.” And
Simon consented to follow Jesus’ directions because of a gesture
made by his master, David. When they had proceeded to the place
designated by Jesus, they let down their nets and enclosed such a
multitude of sh that they feared the nets would break, somuch so
that they signalled to their associates on the shore to come to their
assistance. When they had lled all three boats with sh, almost to
sinking, this Simon fell down at Jesus’ knees, saying, “Depart from
me, Master, for I am a sinful man.” Simon and all who were con-
cerned in this episode were amazed at the draught of shes. From
that day David Zebedee, this Simon, and their associates forsook
their nets and followed Jesus.

3 But this was in no sense a miraculous draught of shes. Jesus
was a close student of nature; he was an experienced sherman and
knew thehabits of the sh in the Sea ofGalilee. On this occasionhe
merely directed these men to the place where the sh were usually
to be found at this time of day. But Jesus’ followers always regarded
this as a miracle.

2. AFTERNOON AT THE SYNAGOGUE
1 e next Sabbath, at the a ernoon service in the synagogue, Je-

sus preached his sermon on “ e Will of the Father in Heaven.” In
themorning Simon Peter had preached on “ e Kingdom.” At the

ursday evening meeting of the synagogue Andrew had taught,
his subject being “ eNewWay.”At this particular timemore peo-
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ple believed in Jesus in Capernaum than in any other one city on
earth.

2 As Jesus taught in the synagogue this Sabbath a ernoon, ac-
cording to custom he took the rst text from the Law˚, reading
from the Book of Exodus: “And you shall serve the Lord, your
God, and he shall bless your bread and your water, and all sick-
ness shall be taken away from you.” He chose the second text from
the Prophets, reading from Isaiah: “Arise and shine, for your light
has come, and the glory of the Lord has risen upon you. Darkness
may cover the earth and gross darkness the people, but the spirit
of the Lord shall arise upon you, and the divine glory shall be seen
with you. Even the gentiles shall come to this light, andmany great
minds shall surrender to the brightness of this light.”

3 is sermon was an effort on Jesus’ part to make clear the fact
that religion is a personal experience. Among other things, theMas-
ter said:

4 “You well know that, while a kindhearted father loves his fam-
ily as awhole, he so regards them as a group because of his strong af-
fection for each individual member of that family. No longer must
you approach the Father in heaven as a child of Israel but as a child
of God. As a group, you are indeed the children of Israel, but as in-
dividuals, each one of you is a child of God. I have come, not to
reveal the Father to the children of Israel, but rather to bring this
knowledge of God and the revelation of his love and mercy to the
individual believer as a genuine personal experience. e prophets
have all taught you that Yahweh cares for his people, thatGod loves
Israel. But I have come among you to proclaim a greater truth, one
which many of the later prophets also grasped, that God loves you
— every one of you — as individuals. All these generations have
you had a national or racial religion; now have I come to give you a
personal religion.

5 “But even this is not a new idea. Many of the spiritually
minded among youhave known this truth, inasmuch as someof the
prophets have so instructed you. Have you not read in the Scrip-
tures where the Prophet Jeremiah says: ‘In those days they shall no

2.2. text from the law. See the note on 123:5.3.
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more say, the fathers have eaten sour grapes and the children’s teeth
are set on edge. Everyman shall die for his own iniquity; everyman
who eats sour grapes, his teeth shall be set on edge. Behold, the days
shall come when I will make a new covenant with my people, not
according to the covenant which I made with their fathers when I
brought them out of the land of Egypt, but according to the new
way. I will even write my law in their hearts. I will be their God,
and they shall bemy people. In that day they shall not say, oneman
to his neighbour, do you know the Lord? Nay! For they shall all
know me personally, from the least to the greatest.’

6 “Have you not read these promises? Do you not believe the
Scriptures? Do you not understand that the prophet’s words are
ful lled in what you behold this very day? And did not Jeremiah
exhort you to make religion an affair of the heart, to relate your-
selves to God as individuals? Did not the prophet tell you that
the God of heaven would search your individual hearts? And were
you not warned that the natural human heart is deceitful above all
things and o entimes desperately wicked?

7 “Have younot read alsowhere Ezekiel taught even your fathers
that religionmust become a reality in your individual experiences?
No more shall you use the proverb which says, ‘ e fathers have
eaten sour grapes and the children’s teeth are set on edge.’ ‘As I live,’
says the Lord God, ‘behold all souls are mine; as the soul of the
father, so also the soul of the son. Only the soul that sins shall die.’
And then Ezekiel foresaw even this day when he spoke in behalf of
God, saying: ‘A new heart also will I give you, and a new spirit will
I put within you.’

8 “Nomore should you fear thatGodwill punish anation for the
sin of an individual; neitherwill the Father in heaven punish one of
his believing children for the sins of a nation, albeit the individual
member of any family must o en suffer the material consequences
of family mistakes and group transgressions. Do you not realize
that the hope of a better nation—or a better world— is bound up
in the progress and enlightenment of the individual?”

9 en the Master portrayed that the Father in heaven, a er
man discerns this spiritual freedom, wills that his children on earth
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should begin that eternal ascent of the Paradise career which con-
sists in the creature’s conscious response to the divine urge of the
indwelling spirit to nd the Creator, to know God and to seek to
become like him.

10 ¶ e apostles were greatly helped by this sermon. All of them
realized more fully that the gospel of the kingdom is a message di-
rected to the individual, not to the nation.

11 Even though the people of Capernaum were familiar with Je-
sus’ teaching, they were astonished at his sermon on this Sabbath
day. He taught, indeed, as one having authority and not as the
scribes.

12 ¶ Just as Jesus nished speaking, a young man in the congre-
gation who had been much agitated by his words was seized with
a violent epileptic attack and loudly cried out. At the end of the
seizure, when recovering consciousness, he spoke in a dreamy state,
saying: “What have we to do with you, Jesus of Nazareth? You
are the holy one of God; have you come to destroy us?” Jesus bade
the people be quiet and, taking the young man by the hand, said,
“Come out of it” — and he was immediately awakened.

13 is young man was not possessed of an unclean spirit or de-
mon; he was a victim of ordinary epilepsy. But he had been taught
that his affliction was due to possession by an evil spirit. He be-
lieved this teaching and behaved accordingly in all that he thought
or said concerning his ailment. e people all believed that such
phenomena were directly caused by the presence of unclean spirits.
Accordingly they believed that Jesus had cast a demon out of this
man. But Jesus did not at that time cure his epilepsy. Not until later
on that day, a er sundown, was this man really healed. Long a er
the day of Pentecost the Apostle John, who was the last to write of
Jesus’ doings, avoided all reference to these so-called acts of “cast-
ing out devils,” and this he did in view of the fact that such cases of
demon possession never occurred a er Pentecost.

14 As a result of this commonplace incident the report was
rapidly spread throughCapernaum that Jesus had cast a demon out
of aman andmiraculously healed him in the synagogue at the con-
clusion of his a ernoon sermon. e Sabbath was just the time for
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the rapid and effective spreading of such a startling rumour. is
report was also carried to all the smaller settlements aroundCaper-
naum, and many of the people believed it.

15 ¶ e cooking and the housework at the large Zebedee home,
where Jesus and the 12 made their headquarters, was for the most
part done by Simon Peter’s wife and her mother. Peter’s home was
near that of Zebedee; and Jesus and his friends stopped there on
the way from the synagogue because Peter’s wife’s mother had for
several days been sick with chills and fever. Now it chanced that, at
about the time Jesus stood over this sick woman, holding her hand,
smoothing her brow, and speaking words of comfort and encour-
agement, the fever le her. Jesus had not yet had time to explain
to his apostles that nomiracle had been wrought at the synagogue;
and with this incident so fresh and vivid in their minds, and recall-
ing the water and the wine at Cana, they seized upon this coinci-
dence as another miracle, and some of them rushed out to spread
the news abroad throughout the city.

16 Amatha, Peter’s mother-in-law, was suffering from malarial
fever. She was not miraculously healed by Jesus at this time. Not
until several hours later, a er sundown, was her cure effected in
connection with the extraordinary event which occurred in the
front yard of the Zebedee home.

17 ¶ And these cases are typical of themanner inwhich awonder-
seeking generation and amiracle-minded people unfailingly seized
upon all such coincidences as the pretext for proclaiming that an-
other miracle had been wrought by Jesus.

3. THE HEALING AT SUNDOWN
1 By the time Jesus and his apostles had made ready to partake

of their evening meal near the end of this eventful Sabbath day, all
Capernaum and its environs were agog over these reputed miracles
of healing; and all who were sick or afflicted began preparations
to go to Jesus or to have themselves carried there by their friends
just as soon as the sun went down. According to Jewish teaching it
was not permissible even to go in quest of health during the sacred
hours of the Sabbath.
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2 erefore, as soon as the sun sank beneath the horizon, scores
of afflictedmen, women, and children began tomake their way to-
ward the Zebedee home in Bethsaida. One man started out with
his paralyseddaughter just as soon as the sun sankbehindhis neigh-
bour’s house.

3 e whole day’s events had set the stage for this extraordinary
sundown scene. Even the text Jesus had used for his a ernoon ser-
mon had intimated that sickness should be banished; and he had
spoken with such unprecedented power and authority! His mes-
sage was so compelling! While he made no appeal to human au-
thority, he did speak directly to the consciences and souls of men.

ough he did not resort to logic, legal quibbles, or clever sayings,
he did make a powerful, direct, clear, and personal appeal to the
hearts of his hearers.

4 ¶ at Sabbath was a great day in the earth life of Jesus, yes, in
the life of a universe. To all local universe intents and purposes the
little Jewish city of Capernaum was the real capital of Nebadon.

e handful of Jews in the Capernaum synagogue were not the
only beings to hear thatmomentous closing statement of Jesus’ ser-
mon: “Hate is the shadow of fear; revenge the mask of cowardice.”
Neither could his hearers forget his blessedwords, declaring, “Man
is the son of God, not a child of the devil.”

5 ¶ Soon a er the setting of the sun, as Jesus and the apostles
still lingered about the supper table, Peter’s wife heard voices in the
front yard and, on going to the door, saw a large company of sick
folks assembling, and that the road from Capernaum was crowded
by those who were on their way to seek healing at Jesus’ hands. On
seeing this sight, she went at once and informed her husband, who
told Jesus.

6 When the Master stepped out of the front entrance of Zebe-
dee’s house, his eyesmet an array of stricken and afflicted humanity.
He gazed upon almost 1,000 sick and ailing human beings; at least
that was the number of persons gathered together before him. Not
all present were afflicted; some had come assisting their loved ones
in this effort to secure healing.

7 e sight of these afflicted mortals, men, women, and chil-
dren, suffering in large measure as a result of the mistakes and
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misdeeds of his own trusted Sons of universe administration, pe-
culiarly touched the human heart of Jesus and challenged the di-
vine mercy of this benevolent Creator Son. But Jesus well knew he
could never build an enduring spiritual movement upon the foun-
dation of purelymaterial wonders. It had beenhis consistent policy
to refrain from exhibiting his creator prerogatives. Not since Cana
had the supernatural ormiraculous attended his teaching; still, this
afflictedmultitude touched his sympathetic heart andmightily ap-
pealed to his understanding affection.

8 A voice from the front yard exclaimed: “Master, speak the
word, restore our health, heal our diseases, and save our souls.” No
sooner had these words been uttered than a vast retinue of sera-
phim, physical controllers, Life Carriers, and midwayers, such as
always attended this incarnated Creator of a universe, made them-
selves ready to act with creative power should their Sovereign give
the signal. is was one of those moments in the earth career of
Jesus in which divine wisdom and human compassion were so in-
terlocked in the judgment of the Son ofMan that he sought refuge
in appeal to his Father’s will.

9 When Peter implored the Master to heed their cry for help,
Jesus, looking down upon the afflicted throng, answered: “I have
come into theworld to reveal the Father and establish his kingdom.
For this purpose have I lived my life to this hour. If, therefore, it
should be the will of Him who sent me and not inconsistent with
my dedication to the proclamation of the gospel of the kingdom of
heaven, I would desire to see my children made whole — and — ”
but the further words of Jesus were lost in the tumult.

10 Jesus had passed the responsibility of this healing decision to
the ruling of his Father. Evidently the Father’s will interposed no
objection, for the words of the Master had scarcely been uttered
when the assembly of celestial personalities serving under the com-
mand of Jesus’ Personalized ought Adjuster was mightily astir.

e vast retinue descended into the midst of this motley throng of
afflicted mortals, and in a moment of time 683 men, women, and
children were made whole, were perfectly healed of all their phys-
ical diseases and other material disorders. Such a scene was never
witnessed on earth before that day, nor since. And for those of us
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who were present to behold this creative wave of healing, it was in-
deed a thrilling spectacle.

11 ¶ But of all the beings who were astonished at this sudden and
unexpected outbreak of supernatural healing, Jesus was the most
surprised. In a moment when his human interests and sympathies
were focused upon the scene of suffering and affliction there spread
out before him, he neglected to bear in his human mind the ad-
monitory warnings of his Personalized Adjuster regarding the im-
possibility of limiting the time element of the creator prerogatives
of a Creator Son under certain conditions and in certain circum-
stances. Jesus desired to see these suffering mortals made whole if
his Father’s will would not thereby be violated. e Personalized
Adjuster of Jesus instantly ruled that such an act of creative energy
at that time would not transgress the will of the Paradise Father,
and by such a decision — in view of Jesus’ preceding expression of
healing desire — the creative act was. What a Creator Son desires
and his Father wills IS. Not in all of Jesus’ subsequent earth life did
another such en masse physical healing of mortals take place.

12 ¶ Asmight have been expected, the fame of this sundownheal-
ing at Bethsaida in Capernaum spread throughout all Galilee and
Judea and to the regions beyond. Once more were the fears of
Herod aroused, and he sent watchers to report on the work and
teachings of Jesus and to ascertain if he was the former carpenter
of Nazareth or John the Baptist risen from the dead.

13 Chie y because of this unintended demonstration of physical
healing, henceforth, throughout the remainder of his earth career,
Jesus became asmuch a physician as a preacher. True, he continued
his teaching, but his personal work consistedmostly inministering
to the sick and the distressed, while his apostles did the work of
public preaching and baptizing believers.

14 But the majority of those who were recipients of supernatu-
ral or creative physical healing at this sundown demonstration of
divine energy were not permanently spiritually bene ted by this
extraordinary manifestation of mercy. A small number were truly
edi ed by this physical ministry, but the spiritual kingdomwas not
advanced in the hearts of men by this amazing eruption of timeless
creative healing.
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15 e healing wonders which every now and then attended Je-
sus’ mission on earth were not a part of his plan of proclaiming
the kingdom. ey were incidentally inherent in having on earth a
divine being of well-nigh unlimited creator prerogatives in associa-
tion with an unprecedented combination of divine mercy and hu-
man sympathy. But such so-called miracles gave Jesus much trou-
ble in that they provided prejudice-raising publicity and afforded
much unsought notoriety.

4. THE EVENING AFTER
1 roughout the evening following this great outburst of heal-

ing, the rejoicing and happy throng overran Zebedee’s home, and
the apostles of Jesus were keyed up to the highest pitch of emo-
tional enthusiasm. From a human standpoint, this was probably
the greatest day of all the great days of their association with Jesus.
At no time before or a er did their hopes surge to such heights
of con dent expectation. Jesus had told them only a few days be-
fore, andwhen theywere yetwithin theborders of Samaria, that the
hour had come when the kingdom was to be proclaimed in power,
and now their eyes had seenwhat they supposed was the ful lment
of that promise. ey were thrilled by the vision of what was to
come if this amazing manifestation of healing power was just the
beginning. eir lingering doubts of Jesus’ divinity were banished.

ey were literally intoxicated with the ecstasy of their bewildered
enchantment.

2 But when they sought for Jesus, they could not nd him. e
Master was much perturbed by what had happened. ese men,
women, and children who had been healed of diverse diseases lin-
gered late into the evening, hoping for Jesus’ return that theymight
thank him. e apostles could not understand the Master’s con-
duct as the hours passed and he remained in seclusion; their joy
would have been full and perfect but for his continued absence.
When Jesus did return to theirmidst, the hour was late, and practi-
cally all of the bene ciaries of the healing episode had gone to their
homes. Jesus refused the congratulations and adoration of the 12
and the otherswhohad lingered to greet him, only saying: “Rejoice
not that my Father is powerful to heal the body, but rather that he
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is mighty to save the soul. Let us go to our rest, for tomorrow we
must be about the Father’s business.”

3 And again did 12 disappointed, perplexed, and heart-sorrow-
ing men go to their rest; few of them, except the twins, slept much
that night. No sooner would theMaster do something to cheer the
souls and gladden the hearts of his apostles, than he seemed imme-
diately to dash their hopes in pieces and utterly to demolish the
foundations of their courage and enthusiasm. As these bewildered
shermen looked into each other’s eyes, therewas but one thought:

“We cannot understand him. What does all this mean?”

5. EARLY SUNDAY MORNING
1 Neither did Jesus sleep much that Saturday night. He realized

that the world was lled with physical distress and overrun with
material difficulties, and he contemplated the great danger of be-
ing compelled to devote so much of his time to the care of the sick
and afflicted that his mission of establishing the spiritual kingdom
in the hearts of men would be interfered with or at least subor-
dinated to the ministry of things physical. Because of these and
similar thoughts which occupied the mortal mind of Jesus during
the night, he arose that Sunday morning long before daybreak and
went all alone to one of his favourite places for communion with
the Father. e theme of Jesus’ prayer on this earlymorningwas for
wisdom and judgment that he might not allow his human sympa-
thy, joined with his divinemercy, to make such an appeal to him in
the presence of mortal suffering that all of his time would be occu-
pied with physical ministry to the neglect of the spiritual. ough
he did notwish altogether to avoidministering to the sick, he knew
that hemust also do themore important work of spiritual teaching
and religious training.

2 Jesus went out in the hills to pray so many times because there
were no private rooms suitable for his personal devotions.

3 Peter could not sleep that night; so, very early, shortly a er Je-
sus had gone out to pray, he aroused James and John, and the three
went to nd their Master. A er more than an hour’s search they
found Jesus andbesoughthim to tell themthe reason forhis strange
conduct. ey desired to know why he appeared to be troubled by
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the mighty outpouring of the spirit of healing when all the people
were overjoyed and his apostles so much rejoiced.

4 Formore than four hours Jesus endeavoured to explain to these
three apostleswhat hadhappened. He taught themaboutwhat had
transpired and explained the dangers of such manifestations. Je-
sus con ded to them the reason for his coming forth to pray. He
sought tomake plain to his personal associates the real reasons why
the kingdom of the Father could not be built upon wonder-work-
ing andphysical healing. But they couldnot comprehendhis teach-
ing.

5 Meanwhile, early Sunday morning, other crowds of afflicted
souls and many curiosity seekers began to gather about the house
of Zebedee. ey clamoured to see Jesus. Andrew and the apos-
tles were so perplexed that, while Simon Zelotes talked to the as-
sembly, Andrew, with several of his associates, went to nd Jesus.
When Andrew had located Jesus in company with the three, he
said: “Master, why do you leave us alone with the multitude? Be-
hold, allmen seek you; never before have somany sought a er your
teaching. Even now the house is surrounded by those who have
come from near and far because of your mighty works. Will you
not return with us to minister to them?”

6 When Jesus heard this, he answered: “Andrew, have I not
taught you and these others that my mission on earth is the revela-
tion of the Father, and my message the proclamation of the king-
dom of heaven? How is it, then, that you would haveme turn aside
from my work for the grati cation of the curious and for the sat-
isfaction of those who seek for signs and wonders? Have we not
been among these people all these months, and have they ocked
in multitudes to hear the good news of the kingdom? Why have
they now come to besiege us? Is it not because of the healing of
their physical bodies rather than as a result of the reception of spir-
itual truth for the salvation of their souls? Whenmen are attracted
to us because of extraordinary manifestations, many of them come
seeking not for truth and salvation but rather in quest of healing for
their physical ailments and to secure deliverance from their mate-
rial difficulties.
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7 “All this time I have been in Capernaum, and both in the syn-
agogue and by the seaside have I proclaimed the good news of the
kingdom to all who had ears to hear and hearts to receive the truth.
It is not the will of my Father that I should return with you to cater
to these curious ones and to become occupied with the ministry
of things physical to the exclusion of the spiritual. I have ordained
you to preach the gospel and minister to the sick, but I must not
become engrossed in healing to the exclusion of my teaching. No,
Andrew, I will not return with you. Go and tell the people to be-
lieve in thatwhichwe have taught them and to rejoice in the liberty
of the sons of God, and make ready for our departure for the other
cities of Galilee, where the way has already been prepared for the
preaching of the good tidings of the kingdom. It was for this pur-
pose that I came forth from the Father. Go, then, and prepare for
our immediate departure while I here await your return.”

8 When Jesus had spoken, Andrew and his fellow apostles sor-
rowfully made their way back to Zebedee’s house, dismissed the
assembled multitude, and quickly made ready for the journey as
Jesus had directed. And so, on the a ernoon of Sunday, January
18, A.D. 28, Jesus and the apostles started out upon their rst re-
ally public and open preaching tour of the cities of Galilee. On this
rst tour they preached the gospel of the kingdom in many cities,

but they did not visit Nazareth.
9 at Sunday a ernoon, shortly a er Jesus and his apostles had

le for Rimmon, his brothers James and Jude came to see him, call-
ing at Zebedee’s house. About noon of that day Jude had sought
out his brother James and insisted that they go to Jesus. By the time
James consented to go with Jude, Jesus had already departed.

10 e apostles were loath to leave the great interest which had
been aroused at Capernaum. Peter calculated that no less than
1,000 believers could have been baptized into the kingdom. Jesus
listened to them patiently, but he would not consent to return. Si-
lence prevailed for a season, and then omas addressed his fellow
apostles, saying: “Let’s go! eMaster has spoken. Nomatter if we
cannot fully comprehend the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven,
of one thingwe are certain: We follow a teacherwho seeks no glory
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for himself.” And reluctantly they went forth to preach the good
tidings in the cities of Galilee.



PAPER №146
FIRST PREACHING TOUR OF GALILEE

Midwayer Commission

THE rst public preaching tour of Galilee began on Sunday,
January 18, A.D. 28, and continued for about twomonths,
ending with the return to Capernaum on March 17. On

this tour Jesus and the 12 apostles, assisted by the former apostles
of John, preached the gospel and baptized believers inRimmon, Jo-
tapata, Ramah, Zebulun, Iron, Gischala, Chorazin, Madon, Cana,
Nain, and Endor. In these cities they tarried and taught, while in
many other smaller towns they proclaimed the gospel of the king-
dom as they passed through.

2 is was the rst time Jesus permitted his associates to preach
without restraint. On this tour he cautioned them on only three
occasions; he admonished themto remain away fromNazareth and
to be discreet when passing through Capernaum and Tiberias. It
was a source of great satisfaction to the apostles at last to feel they
were at liberty to preach and teach without restriction, and they
threw themselves into the work of preaching the gospel, minister-
ing to the sick, and baptizing believers, with great earnestness and
joy.

1. PREACHING AT RIMMON
1 e small city of Rimmonhad once been dedicated to thewor-

ship of a Babylonian god of the air, Ramman. Many of the earlier
Babylonian and later Zoroastrian teachings were still embraced in
the beliefs of the Rimmonites; therefore did Jesus and the 24 de-
vote much of their time to the task of making plain the difference
between these older beliefs and the new gospel of the kingdom. Pe-
ter here preached one of the great sermons of his early career on
“Aaron and the Golden Calf.”

2 Althoughmany of the citizens of Rimmon became believers in
Jesus’ teachings, they made great trouble for their brethren in later
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years. It is difficult to convert nature worshippers to the full fel-
lowship of the adoration of a spiritual ideal during the short space
of a single lifetime.

3 ¶ Many of the better of the Babylonian and Persian ideas of
light and darkness, good and evil, time and eternity, were later
incorporated in the doctrines of so-called Christianity, and their
inclusion rendered the Christian teachings more immediately ac-
ceptable to the peoples of the Near East. In like manner, the inclu-
sion of many of Plato’s theories of the ideal spirit or invisible pat-
terns of all things visible and material, as later adapted by Philo to
the Hebrew theology, made Paul’s Christian teachings more easy
of acceptance by the western Greeks.

4 ¶ It was at Rimmon that Todan rst heard the gospel of the
kingdom, and he later carried this message into Mesopotamia and
far beyond. He was among the rst to preach the good news to
those who dwelt beyond the Euphrates.

2. AT JOTAPATA
1 While the common people of Jotapata heard Jesus and his

apostles gladly and many accepted the gospel of the kingdom, it
was the discourse of Jesus to the 24 on the second evening of their
sojourn in this small town that distinguishes the Jotapata mission.
Nathaniel was confused in his mind about the Master’s teachings
concerning prayer, thanksgiving, and worship, and in response to
his question Jesus spoke at great length in further explanation of
his teaching. Summarized in modern phraseology, this discourse
may be presented as emphasizing the following points:

2 1. e conscious and persistent regard for iniquity in the
heart of man gradually destroys the prayer connection of the hu-
man soul with the spirit circuits of communication between man
and his Maker. Naturally God hears the petition of his child, but
when the human heart deliberately and persistently harbours the
concepts of iniquity, there gradually ensues the loss of personal
communion between the earth child and his heavenly Father.

3 2. at prayer which is inconsistent with the known and es-
tablished laws of God is an abomination to the Paradise Deities.
If man will not listen to the Gods as they speak to their creation
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in the laws of spirit, mind, and matter, the very act of such delib-
erate and conscious disdain by the creature turns the ears of spirit
personalities away from hearing the personal petitions of such law-
less and disobedient mortals. Jesus quoted to his apostles from
the Prophet Zechariah: “But they refused to hearken and pulled
away the shoulder and stopped their ears that they should not hear.
Yes, they made their hearts adamant like a stone, lest they should
hear my law and the words which I sent by my spirit through the
prophets; therefore did the results of their evil thinking come as a
great wrath upon their guilty heads. And so it came to pass that
they cried for mercy, but there was no ear open to hear.” And then
Jesus quoted the proverb of the wise manwho said: “He who turns
away his ear from hearing the divine law, even his prayer shall be an
abomination.”

4 3. By opening thehuman endof the channel of theGod-man
communication, mortals make immediately available the ever-
owing stream of divine ministry to the creatures of the worlds.

When man hears God’s spirit speak within the human heart, in-
herent in such an experience is the fact that God simultaneously
hears that man’s prayer. Even the forgiveness of sin operates in this
same unerring fashion. e Father in heaven has forgiven you even
before you have thought to ask him, but such forgiveness is not
available in your personal religious experience until such a time as
you forgive your fellow men. God’s forgiveness in fact is not con-
ditioned upon your forgiving your fellows, but in experience it is
exactly so conditioned. And this fact of the synchrony of divine
and human forgiveness was thus recognized and linked together in
the prayer which Jesus taught the apostles.

5 4. ere is a basic law of justice in the universe which mercy
is powerless to circumvent. e unsel sh glories of Paradise are
not possible of reception by a thoroughly sel sh creature of the
realms of time and space. Even the in nite love of God cannot
force the salvationof eternal survival upon anymortal creaturewho
does not choose to survive. Mercy has great latitude of bestowal,
but, a er all, there are mandates of justice which even love com-
bined with mercy cannot effectively abrogate. Again Jesus quoted
from theHebrew scriptures: “I have called and you refused to hear;
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I stretched out my hand, but no man regarded. You have set at
naught all my counsel, and you have rejected my reproof, and be-
cause of this rebellious attitude it becomes inevitable that you shall
call upon me and fail to receive an answer. Having rejected the
way of life, you may seek me diligently in your times of suffering,
but you will not nd me.”

6 5. ey who would receive mercy must show mercy; judge
not that you be not judged. With the spirit with which you judge
others you also shall be judged. Mercy does not wholly abrogate
universe fairness. In the end it will prove true: “Whoso stops his
ears to the cry of the poor, he also shall some day cry for help, and
no one will hear him.” e sincerity of any prayer is the assurance
of its being heard; the spiritual wisdom and universe consistency
of any petition is the determiner of the time, manner, and degree
of the answer. A wise father does not literally answer the foolish
prayers of his ignorant and inexperienced children, albeit the chil-
dren may derive much pleasure and real soul satisfaction from the
making of such absurd petitions.

7 6. When you have become wholly dedicated to the doing of
thewill of the Father in heaven, the answer to all your petitions will
be forthcoming because your prayerswill be in full accordancewith
the Father’s will, and the Father’s will is ever manifest throughout
his vast universe. What the true son desires and the in nite Father
wills IS. Such a prayer cannot remain unanswered, and no other
sort of petition can possibly be fully answered.

8 7. e cry of the righteous is the faith act of the child ofGod
which opens the door of the Father’s storehouse of goodness, truth,
and mercy, and these good gi s have long been in waiting for the
son’s approach and personal appropriation. Prayer does not change
the divine attitude toward man, but it does change man’s attitude
toward the changeless Father. emotive of the prayer gives it right
of way to the divine ear, not the social, economic, or outward reli-
gious status of the one who prays.

9 8. Prayer may not be employed to avoid the delays of time
or to transcend the handicaps of space. Prayer is not designed as
a technique for aggrandizing self or for gaining unfair advantage
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over one’s fellows. A thoroughly sel sh soul cannot pray in the true
sense of the word. Said Jesus: “Let your supreme delight be in the
character of God, and he shall surely give you the sincere desires
of your heart.” “Commit your way to the Lord; trust in him, and
he will act.” “For the Lord hears the cry of the needy, and he will
regard the prayer of the destitute.”

10 9. “I have come forth from the Father; if, therefore, you are
ever in doubt as to what you would ask of the Father, ask in my
name, and I will present your petition in accordance with your real
needs and desires and in accordance with my Father’s will.” Guard
against the great danger of becoming self-centred in your prayers.
Avoid praying much for yourself; pray more for the spiritual prog-
ress of your brethren. Avoidmaterialistic praying; pray in the spirit
and for the abundance of the gi s of the spirit.

11 10. When you pray for the sick and afflicted, do not expect
that your petitions will take the place of loving and intelligentmin-
istry to the necessities of these afflicted ones. Pray for the welfare
of your families, friends, and fellows, but especially pray for those
who curse you, and make loving petitions for those who persecute
you. “But when to pray, I will not say. Only the spirit that dwells
within youmaymove you to the utterance of those petitions which
are expressive of your inner relationship with the Father of spirits.”

12 11. Many resort to prayer only when in trouble. Such a prac-
tice is thoughtless and misleading. True, you do well to pray when
harassed, but you should also be mindful to speak as a son to your
Father even when all goes well with your soul. Let your real peti-
tions always be in secret. Donot letmenhear yourpersonal prayers.
Prayers of thanksgiving are appropriate for groups of worshippers,
but the prayer of the soul is a personal matter. ere is but one
form of prayer which is appropriate for all God’s children, and that
is: “Nevertheless, your will be done.”

13 12. All believers in this gospel should pray sincerely for the ex-
tension of the kingdomof heaven. Of all the prayers of theHebrew
scriptures he commented most approvingly on the petition of the
Psalmist: “Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right
spirit withinme. Purgeme from secret sins and keep back your ser-
vant from presumptuous transgression.” Jesus commented at great
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length on the relation of prayer to careless and offending speech,
quoting: “Set a watch, O Lord, before my mouth; keep the door
of my lips.” “ e human tongue,” said Jesus, “is a member which
few men can tame, but the spirit within can transform this unruly
member into a kindly voice of tolerance and an inspiring minister
of mercy.”

14 13. Jesus taught that the prayer for divine guidance over the
pathway of earthly life was next in importance to the petition for
a knowledge of the Father’s will. In reality this means a prayer for
divine wisdom. Jesus never taught that human knowledge and spe-
cial skill could be gained by prayer. But he did teach that prayer
is a factor in the enlargement of one’s capacity to receive the pres-
ence of the divine spirit. When Jesus taught his associates to pray
in the spirit and in truth, he explained that he referred to praying
sincerely and in accordance with one’s enlightenment, to praying
wholeheartedly and intelligently, earnestly and steadfastly.

15 14. Jesus warned his followers against thinking that their
prayers would be rendered more efficacious by ornate repetitions,
eloquent phraseology, fasting, penance, or sacri ces. But he did ex-
hort his believers to employprayer as ameans of leadingup through
thanksgiving to true worship. Jesus deplored that so little of the
spirit of thanksgiving was to be found in the prayers and worship
of his followers. He quoted from the Scriptures on this occasion,
saying: “It is a good thing to give thanks to the Lord and to sing
praises to the name of the Most High, to acknowledge his loving-
kindness every morning and his faithfulness every night, for God
hasmademeglad throughhiswork. In everything Iwill give thanks
according to the will of God.”

16 15. And then Jesus said: “Be not constantly overanxious
about your common needs. Be not apprehensive concerning the
problems of your earthly existence, but in all these things by prayer
and supplication, with the spirit of sincere thanksgiving, let your
needs be spread out before your Father who is in heaven.” en he
quoted from the Scriptures: “I will praise the name of God with a
song and will magnify him with thanksgiving. And this will please
the Lord better than the sacri ce of an ox or bullock with horns
and hoofs.”
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17 16. Jesus taught his followers that, when they had made their
prayers to the Father, they should remain for a time in silent re-
ceptivity to afford the indwelling spirit the better opportunity to
speak to the listening soul. e spirit of the Father speaks best to
man when the human mind is in an attitude of true worship. We
worship God by the aid of the Father’s indwelling spirit and by the
illumination of the human mind through the ministry of truth.
Worship, taught Jesus, makes one increasingly like the being who
is worshipped. Worship is a transforming experience whereby the
nite gradually approaches and ultimately attains the presence of

the In nite.
18 ¶ Andmany other truths did Jesus tell his apostles aboutman’s

communion with God, but not many of them could fully encom-
pass his teaching.

3. THE STOP AT RAMAH
1 At Ramah Jesus had the memorable discussion with the aged

Greek philosopher who taught that science and philosophy were
sufficient to satisfy the needs of human experience. Jesus listened
with patience and sympathy to this Greek teacher, allowing the
truth of many things he said but pointing out that, when he was
through, he had failed in his discussion of human existence to ex-
plain “whence, why, and whither,” and added: “Where you leave
off, we begin. Religion is a revelation to man’s soul dealing with
spiritual realities which the mind alone could never discover or
fully fathom. Intellectual strivings may reveal the facts of life, but
the gospel of the kingdom unfolds the truths of being. You have
discussed the material shadows of truth; will you now listen while
I tell you about the eternal and spiritual realities which cast these
transient time shadows of the material facts of mortal existence?”
For more than an hour Jesus taught this Greek the saving truths of
the gospel of the kingdom. e old philosopher was susceptible to
theMaster’smode of approach, and being sincerely honest of heart,
he quickly believed this gospel of salvation.

2 e apostles were a bit disconcerted by the open manner of
Jesus’ assent to many of the Greek’s propositions, but Jesus a er-
wards privately said to them: “My children, marvel not that I was
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tolerant of the Greek’s philosophy. True and genuine inward cer-
tainty does not in the least fear outward analysis, nor does truth
resent honest criticism. You should never forget that intolerance
is the mask covering up the entertainment of secret doubts as to
the trueness of one’s belief. No man is at any time disturbed by his
neighbour’s attitude when he has perfect con dence in the truth of
that which he wholeheartedly believes. Courage is the con dence
of thoroughgoing honesty about those things which one professes
to believe. Sincere men are unafraid of the critical examination of
their true convictions and noble ideals.”

3 ¶ On the second evening at Ramah, omas asked Jesus this
question: “Master, how can a new believer in your teaching really
know, really be certain, about the truth of this gospel of the king-
dom?”

4 And Jesus said to omas: “Your assurance that you have en-
tered into the kingdom family of the Father, and that you will eter-
nally survive with the children of the kingdom, is wholly a matter
of personal experience — faith in the word of truth. Spiritual as-
surance is the equivalent of your personal religious experience in
the eternal realities of divine truth and is otherwise equal to your
intelligent understanding of truth realities plus your spiritual faith
and minus your honest doubts.

5 “ e Son is naturally endowedwith the life of the Father. Hav-
ing been endowedwith the living spirit of the Father, you are there-
fore sons of God. You survive your life in the material world of the
esh because you are identi ed with the Father’s living spirit, the

gi of eternal life. Many, indeed, had this life before I came forth
from the Father, and many more have received this spirit because
they believed my word; but I declare that, when I return to the Fa-
ther, he will send his spirit into the hearts of all men.

6 “While you cannot observe the divine spirit at work in your
minds, there is a practical method of discovering the degree to
which you have yielded the control of your soul powers to the
teaching and guidance of this indwelling spirit of the heavenly Fa-
ther, and that is the degree of your love for your fellow men. is
spirit of the Father partakes of the love of the Father, and as it dom-
inates man, it unfailingly leads in the directions of divine worship
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and loving regard for one’s fellows. At rst you believe that you are
sons of God because my teaching has made you more conscious of
the inner leadings of ourFather’s indwellingpresence; butpresently
the Spirit of Truth shall be poured out upon all esh, and it will live
among men and teach all men, even as I now live among you and
speak to you the words of truth. And this Spirit of Truth, speaking
for the spiritual endowments of your souls, will help you to know
that you are the sons of God. It will unfailingly bear witness with
the Father’s indwelling presence, your spirit, then dwelling in all
men as it now dwells in some, telling you that you are in reality the
sons of God.

7 “Every earth child who follows the leading of this spirit shall
eventually know the will of God, and he who surrenders to the will
of my Father shall abide forever. e way from the earth life to the
eternal estate has not been made plain to you, but there is a way,
there always has been, and I have come to make that way new and
living. He who enters the kingdom has eternal life already — he
shall never perish. But much of this you will the better understand
when I shall have returned to the Father and you are able to view
your present experiences in retrospect.”

8 And all who heard these blessed words were greatly cheered.
e Jewish teachings had been confused and uncertain regarding

the survival of the righteous, and it was refreshing and inspiring
for Jesus’ followers to hear these very de nite and positive words of
assurance about the eternal survival of all true believers.

9 ¶ e apostles continued topreach andbaptize believers, while
they kept up the practice of visiting from house to house, comfort-
ing the downcast and ministering to the sick and afflicted. e
apostolic organization was expanded in that each of Jesus’ apostles
now had one of John’s as an associate; Abner was the associate of
Andrew; and this plan prevailed until theywent down to Jerusalem
for the next Passover.

10 ¶ e special instruction given by Jesus during their stay at Ze-
bulun had chie y to dowith further discussions of themutual obli-
gations of the kingdom and embraced teaching designed to make
clear the differences between personal religious experience and the
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amities of social religious obligations. is was one of the few times
the Master ever discussed the social aspects of religion. rough-
out his entire earth life Jesus gave his followers very little instruc-
tion regarding the socialization of religion.

11 In Zebulun the people were of amixed race, hardly Jew or gen-
tile, and few of them really believed in Jesus, notwithstanding they
had heard of the healing of the sick at Capernaum.

4. THE GOSPEL AT IRON
1 At Iron, as in many of even the smaller cities of Galilee and

Judea, there was a synagogue, and during the earlier times of Je-
sus’ ministry it was his custom to speak in these synagogues on
the Sabbath day. Sometimes he would speak at the morning ser-
vice, and Peter or one of the other apostles would preach at the
a ernoon hour. Jesus and the apostles would also o en teach and
preach at the weekday evening assemblies at the synagogue. Al-
though the religious leaders at Jerusalem became increasingly an-
tagonistic toward Jesus, they exercised no direct control over the
synagogues outside of that city. It was not until later in Jesus’ pub-
lic ministry that they were able to create such a widespread senti-
ment against him as to bring about the almost universal closing of
the synagogues to his teaching. At this time all the synagogues of
Galilee and Judea were open to him.˚

2 Ironwas the site of extensivemineral mines for those days, and
since Jesus had never shared the life of the miner, he spent most of
his time, while sojourning at Iron, in themines. While the apostles
visited the homes and preached in the public places, Jesus worked
in the mines with these underground labourers. e fame of Jesus
as a healer had spread even to this remote village, andmany sick and
afflicted sought help at his hands, and many were greatly bene ted
by his healing ministry. But in none of these cases did the Master
perform a so-called miracle of healing save in that of the leper.

3 ¶ Late on the a ernoon of the third day at Iron, as Jesus was re-
turning from the mines, he chanced to pass through a narrow side
4.1. …teach and preach at the week-day evening assemblies… e closed form weekday,
unlike week-end/week end, is the one found in bothWebster’s and OED; further, as noted
for 142:8.4, it was decided that “weekday” and “weekend” should have the same format (as
they do in modern usage).
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street on his way to his lodging place. As he drew near the squalid
hovel of a certain leprous man, the afflicted one, having heard of
his fame as a healer, made bold to accost him as he passed his door,
saying as he knelt before him: “Lord, if only you would, you could
make me clean. I have heard the message of your teachers, and I
would enter the kingdom if I could be made clean.” And the leper
spoke in this way because among the Jews lepers were forbidden
even to attend the synagogue or otherwise engage in public wor-
ship. is man really believed that he could not be received into
the coming kingdom unless he could nd a cure for his leprosy.
And when Jesus saw him in his affliction and heard his words of
clinging faith, his human heart was touched, and the divine mind
was moved with compassion. As Jesus looked upon him, the man
fell uponhis face andworshipped. en theMaster stretched forth
his hand and, touching him, said: “I will — be clean.” And imme-
diately he was healed; the leprosy no longer afflicted him.

4 When Jesus had li ed the man upon his feet, he charged him:
“See that you tell no man about your healing but rather go qui-
etly about your business, showing yourself to the priest and offering
those sacri ces commanded by Moses in testimony of your cleans-
ing.” But this man did not do as Jesus had instructed him. Instead,
he began to publish abroad throughout the town that Jesus had
cured his leprosy, and since he was known to all the village, the
people could plainly see that he had been cleansed of his disease.
He did not go to the priests as Jesus had admonished him. As a re-
sult of his spreading abroad the news that Jesus had healed him, the
Master was so thronged by the sick that he was forced to rise early
the next day and leave the village. Although Jesus did not again en-
ter the town, he remained two days in the outskirts near themines,
continuing to instruct the believing miners further regarding the
gospel of the kingdom.

5 is cleansing of the leper was the rst so-calledmiracle which
Jesus had intentionally and deliberately performed up to this time.
And this was a case of real leprosy.

6 ¶ From Iron they went to Gischala, spending two days pro-
claiming the gospel, and then departed for Chorazin, where they
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spent almost a week preaching the good news; but they were un-
able to win many believers for the kingdom in Chorazin. In no
place where Jesus had taught had he met with such a general rejec-
tion of his message. e sojourn at Chorazin was very depressing
to most of the apostles, and Andrew and Abner had much diffi-
culty in upholding the courage of their associates. And so, passing
quietly throughCapernaum, they went on to the village ofMadon,
where they fared little better. ere prevailed in theminds of most
of the apostles the idea that their failure to meet with success in
these towns so recently visited was due to Jesus’ insistence that they
refrain, in their teaching and preaching, from referring to him as a
healer. How theywished hewould cleanse another leper or in some
other manner so manifest his power as to attract the attention of
the people! But the Master was unmoved by their earnest urging.

5. BACK IN CANA
1 e apostolic partywas greatly cheeredwhen Jesus announced,

“Tomorrow we go to Cana.” ey knew they would have a sympa-
thetic hearing at Cana, for Jesus was well known there. ey were
doing well with their work of bringing people into the kingdom
when, on the third day, there arrived in Cana a certain prominent
citizen of Capernaum, Titus, whowas a partial believer, and whose
son was critically ill. He heard that Jesus was at Cana; so he has-
tened over to see him. e believers at Capernaum thought Jesus
could heal any sickness.

2 When this nobleman had located Jesus in Cana, he besought
him to hurry over to Capernaum and heal his afflicted son. While
the apostles stood by in breathless expectancy, Jesus, looking at the
father of the sick boy, said: “How long shall I bear with you? e
power of God is in yourmidst, but except you see signs and behold
wonders, you refuse to believe.” But the nobleman pleaded with
Jesus, saying: “My Lord, I do believe, but come ere my child per-
ishes, for when I le him he was even then at the point of death.”
And when Jesus had bowed his head a moment in silent medita-
tion, he suddenly spoke, “Return to your home; your son will live.”
Titus believed the word of Jesus and hastened back toCapernaum.
And as he was returning, his servants came out to meet him, say-
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ing, “Rejoice, for your son is improved — he lives.” en Titus in-
quired of them at what hour the boy began to mend, and when
the servants answered “yesterday about the seventh hour the fever
le him,” the father recalled that it was about that hour when Jesus
had said, “Your son will live.” And Titus henceforth believed with
a whole heart, and all his family also believed. is son became a
mighty minister of the kingdom and later yielded up his life with
those who suffered in Rome. ough the entire household of Ti-
tus, their friends, and even the apostles regarded this episode as a
miracle, it was not. At least this was not amiracle of curing physical
disease. Itwasmerely a case of preknowledge concerning the course
of natural law, just such knowledge as Jesus frequently resorted to
subsequent to his baptism.

3 Again was Jesus compelled to hasten away from Cana because
of the undue attention attracted by the second episode of this sort
to attend his ministry in this village. e townspeople remem-
bered the water and the wine, and now that he was supposed to
have healed the nobleman’s son at so great a distance, they came to
him, not only bringing the sick and afflicted but also sending mes-
sengers requesting that he heal sufferers at a distance. And when
Jesus saw that the whole countryside was aroused, he said, “Let us
go to Nain.”

6. NAIN AND THE WIDOW’S SON
1 ese people believed in signs; they were a wonder-seeking

generation. By this time the people of central and southernGalilee
had become miracle minded regarding Jesus and his personal min-
istry. Scores, hundreds, of honest persons suffering from purely
nervous disorders and afflicted with emotional disturbances came
into Jesus’ presence and then returned home to their friends an-
nouncing that Jesus had healed them. And such cases of men-
tal healing these ignorant and simple-minded people regarded as
physical healing, miraculous cures.

2 ¶ When Jesus sought to leave Cana and go to Nain, a great
multitude of believers andmany curious people followed a er him.

ey were bent on beholdingmiracles and wonders, and they were
not to be disappointed. As Jesus and his apostles drewnear the gate
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of the city, they met a funeral procession on its way to the near-by
cemetery, carrying the only son of a widowedmother ofNain. is
woman was much respected, and half of the village followed the
bearers of the bier of this supposedly dead boy. When the funeral
procession had come up to Jesus and his followers, the widow and
her friends recognized the Master and besought him to bring the
son back to life. eir miracle expectancy was aroused to such a
high pitch they thought Jesus could cure any human disease, and
why could not such a healer even raise the dead? Jesus, while be-
ing thus importuned, stepped forward and, raising the covering of
the bier, examined the boy. Discovering that the young man was
not really dead, he perceived the tragedy which his presence could
avert; so, turning to the mother, he said: “Weep not. Your son is
not dead; he sleeps. He will be restored to you.” And then, taking
the young man by the hand, he said, “Awake and arise.” And the
youth who was supposed to be dead presently sat up and began to
speak, and Jesus sent them back to their homes.

3 Jesus endeavoured to calm the multitude and vainly tried to
explain that the lad was not really dead, that he had not brought
him back from the grave, but it was useless. e multitude which
followed him, and the whole village of Nain, were aroused to the
highest pitch of emotional frenzy. Fear seized many, panic others,
while still others fell to praying and wailing over their sins. And
it was not until long a er nightfall that the clamouring multitude
could be dispersed. And, of course, notwithstanding Jesus’ state-
ment that the boy was not dead, everyone insisted that a miracle
had been wrought, even the dead raised. Although Jesus told them
the boy was merely in a deep sleep, they explained that that was
the manner of his speaking and called attention to the fact that he
always in great modesty tried to hide his miracles.

4 So the word went abroad throughout Galilee and into Judea
that Jesus had raised thewidow’s son from the dead, andmanywho
heard this report believed it. Never was Jesus able to make even all
his apostles fully understand that the widow’s son was not really
dead when he bade him awake and arise. But he did impress them
sufficiently to keep it out of all subsequent records except that of
Luke, who recorded it as the episode had been related to him. And
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again was Jesus so besieged as a physician that he departed early the
next day for Endor.

7. AT ENDOR
1 At Endor Jesus escaped for a few days from the clamouring

multitudes in quest of physical healing. During their sojourn at
this place the Master recounted for the instruction of the apostles
the story of King Saul and the witch of Endor. Jesus plainly told
his apostles that the stray and rebellious midwayers who had o en-
times impersonated the supposed spirits of the deadwould soon be
brought under control so that they could nomore do these strange
things. He told his followers that, a er he returned to the Father,
and a er they had poured out their spirit upon all esh, no more
could such semispirit beings — so-called unclean spirits — possess
the feeble- and evil-minded among mortals.

2 Jesus further explained to his apostles that the spirits of de-
parted human beings do not come back to the world of their origin
to communicate with their living fellows. Only a er the passing of
a dispensational age would it be possible for the advancing spirit of
mortal man to return to earth and then only in exceptional cases
and as a part of the spiritual administration of the planet.

3 When they had rested two days, Jesus said to his apostles: “On
the morrow let us return to Capernaum to tarry and teach while
the countryside quiets down. At home they will have by this time
partly recovered from this sort of excitement.”



PAPER №147
THE INTERLUDE VISIT TO JERUSALEM

Midwayer Commission

JESUS and the apostles arrived in Capernaum on Wednesday,
March 17, and spent two weeks at the Bethsaida headquarters
before they departed for Jerusalem. ese twoweeks the apos-

tles taught the people by the seaside while Jesus spent much time
alone in the hills about his Father’s business. During this period
Jesus, accompanied by James and John Zebedee, made two secret
trips to Tiberias, where they met with the believers and instructed
them in the gospel of the kingdom.

2 Many of the household of Herod believed in Jesus and at-
tended these meetings. It was the in uence of these believers
among Herod’s official family that had helped to lessen that ruler’s
enmity toward Jesus. ese believers at Tiberias had fully ex-
plained to Herod that the “kingdom” which Jesus proclaimed was
spiritual in nature and not a political venture. Herod rather be-
lieved these members of his own household and therefore did not
permit himself to become unduly alarmed by the spreading abroad
of the reports concerning Jesus’ teaching and healing. He had no
objections to Jesus’ work as a healer or religious teacher. Notwith-
standing the favourable attitude of many of Herod’s advisers, and
even of Herod himself, there existed a group of his subordinates
who were so in uenced by the religious leaders at Jerusalem that
they remainedbitter and threatening enemies of Jesus and the apos-
tles and, later on, did much to hamper their public activities. e
greatest danger to Jesus lay in the Jerusalem religious leaders and
not in Herod. And it was for this very reason that Jesus and the
apostles spent so much time and did most of their public preach-
ing in Galilee rather than at Jerusalem and in Judea.

1. THE CENTURION’S SERVANT
1 On the day before they made ready to go to Jerusalem for the

feast of the Passover, Mangus, a centurion, or captain, of the Ro-
man guard stationed at Capernaum, came to the rulers of the syn-
agogue, saying: “My faithful orderly is sick and at the point of
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death. Would you, therefore, go to Jesus in my behalf and beseech
him to heal my servant?” e Roman captain did this because he
thought the Jewish leaders would have more in uence with Jesus.
So the elders went to see Jesus and their spokesman said: “Teacher,
we earnestly request you to go over to Capernaum and save the
favourite servant of the Roman centurion, who is worthy of your
notice because he loves our nation and even built us the very syna-
gogue wherein you have so many times spoken.”

2 And when Jesus had heard them, he said, “I will go with you.”
And as hewentwith themover to the centurion’s house, and before
they had entered his yard, the Roman soldier sent his friends out to
greet Jesus, instructing them to say: “Lord, trouble not yourself to
enter my house, for I am not worthy that you should come under
my roof. Neither did I thinkmyself worthy to come to you; where-
fore I sent the elders of your own people. But I know that you can
speak the wordwhere you stand andmy servant will be healed. For
I am myself under the orders of others, and I have soldiers under
me, and I say to this one go, and he goes; to another come, and he
comes, and to my servants do this or do that, and they do it.”

3 And when Jesus heard these words, he turned and said to his
apostles and those who were with them: “I marvel at the belief of
the gentile. Verily, verily, I say to you, I have not found so great
faith, no, not in Israel.” Jesus, turning from the house, said, “Let us
gohence.”And the friends of the centurionwent into thehouse and
told Mangus what Jesus had said. And from that hour the servant
began to mend and was eventually restored to his normal health
and usefulness.

4 But we never knew just what happened on this occasion. is
is simply the record, and as to whether or not invisible beings min-
istered healing to the centurion’s servant, was not revealed to those
who accompanied Jesus. We only know of the fact of the servant’s
complete recovery.

2. THE JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM
1 Early on themorning ofTuesday,March30, Jesus and the apos-

tolic party started on their journey to Jerusalem for the Passover,
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going by the route of the Jordan valley. ey arrived on the af-
ternoon of Friday, April 2, and established their headquarters, as
usual, at Bethany. Passing through Jericho, they paused to rest
while Judas made a deposit of some of their common funds in the
bank of a friend of his family. is was the rst time Judas had car-
ried a surplus of money, and this deposit was le undisturbed until
they passed through Jericho again when on that last and eventful
journey to Jerusalem just before the trial and death of Jesus.

2 e party had an uneventful trip to Jerusalem, but they had
hardly got themselves settled at Bethany when from near and far
those seeking healing for their bodies, comfort for troubledminds,
and salvation for their souls, began to congregate, so much so that
Jesus had little time for rest. erefore they pitched tents at Geth-
semane, and the Master would go back and forth from Bethany
to Gethsemane to avoid the crowds which so constantly thronged
him. e apostolic party spent almost three weeks at Jerusalem,
but Jesus enjoined them to do no public preaching, only private
teaching and personal work.

3 At Bethany they quietly celebrated the Passover. And this was
the rst time that Jesus and all of the 12 partook of the bloodless
Passover feast. e apostles of Johndidnot eat thePassoverwith Je-
sus and his apostles; they celebrated the feast withAbner andmany
of the early believers in John’s preaching. is was the second Pass-
over Jesus had observed with his apostles in Jerusalem.

4 When Jesus and the 12 departed for Capernaum, the apostles
of John did not return with them. Under the direction of Abner
they remained in Jerusalem and the surrounding country, quietly
labouring for the extension of the kingdom, while Jesus and the 12
returned to work in Galilee. Never again were the 24 all together
until a short time before the commissioning and sending forth of
the 70 evangelists. But the two groups were co-operative, and not-
withstanding their differences of opinion, the best of feelings pre-
vailed.

3. AT THE POOL OF BETHESDA
1 e a ernoon of the second Sabbath in Jerusalem, as the Mas-

ter and the apostleswere about to participate in the temple services,
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John said to Jesus, “Come with me, I would show you something.”
John conducted Jesus out through one of the Jerusalem gates to a
pool of water called Bethesda. Surrounding this pool was a struc-
ture of ve porches under which a large group of sufferers lingered
in quest of healing. is was a hot spring whose reddish-tinged
water would bubble up at irregular intervals because of gas accu-
mulations in the rock caverns underneath the pool. is periodic
disturbance of the warm waters was believed by many to be due to
supernatural in uences, and it was a popular belief that the rst
person who entered the water a er such a disturbance would be
healed of whatever in rmity he had.

2 e apostles were somewhat restless under the restrictions im-
posed by Jesus, and John, the youngest of the 12, was especially
restive under this restraint. Hehad brought Jesus to the pool think-
ing that the sight of the assembled sufferers would make such an
appeal to the Master’s compassion that he would be moved to per-
form a miracle of healing, and thereby would all Jerusalem be as-
tounded and presently be won to believe in the gospel of the king-
dom. Said John to Jesus: “Master, see all of these suffering ones;
is there nothing we can do for them?” And Jesus replied: “John,
why would you tempt me to turn aside from the way I have cho-
sen? Why do you go on desiring to substitute the working of won-
ders and the healing of the sick for the proclamation of the gospel
of eternal truth? My son, I may not do that which you desire, but
gather together these sick and afflicted that I may speak words of
good cheer and eternal comfort to them.”

3 In speaking to those assembled, Jesus said: “Many of you are
here, sick and afflicted, because of yourmany years of wrong living.
Some suffer from the accidents of time, others as a result of the
mistakes of their forebears, while some of you struggle under the
handicaps of the imperfect conditions of your temporal existence.
But my Father works, and I would work, to improve your earthly
state but more especially to ensure your eternal estate. None of us
can domuch to change the difficulties of life unless we discover the
Father in heaven so wills. A er all, we are all beholden to do the
will of the Eternal. If you could all be healed of your physical af-
ictions, you would indeed marvel, but it is even greater that you
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should be cleansed of all spiritual disease and nd yourselves healed
of all moral in rmities. You are all God’s children; you are the sons
of the heavenly Father. e bonds of time may seem to afflict you,
but theGod of eternity loves you. Andwhen the time of judgment
shall come, fear not, you shall all nd, not only justice, but an abun-
dance of mercy. Verily, verily, I say to you: Hewho hears the gospel
of the kingdom and believes in this teaching of sonship with God,
has eternal life; already are such believers passing from judgment
and death to light and life. And the hour is coming in which even
those who are in the tombs shall hear the voice of the resurrection.”

4 And many of those who heard believed the gospel of the king-
dom. Some of the afflicted were so inspired and spiritually revivi-
ed that theywent about proclaiming that they had also been cured

of their physical ailments.
5 One man who had been many years downcast and grievously

afflicted by the in rmities of his troubled mind, rejoiced at Jesus’
words and, picking uphis bed, went forth tohis home, even though
it was the Sabbath day. is afflictedman hadwaited all these years
for somebody to help him; he was such a victim of the feeling of
his own helplessness that he had never once entertained the idea of
helping himself which proved to be the one thing he had to do in
order to effect recovery — take up his bed and walk.

6 en said Jesus to John: “Let us depart ere the chief priests and
the scribes come upon us and take offence that we spoke words of
life to these afflicted ones.” And they returned to the temple to join
their companions, and presently all of them departed to spend the
night at Bethany. But John never told the other apostles of this
visit of himself and Jesus to the pool of Bethesda on this Sabbath
a ernoon.

4. THE RULE OF LIVING
1 On the evening of this same Sabbath day, at Bethany, while Je-

sus, the 12, and a group of believers were assembled about the re
in Lazarus’s garden, Nathaniel asked Jesus this question: “Master,
although you have taught us the positive version of the old rule of
life, instructing us that we should do to others as we wish them to
do to us, I do not fully discern how we can always abide by such an
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injunction. Let me illustrate my contention by citing the example
of a lustful man who thus wickedly looks upon his intended con-
sort in sin. How can we teach that this evil-intending man should
do to others as he would they should do to him?”

2 When Jesus heard Nathaniel’s question, he immediately stood
upon his feet and, pointing his nger at the apostle, said: “Na-
thaniel, Nathaniel! What manner of thinking is going on in your
heart? Do you not receive my teachings as one who has been born
of the spirit? Do you not hear the truth as men of wisdom and
spiritual understanding? When I admonished you to do to others
as you would have them do to you, I spoke to men of high ideals,
not to those who would be tempted to distort my teaching into a
license for the encouragement of evil-doing.”˚

3 When the Master had spoken, Nathaniel stood up and said:
“But, Master, you should not think that I approve of such an inter-
pretation of your teaching. I asked the question because I conjec-
tured that many such men might thus misjudge your admonition,
and I hoped you would give us further instruction regarding these
matters.” And then when Nathaniel had sat down, Jesus continued
speaking: “I well know, Nathaniel, that no such idea of evil is ap-
proved in yourmind, but I am disappointed in that you all so o en
fail to put a genuinely spiritual interpretation upon my common-
place teachings, instructionwhichmust be given you inhuman lan-
guage and as men must speak. Let me now teach you concerning
the differing levels ofmeaning attached to the interpretation of this
rule of living, this admonition to ‘do to others that which you de-
sire others to do to you’:

4 “ 1. e level of the esh. Such a purely sel sh and lustful in-
terpretation would be well exempli ed by the supposition of your
question.

4.2. …for the encouragement of evil doing. While the earliest occurrences (14 - 16 cen-
turies) of evil doer&evil doing are open, there has been a clear preference for the hyphenated
form since the 17 century and it is the form approved by both theOEDandWebster’s. e
closed form, found at three locations in the 1955 text: 159:3.9 188:4.3 188:4.5 is, as far
as we can tell, unsupported by any contemporary source. [cf evil-intending in the preced-
ing paragraph which is essentially a coined concept and its form illustrates general Chicago
Manual of Style principle of hyphenating adjectival phrases prior to a noun.
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5 ¶ “ 2. e level of the feelings. is plane is one level higher
than that of the esh and implies that sympathy and pity would
enhance one’s interpretation of this rule of living.

6 ¶ “ 3. e level of mind. Now come into action the reason of
mind and the intelligence of experience. Good judgment dictates
that such a rule of living should be interpreted in consonance with
the highest idealism embodied in the nobility of profound self-re-
spect.

7 ¶ “ 4. e level of brotherly love. Still higher is discovered the
level of unsel sh devotion to the welfare of one’s fellows. On this
higher plane of wholehearted social service growing out of the con-
sciousness of the fatherhood of God and the consequent recogni-
tion of the brotherhood of man, there is discovered a new and far
more beautiful interpretation of this basic rule of life.

8 ¶ “ 5. e moral level. And then when you attain true philo-
sophic levels of interpretation, when you have real insight into the
rightness andwrongness of things, when you perceive the eternal t-
ness of human relationships, you will begin to view such a problem
of interpretation as you would imagine a high-minded, idealistic,
wise, and impartial third person would so view and interpret such
an injunction as applied to your personal problems of adjustment
to your life situations.

9 ¶ “ 6. e spiritual level. And then last, but greatest of all, we
attain the level of spirit insight and spiritual interpretation which
impels us to recognize in this rule of life the divine command to
treat all men as we conceive God would treat them. at is the
universe ideal of human relationships. And this is your attitude
toward all such problems when your supreme desire is ever to do
the Father’s will. I would, therefore, that you should do to all men
that which you know I would do to them in like circumstances.”

10 ¶ Nothing Jesus had said to the apostles up to this time had
ever more astonished them. ey continued to discuss the Mas-
ter’s words long a er he had retired. While Nathaniel was slow
to recover from his supposition that Jesus had misunderstood the
spirit of his question, the others were more than thankful that
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their philosophic fellow apostle had had the courage to ask such
a thought-provoking question.

5. VISITING SIMON THE PHARISEE
1 ough Simon was not a member of the Jewish Sanhedrin, he

was an in uential Pharisee of Jerusalem. He was a half-hearted
believer, and notwithstanding that he might be severely criticized
therefor, he dared to invite Jesus and his personal associates, Peter,
James, and John, to his home for a social meal. Simon had long ob-
served the Master and was much impressed with his teachings and
even more so with his personality.

2 e wealthy Pharisees were devoted to almsgiving, and they
did not shun publicity regarding their philanthropy. Sometimes
theywould even blow a trumpet as theywere about to bestow char-
ity upon some beggar. It was the custom of these Pharisees, when
they provided a banquet for distinguished guests, to leave the doors
of thehouseopen so that even the street beggarsmight come in and,
standing around the walls of the room behind the couches of the
diners, be in position to receive portions of food which might be
tossed to them by the banqueters.

3 On this particular occasion at Simon’s house, among those
who came in off the street was a woman of unsavoury reputation
who had recently become a believer in the good news of the gospel
of the kingdom. is woman was well known throughout all Jeru-
salem as the former keeper of one of the so-called high-class broth-
els located hard by the temple court of the gentiles. She had, on
accepting the teachings of Jesus, closed up her nefarious place of
business and had induced the majority of the women associated
with her to accept the gospel and change their mode of living; not-
withstanding this, shewas still held in great disdainby thePharisees
and was compelled to wear her hair down— the badge of harlotry.

is unnamed woman had brought with her a large ask of per-
fumed anointing lotion and, standing behind Jesus as he reclined
at meat, began to anoint his feet while she also wet his feet with
her tears of gratitude, wiping them with the hair of her head. And
when she had nished this anointing, she continued weeping and
kissing his feet.
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4 When Simon saw all this, he said to himself: “ is man, if
he were a prophet, would have perceived who and what manner
of woman this is who thus touches him; that she is a notorious
sinner.” And Jesus, knowing what was going on in Simon’s mind,
spoke up, saying: “Simon, I have something which I would like to
say to you.” Simon answered, “Teacher, say on.” en said Jesus:
“A certain wealthy moneylender had two debtors. e one owed
him 500 denarii and the other 50. Now, when neither of them
had wherewith to pay, he forgave them both. Which of them do
you think, Simon, would love him most?” Simon answered, “He,
I suppose, whom he forgave the most.” And Jesus said, “You have
rightly judged,” andpointing to thewoman, he continued: “Simon,
take a good look at this woman. I entered your house as an invited
guest, yet you gave me no water for my feet. is grateful woman
has washed my feet with tears and wiped them with the hair of her
head. Yougavemenokiss of friendly greeting, but thiswoman, ever
since she came in, has not ceased to kiss my feet. My head with oil
youneglected to anoint, but she has anointedmy feetwithprecious
lotions. And what is the meaning of all this? Simply that her many
sins have been forgiven, and this has ledher to lovemuch. But those
who have received but little forgiveness sometimes love but little.”
And turning around toward the woman, he took her by the hand
and, li ing her up, said: “You have indeed repented of your sins,
and they are forgiven. Be not discouraged by the thoughtless and
unkind attitude of your fellows; go on in the joy and liberty of the
kingdom of heaven.”

5 ¶ When Simon and his friendswho sat atmeat with himheard
these words, they were the more astonished, and they began to
whisper among themselves, “Who is this man that he even dares
to forgive sins?” And when Jesus heard them thus murmuring, he
turned to dismiss the woman, saying, “Woman, go in peace; your
faith has saved you.”

6 As Jesus arosewith his friends to leave, he turned to Simon and
said: “I know your heart, Simon, how you are torn betwixt faith
and doubts, how you are distraught by fear and troubled by pride;
but I pray for you that you may yield to the light and may expe-
rience in your station in life just such mighty transformations of
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mind and spirit as may be comparable to the tremendous changes
which the gospel of the kingdom has already wrought in the heart
of your unbidden and unwelcome guest. And I declare to all of you
that the Father has opened the doors of the heavenly kingdom to
all who have the faith to enter, and no man or association of men
can close those doors even to the most humble soul or supposedly
most agrant sinner on earth if such sincerely seek an entrance.”
And Jesus, with Peter, James, and John, took leave of their host and
went to join the rest of the apostles at the camp in the garden of
Gethsemane.

7 ¶ at same evening Jesus made the long-to-be-remembered
address to the apostles regarding the relative value of status with
God and progress in the eternal ascent to Paradise. Said Jesus: “My
children, if there exists a true and living connection between the
child and the Father, the child is certain to progress continuously
toward the Father’s ideals. True, the child may at rst make slow
progress, but the progress is none the less sure. e important thing
is not the rapidity of your progress but rather its certainty. Your ac-
tual achievement is not so important as the fact that the direction
of your progress is Godward. What you are becoming day by day is
of in nitely more importance than what you are today.

8 “ is transformed woman whom some of you saw at Simon’s
house today is, at this moment, living on a level which is vastly
below that of Simon and his well-meaning associates; but while
these Pharisees are occupied with the false progress of the illusion
of traversing deceptive circles of meaningless ceremonial services,
this woman has, in dead earnest, started out on the long and event-
ful search for God, and her path toward heaven is not blocked by
spiritual pride and moral self-satisfaction. e woman is, humanly
speaking, much farther away from God than Simon, but her soul
is in progressive motion; she is on the way toward an eternal goal.

ere are present in this woman tremendous spiritual possibilities
for the future. Some of you may not stand high in actual levels of
soul and spirit, but you are making daily progress on the living way
opened up, through faith, to God. ere are tremendous possibil-
ities in each of you for the future. Better by far to have a small but
living and growing faith than to be possessed of a great intellect
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with its dead stores of worldly wisdom and spiritual unbelief.”
9 But Jesus earnestly warned his apostles against the foolishness

of the child of God who presumes upon the Father’s love. He de-
clared that the heavenly Father is not a lax, loose, or foolishly indul-
gent parent who is ever ready to condone sin and forgive reckless-
ness. He cautioned his hearers not mistakenly to apply his illustra-
tions of father and son so as tomake it appear thatGod is like some
overindulgent and unwise parents who conspire with the foolish
of earth to encompass the moral undoing of their thoughtless chil-
dren, and who are thereby certainly and directly contributing to
the delinquency and early demoralization of their own offspring.
Said Jesus: “My Father does not indulgently condone those acts
and practices of his children which are self-destructive and suicidal
to all moral growth and spiritual progress. Such sinful practices are
an abomination in the sight of God.”

10 ¶ Many other semiprivate meetings and banquets did Jesus at-
tend with the high and the low, the rich and the poor, of Jerusalem
before he and his apostles nally departed for Capernaum. And
many, indeed, became believers in the gospel of the kingdom and
were subsequently baptized by Abner and his associates, who re-
mained behind to foster the interests of the kingdom in Jerusalem
and thereabouts.

6. RETURNING TO CAPERNAUM
1 e last week of April, Jesus and the 12 departed from their

Bethany headquarters near Jerusalem and began their journey back
to Capernaum by way of Jericho and the Jordan.

2 e chief priests and the religious leaders of the Jewsheldmany
secret meetings for the purpose of deciding what to do with Jesus.

ey were all agreed that something should be done to put a stop
to his teaching, but they could not agree on the method. ey had
hoped that the civil authorities would dispose of him asHerod had
put an end to John, but they discovered that Jesus was so conduct-
ing hiswork that theRomanofficials were notmuch alarmed by his
preaching. Accordingly, at ameetingwhichwas held the day before
Jesus’ departure for Capernaum, it was decided that he would have
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to be apprehended on a religious charge and be tried by the San-
hedrin. erefore a commission of six secret spies was appointed
to follow Jesus, to observe his words and acts, and when they had
amassed sufficient evidence of lawbreaking and blasphemy, to re-
turn to Jerusalem with their report. ese six Jews caught up with
the apostolic party, numbering about 30, at Jericho and, under the
pretense of desiring to become disciples, attached themselves to Je-
sus’ family of followers, remaining with the group up to the time of
the beginning of the second preaching tour in Galilee; whereupon
three of them returned to Jerusalem to submit their report to the
chief priests and the Sanhedrin.

3 ¶ Peter preached to the assembled multitude at the crossing of
the Jordan, and the followingmorning they moved up the river to-
wardAmathus. eywanted toproceed straight on toCapernaum,
but such a crowd gathered here they remained three days, preach-
ing, teaching, and baptizing. ey did not move toward home un-
til early Sabbathmorning, the rst day ofMay. e Jerusalem spies
were sure they would now secure their rst charge against Jesus —
that of Sabbath breaking—since he had presumed to start his jour-
ney on the Sabbath day. But they were doomed to disappointment
because, just before their departure, Jesus called Andrew into his
presence and before them all instructed him to proceed for a dis-
tance of only 914 m, the legal Jewish Sabbath day’s journey.

4 But the spies did not have long to wait for their opportunity
to accuse Jesus and his associates of Sabbath breaking. As the com-
pany passed along the narrow road, the waving wheat, which was
just then ripening, was near at hand on either side, and some of
the apostles, being hungry, plucked the ripe grain and ate it. It was
customary for travellers to help themselves to grain as they passed
along the road, and therefore no thought of wrongdoing was at-
tached to such conduct. But the spies seized upon this as a pre-
text for assailing Jesus. When they saw Andrew rub the grain in
his hand, they went up to him and said: “Do you not know that it
is unlawful to pluck and rub the grain on the Sabbath day?” And
Andrew answered: “But we are hungry and rub only sufficient for
our needs; and since when did it become sinful to eat grain on
the Sabbath day?” But the Pharisees answered: “You do no wrong
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in eating, but you do break the law in plucking and rubbing out
the grain between your hands; surely your Master would not ap-
prove of such acts.” en said Andrew: “But if it is not wrong to
eat the grain, surely the rubbing out between our hands is hardly
more work than the chewing of the grain, which you allow; where-
fore do you quibble over such tri es?” When Andrew intimated
that they were quibblers, they were indignant, and rushing back to
where Jesus walked along, talking to Matthew, they protested, say-
ing: “Behold, Teacher, your apostles do that which is unlawful on
the Sabbath day; they pluck, rub, and eat the grain. We are sure you
will command them to cease.” And then said Jesus to the accusers:
“You are indeed zealous for the law, and you do well to remember
the Sabbath day to keep it holy; but did you never read in the Scrip-
ture that, one day when David was hungry, he and they who were
with him entered the house of God and ate the showbread, which
it was not lawful for anyone to eat save the priests? and David also
gave this bread to thosewhowerewith him. And have you not read
in our law that it is lawful to do many needful things on the Sab-
bathday? And shall I not, before the day is nished, see you eat that
which you have brought along for the needs of this day? My good
men, you do well to be zealous for the Sabbath, but you would do
better to guard the health and well-being of your fellows. I declare
that the Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath.
And if you are here present with us to watch my words, then will I
openly proclaim that the Son of Man is lord even of the Sabbath.”

5 e Phariseeswere astonished and confounded by hiswords of
discernment and wisdom. For the remainder of the day they kept
by themselves and dared not ask any more questions.

6 ¶ Jesus’ antagonism to the Jewish traditions and slavish cere-
monials was always positive. It consisted inwhat he did and inwhat
he affirmed. eMaster spent little time innegative denunciations.
He taught that those who knowGod can enjoy the liberty of living
without deceiving themselves by the licenses of sinning. Said Je-
sus to the apostles: “Men*, if you are enlightened by the truth and

6.6. Men, if … breakers of the law., ese words of Jesus are preserved (albeit in a
modi ed form) only in the Codex Bezae Cantabrigiensis (V c.) at Luke 6:4 “Τη αυτη
ημερα θεασαμενος τινα εργαζομενον τω σαββατω, ειπεν αυτω, Ανθρωπε, ει μεν οιδας τι ποιεις
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really know what you are doing, you are blessed; but if you know
not the divine way, you are unfortunate and already breakers of the
law.”

7. BACK IN CAPERNAUM
1 It was around noon on Monday, May 3, when Jesus and the

12 came to Bethsaida by boat from Tarichea. ey travelled by
boat in order to escape those who journeyed with them. But by
the next day the others, including the official spies from Jerusalem,
had again found Jesus.

2 On Tuesday evening Jesus was conducting one of his custom-
ary classes of questions and answers when the leader of the six spies
said to him: “I was today talking with one of John’s disciples who
is here attending upon your teaching, and we were at a loss to un-
derstand why you never command your disciples to fast and pray
as we Pharisees fast and as John bade his followers.” And Jesus, re-
ferring to a statement by John, answered this questioner: “Do the
sons of the bridechamber fast while the bridegroom is with them?
As long as the bridegroom remains with them, they can hardly fast.
But the time is coming when the bridegroom shall be taken away,
and during those times the children of the bridechamber undoubt-
edly will fast and pray. To pray is natural for the children of light,
but fasting is not a part of the gospel of the kingdom of heaven. Be
reminded that a wise tailor does not sew a piece of new and un-
shrunk cloth upon an old garment, lest, when it is wet, it shrink
and produce a worse rent. Neither do men put new wine into old
wine skins, lest the new wine burst the skins so that both the wine
and the skins perish. e wise man puts the new wine into fresh
wine skins. erefore domy disciples showwisdom in that they do
not bring too much of the old order over into the new teaching of
the gospel of the kingdom. You who have lost your teacher may be
justi ed in fasting for a time. Fasting may be an appropriate part
of the law of Moses, but in the coming kingdom the sons of God
shall experience freedomfromfear and joy in thedivine spirit.”And
μακαριος ει; ει δε μη οιδας επικαταρατος, και παραβατης ει του νομου.”, or, translated into
English, “On the same day, seeing one working on the Sabbath, he said unto him, Man,
if indeed thou knowest what thou dost, blessed art thou; but if thou knowest not, thou
art cursed, and art a transgressor of the law.”
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when they heard these words, the disciples of Johnwere comforted
while the Pharisees themselves were the more confounded.

3 en the Master proceeded to warn his hearers against enter-
taining the notion that all olden teaching should be replaced en-
tirely by new doctrines. Said Jesus: “ at which is old and also true
must abide. Likewise, that which is new but false must be rejected.
But that which is new and also true, have the faith and courage to
accept. Remember it is written: ‘Forsake not an old friend, for the
new is not comparable to him. As new wine, so is a new friend; if
it becomes old, you shall drink it with gladness.’”

8. THE FEAST OF SPIRITUAL GOODNESS
1 at night, long a er the usual listeners had retired, Jesus con-

tinued to teach his apostles. He began this special instruction by
quoting from the Prophet Isaiah:

2 ¶ “‘Why have you fasted? For what reason do you afflict your
souls while you continue to nd pleasure in oppression and to take
delight in injustice? Behold, you fast for the sake of strife and con-
tention and to smite with the st of wickedness. But you shall not
fast in this way to make your voices heard on high.

3 “‘Is it such a fast that I have chosen— a day for a man to afflict
his soul? Is it to bowdownhis head like a bulrush, to grovel in sack-
cloth and ashes? Will you dare to call this a fast and an acceptable
day in the sight of the Lord? Is not this the fast I should choose: to
loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the knots of heavy burdens,
to let the oppressed go free, and to break every yoke? Is it not to
share my bread with the hungry and to bring those who are home-
less and poor to my house? And when I see those who are naked, I
will clothe them.

4 “‘ en shall your light break forth as the morning while your
health springs forth speedily. Your righteousness shall go before
you while the glory of the Lord shall be your rear guard. en will
you call upon theLord, andhe shall answer; youwill cry out, andhe
shall say—Here am I.And all this hewill do if you refrain fromop-
pression, condemnation, and vanity. e Father rather desires that
you draw out your heart to the hungry, and that you minister to
the afflicted souls; then shall your light shine in obscurity, and even
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your darkness shall be as the noonday. en shall the Lord guide
you continually, satisfying your soul and renewing your strength.
You shall become like a watered garden, like a spring whose waters
fail not. And they who do these things shall restore the wasted glo-
ries; they shall raise up the foundations of many generations; they
shall be called the rebuilders of broken walls, the restorers of safe
paths in which to dwell.’”

5 ¶ And then long into the night Jesus propounded to his apos-
tles the truth that it was their faith that made them secure in the
kingdom of the present and the future, and not their affliction of
soul nor fasting of body. He exhorted the apostles at least to live up
to the ideas of the prophet of old and expressed the hope that they
would progress far beyond even the ideals of Isaiah and the older
prophets. His last words that night were: “Grow in grace bymeans
of that living faith which grasps the fact that you are the sons of
God while at the same time it recognizes every man as a brother.”

6 It was a er 2:00 in the morning when Jesus ceased speaking
and every man went to his place for sleep.



PAPER №148
TRAINING EVANGELISTS AT BETHSAIDA

Midwayer Commission

FROM May 3 to October 3, A.D. 28, Jesus and the apostolic
party were in residence at the Zebedee home at Bethsaida.

roughout this ve months’ period of the dry season an
enormous camp was maintained by the seaside near the Zebedee
residence, which had been greatly enlarged to accommodate the
growing family of Jesus. is seaside camp, occupied by an ever-
changing population of truth seekers, healing candidates, and cu-
riosity devotees, numbered from 500 to 1500. is tented city was
under the general supervision of David Zebedee, assisted by the
Alpheus twins. e encampment was a model in order and sani-
tation as well as in its general administration. e sick of different
types were segregated and were under the supervision of a believer
physician, a Syrian named Elman.

2 roughout this period the apostles would go shing at least
one day aweek, selling their catch toDavid for consumption by the
seaside encampment. e funds thus received were turned over to
the group treasury. e 12 were permitted to spend one week out
of each month with their families or friends.

3 While Andrew continued in general charge of the apostolic
activities, Peter was in full charge of the school of the evangelists.

e apostles all did their share in teaching groups of evangelists
each forenoon, and both teachers andpupils taught the people dur-
ing the a ernoons. A er the evening meal, ve nights a week, the
apostles conducted question classes for the bene t of the evange-
lists. Once a week Jesus presided at this question hour, answering
the holdover questions from previous sessions.

4 In vemonths several thousand came andwent at this encamp-
ment. Interested persons from every part of the Roman Empire
and from the lands east of the Euphrates were in frequent atten-
dance. is was the longest settled and well-organized period of
the Master’s teaching. Jesus’ immediate family spent most of this
time at either Nazareth or Cana.
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5 e encampment was not conducted as a community of com-
mon interests, as was the apostolic family. David Zebedee man-
aged this large tent city so that it became a self-sustaining enter-
prise, notwithstanding that no onewas ever turned away. is ever-
changing camp was an indispensable feature of Peter’s evangelistic
training school.

1. A NEW SCHOOL OF THE PROPHETS
1 Peter, James, and Andrew were the committee designated by

Jesus to pass upon applicants for admission to the school of evan-
gelists. All the races and nationalities of the Roman world and the
East, as far as India, were represented among the students in this
new school of the prophets. is school was conducted on the
plan of learning and doing. What the students learned during the
forenoon they taught to the assembly by the seaside during the af-
ternoon. A er supper they informally discussed both the learning
of the forenoon and the teaching of the a ernoon.

2 Each of the apostolic teachers taught his own view of the
gospel of the kingdom. ey made no effort to teach just alike;
there was no standardized or dogmatic formulation of theologic
doctrines. ough they all taught the same truth, each apostle pre-
sented his own personal interpretation of the Master’s teaching.
And Jesus upheld this presentation of the diversity of personal ex-
perience in the things of the kingdom, unfailingly harmonizing and
co-ordinating these many and divergent views of the gospel at his
weekly question hours. Notwithstanding this great degree of per-
sonal liberty in matters of teaching, Simon Peter tended to domi-
nate the theology of the school of evangelists. Next to Peter, James
Zebedee exerted the greatest personal in uence.

3 e 100 and more evangelists trained during this ve months
by the seaside represented the material from which (excepting Ab-
ner and John’s apostles) the later 70 gospel teachers and preachers
were drawn. e school of evangelists did not have everything in
common to the same degree as did the 12.

4 ese evangelists, though they taught andpreached the gospel,
did not baptize believers until a er they were later ordained and
commissioned by Jesus as the 70messengers of the kingdom. Only
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7of the largenumberhealed at the sundown scene at this placewere
to be found among these evangelistic students. e nobleman’s son
of Capernaumwas one of those trained for gospel service in Peter’s
school.

2. THE BETHSAIDA HOSPITAL
1 In connection with the seaside encampment, Elman, the Syr-

ianphysician, with the assistance of a corps of 25 youngwomen and
12men, organized and conducted for fourmonths what should be
regarded as the kingdom’s rst hospital. At this in rmary, located
a short distance to the south of the main tented city, they treated
the sick in accordance with all known material methods as well as
by the spiritual practices of prayer and faith encouragement. Je-
sus visited the sick of this encampment not less than three times
a week and made personal contact with each sufferer. As far as
we know, no so-called miracles of supernatural healing occurred
among the 1,000 afflicted and ailing persons who went away from
this in rmary improved or cured. However, the vast majority of
these bene ted individuals ceased not to proclaim that Jesus had
healed them.

2 Manyof the cures effected by Jesus in connectionwith hismin-
istry in behalf of Elman’s patients did, indeed, appear to resemble
theworking ofmiracles, but wewere instructed that theywere only
just such transformations ofmind and spirit asmay occur in the ex-
perience of expectant and faith-dominated persons who are under
the immediate and inspirational in uence of a strong, positive, and
bene cent personality whose ministry banishes fear and destroys
anxiety.

3 Elman and his associates endeavoured to teach the truth to
these sick ones concerning the “possession of evil spirits,” but they
met with little success. e belief that physical sickness andmental
derangement could be caused by the dwelling of a so-called unclean
spirit in themind or body of the afflicted personwaswell-nigh uni-
versal.

4 In all his contact with the sick and afflicted, when it came to
the technique of treatment or the revelation of the unknown causes
of disease, Jesus did not disregard the instructions of his Paradise
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brother, Immanuel, given ere he embarked upon the venture of the
Urantia incarnation. Notwithstanding this, those who ministered
to the sick learned many helpful lessons by observing the manner
inwhich Jesus inspired the faith and con dence of the sick and suf-
fering.

5 e camp disbanded a short time before the season for the in-
crease in chills and fever drew on.

3. THE FATHER’S BUSINESS
1 roughout this period Jesus conducted public services at the

encampment less than a dozen times and spoke only once in the
Capernaum synagogue, the second Sabbath before their depar-
ture with the newly trained evangelists upon their second public
preaching tour of Galilee.

2 Not since his baptism had the Master been so much alone as
during this period of the evangelists’ training encampment at Beth-
saida. Whenever any one of the apostles ventured to ask Jesus why
he was absent so much from their midst, he would invariably an-
swer that he was “about the Father’s business.”

3 During these periods of absence, Jesus was accompanied by
only two of the apostles. He had released Peter, James, and John
temporarily from their assignment as his personal companions that
they might also participate in the work of training the new evan-
gelistic candidates, numbering more than 100. When the Master
desired to go to the hills about the Father’s business, he would sum-
mon to accompany him any two of the apostles who might be at
liberty. In this way each of the 12 enjoyed an opportunity for close
association and intimate contact with Jesus.

4 It has not been revealed for the purposes of this record, but we
have been led to infer that the Master, during many of these soli-
tary seasons in thehills, was in direct and executive associationwith
many of his chief directors of universe affairs. Ever since about the
time of his baptism this incarnated Sovereign of our universe had
become increasingly and consciously active in the direction of cer-
tain phases of universe administration. And we have always held
the opinion that, in some way not revealed to his immediate asso-
ciates, during these weeks of decreased participation in the affairs
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of earth he was engaged in the direction of those high spirit intel-
ligences who were charged with the running of a vast universe, and
that the human Jesus chose to designate such activities on his part
as being “about his Father’s business.”

5 Many times, when Jesus was alone for hours, but when two
of his apostles were near by, they observed his features undergo
rapid and multitudinous changes, although they heard him speak
no words. Neither did they observe any visible manifestation of
celestial beings whomight have been in communication with their
Master, such as some of them did witness on a subsequent occa-
sion.

4. EVIL, SIN, AND INIQUITY
1 It was the habit of Jesus two evenings eachweek to hold special

converse with individuals who desired to talk with him, in a cer-
tain secluded and sheltered corner of the Zebedee garden. At one
of these evening conversations in private omas asked the Master
this question: “Why is it necessary for men to be born of the spirit
in order to enter the kingdom? Is rebirth necessary to escape the
control of the evil one? Master, what is evil?” When Jesus heard
these questions, he said to omas:

2 ¶ “Do notmake themistake of confusing evil with the evil one,
more correctly the iniquitous one. He whom you call the evil one
is the son of self-love, the high administrator who knowingly went
into deliberate rebellion against the rule of my Father and his loyal
Sons. But I have already vanquished these sinful rebels. Make clear
in your mind these different attitudes toward the Father and his
universe. Never forget these laws of relation to the Father’s will:

3 “Evil is the unconscious or unintended transgression of the di-
vine law, the Father’s will. Evil is likewise themeasure of the imper-
fectness of obedience to the Father’s will.

4 “Sin is the conscious, knowing, and deliberate transgression of
the divine law, the Father’s will. Sin is themeasure of unwillingness
to be divinely led and spiritually directed.

5 “Iniquity is the wilful, determined, and persistent transgres-
sion of the divine law, the Father’s will. Iniquity is the measure of
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the continued rejection of the Father’s loving plan of personality
survival and the Sons’ merciful ministry of salvation.

6 “By nature, before the rebirth of the spirit, mortal man is sub-
ject to inherent evil tendencies, but such natural imperfections of
behaviour are neither sin nor iniquity. Mortal man is just begin-
ning his long ascent to the perfection of the Father in Paradise. To
be imperfect or partial in natural endowment is not sinful. Man
is indeed subject to evil, but he is in no sense the child of the evil
one unless he has knowingly and deliberately chosen the paths of
sin and the life of iniquity. Evil is inherent in the natural order of
this world, but sin is an attitude of conscious rebellion which was
brought to this world by those who fell from spiritual light into
gross darkness.

7 “You are confused, omas, by the doctrines of theGreeks and
the errors of the Persians. You do not understand the relation-
ships of evil and sin because you view mankind as beginning on
earth with a perfect Adam and rapidly degenerating, through sin,
to man’s present deplorable estate. But why do you refuse to com-
prehend the meaning of the record which discloses how Cain, the
son of Adam, went over into the land ofNod and there got himself
a wife? And why do you refuse to interpret the meaning of the re-
cord which portrays the sons of God nding wives for themselves
among the daughters of men?

8 “Men are, indeed, bynature evil, but notnecessarily sinful. e
new birth — the baptism of the spirit — is essential to deliverance
from evil and necessary for entrance into the kingdom of heaven,
but none of this detracts from the fact that man is the son of God.
Neither does this inherent presence of potential evilmean thatman
is in some mysterious way estranged from the Father in heaven so
that, as an alien, foreigner, or stepchild, he must in some manner
seek for legal adoption by the Father. All such notions are born,
rst, of your misunderstanding of the Father and, second, of your

ignorance of the origin, nature, and destiny of man.
9 “ e Greeks and others have taught you that man is descend-

ing from godly perfection steadily down toward oblivion or de-
struction; I have come to show thatman, by entrance into the king-
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dom, is ascending certainly and surely up to God and divine per-
fection. Any being who in any manner falls short of the divine
and spiritual ideals of the eternal Father’s will is potentially evil,
but such beings are in no sense sinful, much less iniquitous.

10 “ omas, have you not read about this in the Scriptures, where
it is written: ‘You are the children of the Lord your God.’ ‘I will be
his Father and he shall be my son.’ ‘I have chosen him to be my
son — I will be his Father.’ ‘Bring my sons from far and my daugh-
ters from the ends of the earth; even every one who is called by my
name, for I have created them formy glory.’ ‘You are the sons of the
living God.’ ‘ ey who have the spirit of God are indeed the sons
of God.’ While there is a material part of the human father in the
natural child, there is a spiritual part of the heavenly Father in every
faith son of the kingdom.”

11 ¶ All this and much more Jesus said to omas, and much of
it the apostle comprehended, although Jesus admonished him to
“speak not to the others concerning these matters until a er I shall
have returned to the Father.” And omas did not mention this
interview until a er the Master had departed from this world.

5. THE PURPOSE OF AFFLICTION
1 At another of these private interviews in the garden Nathaniel

asked Jesus: “Master, though I am beginning to understand why
you refuse to practise healing indiscriminately, I am still at a loss
to understand why the loving Father in heaven permits so many
of his children on earth to suffer so many afflictions.” e Master
answered Nathaniel, saying:

2 ¶ “Nathaniel, you and many others are thus perplexed because
you do not comprehend how the natural order of this world has
been so many times upset by the sinful adventures of certain rebel-
lious traitors to the Father’s will. And I have come tomake a begin-
ning of setting these things in order. Butmany ageswill be required
to restore this part of the universe to former paths and thus release
the children of men from the extra burdens of sin and rebellion.

e presence of evil alone is sufficient test for the ascension of man
— sin is not essential to survival.
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3 “But, my son, you should know that the Father does not pur-
posely afflict his children. Man brings down upon himself unnec-
essary affliction as a result of his persistent refusal to walk in the
better ways of the divine will. Affliction is potential in evil, but
much of it has been produced by sin and iniquity. Many unusual
events have transpired on this world, and it is not strange that all
thinking men should be perplexed by the scenes of suffering and
affliction which they witness. But of one thing you may be sure:

e Father does not send affliction as an arbitrary punishment for
wrongdoing. e imperfections and handicaps of evil are inherent;
the penalties of sin are inevitable; the destroying consequences of
iniquity are inexorable. Man should not blame God for those af-
ictions which are the natural result of the life which he chooses

to live; neither should man complain of those experiences which
are a part of life as it is lived on this world. It is the Father’s will
that mortal man should work persistently and consistently toward
the betterment of his estate on earth. Intelligent applicationwould
enable man to overcome much of his earthly misery.

4 “Nathaniel, it is our mission to help men solve their spiritual
problems and in thisway toquicken theirminds so that theymaybe
the better prepared and inspired to go about solving theirmanifold
material problems. I know of your confusion as you have read the
Scriptures. All too o en there has prevailed a tendency to ascribe
to God the responsibility for everything which ignorant man fails
to understand. e Father is not personally responsible for all you
may fail to comprehend. Do not doubt the love of the Father just
because some just and wise law of his ordaining chances to afflict
you because you have innocently or deliberately transgressed such
a divine ordinance.

5 “But, Nathaniel, there is much in the Scriptures which would
have instructed you if you had only readwith discernment. Do you
not remember that it is written: ‘My son, despise not the chasten-
ing of the Lord; neither be weary of his correction, for whom the
Lord loves he corrects, even as the father corrects the son in whom
he takes delight.’ ‘ e Lord does not afflict willingly.’ ‘Before I was
afflicted, I went astray, but now do I keep the law. Affliction was
good for me that I might thereby learn the divine statutes.’ ‘I know
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your sorrows. e eternal God is your refuge, while underneath are
the everlasting arms.’ ‘ e Lord also is a refuge for the oppressed,
a haven of rest in times of trouble.’ ‘ e Lord will strengthen him
upon the bed of affliction; the Lord will not forget the sick.’ ‘As a
father shows compassion for his children, so is the Lord compas-
sionate to thosewho fear him. He knows your body; he remembers
that you are dust.’ ‘He heals the brokenhearted and binds up their
wounds.’ ‘He is the hope of the poor, the strength of the needy in
his distress, a refuge from the storm, and a shadow from the devas-
tating heat.’ ‘He gives power to the faint, and to them who have no
might he increases strength.’ ‘A bruised reed shall he not break, and
the smoking ax he will not quench.’ ‘When you pass through the
waters of affliction, I will be with you, andwhen the rivers of adver-
sity over ow you, I will not forsake you.’ ‘He has sent me to bind
up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and to
comfort all whomourn.’ ‘ ere is correction in suffering; affliction
does not spring forth from the dust.’”

6. THE MISUNDERSTANDING OF SUFFERING 
DISCOURSE ON JOB

1 It was this same evening at Bethsaida that John also asked Jesus
why so many apparently innocent people suffered from so many
diseases and experienced so many afflictions. In answering John’s
questions, among many other things, the Master said:

2 ¶ “My son, you do not comprehend the meaning of adver-
sity or the mission of suffering. Have you not read that master-
piece of Semitic literature — the Scripture story of the afflictions
of Job? Do you not recall how this wonderful parable begins with
the recital of thematerial prosperity of the Lord’s servant? Youwell
remember that Jobwas blessedwith children, wealth, dignity, posi-
tion, health, and everything else which men value in this temporal
life. According to the time-honoured teachings of the children of
Abraham suchmaterial prosperity was all-sufficient evidence of di-
vine favour. But suchmaterial possessions and such temporal pros-
perity do not indicate God’s favour. My Father in heaven loves the
poor just as much as the rich; he is no respecter of persons.

3 “Although transgression of divine law is sooner or later fol-
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lowed by the harvest of punishment, while men certainly eventu-
ally do reap what they sow, still you should know that human suf-
fering is not always a punishment for antecedent sin. Both Job and
his friends failed to nd the true answer for their perplexities. And
with the light you now enjoy you would hardly assign to either Sa-
tanorGod theparts they play in this uniqueparable. While Jobdid
not, through suffering, nd the resolution of his intellectual trou-
bles or the solution of his philosophical difficulties, he did achieve
great victories; even in the very face of the breakdown of his the-
ological defences he ascended to those spiritual heights where he
could sincerely say, ‘I abhor myself ’; then was there granted him
the salvation of a vision of God. So even through misunderstood
suffering, Job ascended to the superhuman plane of moral under-
standing and spiritual insight. When the suffering servant obtains
a vision of God, there follows a soul peace which passes all human
understanding.

4 “ e rst of Job’s friends, Eliphaz, exhorted the sufferer to ex-
hibit in his afflictions the same fortitude he had prescribed for oth-
ers during the days of his prosperity. Said this false comforter:
‘Trust in your religion, Job; remember that it is the wicked and not
the righteous who suffer. You must deserve this punishment, else
youwould not be afflicted. Youwell know that noman can be righ-
teous in God’s sight. You know that the wicked never really pros-
per. Anyway, man seems predestined to trouble, and perhaps the
Lord is only chastising you for your own good.’ No wonder poor
Job failed to get much comfort from such an interpretation of the
problem of human suffering.

5 “But the counsel of his second friend, Bildad, was even more
depressing, notwithstanding its soundness from the standpoint of
the then accepted theology. Said Bildad: ‘God cannot be unjust.
Your childrenmust have been sinners since they perished; youmust
be in error, else you would not be so afflicted. And if you are really
righteous, Godwill certainly deliver you from your afflictions. You
should learn from the history of God’s dealings with man that the
Almighty destroys only the wicked.’

6 “And then you remember how Job replied to his friends, say-
ing: ‘I well know that God does not hear my cry for help. How
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can God be just and at the same time so utterly disregard my inno-
cence? I am learning that I can get no satisfaction from appealing
to the Almighty. Cannot you discern that God tolerates the per-
secution of the good by the wicked? And since man is so weak,
what chance has he for consideration at the hands of an omnipo-
tent God? God hasmademe as I am, and when he thus turns upon
me, I amdefenceless. Andwhy didGod ever createme just to suffer
in this miserable fashion?’

7 “Andwho can challenge the attitude of Job in viewof the coun-
sel of his friends and the erroneous ideas ofGodwhichoccupiedhis
own mind? Do you not see that Job longed for a human God, that
he hungered to commune with a divine Being who knows man’s
mortal estate and understands that the just must o en suffer in
innocence as a part of this rst life of the long Paradise ascent?
Wherefore has the Son of Man come forth from the Father to live
such a life in the esh that hewill be able to comfort and succour all
thosewhomust henceforth be called upon to endure the afflictions
of Job.

8 “Job’s third friend, Zophar, then spoke still less comforting
words when he said: ‘You are foolish to claim to be righteous, see-
ing that you are thus afflicted. But I admit that it is impossible to
comprehend God’s ways. Perhaps there is some hidden purpose
in all your miseries.’ And when Job had listened to all three of his
friends, he appealed directly to God for help, pleading the fact that
‘man, born of woman, is few of days and full of trouble.’

9 “ en began the second session with his friends. Eliphaz grew
more stern, accusing, and sarcastic. Bildad became indignant at
Job’s contempt for his friends. Zophar reiterated his melancholy
advice. Job by this time had become disgusted with his friends and
appealed again to God, and now he appealed to a just God against
the God of injustice embodied in the philosophy of his friends and
enshrined even in his own religious attitude. Next Job took refuge
in the consolation of a future life in which the inequities of mortal
existence may be more justly recti ed. Failure to receive help from
man drives Job to God. en ensues the great struggle in his heart
between faith and doubt. Finally, the human sufferer begins to see
the light of life; his tortured soul ascends to new heights of hope
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and courage; he may suffer on and even die, but his enlightened
soul now utters that cry of triumph, ‘My Vindicator lives!’

10 “Jobwas altogether right when he challenged the doctrine that
God afflicts children in order to punish their parents. Job was ever
ready to admit that God is righteous, but he longed for some soul-
satisfying revelation of the personal character of the Eternal. And
that is ourmission on earth. Nomore shall sufferingmortals be de-
nied the comfort of knowing the love of God and understanding
the mercy of the Father in heaven. While the speech of God spo-
ken from the whirlwind was a majestic concept for the day of its
utterance, you have already learned that the Father does not thus
reveal himself, but rather that he speaks within the human heart as
a still, small voice, saying, ‘ is is the way; walk therein.’ Do you
not comprehend that God dwells within you, that he has become
what you are that he may make you what he is!”

11 en Jesus made this nal statement: “ e Father in heaven
does not willingly afflict the children of men. Man suffers, rst,
from the accidents of time and the imperfections of the evil of an
immature physical existence. Next, he suffers the inexorable conse-
quences of sin— the transgression of the laws of life and light. And
nally, man reaps the harvest of his own iniquitous persistence in

rebellion against the righteous rule of heaven on earth. But man’s
miseries are not a personal visitation of divine judgment. Man can,
and will, do much to lessen his temporal sufferings. But once and
for all be delivered from the superstition that God afflicts man at
the behest of the evil one. Study the Book of Job just to discover
howmany wrong ideas of God even goodmenmay honestly enter-
tain; and then note how even the painfully afflicted Job found the
God of comfort and salvation in spite of such erroneous teachings.
At last his faith pierced the clouds of suffering to discern the light
of life pouring forth from the Father as healing mercy and everlast-
ing righteousness.”

12 Johnpondered these sayings inhis heart formanydays. His en-
tire a erlife was markedly changed as a result of this conversation
with the Master in the garden, and he did much, in later times, to
cause the other apostles to change their viewpoints regarding the
source, nature, and purpose of commonplace human afflictions.
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But John never spoke of this conference until a er the Master had
departed.

7. THE MAN WITH THE WITHERED HAND
1 e second Sabbath before the departure of the apostles and

the new corps of evangelists on the second preaching tour of
Galilee, Jesus spoke in the Capernaum synagogue on the “Joys of
RighteousLiving.”When Jesus had nished speaking, a large group
of those who were maimed, halt, sick, and afflicted crowded up
around him, seeking healing. Also in this group were the apostles,
many of the new evangelists, and the Pharisaic spies from Jerusa-
lem. Everywhere that Jesus went (except when in the hills about
the Father’s business) the six Jerusalem spies were sure to follow.

2 e leader of the spying Pharisees, as Jesus stood talking to the
people, induced a man with a withered hand to approach him and
ask if it would be lawful to be healed on the Sabbath day or should
he seek help on another day. When Jesus saw the man, heard his
words, and perceived that he had been sent by the Pharisees, he
said: “Come forward while I ask you a question. If you had a sheep
and it should fall into a pit on the Sabbath day, would you reach
down, lay hold on it, and li it out? Is it lawful to do such things on
the Sabbath day?” And the man answered: “Yes, Master, it would
be lawful thus to do well on the Sabbath day.” en said Jesus,
speaking to all of them: “I know wherefore you have sent this man
into my presence. You would nd cause for offence in me if you
could tempt me to show mercy on the Sabbath day. In silence you
all agreed that it was lawful to li the unfortunate sheep out of the
pit, even on the Sabbath, and I call you to witness that it is lawful
to exhibit loving-kindness on the Sabbath day not only to animals
but also to men. How much more valuable is a man than a sheep!
I proclaim that it is lawful to do good to men on the Sabbath day.”
And as they all stood before him in silence, Jesus, addressing the
man with the withered hand, said: “Stand up here by my side that
all may see you. And now that you may know that it is my Father’s
will that you do good on the Sabbath day, if you have the faith to
be healed, I bid you stretch out your hand.”

3 Andas thisman stretched forthhiswitheredhand, itwasmade
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whole. e people wereminded to turn upon the Pharisees, but Je-
sus bade them be calm, saying: “I have just told you that it is lawful
to do good on the Sabbath, to save life, but I did not instruct you
to do harm and give way to the desire to kill.” e angered Phar-
isees went away, and notwithstanding it was the Sabbath day, they
hastened forthwith to Tiberias and took counsel with Herod, do-
ing everything in their power to arouse his prejudice in order to
secure the Herodians as allies against Jesus. But Herod refused to
take action against Jesus, advising that they carry their complaints
to Jerusalem.

4 is is the rst case of a miracle to be wrought by Jesus in
response to the challenge of his enemies. And the Master per-
formed this so-calledmiracle, not as a demonstration of his healing
power, but as an effective protest against making the Sabbath rest
of religion a veritable bondage of meaningless restrictions upon all
mankind. is man returned to his work as a stonemason, proving
to be one of those whose healing was followed by a life of thanks-
giving and righteousness.

8. LAST WEEK AT BETHSAIDA
1 e last week of the sojourn at Bethsaida the Jerusalem spies

became much divided in their attitude toward Jesus and his teach-
ings. ree of these Pharisees were tremendously impressed by
what they had seen and heard. Meanwhile, at Jerusalem, Abra-
ham, a young and in uential member of the Sanhedrin, publicly
espoused the teachings of Jesus and was baptized in the pool of
Siloam by Abner. All Jerusalem was agog over this event, and mes-
sengers were immediately dispatched to Bethsaida recalling the six
spying Pharisees.

2 ¶ e Greek philosopher who had been won for the kingdom
on the previous tour of Galilee returned with certain wealthy Jews
of Alexandria, and once more they invited Jesus to come to their
city for the purpose of establishing a joint school of philosophy and
religion as well as an in rmary for the sick. But Jesus courteously
declined the invitation.

3 ¶ About this time there arrived at theBethsaida encampment a
trance prophet fromBagdad, oneKirmeth. is supposed prophet
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had peculiar visions when in trance and dreamed fantastic dreams
when his sleep was disturbed. He created a considerable distur-
bance at the camp, and Simon Zelotes was in favour of dealing
rather roughly with the self-deceived pretender, but Jesus inter-
vened and allowed him entire freedom of action for a few days. All
who heard his preaching soon recognized that his teachingwas not
sound as judged by the gospel of the kingdom. He shortly returned
to Bagdad, taking with him only a half dozen unstable and erratic
souls. But before Jesus interceded for the Bagdad prophet, David
Zebedee, with the assistance of a self-appointed committee, had
takenKirmeth out into the lake and, a er repeatedly plunging him
into the water, had advised him to depart hence— to organize and
build a camp of his own.

4 ¶ On this same day, Beth-Marion, a Phoenician woman, be-
came so fanatical that she went out of her head and, a er almost
drowning from trying to walk on the water, was sent away by her
friends.

5 ¶ e new Jerusalem convert, Abraham the Pharisee, gave all
of his worldly goods to the apostolic treasury, and this contribu-
tion didmuch tomake possible the immediate sending forth of the
100 newly trained evangelists. Andrew had already announced the
closing of the encampment, and everybody prepared either to go
home or else to follow the evangelists into Galilee.

9. HEALING THE PARALYTIC
1 On Friday a ernoon, October 1, when Jesus was holding his

last meeting with the apostles, evangelists, and other leaders of the
disbanding encampment, and with the six Pharisees from Jerusa-
lem seated in the front row of this assembly in the spacious and en-
larged front room of the Zebedee home, there occurred one of the
strangest andmost unique episodes of all Jesus’ earth life. eMas-
ter was, at this time, speaking as he stood in this large room, which
had been built to accommodate these gatherings during the rainy
season. e house was entirely surrounded by a vast concourse of
people who were straining their ears to catch some part of Jesus’
discourse.

2 While the house was thus thronged with people and entirely
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surrounded by eager listeners, a man long afflicted with paralysis
was carried down fromCapernaumon a small couch by his friends.

is paralytic had heard that Jesus was about to leave Bethsaida,
and having talked with Aaron the stone mason, who had been so
recently made whole, he resolved to be carried into Jesus’ presence,
where he could seek healing. His friends tried to gain entrance to
Zebedee’s house by both the front and back doors, but too many
people were crowded together. But the paralytic refused to accept
defeat; he directed his friends to procure ladders by which they as-
cended to the roof of the room in which Jesus was speaking, and
a er loosening the tiles, they boldly lowered the sick man on his
couch by ropes until the afflicted one rested on the oor immedi-
ately in front of the Master. When Jesus saw what they had done,
he ceased speaking, while those who were with him in the room
marveled at the perseverance of the sick man and his friends. Said
the paralytic: “Master, I would not disturb your teaching, but I am
determined to be made whole. I am not like those who received
healing and immediately forgot your teaching. I would be made
whole that Imight serve in the kingdomof heaven.”Now, notwith-
standing that this man’s affliction had been brought upon him by
his own misspent life, Jesus, seeing his faith, said to the paralytic:
“Son, fear not; your sins are forgiven. Your faith shall save you.”

3 When the Pharisees from Jerusalem, together with other
scribes and lawyers who sat with them, heard this pronouncement
by Jesus, they began to say to themselves: “How dare this man thus
speak? Does he not understand that such words are blasphemy?
Who can forgive sin but God?” Jesus, perceiving in his spirit that
they thus reasonedwithin their ownminds and among themselves,
spoke to them, saying: “Whydoyou so reason in yourhearts? Who
are you that you sit in judgment over me? What is the difference
whether I say to this paralytic, your sins are forgiven, or arise, take
up your bed, and walk? But that you who witness all this may -
nally know that the Son of Man has authority and power on earth
to forgive sins, I will say to this afflicted man, Arise, take up your
bed, and go to your own house.” And when Jesus had thus spoken,
the paralytic arose, and as theymadeway for him, hewalked out be-
fore them all. And those who saw these things were amazed. Peter
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dismissed the assemblage, while many prayed and glori ed God,
confessing that they had never before seen such strange happen-
ings.

4 ¶ And it was about this time that the messengers of the San-
hedrin arrived to bid the six spies return to Jerusalem. When they
heard this message, they fell to earnest debate among themselves;
and a er they had nished their discussions, the leader and two
of his associates returned with the messengers to Jerusalem, while
three of the spying Pharisees confessed faith in Jesus and, going im-
mediately to the lake, were baptized by Peter and fellowshipped by
the apostles as children of the kingdom.



PAPER №149
THE SECOND PREACHING TOUR

Midwayer Commission

THE second public preaching tour of Galilee began on Sun-
day, October 3, A.D. 28, and continued for almost three
months, ending on December 30. Participating in this ef-

fort were Jesus and his 12 apostles, assisted by the newly recruited
corps of 117 evangelists and by numerous other interested persons.
On this tour they visited Gadara, Ptolemais, Japhia, Dabaritta,
Megiddo, Jezreel, Scythopolis, Tarichea, Hippos, Gamala, Beth-
saida-Julias, and many other cities and villages.

2 Before the departure on this Sundaymorning Andrew and Pe-
ter asked Jesus to give the nal charge to the new evangelists, but
theMaster declined, saying that it was not his province to do those
things which others could acceptably perform. A er due delib-
eration it was decided that James Zebedee should administer the
charge. At the conclusion of James’s remarks Jesus said to the evan-
gelists: “Go now forth to do the work as you have been charged,
and later on, when youhave shownyourselves competent and faith-
ful, I will ordain you to preach the gospel of the kingdom.”

3 On this tour only James and John travelled with Jesus. Peter
and the other apostles each took with them about one dozen of
the evangelists and maintained close contact with them while they
carried on theirwork of preaching and teaching. As fast as believers
were ready to enter the kingdom, the apostles would administer
baptism. Jesus andhis two companions travelled extensively during
these three months, o en visiting two cities in one day to observe
the work of the evangelists and to encourage them in their efforts
to establish the kingdom. is entire second preaching tour was
principally an effort to afford practical experience for this corps of
117 newly trained evangelists.

4 ¶ roughout this period and subsequently, up to the time of
the nal departure of Jesus and the 12 for Jerusalem, David Zebe-
deemaintained a permanent headquarters for thework of the king-
dom in his father’s house at Bethsaida. is was the clearinghouse
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for Jesus’ work on earth and the relay station for the messenger ser-
vice which David carried on between the workers in various parts
of Palestine and adjacent regions. He did all of this on his own ini-
tiative but with the approval of Andrew. David employed 40 to 50
messengers in this intelligence division of the rapidly enlarging and
extendingwork of the kingdom. While thus employed, he partially
supported himself by spending some of his time at his old work of
shing.

1. THE WIDESPREAD FAME OF JESUS
1 By the time the camp at Bethsaida had been broken up, the

fame of Jesus, particularly as a healer, had spread to all parts of
Palestine and through all of Syria and the surrounding countries.
Forweeks a er they le Bethsaida, the sick continued to arrive, and
when they did not nd the Master, on learning from David where
he was, they would go in search of him. On this tour Jesus did not
deliberately perform any so-called miracles of healing. Neverthe-
less, scores of afflicted found restoration of health and happiness
as a result of the reconstructive power of the intense faith which
impelled them to seek for healing.

2 ere began to appear about the time of this mission — and
continued throughout the remainder of Jesus’ life on earth— a pe-
culiar and unexplained series of healing phenomena. In the course
of this 3 months’ tour more than 100 men, women, and children
from Judea, Idumea, Galilee, Syria, Tyre, and Sidon, and from be-
yond the Jordan were bene ciaries of this unconscious healing by
Jesus and, returning to their homes, added to the enlargement of
Jesus’ fame. And they did this notwithstanding that Jesus would,
every time he observed one of these cases of spontaneous healing,
directly charge the bene ciary to “tell no man.”

3 ¶ Itwas never revealed to us justwhat occurred in these cases of
spontaneous or unconscious healing. e Master never explained
to his apostles how these healings were effected, other than that on
several occasions he merely said, “I perceive that power has gone
forth from me.” On one occasion he remarked when touched by
an ailing child, “I perceive that life has gone forth from me.”

4 In the absence of direct word from the Master regarding the
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nature of these cases of spontaneoushealing, itwouldbepresuming
on our part to undertake to explain how they were accomplished,
but it will be permissible to record our opinion of all such heal-
ing phenomena. We believe that many of these apparent miracles
of healing, as they occurred in the course of Jesus’ earth ministry,
were the result of the coexistence of the following three powerful,
potent, and associated in uences:

5 1. e presence of strong, dominant, and living faith in the
heart of the humanbeingwhopersistently sought healing, together
with the fact that such healing was desired for its spiritual bene ts
rather than for purely physical restoration.

6 2. e existence, concomitant with such human faith, of the
great sympathy and compassion of the incarnated andmercy-dom-
inated Creator Son of God, who actually possessed in his person
almost unlimited and timeless creative healing powers and prerog-
atives.

7 3. Alongwith the faith of the creature and the life of theCre-
ator it should also be noted that this God-man was the personi ed
expression of the Father’s will. If, in the contact of the human need
and the divine power to meet it, the Father did not will otherwise,
the two became one, and the healing occurred unconsciously to the
human Jesus but was immediately recognized by his divine nature.

e explanation, then, of many of these cases of healing must be
found in a great law which has long been known to us, namely,
What the Creator Son desires and the eternal Father wills IS.

8 ¶ It is, then, our opinion that, in the personal presence of Jesus,
certain forms of profoundhuman faithwere literally and truly com-
pelling in themanifestation of healing by certain creative forces and
personalities of the universe whowere at that time so intimately as-
sociated with the Son ofMan. It therefore becomes a fact of record
that Jesus did frequently suffer men to heal themselves in his pres-
ence by their powerful, personal faith.

9 Many others sought healing for wholly sel sh purposes. A
rich widow of Tyre, with her retinue, came seeking to be healed of
her in rmities, which were many; and as she followed Jesus about
through Galilee, she continued to offer more and more money, as
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if the power of God were something to be purchased by the high-
est bidder. But never would she become interested in the gospel of
the kingdom; it was only the cure of her physical ailments that she
sought.

2. ATTITUDE OF THE PEOPLE
1 Jesus understood the minds of men. He knew what was in the

heart of man, and had his teachings been le as he presented them,
the only commentary being the inspired interpretation afforded by
his earth life, all nations and all religions of the world would speed-
ily have embraced the gospel of the kingdom. e well-meant ef-
forts of Jesus’ early followers to restate his teachings so as to make
them the more acceptable to certain nations, races, and religions,
only resulted in making such teachings the less acceptable to all
other nations, races, and religions.

2 e Apostle Paul, in his efforts to bring the teachings of Jesus
to the favourable notice of certain groups in his day, wrote many
letters of instruction and admonition. Other teachers of Jesus’
gospel did likewise, but none of them realized that some of these
writings would subsequently be brought together by those who
would set them forth as the embodiment of the teachings of Jesus.
And so, while so-calledChristianity does containmore of theMas-
ter’s gospel than any other religion, it does also contain much that
Jesus did not teach. Aside from the incorporation of many teach-
ings from the Persianmysteries andmuch of the Greek philosophy
into early Christianity, two great mistakes were made:

3 1. e effort to connect the gospel teaching directly onto
the Jewish theology, as illustrated by the Christian doctrines of
the atonement — the teaching that Jesus was the sacri ced Son
who would satisfy the Father’s stern justice and appease the divine
wrath. ese teachings originated in a praiseworthy effort to make
the gospel of the kingdom more acceptable to disbelieving Jews.

ough these efforts failed as far as winning the Jews was con-
cerned, they did not fail to confuse and alienate many honest souls
in all subsequent generations.

4 2. e second great blunder of the Master’s early followers,
and one which all subsequent generations have persisted in perpet-
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uating, was to organize theChristian teaching so completely about
the person of Jesus. is overemphasis of the personality of Jesus
in the theology of Christianity has worked to obscure his teach-
ings, and all of this has made it increasingly difficult for Jews, Mo-
hammedans, Hindus, and other Eastern religionists to accept the
teachings of Jesus. We would not belittle the place of the person
of Jesus in a religion whichmight bear his name, but we would not
permit such consideration to eclipse his inspired life or to supplant
his savingmessage: the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
man.

5 ¶ e teachers of the religion of Jesus should approach other
religions with the recognition of the truths which are held in com-
mon (many of which come directly or indirectly from Jesus’ mes-
sage) while they refrain from placing so much emphasis on the dif-
ferences.

6 ¶ While, at that particular time, the fame of Jesus rested chie y
upon his reputation as a healer, it does not follow that it contin-
ued so to rest. As time passed, more and more he was sought for
spiritual help. But it was the physical cures that made the most di-
rect and immediate appeal to the common people. Jesus was in-
creasingly sought by the victims of moral enslavement and men-
tal harassments, and he invariably taught them the way of deliver-
ance. Fathers sought his advice regarding the management of their
sons, andmothers came for help in the guidance of their daughters.

osewho sat in darkness came tohim, andhe revealed to them the
light of life. His ear was ever open to the sorrows of mankind, and
he always helped those who sought his ministry.

7 When the Creator himself was on earth, incarnated in the
likeness of mortal esh, it was inevitable that some extraordi-
nary things should happen. But you should never approach Je-
sus through these so-called miraculous occurrences. Learn to ap-
proach the miracle through Jesus, but do not make the mistake
of approaching Jesus through the miracle. And this admonition
is warranted, notwithstanding that Jesus of Nazareth is the only
founder of a religion who performed supermaterial acts on earth.

8 ¶ e most astonishing and the most revolutionary feature of
Michael’s mission on earth was his attitude toward women. In a
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day and generation when a man was not supposed to salute even
his own wife in a public place, Jesus dared to take women along as
teachers of the gospel in connection with his third tour of Galilee.
And he had the consummate courage to do this in the face of the
rabbinic teaching which declared that it was “better that the words
of the law should be burned than delivered to women.”

9 In one generation Jesus li ed women out of the disrespect-
ful oblivion and the slavish drudgery of the ages. And it is the
one shameful thing about the religion that presumed to take Jesus’
name that it lacked themoral courage to follow this noble example
in its subsequent attitude toward women.

10 ¶ As Jesus mingled with the people, they found him entirely
free from the superstitions of that day. He was free from religious
prejudices; he was never intolerant. He had nothing in his heart
resembling social antagonism. While he complied with the good
in the religion of his fathers, he did not hesitate to disregard man-
made traditions of superstition and bondage. He dared to teach
that catastrophes of nature, accidents of time, and other calami-
tous happenings are not visitations of divine judgments or myste-
rious dispensations of Providence. He denounced slavish devotion
tomeaningless ceremonials and exposed the fallacy ofmaterialistic
worship. He boldly proclaimed man’s spiritual freedom and dared
to teach thatmortals of the esh are indeed and in truth sons of the
living God.

11 Jesus transcended all the teachings of his forebears when he
boldly substituted clean hearts for clean hands as the mark of true
religion. He put reality in the place of tradition and swept aside
all pretensions of vanity and hypocrisy. And yet this fearless man
of God did not give vent to destructive criticism or manifest an ut-
ter disregard of the religious, social, economic, and political usages
of his day. He was not a militant revolutionist; he was a progres-
sive evolutionist. He engaged in the destruction of that which was
only when he simultaneously offered his fellows the superior thing
which ought to be.

12 ¶ Jesus received the obedience of his followers without exact-
ing it. Only three men who received his personal call refused to
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accept the invitation to discipleship. He exercised a peculiar draw-
ing power over men, but he was not dictatorial. He commanded
con dence, and no man ever resented his giving a command. He
assumed absolute authority over his disciples, but no one ever ob-
jected. He permitted his followers to call him Master.

13 e Master was admired by all who met him except by those
who entertained deep-seated religious prejudices or those who
thought they discerned political dangers in his teachings. Men
were astonished at the originality and authoritativeness of his
teaching. ey marveled at his patience in dealing with backward
and troublesome inquirers. He inspired hope and con dence in
the hearts of all who came under his ministry. Only those who had
not met him feared him, and he was hated only by those who re-
garded him as the champion of that truth which was destined to
overthrow the evil and error which they had determined to hold in
their hearts at all cost.

14 On both friends and foes he exercised a strong and peculiarly
fascinating in uence. Multitudes would follow him for weeks, just
to hear his gracious words and behold his simple life. Devoted
men and women loved Jesus with a well-nigh superhuman affec-
tion. And the better they knew him themore they loved him. And
all this is still true; even today and in all future ages, the more man
comes to know this God-man, the more he will love and follow af-
ter him.

3. HOSTILITY OF THE RELIGIOUS LEADERS
1 Notwithstanding the favourable reception of Jesus and his

teachings by the common people, the religious leaders at Jerusa-
lem became increasingly alarmed and antagonistic. e Pharisees
had formulated a systematic and dogmatic theology. Jesus was a
teacher who taught as the occasion served; he was not a system-
atic teacher. Jesus taught not so much from the law as from life,
by parables. (And when he employed a parable for illustrating his
message, he designed to utilize just one feature of the story for that
purpose. Many wrong ideas concerning the teachings of Jesus may
be secured by attempting to make allegories out of his parables.)

2 e religious leaders at Jerusalem were becoming well-nigh
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frantic as a result of the recent conversion of young Abraham and
by the desertion of the three spies who had been baptized by Peter,
and who were now out with the evangelists on this second preach-
ing tour ofGalilee. e Jewish leaders were increasingly blinded by
fear and prejudice, while their hearts were hardened by the contin-
ued rejection of the appealing truths of the gospel of the kingdom.
Whenmen shut off the appeal to the spirit that dwellswithin them,
there is little that can be done to modify their attitude.

3 When Jesus rst met with the evangelists at the Bethsaida
camp, in concluding his address, he said: “You should remem-
ber that in body and mind — emotionally — men react individ-
ually. e only uniform thing about men is the indwelling spirit.

ough divine spirits may vary somewhat in the nature and extent
of their experience, they react uniformly to all spiritual appeals.
Only through, and by appeal to, this spirit can mankind ever at-
tain unity and brotherhood.” But many of the leaders of the Jews
had closed the doors of their hearts to the spiritual appeal of the
gospel. From this day on they ceased not to plan and plot for the
Master’s destruction. ey were convinced that Jesus must be ap-
prehended, convicted, and executed as a religious offender, a viola-
tor of the cardinal teachings of the Jewish sacred law.

4. PROGRESS OF THE PREACHING TOUR
1 Jesus did very little public work on this preaching tour, but

he conducted many evening classes with the believers in most of
the cities and villages where he chanced to sojourn with James and
John. At one of these evening sessions one of the younger evan-
gelists asked Jesus a question about anger, and the Master, among
other things, said in reply:˚

2 ¶ “Anger is amaterialmanifestationwhich represents, in a gen-
eral way, the measure of the failure of the spiritual nature to gain
control of the combined intellectual and physical natures. Anger
indicates your lack of tolerant brotherly love plus your lack of self-
respect and self-control. Anger depletes the health, debases the
4.1. …a question about anger, and theMaster among other things said, in reply: See also
note for 149:7.1. is sentence required two edits to make it ow correctly: at this location
a comma was inserted a er “theMaster” and per the following item, a pre-existing comma
that originally followed “said” was moved in ont of it — to follow “things”
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mind, and handicaps the spirit teacher of man’s soul. Have you
not read in the Scriptures that ‘wrath kills the foolish man,’ and
that man ‘tears himself in his anger’? at ‘he who is slow of wrath
is of great understanding,’ while ‘he who is hasty of temper exalts
folly’? You all know that ‘a so answer turns away wrath,’ and how
‘grievous words stir up anger.’ ‘Discretion defers anger,’ while ‘he
who has no control over his own self is like a defenceless city with-
out walls.’ ‘Wrath is cruel and anger is outrageous.’ ‘Angry men stir
up strife, while the furious multiply their transgressions.’ ‘Be not
hasty in spirit, for anger rests in the bosom of fools.’” Before Jesus
ceased speaking, he said further: “Let your hearts be so dominated
by love that your spirit guide will have little trouble in delivering
you from the tendency to give vent to those outbursts of animal
anger which are inconsistent with the status of divine sonship.”

3 ¶ On this same occasion the Master talked to the group about
the desirability of possessing well-balanced characters. He recog-
nized that it was necessary for most men to devote themselves to
the mastery of some vocation, but he deplored all tendency to-
wardoverspecialization, towardbecomingnarrow-minded and cir-
cumscribed in life’s activities. He called attention to the fact that
any virtue, if carried to extremes, may become a vice. Jesus always
preached temperance and taught consistency—proportionate ad-
justment of life problems. He pointed out that overmuch sympa-
thy andpitymay degenerate into serious emotional instability; that
enthusiasmmay drive on into fanaticism. He discussed one of their
former associates whose imagination had led him off into visionary
and impractical undertakings. At the same time he warned them
against the dangers of the dullness of overconservative mediocrity.

4 And then Jesus discoursed on the dangers of courage and faith,
how they sometimes lead unthinking souls on to recklessness and
presumption. He also showed how prudence and discretion, when
carried too far, lead to cowardice and failure. He exhorted his
hearers to strive for originality while they shunned all tendency
toward eccentricity. He pleaded for sympathy without sentimen-
tality, piety without sanctimoniousness. He taught reverence free
from fear and superstition.

5 It was not so much what Jesus taught about the balanced char-
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acter that impressed his associates as the fact that his own life was
such an eloquent exempli cation of his teaching. He lived in the
midst of stress and storm, but he never wavered. His enemies con-
tinually laid snares for him, but they never entrapped him. e
wise and learned endeavoured to trip him, but he did not stumble.

ey sought to embroil him in debate, but his answers were always
enlightening, digni ed, and nal. When he was interrupted in his
discourses with multitudinous questions, his answers were always
signi cant and conclusive. Never did he resort to ignoble tactics in
meeting the continuous pressure of his enemies, who did not hesi-
tate to employ every sort of false, unfair, and unrighteous mode of
attack upon him.

6 While it is true that many men and women must assiduously
apply themselves to some de nite pursuit as a livelihood vocation,
it is nevertheless wholly desirable that human beings should cul-
tivate a wide range of cultural familiarity with life as it is lived on
earth. Truly educated persons are not satis ed with remaining in
ignorance of the lives and doings of their fellows.

5. LESSON REGARDING CONTENTMENT
1 When Jesus was visiting the group of evangelists working un-

der the supervision of Simon Zelotes, during their evening confer-
ence Simon asked the Master: “Why are some persons so much
more happy and contented than others? Is contentment a matter
of religious experience?” Among other things, Jesus said in answer
to Simon’s question:

2 ¶ “Simon, some persons are naturally more happy than others.
Much, very much, depends upon the willingness of man to be led
anddirectedby theFather’s spiritwhich liveswithinhim. Have you
not read in the Scriptures the words of the wise man, ‘ e spirit of
man is the candle of the Lord, searching all the inward parts’? And
also that such spirit-led mortals say: ‘ e lines are fallen to me in
pleasant places; yes, I have a goodly heritage.’ ‘A little that a righ-
teous man has is better than the riches of many wicked,’ for ‘a good
man shall be satis ed from within himself.’ ‘A merry heart makes a
cheerful countenance and is a continual feast. Better is a little with
the reverence of theLord than great treasure and trouble therewith.
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Better is a dinner of herbs where love is than a fatted ox and hatred
therewith. Better is a little with righteousness than great revenues
without rectitude.’ ‘A merry heart does good like a medicine.’ ‘Bet-
ter is a handful with composure than a superabundance with sor-
row and vexation of spirit.’

3 “Much of man’s sorrow is born of the disappointment of his
ambitions and the wounding of his pride. Although men owe a
duty to themselves to make the best of their lives on earth, hav-
ing thus sincerely exerted themselves, they should cheerfully accept
their lot and exercise ingenuity in making the most of that which
has fallen to their hands. All too many of man’s troubles take ori-
gin in the fear soil of his own natural heart. ‘ e wicked ee when
no man pursues.’ ‘ e wicked are like the troubled sea, for it can-
not rest, but its waters cast up mire and dirt; there is no peace, says
God, for the wicked.’

4 “Seek not, then, for false peace and transient joy but rather for
the assurance of faith and the sureties of divine sonshipwhich yield
composure, contentment, and supreme joy in the spirit.”

5 ¶ Jesus hardly regarded this world as a “vale of tears.”He rather
looked upon it as the birth sphere of the eternal and immortal spir-
its of Paradise ascension, the “vale of soul making.”

6. THE “FEAR OF THE LORD”
1 It was at Gamala, during the evening conference, that Philip

said to Jesus: “Master, why is it that the Scriptures instruct us to
‘fear theLord,’while youwouldhaveus look to theFather inheaven
without fear? How are we to harmonize these teachings?” And Je-
sus replied to Philip, saying:

2 ¶ “My children, I amnot surprised that you ask such questions.
In the beginning it was only through fear that man could learn rev-
erence, but I have come to reveal the Father’s love so that youwill be
attracted to the worship of the Eternal by the drawing of a son’s af-
fectionate recognition and reciprocation of the Father’s profound
and perfect love. I would deliver you from the bondage of driving
yourselves through slavish fear to the irksome service of a jealous
and wrathful King-God. I would instruct you in the Father-son
relationship of God and man so that you may be joyfully led into
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that sublime and supernal free worship of a loving, just, andmerci-
ful Father-God.

3 “ e ‘fear of the Lord’ has had different meanings in the suc-
cessive ages, coming up from fear, through anguish and dread, to
awe and reverence. And now from reverence I would lead you up,
through recognition, realization, and appreciation, to love. When
man recognizes only the works of God, he is led to fear the Su-
preme; butwhenmanbegins tounderstand and experience theper-
sonality and character of the living God, he is led increasingly to
love such a good and perfect, universal and eternal Father. And it
is just this changing of the relation of man to God that constitutes
the mission of the Son of Man on earth.

4 “Intelligent children do not fear their father in order that they
may receive good gi s from his hand; but having already received
the abundance of good things bestowed by the dictates of the fa-
ther’s affection for his sons and daughters, these much loved chil-
dren are led to love their father in responsive recognition and ap-
preciation of such muni cent bene cence. e goodness of God
leads to repentance; the bene cence of God leads to service; the
mercy of God leads to salvation; while the love of God leads to in-
telligent and freehearted worship.

5 “Your forebears feared God because he was mighty andmyste-
rious. You shall adore him because he is magni cent in love, plen-
teous inmercy, and glorious in truth. e power of God engenders
fear in the heart of man, but the nobility and righteousness of his
personality beget reverence, love, and willing worship. A dutiful
and affectionate sondoes not fear or dread even amighty andnoble
father. I have come into the world to put love in the place of fear,
joy in the place of sorrow, con dence in the place of dread, loving
service and appreciativeworship in theplace of slavishbondage and
meaningless ceremonies. But it is still true of those who sit in dark-
ness that ‘the fear of theLord is the beginningofwisdom.’ Butwhen
the light has more fully come, the sons of God are led to praise the
In nite for what he is rather than to fear him for what he does.

6 “When children are young and unthinking, they must neces-
sarily be admonished to honour their parents; but when they grow
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older and become somewhat more appreciative of the bene ts of
the parental ministry and protection, they are led up, through un-
derstanding respect and increasing affection, to that level of expe-
rience where they actually love their parents for what they aremore
than for what they have done. e father naturally loves his child,
but the child must develop his love for the father from the fear of
what the father can do, through awe, dread, dependence, and rev-
erence, to the appreciative and affectionate regard of love.

7 “You have been taught that you should ‘fear God and keep his
commandments, for that is thewhole duty ofman.’ But I have come
to give you a new and higher commandment. I would teach you to
‘love God and learn to do his will, for that is the highest privilege
of the liberated sons of God.’ Your fathers were taught to ‘fear God
— the Almighty King.’ I teach you, ‘Love God — the all-merciful
Father.’

8 “In the kingdomof heaven, which I have come to declare, there
is no high and mighty king; this kingdom is a divine family. e
universally recognized and unreservedly worshipped centre and
headof this far- ungbrotherhoodof intelligent beings ismyFather
and your Father. I am his Son, and you are also his sons. erefore
it is eternally true that you and I are brethren in the heavenly estate,
and all the more so since we have become brethren in the esh of
the earthly life. Cease, then, to fear God as a king or serve him as
a master; learn to reverence him as the Creator; honour him as the
Father of your spirit youth; love him as a merciful defender; and
ultimately worship him as the loving and all-wise Father of your
more mature spiritual realization and appreciation.

9 “Outof yourwrong concepts of theFather inheaven growyour
false ideas of humility and springs much of your hypocrisy. Man
may be a worm of the dust by nature and origin, but when he be-
comes indwelt bymyFather’s spirit, thatman becomes divine in his
destiny. e bestowal spirit of my Father will surely return to the
divine source and universe level of origin, and the human soul of
mortal man which shall have become the reborn child of this in-
dwelling spirit shall certainly ascend with the divine spirit to the
very presence of the eternal Father.
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10 “Humility, indeed, becomesmortal manwho receives all these
gi s from the Father in heaven, albeit there is a divine dignity at-
tached to all such faith candidates for the eternal ascent of the heav-
enly kingdom. emeaningless andmenial practices of an ostenta-
tious and false humility are incompatible with the appreciation of
the source of your salvation and the recognition of the destiny of
your spirit-born souls. Humility before God is altogether appro-
priate in the depths of your hearts; meekness before men is com-
mendable; but the hypocrisy of self-conscious and attention-crav-
ing humility is childish and unworthy of the enlightened sons of
the kingdom.

11 “You dowell to bemeek beforeGod and self-controlled before
men, but let your meekness be of spiritual origin and not the self-
deceptive display of a self-conscious sense of self-righteous superi-
ority. e prophet spoke advisedly when he said, ‘Walk humbly
with God,’ for, while the Father in heaven is the In nite and the
Eternal, he also dwells ‘with him who is of a contrite mind and
a humble spirit.’ My Father disdains pride, loathes hypocrisy, and
abhors iniquity. And it was to emphasize the value of sincerity
and perfect trust in the loving support and faithful guidance of the
heavenly Father that I have so o en referred to the little child as
illustrative of the attitude of mind and the response of spirit which
are so essential to the entrance ofmortalman into the spirit realities
of the kingdom of heaven.

12 “Well did the Prophet Jeremiah describe many mortals when
he said: ‘You are near God in the mouth but far from him in
the heart.’ And have you not also read that direful warning of
the prophet who said: ‘ e priests thereof teach for hire, and the
prophets thereof divine for money. At the same time they profess
piety and proclaim that the Lord is with them.’ Have you not been
well warned against those who ‘speak peace to their neighbours
when mischief is in their hearts,’ those who ‘ atter with the lips
while the heart is given to double-dealing’? Of all the sorrows of a
trusting man, none are so terrible as to be ‘wounded in the house
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of a trusted friend.’”

7. RETURNING TO BETHSAIDA
1 Andrew, in consultation with Simon Peter and with the ap-

proval of Jesus, had instructed David at Bethsaida to dispatchmes-
sengers to the various preaching groups with instructions to ter-
minate the tour and return to Bethsaida sometime on ursday,
December 30. By supper time on that rainy day all of the apos-
tolic party and the teaching evangelists had arrived at the Zebedee
home.˚

2 e group remained together over the Sabbath day, being ac-
commodated in the homes of Bethsaida and near-by Capernaum,
a er which the entire party was granted a two weeks’ recess to go
home to their families, visit their friends, or go shing. e two or
three days they were together in Bethsaida were, indeed, exhilarat-
ing and inspiring; even the older teachers were edi ed by the young
preachers as they narrated their experiences.

3 Of the 117 evangelists who participated in this second preach-
ing tour of Galilee, only about 75 survived the test of actual expe-
rience and were on hand to be assigned to service at the end of the
two weeks’ recess. Jesus, with Andrew, Peter, James, and John, re-
mained at the Zebedee home and spent much time in conference
regarding the welfare and extension of the kingdom.

7.1. …and return to Bethsaida some time on ursday, December 30. See note for
60:3.20. “sometime” is correct.
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Midwayer Commission

ON SUNDAY evening, January 16, A.D. 29, Abner, with
the apostles of John, reached Bethsaida and went into
joint conference with Andrew and the apostles of Jesus

the next day. Abner and his associates made their headquarters at
Hebron and were in the habit of coming up to Bethsaida periodi-
cally for these conferences.

2 Among the many matters considered by this joint conference
was the practice of anointing the sick with certain forms of oil in
connectionwithprayers for healing. Againdid Jesus decline to par-
ticipate in their discussions or to express himself regarding their
conclusions. e apostles of John had always used the anointing
oil in their ministry to the sick and afflicted, and they sought to es-
tablish this as a uniform practice for both groups, but the apostles
of Jesus refused to bind themselves by such a regulation.

3 ¶ On Tuesday, January 18, the 24 were joined by the tested
evangelists, about 75 in number, at the Zebedee house in Beth-
saida preparatory to being sent forth on the third preaching tour
of Galilee. is third mission continued for a period of 7 weeks.

4 e evangelists were sent out in groups of ve, while Jesus and
the 12 travelled together most of the time, the apostles going out
two and two to baptize believers as occasion required. For a pe-
riod of almost three weeks Abner and his associates also worked
with the evangelistic groups, advising them and baptizing believ-
ers. ey visited Magdala, Tiberias, Nazareth, and all the princi-
pal cities and villages of central and southern Galilee, all the places
previously visited and many others. is was their last message to
Galilee, except to the northern portions.

1. THE WOMEN’S EVANGELISTIC CORPS
1 Of all the daring things which Jesus did in connection with

his earth career, the most amazing was his sudden announcement
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on the evening of January 16: “On the morrow we will set apart
ten women for the ministering work of the kingdom.” At the be-
ginning of the two weeks’ period during which the apostles and
the evangelists were to be absent fromBethsaida on their furlough,
Jesus requested David to summon his parents back to their home
and to dispatchmessengers calling to Bethsaida ten devout women
who had served in the administration of the former encampment
and the tented in rmary. ese women had all listened to the in-
struction given the young evangelists, but it had never occurred to
either themselves or their teachers that Jesus would dare to com-
mission women to teach the gospel of the kingdom and minister
to the sick. ese ten women selected and commissioned by Je-
sus were: Susanna, the daughter of the former chazan of the Naza-
reth synagogue; Joanna, the wife of Chuza, the steward of Herod
Antipas; Elizabeth, the daughter of a wealthy Jew of Tiberias and
Sepphoris; Martha, the elder sister of Andrew and Peter; Rachel,
the sister-in-law of Jude, theMaster’s brother in the esh; Nasanta,
the daughter of Elman, the Syrian physician; Milcha, a cousin of
the Apostle omas; Ruth, the eldest daughter of Matthew Levi;
Celta, the daughter of a Roman centurion; and Agaman, a widow
of Damascus. Subsequently, Jesus added two other women to this
group — Mary Magdalene and Rebecca, the daughter of Joseph of
Arimathea.

2 Jesus authorized these women to effect their own organization
and directed Judas to provide funds for their equipment and for
pack animals. e ten elected Susanna as their chief and Joanna as
their treasurer. From this time on they furnished their own funds;
never again did they draw upon Judas for support.

3 Itwasmost astounding in that day, whenwomenwere not even
allowed on the main oor of the synagogue (being con ned to the
women’s gallery), to behold them being recognized as authorized
teachers of the new gospel of the kingdom. e charge which Je-
sus gave these ten women as he set them apart for gospel teaching
andministry was the emancipation proclamation which set free all
women and for all time; no more was man to look upon woman
as his spiritual inferior. is was a decided shock to even the 12
apostles. Notwithstanding they had many times heard the Master
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say that “in the kingdom of heaven there is neither rich nor poor,
free nor bond, male nor female, all are equally the sons and daugh-
ters ofGod,” theywere literally stunnedwhenheproposed formally
to commission these ten women as religious teachers and even to
permit their travelling about with them. e whole country was
stirred up by this proceeding, the enemies of Jesus making great
capital out of thismove, but everywhere thewomenbelievers in the
good news stood staunchly behind their chosen sisters and voiced
no uncertain approval of this tardy acknowledgement of woman’s
place in religious work. And this liberation of women, giving them
due recognition, was practised by the apostles immediately a er
the Master’s departure, albeit they fell back to the olden customs
in subsequent generations. roughout the early days of theChris-
tian church women teachers and ministers were called deaconesses
and were accorded general recognition. But Paul, despite the fact
that he conceded all this in theory, never really incorporated it into
his own attitude and personally found it difficult to carry out in
practice.

2. THE STOP AT MAGDALA
1 As the apostolic party journeyed from Bethsaida, the women

travelled in the rear. During the conference time they always sat
in a group in front and to the right of the speaker. Increasingly,
women had become believers in the gospel of the kingdom, and it
had been a source of much difficulty and no end of embarrassment
when they had desired to hold personal converse with Jesus or one
of the apostles. Now all this was changed. When any of the wo-
men believers desired to see theMaster or confer with the apostles,
they went to Susanna, and in company with one of the 12 women
evangelists, they would go at once into the presence of the Master
or one of his apostles.

2 It was atMagdala that thewomen rst demonstrated their use-
fulness and vindicated the wisdom of their choosing. Andrew had
imposed rather strict rules uponhis associates about doingpersonal
work with women, especially with those of questionable charac-
ter. When the party entered Magdala, these ten women evange-
lists were free to enter the evil resorts and preach the glad tidings
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directly to all their inmates. And when visiting the sick, these wo-
men were able to draw very close in their ministry to their afflicted
sisters. As the result of theministry of these tenwomen (a erwards
known as the 12 women) at this place, Mary Magdalene was won
for the kingdom. rough a succession of misfortunes and in con-
sequence of the attitude of reputable society toward women who
commit such errors of judgment, this woman had found herself in
one of the nefarious resorts of Magdala. It was Martha and Rachel
who made plain to Mary that the doors of the kingdom were open
to even such as she. Mary believed the good news andwas baptized
by Peter the next day.

3 Mary Magdalene became the most effective teacher of the
gospel among this group of 12 women evangelists. She was set
apart for such service, together with Rebecca, at Jotapata about
four weeks subsequent to her conversion. Mary and Rebecca, with
the others of this group, went on through the remainder of Jesus’
life on earth, labouring faithfully and effectively for the enlight-
enment and upli ing of their downtrodden sisters; and when the
last and tragic episode in the drama of Jesus’ life was being enacted,
notwithstanding the apostles all ed but one, these womenwere all
present, and not one either denied or betrayed him.

3. SABBATH AT TIBERIAS
1 e Sabbath services of the apostolic party had been put in

the hands of the women by Andrew, upon instructions from Je-
sus. is meant, of course, that they could not be held in the new
synagogue. ewomen selected Joanna to have charge of this occa-
sion, and themeetingwas held in the banquet roomofHerod’s new
palace, Herod being away in residence at Julias in Perea. Joanna
read from the Scriptures concerning woman’s work in the religious
life of Israel, making reference to Miriam, Deborah, Esther, and
others.

2 ¶ Late that evening Jesus gave the united group a memorable
talk on “Magic and Superstition.” In those days the appearance of a
bright and supposedly new star was regarded as a token indicating
that a great man had been born on earth. Such a star having then
recently been observed, Andrew asked Jesus if these beliefs were
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well founded. In the long answer to Andrew’s question the Master
entered upon a thoroughgoing discussion of the whole subject of
human superstition. e statement which Jesus made at this time
may be summarized in modern phraseology as follows:

3 1. e courses of the stars in the heavens have nothing what-
ever to do with the events of human life on earth. Astronomy is
a proper pursuit of science, but astrology is a mass of superstitious
error which has no place in the gospel of the kingdom.

4 2. e examination of the internal organs of an animal re-
cently killed can reveal nothing about weather, future events, or
the outcome of human affairs.

5 3. e spirits of the dead do not come back to communicate
with their families or their onetime friends among the living.

6 4. Charms and relics are impotent to heal disease, ward off
disaster, or in uence evil spirits; the belief in all such material
means of in uencing the spiritual world is nothing but gross su-
perstition.

7 5. Casting lots, while it may be a convenient way of settling
many minor difficulties, is not a method designed to disclose the
divine will. Such outcomes are purely matters of material chance.

e only means of communion with the spiritual world is em-
braced in the spirit endowment of mankind, the indwelling spirit
of the Father, together with the outpoured spirit of the Son and the
omnipresent in uence of the In nite Spirit.

8 6. Divination, sorcery, and witchcra are superstitions of ig-
norantminds, as also are thedelusions ofmagic. e belief inmagic
numbers, omens of good luck, and harbingers of bad luck, is pure
and unfounded superstition.

9 7. e interpretation of dreams is largely a superstitious
and groundless system of ignorant and fantastic speculation. e
gospel of the kingdom must have nothing in common with the
soothsayer priests of primitive religion.

10 8. e spirits of good or evil cannot dwell within material
symbols of clay, wood, or metal; idols are nothing more than the
material of which they are made.
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11 9. e practices of the enchanters, the wizards, the magi-
cians, and the sorcerers, were derived from the superstitions of
the Egyptians, the Assyrians, the Babylonians, and the ancient Ca-
naanites. Amulets and all sorts of incantations are futile either to
win the protection of good spirits or to ward off supposed evil spir-
its.

12 10. He exposed and denounced their belief in spells, ordeals,
bewitching, cursing, signs, mandrakes, knotted cords, and all other
forms of ignorant and enslaving superstition.

4. SENDING THE APOSTLES OUT TWO AND TWO
1 e next evening, having gathered together the 12 apostles, the

apostles of John, and the newly commissioned women’s group, Je-
sus said: “You see for yourselves that the harvest is plenteous, but
the labourers are few. Let us all, therefore, pray the Lord of the har-
vest that he send forth still more labourers into his elds. While I
remain to comfort and instruct the younger teachers, I would send
out the older ones two and two that they may pass quickly over all
Galilee preaching the gospel of the kingdom while it is yet conve-
nient and peaceful.” en he designated the pairs of apostles as he
desired them to go forth, and they were: Andrew and Peter, James
and John Zebedee, Philip and Nathaniel, omas and Matthew,
James and Judas Alpheus, Simon Zelotes and Judas Iscariot.

2 Jesus arranged the date for meeting the 12 at Nazareth, and
in parting, he said: “On this mission go not to any city of the gen-
tiles, neither go into Samaria, but go instead to the lost sheep of the
house of Israel. Preach the gospel of the kingdom and proclaim the
saving truth that man is a son of God. Remember that the disciple
is hardly above his master nor a servant greater than his lord. It is
enough for the disciple to be equal with his master and the servant
to become like his lord. If somepeople have dared to call themaster
of the house an associate of Beelzebub, how much more shall they
so regard those of his household! But you should not fear these
unbelieving enemies. I declare to you that there is nothing covered
up that is not going to be revealed; there is nothing hidden that
shall not be known. What I have taught you privately, that preach
with wisdom in the open. What I have revealed to you in the inner
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chamber, that you are to proclaim in due season from the house-
tops. And I say to you, my friends and disciples, be not afraid of
those who can kill the body, but who are not able to destroy the
soul; rather put your trust in Him who is able to sustain the body
and save the soul.

3 “Are not two sparrows sold for a penny? And yet I declare that
not one of them is forgotten inGod’s sight. Know you not that the
very hairs of your head are all numbered? Fear not, therefore; you
are of more value than a great many sparrows. Be not ashamed of
my teaching; go forth proclaiming peace and good will, but be not
deceived— peace will not always attend your preaching. I came to
bring peace on earth, butwhenmen rejectmy gi , division and tur-
moil result. When all of a family receive the gospel of the kingdom,
truly peace abides in that house; but when some of the family enter
the kingdom and others reject the gospel, such division can pro-
duce only sorrow and sadness. Labour earnestly to save the whole
family lest a man’s foes become those of his own household. But,
when you have done your utmost for all of every family, I declare
to you that he who loves father or mother more than this gospel is
not worthy of the kingdom.”

4 When the 12 had heard these words, they made ready to de-
part. And they did not again come together until the time of their
assembling at Nazareth to meet with Jesus and the other disciples
as the Master had arranged.

5. WHAT MUST I DO TO BE SAVED?
1 One evening at Shunem, a er John’s apostles had returned to

Hebron, and a er Jesus’ apostles had been sent out two and two,
when the Master was engaged in teaching a group of 12 of the
younger evangelists who were labouring under the direction of Ja-
cob, togetherwith the 12women, Rachel asked Jesus this question:
“Master, what shall we answer whenwomen ask us,What shall I do
to be saved?” When Jesus heard this question, he answered:

2 ¶ “When men and women ask what shall we do to be saved,
you shall answer, Believe this gospel of the kingdom; accept di-
vine forgiveness. By faith recognize the indwelling spirit of God,
whose acceptance makes you a son of God. Have you not read in
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the Scriptures where it says, ‘In the Lord have I righteousness and
strength.’ Also where the Father says, ‘My righteousness is near; my
salvation has gone forth, and my arms shall enfold my people.’ ‘My
soul shall be joyful in the love of my God, for he has clothed me
with the garments of salvation and has covered me with the robe
of his righteousness.’ Have you not also read of the Father that his
name ‘shall be called the Lord our righteousness.’ ‘Take away the
lthy rags of self-righteousness and clothe my son with the robe

of divine righteousness and eternal salvation.’ It is forever true, ‘the
just shall live by faith.’ Entrance into the Father’s kingdom iswholly
free, but progress — growth in grace — is essential to continuance
therein.

3 “Salvation is the gi of the Father and is revealed by his Sons.
Acceptance by faith on your part makes you a partaker of the di-
vine nature, a son or a daughter of God. By faith you are justi ed;
by faith are you saved; and by this same faith are you eternally ad-
vanced in theway of progressive anddivine perfection. By faithwas
Abraham justi ed and made aware of salvation by the teachings of
Melchizedek. All down through the ages has this same faith saved
the sons of men, but now has a Son come forth from the Father to
make salvation more real and acceptable.”

4 ¶ When Jesus had le off speaking, there was great rejoicing
among thosewhohadheard these graciouswords, and they allwent
on in the days that followed proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom
with new power and with renewed energy and enthusiasm. And
the women rejoiced all the more to know they were included in
these plans for the establishment of the kingdom on earth.

5 In summing up his nal statement, Jesus said: “You cannot buy
salvation; you cannot earn righteousness. Salvation is the gi of
God, and righteousness is the natural fruit of the spirit-born life
of sonship in the kingdom. You are not to be saved because you
live a righteous life; rather is it that you live a righteous life because
you have already been saved, have recognized sonship as the gi of
God and service in the kingdom as the supreme delight of life on
earth. When men believe this gospel, which is a revelation of the
goodness of God, they will be led to voluntary repentance of all
known sin. Realization of sonship is incompatible with the desire
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to sin. Kingdom believers hunger for righteousness and thirst for
divine perfection.”

6. THE EVENING LESSONS
1 At the evening discussions Jesus talked upon many subjects.

During the remainder of this tour — before they all reunited at
Nazareth — he discussed “ e Love of God,” “Dreams and Vi-
sions,” “Malice,” “Humility andMeekness,” “Courage and Loyalty,”
“Music and Worship,” “Service and Obedience,” “Pride and Pre-
sumption,” “Forgiveness in Relation to Repentance,” “Peace and
Perfection,” “Evil Speaking and Envy,” “Evil, Sin, and Temptation,”
“Doubts and Unbelief,” “Wisdom and Worship.” With the older
apostles away, these younger groups of bothmen and womenmore
freely entered into these discussions with the Master.

2 A er spending two or three days with one group of 12 evange-
lists, Jesus wouldmove on to join another group, being informed as
to the whereabouts and movements of all these workers by David’s
messengers. is being their rst tour, the women remained much
of the timewith Jesus. rough themessenger service each of these
groupswas kept fully informed concerning the progress of the tour,
and the receipt of news from other groups was always a source of
encouragement to these scattered and separated workers.

3 Before their separation it had been arranged that the 12 apos-
tles, together with the evangelists and the women’s corps, should
assemble at Nazareth to meet the Master on Friday, March 4. Ac-
cordingly, about this time, from all parts of central and southern
Galilee these various groups of apostles and evangelists beganmov-
ing towardNazareth. Bymida ernoon, Andrew and Peter, the last
to arrive, had reached the encampment prepared by the early ar-
rivals and situated on the highlands to the north of the city. And
this was the rst time Jesus had visited Nazareth since the begin-
ning of his public ministry.

7. THE SOJOURN AT NAZARETH
1 is Friday a ernoon Jesus walked about Nazareth quite un-

observed and wholly unrecognized. He passed by the home of his
childhood and the carpenter shop and spent a half hour on the hill
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which he somuch enjoyedwhen a lad. Not since the day of his bap-
tism by John in the Jordan had the Son of Man had such a ood of
human emotion stirred up within his soul. While coming down
from the mount, he heard the familiar sounds of the trumpet blast
announcing the going down of the sun, just as he had so many,
many times heard it when a boy growing up in Nazareth. Before
returning to the encampment, he walked down by the synagogue
where he had gone to school and indulged his mind in many rem-
iniscences of his childhood days. Earlier in the day Jesus had sent

omas to arrange with the ruler of the synagogue for his preach-
ing at the Sabbath morning service.

2 e people of Nazareth were never reputed for piety and righ-
teous living. As the years passed, this village became increasingly
contaminated by the low moral standards of near-by Sepphoris.

roughout Jesus’ youth and young manhood there had been a di-
vision of opinion in Nazareth regarding him; there was much re-
sentment when he moved to Capernaum. While the inhabitants
of Nazareth had heard much about the doings of their former car-
penter, they were offended that he had never included his native
village in any of his earlier preaching tours. ey had indeed heard
of Jesus’ fame, but the majority of the citizens were angry because
he had done none of his great works in the city of his youth. For
months the people ofNazareth had discussed Jesusmuch, but their
opinions were, on the whole, unfavourable to him.

3 us did the Master nd himself in the midst of, not a wel-
comehomecoming, but a decidedly hostile andhypercritical atmo-
sphere. But this was not all. His enemies, knowing that he was to
spend this Sabbath day in Nazareth and supposing that he would
speak in the synagogue, had hired numerous rough and uncouth
men to harass him and in every way possible make trouble.

4 Most of the older of Jesus’ friends, including the doting chazan
teacher of his youth, were dead or had le Nazareth, and the
younger generation was prone to resent his fame with strong jeal-
ousy. ey failed to remember his early devotion to his father’s
family, and they were bitter in their criticism of his neglect to visit
his brother and his married sisters living in Nazareth. e attitude
of Jesus’ family toward him had also tended to increase this unkind
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feeling of the citizenry. e orthodox among the Jews even pre-
sumed to criticize Jesus because he walked too fast on the way to
the synagogue this Sabbath morning.

8. THE SABBATH SERVICE
1 is Sabbath was a beautiful day, and all Nazareth, friends

and foes, turned out to hear this former citizen of their town dis-
course in the synagogue. Many of the apostolic retinue had to re-
main without the synagogue; there was not room for all who had
come to hear him. As a young man Jesus had o en spoken in this
place of worship, and this morning, when the ruler of the syna-
gogue handed him the roll of sacred writings from which to read
the Scripture lesson, none present seemed to recall that this was the
very manuscript which he had presented to this synagogue.

2 e services on this day were conducted just as when Jesus had
attended them as a boy. He ascended the speaking platform with
the ruler of the synagogue, and the service was begun by the recital
of two prayers: “Blessed is the Lord, King of the world, who forms
the light and creates the darkness, whomakes peace and creates ev-
erything; who, in mercy, gives light to the earth and to those who
dwell upon it and in goodness, day by day and every day, renews
the works of creation. Blessed is the Lord our God for the glory of
his handiworks and for the light-giving lights which he has made
for his praise. Selah. Blessed is the Lord our God, who has formed
the lights.”

3 A er a moment’s pause they again prayed: “With great love
has the Lord our God loved us, and with much over owing pity
has he pitied us, our Father and our King, for the sake of our fa-
thers who trusted in him. You taught them the statutes of life; have
mercy upon us and teach us. Enlighten our eyes in the law; cause
our hearts to cleave to your commandments; unite our hearts to
love and fear your name, and we shall not be put to shame, world
without end. For you are a God who prepares salvation, and us
have you chosen from among all nations and tongues, and in truth
have you brought us near your great name — selah — that we may
lovingly praise your unity. Blessed is the Lord, who in love chose
his people Israel.”
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4 e congregation then recited the Shema, the Jewish creed of
faith. is ritual consisted in repeating numerous passages from
the Law and indicated that the worshippers took upon themselves
the yoke of the kingdom of heaven, also the yoke of the command-
ments as applied to the day and the night.

5 And then followed the third prayer: “True it is that you are
Yahweh, our God and the God of our fathers; our King and the
King of our fathers; our Saviour and the Saviour of our fathers; our
Creator and the rock of our salvation; our help and our deliverer.
Your name is from everlasting, and there is no God beside you. A
new song did they that were delivered sing to your name by the
seashore; together did all praise and own you King and say, Yah-
weh shall reign, world without end. Blessed is the Lord who saves
Israel.”

6 e ruler of the synagogue then took his place before the ark,
or chest, containing the sacred writings and began the recitation
of the 19 prayer eulogies, or benedictions. But on this occasion it
was desirable to shorten the service in order that the distinguished
guest might have more time for his discourse; accordingly, only
the rst and last of the benedictions were recited. e rst was:
“Blessed is the Lord our God, and the God of our fathers, the God
of Abraham, and theGod of Isaac, and theGod of Jacob; the great,
the mighty, and the terrible God, who shows mercy and kindness,
who creates all things, who remembers the gracious promises to the
fathers and brings a saviour to their children’s children for his own
name’s sake, in love. O King, helper, saviour, and shield! Blessed
are you, O Yahweh, the shield of Abraham.”

7 en followed the last benediction: “O bestow on your peo-
ple Israel great peace forever, for you are King and the Lord of all
peace. And it is good in your eyes to bless Israel at all times and
at every hour with peace. Blessed are you, Yahweh, who blesses his
people Israel with peace.” e congregation looked not at the ruler
as he recited the benedictions. Following the benedictions he of-
fered an informal prayer suitable for the occasion, and when this
was concluded, all the congregation joined in saying amen.

8 en the chazan went over to the ark and brought out a roll,
which he presented to Jesus that hemight read the Scripture lesson.
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It was customary to call upon seven persons to read not less than
three verses of the Law, but this practice was waived on this occa-
sion that the visitor might read the lesson of his own selection. Je-
sus, taking the roll, stoodup andbegan to read fromDeuteronomy:
“For this commandment which I give you this day is not hidden
from you, neither is it far off. It is not in heaven, that you should
say, who shall go up for us to heaven and bring it down to us thatwe
may hear and do it? Neither is it beyond the sea, that you should
say, who will go over the sea for us to bring the commandment to
us that we may hear and do it? No, the word of life is very near to
you, even in your presence and in your heart, that you may know
and obey it.”

9 And when he had ceased reading from the Law, he turned to
Isaiah and began to read: “ e spirit of the Lord is upon me be-
cause he has anointed me to preach good tidings to the poor. He
has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and the recovering
of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who are bruised and to
proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.”

10 Jesus closed the book and, a er handing it back to the ruler of
the synagogue, sat down and began to discourse to the people. He
began by saying: “Today are these Scriptures ful lled.” And then
Jesus spoke for almost 15 minutes on “ e Sons and Daughters of
God.”Manyof thepeoplewere pleasedwith thediscourse, and they
marveled at his graciousness and wisdom.

11 It was customary in the synagogue, a er the conclusion of the
formal service, for the speaker to remain so that thosewhomight be
interested could ask him questions. Accordingly, on this Sabbath
morning Jesus steppeddown into the crowdwhich pressed forward
to ask questions. In this group were many turbulent individuals
whose minds were bent on mischief, while about the fringe of this
crowd there circulated those debased men who had been hired to
make trouble for Jesus. Many of the disciples and evangelists who
had remained without now pressed into the synagogue and were
not slow to recognize that trouble was brewing. ey sought to
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lead the Master away, but he would not go with them.

9. THE NAZARETH REJECTION
1 Jesus found himself surrounded in the synagogue by a great

throng of his enemies and a sprinkling of his own followers, and in
reply to their rude questions and sinister banterings he half humor-
ously remarked: “Yes, I am Joseph’s son; I am the carpenter, and I
am not surprised that you remind me of the proverb, ‘Physician
heal yourself,’ and that you challenge me to do in Nazareth what
you have heard I did at Capernaum; but I call you to witness that
even the Scriptures declare that ‘a prophet is not without honour
save in his own country and among his own people.’”

2 But they jostled him and, pointing accusing ngers at him,
said: “You think you are better than the people of Nazareth; you
moved away from us, but your brother is a common workman,
and your sisters still live among us. We know your mother, Mary.
Where are they today? We hear big things about you, but we no-
tice that you do no wonders when you come back.” Jesus answered
them: “I love the people who dwell in the city where I grew up, and
I would rejoice to see you all enter the kingdom of heaven, but the
doing of the works of God is not for me to determine. e trans-
formations of grace are wrought in response to the living faith of
those who are the bene ciaries.”

3 Jesus would have good-naturedly managed the crowd and ef-
fectively disarmed even his violent enemies had it not been for the
tactical blunder of one of his own apostles, Simon Zelotes, who,
with the help of Nahor, one of the younger evangelists, had mean-
while gathered together a group of Jesus’ friends from among the
crowd and, assuming a belligerent attitude, had served notice on
the enemies of the Master to go hence. Jesus had long taught the
apostles that a so answer turns away wrath, but his followers were
not accustomed to seeing their beloved teacher, whom they sowill-
ingly called Master, treated with such discourtesy and disdain. It
was too much for them, and they found themselves giving expres-
sion to passionate and vehement resentment, all of which only
tended to arouse themob spirit in this ungodly anduncouth assem-
bly. And so, under the leadership of hirelings, these ruffians laid
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hold upon Jesus and rushed him out of the synagogue to the brow
of a near-by precipitous hill, where they wereminded to shove him
over the edge to his death below. But just as they were about to
push him over the edge of the cliff, Jesus turned suddenly upon his
captors and, facing them, quietly folded his arms. He said nothing,
but his friends were more than astonished when, as he started to
walk forward, the mob parted and permitted him to pass on un-
molested.

4 Jesus, followed by his disciples, proceeded to their encamp-
ment, where all this was recounted. And they made ready that
evening to go back to Capernaum early the next day, as Jesus had
directed. is turbulent ending of the third public preaching tour
had a sobering effect upon all of Jesus’ followers. ey were be-
ginning to realize the meaning of some of the Master’s teachings;
they were awaking to the fact that the kingdom would come only
through much sorrow and bitter disappointment.

5 ey le Nazareth this Sundaymorning, and travelling by dif-
ferent routes, they all nally assembled at Bethsaida by noon on

ursday, March 10. ey came together as a sober and serious
group of disillusioned preachers of the gospel of truth and not as
an enthusiastic and all-conquering band of triumphant crusaders.
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Midwayer Commission

BYMARCH10 all of the preaching and teaching groups had
forgathered at Bethsaida. ursday night and Friday many
of them went out to sh, while on the Sabbath day they at-

tended the synagogue to hear an aged Jew of Damascus discourse
on the glory of father Abraham. Jesus spent most of this Sabbath
day alone in the hills. at Saturday night the Master talked for
more than an hour to the assembled groups on “ e mission of
adversity and the spiritual value of disappointment.” is was a
memorable occasion, and his hearers never forgot the lesson he im-
parted.

2 Jesus had not fully recovered from the sorrow of his recent re-
jection at Nazareth; the apostles were aware of a peculiar sadness
mingled with his usual cheerful demeanour. James and John were
with him much of the time, Peter being more than occupied with
the many responsibilities having to do with the welfare and direc-
tion of the new corps of evangelists. is time of waiting before
starting for the Passover at Jerusalem, the women spent in visiting
from house to house, teaching the gospel, and ministering to the
sick in Capernaum and the surrounding cities and villages.

1. THE PARABLE OF THE SOWER
1 About this time Jesus rst began to employ the parablemethod

of teaching the multitudes that so frequently gathered about him.
Since Jesus had talked with the apostles and others long into the
night, on this Sunday morning very few of the group were up for
breakfast; so he went out by the seaside and sat alone in the boat,
the old shing boat of Andrew and Peter, which was always kept
at his disposal, and meditated on the next move to be made in the
workof extending thekingdom. But theMasterwasnot tobe alone
for long. Very soon the people from Capernaum and near-by vil-
lages began to arrive, and by 10:00 thatmorning almost 1,000were
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assembled on shore near Jesus’ boat andwere clamouring for atten-
tion. Peter was now up and, making his way to the boat, said to
Jesus, “Master, shall I talk to them?” But Jesus answered, “No, Pe-
ter, I will tell them a story.” And then Jesus began the recital of the
parable of the sower, one of the rst of a long series of such parables
which he taught the throngs that followed a er him. is boat had
an elevated seat on which he sat (for it was the custom to sit when
teaching) while he talked to the crowd assembled along the shore.
A er Peter had spoken a few words, Jesus said:

2 ¶ “A sower went forth to sow, and it came to pass as he sowed
that some seed fell by the wayside to be trodden underfoot and de-
vouredby thebirds of heaven. Other seed fell upon the rockyplaces
where there was little earth, and immediately it sprang up because
there was no depth to the soil, but as soon as the sun shone, it with-
ered because it had no rootwhereby to securemoisture. Other seed
fell among the thorns, and as the thorns grew up, it was choked so
that it yielded no grain. Still other seed fell upon good ground and,
growing, yielded, some thirtyfold, some sixtyfold, and some a hun-
dredfold.” And when he had nished speaking this parable, he said
to the multitude, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear.”

3 ¶ e apostles and thosewhowerewith them,when theyheard
Jesus teach the people in this manner, were greatly perplexed; and
a er much talking among themselves, that evening in the Zebe-
dee garden Matthew said to Jesus: “Master, what is the meaning
of the dark sayings which you present to the multitude? Why do
you speak in parables to those who seek the truth?” And Jesus an-
swered:

4 “In patience have I instructed you all this time. To you it is
given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, but to the
undiscerning multitudes and to those who seek our destruction,
from now on, the mysteries of the kingdom shall be presented in
parables. And this we will do so that those who really desire to en-
ter the kingdom may discern the meaning of the teaching and thus
nd salvation, while those who listen only to ensnare us may be

the more confounded in that they will see without seeing and will
hear without hearing. My children, do you not perceive the law
of the spirit which decrees that to him who has shall be given so
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that he shall have an abundance; but from him who has not shall
be taken away even that which he has. erefore will I henceforth
speak to thepeoplemuch inparables to the end that our friends and
those who desire to know the truth may nd that which they seek,
while our enemies and those who love not the truthmay hear with-
out understanding. Many of these people follow not in the way of
the truth. e prophet did, indeed, describe all such undiscerning
souls when he said: ‘For this people’s heart has waxed gross, and
their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have closed lest
they should discern the truth and understand it in their hearts.’”

5 e apostles did not fully comprehend the signi cance of the
Master’s words. As Andrew and omas talked further with Jesus,
Peter and the other apostles withdrew to another portion of the
garden where they engaged in earnest and prolonged discussion.

2. INTERPRETATION OF THE PARABLE
1 Peter and the group about him came to the conclusion that the

parable of the sower was an allegory, that each feature had some
hidden meaning, and so they decided to go to Jesus and ask for
an explanation. Accordingly, Peter approached theMaster, saying:
“We are not able to penetrate the meaning of this parable, and we
desire that you explain it to us since you say it is given us to know
the mysteries of the kingdom.” And when Jesus heard this, he said
to Peter: “My son, I desire to withhold nothing from you, but rst
suppose you tell mewhat you have been talking about; what is your
interpretation of the parable?”

2 A er a moment of silence, Peter said: “Master, we have talked
much concerning the parable, and this is the interpretation I have
decided upon: e sower is the gospel preacher; the seed is the
word of God. e seed which fell by the wayside represents those
who do not understand the gospel teaching. e birds which
snatched away the seed that fell upon the hardened ground repre-
sent Satan, or the evil one, who steals away that which has been
sown in the hearts of these ignorant ones. e seed which fell
upon the rocky places, andwhich sprang up so suddenly, represents
those super cial and unthinking persons who, when they hear the
glad tidings, receive the message with joy; but because the truth
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has no real root in their deeper understanding, their devotion is
short-lived in the face of tribulation and persecution. When trou-
ble comes, these believers stumble; they fall away when tempted.

e seed which fell among thorns represents those who hear the
word willingly, but who allow the cares of the world and the de-
ceitfulness of riches to choke the word of truth so that it becomes
unfruitful. Now the seed which fell on good ground and sprang
up to bear, some thirty, some sixty, and some a hundredfold, rep-
resents those who, when they have heard the truth, receive it with
varying degrees of appreciation — owing to their differing intel-
lectual endowments — and hence manifest these varying degrees
of religious experience.”

3 Jesus, a er listening to Peter’s interpretation of the parable,
asked the other apostles if they did not also have suggestions to of-
fer. To this invitation only Nathaniel responded. Said he: “Master,
while I recognize many good things about Simon Peter’s interpre-
tation of the parable, I do not fully agree with him. My idea of
this parable would be: e seed represents the gospel of the king-
dom, while the sower stands for the messengers of the kingdom.

e seed which fell by the wayside on hardened ground represents
those who have heard but little of the gospel, along with those who
are indifferent to themessage, andwho have hardened their hearts.

e birds of the sky that snatched away the seed which fell by the
wayside represent one’s habits of life, the temptation of evil, and
the desires of the esh. e seed which fell among the rocks stands
for those emotional souls who are quick to receive new teaching
and equally quick to give up the truth when confronted with the
difficulties and realities of living up to this truth; they lack spiritual
perception. e seed which fell among the thorns represents those
who are attracted to the truths of the gospel; they are minded to
follow its teachings, but they are prevented by the pride of life, jeal-
ousy, envy, and the anxieties of human existence. e seed which
fell on good soil, springing up to bear, some thirty, some sixty, and
some a hundredfold, represents the natural and varying degrees of
ability to comprehend truth and respond to its spiritual teachings
by men and women who possess diverse endowments of spirit illu-
mination.”
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4 When Nathaniel had nished speaking, the apostles and their
associates fell into serious discussion and engaged in earnest debate,
some contending for the correctness of Peter’s interpretation, while
almost an equal number sought to defend Nathaniel’s explanation
of the parable. Meanwhile Peter and Nathaniel had withdrawn to
the house, where they were involved in a vigorous and determined
effort the one to convince and change the mind of the other.

5 eMaster permitted this confusion to pass the point of most
intense expression; then he clapped his hands and called them
about him. When they had all gathered around him once more,
he said, “Before I tell you about this parable, do any of you have
aught to say?” Following a moment of silence, omas spoke up:
“Yes, Master, I wish to say a few words. I remember that you once
told us to beware of this very thing. You instructed us that, when
using illustrations for our preaching, we should employ true sto-
ries, not fables, and that we should select a story best suited to the
illustration of the one central and vital truth which we wished to
teach the people, and that, having so used the story, we should not
attempt to make a spiritual application of all the minor details in-
volved in the telling of the story. I hold that Peter and Nathaniel
are both wrong in their attempts to interpret this parable. I admire
their ability to do these things, but I am equally sure that all such
attempts tomake a natural parable yield spiritual analogies in all its
features can only result in confusion and serious misconception of
the true purpose of such a parable. at I am right is fully proved
by the fact that, whereas we were all of one mind an hour ago, now
are we divided into two separate groups who hold different opin-
ions concerning this parable and hold such opinions so earnestly as
to interfere, in my opinion, with our ability fully to grasp the great
truth which you had in mind when you presented this parable to
the multitude and subsequently asked us to make comment upon
it.”

6 e words which omas spoke had a quieting effect on all of
them. He caused them to recall what Jesus had taught them on for-
mer occasions, and before Jesus resumed speaking, Andrew arose,
saying: “I am persuaded that omas is right, and I would like to
have him tell us what meaning he attaches to the parable of the
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sower.” A er Jesus had beckoned omas to speak, he said: “My
brethren, I did not wish to prolong this discussion, but if you so
desire, I will say that I think this parable was spoken to teach us
one great truth. And that is that our teaching of the gospel of the
kingdom, no matter how faithfully and efficiently we execute our
divine commissions, is going to be attended by varying degrees of
success; and that all such differences in results are directly due to
conditions inherent in the circumstances of our ministry, condi-
tions over which we have little or no control.”

7 When omas had nished speaking, the majority of his fel-
low preachers were about ready to agree with him, even Peter and
Nathaniel were on their way over to speak with him, when Jesus
arose and said: “Well done, omas; you have discerned the true
meaning of parables; but both Peter and Nathaniel have done you
all equal good in that they have so fully shown the danger of under-
taking to make an allegory out of my parables. In your own hearts
you may o en pro tably engage in such ights of the speculative
imagination, but you make a mistake when you seek to offer such
conclusions as a part of your public teaching.”

8 Now that the tension was over, Peter and Nathaniel congrat-
ulated each other on their interpretations, and with the exception
of the Alpheus twins, each of the apostles ventured to make an in-
terpretation of the parable of the sower before they retired for the
night. Even Judas Iscariot offered a very plausible interpretation.

e 12 would o en, among themselves, attempt to gure out the
Master’s parables as they would an allegory, but never again did
they regard such speculations seriously. is was a very pro table
session for the apostles and their associates, especially so since from
this time on Jesusmore andmore employed parables in connection
with his public teaching.

3. MORE ABOUT PARABLES
1 e apostles were parable-minded, so much so that the whole

of the next evening was devoted to the further discussion of para-
bles. Jesus introduced the evening’s conference by saying: “My
beloved, you must always make a difference in teaching so as to
suit your presentation of truth to the minds and hearts before you.
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When you stand before a multitude of varying intellects and tem-
peraments, you cannot speak different words for each class of hear-
ers, but you can tell a story to convey your teaching; and each group,
even each individual, will be able tomake his own interpretation of
your parable in accordance with his own intellectual and spiritual
endowments. You are to let your light shine but do sowithwisdom
and discretion. No man, when he lights a lamp, covers it up with a
vessel or puts it under the bed; he puts his lamp on a stand where
all can behold the light. Let me tell you that nothing is hid in the
kingdom of heaven which shall not be made manifest; neither are
there any secrets which shall not ultimately be made known. Even-
tually, all these things shall come to light. ink not only of the
multitudes and how they hear the truth; take heed also to your-
selves how you hear. Remember that I have many times told you:
To him who has shall be given more, while from him who has not
shall be taken away even that which he thinks he has.”

2 ¶ e continued discussion of parables and further instruc-
tion as to their interpretation may be summarized and expressed
in modern phraseology as follows:

3 1. Jesus advised against the use of either fables or allegories in
teaching the truths of the gospel. He did recommend the free use
of parables, especially nature parables. He emphasized the value of
utilizing the analogy existing between the natural and the spiritual
worlds as a means of teaching truth. He frequently alluded to the
natural as “the unreal and eeting shadow of spirit realities.”

4 2. Jesus narrated three or four parables from the Hebrew
scriptures, calling attention to the fact that thismethod of teaching
was not wholly new. However, it became almost a new method of
teaching as he employed it from this time onward.

5 3. In teaching the apostles the value of parables, Jesus called
attention to the following points:

6 e parable provides for a simultaneous appeal to vastly differ-
ent levels of mind and spirit. e parable stimulates the imagina-
tion, challenges the discrimination, and provokes critical thinking;
it promotes sympathy without arousing antagonism.

7 e parable proceeds from the things which are known to the
discernment of the unknown. e parable utilizes thematerial and
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natural as a means of introducing the spiritual and the supermate-
rial.

8 Parables favour the making of impartial moral decisions. e
parable evades much prejudice and puts new truth gracefully into
the mind and does all this with the arousal of a minimum of the
self-defence of personal resentment.

9 To reject the truth contained in parabolical analogy requires
conscious intellectual action which is directly in contempt of one’s
honest judgment and fair decision. e parable conduces to the
forcing of thought through the sense of hearing.

10 e use of the parable form of teaching enables the teacher to
present new and even startling truths while at the same time he
largely avoids all controversy and outward clashing with tradition
and established authority.

11 e parable also possesses the advantage of stimulating the
memory of the truth taught when the same familiar scenes are sub-
sequently encountered.

12 ¶ In this way Jesus sought to acquaint his followers with many
of the reasons underlying his practice of increasingly using parables
in his public teaching.

13 ¶ Toward the close of the evening’s lesson Jesus made his rst
comment on the parable of the sower. He said the parable referred
to two things: First, it was a review of his own ministry up to that
time and a forecast ofwhat lay aheadof him for the remainder of his
life on earth. And second, it was also a hint as to what the apostles
and other messengers of the kingdom might expect in their min-
istry from generation to generation as time passed.

14 Jesus also resorted to the use of parables as the best possible
refutation of the studied effort of the religious leaders at Jerusalem
to teach that all of his work was done by the assistance of demons
and the prince of devils. e appeal to nature was in contravention
of such teaching since the people of that day looked upon all nat-
ural phenomena as the product of the direct act of spiritual beings
and supernatural forces. He also determined upon this method of
teaching because it enabled him to proclaim vital truths to those
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who desired to know the better way while at the same time afford-
ing his enemies less opportunity to nd cause for offence and for
accusations against him.

15 Before he dismissed the group for the night, Jesus said: “Now
will I tell you the last of the parable of the sower. I would test you
to know how you will receive this: e kingdom of heaven is also
like a man who cast good seed upon the earth; and while he slept
by night andwent about his business by day, the seed sprang up and
grew, and although he knewnot how it came about, the plant came
to fruit. First therewas the blade, then the ear, then the full grain in
the ear. And then when the grain was ripe, he put forth the sickle,
and the harvest was nished. He who has an ear to hear, let him
hear.”

16 Many times did the apostles turn this saying over in their
minds, but the Master never made further mention of this addi-
tion to the parable of the sower.

4. MORE PARABLES BY THE SEA
1 e next day Jesus again taught the people from the boat, say-

ing: “ e kingdom of heaven is like a man who sowed good seed
in his eld; but while he slept, his enemy came and sowed weeds
among the wheat and hastened away. And so when the young
blades sprang up and later were about to bring forth fruit, there
appeared also the weeds. en the servants of this householder
came and said to him: ‘Sir, did you not sow good seed in your
eld? Whence then come these weeds?’ And he replied to his ser-

vants, ‘An enemy has done this.’ e servants then asked their mas-
ter, ‘Would you have us go out and pluck up these weeds?’ But he
answered them and said: ‘No, lest while you are gathering themup,
you uproot thewheat also. Rather let themboth grow together un-
til the time of the harvest, when I will say to the reapers, Gather up
rst the weeds and bind them in bundles to burn and then gather

up the wheat to be stored in my barn.’”
2 ¶ A er the people had asked a few questions, Jesus spoke an-

other parable: “ e kingdom of heaven is like a grain of mustard
seed which a man sowed in his eld. Now a mustard seed is the
least of seeds, but when it is full grown, it becomes the greatest of
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all herbs and is like a tree so that the birds of heaven are able to
come and rest in the branches thereof.”

3 ¶ “ e kingdom of heaven is also like leaven which a woman
took and hid in three measures of meal, and in this way it came
about that all of the meal was leavened.”

4 ¶ “ e kingdom of heaven is also like a treasure hidden in a
eld, which a man discovered. In his joy he went forth to sell all he

had that he might have the money to buy the eld.”
5 ¶ “ e kingdom of heaven is also like a merchant seeking

goodly pearls; and having found one pearl of great price, he went
out and sold everything he possessed that he might be able to buy
the extraordinary pearl.”

6 ¶ “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a sweep net which was
cast into the sea, and it gathered up every kind of sh. Now, when
thenetwas lled, the shermendrew it upon thebeach, where they
sat down and sorted out the sh, gathering the good into vessels
while the bad they threw away.”

7 ¶ Many other parables spoke Jesus to the multitudes. In fact,
from this time forward he seldom taught the masses except by this
means. A er speaking to a public audience in parables, he would,
during the evening classes, more fully and explicitly expound his
teachings to the apostles and the evangelists.

5. THE VISIT TO KHERESA
1 emultitude continued to increase throughout theweek. On

Sabbath Jesus hastened away to the hills, but when Sunday morn-
ing came, the crowds returned. Jesus spoke to them in the early
a ernoon a er the preaching of Peter, and when he had nished,
he said to his apostles: “I am weary of the throngs; let us cross over
to the other side that we may rest for a day.”

2 On the way across the lake they encountered one of those vi-
olent and sudden windstorms which are characteristic of the Sea
of Galilee, especially at this season of the year. is body of wa-
ter is almost 210 m below the level of the sea and is surrounded by
high banks, especially on the west. ere are steep gorges leading
up from the lake into the hills, and as the heated air rises in a pocket
over the lake during the day, there is a tendency a er sunset for the
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cooling air of the gorges to rush down upon the lake. ese gales
come on quickly and sometimes go away just as suddenly.

3 It was just such an evening gale that caught the boat carrying
Jesus over to the other side on this Sunday evening. ree other
boats containing some of the younger evangelists were trailing af-
ter. is tempest was severe, notwithstanding that it was con ned
to this region of the lake, there being no evidence of a storm on
the western shore. e wind was so strong that the waves began to
wash over the boat. e high wind had torn the sail away before
the apostles could furl it, and they were now entirely dependent on
their oars as they laboriously pulled for the shore, a littlemore than
2.4 km distant.

4 Meanwhile Jesus lay asleep in the stern of the boat under a
small overhead shelter. e Master was weary when they le Beth-
saida, and it was to secure rest that he had directed them to sail
him across to the other side. ese ex- shermen were strong and
experienced oarsmen, but this was one of the worst gales they had
ever encountered. Although the wind and the waves tossed their
boat about as though it were a toy ship, Jesus slumbered on undis-
turbed. Peter was at the right-hand oar near the stern. When the
boat began to ll with water, he dropped his oar and, rushing over
to Jesus, shook him vigorously in order to awaken him, and when
he was aroused, Peter said: “Master, don’t you know we are in a
violent storm? If you do not save us, we will all perish.”

5 As Jesus came out in the rain, he looked rst at Peter, and then
peering into the darkness at the struggling oarsmen, he turned his
glance back upon Simon Peter, who, in his agitation, had not yet
returned to his oar, and said: “Why are all of you so lled with
fear? Where is your faith? Peace, be quiet.” Jesus had hardly ut-
tered this rebuke to Peter and the other apostles, he had hardly bid-
den Peter seek peace wherewith to quiet his troubled soul, when
the disturbed atmosphere, having established its equilibrium, set-
tled down into a great calm. e angry waves almost immediately
subsided, while the dark clouds, having spent themselves in a short
shower, vanished, and the stars of heaven shone overhead. All this
was purely coincidental as far as we can judge; but the apostles, par-
ticularly SimonPeter, never ceased to regard the episode as a nature
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miracle. It was especially easy for the men of that day to believe
in nature miracles inasmuch as they rmly believed that all nature
was a phenomenon directly under the control of spirit forces and
supernatural beings.

6 Jesus plainly explained to the 12 that he had spoken to their
troubled spirits and had addressed himself to their fear-tossed
minds, that he had not commanded the elements to obey his word,
but it was of no avail. e Master’s followers always persisted in
placing their own interpretation on all such coincidental occur-
rences. From this day on they insisted on regarding the Master as
having absolute power over the natural elements. Peter never grew
weary of reciting how “even the winds and the waves obey him.”

7 It was late in the evening when Jesus and his associates reached
the shore, and since itwas a calm andbeautiful night, they all rested
in the boats, not going ashore until shortly a er sunrise the next
morning. When they were gathered together, about 40 in all, Jesus
said: “Let us go up into yonder hills and tarry for a few days while
we ponder over the problems of the Father’s kingdom.”

6. THE KHERESA LUNATIC
1 Although most of the near-by eastern shore of the lake sloped

up gently to the highlands beyond, at this particular spot there was
a steep hillside, the shore in some places dropping sheer down into
the lake. Pointing up to the side of the near-by hill, Jesus said: “Let
us go up on this hillside for our breakfast and under some of the
shelters rest and talk.”

2 is entire hillside was covered with caverns which had been
hewn out of the rock. Many of these niches were ancient sepul-
chres. About halfway up the hillside on a small, relatively level spot
was the cemetery of the little village ofKheresa. As Jesus and his as-
sociates passed near this burial ground, a lunatic who lived in these
hillside caverns rushed up to them. is demented man was well
known about these parts, having onetime been bound with fetters
and chains and con ned in one of the grottoes. Long since he had
broken his shackles and now roamed at will among the tombs and
abandoned sepulchres.˚
6.2. …with fetters and chains and con ned in one of the grottos… ough both forms are
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3 is man, whose namewas Amos, was afflictedwith a periodic
form of insanity. ere were considerable spells when he would
nd someclothing anddeport himself fairlywell amonghis fellows.

During one of these lucid intervals he had gone over to Bethsaida,
where he heard the preaching of Jesus and the apostles, and at that
time had become a half-hearted believer in the gospel of the king-
dom. But soon a stormy phase of his trouble appeared, and he ed
to the tombs, where hemoaned, cried out aloud, and so conducted
himself as to terrorize all who chanced to meet him.

4 When Amos recognized Jesus, he fell down at his feet and ex-
claimed: “I know you, Jesus, but I ampossessed ofmany devils, and
I beseech that you will not torment me.” is man truly believed
that his periodic mental affliction was due to the fact that, at such
times, evil or unclean spirits entered into him and dominated his
mind and body. His troubles were mostly emotional — his brain
was not grossly diseased.

5 Jesus, looking down upon theman crouching like an animal at
his feet, reached down and, taking him by the hand, stood him up
and said to him: “Amos, you are not possessed of a devil; you have
already heard the good news that you are a son ofGod. I command
you to come out of this spell.” And when Amos heard Jesus speak
these words, there occurred such a transformation in his intellect
that he was immediately restored to his right mind and the normal
control of his emotions. By this time a considerable crowd had as-
sembled from the near-by village, and these people, augmented by
the swine herders from the highland above them, were astonished
to see the lunatic sitting with Jesus and his followers, in possession
of his right mind and freely conversing with them.

6 As the swine herders rushed into the village to spread the news
of the taming of the lunatic, the dogs charged upon a small and
untended herd of about 30 swine and drove most of them over a
precipice into the sea. And it was this incidental occurrence, in
connection with the presence of Jesus and the supposed miracu-
lous curing of the lunatic, that gave origin to the legend that Jesus
had cured Amos by casting a legion of devils out of him, and that
correct, this word is found elsewhere in the text as grottoes. erefore, database standard-
ization was adopted on the latter.
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these devils had entered into the herd of swine, causing them forth-
with to rush headlong to their destruction in the sea below. Before
the day was over, this episode was published abroad by the swine
tenders, and the whole village believed it. Amos most certainly be-
lieved this story; he saw the swine tumbling over the brow of the
hill shortly a er his troubled mind had quieted down, and he al-
ways believed that they carriedwith them the very evil spiritswhich
had so long tormented and afflicted him. And this had a good deal
to do with the permanency of his cure. It is equally true that all of
Jesus’ apostles (save omas) believed that the episode of the swine
was directly connected with the cure of Amos.

7 ¶ Jesus did not obtain the rest he was looking for. Most of that
day he was thronged by those who came in response to the word
that Amos had been cured, and who were attracted by the story
that the demons had gone out of the lunatic into the herd of swine.
And so, a er only one night of rest, early Tuesday morning Jesus
and his friends were awakened by a delegation of these swine-rais-
ing gentiles who had come to urge that he depart from their midst.
Said their spokesman to Peter andAndrew: “Fishermen ofGalilee,
depart from us and take your prophet with you. We know he is
a holy man, but the gods of our country do not know him, and
we stand in danger of losing many swine. e fear of you has de-
scended upon us, so that we pray you to go hence.” Andwhen Jesus
heard them, he said to Andrew, “Let us return to our place.”

8 As they were about to depart, Amos besought Jesus to permit
him to go back with them, but theMaster would not consent. Said
Jesus to Amos: “Forget not that you are a son of God. Return to
your own people and show them what great things God has done
for you.” And Amos went about publishing that Jesus had cast a
legion of devils out of his troubled soul, and that these evil spirits
had entered into a herd of swine, driving them to quick destruc-
tion. And he did not stop until he had gone into all the cities of
theDecapolis, declaring what great things Jesus had done for him.
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CAPERNAUM CRISIS

Midwayer Commission

THE story of the cure of Amos, the Kheresa lunatic, had al-
ready reached Bethsaida and Capernaum, so that a great
crowd was waiting for Jesus when his boat landed that

Tuesday forenoon. Among this throng were the new observers
from the Jerusalem Sanhedrin who had come down toCapernaum
to nd cause for the Master’s apprehension and conviction. As Je-
sus spokewith thosewho had assembled to greet him, Jairus, one of
the rulers of the synagogue, made his way through the crowd and,
falling down at his feet, took him by the hand and besought that
he would hasten away with him, saying: “Master, my little daugh-
ter, an only child, lies in my home at the point of death. I pray that
you will come and heal her.” When Jesus heard the request of this
father, he said: “I will go with you.”

2 As Jesus went along with Jairus, the large crowd which had
heard the father’s request followed on to see what would hap-
pen. Shortly before they reached the ruler’s house, as they has-
tened through a narrow street and as the throng jostled him, Jesus
suddenly stopped, exclaiming, “Someone touched me.” And when
those who were near him denied that they had touched him, Peter
spoke up: “Master, you can see that this crowd presses you, threat-
ening to crush us, and yet you say ‘someone has touchedme.’What
do youmean?” en Jesus said: “I askedwho touchedme, for I per-
ceived that living energy had gone forth from me.” As Jesus looked
about him, his eyes fell upon a near-by woman, who, coming for-
ward, knelt at his feet and said: “For years I have been afflictedwith
a scourging haemorrhage. I have suffered many things from many
physicians; I have spent all my substance, but none could cure me.

en I heard of you, and I thought if Imay but touch the hemof his
garment, I shall certainly bemade whole. And so I pressed forward
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with the crowd as it moved along until, standing near you, Mas-
ter, I touched the border of your garment, and I was made whole;
I know that I have been healed of my affliction.”

3 When Jesus heard this, he took the woman by the hand and,
li ing her up, said: “Daughter, your faith has made you whole; go
in peace.” It was her faith and not her touch that made her whole.
And this case is a good illustration of many apparently miraculous
cures which attended upon Jesus’ earth career, but which he in no
sense consciously willed. e passing of time demonstrated that
this woman was really cured of her malady. Her faith was of the
sort that laid direct hold upon the creative power resident in the
Master’s person. With the faith she had, it was only necessary to
approach the Master’s person. It was not at all necessary to touch
his garment; that wasmerely the superstitious part of her belief. Je-
sus called this woman, Veronica of Caesarea-Philippi, into his pres-
ence to correct two errors which might have lingered in her mind,
or whichmight have persisted in theminds of those whowitnessed
this healing: HedidnotwantVeronica to go away thinking thather
fear in attempting to steal her cure had been honoured, or that her
superstition in associating the touch of his garment with her heal-
ing had been effective. He desired all to know that it was her pure
and living faith that had wrought the cure.

1. AT JAIRUS’S HOUSE
1 Jairuswas, of course, terribly impatient of this delay in reaching

his home; so they now hastened on at quickened pace. Even before
they entered the ruler’s yard, one of his servants came out, saying:
“Trouble not the Master; your daughter is dead.” But Jesus seemed
not to heed the servant’s words, for, taking with him Peter, James,
and John, he turned and said to the grief-stricken father: “Fear not;
only believe.” When he entered the house, he found the ute-play-
ers already therewith themourners, whoweremaking an unseemly
tumult; already were the relatives engaged in weeping and wailing.
And when he had put all the mourners out of the room, he went
in with the father and mother and his three apostles. He had told
the mourners that the damsel was not dead, but they laughed him
to scorn. Jesus now turned to the mother, saying: “Your daughter
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is not dead; she is only asleep.” And when the house had quieted
down, Jesus, going up to where the child lay, took her by the hand
and said, “Daughter, I say to you, awake and arise!” And when the
girl heard these words, she immediately rose up and walked across
the room. And presently, a er she had recovered from her daze,
Jesus directed that they should give her something to eat, for she
had been a long time without food.

2 Since therewasmuch agitation inCapernaum against Jesus, he
called the family together and explained that the maiden had been
in a state of coma following a long fever, and that he had merely
aroused her, that he had not raised her from the dead. He likewise
explained all this to his apostles, but it was futile; they all believed
he had raised the little girl from the dead. What Jesus said in ex-
planation of many of these apparent miracles had little effect on
his followers. ey were miracle-minded and lost no opportunity
to ascribe another wonder to Jesus. Jesus and the apostles returned
to Bethsaida a er he had speci cally charged all of them that they
should tell no man.

3 ¶ When he came out of Jairus’s house, two blind men led by
a dumb boy followed him and cried out for healing. About this
time Jesus’ reputation as a healer was at its very height. Everywhere
he went the sick and the afflicted were waiting for him. e Mas-
ter now looked much worn, and all of his friends were becoming
concerned lest he continue his work of teaching and healing to the
point of actual collapse.

4 ¶ Jesus’ apostles, let alone the common people, could not un-
derstand the nature and attributes of this God-man. Neither has
any subsequent generation been able to evaluate what took place
on earth in the person of Jesus of Nazareth. And there can never
occur an opportunity for either science or religion to check up on
these remarkable events for the simple reason that such an extraor-
dinary situation can never again occur, either on this world or on
any other world inNebadon. Never again, on any world in this en-
tire universe, will a being appear in the likeness of mortal esh, at
the same time embodying all the attributes of creative energy com-
bined with spiritual endowments which transcend time and most
other material limitations.
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5 Never before Jesus was on earth, nor since, has it been possi-
ble so directly and graphically to secure the results attendant upon
the strong and living faith of mortal men and women. To repeat
these phenomena, we would have to go into the immediate pres-
ence of Michael, the Creator, and nd him as he was in those days
— the Son of Man. Likewise, today, while his absence prevents
such material manifestations, you should refrain from placing any
sort of limitation on the possible exhibition of his spiritual power.

ough the Master is absent as a material being, he is present as a
spiritual in uence in the hearts of men. By going away from the
world, Jesus made it possible for his spirit to live alongside that of
his Father which indwells the minds of all mankind.

2. FEEDING THE FIVE THOUSAND
1 Jesus continued to teach the people by day while he instructed

the apostles and evangelists at night. On Friday he declared a fur-
lough of one week that all his followers might go home or to their
friends for a few days before preparing to go up to Jerusalem for
the Passover. But more than ½ of his disciples refused to leave
him, and the multitude was daily increasing in size, so much so
thatDavidZebedee desired to establish a new encampment, but Je-
sus refused consent. e Master had so little rest over the Sabbath
that on Sundaymorning,March 27, he sought to get away from the
people. Some of the evangelists were le to talk to the multitude
while Jesus and the 12 planned to escape, unnoticed, to the oppo-
site shore of the lake, where they proposed to obtain much needed
rest in a beautiful park south of Bethsaida-Julias. is region was a
favourite resorting place for Capernaum folks; they were all famil-
iar with these parks on the eastern shore.

2 But the people would not have it so. ey saw the direction
taken by Jesus’ boat, and hiring every cra available, they started
out in pursuit. ose who could not obtain boats fared forth on
foot to walk around the upper end of the lake.

3 By late a ernoon more than 1,000 persons had located the
Master in one of the parks, and he spoke to them brie y, being
followed by Peter. Many of these people had brought food with
them, and a er eating the evening meal, they gathered about in
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small groups while Jesus’ apostles and disciples taught them.
4 Monday a ernoon the multitude had increased to more than

3,000. And still—way into the evening—thepeople continued to
ock in, bringing all manner of sick folks with them. Hundreds of

interested persons hadmade their plans to stop over at Capernaum
to see and hear Jesus on their way to the Passover, and they simply
refused to be disappointed. ByWednesday noon about 5,000men,
women, and children were assembled here in this park to the south
of Bethsaida-Julias. e weather was pleasant, it being near the end
of the rainy season in this locality.

5 ¶ Philip had provided a three days’ supply of food for Jesus and
the 12, which was in the custody of the Mark lad, their boy of all
chores. By a ernoon of this, the third day for almost half of this
multitude, the food the people had brought with them was nearly
exhausted. David Zebedee had no tented city here to feed and ac-
commodate the crowds. Neither had Philip made food provision
for such a multitude. But the people, even though they were hun-
gry, would not go away. It was being quietly whispered about that
Jesus, desiring to avoid trouble with bothHerod and the Jerusalem
leaders, had chosen this quiet spot outside the jurisdiction of all his
enemies as the proper place to be crowned king. e enthusiasm
of the people was rising every hour. Not a word was said to Jesus,
though, of course, he knew all that was going on. Even the 12 apos-
tles were still tainted with such notions, and especially the younger
evangelists. e apostles who favoured this attempt to proclaim Je-
sus king were Peter, John, Simon Zelotes, and Judas Iscariot. ose
opposing the plan were Andrew, James, Nathaniel, and omas.
Matthew, Philip, and the Alpheus twins were noncommittal. e
ringleader of this plot tomake him king was Joab, one of the young
evangelists.

6 ¶ is was the stage setting about 17:00 on Wednesday a er-
noon, when Jesus asked James Alpheus to summon Andrew and
Philip. Said Jesus: “What shall we do with the multitude? ey
have been with us now 3 days, and many of them are hungry. ey
have no food.” Philip and Andrew exchanged glances, and then
Philip answered: “Master, you should send these people away so
that they may go to the villages around about and buy themselves
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food.” And Andrew, fearing the materialization of the king plot,
quickly joined with Philip, saying: “Yes,Master, I think it best that
you dismiss the multitude so that they may go their way and buy
food while you secure rest for a season.” By this time others of the
12 had joined the conference. en said Jesus: “But I do not de-
sire to send them away hungry; can you not feed them?” is was
too much for Philip, and he spoke right up: “Master, in this coun-
try place where can we buy bread for this multitude? 200 denarii
worth would not be enough for lunch.”

7 Before the apostles had an opportunity to express themselves,
Jesus turned to Andrew and Philip, saying: “I do not want to send
these people away. Here they are, like sheep without a shepherd.
I would like to feed them. What food have we with us?” While
Philip was conversing with Matthew and Judas, Andrew sought
out the Mark lad to ascertain how much was le of their store of
provisions. He returned to Jesus, saying: “ e lad has le only ve
barley loaves and two dried shes” — and Peter promptly added,
“We have yet to eat this evening.”

8 For a moment Jesus stood in silence. ere was a faraway look
in his eyes. e apostles said nothing. Jesus turned suddenly to
Andrew and said, “Bring me the loaves and shes.” And when An-
drew had brought the basket to Jesus, the Master said: “Direct the
people to sit down on the grass in companies of 100 and appoint
a leader over each group while you bring all of the evangelists here
with us.”

9 Jesus took up the loaves in his hands, and a er he had given
thanks, he broke the bread and gave to his apostles, who passed it
on to their associates, who in turn carried it to themultitude. Jesus
in likemanner broke anddistributed the shes. And thismultitude
did eat and were lled. And when they had nished eating, Jesus
said to the disciples: “Gather up the broken pieces that remain over
so that nothing will be lost.” And when they had nished gather-
ing up the fragments, they had 12 basketfuls. ey who ate of this
extraordinary feast numbered about 5,000 men, women, and chil-
dren.

10 ¶ And this is the rst and only nature miracle which Jesus per-
formed as a result of his conscious preplanning. It is true that his
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disciples were disposed to call many things miracles which were
not, but this was a genuine supernatural ministration. In this case,
so we were taught, Michael multiplied food elements as he always
does except for the elimination of the time factor and the visible
life channel.

3. THE KINGMAKING EPISODE
1 e feeding of the 5,000 by supernatural energy was another

of those cases where human pity plus creative power equalled that
which happened. Now that the multitude had been fed to the full,
and since Jesus’ famewas then and there augmented by this stupen-
douswonder, the project to seize theMaster andproclaimhimking
required no further personal direction. e idea seemed to spread
through the crowd like a contagion. e reaction of the multitude
to this sudden and spectacular supplying of their physical needs
was profound and overwhelming. For a long time the Jews had
been taught that the Messiah, the son of David, when he should
come, would cause the land again to ow with milk and honey,
and that the bread of life would be bestowed upon them as manna
from heaven was supposed to have fallen upon their forefathers in
the wilderness. And was not all of this expectation now ful lled
right before their eyes? When this hungry, undernourished mul-
titude had nished gorging itself with the wonder-food, there was
but oneunanimous reaction: “Here is our king.” ewonder-work-
ing deliverer of Israel had come. In the eyes of these simple-minded
people the power to feed carried with it the right to rule. No won-
der, then, that the multitude, when it had nished feasting, rose as
one man and shouted, “Make him king!”

2 is mighty shout enthused Peter and those of the apostles
who still retained the hope of seeing Jesus assert his right to rule.
But these false hopes were not to live for long. is mighty shout
of the multitude had hardly ceased to reverberate from the near-by
rockswhen Jesus stepped upon a huge stone and, li ing uphis right
hand to command their attention, said: “My children, you mean
well, but you are short-sighted and material-minded.” ere was a
brief pause; this stalwart Galilean was there majestically posed in
the enchanting glow of that eastern twilight. Every inch he looked
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a king as he continued to speak to this breathless multitude: “You
would make me king, not because your souls have been lighted
with a great truth, but because your stomachs have been lled with
bread. How many times have I told you that my kingdom is not of
this world? is kingdom of heaven which we proclaim is a spiri-
tual brotherhood, and no man rules over it seated upon a material
throne. My Father in heaven is the all-wise and the all-powerful
Ruler over this spiritual brotherhood of the sons of God on earth.
Have I so failed in revealing to you the Father of spirits that you
would make a king of his Son in the esh! Now all of you go hence
to your own homes. If youmust have a king, let the Father of lights
be enthroned in the heart of each of you as the spirit Ruler of all
things.”

3 ¶ ese words of Jesus sent the multitude away stunned and
disheartened. Many who had believed in him turned back and fol-
lowed him no more from that day. e apostles were speechless;
they stood in silence gathered about the 12baskets of the fragments
of food; only the chore boy, the Mark lad, spoke, “And he refused
tobeourking.” Jesus, before goingoff tobe alone in thehills, turned
to Andrew and said: “Take your brethren back to Zebedee’s house
and pray with them, especially for your brother, Simon Peter.”

4. SIMON PETER’S NIGHT VISION
1 e apostles, without their Master — sent off by themselves

— entered the boat and in silence began to row toward Bethsaida
on the western shore of the lake. None of the 12 was so crushed
and downcast as Simon Peter. Hardly a word was spoken; they
were all thinking of the Master alone in the hills. Had he forsaken
them? He had never before sent them all away and refused to go
with them. What could all this mean?

2 Darkness descended upon them, for there had arisen a strong
and contrary wind whichmade progress almost impossible. As the
hours of darkness and hard rowing passed, Peter grew weary and
fell into a deep sleep of exhaustion. Andrew and James put him
to rest on the cushioned seat in the stern of the boat. While the
other apostles toiled against thewind and thewaves, Peter dreamed
adream; he saw a visionof Jesus coming to themwalking on the sea.
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When the Master seemed to walk on by the boat, Peter cried out,
“Save us, Master, save us.” And those who were in the rear of the
boat heard him say some of these words. As this apparition of the
night season continued in Peter’s mind, he dreamed that he heard
Jesus say: “Be of good cheer; it is I; be not afraid.” is was like the
balm of Gilead to Peter’s disturbed soul; it soothed his troubled
spirit, so that (in his dream) he cried out to the Master: “Lord, if
it really is you, bid me come and walk with you on the water.” And
when Peter started to walk upon the water, the boisterous waves
frightened him, and as he was about to sink, he cried out, “Lord,
save me!” And many of the 12 heard him utter this cry. en Pe-
ter dreamed that Jesus came to the rescue and, stretching forth his
hand, took hold and li ed him up, saying: “O, you of little faith,
wherefore did you doubt?”

3 In connectionwith the latter part of his dreamPeter arose from
the seat whereon he slept and actually stepped overboard and into
thewater. And he awakened fromhis dream asAndrew, James, and
John reached down and pulled him out of the sea.

4 To Peter this experience was always real. He sincerely believed
that Jesus came to them that night. He only partially convinced
JohnMark, which explains whyMark le a portion of the story out
of his narrative. Luke, the physician, who made careful search into
thesematters, concluded that the episodewas a visionof Peter’s and
therefore refused to give place to this story in the preparation of his
narrative.

5. BACK IN BETHSAIDA
1 ursday morning, before daylight, they anchored their boat

offshore near Zebedee’s house and sought sleep until about noon-
time. Andrew was rst up and, going for a walk by the sea, found
Jesus, in company with their chore boy, sitting on a stone by the
water’s edge. Notwithstanding that many of the multitude and
the young evangelists searched all night and much of the next day
about the eastern hills for Jesus, shortly a er midnight he and the
Mark lad had started to walk around the lake and across the river,
back to Bethsaida.

2 ¶ Of the 5,000 who were miraculously fed, and who, when
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their stomachs were full and their hearts empty, would have made
him king, only about 500 persisted in following a er him. But be-
fore these received word that he was back in Bethsaida, Jesus asked
Andrew to assemble the 12 apostles and their associates, includ-
ing the women, saying, “I desire to speak with them.” Andwhen all
were ready, Jesus said:

3 ¶ “How long shall I bear with you? Are you all slow of spiri-
tual comprehension and de cient in living faith? All these months
have I taught you the truths of the kingdom, and yet are you domi-
nated bymaterial motives instead of spiritual considerations. Have
you not even read in the Scriptures where Moses exhorted the un-
believing children of Israel, saying: ‘Fear not, stand still and see the
salvation of the Lord’? Said the singer: ‘Put your trust in the Lord.’
‘Be patient, wait upon the Lord and be of good courage. He shall
strengthen your heart.’ ‘Cast your burden on the Lord, and he shall
sustain you. Trust him at all times and pour out your heart to him,
for God is your refuge.’ ‘He who dwells in the secret place of the
Most High shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty.’ ‘It is
better to trust the Lord than to put con dence in human princes.’

4 “And now do you all see that the working of miracles and the
performance ofmaterialwonderswill notwin souls for the spiritual
kingdom? We fed themultitude, but it did not lead them tohunger
for the bread of life neither to thirst for the waters of spiritual righ-
teousness. When their hunger was satis ed, they sought not en-
trance into the kingdom of heaven but rather sought to proclaim
the Son of Man king a er the manner of the kings of this world,
only that they might continue to eat bread without having to toil
therefor. And all this, in which many of you did more or less par-
ticipate, does nothing to reveal the heavenly Father or to advance
his kingdom on earth. Have we not sufficient enemies among the
religious leaders of the land without doing that which is likely to
estrange also the civil rulers? I pray that the Father will anoint your
eyes that you may see and open your ears that you may hear, to the
end that you may have full faith in the gospel which I have taught
you.”

5 ¶ Jesus then announced that he wished to withdraw for a few
days of rest with his apostles before they made ready to go up to
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Jerusalem for the Passover, and he forbade any of the disciples or
themultitude to follow him. Accordingly they went by boat to the
region of Gennesaret for two or three days of rest and sleep. Jesus
was preparing for a great crisis of his life on earth, and he therefore
spent much time in communion with the Father in heaven.

6 e news of the feeding of the 5,000 and the attempt to make
Jesus king aroused widespread curiosity and stirred up the fears of
both the religious leaders and the civil rulers throughout all Galilee
and Judea. While this great miracle did nothing to further the
gospel of the kingdom in the souls of material-minded and half-
hearted believers, it did serve the purpose of bringing to a head
the miracle-seeking and king-craving proclivities of Jesus’ immedi-
ate family of apostles and close disciples. is spectacular episode
brought an end to the early era of teaching, training, and healing,
thereby preparing the way for the inauguration of this last year of
proclaiming the higher andmore spiritual phases of the new gospel
of the kingdom — divine sonship, spiritual liberty, and eternal sal-
vation.

6. AT GENNESARET
1 While resting at the home of a wealthy believer in the Gen-

nesaret region, Jesus held informal conferences with the 12 ev-
ery a ernoon. e ambassadors of the kingdom were a serious,
sober, and chastened group of disillusioned men. But even a er
all that had happened, and as subsequent events disclosed, these
12 men were not yet fully delivered from their inbred and long-
cherished notions about the coming of the Jewish Messiah. Events
of the preceding few weeks had moved too swi ly for these aston-
ished shermen to grasp their full signi cance. It requires time for
men and women to effect radical and extensive changes in their
basic and fundamental concepts of social conduct, philosophic at-
titudes, and religious convictions.

2 While Jesus and the 12 were resting at Gennesaret, the multi-
tudes dispersed, some going to their homes, others going on up to
Jerusalem for the Passover. In less than one month’s time the en-
thusiastic and open followers of Jesus, who numbered more than
50,000 in Galilee alone, shrank to less than 500. Jesus desired to
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give his apostles such an experience with the ckleness of popular
acclaim that they would not be tempted to rely on such manifesta-
tions of transient religious hysteria a er he should leave them alone
in the work of the kingdom, but he was only partially successful in
this effort.

3 ¶ e second night of their sojourn at Gennesaret the Master
again told the apostles the parable of the sower and added these
words: “You see, my children, the appeal to human feelings is tran-
sitory and utterly disappointing; the exclusive appeal to the intel-
lect of man is likewise empty and barren; it is only by making your
appeal to the spirit which lives within the human mind that you
can hope to achieve lasting success and accomplish those marvel-
lous transformations of human character that are presently shown
in the abundant yielding of the genuine fruits of the spirit in the
daily lives of all who are thus delivered from the darkness of doubt
by the birth of the spirit into the light of faith — the kingdom of
heaven.”

4 ¶ Jesus taught the appeal to the emotions as the technique of
arresting and focusing the intellectual attention. He designated
the mind thus aroused and quickened as the gateway to the soul,
where there resides that spiritual nature of man which must recog-
nize truth and respond to the spiritual appeal of the gospel in order
to afford the permanent results of true character transformations.

5 Jesus thus endeavoured to prepare the apostles for the impend-
ing shock— the crisis in the public attitude toward himwhich was
only a few days distant. He explained to the 12 that the religious
rulers of Jerusalem would conspire with Herod Antipas to effect
their destruction. e 12 began to realize more fully (though not
nally) that Jesus was not going to sit on David’s throne. ey saw

more fully that spiritual truth was not to be advanced by material
wonders. ey began to realize that the feeding of 5,000 and the
popular movement to make Jesus king was the apex of the mir-
acle-seeking, wonder-working expectance of the people and the
height of Jesus’ acclaim by the populace. ey vaguely discerned
and dimly foresaw the approaching times of spiritual si ing and
cruel adversity. ese 12 men were slowly awaking to the realiza-
tion of the real nature of their task as ambassadors of the kingdom,
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and they began to gird themselves for the trying and testing ordeals
of the last year of the Master’s ministry on earth.

6 ¶ Before they le Gennesaret, Jesus instructed them regarding
the miraculous feeding of 5,000, telling them just why he engaged
in this extraordinary manifestation of creative power and also as-
suring them that he did not thus yield to his sympathy for the mul-
titude until he had ascertained that it was “according to the Father’s
will.”

7. AT JERUSALEM
1 Sunday, April 3, Jesus, accompanied only by the 12 apostles,

started from Bethsaida on the journey to Jerusalem. To avoid the
multitudes and to attract as little attention as possible, they jour-
neyed by way of Gerasa and Philadelphia. He forbade them to
do any public teaching on this trip; neither did he permit them
to teach or preach while sojourning in Jerusalem. ey arrived at
Bethany, near Jerusalem, late on Wednesday evening, April 6. For
this one night they stopped at the home of Lazarus, Martha, and
Mary, but the next day they separated. Jesus, with John, stayed at
the home of a believer named Simon, near the house of Lazarus in
Bethany. Judas Iscariot and Simon Zelotes stopped with friends in
Jerusalem, while the rest of the apostles sojourned, two and two, in
different homes.

2 Jesus entered Jerusalem only once during this Passover, and
that was on the great day of the feast. Many of the Jerusalem be-
lievers were brought out by Abner to meet Jesus at Bethany. Dur-
ing this sojourn at Jerusalem the 12 learned how bitter the feeling
was becoming toward their Master. ey departed from Jerusalem
all believing that a crisis was impending.

3 On Sunday, April 24, Jesus and the apostles le Jerusalem for
Bethsaida, going by way of the coast cities of Joppa, Caesarea, and
Ptolemais. ence, overland they went by Ramah and Chorazin
to Bethsaida, arriving on Friday, April 29. Immediately on reach-
ing home, Jesus dispatched Andrew to ask of the ruler of the syna-
gogue permission to speak the next day, that being the Sabbath, at
the a ernoon service. And Jesus well knew that that would be the
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last time he would ever be permitted to speak in the Capernaum
synagogue.



PAPER №153
THE CRISIS AT CAPERNAUM

Midwayer Commission

ON FRIDAY evening, the day of their arrival at Bethsaida,
and on Sabbathmorning, the apostles noticed that Jesus
was seriously occupied with some momentous problem;

they were cognizant that the Master was giving unusual thought
to some important matter. He ate no breakfast and but little at
noontide. All of Sabbath morning and the evening before, the 12
and their associates were gathered together in small groups about
the house, in the garden, and along the seashore. ere was a ten-
sion of uncertainty and a suspense of apprehension resting upon all
of them. Jesus had said little to them since they le Jerusalem.

2 Not in months had they seen the Master so preoccupied and
uncommunicative. Even Simon Peter was depressed, if not down-
cast. Andrew was at a loss to know what to do for his dejected as-
sociates. Nathaniel said they were in the midst of the “lull before
the storm.” omas expressed the opinion that “something out of
the ordinary is about to happen.” Philip advised David Zebedee to
“forget about plans for feeding and lodging the multitude until we
know what the Master is thinking about.” Matthew was putting
forth renewed efforts to replenish the treasury. James and John
talked over the forthcoming sermon in the synagogue and specu-
lated much as to its probable nature and scope. Simon Zelotes ex-
pressed the belief, in reality a hope, that “the Father in heaven may
be about to intervene in some unexpected manner for the vindica-
tion and support of his Son,” while Judas Iscariot dared to indulge
the thought that possibly Jesus was oppressed with regrets that “he
did not have the courage and daring to permit the 5,000 to pro-
claim him king of the Jews.”

3 It was from among such a group of depressed and disconsolate
followers that Jesus went forth on this beautiful Sabbath a ernoon
to preach his epoch-making sermon in the Capernaum synagogue.

e only word of cheerful greeting or well-wishing from any of his
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immediate followers came from one of the unsuspecting Alpheus
twins, who, as Jesus le the house on his way to the synagogue,
saluted him cheerily and said: “We pray the Father will help you,
and that we may have bigger multitudes than ever.”

1. THE SETTING OF THE STAGE
1 A distinguished congregation greeted Jesus at 15:00 on this

exquisite Sabbath a ernoon in the new Capernaum synagogue.
Jairus presided and handed Jesus the Scriptures to read. e day
before, 53 Pharisees and Sadducees had arrived from Jerusalem;
more than 30 of the leaders and rulers of the neighbouring syna-
gogues were also present. ese Jewish religious leaders were act-
ing directly under orders from the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem, and they
constituted the orthodox vanguard which had come to inaugurate
open warfare on Jesus and his disciples. Sitting by the side of these
Jewish leaders, in the synagogue seats of honour, were the official
observers ofHerodAntipas, whohadbeendirected to ascertain the
truth concerning the disturbing reports that an attempt had been
made by the populace to proclaim Jesus the king of the Jews, over
in the domains of his brother Philip.

2 Jesus comprehended that he faced the immediate declaration
of avowed and open warfare by his increasing enemies, and he
elected boldly to assume the offensive. At the feeding of the 5,000
hehad challenged their ideas of thematerialMessiah; nowhe chose
again openly to attack their concept of the Jewish deliverer. is
crisis, which beganwith the feeding of the 5,000, andwhich termi-
nated with this Sabbath a ernoon sermon, was the outward turn-
ing of the tide of popular fame and acclaim. Henceforth, the work
of the kingdom was to be increasingly concerned with the more
important task of winning lasting spiritual converts for the truly
religious brotherhood of mankind. is sermonmarks the crisis in
the transition from the period of discussion, controversy, and deci-
sion to that of open warfare and nal acceptance or nal rejection.

3 e Master well knew that many of his followers were slowly
but surely preparing their minds nally to reject him. He likewise
knew that many of his disciples were slowly but certainly passing
through that training of mind and that discipline of soul which
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would enable them to triumph over doubt and courageously to as-
sert their full- edged faith in the gospel of the kingdom. Jesus fully
understood how men prepare themselves for the decisions of a cri-
sis and the performance of suddendeeds of courageous choosing by
the slow process of the reiterated choosing between the recurring
situations of good and evil. He subjected his chosen messengers
to repeated rehearsals in disappointment and provided them with
frequent and testing opportunities for choosing between the right
and thewrongwayofmeeting spiritual trials. Heknewhe couldde-
pend on his followers, when they met the nal test, to make their
vital decisions in accordance with prior and habitual mental atti-
tudes and spirit reactions.

4 ¶ is crisis in Jesus’ earth life began with the feeding of the
5,000 and ended with this sermon in the synagogue; the crisis in
the lives of the apostles began with this sermon in the synagogue
and continued for a whole year, ending only with the Master’s trial
and cruci xion.

5 ¶ As they sat there in the synagogue that a ernoonbefore Jesus
began to speak, there was just one great mystery, just one supreme
question, in theminds of all. Bothhis friends andhis foes pondered
just one thought, and thatwas: “Whydidhehimself so deliberately
and effectively turn back the tide of popular enthusiasm?” And it
was immediately before and immediately a er this sermon that the
doubts anddisappointments of his disgruntled adherents grew into
unconscious opposition and eventually turned into actual hatred.
It was a er this sermon in the synagogue that Judas Iscariot enter-
tained his rst conscious thought of deserting. But he did, for the
time being, effectively master all such inclinations.

6 Everyone was in a state of perplexity. Jesus had le them
dumbfounded and confounded. He had recently engaged in the
greatest demonstration of supernatural power to characterize his
whole career. e feeding of the 5,000 was the one event of his
earth life which made the greatest appeal to the Jewish concept of
the expected Messiah. But this extraordinary advantage was im-
mediately and unexplainedly offset by his prompt and unequivocal
refusal to be made king.
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7 OnFriday evening, and again on Sabbathmorning, the Jerusa-
lem leaders had laboured long and earnestly with Jairus to prevent
Jesus’ speaking in the synagogue, but it was of no avail. Jairus’s only
reply to all this pleadingwas: “I have granted this request, and Iwill
not violate my word.”˚

2. THE EPOCHAL SERMON
1 Jesus introduced this sermon by reading from the Law as found

in Deuteronomy: “But it shall come to pass, if this people will not
hearken to the voice of God, that the curses of transgression shall
surely overtake them. e Lord shall cause you to be smitten by
your enemies; you shall be removed into all the kingdoms of the
earth. And the Lord shall bring you and the king you have set up
over you into the hands of a strange nation. You shall become an as-
tonishment, a proverb, and a byword among all nations. Your sons
and your daughters shall go into captivity. e strangers among
you shall rise high in authoritywhile you are brought very low. And
these things shall be upon you and your seed forever because you
would not hearken to the word of the Lord. erefore shall you
serve your enemies who shall come against you. You shall endure
hunger and thirst and wear this alien yoke of iron. e Lord shall
bring against you a nation from afar, from the end of the earth, a
nation whose tongue you shall not understand, a nation of erce
countenance, a nation which will have little regard for you. And
they shall besiege you in all your towns until the high forti edwalls
wherein youhave trusted comedown; and all the land shall fall into
their hands. And it shall come to pass that you will be driven to eat

1.7. Jairus’ only reply to all this pleading was… e corrected form is supported by usage
elsewhere 152:1.1 and 152:1.3. e Chicago Manual of Style recommendations have
been evolving over time, with the 9 - 11 editions favouring the original version here, but
the (12) and 13, supporting the revision. is evolution is recognized by the other con-
temporary sources, with Fowler (1926) noting that the form s’ is still retained “in poetic or
reverential contexts…But elsewhere we now add the s…” Strunk (1918) however, in that
author’s famously opinionated way, has as its very rst rule of usage: “Form the possessive
singular of nouns by adding ’s. Follow this rule whatever the nal consonant… Exceptions
are the possessive of ancient proper names in -es and -is and the possessive Jesus’…” [author’s
emphasis] Usage in the 1955 text follows, with only this exception, the more modern prac-
tices supported by Fowler and Strunk. (An important supporting example being Lazarus’s,
which would be found without its ’s under the older rules.)
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the fruit of your own bodies, the esh of your sons and daughters,
during this time of siege, because of the straitness wherewith your
enemies shall press you.”

2 And when Jesus had nished this reading, he turned to the
Prophets and read from Jeremiah: “‘If you will not hearken to the
words of my servants the prophets whom I have sent you, then will
I make this house like Shiloh, and I will make this city a curse to
all the nations of the earth.’ And the priests and the teachers heard
Jeremiah speak these words in the house of the Lord. And it came
to pass that, when Jeremiah had made an end of speaking all that
theLordhad commandedhim to speak to all the people, the priests
and teachers laid hold of him, saying, ‘You shall surely die.’ And all
the people crowded around Jeremiah in thehouse of theLord. And
when the princes of Judah heard these things, they sat in judgment
on Jeremiah. en spoke the priests and the teachers to the princes
and to all the people, saying: ‘ is man is worthy to die, for he has
prophesied against our city, and you have heard himwith your own
ears.’ en spoke Jeremiah to all the princes and to all the people:
‘ e Lord sent me to prophesy against this house and against this
city all the words which you have heard. Now, therefore, amend
your ways and reform your doings and obey the voice of the Lord
yourGod that youmay escape the evil which has been pronounced
against you. As for me, behold I am in your hands. Do with me as
seems good and right in your eyes. But know you for certain that,
if you put me to death, you shall bring innocent blood upon your-
selves and upon this people, for of a truth the Lord has sent me to
speak all these words in your ears.’

3 “ e priests and teachers of that day sought to kill Jeremiah,
but the judges would not consent, albeit, for his words of warning,
they did let him down by cords in a lthy dungeon until he sank in
mire up to his armpits. at is what this people did to the Prophet
Jeremiah when he obeyed the Lord’s command to warn his breth-
ren of their impending political downfall. Today, I desire to ask
you: What will the chief priests and religious leaders of this peo-
ple do with the man who dares to warn them of the day of their
spiritual doom? Will you also seek to put to death the teacher who
dares to proclaim the word of the Lord, and who fears not to point
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out wherein you refuse to walk in the way of light which leads to
the entrance to the kingdom of heaven?

4 “What is it you seek as evidence of my mission on earth? We
have le you undisturbed in your positions of in uence and power
while we preached glad tidings to the poor and the outcast. We
have made no hostile attack upon that which you hold in rever-
ence but have rather proclaimed new liberty for man’s fear-ridden
soul. I came into the world to reveal my Father and to establish
on earth the spiritual brotherhood of the sons of God, the king-
dom of heaven. And notwithstanding that I have so many times
reminded you thatmy kingdom is not of this world, still hasmy Fa-
ther granted you many manifestations of material wonders in ad-
dition to more evidential spiritual transformations and regenera-
tions.

5 “What new sign is it that you seek at my hands? I declare that
you already have sufficient evidence to enable you to make your
decision. Verily, verily, I say to many who sit before me this day,
you are confronted with the necessity of choosing which way you
will go; and I say to you, as Joshua said to your forefathers, ‘choose
you this day whom you will serve.’ Today, many of you stand at the
parting of the ways.

6 “Some of you, when you could not nd me a er the feasting
of the multitude on the other side, hired the Tiberias shing eet,
which aweek before had taken shelter near by during a storm, to go
in pursuit of me, and what for? Not for truth and righteousness or
that you might the better know how to serve and minister to your
fellow men! No, but rather that you might have more bread for
which you had not laboured. It was not to ll your souls with the
word of life, but only that you might ll the belly with the bread
of ease. And long have you been taught that the Messiah, when he
should come, would work those wonders which would make life
pleasant and easy for all the chosen people. It is not strange, then,
that you who have been thus taught should long for the loaves and
the shes. But I declare to you that such is not the mission of the
Son ofMan. I have come to proclaim spiritual liberty, teach eternal
truth, and foster living faith.
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7 “My brethren, hanker not a er the meat which perishes but
rather seek for the spiritual food that nourishes even to eternal life;
and this is the bread of life which the Son gives to all who will take
it and eat, for the Father has given the Son this life without mea-
sure. And when you asked me, ‘What must we do to perform the
works of God?’ I plainly told you: ‘ is is the work of God, that
you believe him whom he has sent.’”

8 And then said Jesus, pointing up to the device of a pot of
manna which decorated the lintel of this new synagogue, and
whichwas embellishedwith grape clusters: “Youhave thought that
your forefathers in thewilderness atemanna—the bread of heaven
— but I say to you that this was the bread of earth. While Moses
did not give your fathers bread from heaven, my Father now stands
ready to give you the true bread of life. e bread of heaven is that
which comes down from God and gives eternal life to the men of
the world. And when you say to me, Give us this living bread, I
will answer: I am this bread of life. He who comes to me shall not
hunger, while he who believes me shall never thirst. You have seen
me, lived with me, and beheld my works, yet you believe not that
I came forth from the Father. But to those who do believe — fear
not. All those led of the Father shall come tome, andhewho comes
to me shall in nowise be cast out.

9 “And now let me declare to you, once and for all time, that I
have comedownupon the earth, not to domyownwill, but thewill
ofHimwho sentme. And this is the nal will ofHimwho sentme,
that of all those he has given me I should not lose one. And this is
the will of the Father: at every one who beholds the Son and
who believes him shall have eternal life. Only yesterday did I feed
you with bread for your bodies; today I offer you the bread of life
for your hungry souls. Will you now take the bread of the spirit as
you then so willingly ate the bread of this world?”

10 ¶ As Jesus paused for a moment to look over the congregation,
one of the teachers from Jerusalem (a member of the Sanhedrin)
rose up and asked: “Do I understand you to say that you are the
bread which comes down from heaven, and that the manna which
Moses gave to our fathers in the wilderness did not?” And Jesus an-
swered the Pharisee, “You understood aright.” en said the Phar-
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isee: “But are you not Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph, the car-
penter? Are not your father and mother, as well as your brothers
and sisters, well known to many of us? How then is it that you
appear here in God’s house and declare that you have come down
from heaven?”

11 By this time there wasmuchmurmuring in the synagogue, and
such a tumult was threatened that Jesus stood up and said: “Let
us be patient; the truth never suffers from honest examination. I
am all that you say but more. e Father and I are one; the Son
does only that which the Father teaches him, while all those who
are given to the Son by the Father, the Son will receive to himself.
You have read where it is written in the Prophets, ‘You shall all be
taught by God,’ and that ‘ ose whom the Father teaches will hear
also his Son.’ Every one who yields to the teaching of the Father’s
indwelling spirit will eventually come tome. Not that anyman has
seen the Father, but the Father’s spirit does live within man. And
the Sonwho came down fromheaven, he has surely seen the Father.
And those who truly believe this Son already have eternal life.

12 “I am this bread of life. Your fathers ate manna in the wilder-
ness and are dead. But this bread which comes down from God, if
aman eats thereof, he shall never die in spirit. I repeat, I am this liv-
ing bread, and every soul who attains the realization of this united
nature of God and man shall live forever. And this bread of life
which I give to all who will receive is my own living and combined
nature. e Father in the Son and the Son one with the Father —
that is my life-giving revelation to the world and my saving gi to
all nations.”

13 When Jesus had nished speaking, the ruler of the synagogue
dismissed the congregation, but they would not depart. ey
crowded up around Jesus to ask more questions while others mur-
mured and disputed among themselves. And this state of affairs
continued for more than three hours. It was well past 19:00 before
the audience nally dispersed.

3. THE AFTER MEETING
1 Many were the questions asked Jesus during this a er meeting.

Some were asked by his perplexed disciples, but more were asked
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by cavilling unbelievers who sought only to embarrass and entrap
him.

2 One of the visiting Pharisees, mounting a lampstand, shouted
out this question: “You tell us that you are the bread of life. How
can you give us your esh to eat or your blood to drink? What avail
is your teaching if it cannot be carried out?” And Jesus answered
this question, saying: “I did not teach you thatmy esh is the bread
of life nor that my blood is the water thereof. But I did say that my
life in the esh is a bestowal of the bread of heaven. e fact of the
Word of God bestowed in the esh and the phenomenon of the
Son of Man subject to the will of God, constitute a reality of ex-
perience which is equivalent to the divine sustenance. You cannot
eat my esh nor can you drink my blood, but you can become one
in spirit with me even as I am one in spirit with the Father. You
can be nourished by the eternal word of God, which is indeed the
bread of life, and which has been bestowed in the likeness of mor-
tal esh; and you can be watered in soul by the divine spirit, which
is truly the water of life. e Father has sent me into the world to
show how he desires to indwell and direct all men; and I have so
lived this life in the esh as to inspire all men likewise ever to seek
to know and do the will of the indwelling heavenly Father.”

3 en one of the Jerusalem spies who had been observing Je-
sus and his apostles, said: “We notice that neither you nor your
apostles wash your hands properly before you eat bread. You must
well know that such a practice as eating with de led and unwashed
hands is a transgression of the law of the elders. Neither do you
properly wash your drinking cups and eating vessels. Why is it that
you show such disrespect for the traditions of the fathers and the
laws of our elders?” Andwhen Jesus heard him speak, he answered:
“Why is it that you transgress the commandments of God by the
laws of your tradition? e commandment says, ‘Honour your fa-
ther and your mother,’ and directs that you share with them your
substance if necessary; but you enact a law of tradition which per-
mits undutiful children to say that the money wherewith the par-
ents might have been assisted has been ‘given to God.’ e law of
the elders thus relieves such cra y children of their responsibility,
notwithstanding that the children subsequently use all suchmonies
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for their own comfort. Why is it that you in this waymake void the
commandment by your own tradition? Well did Isaiah prophesy of
youhypocrites, saying: ‘ is people honoursmewith their lips, but
their heart is far from me. In vain do they worship me, teaching as
their doctrines the precepts of men.’

4 “You can see how it is that you desert the commandmentwhile
you hold fast to the tradition of men. Altogether willing are you to
reject the word of God while you maintain your own traditions.
And in many other ways do you dare to set up your own teachings
above the law and the prophets.”

5 Jesus then directed his remarks to all present. He said: “But
hearken tome, all of you. It is not that which enters into themouth
that spiritually de les the man, but rather that which proceeds out
of themouth and from the heart.” But even the apostles failed fully
to grasp the meaning of his words, for Simon Peter also asked him:
“Lest some of your hearers be unnecessarily offended, would you
explain to us the meaning of these words?” And then said Jesus to
Peter: “Are you also hard of understanding? Know you not that ev-
ery plant whichmy heavenly Father has not planted shall be rooted
up? Turn now your attention to those who would know the truth.
You cannot compel men to love the truth. Many of these teachers
are blind guides. And you know that, if the blind lead the blind,
both shall fall into the pit. But hearken while I tell you the truth
concerning those things which morally de le and spiritually con-
taminate men. I declare it is not that which enters the body by the
mouth or gains access to the mind through the eyes and ears, that
de les the man. Man is only de led by that evil which may orig-
inate within the heart, and which nds expression in the words
and deeds of such unholy persons. Do you not know it is from
the heart that there come forth evil thoughts, wicked projects of
murder, the , and adulteries, together with jealousy, pride, anger,
revenge, railings, and false witness? And it is just such things that
de le men, and not that they eat bread with ceremonially unclean
hands.”˚

3.5. He said: “But hearken to me all of you. e comma properly separates the phrases,
making this sentence much easier to read.
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6 e Pharisaic commissioners of the Jerusalem Sanhedrin were
now almost convinced that Jesusmust be apprehended on a charge
of blasphemy or on one of outing the sacred law of the Jews;
wherefore their efforts to involve him in the discussion of, and
possible attack upon, some of the traditions of the elders, or so-
called oral laws of the nation. No matter how scarce water might
be, these traditionally enslaved Jews would never fail to go through
with the required ceremonial washing of the hands before every
meal. It was their belief that “it is better to die than to transgress
the commandments of the elders.” e spies asked this question be-
cause it had been reported that Jesus had said, “Salvation is a mat-
ter of clean hearts rather than of clean hands.” But such beliefs,
when they once become a part of one’s religion, are hard to get
away from. Even many years a er this day the Apostle Peter was
still held in the bondage of fear to many of these traditions about
things clean and unclean, only being nally delivered by experienc-
ing an extraordinary and vivid dream. All of this can the better be
understood when it is recalled that these Jews looked upon eating
with unwashed hands in the same light as commerce with a harlot,
and both were equally punishable by excommunication.

7 us did theMaster elect to discuss and expose the folly of the
whole rabbinic system of rules and regulations which was repre-
sented by the oral law — the traditions of the elders, all of which
were regarded asmore sacred andmore binding upon the Jews than
even the teachings of the Scriptures. And Jesus spoke out with
less reserve because he knew the hour had come when he could do
nothing more to prevent an open rupture of relations with these
religious leaders.

4. LAST WORDS IN THE SYNAGOGUE
1 In the midst of the discussions of this a er meeting, one of the

Pharisees from Jerusalem brought to Jesus a distraught youth who
was possessed of an unruly and rebellious spirit. Leading this de-
mented lad up to Jesus, he said: “What can you do for such afflic-
tion as this? Canyou cast out devils?”Andwhen theMaster looked
upon the youth, he was moved with compassion and, beckoning
for the lad to come to him, took him by the hand and said: “You
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know who I am; come out of him; and I charge one of your loyal
fellows to see that you do not return.” And immediately the ladwas
normal and in his right mind. And this is the rst case where Jesus
really cast an “evil spirit” out of a human being. All of the previ-
ous cases were only supposed possession of the devil; but this was
a genuine case of demoniac possession, even such as sometimes oc-
curred in those days and right up to the day of Pentecost, when
the Master’s spirit was poured out upon all esh, making it forever
impossible for these few celestial rebels to take such advantage of
certain unstable types of human beings.

2 When the people marveled, one of the Pharisees stood up and
charged that Jesus could do these things because he was in league
with devils; that he admitted in the language which he employed
in casting out this devil that they were known to each other; and he
went on to state that the religious teachers and leaders at Jerusalem
had decided that Jesus did all his so-calledmiracles by the power of
Beelzebub, the prince of devils. Said the Pharisee: “Have nothing
to do with this man; he is in partnership with Satan.”

3 en said Jesus: “How can Satan cast out Satan? A kingdom
divided against itself cannot stand; if a house be divided against it-
self, it is soon brought to desolation. Can a city withstand a siege
if it is not united? If Satan casts out Satan, he is divided against
himself; how then shall his kingdom stand? But you should know
that no one can enter into the house of a strong man and despoil
his goods except he rst overpower and bind that strongman. And
so, if I by the power of Beelzebub cast out devils, by whom do your
sons cast them out? erefore shall they be your judges. But if I,
by the spirit of God, cast out devils, then has the kingdom of God
truly come upon you. If you were not blinded by prejudice and
misled by fear and pride, you would easily perceive that one who is
greater than devils stands in your midst. You compel me to declare
that he who is not with me is against me, while he who gathers not
withme scatters abroad. Letme utter a solemnwarning to youwho
would presume, with your eyes open and with premeditated mal-
ice, knowingly to ascribe the works of God to the doings of devils!
Verily, verily, I say to you, all your sins shall be forgiven, even all
of your blasphemies, but whosoever shall blaspheme against God
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with deliberation and wicked intention shall never obtain forgive-
ness. Since such persistent workers of iniquity will never seek nor
receive forgiveness, they are guilty of the sin of eternally rejecting
divine forgiveness.

4 “Many of you have this day come to the parting of the ways;
youhave come to a beginningof themakingof the inevitable choice
between thewill of the Father and the self-chosenways of darkness.
And as you now choose, so shall you eventually be. Youmust either
make the tree good and its fruit good, or else will the tree become
corrupt and its fruit corrupt. I declare that in my Father’s eternal
kingdom the tree is known by its fruits. But some of you who are
as vipers, how can you, having already chosen evil, bring forth good
fruits? A er all, out of the abundance of the evil in your hearts your
mouths speak.”

5 en stoodup anotherPharisee, who said: “Teacher, wewould
have you give us a predetermined sign which we will agree upon as
establishing your authority and right to teach. Will you agree to
such an arrangement?” And when Jesus heard this, he said: “ is
faithless and sign-seeking generation seeks a token, but no sign
shall be given you other than that which you already have, and that
which you shall seewhen the SonofMandeparts fromamong you.”

6 And when he had nished speaking, his apostles surrounded
him and led him from the synagogue. In silence they journeyed
home with him to Bethsaida. ey were all amazed and somewhat
terror-stricken by the sudden change in the Master’s teaching tac-
tics. ey were wholly unaccustomed to seeing him perform in
such a militant manner.

5. THE SATURDAY EVENING
1 Time and again had Jesus dashed to pieces the hopes of his

apostles, repeatedly had he crushed their fondest expectations, but
no time of disappointment or season of sorrow had ever equalled
that which now overtook them. And, too, there was now admixed
with their depression a real fear for their safety. ey were all sur-
prisingly startled by the suddenness and completeness of the deser-
tion of the populace. ey were also somewhat frightened and dis-
concerted by the unexpected boldness and assertive determination
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exhibited by the Pharisees who had come down from Jerusalem.
But most of all they were bewildered by Jesus’ sudden change of
tactics. Under ordinary circumstances they would have welcomed
the appearance of this moremilitant attitude, but coming as it did,
along with so much that was unexpected, it startled them.

2 And now, on top of all of these worries, when they reached
home, Jesus refused to eat. For hours he isolated himself in one
of the upper rooms. It was almost midnight when Joab, the leader
of the evangelists, returned and reported that about ⅓ of his asso-
ciates had deserted the cause. All through the evening loyal dis-
ciples had come and gone, reporting that the revulsion of feeling
toward the Master was general in Capernaum. e leaders from
Jerusalem were not slow to feed this feeling of disaffection and in
every way possible to seek to promote the movement away from
Jesus and his teachings. During these trying hours the 12 women
were in session over at Peter’s house. ey were tremendously up-
set, but none of them deserted.

3 It was a little a er midnight when Jesus came down from the
upper chamber and stood among the 12 and their associates, num-
bering about 30 in all. He said: “I recognize that this si ing of
the kingdom distresses you, but it is unavoidable. Still, a er all the
training you have had, was there any good reason why you should
stumble at my words? Why is it that you are lled with fear and
consternation when you see the kingdom being divested of these
lukewarm multitudes and these half-hearted disciples? Why do
you grieve when the new day is dawning for the shining forth in
new glory of the spiritual teachings of the kingdom of heaven? If
you nd it difficult to endure this test, what, then, will you dowhen
the Son ofManmust return to the Father? When and howwill you
prepare yourselves for the time when I ascend to the place whence
I came to this world?

4 “My beloved, you must remember that it is the spirit that
quickens; the esh and all that pertains thereto is of little pro t.

e words which I have spoken to you are spirit and life. Be of
good cheer! I have not deserted you. Many shall be offended by the
plain speaking of these days. Already you have heard that many of
my disciples have turned back; they walk no more with me. From
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the beginning I knew that these half-hearted believers would fall
out by the way. Did I not choose you 12 men and set you apart as
ambassadors of the kingdom? Andnowat such a time as thiswould
you also desert? Let each of you look to his own faith, for one of
you stands in grave danger.” Andwhen Jesus had nished speaking,
Simon Peter said: “Yes, Lord, we are sad and perplexed, but we will
never forsake you. You have taught us the words of eternal life. We
have believed in you and followed with you all this time. We will
not turn back, for we know that you are sent byGod.” And as Peter
ceased speaking, they all with one accord nodded their approval of
his pledge of loyalty.

5 en said Jesus: “Go to your rest, for busy times are upon us;
active days are just ahead.”



PAPER №154
LAST DAYS AT CAPERNAUM

Midwayer Commission

ON THE eventful Saturday night of April 30, as Jesus was
speaking words of comfort and courage to his downcast
and bewildered disciples, at Tiberias a council was being

held betweenHerodAntipas and a group of special commissioners
representing the Jerusalem Sanhedrin. ese scribes and Pharisees
urged Herod to arrest Jesus; they did their best to convince him
that Jesus was stirring up the populace to dissension and even to
rebellion. But Herod refused to take action against him as a polit-
ical offender. Herod’s advisers had correctly reported the episode
across the lake when the people sought to proclaim Jesus king and
how he rejected the proposal.

2 One of Herod’s official family, Chuza, whose wife belonged
to the women’s ministering corps, had informed him that Jesus
did not propose to meddle with the affairs of earthly rule; that he
was only concerned with the establishment of the spiritual broth-
erhood of his believers, which brotherhood he called the kingdom
of heaven. Herod had con dence in Chuza’s reports, so much so
that he refused to interfere with Jesus’ activities. Herod was also
in uenced at this time, in his attitude toward Jesus, by his super-
stitious fear of John the Baptist. Herod was one of those apostate
Jews who, while he believed nothing, feared everything. He had a
bad conscience for having put John to death, and he did not want
to become entangled in these intrigues against Jesus. He knew of
many cases of sickness which had been apparently healed by Jesus,
and he regarded him as either a prophet or a relatively harmless re-
ligious fanatic.

3 When the Jews threatened to report to Caesar that he was
shielding a traitorous subject,Herod ordered themout of his coun-
cil chamber. us matters rested for one week, during which time
Jesus prepared his followers for the impending dispersion.

1. A WEEK OF COUNSEL
1 From May 1 to May 7 Jesus held intimate counsel with his fol-
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lowers at the Zebedee house. Only the tried and trusted disciples
were admitted to these conferences. At this time there were only
about 100 disciples who had the moral courage to brave the oppo-
sition of the Pharisees and openly declare their adherence to Jesus.
With this group he held sessionsmorning, a ernoon, and evening.
Small companies of inquirers assembled each a ernoon by the sea-
side, where some of the evangelists or apostles discoursed to them.

ese groups seldom numbered more than 50.
2 On Friday of this week official action was taken by the rulers

of theCapernaum synagogue closing the house ofGod to Jesus and
all his followers. is action was taken at the instigation of the Je-
rusalem Pharisees. Jairus resigned as chief ruler and openly aligned
himself with Jesus.

3 e last of the seaside meetings was held on Sabbath a er-
noon, May 7. Jesus talked to less than 150 who had assembled
at that time. is Saturday night marked the time of the lowest
ebb in the tide of popular regard for Jesus and his teachings. From
then on there was a steady, slow, but more healthful and depend-
able growth in favourable sentiment; a new following was built up
which was better grounded in spiritual faith and true religious ex-
perience. emore or less composite and compromising transition
stage between the materialistic concepts of the kingdom held by
the Master’s followers and those more idealistic and spiritual con-
cepts taught by Jesus, hadnowde nitely ended. Fromnowon there
was a more open proclamation of the gospel of the kingdom in its
larger scope and in its far- ung spiritual implications.

2. A WEEK OF REST
1 Sunday, May 8, A.D. 29, at Jerusalem, the Sanhedrin passed a

decree closing all the synagogues of Palestine to Jesus and his fol-
lowers. is was a new and unprecedented usurpation of authority
by the Jerusalem Sanhedrin. eretofore each synagogue had ex-
isted and functioned as an independent congregation of worship-
pers and was under the rule and direction of its own board of gov-
ernors. Only the synagogues of Jerusalem had been subject to the
authority of the Sanhedrin. is summary action of the Sanhedrin
was followed by the resignation of ve of its members. 100 mes-
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sengers were immediately dispatched to convey and enforce this
decree. Within the short space of two weeks every synagogue in
Palestine had bowed to this manifesto of the Sanhedrin except the
synagogue atHebron. e rulers of theHebron synagogue refused
to acknowledge the right of the Sanhedrin to exercise such juris-
diction over their assembly. is refusal to accede to the Jerusalem
decree was based on their contention of congregational autonomy
rather than on sympathy with Jesus’ cause. Shortly therea er the
Hebron synagogue was destroyed by re.

2 ¶ is same Sunday morning, Jesus declared a week’s holiday,
urging all of his disciples to return to their homes or friends to rest
their troubled souls and speak words of encouragement to their
loved ones. He said: “Go to your several places to play or shwhile
you pray for the extension of the kingdom.”

3 is week of rest enabled Jesus to visit many families and
groups about the seaside. He also went shing with David Zebe-
dee on several occasions, and while he went about alone much of
the time, there always lurked near by two or three of David’s most
trusted messengers, who had no uncertain orders from their chief
respecting the safeguarding of Jesus. ere was no public teaching
of any sort during this week of rest.

4 ¶ is was the week that Nathaniel and James Zebedee suf-
fered from more than a slight illness. For three days and nights
theywere acutely afflictedwith a painful digestive disturbance. On
the third night Jesus sent Salome, James’s mother, to her rest, while
he ministered to his suffering apostles. Of course Jesus could have
instantly healed these two men, but that is not the method of ei-
ther the Son or the Father in dealing with these commonplace dif-
culties and afflictions of the children of men on the evolutionary

worlds of time and space. Never once, throughout all of his event-
ful life in the esh, did Jesus engage in any sort of supernaturalmin-
istration to any member of his earth family or in behalf of any one
of his immediate followers.

5 Universe difficultiesmust bemet and planetary obstaclesmust
be encountered as a part of the experience training provided for the
growth and development, the progressive perfection, of the evolv-
ing souls of mortal creatures. e spiritualization of the human
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soul requires intimate experience with the educational solving of
a wide range of real universe problems. e animal nature and the
lower forms of will creatures do not progress favourably in environ-
mental ease. Problematic situations, coupled with exertion stimuli,
conspire to produce those activities of mind, soul, and spirit which
contribute mightily to the achievement of worthy goals of mortal
progression and to the attainment of higher levels of spirit destiny.

3. THE SECOND TIBERIAS CONFERENCE
1 On May 16 the second conference at Tiberias between the au-

thorities at Jerusalem and Herod Antipas was convened. Both the
religious and the political leaders from Jerusalem were in atten-
dance. e Jewish leaders were able to report to Herod that prac-
tically all the synagogues in both Galilee and Judea were closed to
Jesus’ teachings. A new effort was made to have Herod place Je-
sus under arrest, but he refused to do their bidding. On May 18,
however, Herod did agree to the plan of permitting the Sanhedrin
authorities to seize Jesus and carry him to Jerusalem to be tried on
religious charges, provided the Roman ruler of Judea concurred
in such an arrangement. Meanwhile, Jesus’ enemies were indus-
triously spreading the rumour throughout Galilee that Herod had
become hostile to Jesus, and that he meant to exterminate all who
believed in his teachings.

2 On Saturday night, May 21, word reached Tiberias that the
civil authorities at Jerusalemhad no objection to the agreement be-
tween Herod and the Pharisees that Jesus be seized and carried to
Jerusalem for trial before the Sanhedrin on charges of outing the
sacred laws of the Jewish nation. Accordingly, just beforemidnight
of this day, Herod signed the decree which authorized the officers
of the Sanhedrin to seize JesuswithinHerod’s domains and forcibly
to carry him to Jerusalem for trial. Strong pressure frommany sides
was brought to bear upon Herod before he consented to grant this
permission, and hewell knew that Jesus could not expect a fair trial
before his bitter enemies at Jerusalem.

4. SATURDAY NIGHT IN CAPERNAUM
1 Onthis same Saturday night, inCapernauma groupof 50 lead-

ing citizens met at the synagogue to discuss the momentous ques-
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tion: “What shall we do with Jesus?” ey talked and debated un-
til a er midnight, but they could not nd any common ground
for agreement. Aside from a few persons who inclined to the be-
lief that Jesus might be the Messiah, at least a holy man, or perhaps
a prophet, the meeting was divided into four nearly equal groups
who held, respectively, the following views of Jesus:

2 1. at he was a deluded and harmless religious fanatic.
3 2. at hewas adangerous anddesigning agitatorwhomight

stir up rebellion.
4 3. at he was in league with devils, that he might even be a

prince of devils.
5 4. at he was beside himself, that he was mad, mentally un-

balanced.
6 ¶ ere was much talk about Jesus’ preaching doctrines which

were upsetting for the common people; his enemies maintained
that his teachings were impractical, that everything would go to
pieces if everybodymade anhonest effort to live in accordancewith
his ideas. And the men of many subsequent generations have said
the same things. Many intelligent and well-meaning men, even in
the more enlightened age of these revelations, maintain that mod-
ern civilization could not have been built upon the teachings of Je-
sus— and they are partially right. But all such doubters forget that
a much better civilization could have been built upon his teach-
ings, and sometime will be. is world has never seriously tried
to carry out the teachings of Jesus on a large scale, notwithstand-
ing that half-hearted attempts have o en been made to follow the
doctrines of so-called Christianity.

5. THE EVENTFUL SUNDAY MORNING
1 May 22 was an eventful day in the life of Jesus. On this Sun-

daymorning, before daybreak, one ofDavid’smessengers arrived in
great haste fromTiberias, bringing theword thatHerodhad autho-
rized, or was about to authorize, the arrest of Jesus by the officers
of the Sanhedrin. e receipt of the news of this impending dan-
ger caused David Zebedee to arouse his messengers and send them
out to all the local groups of disciples, summoning them for an
emergency council at 7:00 thatmorning. When the sister-in-lawof
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Jude ( Jesus’ brother) heard this alarming report, she hastenedword
to all of Jesus’ family who dwelt near by, summoning them forth-
with to assemble at Zebedee’s house. And in response to this hasty
call, presently there were assembled Mary, James, Joseph, Jude, and
Ruth.

2 At this early morning meeting Jesus imparted his farewell in-
structions to the assembled disciples; that is, he bade them farewell
for the time being, knowingwell that theywould soon be dispersed
from Capernaum. He directed them all to seek God for guid-
ance and to carry on the work of the kingdom regardless of con-
sequences. e evangelists were to labour as they saw t until such
time as they might be called. He selected 12 of the evangelists to
accompany him; the 12 apostles he directed to remain with him
no matter what happened. e 12 women he instructed to remain
at the Zebedee house and at Peter’s house until he should send for
them.

3 Jesus consented to David Zebedee’s continuing his country-
wide messenger service, and in bidding the Master farewell pres-
ently, David said: “Go forth to your work, Master. Don’t let the
bigots catch you, and never doubt that the messengers will follow
a er you. My men will never lose contact with you, and through
themyou shall knowof the kingdom inother parts, andby themwe
will all know about you. Nothing that might happen tome will in-
terfere with this service, for I have appointed rst and second lead-
ers, even a third. I am neither a teacher nor a preacher, but it is in
my heart to do this, and none can stop me.”

4 About 7:30 this morning Jesus began his parting address to al-
most 100 believers who had crowded indoors to hear him. is
was a solemn occasion for all present, but Jesus seemed unusually
cheerful; he was once more like his normal self. e seriousness of
weeks had gone, and he inspired all of themwith his words of faith,
hope, and courage.

6. JESUS’ FAMILY ARRIVES
1 It was about 8:00 on this Sunday morning when 5 members

of Jesus’ earth family arrived on the scene in response to the ur-
gent summons of Jude’s sister-in-law. Of all his family in the esh,
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only one, Ruth, believed wholeheartedly and continuously in the
divinity of his mission on earth. Jude and James, and even Joseph,
still retained much of their faith in Jesus, but they had permitted
pride to interfere with their better judgment and real spiritual in-
clinations. Mary was likewise torn between love and fear, between
mother love and family pride. ough she was harassed by doubts,
she could never quite forget the visit of Gabriel ere Jesus was born.

e Pharisees had been labouring to persuade Mary that Jesus was
beside himself, demented. ey urged her to go with her sons and
seek to dissuade him from further efforts at public teaching. ey
assured Mary that soon Jesus’ health would break, and that only
dishonour and disgrace could come upon the entire family as a re-
sult of allowing him to go on. And so, when the word came from
Jude’s sister-in-law, all ve of them started at once for Zebedee’s
house, having been together at Mary’s home, where they had met
with the Pharisees the evening before. ey had talked with the Je-
rusalem leaders long into the night, and all were more or less con-
vinced that Jesus was acting strangely, that he had acted strangely
for some time. WhileRuth could not explain all of his conduct, she
insisted that he had always treated his family fairly and refused to
agree to the program of trying to dissuade him from further work.

2 On the way to Zebedee’s house they talked these things over
and agreed among themselves to try to persuade Jesus to come
home with them, for, said Mary: “I know I could in uence my son
if he would only come home and listen to me.” James and Jude had
heard rumours concerning the plans to arrest Jesus and take him to
Jerusalem for trial. ey also feared for their own safety. As long as
Jesus was a popular gure in the public eye, his family allowedmat-
ters to dri along, but now that the people of Capernaum and the
leaders at Jerusalem had suddenly turned against him, they began
keenly to feel the pressure of the supposed disgrace of their embar-
rassing position.

3 ey had expected tomeet Jesus, take him aside, and urge him
to go home with them. ey had thought to assure him that they
would forget his neglect of them — they would forgive and forget
— if hewould only give up the foolishness of trying to preach a new
religion which could bring only trouble to himself and dishonour
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upon his family. To all of this Ruth would say only: “I will tell my
brother that I think he is a man of God, and that I hope he would
be willing to die before he would allow these wicked Pharisees to
stop his preaching.” Joseph promised to keep Ruth quiet while the
others laboured with Jesus.

4 When they reached the Zebedee house, Jesus was in the very
midst of delivering his parting address to the disciples. ey sought
to gain entrance to the house, but it was crowded to over ow-
ing. Finally they established themselves on the back porch and had
word passed in to Jesus, from person to person, so that it nally
was whispered to him by Simon Peter, who interrupted his talk-
ing for the purpose, and who said: “Behold, your mother and your
brothers are outside, and they are very anxious to speak with you.”
Now it did not occur to his mother how important was the giving
of this parting message to his followers, neither did she know that
his addresswas likely to be terminated anymoment by the arrival of
his apprehenders. She really thought, a er so long an apparent es-
trangement, in view of the fact that she and his brothers had shown
the grace actually to come to him, that Jesus would cease speaking
and come to them themoment he receivedword theywerewaiting.

5 It was just another of those instances in which his earth family
could not comprehend that he must be about his Father’s business.
And so Mary and his brothers were deeply hurt when, notwith-
standing that he paused in his speaking to receive the message, in-
stead of his rushing out to greet them, they heard his musical voice
speak with increased volume: “Say to my mother and my broth-
ers that they should have no fear for me. e Father who sent me
into the world will not forsake me; neither shall any harm come
upon my family. Bid them be of good courage and put their trust
in the Father of the kingdom. But, a er all, who is my mother and
who aremy brothers?” And stretching forth his hands toward all of
his disciples assembled in the room, he said: “I have no mother; I
have no brothers. Beholdmymother and beholdmy brethren! For
whosoever does the will of my Father who is in heaven, the same is
my mother, my brother, and my sister.”

6 And when Mary heard these words, she collapsed in Jude’s
arms. ey carried her out in the garden to revive her while Je-
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sus spoke the concluding words of his parting message. He would
then have gone out to confer with his mother and his brothers, but
a messenger arrived in haste from Tiberias bringing word that the
officers of the Sanhedrin were on their way with authority to arrest
Jesus and carry him to Jerusalem. Andrew received this message
and, interrupting Jesus, told it to him.

7 Andrewdidnot recall thatDavid hadposted some25 sentinels
about the Zebedee house, and that no one could take them by sur-
prise; so he asked Jesus what should be done. e Master stood
there in silence while his mother, having heard the words, “I have
no mother,” was recovering from the shock in the garden. It was at
just this time that a woman in the room stood up and exclaimed,
“Blessed is the womb that bore you and blessed are the breasts that
nursed you.” Jesus turned aside a moment from his conversation
with Andrew to answer this woman by saying, “No, rather is the
one blessed who hears the word of God and dares to obey it.”

8 ¶ Mary and Jesus’ brothers thought that Jesus did not under-
stand them, that he had lost interest in them, little realizing that
it was they who failed to understand Jesus. Jesus fully understood
how difficult it is for men to break with their past. He knew how
human beings are swayed by the preacher’s eloquence, and how the
conscience responds to emotional appeal as the mind does to logic
and reason, but he also knewhow farmore difficult it is to persuade
men to disown the past.

9 It is forever true that allwhomay think they aremisunderstood
or not appreciated have in Jesus a sympathizing friend and an un-
derstanding counsellor. He had warned his apostles that a man’s
foes may be they of his own household, but he had hardly realized
how near this prediction would come to apply to his own experi-
ence. Jesus did not forsake his earth family to do his Father’s work
— they forsook him. Later on, a er the Master’s death and res-
urrection, when James became connected with the early Christian
movement, he suffered immeasurably as a result of his failure to
enjoy this earlier association with Jesus and his disciples.

10 ¶ In passing through these events, Jesus chose to be guided by
the limited knowledge of his human mind. He desired to undergo
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the experience with his associates as a mere man. And it was in
the human mind of Jesus to see his family before he le . He did
not wish to stop in the midst of his discourse and thus render their
rst meeting a er so long a separation such a public affair. He had

intended to nish his address and then have a visit with them be-
fore leaving, but this plan was thwarted by the conspiracy of events
which immediately followed.

11 e haste of their ightwas augmented by the arrival of a party
of David’s messengers at the rear entrance of the Zebedee home.

e commotion produced by these men frightened the apostles
into thinking that these new arrivals might be their apprehenders,
and in fear of immediate arrest, they hastened through the front
entrance to the waiting boat. And all of this explains why Jesus did
not see his family waiting on the back porch.

12 But he did say toDavidZebedee as he entered the boat in hasty
ight: “Tell my mother and my brothers that I appreciate their

coming, and that I intended to see them. Admonish them to nd
no offence in me but rather to seek for a knowledge of the will of
God and for grace and courage to do that will.”

7. THE HASTY FLIGHT
1 And so it was on this Sunday morning, the 22ⁿ of May, in the

year A.D. 29, that Jesus, with his 12 apostles and the 12 evange-
lists, engaged in this hasty ight from the Sanhedrin officers who
were on their way to Bethsaida with authority from Herod An-
tipas to arrest him and take him to Jerusalem for trial on charges
of blasphemy and other violations of the sacred laws of the Jews.
It was almost 8:30 this beautiful morning when this company of
25 manned the oars and pulled for the eastern shore of the Sea of
Galilee.

2 Following theMaster’s boatwas another and smaller cra , con-
taining six ofDavid’smessengers, whohad instructions tomaintain
contact with Jesus and his associates and to see that information of
theirwhereabouts and safetywas regularly transmitted to thehome
of Zebedee in Bethsaida, which had served as headquarters for the
work of the kingdom for some time. But Jesus was never again to
make his home at the house of Zebedee. Fromnowon, throughout
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the remainder of his earth life, the Master truly “had not where to
lay his head.” No more did he have even the semblance of a settled
abode.

3 ey rowed over to near the village of Kheresa, put their boat
in the custody of friends, and began thewanderings of this eventful
last year of the Master’s life on earth. For a time they remained in
the domains of Philip, going fromKheresa up toCaesarea-Philippi,
thence making their way over to the coast of Phoenicia.

4 ¶ e crowd lingered about the home of Zebedee watching
these two boats make their way over the lake toward the eastern
shore, and they were well started when the Jerusalem officers hur-
ried up and began their search for Jesus. ey refused to believe
he had escaped them, and while Jesus and his party were journey-
ing northward through Batanea, the Pharisees and their assistants
spent almost a full week vainly searching for him in the neighbour-
hood of Capernaum.

5 Jesus’ family returned to their home in Capernaum and spent
almost a week in talking, debating, and praying. ey were lled
with confusion and consternation. ey enjoyed no peace of mind
until ursday a ernoon, when Ruth returned from a visit to the
Zebedee house, where she learned from David that her father-
brother was safe and in good health and making his way toward
the Phoenician coast.
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FLEEING THROUGH NORTHERN GALILEE

Midwayer Commission

SOON a er landing near Kheresa on this eventful Sunday, Je-
sus and the 24 went a little way to the north, where they
spent the night in a beautiful park south of Bethsaida-Julias.

ey were familiar with this camping place, having stopped there
in days gone by. Before retiring for the night, the Master called
his followers around him and discussed with them the plans for
their projected tour through Batanea and northern Galilee to the
Phoenician coast.

1. WHY DO THE HEATHEN RAGE?
1 Said Jesus: “You should all recall how the Psalmist spoke of

these times, saying, ‘Why do the heathen rage and the peoples plot
in vain? e kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers of
the people take counsel together, against the Lord and against his
anointed, saying, Let us break the bonds of mercy asunder and let
us cast away the cords of love.’

2 “Today you see this ful lled before your eyes. But you shall not
see the remainder of the Psalmist’s prophecy ful lled, for he enter-
tained erroneous ideas about the Son of Man and his mission on
earth. My kingdom is founded on love, proclaimed in mercy, and
established by unsel sh service. My Father does not sit in heaven
laughing in derision at the heathen. He is not wrathful in his great
displeasure. True is the promise that the Son shall have these so-
called heathen (in reality his ignorant and untaught brethren) for
an inheritance. And I will receive these gentiles with open arms of
mercy and affection. All this loving-kindness shall be shown the
so-called heathen, notwithstanding the unfortunate declaration of
the record which intimates that the triumphant Son ‘shall break
them with a rod of iron and dash them to pieces like a potter’s ves-
sel.’ e Psalmist exhorted you to ‘serve the Lord with fear’ — I
bid you enter into the exalted privileges of divine sonship by faith;
he commands you to rejoice with trembling; I bid you rejoice with
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assurance. He says, ‘Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and you perish
when his wrath is kindled.’ But you who have lived with me well
know that anger and wrath are not a part of the establishment of
the kingdom of heaven in the hearts of men. But the Psalmist did
glimpse the true light when, in nishing this exhortation, he said:
‘Blessed are they who put their trust in this Son.’”

3 Jesus continued to teach the 24, saying: “ e heathen are not
without excuse when they rage at us. Because their outlook is small
and narrow, they are able to concentrate their energies enthusiasti-
cally. eir goal is near and more or less visible; wherefore do they
strive with valiant and effective execution. Youwho have professed
entrance into the kingdom of heaven are altogether too vacillat-
ing and inde nite in your teaching conduct. e heathen strike
directly for their objectives; you are guilty of too much chronic
yearning. If you desire to enter the kingdom, why do you not take
it by spiritual assault even as the heathen take a city they lay siege
to? You are hardly worthy of the kingdom when your service con-
sists so largely in an attitude of regretting the past, whining over
the present, and vainly hoping for the future. Why do the heathen
rage? Because they know not the truth. Why do you languish in
futile yearning? Because you obey not the truth. Cease your use-
less yearning and go forth bravely doing that which concerns the
establishment of the kingdom.

4 “In all that you do, become not one-sided and overspecialized.
e Pharisees who seek our destruction verily think they are do-

ing God’s service. ey have become so narrowed by tradition that
they are blinded by prejudice and hardened by fear. Consider the
Greeks, who have a science without religion, while the Jews have a
religion without science. And when men become thus misled into
accepting a narrow and confused disintegration of truth, their only
hope of salvation is to become truth-co-ordinated — converted.

5 “Let me emphatically state this eternal truth: If you, by truth
co-ordination, learn to exemplify in your lives this beautiful whole-
ness of righteousness, your fellow men will then seek a er you that
they may gain what you have so acquired. e measure wherewith
truth seekers are drawn to you represents themeasure of your truth
endowment, your righteousness. e extent to which you have to
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go with yourmessage to the people is, in a way, themeasure of your
failure to live the whole or righteous life, the truth-co-ordinated
life.”

6 And many other things the Master taught his apostles and the
evangelists before they bade him good night and sought rest upon
their pillows.

2. THE EVANGELISTS IN CHORAZIN
1 On Monday morning, May 23, Jesus directed Peter to go over

toChorazinwith the 12 evangelists while he, with the 11, departed
forCaesarea-Philippi, going byway of the Jordan to theDamascus-
Capernaum road, thence north-east to the junction with the road
to Caesarea-Philippi, and then on into that city, where they tarried
and taught for two weeks. ey arrived during the a ernoon of
Tuesday, May 24.

2 Peter and the evangelists sojourned inChorazin for twoweeks,
preaching the gospel of the kingdom to a small but earnest com-
pany of believers. But they were not able to win many new con-
verts. No city of all Galilee yielded so few souls for the kingdom as
Chorazin. In accordance with Peter’s instructions the 12 evange-
lists had less to say about healing — things physical — while they
preached and taught with increased vigour the spiritual truths of
the heavenly kingdom. ese two weeks at Chorazin constituted
a veritable baptism of adversity for the 12 evangelists in that it was
the most difficult and unproductive period in their careers up to
this time. Being thus deprived of the satisfaction of winning souls
for the kingdom, each of them the more earnestly and honestly
took stock of his own soul and its progress in the spiritual paths
of the new life.

3 When it appeared that no more people were minded to seek
entrance into the kingdom, Peter, on Tuesday, June 7, called his as-
sociates together and departed for Caesarea-Philippi to join Jesus
and the apostles. ey arrived about noontime on Wednesday and
spent the entire evening in rehearsing their experiences among the
unbelievers of Chorazin. During the discussions of this evening Je-
sus made further reference to the parable of the sower and taught
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them much about the meaning of the apparent failure of life un-
dertakings.

3. AT CAESAREAPHILIPPI
1 Although Jesus did no public work during this two weeks’ so-

journ near Caesarea-Philippi, the apostles held numerous quiet
evening meetings in the city, and many of the believers came out
to the camp to talk with the Master. Very few were added to the
group of believers as a result of this visit. Jesus talked with the
apostles each day, and theymore clearly discerned that a new phase
of the work of preaching the kingdom of heaven was now begin-
ning. ey were commencing to comprehend that the “kingdom
of heaven is not meat and drink but the realization of the spiritual
joy of the acceptance of divine sonship.”

2 e sojourn at Caesarea-Philippi was a real test to the 11 apos-
tles; itwas a difficult twoweeks for them to live through. eywere
well-nigh depressed, and they missed the periodic stimulation of
Peter’s enthusiastic personality. In these times it was truly a great
and testing adventure to believe in Jesus and go forth to follow a er
him. ough theymade few converts during these twoweeks, they
did learn much that was highly pro table from their daily confer-
ences with the Master.

3 e apostles learned that the Jewswere spiritually stagnant and
dying because they had crystallized truth into a creed; that when
truth becomes formulated as a boundary line of self-righteous ex-
clusiveness instead of serving as signposts of spiritual guidance and
progress, such teachings lose their creative and life-giving power
and ultimately become merely preservative and fossilizing.

4 Increasingly they learned from Jesus to look upon human per-
sonalities in terms of their possibilities in time and in eternity. ey
learned that many souls can best be led to love the unseen God by
being rst taught to love their brethren whom they can see. And it
was in this connection that new meaning became attached to the
Master’s pronouncement concerning unsel sh service for one’s fel-
lows: “Inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of my brethren,
you did it to me.”
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5 One of the great lessons of this sojourn at Caesarea had to do
with the origin of religious traditions, with the grave danger of
allowing a sense of sacredness to become attached to nonsacred
things, common ideas, or everyday events. From one conference
they emerged with the teaching that true religion was man’s heart-
felt loyalty to his highest and truest convictions.

6 Jesus warned his believers that, if their religious longings were
only material, increasing knowledge of nature would, by progres-
sive displacement of the supposed supernatural origin of things,
ultimately deprive them of their faith in God. But that, if their
religion were spiritual, never could the progress of physical science
disturb their faith in eternal realities and divine values.

7 ey learned that, when religion is wholly spiritual in motive,
itmakes all lifemoreworthwhile, lling it with high purposes, dig-
nifying it with transcendent values, inspiring it with superb mo-
tives, all the while comforting the human soul with a sublime and
sustaining hope. True religion is designed to lessen the strain of ex-
istence; it releases faith and courage for daily living and unsel sh
serving. Faith promotes spiritual vitality and righteous fruitful-
ness.

8 Jesus repeatedly taught his apostles that no civilization could
long survive the loss of the best in its religion. And he never grew
weary of pointing out to the 12 the great danger of accepting reli-
gious symbols and ceremonies in the place of religious experience.
His whole earth life was consistently devoted to the mission of
thawing out the frozen forms of religion into the liquid liberties
of enlightened sonship.

4. ON THE WAY TO PHOENICIA
1 On ursday morning, June 9, a er receiving word regarding

the progress of the kingdom brought by the messengers of David
from Bethsaida, this group of 25 teachers of truth le Caesarea-
Philippi to begin their journey to the Phoenician coast. ey
passed around the marsh country, by way of Luz, to the point of
junction with the Magdala-Mount Lebanon trail road, thence to
the crossing with the road leading to Sidon, arriving there Friday
a ernoon.
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2 While pausing for lunch under the shadow of an overhanging
ledge of rock, near Luz, Jesus delivered one of themost remarkable
addresses which his apostles ever listened to throughout all their
years of association with him. No sooner had they seated them-
selves to break bread than Simon Peter asked Jesus: “Master, since
the Father in heaven knows all things, and since his spirit is our sup-
port in the establishment of the kingdomof heaven on earth, why is
it thatwe ee from the threats of our enemies? Whydowe refuse to
confront the foes of truth?” But before Jesus had begun to answer
Peter’s question, omas broke in, asking: “Master, I should really
like to know just what is wrong with the religion of our enemies at
Jerusalem. What is the real difference between their religion and
ours? Why is it we are at such diversity of belief when we all pro-
fess to serve the same God?” And when omas had nished, Je-
sus said: “While I would not ignore Peter’s question, knowing full
well how easy it would be to misunderstand my reasons for avoid-
ing an open clash with the rulers of the Jews at just this time, still
it will prove more helpful to all of you if I choose rather to answer

omas’s question. And that I will proceed to do when you have
nished your lunch.”

5. THE DISCOURSE ON TRUE RELIGION
1 is memorable discourse on religion, summarized and re-

stated in modern phraseology, gave expression to the following
truths:

2 ¶ While the religions of the world have a double origin—nat-
ural and revelatory — at any one time and among any one peo-
ple there are to be found three distinct forms of religious devotion.
And these three manifestations of the religious urge are:

3 1. Primitive religion. e seminatural and instinctive urge
to fear mysterious energies and worship superior forces, chie y a
religion of the physical nature, the religion of fear.

4 2. e religion of civilization. e advancing religious con-
cepts andpractices of the civilizing races—the religionof themind
—the intellectual theology of the authority of established religious
tradition.
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5 3. True religion— the religion of revelation. e revelation of
supernatural values, a partial insight into eternal realities, a glimpse
of the goodness and beauty of the in nite character of the Father
in heaven — the religion of the spirit as demonstrated in human
experience.

6 ¶ e religion of the physical senses and the superstitious fears
of natural man, the Master refused to belittle, though he deplored
the fact that so much of this primitive form of worship should per-
sist in the religious forms of the more intelligent races of mankind.
Jesus made it clear that the great difference between the religion
of the mind and the religion of the spirit is that, while the former
is upheld by ecclesiastical authority, the latter is wholly based on
human experience.

7 ¶ And then the Master, in his hour of teaching, went on to
make clear these truths:

8 ¶ Until the races become highly intelligent and more fully civ-
ilized, there will persist many of those childlike and superstitious
ceremonies which are so characteristic of the evolutionary religious
practices of primitive and backward peoples. Until the human race
progresses to the level of a higher and more general recognition of
the realities of spiritual experience, large numbers of men and wo-
menwill continue to show a personal preference for those religions
of authority which require only intellectual assent, in contrast to
the religion of the spirit, which entails active participation ofmind
and soul in the faith adventure of grappling with the rigorous real-
ities of progressive human experience.

9 e acceptance of the traditional religions of authority pre-
sents the easy way out for man’s urge to seek satisfaction for the
longings of his spiritual nature. e settled, crystallized, and es-
tablished religions of authority afford a ready refuge to which the
distracted and distraught soul of man may ee when harassed by
fear and tormented by uncertainty. Such a religion requires of its
devotees, as the price to be paid for its satisfactions and assurances,
only a passive and purely intellectual assent.

10 And for a long time there will live on earth those timid, fear-
ful, and hesitant individuals who will prefer thus to secure their
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religious consolations, even though, in so casting their lot with the
religions of authority, they compromise the sovereignty of person-
ality, debase the dignity of self-respect, and utterly surrender the
right to participate in that most thrilling and inspiring of all pos-
sible human experiences: the personal quest for truth, the exhil-
aration of facing the perils of intellectual discovery, the determi-
nation to explore the realities of personal religious experience, the
supreme satisfaction of experiencing the personal triumph of the
actual realization of the victory of spiritual faith over intellectual
doubt as it is honestly won in the supreme adventure of all human
existence—man seekingGod, for himself and as himself, and nd-
ing him.

11 e religion of the spirit means effort, struggle, con ict, faith,
determination, love, loyalty, and progress. e religion of themind
— the theology of authority — requires little or none of these ex-
ertions from its formal believers. Tradition is a safe refuge and an
easy path for those fearful and half-hearted souls who instinctively
shun the spirit struggles and mental uncertainties associated with
those faith voyages of daring adventure out upon the high seas of
unexplored truth in search for the farther shores of spiritual reali-
ties as they may be discovered by the progressive human mind and
experienced by the evolving human soul.

12 ¶ And Jesus went on to say: “At Jerusalem the religious leaders
have formulated the various doctrines of their traditional teachers
and the prophets of other days into an established system of intel-
lectual beliefs, a religion of authority. e appeal of all such reli-
gions is largely to the mind. And now are we about to enter upon
a deadly con ict with such a religion since we will so shortly begin
the bold proclamation of a new religion — a religion which is not
a religion in the present-day meaning of that word, a religion that
makes its chief appeal to the divine spirit of my Father which re-
sides in themind ofman; a religion which shall derive its authority
from the fruits of its acceptance that will so certainly appear in the
personal experience of all who really and truly become believers in
the truths of this higher spiritual communion.”

13 Pointing out each of the 24 and calling them by name, Jesus
said: “And now, which one of you would prefer to take this easy
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path of conformity to an established and fossilized religion, as de-
fended by the Pharisees at Jerusalem, rather than to suffer the dif-
culties and persecutions attendant upon themission of proclaim-

ing a better way of salvation to men while you realize the satisfac-
tion of discovering for yourselves the beauties of the realities of a
living and personal experience in the eternal truths and supreme
grandeurs of the kingdom of heaven? Are you fearful, so , and
ease-seeking? Are you afraid to trust your future in the hands of
the God of truth, whose sons you are? Are you distrustful of the
Father, whose children you are? Will you go back to the easy path
of the certainty and intellectual settledness of the religion of tradi-
tional authority, or will you gird yourselves to go forward with me
into that uncertain and troublous future of proclaiming the new
truths of the religion of the spirit, the kingdom of heaven in the
hearts of men?”

14 All 24 of his hearers rose to their feet, intending to signify their
united and loyal response to this, one of the few emotional appeals
which Jesus ever made to them, but he raised his hand and stopped
them, saying: “Go now apart by yourselves, each man alone with
the Father, and there nd the unemotional answer to my question,
and having found such a true and sincere attitude of soul, speak
that answer freely and boldly to my Father and your Father, whose
in nite life of love is the very spirit of the religion we proclaim.”

15 e evangelists and apostles went apart by themselves for a
short time. eir spirits were upli ed, their minds were inspired,
and their emotions mightily stirred by what Jesus had said. But
when Andrew called them together, the Master said only: “Let us
resume our journey. We go into Phoenicia to tarry for a season,
and all of you should pray the Father to transform your emotions
of mind and body into the higher loyalties of mind and the more
satisfying experiences of the spirit.”

16 As they journeyed on down the road, the 24 were silent, but
presently they began to talk one with another, and by 15:00 they
could not go farther; they came to a halt, and Peter, going up to
Jesus, said: “Master, you have spoken to us the words of life and
truth. We would hear more; we beseech you to speak to us further
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concerning these matters.”

6. THE SECOND DISCOURSE ON RELIGION
1 And so, while they paused in the shade of the hillside, Jesus

continued to teach them regarding the religion of the spirit, in sub-
stance saying:

2 ¶ You have come out from among those of your fellows who
choose to remain satis ed with a religion of mind, who crave se-
curity and prefer conformity. You have elected to exchange your
feelings of authoritative certainty for the assurances of the spirit
of adventurous and progressive faith. You have dared to protest
against the gruelling bondage of institutional religion and to reject
the authority of the traditions of record which are now regarded
as the word of God. Our Father did indeed speak through Moses,
Elijah, Isaiah, Amos, and Hosea, but he did not cease to minister
words of truth to the world when these prophets of old made an
end of their utterances. My Father is no respecter of races or gener-
ations in that the word of truth is vouchsafed one age andwithheld
from another. Commit not the folly of calling that divine which is
wholly human, and fail not to discern the words of truth which
come not through the traditional oracles of supposed inspiration.

3 ¶ I have called upon you to be born again, to be born of the
spirit. I have called you out of the darkness of authority and the
lethargy of tradition into the transcendent light of the realization
of the possibility of making for yourselves the greatest discovery
possible for the human soul to make — the supernal experience of
nding God for yourself, in yourself, and of yourself, and of doing

all this as a fact in your own personal experience. And so may you
pass from death to life, from the authority of tradition to the expe-
rience of knowing God; thus will you pass from darkness to light,
from a racial faith inherited to a personal faith achieved by actual
experience; and thereby will you progress from a theology of mind
handed down by your ancestors to a true religion of spirit which
shall be built up in your souls as an eternal endowment.

4 Your religion shall change from the mere intellectual belief in
traditional authority to the actual experience of that living faith
which is able to grasp the reality of God and all that relates to
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the divine spirit of the Father. e religion of the mind ties you
hopelessly to the past; the religion of the spirit consists in progres-
sive revelation and ever beckons you on toward higher and holier
achievements in spiritual ideals and eternal realities.

5 While the religion of authoritymay impart a present feeling of
settled security, you pay for such a transient satisfaction the price
of the loss of your spiritual freedom and religious liberty. My Fa-
ther does not require of you as the price of entering the kingdom
of heaven that you should force yourself to subscribe to a belief in
things which are spiritually repugnant, unholy, and untruthful. It
is not required of you that your own sense of mercy, justice, and
truth should be outraged by submission to an outworn system of
religious forms and ceremonies. e religion of the spirit leaves
you forever free to follow the truth wherever the leadings of the
spirit may take you. And who can judge — perhaps this spirit may
have something to impart to this generation which other genera-
tions have refused to hear?

6 Shame on those false religious teachers who would drag hun-
gry souls back into the dim and distant past and there leave them!
And so are these unfortunate persons doomed to become fright-
ened by every new discovery, while they are discom ted by every
new revelation of truth. e prophet who said, “He will be kept
in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on God,” was not a mere in-
tellectual believer in authoritative theology. is truth-knowing
human had discoveredGod; he was notmerely talking about God.

7 I admonish you to give up the practice of always quoting the
prophets of old and praising the heroes of Israel, and instead aspire
to become living prophets of theMostHigh and spiritual heroes of
the coming kingdom. To honour the God-knowing leaders of the
past may indeed be worth while, but why, in so doing, should you
sacri ce the supreme experience of human existence: nding God
for yourselves and knowing him in your own souls?

8 Every race of mankind has its own mental outlook upon hu-
man existence; therefore must the religion of the mind ever run
true to these various racial viewpoints. Never can the religions of
authority come to uni cation. Human unity and mortal brother-
hood can be achieved only by and through the superendowment of
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the religion of the spirit. Racial minds may differ, but all mankind
is indwelt by the same divine and eternal spirit. e hope of hu-
man brotherhood can only be realized when, and as, the divergent
mind religions of authority become impregnated with, and over-
shadowed by, the unifying and ennobling religion of the spirit —
the religion of personal spiritual experience.

9 e religions of authority can only dividemen and set them in
conscientious array against each other; the religion of the spirit will
progressively drawmen together and cause them to become under-
standingly sympathetic with one another. e religions of author-
ity require of men uniformity in belief, but this is impossible of re-
alization in the present state of the world. e religion of the spirit
requires only unity of experience — uniformity of destiny — mak-
ing full allowance for diversity of belief. e religion of the spirit
requires only uniformity of insight, not uniformity of viewpoint
and outlook. e religion of the spirit does not demand unifor-
mity of intellectual views, only unity of spirit feeling. e religions
of authority crystallize into lifeless creeds; the religion of the spirit
grows into the increasing joy and liberty of ennobling deeds of lov-
ing service and merciful ministration.

10 But watch, lest any of you look with disdain upon the children
of Abraham because they have fallen on these evil days of tradi-
tional barrenness. Our forefathers gave themselves up to the persis-
tent and passionate search forGod, and they foundhim as no other
whole race of men have ever known him since the times of Adam,
who knew much of this as he was himself a Son of God. My Fa-
ther has not failed to mark the long and untiring struggle of Israel,
ever since the days of Moses, to nd God and to know God. For
weary generations the Jews have not ceased to toil, sweat, groan,
travail, and endure the sufferings and experience the sorrows of a
misunderstood and despised people, all in order that they might
come a little nearer the discovery of the truth about God. And,
notwithstanding all the failures and falterings of Israel, our fathers
progressively, from Moses to the times of Amos and Hosea, did re-
veal increasingly to thewholeworld an ever clearer andmore truth-
ful picture of the eternal God. And sowas the way prepared for the
still greater revelation of the Father which you have been called to
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share.
11 Never forget there is only one adventure which is more satisfy-

ing and thrilling than the attempt to discover the will of the living
God, and that is the supreme experience of honestly trying to do
that divine will. And fail not to remember that the will of God can
be done in any earthly occupation. Some callings are not holy and
others secular. All things are sacred in the lives of those who are
spirit led; that is, subordinated to truth, ennobled by love, dom-
inated by mercy, and restrained by fairness — justice. e spirit
which my Father and I shall send into the world is not only the
Spirit of Truth but also the spirit of idealistic beauty.

12 You must cease to seek for the word of God only on the pages
of the olden records of theologic authority. ose who are born
of the spirit of God shall henceforth discern the word of God re-
gardless of whence it appears to take origin. Divine truth must not
be discounted because the channel of its bestowal is apparently hu-
man. Many of your brethren have minds which accept the theory
of God while they spiritually fail to realize the presence of God.
And that is just the reason why I have so o en taught you that the
kingdom of heaven can best be realized by acquiring the spiritual
attitude of a sincere child. It is not the mental immaturity of the
child that I commend to you but rather the spiritual simplicity of
such an easy-believing and fully-trusting little one. It is not so im-
portant that you should know about the fact of God as that you
should increasingly grow in the ability to feel the presence of God.

13 When you once begin to nd God in your soul, presently you
will begin to discover him in other men’s souls and eventually in
all the creatures and creations of a mighty universe. But what
chance does the Father have to appear as aGod of supreme loyalties
and divine ideals in the souls of men who give little or no time to
the thoughtful contemplation of such eternal realities? While the
mind is not the seat of the spiritual nature, it is indeed the gateway
thereto.

14 But do not make the mistake of trying to prove to other men
that you have found God; you cannot consciously produce such
valid proof, albeit there are two positive and powerful demonstra-
tions of the fact that you are God-knowing, and they are:
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15 1. e fruits of the spirit of God showing forth in your daily
routine life.

16 ¶ 2. e fact that your entire life plan furnishes positive proof
that you have unreservedly risked everything you are and have on
the adventure of survival a er death in the pursuit of the hope of
nding the God of eternity, whose presence you have foretasted in

time.
17 ¶ Now,mistake not, myFatherwill ever respond to the faintest
icker of faith. He takesnote of thephysical and superstitious emo-

tions of the primitiveman. Andwith those honest but fearful souls
whose faith is so weak that it amounts to little more than an intel-
lectual conformity to a passive attitude of assent to religions of au-
thority, the Father is ever alert to honour and foster even all such
feeble attempts to reach out for him. But youwho have been called
out of darkness into the light are expected to believe with a whole
heart; your faith shall dominate the combined attitudes of body,
mind, and spirit.

18 You aremy apostles, and to you religion shall not become a the-
ologic shelter to which you may ee in fear of facing the rugged re-
alities of spiritual progress and idealistic adventure; but rather shall
your religion become the fact of real experience which testi es that
Godhas found you, idealized, ennobled, and spiritualized you, and
that you have enlisted in the eternal adventure of nding the God
who has thus found and sonshipped you.

19 ¶ And when Jesus had nished speaking, he beckoned to An-
drew and, pointing to the west toward Phoenicia, said: “Let us be
on our way.”



PAPER №156
THE SOJOURN AT TYRE AND SIDON

Midwayer Commission

ON FRIDAY a ernoon, June 10, Jesus and his associates
arrived in the environs of Sidon, where they stopped at
the home of a well-to-dowomanwho had been a patient

in the Bethsaida hospital during the times when Jesus was at the
height of his popular favour. e evangelists and the apostles were
lodgedwith her friends in the immediate neighbourhood, and they
rested over the Sabbath day amid these refreshing surroundings.

ey spent almost 2½ weeks in Sidon and vicinity before they pre-
pared to visit the coast cities to the north.

2 is June Sabbath day was one of great quiet. e evangelists
and apostles were altogether absorbed in their meditations regard-
ing the discourses of the Master on religion to which they had lis-
tened en route to Sidon. eywere all able to appreciate something
of what he had told them, but none of them fully grasped the im-
port of his teaching.

1. THE SYRIAN WOMAN
1 ere lived near the home of Karuska, where the Master

lodged, a Syrian woman who had heard much of Jesus as a great
healer and teacher, and on this Sabbath a ernoon she came over,
bringing her little daughter. e child, about 12 years old, was af-
icted with a grievous nervous disorder characterized by convul-

sions and other distressing manifestations.
2 Jesus had charged his associates to tell no one of his presence

at the home of Karuska, explaining that he desired to have a rest.
While they had obeyed their Master’s instructions, the servant of
Karuska had gone over to the house of this Syrian woman, Norana,
to inform her that Jesus lodged at the home of hermistress and had
urged this anxious mother to bring her afflicted daughter for heal-
ing. is mother, of course, believed that her child was possessed
by a demon, an unclean spirit.
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3 When Norana arrived with her daughter, the Alpheus twins
explained through an interpreter that the Master was resting and
could not be disturbed; whereupon Norana replied that she and
the childwould remain right there until theMaster had nishedhis
rest. Peter also endeavoured to reasonwith her and to persuade her
to go home. He explained that Jesus was weary with much teach-
ing and healing, and that he had come to Phoenicia for a period of
quiet and rest. But it was futile; Noranawould not leave. To Peter’s
entreaties she replied only: “I will not depart until I have seen your
Master. I know he can cast the demon out of my child, and I will
not go until the healer has looked upon my daughter.”

4 en omas sought to send the woman away but met only
with failure. To him she said: “I have faith that your Master can
cast out this demon which torments my child. I have heard of
his mighty works in Galilee, and I believe in him. What has hap-
pened to you, his disciples, that you would send away those who
come seeking yourMaster’s help?” And when she had thus spoken,

omas withdrew.
5 en came forward Simon Zelotes to remonstrate with No-

rana. Said Simon: “Woman, you are a Greek-speaking gentile. It
is not right that you should expect the Master to take the bread
intended for the children of the favoured household and cast it to
the dogs.” But Norana refused to take offence at Simon’s thrust.
She replied only: “Yes, teacher, I understand your words. I am only
a dog in the eyes of the Jews, but as concerns your Master, I am a
believing dog. I am determined that he shall see my daughter, for
I am persuaded that, if he shall but look upon her, he will heal her.
And even you, my good man, would not dare to deprive the dogs
of the privilege of obtaining the crumbs which chance to fall from
the children’s table.”

6 At just this time the little girl was seized with a violent con-
vulsion before them all, and the mother cried out: “ ere, you can
see that my child is possessed by an evil spirit. If our need does not
impress you, it would appeal to your Master, who I have been told
loves all men and dares even to heal the gentiles when they believe.
You are not worthy to be his disciples. I will not go until my child
has been cured.”
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7 Jesus, who had heard all of this conversation through an open
window, now came outside, much to their surprise, and said: “O
woman, great is your faith, so great that I cannot withhold that
which you desire; go your way in peace. Your daughter already has
been made whole.” And the little girl was well from that hour. As
Norana and the child took leave, Jesus entreated them to tell no
one of this occurrence; and while his associates did comply with
this request, the mother and the child ceased not to proclaim the
fact of the little girl’s healing throughout all the countryside and
even in Sidon, so much so that Jesus found it advisable to change
his lodgings within a few days.

8 ¶ e next day, as Jesus taught his apostles, commenting on
the cure of the daughter of the Syrian woman, he said: “And so it
has been all the way along; you see for yourselves how the gentiles
are able to exercise saving faith in the teachings of the gospel of the
kingdom of heaven. Verily, verily, I tell you that the Father’s king-
dom shall be taken by the gentiles if the children of Abraham are
not minded to show faith enough to enter therein.”

2. TEACHING IN SIDON
1 In entering Sidon, Jesus and his associates passed over a bridge,

the rst one many of them had ever seen. As they walked over this
bridge, Jesus, amongother things, said: “ isworld is only a bridge;
you may pass over it, but you should not think to build a dwelling
place upon it.”

2 ¶ As the 24 began their labours in Sidon, Jesus went to stay in
a home just north of the city, the house of Justa and her mother,
Bernice. Jesus taught the 24 each morning at the home of Justa,
and they went abroad in Sidon to teach and preach during the af-
ternoons and evenings.

3 e apostles and the evangelists were greatly cheered by the
manner in which the gentiles of Sidon received their message; dur-
ing their short sojourn many were added to the kingdom. is pe-
riod of about six weeks in Phoenicia was a very fruitful time in the
work of winning souls, but the later Jewish writers of the Gospels
were wont lightly to pass over the record of this warm reception of
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Jesus’ teachings by these gentiles at this very timewhen such a large
number of his own people were in hostile array against him.

4 In many ways these gentile believers appreciated Jesus’ teach-
ings more fully than the Jews. Many of these Greek-speaking Sy-
rophoenicians came to know not only that Jesus was like God but
also that God was like Jesus. ese so-called heathen achieved a
goodunderstanding of theMaster’s teachings about the uniformity
of the laws of this world and the entire universe. ey grasped the
teaching that God is no respecter of persons, races, or nations; that
there is no favouritismwith theUniversal Father; that the universe
is wholly and ever law-abiding and unfailingly dependable. ese
gentiles were not afraid of Jesus; they dared to accept his message.
All down through the ages men have not been unable to compre-
hend Jesus; they have been afraid to.

5 ¶ Jesusmade it clear to the 24 that he had not ed fromGalilee
because he lacked courage to confront his enemies. ey compre-
hended that hewas not yet ready for an open clashwith established
religion, and that he did not seek to become a martyr. It was dur-
ing one of these conferences at the home of Justa that the Master
rst told his disciples that “even though heaven and earth shall pass

away, my words of truth shall not.”
6 ¶ e theme of Jesus’ instructions during the sojourn at Sidon

was spiritual progression. He told them they could not stand still;
they must go forward in righteousness or retrogress into evil and
sin. He admonished them to “forget those things which are in the
past while you push forward to embrace the greater realities of the
kingdom.” He besought them not to be content with their child-
hood in the gospel but to strive for the attainment of the full stature
of divine sonship in the communion of the spirit and in the fellow-
ship of believers.

7 Said Jesus: “My disciples must not only cease to do evil but
learn to do well; you must not only be cleansed from all conscious
sin, but youmust refuse to harbour even the feelings of guilt. If you
confess your sins, they are forgiven; therefore must you maintain a
conscience void of offence.”

8 Jesus greatly enjoyed the keen sense of humour which these
gentiles exhibited. It was the sense of humour displayed by No-
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rana, the Syrian woman, as well as her great and persistent faith,
that so touched the Master’s heart and appealed to his mercy. Je-
sus greatly regretted that his people — the Jews — were so lacking
in humour. He once said to omas: “My people take themselves
too seriously; they are just about devoid of an appreciation of hu-
mour. e burdensome religion of the Pharisees could never have
had origin among a people with a sense of humour. ey also lack
consistency; they strain at gnats and swallow camels.”

3. THE JOURNEY UP THE COAST
1 On Tuesday, June 28, the Master and his associates le Sidon,

going up the coast to Porphyreon and Heldua. ey were well re-
ceived by the gentiles, andmanywere added to the kingdomduring
this week of teaching and preaching. e apostles preached in Por-
phyreon and the evangelists taught in Heldua. While the 24 were
thus engaged in their work, Jesus le them for a period of 3 or 4
days, paying a visit to the coast city of Beirut, where he visited with
a Syrian named Malach, who was a believer, and who had been at
Bethsaida the year before.

2 On Wednesday, July 6, they all returned to Sidon and tarried
at the home of Justa until Sunday morning, when they departed
for Tyre, going south along the coast by way of Sarepta, arriving at
Tyre onMonday, July 11. By this time the apostles and the evange-
lists were becoming accustomed to working among these so-called
gentiles, whowere in reality mainly descended from the earlier Ca-
naanite tribes of still earlier Semitic origin. All of these peoples
spoke the Greek language. It was a great surprise to the apostles
and evangelists to observe the eagerness of these gentiles to hear
the gospel and to note the readiness with which many of them be-
lieved.

4. AT TYRE
1 From July 11 to July 24 they taught in Tyre. Each of the apos-

tles took with him one of the evangelists, and thus two and two
they taught and preached in all parts of Tyre and its environs. e
polyglot population of this busy seaport heard them gladly, and
many were baptized into the outward fellowship of the kingdom.
Jesus maintained his headquarters at the home of a Jew named
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Joseph, a believer, who lived 5–6 km south ofTyre, not far from the
tomb of Hiram who had been king of the city-state of Tyre during
the times of David and Solomon.

2 Daily, for this period of twoweeks, the apostles and evangelists
entered Tyre by way of Alexander’s mole to conduct small meet-
ings, and each night most of them would return to the encamp-
ment at Joseph’s house south of the city. Every day believers came
out from the city to talk with Jesus at his resting place. e Mas-
ter spoke in Tyre only once, on the a ernoon of July 20, when he
taught the believers concerning the Father’s love for all mankind
and about the mission of the Son to reveal the Father to all races
of men. ere was such an interest in the gospel of the kingdom
among these gentiles that, on this occasion, the doors of theMelka-
rth temple were opened to him, and it is interesting to record that
in subsequent years a Christian church was built on the very site of
this ancient temple.

3 Many of the leaders in the manufacture of Tyrian purple, the
dye that made Tyre and Sidon famous the world over, and which
contributed so much to their world-wide commerce and conse-
quent enrichment, believed in the kingdom. When, shortly there-
a er, the supply of the sea animals which were the source of this
dye began to diminish, these dye makers went forth in search of
new habitats of these shell sh. And thus migrating to the ends of
the earth, they carried with them the message of the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of man — the gospel of the kingdom.

5. JESUS’ TEACHING AT TYRE
1 On this Wednesday a ernoon, in the course of his address, Je-

sus rst told his followers the story of the white lily which rears
its pure and snowy head high into the sunshine while its roots
are grounded in the slime and muck of the darkened soil beneath.
“Likewise,” said he, “mortal man, while he has his roots of origin
and being in the animal soil of human nature, can by faith raise his
spiritual nature up into the sunlight of heavenly truth and actually
bear the noble fruits of the spirit.”

2 It was during this same sermon that Jesus made use of his rst
and only parable having to do with his own trade — carpentry. In
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the course of his admonition to “Build well the foundations for the
growth of a noble character of spiritual endowments,” he said: “In
order to yield the fruits of the spirit, youmust be born of the spirit.
Youmust be taught by the spirit andbe ledby the spirit if youwould
live the spirit- lled life among your fellows. But do not make the
mistake of the foolish carpenterwhowastes valuable time squaring,
measuring, and smoothing his worm-eaten and inwardly rotting
timber and then, when he has thus bestowed all of his labour upon
the unsound beam, must reject it as un t to enter into the founda-
tions of the buildingwhich hewould construct towithstand the as-
saults of time and storm. Let everymanmake sure that the intellec-
tual andmoral foundations of character are such as will adequately
support the superstructure of the enlarging and ennobling spiritual
nature, which is thus to transform themortal mind and then, in as-
sociation with that re-created mind, is to achieve the evolvement
of the soul of immortal destiny. Your spirit nature — the jointly
created soul — is a living growth, but the mind and morals of the
individual are the soil from which these higher manifestations of
humandevelopment anddivine destinymust spring. e soil of the
evolving soul is human and material, but the destiny of this com-
bined creature of mind and spirit is spiritual and divine.”

3 On the evening of this same day Nathaniel asked Jesus: “Mas-
ter, why dowe pray thatGodwill lead us not into temptationwhen
wewell know from your revelation of the Father that he never does
such things?” Jesus answered Nathaniel:

4 “It is not strange that you ask suchquestions seeing that you are
beginning to know the Father as I know him, and not as the early
Hebrewprophets sodimly sawhim. Youwell knowhowour forefa-
therswere disposed to seeGod in almost everything that happened.

ey looked for the hand of God in all natural occurrences and in
every unusual episode of human experience. ey connected God
with both good and evil. ey thought he so ened the heart of
Moses andhardened the heart of Pharaoh. Whenmanhad a strong
urge to do something, good or evil, he was in the habit of account-
ing for these unusual emotions by remarking: ‘ e Lord spoke to
me saying, do thus and so, or go here and there.’ Accordingly, since
men so o en and so violently ran into temptation, it became the
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habit of our forefathers to believe that God led them thither for
testing, punishing, or strengthening. But you, indeed, now know
better. You know that men are all too o en led into temptation
by the urge of their own sel shness and by the impulses of their
animal natures. When you are in this way tempted, I admonish
you that, while you recognize temptation honestly and sincerely
for just what it is, you intelligently redirect the energies of spirit,
mind, and body, which are seeking expression, into higher chan-
nels and toward more idealistic goals. In this way may you trans-
form your temptations into the highest types of upli ing mortal
ministry while you almost wholly avoid these wasteful and weak-
ening con icts between the animal and spiritual natures.

5 “But let me warn you against the folly of undertaking to sur-
mount temptation by the effort of supplanting one desire by an-
other and supposedly superior desire through themere force of the
human will. If you would be truly triumphant over the tempta-
tions of the lesser and lower nature, you must come to that place
of spiritual advantage where you have really and truly developed
an actual interest in, and love for, those higher and more idealis-
tic forms of conduct which your mind is desirous of substituting
for these lower and less idealistic habits of behaviour that you rec-
ognize as temptation. You will in this way be delivered through
spiritual transformation rather than be increasingly overburdened
with the deceptive suppression of mortal desires. e old and the
inferior will be forgotten in the love for the new and the superior.
Beauty is always triumphant over ugliness in the hearts of all who
are illuminated by the love of truth. ere is mighty power in the
expulsive energy of a new and sincere spiritual affection. And again
I say to you, be not overcome by evil but rather overcome evil with
good.”

6 Long into the night the apostles and evangelists continued to
ask questions, and from the many answers we would present the
following thoughts, restated in modern phraseology:

7 Forceful ambition, intelligent judgment, and seasoned wis-
dom are the essentials of material success. Leadership is dependent
on natural ability, discretion, will power, and determination. Spir-
itual destiny is dependent on faith, love, and devotion to truth —
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hunger and thirst for righteousness — the wholehearted desire to
nd God and to be like him.
8 Do not become discouraged by the discovery that you are hu-

man. Human nature may tend toward evil, but it is not inherently
sinful. Be not downcast by your failure wholly to forget some of
your regrettable experiences. e mistakes which you fail to for-
get in time will be forgotten in eternity. Lighten your burdens of
soul by speedily acquiring a long-distance view of your destiny, a
universe expansion of your career.

9 Make not themistake of estimating the soul’s worth by the im-
perfections of the mind or by the appetites of the body. Judge not
the soul nor evaluate its destiny by the standard of a single unfor-
tunate human episode. Your spiritual destiny is conditioned only
by your spiritual longings and purposes.

10 Religion is the exclusively spiritual experience of the evolving
immortal soul of theGod-knowingman, butmoral power and spir-
itual energy aremighty forceswhichmaybeutilized indealingwith
difficult social situations and in solving intricate economic prob-
lems. ese moral and spiritual endowments make all levels of hu-
man living richer and more meaningful.

11 You are destined to live a narrow and mean life if you learn to
love only those who love you. Human love may indeed be recipro-
cal, but divine love is outgoing in all its satisfaction-seeking. e
less of love in any creature’s nature, the greater the love need, and
the more does divine love seek to satisfy such need. Love is never
self-seeking, and it cannot be self-bestowed. Divine love cannot be
self-contained; it must be unsel shly bestowed.

12 Kingdom believers should possess an implicit faith, a whole-
souled belief, in the certain triumph of righteousness. Kingdom
builders must be undoubting of the truth of the gospel of eternal
salvation. Believers must increasingly learn how to step aside from
the rush of life — escape the harassments of material existence —
while they refresh the soul, inspire the mind, and renew the spirit
by worshipful communion.

13 God-knowing individuals are not discouraged by misfortune
or downcast by disappointment. Believers are immune to the de-
pression consequent upon purely material upheavals; spirit livers
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are not perturbed by the episodes of the material world. Candi-
dates for eternal life are practitioners of an invigorating and con-
structive technique for meeting all of the vicissitudes and harass-
ments of mortal living. Every day a true believer lives, he nds it
easier to do the right thing.

14 Spiritual livingmightily increases true self-respect. But self-re-
spect is not self-admiration. Self-respect is always co-ordinate with
the love and service of one’s fellows. It is not possible to respect
yourself more than you love your neighbour; the one is the mea-
sure of the capacity for the other.

15 As the days pass, every true believer becomes more skillful in
alluring his fellows into the love of eternal truth. Are you more
resourceful in revealing goodness to humanity today than youwere
yesterday? Are you a better righteousness recommender this year
than you were last year? Are you becoming increasingly artistic in
your technique of leading hungry souls into the spiritual kingdom?

16 Are your ideals sufficiently high to ensure your eternal salva-
tion while your ideas are so practical as to render you a useful cit-
izen to function on earth in association with your mortal fellows?
In the spirit, your citizenship is in heaven; in the esh, you are still
citizens of the earth kingdoms. Render to the Caesars the things
which are material and to God those which are spiritual.

17 e measure of the spiritual capacity of the evolving soul is
your faith in truth and your love for man, but the measure of your
human strength of character is your ability to resist the holding
of grudges and your capacity to withstand brooding in the face of
deep sorrow. Defeat is the true mirror in which you may honestly
view your real self.

18 As you grow older in years and more experienced in the af-
fairs of the kingdom, are youbecomingmore tactful in dealingwith
troublesome mortals and more tolerant in living with stubborn as-
sociates? Tact is the fulcrum of social leverage, and tolerance is the
earmark of a great soul. If you possess these rare and charming gi s,
as the days pass youwill becomemore alert and expert in your wor-
thy efforts to avoid all unnecessary social misunderstandings. Such
wise souls are able to avoid much of the trouble which is certain
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to be the portion of all who suffer from lack of emotional adjust-
ment, those who refuse to grow up, and those who refuse to grow
old gracefully.

19 Avoid dishonesty and unfairness in all your efforts to preach
truth and proclaim the gospel. Seek no unearned recognition and
crave no undeserved sympathy. Love, freely receive from both di-
vine and human sources regardless of your deserts, and love freely
in return. But in all other things related to honour and adulation
seek only that which honestly belongs to you.

20 e God-conscious mortal is certain of salvation; he is un-
afraid of life; he is honest and consistent. He knows how bravely
to endure unavoidable suffering; he is uncomplaining when faced
by inescapable hardship.

21 e true believer does not grow weary in well-doing just be-
cause he is thwarted. Difficulty whets the ardour of the truth lover,
while obstacles only challenge the exertions of the undaunted king-
dom builder.

22 ¶ And many other things Jesus taught them before they made
ready to depart from Tyre.

23 e day before Jesus le Tyre for the return to the region of the
Sea of Galilee, he called his associates together and directed the 12
evangelists to go back by a route different from that which he and
the12 apostleswere to take. Anda er the evangelists here le Jesus,
they were never again so intimately associated with him.

6. THE RETURN FROM PHOENICIA
1 About noon on Sunday, July 24, Jesus and the 12 le the home

of Joseph, south of Tyre, going down the coast to Ptolemais. Here
they tarried for a day, speaking words of comfort to the company
of believers resident there. Peter preached to them on the evening
of July 25.

2 OnTuesday they le Ptolemais, going east inland to near Jota-
pata by way of the Tiberias road. Wednesday they stopped at Jota-
pata and instructed the believers further in the things of the king-
dom. ursday they le Jotapata, going north on the Nazareth-
Mount Lebanon trail to the village of Zebulun, by way of Ramah.
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eyheldmeetings atRamahonFriday and remainedover theSab-
bath. ey reachedZebulunonSunday, the 31, holding ameeting
that evening and departing the next morning.

3 Leaving Zebulun, they journeyed over to the junctionwith the
Magdala-Sidon roadnearGischala, and thence theymade theirway
toGennesaret on the western shores of the lake of Galilee, south of
Capernaum, where they had appointed to meet with David Zebe-
dee, and where they intended to take counsel as to the next move
to be made in the work of preaching the gospel of the kingdom.

4 During a brief conference with David they learned that many
leaders were then gathered together on the opposite side of the lake
near Kheresa, and accordingly, that very evening a boat took them
across. For one day they rested quietly in the hills, going on the
next day to the park, near by, where the Master once fed the 5,000.
Here they rested for 3 days and held daily conferences, which were
attended by about 50 men and women, the remnants of the once
numerous company of believers resident in Capernaum and its en-
virons.

5 ¶ While Jesus was absent from Capernaum and Galilee, the
period of the Phoenician sojourn, his enemies reckoned that the
whole movement had been broken up and concluded that Jesus’
haste in withdrawing indicated he was so thoroughly frightened
that he would not likely ever return to bother them. All active op-
position to his teachings had about subsided. e believers were
beginning to hold public meetings once more, and there was oc-
curring a gradual but effective consolidation of the tried and true
survivors of the great si ing throughwhich the gospel believers had
just passed.

6 Philip, the brother of Herod, had become a half-hearted be-
liever in Jesus and sent word that the Master was free to live and
work in his domains.

7 e mandate to close the synagogues of all Jewry to the teach-
ings of Jesus and all his followers had worked adversely upon the
scribes and Pharisees. Immediately upon Jesus’ removing himself
as an object of controversy, there occurred a reaction among the en-
tire Jewish people; there was general resentment against the Phar-
isees and the Sanhedrin leaders at Jerusalem. Many of the rulers of
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the synagogues began surreptitiously to open their synagogues to
Abner and his associates, claiming that these teachers were follow-
ers of John and not disciples of Jesus.

8 Even Herod Antipas experienced a change of heart and, on
learning that Jesus was sojourning across the lake in the territory of
his brother Philip, sent word to him that, while he had signed war-
rants for his arrest in Galilee, he had not so authorized his appre-
hension in Perea, thus indicating that Jesus would not be molested
if he remained outside of Galilee; and he communicated this same
ruling to the Jews at Jerusalem.

9 And that was the situation about the rst of August, A.D. 29,
when theMaster returned from the Phoenicianmission and began
the reorganization of his scattered, tested, and depleted forces for
this last and eventful year of his mission on earth.

10 e issues of battle are clearly drawn as the Master and his as-
sociates prepare to begin the proclamation of a new religion, the
religion of the spirit of the living God who dwells in the minds of
men.



PAPER №157
AT CAESAREAPHILIPPI

Midwayer Commission

BEFORE Jesus took the 12 for a short sojourn in the vicinity
of Caesarea-Philippi, he arranged through the messengers
ofDavid to go over toCapernaumonSunday, August 7, for

the purpose ofmeeting his family. By prearrangement this visit was
to occur at the Zebedee boatshop. David Zebedee had arranged
with Jude, Jesus’ brother, for the presence of the entire Nazareth
family — Mary and all of Jesus’ brothers and sisters — and Jesus
went with Andrew and Peter to keep this appointment. It was cer-
tainly the intention of Mary and the children to keep this engage-
ment, but it so happened that a group of the Pharisees, knowing
that Jesus was on the opposite side of the lake in Philip’s domains,
decided to call upon Mary to learn what they could of his where-
abouts. e arrival of these Jerusalem emissaries greatly perturbed
Mary, and noting the tension and nervousness of the entire family,
they concluded that Jesus must have been expected to pay them a
visit. Accordingly they installed themselves inMary’s homeand, af-
ter summoning reinforcements, waited patiently for Jesus’ arrival.
And this, of course, effectively prevented any of the family from at-
tempting to keep their appointment with Jesus. Several times dur-
ing the day both Jude and Ruth endeavoured to elude the vigilance
of the Pharisees in their efforts to send word to Jesus, but it was of
no avail.

2 Early in the a ernoon David’s messengers brought Jesus word
that the Pharisees were encamped on the doorstep of his mother’s
house, and therefore hemade no attempt to visit his family. And so
again, through no fault of either, Jesus and his earth family failed
to make contact.

1. THE TEMPLETAX COLLECTOR
1 As Jesus, with Andrew and Peter, tarried by the lake near the

boatshop, a temple-tax collector came upon them and, recogniz-
ing Jesus, called Peter to one side and said: “Does not your Master
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pay the temple tax?” Peter was inclined to show indignation at the
suggestion that Jesus should be expected to contribute to themain-
tenance of the religious activities of his sworn enemies, but, noting
a peculiar expression on the face of the tax collector, he rightly sur-
mised that it was the purpose to entrap them in the act of refusing
to pay the customary half shekel for the support of the temple ser-
vices at Jerusalem. Accordingly, Peter replied: “Why of course the
Master pays the temple tax. You wait by the gate, and I will pres-
ently return with the tax.”

2 Now Peter had spoken hastily. Judas carried their funds, and
he was across the lake. Neither he, his brother, nor Jesus had
brought along any money. And knowing that the Pharisees were
looking for them, they could not well go to Bethsaida to obtain
money. When Peter told Jesus about the collector and that he
had promised him the money, Jesus said: “If you have promised,
then should you pay. But wherewith will you redeem your prom-
ise? Will you again become a sherman that you may honour your
word? Nevertheless, Peter, it is well in the circumstances that we
pay the tax. Let us give these men no occasion for offence at our
attitude. We will wait here while you go with the boat and cast for
the sh, and when you have sold them at yonder market, pay the
collector for all three of us.”

3 All of this hadbeenoverheard by the secretmessenger ofDavid
who stood near by, and who then signalled to an associate, shing
near the shore, to come in quickly. When Peter made ready to go
out in the boat for a catch, this messenger and his sherman friend
presented him with several large baskets of sh and assisted him
in carrying them to the sh merchant near by, who purchased the
catch, paying sufficient, with what was added by the messenger of
David, tomeet the temple tax for the three. e collector accepted
the tax, foregoing the penalty for tardy payment because they had
been for some time absent from Galilee.

4 It is not strange that you have a record of Peter’s catching a
sh with a shekel in its mouth. In those days there were current

many stories about nding treasures in the mouths of shes; such
tales of near miracles were commonplace. So, as Peter le them
to go toward the boat, Jesus remarked, half-humorously: “Strange
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that the sons of the king must pay tribute; usually it is the stranger
who is taxed for the upkeep of the court, but it behoves us to af-
ford no stumbling block for the authorities. Go hence! maybe you
will catch the sh with the shekel in its mouth.” Jesus having thus
spoken, and Peter so soon appearing with the temple tax, it is not
surprising that the episode became later expanded into amiracle as
recorded by the writer of Matthew’s Gospel.

5 Jesus, with Andrew and Peter, waited by the seashore until
nearly sundown. Messengers brought themword thatMary’s house
was still under surveillance; therefore, when it grew dark, the three
waiting men entered their boat and slowly rowed away toward the
eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee.

2. AT BETHSAIDAJULIAS
1 On Monday, August 8, while Jesus and the 12 apostles were

encamped in Magadan Park, near Bethsaida-Julias, more than 100
believers, the evangelists, the women’s corps, and others interested
in the establishment of the kingdom, came over from Capernaum
for a conference. Andmanyof thePharisees, learning that Jesuswas
here, came also. By this time some of the Sadducees were united
with the Pharisees in their effort to entrap Jesus. Before going into
the closed conference with the believers, Jesus held a public meet-
ing at which the Pharisees were present, and they heckled theMas-
ter and otherwise sought to disturb the assembly. Said the leader
of the disturbers: “Teacher, we would like you to give us a sign of
your authority to teach, and then, when the same shall come to
pass, all men will know that you have been sent byGod.” And Jesus
answered them: “When it is evening, you say it will be fair weather,
for the heaven is red; in the morning it will be foul weather, for the
heaven is red and lowering. When you see a cloud rising in thewest,
you say showers will come; when the wind blows from the south,
you say scorching heat will come. How is it that you so well know
how to discern the face of the heavens but are so utterly unable to
discern the signs of the times? To thosewhowould know the truth,
already has a sign been given; but to an evil-minded and hypocrit-
ical generation no sign shall be given.”

2 ¶ When Jesus had thus spoken, he withdrew and prepared for
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the evening conferencewith his followers. At this conference itwas
decided to undertake a unitedmission throughout all the cities and
villages of the Decapolis as soon as Jesus and the 12 should return
from their proposed visit to Caesarea-Philippi. e Master par-
ticipated in planning for the Decapolis mission and, in dismissing
the company, said: “I say to you, beware of the leaven of the Phar-
isees and the Sadducees. Be not deceived by their show of much
learning and by their profound loyalty to the forms of religion. Be
only concerned with the spirit of living truth and the power of true
religion. It is not the fear of a dead religion that will save you but
rather your faith in a living experience in the spiritual realities of the
kingdom. Do not allow yourselves to become blinded by prejudice
and paralysed by fear. Neither permit reverence for the traditions
so to pervert your understanding that your eyes see not and your
ears hear not. It is not the purpose of true religion merely to bring
peace but rather to ensure progress. And there can be no peace in
the heart or progress in the mind unless you fall wholeheartedly
in love with truth, the ideals of eternal realities. e issues of life
and death are being set before you — the sinful pleasures of time
against the righteous realities of eternity. Even now you should be-
gin to nd deliverance from the bondage of fear and doubt as you
enter upon the living of the new life of faith and hope. And when
the feelings of service for your fellowmen arisewithin your soul, do
not sti e them; when the emotions of love for your neighbour well
up within your heart, give expression to such urges of affection in
intelligent ministry to the real needs of your fellows.”

3. PETER’S CONFESSION
1 Early Tuesday morning Jesus and the 12 apostles le Maga-

dan Park for Caesarea-Philippi, the capital of the Tetrarch Philip’s
domain. Caesarea-Philippi was situated in a region of wondrous
beauty. It nestled in a charming valley between scenic hills where
the Jordan poured forth from an underground cave. e heights of
MountHermonwere in full view to the north, while from the hills
just to the south a magni cent view was had of the upper Jordan
and the Sea of Galilee.

2 Jesus had gone to Mount Hermon in his early experience with
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the affairs of the kingdom, and now that he was entering upon the
nal epoch of his work, he desired to return to this mount of trial

and triumph, where he hoped the apostles might gain a new vi-
sionof their responsibilities and acquire new strength for the trying
times just ahead. As they journeyed along the way, about the time
of passing south of theWaters ofMerom, the apostles fell to talking
among themselves about their recent experiences in Phoenicia and
elsewhere and to recounting how their message had been received,
and how the different peoples regarded their Master.

3 As they paused for lunch, Jesus suddenly confronted the 12
with the rst question he had ever addressed to them concerning
himself. He asked this surprising question, “Who do men say that
I am?”

4 ¶ Jesus had spent long months in training these apostles as to
the nature and character of the kingdom of heaven, and he well
knew the time had come when he must begin to teach them more
about his ownnature andhis personal relationship to the kingdom.
And now, as they were seated under the mulberry trees, theMaster
made ready to hold one of themostmomentous sessions of his long
association with the chosen apostles.

5 ¶ More than half the apostles participated in answering Jesus’
question. ey told him that he was regarded as a prophet or as
an extraordinary man by all who knew him; that even his enemies
greatly feared him, accounting for his powers by the indictment
that he was in league with the prince of devils. ey told him that
some in Judea and Samaria who had not met him personally be-
lieved he was John the Baptist risen from the dead. Peter explained
that he had been, at sundry times and by various persons, compared
with Moses, Elijah, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. When Jesus had listened
to this report, he drew himself upon his feet, and looking down
upon the 12 sitting about him in a semicircle, with startling em-
phasis he pointed to them with a sweeping gesture of his hand and
asked, “But who say you that I am?” ere was a moment of tense
silence. e 12 never took their eyes off the Master, and then Si-
mon Peter, springing to his feet, exclaimed: “You are theDeliverer,
the Sonof the livingGod.”And the 11 sitting apostles arose to their
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feet with one accord, thereby indicating that Peter had spoken for
all of them.

6 When Jesus had beckoned them again to be seated, and while
still standing before them, he said: “ is has been revealed to you
bymy Father. e hour has come when you should know the truth
about me. But for the time being I charge you that you tell this to
no man. Let us go hence.”

7 And so they resumed their journey toCaesarea-Philippi, arriv-
ing late that evening and stopping at the home of Celsus, who was
expecting them. e apostles slept little that night; they seemed to
sense that a great event in their lives and in theworkof the kingdom
had transpired.

4. THE TALK ABOUT THE KINGDOM
1 Since the occasions of Jesus’ baptism by John and the turning

of the water into wine at Cana, the apostles had, at various times,
virtually accepted him as the Messiah. For short periods some of
them had truly believed that he was the expected Deliverer. But
hardly would such hopes spring up in their hearts than the Master
would dash them to pieces by some crushing word or disappoint-
ing deed. ey had long been in a state of turmoil due to con ict
between the concepts of the expected Messiah which they held in
their minds and the experience of their extraordinary association
with this extraordinary man which they held in their hearts.

2 It was late forenoon on this Wednesday when the apostles as-
sembled in Celsus’ garden for their noontime meal. During most
of the night and since they had arisen that morning, Simon Peter
and Simon Zelotes had been earnestly labouring with their breth-
ren tobring themall to the point of thewholehearted acceptance of
theMaster, not merely as theMessiah, but also as the divine Son of
the living God. e two Simons were well-nigh agreed in their es-
timate of Jesus, and they laboured diligently to bring their brethren
around to the full acceptance of their views. While Andrew con-
tinued as the director-general of the apostolic corps, his brother,
Simon Peter, was becoming, increasingly and by common consent,
the spokesman for the 12.
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3 ey were all seated in the garden at just about noonwhen the
Master appeared. ey wore expressions of digni ed solemnity,
and all arose to their feet as he approached them. Jesus relieved the
tension by that friendly and fraternal smile which was so charac-
teristic of him when his followers took themselves, or some hap-
pening related to themselves, too seriously. With a commanding
gesture he indicated that they should be seated. Never again did
the 12 greet their Master by arising when he came into their pres-
ence. ey saw that he did not approve of such an outward show
of respect.

4 A er they had partaken of their meal and were engaged in dis-
cussing plans for the forthcoming tour of the Decapolis, Jesus sud-
denly looked up into their faces and said: “Now that a full day has
passed since you assented to Simon Peter’s declaration regarding
the identity of the Son of Man, I would ask if you still hold to your
decision?” On hearing this, the 12 stood upon their feet, and Si-
mon Peter, stepping a few paces forward toward Jesus, said: “Yes,
Master, we do. We believe that you are the Son of the living God.”
And Peter sat down with his brethren.

5 Jesus, still standing, then said to the 12: “You are my chosen
ambassadors, but I know that, in the circumstances, you could not
entertain this belief as a result of mere human knowledge. is is
a revelation of the spirit of my Father to your inmost souls. And
when, therefore, you make this confession by the insight of the
spirit ofmyFatherwhich dwells within you, I am led to declare that
upon this foundation will I build the brotherhood of the kingdom
of heaven. Upon this rock of spiritual reality will I build the living
temple of spiritual fellowship in the eternal realities of my Father’s
kingdom. All the forces of evil and the hosts of sin shall not prevail
against this human fraternity of the divine spirit. And while my
Father’s spirit shall ever be the divine guide and mentor of all who
enter the bonds of this spirit fellowship, to you and your successors
I now deliver the keys of the outward kingdom — the authority
over things temporal — the social and economic features of this
association of men and women as fellows of the kingdom.” And
again he charged them, for the time being, that they should tell no
man that he was the Son of God.
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6 ¶ Jesus was beginning to have faith in the loyalty and integrity
of his apostles. e Master conceived that a faith which could
stand what his chosen representatives had recently passed through
would undoubtedly endure the ery trials which were just ahead
and emerge from the apparent wreckage of all their hopes into the
new light of a new dispensation and thereby be able to go forth to
enlighten aworld sitting in darkness. On this day theMaster began
to believe in the faith of his apostles, save one.

7 And ever since that day this same Jesus has been building that
living temple upon that same eternal foundation of his divine son-
ship, and those who thereby become self-conscious sons of God
are the human stones which constitute this living temple of son-
ship erecting to the glory and honour of the wisdom and love of
the eternal Father of spirits.

8 ¶ And when Jesus had thus spoken, he directed the 12 to go
apart by themselves in the hills to seek wisdom, strength, and spir-
itual guidance until the time of the evening meal. And they did as
the Master admonished them.

5. THE NEW CONCEPT
1 e new and vital feature of Peter’s confessionwas the clear-cut

recognition that Jesus was the Son of God, of his unquestioned di-
vinity. Ever since his baptism and the wedding at Cana these apos-
tles had variously regarded him as theMessiah, but it was not a part
of the Jewish concept of the national deliverer that he should be di-
vine. e Jews had not taught that the Messiah would spring from
divinity; he was to be the “anointed one,” but hardly had they con-
templated him as being “the Son of God.” In the second confession
more emphasis was placed upon the combined nature, the supernal
fact that he was the Son of Man and the Son of God, and it was
upon this great truth of the union of the human nature with the
divine nature that Jesus declared he would build the kingdom of
heaven.

2 Jesus had sought to live his life on earth and complete his be-
stowal mission as the Son of Man. His followers were disposed to
regard him as the expected Messiah. Knowing that he could never
ful l their Messianic expectations, he endeavoured to effect such
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a modi cation of their concept of the Messiah as would enable
him partially to meet their expectations. But he now recognized
that such a plan could hardly be carried through successfully. He
therefore elected boldly to disclose the third plan — openly to an-
nounce his divinity, acknowledge the truthfulness of Peter’s con-
fession, and directly proclaim to the 12 that he was a Son of God.

3 For three years Jesus hadbeenproclaiming that hewas the “Son
of Man,” while for these same three years the apostles had been in-
creasingly insistent that he was the expected Jewish Messiah. He
now disclosed that he was the Son of God, and upon the concept
of the combined nature of the Son of Man and the Son of God, he
determined to build the kingdom of heaven. He had decided to
refrain from further efforts to convince them that he was not the
Messiah. He now proposed boldly to reveal to them what he is,
and then to ignore their determination to persist in regarding him
as the Messiah.

6. THE NEXT AFTERNOON
1 Jesus and the apostles remained another day at the home of

Celsus, waiting for messengers to arrive from David Zebedee with
funds. Following the collapse of the popularity of Jesus with the
masses there occurred a great falling off in revenue. When they
reached Caesarea-Philippi, the treasury was empty. Matthew was
loath to leave Jesus and his brethren at such a time, and he had no
ready funds of his own to hand over to Judas as he had so many
times done in the past. However, David Zebedee had foreseen this
probable diminution of revenue andhad accordingly instructed his
messengers that, as they made their way through Judea, Samaria,
andGalilee, they should act as collectors ofmoney to be forwarded
to the exiled apostles and their Master. And so, by evening of this
day, these messengers arrived from Bethsaida bringing funds suffi-
cient to sustain the apostles until their return to embark upon the
Decapolis tour. Matthew expected to have money from the sale
of his last piece of property in Capernaum by that time, having ar-
ranged that these funds should be anonymously turned over to Ju-
das.

2 ¶ Neither Peter nor the other apostles had a very adequate con-
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ception of Jesus’ divinity. ey little realized that this was the be-
ginning of a new epoch in their Master’s career on earth, the time
when the teacher-healer was becoming the newly conceived Mes-
siah — the Son of God. From this time on a new note appeared
in the Master’s message. Henceforth his one ideal of living was
the revelation of the Father, while his one idea in teaching was to
present to his universe the personi cation of that supreme wisdom
which can only be comprehended by living it. He came that we all
might have life and have it more abundantly.

3 Jesus now entered upon the fourth and last stage of his human
life in the esh. e rst stage was that of his childhood, the years
when he was only dimly conscious of his origin, nature, and des-
tiny as a human being. e second stage was the increasingly self-
conscious years of youth and advancing manhood, during which
he came more clearly to comprehend his divine nature and human
mission. is second stage ended with the experiences and revela-
tions associated with his baptism. e third stage of the Master’s
earth experience extended from the baptism through the years of
his ministry as teacher and healer and up to this momentous hour
of Peter’s confession at Caesarea-Philippi. is third period of his
earth life embraced the times when his apostles and his immedi-
ate followers knew him as the Son of Man and regarded him as the
Messiah. e fourth and last period of his earth career began here
at Caesarea-Philippi and extended on to the cruci xion. is stage
of hisministrywas characterized by his acknowledgement of divin-
ity and embraced the labours of his last year in the esh. During
the fourth period, while the majority of his followers still regarded
him as the Messiah, he became known to the apostles as the Son of
God. Peter’s confessionmarked the beginning of the new period of
the more complete realization of the truth of his supreme ministry
as a bestowal Son on Urantia and for an entire universe, and the
recognition of that fact, at least hazily, by his chosen ambassadors.

4 us did Jesus exemplify in his life what he taught in his reli-
gion: the growth of the spiritual nature by the technique of living
progress. Hedidnot place emphasis, as didhis later followers, upon
the incessant struggle between the soul and the body. He rather
taught that the spirit was easy victor over both and effective in the
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pro table reconciliation of much of this intellectual and instinc-
tual warfare.

5 ¶ A new signi cance attaches to all of Jesus’ teachings from
this point on. Before Caesarea-Philippi he presented the gospel of
the kingdom as its master teacher. A er Caesarea-Philippi he ap-
peared not merely as a teacher but as the divine representative of
the eternal Father, who is the centre and circumference of this spir-
itual kingdom, and it was required that he do all this as a human
being, the Son of Man.

6 Jesus had sincerely endeavoured to lead his followers into the
spiritual kingdom as a teacher, then as a teacher-healer, but they
would not have it so. Hewell knew that his earthmission could not
possibly ful l the Messianic expectations of the Jewish people; the
olden prophets had portrayed a Messiah which he could never be.
He sought to establish the Father’s kingdom as the Son ofMan, but
his followers would not go forward in the adventure. Jesus, seeing
this, then elected to meet his believers part way and in so doing
prepared openly to assume the role of the bestowal Son of God.

7 Accordingly, the apostles heard much that was new as Je-
sus talked to them this day in the garden. And some of these
pronouncements sounded strange even to them. Among other
startling announcements they listened to such as the following:

8 ¶ “From this time on, if any man would have fellowship with
us, let him assume the obligations of sonship and follow me. And
when I am no more with you, think not that the world will treat
you better than it did yourMaster. If you loveme, prepare to prove
this affection by your willingness to make the supreme sacri ce.”

9 ¶ “And mark well my words: I have not come to call the righ-
teous, but sinners. e Son of Man came not to be ministered to,
but to minister and to bestow his life as the gi for all. I declare to
you that I have come to seek and to save those who are lost.”

10 ¶ “No man in this world now sees the Father except the Son
who came forth from the Father. But if the Son be li ed up, he will
draw all men to himself, and whosoever believes this truth of the
combined nature of the Son shall be endowedwith life that ismore
than age-abiding.”
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11 ¶ “We may not yet proclaim openly that the Son of Man is the
Son of God, but it has been revealed to you; wherefore do I speak
boldly to you concerning these mysteries. ough I stand before
you in this physical presence, I came forth from God the Father.
Before Abraham was, I am. I did come forth from the Father into
this world as you have known me, and I declare to you that I must
presently leave this world and return to the work of my Father.”

12 ¶ “And now can your faith comprehend the truth of these dec-
larations in the face of my warning you that the Son of Man will
not meet the expectations of your fathers as they conceived the
Messiah? My kingdom is not of this world. Can you believe the
truth about me in the face of the fact that, though the foxes have
holes and the birds of heaven have nests, I have not where to laymy
head?”

13 ¶ “Nevertheless, I tell you that the Father and I are one. He
who has seen me has seen the Father. My Father is working with
me in all these things, and he will never leave me alone in my mis-
sion, even as I will never forsake you when you presently go forth
to proclaim this gospel throughout the world.

14 “And now have I brought you apart with me and by yourselves
for a little while that you may comprehend the glory, and grasp the
grandeur, of the life to which I have called you: the faith-adven-
ture of the establishment of my Father’s kingdom in the hearts of
mankind, the building of my fellowship of living association with
the souls of all who believe this gospel.”

15 ¶ e apostles listened to these bold and startling statements
in silence; they were stunned. And they dispersed in small groups
to discuss and ponder the Master’s words. ey had confessed that
he was the Son of God, but they could not grasp the full meaning
of what they had been led to do.

7. ANDREW’S CONFERENCE
1 at evening Andrew took it upon himself to hold a personal

and searching conference with each of his brethren, and he had
pro table and heartening talks with all of his associates except Ju-
das Iscariot. Andrew had never enjoyed such intimate personal as-
sociation with Judas as with the other apostles and therefore had
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not thought it of serious account that Judas never had freely and
con dentially related himself to the head of the apostolic corps.
But Andrew was now so worried by Judas’s attitude that, later on
that night, a er all the apostles were fast asleep, he sought out Jesus
and presented his cause for anxiety to the Master. Said Jesus: “It is
not amiss, Andrew, that you have come to me with this matter, but
there is nothing more that we can do; only go on placing the ut-
most con dence in this apostle. And say nothing to his brethren
concerning this talk with me.”

2 And that was all Andrew could elicit from Jesus. Always had
there been some strangeness between this Judean and his Galilean
brethren. Judas had been shocked by the death of John the Bap-
tist, severely hurt by the Master’s rebukes on several occasions, dis-
appointed when Jesus refused to be made king, humiliated when
he ed from the Pharisees, chagrined when he refused to accept
the challenge of the Pharisees for a sign, bewildered by the refusal
of his Master to resort to manifestations of power, and now, more
recently, depressed and sometimes dejected by an empty treasury.
And Judas missed the stimulus of the multitudes.

3 Each of the other apostles was, in some and varying measure,
likewise affected by these selfsame trials and tribulations, but they
loved Jesus. At least they must have loved the Master more than
did Judas, for they went through with him to the bitter end.

4 Being from Judea, Judas took personal offence at Jesus’ recent
warning to the apostles to “beware the leaven of the Pharisees”; he
was disposed to regard this statement as a veiled reference to him-
self. But the great mistake of Judas was: Time and again, when Je-
sus would send his apostles off by themselves to pray, Judas, instead
of engaging in sincere communion with the spiritual forces of the
universe, indulged in thoughts of human fear while he persisted in
the entertainment of subtle doubts about the mission of Jesus as
well as giving in to his unfortunate tendency to harbour feelings of
revenge.

5 ¶ And now Jesus would take his apostles along with him to
Mount Hermon, where he had appointed to inaugurate his fourth
phase of earth ministry as the Son of God. Some of them were
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present at his baptism in the Jordan and had witnessed the begin-
ning of his career as the Son of Man, and he desired that some of
them should also be present to hear his authority for the assump-
tion of the new and public role of a Son of God. Accordingly, on
themorning of Friday, August 12, Jesus said to the 12: “Lay in pro-
visions and prepare yourselves for a journey to yonder mountain,
where the spirit bidsme go to be endowed for the nish ofmywork
on earth. And I would take my brethren along that they may also
be strengthened for the trying times of going withme through this
experience.”



PAPER №158
THE MOUNT OF TRANSFIGURATION

Midwayer Commission

IT WAS near sundown on Friday a ernoon, August 12,
A.D. 29, when Jesus and his associates reached the foot of
Mount Hermon, near the very place where the lad Tiglath

once waited while the Master ascended the mountain alone to set-
tle the spiritual destinies of Urantia and technically to terminate
the Lucifer rebellion. Andhere they sojourned for two days in spir-
itual preparation for the events so soon to follow.

2 In a general way, Jesus knew beforehand what was to transpire
on the mountain, and he much desired that all his apostles might
share this experience. It was to t them for this revelation of him-
self that he tarried with them at the foot of themountain. But they
could not attain those spiritual levels which would justify their ex-
posure to the full experience of the visitation of the celestial be-
ings so soon to appear on earth. And since he could not take all
of his associates with him, he decided to take only the 3 who were
in the habit of accompanying him on such special vigils. Accord-
ingly, only Peter, James, and John shared even a part of this unique
experience with the Master.

1. THE TRANSFIGURATION
1 Early on the morning of Monday, August 15, Jesus and the 3

apostles began the ascent of Mount Hermon, and this was six days
a er the memorable noontide confession of Peter by the roadside
under the mulberry trees.

2 Jesus had been summoned to go up on the mountain, apart
by himself, for the transaction of important matters having to do
with the progress of his bestowal in the esh as this experience was
related to the universe of his own creation. It is signi cant that this
extraordinary eventwas timed to occurwhile Jesus and the apostles
were in the lands of the gentiles, and that it actually transpired on
a mountain of the gentiles.
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3 ey reached their destination, about halfway up the moun-
tain, shortly before noon, and while eating lunch, Jesus told the
3 apostles something of his experience in the hills to the east of
Jordan shortly a er his baptism and also some more of his experi-
ence onMountHermon in connectionwith his former visit to this
lonely retreat.

4 When a boy, Jesus used to ascend the hill near his home and
dream of the battles which had been fought by the armies of em-
pires on the plain of Esdraelon; now he ascended Mount Hermon
to receive the endowment which was to prepare him to descend
upon the plains of the Jordan to enact the closing scenes of the
drama of his bestowal on Urantia. e Master could have relin-
quished the struggle this day on Mount Hermon and returned to
his rule of the universe domains, but he not only chose to meet the
requirements of his order of divine sonship embraced in the man-
date of the Eternal Son on Paradise, but he also elected tomeet the
last and full measure of the present will of his Paradise Father. On
this day in August 3 of his apostles saw him decline to be invested
with full universe authority. ey looked on in amazement as the
celestial messengers departed, leaving him alone to nish out his
earth life as the Son of Man and the Son of God.

5 e faith of the apostles was at a high point at the time of the
feeding of the 5,000, and then it rapidly fell almost to zero. Now,
as a result of theMaster’s admission of his divinity, the lagging faith
of the 12 arose in the next few weeks to its highest pitch, only to
undergo a progressive decline. e third revival of their faith did
not occur until a er the Master’s resurrection.

6 It was about 15:00 on this beautiful a ernoon that Jesus took
leave of the 3 apostles, saying: “I go apart by myself for a season
to commune with the Father and his messengers; I bid you tarry
here and, while awaiting my return, pray that the Father’s will may
be done in all your experience in connection with the further be-
stowal mission of the Son of Man.” And a er saying this to them,
Jesus withdrew for a long conference with Gabriel and the Father
Melchizedek*, not returning until about 18:00. When Jesus saw
1.6. Gabriel and the FatherMelchizedek, But elsewhere (35:1.2) it is said that they are
never away from Salvington at the same time.
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their anxiety over his prolonged absence, he said: “Why were you
afraid? Youwell know Imust be aboutmyFather’s business; where-
fore do you doubt when I am not with you? I now declare that the
Son ofMan has chosen to go through his full life in yourmidst and
as one of you. Be of good cheer; I will not leave you until my work
is nished.”

7 As they partook of their meagre evening meal, Peter asked the
Master, “How long do we remain on this mountain away from our
brethren?” And Jesus answered: “Until you shall see the glory of
the Son of Man and know that whatsoever I have declared to you
is true.” And they talked over the affairs of the Lucifer rebellion
while seated about the glowing embers of their re until darkness
drew on and the apostles’ eyes grew heavy, for they had begun their
journey very early that morning.

8 When the 3 had been fast asleep for about half an hour, they
were suddenly awakenedby anear-by crackling sound, andmuch to
their amazement and consternation, on looking about them, they
beheld Jesus in intimate converse with two brilliant beings clothed
in the habiliments of the light of the celestial world. And Jesus’ face
and form shone with the luminosity of a heavenly light. ese 3
conversed in a strange language, but from certain things said, Peter
erroneously conjectured that the beings with Jesus wereMoses and
Elijah; in reality, they were Gabriel and the Father Melchizedek.

e physical controllers had arranged for the apostles to witness
this scene because of Jesus’ request.

9 e 3 apostles were so badly frightened that they were slow in
collecting their wits, but Peter, who was rst to recover himself,
said, as the dazzling vision faded from before them and they ob-
served Jesus standing alone: “Jesus, Master, it is good to have been
here. We rejoice to see this glory. We are loath to go back down to
the inglorious world. If you are willing, let us abide here, and we
will erect 3 tents, one for you, one for Moses, and one for Elijah.”
And Peter said this because of his confusion, and because nothing
else came into his mind at just that moment.

10 While Peter was yet speaking, a silvery cloud drew near and
overshadowed the four of them. e apostles now became greatly
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frightened, and as they fell down on their faces to worship, they
heard a voice, the same that had spoken on the occasion of Jesus’
baptism, say: “ is ismybelovedSon; giveheed tohim.”Andwhen
the cloudvanished, againwas Jesus alonewith the3, andhe reached
down and touched them, saying: “Arise and be not afraid; you shall
see greater things than this.” But the apostles were truly afraid; they
were a silent and thoughtful trio as theymade ready to descend the
mountain shortly before midnight.

2. COMING DOWN THE MOUNTAIN
1 For about half the distance down themountain not awordwas

spoken. Jesus then began the conversation by remarking: “Make
certain that you tell noman, not even your brethren, what you have
seen and heard on this mountain until the Son of Man has risen
from the dead.” e 3 apostles were shocked and bewildered by the
Master’s words, “until the Son of Man has risen from the dead.”

ey had so recently reaffirmed their faith in him as the Deliverer,
the Son of God, and they had just beheld him trans gured in glory
before their very eyes, and now he began to talk about “rising from
the dead”!

2 Peter shuddered at the thought of the Master’s dying — it was
too disagreeable an idea to entertain — and fearing that James
or John might ask some question relative to this statement, he
thought best to start up a diverting conversation and, not knowing
what else to talk about, gave expression to the rst thought coming
into hismind, whichwas: “Master, why is it that the scribes say that
Elijahmust rst come before theMessiah shall appear?” And Jesus,
knowing that Peter sought to avoid reference to his death and res-
urrection, answered: “Elijah indeed comes rst to prepare the way
for the Son of Man, who must suffer many things and nally be re-
jected. But I tell you that Elijah has already come, and they received
him not but did to him whatsoever they willed.” And then did the
3 apostles perceive that he referred to John the Baptist as Elijah.
Jesus knew that, if they insisted on regarding him as the Messiah,
then must John be the Elijah of the prophecy.

3 Jesus enjoined silence about their observation of the foretaste
of his postresurrection glory because he did not want to foster the
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notion that, being now received as theMessiah, hewould in any de-
gree ful l their erroneous concepts of a wonder-working deliverer.
Although Peter, James, and John pondered all this in their minds,
they spoke not of it to anyman until a er theMaster’s resurrection.

4 As they continued to descend the mountain, Jesus said to
them: “Youwouldnot receiveme as theSonofMan; thereforehave
I consented to be received in accordancewith your settled determi-
nation, but, mistake not, the will of my Father must prevail. If you
thus choose to follow the inclination of your own wills, you must
prepare to suffer many disappointments and experience many tri-
als, but the training which I have given you should suffice to bring
you triumphantly through even these sorrows of your own choos-
ing.”

5 Jesus did not take Peter, James, and John with him up to the
mount of the trans guration because they were in any sense better
prepared than the other apostles to witness what happened, or be-
cause they were spiritually more t to enjoy such a rare privilege.
Not at all. He well knew that none of the 12 were spiritually qual-
i ed for this experience; therefore did he take with him only the 3
apostles who were assigned to accompany him at those times when
he desired to be alone to enjoy solitary communion.

3. MEANING OF THE TRANSFIGURATION
1 at which Peter, James, and John witnessed on the mount of

trans guration was a eeting glimpse of a celestial pageant which
transpired that eventful day on Mount Hermon. e trans gura-
tion was the occasion of:

2 1. e acceptance of the fullness of the bestowal of the in-
carnated life of Michael on Urantia by the Eternal Mother-Son of
Paradise. As far as concerned the requirements of the Eternal Son,
Jesus had now received assurance of their ful lment. And Gabriel
brought Jesus that assurance.

3 2. e testimony of the satisfaction of the In nite Spirit as to
the fullness of the Urantia bestowal in the likeness of mortal esh.

e universe representative of the In nite Spirit, the immediate as-
sociate ofMichael on Salvington and his ever-present coworker, on
this occasion spoke through the Father Melchizedek.
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4 ¶ Jesus welcomed this testimony regarding the success of his
earth mission presented by the messengers of the Eternal Son and
the In nite Spirit, but he noted that his Father did not indicate that
the Urantia bestowal was nished; only did the unseen presence of
the Father bear witness through Jesus’ Personalized Adjuster, say-
ing, “ is is my beloved Son; give heed to him.” And this was spo-
ken in words to be heard also by the 3 apostles.

5 A er this celestial visitation Jesus sought to know his Father’s
will and decided to pursue the mortal bestowal to its natural end.

is was the signi cance of the trans guration to Jesus. To the 3
apostles it was an event marking the entrance of the Master upon
the nal phase of his earth career as the Son of God and the Son of
Man.

6 A er the formal visitation ofGabriel and the FatherMelchize-
dek, Jesus held informal converse with these, his Sons of ministry,
and communed with them concerning the affairs of the universe.

4. THE EPILEPTIC BOY
1 It was shortly before breakfast time on this Tuesday morn-

ing when Jesus and his companions arrived at the apostolic camp.
As they drew near, they discerned a considerable crowd gathered
around the apostles and soon began to hear the loud words of ar-
gument and disputation of this group of about 50 persons, embrac-
ing the 9 apostles and a gathering equally divided between Jerusa-
lem scribes and believing disciples who had tracked Jesus and his
associates in their journey from Magadan.

2 Although the crowd engaged in numerous arguments, the
chief controversy was about a certain citizen of Tiberias who had
arrived the preceding day in quest of Jesus. is man, James of
Safed, had a son about 14 years old, an only child, whowas severely
afflicted with epilepsy. In addition to this nervous malady this lad
hadbecomepossessedbyoneof thosewandering,mischievous, and
rebellious midwayers who were then present on earth and uncon-
trolled, so that the youth was both epileptic and demon-possessed.

3 For almost two weeks this anxious father, a minor official of
Herod Antipas, had wandered about through the western borders
of Philip’s domains, seeking Jesus that hemight entreat him to cure
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this afflicted son. And he did not catch up with the apostolic party
until about noon of this day when Jesus was up on the mountain
with the 3 apostles.

4 e 9 apostles were much surprised and considerably per-
turbed when this man, accompanied by almost 40 other persons
whowere looking for Jesus, suddenly came upon them. At the time
of the arrival of this group the 9 apostles, at least the majority of
them, had succumbed to their old temptation— that of discussing
who should be greatest in the coming kingdom; they were busily
arguing about the probable positions which would be assigned the
individual apostles. ey simply could not free themselves entirely
from the long-cherished idea of the material mission of the Mes-
siah. And now that Jesus himself had accepted their confession
that he was indeed the Deliverer — at least he had admitted the
fact of his divinity — what was more natural than that, during this
period of separation from the Master, they should fall to talking
about those hopes and ambitions which were uppermost in their
hearts. And they were engaged in these discussions when James of
Safed and his fellow seekers a er Jesus came upon them.

5 Andrew stepped up to greet this father and his son, saying,
“Whomdoyou seek?” Said James: “Mygoodman, I search for your
Master. I seek healing for my afflicted son. I would have Jesus cast
out this devil that possesses my child.” And then the father pro-
ceeded to relate to the apostles how his son was so afflicted that he
had many times almost lost his life as a result of these malignant
seizures.

6 As the apostles listened, Simon Zelotes and Judas Iscariot
stepped into the presence of the father, saying: “We can heal him;
you need not wait for the Master’s return. We are ambassadors of
the kingdom; no longer do we hold these things in secret. Jesus
is the Deliverer, and the keys of the kingdom have been delivered
to us.” By this time Andrew and omas were in consultation at
one side. Nathaniel and the others looked on in amazement; they
were all aghast at the sudden boldness, if not presumption, of Si-
mon and Judas. en said the father: “If it has been given you to
do these works, I pray that you will speak those words which will
deliver my child from this bondage.” en Simon stepped forward
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and, placing his hand on the head of the child, looked directly into
his eyes and commanded: “Come out of him, you unclean spirit;
in the name of Jesus obey me.” But the lad had only a more violent
t, while the scribes mocked the apostles in derision, and the dis-

appointed believers suffered the taunts of these unfriendly critics.
7 Andrew was deeply chagrined at this ill-advised effort and its

dismal failure. He called the apostles aside for conference and
prayer. A er this season of meditation, feeling keenly the sting of
their defeat and sensing the humiliation resting upon all of them,
Andrew sought, in a second attempt, to cast out the demon, but
only failure crowned his efforts. Andrew frankly confessed defeat
and requested the father to remain with them overnight or until
Jesus’ return, saying: “Perhaps this sort goes not out except by the
Master’s personal command.”

8 And so, while Jesuswas descending themountainwith the exu-
berant and ecstatic Peter, James, and John, their 9 brethren likewise
were sleepless in their confusion and downcast humiliation. ey
were a dejected and chastened group. But James of Safed would
not give up. Although they could give him no idea as to when Jesus
might return, he decided to stay on until the Master came back.

5. JESUS HEALS THE BOY
1 As Jesus drew near, the 9 apostles were more than relieved to

welcomehim, and theywere greatly encouraged tobehold the good
cheer and unusual enthusiasm which marked the countenances of
Peter, James, and John. ey all rushed forward to greet Jesus and
their 3 brethren. As they exchanged greetings, the crowd came up,
and Jesus asked, “Whatwere youdisputing about aswedrewnear?”
But before the disconcerted and humiliated apostles could reply to
theMaster’s question, the anxious father of the afflicted lad stepped
forward and, kneeling at Jesus’ feet, said: “Master, I have a son, an
only child, who is possessed by an evil spirit. Not only does he cry
out in terror, foam at the mouth, and fall like a dead person at the
time of seizure, but o entimes this evil spirit which possesses him
rends him in convulsions and sometimes has cast him into the wa-
ter and even into the re. With much grinding of teeth and as a
result of many bruises, my child wastes away. His life is worse than
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death; hismother and I are of a sadheart and abroken spirit. About
noon yesterday, seeking for you, I caught up with your disciples,
andwhile wewere waiting, your apostles sought to cast out this de-
mon, but they could not do it. And now, Master, will you do this
for us, will you heal my son?”

2 When Jesus had listened to this recital, he touched the kneel-
ing father and bade him rise while he gave the near-by apostles a
searching survey. en said Jesus to all those who stood before
him: “O faithless and perverse generation, how long shall I bear
with you? How long shall I be with you? How long ere you learn
that the works of faith come not forth at the bidding of doubting
unbelief ?” And then, pointing to the bewildered father, Jesus said,
“Bring hither your son.” And when James had brought the lad be-
fore Jesus, he asked, “How long has the boy been afflicted in this
way?” e father answered, “Since he was a very young child.” And
as they talked, the youth was seized with a violent attack and fell
in their midst, gnashing his teeth and foaming at the mouth. Af-
ter a succession of violent convulsions he lay there before them as
one dead. Now did the father again kneel at Jesus’ feet while he
implored the Master, saying: “If you can cure him, I beseech you
to have compassion on us and deliver us from this affliction.” And
when Jesus heard thesewords, he lookeddown into the father’s anx-
ious face, saying: “Question notmyFather’s power of love, only the
sincerity and reach of your faith. All things are possible to himwho
really believes.” And then James of Safed spoke those long-to-be-re-
membered words of commingled faith and doubt, “Lord, I believe.
I pray you help my unbelief.”

3 When Jesus heard thesewords, he stepped forward and, taking
the lad by the hand, said: “I will do this in accordance with my
Father’s will and in honour of living faith. My son, arise! Come out
of him, disobedient spirit, and go not back into him.” And placing
the hand of the lad in the hand of the father, Jesus said: “Go your
way. e Father has granted the desire of your soul.” And all who
were present, even the enemies of Jesus, were astonished at what
they saw.

4 It was indeed a disillusionment for the 3 apostles who had so
recently enjoyed the spiritual ecstasy of the scenes and experiences
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of the trans guration, so soon to return to this scene of the defeat
and discom ture of their fellow apostles. But it was ever so with
these 12 ambassadors of the kingdom. ey never failed to alter-
nate between exaltation and humiliation in their life experiences.

5 is was a true healing of a double affliction, a physical ailment
and a spirit malady. And the lad was permanently cured from that
hour. When James had departed with his restored son, Jesus said:
“We go now to Caesarea-Philippi; make ready at once.” And they
were a quiet group as they journeyed southward while the crowd
followed on behind.

6. IN CELSUS’ GARDEN
1 ey remained overnight with Celsus, and that evening in the

garden, a er they had eaten and rested, the 12 gathered about Je-
sus, and omas said: “Master, while we who tarried behind still
remain ignorant ofwhat transpiredupon themountain, andwhich
so greatly cheered our brethren who were with you, we crave to
have you talkwith us concerning our defeat and instruct us in these
matters, seeing that those things which happened on themountain
cannot be disclosed at this time.”

2 And Jesus answered omas, saying: “Everything which your
brethren heard on themountain shall be revealed to you in due sea-
son. But I will now show you the cause of your defeat in that which
you so unwisely attempted. While your Master and his compan-
ions, your brethren, ascended yonder mountain yesterday to seek
for a larger knowledge of the Father’s will and to ask for a richer
endowment of wisdom effectively to do that divine will, you who
remained on watch here with instructions to strive to acquire the
mind of spiritual insight and to pray with us for a fuller revelation
of the Father’s will, failed to exercise the faith at your command
but, instead, yielded to the temptation and fell into your old evil
tendencies to seek for yourselves preferred places in the kingdom
of heaven — the material and temporal kingdom which you per-
sist in contemplating. And you cling to these erroneous concepts
in spite of the reiterated declaration that my kingdom is not of this
world.

3 “No sooner does your faith grasp the identity of the Son of
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Man than your sel sh desire for worldly preferment creeps back
upon you, and you fall to discussing among yourselves as to who
should be greatest in the kingdom of heaven, a kingdom which, as
you persist in conceiving it, does not exist, nor ever shall. Have not
I told you that he who would be greatest in the kingdom of my Fa-
ther’s spiritual brotherhoodmust become little in his own eyes and
thus become the server of his brethren? Spiritual greatness consists
in an understanding love that is Godlike and not in an enjoyment
of the exercise of material power for the exaltation of self. In what
you attempted, in which you so completely failed, your purpose
was not pure. Your motive was not divine. Your ideal was not spir-
itual. Your ambition was not altruistic. Your procedure was not
based on love, and your goal of attainment was not the will of the
Father in heaven.

4 “How long will it take you to learn that you cannot time-
shorten the course of established natural phenomena except when
such things are in accordance with the Father’s will? nor can you
do spiritual work in the absence of spiritual power. And you can
do neither of these, even when their potential is present, without
the existence of that third and essential human factor, the personal
experience of the possession of living faith. Must you always have
material manifestations as an attraction for the spiritual realities
of the kingdom? Can you not grasp the spirit signi cance of my
mission without the visible exhibition of unusual works? When
can you be depended upon to adhere to the higher and spiritual re-
alities of the kingdom regardless of the outward appearance of all
material manifestations?”

5 When Jesus had thus spoken to the 12, he added: “And now
go to your rest, for on themorrowwe return toMagadan and there
take counsel concerning our mission to the cities and villages of
the Decapolis. And in the conclusion of this day’s experience, let
me declare to each of you that which I spoke to your brethren on
the mountain, and let these words nd a deep lodgement in your
hearts: e Son of Man now enters upon the last phase of the be-
stowal. We are about to begin those labours which shall presently
lead to the great and nal testing of your faith and devotionwhen I
shall be delivered into the hands of the men who seek my destruc-
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tion. And remember what I am saying to you: e Son ofManwill
be put to death, but he shall rise again.”

6 ey retired for the night, sorrowful. ey were bewildered;
they could not comprehend these words. And while they were
afraid to ask aught concerning what he had said, they did recall all
of it subsequent to his resurrection.

7. PETER’S PROTEST
1 Early thisWednesdaymorning Jesus and the 12 departed from

Caesarea-Philippi for Magadan Park near Bethsaida-Julias. e
apostles had slept very little that night, so they were up early and
ready to go. Even the stolid Alpheus twins had been shocked by
this talk about the death of Jesus. As they journeyed south, just be-
yond the Waters of Merom they came to the Damascus road, and
desiring to avoid the scribes and others whom Jesus knew would
presently be coming along a er them, he directed that they go on
toCapernaumby theDamascus roadwhichpasses throughGalilee.
And he did this because he knew that thosewho followed a er him
would go on down over the east Jordan road since they reckoned
that Jesus and the apostles would fear to pass through the territory
of Herod Antipas. Jesus sought to elude his critics and the crowd
which followed him that he might be alone with his apostles this
day.

2 ey travelled on through Galilee until well past the time for
their lunch, when they stopped in the shade to refresh themselves.
And a er they had partaken of food, Andrew, speaking to Jesus,
said: “Master, my brethren do not comprehend your deep sayings.
Wehave come fully to believe that you are the SonofGod, andnow
we hear these strange words about leaving us, about dying. We do
not understand your teaching. Are you speaking to us in parables?
We pray you to speak to us directly and in undisguised form.”

3 In answer to Andrew, Jesus said: “My brethren, it is because
you have confessed that I am the Son of God that I am constrained
to begin to unfold to you the truth about the end of the bestowal
of the Son of Man on earth. You insist on clinging to the belief
that I am the Messiah, and you will not abandon the idea that the
Messiahmust sit upon a throne in Jerusalem; wherefore do I persist
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in telling you that the Son of Man must presently go to Jerusalem,
suffer many things, be rejected by the scribes, the elders, and the
chief priests, and a er all this be killed and raised from the dead.
And I speak not a parable to you; I speak the truth to you that you
may be prepared for these events when they suddenly come upon
us.” And while he was yet speaking, Simon Peter, rushing impetu-
ously toward him, laid his hand upon the Master’s shoulder and
said: “Master, be it far from us to contend with you, but I declare
that these things shall never happen to you.”

4 Peter spoke thus because he loved Jesus; but the Master’s hu-
man nature recognized in these words of well-meant affection the
subtle suggestion of temptation that he change his policy of pursu-
ing to the end his earth bestowal in accordance with the will of his
Paradise Father. And it was because he detected the danger of per-
mitting the suggestions of even his affectionate and loyal friends
to dissuade him, that he turned upon Peter and the other apostles,
saying: “Get you behind me. You savour of the spirit of the adver-
sary, the tempter. When you talk in this manner, you are not on
my side but rather on the side of our enemy. In this way do you
make your love for me a stumbling block to my doing the Father’s
will. Mind not the ways of men but rather the will of God.”

5 A er they had recovered from the rst shock of Jesus’ stinging
rebuke, and before they resumed their journey, the Master spoke
further: “If any man would come a er me, let him disregard him-
self, take up his responsibilities daily, and follow me. For whoso-
ever would save his life sel shly, shall lose it, but whosoever loses
his life formy sake and the gospel’s, shall save it. What does it pro t
a man to gain the whole world and lose his own soul? What would
a man give in exchange for eternal life? Be not ashamed of me and
my words in this sinful and hypocritical generation, even as I will
not be ashamed to acknowledge you when in glory I appear before
my Father in the presence of all the celestial hosts. Nevertheless,
many of you now standing before me shall not taste death till you
see this kingdom of God come with power.”

6 And thus did Jesus make plain to the 12 the painful and con-
ictingpathwhich theymust tread if theywould followhim. What

a shock thesewordswere to theseGalilean shermenwhopersisted
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in dreaming of an earthly kingdom with positions of honour for
themselves! But their loyal hearts were stirred by this courageous
appeal, and not one of them was minded to forsake him. Jesus was
not sending them alone into the con ict; he was leading them. He
asked only that they bravely follow.

7 Slowly the 12were grasping the idea that Jesuswas telling them
something about the possibility of his dying. ey only vaguely
comprehended what he said about his death, while his statement
about rising from the dead utterly failed to register in their minds.
As the days passed, Peter, James, and John, recalling their experi-
ence upon the mount of the trans guration, arrived at a fuller un-
derstanding of certain of these matters.

8 In all the association of the 12 with their Master, only a few
times did they see that ashing eye and hear such swi words of
rebuke as were administered to Peter and the rest of them on this
occasion. Jesus had always been patient with their human short-
comings, but not sowhen faced by an impending threat against the
program of implicitly carrying out his Father’s will regarding the
remainder of his earth career. e apostles were literally stunned;
they were amazed and horri ed. ey could not nd words to ex-
press their sorrow. Slowly they began to realize what the Master
must endure, and that theymust go through these experiences with
him, but they did not awaken to the reality of these coming events
until long a er these early hints of the impending tragedy of his
latter days.

9 In silence Jesus and the 12 started for their camp at Maga-
dan Park, going by way of Capernaum. As the a ernoon wore on,
though they did not converse with Jesus, they talked much among
themselves while Andrew talked with the Master.

8. AT PETER’S HOUSE
1 Entering Capernaum at twilight, they went by unfrequented

thoroughfares directly to the home of Simon Peter for their
evening meal. While David Zebedee made ready to take them
across the lake, they lingered at Simon’s house, and Jesus, looking
up at Peter and the other apostles, asked: “As you walked along to-
gether this a ernoon, whatwas it that you talked about so earnestly
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among yourselves?” e apostles held their peace because many of
them had continued the discussion begun at Mount Hermon as
to what positions they were to have in the coming kingdom; who
should be the greatest, and so on. Jesus, knowing what it was that
occupied their thoughts that day, beckoned to one of Peter’s little
ones and, setting the child down among them, said: “Verily, verily, I
say to you, except you turn about and become more like this child,
you will make little progress in the kingdom of heaven. Whoso-
ever shall humble himself and become as this little one, the same
shall become greatest in the kingdom of heaven. And whoso re-
ceives such a little one receives me. And they who receive me re-
ceive also Him who sent me. If you would be rst in the kingdom,
seek to minister these good truths to your brethren in the esh.
But whosoever causes one of these little ones to stumble, it would
be better for him if a millstone were hanged about his neck and
he were cast into the sea. If the things you do with your hands, or
the things you see with your eyes give offence in the progress of the
kingdom, sacri ce these cherished idols, for it is better to enter the
kingdom minus many of the beloved things of life rather than to
cling to these idols and nd yourself shut out of the kingdom. But
most of all, see that you despise not one of these little ones, for their
angels do always behold the faces of the heavenly hosts.”

2 When Jesus had nished speaking, they entered the boat and
sailed across to Magadan.



PAPER №159
THE DECAPOLIS TOUR

Midwayer Commission

WHEN Jesus and the 12 arrived at Magadan Park, they
found awaiting them a group of almost 100 evange-
lists and disciples, including the women’s corps, and

they were ready immediately to begin the teaching and preaching
tour of the cities of the Decapolis.

2 On this ursday morning, August 18, the Master called his
followers together and directed that each of the apostles should as-
sociate himself with one of the 12 evangelists, and that with oth-
ers of the evangelists they should go out in 12 groups to labour in
the cities and villages of the Decapolis. e women’s corps and
others of the disciples he directed to remain with him. Jesus al-
lotted four weeks to this tour, instructing his followers to return
to Magadan not later than Friday, September 16. He promised
to visit them o en during this time. In the course of this month
these 12 groups laboured in Gerasa, Gamala, Hippos, Zaphon,
Gadara, Abila, Edrei, Philadelphia, Heshbon, Dium, Scythopolis,
andmany other cities. roughout this tour nomiracles of healing
or other extraordinary events occurred.

1. THE SERMON ON FORGIVENESS
1 One evening atHippos, in answer to a disciple’s question, Jesus

taught the lesson on forgiveness. Said the Master:
2 ¶ “If a kindhearted man has 100 sheep and 1 of them goes

astray, does he not immediately leave the 99 and go out in search
of the 1 that has gone astray? And if he is a good shepherd, will
he not keep up his quest for the lost sheep until he nds it? And
then, when the shepherd has found his lost sheep, he lays it over his
shoulder and, going home rejoicing, calls to his friends and neigh-
bours, ‘Rejoice with me, for I have found my sheep that was lost.’ I
declare that there ismore joy in heaven over one sinnerwho repents
than over 99 righteous persons who need no repentance. Even so,
it is not the will of my Father in heaven that one of these little ones
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should go astray,much less that they should perish. In your religion
God may receive repentant sinners; in the gospel of the kingdom
the Father goes forth to nd them even before they have seriously
thought of repentance.

3 “ e Father in heaven loves his children, and therefore should
you learn to love one another; the Father in heaven forgives you
your sins; therefore should you learn to forgive one another. If your
brother sins against you, go to him andwith tact and patience show
himhis fault. And do all this between you and him alone. If he will
listen to you, then have you won your brother. But if your brother
will not hear you, if he persists in the error of his way, go again
to him, taking with you one or two mutual friends that you may
thus have two or even three witnesses to con rm your testimony
and establish the fact that you have dealt justly andmercifully with
your offending brother. Now if he refuses to hear your brethren,
you may tell the whole story to the congregation, and then, if he
refuses to hear the brotherhood, let them take such action as they
deemwise; let such an unrulymember become an outcast from the
kingdom. While you cannot pretend to sit in judgment on the
souls of your fellows, and while you may not forgive sins or oth-
erwise presume to usurp the prerogatives of the supervisors of the
heavenly hosts, at the same time, it has been committed to your
hands that you shouldmaintain temporal order in the kingdom on
earth. While youmay notmeddle with the divine decrees concern-
ing eternal life, you shall determine the issues of conduct as they
concern the temporal welfare of the brotherhood on earth. And
so, in all these matters connected with the discipline of the broth-
erhood, whatsoever you shall decree on earth, shall be recognized
in heaven. Although you cannot determine the eternal fate of the
individual, you may legislate regarding the conduct of the group,
for, where two or three of you agree concerning any of these things
and ask of me, it shall be done for you if your petition is not in-
consistent with the will of my Father in heaven. And all this is ever
true, for, where two or three believers are gathered together, there
am I in the midst of them.”

4 ¶ Simon Peter was the apostle in charge of the workers at Hip-
pos, and when he heard Jesus thus speak, he asked: “Lord, how of-
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ten shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive him? Until 7
times?” And Jesus answered Peter: “Not only 7 times but even to
70 times and 7. erefore may the kingdom of heaven be likened
to a certain king who ordered a nancial reckoning with his stew-
ards. And when they had begun to conduct this examination of
accounts, one of his chief retainers was brought before him con-
fessing that he owed his king 10,000 talents. Now this officer of the
king’s court pleaded that hard times had come upon him, and that
he did not have wherewith to pay this obligation. And so the king
commanded that his property be con scated, and that his children
be sold to pay his debt. When this chief steward heard this stern
decree, he fell down on his face before the king and implored him
to have mercy and grant him more time, saying, ‘Lord, have a little
more patience with me, and I will pay you all.’ And when the king
looked upon this negligent servant and his family, he was moved
with compassion. He ordered that he should be released, and that
the loan should be wholly forgiven.

5 “And this chief steward, having thus received mercy and for-
giveness at the hands of the king, went about his business, and
nding one of his subordinate stewards who owed him a mere 100

denarii, he laid hold upon him and, taking him by the throat, said,
‘Pay me all you owe.’ And then did this fellow steward fall down
before the chief steward and, beseeching him, said: ‘Only have pa-
tiencewithme, and Iwill presently be able to pay you.’ But the chief
steward would not show mercy to his fellow steward but rather
had him cast in prison until he should pay his debt. When his fel-
low servants saw what had happened, they were so distressed that
they went and told their lord and master, the king. When the king
heard of the doings of his chief steward, he called this ungrateful
and unforgiving man before him and said: ‘You are a wicked and
unworthy steward. When you sought for compassion, I freely for-
gave you your entire debt. Why did you not also show mercy to
your fellow steward, even as I showed mercy to you?’ And the king
was so very angry that he delivered his ungrateful chief steward to
the jailers that they might hold him until he had paid all that was
due. And even so shall my heavenly Father show the more abun-
dant mercy to those who freely show mercy to their fellows. How
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can you come to God asking consideration for your shortcomings
when you are wont to chastise your brethren for being guilty of
these same human frailties? I say to all of you: Freely you have re-
ceived the good things of the kingdom; therefore freely give to your
fellows on earth.”

6 ¶ us did Jesus teach the dangers and illustrate the unfairness
of sitting in personal judgment upon one’s fellows. Disciplinemust
be maintained, justice must be administered, but in all these mat-
ters the wisdom of the brotherhood should prevail. Jesus invested
legislative and judicial authority in the group, not in the individual.
Even this investment of authority in the group must not be exer-
cised as personal authority. ere is always danger that the verdict
of an individual may be warped by prejudice or distorted by pas-
sion. Group judgment is more likely to remove the dangers and
eliminate the unfairness of personal bias. Jesus sought always to
minimize the elements of unfairness, retaliation, and vengeance.

7 ¶ [ e use of the term 77 as an illustration of mercy and for-
bearance was derived from the Scriptures referring to Lamech’s ex-
ultation because of the metal weapons of his son Tubal-Cain, who,
comparing these superior instruments with those of his enemies,
exclaimed: “If Cain, with no weapon in his hand, was avenged 7
times, I shall now be avenged 77.”]

2. THE STRANGE PREACHER
1 Jesus went over to Gamala to visit John and those who worked

with him at that place. at evening, a er the session of questions
and answers, John said to Jesus: “Master, yesterday I went over to
Ashtaroth to see a man who was teaching in your name and even
claiming to be able to cast out devils. Now this fellow had never
been with us, neither does he follow a er us; therefore I forbade
him to do such things.” en said Jesus: “Forbid him not. Do you
not perceive that this gospel of the kingdom shall presently be pro-
claimed in all the world? How can you expect that all who will be-
lieve the gospel shall be subject to your direction? Rejoice that al-
ready our teaching has begun to manifest itself beyond the bounds
of our personal in uence. Do you not see, John, that those who
profess to do great works in my name must eventually support our
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cause? ey certainly will not be quick to speak evil ofme. My son,
in matters of this sort it would be better for you to reckon that he
who is not against us is for us. In the generations to comemanywho
are not wholly worthywill domany strange things inmy name, but
I will not forbid them. I tell you that, even when a cup of cold wa-
ter is given to a thirsty soul, the Father’s messengers shall evermake
record of such a service of love.”

2 is instruction greatly perplexed John. Had he not heard the
Master say, “He who is not withme is against me”? And he did not
perceive that in this case Jesus was referring to man’s personal rela-
tion to the spiritual teachings of the kingdom, while in the other
case reference was made to the outward and far- ung social rela-
tions of believers regarding the questions of administrative control
and the jurisdictionof one groupof believers over theworkof other
groups which would eventually compose the forthcoming world-
wide brotherhood.

3 But John o entimes recounted this experience in connection
with his subsequent labours in behalf of the kingdom. Neverthe-
less, many times did the apostles take offence at those who made
bold to teach in the Master’s name. To them it always seemed in-
appropriate that those who had never sat at Jesus’ feet should dare
to teach in his name.

4 ismanwhom John forbade to teach andwork in Jesus’ name
did not heed the apostle’s injunction. Hewent right onwith his ef-
forts and raised up a considerable company of believers at Kanata
before going on into Mesopotamia. is man, Aden, had been led
to believe in Jesus through the testimony of the demented man
whom Jesus healed near Kheresa, and who so con dently believed
that the supposed evil spirits which the Master cast out of him en-
tered the herd of swine and rushed them headlong over the cliff to
their destruction.

3. INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS AND BELIEVERS
1 At Edrei, where omas and his associates laboured, Jesus

spent a day and a night and, in the course of the evening’s discus-
sion, gave expression to the principles which should guide those
who preach truth, and which should activate all who teach the
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gospel of the kingdom. Summarized and restated in modern
phraseology, Jesus taught:

2 ¶ Always respect the personality of man. Never should a righ-
teous cause be promoted by force; spiritual victories can be won
only by spiritual power. is injunction against the employment
of material in uences refers to psychic force as well as to physical
force. Overpowering arguments and mental superiority are not to
be employed to coerce men and women into the kingdom. Man’s
mind is not to be crushed by the mere weight of logic or overawed
by shrewd eloquence. While emotion as a factor in human deci-
sions cannot be wholly eliminated, it should not be directly ap-
pealed to in the teachings of those whowould advance the cause of
the kingdom. Make your appeals directly to the divine spirit that
dwells within the minds of men. Do not appeal to fear, pity, or
mere sentiment. In appealing to men, be fair; exercise self-control
and exhibit due restraint; show proper respect for the personalities
of your pupils. Remember that I have said: “Behold, I stand at the
door and knock, and if any man will open, I will come in.”

3 In bringing men into the kingdom, do not lessen or destroy
their self-respect. While overmuch self-respect may destroy proper
humility and end in pride, conceit, and arrogance, the loss of self-
respect o en ends in paralysis of the will. It is the purpose of this
gospel to restore self-respect to those who have lost it and to re-
strain it in those who have it. Make not the mistake of only con-
demning the wrongs in the lives of your pupils; remember also to
accord generous recognition for the most praiseworthy things in
their lives. Forget not that I will stop at nothing to restore self-re-
spect to those who have lost it, and who really desire to regain it.

4 Take care that you do not wound the self-respect of timid and
fearful souls. Do not indulge in sarcasm at the expense of my sim-
ple-minded brethren. Be not cynical with my fear-ridden chil-
dren. Idleness is destructive of self-respect; therefore, admonish
your brethren ever to keep busy at their chosen tasks, and put forth
every effort to secure work for those who nd themselves without
employment.

5 Never be guilty of such unworthy tactics as endeavouring to
frighten men and women into the kingdom. A loving father does
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not frightenhis children into yielding obedience to his just require-
ments.

6 Sometime the children of the kingdom will realize that strong
feelings of emotion are not equivalent to the leadings of the divine
spirit. Tobe strongly and strangely impressed todo something or to
go to a certain place, does not necessarily mean that such impulses
are the leadings of the indwelling spirit.

7 Forewarn all believers regarding the fringe of con ict which
must be traversed by all who pass from the life as it is lived in the
esh to the higher life as it is lived in the spirit. To those who live

quite wholly within either realm, there is little con ict or confu-
sion, but all are doomed to experiencemore or less uncertainty dur-
ing the times of transition between the two levels of living. In en-
tering the kingdom, you cannot escape its responsibilities or avoid
its obligations, but remember: e gospel yoke is easy and the bur-
den of truth is light.

8 e world is lled with hungry souls who famish in the very
presence of the bread of life; men die searching for the very God
who lives within them. Men seek for the treasures of the kingdom
with yearning hearts and weary feet when they are all within the
immediate grasp of living faith. Faith is to religion what sails are to
a ship; it is an addition of power, not an added burden of life. ere
is but one struggle for those who enter the kingdom, and that is to
ght the good ght of faith. e believer has only one battle, and

that is against doubt — unbelief.
9 In preaching the gospel of the kingdom, you are simply teach-

ing friendship with God. And this fellowship will appeal alike to
men and women in that both will nd that which most truly sat-
is es their characteristic longings and ideals. Tell my children that
I am not only tender of their feelings and patient with their frail-
ties, but that I am also ruthless with sin and intolerant of iniquity.
I am indeed meek and humble in the presence of my Father, but I
amequally and relentlessly inexorablewhere there is deliberate evil-
doing and sinful rebellion against the will of my Father in heaven.˚

3.9. …there is deliberate evildoing and sinful rebellion… See note at 147:4.2.
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10 You shall not portray your teacher as a man of sorrows. Future
generations shall know also the radiance of our joy, the buoyance
of our good will, and the inspiration of our good humour. We pro-
claim a message of good news which is infectious in its transform-
ing power. Our religion is throbbing with new life and new mean-
ings. ose who accept this teaching are lled with joy and in their
hearts are constrained to rejoice evermore. Increasing happiness is
always the experience of all who are certain about God.

11 Teach all believers to avoid leaning upon the insecure props
of false sympathy. You cannot develop strong characters out of
the indulgence of self-pity; honestly endeavour to avoid the decep-
tive in uence of mere fellowship in misery. Extend sympathy to
the brave and courageous while you withhold overmuch pity from
those cowardly souls who only half-heartedly stand up before the
trials of living. Offer not consolation to those who lie down before
their troubleswithout a struggle. Sympathize notwith your fellows
merely that they may sympathize with you in return.

12 ¶ When my children once become self-conscious of the assur-
ance of the divine presence, such a faith will expand the mind, en-
noble the soul, reinforce the personality, augment the happiness,
deepen the spirit perception, and enhance the power to love and
be loved.

13 Teach all believers that those who enter the kingdom are not
thereby rendered immune to the accidents of time or to the ordi-
nary catastrophes of nature. Believing the gospel will not prevent
getting into trouble, but it will ensure that you shall be una aid
when trouble does overtake you. If you dare to believe in me and
wholeheartedly proceed to follow a erme, you shallmost certainly
by so doing enter upon the sure pathway to trouble. I do not prom-
ise to deliver you from the waters of adversity, but I do promise to
go with you through all of them.

14 ¶ Andmuchmore did Jesus teach this groupof believers before
they made ready for the night’s sleep. And they who heard these
sayings treasured them in their hearts and did o en recite them for
the edi cation of the apostles and disciples who were not present
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when they were spoken.

4. THE TALK WITH NATHANIEL
1 And then went Jesus over to Abila, where Nathaniel and his

associates laboured. Nathaniel was much bothered by some of Je-
sus’ pronouncements which seemed to detract from the authority
of the recognized Hebrew scriptures. Accordingly, on this night,
a er the usual period of questions and answers, Nathaniel took Je-
sus away from the others and asked: “Master, could you trust me
to know the truth about the Scriptures? I observe that you teach us
only a portion of the sacredwritings— the best as I view it— and I
infer that you reject the teachings of the rabbis to the effect that the
words of the law are the very words of God, having been with God
in heaven even before the times of Abraham and Moses. What is
the truth about the Scriptures?” When Jesus heard the question of
his bewildered apostle, he answered:

2 ¶ “Nathaniel, you have rightly judged; I do not regard the
Scriptures as do the rabbis. I will talk with you about this matter
on condition that you do not relate these things to your brethren,
who are not all prepared to receive this teaching. e words of the
law of Moses and the teachings of the Scriptures were not in ex-
istence before Abraham. Only in recent times have the Scriptures
been gathered together as we now have them. While they contain
the best of the higher thoughts and longings of the Jewish people,
they also contain much that is far from being representative of the
character and teachings of the Father in heaven; wherefore must I
choose from among the better teachings those truths which are to
be gleaned for the gospel of the kingdom.

3 “ ese writings are the work of men, some of them holy men,
others not so holy. e teachings of these books represent the views
and extent of enlightenment of the times in which they had their
origin. As a revelation of truth, the last are more dependable than
the rst. e Scriptures are faulty and altogether human in origin,
but mistake not, they do constitute the best collection of religious
wisdom and spiritual truth to be found in all the world at this time.

4 “Many of these books were not written by the persons whose
names they bear, but that in no way detracts from the value of the
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truths which they contain. If the story of Jonah should not be a
fact, even if Jonah had never lived, still would the profound truth
of this narrative, the love ofGod forNineveh and the so-called hea-
then, be none the less precious in the eyes of all those who love
their fellow men. e Scriptures are sacred because they present
the thoughts and acts ofmenwhowere searching forGod, andwho
in these writings le on record their highest concepts of righteous-
ness, truth, and holiness. e Scriptures contain much that is true,
verymuch, but in the light of your present teaching, you know that
these writings also contain much that is misrepresentative of the
Father in heaven, the loving God I have come to reveal to all the
worlds.

5 “Nathaniel, never permit yourself for one moment to believe
the Scripture records which tell you that the God of love directed
your forefathers to go forth in battle to slay all their enemies —
men, women, and children. Such records are thewords ofmen, not
very holymen, and they are not theword ofGod. e Scriptures al-
ways have, and always will, re ect the intellectual, moral, and spir-
itual status of those who create them. Have you not noted that
the concepts of Yahweh grow in beauty and glory as the prophets
make their records fromSamuel to Isaiah? And you should remem-
ber that the Scriptures are intended for religious instruction and
spiritual guidance. ey are not the works of either historians or
philosophers.

6 “ e thingmost deplorable is notmerely this erroneous idea of
the absolute perfection of the Scripture record and the infallibility
of its teachings, but rather the confusingmisinterpretation of these
sacred writings by the tradition-enslaved scribes and Pharisees at
Jerusalem. And now will they employ both the doctrine of the in-
spiration of the Scriptures and their misinterpretations thereof in
their determined effort to withstand these newer teachings of the
gospel of the kingdom. Nathaniel, never forget, the Father does
not limit the revelation of truth to any one generation or to any
one people. Many earnest seekers a er the truth have been, and
will continue to be, confused and disheartened by these doctrines
of the perfection of the Scriptures.

7 “ e authority of truth is the very spirit that indwells its liv-
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ing manifestations, and not the dead words of the less illuminated
and supposedly inspired men of another generation. And even if
these holymen of old lived inspired and spirit- lled lives, that does
notmean that theirwordswere similarly spiritually inspired. Today
we make no record of the teachings of this gospel of the kingdom
lest, when I have gone, you speedily become divided up into sundry
groups of truth contenders as a result of the diversity of your inter-
pretation of my teachings. For this generation it is best that we live
these truths while we shun the making of records.

8 “Mark you well my words, Nathaniel, nothing which human
nature has touched can be regarded as infallible. rough themind
of man divine truth may indeed shine forth, but always of relative
purity and partial divinity. e creature may crave infallibility, but
only the Creators possess it.

9 “But the greatest error of the teaching about the Scriptures is
the doctrine of their being sealed books of mystery and wisdom
which only the wise minds of the nation dare to interpret. e rev-
elations of divine truth are not sealed except by human ignorance,
bigotry, and narrow-minded intolerance. e light of the Scrip-
tures is only dimmed by prejudice and darkened by superstition.
A false fear of sacredness has prevented religion from being safe-
guarded by common sense. e fear of the authority of the sacred
writings of the past effectively prevents the honest souls of today
from accepting the new light of the gospel, the light which these
very God-knowing men of another generation so intensely longed
to see.

10 “But the saddest feature of all is the fact that some of the teach-
ers of the sanctity of this traditionalism know this very truth. ey
more or less fully understand these limitations of Scripture, but
they are moral cowards, intellectually dishonest. ey know the
truth regarding the sacred writings, but they prefer to withhold
such disturbing facts from the people. And thus do they pervert
and distort the Scriptures, making them the guide to slavish details
of the daily life and an authority in things nonspiritual instead of
appealing to the sacred writings as the repository of the moral wis-
dom, religious inspiration, and the spiritual teaching of the God-
knowing men of other generations.”
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11 ¶ Nathaniel was enlightened, and shocked, by the Master’s
pronouncement. He long pondered this talk in the depths of his
soul, but he told no man concerning this conference until a er Je-
sus’ ascension; and even then he feared to impart the full story of
the Master’s instruction.

5. THE POSITIVE NATURE OF JESUS’ RELIGION
1 At Philadelphia, where James was working, Jesus taught the

disciples about the positive nature of the gospel of the kingdom.
When, in the course of his remarks, he intimated that some parts of
the Scripture were more truth-containing than others and admon-
ished his hearers to feed their souls upon the best of the spiritual
food, James interrupted the Master, asking: “Would you be good
enough,Master, to suggest to us howwemay choose the better pas-
sages from the Scriptures for our personal edi cation?” And Jesus
replied: “Yes, James, when you read the Scriptures look for those
eternally true and divinely beautiful teachings, such as:

2 “Create in me a clean heart, O Lord.
3 ¶ “ e Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
4 ¶ “You should love your neighbour as yourself.
5 ¶ “For I, the Lord your God, will hold your right hand, saying,

fear not; I will help you.
6 ¶ “Neither shall the nations learn war any more.”
7 ¶ And this is illustrative of the way Jesus, day by day, appro-

priated the cream of the Hebrew scriptures for the instruction of
his followers and for inclusion in the teachings of the new gospel
of the kingdom. Other religions had suggested the thought of the
nearness of God to man, but Jesus made the care of God for man
like the solicitude of a loving father for the welfare of his depen-
dent children and then made this teaching the cornerstone of his
religion. And thus did the doctrine of the fatherhood ofGodmake
imperative the practice of the brotherhood ofman. e worship of
God and the service of man became the sum and substance of his
religion. Jesus took the best of the Jewish religion and translated it
to a worthy setting in the new teachings of the gospel of the king-
dom.
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8 Jesus put the spirit of positive action into the passive doctrines
of the Jewish religion. In the place of negative compliance with
ceremonial requirements, Jesus enjoined the positive doing of that
which his new religion required of those who accepted it. Jesus’ re-
ligion consisted notmerely in believing, but in actually doing, those
thingswhich the gospel required. He did not teach that the essence
of his religion consisted in social service, but rather that social ser-
vice was one of the certain effects of the possession of the spirit of
true religion.

9 Jesus did not hesitate to appropriate the better half of a Scrip-
ture while he repudiated the lesser portion. His great exhorta-
tion, “Love your neighbour as yourself,” he took from the Scrip-
ture which reads: “You shall not take vengeance against the chil-
dren of your people, but you shall love your neighbour as yourself.”
Jesus appropriated the positive portion of this Scripture while re-
jecting the negative part. He even opposed negative or purely pas-
sive nonresistance. Said he: “When an enemy smites you on one
cheek, do not stand there dumb and passive but in positive atti-
tude turn the other; that is, do the best thing possible actively to
lead your brother in error away from the evil paths into the better
ways of righteous living.” Jesus required his followers to react pos-
itively and aggressively to every life situation. e turning of the
other cheek, or whatever act that may typify, demands initiative,
necessitates vigorous, active, and courageous expression of the be-
liever’s personality.

10 Jesus did not advocate the practice of negative submission to
the indignities of those who might purposely seek to impose upon
the practitioners of nonresistance to evil, but rather that his fol-
lowers should be wise and alert in the quick and positive reaction
of good to evil to the end that they might effectively overcome evil
with good. Forget not, the truly good is invariably more powerful
than the most malignant evil. e Master taught a positive stan-
dard of righteousness: “Whosoever wishes to be my disciple, let
him disregard himself and take up the full measure of his respon-
sibilities daily to follow me.” And he so lived himself in that “he
went about doing good.” And this aspect of the gospel was well il-
lustrated by many parables which he later spoke to his followers.
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He never exhorted his followers patiently to bear their obligations
but ratherwith energy and enthusiasm to live up to the fullmeasure
of their human responsibilities and divine privileges in the king-
dom of God.

11 When Jesus instructed his apostles that they should, when one
unjustly took away the coat, offer the other garment, he referred
not so much to a literal second coat as to the idea of doing some-
thing positive to save thewrongdoer in the place of the olden advice
to retaliate— “an eye for an eye” and so on. Jesus abhorred the idea
either of retaliation or of becoming just a passive sufferer or victim
of injustice. On this occasionhe taught them the threeways of con-
tending with, and resisting, evil:

12 1. To return evil for evil — the positive but unrighteous
method.

13 2. To suffer evil without complaint and without resistance
— the purely negative method.

14 3. To return good for evil, to assert the will so as to become
master of the situation, to overcome evil with good — the positive
and righteous method.

15 ¶ One of the apostles once asked: “Master, what should I do if
a stranger forced me to carry his pack for a mile?” Jesus answered:
“Do not sit down and sigh for relief while you berate the stranger
under your breath. Righteousness comes not from such passive at-
titudes. If you can think of nothingmore effectively positive to do,
you can at least carry the pack a secondmile. atwill of a certainty
challenge the unrighteous and ungodly stranger.”

16 e Jews had heard of a God who would forgive repentant
sinners and try to forget their misdeeds, but not until Jesus came,
did men hear about a God who went in search of lost sheep, who
took the initiative in looking for sinners, and who rejoiced when
he found them willing to return to the Father’s house. is pos-
itive note in religion Jesus extended even to his prayers. And he
converted the negative golden rule into a positive admonition of
human fairness.

17 In all his teaching Jesus unfailingly avoided distracting details.
He shunned owery language and avoided themere poetic imagery
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of a play upon words. He habitually put large meanings into small
expressions. For purposes of illustration Jesus reversed the current
meanings ofmany terms, such as salt, leaven, shing, and little chil-
dren. He most effectively employed the antithesis, comparing the
minute to the in nite and so on. His pictures were striking, such
as, “ e blind leading the blind.” But the greatest strength to be
found in his illustrative teaching was its naturalness. Jesus brought
the philosophy of religion from heaven down to earth. He por-
trayed the elemental needs of the soul with a new insight and a new
bestowal of affection.

6. THE RETURN TO MAGADAN
1 e mission of four weeks in the Decapolis was moderately

successful. Hundreds of souls were received into the kingdom, and
the apostles and evangelists had a valuable experience in carrying
on their work without the inspiration of the immediate personal
presence of Jesus.

2 On Friday, September 16, the entire corps of workers assem-
bled by prearrangement at Magadan Park. On the Sabbath day a
council of more than 100 believers was held at which the future
plans for extending thework of the kingdomwere fully considered.

e messengers of David were present and made reports concern-
ing the welfare of the believers throughout Judea, Samaria, Galilee,
and adjoining districts.

3 Few of Jesus’ followers at this time fully appreciated the great
value of the services of the messenger corps. Not only did the mes-
sengers keep the believers throughout Palestine in touch with each
other and with Jesus and the apostles, but during these dark days
they also served as collectors of funds, not only for the sustenance
of Jesus and his associates, but also for the support of the families
of the 12 apostles and the 12 evangelists.

4 About this time Abnermoved his base of operations fromHe-
bron to Bethlehem, and this latter place was also the headquarters
in Judea forDavid’smessengers. Davidmaintained anovernight re-
laymessenger service between Jerusalem andBethsaida. ese run-
ners le Jerusalem each evening, relaying at Sychar and Scythopo-
lis, arriving in Bethsaida by breakfast time the next morning.
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5 Jesus and his associates now prepared to take a week’s rest be-
fore theymade ready to start upon the last epoch of their labours in
behalf of the kingdom. is was their last rest, for the Perean mis-
sion developed into a campaign of preaching and teaching which
extended right on down to the time of their arrival at Jerusalem and
of the enactment of the closing episodes of Jesus’ earth career.



PAPER №160
RODAN OF ALEXANDRIA

Midwayer Commission

ON SUNDAY morning, September 18, Andrew an-
nounced that no work would be planned for the coming
week. All of the apostles, except Nathaniel and omas,

went home to visit their families or to sojourn with friends. is
week Jesus enjoyed a period of almost complete rest, butNathaniel
and omas were very busy with their discussions with a certain
Greek philosopher from Alexandria named Rodan. is Greek
had recently become a disciple of Jesus through the teaching of
one of Abner’s associates who had conducted a mission at Alexan-
dria. Rodan was now earnestly engaged in the task of harmoniz-
ing his philosophy of life with Jesus’ new religious teachings, and
he had come to Magadan hoping that the Master would talk these
problems over with him. He also desired to secure a rsthand and
authoritative version of the gospel from either Jesus or one of his
apostles. ough the Master declined to enter into such a confer-
ence with Rodan, he did receive him graciously and immediately
directed that Nathaniel and omas should listen to all he had to
say and tell him about the gospel in return.

1. RODAN’S GREEK PHILOSOPHY
1 Early Monday morning, Rodan began a series of ten addresses

to Nathaniel, omas, and a group of some two dozen believers
who chanced to be at Magadan. ese talks, condensed, com-
bined, and restated in modern phraseology, present the following
thoughts for consideration:

2 ¶ Human life consists in three great drives — urges, desires,
and lures. Strong character, commanding personality, is only ac-
quired by converting the natural urge of life into the social art
of living, by transforming present desires into those higher long-
ings which are capable of lasting attainment, while the common-
place lure of existence must be transferred from one’s conventional
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and established ideas to the higher realms of unexplored ideas and
undiscovered ideals.

3 emore complex civilization becomes, themore difficult will
become the art of living. e more rapid the changes in social us-
age, the more complicated will become the task of character devel-
opment. Every ten generations mankind must learn anew the art
of living if progress is to continue. And if man becomes so inge-
nious that he more rapidly adds to the complexities of society, the
art of living will need to be remastered in less time, perhaps every
single generation. If the evolution of the art of living fails to keep
pace with the technique of existence, humanity will quickly revert
to the simple urge of living — the attainment of the satisfaction of
present desires. us will humanity remain immature; society will
fail in growing up to full maturity.

4 Social maturity is equivalent to the degree to which man is
willing to surrender the grati cation of mere transient and present
desires for the entertainment of those superior longings the striv-
ing for whose attainment affords the more abundant satisfactions
of progressive advancement toward permanent goals. But the true
badge of social maturity is the willingness of a people to surrender
the right to live peaceably and contentedly under the ease-promot-
ing standards of the lure of established beliefs and conventional
ideas for the disquieting and energy-requiring lure of the pursuit
of the unexplored possibilities of the attainment of undiscovered
goals of idealistic spiritual realities.

5 Animals respond nobly to the urge of life, but only man can
attain the art of living, albeit the majority of mankind only expe-
rience the animal urge to live. Animals know only this blind and
instinctive urge; man is capable of transcending this urge to natural
function. Man may elect to live upon the high plane of intelligent
art, even that of celestial joy and spiritual ecstasy. Animalsmake no
inquiry into the purposes of life; therefore they never worry, nei-
ther do they commit suicide. Suicide amongmen testi es that such
beings have emerged from the purely animal stage of existence, and
to the further fact that the exploratory efforts of such human be-
ings have failed to attain the artistic levels of mortal experience.
Animals know not the meaning of life; man not only possesses
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capacity for the recognition of values and the comprehension of
meanings, but he also is conscious of the meaning of meanings —
he is self-conscious of insight.

6 When men dare to forsake a life of natural craving for one of
adventurous art and uncertain logic, they must expect to suffer the
consequent hazards of emotional casualties — con icts, unhappi-
ness, and uncertainties— at least until the time of their attainment
of some degree of intellectual and emotional maturity. Discour-
agement, worry, and indolence are positive evidence of moral im-
maturity. Human society is confrontedwith two problems: attain-
ment of the maturity of the individual and attainment of the ma-
turity of the race. e mature human being soon begins to look
upon all other mortals with feelings of tenderness and with emo-
tions of tolerance. Mature men view immature folks with the love
and consideration that parents bear their children.

7 Successful living is nothingmore or less than the art of themas-
tery of dependable techniques for solving common problems. e
rst step in the solution of any problem is to locate the difficulty, to

isolate the problem, and frankly to recognize its nature and gravity.
e great mistake is that, when life problems excite our profound

fears, we refuse to recognize them. Likewise, when the acknowl-
edgement of our difficulties entails the reduction of our long-cher-
ished conceit, the admission of envy, or the abandonment of deep-
seated prejudices, the average person prefers to cling to the old illu-
sions of safety and to the long-cherished false feelings of security.
Only a brave person is willing honestly to admit, and fearlessly to
face, what a sincere and logical mind discovers.

8 e wise and effective solution of any problem demands that
the mind shall be free from bias, passion, and all other purely per-
sonal prejudices which might interfere with the disinterested sur-
vey of the actual factors that go tomake up the problem presenting
itself for solution. e solution of life problems requires courage
and sincerity. Only honest and brave individuals are able to fol-
low valiantly through the perplexing and confusing maze of living
to where the logic of a fearless mind may lead. And this emancipa-
tion of themind and soul can never be effectedwithout the driving
power of an intelligent enthusiasmwhich borders on religious zeal.
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It requires the lure of a great ideal to drive man on in the pursuit of
a goal which is beset with difficult material problems andmanifold
intellectual hazards.

9 Even though you are effectively armed to meet the difficult
situations of life, you can hardly expect success unless you are
equipped with that wisdom of mind and charm of personality
which enable you to win the hearty support and co-operation of
your fellows. You cannot hope for a large measure of success in ei-
ther secular or religious work unless you can learn how to persuade
your fellows, to prevail with men. You simply must have tact and
tolerance.

10 ¶ But the greatest of all methods of problem solving I have
learned from Jesus, your Master. I refer to that which he so con-
sistently practises, and which he has so faithfully taught you, the
isolation of worshipful meditation. In this habit of Jesus’ going off
so frequently by himself to commune with the Father in heaven is
to be found the technique, not only of gathering strength and wis-
dom for the ordinary con icts of living, but also of appropriating
the energy for the solution of the higher problems of a moral and
spiritual nature. But even correctmethods of solving problemswill
not compensate for inherent defects of personality or atone for the
absence of the hunger and thirst for true righteousness.

11 I am deeply impressed with the custom of Jesus in going apart
by himself to engage in these seasons of solitary survey of the prob-
lems of living; to seek for new stores of wisdom and energy for
meeting the manifold demands of social service; to quicken and
deepen the supreme purpose of living by actually subjecting the to-
tal personality to the consciousness of contacting with divinity; to
grasp for possession of new and bettermethods of adjusting oneself
to the ever-changing situations of living existence; to effect those
vital reconstructions and readjustments of one’s personal attitudes
which are so essential to enhanced insight into everything worth
while and real; and to do all of this with an eye single to the glory
of God — to breathe in sincerity your Master’s favourite prayer,
“Not my will, but yours, be done.”

12 is worshipful practice of your Master brings that relaxation
which renews the mind; that illumination which inspires the soul;
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that courage which enables one bravely to face one’s problems; that
self-understanding which obliterates debilitating fear; and that
consciousness of union with divinity which equips man with the
assurance that enables him to dare to be Godlike. e relaxation
of worship, or spiritual communion as practised by the Master,
relieves tension, removes con icts, and mightily augments the to-
tal resources of the personality. And all this philosophy, plus the
gospel of the kingdom, constitutes the new religion as I understand
it.

13 ¶ Prejudice blinds the soul to the recognition of truth, and
prejudice can be removed only by the sincere devotion of the soul
to the adoration of a cause that is all-embracing and all-inclusive
of one’s fellow men. Prejudice is inseparably linked to sel shness.
Prejudice can be eliminated only by the abandonment of self-seek-
ing and by substituting therefor the quest of the satisfaction of the
service of a cause that is not only greater than self, but one that is
even greater than all humanity — the search for God, the attain-
ment of divinity. e evidence of maturity of personality consists
in the transformationof humandesire so that it constantly seeks for
the realization of those values which are highest and most divinely
real.

14 In a continually changing world, in the midst of an evolving
social order, it is impossible to maintain settled and established
goals of destiny. Stability of personality can be experienced only
by those who have discovered and embraced the living God as the
eternal goal of in nite attainment. And thus to transfer one’s goal
from time to eternity, from earth to Paradise, from the human to
the divine, requires that man shall become regenerated, converted,
be born again; that he shall become the re-created child of the di-
vine spirit; that he shall gain entrance into the brotherhood of the
kingdomof heaven. All philosophies and religions which fall short
of these ideals are immature. e philosophy which I teach, linked
with the gospel which you preach, represents the new religion of
maturity, the ideal of all future generations. And this is true be-
cause our ideal is nal, infallible, eternal, universal, absolute, and
in nite.

15 My philosophy gave me the urge to search for the realities of
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true attainment, the goal of maturity. But my urge was impotent;
my search lacked driving power; my quest suffered from the ab-
sence of certainty of directionization. And these de ciencies have
been abundantly supplied by this new gospel of Jesus, with its en-
hancement of insights, elevation of ideals, and settledness of goals.
Without doubts and misgivings I can now wholeheartedly enter
upon the eternal venture.

2. THE ART OF LIVING
1 ere are just two ways in which mortals may live together:

the material or animal way and the spiritual or human way. By the
use of signals and sounds animals are able to communicate with
each other in a limited way. But such forms of communication do
not conveymeanings, values, or ideas. e one distinctionbetween
man and the animal is that man can communicate with his fellows
by means of symbols which most certainly designate and identify
meanings, values, ideas, and even ideals.

2 Since animals cannot communicate ideas to each other, they
cannot develop personality. Man develops personality because he
can thus communicate with his fellows concerning both ideas and
ideals.

3 It is this ability to communicate and share meanings that con-
stitutes human culture and enables man, through social associa-
tions, to build civilizations. Knowledge and wisdom become cu-
mulative because ofman’s ability to communicate these possessions
to succeeding generations. And thereby arise the cultural activities
of the race: art, science, religion, and philosophy.

4 Symbolic communication between human beings predeter-
mines the bringing into existence of social groups. e most ef-
fective of all social groups is the family, more particularly the two
parents. Personal affection is the spiritual bond which holds to-
gether these material associations. Such an effective relationship is
also possible between two persons of the same sex, as is so abun-
dantly illustrated in the devotions of genuine friendships.

5 ese associations of friendship and mutual affection are so-
cializing and ennobling because they encourage and facilitate the
following essential factors of the higher levels of the art of living:
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6 1. Mutual self-expression and self-understanding. Many no-
ble human impulses die because there is no one to hear their ex-
pression. Truly, it is not good for man to be alone. Some degree of
recognition and a certain amount of appreciation are essential to
the development of human character. Without the genuine love of
a home, no child can achieve the full development of normal char-
acter. Character is something more than mere mind and morals.
Of all social relations calculated to develop character, the most ef-
fective and ideal is the affectionate and understanding friendship
of man and woman in the mutual embrace of intelligent wedlock.
Marriage, with itsmanifold relations, is best designed to draw forth
those precious impulses and those higher motives which are indis-
pensable to the development of a strong character. I do not hesitate
thus to glorify family life, for your Master has wisely chosen the fa-
ther-child relationship as the very cornerstone of this new gospel
of the kingdom. And such a matchless community of relationship,
man and woman in the fond embrace of the highest ideals of time,
is so valuable and satisfying an experience that it is worth any price,
any sacri ce, requisite for its possession.

7 2. Union of souls— themobilization ofwisdom. Every human
being sooner or later acquires a certain concept of this world and a
certain vision of the next. Now it is possible, through personality
association, to unite these views of temporal existence and eternal
prospects. us does the mind of one augment its spiritual values
by gainingmuch of the insight of the other. In this waymen enrich
the soul by pooling their respective spiritual possessions. Likewise,
in this same way, man is enabled to avoid that ever-present ten-
dency to fall victim to distortion of vision, prejudice of viewpoint,
and narrowness of judgment. Fear, envy, and conceit can be pre-
vented only by intimate contact with other minds. I call your at-
tention to the fact that the Master never sends you out alone to
labour for the extension of the kingdom; he always sends you out
two and two. And sincewisdom is superknowledge, it follows that,
in the union of wisdom, the social group, small or large, mutually
shares all knowledge.

8 3. e enthusiasm for living. Isolation tends to exhaust the
energy charge of the soul. Associationwith one’s fellows is essential
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to the renewal of the zest for life and is indispensable to the main-
tenance of the courage to ght those battles consequent upon the
ascent to the higher levels of human living. Friendship enhances
the joys and glori es the triumphs of life. Loving and intimate hu-
man associations tend to rob suffering of its sorrow and hardship of
much of its bitterness. e presence of a friend enhances all beauty
and exalts every goodness. By intelligent symbols man is able to
quicken and enlarge the appreciative capacities of his friends. One
of the crowning glories of human friendship is this power and pos-
sibility of the mutual stimulation of the imagination. Great spiri-
tual power is inherent in the consciousness of wholehearted devo-
tion to a common cause, mutual loyalty to a cosmic Deity.

9 4. e enhanced defence against all evil. Personality associa-
tion andmutual affection is an efficient insurance against evil. Dif-
culties, sorrow, disappointment, and defeat are more painful and

disheartening when borne alone. Association does not transmute
evil into righteousness, but it does aid in greatly lessening the sting.
Said your Master, “Happy are they who mourn” — if a friend is
at hand to comfort. ere is positive strength in the knowledge
that you live for the welfare of others, and that these others like-
wise live for your welfare and advancement. Man languishes in iso-
lation. Human beings unfailingly become discouraged when they
view only the transitory transactions of time. e present, when
divorced from the past and the future, becomes exasperatingly triv-
ial. Only a glimpse of the circle of eternity can inspire man to do
his best and can challenge the best in him to do its utmost. And
when man is thus at his best, he lives most unsel shly for the good
of others, his fellow sojourners in time and eternity.

10 ¶ I repeat, such inspiring and ennobling association nds its
ideal possibilities in the human marriage relation. True, much is
attained out of marriage, and many, many marriages utterly fail
to produce these moral and spiritual fruits. Too many times mar-
riage is entered by thosewho seek other valueswhich are lower than
these superior accompaniments of humanmaturity. Ideal marriage
must be founded on something more stable than the uctuations
of sentiment and the ckleness of mere sex attraction; it must be
based on genuine and mutual personal devotion. And thus, if you
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can build up such trustworthy and effective small units of human
association, when these are assembled in the aggregate, the world
will behold a great and glori ed social structure, the civilization of
mortal maturity. Such a race might begin to realize something of
your Master’s ideal of “peace on earth and good will among men.”
While such a societywould not be perfect or entirely free from evil,
it would at least approach the stabilization of maturity.

3. THE LURES OF MATURITY
1 e effort toward maturity necessitates work, and work re-

quires energy. Whence the power to accomplish all this? e phys-
ical things can be taken for granted, but the Master has well said,
“Man cannot live by bread alone.” Granted the possession of a nor-
mal body and reasonably good health, we must next look for those
lureswhichwill act as a stimulus to call forthman’s slumbering spir-
itual forces. Jesus has taught us thatGod lives inman; thenhowcan
we induce man to release these soul-bound powers of divinity and
in nity? How shall we induce men to let go of God that he may
spring forth to the refreshment of our own souls while in transit
outward and then to serve the purpose of enlightening, upli ing,
and blessing countless other souls? Howbest can I awaken these la-
tent powers for good which lie dormant in your souls? One thing
I am sure of: Emotional excitement is not the ideal spiritual stim-
ulus. Excitement does not augment energy; it rather exhausts the
powers of both mind and body. Whence then comes the energy to
do these great things? Look to your Master. Even now he is out in
the hills taking in power while we are here giving out energy. e
secret of all this problem is wrapped up in spiritual communion, in
worship. From the human standpoint it is a question of combined
meditation and relaxation. Meditation makes the contact of mind
with spirit; relaxation determines the capacity for spiritual recep-
tivity. And this interchange of strength for weakness, courage for
fear, the will of God for the mind of self, constitutes worship. At
least, that is the way the philosopher views it.

2 When these experiences are frequently repeated, they crystal-
lize into habits, strength-giving and worshipful habits, and such
habits eventually formulate themselves into a spiritual character,
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and such a character is nally recognized by one’s fellows as a ma-
ture personality. ese practices are difficult and time-consuming
at rst, but when they become habitual, they are at once restful and
timesaving. e more complex society becomes, and the more the
lures of civilization multiply, the more urgent will become the ne-
cessity for God-knowing individuals to form such protective ha-
bitual practices designed to conserve and augment their spiritual
energies.˚

3 Another requirement for the attainment of maturity is the co-
operative adjustment of social groups to an ever-changing environ-
ment. e immature individual arouses the antagonisms of his
fellows; the mature man wins the hearty co-operation of his asso-
ciates, thereby many times multiplying the fruits of his life efforts.

4 My philosophy tells me that there are times when I must ght,
if need be, for the defence of my concept of righteousness, but I
doubt not that the Master, with a more mature type of personality,
would easily and gracefully gain an equal victory by his superior
and winsome technique of tact and tolerance. All too o en, when
we battle for the right, it turns out that both the victor and the van-
quished have sustained defeat. I heard the Master say only yester-
day that the “wise man, when seeking entrance through the locked
door, would not destroy the door but rather would seek for the key
wherewith to unlock it.” Too o en we engage in a ght merely to
convince ourselves that we are not afraid.

5 is new gospel of the kingdom renders a great service to the
art of living in that it supplies a new and richer incentive for higher
living. It presents a new and exalted goal of destiny, a supreme life
purpose. And these new concepts of the eternal and divine goal
of existence are in themselves transcendent stimuli, calling forth
the reaction of the very best that is resident in man’s higher nature.
On every mountaintop of intellectual thought are to be found re-
laxation for the mind, strength for the soul, and communion for
the spirit. From such vantage points of high living, man is able to
transcend the material irritations of the lower levels of thinking —

3.2. …they are at once restful and time-saving. ough the original is clear, the closed form
is the common one and was the approved form inWebster’s 1934.
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worry, jealousy, envy, revenge, and the pride of immature personal-
ity. ese high-climbing souls deliver themselves from a multitude
of the crosscurrent con icts of the tri es of living, thus becoming
free to attain consciousness of the higher currents of spirit concept
and celestial communication. But the life purpose must be jeal-
ously guarded from the temptation to seek for easy and transient
attainment; likewise must it be so fostered as to become immune
to the disastrous threats of fanaticism.

4. THE BALANCE OF MATURITY
1 While you have an eye single to the attainment of eternal real-

ities, you must also make provision for the necessities of temporal
living. While the spirit is our goal, the esh is a fact. Occasionally
the necessities of living may fall into our hands by accident, but in
general, wemust intelligently work for them. e twomajor prob-
lems of life are: making a temporal living and the achievement of
eternal survival. And even the problem of making a living requires
religion for its ideal solution. ese are both highly personal prob-
lems. True religion, in fact, does not function apart from the indi-
vidual.

2 ¶ e essentials of the temporal life, as I see them, are:
3 1. Good physical health.
4 2. Clear and clean thinking.
5 3. Ability and skill.
6 4. Wealth — the goods of life.
7 5. Ability to withstand defeat.
8 6. Culture — education and wisdom.
9 ¶ Even the physical problems of bodily health and efficiency

are best solved when they are viewed from the religious standpoint
of our Master’s teaching: at the body and mind of man are the
dwelling place of the gi of the Gods, the spirit of God becoming
the spirit of man. e mind of man thus becomes the mediator
between material things and spiritual realities.

10 ¶ It requires intelligence to secure one’s share of the desirable
things of life. It is wholly erroneous to suppose that faithfulness in
doing one’s daily work will ensure the rewards of wealth. Barring
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the occasional and accidental acquirement of wealth, the material
rewards of the temporal life are found to ow in certain well-orga-
nized channels, and only those who have access to these channels
may expect to be well rewarded for their temporal efforts. Poverty
must ever be the lot of all men who seek for wealth in isolated and
individual channels. Wise planning, therefore, becomes the one
thing essential to worldly prosperity. Success requires not only de-
votion to one’s work but also that one should function as a part of
some one of the channels of material wealth. If you are unwise, you
can bestow a devoted life upon your generation without material
reward; if you are an accidental bene ciary of the ow of wealth,
you may roll in luxury even though you have done nothing worth
while for your fellow men.

11 Ability is that which you inherit, while skill is what you ac-
quire. Life is not real to one who cannot do some one thing well,
expertly. Skill is one of the real sources of the satisfaction of living.
Ability implies the gi of foresight, farseeing vision. Be not de-
ceived by the tempting rewards of dishonest achievement; be will-
ing to toil for the later returns inherent in honest endeavour. e
wise man is able to distinguish between means and ends; other-
wise, sometimes overplanning for the future defeats its own high
purpose. As a pleasure seeker you should aim always to be a pro-
ducer as well as a consumer.

12 Train your memory to hold in sacred trust the strength-giving
and worth-while episodes of life, which you can recall at will for
your pleasure and edi cation. us build up for yourself and in
yourself reserve galleries of beauty, goodness, and artistic grandeur.
But the noblest of all memories are the treasured recollections of
the greatmoments of a superb friendship. And all of thesememory
treasures radiate their most precious and exalting in uences under
the releasing touch of spiritual worship.

13 But life will become a burden of existence unless you learn how
to fail gracefully. ere is an art in defeat which noble souls always
acquire; you must know how to lose cheerfully; you must be fear-
less of disappointment. Never hesitate to admit failure. Make no
attempt to hide failure under deceptive smiles and beaming opti-
mism. It sounds well always to claim success, but the end results
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are appalling. Such a technique leads directly to the creation of a
world of unreality and to the inevitable crash of ultimate disillu-
sionment.

14 Success may generate courage and promote con dence, but
wisdom comes only from the experiences of adjustment to the re-
sults of one’s failures. Menwhoprefer optimistic illusions to reality
can never become wise. Only those who face facts and adjust them
to ideals can achieve wisdom. Wisdom embraces both the fact and
the ideal and therefore saves its devotees from both of those barren
extremes of philosophy — the man whose idealism excludes facts
and thematerialist who is devoid of spiritual outlook. ose timid
souls who can only keep up the struggle of life by the aid of con-
tinuous false illusions of success are doomed to suffer failure and
experience defeat as they ultimately awaken from the dream world
of their own imaginations.

15 And it is in this business of facing failure and adjusting to de-
feat that the far-reaching vision of religion exerts its supreme in-
uence. Failure is simply an educational episode — a cultural ex-

periment in the acquirement of wisdom— in the experience of the
God-seeking man who has embarked on the eternal adventure of
the exploration of a universe. To such men defeat is but a new tool
for the achievement of higher levels of universe reality.

16 e career of a God-seeking man may prove to be a great suc-
cess in the light of eternity, even though the whole temporal-life
enterprise may appear as an overwhelming failure, provided each
life failure yielded the culture of wisdom and spirit achievement.
Do not make the mistake of confusing knowledge, culture, and
wisdom. ey are related in life, but they represent vastly differing
spirit values; wisdom ever dominates knowledge and always glori-
es culture.

5. THE RELIGION OF THE IDEAL
1 You have told me that your Master regards genuine human

religion as the individual’s experience with spiritual realities. I
have regarded religion asman’s experience of reacting to something
which he regards as beingworthy of the homage and devotion of all
mankind. In this sense, religion symbolizes our supreme devotion
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to that which represents our highest concept of the ideals of reality
and the farthest reach of our minds toward eternal possibilities of
spiritual attainment.

2 When men react to religion in the tribal, national, or racial
sense, it is because they look upon those without their group as not
being truly human. We always look upon the object of our reli-
gious loyalty as being worthy of the reverence of all men. Religion
can never be amatter of mere intellectual belief or philosophic rea-
soning; religion is always and forever amode of reacting to the situ-
ations of life; it is a species of conduct. Religion embraces thinking,
feeling, and acting reverently toward some reality which we deem
worthy of universal adoration.

3 If something has become a religion in your experience, it is self-
evident that you already have become an active evangel of that reli-
gion since you deem the supreme concept of your religion as being
worthy of the worship of all mankind, all universe intelligences. If
you are not a positive and missionary evangel of your religion, you
are self-deceived in that what you call a religion is only a traditional
belief or amere systemof intellectual philosophy. If your religion is
a spiritual experience, your object of worshipmust be the universal
spirit reality and ideal of all your spiritualized concepts. All reli-
gions based on fear, emotion, tradition, and philosophy I term the
intellectual religions, while those based on true spirit experience
I would term the true religions. e object of religious devotion
may be material or spiritual, true or false, real or unreal, human or
divine. Religions can therefore be either good or evil.

4 Morality and religion are not necessarily the same. A system
ofmorals, by grasping an object of worship, may become a religion.
A religion, by losing its universal appeal to loyalty and supreme de-
votion, may evolve into a system of philosophy or a code of morals.

is thing, being, state, or order of existence, or possibility of at-
tainment which constitutes the supreme ideal of religious loyalty,
and which is the recipient of the religious devotion of those who
worship, is God. Regardless of the name applied to this ideal of
spirit reality, it is God.

5 e social characteristics of a true religion consist in the fact
that it invariably seeks to convert the individual and to transform
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the world. Religion implies the existence of undiscovered ideals
which far transcend the known standards of ethics and morality
embodied in even the highest social usages of the most mature in-
stitutions of civilization. Religion reaches out for undiscovered
ideals, unexplored realities, superhuman values, divine wisdom,
and true spirit attainment. True religion does all of this; all other
beliefs are not worthy of the name. You cannot have a genuine spir-
itual religion without the supreme and supernal ideal of an eternal
God. A religion without this God is an invention of man, a human
institutionof lifeless intellectual beliefs andmeaningless emotional
ceremonies. A religion might claim as the object of its devotion a
great ideal. But such ideals of unreality are not attainable; such a
concept is illusionary. e only ideals susceptible of human attain-
ment are the divine realities of the in nite values resident in the
spiritual fact of the eternal God.

6 e word God, the idea of God as contrasted with the ideal of
God, can become a part of any religion, no matter how puerile or
false that religion may chance to be. And this idea of God can be-
come anything which those who entertain it may choose to make
it. e lower religions shape their ideas of God to meet the natu-
ral state of the human heart; the higher religions demand that the
human heart shall be changed tomeet the demands of the ideals of
true religion.

7 ¶ e religion of Jesus transcends all our former concepts of
the idea of worship in that he not only portrays his Father as the
ideal of in nite reality but positively declares that this divine source
of values and the eternal centre of the universe is truly and per-
sonally attainable by every mortal creature who chooses to enter
the kingdom of heaven on earth, thereby acknowledging the ac-
ceptance of sonship with God and brotherhood with man. at, I
submit, is the highest concept of religion theworldhas ever known,
and I pronounce that there can never be a higher since this gospel
embraces the in nity of realities, the divinity of values, and the
eternity of universal attainments. Such a concept constitutes the
achievement of the experience of the idealism of the supreme and
the ultimate.

8 I am not only intrigued by the consummate ideals of this reli-
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gion of your Master, but I am mightily moved to profess my belief
in his announcement that these ideals of spirit realities are attain-
able; that you and I can enter upon this long and eternal adventure
with his assurance of the certainty of our ultimate arrival at the por-
tals of Paradise. My brethren, I am a believer, I have embarked; I
am on my way with you in this eternal venture. e Master says he
came from the Father, and that he will show us the way. I am fully
persuaded he speaks the truth. I am nally convinced that there are
no attainable ideals of reality or values of perfection apart from the
eternal and Universal Father.

9 I come, then, toworship, notmerely theGodof existences, but
the God of the possibility of all future existences. erefore must
your devotion to a supreme ideal, if that ideal is real, be devotion to
thisGod of past, present, and future universes of things and beings.
And there is no other God, for there cannot possibly be any other
God. All other gods are gments of the imagination, illusions of
mortal mind, distortions of false logic, and the self-deceptive idols
of those who create them. Yes, you can have a religion without this
God, but it does not mean anything. And if you seek to substitute
thewordGod for the reality of this ideal of the livingGod, youhave
only deluded yourself by putting an idea in the place of an ideal, a
divine reality. Such beliefs are merely religions of wishful fancy.

10 I see in the teachings of Jesus, religion at its best. is gospel
enables us to seek for the trueGod and to nd him. But arewewill-
ing to pay the price of this entrance into the kingdom of heaven?
Are we willing to be born again? to be remade? Are we willing
to be subject to this terrible and testing process of self-destruction
and soul reconstruction? Has not theMaster said: “Whoso would
save his life must lose it. ink not that I have come to bring peace
but rather a soul struggle”? True, a er we pay the price of dedica-
tion to the Father’s will, we do experience great peace provided we
continue to walk in these spiritual paths of consecrated living.

11 Now are we truly forsaking the lures of the known order of ex-
istence while we unreservedly dedicate our quest to the lures of the
unknown and unexplored order of the existence of a future life of
adventure in the spirit worlds of the higher idealism of divine real-
ity. And we seek for those symbols of meaning wherewith to con-
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vey to our fellow men these concepts of the reality of the idealism
of the religion of Jesus, and we will not cease to pray for that day
when all mankind shall be thrilled by the communal vision of this
supreme truth. Just now, our focalized concept of the Father, as
held in our hearts, is that God is spirit; as conveyed to our fellows,
that God is love.

12 e religion of Jesus demands living and spiritual experience.
Other religions may consist in traditional beliefs, emotional feel-
ings, philosophic consciousness, and all of that, but the teaching
of the Master requires the attainment of actual levels of real spirit
progression.

13 e consciousness of the impulse to be like God is not true re-
ligion. e feelings of the emotion to worship God are not true
religion. e knowledge of the conviction to forsake self and serve
God is not true religion. e wisdom of the reasoning that this re-
ligion is the best of all is not religion as a personal and spiritual
experience. True religion has reference to destiny and reality of
attainment as well as to the reality and idealism of that which is
wholeheartedly faith-accepted. And all of this must be made per-
sonal to us by the revelation of the Spirit of Truth.

14 ¶ And thus ended the dissertations of the Greek philosopher,
one of the greatest of his race, who had become a believer in the
gospel of Jesus.



PAPER №161
FURTHER DISCUSSIONS WITH RODAN

Midwayer Commission

ON SUNDAY, September 25, A.D. 29, the apostles and
the evangelists assembled at Magadan. A er a long con-
ference that evening with his associates, Jesus surprised

all by announcing that early the next day he and the 12 apostles
would start for Jerusalem to attend the feast of tabernacles. He di-
rected that the evangelists visit the believers inGalilee, and that the
women’s corps return for a while to Bethsaida.

2 When the hour came to leave for Jerusalem, Nathaniel and
omas were still in the midst of their discussions with Rodan of

Alexandria, and they secured the Master’s permission to remain
at Magadan for a few days. And so, while Jesus and the ten were
on their way to Jerusalem, Nathaniel and omas were engaged in
earnest debate with Rodan. e week prior, in which Rodan had
expounded his philosophy, omas and Nathaniel had alternated
in presenting the gospel of the kingdom to the Greek philosopher.
Rodan discovered that he had been well instructed in Jesus’ teach-
ings by one of the former apostles of John theBaptist who had been
his teacher at Alexandria.

1. THE PERSONALITY OF GOD
1 erewas onematter onwhichRodan and the two apostles did

not see alike, and that was the personality of God. Rodan readily
accepted all that was presented to him regarding the attributes of
God, but he contended that the Father in heaven is not, cannot be,
a person as man conceives personality. While the apostles found
themselves in difficulty trying to prove thatGod is a person, Rodan
found it still more difficult to prove he is not a person.

2 Rodan contended that the fact of personality consists in the
coexistent fact of full and mutual communication between beings
of equality, beings who are capable of sympathetic understanding.
Said Rodan: “In order to be a person, God must have symbols of
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spirit communicationwhichwould enable him to become fully un-
derstood by those who make contact with him. But since God is
in nite and eternal, the Creator of all other beings, it follows that,
as regards beings of equality, God is alone in the universe. ere
are none equal to him; there are none with whom he can commu-
nicate as an equal. God indeedmay be the source of all personality,
but as such he is transcendent to personality, even as the Creator is
above and beyond the creature.”

3 is contention greatly troubled omas and Nathaniel, and
they had asked Jesus to come to their rescue, but theMaster refused
to enter into their discussions. He did say to omas: “It matters
little what idea of the Father you may entertain as long as you are
spiritually acquainted with the ideal of his in nite and eternal na-
ture.”

4 omas contended that God does communicate with man,
and therefore that the Father is a person, even within the de ni-
tion of Rodan. is the Greek rejected on the ground that God
does not reveal himself personally; that he is still a mystery. en
Nathaniel appealed to his own personal experience with God, and
that Rodan allowed, affirming that he had recently had similar ex-
periences, but these experiences, he contended, proved only the re-
ality of God, not his personality.

5 By Monday night omas gave up. But by Tuesday night Na-
thaniel had won Rodan to believe in the personality of the Father,
and he effected this change in the Greek’s views by the following
steps of reasoning:

6 1. e Father in Paradise does enjoy equality of communica-
tion with at least two other beings who are fully equal to himself
and wholly like himself — the Eternal Son and the In nite Spirit.
In view of the doctrine of the Trinity, the Greek was compelled
to concede the personality possibility of the Universal Father. (It
was the later consideration of these discussions which led to the
enlarged conception of the Trinity in the minds of the 12 apostles.
Of course, it was the general belief that Jesus was the Eternal Son.)

7 2. Since Jesus was equal with the Father, and since this Son
had achieved themanifestation of personality to his earth children,
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such a phenomenon constituted proof of the fact, and demonstra-
tionof the possibility, of the possessionof personality by all three of
the Godheads and forever settled the question regarding the abil-
ity of God to communicate with man and the possibility of man’s
communicating with God.

8 3. at Jesus was on terms of mutual association and perfect
communication with man; that Jesus was the Son of God. at
the relation of Son and Father presupposes equality of communi-
cation andmutuality of sympathetic understanding; that Jesus and
the Father were one. at Jesus maintained at one and the same
time understanding communication with both God and man, and
that, since both God and man comprehended the meaning of the
symbols of Jesus’ communication, both God and man possessed
the attributes of personality in so far as the requirements of the
ability of intercommunication were concerned. at the person-
ality of Jesus demonstrated the personality of God, while it proved
conclusively the presence of God in man. at two things which
are related to the same thing are related to each other.

9 4. at personality represents man’s highest concept of hu-
man reality and divine values; that God also represents man’s high-
est concept of divine reality and in nite values; therefore, thatGod
must be a divine and in nite personality, a personality in reality
although in nitely and eternally transcending man’s concept and
de nition of personality, but nevertheless always and universally a
personality.

10 5. at God must be a personality since he is the Creator of
all personality and the destiny of all personality. Rodan had been
tremendously in uencedby the teachingof Jesus, “Be you therefore
perfect, even as your Father in heaven is perfect.”

11 ¶ When Rodan heard these arguments, he said: “I am con-
vinced. I will confess God as a person if you will permit me to
qualify my confession of such a belief by attaching to the mean-
ing of personality a group of extended values, such as superhuman,
transcendent, supreme, in nite, eternal, nal, and universal. I am
now convinced that, while Godmust be in nitelymore than a per-
sonality, he cannot be anything less. I am satis ed to end the argu-
ment and to accept Jesus as the personal revelation of the Father
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and the satisfaction of all unsatis ed factors in logic, reason, and
philosophy.”

2. THE DIVINE NATURE OF JESUS
1 Since Nathaniel and omas had so fully approved Rodan’s

views of the gospel of the kingdom, there remained only one more
point to consider, the teaching dealing with the divine nature of
Jesus, a doctrine only so recently publicly announced. Nathaniel
and omas jointly presented their views of the divine nature of
the Master, and the following narrative is a condensed, rearranged,
and restated presentation of their teaching:

2 1. Jesus has admitted his divinity, and we believe him. Many
remarkable things have happened in connection with his ministry
which we can understand only by believing that he is the Son of
God as well as the Son of Man.

3 2. His life association with us exempli es the ideal of human
friendship; only a divine being could possibly be such a human
friend. He is the most truly unsel sh person we have ever known.
He is the friend even of sinners; he dares to love his enemies. He is
very loyal to us. While he does not hesitate to reprove us, it is plain
to all that he truly loves us. e better you knowhim, themore you
will love him. You will be charmed by his unswerving devotion.

rough all these years of our failure to comprehend his mission,
he has been a faithful friend. While he makes no use of attery,
he does treat us all with equal kindness; he is invariably tender and
compassionate. He has shared his life and everything else with us.
We are a happy community; we share all things in common. We
do not believe that a mere human could live such a blameless life
under such trying circumstances.

4 3. We think Jesus is divine because he never does wrong; he
makes no mistakes. His wisdom is extraordinary; his piety superb.
He lives day by day in perfect accord with the Father’s will. He
never repents of misdeeds because he transgresses none of the Fa-
ther’s laws. He prays for us and with us, but he never asks us to
pray for him. We believe that he is consistently sinless. We do not
think that one who is only human ever professed to live such a life.
He claims to live a perfect life, and we acknowledge that he does.
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Our piety springs from repentance, but his piety springs from righ-
teousness. He even professes to forgive sins and does heal diseases.
No mere man would sanely profess to forgive sin; that is a divine
prerogative. And he has seemed to be thus perfect in his righteous-
ness from the times of our rst contact with him. We grow in grace
and in the knowledge of the truth, but our Master exhibits matu-
rity of righteousness to start with. All men, good and evil, recog-
nize these elements of goodness in Jesus. And yet never is his piety
obtrusive or ostentatious. He is both meek and fearless. He seems
to approve of our belief in his divinity. He is either what he pro-
fesses to be, or else he is the greatest hypocrite and fraud the world
has ever known. We are persuaded that he is just what he claims to
be.

5 4. e uniqueness of his character and the perfection of his
emotional control convince us that he is a combination of human-
ity and divinity. He unfailingly responds to the spectacle of hu-
man need; suffering never fails to appeal to him. His compassion
is moved alike by physical suffering, mental anguish, or spiritual
sorrow. He is quick to recognize and generous to acknowledge
the presence of faith or any other grace in his fellow men. He is
so just and fair and at the same time so merciful and considerate.
He grieves over the spiritual obstinacy of the people and rejoices
when they consent to see the light of truth.

6 5. He seems to know the thoughts ofmen’sminds and to un-
derstand the longings of their hearts. And he is always sympathetic
with our troubled spirits. He seems to possess all our human emo-
tions, but they are magni cently glori ed. He strongly loves good-
ness and equally hates sin. He possesses a superhuman conscious-
ness of the presence ofDeity. He prays like aman but performs like
a God. He seems to foreknow things; he even now dares to speak
about his death, some mystic reference to his future glori cation.
While he is kind, he is also brave and courageous. He never falters
in doing his duty.

7 6. We are constantly impressed by the phenomenon of his
superhuman knowledge. Hardly does a day pass but something
transpires to disclose that the Master knows what is going on away
from his immediate presence. He also seems to know about the
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thoughts of his associates. He undoubtedly has communion with
celestial personalities; he unquestionably lives on a spiritual plane
far above the rest of us. Everything seems to be open to his unique
understanding. He asks us questions to draw us out, not to gain
information.

8 7. Recently the Master does not hesitate to assert his super-
humanity. From the day of our ordination as apostles right on
down to recent times, he has never denied that he came from the
Father above. He speaks with the authority of a divine teacher. e
Master does not hesitate to refute the religious teachings of today
and to declare the new gospel with positive authority. He is as-
sertive, positive, and authoritative. Even John the Baptist, when he
heard Jesus speak, declared that he was the Son of God. He seems
to be so sufficient within himself. He craves not the support of the
multitude; he is indifferent to the opinions ofmen. He is brave and
yet so free from pride.

9 8. He constantly talks aboutGodas an ever-present associate
in all that he does. He goes about doing good, for God seems to
be in him. He makes the most astounding assertions about him-
self and his mission on earth, statements which would be absurd
if he were not divine. He once declared, “Before Abraham was, I
am.” He has de nitely claimed divinity; he professes to be in part-
nership with God. He well-nigh exhausts the possibilities of lan-
guage in the reiteration of his claims of intimate association with
the heavenly Father. He even dares to assert that he and the Father
are one. He says that anyone who has seen him has seen the Fa-
ther. And he says and does all these tremendous things with such
childlike naturalness. He alludes to his association with the Father
in the same manner that he refers to his association with us. He
seems to be so sure about God and speaks of these relations in such
a matter-of-fact way.˚

10 9. In his prayer life he appears to communicate directly with
his Father. We have heard few of his prayers, but these few would
indicate that he talks with God, as it were, face to face. He seems
to know the future as well as the past. He simply could not be all of

2.9. He says that any one who has seen him has seen the Father. See note for 133:1.5.
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this and do all of these extraordinary things unless he were some-
thingmore than human. We knowhe is human, we are sure of that,
butwe are almost equally sure that he is also divine. Webelieve that
he is divine. We are convinced that he is the Son of Man and the
Son of God.

11 ¶ When Nathaniel and omas had concluded their confer-
ences with Rodan, they hurried on toward Jerusalem to join their
fellow apostles, arriving on Friday of that week. is had been a
great experience in the lives of all three of these believers, and the
other apostles learned much from the recounting of these experi-
ences by Nathaniel and omas.

12 Rodanmade his way back to Alexandria, where he long taught
his philosophy in the school ofMeganta. He became amightyman
in the later affairs of the kingdom of heaven; he was a faithful be-
liever to the end of his earth days, yielding up his life inGreecewith
others when the persecutions were at their height.

3. JESUS’ HUMAN AND DIVINE MINDS
1 Consciousness of divinity was a gradual growth in the mind of

Jesus up to the occasion of his baptism. A er he became fully self-
conscious of his divine nature, prehuman existence, and universe
prerogatives, he seems to have possessed the power of variously lim-
iting his human consciousness of his divinity. It appears to us that
from his baptism until the cruci xion it was entirely optional with
Jesus whether to depend only on the human mind or to utilize the
knowledge of both the human and the divine minds. At times he
appeared to avail himself of only that information which was res-
ident in the human intellect. On other occasions he appeared to
act with such fullness of knowledge and wisdom as could be af-
forded only by the utilization of the superhuman content of his
divine consciousness.

2 Wecan understand his unique performances only by accepting
the theory that he could, at will, self-limit his divinity conscious-
ness. We are fully cognizant that he frequently withheld from his
associates his foreknowledge of events, and that hewas aware of the
nature of their thinking and planning. We understand that he did
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not wish his followers to know too fully that he was able to dis-
cern their thoughts and to penetrate their plans. He did not desire
too far to transcend the concept of the human as it was held in the
minds of his apostles and disciples.

3 We are utterly at a loss to differentiate between his practice of
self-limiting his divine consciousness and his technique of conceal-
ing his preknowledge and thought discernment fromhis human as-
sociates. We are convinced that he used both of these techniques,
but we are not always able, in a given instance, to specify which
method he may have employed. We frequently observed him act-
ing with only the human content of consciousness; then would we
behold him in conferencewith the directors of the celestial hosts of
the universe and discern the undoubted functioning of the divine
mind. And then on almost numberless occasions did we witness
theworking of this combined personality ofman andGod as it was
activated by the apparent perfect union of the human and the di-
vineminds. is is the limit of our knowledge of such phenomena;
we really do not actually know the full truth about this mystery.



PAPER №162
AT THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES

Midwayer Commission

WHEN Jesus started up to Jerusalem with the ten apos-
tles, he planned to go through Samaria, that being
the shorter route. Accordingly, they passed down the

eastern shore of the lake and, by way of Scythopolis, entered the
borders of Samaria. Near nightfall Jesus sent Philip and Matthew
over to a village on the eastern slopes of Mount Gilboa to secure
lodging for the company. It so happened that these villagers were
greatly prejudiced against the Jews, even more so than the average
Samaritans, and these feelings were heightened at this particular
time as somanywere on their way to the feast of tabernacles. ese
people knew very little about Jesus, and they refused him lodging
because he andhis associateswere Jews. WhenMatthew andPhilip
manifested indignation and informed these Samaritans that they
were declining to entertain the Holy One of Israel, the infuriated
villagers chased them out of the little town with sticks and stones.

2 A er Philip andMatthewhad returned to their fellows and re-
ported how they had been driven out of the village, James and John
stepped up to Jesus and said: “Master, we pray you to give us per-
mission to bid re come down from heaven to devour these inso-
lent and impenitent Samaritans.” Butwhen Jesus heard thesewords
of vengeance, he turned upon the sons of Zebedee and severely re-
buked them: “You know not what manner of attitude you man-
ifest. Vengeance savours not of the outlook of the kingdom of
heaven. Rather than dispute, let us journey over to the little vil-
lage by the Jordan ford.” us because of sectarian prejudice these
Samaritans denied themselves the honour of showing hospitality
to the Creator Son of a universe.

3 Jesus and the ten stopped for the night at the village near the
Jordan ford. Early the next day they crossed the river and contin-
ued on to Jerusalem by way of the east Jordan highway, arriving at
Bethany late Wednesday evening. omas and Nathaniel arrived
on Friday, having been delayed by their conferences with Rodan.
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4 ¶ Jesus and the 12 remained in the vicinity of Jerusalem until
the end of the following month (October), about 4½ weeks. Jesus
himself went into the city only a few times, and these brief visits
were made during the days of the feast of tabernacles. He spent a
considerable portion of October with Abner and his associates at
Bethlehem.

1. THE DANGERS OF THE VISIT TO JERUSALEM
1 Long before they ed from Galilee, the followers of Jesus had

implored him to go to Jerusalem to proclaim the gospel of the king-
dom in order that his message might have the prestige of having
beenpreached at the centre of Jewish culture and learning; but now
that he had actually come to Jerusalem to teach, they were afraid
for his life. Knowing that the Sanhedrin had sought to bring Jesus
to Jerusalem for trial and recalling the Master’s recently reiterated
declarations that hemust be subject to death, the apostles had been
literally stunned by his sudden decision to attend the feast of taber-
nacles. To all their previous entreaties that he go to Jerusalem he
had replied, “ e hour has not yet come.” Now, to their protests of
fear he answered only, “But the hour has come.”

2 During the feast of tabernacles Jesus went boldly into Jerusa-
lem on several occasions and publicly taught in the temple. is he
did in spite of the efforts of his apostles to dissuade him. ough
they had long urged him to proclaimhismessage in Jerusalem, they
now feared to see him enter the city at this time, knowing full
well that the scribes and Pharisees were bent on bringing about his
death.

3 Jesus’ bold appearance in Jerusalem more than ever confused
his followers. Many of his disciples, and even Judas Iscariot, the
apostle, had dared to think that Jesus had ed in haste into Phoeni-
cia because he feared the Jewish leaders and Herod Antipas. ey
failed to comprehend the signi cance of the Master’s movements.
His presence in Jerusalem at the feast of tabernacles, even in oppo-
sition to the advice of his followers, sufficed forever to put an end
to all whisperings about fear and cowardice.

4 During the feast of tabernacles, thousands of believers from all
parts of the Roman Empire saw Jesus, heard him teach, and many
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even journeyed out to Bethany to confer with him regarding the
progress of the kingdom in their home districts.

5 ere weremany reasons why Jesus was able publicly to preach
in the temple courts throughout the days of the feast, and chief of
these was the fear that had come over the officers of the Sanhedrin
as a result of the secret division of sentiment in their own ranks.
It was a fact that many of the members of the Sanhedrin either se-
cretly believed in Jesus or elsewere decidedly averse to arrestinghim
during the feast, when such large numbers of people were present
in Jerusalem, many of whom either believed in him or were at least
friendly to the spiritual movement which he sponsored.

6 e efforts of Abner and his associates throughout Judea had
also done much to consolidate sentiment favourable to the king-
dom, so much so that the enemies of Jesus dared not be too out-
spoken in their opposition. is was one of the reasons why Je-
sus could publicly visit Jerusalem and live to go away. One or two
months before this he would certainly have been put to death.

7 But the audacious boldness of Jesus in publicly appearing in Je-
rusalem overawed his enemies; they were not prepared for such a
daring challenge. Several times during this month the Sanhedrin
made feeble attempts to place theMaster under arrest, but nothing
came of these efforts. His enemies were so taken aback by Jesus’
unexpected public appearance in Jerusalem that they conjectured
he must have been promised protection by the Roman authorities.
Knowing that Philip (Herod Antipas’s brother) was almost a fol-
lower of Jesus, themembers of the Sanhedrin speculated that Philip
had secured for Jesus promises of protection against his enemies.
Jesus had departed from their jurisdiction before they awakened to
the realization that they had been mistaken in the belief that his
sudden and bold appearance in Jerusalem had been due to a secret
understanding with the Roman officials.

8 Only the 12 apostles had known that Jesus intended to attend
the feast of tabernacles when they had departed from Magadan.

e other followers of the Master were greatly astonished when he
appeared in the temple courts and began publicly to teach, and the
Jewish authorities were surprised beyond expression when it was
reported that he was teaching in the temple.
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9 Although his disciples had not expected Jesus to attend the
feast, the vast majority of the pilgrims from afar who had heard
of him entertained the hope that they might see him at Jerusa-
lem. And they were not disappointed, for on several occasions
he taught in Solomon’s Porch and elsewhere in the temple courts.

ese teachings were really the official or formal announcement of
the divinity of Jesus to the Jewish people and to the whole world.

10 e multitudes who listened to the Master’s teachings were
divided in their opinions. Some said he was a good man; some a
prophet; some that he was truly the Messiah; others said he was a
mischievousmeddler, that hewas leading the people astraywith his
strange doctrines. His enemies hesitated to denounce him openly
for fear of his friendly believers, while his friends feared to acknowl-
edge him openly for fear of the Jewish leaders, knowing that the
Sanhedrin was determined to put him to death. But even his en-
emies marveled at his teaching, knowing that he had not been in-
structed in the schools of the rabbis.

11 Every time Jesuswent to Jerusalem, his apostleswere lledwith
terror. ey were the more afraid as, from day to day, they listened
to his increasingly bold pronouncements regarding the nature of
his mission on earth. ey were unaccustomed to hearing Jesus
make such positive claims and such amazing assertions even when
preaching among his friends.

2. THE FIRST TEMPLE TALK
1 e rst a ernoon that Jesus taught in the temple, a consider-

able company sat listening to his words depicting the liberty of the
new gospel and the joy of those who believe the good news, when
a curious listener interrupted him to ask: “Teacher, how is it you
can quote the Scriptures and teach the people so uently when I
am told that you are untaught in the learning of the rabbis?” Jesus
replied: “No man has taught me the truths which I declare to you.
And this teaching is not mine but His who sent me. If any man
really desires to do my Father’s will, he shall certainly know about
my teaching, whether it be God’s or whether I speak for myself.
He who speaks for himself seeks his own glory, but when I declare
the words of the Father, I thereby seek the glory of him who sent
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me. But before you try to enter into the new light, should you not
rather follow the light you already have? Moses gave you the law,
yet how many of you honestly seek to ful l its demands? Moses in
this law enjoins you, saying, ‘You shall not kill’; notwithstanding
this command some of you seek to kill the Son of Man.”

2 ¶ When the crowd heard these words, they fell to wrangling
among themselves. Some said he was mad; some that he had a
devil. Others said this was indeed the prophet of Galilee whom
the scribes and Pharisees had long sought to kill. Some said the re-
ligious authorities were afraid to molest him; others thought that
they laid not hands upon him because they had become believers
in him. A er considerable debate one of the crowd stepped for-
ward and asked Jesus, “Why do the rulers seek to kill you?” And he
replied: “ e rulers seek to kill me because they resent my teach-
ing about the good news of the kingdom, a gospel that sets men
free from the burdensome traditions of a formal religion of cere-
monies which these teachers are determined to uphold at any cost.

ey circumcise in accordancewith the lawon the Sabbath day, but
theywould killme because I once on the Sabbath day set free aman
held in the bondage of affliction. ey follow a er me on the Sab-
bath to spy on me but would kill me because on another occasion
I chose tomake a grievously strickenman completely whole on the
Sabbath day. ey seek to kill me because they well know that, if
you honestly believe and dare to accept my teaching, their system
of traditional religion will be overthrown, forever destroyed. us
will they be deprived of authority over that to which they have de-
voted their lives since they steadfastly refuse to accept this new and
more glorious gospel of the kingdomofGod. And now do I appeal
to every one of you: Judge not according to outward appearances
but rather judge by the true spirit of these teachings; judge righ-
teously.”

3 en said another inquirer: “Yes, Teacher, we do look for the
Messiah, but when he comes, we know that his appearance will be
in mystery. We know whence you are. You have been among your
brethren from the beginning. e deliverer will come in power to
restore the throne of David’s kingdom. Do you really claim to be
the Messiah?” And Jesus replied: “You claim to know me and to
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know whence I am. I wish your claims were true, for indeed then
would you nd abundant life in that knowledge. But I declare that
I have not come to you for myself; I have been sent by the Father,
and he who sent me is true and faithful. By refusing to hear me,
you are refusing to receive Him who sends me. You, if you will
receive this gospel, shall come to know Him who sent me. I know
the Father, for I have come from the Father to declare and reveal
him to you.”

4 e agents of the scribes wanted to lay hands upon him, but
they feared the multitude, for many believed in him. Jesus’ work
since his baptism had becomewell known to all Jewry, and asmany
of these people recounted these things, they said among them-
selves: “Even though this teacher is from Galilee, and even though
he does notmeet all of our expectations of theMessiah, wewonder
if the deliverer, when he does come, will really do anything more
wonderful than this Jesus of Nazareth has already done.”˚

5 When the Pharisees and their agents heard the people talk-
ing this way, they took counsel with their leaders and decided that
something should be done forthwith to put a stop to these public
appearances of Jesus in the temple courts. e leaders of the Jews,
in general, were disposed to avoid a clash with Jesus, believing that
the Roman authorities had promised him immunity. ey could
not otherwise account for his boldness in coming at this time to
Jerusalem; but the officers of the Sanhedrin did not wholly believe
this rumour. ey reasoned that the Roman rulers would not do
such a thing secretly andwithout the knowledge of the highest gov-
erning body of the Jewish nation.

6 Accordingly, Eber, the proper officer of the Sanhedrin, with
two assistants was dispatched to arrest Jesus. As Ebermade his way
toward Jesus, the Master said: “Fear not to approach me. Draw
near while you listen to my teaching. I know you have been sent to
apprehend me, but you should understand that nothing will befall
the Son of Man until his hour comes. You are not arrayed against

2.4. …we wonder if the deliverer, when he does come, will really do anythingmore won-
derful than this Jesus ofNazareth has already done? is is an indirect question contained
within a declarative sentence, so the period rather than the questionmark is the correct clos-
ing punctuation mark.
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me; you come only to do the bidding of your masters, and even
these rulers of the Jews verily think they are doing God’s service
when they secretly seek my destruction.

7 “I bear none of you ill will. e Father loves you, and therefore
do I long for your deliverance from the bondage of prejudice and
the darkness of tradition. I offer you the liberty of life and the joy of
salvation. I proclaim the new and living way, the deliverance from
evil and the breaking of the bondage of sin. I have come that you
might have life, and have it eternally. You seek to be rid of me and
my disquieting teachings. If you could only realize that I am to be
with you only a little while! In just a short time I go to Him who
sent me into this world. And then will many of you diligently seek
me, but you shall not discover my presence, for where I am about
to go you cannot come. But all who truly seek to nd me shall
sometime attain the life that leads to my Father’s presence.”

8 Some of the scoffers said among themselves: “Where will this
man go that we cannot nd him? Will he go to live among the
Greeks? Will he destroy himself ? What can he mean when he de-
clares that soonhewill depart fromus, and thatwe cannot gowhere
he goes?”

9 Eber and his assistants refused to arrest Jesus; they returned to
theirmeeting placewithout him. When, therefore, the chief priests
and the Pharisees upbraided Eber and his assistants because they
had not brought Jesus with them, Eber only replied: “We feared to
arrest him in the midst of the multitude because many believe in
him. Besides, we never heard a man speak like this man. ere is
something out of the ordinary about this teacher. You would all
do well to go over to hear him.” And when the chief rulers heard
these words, they were astonished and spoke tauntingly to Eber:
“Are you also led astray? Are you about to believe in this deceiver?
Have you heard that any of our learned men or any of the rulers
have believed in him? Have any of the scribes or the Pharisees been
deceived by his clever teachings? How does it come that you are
in uenced by the behaviour of this ignorant multitude who know
not the law or the prophets? Do you not know that such untaught
people are accursed?” And then answered Eber: “Even so, my mas-
ters, but thisman speaks to themultitudewords ofmercy andhope.
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Hecheers thedownhearted, andhiswordswere comforting even to
our souls. What can there bewrong in these teachings even though
he may not be the Messiah of the Scriptures? And even then does
not our law require fairness? Do we condemn a man before we
hear him?” And the chief of the Sanhedrin was wroth with Eber
and, turning upon him, said: “Have you gonemad? Are you by any
chance also from Galilee? Search the Scriptures, and you will dis-
cover that out of Galilee arises no prophet, much less theMessiah.”

10 e Sanhedrin disbanded in confusion, and Jesus withdrew to
Bethany for the night.

3. THE WOMAN TAKEN IN ADULTERY
1 It was during this visit to Jerusalem that Jesus dealt with a cer-

tain woman of evil repute who was brought into his presence by
her accusers and his enemies. e distorted record you have of this
episode would suggest that this woman had been brought before
Jesus by the scribes and Pharisees, and that Jesus so dealt with them
as to indicate that these religious leaders of the Jews might them-
selves have been guilty of immorality. Jesus well knew that, while
these scribes and Pharisees were spiritually blind and intellectually
prejudiced by their loyalty to tradition, they were to be numbered
among themost thoroughlymoralmen of that day and generation.

2 What really happenedwas this: Early the thirdmorning of the
feast, as Jesus approached the temple, he was met by a group of the
hired agents of the Sanhedrin who were dragging a woman along
with them. As they came near, the spokesman said: “Master, this
woman was taken in adultery — in the very act. Now, the law of
Moses commands that we should stone such a woman. What do
you say should be done with her?”

3 It was the plan of Jesus’ enemies, if he upheld the law of Moses
requiring that the self-confessed transgressor be stoned, to involve
him in difficulty with the Roman rulers, who had denied the Jews
the right to in ict the death penalty without the approval of a Ro-
man tribunal. If he forbade stoning the woman, they would accuse
him before the Sanhedrin of setting himself up above Moses and
the Jewish law. If he remained silent, they would accuse him of
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cowardice. But theMaster somanaged the situation that thewhole
plot fell to pieces of its own sordid weight.

4 is woman, once comely, was the wife of an inferior citizen of
Nazareth, a man who had been a troublemaker for Jesus through-
out his youthful days. e man, having married this woman, did
most shamefully force her to earn their living bymaking commerce
of her body. He had come up to the feast at Jerusalem that his wife
might thus prostitute her physical charms for nancial gain. He
had entered into a bargain with the hirelings of the Jewish rulers
thus to betray his own wife in her commercialized vice. And so
they camewith thewoman and her companion in transgression for
the purpose of ensnaring Jesus into making some statement which
could be used against him in case of his arrest.

5 Jesus, looking over the crowd, saw her husband standing be-
hind the others. He knew what sort of man he was and perceived
that he was a party to the despicable transaction. Jesus rst walked
around to near where this degenerate husband stood and wrote
upon the sand a few words which caused him to depart in haste.

en he came back before the woman and wrote again upon the
ground for the bene t of her would-be accusers; and when they
read his words, they, too, went away, one by one. And when the
Master had written in the sand the third time, the woman’s com-
panion in evil took his departure, so that, when the Master raised
himself up from this writing, he beheld the woman standing alone
before him. Jesus said: “Woman, where are your accusers? did no
man remain to stone you?” And the woman, li ing up her eyes, an-
swered, “No man, Lord.” And then said Jesus: “I know about you;
neither do I condemn you. Go your way in peace.” And this wo-
man, Hildana, forsook her wicked husband and joined herself to
the disciples of the kingdom.

4. THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES
1 e presence of people from all of the known world, from

Spain to India, made the feast of tabernacles an ideal occasion for
Jesus for the rst time publicly to proclaim his full gospel in Jeru-
salem. At this feast the people lived much in the open air, in leafy
booths. It was the feast of the harvest ingathering, and coming, as
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it did, in the cool of the autumn months, it was more generally at-
tended by the Jews of the world than was the Passover at the end of
the winter or Pentecost at the beginning of summer. e apostles
at last beheld their Master making the bold announcement of his
mission on earth before all the world, as it were.

2 is was the feast of feasts, since any sacri ce not made at the
other festivals could be made at this time. is was the occasion of
the reception of the temple offerings; it was a combination of vaca-
tion pleasures with the solemn rites of religious worship. Here was
a time of racial rejoicing, mingled with sacri ces, Levitical chants,
and the solemn blasts of the silvery trumpets of the priests. At
night the impressive spectacle of the temple and its pilgrim throngs
was brilliantly illuminated by the great candelabras which burned
brightly in the court of thewomen aswell as by the glare of scores of
torches standing about the temple courts. e entire city was gaily
decorated except theRoman castle ofAntonia, which lookeddown
in grim contrast upon this festive and worshipful scene. And how
the Jews did hate this ever-present reminder of the Roman yoke!

3 Seventy bullocks were sacri ced during the feast, the symbol
of the 70 nations of heathendom. e ceremony of the outpour-
ing of the water symbolized the outpouring of the divine spirit.

is ceremony of the water followed the sunrise procession of the
priests and Levites. e worshippers passed down the steps leading
from the court of Israel to the court of the women while successive
blasts were blown upon the silvery trumpets. And then the faith-
ful marched on toward the beautiful gate, which opened upon the
court of the gentiles. Here they turned about to face westward, to
repeat their chants, and to continue their march for the symbolic
water.

4 ¶ On the last day of the feast almost 450 priests with a corre-
sponding number of Levites officiated. At daybreak the pilgrims
assembled from all parts of the city, each carrying in the right hand
a sheaf of myrtle, willow, and palm branches, while in the le hand
each one carried a branch of the paradise apple — the citron, or
the “forbidden fruit.” ese pilgrims divided into 3 groups for this
early morning ceremony. One band remained at the temple to at-
tend the morning sacri ces; another group marched down below
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Jerusalem to near Maza to cut the willow branches for the adorn-
ment of the sacri cial altar, while the third group formed a proces-
sion tomarch from the temple behind the water priest, who, to the
sound of the silvery trumpets, bore the golden pitcher which was
to contain the symbolic water, out through Ophel to near Siloam,
where was located the fountain gate. A er the golden pitcher had
been lled at the pool of Siloam, the procession marched back to
the temple, entering by way of the water gate and going directly to
the court of the priests, where the priest bearing the water pitcher
was joined by the priest bearing the wine for the drink offering.

ese two priests then repaired to the silver funnels leading to the
base of the altar and poured the contents of the pitchers therein.

e execution of this rite of pouring the wine and the water was
the signal for the assembled pilgrims to begin the chanting of the
Psalms from 113 to 118 inclusive, in alternation with the Levites.
And as they repeated these lines, they would wave their sheaves at
the altar. en followed the sacri ces for the day, associated with
the repeating of the Psalm for the day, the Psalm for the last day of
the feast being the 82ⁿ, beginning with the 5 verse.

5. SERMON ON THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD
1 On the evening of the next to the last day of the feast, when

the scenewas brilliantly illuminated by the lights of the candelabras
and the torches, Jesus stoodup in themidst of the assembled throng
and said:

2 ¶ “I am the light of the world. He who follows me shall not
walk in darkness but shall have the light of life. Presuming to place
me on trial and assuming to sit as my judges, you declare that, if
I bear witness of myself, my witness cannot be true. But never
can the creature sit in judgment on the Creator. Even if I do bear
witness about myself, my witness is everlastingly true, for I know
whence I came, who I am, and whither I go. You who would kill
the Son of Man know not whence I came, who I am, or whither I
go. You only judge by the appearances of the esh; you do not per-
ceive the realities of the spirit. I judge noman, not evenmy archen-
emy. But if I should choose to judge, my judgment would be true
and righteous, for I would judge not alone but in association with
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my Father, who sent me into the world, and who is the source of all
true judgment. You even allow that the witness of two reliable per-
sons may be accepted — well, then, I bear witness of these truths;
so also does my Father in heaven. And when I told you this yester-
day, in your darkness you asked me, ‘Where is your Father?’ Truly,
you know neither me nor my Father, for if you had known me, you
would also have known the Father.

3 “I have already told you that I am going away, and that you
will seek me and not nd me, for where I am going you cannot
come. Youwhowould reject this light are frombeneath; I am from
above. You who prefer to sit in darkness are of this world; I am not
of this world, and I live in the eternal light of the Father of lights.
You all have had abundant opportunity to learn who I am, but you
shall have still other evidence con rming the identity of the Son of
Man. I am the light of life, and every onewhodeliberately andwith
understanding rejects this saving light shall die in his sins. Much I
have to tell you, but you are unable to receive my words. However,
he who sent me is true and faithful; my Father loves even his erring
children. And all that my Father has spoken I also proclaim to the
world.

4 “When the Son of Man is li ed up, then shall you all know
that I am he, and that I have done nothing of myself but only as
the Father has taught me. I speak these words to you and to your
children. And he who sent me is even nowwithme; he has not le
me alone, for I do always that which is pleasing in his sight.”

5 ¶ As Jesus thus taught the pilgrims in the temple courts, many
believed. And no man dared to lay hands upon him.

6. DISCOURSE ON THE WATER OF LIFE
1 On the last day, the great day of the feast, as the procession

from the pool of Siloam passed through the temple courts, and just
a er the water and the wine had been poured down upon the altar
by the priests, Jesus, standing among the pilgrims, said: “If anyman
thirst, let him come tome anddrink. From theFather above I bring
to this world the water of life. He who believes me shall be lled
with the spirit which this water represents, for even the Scriptures
have said, ‘Out of him shall ow rivers of living waters.’ When the
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Son of Man has nished his work on earth, there shall be poured
out upon all esh the living Spirit of Truth. ose who receive this
spirit shall never know spiritual thirst.”

2 Jesus did not interrupt the service to speak these words. He
addressed the worshippers immediately a er the chanting of the
Hallel, the responsive reading of the Psalms accompanied by wav-
ing of the branches before the altar. Just here was a pause while the
sacri ces were being prepared, and it was at this time that the pil-
grims heard the fascinating voice of the Master declare that he was
the giver of living water to every spirit-thirsting soul.

3 At the conclusion of this earlymorning service Jesus continued
to teach the multitude, saying: “Have you not read in the Scrip-
ture: ‘Behold, as the waters are poured out upon the dry ground
and spread over the parched soil, so will I give the spirit of holi-
ness to be poured out upon your children for a blessing even to
your children’s children’? Why will you thirst for the ministry of
the spirit while you seek to water your souls with the traditions of
men, poured from the broken pitchers of ceremonial service? at
which you see going on about this temple is the way in which your
fathers sought to symbolize the bestowal of the divine spirit upon
the children of faith, and you have done well to perpetuate these
symbols, even down to this day. But now has come to this genera-
tion the revelation of the Father of spirits through the bestowal of
his Son, and all of this will certainly be followed by the bestowal of
the spirit of the Father and the Son upon the children of men. To
every one who has faith shall this bestowal of the spirit become the
true teacher of the way which leads to life everlasting, to the true
waters of life in the kingdom of heaven on earth and in the Father’s
Paradise over there.”

4 And Jesus continued to answer the questions of both the mul-
titude and the Pharisees. Some thought he was a prophet; some
believed him to be the Messiah; others said he could not be the
Christ, seeing that he came fromGalilee, and that theMessiahmust
restore David’s throne. Still they dared not arrest him.

7. THE DISCOURSE ON SPIRITUAL FREEDOM
1 On the a ernoon of the last day of the feast and a er the apos-
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tles had failed in their efforts to persuade him to ee from Jeru-
salem, Jesus again went into the temple to teach. Finding a large
company of believers assembled in Solomon’s Porch, he spoke to
them, saying:

2 ¶ “If my words abide in you and you are minded to do the will
of my Father, then are you truly my disciples. You shall know the
truth, and the truth shall make you free. I know how you will an-
swer me: We are the children of Abraham, and we are in bondage
to none; how then shall we be made free? Even so, I do not speak
of outward subjection to another’s rule; I refer to the liberties of
the soul. Verily, verily, I say to you, everyone who commits sin is
the bond servant of sin. And you know that the bond servant is
not likely to abide forever in the master’s house. You also know
that the son does remain in his father’s house. If, therefore, the Son
shall make you free, shall make you sons, you shall be free indeed.˚

3 “I know that you are Abraham’s seed, yet your leaders seek to
killmebecausemywordhasnot been allowed tohave its transform-
ing in uence in their hearts. eir souls are sealed by prejudice and
blinded by the pride of revenge. I declare to you the truth which
the eternal Father shows me, while these deluded teachers seek to
do the things which they have learned only from their temporal fa-
thers. And when you reply that Abraham is your father, then do I
tell you that, if you were the children of Abraham, you would do
the works of Abraham. Some of you believe my teaching, but oth-
ers seek to destroy me because I have told you the truth which I re-
ceived from God. But Abraham did not so treat the truth of God.
I perceive that some among you are determined to do the works of
the evil one. IfGodwere your Father, youwould knowme and love
the truth which I reveal. Will you not see that I come forth from
the Father, that I am sent by God, that I am not doing this work of
myself ? Why do you not understand my words? Is it because you
have chosen to become the children of evil? If you are the children
of darkness, you will hardly walk in the light of the truth which I
reveal. e children of evil follow only in the ways of their father,
who was a deceiver and stood not for the truth because there came
7.2. …bondservant… See note for 130:6.3.
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to be no truth in him. But now comes the Son of Man speaking
and living the truth, and many of you refuse to believe.

4 “Which of you convicts me of sin? If I, then, proclaim and live
the truth shownmeby the Father, why do younot believe? Hewho
is of God hears gladly the words of God; for this causemany of you
hear notmywords, because you are not ofGod. Your teachers have
even presumed to say that I domyworks by the power of the prince
of devils. One near by has just said that I have a devil, that I am a
child of the devil. But all of you who deal honestly with your own
souls know full well that I am not a devil. You know that I honour
the Father even while you would dishonourme. I seek notmy own
glory, only the glory ofmyParadise Father. And I do not judge you,
for there is one who judges for me.

5 “Verily, verily, I say to you who believe the gospel that, if a
man will keep this word of truth alive in his heart, he shall never
taste death. And now just at my side a scribe says this statement
proves that I have a devil, seeing that Abraham is dead, also the
prophets. And he asks: ‘Are you so much greater than Abraham
and the prophets that you dare to stand here and say that whoso
keeps your word shall not taste death? Who do you claim to be
that you dare to utter such blasphemies?’ And I say to all such that,
if I glorify myself, my glory is as nothing. But it is the Father who
shall glorify me, even the same Father whom you call God. But
you have failed to know this your God and my Father, and I have
come to bring you together; to show you how to become truly the
sons of God. ough you know not the Father, I truly know him.
Even Abraham rejoiced to see my day, and by faith he saw it and
was glad.”

6 ¶ When the unbelieving Jews and the agents of the Sanhedrin
who had gathered about by this time heard thesewords, they raised
a tumult, shouting: “You are not 50 years of age, and yet you talk
about seeing Abraham; you are a child of the devil!” Jesus was un-
able to continue the discourse. He only said as he departed, “Ver-
ily, verily, I say to you, before Abraham was, I am.” Many of the
unbelievers rushed forth for stones to cast at him, and the agents
of the Sanhedrin sought to place him under arrest, but the Master
quickly made his way through the temple corridors and escaped to
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a secret meeting place near Bethany where Martha, Mary, and La-
zarus awaited him.

8. THE VISIT WITH MARTHA AND MARY
1 It had been arranged that Jesus should lodge with Lazarus and

his sisters at a friend’s house, while the apostles were scattered here
and there in small groups, these precautions being taken because
the Jewish authorities were again becoming bold with their plans
to arrest him.

2 For years it had been the custom for these 3 to drop everything
and listen to Jesus’ teaching whenever he chanced to visit them.
With the loss of their parents, Martha had assumed the responsi-
bilities of the home life, and so on this occasion, while Lazarus and
Mary sat at Jesus’ feet drinking in his refreshing teaching, Martha
made ready to serve the evening meal. It should be explained that
Martha was unnecessarily distracted by numerous needless tasks,
and that she was cumbered by many trivial cares; that was her dis-
position.

3 As Martha busied herself with all these supposed duties, she
was perturbed because Mary did nothing to help. erefore she
went to Jesus and said: “Master, do you not care that my sister has
le me alone to do all of the serving? Will you not bid her to come
and help me?” Jesus answered: “Martha, Martha, why are you al-
ways anxious about so many things and troubled by so many tri-
es? Only one thing is really worth while, and sinceMary has cho-

sen this good and needful part, I shall not take it away from her.
But when will both of you learn to live as I have taught you: both
serving in co-operation and both refreshing your souls in unison?
Can you not learn that there is a time for everything — that the
lesser matters of life should give way before the greater things of
the heavenly kingdom?”

9. AT BETHLEHEM WITH ABNER
1 roughout the week that followed the feast of tabernacles,

scores of believers forgathered at Bethany and received instruction
from the 12 apostles. e Sanhedrinmadeno effort tomolest these
gatherings since Jesus was not present; hewas throughout this time
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working with Abner and his associates in Bethlehem. e day fol-
lowing the close of the feast, Jesus had departed for Bethany, and
he did not again teach in the temple during this visit to Jerusalem.

2 ¶ At this time, Abner was making his headquarters at Bethle-
hem, and from that centremanyworkers had been sent to the cities
of Judea and southern Samaria and even to Alexandria. Within
a few days of his arrival, Jesus and Abner completed the arrange-
ments for the consolidation of the work of the two groups of apos-
tles.

3 roughout his visit to the feast of tabernacles, Jesus had di-
vided his time about equally between Bethany and Bethlehem. At
Bethanyhe spent considerable timewith his apostles; at Bethlehem
he gave much instruction to Abner and the other former apostles
of John. And it was this intimate contact that nally led them to
believe in him. ese former apostles of John the Baptist were in-
uenced by the courage he displayed in his public teaching in Jeru-

salemaswell as by the sympathetic understanding they experienced
in his private teaching at Bethlehem. ese in uences nally and
fully won over each of Abner’s associates to a wholehearted accep-
tance of the kingdom and all that such a step implied.

4 ¶ Before leaving Bethlehem for the last time, the Master made
arrangements for them all to join him in the united effort which
was to precede the ending of his earth career in the esh. It was
agreed that Abner and his associates were to join Jesus and the 12
in the near future at Magadan Park.

5 In accordancewith this understanding, early inNovemberAb-
ner and his 11 fellows cast their lot with Jesus and the 12 and
laboured with them as one organization right on down to the cru-
ci xion.

6 In the latter part of October Jesus and the 12 withdrew from
the immediate vicinity of Jerusalem. On Sunday, October 30, Je-
sus and his associates le the city of Ephraim, where he had been
resting in seclusion for a few days, and, going by the west Jordan
highway directly toMagadan Park, arrived late on the a ernoon of
Wednesday, November 2.
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7 e apostles were greatly relieved to have the Master back on
friendly soil; no more did they urge him to go up to Jerusalem to
proclaim the gospel of the kingdom.



PAPER №163
ORDINATION OF THE SEVENTY AT

MAGADAN

Midwayer Commission

A FEW days a er the return of Jesus and the 12 to Maga-
dan from Jerusalem, Abner and a group of some 50 disci-
ples arrived from Bethlehem. At this time there were also

assembled at Magadan Camp the evangelistic corps, the women’s
corps, and about 150 other true and tried disciples from all parts of
Palestine. A er devoting a few days to visiting and the reorganiza-
tion of the camp, Jesus and the 12 began a course of intensive train-
ing for this special group of believers, and from this well-trained
and experienced aggregation of disciples the Master subsequently
chose the 70 teachers and sent them forth to proclaim the gospel of
the kingdom. is regular instruction began on Friday, November
4, and continued until Sabbath, November 19.

2 Jesus gave a talk to this company each morning. Peter taught
methods of public preaching; Nathaniel instructed them in the
art of teaching; omas explained how to answer questions; while
Matthew directed the organization of their group nances. e
other apostles also participated in this training in accordance with
their special experience and natural talents.

1. ORDINATION OF THE SEVENTY
1 e 70 were ordained by Jesus on Sabbath a ernoon, Novem-

ber 19, at theMagadanCamp, andAbner was placed at the head of
these gospel preachers and teachers. is corps of 70 consisted of
Abner and 10 of the former apostles of John, 51 of the earlier evan-
gelists, and 8 other disciples who had distinguished themselves in
the service of the kingdom.

2 About 14:00 on this Sabbath a ernoon, between showers of
rain, a company of believers, augmented by the arrival of David
and the majority of his messenger corps and numbering over 400,
assembled on the shore of the lake of Galilee to witness the ordina-
tion of the 70.
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3 Before Jesus laid his hands upon the heads of the 70 to set them
apart as gospel messengers, addressing them, he said: “ e harvest
is indeed plenteous, but the labourers are few; therefore I exhort
all of you to pray that the Lord of the harvest will send still other
labourers into his harvest. I am about to set you apart asmessengers
of the kingdom; I am about to send you to Jew and gentile as lambs
among wolves. As you go your ways, two and two, I instruct you to
carry neither purse nor extra clothing, for you go forth on this rst
mission for only a short season. Salute no man by the way, attend
only to your work. Whenever you go to stay at a home, rst say:
Peace be to this household. If those who love peace live therein,
you shall abide there; if not, then shall you depart. And having
selected this home, remain there for your stay in that city, eating
and drinking whatever is set before you. And you do this because
the labourer is worthy of his sustenance. Move not from house to
house because a better lodging may be offered. Remember, as you
go forth proclaiming peace on earth and goodwill amongmen, you
must contend with bitter and self-deceived enemies; therefore be
as wise as serpents while you are also as harmless as doves.

4 “And everywhere you go, preach, saying, ‘ e kingdom of
heaven is at hand,’ and minister to all who may be sick in either
mind or body. Freely you have received of the good things of the
kingdom; freely give. If the people of any city receive you, they
shall nd an abundant entrance into the Father’s kingdom; but if
the people of any city refuse to receive this gospel, still shall you
proclaim your message as you depart from that unbelieving com-
munity, saying, even as you leave, to thosewho reject your teaching:
‘Notwithstanding you reject the truth, it remains that the kingdom
of God has come near you.’ He who hears you hears me. And he
who hears me hears Him who sent me. He who rejects your gospel
message rejects me. And he who rejects me rejects Him who sent
me.”

5 When Jesus had thus spoken to the 70, he began with Abner
and, as they knelt in a circle about him, laid his hands upon the
head of every man.

6 Early the next morning Abner sent the 70 messengers into all
the cities ofGalilee, Samaria, and Judea. And these 35 coupleswent
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forth preaching and teaching for about 6 weeks, all of them return-
ing to the new camp near Pella, in Perea, on Friday, December 30.

2. THE RICH YOUNG MAN AND OTHERS
1 Over 50 disciples who sought ordination and appointment to

membership in the 70 were rejected by the committee appointed
by Jesus to select these candidates. is committee consisted ofAn-
drew, Abner, and the acting head of the evangelistic corps. In all
cases where this committee of three were not unanimous in agree-
ment, they brought the candidate to Jesus, and while the Master
never rejected a single person who craved ordination as a gospel
messenger, there were more than a dozen who, when they had
talked with Jesus, no more desired to become gospel messengers.

2 ¶ One earnest disciple came to Jesus, saying: “Master, I would
be one of your new apostles, but my father is very old and near
death; could I be permitted to return home to bury him?” To this
man Jesus said: “My son, the foxes have holes, and the birds of
heaven have nests, but the Son ofMan has nowhere to lay his head.
You are a faithful disciple, and you can remain such while you re-
turnhome tominister to your lovedones, butnot sowithmygospel
messengers. ey have forsaken all to follow me and proclaim the
kingdom. If you would be an ordained teacher, youmust let others
bury the dead while you go forth to publish the good news.” And
this man went away in great disappointment.

3 Another disciple came to the Master and said: “I would be-
come an ordained messenger, but I would like to go to my home
for a short while to comfort my family.” And Jesus replied: “If you
would be ordained, you must be willing to forsake all. e gospel
messengers cannot have divided affections. Noman, having put his
hand to the plough, if he turns back, is worthy to become amessen-
ger of the kingdom.”

4 ¶ enAndrew brought to Jesus a certain rich youngmanwho
was a devout believer, and who desired to receive ordination. is
young man, Matadormus, was a member of the Jerusalem San-
hedrin; he had heard Jesus teach and had been subsequently in-
structed in the gospel of the kingdom by Peter and the other apos-
tles. Jesus talkedwithMatadormus concerning the requirements of
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ordination and requested that he defer decision until a er he had
thought more fully about the matter. Early the next morning, as
Jesus was going for a walk, this young man accosted him and said:
“Master, I would know from you the assurances of eternal life. See-
ing that I have observed all the commandments from my youth, I
would like to knowwhatmore Imust do to gain eternal life?” In an-
swer to this question Jesus said: “If youkeep all the commandments
— do not commit adultery, do not kill, do not steal, do not bear
false witness, do not defraud, honour your parents — you do well,
but salvation is the reward of faith, not merely of works. Do you
believe this gospel of the kingdom?” And Matadormus answered:
“Yes, Master, I do believe everything you and your apostles have
taught me.” And Jesus said, “ en are you indeed my disciple and
a child of the kingdom.”

5 en said the youngman: “But,Master, I amnot content to be
your disciple; I would be one of your newmessengers.”When Jesus
heard this, he looked down upon himwith a great love and said: “I
will have you tobeoneofmymessengers if you arewilling topay the
price, if youwill supply the one thingwhich you lack.”Matadormus
replied: “Master, I will do anything if I may be allowed to follow
you.” Jesus, kissing the kneeling young man on the forehead, said:
“If you would be my messenger, go and sell all that you have and,
when you have bestowed the proceeds upon the poor or upon your
brethren, come and follow me, and you shall have treasure in the
kingdom of heaven.”

6 When Matadormus heard this, his countenance fell. He arose
and went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions. is
wealthy young Pharisee had been raised to believe that wealth was
the token of God’s favour. Jesus knew that he was not free from the
love of himself and his riches. e Master wanted to deliver him
from the love of wealth, not necessarily from the wealth. While
the disciples of Jesus did not part with all their worldly goods, the
apostles and the 70 did. Matadormus desired to be one of the 70
new messengers, and that was the reason for Jesus’ requiring him
to part with all of his temporal possessions.

7 ¶ Almost every human being has some one thing which is held
on to as a pet evil, and which the entrance into the kingdom of
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heaven requires as a part of the price of admission. If Matadormus
had parted with his wealth, it probably would have been put right
back into his hands for administration as treasurer of the 70. For
later on, a er the establishment of the church at Jerusalem, he did
obey theMaster’s injunction, although it was then too late to enjoy
membership in the70, andhebecame the treasurer of the Jerusalem
church, of which James the Lord’s brother in the eshwas the head.

8 us always it was and foreverwill be: Menmust arrive at their
own decisions. ere is a certain range of the freedom of choice
which mortals may exercise. e forces of the spiritual world will
not coerce man; they allow him to go the way of his own choosing.

9 Jesus foresaw thatMatadormus, with his riches, could not pos-
sibly become an ordained associate of men who had forsaken all
for the gospel; at the same time, he saw that, without his riches,
he would become the ultimate leader of all of them. But, like Je-
sus’ own brethren, he never became great in the kingdom because
he deprived himself of that intimate and personal association with
theMaster whichmight have been his experience had he beenwill-
ing to do at this time the very thing which Jesus asked, and which,
several years subsequently, he actually did.

10 Riches have nothing directly to dowith entrance into the king-
dom of heaven, but the love of wealth does. e spiritual loyalties of
the kingdom are incompatible with servility to materialistic mam-
mon. Man may not share his supreme loyalty to a spiritual ideal
with a material devotion.

11 Jesus never taught that it was wrong to have wealth. He re-
quired only the 12 and the 70 to dedicate all of their worldly pos-
sessions to the common cause. Even then, he provided for the prof-
itable liquidation of their property, as in the case of the Apostle
Matthew. Jesus many times advised his well-to-do disciples as he
taught the richman of Rome. eMaster regarded the wise invest-
ment of excess earnings as a legitimate formof insurance against fu-
ture and unavoidable adversity. When the apostolic treasury was
over owing, Judas put funds on deposit to be used subsequently
when they might suffer greatly from a diminution of income. is
Judas did a er consultation with Andrew. Jesus never personally
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had anything to do with the apostolic nances except in the dis-
bursement of alms. But there was one economic abuse which he
many times condemned, and thatwas the unfair exploitation of the
weak, unlearned, and less fortunate of men by their strong, keen,
and more intelligent fellows. Jesus declared that such inhuman
treatment ofmen, women, and childrenwas incompatible with the
ideals of the brotherhood of the kingdom of heaven.

3. THE DISCUSSION ABOUT WEALTH
1 By the time Jesus had nished talking with Matadormus, Pe-

ter and a number of the apostles had gathered about him, and as
the rich young man was departing, Jesus turned around to face the
apostles and said: “You see how difficult it is for those who have
riches to enter fully into the kingdom of God! Spiritual worship
cannot be shared with material devotions; no man can serve two
masters. You have a saying that it is ‘easier for a camel to go through
the eye of a needle than for the heathen to inherit eternal life.’ And I
declare that it is as easy for this camel to go through the needle’s eye
as for these self-satis ed rich ones to enter the kingdom of heaven.”

2 When Peter and the apostles heard these words, they were
astonished exceedingly, so much so that Peter said: “Who then,
Lord, can be saved? Shall all who have riches be kept out of the
kingdom?” And Jesus replied: “No, Peter, but all who put their
trust in riches shall hardly enter into the spiritual life that leads to
eternal progress. But even then, much which is impossible to man
is not beyond the reach of the Father in heaven; rather should we
recognize that with God all things are possible.”

3 As they went off by themselves, Jesus was grieved that Mata-
dormus did not remain with them, for he greatly loved him. And
when they had walked down by the lake, they sat there beside the
water, and Peter, speaking for the 12 (who were all present by this
time), said: “We are troubled by yourwords to the rich youngman.
Shall we require those who would follow you to give up all their
worldly goods?” And Jesus said: “No, Peter, only those who would
become apostles, and who desire to live with me as you do and as
one family. But the Father requires that the affections of his chil-
dren be pure and undivided. Whatever thing or person comes be-
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tween you and the love of the truths of the kingdom, must be sur-
rendered. If one’s wealth does not invade the precincts of the soul,
it is of no consequence in the spiritual life of thosewhowould enter
the kingdom.”

4 And then said Peter, “But, Master, we have le everything to
follow you, what then shall we have?” And Jesus spoke to all of the
12: “Verily, verily, I say to you, there is no man who has le wealth,
home, wife, brethren, parents, or children for my sake and for the
sake of the kingdomof heavenwho shall not receivemanifoldmore
in this world, perhaps with some persecutions, and in the world to
come eternal life. But many who are rst shall be last, while the
last shall o en be rst. e Father deals with his creatures in accor-
dance with their needs and in obedience to his just laws ofmerciful
and loving consideration for the welfare of a universe.

5 “ e kingdom of heaven is like a householder who was a large
employer of men, and who went out early in the morning to hire
labourers to work in his vineyard. When he had agreed with the
labourers to pay them a denarius a day, he sent them into the vine-
yard. en he went out about 9:00, and seeing others standing in
the market place idle, he said to them: ‘Go you also to work in my
vineyard, and whatsoever is right I will pay you.’ And they went at
once to work. Again he went out about 12:00 and about 15:00
and did likewise. And going to the market place about 17:00, he
found still others standing idle, and he inquired of them, ‘Why do
you stand here idle all the day?’ And the men answered, ‘Because
nobody has hired us.’ en said the householder: ‘Go you also to
work in my vineyard, and whatever is right I will pay you.’

6 “When evening came, this owner of the vineyard said to his
steward: ‘Call the labourers and pay them their wages, beginning
with the last hired and endingwith the rst.’When thosewhowere
hired about 17:00 came, they received a denarius each, and so itwas
with each of the other labourers. When the men who were hired
at the beginning of the day saw how the later comers were paid,
they expected to receive more than the amount agreed upon. But
like the others every man received only a denarius. And when each
had received his pay, they complained to the householder, saying:
‘ ese men whowere hired last worked only one hour, and yet you
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have paid them the same as us who have borne the burden of the
day in the scorching sun.’

7 “ en answered the householder: ‘My friends, I do you no
wrong. Did not each of you agree to work for a denarius a day?
Take now that which is yours and go your way, for it is my desire to
give to those who came last as much as I have given to you. Is it not
lawful for me to do what I will with my own? or do you begrudge
my generosity because I desire to be good and to show mercy?’”

4. FAREWELL TO THE SEVENTY
1 It was a stirring time about the Magadan Camp the day the 70

went forth on their rst mission. Early that morning, in his last
talk with the 70, Jesus placed emphasis on the following:

2 1. e gospel of the kingdom must be proclaimed to all the
world, to gentile as well as to Jew.

3 2. While ministering to the sick, refrain from teaching the
expectation of miracles.

4 3. Proclaim a spiritual brotherhood of the sons of God, not
an outward kingdom of worldly power and material glory.

5 4. Avoid loss of time through overmuch social visiting and
other trivialities whichmight detract fromwholehearted devotion
to preaching the gospel.

6 5. If the rst house to be selected for a headquarters proves
to be a worthy home, abide there throughout the sojourn in that
city.

7 6. Make clear to all faithful believers that the time for an
open break with the religious leaders of the Jews at Jerusalem has
now come.

8 7. Teach that man’s whole duty is summed up in this one
commandment: Love the Lord your God with all your mind and
soul and your neighbour as yourself. ( is they were to teach as
man’s whole duty in place of the 613 rules of living expounded by
the Pharisees.)

9 ¶ When Jesus had talked thus to the 70 in the presence of all
the apostles and disciples, SimonPeter took themoffby themselves
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and preached to them their ordination sermon, which was an elab-
oration of the Master’s charge given at the time he laid his hands
upon them and set them apart asmessengers of the kingdom. Peter
exhorted the 70 to cherish in their experience the following virtues:

10 1. Consecrated devotion. To pray always for more labourers
to be sent forth into the gospel harvest. He explained that, when
one so prays, he will the more likely say, “Here am I; send me.” He
admonished them to neglect not their daily worship.

11 2. True courage. Hewarned them that they would encounter
hostility and be certain to meet with persecution. Peter told them
their mission was no undertaking for cowards and advised those
whowere afraid to stepoutbefore they started. Butnonewithdrew.

12 3. Faith and trust. ey must go forth on this short mission
wholly unprovided for; they must trust the Father for food and
shelter and all other things needful.

13 4. Zeal and initiative. ey must be possessed with zeal and
intelligent enthusiasm; they must attend strictly to their Master’s
business. Oriental salutation was a lengthy and elaborate cere-
mony; therefore had they been instructed to “salute no man by the
way,” which was a common method of exhorting one to go about
his business without the waste of time. It had nothing to do with
the matter of friendly greeting.

14 5. Kindness and courtesy. e Master had instructed them
to avoid unnecessary waste of time in social ceremonies, but he en-
joined courtesy toward allwithwhomthey should come in contact.

ey were to show every kindness to those who might entertain
them in their homes. ey were strictly warned against leaving a
modest home to be entertained in a more comfortable or in uen-
tial one.

15 6. Ministry to the sick. e 70were charged byPeter to search
out the sick in mind and body and to do everything in their power
to bring about the alleviation or cure of their maladies.

16 ¶ And when they had been thus charged and instructed, they
started out, two and two, on their mission in Galilee, Samaria, and
Judea.
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17 Although the Jews had a peculiar regard for the number 70,
sometimes considering the nations of heathendom as being 70 in
number, and although these 70 messengers were to go with the
gospel to all peoples, still as far as we can discern, it was only co-
incidental that this group happened to number just 70. Certain it
was that Jesus would have accepted no less than half a dozen oth-
ers, but theywere unwilling to pay the price of forsakingwealth and
families.

5. MOVING THE CAMP TO PELLA
1 Jesus and the 12 now prepared to establish their last headquar-

ters in Perea, near Pella, where the Master was baptized in the Jor-
dan. e last ten days of November were spent in council at Mag-
adan, and on Tuesday, December 6, the entire company of almost
300 started out at daybreakwith all their effects to lodge that night
near Pella by the river. is was the same site, by the spring, that
John the Baptist had occupied with his camp several years before.

2 A er the breaking up of the Magadan Camp, David Zebedee
returned to Bethsaida and began immediately to curtail the mes-
senger service. e kingdom was taking on a new phase. Daily,
pilgrims arrived from all parts of Palestine and even from remote
regions of the Roman Empire. Believers occasionally came from
Mesopotamia and from the lands east of the Tigris. Accordingly,
on Sunday, December 18, David, with the help of his messen-
ger corps, loaded on to the pack animals the camp equipage, then
stored in his father’s house, with which he had formerly conducted
the camp of Bethsaida by the lake. Bidding farewell to Bethsaida
for the time being, he proceeded down the lake shore and along
the Jordan to a point about 2.4 km north of the apostolic camp;
and in less than a week he was prepared to offer hospitality to al-
most 1500 pilgrim visitors. e apostolic camp could accommo-
date about 500. is was the rainy season in Palestine, and these
accommodations were required to take care of the ever-increasing
number of inquirers, mostly earnest, who came into Perea to see
Jesus and to hear his teaching.

3 David did all this on his own initiative, though he had taken
counsel with Philip and Matthew at Magadan. He employed the
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larger part of his former messenger corps as his helpers in conduct-
ing this camp; he now used less than 20 men on regular messenger
duty. Near the end ofDecember and before the return of the 70, al-
most 800 visitors were gathered about the Master, and they found
lodging in David’s camp.

6. THE RETURN OF THE SEVENTY
1 On Friday, December 30, while Jesus was away in the near-by

hills with Peter, James, and John, the 70 messengers were arriv-
ing by couples, accompanied by numerous believers, at the Pella
headquarters. All 70 were assembled at the teaching site about
17:00 when Jesus returned to the camp. e evening meal was de-
layed for more than an hour while these enthusiasts for the gospel
of the kingdom related their experiences. David’s messengers had
brought much of this news to the apostles during previous weeks,
but it was truly inspiring to hear these newly ordained teachers of
the gospel personally tell how their message had been received by
hungry Jews and gentiles. At last Jesus was able to see men going
out to spread the good news without his personal presence. e
Master now knew that he could leave this world without seriously
hindering the progress of the kingdom.

2 When the 70 related how “even the devils were subject” to
them, they referred to thewonderful cures they hadwrought in the
cases of victims of nervous disorders. Nevertheless, there had been
a few cases of real spirit possession relieved by these ministers, and
referring to these, Jesus said: “It is not strange that these disobe-
dient minor spirits should be subject to you, seeing that I beheld
Satan falling as lightning from heaven. But rejoice not so much
over this, for I declare to you that, as soon as I return to my Father,
we will send forth our spirits into the very minds of men so that
no more can these few lost spirits enter the minds of unfortunate
mortals. I rejoice with you that you have power with men, but be
not li ed up because of this experience but the rather rejoice that
your names are written on the rolls of heaven, and that you are thus
to go forward in an endless career of spiritual conquest.”

3 And it was at this time, just before partaking of the evening
meal, that Jesus experienced one of those rare moments of emo-
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tional ecstasy which his followers had occasionally witnessed. He
said: “I thank you,my Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that, while
this wonderful gospel was hidden from the wise and self-righteous,
the spirit has revealed these spiritual glories to these children of the
kingdom. Yes, my Father, it must have been pleasing in your sight
to do this, and I rejoice to know that the good news will spread to
all the world even a er I shall have returned to you and the work
which you have given me to perform. I am mightily moved as I re-
alize you are about to deliver all authority into my hands, that only
you really know who I am, and that only I really know you, and
those to whom I have revealed you. And when I have nished this
revelation tomy brethren in the esh, I will continue the revelation
to your creatures on high.”

4 When Jesus had thus spoken to the Father, he turned aside to
speak to his apostles and ministers: “Blessed are the eyes which see
and the ears which hear these things. Let me say to you that many
prophets andmany of the greatmen of the past ages have desired to
behold what you now see, but it was not granted them. And many
generations of the children of light yet to comewill, when they hear
of these things, envy you who have heard and seen them.”

5 en, speaking to all the disciples, he said: “You have heard
how many cities and villages have received the good news of the
kingdom, and how my ministers and teachers have been received
by both the Jew and the gentile. And blessed indeed are these com-
munities which have elected to believe the gospel of the kingdom.
But woe upon the light-rejecting inhabitants of Chorazin, Beth-
saida-Julias, and Capernaum, the cities which did not well receive
these messengers. I declare that, if the mighty works done in these
places had been done in Tyre and Sidon, the people of these so-
called heathen cities would have long since repented in sackcloth
and ashes. It shall indeed be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon in
the day of judgment.”

6 ¶ e next day being the Sabbath, Jesus went apart with the 70
and said to them: “I did indeed rejoice with you when you came
back bearing the good tidings of the reception of the gospel of the
kingdomby somanypeople scattered throughoutGalilee, Samaria,
and Judea. But why were you so surprisingly elated? Did you not
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expect that your message would manifest power in its delivery?
Did you go forth with so little faith in this gospel that you come
back in surprise at its effectiveness? And now, while I would not
quench your spirit of rejoicing, I would sternly warn you against
the subtleties of pride, spiritual pride. If you could understand the
downfall of Lucifer, the iniquitous one, you would solemnly shun
all forms of spiritual pride.

7 “You have entered upon this great work of teaching mortal
man that he is a son of God. I have shown you the way; go forth to
do your duty and be not weary inwell doing. To you and to all who
shall follow in your steps down through the ages, let me say: I al-
ways stand near, and my invitation-call is, and ever shall be, Come
to me all you who labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn of me, for I am true and
loyal, and you shall nd spiritual rest for your souls.”

8 ¶ And they found theMaster’s words to be true when they put
his promises to the test. And since that day countless thousands
also have tested and proved the surety of these same promises.

7. PREPARATION FOR THE LAST MISSION
1 e next few days were busy times in the Pella camp; prepara-

tions for the Perean mission were being completed. Jesus and his
associates were about to enter upon their last mission, the three
months’ tour of all Perea, which terminated only upon the Mas-
ter’s entering Jerusalem for his nal labours on earth. roughout
this period the headquarters of Jesus and the 12 apostles was main-
tained here at the Pella camp.

2 It was no longer necessary for Jesus to go abroad to teach the
people. ey now came to him in increasing numbers each week
and from all parts, not only from Palestine but from the whole Ro-
man world and from the Near East. Although the Master partici-
pated with the 70 in the tour of Perea, he spent much of his time
at the Pella camp, teaching the multitude and instructing the 12.

roughout this three months’ period at least ten of the apostles
remained with Jesus.

3 e women’s corps also prepared to go out, two and two, with
the 70 to labour in the larger cities of Perea. is original group of
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12 women had recently trained a larger corps of 50 women in the
work of home visitation and in the art of ministering to the sick
and the afflicted. Perpetua, Simon Peter’s wife, became a member
of this new division of the women’s corps and was intrusted with
the leadership of the enlarged women’s work under Abner. A er
Pentecost she remained with her illustrious husband, accompany-
ing him on all of his missionary tours; and on the day Peter was
cruci ed in Rome, she was fed to the wild beasts in the arena. is
new women’s corps also had as members the wives of Philip and
Matthew and the mother of James and John.

4 e work of the kingdom now prepared to enter upon its ter-
minal phase under the personal leadership of Jesus. And this pre-
sent phase was one of spiritual depth in contrast with the mira-
cle-minded andwonder-seekingmultitudes who followed a er the
Master during the former days of popularity in Galilee. However,
there were still any number of his followers who were material-
minded, and who failed to grasp the truth that the kingdom of
heaven is the spiritual brotherhood of man founded on the eternal
fact of the universal fatherhood of God.



PAPER №164
AT THE FEAST OF DEDICATION

Midwayer Commission

AS THE camp at Pella was being established, Jesus, taking
with himNathaniel and omas, secretlywent up to Jeru-
salem to attend the feast of the dedication. Not until they

passed over the Jordan at the Bethany ford, did the two apostles
become aware that their Master was going on to Jerusalem. When
they perceived that he really intended to be present at the feast of
dedication, they remonstrated with him most earnestly, and using
every sort of argument, they sought to dissuade him. But their ef-
forts were of no avail; Jesus was determined to visit Jerusalem. To
all their entreaties and to all their warnings emphasizing the folly
and danger of placing himself in the hands of the Sanhedrin, he
would reply only, “I would give these teachers in Israel another op-
portunity to see the light, before my hour comes.”

2 On they went toward Jerusalem, the two apostles continuing
to express their feelings of fear and to voice their doubts about the
wisdom of such an apparently presumptuous undertaking. ey
reached Jericho about 16:30 and prepared to lodge there for the
night.

1. STORY OF THE GOOD SAMARITAN
1 at evening a considerable company gathered about Jesus and

the two apostles to ask questions, many of which the apostles an-
swered, while others the Master discussed. In the course of the
evening a certain lawyer, seeking to entangle Jesus in a compromis-
ing disputation, said: “Teacher, I would like to ask you just what I
should do to inherit eternal life?” Jesus answered, “What is written
in the law and the prophets; how do you read the Scriptures?” e
lawyer, knowing the teachings of both Jesus and the Pharisees, an-
swered: “To love the LordGodwith all your heart, soul, mind, and
strength, and your neighbour as yourself.” en said Jesus: “You
have answered right; this, if you really do, will lead to life everlast-
ing.”
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2 But the lawyer was not wholly sincere in asking this question,
and desiring to justify himself while also hoping to embarrass Jesus,
he ventured to ask still another question. Drawing a little closer to
the Master, he said, “But, Teacher, I should like you to tell me just
who is my neighbour?” e lawyer asked this question hoping to
entrap Jesus into making some statement that would contravene
the Jewish law which de ned one’s neighbour as “the children of
one’s people.” e Jews looked upon all others as “gentile dogs.”

is lawyer was somewhat familiar with Jesus’ teachings and there-
fore well knew that the Master thought differently; thus he hoped
to lead him into saying something which could be construed as an
attack upon the sacred law.

3 But Jesus discerned the lawyer’s motive, and instead of falling
into the trap, he proceeded to tell his hearers a story, a story which
would be fully appreciated by any Jericho audience. Said Jesus: “A
certain man was going down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and he fell
into the hands of cruel brigands, who robbed him, stripped him
and beat him, and departing, le him half dead. Very soon, by
chance, a certain priest was going down that way, and when he
came upon the wounded man, seeing his sorry plight, he passed
by on the other side of the road. And in like manner a Levite also,
when he came along and saw the man, passed by on the other side.
Now, about this time, a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed down
to Jericho, came across this wounded man; and when he saw how
he had been robbed and beaten, he was moved with compassion,
and going over to him, he bound up his wounds, pouring on oil
and wine, and setting the man upon his own beast, brought him
here to the inn and took care of him. And on the morrow he took
out some money and, giving it to the host, said: ‘Take good care of
my friend, and if the expense is more, when I come back again, I
will repay you.’ Now let me ask you: Which of these three turned
out to be the neighbour of him who fell among the robbers?” And
when the lawyer perceived that he had fallen into his own snare, he
answered, “He who showed mercy on him.” And Jesus said, “Go
and do likewise.”

4 e lawyer answered, “He who showed mercy,” that he might
refrain from even speaking that odious word, Samaritan. e
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lawyer was forced to give the very answer to the question, “Who is
my neighbour?” which Jesus wished given, and which, if Jesus had
so stated, would have directly involved him in the charge of heresy.
Jesus not only confounded the dishonest lawyer, but he told his
hearers a story which was at the same time a beautiful admonition
to all his followers and a stunning rebuke to all Jews regarding their
attitude toward the Samaritans. And this story has continued to
promote brotherly love among all who have subsequently believed
the gospel of Jesus.

2. AT JERUSALEM
1 Jesus had attended the feast of tabernacles that he might pro-

claim the gospel to the pilgrims from all parts of the empire; he
now went up to the feast of the dedication for just one purpose:
to give the Sanhedrin and the Jewish leaders another chance to see
the light. e principal event of these few days in Jerusalem oc-
curred on Friday night at the home ofNicodemus. Herewere gath-
ered together some 25 Jewish leaders who believed Jesus’ teaching.
Among this group were 14 men who were then, or had recently
been, members of the Sanhedrin. is meeting was attended by
Eber, Matadormus, and Joseph of Arimathea.

2 On this occasion Jesus’ hearers were all learned men, and both
they and his two apostles were amazed at the breadth and depth
of the remarks which theMaster made to this distinguished group.
Not since the times when he had taught in Alexandria, Rome, and
in the islands of the Mediterranean, had he exhibited such learn-
ing and shown such a grasp of the affairs of men, both secular and
religious.

3 When this little meeting broke up, all went away mysti ed by
the Master’s personality, charmed by his gracious manner, and in
love with the man. ey had sought to advise Jesus concerning his
desire to win the remaining members of the Sanhedrin. e Mas-
ter listened attentively, but silently, to all their proposals. He well
knew none of their plans would work. He surmised that the ma-
jority of the Jewish leaders never would accept the gospel of the
kingdom; nevertheless, he gave them all this one more chance to
choose. But when he went forth that night, with Nathaniel and
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omas, to lodge on the Mount of Olives, he had not yet decided
upon themethod he would pursue in bringing his work oncemore
to the notice of the Sanhedrin.

4 at night Nathaniel and omas slept little; they were too
much amazed by what they had heard at Nicodemus’s house. ey
thought much over the nal remark of Jesus regarding the offer of
the former and present members of the Sanhedrin to go with him
before the 70. e Master said: “No, my brethren, it would be
to no purpose. You would multiply the wrath to be visited upon
your own heads, but you would not in the least mitigate the hatred
which they bearme. Go, each of you, about the Father’s business as
the spirit leads you while I once more bring the kingdom to their
notice in the manner which my Father may direct.”

3. HEALING THE BLIND BEGGAR
1 e next morning the three went over to Martha’s home at

Bethany for breakfast and then went immediately into Jerusalem.
is Sabbath morning, as Jesus and his two apostles drew near the

temple, they encountered a well-known beggar, a man who had
been born blind, sitting at his usual place. Although these mendi-
cants did not solicit or receive alms on the Sabbath day, they were
permitted thus to sit in their usual places. Jesus paused and looked
upon the beggar. As he gazed upon this man who had been born
blind, the idea came into his mind as to how he would once more
bring his mission on earth to the notice of the Sanhedrin and the
other Jewish leaders and religious teachers.

2 As the Master stood there before the blind man, engrossed in
deep thought,Nathaniel, pondering the possible cause of thisman’s
blindness, asked: “Master, whodid sin, thismanor his parents, that
he should be born blind?”

3 ¶ e rabbis taught that all such cases of blindness from birth
were caused by sin. Not only were children conceived and born
in sin, but a child could be born blind as a punishment for some
speci c sin committed by its father. ey even taught that a child
itself might sin before it was born into the world. ey also taught
that such defects could be caused by some sin or other indulgence
of the mother while carrying the child.
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4 ere was, throughout all these regions, a lingering belief in
reincarnation. e older Jewish teachers, together with Plato,
Philo, and many of the Essenes, tolerated the theory that men may
reap in one incarnation what they have sown in a previous exis-
tence; thus in one life they were believed to be expiating the sins
committed in preceding lives. e Master found it difficult to
make men believe that their souls had not had previous existences.

5 However, inconsistent as it seems, while such blindness was
supposed to be the result of sin, the Jews held that it was meritori-
ous in a high degree to give alms to these blind beggars. It was the
custom of these blind men constantly to chant to the passers-by,
“O tenderhearted, gain merit by assisting the blind.”

6 ¶ Jesus entered into the discussion of this case with Nathaniel
and omas, not only because he had already decided to use this
blindman as themeans of that day bringing his mission oncemore
prominently to the notice of the Jewish leaders, but also because he
always encouraged his apostles to seek for the true causes of all phe-
nomena, natural or spiritual. He had o en warned them to avoid
the common tendency to assign spiritual causes to commonplace
physical events.

7 Jesus decided to use this beggar in his plans for that day’s work,
but before doing anything for the blind man, Josiah by name, he
proceeded to answer Nathaniel’s question. Said the Master: “Nei-
ther did this man sin nor his parents that the works of God might
be manifest in him. is blindness has come upon him in the nat-
ural course of events, but we must now do the works of Him who
sent me, while it is still day, for the night will certainly come when
itwill be impossible to do theworkwe are about to perform. When
I am in the world, I am the light of the world, but in only a little
while I will not be with you.”

8 When Jesus had spoken, he said to Nathaniel and omas:
“Let us create the sight of this blind man on this Sabbath day that
the scribes andPhariseesmayhave the full occasionwhich they seek
for accusing the Son of Man.” en, stooping over, he spat on the
ground and mixed the clay with the spittle, and speaking of all this
so that the blind man could hear, he went up to Josiah and put the
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clay over his sightless eyes, saying: “Go,my son, wash away this clay
in thepool of Siloam, and immediately you shall receive your sight.”
And when Josiah had so washed in the pool of Siloam, he returned
to his friends and family, seeing.

9 Having always been a beggar, he knew nothing else; so, when
the rst excitement of the creation of his sight had passed, he re-
turned to his usual place of alms-seeking. His friends, neighbours,
and all who had known him aforetime, when they observed that he
could see, all said, “Is this not Josiah the blind beggar?” Some said
it was he, while others said, “No, it is one like him, but this man
can see.” But when they asked the man himself, he answered, “I am
he.”

10 When they began to inquire of him how he was able to see,
he answered them: “A man called Jesus came by this way, and
when talking about me with his friends, he made clay with spit-
tle, anointed my eyes, and directed that I should go and wash in
the pool of Siloam. I did what this man told me, and immediately
I received my sight. And that is only a few hours ago. I do not yet
know the meaning of much that I see.” And when the people who
began to gather about him asked where they could nd the strange
manwho had healed him, Josiah could answer only that he did not
know.

11 ¶ is is one of the strangest of all the Master’s miracles. is
man did not ask for healing. He did not know that the Jesus who
had directed him to wash at Siloam, and who had promised him
vision, was the prophet of Galilee who had preached in Jerusalem
during the feast of tabernacles. is man had little faith that he
would receive his sight, but the people of that day had great faith
in the efficacy of the spittle of a great or holy man; and from Jesus’
conversation with Nathaniel and omas, Josiah had concluded
that his would-be benefactor was a great man, a learned teacher or
a holy prophet; accordingly he did as Jesus directed him.

12 Jesus made use of the clay and the spittle and directed him to
wash in the symbolic pool of Siloam for three reasons:

13 1. is was not a miracle response to the individual’s faith.
iswas awonderwhich Jesus chose to perform for a purpose of his
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own, but which he so arranged that this man might derive lasting
bene t therefrom.

14 2. As the blind man had not asked for healing, and since the
faith he had was slight, these material acts were suggested for the
purpose of encouraging him. He did believe in the superstition of
the efficacy of spittle, and he knew the pool of Siloamwas a semisa-
cred place. But he would hardly have gone there had it not been
necessary to wash away the clay of his anointing. ere was just
enough ceremony about the transaction to induce him to act.

15 3. But Jesus had a third reason for resorting to thesematerial
means in connection with this unique transaction: is was a mir-
acle wrought purely in obedience to his own choosing, and thereby
he desired to teach his followers of that day and all subsequent ages
to refrain from despising or neglecting material means in the heal-
ing of the sick. He wanted to teach them that they must cease to
regard miracles as the only method of curing human diseases.

16 ¶ Jesus gave this man his sight by miraculous working, on this
Sabbath morning and in Jerusalem near the temple, for the prime
purpose ofmaking this act an open challenge to the Sanhedrin and
all the Jewish teachers and religious leaders. is was his way of
proclaiming an open break with the Pharisees. He was always pos-
itive in everything he did. And it was for the purpose of bringing
thesematters before the Sanhedrin that Jesus brought his two apos-
tles to thisman early in the a ernoonof this Sabbath day anddelib-
erately provoked those discussions which compelled the Pharisees
to take notice of the miracle.

4. JOSIAH BEFORE THE SANHEDRIN
1 Bymida ernoon the healing of Josiah had raised such a discus-

sion around the temple that the leaders of the Sanhedrin decided
to convene the council in its usual temple meeting place. And they
did this in violation of a standing rulewhich forbade themeeting of
the Sanhedrin on the Sabbath day. Jesus knew that Sabbath break-
ing would be one of the chief charges to be brought against him
when the nal test came, and he desired to be brought before the
Sanhedrin for adjudication of the charge of having healed a blind
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man on the Sabbath day, when the very session of the high Jew-
ish court sitting in judgment on him for this act of mercy would
be deliberating on these matters on the Sabbath day and in direct
violation of their own self-imposed laws.

2 But they did not call Jesus before them; they feared to. Instead,
they sent forthwith for Josiah. A er some preliminary question-
ing, the spokesman for the Sanhedrin (about 50 members being
present) directed Josiah to tell them what had happened to him.
Since his healing that morning Josiah had learned from omas,
Nathaniel, and others that the Pharisees were angry about his heal-
ing on the Sabbath, and that they were likely to make trouble for
all concerned; but Josiah did not yet perceive that Jesus was hewho
was called the Deliverer. So, when the Pharisees questioned him,
he said: “ is man came along, put clay upon my eyes, told me to
go wash in Siloam, and I do now see.”

3 One of the older Pharisees, a ermaking a lengthy speech, said:
“ is man cannot be from God because you can see that he does
not observe the Sabbath. He violates the law, rst, in making the
clay, then, in sending this beggar to wash in Siloam on the Sabbath
day. Such a man cannot be a teacher sent from God.”

4 en one of the younger men who secretly believed in Jesus,
said: “If this man is not sent by God, how can he do these things?
We know that one who is a common sinner cannot perform such
miracles. We all know this beggar and that he was born blind; now
he sees. Will you still say that this prophet does all these wonders
by the power of the prince of devils?” And for every Pharisee who
dared to accuse and denounce Jesus one would arise to ask entan-
gling and embarrassing questions, so that a serious division arose
among them. e presiding officer saw whither they were dri ing,
and in order to allay the discussion, he prepared further to question
theman himself. Turning to Josiah, he said: “What do you have to
say about this man, this Jesus, whom you claim opened your eyes?”
And Josiah answered, “I think he is a prophet.”

5 e leaders were greatly troubled and, knowing not what else
to do, decided to send for Josiah’s parents to learn whether he had
actually been born blind. eywere loath to believe that the beggar
had been healed.
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6 It was well known about Jerusalem, not only that Jesus was de-
nied entrance into all synagogues, but that all who believed in his
teaching were likewise cast out of the synagogue, excommunicated
from the congregation of Israel; and this meant denial of all rights
and privileges of every sort throughout all Jewry except the right
to buy the necessaries of life.

7 When, therefore, Josiah’s parents, poor and fear-burdened
souls, appeared before the august Sanhedrin, they were afraid to
speak freely. Said the spokesman of the court: “Is this your son?
and do we understand aright that he was born blind? If this is true,
how is it that he can now see?” And then Josiah’s father, seconded
by his mother, answered: “We know that this is our son, and that
he was born blind, but how it is that he has come to see, or who it
was that opened his eyes, we know not. Ask him; he is of age; let
him speak for himself.”

8 ey now called Josiah up before them a second time. ey
were not getting along well with their scheme of holding a for-
mal trial, and some were beginning to feel strange about doing this
on the Sabbath; accordingly, when they recalled Josiah, they at-
tempted to ensnare him by a different mode of attack. e officer
of the court spoke to the former blind man, saying: “Why do you
not give God the glory for this? why do you not tell us the whole
truth about what happened? We all know that this man is a sinner.
Why do you refuse to discern the truth? You know that both you
and this man stand convicted of Sabbath breaking. Will you not
atone for your sin by acknowledging God as your healer, if you still
claim that your eyes have this day been opened?”

9 But Josiah was neither dumb nor lacking in humour; so he
replied to the officer of the court: “Whether this man is a sinner,
I know not; but one thing I do know — that, whereas I was blind,
now I see.” And since they could not entrap Josiah, they sought
further to question him, asking: “Just how did he open your eyes?
what did he actually do to you? what did he say to you? did he ask
you to believe in him?”

10 Josiah replied, somewhat impatiently: “I have told you exactly
how it all happened, and if you did not believe my testimony, why
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would you hear it again? Would you by any chance also become his
disciples?” When Josiah had thus spoken, the Sanhedrin broke up
in confusion, almost violence, for the leaders rushed upon Josiah,
angrily exclaiming: “You may talk about being this man’s disciple,
but we are disciples of Moses, and we are the teachers of the laws
of God. We know that God spoke through Moses, but as for this
man Jesus, we know not whence he is.”

11 en Josiah, standing upon a stool, shouted abroad to all who
could hear, saying: “Hearken, you who claim to be the teachers of
all Israel, while I declare to you that herein is a great marvel since
you confess that you know not whence this man is, and yet you
knowof a certainty, from the testimonywhich you have heard, that
he opened my eyes. We all know that God does not perform such
works for the ungodly; that God would do such a thing only at the
request of a true worshipper — for one who is holy and righteous.
You know that not since the beginning of the world have you ever
heard of the opening of the eyes of one who was born blind. Look,
then, all of you, uponme and realize what has been done this day in
Jerusalem! I tell you, if this man were not from God, he could not
do this.” And as the Sanhedrists departed in anger and confusion,
they shouted to him: “You were altogether born in sin, and do you
now presume to teach us? Maybe you were not really born blind,
and even if your eyeswere openedon theSabbathday, thiswas done
by the power of the prince of devils.” And they went at once to the
synagogue to cast out Josiah.

12 Josiah entered this trial with meagre ideas about Jesus and the
nature of his healing. Most of the daring testimony which he so
cleverly and courageously bore before this supreme tribunal of all
Israel developed in his mind as the trial proceeded along such un-
fair and unjust lines.

5. TEACHING IN SOLOMON’S PORCH
1 All of the time this Sabbath-breaking session of the Sanhedrin

was in progress in one of the temple chambers, Jesus was walking
about near at hand, teaching the people in Solomon’s Porch, hop-
ing that he would be summoned before the Sanhedrin where he
could tell them the good news of the liberty and joy of divine son-
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ship in the kingdom of God. But they were afraid to send for him.
ey were always disconcerted by these sudden and public appear-

ances of Jesus in Jerusalem. e very occasion they had so ardently
sought, Jesus now gave them, but they feared to bring him before
the Sanhedrin even as awitness, and evenmore they feared to arrest
him.

2 is was midwinter in Jerusalem, and the people sought the
partial shelter of Solomon’s Porch; and as Jesus lingered, the crowds
asked him many questions, and he taught them for more than two
hours. Some of the Jewish teachers sought to entrap him by pub-
licly asking him: “How long will you hold us in suspense? If you
are theMessiah, why do you not plainly tell us?” Said Jesus: “I have
told you about myself and my Father many times, but you will not
believeme. Can younot see that theworks I do inmyFather’s name
bear witness for me? But many of you believe not because you be-
long not to my fold. e teacher of truth attracts only those who
hunger for the truth and who thirst for righteousness. My sheep
hear my voice and I know them and they follow me. And to all
who follow my teaching I give eternal life; they shall never perish,
and no one shall snatch them out of my hand. My Father, who has
given me these children, is greater than all, so that no one is able
to pluck them out of my Father’s hand. e Father and I are one.”
Some of the unbelieving Jews rushed over to where they were still
building the temple to pick up stones to cast at Jesus, but the be-
lievers restrained them.

3 Jesus continued his teaching: “Many loving works have I
shown you from the Father, so that now would I inquire for which
one of these good works do you think to stone me?” And then an-
swered one of the Pharisees: “For no good work would we stone
you but for blasphemy, inasmuch as you, being aman, dare tomake
yourself equalwithGod.”And Jesus answered: “Youcharge theSon
of Man with blasphemy because you refused to believe me when I
declared to you that I was sent by God. If I do not the works of
God, believe me not, but if I do the works of God, even though
you believe not inme, I should think you would believe the works.
But that you may be certain of what I proclaim, let me again as-
sert that the Father is in me and I in the Father, and that, as the
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Father dwells in me, so will I dwell in every one who believes this
gospel.” And when the people heard these words, many of them
rushed out to lay hands upon the stones to cast at him, but he
passed out through the temple precincts; and meeting Nathaniel
and omas, who had been in attendance upon the session of the
Sanhedrin, he waited with them near the temple until Josiah came
from the council chamber.

4 Jesus and the two apostles did not go in search of Josiah at
his home until they heard he had been cast out of the synagogue.
When they came to his house, omas called him out in the yard,
and Jesus, speaking to him, said: “Josiah, do you believe in the Son
of God?” And Josiah answered, “Tell me who he is that I may be-
lieve in him.” And Jesus said: “You have both seen and heard him,
and it is he who now speaks to you.” And Josiah said, “Lord, I be-
lieve,” and falling down, he worshipped.

5 When Josiah learned that he had been cast out of the syna-
gogue, he was at rst greatly downcast, but he was much encour-
aged when Jesus directed that he should immediately prepare to go
with them to the camp at Pella. is simple-minded man of Jeru-
salem had indeed been cast out of a Jewish synagogue, but behold
the Creator of a universe leading him forth to become associated
with the spiritual nobility of that day and generation.

6 Andnow Jesus le Jerusalem, not again to return until near the
time when he prepared to leave this world. With the two apostles
and Josiah the Master went back to Pella. And Josiah proved to
be one of the recipients of the Master’s miraculous ministry who
turnedout fruitfully, for he became a lifelongpreacher of the gospel
of the kingdom.
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THE PEREAN MISSION BEGINS

Midwayer Commission

ON TUESDAY, January 3, A.D. 30, Abner, the former
chief of the 12 apostles of John the Baptist, a Nazarite
and onetime head of theNazarite school at Engedi, now

chief of the 70 messengers of the kingdom, called his associates to-
gether and gave them nal instructions before sending them on a
mission to all of the cities and villages of Perea. is Perean mis-
sion continued for almost three months and was the last ministry
of the Master. From these labours Jesus went directly to Jerusalem
to pass through his nal experiences in the esh. e 70, supple-
mented by the periodic labours of Jesus and the 12 apostles, worked
in the following cities and towns and some 50 additional villages:
Zaphon, Gadara, Macad, Arbela, Ramath, Edrei, Bosora, Caspin,
Mispeh, Gerasa, Ragaba, Succoth, Amathus, Adam, Penuel, Capi-
tolias, Dion, Hatita, Gadda, Philadelphia, Jogbehah, Gilead, Beth-
Nimrah, Tyrus, Elealah, Livias, Heshbon, Callirrhoe, Beth-Peor,
Shittim, Sibmah, Medeba, Beth-Meon, Areopolis, and Aroer.

2 roughout this tour of Perea the women’s corps, now num-
bering 62, took over most of the work of ministration to the sick.

is was the nal period of the development of the higher spiritual
aspects of the gospel of the kingdom, and there was, accordingly,
an absence of miracle working. No other part of Palestine was so
thoroughly worked by the apostles and disciples of Jesus, and in no
other region did the better classes of citizens so generally accept the
Master’s teaching.

3 Perea at this time was about equally gentile and Jewish, the
Jews having been generally removed from these regions during the
times of Judas Maccabee. Perea was the most beautiful and pic-
turesque province of all Palestine. It was generally referred to by
the Jews as “the land beyond the Jordan.”˚
0.3. …from these regions during the times of JudasMaccabeus. AlthoughMaccabeus is a
more accurate transliteration of the Greek, Maccabee is very common in English works and
is used in all other occurrences of the word in the Urantia papers. erefore, the committee
decided to standardize on “Maccabee.”
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4 roughout this period Jesus divided his time between the
camp at Pella and trips with the 12 to assist the 70 in the various
cities where they taught and preached. Under Abner’s instructions
the 70 baptized all believers, although Jesus had not so charged
them.

1. AT THE PELLA CAMP
1 By the middle of January more than 1200 persons were gath-

ered together at Pella, and Jesus taught this multitude at least once
each day when he was in residence at the camp, usually speaking at
9:00 if not prevented by rain. Peter and the other apostles taught
each a ernoon. e evenings Jesus reserved for the usual sessions
of questions and answers with the 12 and other advanced disciples.

e evening groups averaged about 50.
2 By themiddle ofMarch, the timewhen Jesus began his journey

toward Jerusalem, over 4,000 persons composed the large audience
which heard Jesus or Peter preach eachmorning. eMaster chose
to terminate his work on earthwhen the interest in hismessage had
reached a high point, the highest point attained under this second
or nonmiraculous phase of the progress of the kingdom. While ¾
of the multitude were truth seekers, there were also present a large
number of Pharisees from Jerusalem and elsewhere, together with
many doubters and cavillers.

3 Jesus and the 12 apostles devoted much of their time to the
multitude assembled at the Pella camp. e 12 paid little or no
attention to the eld work, only going out with Jesus to visit Ab-
ner’s associates from time to time. Abner was very familiar with
the Perean district since this was the eld in which his former mas-
ter, John the Baptist, had done most of his work. A er beginning
the Perean mission, Abner and the 70 never returned to the Pella
camp.

2. SERMON ON THE GOOD SHEPHERD
1 Acompanyof over 300 Jerusalemites, Pharisees andothers, fol-

lowed Jesus north to Pella when he hastened away from the juris-
diction of the Jewish rulers at the ending of the feast of the dedica-
tion; and it was in the presence of these Jewish teachers and leaders,
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as well as in the hearing of the 12 apostles, that Jesus preached the
sermon on the “Good Shepherd.” A er half an hour of informal
discussion, speaking to a group of about 100, Jesus said:

2 ¶ “On this night I havemuch to tell you, and sincemany of you
are my disciples and some of you my bitter enemies, I will present
my teaching in a parable, so that youmay each take for yourself that
which nds a reception in your heart.

3 “Tonight, here before me are men who would be willing to die
for me and for this gospel of the kingdom, and some of them will
so offer themselves in the years to come; and here also are some of
you, slaves of tradition, who have followed me down from Jerusa-
lem, and who, with your darkened and deluded leaders, seek to kill
the Son of Man. e life which I now live in the esh shall judge
both of you, the true shepherds and the false shepherds. If the false
shepherd were blind, he would have no sin, but you claim that you
see; you profess to be teachers in Israel; therefore does your sin re-
main upon you.

4 “ e true shepherd gathers his ock into the fold for the night
in times of danger. Andwhen themorning has come, he enters into
the fold by the door, and when he calls, the sheep know his voice.
Every shepherd who gains entrance to the sheepfold by any other
means than by the door is a thief and a robber. e true shepherd
enters the fold a er the porter has opened the door for him, and his
sheep, knowing his voice, comeout at hisword; andwhen they that
are his are thus brought forth, the true shepherd goes before them;
he leads the way and the sheep follow him. His sheep follow him
because they know his voice; they will not follow a stranger. ey
will ee from the stranger because they know not his voice. is
multitude which is gathered about us here are like sheep without
a shepherd, but when we speak to them, they know the shepherd’s
voice, and they follow a er us; at least, those who hunger for truth
and thirst for righteousness do. Some of you are not of my fold;
you know not my voice, and you do not follow me. And because
you are false shepherds, the sheep knownot your voice andwill not
follow you.”

5 ¶ And when Jesus had spoken this parable, no one asked him
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a question. A er a time he began again to speak and went on to
discuss the parable:

6 “You who would be the undershepherds of my Father’s ocks
must not only be worthy leaders, but you must also feed the ock
with good food; you are not true shepherds unless you lead your
ocks into green pastures and beside still waters.
7 “And now, lest some of you too easily comprehend this para-

ble, I will declare that I am both the door to the Father’s sheepfold
and at the same time the true shepherd of my Father’s ocks. Every
shepherd who seeks to enter the fold without me shall fail, and the
sheep will not hear his voice. I, with those who minister with me,
am the door. Every soul who enters upon the eternal way by the
means I have created and ordained shall be saved and will be able
to go on to the attainment of the eternal pastures of Paradise.

8 “But I also am the true shepherd who is willing even to lay
down his life for the sheep. e thief breaks into the fold only to
steal, and to kill, and to destroy; but I have come that you all may
have life and have it more abundantly. He who is a hireling, when
danger arises, will ee and allow the sheep to be scattered and de-
stroyed; but the true shepherd will not ee when the wolf comes;
he will protect his ock and, if necessary, lay down his life for his
sheep. Verily, verily, I say to you, friends and enemies, I am the true
shepherd; I know my own and my own know me. I will not ee in
the face of danger. I will nish this service of the completion of my
Father’s will, and I will not forsake the ock which the Father has
intrusted to my keeping.

9 “But I have many other sheep not of this fold, and these words
are true not only of this world. ese other sheep also hear and
knowmy voice, and I have promised the Father that they shall all be
brought into one fold, one brotherhood of the sons of God. And
then shall you all know the voice of one shepherd, the true shep-
herd, and shall all acknowledge the fatherhood of God.

10 “And so shall you knowwhy the Father lovesme and has put all
of his ocks in this domain in my hands for keeping; it is because
the Father knows that I will not falter in the safeguarding of the
sheepfold, that I will not desert my sheep, and that, if it shall be
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required, I will not hesitate to lay down my life in the service of his
manifold ocks. But, mind you, if I lay down my life, I will take
it up again. No man nor any other creature can take away my life.
I have the right and the power to lay down my life, and I have the
same power and right to take it up again. You cannot understand
this, but I received such authority from my Father even before this
world was.”

11 ¶ When they heard these words, his apostles were confused,
his disciples were amazed, while the Pharisees from Jerusalem and
around about went out into the night, saying, “He is either mad
or has a devil.” But even some of the Jerusalem teachers said: “He
speaks like one having authority; besides, who ever saw one having
a devil open the eyes of a man born blind and do all of the wonder-
ful things which this man has done?”

12 On the morrow about half of these Jewish teachers professed
belief in Jesus, and the other half in dismay returned to Jerusalem
and their homes.

3. SABBATH SERMON AT PELLA
1 By the end of January the Sabbath-a ernoon multitudes num-

bered almost 3,000. On Saturday, January 28, Jesus preached the
memorable sermon on “Trust and Spiritual Preparedness.” A er
preliminary remarks by Simon Peter, the Master said:

2 ¶ “What I have many times said to my apostles and to my dis-
ciples, I now declare to this multitude: Beware of the leaven of the
Pharisees which is hypocrisy, born of prejudice and nurtured in tra-
ditional bondage, albeitmany of these Pharisees are honest of heart
and some of them abide here as my disciples. Presently all of you
shall understandmy teaching, for there is nothingnowcovered that
shall not be revealed. at which is now hid from you shall all be
made known when the Son of Man has completed his mission on
earth and in the esh.

3 “Soon, very soon, will the things which our enemies now plan
in secrecy and in darkness be brought out into the light and be pro-
claimed from the housetops. But I say to you, my friends, when
they seek to destroy the Son of Man, be not afraid of them. Fear
not those who, although they may be able to kill the body, a er
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that have no more power over you. I admonish you to fear none,
in heaven or on earth, but to rejoice in the knowledge of Him who
has power to deliver you from all unrighteousness and to present
you blameless before the judgment seat of a universe.

4 “Are not ve sparrows sold for two pennies? And yet, when
these birds it about in quest of their sustenance, not one of them
exists without the knowledge of the Father, the source of all life. To
the seraphic guardians the very hairs of your head are numbered.
And if all of this is true, why should you live in fear of the many
tri es which come up in your daily lives? I say to you: Fear not;
you are of much more value than many sparrows.

5 “All of you who have had the courage to confess faith in my
gospel beforemen Iwill presently acknowledge before the angels of
heaven; but hewho shall knowingly deny the truth ofmy teachings
before men shall be denied by his guardian of destiny even before
the angels of heaven.

6 “Say what you will about the Son of Man, and it shall be for-
given you; but he who presumes to blaspheme against God shall
hardly nd forgiveness. When men go so far as knowingly to as-
cribe the doings of God to the forces of evil, such deliberate rebels
will hardly seek forgiveness for their sins.

7 “And when our enemies bring you before the rulers of the syn-
agogues and before other high authorities, be not concerned about
what you should say and be not anxious as to how you should an-
swer their questions, for the spirit that dwells within you shall cer-
tainly teach you in that very hour what you should say in honour
of the gospel of the kingdom.

8 “How longwill you tarry in the valley of decision? Whydo you
halt between two opinions? Why should Jew or gentile hesitate to
accept the good news that he is a son of the eternalGod? How long
will it take us to persuade you to enter joyfully into your spiritual
inheritance? I came into this world to reveal the Father to you and
to lead you to the Father. e rst I have done, but the last I may
not do without your consent; the Father never compels any man
to enter the kingdom. e invitation ever has been and always will
be: Whosoever will, let him come and freely partake of the water
of life.”
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9 ¶ When Jesus had nished speaking, many went forth to be
baptized by the apostles in the Jordanwhile he listened to the ques-
tions of those who remained.

4. DIVIDING THE INHERITANCE
1 As the apostles baptized believers, theMaster talkedwith those

who tarried. And a certain young man said to him: “Master, my
father died leaving much property to me and my brother, but my
brother refuses to give me that which is my own. Will you, then,
bid my brother divide this inheritance with me?” Jesus was mildly
indignant that this material-minded youth should bring up for dis-
cussion such a question of business; but he proceeded to use the oc-
casion for the impartation of further instruction. Said Jesus: “Man,
whomademe a divider over you? Where did you get the idea that I
give attention to thematerial affairs of thisworld?”And then, turn-
ing to all who were about him, he said: “Take heed and keep your-
selves free from covetousness; a man’s life consists not in the abun-
dance of the things which he may possess. Happiness comes not
from the power of wealth, and joy springs not from riches. Wealth,
in itself, is not a curse, but the love of riches many times leads to
such devotion to the things of this world that the soul becomes
blinded to the beautiful attractions of the spiritual realities of the
kingdom of God on earth and to the joys of eternal life in heaven.

2 ¶ “Let me tell you a story of a certain rich man whose ground
brought forth plentifully; and when he had become very rich, he
began to reason with himself, saying: ‘What shall I do with all my
riches? I nowhave somuch that I have no place to storemywealth.’
And when he had meditated on his problem, he said: ‘ is I will
do; I will pull down my barns and build greater ones, and thus will
I have abundant room in which to store my fruits and my goods.

en can I say to my soul, soul, you have much wealth laid up for
many years; take now your ease; eat, drink, and be merry, for you
are rich and increased in goods.’

3 “But this rich man was also foolish. In providing for the ma-
terial requirements of his mind and body, he had failed to lay up
treasures in heaven for the satisfaction of the spirit and for the sal-
vation of the soul. And even then he was not to enjoy the pleasure
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of consuming his hoarded wealth, for that very night was his soul
required of him. at night there came the brigands who broke
into his house to kill him, and a er they had plundered his barns,
they burned that which remained. And for the property which es-
caped the robbers his heirs fell to ghting among themselves. is
man laid up treasures for himself on earth, but he was not rich to-
ward God.”

4 ¶ Jesus thus dealt with the young man and his inheritance be-
cause he knew that his trouble was covetousness. Even if this had
not been the case, the Master would not have interfered, for he
nevermeddled with the temporal affairs of even his apostles, much
less his disciples.

5 When Jesus had nished his story, another man rose up and
asked him: “Master, I know that your apostles have sold all their
earthly possessions to follow you, and that they have all things in
common as do the Essenes, but would you have all of us who are
your disciples do likewise? Is it a sin to possess honest wealth?”
And Jesus replied to this question: “My friend, it is not a sin to
have honourable wealth; but it is a sin if you convert the wealth of
material possessions into treasureswhichmay absorb your interests
and divert your affections fromdevotion to the spiritual pursuits of
the kingdom. ere is no sin in having honest possessions on earth
provided your treasure is in heaven, for where your treasure is there
will your heart be also. ere is a great difference between wealth
which leads to covetousness and sel shness and that which is held
and dispensed in the spirit of stewardship by those who have an
abundance of thisworld’s goods, andwho sobountifully contribute
to the support of those who devote all their energies to the work of
the kingdom. Manyof youwhoarehere andwithoutmoney are fed
and lodged in yonder tented city because liberal men and women
of means have given funds to your host, David Zebedee, for such
purposes.

6 “But never forget that, a er all, wealth is unenduring. e love
of riches all too o en obscures and even destroys the spiritual vi-
sion. Fail not to recognize the danger of wealth’s becoming, not
your servant, but your master.”
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7 ¶ Jesus did not teach nor countenance improvidence, idleness,
indifference to providing the physical necessities for one’s family,
or dependence upon alms. But he did teach that the material and
temporal must be subordinated to the welfare of the soul and the
progress of the spiritual nature in the kingdom of heaven.

8 ¶ en, as the people went down by the river to witness the
baptizing, the rst man came privately to Jesus about his inheri-
tance inasmuch as he thought Jesus had dealt harshly with him;
and when the Master had again heard him, he replied: “My son,
why do you miss the opportunity to feed upon the bread of life on
a day like this in order to indulge your covetous disposition? Do
you not know that the Jewish laws of inheritance will be justly ad-
ministered if you will go with your complaint to the court of the
synagogue? Can you not see that my work has to do with making
sure that you knowabout your heavenly inheritance? Have younot
read the Scripture: ‘ ere is he who waxes rich by his wariness and
much pinching, and this is the portion of his reward: Whereas he
says, I have found rest and now shall be able to eat continually of
my goods, yet he knows not what time shall bring upon him, and
also that hemust leave all these things to others when he dies.’Have
you not read the commandment: ‘You shall not covet.’ And again,
‘ ey have eaten and lled themselves and waxed fat, and then did
they turn to other gods.’Have you read in the Psalms that ‘the Lord
abhors the covetous,’ and that ‘the little a righteous man has is bet-
ter than the riches of many wicked.’ ‘If riches increase, set not your
heart upon them.’ Have you read where Jeremiah said, ‘Let not the
richman glory in his riches’; and Ezekiel spoke truth when he said,
‘With their mouths they make a show of love, but their hearts are
set upon their own sel sh gain.’”

9 Jesus sent the young man away, saying to him, “My son, what
shall it pro t you if you gain the whole world and lose your own
soul?”

10 To another standing near by who asked Jesus how the wealthy
would stand in the day of judgment, he replied: “I have come to
judge neither the rich nor the poor, but the lives men live will sit
in judgment on all. Whatever else may concern the wealthy in the
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judgment, at least three questions must be answered by all who ac-
quire great wealth, and these questions are:

11 “ 1. How much wealth did you accumulate?
12 “ 2. How did you get this wealth?
13 “ 3. How did you use your wealth?”
14 ¶ en Jesus went into his tent to rest for a while before the

evening meal. When the apostles had nished with the baptizing,
they came also and would have talked with him about wealth on
earth and treasure in heaven, but he was asleep.

5. TALKS TO THE APOSTLES ON WEALTH
1 at evening a er supper, when Jesus and the 12 gathered to-

gether for their daily conference, Andrew asked: “Master, while we
were baptizing the believers, you spokemanywords to the lingering
multitude which we did not hear. Would you be willing to repeat
these words for our bene t?” And in response toAndrew’s request,
Jesus said:

2 ¶ “Yes, Andrew, I will speak to you about these matters of
wealth and self-support, but my words to you, the apostles, must
be somewhat different from those spoken to the disciples and the
multitude since you have forsaken everything, not only to follow
me, but to be ordained as ambassadors of the kingdom. Already
have you had several years’ experience, and you know that the Fa-
ther whose kingdom you proclaim will not forsake you. You have
dedicated your lives to the ministry of the kingdom; therefore be
not anxious or worried about the things of the temporal life, what
you shall eat, nor yet for your body, what you shall wear. e wel-
fare of the soul is more than food and drink; the progress in the
spirit is far above the need of raiment. When you are tempted to
doubt the sureness of your bread, consider the ravens; they sow not
neither reap, they have no storehouses or barns, and yet the Father
provides food for every one of them that seeks it. Andof howmuch
more value are you than many birds! Besides, all of your anxiety
or fretting doubts can do nothing to supply your material needs.
Which of you by anxiety can add a handbreadth to your stature or
a day to your life? Since such matters are not in your hands, why
do you give anxious thought to any of these problems?
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3 “Consider the lilies, how they grow; they toil not, neither do
they spin; yet I say to you, even Solomon in all his glory was not
arrayed like one of these. If God so clothes the grass of the eld,
which is alive today and tomorrow is cut down and cast into the
re, how much more shall he clothe you, the ambassadors of the

heavenly kingdom. O you of little faith! When you wholeheart-
edly devote yourselves to the proclamation of the gospel of the
kingdom, you shouldnot beof doubtfulminds concerning the sup-
port of yourselves or the families you have forsaken. If you give
your lives truly to the gospel, you shall live by the gospel. If you are
only believing disciples, you must earn your own bread and con-
tribute to the sustenance of all who teach and preach and heal. If
you are anxious about your bread and water, wherein are you dif-
ferent from the nations of the world who so diligently seek such
necessities? Devote yourselves to your work, believing that both
the Father and I know that you have need of all these things. Let
me assure you, once and for all, that, if you dedicate your lives to
thework of the kingdom, all your real needs shall be supplied. Seek
the greater thing, and the lesser will be found therein; ask for the
heavenly, and the earthly shall be included. e shadow is certain
to follow the substance.

4 “You are only a small group, but if you have faith, if you will
not stumble in fear, I declare that it is my Father’s good pleasure
to give you this kingdom. You have laid up your treasures where
the purse waxes not old, where no thief can despoil, and where no
moth can destroy. And as I told the people, where your treasure is,
there will your heart be also.

5 “But in the work which is just ahead of us, and in that which
remains for you a er I go to the Father, youwill be grievously tried.
You must all be on your watch against fear and doubts. Every one
of you, gird up the loins of your minds and let your lamps be kept
burning. Keep yourselves likemenwho are watching for their mas-
ter to return from the marriage feast so that, when he comes and
knocks, you may quickly open to him. Such watchful servants are
blessed by the master who nds them faithful at such a great mo-
ment. en will the master make his servants sit down while he
himself serves them. Verily, verily, I say to you that a crisis is just
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ahead in your lives, and it behoves you to watch and be ready.
6 “You well understand that no man would suffer his house to

be broken into if he knew what hour the thief was to come. Be you
also on watch for yourselves, for in an hour that you least suspect
and in a manner you think not, shall the Son of Man depart.”

7 ¶ For some minutes the 12 sat in silence. Some of these warn-
ings they had heard before but not in the setting presented to them
at this time.

6. ANSWER TO PETER’S QUESTION
1 As they sat thinking, Simon Peter asked: “Do you speak this

parable to us, your apostles, or is it for all the disciples?” And Jesus
answered:

2 ¶ “In the time of testing, a man’s soul is revealed; trial discloses
what really is in the heart. When the servant is tested and proved,
thenmay the lord of the house set such a servant over his household
and safely trust this faithful steward to see that his children are fed
and nurtured. Likewise, will I soon know who can be trusted with
the welfare ofmy childrenwhen I shall have returned to the Father.
As the lord of the household shall set the true and tried servant over
the affairs of his family, so will I exalt those who endure the trials
of this hour in the affairs of my kingdom.

3 “But if the servant is slothful and begins to say in his heart, ‘My
master delays his coming,’ and begins tomistreat his fellow servants
and to eat and drinkwith the drunken, then the lord of that servant
will come at a time when he looks not for him and, nding him
unfaithful, will cast him out in disgrace. erefore you do well to
prepare yourselves for that day when you will be visited suddenly
and in an unexpectedmanner. Remember, much has been given to
you; thereforewillmuchbe requiredof you. Fiery trials are drawing
near you. I have a baptism to be baptized with, and I am on watch
until this is accomplished. You preach peace on earth, but my mis-
sion will not bring peace in the material affairs of men — not for
a time, at least. Division can only be the result where two mem-
bers of a family believe in me and three members reject this gospel.
Friends, relatives, and loved ones are destined to be set against each
other by the gospel you preach. True, each of these believers shall
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have great and lasting peace in his own heart, but peace on earth
will not come until all are willing to believe and enter into their
glorious inheritance of sonship with God. Nevertheless, go into
all the world proclaiming this gospel to all nations, to every man,
woman, and child.”

4 ¶ And this was the end of a full and busy Sabbath day. On the
morrow Jesus and the 12 went into the cities of northern Perea to
visit with the 70, who were working in these regions under Abner’s
supervision.



PAPER №166
LAST VISIT TO NORTHERN PEREA

Midwayer Commission

FROM February 11 to 20, Jesus and the 12 made a tour of
all the cities and villages of northern Perea where the asso-
ciates of Abner and themembers of the women’s corps were

working. ey found these messengers of the gospel meeting with
success, and Jesus repeatedly called the attention of his apostles to
the fact that the gospel of the kingdom could spread without the
accompaniment of miracles and wonders.

2 is entire mission of three months in Perea was successfully
carried onwith little help from the 12 apostles, and the gospel from
this time on re ected, not so much Jesus’ personality, as his teach-
ings. But his followers did not long followhis instructions, for soon
a er Jesus’ death and resurrection they departed fromhis teachings
and began to build the early church around the miraculous con-
cepts and the glori ed memories of his divine-human personality.

1. THE PHARISEES AT RAGABA
1 On Sabbath, February 18, Jesus was at Ragaba, where there

lived a wealthy Pharisee named Nathaniel; and since quite a num-
ber of his fellow Pharisees were following Jesus and the 12 around
the country, hemade a breakfast on this Sabbathmorning for all of
them, about 20 in number, and invited Jesus as the guest of honour.

2 By the time Jesus arrived at this breakfast, most of the Phar-
isees, with two or three lawyers, were already there and seated at
the table. eMaster immediately tookhis seat at the le ofNatha-
niel without going to the water basins to wash his hands. Many of
the Pharisees, especially those favourable to Jesus’ teachings, knew
that he washed his hands only for purposes of cleanliness, that he
abhorred these purely ceremonial performances; so they were not
surprised at his coming directly to the table without having twice
washed his hands. But Nathaniel was shocked by this failure of the
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Master to comply with the strict requirements of Pharisaic prac-
tice. Neither did Jesus wash his hands, as did the Pharisees, a er
each course of food nor at the end of the meal.

3 A er considerable whispering between Nathaniel and an un-
friendly Pharisee on his right and a er much li ing of eyebrows
and sneering curling of lips by those who sat opposite the Master,
Jesus nally said: “I had thought that you invited me to this house
to break breadwith you and perchance to inquire ofme concerning
the proclamation of the new gospel of the kingdom of God; but I
perceive that you have brought me here to witness an exhibition of
ceremonial devotion to your own self-righteousness. at service
you have now doneme; what next will you honourmewith as your
guest on this occasion?”

4 When the Master had thus spoken, they cast their eyes upon
the table and remained silent. And since no one spoke, Jesus con-
tinued: “Many of you Pharisees are here with me as friends, some
are even my disciples, but the majority of the Pharisees are per-
sistent in their refusal to see the light and acknowledge the truth,
even when the work of the gospel is brought before them in great
power. How carefully you cleanse the outside of the cups and the
platters while the spiritual-food vessels are lthy and polluted! You
make sure to present a pious andholy appearance to the people, but
your inner souls are lled with self-righteousness, covetousness, ex-
tortion, and all manner of spiritual wickedness. Your leaders even
dare to plot and plan the murder of the Son of Man. Do not you
foolish men understand that the God of heaven looks at the in-
ner motives of the soul as well as on your outer pretenses and your
pious professions? ink not that the giving of alms and the pay-
ing of tithes will cleanse you from unrighteousness and enable you
to stand clean in the presence of the Judge of all men. Woe upon
you Pharisees who have persisted in rejecting the light of life! You
are meticulous in tithing and ostentatious in almsgiving, but you
knowingly spurn the visitation of God and reject the revelation of
his love. ough it is all right for you to give attention to these mi-
nor duties, you should not have le these weightier requirements
undone. Woe upon all who shun justice, spurn mercy, and reject
truth! Woe upon all those who despise the revelation of the Father
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while they seek the chief seats in the synagogue and crave attering
salutations in the market places!”

5 ¶ When Jesus would have risen to depart, one of the lawyers
whowas at the table, addressing him, said: “But,Master, in some of
your statements you reproach us also. Is there nothing good in the
scribes, the Pharisees, or the lawyers?” And Jesus, standing, replied
to the lawyer: “You, like the Pharisees, delight in the rst places at
the feasts and in wearing long robes while you put heavy burdens,
grievous to be borne, on men’s shoulders. And when the souls of
men stagger under these heavy burdens, you will not so much as
li with one of your ngers. Woe upon you who take your great-
est delight in building tombs for the prophets your fathers killed!
And that you consent to what your fathers did is made manifest
when you now plan to kill those who come in this day doing what
the prophets did in their day — proclaiming the righteousness of
God and revealing the mercy of the heavenly Father. But of all the
generations that are past, the blood of the prophets and the apos-
tles shall be required of this perverse and self-righteous generation.
Woe upon all of you lawyerswhohave taken away the key of knowl-
edge from the common people! You yourselves refuse to enter into
the way of truth, and at the same time you would hinder all others
who seek to enter therein. But you cannot thus shut up the doors
of the kingdom of heaven; these we have opened to all who have
the faith to enter, and these portals of mercy shall not be closed by
the prejudice and arrogance of false teachers and untrue shepherds
who are likewhited sepulchres which, while outwardly they appear
beautiful, are inwardly full of dead men’s bones and all manner of
spiritual uncleanness.”

6 And when Jesus had nished speaking at Nathaniel’s table, he
went out of the house without partaking of food. And of the Phar-
isees who heard these words, some became believers in his teaching
and entered into the kingdom, but the larger number persisted in
the way of darkness, becoming all the more determined to lie in
wait for him that they might catch some of his words which could
be used to bring him to trial and judgment before the Sanhedrin at
Jerusalem.
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7 ¶ ere were just three things to which the Pharisees paid par-
ticular attention:

8 1. e practice of strict tithing.
9 2. Scrupulous observance of the laws of puri cation.
10 3. Avoidance of association with all non-Pharisees.
11 ¶ At this time Jesus sought to expose the spiritual barrenness

of the rst two practices, while he reserved his remarks designed
to rebuke the Pharisees’ refusal to engage in social intercourse with
non-Pharisees for another and subsequent occasionwhenhewould
again be dining with many of these same men.

2. THE TEN LEPERS
1 e next day Jesus went with the 12 over to Amathus, near the

border of Samaria, and as they approached the city, they encoun-
tered a group of ten lepers who sojourned near this place. Nine of
this groupwere Jews, one a Samaritan. Ordinarily these Jewswould
have refrained from all association or contact with this Samaritan,
but their common affliction was more than enough to overcome
all religious prejudice. ey had heardmuch of Jesus and his earlier
miracles of healing, and since the 70 made a practice of announc-
ing the time of Jesus’ expected arrival when theMasterwas outwith
the 12 on these tours, the ten lepers had been made aware that he
was expected to appear in this vicinity at about this time; and they
were, accordingly, posted here on the outskirts of the city where
they hoped to attract his attention and ask for healing. When the
lepers saw Jesus drawing near them, not daring to approach him,
they stood afar off and cried to him: “Master, have mercy on us;
cleanse us from our affliction. Heal us as you have healed others.”

2 Jesus had just been explaining to the 12 why the gentiles of
Perea, together with the less orthodox Jews, were more willing to
believe the gospel preached by the 70 than were the more ortho-
dox and tradition-bound Jews of Judea. He had called their atten-
tion to the fact that their message had likewise been more readily
received by the Galileans, and even by the Samaritans. But the 12
apostles were hardly yet willing to entertain kind feelings for the
long-despised Samaritans.
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3 Accordingly, when Simon Zelotes observed the Samaritan
among the lepers, he sought to induce the Master to pass on into
the city without even hesitating to exchange greetings with them.
Said Jesus to Simon: “But what if the Samaritan loves God as well
as the Jews? Should we sit in judgment on our fellow men? Who
can tell? if we make these ten men whole, perhaps the Samaritan
will prove more grateful even than the Jews. Do you feel certain
about your opinions, Simon?” And Simon quickly replied, “If you
cleanse them, you will soon nd out.” And Jesus replied: “So shall
it be, Simon, and you will soon know the truth regarding the grat-
itude of men and the loving mercy of God.”

4 Jesus, going near the lepers, said: “If youwould bemadewhole,
go forthwith and show yourselves to the priests as required by the
law ofMoses.” And as they went, they were made whole. But when
the Samaritan saw that he was being healed, he turned back and,
going in quest of Jesus, began to glorifyGodwith a loud voice. And
when he had found the Master, he fell on his knees at his feet and
gave thanks for his cleansing. e nine others, the Jews, had also
discovered their healing, andwhile they also were grateful for their
cleansing, they continued on their way to show themselves to the
priests.

5 As the Samaritan remained kneeling at Jesus’ feet, the Master,
looking about at the 12, especially at Simon Zelotes, said: “Were
not ten cleansed? Where, then, are the other nine, the Jews? Only
one, this alien, has returned to give glory toGod.”And then he said
to the Samaritan, “Arise and go your way; your faith has made you
whole.”

6 Jesus looked again at his apostles as the stranger departed. And
the apostles all looked at Jesus, save SimonZelotes, whose eyeswere
downcast. e 12 said not a word. Neither did Jesus speak; it was
not necessary that he should.

7 ¶ ough all ten of these men really believed they had leprosy,
only four were thus afflicted. e other six were cured of a skin
disease which had been mistaken for leprosy. But the Samaritan
really had leprosy.

8 ¶ Jesus enjoined the 12 to say nothing about the cleansing of
the lepers, and as they went on into Amathus, he remarked: “You
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see how it is that the children of the house, even when they are
insubordinate to their Father’s will, take their blessings for granted.

ey think it a small matter if they neglect to give thanks when the
Father bestows healing upon them, but the strangers, when they
receive gi s from the head of the house, are lled with wonder and
are constrained to give thanks in recognition of the good things
bestowed upon them.” And still the apostles said nothing in reply
to the Master’s words.

3. THE SERMON AT GERASA
1 As Jesus and the 12 visited with the messengers of the king-

dom atGerasa, one of the Pharisees who believed in him asked this
question: “Lord, will there be fewormany really saved?”And Jesus,
answering, said:

2 ¶ “You have been taught that only the children of Abraham
will be saved; that only the gentiles of adoption can hope for salva-
tion. Some of you have reasoned that, since the Scriptures record
that only Caleb and Joshua from among all the hosts that went out
of Egypt lived to enter the promised land, only a comparatively
few of those who seek the kingdom of heaven shall nd entrance
thereto.

3 “You also have another saying among you, and one that con-
tainsmuch truth: at thewaywhich leads to eternal life is straight
and narrow, that the door which leads thereto is likewise narrow
so that, of those who seek salvation, few can nd entrance through
this door. You also have a teaching that the way which leads to de-
struction is broad, that the entrance thereto is wide, and that there
are many who choose to go this way. And this proverb is not with-
out its meaning. But I declare that salvation is rst a matter of your
personal choosing. Even if the door to the way of life is narrow, it is
wide enough to admit all who sincerely seek to enter, for I am that
door. And the Son will never refuse entrance to any child of the
universe who, by faith, seeks to nd the Father through the Son.

4 “But herein is the danger to all who would postpone their en-
trance into the kingdom while they continue to pursue the plea-
sures of immaturity and indulge the satisfactions of sel shness:
Having refused to enter the kingdom as a spiritual experience, they
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may subsequently seek entrance thereto when the glory of the bet-
ter way becomes revealed in the age to come. Andwhen, therefore,
those who spurned the kingdomwhen I came in the likeness of hu-
manity seek to nd an entrancewhen it is revealed in the likeness of
divinity, then will I say to all such sel sh ones: I know not whence
you are. You had your chance to prepare for this heavenly citizen-
ship, but you refused all such proffers of mercy; you rejected all
invitations to come while the door was open. Now, to you who
have refused salvation, the door is shut. is door is not open to
those who would enter the kingdom for sel sh glory. Salvation is
not for those who are unwilling to pay the price of wholehearted
dedication to doing my Father’s will. When in spirit and soul you
have turned your backs upon the Father’s kingdom, it is useless in
mind and body to stand before this door and knock, saying, ‘Lord,
open to us; we would also be great in the kingdom.’ en will I de-
clare that you are not ofmy fold. I will not receive you to be among
those who have fought the good ght of faith and won the reward
of unsel sh service in the kingdom on earth. And when you say,
‘Did we not eat and drink with you, and did you not teach in our
streets?’ then shall I again declare that you are spiritual strangers;
that we were not fellow servants in the Father’s ministry of mercy
on earth; that I do not know you; and then shall the Judge of all the
earth say to you: ‘Depart from us, all you who have taken delight
in the works of iniquity.’˚

5 “But fear not; every one who sincerely desires to nd eternal
life by entrance into the kingdom of God shall certainly nd such
everlasting salvation. But you who refuse this salvation will some
day see the prophets of the seed of Abraham sit down with the be-
lievers of the gentile nations in this glori ed kingdom to partake of
the bread of life and to refresh themselves with the water thereof.
And they who shall thus take the kingdom in spiritual power and
by the persistent assaults of living faith will come from the north
3.4. Lord open to us; we would also be great in the kingdom. In the original format,
Lord was the last word in the line, making a dropped comma not unlikely. It is possible
that the commawas simply viewed as unnecessary within such a short phrase, and it should
also be noted that while the use of the comma in direct address is now regarded as standard,
the Chicago Manual of Style was silent on the matter until its 12 edition (1969). e
committee decided to adopt the modern format and insert the comma.
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and the south and from the east and the west. And, behold, many
who are rst will be last, and those who are last will many times be
rst.”
6 is was indeed a new and strange version of the old and fa-

miliar proverb of the straight and narrow way.
7 Slowly the apostles andmany of the disciples were learning the

meaning of Jesus’ early declaration: “Unless you are born again,
born of the spirit, you cannot enter the kingdom of God.” Never-
theless, to all who are honest of heart and sincere in faith, it remains
eternally true: “Behold, I stand at the doors of men’s hearts and
knock, and if any man will open to me, I will come in and sup with
himandwill feedhimwith the breadof life; we shall be one in spirit
and purpose, and so shall we ever be brethren in the long and fruit-
ful service of the search for the Paradise Father.” And so, whether
few or many are to be saved altogether depends on whether few or
manywill heed the invitation: “I am the door, I am the new and liv-
ingway, andwhosoeverwillsmay enter to embark upon the endless
truth-search for eternal life.”

8 Even the apostles were unable fully to comprehend his teach-
ing as to the necessity for using spiritual force for the purpose of
breaking through all material resistance and for surmounting every
earthly obstacle which might chance to stand in the way of grasp-
ing the all-important spiritual values of the new life in the spirit as
the liberated sons of God.

4. TEACHING ABOUT ACCIDENTS
1 While most Palestinians ate only two meals a day, it was the

custom of Jesus and the apostles, when on a journey, to pause at
midday for rest and refreshment. And it was at such a noontide
stop on the way to Philadelphia that omas asked Jesus: “Master,
from hearing your remarks as we journeyed this morning, I would
like to inquire whether spiritual beings are concerned in the pro-
duction of strange and extraordinary events in the material world
and, further, to ask whether the angels and other spirit beings are
able to prevent accidents.”

2 ¶ In answer to omas’s inquiry, Jesus said: “Have I been so
long with you, and yet you continue to ask me such questions?
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Have you failed to observe how the Son of Man lives as one with
you and consistently refuses to employ the forces of heaven for his
personal sustenance? Dowenot all live by the samemeanswhereby
all men exist? Do you see the power of the spiritual world mani-
fested in the material life of this world, save for the revelation of
the Father and the sometime healing of his afflicted children?

3 “All too long have your fathers believed that prosperity was the
token of divine approval; that adversity was the proof of God’s dis-
pleasure. I declare that such beliefs are superstitions. Do you not
observe that far greater numbers of the poor joyfully receive the
gospel and immediately enter the kingdom? If riches evidence di-
vine favour, why do the rich so many times refuse to believe this
good news from heaven?

4 “ e Father causes his rain to fall on the just and the unjust;
the sun likewise shines on the righteous and the unrighteous. You
know about those Galileans whose blood Pilate mingled with the
sacri ces, but I tell you these Galileans were not in anymanner sin-
ners above all their fellows just because this happened to them. You
also know about the 18 men upon whom the tower of Siloam fell,
killing them. ink not that these men who were thus destroyed
were offenders above all their brethren in Jerusalem. ese folks
were simply innocent victims of one of the accidents of time.

5 “ ere are three groups of events which may occur in your
lives:

6 “ 1. You may share in those normal happenings which are a
part of the life you and your fellows live on the face of the earth.

7 “ 2. You may chance to fall victim to one of the accidents of
nature, one of the mischances of men, knowing full well that such
occurrences are in no way prearranged or otherwise produced by
the spiritual forces of the realm.

8 “ 3. Youmay reap the harvest of your direct efforts to comply
with the natural laws governing the world.

9 ¶ “ ere was a certain man who planted a g tree in his yard,
andwhen he hadmany times sought fruit thereon and found none,
he called the vinedressers before him and said: ‘Here have I come
these three seasons looking for fruit on this g tree and have found
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none. Cut down this barren tree; why should it encumber the
ground?’ But the head gardener answered his master: ‘Let it alone
for one more year so that I may dig around it and put on fertilizer,
and then, next year, if it bears no fruit, it shall be cut down.’ And
when they had thus complied with the laws of fruitfulness, since
the tree was living and good, they were rewardedwith an abundant
yield.

10 “In the matter of sickness and health, you should know that
these bodily states are the result of material causes; health is not
the smile of heaven, neither is affliction the frown of God.

11 “ e Father’s human children have equal capacity for the re-
ception ofmaterial blessings; therefore does he bestow things phys-
ical upon the children of men without discrimination. When it
comes to the bestowal of spiritual gi s, the Father is limited by
man’s capacity for receiving these divine endowments. Although
the Father is no respecter of persons, in the bestowal of spiritual
gi s he is limited by man’s faith and by his willingness always to
abide by the Father’s will.”

12 ¶ As they journeyed on toward Philadelphia, Jesus continued
to teach them and to answer their questions having to do with ac-
cidents, sickness, andmiracles, but they were not able fully to com-
prehend this instruction. One hour of teaching will not wholly
change the beliefs of a lifetime, and so Jesus found it necessary to
reiterate his message, to tell again and again that which he wished
them to understand; and even then they failed to grasp the mean-
ing of his earth mission until a er his death and resurrection.

5. THE CONGREGATION AT PHILADELPHIA
1 Jesus and the 12 were on their way to visit Abner and his asso-

ciates, whowere preaching and teaching in Philadelphia. Of all the
cities of Perea, in Philadelphia the largest group of Jews and gen-
tiles, rich and poor, learned and unlearned, embraced the teachings
of the 70, thereby entering into the kingdom of heaven. e syna-
gogue of Philadelphia had never been subject to the supervision of
the Sanhedrin at Jerusalem and therefore had never been closed to
the teachings of Jesus and his associates. At this very time, Abner
was teaching three times a day in the Philadelphia synagogue.
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2 is very synagogue later on became a Christian church and
was themissionaryheadquarters for thepromulgationof the gospel
through the regions to the east. Itwas long a stronghold of theMas-
ter’s teachings and stood alone in this region as a centre ofChristian
learning for centuries.

3 e Jews at Jerusalem had always had trouble with the Jews
of Philadelphia. And a er the death and resurrection of Jesus the
Jerusalem church, of which James the Lord’s brother was head, be-
gan to have serious difficulties with the Philadelphia congregation
of believers. Abner became the head of the Philadelphia church,
continuing as such until his death. And this estrangement with Je-
rusalem explainswhynothing is heard ofAbner andhiswork in the
Gospel records of the New Testament. is feud between Jerusa-
lem and Philadelphia lasted throughout the lifetimes of James and
Abner and continued for some time a er the destruction of Jeru-
salem. Philadelphia was really the headquarters of the early church
in the south and east as Antioch was in the north and west.

4 ¶ It was the apparent misfortune of Abner to be at variance
with all of the leaders of the early Christian church. He fell out
with Peter and James ( Jesus’ brother) over questions of administra-
tion and the jurisdiction of the Jerusalem church; he parted com-
panywith Paul over differences of philosophy and theology. Abner
wasmore Babylonian thanHellenic in his philosophy, and he stub-
bornly resisted all attempts of Paul to remake the teachings of Jesus
so as to present less that was objectionable, rst to the Jews, then to
the Graeco-Roman believers in the mysteries.

5 us was Abner compelled to live a life of isolation. He was
head of a church which was without standing at Jerusalem. He had
dared to defy James the Lord’s brother, who was subsequently sup-
ported by Peter. Such conduct effectively separated him from all
his former associates. en he dared to withstand Paul. Although
he was wholly sympathetic with Paul in his mission to the gentiles,
and thoughhe supported him inhis contentionswith the church at
Jerusalem, he bitterly opposed the version of Jesus’ teachingswhich
Paul elected to preach. In his last years Abner denounced Paul as
the “clever corrupter of the life teachings of Jesus of Nazareth, the
Son of the living God.”
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6 During the later years of Abner and for some time therea er,
the believers at Philadelphia held more strictly to the religion of
Jesus, as he lived and taught, than any other group on earth.

7 Abner lived to be 89 years old, dying at Philadelphia on the 21
day of November, A.D. 74. And to the very end he was a faithful
believer in, and teacher of, the gospel of the heavenly kingdom.



PAPER №167
THE VISIT TO PHILADELPHIA

Midwayer Commission

THROUGHOUT this period of the Perean ministry, when
mention is made of Jesus and the apostles visiting the var-
ious localities where the 70 were at work, it should be re-

called that, as a rule, only tenwerewithhim since itwas the practice
to leave at least twoof the apostles at Pella to instruct themultitude.
As Jesus prepared to go on to Philadelphia, Simon Peter and his
brother, Andrew, returned to the Pella encampment to teach the
crowds there assembled. When theMaster le the camp at Pella to
visit about Perea, it was not uncommon for from 300 to 500 of the
campers to follow him. When he arrived at Philadelphia, he was
accompanied by over 600 followers.

2 No miracles had attended the recent preaching tour through
the Decapolis, and, excepting the cleansing of the ten lepers, thus
far there had been no miracles on this Perean mission. is was a
period when the gospel was proclaimed with power, without mir-
acles, and most of the time without the personal presence of Jesus
or even of his apostles.

3 ¶ Jesus and the ten apostles arrived at Philadelphia onWednes-
day, February 22, and spent ursday and Friday resting from
their recent travels and labours. at Friday night James spoke in
the synagogue, and a general council was called for the following
evening. ey were much rejoiced over the progress of the gospel
at Philadelphia and among the near-by villages. e messengers of
David also brought word of the further advancement of the king-
dom throughout Palestine, as well as good news from Alexandria
and Damascus.

1. BREAKFAST WITH THE PHARISEES
1 ere lived in Philadelphia a verywealthy and in uential Phar-

isee who had accepted the teachings of Abner, and who invited Je-
sus to his house Sabbath morning for breakfast. It was known that
Jesus was expected in Philadelphia at this time; so a large number
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of visitors, among them many Pharisees, had come over from Jeru-
salem and from elsewhere. Accordingly, about 40 of these leading
men and a few lawyers were bidden to this breakfast, which had
been arranged in honour of the Master.

2 As Jesus lingered by the door, speaking with Abner, and a er
the host had seated himself, there came into the room one of the
leading Pharisees of Jerusalem, a member of the Sanhedrin, and as
was his habit, he made straight for the seat of honour at the le
of the host. But since this place had been reserved for the Master
and that on the right for Abner, the host beckoned the Jerusalem
Pharisee to sit four seats to the le , and this dignitary was much
offended because he did not receive the seat of honour.

3 Soon they were all seated and enjoying the visiting among
themselves since the majority of those present were disciples of Je-
sus or else were friendly to the gospel. Only his enemies took no-
tice of the fact that he did not observe the ceremonial washing of
his hands before he sat down to eat. Abner washed his hands at the
beginning of the meal but not during the serving.

4 Near the end of the meal there came in from the street a man
long afflicted with a chronic disease and now in a dropsical con-
dition. is man was a believer, having recently been baptized by
Abner’s associates. Hemade no request of Jesus for healing, but the
Master knew full well that this afflictedman came to this breakfast
hoping thereby to escape the crowds which thronged him and thus
be more likely to engage his attention. is man knew that few
miracles were then being performed; however, he had reasoned in
his heart that his sorry plight might possibly appeal to the Mas-
ter’s compassion. And he was not mistaken, for, when he entered
the room, both Jesus and the self-righteous Pharisee from Jerusa-
lem took notice of him. e Pharisee was not slow to voice his
resentment that such a one should be permitted to enter the room.
But Jesus looked upon the sick man and smiled so benignly that he
drew near and sat down upon the oor. As the meal was ending,
the Master looked over his fellow guests and then, a er glancing
signi cantly at the man with dropsy, said: “My friends, teachers in
Israel and learned lawyers, I would like to ask you a question: Is it
lawful to heal the sick and afflicted on the Sabbath day, or not?”
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But those who were there present knew Jesus too well; they held
their peace; they answered not his question.

5 ¶ en went Jesus over to where the sick man sat and, taking
him by the hand, said: “Arise and go your way. You have not asked
to be healed, but I know the desire of your heart and the faith of
your soul.” Before the man le the room, Jesus returned to his seat
and, addressing those at the table, said: “Such works my Father
does, not to tempt you into the kingdom, but to reveal himself
to those who are already in the kingdom. You can perceive that
it would be like the Father to do just such things because which
one of you, having a favourite animal that fell in the well on the
Sabbath day, would not go right out and draw him up?” And since
no one would answer him, and inasmuch as his host evidently ap-
proved of what was going on, Jesus stood up and spoke to all pre-
sent: “Mybrethren, when you are bidden to amarriage feast, sit not
down in the chief seat, lest, perchance, a more honoured man than
you has been invited, and the host will have to come to you and
request that you give your place to this other and honoured guest.
In this event, with shame you will be required to take a lower place
at the table. When you are bidden to a feast, it would be the part
of wisdom, on arriving at the festive table, to seek for the lowest
place and take your seat therein, so that, when the host looks over
the guests, he may say to you: ‘My friend, why sit in the seat of
the least? come up higher’; and thus will such a one have glory in
the presence of his fellow guests. Forget not, every one who exalts
himself shall be humbled, while hewho truly humbles himself shall
be exalted. erefore, when you entertain at dinner or give a sup-
per, invite not always your friends, your brethren, your kinsmen,
or your rich neighbours that they in return may bid you to their
feasts, and thus will you be recompensed. When you give a ban-
quet, sometimes bid the poor, the maimed, and the blind. In this
way you shall be blessed in your heart, for you well know that the
lame and the halt cannot repay you for your loving ministry.”

2. PARABLE OF THE GREAT SUPPER
1 As Jesus nished speaking at the breakfast table of the Pharisee,

one of the lawyers present, desiring to relieve the silence, thought-
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lessly said: “Blessed is he who shall eat bread in the kingdom of
God” — that being a common saying of those days. And then Je-
sus spoke a parable, which even his friendly host was compelled to
take to heart. He said:

2 “A certain ruler gave a great supper, and having bidden many
guests, he dispatched his servants at suppertime to say to thosewho
were invited, ‘Come, for everything is now ready.’ And they all with
one accord began tomake excuses. e rst said, ‘I have just bought
a farm, and I must needs go to prove it˚; I pray you have me ex-
cused.’ Another said, ‘I have bought ve yoke of oxen, and I must
go to receive them; I pray you have me excused.’ And another said,
‘I have just married a wife, and therefore I cannot come.’ So the
servants went back and reported this to their master. When the
master of the house heard this, he was very angry, and turning to
his servants, he said: ‘I have made ready this marriage feast; the
fatlings are killed, and all is in readiness for my guests, but they
have spurned my invitation; they have gone every man a er his
lands and his merchandise, and they even show disrespect to my
servantswho bid them come tomy feast. Go out quickly, therefore,
into the streets and lanes of the city, out into the highways and the
byways, and bring hither the poor and the outcast, the blind and
the lame, that themarriage feast may have guests.’ And the servants
did as their lord commanded, and even then there was room for
more guests. en said the lord to his servants: ‘Go now out into
the roads and the countryside and constrain those who are there to
come in that my house may be lled. I declare that none of those
who were rst bidden shall taste of my supper.’ And the servants
did as their master commanded, and the house was lled.”

3 ¶ Andwhen they heard these words, they departed; everyman
went tohis ownplace. At least oneof the sneeringPharisees present
that morning comprehended the meaning of this parable, for he
was baptized that day and made public confession of his faith in
the gospel of the kingdom. Abner preached on this parable that
night at the general council of believers.

4 e next day all of the apostles engaged in the philosophic ex-
ercise of endeavouring to interpret the meaning of this parable of
2.2. I must needs to go prove it. is is simply bad English and has to be corrected.
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the great supper. ough Jesus listened with interest to all of these
differing interpretations, he steadfastly refused to offer them fur-
ther help in understanding the parable. He would only say, “Let
every man nd out the meaning for himself and in his own soul.”

3. THE WOMAN WITH THE SPIRIT OF INFIRMITY
1 Abner had arranged for the Master to teach in the synagogue

on this Sabbath day, the rst time Jesus had appeared in a syna-
gogue since they had all been closed to his teachings by order of the
Sanhedrin. At the conclusion of the service Jesus looked down be-
fore him upon an elderly woman who wore a downcast expression,
and who was much bent in form. is woman had long been fear-
ridden, and all joy had passed out of her life. As Jesus stepped down
from the pulpit, he went over to her and, touching her bowed-over
form on the shoulder, said: “Woman, if you would only believe,
you could be wholly loosed from your spirit of in rmity.” And this
woman, who had been bowed down and bound up by the depres-
sions of fear formore than 18 years, believed the words of theMas-
ter and by faith straightened up immediately. When this woman
saw that she had been made straight, she li ed up her voice and
glori ed God.

2 Notwithstanding that this woman’s afflictionwas whollymen-
tal, her bowed-over form being the result of her depressed mind,
the people thought that Jesus had healed a real physical disorder.
Although the congregation of the synagogue at Philadelphia was
friendly toward the teachings of Jesus, the chief ruler of the syna-
gogue was an unfriendly Pharisee. And as he shared the opinion
of the congregation that Jesus had healed a physical disorder, and
being indignant because Jesus had presumed to do such a thing on
the Sabbath, he stood up before the congregation and said: “Are
there not six days in which men should do all their work? In these
working days come, therefore, and be healed, but not on the Sab-
bath day.”

3 When the unfriendly ruler had thus spoken, Jesus returned to
the speaker’s platform and said: “Why play the part of hypocrites?
Does not every one of you, on the Sabbath, loose his ox from the
stall and lead him forth forwatering? If such a service is permissible
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on the Sabbath day, should not this woman, a daughter of Abra-
ham who has been bound down by evil these 18 years, be loosed
from this bondage and led forth to partake of the waters of liberty
and life, even on this Sabbath day?” And as the woman continued
to glorify God, his critic was put to shame, and the congregation
rejoiced with her that she had been healed.

4 As a result of his public criticism of Jesus on this Sabbath the
chief ruler of the synagogue was deposed, and a follower of Jesus
was put in his place.

5 ¶ Jesus frequently delivered such victims of fear from their
spirit of in rmity, from their depression of mind, and from their
bondage of fear. But the people thought that all such afflictions
were either physical disorders or possession of evil spirits.

6 ¶ Jesus taught again in the synagogue on Sunday, and many
were baptized by Abner at noon on that day in the river which
owed south of the city. On the morrow Jesus and the ten apos-

tles would have started back to the Pella encampment but for the
arrival of one of David’s messengers, who brought an urgent mes-
sage to Jesus from his friends at Bethany, near Jerusalem.

4. THE MESSAGE FROM BETHANY
1 Very late on Sunday night, February 26, a runner fromBethany

arrived at Philadelphia, bringing amessage fromMartha andMary
which said, “Lord, he whom you love is very sick.” is message
reached Jesus at the close of the evening conference and just as he
was taking leave of the apostles for the night. At rst Jesus made
no reply. ere occurred one of those strange interludes, a time
when he appeared to be in communicationwith something outside
of, and beyond, himself. And then, looking up, he addressed the
messenger in the hearing of the apostles, saying: “ is sickness is
really not to the death. Doubt not that it may be used to glorify
God and exalt the Son.”

2 ¶ Jesus was very fond of Martha, Mary, and their brother, La-
zarus; he loved them with a fervent affection. His rst and hu-
man thought was to go to their assistance at once, but another
idea came into his combined mind. He had almost given up hope
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that the Jewish leaders at Jerusalem would ever accept the king-
dom, but he still loved his people, and there now occurred to him
a plan whereby the scribes and Pharisees of Jerusalem might have
onemore chance to accept his teachings; andhedecided, his Father
willing, to make this last appeal to Jerusalem the most profound
and stupendous outward working of his entire earth career. e
Jews clung to the idea of a wonder-working deliverer. And though
he refused to stoop to the performance of material wonders or to
the enactment of temporal exhibitions of political power, he did
now ask the Father’s consent for the manifestation of his hitherto
unexhibited power over life and death.

3 ¶ e Jewswere in the habit of burying their dead on the day of
their demise; this was a necessary practice in such a warm climate.
It o en happened that they put in the tomb one who was merely
comatose, so that on the second or even the third day, such a one
would come forth from the tomb. But it was the belief of the Jews
that, while the spirit or soul might linger near the body for two or
three days, it never tarried a er the third day; that decay was well
advanced by the fourth day, and that no one ever returned from the
tomb a er the lapse of such a period. And it was for these reasons
that Jesus tarried yet two full days in Philadelphia before he made
ready to start for Bethany.

4 ¶ Accordingly, early on Wednesday morning he said to his
apostles: “Let us prepare at once to go into Judea again.” Andwhen
the apostles heard theirMaster say this, they drew offby themselves
for a time to take counsel of one another. James assumed the direc-
tion of the conference, and they all agreed that it was only folly to
allow Jesus to go again into Judea, and they came back as one man
and so informed him. Said James: “Master, youwere in Jerusalem a
few weeks back, and the leaders sought your death, while the peo-
ple were minded to stone you. At that time you gave these men
their chance to receive the truth, and we will not permit you to go
again into Judea.”

5 en said Jesus: “But do you not understand that there are
12 hours of the day in which work may safely be done? If a man
walks in the day, he does not stumble inasmuch as he has light. If a
man walks in the night, he is liable to stumble since he is without
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light. As long as my day lasts, I fear not to enter Judea. I would do
onemoremighty work for these Jews; I would give them onemore
chance to believe, even on their own terms — conditions of out-
ward glory and the visible manifestation of the power of the Father
and the love of the Son. Besides, do you not realize that our friend
Lazarus has fallen asleep, and I would go to awake him out of this
sleep!”

6 en said one of the apostles: “Master, if Lazarus has fallen
asleep, then will he the more surely recover.” It was the custom of
the Jews at that time to speak of death as a form of sleep, but as the
apostles did not understand that Jesus meant that Lazarus had de-
parted from this world, he now said plainly: “Lazarus is dead. And
I am glad for your sakes, even if the others are not thereby saved,
that I was not there, to the end that you shall now have new cause
to believe inme; and by that which you will witness, you should all
be strengthened in preparation for that day when I shall take leave
of you and go to the Father.”

7 When they could not persuade him to refrain from going into
Judea, and when some of the apostles were loath even to accom-
pany him, omas addressed his fellows, saying: “We have told the
Master our fears, but he is determined to go to Bethany. I am sat-
is ed it means the end; they will surely kill him, but if that is the
Master’s choice, then let us acquit ourselves likemen of courage; let
us go also that wemay die with him.” And it was ever so; inmatters
requiring deliberate and sustained courage, omas was always the
mainstay of the 12 apostles.

5. ON THE WAY TO BETHANY
1 On the way to Judea Jesus was followed by a company of al-

most 50 of his friends and enemies. At their noon lunchtime, on
Wednesday, he talked to his apostles and this group of followers
on the “Terms of Salvation,” and at the end of this lesson told the
parable of the Pharisee and the publican (a tax collector). Said Je-
sus: “You see, then, that the Father gives salvation to the children
of men, and this salvation is a free gi to all who have the faith to
receive sonship in the divine family. ere is nothing man can do
to earn this salvation. Works of self-righteousness cannot buy the
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favour of God, and much praying in public will not atone for lack
of living faith in the heart. Men you may deceive by your outward
service, but God looks into your souls. What I am telling you is
well illustrated by two men who went into the temple to pray, the
one a Pharisee and the other a publican. e Pharisee stood and
prayed to himself: ‘O God, I thank you that I am not like the rest
ofmen, extortioners, unlearned, unjust, adulterers, or even like this
publican. I fast twice a week; I give tithes of all that I get.’ But the
publican, standing afar off, would not so much as li his eyes to
heaven but smote his breast, saying, ‘God be merciful to me a sin-
ner.’ I tell you that the publican went home with God’s approval
rather than the Pharisee, for every one who exalts himself shall be
humbled, but he who humbles himself shall be exalted.”

2 ¶ at night, in Jericho, the unfriendly Pharisees sought to en-
trap the Master by inducing him to discuss marriage and divorce,
as did their fellows one time in Galilee, but Jesus artfully avoided
their efforts to bring him into con ict with their laws concerning
divorce. As the publican and the Pharisee illustrated good and bad
religion, their divorce practices served to contrast the better mar-
riage laws of the Jewish codewith the disgraceful laxity of the Phar-
isaic interpretations of these Mosaic divorce statutes. e Pharisee
judged himself by the lowest standard; the publican squared him-
self by the highest ideal. Devotion, to the Pharisee, was a means of
inducing self-righteous inactivity and the assurance of false spiri-
tual security; devotion, to the publican, was a means of stirring up
his soul to the realization of the need for repentance, confession,
and the acceptance, by faith, of merciful forgiveness. e Pharisee
sought justice; the publican sought mercy. e law of the universe
is: Ask and you shall receive; seek and you shall nd.

3 ough Jesus refused to be drawn into a controversy with the
Pharisees concerning divorce, he did proclaim a positive teaching
of the highest ideals regarding marriage. He exalted marriage as
themost ideal and highest of all human relationships. Likewise, he
intimated strong disapproval of the lax and unfair divorce practices
of the Jerusalem Jews, who at that time permitted a man to divorce
his wife for themost tri ing of reasons, such as being a poor cook, a
faulty housekeeper, or for nobetter reason than that hehadbecome
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enamoured of a better-looking woman.
4 e Pharisees had even gone so far as to teach that divorce of

this easy variety was a special dispensation granted the Jewish peo-
ple, particularly the Pharisees. And so, while Jesus refused to make
pronouncements dealing with marriage and divorce, he did most
bitterly denounce these shameful outings of the marriage rela-
tionship and pointed out their injustice to women and children.
He never sanctioned any divorce practice which gave man any ad-
vantage over woman; the Master countenanced only those teach-
ings which accorded women equality with men.

5 Although Jesus did not offer new mandates governing mar-
riage and divorce, he did urge the Jews to live up to their own laws
and higher teachings. He constantly appealed to the written Scrip-
tures in his effort to improve their practices along these social lines.
While thus upholding the high and ideal concepts of marriage, Je-
sus skillfully avoided clashing with his questioners about the social
practices represented by either their written laws or their much-
cherished divorce privileges.

6 It was very difficult for the apostles to understand the Master’s
reluctance to make positive pronouncements relative to scienti c,
social, economic, and political problems. ey did not fully realize
that his earthmissionwas exclusively concernedwith revelations of
spiritual and religious truths.

7 A er Jesus had talked aboutmarriage anddivorce, later on that
evening his apostles privately askedmany additional questions, and
his answers to these inquiries relieved theirminds ofmanymiscon-
ceptions. At the conclusion of this conference Jesus said: “Mar-
riage is honourable and is to be desired by allmen. e fact that the
Son ofManpursues his earthmission alone is in noway a re ection
on the desirability ofmarriage. at I should sowork is the Father’s
will, but this same Father has directed the creation of male and fe-
male, and it is the divinewill thatmen andwomen should nd their
highest service and consequent joy in the establishment of homes
for the reception and training of children, in the creation of whom
these parents become copartners with the Makers of heaven and
earth. And for this cause shall a man leave his father and mother
and shall cleave to his wife, and they two shall become as one.”
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8 And in this way Jesus relieved the minds of the apostles of
manyworries aboutmarriage and cleared upmanymisunderstand-
ings regarding divorce; at the same time he did much to exalt their
ideals of social union and to augment their respect for women and
children and for the home.

6. BLESSING THE LITTLE CHILDREN
1 at evening Jesus’ message regarding marriage and the

blessedness of children spread all over Jericho, so that the next
morning, long before Jesus and the apostles prepared to leave,
even before breakfast time, scores of mothers came to where Jesus
lodged, bringing their children in their arms and leading them by
their hands, and desired that he bless the little ones. When the
apostles went out to view this assemblage of mothers with their
children, they endeavoured to send them away, but these women
refused to depart until the Master laid his hands on their children
and blessed them. And when the apostles loudly rebuked these
mothers, Jesus, hearing the tumult, came out and indignantly re-
proved them, saying: “Suffer little children to come to me; forbid
them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven. Verily, verily, I say
to you, whosoever receives not the kingdom of God as a little child
shall hardly enter therein to grow up to the full stature of spiritual
manhood.”

2 And when the Master had spoken to his apostles, he received
all of the children, laying his hands on them, while he spoke words
of courage and hope to their mothers.

3 ¶ Jesus o en talked to his apostles about the celestial mansions
and taught that the advancing children of God must there grow
up spiritually as children grow up physically on this world. And
so does the sacred o entimes appear to be the common, as on this
day these children and theirmothers little realized that the onlook-
ing intelligences ofNebadon beheld the children of Jericho playing
with the Creator of a universe.

4 ¶ Woman’s status in Palestine was much improved by Jesus’
teaching; and so it would have been throughout the world if his
followers had not departed so far from that which he painstakingly
taught them.
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5 ¶ Itwas also at Jericho, in connectionwith thediscussionof the
early religious training of children in habits of divine worship, that
Jesus impressed upon his apostles the great value of beauty as an
in uence leading to the urge to worship, especially with children.

e Master by precept and example taught the value of worship-
ping the Creator in the midst of the natural surroundings of cre-
ation. He preferred to commune with the heavenly Father amidst
the trees and among the lowly creatures of the natural world. He
rejoiced to contemplate the Father through the inspiring spectacle
of the starry realms of the Creator Sons.

6 When it is not possible to worship God in the tabernacles
of nature, men should do their best to provide houses of beauty,
sanctuaries of appealing simplicity and artistic embellishment, so
that the highest of human emotions may be aroused in association
with the intellectual approach to spiritual communion with God.
Truth, beauty, and holiness are powerful and effective aids to true
worship. But spirit communion is not promoted by mere massive
ornateness and overmuch embellishment with man’s elaborate and
ostentatious art. Beauty is most religious when it is most simple
and naturelike. How unfortunate that little children should have
their rst introduction to concepts of public worship in cold and
barren rooms so devoid of the beauty appeal and so empty of all
suggestion of good cheer and inspiring holiness! e child should
be introduced to worship in nature’s outdoors and later accom-
pany his parents to public houses of religious assembly which are at
least as materially attractive and artistically beautiful as the home
in which he is daily domiciled.

7. THE TALK ABOUT ANGELS
1 As they journeyed up the hills from Jericho to Bethany, Natha-

niel walked most of the way by the side of Jesus, and their discus-
sion of children in relation to the kingdom of heaven led indirectly
to the consideration of the ministry of angels. Nathaniel nally
asked the Master this question: “Seeing that the high priest is a
Sadducee, and since the Sadducees do not believe in angels, what
shall we teach the people regarding the heavenly ministers?” en,
among other things, Jesus said:
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2 ¶ “ e angelic hosts are a separate order of created beings; they
are entirely different from the material order of mortal creatures,
and they function as a distinct group of universe intelligences. An-
gels are not of that group of creatures called ‘the Sons ofGod’ in the
Scriptures; neither are they the glori ed spirits of mortal men who
have gone on to progress through the mansions on high. Angels
are a direct creation, and they do not reproduce themselves. e
angelic hosts have only a spiritual kinship with the human race. As
man progresses in the journey to the Father in Paradise, he does
traverse a state of being at one time analogous to the state of the
angels, but mortal man never becomes an angel.

3 “ e angels never die, as man does. e angels are immortal
unless, perchance, they become involved in sin as did some of them
with the deceptions of Lucifer. e angels are the spirit servants in
heaven, and they are neither all-wise nor all-powerful. But all of
the loyal angels are truly pure and holy.

4 “And do you not remember that I said to you once before that,
if you had your spiritual eyes anointed, you would then see the
heavens opened and behold the angels of God ascending and de-
scending? It is by the ministry of the angels that one world may be
kept in touch with other worlds, for have I not repeatedly told you
that I have other sheep not of this fold? And these angels are not
the spies of the spirit world whowatch upon you and then go forth
to tell the Father the thoughts of your heart and to report on the
deeds of the esh. e Father has no need of such service inasmuch
as his own spirit lives within you. But these angelic spirits do func-
tion to keep one part of the heavenly creation informed concerning
the doings of other and remote parts of the universe. And many of
the angels, while functioning in the government of the Father and
the universes of the Sons, are assigned to the service of the human
races. When I taught you thatmany of these seraphim areminister-
ing spirits, I spoke not in gurative language nor in poetic strains.
And all this is true, regardless of your difficulty in comprehending
such matters.

5 “Many of these angels are engaged in the work of saving men,
for have I not told you of the seraphic joy when one soul elects to
forsake sin and begin the search for God? I did even tell you of the
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joy in the presence of the angels of heaven over one sinner who re-
pents, thereby indicating the existence of other and higher orders
of celestial beings who are likewise concerned in the spiritual wel-
fare and with the divine progress of mortal man.

6 “Also are these angels very much concerned with the means
whereby man’s spirit is released from the tabernacles of the esh
and his soul escorted to the mansions in heaven. Angels are the
sure and heavenly guides of the soul of man during that uncharted
and inde nite period of time which intervenes between the death
of the esh and the new life in the spirit abodes.”

7 ¶ And hewould have spoken further withNathaniel regarding
the ministry of angels, but he was interrupted by the approach of
Martha, who had been informed that theMaster was drawing near
to Bethany by friends who had observed him ascending the hills to
the east. And she now hastened to greet him.



PAPER №168
THE RESURRECTION OF LAZARUS

Midwayer Commission

IT WAS shortly a er noon when Martha started out to meet
Jesus as he came over the brow of the hill near Bethany. Her
brother, Lazarus, had been dead four days and had been laid

away in their private tomb at the far end of the garden late on Sun-
day a ernoon. e stone at the entrance of the tomb had been
rolled in place on the morning of this day, ursday.

2 When Martha and Mary sent word to Jesus concerning Laza-
rus’s illness, they were con dent the Master would do something
about it. ey knew that their brother was desperately sick, and
though they hardly dared hope that Jesus would leave his work of
teaching and preaching to come to their assistance, they had such
con dence in his power to heal disease that they thought he would
just speak the curative words, and Lazarus would immediately be
made whole. And when Lazarus died a few hours a er themessen-
ger le Bethany for Philadelphia, they reasoned that it was because
the Master did not learn of their brother’s illness until it was too
late, until he had already been dead for several hours.

3 But they, with all of their believing friends, were greatly puz-
zled by the message which the runner brought back Tuesday
forenoon when he reached Bethany. e messenger insisted that
he heard Jesus say, “…this sickness is really not to the death.” Nei-
ther could they understand why he sent no word to them nor oth-
erwise proffered assistance.

4 Many friends from near-by hamlets and others from Jerusa-
lem came over to comfort the sorrow-stricken sisters. Lazarus and
his sisters were the children of a well-to-do and honourable Jew,
one who had been the leading resident of the little village of Beth-
any. And notwithstanding that all three had long been ardent fol-
lowers of Jesus, they were highly respected by all who knew them.

ey had inherited extensive vineyards and olive orchards in this
vicinity, and that they were wealthy was further attested by the fact
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that they could afford a private burial tomb on their own premises.
Both of their parents had already been laid away in this tomb.

5 Mary had given up the thought of Jesus’ coming andwas aban-
doned to her grief, but Martha clung to the hope that Jesus would
come, even up to the time on that very morning when they rolled
the stone in front of the tomb and sealed the entrance. Even then
she instructed a neighbour lad to keepwatch down the Jericho road
from the brow of the hill to the east of Bethany; and it was this lad
who brought tidings to Martha that Jesus and his friends were ap-
proaching.

6 When Martha met Jesus, she fell at his feet, exclaiming, “Mas-
ter, if you had been here, my brother would not have died!” Many
fears were passing through Martha’s mind, but she gave expression
to no doubt, nor did she venture to criticize or question the Mas-
ter’s conduct as related to Lazarus’s death. When she had spoken,
Jesus reached down and, li ing her upon her feet, said, “Only have
faith, Martha, and your brother shall rise again.” en answered
Martha: “I know that he will rise again in the resurrection of the
last day; and even now I believe that whatever you shall ask ofGod,
our Father will give you.”

7 en said Jesus, looking straight into the eyes of Martha: “I
am the resurrection and the life; he who believes in me, though he
dies, yet shall he live. In truth, whosoever lives and believes in me
shall never really die. Martha, do you believe this?” And Martha
answered the Master: “Yes, I have long believed that you are the
Deliverer, the Son of the living God, even he who should come to
this world.”

8 Jesus having inquired for Mary, Martha went at once into the
house and, whispering to her sister, said, “ e Master is here and
has asked for you.” And when Mary heard this, she rose up quickly
and hastened out to meet Jesus, who still tarried at the place, some
distance from the house, where Martha had rst met him. e
friends who were with Mary, seeking to comfort her, when they
saw that she rose up quickly and went out, followed her, supposing
that she was going to the tomb to weep.

9 Many of those present were Jesus’ bitter enemies. at is why
Martha had come out to meet him alone, and also why she went in
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secretly to inform Mary that he had asked for her. Martha, while
craving to see Jesus, desired to avoid any possible unpleasantness
which might be caused by his coming suddenly into the midst of a
large group of his Jerusalem enemies. It had been Martha’s inten-
tion to remain in the house with their friends while Mary went to
greet Jesus, but in this she failed, for they all followed Mary and so
found themselves unexpectedly in the presence of the Master.

10 Martha led Mary to Jesus, and when she saw him, she fell at
his feet, exclaiming, “If you had only been here, my brother would
not have died!” And when Jesus saw how they all grieved over the
death of Lazarus, his soul was moved with compassion.

11 When the mourners saw that Mary had gone to greet Jesus,
they withdrew for a short distance while both Martha and Mary
talked with the Master and received further words of comfort and
exhortation to maintain strong faith in the Father and complete
resignation to the divine will.

12 e human mind of Jesus was mightily moved by the con-
tention between his love for Lazarus and the bereaved sisters and
his disdain and contempt for the outward show of affection man-
ifested by some of these unbelieving and murderously intentioned
Jews. Jesus indignantly resented the show of forced and outward
mourning for Lazarus by some of these professed friends inasmuch
as such false sorrow was associated in their hearts with so much
bitter enmity toward himself. Some of these Jews, however, were
sincere in their mourning, for they were real friends of the family.

1. AT THE TOMB OF LAZARUS
1 A er Jesus had spent a few moments in comforting Martha

and Mary, apart from the mourners, he asked them, “Where have
you laid him?” enMartha said, “Come and see.” And as theMas-
ter followed on in silence with the two sorrowing sisters, he wept.
When the friendly Jews who followed a er them saw his tears,
one of them said: “Behold how he loved him. Could not he who
opened the eyes of the blind have kept this man from dying?” By
this time they were standing before the family tomb, a small natu-
ral cave, or declivity, in the ledge of rock which rose up some 9 m
at the far end of the garden plot.
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2 ¶ It is difficult to explain to human minds just why Jesus wept.
While we have access to the registration of the combined human
emotions and divine thoughts, as of record in the mind of the Per-
sonalized Adjuster, we are not altogether certain about the real
cause of these emotionalmanifestations. We are inclined to believe
that Jesuswept because of a number of thoughts and feelingswhich
were going through his mind at this time, such as:

3 1. He felt a genuine and sorrowful sympathy forMartha and
Mary; he had a real and deep human affection for these sisters who
had lost their brother.

4 2. Hewasperturbed inhismindby thepresenceof the crowd
of mourners, some sincere and some merely pretenders. He always
resented these outward exhibitions of mourning. He knew the sis-
ters loved their brother and had faith in the survival of believers.

ese con icting emotions may possibly explain why he groaned
as they came near the tomb.

5 3. He truly hesitated about bringing Lazarus back to the
mortal life. His sisters really needed him, but Jesus regretted hav-
ing to summon his friend back to experience the bitter persecution
which he well knew Lazarus would have to endure as a result of be-
ing the subject of the greatest of all demonstrations of the divine
power of the Son of Man.

6 ¶ And now we may relate an interesting and instructive fact:
Although this narrative unfolds as an apparently natural and nor-
mal event in human affairs, it has some very interesting side lights.
While the messenger went to Jesus on Sunday, telling him of Laza-
rus’s illness, andwhile Jesus sent word that it was “not to the death,”
at the same time he went in person up to Bethany and even asked
the sisters, “Where have you laid him?” Even though all of this
seems to indicate that the Master was proceeding a er the man-
ner of this life and in accordance with the limited knowledge of
the human mind, nevertheless, the records of the universe reveal
that Jesus’ Personalized Adjuster issued orders for the inde nite
detention of Lazarus’s ought Adjuster on the planet subsequent
to Lazarus’s death, and that this order was made of record just 15
minutes before Lazarus breathed his last.
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7 Did the divine mind of Jesus know, even before Lazarus died,
that hewould raise him from the dead? Wedonot know. Weknow
only what we are herewith placing on record.

8 ¶ Many of Jesus’ enemies were inclined to sneer at his man-
ifestations of affection, and they said among themselves: “If he
thought somuch of this man, why did he tarry so long before com-
ing to Bethany? If he is what they claim, why did he not save his
dear friend? What is the good of healing strangers in Galilee if he
cannot save those whom he loves?” And in many other ways they
mocked and made light of the teachings and works of Jesus.

9 And so, on this ursday a ernoon at about 14:30, was the
stage all set in this little hamlet of Bethany for the enactment of the
greatest of all works connected with the earth ministry of Michael
of Nebadon, the greatest manifestation of divine power during his
incarnation in the esh, since his own resurrection occurred a er
he had been liberated from the bonds of mortal habitation.

10 e small group assembled before Lazarus’s tomb little real-
ized the presence near at hand of a vast concourse of all orders of
celestial beings assembled under the leadership of Gabriel and now
in waiting, by direction of the Personalized Adjuster of Jesus, vi-
brating with expectancy and ready to execute the bidding of their
beloved Sovereign.

11 When Jesus spoke those words of command, “Take away the
stone,” the assembled celestial hosts made ready to enact the drama
of the resurrection of Lazarus in the likeness of his mortal esh.
Such a form of resurrection involves difficulties of executionwhich
far transcend the usual technique of the resurrection of mortal
creatures in morontia form and requires far more celestial person-
alities and a far greater organization of universe facilities.

12 When Martha and Mary heard this command of Jesus direct-
ing that the stone in front of the tomb be rolled away, they were
lled with con icting emotions. Mary hoped that Lazarus was to

be raised from the dead, but Martha, while to some extent shar-
ing her sister’s faith, was more exercised by the fear that Lazarus
would not be presentable, in his appearance, to Jesus, the apostles,
and their friends. Said Martha: “Must we roll away the stone? My
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brother has now been dead four days, so that by this time decay of
the body has begun.”Martha also said this because she was not cer-
tain as to why theMaster had requested that the stone be removed;
she thought maybe Jesus wanted only to take one last look at La-
zarus. She was not settled and constant in her attitude. As they
hesitated to roll away the stone, Jesus said: “Did I not tell you at
the rst that this sickness was not to the death? Have I not come
to ful l my promise? And a er I came to you, did I not say that, if
you would only believe, you should see the glory of God? Where-
fore do you doubt? How long before you will believe and obey?”

13 When Jesus had nished speaking, his apostles, with the assis-
tance of willing neighbours, laid hold upon the stone and rolled it
away from the entrance to the tomb.

14 ¶ It was the common belief of the Jews that the drop of gall on
the point of the sword of the angel of death began to work by the
end of the third day, so that it was taking full effect on the fourth
day. ey allowed that the soul ofmanmight linger about the tomb
until the end of the third day, seeking to reanimate the dead body;
but they rmly believed that such a soul had gone on to the abode
of departed spirits ere the fourth day had dawned.

15 ese beliefs and opinions regarding the dead and the depar-
ture of the spirits of the dead served to make sure, in the minds of
all who were now present at Lazarus’s tomb and subsequently to
all who might hear of what was about to occur, that this was really
and truly a case of the raising of the dead by the personal working
of one who declared he was “the resurrection and the life.”

2. THE RESURRECTION OF LAZARUS
1 As this company of some 45 mortals stood before the tomb,

they could dimly see the form of Lazarus, wrapped in linen ban-
dages, resting on the right lower niche of the burial cave. While
these earth creatures stood there in almost breathless silence, a vast
host of celestial beings had swung into their places preparatory to
answering the signal for action when it should be given by Gabriel,
their commander.

2 Jesus li ed up his eyes and said: “Father, I am thankful that
you heard and grantedmy request. I know that you always hearme,
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but because of thosewho standherewithme, I thus speakwith you,
that theymay believe that youhave sentme into theworld, and that
they may know that you are working with me in that which we are
about to do.” And when he had prayed, he cried with a loud voice,
“Lazarus, come forth!”

3 ough these human observers remained motionless, the vast
celestial host was all astir in uni ed action in obedience to theCre-
ator’s word. In just 12 seconds of earth time the hitherto lifeless
form of Lazarus began to move and presently sat up on the edge of
the stone shelf whereon it had rested. His body was bound about
with grave cloths, and his face was covered with a napkin. And as
he stood up before them — alive — Jesus said, “Loose him and let
him go.”

4 All, save the apostles, with Martha and Mary, ed to the
house. ey were pale with fright and overcome with astonish-
ment. While some tarried, many hastened to their homes.

5 Lazarus greeted Jesus and the apostles and asked the meaning
of the grave cloths and why he had awakened in the garden. Jesus
and the apostles drew to one side while Martha told Lazarus of his
death, burial, and resurrection. She had to explain to him that he
had died on Sunday and was now brought back to life on urs-
day, inasmuch as he had had no consciousness of time since falling
asleep in death.

6 ¶ As Lazarus came out of the tomb, the Personalized Adjuster
of Jesus, now chief of his kind in this local universe, gave command
to the formerAdjuster of Lazarus, now inwaiting, to resume abode
in the mind and soul of the resurrected man.

7 ¶ en went Lazarus over to Jesus and, with his sisters, knelt
at the Master’s feet to give thanks and offer praise to God. Jesus,
taking Lazarus by the hand, li ed him up, saying: “My son, what
has happened to youwill also be experienced by all who believe this
gospel except that they shall be resurrected in amore glorious form.
You shall be a living witness of the truth which I spoke — I am the
resurrection and the life. But let us all now go into the house and
partake of nourishment for these physical bodies.”

8 ¶ As theywalked toward thehouse,Gabriel dismissed the extra
groups of the assembled heavenly host while he made record of the
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rst instance on Urantia, and the last, where a mortal creature had
been resurrected in the likeness of the physical body of death.

9 ¶ Lazarus could hardly comprehend what had occurred. He
knew he had been very sick, but he could recall only that he had
fallen asleep andbeen awakened. Hewas never able to tell anything
about these four days in the tomb because he was wholly uncon-
scious. Time is nonexistent to those who sleep the sleep of death.

10 ough many believed in Jesus as a result of this mighty work,
others only hardened their hearts the more to reject him. By noon
the next day this story had spread over all Jerusalem. Scores of men
and women went to Bethany to look upon Lazarus and talk with
him, and the alarmed and disconcerted Pharisees hastily called a
meeting of the Sanhedrin that they might determine what should
be done about these new developments.

3. MEETING OF THE SANHEDRIN
1 Even though the testimony of this man raised from the dead

did much to consolidate the faith of the mass of believers in the
gospel of the kingdom, it had little or no in uence on the attitude
of the religious leaders and rulers at Jerusalemexcept tohasten their
decision to destroy Jesus and stop his work.

2 ¶ At 13:00 the next day, Friday, the Sanhedrin met to deliber-
ate further on the question, “What shall we do with Jesus of Naza-
reth?” A er more than two hours of discussion and acrimonious
debate, a certain Pharisee presented a resolution calling for Jesus’
immediate death, proclaiming that he was a menace to all Israel
and formally committing the Sanhedrin to the decision of death,
without trial and in de ance of all precedent.

3 Time and again had this august body of Jewish leaders decreed
that Jesus be apprehended and brought to trial on charges of blas-
phemy and numerous other accusations of outing the Jewish sa-
cred law. ey had once before even gone so far as to declare he
should die, but thiswas the rst time the Sanhedrin had gone on re-
cord as desiring todecreehis death in advance of a trial. But this res-
olution did not come to a vote since 14 members of the Sanhedrin
resigned in a body when such an unheard-of action was proposed.
While these resignations were not formally acted upon for almost
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two weeks, this group of 14 withdrew from the Sanhedrin on that
day, never again to sit in the council. When these resignations were
subsequently acted upon, ve other members were thrown out be-
cause their associates believed they entertained friendly feelings to-
ward Jesus. With the ejection of these 19men the Sanhedrinwas in
a position to try and to condemn Jesus with a solidarity bordering
on unanimity.

4 e following week Lazarus and his sisters were summoned
to appear before the Sanhedrin. When their testimony had been
heard, no doubt could be entertained that Lazarus had been raised
from the dead. ough the transactions of the Sanhedrin virtually
admitted the resurrection of Lazarus, the record carried a resolu-
tion attributing this and all other wonders worked by Jesus to the
power of the prince of devils, with whom Jesus was declared to be
in league.

5 No matter what the source of his wonder-working power,
these Jewish leaders were persuaded that, if he were not immedi-
ately stopped, very soon all the common people would believe in
him; and further, that serious complications with the Roman au-
thorities would arise since so many of his believers regarded him as
the Messiah, Israel’s deliverer.

6 It was at this samemeeting of the Sanhedrin that Caiaphas the
high priest rst gave expression to that old Jewish adage, which he
so many times repeated: “It is better that one man die, than that
the community perish.”

7 Although Jesus had received warning of the doings of the San-
hedrin on this dark Friday a ernoon, he was not in the least per-
turbed and continued resting over the Sabbath with friends in
Bethpage, a hamlet near Bethany. Early Sunday morning Jesus and
the apostles assembled, by prearrangement, at the home of Laza-
rus, and taking leave of the Bethany family, they started on their
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journey back to the Pella encampment.˚

4. THE ANSWER TO PRAYER
1 On the way from Bethany to Pella the apostles asked Jesus

many questions, all of which the Master freely answered except
those involving the details of the resurrection of the dead. Such
problems were beyond the comprehension capacity of his apos-
tles; therefore did the Master decline to discuss these questions
with them. Since they had departed from Bethany in secret, they
were alone. Jesus therefore embraced the opportunity to say many
things to the tenwhich he thoughtwould prepare them for the try-
ing days just ahead.

2 e apostles were much stirred up in their minds and spent
considerable time discussing their recent experiences as they were
related to prayer and its answering. ey all recalled Jesus’ state-
ment to the Bethany messenger at Philadelphia, when he said
plainly, “ is sickness is not really to the death.”And yet, in spite of
this promise, Lazarus actually died. All that day, again and again,
they reverted to the discussion of this question of the answer to
prayer.

3 Jesus’ answers to their many questions may be summarized as
follows:

4 1. Prayer is an expression of the nite mind in an effort to
approach the In nite. e making of a prayer must, therefore, be
limitedby theknowledge, wisdom, and attributes of the nite; like-
wisemust the answer be conditionedby the vision, aims, ideals, and

3.7. Informational: rst printing …Bethphage…; — e 1955 text uses Bethpage in all
13 occurrences of this word. In the 4 printing, the original was changed to Bethphage
here, and at ten other locations; the remaining two were changed in the 9 printing. ese
changes were presumably made because Bethphage is the spelling found in English Bibles
since the Authorized Version (King James) of 1611. While the apparent misspelling in e
Urantia Book is not theologically or historically signi cant, it seems unlikely to the commit-
tee that so many identical typographical errors could have occurred, so the spelling “Beth-
page” must have been used in the original manuscript. e committee made its decision to
retain the original form based on three factors: 1) It is the only form found in the text of the
UB itself; 2) e form is a reasonably accurate transliteration of the sound of the original;
and 3) ough the form found in the UB is uncommon, it is not unique — the spelling
having been found in numerous texts pre-dating the UB and in various references down to
the present day including a number on theWeb.
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prerogatives of the In nite. ere never can be observed an unbro-
ken continuity of material phenomena between the making of a
prayer and the reception of the full spiritual answer thereto.

5 2. When a prayer is apparently unanswered, the delay o en
betokens a better answer, although onewhich is for some good rea-
son greatly delayed. When Jesus said that Lazarus’s sickness was
really not to the death, he had already been dead 11 hours. No sin-
cere prayer is denied an answer exceptwhen the superior viewpoint
of the spiritual world has devised a better answer, an answer which
meets the petition of the spirit ofman as contrastedwith the prayer
of the mere mind of man.

6 3. e prayers of time, when indited by the spirit and ex-
pressed in faith, are o en so vast and all-encompassing that they
can be answered only in eternity; the nite petition is sometimes
so fraught with the grasp of the In nite that the answer must long
be postponed to await the creation of adequate capacity for recep-
tivity; the prayer of faith may be so all-embracing that the answer
can be received only on Paradise.

7 4. e answers to the prayer of the mortal mind are o en of
such a nature that they can be received and recognized only a er
that same prayingmindhas attained the immortal state. e prayer
of the material being can many times be answered only when such
an individual has progressed to the spirit level.

8 5. e prayer of a God-knowing person may be so distorted
by ignorance and so deformed by superstition that the answer
thereto would be highly undesirable. en must the intervening
spirit beings so translate such a prayer that, when the answer ar-
rives, the petitioner wholly fails to recognize it as the answer to his
prayer.

9 6. All true prayers are addressed to spiritual beings, and all
such petitionsmust be answered in spiritual terms, and all such an-
swersmust consist in spiritual realities. Spirit beings cannot bestow
material answers to the spirit petitions of evenmaterial beings. Ma-
terial beings can pray effectively only when they “pray in the spirit.”

10 7. No prayer can hope for an answer unless it is born of the
spirit and nurtured by faith. Your sincere faith implies that you
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have in advance virtually granted your prayer hearers the full right
to answer your petitions in accordance with that supreme wisdom
and that divine love which your faith depicts as always actuating
those beings to whom you pray.

11 8. e child is always within his rights when he presumes to
petition the parent; and the parent is always within his parental
obligations to the immature child when his superior wisdom dic-
tates that the answer to the child’s prayer be delayed, modi ed, seg-
regated, transcended, or postponed to another stage of spiritual as-
cension.

12 9. Donothesitate topray theprayers of spirit longing; doubt
not that you shall receive the answer to your petitions. ese an-
swers will be on deposit, awaiting your achievement of those future
spiritual levels of actual cosmic attainment, on this world or on
others, whereon it will become possible for you to recognize and
appropriate the long-waiting answers to your earlier but ill-timed
petitions.

13 10. All genuine spirit-born petitions are certain of an answer.
Ask and you shall receive. But you should remember that you are
progressive creatures of time and space; therefore must you con-
stantly reckon with the time-space factor in the experience of your
personal reception of the full answers to yourmanifold prayers and
petitions.

5. WHAT BECAME OF LAZARUS
1 Lazarus remained at the Bethany home, being the centre of

great interest to many sincere believers and to numerous curious
individuals, until the days of the cruci xion of Jesus, when he re-
ceived warning that the Sanhedrin had decreed his death. e
rulers of the Jews were determined to put a stop to the further
spread of the teachings of Jesus, and they well judged that it would
be useless to put Jesus to death if they permitted Lazarus, who rep-
resented the very peak of his wonder-working, to live and bear tes-
timony to the fact that Jesus had raised him from the dead. Already
had Lazarus suffered bitter persecution from them.˚
5.1. Lazarus remained at the Bethany home, being the centre of great interest to many
sincere believers and to numerous curious individuals, until the day of the cruci xion of
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2 And so Lazarus took hasty leave of his sisters at Bethany, ee-
ing down through Jericho and across the Jordan, never permitting
himself to rest long until he had reached Philadelphia. Lazarus
knew Abner well, and here he felt safe from the murderous in-
trigues of the wicked Sanhedrin.

3 Soon a er this Martha and Mary disposed of their lands at
Bethany and joined their brother in Perea. Meantime, Lazarus had
become the treasurer of the church at Philadelphia. He became a
strong supporter of Abner in his controversy with Paul and the Je-
rusalem church and ultimately died, when 67 years old, of the same
sickness that carried him off when he was a younger man at Beth-
any.

Jesus, when he received warning that the Sanhedrin had decreed his death. e change
om “day” to “days” here is required because the former is inconsistent with the ensuing

narrative (at 174:0.1, 175:3.1, and 177:5.3 whichwould place the time of Lazarus’s ight
between Tuesday atmidnight (when his death was decreed by the Sanhedrin) andWednes-
day evening (when “certain ones” at the camp “knew that Lazarus had taken hasty ight
om Bethany”) — two days before the cruci xion of Jesus. Because of the near impossibil-

ity of a typographical error leading om “week” in the manuscript to the “day” found in
the 1955 text, the committee rejected the “week” resolution ( found in numerous printings)
and adopted “days.” If the original manuscript read “days,” the loss of only a single character
in typesetting would create the problematic “day.” is is a very common type of error and
well within the realm of possibility. ough “days” is a new resolution to this problem and
therefore unfamiliar to readers—perhaps somewill see it as a “stretch”— it bears repeating
(as with West/west at 79:5.6 that if the 1955 text had originally read “days,” there would
have been no contradiction in the text and the issue would never have been raised in the
rst place.



PAPER №169
LAST TEACHING AT PELLA

Midwayer Commission

LATE on Monday evening, March 6, Jesus and the ten apos-
tles arrived at the Pella camp. is was the lastweek of Jesus’
sojourn there, and he was very active in teaching the multi-

tude and instructing the apostles. He preached every a ernoon to
the crowds and each night answered questions for the apostles and
certain of the more advanced disciples residing at the camp.

2 Word regarding the resurrection of Lazarus had reached the
encampment two days before the Master’s arrival, and the entire
assemblywas agog. Not since the feeding of the 5,000had anything
occurredwhich so aroused the imaginationof thepeople. And thus
it was at the very height of the second phase of the public ministry
of the kingdom that Jesus planned to teach this one short week at
Pella and then to begin the tour of southern Perea which led right
up to the nal and tragic experiences of the last week in Jerusalem.

3 ¶ e Pharisees and the chief priests had begun to formulate
their charges and to crystallize their accusations. ey objected to
the Master’s teachings on these grounds:

4 1. He is a friend of publicans and sinners; he receives the un-
godly and even eats with them.

5 2. He is a blasphemer; he talks aboutGod as being his Father
and thinks he is equal with God.

6 3. He is a lawbreaker. He heals disease on the Sabbath and
in many other ways outs the sacred law of Israel.

7 4. He is in league with devils. He works wonders and does
seeming miracles by the power of Beelzebub, the prince of devils.

1. PARABLE OF THE LOST SON
1 On ursday a ernoon Jesus talked to the multitude about

the “Grace of Salvation.” In the course of this sermon he retold the
story of the lost sheep and the lost coin and then addedhis favourite
parable of the prodigal son. Said Jesus:
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2 ¶ “You have been admonished by the prophets from Samuel
to John that you should seek for God — search for truth. Always
have they said, ‘Seek the Lord while hemay be found.’ And all such
teaching should be taken to heart. But I have come to show you
that, while you are seeking to nd God, God is likewise seeking to
nd you. Many times have I told you the story of the good shep-

herd who le the 99 sheep in the fold while he went forth search-
ing for the 1 that was lost, and how, when he had found the straying
sheep, he laid it over his shoulder and tenderly carried it back to the
fold. And when the lost sheep had been restored to the fold, you
remember that the good shepherd called in his friends and bade
them rejoice with him over the nding of the sheep that had been
lost. Again I say there is more joy in heaven over one sinner who
repents than over the 99 just persons who need no repentance. e
fact that souls are lost only increases the interest of the heavenly Fa-
ther. I have come to this world to domyFather’s bidding, and it has
truly been said of the Son of Man that he is a friend of publicans
and sinners.

3 “You have been taught that divine acceptance comes a er your
repentance and as a result of all your works of sacri ce and peni-
tence, but I assure you that the Father accepts you even before you
have repented and sends the Son and his associates to nd you and
bring you, with rejoicing, back to the fold, the kingdom of sonship
and spiritual progress. You are all like sheepwhichhave gone astray,
and I have come to seek and to save those who are lost.

4 “And you should also remember the story of the woman who,
having had ten pieces of silver made into a necklace of adornment,
lost one piece, and how she lit the lamp and diligently swept the
house and kept up the search until she found the lost piece of sil-
ver. And as soon as she found the coin that was lost, she called
together her friends and neighbours, saying, ‘Rejoice withme, for I
have found the piece that was lost.’ So again I say, there is always joy
in the presence of the angels of heaven over one sinner who repents
and returns to the Father’s fold. And I tell you this story to impress
upon you that the Father and his Son go forth to search for those
who are lost, and in this search we employ all in uences capable
of rendering assistance in our diligent efforts to nd those who are
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lost, those who stand in need of salvation. And so, while the Son
ofMan goes out in the wilderness to seek for the sheep gone astray,
he also searches for the coin which is lost in the house. e sheep
wanders away, unintentionally; the coin is covered by the dust of
time and obscured by the accumulation of the things of men.

5 “And now Iwould like to tell you the story of a thoughtless son
of a well-to-do farmer who deliberately le his father’s house and
went off into a foreign land, where he fell into much tribulation.
You recall that the sheep strayed away without intention, but this
youth le his home with premeditation. It was like this:

6 ¶ “A certain man had two sons; one, the younger, was light-
hearted and carefree, always seeking for a good time and shirk-
ing responsibility, while his older brother was serious, sober, hard-
working, and willing to bear responsibility. Now these two broth-
ers did not get along well together; they were always quarrelling
and bickering. e younger lad was cheerful and vivacious, but in-
dolent and unreliable; the older son was steady and industrious, at
the same time self-centred, surly, and conceited. e younger son
enjoyed play but shunned work; the older devoted himself to work
but seldom played. is association became so disagreeable that
the younger son came to his father and said: ‘Father, give me the
third portion of your possessions which would fall tome and allow
me to go out into theworld to seekmy own fortune.’ Andwhen the
father heard this request, knowing how unhappy the young man
was at home and with his older brother, he divided his property,
giving the youth his share.

7 “Within a few weeks the young man gathered together all his
funds and set out upon a journey to a far country, and nding noth-
ing pro table to do which was also pleasurable, he soon wasted all
his inheritance in riotous living. And when he had spent all, there
arose a prolonged famine in that country, and he found himself in
want. And so, when he suffered hunger and his distress was great,
he found employmentwith one of the citizens of that country, who
sent him into the elds to feed swine. And the young man would
fain have lled himself with the husks which the swine ate, but no
one would give him anything.
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8 “One day, when he was very hungry, he came to himself and
said: ‘How many hired servants of my father have bread enough
and to spare while I perish with hunger, feeding swine off here in a
foreign country! I will arise and go to my father, and I will say to
him: Father, I have sinned against heaven and against you. I am no
more worthy to be called your son; only be willing tomakeme one
of your hired servants.’ And when the young man had reached this
decision, he arose and started out for his father’s house.

9 “Now this father had grieved much for his son; he had missed
the cheerful, though thoughtless, lad. is father loved this son
and was always on the lookout for his return, so that on the day he
approached his home, even while he was yet afar off, the father saw
him and, being moved with loving compassion, ran out to meet
him, and with affectionate greeting he embraced and kissed him.
And a er they had thus met, the son looked up into his father’s
tearful face and said: ‘Father, I have sinned against heaven and in
your sight; I am no more worthy to be called a son’ — but the lad
did not nd opportunity to complete his confession because the
overjoyed father said to the servants who had by this time come
running up: ‘Bring quickly his best robe, the one I have saved, and
put it on him and put the son’s ring on his hand and fetch sandals
for his feet.’

10 “And then, a er the happy father had led the footsore and
weary lad into the house, he called to his servants: ‘Bring on the
fatted calf and kill it, and let us eat and make merry, for this my
son was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found.’ And they
all gathered about the father to rejoice with him over the restora-
tion of his son.

11 “About this time, while they were celebrating, the elder son
came in from his day’s work in the eld, and as he drew near the
house, he heard the music and the dancing. And when he came
up to the back door, he called out one of the servants and inquired
as to the meaning of all this festivity. And then said the servant:
‘Your long-lost brother has come home, and your father has killed
the fatted calf to rejoice over his son’s safe return. Come in that you
also may greet your brother and receive him back into your father’s
house.’
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12 “But when the older brother heard this, he was so hurt and
angry he would not go into the house. When his father heard of
his resentment of the welcome of his younger brother, he went out
to entreat him. But the older son would not yield to his father’s
persuasion. He answered his father, saying: ‘Here thesemany years
have I served you, never transgressing the least of your commands,
and yet you never gaveme even a kid that I mightmakemerry with
my friends. I have remained here to care for you all these years, and
you never made rejoicing over my faithful service, but when this
your son returns, having squandered your substance with harlots,
you make haste to kill the fatted calf and make merry over him.’

13 “Since this father truly lovedbothof his sons, he tried to reason
with this older one: ‘But, my son, you have all the while been with
me, and all this which I have is yours. You could have had a kid at
any time you had made friends to share your merriment. But it is
only proper that you should now join with me in being glad and
merry because of your brother’s return. ink of it, my son, your
brother was lost and is found; he has returned alive to us!’”

14 ¶ is was one of the most touching and effective of all the
parables which Jesus ever presented to impress upon his hearers the
Father’s willingness to receive all who seek entrance into the king-
dom of heaven.

15 Jesus was very partial to telling these three stories at the same
time. He presented the story of the lost sheep to show that, when
men unintentionally stray away from the path of life, the Father is
mindful of such lost ones and goes out, with his Sons, the true shep-
herds of the ock, to seek the lost sheep. He then would recite the
story of the coin lost in the house to illustrate how thorough is the
divine searching for allwhoare confused, confounded, or otherwise
spiritually blinded by the material cares and accumulations of life.
And then he would launch forth into the telling of this parable of
the lost son, the reception of the returning prodigal, to show how
complete is the restoration of the lost son into his Father’s house
and heart.

16 Many, many times during his years of teaching, Jesus told and
retold this story of the prodigal son. is parable and the story of
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the good Samaritan were his favourite means of teaching the love
of the Father and the neighbourliness of man.

2. PARABLE OF THE SHREWD STEWARD
1 One evening Simon Zelotes, commenting on one of Jesus’

statements, said: “Master, what did you mean when you said today
that many of the children of the world are wiser in their genera-
tion than are the children of the kingdom since they are skillful in
making friends with the mammon of unrighteousness?” Jesus an-
swered:

2 ¶ “Some of you, before you entered the kingdom, were very
shrewd in dealing with your business associates. If you were un-
just and o en unfair, you were nonetheless prudent and farseeing
in that you transacted your business with an eye single to your pre-
sent pro t and future safety. Likewise should you now so order
your lives in the kingdom as to provide for your present joy while
you alsomake certain of your future enjoyment of treasures laid up
in heaven. If you were so diligent in making gains for yourselves
when in the service of self, why should you show less diligence in
gaining souls for the kingdom since you are now servants of the
brotherhood of man and stewards of God?

3 “Youmay all learn a lesson from the story of a certain richman
who had a shrewd but unjust steward. is steward had not only
oppressed his master’s clients for his own sel sh gain, but he had
also directly wasted and squandered his master’s funds. When all
this nally came to the ears of his master, he called the steward be-
fore him and asked themeaning of these rumours and required that
he should give immediate accounting of his stewardship and pre-
pare to turn his master’s affairs over to another.

4 “Now this unfaithful steward began to say to himself: ‘What
shall I do since I am about to lose this stewardship? I have not the
strength to dig; to beg I am ashamed. I know what I will do to
make certain that, when I am put out of this stewardship, I will be
welcomed into the houses of all who do business with my master.’
And then, calling in each of his lord’s debtors, he said to the rst,
‘How much do you owe my master?’ He answered, ‘100 measures
of oil.’ en said the steward, ‘Take your wax board bond, sit down
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quickly, and change it to 50.’ en he said to another debtor, ‘How
much do you owe?’ And he replied, ‘100 measures of wheat.’ en
said the steward, ‘Take your bond and write 80.’ And this he did
with numerous other debtors. And so did this dishonest steward
seek to make friends for himself a er he would be discharged from
his stewardship. Even his lord and master, when he subsequently
found out about this, was compelled to admit that his unfaithful
steward had at least shown sagacity in the manner in which he had
sought to provide for future days of want and adversity.

5 “And it is in this way that the sons of this world sometimes
show more wisdom in their preparation for the future than do the
childrenof light. I say to youwhoprofess to be acquiring treasure in
heaven: Take lessons from those who make friends with the mam-
mon of unrighteousness, and likewise so conduct your lives that
you make eternal friendship with the forces of righteousness in or-
der that, when all things earthly fail, you shall be joyfully received
into the eternal habitations.

6 “I affirm that he who is faithful in little will also be faithful in
much, while he who is unrighteous in little will also be unrighteous
inmuch. If youhavenot shown foresight and integrity in the affairs
of this world, how can you hope to be faithful and prudent when
you are trusted with the stewardship of the true riches of the heav-
enly kingdom? If you are not good stewards and faithful bankers,
if you have not been faithful in that which is another’s, who will be
foolish enough to give you great treasure in your own name?

7 “And again I assert that no man can serve two masters; either
he will hate the one and love the other, or else he will hold to one
while he despises the other. You cannot serve God and mammon.”

8 ¶ When the Pharisees who were present heard this, they be-
gan to sneer and scoff since they were much given to the acquire-
ment of riches. ese unfriendly hearers sought to engage Jesus
in unpro table argumentation, but he refused to debate with his
enemies. When the Pharisees fell to wrangling among themselves,
their loud speaking attracted large numbers of the multitude en-
camped thereabouts; and when they began to dispute with each
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other, Jesus withdrew, going to his tent for the night.

3. THE RICH MAN AND THE BEGGAR
1 When the meeting became too noisy, Simon Peter, standing

up, took charge, saying: “Men and brethren, it is not seemly thus
to dispute among yourselves. e Master has spoken, and you do
well to ponder his words. And this is no new doctrine which he
proclaimed to you. Have you not also heard the allegory of the
Nazarites concerning the rich man and the beggar? Some of us
heard John the Baptist thunder this parable of warning to those
who love riches and covet dishonest wealth. And while this olden
parable is not according to the gospel we preach, you would all do
well to heed its lessons until such a time as you comprehend the
new light of the kingdom of heaven. e story as John told it was
like this:

2 “ ere was a certain rich man named Dives, who, being
clothed in purple and ne linen, lived in mirth and splendour ev-
ery day. And there was a certain beggar named Lazarus, who was
laid at this richman’s gate, coveredwith sores and desiring to be fed
with the crumbs which fell from the rich man’s table; yes, even the
dogs came and licked his sores. And it came to pass that the beggar
died and was carried away by the angels to rest in Abraham’s bo-
som. And then, presently, this rich man also died and was buried
with great pomp and regal splendour. When the richmandeparted
from this world, he waked up in Hades, and nding himself in tor-
ment, he li ed up his eyes and beheld Abraham afar off and Laza-
rus in his bosom. And then Dives cried aloud: ‘Father Abraham,
have mercy on me and send over Lazarus that he may dip the tip
of his nger in water to cool my tongue, for I am in great anguish
because of my punishment.’ And then Abraham replied: ‘My son,
you should remember that in your lifetime you enjoyed the good
things while Lazarus in like manner suffered the evil. But now all
this is changed, seeing that Lazarus is comforted while you are tor-
mented. And besides, between us and you there is a great gulf so
that we cannot go to you, neither can you come over to us.’ en
said Dives to Abraham: ‘I pray you send Lazarus back to my fa-
ther’s house, inasmuch as I have ve brothers, that hemay so testify
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as to prevent my brothers from coming to this place of torment.’
But Abraham said: ‘My son, they haveMoses and the prophets; let
themhear them.’ And then answeredDives: ‘No, No, Father Abra-
ham! but if one go to them from the dead, they will repent.’ And
then said Abraham: ‘If they hear not Moses and the prophets, nei-
therwill they be persuaded even if onewere to rise from the dead.’”˚

3 A er Peter had recited this ancient parable of the Nazarite
brotherhood, and since the crowd had quieted down, Andrew
arose anddismissed them for thenight. Althoughboth the apostles
and his disciples frequently asked Jesus questions about the para-
ble of Dives and Lazarus, he never consented to make comment
thereon.

4. THE FATHER AND HIS KINGDOM
1 Jesus always had trouble trying to explain to the apostles that,

while they proclaimed the establishment of the kingdom of God,
the Father in heavenwas not a king. At the time Jesus lived on earth
and taught in the esh, the people of Urantia knewmostly of kings
and emperors in the governments of the nations, and the Jews had
long contemplated the coming of the kingdom of God. For these
and other reasons, the Master thought best to designate the spiri-
tual brotherhood of man as the kingdom of heaven and the spirit
head of this brotherhood as the Father in heaven. Never did Jesus
refer to his Father as a king. In his intimate talks with the apostles
he always referred to himself as the Son of Man and as their elder

3.2. And there was a certain beggar named Lazarus, who laid at this rich man’s gate,…
is sentence, as structured, does require “lay” rather than “laid,” the former being the past

tense of the intransitive verb “to lie;” the latter being the past of the transitive verb “to lay.”
However, it is the committee’s opinion that the error here is not poor grammar by the author,
but a lostword in transcription. e authors ofPart IVof eUrantiaBook generally follow
the text of the American Standard Version (ASV) of 1901, with certain modernizations
and corrections as needed. e ASV text of Luke 16:19–21 is as follows: “Now there was
a certain rich man, and he was clothed in purple and ne linen, faring sumptuously every
day: and a certain beggar named Lazarus was laid at his gate, full of sores, and desiring to
be fedwith the crumbs that fell om the richman’s table; yea, even the dogs came and licked
his sores.” In view of the apparent reliance of e Urantia Book on the ASV at this point,
the committee decided to reject “lay” and reconstruct the verb as “was laid.” Additional
contextual support for this argument is based on the beggar’s inability to fend for himself.
If “even the dogs came and licked his sores,” he surely would have been carried to the rich
man’s gate by others, who would then have laid him there.
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brother. He depicted all his followers as servants of mankind and
messengers of the gospel of the kingdom.

2 Jesus never gave his apostles a systematic lesson concerning the
personality and attributes of the Father in heaven. He never asked
men to believe in his Father; he took it for granted they did. Jesus
never belittled himself by offering arguments in proof of the reality
of the Father. His teaching regarding the Father all centred in the
declaration that he and the Father are one; that he who has seen
the Son has seen the Father; that the Father, like the Son, knows all
things; that only the Son really knows the Father, and he to whom
the Sonwill reveal him; that he who knows the Son knows also the
Father; and that the Father sent him into the world to reveal their
combinednatures and to show forth their conjointwork. Henever
made other pronouncements about his Father except to thewoman
of Samaria at Jacob’s well, when he declared, “God is spirit.”

3 ¶ You learn about God from Jesus by observing the divinity of
his life, not by depending on his teachings. From the life of the
Master you may each assimilate that concept of God which rep-
resents the measure of your capacity to perceive realities spiritual
and divine, truths real and eternal. e nite can never hope to
comprehend the In nite except as the In nite was focalized in the
time-space personality of the nite experience of the human life of
Jesus of Nazareth.

4 Jesus well knew that God can be known only by the realities
of experience; never can he be understood by the mere teaching
of the mind. Jesus taught his apostles that, while they never could
fully understandGod, they couldmost certainly know him, even as
they had known the Son of Man. You can know God, not by un-
derstanding what Jesus said, but by knowing what Jesus was. Jesus
was a revelation of God.

5 ¶ Except when quoting the Hebrew scriptures, Jesus referred
to Deity by only two names: God and Father. And when the Mas-
ter made reference to his Father as God, he usually employed the
Hebrew word signifying the plural God* (the Trinity) and not the

4.5. the plural God, in Hebrew אֱ˄הִים is normally used with the singular form of a
verb, unless referring to pagan gods.
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word Yahweh*, which stood for the progressive conception of the
tribal God of the Jews.

6 Jesus never called theFather a king, andhe verymuch regretted
that the Jewish hope for a restored kingdom and John’s proclama-
tion of a coming kingdom made it necessary for him to denom-
inate his proposed spiritual brotherhood the kingdom of heaven.
With the one exception — the declaration that “God is spirit” —
Jesus never referred toDeity in anymanner other than in terms de-
scriptive of his own personal relationship with the First Source and
Centre of Paradise.

7 Jesus employed the word God to designate the idea of Deity
and the word Father to designate the experience of knowing God.
When the word Father is employed to denote God, it should be
understood in its largest possible meaning. e word God cannot
be de ned and therefore stands for the in nite concept of the Fa-
ther, while the term Father, being capable of partial de nition, may
be employed to represent the human concept of the divine Father
as he is associated with man during the course of mortal existence.

8 To the Jews, Elohim was the God of gods, while Yahweh was
the God of Israel. Jesus accepted the concept of Elohim and called
this supreme group of beings God. In the place of the concept of
Yahweh, the racial deity, he introduced the idea of the fatherhood
of God and the world-wide brotherhood of man. He exalted the
Yahweh concept of a dei ed racial Father to the idea of a Father of
all the children of men, a divine Father of the individual believer.
And he further taught that this God of universes and this Father of
all men were one and the same Paradise Deity.

9 Jesus never claimed to be the manifestation of Elohim (God)
in the esh. He never declared that he was a revelation of Elohim
(God) to the worlds. He never taught that he who had seen him
had seen Elohim (God). But he did proclaim himself as the revela-
tion of the Father in the esh, and he did say that whoso had seen
him had seen the Father. As the divine Son he claimed to represent
only the Father.
5. Yahweh, in Hebrew either le unpointed as יהוה or pointed with the vowels of
Shemah “the Name” as יְהוָה or Adonai “Lord” as ָה ,יְה except when it occurs as part
ofה ִ יהֱ אֲדֹנָי and is pointed with the vowels of Elohim “Gods”.
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10 He was, indeed, the Son of even the Elohim God; but in the
likeness of mortal esh and to the mortal sons of God, he chose
to limit his life revelation to the portrayal of his Father’s character
in so far as such a revelation might be comprehensible to mortal
man. As regards the character of the other persons of the Paradise
Trinity, we shall have to be content with the teaching that they are
altogether like the Father, who has been revealed in personal por-
traiture in the life of his incarnated Son, Jesus of Nazareth.

11 ¶ Although Jesus revealed the true nature of the heavenly Fa-
ther in his earth life, he taught little about him. In fact, he taught
only two things: that God in himself is spirit, and that, in all
matters of relationship with his creatures, he is a Father. On this
evening Jesus made the nal pronouncement of his relationship
with God when he declared: “I have come out from the Father,
and I have come into the world; again, I will leave the world and go
to the Father.”

12 But mark you! never did Jesus say, “Whoso has heard me has
heard God.” But he did say, “He who has seen me has seen the Fa-
ther.” Tohear Jesus’ teaching is not equivalent to knowingGod, but
to see Jesus is an experience which in itself is a revelation of the Fa-
ther to the soul. e God of universes rules the far- ung creation,
but it is the Father in heaven who sends forth his spirit to dwell
within your minds.

13 Jesus is the spiritual lens in human likeness which makes visi-
ble to the material creature Him who is invisible. He is your elder
brother who, in the esh, makes known to you a Being of in nite
attributes whom not even the celestial hosts can presume fully to
understand. But all of this must consist in the personal experience
of the individual believer. God who is spirit can be known only as
a spiritual experience. God can be revealed to the nite sons of the
material worlds, by the divine Son of the spiritual realms, only as a
Father. You can know the Eternal as a Father; you can worship him
as the God of universes, the in nite Creator of all existences.



PAPER №170
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN

Midwayer Commission

SATURDAY a ernoon, March 11, Jesus preached his last ser-
mon at Pella. is was among the notable addresses of his
publicministry, embracing a full and complete discussion of

the kingdom of heaven. He was aware of the confusion which ex-
isted in theminds of his apostles and disciples regarding themean-
ing and signi cance of the terms “kingdom of heaven” and “king-
dom of God,” which he used as interchangeable designations of
his bestowal mission. Although the very term kingdom of heaven
should have been enough to separatewhat it stood for from all con-
nection with earthly kingdoms and temporal governments, it was
not. e idea of a temporal king was too deep-rooted in the Jewish
mind thus to be dislodged in a single generation. erefore Jesus
did not at rst openly oppose this long-nourished concept of the
kingdom.

2 is Sabbath a ernoon theMaster sought to clarify the teach-
ing about the kingdom of heaven; he discussed the subject from
every viewpoint and endeavoured tomake clear themany different
senses in which the term had been used. In this narrative we will
amplify the address by adding numerous statements made by Jesus
on previous occasions and by including some remarks made only
to the apostles during the evening discussions of this same day. We
will also make certain comments dealing with the subsequent out-
working of the kingdom idea as it is related to the later Christian
church.

1. CONCEPTS OF THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN
1 In connection with the recital of Jesus’ sermon it should be

noted that throughout theHebrew scriptures there was a dual con-
cept of the kingdom of heaven. e prophets presented the king-
dom of God as:

2 1. A present reality; and as
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3 2. A future hope — when the kingdom would be realized in
fullness upon the appearance of the Messiah. is is the kingdom
concept which John the Baptist taught.

4 From the very rst Jesus and the apostles taught both of these
concepts. erewere twoother ideas of the kingdomwhich should
be borne in mind:

5 3. e later Jewish concept of a world-wide and transcen-
dental kingdom of supernatural origin and miraculous inaugura-
tion.

6 4. e Persian teachings portraying the establishment of a
divine kingdom as the achievement of the triumph of good over
evil at the end of the world.

7 ¶ Just before the advent of Jesus on earth, the Jews combined
and confused all of these ideas of the kingdom into their apoca-
lyptic concept of the Messiah’s coming to establish the age of the
Jewish triumph, the eternal age of God’s supreme rule on earth, the
new world, the era in which all mankind would worship Yahweh.
In choosing to utilize this concept of the kingdom of heaven, Jesus
elected to appropriate the most vital and culminating heritage of
both the Jewish and Persian religions.

8 e kingdom of heaven, as it has been understood and mis-
understood down through the centuries of the Christian era, em-
braced four distinct groups of ideas:

9 1. e concept of the Jews.
10 2. e concept of the Persians.
11 3. e personal-experience concept of Jesus—“thekingdom

of heaven within you.”
12 4. e composite and confused conceptswhich the founders

and promulgators of Christianity have sought to impress upon the
world.

13 ¶ At different times and in varying circumstances it appears
that Jesusmayhave presentednumerous concepts of the “kingdom”
in his public teachings, but to his apostles he always taught the
kingdom as embracing man’s personal experience in relation to his
fellows on earth and to the Father in heaven. Concerning the king-
dom, his last word always was, “ e kingdom is within you.”
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14 Centuries of confusion regarding the meaning of the term
“kingdom of heaven” have been due to three factors:

15 1. e confusion occasioned by observing the idea of the
“kingdom” as it passed through the various progressive phases of
its recasting by Jesus and his apostles.

16 2. e confusion which was inevitably associated with the
transplantation of early Christianity from a Jewish to a gentile soil.

17 3. e confusion which was inherent in the fact that Chris-
tianity became a religion which was organized about the central
idea of Jesus’ person; the gospel of the kingdom became more and
more a religion about him.

2. JESUS’ CONCEPT OF THE KINGDOM
1 e Master made it clear that the kingdom of heaven must be-

gin with, and be centred in, the dual concept of the truth of the
fatherhood of God and the correlated fact of the brotherhood of
man. e acceptance of such a teaching, Jesus declared, would lib-
erateman from the age-long bondage of animal fear and at the same
time enrich human living with the following endowments of the
new life of spiritual liberty:

2 1. e possession of new courage and augmented spiritual
power. e gospel of the kingdom was to set man free and inspire
him to dare to hope for eternal life.

3 2. e gospel carried a message of new con dence and true
consolation for all men, even for the poor.

4 3. It was in itself a new standard of moral values, a new eth-
ical yardstick wherewith to measure human conduct. It portrayed
the ideal of a resultant new order of human society.

5 4. It taught the pre-eminence of the spiritual compared with
the material; it glori ed spiritual realities and exalted superhuman
ideals.

6 5. is new gospel held up spiritual attainment as the true
goal of living. Human life received a new endowment of moral
value and divine dignity.
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7 6. Jesus taught that eternal realities were the result (reward)
of righteous earthly striving. Man’s mortal sojourn on earth ac-
quired new meanings consequent upon the recognition of a noble
destiny.

8 7. e new gospel affirmed that human salvation is the rev-
elation of a far-reaching divine purpose to be ful lled and realized
in the future destiny of the endless service of the salvaged sons of
God.

9 ¶ ese teachings cover the expanded idea of the kingdom
whichwas taught by Jesus. is great conceptwas hardly embraced
in the elementary and confused kingdom teachings of John the
Baptist.

10 e apostles were unable to grasp the real meaning of theMas-
ter’s utterances regarding the kingdom. e subsequent distortion
of Jesus’ teachings, as they are recorded in the New Testament, is
because the concept of the gospel writers was coloured by the be-
lief that Jesus was then absent from the world for only a short time;
that he would soon return to establish the kingdom in power and
glory — just such an idea as they held while he was with them in
the esh. But Jesus did not connect the establishment of the king-
dom with the idea of his return to this world. at centuries have
passed with no signs of the appearance of the “New Age” is in no
way out of harmony with Jesus’ teaching.

11 e great effort embodied in this sermon was the attempt to
translate the concept of the kingdom of heaven into the ideal of
the idea of doing the will of God. Long had the Master taught his
followers to pray: “Your kingdom come; your will be done”; and at
this time he earnestly sought to induce them to abandon the use of
the term kingdom ofGod in favour of themore practical equivalent,
the will of God. But he did not succeed.

12 Jesus desired to substitute for the idea of the kingdom, king,
and subjects, the concept of the heavenly family, the heavenly Fa-
ther, and the liberated sons ofGod engaged in joyful and voluntary
service for their fellowmen and in the sublime and intelligent wor-
ship of God the Father.

13 Up to this time the apostles had acquired a double viewpoint
of the kingdom; they regarded it as:
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14 1. Amatter of personal experience then present in the hearts
of true believers, and

15 2. A question of racial or world phenomena; that the king-
dom was in the future, something to look forward to.

16 ¶ ey looked upon the coming of the kingdom in the hearts
of men as a gradual development, like the leaven in the dough or
like the growing of the mustard seed. ey believed that the com-
ing of the kingdom in the racial or world sense would be both sud-
den and spectacular. Jesus never tired of telling them that the king-
domof heavenwas their personal experience of realizing the higher
qualities of spiritual living; that these realities of the spirit experi-
ence are progressively translated to new and higher levels of divine
certainty and eternal grandeur.

17 On this a ernoon the Master distinctly taught a new concept
of the double nature of the kingdom in that he portrayed the fol-
lowing two phases:

18 “First. e kingdom of God in this world, the supreme desire
to do the will of God, the unsel sh love of man which yields the
good fruits of improved ethical and moral conduct.

19 “Second. e kingdom of God in heaven, the goal of mor-
tal believers, the estate wherein the love for God is perfected, and
wherein the will of God is done more divinely.”

20 Jesus taught that, by faith, the believer enters the kingdomnow.
In the various discourses he taught that two things are essential to
faith-entrance into the kingdom:

21 1. Faith, sincerity. To come as a little child, to receive the be-
stowal of sonship as a gi ; to submit to the doing of the Father’s
will without questioning and in the full con dence and genuine
trustfulness of the Father’s wisdom; to come into the kingdom free
from prejudice and preconception; to be open-minded and teach-
able like an unspoiled child.

22 2. Truth hunger. e thirst for righteousness, a change of
mind, the acquirement of the motive to be like God and to nd
God.

23 Jesus taught that sin is not the child of a defective nature but
rather the offspring of a knowing mind dominated by an unsub-
missive will. Regarding sin, he taught that God has forgiven; that
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we make such forgiveness personally available by the act of forgiv-
ing our fellows. When you forgive your brother in the esh, you
thereby create the capacity in your own soul for the reception of
the reality of God’s forgiveness of your own misdeeds.

24 By the time the Apostle John began to write the story of Jesus’
life and teachings, the early Christians had experienced so much
trouble with the kingdom-of-God idea as a breeder of persecution
that they had largely abandoned the use of the term. John talks
much about the “eternal life.” Jesus o en spoke of it as the “king-
dom of life.” He also frequently referred to “the kingdom of God
within you.”He once spoke of such an experience as “family fellow-
ship with God the Father.” Jesus sought to substitute many terms
for the kingdom but always without success. Among others, he
used: the family of God, the Father’s will, the friends of God, the
fellowship of believers, the brotherhood of man, the Father’s fold,
the children of God, the fellowship of the faithful, the Father’s ser-
vice, and the liberated sons of God.

25 But he could not escape the use of the kingdom idea. It was
more than 50 years later, not until a er the destruction of Jerusa-
lem by the Roman armies, that this concept of the kingdom began
to change into the cult of eternal life as its social and institutional
aspects were taken over by the rapidly expanding and crystallizing
Christian church.

3. IN RELATION TO RIGHTEOUSNESS
1 Jesus was always trying to impress upon his apostles and disci-

ples that they must acquire, by faith, a righteousness which would
exceed the righteousness of slavishworks which some of the scribes
and Pharisees paraded so vaingloriously before the world.

2 ough Jesus taught that faith, simple childlike belief, is the
key to the door of the kingdom, he also taught that, having entered
the door, there are the progressive steps of righteousness which
every believing child must ascend in order to grow up to the full
stature of the robust sons of God.

3 It is in the consideration of the technique of receiving God’s
forgiveness that the attainment of the righteousness of the king-
dom is revealed. Faith is the price you pay for entrance into the
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family ofGod; but forgiveness is the act ofGodwhich accepts your
faith as the price of admission. And the reception of the forgive-
ness of God by a kingdom believer involves a de nite and actual
experience and consists in the following four steps, the kingdom
steps of inner righteousness:

4 1. God’s forgiveness is made actually available and is person-
ally experienced by man just in so far as he forgives his fellows.

5 2. Manwill not truly forgive his fellows unless he loves them
as himself.

6 3. To thus love your neighbour as yourself is the highest
ethics.

7 4. Moral conduct, true righteousness, becomes, then, the
natural result of such love.

8 ¶ It therefore is evident that the true and inner religion of the
kingdom unfailingly and increasingly tends to manifest itself in
practical avenues of social service. Jesus taught a living religion that
impelled its believers to engage in the doing of loving service. But
Jesus did not put ethics in the place of religion. He taught religion
as a cause and ethics as a result.

9 e righteousness of any act must be measured by the motive;
the highest forms of good are therefore unconscious. Jesus was
never concernedwithmorals or ethics as such. Hewas wholly con-
cerned with that inward and spiritual fellowship with God the Fa-
ther which so certainly and directly manifests itself as outward and
loving service for man. He taught that the religion of the kingdom
is a genuine personal experience which no man can contain within
himself; that the consciousness of being a member of the family of
believers leads inevitably to the practice of the precepts of the fam-
ily conduct, the service of one’s brothers and sisters in the effort to
enhance and enlarge the brotherhood.

10 e religion of the kingdom is personal, individual; the fruits,
the results, are familial, social. Jesus never failed to exalt the sa-
credness of the individual as contrasted with the community. But
he also recognized thatman develops his character by unsel sh ser-
vice; that he unfolds his moral nature in loving relations with his
fellows.
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11 By teaching that the kingdom iswithin, by exalting the individ-
ual, Jesus struck the deathblow of the old society in that he ushered
in the new dispensation of true social righteousness. is new or-
der of society the world has little known because it has refused to
practise the principles of the gospel of the kingdomof heaven. And
when this kingdom of spiritual pre-eminence does come upon the
earth, it will not be manifested in mere improved social and mate-
rial conditions, but rather in the glories of those enhanced and en-
riched spiritual values which are characteristic of the approaching
age of improved human relations and advancing spiritual attain-
ments.

4. JESUS’ TEACHING ABOUT THE KINGDOM
1 Jesus never gave a precise de nition of the kingdom. At one

time he would discourse on one phase of the kingdom, and at an-
other time he would discuss a different aspect of the brotherhood
of God’s reign in the hearts of men. In the course of this Sabbath
a ernoon’s sermon Jesus noted no less than ve phases, or epochs,
of the kingdom, and they were:

2 1. e personal and inward experience of the spiritual life of
the fellowship of the individual believer with God the Father.

3 2. e enlarging brotherhood of gospel believers, the so-
cial aspects of the enhanced morals and quickened ethics resulting
from the reign of God’s spirit in the hearts of individual believers.

4 3. e supermortal brotherhood of invisible spiritual beings
which prevails on earth and in heaven, the superhuman kingdom
of God.

5 4. e prospect of the more perfect ful lment of the will of
God, the advance toward the dawn of a new social order in connec-
tion with improved spiritual living — the next age of man.

6 5. e kingdom in its fullness, the future spiritual age of light
and life on earth.

7 ¶ Wherefore must we always examine the Master’s teaching
to ascertain which of these ve phases he may have reference to
when he makes use of the term kingdom of heaven. By this pro-
cess of gradually changing man’s will and thus affecting human de-
cisions, Michael and his associates are likewise gradually but cer-
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tainly changing the entire course of human evolution, social and
otherwise.

8 e Master on this occasion placed emphasis on the following
ve points as representing the cardinal features of the gospel of the

kingdom:
9 1. e pre-eminence of the individual.
10 2. e will as the determining factor in man’s experience.
11 3. Spiritual fellowship with God the Father.
12 4. e supreme satisfactions of the loving service of man.
13 5. e transcendency of the spiritual over thematerial in hu-

man personality.
14 ¶ is world has never seriously or sincerely or honestly tried

out these dynamic ideas and divine ideals of Jesus’ doctrine of the
kingdom of heaven. But you should not become discouraged by
the apparently slow progress of the kingdom idea on Urantia. Re-
member that the order of progressive evolution is subjected to sud-
den and unexpected periodical changes in both the material and
the spiritual worlds. e bestowal of Jesus as an incarnated Son
was just such a strange and unexpected event in the spiritual life of
the world. Neither make the fatal mistake, in looking for the age
manifestation of the kingdom, of failing to effect its establishment
within your own souls.

15 Although Jesus referred one phase of the kingdom to the fu-
ture and did, on numerous occasions, intimate that such an event
might appear as a part of a world crisis; and though he did likewise
most certainly, on several occasions, de nitely promise sometime
to return to Urantia, it should be recorded that he never positively
linked these two ideas together. He promised a new revelation of
the kingdom on earth and at some future time; he also promised
sometime to come back to this world in person; but he did not say
that these two events were synonymous. From all we know these
promises may, or may not, refer to the same event.

16 His apostles and disciples most certainly linked these two
teachings together. When the kingdom failed to materialize as
they had expected, recalling the Master’s teaching concerning a fu-
ture kingdom and remembering his promise to come again, they
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jumped to the conclusion that these promises referred to an identi-
cal event; and therefore they lived in hope of his immediate second
coming to establish the kingdom in its fullness andwith power and
glory. And so have successive believing generations lived on earth
entertaining the same inspiring but disappointing hope.

5. LATER IDEAS OF THE KINGDOM
1 Having summarized the teachings of Jesus about the kingdom

of heaven, we are permitted to narrate certain later ideas which be-
came attached to the concept of the kingdom and to engage in a
prophetic forecast of the kingdom as it may evolve in the age to
come.

2 roughout the rst centuries of the Christian propaganda,
the idea of the kingdom of heaven was tremendously in uenced
by the then rapidly spreading notions of Greek idealism, the idea
of the natural as the shadow of the spiritual — the temporal as the
time shadow of the eternal.

3 But the great step which marked the transplantation of the
teachings of Jesus from a Jewish to a gentile soil was taken when
the Messiah of the kingdom became the Redeemer of the church,
a religious and social organization growing out of the activities of
Paul and his successors and based on the teachings of Jesus as they
were supplemented by the ideas of Philo and the Persian doctrines
of good and evil.

4 e ideas and ideals of Jesus, embodied in the teaching of the
gospel of the kingdom, nearly failed of realization as his followers
progressively distorted his pronouncements. e Master’s concept
of the kingdom was notably modi ed by two great tendencies:

5 1. e Jewish believers persisted in regarding himas theMes-
siah. ey believed that Jesus would very soon return actually to
establish the world-wide and more or less material kingdom.

6 2. e gentile Christians began very early to accept the doc-
trines of Paul, which led increasingly to the general belief that Je-
sus was the Redeemer of the children of the church, the new and
institutional successor of the earlier concept of the purely spiritual
brotherhood of the kingdom.
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7 ¶ e church, as a social outgrowth of the kingdom, would
have beenwholly natural and even desirable. e evil of the church
was not its existence, but rather that it almost completely sup-
planted the Jesus concept of the kingdom. Paul’s institutional-
ized church became a virtual substitute for the kingdom of heaven
which Jesus had proclaimed.

8 But doubt not, this same kingdomof heavenwhich theMaster
taught exists within the heart of the believer, will yet be proclaimed
to this Christian church, even as to all other religions, races, and
nations on earth — even to every individual.

9 e kingdom of Jesus’ teaching, the spiritual ideal of individ-
ual righteousness and the concept of man’s divine fellowship with
God, became gradually submerged into the mystic conception of
the person of Jesus as the Redeemer-Creator and spiritual head of
a socialized religious community. In this way a formal and institu-
tional church became the substitute for the individually spirit-led
brotherhood of the kingdom.

10 e church was an inevitable and useful social result of Jesus’
life and teachings; the tragedy consisted in the fact that this social
reaction to the teachings of the kingdom so fully displaced the spir-
itual concept of the real kingdom as Jesus taught and lived it.

11 e kingdom, to the Jews, was the Israelite community; to the
gentiles it became the Christian church. To Jesus the kingdom was
the sum of those individuals who had confessed their faith in the
fatherhood of God, thereby declaring their wholehearted dedica-
tion to the doing of thewill ofGod, thus becomingmembers of the
spiritual brotherhood of man.

12 e Master fully realized that certain social results would ap-
pear in theworld as a consequence of the spread of the gospel of the
kingdom; but he intended that all such desirable social manifesta-
tions should appear as unconscious and inevitable outgrowths, or
natural fruits, of this inner personal experience of individual be-
lievers, this purely spiritual fellowship and communion with the
divine spirit which indwells and activates all such believers.

13 Jesus foresaw that a social organization, or church, would fol-
low the progress of the true spiritual kingdom, and that is why he
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never opposed the apostles’ practising the rite of John’s baptism.
He taught that the truth-loving soul, the one who hungers and
thirsts for righteousness, for God, is admitted by faith to the spiri-
tual kingdom; at the same time the apostles taught that such a be-
liever is admitted to the social organization of disciples by the out-
ward rite of baptism.

14 When Jesus’ immediate followers recognized their partial fail-
ure to realize his ideal of the establishment of the kingdom in the
hearts of men by the spirit’s domination and guidance of the in-
dividual believer, they set about to save his teaching from being
wholly lost by substituting for the Master’s ideal of the kingdom
the gradual creation of a visible social organization, the Christian
church. And when they had accomplished this program of substi-
tution, in order tomaintain consistency and to provide for the rec-
ognitionof theMaster’s teaching regarding the fact of thekingdom,
they proceeded to set the kingdom off into the future. e church,
just as soon as it was well established, began to teach that the king-
dom was in reality to appear at the culmination of the Christian
age, at the second coming of Christ.

15 In this manner the kingdom became the concept of an age, the
idea of a future visitation, and the ideal of the nal redemption of
the saints of theMostHigh. e earlyChristians (and all toomany
of the later ones) generally lost sight of the Father-and-son idea em-
bodied in Jesus’ teaching of the kingdom, while they substituted
therefor the well-organized social fellowship of the church. e
church thus became in the main a social brotherhood which effec-
tively displaced Jesus’ concept and ideal of a spiritual brotherhood.

16 Jesus’ ideal concept largely failed, but upon the foundation
of the Master’s personal life and teachings, supplemented by the
Greek andPersian concepts of eternal life and augmentedbyPhilo’s
doctrine of the temporal contrasted with the spiritual, Paul went
forth to build up one of the most progressive human societies
which has ever existed on Urantia.

17 e concept of Jesus is still alive in the advanced religions of
the world. Paul’s Christian church is the socialized and human-
ized shadowofwhat Jesus intended the kingdomof heaven to be—
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and what it most certainly will yet become. Paul and his successors
partly transferred the issues of eternal life from the individual to
the church. Christ thus became the head of the church rather than
the elder brother of each individual believer in the Father’s family
of the kingdom. Paul and his contemporaries applied all of Jesus’
spiritual implications regarding himself and the individual believer
to the church as a group of believers; and in doing this, they struck
a deathblow to Jesus’ concept of the divine kingdom in the heart of
the individual believer.

18 And so, for centuries, theChristian church has laboured under
great embarrassment because it dared to lay claim to thosemysteri-
ous powers and privileges of the kingdom, powers and privileges
which can be exercised and experienced only between Jesus and
his spiritual believer brothers. And thus it becomes apparent that
membership in the church does not necessarily mean fellowship in
the kingdom; one is spiritual, the other mainly social.

19 Sooner or later another and greater John the Baptist is due to
arise proclaiming “the kingdom of God is at hand” — meaning a
return to the high spiritual concept of Jesus, who proclaimed that
the kingdom is the will of his heavenly Father dominant and tran-
scendent in the heart of the believer — and doing all this without
in any way referring either to the visible church on earth or to the
anticipated second coming of Christ. ere must come a revival of
the actual teachings of Jesus, such a restatement as will undo the
work of his early followers who went about to create a sociophilo-
sophical system of belief regarding the fact of Michael’s sojourn on
earth. In a short time the teaching of this story about Jesus nearly
supplanted the preaching of Jesus’ gospel of the kingdom. In this
way a historical religion displaced that teaching in which Jesus had
blended man’s highest moral ideas and spiritual ideals with man’s
most sublime hope for the future — eternal life. And that was the
gospel of the kingdom.

20 It is just because the gospel of Jesus was so many-sided that
within a few centuries students of the records of his teachings be-
came divided up into so many cults and sects. is pitiful subdi-
vision of Christian believers results from failure to discern in the
Master’smanifold teachings thedivineoneness of hismatchless life.
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But someday the true believers in Jesus will not be thus spiritually
divided in their attitude before unbelievers. Always we may have
diversity of intellectual comprehension and interpretation, even
varying degrees of socialization, but lack of spiritual brotherhood
is both inexcusable and reprehensible.

21 Mistake not! there is in the teachings of Jesus an eternal na-
ture whichwill not permit them forever to remain unfruitful in the
hearts of thinking men. e kingdom as Jesus conceived it has to a
large extent failed on earth; for the time being, an outward church
has taken its place; but you should comprehend that this church
is only the larval stage of the thwarted spiritual kingdom, which
will carry it through this material age and over into a more spiri-
tual dispensation where the Master’s teachings may enjoy a fuller
opportunity for development. us does the so-called Christian
church become the cocoon inwhich the kingdomof Jesus’ concept
now slumbers. e kingdom of the divine brotherhood is still alive
and will eventually and certainly come forth from this long sub-
mergence, just as surely as the butter y eventually emerges as the
beautiful unfolding of its less attractive creature of metamorphic
development.
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ON THE WAY TO JERUSALEM

Midwayer Commission

THE day a er the memorable sermon on “ e Kingdom of
Heaven,” Jesus announced that on the following day he and
the apostleswoulddepart for thePassover at Jerusalem, vis-

iting numerous cities in southern Perea on the way.
2 e address on the kingdom and the announcement that he

was going to the Passover set all his followers to thinking that he
was going up to Jerusalem to inaugurate the temporal kingdom of
Jewish supremacy. No matter what Jesus said about the nonma-
terial character of the kingdom, he could not wholly remove from
the minds of his Jewish hearers the idea that the Messiah was to es-
tablish some kind of nationalistic government with headquarters
at Jerusalem.

3 What Jesus said in his Sabbath sermon only tended to confuse
themajority of his followers; very fewwere enlightenedby theMas-
ter’s discourse. e leaders understood something of his teachings
regarding the inner kingdom, “the kingdom of heaven within you,”
but they also knew that he had spoken about another and future
kingdom, and it was this kingdom they believed he was now going
up to Jerusalem to establish. When they were disappointed in this
expectation, when he was rejected by the Jews, and later on, when
Jerusalem was literally destroyed, they still clung to this hope, sin-
cerely believing that the Master would soon return to the world in
great power andmajestic glory to establish the promised kingdom.

4 ¶ It was on this Sunday a ernoon that Salome the mother of
James and John Zebedee came to Jesus with her two apostle sons
and, in themanner of approaching anOriental potentate, sought to
have Jesus promise in advance to grant whatever request she might
make. But the Master would not promise; instead, he asked her,
“What do you want me to do for you?” en answered Salome:
“Master, now that you are going up to Jerusalem to establish the
kingdom, I would ask you in advance to promise me that these my
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sons shall have honour with you, the one to sit on your right hand
and the other to sit on your le hand in your kingdom.”

5 When Jesus heard Salome’s request, he said: “Woman, you
know not what you ask.” And then, looking straight into the eyes
of the two honour-seeking apostles, he said: “Because I have long
known and loved you; because I have even lived in your mother’s
house; because Andrew has assigned you to bewithme at all times;
therefore do you permit your mother to come to me secretly, mak-
ing this unseemly request. But letme ask you: Are you able to drink
the cup I am about to drink?” Andwithout amoment for thought,
James and John answered, “Yes, Master, we are able.” Said Jesus: “I
am saddened that you know not why we go up to Jerusalem; I am
grieved that you understand not the nature of my kingdom; I am
disappointed that you bring your mother to make this request of
me; but I know you love me in your hearts; therefore I declare that
you shall indeed drink of my cup of bitterness and share in my hu-
miliation, but to sit on my right hand and on my le hand is not
mine to give. Such honours are reserved for those who have been
designated by my Father.”

6 By this time someone had carried word of this conference to
Peter and the other apostles, and they were highly indignant that
James and John would seek to be preferred before them, and that
they would secretly go with their mother to make such a request.
When they fell to arguing among themselves, Jesus called them all
together and said: “You well understand how the rulers of the gen-
tiles lord it over their subjects, and how thosewho are great exercise
authority. But it shall not be so in the kingdom of heaven. Whoso-
ever would be great among you, let him rst become your servant.
Hewhowould be rst in the kingdom, let him become yourminis-
ter. I declare to you that the Son ofMan came not to beministered
to but tominister; and I now go up to Jerusalem to lay downmy life
in the doing of the Father’s will and in the service of my brethren.”
When the apostles heard thesewords, theywithdrewby themselves
to pray. at evening, in response to the labours of Peter, James
and John made suitable apologies to the ten and were restored to
the good graces of their brethren.

7 In asking for places on the right hand and on the le hand of
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Jesus at Jerusalem, the sons of Zebedee little realized that in less
than one month their beloved teacher would be hanging on a Ro-
man cross with a dying thief on one side and another transgressor
on the other side. And their mother, who was present at the cruci-
xion, well remembered the foolish request she had made of Jesus

at Pella regarding the honours she so unwisely sought for her apos-
tle sons.

1. THE DEPARTURE FROM PELLA
1 On the forenoon of Monday, March 13, Jesus and his 12 apos-

tles took nal leave of the Pella encampment, starting south on
their tour of the cities of southern Perea, where Abner’s associates
were at work. ey spent more than two weeks visiting among the
70 and then went directly to Jerusalem for the Passover.

2 When the Master le Pella, the disciples encamped with the
apostles, about 1,000 in number, followed a er him. About ½
of this group le him at the Jordan ford on the road to Jericho
when they learned he was going over to Heshbon, and a er he had
preached the sermon on “Counting the Cost.” ey went on up to
Jerusalem,while the other half followedhim for twoweeks, visiting
the towns in southern Perea.

3 In a general way, most of Jesus’ immediate followers under-
stood that the camp at Pella had been abandoned, but they really
thought this indicated that their Master at last intended to go to
Jerusalem and lay claim to David’s throne. A large majority of his
followers never were able to grasp any other concept of the king-
dom of heaven; no matter what he taught them, they would not
give up this Jewish idea of the kingdom.

4 Acting on the instructions of the Apostle Andrew, David Ze-
bedee closed the visitors’ camp at Pella on Wednesday, March 15.
At this time almost 4,000 visitors were in residence, and this does
not include the 1,000 and more persons who sojourned with the
apostles at what was known as the teachers’ camp, and who went
south with Jesus and the 12. Much as David disliked to do it, he
sold the entire equipment to numerous buyers and proceeded with
the funds to Jerusalem, subsequently turning themoney over to Ju-
das Iscariot.
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5 ¶ David was present in Jerusalem during the tragic last week,
taking his mother back with him to Bethsaida a er the cruci x-
ion. While awaiting Jesus and the apostles, David stopped with
Lazarus at Bethany and became tremendously agitated by theman-
ner in which the Pharisees had begun to persecute and harass him
since his resurrection. Andrew had directed David to discontinue
the messenger service; and this was construed by all as an indica-
tion of the early establishment of the kingdom at Jerusalem. David
found himself without a job, and he had about decided to become
the self-appointed defender of Lazarus when presently the object
of his indignant solicitude ed in haste to Philadelphia. Accord-
ingly, sometime a er the resurrection and also a er the death of
his mother, David betook himself to Philadelphia, having rst as-
sisted Martha and Mary in disposing of their real estate; and there,
in association with Abner and Lazarus, he spent the remainder of
his life, becoming the nancial overseer of all those large interests
of the kingdom which had their centre at Philadelphia during the
lifetime of Abner.

6 Within a short time a er the destruction of Jerusalem, An-
tioch became the headquarters of Pauline Christianity, while
Philadelphia remained the centre of the Abnerian kingdom of
heaven. FromAntioch the Pauline version of the teachings of Jesus
and about Jesus spread to all theWestern world; fromPhiladelphia
the missionaries of the Abnerian version of the kingdom of heaven
spread throughout Mesopotamia and Arabia until the later times
when these uncompromising emissaries of the teachings of Jesus
were overwhelmed by the sudden rise of Islam.

2. ON COUNTING THE COST
1 When Jesus and the company of almost 1,000 followers arrived

at the Bethany ford of the Jordan sometimes called Bethabara, his
disciples began to realize that he was not going directly to Jerusa-
lem. While they hesitated and debated among themselves, Jesus
climbed upon a huge stone and delivered that discourse which has
become known as “Counting the Cost.” e Master said:

2 ¶ “You who would follow a er me from this time on, must be
willing to pay the price of wholehearted dedication to the doing of
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my Father’s will. If you would be my disciples, you must be willing
to forsake father, mother, wife, children, brothers, and sisters. If
any one of you would now be my disciple, you must be willing to
give up even your life just as the Son ofMan is about to offer up his
life for the completion of the mission of doing the Father’s will on
earth and in the esh.

3 “If you are not willing to pay the full price, you can hardly be
my disciple. Before you go further, you should each sit down and
count the cost of being my disciple. Which one of you would un-
dertake to build a watchtower on your lands without rst sitting
down to count up the cost to see whether you had money enough
to complete it? If you fail thus to reckon the cost, a er you have
laid the foundation, you may discover that you are unable to nish
that which you have begun, and therefore will all your neighbours
mock you, saying, ‘Behold, this man began to build but was unable
to nish hiswork.’ Again, what king, whenhe prepares tomakewar
upon another king, does not rst sit down and take counsel as to
whether he will be able, with 10,000 men, to meet him who comes
against him with 20,000? If the king cannot afford to meet his en-
emy because he is unprepared, he sends an embassy to this other
king, even when he is yet a great way off, asking for terms of peace.

4 “Now, then, must each of you sit down and count the cost of
being my disciple. From now on you will not be able to follow af-
ter us, listening to the teaching and beholding the works; you will
be required to face bitter persecutions and to bear witness for this
gospel in the face of crushing disappointment. If you are unwilling
to renounce all that you are and to dedicate all that you have, then
are you unworthy to be my disciple. If you have already conquered
yourself within your own heart, you need have no fear of that out-
ward victory which you must presently gain when the Son of Man
is rejected by the chief priests and the Sadducees and is given into
the hands of mocking unbelievers.

5 “Now should you examine yourself to nd out yourmotive for
being my disciple. If you seek honour and glory, if you are worldly
minded, you are like the salt when it has lost its savour. And when
that which is valued for its saltiness has lost its savour, wherewith
shall it be seasoned? Such a condiment is useless; it is t only to be
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cast out among the refuse. Now have I warned you to turn back to
your homes in peace if you are not willing to drinkwithme the cup
which is being prepared. Again and again have I told you that my
kingdom is not of this world, but you will not believe me. He who
has ears to hear let him hear what I say.”

6 ¶ Immediately a er speaking these words, Jesus, leading the
12, started off on the way to Heshbon, followed by about 500. Af-
ter a brief delay the other half of the multitude went on up to Je-
rusalem. His apostles, together with the leading disciples, thought
much about these words, but still they clung to the belief that, af-
ter this brief period of adversity and trial, the kingdom would cer-
tainly be set up somewhat in accordance with their long-cherished
hopes.

3. THE PEREAN TOUR
1 Formore than twoweeks Jesus and the 12, followed by a crowd

of several hundred disciples, journeyed about in southern Perea,
visiting all of the towns wherein the 70 laboured. Many gentiles
lived in this region, and since few were going up to the Passover
feast at Jerusalem, the messengers of the kingdom went right on
with their work of teaching and preaching.

2 Jesus met Abner at Heshbon, and Andrew directed that the
labours of the 70 should not be interrupted by the Passover feast;
Jesus advised that the messengers should go forward with their
work in complete disregard of what was about to happen at Jeru-
salem. He also counselled Abner to permit the women’s corps, at
least such as desired, to go to Jerusalem for the Passover. And this
was the last time Abner ever saw Jesus in the esh. His farewell
to Abner was: “My son, I know you will be true to the kingdom,
and I pray the Father to grant you wisdom that you may love and
understand your brethren.”

3 As they travelled from city to city, large numbers of their fol-
lowers deserted to go on to Jerusalem so that, by the time Jesus
started for the Passover, the number of those who followed along
with him day by day had dwindled to less than 200.

4 e apostles understood that Jesus was going to Jerusalem for
the Passover. ey knew that the Sanhedrin had broadcast a mes-
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sage to all Israel that he had been condemned to die and direct-
ing that anyone knowing his whereabouts should inform the San-
hedrin; and yet, despite all this, they were not so alarmed as they
had been when he had announced to them in Philadelphia that he
was going to Bethany to see Lazarus. is change of attitude from
that of intense fear to a state of hushed expectancy was mostly be-
cause of Lazarus’s resurrection. ey had reached the conclusion
that Jesus might, in an emergency, assert his divine power and put
to shame his enemies. is hope, coupled with their more pro-
found and mature faith in the spiritual supremacy of their Master,
accounted for the outward courage displayed by his immediate fol-
lowers, who now made ready to follow him into Jerusalem in the
very face of the open declaration of the Sanhedrin that hemust die.

5 e majority of the apostles and many of his inner disciples
did not believe it possible for Jesus to die; they, believing that he
was “the resurrection and the life,” regarded him as immortal and
already triumphant over death.

4. TEACHING AT LIVIAS
1 On Wednesday evening, March 29, Jesus and his followers en-

camped at Livias on their way to Jerusalem, a er having completed
their tour of the cities of southern Perea. It was during this night
at Livias that Simon Zelotes and Simon Peter, having conspired to
have delivered into their hands at this place more than 100 swords,
received and distributed these arms to all who would accept them
and wear them concealed beneath their cloaks. Simon Peter was
still wearing his sword on the night of the Master’s betrayal in the
garden.

2 Early on ursday morning before the others were awake, Je-
sus called Andrew and said: “Awaken your brethren! I have some-
thing to say to them.” Jesus knew about the swords andwhich of his
apostles had received andwerewearing theseweapons, but he never
disclosed to them that he knew such things. When Andrew had
aroused his associates, and they had assembled off by themselves,
Jesus said: “My children, you have beenwithme a longwhile, and I
have taught youmuch that is needful for this time, but Iwould now
warn you not to put your trust in the uncertainties of the esh nor
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in the frailties of man’s defence against the trials and testing which
lie ahead of us. I have called you apart here by yourselves that I
may once more plainly tell you that we are going up to Jerusalem,
where you know the Son of Man has already been condemned to
death. Again am I telling you that the Son ofManwill be delivered
into the hands of the chief priests and the religious rulers; that they
will condemn him and then deliver him into the hands of the gen-
tiles. And so will they mock the Son of Man, even spit upon him
and scourge him, and they will deliver him up to death. And when
they kill the Son of Man, be not dismayed, for I declare that on the
third day he shall rise. Take heed to yourselves and remember that
I have forewarned you.”

3 Again were the apostles amazed, stunned; but they could not
bring themselves to regard his words as literal; they could not
comprehend that the Master meant just what he said. ey were
so blinded by their persistent belief in the temporal kingdom on
earth, with headquarters at Jerusalem, that they simply could not
—would not—permit themselves to accept Jesus’ words as literal.

ey pondered all that day as to what the Master could mean by
such strange pronouncements. But none of them dared to ask him
a question concerning these statements. Not until a er his death
did these bewildered apostles wake up to the realization that the
Master had spoken to them plainly and directly in anticipation of
his cruci xion.

4 ¶ It was here at Livias, just a er breakfast, that certain friendly
Pharisees came to Jesus and said: “Flee in haste from these parts,
for Herod, just as he sought John, now seeks to kill you. He fears
an uprising of the people and has decided to kill you. We bring you
this warning that you may escape.”

5 And this was partly true. e resurrection of Lazarus fright-
ened and alarmed Herod, and knowing that the Sanhedrin had
dared to condemn Jesus, even in advance of a trial, Herod made up
his mind either to kill Jesus or to drive him out of his domains. He
really desired to do the latter since he so feared him that he hoped
he would not be compelled to execute him.

6 When Jesus heard what the Pharisees had to say, he replied: “I
well know about Herod and his fear of this gospel of the kingdom.
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But, mistake not, he wouldmuch prefer that the Son ofMan go up
to Jerusalem to suffer and die at the hands of the chief priests; he
is not anxious, having stained his hands with the blood of John, to
become responsible for the death of the Son of Man. Go you and
tell that fox that the Son ofMan preaches in Perea today, tomorrow
goes into Judea, and a er a fewdays, will be perfected inhismission
on earth and prepared to ascend to the Father.”

7 en turning to his apostles, Jesus said: “From olden times the
prophets have perished in Jerusalem, and it is only be tting that
the Son of Man should go up to the city of the Father’s house to
be offered up as the price of human bigotry and as the result of
religious prejudice and spiritual blindness. O Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
which kills the prophets and stones the teachers of truth! How
o en would I have gathered your children together even as a hen
gathers her own brood under her wings, but you would not let me
do it! Behold, your house is about to be le to you desolate! You
will many times desire to see me, but you shall not. You will then
seek but not ndme.” Andwhen he had spoken, he turned to those
around him and said: “Nevertheless, let us go up to Jerusalem to
attend the Passover and do that which becomes us in ful lling the
will of the Father in heaven.”

8 ¶ It was a confused and bewildered group of believers who this
day followed Jesus into Jericho. e apostles could discern only the
certain note of nal triumph in Jesus’ declarations regarding the
kingdom; they just could not bring themselves to that place where
they were willing to grasp the warnings of the impending setback.
When Jesus spoke of “rising on the third day,” they seized upon this
statement as signifying a sure triumph of the kingdom immediately
following an unpleasant preliminary skirmish with the Jewish reli-
gious leaders. e “third day” was a common Jewish expression sig-
nifying “presently” or “soon therea er.” When Jesus spoke of “ris-
ing,” they thought he referred to the “rising of the kingdom.”

9 Jesus had been accepted by these believers as the Messiah, and
the Jews knew little or nothing about a suffering Messiah. ey
did not understand that Jesus was to accomplish many things by
his death which could never have been achieved by his life. While
it was the resurrection of Lazarus that nerved the apostles to enter
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Jerusalem, it was the memory of the trans guration that sustained
the Master at this trying period of his bestowal.

5. THE BLIND MAN AT JERICHO
1 Late on the a ernoon of ursday, March 30, Jesus and his

apostles, at the head of a band of about 200 followers, approached
the walls of Jericho. As they came near the gate of the city, they
encountered a throng of beggars, among them one Bartimeus, an
elderly man who had been blind from his youth. is blind beggar
had heard much about Jesus and knew all about his healing of the
blind Josiah at Jerusalem. He had not known of Jesus’ last visit to
Jericho until he had gone on to Bethany. Bartimeus had resolved
that he would never again allow Jesus to visit Jericho without ap-
pealing to him for the restoration of his sight.

2 News of Jesus’ approach had been heralded throughout Jeri-
cho, and hundreds of the inhabitants ocked forth to meet him.
When this great crowd came back escorting the Master into the
city, Bartimeus, hearing the heavy tramping of themultitude, knew
that something unusual was happening, and so he asked those
standing near him what was going on. And one of the beggars
replied, “Jesus of Nazareth is passing by.” When Bartimeus heard
that Jesus was near, he li ed up his voice and began to cry aloud,
“Jesus, Jesus, have mercy upon me!” And as he continued to cry
louder and louder, some of those near to Jesus went over and re-
buked him, requesting him to hold his peace; but it was of no avail;
he cried only the more and the louder.

3 When Jesus heard the blindman crying out, he stood still. And
whenhe sawhim, he said to his friends, “Bring theman tome.”And
then they went over to Bartimeus, saying: “Be of good cheer; come
with us, for the Master calls for you.” When Bartimeus heard these
words, he threw aside his cloak, springing forward toward the cen-
tre of the road, while those near by guided him to Jesus. Addressing
Bartimeus, Jesus said: “What do youwantme to do for you?” en
answered the blind man, “I would have my sight restored.” And
when Jesus heard this request and saw his faith, he said: “You shall
receive your sight; go your way; your faith has made you whole.”
Immediately he received his sight, and he remained near Jesus, glo-
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rifyingGod, until theMaster started on the next day for Jerusalem,
and thenhewent before themultitudedeclaring to all howhis sight
had been restored in Jericho.

6. THE VISIT TO ZACCHEUS
1 When the Master’s procession entered Jericho, it was nearing

sundown, and he was minded to abide there for the night. As Je-
sus passed by the customs house, Zaccheus the chief publican, or
tax collector, happened to be present, and he much desired to see
Jesus. is chief publican was very rich and had heard much about
this prophet of Galilee. He had resolved that he would see what
sort of aman Jesuswas the next time he chanced to visit Jericho; ac-
cordingly, Zaccheus sought to press through the crowd, but it was
too great, and being short of stature, he could not see over their
heads. And so the chief publican followed on with the crowd un-
til they came near the centre of the city and not far from where
he lived. When he saw that he would be unable to penetrate the
crowd, and thinking that Jesus might be going right on through
the city without stopping, he ran on ahead and climbed up into
a sycamore tree whose spreading branches overhung the roadway.
He knew that in this way he could obtain a good view of theMaster
as he passed by. And he was not disappointed, for, as Jesus passed
by, he stopped and, looking up at Zaccheus, said: “Make haste, Za-
ccheus, and come down, for tonight I must abide at your house.”
And when Zaccheus heard these astonishing words, he almost fell
out of the tree in his haste to get down, and going up to Jesus, he
expressed great joy that the Master should be willing to stop at his
house.

2 ey went at once to the home of Zaccheus, and those who
lived in Jericho were much surprised that Jesus would consent to
abide with the chief publican. Even while the Master and his apos-
tles lingered with Zaccheus before the door of his house, one of the
JerichoPharisees, standingnear by, said: “You see how thismanhas
gone to lodge with a sinner, an apostate son of Abraham who is an
extortioner and a robber of his own people.” Andwhen Jesus heard
this, he lookeddownatZaccheus and smiled. enZaccheus stood
upon a stool and said: “Men of Jericho, hear me! I may be a pub-
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lican and a sinner, but the great Teacher has come to abide in my
house; and before he goes in, I tell you that I am going to bestow½
of all my goods upon the poor, and beginning tomorrow, if I have
wrongfully exacted aught from any man, I will restore fourfold. I
am going to seek salvation with all my heart and learn to do righ-
teousness in the sight of God.”

3 When Zaccheus had ceased speaking, Jesus said: “Today has
salvation come to this home, and you have become indeed a son of
Abraham.” And turning to the crowd assembled about them, Jesus
said: “Andmarvel not at what I say nor take offence at what we do,
for I have all along declared that the Son of Man has come to seek
and to save that which is lost.”

4 ey lodgedwithZaccheus for the night. On themorrow they
arose and made their way up the “road of robbers” to Bethany on
their way to the Passover at Jerusalem.

7. “AS JESUS PASSED BY”
1 Jesus spread good cheer everywhere he went. He was full of

grace and truth. His associates never ceased to wonder at the gra-
cious words that proceeded out of his mouth. You can cultivate
gracefulness, but graciousness is the aroma of friendliness which
emanates from a love-saturated soul.

2 Goodness always compels respect, but when it is devoid of
grace, it o en repels affection. Goodness is universally attractive
only when it is gracious. Goodness is effective only when it is at-
tractive.

3 Jesus really understood men; therefore could he manifest gen-
uine sympathy and show sincere compassion. But he seldom in-
dulged in pity. While his compassion was boundless, his sympathy
was practical, personal, and constructive. Never did his familiarity
with suffering breed indifference, and he was able to minister to
distressed souls without increasing their self-pity.

4 Jesus could help men so much because he loved them so sin-
cerely. He truly loved each man, each woman, and each child. He
could be such a true friend because of his remarkable insight — he
knew so fully what was in the heart and in the mind of man. He
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was an interested and keen observer. He was an expert in the com-
prehension of human need, clever in detecting human longings.

5 Jesus was never in a hurry. He had time to comfort his fel-
low men “as he passed by.” And he always made his friends feel at
ease. He was a charming listener. He never engaged in the med-
dlesome probing of the souls of his associates. As he comforted
hungry minds and ministered to thirsty souls, the recipients of his
mercy did not somuch feel that they were confessing to him as that
they were conferring with him. ey had unbounded con dence
in him because they saw he had so much faith in them.

6 He never seemed to be curious about people, and he never
manifested a desire to direct, manage, or follow them up. He in-
spired profound self-con dence and robust courage in all who en-
joyed his association. When he smiled on aman, that mortal expe-
rienced increased capacity for solving his manifold problems.

7 Jesus loved men so much and so wisely that he never hesitated
to be severe with them when the occasion demanded such disci-
pline. He frequently set out to help a person by asking for help. In
this way he elicited interest, appealed to the better things in human
nature.

8 e Master could discern saving faith in the gross superstition
of the woman who sought healing by touching the hem of his gar-
ment. He was always ready and willing to stop a sermon or detain
a multitude while he ministered to the needs of a single person,
even to a little child. Great things happened not only because peo-
ple had faith in Jesus, but also because Jesus had so much faith in
them.

9 Most of the really important things which Jesus said or did
seemed to happen casually, “as he passed by.” ere was so little
of the professional, the well-planned, or the premeditated in the
Master’s earthly ministry. He dispensed health and scattered hap-
piness naturally and gracefully as he journeyed through life. It was
literally true, “He went about doing good.”

10 And it behoves the Master’s followers in all ages to learn to
minister as “they pass by” — to do unsel sh good as they go about
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their daily duties.

8. PARABLE OF THE POUNDS
1 ey did not start from Jericho until near noon since they sat

up late the night before while Jesus taught Zaccheus and his family
the gospel of the kingdom. About halfway up the ascending road
to Bethany the party paused for lunch while the multitude passed
on to Jerusalem, not knowing that Jesus and the apostleswere going
to abide that night on the Mount of Olives.

2 e parable of the pounds, unlike the parable of the talents,
which was intended for all the disciples, was spoken more exclu-
sively to the apostles and was largely based on the experience of
Archelaus and his futile attempt to gain the rule of the kingdom of
Judea. is is one of the few parables of the Master to be founded
on an actual historic character. It was not strange that they should
have had Archelaus in mind inasmuch as the house of Zaccheus in
Jericho was very near the ornate palace of Archelaus, and his aque-
duct ran along the road by which they had departed from Jericho.

3 ¶ Said Jesus: “You think that the Son of Man goes up to Je-
rusalem to receive a kingdom, but I declare that you are doomed
to disappointment. Do you not remember about a certain prince
who went into a far country to receive for himself a kingdom, but
even before he could return, the citizens of his province, who in
their hearts had already rejected him, sent an embassy a er him,
saying, ‘We will not have this man to reign over us’? As this king
was rejected in the temporal rule, so is the Son of Man to be re-
jected in the spiritual rule. Again I declare that my kingdom is not
of this world; but if the Son of Man had been accorded the spir-
itual rule of his people, he would have accepted such a kingdom
ofmen’s souls and would have reigned over such a dominion of hu-
manhearts. Notwithstanding that they rejectmy spiritual rule over
them, I will return again to receive from others such a kingdom of
spirit as is now denied me. You will see the Son of Man rejected
now, but in another age that which the children of Abraham now
reject will be received and exalted.

4 “And now, as the rejected nobleman of this parable, I would
call beforememy12 servants, special stewards, and giving into each
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of your hands the sum of one pound, I would admonish each to
heed well my instructions that you trade diligently with your trust
fund while I am away that you may have wherewith to justify your
stewardship when I return, when a reckoning shall be required of
you.

5 “And even if this rejected Son should not return, another Son
will be sent to receive this kingdom, and this Sonwill then send for
all of you to receive your report of stewardship and to bemade glad
by your gains.

6 “And when these stewards were subsequently called together
for an accounting, the rst came forward, saying, ‘Lord, with your
pound I have made ten pounds more.’ And his master said to him:
‘Well done; you are a good servant; because you have proved faith-
ful in this matter, I will give you authority over ten cities.’ And the
second came, saying, ‘Your pound le withme, Lord, hasmade ve
pounds.’ And the master said, ‘I will accordingly make you ruler
over ve cities.’ And so on down through the others until the last
of the servants, onbeing called to account, reported: ‘Lord, behold,
here is your pound, which I have kept safely done up in this napkin.
And this I did because I feared you; I believed that you were un-
reasonable, seeing that you take up where you have not laid down,
and that you seek to reap where you have not sown.’ en said his
lord: ‘You negligent and unfaithful servant, I will judge you out of
your own mouth. You knew that I reap where I have apparently
not sown; therefore you knew this reckoning would be required of
you. Knowing this, you should have at least givenmymoney to the
banker that at my coming I might have had it with proper interest.’

7 “And then said this ruler to those who stood by: ‘Take the
money from this slothful servant and give it to him who has ten
pounds.’ And when they reminded the master that such a one al-
ready had ten pounds, he said: ‘To every onewho has shall be given
more, but from him who has not, even that which he has shall be
taken away from him.’”

8 ¶ And then the apostles sought to know the difference be-
tween themeaning of this parable and that of the former parable of
the talents, but Jesus would only say, in answer to their many ques-
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tions: “Ponder well these words in your hearts while each of you
nds out their true meaning.”
9 It was Nathaniel who so well taught the meaning of these two

parables in the a er years, summing up his teachings in these con-
clusions:

10 1. Ability is the practicalmeasure of life’s opportunities. You
will never be held responsible for the accomplishment of that
which is beyond your abilities.

11 2. Faithfulness is the unerring measure of human trustwor-
thiness. He who is faithful in little things is also likely to exhibit
faithfulness in everything consistent with his endowments.

12 3. e Master grants the lesser reward for lesser faithfulness
when there is like opportunity.

13 4. He grants a like reward for like faithfulness when there is
lesser opportunity.

14 ¶ When they had nished their lunch, and a er the multitude
of followers had gone on toward Jerusalem, Jesus, standing there
before the apostles in the shade of an overhanging rock by the road-
side, with cheerful dignity and a graciousmajesty pointedhis nger
westward, saying: “Come,my brethren, let us go on into Jerusalem,
there to receive that which awaits us; thus shall we ful l the will of
the heavenly Father in all things.”

15 And so Jesus and his apostles resumed this, the Master’s last
journey to Jerusalem in the likeness of the esh of mortal man.
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Midwayer Commission

JESUS and the apostles arrived at Bethany shortly a er 16:00
on Friday a ernoon, March 31, A.D. 30. Lazarus, his sisters,
and their friends were expecting them; and since somany peo-

ple came every day to talk with Lazarus about his resurrection, Je-
sus was informed that arrangements had beenmade for him to stay
with a neighbouring believer, one Simon, the leading citizen of the
little village since the death of Lazarus’s father.

2 at evening, Jesus received many visitors, and the common
folks of Bethany and Bethpage did their best to make him feel
welcome. Although many thought Jesus was now going into Je-
rusalem, in utter de ance of the Sanhedrin’s decree of death, to
proclaim himself king of the Jews, the Bethany family — Lazarus,
Martha, and Mary — more fully realized that the Master was not
that kind of a king; they dimly felt that this might be his last visit
to Jerusalem and Bethany.

3 e chief priests were informed that Jesus lodged at Beth-
any, but they thought best not to attempt to seize him among his
friends; they decided to await his coming on into Jerusalem. Jesus
knew about all this, but he was majestically calm; his friends had
never seen him more composed and congenial; even the apostles
were astounded that he should be so unconcerned when the San-
hedrin had called upon all Jewry to deliver him into their hands.
While the Master slept that night, the apostles watched over him
by twos, andmany of themwere girdedwith swords. Early the next
morning they were awakened by hundreds of pilgrims who came
out from Jerusalem, even on the Sabbath day, to see Jesus and La-
zarus, whom he had raised from the dead.

1. SABBATH AT BETHANY
1 Pilgrims fromoutside of Judea, aswell as the Jewish authorities,

had all been asking: “What do you think? will Jesus come up to the
feast?” erefore, when the people heard that Jesus was at Bethany,
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they were glad, but the chief priests and Pharisees were somewhat
perplexed. ey were pleased to have him under their jurisdiction,
but they were a tri e disconcerted by his boldness; they remem-
bered that on his previous visit to Bethany, Lazarus had been raised
from the dead, and Lazarus was becoming a big problem to the en-
emies of Jesus.

2 Six days before the Passover, on the evening a er the Sabbath,
all Bethany and Bethpage joined in celebrating the arrival of Je-
sus by a public banquet at the home of Simon. is supper was
in honour of both Jesus and Lazarus; it was tendered in de ance of
the Sanhedrin. Martha directed the serving of the food; her sister
Mary was among the women onlookers as it was against the cus-
tom of the Jews for a woman to sit at a public banquet. e agents
of the Sanhedrin were present, but they feared to apprehend Jesus
in the midst of his friends.

3 Jesus talked with Simon about Joshua of old, whose namesake
he was, and recited how Joshua and the Israelites had come up to
Jerusalem through Jericho. In commenting on the legend of the
walls of Jericho falling down, Jesus said: “I am not concerned with
such walls of brick and stone; but I would cause the walls of preju-
dice, self-righteousness, and hate to crumble before this preaching
of the Father’s love for all men.”

4 e banquet went along in a very cheerful and normalmanner
except that all the apostles were unusually sober. Jesus was excep-
tionally cheerful and had been playing with the children up to the
time of coming to the table.

5 ¶ Nothing out of the ordinary happened until near the close of
the feasting whenMary the sister of Lazarus stepped forward from
among the group of women onlookers and, going up towhere Jesus
reclined as the guest of honour, proceeded to open a large alabaster
cruse of very rare and costly ointment; and a er anointing theMas-
ter’s head, she began to pour it upon his feet as she took down her
hair and wiped them with it. e whole house became lled with
the odour of the ointment, and everybody present was amazed at
what Mary had done. Lazarus said nothing, but when some of the
people murmured, showing indignation that so costly an ointment
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should be thus used, Judas Iscariot stepped over to where Andrew
reclined and said: “Whywas this ointment not sold and themoney
bestowed to feed the poor? You should speak to theMaster that he
rebuke such waste.”

6 Jesus, knowing what they thought and hearing what they said,
put his hand upon Mary’s head as she knelt by his side and, with a
kindly expression upon his face, said: “Let her alone, every one of
you. Why do you trouble her about this, seeing that she has done a
good thing inherheart? Toyouwhomurmur and say that this oint-
ment should have been sold and the money given to the poor, let
me say that you have the poor alwayswith you so that youmaymin-
ister to them at any time it seems good to you; but I shall not always
be with you; I go soon to my Father. is woman has long saved
this ointment for my body at its burial, and now that it has seemed
good to her tomake this anointing in anticipation ofmy death, she
shall not be denied such satisfaction. In the doing of this, Mary
has reproved all of you in that by this act she evinces faith in what
I have said about my death and ascension to my Father in heaven.

is woman shall not be reproved for that which she has this night
done; rather do I say to you that in the ages to come, wherever this
gospel shall be preached throughout the whole world, what she has
done will be spoken of in memory of her.”

7 It was because of this rebuke, which he took as a personal re-
proof, that Judas Iscariot nally made up his mind to seek revenge
for his hurt feelings. Many times hadhe entertained such ideas sub-
consciously, but nowhe dared to think suchwicked thoughts in his
open and conscious mind. And many others encouraged him in
this attitude since the cost of this ointment was a sum equal to the
earnings of one man for one year — enough to provide bread for
5,000 persons. But Mary loved Jesus; she had provided this pre-
cious ointment with which to embalm his body in death, for she
believed his words when he forewarned them that hemust die, and
it was not to be denied her if she changed her mind and chose to
bestow this offering upon the Master while he yet lived.

8 Both Lazarus and Martha knew that Mary had long saved the
money wherewith to buy this cruse of spikenard, and they heartily
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approved of her doing as her heart desired in such amatter, for they
were well-to-do and could easily afford to make such an offering.

9 When the chief priests heardof this dinner inBethany for Jesus
and Lazarus, they began to take counsel among themselves as to
what should be done with Lazarus. And presently they decided
that Lazarus must also die. ey rightly concluded that it would
be useless to put Jesus to death if they permitted Lazarus, whomhe
had raised from the dead, to live.

2. SUNDAY MORNING WITH THE APOSTLES
1 On this Sunday morning, in Simon’s beautiful garden, the

Master called his 12 apostles around him and gave them their nal
instructions preparatory to entering Jerusalem. He told them that
he would probably deliver many addresses and teach many lessons
before returning to the Father but advised the apostles to refrain
from doing any public work during this Passover sojourn in Jeru-
salem. He instructed them to remain near him and to “watch and
pray.” Jesus knew thatmany of his apostles and immediate followers
even then carried swords concealed on their persons, but he made
no reference to this fact.

2 is morning’s instructions embraced a brief review of their
ministry from the day of their ordinationnearCapernaumdown to
this day when they were preparing to enter Jerusalem. e apostles
listened in silence; they asked no questions.

3 Early that morning David Zebedee had turned over to Judas
the funds realized from the sale of the equipment of the Pella en-
campment, and Judas, in turn, had placed the greater part of this
money in the hands of Simon, their host, for safekeeping in antici-
pation of the exigencies of their entry into Jerusalem.

4 A er the conference with the apostles Jesus held converse with
Lazarus and instructed him to avoid the sacri ce of his life to the
vengefulness of the Sanhedrin. It was in obedience to this admo-
nition that Lazarus, a few days later, ed to Philadelphia when the
officers of the Sanhedrin sent men to arrest him.

5 In a way, all of Jesus’ followers sensed the impending crisis, but
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they were prevented from fully realizing its seriousness by the un-
usual cheerfulness and exceptional good humour of the Master.

3. THE START FOR JERUSALEM
1 Bethany was about 3.2 km from the temple, and it was 13:30

that Sunday a ernoon when Jesus made ready to start for Jerusa-
lem. He had feelings of profound affection for Bethany and its
simple people. Nazareth, Capernaum, and Jerusalem had rejected
him, but Bethany had accepted him, had believed in him. And it
was in this small village, where almost everyman,woman, and child
were believers, that he chose to perform the mightiest work of his
earth bestowal, the resurrection of Lazarus. He did not raise Laza-
rus that the villagers might believe, but rather because they already
believed.

2 All morning Jesus had thought about his entry into Jerusalem.
Heretofore he had always endeavoured to suppress all public ac-
claim of him as the Messiah, but it was different now; he was near-
ing the end of his career in the esh, his death had been decreed by
the Sanhedrin, and no harm could come from allowing his disci-
ples to give free expression to their feelings, just as might occur if
he elected to make a formal and public entry into the city.

3 Jesus did not decide to make this public entrance into Jerusa-
lem as a last bid for popular favour nor as a nal grasp for power.
Neither did he do it altogether to satisfy the human longings of his
disciples and apostles. Jesus entertained none of the illusions of a
fantastic dreamer; he well knewwhat was to be the outcome of this
visit.

4 Having decided upon making a public entrance into Jerusa-
lem, the Master was confronted with the necessity of choosing a
proper method of executing such a resolve. Jesus thought over all
of the many more or less contradictory so-called Messianic proph-
esies, but there seemed to be only one which was at all appropriate
for him to follow. Most of these prophetic utterances depicted a
king, the son and successor of David, a bold and aggressive tem-
poral deliverer of all Israel from the yoke of foreign domination.
But there was one Scripture that had sometimes been associated
with the Messiah by those who held more to the spiritual concept
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of his mission, which Jesus thought might consistently be taken as
a guide for his projected entry into Jerusalem. is Scripture was
found in Zechariah, and it said: “Rejoice greatly, O daughter of
Zion; shout, O daughter of Jerusalem. Behold, your king comes to
you. He is just and he brings salvation. He comes as the lowly one,
riding upon an ass, upon a colt, the foal of an ass.”

5 ¶ A warrior king always entered a city riding upon a horse; a
king on a mission of peace and friendship always entered riding
upon an ass. Jesus would not enter Jerusalem as a man on horse-
back, but he was willing to enter peacefully and with good will as
the Son of Man on a donkey.

6 ¶ Jesus had long tried by direct teaching to impress upon his
apostles and his disciples that his kingdom was not of this world,
that it was a purely spiritual matter; but he had not succeeded in
this effort. Now, what he had failed to do by plain and personal
teaching, he would attempt to accomplish by a symbolic appeal.
Accordingly, right a er thenoon lunch, Jesus calledPeter and John,
and a er directing them to go over to Bethpage, a neighbouring
village a little off the main road and a short distance north-west of
Bethany, he further said: “Go to Bethpage, and when you come
to the junction of the roads, you will nd the colt of an ass tied
there. Loose the colt and bring it back with you. If anyone asks
youwhy youdo this,merely say, ‘ eMaster has needof him.’”And
when the two apostles had gone into Bethpage as the Master had
directed, they found the colt tied near hismother in the open street
and close to a house on the corner. As Peter began to untie the colt,
the owner came over and asked why they did this, and when Peter
answered him as Jesus had directed, the man said: “If your Master
is Jesus from Galilee, let him have the colt.” And so they returned
bringing the colt with them.˚

7 By this time several hundred pilgrims had gathered around Je-
sus and his apostles. Since midforenoon the visitors passing by on
their way to the Passover had tarried. Meanwhile, David Zebedee

3.6. If any one asks you why you do this, merely say, ‘ e master has need of him.’” See
note for 133:1.5 above. Also here, as this is at EOL, a missing hyphen in the rst printing
could have given rise to the two-word form.
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and some of his former messenger associates took it upon them-
selves to hasten ondown to Jerusalem,where they effectively spread
the report among the throngs of visiting pilgrims about the tem-
ple that Jesus of Nazareth was making a triumphal entry into the
city. Accordingly, several thousand of these visitors ocked forth
to greet this much-talked-of prophet and wonder-worker, whom
some believed to be theMessiah. is multitude, coming out from
Jerusalem, met Jesus and the crowd going into the city just a er
they had passed over the brow ofOlivet and had begun the descent
into the city.

8 As the procession started out from Bethany, there was great
enthusiasm among the festive crowd of disciples, believers, and vis-
iting pilgrims, many hailing from Galilee and Perea. Just before
they started, the 12 women of the original women’s corps, accom-
panied by some of their associates, arrived on the scene and joined
this unique procession as it moved on joyously toward the city.

9 Before they started, the Alpheus twins put their cloaks on the
donkey and held him while the Master got on. As the procession
moved toward the summit of Olivet, the festive crowd threw their
garments on the ground and brought branches from the near-by
trees in order tomake a carpet of honour for the donkey bearing the
royal Son, the promised Messiah. As the merry crowd moved on
toward Jerusalem, they began to sing, or rather to shout in unison,
the Psalm, “Hosanna to the son of David; blessed is he who comes
in the name of the Lord. Hosanna in the highest. Blessed be the
kingdom that comes down from heaven.”

10 Jesus was light-hearted and cheerful as they moved along until
he came to the browofOlivet, where the city and the temple towers
came into full view; there the Master stopped the procession, and
a great silence came upon all as they beheld him weeping. Looking
down upon the vast multitude coming forth from the city to greet
him, the Master, with much emotion and with tearful voice, said:
“O Jerusalem, if you had only known, even you, at least in this your
day, the things which belong to your peace, andwhich you could so
freely havehad! Butnoware these glories about tobehid fromyour
eyes. You are about to reject the Son of Peace and turn your backs
upon the gospel of salvation. e days will soon come upon you
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wherein your enemies will cast a trench around about you and lay
siege to you on every side; they shall utterly destroy you, insomuch
that not one stone shall be le upon another. And all this shall
befall you because you knew not the time of your divine visitation.
You are about to reject the gi of God, and all men will reject you.”

11 When he had nished speaking, they began the descent of
Olivet and presently were joined by the multitude of visitors who
had come from Jerusalem waving palm branches, shouting hosan-
nas, and otherwise expressing gleefulness and good fellowship. e
Master had not planned that these crowds should come out from
Jerusalem to meet them; that was the work of others. He never
premeditated anything which was dramatic.

12 Along with the multitude which poured out to welcome the
Master, there came also many of the Pharisees and his other en-
emies. ey were so much perturbed by this sudden and unex-
pected outburst of popular acclaim that they feared to arrest him
lest such action precipitate an open revolt of the populace. ey
greatly feared the attitude of the large numbers of visitors, who had
heard much of Jesus, and who, many of them, believed in him.

13 As they neared Jerusalem, the crowd becamemore demonstra-
tive, somuch so that someof thePhariseesmade theirwayupalong-
side Jesus and said: “Teacher, you should rebuke your disciples and
exhort them to behave more seemly.” Jesus answered: “It is only
tting that these children should welcome the Son of Peace, whom

the chief priests have rejected. It would be useless to stop them lest
in their stead these stones by the roadside cry out.”

14 e Pharisees hastened on ahead of the procession to rejoin
the Sanhedrin, which was then in session at the temple, and they
reported to their associates: “Behold, all that we do is of no avail;
we are confounded by this Galilean. e people have gone mad
over him; if we do not stop these ignorant ones, all the world will
go a er him.”

15 ere really was no deep signi cance to be attached to this su-
per cial and spontaneous outburst of popular enthusiasm. is
welcome, although it was joyous and sincere, did not betoken any
real or deep-seated conviction in the hearts of this festive multi-
tude. ese same crowds were equally as willing quickly to reject
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Jesus later on this week when the Sanhedrin once took a rm and
decided stand against him, and when they became disillusioned—
when they realized that Jesus was not going to establish the king-
dom in accordance with their long-cherished expectations.

16 But the whole city was mightily stirred up, insomuch that ev-
eryone asked, “Who is this man?” And the multitude answered,
“ is is the prophet of Galilee, Jesus of Nazareth.”

4. VISITING ABOUT THE TEMPLE
1 While the Alpheus twins returned the donkey to its owner, Je-

sus and the ten apostles detached themselves from their immediate
associates and strolled about the temple, viewing the preparations
for the Passover. No attempt was made to molest Jesus as the San-
hedrin greatly feared the people, and that was, a er all, one of the
reasons Jesus had for allowing the multitude thus to acclaim him.

e apostles little understood that this was the only human pro-
cedure which could have been effective in preventing Jesus’ imme-
diate arrest upon entering the city. e Master desired to give the
inhabitants of Jerusalem, high and low, as well as the tens of thou-
sands of Passover visitors, this onemore and last chance to hear the
gospel and receive, if they would, the Son of Peace.

2 Andnow, as the evening drew on and the crowdswent in quest
of nourishment, Jesus and his immediate followers were le alone.
What a strange day it had been! e apostles were thoughtful,
but speechless. Never, in their years of association with Jesus, had
they seen such a day. For a moment they sat down by the treasury,
watching the people drop in their contributions: the rich putting
much in the receiving box and all giving something in accordance
with the extent of their possessions. At last there came along a poor
widow, scantily attired, and they observed as she cast two mites
(small coppers) into the trumpet. And then said Jesus, calling the
attention of the apostles to the widow: “Heed well what you have
just seen. is poor widow cast in more than all the others, for all
these others, from their super uity, cast in some tri e as a gi , but
this poor woman, even though she is in want, gave all that she had,
even her living.”

3 As the evening drew on, they walked about the temple courts
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in silence, and a er Jesus had surveyed these familiar scenes once
more, recalling his emotions in connectionwith previous visits, not
excepting the earlier ones, he said, “Let us go up to Bethany for
our rest.” Jesus, with Peter and John, went to the home of Simon,
while the other apostles lodged among their friends in Bethany and
Bethpage.

5. THE APOSTLES’ ATTITUDE
1 is Sunday evening as they returned to Bethany, Jesus walked

in front of the apostles. Not a word was spoken until they sepa-
rated a er arriving at Simon’s house. No 12 human beings ever
experienced such diverse and inexplicable emotions as now surged
through theminds and souls of these ambassadors of the kingdom.

ese sturdy Galileans were confused and disconcerted; they did
not know what to expect next; they were too surprised to be much
afraid. ey knew nothing of the Master’s plans for the next day,
and they asked no questions. ey went to their lodgings, though
they did not sleep much, save the twins. But they did not keep
armed watch over Jesus at Simon’s house.

2 Andrew was thoroughly bewildered, well-nigh confused. He
was the one apostle who did not seriously undertake to evaluate
the popular outburst of acclaim. He was too preoccupied with the
thought of his responsibility as chief of the apostolic corps to give
serious consideration to the meaning or signi cance of the loud
hosannas of the multitude. Andrew was busy watching some of
his associates who he feared might be led away by their emotions
during the excitement, particularly Peter, James, John, and Simon
Zelotes. roughout this day and those which immediately fol-
lowed, Andrew was troubled with serious doubts, but he never ex-
pressed any of these misgivings to his apostolic associates. He was
concerned about the attitude of some of the 12 who he knew were
armed with swords; but he did not know that his own brother, Pe-
ter, was carrying such a weapon. And so the procession into Jerusa-
lemmade a comparatively super cial impression uponAndrew; he
was too busy with the responsibilities of his office to be otherwise
affected.˚
5.2. Andrew was busy watching some of his associates whom he feared might be led
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3 Simon Peter was at rst almost swept off his feet by this pop-
ular manifestation of enthusiasm; but he was considerably sobered
by the time they returned toBethany that night. Peter simply could
not gure out what the Master was about. He was terribly disap-
pointed that Jesus did not follow up this wave of popular favour
with some kind of a pronouncement. Peter could not understand
why Jesus did not speak to the multitude when they arrived at the
temple, or at least permit one of the apostles to address the crowd.
Peter was a great preacher, and he disliked to see such a large, re-
ceptive, and enthusiastic audience go to waste. He would so much
have liked to preach the gospel of the kingdom to that throng right
there in the temple; but the Master had speci cally charged them
that they were to do no teaching or preaching while in Jerusalem
this Passover week. e reaction from the spectacular procession
into the citywas disastrous to SimonPeter; by night hewas sobered
and inexpressibly saddened.

4 To JamesZebedee, this Sundaywas a day of perplexity andpro-
found confusion; he could not grasp the purport of whatwas going
on; he could not comprehend the Master’s purpose in permitting
this wild acclaim and then in refusing to say a word to the people
when they arrived at the temple. As the procession moved down
Olivet toward Jerusalem, more especially when they were met by
the thousands of pilgrims who poured forth to welcome the Mas-
ter, James was cruelly torn by his con icting emotions of elation
and grati cation at what he saw and by his profound feeling of
fear as to what would happen when they reached the temple. And

away by their emotions… e pronoun here is the subject of the verb phrase “might be led
away;” not the object of “feared.” To clarify, Andrew feared they might be led away by their
emotions; he was not watching his associates, whom he feared. — He did not fear them,
but he was a aid they might be led astray.Also:First printing: He was concerned about the
attitude of some of the twelve whomhe knewwere armedwith swords…Changed to: Hewas
concerned about the attitude of some of the twelve who he knew were armed with swords…
— e pronoun is the subject of the verb “were armed,” not the object of “knew” nor of “were
armed;” therefore “who” is the correct form. To illustrate: …some of the twelve whom he
knewPeter had armed…[he knewPeter had armed them]…some of the twelve who he knew
were armed… [he knew they were armed] e sentence might have been written “He was
concerned about the attitude of the twelve, some of whomhe knewwere armedwith swords.”
Inwhich case, “whom”would be the object of the prepositional phrase “some of whom,”while
the phrase itself would be the subject of “were armed,” but it was not.
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thenwas hedowncast andovercomebydisappointmentwhen Jesus
climbed off the donkey and proceeded to walk leisurely about the
temple courts. James could not understand the reason for throw-
ing away such amagni cent opportunity to proclaim the kingdom.
By night, his mind was held rmly in the grip of a distressing and
dreadful uncertainty.

5 John Zebedee came somewhere near understanding why Jesus
did this; at least he grasped in part the spiritual signi cance of this
so-called triumphal entry into Jerusalem. As the multitude moved
on toward the temple, and as John beheld his Master sitting there
astride the colt, he recalled hearing Jesus onetime quote the pas-
sage of Scripture, the utterance of Zechariah, which described the
coming of the Messiah as a man of peace and riding into Jerusa-
lem on an ass. As John turned this Scripture over in his mind, he
began to comprehend the symbolic signi cance of this Sunday-af-
ternoon pageant. At least, he grasped enough of the meaning of
this Scripture to enable him somewhat to enjoy the episode and
to prevent his becoming overmuch depressed by the apparent pur-
poseless ending of the triumphal procession. John had a type of
mind which naturally tended to think and feel in symbols.

6 ¶ Philip was entirely unsettled by the suddenness and spon-
taneity of the outburst. He could not collect his thoughts suffi-
ciently while on the way down Olivet to arrive at any settled no-
tion as to what all the demonstration was about. In a way, he en-
joyed the performance because hisMaster was being honoured. By
the time they reached the temple, he was perturbed by the thought
that Jesus might possibly ask him to feed themultitude, so that the
conduct of Jesus in turning leisurely away from the crowds, which
so sorely disappointed the majority of the apostles, was a great re-
lief to Philip. Multitudes had sometimes been a great trial to the
steward of the 12. A er he was relieved of these personal fears re-
garding the material needs of the crowds, Philip joined with Peter
in the expressionof disappointment that nothingwas done to teach
the multitude. at night Philip got to thinking over these expe-
riences and was tempted to doubt the whole idea of the kingdom;
he honestly wondered what all these things could mean, but he ex-
pressed his doubts to no one; he loved Jesus too much. He had
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great personal faith in the Master.
7 ¶ Nathaniel, aside from the symbolic and prophetic aspects,

came the nearest to understanding the Master’s reason for enlist-
ing the popular support of the Passover pilgrims. He reasoned it
out, before they reached the temple, that without such a demon-
strative entry into Jerusalem Jesus would have been arrested by the
Sanhedrin officials and cast into prison the moment he presumed
to enter the city. He was not, therefore, in the least surprised that
the Master made no further use of the cheering crowds when he
had once got inside the walls of the city and had thus so forcibly
impressed the Jewish leaders that they would refrain from placing
him under immediate arrest. Understanding the real reason for
the Master’s entering the city in this manner, Nathaniel naturally
followed along with more poise and was less perturbed and disap-
pointed by Jesus’ subsequent conduct than were the other apostles.
Nathaniel had great con dence in Jesus’ understanding of men as
well as in his sagacity and cleverness in handling difficult situations.

8 ¶ Matthew was at rst nonplussed by this pageant perfor-
mance. He did not grasp the meaning of what his eyes were seeing
until he also recalled the Scripture in Zechariah where the prophet
had alluded to the rejoicing of Jerusalembecause her kinghad come
bringing salvation and riding upon the colt of an ass. As the proces-
sionmoved in thedirectionof the city and thendrewon toward the
temple, Matthew became ecstatic; he was certain that something
extraordinary would happen when the Master arrived at the tem-
ple at the head of this shouting multitude. When one of the Phar-
isees mocked Jesus, saying, “Look, everybody, see who comes here,
the king of the Jews riding on an ass!” Matthew kept his hands off
of him only by exercising great restraint. None of the 12 was more
depressed on the way back to Bethany that evening. Next to Si-
mon Peter and Simon Zelotes, he experienced the highest nervous
tension and was in a state of exhaustion by night. But by morning
Matthew was much cheered; he was, a er all, a cheerful loser.

9 ¶ omas was the most bewildered and puzzled man of all the
12. Most of the time he just followed along, gazing at the spec-
tacle and honestly wondering what could be the Master’s motive
for participating in such a peculiar demonstration. Down deep in
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his heart he regarded the whole performance as a little childish, if
not downright foolish. He had never seen Jesus do anything like
this and was at a loss to account for his strange conduct on this
Sunday a ernoon. By the time they reached the temple, omas
had deduced that the purpose of this popular demonstration was
so to frighten the Sanhedrin that they would not dare immedi-
ately to arrest the Master. On the way back to Bethany omas
thought much but said nothing. By bedtime the Master’s clever-
ness in staging the tumultuous entry into Jerusalem had begun to
make a somewhat humorous appeal, and he was much cheered up
by this reaction.

10 is Sunday started off as a great day for Simon Zelotes. He
saw visions ofwonderful doings in Jerusalem the next fewdays, and
in that hewas right, but Simondreamed of the establishment of the
newnational rule of the Jews, with Jesus on the throne ofDavid. Si-
mon saw the nationalists springing into action as soon as the king-
dom was announced, and himself in supreme command of the as-
sembling military forces of the new kingdom. On the way down
Olivet he even envisaged the Sanhedrin and all of their sympathiz-
ers dead before sunset of that day. He really believed something
great was going to happen. He was the noisiest man in the whole
multitude. By 17:00 he was a silent, crushed, and disillusioned
apostle. He never fully recovered from the depression which set-
tled down on him as a result of this day’s shock; at least not until
long a er the Master’s resurrection.

11 To the Alpheus twins this was a perfect day. ey really en-
joyed it all the way through, and not being present during the time
of quiet visitation about the temple, they escaped much of the an-
ticlimax of the popular upheaval. ey could not possibly under-
stand the downcast behaviour of the apostles when they came back
to Bethany that evening. In the memory of the twins this was al-
ways their day of being nearest heaven on earth. is day was the
satisfying climax of theirwhole career as apostles. And thememory
of the elation of this Sunday a ernoon carried them on through all
of the tragedy of this eventful week, right up to the hour of the cru-
ci xion. It was the most be tting entry of the king the twins could
conceive; they enjoyed every moment of the whole pageant. ey
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fully approved of all they saw and long cherished the memory.
12 Of all the apostles, Judas Iscariot was the most adversely af-

fected by this processional entry into Jerusalem. His mind was in
a disagreeable ferment because of the Master’s rebuke the preced-
ing day in connection withMary’s anointing at the feast in Simon’s
house. Judas was disgusted with the whole spectacle. To him it
seemed childish, if not indeed ridiculous. As this vengeful apos-
tle looked upon the proceedings of this Sunday a ernoon, Jesus
seemed to him more to resemble a clown than a king. He heart-
ily resented the whole performance. He shared the views of the
Greeks and Romans, who looked down upon anyone who would
consent to ride upon an ass or the colt of an ass. By the time the
triumphal procession had entered the city, Judas had about made
up his mind to abandon the whole idea of such a kingdom; he was
almost resolved to forsake all such farcical attempts to establish the
kingdomof heaven. And thenhe thought of the resurrection of La-
zarus, and many other things, and decided to stay on with the 12,
at least for another day. Besides, he carried the bag, and he would
not desert with the apostolic funds in his possession. On the way
back to Bethany that night his conduct did not seem strange since
all of the apostles were equally downcast and silent.

13 Judas was tremendously in uenced by the ridicule of his Sad-
ducean friends. No other single factor exerted such a powerful in-
uence on him, in his nal determination to forsake Jesus and his

fellow apostles, as a certain episode which occurred just as Jesus
reached the gate of the city: A prominent Sadducee (a friend of
Judas’s family) rushed up to him in a spirit of gleeful ridicule and,
slapping him on the back, said: “Why so troubled of countenance,
my good friend; cheer up and join us all while we acclaim this Je-
sus of Nazareth the king of the Jews as he rides through the gates
of Jerusalem seated on an ass.” Judas had never shrunk from perse-
cution, but he could not stand this sort of ridicule. With the long-
nourished emotion of revenge therewas nowblended this fatal fear
of ridicule, that terrible and fearful feeling of being ashamed of his
Master and his fellow apostles. At heart, this ordained ambassador
of the kingdom was already a deserter; it only remained for him to
nd some plausible excuse for an open break with the Master.
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Midwayer Commission

EARLY on this Monday morning, by prearrangement, Jesus
and the apostles assembled at the home of Simon in Beth-
any, and a er a brief conference they set out for Jerusalem.

e 12 were strangely silent as they journeyed on toward the tem-
ple; they had not recovered from the experience of the preceding
day. ey were expectant, fearful, and profoundly affected by a
certain feeling of detachment growing out of the Master’s sudden
change of tactics, coupled with his instruction that they were to
engage in no public teaching throughout this Passover week.

2 As this group journeyeddownMountOlivet, Jesus led theway,
the apostles following closely behind in meditative silence. ere
was just one thought uppermost in the minds of all save Judas Is-
cariot, and that was: What will the Master do today? e one ab-
sorbing thought of Judas was: What shall I do? Shall I go on with
Jesus and my associates, or shall I withdraw? And if I am going to
quit, how shall I break off?

3 It was about 9:00 on this beautiful morning when these men
arrived at the temple. eywent at once to the large courtwhere Je-
sus so o en taught, and a er greeting the believers whowere await-
ing him, Jesusmounted one of the teaching platforms and began to
address the gathering crowd. e apostles withdrew for a short dis-
tance and awaited developments.

1. CLEANSING THE TEMPLE
1 A huge commercial traffic had grown up in association with

the services and ceremonies of the temple worship. ere was the
business of providing suitable animals for the various sacri ces.

ough it was permissible for a worshipper to provide his own
sacri ce, the fact remained that this animal must be free from all
“blemish” in the meaning of the Levitical law and as interpreted
by official inspectors of the temple. Many a worshipper had ex-
perienced the humiliation of having his supposedly perfect ani-
mal rejected by the temple examiners. It therefore became the
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more general practice to purchase sacri cial animals at the temple,
and although there were several stations on near-by Olivet where
they could be bought, it had become the vogue to buy these an-
imals directly from the temple pens. Gradually there had grown
up this custom of selling all kinds of sacri cial animals in the tem-
ple courts. An extensive business, in which enormous pro ts were
made, had thus been brought into existence. Part of these gainswas
reserved for the temple treasury, but the larger part went indirectly
into the hands of the ruling high-priestly families.

2 is sale of animals in the temple prospered because, when the
worshipper purchased such an animal, although the pricemight be
somewhat high, no more fees had to be paid, and he could be sure
the intended sacri ce would not be rejected on the ground of pos-
sessing real or technical blemishes. At one time or another systems
of exorbitant overcharge were practised upon the common people,
especially during the great national feasts. At one time the greedy
priests went so far as to demand the equivalent of the value of a
week’s labour for a pair of doves which should have been sold to
the poor for a few pennies. e “sons of Annas” had already begun
to establish their bazaars in the temple precincts, those very mer-
chandisemarts which persisted to the time of their nal overthrow
by a mob three years before the destruction of the temple itself.

3 ¶ But traffic in sacri cial animals and sundry merchandise was
not the only way in which the courts of the temple were profaned.
At this time there was fostered an extensive system of banking and
commercial exchange which was carried on right within the tem-
ple precincts. And this all came about in the following manner:
During the Asmonean dynasty the Jews coined their own silver
money, and it had become the practice to require the temple dues
of ½ shekel and all other temple fees to be paid with this Jewish
coin. is regulation necessitated thatmoney-changers be licensed
to exchange the many sorts of currency in circulation throughout
Palestine and other provinces of the Roman Empire for this ortho-
dox shekel of Jewish coining. e temple head tax, payable by all
except women, slaves, and minors, was ½ shekel, a coin about the
size of a 10¢ piece but twice as thick. By the times of Jesus the
priests had also been exempted from the payment of temple dues.
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Accordingly, from the 15 to the 25 of the month preceding the
Passover, accredited money-changers erected their booths in the
principal cities of Palestine for the purpose of providing the Jewish
people with proper money to meet the temple dues a er they had
reached Jerusalem. A er this 10-day period these money-chang-
ers moved on to Jerusalem and proceeded to set up their exchange
tables in the courts of the temple. ey were permitted to charge
the equivalent of from 3¢ to 4¢ commission for the exchange of a
coin valued at about 10¢, and in case a coin of larger value was of-
fered for exchange, they were allowed to collect double. Likewise
did these temple bankers pro t from the exchange of all money in-
tended for the purchase of sacri cial animals and for the payment
of vows and the making of offerings.

4 ese temple money-changers not only conducted a regular
banking business for pro t in the exchange ofmore than 20 sorts of
moneywhich the visiting pilgrimswould periodically bring to Jeru-
salem, but they also engaged in all other kinds of transactions per-
taining to the banking business. Both the temple treasury and the
temple rulers pro ted tremendously from these commercial activi-
ties. It was not uncommon for the temple treasury to hold upwards
of $10,000,000 while the common people languished in poverty
and continued to pay these unjust levies.

5 ¶ In the midst of this noisy aggregation of money-changers,
merchandisers, and cattle sellers, Jesus, on this Monday morning,
attempted to teach the gospel of the heavenly kingdom. He was
not alone in resenting this profanation of the temple; the com-
mon people, especially the Jewish visitors from foreign provinces,
also heartily resented this pro teering desecration of their national
house of worship. At this time the Sanhedrin itself held its regular
meetings in a chamber surrounded by all this babble and confusion
of trade and barter.

6 As Jesus was about to begin his address, two things happened
to arrest his attention. At themoney table of a near-by exchanger a
violent and heated argument had arisen over the alleged overcharg-
ing of a Jew from Alexandria, while at the same moment the air
was rent by the bellowing of a drove of some 100 bullocks which
was being driven from one section of the animal pens to another.
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As Jesus paused, silently but thoughtfully contemplating this scene
of commerce and confusion, close by he beheld a simple-minded
Galilean, a man he had once talked with in Iron, being ridiculed
and jostled about by supercilious and would-be superior Judeans;
and all of this combined to produce one of those strange and peri-
odic uprisings of indignant emotion in the soul of Jesus.

7 To the amazement of his apostles, standing near at hand,
who refrained from participation in what so soon followed, Jesus
stepped down from the teaching platform and, going over to the
ladwhowas driving the cattle through the court, took fromhimhis
whip of cords and swi ly drove the animals from the temple. But
that was not all; he strode majestically before the wondering gaze
of the thousands assembled in the temple court to the farthest cat-
tle pen and proceeded to open the gates of every stall and to drive
out the imprisoned animals. By this time the assembled pilgrims
were electri ed, and with uproarious shouting they moved toward
the bazaars and began to overturn the tables of the money-chang-
ers. In less than ve minutes all commerce had been swept from
the temple. By the time the near-by Roman guards had appeared
on the scene, all was quiet, and the crowds had become orderly; Je-
sus, returning to the speaker’s stand, spoke to the multitude: “You
have this day witnessed that which is written in the Scriptures: ‘My
house shall be called a house of prayer for all nations, but you have
made it a den of robbers.’”

8 But before he could utter other words, the great assembly
broke out in hosannas of praise, and presently a throng of youths
stepped out from the crowd to sing grateful hymns of appreciation
that the profane and pro teering merchandisers had been ejected
from the sacred temple. By this time certain of the priests had ar-
rived on the scene, and one of them said to Jesus, “Do you not
hear what the children of the Levites say?” And theMaster replied,
“Have you never read, ‘Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings
has praise been perfected’?” And all the rest of that day while Jesus
taught, guards set by the people stood watch at every archway, and
they would not permit anyone to carry even an empty vessel across
the temple courts.

9 ¶ When the chief priests and the scribes heard about these hap-
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penings, they were dumbfounded. All the more they feared the
Master, and all the more they determined to destroy him. But they
were nonplussed. ey did not know how to accomplish his death,
for they greatly feared themultitudes, who were now so outspoken
in their approval of his overthrowof the profane pro teers. And all
this day, a day of quiet and peace in the temple courts, the people
heard Jesus’ teaching and literally hung on his words.

10 is surprising act of Jesus was beyond the comprehension of
his apostles. ey were so taken aback by this sudden and un-
expected move of their Master that they remained throughout
the whole episode huddled together near the speaker’s stand; they
never li ed a hand to further this cleansing of the temple. If this
spectacular event had occurred the day before, at the time of Je-
sus’ triumphal arrival at the temple at the termination of his tumul-
tuous procession through the gates of the city, all the while loudly
acclaimed by the multitude, they would have been ready for it, but
coming as it did, they were wholly unprepared to participate.

11 is cleansing of the temple discloses the Master’s attitude to-
ward commercializing the practices of religion as well as his detes-
tation of all forms of unfairness and pro teering at the expense of
the poor and the unlearned. is episode also demonstrates that
Jesus did not look with approval upon the refusal to employ force
to protect the majority of any given human group against the un-
fair and enslaving practices of unjust minorities who may be able
to entrench themselves behind political, nancial, or ecclesiastical
power. Shrewd, wicked, and designing men are not to be permit-
ted to organize themselves for the exploitation and oppression of
those who, because of their idealism, are not disposed to resort to
force for self-protection or for the furtherance of their laudable life
projects.

2. CHALLENGING THE MASTER’S AUTHORITY
1 OnSunday the triumphal entry into Jerusalem so overawed the

Jewish leaders that they refrained from placing Jesus under arrest.
Today, this spectacular cleansing of the temple likewise effectively
postponed the Master’s apprehension. Day by day the rulers of the
Jews were becoming more and more determined to destroy him,
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but they were distraught by two fears, which conspired to delay the
hour of striking. e chief priests and the scribes were unwilling to
arrest Jesus in public for fear the multitude might turn upon them
in a fury of resentment; they also dreaded the possibility of the Ro-
man guards being called upon to quell a popular uprising.

2 At the noon session of the Sanhedrin it was unanimously
agreed that Jesusmust be speedily destroyed, inasmuch as no friend
of theMaster attended thismeeting. But they could not agree as to
when and howhe should be taken into custody. Finally they agreed
upon appointing ve groups to go out among the people and seek
to entangle him in his teaching or otherwise to discredit him in the
sight of those who listened to his instruction. Accordingly, about
14:00, when Jesus had just begun his discourse on “ e Liberty of
Sonship,” a group of these elders of Israel made their way up near
Jesus and, interrupting him in the customary manner, asked this
question: “By what authority do you do these things? Who gave
you this authority?”

3 It was altogether proper that the temple rulers and the offi-
cers of the Jewish Sanhedrin should ask this question of anyone
who presumed to teach and perform in the extraordinary man-
ner which had been characteristic of Jesus, especially as concerned
his recent conduct in clearing the temple of all commerce. ese
traders andmoney-changers all operated by direct license from the
highest rulers, and a percentage of their gains was supposed to go
directly into the temple treasury. Do not forget that authority was
the watchword of all Jewry. e prophets were always stirring up
trouble because they so boldly presumed to teach without author-
ity, without having been duly instructed in the rabbinic academies
and subsequently regularly ordained by the Sanhedrin. Lack of this
authority in pretentious public teaching was looked upon as indi-
cating either ignorant presumption or open rebellion. At this time
only the Sanhedrin could ordain an elder or teacher, and such a
ceremony had to take place in the presence of at least three per-
sons who had previously been so ordained. Such an ordination
conferred the title of “rabbi” upon the teacher and also quali ed
him to act as a judge, “binding and loosing such matters as might
be brought to him for adjudication.”
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4 e rulers of the temple came before Jesus at this a ernoon
hour challenging not only his teaching but his acts. Jesus well knew
that these very men had long publicly taught that his authority
for teaching was Satanic, and that all his mighty works had been
wrought by the power of the prince of devils. erefore did the
Master beginhis answer to their questionby asking thema counter-
question. Said Jesus: “I would also like to ask you one question
which, if you will answer me, I likewise will tell you by what au-
thority I do these works. e baptism of John, whence was it? Did
John get his authority from heaven or from men?”

5 And when his questioners heard this, they withdrew to one
side to take counsel among themselves as to what answer they
might give. ey had thought to embarrass Jesus before the mul-
titude, but now they found themselves much confused before all
who were assembled at that time in the temple court. And their
discom ture was all the more apparent when they returned to Je-
sus, saying: “Concerning the baptism of John, we cannot answer;
we do not know.” And they so answered the Master because they
had reasoned among themselves: If we shall say from heaven, then
will he say, Why did you not believe him, and perchance will add
that he received his authority from John; and if we shall say from
men, thenmight themultitude turnuponus, formost of themhold
that John was a prophet; and so they were compelled to come be-
fore Jesus and the people confessing that they, the religious teachers
and leaders of Israel, could not (or would not) express an opinion
about John’s mission. And when they had spoken, Jesus, looking
down upon them, said, “Neither will I tell you by what authority I
do these things.”

6 ¶ Jesus never intended to appeal to John for his authority; John
had never been ordained by the Sanhedrin. Jesus’ authority was in
himself and in his Father’s eternal supremacy.

7 In employing this method of dealing with his adversaries, Jesus
did not mean to dodge the question. At rst it may seem that he
was guilty of a masterly evasion, but it was not so. Jesus was never
disposed to take unfair advantage of even his enemies. In this ap-
parent evasion he really supplied all his hearers with the answer to
thePharisees’ question as to the authority behindhismission. ey
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had asserted that he performed by authority of the prince of devils.
Jesus had repeatedly asserted that all his teaching and works were
by the power and authority of his Father in heaven. is the Jew-
ish leaders refused to accept and were seeking to corner him into
admitting that he was an irregular teacher since he had never been
sanctioned by the Sanhedrin. In answering them as he did, while
not claiming authority from John, he so satis ed the people with
the inference that the effort of his enemies to ensnare him was ef-
fectively turned upon themselves and was much to their discredit
in the eyes of all present.

8 And it was this genius of the Master for dealing with his ad-
versaries that made them so afraid of him. ey attempted no
morequestions that day; they retired to take further counsel among
themselves. But the people were not slow to discern the dishonesty
and insincerity in these questions asked by the Jewish rulers. Even
the common folk could not fail to distinguish between the moral
majesty of the Master and the designing hypocrisy of his enemies.
But the cleansing of the temple had brought the Sadducees over to
the side of thePharisees in perfecting the plan to destroy Jesus. And
the Sadducees now represented a majority of the Sanhedrin.

3. PARABLE OF THE TWO SONS
1 As the cavilling Pharisees stood there in silence before Jesus,

he looked down on them and said: “Since you are in doubt about
John’s mission and arrayed in enmity against the teaching and the
works of the Son of Man, give ear while I tell you a parable: A cer-
tain great and respected landholder had two sons, and desiring the
help of his sons in the management of his large estates, he came
to one of them, saying, ‘Son, go work today in my vineyard.’ And
this unthinking son answered his father, saying, ‘I will not go’; but
a erwards he repented and went. When he had found his older
son, likewise he said to him, ‘Son, go work in my vineyard.’ And
this hypocritical and unfaithful son answered, ‘Yes, my father, I will
go.’ Butwhen his father had departed, hewent not. Letme ask you,
which of these sons really did his father’s will?”

2 And the people spoke with one accord, saying, “ e rst son.”
And then said Jesus: “Even so; and now do I declare that the pub-
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licans and harlots, even though they appear to refuse the call to re-
pentance, shall see the error of their way and go on into the king-
dom of God before you, whomake great pretensions of serving the
Father in heaven while you refuse to do the works of the Father.
It was not you, the Pharisees and scribes, who believed John, but
rather the publicans and sinners; neither do you believe my teach-
ing, but the common people hear my words gladly.”

3 Jesus did not despise the Pharisees and Sadducees personally.
It was their systems of teaching and practice which he sought to
discredit. He was hostile to no man, but here was occurring the
inevitable clash between a new and living religion of the spirit and
the older religion of ceremony, tradition, and authority.

4 All this time the 12 apostles stood near the Master, but they
did not in any manner participate in these transactions. Each one
of the 12was reacting in his own peculiar way to the events of these
closing days of Jesus’ ministry in the esh, and each one likewise
remained obedient to the Master’s injunction to refrain from all
public teaching and preaching during this Passover week.

4. PARABLE OF THE ABSENT LANDLORD
1 When the chief Pharisees and the scribes who had sought to

entangle Jesus with their questions had nished listening to the
story of the two sons, they withdrew to take further counsel, and
the Master, turning his attention to the listening multitude, told
another parable:

2 ¶ “ ere was a good man who was a householder, and he
planted a vineyard. He set a hedge about it, dug a pit for the wine
press, and built a watchtower for the guards. en he let this vine-
yard out to tenants while he went on a long journey into another
country. And when the season of the fruits drew near, he sent
servants to the tenants to receive his rental. But they took coun-
sel among themselves and refused to give these servants the fruits
due their master; instead, they fell upon his servants, beating one,
stoning another, and sending the others away empty-handed. And
when the householder heard about all this, he sent other and more
trusted servants to deal with these wicked tenants, and these they
wounded and also treated shamefully. And then the householder
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sent his favourite servant, his steward, and him they killed. And
still, in patience and with forbearance, he dispatched many other
servants, but none would they receive. Some they beat, others they
killed, and when the householder had been so dealt with, he de-
cided to send his son to deal with these ungrateful tenants, say-
ing to himself, ‘ ey may mistreat my servants, but they will surely
show respect for my beloved son.’ But when these unrepentant and
wicked tenants saw the son, they reasoned among themselves: ‘ is
is the heir; come, let us kill him and then the inheritance will be
ours.’ So they laid hold on him, and a er casting him out of the
vineyard, they killedhim. When the lordof that vineyard shall hear
how they have rejected and killed his son, what will he do to those
ungrateful and wicked tenants?”

3 ¶ And when the people heard this parable and the question
Jesus asked, they answered, “He will destroy those miserable men
and let out his vineyard to other and honest farmers who will ren-
der to him the fruits in their season.” Andwhen some of themwho
heard perceived that this parable referred to the Jewish nation and
its treatment of the prophets and to the impending rejection of Je-
sus and the gospel of the kingdom, they said in sorrow, “God forbid
that we should go on doing these things.”

4 Jesus saw a group of the Sadducees and Pharisees making their
way through the crowd, and he paused for a moment until they
drewnear him, whenhe said: “You knowhowyour fathers rejected
the prophets, and you well know that you are set in your hearts
to reject the Son of Man.” And then, looking with searching gaze
upon those priests and elders who were standing near him, Jesus
said: “Did you never read in the Scripture about the stone which
the builders rejected, and which, when the people had discovered
it, was made into the cornerstone? And so once more do I warn
you that, if you continue to reject this gospel, presently will the
kingdom of God be taken away from you and be given to a people
willing to receive the good news and to bring forth the fruits of the
spirit. And there is a mystery about this stone, seeing that whoso
falls upon it, while he is thereby broken in pieces, shall be saved;
but on whomsoever this stone falls, he will be ground to dust and
his ashes scattered to the four winds.”
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5 When the Pharisees heard these words, they understood that
Jesus referred to themselves and the other Jewish leaders. ey
greatly desired to lay hold on him then and there, but they feared
the multitude. However, they were so angered by the Master’s
words that they withdrew and held further counsel among them-
selves as to how they might bring about his death. And that night
both the Sadducees and the Pharisees joined hands in the plan to
entrap him the next day.

5. PARABLE OF THE MARRIAGE FEAST
1 A er the scribes and rulers had withdrawn, Jesus addressed

himself again to the assembled crowd and spoke the parable of the
wedding feast. He said:

2 ¶ “ e kingdom of heaven may be likened to a certain king
who made a marriage feast for his son and dispatched messengers
to call those who had previously been invited to the feast to come,
saying, ‘Everything is ready for the marriage supper at the king’s
palace.’ Now, many of those who had once promised to attend, at
this time refused to come. When the king heard of these rejec-
tions of his invitation, he sent other servants and messengers, say-
ing: ‘Tell all those who were bidden, to come, for, behold, my din-
ner is ready. My oxen and my fatlings are killed, and all is in readi-
ness for the celebration of the forthcoming marriage of my son.’
But again did the thoughtless make light of this call of their king,
and they went their ways, one to the farm, another to the pottery,
and others to their merchandise. Still others were not content thus
to slight the king’s call, but in open rebellion they laid hands on
the king’s messengers and shamefully mistreated them, even killing
some of them. Andwhen the king perceived that his chosen guests,
even those who had accepted his preliminary invitation and had
promised to attend the wedding feast, had nally rejected his call
and in rebellion had assaulted and slain his chosen messengers, he
was exceedinglywroth. And then this insulted king ordered out his
armies and the armies of his allies and instructed them to destroy
these rebellious murderers and to burn down their city.

3 “Andwhen he had punished those who spurned his invitation,
he appointed yet another day for the wedding feast and said to his
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messengers: ‘ ey who were rst bidden to the wedding were not
worthy; so go now into the parting of the ways and into the high-
ways and even beyond the borders of the city, and as many as you
shall nd, bid even these strangers to come in and attend this wed-
ding feast.’ And then these servants went out into the highways and
the out-of-the-way places, and they gathered together as many as
they found, good and bad, rich and poor, so that at last the wed-
ding chamber was lled with willing guests. When all was ready,
the king came in to view his guests, and much to his surprise he
saw there a man without a wedding garment. e king, since he
had freely provided wedding garments for all his guests, address-
ing this man, said: ‘Friend, how is it that you come into my guest
chamber on this occasion without a wedding garment?’ And this
unpreparedmanwas speechless. en said the king to his servants:
‘Cast out this thoughtless guest from my house to share the lot of
all the otherswhohave spurnedmyhospitality and rejectedmy call.
I will have none here except those who delight to accept my invita-
tion, and who do me the honour to wear those guest garments so
freely provided for all.’”

4 ¶ A er speaking this parable, Jesus was about to dismiss the
multitude when a sympathetic believer, making his way through
the crowds toward him, asked: “But, Master, how shall we know
about these things? how shall we be ready for the king’s invitation?
what sign will you give us whereby we shall know that you are the
Son of God?” And when the Master heard this, he said, “Only one
sign shall be given you.” And then, pointing to his own body, he
continued, “Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it
up.” But they did not understand him, and as they dispersed, they
talked among themselves, saying, “Almost 50 years has this temple
been in building, and yet he says he will destroy it and raise it up in
3 days.” Even his own apostles did not comprehend the signi cance
of this utterance, but subsequently, a er his resurrection, they re-
called what he had said.

5 About 16:00 Jesus beckoned to his apostles and indicated that
he desired to leave the temple and to go to Bethany for their
evening meal and a night of rest. On the way up Olivet Jesus in-
structed Andrew, Philip, and omas that, on the morrow, they
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should establish a camp nearer the city which they could occupy
during the remainder of the Passover week. In compliance with
this instruction the following morning they pitched their tents in
the hillside ravine overlooking the public camping park of Gethse-
mane, on a plot of ground belonging to Simon of Bethany.

6 Again it was a silent group of Jews who made their way up the
western slope of Olivet on this Monday night. ese 12 men, as
never before, were beginning to sense that something tragic was
about to happen. While the dramatic cleansing of the temple dur-
ing the early morning had aroused their hopes of seeing the Mas-
ter assert himself and manifest his mighty powers, the events of
the entire a ernoon only operated as an anticlimax in that they
all pointed to the certain rejection of Jesus’ teaching by the Jew-
ish authorities. e apostles were gripped by suspense and were
held in the rm grasp of a terrible uncertainty. ey realized that
only a few short days could intervene between the events of the day
just passed and the crash of an impending doom. ey all felt that
something tremendous was about to happen, but they knew not
what to expect. ey went to their various places for rest, but they
slept very little. Even the Alpheus twins were at last aroused to the
realization that the events of the Master’s life were moving swi ly
toward their nal culmination.
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TUESDAY MORNING IN THE TEMPLE

Midwayer Commission

ABOUT 7:00 on this Tuesday morning Jesus met the apos-
tles, thewomen’s corps, and some twodozen other promi-
nent disciples at the home of Simon. At this meeting he

said farewell to Lazarus, giving him that instruction which led him
so soon to ee to Philadelphia in Perea, where he later became con-
nected with the missionary movement having its headquarters in
that city. Jesus also said good-bye to the aged Simon, and gave his
parting advice to the women’s corps, as he never again formally ad-
dressed them.

2 is morning he greeted each of the 12 with a personal salu-
tation. To Andrew he said: “Be not dismayed by the events just
ahead. Keep a rm hold on your brethren and see that they do not
nd you downcast.” To Peter he said: “Put not your trust in the

arm of esh nor in weapons of steel. Establish yourself on the spir-
itual foundations of the eternal rocks.” To James he said: “Falter
not because of outward appearances. Remain rm in your faith,
and you shall soon know of the reality of that which you believe.”
To John he said: “Be gentle; love even your enemies; be tolerant.
And remember that I have trusted you with many things.” To Na-
thaniel he said: “Judge not by appearances; remain rm in your
faith when all appears to vanish; be true to your commission as an
ambassador of the kingdom.” To Philip he said: “Be unmoved by
the events now impending. Remain unshaken, evenwhen you can-
not see theway. Be loyal to your oath of consecration.”ToMatthew
he said: “Forget not themercy that received you into the kingdom.
Let no man cheat you of your eternal reward. As you have with-
stood the inclinations of the mortal nature, be willing to be stead-
fast.” To omas he said: “No matter how difficult it may be, just
now you must walk by faith and not by sight. Doubt not that I
am able to nish the work I have begun, and that I shall eventually
see all of my faithful ambassadors in the kingdom beyond.” To the
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Alpheus twins he said: “Do not allow the things which you cannot
understand to crush you. Be true to the affections of your hearts
and put not your trust in either great men or the changing atti-
tude of the people. Stand by your brethren.” And to SimonZelotes
he said: “Simon, you may be crushed by disappointment, but your
spirit shall rise above all that may come upon you. What you have
failed to learn from me, my spirit will teach you. Seek the true re-
alities of the spirit and cease to be attracted by unreal and material
shadows.” And to Judas Iscariot he said: “Judas, I have loved you
and have prayed that you would love your brethren. Be not weary
in well doing; and I would warn you to beware the slippery paths
of attery and the poison darts of ridicule.”

3 And when he had concluded these greetings, he departed for
JerusalemwithAndrew, Peter, James, and John as the other apostles
set about the establishment of the Gethsemane camp, where they
were to go that night, and where they made their headquarters for
the remainder of theMaster’s life in the esh. About halfway down
the slope ofOlivet Jesus paused and visitedmore than an hourwith
the four apostles.

1. DIVINE FORGIVENESS
1 For several days Peter and James had been engaged in dis-

cussing their differences of opinion about the Master’s teaching re-
garding the forgiveness of sin. ey had both agreed to lay themat-
ter before Jesus, andPeter embraced this occasion as a ttingoppor-
tunity for securing the Master’s counsel. Accordingly, Simon Peter
broke in on the conversation dealing with the differences between
praise and worship, by asking: “Master, James and I are not in ac-
cord regarding your teachings having to do with the forgiveness of
sin. James claims you teach that the Father forgives us even before
we ask him, and I maintain that repentance and confession must
precede the forgiveness. Which of us is right? what do you say?”

2 A er a short silence Jesus looked signi cantly at all four and
answered: “My brethren, you err in your opinions because you do
not comprehend the nature of those intimate and loving relations
between the creature and theCreator, betweenman andGod. You
fail to grasp that understanding sympathy which the wise parent
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entertains for his immature and sometimes erring child. It is in-
deed doubtful whether intelligent and affectionate parents are ever
called upon to forgive an average andnormal child. Understanding
relationships associatedwith attitudes of love effectively prevent all
those estrangements which later necessitate the readjustment of re-
pentance by the child with forgiveness by the parent.

3 “A part of every father lives in the child. e father enjoys
priority and superiority of understanding in all matters connected
with the child-parent relationship. e parent is able to view the
immaturity of the child in the light of the more advanced paren-
tal maturity, the riper experience of the older partner. With the
earthly child and the heavenly Father, the divine parent possesses
in nity and divinity of sympathy and capacity for loving under-
standing. Divine forgiveness is inevitable; it is inherent and in-
alienable inGod’s in nite understanding, in his perfect knowledge
of all that concerns the mistaken judgment and erroneous choos-
ing of the child. Divine justice is so eternally fair that it unfailingly
embodies understanding mercy.

4 “When a wise man understands the inner impulses of his fel-
lows, he will love them. And when you love your brother, you have
already forgivenhim. is capacity to understandman’s nature and
forgive his apparentwrongdoing isGodlike. If you arewise parents,
this is the way you will love and understand your children, even
forgive themwhen transientmisunderstanding has apparently sep-
arated you. e child, being immature and lacking in the fuller un-
derstanding of the depth of the child-father relationship, must fre-
quently feel a sense of guilty separation froma father’s full approval,
but the true father is never conscious of any such separation. Sin is
an experience of creature consciousness; it is not a part of God’s
consciousness.

5 “Your inability or unwillingness to forgive your fellows is the
measure of your immaturity, your failure to attain adult sympathy,
understanding, and love. You hold grudges and nurse vengefulness
in direct proportion to your ignorance of the inner nature and true
longings of your children and your fellow beings. Love is the out-
working of the divine and inner urge of life. It is founded on under-
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standing, nurtured by unsel sh service, and perfected in wisdom.”

2. QUESTIONS BY THE JEWISH RULERS
1 On Monday evening there had been held a council between

the Sanhedrin and some50 additional leaders selected fromamong
the scribes, Pharisees, and the Sadducees. It was the consensus of
thismeeting that it would be dangerous to arrest Jesus in public be-
cause of his hold upon the affections of the common people. It was
also the opinion of themajority that a determined effort should be
made to discredit him in the eyes of themultitude before he should
be arrested and brought to trial. Accordingly, several groups of
learned men were designated to be on hand the next morning in
the temple to undertake to entrap himwith difficult questions and
otherwise to seek to embarrass him before the people. At last, the
Pharisees, Sadducees, and even the Herodians were all united in
this effort to discredit Jesus in the eyes of the Passover multitudes.

2 Tuesday morning, when Jesus arrived in the temple court and
began to teach, he had uttered but few words when a group of the
younger students from the academies, who had been rehearsed for
this purpose, came forward and by their spokesman addressed Je-
sus: “Master, we know you are a righteous teacher, and we know
that you proclaim the ways of truth, and that you serve only God,
for you fear no man, and that you are no respecter of persons. We
are only students, and we would know the truth about a matter
which troubles us; our difficulty is this: Is it lawful for us to give
tribute toCaesar? Shallwe give or shallwenot give?” Jesus, perceiv-
ing their hypocrisy and cra iness, said to them: “Why do you thus
come to tempt me? Show me the tribute money, and I will answer
you.” And when they handed him a denarius, he looked at it and
said, “Whose image and superscription does this coin bear?” And
when they answered him, “Caesar’s,” Jesus said, “Render to Caesar
the things that are Caesar’s and render to God the things that are
God’s.”

3 When he had thus answered these young scribes and their
Herodian accomplices, they withdrew from his presence, and the
people, even the Sadducees, enjoyed their discom ture. Even the
youths who had endeavoured to entrap himmarveled greatly at the
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unexpected sagacity of the Master’s answer.
4 e previous day the rulers had sought to trip him before the

multitude on matters of ecclesiastical authority, and having failed,
they now sought to involve him in a damaging discussion of civil
authority. Both Pilate and Herod were in Jerusalem at this time,
and Jesus’ enemies conjectured that, if he would dare to advise
against the payment of tribute to Caesar, they could go at once be-
fore the Roman authorities and charge him with sedition. On the
other hand, if he should advise the payment of tribute in so many
words, they rightly calculated that such a pronouncement would
greatly wound the national pride of his Jewish hearers, thereby
alienating the good will and affection of the multitude.

5 In all this the enemies of Jesus were defeated since it was a well-
known ruling of the Sanhedrin, made for the guidance of the Jews
dispersed among the gentile nations, that the “right of coinage car-
ried with it the right to levy taxes.” In this manner Jesus avoided
their trap. To have answered “No” to their question would have
been equivalent to inciting rebellion; tohave answered “Yes”would
have shocked the deep-rooted nationalist sentiments of that day.

e Master did not evade the question; he merely employed the
wisdom of making a double reply. Jesus was never evasive, but he
was alwayswise in his dealings with thosewho sought to harass and
destroy him.

3. THE SADDUCEES AND THE RESURRECTION
1 Before Jesus could get started with his teaching, another group

came forward to question him, this time a company of the learned
and cra y Sadducees. eir spokesman, drawing near to him, said:
“Master, Moses said that if a married man should die, leaving no
children, his brother should take the wife and raise up seed for the
deceased brother. Now there occurred a case where a certain man
who had six brothers died childless; his next brother took his wife
but also soon died, leaving no children. Likewise did the second
brother take the wife, but he also died leaving no offspring. And
so on until all six of the brothers had had her, and all six of them
passed on without leaving children. And then, a er them all, the
woman herself died. Now, what we would like to ask you is this:
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In the resurrection whose wife will she be since all seven of these
brothers had her?”

2 Jesus knew, and so did the people, that these Sadducees were
not sincere in asking this question because it was not likely that
such a case would really occur; and besides, this practice of the
brothers of a dead man seeking to beget children for him was prac-
tically a dead letter at this time among the Jews. Nevertheless, Je-
sus condescended to reply to their mischievous question. He said:
“You all do err in asking such questions because you know neither
the Scriptures nor the living power ofGod. You know that the sons
of this world can marry and are given in marriage, but you do not
seem to understand that they who are accounted worthy to attain
the worlds to come, through the resurrection of the righteous, nei-
ther marry nor are given in marriage. ose who experience the
resurrection from the dead are more like the angels of heaven, and
they never die. ese resurrected ones are eternally the sons of
God; they are the children of light resurrected into the progress
of eternal life. And even your Father Moses understood this, for,
in connection with his experiences at the burning bush, he heard
the Father say, ‘I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and
the God of Jacob.’ And so, along with Moses, do I declare that my
Father is not the God of the dead but of the living. In him you all
do live, reproduce, and possess your mortal existence.”

3 When Jesus had nished answering these questions, the Sad-
ducees withdrew, and some of the Pharisees so far forgot them-
selves as to exclaim, “True, true, Master, you have well answered
these unbelieving Sadducees.” e Sadducees dared not ask him
any more questions, and the common people marveled at the wis-
dom of his teaching.

4 ¶ Jesus appealed only to Moses in his encounter with the Sad-
ducees because this religio-political sect acknowledged the validity
of only the ve so-called Books of Moses; they did not allow that
the teachings of the prophets were admissible as a basis of doctri-
nal dogmas. e Master in his answer, though positively affirming
the fact of the survival of mortal creatures by the technique of the
resurrection, did not in any sense speak approvingly of the Phari-
saic beliefs in the resurrection of the literal human body. e point
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Jesus wished to emphasize was: at the Father had said, “I am the
God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,” not I was their God.

5 e Sadducees had thought to subject Jesus to the withering
in uence of ridicule, knowing full well that persecution in public
wouldmost certainly create further sympathy for him in theminds
of the multitude.

4. THE GREAT COMMANDMENT
1 Another group of Sadducees had been instructed to ask Jesus

entangling questions about angels, but when they beheld the fate
of their comrades who had sought to entrap him with questions
concerning the resurrection, they very wisely decided to hold their
peace; they retired without asking a question. It was the prear-
ranged plan of the confederated Pharisees, scribes, Sadducees, and
Herodians to ll up the entire day with these entangling questions,
hoping thereby to discredit Jesus before the people and at the same
time effectively to prevent his having any time for the proclamation
of his disturbing teachings.

2 en came forward one of the groups of the Pharisees to ask
harassing questions, and the spokesman, signalling to Jesus, said:
“Master, I am a lawyer, and I would like to ask you which, in your
opinion, is the greatest commandment?” Jesus answered: “ ere is
but one commandment, and that one is the greatest of all, and that
commandment is: ‘Hear O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is
one; and you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and
with all your soul, with all your mind and with all your strength.’

is is the rst and great commandment. And the second com-
mandment is like this rst; indeed, it springs directly therefrom,
and it is: ‘You shall love your neighbour as yourself.’ ere is no
other commandment greater than these; on these two command-
ments hang all the law and the prophets.”

3 When the lawyer perceived that Jesus had answered not only
in accordance with the highest concept of Jewish religion, but that
he had also answered wisely in the sight of the assembled multi-
tude, he thought it the better part of valour openly to commend
the Master’s reply. Accordingly, he said: “Of a truth, Master, you
have well said that God is one and there is none beside him; and
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that to love him with all the heart, understanding, and strength,
and also to love one’s neighbour as one’s self, is the rst and great
commandment; and we are agreed that this great commandment
is much more to be regarded than all the burnt offerings and sac-
ri ces.” When the lawyer answered thus discreetly, Jesus looked
down upon him and said, “My friend, I perceive that you are not
far from the kingdom of God.”

4 ¶ Jesus spoke the truth when he referred to this lawyer as being
“not far from the kingdom,” for that very night he went out to the
Master’s camp near Gethsemane, professed faith in the gospel of
the kingdom, and was baptized by Josiah, one of the disciples of
Abner.

5 ¶ Two or three other groups of the scribes and Pharisees were
present and had intended to ask questions, but theywere either dis-
armed by Jesus’ answer to the lawyer, or they were deterred by the
discom ture of all who had undertaken to ensnare him. A er this
no man dared to ask him another question in public.

6 When no more questions were forthcoming, and as the noon
hour was near, Jesus did not resume his teaching but was content
merely to ask the Pharisees and their associates a question. Said Je-
sus: “Since you ask no more questions, I would like to ask you one.
What do you think of the Deliverer? at is, whose son is he?” Af-
ter a brief pause oneof the scribes answered, “ eMessiah is the son
of David.” And since Jesus knew that there had been much debate,
even among his own disciples, as to whether or not he was the son
ofDavid, he asked this further question: “If theDeliverer is indeed
the son of David, how is it that, in the Psalm which you accredit to
David, he himself, speaking in the spirit, says, ‘ e Lord said to my
lord, sit on my right hand until I make your enemies the footstool
of your feet.’ If David calls him Lord, how then can he be his son?”
Although the rulers, the scribes, and the chief priests made no re-
ply to this question, they likewise refrained from asking him any
more questions in an effort to entangle him. ey never answered
this question which Jesus put to them, but a er the Master’s death
they attempted to escape the difficulty by changing the interpreta-
tion of this Psalm so as to make it refer to Abraham instead of the
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Messiah. Others sought to escape the dilemma by disallowing that
David was the author of this so-called Messianic Psalm.

7 A short time back the Pharisees had enjoyed the manner in
which the Sadducees had been silenced by the Master; now the
Sadducees were delighted by the failure of the Pharisees; but such
rivalry was only momentary; they speedily forgot their time-hon-
oured differences in the united effort to stop Jesus’ teachings and
doings. But throughout all of these experiences the common peo-
ple heard him gladly.

5. THE INQUIRING GREEKS
1 About noontime, as Philip was purchasing supplies for the

new camp which was that day being established near Gethsemane,
he was accosted by a delegation of strangers, a group of believ-
ingGreeks fromAlexandria, Athens, andRome, whose spokesman
said to the apostle: “You have been pointed out to us by those who
knowyou; sowe come to you, Sir, with the request to see Jesus, your
Master.” Philip was taken by surprise thus tomeet these prominent
and inquiring Greek gentiles in the market place, and, since Jesus
had so explicitly charged all of the 12 not to engage in any public
teaching during the Passover week, he was a bit perplexed as to the
right way to handle this matter. He was also disconcerted because
these men were foreign gentiles. If they had been Jews or near-
by and familiar gentiles, he would not have hesitated so markedly.
What he didwas this: He asked theseGreeks to remain rightwhere
they were. As he hastened away, they supposed that he went in
search of Jesus, but in reality he hurried off to the home of Joseph,
where he knew Andrew and the other apostles were at lunch; and
calling Andrew out, he explained the purpose of his coming, and
then, accompanied by Andrew, he returned to the waiting Greeks.

2 Since Philip had about nished the purchasing of supplies,
he and Andrew returned with the Greeks to the home of Joseph,
where Jesus received them; and they sat near while he spoke to his
apostles and a number of leading disciples assembled at this lun-
cheon. Said Jesus:

3 ¶ “My Father sent me to this world to reveal his loving-kind-
ness to the children of men, but those to whom I rst came have
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refused to receive me. True, indeed, many of you have believed
my gospel for yourselves, but the children of Abraham and their
leaders are about to reject me, and in so doing they will reject Him
who sent me. I have freely proclaimed the gospel of salvation to
this people; I have told them of sonship with joy, liberty, and life
more abundant in the spirit. My Father has done many wonder-
ful works among these fear-ridden sons of men. But truly did the
Prophet Isaiah refer to this people when he wrote: ‘Lord, who has
believed our teachings? And towhomhas theLord been revealed?’
Truly have the leaders of my people deliberately blinded their eyes
that they see not, and hardened their hearts lest they believe and
be saved. All these years have I sought to heal them of their unbe-
lief that they might be recipients of the Father’s eternal salvation. I
know that not all have failedme; some of you have indeed believed
my message. In this room now are a full score of men who were
once members of the Sanhedrin, or who were high in the councils
of the nation, albeit even some of you still shrink from open con-
fession of the truth lest they cast you out of the synagogue. Some
of you are tempted to love the glory of men more than the glory
of God. But I am constrained to show forbearance since I fear for
the safety and loyalty of even some of those who have been so long
near me, and who have lived so close by my side.

4 “In this banquet chamber I perceive there are assembled Jews
and gentiles in about equal numbers, and I would address you as
the rst and last of such a group that I may instruct in the affairs of
the kingdom before I go to my Father.”

5 ese Greeks had been in faithful attendance upon Jesus’
teaching in the temple. On Monday evening they had held a con-
ference at the home of Nicodemus, which lasted until the dawn of
day, and 30 of them had elected to enter the kingdom.

6 As Jesus stood before them at this time, he perceived the end
of one dispensation and the beginning of another. Turning his at-
tention to the Greeks, the Master said:

7 ¶ “Hewhobelieves this gospel, believes notmerely inmebut in
Him who sent me. When you look upon me, you see not only the
Son ofMan but alsoHimwho sentme. I am the light of the world,
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and whosoever will believe my teaching shall no longer abide in
darkness. If you gentiles will hear me, you shall receive the words
of life and shall enter forthwith into the joyous liberty of the truth
of sonship with God. If my fellow countrymen, the Jews, choose
to reject me and to refuse my teachings, I will not sit in judgment
on them, for I came not to judge the world but to offer it salvation.
Nevertheless, they who reject me and refuse to receive my teaching
shall be brought to judgment in due season bymy Father and those
whomhe has appointed to sit in judgment on such as reject the gi
of mercy and the truths of salvation. Remember, all of you, that I
speak not of myself, but that I have faithfully declared to you that
which the Father commanded I should reveal to the children of
men. And these words which the Father directed me to speak to
the world are words of divine truth, everlasting mercy, and eternal
life.

8 “But to both Jew and gentile I declare the hour has about come
when the Son of Man will be glori ed. You well know that, except
a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it abides alone; but
if it dies in good soil, it springs up again to life and bears much
fruit. Hewho sel shly loves his life stands in danger of losing it; but
he who is willing to lay down his life for my sake and the gospel’s
shall enjoy a more abundant existence on earth and in heaven, life
eternal. If you will truly follow me, even a er I have gone to my
Father, then shall you becomemy disciples and the sincere servants
of your fellow mortals.

9 “I knowmy hour is approaching, and I am troubled. I perceive
that my people are determined to spurn the kingdom, but I am re-
joiced to receive these truth-seeking gentiles who come here today
inquiring for the way of light. Nevertheless, my heart aches for my
people, and my soul is distraught by that which lies just before me.
What shall I say as I look ahead and discern what is about to be-
fall me? Shall I say, Father save me from this awful hour? No! For
this very purpose have I come into the world and even to this hour.
Rather will I say, and pray that you will join me: Father, glorify
your name; your will be done.”

10 When Jesus had thus spoken, the Personalized Adjuster of his
indwelling during prebaptismal times appeared before him, and as
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he paused noticeably, this now mighty spirit of the Father’s rep-
resentation spoke to Jesus of Nazareth, saying: “I have glori edmy
name in your bestowalsmany times, and Iwill glorify it oncemore.”

11 While the Jews and gentiles here assembled heard no voice,
they could not fail to discern that the Master had paused in his
speaking while a message came to him from some superhuman
source. ey all said, every man to the one who was by him, “An
angel has spoken to him.”

12 en Jesus continued to speak: “All this has not happened for
my sake but for yours. I know of a certainty that the Father will
receive me and accept my mission in your behalf, but it is need-
ful that you be encouraged and be made ready for the ery trial
which is just ahead. Let me assure you that victory shall eventu-
ally crown our united efforts to enlighten the world and liberate
mankind. e old order is bringing itself to judgment; the Prince
of this world I have cast down; and allmen shall become free by the
light of the spirit which I will pour out upon all esh a er I have
ascended to my Father in heaven.

13 “And now I declare to you that I, if I be li ed up on earth and
in your lives, will draw all men to myself and into the fellowship
of my Father. You have believed that the Deliverer would abide
on earth forever, but I declare that the Son of Man will be rejected
by men, and that he will go back to the Father. Only a little while
will I be with you; only a little time will the living light be among
this darkened generation. Walk while you have this light so that
the oncoming darkness and confusion may not overtake you. He
whowalks in the darkness knows not where he goes; but if you will
choose to walk in the light, you shall all indeed become liberated
sons of God. And now, all of you, come with me while we go back
to the temple and I speak farewell words to the chief priests, the
scribes, the Pharisees, the Sadducees, the Herodians, and the be-
nighted rulers of Israel.”

14 Having thus spoken, Jesus led the way over the narrow streets
of Jerusalem back to the temple. ey had just heard the Master
say that this was to be his farewell discourse in the temple, and they
followed him in silence and in deep meditation.
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THE LAST TEMPLE DISCOURSE

Midwayer Commission

SHORTLY a er 14:00 on Tuesday, Jesus, accompanied by 11
apostles, Joseph of Arimathea, the 30 Greeks, and certain
other disciples, arrived at the temple and began the delivery

of his last address in the courts of the sacred edi ce. is discourse
was intended to be his last appeal to the Jewish people and the -
nal indictment of his vehement enemies and would-be destroyers
— the scribes, Pharisees, Sadducees, and the chief rulers of Israel.

roughout the forenoon the various groups had had an opportu-
nity to question Jesus; this a ernoon no one asked him a question.

2 As the Master began to speak, the temple court was quiet and
orderly. emoney-changers and themerchandisers had not dared
again to enter the temple since Jesus and the aroused multitude
had driven them out the previous day. Before beginning the dis-
course, Jesus tenderly looked down upon this audience which was
so soon to hear his farewell public address of mercy to mankind
coupledwith his last denunciation of the false teachers and the big-
oted rulers of the Jews.

1. THE DISCOURSE
1 “ is long time have I been with you, going up and down in

the land proclaiming the Father’s love for the children of men, and
many have seen the light and, by faith, have entered into the king-
domof heaven. In connectionwith this teaching andpreaching the
Father has donemanywonderful works, even to the resurrection of
the dead. Many sick and afflicted have been made whole because
they believed; but all of this proclamation of truth and healing of
disease has not opened the eyes of those who refuse to see light,
those who are determined to reject this gospel of the kingdom.

2 “In every manner consistent with doing my Father’s will, I and
my apostles have done our utmost to live in peace with our breth-
ren, to conform with the reasonable requirements of the laws of
Moses and the traditions of Israel. We have persistently sought
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peace, but the leaders of Israel will not have it. By rejecting the
truth of God and the light of heaven, they are aligning themselves
on the side of error and darkness. ere cannot be peace between
light and darkness, between life and death, between truth and er-
ror.

3 “Many of you have dared to believe my teachings and have al-
ready entered into the joy and liberty of the consciousness of son-
ship with God. And you will bear me witness that I have offered
this same sonship with God to all the Jewish nation, even to these
very men who now seek my destruction. And even now would my
Father receive these blinded teachers and these hypocritical leaders
if they would only turn to him and accept his mercy. Even now it
is not too late for this people to receive the word of heaven and to
welcome the Son of Man.

4 “My Father has long dealt in mercy with this people. Gen-
eration a er generation have we sent our prophets to teach and
warn them, and generation a er generation have they killed these
heaven-sent teachers. And now do your wilful high priests and
stubborn rulers go right on doing this same thing. As Herod
brought about the death of John, you likewise now make ready to
destroy the Son of Man.

5 “As long as there is a chance that the Jews will turn to my Fa-
ther and seek salvation, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob will
keep his hands of mercy outstretched toward you; but when you
have once lled up your cup of impenitence, and when once you
have nally rejected my Father’s mercy, this nation will be le to
its own counsels, and it shall speedily come to an inglorious end.

is people was called to become the light of the world, to show
forth the spiritual glory of a God-knowing race, but you have so
far departed from the ful lment of your divine privileges that your
leaders are about to commit the supreme folly of all the ages in that
they are on the verge of nally rejecting the gi of God to all men
and for all ages— the revelation of the love of the Father in heaven
for all his creatures on earth.

6 “And when you do once reject this revelation of God to man,
the kingdomofheaven shall be given toother peoples, to thosewho
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will receive it with joy and gladness. In the name of the Father who
sent me, I solemnly warn you that you are about to lose your posi-
tion in the world as the standard-bearers of eternal truth and the
custodians of the divine law. I am just now offering you your last
chance to come forward and repent, to signify your intention to
seek God with all your hearts and to enter, like little children and
by sincere faith, into the security and salvation of the kingdom of
heaven.

7 “My Father has long worked for your salvation, and I came
down to live among you and personally show you the way. Many
of both the Jews and the Samaritans, and even the gentiles, have
believed the gospel of the kingdom, but those who should be rst
to come forward and accept the light of heaven have steadfastly re-
fused to believe the revelation of the truth of God—God revealed
in man and man upli ed to God.

8 “ is a ernoon my apostles stand here before you in silence,
but you shall soon hear their voices ringing out with the call to sal-
vation andwith the urge to unite with the heavenly kingdom as the
sons of the living God. And now I call to witness these, my disci-
ples and believers in the gospel of the kingdom, as well as the un-
seen messengers by their sides, that I have once more offered Israel
and her rulers deliverance and salvation. But you all behold how
the Father’s mercy is slighted and how the messengers of truth are
rejected. Nevertheless, I admonish you that these scribes and Phar-
isees still sit inMoses’ seat, and therefore, until theMostHighswho
rule in the kingdoms ofmen shall nally overthrow this nation and
destroy the place of these rulers, I bid you co-operate with these
elders in Israel. You are not required to unite with them in their
plans to destroy the Son of Man, but in everything related to the
peace of Israel you are to be subject to them. In all these matters do
whatsoever they bid you and observe the essentials of the law but
do not pattern a er their evil works. Remember, this is the sin of
these rulers: ey say that which is good, but they do it not. You
well knowhow these leaders bindheavy burdens on your shoulders,
burdens grievous to bear, and that they will not li as much as one
nger to help you bear theseweighty burdens. ey have oppressed

you with ceremonies and enslaved you by traditions.
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9 “Furthermore, these self-centred rulers delight in doing their
goodworks so that theywill be seenbymen. eymake broad their
phylacteries and enlarge the borders of their official robes. ey
crave the chief places at the feasts and demand the chief seats in the
synagogues. ey covet laudatory salutations in the market places
and desire to be called rabbi by all men. And even while they seek
all this honour from men, they secretly lay hold of widows’ houses
and take pro t from the services of the sacred temple. For a pre-
tense these hypocrites make long prayers in public and give alms to
attract the notice of their fellows.

10 “While you should honour your rulers and reverence your
teachers, you should call no man Father in the spiritual sense, for
there is one who is your Father, even God. Neither should you
seek to lord it over your brethren in the kingdom. Remember, I
have taught you that he who would be greatest among you should
become the server of all. If you presume to exalt yourselves before
God, youwill certainly be humbled; butwhoso truly humbles him-
self will surely be exalted. Seek in your daily lives, not self-glori -
cation, but the glory of God. Intelligently subordinate your own
wills to the will of the Father in heaven.

11 “Mistake not my words. I bear no malice toward these chief
priests and rulers who even now seek my destruction; I have no
ill will for these scribes and Pharisees who reject my teachings. I
know thatmanyof youbelieve in secret, and I knowyouwill openly
profess your allegiance to the kingdom when my hour comes. But
how will your rabbis justify themselves since they profess to talk
with God and then presume to reject and destroy him who comes
to reveal the Father to the worlds?

12 “Woe upon you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! You would
shut the doors of the kingdom of heaven against sincere men be-
cause they happen to be unlearned in the ways of your teaching.
You refuse to enter the kingdom and at the same time do every-
thing within your power to prevent all others from entering. You
stand with your backs to the doors of salvation and ght with all
who would enter therein.

13 “Woe upon you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites that you are!
for you do indeed encompass land and sea to make one proselyte,
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and when you have succeeded, you are not content until you have
made him twofold worse than he was as a child of the heathen.

14 “Woe upon you, chief priests and rulers who lay hold of the
property of the poor and demand heavy dues of those who would
serve God as they think Moses ordained! You who refuse to show
mercy, can you hope for mercy in the worlds to come?

15 “Woe upon you, false teachers, blind guides! What can be ex-
pected of a nation when the blind lead the blind? ey both shall
stumble into the pit of destruction.

16 “Woe upon you who dissimulate when you take an oath! You
are tricksters since you teach that a man may swear by the temple
and break his oath, but that whoso swears by the gold in the tem-
ple must remain bound. You are all fools and blind. You are not
even consistent in your dishonesty, for which is the greater, the
gold or the temple which has supposedly sancti ed the gold? You
also teach that, if aman swears by the altar, it is nothing; but that, if
one swears by the gi that is upon the altar, then shall he be held as
a debtor. Again are you blind to the truth, for which is the greater,
the gi or the altar which sancti es the gi ? How can you justify
such hypocrisy and dishonesty in the sight of the God of heaven?

17 “Woe upon you, scribes and Pharisees and all other hypocrites
who make sure that they tithe mint, anise, and cumin and at the
same time disregard the weightier matters of the law — faith,
mercy, and judgment! Within reason, the one you ought to have
done but not to have le the other undone. You are truly blind
guides and dumb teachers; you strain out the gnat and swallow the
camel.

18 “Woe upon you, scribes, Pharisees, and hypocrites! for you are
scrupulous to cleanse the outside of the cup and the platter, but
within there remains the lth of extortion, excesses, and deception.
You are spiritually blind. Do you not recognize howmuch better it
would be rst to cleanse the inside of the cup, and then that which
spills over would of itself cleanse the outside? You wicked repro-
bates! youmake the outward performances of your religion to con-
formwith the letter of your interpretation ofMoses’ lawwhile your
souls are steeped in iniquity and lled with murder.
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19 “Woe upon all of youwho reject truth and spurnmercy! Many
of you are likewhited sepulchres, whichoutwardly appear beautiful
but within are full of deadmen’s bones and all sorts of uncleanness.
Even so do you who knowingly reject the counsel of God appear
outwardly to men as holy and righteous, but inwardly your hearts
are lled with hypocrisy and iniquity.

20 “Woe upon you, false guides of a nation! Over yonder have
you built a monument to the martyred prophets of old, while you
plot to destroyHimofwhom they spoke. You garnish the tombs of
the righteous and atter yourselves that, had you lived in the days
of your fathers, you would not have killed the prophets; and then
in the face of such self-righteous thinking you make ready to slay
him of whom the prophets spoke, the Son of Man. Inasmuch as
you do these things, are you witness to yourselves that you are the
wicked sons of them who slew the prophets. Go on, then, and ll
up the cup of your condemnation to the full!

21 “Woe upon you, children of evil! John did truly call you the
offspring of vipers, and I ask how can you escape the judgment that
John pronounced upon you?

22 “But even now I offer you in my Father’s name mercy and for-
giveness; even now I proffer the loving hand of eternal fellowship.
My Father has sent you the wise men and the prophets; some you
have persecuted and others you have killed. en appeared John
proclaiming the coming of the Son ofMan, and him you destroyed
a er many had believed his teaching. And now you make ready to
shedmore innocent blood. Do you not comprehend that a terrible
day of reckoning will come when the Judge of all the earth shall re-
quire of this people an accounting for the way they have rejected,
persecuted, and destroyed thesemessengers of heaven? Do you not
understand that you must account for all of this righteous blood,
from the rst prophet killed down to the times of Zechariah, who
was slain between the sanctuary and the altar? And if you go on in
your evil ways, this accounting may be required of this very gener-
ation.

23 “O Jerusalem and the children of Abraham, you who have
stoned the prophets and killed the teachers that were sent to you,
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even now would I gather your children together as a hen gathers
her chickens under her wings, but you will not!

24 “And now I take leave of you. You have heard my message and
have made your decision. ose who have believed my gospel are
even now safe within the kingdom of God. To you who have cho-
sen to reject the gi of God, I say that you will no more see me
teaching in the temple. My work for you is done. Behold, I now go
forth with my children, and your house is le to you desolate!”

25 And then the Master beckoned his followers to depart from
the temple.

2. STATUS OF INDIVIDUAL JEWS
1 e fact that the spiritual leaders and the religious teachers of

the Jewish nation onetime rejected the teachings of Jesus and con-
spired to bring about his cruel death, does not in anymanner affect
the status of any individual Jew in his standing before God. And
it should not cause those who profess to be followers of the Christ
to be prejudiced against the Jew as a fellow mortal. e Jews, as
a nation, as a sociopolitical group, paid in full the terrible price of
rejecting the Prince of Peace. Long since they ceased to be the spir-
itual torchbearers of divine truth to the races of mankind, but this
constitutes no valid reasonwhy the individual descendants of these
long-ago Jews shouldbemade to suffer thepersecutionswhichhave
been visited upon them by intolerant, unworthy, and bigoted pro-
fessed followers of Jesus of Nazareth, who was, himself, a Jew by
natural birth.

2 Many times has this unreasoning and un-Christlike hatred and
persecution of modern Jews terminated in the suffering and death
of some innocent and unoffending Jewish individual whose very
ancestors, in the times of Jesus, heartily accepted his gospel and
presently died un inchingly for that truth which they so whole-
heartedly believed. What a shudder of horror passes over the on-
looking celestial beings as they behold the professed followers of Je-
sus indulge themselves in persecuting, harassing, and evenmurder-
ing the later-day descendants of Peter, Philip, Matthew, and others
of the Palestinian Jews who so gloriously yielded up their lives as
the rst martyrs of the gospel of the heavenly kingdom!
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3 How cruel and unreasoning to compel innocent children to
suffer for the sins of their progenitors, misdeeds of which they are
wholly ignorant, and for which they could in no way be responsi-
ble! And to do such wicked deeds in the name of one who taught
his disciples to love even their enemies! It has become necessary, in
this recital of the life of Jesus, to portray the manner in which cer-
tainof his fellow Jews rejectedhimand conspired tobring abouthis
ignominious death; but we would warn all who read this narrative
that the presentation of such a historical recital in no way justi es
the unjust hatred, nor condones the unfair attitude ofmind, which
so many professed Christians have maintained toward individual
Jews for many centuries. Kingdom believers, those who follow the
teachings of Jesus, must cease to mistreat the individual Jew as one
who is guilty of the rejection and cruci xion of Jesus. e Father
and his Creator Son have never ceased to love the Jews. God is no
respecter of persons, and salvation is for the Jew as well as for the
gentile.

3. THE FATEFUL SANHEDRIN MEETING
1 At 20:00 on this Tuesday evening the fateful meeting of the

Sanhedrin was called to order. On many previous occasions had
this supreme court of the Jewish nation informally decreed the
death of Jesus. Many times had this august ruling body determined
to put a stop to his work, but never before had they resolved to
place him under arrest and to bring about his death at any and all
costs. It was just beforemidnight on this Tuesday, April 4, A.D. 30,
that the Sanhedrin, as then constituted, officially and unanimously
voted to impose the death sentence upon both Jesus and Lazarus.

is was the answer to the Master’s last appeal to the rulers of the
Jews which he hadmade in the temple only a few hours before, and
it represented their reaction of bitter resentment toward Jesus’ last
and vigorous indictment of these same chief priests and impeni-
tent Sadducees and Pharisees. e passing of death sentence (even
before his trial) upon the Son of God was the Sanhedrin’s reply to
the last offer of heavenly mercy ever to be extended to the Jewish
nation, as such.

2 From this time on the Jews were le to nish their brief and
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short lease of national life wholly in accordance with their purely
human status among the nations of Urantia. Israel had repudiated
the Son of the God who made a covenant with Abraham, and the
plan to make the children of Abraham the light-bearers of truth
to the world had been shattered. e divine covenant had been
abrogated, and the end of the Hebrew nation drew on apace.

3 e officers of the Sanhedrin were given the orders for Jesus’
arrest early the next morning, but with instructions that he must
not be apprehended in public. ey were told to plan to take him
in secret, preferably suddenly and at night. Understanding that he
might not return that day (Wednesday) to teach in the temple, they
instructed these officers of the Sanhedrin to “bring him before the
high Jewish court sometime before midnight on ursday.”

4. THE SITUATION IN JERUSALEM
1 At the conclusion of Jesus’ last discourse in the temple, the

apostles once more were le in confusion and consternation. Be-
fore theMaster began his terrible denunciation of the Jewish rulers,
Judas had returned to the temple, so that all 12 heard this latter half
of Jesus’ last discourse in the temple. It is unfortunate that Judas
Iscariot could not have heard the rst and mercy-proffering half
of this farewell address. He did not hear this last offer of mercy
to the Jewish rulers because he was still in conference with a cer-
tain group of Sadducean relatives and friends with whom he had
lunched, and with whom he was conferring as to the most tting
manner of dissociating himself from Jesus and his fellow apostles.
It was while listening to theMaster’s nal indictment of the Jewish
leaders and rulers that Judas nally and fully made up his mind to
forsake the gospel movement and wash his hands of the whole en-
terprise. Nevertheless, he le the temple in company with the 12,
went with them to Mount Olivet, where, with his fellow apostles,
he listened to that fateful discourse on the destruction of Jerusa-
lem and the end of the Jewish nation, and remainedwith them that
Tuesday night at the new camp near Gethsemane.

2 ¶ e multitude who heard Jesus swing from his merciful ap-
peal to the Jewish leaders into that sudden and scathing rebuke
which bordered on ruthless denunciation, were stunned and bewil-
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dered. at night, while the Sanhedrin sat in death judgment upon
Jesus, and while the Master sat with his apostles and certain of his
disciples out on the Mount of Olives foretelling the death of the
Jewish nation, all Jerusalem was given over to the serious and sup-
pressed discussion of just one question: “What will they do with
Jesus?”

3 ¶ At the home of Nicodemus more than 30 prominent Jews
who were secret believers in the kingdom met and debated what
course theywould pursue in case an open breakwith the Sanhedrin
should come. All present agreed that they would make open ac-
knowledgement of their allegiance to the Master in the very hour
they should hear of his arrest. And that is just what they did.

4 e Sadducees, who now controlled and dominated the San-
hedrin, were desirous of making away with Jesus for the following
reasons:

5 1. ey feared that the increased popular favour with which
the multitude regarded him threatened to endanger the existence
of the Jewish nation by possible involvement with the Roman au-
thorities.

6 2. His zeal for temple reform struck directly at their rev-
enues; the cleansing of the temple affected their pocketbooks.

7 3. ey felt themselves responsible for thepreservationof so-
cial order, and they feared the consequences of the further spread
of Jesus’ strange and new doctrine of the brotherhood of man.

8 ¶ e Pharisees had different motives for wanting to see Jesus
put to death. ey feared him because:

9 1. He was arrayed in telling opposition to their traditional
hold upon the people. e Pharisees were ultraconservative, and
they bitterly resented these supposedly radical attacks upon their
vested prestige as religious teachers.

10 2. ey held that Jesus was a lawbreaker; that he had shown
utter disregard for the Sabbath and numerous other legal and cer-
emonial requirements.

11 3. ey charged him with blasphemy because he alluded to
God as his Father.
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12 4. And now were they thoroughly angry with him because
of his last discourse of bitter denunciation which he had this day
delivered in the temple as the concluding portion of his farewell
address.

13 ¶ e Sanhedrin, having formally decreed the death of Jesus
and having issued orders for his arrest, adjourned on this Tuesday
nearmidnight, a er appointing tomeet at 10:00 the nextmorning
at the home of Caiaphas the high priest for the purpose of formu-
lating the charges on which Jesus should be brought to trial.

14 A small group of the Sadducees had actually proposed to dis-
pose of Jesus by assassination, but the Pharisees utterly refused to
countenance such a procedure.

15 ¶ And this was the situation in Jerusalem and among men on
this eventful day while a vast concourse of celestial beings hovered
over this momentous scene on earth, anxious to do something to
assist their beloved Sovereign but powerless to act because they
were effectively restrained by their commanding superiors.



PAPER №176
TUESDAY EVENING ON MOUNT OLIVET

Midwayer Commission

THISTuesday a ernoon, as Jesus and the apostles passed out
of the temple on their way to the Gethsemane camp, Mat-
thew, calling attention to the temple construction, said:

“Master, observe what manner of buildings these are. See the mas-
sive stones and the beautiful adornment; can it be that these build-
ings are to be destroyed?” As they went on toward Olivet, Jesus
said: “You see these stones and this massive temple; verily, verily, I
say to you: In the days soon to come there shall not be le one stone
upon another. ey shall all be thrown down.” ese remarks de-
picting the destruction of the sacred temple aroused the curiosity
of the apostles as they walked along behind the Master; they could
conceive of no event short of the end of the world which would
occasion the destruction of the temple.

2 In order to avoid the crowds passing along the Kidron valley
towardGethsemane, Jesus and his associates wereminded to climb
up the western slope of Olivet for a short distance and then follow
a trail over to their private camp near Gethsemane located a short
distance above the public camping ground. As they turned to leave
the road leading on to Bethany, they observed the temple, glori ed
by the rays of the setting sun; and while they tarried on the mount,
they saw the lights of the city appear and beheld the beauty of the
illuminated temple; and there, under the mellow light of the full
moon, Jesus and the 12 sat down. e Master talked with them,
and presently Nathaniel asked this question: “Tell us, Master, how
shall we know when these events are about to come to pass?”

1. THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM
1 In answering Nathaniel’s question, Jesus said: “Yes, I will tell

you about the times when this people shall have lled up the cup
of their iniquity; when justice shall swi ly descend upon this city
of our fathers. I am about to leave you; I go to the Father. A er I
leave you, take heed that no man deceive you, for many will come
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as deliverers and will lead many astray. When you hear of wars and
rumours of wars, be not troubled, for though all these things will
happen, the end of Jerusalem is not yet at hand. You should not be
perturbed by famines or earthquakes; neither should you be con-
cerned when you are delivered up to the civil authorities and are
persecuted for the sake of the gospel. You will be thrown out of
the synagogue and put in prison for my sake, and some of you will
be killed. When you are brought up before governors and rulers, it
shall be for a testimony of your faith and to show your steadfastness
in the gospel of the kingdom. And when you stand before judges,
be not anxious beforehand as to what you should say, for the spirit
will teach you in that very hour what you should answer your ad-
versaries. In these days of travail, even your own kinsfolk, under
the leadership of those who have rejected the Son of Man, will de-
liver you up to prison and death. For a time youmay be hated by all
men for my sake, but even in these persecutions I will not forsake
you; my spirit will not desert you. Be patient! doubt not that this
gospel of the kingdom will triumph over all enemies and, eventu-
ally, be proclaimed to all nations.”

2 Jesus paused while he looked down upon the city. e Master
realized that the rejection of the spiritual concept of the Messiah,
the determination to cling persistently and blindly to the material
mission of the expected deliverer, would presently bring the Jews
in direct con ict with the powerful Roman armies, and that such
a contest could only result in the nal and complete overthrow of
the Jewish nation. When his people rejected his spiritual bestowal
and refused to receive the light of heaven as it so mercifully shone
upon them, they thereby sealed their doom as an independent peo-
plewith a special spiritualmissionon earth. Even the Jewish leaders
subsequently recognized that it was this secular idea of the Mes-
siah which directly led to the turbulence which eventually brought
about their destruction.

3 Since Jerusalem was to become the cradle of the early gospel
movement, Jesus did not want its teachers and preachers to perish
in the terrible overthrow of the Jewish people in connection with
the destruction of Jerusalem; wherefore did he give these instruc-
tions to his followers. Jesus was much concerned lest some of his
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disciples become involved in these soon-coming revolts and so per-
ish in the downfall of Jerusalem.

4 enAndrew inquired: “But,Master, if theHolyCity and the
temple are tobedestroyed, and if you arenothere todirect us, when
should we forsake Jerusalem?” Said Jesus: “You may remain in the
city a er I have gone, even through these times of travail and bitter
persecution, butwhen you nally see Jerusalembeing encompassed
by theRoman armies a er the revolt of the false prophets, thenwill
you know that her desolation is at hand; then must you ee to the
mountains. Let none who are in the city and around about tarry to
save aught, neither let those who are outside dare to enter therein.

ere will be great tribulation, for these will be the days of gentile
vengeance. And a er you have deserted the city, this disobedient
people will fall by the edge of the sword andwill be led captive into
all nations; and so shall Jerusalem be trodden down by the gentiles.
In the meantime, I warn you, be not deceived. If any man comes
to you, saying, ‘Behold, here is the Deliverer,’ or ‘Behold, there is
he,’ believe it not, for many false teachers will arise and many will
be led astray; but you should not be deceived, for I have told you
all this beforehand.”

5 e apostles sat in silence in the moonlight for a considerable
time while these astounding predictions of the Master sank into
their bewildered minds. And it was in conformity with this very
warning that practically the entire group of believers and disciples
ed from Jerusalemupon the rst appearance of theRoman troops,
nding a safe shelter in Pella to the north.
6 Even a er this explicit warning, many of Jesus’ followers inter-

preted these predictions as referring to the changes which would
obviously occur in Jerusalem when the reappearing of the Mes-
siah would result in the establishment of theNew Jerusalem and in
the enlargement of the city to become the world’s capital. In their
minds these Jews were determined to connect the destruction of
the temple with the “end of the world.” ey believed this New Je-
rusalem would ll all Palestine; that the end of the world would be
followed by the immediate appearance of the “newheavens and the
new earth.” And so it was not strange that Peter should say: “Mas-
ter, we know that all things will pass away when the new heavens
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and the new earth appear, but how shall we know when you will
return to bring all this about?”

7 When Jesus heard this, he was thoughtful for some time and
then said: “You ever err since you always try to attach the new
teaching to the old; you are determined to misunderstand all my
teaching; you insist on interpreting the gospel in accordance with
your established beliefs. Nevertheless, I will try to enlighten you.”

2. THE MASTER’S SECOND COMING
1 On several occasions Jesus had made statements which led

his hearers to infer that, while he intended presently to leave this
world, he would most certainly return to consummate the work
of the heavenly kingdom. As the conviction grew on his followers
that he was going to leave them, and a er he had departed from
this world, it was only natural for all believers to lay fast hold upon
these promises to return. e doctrine of the second coming of
Christ thus became early incorporated into the teachings of the
Christians, and almost every subsequent generation of disciples has
devoutly believed this truth and has con dently looked forward to
his sometime coming.

2 If they were to part with their Master and Teacher, how much
more did these rst disciples and the apostles grasp at this prom-
ise to return, and they lost no time in associating the predicted
destruction of Jerusalem with this promised second coming. And
they continued thus to interpret his words notwithstanding that,
throughout this evening of instruction on Mount Olivet, the Mas-
ter took particular pains to prevent just such a mistake.

3 ¶ In further answer to Peter’s question, Jesus said: “Why do
you still look for the Son of Man to sit upon the throne of David
and expect that the material dreams of the Jews will be ful lled?
Have I not told you all these years that my kingdom is not of this
world? e things which you now look down upon are coming to
an end, but this will be a new beginning out of which the gospel of
the kingdom will go to all the world and this salvation will spread
to all peoples. And when the kingdom shall have come to its full
fruition, be assured that the Father in heaven will not fail to visit
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you with an enlarged revelation of truth and an enhanced demon-
stration of righteousness, even as he has already bestowedupon this
world him who became the prince of darkness, and then Adam,
who was followed by Melchizedek, and in these days, the Son of
Man. And so will my Father continue to manifest his mercy and
show forth his love, even to this dark and evil world. So also will
I, a er my Father has invested me with all power and authority,
continue to follow your fortunes and to guide in the affairs of the
kingdom by the presence of my spirit, who shall shortly be poured
out upon all esh. Even though I shall thus be present with you
in spirit, I also promise that I will sometime return to this world,
where I have lived this life in the esh and achieved the experience
of simultaneously revealing God to man and leading man to God.
Very soon must I leave you and take up the work the Father has in-
trusted to my hands, but be of good courage, for I will sometime
return. In the meantime, my Spirit of the Truth of a universe shall
comfort and guide you.

4 “You behold me now in weakness and in the esh, but when
I return, it shall be with power and in the spirit. e eye of esh
beholds the Son of Man in the esh, but only the eye of the spirit
will behold the Son of Man glori ed by the Father and appearing
on earth in his own name.

5 “But the times of the reappearing of the Son ofMan are known
only in the councils of Paradise; not even the angels of heavenknow
when this will occur. However, you should understand that, when
this gospel of the kingdom shall have been proclaimed to all the
world for the salvation of all peoples, and when the fullness of the
age has come to pass, the Father will send you another dispensa-
tional bestowal, or else the Son of Man will return to adjudge the
age.

6 “And now concerning the travail of Jerusalem, about which I
have spoken to you, even this generationwill not pass away untilmy
words are ful lled; but concerning the times of the coming again
of the Son of Man, no one in heaven or on earth may presume to
speak. But you should bewise regarding the ripening of an age; you
should be alert to discern the signs of the times. You know when
the g tree shows its tender branches and puts forth its leaves that
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summer is near. Likewise, when the world has passed through the
long winter of material-mindedness and you discern the coming of
the spiritual springtime of a new dispensation, should you know
that the summertime of a new visitation draws near.

7 “But what is the signi cance of this teaching having to do with
the coming of the Sons of God? Do you not perceive that, when
each of you is called to lay down his life struggle and pass through
the portal of death, you stand in the immediate presence of judg-
ment, and that you are face to face with the facts of a new dispensa-
tion of service in the eternal plan of the in nite Father? What the
whole world must face as a literal fact at the end of an age, you, as
individuals, must each most certainly face as a personal experience
when you reach the end of your natural life and thereby pass on
to be confronted with the conditions and demands inherent in the
next revelation of the eternal progression of the Father’s kingdom.”

8 Of all the discourses which the Master gave his apostles, none
ever became so confused in theirminds as this one, given this Tues-
day evening on the Mount of Olives, regarding the twofold sub-
ject of the destruction of Jerusalem and his own second coming.

erewas, therefore, little agreement between the subsequentwrit-
ten accounts based on the memories of what the Master said on
this extraordinary occasion. Consequently, when the records were
le blank concerning much that was said that Tuesday evening,
there grew up many traditions; and very early in the second cen-
tury a Jewish apocalyptic about the Messiah written by one Selta,
whowas attached to the court of the EmperorCaligula, was bodily
copied into theMatthewGospel and subsequently added (in part)
to theMark and Luke records. It was in these writings of Selta that
the parable of the ten virgins appeared. No part of the gospel re-
cord ever suffered such confusingmisconstruction as this evening’s
teaching. But the Apostle John never became thus confused.

9 As these 13 men resumed their journey toward the camp, they
were speechless and under great emotional tension. Judas had -
nally con rmed his decision to abandon his associates. It was a late
hour when David Zebedee, John Mark, and a number of the lead-
ing disciples welcomed Jesus and the 12 to the new camp, but the
apostles did not want to sleep; they wanted to know more about
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the destruction of Jerusalem, the Master’s departure, and the end
of the world.

3. LATER DISCUSSION AT THE CAMP
1 As they gathered about the camp re, some20of them, omas

asked: “Since you are to return to nish the work of the kingdom,
what should be our attitudewhile you are away on theFather’s busi-
ness?” As Jesus looked them over by the relight, he answered:

2 ¶ “And even you, omas, fail to comprehendwhat I have been
saying. Have I not all this time taught you that your connection
with the kingdom is spiritual and individual, wholly a matter of
personal experience in the spirit by the faith-realization that you
are a son of God? What more shall I say? e downfall of nations,
the crash of empires, the destruction of the unbelieving Jews, the
end of an age, even the end of the world, what have these things
to do with one who believes this gospel, and who has hid his life
in the surety of the eternal kingdom? You who are God-knowing
and gospel-believing have already received the assurances of eternal
life. Since your lives have been lived in the spirit and for the Father,
nothing can be of serious concern to you. Kingdom builders, the
accredited citizens of the heavenly worlds, are not to be disturbed
by temporal upheavals or perturbedby terrestrial cataclysms. What
does it matter to you who believe this gospel of the kingdom if na-
tions overturn, the age ends, or all things visible crash, since you
know that your life is the gi of the Son, and that it is eternally
secure in the Father? Having lived the temporal life by faith and
having yielded the fruits of the spirit as the righteousness of lov-
ing service for your fellows, you can con dently look forward to
the next step in the eternal career with the same survival faith that
has carried you through your rst and earthly adventure in sonship
with God.

3 “Each generation of believers should carry on their work, in
view of the possible return of the Son of Man, exactly as each in-
dividual believer carries forward his lifework in view of inevitable
and ever-impending natural death. When you have by faith once
established yourself as a son ofGod, nothing elsematters as regards
the surety of survival. But make no mistake! this survival faith is
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a living faith, and it increasingly manifests the fruits of that divine
spiritwhich rst inspired it in the humanheart. at youhave once
accepted sonship in the heavenly kingdom will not save you in the
face of the knowing and persistent rejection of those truths which
have to dowith the progressive spiritual fruit-bearing of the sons of
God in the esh. You who have been with me in the Father’s busi-
ness on earth can even now desert the kingdom if you nd that you
love not the way of the Father’s service for mankind.

4 “As individuals, and as a generation of believers, hear me while
I speak a parable: ere was a certain great man who, before start-
ing out on a long journey to another country, called all his trusted
servants before him and delivered into their hands all his goods.
To one he gave ve talents, to another two, and to another one.
And so on down through the entire group of honoured stewards,
to each he intrusted his goods according to their several abilities;
and then he set out on his journey. When their lord had departed,
his servants set themselves at work to gain pro ts from the wealth
intrusted to them. Immediately hewhohad received ve talents be-
gan to trade with them and very soon had made a pro t of another
ve talents. In like manner he who had received two talents soon

had gained two more. And so did all of these servants make gains
for their master except him who received but one talent. He went
away by himself and dug a hole in the earth where he hid his lord’s
money. Presently the lord of those servants unexpectedly returned
and called upon his stewards for a reckoning. And when they had
all been called before their master, he who had received the ve
talents came forward with the money which had been intrusted to
him and brought ve additional talents, saying, ‘Lord, you gaveme
ve talents to invest, and I am glad to present ve other talents as

mygain.’And thenhis lord said tohim: ‘Well done, good and faith-
ful servant, you have been faithful over a few things; I will now set
you as steward overmany; enter forthwith into the joy of your lord.’
And then he who had received the two talents came forward, say-
ing: ‘Lord, you delivered intomy hands two talents; behold, I have
gained these other two talents.’Andhis lord then said tohim: ‘Well
done, good and faithful steward; you also have been faithful over a
few things, and I will now set you overmany; enter you into the joy
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of your lord.’ And then there came to the accounting he who had
received the one talent. is servant came forward, saying, ‘Lord,
I knew you and realized that you were a shrewd man in that you
expected gains where you had not personally laboured; therefore
was I afraid to risk aught of that which was intrusted tome. I safely
hid your talent in the earth; here it is; you now have what belongs
to you.’ But his lord answered: ‘You are an indolent and slothful
steward. By your own words you confess that you knew I would
require of you an accounting with reasonable pro t, such as your
diligent fellow servants have this day rendered. Knowing this, you
ought, therefore, to have at least put my money into the hands of
the bankers that on my return I might have received my own with
interest.’ And then to the chief steward this lord said: ‘Take away
this one talent from this unpro table servant and give it to him
who has the ten talents.’˚

5 “To every one who has, more shall be given, and he shall have
abundance; but fromhimwhohas not, even thatwhichhe has shall
be taken away. You cannot stand still in the affairs of the eternal
kingdom. My Father requires all his children to grow in grace and
in a knowledge of the truth. Youwho know these truthsmust yield
the increase of the fruits of the spirit and manifest a growing devo-
tion to the unsel sh service of your fellow servants. And remember
that, inasmuch as you minister to one of the least of my brethren,
you have done this service to me.

6 “And so should you go about the work of the Father’s business,
now and henceforth, even forevermore. Carry on until I come. In
faithfulness do thatwhich is intrusted to you, and thereby shall you
be ready for the reckoning call of death. And having thus lived for
the glory of the Father and the satisfaction of the Son, you shall en-
ter with joy and exceedingly great pleasure into the eternal service
of the everlasting kingdom.”

7 ¶ Truth is living; the Spirit ofTruth is ever leading the children
of light into new realms of spiritual reality and divine service. You

3.4. And so did all of these servants make gains for their master except he who received
but one talent. e pronoun is the object of the preposition “except” therefore “him” is cor-
rect. See last sentence in subject paragraph for parallel usage where “him” is object of “to”
also creating a “him who” phrase.
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are not given truth to crystallize into settled, safe, and honoured
forms. Your revelation of truth must be so enhanced by passing
through your personal experience that new beauty and actual spir-
itual gains will be disclosed to all who behold your spiritual fruits
and in consequence thereof are led to glorify the Father who is in
heaven. Only those faithful servants who thus grow in the knowl-
edge of the truth, and who thereby develop the capacity for divine
appreciation of spiritual realities, can ever hope to “enter fully into
the joy of their Lord.”What a sorry sight for successive generations
of the professed followers of Jesus to say, regarding their steward-
ship of divine truth: “Here, Master, is the truth you committed to
us 100 or 1,000 years ago. We have lost nothing; we have faithfully
preserved all you gave us; we have allowedno changes to bemade in
that which you taught us; here is the truth you gave us.” But such a
plea concerning spiritual indolencewill not justify the barren stew-
ard of truth in the presence of the Master. In accordance with the
truth committed to your hands will the Master of truth require a
reckoning.

8 In the nextworld youwill be asked to give an account of the en-
dowments and stewardships of this world. Whether inherent tal-
ents are few or many, a just and merciful reckoning must be faced.
If endowments are used only in sel sh pursuits and no thought is
bestowed upon the higher duty of obtaining increased yield of the
fruits of the spirit, as they aremanifested in the ever-expanding ser-
vice of men and the worship of God, such sel sh stewards must
accept the consequences of their deliberate choosing.

9 And how much like all sel sh mortals was this unfaithful ser-
vant with the one talent in that he blamed his slothfulness directly
upon his lord. How prone is man, when he is confronted with the
failures of his own making, to put the blame upon others, o en-
times upon those who least deserve it!

10 Said Jesus that night as theywent to their rest: “Freely have you
received; therefore freely should you give of the truth of heaven,
and in the giving will this truth multiply and show forth the in-
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creasing light of saving grace, even as you minister it.”

4. THE RETURN OF MICHAEL
1 Of all the Master’s teachings no one phase has been so misun-

derstood as his promise sometime to come back in person to this
world. It is not strange that Michael should be interested in some-
time returning to the planet whereon he experienced his seventh
and last bestowal, as a mortal of the realm. It is only natural to be-
lieve that Jesus of Nazareth, now sovereign ruler of a vast universe,
would be interested in coming back, not only once but even many
times, to the world whereon he lived such a unique life and nally
won for himself the Father’s unlimited bestowal of universe power
and authority. Urantia will eternally be one of the seven nativity
spheres of Michael in the winning of universe sovereignty.

2 Jesus did, on numerous occasions and tomany individuals, de-
clare his intentionof returning to thisworld. As his followers awak-
ened to the fact that their Master was not going to function as a
temporal deliverer, and as they listened to his predictions of the
overthrow of Jerusalem and the downfall of the Jewish nation, they
most naturally began to associate his promised return with these
catastrophic events. But when the Roman armies leveled the walls
of Jerusalem, destroyed the temple, and dispersed the Judean Jews,
and still the Master did not reveal himself in power and glory, his
followers began the formulation of that belief which eventually as-
sociated the second coming of Christ with the end of the age, even
with the end of the world.

3 Jesus promised to do two things a er he had ascended to the
Father, and a er all power in heaven and on earth had been placed
in his hands. He promised, rst, to send into the world, and in his
stead, another teacher, the Spirit of Truth; and this he did on the
day of Pentecost. Second, hemost certainly promised his followers
that he would sometime personally return to this world. But he
did not say how, where, or when he would revisit this planet of his
bestowal experience in the esh. On one occasion he intimated
that, whereas the eye of esh had beheld him when he lived here
in the esh, on his return (at least on one of his possible visits) he
would be discerned only by the eye of spiritual faith.
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4 Many of us are inclined to believe that Jesus will return to
Urantia many times during the ages to come. We do not have his
speci c promise tomake these plural visits, but it seemsmost prob-
able that he who carries among his universe titles that of Planetary
Prince of Urantia will many times visit the world whose conquest
conferred such a unique title upon him.

5 Wemost positively believe thatMichaelwill again come inper-
son to Urantia, but we have not the slightest idea as to when or
in what manner he may choose to come. Will his second advent
on earth be timed to occur in connection with the terminal judg-
ment of this present age, either with or without the associated ap-
pearance of a Magisterial Son? Will he come in connection with
the termination of some subsequent Urantian age? Will he come
unannounced and as an isolated event? Wedonot know. Only one
thing we are certain of, that is, when he does return, all the world
will likely know about it, for he must come as the supreme ruler of
a universe and not as the obscure babe of Bethlehem. But if every
eye is to behold him, and if only spiritual eyes are to discern his
presence, then must his advent be long deferred.

6 You would do well, therefore, to disassociate the Master’s per-
sonal return to earth from any and all set events or settled epochs.
We are sure of only one thing: He has promised to come back. We
have no idea as to when he will ful l this promise or in what con-
nection. As far as we know, he may appear on earth any day, and
he may not come until age a er age has passed and been duly adju-
dicated by his associated Sons of the Paradise corps.

7 e second advent of Michael on earth is an event of tremen-
dous sentimental value to both midwayers and humans; but other-
wise it is of no immediate moment to midwayers and of no more
practical importance to human beings than the common event of
natural death, which so suddenly precipitates mortal man into the
immediate grasp of that succession of universe events which leads
directly to the presence of this same Jesus, the sovereign ruler of our
universe. e children of light are all destined to see him, and it is
of no serious concern whether we go to him or whether he should
chance rst to come to us. Be you therefore ever ready to welcome
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himon earth as he stands ready towelcome you in heaven. We con-
dently look for his glorious appearing, even for repeated comings,

but we are wholly ignorant as to how, when, or in what connection
he is destined to appear.



PAPER №177
WEDNESDAY, THE REST DAY

Midwayer Commission

WHEN the work of teaching the people did not press
them, itwas the customof Jesus andhis apostles to rest
from their labours each Wednesday. On this particu-

lar Wednesday they ate breakfast somewhat later than usual, and
the camp was pervaded by an ominous silence; little was said dur-
ing the rst half of this morningmeal. At last Jesus spoke: “I desire
that you rest today. Take time to think over all that has happened
since we came to Jerusalem and meditate on what is just ahead, of
which I have plainly told you. Make sure that the truth abides in
your lives, and that you daily grow in grace.”

2 A er breakfast theMaster informedAndrew that he intended
to be absent for the day and suggested that the apostles be permit-
ted to spend the time in accordance with their own choosing, ex-
cept that under no circumstances should they go within the gates
of Jerusalem.

3 When Jesusmade ready to go into the hills alone, David Zebe-
dee accosted him, saying: “You well know, Master, that the Phar-
isees and rulers seek to destroy you, and yet you make ready to go
alone into the hills. To do this is folly; I will therefore send three
men with you well prepared to see that no harm befalls you.” Jesus
looked over the threewell-armed and stalwartGalileans and said to
David: “You mean well, but you err in that you fail to understand
that the Son of Man needs no one to defend him. No man will lay
hands on me until that hour when I am ready to lay down my life
in conformity to my Father’s will. ese men may not accompany
me. I desire to go alone, that I may commune with the Father.”

4 Upon hearing these words, David and his armed guards with-
drew; but as Jesus started off alone, John Mark came forward with
a small basket containing food and water and suggested that, if he
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intended to be away all day, he might nd himself hungry. e
Master smiled on John and reached down to take the basket.

1. ONE DAY ALONE WITH GOD
1 As Jesus was about to take the lunch basket from John’s hand,

the young man ventured to say: “But, Master, you may set the bas-
ket down while you turn aside to pray and go on without it. Be-
sides, if I should go along to carry the lunch, you would be more
free to worship, and I will surely be silent. I will ask no questions
and will stay by the basket when you go apart by yourself to pray.”

2 While making this speech, the temerity of which astonished
some of the near-by listeners, John had made bold to hold on to
the basket. ere they stood, both John and Jesus holding the bas-
ket. Presently theMaster let go and, looking down on the lad, said:
“Since with all your heart you crave to go with me, it shall not be
denied you. We will go off by ourselves and have a good visit. You
may askme any question that arises in your heart, and wewill com-
fort and console each other. You may start out carrying the lunch,
and when you grow weary, I will help you. Follow on with me.”

3 Jesus did not return to the camp that evening until a er sun-
set. e Master spent this last day of quiet on earth visiting with
this truth-hungry youth and talking with his Paradise Father. is
event has become known on high as “the day which a young man
spent with God in the hills.” Forever this occasion exempli es the
willingness of the Creator to fellowship the creature. Even a youth,
if the desire of the heart is really supreme, can command the atten-
tion and enjoy the loving companionship of the God of a universe,
actually experience the unforgettable ecstasy of being alone with
God in the hills, and for a whole day. And such was the unique
experience of John Mark on this Wednesday in the hills of Judea.

4 Jesus visited much with John, talking freely about the affairs
of this world and the next. John told Jesus how much he regret-
ted that he had not been old enough to be one of the apostles and
expressed his great appreciation that he had been permitted to fol-
low onwith them since their rst preaching at the Jordan ford near
Jericho, except for the trip to Phoenicia. Jesus warned the lad not
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to become discouraged by impending events and assured him he
would live to become a mighty messenger of the kingdom.

5 JohnMarkwas thrilled by thememory of this daywith Jesus in
the hills, but he never forgot theMaster’s nal admonition, spoken
just as theywere about to return to theGethsemane camp, when he
said: “Well, John, we have had a good visit, a real day of rest, but see
to it that you tell no man the things which I told you.” And John
Mark never did reveal anything that transpired on this day which
he spent with Jesus in the hills.

6 roughout the few remaining hours of Jesus’ earth life John
Mark never permitted the Master for long to get out of his sight.
Alwayswas the lad inhidingnear by; he slept onlywhen Jesus slept.

2. EARLY HOME LIFE
1 In the course of this day’s visiting with John Mark, Jesus spent

considerable time comparing their early childhood and later boy-
hood experiences. Although John’s parents possessed more of this
world’s goods than had Jesus’ parents, there was much experience
in their boyhood which was very similar. Jesus said many things
which helped John better to understand his parents and other
members of his family. When the lad asked the Master how he
could know that he would turn out to be a “mighty messenger of
the kingdom,” Jesus said:

2 “I know you will prove loyal to the gospel of the kingdom be-
cause I can depend upon your present faith and love when these
qualities are grounded upon such an early training as has been your
portion at home. You are the product of a home where the parents
bear each other a sincere affection, and therefore you have not been
overloved so as injuriously to exalt your concept of self-importance.
Neither has your personality suffered distortion in consequence of
your parents’ loveless maneuvering for your con dence and loy-
alty, the one against the other. You have enjoyed that parental love
which ensures laudable self-con dence and which fosters normal
feelings of security. But you have also been fortunate in that your
parents possessed wisdom as well as love; and it was wisdomwhich
led them to withhold most forms of indulgence and many luxu-
ries which wealth can buy while they sent you to the synagogue
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school along with your neighbourhood playfellows, and they also
encouraged you to learn how to live in thisworld by permitting you
to have original experience. You came over to the Jordan, where
we preached and John’s disciples baptized, with your young friend
Amos. Both of you desired to go with us. When you returned to
Jerusalem, your parents consented; Amos’s parents refused; they
loved their son so much that they denied him the blessed experi-
ence which you have had, even such as you this day enjoy. By run-
ning away from home, Amos could have joined us, but in so doing
he would have wounded love and sacri ced loyalty. Even if such
a course had been wise, it would have been a terrible price to pay
for experience, independence, and liberty. Wise parents, such as
yours, see to it that their children do not have to wound love or sti-
e loyalty in order to develop independence and enjoy invigorating

liberty when they have grown up to your age.
3 “Love, John, is the supreme reality of the universe when be-

stowedby all-wise beings, but it is a dangerous ando entimes semi-
sel sh trait as it is manifested in the experience of mortal parents.
When you getmarried and have children of your own to rear, make
sure that your love is admonished by wisdom and guided by intel-
ligence.

4 “Your young friend Amos believes this gospel of the kingdom
just as much as you, but I cannot fully depend upon him; I am not
certain about what he will do in the years to come. His early home
life was not such as would produce a wholly dependable person.
Amos is too much like one of the apostles who failed to enjoy a
normal, loving, and wise home training. Your whole a erlife will
be more happy and dependable because you spent your rst eight
years in a normal and well-regulated home. You possess a strong
and well-knit character because you grew up in a home where love
prevailed andwisdomreigned. Such a childhood trainingproduces
a type of loyalty which assuresme that youwill go throughwith the
course you have begun.”

5 For more than an hour Jesus and John continued this dis-
cussion of home life. e Master went on to explain to John
how a child is wholly dependent on his parents and the associated
home life for all his early concepts of everything intellectual, social,
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moral, and even spiritual since the family represents to the young
child all that he can rst know of either human or divine relation-
ships. e child must derive his rst impressions of the universe
from the mother’s care; he is wholly dependent on the earthly fa-
ther for his rst ideas of the heavenly Father. e child’s subsequent
life is made happy or unhappy, easy or difficult, in accordance with
his earlymental and emotional life, conditioned by these social and
spiritual relationships of the home. A human being’s entire a er-
life is enormously in uenced by what happens during the rst few
years of existence.

6 ¶ It is our sincere belief that the gospel of Jesus’ teaching,
founded as it is on the father-child relationship, can hardly en-
joy a world-wide acceptance until such a time as the home life of
the modern civilized peoples embraces more of love and more of
wisdom. Notwithstanding that parents of the XX century possess
great knowledge and increased truth for improving the home and
ennobling the home life, it remains a fact that very few modern
homes are such good places in which to nurture boys and girls as
Jesus’ home in Galilee and John Mark’s home in Judea, albeit the
acceptance of Jesus’ gospel will result in the immediate improve-
ment of home life. e love life of a wise home and the loyal de-
votion of true religion exert a profound reciprocal in uence upon
each other. Such a home life enhances religion, and genuine reli-
gion always glori es the home.

7 It is true that many of the objectionable stunting in uences
and other cramping features of these olden Jewish homes have been
virtually eliminated from many of the better-regulated modern
homes. ere is, indeed, more spontaneous freedom and far more
personal liberty, but this liberty is not restrained by love,motivated
by loyalty, nor directed by the intelligent discipline of wisdom. As
long as we teach the child to pray, “Our Father who is in heaven,”
a tremendous responsibility rests upon all earthly fathers so to live
and order their homes that the word father becomes worthily en-
shrined in the minds and hearts of all growing children.

3. THE DAY AT CAMP
1 e apostles spent most of this day walking about on Mount
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Olivet and visiting with the disciples who were encamped with
them, but early in the a ernoon they became very desirous of see-
ing Jesus return. As the daywore on, they grew increasingly anxious
about his safety; they felt inexpressibly lonely without him. ere
was much debating throughout the day as to whether the Master
should have been allowed to go off by himself in the hills, accom-
panied only by an errand boy. ough noman openly so expressed
his thoughts, there was not one of them, save Judas Iscariot, who
did not wish himself in John Mark’s place.

2 ¶ It was about mida ernoon when Nathaniel made his speech
on “Supreme Desire” to about half a dozen of the apostles and as
many disciples, the ending of which was: “What is wrong with
most of us is that we are only half-hearted. We fail to love theMas-
ter as he loves us. If we had all wanted to go with him as much
as John Mark did, he would surely have taken us all. We stood by
while the lad approached the Master and offered him the basket,
but when theMaster took hold of it, the lad would not let go. And
so the Master le us here while he went off to the hills with basket,
boy, and all.”

3 ¶ About 16:00, runners came to David Zebedee bringing him
word fromhismother at Bethsaida and from Jesus’mother. Several
days previously David had made up his mind that the chief priests
and rulers were going to kill Jesus. David knew they were deter-
mined to destroy the Master, and he was about convinced that Je-
sus would neither exert his divine power to save himself nor per-
mit his followers to employ force in his defence. Having reached
these conclusions, he lost no time in dispatching amessenger to his
mother, urging her to come at once to Jerusalem and to bringMary
the mother of Jesus and every member of his family.

4 David’s mother did as her son requested, and now the runners
came back to David bringing the word that his mother and Jesus’
entire family were on the way to Jerusalem and should arrive some-
time late on the following day or very early the nextmorning. Since
David did this on his own initiative, he thought it wise to keep the
matter to himself. He told no one, therefore, that Jesus’ family was
on the way to Jerusalem.
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5 ¶ Shortly a er noon, more than 20 of theGreeks who hadmet
with Jesus and the 12 at the home of Joseph of Arimathea arrived
at the camp, and Peter and John spent several hours in conference
with them. eseGreeks, at least someof them,werewell advanced
in the knowledge of the kingdom, having been instructed byRodan
at Alexandria.

6 at evening, a er returning to the camp, Jesus visitedwith the
Greeks, and had it not been that such a course would have greatly
disturbed his apostles and many of his leading disciples, he would
have ordained these 20 Greeks, even as he had the 70.

7 ¶ While all of this was going on at the camp, in Jerusalem the
chief priests and elders were amazed that Jesus did not return to ad-
dress themultitudes. True, the day before, when he le the temple,
he had said, “I leave your house to you desolate.” But they could
not understand why he would be willing to forgo the great advan-
tage which he had built up in the friendly attitude of the crowds.
While they feared he would stir up a tumult among the people, the
Master’s last words to the multitude had been an exhortation to
conform in every reasonable manner with the authority of those
“who sit in Moses’ seat.” But it was a busy day in the city as they
simultaneously prepared for the Passover and perfected their plans
for destroying Jesus.˚

8 ¶ Notmanypeople came to the camp, for its establishment had
been kept a well-guarded secret by all who knew that Jesus was ex-
pecting to stay there in place of going out to Bethany every night.

4. JUDAS AND THE CHIEF PRIESTS
1 Shortly a er Jesus and John Mark le the camp, Judas Iscariot

disappeared from among his brethren, not returning until late in
the a ernoon. is confused and discontented apostle, notwith-
standing his Master’s speci c request to refrain from entering Je-
rusalem, went in haste to keep his appointment with Jesus’ ene-
mies at the home of Caiaphas the high priest. is was an infor-
mal meeting of the Sanhedrin and had been appointed for shortly
a er 10:00 thatmorning. ismeetingwas called to discuss the na-
ture of the charges which should be lodged against Jesus and to de-
3.7. …why he would be willing to forego the great advantage… See note for 89:3.1.
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cide upon the procedure to be employed in bringing himbefore the
Roman authorities for the purpose of securing the necessary civil
con rmation of the death sentence which they had already passed
upon him.

2 On the preceding day Judas had disclosed to some of his rel-
atives and to certain Sadducean friends of his father’s family that
he had reached the conclusion that, while Jesus was a well-mean-
ing dreamer and idealist, he was not the expected deliverer of Is-
rael. Judas stated that he would very much like to nd some way
of withdrawing gracefully from the whole movement. His friends
atteringly assured him that his withdrawal would be hailed by the

Jewish rulers as a great event, and that nothing would be too good
for him. ey led him to believe that he would forthwith receive
high honours from the Sanhedrin, and that he would at last be in
a position to erase the stigma of his well-meant but “unfortunate
association with untaught Galileans.”

3 Judas could not quite believe that the mighty works of the
Master had been wrought by the power of the prince of devils, but
he was now fully convinced that Jesus would not exert his power in
self-aggrandizement; he was at last convinced that Jesus would al-
low himself to be destroyed by the Jewish rulers, and he could not
endure the humiliating thought of being identi ed with a move-
ment of defeat. He refused to entertain the idea of apparent fail-
ure. He thoroughly understood the sturdy character of his Master
and the keenness of thatmajestic andmercifulmind, yet he derived
pleasure from even the partial entertainment of the suggestion of
one of his relatives that Jesus, while he was a well-meaning fanatic,
was probablynot really soundofmind; that hehad always appeared
to be a strange and misunderstood person.

4 And now, as never before, Judas found himself becoming
strangely resentful that Jesus had never assigned him a position of
greater honour. All along he had appreciated the honour of being
the apostolic treasurer, but now he began to feel that he was not
appreciated; that his abilities were unrecognized. Hewas suddenly
overcomewith indignation that Peter, James, and John should have
been honoured with close association with Jesus, and at this time,
when he was on the way to the high priest’s home, he was bent on
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getting even with Peter, James, and John more than he was con-
cerned with any thought of betraying Jesus. But over and above all,
just then, a new and dominating thought began to occupy the fore-
front of his consciousmind: He had set out to get honour for him-
self, and if this could be secured simultaneously with getting even
with those who had contributed to the greatest disappointment of
his life, all the better. He was seized with a terrible conspiracy of
confusion, pride, desperation, and determination. And so it must
be plain that it was not for money that Judas was then on his way
to the home of Caiaphas to arrange for the betrayal of Jesus.

5 As Judas approached the home of Caiaphas, he arrived at the
nal decision to abandon Jesus and his fellow apostles; and hav-

ing thus made up his mind to desert the cause of the kingdom of
heaven, hewas determined to secure for himself asmuch as possible
of that honour and glorywhichhehad thoughtwould sometimebe
his when he rst identi ed himself with Jesus and the new gospel
of the kingdom. All of the apostles once shared this ambition with
Judas, but as time passed they learned to admire truth and to love
Jesus, at least more than did Judas.

6 e traitor was presented to Caiaphas and the Jewish rulers by
his cousin, who explained that Judas, having discovered hismistake
in allowing himself to bemisled by the subtle teaching of Jesus, had
arrived at the place where he wished to make public and formal
renunciation of his association with the Galilean and at the same
time to ask for reinstatement in the con dence and fellowship of
his Judean brethren. is spokesman for Judas went on to explain
that Judas recognized it would be best for the peace of Israel if Jesus
should be taken into custody, and that, as evidence of his sorrow
in having participated in such a movement of error and as proof
of his sincerity in now returning to the teachings of Moses, he had
come to offer himself to the Sanhedrin as onewho could so arrange
with the captain holding the orders for Jesus’ arrest that he could be
taken into custody quietly, thus avoiding any danger of stirring up
the multitudes or the necessity of postponing his arrest until a er
the Passover.

7 When his cousin had nished speaking, he presented Judas,
who, stepping forward near the high priest, said: “All that my
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cousin has promised, I will do, but what are you willing to give me
for this service?” Judas did not seem to discern the look of disdain
and even disgust that came over the face of the hardhearted and
vaingloriousCaiaphas; his heartwas toomuch set on self-glory and
the craving for the satisfaction of self-exaltation.

8 And then Caiaphas looked down upon the betrayer while he
said: “Judas, you go to the captain of the guard and arrange with
that officer to bring your Master to us either tonight or tomorrow
night, and when he has been delivered by you into our hands, you
shall receive your reward for this service.” When Judas heard this,
he went forth from the presence of the chief priests and rulers and
took counselwith the captain of the temple guards as to themanner
in which Jesus was to be apprehended. Judas knew that Jesus was
then absent from the camp and had no idea when he would return
that evening, and so they agreed among themselves to arrest Jesus
the next evening ( ursday) a er the people of Jerusalem and all
of the visiting pilgrims had retired for the night.

9 Judas returned to his associates at the camp intoxicated with
thoughts of grandeur and glory such as he had not had for many
a day. He had enlisted with Jesus hoping some day to become a
great man in the new kingdom. He at last realized that there was
to be no new kingdom such as he had anticipated. But he rejoiced
in being so sagacious as to trade off his disappointment in failing
to achieve glory in an anticipated new kingdom for the immediate
realization of honour and reward in the old order, which he now
believed would survive, and which he was certain would destroy
Jesus and all that he stood for. In its last motive of conscious in-
tention, Judas’s betrayal of Jesus was the cowardly act of a sel sh
deserter whose only thought was his own safety and glori cation,
nomatterwhatmight be the results of his conduct uponhisMaster
and upon his former associates.

10 But it was ever just that way. Judas had long been engaged
in this deliberate, persistent, sel sh, and vengeful consciousness of
progressively building up in hismind, and entertaining in his heart,
these hateful and evil desires of revenge and disloyalty. Jesus loved
and trusted Judas even as he loved and trusted the other apostles,
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but Judas failed to develop loyal trust and to experience whole-
hearted love in return. And how dangerous ambition can become
when it is once wholly wedded to self-seeking and supremely mo-
tivated by sullen and long-suppressed vengeance! What a crushing
thing is disappointment in the lives of those foolish persons who,
in fastening their gaze on the shadowy and evanescent allurements
of time, become blinded to the higher and more real achievements
of the everlasting attainments of the eternal worlds of divine val-
ues and true spiritual realities. Judas craved worldly honour in his
mind and grew to love this desire with his whole heart; the other
apostles likewise craved this same worldly honour in their minds,
but with their hearts they loved Jesus and were doing their best to
learn to love the truths which he taught them.

11 Judas did not realize it at this time, but he had been a subcon-
scious critic of Jesus ever since John the Baptist was beheaded by
Herod. Deep down in his heart Judas always resented the fact that
Jesus did not save John. You should not forget that Judas had been
a disciple of John before he became a follower of Jesus. And all
these accumulations of human resentment and bitter disappoint-
mentwhich Judas had laid by in his soul in habiliments of hatewere
now well organized in his subconscious mind and ready to spring
up to engulf him when he once dared to separate himself from the
supporting in uence of his brethren while at the same time expos-
ing himself to the clever insinuations and subtle ridicule of the en-
emies of Jesus. Every time Judas allowed his hopes to soar high and
Jesus would do or say something to dash them to pieces, there was
always le in Judas’s heart a scar of bitter resentment; and as these
scarsmultiplied, presently that heart, so o enwounded, lost all real
affection for the one who had in icted this distasteful experience
upon a well-intentioned but cowardly and self-centred personality.
Judas did not realize it, but he was a coward. Accordingly was he
always inclined to assign to Jesus cowardice as themotivewhich led
him so o en to refuse to grasp for power or glory when they were
apparently within his easy reach. And every mortal man knows
full well how love, even when once genuine, can, through disap-
pointment, jealousy, and long-continued resentment, be eventu-
ally turned into actual hate.
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12 At last the chief priests and elders could breathe easily for a
few hours. ey would not have to arrest Jesus in public, and the
securing of Judas as a traitorous ally ensured that Jesus would not
escape from their jurisdiction as he had so many times in the past.

5. THE LAST SOCIAL HOUR
1 Since it was Wednesday, this evening at the camp was a so-

cial hour. e Master endeavoured to cheer his downcast apos-
tles, but that was well-nigh impossible. ey were all beginning
to realize that disconcerting and crushing events were impending.

ey could not be cheerful, even when the Master recounted their
years of eventful and loving association. Jesus made careful in-
quiry about the families of all of the apostles and, looking over to-
ward David Zebedee, asked if anyone had heard recently from his
mother, his youngest sister, or other members of his family. David
looked down at his feet; he was afraid to answer.

2 is was the occasion of Jesus’ warning his followers to beware
of the support of the multitude. He recounted their experiences
in Galilee when time and again great throngs of people enthusi-
astically followed them around and then just as ardently turned
against them and returned to their former ways of believing and
living. And then he said: “And so you must not allow yourselves
to be deceived by the great crowds who heard us in the temple, and
who seemed tobelieve our teachings. esemultitudes listen to the
truth and believe it super cially with their minds, but few of them
permit the word of truth to strike down into the heart with living
roots. ose who know the gospel only in the mind, and who have
not experienced it in the heart, cannot be depended upon for sup-
port when real trouble comes. When the rulers of the Jews reach
an agreement to destroy the Son ofMan, andwhen they strikewith
one accord, you will see the multitude either ee in dismay or else
stand by in silent amazement while these maddened and blinded
rulers lead the teachers of the gospel truth to their death. And then,
when adversity and persecution descend upon you, still others who
you think love the truth will be scattered, and some will renounce
the gospel and desert you. Some who have been very close to us
have already made up their minds to desert. You have rested to-
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day in preparation for those times which are now upon us. Watch,
therefore, and pray that on the morrow you may be strengthened
for the days that are just ahead.”˚

3 e atmosphere of the camp was charged with an inexplicable
tension. Silent messengers came and went, communicating with
only David Zebedee. Before the evening had passed, certain ones
knew that Lazarus had taken hasty ight fromBethany. JohnMark
was ominously silent a er returning to camp, notwithstanding he
had spent the whole day in the Master’s company. Every effort to
persuade him to talk only indicated clearly that Jesus had told him
not to talk.

4 Even theMaster’s good cheer andhis unusual sociability fright-
ened them. ey all felt the certain drawing upon themof the terri-
ble isolation which they realized was about to descend with crash-
ing suddenness and inescapable terror. ey vaguely sensed what
was coming, and none felt prepared to face the test. e Master
had been away all day; they had missed him tremendously.

5 is Wednesday evening was the low-tide mark of their spiri-
tual status up to the actual hour of the Master’s death. Although
the next day was one more day nearer the tragic Friday, still, he was
with them, and they passed through its anxious hours more grace-
fully.

6 It was just beforemidnight when Jesus, knowing this would be
the last night he would ever sleep through with his chosen family
on earth, said, as hedispersed them for thenight: “Go to your sleep,
my brethren, and peace be upon you till we rise on themorrow, one
more day to do the Father’s will and experience the joy of knowing
that we are his sons.”

5.2. …still others whom you think love the truth will be scattered,… is is a situation
similar to the two found at 172:5.2. e pronoun concerned is the subject of love, not the
object of think; therefore who is the correct form. To illustrate: …others whom you think
Jesus loved… [you think Jesus loved them ] …others who you think love the truth… [you
think they love the truth].



PAPER №178
LAST DAY AT THE CAMP

Midwayer Commission

JESUS planned to spend this ursday, his last free day on earth
as a divine Son incarnated in the esh, with his apostles and a
few loyal and devoted disciples. Soon a er the breakfast hour

on this beautifulmorning, theMaster led them to a secluded spot a
short distance above their camp and there taught them many new
truths. Although Jesus delivered other discourses to the apostles
during the early evening hours of the day, this talk of ursday
forenoon was his farewell address to the combined camp group of
apostles and chosen disciples, both Jews and gentiles. e 12 were
all present save Judas. Peter and several of the apostles remarked
about his absence, and some of them thought Jesus had sent him
into the city to attend to some matter, probably to arrange the de-
tails of their forthcoming celebration of the Passover. Judas did not
return to the campuntilmida ernoon, a short timebefore Jesus led
the 12 into Jerusalem to partake of the Last Supper.

1. DISCOURSE ON SONSHIP AND CITIZENSHIP
1 Jesus talked to about 50 of his trusted followers for almost 2

hours and answered a score of questions regarding the relation of
the kingdom of heaven to the kingdoms of this world, concerning
the relation of sonship with God to citizenship in earthly govern-
ments. is discourse, together with his answers to questions, may
be summarized and restated in modern language as follows:

2 ¶ e kingdoms of this world, being material, may o en nd
it necessary to employ physical force in the execution of their laws
and for the maintenance of order. In the kingdom of heaven true
believers will not resort to the employment of physical force. e
kingdom of heaven, being a spiritual brotherhood of the spirit-
born sons of God, may be promulgated only by the power of the
spirit. is distinction of procedure refers to the relations of the
kingdom of believers to the kingdoms of secular government and
does not nullify the right of social groups of believers to maintain
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order in their ranks and administer discipline upon unruly and un-
worthy members.

3 ere is nothing incompatible between sonship in the spiritual
kingdom and citizenship in the secular or civil government. It is
the believer’s duty to render toCaesar the thingswhich areCaesar’s
and to God the things which are God’s. ere cannot be any dis-
agreement between these two requirements, the one beingmaterial
and the other spiritual, unless it should develop that a Caesar pre-
sumes to usurp the prerogatives of God and demand that spiritual
homage and supreme worship be rendered to him. In such a case
you shall worship only God while you seek to enlighten such mis-
guided earthly rulers and in this way lead them also to the recogni-
tion of the Father in heaven. You shall not render spiritual worship
to earthly rulers; neither should you employ the physical forces of
earthly governments, whose rulers may sometime become believ-
ers, in the work of furthering the mission of the spiritual kingdom.

4 Sonship in the kingdom, from the standpoint of advancing civ-
ilization, should assist you in becoming the ideal citizens of the
kingdoms of this world since brotherhood and service are the cor-
nerstones of the gospel of the kingdom. e love call of the spiritual
kingdom should prove to be the effective destroyer of the hate urge
of the unbelieving and war-minded citizens of the earthly king-
doms. But thesematerial-minded sons in darkness will never know
of your spiritual light of truth unless you draw very near themwith
that unsel sh social service which is the natural outgrowth of the
bearing of the fruits of the spirit in the life experience of each indi-
vidual believer.

5 As mortal and material men, you are indeed citizens of the
earthly kingdoms, and you should be good citizens, all the bet-
ter for having become reborn spirit sons of the heavenly kingdom.
As faith-enlightened and spirit-liberated sons of the kingdom of
heaven, you face a double responsibility of duty to man and duty
toGodwhile you voluntarily assume a third and sacred obligation:
service to the brotherhood of God-knowing believers.

6 Youmaynotworship your temporal rulers, and you shouldnot
employ temporal power in the furtherance of the spiritual king-
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dom; but you shouldmanifest the righteousministry of loving ser-
vice to believers andunbelievers alike. In the gospel of the kingdom
there resides the mighty Spirit of Truth, and presently I will pour
out this same spirit upon all esh. e fruits of the spirit, your sin-
cere and loving service, are themighty social lever to upli the races
of darkness, and this Spirit of Truth will become your power-mul-
tiplying fulcrum.

7 Display wisdom and exhibit sagacity in your dealings with un-
believing civil rulers. By discretion show yourselves to be expert
in ironing out minor disagreements and in adjusting tri ing mis-
understandings. In every possible way — in everything short of
your spiritual allegiance to the rulers of the universe — seek to live
peaceably with all men. Be you always as wise as serpents but as
harmless as doves.

8 You should be made all the better citizens of the secular gov-
ernment as a result of becoming enlightened sons of the kingdom;
so should the rulers of earthly governments become all the better
rulers in civil affairs as a result of believing this gospel of the heav-
enly kingdom. e attitude of unsel sh service of man and intel-
ligent worship of God should make all kingdom believers better
world citizens, while the attitude of honest citizenship and sincere
devotion to one’s temporal duty should help tomake such a citizen
the more easily reached by the spirit call to sonship in the heavenly
kingdom.

9 So long as the rulers of earthly governments seek to exercise the
authority of religious dictators, you who believe this gospel can ex-
pect only trouble, persecution, and even death. But the very light
which you bear to the world, and even the very manner in which
youwill suffer and die for this gospel of the kingdom, will, in them-
selves, eventually enlighten the whole world and result in the grad-
ual divorcement of politics and religion. e persistent preaching
of this gospel of the kingdom will some day bring to all nations
a new and unbelievable liberation, intellectual freedom, and reli-
gious liberty.

10 Under the soon-coming persecutions by those who hate this
gospel of joy and liberty, youwill thrive and the kingdomwill pros-
per. But you will stand in grave danger in subsequent times when
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most men will speak well of kingdom believers and many in high
places nominally accept the gospel of the heavenly kingdom. Learn
to be faithful to the kingdom even in times of peace and prosperity.
Tempt not the angels of your supervision to lead you in troublous
ways as a loving discipline designed to save your ease-dri ing souls.

11 Remember that you are commissioned to preach this gospel of
the kingdom — the supreme desire to do the Father’s will coupled
with the supreme joy of the faith realization of sonship with God
—and youmust not allow anything to divert your devotion to this
one duty. Let all mankind bene t from the over ow of your loving
spiritual ministry, enlightening intellectual communion, and up-
li ing social service; but none of these humanitarian labours, nor
all of them, should be permitted to take the place of proclaiming
the gospel. ese mighty ministrations are the social by-products
of the still more mighty and sublime ministrations and transfor-
mations wrought in the heart of the kingdom believer by the living
Spirit of Truth and by the personal realization that the faith of a
spirit-born man confers the assurance of living fellowship with the
eternal God.

12 You must not seek to promulgate truth nor to establish righ-
teousness by the power of civil governments or by the enaction of
secular laws. You may always labour to persuade men’s minds, but
youmust never dare to compel them. Youmust not forget the great
law of human fairness which I have taught you in positive form:
Whatsoever you would that men should do to you, do even so to
them.

13 When a kingdom believer is called upon to serve the civil gov-
ernment, let him render such service as a temporal citizen of such a
government, albeit such a believer should display in his civil service
all of the ordinary traits of citizenship as these have been enhanced
by the spiritual enlightenment of the ennobling association of the
mind of mortal man with the indwelling spirit of the eternal God.
If the unbeliever can qualify as a superior civil servant, you should
seriously questionwhether the roots of truth in your heart have not
died from the lack of the living waters of combined spiritual com-
munion and social service. e consciousness of sonship withGod
should quicken the entire life service of every man, woman, and
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child who has become the possessor of such a mighty stimulus to
all the inherent powers of a human personality.

14 You are not to be passive mystics or colourless ascetics; you
should not become dreamers and dri ers, supinely trusting in a c-
titious Providence to provide even the necessities of life. You are
indeed to be gentle in your dealings with erring mortals, patient in
your intercourse with ignorant men, and forbearing under provo-
cation; but you are also to be valiant in defence of righteousness,
mighty in the promulgation of truth, and aggressive in the preach-
ing of this gospel of the kingdom, even to the ends of the earth.

15 is gospel of the kingdom is a living truth. I have told you it
is like the leaven in the dough, like the grain of mustard seed; and
now I declare that it is like the seed of the living being, which, from
generation to generation, while it remains the same living seed, un-
failingly unfolds itself in new manifestations and grows acceptably
in channels of new adaptation to the peculiar needs and conditions
of each successive generation. e revelation I have made to you is
a living revelation, and I desire that it shall bear appropriate fruits in
each individual and in each generation in accordance with the laws
of spiritual growth, increase, and adaptative development. From
generation to generation this gospel must show increasing vitality
and exhibit greater depth of spiritual power. It must not be per-
mitted to become merely a sacred memory, a mere tradition about
me and the times in which we now live.

16 And forget not: We have made no direct attack upon the per-
sons or upon the authority of those who sit in Moses’ seat; we only
offered them the new light, which they have so vigorously rejected.
We have assailed them only by the denunciation of their spiritual
disloyalty to the very truths which they profess to teach and safe-
guard. We clashed with these established leaders and recognized
rulers only when they threw themselves directly in the way of the
preaching of the gospel of the kingdom to the sons of men. And
even now, it is not we who assail them, but they who seek our de-
struction. Do not forget that you are commissioned to go forth
preaching only the good news. You are not to attack the old ways;
you are skillfully to put the leaven of new truth in the midst of the
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old beliefs. Let the Spirit of Truth do his own work. Let contro-
versy come onlywhen theywhodespise the truth force it upon you.
Butwhen thewilful unbeliever attacks you, donot hesitate to stand
in vigorous defence of the truthwhich has saved and sancti ed you.

17 roughout the vicissitudes of life, remember always to love
one another. Do not strive withmen, even with unbelievers. Show
mercy even to those who despitefully abuse you. Show yourselves
to be loyal citizens, upright artisans, praiseworthy neighbours, de-
voted kinsmen, understanding parents, and sincere believers in the
brotherhood of the Father’s kingdom. And my spirit shall be upon
you, now and even to the end of the world.

18 ¶ When Jesus had concluded his teaching, it was almost 13:00,
and they immediately went back to the camp, where David and his
associates had lunch ready for them.

2. AFTER THE NOONTIME MEAL
1 Not many of the Master’s hearers were able to take in even a

part of his forenoon address. Of all who heard him, the Greeks
comprehended most. Even the 11 apostles were bewildered by his
allusions to future political kingdoms and to successive generations
of kingdom believers. Jesus’ most devoted followers could not rec-
oncile the impending end of his earthly ministry with these refer-
ences to an extended future of gospel activities. Some of these Jew-
ish believers were beginning to sense that earth’s greatest tragedy
was about to take place, but they could not reconcile such an im-
pending disaster with either theMaster’s cheerfully indifferent per-
sonal attitude or his forenoon discourse, wherein he repeatedly al-
luded to the future transactions of the heavenly kingdom, extend-
ing over vast stretches of time and embracing relations with many
and successive temporal kingdoms on earth.

2 By noon of this day all the apostles and disciples had learned
about the hasty ight of Lazarus from Bethany. ey began to
sense the grim determination of the Jewish rulers to exterminate
Jesus and his teachings.

3 David Zebedee, through the work of his secret agents in Jeru-
salem, was fully advised concerning the progress of the plan to ar-
rest and kill Jesus. He knew all about the part of Judas in this plot,
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but he never disclosed this knowledge to the other apostles nor to
any of the disciples. Shortly a er lunch he did lead Jesus aside and,
making bold, asked him whether he knew — but he never got fur-
ther with his question. e Master, holding up his hand, stopped
him, saying: “Yes, David, I know all about it, and I know that you
know, but see to it that you tell no man. Only doubt not in your
own heart that the will of God will prevail in the end.”

4 is conversation withDavid was interrupted by the arrival of
amessenger fromPhiladelphia bringingword thatAbnerhadheard
of the plot to kill Jesus and asking if he should depart for Jerusalem.

is runnerhastenedoff forPhiladelphiawith thisword forAbner:
“Go on with your work. If I depart from you in the esh, it is only
that I may return in the spirit. I will not forsake you. I will be with
you to the end.”

5 About this time Philip came to theMaster and asked: “Master,
seeing that the time of the Passover draws near, where would you
have us prepare to eat it?” And when Jesus heard Philip’s question,
he answered: “Go and bring Peter and John, and I will give you
directions concerning the supper we will eat together this night.
As for the Passover, that you will have to consider a er we have
rst done this.”
6 When Judas heard theMaster speakingwithPhilip about these

matters, he drew closer that he might overhear their conversation.
But David Zebedee, who was standing near, stepped up and en-
gaged Judas in conversation while Philip, Peter, and John went to
one side to talk with the Master.

7 Said Jesus to the three: “Go immediately into Jerusalem, and
as you enter the gate, you will meet a man bearing a water pitcher.
Hewill speak to you, and then shall you followhim. Whenhe leads
you to a certain house, go in a er him and ask of the good man of
that house, ‘Where is the guest chamber wherein the Master is to
eat supper with his apostles?’ And when you have thus inquired,
this householder will show you a large upper room all furnished
and ready for us.”

8 When the apostles reached the city, theymet themanwith the
water pitcher near the gate and followed on a er him to the home
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of John Mark, where the lad’s father met them and showed them
the upper room in readiness for the evening meal.

9 And all of this came to pass as the result of an understanding
arrived at between theMaster and JohnMark during the a ernoon
of theprecedingdaywhen theywere alone in thehills. Jesuswanted
to be sure he would have this one last meal undisturbed with his
apostles, and believing if Judas knew beforehand of their place of
meeting he might arrange with his enemies to take him, he made
this secret arrangement with John Mark. In this way Judas did not
learn of their place of meeting until later on when he arrived there
in company with Jesus and the other apostles.

10 ¶ David Zebedee had much business to transact with Judas so
that hewas easily prevented from following Peter, John, and Philip,
as he so much desired to do. When Judas gave David a certain sum
ofmoney for provisions, David said to him: “Judas, might it not be
well, under the circumstances, to provideme with a little money in
advance of my actual needs?” And a er Judas had re ected for a
moment, he answered: “Yes, David, I think it would be wise. In
fact, in view of the disturbed conditions in Jerusalem, I think it
would be best for me to turn over all the money to you. ey plot
against the Master, and in case anything should happen to me, you
would not be hampered.”

11 And soDavid received all the apostolic cash funds and receipts
for all money on deposit. Not until the evening of the next day did
the apostles learn of this transaction.

12 ¶ It was about 16:30 when the three apostles returned and in-
formed Jesus that everything was in readiness for the supper. e
Master immediately prepared to lead his 12 apostles over the trail
to the Bethany road and on into Jerusalem. And this was the last
journey he ever made with all 12 of them.

3. ON THE WAY TO THE SUPPER
1 Seeking again to avoid the crowds passing through the Kidron

valley back and forth betweenGethsemane Park and Jerusalem, Je-
sus and the 12 walked over the western brow of Mount Olivet to
meet the road leading fromBethany down to the city. As they drew
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near the place where Jesus had tarried the previous evening to dis-
course on the destruction of Jerusalem, they unconsciously paused
while they stood and looked down in silence upon the city. As they
were a little early, and since Jesus did not wish to pass through the
city until a er sunset, he said to his associates:

2 ¶ “Sit down and rest yourselves while I talk with you about
what must shortly come to pass. All these years have I lived with
you as brethren, and I have taught you the truth concerning the
kingdom of heaven and have revealed to you the mysteries thereof.
And my Father has indeed done many wonderful works in con-
nection with my mission on earth. You have been witnesses of
all this and partakers in the experience of being labourers together
with God. And you will bear me witness that I have for some time
warned you that I must presently return to the work the Father has
given me to do; I have plainly told you that I must leave you in the
world to carry on the work of the kingdom. It was for this purpose
that I set you apart, in the hills of Capernaum. e experience you
have had with me, you must now make ready to share with others.
As the Father sent me into this world, so am I about to send you
forth to represent me and nish the work I have begun.

3 “You look down on yonder city in sorrow, for you have heard
mywords telling of the endof Jerusalem. I have forewarned you lest
you should perish in her destruction and so delay the proclamation
of the gospel of the kingdom. Likewise do I warn you to take heed
lest you needlessly expose yourselves to peril when they come to
take the Son of Man. I must go, but you are to remain to witness
to this gospel when I have gone, even as I directed that Lazarus ee
from the wrath of man that he might live to make known the glory
of God. If it is the Father’s will that I depart, nothing you may do
can frustrate the divine plan. Take heed to yourselves lest they kill
you also. Let your souls be valiant in defence of the gospel by spirit
power but be not misled into any foolish attempt to defend the
Son of Man. I need no defence by the hand of man; the armies of
heaven are even now near at hand; but I am determined to do the
will of my Father in heaven, and therefore must we submit to that
which is so soon to come upon us.

4 “When you see this city destroyed, forget not that you have
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entered already upon the eternal life of endless service in the ever-
advancing kingdom of heaven, even of the heaven of heavens. You
should know that in my Father’s universe and in mine are many
abodes, and that there awaits the children of light the revelation
of cities whose builder is God and worlds whose habit of life is
righteousness and joy in the truth. I have brought the kingdom
of heaven to you here on earth, but I declare that all of you who
by faith enter therein and remain therein by the living service of
truth, shall surely ascend to the worlds on high and sit with me in
the spirit kingdom of our Father. But rst must you gird yourselves
and complete the work which you have begun with me. You must
rst pass through much tribulation and endure many sorrows —

and these trials are even now upon us — and when you have n-
ished your work on earth, you shall come to my joy, even as I have
nished my Father’s work on earth and am about to return to his

embrace.”
5 ¶ When theMaster had spoken, he arose, and they all followed

himdownOlivet and into the city. None of the apostles, save three,
knew where they were going as they made their way along the nar-
row streets in the approaching darkness. e crowds jostled them,
but no one recognized them nor knew that the Son of God was
passing by on his way to the lastmortal rendezvous with his chosen
ambassadors of the kingdom. And neither did the apostles know
that one of their ownnumber had already entered into a conspiracy
to betray the Master into the hands of his enemies.

6 John Mark had followed them all the way into the city, and
a er they had entered the gate, he hurried on by another street so
that he was waiting to welcome them to his father’s home when
they arrived.



PAPER №179
THE LAST SUPPER

Midwayer Commission

DURING the a ernoon of this ursday, when Philip re-
minded the Master about the approaching Passover and
inquired concerning his plans for its celebration, he had

in mind the Passover supper which was due to be eaten on the
evening of the next day, Friday. It was the custom to begin the
preparations for the celebration of the Passover not later than noon
of the preceding day. And since the Jews reckoned the day as be-
ginning at sunset, thismeant that Saturday’s Passover supperwould
be eaten on Friday night, sometime before the midnight hour.

2 e apostleswere, therefore, entirely at a loss to understand the
Master’s announcement that theywould celebrate the Passover one
day early. ey thought, at least some of them did, that he knew
he would be placed under arrest before the time of the Passover
supper on Friday night and was therefore calling them together for
a special supper on this ursday evening. Others thought that
this wasmerely a special occasion which was to precede the regular
Passover celebration.

3 e apostles knew that Jesus had celebrated other Passovers
without the lamb; they knew that he did not personally participate
in any sacri cial service of the Jewish system. He had many times
partaken of the paschal lamb as a guest, but always, when he was
the host, no lamb was served. It would not have been a great sur-
prise to the apostles to have seen the lambomitted even onPassover
night, and since this supper was given one day earlier, they thought
nothing of its absence.

4 A er receiving the greetings ofwelcome extendedby the father
and mother of John Mark, the apostles went immediately to the
upper chamber while Jesus lingered behind to talk with the Mark
family.
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5 It had been understood beforehand that theMaster was to cel-
ebrate this occasion alone with his 12 apostles; therefore no ser-
vants were provided to wait upon them.

1. THE DESIRE FOR PREFERENCE
1 When the apostles had been shown upstairs by John Mark,

they beheld a large and commodious chamber, which was com-
pletely furnished for the supper, and observed that the bread, wine,
water, and herbs were all in readiness on one end of the table. Ex-
cept for the end on which rested the bread and wine, this long ta-
ble was surrounded by 13 reclining couches, just such as would be
provided for the celebration of the Passover in a well-to-do Jewish
household.

2 As the 12 entered this upper chamber, they noticed, just inside
the door, the pitchers of water, the basins, and towels for laving
their dusty feet; and since no servant had been provided to render
this service, the apostles began to look at one another as soon as
John Mark had le them, and each began to think within himself,
Who shall wash our feet? And each likewise thought that it would
not be he who would thus seem to act as the servant of the others.

3 As they stood there, debating in their hearts, they surveyed the
seating arrangement of the table, taking note of the higher divan of
the host with one couch on the right and 11 arranged around the
table on up to opposite this second seat of honour on the host’s
right.

4 ey expected theMaster to arrive anymoment, but they were
in a quandary as to whether they should seat themselves or await
his coming and depend on him to assign them their places. While
they hesitated, Judas stepped over to the seat of honour, at the le
of the host, and signi ed that he intended there to recline as the
preferred guest. is act of Judas immediately stirred up a heated
dispute among the other apostles. Judas had no sooner seized the
seat of honour than John Zebedee laid claim to the next preferred
seat, the one on the right of the host. SimonPeterwas so enraged at
this assumption of choice positions by Judas and John that, as the
other angry apostles looked on, he marched clear around the table
and took his place on the lowest couch, the end of the seating order
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and just opposite to that chosen by John Zebedee. Since others
had seized the high seats, Peter thought to choose the lowest, and
he did this, not merely in protest against the unseemly pride of his
brethren, but with the hope that Jesus, when he should come and
see him in the place of least honour, would call him up to a higher
one, thus displacing one who had presumed to honour himself.

5 With the highest and the lowest positions thus occupied, the
rest of the apostles chose places, some near Judas and some near
Peter, until all were located. ey were seated about the U-shaped
table on these reclining divans in the following order: on the right
of the Master, John; on the le , Judas, Simon Zelotes, Matthew,
James Zebedee, Andrew, the Alpheus twins, Philip, Nathaniel,

omas, and Simon Peter.
6 ¶ ey are gathered together to celebrate, at least in spirit, an

institution which antedated even Moses and referred to the times
when their fathers were slaves in Egypt. is supper is their last
rendezvous with Jesus, and even in such a solemn setting, under
the leadership of Judas the apostles are led once more to give way
to their old predilection for honour, preference, and personal exal-
tation.

7 ¶ eywere still engaged in voicing angry recriminationswhen
theMaster appeared in the doorway, where he hesitated a moment
as a look of disappointment slowly crept over his face. Without
comment he went to his place, and he did not disturb their seating
arrangement.

8 ey were now ready to begin the supper, except that their feet
were still unwashed, and theywere in anything but a pleasant frame
of mind. When theMaster arrived, they were still engaged inmak-
ing uncomplimentary remarks about one another, to say nothing
of the thoughts of some who had sufficient emotional control to
refrain from publicly expressing their feelings.

2. BEGINNING THE SUPPER
1 For a few moments a er the Master had gone to his place, not

a word was spoken. Jesus looked them all over and, relieving the
tensionwith a smile, said: “I have greatly desired to eat this Passover
with you. I wanted to eatwith you oncemore before I suffered, and
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realizing thatmyhourhas come, I arranged tohave this supperwith
you tonight, for, as concerns the morrow, we are all in the hands of
the Father, whose will I have come to execute. I shall not again
eat with you until you sit down with me in the kingdom which my
Father will give me when I have nished that for which he sent me
into this world.”

2 A er the wine and the water had been mixed, they brought
the cup to Jesus, who, when he had received it from the hand of

addeus, held it while he offered thanks. And when he had n-
ished offering thanks, he said: “Take this cup and divide it among
yourselves and, when you partake of it, realize that I shall not again
drink with you the fruit of the vine since this is our last supper.
When we sit down again in this manner, it will be in the kingdom
to come.”

3 Jesus began thus to talk to his apostles because he knew that
his hour had come. He understood that the time had come when
he was to return to the Father, and that his work on earth was al-
most nished. e Master knew he had revealed the Father’s love
on earth and had shown forth his mercy to mankind, and that he
had completed that for which he came into the world, even to the
receiving of all power and authority in heaven and on earth. Like-
wise, he knew Judas Iscariot had fully made up his mind to deliver
him that night into the hands of his enemies. He fully realized
that this traitorous betrayal was the work of Judas, but that it also
pleased Lucifer, Satan, and Caligastia the prince of darkness. But
he feared none of those who sought his spiritual overthrow any
more than he feared those who sought to accomplish his physi-
cal death. e Master had but one anxiety, and that was for the
safety and salvation of his chosen followers. And so, with the full
knowledge that the Father had put all things under his authority,
the Master now prepared to enact the parable of brotherly love.

3. WASHING THE APOSTLES’ FEET
1 A er drinking the rst cup of the Passover, it was the Jewish

custom for the host to arise from the table and wash his hands.
Later on in the meal and a er the second cup, all of the guests like-
wise rose up and washed their hands. Since the apostles knew that
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their Master never observed these rites of ceremonial hand wash-
ing, they were very curious to know what he intended to do when,
a er they had partaken of this rst cup, he arose from the table
and silently made his way over to near the door, where the water
pitchers, basins, and towels had been placed. And their curiosity
grew into astonishment as they saw the Master remove his outer
garment, gird himself with a towel, and begin to pour water into
one of the foot basins. Imagine the amazement of these 12 men,
who had so recently refused to wash one another’s feet, and who
had engaged in such unseemly disputes about positions of honour
at the table, when they saw him make his way around the unoccu-
pied endof the table to the lowest seat of the feast, where SimonPe-
ter reclined, and, kneeling down in the attitude of a servant, make
ready to wash Simon’s feet. As the Master knelt, all 12 arose as one
man to their feet; even the traitorous Judas so far forgot his infamy
for a moment as to arise with his fellow apostles in this expression
of surprise, respect, and utter amazement.

2 ere stood SimonPeter, looking down into the upturned face
of his Master. Jesus said nothing; it was not necessary that he
should speak. His attitude plainly revealed that he was minded to
wash Simon Peter’s feet. Notwithstanding his frailties of the esh,
Peter loved the Master. is Galilean sherman was the rst hu-
man being wholeheartedly to believe in the divinity of Jesus and
to make full and public confession of that belief. And Peter had
never since really doubted the divine nature of the Master. Since
Peter so revered and honoured Jesus in his heart, it was not strange
that his soul resented the thought of Jesus’ kneeling there before
him in the attitude of a menial servant and proposing to wash his
feet as would a slave. When Peter presently collected his wits suffi-
ciently to address the Master, he spoke the heart feelings of all his
fellow apostles.

3 A er a few moments of this great embarrassment, Peter said,
“Master, do you really mean to wash my feet?” And then, looking
up into Peter’s face, Jesus said: “Youmay not fully understandwhat
I am about to do, but herea er you will know the meaning of all
these things.” en Simon Peter, drawing a long breath, said, “Mas-
ter, you shall never washmy feet!” And each of the apostles nodded
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their approval of Peter’s rm declaration of refusal to allow Jesus
thus to humble himself before them.

4 e dramatic appeal of this unusual scene at rst touched the
heart of even Judas Iscariot; but when his vainglorious intellect
passed judgment upon the spectacle, he concluded that this gesture
of humility was just one more episode which conclusively proved
that Jesus would never qualify as Israel’s deliverer, and that he had
made no mistake in the decision to desert the Master’s cause.

5 As they all stood there in breathless amazement, Jesus said:
“Peter, I declare that, if I do not wash your feet, you will have no
part with me in that which I am about to perform.” When Pe-
ter heard this declaration, coupled with the fact that Jesus contin-
ued kneeling there at his feet, he made one of those decisions of
blind acquiescence in compliancewith thewish of onewhomhe re-
spected and loved. As it began to dawn on Simon Peter that there
was attached to this proposed enactment of service some signi -
cation that determined one’s future connection with the Master’s
work, he not only became reconciled to the thought of allowing
Jesus to wash his feet but, in his characteristic and impetuousman-
ner, said: “ en, Master, wash not my feet only but also my hands
and my head.”

6 As theMastermade ready tobeginwashingPeter’s feet, he said:
“He who is already clean needs only to have his feet washed. You
who sit with me tonight are clean — but not all. But the dust of
your feet should have been washed away before you sat down at
meat withme. And besides, I would perform this service for you as
a parable to illustrate the meaning of a new commandment which
I will presently give you.”

7 In like manner the Master went around the table, in silence,
washing the feet of his 12 apostles, not even passing by Judas.
When Jesus had nished washing the feet of the 12, he donned his
cloak, returned to his place as host, and a er looking over his be-
wildered apostles, said:

8 ¶ “Do you really understandwhat I have done to you? You call
me Master, and you say well, for so I am. If, then, the Master has
washed your feet, why was it that you were unwilling to wash one
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another’s feet? What lesson should you learn from this parable in
which the Master so willingly does that service which his brethren
were unwilling to do for one another? Verily, verily, I say to you:
A servant is not greater than his master; neither is one who is sent
greater than he who sends him. You have seen the way of service in
my life among you, and blessed are you who will have the gracious
courage so to serve. But why are you so slow to learn that the se-
cret of greatness in the spiritual kingdom is not like themethods of
power in the material world?

9 “When I came into this chamber tonight, you were not con-
tent proudly to refuse to wash one another’s feet, but youmust also
fall to disputing among yourselves as to who should have the places
of honour atmy table. Suchhonours thePharisees and the children
of this world seek, but it should not be so among the ambassadors
of the heavenly kingdom. Do you not know that there can be no
place of preferment atmy table? Do you not understand that I love
eachof you as I do theothers? Doyounotknowthat theplacenear-
est me, as men regard such honours, can mean nothing concerning
your standing in the kingdom of heaven? You know that the kings
of the gentiles have lordship over their subjects, while thosewho ex-
ercise this authority are sometimes called benefactors. But it shall
not be so in the kingdomof heaven. Hewhowould be great among
you, let him become as the younger; while he who would be chief,
let him become as one who serves. Who is the greater, he who sits
atmeat, or hewho serves? Is it not commonly regarded that hewho
sits atmeat is the greater? But youwill observe that I amamong you
as onewho serves. If you arewilling to become fellow servants with
me in doing the Father’s will, in the kingdom to come you shall sit
with me in power, still doing the Father’s will in future glory.”

10 When Jesus had nished speaking, the Alpheus twins brought
on the bread and wine, with the bitter herbs and the paste of dried
fruits, for the next course of the Last Supper.

4. LAST WORDS TO THE BETRAYER
1 For some minutes the apostles ate in silence, but under the in-

uence of the Master’s cheerful demeanour they were soon drawn
into conversation, and ere long themeal was proceeding as if noth-
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ing out of the ordinary had occurred to interfere with the good
cheer and social accord of this extraordinary occasion. A er some
time had elapsed, in about the middle of this second course of the
meal, Jesus, looking them over, said: “I have told you how much
I desired to have this supper with you, and knowing how the evil
forces of darkness have conspired to bring about the death of the
Son of Man, I determined to eat this supper with you in this secret
chamber and a day in advance of the Passover since I will not be
with you by this time tomorrow night. I have repeatedly told you
that Imust return to the Father. Nowhasmy hour come, but it was
not required that one of you should betrayme into the hands ofmy
enemies.”

2 When the 12 heard this, having already been robbed of much
of their self-assertiveness and self-con dence by the parable of the
feet washing and the Master’s subsequent discourse, they began to
look at one another while in disconcerted tones they hesitatingly
inquired, “Is it I?” And when they had all so inquired, Jesus said:
“While it is necessary that I go to the Father, it was not required
that one of you should become a traitor to ful l the Father’s will.

is is the coming to fruit of the concealed evil in the heart of one
who failed to love the truth with his whole soul. How deceitful
is the intellectual pride that precedes the spiritual downfall! My
friend of many years, who even now eats my bread, will be willing
to betray me, even as he now dips his hand with me in the dish.”

3 And when Jesus had thus spoken, they all began again to ask,
“Is it I?” And as Judas, sitting on the le of his Master, again asked,
“Is it I?” Jesus, dipping the bread in the dish of herbs, handed it
to Judas, saying, “You have said.” But the others did not hear Jesus
speak to Judas. John, who reclined on Jesus’ right hand, leaned over
and asked the Master: “Who is it? We should know who it is that
has proved untrue to his trust.” Jesus answered: “Already have I told
you, even he to whom I gave the sop.” But it was so natural for the
host to give a sop to the one who sat next to him on the le that
none of them took notice of this, even though the Master had so
plainly spoken. But Judas was painfully conscious of the meaning
of theMaster’s words associatedwith his act, and he became fearful
lest his brethren were likewise now aware that he was the betrayer.
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4 Peter was highly excited by what had been said, and leaning
forward over the table, he addressed John, “Ask him who it is, or if
he has told you, tell me who is the betrayer.”

5 Jesus brought their whisperings to an end by saying: “I sorrow
that this evil should have come to pass and hoped even up to this
hour that the power of truthmight triumph over the deceptions of
evil, but such victories are not won without the faith of the sincere
love of truth. I would not have told you these things at this, our
last supper, but I desire to warn you of these sorrows and so prepare
you for what is now upon us. I have told you of this because I desire
that you should recall, a er I have gone, that I knew about all these
evil plottings, and that I forewarned you of my betrayal. And I do
all this only that you may be strengthened for the temptations and
trials which are just ahead.”

6 When Jesus had thus spoken, leaning over toward Judas, he
said: “What you have decided to do, do quickly.” And when Judas
heard thesewords, he arose from the table andhastily le the room,
going out into the night to do what he had set his mind to accom-
plish. When the other apostles saw Judas hasten off a er Jesus had
spoken to him, they thought he had gone to procure something ad-
ditional for the supper or to do some other errand for the Master
since they supposed he still carried the bag.

7 ¶ Jesus now knew that nothing could be done to keep Judas
from turning traitor. He started with 12 — now he had 11. He
chose 6 of these apostles, and though Judas was among those nom-
inated by his rst-chosen apostles, still the Master accepted him
and had, up to this very hour, done everything possible to sanctify
and save him, even as he had wrought for the peace and salvation
of the others.

8 is supper, with its tender episodes and so ening touches,
was Jesus’ last appeal to the deserting Judas, but it was of no avail.
Warning, even when administered in the most tactful manner and
conveyed in the most kindly spirit, as a rule, only intensi es hatred
and res the evil determination to carry out to the full one’s own
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sel sh projects, when love is once really dead.

5. ESTABLISHING THE REMEMBRANCE SUPPER
1 As they brought Jesus the third cup of wine, the “cup of bless-

ing,” he arose from the couch and, taking the cup in his hands,
blessed it, saying: “Take this cup, all of you, and drink of it. is
shall be the cup of my remembrance. is is the cup of the blessing
of a new dispensation of grace and truth. is shall be to you the
emblem of the bestowal and ministry of the divine Spirit of Truth.
And I will not again drink this cup with you until I drink in new
form with you in the Father’s eternal kingdom.”

2 e apostles all sensed that something out of the ordinary was
transpiring as they drank of this cup of blessing in profound rev-
erence and perfect silence. e old Passover commemorated the
emergence of their fathers from a state of racial slavery into individ-
ual freedom; now the Master was instituting a new remembrance
supper as a symbol of the new dispensation wherein the enslaved
individual emerges from the bondage of ceremonialism and self-
ishness into the spiritual joy of the brotherhood and fellowship of
the liberated faith sons of the living God.

3 When they had nished drinking this new cup of remem-
brance, the Master took up the bread and, a er giving thanks,
broke it in pieces and, directing them to pass it around, said: “Take
this bread of remembrance and eat it. I have told you that I am
the bread of life. And this bread of life is the united life of the Fa-
ther and the Son in one gi . e word of the Father, as revealed
in the Son, is indeed the bread of life.” When they had partaken of
the bread of remembrance, the symbol of the living word of truth
incarnated in the likeness of mortal esh, they all sat down.

4 ¶ In instituting this remembrance supper, the Master, as was
always his habit, resorted to parables and symbols. He employed
symbols because he wanted to teach certain great spiritual truths
in such a manner as to make it difficult for his successors to attach
precise interpretations and de nite meanings to his words. In this
way he sought to prevent successive generations from crystallizing
his teaching and binding down his spiritual meanings by the dead
chains of tradition and dogma. In the establishment of the only
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ceremony or sacrament associated with his whole life mission, Je-
sus took great pains to suggest his meanings rather than to commit
himself to precise de nitions. He did not wish to destroy the in-
dividual’s concept of divine communion by establishing a precise
form; neither did he desire to limit the believer’s spiritual imagina-
tion by formally cramping it. He rather sought to set man’s reborn
soul free upon the joyouswings of a new and living spiritual liberty.

5 Notwithstanding the Master’s effort thus to establish this new
sacrament of the remembrance, those who followed a er him in
the intervening centuries saw to it that his express desire was effec-
tively thwarted in that his simple spiritual symbolism of that last
night in the esh has been reduced to precise interpretations and
subjected to the almostmathematical precisionof a set formula. Of
all Jesus’ teachings nonehave becomemore tradition-standardized.

6 is supper of remembrance, when it is partaken of by those
who are Son-believing and God-knowing, does not need to have
associated with its symbolism any of man’s puerile misinterpreta-
tions regarding the meaning of the divine presence, for upon all
such occasions the Master is really present. e remembrance sup-
per is the believer’s symbolic rendezvous with Michael. When you
become thus spirit-conscious, the Son is actually present, and his
spirit fraternizes with the indwelling fragment of his Father.

7 ¶ A er they had engaged inmeditation for a fewmoments, Je-
sus continued speaking: “When you do these things, recall the life
I have lived on earth among you and rejoice that I am to continue
to live on earth with you and to serve through you. As individuals,
contend not among yourselves as to who shall be greatest. Be you
all as brethren. And when the kingdom grows to embrace large
groups of believers, likewise should you refrain from contending
for greatness or seeking preferment between such groups.”

8 And this mighty occasion took place in the upper chamber of
a friend. ere was nothing of sacred form or of ceremonial conse-
cration about either the supper or the building. e remembrance
supper was established without ecclesiastical sanction.

9 When Jesus had thus established the supper of the remem-
brance, he said to the 11: “And as o en as you do this, do it in
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remembrance of me. And when you do remember me, rst look
back upon my life in the esh, recall that I was once with you, and
then, by faith, discern that you shall all sometime sup with me in
theFather’s eternal kingdom. is is the newPassoverwhich I leave
with you, even thememory ofmy bestowal life, the word of eternal
truth; and of my love for you, the outpouring of my Spirit of Truth
upon all esh.”˚

10 And they ended this celebration of the old but bloodless Pass-
over in connection with the inauguration of the new supper of the
remembrance, by singing, all together, the 118 Psalm.

5.9. …he said to the twelve: “And as o en as you do this… ere were only eleven apostles
still present for the establishment of the remembrance supper because Judas had le earlier;
so the “twelve” of the 1955 text was incorrect, and was changed to “apostles” to make this
sentence consistent with the rest of the narrative. However, if the manuscript had read
“apostles” it could not have become “twelve” in the course of text preparation, therefore a
different solution was required. e committee adopted “eleven” as the resolution of this
problem based on the proposition that the manuscript contained numerals at this point
— as written documents commonly do — thus “11.” At some point prior to formatting for
printing, the last digit was changed either by accident or through the common typographical
error of seeing what you expect to see rather than what is on the page. When the number
was formatted for printing, the “12” which was so similar to “11” became “twelve” which
is completely dissimilar to “eleven.” [Note that there are several other examples of errors
in the 1955 text that apparently had a similar origin: see 37:8.3, 41:4.4 and 43:1.6; the
several time statements that are formatted incorrectly—134:3.3.1-3 and177:4.1 also lend
weight to the idea that numbers were written as numerals in the manuscript (as is common
practice), and were formatted to words later in the process of text preparation.]Also:First
printing: …and then, by faith, discern that you shall all some time sup with me…Changed
to: …and then, by faith, discern that you shall all sometime sup with me …— See note for
60:3.20.



PAPER №180
THE FAREWELL DISCOURSE

Midwayer Commission

AFTER singing the Psalm at the conclusion of the Last Sup-
per, the apostles thought that Jesus intended to return im-
mediately to the camp, but he indicated that they should

sit down. Said the Master:
2 “You well remember when I sent you forth without purse or

wallet and even advised that you take with you no extra clothes.
And you will all recall that you lacked nothing. But now have you
come upon troublous times. No longer can you depend upon the
good will of the multitudes. Henceforth, he who has a purse, let
him take it with him. When you go out into the world to proclaim
this gospel, make such provision for your support as seems best. I
have come to bring peace, but it will not appear for a time.

3 “ e time has now come for the Son of Man to be glori ed,
and the Father shall be glori ed in me. My friends, I am to be with
you only a little longer. Soon you will seek for me, but you will
not nd me, for I am going to a place to which you cannot, at this
time, come. But when you have nished your work on earth as I
have now nished mine, you shall then come to me even as I now
prepare to go to my Father. In just a short time I am going to leave
you, you will see me no more on earth, but you shall all see me in
the age to comewhen you ascend to the kingdomwhichmy Father
has given to me.”

1. THE NEW COMMANDMENT
1 A er a few moments of informal conversation, Jesus stood up

and said: “When I enacted for you a parable indicating how you
should be willing to serve one another, I said that I desired to give
you a new commandment; and I would do this now as I am about
to leave you. You well know the commandment which directs that
you love one another; that you love your neighbour even as your-
self. But I am not wholly satis ed with even that sincere devotion
on the part of my children. I would have you perform still greater
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acts of love in the kingdom of the believing brotherhood. And so I
give you this new commandment: at you love one another even
as I have loved you. And by this will all men know that you are my
disciples if you thus love one another.

2 “When I give you this new commandment, I do not place any
new burden upon your souls; rather do I bring you new joy and
make it possible for you to experience new pleasure in knowing the
delights of the bestowal of your heart’s affection upon your fellow
men. I am about to experience the supreme joy, even though en-
during outward sorrow, in the bestowal of my affection upon you
and your fellow mortals.

3 “When I invite you to love one another, even as I have loved
you, I hold up before you the supreme measure of true affection,
for greater love can no man have than this: that he will lay down
his life for his friends. And you are my friends; you will continue
to bemy friends if you are but willing to dowhat I have taught you.
Youhave calledmeMaster, but I donot call you servants. If youwill
only love one another as I am loving you, you shall be my friends,
and I will ever speak to you of that which the Father reveals to me.

4 “You have not merely chosen me, but I have also chosen you,
and I have ordained you to go forth into theworld to yield the fruit
of loving service to your fellows even as I have lived among you and
revealed the Father to you. e Father and I will both work with
you, and you shall experience the divine fullness of joy if you will
only obey my command to love one another, even as I have loved
you.”

5 ¶ If you would share the Master’s joy, you must share his love.
And to share his love means that you have shared his service. Such
an experience of love does not deliver you from the difficulties of
this world; it does not create a new world, but it most certainly
does make the old world new.

6 Keep in mind: It is loyalty, not sacri ce, that Jesus demands.
e consciousness of sacri ce implies the absence of that whole-

hearted affection which would have made such a loving service a
supreme joy. e idea of duty signi es that you are servant-minded
and hence are missing the mighty thrill of doing your service as a
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friend and for a friend. e impulse of friendship transcends all
convictions of duty, and the service of a friend for a friend cannever
be called a sacri ce. e Master has taught the apostles that they
are the sons of God. He has called them brethren, and now, before
he leaves, he calls them his friends.

2. THE VINE AND THE BRANCHES
1 en Jesus stood up again and continued teaching his apos-

tles: “I am the true vine, and my Father is the husbandman. I am
the vine, and you are the branches. And the Father requires of
me only that you shall bear much fruit. e vine is pruned only
to increase the fruitfulness of its branches. Every branch coming
out of me which bears no fruit, the Father will take away. Every
branch which bears fruit, the Father will cleanse that it may bear
more fruit. Already are you clean through the word I have spoken,
but you must continue to be clean. You must abide in me, and I
in you; the branch will die if it is separated from the vine. As the
branch cannot bear fruit except it abides in the vine, so neither can
you yield the fruits of loving service except you abide in me. Re-
member: I am the real vine, and you are the living branches. He
who lives in me, and I in him, will bear much fruit of the spirit and
experience the supreme joy of yielding this spiritual harvest. If you
willmaintain this living spiritual connectionwithme, youwill bear
abundant fruit. If you abide in me and my words live in you, you
will be able to commune freely with me, and then can my living
spirit so infuse you that youmay ask whatsoevermy spirit wills and
do all this with the assurance that the Father will grant us our pe-
tition. Herein is the Father glori ed: that the vine has many living
branches, and that every branch bears much fruit. And when the
world sees these fruit-bearing branches—my friends who love one
another, even as I have loved them — all men will know that you
are truly my disciples.

2 “As the Father has loved me, so have I loved you. Live in my
love even as I live in the Father’s love. If you do as I have taught you,
you shall abide inmy love even as I have kept the Father’s word and
evermore abide in his love.”

3 e Jews had long taught that the Messiah would be “a stem
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arising out of the vine” of David’s ancestors, and in commemora-
tion of this olden teaching a large emblem of the grape and its at-
tached vine decorated the entrance toHerod’s temple. e apostles
all recalled these things while the Master talked to them this night
in the upper chamber.

4 But great sorrow later attended the misinterpretation of the
Master’s inferences regarding prayer. ere would have been little
difficulty about these teachings if his exact words had been remem-
bered and subsequently truthfully recorded. But as the record was
made, believers eventually regarded prayer in Jesus’ name as a sort
of suprememagic, thinking that theywould receive fromtheFather
anything they asked for. For centuries honest souls have continued
to wreck their faith against this stumbling block. How long will it
take the world of believers to understand that prayer is not a pro-
cess of getting your way but rather a program of taking God’s way,
an experience of learning how to recognize and execute the Father’s
will? It is entirely true that, when your will has been truly aligned
with his, you can ask anything conceived by that will-union, and it
will be granted. And such a will-union is effected by and through
Jesus even as the life of the vine ows into and through the living
branches.

5 When there exists this living connection between divinity and
humanity, if humanity should thoughtlessly and ignorantly pray
for sel sh ease and vainglorious accomplishments, there could be
only one divine answer: more and increased bearing of the fruits
of the spirit on the stems of the living branches. When the branch
of the vine is alive, there can be only one answer to all its petitions:
increased grape bearing. In fact, the branch exists only for, and can
do nothing except, fruit bearing, yielding grapes. So does the true
believer exist only for the purpose of bearing the fruits of the spirit:
to love man as he himself has been loved by God— that we should
love one another, even as Jesus has loved us.

6 Andwhen the Father’s hand of discipline is laid upon the vine,
it is done in love, in order that the branches may bear much fruit.
And a wise husbandman cuts away only the dead and fruitless
branches.
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7 Jesus had great difficulty in leading even his apostles to recog-
nize that prayer is a function of spirit-born believers in the spirit-
dominated kingdom.

3. ENMITY OF THE WORLD
1 e 11 had scarcely ceased their discussions of the discourse on

the vine and the branches when the Master, indicating that he was
desirous of speaking to them further and knowing that his timewas
short, said: “When I have le you, be not discouraged by the en-
mity of theworld. Be not downcast evenwhen fainthearted believ-
ers turn against you and join hands with the enemies of the king-
dom. If the world shall hate you, you should recall that it hatedme
even before it hated you. If you were of this world, then would the
world love its own, but because you are not, the world refuses to
love you. You are in this world, but your lives are not to be world-
like. I have chosen you out of the world to represent the spirit of
another world even to this world from which you have been cho-
sen. But always remember the words I have spoken to you: e
servant is not greater than his master. If they dare to persecute me,
they will also persecute you. If my words offend the unbelievers, so
also will your words offend the ungodly. And all of this will they
do to you because they believe not in me nor in Him who sent me;
so will you suffer many things for the sake of my gospel. But when
you endure these tribulations, you should recall that I also suffered
before you for the sake of this gospel of the heavenly kingdom.˚

2 “Many of those who will assail you are ignorant of the light
of heaven, but this is not true of some who now persecute us. If
we had not taught them the truth, they might do many strange
things without falling under condemnation, but now, since they
have known the light and presumed to reject it, they have no excuse
for their attitude. He who hates me hates my Father. It cannot be
otherwise; the lightwhichwould save you if accepted can only con-
demn you if it is knowingly rejected. Andwhat have I done to these
men that they should hate me with such a terrible hatred? Noth-
ing, save to offer them fellowship on earth and salvation in heaven.

3.1. Be not downcast even when faint-hearted believers turn against you… See note for
139:12.1.
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But have you not read in the Scripture the saying: ‘And they hated
me without a cause’?

3 “But I will not leave you alone in the world. Very soon, a er I
have gone, I will send you a spirit helper. You shall have with you
one who will take my place among you, one who will continue to
teach you the way of truth, who will even comfort you.

4 “Let not yourhearts be troubled. Youbelieve inGod; continue
to believe also in me. Even though I must leave you, I will not be
far from you. I have already told you that in my Father’s universe
there are many tarrying-places. If this were not true, I would not
have repeatedly told you about them. I am going to return to these
worlds of light, stations in the Father’s heaven to which you shall
sometime ascend. From these places I came into this world, and
the hour is now at hand when I must return to my Father’s work in
the spheres on high.˚

5 “If I thus go before you into the Father’s heavenly kingdom,
so will I surely send for you that you may be with me in the places
that were prepared for the mortal sons of God before this world
was. Even though I must leave you, I will be present with you in
spirit, and eventually you shall bewithme in personwhen you have
ascended to me in my universe even as I am about to ascend to my
Father in his greater universe. And what I have told you is true
and everlasting, even though you may not fully comprehend it. I
go to the Father, and though you cannot now follow me, you shall
certainly follow me in the ages to come.”

6 When Jesus sat down, omas arose and said: “Master, we do
not know where you are going; so of course we do not know the
way. But we will follow you this very night if you will show us the
way.”

7 When Jesus heard omas, he answered: “ omas, I am the
way, the truth, and the life. No man goes to the Father except
through me. All who nd the Father, rst nd me. If you know
me, you know the way to the Father. And you do know me, for
you have lived with me and you now see me.”
4. …stations in the Father’s heaven to which you shall some time ascend. See note for
60:3.20.
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8 But this teaching was too deep for many of the apostles, espe-
cially for Philip, who, a er speaking a few words with Nathaniel,
arose and said: “Master, show us the Father, and everything you
have said will be made plain.”

9 And when Philip had spoken, Jesus said: “Philip, have I been
so long with you and yet you do not even now know me? Again
do I declare: He who has seen me has seen the Father. How can
you then say, Show us the Father? Do you not believe that I am
in the Father and the Father in me? Have I not taught you that the
words which I speak are notmywords but the words of the Father?
I speak for the Father and not of myself. I am in this world to do
the Father’s will, and that I have done. My Father abides in me and
works through me. Believe me when I say that the Father is in me,
and that I am in the Father, or else believe me for the sake of the
very life I have lived — for the work’s sake.”

10 As the Master went aside to refresh himself with water, the 11
engaged in a spirited discussion of these teachings, and Peter was
beginning to deliver himself of an extended speech when Jesus re-
turned and beckoned them to be seated.

4. THE PROMISED HELPER
1 Jesus continued to teach, saying: “When I have gone to the

Father, and a er he has fully accepted the work I have done for you
on earth, and a er I have received the nal sovereignty of my own
domain, I shall say to my Father: Having le my children alone on
earth, it is in accordance with my promise to send them another
teacher. And when the Father shall approve, I will pour out the
Spirit of Truth upon all esh. Already is my Father’s spirit in your
hearts, and when this day shall come, you will also have me with
you even as you now have the Father. is new gi is the spirit of
living truth. e unbelievers will not at rst listen to the teachings
of this spirit, but the sons of light will all receive him gladly and
with a whole heart. And you shall know this spirit when he comes
even as you have known me, and you will receive this gi in your
hearts, and he will abide with you. You thus perceive that I am not
going to leave you without help and guidance. I will not leave you
desolate. Today I can be with you only in person. In the times to
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come I will be with you and all other men who desire my presence,
wherever you may be, and with each of you at the same time. Do
you not discern that it is better for me to go away; that I leave you
in the esh so that I may the better and the more fully be with you
in the spirit?

2 “In just a few hours the world will see me no more; but you
will continue to know me in your hearts even until I send you this
new teacher, the Spirit of Truth. As I have livedwith you in person,
then shall I live in you; I shall be one with your personal experience
in the spirit kingdom. And when this has come to pass, you shall
surely know that I am in the Father, and that, while your life is hid
with the Father in me, I am also in you. I have loved the Father
and have kept his word; you have loved me, and you will keep my
word. As my Father has given me of his spirit, so will I give you of
my spirit. And this Spirit of Truth which I will bestow upon you
shall guide and comfort you and shall eventually lead you into all
truth.

3 “I am telling you these things while I am still with you that you
may be the better prepared to endure those trials which are even
now right upon us. And when this new day comes, you will be in-
dwelt by the Son as well as by the Father. And these gi s of heaven
will ever work the one with the other even as the Father and I have
wrought on earth and before your very eyes as one person, the Son
of Man. And this spirit friend will bring to your remembrance ev-
erything I have taught you.”

4 As theMaster paused for a moment, Judas Alpheus made bold
to ask one of the few questions which either he or his brother ever
addressed to Jesus in public. Said Judas: “Master, you have always
lived among us as a friend; how shall we know you when you no
longer manifest yourself to us save by this spirit? If the world sees
you not, how shall we be certain about you? How will you show
yourself to us?”

5 Jesus looked down upon them all, smiled, and said: “My little
children, I am going away, going back tomy Father. In a little while
you will not see me as you do here, as esh and blood. In a very
short time I am going to send you my spirit, just like me except for
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this material body. is new teacher is the Spirit of Truth who will
live with each one of you, in your hearts, and sowill all the children
of light bemade one and be drawn toward one another. And in this
very manner will my Father and I be able to live in the souls of each
one of you and also in the hearts of all other men who love us and
make that love real in their experiences by loving one another, even
as I am now loving you.”

6 Judas Alpheus did not fully understand what the Master said,
but he grasped the promise of the new teacher, and from the ex-
pression onAndrew’s face, he perceived that his question had been
satisfactorily answered.

5. THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH
1 e new helper which Jesus promised to send into the hearts

of believers, to pour out upon all esh, is the Spirit of Truth. is
divine endowment is not the letter or law of truth, neither is it to
function as the form or expression of truth. e new teacher is the
conviction of truth, the consciousness and assurance of true mean-
ings on real spirit levels. And this new teacher is the spirit of living
and growing truth, expanding, unfolding, and adaptative truth.

2 Divine truth is a spirit-discerned and living reality. Truth ex-
ists only on high spiritual levels of the realization of divinity and
the consciousness of communion with God. You can know the
truth, and you can live the truth; you can experience the growth of
truth in the soul and enjoy the liberty of its enlightenment in the
mind, but you cannot imprison truth in formulas, codes, creeds,
or intellectual patterns of human conduct. When you undertake
the human formulation of divine truth, it speedily dies. e post-
mortem salvage of imprisoned truth, even at best, can eventuate
only in the realization of a peculiar form of intellectualized glori-
ed wisdom. Static truth is dead truth, and only dead truth can

be held as a theory. Living truth is dynamic and can enjoy only an
experiential existence in the human mind.

3 Intelligence grows out of a material existence which is illumi-
nated by the presence of the cosmic mind. Wisdom comprises the
consciousness of knowledge elevated to new levels of meaning and
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activated by the presence of the universe endowment of the adju-
tant of wisdom. Truth is a spiritual reality value experienced only
by spirit-endowed beings who function upon supermaterial levels
of universe consciousness, and who, a er the realization of truth,
permit its spirit of activation to live and reign within their souls.

4 e true child of universe insight looks for the living Spirit of
Truth in every wise saying. e God-knowing individual is con-
stantly elevating wisdom to the living-truth levels of divine attain-
ment; the spiritually unprogressive soul is all thewhile dragging the
living truth down to the dead levels of wisdom and to the domain
of mere exalted knowledge.

5 e golden rule, when divested of the superhuman insight of
the Spirit of Truth, becomes nothing more than a rule of high eth-
ical conduct. e golden rule, when literally interpreted, may be-
come the instrument of great offence to one’s fellows. Without a
spiritual discernment of the golden rule of wisdom you might rea-
son that, since you are desirous that allmen speak the full and frank
truth of their minds to you, you should therefore fully and frankly
speak the full thought of your mind to your fellow beings. Such an
unspiritual interpretation of the golden rule might result in untold
unhappiness and no end of sorrow.

6 Some persons discern and interpret the golden rule as a purely
intellectual affirmation of human fraternity. Others experience
this expression of human relationship as an emotional grati cation
of the tender feelings of the human personality. Another mortal
recognizes this same golden rule as the yardstick for measuring all
social relations, the standard of social conduct. Still others look
upon it as being the positive injunction of a great moral teacher
who embodied in this statement the highest concept ofmoral obli-
gation as regards all fraternal relationships. In the lives of such
moral beings the golden rule becomes the wise centre and circum-
ference of all their philosophy.

7 In the kingdomof the believing brotherhood ofGod-knowing
truth lovers, this golden rule takes on living qualities of spiritual
realization on those higher levels of interpretation which cause the
mortal sons of God to view this injunction of theMaster as requir-
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ing them so to relate themselves to their fellows that they will re-
ceive the highest possible good as a result of the believer’s contact
with them. is is the essence of true religion: that you love your
neighbour as yourself.

8 But the highest realization and the truest interpretation of the
golden rule consists in the consciousness of the spirit of the truth
of the enduring and living reality of such a divine declaration. e
true cosmic meaning of this rule of universal relationship is re-
vealed only in its spiritual realization, in the interpretation of the
law of conduct by the spirit of the Son to the spirit of the Father
that indwells the soul of mortal man. And when such spirit-led
mortals realize the true meaning of this golden rule, they are lled
to over owing with the assurance of citizenship in a friendly uni-
verse, and their ideals of spirit reality are satis ed only when they
love their fellows as Jesus loved us all, and that is the reality of the
realization of the love of God.

9 is samephilosophyof the living exibility and cosmic adapt-
ability of divine truth to the individual requirements and capacity
of every son of God, must be perceived before you can hope ade-
quately to understand the Master’s teaching and practice of nonre-
sistance to evil. e Master’s teaching is basically a spiritual pro-
nouncement. Even the material implications of his philosophy
cannot be helpfully considered apart from their spiritual correla-
tions. e spirit of theMaster’s injunction consists in the nonresis-
tance of all sel sh reaction to the universe, coupledwith the aggres-
sive and progressive attainment of righteous levels of true spirit val-
ues: divine beauty, in nite goodness, and eternal truth — to know
God and to become increasingly like him.

10 Love, unsel shness, must undergo a constant and living
readaptative interpretation of relationships in accordance with the
leading of the Spirit of Truth. Love must thereby grasp the ever-
changing and enlarging concepts of the highest cosmic good of the
individual who is loved. And then love goes on to strike this same
attitude concerning all other individuals who could possibly be in-
uenced by the growing and living relationship of one spirit-led

mortal’s love for other citizens of the universe. And this entire liv-
ing adaptation of love must be effected in the light of both the en-
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vironment of present evil and the eternal goal of the perfection of
divine destiny.

11 And so must we clearly recognize that neither the golden rule
nor the teaching of nonresistance can ever be properly understood
as dogmas or precepts. ey can only be comprehended by living
them, by realizing theirmeanings in the living interpretation of the
Spirit of Truth, who directs the loving contact of one human being
with another.

12 And all this clearly indicates the difference between the old re-
ligion and the new. e old religion taught self-sacri ce; the new
religion teaches only self-forgetfulness, enhanced self-realization
in conjoined social service and universe comprehension. e old
religion was motivated by fear-consciousness; the new gospel of
the kingdom is dominated by truth-conviction, the spirit of eter-
nal and universal truth. And no amount of piety or creedal loyalty
can compensate for the absence in the life experience of kingdom
believers of that spontaneous, generous, and sincere friendliness
which characterizes the spirit-born sons of the living God. Neither
tradition nor a ceremonial system of formal worship can atone for
the lack of genuine compassion for one’s fellows.

6. THE NECESSITY FOR LEAVING
1 A er Peter, James, John, and Matthew had asked the Master

numerous questions, he continued his farewell discourse by saying:
“And I am telling you about all this before I leave you in order that
you may be so prepared for what is coming upon you that you will
not stumble into serious error. e authorities will not be content
withmerely putting you out of the synagogues; Iwarn you the hour
draws near when they who kill you will think they are doing a ser-
vice to God. And all of these things they will do to you and to
those whom you lead into the kingdom of heaven because they do
not know the Father. ey have refused to know the Father by re-
fusing to receiveme; and they refuse to receivemewhen they reject
you, provided you have kept my new commandment that you love
one another even as I have loved you. I am telling you in advance
about these things so that, when your hour comes, asmine nowhas,
you may be strengthened in the knowledge that all was known to
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me, and thatmy spirit shall be with you in all your sufferings formy
sake and the gospel’s. Itwas for this purpose that I have been talking
so plainly to you from the very beginning. I have even warned you
that aman’s foesmay be those of his ownhousehold. Although this
gospel of the kingdomnever fails to bring great peace to the soul of
the individual believer, it will not bring peace on earth until man is
willing to believe my teaching wholeheartedly and to establish the
practice of doing the Father’s will as the chief purpose in living the
mortal life.

2 “Now that I am leaving you, seeing that the hour has come
when I am about to go to the Father, I am surprised that none of
youhave askedme,Whydo you leave us? Nevertheless, I know that
you ask such questions in your hearts. I will speak to you plainly, as
one friend to another. It is really pro table for you that I go away. If
I gonot away, thenew teacher cannot come into yourhearts. Imust
be divested of thismortal body and be restored tomy place on high
before I can send this spirit teacher to live in your souls and lead
your spirits into the truth. And when my spirit comes to indwell
you, he will illuminate the difference between sin and righteous-
ness and will enable you to judge wisely in your hearts concerning
them.

3 “I have yet much to say to you, but you cannot stand any more
just now. Albeit, when he, the Spirit of Truth, comes, he shall even-
tually guide you into all truth as you pass through themany abodes
in my Father’s universe.

4 “ is spirit will not speak of himself, but he will declare to you
that which the Father has revealed to the Son, and he will even
show you things to come; he will glorify me even as I have glori-
ed my Father. is spirit comes forth from me, and he will reveal

my truth to you. Everything which the Father has in this domain
is now mine; wherefore did I say that this new teacher would take
of that which is mine and reveal it to you.

5 “In just a little while I will leave you for a short time. A er-
wards, when you again see me, I shall already be on my way to the
Father so that even then you will not see me for long.”

6 While he paused for amoment, the apostles began to talk with
each other: “What is this that he tells us? ‘In just a little while I will
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leave you,’ and ‘When you see me again it will not be for long, for
I will be on my way to the Father.’ What can he mean by this ‘little
while’ and ‘not for long’? We cannot understand what he is telling
us.”

7 And since Jesus knew they asked these questions, he said: “Do
you inquire among yourselves about what I meant when I said that
in a little while I would not be with you, and that, when you would
see me again, I would be on my way to the Father? I have plainly
told you that the Son of Man must die, but that he will rise again.
Can you not then discern the meaning of my words? You will rst
bemade sorrowful, but later onwill you rejoicewithmanywhowill
understand these things a er they have come to pass. A woman is
indeed sorrowful in the hour of her travail, but when she is once
delivered of her child, she immediately forgets her anguish in the
joy of the knowledge that aman has been born into theworld. And
so are you about to sorrow over my departure, but I will soon see
you again, and then will your sorrow be turned into rejoicing, and
there shall come to you a new revelation of the salvation of God
which noman can ever take away from you. And all the worlds will
be blessed in this same revelation of life in effecting the overthrow
of death. Hitherto have you made all your requests in my Father’s
name. A er you see me again, you may also ask in my name, and I
will hear you.

8 “Down here I have taught you in proverbs and spoken to you
in parables. I did so because you were only children in the spirit;
but the time is coming when I will talk to you plainly concerning
the Father and his kingdom. And I shall do this because the Father
himself loves you anddesires to bemore fully revealed to you. Mor-
tal man cannot see the spirit Father; therefore have I come into the
world to show the Father to your creature eyes. But when you have
become perfected in spirit growth, you shall then see the Father
himself.”

9 When the 11 had heard him speak, they said to each other:
“Behold, he does speak plainly to us. Surely the Master did come
forth from God. But why does he say he must return to the Fa-
ther?” And Jesus saw that they did not even yet comprehend him.

ese 11 men could not get away from their long-nourished ideas
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of the Jewish concept of the Messiah. e more fully they believed
in Jesus as the Messiah, the more troublesome became these deep-
rootednotions regarding the gloriousmaterial triumphof the king-
dom on earth.



PAPER №181
FINAL ADMONITIONS AND WARNINGS

Midwayer Commission

AFTER the conclusion of the farewell discourse to the 11,
Jesus visited informally with them and recounted many
experienceswhich concerned them as a group and as indi-

viduals. At last it was beginning to dawn upon these Galileans that
their friend and teacher was going to leave them, and their hope
grasped at the promise that, a er a little while, he would again be
with them, but they were prone to forget that this return visit was
also for a little while. Many of the apostles and the leading disciples
really thought that this promise to return for a short season (the
short interval between the resurrection and the ascension) indi-
cated that Jesus was just going away for a brief visit with his Father,
a er which he would return to establish the kingdom. And such
an interpretation of his teaching conformed both with their pre-
conceived beliefs and with their ardent hopes. Since their lifelong
beliefs and hopes of wish ful lment were thus agreed, it was not
difficult for them to nd an interpretation of the Master’s words
which would justify their intense longings.

2 A er the farewell discourse had been discussed and had be-
gun to settle down in their minds, Jesus again called the apostles
to order and began the impartation of his nal admonitions and
warnings.

1. LAST WORDS OF COMFORT
1 When the 11 had taken their seats, Jesus stood and addressed

them: “As long as I am with you in the esh, I can be but one indi-
vidual in your midst or in the entire world. But when I have been
delivered from this investment of mortal nature, I will be able to
return as a spirit indweller of each of you and of all other believ-
ers in this gospel of the kingdom. In this way the Son of Man will
become a spiritual incarnation in the souls of all true believers.

2 “When I have returned to live in you and work through you, I
can the better lead you on through this life and guide you through
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the many abodes in the future life in the heaven of heavens. Life
in the Father’s eternal creation is not an endless rest of idleness and
sel sh ease but rather a ceaseless progression in grace, truth, and
glory. Each of the many, many stations in my Father’s house is
a stopping place, a life designed to prepare you for the next one
ahead. And so will the children of light go on from glory to glory
until they attain the divine estate wherein they are spiritually per-
fected even as the Father is perfect in all things.

3 “If you would follow a er me when I leave you, put forth your
earnest efforts to live in accordance with the spirit of my teachings
and with the ideal of my life — the doing of my Father’s will. is
do instead of trying to imitate my natural life in the esh as I have,
perforce, been required to live it on this world.

4 “ e Father sentme into this world, but only a few of you have
chosen fully to receive me. I will pour out my spirit upon all esh,
but all men will not choose to receive this new teacher as the guide
and counsellor of the soul. But as many as do receive him shall be
enlightened, cleansed, and comforted. And this Spirit ofTruthwill
become in them a well of living water springing up into eternal life.

5 “And now, as I am about to leave you, I would speak words of
comfort. Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I make
these gi s not as the world gives — by measure — I give each of
you all you will receive. Let not your heart be troubled, neither
let it be fearful. I have overcome the world, and in me you shall all
triumph through faith. I have warned you that the Son ofManwill
be killed, but I assure you I will come back before I go to the Father,
even though it be for only a little while. And a er I have ascended
to the Father, I will surely send the new teacher to be with you and
to abide in your very hearts. And when you see all this come to
pass, be not dismayed, but rather believe, inasmuch as you knew it
all beforehand. I have loved youwith a great affection, and I would
not leave you, but it is the Father’s will. My hour has come.

6 “Doubt not any of these truths even a er you are scattered
abroad by persecution and are downcast by many sorrows. When
you feel that you are alone in the world, I will know of your isola-
tion even as, when you are scattered every man to his own place,
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leaving the Son of Man in the hands of his enemies, you will know
of mine. But I am never alone; always is the Father with me. Even
at such a time I will pray for you. And all of these things have I
told you that you might have peace and have it more abundantly.
In this world you will have tribulation, but be of good cheer; I have
triumphed in the world and shown you the way to eternal joy and
everlasting service.”

7 ¶ Jesus gives peace to his fellow doers of the will of God but
not on the order of the joys and satisfactions of this material world.
Unbelieving materialists and fatalists can hope to enjoy only two
kinds of peace and soul comfort: Either they must be stoics, with
steadfast resolution determined to face the inevitable and to en-
dure the worst; or theymust be optimists, ever indulging that hope
which springs eternal in the human breast, vainly longing for a
peace which never really comes.

8 A certain amount of both stoicism and optimism are service-
able in living a life on earth, but neither has aught to do with that
superb peace which the Son of God bestows upon his brethren in
the esh. e peace which Michael gives his children on earth is
that very peace which lled his own soul when he himself lived
the mortal life in the esh and on this very world. e peace of
Jesus is the joy and satisfaction of a God-knowing individual who
has achieved the triumph of learning fully how to do the will of
God while living the mortal life in the esh. e peace of Jesus’
mind was founded on an absolute human faith in the actuality of
the divine Father’s wise and sympathetic overcare. Jesus had trou-
ble on earth, he has even been falsely called the “man of sorrows,”
but in and through all of these experiences he enjoyed the comfort
of that con dence which ever empowered him to proceed with his
life purpose in the full assurance that he was achieving the Father’s
will.

9 Jesus was determined, persistent, and thoroughly devoted to
the accomplishment of his mission, but he was not an unfeeling
and calloused stoic; he ever sought for the cheerful aspects of his
life experiences, but he was not a blind and self-deceived optimist.

e Master knew all that was to befall him, and he was unafraid.
A er he had bestowed this peace upon each of his followers, he
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could consistently say, “Let not your heart be troubled, neither let
it be afraid.”

10 e peace of Jesus is, then, the peace and assurance of a son
who fully believes that his career for time and eternity is safely and
wholly in the care and keeping of an all-wise, all-loving, and all-
powerful spirit Father. And this is, indeed, a peace which passes
the understanding of mortal mind, but which can be enjoyed to
the full by the believing human heart.

2. FAREWELL PERSONAL ADMONITIONS
1 e Master had nished giving his farewell instructions and

imparting his nal admonitions to the apostles as a group. He then
addressed himself to saying good-bye individually and to giving
each a word of personal advice, together with his parting blessing.

e apostles were still seated about the table as when they rst sat
down to partake of the Last Supper, and as theMaster went around
the table talking to them, each man rose to his feet when Jesus ad-
dressed him.

2 ¶ To John, Jesus said: “You, John, are the youngest ofmybreth-
ren. You have been very near me, and while I love you all with the
same love which a father bestows upon his sons, you were desig-
nated by Andrew as one of the three who should always be near
me. Besides this, you have acted for me and must continue so to
act in many matters concerning my earthly family. And I go to
the Father, John, having full con dence that you will continue to
watch over those who are mine in the esh. See to it that their pre-
sent confusion regarding my mission does not in any way prevent
your extending to them all sympathy, counsel, and help even as you
know I would if I were to remain in the esh. And when they all
come to see the light and enter fully into the kingdom,while you all
will welcome them joyously, I depend upon you, John, to welcome
them for me.

3 “And now, as I enter upon the closing hours of my earthly ca-
reer, remain near at hand that I may leave any message with you
regarding my family. As concerns the work put in my hands by the
Father, it is now nished except for my death in the esh, and I
am ready to drink this last cup. But as for the responsibilities le
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to me by my earthly father, Joseph, while I have attended to these
during my life, I must now depend upon you to act in my stead in
all these matters. And I have chosen you to do this for me, John,
because you are the youngest and will therefore very likely outlive
these other apostles.

4 “Once we called you and your brother sons of thunder. You
started out with us strong-minded and intolerant, but you have
changed much since you wanted me to call re down upon the
heads of ignorant and thoughtless unbelievers. And you must
change yet more. You should become the apostle of the new com-
mandment which I have this night given you. Dedicate your life
to teaching your brethren how to love one another, even as I have
loved you.”

5 As John Zebedee stood there in the upper chamber, the tears
rolling down his cheeks, he looked into the Master’s face and said:
“And so I will, my Master, but how can I learn to love my breth-
ren more?” And then answered Jesus: “You will learn to love your
brethren more when you rst learn to love their Father in heaven
more, and a er you have become trulymore interested in their wel-
fare in time and in eternity. And all such human interest is fos-
tered by understanding sympathy, unsel sh service, and unstinted
forgiveness. No man should despise your youth, but I exhort you
always to give due consideration to the fact that age o entimes rep-
resents experience, and that nothing in human affairs can take the
place of actual experience. Strive to live peaceably with all men, es-
pecially your friends in the brotherhood of the heavenly kingdom.
And, John, always remember, strive not with the souls you would
win for the kingdom.”

6 ¶ And then the Master, passing around his own seat, paused
a moment by the side of the place of Judas Iscariot. e apos-
tles were rather surprised that Judas had not returned before this,
and they were very curious to know the signi cance of Jesus’ sad
countenance as he stood by the betrayer’s vacant seat. But none
of them, except possibly Andrew, entertained even the slightest
thought that their treasurer had gone out to betray his Master, as
Jesus had intimated to them earlier in the evening and during the
supper. So much had been going on that, for the time being, they
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had quite forgotten about the Master’s announcement that one of
them would betray him.

7 ¶ Jesus now went over to Simon Zelotes, who stood up and
listened to this admonition: “You are a true son of Abraham, but
what a time I have had trying to make you a son of this heavenly
kingdom. I love you and so do all of your brethren. I know that
you love me, Simon, and that you also love the kingdom, but you
are still set onmaking this kingdom come according to your liking.
I know full well that you will eventually grasp the spiritual nature
and meaning of my gospel, and that you will do valiant work in its
proclamation, but I am distressed about what may happen to you
when I depart. I would rejoice to know that youwould not falter; I
would be made happy if I could know that, a er I go to the Father,
you would not cease to be my apostle, and that you would accept-
ably deport yourself as an ambassador of the heavenly kingdom.”

8 Jesus had hardly ceased speaking to Simon Zelotes when the
ery patriot, drying his eyes, replied: “Master, have no fears for my

loyalty. I have turned my back upon everything that I might ded-
icate my life to the establishment of your kingdom on earth, and I
will not falter. I have survived every disappointment so far, and I
will not forsake you.”

9 And then, laying his hand on Simon’s shoulder, Jesus said: “It
is indeed refreshing to hear you talk like that, especially at such a
time as this, but, my good friend, you still do not know what you
are talking about. Not for one moment would I doubt your loy-
alty, your devotion; I know you would not hesitate to go forth in
battle and die for me, as all these others would” (and they all nod-
ded a vigorous approval), “but that will not be required of you. I
have repeatedly told you that my kingdom is not of this world, and
that my disciples will not ght to effect its establishment. I have
told you this many times, Simon, but you refuse to face the truth.
I am not concerned with your loyalty to me and to the kingdom,
but what will you do when I go away and you at last wake up to the
realization that you have failed to grasp the meaning of my teach-
ing, and that youmust adjust your misconceptions to the reality of
another and spiritual order of affairs in the kingdom?”
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10 Simon wanted to speak further, but Jesus raised his hand and,
stopping him, went on to say: “None of my apostles are more sin-
cere andhonest at heart than you, butnot oneof themwill be soup-
set and disheartened as you, a er my departure. In all of your dis-
couragement my spirit shall abide with you, and these, your breth-
ren, will not forsake you. Do not forget what I have taught you
regarding the relation of citizenship on earth to sonship in the Fa-
ther’s spiritual kingdom. Ponder well all that I have said to you
about rendering to Caesar the things which are Caesar’s and to
God that which is God’s. Dedicate your life, Simon, to showing
how acceptably mortal man may ful l my injunction concerning
the simultaneous recognition of temporal duty to civil powers and
spiritual service in the brotherhood of the kingdom. If you will be
taught by the Spirit of Truth, never will there be con ict between
the requirements of citizenship on earth and sonship in heaven un-
less the temporal rulers presume to require of you the homage and
worship which belong only to God.

11 ¶ “And now, Simon, when you do nally see all of this, and
a er you have shaken off your depression and have gone forth pro-
claiming this gospel in great power, never forget that Iwaswith you
even through all of your season of discouragement, and that I will
go onwith you to the very end. You shall always bemy apostle, and
a er you become willing to see by the eye of the spirit and more
fully to yield your will to the will of the Father in heaven, then will
you return to labour as my ambassador, and no one shall take away
from you the authority which I have conferred upon you, because
of your slowness of comprehending the truths I have taught you.
And so, Simon, once more I warn you that they who ght with the
sword perish with the sword, while they who labour in the spirit
achieve life everlasting in the kingdom to come with joy and peace
in the kingdom which now is. And when the work given into your
hands is nished on earth, you, Simon, shall sit down with me in
my kingdom over there. You shall really see the kingdom you have
longed for, but not in this life. Continue to believe in me and in
that which I have revealed to you, and you shall receive the gi of
eternal life.”

12 ¶ When Jesus had nished speaking to Simon Zelotes, he
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stepped over to Matthew Levi and said: “No longer will it devolve
upon you to provide for the treasury of the apostolic group. Soon,
very soon, youwill all be scattered; youwill not be permitted to en-
joy the comforting and sustaining association of even one of your
brethren. As you go onward preaching this gospel of the kingdom,
you will have to nd for yourselves new associates. I have sent you
forth two and two during the times of your training, but now that
I am leaving you, a er you have recovered from the shock, you will
go out alone, and to the ends of the earth, proclaiming this good
news: at faith-quickened mortals are the sons of God.”

13 en spoke Matthew: “But, Master, who will send us, and
how shall we know where to go? Will Andrew show us the way?”
And Jesus answered: “No, Levi, Andrew will no longer direct you
in the proclamation of the gospel. He will, indeed, continue as
your friend and counsellor until that day whereon the new teacher
comes, and then shall the Spirit of Truth lead each of you abroad to
labour for the extension of the kingdom. Many changes have come
over you since that day at the customhouse when you rst set out
to follow me; but many more must come before you will be able to
see the vision of a brotherhood in which gentile sits alongside Jew
in fraternal association. But go on with your urge to win your Jew-
ish brethren until you are fully satis ed and then turn with power
to the gentiles. One thing you may be certain of, Levi: You have
won the con dence and affection of your brethren; they all love
you.” (And all 10 of them signi ed their acquiescence in the Mas-
ter’s words.)

14 “Levi, I know much about your anxieties, sacri ces, and
labours to keep the treasury replenished which your brethren do
not know, and I am rejoiced that, though he who carried the bag
is absent, the publican ambassador is here at my farewell gathering
with the messengers of the kingdom. I pray that you may discern
the meaning of my teaching with the eyes of the spirit. And when
the new teacher comes into your heart, follow on as he will lead
you and let your brethren see — even all the world — what the Fa-
ther can do for a hated tax-gatherer who dared to follow the Son of
Man and to believe the gospel of the kingdom. Even from the rst,
Levi, I loved you as I did these other Galileans. Knowing then so
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well that neither the Father nor the Son has respect of persons, see
to it that you make no such distinctions among those who become
believers in the gospel through your ministry. And so, Matthew,
dedicate yourwhole future life service to showing allmen thatGod
is no respecter of persons; that, in the sight of God and in the fel-
lowship of the kingdom, all men are equal, all believers are the sons
of God.”

15 ¶ Jesus then stepped over to James Zebedee, who stood in si-
lence as the Master addressed him, saying: “James, when you and
your younger brother once came to me seeking preferment in the
honours of the kingdom, and I told you such honours were for the
Father to bestow, I asked if you were able to drink my cup, and
both of you answered that you were. Even if you were not then
able, and if you are not now able, you will soon be prepared for
such a service by the experience you are about to pass through. By
such behaviour you angered your brethren at that time. If they
have not already fully forgiven you, they will when they see you
drink my cup. Whether your ministry be long or short, possess
your soul in patience. When the new teacher comes, let him teach
you the poise of compassion and that sympathetic tolerance which
is born of sublime con dence in me and of perfect submission to
the Father’s will. Dedicate your life to the demonstration of that
combined human affection and divine dignity of the God-know-
ing and Son-believing disciple. And all who thus live will reveal
the gospel even in themanner of their death. You and your brother
John will go different ways, and one of you may sit down with me
in the eternal kingdom long before the other. It would help you
much if you would learn that true wisdom embraces discretion as
well as courage. You should learn sagacity to go along with your
aggressiveness. ere will come those supreme moments wherein
my disciples will not hesitate to lay down their lives for this gospel,
but in all ordinary circumstances it would be far better to placate
thewrath of unbelievers that youmight live and continue to preach
the glad tidings. As far as lies in your power, live long on the earth
that your life of many years may be fruitful in souls won for the
heavenly kingdom.”

16 ¶ When the Master had nished speaking to James Zebedee,
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he stepped around to the end of the table where Andrew sat and,
looking his faithful helper in the eyes, said: “Andrew, you have
faithfully represented me as acting head of the ambassadors of the
heavenly kingdom. Although you have sometimes doubted and at
other times manifested dangerous timidity, still, you have always
been sincerely just and eminently fair in dealing with your asso-
ciates. Ever since the ordination of you and your brethren as mes-
sengers of the kingdom, you have been self-governing in all group
administrative affairs except that I designated you as the acting
headof these chosenones. Innoother temporalmatter have I acted
to direct or to in uence your decisions. And this I did in order to
provide for leadership in the direction of all your subsequent group
deliberations. Inmy universe and inmy Father’s universe of univer-
ses, our brethren-sons are dealt with as individuals in all their spiri-
tual relations, but in all group relationships we unfailingly provide
for de nite leadership. Our kingdom is a realm of order, andwhere
two or more will creatures act in co-operation, there is always pro-
vided the authority of leadership.

17 “And now, Andrew, since you are the chief of your brethren by
authority ofmy appointment, and since you have thus served asmy
personal representative, and as I am about to leave you and go tomy
Father, I release you from all responsibility as regards these tempo-
ral and administrative affairs. From now on you may exercise no
jurisdiction over your brethren except that which you have earned
in your capacity as spiritual leader, and which your brethren there-
fore freely recognize. From this hour youmay exercise no authority
over your brethren unless they restore such jurisdiction to you by
their de nite legislative action a er I shall have gone to the Father.
But this release from responsibility as the administrative head of
this group does not in anymanner lessen your moral responsibility
to do everything in your power to hold your brethren togetherwith
a rm and loving hand during the trying time just ahead, those days
which must intervene between my departure in the esh and the
sending of the new teacher who will live in your hearts, and who
ultimately will lead you into all truth. As I prepare to leave you,
I would liberate you from all administrative responsibility which
had its inception and authority in my presence as one among you.
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Henceforth I shall exercise only spiritual authority over you and
among you.

18 “If your brethren desire to retain you as their counsellor, I di-
rect that you should, in all matters temporal and spiritual, do your
utmost to promote peace and harmony among the various groups
of sincere gospel believers. Dedicate the remainder of your life
to promoting the practical aspects of brotherly love among your
brethren. Be kind tomy brothers in the esh when they come fully
tobelieve this gospel;manifest loving and impartial devotion to the
Greeks in the West and to Abner in the East. Although these, my
apostles, are soon going to be scattered to the four corners of the
earth, there to proclaim the good news of the salvation of sonship
withGod, you are to hold them together during the trying time just
ahead, that season of intense testing during which you must learn
to believe this gospel without my personal presence while you pa-
tiently await the arrival of the new teacher, the Spirit of Truth. And
so, Andrew, though it may not fall to you to do the great works as
seen by men, be content to be the teacher and counsellor of those
who do such things. Go on with your work on earth to the end,
and then shall you continue this ministry in the eternal kingdom,
for have I not many times told you that I have other sheep not of
this ock?”

19 ¶ Jesus then went over to the Alpheus twins and, standing be-
tween them, said: “My little children, you are one of the three
groups of brothers who chose to follow a er me. All six of you
have donewell towork in peacewith your own esh and blood, but
none have done better than you. Hard times are just ahead of us.
You may not understand all that will befall you and your brethren,
but never doubt that you were once called to the work of the king-
dom. For some time there will be no multitudes to manage, but do
not become discouraged; when your lifework is nished, I will re-
ceive you on high, where in glory you shall tell of your salvation to
seraphic hosts and tomultitudes of the high Sons ofGod. Dedicate
your lives to the enhancement of commonplace toil. Show all men
on earth and the angels of heaven how cheerfully and courageously
mortalman can, a er having been called towork for a season in the
special service of God, return to the labours of former days. If, for
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the time being, your work in the outward affairs of the kingdom
should be completed, you should go back to your former labours
with the new enlightenment of the experience of sonshipwithGod
and with the exalted realization that, to himwho is God-knowing,
there is no such thing as common labour or secular toil. To you
who have worked with me, all things have become sacred, and all
earthly labour has become a service even to God the Father. And
when you hear the news of the doings of your former apostolic as-
sociates, rejoice with them and continue your daily work as those
who wait upon God and serve while they wait. You have been my
apostles, and you always shall be, and I will remember you in the
kingdom to come.”

20 ¶ And then Jesus went over to Philip, who, standing up, heard
this message from his Master: “Philip, you have asked me many
foolish questions, but I have done my utmost to answer every one,
and now would I answer the last of such questionings which have
arisen in yourmost honest but unspiritualmind. All the time I have
been coming around toward you, have you been saying to yourself,
‘What shall I ever do if the Master goes away and leaves us alone
in the world?’ O, you of little faith! And yet you have almost as
much as many of your brethren. You have been a good steward,
Philip. You failed us only a few times, and one of those failures
we utilized to manifest the Father’s glory. Your office of steward-
ship is about over. Youmust soonmore fully do the work you were
called to do— the preaching of this gospel of the kingdom. Philip,
you have always wanted to be shown, and very soon shall you see
great things. Far better that you should have seen all this by faith,
but since you were sincere even in your material sightedness, you
will live to see my words ful lled. And then, when you are blessed
with spiritual vision, go forth to your work, dedicating your life to
the cause of leading mankind to search for God and to seek eter-
nal realities with the eye of spiritual faith and not with the eyes
of the material mind. Remember, Philip, you have a great mission
on earth, for the world is lled with those who look at life just as
you have tended to. You have a great work to do, and when it is
nished in faith, you shall come to me in my kingdom, and I will

take great pleasure in showing you that which eye has not seen, ear
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heard, nor the mortal mind conceived. In the meantime, become
as a little child in the kingdom of the spirit and permit me, as the
spirit of the new teacher, to lead you forward in the spiritual king-
dom. And in this way will I be able to domuch for youwhich I was
not able to accomplish when I sojourned with you as a mortal of
the realm. And always remember, Philip, he who has seen me has
seen the Father.”

21 ¶ enwent theMaster over toNathaniel. AsNathaniel stood
up, Jesus bade him be seated and, sitting down by his side, said:
“Nathaniel, you have learned to live above prejudice and to practise
increased tolerance since youbecamemy apostle. But there ismuch
more for you to learn. You have been a blessing to your fellows in
that they have always been admonished by your consistent sincer-
ity. When I have gone, it may be that your frankness will interfere
with your getting along well with your brethren, both old and new.
You should learn that the expression of even a good thought must
be modulated in accordance with the intellectual status and spiri-
tual development of the hearer. Sincerity is most serviceable in the
work of the kingdom when it is wedded to discretion.

22 “If you would learn to work with your brethren, you might ac-
complish more permanent things, but if you nd yourself going
off in quest of those who think as you do, in that event dedicate
your life to proving that the God-knowing disciple can become a
kingdombuilder evenwhen alone in the world andwholly isolated
fromhis fellowbelievers. I knowyouwill be faithful to the end, and
Iwill some daywelcome you to the enlarged service ofmy kingdom
on high.”

23 en Nathaniel spoke, asking Jesus this question: “I have lis-
tened to your teaching ever since you rst calledme to the service of
this kingdom, but I honestly cannot understand the full meaning
of all you tell us. I do not know what to expect next, and I think
most of my brethren are likewise perplexed, but they hesitate to
confess their confusion. Can you helpme?” Jesus, putting his hand
onNathaniel’s shoulder, said: “My friend, it is not strange that you
should encounter perplexity in your attempt to grasp the meaning
of my spiritual teachings since you are so handicapped by your pre-
conceptions of Jewish tradition and so confused by your persistent
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tendency to interpret my gospel in accordance with the teachings
of the scribes and Pharisees.

24 “I have taught youmuchbywordofmouth, and I have livedmy
life among you. I have done all that can be done to enlighten your
minds and liberate your souls, and what you have not been able to
get frommy teachings andmy life, youmustnowprepare to acquire
at the hand of that master of all teachers— actual experience. And
in all of this new experience which now awaits you, I will go before
you and the Spirit of Truth shall be with you. Fear not; that which
you now fail to comprehend, the new teacher, when he has come,
will reveal to you throughout the remainder of your life on earth
and on through your training in the eternal ages.”

25 And then the Master, turning to all of them, said: “Be not dis-
mayed that you fail to grasp the full meaning of the gospel. You are
but nite, mortal men, and that which I have taught you is in nite,
divine, and eternal. Be patient and of good courage since you have
the eternal ages before you in which to continue your progressive
attainment of the experience of becoming perfect, even as your Fa-
ther in Paradise is perfect.”

26 ¶ And then Jesus went over to omas, who, standing up,
heard him say: “ omas, you have o en lacked faith; however,
when you have had your seasons with doubt, you have never lacked
courage. I know well that the false prophets and spurious teachers
will not deceive you. A er I have gone, your brethrenwill themore
appreciate your critical way of viewing new teachings. And when
you all are scattered to the ends of the earth in the times to come,
remember that you are still my ambassador. Dedicate your life to
the great work of showing how the critical material mind of man
can triumph over the inertia of intellectual doubting when faced
by the demonstration of the manifestation of living truth as it op-
erates in the experience of spirit-born men and women who yield
the fruits of the spirit in their lives, and who love one another, even
as I have loved you. omas, I am glad you joined us, and I know,
a er a short period of perplexity, youwill go on in the service of the
kingdom. Your doubts have perplexed your brethren, but they have
never troubled me. I have con dence in you, and I will go before
you even to the uttermost parts of the earth.”
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27 ¶ en the Master went over to Simon Peter, who stood up
as Jesus addressed him: “Peter, I know you love me, and that you
will dedicate your life to the public proclamation of this gospel
of the kingdom to Jew and gentile, but I am distressed that your
years of such close association with me have not done more to
help you think before you speak. What experience must you pass
through before you will learn to set a guard upon your lips? How
much trouble have you made for us by your thoughtless speaking,
by your presumptuous self-con dence! And you are destined to
make much more trouble for yourself if you do not master this
frailty. You know that your brethren love you in spite of this weak-
ness, and you should also understand that this shortcoming in no
way impairs my affection for you, but it lessens your usefulness and
never ceases to make trouble for you. But you will undoubtedly re-
ceive great help from the experience youwill pass through this very
night. And what I now say to you, Simon Peter, I likewise say to
all your brethren here assembled: is night you will all be in great
danger of stumbling over me. You know it is written, ‘ e shep-
herd will be smitten and the sheep will be scattered abroad.’ When
I am absent, there is great danger that some of you will succumb to
doubts and stumble because of what befalls me. But I promise you
now that I will come back to you for a little while, and that I will
then go before you into Galilee.”

28 en said Peter, placing his hand on Jesus’ shoulder: “Nomat-
ter if all my brethren should succumb to doubts because of you, I
promise that I will not stumble over anything youmay do. I will go
with you and, if need be, die for you.”

29 As Peter stood there before his Master, all atremble with in-
tense emotion and over owing with genuine love for him, Jesus
looked straight into his moistened eyes as he said: “Peter, verily,
verily, I say to you, this night the cock will not crow until you have
denied me three or four times. And thus what you have failed to
learn from peaceful association with me, you will learn through
much trouble andmany sorrows. And a er you have really learned
this needful lesson, you should strengthen your brethren and go on
living a life dedicated to preaching this gospel, though youmay fall
into prison and, perhaps, follow me in paying the supreme price of
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loving service in the building of the Father’s kingdom.
30 “But remember my promise: When I am raised up, I will tarry

with you for a season before I go to the Father. And even this night
will I make supplication to the Father that he strengthen each of
you for that which you must now so soon pass through. I love
you all with the love wherewith the Father loves me, and therefore
should you henceforth love one another, even as I have loved you.”

31 ¶ And then, when they had sung a hymn, they departed for the
camp on the Mount of Olives.



PAPER №182
IN GETHSEMANE

Midwayer Commission

IT WAS about 22:00 ursday when Jesus led the 11 apostles
from the home of Elijah and Mary Mark on their way back
to the Gethsemane camp. Ever since that day in the hills, John

Markhadmade it his business to keep awatchful eye on Jesus. John,
being in need of sleep, had obtained several hours of rest while the
Master had been with his apostles in the upper room, but on hear-
ing themcomingdownstairs, he arose and, quickly throwing a linen
coat about himself, followed them through the city, over the brook
Kidron, and on to their private encampment adjacent to Gethse-
mane Park. And John Mark remained so near the Master through-
out this night and the next day that he witnessed everything and
overheard much of what the Master said from this time on to the
hour of the cruci xion.

2 As Jesus and the 11 made their way back to camp, the apostles
began to wonder about the meaning of Judas’s prolonged absence,
and they spoke to one another concerning the Master’s prediction
that one of them would betray him, and for the rst time they sus-
pected that all was not well with Judas Iscariot. But they did not
engage in open comment about Judas until they reached the camp
and observed that hewas not there, waiting to receive them. When
they all besieged Andrew to knowwhat had become of Judas, their
chief remarked only, “I do not know where Judas is, but I fear he
has deserted us.”

1. THE LAST GROUP PRAYER
1 A fewmoments a er arriving at camp, Jesus said to them: “My

friends and brethren, my time with you is now very short, and I
desire that we draw apart by ourselves while we pray to our Father
in heaven for strength to sustain us in this hour and henceforth in
all the work we must do in his name.”

2 When Jesus had thus spoken, he led the way a short distance
up on Olivet, and in full view of Jerusalem he bade them kneel
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on a large at rock in a circle about him as they had done on the
day of their ordination; and then, as he stood there in the midst of
them glori ed in the mellow moonlight, he li ed up his eyes to-
ward heaven and prayed:

3 “Father, my hour has come; now glorify your Son that the Son
may glorify you. I know that you have given me full authority over
all living creatures inmy realm, and I will give eternal life to all who
will become faith sons of God. And this is eternal life, that my
creatures should know you as the only true God and Father of all,
and that they should believe in himwhom you sent into the world.
Father, I have exalted youon earth andhave accomplished thework
which you gaveme to do. I have almost nishedmy bestowal upon
the children of our own creation; there remains only for me to lay
down my life in the esh. And now, O my Father, glorify me with
the glory which I had with you before this world was and receive
me once more at your right hand.

4 “I have manifested you to the men whom you chose from the
world and gave to me. ey are yours — as all life is in your hands
— you gave them to me, and I have lived among them, teaching
themthewayof life, and theyhave believed. esemen are learning
that all I have comes from you, and that the life I live in the esh
is to make known my Father to the worlds. e truth which you
have given to me I have revealed to them. ese, my friends and
ambassadors, have sincerelywilled to receive yourword. I have told
them that I came forth from you, that you sent me into this world,
and that I am about to return to you. Father, I do pray for these
chosenmen. And I pray for themnot as I would pray for theworld,
but as for those whom I have chosen out of the world to represent
me to the world a er I have returned to your work, even as I have
represented you in this world duringmy sojourn in the esh. ese
men are mine; you gave them to me; but all things which are mine
are ever yours, and all that whichwas yours you have now caused to
be mine. You have been exalted in me, and I now pray that I may
be honoured in these men. I can no longer be in this world; I am
about to return to the work you have given me to do. I must leave
these men behind to represent us and our kingdom among men.
Father, keep these men faithful as I prepare to yield up my life in
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the esh. Help these, my friends, to be one in spirit, even as we are
one. As long as I could be with them, I could watch over them and
guide them, but now am I about to go away. Be near them, Father,
until we can send the new teacher to comfort and strengthen them.

5 “Yougaveme12men, and Ihavekept themall save one, the son
of revenge, who would not have further fellowship with us. ese
men areweak and frail, but I knowwe can trust them; I have proved
them; they love me, even as they reverence you. While they must
suffermuch formy sake, I desire that they should also be lled with
the joy of the assurance of sonship in the heavenly kingdom. I have
given these men your word and have taught them the truth. e
world may hate them, even as it has hated me, but I do not ask that
you take them out of the world, only that you keep them from the
evil in the world. Sanctify them in the truth; your word is truth.
And as you sent me into this world, even so am I about to send
these men into the world. For their sakes I have lived among men
and have consecrated my life to your service that I might inspire
them to be puri ed through the truth I have taught them and the
love I have revealed to them. I well know, my Father, that there is
no need for me to ask you to watch over these brethren a er I have
gone; I know you love them even as I, but I do this that they may
the better realize the Father lovesmortal men even as does the Son.

6 “And now, my Father, I would pray not only for these 11 men
but also for all others who now believe, or who may herea er be-
lieve the gospel of the kingdom through the word of their future
ministry. I want them all to be one, even as you and I are one. You
are in me and I am in you, and I desire that these believers likewise
be in us; that both of our spirits indwell them. If my children are
one aswe are one, and if they love one another as I have loved them,
all men will then believe that I came forth from you and be willing
to receive the revelation of truth and glory which I havemade. e
glory which you gave me I have revealed to these believers. As you
have lived with me in spirit, so have I lived with them in the esh.
As you have been one with me, so have I been one with them, and
so will the new teacher ever be one with them and in them. And
all this have I done that my brethren in the esh may know that
the Father loves them even as does the Son, and that you love them
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even as you love me. Father, work with me to save these believers
that they may presently come to be with me in glory and then go
on to join you in the Paradise embrace. ose who serve with me
in humiliation, I would have with me in glory so that they may see
all you have given into my hands as the eternal harvest of the seed
sowing of time in the likeness of mortal esh. I long to show my
earthly brethren the glory I had with you before the founding of
this world. is world knows very little of you, righteous Father,
but I know you, and I havemade you known to these believers, and
they will make known your name to other generations. And now I
promise them that you will be with them in the world even as you
have been with me — even so.”

7 e 11 remained kneeling in this circle about Jesus for several
minutes before they arose and in silencemade their way back to the
near-by camp.

8 ¶ Jesus prayed for unity among his followers, but he did not
desire uniformity. Sin creates a dead level of evil inertia, but righ-
teousness nourishes the creative spirit of individual experience in
the living realities of eternal truth and in the progressive commu-
nion of the divine spirits of the Father and the Son. In the spiri-
tual fellowship of the believer-son with the divine Father there can
never be doctrinal nality and sectarian superiority of group con-
sciousness.

9 eMaster, during the course of this nal prayerwith his apos-
tles, alluded to the fact that he hadmanifested the Father’s name to
the world. And that is truly what he did by the revelation of God
through his perfected life in the esh. e Father in heaven had
sought to reveal himself to Moses, but he could proceed no fur-
ther than to cause it to be said, “I AM.” And when pressed for fur-
ther revelation of himself, it was only disclosed, “I AM that I AM.”
But when Jesus had nished his earth life, this name of the Father
had been so revealed that theMaster, whowas the Father incarnate,
could truly say:

10 I am the bread of life.
11 I am the living water.
12 I am the light of the world.
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13 I am the desire of all ages.
14 I am the open door to eternal salvation.
15 I am the reality of endless life.
16 I am the good shepherd.
17 I am the pathway of in nite perfection.
18 I am the resurrection and the life.
19 I am the secret of eternal survival.
20 I am the way, the truth, and the life.
21 I am the in nite Father of my nite children.
22 I am the true vine; you are the branches.
23 I am the hope of all who know the living truth.
24 I am the living bridge from one world to another.
25 I am the living link between time and eternity.
26 ¶ us did Jesus enlarge the living revelation of the name of

God to all generations. As divine love reveals the nature of God,
eternal truth discloses his name in ever-enlarging proportions.

2. LAST HOUR BEFORE THE BETRAYAL
1 e apostles were greatly shocked when they returned to their

camp and found Judas absent. While the 11 were engaged in a
heated discussion of their traitorous fellow apostle, David Zebedee
and John Mark took Jesus to one side and revealed that they had
kept Judas under observation for several days, and that they knew
he intended to betray him into the hands of his enemies. Jesus lis-
tened to them but only said: “My friends, nothing can happen to
the Son of Man unless the Father in heaven so wills. Let not your
hearts be troubled; all things will work together for the glory of
God and the salvation of men.”

2 e cheerful attitude of Jesus was waning. As the hour passed,
he grew more and more serious, even sorrowful. e apostles, be-
ing much agitated, were loath to return to their tents even when
requested to do so by the Master himself. Returning from his talk
with David and John, he addressed his last words to all 11, saying:
“My friends, go to your rest. Prepare yourselves for the work of to-
morrow. Remember, we should all submit ourselves to the will of
the Father in heaven. My peace I leave with you.” And having thus
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spoken, hemotioned them to their tents, but as theywent, he called
to Peter, James, and John, saying, “I desire that you remain withme
for a little while.”

3 e apostles fell asleep only because they were literally ex-
hausted; they had been running short on sleep ever since their ar-
rival in Jerusalem. Before they went to their separate sleeping quar-
ters, Simon Zelotes led them all over to his tent, where were stored
the swords and other arms, and supplied each of them with this
ghting equipment. All of them received these arms and girded

themselves therewith except Nathaniel. Nathaniel, in refusing to
arm himself, said: “My brethren, the Master has repeatedly told us
that his kingdom is not of this world, and that his disciples should
not ght with the sword to bring about its establishment. I believe
this; I do not think the Master needs to have us employ the sword
in his defence. We have all seen his mighty power and know that
he could defend himself against his enemies if he so desired. If he
will not resist his enemies, it must be that such a course represents
his attempt to ful l his Father’s will. I will pray, but I will not wield
the sword.”WhenAndrewheardNathaniel’s speech, he handedhis
sword back to Simon Zelotes. And so nine of them were armed as
they separated for the night.

4 Resentment of Judas’s being a traitor for the moment eclipsed
everything else in the apostles’ minds. e Master’s comment in
reference to Judas, spoken in the course of the last prayer, opened
their eyes to the fact that he had forsaken them.

5 ¶ A er the eight apostles had nally gone to their tents, and
while Peter, James, and John were standing by to receive the Mas-
ter’s orders, Jesus called to David Zebedee, “Send to me your most
eet and trustworthy messenger.” When David brought to the

Master one Jacob, once a runner on the overnight messenger ser-
vice between Jerusalem and Bethsaida, Jesus, addressing him, said:
“In all haste, go toAbner atPhiladelphia and say: ‘ eMaster sends
greetings of peace to you and says that the hour has come when he
will be delivered into the hands of his enemies, whowill put him to
death, but that he will rise from the dead and appear to you shortly,
before he goes to the Father, and that he will then give you guid-
ance to the time when the new teacher shall come to live in your
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hearts.’” And when Jacob had rehearsed this message to the Mas-
ter’s satisfaction, Jesus sent him on his way, saying: “Fear not what
any man may do to you, Jacob, for this night an unseen messenger
will run by your side.”

6 en Jesus turned to the chief of the visiting Greeks who were
encamped with them, and said: “My brother, be not disturbed by
what is about to take place since I have already forewarned you. e
Son of Man will be put to death at the instigation of his enemies,
the chief priests and the rulers of the Jews, but I will rise to be with
you a short time before I go to the Father. Andwhen you have seen
all this come to pass, glorify God and strengthen your brethren.”

7 ¶ In ordinary circumstances the apostles would have bidden
the Master a personal good night, but this evening they were so
preoccupied with the sudden realization of Judas’s desertion and
so overcome by the unusual nature of the Master’s farewell prayer
that they listened to his good-bye salutation and went away in si-
lence.

8 Jesus did say this to Andrew as he le his side that night: “An-
drew, do what you can to keep your brethren together until I come
again to you a er I have drunk this cup. Strengthen your brethren,
seeing that I have already told you all. Peace be with you.”

9 None of the apostles expected anything out of the ordinary to
happen that night since it was already so late. ey sought sleep
that theymight rise up early in themorning and be prepared for the
worst. ey thought that the chief priests would seek to apprehend
theirMaster early in themorning as no secular work was ever done
a er noon on the preparation day for the Passover. Only David
Zebedee and JohnMark understood that the enemies of Jesus were
coming with Judas that very night.

10 ¶ David had arranged to stand guard that night on the upper
trail which led to the Bethany-Jerusalem road, while John Mark
was to watch along the road coming up by the Kidron to Gethse-
mane. Before David went to his self-imposed task of outpost duty,
he bade farewell to Jesus, saying: “Master, I have had great joy in
my service with you. My brothers are your apostles, but I have de-
lighted to do the lesser things as they should be done, and I shall
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miss you with all my heart when you are gone.” And then said Jesus
to David: “David, my son, others have done that which they were
directed to do, but this service have you done of your own heart,
and I have not been unmindful of your devotion. You, too, shall
some day serve with me in the eternal kingdom.”

11 And then, as he prepared to go on watch by the upper trail,
David said to Jesus: “You know, Master, I sent for your family, and
I have word by a messenger that they are tonight in Jericho. ey
will be here early tomorrow forenoon since it would be dangerous
for them to come up the bloody way by night.” And Jesus, looking
down upon David, only said: “Let it be so, David.”

12 ¶ WhenDavidhad goneupOlivet, JohnMark tookuphis vigil
near the roadwhich ranby the brookdown to Jerusalem. And John
would have remained at this post but for his great desire to be near
Jesus and to knowwhat was going on. Shortly a er David le him,
and when John Mark observed Jesus withdraw, with Peter, James,
and John, into a near-by ravine, hewas so overcomewith combined
devotion and curiosity that he forsook his sentinel post and fol-
lowed a er them, hiding himself in the bushes, from which place
he saw and overheard all that transpired during those lastmoments
in the garden and just before Judas and the armed guards appeared
to arrest Jesus.

13 ¶ While all this was in progress at the Master’s camp, Judas Is-
cariotwas in conferencewith the captain of the temple guards, who
had assembled his men preparatory to setting out, under the lead-
ership of the betrayer, to arrest Jesus.

3. ALONE IN GETHSEMANE
1 A er all was still and quiet about the camp, Jesus, taking Pe-

ter, James, and John, went a short way up a near-by ravine where
he had o en before gone to pray and commune. e three apos-
tles could not help recognizing that he was grievously oppressed;
never before had they observed their Master to be so heavy-laden
and sorrowful. When they arrived at the place of his devotions,
he bade the three sit down and watch with him while he went off
about a stone’s throw to pray. And when he had fallen down on his
face, he prayed: “My Father, I came into this world to do your will,
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and so have I. I know that the hour has come to lay down this life in
the esh, and I do not shrink therefrom, but I would know that it
is your will that I drink this cup. Send me the assurance that I will
please you in my death even as I have in my life.”

2 e Master remained in a prayerful attitude for a few mo-
ments, and then, going over to the three apostles, he found them
sound asleep, for their eyes were heavy and they could not remain
awake. As Jesus awoke them, he said: “What! can you not watch
withme even for one hour? Cannot you see thatmy soul is exceed-
ingly sorrowful, even to death, and that I crave your companion-
ship?” A er the three had aroused from their slumber, the Master
againwent apart by himself and, falling down on the ground, again
prayed: “Father, I know it is possible to avoid this cup — all things
are possible with you — but I have come to do your will, and while
this is a bitter cup, I would drink it if it is your will.” And when he
had thus prayed, a mighty angel came down by his side and, speak-
ing to him, touched him and strengthened him.

3 When Jesus returned to speak with the three apostles, he again
found them fast asleep. He awakened them, saying: “In such an
hour I need that you should watch and pray with me — all the
more do you need to pray that you enter not into temptation —
wherefore do you fall asleep when I leave you?”

4 And then, for a third time, the Master withdrew and prayed:
“Father, you see my sleeping apostles; have mercy upon them. e
spirit is indeed willing, but the esh is weak. And now,O Father, if
this cupmaynot pass, thenwould I drink it. Notmywill, but yours,
be done.” And when he had nished praying, he lay for a moment
prostrate on the ground. When he arose andwent back to his apos-
tles, oncemore he found them asleep. He surveyed them and, with
a pitying gesture, tenderly said: “Sleep on now and take your rest;
the time of decision is past. e hour is now upon us wherein the
Son of Man will be betrayed into the hands of his enemies.” As he
reached down to shake them that he might awaken them, he said:
“Arise, let us be going back to the camp, for, behold, he who be-
trays me is at hand, and the hour has come when my ock shall be
scattered. But I have already told you about these things.”
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5 ¶ During the years that Jesus lived among his followers, they
did, indeed, have much proof of his divine nature, but just now are
they about to witness new evidences of his humanity. Just before
the greatest of all the revelations of his divinity, his resurrection,
must now come the greatest proofs of his mortal nature, his humil-
iation and cruci xion.

6 Each time he prayed in the garden, his humanity laid a rmer
faith-hold upon his divinity; his human will more completely be-
came one with the divine will of his Father. Among other words
spoken to him by themighty angel was themessage that the Father
desired his Son to nish his earth bestowal by passing through the
creature experience of death just as all mortal creatures must ex-
perience material dissolution in passing from the existence of time
into the progression of eternity.

7 Earlier in the evening it hadnot seemed sodifficult todrink the
cup, but as the human Jesus bade farewell to his apostles and sent
them to their rest, the trial grew more appalling. Jesus experienced
that natural ebb and ow of feeling which is common to all hu-
man experience, and just now he was weary from work, exhausted
from the long hours of strenuous labour and painful anxiety con-
cerning the safety of his apostles. While no mortal can presume to
understand the thoughts and feelings of the incarnate Son of God
at such a time as this, we know that he endured great anguish and
suffered untold sorrow, for the perspiration rolled off his face in
great drops. He was at last convinced that the Father intended to
allow natural events to take their course; he was fully determined
to employ none of his sovereign power as the supreme head of a
universe to save himself.

8 e assembled hosts of a vast creation are now hovered over
this scene under the transient joint command of Gabriel and the
Personalized Adjuster of Jesus. e division commanders of these
armies of heaven have repeatedly beenwarned not to interfere with
these transactions on earth unless Jesus himself should order them
to intervene.

9 ¶ e experience of parting with the apostles was a great strain
on the human heart of Jesus; this sorrow of love bore down on him
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and made it more difficult to face such a death as he well knew
awaited him. He realized how weak and how ignorant his apostles
were, and he dreaded to leave them. He well knew that the time
of his departure had come, but his human heart longed to nd out
whether there might not possibly be some legitimate avenue of es-
cape from this terrible plight of suffering and sorrow. And when it
had thus sought escape, and failed, it was willing to drink the cup.

e divine mind of Michael knew he had done his best for the 12
apostles; but the humanheart of Jesuswished thatmoremight have
been done for them before they should be le alone in the world.
Jesus’ heart was being crushed; he truly loved his brethren. He was
isolated from his family in the esh; one of his chosen associates
was betraying him. His father Joseph’s people had rejected him
and thereby sealed their doom as a people with a special mission
on earth. His soul was tortured by baffled love and rejected mercy.
It was just one of those awful human moments when everything
seems to bear down with crushing cruelty and terrible agony.

10 Jesus’ humanity was not insensible to this situation of private
loneliness, public shame, and the appearance of the failure of his
cause. All these sentiments bore down on him with indescribable
heaviness. In this great sorrowhismindwent back to the days of his
childhood inNazareth and to his early work inGalilee. At the time
of this great trial there came up in his mind many of those pleasant
scenes of his earthly ministry. And it was from these old memories
of Nazareth, Capernaum, Mount Hermon, and of the sunrise and
sunset on the shimmering Sea ofGalilee, that he soothed himself as
hemade his human heart strong and ready to encounter the traitor
who should so soon betray him.

11 Before Judas and the soldiers arrived, the Master had fully re-
gainedhis customary poise; the spirit had triumphedover the esh;
faith had asserted itself over all human tendencies to fear or enter-
tain doubt. e supreme test of the full realization of the human
nature had been met and acceptably passed. Once more the Son
of Man was prepared to face his enemies with equanimity and in
the full assurance of his invincibility as a mortal man unreservedly
dedicated to the doing of his Father’s will.
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THE BETRAYAL AND ARREST OF JESUS

Midwayer Commission

AFTER Jesus had nally awakened Peter, James, and John,
he suggested that they go to their tents and seek sleep in
preparation for the duties of themorrow. But by this time

the three apostles were wide awake; they had been refreshed by
their short naps, and besides, they were stimulated and aroused by
the arrival on the scene of two excited messengers who inquired
for David Zebedee and quickly went in quest of him when Peter
informed them where he kept watch.

2 Although eight of the apostles were sound asleep, the Greeks
who were encamped alongside them were more fearful of trouble,
so much so that they had posted a sentinel to give the alarm in
case danger should arise. When these two messengers hurried into
camp, theGreek sentinel proceeded to arouse all of his fellow coun-
trymen, who streamed forth from their tents, fully dressed and
fully armed. All the camp was now aroused except the eight apos-
tles. Peter desired to call his associates, but Jesus de nitely forbade
him. e Master mildly admonished them all to return to their
tents, but they were reluctant to comply with his suggestion.

3 Failing to disperse his followers, the Master le them and
walked down toward the olive press near the entrance to Gethse-
mane Park. Although the three apostles, the Greeks, and the other
members of the camp hesitated immediately to follow him, John
Mark hastened around through the olive trees and secreted him-
self in a small shed near the olive press. Jesus withdrew from the
camp and from his friends in order that his apprehenders, when
they arrived, might arrest himwithout disturbing his apostles. e
Master feared to have his apostles awake and present at the time
of his arrest lest the spectacle of Judas’s betraying him should so
arouse their animosity that they would offer resistance to the sol-
diers and would be taken into custody with him. He feared that, if
they should be arrested with him, theymight also perish with him.
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4 ough Jesus knew that the plan for his death had its origin
in the councils of the rulers of the Jews, he was also aware that all
such nefarious schemes had the full approval of Lucifer, Satan, and
Caligastia. And he well knew that these rebels of the realms would
also be pleased to see all of the apostles destroyed with him.

5 Jesus sat down, alone, on the olive press, where he awaited the
coming of the betrayer, and he was seen at this time only by John
Mark and an innumerable host of celestial observers.

1. THE FATHER’S WILL
1 ere is great danger of misunderstanding the meaning of nu-

merous sayings and many events associated with the termination
of the Master’s career in the esh. e cruel treatment of Jesus by
the ignorant servants and the calloused soldiers, the unfair conduct
of his trials, and the unfeeling attitude of the professed religious
leaders, must not be confused with the fact that Jesus, in patiently
submitting to all this suffering and humiliation, was truly doing the
will of the Father in Paradise. It was, indeed and in truth, thewill of
theFather that his Son shoulddrink to the full the cupofmortal ex-
perience, frombirth to death, but the Father in heaven had nothing
whatever to do with instigating the barbarous behaviour of those
supposedly civilized human beings who so brutally tortured the
Master and so horribly heaped successive indignities upon his non-
resisting person. ese inhuman and shocking experiences which
Jesus was called upon to endure in the nal hours of his mortal life
were not in any sense a part of the divine will of the Father, which
his human nature had so triumphantly pledged to carry out at the
time of the nal surrender of man to God as signi ed in the three-
fold prayer which he indited in the garden while his weary apostles
slept the sleep of physical exhaustion.

2 e Father in heaven desired the bestowal Son to nish his
earth career naturally, just as all mortals must nish up their lives
on earth and in the esh. Ordinary men and women cannot ex-
pect to have their last hours on earth and the supervening episode
of death made easy by a special dispensation. Accordingly, Jesus
elected to lay down his life in the esh in the manner which was in
keeping with the outworking of natural events, and he steadfastly
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refused to extricate himself from the cruel clutches of awicked con-
spiracy of inhuman events which swept on with horrible certainty
toward his unbelievable humiliation and ignominious death. And
every bit of all this astoundingmanifestation of hatred and this un-
precedenteddemonstrationof crueltywas theworkof evilmen and
wickedmortals. God in heaven did notwill it, neither did the arch-
enemies of Jesus dictate it, though they didmuch to ensure that un-
thinking and evilmortals would thus reject the bestowal Son. Even
the father of sin turned his face away from the excruciating horror
of the scene of the cruci xion.

2. JUDAS IN THE CITY
1 A er Judas so abruptly le the table while eating the Last Sup-

per, he went directly to the home of his cousin, and then did the
two go straight to the captain of the temple guards. Judas requested
the captain to assemble the guards and informed him that he was
ready to lead them to Jesus. Judas having appeared on the scene
a little before he was expected, there was some delay in getting
started for the Mark home, where Judas expected to nd Jesus still
visiting with the apostles. e Master and the 11 le the home of
ElijahMark fully 15minutes before the betrayer and the guards ar-
rived. By the time the apprehenders reached the Mark home, Jesus
and the 11 were well outside the walls of the city and on their way
to the Olivet camp.

2 Judas was much perturbed by this failure to nd Jesus at the
Mark residence and in the company of 11 men, only two of whom
were armed for resistance. He happened to know that, in the af-
ternoon when they had le camp, only Simon Peter and Simon
Zelotes were girded with swords; Judas had hoped to take Jesus
when the city was quiet, and when there was little chance of resis-
tance. e betrayer feared that, if he waited for them to return to
their camp,more than threescore of devoted disciples would be en-
countered, andhe also knew that SimonZelotes had an ample store
of arms in his possession. Judas was becoming increasingly nervous
as hemeditated how the 11 loyal apostles would detest him, and he
feared theywould all seek to destroy him. Hewas not only disloyal,
but he was a real coward at heart.
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3 When they failed to nd Jesus in the upper chamber, Judas
asked the captain of the guard to return to the temple. By this
time the rulers had begun to assemble at the high priest’s home
preparatory to receiving Jesus, seeing that their bargain with the
traitor called for Jesus’ arrest by midnight of that day. Judas ex-
plained to his associates that they had missed Jesus at the Mark
home, and that it would be necessary to go toGethsemane to arrest
him. e betrayer then went on to state that more than threescore
devoted followers were encamped with him, and that they were all
well armed. e rulers of the Jews reminded Judas that Jesus had al-
ways preached nonresistance, but Judas replied that they could not
depend upon all Jesus’ followers obeying such teaching. He really
feared for himself and therefore made bold to ask for a company of
40 armed soldiers. Since the Jewish authorities had no such force
of armed men under their jurisdiction, they went at once to the
fortress of Antonia and requested the Roman commander to give
them this guard; but when he learned that they intended to arrest
Jesus, he promptly refused to accede to their request and referred
them to his superior officer. In this way more than an hour was
consumed in going from one authority to another until they nally
were compelled to go to Pilate himself in order to obtain permis-
sion to employ the armed Roman guards. It was late when they
arrived at Pilate’s house, and he had retired to his private chambers
with his wife. He hesitated to have anything to do with the en-
terprise, all the more so since his wife had asked him not to grant
the request. But inasmuch as the presiding officer of the Jewish
Sanhedrin was present and making personal request for this assis-
tance, the governor thought it wise to grant the petition, thinking
he could later on right any wrong they might be disposed to com-
mit.

4 Accordingly, when Judas Iscariot started out from the temple,
about 23:30, hewas accompanied bymore than 60 persons— tem-
ple guards, Roman soldiers, and curious servants of the chief priests
and rulers.

3. THE MASTER’S ARREST
1 As this company of armed soldiers and guards, carrying torches
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and lanterns, approached the garden, Judas stepped well out in
front of the band that hemight be ready quickly to identify Jesus so
that the apprehenders could easily lay hands onhimbefore his asso-
ciates could rally to his defence. And there was yet another reason
why Judas chose to be ahead of the Master’s enemies: He thought
it would appear that he had arrived on the scene ahead of the sol-
diers so that the apostles and others gathered about Jesusmight not
directly connect him with the armed guards following so closely
upon his heels. Judas had even thought to pose as having hastened
out to warn them of the coming of the apprehenders, but this plan
was thwarted by Jesus’ blighting greeting of the betrayer. ough
the Master spoke to Judas kindly, he greeted him as a traitor.

2 As soon as Peter, James, and John, with some 30 of their fel-
low campers, saw the armed band with torches swing around the
brow of the hill, they knew that these soldiers were coming to ar-
rest Jesus, and they all rushed down to near the olive press where
the Master was sitting in moonlit solitude. As the company of sol-
diers approached onone side, the three apostles and their associates
approached on the other. As Judas strode forward to accost the
Master, there the two groups stood, motionless, with the Master
between them and Judas making ready to impress the traitorous
kiss upon his brow.

3 It had been the hope of the betrayer that he could, a er leading
the guards to Gethsemane, simply point Jesus out to the soldiers,
or at most carry out the promise to greet him with a kiss, and then
quickly retire from the scene. Judas greatly feared that the apos-
tles would all be present, and that they would concentrate their at-
tack upon him in retribution for his daring to betray their beloved
teacher. But when the Master greeted him as a betrayer, he was so
confused that he made no attempt to ee.

4 Jesus made one last effort to save Judas from actually betraying
him in that, before the traitor could reach him, he stepped to one
side and, addressing the foremost soldier on the le , the captain
of the Romans, said, “Whom do you seek?” e captain answered,
“Jesus of Nazareth.” en Jesus stepped up immediately in front of
the officer and, standing there in the calmmajesty of theGod of all
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this creation, said, “I amhe.”Manyof this armedbandhadheard Je-
sus teach in the temple, others had learned about hismightyworks,
and when they heard him thus boldly announce his identity, those
in the front ranks fell suddenly backward. ey were overcome
with surprise at his calm and majestic announcement of identity.

ere was, therefore, no need for Judas to go on with his plan of
betrayal. e Master had boldly revealed himself to his enemies,
and they could have taken him without Judas’s assistance. But the
traitor had to do something to account for his presence with this
armed band, and besides, he wanted to make a show of carrying
out his part of the betrayal bargain with the rulers of the Jews in
order to be eligible for the great reward and honours which he be-
lievedwould be heaped upon him in compensation for his promise
to deliver Jesus into their hands.

5 As the guards rallied from their rst faltering at the sight of
Jesus and at the sound of his unusual voice, and as the apostles and
disciples drew nearer, Judas stepped up to Jesus and, placing a kiss
upon his brow, said, “Hail, Master and Teacher.” And as Judas thus
embracedhisMaster, Jesus said, “Friend, is it not enough todo this!
Would you even betray the Son of Man with a kiss?”

6 e apostles and disciples were literally stunned by what they
saw. For a moment no one moved. en Jesus, disengaging him-
self from the traitorous embrace of Judas, stepped up to the guards
and soldiers and again asked, “Whomdo you seek?” And again the
captain said, “Jesus ofNazareth.”And again answered Jesus: “I have
told you that I am he. If, therefore, you seek me, let these others go
their way. I am ready to go with you.”

7 Jesus was ready to go back to Jerusalem with the guards, and
the captain of the soldiers was altogether willing to allow the three
apostles and their associates to go their way in peace. But before
they were able to get started, as Jesus stood there awaiting the
captain’s orders, one Malchus, the Syrian bodyguard of the high
priest, stepped up to Jesus and made ready to bind his hands be-
hind his back, although the Roman captain had not directed that
Jesus should be thus bound. When Peter and his associates saw
their Master being subjected to this indignity, they were no longer
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able to restrain themselves. Peter drew his sword and with the oth-
ers rushed forward to smiteMalchus. But before the soldiers could
come to the defence of the high priest’s servant, Jesus raised a for-
bidding hand to Peter and, speaking sternly, said: “Peter, put up
your sword. eywho take the sword shall perish by the sword. Do
you not understand that it is the Father’s will that I drink this cup?
And do you not further know that I could even now command
more than 12 legions of angels and their associates, who would de-
liver me from the hands of these few men?”

8 While Jesus thus effectively put a stop to this show of physical
resistance by his followers, it was enough to arouse the fear of the
captain of the guards, who now, with the help of his soldiers, laid
heavy hands on Jesus and quickly bound him. And as they tied his
handswith heavy cords, Jesus said to them: “Why do you come out
againstmewith swords andwith staves as if to seize a robber? I was
daily with you in the temple, publicly teaching the people, and you
made no effort to take me.”

9 When Jesus had been bound, the captain, fearing that the fol-
lowers of the Master might attempt to rescue him, gave orders that
they be seized; but the soldiers were not quick enough since, hav-
ing overheard the captain’s orders to arrest them, Jesus’ followers
ed in haste back into the ravine. All this time John Mark had

remained secluded in the near-by shed. When the guards started
back to Jerusalem with Jesus, John Mark attempted to steal out of
the shed in order to catch upwith the eeing apostles and disciples;
but just as he emerged, one of the last of the returning soldiers who
had pursued the eeing disciples was passing near and, seeing this
young man in his linen coat, gave chase, almost overtaking him. In
fact, the soldier got near enough to John to lay hold upon his coat,
but the youngman freed himself from the garment, escaping naked
while the soldier held the empty coat. John Mark made his way in
all haste to David Zebedee on the upper trail. When he had told
David what had happened, they both hastened back to the tents of
the sleeping apostles and informed all eight of theMaster’s betrayal
and arrest.

10 At about the time the eight apostles were being awakened,
those who had ed up the ravine were returning, and they all gath-
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ered together near the olive press to debate what should be done.
In the meantime, Simon Peter and John Zebedee, who had hidden
among the olive trees, had already gone on a er themobof soldiers,
guards, and servants, whowere now leading Jesus back to Jerusalem
as they would have led a desperate criminal. John followed close
behind the mob, but Peter followed afar off. A er John Mark’s
escape from the clutch of the soldier, he provided himself with a
cloak which he found in the tent of Simon Peter and John Zebe-
dee. He suspected the guards were going to take Jesus to the home
of Annas, the high priest emeritus; so he skirted around through
the olive orchards and was there ahead of the mob, hiding near the
entrance to the gate of the high priest’s palace.

4. DISCUSSION AT THE OLIVE PRESS
1 James Zebedee found himself separated from Simon Peter and

his brother John, and so he now joined the other apostles and their
fellow campers at the olive press to deliberate on what should be
done in view of the Master’s arrest.

2 Andrew had been released from all responsibility in the group
management of his fellow apostles; accordingly, in this greatest of
all crises in their lives, he was silent. A er a short informal discus-
sion, Simon Zelotes stood up on the stone wall of the olive press
and, making an impassioned plea for loyalty to the Master and the
cause of the kingdom, exhorted his fellow apostles and the other
disciples to hasten on a er the mob and effect the rescue of Jesus.

e majority of the company would have been disposed to follow
his aggressive leadershiphad it not been for the advice ofNathaniel,
who stood up themoment Simon had nished speaking and called
their attention to Jesus’ o -repeated teachings regarding nonresis-
tance. He further reminded them that Jesus had that very night
instructed them that they should preserve their lives for the time
when they should go forth into the world proclaiming the good
news of the gospel of the heavenly kingdom. And Nathaniel was
encouraged in this stand by James Zebedee, who now told how
Peter and others drew their swords to defend the Master against
arrest, and that Jesus bade Simon Peter and his fellow swordsmen
sheathe their blades. Matthew and Philip also made speeches, but
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nothing de nite came of this discussion until omas, calling their
attention to the fact that Jesus had counselled Lazarus against ex-
posing himself to death, pointed out that they could do nothing
to save their Master inasmuch as he refused to allow his friends to
defend him, and since he persisted in refraining from the use of his
divine powers to frustrate his human enemies. omas persuaded
them to scatter, everyman for himself, with the understanding that
David Zebedee would remain at the camp to maintain a clearing-
house and messenger headquarters for the group. By 2:30 that
morning the camp was deserted; only David remained on hand
with three or four messengers, the others having been dispatched
to secure information as to where Jesus had been taken, and what
was going to be done with him.

3 Five of the apostles,Nathaniel,Matthew, Philip, and the twins,
went into hiding at Bethpage and Bethany. omas, Andrew,
James, and Simon Zelotes were hiding in the city. Simon Peter and
John Zebedee followed along to the home of Annas.

4 Shortly a er daybreak, Simon Peter wandered back to the
Gethsemane camp, a dejected picture of deep despair. David sent
him in charge of a messenger to join his brother, Andrew, who was
at the home of Nicodemus in Jerusalem.

5 Until the very end of the cruci xion, John Zebedee remained,
as Jesus had directed him, always near at hand, and it was he who
supplied David’s messengers with information from hour to hour
which they carried to David at the garden camp, and which was
then relayed to the hiding apostles and to Jesus’ family.

6 Surely, the shepherd is smitten and the sheep are scattered!
While they all vaguely realize that Jesus has forewarned them of
this very situation, they are too severely shocked by the Master’s
sudden disappearance to be able to use their minds normally.

7 It was shortly a er daylight and just a er Peter had been sent
to join his brother, that Jude, Jesus’ brother in the esh, arrived
in the camp, almost breathless and in advance of the rest of Jesus’
family, only to learn that theMaster had already been placed under
arrest; and he hastened back down the Jericho road to carry this in-
formation to his mother and to his brothers and sisters. David Ze-
bedee sent word to Jesus’ family, by Jude, to forgather at the house
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of Martha and Mary in Bethany and there await news which his
messengers would regularly bring them.

8 is was the situation during the last half of ursday night
and the early morning hours of Friday as regards the apostles, the
chief disciples, and the earthly family of Jesus. And all these groups
and individuals were kept in touch with each other by the messen-
ger service which David Zebedee continued to operate from his
headquarters at the Gethsemane camp.

5. ON THE WAY TO THE HIGH PRIEST’S PALACE
1 Before they started away from the garden with Jesus, a dispute

arose between the Jewish captain of the temple guards and the Ro-
man captain of the company of soldiers as to where they were to
take Jesus. e captain of the temple guards gave orders that he
should be taken to Caiaphas, the acting high priest. e captain
of the Roman soldiers directed that Jesus be taken to the palace of
Annas, the former high priest and father-in-law of Caiaphas. And
this he did because theRomanswere in the habit of dealing directly
with Annas in all matters having to do with the enforcement of the
Jewish ecclesiastical laws. And the orders of the Roman captain
were obeyed; they took Jesus to the home of Annas for his prelim-
inary examination.

2 Judasmarched alongnear the captains, overhearing all thatwas
said, but took no part in the dispute, for neither the Jewish captain
nor the Roman officer would so much as speak to the betrayer —
they held him in such contempt.

3 About this time John Zebedee, remembering his Master’s in-
structions to remain always near at hand, hurried up near Jesus as
he marched along between the two captains. e commander of
the temple guards, seeing John come up alongside, said to his as-
sistant: “Take this man and bind him. He is one of this fellow’s
followers.” But when the Roman captain heard this and, looking
around, saw John, he gave orders that the apostle should come over
by him, and that noman shouldmolest him. en the Roman cap-
tain said to the Jewish captain: “ is man is neither a traitor nor a
coward. I saw him in the garden, and he did not draw a sword to re-
sist us. He has the courage to come forward to be with his Master,
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and noman shall lay hands on him. e Roman law allows that any
prisoner may have at least one friend to stand with him before the
judgment bar, and this man shall not be prevented from standing
by the side of hisMaster, the prisoner.” And when Judas heard this,
he was so ashamed and humiliated that he dropped back behind
the marchers, coming up to the palace of Annas alone.

4 And this explains why John Zebedee was permitted to remain
near Jesus all the way through his trying experiences this night and
the next day. e Jews feared to say aught to John or to molest
him in any way because he had something of the status of a Roman
counsellor designated to act as observer of the transactions of the
Jewish ecclesiastical court. John’s position of privilege was made
all themore secure when, in turning Jesus over to the captain of the
temple guards at the gate of Annas’s palace, the Roman, addressing
his assistant, said: “Go along with this prisoner and see that these
Jews do not kill him without Pilate’s consent. Watch that they do
not assassinate him, and see that his friend, the Galilean, is permit-
ted to stand by and observe all that goes on.” And thus was John
able tobenear Jesus right onup to the timeof his deathon the cross,
though the other ten apostles were compelled to remain in hiding.
John was acting under Roman protection, and the Jews dared not
molest him until a er the Master’s death.

5 And all the way to the palace of Annas, Jesus opened not his
mouth. From the time of his arrest to the time of his appearance
before Annas, the Son of Man spoke no word.
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BEFORE THE SANHEDRIN COURT

Midwayer Commission

REPRESENTATIVES of Annas had secretly instructed the
captain of the Roman soldiers to bring Jesus immediately
to the palace of Annas a er he had been arrested. e for-

mer high priest desired to maintain his prestige as the chief eccle-
siastical authority of the Jews. He also had another purpose in de-
taining Jesus at his house for several hours, and that was to allow
time for legally calling together the court of the Sanhedrin. It was
not lawful to convene the Sanhedrin court before the time of the
offering of the morning sacri ce in the temple, and this sacri ce
was offered about 3:00.

2 Annas knew that a court of Sanhedrists was in waiting at the
palace of his son-in-law, Caiaphas. Some 30 members of the San-
hedrin had gathered at the home of the high priest by midnight so
that theywould be ready to sit in judgment on Jesuswhen hemight
be brought before them. Only thosemembers were assembledwho
were strongly and openly opposed to Jesus and his teaching since it
required only 23 to constitute a trial court.

3 Jesus spent about three hours at the palace of Annas onMount
Olivet, not far from the gardenofGethsemane, where they arrested
him. John Zebedee was free and safe in the palace of Annas not
only because of theword of theRoman captain, but also because he
andhis brother Jameswerewell known to the older servants, having
many times been guests at the palace as the former high priest was
a distant relative of their mother, Salome.

1. EXAMINATION BY ANNAS
1 Annas, enriched by the temple revenues, his son-in-law the act-

ing high priest, and with his relations to the Roman authorities,
was indeed the most powerful single individual in all Jewry. He
was a suave and politic planner and plotter. He desired to direct
the matter of disposing of Jesus; he feared to trust such an impor-
tant undertaking wholly to his brusque and aggressive son-in-law.
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Annas wanted to make sure that the Master’s trial was kept in the
hands of the Sadducees; he feared the possible sympathy of some
of the Pharisees, seeing that practically all of those members of the
Sanhedrin who had espoused the cause of Jesus were Pharisees.

2 Annas had not seen Jesus for several years, not since the time
when the Master called at his house and immediately le upon
observing his coldness and reserve in receiving him. Annas had
thought to presumeon this early acquaintance and thereby attempt
to persuade Jesus to abandon his claims and leave Palestine. Hewas
reluctant to participate in the murder of a good man and had rea-
soned that Jesus might choose to leave the country rather than to
suffer death. But when Annas stood before the stalwart and deter-
mined Galilean, he knew at once that it would be useless to make
such proposals. Jesus was even more majestic and well poised than
Annas remembered him.

3 When Jesus was young, Annas had taken a great interest in
him, but now his revenues were threatened by what Jesus had so
recently done in driving the money-changers and other commer-
cial traders out of the temple. is act had aroused the enmity of
the former high priest far more than had Jesus’ teachings.

4 Annas entered his spacious audience chamber, seated himself
in a large chair, and commanded that Jesus be brought before him.
A er a few moments spent in silently surveying the Master, he
said: “You realize that something must be done about your teach-
ing since you are disturbing the peace and order of our country.” As
Annas looked inquiringly at Jesus, the Master looked full into his
eyes but made no reply. Again Annas spoke, “What are the names
of your disciples, besides Simon Zelotes, the agitator?” Again Jesus
looked down upon him, but he did not answer.

5 Annas was considerably disturbed by Jesus’ refusal to answer
his questions, so much so that he said to him: “Do you have no
care as to whether I am friendly to you or not? Do you have no
regard for the power I have in determining the issues of your com-
ing trial?” When Jesus heard this, he said: “Annas, you know that
you could have no power over me unless it were permitted by my
Father. Some would destroy the Son of Man because they are ig-
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norant; they know no better, but you, friend, know what you are
doing. How can you, therefore, reject the light of God?”

6 e kindly manner in which Jesus spoke to Annas almost be-
wilderedhim. But he had already determined inhismind that Jesus
must either leave Palestine or die; so he summoned up his cour-
age and asked: “Just what is it you are trying to teach the people?
What do you claim to be?” Jesus answered: “You know full well
that I have spoken openly to the world. I have taught in the syna-
gogues and many times in the temple, where all the Jews and many
of the gentiles have heardme. In secret I have spokennothing; why,
then, do you ask me about my teaching? Why do you not sum-
mon those who have heard me and inquire of them? Behold, all
Jerusalem has heard that which I have spoken even if you have not
yourself heard these teachings.” But before Annas could make re-
ply, the chief steward of the palace, who was standing near, struck
Jesus in the face with his hand, saying, “How dare you answer the
high priest with such words?” Annas spoke no words of rebuke to
his steward, but Jesus addressed him, saying, “My friend, if I have
spoken evil, bear witness against the evil; but if I have spoken the
truth, why, then, should you smite me?”

7 Although Annas regretted that his steward had struck Jesus,
he was too proud to take notice of the matter. In his confusion
he went into another room, leaving Jesus alone with the household
attendants and the temple guards for almost an hour.

8 When he returned, going up to the Master’s side, he said, “Do
you claim to be the Messiah, the deliverer of Israel?” Said Jesus:
“Annas, you have known me from the times of my youth. You
know that I claim to be nothing except that which my Father has
appointed, and that I have been sent to all men, gentile as well as
Jew.” en said Annas: “I have been told that you have claimed to
be the Messiah; is that true?” Jesus looked upon Annas but only
replied, “So you have said.”

9 About this time messengers arrived from the palace of Ca-
iaphas to inquire what time Jesus would be brought before the
court of the Sanhedrin, and since it was nearing the break of day,
Annas thought best to send Jesus bound and in the custody of
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the temple guards to Caiaphas. He himself followed a er them
shortly.

2. PETER IN THE COURTYARD
1 As the band of guards and soldiers approached the entrance to

the palace of Annas, John Zebedee was marching by the side of the
captain of the Roman soldiers. Judas had dropped some distance
behind, and Simon Peter followed afar off. A er John had entered
the palace courtyard with Jesus and the guards, Judas came up to
the gate but, seeing Jesus and John, went on over to the home of
Caiaphas, where he knew the real trial of the Master would later
take place. Soon a er Judas had le , Simon Peter arrived, and as
he stood before the gate, John saw him just as they were about to
take Jesus into the palace. e portress who kept the gate knew
John, and when he spoke to her, requesting that she let Peter in,
she gladly assented.

2 Peter, upon entering the courtyard, went over to the charcoal
re and sought to warm himself, for the night was chilly. He felt

verymuchout of place here among the enemies of Jesus, and indeed
he was out of place. e Master had not instructed him to keep
near at hand as he had admonished John. Peter belonged with the
other apostles, who had been speci cally warned not to endanger
their lives during these times of the trial and cruci xion of their
Master.

3 Peter threw away his sword shortly before he came up to the
palace gate so that he entered the courtyard of Annas unarmed.
Hismindwas in a whirl of confusion; he could scarcely realize that
Jesus had been arrested. He could not grasp the reality of the situ-
ation— that he was here in the courtyard of Annas, warming him-
self beside the servants of the high priest. He wondered what the
other apostles were doing and, in turning over in his mind as to
how John came to be admitted to the palace, concluded that it was
because hewas known to the servants, since he had bidden the gate-
keeper admit him.

4 Shortly a er the portress let Peter in, and while he was warm-
ing himself by the re, shewent over to himandmischievously said,
“Are you not also one of this man’s disciples?” Now Peter should
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not have been surprised at this recognition, for it was Johnwhohad
requested that the girl let him pass through the palace gates; but he
was in such a tense nervous state that this identi cation as a disciple
threw him off his balance, and with only one thought uppermost
in his mind— the thought of escaping with his life—he promptly
answered the maid’s question by saying, “I am not.”

5 Very soon another servant came up to Peter and asked: “Did I
not see you in the garden when they arrested this fellow? Are you
not also one of his followers?” Peter was now thoroughly alarmed;
he saw no way of safely escaping from these accusers; so he vehe-
mently denied all connection with Jesus, saying, “I know not this
man, neither am I one of his followers.”

6 About this time the portress of the gate drew Peter to one side
and said: “I am sure you are a disciple of this Jesus, not only because
one of his followers bade me let you in the courtyard, but my sister
here has seen you in the temple with this man. Why do you deny
this?”WhenPeter heard themaid accuse him, he denied all knowl-
edge of Jesus with much cursing and swearing, again saying, “I am
not this man’s follower; I do not even know him; I never heard of
him before.”

7 Peter le the reside for a time while he walked about the
courtyard. He would have liked to have escaped, but he feared to
attract attention to himself. Getting cold, he returned to the re-
side, and one of the men standing near him said: “Surely you are
one of this man’s disciples. is Jesus is a Galilean, and your speech
betrays you, for you also speak as a Galilean.” And again Peter de-
nied all connection with his Master.

8 Peter was so perturbed that he sought to escape contact with
his accusers by going away from the re and remaining by himself
on the porch. A er more than an hour of this isolation, the gate-
keeper and her sister chanced tomeet him, and both of them again
teasingly charged him with being a follower of Jesus. And again he
denied the accusation. Just as he had once more denied all connec-
tion with Jesus, the cock crowed, and Peter remembered the words
of warning spoken to him by hisMaster earlier that same night. As
he stood there, heavy of heart and crushed with the sense of guilt,
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the palace doors opened, and the guards led Jesus past on the way
to Caiaphas. As the Master passed Peter, he saw, by the light of the
torches, the look of despair on the face of his former self-con dent
and super cially brave apostle, and he turned and looked upon Pe-
ter. Peter never forgot that look as long as he lived. It was such a
glance of commingled pity and love as mortal man had never be-
held in the face of the Master.

9 A er Jesus and the guards passed out of the palace gates, Peter
followed them, but only for a short distance. He could not go far-
ther. He sat down by the side of the road and wept bitterly. And
when he had shed these tears of agony, he turned his steps back to-
ward the camp, hoping to nd his brother, Andrew. On arriving at
the camp, he found only David Zebedee, who sent a messenger to
direct him to where his brother had gone to hide in Jerusalem.

10 ¶ Peter’s entire experience occurred in the courtyard of the
palace of Annas on Mount Olivet. He did not follow Jesus to the
palace of the high priest, Caiaphas. at Peter was brought to the
realization that he had repeatedly denied hisMaster by the crowing
of a cock indicates that this all occurred outside of Jerusalem since
it was against the law to keep poultry within the city proper.

11 ¶ Until the crowing of the cock brought Peter to his better
senses, he had only thought, as he walked up and down the porch
to keep warm, how cleverly he had eluded the accusations of the
servants, and how he had frustrated their purpose to identify him
with Jesus. For the time being, he had only considered that these
servants had no moral or legal right thus to question him, and he
really congratulated himself over the manner in which he thought
hehad avoidedbeing identi ed andpossibly subjected to arrest and
imprisonment. Not until the cock crowed did it occur to Peter that
he had denied his Master. Not until Jesus looked upon him, did he
realize that he had failed to live up to his privileges as an ambas-
sador of the kingdom.

12 Having taken the rst step along the path of compromise and
least resistance, there was nothing apparent to Peter but to go on
with the course of conduct decided upon. It requires a great and
noble character, having started out wrong, to turn about and go
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right. All too o en one’s own mind tends to justify continuance in
the path of error when once it is entered upon.

13 Peter never fully believed that he could be forgiven until he
met his Master a er the resurrection and saw that he was received
just as before the experiences of this tragic night of the denials.

3. BEFORE THE COURT OF SANHEDRISTS
1 It was about 15:30 this Friday morning when the chief priest,

Caiaphas, called the Sanhedrist court of inquiry to order and asked
that Jesus be brought before them for his formal trial. On three
previous occasions the Sanhedrin, by a large majority vote, had de-
creed the death of Jesus, had decided that he was worthy of death
on informal charges of lawbreaking, blasphemy, and outing the
traditions of the fathers of Israel.˚

2 is was not a regularly called meeting of the Sanhedrin and
was not held in the usual place, the chamber of hewn stone in the
temple. is was a special trial court of some 30 Sanhedrists and
was convened in the palace of the high priest. John Zebedee was
present with Jesus throughout this so-called trial.

3 How these chief priests, scribes, Sadducees, and some of the
Pharisees attered themselves that Jesus, the disturber of their po-
sition and the challenger of their authority, was now securely in
their hands! And they were resolved that he should never live to
escape their vengeful clutches.

4 Ordinarily, the Jews, when trying a man on a capital charge,
proceeded with great caution and provided every safeguard of fair-
ness in the selection of witnesses and the entire conduct of the trial.
But on this occasion, Caiaphas was more of a prosecutor than an
unbiased judge.

5 ¶ Jesus appeared before this court clothed in his usual gar-
ments and with his hands bound together behind his back. e
entire court was startled and somewhat confused by his majestic
appearance. Never had they gazed upon such a prisoner nor wit-
nessed such composure in a man on trial for his life.
3.1. …on informal charges of law-breaking, blasphemy… Of the ve occurrences of law-
break[er] [-ing] in the text, three are closed and twoare hyphenated. ere is no differential
in meaning indicated by the two forms, so database standardization could be appropriate.
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6 ¶ e Jewish law required that at least two witnesses must
agree upon any point before a charge could be laid against the pris-
oner. Judas could not be used as a witness against Jesus because
the Jewish law speci cally forbade the testimony of a traitor. More
than a score of false witnesses were on hand to testify against Jesus,
but their testimony was so contradictory and so evidently trumped
up that the Sanhedrists themselves were very much ashamed of
the performance. Jesus stood there, looking down benignly upon
these perjurers, and his very countenance disconcerted the lying
witnesses. roughout all this false testimony the Master never
said a word; he made no reply to their many false accusations.

7 e rst time any two of their witnesses approached even the
semblance of an agreement was when two men testi ed that they
hadheard Jesus say in the course of one of his temple discourses that
he would “destroy this temple made with hands and in three days
make another temple without hands.” at was not exactly what
Jesus said, regardless of the fact that he pointed to his own body
when he made the remark referred to.

8 Although the high priest shouted at Jesus, “Do you not answer
any of these charges?” Jesus opened not his mouth. He stood there
in silencewhile all of these false witnesses gave their testimony. Ha-
tred, fanaticism, and unscrupulous exaggeration so characterized
the words of these perjurers that their testimony fell in its own en-
tanglements. e very best refutation of their false accusations was
the Master’s calm and majestic silence.

9 Shortly a er the beginning of the testimony of the false wit-
nesses, Annas arrived and took his seat beside Caiaphas. Annas
now arose and argued that this threat of Jesus to destroy the tem-
ple was sufficient to warrant three charges against him:

10 1. at he was a dangerous traducer of the people. at he
taught them impossible things and otherwise deceived them.

11 2. at he was a fanatical revolutionist in that he advocated
laying violent hands on the sacred temple, else how could he de-
stroy it?

12 3. at he taught magic inasmuch as he promised to build a
new temple, and that without hands.
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13 ¶ Already had the full Sanhedrin agreed that Jesus was guilty
of death-deserving transgressions of the Jewish laws, but they were
now more concerned with developing charges regarding his con-
duct and teachings which would justify Pilate in pronouncing the
death sentence upon their prisoner. ey knew that they must se-
cure the consent of the Roman governor before Jesus could legally
be put to death. And Annas was minded to proceed along the line
ofmaking it appear that Jesus was a dangerous teacher to be abroad
among the people.

14 But Caiaphas could not longer endure the sight of the Mas-
ter standing there in perfect composure and unbroken silence. He
thought he knew at least one way in which the prisoner might be
induced to speak. Accordingly, he rushed over to the side of Jesus
and, shaking his accusing nger in the Master’s face, said: “I adjure
you, in the name of the living God, that you tell us whether you
are the Deliverer, the Son of God.” Jesus answered Caiaphas: “I
am. Soon I go to the Father, and presently shall the Son of Man be
clothed with power and once more reign over the hosts of heaven.”

15 When the high priest heard Jesus utter these words, he was
exceedingly angry, and rending his outer garments, he exclaimed:
“What further need have we of witnesses? Behold, now have you
all heard this man’s blasphemy. What do you now think should be
donewith this lawbreaker and blasphemer?”And they all answered
in unison, “He is worthy of death; let him be cruci ed.”˚

16 Jesus manifested no interest in any question asked him when
before Annas or the Sanhedrists except the one question relative to
his bestowal mission. When asked if he were the Son of God, he
instantly and unequivocally answered in the affirmative.

17 Annas desired that the trial proceed further, and that charges
of a de nite nature regarding Jesus’ relation to the Roman law and
Roman institutions be formulated for subsequent presentation to
Pilate. e councillors were anxious to carry these matters to a
speedy termination, not only because it was the preparation day for
the Passover and no secular work should be done a er noon, but

15. …be done with this law-breaker and blasphemer… See note for 184:3.1.
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also because they feared Pilate might any time return to the Ro-
man capital of Judea, Caesarea, since he was in Jerusalem only for
the Passover celebration.

18 ButAnnas did not succeed in keeping control of the court. Af-
ter Jesus had so unexpectedly answered Caiaphas, the high priest
stepped forward and smote him in the face with his hand. Annas
was truly shocked as the other members of the court, in passing
out of the room, spit in Jesus’ face, and many of them mockingly
slapped him with the palms of their hands. And thus in disorder
and with such unheard-of confusion this rst session of the San-
hedrist trial of Jesus ended at 4:30.

19 ¶ 30 prejudiced and tradition-blinded false judges, with their
false witnesses, are presuming to sit in judgment on the righteous
Creator of a universe. And these impassioned accusers are exasper-
ated by the majestic silence and superb bearing of this God-man.
His silence is terrible to endure; his speech is fearlessly de ant. He
is unmoved by their threats and undaunted by their assaults. Man
sits in judgment on God, but even then he loves them and would
save them if he could.

4. THE HOUR OF HUMILIATION
1 e Jewish law required that, in thematter of passing the death

sentence, there should be two sessions of the court. is second ses-
sion was to be held on the day following the rst, and the interven-
ing timewas to be spent in fasting andmourning by themembers of
the court. But these men could not await the next day for the con-
rmation of their decision that Jesus must die. ey waited only

one hour. In the meantime Jesus was le in the audience chamber
in the custody of the temple guards, who, with the servants of the
high priest, amused themselves by heaping every sort of indignity
upon the Son of Man. ey mocked him, spit upon him, and cru-
elly buffeted him. ey would strike him in the face with a rod
and then say, “Prophesy to us, you the Deliverer, who it was that
struck you.” And thus they went on for one full hour, reviling and
mistreating this unresisting man of Galilee.

2 During this tragic hour of suffering and mock trials before the
ignorant and unfeeling guards and servants, John Zebedee waited
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in lonely terror in an adjoining room. When these abuses rst
started, Jesus indicated to John, by a nod of his head, that he should
retire. e Master well knew that, if he permitted his apostle to re-
main in the room to witness these indignities, John’s resentment
would be so aroused as to produce such an outbreak of protesting
indignation as would probably result in his death.

3 roughout this awful hour Jesus uttered no word. To this
gentle and sensitive soul of humankind, joined in personality re-
lationship with the God of all this universe, there was no more bit-
ter portion of his cup of humiliation than this terrible hour at the
mercy of these ignorant and cruel guards and servants, who had
been stimulated to abuse him by the example of the members of
this so-called Sanhedrist court.

4 ¶ e human heart cannot possibly conceive of the shudder of
indignation that swept out over a vast universe as the celestial intel-
ligences witnessed this sight of their beloved Sovereign submitting
himself to the will of his ignorant and misguided creatures on the
sin-darkened sphere of unfortunate Urantia.

5 What is this trait of the animal inmanwhich leads him towant
to insult and physically assault that which he cannot spiritually at-
tain or intellectually achieve? In the half-civilized man there still
lurks an evil brutality which seeks to vent itself upon those who
are superior in wisdom and spiritual attainment. Witness the evil
coarseness and the brutal ferocity of these supposedly civilizedmen
as they derived a certain form of animal pleasure from this physical
attack upon the unresisting Son of Man. As these insults, taunts,
and blows fell upon Jesus, he was undefending but not defence-
less. Jesus was not vanquished, merely uncontending in the mate-
rial sense.

6 ese are the moments of the Master’s greatest victories in all
his long and eventful career as maker, upholder, and saviour of a
vast and far- ung universe. Having lived to the full a life of reveal-
ing God to man, Jesus is now engaged in making a new and un-
precedented revelation of man to God. Jesus is now revealing to
the worlds the nal triumph over all fears of creature personality
isolation. e Son of Man has nally achieved the realization of
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identity as the Son of God. Jesus does not hesitate to assert that
he and the Father are one; and on the basis of the fact and truth of
that supreme and supernal experience, he admonishes every king-
dom believer to become one with him even as he and his Father
are one. e living experience in the religion of Jesus thus becomes
the sure and certain technique whereby the spiritually isolated and
cosmically lonelymortals of earth are enabled to escape personality
isolation, with all its consequences of fear and associated feelings
of helplessness. In the fraternal realities of the kingdom of heaven
the faith sons of God nd nal deliverance from the isolation of
the self, both personal and planetary. e God-knowing believer
increasingly experiences the ecstasy and grandeur of spiritual so-
cialization on a universe scale — citizenship on high in association
with the eternal realization of the divine destiny of perfection at-
tainment.

5. THE SECOND MEETING OF THE COURT
1 At 5:30 the court reassembled, and Jesus was led into the ad-

joining room, where John was waiting. Here the Roman soldier
and the temple guards watched over Jesus while the court began
the formulation of the chargeswhichwere to be presented toPilate.
Annas made it clear to his associates that the charge of blasphemy
would carry no weight with Pilate. Judas was present during this
second meeting of the court, but he gave no testimony.

2 is session of the court lasted only a half hour, andwhen they
adjourned to go before Pilate, they had drawn up the indictment of
Jesus, as being worthy of death, under three heads:

3 1. at he was a perverter of the Jewish nation; he deceived
the people and incited them to rebellion.

4 2. at he taught the people to refuse to pay tribute to Cae-
sar.

5 3. at, by claiming to be a king and the founder of a new
sort of kingdom, he incited treason against the emperor.

6 ¶ is entire procedure was irregular and wholly contrary to
the Jewish laws. No twowitnesses had agreed on anymatter except
those who testi ed regarding Jesus’ statement about destroying the
temple and raising it again in three days. And even concerning that
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point, no witnesses spoke for the defence, and neither was Jesus
asked to explain his intended meaning.

7 e only point the court could have consistently judged him
on was that of blasphemy, and that would have rested entirely on
his own testimony. Even concerning blasphemy, they failed to cast
a formal ballot for the death sentence.

8 And now they presumed to formulate three charges, with
which to go before Pilate, on which no witnesses had been heard,
and which were agreed upon while the accused prisoner was ab-
sent. When this was done, three of the Pharisees took their leave;
they wanted to see Jesus destroyed, but they would not formulate
charges against him without witnesses and in his absence.

9 Jesus did not again appear before the Sanhedrist court. ey
did not want again to look upon his face as they sat in judgment
upon his innocent life. Jesus did not know (as a man) of their for-
mal charges until he heard them recited by Pilate.

10 ¶ While Jesus was in the room with John and the guards, and
while the court was in its second session, some of the women about
the high priest’s palace, together with their friends, came to look
upon the strange prisoner, and one of them asked him, “Are you
the Messiah, the Son of God?” And Jesus answered: “If I tell you,
you will not believe me; and if I ask you, you will not answer.”

11 At 6:00 Jesus was led forth from the home of Caiaphas to ap-
pear before Pilate for con rmation of the sentence of death which
this Sanhedrist court had so unjustly and irregularly decreed.



PAPER №185
THE TRIAL BEFORE PILATE

Midwayer Commission

SHORTLY a er 6:00 on this Friday morning, April 7,
A.D. 30, Jesus was brought before Pilate, the Roman procu-
rator who governed Judea, Samaria, and Idumea under the

immediate supervision of the legatus of Syria. e Master was
taken into the presence of the Roman governor by the temple
guards, bound, and was accompanied by about 50 of his accusers,
including the Sanhedrist court (principally Sadduceans), Judas Is-
cariot, and the high priest, Caiaphas, and by the Apostle John. An-
nas did not appear before Pilate.

2 Pilate was up and ready to receive this group of early morning
callers, having been informed by those who had secured his con-
sent, the previous evening, to employ the Roman soldiers in arrest-
ing the Son of Man, that Jesus would be early brought before him.

is trial was arranged to take place in front of the praetorium, an
addition to the fortress of Antonia, where Pilate and his wife made
their headquarters when stopping in Jerusalem.

3 ough Pilate conducted much of Jesus’ examination within
the praetorium halls, the public trial was held outside on the steps
leading up to themain entrance. is was a concession to the Jews,
who refused to enter any gentile building where leaven might be
used on this day of preparation for the Passover. Such conduct
would not only render them ceremonially unclean and thereby de-
bar them from partaking of the a ernoon feast of thanksgiving but
would also necessitate their subjection to puri cation ceremonies
a er sundown, before they would be eligible to partake of the Pass-
over supper.

4 Although these Jews were not at all bothered in conscience
as they intrigued to effect the judicial murder of Jesus, they were
nonetheless scrupulous regarding all these matters of ceremonial
cleanness and traditional regularity. And these Jews have not been
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the only ones to fail in the recognition of high and holy obliga-
tions of a divine nature while givingmeticulous attention to things
of tri ing importance to humanwelfare in both time and eternity.

1. PONTIUS PILATE
1 If Pontius Pilate had not been a reasonably good governor of

the minor provinces, Tiberius would hardly have suffered him to
remain as procurator of Judea for ten years. Although he was a
fairly good administrator, he was a moral coward. He was not a
big enough man to comprehend the nature of his task as governor
of the Jews. He failed to grasp the fact that these Hebrews had a
real religion, a faith for which they were willing to die, and that
millions upon millions of them, scattered here and there through-
out the empire, looked to Jerusalem as the shrine of their faith and
held the Sanhedrin in respect as the highest tribunal on earth.

2 Pilate did not love the Jews, and this deep-seated hatred early
began to manifest itself. Of all the Roman provinces, none was
more difficult to govern than Judea. Pilate never really understood
the problems involved in the management of the Jews and, there-
fore, very early in his experience as governor, made a series of al-
most fatal and well-nigh suicidal blunders. And it was these blun-
ders that gave the Jews such power over him. When they wanted
to in uence his decisions, all they had to do was to threaten an up-
rising, and Pilate would speedily capitulate. And this apparent vac-
illation, or lack of moral courage, of the procurator was chie y due
to the memory of a number of controversies he had had with the
Jews and because in each instance they had worsted him. e Jews
knew that Pilate was afraid of them, that he feared for his position
beforeTiberius, and they employed this knowledge to the great dis-
advantage of the governor on numerous occasions.

3 Pilate’s disfavourwith the Jews came about as a result of a num-
ber of unfortunate encounters. First, he failed to take seriously
their deep-seated prejudice against all images as symbols of idol
worship. erefore he permitted his soldiers to enter Jerusalem
without removing the images of Caesar from their banners, as had
been the practice of the Roman soldiers under his predecessor. A
large deputation of Jews waited upon Pilate for ve days, imploring
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him to have these images removed from themilitary standards. He
atly refused to grant their petition and threatened them with in-

stant death. Pilate, himself being a skeptic, did not understand that
menof strong religious feelingswill not hesitate to die for their reli-
gious convictions; and therefore was he dismayed when these Jews
drew themselves up de antly before his palace, bowed their faces to
the ground, and sent word that they were ready to die. Pilate then
realized that he had made a threat which he was unwilling to carry
out. He surrendered, ordered the images removed from the stan-
dards of his soldiers in Jerusalem, and found himself from that day
on to a large extent subject to the whims of the Jewish leaders, who
had in this way discovered his weakness in making threats which
he feared to execute.

4 Pilate subsequently determined to regain this lost prestige and
accordingly had the shields of the emperor, such aswere commonly
used in Caesar worship, put up on the walls of Herod’s palace in
Jerusalem. When the Jews protested, he was adamant. When
he refused to listen to their protests, they promptly appealed to
Rome, and the emperor as promptly ordered the offending shields
removed. And then was Pilate held in even lower esteem than be-
fore.

5 ¶ Another thing which brought him into great disfavour with
the Jews was that he dared to take money from the temple treasury
to pay for the construction of a new aqueduct to provide increased
water supply for the millions of visitors to Jerusalem at the times
of the great religious feasts. e Jews held that only the Sanhedrin
could disburse the temple funds, and they never ceased to inveigh
against Pilate for this presumptuous ruling. No less than a score
of riots and much bloodshed resulted from this decision. e last
of these serious outbreaks had to do with the slaughter of a large
company of Galileans even as they worshipped at the altar.

6 ¶ It is signi cant that, while this vacillating Roman ruler sacri-
ced Jesus to his fear of the Jews and to safeguard his personal po-

sition, he nally was deposed as a result of the needless slaughter of
Samaritans in connection with the pretensions of a false Messiah
who led troops to Mount Gerizim, where he claimed the temple
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vessels were buried; and erce riots broke out when he failed to re-
veal the hiding place of the sacred vessels, as he had promised. As a
result of this episode, the legatus of Syria ordered Pilate to Rome.
Tiberius died while Pilate was on the way to Rome, and he was not
reappointed as procurator of Judea. He never fully recovered from
the regretful condemnation of having consented to the cruci xion
of Jesus. Finding no favour in the eyes of the new emperor, he re-
tired to the province of Lausanne, where he subsequently commit-
ted suicide.

7 ¶ Claudia Procula, Pilate’s wife, had heard much of Jesus
through the word of her maid-in-waiting, who was a Phoenician
believer in the gospel of the kingdom. A er the death of Pilate,
Claudia becameprominently identi edwith the spreadof the good
news.

8 ¶ And all this explains much that transpired on this tragic Fri-
day forenoon. It is easy to understand why the Jews presumed to
dictate to Pilate — to get him up at 6:00 to try Jesus — and also
why they did not hesitate to threaten to charge him with treason
before the emperor if he dared to refuse their demands for Jesus’
death.

9 A worthy Roman governor who had not become disadvan-
tageously involved with the rulers of the Jews would never have
permitted these bloodthirsty religious fanatics to bring about the
death of a man whom he himself had declared to be innocent of
their false charges and without fault. Rome made a great blunder,
a far-reaching error in earthly affairs, when she sent the second-rate
Pilate to govern Palestine. Tiberius had better have sent to the Jews
the best provincial administrator in the empire.

2. JESUS APPEARS BEFORE PILATE
1 When Jesus and his accusers had gathered in front of Pilate’s

judgment hall, the Roman governor came out and, addressing the
company assembled, asked, “What accusation do you bring against
this fellow?” e Sadducees and councillors who had taken it upon
themselves to put Jesus out of the way had determined to go before
Pilate and ask for con rmation of the death sentence pronounced
upon Jesus, without volunteering any de nite charge. erefore
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did the spokesman for the Sanhedrist court answer Pilate: “If this
man were not an evildoer, we should not have delivered him up to
you.”

2 When Pilate observed that they were reluctant to state their
charges against Jesus, although he knew they had been all night
engaged in deliberations regarding his guilt, he answered them:
“Since you have not agreed on any de nite charges, why do you
not take this man and pass judgment on him in accordance with
your own laws?”

3 en spoke the clerk of the Sanhedrin court to Pilate: “It is
not lawful for us to put any man to death, and this disturber of
our nation is worthy to die for the things which he has said and
done. erefore have we come before you for con rmation of this
decree.”

4 To come before the Roman governor with this attempt at
evasion discloses both the ill-will and the ill-humour of the San-
hedrists toward Jesus as well as their lack of respect for the fairness,
honour, and dignity of Pilate. What effrontery for these subject
citizens to appear before their provincial governor asking for a de-
cree of execution against aman before affording him a fair trial and
without even preferring de nite criminal charges against him!

5 Pilate knew something of Jesus’ work among the Jews, and he
surmised that the charges whichmight be brought against him had
to dowith infringements of the Jewish ecclesiastical laws; therefore
he sought to refer the case back to their own tribunal. Again, Pilate
took delight in making them publicly confess that they were pow-
erless to pronounce and execute the death sentence upon even one
of their own race whom they had come to despise with a bitter and
envious hatred.

6 ¶ It was a few hours previously, shortly before midnight and
a er he had granted permission to use Roman soldiers in effecting
the secret arrest of Jesus, that Pilate had heard further concerning
Jesus and his teaching from his wife, Claudia, who was a partial
convert to Judaism, andwho later on became a full- edged believer
in Jesus’ gospel.

7 ¶ Pilate would have liked to postpone this hearing, but he saw
the Jewish leaders were determined to proceed with the case. He
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knew that this was not only the forenoon of preparation for the
Passover, but that this day, being Friday, was also the preparation
day for the Jewish Sabbath of rest and worship.

8 Pilate, being keenly sensitive to the disrespectful manner of
the approach of these Jews, was not willing to comply with their
demands that Jesus be sentenced to death without a trial. When,
therefore, he had waited a few moments for them to present their
charges against the prisoner, he turned to themand said: “Iwill not
sentence this man to death without a trial; neither will I consent to
examine him until you have presented your charges against him in
writing.”

9 When the high priest and the others heard Pilate say this, they
signalled to the clerk of the court, who then handed to Pilate the
written charges against Jesus. And these charges were:

10 ¶ “We nd in the Sanhedrist tribunal that this man is an evil-
doer and a disturber of our nation in that he is guilty of:

11 “1. Perverting our nation and stirring up our people to rebel-
lion.

12 “2. Forbidding the people to pay tribute to Caesar.
13 “3. Calling himself the king of the Jews and teaching the

founding of a new kingdom.”
14 ¶ Jesus had not been regularly tried nor legally convicted on

any of these charges. He did not even hear these charges when rst
stated, but Pilate had him brought from the praetorium, where he
was in the keeping of the guards, and he insisted that these charges
be repeated in Jesus’ hearing.

15 When Jesus heard these accusations, he well knew that he had
not been heard on these matters before the Jewish court, and so
did John Zebedee and his accusers, but he made no reply to their
false charges. Even when Pilate bade him answer his accusers, he
opened not his mouth. Pilate was so astonished at the unfairness
of the whole proceeding and so impressed by Jesus’ silent and mas-
terly bearing that he decided to take the prisoner inside the hall and
examine him privately.

16 Pilate was confused in mind, fearful of the Jews in his heart,
and mightily stirred in his spirit by the spectacle of Jesus’ standing
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there in majesty before his bloodthirsty accusers and gazing down
on them, not in silent contempt, but with an expression of genuine
pity and sorrowful affection.

3. THE PRIVATE EXAMINATION BY PILATE
1 Pilate took Jesus and John Zebedee into a private chamber,

leaving the guards outside in thehall, and requesting theprisoner to
sit down, he sat downby his side and asked several questions. Pilate
began his talkwith Jesus by assuring him that he did not believe the
rst count against him: that hewas a perverter of the nation and an

inciter to rebellion. en he asked, “Did you ever teach that tribute
should be refused Caesar?” Jesus, pointing to John, said, “Ask him
or any other man who has heard my teaching.” en Pilate ques-
tioned John about this matter of tribute, and John testi ed con-
cerning hisMaster’s teaching and explained that Jesus and his apos-
tles paid taxes both to Caesar and to the temple. When Pilate had
questioned John, he said, “See that you tell no man that I talked
with you.” And John never did reveal this matter.

2 Pilate then turned around to question Jesus further, saying:
“And now about the third accusation against you, are you the king
of the Jews?” Since therewas a toneof possibly sincere inquiry inPi-
late’s voice, Jesus smiled on the procurator and said: “Pilate, do you
ask this for yourself, or do you take this question from these oth-
ers, my accusers?”Whereupon, in a tone of partial indignation, the
governor answered: “Am I a Jew? Your own people and the chief
priests delivered you up and asked me to sentence you to death. I
question the validity of their charges and am only trying to nd
out for myself what you have done. Tell me, have you said that you
are the king of the Jews, and have you sought to found a new king-
dom?”

3 en said Jesus to Pilate: “Do you not perceive that my king-
dom is not of this world? If my kingdom were of this world, surely
would my disciples ght that I should not be delivered into the
hands of the Jews. My presence here before you in these bonds is
sufficient to show all men that my kingdom is a spiritual domin-
ion, even the brotherhood of men who, through faith and by love,
have become the sons of God. And this salvation is for the gentile
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as well as for the Jew.”
4 “ en you are a king a er all?” saidPilate. And Jesus answered:

“Yes, I am such a king, and my kingdom is the family of the faith
sons of my Father who is in heaven. For this purpose was I born
into this world, even that I should show my Father to all men and
bear witness to the truth ofGod. And even nowdo I declare to you
that every one who loves the truth hears my voice.”

5 en said Pilate, half in ridicule and half in sincerity, “Truth,
what is truth — who knows?”

6 Pilate was not able to fathom Jesus’ words, nor was he able to
understand the nature of his spiritual kingdom, but he was now
certain that the prisoner had done nothing worthy of death. One
look at Jesus, face to face, was enough to convince even Pilate that
this gentle and weary, but majestic and upright, man was no wild
and dangerous revolutionary who aspired to establish himself on
the temporal throne of Israel. Pilate thought he understood some-
thing of what Jesusmeant when he called himself a king, for he was
familiar with the teachings of the Stoics, who declared that “the
wise man is king.” Pilate was thoroughly convinced that, instead of
being a dangerous seditionmonger, Jesus was nothing more or less
than a harmless visionary, an innocent fanatic.

7 A er questioning the Master, Pilate went back to the chief
priests and the accusers of Jesus and said: “I have examined this
man, and I nd no fault in him. I do not think he is guilty of the
charges you havemade against him; I think he ought to be set free.”
And when the Jews heard this, they were moved with great anger,
so much so that they wildly shouted that Jesus should die; and one
of the Sanhedrists boldly stepped up by the side of Pilate, saying:
“ is man stirs up the people, beginning inGalilee and continuing
throughout all Judea. He is a mischief-maker and an evildoer. You
will long regret it if you let this wicked man go free.”

8 Pilate was hard pressed to know what to do with Jesus; there-
fore, when he heard them say that he began his work in Galilee,
he thought to avoid the responsibility of deciding the case, at least
to gain time for thought, by sending Jesus to appear before Herod,
whowas then in the city attending the Passover. Pilate also thought
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that this gesture would help to antidote some of the bitter feeling
which had existed for some time between himself and Herod, due
to numerous misunderstandings over matters of jurisdiction.

9 Pilate, calling the guards, said: “ is man is a Galilean. Take
him forthwith to Herod, and when he has examined him, report
his ndings to me.” And they took Jesus to Herod.

4. JESUS BEFORE HEROD
1 When Herod Antipas stopped in Jerusalem, he dwelt in the

old Maccabean palace of Herod the Great, and it was to this home
of the former king that Jesus was now taken by the temple guards,
and he was followed by his accusers and an increasing multitude.
Herod had long heard of Jesus, and he was very curious about him.
When the Son of Man stood before him, on this Friday morning,
the wicked Idumean never for one moment recalled the lad of for-
mer years who had appeared before him in Sepphoris pleading for
a just decision regarding the money due his father, who had been
accidentally killed while at work on one of the public buildings.
As far as Herod knew, he had never seen Jesus, although he had
worried a great deal about him when his work had been centred
in Galilee. Now that he was in custody of Pilate and the Judeans,
Herodwasdesirous of seeinghim, feeling secure against any trouble
from him in the future. Herod had heard much about the miracles
wrought by Jesus, and he really hoped to see him do some wonder.

2 When they brought Jesus before Herod, the tetrarch was star-
tled by his stately appearance and the calm composure of his coun-
tenance. For some 15 minutes Herod asked Jesus questions, but
the Master would not answer. Herod taunted and dared him to
perform a miracle, but Jesus would not reply to his many inquiries
or respond to his taunts.

3 enHerod turned to the chief priests and the Sadducees and,
giving ear to their accusations, heard all and more than Pilate had
listened to regarding the alleged evil doings of the Son of Man. Fi-
nally, being convinced that Jesus would neither talk nor perform
a wonder for him, Herod, a er making fun of him for a time, ar-
rayed him in an old purple royal robe and sent him back to Pilate.
Herod knew he had no jurisdiction over Jesus in Judea. ough he
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was glad to believe that hewas nally to be rid of Jesus inGalilee, he
was thankful that itwasPilatewhohad the responsibility of putting
him to death. Herod never had fully recovered from the fear that
cursed him as a result of killing John the Baptist. Herod had at cer-
tain times even feared that Jesuswas John risen from thedead. Now
he was relieved of that fear since he observed that Jesus was a very
different sort of person from the outspoken and ery prophet who
dared to expose and denounce his private life.

5. JESUS RETURNS TO PILATE
1 When the guards had brought Jesus back to Pilate, he went out

on the front steps of the praetorium, where his judgment seat had
been placed, and calling together the chief priests and Sanhedrists,
said to them: “You brought this man before me with charges that
he perverts the people, forbids the payment of taxes, and claims
to be king of the Jews. I have examined him and fail to nd him
guilty of these charges. In fact, I nd no fault in him. en I sent
him to Herod, and the tetrarch must have reached the same con-
clusion since he has sent him back to us. Certainly, nothingworthy
of death has been done by this man. If you still think he needs to
be disciplined, I am willing to chastise him before I release him.”

2 Just as the Jews were about to engage in shouting their protests
against the release of Jesus, a vast crowd came marching up to the
praetorium for the purpose of asking Pilate for the release of a pris-
oner in honour of the Passover feast. For some time it had been the
custom of the Roman governors to allow the populace to choose
some imprisoned or condemned man for pardon at the time of the
Passover. And now that this crowd had come before him to ask
for the release of a prisoner, and since Jesus had so recently been
in great favour with the multitudes, it occurred to Pilate that he
might possibly extricate himself from his predicament by propos-
ing to this group that, since Jesus was now a prisoner before his
judgment seat, he release to them this man of Galilee as the token
of Passover good will.

3 As the crowd surged up on the steps of the building, Pilate
heard them calling out the name of one Barabbas. Barabbas was a
noted political agitator and murderous robber, the son of a priest,
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who had recently been apprehended in the act of robbery andmur-
der on the Jericho road. ismanwas under sentence to die as soon
as the Passover festivities were over.

4 Pilate stood up and explained to the crowd that Jesus had been
brought to him by the chief priests, who sought to have him put
to death on certain charges, and that he did not think the man was
worthy of death. Said Pilate: “Which, therefore, would you prefer
that I release to you, this Barabbas, the murderer, or this Jesus of
Galilee?” And when Pilate had thus spoken, the chief priests and
the Sanhedrin councillors all shouted at the top of their voices,
“Barabbas, Barabbas!” And when the people saw that the chief
priests were minded to have Jesus put to death, they quickly joined
in the clamour for his life while they loudly shouted for the release
of Barabbas.

5 A few days before this themultitude had stood in awe of Jesus,
but the mob did not look up to one who, having claimed to be the
Son of God, now found himself in the custody of the chief priests
and the rulers and on trial before Pilate for his life. Jesus could be
a hero in the eyes of the populace when he was driving the money-
changers and the traders out of the temple, but not when he was a
nonresisting prisoner in the hands of his enemies and on trial for
his life.

6 Pilate was angered at the sight of the chief priests clamour-
ing for the pardon of a notorious murderer while they shouted
for the blood of Jesus. He saw their malice and hatred and per-
ceived their prejudice and envy. erefore he said to them: “How
could you choose the life of a murderer in preference to this man’s
whose worst crime is that he guratively calls himself the king of
the Jews?” But this was not a wise statement for Pilate to make.

e Jews were a proud people, now subject to the Roman political
yoke but hoping for the coming of a Messiah who would deliver
them from gentile bondage with a great show of power and glory.

ey resented, more than Pilate could know, the intimation that
this meek-mannered teacher of strange doctrines, now under ar-
rest and charged with crimes worthy of death, should be referred
to as “the king of the Jews.” ey looked upon such a remark as an
insult to everythingwhich they held sacred andhonourable in their
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national existence, and therefore did they all let loose their mighty
shouts for Barabbas’s release and Jesus’ death.

7 Pilate knew Jesus was innocent of the charges brought against
him, and had he been a just and courageous judge, he would have
acquitted him and turned him loose. But he was afraid to defy
these angry Jews, and while he hesitated to do his duty, a messen-
ger came up and presented himwith a sealedmessage fromhiswife,
Claudia.

8 Pilate indicated to those assembled before him that he wished
to read the communication which he had just received before
he proceeded further with the matter before him. When Pilate
opened this letter from his wife, he read: “I pray you have noth-
ing to do with this innocent and just man whom they call Jesus. I
have suffered many things in a dream this night because of him.”

is note from Claudia not only greatly upset Pilate and thereby
delayed the adjudication of this matter, but it unfortunately also
provided considerable time in which the Jewish rulers freely circu-
lated among the crowd and urged the people to call for the release
of Barabbas and to clamour for the cruci xion of Jesus.

9 Finally, Pilate addressed himself once more to the solution of
the problem which confronted him, by asking the mixed assembly
of Jewish rulers and the pardon-seeking crowd, “What shall I do
with him who is called the king of the Jews?” And they all shouted
with one accord, “Crucify him! Crucify him!” e unanimity of
this demand from themixedmultitude startled and alarmed Pilate,
the unjust and fear-ridden judge.

10 en once more Pilate said: “Why would you crucify this
man? What evil has he done? Who will come forward to testify
against him?” But when they heard Pilate speak in defence of Jesus,
they only cried out all the more, “Crucify him! Crucify him!”

11 en again Pilate appealed to them regarding the release of the
Passover prisoner, saying: “Once more I ask you, which of these
prisoners shall I release to you at this, your Passover time?” And
again the crowd shouted, “Give us Barabbas!”

12 en said Pilate: “If I release the murderer, Barabbas, what
shall I do with Jesus?” And once more the multitude shouted in
unison, “Crucify him! Crucify him!”
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13 Pilate was terrorized by the insistent clamour of the mob, act-
ing under the direct leadership of the chief priests and the coun-
cillors of the Sanhedrin; nevertheless, he decided upon at least one
more attempt to appease the crowd and save Jesus.

6. PILATE’S LAST APPEAL
1 In all that is transpiring early this Fridaymorning before Pilate,

only the enemies of Jesus are participating. Hismany friends either
do not yet know of his night arrest and early morning trial or are
in hiding lest they also be apprehended and adjudged worthy of
death because they believe Jesus’ teachings. In themultitudewhich
now clamours for theMaster’s death are to be found only his sworn
enemies and the easily led and unthinking populace.

2 Pilate would make one last appeal to their pity. Being afraid
to defy the clamour of this misled mob who cried for the blood of
Jesus, he ordered the Jewish guards and the Roman soldiers to take
Jesus and scourge him. is was in itself an unjust and illegal pro-
cedure since the Roman law provided that only those condemned
to die by cruci xion should be thus subjected to scourging. e
guards took Jesus into the open courtyard of the praetorium for
this ordeal. ough his enemies did not witness this scourging, Pi-
late did, and before they had nished thiswicked abuse, he directed
the scourgers to desist and indicated that Jesus should be brought
to him. Before the scourgers laid their knotted whips upon Jesus as
he was bound to the whipping post, they again put upon him the
purple robe, and plaiting a crown of thorns, they placed it upon his
brow. And when they had put a reed in his hand as a mock scepter,
they knelt before him and mocked him, saying, “Hail, king of the
Jews!”And they spit uponhimand struckhim in the facewith their
hands. And one of them, before they returned him to Pilate, took
the reed from his hand and struck him upon the head.

3 en Pilate led forth this bleeding and lacerated prisoner and,
presenting him before the mixed multitude, said: “Behold the
man! Again I declare to you that I nd no crime in him, and having
scourged him, I would release him.”

4 ere stood Jesus of Nazareth, clothed in an old purple royal
robe with a crown of thorns piercing his kindly brow. His face was
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bloodstained and his form bowed down with suffering and grief.
But nothing can appeal to the unfeeling hearts of those who are
victims of intense emotional hatred and slaves to religious preju-
dice. is sight sent a mighty shudder through the realms of a vast
universe, but it did not touch the hearts of those who had set their
minds to effect the destruction of Jesus.

5 When they had recovered from the rst shock of seeing the
Master’s plight, they only shouted the louder and the longer, “Cru-
cify him! Crucify him! Crucify him!”

6 And now did Pilate comprehend that it was futile to appeal to
their supposed feelings of pity. He stepped forward and said: “I
perceive that you are determined this man shall die, but what has
he done to deserve death? Who will declare his crime?”

7 en the high priest himself stepped forward and, going up
to Pilate, angrily declared: “We have a sacred law, and by that law
this man ought to die because hemade himself out to be the Son of
God.” When Pilate heard this, he was all the more afraid, not only
of the Jews, but recalling his wife’s note and the Greek mythology
of the gods coming downon earth, he now trembled at the thought
of Jesus possibly being a divine personage. He waved to the crowd
to hold its peace while he took Jesus by the arm and again led him
inside the building that he might further examine him. Pilate was
now confused by fear, bewildered by superstition, and harassed by
the stubborn attitude of the mob.

7. PILATE’S LAST INTERVIEW
1 As Pilate, trembling with fearful emotion, sat down by the side

of Jesus, he inquired: “Where do you come from? Really, who are
you? What is this they say, that you are the Son of God?”

2 But Jesus could hardly answer such questions when asked by
a man-fearing, weak, and vacillating judge who was so unjust as to
subject him to ogging even when he had declared him innocent
of all crime, and before he had been duly sentenced to die. Jesus
looked Pilate straight in the face, but he did not answer him. en
said Pilate: “Do you refuse to speak to me? Do you not realize
that I still have power to release you or to crucify you?” en said
Jesus: “You could have no power over me except it were permitted
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from above. You could exercise no authority over the Son of Man
unless the Father in heaven allowed it. But you are not so guilty
since you are ignorant of the gospel. He who betrayed me and he
who delivered me to you, they have the greater sin.”

3 is last talk with Jesus thoroughly frightened Pilate. is
moral coward and judicial weakling now laboured under the dou-
ble weight of the superstitious fear of Jesus andmortal dread of the
Jewish leaders.

4 Again Pilate appeared before the crowd, saying: “I am certain
thisman is only a religious offender. You should take himand judge
him by your law. Why should you expect that I would consent to
his death because he has clashed with your traditions?”

5 Pilate was just about ready to release Jesus when Caiaphas, the
high priest, approached the cowardly Roman judge and, shaking
an avenging nger in Pilate’s face, said with angry words which the
entire multitude could hear: “If you release this man, you are not
Caesar’s friend, and I will see that the emperor knows all.” is
public threat was too much for Pilate. Fear for his personal for-
tunes now eclipsed all other considerations, and the cowardly gov-
ernor ordered Jesus brought out before the judgment seat. As the
Master stood there before them, he pointed to him and tauntingly
said, “Behold your king.” And the Jews answered, “Away with him.
Crucify him!” And then Pilate said, with much irony and sarcasm,
“Shall I crucify your king?” And the Jews answered, “Yes, crucify
him! We have no king but Caesar.” And then did Pilate realize that
there was no hope of saving Jesus since he was unwilling to defy the
Jews.

8. PILATE’S TRAGIC SURRENDER
1 Here stood the Son of God incarnate as the Son of Man. He

was arrested without indictment; accused without evidence; ad-
judged without witnesses; punished without a verdict; and now
was soon to be condemned to die by an unjust judgewho confessed
that he could ndno fault in him. If Pilate had thought to appeal to
their patriotism by referring to Jesus as the “king of the Jews,” he ut-
terly failed. e Jews were not expecting any such a king. e dec-
laration of the chief priests and the Sadducees, “We have no king
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but Caesar,” was a shock even to the unthinking populace, but it
was too late now to save Jesus even had the mob dared to espouse
the Master’s cause.

2 ¶ Pilate was afraid of a tumult or a riot. He dared not risk hav-
ing such a disturbance during Passover time in Jerusalem. He had
recently received a reprimand from Caesar, and he would not risk
another. e mob cheered when he ordered the release of Barab-
bas. en he ordered a basin and some water, and there before the
multitudehewashedhis hands, saying: “I am innocentof theblood
of this man. You are determined that he shall die, but I have found
no guilt in him. See you to it. e soldiers will lead him forth.”
And then the mob cheered and replied, “His blood be on us and
on our children.”



PAPER №186
JUST BEFORE THE CRUCIFIXION

Midwayer Commission

AS JESUSandhis accusers started off to seeHerod, theMas-
ter turned to the Apostle John and said: “John, you can
do no more for me. Go to my mother and bring her to

see me ere I die.” When John heard his Master’s request, although
reluctant to leave him alone among his enemies, he hastened off to
Bethany, where the entire family of Jesus was assembled in waiting
at the home ofMartha andMary, the sisters of Lazarus whom Jesus
raised from the dead.

2 Several times during the morning, messengers had brought
news to Martha and Mary concerning the progress of Jesus’ trial.
But the family of Jesus did not reach Bethany until just a few min-
utes before John arrived bearing the request of Jesus to see his
mother before he was put to death. A er John Zebedee had told
themall that hadhappened since themidnight arrest of Jesus,Mary
his mother went at once in the company of John to see her eldest
son. By the time Mary and John reached the city, Jesus, accompa-
nied by the Roman soldiers who were to crucify him, had already
arrived at Golgotha.

3 When Mary the mother of Jesus started out with John to go
to her son, his sister Ruth refused to remain behind with the rest
of the family. Since she was determined to accompany her mother,
her brother Jude went with her. e rest of the Master’s family re-
mained in Bethany under the direction of James, and almost every
hour the messengers of David Zebedee brought them reports con-
cerning the progress of that terrible business of putting to death
their eldest brother, Jesus of Nazareth.

1. THE END OF JUDAS ISCARIOT
1 It was about 8:30 this Friday morning when the hearing of Je-

sus before Pilate was ended and the Master was placed in the cus-
tody of the Roman soldiers who were to crucify him. As soon
as the Romans took possession of Jesus, the captain of the Jewish
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guards marched with his men back to their temple headquarters.
e chief priest andhis Sanhedrist associates followed close behind

the guards, going directly to their usual meeting place in the hall of
hewn stone in the temple. Here they found many other members
of the Sanhedrin waiting to learn what had been done with Jesus.
AsCaiaphas was engaged inmaking his report to the Sanhedrin re-
garding the trial and condemnation of Jesus, Judas appeared before
them to claim his reward for the part he had played in his Master’s
arrest and sentence of death.

2 All of these Jews loathed Judas; they looked upon the betrayer
with only feelings of utter contempt. roughout the trial of Je-
sus before Caiaphas and during his appearance before Pilate, Judas
was pricked in his conscience about his traitorous conduct. And
he was also beginning to become somewhat disillusioned regard-
ing the reward he was to receive as payment for his services as Jesus’
betrayer. He did not like the coolness and aloofness of the Jew-
ish authorities; nevertheless, he expected to be liberally rewarded
for his cowardly conduct. He anticipated being called before the
full meeting of the Sanhedrin and there hearing himself eulogized
while they conferred upon him suitable honours in token of the
great service which he attered himself he had rendered his nation.
Imagine, therefore, the great surprise of this egotistic traitor when
a servant of the high priest, tapping him on the shoulder, called
him just outside the hall and said: “Judas, I have been appointed
to pay you for the betrayal of Jesus. Here is your reward.” And thus
speaking, the servant of Caiaphas handed Judas a bag containing
30 pieces of silver — the current price of a good, healthy slave.

3 Judas was stunned, dumbfounded. He rushed back to enter
the hall but was debarred by the doorkeeper. He wanted to appeal
to the Sanhedrin, but they would not admit him. Judas could not
believe that these rulers of the Jews would allow him to betray his
friends and his Master and then offer him as a reward 30 pieces
of silver. He was humiliated, disillusioned, and utterly crushed.
He walked away from the temple, as it were, in a trance. He au-
tomatically dropped the money bag in his deep pocket, that same
pocket wherein he had so long carried the bag containing the apos-
tolic funds. And hewandered out through the city a er the crowds
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who were on their way to witness the cruci xions.
4 From a distance Judas saw them raise the cross piece with Jesus

nailed thereon, and upon sight of this he rushed back to the temple
and, forcing his way past the doorkeeper, found himself standing in
the presence of the Sanhedrin, which was still in session. e be-
trayer was well-nigh breathless and highly distraught, but he man-
aged to stammer out these words: “I have sinned in that I have be-
trayed innocent blood. You have insultedme. You have offeredme
as a reward for my service, money — the price of a slave. I repent
that I have done this; here is yourmoney. I want to escape the guilt
of this deed.”

5 When the rulers of the Jews heard Judas, they scoffed at him.
One of them sitting near where Judas stood, motioned that he
should leave the hall and said: “Your Master has already been put
to death by the Romans, and as for your guilt, what is that to us?
See you to that — and begone!”

6 As Judas le the Sanhedrin chamber, he removed the 30 pieces
of silver from the bag and threw them broadcast over the temple
oor. When the betrayer le the temple, hewas almost beside him-

self. Judas was now passing through the experience of the realiza-
tion of the true nature of sin. All the glamour, fascination, and
intoxication of wrongdoing had vanished. Now the evildoer stood
alone and face to facewith the judgment verdict of his disillusioned
and disappointed soul. Sin was bewitching and adventurous in the
committing, but nowmust the harvest of the naked and unroman-
tic facts be faced.

7 is onetime ambassador of the kingdom of heaven on earth
now walked through the streets of Jerusalem, forsaken and alone.
His despairwas desperate andwell-nigh absolute. Onhe journeyed
through the city and outside the walls, on down into the terrible
solitude of the valley of Hinnom, where he climbed up the steep
rocks and, taking the girdle of his cloak, fastened one end to a
small tree, tied the other about his neck, and cast himself over the
precipice. Ere he was dead, the knot which his nervous hands had
tied gave way, and the betrayer’s body was dashed to pieces as it fell
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on the jagged rocks below.

2. THE MASTER’S ATTITUDE
1 When Jesus was arrested, he knew that his work on earth, in

the likeness of mortal esh, was nished. He fully understood the
sort of death he would die, and he was little concerned with the
details of his so-called trials.

2 Before the Sanhedrist court Jesus declined to make replies to
the testimony of perjured witnesses. ere was but one question
which would always elicit an answer, whether asked by friend or
foe, and that was the one concerning the nature and divinity of his
mission on earth. When asked if hewere the Son ofGod, he unfail-
ingly made reply. He steadfastly refused to speak when in the pres-
ence of the curious and wicked Herod. Before Pilate he spoke only
when he thought that Pilate or some other sincere personmight be
helped to a better knowledge of the truth by what he said. Jesus
had taught his apostles the uselessness of casting their pearls before
swine, and he now dared to practise what he had taught. His con-
duct at this time exempli ed the patient submission of the human
nature coupled with the majestic silence and solemn dignity of the
divine nature. He was altogether willing to discuss with Pilate any
question related to the political charges brought against him—any
question which he recognized as belonging to the governor’s juris-
diction.

3 Jesus was convinced that it was the will of the Father that
he submit himself to the natural and ordinary course of human
events just as every other mortal creature must, and therefore he
refused to employ even his purely human powers of persuasive elo-
quence to in uence the outcomeof themachinations of his socially
nearsighted and spiritually blinded fellowmortals. Although Jesus
lived and died on Urantia, his whole human career, from rst to
last, was a spectacle designed to in uence and instruct the entire
universe of his creation and unceasing upholding.

4 ¶ ese short-sighted Jews clamoured unseemlily for the Mas-
ter’s death while he stood there in awful silence looking upon the
death scene of a nation — his earthly father’s own people.
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5 ¶ Jesus had acquired that type of human characterwhich could
preserve its composure and assert its dignity in the face of contin-
ued and gratuitous insult. He could not be intimidated. When
rst assaulted by the servant of Annas, he had only suggested the

propriety of calling witnesses who might duly testify against him.
6 From rst to last, in his so-called trial before Pilate, the on-

looking celestial hosts could not refrain from broadcasting to the
universe the depiction of the scene of “Pilate on trial before Jesus.”

7 When before Caiaphas, and when all the perjured testimony
had broken down, Jesus did not hesitate to answer the question of
the chief priest, thereby providing in his own testimony that which
they desired as a basis for convicting him of blasphemy.

8 e Master never displayed the least interest in Pilate’s well-
meant but half-hearted efforts to effect his release. He really pitied
Pilate and sincerely endeavoured to enlighten his darkened mind.
He was wholly passive to all the Roman governor’s appeals to the
Jews to withdraw their criminal charges against him. roughout
thewhole sorrowful ordeal he bore himselfwith simple dignity and
unostentatious majesty. He would not so much as cast re ections
of insincerity upon his would-be murderers when they asked if he
were “king of the Jews.” With but little qualifying explanation he
accepted the designation, knowing that, while they had chosen to
reject him, he would be the last to afford them real national lead-
ership, even in a spiritual sense.

9 Jesus said little during these trials, but he said enough to show
all mortals the kind of human character man can perfect in part-
nership with God and to reveal to all the universe the manner in
which God can become manifest in the life of the creature when
such a creature truly chooses to do the will of the Father, thus be-
coming an active son of the living God.

10 His love for ignorant mortals is fully disclosed by his patience
and great self-possession in the face of the jeers, blows, and buffet-
ings of the coarse soldiers and the unthinking servants. Hewas not
even angry when they blindfolded him and, derisively striking him
in the face, exclaimed: “Prophesy to us who it was that struck you.”
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11 Pilate spoke more truly than he knew when, a er Jesus had
been scourged, he presented him before the multitude, exclaim-
ing, “Behold the man!” Indeed, the fear-ridden Roman governor
little dreamed that at just that moment the universe stood at atten-
tion, gazing upon this unique scene of its beloved Sovereign thus
subjected in humiliation to the taunts and blows of his darkened
and degraded mortal subjects. And as Pilate spoke, there echoed
throughout all Nebadon, “Behold God and man!” roughout a
universe, untold millions have ever since that day continued to be-
hold that man, while the God of Havona, the supreme ruler of the
universe of universes, accepts the man of Nazareth as the satisfac-
tion of the ideal of the mortal creatures of this local universe of
time and space. In his matchless life he never failed to reveal God
to man. Now, in these nal episodes of his mortal career and in his
subsequent death, he made a new and touching revelation of man
to God.

3. THE DEPENDABLE DAVID ZEBEDEE
1 Shortly a er Jesuswas turned over to theRoman soldiers at the

conclusion of the hearing before Pilate, a detachment of the temple
guards hastenedout toGethsemane todisperse or arrest the follow-
ers of the Master. But long before their arrival these followers had
scattered. e apostles had retired to designated hiding places; the
Greeks had separated and gone to various homes in Jerusalem; the
other disciples had likewise disappeared. David Zebedee believed
that Jesus’ enemies would return; so he early removed some ve or
six tents up the ravine nearwhere theMaster so o en retired to pray
andworship. Here he proposed to hide and at the same timemain-
tain a centre, or co-ordinating station, for his messenger service.
David had hardly le the camp when the temple guards arrived.
Finding no one there, they contented themselves with burning the
camp and then hastened back to the temple. On hearing their re-
port, the Sanhedrin was satis ed that the followers of Jesus were so
thoroughly frightened and subdued that there would be no danger
of an uprising or any attempt to rescue Jesus from the hands of his
executioners. ey were at last able to breathe easily, and so they
adjourned, every man going his way to prepare for the Passover.
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2 As soon as Jesus was turned over to the Roman soldiers by Pi-
late for cruci xion, a messenger hastened away to Gethsemane to
inform David, and within ve minutes runners were on their way
to Bethsaida, Pella, Philadelphia, Sidon, Shechem, Hebron, Dam-
ascus, and Alexandria. And these messengers carried the news that
Jesus was about to be cruci ed by the Romans at the insistent be-
hest of the rulers of the Jews.˚

3 roughout this tragic day, until the message nally went
forth that theMaster hadbeen laid in the tomb,David sentmessen-
gers about every half hour with reports to the apostles, the Greeks,
and Jesus’ earthly family, assembled at the homeof Lazarus inBeth-
any. When the messengers departed with the word that Jesus had
beenburied,Daviddismissedhis corps of local runners for thePass-
over celebration and for the coming Sabbath of rest, instructing
them to report to him quietly on Sunday morning at the home of
Nicodemus, where he proposed to go in hiding for a few days with
Andrew and Simon Peter.

4 is peculiar-minded David Zebedee was the only one of the
leading disciples of Jesus who was inclined to take a literal and
plainmatter-of-fact viewof theMaster’s assertion that hewoulddie
and “rise again on the third day.” David had once heard him make
this prediction and, being of a literal turn of mind, now proposed
to assemble his messengers early Sunday morning at the home of
Nicodemus so that they would be on hand to spread the news in
case Jesus rose from the dead. David soon discovered that none
of Jesus’ followers were looking for him to return so soon from
the grave; therefore did he say little about his belief and nothing
about the mobilization of all his messenger force on early Sunday
morning except to the runners who had been dispatched on Friday
forenoon to distant cities and believer centres.

5 And so these followers of Jesus, scattered throughout Jerusa-
lem and its environs, that night partook of the Passover and the

3.2. Philadelphia, Sidon, Schechem,Hebron,Damascus, andAlexandria… e standard
transliteration is Shechem. [A similar problem occurred at 134:7.5.]
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following day remained in seclusion.

4. PREPARATION FOR THE CRUCIFIXION
1 A er Pilate had washed his hands before the multitude, thus

seeking to escape the guilt of delivering up an innocent man to be
cruci ed just because he feared to resist the clamour of the rulers of
the Jews, he ordered the Master turned over to the Roman soldiers
and gave the word to their captain that he was to be cruci ed im-
mediately. Upon taking charge of Jesus, the soldiers led him back
into the courtyard of the praetorium, and a er removing the robe
which Herod had put on him, they dressed him in his own gar-
ments. ese soldiers mocked and derided him, but they did not
in ict further physical punishment. Jesuswas nowalonewith these
Roman soldiers. His friends were in hiding; his enemies had gone
their way; even John Zebedee was no longer by his side.

2 It was a little a er 8:00 when Pilate turned Jesus over to the
soldiers and a little before 9:00 when they started for the scene of
the cruci xion. During this period of more than half an hour Je-
sus never spoke a word. e executive business of a great universe
was practically at a standstill. Gabriel and the chief rulers of Neba-
donwere either assembledhere onUrantia, or else theywere closely
attending upon the space reports of the archangels in an effort to
keep advised as towhat was happening to the Son ofMan onUran-
tia.

3 By the time the soldiers were ready to depart with Jesus for
Golgotha, they had begun to be impressed by his unusual compo-
sure and extraordinary dignity, by his uncomplaining silence.

4 Much of the delay in starting off with Jesus for the site of the
cruci xion was due to the last-minute decision of the captain to
take along two thieves who had been condemned to die; since Je-
sus was to be cruci ed that morning, the Roman captain thought
these two might just as well die with him as wait for the end of the
Passover festivities.

5 As soon as the thieves could be made ready, they were led into
the courtyard, where they gazed upon Jesus, one of them for the
rst time, but the other had o en heard him speak, both in the
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temple and many months before at the Pella camp.

5. JESUS’ DEATH IN RELATION TO THE PASSOVER
1 ere is no direct relation between the death of Jesus and the

Jewish Passover. True, the Master did lay down his life in the esh
on this day, the day of the preparation for the Jewish Passover, and
at about the time of the sacri cing of the Passover lambs in the tem-
ple. But this coincidental occurrence does not in any manner indi-
cate that the death of the Son of Man on earth has any connection
with the Jewish sacri cial system. Jesus was a Jew, but as the Son of
Manhewas amortal of the realms. e events already narrated and
leading up to this hour of the Master’s impending cruci xion are
sufficient to indicate that his death at about this time was a purely
natural and man-managed affair.

2 It was man and not God who planned and executed the death
of Jesus on the cross. True, the Father refused to interfere with the
march of human events on Urantia, but the Father in Paradise did
not decree, demand, or require the death of his Son as it was carried
out on earth. It is a fact that in some manner, sooner or later, Jesus
wouldhavehad todivest himself of hismortal body, his incarnation
in the esh, buthe couldhave executed such a task in countlessways
without dying on a cross between two thieves. All of this wasman’s
doing, not God’s.

3 At the time of the Master’s baptism he had already completed
the technique of the required experience on earth and in the esh
whichwas necessary for the completion of his seventh and last uni-
verse bestowal. At this very time Jesus’ duty on earth was done. All
the life he lived therea er, and even the manner of his death, was
a purely personal ministry on his part for the welfare and upli ing
of his mortal creatures on this world and on other worlds.

4 e gospel of the good news that mortal man may, by faith,
become spirit-conscious that he is a son of God, is not dependent
on the death of Jesus. True, indeed, all this gospel of the kingdom
has been tremendously illuminated by theMaster’s death, but even
more so by his life.

5 All that the Son of Man said or did on earth greatly embel-
lished the doctrines of sonship with God and of the brotherhood
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of men, but these essential relationships of God and men are in-
herent in the universe facts of God’s love for his creatures and the
innatemercy of the divine Sons. ese touching and divinely beau-
tiful relations between man and his Maker, on this world and on
all others throughout the universe of universes, have existed from
eternity; and they are not in any sense dependent on these periodic
bestowal enactments of theCreator Sons of God, who thus assume
the nature and likeness of their created intelligences as a part of the
price which they must pay for the nal acquirement of unlimited
sovereignty over their respective local universes.˚

6 e Father in heaven loved mortal man on earth just as much
before the life anddeath of Jesus onUrantia as he did a er this tran-
scendent exhibition of the copartnership of man and God. is
mighty transaction of the incarnation of the God of Nebadon as a
man onUrantia could not augment the attributes of the eternal, in-
nite, and universal Father, but it did enrich and enlighten all other

administrators and creatures of the universe of Nebadon. While
the Father in heaven loves us no more because of this bestowal of
Michael, all other celestial intelligences do. And this is because Je-
sus not only made a revelation of God to man, but he also likewise
made a new revelation of man to the Gods and to the celestial in-
telligences of the universe of universes.

7 Jesus is not about to die as a sacri ce for sin. He is not going to
atone for the inborn moral guilt of the human race. Mankind has
no such racial guilt beforeGod. Guilt is purely amatter of personal
sin and knowing, deliberate rebellion against the will of the Father
and the administration of his Sons.

8 Sin and rebellion have nothing to dowith the fundamental be-
stowal plan of the Paradise Sons of God, albeit it does appear to us
that the salvage plan is a provisional feature of the bestowal plan.

9 e salvation of God for the mortals of Urantia would have
been just as effective and unerringly certain if Jesus had not been
put to death by the cruel hands of ignorant mortals. If the Master
had been favourably received by the mortals of earth and had de-
parted from Urantia by the voluntary relinquishment of his life in
5.5. …relations between man and his Maker on this world and on all others… e addi-
tion of this comma properly sets off the following parenthetical phrase.
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the esh, the fact of the love ofGod and themercy of the Son—the
fact of sonship with God — would have in no wise been affected.
You mortals are the sons of God, and only one thing is required to
make such a truth factual in your personal experience, and that is
your spirit-born faith.



PAPER №187
THE CRUCIFIXION

Midwayer Commission

AFTER the two brigands had beenmade ready, the soldiers,
under the direction of a centurion, started for the scene
of the cruci xion. e centurion in charge of these 12

soldierswas the same captainwhohad led forth theRoman soldiers
the previous night to arrest Jesus inGethsemane. It was theRoman
custom to assign four soldiers for each person to be cruci ed. e
two brigands were properly scourged before they were taken out to
be cruci ed, but Jesus was given no further physical punishment;
the captain undoubtedly thought he had already been sufficiently
scourged, even before his condemnation.

2 e two thieves cruci ed with Jesus were associates of Barab-
bas and would later have been put to death with their leader if he
had not been released as the Passover pardon of Pilate. Jesus was
thus cruci ed in the place of Barabbas.

3 What Jesus is now about to do, submit to death on the cross,
he does of his own free will. In foretelling this experience, he said:
“ e Father loves and sustains me because I amwilling to lay down
my life. But I will take it up again. No one takes my life away from
me — I lay it down of myself. I have authority to lay it down, and I
have authority to take it up. I have received such a commandment
from my Father.”

4 It was just before 9:00 this morning when the soldiers led Je-
sus from the praetorium on the way to Golgotha. ey were fol-
lowed by many who secretly sympathized with Jesus, but most of
this group of 200 or more were either his enemies or curious idlers
who merely desired to enjoy the shock of witnessing the cruci x-
ions. Only a few of the Jewish leaders went out to see Jesus die
on the cross. Knowing that he had been turned over to the Ro-
man soldiers by Pilate, and that he was condemned to die, they
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busied themselves with their meeting in the temple, whereat they
discussed what should be done with his followers.

1. ON THE WAY TO GOLGOTHA
1 Before leaving the courtyard of the praetorium, the soldiers

placed the crossbeamon Jesus’ shoulders. Itwas the custom to com-
pel the condemned man to carry the crossbeam to the site of the
cruci xion. Such a condemned man did not carry the whole cross,
only this shorter timber. e longer and upright pieces of timber
for the three crosses had already been transported toGolgotha and,
by the time of the arrival of the soldiers and their prisoners, had
been rmly implanted in the ground.

2 According to custom the captain led the procession, carrying
small white boards on which had been written with charcoal the
names of the criminals and the nature of the crimes for which they
had been condemned. For the two thieves the centurion had no-
tices which gave their names, underneath which was written the
one word, “Brigand.” It was the custom, a er the victim had been
nailed to the crossbeam andhoisted to his place on the upright tim-
ber, to nail this notice to the top of the cross, just above the head of
the criminal, that all witnessesmight know for what crime the con-
demned man was being cruci ed. e legend which the centurion
carried to put on the cross of Jesus had been written by Pilate him-
self in Latin, Greek, and Aramaic, and it read: “Jesus of Nazareth
— the King of the Jews.”

3 Some of the Jewish authorities who were yet present when Pi-
late wrote this legend made vigorous protest against calling Jesus
the “king of the Jews.” But Pilate reminded them that such an ac-
cusation was part of the charge which led to his condemnation.
When the Jews saw they could not prevail upon Pilate to change
hismind, they pleaded that at least it bemodi ed to read, “He said,
‘I am the king of the Jews.’” But Pilate was adamant; he would not
alter thewriting. To all further supplicationhe only replied, “What
I have written, I have written.”

4 Ordinarily, it was the custom to journey to Golgotha by the
longest road in order that a large number of personsmight view the
condemned criminal, but on this day they went by the most direct
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route to the Damascus gate, which led out of the city to the north,
and following this road, they soon arrived at Golgotha, the official
cruci xion site of Jerusalem. Beyond Golgotha were the villas of
the wealthy, and on the other side of the road were the tombs of
many well-to-do Jews.

5 ¶ Cruci xion was not a Jewishmode of punishment. Both the
Greeks and theRomans learned thismethod of execution from the
Phoenicians. EvenHerod, with all his cruelty, did not resort to cru-
ci xion. e Romans never cruci ed a Roman citizen; only slaves
and subject peoples were subjected to this dishonourable mode of
death. During the siege of Jerusalem, just 40 years a er the cru-
ci xion of Jesus, all of Golgotha was covered by thousands upon
thousands of crosses upon which, from day to day, there perished
the ower of the Jewish race. A terrible harvest, indeed, of the seed-
sowing of this day.

6 ¶ As the death procession passed along the narrow streets of Je-
rusalem, many of the tenderhearted Jewish women who had heard
Jesus’ words of good cheer and compassion, and who knew of his
life of loving ministry, could not refrain from weeping when they
saw him being led forth to such an ignoble death. As he passed by,
many of these women bewailed and lamented. And when some of
them even dared to follow along by his side, the Master turned his
head toward them and said: “Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for
me, but rather weep for yourselves and for your children. My work
is about done — soon I go to my Father — but the times of terri-
ble trouble for Jerusalem are just beginning. Behold, the days are
coming in which you shall say: Blessed are the barren and those
whose breasts have never suckled their young. In those days will
you pray the rocks of the hills to fall on you in order that you may
be delivered from the terrors of your troubles.”

7 ese women of Jerusalem were indeed courageous to mani-
fest sympathy for Jesus, for it was strictly against the law to show
friendly feelings for one who was being led forth to cruci xion.
It was permitted the rabble to jeer, mock, and ridicule the con-
demned, but it was not allowed that any sympathy should be ex-
pressed. ough Jesus appreciated the manifestation of sympathy
in this dark hour when his friends were in hiding, he did not want
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these kindhearted women to incur the displeasure of the authori-
ties by daring to show compassion in his behalf. Even at such a time
as this Jesus thought little about himself, only of the terrible days
of tragedy ahead for Jerusalem and the whole Jewish nation.

8 As the Master trudged along on the way to the cruci xion, he
was very weary; he was nearly exhausted. He had had neither food
norwater since theLast Supper at the homeof ElijahMark; neither
had he been permitted to enjoy one moment of sleep. In addition,
there had been one hearing right a er another up to the hour of his
condemnation, not to mention the abusive scourgings with their
accompanying physical suffering and loss of blood. Superimposed
upon all this was his extreme mental anguish, his acute spiritual
tension, and a terrible feeling of human loneliness.

9 Shortly a er passing through the gate on the way out of the
city, as Jesus staggered on bearing the crossbeam, his physical
strength momentarily gave way, and he fell beneath the weight of
his heavy burden. e soldiers shouted at him and kicked him, but
he could not arise. When the captain saw this, knowing what Jesus
had already endured, he commanded the soldiers to desist. en he
ordered a passerby, one Simon from Cyrene, to take the crossbeam
from Jesus’ shoulders and compelled him to carry it the rest of the
way to Golgotha.

10 ¶ ismanSimonhad come all theway fromCyrene, in north-
ern Africa, to attend the Passover. He was stopping with other
Cyrenians just outside the city walls andwas on his way to the tem-
ple services in the city when the Roman captain commanded him
to carry Jesus’ crossbeam. Simon lingered all through the hours of
the Master’s death on the cross, talking with many of his friends
and with his enemies. A er the resurrection and before leaving Je-
rusalem, he became a valiant believer in the gospel of the kingdom,
and when he returned home, he led his family into the heavenly
kingdom. His two sons, Alexander and Rufus, became very effec-
tive teachers of the new gospel in Africa. But Simon never knew
that Jesus, whose burden he bore, and the Jewish tutor who once
befriended his injured son, were the same person.

11 ¶ Itwas shortly a er 9:00when this processionof death arrived
at Golgotha, and the Roman soldiers set themselves about the task
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of nailing the two brigands and the Son of Man to their respective
crosses.

2. THE CRUCIFIXION
1 e soldiers rst bound the Master’s arms with cords to the

crossbeam, and then they nailed his hands to the wood. When
they had hoisted this crossbeam up on the post, and a er they had
nailed it securely to the upright timber of the cross, they bound and
nailed his feet to the wood, using one long nail to penetrate both
feet. e upright timber had a large peg, inserted at the proper
height, which served as a sort of saddle for supporting the body
weight. e cross was not high, the Master’s feet being only about
1 m from the ground. He was therefore able to hear all that was
said of him in derision and could plainly see the expression on the
faces of all thosewho so thoughtlesslymockedhim. And also could
those present easily hear all that Jesus said during these hours of lin-
gering torture and slow death.

2 It was the custom to remove all clothes from those who were
to be cruci ed, but since the Jews greatly objected to the public ex-
posure of the naked human form, the Romans always provided a
suitable loin cloth for all persons cruci ed at Jerusalem. Accord-
ingly, a er Jesus’ clothes had been removed, he was thus garbed
before he was put upon the cross.

3 Cruci xion was resorted to in order to provide a cruel and
lingering punishment, the victim sometimes not dying for several
days. ere was considerable sentiment against cruci xion in Jeru-
salem, and there existed a society of Jewishwomenwho always sent
a representative to cruci xions for the purpose of offering drugged
wine to the victim in order to lessen his suffering. But when Je-
sus tasted this narcotized wine, as thirsty as he was, he refused to
drink it. e Master chose to retain his human consciousness un-
til the very end. He desired to meet death, even in this cruel and
inhuman form, and conquer it by voluntary submission to the full
human experience.

4 Before Jesus was put on his cross, the two brigands had already
been placed on their crosses, all thewhile cursing and spitting upon
their executioners. Jesus’ only words, as they nailed him to the
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crossbeam, were, “Father, forgive them, for they know not what
they do.” He could not have so mercifully and lovingly interceded
for his executioners if such thoughts of affectionate devotion had
not been themainspring of all his life of unsel sh service. e ideas,
motives, and longings of a lifetime are openly revealed in a crisis.

5 A er the Master was hoisted on the cross, the captain nailed
the title up above his head, and it read in three languages, “Jesus of
Nazareth— theKing of the Jews.” e Jews were infuriated by this
believed insult. But Pilate was chafed by their disrespectful man-
ner; he felt he had been intimidated and humiliated, and he took
thismethod of obtaining petty revenge. He could havewritten “Je-
sus, a rebel.” But he well knew how these Jerusalem Jews detested
the very name of Nazareth, and he was determined thus to humil-
iate them. He knew that they would also be cut to the very quick
by seeing this executed Galilean called “ e King of the Jews.”

6 Many of the Jewish leaders, when they learned how Pilate had
sought to deride them by placing this inscription on the cross of
Jesus, hastened out to Golgotha, but they dared not attempt to re-
move it since the Roman soldiers were standing on guard. Not be-
ing able to remove the title, these leaders mingled with the crowd
and did their utmost to incite derision and ridicule, lest any give
serious regard to the inscription.

7 e Apostle John, with Mary the mother of Jesus, Ruth, and
Jude, arrived on the scene just a er Jesus had been hoisted to his
position on the cross, and just as the captain was nailing the title
above the Master’s head. John was the only one of the 11 apostles
to witness the cruci xion, and even he was not present all of the
time since he ran into Jerusalem to bring back his mother and her
friends soon a er he had brought Jesus’ mother to the scene.

8 As Jesus saw his mother, with John and his brother and sis-
ter, he smiled but said nothing. Meanwhile the four soldiers as-
signed to the Master’s cruci xion, as was the custom, had divided
his clothes among them, one taking the sandals, one the turban, one
the girdle, and the fourth the cloak. is le the tunic, or seamless
vestment reaching down to near the knees, to be cut up into four
pieces, but when the soldiers saw what an unusual garment it was,
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they decided to cast lots for it. Jesus looked down on them while
they dividedhis garments, and the thoughtless crowd jeered at him.

9 ¶ It was well that the Roman soldiers took possession of the
Master’s clothing. Otherwise, if his followers had gained posses-
sion of these garments, they would have been tempted to resort to
superstitious relic worship. e Master desired that his followers
should have nothingmaterial to associate with his life on earth. He
wanted to leave mankind only the memory of a human life dedi-
cated to the high spiritual ideal of being consecrated to doing the
Father’s will.

3. THOSE WHO SAW THE CRUCIFIXION
1 At about 9:30 this Friday morning, Jesus was hung upon the

cross. Before 11:00, upward of 1,000persons had assembled towit-
ness this spectacle of the cruci xion of the Son of Man. rough-
out these dreadful hours the unseen hosts of a universe stood in
silence while they gazed upon this extraordinary phenomenon of
theCreator as hewas dying the death of the creature, even themost
ignoble death of a condemned criminal.

2 Standing near the cross at one time or another during the cru-
ci xion were Mary, Ruth, Jude, John, Salome (John’s mother), and
a group of earnest women believers including Mary the wife of
Clopas and sister of Jesus’ mother, Mary Magdalene, and Rebecca,
onetime of Sepphoris. ese and other friends of Jesus held their
peace while they witnessed his great patience and fortitude and
gazed upon his intense sufferings.

3 Many who passed by wagged their heads and, railing at him,
said: “Youwhowoulddestroy the temple andbuild it again in three
days, save yourself. If you are the Son ofGod, why do you not come
down from your cross?” In like manner some of the rulers of the
Jews mocked him, saying, “He saved others, but himself he cannot
save.”Others said, “If you are the king of the Jews, come down from
the cross, and we will believe in you.” And later on they mocked
him the more, saying: “He trusted in God to deliver him. He even
claimed to be the Son of God — look at him now — cruci ed be-
tween two thieves.” Even the two thieves also railed at him and cast
reproach upon him.
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4 Inasmuch as Jesus would make no reply to their taunts, and
since it was nearing noontime of this special preparation day, by
11:30 most of the jesting and jeering crowd had gone its way; less
than 50 persons remained on the scene. e soldiers now prepared
to eat lunch and drink their cheap, sour wine as they settled down
for the long deathwatch. As they partook of their wine, they deri-
sively offered a toast to Jesus, saying, “Hail and good fortune! to the
king of the Jews.” And theywere astonished at theMaster’s tolerant
regard of their ridicule and mocking.

5 When Jesus saw them eat and drink, he looked down upon
them and said, “I thirst.”When the captain of the guard heard Jesus
say, “I thirst,” he took some of thewine fromhis bottle and, putting
the saturated sponge stopper upon the end of a javelin, raised it to
Jesus so that he could moisten his parched lips.

6 Jesus had purposed to live without resort to his supernatural
power, and he likewise elected to die as an ordinary mortal upon
the cross. He had lived as a man, and he would die as a man —
doing the Father’s will.

4. THE THIEF ON THE CROSS
1 One of the brigands railed at Jesus, saying, “If you are the Son

of God, why do you not save yourself and us?” But when he had
reproached Jesus, the other thief, who had many times heard the
Master teach, said: “Do you have no fear even of God? Do you
not see that we are suffering justly for our deeds, but that this man
suffers unjustly? Better that we should seek forgiveness for our sins
and salvation for our souls.” When Jesus heard the thief say this,
he turned his face toward him and smiled approvingly. When the
malefactor saw the face of Jesus turned toward him, hemustered up
his courage, fanned the ickering ameof his faith, and said, “Lord,
rememberme when you come into your kingdom.” And then Jesus
said, “Verily, verily, I say to you today, you shall sometime be with
me in Paradise.”

2 eMaster had time amidst the pangs ofmortal death to listen
to the faith confession of the believing brigand. When this thief
reached out for salvation, he found deliverance. Many times be-
fore this he had been constrained to believe in Jesus, but only in
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these last hours of consciousness did he turn with a whole heart
toward the Master’s teaching. When he saw the manner in which
Jesus faced death upon the cross, this thief could no longer resist
the conviction that this Son of Man was indeed the Son of God.

3 ¶ During this episode of the conversion and reception of the
thief into the kingdom by Jesus, the Apostle John was absent, hav-
ing gone into the city to bring his mother and her friends to the
scene of the cruci xion. Luke subsequently heard this story from
the converted Roman captain of the guard.

4 e Apostle John told about the cruci xion as he remembered
the event two thirds of a century a er its occurrence. e other re-
cords were based upon the recital of the Roman centurion on duty
who, because of what he saw and heard, subsequently believed in
Jesus and entered into the full fellowship of the kingdom of heaven
on earth.

5 ¶ is young man, the penitent brigand, had been led into a
life of violence andwrongdoing by thosewho extolled such a career
of robbery as an effective patriotic protest against political oppres-
sion and social injustice. And this sort of teaching, plus the urge
for adventure, ledmany otherwise well-meaning youths to enlist in
these daring expeditions of robbery. is young man had looked
upon Barabbas as a hero. Now he saw that he had been mistaken.
Here on the cross beside him he saw a really great man, a true hero.
Here was a hero who red his zeal and inspired his highest ideas
of moral self-respect and quickened all his ideals of courage, man-
hood, and bravery. In beholding Jesus, there sprang up in his heart
an overwhelming sense of love, loyalty, and genuine greatness.

6 And if any other person among the jeering crowd had expe-
rienced the birth of faith within his soul and had appealed to the
mercy of Jesus, he would have been received with the same loving
consideration that was displayed toward the believing brigand.

7 ¶ Just a er the repentant thief heard theMaster’s promise that
they should sometime meet in Paradise, John returned from the
city, bringing with him his mother and a company of almost a
dozen women believers. John took up his position near Mary the
mother of Jesus, supporting her. Her son Jude stood on the other
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side. As Jesus looked down upon this scene, it was noontide, and
he said to his mother, “Woman, behold your son!” And speak-
ing to John, he said, “My son, behold your mother!” And then he
addressed them both, saying, “I desire that you depart from this
place.” And so John and Jude led Mary away from Golgotha. John
took the mother of Jesus to the place where he tarried in Jerusa-
lem and then hastened back to the scene of the cruci xion. A er
the Passover Mary returned to Bethsaida, where she lived at John’s
home for the rest of her natural life. Mary did not live quite one
year a er the death of Jesus.

8 A er Mary le , the other women withdrew for a short dis-
tance and remained in attendance upon Jesus until he expired on
the cross, and they were yet standing by when the body of theMas-
ter was taken down for burial.

5. LAST HOUR ON THE CROSS
1 Although it was early in the season for such a phenomenon,

shortly a er 12:00 the sky darkened by reason of the ne sand in
the air. e people of Jerusalemknew that thismeant the comingof
oneof thosehot-wind sandstorms fromtheArabianDesert. Before
13:00 the skywas so dark the sunwas hid, and the remainder of the
crowd hastened back to the city. When the Master gave up his life
shortly a er this hour, less than 30 people were present, only the 13
Roman soldiers and a group of about 15 believers. ese believers
were all women except two, Jude, Jesus’ brother, and JohnZebedee,
who returned to the scene just before the Master expired.

2 Shortly a er 13:00, amidst the increasing darkness of the erce
sandstorm, Jesus began to fail in human consciousness. His last
words ofmercy, forgiveness, and admonitionhad been spoken. His
last wish — concerning the care of his mother — had been ex-
pressed. During this hour of approaching death the human mind
of Jesus resorted to the repetition of many passages in the Hebrew
scriptures, particularly the Psalms. e last conscious thought of
the human Jesus was concerned with the repetition in his mind of
a portion of the Book of Psalms now known as the 20, 21, and
22ⁿ Psalms. While his lips would o en move, he was too weak to
utter the words as these passages, which he so well knew by heart,
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would pass through his mind. Only a few times did those stand-
ing by catch some utterance, such as, “I know the Lord will save his
anointed,” “Your hand shall nd out allmy enemies,” and “MyGod,
my God, why have you forsaken me?” Jesus did not for one mo-
ment entertain the slightest doubt that he had lived in accordance
with the Father’s will; and he never doubted that hewas now laying
down his life in the esh in accordance with his Father’s will. He
did not feel that the Father had forsaken him; he was merely recit-
ing in his vanishing consciousness many Scriptures, among them
this 22ⁿ Psalm, which begins with “My God, my God, why have
you forsaken me?” And this happened to be one of the three pas-
sages which were spoken with sufficient clearness to be heard by
those standing by.

3 ¶ e last request which the mortal Jesus made of his fellows
was about 13:30 when, a second time, he said, “I thirst,” and the
same captain of the guard again moistened his lips with the same
sponge wet in the sour wine, in those days commonly called vine-
gar.

4 ¶ e sandstorm grew in intensity and the heavens increas-
ingly darkened. Still the soldiers and the small group of believers
stood by. e soldiers crouched near the cross, huddled together to
protect themselves from the cutting sand. e mother of John and
others watched from a distance where they were somewhat shel-
tered by an overhanging rock. When the Master nally breathed
his last, there were present at the foot of his cross John Zebedee,
his brother Jude, his sister Ruth, Mary Magdalene, and Rebecca,
onetime of Sepphoris.

5 It was just before 15:00 when Jesus, with a loud voice, cried
out, “It is nished! Father, into your hands I commend my spirit.”
And when he had thus spoken, he bowed his head and gave up the
life struggle. When the Roman centurion saw how Jesus died, he
smote his breast and said: “ is was indeed a righteous man; truly
he must have been a Son of God.” And from that hour he began to
believe in Jesus.

6 ¶ Jesus died royally — as he had lived. He freely admitted
his kingship and remained master of the situation throughout the
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tragic day. Hewentwillingly to his ignominious death, a er he had
provided for the safety of his chosen apostles. He wisely restrained
Peter’s trouble-making violence and provided that John might be
near him right up to the end of his mortal existence. He revealed
his true nature to themurderous Sanhedrin and reminded Pilate of
the source of his sovereign authority as a Son of God. He started
out toGolgotha bearing his own crossbeam and nished uphis lov-
ing bestowal by handing over his spirit of mortal acquirement to
the Paradise Father. A er such a life — and at such a death — the
Master could truly say, “It is nished.”

7 ¶ Because this was the preparation day for both the Passover
and the Sabbath, the Jews did not want these bodies to be exposed
onGolgotha. erefore theywent before Pilate asking that the legs
of these three men be broken, that they be dispatched, so that they
could be taken down from their crosses and cast into the criminal
burial pits before sundown. When Pilate heard this request, he
forthwith sent three soldiers to break the legs and dispatch Jesus
and the two brigands.

8 When these soldiers arrived at Golgotha, they did accordingly
to the two thieves, but they found Jesus already dead,much to their
surprise. However, in order to make sure of his death, one of the
soldiers pierced his le side with his spear. ough it was com-
mon for the victims of cruci xion to linger alive upon the cross for
even two or three days, the overwhelming emotional agony and the
acute spiritual anguish of Jesus brought an end to his mortal life in
the esh in a little less than 5½ hours.

6. AFTER THE CRUCIFIXION
1 In the midst of the darkness of the sandstorm, about 15:30,

David Zebedee sent out the last of the messengers carrying the
news of theMaster’s death. e last of his runners he dispatched to
the home of Martha and Mary in Bethany, where he supposed the
mother of Jesus stopped with the rest of her family.

2 A er the death of the Master, John sent the women, in charge
of Jude, to the home of Elijah Mark, where they tarried over the
Sabbath day. John himself, being well known by this time to the
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Roman centurion, remained atGolgotha until Joseph andNicode-
mus arrived on the scene with an order from Pilate authorizing
them to take possession of the body of Jesus.

3 us ended a day of tragedy and sorrow for a vast universe
whosemyriads of intelligences had shuddered at the shocking spec-
tacle of the cruci xion of the human incarnation of their beloved
Sovereign; they were stunned by this exhibition of mortal callous-
ness and human perversity.



PAPER №188
THE TIME OF THE TOMB

Midwayer Commission

THE day and a half that Jesus’ mortal body lay in the tomb
of Joseph, the period between his death on the cross and
his resurrection, is a chapter in the earth career of Michael

which is little known to us. We can narrate the burial of the Son
of Man and put in this record the events associated with his resur-
rection, but we cannot supply much information of an authentic
nature about what really transpired during this epoch of about 36
hours, from 15:00 Friday to 03:00 Sundaymorning. is period in
the Master’s career began shortly before he was taken down from
the cross by the Roman soldiers. He hung upon the cross about
one hour a er his death. He would have been taken down sooner
but for the delay in dispatching the two brigands.

2 e rulers of the Jews had planned to have Jesus’ body thrown
in the open burial pits of Gehenna, south of the city; it was the
custom thus to dispose of the victims of cruci xion. If this plan had
been followed, the body of theMaster would have been exposed to
the wild beasts.

3 In the meantime, Joseph of Arimathea, accompanied by
Nicodemus, had gone to Pilate and asked that the body of Jesus be
turned over to them for proper burial. It was not uncommon for
friends of cruci ed persons to offer bribes to theRoman authorities
for the privilege of gaining possession of such bodies. Joseph went
before Pilate with a large sum of money, in case it became neces-
sary to pay for permission to remove Jesus’ body to a private burial
tomb. But Pilate would not take money for this. When he heard
the request, he quickly signed the order which authorized Joseph
to proceed to Golgotha and take immediate and full possession of
the Master’s body. In the meantime, the sandstorm having consid-
erably abated, a group of Jews representing the Sanhedrin had gone
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out toGolgotha for the purpose ofmaking sure that Jesus’ body ac-
companied those of the brigands to the open public burial pits.

1. THE BURIAL OF JESUS
1 When Joseph andNicodemus arrived at Golgotha, they found

the soldiers taking Jesus down from the cross and the representa-
tives of the Sanhedrin standing by to see that none of Jesus’ fol-
lowers prevented his body from going to the criminal burial pits.
When Joseph presented Pilate’s order for the Master’s body to the
centurion, the Jews raised a tumult and clamoured for its posses-
sion. In their raving they sought violently to take possession of the
body, and when they did this, the centurion ordered four of his
soldiers to his side, and with drawn swords they stood astride the
Master’s body as it lay there on the ground. e centurion ordered
the other soldiers to leave the two thieves while they drove back
this angry mob of infuriated Jews. When order had been restored,
the centurion read the permit fromPilate to the Jews and, stepping
aside, said to Joseph: “ is body is yours to do with as you see t. I
and my soldiers will stand by to see that no man interferes.”

2 A cruci ed person could not be buried in a Jewish cemetery;
there was a strict law against such a procedure. Joseph andNicode-
mus knew this law, and on the way out to Golgotha they had
decided to bury Jesus in Joseph’s new family tomb, hewn out of
solid rock, located a short distance north of Golgotha and across
the road leading to Samaria. No one had ever lain in this tomb,
and they thought it appropriate that the Master should rest there.
Joseph really believed that Jesus would rise from the dead, but
Nicodemus was very doubtful. ese former members of the San-
hedrin had kept their faith in Jesusmore or less of a secret, although
their fellow Sanhedrists had long suspected them, even before they
withdrew from the council. From now on they were the most out-
spoken disciples of Jesus in all Jerusalem.

3 At about 16:30 the burial procession of Jesus of Nazareth
started from Golgotha for Joseph’s tomb across the way. e body
was wrapped in a linen sheet as the fourmen carried it, followed by
the faithful women watchers from Galilee. e mortals who bore
the material body of Jesus to the tomb were: Joseph, Nicodemus,
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John, and the Roman centurion.
4 ey carried the body into the tomb, a chamber about 3 m ,

where they hurriedly prepared it for burial. e Jews did not re-
ally bury their dead; they actually embalmed them. Joseph and
Nicodemus had brought with them large quantities of myrrh and
aloes, and they now wrapped the body with bandages saturated
with these solutions. When the embalming was completed, they
tied a napkin about the face, wrapped the body in a linen sheet,
and reverently placed it on a shelf in the tomb.

5 A er placing the body in the tomb, the centurion signalled for
his soldiers to help roll the doorstone up before the entrance to the
tomb. e soldiers then departed for Gehenna with the bodies of
the thieves while the others returned to Jerusalem, in sorrow, to
observe the Passover feast according to the laws of Moses.

6 ere was considerable hurry and haste about the burial of Je-
sus because this was preparation day and the Sabbath was drawing
on apace. e men hurried back to the city, but the women lin-
gered near the tomb until it was very dark.

7 While all this was going on, the women were hiding near at
hand so that they saw it all and observed where the Master had
been laid. ey thus secreted themselves because it was not per-
missible forwomen to associatewithmen at such a time. esewo-
men did not think Jesus had been properly prepared for burial, and
they agreed among themselves to go back to the home of Joseph,
rest over the Sabbath, make ready spices and ointments, and return
on Sunday morning properly to prepare the Master’s body for the
death rest. e womenwho thus tarried by the tomb on this Friday
evening were: Mary Magdalene, Mary the wife of Clopas, Martha
another sister of Jesus’ mother, and Rebecca of Sepphoris.

8 Aside from David Zebedee and Joseph of Arimathea, very few
of Jesus’ disciples really believed or understood that he was due to
arise from the tomb on the third day.

2. SAFEGUARDING THE TOMB
1 If Jesus’ followers were unmindful of his promise to rise from

the grave on the third day, his enemies were not. e chief priests,
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Pharisees, and Sadducees recalled that they had received reports of
his saying he would rise from the dead.

2 is Friday night, a er the Passover supper, about midnight
a group of the Jewish leaders gathered at the home of Caiaphas,
where they discussed their fears concerning the Master’s assertions
that he would rise from the dead on the third day. is meeting
ended with the appointment of a committee of Sanhedrists who
were to visit Pilate early the next day, bearing the official request of
the Sanhedrin that a Roman guard be stationed before Jesus’ tomb
to prevent his friends from tampering with it. Said the spokesman
of this committee to Pilate: “Sir, we remember that this deceiver,
Jesus of Nazareth, said, while he was yet alive, ‘A er three days I
will rise again.’We have, therefore, come before you to request that
you issue such orders as will make the sepulchre secure against his
followers, at least until a er the third day. We greatly fear lest his
disciples come and steal him away by night and then proclaim to
the people that he has risen from the dead. If we should permit this
to happen, this mistake would be far worse than to have allowed
him to live.”

3 When Pilate heard this request of the Sanhedrists, he said: “I
will give you a guard of ten soldiers. Go your way and make the
tomb secure.” ey went back to the temple, secured ten of their
own guards, and thenmarched out to Joseph’s tombwith these ten
Jewish guards and ten Roman soldiers, even on this Sabbathmorn-
ing, to set them as watchmen before the tomb. ese men rolled
yet another stone before the tomb and set the seal of Pilate on and
around these stones, lest they be disturbed without their knowl-
edge. And these 20 men remained on watch up to the hour of the
resurrection, the Jews carrying them their food and drink.

3. DURING THE SABBATH DAY
1 roughout this Sabbath day the disciples and the apostles re-

mained in hiding, while all Jerusalem discussed the death of Jesus
on the cross. ere were almost 1,500,000 Jews present in Jerusa-
lem at this time, hailing from all parts of the Roman Empire and
from Mesopotamia. is was the beginning of the Passover week,
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and all these pilgrims would be in the city to learn of the resurrec-
tion of Jesus and to carry the report back to their homes.

2 Late Saturday night, JohnMark summoned the 11 apostles se-
cretly to come to the home of his father, where, just before mid-
night, they all assembled in the same upper chamber where they
had partaken of the Last Supper with their Master two nights pre-
viously.

3 Mary the mother of Jesus, with Ruth and Jude, returned to
Bethany to join their family this Saturday evening just before sun-
set. David Zebedee remained at the home of Nicodemus, where
he had arranged for hismessengers to assemble early Sundaymorn-
ing. ewomenofGalilee, who prepared spices for the further em-
balming of Jesus’ body, tarried at the home of Joseph of Arimathea.

4 ¶ We are not able fully to explain just what happened to Jesus
ofNazareth during this period of a day and a half when he was sup-
posed to be resting in Joseph’s new tomb. Apparently he died the
same natural death on the cross as would any other mortal in the
same circumstances. We heard him say, “Father, into your hands I
commend my spirit.” We do not fully understand the meaning of
such a statement inasmuch as his ought Adjuster had long since
been personalized and somaintained an existence apart from Jesus’
mortal being. eMaster’s PersonalizedAdjuster could in no sense
be affected by his physical death on the cross. at which Jesus put
in the Father’s hands for the time being must have been the spirit
counterpart of the Adjuster’s early work in spiritizing the mortal
mind so as to provide for the transfer of the transcript of the hu-
man experience to themansionworlds. eremust have been some
spiritual reality in the experience of Jesus which was analogous to
the spirit nature, or soul, of the faith-growing mortals of the sphe-
res. But this is merely our opinion — we do not really know what
Jesus commended to his Father.

5 We know that the physical form of the Master rested there in
Joseph’s tomb until about 03:00 Sunday, but we are wholly uncer-
tain regarding the status of the personality of Jesus during that pe-
riod of 36 hours. We have sometimes dared to explain these things
to ourselves somewhat as follows:
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6 1. e Creator consciousness of Michael must have been at
large and wholly free from its associated mortal mind of the phys-
ical incarnation.

7 2. e former ought Adjuster of Jesus we know to have
been present on earth during this period and in personal command
of the assembled celestial hosts.

8 3. e acquired spirit identity of theman ofNazareth which
was built up during his lifetime in the esh, rst, by the direct ef-
forts of his ought Adjuster, and later, by his own perfect ad-
justment between the physical necessities and the spiritual require-
ments of the ideal mortal existence, as it was effected by his never-
ceasing choice of the Father’s will, must have been consigned to the
custody of the Paradise Father. Whether or not this spirit reality
returned to become a part of the resurrected personality, we do not
know, but we believe it did. But there are those in the universe who
hold that this soul-identity of Jesus now reposes in the “bosom of
the Father,” to be subsequently released for leadership of the Ne-
badon Corps of the Finality in their undisclosed destiny in con-
nection with the uncreated universes of the unorganized realms of
outer space.

9 4. We think the human or mortal consciousness of Jesus
slept during these 36 hours. We have reason to believe that the hu-
man Jesus knew nothing of what transpired in the universe during
this period. To the mortal consciousness there appeared no lapse
of time; the resurrection of life followed the sleep of death as of the
same instant.

10 ¶ And this is about all we can place on record regarding the
status of Jesus during this period of the tomb. ere are a number
of correlated facts to which we can allude, although we are hardly
competent to undertake their interpretation.

11 In the vast court of the resurrection halls of the rst mansion
world of Satania, there may now be observed a magni cent ma-
terial-morontia structure known as the “Michael Memorial,” now
bearing the seal of Gabriel. is memorial was created shortly af-
terMichael departed from this world, and it bears this inscription:
“In commemoration of the mortal transit of Jesus of Nazareth on
Urantia.”
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12 ere are records extant which show that during this period
the supreme council of Salvington, numbering 100, held an execu-
tivemeeting onUrantia under the presidency of Gabriel. ere are
also records showing that the Ancients of Days of Uversa commu-
nicated with Michael regarding the status of the universe of Neba-
don during this time.

13 We know that at least one message passed between Michael
and Immanuel on Salvington while the Master’s body lay in the
tomb.

14 ere is good reason for believing that some personality sat in
the seat of Caligastia in the system council of the Planetary Princes
on Jerusem which convened while the body of Jesus rested in the
tomb.

15 e records of Edentia indicate that the Constellation Father
of Norlatiadek was on Urantia, and that he received instructions
from Michael during this time of the tomb.

16 And there is much other evidence which suggests that not all
of the personality of Jesus was asleep and unconscious during this
time of apparent physical death.

4. MEANING OF THE DEATH ON THE CROSS
1 Although Jesus did not die this death on the cross to atone for

the racial guilt of mortal man nor to provide some sort of effec-
tive approach to an otherwise offended and unforgivingGod; even
though the Son of Man did not offer himself as a sacri ce to ap-
pease the wrath of God and to open the way for sinful man to ob-
tain salvation; notwithstanding that these ideas of atonement and
propitiation are erroneous, nonetheless, there are signi cances at-
tached to this death of Jesus on the cross which should not be over-
looked. It is a fact that Urantia has become known among other
neighbouring inhabited planets as the “World of the Cross.”

2 Jesus desired to live a full mortal life in the esh on Urantia.
Death is, ordinarily, a part of life. Death is the last act in the mor-
tal drama. In your well-meant efforts to escape the superstitious
errors of the false interpretation of the meaning of the death on
the cross, you should be careful not to make the great mistake of
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failing to perceive the true signi cance and the genuine import of
the Master’s death.

3 ¶ Mortal man was never the property of the archdeceivers. Je-
sus did not die to ransomman from the clutch of the apostate rulers
and fallen princes of the spheres. e Father in heaven never con-
ceived of such crass injustice as damning a mortal soul because of
the evil-doing of his ancestors. Neither was the Master’s death on
the cross a sacri ce which consisted in an effort to pay God a debt
which the race of mankind had come to owe him.˚

4 Before Jesus lived on earth, youmight possibly have been justi-
ed in believing in such a God, but not since the Master lived and

died among your fellowmortals. Moses taught the dignity and jus-
tice of a Creator God; but Jesus portrayed the love and mercy of a
heavenly Father.

5 e animal nature — the tendency toward evil-doing — may
be hereditary, but sin is not transmitted from parent to child. Sin
is the act of conscious and deliberate rebellion against the Father’s
will and the Sons’ laws by an individual will creature.˚

6 Jesus lived and died for a whole universe, not just for the races
of this one world. While the mortals of the realms had salvation
even before Jesus lived and died on Urantia, it is nevertheless a fact
that his bestowal on this world greatly illuminated the way of sal-
vation; his death did much to make forever plain the certainty of
mortal survival a er death in the esh.

7 ough it is hardly proper to speak of Jesus as a sacri cer, a
ransomer, or a redeemer, it is wholly correct to refer to him as a
saviour. He forever made the way of salvation (survival) more clear
and certain; hedidbetter andmore surely show thewayof salvation
for all the mortals of all the worlds of the universe of Nebadon.

8 When once you grasp the idea of God as a true and loving
Father, the only concept which Jesus ever taught, you must forth-
with, in all consistency, utterly abandon all those primitive notions
about God as an offended monarch, a stern and all-powerful ruler
whose chief delight is to detect his subjects in wrongdoing and to

4.3. …because of the evildoing of his ancestors… See note for 147:4.2.
5. …the tendency toward evildoing… See note for 147:4.2.
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see that they are adequately punished, unless some being almost
equal to himself should volunteer to suffer for them, to die as a
substitute and in their stead. e whole idea of ransom and atone-
ment is incompatible with the concept of God as it was taught and
exempli ed by Jesus of Nazareth. e in nite love of God is not
secondary to anything in the divine nature.

9 All this concept of atonement and sacri cial salvation is rooted
and grounded in sel shness. Jesus taught that service to one’s fel-
lows is the highest concept of the brotherhood of spirit believers.
Salvation should be taken for granted by those who believe in the
fatherhood of God. e believer’s chief concern should not be the
sel sh desire for personal salvation but rather the unsel sh urge
to love and, therefore, serve one’s fellows even as Jesus loved and
served mortal men.

10 Neither do genuine believers trouble themselves so much
about the future punishment of sin. e real believer is only con-
cerned about present separation from God. True, wise fathers may
chasten their sons, but they do all this in love and for corrective
purposes. ey do not punish in anger, neither do they chastise in
retribution.

11 Even if God were the stern and legal monarch of a universe
in which justice ruled supreme, he certainly would not be satis ed
with the childish scheme of substituting an innocent sufferer for a
guilty offender.

12 e great thing about the death of Jesus, as it is related to the
enrichment of human experience and the enlargement of thewayof
salvation, is not the fact of his death but rather the superb manner
and the matchless spirit in which he met death.

13 is entire idea of the ransom of the atonement places salva-
tionuponaplaneof unreality; such a concept is purely philosophic.
Human salvation is real; it is based on two realities which may be
grasped by the creature’s faith and thereby become incorporated
into individual human experience: the fact of the fatherhood of
God and its correlated truth, the brotherhood of man. It is true,
a er all, that you are to be “forgiven your debts, even as you forgive
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your debtors.”

5. LESSONS FROM THE CROSS
1 e cross of Jesus portrays the full measure of the supreme de-

votion of the true shepherd for even the unworthy members of his
ock. It forever places all relations between God and man upon

the family basis. God is the Father; man is his son. Love, the love
of a father for his son, becomes the central truth in the universe re-
lations of Creator and creature — not the justice of a king which
seeks satisfaction in the sufferings and punishment of the evil-do-
ing subject.

2 e cross forever shows that the attitude of Jesus toward sin-
ners was neither condemnation nor condonation, but rather eter-
nal and loving salvation. Jesus is truly a saviour in the sense that
his life and death do win men over to goodness and righteous sur-
vival. Jesus loves men so much that his love awakens the response
of love in the human heart. Love is truly contagious and eternally
creative. Jesus’ death on the cross exempli es a love which is suf-
ciently strong and divine to forgive sin and swallow up all evil-

doing. Jesus disclosed to this world a higher quality of righteous-
ness than justice — mere technical right and wrong. Divine love
does not merely forgive wrongs; it absorbs and actually destroys
them. e forgiveness of love utterly transcends the forgiveness
of mercy. Mercy sets the guilt of evil-doing to one side; but love
destroys forever the sin and all weakness resulting therefrom. Je-
sus brought a new method of living to Urantia. He taught us not
to resist evil but to nd through him a goodness which effectually
destroys evil. e forgiveness of Jesus is not condonation; it is sal-
vation from condemnation. Salvation does not slight wrongs; it
makes them right. True love does not compromise nor condone
hate; it destroys it. e love of Jesus is never satis ed with mere
forgiveness. e Master’s love implies rehabilitation, eternal sur-
vival. It is altogether proper to speak of salvation as redemption if
you mean this eternal rehabilitation.

3 Jesus, by the power of his personal love for men, could break
the hold of sin and evil. He thereby set men free to choose better
ways of living. Jesus portrayed a deliverance from the past which
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in itself promised a triumph for the future. Forgiveness thus pro-
vided salvation. e beauty of divine love, once fully admitted to
the human heart, forever destroys the charm of sin and the power
of evil.

4 ¶ e sufferings of Jesus were not con ned to the cruci xion.
In reality, Jesus of Nazareth spent upward of 25 years on the cross
of a real and intense mortal existence. e real value of the cross
consists in the fact that it was the supreme and nal expression of
his love, the completed revelation of his mercy.

5 ¶ On millions of inhabited worlds, tens of trillions of evolving
creatures who may have been tempted to give up the moral strug-
gle and abandon the good ght of faith, have taken one more look
at Jesus on the cross and then have forged on ahead, inspired by
the sight of God’s laying down his incarnate life in devotion to the
unsel sh service of man.

6 e triumph of the death on the cross is all summed up in the
spirit of Jesus’ attitude toward those who assailed him. He made
the cross an eternal symbol of the triumph of love over hate and the
victory of truth over evil when he prayed, “Father, forgive them, for
they knownotwhat they do.” at devotion of lovewas contagious
throughout a vast universe; the disciples caught it from their Mas-
ter. e very rst teacher of his gospel who was called upon to lay
down his life in this service, said, as they stoned him to death, “Lay
not this sin to their charge.”

7 e cross makes a supreme appeal to the best in man because
it discloses one who was willing to lay down his life in the service
of his fellow men. Greater love no man can have than this: that he
would bewilling to lay downhis life for his friends—and Jesus had
such a love that he was willing to lay down his life for his enemies,
a love greater than any which had hitherto been known on earth.

8 On other worlds, as well as on Urantia, this sublime spectacle
of the death of the human Jesus on the cross ofGolgotha has stirred
the emotions of mortals, while it has aroused the highest devotion
of the angels.

9 ¶ e cross is that high symbol of sacred service, the devotion
of one’s life to the welfare and salvation of one’s fellows. e cross
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is not the symbol of the sacri ce of the innocent Son of God in
the place of guilty sinners and in order to appease the wrath of an
offendedGod, but it does stand forever, on earth and throughout a
vast universe, as a sacred symbol of the good bestowing themselves
upon the evil and thereby saving themby this very devotion of love.

e cross does stand as the token of the highest form of unsel sh
service, the supreme devotion of the full bestowal of a righteous life
in the service of wholeheartedministry, even in death, the death of
the cross. And the very sight of this great symbol of the bestowal
life of Jesus truly inspires all of us to want to go and do likewise.

10 When thinking men and women look upon Jesus as he offers
up his life on the cross, they will hardly again permit themselves to
complain at even the severest hardships of life, much less at petty
harassments and their many purely ctitious grievances. His life
was so glorious and his death so triumphant that we are all enticed
to a willingness to share both. ere is true drawing power in the
whole bestowal ofMichael, from the days of his youth to this over-
whelming spectacle of his death on the cross.

11 Make sure, then, that when you view the cross as a revelation of
God, you do not look with the eyes of the primitive man nor with
the viewpoint of the later barbarian, both of whom regarded God
as a relentless Sovereign of stern justice and rigid law-enforcement.
Rather,make sure that you see in the cross the nalmanifestationof
the love and devotion of Jesus to his life mission of bestowal upon
the mortal races of his vast universe. See in the death of the Son of
Man the climax of the unfolding of the Father’s divine love for his
sons of the mortal spheres. e cross thus portrays the devotion
of willing affection and the bestowal of voluntary salvation upon
those who are willing to receive such gi s and devotion. ere was
nothing in the cross which the Father required — only that which
Jesus so willingly gave, and which he refused to avoid.

12 ¶ Ifman cannot otherwise appreciate Jesus and understand the
meaning of his bestowal on earth, he can at least comprehend the
fellowship of his mortal sufferings. No man can ever fear that the
Creator does not know the nature or extent of his temporal afflic-
tions.
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13 We know that the death on the cross was not to effect man’s
reconciliation to God but to stimulate man’s realization of the Fa-
ther’s eternal love and his Son’s unending mercy, and to broadcast
these universal truths to a whole universe.



PAPER №189
THE RESURRECTION

Midwayer Commission

SOON a er the burial of Jesus on Friday a ernoon, the chief
of the archangels ofNebadon, thenpresent onUrantia, sum-
moned his council of the resurrection of sleeping will crea-

tures and entered upon the consideration of a possible technique
for the restoration of Jesus. ese assembled sons of the local uni-
verse, the creatures ofMichael, did this on their own responsibility;
Gabriel had not assembled them. By midnight they had arrived at
the conclusion that the creature could do nothing to facilitate the
resurrection of the Creator. ey were disposed to accept the ad-
vice of Gabriel, who instructed them that, since Michael had “laid
down his life of his own free will, he also had power to take it up
again in accordance with his own determination.” Shortly a er the
adjournment of this council of the archangels, the Life Carriers,
and their various associates in the work of creature rehabilitation
andmorontia creation, the Personalized Adjuster of Jesus, being in
personal command of the assembled celestial hosts then on Uran-
tia, spoke these words to the anxious waiting watchers:

2 “Not one of you can do aught to assist your Creator-father in
the return to life. As amortal of the realm he has experiencedmor-
tal death; as the Sovereign of a universe he still lives. at which
you observe is the mortal transit of Jesus of Nazareth from life in
the esh to life in the morontia. e spirit transit of this Jesus was
completed at the time I separated myself from his personality and
became your temporary director. Your Creator-father has elected
to pass through the whole of the experience of hismortal creatures,
from birth on the material worlds, on through natural death and
the resurrection of the morontia, into the status of true spirit exis-
tence. A certain phase of this experience you are about to observe,
but you may not participate in it. ose things which you ordinar-
ily do for the creature, you may not do for the Creator. A Creator
Son has within himself the power to bestow himself in the likeness
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of any of his created sons; he has within himself the power to lay
down his observable life and to take it up again; and he has this
power because of the direct command of the Paradise Father, and
I know whereof I speak.”

3 When they heard the Personalized Adjuster so speak, they all
assumed the attitude of anxious expectancy, from Gabriel down to
the most humble cherubim. ey saw the mortal body of Jesus in
the tomb; they detected evidences of the universe activity of their
beloved Sovereign; and not understanding such phenomena, they
waited patiently for developments.

1. THE MORONTIA TRANSIT
1 At 02:45 Sunday morning, the Paradise incarnation commis-

sion, consisting of 7 unidenti ed Paradise personalities, arrived on
the scene and immediately deployed themselves about the tomb.
At 02:50, intense vibrations of commingledmaterial andmorontia
activities began to issue from Joseph’s new tomb, and at 03:02, this
Sunday morning, April 9, A.D. 30, the resurrected morontia form
and personality of Jesus of Nazareth came forth from the tomb.

2 A er the resurrected Jesus emerged from his burial tomb, the
body of esh in which he had lived and wrought on earth for al-
most 36 years was still lying there in the sepulchre niche, undis-
turbed and wrapped in the linen sheet, just as it had been laid to
rest by Joseph and his associates on Friday a ernoon. Neither was
the stone before the entrance of the tomb in any way disturbed;
the seal of Pilate was still unbroken; the soldiers were still on guard.

e temple guards had been on continuous duty; theRoman guard
had been changed at midnight. None of these watchers suspected
that the object of their vigil had risen to a new and higher form
of existence, and that the body which they were guarding was now
a discarded outer covering which had no further connection with
the delivered and resurrected morontia personality of Jesus.

3 ¶ Mankind is slow to perceive that, in all that is personal, mat-
ter is the skeleton of morontia, and that both are the re ected
shadow of enduring spirit reality. How long before you will re-
gard time as the moving image of eternity and space as the eeting
shadow of Paradise realities?
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4 As far as we can judge, no creature of this universe nor any per-
sonality from another universe had anything to do with this mo-
rontia resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth. On Friday he laid down
his life as a mortal of the realm; on Sunday morning he took it up
again as a morontia being of the system of Satania in Norlatiadek.

ere is much about the resurrection of Jesus which we do not un-
derstand. But we know that it occurred as we have stated and at
about the time indicated. We can also record that all known phe-
nomena associated with this mortal transit, or morontia resurrec-
tion, occurred right there in Joseph’s new tomb, where the mortal
material remains of Jesus lay wrapped in burial cloths.

5 We know that no creature of the local universe participated in
this morontia awakening. We perceived the seven personalities of
Paradise surround the tomb, but we did not see them do anything
in connection with the Master’s awakening. Just as soon as Jesus
appeared beside Gabriel, just above the tomb, the seven personal-
ities from Paradise signalized their intention of immediate depar-
ture for Uversa.

6 Let us forever clarify the concept of the resurrection of Jesus
by making the following statements:

7 1. His material or physical body was not a part of the res-
urrected personality. When Jesus came forth from the tomb, his
body of esh remained undisturbed in the sepulchre. He emerged
from the burial tomb without moving the stones before the en-
trance and without disturbing the seals of Pilate.

8 2. He did not emerge from the tomb as a spirit nor as Mi-
chael of Nebadon; he did not appear in the form of the Creator
Sovereign, such as he had had before his incarnation in the likeness
of mortal esh on Urantia.

9 3. He did come forth from this tomb of Joseph in the very
likeness of the morontia personalities of those who, as resurrected
morontia ascendant beings, emerge from the resurrection halls of
the rst mansion world of this local system of Satania. And the
presence of the Michael memorial in the centre of the vast court
of the resurrection halls of mansonia number one leads us to con-
jecture that the Master’s resurrection on Urantia was in some way
fostered on this, the rst of the system mansion worlds.
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10 ¶ e rst act of Jesus on arising from the tomb was to greet
Gabriel and instruct him to continue in executive charge of uni-
verse affairs under Immanuel, and then he directed the chief of the
Melchizedeks to convey his brotherly greetings to Immanuel. He
thereupon asked the Most High of Edentia for the certi cation of
the Ancients of Days as to his mortal transit; and turning to the as-
sembled morontia groups of the seven mansion worlds, here gath-
ered together to greet and welcome their Creator as a creature of
their order, Jesus spoke the rst words of the postmortal career.
Said the morontia Jesus: “Having nished my life in the esh, I
would tarry here for a short time in transition form that Imaymore
fully know the life of my ascendant creatures and further reveal the
will of my Father in Paradise.”

11 A er Jesus had spoken, he signalled to the Personalized Ad-
juster, and all universe intelligences who had been assembled on
Urantia to witness the resurrection were immediately dispatched
to their respective universe assignments.

12 Jesus now began the contacts of the morontia level, being in-
troduced, as a creature, to the requirements of the life he had cho-
sen to live for a short time on Urantia. is initiation into the
morontia world required more than an hour of earth time and was
twice interrupted by his desire to communicate with his former as-
sociates in the esh as they came out from Jerusalem wonderingly
to peer into the empty tomb to discover what they considered evi-
dence of his resurrection.

13 Now is themortal transit of Jesus— themorontia resurrection
of the Son of Man — completed. e transitory experience of the
Master as a personality midway between the material and the spir-
itual has begun. And he has done all this through power inherent
within himself; no personality has rendered him any assistance. He
now lives as Jesus of morontia, and as he begins this morontia life,
the material body of his esh lies there undisturbed in the tomb.

e soldiers are still on guard, and the seal of the governor about
the rocks has not yet been broken.

2. THE MATERIAL BODY OF JESUS
1 At 03:10, as the resurrected Jesus fraternized with the assem-
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bled morontia personalities from the 7 mansion worlds of Sata-
nia, the chief of archangels — the angels of the resurrection — ap-
proached Gabriel and asked for the mortal body of Jesus. Said the
chief of the archangels: “We may not participate in the morontia
resurrection of the bestowal experience of Michael our sovereign,
but we would have his mortal remains put in our custody for im-
mediate dissolution. We do not propose to employ our technique
of dematerialization; wemerely wish to invoke the process of accel-
erated time. It is enough that we have seen the Sovereign live and
die on Urantia; the hosts of heaven would be spared the memory
of enduring the sight of the slow decay of the human form of the
Creator and Upholder of a universe. In the name of the celestial
intelligences of all Nebadon, I ask for a mandate givingme the cus-
tody of the mortal body of Jesus of Nazareth and empowering us
to proceed with its immediate dissolution.”

2 AndwhenGabriel had conferredwith the seniorMostHighof
Edentia, the archangel spokesman for the celestial hosts was given
permission to make such disposition of the physical remains of Je-
sus as he might determine.

3 A er the chief of archangels had been granted this request, he
summoned tohis assistancemanyof his fellows, togetherwith anu-
merous host of the representatives of all orders of celestial person-
alities, and then, with the aid of theUrantia midwayers, proceeded
to take possession of Jesus’ physical body. is body of death was a
purely material creation; it was physical and literal; it could not be
removed from the tomb as the morontia form of the resurrection
had been able to escape the sealed sepulchre. By the aid of certain
morontia auxiliary personalities, the morontia form can be made
at one time as of the spirit so that it can become indifferent to or-
dinary matter, while at another time it can become discernible and
contactable to material beings, such as the mortals of the realm.

4 As they made ready to remove the body of Jesus from the
tomb preparatory to according it the digni ed and reverent dis-
posal of near-instantaneous dissolution, it was assigned the sec-
ondary Urantia midwayers to roll away the stones from the en-
trance of the tomb. e larger of these two stones was a huge circu-
lar affair, much like a millstone, and it moved in a groove chiselled
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out of the rock, so that it could be rolled back and forth to open
or close the tomb. When the watching Jewish guards and the Ro-
man soldiers, in the dim light of the morning, saw this huge stone
begin to roll away from the entrance of the tomb, apparently of its
own accord — without any visible means to account for such mo-
tion — they were seized with fear and panic, and they ed in haste
from the scene. e Jews ed to their homes, a erwards going back
to report these doings to their captain at the temple. e Romans
ed to the fortress of Antonia and reported what they had seen to

the centurion as soon as he arrived on duty.
5 e Jewish leaders began the sordid business of supposedly

getting rid of Jesus by offering bribes to the traitorous Judas, and
now, when confronted with this embarrassing situation, instead of
thinking of punishing the guards who deserted their post, they re-
sorted to bribing these guards and the Roman soldiers. ey paid
each of these 20 men a sum of money and instructed them to say
to all: “While we slept during the nighttime, his disciples came
upon us and took away the body.” And the Jewish leaders made
solemnpromises to the soldiers to defend thembefore Pilate in case
it should ever come to the governor’s knowledge that they had ac-
cepted a bribe.

6 ¶ e Christian belief in the resurrection of Jesus has been
based on the fact of the “empty tomb.” It was indeed a fact that the
tomb was empty, but this is not the truth of the resurrection. e
tombwas truly emptywhen the rst believers arrived, and this fact,
associated with that of the undoubted resurrection of the Master,
led to the formulation of a belief which was not true: the teach-
ing that the material and mortal body of Jesus was raised from the
grave. Truth having to do with spiritual realities and eternal val-
ues cannot always be built up by a combination of apparent facts.
Although individual facts may be materially true, it does not fol-
low that the association of a group of facts must necessarily lead to
truthful spiritual conclusions.

7 e tomb of Joseph was empty, not because the body of Je-
sus had been rehabilitated or resurrected, but because the celes-
tial hosts had been granted their request to afford it a special and
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unique dissolution, a return of the “dust to dust,” without the in-
tervention of the delays of time and without the operation of the
ordinary and visible processes ofmortal decay andmaterial corrup-
tion.

8 e mortal remains of Jesus underwent the same natural pro-
cess of elemental disintegration as characterizes all human bodies
on earth except that, in point of time, this natural mode of dissolu-
tionwas greatly accelerated, hastened to that pointwhere it became
well-nigh instantaneous.

9 e true evidences of the resurrection of Michael are spiritual
in nature, albeit this teaching is corroborated by the testimony of
many mortals of the realm who met, recognized, and communed
with the resurrected morontia Master. He became a part of the
personal experience of almost 1,000 humanbeings before he nally
took leave of Urantia.

3. THE DISPENSATIONAL RESURRECTION
1 A little a er 04:30 this Sunday morning, Gabriel summoned

the archangels to his side and made ready to inaugurate the gen-
eral resurrection of the termination of the Adamic dispensation
on Urantia. When the vast host of the seraphim and the cheru-
bim concerned in this great event had been marshaled in proper
formation, the morontia Michael appeared before Gabriel, saying:
“As my Father has life in himself, so has he given it to the Son to
have life in himself. Although I have not yet fully resumed the exer-
cise of universe jurisdiction, this self-imposed limitation does not
in any manner restrict the bestowal of life upon my sleeping sons;
let the roll call of the planetary resurrection begin.”

2 e circuit of the archangels then operated for the rst time
from Urantia. Gabriel and the archangel hosts moved to the place
of the spiritual polarity of the planet; and when Gabriel gave the
signal, there ashed to the rst of the system mansion worlds the
voice of Gabriel, saying: “By the mandate of Michael, let the dead
of a Urantia dispensation rise!” en all the survivors of the hu-
man races of Urantia who had fallen asleep since the days of Adam,
andwho had not already gone on to judgment, appeared in the res-
urrection halls of mansonia in readiness for morontia investiture.
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And in an instant of time the seraphim and their associates made
ready to depart for the mansion worlds. Ordinarily these seraphic
guardians, onetime assigned to the group custodyof these surviving
mortals, would have been present at the moment of their awaking
in the resurrection halls of mansonia, but they were on this world
itself at this time because of the necessity of Gabriel’s presence here
in connection with the morontia resurrection of Jesus.

3 Notwithstanding that countless individuals having personal
seraphic guardians and those achieving the requisite attainment of
spiritual personality progress had gone on to mansonia during the
ages subsequent to the times of Adam and Eve, and though there
hadbeenmany special andmillennial resurrections ofUrantia sons,
this was the third of the planetary roll calls, or complete dispensa-
tional resurrections. e rst occurred at the time of the arrival of
the Planetary Prince, the secondduring the time ofAdam, and this,
the third, signalized the morontia resurrection, the mortal transit,
of Jesus of Nazareth.

4 ¶ When the signal of the planetary resurrection had been re-
ceived by the chief of archangels, the Personalized Adjuster of the
Son of Man relinquished his authority over the celestial hosts as-
sembled on Urantia, turning all these sons of the local universe
back to the jurisdiction of their respective commanders. Andwhen
he had done this, he departed for Salvington to register with Im-
manuel the completion of the mortal transit of Michael. And he
was immediately followed by all the celestial host not required for
duty on Urantia. But Gabriel remained on Urantia with the mo-
rontia Jesus.

5 ¶ And this is the recital of the events of the resurrectionof Jesus
as viewed by those who saw them as they really occurred, free from
the limitations of partial and restricted human vision.

4. DISCOVERY OF THE EMPTY TOMB
1 As we approach the time of the resurrection of Jesus on this

early Sunday morning, it should be recalled that the ten apostles
were sojourning at the home of Elijah and Mary Mark, where they
were asleep in the upper chamber, resting on the very couches
whereon they reclined during the last supper with their Master.
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is Sundaymorning theywere all there assembled except omas.
omas was with them for a fewminutes late Saturday night when

they rst got together, but the sight of the apostles, coupled with
the thought of what had happened to Jesus, was too much for him.
He looked his associates over and immediately le the room, go-
ing to the home of Simon in Bethpage, where he thought to grieve
over his troubles in solitude. e apostles all suffered, not so much
from doubt and despair as from fear, grief, and shame.

2 ¶ At the home of Nicodemus there were gathered together,
withDavidZebedee and Joseph ofArimathea, some12 or 15 of the
more prominent of the Jerusalem disciples of Jesus. At the home
of Joseph of Arimathea there were some 15 or 20 of the leading
women believers. Only these women abode in Joseph’s house, and
they had kept close within during the hours of the Sabbath day and
the evening a er the Sabbath, so that theywere ignorant of themil-
itary guard onwatch at the tomb; neither did they know that a sec-
ond stone had been rolled in front of the tomb, and that both of
these stones had been placed under the seal of Pilate.

3 A little before 03:00 this Sundaymorning, when the rst signs
of day began to appear in the east, 5 of the women started out for
the tomb of Jesus. ey had prepared an abundance of special em-
balming lotions, and they carried many linen bandages with them.
It was their purpose more thoroughly to give the body of Jesus its
death anointing andmore carefully towrap it upwith the newban-
dages.

4 e womenwhowent on thismission of anointing Jesus’ body
were: Mary Magdalene, Mary the mother of the Alpheus twins,
Salome the mother of the Zebedee brothers, Joanna the wife of
Chuza, and Susanna the daughter of Ezra of Alexandria.

5 It was about 03:30when the vewomen, ladenwith their oint-
ments, arrived before the empty tomb. As they passed out of the
Damascus gate, they encountered a number of soldiers eeing into
the city more or less panic-stricken, and this caused them to pause
for a few minutes; but when nothing more developed, they re-
sumed their journey.

6 ey were greatly surprised to see the stone rolled away from
the entrance to the tomb, inasmuch as they had said among them-
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selves on the way out, “Whowill help us roll away the stone?” ey
set down their burdens and began to look upon one another in fear
and with great amazement. While they stood there, atremble with
fear,MaryMagdalene ventured around the smaller stone anddared
to enter the open sepulchre. is tomb of Joseph was in his garden
on the hillside on the eastern side of the road, and it also faced to-
ward the east. By this hour there was just enough of the dawn of a
new day to enable Mary to look back to the place where the Mas-
ter’s body had lain and to discern that it was gone. In the recess of
stone where they had laid Jesus, Mary saw only the folded napkin
where his head had rested and the bandageswherewith he had been
wrapped lying intact and as they had rested on the stone before the
celestial hosts removed the body. e covering sheet lay at the foot
of the burial niche.

7 A er Mary had tarried in the doorway of the tomb for a few
moments (she did not see distinctly when she rst entered the
tomb), she saw that Jesus’ body was gone and in its place only these
grave cloths, and she uttered a cry of alarmand anguish. All thewo-
men were exceedingly nervous; they had been on edge ever since
meeting the panicky soldiers at the city gate, and when Mary ut-
tered this scream of anguish, they were terror-stricken and ed in
great haste. And they did not stop until they had run all the way
to the Damascus gate. By this time Joanna was conscience-stricken
that they had deserted Mary; she rallied her companions, and they
started back for the tomb.

8 As they drew near the sepulchre, the frightened Magdalene,
who was even more terrorized when she failed to nd her sisters
waitingwhen she cameout of the tomb, now rushedup to them, ex-
citedly exclaiming: “He is not there— they have taken him away!”
And she led them back to the tomb, and they all entered and saw
that it was empty.

9 All ve of the women then sat down on the stone near the en-
trance and talked over the situation. It had not yet occurred to
them that Jesus had been resurrected. ey had been by themselves
over the Sabbath, and they conjectured that the body had been
moved to another resting place. But when they pondered such a
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solution of their dilemma, they were at a loss to account for the or-
derly arrangement of the grave cloths; how could the body have
been removed since the very bandages in which it was wrapped
were le in position and apparently intact on the burial shelf ?

10 ¶ As these women sat there in the early hours of the dawn of
this new day, they looked to one side and observed a silent andmo-
tionless stranger. For a moment they were again frightened, but
Mary Magdalene, rushing toward him and addressing him as if she
thought hemight be the caretaker of the garden, said, “Where have
you taken the Master? Where have they laid him? Tell us that we
may go and get him.” When the stranger did not answer Mary, she
began to weep. en spoke Jesus to them, saying, “Whom do you
seek?”Mary said: “We seek for Jesuswhowas laid to rest in Joseph’s
tomb, but he is gone. Do you know where they have taken him?”

en said Jesus: “Did not this Jesus tell you, even inGalilee, that he
would die, but that he would rise again?” ese words startled the
women, but theMaster was so changed that they did not yet recog-
nize him with his back turned to the dim light. And as they pon-
dered his words, he addressed theMagdalene with a familiar voice,
saying, “Mary.” Andwhen she heard that word of well-known sym-
pathy and affectionate greeting, she knew it was the voice of the
Master, and she rushed to kneel at his feetwhile she exclaimed, “My
Lord, andmyMaster!”And all of the otherwomen recognized that
itwas theMasterwho stoodbefore them in glori ed form, and they
quickly knelt before him.

11 ese human eyes were enabled to see the morontia form of
Jesus because of the special ministry of the transformers and the
midwayers in associationwith certain of themorontia personalities
then accompanying Jesus.

12 ¶ As Mary sought to embrace his feet, Jesus said: “Touch me
not, Mary, for I am not as you knew me in the esh. In this form
will I tarry with you for a season before I ascend to the Father. But
go, all of you, now and tell my apostles — and Peter — that I have
risen, and that you have talked with me.”

13 A er these women had recovered from the shock of their
amazement, they hastened back to the city and to the home of Eli-
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jah Mark, where they related to the ten apostles all that had hap-
pened to them; but the apostles were not inclined to believe them.

ey thought at rst that the women had seen a vision, but when
Mary Magdalene repeated the words which Jesus had spoken to
them, and when Peter heard his name, he rushed out of the up-
per chamber, followed closely by John, in great haste to reach the
tomb and see these things for himself.

14 ewomen repeated the story of talkingwith Jesus to theother
apostles, but theywould not believe; and theywould not go to nd
out for themselves as had Peter and John.

5. PETER AND JOHN AT THE TOMB
1 As the two apostles raced forGolgotha and the tombof Joseph,

Peter’s thoughts alternated between fear and hope; he feared to
meet the Master, but his hope was aroused by the story that Jesus
had sent special word to him. Hewas half persuaded that Jesus was
really alive; he recalled the promise to rise on the third day. Strange
to relate, this promise hadnot occurred to him since the cruci xion
until this moment as he hurried north through Jerusalem. As John
hastened out of the city, a strange ecstasy of joy and hope welled up
in his soul. He was half convinced that the women really had seen
the risen Master.

2 John, being younger than Peter, outran him and arrived rst at
the tomb. John tarried at the door, viewing the tomb, and it was
just as Mary had described it. Very soon Simon Peter rushed up
and, entering, saw the same empty tomb with the grave cloths so
peculiarly arranged. Andwhen Peter had come out, John alsowent
in and saw it all for himself, and then they sat down on the stone to
ponder the meaning of what they had seen and heard. And while
they sat there, they turned over in their minds all that had been
told them about Jesus, but they could not clearly perceive what had
happened.

3 Peter at rst suggested that the grave had been ri ed, that en-
emies had stolen the body, perhaps bribed the guards. But John
reasoned that the grave would hardly have been le so orderly if
the body had been stolen, and he also raised the question as to how
the bandages happened to be le behind, and so apparently intact.
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And again they both went back into the tomb more closely to ex-
amine the grave cloths. As they came out of the tomb the second
time, they foundMaryMagdalene returned andweepingbefore the
entrance. Mary had gone to the apostles believing that Jesus had
risen from the grave, but when they all refused to believe her re-
port, she became downcast and despairing. She longed to go back
near the tomb, where she thought she had heard the familiar voice
of Jesus.

4 As Mary lingered a er Peter and John had gone, the Master
again appeared to her, saying: “Be not doubting; have the courage
to believe what you have seen and heard. Go back to my apostles
and again tell them that I have risen, that I will appear to them, and
that presently I will go before them into Galilee as I promised.”

5 Mary hurried back to theMark home and told the apostles she
had again talked with Jesus, but they would not believe her. But
when Peter and John returned, they ceased to ridicule and became
lled with fear and apprehension.
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MORONTIA APPEARANCES OF JESUS

Midwayer Commission

THE resurrected Jesus now prepares to spend a short period
on Urantia for the purpose of experiencing the ascending
morontia career of a mortal of the realms. Although this

time of the morontia life is to be spent on the world of his mortal
incarnation, it will, however, be in all respects the counterpart of
the experience of Sataniamortals who pass through the progressive
morontia life of the seven mansion worlds of Jerusem.

2 All this power which is inherent in Jesus — the endowment
of life — and which enabled him to rise from the dead, is the very
gi of eternal life which he bestows upon kingdom believers, and
which even now makes certain their resurrection from the bonds
of natural death.

3 e mortals of the realms will arise in the morning of the res-
urrection with the same type of transition or morontia body that
Jesus had when he arose from the tomb on this Sunday morning.

ese bodies do not have circulating blood, and such beings do
not partake of ordinary material food; nevertheless, these moron-
tia forms are real. When the various believers saw Jesus a er his
resurrection, they really saw him; they were not the self-deceived
victims of visions or hallucinations.

4 Abiding faith in the resurrection of Jesus was the cardinal fea-
ture of the faith of all branches of the early gospel teaching. In Jeru-
salem, Alexandria, Antioch, and Philadelphia all the gospel teach-
ers united in this implicit faith in the Master’s resurrection.

5 ¶ In viewing the prominent part which Mary Magdalene took
in proclaiming theMaster’s resurrection, it should be recorded that
Mary was the chief spokesman for the women’s corps, as was Peter
for the apostles. Mary was not chief of the womenworkers, but she
was their chief teacher and public spokesman. Mary had become a
woman of great circumspection, so that her boldness in speaking to
a man whom she considered to be the caretaker of Joseph’s garden
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only indicates howhorri ed shewas to nd the tomb empty. It was
the depth and agony of her love, the fullness of her devotion, that
caused her to forget, for a moment, the conventional restraints of a
Jewish woman’s approach to a strange man.

1. HERALDS OF THE RESURRECTION
1 e apostles did not want Jesus to leave them; therefore

had they slighted all his statements about dying, along with his
promises to rise again. ey were not expecting the resurrection
as it came, and they refused to believe until they were confronted
with the compulsion of unimpeachable evidence and the absolute
proof of their own experiences.

2 When the apostles refused to believe the report of the ve wo-
menwho represented that they had seen Jesus and talkedwith him,
MaryMagdalene returned to the tomb, and theotherswent back to
Joseph’s house, where they related their experiences to his daugh-
ter and the other women. And the women believed their report.
Shortly a er 6:00 the daughter of Joseph of Arimathea and the
4 women who had seen Jesus went over to the home of Nicode-
mus, where they related all these happenings to Joseph, Nicode-
mus, David Zebedee, and the other men there assembled. Nicode-
mus and the others doubted their story, doubted that Jesus had
risen from the dead; they conjectured that the Jews had removed
the body. Joseph and David were disposed to believe the report, so
much so that they hurried out to inspect the tomb, and they found
everything just as the women had described. And they were the
last to so view the sepulchre, for the high priest sent the captain of
the temple guards to the tomb at 7:30 to remove the grave cloths.

e captainwrapped them all up in the linen sheet and threw them
over a near-by cliff.

3 From the tomb David and Joseph went immediately to the
home of Elijah Mark, where they held a conference with the ten
apostles in the upper chamber. Only John Zebedee was disposed
to believe, even faintly, that Jesus had risen from the dead. Peter
had believed at rst but, when he failed to nd theMaster, fell into
grave doubting. ey were all disposed to believe that the Jews had
removed the body. David would not argue with them, but when
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he le , he said: “You are the apostles, and you ought to understand
these things. I will not contend with you; nevertheless, I now go
back to the home of Nicodemus, where I have appointed with the
messengers to assemble thismorning, andwhen they have gathered
together, I will send them forth on their last mission, as heralds
of the Master’s resurrection. I heard the Master say that, a er he
should die, he would rise on the third day, and I believe him.” And
thus speaking to the dejected and forlorn ambassadors of the king-
dom, this self-appointed chief of communication and intelligence
took leave of the apostles. On his way from the upper chamber he
dropped the bag of Judas, containing all the apostolic funds, in the
lap of Matthew Levi.

4 It was about 9:30 when the last of David’s 26 messengers ar-
rived at the home of Nicodemus. David promptly assembled them
in the spacious courtyard and addressed them:

5 ¶ “Men and brethren, all this time you have served me in ac-
cordance with your oath to me and to one another, and I call you
to witness that I have never yet sent out false information at your
hands. I am about to send you on your last mission as volunteer
messengers of the kingdom, and in so doing I release you from your
oaths and thereby disband the messenger corps. Men, I declare to
you that we have nished our work. Nomore does theMaster have
need of mortal messengers; he has risen from the dead. He told us
before they arrested him that he would die and rise again on the
third day. I have seen the tomb — it is empty. I have talked with
Mary Magdalene and four other women, who have talked with Je-
sus. I now disband you, bid you farewell, and send you on your re-
spective assignments, and the message which you shall bear to the
believers is: ‘Jesus has risen from the dead; the tomb is empty.’”

6 ¶ e majority of those present endeavoured to persuade
David not to do this. But they could not in uence him. ey then
sought to dissuade the messengers, but they would not heed the
words of doubt. And so, shortly before 10:00 this Sunday morn-
ing, these 26 runners went forth as the rst heralds of the mighty
truth-fact of the resurrected Jesus. And they started out on this
mission as they had on so many others, in ful lment of their oath
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to David Zebedee and to one another. ese men had great con-
dence in David. ey departed on this assignment without even

tarrying to talk with those who had seen Jesus; they took David
at his word. e majority of them believed what David had told
them, and even those who somewhat doubted, carried themessage
just as certainly and just as swi ly.

7 ¶ e apostles, the spiritual corps of the kingdom, are this day
assembled in the upper chamber, where they manifest fear and ex-
press doubts, while these laymen, representing the rst attempt at
the socialization of theMaster’s gospel of the brotherhood of man,
under the orders of their fearless and efficient leader, go forth to
proclaim the risen Saviour of a world and a universe. And they en-
gage in this eventful service ere his chosen representatives are will-
ing to believe his word or to accept the evidence of eyewitnesses.

8 ¶ ese 26were dispatched to the home of Lazarus in Bethany
and to all of the believer centres, from Beersheba in the south to
Damascus and Sidon in the north; and from Philadelphia in the
east to Alexandria in the west.

9 When David had taken leave of his brethren, he went over to
the home of Joseph for hismother, and they thenwent out to Beth-
any to join the waiting family of Jesus. David abode there in Beth-
any with Martha and Mary until a er they had disposed of their
earthly possessions, and he accompanied them on their journey to
join their brother, Lazarus, at Philadelphia.

10 In about one week from this time John Zebedee took Mary
the mother of Jesus to his home in Bethsaida. James, Jesus’ eldest
brother, remained with his family in Jerusalem. Ruth remained at
Bethany with Lazarus’s sisters. e rest of Jesus’ family returned
to Galilee. David Zebedee le Bethany withMartha andMary, for
Philadelphia, early in June, the day a er hismarriage toRuth, Jesus’
youngest sister.

2. JESUS’ APPEARANCE AT BETHANY
1 From the time of the morontia resurrection until the hour of

his spirit ascension on high, Jesus made 19 separate appearances
in visible form to his believers on earth. He did not appear to his
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enemies nor to those who could not make spiritual use of his man-
ifestation in visible form. His 1 appearance was to the 5 women
at the tomb; his 2ⁿ, to Mary Magdalene, also at the tomb.

2 e 3 appearance occurred about noon of this Sunday at
Bethany. Shortly a er noontide, Jesus’ oldest brother, James, was
standing in the garden of Lazarus before the empty tomb of the
resurrected brother of Martha and Mary, turning over in his mind
the news brought to them about one hour previously by the mes-
senger of David. James had always inclined to believe in his eldest
brother’s mission on earth, but he had long since lost contact with
Jesus’ work and had dri ed into grave doubting regarding the later
claims of the apostles that Jesus was the Messiah. e whole fam-
ily was startled and well-nigh confounded by the news brought by
the messenger. Even as James stood before Lazarus’s empty tomb,
Mary Magdalene arrived on the scene and was excitedly relating to
the family her experiences of the early morning hours at the tomb
of Joseph. Before she had nished, David Zebedee and his mother
arrived. Ruth, of course, believed the report, and so did Jude a er
he had talked with David and Salome.

3 In the meantime, as they looked for James and before they
found him, while he stood there in the garden near the tomb, he
became aware of a near-by presence, as if someone had touched
him on the shoulder; and when he turned to look, he beheld the
gradual appearance of a strange form by his side. He was too much
amazed to speak and too frightened to ee. And then the strange
form spoke, saying: “James, I come to call you to the service of the
kingdom. Join earnest hands with your brethren and follow a er
me.” When James heard his name spoken, he knew that it was his
eldest brother, Jesus, who had addressed him. ey all had more
or less difficulty in recognizing the morontia form of the Master,
but few of them had any trouble recognizing his voice or otherwise
identifying his charming personality when he once began to com-
municate with them.

4 When James perceived that Jesus was addressing him, he
started to fall to his knees, exclaiming, “My father andmy brother,”
but Jesus bade him stand while he spoke with him. And they
walked through the garden and talked for almost three minutes;
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talked over experiences of former days and forecast the events of
the near future. As they neared the house, Jesus said, “Farewell,
James, until I greet you all together.”

5 James rushed into the house, evenwhile they looked for him at
Bethpage, exclaiming: “I have just seen Jesus and talked with him,
visited with him. He is not dead; he has risen! He vanished before
me, saying, ‘Farewell until I greet you all together.’”He had scarcely
nished speakingwhen Jude returned, andhe retold the experience

of meeting Jesus in the garden for the bene t of Jude. And they all
began to believe in the resurrection of Jesus. James now announced
that he would not return to Galilee, and David exclaimed: “He
is seen not only by excited women; even stronghearted men have
begun to see him. I expect to see him myself.”

6 ¶ And David did not long wait, for the 4 appearance of Jesus
to mortal recognition occurred shortly before 14:00 in this very
home of Martha and Mary, when he appeared visibly before his
earthly family and their friends, 20 in all. e Master appeared in
theopenbackdoor, saying: “Peace beuponyou. Greetings to those
once nearme in the esh and fellowship formy brothers and sisters
in the kingdom of heaven. How could you doubt? Why have you
lingered so long before choosing to follow the light of truth with a
whole heart? Come, therefore, all of you into the fellowship of the
Spirit of Truth in the Father’s kingdom.” As they began to recover
from the rst shock of their amazement and to move toward him
as if to embrace him, he vanished from their sight.

7 ¶ ey all wanted to rush off to the city to tell the doubt-
ing apostles about what had happened, but James restrained them.
Mary Magdalene, only, was permitted to return to Joseph’s house.
James forbade their publishing abroad the fact of this morontia
visit because of certain things which Jesus had said to him as they
conversed in the garden. But James never revealedmore of his visit
with the risen Master on this day at the Lazarus home in Bethany.

3. AT THE HOME OF JOSEPH
1 e 5 morontia manifestation of Jesus to the recognition of

mortal eyes occurred in the presence of some 25 women believ-
ers assembled at the home of Joseph of Arimathea, at about 16:15
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on this same Sunday a ernoon. Mary Magdalene had returned to
Joseph’s house just a few minutes before this appearance. James,
Jesus’ brother, had requested that nothing be said to the apostles
concerning the Master’s appearance at Bethany. He had not asked
Mary to refrain from reporting the occurrence to her sister believ-
ers. Accordingly, a er Mary had pledged all the women to secrecy,
she proceeded to relate what had so recently happened while she
was with Jesus’ family at Bethany. And she was in the very midst
of this thrilling recital when a sudden and solemn hush fell over
them; they beheld in their very midst the fully visible form of the
risen Jesus. He greeted them, saying: “Peace be upon you. In the
fellowship of the kingdom there shall be neither Jew nor gentile,
rich nor poor, free nor bond, man nor woman. You also are called
to publish the good news of the liberty of mankind through the
gospel of sonshipwithGod in the kingdomof heaven. Go to all the
world proclaiming this gospel and con rming believers in the faith
thereof. And while you do this, forget not to minister to the sick
and strengthen those who are fainthearted and fear-ridden. And I
will be with you always, even to the ends of the earth.” And when
he had thus spoken, he vanished from their sight, while the women
fell on their faces and worshipped in silence.

2 ¶ Of the 5 morontia appearances of Jesus occurring up to this
time, Mary Magdalene had witnessed 4.

3 ¶ As a result of sending out the messengers during the mid-
forenoon and from the unconscious leakage of intimations con-
cerning this appearance of Jesus at Joseph’s house, word began to
come to the rulers of the Jews during the early evening that it was
being reported about the city that Jesus had risen, and that many
personswere claiming tohave seenhim. e Sanhedristswere thor-
oughly aroused by these rumours. A er a hasty consultation with
Annas, Caiaphas called a meeting of the Sanhedrin to convene at
20:00 that evening. It was at this meeting that action was taken
to throw out of the synagogues any person who made mention of
Jesus’ resurrection. It was even suggested that anyone claiming to
have seen him should be put to death; this proposal, however, did
not come to a vote since the meeting broke up in confusion bor-
dering on actual panic. ey had dared to think they were through
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with Jesus. ey were about to discover that their real trouble with
the man of Nazareth had just begun.

4. APPEARANCE TO THE GREEKS
1 About 16:30, at the home of one Flavius, the Master made his

6 morontia appearance to some 40 Greek believers there assem-
bled. While they were engaged in discussing the reports of the
Master’s resurrection, he manifested himself in their midst, not-
withstanding that the doorswere securely fastened, and speaking to
them, said: “Peace be upon you. While the Son of Man appeared
on earth among the Jews, he came to minister to all men. In the
kingdom of my Father there shall be neither Jew nor gentile; you
will all be brethren — the sons of God. Go you, therefore, to all
the world, proclaiming this gospel of salvation as you have received
it from the ambassadors of the kingdom, and I will fellowship you
in the brotherhood of the Father’s sons of faith and truth.” And
when he had thus charged them, he took leave, and they saw him
no more. ey remained within the house all evening; they were
toomuchovercomewith awe and fear to venture forth. Neither did
any of these Greeks sleep that night; they stayed awake discussing
these things and hoping that the Master might again visit them.
Among this group were many of the Greeks who were at Gethse-
mane when the soldiers arrested Jesus and Judas betrayed himwith
a kiss.

2 ¶ Rumours of Jesus’ resurrection and reports concerning the
many appearances to his followers are spreading rapidly, and the
whole city is being wrought up to a high pitch of excitement. Al-
ready the Master has appeared to his family, to the women, and to
the Greeks, and presently he manifests himself in the midst of the
apostles. e Sanhedrin is soon to begin the consideration of these
new problemswhich have been so suddenly thrust upon the Jewish
rulers. Jesus thinksmuch about his apostles but desires that they be
le alone for a fewmore hours of solemn re ection and thoughtful
consideration before he visits them.

5. THE WALK WITH TWO BROTHERS
1 At Emmaus, about 11 km west of Jerusalem, there lived two

brothers, shepherds, who had spent the Passover week in Jerusalem
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attending upon the sacri ces, ceremonials, and feasts. Cleopas, the
elder, was a partial believer in Jesus; at least he had been cast out
of the synagogue. His brother, Jacob, was not a believer, although
he was much intrigued by what he had heard about the Master’s
teachings and works.

2 On this Sunday a ernoon, about 4.8 km out of Jerusalem and
a few minutes before 17:00, as these two brothers trudged along
the road to Emmaus, they talked in great earnestness about Jesus,
his teachings, work, and more especially concerning the rumours
that his tombwas empty, and that certain of the women had talked
with him. Cleopas was half a mind to believe these reports, but Ja-
cob was insistent that the whole affair was probably a fraud. While
they thus argued and debated as theymade their way toward home,
the morontia manifestation of Jesus, his seventh appearance, came
alongside them as they journeyed on. Cleopas had o en heard Je-
sus teach and had eaten with him at the homes of Jerusalem believ-
ers on several occasions. But he did not recognize the Master even
when he spoke freely with them.

3 A er walking a short way with them, Jesus said: “What were
the words you exchanged so earnestly as I came upon you?” And
when Jesus had spoken, they stood still and viewed him with sad
surprise. Said Cleopas: “Can it be that you sojourn in Jerusalem
and know not the things which have recently happened?” en
asked the Master, “What things?” Cleopas replied: “If you do not
know about these matters, you are the only one in Jerusalem who
has not heard these rumours concerning Jesus of Nazareth, who
was a prophet mighty in word and in deed before God and all the
people. e chief priests and our rulers delivered himup to theRo-
mans and demanded that they crucify him. Now many of us had
hoped that it was he who would deliver Israel from the yoke of the
gentiles. But that is not all. It is now the third day since he was cru-
ci ed, and certainwomenhave this day amazed us by declaring that
very early this morning they went to his tomb and found it empty.
And these same women insist that they talked with this man; they
maintain that he has risen from the dead. And when the women
reported this to the men, two of his apostles ran to the tomb and
likewise found it empty”— and here Jacob interrupted his brother
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to say, “but they did not see Jesus.”
4 As theywalked along, Jesus said to them: “Howslowyou are to

comprehend the truth! When you tellme that it is about the teach-
ings andwork of thisman that you have your discussions, thenmay
I enlighten you since I ammore than familiar with these teachings.
Do you not remember that this Jesus always taught that his king-
domwas not of this world, and that all men, being the sons ofGod,
should nd liberty and freedom in the spiritual joy of the fellow-
ship of the brotherhood of loving service in this new kingdom of
the truth of the heavenly Father’s love? Do you not recall how this
Son of Man proclaimed the salvation of God for all men, minister-
ing to the sick and afflicted and setting free those who were bound
by fear and enslaved by evil? Do you not know that thisman ofNa-
zareth told his disciples that he must go to Jerusalem, be delivered
up to his enemies, who would put him to death, and that he would
arise on the third day? Have you not been told all this? And have
you never read in the Scriptures concerning this day of salvation
for Jew and gentile, where it says that in him shall all the families
of the earth be blessed; that he will hear the cry of the needy and
save the souls of the poor who seek him; that all nations shall call
him blessed? at such aDeliverer shall be as the shadow of a great
rock in a weary land. at he will feed the ock like a true shep-
herd, gathering the lambs in his arms and tenderly carrying them
in his bosom. at he will open the eyes of the spiritually blind
and bring the prisoners of despair out into full liberty and light;
that all who sit in darkness shall see the great light of eternal sal-
vation. at he will bind up the brokenhearted, proclaim liberty
to the captives of sin, and open up the prison to those who are en-
slaved by fear and bound by evil. at he will comfort those who
mourn and bestow upon them the joy of salvation in the place of
sorrow and heaviness. at he shall be the desire of all nations and
the everlasting joy of those who seek righteousness. at this Son
of truth and righteousness shall rise upon the world with healing
light and saving power; even that he will save his people from their
sins; that hewill really seek and save thosewho are lost. at hewill
not destroy the weak but minister salvation to all who hunger and
thirst for righteousness. at those who believe in him shall have
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eternal life. at he will pour out his spirit upon all esh, and that
this Spirit of Truth shall be in each believer a well of water, spring-
ing up into everlasting life. Did you not understand how great was
the gospel of the kingdom which this man delivered to you? Do
you not perceive how great a salvation has come upon you?”

5 By this time they had come near to the village where these
brothers dwelt. Not a word had these two men spoken since Jesus
began to teach them as they walked along the way. Soon they drew
up in front of their humble dwelling place, and Jesus was about to
take leave of them, going on down the road, but they constrained
him to come in and abide with them. ey insisted that it was near
nightfall, and that he tarry with them. Finally Jesus consented, and
very soon a er theywent into the house, they sat down to eat. ey
gave him the bread to bless, and as he began to break and hand to
them, their eyes were opened, and Cleopas recognized that their
guest was the Master himself. And when he said, “It is the Master
—,” the morontia Jesus vanished from their sight.

6 And then they said, the one to the other, “No wonder our
hearts burned within us as he spoke to us while we walked along
the road! and while he opened up to our understanding the teach-
ings of the Scriptures!”

7 ey would not stop to eat. ey had seen the morontia Mas-
ter, and they rushed from the house, hastening back to Jerusalem
to spread the good news of the risen Saviour.

8 About 21:00 that evening and just before theMaster appeared
to the 10, these 2 excited brothers broke in upon the apostles in the
upper chamber, declaring that they had seen Jesus and talked with
him. And they told all that Jesus had said to them and how they
had not discerned who he was until the time of the breaking of the
bread.



PAPER №191
APPEARANCES TO THE APOSTLES AND

OTHER LEADERS

Midwayer Commission

RESURRECTION Sunday was a terrible day in the lives of
the apostles; ten of them spent the larger part of the day
in the upper chamber behind barred doors. ey might

have ed from Jerusalem, but they were afraid of being arrested by
the agents of the Sanhedrin if theywere found abroad. omaswas
brooding over his troubles alone at Bethpage. Hewould have fared
better had he remained with his fellow apostles, and he would have
aided them to direct their discussions along more helpful lines.

2 All day long John upheld the idea that Jesus had risen from
the dead. He recounted no less than ve different times when the
Master had affirmed he would rise again and at least three times
when he alluded to the third day. John’s attitude had considerable
in uence on them, especially on his brother James and on Natha-
niel. Johnwould have in uenced themmore if he had not been the
youngest member of the group.

3 eir isolation hadmuch to dowith their troubles. JohnMark
kept them in touch with developments about the temple and in-
formed them as to the many rumours gaining headway in the city,
but it did not occur to him to gather up news from the different
groups of believers to whom Jesus had already appeared. at was
the kind of servicewhich had heretofore been rendered by themes-
sengers of David, but they were all absent on their last assignment
as heralds of the resurrection to those groups of believerswhodwelt
remote from Jerusalem. For the rst time in all these years the apos-
tles realized how much they had been dependent on David’s mes-
sengers for their daily information regarding the affairs of the king-
dom.

4 All this day Peter characteristically vacillated emotionally be-
tween faith and doubt concerning the Master’s resurrection. Peter
could not get away from the sight of the grave cloths resting there
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in the tomb as if the body of Jesus had just evaporated fromwithin.
“But,” reasoned Peter, “if he has risen and can show himself to the
women, why does he not show himself to us, his apostles?” Peter
would grow sorrowful when he thought that maybe Jesus did not
come to them on account of his presence among the apostles, be-
cause he had denied him that night inAnnas’s courtyard. And then
would he cheer himself with the word brought by the women, “Go
tell my apostles — and Peter.” But to derive encouragement from
this message implied that he must believe that the women had re-
ally seen andheard the risenMaster. us Peter alternated between
faith and doubt throughout the whole day, until a little a er 20:00,
when he ventured out into the courtyard. Peter thought to remove
himself fromamong the apostles so that hemight not prevent Jesus’
coming to them because of his denial of the Master.

5 James Zebedee at rst advocated that they all go to the tomb;
he was strongly in favour of doing something to get to the bottom
of the mystery. It was Nathaniel who prevented them from going
out in public in response to James’s urging, and he did this by re-
minding them of Jesus’ warning against unduly jeopardizing their
lives at this time. By noontime James had settled down with the
others to watchful waiting. He said little; he was tremendously
disappointed because Jesus did not appear to them, and he did not
know of the Master’s many appearances to other groups and indi-
viduals.

6 Andrew did much listening this day. He was exceedingly per-
plexed by the situation and had more than his share of doubts, but
he at least enjoyed a certain sense of freedom from responsibility
for the guidance of his fellow apostles. He was indeed grateful that
the Master had released him from the burdens of leadership before
they fell upon these distracting times.

7 More than once during the long and weary hours of this tragic
day, the only sustaining in uence of the group was the frequent
contribution of Nathaniel’s characteristic philosophic counsel. He
was really the controlling in uence among the ten throughout the
entire day. Never once did he express himself concerning either
belief or disbelief in the Master’s resurrection. But as the day wore
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on, he became increasingly inclined toward believing that Jesus had
ful lled his promise to rise again.

8 Simon Zelotes was toomuch crushed to participate in the dis-
cussions. Most of the time he reclined on a couch in a corner of
the room with his face to the wall; he did not speak half a dozen
times throughout the whole day. His concept of the kingdom
had crashed, and he could not discern that the Master’s resurrec-
tion could materially change the situation. His disappointment
was very personal and altogether too keen to be recovered from
on short notice, even in the face of such a stupendous fact as the
resurrection.

9 Strange to record, the usually inexpressive Philip did much
talking throughout the a ernoon of this day. During the forenoon
he had little to say, but all a ernoon he asked questions of the other
apostles. Peter was o en annoyed by Philip’s questions, but the
others took his inquiries good-naturedly. Philip was particularly
desirous of knowing, provided Jesus had really risen from the grave,
whether his body would bear the physical marks of the cruci xion.

10 Matthewwas highly confused; he listened to the discussions of
his fellows but spent most of the time turning over in his mind the
problem of their future nances. Regardless of Jesus’ supposed res-
urrection, Judas was gone, David had unceremoniously turned the
funds over to him, and they were without an authoritative leader.
BeforeMatthew got around to giving serious consideration to their
arguments about the resurrection, he had already seen the Master
face to face.

11 e Alpheus twins took little part in these serious discussions;
they were fairly busy with their customary ministrations. One of
them expressed the attitude of both when he said, in reply to a
question asked by Philip: “We do not understand about the res-
urrection, but our mother says she talked with the Master, and we
believe her.”

12 omas was in the midst of one of his typical spells of despair-
ing depression. He slept a portion of the day and walked over the
hills the rest of the time. He felt the urge to rejoin his fellow apos-
tles, but the desire to be by himself was the stronger.
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13 e Master put off the rst morontia appearance to the apos-
tles for a number of reasons. First, he wanted them to have time,
a er they heard of his resurrection, to think well over what he had
told them about his death and resurrection when he was still with
them in the esh. eMasterwantedPeter towrestle throughwith
some of his peculiar difficulties before he manifested himself to
them all. In the second place, he desired that omas should be
with them at the time of his rst appearance. John Mark located

omas at the home of Simon inBethpage early this Sundaymorn-
ing, bringing word to that effect to the apostles about 11:00. Any
time during this day omas would have gone back to them if Na-
thaniel or any two of the other apostles had gone for him. He really
wanted to return, but having le as he did the evening before, he
was tooproud to goback of his own accord so soon. By thenext day
he was so depressed that it required almost a week for him tomake
up his mind to return. e apostles waited for him, and he waited
for his brethren to seek him out and ask him to come back to them.

omas thus remained away from his associates until the next Sat-
urday evening, when, a er darkness had come on, Peter and John
went over to Bethpage and brought him back with them. And this
is also the reason why they did not go at once to Galilee a er Jesus
rst appeared to them; they would not go without omas.

1. THE APPEARANCE TO PETER
1 It was near 20:30 this Sunday evening when Jesus appeared to

Simon Peter in the garden of the Mark home. is was his 8
morontia manifestation. Peter had lived under a heavy burden of
doubt and guilt ever since his denial of the Master. All day Satur-
day and this Sunday he had fought the fear that, perhaps, he was no
longer an apostle. He had shuddered at the fate of Judas and even
thought that he, too, had betrayed his Master. All this a ernoon
he thought that it might be his presence with the apostles that pre-
vented Jesus’ appearing to them, provided, of course, he had really
risen from the dead. And it was to Peter, in such a frame of mind
and in such a state of soul, that Jesus appeared as the dejected apos-
tle strolled among the owers and shrubs.

2 When Peter thought of the loving look of the Master as he
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passed by on Annas’s porch, and as he turned over in his mind that
wonderful message brought him early that morning by the women
who came from the empty tomb, “Go tell my apostles — and Pe-
ter” — as he contemplated these tokens of mercy, his faith began
to surmount his doubts, and he stood still, clenching his sts, while
he spoke aloud: “I believe he has risen from the dead; I will go and
tell my brethren.” And as he said this, there suddenly appeared in
front of him the formof aman, who spoke to him in familiar tones,
saying: “Peter, the enemy desired to have you, but I would not give
you up. I knew it was not from the heart that you disowned me;
therefore I forgave you even before you asked; but now must you
cease to think about yourself and the troubles of the hour while
you prepare to carry the good news of the gospel to those who sit
in darkness. No longer should you be concerned with what you
may obtain from the kingdom but rather be exercised about what
you can give to those who live in dire spiritual poverty. Gird your-
self, Simon, for the battle of a new day, the struggle with spiritual
darkness and the evil doubtings of the natural minds of men.”

3 Peter and the morontia Jesus walked through the garden and
talked of things past, present, and future for almost ve minutes.

en the Master vanished from his gaze, saying, “Farewell, Peter,
until I see you with your brethren.”

4 For a moment, Peter was overcome by the realization that he
had talked with the risen Master, and that he could be sure he was
still an ambassador of the kingdom. He had just heard the glori ed
Master exhort him to go on preaching the gospel. And with all
this welling up within his heart, he rushed to the upper chamber
and into thepresence of his fellow apostles, exclaiming inbreathless
excitement: “I have seen the Master; he was in the garden. I talked
with him, and he has forgiven me.”

5 Peter’s declaration that he had seen Jesus in the garden made a
profound impression upon his fellow apostles, and theywere about
ready to surrender their doubts when Andrew got up and warned
them not to be too much in uenced by his brother’s report. An-
drew intimated that Peter had seen things which were not real be-
fore. Although Andrew did not directly allude to the vision of the
night on the Sea of Galilee wherein Peter claimed to have seen the
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Master coming to themwalking on thewater, he said enough to be-
tray to all present that he had this incident in mind. Simon Peter
was very much hurt by his brother’s insinuations and immediately
lapsed into crestfallen silence. e twins felt very sorry for Peter,
and they both went over to express their sympathy and to say that
they believed him and to reassert that their own mother had also
seen the Master.

2. FIRST APPEARANCE TO THE APOSTLES
1 Shortly a er 21:00 that evening, a er the departure ofCleopas

and Jacob, while theAlpheus twins comforted Peter, andwhileNa-
thaniel remonstrated with Andrew, and as the ten apostles were
there assembled in the upper chamber with all the doors bolted for
fear of arrest, the Master, in morontia form, suddenly appeared in
the midst of them, saying: “Peace be upon you. Why are you so
frightened when I appear, as though you had seen a spirit? Did
I not tell you about these things when I was present with you in
the esh? Did I not say to you that the chief priests and the rulers
would deliver me up to be killed, that one of your own number
would betray me, and that on the third day I would rise? Where-
fore all your doubtings and all this discussion about the reports of
thewomen, Cleopas and Jacob, and even Peter? How longwill you
doubt my words and refuse to believe my promises? And now that
you actually see me, will you believe? Even now one of you is ab-
sent. When you are gathered together once more, and a er all of
you know of a certainty that the Son of Man has risen from the
grave, go hence into Galilee. Have faith in God; have faith in one
another; and so shall you enter into the new service of the kingdom
of heaven. I will tarry in Jerusalem with you until you are ready to
go into Galilee. My peace I leave with you.”

2 When the morontia Jesus had spoken to them, he vanished in
an instant from their sight. And they all fell on their faces, praising
God and venerating their vanished Master. is was the Master’s
9 morontia appearance.

3. WITH THE MORONTIA CREATURES
1 e next day, Monday, was spent wholly with the morontia

creatures then present on Urantia. As participants in the Master’s
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morontia-transition experience, there had come to Urantia more
than 1,000,000 morontia directors and associates, together with
transitionmortals of various orders from the sevenmansionworlds
of Satania. e morontia Jesus sojourned with these splendid in-
telligences for 40 days. He instructed them and learned from their
directors the life ofmorontia transition as it is traversed by themor-
tals of the inhabited worlds of Satania as they pass through the sys-
tem morontia spheres.

2 About midnight of this Monday the Master’s morontia form
was adjusted for transition to the second stage ofmorontia progres-
sion. Whenhenext appeared tohismortal childrenon earth, itwas
as a second-stage morontia being. As the Master progressed in the
morontia career, it became, technically, more and more difficult
for the morontia intelligences and their transforming associates to
visualize the Master to mortal and material eyes.

3 Jesus made the transit to the third stage of morontia on Fri-
day, April 14; to the fourth stage on Monday, the 17; to the h
stage on Saturday, the 22ⁿ; to the sixth stage on ursday, the 27;
to the seventh stage on Tuesday, May 2; to Jerusem citizenship on
Sunday, the 7; and he entered the embrace of the Most Highs of
Edentia on Sunday, the 14*.

4 In this manner did Michael of Nebadon complete his service
of universe experience since he had already, in connection with his
previous bestowals, experienced to the full the life of the ascendant
mortals of time and space from the sojourn on the headquarters of
the constellation even on to, and through, the service of the head-
quarters of the superuniverse. And it was by these very morontia
experiences that the Creator Son of Nebadon really nished and
acceptably terminated his 7 and nal universe bestowal.

4. THE TENTH APPEARANCE AT PHILADELPHIA
1 e 10morontiamanifestationof Jesus tomortal recognition

occurred a short time a er 8:00 on Tuesday, April 11, at Philadel-
phia, where he showedhimself toAbner andLazarus and some150

3.3. the 14, Note that if Jesus entered the embrace of the Most Highs on 14 of May,
then his 18 and 19 appearances could not have been in morontia form as stated in
193:2.1 and 193:5.1 respectively.
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of their associates, includingmore than 50 of the evangelistic corps
of the 70. is appearance occurred just a er the opening of a spe-
cial meeting in the synagogue which had been called by Abner to
discuss the cruci xion of Jesus and the more recent report of the
resurrection which had been brought by David’s messenger. Inas-
much as the resurrected Lazarus was now a member of this group
of believers, it was not difficult for them to believe the report that
Jesus had risen from the dead.

2 e meeting in the synagogue was just being opened by Abner
and Lazarus, who were standing together in the pulpit, when the
entire audience of believers saw the form of theMaster appear sud-
denly. He stepped forward from where he had appeared between
Abner and Lazarus, neither of whom had observed him, and salut-
ing the company, said:

3 ¶ “Peace be upon you. You all know that we have one Father
in heaven, and that there is but one gospel of the kingdom — the
good news of the gi of eternal life which men receive by faith. As
you rejoice in your loyalty to the gospel, pray the Father of truth to
shed abroad in your hearts a new and greater love for your breth-
ren. You are to love all men as I have loved you; you are to serve
all men as I have served you. With understanding sympathy and
brotherly affection, fellowship all your brethren who are dedicated
to the proclamation of the good news, whether they be Jew or gen-
tile, Greek or Roman, Persian or Ethiopian. John proclaimed the
kingdom in advance; you have preached the gospel in power; the
Greeks already teach the good news; and I am soon to send forth
the Spirit ofTruth into the souls of all these,my brethren, whohave
so unsel shly dedicated their lives to the enlightenment of their fel-
lows who sit in spiritual darkness. You are all the children of light;
therefore stumble not into themisunderstanding entanglements of
mortal suspicion and human intolerance. If you are ennobled, by
the grace of faith, to love unbelievers, should you not also equally
love those who are your fellow believers in the far-spreading house-
hold of faith? Remember, as you love one another, all men will
know that you are my disciples.

4 “Go, then, into all the world proclaiming this gospel of the fa-
therhood of God and the brotherhood of men to all nations and
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races and ever be wise in your choice of methods for presenting the
good news to the different races and tribes of mankind. Freely you
have received this gospel of the kingdom, and you will freely give
the good news to all nations. Fear not the resistance of evil, for I
am with you always, even to the end of the ages. And my peace I
leave with you.”

5 ¶ When he had said, “My peace I leave with you,” he vanished
from their sight. With the exception of one of his appearances in
Galilee, where upward of 500 believers saw him at one time, this
group inPhiladelphia embraced the largest number ofmortals who
saw him on any single occasion.

6 Early the nextmorning, evenwhile the apostles tarried in Jeru-
salem awaiting the emotional recovery of omas, these believers
at Philadelphia went forth proclaiming that Jesus of Nazareth had
risen from the dead.

7 e next day, Wednesday, Jesus spent without interruption in
the society of hismorontia associates, and during themida ernoon
hours he received visiting morontia delegates from the mansion
worlds of every local system of inhabited spheres throughout the
constellation of Norlatiadek. And they all rejoiced to know their
Creator as one of their own order of universe intelligence.

5. SECOND APPEARANCE TO THE APOSTLES
1 omas spent a lonesome week alone with himself in the hills

around aboutOlivet. During this time he sawonly those at Simon’s
house and John Mark. It was about 9:00 on Saturday, April 15,
when the two apostles found him and took him back with them
to their rendezvous at the Mark home. e next day omas lis-
tened to the telling of the stories of the Master’s various appear-
ances, but he steadfastly refused to believe. He maintained that
Peter had enthused them into thinking they had seen the Master.
Nathaniel reasoned with him, but it did no good. ere was an
emotional stubbornness associated with his customary doubtful-
ness, and this state of mind, coupled with his chagrin at having run
away from them, conspired to create a situation of isolation which
even omas himself did not fully understand. He had withdrawn
from his fellows, he had gone his own way, and now, even when
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he was back among them, he unconsciously tended to assume an
attitude of disagreement. He was slow to surrender; he disliked to
give in. Without intending it, he really enjoyed the attention paid
him; he derived unconscious satisfaction from the efforts of all his
fellows to convince and convert him. He hadmissed them for a full
week, and he obtained considerable pleasure from their persistent
attentions.

2 ey were having their evening meal a little a er 18:00, with
Peter sitting on one side of omas and Nathaniel on the other,
when the doubting apostle said: “I will not believe unless I see the
Master with my own eyes and put my nger in the mark of the
nails.” As they thus sat at supper, and while the doors were securely
shut and barred, themorontiaMaster suddenly appeared inside the
curvature of the table and, standing directly in front of omas,
said:

3 “Peace be upon you. For a full week have I tarried that I might
appear againwhen youwere all present to hear oncemore the com-
mission to go into all the world and preach this gospel of the king-
dom. Again I tell you: As the Father sent me into the world, so
send I you. As I have revealed the Father, so shall you reveal the
divine love, not merely with words, but in your daily living. I send
you forth, not to love the souls of men, but rather to love men. You
are not merely to proclaim the joys of heaven but also to exhibit in
your daily experience these spirit realities of the divine life since you
already have eternal life, as the gi of God, through faith. When
you have faith, when power from on high, the Spirit of Truth, has
come upon you, you will not hide your light here behind closed
doors; you will make known the love and the mercy of God to all
mankind. rough fear you now ee from the facts of a disagree-
able experience, but when you shall have been baptized with the
Spirit of Truth, you will bravely and joyously go forth to meet the
new experiences of proclaiming the good news of eternal life in the
kingdom ofGod. Youmay tarry here and inGalilee for a short sea-
son while you recover from the shock of the transition from the
false security of the authority of traditionalism to the new order
of the authority of facts, truth, and faith in the supreme realities
of living experience. Your mission to the world is founded on the
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fact that I lived a God-revealing life among you; on the truth that
you and all other men are the sons of God; and it shall consist in
the life which you will live among men — the actual and living ex-
perience of loving men and serving them, even as I have loved and
served you. Let faith reveal your light to the world; let the reve-
lation of truth open the eyes blinded by tradition; let your loving
service effectually destroy the prejudice engendered by ignorance.
By so drawing close to your fellow men in understanding sympa-
thy and with unsel sh devotion, you will lead them into a saving
knowledge of the Father’s love. e Jews have extolled goodness;
the Greeks have exalted beauty; the Hindus preach devotion; the
faraway ascetics teach reverence; the Romans demand loyalty; but
I require of my disciples life, even a life of loving service for your
brothers in the esh.”

4 When theMaster had so spoken, he looked down into the face
of omas and said: “And you, omas, who said you would not
believe unless you could see me and put your nger in the nail
marks of my hands, have now beheld me and heard my words; and
though you see no nail marks on my hands, since I am raised in
the form that you also shall have when you depart from this world,
whatwill you say to your brethren? Youwill acknowledge the truth,
for already in your heart you had begun to believe even when you
so stoutly asserted your unbelief. Your doubts, omas, always
most stubbornly assert themselves just as they are about to crum-
ble. omas, I bid you be not faithless but believing— and I know
you will believe, even with a whole heart.”

5 When omas heard these words, he fell on his knees before
the morontia Master and exclaimed, “I believe! My Lord and my
Master!” en said Jesus to omas: “You have believed, omas,
because you have really seen and heardme. Blessed are those in the
ages to come whowill believe even though they have not seen with
the eye of esh nor heard with the mortal ear.”

6 And then, as the Master’s form moved over near the head of
the table, he addressed them all, saying: “And now go all of you to
Galilee, where I will presently appear to you.” A er he said this, he
vanished from their sight.
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7 ¶ e 11 apostleswere now fully convinced that Jesus had risen
from the dead, and very early the next morning, before the break
of day, they started out for Galilee.

6. THE ALEXANDRIAN APPEARANCE
1 While the 11 apostles were on theway toGalilee, drawing near

their journey’s end, on Tuesday evening, April 18, at about 20:30,
Jesus appeared to Rodan and some 80 other believers, in Alexan-
dria. is was the Master’s 12 appearance in morontia form. Je-
sus appeared before these Greeks and Jews at the conclusion of the
report of David’s messenger regarding the cruci xion. is mes-
senger, being the 5 in the Jerusalem-Alexandria relay of runners,
had arrived in Alexandria late that a ernoon, and when he had de-
livered his message to Rodan, it was decided to call the believers
together to receive this tragic word from the messenger himself.
At about 20:00, themessenger, Nathan of Busiris, came before this
group and told them in detail all that had been told him by the
preceding runner. Nathan ended his touching recital with these
words: “But David, who sends us this word, reports that the Mas-
ter, in foretelling his death, declared that hewould rise again.” Even
as Nathan spoke, the morontia Master appeared there in full view
of all. And when Nathan sat down, Jesus said:

2 “Peace be upon you. at which my Father sent me into the
world to establish belongs not to a race, a nation, nor to a special
group of teachers or preachers. is gospel of the kingdombelongs
to both Jew and gentile, to rich and poor, to free and bond, tomale
and female, even to the little children. And you are all to proclaim
this gospel of love and truth by the lives which you live in the esh.
You shall love one another with a new and startling affection, even
as I have loved you. You will serve mankind with a new and amaz-
ing devotion, even as I have served you. And when men see you
so love them, and when they behold how fervently you serve them,
they will perceive that you have become faith-fellows of the king-
dom of heaven, and they will follow a er the Spirit of Truth which
they see in your lives, to the nding of eternal salvation.

3 “As the Father sentme into this world, even so now send I you.
You are all called to carry the good news to those who sit in dark-
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ness. is gospel of the kingdom belongs to all who believe it; it
shall not be committed to the custody of mere priests. Soon will
the Spirit of Truth come upon you, and he shall lead you into all
truth. Go you, therefore, into all the world preaching this gospel,
and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the ages.”

4 When theMaster had so spoken, he vanished from their sight.
All that night these believers remained there together recounting
their experiences as kingdom believers and listening to the many
words of Rodan and his associates. And they all believed that Jesus
had risen from the dead. Imagine the surprise of David’s herald of
the resurrection, who arrived the second day a er this, when they
replied to his announcement, saying: “Yes, we know, for we have
seen him. He appeared to us day before yesterday.”



PAPER №192
APPEARANCES IN GALILEE

Midwayer Commission

BY THE time the apostles le Jerusalem for Galilee, the Jew-
ish leaders had quieted down considerably. Since Jesus ap-
peared only to his family of kingdom believers, and since

the apostles were in hiding and did no public preaching, the rulers
of the Jews concluded that the gospel movement was, a er all, ef-
fectually crushed. ey were, of course, disconcerted by the in-
creasing spread of rumours that Jesus had risen from the dead, but
they depended upon the bribed guards effectively to counteract all
such reports by their reiteration of the story that a band of his fol-
lowers had removed the body.

2 From this time on, until the apostles were dispersed by the ris-
ing tide of persecution, Peter was the generally recognized head of
the apostolic corps. Jesus never gave him any such authority, and
his fellow apostles never formally elected him to such a position
of responsibility; he naturally assumed it and held it by common
consent and also because he was their chief preacher. From now
on public preaching became the main business of the apostles. Af-
ter their return from Galilee, Matthias, whom they chose to take
the place of Judas, became their treasurer.

3 During theweek they tarried in Jerusalem,Mary themother of
Jesus spent much of the time with the women believers who were
stopping at the home of Joseph of Arimathea.

4 Early this Monday morning when the apostles departed for
Galilee, John Mark went along. He followed them out of the city,
andwhen they had passed well beyond Bethany, he boldly came up
among them, feeling con dent they would not send him back.

5 e apostles paused several times on the way to Galilee to tell
the story of their risen Master and therefore did not arrive at Beth-
saida until very late on Wednesday night. It was noontime on
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ursday before they were all awake and ready to partake of break-
fast.

1. APPEARANCE BY THE LAKE
1 About 6:00 Friday morning, April 21, the morontia Master

made his 13 appearance, the rst in Galilee, to the 10 apostles
as their boat drew near the shore close to the usual landing place at
Bethsaida.

2 A er the apostles had spent the a ernoon and early evening of
ursday in waiting at the Zebedee home, Simon Peter suggested

that they go shing. When Peter proposed the shing trip, all of
the apostles decided to go along. All night they toiledwith the nets
but caught no sh. ey did not much mind the failure to make a
catch, for they hadmany interesting experiences to talk over, things
which had so recently happened to them at Jerusalem. But when
daylight came, they decided to return to Bethsaida. As they neared
the shore, they saw someone on the beach, near the boat landing,
standing by a re. At rst they thought it was John Mark, who had
come down to welcome them back with their catch, but as they
drew nearer the shore, they saw they were mistaken — the man
was too tall for John. It had occurred to none of them that the
person on the shore was the Master. ey did not altogether un-
derstand why Jesus wanted tomeet with them amidst the scenes of
their earlier associations and out in the open in contact with na-
ture, far away from the shut-in environment of Jerusalem with its
tragic associations of fear, betrayal, and death. He had told them
that, if they would go into Galilee, he would meet them there, and
he was about to ful l that promise.

3 As they dropped anchor and prepared to enter the small boat
for going ashore, the man on the beach called to them, “Lads, have
you caught anything?” And when they answered, “No,” he spoke
again. “Cast the net on the right side of the boat, and you will nd
sh.”While they did not know it was Jesus who had directed them,

with one accord they cast in the net as they had been instructed,
and immediately it was lled, so much so that they were hardly
able to draw it up. Now, John Zebedee was quick of perception,
and when he saw the heavy-laden net, he perceived that it was the
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Master who had spoken to them. When this thought came into his
mind, he leaned over and whispered to Peter, “It is the Master.” Pe-
ter was ever a man of thoughtless action and impetuous devotion;
so when John whispered this in his ear, he quickly arose and cast
himself into the water that he might the sooner reach the Master’s
side. His brethren came up close behind him, having come ashore
in the small boat, hauling the net of shes a er them.

4 By this time JohnMarkwas up and, seeing the apostles coming
ashorewith the heavy-ladennet, ran down the beach to greet them;
and when he saw 11 men instead of ten, he surmised that the un-
recognized one was the risen Jesus, and as the astonished ten stood
by in silence, the youth rushed up to the Master and, kneeling at
his feet, said, “My Lord and myMaster.” And then Jesus spoke, not
as he had in Jerusalem, when he greeted them with “Peace be upon
you,” but in commonplace tones he addressed John Mark: “Well,
John, I am glad to see you again and in carefree Galilee, where we
can have a good visit. Stay with us, John, and have breakfast.”

5 As Jesus talkedwith the youngman, the tenwere so astonished
and surprised that they neglected to haul the net of sh in upon the
beach. Now spoke Jesus: “Bring in your sh and prepare some for
breakfast. Already we have the re and much bread.”

6 While John Mark had paid homage to the Master, Peter had
for a moment been shocked at the sight of the coals of re glow-
ing there on the beach; the scene reminded him so vividly of the
midnight re of charcoal in the courtyard of Annas, where he had
disowned the Master, but he shook himself and, kneeling at the
Master’s feet, exclaimed, “My Lord and my Master!”

7 Peter then joined his comrades as they hauled in the net.
When they had landed their catch, they counted the sh, and there
were 153 large ones. And again was the mistake made of calling
this another miraculous catch of sh. ere was no miracle con-
nected with this episode. It was merely an exercise of the Master’s
preknowledge. He knew the sh were there and accordingly di-
rected the apostles where to cast the net.

8 Jesus spoke to them, saying: “Come now, all of you, to break-
fast. Even the twins should sit down while I visit with you; John
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Markwill dress the sh.” JohnMark brought seven good-sized sh,
which the Master put on the re, and when they were cooked, the
lad served them to the ten. en Jesus broke the bread and handed
it to John, who in turn served it to the hungry apostles. When they
had all been served, Jesus bade John Mark sit down while he him-
self served the sh and the bread to the lad. And as they ate, Jesus
visited with them and recounted their many experiences in Galilee
and by this very lake.

9 ¶ is was the third time Jesus had manifested himself to the
apostles as a group. When Jesus rst addressed them, asking if
they had any sh, they did not suspect who he was because it was
a common experience for these shermen on the Sea of Galilee,
when they came ashore, to be thus accosted by the sh merchants
of Tarichea, who were usually on hand to buy the fresh catches for
the drying establishments.

10 ¶ Jesus visited with the ten apostles and John Mark for more
than an hour, and then he walked up and down the beach, talking
with them two and two — but not the same couples he had at rst
sent out together to teach. All 11 of the apostles had come down
from Jerusalem together, but Simon Zelotes grew more and more
despondent as they drew near Galilee, so that, when they reached
Bethsaida, he forsook his brethren and returned to his home.

11 Before taking leave of them this morning, Jesus directed that
two of the apostles should volunteer to go to Simon Zelotes and
bring him back that very day. And Peter and Andrew did so.

2. VISITING WITH THE APOSTLES TWO AND
TWO

1 When they had nished breakfast, and while the others sat by
the re, Jesus beckoned to Peter and to John that they should come
with him for a stroll on the beach. As they walked along, Jesus said
to John, “John, do you love me?” And when John answered, “Yes,
Master, with all my heart,” the Master said: “ en, John, give up
your intolerance and learn to love men as I have loved you. Devote
your life to proving that love is the greatest thing in the world. It
is the love of God that impels men to seek salvation. Love is the
ancestor of all spiritual goodness, the essence of the true and the
beautiful.”
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2 Jesus then turned toward Peter and asked, “Peter, do you love
me?” Peter answered, “Lord, you know I love youwith all my soul.”

en said Jesus: “If you love me, Peter, feed my lambs. Do not ne-
glect to minister to the weak, the poor, and the young. Preach the
gospel without fear or favour; remember always that God is no re-
specter of persons. Serve your fellowmen even as I have served you;
forgive your fellow mortals even as I have forgiven you. Let experi-
ence teach you the value ofmeditation and the power of intelligent
re ection.”

3 A er they had walked along a little farther, the Master turned
to Peter and asked, “Peter, do you really love me?” And then said
Simon, “Yes, Lord, you know that I love you.” And again said Jesus:
“ en take good care of my sheep. Be a good and a true shepherd
to the ock. Betray not their con dence in you. Be not taken by
surprise at the enemy’s hand. Be on guard at all times—watch and
pray.”

4 When they had gone a few steps farther, Jesus turned to Peter
and, for the third time, asked, “Peter, do you truly love me?” And
then Peter, being slightly grieved at the Master’s seeming distrust
of him, said with considerable feeling, “Lord, you know all things,
and therefore do you know that I really and truly love you.” en
said Jesus: “Feed my sheep. Do not forsake the ock. Be an exam-
ple and an inspiration to all your fellow shepherds. Love the ock
as I have loved you and devote yourself to their welfare even as I
have devoted my life to your welfare. And follow a er me even to
the end.”

5 Peter took this last statement literally — that he should con-
tinue to follow a er him — and turning to Jesus, he pointed to
John, asking, “If I follow on a er you, what shall this man do?”
And then, perceiving that Peter had misunderstood his words, Je-
sus said: “Peter, be not concerned about what your brethren shall
do. If I will that John should tarry a er you are gone, even until
I come back, what is that to you? Only make sure that you follow
me.”

6 ¶ is remark spread among the brethren and was received as
a statement by Jesus to the effect that John would not die before
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the Master returned, as many thought and hoped, to establish the
kingdom in power and glory. It was this interpretation of what Je-
sus said that had much to do with getting Simon Zelotes back into
service, and keeping him at work.

7 ¶ When they returned to the others, Jesus went for a walk and
talk with Andrew and James. When they had gone a short dis-
tance, Jesus said toAndrew, “Andrew, do you trustme?”Andwhen
the former chief of the apostles heard Jesus ask such a question, he
stood still and answered, “Yes, Master, of a certainty I trust you,
and you know that I do.” en said Jesus: “Andrew, if you trust
me, trust your brethren more — even Peter. I once trusted you
with the leadership of your brethren. Now must you trust oth-
ers as I leave you to go to the Father. When your brethren begin
to scatter abroad because of bitter persecutions, be a considerate
andwise counsellor to Jamesmy brother in the esh when they put
heavy burdens upon himwhich he is not quali ed by experience to
bear. And then go on trusting, for I will not fail you. When you
are through on earth, you shall come to me.”

8 en Jesus turned to James, asking, “James, do you trust me?”
And of course James replied, “Yes, Master, I trust you with all my
heart.” en said Jesus: “James, if you trust me more, you will be
less impatient with your brethren. If you will trust me, it will help
you to be kind to the brotherhood of believers. Learn to weigh the
consequences of your sayings and your doings. Remember that the
reaping is in accordance with the sowing. Pray for tranquillity of
spirit and cultivate patience. ese graces, with living faith, shall
sustain you when the hour comes to drink the cup of sacri ce. But
never be dismayed; when you are through on earth, you shall also
come to be with me.”

9 ¶ Jesus next talked with omas and Nathaniel. Said he to
omas, “ omas, do you serve me?” omas replied, “Yes, Lord,

I serve you now and always.” en said Jesus: “If you would serve
me, serve my brethren in the esh even as I have served you. And
be not weary in this well-doing but persevere as one who has been
ordained by God for this service of love. When you have nished
your service with me on earth, you shall serve with me in glory.

omas, you must cease doubting; you must grow in faith and the
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knowledge of truth. Believe in God like a child but cease to act
so childishly. Have courage; be strong in faith and mighty in the
kingdom of God.”

10 en said the Master to Nathaniel, “Nathaniel, do you serve
me?” And the apostle answered, “Yes, Master, and with an undi-
vided affection.” en said Jesus: “If, therefore, you serve me with
a whole heart, make sure that you are devoted to the welfare of my
brethren on earth with tireless affection. Admix friendship with
your counsel and add love to your philosophy. Serve your fellow
men even as I have served you. Be faithful tomen as I havewatched
over you. Be less critical; expect less of somemen and thereby lessen
the extent of your disappointment. Andwhen the work down here
is over, you shall serve with me on high.”

11 ¶ A er this the Master talked with Matthew and Philip. To
Philip he said, “Philip, do you obey me?” Philip answered, “Yes,
Lord, I will obey you even with my life.” en said Jesus: “If you
would obeyme, go then into the lands of the gentiles and proclaim
this gospel. e prophets have told you that to obey is better than
to sacri ce. By faith have you become a God-knowing kingdom
son. ere is but one law to obey — that is the command to go
forth proclaiming the gospel of the kingdom. Cease to fear men;
be unafraid to preach the good news of eternal life to your fellows
who languish in darkness and hunger for the light of truth. No
more, Philip, shall you busy yourself with money and goods. You
now are free to preach the glad tidings just as are your brethren.
And I will go before you and be with you even to the end.”

12 And then, speaking to Matthew, the Master asked, “Matthew,
do you have it in your heart to obeyme?”Matthew answered, “Yes,
Lord, I am fully dedicated to doing your will.” en said the Mas-
ter: “Matthew, if you would obey me, go forth to teach all peoples
this gospel of the kingdom. No longer will you serve your brethren
the material things of life; henceforth you are also to proclaim the
good news of spiritual salvation. From now on have an eye single
only to obeying your commission to preach this gospel of the Fa-
ther’s kingdom. As I have done the Father’s will on earth, so shall
you ful l the divine commission. Remember, both Jew and gen-
tile are your brethren. Fear no man when you proclaim the saving
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truths of the gospel of the kingdomof heaven. Andwhere I go, you
shall presently come.”

13 ¶ en he walked and talked with the Alpheus twins, James
and Judas, and speaking to both of them, he asked, “James and Ju-
das, do you believe in me?” And when they both answered, “Yes,
Master, we do believe,” he said: “I will soon leave you. You see that
I have already le you in the esh. I tarry only a short time in this
form before I go to my Father. You believe in me — you are my
apostles, and you always will be. Go on believing and remember-
ing your association with me, when I am gone, and a er you have,
perchance, returned to the work you used to do before you came
to live with me. Never allow a change in your outward work to in-
uence your allegiance. Have faith in God to the end of your days

on earth. Never forget that, when you are a faith son of God, all
upright work of the realm is sacred. Nothing which a son of God
does can be common. Do your work, therefore, from this time on,
as for God. And when you are through on this world, I have other
and better worlds where you shall likewise work for me. And in all
of this work, on this world and on other worlds, I will work with
you, and my spirit shall dwell within you.”

14 ¶ It was almost 10:00 when Jesus returned from his visit with
the Alpheus twins, and as he le the apostles, he said: “Farewell,
until I meet you all on the mount of your ordination tomorrow
at noontime.” When he had thus spoken, he vanished from their
sight.

3. ON THE MOUNT OF ORDINATION
1 At noon on Saturday, April 22, the 11 apostles assembled

by appointment on the hill near Capernaum, and Jesus appeared
among them. is meeting occurred on the very mount where the
Master had set them apart as his apostles and as ambassadors of the
Father’s kingdom on earth. And this was the Master’s 14 moron-
tia manifestation.

2 At this time the 11 apostles knelt in a circle about the Mas-
ter and heard him repeat the charges and saw him re-enact the or-
dination scene even as when they were rst set apart for the spe-
cial work of the kingdom. And all of this was to them as a mem-
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ory of their former consecration to the Father’s service, except the
Master’s prayer. When the Master — the morontia Jesus — now
prayed, it was in tones of majesty and with words of power such as
the apostles had never before heard. eir Master now spoke with
the rulers of the universes as one who, in his own universe, had had
all power and authority committed to his hand. And these 11men
never forgot this experience of the morontia rededication to the
former pledges of ambassadorship. eMaster spent just one hour
on this mount with his ambassadors, and when he had taken an
affectionate farewell of them, he vanished from their sight.

3 ¶ And no one saw Jesus for a full week. e apostles really had
no idea what to do, not knowing whether the Master had gone to
the Father. In this state of uncertainty they tarried at Bethsaida.

ey were afraid to go shing lest he come to visit them and they
miss seeing him. During this entire week Jesus was occupied with
themorontia creatures on earth andwith the affairs of themorontia
transition which he was experiencing on this world.

4. THE LAKESIDE GATHERING
1 Word of the appearances of Jesus was spreading throughout

Galilee, and every day increasing numbers of believers arrived at
the Zebedee home to inquire about the Master’s resurrection and
to nd out the truth about these reputed appearances. Peter, early
in the week, sent out word that a public meeting would be held by
the seaside the next Sabbath at 15:00.

2 Accordingly, on Saturday, April 29, at 15:00, more than 500
believers from the environs of Capernaum assembled at Bethsaida
to hear Peter preach his rst public sermon since the resurrection.

e apostle was at his best, and a er he had nished his appeal-
ing discourse, few of his hearers doubted that the Master had risen
from the dead.

3 Peter ended his sermon, saying: “We affirm that Jesus of Na-
zareth is not dead; we declare that he has risen from the tomb; we
proclaim that we have seen him and talked with him.” Just as he
nished making this declaration of faith, there by his side, in full

viewof all these people, theMaster appeared inmorontia formand,
speaking to them in familiar accents, said, “Peace be upon you, and
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my peace I leave with you.” When he had thus appeared and had
so spoken to them, he vanished from their sight. is was the 15
morontia manifestation of the risen Jesus.

4 ¶ Because of certain things said to the 11 while they were in
conference with the Master on the mount of ordination, the apos-
tles received the impression that theirMasterwouldpresentlymake
a public appearance before a group of the Galilean believers, and
that, a er he had done so, they were to return to Jerusalem. Ac-
cordingly, early the next day, Sunday, April 30, the 11 le Beth-
saida for Jerusalem. ey did considerable teaching and preaching
on theway down the Jordan, so that they did not arrive at the home
of the Marks in Jerusalem until late on Wednesday, May 3.

5 ¶ is was a sad home-coming for JohnMark. Just a few hours
before he reached home, his father, Elijah Mark, suddenly died
from a haemorrhage in the brain. Although the thought of the
certainty of the resurrection of the dead did much to comfort the
apostles in their grief, at the same time they truly mourned the loss
of their good friend, who had been their staunch supporter even in
the times of great trouble and disappointment. John Mark did all
he could to comfort his mother and, speaking for her, invited the
apostles to continue to make their home at her house. And the 11
made this upper chamber their headquarters until a er the day of
Pentecost.

6 ¶ e apostles had purposely entered Jerusalem a er nightfall
that they might not be seen by the Jewish authorities. Neither did
they publicly appear in connectionwith the funeral of ElijahMark.
All the next day they remained in quiet seclusion in this eventful
upper chamber.

7 On ursday night the apostles had a wonderful meeting in
this upper chamber and all pledged themselves to go forth in
the public preaching of the new gospel of the risen Lord except

omas, Simon Zelotes, and the Alpheus twins. Already had be-
gun the rst steps of changing the gospel of the kingdom—sonship
with God and brotherhood with man — into the proclamation of
the resurrection of Jesus. Nathaniel opposed this shi in the bur-
den of their publicmessage, but he could not withstand Peter’s elo-
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quence, neither could he overcome the enthusiasm of the disciples,
especially the women believers.

8 And so, under the vigorous leadershipofPeter and ere theMas-
ter ascended to the Father, his well-meaning representatives began
that subtle process of gradually and certainly changing the religion
of Jesus into a new and modi ed form of religion about Jesus.
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Midwayer Commission

THE 16 morontia manifestation of Jesus occurred on Fri-
day, May 5, in the courtyard of Nicodemus, about 21:00.
On this evening the Jerusalem believers had made their

rst attempt to get together since the resurrection. Assembled here
at this time were the 11 apostles, the women’s corps and their asso-
ciates, and about 50 other leading disciples of theMaster, including
a number of the Greeks. is company of believers had been vis-
iting informally for more than half an hour when, suddenly, the
morontia Master appeared in full view and immediately began to
instruct them. Said Jesus:

2 ¶ “Peace be upon you. is is the most representative group
of believers — apostles and disciples, both men and women — to
which I have appeared since the time of my deliverance from the
esh. I now call you to witness that I told you beforehand that my

sojourn among you must come to an end; I told you that presently
I must return to the Father. And then I plainly told you how the
chief priests and the rulers of the Jews would deliver me up to be
put to death, and that I would rise from the grave. Why, then, did
you allow yourselves to become so disconcerted by all this when it
came to pass? and why were you so surprised when I rose from the
tomb on the third day? You failed to believe me because you heard
my words without comprehending the meaning thereof.

3 “And now you should give ear tomywords lest you againmake
the mistake of hearing my teaching with the mind while in your
hearts you fail to comprehend the meaning. From the beginning
of my sojourn as one of you, I taught you that my one purpose was
to reveal my Father in heaven to his children on earth. I have lived
the God-revealing bestowal that you might experience the God-
knowing career. I have revealed God as your Father in heaven; I
have revealed you as the sons of God on earth. It is a fact that God
loves you, his sons. By faith inmyword this fact becomes an eternal
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and living truth in your hearts. When, by living faith, you become
divinely God-conscious, you are then born of the spirit as children
of light and life, even the eternal life wherewith you shall ascend
the universe of universes and attain the experience of nding God
the Father on Paradise.

4 “I admonish you ever to remember that your mission among
men is to proclaim the gospel of the kingdom — the reality of the
fatherhood of God and the truth of the sonship of man. Proclaim
the whole truth of the good news, not just a part of the saving
gospel. Yourmessage is not changed bymy resurrection experience.
Sonship with God, by faith, is still the saving truth of the gospel of
the kingdom. You are to go forth preaching the love of God and
the service of man. at which the world needs most to know is:
Men are the sons of God, and through faith they can actually real-
ize, and daily experience, this ennobling truth. My bestowal should
help all men to know that they are the children of God, but such
knowledge will not suffice if they fail personally to faith-grasp the
saving truth that they are the living spirit sons of the eternal Father.

e gospel of the kingdom is concerned with the love of the Father
and the service of his children on earth.

5 “Among yourselves, here, you share the knowledge that I have
risen from the dead, but that is not strange. I have the power to lay
down my life and to take it up again; the Father gives such power
to his Paradise Sons. You should the rather be stirred in your hearts
by the knowledge that the dead of an age entered upon the eternal
ascent soon a er I le Joseph’s new tomb. I lived my life in the
esh to show how you can, through loving service, become God-

revealing to your fellowmen even as, by loving you and serving you,
I have become God-revealing to you. I have lived among you as
the Son of Man that you, and all other men, might know that you
are all indeed the sons of God. erefore, go you now into all the
world preaching this gospel of the kingdom of heaven to all men.
Love allmen as I have loved you; serve your fellowmortals as I have
served you. Freely you have received, freely give. Only tarry here in
Jerusalem while I go to the Father, and until I send you the Spirit
of Truth. He shall lead you into the enlarged truth, and I will go
with you into all the world. I am with you always, and my peace I
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leave with you.”
6 ¶ When the Master had spoken to them, he vanished from

their sight. It was near daybreak before these believers dispersed;
all night they remained together, earnestly discussing the Master’s
admonitions and contemplating all that had befallen them. James
Zebedee and others of the apostles also told them of their experi-
ences with the morontia Master in Galilee and recited how he had
three times appeared to them.

1. THE APPEARANCE AT SYCHAR
1 About 16:00 on Sabbath a ernoon, May 13, the Master ap-

peared toNalda and about 75 Samaritan believers near Jacob’s well,
at Sychar. e believers were in the habit of meeting at this place,
near where Jesus had spoken to Nalda concerning the water of life.
On this day, just as they had nished their discussions of the re-
ported resurrection, Jesus suddenly appeared before them, saying:

2 ¶ “Peace be upon you. You rejoice to know that I am the res-
urrection and the life, but this will avail you nothing unless you are
rst born of the eternal spirit, thereby coming to possess, by faith,

the gi of eternal life. If you are the faith sons of my Father, you
shall never die; you shall not perish. e gospel of the kingdom
has taught you that all men are the sons of God. And this good
news concerning the love of the heavenly Father for his children
on earth must be carried to all the world. e time has come when
you worship God neither on Gerizim nor at Jerusalem, but where
you are, as you are, in spirit and in truth. It is your faith that saves
your souls. Salvation is the gi of God to all who believe they are
his sons. But be not deceived; while salvation is the free gi ofGod
and is bestowed upon all who accept it by faith, there follows the
experience of bearing the fruits of this spirit life as it is lived in the
esh. e acceptance of the doctrine of the fatherhood of God im-

plies that you also freely accept the associated truth of the broth-
erhood of man. And if man is your brother, he is even more than
your neighbour, whom the Father requires you to love as yourself.
Your brother, being of your own family, you will not only love with
a family affection, but you will also serve as you would serve your-
self. And you will thus love and serve your brother because you,
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being my brethren, have been thus loved and served by me. Go,
then, into all the world telling this good news to all creatures of ev-
ery race, tribe, and nation. My spirit shall go before you, and I will
be with you always.”

3 ¶ ese Samaritans were greatly astonished at this appearance
of the Master, and they hastened off to the near-by towns and vil-
lages, where they published abroad the news that they had seen Je-
sus, and that he had talked to them. And thiswas the 17morontia
appearance of the Master.

2. THE PHOENICIAN APPEARANCE
1 e Master’s 18 morontia appearance was at Tyre, on Tues-

day,May 16, at a little before 21:00. Again he appeared at the close
of a meeting of believers, as they were about to disperse, saying:

2 ¶ “Peace be upon you. You rejoice to know that the Son of
Man has risen from the dead because you thereby know that you
and your brethren shall also survive mortal death. But such sur-
vival is dependent on your having been previously born of the spirit
of truth-seeking and God- nding. e bread of life and the water
thereof are given only to those who hunger for truth and thirst for
righteousness — for God. e fact that the dead rise is not the
gospel of the kingdom. ese great truths and these universe facts
are all related to this gospel in that they are a part of the result of
believing the good news and are embraced in the subsequent ex-
perience of those who, by faith, become, in deed and in truth, the
everlasting sons of the eternal God. My Father sent me into the
world to proclaim this salvation of sonship to all men. And so send
I you abroad to preach this salvation of sonship. Salvation is the
free gi of God, but those who are born of the spirit will immedi-
ately begin to show forth the fruits of the spirit in loving service to
their fellow creatures. And the fruits of the divine spirit which are
yielded in the lives of spirit-born and God-knowing mortals are:
loving service, unsel sh devotion, courageous loyalty, sincere fair-
ness, enlightened honesty, undying hope, con ding trust, merci-
ful ministry, unfailing goodness, forgiving tolerance, and endur-
ing peace. If professed believers bear not these fruits of the divine
spirit in their lives, they are dead; the Spirit of Truth is not in them;
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they are useless branches on the living vine, and they soon will be
taken away. My Father requires of the children of faith that they
bear much spirit fruit. If, therefore, you are not fruitful, he will dig
about your roots and cut away your unfruitful branches. Increas-
ingly, must you yield the fruits of the spirit as you progress heav-
enward in the kingdom of God. You may enter the kingdom as a
child, but the Father requires that you grow up, by grace, to the full
stature of spiritual adulthood. And when you go abroad to tell all
nations the good news of this gospel, I will go before you, and my
Spirit of Truth shall abide in your hearts. My peace I leave with
you.”

3 ¶ And then the Master disappeared from their sight. e next
day there went out fromTyre those who carried this story to Sidon
and even to Antioch and Damascus. Jesus had been with these be-
lievers when he was in the esh, and they were quick to recognize
him when he began to teach them. While his friends could not
readily recognize his morontia form when made visible, they were
never slow to identify his personality when he spoke to them.

3. LAST APPEARANCE IN JERUSALEM
1 Early ursday morning, May 18, Jesus made his last appear-

ance on earth as a morontia personality. As the 11 apostles were
about to sit down to breakfast in the upper chamber of Mary
Mark’s home, Jesus appeared to them and said:

2 ¶ “Peace be upon you. I have asked you to tarry here in Jerusa-
lem until I ascend to the Father, even until I send you the Spirit of
Truth, who shall soon be poured out upon all esh, and who shall
endow you with power from on high.” Simon Zelotes interrupted
Jesus, asking, “ en,Master, will you restore the kingdom, andwill
we see the glory of God manifested on earth?” When Jesus had lis-
tened to Simon’s question, he answered: “Simon, you still cling to
your old ideas about the JewishMessiah and thematerial kingdom.
But you will receive spiritual power a er the spirit has descended
upon you, and you will presently go into all the world preaching
this gospel of the kingdom. As the Father sent me into the world,
so do I send you. And I wish that you would love and trust one
another. Judas is no more with you because his love grew cold, and
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because he refused to trust you, his loyal brethren. Have you not
read in the Scripture where it is written: ‘It is not good for man to
be alone. No man lives to himself ’? And also where it says: ‘He
who would have friends must show himself friendly’? And did I
not even send you out to teach, two and two, that you might not
become lonely and fall into the mischief and miseries of isolation?
You also well know that, when I was in the esh, I did not permit
myself to be alone for long periods. From the very beginning of
our associations I always had two or three of you constantly by my
side or else very near at hand even when I communed with the Fa-
ther. Trust, therefore, and con de in one another. And this is all
themore needful since I am this day going to leave you alone in the
world. e hour has come; I am about to go to the Father.”

3 ¶ When he had spoken, he beckoned for them to come with
him, and he led them out on the Mount of Olives, where he bade
them farewell preparatory to departing from Urantia. is was a
solemn journey to Olivet. Not a word was spoken by any of them
from the time they le the upper chamber until Jesus paused with
them on the Mount of Olives.

4. CAUSES OF JUDAS’S DOWNFALL
1 It was in the rst part of the Master’s farewell message to his

apostles that he alluded to the loss of Judas and held up the tragic
fate of their traitorous fellow worker as a solemn warning against
the dangers of social and fraternal isolation. It may be helpful to
believers, in this and in future ages, brie y to review the causes of
Judas’s downfall in the light of the Master’s remarks and in view of
the accumulated enlightenment of succeeding centuries.

2 As we look back upon this tragedy, we conceive that Judas
went wrong, primarily, because he was very markedly an isolated
personality, a personality shut in and away from ordinary social
contacts. He persistently refused to con de in, or freely fraternize
with, his fellow apostles. But his being an isolated type of personal-
itywould not, in and of itself, havewrought suchmischief for Judas
had it not been that he also failed to increase in love and grow in
spiritual grace. And then, as if to make a bad matter worse, he per-
sistently harboured grudges and fostered such psychologic enemies
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as revenge and the generalized craving to “get even”with somebody
for all his disappointments.

3 is unfortunate combination of individual peculiarities and
mental tendencies conspired to destroy a well-intentioned man
who failed to subdue these evils by love, faith, and trust. at
Judas need not have gone wrong is well proved by the cases of

omas and Nathaniel, both of whom were cursed with this same
sort of suspicion and overdevelopment of the individualistic ten-
dency. Even Andrew and Matthew had many leanings in this di-
rection; but all these men grew to love Jesus and their fellow apos-
tles more, and not less, as time passed. ey grew in grace and in
a knowledge of the truth. ey became increasingly more trust-
ful of their brethren and slowly developed the ability to con de in
their fellows. Judas persistently refused to con de in his brethren.
When he was impelled, by the accumulation of his emotional con-
icts, to seek relief in self-expression, he invariably sought the ad-

vice and received the unwise consolation of his unspiritual relatives
or those chance acquaintances who were either indifferent, or ac-
tually hostile, to the welfare and progress of the spiritual realities of
the heavenly kingdom, of which he was one of the 12 consecrated
ambassadors on earth.

4 Judas met defeat in his battles of the earth struggle because of
the following factors of personal tendencies and character weak-
ness:

5 1. He was an isolated type of human being. He was highly
individualistic and chose to grow into a con rmed “shut-in” and
unsociable sort of person.

6 2. As a child, life hadbeenmade too easy for him. Hebitterly
resented thwarting. He always expected to win; he was a very poor
loser.

7 3. He never acquired a philosophic technique for meeting
disappointment. Instead of accepting disappointments as a regu-
lar and commonplace feature of human existence, he unfailingly
resorted to the practice of blaming someone in particular, or his
associates as a group, for all his personal difficulties and disappoint-
ments.
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8 4. Hewas given to holding grudges; he was always entertain-
ing the idea of revenge.

9 5. He did not like to face facts frankly; he was dishonest in
his attitude toward life situations.

10 6. He disliked to discuss his personal problems with his im-
mediate associates; he refused to talk over his difficulties with his
real friends and those who truly loved him. In all the years of their
associationhe never oncewent to theMasterwith a purely personal
problem.

11 7. He never learned that the real rewards for noble living are,
a er all, spiritual prizes, which are not always distributed during
this one short life in the esh.

12 ¶ As a result of his persistent isolation of personality, his griefs
multiplied, his sorrows increased, his anxieties augmented, and his
despair deepened almost beyond endurance.

13 While this self-centred and ultraindividualistic apostle had
many psychic, emotional, and spiritual troubles, his main difficul-
ties were: In personality, he was isolated. In mind, he was suspi-
cious and vengeful. In temperament, he was surly and vindictive.
Emotionally, he was loveless and unforgiving. Socially, he was un-
con ding and almost wholly self-contained. In spirit, he became
arrogant and sel shly ambitious. In life, he ignored those who
loved him, and in death, he was friendless.

14 ese, then, are the factors of mind and in uences of evil
which, taken altogether, explainwhy awell-meaning andotherwise
onetime sincere believer in Jesus, even a er several years of intimate
association with his transforming personality, forsook his fellows,
repudiated a sacred cause, renounced his holy calling, and betrayed
his divine Master.

5. THE MASTER’S ASCENSION
1 It was almost 7:30 this ursday morning, May 18, when Je-

sus arrived on the western slope of Mount Olivet with his 11 silent
and somewhat bewildered apostles. From this location, about ⅔
the way up the mountain, they could look out over Jerusalem and
downuponGethsemane. Jesus nowprepared to say his last farewell
to the apostles before he took leave of Urantia. As he stood there
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before them, without being directed they knelt about him in a cir-
cle, and the Master said:

2 ¶ “I bade you tarry in Jerusalem until you were endowed with
power from on high. I am now about to take leave of you; I am
about to ascend to my Father, and soon, very soon, will we send
into this world of my sojourn the Spirit of Truth; and when he has
come, you shall begin the new proclamation of the gospel of the
kingdom, rst in Jerusalem and then to the uttermost parts of the
world. Love men with the love wherewith I have loved you and
serve your fellow mortals even as I have served you. By the spirit
fruits of your lives impel souls to believe the truth that man is a son
of God, and that all men are brethren. Remember all I have taught
you and the life I have lived among you. My love overshadows you,
my spirit will dwell with you, and my peace shall abide upon you.
Farewell.”

3 ¶ When the morontia Master had thus spoken, he vanished
from their sight. is so-called ascension of Jesus was in no way
different from his other disappearances from mortal vision during
the 40 days of his morontia career on Urantia.

4 eMasterwent toEdentia byway of Jerusem,where theMost
Highs, under the observation of the Paradise Son, released Jesus of
Nazareth from the morontia state and, through the spirit channels
of ascension, returned him to the status of Paradise sonship and
supreme sovereignty on Salvington.

5 It was about 7:45 thismorningwhen themorontia Jesus disap-
peared from the observation of his 11 apostles to begin the ascent
to the right hand of his Father, there to receive formal con rmation
of his completed sovereignty of the universe of Nebadon.

6. PETER CALLS A MEETING
1 Acting upon the instruction of Peter, John Mark and others

went forth to call the leading disciples together at the home of
Mary Mark. By 10:30, 120 of the foremost disciples of Jesus liv-
ing in Jerusalem had forgathered to hear the report of the farewell
message of the Master and to learn of his ascension. Among this
company was Mary the mother of Jesus. She had returned to Jeru-
salem with John Zebedee when the apostles came back from their
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recent sojourn in Galilee. Soon a er Pentecost she returned to the
home of Salome at Bethsaida. James the brother of Jesus was also
present at thismeeting, the rst conference of theMaster’s disciples
to be called a er the termination of his planetary career.

2 Simon Peter took it upon himself to speak for his fellow apos-
tles and made a thrilling report of the last meeting of the 11
with their Master and most touchingly portrayed the Master’s -
nal farewell and his ascension disappearance. It was a meeting the
like of which had never before occurred on this world. is part of
the meeting lasted not quite one hour. Peter then explained that
they had decided to choose a successor to Judas Iscariot, and that
a recess would be granted to enable the apostles to decide between
the two men who had been suggested for this position, Matthias
and Justus.

3 e 11 apostles then went downstairs, where they agreed to
cast lots in order to determine which of these men should become
an apostle to serve in Judas’s place. e lot fell on Matthias, and he
was declared to be the new apostle. He was duly inducted into his
office and then appointed treasurer. But Matthias had little part in
the subsequent activities of the apostles.

4 ¶ Soon a er Pentecost the twins returned to their homes in
Galilee. Simon Zelotes was in retirement for some time before he
went forth preaching the gospel. omas worried for a shorter pe-
riod and then resumed his teaching. Nathaniel differed increas-
ingly with Peter regarding preaching about Jesus in the place of
proclaiming the former gospel of the kingdom. is disagreement
became so acute by the middle of the followingmonth that Natha-
niel withdrew, going to Philadelphia to visit Abner and Lazarus;
and a er tarrying there for more than a year, he went on into the
lands beyondMesopotamia preaching the gospel as he understood
it.

5 is le but 6 of the original 12 apostles to become actors on
the stage of the early proclamationof the gospel in Jerusalem: Peter,
Andrew, James, John, Philip, and Matthew.

6 ¶ Just about noon the apostles returned to their brethren in the
upper chamber and announced that Matthias had been chosen as
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the new apostle. And thenPeter called all of the believers to engage
in prayer, prayer that they might be prepared to receive the gi of
the spirit which the Master had promised to send.



PAPER №194
BESTOWAL OF THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH

Midwayer Commission

ABOUT13:00, as the 120 believers were engaged in prayer,
they all became aware of a strange presence in the room.
At the same time these disciples all became conscious of a

new and profound sense of spiritual joy, security, and con dence.
is new consciousness of spiritual strength was immediately fol-

lowed by a strong urge to go out and publicly proclaim the gospel
of the kingdom and the good news that Jesus had risen from the
dead.

2 Peter stood up and declared that this must be the coming of
the Spirit of Truth which the Master had promised them and pro-
posed that they go to the temple and begin the proclamation of the
good news committed to their hands. And they did just what Peter
suggested.

3 ¶ ese men had been trained and instructed that the gospel
which they should preach was the fatherhood of God and the son-
ship of man, but at just this moment of spiritual ecstasy and per-
sonal triumph, the best tidings, the greatest news, these men could
think of was the fact of the risen Master. And so they went forth,
endowed with power from on high, preaching glad tidings to the
people— even salvation through Jesus—but they unintentionally
stumbled into the error of substituting some of the facts associated
with the gospel for the gospel message itself. Peter unwittingly led
off in this mistake, and others followed a er him on down to Paul,
who created anew religionout of thenewversionof the goodnews.

4 e gospel of the kingdom is: the fact of the fatherhood of
God, coupled with the resultant truth of the sonship-brotherhood
of men. Christianity, as it developed from that day, is: the fact
of God as the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, in association with
the experience of believer-fellowship with the risen and glori ed
Christ.

5 It is not strange that these spirit-infused men should have
seized upon this opportunity to express their feelings of triumph
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over the forces which had sought to destroy their Master and end
the in uence of his teachings. At such a time as this it was easier to
remember their personal association with Jesus and to be thrilled
with the assurance that the Master still lived, that their friendship
had not ended, and that the spirit had indeed come upon them
even as he had promised.

6 ese believers felt themselves suddenly translated into an-
other world, a new existence of joy, power, and glory. e Master
had told them the kingdom would come with power, and some of
them thought they were beginning to discern what he meant.

7 And when all of this is taken into consideration, it is not dif-
cult to understand how these men came to preach a new gospel

about Jesus in the place of their former message of the fatherhood
of God and the brotherhood of men.

1. THE PENTECOST SERMON
1 e apostles had been in hiding for 40 days. is day happened

to be the Jewish festival of Pentecost*, and thousands of visitors
from all parts of the world were in Jerusalem. Many arrived for this
feast, but a majority had tarried in the city since the Passover. Now
these frightened apostles emerged from their weeks of seclusion to
appear boldly in the temple, where they began to preach the new
message of a risenMessiah. And all the disciples were likewise con-
scious of having received some new spiritual endowment of insight
and power.

2 It was about 14:00 when Peter stood up in that very place
where his Master had last taught in this temple, and delivered that
impassioned appeal which resulted in the winning of more than
2,000 souls. e Master had gone, but they suddenly discovered
that this story about him had great power with the people. No
wonder they were led on into the further proclamation of that
which vindicated their former devotion to Jesus and at the same
1.1. Pentecost, It is obvious that a serious textual corruption is present somewhere be-
tween the endof Paper 193 andhere. Namely, Pentecost occurs a er 50 days, not 40, and
so 10 days are clearly “missing”. is contradiction was most likely introduced by Cali-
gastia’s agent through channelling prior to the publication of the rst edition in 1955.
For more detailed analysis, see the book e Birth of a Divine Revelation by Ernest P.
Moyer, PDF freely available at http://www.world-destiny.com.
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time so constrained men to believe in him. Six of the apostles par-
ticipated in this meeting: Peter, Andrew, James, John, Philip, and
Matthew. ey talked for more than an hour and a half and de-
livered messages in Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic, as well as a few
words in even other tongues with which they had a speaking ac-
quaintance.

3 e leaders of the Jews were astounded at the boldness of the
apostles, but they feared to molest them because of the large num-
bers who believed their story.

4 By 16:30 more than 2,000 new believers followed the apostles
down to the pool of Siloam, where Peter, Andrew, James, and John
baptized them in the Master’s name. And it was dark when they
had nished with baptizing this multitude.

5 Pentecost was the great festival of baptism, the time for fellow-
shipping the proselytes of the gate, those gentiles who desired to
serve Yahweh. It was, therefore, the more easy for large numbers of
both the Jews and believing gentiles to submit to baptism on this
day. In doing this, they were in no way disconnecting themselves
from the Jewish faith. Even for some time a er this the believers in
Jesus were a sect within Judaism. All of them, including the apos-
tles, were still loyal to the essential requirements of the Jewish cer-
emonial system.

2. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PENTECOST
1 Jesus lived on earth and taught a gospel which redeemed man

from the superstition that he was a child of the devil and elevated
him to the dignity of a faith son of God. Jesus’ message, as he
preached it and lived it in his day, was an effective solvent for man’s
spiritual difficulties in that day of its statement. And now that
he has personally le the world, he sends in his place his Spirit of
Truth, who is designed to live inman and, for each new generation,
to restate the Jesus message so that every new group of mortals to
appear upon the face of the earth shall have a new and up-to-date
version of the gospel, just such personal enlightenment and group
guidance as will prove to be an effective solvent for man’s ever-new
and varied spiritual difficulties.
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2 ¶ e rst mission of this spirit is, of course, to foster and per-
sonalize truth, for it is the comprehension of truth that constitutes
the highest form of human liberty. Next, it is the purpose of this
spirit to destroy the believer’s feeling of orphanhood. Jesus having
been among men, all believers would experience a sense of loneli-
ness had not the Spirit of Truth come to dwell in men’s hearts.

3 is bestowal of the Son’s spirit effectively prepared all nor-
mal men’s minds for the subsequent universal bestowal of the Fa-
ther’s spirit (the Adjuster) upon all mankind. In a certain sense,
this Spirit of Truth is the spirit of both the Universal Father and
the Creator Son.

4 Do not make the mistake of expecting to become strongly in-
tellectually conscious of the outpoured Spirit of Truth. e spirit
never creates a consciousness of himself, only a consciousness of
Michael, the Son. From the beginning Jesus taught that the spirit
would not speak of himself. e proof, therefore, of your fellow-
ship with the Spirit of Truth is not to be found in your conscious-
ness of this spirit but rather in your experience of enhanced fellow-
ship with Michael.

5 e spirit also came to help men recall and understand the
words of the Master as well as to illuminate and reinterpret his life
on earth.

6 Next, the Spirit of Truth came to help the believer to witness
to the realities of Jesus’ teachings and his life as he lived it in the
esh, and as he now again lives it anew and afresh in the individual

believer of each passing generation of the spirit- lled sons of God.
7 us it appears that the Spirit of Truth comes really to lead all

believers into all truth, into the expanding knowledge of the experi-
ence of the living and growing spiritual consciousness of the reality
of eternal and ascending sonship with God.

8 ¶ Jesus lived a life which is a revelation of man submitted to
the Father’s will, not an example for anyman literally to attempt to
follow. is life in the esh, together with his death on the cross
and subsequent resurrection, presently became a new gospel of the
ransom which had thus been paid in order to purchase man back
from the clutch of the evil one — from the condemnation of an
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offended God. Nevertheless, even though the gospel did become
greatly distorted, it remains a fact that this newmessage about Jesus
carried alongwith itmany of the fundamental truths and teachings
of his earlier gospel of the kingdom. And, sooner or later, these
concealed truths of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood
of men will emerge to effectually transform the civilization of all
mankind.

9 But thesemistakes of the intellect in noway interferedwith the
believer’s great progress in growth in spirit. In less than a month
a er the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth, the apostles made more
individual spiritual progress than during their almost four years of
personal and loving association with the Master. Neither did this
substitution of the fact of the resurrection of Jesus for the saving
gospel truth of sonship with God in any way interfere with the
rapid spread of their teachings; on the contrary, this overshadow-
ing of Jesus’ message by the new teachings about his person and
resurrection seemed greatly to facilitate the preaching of the good
news.

10 ¶ e term “baptism of the spirit,” which came into such gen-
eral use about this time, merely signi ed the conscious reception of
this gi of the Spirit of Truth and the personal acknowledgement
of this new spiritual power as an augmentation of all spiritual in-
uences previously experienced by God-knowing souls.
11 ¶ Since thebestowal of the Spirit ofTruth,man is subject to the

teaching and guidance of a threefold spirit endowment: the spirit
of the Father, the oughtAdjuster; the spirit of the Son, the Spirit
of Truth; the spirit of the Spirit, the Holy Spirit.

12 In a way, mankind is subject to the double in uence of the sev-
enfold appeal of the universe spirit in uences. e early evolution-
ary races of mortals are subject to the progressive contact of the
seven adjutant mind-spirits of the local universe Mother Spirit. As
manprogresses upward in the scale of intelligence and spiritual per-
ception, there eventually come to hover over him and dwell within
him the seven higher spirit in uences. And these seven spirits of
the advancing worlds are:

13 1. e bestowed spirit of the Universal Father — the
ought Adjusters.
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14 2. e spirit presence of the Eternal Son — the spirit grav-
ity of the universe of universes and the certain channel of all spirit
communion.

15 3. e spirit presence of the In nite Spirit — the universal
spirit-mind of all creation, the spiritual source of the intellectual
kinship of all progressive intelligences.

16 4. e spirit of the Universal Father and the Creator Son —
the Spirit of Truth, generally regarded as the spirit of the Universe
Son.

17 5. e spirit of the In nite Spirit and the Universe Mother
Spirit— theHoly Spirit, generally regarded as the spirit of theUni-
verse Spirit.

18 6. e mind-spirit of the Universe Mother Spirit — the
seven adjutant mind-spirits of the local universe.

19 7. e spirit of theFather, Sons, andSpirits—thenew-name
spirit of the ascending mortals of the realms a er the fusion of the
mortal spirit-born soul with the Paradise ought Adjuster and af-
ter the subsequent attainment of the divinity and glori cation of
the status of the Paradise Corps of the Finality.

20 ¶ And so did the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth bring to the
world and its peoples the last of the spirit endowment designed to
aid in the ascending search for God.

3. WHAT HAPPENED AT PENTECOST
1 Many queer and strange teachings became associated with the

early narratives of the day of Pentecost. In subsequent times the
events of this day, on which the Spirit of Truth, the new teacher,
came to dwell withmankind, have become confused with the fool-
ish outbreaks of rampant emotionalism. e chief mission of this
outpoured spirit of the Father and the Son is to teach men about
the truths of the Father’s love and the Son’s mercy. ese are the
truths of divinity which men can comprehend more fully than all
the other divine traits of character. e Spirit ofTruth is concerned
primarily with the revelation of the Father’s spirit nature and the
Son’s moral character. e Creator Son, in the esh, revealed God
to men; the Spirit of Truth, in the heart, reveals the Creator Son
to men. When man yields the “fruits of the spirit” in his life, he
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is simply showing forth the traits which the Master manifested in
his own earthly life. When Jesus was on earth, he lived his life as
one personality — Jesus of Nazareth. As the indwelling spirit of
the “new teacher,” theMaster has, since Pentecost, been able to live
his life anew in the experience of every truth-taught believer.

2 Many things which happen in the course of a human life are
hard to understand, difficult to reconcile with the idea that this is
a universe in which truth prevails and in which righteousness tri-
umphs. It so o en appears that slander, lies, dishonesty, and un-
righteousness — sin — prevail. Does faith, a er all, triumph over
evil, sin, and iniquity? It does. And the life and death of Jesus are
the eternal proof that the truth of goodness and the faith of the
spirit-led creature will always be vindicated. ey taunted Jesus on
the cross, saying, “Let us see if God will come and deliver him.”
It looked dark on that day of the cruci xion, but it was gloriously
bright on the resurrection morning; it was still brighter and more
joyous on the day of Pentecost. e religions of pessimistic despair
seek to obtain release from the burdens of life; they crave extinction
in endless slumber and rest. ese are the religions of primitive fear
and dread. e religion of Jesus is a new gospel of faith to be pro-
claimed to struggling humanity. is new religion is founded on
faith, hope, and love.

3 To Jesus, mortal life had dealt its hardest, cruellest, and bit-
terest blows; and this man met these ministrations of despair with
faith, courage, and the unswerving determination to do his Father’s
will. Jesus met life in all its terrible reality and mastered it — even
in death. He did not use religion as a release from life. e reli-
gion of Jesus does not seek to escape this life in order to enjoy the
waiting bliss of another existence. e religion of Jesus provides
the joy and peace of another and spiritual existence to enhance and
ennoble the life which men now live in the esh.

4 If religion is an opiate to the people, it is not the religion of
Jesus. On the cross he refused to drink the deadening drug, and his
spirit, poured out upon all esh, is a mighty world in uence which
leads man upward and urges him onward. e spiritual forward
urge is the most powerful driving force present in this world; the
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truth-learning believer is the one progressive and aggressive soul on
earth.

5 On the day of Pentecost the religion of Jesus broke all national
restrictions and racial fetters. It is forever true, “Where the spirit of
the Lord is, there is liberty.” On this day the Spirit of Truth became
the personal gi from the Master to every mortal. is spirit was
bestowed for the purpose of qualifying believersmore effectively to
preach the gospel of the kingdom, but theymistook the experience
of receiving the outpoured spirit for a part of the new gospel which
they were unconsciously formulating.

6 ¶ Do not overlook the fact that the Spirit of Truth was be-
stowedupon all sincere believers; this gi of the spirit did not come
only to the apostles. e 120 men and women assembled in the
upper chamber all received the new teacher, as did all the honest
of heart throughout the whole world. is new teacher was be-
stowed upon mankind, and every soul received him in accordance
with the love for truth and the capacity to grasp and comprehend
spiritual realities. At last, true religion is delivered from the cus-
tody of priests and all sacred classes and nds its real manifestation
in the individual souls of men.

7 ¶ e religion of Jesus fosters the highest type of human civ-
ilization in that it creates the highest type of spiritual personality
and proclaims the sacredness of that person.

8 e coming of the Spirit of Truth on Pentecost made possi-
ble a religion which is neither radical nor conservative; it is nei-
ther the old nor the new; it is to be dominated neither by the old
nor the young. e fact of Jesus’ earthly life provides a xed point
for the anchor of time, while the bestowal of the Spirit of Truth
provides for the everlasting expansion and endless growth of the
religion which he lived and the gospel which he proclaimed. e
spirit guides into all truth; he is the teacher of an expanding and
always-growing religion of endless progress and divine unfolding.

is new teacher will be forever unfolding to the truth-seeking be-
liever thatwhichwas so divinely folded up in the person andnature
of the Son of Man.

9 e manifestations associated with the bestowal of the “new
teacher,” and the reception of the apostles’ preaching by themen of
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various races and nations gathered together at Jerusalem, indicate
the universality of the religion of Jesus. e gospel of the kingdom
was to be identi ed with no particular race, culture, or language.

is day of Pentecost witnessed the great effort of the spirit to lib-
erate the religion of Jesus from its inherited Jewish fetters. Even
a er this demonstration of pouring out the spirit upon all esh,
the apostles at rst endeavoured to impose the requirements of Ju-
daism upon their converts. Even Paul had trouble with his Jerusa-
lembrethren because he refused to subject the gentiles to these Jew-
ish practices. No revealed religion can spread to all the world when
it makes the seriousmistake of becoming permeated with some na-
tional culture or associated with established racial, social, or eco-
nomic practices.

10 e bestowal of the Spirit of Truth was independent of all
forms, ceremonies, sacred places, and special behaviour by those
who received the fullness of its manifestation. When the spirit
came upon those assembled in the upper chamber, they were sim-
ply sitting there, having just been engaged in silent prayer. e
spirit was bestowed in the country as well as in the city. It was not
necessary for the apostles to go apart to a lonely place for years of
solitary meditation in order to receive the spirit. For all time, Pen-
tecost disassociates the idea of spiritual experience from the notion
of especially favourable environments.

11 ¶ Pentecost, with its spiritual endowment, was designed for-
ever to loose the religion of the Master from all dependence upon
physical force; the teachers of this new religion are now equipped
with spiritual weapons. ey are to go out to conquer the world
with unfailing forgiveness, matchless good will, and abounding
love. ey are equipped to overcome evil with good, to vanquish
hate by love, to destroy fear with a courageous and living faith
in truth. Jesus had already taught his followers that his religion
was never passive; always were his disciples to be active and posi-
tive in their ministry of mercy and in their manifestations of love.
No longer did these believers look upon Yahweh as “the Lord of
Hosts.” ey now regarded the eternal Deity as the “God and Fa-
ther of the Lord Jesus Christ.” ey made that progress, at least,
even if they did in some measure fail fully to grasp the truth that
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God is also the spiritual Father of every individual.
12 Pentecost endowedmortal manwith the power to forgive per-

sonal injuries, to keep sweet in the midst of the gravest injustice, to
remain unmoved in the face of appalling danger, and to challenge
the evils of hate and anger by the fearless acts of love and forbear-
ance. Urantia has passed through the ravages of great and destruc-
tive wars in its history. All participants in these terrible struggles
met with defeat. ere was but one victor; there was only one who
came out of these embittered struggles with an enhanced reputa-
tion — that was Jesus of Nazareth and his gospel of overcoming
evil with good. e secret of a better civilization is bound up in the
Master’s teachings of the brotherhood ofman, the goodwill of love
and mutual trust.

13 Up to Pentecost, religion had revealed only man seeking for
God; since Pentecost, man is still searching for God, but there
shines out over the world the spectacle ofGod also seeking forman
and sending his spirit to dwell within him when he has found him.

14 ¶ Before the teachings of Jesus which culminated in Pentecost,
women had little or no spiritual standing in the tenets of the older
religions. A er Pentecost, in the brotherhood of the kingdom wo-
man stood before God on an equality with man. Among the 120
who received this special visitation of the spirit were many of the
women disciples, and they shared these blessings equally with the
men believers. No longer can man presume to monopolize the
ministry of religious service. e Pharisee might go on thanking
God that he was “not born a woman, a leper, or a gentile,” but
among the followers of Jesus woman has been forever set free from
all religious discriminations based on sex. Pentecost obliterated all
religious discrimination founded on racial distinction, cultural dif-
ferences, social caste, or sex prejudice. No wonder these believers
in the new religion would cry out, “Where the spirit of the Lord is,
there is liberty.”

15 ¶ Both the mother and brother of Jesus were present among
the 120 believers, and as members of this common group of disci-
ples, they also received theoutpoured spirit. ey receivednomore
of the good gi than did their fellows. No special gi was bestowed
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upon the members of Jesus’ earthly family. Pentecost marked the
end of special priesthoods and all belief in sacred families.

16 ¶ Before Pentecost the apostles had given up much for Jesus.
ey had sacri ced their homes, families, friends, worldly goods,

and positions. At Pentecost they gave themselves to God, and the
Father and the Son respondedby giving themselves toman—send-
ing their spirits to live within men. is experience of losing self
and nding the spirit was not one of emotion; it was an act of in-
telligent self-surrender and unreserved consecration.

17 Pentecost was the call to spiritual unity among gospel believ-
ers. When the spirit descended on the disciples at Jerusalem, the
same thing happened in Philadelphia, Alexandria, and at all other
places where true believers dwelt. It was literally true that “there
was but one heart and soul among the multitude of the believers.”

e religion of Jesus is the most powerful unifying in uence the
world has ever known.

18 ¶ Pentecost was designed to lessen the self-assertiveness of in-
dividuals, groups, nations, and races. It is this spirit of self-assertive-
ness which so increases in tension that it periodically breaks loose
in destructive wars. Mankind can be uni ed only by the spiritual
approach, and the Spirit of Truth is a world in uence which is uni-
versal.

19 e coming of the Spirit ofTruth puri es the humanheart and
leads the recipient to formulate a life purpose single to the will of
God and the welfare of men. e material spirit of sel shness has
been swallowed up in this new spiritual bestowal of sel essness.
Pentecost, then and now, signi es that the Jesus of history has be-
come the divine Son of living experience. e joy of this outpoured
spirit, when it is consciously experienced in human life, is a tonic
for health, a stimulus formind, and anunfailing energy for the soul.

20 ¶ Prayer did not bring the spirit on the day of Pentecost, but
it did have much to do with determining the capacity of receptiv-
ity which characterized the individual believers. Prayer does not
move the divine heart to liberality of bestowal, but it does so o en
dig out larger and deeper channels wherein the divine bestowals
may ow to the hearts and souls of those who thus remember to
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maintain unbroken communion with their Maker through sincere
prayer and true worship.

4. BEGINNINGS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH
1 When Jesus was so suddenly seized by his enemies and so

quickly cruci ed between two thieves, his apostles and disciples
were completely demoralized. e thought of theMaster, arrested,
bound, scourged, and cruci ed, was toomuch for even the apostles.

ey forgot his teachings andhiswarnings. Hemight, indeed, have
been “a prophet mighty in deed and word before God and all the
people,” but he could hardly be theMessiah they had hoped would
restore the kingdom of Israel.

2 en comes the resurrection, with its deliverance from despair
and the return of their faith in the Master’s divinity. Again and
again they see him and talk with him, and he takes them out on
Olivet, where he bids them farewell and tells them he is going back
to the Father. He has told them to tarry in Jerusalem until they are
endowed with power — until the Spirit of Truth shall come. And
on the day of Pentecost this new teacher comes, and they go out
at once to preach their gospel with new power. ey are the bold
and courageous followers of a living Lord, not a dead and defeated
leader. e Master lives in the hearts of these evangelists; God is
not a doctrine in their minds; he has become a living presence in
their souls.

3 “Day by day they continued steadfastly and with one accord in
the temple and breaking bread at home. ey took their food with
gladness and singleness of heart, praising God and having favour
with all the people. ey were all lled with the spirit, and they
spoke theword ofGodwith boldness. And themultitudes of those
who believed were of one heart and soul; and not one of them said
that aught of the things which he possessed was his own, and they
had all things in common.”

4 ¶ What has happened to these men whom Jesus had ordained
to go forth preaching the gospel of the kingdom, the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of man? ey have a new gospel; they
are on re with a new experience; they are lled with a new spir-
itual energy. eir message has suddenly shi ed to the proclama-
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tion of the risen Christ: “Jesus of Nazareth, a man God approved
by mighty works and wonders; him, being delivered up by the de-
terminate counsel and foreknowledge of God, you did crucify and
slay. e things which God foreshadowed by the mouth of all
the prophets, he thus ful lled. is Jesus did God raise up. God
has made him both Lord and Christ. Being, by the right hand of
God, exalted and having received from the Father the promise of
the spirit, he has poured forth this which you see and hear. Re-
pent, that your sins may be blotted out; that the Father may send
the Christ, who has been appointed for you, even Jesus, whom the
heavenmust receive until the times of the restoration of all things.”

5 e gospel of the kingdom, the message of Jesus, had been
suddenly changed into the gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ. ey
now proclaimed the facts of his life, death, and resurrection and
preached the hope of his speedy return to this world to nish the
work he began. us the message of the early believers had to do
with preaching about the facts of his rst coming and with teach-
ing the hope of his second coming, an event which they deemed to
be very near at hand.

6 Christ was about to become the creed of the rapidly forming
church. Jesus lives; he died formen; he gave the spirit; he is coming
again. Jesus lled all their thoughts and determined all their new
concept ofGod and everything else. ey were toomuch enthused
over the new doctrine that “God is the Father of the Lord Jesus” to
be concernedwith the oldmessage that “God is the lovingFather of
all men,” even of every single individual. True, a marvellous mani-
festation of brotherly love and unexampled goodwill did spring up
in these early communities of believers. But it was a fellowship of
believers in Jesus, not a fellowship of brothers in the family king-
dom of the Father in heaven. eir good will arose from the love
born of the concept of Jesus’ bestowal and not from the recogni-
tion of the brotherhood of mortal man. Nevertheless, they were
lled with joy, and they lived such new and unique lives that all

men were attracted to their teachings about Jesus. ey made the
greatmistake of using the living and illustrative commentary on the
gospel of the kingdom for that gospel, but even that represented the
greatest religion mankind had ever known.
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7 Unmistakably, a new fellowship was arising in the world.
“ e multitude who believed continued steadfastly in the apostles’
teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and in prayers.”

ey called each other brother and sister; they greeted one another
with a holy kiss; they ministered to the poor. It was a fellowship of
living as well as of worship. eywere not communal by decree but
by the desire to share their goods with their fellow believers. ey
con dently expected that Jesus would return to complete the es-
tablishment of the Father’s kingdom during their generation. is
spontaneous sharing of earthly possessions was not a direct feature
of Jesus’ teaching; it came about because these men and women so
sincerely and so con dently believed that he was to return any day
to nish his work and to consummate the kingdom. But the nal
results of this well-meant experiment in thoughtless brotherly love
were disastrous and sorrow-breeding. ousands of earnest believ-
ers sold their property and disposed of all their capital goods and
other productive assets. With the passing of time, the dwindling
resources of Christian “equal-sharing” came to an end — but the
world did not. Very soon the believers at Antioch were taking up a
collection to keep their fellow believers at Jerusalem from starving.

8 ¶ In these days they celebrated theLord’s Supper a er theman-
ner of its establishment; that is, they assembled for a social meal
of good fellowship and partook of the sacrament at the end of the
meal.

9 ¶ At rst they baptized in the name of Jesus; it was almost 20
years before they began to baptize in “the name of the Father, the
Son, and theHoly Spirit.” Baptismwas all that was required for ad-
mission into the fellowship of believers. ey had no organization
as yet; it was simply the Jesus brotherhood.

10 ¶ is Jesus sect was growing rapidly, and once more the Sad-
ducees took notice of them. e Pharisees were little bothered
about the situation, seeing that none of the teachings in any way
interfered with the observance of the Jewish laws. But the Sad-
ducees began to put the leaders of the Jesus sect in jail until they
were prevailed upon to accept the counsel of one of the leading rab-
bis, Gamaliel, who advised them: “Refrain from these men and let
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them alone, for if this counsel or this work is ofmen, it will be over-
thrown; but if it is of God, you will not be able to overthrow them,
lest haply you be found even to be ghting against God.” ey de-
cided to followGamaliel’s counsel, and there ensued a timeof peace
and quiet in Jerusalem, during which the new gospel about Jesus
spread rapidly.

11 And so all went well in Jerusalem until the time of the com-
ing of the Greeks in large numbers from Alexandria. Two of the
pupils ofRodan arrived in Jerusalemandmademany converts from
among the Hellenists. Among their early converts were Stephen
and Barnabas. ese able Greeks did not so much have the Jewish
viewpoint, and they did not so well conform to the Jewish mode
of worship and other ceremonial practices. And it was the do-
ings of these Greek believers that terminated the peaceful relations
between the Jesus brotherhood and the Pharisees and Sadducees.
Stephen and his Greek associate began to preach more as Jesus
taught, and this brought them into immediate con ict with the
Jewish rulers. In one of Stephen’s public sermons, when he reached
the objectionable part of the discourse, they dispensed with all for-
malities of trial and proceeded to stone him to death on the spot.

12 Stephen, the leader of the Greek colony of Jesus’ believers in
Jerusalem, thus became the rst martyr to the new faith and the
speci c cause for the formal organization of the early Christian
church. is new crisis was met by the recognition that believers
could not longer go on as a sect within the Jewish faith. ey all
agreed that they must separate themselves from unbelievers; and
within one month from the death of Stephen the church at Jeru-
salem had been organized under the leadership of Peter, and James
the brother of Jesus had been installed as its titular head.

13 And then broke out the new and relentless persecutions by the
Jews, so that the active teachers of the new religion about Jesus,
which subsequently at Antioch was called Christianity, went forth
to the ends of the empire proclaiming Jesus. In carrying this mes-
sage, before the timeofPaul the leadershipwas inGreekhands; and
these rst missionaries, as also the later ones, followed the path of
Alexander’s march of former days, going by way of Gaza and Tyre
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to Antioch and then over Asia Minor to Macedonia, then on to
Rome and to the uttermost parts of the empire.



PAPER №195
AFTER PENTECOST

Midwayer Commission

THE results of Peter’s preaching on the day of Pentecost were
such as to decide the future policies, and to determine the
plans, of themajority of the apostles in their efforts to pro-

claim the gospel of the kingdom. Peter was the real founder of the
Christian church; Paul carried the Christian message to the gen-
tiles, and the Greek believers carried it to the whole Roman Em-
pire.

2 Although the tradition-bound and priest-ridden Hebrews, as
a people, refused to accept either Jesus’ gospel of the fatherhood
of God and the brotherhood of man or Peter’s and Paul’s procla-
mation of the resurrection and ascension of Christ (subsequent
Christianity), the rest of the Roman Empire was found to be re-
ceptive to the evolving Christian teachings. Western civilization
was at this time intellectual, war weary, and thoroughly skeptical
of all existing religions and universe philosophies. e peoples of
theWesternworld, the bene ciaries ofGreek culture, had a revered
tradition of a great past. ey could contemplate the inheritance of
great accomplishments in philosophy, art, literature, and political
progress. But with all these achievements they had no soul-satisfy-
ing religion. eir spiritual longings remained unsatis ed.

3 Upon such a stage of human society the teachings of Jesus, em-
braced in the Christian message, were suddenly thrust. A new or-
der of living was thus presented to the hungry hearts of theseWest-
ern peoples. is situation meant immediate con ict between the
older religious practices and the newChristianized version of Jesus’
message to the world. Such a con ict must result in either decided
victory for the new or for the old or in some degree of compromise.
History shows that the struggle ended in compromise. Christian-
ity presumed to embrace too much for any one people to assimi-
late in one or two generations. It was not a simple spiritual appeal,
such as Jesus had presented to the souls of men; it early struck a de-
cided attitude on religious rituals, education, magic, medicine, art,
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literature, law, government, morals, sex regulation, polygamy, and,
in limited degree, even slavery. Christianity came not merely as a
new religion — something all the Roman Empire and all the Ori-
ent were waiting for — but as a new order of human society. And as
such a pretension it quickly precipitated the social-moral clash of
the ages. e ideals of Jesus, as they were reinterpreted by Greek
philosophy and socialized in Christianity, now boldly challenged
the traditions of the human race embodied in the ethics, morality,
and religions of Western civilization.

4 ¶ At rst, Christianity won as converts only the lower social
and economic strata. But by the beginning of the second century
the very best of Graeco-Roman culture was increasingly turning to
this new order of Christian belief, this new concept of the purpose
of living and the goal of existence.

5 How did this new message of Jewish origin, which had almost
failed in the land of its birth, so quickly and effectively capture the
very best minds of the Roman Empire? e triumph of Christian-
ity over the philosophic religions and themystery cults was due to:

6 1. Organization. Paul was a great organizer and his succes-
sors kept up the pace he set.

7 2. Christianity was thoroughly Hellenized. It embraced the
best in Greek philosophy as well as the cream of Hebrew theology.

8 3. But best of all, it contained a new and great ideal, the echo
of the life bestowal of Jesus and the re ection of his message of sal-
vation for all mankind.

9 4. e Christian leaders were willing to make such compro-
mises withMithraism that the better half of its adherents werewon
over to the Antioch cult.

10 5. Likewise did the next and later generations of Christian
leaders make such further compromises with paganism that even
the Roman emperor Constantine was won to the new religion.

11 ¶ But theChristiansmade a shrewd bargainwith the pagans in
that they adopted the ritualistic pageantry of the paganwhile com-
pelling thepagan to accept theHellenized versionofPaulineChris-
tianity. ey made a better bargain with the pagans than they did
with the Mithraic cult, but even in that earlier compromise they
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came off more than conquerors in that they succeeded in eliminat-
ing the gross immoralities and also numerous other reprehensible
practices of the Persian mystery.

12 Wisely or unwisely, these early leaders of Christianity deliber-
ately compromised the ideals of Jesus in an effort to save and fur-
ther many of his ideas. And they were eminently successful. But
mistake not! these compromised ideals of the Master are still la-
tent in his gospel, and they will eventually assert their full power
upon the world.

13 By this paganization of Christianity the old order won many
minor victories of a ritualistic nature, but theChristians gained the
ascendancy in that:

14 1. A new and enormously higher note in human morals was
struck.

15 2. A new and greatly enlarged concept of God was given to
the world.

16 3. e hope of immortality became a part of the assurance
of a recognized religion.

17 4. Jesus of Nazareth was given to man’s hungry soul.
18 ¶ Many of the great truths taught by Jesus were almost lost in

these early compromises, but they yet slumber in this religion of
paganized Christianity, which was in turn the Pauline version of
the life and teachings of the Son of Man. And Christianity, even
before it was paganized, was rst thoroughly Hellenized. Chris-
tianity owes much, very much, to the Greeks. It was a Greek, from
Egypt, who so bravely stood up at Nicaea and so fearlessly chal-
lenged this assembly that it dared not so obscure the concept of
the nature of Jesus that the real truth of his bestowal might have
been in danger of being lost to the world. is Greek’s name was
Athanasius, and but for the eloquence and the logic of this believer,
the persuasions of Arius would have triumphed.

1. INFLUENCE OF THE GREEKS
1 e Hellenization of Christianity started in earnest on that

eventful day when the Apostle Paul stood before the council of the
Areopagus in Athens and told the Athenians about “theUnknown
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God.” ere, under the shadow of the Acropolis, this Roman cit-
izen proclaimed to these Greeks his version of the new religion
which had taken origin in the Jewish land of Galilee. And there
was something strangely alike in Greek philosophy and many of
the teachings of Jesus. ey had a common goal — both aimed
at the emergence of the individual. e Greek, at social and po-
litical emergence; Jesus, at moral and spiritual emergence. e
Greek taught intellectual liberalism leading to political freedom;
Jesus taught spiritual liberalism leading to religious liberty. ese
two ideas put together constituted a new and mighty charter for
human freedom; they presagedman’s social, political, and spiritual
liberty.

2 Christianity came into existence and triumphed over all con-
tending religions primarily because of two things:

3 1. e Greek mind was willing to borrow new and good
ideas even from the Jews.

4 2. Paul and his successors were willing but shrewd and saga-
cious compromisers; they were keen theologic traders.

5 ¶ At the time Paul stood up in Athens preaching “Christ and
Him Cruci ed,” the Greeks were spiritually hungry; they were in-
quiring, interested, and actually looking for spiritual truth. Never
forget that at rst the Romans fought Christianity, while the
Greeks embraced it, and that it was theGreeks who literally forced
the Romans subsequently to accept this new religion, as thenmod-
i ed, as a part of Greek culture.

6 e Greek revered beauty, the Jew holiness, but both peoples
loved truth. For centuries the Greek had seriously thought and
earnestly debated about all human problems — social, economic,
political, and philosophic — except religion. Few Greeks had paid
much attention to religion; they did not take even their own re-
ligion very seriously. For centuries the Jews had neglected these
other elds of thought while they devoted their minds to religion.

ey took their religion very seriously, too seriously. As illumi-
nated by the content of Jesus’ message, the united product of the
centuries of the thought of these two peoples nowbecame the driv-
ing power of a new order of human society and, to a certain extent,
of a new order of human religious belief and practice.
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7 ¶ e in uence of Greek culture had already penetrated the
lands of the western Mediterranean when Alexander spread Hel-
lenistic civilization over the near-Eastern world. e Greeks did
very well with their religion and their politics as long as they lived
in small city-states, but when the Macedonian king dared to ex-
pand Greece into an empire, stretching from the Adriatic to the
Indus, trouble began. e art and philosophy of Greece were fully
equal to the task of imperial expansion, but not so with Greek po-
litical administration or religion. A er the city-states of Greece
had expanded into empire, their rather parochial gods seemed a
little queer. e Greeks were really searching for one God, a greater
and betterGod, when theChristianized version of the older Jewish
religion came to them.

8 e Hellenistic Empire, as such, could not endure. Its cul-
tural sway continued on, but it endured only a er securing from
theWest theRomanpolitical genius for empire administration and
a er obtaining from the East a religion whose one God possessed
empire dignity.

9 In the rst century a erChrist, Hellenistic culture had already
attained its highest levels; its retrogression had begun; learningwas
advancing but geniuswas declining. It was at this very time that the
ideas and ideals of Jesus, which were partially embodied in Chris-
tianity, became a part of the salvage of Greek culture and learning.

10 Alexander had charged on the East with the cultural gi of
the civilization of Greece; Paul assaulted the West with the Chris-
tian version of the gospel of Jesus. Andwherever theGreek culture
prevailed throughout theWest, thereHellenizedChristianity took
root.

11 ¶ e Eastern version of the message of Jesus, notwithstand-
ing that it remained more true to his teachings, continued to fol-
low the uncompromising attitude of Abner. It never progressed as
did the Hellenized version and was eventually lost in the Islamic
movement.

2. THE ROMAN INFLUENCE
1 e Romans bodily took over Greek culture, putting represen-

tative government in the place of government by lot. And presently
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this change favoured Christianity in that Rome brought into the
whole Western world a new tolerance for strange languages, peo-
ples, and even religions.

2 Much of the early persecution of Christians in Rome was due
solely to their unfortunate use of the term “kingdom” in their
preaching. e Romans were tolerant of any and all religions but
very resentful of anything that savoured of political rivalry. And so,
when these early persecutions, due so largely to misunderstanding,
died out, the eld for religious propaganda was wide open. e
Roman was interested in political administration; he cared little
for either art or religion, but he was unusually tolerant of both.

3 Oriental law was stern and arbitrary; Greek law was uid and
artistic; Roman law was digni ed and respect-breeding. Roman
education bred an unheard-of and stolid loyalty. e early Ro-
mans were politically devoted and sublimely consecrated individ-
uals. ey were honest, zealous, and dedicated to their ideals, but
without a religion worthy of the name. Small wonder that their
Greek teachers were able to persuade them to accept Paul’s Chris-
tianity.

4 And these Romans were a great people. ey could govern the
Occident because they did govern themselves. Such unparalleled
honesty, devotion, and stalwart self-control was ideal soil for the
reception and growth of Christianity.

5 It was easy for these Graeco-Romans to become just as spir-
itually devoted to an institutional church as they were politically
devoted to the state. e Romans fought the church only when
they feared it as a competitor of the state. Rome, having little na-
tional philosophy or native culture, took over Greek culture for its
own and boldly adoptedChrist as its moral philosophy. Christian-
ity became the moral culture of Rome but hardly its religion in the
sense of being the individual experience in spiritual growth of those
who embraced the new religion in such a wholesale manner. True,
indeed, many individuals did penetrate beneath the surface of all
this state religion and found for the nourishment of their souls the
real values of the hidden meanings held within the latent truths of
Hellenized and paganized Christianity.
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6 ¶ e Stoic and his sturdy appeal to “nature and conscience”
had only the better prepared all Rome to receive Christ, at least
in an intellectual sense. e Roman was by nature and training
a lawyer; he revered even the laws of nature. And now, in Chris-
tianity, he discerned in the laws of nature the laws of God. A peo-
ple that could produce Cicero and Vergil were ripe for Paul’s Hell-
enized Christianity.

7 And so did these Romanized Greeks force both Jews and
Christians to philosophize their religion, to co-ordinate its ideas
and systematize its ideals, to adapt religious practices to the existing
current of life. And all this was enormously helped by translation
of the Hebrew scriptures into Greek and by the later recording of
the New Testament in the Greek tongue.

8 e Greeks, in contrast with the Jews andmany other peoples,
had long provisionally believed in immortality, some sort of sur-
vival a er death, and since this was the very heart of Jesus’ teach-
ing, it was certain that Christianity would make a strong appeal to
them.

9 A succession of Greek-cultural and Roman-political victories
had consolidated the Mediterranean lands into one empire, with
one language and one culture, and had made the Western world
ready for one God. Judaism provided this God, but Judaism was
not acceptable as a religion to these Romanized Greeks. Philo
helped some tomitigate their objections, butChristianity revealed
to them an even better concept of one God, and they embraced it
readily.

3. UNDER THE ROMAN EMPIRE
1 A er the consolidation of Roman political rule and a er the

dissemination of Christianity, the Christians found themselves
with one God, a great religious concept, but without empire. e
Graeco-Romans found themselves with a great empire but without
a God to serve as the suitable religious concept for empire worship
and spiritual uni cation. e Christians accepted the empire; the
empire adopted Christianity. e Roman provided a unity of po-
litical rule; theGreek, a unity of culture and learning; Christianity,
a unity of religious thought and practice.
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2 Rome overcame the tradition of nationalism by imperial uni-
versalism and for the rst time in history made it possible for dif-
ferent races and nations at least nominally to accept one religion.

3 Christianity came into favour in Rome at a time when there
was great contention between the vigorous teachings of the Stoics
and the salvation promises of the mystery cults. Christianity came
with refreshing comfort and liberating power to a spiritually hun-
gry people whose language had no word for “unsel shness.”

4 ¶ at which gave greatest power to Christianity was the way
its believers lived lives of service and even the way they died for
their faith during the earlier times of drastic persecution.

5 ¶ e teaching regardingChrist’s love for children soon put an
end to the widespread practice of exposing children to death when
they were not wanted, particularly girl babies.

6 ¶ e early plan of Christian worship was largely taken over
from the Jewish synagogue, modi ed by the Mithraic ritual; later
on, much pagan pageantry was added. e backbone of the early
Christian church consisted ofChristianizedGreekproselytes to Ju-
daism.

7 ¶ e second century a er Christ was the best time in all the
world’s history for a good religion to make progress in the Western
world. During the rst century Christianity had prepared itself, by
struggle and compromise, to take root and rapidly spread. Chris-
tianity adopted the emperor; later, he adopted Christianity. is
was a great age for the spread of a new religion. ere was religious
liberty; travel was universal and thought was untrammelled.

8 e spiritual impetus of nominally accepting Hellenized
Christianity came to Rome too late to prevent the well-started
moral decline or to compensate for the alreadywell-established and
increasing racial deterioration. is new religion was a cultural ne-
cessity for imperial Rome, and it is exceedingly unfortunate that it
did not become a means of spiritual salvation in a larger sense.

9 Even a good religion could not save a great empire from
the sure results of lack of individual participation in the affairs
of government, from overmuch paternalism, overtaxation and
gross collection abuses, unbalanced trade with the Levant which
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drained away the gold, amusement madness, Roman standardiza-
tion, the degradation of woman, slavery and race decadence, phys-
ical plagues, and a state church which became institutionalized
nearly to the point of spiritual barrenness.

10 Conditions, however, were not so bad at Alexandria. e early
schools continued to hold much of Jesus’ teachings free from com-
promise. Pantaenus taught Clement and then went on to follow
Nathaniel in proclaimingChrist in India. While some of the ideals
of Jesus were sacri ced in the building of Christianity, it should in
all fairness be recorded that, by the end of the second century, prac-
tically all the great minds of theGraeco-Romanworld had become
Christian. e triumph was approaching completion.˚

11 And this Roman Empire lasted sufficiently long to ensure the
survival of Christianity even a er the empire collapsed. But we
have o en conjectured what would have happened in Rome and
in the world if it had been the gospel of the kingdom which had
been accepted in the place of Greek Christianity.

4. THE EUROPEAN DARK AGES
1 e church, being an adjunct to society and the ally of politics,

was doomed to share in the intellectual and spiritual decline of the
so-called European “dark ages.” During this time, religion became
more and more monasticized, asceticized, and legalized. In a spir-
itual sense, Christianity was hibernating. roughout this period
there existed, alongside this slumbering and secularized religion,
a continuous stream of mysticism, a fantastic spiritual experience
bordering on unreality and philosophically akin to pantheism.

2 During these dark and despairing centuries, religion became
virtually secondhanded again. e individual was almost lost be-
fore the overshadowing authority, tradition, and dictation of the
3.10. Poutaenus taught Clement and then went on to follow Nathaniel… e cor-
rect spelling of this name is Pantaenus; Dr. Sadler, in a March 17, 1959 let-
ter (http://www.ubhistory.org/Documents/BK19590317_SadlerW_06.pdf ’) to the Rev-
erend Benjamin Adams of San Francisco, suggested the possible source of the error: “I think
the spelling of the name of the teacher in Alexandria is undoubtedly an error in transcrib-
ing the manuscript into typewriting. An “an” was undoubtedly transcribed as an “ou”. I
remember when we were sometimes in doubt as to whether a letter was an “n” or a “u” in
the manuscript. Of course, we who were preparing this matter, did not know the name of
this teacher so could have easily made this mistake.”
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church. A new spiritual menace arose in the creation of a galaxy of
“saints” who were assumed to have special in uence at the divine
courts, and who, therefore, if effectively appealed to, would be able
to intercede in man’s behalf before the Gods.

3 ButChristianitywas sufficiently socialized andpaganized that,
while it was impotent to stay the oncoming dark ages, it was the
better prepared to survive this long period of moral darkness and
spiritual stagnation. And it did persist on through the long night
of Western civilization and was still functioning as a moral in u-
ence in theworldwhen the renaissance dawned. e rehabilitation
of Christianity, following the passing of the dark ages, resulted in
bringing into existence numerous sects of the Christian teachings,
beliefs suited to special intellectual, emotional, and spiritual types
of human personality. Andmany of these special Christian groups,
or religious families, still persist at the time of the making of this
presentation.

4 ¶ Christianity exhibits a history of having originated out of
the unintended transformation of the religion of Jesus into a re-
ligion about Jesus. It further presents the history of having expe-
rienced Hellenization, paganization, secularization, institutional-
ization, intellectual deterioration, spiritual decadence, moral hi-
bernation, threatened extinction, later rejuvenation, fragmenta-
tion, and more recent relative rehabilitation. Such a pedigree is
indicative of inherent vitality and the possession of vast recuper-
ative resources. And this same Christianity is now present in the
civilized world of Occidental peoples and stands face to face with
a struggle for existence which is even more ominous than those
eventful crises which have characterized its past battles for dom-
inance.

5 ¶ Religion is now confronted by the challenge of a new age of
scienti cminds andmaterialistic tendencies. In this gigantic strug-
gle between the secular and the spiritual, the religion of Jesus will
eventually triumph.

5. THE MODERN PROBLEM
1 e XX century has brought new problems for Christianity

and all other religions to solve. e higher a civilization climbs,
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the more necessitous becomes the duty to “seek rst the realities of
heaven” in all of man’s efforts to stabilize society and facilitate the
solution of its material problems.

2 Truth o en becomes confusing and evenmisleading when it is
dismembered, segregated, isolated, and too much analysed. Living
truth teaches the truth seeker aright only when it is embraced in
wholeness and as a living spiritual reality, not as a fact of material
science or an inspiration of intervening art.

3 Religion is the revelation to man of his divine and eternal des-
tiny. Religion is a purely personal and spiritual experience and
must forever be distinguished from man’s other high forms of
thought, such as:

4 1. Man’s logical attitude toward the things ofmaterial reality.
5 2. Man’s aesthetic appreciationof beauty contrastedwithug-

liness.
6 3. Man’s ethical recognition of social obligations and politi-

cal duty.
7 4. Evenman’s sense of humanmorality is not, in and of itself,

religious.
8 ¶ Religion is designed to nd those values in the universe

which call forth faith, trust, and assurance; religion culminates
in worship. Religion discovers for the soul those supreme values
which are in contrast with the relative values discovered by the
mind. Such superhuman insight can be had only through genuine
religious experience.

9 A lasting social system without a morality predicated on spir-
itual realities can no more be maintained than could the solar sys-
tem without gravity.

10 Do not try to satisfy the curiosity or gratify all the latent ad-
venture surging within the soul in one short life in the esh. Be
patient! be not tempted to indulge in a lawless plunge into cheap
and sordid adventure. Harness your energies and bridle your pas-
sions; be calm while you await the majestic unfolding of an endless
career of progressive adventure and thrilling discovery.
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11 ¶ In confusionoverman’s origin, donot lose sight of his eternal
destiny. Forget not that Jesus loved even little children, and that he
forever made clear the great worth of human personality.

12 ¶ As you view the world, remember that the black patches of
evil which you see are shown against a white background of ulti-
mate good. You do not view merely white patches of good which
show up miserably against a black background of evil.

13 When there is so much good truth to publish and proclaim,
why should men dwell so much upon the evil in the world just be-
cause it appears to be a fact? e beauties of the spiritual values of
truth are more pleasurable and upli ing than is the phenomenon
of evil.

14 ¶ In religion, Jesus advocated and followed the method of ex-
perience, even as modern science pursues the technique of experi-
ment. We nd God through the leadings of spiritual insight, but
we approach this insight of the soul through the love of the beauti-
ful, the pursuit of truth, loyalty to duty, and the worship of divine
goodness. But of all these values, love is the true guide to real in-
sight.

6. MATERIALISM
1 Scientists have unintentionally precipitated mankind into a

materialistic panic; they have started an unthinking run on the
moral bank of the ages, but this bank of human experience has vast
spiritual resources; it can stand the demands being made upon it.
Only unthinkingmen become panicky about the spiritual assets of
the human race. When the materialistic-secular panic is over, the
religion of Jesus will not be found bankrupt. e spiritual bank of
the kingdom of heaven will be paying out faith, hope, and moral
security to all who draw upon it “in His name.”

2 No matter what the apparent con ict between materialism
and the teachings of Jesus may be, you can rest assured that, in the
ages to come, the teachings of the Master will fully triumph. In
reality, true religion cannot become involved in any controversy
with science; it is in no way concerned with material things. Reli-
gion is simply indifferent to, but sympathetic with, science, while
it supremely concerns itself with the scientist.
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3 e pursuit of mere knowledge, without the attendant inter-
pretation of wisdom and the spiritual insight of religious experi-
ence, eventually leads to pessimism and human despair. A little
knowledge is truly disconcerting.

4 At the time of this writing the worst of the materialistic age
is over; the day of a better understanding is already beginning
to dawn. e higher minds of the scienti c world are no longer
wholly materialistic in their philosophy, but the rank and le of
the people still lean in that direction as a result of former teach-
ings. But this age of physical realism is only a passing episode in
man’s life on earth. Modern science has le true religion — the
teachings of Jesus as translated in the lives of his believers — un-
touched. All science has done is to destroy the childlike illusions
of the misinterpretations of life.

5 Science is a quantitative experience, religion a qualitative expe-
rience, as regards man’s life on earth. Science deals with phenom-
ena; religion, with origins, values, and goals. To assign causes as an
explanation of physical phenomena is to confess ignorance of ul-
timates and in the end only leads the scientist straight back to the
rst great cause — the Universal Father of Paradise.
6 e violent swing froman age ofmiracles to an age ofmachines

has proved altogether upsetting toman. e cleverness and dexter-
ity of the false philosophies of mechanism belie their very mecha-
nistic contentions. e fatalistic agility of themind of amaterialist
forever disproves his assertions that the universe is a blind and pur-
poseless energy phenomenon.

7 emechanistic naturalism of some supposedly educatedmen
and the thoughtless secularism of theman in the street are both ex-
clusively concerned with things; they are barren of all real values,
sanctions, and satisfactions of a spiritual nature, as well as being de-
void of faith, hope, and eternal assurances. One of the great trou-
bles with modern life is that man thinks he is too busy to nd time
for spiritual meditation and religious devotion.

8 Materialism reduces man to a soulless automaton and consti-
tutes him merely an arithmetical symbol nding a helpless place
in the mathematical formula of an unromantic and mechanistic
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universe. But whence comes all this vast universe of mathematics
without a Master Mathematician? Science may expatiate on the
conservation of matter, but religion validates the conservation of
men’s souls — it concerns their experience with spiritual realities
and eternal values.

9 e materialistic sociologist of today surveys a community,
makes a report thereon, and leaves the people as he found them.
1900 years ago, unlearned Galileans surveyed Jesus giving his life
as a spiritual contribution toman’s inner experience and then went
out and turned the whole Roman Empire upside down.

10 But religious leaders are making a great mistake when they try
to callmodernman to spiritual battlewith the trumpet blasts of the
MiddleAges. Religionmust provide itselfwithnewandup-to-date
slogans. Neither democracy nor any other political panacea will
take the place of spiritual progress. False religions may represent
an evasion of reality, but Jesus in his gospel introducedmortal man
to the very entrance upon an eternal reality of spiritual progression.

11 To say that mind “emerged” from matter explains nothing.
If the universe were merely a mechanism and mind were unapart
from matter, we would never have two differing interpretations of
any observed phenomenon. e concepts of truth, beauty, and
goodness are not inherent in either physics or chemistry. A ma-
chine cannot know, much less know truth, hunger for righteous-
ness, and cherish goodness.

12 Science may be physical, but the mind of the truth-discerning
scientist is at once supermaterial. Matter knows not truth, neither
can it love mercy nor delight in spiritual realities. Moral convic-
tions based on spiritual enlightenment and rooted in human expe-
rience are just as real and certain asmathematical deductions based
on physical observations, but on another and higher level.

13 If men were only machines, they would react more or less uni-
formly to a material universe. Individuality, much less personality,
would be nonexistent.

14 ¶ e fact of the absolute mechanism of Paradise at the centre
of the universe of universes, in the presence of the unquali ed vo-
lition of the Second Source and Centre, makes forever certain that
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determiners are not the exclusive law of the cosmos. Materialism
is there, but it is not exclusive; mechanism is there, but it is not
unquali ed; determinism is there, but it is not alone.

15 e nite universe of matter would eventually become uni-
form and deterministic but for the combined presence ofmind and
spirit. e in uence of the cosmic mind constantly injects spon-
taneity into even the material worlds.

16 Freedom or initiative in any realm of existence is directly pro-
portional to the degree of spiritual in uence and cosmic-mind con-
trol; that is, in human experience, the degree of the actuality of do-
ing “the Father’s will.”And so, when you once start out to ndGod,
that is the conclusive proof that God has already found you.

17 e sincere pursuit of goodness, beauty, and truth leads to
God. And every scienti c discovery demonstrates the existence of
both freedom and uniformity in the universe. e discoverer was
free to make the discovery. e thing discovered is real and appar-
ently uniform, or else it could not have become known as a thing.

7. THE VULNERABILITY OF MATERIALISM
1 How foolish it is for material-minded man to allow such vul-

nerable theories as those of a mechanistic universe to deprive him
of the vast spiritual resources of the personal experience of true re-
ligion. Facts never quarrel with real spiritual faith; theories may.
Better that science should be devoted to the destruction of super-
stition rather than attempting the overthrow of religious faith —
human belief in spiritual realities and divine values.

2 Science should do for man materially what religion does for
him spiritually: extend the horizon of life and enlarge his personal-
ity. True science can have no lasting quarrel with true religion. e
“scienti cmethod” ismerely an intellectual yardstickwherewith to
measurematerial adventures and physical achievements. But being
material and wholly intellectual, it is utterly useless in the evalua-
tion of spiritual realities and religious experiences.

3 e inconsistency of the modern mechanist is: If this were
merely a material universe and man only a machine, such a man
would be wholly unable to recognize himself as such a machine,
and likewise would such a machine-man be wholly unconscious of
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the fact of the existence of such a material universe. e material-
istic dismay and despair of a mechanistic science has failed to rec-
ognize the fact of the spirit-indwelt mind of the scientist whose
very supermaterial insight formulates these mistaken and self-con-
tradictory concepts of a materialistic universe.

4 Paradise values of eternity and in nity, of truth, beauty, and
goodness, are concealed within the facts of the phenomena of the
universes of time and space. But it requires the eye of faith in a
spirit-born mortal to detect and discern these spiritual values.

5 e realities and values of spiritual progress are not a “psy-
chologic projection” — a mere glori ed daydream of the material
mind. Such things are the spiritual forecasts of the indwelling Ad-
juster, the spirit ofGod living in themind ofman. And let not your
dabblings with the faintly glimpsed ndings of “relativity” disturb
your concepts of the eternity and in nity of God. And in all your
solicitation concerning the necessity for self-expressiondonotmake
the mistake of failing to provide for Adjuster-expression, the mani-
festation of your real and better self.

6 If this were only amaterial universe, material manwould never
be able to arrive at the concept of themechanistic character of such
an exclusively material existence. is very mechanistic concept of
the universe is in itself a nonmaterial phenomenon ofmind, and all
mind is of nonmaterial origin, nomatter how thoroughly itmay ap-
pear to be materially conditioned and mechanistically controlled.

7 e partially evolved mental mechanism of mortal man is not
overendowed with consistency and wisdom. Man’s conceit o en
outruns his reason and eludes his logic.

8 e very pessimism of the most pessimistic materialist is, in
and of itself, sufficient proof that the universe of the pessimist is
not wholly material. Both optimism and pessimism are concept
reactions in a mind conscious of values as well as of facts. If the
universe were truly what the materialist regards it to be, man as a
humanmachine would then be devoid of all conscious recognition
of that very fact. Without the consciousness of the concept of val-
ues within the spirit-born mind, the fact of universe materialism
and the mechanistic phenomena of universe operation would be
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wholly unrecognized by man. One machine cannot be conscious
of the nature or value of another machine.

9 A mechanistic philosophy of life and the universe cannot be
scienti c because science recognizes and deals only with materials
and facts. Philosophy is inevitably superscienti c. Man is a mate-
rial fact of nature, but his life is a phenomenon which transcends
thematerial levels of nature in that it exhibits the control attributes
of mind and the creative qualities of spirit.

10 e sincere effort ofman to become amechanist represents the
tragic phenomenon of that man’s futile effort to commit intellec-
tual and moral suicide. But he cannot do it.

11 If the universe were only material and man only a machine,
there would be no science to embolden the scientist to postulate
this mechanization of the universe. Machines cannot measure,
classify, nor evaluate themselves. Such a scienti c piece of work
could be executed only by some entity of supermachine status.

12 If universe reality is only one vast machine, then man must be
outside of the universe and apart from it in order to recognize such
a fact and become conscious of the insight of such an evaluation.

13 ¶ If man is only a machine, by what technique does this man
come to believe or claim to know that he is only a machine? e
experience of self-conscious evaluation of one’s self is never an at-
tribute of ameremachine. A self-conscious and avowedmechanist
is the best possible answer to mechanism. If materialism were a
fact, there could be no self-conscious mechanist. It is also true that
one must rst be a moral person before one can perform immoral
acts.

14 ¶ e very claim of materialism implies a supermaterial con-
sciousness of the mind which presumes to assert such dogmas. A
mechanism might deteriorate, but it could never progress. Ma-
chines do not think, create, dream, aspire, idealize, hunger for
truth, or thirst for righteousness. ey do not motivate their lives
with the passion to serve othermachines and to choose as their goal
of eternal progression the sublime task of nding God and striv-
ing to be like him. Machines are never intellectual, emotional, aes-
thetic, ethical, moral, or spiritual.
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15 Art proves that man is not mechanistic, but it does not prove
that he is spiritually immortal. Art is mortal morontia, the inter-
vening eld betweenman, thematerial, andman, the spiritual. Po-
etry is an effort to escape from material realities to spiritual values.

16 In a high civilization, art humanizes science, while in turn it is
spiritualized by true religion — insight into spiritual and eternal
values. Art represents the human and time-space evaluation of re-
ality. Religion is the divine embrace of cosmic values and connotes
eternal progression in spiritual ascension and expansion. e art
of time is dangerous only when it becomes blind to the spirit stan-
dards of the divine patterns which eternity re ects as the reality
shadows of time. True art is the effective manipulation of the ma-
terial things of life; religion is the ennobling transformation of the
material facts of life, and it never ceases in its spiritual evaluation
of art.

17 ¶ How foolish to presume that an automaton could conceive a
philosophy of automatism, and how ridiculous that it should pre-
sume to form such a concept of other and fellow automatons!

18 ¶ Any scienti c interpretation of thematerial universe is value-
less unless it provides due recognition for the scientist. No appreci-
ation of art is genuine unless it accords recognition to the artist. No
evaluation of morals is worth while unless it includes the moralist.
No recognition of philosophy is edifying if it ignores the philoso-
pher, and religion cannot exist without the real experience of the
religionist who, in and through this very experience, is seeking to
nd God and to know him. Likewise is the universe of universes

without signi cance apart from the I AM, the in nite God who
made it and unceasingly manages it.

19 ¶ Mechanists — humanists — tend to dri with the material
currents. Idealists and spiritists dare to use their oars with intelli-
gence and vigour in order tomodify the apparently purelymaterial
course of the energy streams.

20 ¶ Science lives by the mathematics of the mind; music ex-
presses the tempo of the emotions. Religion is the spiritual rhythm
of the soul in time-space harmony with the higher and eternal
melody measurements of In nity. Religious experience is some-
thing in human life which is truly supermathematical.
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21 In language, an alphabet represents the mechanism of materi-
alism,while thewords expressive of themeaning of 1,000 thoughts,
grand ideas, and noble ideals — of love and hate, of cowardice and
courage — represent the performances of mind within the scope
de ned by both material and spiritual law, directed by the asser-
tion of the will of personality, and limited by the inherent situa-
tional endowment.

22 e universe is not like the laws, mechanisms, and the unifor-
mities which the scientist discovers, and which he comes to regard
as science, but rather like the curious, thinking, choosing, creative,
combining, anddiscriminating scientistwho thus observes universe
phenomena and classi es the mathematical facts inherent in the
mechanistic phases of the material side of creation. Neither is the
universe like the art of the artist, but rather like the striving, dream-
ing, aspiring, and advancingartistwho seeks to transcend theworld
of material things in an effort to achieve a spiritual goal.

23 e scientist, not science, perceives the reality of an evolving
and advancing universe of energy and matter. e artist, not art,
demonstrates the existence of the transient morontia world inter-
vening between material existence and spiritual liberty. e reli-
gionist, not religion, proves the existence of the spirit realities and
divine values which are to be encountered in the progress of eter-
nity.

8. SECULAR TOTALITARIANISM
1 But even a er materialism and mechanism have been more or

less vanquished, the devastating in uence of XX century secular-
ism will still blight the spiritual experience of millions of unsus-
pecting souls.

2 Modern secularismhas been fostered by twoworld-wide in u-
ences. e father of secularism was the narrow-minded and god-
less attitude of XIX and XX century so-called science — atheistic
science. e mother ofmodern secularismwas the totalitarianme-
dieval Christian church. Secularism had its inception as a rising
protest against the almost complete domination of Western civi-
lization by the institutionalized Christian church.
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3 At the time of this revelation, the prevailing intellectual and
philosophical climate of both European and American life is de-
cidedly secular — humanistic. For 300 years Western thinking
has been progressively secularized. Religion has become more and
more a nominal in uence, largely a ritualistic exercise. e major-
ity of professed Christians of Western civilization are unwittingly
actual secularists.

4 It required a great power, a mighty in uence, to free the think-
ing and living of the Western peoples from the withering grasp of
a totalitarian ecclesiastical domination. Secularism did break the
bonds of church control, and now in turn it threatens to establish
a new and godless type of mastery over the hearts and minds of
modern man. e tyrannical and dictatorial political state is the
direct offspring of scienti c materialism and philosophic secular-
ism. Secularism no sooner frees man from the domination of the
institutionalized church than it sells him into slavish bondage to
the totalitarian state. Secularism frees man from ecclesiastical slav-
ery only to betray him into the tyranny of political and economic
slavery.

5 ¶ Materialism denies God, secularism simply ignores him; at
least that was the earlier attitude. More recently, secularism has as-
sumed a more militant attitude, assuming to take the place of the
religion whose totalitarian bondage it onetime resisted. XX cen-
tury secularism tends to affirm that man does not need God. But
beware! this godless philosophy of human society will lead only to
unrest, animosity, unhappiness, war, and world-wide disaster.

6 ¶ Secularism can never bring peace to mankind. Nothing can
take the place of God in human society. But mark you well! do
not be quick to surrender the bene cent gains of the secular revolt
from ecclesiastical totalitarianism. Western civilization today en-
joys many liberties and satisfactions as a result of the secular revolt.

e greatmistake of secularismwas this: In revolting against the al-
most total control of life by religious authority, and a er attaining
the liberation from such ecclesiastical tyranny, the secularists went
on to institute a revolt against God himself, sometimes tacitly and
sometimes openly.
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7 To the secularistic revolt you owe the amazing creativity of
American industrialism and the unprecedented material progress
of Western civilization. And because the secularistic revolt went
too far and lost sight of God and true religion, there also followed
the unlooked-for harvest of world wars and international unset-
tledness.

8 It is not necessary to sacri ce faith inGod in order to enjoy the
blessings of themodern secularistic revolt: tolerance, social service,
democratic government, and civil liberties. It was not necessary
for the secularists to antagonize true religion in order to promote
science and to advance education.

9 But secularism is not the sole parent of all these recent gains
in the enlargement of living. Behind the gains of the XX century
are not only science and secularism but also the unrecognized and
unacknowledged spiritualworkings of the life and teaching of Jesus
of Nazareth.

10 WithoutGod,without religion, scienti c secularismcannever
co-ordinate its forces, harmonize its divergent and rivalrous inter-
ests, races, and nationalisms. is secularistic human society, not-
withstanding its unparalleled materialistic achievement, is slowly
disintegrating. e chief cohesive force resisting this disintegration
of antagonism is nationalism. And nationalism is the chief barrier
to world peace.

11 e inherent weakness of secularism is that it discards ethics
and religion for politics and power. You simply cannot establish
the brotherhood of men while ignoring or denying the fatherhood
of God.

12 Secular social and political optimism is an illusion. Without
God, neither freedom and liberty, nor property and wealth will
lead to peace.

13 e complete secularization of science, education, industry,
and society can lead only to disaster. During the rst third of the
XX century Urantians killed more human beings than were killed
during the whole of the Christian dispensation up to that time.
And this is only the beginning of the dire harvest of materialism
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and secularism; still more terrible destruction is yet to come.

9. CHRISTIANITY’S PROBLEM
1 Do not overlook the value of your spiritual heritage, the river

of truth running down through the centuries, even to the barren
times of a materialistic and secular age. In all your worthy efforts
to rid yourselves of the superstitious creeds of past ages, make sure
that you hold fast the eternal truth. But be patient! when the pre-
sent superstition revolt is over, the truths of Jesus’ gospelwill persist
gloriously to illuminate a new and better way.

2 But paganized and socialized Christianity stands in need of
new contact with the uncompromised teachings of Jesus; it lan-
guishes for lack of a new vision of the Master’s life on earth. A
new and fuller revelation of the religion of Jesus is destined to con-
quer an empire ofmaterialistic secularismand to overthrowaworld
sway of mechanistic naturalism. Urantia is now quivering on the
very brink of one of its most amazing and enthralling epochs of so-
cial readjustment, moral quickening, and spiritual enlightenment.

3 e teachings of Jesus, even though greatly modi ed, survived
themystery cults of their birthtime, the ignorance and superstition
of the dark ages, and are even now slowly triumphing over the ma-
terialism,mechanism, and secularismof theXX century. And such
times of great testing and threateneddefeat are always times of great
revelation.

4 ¶ Religion does need new leaders, spiritual men and women
whowill dare todepend solely on Jesus andhis incomparable teach-
ings. IfChristianity persists inneglecting its spiritualmissionwhile
it continues to busy itself with social and material problems, the
spiritual renaissance must await the coming of these new teachers
of Jesus’ religion who will be exclusively devoted to the spiritual
regeneration of men. And then will these spirit-born souls quickly
supply the leadership and inspiration requisite for the social,moral,
economic, and political reorganization of the world.

5 emodern age will refuse to accept a religion which is incon-
sistent with facts and out of harmony with its highest conceptions
of truth, beauty, and goodness. e hour is striking for a rediscov-
ery of the true and original foundations of present-day distorted
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and compromised Christianity — the real life and teachings of Je-
sus.

6 ¶ Primitive man lived a life of superstitious bondage to reli-
gious fear. Modern, civilized men dread the thought of falling un-
der the dominance of strong religious convictions. inking man
has always feared to be held by a religion. When a strong and mov-
ing religion threatens to dominate him, he invariably tries to ratio-
nalize, traditionalize, and institutionalize it, thereby hoping to gain
control of it. By such procedure, even a revealed religion becomes
man-made and man-dominated. Modern men and women of in-
telligence evade the religion of Jesus because of their fears of what
it will do to them — and with them. And all such fears are well
founded. e religion of Jesus does, indeed, dominate and trans-
form its believers, demanding that men dedicate their lives to seek-
ing for a knowledge of thewill of theFather inheaven and requiring
that the energies of living be consecrated to the unsel sh service of
the brotherhood of man.

7 Sel sh men and women simply will not pay such a price for
even the greatest spiritual treasure ever offered mortal man. Only
when man has become sufficiently disillusioned by the sorrowful
disappointments attendant upon the foolish and deceptive pur-
suits of sel shness, and subsequent to the discovery of the barren-
ness of formalized religion, will he be disposed to turnwholeheart-
edly to the gospel of the kingdom, the religion of Jesus ofNazareth.

8 e world needs more rsthand religion. Even Christianity
— the best of the religions of the XX century — is not only a re-
ligion about Jesus, but it is so largely one which men experience
secondhand. ey take their religion wholly as handed down by
their accepted religious teachers. What an awakening the world
would experience if it could only see Jesus as he really lived on earth
and know, rsthand, his life-giving teachings! Descriptive words
of things beautiful cannot thrill like the sight thereof, neither can
creedal words inspire men’s souls like the experience of knowing
the presence of God. But expectant faith will ever keep the hope-
door of man’s soul open for the entrance of the eternal spiritual
realities of the divine values of the worlds beyond.
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9 ¶ Christianity has dared to lower its ideals before the challenge
of human greed, war-madness, and the lust for power; but the re-
ligion of Jesus stands as the unsullied and transcendent spiritual
summons, calling to the best there is in man to rise above all these
legacies of animal evolution and, by grace, attain the moral heights
of true human destiny.

10 Christianity is threatened by slow death from formalism, over-
organization, intellectualism, and other nonspiritual trends. e
modern Christian church is not such a brotherhood of dynamic
believers as Jesus commissioned continuously to effect the spiritual
transformation of successive generations of mankind.

11 So-called Christianity has become a social and cultural move-
ment as well as a religious belief and practice. e stream of mod-
ern Christianity drains many an ancient pagan swamp and many a
barbarian morass; many olden cultural watersheds drain into this
present-day cultural stream as well as the high Galilean tablelands
which are supposed to be its exclusive source.

10. THE FUTURE
1 Christianity has indeed done a great service for this world, but

what is now most needed is Jesus. e world needs to see Jesus
living again on earth in the experience of spirit-born mortals who
effectively reveal the Master to all men. It is futile to talk about a
revival of primitive Christianity; you must go forward from where
you nd yourselves. Modern culture must become spiritually bap-
tizedwith a new revelation of Jesus’ life and illuminatedwith a new
understanding of his gospel of eternal salvation. And when Jesus
becomes thus li ed up, he will draw all men to himself. Jesus’ dis-
ciples should be more than conquerors, even over owing sources
of inspiration and enhanced living to all men. Religion is only an
exalted humanism until it is made divine by the discovery of the
reality of the presence of God in personal experience.

2 e beauty and sublimity, the humanity and divinity, the sim-
plicity and uniqueness, of Jesus’ life on earth present such a striking
and appealing picture of man-saving and God-revealing that the
theologians and philosophers of all time should be effectively re-
strained from daring to form creeds or create theological systems
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of spiritual bondage out of such a transcendental bestowal of God
in the form of man. In Jesus the universe produced a mortal man
in whom the spirit of love triumphed over the material handicaps
of time and overcame the fact of physical origin.

3 ¶ Ever bear in mind — God and men need each other. ey
are mutually necessary to the full and nal attainment of eternal
personality experience in the divine destiny of universe nality.

4 “ e kingdomofGod is within you” was probably the greatest
pronouncement Jesus ever made, next to the declaration that his
Father is a living and loving spirit.

5 ¶ In winning souls for the Master, it is not the rst mile of
compulsion, duty, or convention that will transform man and his
world, but rather the second mile of free service and liberty-loving
devotion that betokens the Jesusonian reaching forth to grasp his
brother in love and sweep him on under spiritual guidance toward
the higher and divine goal of mortal existence. Christianity even
nowwillingly goes the rstmile, butmankind languishes and stum-
bles along in moral darkness because there are so few genuine sec-
ond-milers — so few professed followers of Jesus who really live
and love as he taught his disciples to live and love and serve.

6 e call to the adventure of building a new and transformed
human society by means of the spiritual rebirth of Jesus’ brother-
hood of the kingdom should thrill all who believe in him as men
have not been stirred since the days when they walked about on
earth as his companions in the esh.

7 No social system or political regime which denies the reality
of God can contribute in any constructive and lasting manner to
the advancement of human civilization. But Christianity, as it is
subdivided and secularized today, presents the greatest single ob-
stacle to its further advancement; especially is this true concerning
the Orient.

8 ¶ Ecclesiasticism is at once and forever incompatible with that
living faith, growing spirit, and rsthand experience of the faith-
comrades of Jesus in the brotherhood of man in the spiritual asso-
ciation of the kingdom of heaven. e praiseworthy desire to pre-
serve traditions of past achievement o en leads to the defence of
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outgrown systems of worship. e well-meant desire to foster an-
cient thought systems effectually prevents the sponsoring of new
and adequate means and methods designed to satisfy the spiritual
longings of the expanding and advancing minds of modern men.
Likewise, the Christian churches of the XX century stand as great,
but wholly unconscious, obstacles to the immediate advance of the
real gospel — the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth.

9 Many earnest persons who would gladly yield loyalty to the
Christ of the gospel nd it very difficult enthusiastically to support
a church which exhibits so little of the spirit of his life and teach-
ings, and which they have been erroneously taught he founded. Je-
sus did not found the so-called Christian church, but he has, in ev-
erymanner consistentwith his nature, fostered it as the best existent
exponent of his lifework on earth.

10 If theChristian churchwouldonly dare to espouse theMaster’s
program, thousands of apparently indifferent youths would rush
forward to enlist in such a spiritual undertaking, and they would
not hesitate to go all the way through with this great adventure.

11 Christianity is seriously confronted with the doom embodied
in one of its own slogans: “A house divided against itself cannot
stand.” e non-Christian world will hardly capitulate to a sect-di-
vided Christendom. e living Jesus is the only hope of a possible
uni cation of Christianity. e true church — the Jesus broth-
erhood — is invisible, spiritual, and is characterized by unity, not
necessarily by uniformity. Uniformity is the earmark of the physi-
cal world of mechanistic nature. Spiritual unity is the fruit of faith
unionwith the living Jesus. e visible church should refuse longer
to handicap the progress of the invisible and spiritual brotherhood
of the kingdom of God. And this brotherhood is destined to be-
come a living organism in contrast to an institutionalized social or-
ganization. Itmaywell utilize such social organizations, but itmust
not be supplanted by them.

12 But the Christianity of even the XX century must not be de-
spised. It is the product of the combined moral genius of the God-
knowingmen ofmany races duringmany ages, and it has truly been
one of the greatest powers for good on earth, and therefore noman
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should lightly regard it, notwithstanding its inherent and acquired
defects. Christianity still contrives to move the minds of re ective
men with mighty moral emotions.

13 But there is no excuse for the involvement of the church in
commerce andpolitics; such unholy alliances are a agrant betrayal
of the Master. And the genuine lovers of truth will be slow to for-
get that this powerful institutionalized church has o en dared to
smother newborn faith and persecute truth bearers who chanced
to appear in unorthodox raiment.

14 It is all too true that such a churchwould not have survived un-
less there had been men in the world who preferred such a style of
worship. Many spiritually indolent souls crave an ancient and au-
thoritative religion of ritual and sacred traditions. Human evolu-
tion and spiritual progress are hardly sufficient to enable all men to
dispense with religious authority. And the invisible brotherhood
of the kingdommay well include these family groups of various so-
cial and temperamental classes if they are only willing to become
truly spirit-led sons of God. But in this brotherhood of Jesus there
is no place for sectarian rivalry, group bitterness, nor assertions of
moral superiority and spiritual infallibility.

15 ese various groupings of Christians may serve to accommo-
date numerous different types of would-be believers among the
various peoples of Western civilization, but such division of Chris-
tendom presents a grave weakness when it attempts to carry the
gospel of Jesus to Oriental peoples. ese races do not yet under-
stand that there is a religion of Jesus separate, and somewhat apart,
from Christianity, which has more and more become a religion
about Jesus.

16 e great hope of Urantia lies in the possibility of a new reve-
lation of Jesus with a new and enlarged presentation of his saving
message which would spiritually unite in loving service the numer-
ous families of his present-day professed followers.

17 Even secular education could help in this great spiritual renais-
sance if it would pay more attention to the work of teaching youth
how to engage in life planning and character progression. e pur-
pose of all education should be to foster and further the supreme
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purpose of life, the development of a majestic and well-balanced
personality. ere is great need for the teaching ofmoral discipline
in the place of so much self-grati cation. Upon such a foundation
religion may contribute its spiritual incentive to the enlargement
and enrichment of mortal life, even to the security and enhance-
ment of life eternal.

18 Christianity is an extemporized religion, and therefore must it
operate in low gear. High-gear spiritual performances must await
the new revelation and the more general acceptance of the real re-
ligion of Jesus. But Christianity is a mighty religion, seeing that
the commonplace disciples of a cruci ed carpenter set in motion
those teachings which conquered the Roman world in 300 years
and then went on to triumph over the barbarians who overthrew
Rome. is same Christianity conquered — absorbed and exalted
— the whole stream of Hebrew theology and Greek philosophy.
And then, when this Christian religion became comatose for more
than 1,000 years as a result of an overdose of mysteries and pagan-
ism, it resurrected itself and virtually reconquered the wholeWest-
ern world. Christianity contains enough of Jesus’ teachings to im-
mortalize it.

19 If Christianity could only grasp more of Jesus’ teachings, it
could do so much more in helping modern man to solve his new
and increasingly complex problems.

20 Christianity suffers under a great handicap because it has be-
come identi ed in the minds of all the world as a part of the social
system, the industrial life, and themoral standards ofWestern civi-
lization; and thus hasChristianity unwittingly seemed to sponsor a
society which staggers under the guilt of tolerating science without
idealism, politics without principles, wealth without work, plea-
sure without restraint, knowledge without character, power with-
out conscience, and industry without morality.

21 e hope of modern Christianity is that it should cease to
sponsor the social systems and industrial policies of Western civ-
ilization while it humbly bows itself before the cross it so valiantly
extols, there to learn anew from Jesus of Nazareth the greatest
truths mortal man can ever hear — the living gospel of the father-
hood of God and the brotherhood of man.



PAPER №196
THE FAITH OF JESUS

Midwayer Commission

JESUS enjoyed a sublime and wholehearted faith in God. He
experienced the ordinary ups and downs of mortal existence,
but he never religiously doubted the certainty of God’s watch-

care and guidance. His faith was the outgrowth of the insight born
of the activity of the divine presence, his indwelling Adjuster. His
faith was neither traditional nor merely intellectual; it was wholly
personal and purely spiritual.

2 e human Jesus sawGod as being holy, just, and great, as well
as being true, beautiful, and good. All these attributes of divinity
he focused in his mind as the “will of the Father in heaven.” Jesus’
God was at one and the same time “ e Holy One of Israel” and
“ e living and loving Father in heaven.” e concept of God as
a Father was not original with Jesus, but he exalted and elevated
the idea into a sublime experience by achieving a new revelation of
God and by proclaiming that everymortal creature is a child of this
Father of love, a son of God.

3 Jesus did not cling to faith in God as would a struggling soul
at war with the universe and at death grips with a hostile and sin-
ful world; he did not resort to faith merely as a consolation in the
midst of difficulties or as a comfort in threatened despair; faith was
not just an illusory compensation for the unpleasant realities and
the sorrows of living. In the very face of all the natural difficul-
ties and the temporal contradictions of mortal existence, he expe-
rienced the tranquillity of supreme and unquestioned trust in God
and felt the tremendous thrill of living, by faith, in the very pres-
ence of the heavenly Father. And this triumphant faith was a living
experience of actual spirit attainment. Jesus’ great contribution to
the values of human experience was not that he revealed so many
new ideas about the Father in heaven, but rather that he somagnif-
icently and humanly demonstrated a new and higher type of living
faith in God. Never on all the worlds of this universe, in the life of
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any one mortal, did God ever become such a living reality as in the
human experience of Jesus of Nazareth.

4 In the Master’s life on Urantia, this and all other worlds of the
local creation discover a new and higher type of religion, religion
based on personal spiritual relations with the Universal Father and
wholly validated by the supreme authority of genuine personal ex-
perience. is living faith of Jesus was more than an intellectual
re ection, and it was not a mystic meditation.

5 eology may x, formulate, de ne, and dogmatize faith, but
in the human life of Jesus faith was personal, living, original, spon-
taneous, and purely spiritual. is faith was not reverence for
tradition nor a mere intellectual belief which he held as a sacred
creed, but rather a sublime experience and a profound conviction
which securely held him. His faith was so real and all-encompassing
that it absolutely swept away any spiritual doubts and effectively
destroyed every con icting desire. Nothing was able to tear him
away from the spiritual anchorage of this fervent, sublime, and un-
daunted faith. Even in the face of apparent defeat or in the throes
of disappointment and threatening despair, he calmly stood in the
divine presence free from fear and fully conscious of spiritual in-
vincibility. Jesus enjoyed the invigorating assurance of the posses-
sion of un inching faith, and in each of life’s trying situations he
unfailingly exhibited an unquestioning loyalty to the Father’s will.
And this superb faith was undaunted even by the cruel and crush-
ing threat of an ignominious death.

6 In a religious genius, strong spiritual faith so many times leads
directly to disastrous fanaticism, to exaggeration of the religious
ego, but it was not so with Jesus. He was not unfavourably af-
fected in his practical life by his extraordinary faith and spirit at-
tainment because this spiritual exaltationwas awholly unconscious
and spontaneous soul expression of his personal experience with
God.

7 e all-consuming and indomitable spiritual faith of Jesus
never became fanatical, for it never attempted to run away with his
well-balanced intellectual judgments concerning the proportional
values of practical and commonplace social, economic, and moral
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life situations. e Son of Man was a splendidly uni ed human
personality; he was a perfectly endowed divine being; he was also
magni cently co-ordinated as a combined human and divine being
functioning on earth as a single personality. Always did the Mas-
ter co-ordinate the faith of the soul with the wisdom-appraisals of
seasoned experience. Personal faith, spiritual hope, and moral de-
votion were always correlated in a matchless religious unity of har-
monious association with the keen realization of the reality and sa-
credness of all human loyalties — personal honour, family love, re-
ligious obligation, social duty, and economic necessity.

8 e faith of Jesus visualized all spirit values as being found in
the kingdom of God; therefore he said, “Seek rst the kingdom of
heaven.” Jesus saw in the advanced and ideal fellowship of the king-
dom the achievement and ful lment of the “will of God.” e very
heart of the prayer which he taught his disciples was, “Your king-
dom come; your will be done.” Having thus conceived of the king-
dom as comprising the will of God, he devoted himself to the cause
of its realization with amazing self-forgetfulness and unbounded
enthusiasm. But in all his intense mission and throughout his ex-
traordinary life there never appeared the fury of the fanatic nor the
super cial frothiness of the religious egotist.

9 e Master’s entire life was consistently conditioned by this
living faith, this sublime religious experience. is spiritual atti-
tude wholly dominated his thinking and feeling, his believing and
praying, his teaching and preaching. is personal faith of a son
in the certainty and security of the guidance and protection of the
heavenly Father imparted to his unique life a profound endowment
of spiritual reality. And yet, despite this very deep consciousness
of close relationship with divinity, this Galilean, God’s Galilean,
when addressed as Good Teacher, instantly replied, “Why do you
call me good?” When we stand confronted by such splendid self-
forgetfulness, we begin to understand how the Universal Father
found it possible so fully tomanifest himself to himand reveal him-
self through him to the mortals of the realms.

10 Jesus brought to God, as a man of the realm, the greatest of
all offerings: the consecration and dedication of his own will to
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the majestic service of doing the divine will. Jesus always and con-
sistently interpreted religion wholly in terms of the Father’s will.
When you study the career of the Master, as concerns prayer or
any other feature of the religious life, look not so much for what
he taught as for what he did. Jesus never prayed as a religious duty.
To him prayer was a sincere expression of spiritual attitude, a dec-
laration of soul loyalty, a recital of personal devotion, an expres-
sion of thanksgiving, an avoidance of emotional tension, a preven-
tion of con ict, an exaltation of intellection, an ennoblement of
desire, a vindication of moral decision, an enrichment of thought,
an invigoration of higher inclinations, a consecration of impulse,
a clari cation of viewpoint, a declaration of faith, a transcenden-
tal surrender of will, a sublime assertion of con dence, a revelation
of courage, the proclamation of discovery, a confession of supreme
devotion, the validation of consecration, a technique for the adjust-
ment of difficulties, and the mighty mobilization of the combined
soul powers to withstand all human tendencies toward sel shness,
evil, and sin. He lived just such a life of prayerful consecration to
the doing of his Father’s will and ended his life triumphantly with
just such a prayer. e secret of his unparalleled religious life was
this consciousness of the presence of God; and he attained it by
intelligent prayer and sincere worship — unbroken communion
with God — and not by leadings, voices, visions, or extraordinary
religious practices.

11 In the earthly life of Jesus, religion was a living experience, a
direct and personal movement from spiritual reverence to practi-
cal righteousness. e faith of Jesus bore the transcendent fruits
of the divine spirit. His faith was not immature and credulous like
that of a child, but in many ways it did resemble the unsuspect-
ing trust of the child mind. Jesus trusted God much as the child
trusts a parent. He had a profound con dence in the universe —
just such a trust as the child has in its parental environment. Jesus’
wholehearted faith in the fundamental goodness of the universe
very much resembled the child’s trust in the security of its earthly
surroundings. He depended on the heavenly Father as a child leans
upon its earthly parent, and his fervent faith never for onemoment
doubted the certainty of the heavenly Father’s overcare. Hewas not
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disturbed seriously by fears, doubts, and skepticism. Unbelief did
not inhibit the free andoriginal expressionofhis life. He combined
the stalwart and intelligent courage of a full-grown man with the
sincere and trusting optimism of a believing child. His faith grew
to such heights of trust that it was devoid of fear.

12 e faith of Jesus attained the purity of a child’s trust. His faith
was so absolute and undoubting that it responded to the charm of
the contact of fellowbeings and to thewonders of the universe. His
sense of dependence on the divine was so complete and so con -
dent that it yielded the joy and the assurance of absolute personal
security. ere was no hesitating pretense in his religious experi-
ence. In this giant intellect of the full-grown man the faith of the
child reigned supreme in all matters relating to the religious con-
sciousness. It is not strange that he once said, “Except you become
as a little child, you shall not enter the kingdom.”Notwithstanding
that Jesus’ faith was childlike, it was in no sense childish.

13 Jesus does not require his disciples to believe in him but rather
to believe with him, believe in the reality of the love of God and
in full con dence accept the security of the assurance of sonship
with the heavenly Father. e Master desires that all his follow-
ers should fully share his transcendent faith. Jesus most touchingly
challenged his followers, not only to believe what he believed, but
also to believe as he believed. is is the full signi cance of his one
supreme requirement, “Follow me.”

14 Jesus’ earthly life was devoted to one great purpose — doing
the Father’s will, living the human life religiously and by faith. e
faith of Jesus was trusting, like that of a child, but it was wholly free
from presumption. He made robust and manly decisions, coura-
geously faced manifold disappointments, resolutely surmounted
extraordinary difficulties, and un inchingly confronted the stern
requirements of duty. It required a strong will and an unfailing
con dence to believe what Jesus believed and as he believed.

1. JESUS  THE MAN
1 Jesus’ devotion to the Father’s will and the service of man was

even more than mortal decision and human determination; it was
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a wholehearted consecration of himself to such an unreserved be-
stowal of love. No matter how great the fact of the sovereignty of
Michael, you must not take the human Jesus away from men. e
Master has ascended on high as a man, as well as God; he belongs
to men; men belong to him. How unfortunate that religion itself
should be so misinterpreted as to take the human Jesus away from
struggling mortals! Let not the discussions of the humanity or the
divinity of the Christ obscure the saving truth that Jesus of Naza-
reth was a religious man who, by faith, achieved the knowing and
the doing of the will of God; he was the most truly religious man
who has ever lived on Urantia.

2 e time is ripe towitness the gurative resurrection of the hu-
man Jesus from his burial tomb amidst the theological traditions
and the religious dogmas of 19 centuries. Jesus of Nazareth must
not be longer sacri ced to even the splendid concept of the glo-
ri ed Christ. What a transcendent service if, through this revela-
tion, the Son of Man should be recovered from the tomb of tradi-
tional theology and be presented as the living Jesus to the church
that bears his name, and to all other religions! Surely the Christian
fellowship of believers will not hesitate to make such adjustments
of faith and of practices of living as will enable it to “follow a er”
theMaster in thedemonstrationof his real life of religious devotion
to the doing of his Father’s will and of consecration to the unsel sh
service of man. Do professed Christians fear the exposure of a self-
sufficient and unconsecrated fellowship of social respectability and
sel sh economic maladjustment? Does institutional Christianity
fear the possible jeopardy, or even the overthrow, of traditional ec-
clesiastical authority if the Jesus ofGalilee is reinstated in theminds
and souls ofmortalmen as the ideal of personal religious living? In-
deed, the social readjustments, the economic transformations, the
moral rejuvenations, and the religious revisions of Christian civi-
lization would be drastic and revolutionary if the living religion of
Jesus should suddenly supplant the theologic religion about Jesus.

3 ¶ To “follow Jesus”means to personally share his religious faith
and to enter into the spirit of theMaster’s life of unsel sh service for
man. One of the most important things in human living is to nd
out what Jesus believed, to discover his ideals, and to strive for the
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achievement of his exalted life purpose. Of all human knowledge,
that which is of greatest value is to know the religious life of Jesus
and how he lived it.

4 e common people heard Jesus gladly, and they will again re-
spond to the presentation of his sincere human life of consecrated
religious motivation if such truths shall again be proclaimed to the
world. e people heard him gladly because he was one of them,
an unpretentious layman; the world’s greatest religious teacher was
indeed a layman.

5 It should not be the aim of kingdom believers literally to im-
itate the outward life of Jesus in the esh but rather to share his
faith; to trust God as he trusted God and to believe in men as he
believed inmen. Jesus never argued about either the fatherhood of
God or the brotherhood of men; he was a living illustration of the
one and a profound demonstration of the other.

6 Just as men must progress from the consciousness of the hu-
man to the realization of the divine, so did Jesus ascend from the
nature of man to the consciousness of the nature of God. And the
Master made this great ascent from the human to the divine by the
conjoint achievement of the faith of his mortal intellect and the
acts of his indwelling Adjuster. e fact-realization of the attain-
ment of totality of divinity (all the while fully conscious of the re-
ality of humanity) was attended by seven stages of faith conscious-
ness of progressive divinization. ese stages of progressive self-re-
alization were marked off by the following extraordinary events in
the Master’s bestowal experience:

7 1. e arrival of the ought Adjuster.
8 2. e messenger of Immanuel who appeared to him at Jeru-

salem when he was about 12 years old.
9 3. e manifestations attendant upon his baptism.
10 4. e experiences on the Mount of Trans guration.
11 5. e morontia resurrection.
12 6. e spirit ascension.
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13 7. e nal embrace of the Paradise Father, conferring un-
limited sovereignty of his universe.

2. THE RELIGION OF JESUS
1 Some day a reformation in the Christian church may strike

deep enough to get back to the unadulterated religious teachings of
Jesus, the author and nisher of our faith. Youmay preach a religion
about Jesus, but, perforce, youmust live the religion of Jesus. In the
enthusiasm of Pentecost, Peter unintentionally inaugurated a new
religion, the religion of the risen and glori ed Christ. e Apostle
Paul later on transformed this new gospel into Christianity, a re-
ligion embodying his own theologic views and portraying his own
personal experiencewith the Jesus of theDamascus road. e gospel
of the kingdom is founded on the personal religious experience of
the Jesus of Galilee; Christianity is founded almost exclusively on
the personal religious experience of the Apostle Paul. Almost the
whole of theNewTestament is devoted, not to the portrayal of the
signi cant and inspiring religious life of Jesus, but to a discussion
of Paul’s religious experience and to a portrayal of his personal re-
ligious convictions. e only notable exceptions to this statement,
aside from certain parts ofMatthew,Mark, and Luke, are the Book
of Hebrews and the Epistle of James. Even Peter, in his writing,
only once reverted to the personal religious life of his Master. e
NewTestament is a superbChristian document, but it is onlymea-
grely Jesusonian.

2 Jesus’ life in the esh portrays a transcendent religious growth
from the early ideas of primitive awe and human reverence up
through years of personal spiritual communion until he nally ar-
rived at that advanced and exalted status of the consciousness of
his oneness with the Father. And thus, in one short life, did Je-
sus traverse that experience of religious spiritual progression which
man begins on earth and ordinarily achieves only at the conclu-
sion of his long sojourn in the spirit training schools of the succes-
sive levels of the pre-Paradise career. Jesus progressed from a purely
human consciousness of the faith certainties of personal religious
experience to the sublime spiritual heights of the positive realiza-
tion of his divine nature and to the consciousness of his close as-
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sociation with the Universal Father in the management of a uni-
verse. He progressed from the humble status ofmortal dependence
which prompted him spontaneously to say to the one who called
him Good Teacher, “Why do you call me good? None is good but
God,” to that sublime consciousness of achieved divinity which led
him to exclaim, “Which one of you convicts me of sin?” And this
progressing ascent from the human to the divine was an exclusively
mortal achievement. And when he had thus attained divinity, he
was still the same human Jesus, the Son of Man as well as the Son
of God.

3 Mark, Matthew, and Luke retain something of the picture of
the human Jesus as he engaged in the superb struggle to ascertain
the divine will and to do that will. John presents a picture of the
triumphant Jesus as he walked on earth in the full consciousness
of divinity. e great mistake that has been made by those who
have studied theMaster’s life is that some have conceived of him as
entirely human, while others have thought of him as only divine.

roughout his entire experience he was truly both human and di-
vine, even as he yet is.

4 But the greatestmistake wasmade in that, while the human Je-
sus was recognized as having a religion, the divine Jesus (Christ) al-
most overnight became a religion. Paul’s Christianity made sure of
the adoration of the divineChrist, but it almost wholly lost sight of
the struggling and valiant human Jesus of Galilee, who, by the val-
our of his personal religious faith and the heroism of his indwelling
Adjuster, ascended from the lowly levels of humanity to become
one with divinity, thus becoming the new and living way whereby
all mortals may so ascend fromhumanity to divinity. Mortals in all
stages of spirituality and on all worlds may nd in the personal life
of Jesus that which will strengthen and inspire them as they prog-
ress from the lowest spirit levels up to the highest divine values,
from the beginning to the end of all personal religious experience.

5 At the time of the writing of the New Testament, the authors
not only most profoundly believed in the divinity of the risen
Christ, but they also devotedly and sincerely believed in his imme-
diate return to earth to consummate the heavenly kingdom. is
strong faith in the Lord’s immediate return had much to do with
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the tendency to omit from the record those references which por-
trayed the purely human experiences and attributes of the Master.

e whole Christian movement tended away from the human pic-
ture of Jesus of Nazareth toward the exaltation of the risen Christ,
the glori ed and soon-returning Lord Jesus Christ.

6 ¶ Jesus founded the religion of personal experience in doing
thewill of God and serving the human brotherhood; Paul founded
a religion in which the glori ed Jesus became the object of wor-
ship and the brotherhood consisted of fellowbelievers in the divine
Christ. In the bestowal of Jesus these two concepts were potential
in his divine-human life, and it is indeed a pity that his followers
failed to create a uni ed religion which might have given proper
recognition to both the human and the divine natures of the Mas-
ter as they were inseparably bound up in his earth life and so glori-
ously set forth in the original gospel of the kingdom.

7 You would be neither shocked nor disturbed by some of Je-
sus’ strong pronouncements if you would only remember that he
was theworld’smostwholehearted anddevoted religionist. Hewas
a wholly consecrated mortal, unreservedly dedicated to doing his
Father’s will. Many of his apparently hard sayings were more of a
personal confession of faith and a pledge of devotion than com-
mands to his followers. And it was this very singleness of purpose
and unsel sh devotion that enabled him to effect such extraordi-
nary progress in the conquest of the human mind in one short life.
Many of his declarations should be considered as a confession of
what he demanded of himself rather than what he required of all
his followers. In his devotion to the cause of the kingdom, Jesus
burned all bridges behind him; he sacri ced all hindrances to the
doing of his Father’s will.

8 Jesus blessed the poor because they were usually sincere and
pious; he condemned the rich because they were usually wanton
and irreligious. He would equally condemn the irreligious pauper
and commend the consecrated and worshipful man of wealth.

9 Jesus led men to feel at home in the world; he delivered them
from the slavery of taboo and taught them that the world was not
fundamentally evil. He did not long to escape from his earthly life;
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hemastered a technique of acceptably doing the Father’s will while
in the esh. He attained an idealistic religious life in the verymidst
of a realistic world. Jesus did not share Paul’s pessimistic view of
humankind. e Master looked upon men as the sons of God and
foresaw a magni cent and eternal future for those who chose sur-
vival. He was not a moral skeptic; he viewed man positively, not
negatively. He saw most men as weak rather than wicked, more
distraught than depraved. But no matter what their status, they
were all God’s children and his brethren.

10 He taught men to place a high value upon themselves in time
and in eternity. Because of this high estimate which Jesus placed
upon men, he was willing to spend himself in the unremitting ser-
vice of humankind. And it was this in nite worth of the nite that
made the golden rule a vital factor in his religion. Whatmortal can
fail to be upli ed by the extraordinary faith Jesus has in him?

11 Jesus offered no rules for social advancement; his was a re-
ligious mission, and religion is an exclusively individual experi-
ence. e ultimate goal of society’s most advanced achievement
can never hope to transcend Jesus’ brotherhood of men based on
the recognition of the fatherhood of God. e ideal of all social
attainment can be realized only in the coming of this divine king-
dom.

3. THE SUPREMACY OF RELIGION
1 Personal, spiritual religious experience is an efficient solvent

for most mortal difficulties; it is an effective sorter, evaluator, and
adjuster of all human problems. Religion does not remove or de-
stroy human troubles, but it does dissolve, absorb, illuminate, and
transcend them. True religion uni es the personality for effective
adjustment to all mortal requirements. Religious faith — the pos-
itive leading of the indwelling divine presence — unfailingly en-
ables the God-knowing man to bridge that gulf existing between
the intellectual logic which recognizes theUniversal First Cause as
It and those positive affirmations of the soul which aver this First
Cause is He, the heavenly Father of Jesus’ gospel, the personal God
of human salvation.

2 ere are just three elements in universal reality: fact, idea, and
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relation. e religious consciousness identi es these realities as sci-
ence, philosophy, and truth. Philosophy would be inclined to view
these activities as reason, wisdom, and faith — physical reality, in-
tellectual reality, and spiritual reality. We are in the habit of desig-
nating these realities as thing, meaning, and value.

3 e progressive comprehension of reality is the equivalent of
approaching God. e nding of God, the consciousness of iden-
tity with reality, is the equivalent of the experiencing of self-com-
pletion — self-entirety, self-totality. e experiencing of total re-
ality is the full realization of God, the nality of the God-knowing
experience.

4 e full summation of human life is the knowledge that man
is educated by fact, ennobled by wisdom, and saved — justi ed —
by religious faith.

5 Physical certainty consists in the logic of science; moral cer-
tainty, in thewisdomof philosophy; spiritual certainty, in the truth
of genuine religious experience.

6 e mind of man can attain high levels of spiritual insight and
corresponding spheres of divinity of values because it is not wholly
material. ere is a spirit nucleus in the mind of man — the Ad-
juster of the divine presence. ere are three separate evidences of
this spirit indwelling of the human mind:

7 1. Humanitarian fellowship — love. e purely animal
mind may be gregarious for self-protection, but only the spirit-in-
dwelt intellect is unsel shly altruistic and unconditionally loving.

8 2. Interpretation of the universe—wisdom. Only the spirit-
indwelt mind can comprehend that the universe is friendly to the
individual.

9 3. Spiritual evaluation of life — worship. Only the spirit-
indwelt man can realize the divine presence and seek to attain a
fuller experience in and with this foretaste of divinity.

10 ¶ e human mind does not create real values; human experi-
encedoesnot yielduniverse insight. Concerning insight, the recog-
nition of moral values and the discernment of spiritual meanings,
all that the human mind can do is to discover, recognize, interpret,
and choose.
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11 e moral values of the universe become intellectual posses-
sions by the exercise of the three basic judgments, or choices, of the
mortal mind:

12 1. Self-judgment — moral choice.
13 2. Social-judgment — ethical choice.
14 3. God-judgment — religious choice.
15 ¶ us it appears that all human progress is effected by a tech-

nique of conjoint revelational evolution.
16 Unless a divine lover lived in man, he could not unsel shly

and spiritually love. Unless an interpreter lived in the mind, man
could not truly realize the unity of the universe. Unless an evalua-
tor dwelt with man, he could not possibly appraise moral values
and recognize spiritual meanings. And this lover hails from the
very source of in nite love; this interpreter is a part of Universal
Unity; this evaluator is the child of the Centre and Source of all
absolute values of divine and eternal reality.

17 Moral evaluation with a religious meaning — spiritual insight
— connotes the individual’s choice between good and evil, truth
and error, material and spiritual, human and divine, time and eter-
nity. Human survival is in great measure dependent on conse-
crating the human will to the choosing of those values selected
by this spirit-value sorter — the indwelling interpreter and uni-
er. Personal religious experience consists in two phases: discov-

ery in the human mind and revelation by the indwelling divine
spirit. rough oversophistication or as a result of the irreligious
conduct of professed religionists, a man, or even a generation of
men, may elect to suspend their efforts to discover the God who
indwells them; they may fail to progress in and attain the divine
revelation. But such attitudes of spiritual nonprogression cannot
long persist because of the presence and in uence of the indwelling

ought Adjusters.
18 is profound experience of the reality of the divine in-

dwelling forever transcends the crude materialistic technique of
the physical sciences. You cannot put spiritual joy under a micro-
scope; you cannot weigh love in a balance; you cannot measure
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moral values; neither can you estimate the quality of spiritual wor-
ship.

19 e Hebrews had a religion of moral sublimity; the Greeks
evolved a religion of beauty; Paul and his conferees founded a re-
ligion of faith, hope, and charity. Jesus revealed and exempli ed a
religion of love: security in the Father’s love, with joy and satisfac-
tion consequent upon sharing this love in the service of the human
brotherhood.

20 Every time man makes a re ective moral choice, he immedi-
ately experiences a new divine invasion of his soul. Moral choosing
constitutes religion as the motive of inner response to outer condi-
tions. But such a real religion is not a purely subjective experience.
It signi es the whole of the subjectivity of the individual engaged
in a meaningful and intelligent response to total objectivity — the
universe and its Maker.

21 e exquisite and transcendent experience of loving and being
loved is not just a psychic illusion because it is so purely subjective.

e one truly divine and objective reality that is associated with
mortal beings, the ought Adjuster, functions to human obser-
vation apparently as an exclusively subjective phenomenon. Man’s
contact with the highest objective reality, God, is only through the
purely subjective experience of knowing him, of worshipping him,
of realizing sonship with him.

22 True religious worship is not a futile monologue of self-decep-
tion. Worship is a personal communionwith that which is divinely
real, with that which is the very source of reality. Man aspires by
worship to be better and thereby eventually attains the best.

23 e idealization and attempted service of truth, beauty, and
goodness is not a substitute for genuine religious experience —
spiritual reality. Psychology and idealism are not the equivalent
of religious reality. e projections of the human intellect may in-
deed originate false gods — gods in man’s image — but the true
God-consciousness does not have such an origin. e God-con-
sciousness is resident in the indwelling spirit. Many of the religious
systems of man come from the formulations of the human intel-
lect, but the God-consciousness is not necessarily a part of these
grotesque systems of religious slavery.
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24 God is not the mere invention of man’s idealism; he is the very
source of all such superanimal insights and values. God is not a hy-
pothesis formulated to unify the human concepts of truth, beauty,
and goodness; he is the personality of love from whom all of these
universe manifestations are derived. e truth, beauty, and good-
ness of man’s world are uni ed by the increasing spirituality of
the experience of mortals ascending toward Paradise realities. e
unity of truth, beauty, and goodness can only be realized in the
spiritual experience of the God-knowing personality.

25 Morality is the essential pre-existent soil of personal God-con-
sciousness, the personal realizationof theAdjuster’s inner presence,
but such morality is not the source of religious experience and the
resultant spiritual insight. e moral nature is superanimal but
subspiritual. Morality is equivalent to the recognition of duty, the
realization of the existence of right and wrong. e moral zone in-
tervenes between the animal and the human types of mind as mo-
rontia functions between the material and the spiritual spheres of
personality attainment.

26 e evolutionary mind is able to discover law, morals, and
ethics; but the bestowed spirit, the indwelling Adjuster, reveals to
the evolving humanmind the lawgiver, the Father-source of all that
is true, beautiful, and good; and such an illuminatedmanhas a reli-
gion and is spiritually equipped to begin the long and adventurous
search for God.

27 Morality is not necessarily spiritual; it may be wholly and
purely human, albeit real religion enhances all moral values, makes
themmoremeaningful. Moralitywithout religion fails to reveal ul-
timate goodness, and it also fails to provide for the survival of even
its own moral values. Religion provides for the enhancement, glo-
ri cation, and assured survival of everything morality recognizes
and approves.

28 Religion stands above science, art, philosophy, ethics, and
morals, but not independent of them. ey are all indissolubly
interrelated in human experience, personal and social. Religion is
man’s supreme experience in the mortal nature, but nite language
makes it forever impossible for theology ever adequately to depict
real religious experience.
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29 ¶ Religious insight possesses the power of turning defeat into
higher desires and new determinations. Love is the highest moti-
vation which man may utilize in his universe ascent. But love, di-
vested of truth, beauty, and goodness, is only a sentiment, a philo-
sophic distortion, a psychic illusion, a spiritual deception. Love
must always be rede ned on successive levels ofmorontia and spirit
progression.

30 ¶ Art results from man’s attempt to escape from the lack of
beauty in his material environment; it is a gesture toward the mo-
rontia level. Science is man’s effort to solve the apparent riddles of
the material universe. Philosophy is man’s attempt at the uni ca-
tion of human experience. Religion is man’s supreme gesture, his
magni cent reach for nal reality, his determination to nd God
and to be like him.

31 ¶ In the realm of religious experience, spiritual possibility is
potential reality. Man’s forward spiritual urge is not a psychic illu-
sion. All of man’s universe romancing may not be fact, but much,
very much, is truth.

32 Some men’s lives are too great and noble to descend to the low
level of beingmerely successful. e animalmust adapt itself to the
environment, but the religious man transcends his environment
and in thisway escapes the limitations of the presentmaterial world
through this insight of divine love. is concept of love generates
in the soul of man that superanimal effort to nd truth, beauty,
and goodness; and when he does nd them, he is glori ed in their
embrace; he is consumed with the desire to live them, to do righ-
teousness.

33 Be not discouraged; human evolution is still in progress, and
the revelation of God to the world, in and through Jesus, shall not
fail.

34 e great challenge to modern man is to achieve better com-
munication with the divineMonitor that dwells within the human
mind. Man’s greatest adventure in the esh consists in the well-bal-
anced and sane effort to advance the borders of self-consciousness
out through the dim realms of embryonic soul-consciousness in
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a wholehearted effort to reach the borderland of spirit-conscious-
ness — contact with the divine presence. Such an experience con-
stitutesGod-consciousness, an experiencemightily con rmative of
the pre-existent truth of the religious experience of knowing God.
Such spirit-consciousness is the equivalent of the knowledge of the
actuality of sonshipwithGod. Otherwise, the assurance of sonship
is the experience of faith.

35 And God-consciousness is equivalent to the integration of the
self with the universe, and on its highest levels of spiritual real-
ity. Only the spirit content of any value is imperishable. Even that
which is true, beautiful, and good may not perish in human expe-
rience. If man does not choose to survive, then does the surviving
Adjuster conserve those realities born of love and nurtured in ser-
vice. And all these things are a part of the Universal Father. e
Father is living love, and this life of the Father is in his Sons. And
the spirit of the Father is in his Sons’ sons—mortalmen. When all
is said and done, the Father idea is still the highest human concept
of God.˚

* * * * *

3.35. And the spirit of the Father is in his Son’s sons— mortal men. Sons’ does appear
to be correct in light of the prior sentence which provides the context — “…this life of the
Father is in his Sons.”
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